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INDEX TO VOLUME XXXI.

ABATTOIR QUESTION in Bradford, 213
Abattoirs in London, oonsiruetion of, 903
Abbey, Westminster, 311
Academicians, English and Scotch Art, 1010
“Accident” at the Colonial Office, 163
Accident, fatal bridge, at Woking, with trac-

tion-engine, 72, 104
Accident in Manchester, 433
Accident in stone-laying, 793
Accident Season, the fatal, to artizans, 331
Accidents, 14, 32, 01, 104, 171, 373, 333, 371,

462, 471, 691, 631, 760, 813, 833, 851, 874,
893, 953, 995, 1016

Accidents : see also “Falls of buildings, &c.”
Accidents ; ravages among buildings by a
storm of wind, 1031

Action, builders’, for extra works,—Hill,

Keddell, A Waldram c. Poplar Guardians,
161

Actions : architects’, 690: Collins e. DUmann,
1014

Agricultural geologr, 971
Air: clean, 1014; vitiated, 769
Albert Bridge, opening of, 689; diilioulties

at, 751
Albert Hall, 932
Albert Memorial : Chapel673j Holbom,829:

see also “ Memorial”
Alexandra Palace, the works at, 319, 433; the
theatre in, 380 ; destruction of, 459 ; a
lesaou from, 459, 610 ; rebuilding of, 689

All Saints' Church, Cavendish-square, decora-
tions of, 943

Amateurs, organisation of, 831
America, notes from, 405, 464
American centenary building competition

:

sec under “ Competitions ”

Analysts : see under “ Sanitary”
Antioch, rebuilding of,—providing for earth-
quakes. 701

Antiquarian researches, 861, 903
Antiquarian visit to Berkhamstead, 603
Antiquities in Reading, 930
Apprenticeship, importance of, and a plan, 603
Apprenticeship services, 613
Apprenticeships to building trades,—Benford

u. Weiuwrigbt, 90
Aquarium, the Brighton, 172
Aquarium for Hastings, 661
Arbitrution Boards in Germany, 63
Arbitration, on, 23
Archffologioal Association, British, 193, 311 •

Shellield Congress of, 661, 677
Archicological Association, Yorkshire, 724
Archeeological discoveries, 18
Archaeological Institute at Exeter, 613
Archicological Society’s meeting, Wilts, 771
Archaeological Societies, 641, 706
Archreological Society, Kent, 632
ArchtcologicBl Society, London and Middle,
sex, 411 ;

at Hampton Court, 612
Archuiological Society, Sussex, 833
Archaeology, in France, 366
Arohicology, influence of, on architecture, 249
Architect, an octogenarian, autobiography of.

Architect-contractors, 633
Architect, presentation to an, 74
Architect, the, 372
Architect, the City, and extra professional
services, 862, 942

Architect, the doctor and the, 664
LTchitect, the, in future, 963
irchitect to the Chiliau Government, 472
LTchiteots, a new danger to, 1020
Ljchitects and arobitectnre, S83
irobitecta acd builders, 609
iTohitects and committees, 493
irchitects and draughtsmen, 149
LTcbitects and theology, 571, 691
Tchitects’ assistants, rights and wrongs, 120
jchitects at dinner, 498
jchitects before the judge, 1034
jchitects' Benevolent Society, 332
jchiteot's certificate, repudiation of,—Hill,
&,c., V. Poplar Guardians, 353
LTchitects’ charges for plans, &c., 513
Jchitects' difficulties, 863
jchitects’ discount : a call for even-handed-
ness, 971
Jchitects' extra professional services, the
City, and the Corporation, 882, 942
jchitects giving credit, caution to, 689
jchitects’ liability, 91, 101, 134, 153, 161
jchitects, Manchester Society of, 606
jcbitccts, Manchester Society of,—archi-
tects' dilHeulties, 863
jchitects of buildings and authors of designs
illnstrated

Bacon, Mr.,—Prince Consort Memorial,
Holborn Viaduct, 837

Barry, C.,—Burlington House, Piccadilly,

Barry, Professor E. M.,—Sbabden, Surrey,
627

Blacket, E. —Proposed Cathedral for
Gonlbnrn, New South Wales, 288

Blasbill, Mr.,—Business premises, Ludgato-
hill. 667

Brandon, D.,—Stow Hall, Norfolk, 407
Brown, W. & J. 1’.,—Business premises,

Reading, 66
Bnrges, W..—Design for 8t. Mary’s Cathe-

dral, Edinburgh, 227
Chancellor, Mr.,—Bank of British North
America, Clement’s-lane, London, 907

CEapman, Sir F. : see Ommanney, Lieut,
Chisholm, K. F., — Lawrence Asylum,
Madras, 927

Crockett, E. A. B.,—St.Miohael’s-buildings,
Cornhill, 687

Cubitt, J.,—Congregational Church,Tfamp-
ington-street, Cambridge, 267

Godwin, G. & H.,—St. Luke's Church,
South Kensington, 647

Forgnsson, J.,—Diagram of Gateway of
Herod'sTempleat Jerusalem, 513; Facade
of Palace of Maabita, restored by, 4:i3

George & Vaughan.—a piece of Piccadilly,
187 ; Immanuel Chnrch, Samaden, Switz-
erland, 146 ; Lodges, Rouadon, 586

Giles & Gough,—Schools, Wilmot-atreet,
Bethnal-green, 247

Gibson, J.,—National Provincial Bank of
England, Piccadilly, 487

;
Window and

Grille, National,' Provincial Bank of,
England, Newcastle-on-Tyne branch, 668

Goldie & Child,—Convent Chapel of the
Assumption, Kensington-square, 427;
Reredos. Herne Church, 996; Upsall
Castle, Yorkshire, 507

Guldenpfennig, A.,—St. Joseph’s Church,
Paderborn,327

;
Seminary, Paderborn,386

Habershon, Pite, & Fawckner,—Mansion at
Hope-end, near Malvern, 807

Hall, W., carried out by W. Hill k G.
Woodhouse,—Bolton Town-hall, 646

Hansom & Son,—Church of St. Philip Neri,
Arundel, 626

Harris, T.,—Milner Field, Yorkshire, 206
Hayward, C. F.,—A Wooden House for
Norway, 438

Jarvis & Son,—Schools, Old Ford-road, 467
Lee, Brothers, A Pain,—Hatfield House,

—

Wandsworth. 1003
I-egg, 6. & H. S.,—Warehouses, Fore-

street, Louden, 47
Leuchars, E.,—A piece of Piccadilly, 187
Lowe, J..—Phennix Fire Insurance Com-

pany’s Offices, Manchester, 847
Monson, E.,—Acton Local Board Offices,

307
Mullet, A. B.,—Government Buildings,
Chicago, 729

Norton, J., — Villa Residences, Crystal
Palace Park Estate, 367

Ommanney, Lieut., R.E., under direction of
Sir F. Chapman, R.E.,—Royal Engineer
Institute, Chatham, 707

Pennington & Bridgen,—College of St.
Paul, Enutsford, 767

Rankin, J. 0., and G. O. Garnsey,—Pro-
posed City Hall and County Buildings,
Chicago, 1027

Ritchie, A.,—North Court, Finchampstead,
746

Robinson, J. T.,—Royal Alexandra Theatre,
Camden Town, 367

Shaw, K. N.,—A block of Offices in Lead-
enhall-street, 607

Scott, Sir G. G.,—Cathedral Charoh of St.
Mary, Edinburgh, 106, 167; New Cham-
bers, Lincoln'slnn, 947; Reredos, Glouces-
ter Cathedral, 147 ;

Savernake Cottage
Hospital, 186 ;

the Conington Monument,
Boston, 606

Smith, T. R.,—Schools, Blundell-street, 127
SpeakmaD, Sod, & Hickson,—Manchester
Wholesale Fish Markets, 727

Statz, V.—Cathedral, Linz, 67
Teulon (Milford) & Crouk,—St. Pancras
Mission Huose. 828

Vale, H. H.,—Huyton Quarry Schools,
Knowsley, 346

Vaur, C..—Centennial Anniversary Build-
ing, Philadelphia : selected design, 967

Waterhouse, A.,—GonviJle and Cains Col-
lege, Cambridge, 547 ; Proposed Natural
History Museum, South Kensington, 10

WiUiams, J.,—New Post-office, St. Mar-
tin’s-le-Grand (Central Telegraph Office),
89

Wright & Sanders,—B ranch Insane Asylum,
Napa, California, 687

Architects, professional practice of, 16, 24, 99
Architects retained for criminal prosecutions,
caution to, 1013

Architects, Royal Institute of British,—see
“Institute”

Architects, Society of, Manchester, 911

;

architects and builders, 609
Architecis, to, 234, 249
Architects r. Builders, 931
Architects v. Painters, 1013
Architectural art classes, 322
Architectural art in England, 202
Ajchitectural art in India, 180
Architectural Association, 103, 203, 491, 891

;

country houses, 41 ; an opinion on compe-
titions, 373 ;

visits, 413
;
on church restora-

tion, 412 : in Tower of London, 503 ; Italian
coloured decoration, 530; Sheffield oongreas
of, 658; excursion, 611; on tour, 664;
Newark and Lichfield tour of, 681 ; Congre-
gational church building, 931

;
the message

of art, 982 ; old St. Paul’s Cathedral, 10r:9
Architectural Association, Edinburgh, 153,

233, -102 ; the sister arts, 969
Architectural Association of Ireland, 49, 533,
872 ; the profession in Ireland, 922

Arohitectnral Association, Liverpool, a re-
view of works illnstrated in the Builder
271, 239

Architectural Association, Northern, high
death-rate in Newcastle, 1012

Architectural details in common use, 120, 143
Architectural profession in Ireland, 923
Architectural Publication Society, 191, 233

Arehitectnral Society, Leicester, 63()
Architectural Society, Liverpool, 813
Architectural Society, Northamptoa, 630,

Arohitectucal Society, Oxford, 972, 994
Architectural Society, Worcester Diocesan,

294
Architectural Society, Yorkshire, 49
Architectural studentships at L'^cole des
Beaux Arts, Paris, 851

Arohitectnral terms, ancient, 357
Architeotnre and art of the present, 369
Architecture at London University, 802
Architecture at the Royal Academy, 339, 353
Architecture in Chicago, 432
Architecture in landscape, 37
Architecture in reference to music, 73
Architecture of Royal Scottish Academy, 179
Architecture, popular estimate of, 504
Architecture, position and progress of, 584
Architecture, the “ prinoipfes ” of, 899
Architecture, professor of. Royal Academy,

211
Architecture, the Due prize for, Paris, 323
Armoury, national, 900 ; position of, 929
Art : a glance at, 750 ; a new chapter in, 437 ;

and design, 74; and ecience, 202; Aroh-
bishop of York on, 880 ; architectural criti-

cism, 00 modern, 281; classes, the, 150;
congresses, 684, 725; criticism, 924, 952,
1024; culture, want of, 404; Eastern, its

value as an individuality, 479 ; female, 201

;

for the million,—Shams, 989; the Govern-
ment and, 933; in Ireland, 304; lectures
and lessons on, 639 ; message of, 962; prin-
ciples and purposes of, 349 ;

progress, 426
;

Sir Arthur Helps on, 32; smith of St.
Paol’a, 611

Art-Union of London, 340; prize works, 431 ;

'

purchases, 680; engraving for, 1U33
Artists, American, 373
Artisan soldiers, 309
Artizans, English, for Athens, 84, 134
Arts and artists, on, 980
Arts, the sister, 969
Ashton Court, near Bristol, 18
Asphalte and wood pavement, 033
Asphalte paving, 995
Aspbalte-orusher, 441
Asphalte roadways, 634
Assyria, the recent discoveries in, 689
Assyrian researches, 43
Asylum for imbeciles at Caterham, 201
Asylum, Branch Insane, Napa, California, 635
Asylum, the Lawrence, Ootakamund, 033
Athensum, Camden-road, 72
Athens, English artizans for, 134
Australia, from, 469
Austria, working patented inventions in, 613

BAALBEK, ruins and preservation of, 782
’*

Baker, Henry,— a health poet of eighteenth
century, 849

Baldacchiuo, a Romish adiooct, 669
Bank buildings. Cocks & Biddulph’s, 999
Bank, Jersey, St. Heliers, 529
Bank, Munster, Dublin, 390
Bank of British North America, London, 906
Bank of England, National Provincial,—St.
James’s Branch, Piccadilly, 439

Banner, Scottish Trades’, 623
Banners, Trade, of England, 601
Barracks contract, Glasgow, 249
Barracks, Glasgow, again, 511
Barracks, new, Castle Hid, Edinburgh, 300
Barracks, Saugor, India, failure of, 6
Barrow-in-Furness, 74; extensive building
operations in, 910

Barry, the late Sir Charles, 1000
Basrelief at Deptford, 849
Bath-houses, old, and new ones, 624
Baths, Clapham and Briiton, 601
Baths and washhouses, proposed, in Clerken-

well, 829
Baths, free public, Derby, 602
Baths, saline, Droitwich, 832
Baths and washhouses, Paddington, 14
Baths and washhouses, Southwark, proposed,
and Local Government Board, 870, 982

Baths and waehhouse.s, Whitechapel, 311
Baths at Whitehaven, 13
Baths, swimming, filtered water floating, 124
Battersea Park,—“Rotten Row ” works and

.

new plantations, 260
Battle Bridge eee “ Road ”

Bejapoor and its mausoleums, 42
Belgravisn squares. 397
Bells, 21, 60 ;

and bell cages, 170
Belfries and bells, 21
Berkhamstead, antiquarian visit to, 562
Berlin, growth of, 021
Bethnal-green, Local Government at, 36
Birmingham, buildings in, 90

;
health in, 762

Bloomsbury, the squares of, 857
Board of Works, Metropolitan, 551, and com-
pensation, 533

; annual report of, 395; ex-
penditure o.f, 110 ; projections beyond line
of front, 353

Board of Works, Metropolitan, the proposed
New Building Act, 909

Bolton and its town-hall, 417, 443, 470
Bond-etreet improve nent, 110
Bonding courses, 989
Books, pamphlets, eagraviugs, &c.

;
notices,

reviews, and articles as to
Almanacs and Diaries, 1015
Art Workmanship Magazine, 1015
Baker on Long Span Railway Bridges, 614
Ballet on Grafting and Budding, 474

Barkas on Carboniferous Strata of Northnm-
berland, 293

Barlow's How to Make Money by Patents,
914

Begg on Happy Homes for Working Men,
234

Birch’s History of Ancient Pottery, 637
Bishop on Chnrch Organs, 314
Bond's Handbook of the Telegraph, 693
Borlase’s Nosnia Cornubim, 67
Brassey on Wages in 1873, 1015
Bruton's Handy Bonk on Bcelesiastioa

Dilapidations Act, 636
Burke’s Handbook of Sewage Utilisation

653
_

Busbridge’s Lithographs of Building Coo
etraction, 595

Cargill’s Strains npon Bridge Girders
Roof Trusses, 423

Cash's Where there’s a Will there’s a Way,
1015

Catalogue of Chimneypieces, Stc., 633
Chamber's Statutes on Public Health, 52
Christmas Leaves, 965
Colt on Land Transfer Question, 364
Cox's Pyschology, 154
Cox’s Reports of Geological Survey of

India, 589
Crookes’s edition of Wagner on Chemical
Technology, 69

Dawnay’s Sections of Girders, 634
Diaries, 1015
Fergusson’sTreeand Serpent Worship, 543
Froehner and Aroaa’s La Colonne Trajane

,

789
George’s Etchings on the Moselle, 1015,
Good Little Books, 996
Goodman’s Plan of Temple Church, Lou-
don, 634

Gordon’s Soldier’s Manual of Sanitation.
415

Hsll’s Trial of Sir Jasper, 693
Handbook to the Cathedrals of Wales, 637
Indian Engineering, edited by Major Laog,

Jackson’s Modern Gothic Architecture. 597
Joly’s Traitii Pratique de Chauffage, de la

Ventilation, &o., 819
Journal of Royal Archeological Association
of Ireland, 914

Kirkaldy on Steel, 856
Lacroix’s Manners aud Customs in Middle

Ages, &c., 842
Lingstaff’s Hospital Hygiene, 130
Lapidarium Septentrionale, 881
Latham’s Sanitary Engineering, 617
Law Magazine, 162
Leisure Hour, 635
Leifohild ou Coal, 434
Leitch’s Designs for Water-colour Paint-

ings, 494
Lewis on the Census of 1871, 720
Livingstone on Setting out Railway Curves,

652
B J ,

London, illnstrated, 494
Longman's Three Cathedrals of St. Paul,
497

Maunsell on Population and other Statistics
of Ireland, 4S2

Mathesoii on Works in Iron, 277
Moody’s Lectures on Art, 639
Moss on Education in Continental Europe,

863
Murray's Mythology, 112
Narcissus, 6
National Memorial to Prince Consort, 917
Nicholas's Annals and Antiquiiies of Wales.

257
Nichol’s Elements of Miiieralogv, 712
Parker’s Introduction to Gothic Architec-

tare, 996
Pettigrew’s Theory of Perspective, &c„ 419
Pepper’s Science simplified, 1038
Picton’a Memorials of Liverpool, 3
Pierce on Solid Geometry. 955
Principles of Decorative Design, 977
Rankiue's Mechanical Text-book, 956
Rawle’s School of Art Series, 34
Report of Amalgamated Carpenters and

Joiners. 334
Reports (artizans') upon Vienna Exhibi-

tion, 975
Reports on London International Exhibi-

tion, 614
Revue Archdologiqne, 693
Richards, on Woodworking Factories, 712
Ryde on Metropolitan Rating, 334
Sewage Utilisation, 693
Shelley’s Workshop Appliances, 614
Shepard’s Over the Dovrefjelds, 652
Shreve’a Strength of Bridges and Roofs, 423
Smith on Educational Comparisons, 193
Spilbury’s Lincoln's-inn, 938
Spon's Workshop Receipts, 816
Stanley on Mathematical Drawing Instru-
ments, 693

Statistical Abstract for United Kingdom,
1853 to 1872, 767

Stoney on Strains in Girders, 157
Street’s Indian Directory, 296
Tara's Elementary Principles of Carpentrv,

&c., 693
Taylor’s Autobiography, 318
Thomas on Symmetrical Education, 921
Thoms on Human Longevity, 414
Timbs’s Year Book of Facts, 254
TolhausBn'BDiotionnaire Technologique,732
Transactions of Society of Biblical Archu;-
ology, 454
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Tri.stram's Land of Mosb, 397
Trustees’ Guide, 636
Talloch on Drainace of Bombay, 62
Tyrrell on Public Works Keform in India,

ViolIet-le-Dac’s Lectures on Architecture,

translated by Mr. B. Bucknall, 796
Variorum: see weekly Numbers
Wagner's Handbook of Chemical Techno-

logy, 69
Waring’s Record of my Artistic Life, 913
Weale's Dictionary of Architectural and

other Terms, 334
Wilson's Handbook of Hygiene, 137
Workman's Magazine, 474

Borlase, Dr., 134
Boston, new. United States, 764

Bow-street," 940
Boxmaking machinery, 513, 561
Brackets, 82
Bradford industrial procession and Elgin

marbles, 820
Bradwell, Oxon, 012
Bread-baking and house-heating, 950
Brick arcbitectare, 1018
Brickmarkers’ prices, 492 ’

Brickmaking, olDcial report upon, 644

Bricks, fire, 18
Bricks, moulded and mortised, 1035
“ Brickwork and masonry in Ireland," 31

Brickwork, Mediaral of, Pomerania, 921, 943

Bridge : Albert, see “ Albert Bridge "
;
build-

ing, expansion and contraction in the 8t.

Louis Bridge, Missouri, 909; gigantic, over

the Forth, 464
;
Globe, Peckham, 461 ;

Gun-
thorp*. Nottingham, 402 ;

iron. Bow Creek,

761
:
North, Edinburgh, reconstruction of,

Sll
;
proposed Tower, 41 ;

Wandsworth and
Fulham, 183, 661; Westminster, and sur-

roundings, 910 : see also " Railway Bridge”

Bridges, county, building of and Middlesex
magistrates, 729

Bridges, iron, strains in, 423
Bridges, metropolitan free, 170
British Association for Science, at Bradford,

pickings at, 761
British Association for Science, gains from

fortv-ihird meeting of, 777
British Museum purchases and collections.

391
Bristol, 103

;
port of, improvement of, 611

Brunswick Chapel, decoration of, 72
Bucharest, public buildings, 465
Build, how Bhall I ?, 673, 703, 730
Build with, what shall we, 912, 9Q4
Builder, a blind, 101
Buil ler," the, a review of works illustrated

in, 271, 289
Builders’ actions : Willimorer. Lord Faver-

sham, 813
Builders and bills of quantities, 311

Builders and estimates, 761

Builders and tbeir workmen, 192

Builders, architects and, 609

Builders’ biUs, splitting, a singular case

:

Burton r. Hedges, 332
Builders r. Architects, 964
Builders’ Benevolent Institution, 402, 630,

913, 972
Builders, caution to, 391, 412, 893
Builders’ claim for plans and estimate, 812

Builders’ Clerks’ Benevolent Institution, 274

Builders’ dispute, 852
Builders, house, and decorators and agents, 133

Baiiders on Walwotth-commou estate, 300

Builders, parochial, carcasses, &c.. and, 471

Builder's specification, the oldest and its

meaning, 978
Building Act, a general, 152

Building Act, metropolitan: on defects in,

800; cases under: wooden buildings, 102;

esses under, 224, 294; defects in sanitary

conditions of, 63, 88; proceedings under,

41; Be, 132
Building Act, the proposed new, 909

Building afloat, 939
Building dangerous bouses, important decision

Buildings, public, new, 342

Buildings, public, new, at Bilston, 482

Buildings, St. Michael’s, Comhill, 681

Buildings, Shetheld new steel and iron works,

306
Buildings, the money spent on^, 817

Burial ground, St. George’s, 851

Burlington House, old, 1014

Burlington House, Piccadilly, 986

Bury Aihenffum, 892

Buenos Ayres, 472
Business premises, new, in Bury, 249

Businesses, noxious, 596

Buxton exMted, 453

i sacrifice and s

CABS, &c., improved, 879
Cairo,—public works, 441

Calvert, the late Mr. Grace,

warning, 860, 904
Camberwell, statistics of, 862

Cambridge, from, 641

Camden-road, state of, 132
Campanile, Chichester, as a water tower, 724

Capital and labour, 619, 624

Carcasses, Ac., and builders, 471

Carriages and their ways, 00

Casting, large, at Kirkstall Forge, 613

Castle of Barnard Casile, 482
Castle of Ewias Harold, 863

Castle, Flint, state of, 321

Castle, Marienburg : Gothic v. Classic, 183

Castle of Pontefract, 163, 209
Castle, Upsall, 606
Cathedral, Armagh, R.C., 702

Cathedral, Bangor, reopening of, 650

Cathedral, Ely, 1,300th anniversary of found-

ation of, 841
Cathedral, proposed, for Goulbnrn, New
South Wales, 284

Cathedral, Lichfield,—a fragment, 743

Cathedral of Limburg, 286
Cathedral, new, at Linz, 69

Cathedral, Manchester, memorial window, 661

Cathedral, Peterborough, 971

Cathedral, St. Giles’s, Edinburgh, 350

Cathedral, St. Mary, Edinburgh, proposed,

—

principles of design, 97 ; referee’s report

on designs for, 139, 166, 226
Cathedral, St. Paul’s, 54-1; see also “St.

Paul’s
"

Cathedral, WeUs, 726
Cathedral, Worcester, discovery in, 632 ;

restoration of, 321
Cathedrals, the three, dedicated to St. Paul in

London, 497
Cathedrals, Welsh, 637
Cattle market, Northampton, opening of, 582

Cuumont, De, M., death of, 342
Ceilar-llap : see “Flap’’
Cement, crusher for, 441
Cement, Portland, 890
Cement, Portland, and Nortbfieet shaft, 871

Cement, Portland, failure in, 794, 813, 834, 851

Cement, strength of, 469
Cements, 412, 433
Cemeteries, London, 630
Cemetery at Willesden, Jewish, 822

Cemetery, Hampstead, proposed new, 663

Cemetery, Lambeth, enlargement of, 1011

Church, new, in Dulwich, London, 731
|

Competitors, architectural, 249

Church, All oaints, Margaret-atreet, London,
;

Concrete and stone facing, 072, 639

Cemetery, proposed metropolitan, 770

Cemetery, Vic
•

Building land
Building land

sale of, 49
Building land, disputed ownership of, 813
Building materials, Irish, 43

Building materials, strength of, 167

Building tnaterials, the rise in, and the cost

of Lambeth new workhouse, 211
Building operations in Bradford, 181

Building operations, visit to Westminster
Abbey, 660

Building stones, fire-resisting qualities of, 661

Building stones of North of Ireland, 462
Building trade and new Yorkshire collieries.

Building trade case, an extraordinary, 192
Building trade dispute: see “Strike"
Building trade, London, 201, 252, 559 : :

also under “ Trades Movement"
Building trade of Wurtemberg, 646
Building trade, the New York, 932
Building Trades’ Institute, Manchester and

Salford, 791
Buildings, expenditure on, bv City Corpora-

tion, 731
Buildings, moving, 633
Buildings for the Dublin Whiskey Distillery

Compsny, 272
Buildings for Pheenix Fire Insurance Com-

pany, Manchester, 849
Buildings, new, for Economic Life Assurance
Company, 16

Buildings, new, for Safe Deposit Company,
Mansion House. 141

Buildings, new, in Bury, 219
Buildings, new, in Ludgate-circus and St.

Bride-street, 42, 300
Buildings, new, in Wellington-street, Covent-

garden, 121

Buildings, new library, near London Univer-
sity, 26

Buildings, new or old: appeal to judges in

banco, 954
Buildings, public, in Lancashire, 163

ictoria Park, state of, 201

Census, details of, 179
Census, house building and the, 720, 767

Chambers in Leadenhall-street, London, 606

Chambers, now, Lincoln's-inu, 945 ;
cost, 973

Chambers of commerce and railways, 84

Chambers, Parliament, 1013
Chalk, a piece of, 190
Chalk (with coal) as fuel, 330

Chapel, Albert Memorial, 673

Chapel, Winchester College, 161, 173, 191

Chape!, Berkeley, Mavfair, 230
Chapel of Lambeth New Workhouse, pre-

sentation to, 590
Chapel, Convent, of the Assumption, Kensing-

tOD-square, 425
Chapel, Green-lanes, Highbury, 701

Chapel, memorial, at Chieleburst, 462

Chapel, new. Upper Holloway, 270

Chapels, mountain, designs for, 121

Chapels, new Wesleyanfor the metropolis, 590

Chapter House, Westminster, 571

Charges, architects’, 591, 994, 1033

Chateau of Pierrefonds, restoration of, 1022

Chaucer and Ewelme, 351
Chaucer, the royal architect, 450, 492

Chelsea, complaints against, 273, 294

( best of drawers, the story of, 469

Chicago, nrchilecture in, 432; city hall and
county buildings for, 1029; new Govern-
ment buildiog, 31

Chichester, a nut for, 649, 711, 749
Chimney, a smoky, 313
Chimney shaft building, 871

Chimney-shaft, fall of, at Northfleet, near

Gravesend, 853, 871, 881; combination of

materials, 911, 930, 962
Chimney-shafts, statistics of, 911
Chimney stalks and fiues, 118
Chimueys, 489
Chimneys, smoky, core of, 391
China, the architecture of, 953, 972
Temple of Heaven, 991

Chiselborough, healchfulness of, 6

Chubb & Son's fire-resisting strongroom, 1001

Church of St. Philip Neri, Arundel, 629

Church, Barnack, 609
Church of Holy Evangelists, Baveno, 366

Church of 8t. Clement, Bournemouth, 352

Church, Saxon, Bradford-on-Avon, 132

Church, Bransgore, 705
Church, Congregational, Cambridge, 264

Cliurch, St. Peter’s, Drayton, 18

Church, Priory, Dunstable, 295

Church, Earl's Barton, 342
Church, new Trinity College, Edinburgh, 223
I 'hutch, Egleton, 749
Church, Enmore, near Bridgewater, 66L
L'hurch, Collegiate of Folgoat, Brittany, 341
Church, Gateshead, 362
Church, St. Matthew’s, Lighteliffa, 792

Church at Lordship-lane, Dulwich, 382

decorations of, 942
Church, new, in Newington Churchyard,

London, 663
Church, St. Mary’s, Newington, London, 652

Church, St. Luke’s, South Kensington, Lon-
don, 646

Church, St. Mark’s, Walworth, London, 431

Church of St. Mary the Virgin, Crown-street,

8obo, London, til
Church, Bf. Sepulchre’s, London, 232,971

Church, new, in Westminster Bridge-road,

London, 621
Church, St. Giles’s, Newcastle, 13
Church, St. Maty’s, Nun-Monkton, 901

Church, St. Joseph’s, Paderborn, 324

Churcb, Immanuel, Samadan, 140

Church, Immanuel, Streatbam, 62

Church, Sarmuodbam, restoration, 350
Church, parish, Therfield, 13

Church, Wakefield, 372
Church of WetzUr, 41

Church, Withington, 362
Chorch-boilding, eongreeational, 931

Church-building in England, 952
Cliurch-building News : see weekly Numbers
Church restoration, on, 4i2
Churches, City, doom of, 709
Churches of Brittany, 32J
Churches of Brittany, north coast, 342
Churches, our, Romanizing of, 912
Churches over railways, 611, 591, 633, 681
Churches, village, 619
Churchyards, provincial, 671
Cisterns, defective slate : Hill A Co. u. Green
A Co., 172

Cisterns, leaden, 954
Cities, on the laying out of, 279, 322
Civil Engineers, American Society of,—Re-

sistance of stones to crushing. 101

Civil Engineers, Institution of, 359, 1030
;
house

of, 17; irrigation in India, 89; awards,

673
;
premiums, 893

;
Alderney harbour, 971

Classic r. Gothic, 183
Cleveland Slag-working Company, 1011
Clitheroe, the keep of, 1033
Clock-tower Houses of Parliament, 673, 731
Club buildings, Junior Army and Navy, 272
Club buildings, 8t. Stephen’s, 459
Club-house, a new, in Liverpool, 801

Club movement, workmen’s,— Grosvenor
Club, Pimlico, 671

Coal, 491 ;
and grate question, 158 ;

and iron,

142, 171 ;
and iron in America, 689 ;

and
iron trades, the foreign, 32; and its col-

laterals, 183
;
and the committee, 678 ;

chalk
with, as fuel, 330; dust, utilisation of, 191

;

mining company, a building co-operative,

331 ;
question, the, 102, 134, 260, 373, 750;

supply, 391 ; trade, present and future, 709;
the waste of, 120

C.>als, dear, and domestic savings, 691
Cole, Mr. Henry, C.B., proposed testimonial

to, 502, 632, 572
College and School, Greenwich Naval,

works, 305
College chapel and hall ; see “ Chapel

’’

College, county, proposed, 49
College, GonviUe and Caiua, Cambridge, 644
College hall, Winchester, 211
College, Mr. Spurgeon’s new, 102

College, Owen’s new, Manchester, 831
College, St. Chad’s, Denstone, 632
College of St. Paul, Knutsford, 765

College, scientific for Midlands, 454
College, training, Darlington, 749

College, workingmen’s, 33
Colleges, Diocesan training, Durham, 134

Collieries, near Yorkauire, and the building

trade, 609
Coionr, 297
Colour decoration, 43

Concrete breakwater, Workington :

tion of unskilled labour, 941
Concrete brickwork and stonework, o

drical or columnar foundations in, leu
Concrete building,—Jersey new harbour, 873

Concrete building under water, 410
Concrete bnildings, 63
Concrete, cement, and asphalte, crusher, 431
Concrete houses in Germany, 241
Concrete in walls, behaviour of, 852
Concrete model dwellings at Hastings, 17

Concrete syphons on canal “ Quinturo
Sella," 572

Consoles, 82
Constantinople, 952, 103'2

Construction, improved method of, with
metals, glass, anrt other materials, 7-ti

Contract, alleged breach of, 274, 690
Contractors, railway, committed for man-

slaughter, 772
Contracts for granite in Hackney,—serious

charges, 812
Contracts, Manchester townhall, 56'2

Contracts,—Want v. Stallibrasa, -472

Convent of Bisters of Providence, South
Hampstead, 964

Conventional, the, Ac., 177, 237
Cookery at International Exhibition, 349
Cookery class at South Kensington, 451

Cookery, School Board pupils and, -422

Co-operative works, important to artizans

joining, 994
Corbels, 83
Corn Exchange buildings, new, Sheffield, 272

Cottages, as to labourers’, 524
Cottages, labourers’, arrangeraenla and con-

struction of, 801
Cottages, labourers’, with three bedrooms, i

873, 891
Cotteswold Naturalists’ Field Clubs, 630

Courts, assize, New Hampshire, 840

Court of Common Council, 103

Courts of Justice : see “Law Courts

”

Covent Garden, 711
Covent Garden Market, 117
“ Criterion,” the, Piccadiliy, 900; light and

air case at the, 513
Crystal Palace park estate,—villas, 366

Crystal Palace School of Practical Engineer-
ing, 1020

Cunningham, the late Mr. John, architect,!

831
Curriers’ Hall buildings, the new, 65S

Custom-house, Grimsby, 633

i, 419
Colouring, architectural, 772

Colours, combination ot^ 40
Committees, architects and, 492
Commonweal queries,—Currente Caiamo, 81

Commons, House of, in supply, 331

Compensation case: Long r. Metropolitan

Board of Works, 1014
Componeation case : Thames Embankment,

1056
Compensation : seeunder “ Board of Works ’’

Competition, an opinion on, 372
Competition:—
American centenary building, 932

Bassenthwaite Church, 762

Cheater workhouse, 141, 162, 211, 232, 352,

541, 562, 681
Convalescent institution, the metroplitan,

202, 232
Crewkern Burial Board, 294

Hastings aqnarium and baths, 918, 982

Leeds Park at Roundhay, 734, 739

Leicester mnnioipal buildings, 141, 431, 477,

559, 611
Lowestoft Park, Bellevue, 332

Manchester Conservative Club, 260

Margate Deaf and Dumb Asylum, 611, 633

Margate drainage, 811, 841, 871 : see also

“ Margate"
Nottingham UnitarianChurch, 043, 663

Start's Hill Estate, 44

Stroud General Hospital, 133

8t. Mark’s Church, South Shields, 249

Btowmarket Institute, 1001

Sunderland Town-hali, 995

Tegetthoff monument, 2’3

Tuastall Wesleyan chape! and school, 331
Whitehaven baths, 60

Wolverhampton Grammar-school, 742
Competition-committees, -433

Competition - drawings, report to Coach-
makers’ Company on, 613

Competition-question :
“ This is no joke : I am

in earnest," 212
Competitions, 110,371, 412, 433, 453, 472, 833,

DALTON HALL, near Beverley, 743

Damp in stone, 132
Deane, W. W. artist, the late, 63

Death-rate, Salford, 333
Deaths: ace “ Obituary"
Decoration, coloured, 2'i0, 238
Decoration, Italiau coloured, 620

Decoration, mural, 174
Decoration, “ Sgraffito,” on the art of, 220

Decorations, Mural, Windermere Church, 630
Decorative designs on wood surfaces, me-

chanical processes for producing, 1003

Decorative design, the principles of, 977

Decorator’s, house, a wrinkle for. 173

Depot and mortuary at Walworth, 292

Design and symmetry, on the valne of, 877

Designers for Manchester, 223
Dilapidation case : Cook ti. Msggs, 73

Dilapidations discussed, 291, '309

Disiufeotants and deodorizers, 260

Dissenting Church-building news : see weekly I

Numbers
Distillery premises. Dunlin, 942

Dock at Barrow, new Timber, 194

Dock at Malta, Clarence, 141

Docks at Cardiff, proposed increase of, 533

Dock, wet, the Wbitehaven, 610

Docks, new, at Sharpness, 533

Docks, New York o. Liverpool, 770

Docks, proposed at Cardiff, 564

Doctor, the, and the architect, 584

Dogget, Thomas, 613
Dorchester and Ewelme, 2^9

Drainage and sewage works, 892

Drainage of Dublin, 680
Drainage, garden, and other improvements.

973
Competitions, architectural, 409
Competitive designs lor 'municipal buildings,

Leicester, 659 ; see under “ Competition"

190
1,
— Western;Drainage, metropolitan

pumping station, 698
Drainage of Penge, defective: flooding

houi
Drainage of Windsor Castle, 262, 444

Drainage of Windsor, 491

Drains, chimneys, and water supply, 4S9

Drama, the early, 619
Draughtsmen, architects and, 149

Drawing, female teachers of,—Paris, 561

Drawing, reproduction of by silver salts, 1S9

Dress in relation to the decorative arts and

painting, 1029
Drovers' hall and asylum, 433
Drying-chambers,—a question answered, lOlC

Drying-chambers,—a query, 964

Dnblin, healthful doings in, 48'2

Dublin improvements and requirements, 343

Dublin, the streets of, 74
Dublin, port and dock improvements, 202

Dublin : see also under “ Sanitary
’’

Dugdale’B St. Paul’s, 633

Dumfries, gift by Crown to town of. 296

Dundee, new cattle market and public worki

for, 31

Dust ditBculty, 782

Dust, value of, 730
Dwelling-houses, workmen’s, the corporation

Dwellings: committee, special, 221; demoli

tion of, Dr. Lsnkester and, 463; for un
skilled labourers, 560

;
for poor, 162 ;

foi

poor and City charitiea, 340; for poor

Government and, 360, 381 ;
for poor, new

near Holborn Viaduct, 44; for workin;

olttsses, 160; improved, for poor, and unre

munerative rents, 291 ;
improved, for poor

purchase of sites and buildings for, 460
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improved. Government and, 430; of

metropolitiin poor, 693 ;
organised, 073

:

see also *' Houses”

liARTHQUAKES, providing for : Antiocb,

701
EasClake’s lost picture, 1009

licho, care of, 229,449

Rdgar, late Mr. Robert, architect, 802

KUinburgh, 933 ;
proyress in, 971

fiivpt, -works in,—Cairo, 441; Suez, 4^10

Unlbankment, Thames, 33; from Charing-
cross, 174, 233; proposed building on, 201

;

Victoria, new approach to, 953
emigration fields compared, 229
I'hoigration,—the position of things, 329
Employment, “ languishing for,” 919
Entield, an old brick house in, 31, 59, 91, 133

lingineering works, fall of : see ” Fall
”

Engineers’ actions,—Birch v. Exmouth Dock
Company, 110

Engineers and surveyors, municipal and sani-

tary, association of, 152, 331, 689, 801,871
Engineers and the Health Act, 241
Engineers, civil, American Society of: pneu-
matic foundations, 381) ;

leakages in water-

pipM, 650
Engiueers (Royal) Institute, Chatham, 705
ICrjgineers, sanitary : see ” Sanitary"
Engineers, the Amalgamated Society of, 274

Engineers’ Society, civil and mechanical, 33,

469,^610, 873
Engineers, Society of : util'sation of slag, 893 ;

the setting out of slopes, 994
Examinations, architectural, 582
Exhibition, International of 1873, opening of,

207
; 1873, 134 ;

all things to all men, 833
;

architecture and decorative art in, 399 ;

buildings, diagrams of, 882; machines and
hardware in, 379 ;

pictures for, 131; notes
in,—pictures, drawings, &c., 438 ;

novelties

at, 640 ;
sanitary appliances for, 973

Exhibitiou, International, London, of 1874,

642, 729; architecture, construction, and
sanitary arrangements at, 840; building
contrivaoses and materials at, 933

Exhibition of appliances for economical con-
sumption offuel, 813

Exhibition, photographic, 881
Exhibition, proposed sanitary and educa-
tional, 469

Exhibition, Royal Academy, 422, 359, 377,398
Exhibition of Royal Scottish Academy. 100,

179
Exhibition, sanitary and educational, at

Norwich, 798
Exhibitions, the London and Vienna : retro-

speciive, 960
Exhibition, the Vienna International, 231 ;

opening of, 361, 403, 600, 518, 699, 640,

678 : artizans visit to, 610 ; artizan re-

porters at, 913 ;
awards, 6S4; building, 39 ;

rotunda for, 290; the way to, 313: wood-
work adjoining in, 963 : see also under
“ Vienna "

Exhibition of water-coloured drawings at the
Dudley Gallery, 99

Exhibition, winter, at Dudley Gallery, 860
Exposition building, proposed centennial,

RbiJadelphia, 965
Ewelme and Dorchester, 309
Ewelme and Chaucer, 351

FACTORY, new army prepared food, May-
nard, 945

Fall of buildings, 572, 610
;
atWalkley, 233 ;

in Kulme, Manchester, 313
Fall of chimney-shaft : see ” Chimney ”

Fall of engineering works, Wappiag, 600
Fall offactory chimney, Oldham, 383
Fall of floor in Belvidere-road, 49
Fall of a warehouse in Bristol, 17, 50
Fashions, old, 808
Ferry, a steam, at Middlesbrough, 943
Fever and fodder, 630
Fever, flood, and local government, 370
I'’ever in Marylebone, 649, 671
Fever, typhoid, and sanitary prevention, 661
Fever, typhoid, at Brighouse, 690
Fine-art association, ^rkaldy, 731
Fine art, the chair of, at Cambridge, 73
Fine art, the power of, 94-4

Fire, a lesson from, 459, 610
Fire, destruction by, 875
Fire,— spontaneous ignition of oiled cotton
or silk waste, 251

Fire, steam to put out, 313
Fire-grates projecting into rooms, 955 '

Fireplace, architecturally considered, 920
Fireplaces, economical, 224
Fire-pots, plumbers’ : see “ Plumbers”
Fireproof construction, 409
Fire-resisting building stones : see “Building

Stones ”

Fire safeguard, plumbers’, 983
Fires, exiinction of, 391
Fires, prevention of, 210, 301
Flags, stones, vegetation on, 651
Flagstones, cleaning, 33
Flagstones, stained, 18
Flap, a water-tight, 453, 472
Flood, fever, and local government, 278
Flooding of houses at Penge, 632
Floors, fireproof, 18, 453
Floors, hard lime, Mexican, 449
Floors, stone, 281
Fioors : see also “ Racket Court ”

Flower vase and hyacinth glassholders, 273
Flowers for the poor, 253
Flues and obimney-stalks, 118
Flues, timber in, 110
Flues, timber in old, 152
Fodder and fever, 680
Fogs, London and ita, 1021
Footway, repairs of : Hamilton c, Vestry of

St. George's, Hanover-square, 933
Foreign loans and ventures, 710
Foreign public works, notes on, 509, 580, 719
Foreign works, 1001
Foreign specs, 666
Foreman’s view, a, 73
Form, a few words on, 617

Fortifications, pre-bistoric, 173
Portresses of AJsace-Loraine, 633
Forums, free, 193
Fountain, drinking, in Chester, 91
Foundations, digging, to injury of adjoining

houses, 395
Foundations, pneumatic, 389
Fountain, drinking, for Alriwiek, 204
PVance, manners and customs of Middle Ages

in, 842
Freemasonry, Natal, 033
Fresco and mural decoration, 174
Fresco, injured, 630
Fresco by Paul Veronese, 151
Friends, veteran, 273
Fuel : for domestic purposes, economy in, 283

;

gas as, 851 ; water as, 543
;
question, 994

Fuel : see also under “ Exhibition
”

Furniture, some fine, 310

GAFFS, last of, 720
Gallery, French, Pall-maU, 319
Gas, 394
Gas Hud lighting of buildiogs, 25
Gas Company, new, for heating and lighting,

ll9
Ghs Company, the London, new work at
Battersea for, 330

Gas escape and the safety-lamp, 191
Gas escape, deaths from, 963
Gas, fieatiag by, 270, 313
Gas-making, private, 384
Gas-manufacture, steam in, 690
Gas, proposed increase in price of, 993
Gas supply, metropolitan, 131
GdS tar, colour of, 493
Gasworks, new, Askeru, near Doncaster, 153
Gaseliers, hydraulic,—explosion, 90
Gate, churchyard, St. Jean du Doight, Brit-

tany, 986
Gateways and porches, a chat about, 53
Genius, the grip of, or iatellectuai grasp, 645
Glass, stained, 334
Glass ground by storms : see " Sand-blast ”

Glass-bousea, near saltaire, 64
Glass-making in Midlands, 365
Glass, technology of, 69
Glszss, 1035
Goldsmith’s work, 602
Goldsmiths' work, trinkets, vestments, and
weapons, early French, 197

Gothic V. Classio : Marienburg Castle, 183
Gothic architecture, present position of, 383,

405, 597
Grate, an elfjctive, 350
Grate competition. Society of Arts, 173
Greenwich Hospital, reconstruction of the

interior of, 80
Giilie and window. Bank, Newcastle, 566
Guarantees for contractors, architects’, 73
Guildhall, the, 103
Guildhall, new library, 103
Guildhall, Winchester, 393
Guild of learning,—Trades, 333, 453 ;

confer-
ence, 481

Guilds and trade-onions, 102
Guilds, the City, 651
Gymnasium, anew, at Dulwich College, 953
Gymnasium buildings at Royal Naval School,

HACKNEY Board of Works, Homes in

Homerton, acd, 934
Hackney, enormous growth and sanitary

state of, 690
Hackney, open spaces in, 851
Hackney Wick : see under “ Homes ”

HbII and library, public, Lowestoft, 353
Hull and schools, St. Michael’s, Hackney, 931
Hall, new Temperance, for Bury, 450
Hall, the new Bridge, Barnstaple, 573
Hall, new lecture, at Lewisham, 641
Hall, St. George's, Bradford, renovated, 451
Hall, Stationers’, 481
Halls, new public, for Glasgow, 982
Harbour at Alderney, 971
Harbour, new, Jersey,—ooncretebuilding, 873
Hatfield House, Wandsworth, 1004
“ Hawk from a Handsaw,” I know a, 26, 60,

78, 110, 133, 143, 163, 192
Hawkshaw, Sir John, 729
Health Act,—Engineers and, 241
Health Act, new, proceedings under, >13

Health, a song of : see “ Sanitary Songs”
Health and legislation, 602
Health and thrift, 690
Health, Boards of, powers of, 210
Health book, a, 137
Health Inspectors' dnties : Madeley, 210
Health, medical olBcers of, 649
Health near Birmiugham, 43
Health, public, 910
Health, public. Act, ver»ug Local Board laws :

Qre&torex v. Weeks, 311
Health, public, corporate politics t'crsti*, 326
Healthful doings in Dublin, 482
Heating, &o., a French treatise on, 819
Heating hot-houses, without cost, 929
Heating by gas, 270, 312
Hereford, 121, 163
Horae Bay, 710
Highway district surveyors, 133
Uobart-town, Tasmania, salubrity of, 430
Hobbies and organisation of amateurs, 831
Holborn Viaduct, new buildings on, 384
Hollar’s Etchings, and Dugdale’s St. Paul’s,
623

Holyhead breakwater and harbour, 671
Home, the children’s, 711
Homerton homos, Sf, 954 : see also under
“ Homes ”

Homes, associated, 674
Homes in Hackney Wick, 969, 1033
Homes, healthy, 793
Homes in America, 390
Homes iu Homerton, 869, 991, 934, 954
Hope End, near Malvern, 886
Horticoltural Society, Royal, 763
Hospital : architecture, 874 ; construction,
new mode of, 970 ; convalescent, near Liver-
pool, 619 ;

cottage, Savernake, 184 ; cottage,
Wisbeaeb, 841 ;

national, for Cowley, 391

Hospitals, cottage, 191. 830
Hospitals, walls and floors of, 130
Hot-ttir doctors, 312
Hotel, a model, abroad, 33
Hotel do Yille, Paris, designs for, 222
Hotel, Midland, St. Pancras, 381
House; a wooden, for Norway, 484; agents
and house agents, 412; building and the
census, 720, 757; bnilding, health and com-
fortin, 703, 74-4, 669; buUding, speculative,
373 ; decorators and house agents, 133 ;

for
the Bcientiflc societies, 141; heating and
bread-baking, 950; letting and perceotages,
8H3; of late Thomas Hope, 381 ;

planning,
old, 183; property in Leeds, 411; sale of,

631 ;
property in London, valuation of, 6 ;

warming and ventilating in Canada, 849
Houses : Cheshire, 1010 ;

country, 41 ;
Milner

Field, 204; fireproof wooden, 633 ;
for the

wage class, 313
;
improving, 291 ;

in Dean’s-
yard, 833 ; old Scotch, rediciettt, 691 ;

on
Walworth Common estate and the builders,

223 ;
small, improvement of, 60; tall and

short ones,—a knotty point of law on, 412 ;

tenantable, how Scottish law keeps, 911

;

wooden, 274, 294; see also “ Dwellings ”

Humility and usefulness, 821
Ilyaciuth glassholders, 273
Hybernation in public places, 962
Hyde Park-corner, 234, 274, 324, 993

IDEAL, the, 177, 237
llkley, improvements and buildings in, 890
India, ancient cities in, 852
India, northern, irrigation in, 89
India, public works reform in, 889
India, British, public works in, 909
India public works, heavy Government fees

from candidates for, 1034
Indian architecture, 240
Indian engineering, 8l0
Infirmary buildings, Burnley, 605
Infirmary, Camberwell new, 83
Infirmary, proposed new, in Lambeth, 953
Infirmary, Rotnerhithe, enlargement of, 886
Infirmary, the new, in St. George’a-iu-ihe-
East and the Charity Commissioners,—

a

ditticulty, 17
Inigo Jones's water-gate, 273
Inns, Southwark, and the early drama, 519
Institute of Architects, Royal, 873, 832 ;

on
arbitrations. 23; architecture in refer-

ence to music, 78 ;
proposed award of the

;

R-iyal medal, 162
;
medals and premiums,

162. 181 ; the Royal gold medal, 174 ;
award

of Royal gold medal, 192 ;
on the art of

“ Sgraffito” decoration, 220, 323 ;
finances,

22.5
; on the laying out of cities, 379 ;

on
churches ofBrittauy.320; medals and prizes

334; on the churches of Brittany, 343;
annual meeting, 301 ;

office-bearers andnew
laws, 404; dinner, 413; on ancientmonuments
and relics, 420

;
award of prizes, 461

;
the

Royal gold medal, tJOl
;
the past session, 677;

address of president,—architects and archi-

tecture, 882 ;
medi.Tval brickwork of Pome-

rania, 921
;
Chinese architecture, 973 ;

the
late Sir Charles Barry, 1000

Inventions, patent and modern, 253
Ireland, art in, 303
Ireland, brickwork and masonry in, 31
Ireland, from, 62, 653
Ireland, matter out of place in, 290
Irish building materials, 43
Iron : 491; and coal, 142. 171; and coal in

America, 589; and other materials, 631
;
for

structural uses, 878 ;
in Sussex, 709 ; roofs,

durability of, 224; shipbuilding in England,
decline of, 633; something about, 929;
trade, foreign, 32 ;

workers in South Wales,
138 ; works and steel, new buildings, Shef-
field, 305 ;

works in, 277
Irrigation, u new system of, 643
Islington, empty houses iu, 353; sanitary
matters in, 813

Italy, a note from, 194
Italy, the ciceroni for, 443

JAPAN, public works in, 741
Jet, Whitby, and its manufacture, 1032
Joiners’ festival ; the wage question, 183
tfones, late Mr. T. B., architect, 451
Juries Amendment Act, 1870, 153

KENSINGTON, demolition of a plague spot
in, 300

Kensiogton gardens, Re, 651
Konaington gardens, 830, 874
Khiva and art progress, -131

King’s Cross-road : see under “ Road”
Kirkstall Abbey, proposed restoration,683, 731
Kttt’s Coty House, 653

LABORE, nec sine, 230
Labour and Capital, 824
Labour, circulation of, impediments to, and

their removal, 109
Labour, ill-paid,—a social danger, 858
Labour, the hours of, and a word about

Capital, 519
Labour question, a, 893, 933
Labourers’ Cottages Bill, 393
Land for railway extension in East London,
650

Land in suburbs, increased value of, 751
Land laws, 433
Landlord and tenant agreements as to build-
ings on farms, new, -413

Land, Metropolitan Board's, sale of, 614
Laud, ownership of, 470
Laud: see also “Property”
Lands, on corporation, 189
Lands, surplus, of Chatham and Dover and
Metropolitan Companies, 650

Lands, surplus, railway sales of, G63
Landseer, late Sir Edwin, R.A., 811, 831 ;

and
animal life, 862

Landslips and new buildings,—Nosworthy v.

Regent's Canal Company, 453

:

Lavatories and retreats, public, 1013

;

Law Courts in Supply, 613
Law Courts, now or never, 333

j

Law Courts, the proposed, 353, -431, 562, 03

Laundi-y Company, Southsea, 1024
Lead, injury to, by insects, 730, 741
Lead pipes and frost, 17-1, 193
Lead trades, 833
Lecture-hall, now, in Westminster Bridge-

road, 531
Lectures, Sir G. G. Scott’s, at the Royal
Academy, on the Dome, 217, 241

Lectures, Sir G. G. Scott’s last, at the Royal
Academy, 260 : see also “ Royal Academy”

Leghorn, English buildings for, 292

Leicester flood aud sewerage scheme, 771
Leicester-square,— a retrospect, 98

Leicester-square—io Ross, 998
Leicester-square improvement, 1036
Leicester Municipal Buildings Competition:

see ” Competition”
Leominster, a cry from, 872
Leslie’s Choir, Mr. Heavy, 374
Letters, writers of :—
Ambrose, H., on resistance of stones to

crushing, 101
Ambrose, H., on a water-tight cellar-flap,

473
AuweU & Sou, on power of surveyor’s cer-

tificate, -453

Ashurst, Morris, & Co., as to Goodwin v.

Tall & Co., 651
Bilker, A. J., on bells, 50
Ballantine, J., on the Wallace Memorial,
794

Batterbnry, T., on old house, Enfield, 91

Blackburn, H., on homes in America, 390
Blasliill, T., on labourers’ cottages with

three bedrooms, 891
Bonomi, J., and S. Sharpe, on the restora-

tion of an Egyptian temple, 463
Bi-aunon, P., on wiring the work, 231

Brcnan, J., on technological examinations,

731
Brewer, H.W., on Belgian restorations, 812
Brewer, J., on box-making machiuory, 513
Britton, T. A., ou concrete buildings, 63

Broadhurst, H., ou the possible strike,

•151

Broadhurst, H,, on the threatened strike,

533
Brock & Bruce, ou recent fall in Bristol, 50
Bromley, A. N., on a model hotel abroad,
32

Buchan, W. P., on lead pipes in frost, 103

Burnett, J. D., on Freomasoury in Natal,
633

Burnett & Co., on colour of timber, 353
Cumpbeli, R. F. D., on prevention of fires,

210
Chessell, F., on technical education and tho

artizan, 792
Chretien, J., on houses for wage class, 313
Chretien, J., on ehimnej -shaft, Northfleet,

911
Christian, E., on St. Mary’s, Newington,
652

Clarke, J., Name ! 633
Collinson, T. B., on Natural History Mu-
senm, 81

Couder, C.E ., another lesson from the fire

at Alexandra Palace, 510
Cooke, C., on Dr. Borlase, 134
Cooke, C., on national monuments, 252, 293
Cooke, C., on bride stones, 411
Cooke, C., ou Kitfs Cotty House, 552
Cooke, C., on Moreton Hall, 850
Cooke, C., on Cheshire Houses, 1001
Grace, J. D., on the ruins of Baalbek, 782
Cross, W., ou damp in stone, 133
Cubitt, J., ou fall of chimney atNorthfleet,

881, 952
Curtis, J. D., on an efi'ectivo grate, 350
Davidson, J., on charcoal in plastering, 110

Davidson, J., on effect of charcoal and
plaster, 194

Dawnay, A. D., on station platforms, 90

Dinwiddy, T., on leakages in water-pipes,

650
Donaldson, T. L., on the new old style, 632
Dyson, R., on baths, at Whitehaven, 13
Eldridge, J. on the roads at King’s-cross,

730
Elkington, T., on complaints against

Chelsea, 294
Elliot & Warren on Clifton-road Schools,
Deptford, 813

Evans, B. A., on how shall I build, 703, 730
Evans, B. A., on injury to lead by insects,

744
Farmer & Brindley on masters and men, 651

Fergnsson, J., on the Temple of Jerusalem
and tree worship, 543

Ferrey, E. B., on architects and theology,
591

Fryer, C. E,, on national monuments, 269
Grant, S. C., on late Sir Wm. Tire, 371
Garbett, E. L., on the Romanising of our
Churches, 912

Gedge, C. J., on hawk and handsaw, 143, 192
Gilbert, W., on City Fruit aud Vegetable
Market, 933

Goodwin, H., on patented apparatus, 51-4

Griffith, J. M., on Society of Arts grate
competition, 172

Griffith, W. P., ou St. John’s Gate, Clerk-
enwell, 671

Griffith, W. P., on a pilgrimage to Wrox-
ham, 809

Griffith, W. P., on St. Sepulchre's Church,
London, 971

GuiUaume, G. II., on architecture and art,

369
Guillaume, G. H., on sewer ventilation, 513
Guiidry, H., on Paddington Baths and
"Washhouses, 13

Gurnell, R. M., on Local Govemmeiit of
Bethnal-green, 26

Halt, A., on Chaucer, 493
Hall, A., on Ewelme and Chaucer, 351

Hay, W., on rain-water tanks, 590
Hayward, J. W., on health and comfort in

house buildings, 7-44

Items, H., on way to Vienna Exhibition,
•313
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Hems, B., on oak, 391
Hicks, J., on how shall I hjiild, 703
Holden, A. T., on wooden houses, 27-1

Hosken, \V., on national monuments, 293
Howland, E., on organised dwellings, 673
Ivimey, J,, oil smill liousea, 60
Jackson, J., in Whitehaven Baths com-

petition, 60
Jarvis, G. G., on the doctor and the

architect, 601
Jennings, G., from Vienna, 361
Jones, W. H., on Saxon Church, Bradford-

on-Avon, 133
Jonrd’hui, L., on new methods of search

for spring water, 651
Judge, M. H., oiiBrightonAquarium, 172
Kallifcr, J., on warming and ventilating a

house in Canada, 8-19

Kerr, J,, on Medueval Memorials, 18
Kerr, J., on Temple in Island of Lewis, 530
Kerr, J., on projecting iire-grates into

rooms, 950
Lacy, R., against Chelsea, 273
Lemon, J., on Liverpool sewer ventUation,

46S
Lemon, J., on sewer ventilation, 613
Little, M., caution to builders, 391
Lindfald, B., on cure of echo, 229
Longford, Earl of, on Hyde-park-comer,

234
M'Oregor, J., on cookery class at South

Kensington, -131

M'Kenzio, J., on tunnels in Mersey, 551
M'Lauchlan, F. H., on lead pipes in frost,

17-1

Macleod, M., on Portland cement, 890
Maxwell & Tuke on concrete and stone

facing, 689
Murray, J., on injury to lead by insects

from' wood, 730
HeiB, R., on measurements of timber in

Liverpool, 211
Newton, A. G., on postal telegrams, 60
North, H., on the roads at King's-cross, 790
Parker, J., on fall of chimney at NorthCeet,

930
Parker, W., on art and design, 71
Parker, AV., on microscopical socieliea, &c.,

192
Part, J. C., on effect of charcoal on plaster,

172
Peachey, W., on decay of iron roofs

,
350

Phillips, J., on ventilation of sewers, 690
Piotou on hawk and bandsaw, 73
Pitcher_, H. P., on moving buildings, 633
Plauche, J. R., on position of national

arraouiw, 929
Powell, if. & R., on the laying out of cities,

322
Proud, T. F., on shams, 851
Pulham, AV., on efl'ect of charcoal on plaster,

172
Pulham, AA'., on failure ofPorllaud cement,

Pulham, AV., on fireproof floors, 18
Pulham, AV., on racquet courts, 533
Redman, J. B., on the iron bridge. Bow-

creek, 751
Redmond, E., on economical fireplaces, 221
Richardson, AV., onarchitectural colouring,

Roberts, E., on our ancient monuments, 260
Roberts, H., on architects and sanitary

science, 461
Robertson, Brooman, & Co., on working
patent inventions in Austria, 513

Robson, E.R., on warming ofschool-houses,
812

Rowell, G. A., on prevention of fires, 391
Rust, J,, on Rust's mosaics, 87-1

Scargill, AV,, on cleaning flagstones, 33
Seal, 8., on a labour question, 933
Secretary tn Austro-Hungarian Embassy on

Tegettlioli’ Monument competition, 262
Sharp A Jones, on terra cotta, 852
Sharpe, S., and J. Bonomi, on the restora-
tion of an Egyptian temple, -103

Shaw, AV., on architects r. painters, 1013
Smith, C. R., on antiquarian researches
061,903

Smith, C. E., on onr ancient aud national
monuments, 2-11

Smith, T. R., on labcurers’ cottages with
three bedrooms, 873

Snell, H. 3., on Hyde Park-corner, 271
Statham, H. H., on organs, 131
Slayton, G. II., on sewer ventilation, .532

Sterling, Al’., on hawk and handsaw, 133
Strong, A., ou wooden houses, 291
Tarbuck, E. L., on architects' charges, 1033
Thomas, W. C., on a National School of
Art, 711, 7-49

Thomas, AV. C., on hobbies and amateurs,
832

Thomas, AV. C., on injured fresco, 630
Thomas, Cave, on Trades’ Guild of Litera-

ture, isi
Tossell, M.. on ventilation of sowers, 630
Tripe, J. AV., on .Re “ Homerton Homes,”

954
Tuhey, D. J., on walls and floors of

Racquet-courts, 533
Tuke C., on Stroud Hospital competition,

133
AValcott, M. E. C., onSt. Bartholom ew’a,
Chatham, 1813

Warden of Winchester College on College
Chapel, 191

Warwick, W. H., on Margate Deaf and
Dumb Asylum Competition, 633

Watson, T. H., on art classes, 150
Watts, J. B., on Ewelme andDorches ter,

309
Watts, J. B., on Reading Grammar School,
350

Whitaker, C. H., on Cole Testimonial, .532

Whitaker, C. H., on defence of shams,
771,899, 949

Whitaker, C. H., on dress, in relation to
the decorative arts and painting, 1029

Whitaker, C. H., on our position in A'ienna,

Whitehead, W., on shaft-building, 971
AA’hitworth, J., on encouragement to in-

dustrious workmen, 151
WUson, F. R. on glass ground by storms,

Wilson, F. R., on old mansion, Enfield, 50
AVomerslcy, J., on box-makiiig maebinorv,

651
Wyeth, G., on workmen’s trains, 634

Library, Free, and Museum : Brighton, 698 ;

for South London, 559
Library, Free, at AVigao, 163
Library, new, Guildhall, Loudon, 103
Licence to value, 673
Lichfield, Architectoral .iLssoeiation of, 681
Light and air and London School Board, 470
Light and air case at the " Criterion,” 513
Light aud air,—Dickinson c. llarbottle, -491

Light, obstruction of, -49

Lighthouse, Bird Island, Cnpe Town, 702
Lighting of buildings, artificial, and gas, 26
Lightning and lightning-rods. 7U9, 852
Lightning, damage hy, 331. 875
Lightning, St. Paul's and tlie, 650
Limewash, Bristol, 332
Lincoln’s Inn, 937
Liskeard, progress at, 250
Liverpool, Art Club, Oriental AA'ork and, 5
Liverpool, meraorials of, 3
Local Government Board, the, and possible

disease, 557
Local Management Act, liability of vestries
under : bsd drains, 912

Locomotive, steam, ou roads, 351, 742
Lodges, Rousdon, Devon, 684
London Government, 402, 510
London improvements, Northumberland
House aud, 259

London streets, a provincial visitor in, 378
London, valuation of house property in ; i

"House Property”
Longford Castle, near Salisbury, 130
Low Leyton, a look through, -441)

Llanuwchllyn, near Bala, 8:!2

Ludgate-circus and St. Bride-strcist, new
buildings, 300

Ludgate-hilJ, 893

" MADDENING DRINK,” 950
Malthouses, Burton, 702
Manchester rubbish,— a gigantic tip, 572
Manchester, tumble-down buildings in, 229
Manchester, value of land in, 853
Manners and customs of middle ages is
France, 842

Manzoni, Alessandro, 4-41

Margate, drainage aud health of, 631, 684,
793 : see also under " Competition”

Market, fish, wholesale, for Liverpool, 163
Market, fish, Oldham, 453
Market, fruit and vegetable. City, 933
Market, proposed new vegetable, 802
Markets, fish, new, Manchester, 153, 725, 784
Marylebone squares, 363
Masonic Hall, Camberwell, 403
Masonry in Ireland, 31
Masonry, mottoes on, 718, 750, 950
Masters «nd men, 651
Master's federation : sec "Trade Union”
Masters’ property, damaging, 632
Mathematicians diil'er, 190
Mausoleum at Frogmore, 1013
Mansoleum at Saltaire, 793
Medical olHcers of health; see “Sanitary”
Melbourne, Victoria, 721 ;

education in, 190
Memorial, Albert : National, 917,—the cou-

structioiiof, 1033 ; onHolbom A'iaduct, 829 j

see also “ Albert Memorial Chapel

"

Memorial of Bishop of AVinchosLer, reredos.

Memorial, proposed Tito : see " Tite ”

Memorial, the Hodgson, in Beaumont
Ghiirch,— archteological discovery, 18

Memorials, Mcdiavsl monumental, 18
Men and matters, notes ofresearch, on, 643
M6tr6 international, 893
Metropolitan improvements, 394, 131; and
population statistics, 1030

Microscopical societies and free forums, 192
Mill, John Stuart, and power of fine art, 944
Mill, Messrs. Pease’s, extension of, 330
Mill, Manningharo, Bradford, 990
Mills, the AVellington, Lambeth, 19!)

Mines, the gold aud silver, of Scotland, 92-1

Minsterley, Shropshire, 62
Miscellanea: see each weekly Number
Mission-house, St. Paneras, 824
Montmartre, projected piercing of, 582
Monument, proposed, to late Bishop of AA'^in-

Chester, 632 : see also “ Memorial”
Monument, the Conington, 606
Monument, the AVallace, 794
Monumental, 103, -451, 473
Monuments, ancient, and relics, 420
Monuments, ancient, preservation of, 83,260
Monuments, sepulchral, in Coniwsll, 57
Monuments, our ancient national, 260, 293
Monuments, national,—England and Wales,

333, 244, 252
Monuments, our public, 269
Moreton Hall, 850
Mortar, grinding, 711
Mortuary, a new, in England, 251
Mortuary at AValworth, 292
Mosaics, Rust's, 874
Museum and library for South London, 559
Museum : Bethnal-green, 77, 110

;
Chester,

294
;
South London, proposed, 5OT; natural

history, -404
;
new Polish national, 590

Museum, South Kensington, Architectural
Courts, 789 ; the future of, 579

Museum, the Architectural, 900
Museums, Nation^, 812
Museums, Natural History, South Kensing-

ton, 13, 27, 81
Museums of art, 810
Music-hall, new, fbr Sheffield, 1011

NAME! 633
National Gallery flooring, 619

National Gallery in supply, 612
Nations, shall all he alike? 1019
Newark, Architectural Association at, 681
Newcastle, high death-rate in, 1012
Newington-butts improvements, threatened
coUapso of, 891

New South AVales, 190
New York Harbour, 821 : see also under
“Docks”

North Court, Finchampstead, 744
Northfleet, accident at : see under “Chimney ”

Northumberland House, the proposed de-
struction of, 110, 178, 212; »ii idea, 233 ;

and London improvements, 259, 363, 413,
997

;
Board of AVorks and, 1013

Norwich, a few words to, applicable to other
places, 798

Norwich, bad air in, 833
Note-writing,—begin at the beginning, 390,

OAK, 391,413
Obituary : Mr. John Cunningham, architeot,
821 ; M. de Caumont, 3-42

;
Mr. AV. AV.

Deane, artist, 62 ;
Mr. Robert Edgar, archi-

tect, 802
;
Mr, T. B. Jones, architect, 451

;

Sir Edwin Landseer, R, A., 811 ; Alcssandra
Manzoni, 441; Mr. E. T. Parris, 973, 979

;

Mr, Thomas Piper, 651; Professor J. W.
M'Qiiorn Rankine, 6; Mr. Stephen Salter,

841 ; Mr. AVilliam Slater, 14, 83 ;
Mr. S. S.

Teulon, architect, 384; Sir AVilliam Tite,

M.P.. C.B., F.E.S.. 322. 337, 371, -131; mo-
morial proposed, 491, 1032

Observatory, Newton's, 573
Odours, strength of, 690
Offices, Acton Local Board, 306'

Offices, new public, at Lewisham, aud the
architects, 909

Offices, “Tribune,” New York. 690
Official economy, 433
Opera House, new, Paris, 700
Opera, Royal Italian, 311
Order of l4erit, an, 241
Order of the Guard, -4.54

Organ in choir nf St, Paul's, 664
Organs in churches and cathedrals, 131

Oriental work, and Liverpool Art Club, 5

Oinamentation of a newcecreation-gronud in

Bethual-green, 50
Oswestry, differences at, 50
Overcrowding in South AVales, S79
Owen, Mr. Cnnliffe, testimonial to, 841
Oxford, improvements in, 860

Painters, house, caution to, 1-19

Painters in AVater Colours, 383
Painters in AVater Colours, Society of, 3-49,

959
Painters in AA’ater Colours, Institute of, 340;

AVinter Exhibition, 1000
Painters, instructed, 252
Painters’ movement in London, 690, 731
Painters v. Architects, 1013
Paintings in oil, preservation aud restoration

of, 839
Paintings, mural, in Kempley Church, 649
Palestine, architectural discoveries in, 838
Palestine exploration fund, 332, 633
Papworth, Mr. AVyatt, friendiv recognition,

4-43

Paris, notes from, 609
Paris, plan of, in relief, 763
Park, AVesl Ham and Stratford. 952
Parris, the late Mr. E. T., 973, 979
Parliament-street, improvements in the
public olRoes, 93-1

Parliamentary, 633
Parochial relief, 131
Parquetry, machinery for making, 649
Partnership dangers, 232
Patent apparatus and royalties,—-Goodwin v.

Tall & Co., 514, 551
Patent inventions in Austria, working, 513
Patents connected with buildings, 635
Pavingof South London and the vestries, 190
Peabody donation fund, 171

Peabody-aquaro, Blackfriars, 879
Pearce, Sir Edward Lovet, architect, 164

Pegwell Bay reclamation, 41

Persepolis aud the PorsianKing ofto-day, 364
Persia, suggested railways in : Reuter, 611

Persian securities, English workmen and,—

a

caution, 611
Persian Shah notes, 521
Perspective drawing, 63
Perspective, linear, simplified, 419

Pest houses in the north, 605
Photographic Exhibition : sea “ Exhibition”
Picture Galleries, arrangement and arehitec-

tural treatment of, 301

Pictures by Phillip and Creswick, 401
Pictures, the cleaning aud preservation of, 781
Pier, new. Redear, 462
Pile-driver, a gunpowder, 491

Pillar, the iron ribband, 873

Piper, late Mr. Thomas, 651

Pipes and pressure, 1014
Pitmen’s homes in north aud pest houses, 505
Plans, charges for, 153
Plans, &c. ; what is it coming to, 551

Plastering, charcoal on, 91, 110, 172, 194

Plumbers' fire-pots, wire netting for, 492

Plumbers’ joints, 852
Plymouth, 833
Pneumatic foundations, 3S9
Poet, a health, of the eighteenth century :

Henry Baker, 849
Pohco buildings, Kennington-road, 984
Police cells, Metropolitan, 561
Police court and lock-up, Blackburn, 703
Porches and gateways, 58
Post-office, new, St. Martin’s-le-Gfand, 84,

165; see also “ Telegraph-office” (Central)

Pottery, ancient, 537
Pottery and porcelain, Staffordshire, 457
Pre-historie fortifications, 173
Price, Francis, his patrons and his book, 765
Prices quoted, 153

Prison, Brixton, enlargement of, 13J
Prix dn Rome, 640
Prizes for thrift essays, AVhitworth's,
Procession, the Bradford Industrial, ainl the-
Elgin marbles, 820

Professional inquiries, 552, 571, 59i), 63 1;
supplying builders with tracings, 65 >

Projeetions : see “Board of Works, Metro-
politan ”

Property of the City Offices Company, S29
Property, surplus, sale of. Great Easleni,

611
Prospect, deprivation of, 33
Proverbs for general circulation, ISI, 210,

229, 270, 310, 370, 430
Public works, projected, 901
Public works rtroad ; see “Foreign AA'orks

”

Pugin travelling studentship, 171
Pumping machmery, enormous, 993

QUANTITIES, architects taking our their
own, 133

Quantities, bills of, 311
Queen A'ictoria-street, City, 833

RACKET COT’RT, walls of a, 493, 632
KalFaelle’s liou.se in Urbino, 300
Rails, slightly defective, 710
Railway : and other works, Parliamentary

notices as to, 932, 961; Ashton and Nun-
eaton, 690; BiUs, new, 613; bridge, th-j

Tay, 310; central rail, 709; City and AVest-
end, 16; Company, London and Nortb-
AVestern, money to be spent by, 160;
Eastern, extension, 1011 ; expenditure on
new works by the Great Western and Great
Northern, 179 I extension of Metropolitan
and St. John's-wood,—vibration, 861 ; ex-
tension, proposed, in the City, 6-45

;
exten-

sions and buildings,—starthjig intensions,

700
;
extensions. East London, and land for,

650; Holborn A'iaduct, extension, works
at,—Opening of new City terminus station,

803; Hull, south and west junctions, 61

;

items, 371 ;
lines, proposed new, to Crystal

Palace, 153; London and North-AVestern,
sleeping saloon for, 762

;
management, 149

;

matters, 33, 613; Metropolitan, City exten-
sion of, 615; Moloch, 697 ;

new, from Man-
chester to Liveiqiool, 619; North Somerset,
722; proposed, new across London, 502;
St. Gottliard, progress of, 143, 411 ;

sales of
surplus land, 663; Severn Bridge, works
on, and tunnel project, 932; sleeping-eiu',

North British, 134; South-Eastern, rolling
stock for, 762

Railway station, Blackfriars, new buildings
at, 140; Blackfriars goods, new extension
works, 199; coal and goods at AVandsworth,
650; Crystal Palace, -403 ;

new, at Preston,
663; new goods warehouses and, for Mid-
land, AVhitecross-stroet, 1034; NewNovih-
Eastern, Middlesbrough, 189

;
new, on

South-Eastern, 442; platforms, 90; AVater-
loo, enlargement of, 150

Railway trams, workmen’s, 634
Railway tunnels in the Mersey, 551, 592 tie
works on, 629

Railway waste lands, 551
Railways ; Chambers of Commerce and’ 94

;

in Germany, 651; new, and tramways, liil
;

private agricultural, 189; purchase of by
the State, 317; Scottish, new works and ex-
penditure on, 829 ;

the reply of the, 103!

;

the State purchase of, 621
Ramsgate, 6^
Rankine, late Professor J. AV. M'Quorn, G
Rates ou Government property, assessment

of, 704
Rating of mineral property, 60
Reading, public buildings in since 1848, 875
Real, the, conventional, andthe ideal, 177, 2.j7

Rectory-house buildings, Newington, 524
Regent's Park, in and about, 569
Register, passenger, for omnibuses and trani-

way-c
,
871

Religion in architecture. Professor Ma.-c

Muller and, 983
Repair of picturesque ruin, 633
Reporters, artizan, at A'ienna: see under
" Exhibition ”

Reredos, Carlisle Cathedral. 769
Reredos, Gloucester Cathedral, 146; nuveil--

ing, 471
Reredos, Plymouth, 893
Reredos, St, Martin's, Heme, new, 906
Reservoir, new, at Gorleston, 311; new large,

at Oswestry, 451, 892
“ Restoration,” against, 672
“Restoration,” queries as to, 741
Restorations, Belgian, 812
Retrospect, a partial, 1

Rhyme and reason, 332
Richmond drainage aud sewage works, 875
Rivers, ruin of, 717
Road, King’s-cross, 751, 730, 790
Road, Brompton and Fulham, 589, 612
Roads, Macadamised and steam roller, 650
Roadways, London, 392
Rolleston Hall, Derbyshire, 710
Roman Antiquities, 829
Roman Catholic church building news,po»siw
Homan Cemetery at Y'ork, 911
Rome, antiquities of, 362; excavations atth-*

Forum, 119; old, mansions of, 351 ; recent
excavations in, 890

Roof coverings for farm hnildings, 230
Roofs, irou, 833; decay of, 350; durability

of, 224, 273; strains in, ^3
Roofs, porous tile, 313, 351, 392, 411
Rooks of London Bridge, 651
Boss, Leicester-square to, 998
Eotherhithe-wbarf and recent tides, 233
Royal Academy of Arts Secretaryship, 572
Royal Academy and its old masters, 22
Boyal Academy, architecture of, 339, 359
Royal Academy Exhibition ; see under
“ Exhibition”

Royal Academy, professor of architecture,
211 : see also under “ Lecture ”

Ruffianism : who is to blame, 684
Russia, Khiva, and art progress, 425
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it. Bartholomew's, Chuthani, 813
it. George's, Jlanover.srjuare, somctliing
about, 737

It. Giles’s, C21, 778; old " Angel” Inn, 702

;

I he soil 0 /', 7eU
if. .Tohn'a-gtite, Clerlfcnwell, 671
it. Luke's, South Keiiaington, C4K

it. Mary Miigdjileiie's, Wandsworth,— colour
decoration, 43

t. Paul's Cathedral, London, the decoration
of',Sl; from Wrcn'spnintofview, 244; and
the lightning, 650; some critical views of,

799; west area improvements, 804; old,

1009; art-smith of, 611 : see " Cathedral"
t. Stephen's, Vienna, 864
alford, works nt, 31
alter, the late Mr. Stephen, 842
and-blnst process, U2u; glass ground by
storms, 769
anitary Act, elections under, 233
anitary Act, new, proceedings under, 222
anitary and muuicipal engineers and sur-
veyors, proposed association of, 152, 331,

363, 689
anitary : administration, 9, 901 ; affairs in
Abingdon, 689, 801, 874

;
and soeialmaxims,

|

132; authorities, 291; authorities all
Shrewsbury, 74; condition of Hackney,

!

690: see also under “Hackney"; con-

i

dition of ships, 306 :
engineers and the Go- i

veniment, 102; eDgineering, 617
!

initarv matters, 27, 152, 173, 194, 313, 462, ,

613,951,1012
i

witary matters,—analysts and medical I

offleers of health, 109; forewarned fore-
armed, 581; in Islington, 813: Local Go-
vernment Board and possible disease, 557
anitary movement in Imblin, 100, ISl ; mat-
ter out of place in Ireland, 290
anitary : notice, usel'iil, 405 ; precautions in
Westminster, 612; prevention of typhoid
fever, 661

;
queries, 703 ; report on South-

\

waric, 991; science, 901; science, ivrchi-

>

tect.s and, 461 : state of Northampton, 691 ; 1

state of Nortli of England, 933; state of'
Botherham, 230
snit'sry songs, 50, 72
ixon remains attached to Norwich Cathe-
dnil, 620
7«ll'oid hiring, 7-1

I

talcs, 833
1

;hool Board, Metropolitan, 390, 432, 462,
813,973; light and air and, 470

;
pupik and

!

cookery, -122

;kool Board schools, 710, 041, 893, 902, 9.34,

951; Brighton, 841; Hiidderslield, 1035;;
Eseter, 832; Liverpool, 990
ihool Board schools, Metropolitan, 903;
Blundell - street, Caledonian • road, 126,
1813; Wilmot-street, Bethnal-green, 245;
Old Ford-road, 465 ; opening of first, 661

;

Bethnal. green, 612
;
in South London, 684;

Deptl'ord. 583, 793 ; Clillon-road, Deptford,
813; for Battersea, 1030
ihool Board school sites, purchase of, 1011
‘hool Board schools: Boss, 631; Sheffield,

832
;

Wakefield, 749 ;
Wolverhampton,

322
;
Worcester, opening of, 72-i

shool Board tenders, London, 612
ihool Boards. 19, 27, 4-4, 93, 104, 131, 201,
141, 170, 233, 273, 281, 312, 382,602,633,
541, 563, 681, 601, 631, 670, 091, 731, 761,
771, 833, 851, 1035
hool Boards, the, and technical education,
150
ihool Boards' work, 251
hool building news : sec weekly Numbers
hool buildings, new, at Rugby, 664
hool-houses, warming of, 813
hool for music, national training, 1034
hool, new Merchant Taylors’, 478
hool of Art, a national, 657, 690, 711, 729,
749, 797
hool of Art: Derby Central, 163; female,
240

;
Lambeth, 613; Lincoln, 13; Notting-

ham, 89
hool ; Reading Grammar, 350, 413; Nor-
folk County, 301 ; 8t. Mary's, Hulme, 464;
Southampton Grammar, 352
hools Commissioners, the endowed, and
the St.John’s Schools, Battersea, 442
bools, Edward Clay Memorial, Brighton,
673, 903
hools, Ilayton Quarry, Knowaley, 344
bools. Holy Trinity, Sydenham, 50
hools in the country, 924
hools, middle-class for girls, 235
hools, new public, for Chester, -153

hools. North Surrey district, 711
hools of art and of science, 253, 410, 792,
131, 892, 973, 1035
hools of science and art: Gloucester, inan-
'Uration of, 322; scientific coUego for Mid-
ande, 454
hools, Oxford, proposed new, 373 ; design
’or, 452
hools, the St. .John’s, Battersea, 442
loola in Westminster Bridge-road, 531
ience and art, 202
ence and art culture, 870
.cnce and Art Department, 651
ence, Professor Williamson's, and glance
It art, 769

) Scientific instruction, 704

;
Scotland, from, 3-1, 111, 170, 250, 393, 394,

[

-194, 855, 974
I
“ Screw-jack Architecture,” American, 600

I
Sculpture, English School of, 72
Sciilpptnre technically considered, 3-49

Self-tuition, by a joiner, 630
Sessions-house, Surrey, rebuUding of, 17, 941
Sewage : end drainage works, WindsorCastlc,
444; and its ventilation, 192; Aylesbury,
disposal of, 290; di^osal of, 44; farming,
743

;
Farm case, the Reading, 329

;
matters,

43-4; purification at Bramley Workhouse,
371

;
question, 153, 231 ; utilisation, -171

;

Bristol, 689
;

Sewer ventilation, 453, 492, 613, 532, 544, 590
630, 689 ;

ventilation in Brighton. 910
ventilation, simplicity and safety of, 129
work, action for,—Wigmore u. White, lc9

Sewerage works, 413
Sewers, defective, at Penge, 953
Sewers, Liverpool, cleansing and voutilation,

of, 430, 465, 493
Sewers, men in, 651
Sewers, question as to, 373

j

Sgraffito decoration, on the art of, 220, 323
Sbabden, 624
Shaflesbury Park Estate, 853
Shah notes : see “ Persian ’’

Shams, 851, 909, 933, 989
Shams, defence of, 770, 890
Shams, science of, 9-49

Sheffield Congress of British Arcbtcological
Association : see “ Archmological Associa-
tion

”

Sheffield and the Archeological Association
677

;
from, 723; the town of, 660

Ships' boats, 313
Shrines of the Holy Land, 600
Silk manufactures, our, 643
Sketching, architectural, 223
Sketching in foreign churches, 631
Slag, iron, utilisation of, 613
Slag-working Company, Cleveland, 1011
Slag, utilisation of, 892
Seaton, late Mr. William, 14, 83
Slopes, the setting-out of, 994
Smoke nuisance in the suburbs, 610
Smoke, the economic consumptiou of, 874
Smoking and thinking, 429
Social science and its difBcnlties, 818
Social Science Association in Norwich, 781
Social Science Congress, practical matters
disenssed at, 822

Society of British Artists, 299
Soho, something about, 521
Southampton, the ancient defence of, 26
Spontaneous ignition of oiled cotton or silk
waste, 621

Squares, Belgravian, 897
Squares, Bloomsbury, 857
Squares, Marylcbone, 363
Stabling and stores. Corporation, Birming-
ham, 151

Stabling at Grey Towers, 110
Stages and seats on Thanksgiving-day, 110
Stained glass, 341, 570, etpatsim
Staircase, c-arved, Morlaix, Brittany, 74-1

btairs, a flight on, 957
Stalls at St. Pol de Leon, Brittany, 1026
Standon, Herts, 18
Stationers ’all, 481
Statistics, London, 370
Statistics, metropolitan : see “ Metropolitan"
Statue, Chadwick, Bolton, 620
Statue of late Earl ofDorby : for Westminster,
372: Preston. 460

Tramways new, 161
Tramways, the Sheffield, 8-12

Tree worship, 6-43

Trespass, Sic., action for,—Clifton i

Strike, building, chances of another, -HO, 451,
461, 492, 610, 533, 559, 691; the builders
and their men, 591

Strikes in Germany, 371, 502
Striking assertions, 330
Students, poor, hope for, 729
Style, the new old, 632
Subways, street, 83
Success, the faculty of, 700
Suez, public works, -460

Surveyor, borough, for Ilarwieh, 113
Surveyor’s certificate, power of, 453, 471
Surveyors and Engineers, municipal and
sanitary association of, 152, 331. 362, 689,
801, 874

Surveyors, highway district, 1S3
Surveyors, institution of, 933; agricultural
geology, 971

Surveyors, local board, 690
Surveyors, sanitary: see “ Sanitary ”

Surveyorsnip, borough, of Southampton, 591
Surveyorships, local board, 651

, _
Swansea-streot improvements and tramways,

|

A'endOme Column, P
^
^3 A’entilation : &c., French treati-

Swimming-bath at Warwick, 769
' ' ' "• ' —

Symmetrical education, 9‘21

Symmetry and design, on the value of, 877
Synagogue, Middlesbrough, 709
Synagogue, new, for Liverpool, 13 I ,

Syria, Eastern, brilliant architectural dia- Viadnet’ Holboru, 211
coveries in, 367

,
Vibration, injniy to buildings from,

' Victoria Park, improvements in, 371
TABARD, the, Southwark, 513

•. .. -- v

Taverns, London suburban, -124

Technical education and the artizan, 791
Technical education, by a joiner, 791
Technical education, gain of, 751
Technical education in Edinburgh, 193
Technical education in Scotland, 172
Technical education : the Painters’ Company

and, 222 : bob also “Schools and Science"
Technological examinations, 109, 731, 913
Telegrams, postal, 50
Telegraph-omce, London Central, St. Mar-

I's-le-Grand, 84, 993: see “Post-office,

Glave,

Tribunal, a professional, 412
Trinkets, &c., early French, 197
Troy, explorations at supposed site of, 32

;

important discoveries ai, 662, 770
Tunnel, proposed, under the Humber, 758
Tunnel under the Tecs, proposed, 9-42

Tunnel Railway : see “ Railway"
Turners, Company of, London, 621; prizes,

Twickenham, 603

USEFULNESS, humility and, 821

VANARELLA, La, 670
Variorum : see weekly
“Books”

Vase, a glass cameo, 7f!>

Numbers, and

353 :
outlets, 664; question,

I

“ House," “ Sewer,” Ac.

j

Vcstry-hall, Camberwell new, 189
;
Lambeth,

improvements at, 852; Kensington, pro-
posed, 943

372 ; Preston, 463
Statue of Jernsalem, Story’s, 572
Statue of Nelson, Mcnai Straits, 749
Statue of Sir James Outram, 690
Statue, Sir R. Peel’s, Huddersfield, 462
Statue, the Salt, for Bradford, 90
Statue, the Tite : see “Tite”
Statues bronze,—give them a rub, 610
Statues for the Scott monument, 293

Telegraphic cable at Tay-bridge works, 931
Temple Bar, 103
Temple : Egyptian, restoration of, -463

;
Ma-

Bonio, Philadelphia, 910 ; of Diana at Ephe-
sus, 173 ; of Heaven, 991 ;

ofJerusalem and
tree worship, 643 ;

relics from Golgol, 629
;

the City, 103
;
the Cruciform Sun, at Caller-

nish. Isle of Lewis, 550
Temples, Chinese, 43
Tenders,—wild estimating, 182
Terra cotta, 833, 852
Terra cottas, ancient, of Syria, 43
Teulon, late Mr. S. 8., architect, 384
Testimonial, a deserved, 383
Thames Embankment in supply, 613
Thanksgiving-day, stages and seats, on, 110
Theatre, Drury-lane, 771
Theatre, now, Aberdeen, 14

: Theatre, Regeut's-park, 26

i
Theatre, Alexandra, Camden Town, 3S0

!
Theatre Royal, Leicester, 750

I Thealro Royal, new, Melbourne, 17

I

Theatre, the, in Alexandra Palace, 380
I
Theatrical, 33

j

Theatrical management, 18
I
Therfleld parish church, 13

I Thermometer, a new, 890

i

Thrift and health, 690
Tile-maker, new patent automatic, 853
Tiles, encaustic, in architecture, 073
Tiles, glazed roofing, 573
Tiles, ornamental, the use of, 837
Timber, big, and shipowners, 1014
Timber, measurement of in Liverpool, 211
Timber, the colour of, 331, 353
Tite, the late Sir William, Id. P., C.B., F.R.S.,

32.2, 337, 371, 431 : memorial of, proposed,
1
Wiriesdei” 1-43”

401,1032
.

j

Window, new, inWestminster Abhev, 40.1
lomb, Joseph s, in Shechem, 4-

. . !

Window and grille. Bank, Newcastle, 566

'

Vienna, from, 301; our position i ,

I

Stephen’s, 864; the way to, 391
TiOa residences, 366

WAGES, claim for, under recent arrange-
ments, 874

Wages, miners’, in North of England, 152
Wages question, the, 182
Wales: industrial question.lSS: 'sec** Welsh’’
Wall-paintings, ancient, Cirencester, 770
Walls of a racquet-court, 492, 632
V/alworth Common Estate: see “ Bnilders ’’

Wandsworth surveyors and contractors, 1013,
1034

Warehouse, goods, Blackfriars : iron for
structural uses, 878

Warehouse in Victoria-street, Bristol, 162
Warehouse, new, in Ludgate-hill, 563
Warehouses, Fore-street, City, 46
Warming, 50, 74, 110
Washington, public works in, 31
Wnter! water! 613
Water : ffisthetic want of in Edinburgh, 633

ns fuel, 5-43
;

contamination of, at New
Camberwell infirmary, 829; for London,
710

:
in leaden pipes, 1013 ; in Rome, 460

;

ill the North, 1033
;
rain, storing, 313, 393

;

Bill, Chelsea, fate of, 191; gate, Inigo
Jones’s, 272; water^ipes, leakages in,
550; power ;on the Rhine, 211; springs,
search for, 651 ;

supply, 489, 572 ; supply,
constant, metropolitan, 121, 292, 850;
supply. Metropolitan, 945 ;

supply, Dublin,
1011; supply, &c., a French treatise on,
819; supply for villages, 995 ; supply, want
of, 631 ; supply, Warwick, 793, 834 ;

tanks,
ruin, 650, 690; wheel, 760; a low breast,
722; works, Chelsea, 62 ; works, proposed
new, Liverpool, at Windermere Lake, 772;
works, Vienna, 873; works, Yeovil, 301;
works, Yorkshire new, 970

Well.s and its Cathedral, 725
JVelsh annals, antiquities, and families, 257
Wesleyan work, 102
West Ilerby Local Board, 973
Westminster Abbey, its dark side, 386
Whitehall, old work at, 1010
Wigan, legacy to, 874

Statues, meroOTiul bronze, of Scotsmen, 464 ' Tower of London, architectural association,
j
Window in Sasmundham‘Chimch*9MSteam, eeneratanc. air. vimoiir. nr»Tsaf.->r .i7i i so.> ’

i it--. . ... ...Steam, generating, air, vapour, or gas for, 471 I

Steam-pipes, covering, 771
'

Steeple Jack, 74
Stench traps, 611
Stomach, the, and its dangers, 601
Stcne-facingand concrete, 673, 689
Stone-polishing machine, patent, 493
Stones, building: see “Building Stones"
.Stones, resistance of, to crushing, 101
Stones, the Bride, 411
Store Hall, Norfolk, 406
Stratford-on-Avon, sanitary improvements

at, 901
Street architecture, London : Nos. 36 and 37,
Piccadilly, 184

Street architecture, provincial,—Reading, 64
Street disfigurement, 492
Street improvement of London,—now or

never, 332
Street iron railings and architecture. 699
Street, proposed new, from King Svilliam-
Btreetto Fenchureh-street, 1011

Street-washing, 229J
Streets, new, in City, and railwov extension.
645

J> J ,

Streets, Loudon, 378
Strike, the,— save me from my friends, 691
Strike, threatened painters’, 232

I, 50:

Tower of Siihills, the lost, 953
Town-hall, Bradford, 723
Towu-hall, new, Lewes, 913
Town-hall, Manchester, contracts, 532
Town-hall, 8t. Helen’s, 911
Town-hall, Welshpool, 769
Town-hall, Winchester, 192
Tracings, supplying builders with, 650
Trade-banner, Scottish, 623
Trade-banners of England, 601
Trade dispute anent back-day money, 533
Trade societies and the law, 813
'Trade-union Congress at Leeds, 71

or, important point in, 14

Window, memorial, to Sir W. Wallace, 750
I

Window, the Cotton, Guildhall, 472

I

Windows, double, cheap substitute for, 880
I
TViring the work, 191, 231

( Wisbeach, 633

;

Woe to the nation that forgets its benefactors.
463

I

Wood pavement, 633

I

Wood, preservationof, by tar, 203
! Wood sarfaces, on mechanical processes
I

forproducing decorative designs on, 1003

I

Woods, resistance of, to strain, 4'dO

I
Workhouse andlnfirmnry, Burnley, .50.5

j

Workhouse, Lambeth, the cost of, and the— •" building materials, 241Trade-unionism, a , ^ cm, --tl
Trade-union: masters’ or capitalists’ federa-

I Workhouse, Wharfedale Union, 461
tion, and the general welfare, 1012, 1017

i Working classes, old masters, and, 109
Trade-unions, guilds and, 102

I Workmen and the foreman, 133
Trades Guild of Learning : see “Guild”

,

Workmen, British, 612
Trades movement, 91, 132, 150, 173, 193,

|
Workmen, emigration of, 352, 369

201, 331, 252, 293, 312, 331, 352, 372, 433, ' Workmen, industrious, encourat
-Ini Kl,t. K.IO KOQ CQl ^ = 1 on — « I

' * -c-f
451, 461, 514, 642, 533, 631, 651,
730, 771,953,973, 995

Trades movement in London, 671
Trades movement in South Wales, 38
Trades procession, Bradford, 723
Tramway, Birkenhead and Hoylake, 744
Tramways, construction of, 330

151
encouragement to.

I
Worlnnen, negligent, caution to, 954

I

Workmen'strains, 634

j

Works at home and abroad, 651
i Wrexham, a pilgrimage to, 309

YORK GATE, preservation of, 973
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ILLUSTEATIONS.

ACTON LOCAL BOARD OFFICES, 307; Plans, 356

Albert Memorial on Holborn Viaduct, 837

Albert National Memorial, Hyde Park :—Capital of great

Pier; Canopy of Niches in the Spire; Plan and Section

of the Pier, 926
Alexandra Theatre, Royal, Camden Town, 337

Architectural Courts, South Kensington, in the:—The
Trajan Column, and the Portico de la Gloria, Santiago

de Compostella, 787
As^um, Branch Insane, Napa, California,—Messrs.

Wright & Saoders, Architects, 687; Plan of Ground
Floor, 686

Asylum, the Lawrence, Ootakamund, Madras Presidency,

Britisn India,—Mr. R. F. Chisholm, Architect, 937;

Plan of Ground Floor, 923

BAALBECK, the Rains of: Sketch of the Six Columns
;

Plan of the Lesser Temple, or Temple of Jupiter;

Section of the Great Portal, showing tne slipped Key-
stone, &c., 783, 786

Bangor Cathedral, Interior of, from the West, 641

Bank of British North America, Clement’s-lane, London,
—Mr. Chancellor, Architect, 907

Bank of England, National Provincial, St. James's,

Branch, Piccadilly,—Mr. John Gibson, Architect, 487

Bank of England, Ifational Provincial, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne Branch: Window and Grille,—Mr. John Gibson,
Architect, 566

Baths, Swimming, in Impure Rivers, Seherao for Pro-
Tiding Filtered Water for,—Diagrams, 135

Barnard Castle, Plau of. 483
Blundell-street School Board School, 127

;
Plan, 123

Boltou Town-hall, 446; Plau of Basement, 443
Bolton Town-hall : Plans, 426
Buildings, Centennial Anniversary of 1876, for Phila-

delphia : Selected Design,—Mr. Calvert Vaux, Archi-

tect
;
Mr. G. K. Eadtord, Engineer, 067

;
Plan, 966

Buildings, Government, Chicago, U.8.,—Designed by
• Mr. A. B. MuUett, Architect, 29

Buildings, 3t. Michael's, Cornhill, with Plan,—Mr. Edwin
A. B. Crockett, Architect, 597

Bnriington House, Piccadilly: View within the Quad-
rangle,—Mr. Charles Barry, Architect, 987

CAIU3 COLLEGE, Cambridge, 547

Canopy of Niches in the Spire of Albert National Memo-
rial, Hyde Park, 926

Capital of Pier of Albert National Memorial, Hyde Park,

938
Carpenter’s Apprentice working at a Trial-piece : Maimers
and Customs of Middle Ages, 846

Carven Oak Staircase, Morlaii, Britfanv, 747

Carved Stalls in Cathedral of St. Pol de Leon, Brittany,

1026
Castle, Bernard, Plan of, 433
Castle of Ewias Harold, Ancient

;
Ground Plau, 764

Castle, Upsall, Yorkshire,—Messrs. Goldie & Child, Ar-
chitects, 507

;
Ground-lloor Plan, 506

Castles, Welsh: Cydwell Castle; Harlech Castle; New-
ton, near Brecon ;

Conway Castle, 266

Cathedral, Bangor, Interior of, from the West, 644

Cathedral Church of Bt. Mary, Edinburgh, proposed

;

Selected Design,—Sir G. G. ecott, R.A., Architect, 106

Cathedral Church of St, Mary, Edinburgh, proposed;
Interior View, looking North-east,— Sir G. G. Scott,

R.A., Architect, 167

Cathedral, St. Mary's, Edinburgh, a Design submitted

for; Interior View,—Mr, W. Burges, Architect, 227

Cathedral, proposed, for Goulbourn, New South Wales,-

Mr. E. J. Blacket, Architect, 236
Cathedral, Linz, on the Danube,—Herr Vincent Stalz,

Architect, 67; Plan, 69

Cathedra], Limburg, Nassau : the Founder's Monument,
287

Cathedral, Llandaff, Norman Archof Choir, 644
Cathedral, St. David’s, Nave of, 644
Cathedral, St, Paul's, London, View from the Nave of the

Interior of Wren’s tirst Design fafterthe Great Fire), 503

Cathedral, Old 8t. Paul’s, London, Bird’s-eye View of,

snowing the surrounding Wall, Gates, and Streets, 503

Cathedral Organ, 8t. Paul’s, London, as newly arranged,

667
;
Details, 606

Cathedral, 8t. Paul’s, London, Plan of West Area of, 806
Cathedral, St. Paul's, Luiidon, West area of, 807

Cathedral, St. Stephen's, A'ienna,—fourteenth andlifteenth
Centuries, 866, 867

Centennial Anniversary Building, Philadelphia, L'.S.,—
selected Design, 967

;
Plan, 966

Chambers, new, Lincoln's Inn,—Sir G. G. Scott, H.A.,
Architect, 947 ;

Plan, 946
Chapel of the Assuirmtiou, Convent, Kensington-square,
London,—Messrs. Goldie &, Child, Architects, 427

Church, Collegiate, ofFolgoat, Brittany, 347
Church, Congregational, Trumpington-street, Cam-

bridge,—Mr. James Cubitt, Architect, 207

Church, Immanuel, Samadan, Switzerland,—Messrs.
George & Vaughan, Architects, 146

Church, St. Joseph's, Paderbom, Westphalia,—Herr A.
Guldenpfennig, Architect, 327 ;

Plan, 326

Church, St. Luke’s, South Kensington,—Messrs. George
i Henry Godwin, Architects, 647 ;

Plan, 646

Church of St. Philip Neri, Arundel, Sussex: Interior,

looking East,—Messrs. Joseph A. Hansom & Son,
Architects, 626, 527

Church of Wetzlar, on the Lahn, Germany : Interior of

North Transept, 43
Churchyard-gate, St. Jean du Doight, Brittany, 986
City Hull and County Buildings, Proposed, for Chicago,—
Designed by Messrs. J. C. Rankin & G. O. Gurnsey,
Architects, 1027

Coin of Septimius Severus, 543
College, Gonviile and Caius, Cambridge,—Mr. Alfred
Waterhouse, Architect, 547

College of St. Paul, Nutsford,—Messrs. Pennington &
Bndgen, Architects, 767

;
Plan, 768

Collegiate Church ofFolgoat, Brittany, 347
Column, the Trajan, in the Architectural Courts, South
Kensington, 787

Conington Monument, St. Botolph’s Church, Boston, 606
Convent Chnpel of the Assumption, Kensington-square,
London, 427

Conway Castle, Wales, 266
Cottage Hospital, Savemake, 180 ;

Plans, 186
Courts, Architectural, South Kensington: see “Archi-

tectural Courts ”

Crystal Palace P ark Estate Villa Residences, 367

;

Ground Plana, 366
Cydwell Castle, Wales, 266

DIAGRAM of Gateway of Herod’s Temple, at Jerusalem*
543

Diagram of Rain-Water Tank, 650
Diagrams to Article on Scheme for providing Fibered
AVater Swimining-Ba'hs in Impure Rivers, 125

Diagrams,—to Article on economical Fireplaces, 22 •

EGYPTIAN TEMPLE, restoration of; Sketch Ek-v -lion
• and Plan of Front, 463
Engineer Institute, Chalham, Royal, 707 ;

Plans, 7 i

Ewias Harold, the Ancient Castle of,—Ground Plan, 764

FACADE OF PALACE OF MASUITA, restored l.v Mr.
James Fergusson, -103; one Comparduent of W.oiern
Octagon 'Tower, 4'3

Fireplaces, Economical,— Diagrams, 224
Fire Safeguard, Plumber’s, 9s3
Fishroarkets, Manchester, Wholesale, 727 ;

Plan, 726;
Cross Section, 788

Folgoat Collegiate Church, Britanny, 317

GATE, Churchyard, St. Jean du Doight, Brittany, 996

Gateway of Herod's Temple, at Jerusalem, Diagram of,

HARLECH CASTLE, 266
Hatfield House, Portinscale-road, AVandsworth,—Messrs,

Lee, Brothers, and Pain, Architects, 1006 ; Ground Plan.
1006

Hope End, near Malvern, 837
;
Plans, 886

Hospital, Cottage, Saveniake, — Sir G. G. Scott, R.A.,
Architect, 186; Plans, 186

House of Jacques C<rur, at Brouges, now Hotel de A’ille

Manners and Customs of Middle Ages, 846
House, AA'noden, for Norway, with Plans;—Mr. C.

Forster Hayward, P'.S-.A., Architect, 486
Huyton Quarry Schools, Kuowsley, near Liverpool, 310

IMMANUEL CHURCH, Samadan, Switzerland, 116
Institute, Royal Engineers’, Chatham, — designed bv

Lieut. Ommanney. R.E., underdirection of SirFre Jeriefc

Chapman, R.E., K.C.B., 707 ;
Plans, 700

Ironwork of St. Paul’s Cathedra], Specimens of, 516

LAAVRENCE ASYLUM, Ootakaraund, Madras Presi-

dency. British India, 927 ; Plan of Ground Floor, i>23

Lincoln's-inn, New Chambers, 947
;
Plan, 916

Llandaff Cathedral, Norman Arch of Choir, 6-tt

Lodges, Rousdon, Devon, for Mr. H. AV. Peek, M.P.,

—

Messrs. George & A'aughan, Architects, 588

MANNERSANDCUSTOMS ofthe Middle Aps in France

:

Carpenter’s Apprentice, working at a Trial Piece
;
House

of Jacques Ccenr at Brouges, now Hdtel de A'illc
;
Stair-

case ot Ollice of Goldsmiths, of Rouen, 846
Mansion at Hope End, near Malvern,—Messrs. Ilaber-
shon, Pite, & Fawckuer, Architects, 887 ;

Plans, 888
Mansions: see “ Residences ”

Markets. Manchester AVholesale Fish,—Messrs. Speak-
man, Sou, & Hickson, Architects, 727; Plan, 726; Cross
Section, 786

Mashita, Persia, Palace of. Facade of, restored by Mr.
Fergusson, -103 ;

one Compartment of Octagon Tower,
403

Memorial, Prince Consort National, Hyde Park ;—Capital

ol'Great Pier; Canopy of Niches in the Spire; Plan and
Section of Pier, 926

Memorial, Prince Consort, on Holborn A’iaduct,—Mr.
Bacon, Sculptor, 827

Milner Field, Residence of Mr. Titus Salt,Yorkshire, 207!

Park Front, 206 ;
Ground Plan, 206

,
Mission House, St. Pancras, Sandwich-street, Burton-

crescent,—Messrs. Milford Teulon A Cronk, Architects,

826
Monument of the Founder ofLimbiirg Cathedral, Nassau,

287
Monument, the Conington, St. Botolph’s Church,

Boston,—Sir G. G. Scott, R.A., Architect, 606

Museum, the proposed Natural History, South Kensing-
ton,—Mr. Alfred AVaterhouse, Architect, 10, 11 ;

Plan
of Ground Floor, 28

NATIONAL PROVINCIAL BANK of England : St.

James’s Branch, Piccadilly, 487
Newton, near Brecon. 266
North Court, Fincharopstead, Berks ; Lawn Front, show-

ing additions,—Mr. A. Ritchie, Architect, 746
Northumberland House, Strand: the Staircase, 1007

OFFICES, a Block of, in Leadenhall-strcet,—Mr. E.
Norman Shaw, A.R.A., Architect, 607

Offices for Acton Local Board,—Mr. Edward Moason,
Architect, 307 ; Plans, 306

Offices, the Pbtenix Fire Insurance Company’s, Man-
chester,—Mr. John Lowe, Architect, 847

;
Plans, 849

Old Ford-road Schools, for London School Board, 467
Plans, 469

Organ, the, in the Choir of St. Paul's Cathedral, Loudon,
as newly arranged, 667

;
Details, 666

PICCADILLY, a Piece of, No. 38,—Messrs. George A
A'aughan, Architects, 187

Phcenii Fire Insurance Company's Offices, Manchester,

847; Plan, 819
Piccadilly, a Piece of. No. 37,—Mr. E.Leuchars, Architect,

187
Plumber’s Fire Safeguard, 986
Portico de la Gloria in the Architectural Courts, South
Kensington, 787

Post-office, the New (Central Telegraph Office). St.

Martin’s- le- Grand, London,—Mr. James AA'iUiams,

Architect, 86 ;
Plans, 87, 166

Promises, Business, in the Market-place, Reading,

—

Messrs. AV. k J. T. Brown, Architects, 66

Premises, Business, on Ludgate-hill,—Mr. Blashill, Archi-
test, 567 ;

Plan 663
Prince Consort Memorial on Holborn Viaduct, 827

Prince Consort Memorial, Hyde Park :—Capital of Great
Pier ; Canopy of Niches on the Spire

;
Plan and Section

of the Pier, 926
Regent’s Park, in and about, 669, .570

Reredos, new, Gloucester Cathedral,— Sir G. G. Scott,

R.A., Architect, 147
Reredos, new, St. Martin’s Church, Herne, Kent,—Messrs.

Goldie & Child, Architects, 996
Residence of Mr. Titus Salt, Milner Field, Yorkshire,

—

Mr. T. Harris, Architect, 207; Park Front, 206;

Ground Plan, 206
Residences: see also “ Hatfield House,” “Hope End,”

“ North Court,” “ Shabden,” “ Stow ILill,” and “ Villa

Residences "

Rousdon, Lodges at, 586

ST. DAVID’S CATHEDRAL, Nave of. 044
St. Joseph's Church, Paderbom, AVestphalia, 327; Plan,.

326
St. Luke’s Church, SouthKensington, 647

;
Plan, 646

St. Mary’s Cathedral Church, Edinburgh, 106

St. Mary's Cathedral Church, Edinburgh, proposed;
Interior A’iew, looldng North-east, 167

St. Mary’s Cathedral, Edinburgh, a Design submitted for,.

Interior A'iew, 227
St. MiebneTs Buildings, Cornhill, with Plans, 587
St. Paul's Cathedral, London, A'’iew from the Nave of the

Interior of AVren’s First Design (after the Great Fire),

603
St. Paul’s Cathedrsl, London, Old, Bird’s-eye View of,.

showing the surrounding AVall. Gates, and Street, 503

St. Paul's Cathedral, Loudon, Plan of West Area Im-
provements of, 806

St. Paul's Cathedral, London, AVest Area of, 807
St. Paneras Mission House, Sandwich-street, Burton-

crescent, 826
St. Paul’s College Nutsford, Cheshire, 767 ;

Plan, 766
St. Philip Neri, Church of, Arundel; Interior looking

East, 526, 527
St. Stephen’s Cathedral Church, Vienna; Fourteenth and.

Fifteenth Centuries, 866, 867
School, Collegiate, North London, Sandall-road; Plans of
Proposed New Buildings, 226

Schools, Huyton Qoarry, Knowaley, near Liverpool, with,
Plan,—Mr. H. H. A'ale, Architect, 346

Schools, London School Board’s, Blundell-street, Isling-

ton,—Mr. T. Roger Smith, Architect, 127 ;
Plan, 126

Schools, London School Board’s, AA’ilmot-street, Bethnal-
green,—Messrs. John Giles & Gough, Architects, 247 ;

Plan, 246
Schools, London School Board's, Old Ford-road,—Messrs.
Henry Jarvis & Son, Architects, -467

;
Plans, 466

Seminary, the Little, Paderbom, AVestphoJia,— Herr
Guldenpfennig, Architect, 386

Sewer A^entilation, Section, 590
Shabden, Surrey,—Professor E, M. Barry, R.A., Architect,

627 ; Plan of Ground Floor, 626
South Kensington Museum of Natural History, 10, 11

;

Plan of Ground Floor, 28
Staircase, Carved Oak, Morlnix. Brittany, 747
Staircase, Northumberland House, Strand, 1007
Staircase of Office of Goldsmiths, Rouen: Manners ami
Customs of Middle Ages, 846

Stalls, Carved, in Cathedral of St. Pol de Leon, Brittanj",

1020
Stow Hall, Norfolk,—Mr. David Brandon, F.S.A., Archi-

tect, 407 ;
Plan of Ground-floor, ’406

Street Architecture: a Piece of Piccadilly, 187
Street Architecture, Provincial : Business Premises in

the Market-place, Reading, 66

TANK, Rain-water, Diagram of, 550
Telegraph Office, Central, ornew Post-office, 8t. Martiu's-

le-Grand, London, 87; Plans, 87, 166
Temple, an Egyptian, Restoration of: Sketch Elevation

aud Plan of Front, 463
Theatre, Royal Alexandra, Park-street, Camden-town,

—

Mr. J. T. Robinson, Architect, 387
Town-hall, Bollon, from the Design of Mr. AV. Hill

;
car-

ried out by Messrs. AA''. Hill & G. AA'oodhouse, Archi-
tects, 446; Plan of Basement, 413

Town-hall, Bolton; Plans of, 429
Trajan Column, in Architectural Courts, South Kensing- •

ton, 787

A'ENTILATION OF SEWERS, A'ertical Section, 690
A'illa Residences, Crystal Palace Park Estate,—Mr. Joh:i

Norton, Architect, 367; Ground Plans, 366

AVAREHOUSES, Fore-street, comer of Milton-street
London,—Messrs. G. & H. 8. Legg, Architects, 47

Wetzlar Church, ou the Lahn, Germany,—North Tra:.-

sept, 46
Wilmot-street School Board Schools, Bethnal-green, 211

;

Plans, 246
Window and Grille, National Provincial Bank of Englan'J,

Newcastle Branch, 566
Wooden House for Norway, with Plans, 486
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A Partial Peirosjyecf.

LANCING backwards,

wo find the ' questions

involved in the pro-

posed decoration of

St. Paul’s Cathedral

have given rise to the

chief architectural dis-

cussion of the year,

—

a discussion, not yet

closed, — which has

drawn forth expres-

sions of a nature very

different from the

balanced opinions of

calm and competent

criticism. Of the Law
Courts the public hear

nothing : whether or

not the absolutely ne-

cessary alteration in

the Strand front has

been made in the de-

sign has yet to be

learnt. "We shall be

glad to find that time

has enabled the archi-

tect to give calm con-

sideration to the design, and effect the required

revision.

The question of the increasing use of iron

in buOding, in this country, referred to in our

‘'Prologne” last year, has received valuable

elucidation in our pages during the course of

1872 ;
and in our last number we described

some very interesting experiments by Professor

Calvert, establishing the view as to the nature of

tho rust of iron which we have on former

occasions suggested to be correct.

The great question of the durability of the

coal supply existing in Great Britain, and tho

character of the report issued by a Royal Cora-

mission late in the year 1871, formed subjects to

the real mastcr-facts of which we endeavoured

at the commencement of tho year, as well as on

previous occasions, to call attention. The view

which we took, strongly condemnatory as it was

of the ridiculously optimist character of the

report of the Duke of Argyle and his fellow

commissioners, received a confirmation more

pointed and definite than the stem logic of facts

often accords to the forecasts of a public wTiter.

Tho rapid and serious rise in the price of coal,

and, a little later, the actual importation of

foreign coal into English ports, are among the

chief industrial features of the year which

has elapsed
;
and are events which absolutely

verified the predictions on which we had felt

that we had a sound basis for venturing.

The subject of our great fortifications at Ports-

mouth came into prominence early in the year
5

the details that we were enabled to give of their

construction have more than an ephemeral

interest. Later in the year, the question of our

floating batteries came into conspicuous notice.

The duel between penetration and resistance

was, and is, still continued
j
but with increasing

odds in the favour of the former.

Tho month of January had not elapsed before

the engineering world was amused by a revival

of one of the projects,—not for an aerial, but,

—

for a submarine railway. A French gentleman

claimed our attention to his plan for multiplying

tho perils of our Channel navigation, on the

entirely new ground of having been severely

bitten by conger eels. The fact, to which we

were tho first to call attention, of the perma-

nently water-logged character of the chalk below

a certain level, received full illustration, in our

pages and elsewhere, from the experience of

engineers engaged in mining and drainage works

in the chalk formation.

The construction of the Royal Albert Hall

was described by its architect, Major-general

Scott, C.B., at a meeting of the Institute, during

the same month. On the same day, at a meet,

ing of the Social Science Association, the gene-

ral public excitement arising from the narrow

escape of tho Prince of Wales from falling a

victim to typhoid fever was referred to, as afford-

ing room for hope that an efficient sanitaiy

measure might be passed. At the time, tho

temper of the country was altogether favourable

for such a proceeding. Unanimous conviction

was expressed that to remit this important

question to the discretion of tho local guardians

of the expenditure of the rates, would be simply

to burke it. The report of the Sanitary Com-

missioners 'was discussed, and the importance

of determining water-shed areas, scientifically

laid down, and of obtaining, at a proper rate of

remuneration, competent inspection, both medical

and engineering, was pointed out as forming

a necessaiy part of any sound and practical

legislation on the subject. Later in the year

we had occasion to refer repeatedly to this im-

portant matter ; first giving the programme of

the Governments then tracing the progress of

denudation of most of its useful provisions which

attended the passage of the Bill through the

House of Commons; then showing what use, by

a minister who was in earnest on the subject,

might he made of the stunted and crippled mea-

3ui*e which finally became law; then calling

attention to that persistent waste of time, denial

of counsel to those who sought it, and determi-

nation to leavo the medical local inspectors at

tho mercy of the Board of Guardians, which

have constituted the policy of the local Govern-

ment Board
;
and finally having to chronicle the

angry and despairing echo with which the old

supporters of sanitary reform throughout the

whole country have responded to, and con-

firmed, our remarks. While referring to this

subject, we may mention those analyses of

sewage, on a broad principle, which have ap-

peared exclusively in our columns, and which

cannot be neglected with impunity in any

future attempts to deal with this complicated

question.

A question of so much importance as to attain

a national character,—namely, the regulation of

mines,—was dealt with by tho Government in a

more serious and practical spirit than character-

ised their experiments on the vital subject of the

public health. The usual death-tax on coals has

proved, up to the veiy close of 1872, the neces-

sity for stringent measures to protect the coal-

miners from the result of their own and their

fellow workmen’s criminal recklessness. While

some of the provisions of tho now law hardly

rise to the necessity of the case, much hope is

entertained by the different classes most closely

interested as to the beneficent results that may
be expected from the working of the measure

during the ensuing year. In the most fatal

explosion that occurred in 1872 it was found, as

usual, that the use of matches, in breach of the

laws of the mine, was the cause.

South Kensington added to tho attractions of

the Museum, with the opening of the year, that

of the display of tho collection of bronzes,

faience, arms, stuffed quadrupeds and bli’ds,

jewelry, objects of Japanese art, aud drawings,

made by H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh in hia

cruise round the world in the Galatea. The

interest excited was very great,—the rush of

sight-seers on one occasion overturning one of

the models of a fountain that stood in the line of

entrance. The exhibition was a great success.

Archrcology and antique art formed the sub-

ject of a series of articles in our columns, com-

mencing in the month of February. The rude

stone monuments of all countries, described in

an.illustratod work by Mr. Fergusson, raised no

small amount of discussion in antiquarian circles 5

but the attempt to bring down to late historic

times tho dates of some of the most famous

relics of the megalithic age did not carry with it

any amount of conviction. The restoration, in

the Louvre, of the beautiful statue called the

Venus of Milo led to a very interesting discovery

of the method in which the figure had been

erroneously repaired by the curators of that

museum in the first instance.

The restoration of the Chapter-house of West-

minster claimed the congratulation of all lovers

of architectural beauty, and has proved a per.

manent addition to those of our noble historic

monuments which have lately been redeemed

from neglect and decay. We observe that the

restoration of the screen and tracery of the south

cloister, which had sunk into almost entire dilapi-

dation, is now quietly proceeding. The chapter-

house and cloisters are now permanently acces.

sible from tho prior’s entrance into the Abbey,
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and the commencement of a local museum has
been made in the former building.
The site of one of the most famous temples of

an older worship than that which hallowed the
foundation of the Confessor was happily deter,
mined by the judicious perseverance of Mr. J. T.

Wood. Some cavil was raised against the first

reports of Jlr. "Wood, who revenged himself by
sending to the British Museum that noble
portion of ouo of the great columns of the temple
of which we gave an engraving. Later in the
year a collection of antique objects of great
interest ,from Cyprus, was brought to the
country. A part was purchased for the British
Museum

j
but the great bulk was secured for

America. The very curious collection of antique
terra cotta oljects from Moab, illustrative of
astronomical, animal, and phallic worship, made
by Mr. Shapira, was treated with hostile sus-
picion by the experts of the British Museum,
and declared to consist of forgeries, until the
Prussian chaplain at Jerusalem verified the dis-

coveries in situ. Much of this ancient terra cotta
has been burned to make cement. The inability

of our scholars to read the inscriptions (if inscrip-
tions they are) in Phccuician letters on some of
this pottery is no excuse for neglect of such a
discovery. At the close of the year, Mr. Parker,
in lectures at Oxford, called attention to tho dis-

coveries made in Pome, which have the signal
interest of proving that the history of Regal
Rome is not the myth to which Niebuhr and his
followers have only sought to reduce it. The
history of architecture will owe much to these
excavations. While oar notice is preparing for
the press, we hear of the discovery by tho work-
men employed by tho Italian Government of the
base of the equestrian statue of Doraitian, which
decides the long-vexed question of the true site
of the Foriun.

The visit of the Queen to the City, on tho 27th
February, to return thanks in the metropolitan
cathedra! for the recovery of the Prince of Wales,
was a stirring event, tho memory of which is,

however, more grateful to the patriotic than to
the professional feelings of those connected with
arcliitecture. While the warm feelings of per-
soual loyalty burst forth with an unexpected
unanimity from the people, the fact that we have
no public building fit for the accommodation of
the numbers who flock to a great rebgious cere-
monial, without the aid of the carpenter for the
time, cannot be thought creditable to the metro-
polls. Nearly a quarter of a million of passengers
were, on that day, conveyed by the Metropolitan
Railway and its effluents.

Tho uneasy relations between different classes
of the people, which recent legislation has done
so much to aggravate, if not to originate, assumed,
in the month of April, proportions in the agricul-
tural districts which commanded serious atten-
tion, until the subject was overborne bythemoro
tangible movement affecting our supply of coal.
Our attention was thus necessarily again directed
to the wonderful revolutionwhich is being carried
on under our eyes by the application of steam to
agriculture; and to tho enormous waste attend-
ant on our want of any systematic method of
utilising our ample annual supply of rain-water,
and of irrigating as well as draining the country
on a comprehensive plan. That it would be
practicable to expend a sum of more than
JOO.OOOJ. per diem (a hundred millions per
annum), on labour applied to the soil, with a
return of 300 per cent., is one of those deductions
from plain statistics which cannot be too dis-
tinctly urged on the public attention. There is

enough and to spare for both farmer and labourer—something that might at once augment the
national wealth, and go far to extinguish the
hardest forms of poverty'.

The outburst of a typhoid epidemic at Bur.
bage, in Leicestershire, which was traced with
absolute distinctness to poison from neglected
sewage, failed to stimulate the Administration
to impart that vitality to the Bill then before
Parliament which was expected by those who
were more familiar with the activity of disease
than with that of sanitary reformers in mini-
sterial chairs.

The collection at Kensington wliich bore the
title of the International Exhibition of 1S72
was opened by a brilliant evening party', held at
the nominal invitation of H.H.H. the Duke of
Edinburgh, as locum tenens for the Prince of
Wales, on the 27th of April. The event had
been preceded by a controversy that at one time
assumed a great degree of acrimony between
the promoters of the Exhibition and the trades-
men of London, who objected to the competition
of an untased bazaar, held ou national ground,

against their highly taxed and rated shops. The
result was evident in tho falling off of the dis-

play, as compared with those of former years;
the chief attendances of the year having been
that of the country visitors to Town after the
close of the proper London season. Our opinion
as to tho unadvisability of the attempt to make
an exceptional into a permanent exhibition, was
confirmed by the events of the year.
The discovery of the remains of tho original

shrine of the proto-martyr of England, St.

Alban, walled up behind certain arches of the
abbey, with the gradual restoration, of this
ecclesiastical relic, formed one of the most
interesting architectural events of the year.
We gave cuts of some of the details of that
charming fourteenth-century work. Amid the
richly-foliated canopy-work the founder of the
church,—probably Offa himself,—is represented
seated, with the model of the building in his
hand. At the west end the martyrdom of Alban
is figured

;
and at the east end is a group that

may exercise the ingenuity of the observer to
detect its meaning. Angels with thurifers, and
crowned benefactors and benefactresses, hallow
the inteiwals of the tracery.

Architecture was illustrated by a collection,

probably of the highest average merit that has
yet been seen in the present quarters of the
Royal Academy in the past year. The interest
of tho general collection we found to fall below
that of the two previous years.

The discussion between the claims of Classical
and Mediaeval taste, as applied to the decoration
of St. Paul's Cathedral, led to tho nomination of
Mr. Burges, to act jointly with Mr. Penrose, by
a vote of nine members of the committee against
eight, one being absent. No result from the
appointment has as yet reached the public. All
must be anxious that the right steps should be
determined on.

The legislation of 1871 as to education, has
led to the exhibition of designs for schools at
Stepney, Limehonse, Whitechapel, Bromley, Bat-
tersea-i'oad, Tower Hamlets, Hatcham, and other
places, as to which tho courtesy usually shown
to the scientific press was omitted by the School
Board. We have endeavoured, and are endea-
vouring, to supply tho information which the
Board appeared to desire should be withheld.
The opening of tho Branch Museum in Bethnal-

green is one of the features of 1872, which was
attended with the most gratifying results. The
iiou-archifcectural character of the building itself,

with the exception of the front, and its imperfect
illumination, were forgotten in tho delight expe-
rienced by the visitors in examining the mag-
nificent collection of paintings displayed to their
view by the patriotic munificence of Sir Richard
Wallace. Tho largo and steady attendance at
this new museum, which has continued through-
out tho year, has been most encouraging. The
order of the attendances, and the evident gra-
tification experienced, have formed instructive
comments on those sensational articles in
certain papers which excited so much indigna-
tion among tho intellectuals of a part of the
metropolis who were described, as to habits
and manners, as if they had been so many newly-
discovered savages. Notwithstanding the open-
ing of this new centre of attraction, the attend-
ance at the Crystal Palace showed an increase for
the year, and a dividend was declared on the
original shares. The fourth palace of pleasure,
that in Alexandra Park, has still remained closed.
A fresh addition was made to the number of
features that have formed tho special distinction
of this property, by the appointment of a com-
mittec, for the object of purchasing, with imagi-
naiy funds, a substantial estate. Meantime the
proprietors have all but completed the railway
to the Palace, a necessary preliminary to the
promised opening in the coming spring, when
the gracious presence of the Royal Lady whose
name illustrates the i)ark is hoped for by the
directors.

By the middle of tho summer the prices of
coal, iron, and labour had attained so unpre-
cedented an inflation as seriously to distm'b
many arrangements and relations of business.
Wo had, from professional and economic reasons,
pointed out, early in the year, that the price of
coal must be expected to augment. Great
uuejLsiucss became manifest in the relations of
the employed and the employers in various occu-
pations, mostly among the builders

; and on the
Continent, as well as at home. While in some
instances there were positive hardships to
remove, the underlying cause of dispute in most
cases was the endeavour, on the part of the
workmen, to substitute au artificial minimum of

pay and maximum of work, determined by trade
organisation, for the natural effect of supply and
demand. In doing this they counted, first on the
inability of their employers to resist their
demands, and then on the pressure that would
follow from the inconvenience of the public.
The daily press hesitated to apeak out on this
subject until, in the month of November, it

became probable that London would be exposed
to serious danger, and perhaps to organised
pillage, in consequence of the unprovoked strike
of tho gas-stokers. On this occasion, for tho
first time, the public seemed to become alive to
tho fact that, whatever might be the actual
merits of any trade dispute, or the immediate
outcome of any strike, the cost must ultimately
come out of their own pockets

;
and not only so,

but that it might prove to be cost impossible to
estimate in money alone. The Bench, at length,
came to tho support of law and order, by
inflicting imprisonment with hard labour on tho
defaulting workmen, who forgot that there were
two sides, as well as two parties, to every
bargain. On the whole, this latest instance of a
strike read a salutary lesson to us all.

The important subject of railway amalgama-
tion, to investigate which a committee of the
two Houses of Parliament was appointed early
in the session, was peddled with in the course of

the summer by a report, characterised by the
usual want of grasp and exhaustive knowledge
that naturally occurs when the work of a single

eminent man is committed to the exertions of a
board, committee, or similar iiTesponsible body.
We followed our analysis of tho report by an
investigation of the probable effect of the indus-
trial movement on the value of railway property,
and by an account of what has actually been
done in the important matter of small-gauge
railways, of the future development of which
we entertain high expectations.
The dead season of 1872 was unusually bare

of topics of great interest. The happy escape
of our noble cathedral at Canterbuiy, from more
than partial damage by fire, gave a fresh lesson
as to the importance of maintaining not only a
constant vigilance, but a ready supply of water,
in all public buildings. Several of the ancestral
glories of England have suffered more or less

from the destructive element in the course of
the year. Tet each new fire seems to add a
lesson which is unheeded from the very fact of
frequent repetition. The fury attained within
tho year, by the ravages of fire in the United
States is unpai’alleled.

Some fresh efforts are being made by tho Pales-
tine Exploration Fund. This society has changed
its plan of operation, and confined its present
efforts to the survey of the Holy Laud. Lieut.

Gender, who was appointed to tho command of

the expedition in July, sent home a thousand
miles of map in November. It is much to be
desired that the delicate hill sketching of so
mountainous a country ns Palestine should be
properly engraved by the Fund, and not issued
under the disfiguring smudge of any ofthe cheaper
processes of reproduction. Although no funds
have been placed at the disposal of Lieut. Con-
der for arclijeological researches, his investiga-

tiona in this direction have not been without
results. His discoveries comprise (1) part of

the original scarped defence of the city of Jehus,
to the south of the present wall of Sion

; (2) the
crypt of one of the “ conclaves ” in tho Court of
the Temple, described in tho Talmud, and by
Maimonides; (3) a very ancient tomb, outside
the wall of Agrippa, containing bones so old as

to have become partially fossiHsed
;

(-I) a tomb
near Siloam, with inscribed characters, arranged
in vertical lines

; (5) a Roman altar, 4 ft. 4 in.

high, standing in situ, near tho rains of a largo
colonnaded building; a sarcophagus and the
capital of a Corinthian column lying near. This
is near Umm-el-Fahm, in thenorth of Palestine ;

(6) a Roman aqueduct, near Acre, not laid down
in any map. Money should be provided to
enable this officer to pursue discoveries which
are so promising

; although arrived at only as
incidental to the main duty of the mapping of
the coimtry. 1872 has witnessed much advance
in our knowledge of ancient Ephesus, Rome, and
Jerusalem. An American expedition sailed, at

tho close of the year, to carry on the sin’voy of

Syria to the east of the Jordan.

The opening of the New Library and Museum
of the Corporation of London, on the 5th of

November, was an event honourable to that
ancient body, and to the enei^etic chairman of

the committee, Dr. Sedgewick Saunders, as well
as to Mr. Jones, the City architect. The display

on that occasion of some four per cent, of the
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UBrivalled collection of topographical drawings

of Mr. John E. Gardner suggested the import,

ance of securing, in some appropriate manner,

the imity and the accessibility of an architec-

tural and topographical record that is unique.

We were happy in being able to offer to our

readers some account of the Polytechmc Exhi-

bition at Moscow. At Kioto, in Japan, an exhibi-

tion, not international, but national, filled three

of the great temples which exist in the environs

of this ancient capital of the Mikado. The

success of the exhibition was so great that

another is promised for next year. Prepamtions

for the forthcoming Great E.xhibition in Vienna

are in a forward state, and give good promise.

Of works of ecclesiastical and domestic archi-

tecture in this country we have taken occasion

to describe and illustrate, among others, the

followmg :—The enlargement and restoration

of the Church of St. John the Baptist, Bath-

wick, Bath,—architect, Mr. Blomfield
;

Pea-

body-square, Blackfriara-road,— architect, Mi\

H. A. Darbishire ;
the new Bomau Catholic

church of Our Lady and St. Philip, Arundel,

—

architects, Messrs. Hansom
;

the restoration of

the Chapter-house, Westminster,—architect, Sir

G. Scott, R.A.
;
tho'new offices of the Hull Dock

Company,—architect, Mr. C. G. Wray; the new
City and County Asylum, Hereford,—architect,

Mr. Robert Griffiths
;

the new Estate Office

buildings, Huddersfield,—architect, Mr. W. H.

Crossland
;
the Union Bank of London, Charing,

cross branch,—architect, Mr. F. W. Porter;

Caen Wood Towers, Highgate,— architects,

Messrs. Salomons & Jones
;
Emanuel Church,

Clifton, Bristol,—Mr.] John Norton, architect;

the Horton Infirmary, Banbury, a work of

private munificence,'—architect, Mr. C . H. Driver

;

the chapel of St.Paul’sCollcge, Stony Stratford,

—

architects, Messrs. Goldie & Child
;

the resto-

ration of the Early English Cathedral of St.

Canice, Kilkenny, the see of the Bishop of

Ossory,—architect, Mr. T. N. Deane. The erec-

tion of school-houses in various parts of the

country forms the cliief feature of architectural

activity at the close of 1872.

MEMORIALS OP LIVERPOOL.

If Charles II. had decided to land at Liver-

pool on his restoration, the chances are that not

one out of ten of the sailors on board of his

Majesty’s vessel, would have known where he

was going
; 80 small, and comparatively nnim-

portant was this great port in the Merry Monarch’s
time. It w’asso small, and comparatively nnim-
portant in the days of Queen Elizabeth, that

when the Duke of Norfolk hoped to rescue Maty-,

Queen of Scots, from her uncousinly keeping,

ho arranged that the ship tha Iwas intended to

carry the beautiful captive away, should lie

“redy about Lyrpole.” Master Ralph Sekerstou,

who represented the town in Parliament then,

petitioned Queen Elizabeth not to allow her

subjects to be utterly cast away, as be conceived

they were, owing to the decay of the town, but
to relieve them “ like a mother.” ” Liverpool is

your own town,” he wrote in the supplication

which he put iuto the Queen’s hand in the Par.

Lament House. ” Your Majesty hath a castle

and two chantries clear; the fec-fanns of the

town, the ferry-boat, two windmills, the custom
of the duchy, the new custom of the tonnage and
poundage, which was never paid in Liverpool

before your time
;
and the commodity thereof is

your Majesty’s. For your own sake, suffer us
not utterly to bo castaway in your grace’s time,

but relieve us like a mother.” But, though in

this lowly condition in Elizabethan days, Liver-

pool had given some promise of its ultimate

prosperity at an earlier period in its history. In
1533, Lelaud noted ” Irisch Marchauntes cum
much thither, as to a good Haven;” and in the

fourteenth century there were 168 burgages in the

town, whereas, according to the census of 1565,

the uumher of inhabited bouses was 138.

The story of the rise and progress of Liverpool

from this small and fluctuating beginning, is now
told to the world by a good authority, Mr. J. A.
Picton, in two substantial volumes.* He has
looked well about him, and made bis own obsor-

vations for infonnation concerning the busy port

of to-day, and he has examined ancient sources

of particulars relating to the town in times past,

including the corporation records, which are

complete from the year 1551. One of the

volumes tells the history and the other speaks of

• Memorials of Liverpool, Historical and Topogra-

f
hical, inchuliiig a History of the Dock Estate. By J. A- 1

ictou, E.S.A. London : Longmans, Green, & Co. 1873- *

the topography. Both are pleasantly written

and likely to interest more than local readers ;

for those who have not seen the peopled streets,

and recognised their dash of American character,

or looked upon the wide Mersey quick with

English and American shipping, have yet heard

of Liverpool men whose names have left an

after-glow that sheds an interest over the scene

of their labours. ” The man of letters,” wrote

Washington Irving, in one of his amiable and

appreciative sketches,—” the man of letters who
speaks of Liverpool, speaks of it as the residence

of Roscoe. The intelligent traveller who visits

it inquires where Roscoe is to be seen. He is

the literary landmark of the place, indicating its

existence to the distant scholar. He is, like

Pompey’s column of Alexandria, towering alone

in classic dignity.” The more modem man of

letters will also call to mind Harriet and James
Martineau and Felicia Hemans. In the art-

world Liverpool must always be associated with

the memory of Gibson, the sculptor, and Lons-

dale Elmes, the architect ; for though it was not

the birthplace of either, it was the starting-place

of the first, and contains the masterpiece of the

last. Mr. Picton adds to oirr list of associations

of tliis kind. Among other facts not generally

known, to use Mr. Timhs’s phrase, ho points out

that Lord Francis Bacon represented Liverpool

in Parliament at the commencement of his great

aud useful career. Later, in 1670, Sir William

Temple was a candidate for the seat. The suc-

cessive mayors and members of Parliament

furnish more figures that are followed with

pleasure through their respective lives.

Ralph Sekerton was both mayor and member.

We refer to him again to outline a proceeding in

which he took part that was of considerable in-

fluence on the fortunes of Liverpool. On Sunday,

Nov. 9, 1561, Robert Corbett, then mayor, called

the whole town together, to take counsel con-

ceraing the advisability of making a new haven,

and turning the water out of the old pool into

it ; and before the meeting separated he put

down a “ pistole of gold” towards the expenses

of the undertaking; then Mr. Sekerstou made a

contribution, and all tbo rest of the congregation

followed his example, when there was the sum
of ISs. 9d. current collected. The corporation

record continues,—” On the Monday morning

then next, Mr. Mayor, and of every house in the

Water-street, oue labourer went to the old pool,

aud there began and enterprised digging, ditch,

ing, and busily labouring upon the foundation of

the new haven ;
and so the Tuesday, of every

house in the Castle-street was a labourer sent to

the same work. Wednesday next then after

came forth of every house iu the Dale-street to

the said new haven, a labourer gratis. Tlmrsday

then next after the Juggler-street; with the

More-street, Mylne-street, Chapell-strect, every

house sending a labourer, and this order con-

tinued until St. Nicholas-day then next after,

gratis.” Thus with 13s. 9d. did these stout

hearts commence their great task. Mr. Sekerton,

who was mayor in 1550, and again in 1560,

before lie was chosen as the Parliamentary re-

presentative, was accustomed to say in all trou-

blous times,—“ Save me and mine, and the good

town of Liverpool aud theirs, and then let the

nobles kill whom they please and up to this

mark he continued to act all the days of his life.

Ho and his and ” the good town of Liverpool

and theirs” were indeed identical at most times,

and never less than in 157-1', when war with

Spain was expected, for, with five others, lie

undertook the expense of fortifying the town for

defence. We feel sorry, when all mention of

him ceases in the records, that Mr. Picton is not

able to add that we may see his monument and

recumbent effigy, with ruffs, doirhlet, trunk hose,

and rapier, in the old parish church. His con-

temporary, Robert Corbett, who put down the

“pistole in gold” (then worth Ss. lOd.) towards

the expenses of the new haven, was one of the

five who joined him in the defence of the town

and the richest merchant and shipowner of his

time.

The family of Mores, or Moores, who built a

manor-house, in the thirteenth century, known as

Bank Hall, and occupied leading positions for

500 years, were also benefactors to the town.

Richard Blome in his “Magna Britannia,” pub-

lished in 1673, speaks of their influence upon its

prosperity. Ho says it was at their charge and

industry that it was beautified with many goodly

builduigs, all of hewn stone, and that they owned

divers streets that bore their name, which had

so enlarged the to^\n that the church was no

longer large enough to hold the inhabitants.

Thus we speak within bounds when wo assume

that Lyrpoole, with its one church and divers

streets, would be unknown to most of the sailors

who brought King Charles to “ his own.” • But

a more prominent, figure than either of the

Moores appeared upon the scene in the reign of

Queen Anne. This was Thomas Johnson, after-

wards Sir Thomas Johnson, who, like Sekerton,

was both mayor aud member. In his day the

population of the town was about 10,000, and

there was the great excitement consequent upon

the Revolution and Hanoverian succession.

Johnson was a stout supporter of Queen Auuc,

in opposition to the claims of the Pretender, as

he was subsequently of her Hanoverian suc-

cessor ; and was knighted by her on the occasion

of presenting a loyal address from bis con.

stituents, in 1708, when an invasion was threat-

ened hy her brother. Mr. Picton sums up that

he filled a prominent place in the town’s affairs

for more than thirty years, and served as member
in seven Parliaments. Under his auspices Liver-

pool was created a distinct parish from Walton,

of which it had hitherto been a district, two now
churches were built in it, the first dock was
made, and many distant adventures were under-

taken in the way of trade by his contemporaiT'

merchants, that resiilted in new sources of wealth

for the town. Johnson engaged largely in the

tobacco trade with Virginia, then a novelty, since

a great success. But no monument exists to his

memory, no street is called after his name, save

an opening leading from Dale-street to White-

chapel, which was formerly lined with buildings

by him, and hence called Sir Tbomas’a-buildings,

as stating a matter of ownership, and but for an

occasional literary tribute to his memory, he

would be as utterly forgotten as his distant

grave on the banka of the Rappahannock River

iu Virginia.

The Liverpool men, like many others, appear

to have resented any proposal of improvement

that did not emanate from themselves. With so

much of their wealth embarked in shipping it is,

however, surprising that they did not make an

exception to this rule in favour of the| propo-

sition to build lighthouses on the western coast.

But when, in the year 1670, a Mr. Reading

applied for a patent to empower him to erect

lighthouses and levy a toll for their maintenance

they opposed him, headed by Thomas Johnson,

and succeeded in preventuig him from executing

his scheme. They wrote to their representative.

Sir Gilbert Ireland, and insisted that he should

state their case to the committee for grievances

when it met to consider Reading’s patent :
“ In

regard those lighthouses will be no benefit to our

mariners, but a hurt, and expose them to moro

danger, if trust to them, and also to be a vciy

great and unnecessary burden and charge to

them.” But what one generation dreaded

another conrted ;
and in 1762 the merchants

promoted Tan Act which procured them the

present Ugiithouaes on the Cheshire coast.

But there wore improvements to come that Sir

Thomas Johnson might, perhaps, also have

opposed, notwithstanding Ms real and hearty

embrace of all things he considered likely to

benefit the town,—paving, gas, and steam loco-

motion. The first quarter of the nineteenth

century had, however, nearly passed away

before Liverpool was properly paved. Many
streets had no footways whatever, and the roads

were paved with boulders as late as 1818. But

when Canning was addressing his constituents,

Sir Francis Burdett dining with the Reformers,

and Thomas Campbell delivering a course of

lectures at tbo Royal Institution, the authorities

bestirred themselves, and paving, lighting, and

postal communication were perfected. In the

following year, 1819, the first steamer that ever

crossed the Atlantic arrived in Liverpool.

Within the last half-century Liverpool has

seen more changes than in any other period.

Neither Robert Corbett nor Ralph Sekerton, in

their most sanguine moments, could have hoped

that their 13s. 9d. would turn out to be so

splendidly invested. The number of vessels

belonging to their port was twelve ; and when

they were all manned, they could count but

seventy.five souls on board them all. The

iucome of the corporation was under 211. When
Sir Thomas Johnson first looked upon the

Mersey, he could only count twenty-four vessels

that belonged to tbo port. In 1781', although

there were between 3,000 and 4,000 vessels in

the river, the number belonging to the port was

only 446. In those days Erskine, in one of his

impassioned speeches, likened it to another

Venice, overflowing with riches. To what would

he compare it now that upwards of 20,000 vessels

enter the port annually, and the docks extend in
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a continuous line of sea-'wall for sis miles, witli

a -water area of 255 J acres, giving a quay margin

18i miles in extent on the Liverpool side, and
of 165 acres on the Birkenhead side ? “The im-
provements and changes in the Liverpool streets

and buildings have been so great, and the exten.
sion of the suburbs so enormous,” says Mr.
Picton, "that the very aspect of the town and
neighbourhood, and those legends and traditions

which grow up in every locality, and impart a

flavour and racincss to its associations, are in

danger of being forgotten.” If anyone who had
left Liverpool as a boy returned to it a man, in

1870, he would have found forests of masts
where he left a quiet shore, and labyrinths of

densely-crowded streets where he left fields

from which ho may have watched the sun set far

away in the sea.

It is said Liverpool has always been loyal, and
Liverijool has always loved a lord. The mayors
have reaped honours from this consistency, as
we have seen

;
but though the town has, doubt-

less, benefited from it, too, it has involved a
price. ‘‘Trustio and well-beloved, wee greet
you well,” wrote Charles I. to John Walker,
"maior of Livcrpoole,” encouraging his loyalty

j

but in this instance the Liverpool people trans-
ferred their allegiance to Cromwell, and suffered
for it under Prince Eupert. They came right
again, however, after the Eestoration, and
greeted Charles II. as “Dread sovei-aigne,” best
of princes and of men. The corporation has
always been ready with soldiers and sailors for
the national service, in all emergencies. In
17-15 there was a battalion raised. In 1778 a
regiment was raised and equipped iu the town,
and called after the battalion, “the Liverpool
Blues.” There were 1,100 men in it, -^vho were
ordered out for active service, and reduced to
cighty-fom* individuals before they returned and
laid down their colours in the Exchange. In
1779 the corijoration gave a bounty of ten guineas
to every able seaman, and five guineas to every
ordinary seaman, -who entered the King’s service.

In 1795 the authorities were assessed to furnish
1,711 men for the navy, which they did, at a cost
of 11,2061., immediately, the mayor heading a
procession, with drums beating and colours flying,

to stimulate the enlistment.

It would have been well if Mr. Picton had
furnished his work with a map. Unless resident
in a place, it is difficult to keep more than the
lines of leading streets in remembrance

;
hence,

without a map, we have to hurry after the author
in his perambulations without knowing exactly
which way we are going. 171100 wo come to a
public building we get hold of a clue, of course,
but only to lose it as we pass on again.

We have described Sir William Broom’s great
gift to the town, so that we need not refer to it

further. We shall, perhaps, be doing as much
justice to Mr. Picton’s labours if we show our
readers specimens of his information with which
they may not be so well acquainted.

Speaking of Gibson, for instance, Mr.
Picton, who has travelled considerably, re-
lates that he called upon him at Eome, and
was received by him in bed, as ho was indis-
posed, and conversed -with him for an hour and
a half. “ Conversation, indeed, it could hardly
be called, for Gibson was almost as great a
monologuist as Coleridge. His talk was delight-
ful, poured out from the fidl stores of a richly,
endowed imagination, and rendered racy by his
sbghtly Welsh accent and occasional expressions,
such as ‘ Yes, sure,’ which he had brought from
the Principality. He talked about Greek art in
all its phases

; discoursed on tinted statues, on
which he was enthusiastic

j entered into remi-
niscences of old Liverpool friends

;
told anecdotes

of the Queen and Eoyal family, and of his
intercourse with them, to which he was always
proud to allude. It was an interview to be
remembered and treasured up.” Of his fellow-
student, William Spence, we are also told several
particulars which bear upon the important query
as to whether art is a better pay-mistresa when
treated in a manufacturing sense than when
followed as a profession. Of these two lads who
had worked together from the same models,
Gibson became an artist, and Spence remained
a manufacturer. Gibson’s fame and skill brought
him fortune. Spence’s untiling industry enabled
him to bring up a large family, and send a son
to Eome

;
but [on his decease his establishment

was broken up, the premises used for other
pui-poses, and every; sign of his occupation
obliterated. The yonnger Spence was received
kindly by Gibson, but he died of pulmonary
consumption at too early an age to have accom.
plished much work. His widow presented casts

of bis chief pieces to his native town, and thns
ended the deferred hopes and aspirations tliat

swelled the heart of one of Messrs. Francey’s
most able assistants.

“It is a remarkable fact,” observes Mr. Picton,
with much satisfaction, ‘ that of the four great
Parliamentary orators of recent times—Lord
Derby and Messrs. Disraeli, Gladstone, and
Bright, three belong to South Lancashire, and
two of these to Livcipool, or its close vicinity."

And then he stops before a house that is only a
few doors beyond Lcece-street, in Hardman,
street, numbered 62. It is a large house which,
when first built, had a wing on either side of it,

whereof one has since been turned into a separate
dwelling; but be bids us look at it, for it is the
birthplace of the Eight Hon. William Ewart
Gladstone. House after house ho points out as
the residences of the rich old West-India mer-
chants, who dealt in sugar, molasses, rum, and
slaves. These were chiefly sedate, portly,

double-fronted mansions, that had ranges of
business offices at their back doors. Every mer-
ebant down to the latter end of the last century
had his counting-house under bis own roof, at-

tended “Change" solemnly every day, and exe-
cuted his business slowly, methodically, and
profitably, without a thought of the horrors of

the slave trade that increased his wealth so

magically
j and if social intercourse, carried on

with great conviviality, be evidence, loved his
neighbours as himself.

As orrr author approaches modem times in his
historical survey, his notes become much more
frequent and diffuse. Whereas a page suffices to
describe a century in the earlier portion of the
annals, it takes a hundred pages to relate the
events of a much shorter period as time pro-
grosses. But he has read, and seen, and knows
how to tell what he has read, and say what he
has seen, in a very smooth and cheerful manner.
He has the clever knack, too, of making other
people enrich his book with their says and sa-ws.

The squibs, songs, poems relating to local sub-
jecta, extracts from speeches, old letters, hand-
bills, which he has jireservod in his work, are
often better than pictures, though too long to
quote here. We have no doubt but that the
“ Liverpoldons ” will say, if ouly for their sake,
what Harvey Pierce said of another work, “Live
ever sweete booke.” Little has been omitted
that should have been mentioned. There is the
largo Welsh element in the population duly
noticed. There is the fatal accident to Mr. Hus-
kisson on the day that the Liverpool and Man.
Chester railway was opened duly recorded. There
are tlie performances of all the musical celebri-

ties who have ever visited the town also chro-
nicled; all the elections described

;
the starting

of the first stage-coach in 1760 noted
;

the
adoption of mail-coaches to carry the mails de-
tailed; visitations of sickness mentioned; the
Queen’s progress dwelt upon; receptions given
to public men, such as Sir Charles Kapier,
Livingstone, Lord Brougham, Eajah Brooke, the
Siamese Ambassadors, and many more, recorded

;

and in fine every incident mentioned of a public
character in which the town has taken part, down
to the presentation of a silver cradle to the
mayor’s wife in 1858, or the getting up of a
fancy ball in aid of the new hospital that was
opened by Prince Arthur later still.

The history of the Dock estate will have more
interest to some minds than these varions social
particulars. It was in this port, it will be
remembered, that the system of floating docks
originated. Mr. Picton traces the experiments
that led to their perfection, which now, he con-
siders, “leaves the boasted canals of Venice far
behind, and which in structure, capacity, and
convenience, exceeds any others in existence.”
The natural material upon which successive
engineers have had to deal was, in the first place,
but a small creek, fed by a small stream. This
humble haven was exposed to the currents of an
estuary whose tides flooded up to a height of
30 ft. at the full. Probably, a breakwater
existed before Eobert Crosse and Ealph Sekerton
began their enterprising ditchinganddigging; and
it is supposed that their work must have been of a
similar character, though all traces of it have
disappeared and its site is not known. Both
must have done good service, for an old authority
states that Liverpool was considered the best
harbour and port between Mylforthe and Scot-
land. But, in 1635, a bridge was ordered to be
made where the sluices were at the Pool on the
south side of the town, with a “ key and
harbour” for the succour of shipping within the
town. About that time the largest vessel wasforty
tons burthen, and had a crew of twelve men and a

boy. Hitherto shallow water was sufficient for
the size of the vessels, but as the trade of the
place improved the enterprising merchants
tamed their attention to deepening the water in
the Pool. At the end of the seventeenth century,
when Johnson, Norris, Cleveland, and Clayton
were the loading personages in the corporation,,

many counsels were held as to the best mode of
improving the port. They first thought of a
canal that could be cut from the pool inwards
along the line of Paradise-street. But theyulti-
mately decided to empower their Parliamentary
representatives to treat with some qualified

person to come to the town and advise. Johnson,
and Norris were then the members. They
selected Mr. Thomas Steers as their engineer,
who recommended the abandonment of the canal
and the conversion of the pool into a wet dock.
This was to be done, be showed, by impounding
the water in the pool with floodgates. For this

suggestion, Mr. Picton urges, there should be-

more praise given to Steers than he has received.
“The idea of dealing with a tidal estuary so as
to neutralise its ebbs and flows, and to afford a
placid and sheltered haven at a -uniform floating

level, was altogether new.” And he contends that
Steers, in contriving the first floating dock, did

as much for the commercial marine of England
as Stephenson did for the railway system. How-
ever, we do not hear that Steers reaped any
particular distinction by ^bis application of th©
principle. He settled in Liverpool, we know,
probably to carry it out under his own eye,

where his descendants remain to this day. In
1709 the scheme was sufficiently advanced to

request authority to commence the works which,
after some opposition from the cheesemongers
of London, whose dealings with Cheshire in-

terested them in the question, and made them
fear they would have to pay dues to meet the
charges, was 'granted

;
and the mayor, bailiffs,

and common council were constituted trustees.

It was estimated that the cost would be 6,000Z.

But after six years’ labour, and an expenditure-
of 41,000?., the works were still incomplete.
Fresh powers to borrow an additional sum were
given, the land round th© dock was leased for

building purposes, and at length the work was
accomplished. In the year 1721, a vessel was
carried over the pier from the river into the
dock in an unusually high tide, the record of
which curious circumstance is the only clue to

the date of the completion of it. After a time,
the entrance was considered too narrow, and tho
outer basin two small

;
and it was resolved that

Sir. Steers should make an addition to it, build a
pier, and construct a dry or tidal basin, contain-
ing a water space of 4 acres 376 yards, to form
an outer harbour to the old dock, -^'ith tliree-

gravLDg-docka on the west side of it. This last

work stood till 1813, when it was re-constructed,.

aud named the Canning Dock, in honour of that
statesman, who -was then one of the members
for tbe borough. A few more yeai'S brought
such a large extension of traffic, and the vessels

were of so much larger dimensions than here-
tofore, that another and larger dock was re-

quired, This was constructed ou land given by
the corporation, and named, in 1771, George’s
Dock, in honour of the king. A lighthouse was
now no longer thought a “ hurt ” to mariners,
and one was built at Bidaton, commanding the

town, and an extensive view of ocean. Those
were the days when every merchant had his

own signal, and up by the lighthouse were num-
bers of flagstaffs, upon which the look-out man
hoisted his notification that he bad recognised

any particular' ship in the offing ; and standing

about in the old churchyard and iu the Mer-
chants’ Coffeehouse adjoining, were anxious in-

quirers, whose looks were always directed to this

source of early intelligence of arrivals. But th©
semaphore superseded this arrangement, and
now the electric telegraph has made it utterly

obsolete, and the flagstaffs have been allowed to-

rot and fall.

When Erskine looked upon Liverpool, and
pronounced his rapturous praise of it, two addi-

tional docks had been constructed, named re-

spectively the King’s and the Queen’s
;
and the

Duke of Bridge\Tater, iu the execution of his

canal scheme, had also constructed a dock with
au outer channel. “

I was astonished and
astounded," the great orator declared, “when I

was told by my guide, ‘ All you see spread out
beneath you—that immense place which stands

like another 'Venice upon the -vraters—which is

intersected by those numerous docks—which
glitters with those cheerful habitations of well-

protected men, which is the busy seat of

trade, and the gay scene of elegant amuse-
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ments growing out of its prosperity, — where
there is the most cheerful face of industry,

where there are riches ovei’flowing, and every,

thing which can delight a man who wishes to see

the prosperity of a great community and a great

empire ; all tlois has been executed by the in.

dustry and well-disciplined management of a

small number of men since you were a boy,’

I must have been a stock or a stone, not to have
been affected by such a picture.” Since then,

however, such an enormous extension of docks,

traffic, trade, and town has taken place that, if

we outlined on a map the scene that filled him
with astonishment, we should probably smile.

Enormous warehouses speedily arose on all sides,

chiefly built by private enterprise. On the east

side of the ffing’s Dock a large building -was

raised as a bonded depit and store for tobacco,

in 1795. About fifteen years after, a much
larger warehouse was raised on the west side,

that cost 140,0001. In 1799 powers were ob-

tained to build two more docks
;
but owing to

the circumstances of tho times, the intention

stood over. Mr. John Rennie was consulted,

who recommended that a dock of seven acres

should bo constructed north of George’s Dock,
capable to contain seventy sail of vessels. He
mentioned that extra accommodation could be
obtained at the south end of the town, in less

time, and at half the cost
;
but this suggestion

was not acted upon. After a long delay the old

dock was filled in, and the new north dock com.
pletedandnamcdthePrinco’sDock. Enlargements
were constantly being effected northwards and
southwards, and small docks united

j
but larger

undertakings brought into the field a new man,
Jesse Hartley, one who would have been called
in old times “ a whole man,” able to form great
pi’ojects, and work them out into the bargain.
He wrought out his ideas in granite with a simple
grandeur that has not been hitherto surpassed.
He built the Brunswick Dock, for the timber
trade, with two large graving-docks 02>ening out
of it; the Clarence Dock, the Waterloo Dock,
the Victoria Dock, and the Trafalgar Dock, in

rapid succession, but so solidly that not a stone

has required to be reset. He changed the
system upon which his predecessors acted, and
placed the narrow ends of his works to the river

margin, thus securing gi’eater quay-space upon
a smaller frontage, and ho introduced covered
sheds, for the protection of the goods that were
to be loaded or discharged. The Albert Dock
was a later work, executed with tho same strength
and solidity, and with the same disregard for

beauty. Mr*. Picton characterises the pile of

warehouses built in connexion with it, on a larger
scale than the Pyramid of Cheops, as a hideous
pile of naked brickwork, and rightly expresses his

regret that some effort was not made to ally the
beautiful with the useful on this occasion. Still

the trustees bought more land north and south,
for additional docks, basins, and works. The
opposite side of the river threatened to come
into competition with them, and they bought up
lands on Hiat side also. They made no use of
these last, however, and were finally beguiled
into selling them again, when they were imme-
diately tmmed into the threatened docks, and a
great contest began between tho two shores of
the Mersey, which raged for twelve years, and
fearfully impoverished the dock estate. In
twenty-six years, we are told, the amount of

capital exj^ended on tho Bii’kenhead Dock pro-
perty was nearly six millions stei'ling. Mr.
Kenclel was tho leading engineer employed,
whose portrait is thus sketched :

—

“Mr. 'C. E. Eendel, the engineer of the Birkenhead
Docks, was a wondcrfullj' clever and specious man, with a
line presence and an attractive manner, the very man to
impress a committee, to turn tho corner of a difficulty,
and make tho best of hie cause. In this respect there
could not he a greater contrast than that between the
dock engineers of Liverpool and Birkenhead; but there
is this important dilTereuco also, that whilst Jesse Hart-
ley’s work is calculated to stand till the ‘ crack of doom,’
nearly the whole of the work of bis more showy com-
petitor ha.s had to be taken down and replaced by the son
of his rival.’’

The Birkenhead works did not pay; and in
181:8 tho Commissioners made an offer to the
Liverpool Dock Committee to make over tho
whole undertaking to them. But it was de-
clined. In 1855, however, the Liverpool corpo-
ration reconsidered this matter, and purchased
tho property for 1,143,000^. Meanwhile, Mr.
Jesse Hartley was bringing out his finest works.
Live new docks, authorised by an Act in 1814,
were opened in August, 18-48, and named, re-

spectively, Salisbury, CoHingwood, Stanley,
Nelson, and Bramley Moore. The Wellington
Dock and Half-tido Basin was opened in the
following year. But even this was not suffi.

cient. Tho cry was always for more space.

And another enormous dock, with a fine I'ange

of warehouses, was constructed. This was called

the Wapping Dock. The year 1851 saw the

Sandon Dock added to tho list ; and in 1852 the

Huskisson Dock, 500 yards in length, with its

water space of nearly fifteen acres, was opened,

which area was increased afterwards by a cut

extending eastward, which afforded nearly eight

additional acres of water space. In 185-1, a fort

and baiTacks were built at the north-west corner

of this dock. About this time the management
of tho dock property was transferred from the

corporation to a new body, consisting of tw'cnty

members, who were to bo elected by the dock

ratepayers, with tho exception of three, who
were to be nominated by the Government. This

body now represents a capital of fifteen millions,

and a revenue of nearly a million per annum.
The first task it undertook was the comjoletiou

of the works at Birkenhead, which, with the

hydraulic machinery executed by Sir IVilliam

Armstrong, are reckoned among the wonders of

the kingdom.
Before the list of docks is complete, we must

mention the Canada Dock and the Herculaneum
Dock. The first is a very extensive work, con.

taining a water area of upwards of seventeen

acres, with a wide landing-quay on the east side,

communicating with great timber-yards that

stretch out till they join the railway. It has

also been furnished with a half-tide basin, with

three sets of gates on the west side, and two
cuts or docks on the east side. The Herculaneum
Dock is smaller. It consists of a floating-dock

and two graving docks. There aro eighteen

graving docks in Liverpool and three in Birken-

head. Nor have the Liverpool merchants yet

come to tho end of their tether. If the lesson

of their pluck, energy, and enterprise, was all

that could be learnt from Mi-. Pictou’s book, tho

price would be a very profitable investment.

But there is oven more. Wo may see, and wo
may take heart from seeing it, that though a
deed, like a seed, may not bear fruit immediately,

it may yet, in some after time, lead to great

results: “a pistole of gold” and other small

sums, amounting in all to 13s. 9d., if well laid

out, may eventually realise a million per annum,
and give employment and tho means of happy
existence to many generations.

ORIENTAL WORK AND THE LIVERPOOL
ART CLUB.

Tqe members of tho club recently formed in

Liverpool under the above title (on the model,

it is to be supposed, of tho similar institution in

Hanover-square), have inaugurated its e;ristence

by an exhibition of objects of Oriental art, lent

for tho occasion, and filling two rooms in their

promises in Sandon-terrace, Liverpool. Con-

sidering the nature of the majority of the objects

on view, perhaps it might more correctly be

termed an exhibition of Oriental pottery,”

—

we beg pardon, “faience” of course we meant to

say. The most important portion of this is the

collection of Japanese cloisonne enamel jars,

some of unusual size, beauty, and rarity, lent by
Mr. J. L. Bowes, a local dilettante who appears

to have devoted himself to collecting articles of

this class. The peculiar characteristics of design,

and beauty of colour and workmanship, belong-

ing to this branch of Japanese art-manufacture

have probably never been so well and so fully

illustrated in any collection in this country. The
ornamental art of Japan is represented in three

other bi’anclies ;
the S'at.‘<uma ware, characterised

by decorations of figures, birds, and flowers,

freely and unsymmctrically delineated on a

(generally) faint buff ground, and occasionally

with the ornaments treated in relief; tho Jfaja

ware, not differing very much from the last-

named sometimes, in general character of design,

but painted chiefly in red and gold, and with a

higher glaze ;
and tho lacquer work, exhibited

ou small vases, caskets, &c., and which in its

way is as finished and delicate in workman-
ship, and almost as rmique, as the cloisonnd

work. There is besides a collection of Persian

porcelain work, of Chinese ditto, and sundry

objects of various kinds, including specimens of

Japanese cabinets, of carving and metal work,

and of Chinese and Japanese embroidery. The
catalogue, which is edited by Mr. G. A. Audsley,

gives a very full description of the objects

exhibited, as well as sketches of the history, so

far as it is known (which in some cases is not

very far), and the process of manufacture of the

various classes of work.

The collection is, as we have infeiTed, a good
and in some points an exceptional one, so far aa
it illustrates a certain class of ornamental art;

and has already been praised in other quarters

quite as much as is necessary. Considered in

relation to the special occasion which gave rise

to the exhibition, the nature of it suggests certain

considerations. The fact that a club professedly

instituted for tho promotion of a taste for art, in

a large town, should inaugurate itself by an
exhibition of this particular class of works, is an
unfortunate illusti-ation of the tendency of what
is called “artistic taste” in the present day
to degenerate into a disproportionate love of

mere workmanship and prettinoss, or workman-
ship without prottiness. We used to think of
“art” as something appealing especially to our
higher intellectual perceptions and sympathies,

something of which the mental effect was the
end, the finish of execution oiily the means. It

may bo accident ; but we fear it is rather a
significant fact that such a club as we are refer-

ring to should commence its efforts in the cause
of art by an exhibition of works \vhich are

entirely devoid of intellectual interest, of which,

some are admired purely from fashion, some for

delicacy of workmanship only, and of which a
considerable proportion are what can only be
classed as barbaric art,—interesting as illus-

trating the characteristic taste of this or that

nation, but, per se, simply ugly. The celebrated

cloiso7m^ enamel vases are really marvels of

patient and elaborated workmanship ;
bub it is

certainly a question whether the result is worth
the labour expended

;
and although, as studies

of harmony in colour, these productions are

most suggestive, it is impossible, after seeing a
good many of them, not to be struck with the

general sameness of effect and treatment, even

in the diaper-work, not to speak of the weari-

some repetition of dragons, and serpents,

and storks, which form tho staifio of the animal
ornamentation. The forms, too, of most
of these vases are not good,—often clumsy and
unrefined, a characteristio always marking art of

a semibarbaric character, in which form is neg-

lected or treated as quite secondary to colour

and surface elaboration. Then, if we look at the

vaunted Satsuma ware, what do we find ? Beau-
tiful workmanshi}'), in so far as surface, tone of

colour (in some cases), and elaboration are con-

cerned
;
but, except aa curiosities, why are wo

to admire the grotesque, misshapen figures, the

fearful conventional landscapes with which these

jars arc adorned? Why is it that, in the name
of “ art,” people are to be invited to study

hideous forms of grotesque monsters and dragons,

or attempts at statuettes of the human figure

which are only fib to amuse children ? Why are

we to go into ecstasies over little ivory carvings

of figures, stunted and misshapen, because they

are executed with that kind of dexterous

handling of the tools which might be achieved

by a clever schoolboy ? Why must we admire

a plate covered with the efligy of a kind of glorified

barn-door cock, which we are told is called the

Ho-ho? To call such things “art,” is merely to

pander to a passing fashion. They are interest-

ing and characteristic, no doubt, just as the

naive efforts of children in drawing what they

see are interesting and chamcteristic. If we
look at the lacquer-work of Japan, again, we
find an absolute want of pereejition as to what

the material is suited for artistically, and what

it is not suited for. Some of the works in this

class are exquisite ;
for instance, the gold

lacquered vase (No. 431 in the catalogue), with

its raised flowers of imbedded mother-of-pearl

and coral; and the quaint, fanciful little leaf-

shaped box, with the figure of a monkey on it

(No. 437). But wo find in the catalogue elo-

quent praises bestowed upon lacquered writing,

cases, decorated with trees and rivers
;

the

interior of the lid of one “is beautifully orna-

mented with chi-ysanthemums, bamboo fences, a

flowing river, and a mass of clouds, from which

a silver moon appears to bo emerging,” &c.

That is to say, it is a clumsy attempt to repre-

sent landscape in a material and in a situation

totally unfitted for such treatment. This is bad
art; and its being done in Japan makes it no

better. When we see a j^ianoforte with the top

and sides painted over with landscape, or a

hearthrug worked into a picture, we say it is bad

taste,—“ vulgar,” in fact ;
and such things aro

vulgar, whether done in Paris, London, or Yoko-

hama. It is just on this very point, as to the

relation of material to design, that the English

public want educating and improving, instead of

being confirmed in their bad taste by examples

from other climates. The oddest thing is that
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whilst -we, or our “ art-clubs,” aro thus holding

up everything Japanese for admiration, those

worthy and ambitious people are equally bent
upon copying and admiring ua in our costumes
and customs ; thus illustrating in an amusing
manner the influence of fashion in both hemi-

spheres. Among the moat really artistic objects

exhibited by the Art Club are the Persian porce-

lain dishes
j
in which there is a remarkably bold,

free, and at the same time sufiBciently conven-

tionalised treatment of foliage ornament, well

wortlrthe attention of students of architectural

ornament of this description, and mai'ked by a
great deal of variety of design.

We shall be glad to hear of the Liverpool Art
Club doing something to encourage interest in

those forms of art which appeal more directly to

the intellects of educated persons rather than to

the tastes of the mere connoisseur in artistic

l»r!c-ii.brac. One drawing by a great artist,

ancient or modern, is worth a roomful of

Japanese pots, and requires a much higher
degree of mental education for its appreciation.

THE FAILURE OF TEE SAUGOR
BARRACKS, INDIA.

Even if the Indian Public Works Department
be rightly organised and properly managed, it

certainly is not lucky. Is the system so bad,
that even able men cannot succeed under it

;
or

is the system good, and the men in command unfit
for their position ? Something-u-rong there surely
must be, or such failures of work as wo often
hoar of could scarcely occur. The most recent
scandal of which information has reached us is as
to the failure of the Saugor Barracks, which have
been in course of construction dixring four years,
at the cost of 1G6,000L, and are now abandoned.
We have received a number of communica-
tions on it, but, fearing to commit injustice,

have withheld comment until now. An ofiicial

report on the subject, however, puts the matter
beyond question. The failure is therein termed
the “ most signal instance of the waste of public
money which has taken place of lato years in
the construction of barracks.” The executive
engineer, Captain Faber, and several of the
superintending engineers, have been reprimanded
and reduced. The following resolution is

suggestive :

—

“ The officers who have been blamed hy the Committee
were furnished with copies of the report, and invited to
submit any explanation with respect to their conduct
which they might desire to otter. Those explanations
have now been received. It is obrious that sullicient care
was not taken to secure proper executive supervision of
the construction of the barracks, aud that Lieutenant-
Colonel Allen’s antecedents were not such as to justify hia
appointment to the post of Superintendent of Works at
Jubbulpore. If a competent officer had filled that posi-
tion, it is probable that the defects in the construction of
the barracks would have been remedied before they had
become irretrievable. It is important that the attention
of those who are responsible for appointments aud pro-
motions should be called to the necessity of looking siBely
to the public interests, and not to the rank, position, or
pecuniary emoluments of the officers from whom they
Lave to make their selection."

The writer of a pamphlet entitled “Nar.
cissus,” published at Allahabad,* condemns the
transfer of Military Works to a Central Depart-
partment, and shows the enormous coat of the
change. The writer says :

—

* “ There are now three bodies of men in the Punjab
drawing high salaries and doing the same kind of work—
^e Engineers of the State Railways, Military Works, and
Provincial Public Works. Over the majority of these the
Local Government has no control, and, being under dif-
ferent masters, the system of control must vary, with dis-
content, jealousy, andiuelliciency, as the inevitable result
Supermteuding Engineers and Executive Engineers revolve
in ceaseless succession in the same orbit, each looking
askance at the work of the other which should be his own
and specially paid to neglect the work which he has been
trained to perform, and which he has ample time to super-
vise. At a Station like Jhelum, the Superintending En-
gineer for Military Works may arrive at U a.m. at the dak
bungalow to inspect the lines of the Native Troops, which
have not cost altogetheifas much as his salary. At 9 30
approaching wheels announce the arrival of the Superin-
tending Engineer of Provincial Public Works to decide
upon the repairs of the District Court-house; while at
10 o’clock appears the Superintending Engineer of State
Railways to inspect the bridge over the Jhelum. The
Military Works officer may not, though hia own duties
will probably occupy him only two hours, inspect the
Church or the Court-house

;
nor may he, on his journey

from Rawul Pindee to Jhelum, give any instructions re-
garding the road over which he has passed."

He speaks of useless expenditure, to an im-
mense extent, at Pesbawur, aud points to the
disasters of Jubbulpore, Allahabad, and Nus-
seerabad, though these, if we mistake not,
occurred under a difl'erent order of things.
Whether he be correct or not in his views, some

• At the Pioneer Press, 1672,

wise steps seem to bo imperatively required to

prevent the possibility of a repetition of such
enormous waste of public money as has occurred
in India during the last ten years,—to go no
further back.

THE HEALTHFULNESS OP
CHISELBOROUGH.

The rector of Chiselborough has had his say
in answer to a statement in our pages respecting
the houses and sanitary condition of his parish.

In liis letter to this journal he asked leave to

modify the severity of some of our remarks
;
but

the x’everend rector, in his letter to the Times,

assumed a more demonstrative attitude, and
furnished some scholastic statistics from officers

of inspection to show the high state of cultivation

that exists under his pastoral care. We did not
allude, in our notice of Chiselborough, to the
school question at all, but confined our remarks
to the housing of the labourers and the sanitary

state of the village. The rector exclaims, like

Byron, that he and his parishioners have awaked
aud found themselves famous, in consequence of

our certainly not ill-timed notice. Famous,
forsooth ! the village of Chiselborough has long
been famous throughout the length and breadth
of Somersetshire. That many of its inhabitants

have been, and are, an afflicted race of human
beings admits of no doubt, whether goitre or not
exists among them. The rector says that there
areo nly four cases of goitre existing, to his know-
ledge

;
but he strangely omits to mention aught

of that other malady which is generally found
accompanying the fonner. Let us say once
more, without any equivocation, that we found
several cases of goitre and Cretinism in the
four or five villages wo visited in the neighbour-
hood of Chiselborough, and, as far as wo
could ascertain, these unhappy beings were
formerly natives of Chiselborough, or the chil-

dren of parents belonging originally to that
village. Goitre, as most people know, is a
swelling of the throat, beginning first in a
tumour, that is soft and elastic, but eventually
hardeniiigj and it very often attains a great size.

Cretinism in its worst form is perfect idiocy,
arising from an imperfect development of the
brain, and it is accompanied with bodily de-
formity. The individual affected by goitre alone
may be handsome and intelligent

; but the
Cretin is stunted in stature, and the conical
profile of hia cranium belies the possession of
intelligence. The rector of Chiselborough
should not feel offended at the truth being
known

;
and it may be some consolation to him

to learn that his "ill-fated village” does not
stand alone in England in cases of goitre. It
may possibly divide the honour— or, rather, the
crime,—with some villages among -the hills of
Derbyshire, where the malady is known as the
" Derbyshire Neck.”
We hold these frightful maladies to be partly

endemic, aud to have a local origin
; and our ob-

ject in alluding to them, and bringing them into
notice, is for the purpose of leading to their
eradication wherever they may still exist,

whether in Somerset or Derbyshire. When
the labourer is properly housed, his body in a
healthy condition, from a supply of whole-
some if not nourishing food, when he can
afford warm clothing, and can resort to frequent
bathing, and when the water be drinks, and the
air he breathes, is no longer poisoned or impure,
then goitre and Cretinism will disappear from
the land. Frequent intermarriages with kindred
has increased the evil in those districts where
gotire and Cretinism have existed. We would
remind the rector of Chiselborough that our
recent observations -Vi-ere not the first we have
had to make as to tho condition of his and adja-
cent villages.

Two years ago u'e bad occasion to point out
the state of the villages, when, we believe, cases
of fever and amall-pox were numerous in the
neighbourhood.
In 1851, Dr. Guggenbuhl, in a letter to Lord

Ashley, drew attention to these " unhappy
beings,” and described them as “three German
feet high, corpulent, and bloated, with misshapen
heads, turgid lips, and noses flattened like the
negro’s.” At that time there were many cases
of both"goitre and Cretinism in the district,
instead of the mythical “four cases,” which
have not increased, accoi*ding to the rector’s
knowledge, for the last fifty years. Now let -us put
a query to the rector,—or a rector,—of Chisel-
borough. Is it a fact that a rector not long
since refused to live in the old rectory.house

because it w.as situated in an unhealthy part o£
the village, and that ho in consequence removed
a distance from the “ill-fated” village, imtil such
times when a new rectory could be erected, x\-itb

the latest improvements ? His parisliioners,.

however, had only Hobson’s choice
;
they neither

could build new dwellings for themselves, nor
would their landlords assist them. They had to
stay and add to tho “general healthiness of the
population” by their presence,—what other
better provided-for folk felt indisposed to do.

As far as the school, clothing-club, and
friendly society questions are concerned, we aro
glad indeed to hear that there is an improve-
ment setting in, but our sanitary picture remains
intact. In conclusion ^•e remark, with all good
feeliug, that the rector’s congregation will awake
and find themselves more famous than ever, the
day after they are able to disprove what wo
have written as to tho sanitary condition of
Chiselborough.

DEATH OF PROFESSOR J. W. McQUORN
RANKINE.

We niuchregi'et to have to announce the death
of Professor Rankine, LL.D., F.R.S., Professorof
Civil Engineering and Mechanics in the Univer-
sity of Glasgow, in the 53rd year of his age, at
his residence, 8, Albiou-crcscent, Dowanhill,
Glasgow, on the night of December 2-lth. For
some time past Professor Rankine’s state of
health was anything but satisfactory to bis
medical advisers

j but no imminent danger was
anticipated. On Sunday, however, he was
stricken with apoplexy, and never rallied. It
is difficult to over-estimate the magnitude of the
loss which the scientific world has sustained.
Professor Rankine was known and valued for his
mathematical powers. His contributions to
thermodynamics suffice alone to place him in the
first rank as a man of science. Professor Ran.
kine was not a profuse writer, but he possessed’
unusual powers of expression. His works aro
essentially safe.

THE VALUATION OF HOUSE PROPERTY
IN LONDON.*

The value of land varies with time
; at one

time becoming stagnant, or apparently retro-
grading in value. Only a few years ago, prior
to the memorable day in November, 18G6, when
the great discount house of Overeud, Gurney &
Co. stopped payment, what then appeared a
maximum value had been reached, but imme-
diately after that, City land could hardly be dis-

posed of at any price. There can be no doubt
that those speculators who had invested in City
land or buildings were losers temporarily

; but I
felt then, and my constant advice was, that the
value of land had not diminished, but only de-
pressed for a time on the sudden cessation of
demand for it. Subsequent events have, in my
opinion, justified the impression I then formed,
for at the present moment City property is

I’ealizingtbe full value it had attained prior to
the crisis of 1866.

Assuming, ho^wever, that the valuer is in pos-
session of all the requisite facts as regards recent
dealings with any particular plot of ground, it

still requires considerable judgment to foretell

what may be tho realizable selling or actual
value, and I believe it must always be, to a
certain extent, speculative and dependent upon
the skill with which the architect adapts his
building to the precise requirements of the
locality.

Of this adaptation of the building to the wants
of a locality, the numerous City offices offer a
good illustration. When I first began to build
on the new London Bridge approaches, previous
to 18‘10, City offices as now constructed were not
thought of ; the houses were built as shops and
dwellings, or as warehouses, and it was the same
in Moorgate-street. Since that time, however, a
distinct type of construction has been evolved,
which is now, perhaps, nearly perfect. In this

development I hope and believe I have had some
share

;
our colleagues, Messrs. Corbett & New-

som, Mr. Richard Bell, Mr. Wliichcord, Mr. E. N.
Clifton, Mr. Francis, Mr. Edward Ellis, Mr,
Gruning, and others, have all produced practical

buildings of this class, as have also Messrs. Innes
in the Colonial Market, with the assistance of

Mr. Crockett, and Mr. R. B. Marsh. In these
buildings the greatest attention is paid to the
size of the rooms, so that the greatest number

• From a paper by Mr. I‘Anson, read at the Royal
Institute of British Architects, Deo. 2nd, 1872.
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may be obtained in the smallest space, and that

they may be abundantly lighted : convenience of

access, the position of doors, stairs, fireplaces,

and water and gas supply are all carefully studied.

There is, however, another method of deter,

mining tlie value of land, and that is by ascer-

taining the letting value of the building put upon
it when erected, and after deducting a certain

amount for interest on the outlay to repay the

builder, and allowing for all outgoings in the

shape of rent, taxes, insurance, maintenance and
repairs, management, loss of rent from portions

of the building unlet (called “empties”) the

residue capitalized will represent the value of the

laud.

This method of calculation also requires a
kuowledge of many local circumstances, the rates

and taxes, for example, varying in different dis.

triots, as does especially the cbanco of “ empties.”

In the lowest class of property (that which islet

weekly)
,
it is hardly safe to reckon upon a less

deduction than one-half of the gross rent to arrive

at the net rent. This is rather an extreme case,

but the rate of deduction for outgoings does

actually vary between one.half and one-fifth.

To illustrate this mode of calculation let us

say that

—

A building realises by various
lettings a gross rent of ... £1,500 0 0

Say the building cost £10,000
Assuming the builder’s profit

to be7per cent., thatgives £700 0 0
And deducting for rates,

taxes, insurances, itc., one-
fifth 300 0 0

The total deduction would be 1,000 0 0

Leaving as the annual letting
value of the ground £500 0 0

I only offer this (which I will call example A)
as an illustration : when the buildings are very
spectilative and slightly built, so as not to be
durable, 7 per cent, interest will not pay the

builder, because to a large extent speculative

buildings are erected with borrowed money, and
as money is seldom obtainable for less than 5
per cent., the builder has not only to provide a
sufficient margin for a profit for himself, but to

set aside a yearly sum as a sinking fund to

accumulate to repay the borrowed capital.

Again, as before remarked, the outgoings depend
very much upon the rate of taxation in the
locality, some parishes being more heavily taxed
than others, and on other circumstances.

This method of calculation has been to a great
extent adopted in endeavouring to prove the
value of land taken compulsorily for public
improvements

;
and if the rentals, which might

hereafter bo obtained in new neighbourhoods,
could bo foretold with actual certainty, as it is

comparatively easy to ascertain what deduction
should be made for Parliamentary and local

imposts
;
then, after making due allowance for

empties and management, and a proper interest

to the builder for his investing capital, the net
result would be shown in the most legitimate
manner, and that would be the value of the
ground.
The future rent must, however, still be to a

great extent matter of opinion
;
as are also to

some 6.xteat the question of what is a fair profit

for the builder, how long that profit will be
deferred, and oven what would be the actual
cost of the building. If all these things were
matters of mathematical certainty, here would
be a certain process of solution

; but even when
this rational principle is agreed upon, the views
of buyer and seller are influenced by their con-
flicting interests, and the result is that these
questions are frequently decided by reference to
an arbitrator, or the judgment cf the Sheriffs’
Court, where evidence of the most opposite
character bewilders the jury, who have to esta-
blish the value by their verdict.

The wonder, indeed, is that juries can at all

balance the various kinds of evidence adduced
before them, and enforced by the speeches of
eminent counsel, and that they so frequently
arrive at results which are very nearly just.

There can be no doubt, however, that the ver-
diets of juries are speculative and uncertain:
erring, I think, usually in favour of the claimant.
Trial by

j
ury is, however, speedy in its action,

most cases being decided in the course of a
single sitting.

Reference to arbitration before a skilled

referee is slower, but mistake in exaggeration is

eliminated; and although excessive damages are
seldom obtained, I believe that claimants are as
justly compensated in this manner as it is

possible for them to be.

It is pretty generally agreed that in valuing

freehold house property ; that is to say, a house,

together with the land upon which it stands, that

after finding its actual net value, that is, the

value or rental at which it would let without
premium for a term of twenty-one years to a
tenant paying a net rent, without deduction for

land-tax, insurance or any other charges or im-
posts (property-tax excepted), that such annual
value should be capitalised upon the 5 per cent,

table, which is equal to twentv years’ purchase,

thus a house or other building producing a net
rental to the owner of lOOh per annum, is worth
twenty years’ purchase, or 2,OOOZ.

This is a generally admitted preliminary or

starting point, but only a starting point; for if

the building is old, and likely to require rebuild,

ing, then the value of the land must be found
apart from the house, and each valued separately.

Thus, assuming the land and building together

to be, as before, of the annual value of 1001., and
the annual value of the land or ground-rent is

one-fourth of the whole rent, or 25Z., and that

the building is so far decayed as to necessitate

its rebuilding in twenty-one years, it is evident

that the calculation must be different.

You have, first, the annual value

for twenty-one years, at lOOZ.

a year, and this is worth, upon
the 5 per cent, table, 12'82

years’ pm'chase, or £1,282 0 0
To this you must add the value

of the ground-reut of 25Z., at
the expiration of twenty-one
years. Now, valuing this upon
the 4 per cent, table (and this

is the table usually adopted),

the value of the land will bo
25Z. X twenty five years’ pur-

chase, or 625Z. ; but the

realisation of this sum is de-

ferred twenty-one years, and
it must be discounted by
that number of years, and
discounting also upon the 4
per cent, principle, you mul-
tiplyby-138...G25Z. x438Z.« 273 15 0

Which gives a total of £1,555 15 0

Tliis example for further reference I will call

example B.
There is another way of stating the question

which I will call example C, and probably the
more correct way, which produces a slightly

different, but more favourable result for the
vendor in case of sale.

Taking the value of the land,

first in fee or in perpetuity, we
shall have 25Z. x twenty-five

years’ purchase, or as we have
before found £625 0 0

Then we have the assumed annual
value for twenty-one years of

lOOZ. per annum
;
but as tho

ground-rent has already during
that period been accounted for,

we mast deduct 25Z. from lOOZ.,

which leaves 75Z. Now this for

twenty-one years, at the 5 per
cent, table, is worth, as before

found, 12-82 years’ purchase, or 961 8 0

£1,586 8 0

As before observed, this gives a little more
than the first method of calculation, and it

evidently arises from capitalising the ground, in

the last calculation for the first twenty-one
years at the 5 per cent, instead of the 4 per
cent, table.

The value of the old materials upon the
ground in either calculation may be disregarded.
Whatever their value at the end of twenty-one
years, that must also be discounted, and it is

considered a balance or set-off against any loss

of rent that may acerne at the end of twenty,
one years.

Now these calculations give rise to more ques-
tions than one. Upon the first mode, example
A, the principal question which presents itself

is, what deduction must bo made to arrive at a
net rental, the rate of deduction, as I have
already explained, varying considerably. On
the second and third valuations, B and C, two
questions at least arise, which must materially
affect the result arrived at. Now the first ques-
tion is, as to the number of years’ purchase at

which the ground-rent should be capitalised.

I have said that the rule is twenty-five years’
purchase, or the 4 per cent, table. I have, how-
ever, constantly claimed and contended for
more, because ground-rents are, I consider, the

best secured and safest description of security,

and constantly increase in value ; that is, of

course, assuming that the land is let for a term
of years, expiring at no very remote period, such
as a lease for from sixty to ninety-uine years, in

which case there is always a certain value
attaching to the reversion at the end of the
term.

It was only the other day that certain City
ground-rents were sold by public auction at a
price a little over twenty-five years’ purchase

;

but for these same ground-rents offers were
made a few months previously at twenty-seven
and five-eighths years’ purchase. I had a pro-

fessional interest in the matter, and advised on
the offer made. I know that it was worth while
for the parties who made the offer to give that
price, which is, I contend, a proof of the value.

The reason why the transaction was not carried

through,—and the ground-rents were afterwards
sold by auction,—was, that it was one of the
conditions of purchase that the title of tho
vendors should be approved by the Court of

Chancery. I may incidentally mention that this

condition often occasions a serious difficulty in

the transfer of property, as the Court of Chan-
eery, in investing trust money, requii*es such
absolute certainty as to title, that it practically

excludes many good but not absolutely unim-
peacbable titles

;
and I believe it is very much

on this account that large sums of trust money
remain in the hands of tho Accountant-General
which might be much more profitably invested

than in Consols.

The first question, then, is, upon what table

should the ground-rent be capitalised ? My own
experience is, twenty-five years’ purchase is tho
minimum, and probably twenty.eight years’

purchase is the maximum ; but even this must
not be considered a fixed rule, for there arc
certain exceptions.

In a recent agreement for letting land [cer-

tainly not in the best part of the City], in which
I was concerned, it was a condition of the agree-
ment that if the rent were redeemed within
four years from the date of the agreement, it

might be redeemed at twenty-six years’ pur-
chase, but within a limited period after that, at
twenty-seven, years’ purchase, and the whole
ground-rent has actually been redeemed, partly
at twenty-six years’ purchase, and partly at
twenty-seven years’ purchase.

In one instance I offered as much as twenty-
eight years’ purchase for a ground-rent in New
Southwark-street, which offer was declined, and
it actually sold by public tender for thirty and
five-sixths years’ purchase. This I consider,

however, an exceptional case. The average of

one of these public sales in Southwark-street
ground-rents was twenty-seven years’ purchase,
and the maximum was'thirty-one and six-sevenths
years’ purchase, and I have very recently offered,

as before mentioned, for one of the corporations
for which I am professionally concerned, twenty,
seven and five-eighths yeai’s’ purchase for a City
ground-rent.

The value of City gi’ound-rents has for somo
years declined; but still I consider a really good
ground-rent to be worth twenty-seven and a-lialf

years’ purchase.
There are, however, considerations affecting

this value
;
for example, tho proportion of the

ground-rent to the gross or rack rent. Now, as
it very frequently occurs that the ground-rent in

the City is as much as one-half of the rack-rent,

it is very clear that in such a case the reversion
is of comparatively small value compared to

what it would be were the ground-rent one-sixth
or one-seventh, as it is in less valuable localities.

It sometimes happens, as already referred to,

that ground-rents are sold, the title to which,
although good holding title, is not absolutely
perfect, and that also depreciates the value.

Moreover, recent legislation has materially
extended the posvers of trustees, enabling them
to invest in the bonds of some of the great rail-

way companies, Government debentures and
similar securities, and ground-rents, are conse-
quently less sought for. Government stocks
and landed estates do not yield a return of more
than 3 per cent., which represents twenty-eight
years’ purchase, while railway debentures and
guaranteed stock yield 4 per cent, interest, equal
to twenty-five years’ purchase; so that ground,
rents, which in the early part of my professional
experience used to exceed thirty years’ purchase
in value, at the present time, from one or some
of the causes I have mentioned, do not realise,

as a rule, more than from twenty-five to twenty,
sevpu or twenty-eight years’ purchase.

Of coarse there are exceptional cases. Some-
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times it happens that a lessee of a large estate

will manage so as to have very small ground,
rents upon some of his honses, and such ground-
rents I have known to realise as much as forty

years’ purchase. I recollect one largo estate in

the north-west of London where the ground,
rents were very frequently sold to the tenant at

thirty years’ purchase, plus one year’s rack rent,

equal probably to thirty-six or thirty-seven

years’ purchase.
It not unfrequently occurs that a price may be

obtained for property far beyond its intrinsic or
marketable value to anybody bnt the purchaser.

For instance, where a piece of land is surrounded
by the property of an adjoining owner, and the
acquisition of the piece of land would enable the
adjoining owner to free himself from restrictions

as to light and air, or some other easement
acquired over his property which prevented him
utilising it to the fullest extent. The ability to

obtain a frontage upon a street, river, or canal,

or the substitution of a frontage of a superior
nature for that hitherto enjoyed, or similar

advantages, all confer additional value. In these
cases, it seems to me, that it is perfectly fair

that the owner should reap the advantage due
to the e.xceptional position of his property

j
but

no safe rule can be laid down for the guidance of

the valuer. I have a case present in my mind
where a payment of from 2,0001. to 3,0001. (being
nearly 25 per cent, beyond the admitted market
price on both sides) was cheerfully paid for the
acquisition of an exceptional site of tlds character,
and the transaction was made with the sanction

of a Government department.
Assuming, however, that we have arrived at a

fair conclusion as to the table on which the pur-
chasing of a ground-rent should be valued, there
is yet another question arising out of the third

method of computation of the value of land let

upon lease for a term (which I have called

example C), and that is upon what table should

you discount the deferred value, i.e., the value

at the expiration of the term
;
and this is, as you

will see, a problem not easy of solution. We
will, for the sake of argument, assume that the

deferred value is an absolutely fixed quantity

(say 1,0001.), payable at the end of fifty years,

and that you are to receive such a sum ofmoney
at once as will realise, by careful investment, of

the interest every year, or every half-year, a
capital sum of 1,000Z., at the end of the fifty

years.

You will see by the table that very much
depends \ipon the rate of interest you assume
can be obtained for your money. If you assume
you can obtain 3 per cent., and consequently
discount upon the 3 per cent, table, you should

have in present money j6228

Upon the 3^ per cent, table 179

„ 4 „ 140

„ 4i „ no
„ 5 „ 87

It is assumed that if you do not part with the
property, you or your successor will, without
any trouble or expenditure, receive at the end
of fifty years l,000i.

; but in order to obtain that
result you must go punctually every half-year

to the Bank of England, or elsewhere, to receive

the interest npon your capital as it becomes due

;

and when you have invested that interest you
must attend to receive the interest upon that
interest, and so on for fifty years. Each one of

these operations involves a certain amount of

time, which must have some value, and the
difficulty of finding an immediate and secure
investment for the interest as it accrues is almost
insuperable. It is to be borne in mind the table

assumes that the interest is re-invested as it

accrues with automatic regularity, and no allow-

ance is made for loss by want of punctuality
in receiving or investing the interest, or from
investment in a bad security.

Assuming that 5 per cent, is a fair rate of

interest upon which the compensation should be
assessed for a reversion to 1,0001. at the end of

fifty years, yon would have, as we see by the

tables, 1,000Z. x *0872, or 871. in present money.
Yon must now endeavour to place this money
(the 87Z.) at interest, and it is just possible that,

by your solicitor’s assistance, and in considera-

tion of a fee for investigating the nature of the
security, instructing a surveyor to report upon
the value, perusing the abstract of title, con-

ferring with counsel, drawing mortgage-deed,

&c., &c., yon may find an investment for your
871. at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum. You
will have paid the solicitor’s and surveyor’s

charges, and at the end of the year you will get

for the money invested 5 per cent, interest, or
41. 7s. Now what can you do with this sum of

41. 78. You cannot get another mortgage for

41. 7s. If the sum were larger yon might pos-

sibly do so, bnt you must incur further legal

expenses and loss of interest by delay in

obtaining another investment. Now this would
be a constantly recurring difficulty, and contrasts

strongly with the former position we have
assumed yourself to bo in, when you would only

have to wait patiently, do nothing, and at the

end of fifty years yon would receive your 1,000Z.

Now, suppose, instead of your reversionary

interest being a fixed sum of money, it were a
piece of land, who can say, with the constantly

decreasing value of gold, and consequent in-

crease of the value of land, what will be the

value of the piece of land at the end of fifty

years ? So that you not only have the risk,

expense, and trouble of re-investment, but you
also lose the chance, indeed I may say the cer-

tainty, of town land increasing in value.

I think, therefore, you will feel you make but

a poor bargain in parting with your reversionary
interest at a price to pay you 5 per cent., and
you will, I am sure, Recover that it is exces-

sively difficult to find a means of accumulating
the interest on the present money, in order to

securo the full value of the reversion j indeed,

at the present time, the only means available is

to invest in Foreign Government Bonds, upon
which yon will have to pay a commission of at

least i per cent, upon every purchase. And this

is not all, because in the course of fifty years

(if wo aro to bo gnided by past experience)

there can be no doubt that the value of securi-

ties, and Government securities of all kinds

especially, will constantly increase in value
; so

that even assuming you are paid in the ratio of

the present price of Consols, and Consols were
your only means of investment, the probability

is that you would suffer in tho course of fifty

years even by this arrangement. Now these
considerations you will find have a very practical

influence upon the value of real property, and I

will give you a case in point, which occurred

within my own knowledge. A certain nobleman
was possessed of some very fine bouse property,

magnificent houses,—palaces they might be
called anywhere but in England,—with unusually

low ground-rents, let on lease for a long term
j

they formed part of a large estate, and were
severed from it. A certain railway required the

honses, and of course obtained them imder its

Act of Parliament, and of course tho owner had
to be compensated. Upon the part of the

railway company it was contended that if such

a sum were paid as would purchase similar

groimd-rents, secured by similar property, that

would bo a fair measure of compensation. The
difficulty in this particular case, however, was
that, having reference to the class of house, the

ground-rent was exceptionally small, and that it

was extremely difficult to find property of an
exactly similar class. This rendered it almost

impossible to carry out this suggestion, which
was admitted by the owner’s agents to be fair

and reasonable.

Now, what the owner’s surveyor contended
for was, first, that however long the term
upon which it might be let, house property

never deteriorated in valne in London, no
matter however dilapidated it might become or

however tho fashion of the locality might alter,

but would be just as valuable a century hence
as at present, in consequence of the decrease

in the value of money and other causes.

I do not remember that this proposition was
disputed by the railway company’s agents. It

was also contended that the owners would prefer

keeping an integral estate to being obliged to

watch yearly the increment of the present money
to be paid for compensation for the reversionary

value, and that such an arrangement was less

favourable to him than the retention of the pro-

perty as part of his estate. It was also pointed

out that the rate of interest at which the deferred
value was discounted was an important element
in the calculation, inasmuch as the greater part
of the compound interest accrues in the latter

part of the term. If the calculation were made
as we anticipated, the railway company would
make it on the 4 per cent, table, or on the 25per
cent, table, at what latter rate the claimant’s

surveyors valued the owner’s interest, it would
raakeadifference a8betweenl3'2 and 5‘6, entirely

arising out of the question as to what should be
tho sum of money to be paid which, accumulated
at compound interest, would be sufficient to

recoup the owner at the end of a number of

years, when he would become entitled to the

revereion. The matter was referred to the ar-

bitration of a barrister. I did not hear the argu-

ments on behalf of the railwaycompany, but the
result was, that the sum awarded was consider,
ably below the amount claimed, being in the
proportion of 7'8 to 13'2. Notwithstanding this,.

I think that the claimant’s view was perfectly
legitimate, and the ground of claim entirely

reasonable.

There often exists what is called a dormant
value in property. Assuming a lessee has pos-
session of land in the environs of London, for
instance, at Clapham, upon a lease granted eighty
orninetyyearsago, when Clapham wasa suburban
village, the rent paid would he, perhaps, at the
rate of lOZ. per acre, but the land would now be
worth, say, from 60Z. or 70Z. per acre, or even
more if it could be used for building purposes ;

but the lessee cannot so dispose of it, his interest
being too short to permit him to do so. The
lessor cannot deal with the land as ho is not in

possession, therefore the value of the land is

dormant or undeveloped as long as the original

lease lasts ; and, although it may be said the
purchaser might compensate the lessor for his

expected interest by payment of such a sum of
money, as being accumulated at compound inte-

rest during the residue of the term, would equal
the future value of the estate. Pi’actically, this

accumulation never does take place
;
and a pur-

chaser having bought both interests, enters into

immediate possession of the land, and reaps a
large advantage by tho transaction.

As an illustration, let ns suppose a case in

which a leasee holds an estate of fifty acres at

lOZ. per acre, for a residue of ten years. This,

as a well-secured rent, would, to the owner in

fee, be worth, on the 4 per cent, table, 8'1 years’

purchase, or 81Z., and a reversion to a rental of
70Z. per acre (the estimated value at the end of

ten years), being an unrealised ground-rent, is

worth say twenty years’ purchase, and deferred

ten years, valned upon the 4 per cent, table,

woffid work out thus :

—

70 X 20 X -6756 = £945 16 0
10x8-1 = 81 0 0

Total value £1,026 16 0

Which is all the purchaser would pay. Now,
assuming it were in hand, taking the same
annual valne as before, viz., 70Z., worth as un-
realised ground-rent twenty years’ purchase,
this would give as tho value, l,d00Z., so that the
purchaser who could utilise the ground at once
would appear to realise 373Z. by this transaction,

because he extinguishes the dormant value. It

is true he would have to compensate the lessor

for his leasehold interest of ten years ; but as
ten years is not a building term, the artmost

profit rent the lessor could claim would be pro-

bably double the rent paid of lOZ. a year, or say
20Z., being a profit rent for ton years ; but this

would be capitalised at tho best at the 5 per
cent, table, or lOZ. per annum for ten years, on
this table worth 7'2 years’ purchase, or 72Z.,

which, deducted from the profit of 373Z., still

leaves over 300Z. profit.

It is customary to value land which is unlet,

but has a fair prospect of an early letting at

twenty years’ purchase, as an unrealized groond-
rent, bub I have always held that whenever an
agreement for letting is signed, it is a proof that
the value is real and no longer speculative, and
that, although the ground-rent may not be
secured by the erection of any building upon the
land, it is worth more than twenty years’ pur-

chase. When once a building is erected the land
attains its full value, because the ground-rent is

thenceforth secured.

Time does not allow me now to do more than
refer to one point I noticed at the commence,
ment of tliis paper, namely, tho rate of profit to

be allowed to the builder :—Evidently this will

vary according to the skill with which tho build-

ing is designed and erected, and its perfect suit-

ability for tho locality it is placed in. Obviously
an ill-suited building will realise a less rent or
leas profit than one that is well suited to the-

locality, assuming both to be built on land of the

same actual value. Any return beyond the
current rate of interest for money (which is

practically 5 per cent.) is a profit to the builder.

Sometimes the profit is added to the ground-
rent, and what is called an improved ground-

rent is created, which is saleable at a greater

number of years’ purchase than a rack-rent.

It would no doubt have added to the reality of

this paper if I could have given the names of

some of the parties concerned in the cases to

which I have referred, but I have refrained from
doing so, fearing lest I might in some way pre-

judice their interest in their property.
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THE NEW NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUMS
AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.

We publish, in our present number a perspec-
tiveview of thenewlluseuma for Natural History,
as the clesign was completed by the architect,
Hr. Waterhouse, before the receipt of the ten-
ders, in October last.

We regret to say that, owing to the lowest
tender being higher than was anticipated, in

consequence of the then exceptionally high
prices in certain portions of the building trade,
the design has had to bo shoru of some of its

more salient features
j as, for instance, the

central towel's and the architectural treatment
of the internal courts.

The execution of the work has been intrusted
to Messrs. George Baker & Son, who will im-
mediately commence operations, and who have
undertaken to complete the building within
three years and a half. We may therefore
hope shortly to see the site of the International
Exhibition of 1862, which has so long remained
an eyesore to the neighbourhood, assume a
different aspect.

It will be in the remembrance of our readers,
that some eight or ten years ago a competition
was invited for designs for this building, in con.
nexion with museums for other purposes. The
selected design was by Capt. Fowke, E.E., who
unfortunately died without seeing the commence-
ment of Lis work.

In January, 1866, the then First Commissioner
of Works, Mr. Cowper, placed the work in the
hands of Mr. Waterhouse, with a view to his
carrying out so much of Capt. Fowke’s design
as would meet the requirements of the trustees
of the British Museum. As so often happens,
however, with designs which are the result of
competition, it was found that much of the in-
gonuity which had been displayed in this design
had been thrown away, in consequence of the
arrangements being incompatible with the abso-
lute requirements of the authorities, and that to
meet those requirements it was impossible to
retain any large jjortion of it.

•_Without narrating in detail the history of the
j^aent design, which has suffered but little in.
teriTiption, though many vicissitudes, since the
year 1866, it may sufEce to say that it has been
elaborated with every endeavour to meet the
views of those who arc likely to know most
about, and who are most interested in, its suc-
cessful an-angement; and although, from the
monetary exigencies of the case, the building
has had to be modified in some of its details, no
interference bas been made with the arrange-
ment finally determined upon, nor with the
amount of floor-space requii'ed.

What is now to bo erected is only a portion of
a larger building, which wiU sometime occupy
the site of the Exhibition of 1862. It consists of
the southern facade, 675 ft. in length (set back
100 ft. from Cromwell-road, and about 250 ft.

from Exhibition-road and Queen’s Gate), and of
certain portions of the interior behind it.

It was the architect’s intention to erect the
building entirely of terra-cotta, both within and
without. Its power of resisting the atmosphere
of London, and its fitness for a building in which
there is necessarily great repetition of parts,
are proved by its successful use in the Govern-
ment and other buildings adjoining. But this
intention bas had to be in some measui'o modi,
fied

5 aud the internal courts will be faced with
brick, leaving all tbe external elevations and the
interior of all the galleries, as originally designed,
in terra-cotta.

The entire site will be at once inclosed on the
three sides fronting the surrounding streets, with
a dwarf fence-waU, surmounted by iron railing
and Portland stone piers; and the spaces not
required for building purposes laid out in oma-
mental grounds, with turf and trees at intervals.
We purpose in our next producing the ground-

plan of the building, and describing the interior
arrangement of the bnilding.

The Chelsea Embankment.—The claim of
Messrs. Kosher, lime and cement merchants, of
Cheyne-walk, for compensation, was heard and
decided by Mr. Ender-aheriff Burchell and a
special jury. The amount claimed from the
Metropolitan Board of Works was 16,741J.

; but
after viewing the premises, the jury gave, by
arrangement between tbe parties, a verdict for
8,0001., of which 4,5001. was for the leasehold
interest in the property, and 3,500Z. compensa.
tion, together with an additional 11. to carry costs
for the claimants.

THE PAKISH CHUKCH, THERFIELD.
On Saturday, the 14th ult., the plumber had

occasion to go on to the roof of the chancel of
this church for the purpose of repairing the lead.
It was found necessary to raise some of it,

when it was discovered that one of the principal
beams was completely rotted about 2 ft. from the
wall, and that the roof had sunk 3 in. with the
weight of the workmen upon it. Finding the
roof in this dangerous condition, the rector, the
Rev. J. G. Hale, gave directions that the work
should bo stopped, and telegraphed to Mr. G. E.
Pritchett, architect, Bishop Stortford, to come as
soon as he could. The chancel was shut up, and
at the commencement of the next service a heavy
piece of plaster fell with a crash into one of the
pews. Mr. Pritchett visited the church, aud
found two other beams in an equally dangerous
condition. In his opinion the whole roof was in
the same state, and the whole of it might have
fallen at any time. During the examination by
tbe architect the roof sank other 2 in. The
late wet season seems to have put the finish,
ing-stroke to the church. There is scarcely a
sound wall, window, or angle in the church. The
whole of the tower must come down and be re-
built. The wall of the south aisle is 14 in. out
of the perpendicular. The architect has not yet
made his formal report, although there seems
little doubt that the church is beyond repair, and
will have to be entirely rebuilt. On removing
the panelling at the east end, an ancient piscina
and sedilia were found.

LINCOLN SCHOOL OF ART.
The annual exhibition of works by the masters

aud students was open for ten days, during last
month, and was well attended. The meeting
for receiving tbe reports and the distribution of
prizes, was hold on December 18tb, under the
presidency of the mayor of Lincoln, and the
prizes were distributed by Dr. Blakesley, the
newly-appointed Dean of Lincoln. We gather
from the reports of the committee and tho
head master, that the school was opened ten
years ago under the present master (Mr. E. R.
Taylor). At the end of the first year the pre-
sent rooms were built, being considered ample
for any probable requirements of a School of
Art in Lincoln. For two years past the attend,
ance, especially in the evening classes, has
been such as to cause great inconvenience to
the students and masters for want of room,
the accommodation being intended for half the
number now attending. The students number
259, exclusive of those in institutions taught
from the School of Art. Tho school is self-
supporting. Tho Government awards for the
present year are about three times the number
of last year.

PROPOSED REBUILDING OF ST. GILES’S
CHURCH, NEWCASTLE.

A VESTRY meeting has been held for the pnr.
pose of deciding upon applying for a faculty for
carrying out the contemplated rebuilding of the
parish church, and altering the churchyard.
The vestry was full, and every resolution sub-
mitted to tbe meeting, contrary to anticipation,
was carried with entire unanimity. The rector
(the Rev, H. Veale) presided. Seven reso-
lations were proposed, seconded, and carried
unanimously to the follomng effect That Sii-
Gilbert Scott’s plana be approved and carried out
by voluntary subscription

;
that the rector and

churchwardens be authorised to apply to the
Chancellor’s Court of the Bishop for a faculty to
carry out the plan for rebuilding tlio church

; to
enclose a sufficient space of tho churchyard for
the rebuilding

; to reseat the church when com-
pleted in conformity with the plans

; to take
down a portion of the south wall of the church
wall

; dispose of a portion of the land for -widen-
ing Church-street, on terms to be agreed upon
with the Local Board of Health ; to disinter any
remains found in any area required for the
foundations of the new building, or which should
interfere with the due carrying out of the plan,
and to reinter such remains in consecrated
ground ; to level the surface of tho churchyard
and re-arrange the tombstones in a proper and
suitable manner, to make any necessary new
path, divert existing paths, and erect suitable
boundary walls. The rector and churchwardens
were empowered to purchase out of any volun-
tary funds in hand any land abutting on tbe
churchyard which might be considered necessary
for the carrying out of the work.

A NEW SYNAGOGUE IN LIVERPOOL.
The foundation stone of a now Synagogue has

been laid in Prince’s - road, Liverpool. The
edifice will cost between 10,000i. and 12,000i.
The style is Saracenic, freely treated, with tho
introduction of both Classic and Gothic forms.
The principal materials to be used in the exterior
are red sandstone, red and grey bricks, and red
granite.

^

The fa9adQ to Prince’s-road will present
an imposing appearance

; its dimensions axe to
be 97 ft. -wide by 83 ft, high. This large
frontage will be divided into five features, the
three main ones being flanked by octagonal and
square turrets terminating in domed taternacles.
The centre feature is the gable terminating the
nave of tho building westward, and is to be
carried up to tbe height of 70 ft., including the
tominal canopy, in which are to bo carved the
initial words of the Decalogue. The principal
entrance to the synagogue is to be in this gable.
Over the portal is to be a large wheel-window,
richly moulded and carved, and recessed under
a cusped arch. Two octagonal turrets are to
flank this gable, finishing above the roof in
arcaded and domed tabernacles of stone. On
either side of the centre feature are to be two
-wings, gabled north and south, and finished at
their angles with four square turrets with domed
canopies of stone above the roofs. Prom the
gables of these wings aro to be projected semi-
cii'cular staircases. The -wings and staircases
are to bo richly ornamented in their windows,
strings, and parapets. The sides of the building
are to be treated in keeping -with the facade, but
in a simpler style.

The interior, when decorated in tho manner
suggested by tho architects, will, it is thought,
bo by far the finest feature of the structure.
Tho synagogue is to be divided into a centre or
nave and lateral aisles of six bays in length. On
tbo ground.floor tho scats are to be arranged to
face north and south, leaving a centre space
unoccupied by sittings throughout the whole
length of the interior. At the eastern end of
tho nave, and under a lofty cusped arch, sup.
ported upon groups of red aud green marble
columns, is to be placed the ark, constructed of
various materials and richly decorated. A flight
of marble steps will lead up to the marble floor,
upon which the ark is to be placed. Behind the
ark will be erected a lofty screen, and over it is
to be tho choristers’ gallery. The columns of
tho nave are to bo 23 ft. high, and are to bo
surmounted by lofty pointed arches carrying a
clearstory of thirty-si.x arched windows. The
ceiling is to be Benii-circular, richly moulded and
panelled, and ultimately decorated in gold and
colours. The -windows throughout are to be
glazed -with ornamental glass. At the eastern
end of the building are to be placed rething.
rooms for the choristers and congregation, mini,
ter’s room, &c. The -whole building is to bo
warmed -with hot water and lighted with gas.
The internal dimensions of the edifice are to be
120 ft. long by 60 ft. wide, and it is to be seated
for about 700 persons. Tbe height of the interior
is to bo about 50 ft. Tho whole is to bo carried
out under the superintendence and from the
plans of Messrs. W. & G. Audsley, architects.
Liverpool; the builders being Messrs. Jones,
Brothers.

BATHS AT WHITEHAVEN.
Sir,—On the 26th of October, 1872, an adver-

tisement appeared in the Builder, asking for
plans and designs, and stating terms, &c. We
applied, and got plan of ground and particulars,
aud commenced making plans and elevation.
There was no time stated for plans to be sent in,
but on November 16th we received a note from
Mr. Jackson, saying that the time was extended
to November 30tb. With our ordinary work
somewhat pressing us, and these plans being
almost completed, we pushed them on, finished,
and sent them to Mr. Jackson ou November 22Qd
in order to make room for other things.

’

On November 25th Mr. Jackson -writes aud
acknowledges receipt of our designs

;
but most

singularly he adds, “I regret to say that at a
meeting to-day the harbour engineer requires
the land on which I proposed to build the baths,”
&c. We reply on November 26th, saying that
it seemed to us very peculiar, &c. We have
done the work. We will refer the matter to
the editor of the Builder, &c. Mr. Jackson
replies on November 27th, asking what we think
we are entitled to, &c. The Harbour Commission
approved of his scheme. On November 30th,
Mr. Jackson writes and says, ” with respect to
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yoiir alleged claim,” &c. On December 4th, Mr.

Jackson writes, in reply to a letter from us, “ If

you will kindly send your claim for work done.

&c., I will submit the whole for my solicitor’s

opinion.”

On December 5th, 1872, wc write and say that

“You do not do as you ought when you with,

hold from us the names of architects who have

sent in plans. You have our terms, lour

cheque for 751. (2.i^ per cent, on 3,0001.) will

oblige, or instruct your solicitor to communicate

with ours,” &c. On December 11th we wrote a

similar letter. Mr. Jackson replies, and says

the delay is caused by his solicitor not having a

copy of the advertisement, and we send him a

correct copy in reply. On December 24th,

Mr. Jackson writes,
—“His solicitor says he is

not liable, but says he had better offer us some-

thing for oxor trouble

;

and he offers us 101., with-

out prejudice.”

To sum up, we say, “ If architects are to be

swindled into making and sending plans, and

then, from no matter what cause, are coolly told

that the employer is not going to carry out the

work, and that he is not going to pay a right

charge ‘ for work done,’ and that he is not liable,

then the time and talents of architects can be

trifled with at any one’s pleasure.” In this

matter we ask and seek assistance. How shall

we proceed ?

If we had received any notice before sending

07ir plans, then, perhaps, it might have altered

the case ;
but our task was finished and com-

pleted, and “ work done,” before any such thing
j

occurred. We have troubled you with these
|

remarks, thinking it might be a “public” good

if the “laws on competition” were more gene-

rally understood, and what remuneration ai'chi.

tects ought to have in such cases as ours.

For Dyson & Dyson,
Richard Dyson.

PADDINGTON BATHS AND
WASH-HOUSES.

I am indebted to you for the information that my
plans’arriTed a day after the time appointed. In such a

case, one would have thought the proper course would

have been not to have received them.

As, however, I am excluded, I may, perhaps, be per-

mitted to make a contribution to the history of this most

extraordinary competition.

I have devoted a great deal of attention, not altogether

without success, to the subject of baths and wash-houses
;

but even with a special and practical knowledge of the

nej-essities and requirements of such an establishment, I

should have found it utterly impossible to judge of the

plans in the oli-hand manner which the Commissioners

saw lit to adopt.

If the object were to choose a man rather than a plan,

the exclusion on points of the merest punctilio of the

architects of two of the most important metropolitau

parochial baths is perfectly intelligible.

The only consolation I can give to your correspondent

and his fellow “parishioners” is, that' the brains of the

rejected competitors will even now be pressed into their

service. I have it on the best authority that the more
unfortunate featuresof the successful plan will becorrected

in the amended design which (in utter violation of the con-

ditions of competition) Mr. Isaacs is permitted to draw

out, and which will not improbably embody the best ideas

of the confiding competitors.

Of course the Commissioners should not have pretended

to decide on the merits of the plans without the advice of

an architect of experience in this department.
HoBACB Qvxdet.

THE LATE MR. WILLIAM SLATER.

8iu__Ever and anon it becomes your sad duty to

announce the death of some one or other with whom, by

name or reputation, if not by personal intercourse, your

readers are all more or less acquainted. In your issue

for the 21st nit., yon notice brielly the death of the

above-named gentleman, whose lamented decease occurred

somewhat suddenly ou the afternoon of the preceding

Tuesday.
I have looked over all the volumes of your excellent

and widely-circulated journal, dating back for some

twenty successive years, and allhough 1 find many notices

of the death, with brief biographies appended to th#

same, of numerous great men, I notice that they are all

written as by a brotherly hand,—by one of the profes-

sion, a fellow-professional. Perhaps, therefore, having

no claim to a precedent, as a practical working man, 1

may not be altogether in order by venturing to address a

few lines to you, but I do so, knowing perfectly that I am
but the mouthpiece of every men I know in the building

trade,— and these are not a few, in Town and country,—

with whom Mr. Slater baa been connected, or has had to

do with, be it in ever so remote a degree.

His kind and genial manner, and real concern for the

interest of all amongst whom he came, ever won for him

a something more than respect from those whose duty

and privilege it was to carry out, or workVupon jobs under

him. He was ever ready to give more than due praise,

and a world of encouragement where work was well done
;

and as willing to make excuses and allowances for those

to whom blame feel when misfortune occurred. The

successful workman gloried in him, the mnforturate were

grateful, and received a fresh stimulus to do better

another time. I can think of him under varied circum-

stances, within the last ten years, and' always knew him

and found him to be just the same.

You will. I doubt not, at an early period, speak more

particularly of the undertakings of the gentleman whose

demise we so deeply deplore. The excellence of those

works, many of them second to none of the productions

of this architectural age, is a standing exemplification

that to be a man of geuius, it is not necessary to throw
overboard all kindly considerations for the feelings of

those beneath one in position; that the possession of

talent and of attaintnents of a high order are not counter-

balanced, but rarified and made infinitely more noble

and honourable when blended with tfioughtfiil and
fatherly sympathy, and an interest in the welfare of

inferiors.

When talent alone dies, the world regrets the loss,

although no fine sympathies are amused ;
but when those

in whom are embodied such qualities as were pos-

sessed by the late. Mr. Slater die, we of the banker and

of the bench, the mortar-board and of the trestles, feel

we have lost u friend of whom we shall not, very soon, see

his like.

Those of U3 who knew the long, I had almost said

affectionate, friendship which had existed between (ho

deceased and his surviving partner, Mr. R. Herbert

Carpenter, sympathise heartily and most sincerely with

the latter gentleman in his bereavement. Cuisbl.

IMPORTANT POINT IN TRADE
UNIONISM.

At the sittings of the Newcastle County Court, the

case of "Young o. Allau " was finally disposed of, and
involved a question of great importance to trade unions.

The plaintifl', David Young, was a Rubscribitig member
of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, and the

defendant is the well-known chief secretary in Loudon, of

the same important Trade Society.

The action, although only brought to recover the sum
of 8i, 98. for superannuation, at so many weeks' allow-

ance of seven shillings, yet involves thousands of pounds.

The plaintiff had been a subscribing member of the

Engineers’ Society, which has branches all over Great
Britain, America, and the Colonies, for twenty-one years,

and had regularly paid his one shilling per week, and
according to the 24th rule of the Society, “ Any member
fifty years of age, who has been aighteen years suceessively

in the Society, and who through old. age or infirmity, is

unable to obtain the ordinary rate of wages, shall be
entitled to a superaunuatiou allowance (if he applies for

it) of seven 'shillings per week." But he could not
make an application for the pension until he was fifty

ears of age, which he did to the Newcastle branch, which
ranch granted the application, considering that Mr.
Young was entitled to it ; but the chief branch in London
bad refused to sanction it.

It appeared that while working at Sunderland, nine
years since, an iron block feU upon the plaintilTs head,

so that he could not afterwards work as he formerly did,

and was subject to fits and giddiness.

Mr, Harle, in answer to the above case, said the

Society was one of the greatest organizations of labour

in the world, and consisted of 41,000 members, and the

members would not do an act of cruelty or wrong
towards a brother if they thought he was justly entitled

to any claim. There was a proper machinery to settle all

disputesof this nature, but it was not tbroughthe County
Courts. The two persons now before the Ceurt, were
partners in a very large concern, and according to law no

one partner could sue another on accounts of this nature.

Instead of coming to a county court, the plaintiff should
have taken the ordinary course of appealing to his own
local branch, and he was then at bberty to appeal to

the central branch in London. This was under Rule 21,

and there was no reason why Mr, Young should not have
appealed to the central committee. In this case, moreover,

the Newcastle surgeon to the society refused to give a

certificate as to Young’s inability to follow his trade, as

he could not see inside the man's head.

Mr. .41180, the defendant, said Mr. Young had still the

opportunity of appealing to the central committee : they
had no desire to act harshly towards him. A great

organisation like theirs was bound to be careful in investi-

gating all claims. They were now paying 10,000f. a year

to disabled members.
The learnedjudge (Bradshaw) said the courts of law iu

this country had ^ways reserved to themselves the right,

in the event of an arbitration not being deemed satis-

factory to a man's sense of justice, to take cognizance of

a dispute if brought before them; but before entering an

action of this kind, the plaintill’was bound to observe the

rules of the society, and if they failed to do justice, then a

connty court was a proper tribunal to appeal to, or any

court of law or in equity. The plaintifl’, however, must
first learn what the central committee in London said to

his claim, and if they rejected it, it was competent for him
to appeal to a court of law, and he thought Young’s pre-

sent proceedings ought not to prejudice him iu the eyes of

the society. He must nonsuit the plaintifl’, on the ground
of his not first complying with the rules of his society

;

but, under the circumstances, without costs.—Nonsuit
accordingly.

ACCIDENTS.

Pontefract.—A large stone wall, some 12 ft. or

14 ft. high, at a curve in the road leading from

Tanshelf to Coplar’s Hill, Pontefract, has fallen,

burying completely the much-frequented cause-

way with earth and large pieces of stone. The
continued wet reaching the foundation accounts

for the occurrence.

Jarrow.—As three men were at work erecting

a house in Grey-street, Jarrow, the chimney,

gable-end, and part of the side-walls gave way,
precipitating the workmen, who were on the

,
top, to the bottom, and underneath the ruins.

One of them was so much hurt that great fears

are entertained whether he will survive. It is

alleged that the continuous wet weather keeping

the work from setting was the cause of the

accident.

Leeds.—The coroner for the borough of Leeds

has held an inquiry relative to the death of John

Kelley, aged 40, a bricklayer’s labourer. Addi-

tions were being made to the building of the

Little Sisters of the Poor Institution, in Belle.

Vue-road, and the deceased was employed upon
the works. Whilst he and a bricklayer, named
Wilson, were working on a scaffolding, one of the

upright supports broke, and they fell to the

ground, a distance of 10 yards. Kelley was
killed on the spot, and Wilson was conveyed
home in a precarious state. The jury gravely

censured a bricklayer named Watson, wlio had
worked upon the erections, and whose duty it

^vas to have seen that the scaffolding was pro-

perly fixed. The verdict returned was one of

“Accidentally killed.”

Salford.—At a tea-meeting in the Christian

Mission-room, 153, Ordsal-lane, Salford, about

200 persons had partaken of tea, when efforts

were made to clear the room preparatory to a
religious meeting. The room had been about

half cleared of those who had sat down to tea,

when the floor gave way, and abont 100 people

—mostly women and children—fell a distance

of 12 ft. into a coal-yard. Sixteen or eighteen

persons were injured, and those who had been
the most seriously liurt wero conveyed in cabs

to the Salford Dispensary. The others, after

their rescue, were enabled to proceed to their

homes. A subsequent examination showed that

one of the two wooden beams which supported

the flooring was in a decayed state, and had
broken near the middle. The room, which
measures 15 yards by 12 yards, was formerly

licensed as a dancing-hall, and is calculated to

hold aboot 300 people.

America.—The Philadelphia correspondent of

the Times telegraphs that on Christmas night

the floor of a church at Williamsport, Pennsyl-

vania, gave way, precipitating 500 persons into

the cellars. Fourteen were killed, and forty

injured.

NEW THEATRE, ABERDEEN.
The new theatre which has been in course of

erection since May last was opened on the 19th

ult., in presence of one of the largest and most
influential audiences that have for some time
assembled in Aberdeen, several of the county
families coming in specially for the occasion.

The architect was Mr. C. J. Phipps, of London.
The theatre occupies a site facing 75 ft. wide

towards Guild-street, and extending 100 ft. in

depth to Trinity-street. The frontage has a series

of seven pointed arches on the gronnd-story,

supported by polished red granite shafts. Four
of these arches give access to the several parts

of the auditory, while the three centre ones are

occupied by a shop.

Above are two tiers of seven windows, the

arches of which are alternately of white granite

and red sandstone, the whole being surmounted
by a cornice overhanging about 3 ft., supported
ou a series of massive granite corbels, between
which are panels with perforations giving light

to the gallery.

The main part of the frontage is of white and
blue granite, with string courses and capitals of

Newton freestone.

The interior of the theatre is arranged to seat

1,650 persons in the pit, balcony, back circle or

boxes behind balcony, amphitheatre, and gallery,

but nearly 200 more can stand in open corridors

and promenades behind the pit and boxes. The
arrangement of the audience is like the Vaude.
ville, in London, while the design and size are

like the Gaiety, with the addition of an arch

over the proscenium. With the exception of the

frontage wall, the whole of the other walla and
partitions, as well as the gallery staircase and
the arching of the cellars under the pit have
been executed in cement concrete, by Messrs.

Drake, of London
;

the sun-burner and stage

gas-work were done by Strode, of London
;
the

decorations and act-drop, by Mr. George Gordon,

of London
;
and, with these exceptions all the

work was accomplished by local tradesmen in

Aberdeen:—Bisset, mason; Daniel, carpenter;

Garvil, ironfounder; Lamb, plumber
; Davidson,

slater; Morrison, plasterer; Stephens, painter

and glazier; and Thompson, gasfitter; Mr.
Browne, from London, being the architect’s

clerk of works. The costs have been about

8
,
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Surveyor for tlie County of Montgomery.
The correspoudent who stated last week that

Mr. Svvettenhani had been appointed to this

oflice, writes to say that he was misinformed,

the gentleman named having then only been
selected by the committee, with two others, for

' after election.
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PEOrESSIONAL PRACTICE OP
ARCHITECTS.

We give in a condensed form the snbstance of

two lectures on this subject delivered by Mr.
T. Roger Smith as a part of a course to the
students at the Architectural Association. The
introductory lecture was noticed at p. 923 of our
last volume. We shall return to those that
follow.

(1). In dealing with "Men.”

I. Clients.—It is generally better that the
client on his own monition should come to the
architect, and instruct him (say iu the architect’s
office). Got,—if, and as soon as, possible,—in-

formation as to character, tastes, connexions,
money, &c. If a man has strongly-formed views,
•well thought and worked out, do not attempt to
disturb them

;
if general ideas only are supplied,

work them out in your own way, and support
your opinions,—givingway howeverif necessary,
except perhaps on very vital points. Let your
instructions be made definite

: you should receive
either a rough model, or a plan to scale, or a list

of accommodation, or directions to submit your
ideas. Waste, if need be, some sketches and
intei-views

j endeavour to seo very soon how far
the consideration of cost is dominant, and then
give what you find is really wanted, or get the
requirements modified accordingly. Take down
instructions in writing, and when anything is

fairly fixed write a letter of record, and see if

being thus tested the client considers hisdirections
rightly interpreted. Be clear about the disagree,
ables of building :—settle early the times of com-
pletion, arrange as to the amount of discomfort to
bo looked for during the works

;
point out all

risks of litigation on the part of adjoining owners
(rights of light, &c.). Give full information as
to the steps to be taken,— -quantities, tenders,
extras, and the like :—building matters are often
a profound mystery to a very intelligent man.
Especially prepare him from time to time if

there are many extras. For a good client, with
means aud some taste,—a man of business with
proper confidence in his architect,—spare no
pains. For a man who thinks he understands a
good deal about building, and buys goods him-
self, and orders many extras and alterations,
keep things as straight as he will let you, and
wam tho builder of the necessity of getting
definite orders in writing. With any one who
likes to suppose ho is going to do a building and
never does it, arrange beforehand that you shall
be well paid for all drawings. With committees,
get resolutions passed; they will express some-
tliing really (aud finally) settled; take orders from
one person only, the secretary or tho chairman

;

of course make no enemies
; from the first find

who has weight in council and act with him, see
him privately if possible aud bring him to your
view if you can before a meeting. Indulge a
fidgety member in much consideration of some
comparatively unimportant subject

:
you may

thus get important matters quietly approved.
When tenders are obtained, and are higher than
the original estimate, be prepared to state good
and sufficient reasons for the difference. Iu the
course of execution maintain your position as
dii-ector of the works; get all orders passed
through you ; warn the client against paying any
money without authorisation. If an interest is

taken by the proprietor in the progress of the
building it will lighten the architect’s responsi-
bility, though it may add to his work. Make a
client understand clearly his personal responsi-
bility for matters of doubtful expediency

;
pre-

pare him also for his disappointments, e.g., for
the apparent sraalliieas of the rooms when partly
carcassed, for their darkness before being
plastered, for the temporary discolorations
outside and in. Leave your client in good
humour, not charging him too many extras

; if
however you know that he will want something
off your account, put it on first. [In all stages
of your work remember that if there is a lady
who must be consulted and who wants her own
way, she must be allowed to have it.]

II. Builders.—A tender from one builder,
without competition, is usually a very satisfac.
tory arrangement, promoting a friendly feeling
and pride in the work. If he funiishes a
detailed estimate, do not recognise his quan-
titles beyond the negotiations, but accept a lump-
sum tender. If it is left entirely to you, 'and
seems desirable, do not hesitate to name a man
for the work in whom you have confidence. As
a precaution, however, it may be useful to furnish
the client with your own independent estimate
before you apply to the builder. Entirely open
competitions are really very limited in practice.

The men who would be selected for limited com-
petition send in,—often with the addition of an
undesirable tradesman, who i^robably gets the
work. Men known to be anxious for fresh work,
and of about the same standing in trade, should
be asked to give in tenders. In a committee,
where eachmemhcrnominatesoneortwobuilders,
every one should understand that he is respon-
sible for the character of his nominees. It will
usually be better not to let builders know with
whom they are competing. Perhaps the worst
kind of builder is tho man who has not been
accustomed to work under an architect. He will

make friends with the client, and try to shirk
your control. A bad type is the man not used
to good work or able to do it. Yon can only try
what can bo done through the personal pride of
the foreman and workmen. A builder with little

,

foresight will cause much annoyance. When yon
' see his failing, you must try to do the thinking
for him. Builders short of money must be well
watched

;
but they are not hopeless, and may bo

made to alter their work, and push it on, iu
order to get their certificates. For many works,
the best class of tradesmen are men who have
raised themselves from the workshop, and
become little masters. They will manage their
men well, take a real pride in their work, carry
it on steadily and quickly, be content with a
moderate profit, and settle accounts at the end
without contest. Such men must not, however,
be too heavily taxed. Builders in a large way
(the great Loudon firms, for instance) will give
most satisfaction in suitable works. It will be
found, however, that the skill aud good service
of their clerks will often lead to unexpected
claims for extras, and the clerks will usually be
supported by their employers. Try to hold a
good position with tho builder,—being concilia-
tory, but strict. Note the first mistake at once,
and firmly. Be very careful as to your first

certificate, and stand to the opinion you liave

formed, making thus good precedents to act on the
mind of a new man If the bidlder's
foreman is not a fit man, get him changed. He
will usually bo proud, and somewhat -vain,

therefore you had better mention to him any-
thing you find unsatisfactory, even when you
take the contractor to task by letter. A bad
clerk of xvorks is worse than none. He should
have goocl knowledge of building, and be sober,

—

and incorruptible. He should be eyes to the
architect, and ears to him, and mouth to a certain
extent. It should be thoroughly understood that
he cannot order extras. Ho should check work
continually, but not set it out. If he draws too
much, he will neglect the works, and not notice
defects in materials or errors in execution. The
architect should always support him if possible,
advising him as to the future if he has not acted
quite wisely. He must not be quarrelsome, nor
too tenacious of his authority. Usually the archi-
tect should pay him each week, and once a
month send the receipts to the client, and ask
for a cheque. From worhnen the architect
should get opinions and explanations, and, in
return, take some pains to give personal guidance
to those in charge of special works. As to other
tradesmen executing their specialities (baths,
heating apparatus, decorators, &c.), never apply
to any but the best men.

III. Architects (and other Professio^ial 3Ien).
In negotiations of all kinds, always see the
principal, and arrange with him only. Under-
stand the matter iu hand most thoroughly in all

its bearings when you have to meet older men

;

get a friend to coach you if you do nob feel
confidence. Let your client Imow about the
quantity-surveyor, and your reasons for selecting
him

;
take care to select the best man you know,

as you will be deemed morally responsible for
him, and you will also run no risk of his at-
tempting to take the work out of your hands.

(2.) In dealing with "Drawings.”

I. Design.—First, specially study good pre-
cedents,—old examples and the best modern
works

;
get to Imow thoroughly what has been

done before of the same sort. The first sketches
will probably only show the nature of the
problems aud bring clearly in view what ought
to be done. Work out if possible the main
features of a design in complete security from
interruption. Having the subject well in the
mind and at the fingers’ ends, keep at it. Of
course begin with the plan : use sectional paper,
or for a difficult site cut out the rooms and fit

them about
; draw with ease, using good paper,

pencil, and india-rubber. A small scale, in.

to a foot, or even in. or tjU in. for large
buildings. Get every part into fom : work out

portions to one-eigbth scale. See that all can
be executed,—aud properly. Generally submit
one design only,—the best produced after con-
siderable work and thought. If you thus trust

your own judgment, you may hope that it will

also have weight with others.

II. Ex-planation, or Exhibition (the di'awiugS’

required to show a design).—Clients want assist-

ance, frequently very much assistance, before
they can understand a building on paper. Archi-
tects themselves mostly are assisted by per-
spectives. All drawings for this purpose should
be tastefully got up

;
the plans without too

many colours ; without -visible erasures (uot
suggesting want of due consideration or of dcci.

sion of judgment). Generally tho drawings
should he the same way of the paper

;
kept flat

(on millboards or strainers)
; the -writing very-

neat and legible. Perspectives showing general
effect, and intere.sting or difficult portions, mil
frequently enable a man to whom a plan by
itself is quite unintelligible to follow all—from
the idea to the details of a design. An isometrical
drawing of the plan (the walls 3 ft. or 4 ft. high),
and in important buildings, a model, and, either
rough or detailed, may be useful or even indis.

pensable. Some people take in readily the idea
of an elevation ; explained as an upright map,

—

a diagram, aud so on. Indeed, always explain,

personally if you can'; prepare on occasion a
concise written description, and read it, and
leave it with a client (in tho case of a competi-
tion, take great pains with a report, as it cannot
bo supplemented or shortened in personal ex-

planation). Spare no trouble to compel those
for whom your arc working to see, as fully as
possible, wiiat their building will bo when 3'oiL

have erected it. If every other way fails, select

some building of a similar kind, aud explain the
similarities aud differences on the spot.

III. Final (contract and working drawings-
to bo used iu the actual construction of a build-
ing).—The drawings prepared for explanation
of a design can rarely be used for this purpose-
A sot of contract drawings should comprise
complete general drawings, and sufficient details
to explain the method of construction. All
shonld bo in ink, carefully kept, and not after-

wards worked upon or touched in any way.
The ground.plan should be well figui’cd for
setting-out, with all the dimensioua on principal
Hues given from the starting-points. The prin.
oipal heights on sections, and a scale placed
vertically beside the elevations, will be xiseful.

Dimensions may, however, he too numerous on
drawings. The minor working details should ho
all grappled with, and well exjjressed ; the flues,

for instance, followed, aud -where complicated
shown bj- special diagrams. All down-pipes aud
drains, water-supply pipes, speaking tubes, &c.,
should find their places ;—in ai-ranging for such
the structure may have to receive modifications,
—made with little difficulty while the drawings
only are in progress. Profiles, stoppings, carving,
&c., all well drawn, will help you to realise j-onr

building. The general di-awings should, however,
be made as few and as compact as possible

;
in.

view of tho labour and expense of the numerous
copies often wanted. Alterations made beforo
the final acceptance of the contract should be in
red : labour is thus saved, and the parts modi-
fied can be seen on future reference if neces-
sary. Have the usual drawings, even in such a
case as repeating the existing upper story to a
house. For the builder or the architect may die
during the execution : in case of dispute, the
drawings may be called for : and points’may
show themselves in making the drawing which
you would otherwise overlook till you saw them
by chance in the work. Scales had better bo
such as a workman’s 2-foot rule, dirided into

inches and eighths, will apply to. Avoid for this

reason ^ in., in., in., ^ in., to a foot
; and

the like. Use in. or ^ in. for general draw-
ings; 4 in- for difficult plan, or portion of plan,
and show such with extreme accuracy; also for

important architectural treatment (a complete
set of i in. scale drawings will generally bo ex-
travagant and cumbersome). A^iu. scale should
be used for details, especially for parts that are to
be repeated

; 1 in. for individual features, such
as doors or windows, that must he carefully

shown in detail; l^in. (one-eighth full size) is

very handy for use, and gives a little more size

when needed. Avoid half full-size as deceptive
(sure to make your work clumsy and coarse),

but give full size every profile that you are
anxious about. Colours used on drawings should
be something like the actual colours of the
materials, e.j. brick,—on sections, lake,—on ele-

vations, the real colour, or the joints ruled in .•
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Stone,—on sectiong, sepia,—on eleTations, raw
'

sienna, ic. : sectional timber,—burnt sienna, and

Surfaces light sienna or yellow ochre : iron,

—

indigo
j

sectional plaster,—dark neutral tint.

Windows may be tinted darkish indigo or neutral

tint, when looking at them
;
light blue, when

looking through them. Keep together on draw-

ings things relating to the same part ofa building,

e.g. full-size details of jamb, base, cap, arch, &c.,

of a doorway, and put them in position with

reference to each other. Never back-hue working

drawings. Mix perspective sketches with geome-

trical details, to show anything that must be

seen on two sides at once, before it is compre-

hensible. A careful drawing, to a small scale,

for sculpture, as a guide to your intentions, will

g;enerally be sufficient. The builder, when the

accounts are settled, should return every draw-

ing, &c., and keep no copy. An architect wUl

find it useful, and well worth the trouble and
expense, to bind drawings of executed works in

books,—a custom followed by Mr. P. C. Hardwick

and by his father and grandfather before him.

Drawings (including part of office-rent, assist-

ants’ time, paper, and other expenses) should

cost not more than one-third of the commission,

in order that a work may be fairly remunerative.

A calculation, giving tlnee acres as the super-

ficies of drawings for a very largo modem
London building, shows that economy (wise

spending and sparing of superfluities) may often

be of essential importanco.

CITY AND WEST END RAILWAY.
It is already known concerning some of the

railway and other private bills, for which it was
proposed to petition Parliament in the approach-

ing session, that they will not bo heard of again

for at least another year. The sm-veys have
been made, notices have been published in the

Gazette and other papers, plans, and sections

lodged in the Private Bill offices of Parliament,

and in other places, the bills have been drafted,

printed, and duly deposited, but the projects

have been abortive or premature, and have been
already abandoned. It is probable that there

will be a larger proportion of early deaths

among the private bills of the coming session,

than has been presented for many years past.

Hitherto the deposit money of five per cent, of

the estimated cost of a scheme, which the pro-

moters are required to deposit in the Court of

Chancery, in accordance with the Standing
Orders of Parliament, as a guarantee of capa-

bility and good faith, has at the worst only been
locked up for a time. By a new Standing
Order, which comes into operation in 1873 for

the first time, the deposit will be forfeited, and
transferred to the Consolidated Fund, in the
event of the promoters failing to obtain their

bill. The time for making the deposit extends
to the 15th of Januar}', and immediately after

that date the Examiners proceed to the dis-

charge of their duties, and after examination
endorse the rolls of documents submitted to

their scrutiny ;—“ Standing Orders complied
with,” or “not” complied with, as the case may
be. The receipt of the receiver in Chancery for

the deposit is, of course, an important item
among the papers.

The projectors of the City and West End
Railway, from anything that appears to the
contrary, intend to proceed with their bill,

although it has been whispered that it is a
maucDuvre, or fighting bill, rather than a
scheme intended to be carried out. How-
ever this may be it is incontestably the most
important project of the session relating to
London.

Parliamentary draft bills are literary curiosi-

ties, and the City and West End Railway Bill is

a curiosity even among its class. It has been
said, perhaps cynically, that punctuation is dis-

pensed with in these documents that counsel

may have on each side the wider scope. How-
ever this may be, it is certainly a strange thing
to come upon a string of nearly 700 words fol-

lowing each other without the intei’position of

any point whatever, from the first to the last.

Lindley Murray lays dowu eighteen rules for

the use of the comma. Few writers, if any,
are likely to embarass themselves with such a
bewildering directory, but there are some uses
of the comma to which even the draftsman of a
bill should he equal, and upon which he should
feel hound to condescend, as, for instance, when
a group of names are brought together. The
47th section of the City and West End Bill gives

the names of the first directors thus :
“ Sir

Edward William Watkin Joseph Shuttleworth

Andrew Cassels John Rowson Lingard George

Morphett Benjamin Whitworth and James
Shepherd.” The reader may make sure that

there are at least two director^ names in the list,

thanks to the conjunction, but the last name is

the only one concerning which he can be abso-

lutely certain.

A good many weeks since it was stated confi-

dentially that tbe doposit-money for the City

and West End Bill was already subscribed. If

this be so, it is conclusive evidence of the bona

jides of the promoters, who will be called upon

to risk the loss of a sum exceeding a hundred

thousand pounds.
The proposed line is to be for tbe most part

underground, from South Kensington station of

the Metropolitan District Railway, along the

Brompton-road, Kniglitsbridgo, part of the

Green Park and Piccadilly to the lower Regent

Circus, and thence through Soho, Bloomsbury,

and Lincoln’s Inn Fields, to join the Metro-

politan Railway at the Farringdon-road station,

thus forming a continuous circuit to the north of

the Metropolitan District line, which must suffer

severely in its traffic if the proposed lino is

made. The Bill proposes that powers should be

given for agreements between companies having

terminal stations in London, including the Lon-

don and North Western, the Midland, the Great

Northern, the London, Brighton, and South

Coast, the London and South Western, the Lon-

don, Chatham, and Dover, the South Eastern,

the Great Eastern, the East London, and the

London Central.

The proposed railway will be in two sections,

and will be in all 3 miles, 5 furlongs, 8 chains,

and 75 links in length. The proposed capital is

2,200,000?. in shares, with the usual borrowing

powers. Tbe works, it is proposed, shall include

making certain new streets, and widening others.

One new street, it is proposed, is to commence
on the northern side of Tichbome-street, about

91 yards west of tbe junction of Tichbomo-

street with Great Windmill-street, and to ter-

minate on the west side of Rupert-street, near

its junction with Coventry-stroet. It also pro-

poses to widen Riohmond-street and King-street,

from Rupert-street to Moor-strect, and also to

widen Dadley-street from Moor-street to Broad-

street, St. Giles’s. A new street is proposed

in St. Giles’s, commencing near the junction

of High Holborn and Drury-lane, and termi-

nating near the north-western angle of Great

Queen-street. It is also proposed to widen

Newman’s-row and Great Turnstile, from Lin-

coln’s Inn Fields to High Holborn. The new
streets are to be not less than 50 ft. wide.

The company take powers, subject to notices,

to underpin or otherwise strengthen houses near

the railway, and to mako subways, and openings

over the railway in the streets or roads for

ventilation. The time for the compulsory pur-

chase of lands is limited to four years 5 and for

the completion of the line to six yeai's. The

deposit.money is not to be repaid until the line

is opened, or half the capital has been paid up

and expended. If the line is not completed,

the deposit-monoy is to be applied in compensa-

ting laud-owners or others whose property has

been interfered mth, or made less valuable by

the commencement, construction, or abandon,

ment of the railway, or any portion of it. The
remainder of the deposit will be forfeited, and

carried to the Consolidated Fund.

Workmen’s trains, calling at all the stations,

will be nm at fares not exceeding one penny

per passenger for each journey
;
such trains to

run not later than seven in the morning, or

earlier than six in the evening. If the trains

have for six months continuously carried less

than 100 passengers in each train, they may be

discontinued, on proof of that fact to the

satisfaction of the Board of Trade. The ordinary

fares will be :—first class, under two miles, 4d.,

over two miles, 8d.
j
second class, 3d. and 6d.j

and third class, 2d. and 4d.

Whether the promoters will bo able to with-

stand the opposition they will doubtlessly pro-

voke from the owners of property in the

neighbourhood of Piccadilly and elsewhere along

the route, and whether, assuming that they get

their hill, they will be able to raise the capital

to make the line, are problematical j but it must
be confessed that neither the traffic returns of

the Metropolitan companies that have made
lines and opened them, nor the no-progress of

the companies that have got their bills—tbe

London Central, and the Mid London — are

very encouraging for projects of a similar cha-

racter.

THE ECONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE
COMPANY’S NEW BUILDINGS.

A FINE block of buildings is in course of

erection in New Bridge-street, Blackfriars, for

the Economic Life Assurance Company. It

stands on the site of the old one, and is im-

mediately opposite to tho Ludgate-hill station

of tho London, Chatham, and Dover Railway
Company. The New Bridge-street elevation

presents a mixed style of Gothic architecture,

and is massive and bold in appearance, the

materials used being red brick, with a large

admixture of Portland stone, red Mansfield

stone, terra-cotta, and ornamental work in

granite and marble. The building has a large

basement, and the height from the street-level

to tho base of tbe cornice is 50 ft., above wbich

there is a frieze, and panels with cantilevers,

and above those again the elevation is sur-

mounted by a main upper comice in Mansfield

stone ; the entire height of the structure to the

roof being 54 ft. 6 in., aud its width 35 ft. The

mam entrance to the building, in the centre of

the ground-floor, consists of a large and hand-

some porch, projecting several feet beyond the

mn.in elevatiou- On each side of this there are

circulars columns of polished granite, with

capitals^ terra-cotta, tho roof being in Port-

land stone, whilst immediately above it a broad

and elaborately-worked band in terra-cotta

stretches across the elevation. On each side of

the main entrance there are two lai'ge circular-

headed windows, uniform, in the massiveness of

their design and detail, with the general character

of the elevation. Abroad border of terra-cotta

work runs round tho arch over tbe windows,

with a monogram in the centre, whilst inside

this is a gauged arch in red brick, relieved at

short intervals by the insertion of green tiles.

The windows have traceried heads in Portland

stone, and ai’e supported by rod brick jambs,

with green and red serpentine columns on each

side, and polished granite columns in tbe centre

of the windows, and red Mansfield sills, with an

enriched string at tho base. The first floor

contains three large circular headed windows,

resembling in their dimensions aud elaboration of

detail, those just described. These windows,

which are 13 ft. in height to the crown of the

arch, aud 10 ft. in width, are united by three

continuous arches or semicircular headings in

terra-cotta, with enriched hood-mouldings and

panels of Cupids running round tho arches.

Between the windows there are rich double

columns in terra polished, and rope columnar

mouldings in red brick. At tho base of the

windows there are panels in red Mansfield stone,

and the columns are also supported by the same
material. All the windows will have polished

mahogany frames and sashes. Above the first-

floor windows a broad string of terra-cotta runs

across the elevation uniform with that above the

ground-floor. The second-story windows are

uniform in design and execution with those in

the rest of the elevation, but their dimensions

are not so large.

We have akeady stated that the portion of

the elevation above the second-story windows

is a prominent feature in the building. The
sunk panels above the lower comice and frieze,

with projecting cantilevers, are in terra-cotta,

whilst the main cornice surmounting tbe eleva-

tion, in red Mansfield atone, is very elaborate

both in design and execution. There is a third

story or attic, but this is concealed from view

by a cornice and parapet rising considerably above

the roof.

Tho interior of the building will include a

number of apartments. The basement will

contain the clerks’ dining-room, muniment-room,

together with stationery aud other offices and
conveniences. The chief apartment on the

ground-floor, entered through the porchway, will

be the general office, 33 ft. by 26 ft., together

with the secretary’s office, the actuary’s office,

and the actuarial office. On the south side of the

ground-floor is the main staircase leading to the

apartments above. Tbe first floor contains the

board-room, oblong and horse-shoe in form,

36 ft. long by 20 ft. wide. This portion of tbe

interior will bo handsomely decorated. The

borders of the floor, to the extent of three feet

all round, will be composed of ornamental

coloured wood in diamond form, and the ceiling

will be in compartments. A corridor seven feet

in width, paved with ornamental tiles, divides

the board-room fi’om tbe physicians’ room, the

waiting-room, and tho lunoheon-room, which are

on the opposite side of the floor. The second

story contains a convenient residence, consist.
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ing of commodious sitting-rooms facing New
Bridgc-sfcreet, together with butler’s pantry,
kitchen, and other domestic offices, as well as a
lift ; whilst the third story, in the roof, contains
several bed-rooms and store-rooms.
The estimated cost of the building is about

8,000i. The architect is Mr. E. Christian, and
Mr. W. Brass, of Old-street, is the contractor

;

Mr. C. Greaves being the clerk of works, and
Mr. A. Jones the foreman in charge.

CONCRETE MODEL DWELLINGS AT
HASTINGS.

Trough there has long been a deficiency of
habitations for working men in the old cinque
port of Hastings, it is only within the past
twelve months that any experimental effort has
been made to supply the want. The Hastings
Cottago Improvement Society, which has done a
good deal in the special field for which it was
originated, has (after overcoming numerous
difficulties), stepped out of its ordinary track, to
enter upon a double experiment. The society
has nearly completed a large building, the walla
of which are entirely of concrete, and which is
the first structure of the kind in the borough.
The pip (designed by Mr. G. Friend, Maidstone),
comprises three separate blocks of dwellings,
which are connected together by means of two
open staircases, and by galleries along one front
of each “ house.” The arrangement of the
apartments is managed so as to form nine dwel-
lings, with four rooms each; five have three
rooms ; fifteen consist of two rooms only

; and
an odd place gives a one-room tenement. In
every separate dwelling one room is supplied
with a I'ange, with oven and boiler, and water is
drawn from a tap, over a Staffordshire glazed
ware sink. The rooms, of course, connect with
each other, and are on tho same floor. In the
tenements consisting of four apartments, one is
for use as a living-room, 12 ft. by 10 ft .

;

a scul.
lery, 6 ft. by 10 ft.

; and two bedrooms, 9 ft. by
9 ft. 6 in. each. An ordinary grate is placed in
tho bedrooms, except in some six or eight cases,
where a self-acting ventilator takes the place of
the chimney. Two ash-shoots on each of tho
tlu'ee floors lead to common receptacles

j
and

there are conveniences on each landing,

—

eighteen for the thirty families who will be located
in tho model dwellings. The tenements are
virtually self-contained, and avoid the necessity
ofgoing up or down stairs for any domestic need.
The buildings are erected on a square piece of

land at the foot of the East Hill, in the midst of
the labouring population. As they are directly
open to the sea, at an elevation of about 150 ft.
above the shore, a plentiful supply of fresh air
will be unfailing. The middle block faces to the
south

; whilst the other blocks are at either end,
looking east and west. There are large open
prds on each side of the central block.
The concrete was in proportion of 8 of shingle
from the beach, to 1 of cement. The floors and
roofs are constructed in tho ordinary manner,
except that the floor-boarda are tongued. A coat
of stucco gives the exterior a smooth surface,
and the inside of tho tenements is rendered in
plaster. The staircases and galleries are formed
of slato slabs, supported on iron pillars, and
girders. A fence of corrugated galvanised sheet
iron protects the passages.
The buildings were constructed by Mr. R.

Avard, of Maidstone, who has just obtained the
contract for the erection of the first Board schoolm this borough, at a cost of 1,300Z.

THE NEW THEATRE ROYAL,
MELBOURNE,

The new Theatre Royal, and hotel premises
connected therewith, are built npon the site of
tho old Theatre Royal, Bourke-street East. The
frontage to Bourke-street is used as cafe and
hotel premises. The entire building has a depth
of 313 ft. from Bourke-street to Little Bourke-
street, and a frontage of 6G ft. Tho theatre
portion of tho building embraces a depth of
200 ft. by 66 ft. wide; the auditorium having a
depth of 80 ft., leaving 120 ft. for stage, dress-
ing-rooms, and offices. The whole of the external
walls and the greater portion of the walls and
partitions are of brick. The approaches, corri-
dors, staircases, landings, with all saloons, crush
and waiting-rooms throughout tho building, have
brick walls with stone floors upon iron girders.
All openings are formed by means of iron
girders or arches, wood being utterly dispensed
with in the superstructure. The frontage to

Bourkc-street is built of brick, with bluestone
mullions between the windows, and bluestone
landings, moulded to the balconettes, the whole
being finished in cement. The windows to the
first floor are circnlar-headed, and finished with
pressed cement columns, enriched architraves,
caps and bases, and ornamental keystones. Above
the windows is a row of mezzanine lights. These
also are finished with small columns, cii-cular
comers and chamfered arrises. The windows to
the second floor are segmental- headed and
finished similar to the windows below. The top
of the building is finished with a cornice and
open balustrade, terminating in a pediment
(which is very ugly, by the way) with the Royal
arms inserted. There are three entrances from
Bourke-street, the centre one being the main
grand entrance, leading through a large vesti-
bule, from which is obtained access to stalls, pit,
and upper circle, with modes of ogress, in case
of fii-e, from all parts of the house. On the east
side is an entrance doorway, with a flight of stone
steps 10 ft. wide, leads to the cafe, billiard-room,
and saloon. On the west side is tho dress-circle
entrance, which opens into a large hall. From
this hall a stone staircase leads to a corridor over
the vestibule. At the north end of this corridor
are folding-doors, which open into a spacious
crush-room.
The auditorium consists of pit, stalls, and

three tiers, which are constructed upon cast-iron
columns. It is lighted with a suspended sun-
light from the ceiling, which is formed into an
extensive dome in panels, richly decorated above
tho sunlight, and is ornamentally perforated for
ventilation. At each side of the proscenium is
an escape staircase, fromlall parts of the house,
aud side flies. At the rear of the stage are the
dressing-rooms, painting, property, manager’s,
and other rooms connected with tho stage.
Lavatories are provided on the gi-ound, dress-
circle, and upper-circle levels. At each end
of the theatre are large circular ventilators,
which cause a cui’rent of fresh aii- to pass freely
through and over the ceiling of the building.
By way of {extra precaution in case of fire, Yan
Yean water supply-pipes, with hose attached,
will be laid on to all parts of the house.

Mr. Geo. Browne, architect, who is a native of
Melbourne, made the designs, which were ap-
proved of by the Boards of Health and other
officials, previous to the signing of the contracts.
The contractor for the theatre proper is Mr.

John Wood; but for the hotel, cafe, and front
premises, Mr. Chas. Browne.
The estimated cost for the erection, completion,

finishing, and furnishing of the whole premises
is 22,OOOJ. sterling.

THE HOUSE OF THE CIVIL
ENGINEERS.

The rooms of the Institution of Civil Engi-
neers have been painted aud decorated under the
direction of Mr. T. H. Wyatt, by Messrs. J. G.
Grace A Son, of Wigmore-street, with their usual
taste and skill. The theatre or meeting-room is

the only part in which coloured decoration has
been attempted, and the architectural treat-
ment of the room has rendered decision as
to the best mode not an easy problem. Bear,
ing in mind the contingency of havino- at
some future period to provide galleries at the
ends of the room, the architect introduced two
distinct orders. In the lower one the busts of
distinguished members are introduced, carried
by brackets on trusses, and in the upper division
portraits are hung. The difference between
these two portions of the room is strongly
marked. The upper panels have been covered
with a delicate green flock paper. The lower
panels are hung with maroon-coloured cloth, as a
ground for tho busts. The pilasters, cornices,
and other architectural features of the room are
treated in stone colour. The upper oomice and
the ceiling are so coloured as to mark and separate
the panels aud the enrichments, pink and blue
predominating. The introduction of cloth in the
lower compartments of the walls has contributed
to subdue the resonance, which was found to
exist from the [previous hard surface

; but from
an art point of view the effect is questionable,
the brackets and busts having the effect of being
attached to loose cloth curtains.

Additional room for books has been provided
in the library, a fine apartment, which now con-
tains about 11,000 volumes.
The members of the Institution have reason to

be satisfied with their handsome and commodious
quarters.

REBUILDING THE SURREY SESSIONS-
HOUSE.

The Suirey Sessions • house, in Newington,
causeway, has for some time been found to be
too small, and altogether nnsuited for its pur-
pose, and recently the county magistrates ap.
pointed a committee to take into consideration
the question of rebuilding it. At the meeting
of^ the magistrates on Tuesday last, the com.
mittee presented a report, recommending that
the Sessions-house should be rebuilt, and that
tenders should at onco bo obtained for carrying
out the reconstruction of the building, Tho
report gave rise to some discussion, and tho
adoption of the committee’s suggestion to re-
build the premises having been moved, Mr.
Locke King objected to the proposal, on tho
ground the whole question of local taxation was
about to be considered by Parliament

;
and he

further contended that the present courts were
sufficient for all required purposes. He moved
as an amendment, that the question of rebuild,
ing the courts be adjourned for twelve months.
In answer to these objections, it was shown that
the existing building was in a dilapidated con-
dition, and in every respect inconvenient for the
transaction of the business of the sessions. The
proposal to rebuild the premises was carried
with only a few dissentients, and the committee
were instructed to obtain tenders for tho erec-
tion of the new structure. We imderstand that
the plans of the intended new building provide
for large new courts and offices.

THE FALL OF A WAREHOUSE IN
BRISTOL.

The warehouse opposite the Railway Ter.
minus in Bristol, built by Messrs. Brock & Bruce,
at which a disaster recently occurred, has a
frontage of about 70 ft., with a depth from front
to back of about 120 ft. It is three stories in
height, and covered with a Sat roof, intended for
tho purpose of seasoning timber. Tho roof was
formed of concrete, covered with asphalte,
altogether 9 in. or 10 in. thiek, and this being
supported on square uprights of timber, the
centre part fell through, carrying everything
before it. The portion remaining around the
walls seems to be in a bad state, and will have
to come dottm. The great weight of the roof
soems to have been the main cause of tho acci.
dent, though one of our correspondents ascribes
it partly to the contraction of the asphalte.

THE NEW INFIRMARY
IN ST. GEORGE’S-IN-THB-EAST AND THE

CHARITY COMMISSIONERS.
A. DIFFICULTY.

The guardians of St. George’s-in-the-East
have just been placed in a difficult and un.
pleasant position as regards the new infirmary
which they are now building, in consequence of
the course which is being adopted by the Charity
Commissioners. It appears that the new infii’-

mary buildings darkened some of the windows
of that portion of the workhouse which they
hold on lease from the trustees of Raine’a
Charities, at a rental of 130Z. per annum. This
fact led the trustees to complain that tho
guardians, in erecting the new building, had
damaged the reversionary interest in the work-
house, and they threatened the guardians with
an action for obscuring the lights unless they
agreed to purchase the workhouse premises
entirely. The guardians ultimately agreed to

pay as much in Consols as would produce the
amount of the rental, and within the last few
weeks they have given instructions to their

solicitor to proceed with the purchase, but the
Charity Commissioners, whose sanction is,

appears, required to complete the bargain, are
interposing to prevent the arrangement from
being carried out. The Commissioners simply
allege that the bargain is a bad one, and state

that in the interests of tho charity they decline

to. give their sanction to tho arrangement. The
trustees of Raine’s Charities are thus ignored by
tho Charity Commissioners, whilst the St.

George’s-in-the-East guardians have before them
the prospect of legal proceedings unless they by
some means complete the purchase, or, on the
other hand, make such alterations in the new
infirmary buildings as will remedy the alleged

injury to the future value of the workhouse-
premises.
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ASHTON COURT, NEAR BRISTOL.

CoNSiDEftADLE alterations, improvements, and

additions have taken place at Ashton Court, the

princely seat of Sir Greville Smyth. The

ivesteni wing has been rearranged, but the prin-

cipal part of the works have been concentrated

in the central portion of the buildings. This

part has been raised considerably and in a great

measure rebuilt, and is surmounted by two

octagonal towers, which rise to the height of

72 ft. A clock has also been fixed upon the

inner front facing the courtyard, at an altitude

of 56 ft. Between the two towers, on the front

elevation and ujjon the crow-step, is carved the

crest of the owner, a large eagle with a griffin’s

head. There is a covered passage running the

length of the south side of the courtyard, which

opens out into the court by an arcading of five

bays. The capitals and corbels of these are

carved, birds and animals being largely used

amongst the ornament. The style of work, like

tho rest of the building, is Tudor, and Bath

stone, of the Box-ground variety, has been used

tliroughout. Jlr.B. Ferrey is the architect. The

contractors for the whole of tho works are

Messrs. Herbert & Frederick Burridge, of

Exmouth. The carving was executed by Mr.

Harry Hems, of Exeter. Mr. Thomas Clout-

niau was the clerk of works.

THEATRICAL MANAGEMENT.
Sin,—It is difficult to find a medium through

which to express disapproval of the proceedings

of theatrical managers, such is [tho connexion

between them and the majority of the profes-

sional critics. On this general question I should

like permission to address a few words to the

public
;
but my present desire is to complain of

a dodge practised by the persons managing under

the manager at Drury-lane Theatre. The prac-

tice is, to allow some hundreds of persons to pay
at the pit doors after the 'pit is full, and they are

then drafted off to other parts of the house at

increased prices, or offered tickets for another

night. On Boxing.night, when the uproar be-

came too great to be resisted, the money was
returned to those who were disposed to

sacrifice their evening in fighting their way
to a pay-place in the hall. The whole arrange-

ment for admitting the public on these occa-

sions, when a crowd is sure to be assembled,

is discreditable to all concerned. At thejpay-place

for what is called the Balcony, no queue is

formed, and the fighting and sti-uggling to get

tickets, when there is any crowd, often with the

loss of watch or purse, would scarcely bo be-

lieved by those who have not seen the struggle.

At the north pit-entrance, nothing would he
easier than to form a queue under part of the

colonnade, next the wall of tho theatre, and so

prevent the imseemly and dangerous crushing

that always takes place at holiday-timc
j
and

yet, year after year, this is allowed to go on
without tho slightest attempt to devise a remedy.
This, however, is but stupidity : what I am really

complaining of just uow was sheer imposition.

A Pl.U’goer.

FIREPROOF FLOORS.

Sir,—

A

s a practical plasterer, of thirty years’

experience, I can thoroughly endorse the opinion
of your correspondent “ Y.,” and I will give you
my reason why,—the very nature of its manir-
facture. The gypsum, being submitted to the
action of the heat in baking or boiling, after

being ground to dust, and after being gauged, be-

comes hard, but at the same time very porous
or spongy, and when dry absorbs a large amount
of water; and, upon the application of heat, steam
is generated, and the inevitable result is ex-

plosion and calcination.

I\’lLLIAM PULHAit.

STANDON, HERTS.

New schools have been opened here. Two-
thirds of the outlay being raised by subscription

and a grant, the remainder by a voluntary rate.

They comprise a new school for girls, 42 ft. by
18 ft.

;
with lobby, 12 ft. by 10 ft., built of red

brick, with moulded string-courses, and pointed

black. The hoys’ and infants’ schools, with
master’s and mistress’s residence, were re-

modelled ; the building of which is half-timbered

and overhanging at back, supposed locally to

have been erected by the Knights Templar, and
is 105 ft. in length. This was covered with lath

and plaster j
in removing this, the timbers were

found to bo good old oak, and have been cleaned

and oiled and filled in with red brick, black

pointed. The boys’ school is 34 ft. by 17 ft.;

with lobby, 17 ft. by 13 ft. ;
the infants’ room,

27 ft. by 17 ft. The works have been caiTied

out by Slessrs. Whitaker & Sons, of Standon.

Mr. G. E. Pritchett was the architect. Mr.

Warner, of Stortford, supplied the school desks.

A memorial window baa just been put in the

chancel of the pai'ish church by the Rev. D. D.

Sadlier, whose family grave is at the south side of

the chancel,—the subject being the stoning of

St. Stephen, executed by Ward & Hughes, of

London.*

MEDIiEYAL MONUMENTAL MEMORIALS.

It is a wise thing, I think, when many of the

institutions of this country 'are in a transition

state, to foster a national sentiment, by building

imposing symbols of our veneration for the

heroic characters that formed so much of that

historic worth that shed, as it were, a halo on

the present. There cannot be too many of these

monuments : they rebuke tho ignoble spirit of

Mammon worship
;
they help to make higher

manhood and womanhood. “ Little Scotland,”

says an American writer, “has conquered the

respect of the world by insisting on the claims

of its great dead to be for ever remembered.”
Visitors to Edinburgh have for a long time won-

dered at tho absence of a national memorial to

Knox. The discordant factions of the kirk,

awaking to a higher sense of duty, are now
seeing the Jesuitical tendency of their sectarian

party delusions, and are uniting to honour the

memory of John Knox, as the champion of sound

principles, after the same manner as tho Pro-

testants of Germany have done in erecting a
memorial to the noble Luther and his compeers
at Worms. Tho proposed erection of a bronze

statue to John Bunyan, at Bradford, showing

tho great dreamer of two hundred years ago in

the stylo and costume of that day, and a repi-e-

sentation of some of the characters in his world-

renowned allegoiy, has at last convinced many
a canny Scot, who doubted tho propriety of a

statuesque Scottish memorial to the great image-

breaker of three centuries ago, that such an

erection, in tho style and taste of Mediaeval art,

would not be out of place near tho grave of

Knox, at the west entrance to St. Giles’s

Church.
“ Wilhin the ancient city’s very heart,

Teeming with old historic memories rife.”

No huge arcliiteotural pile can vie in taste with

a gem of art here as a memorial. In fact, the

site proposed by Dr. David Laing (one of the

few remaining literary friends of Scott) is at

the very “ Heart of Mid Lothian.” Where there

is an open space sufliciently largo upon which

the bronze statue of Knox may stand, raised

upon a granite pedestal of moderate height,

surmounted by a Medimval metal canopy, and
having other statues of famous Scotchmen of

that period at the base, the whole forming a gem
of art, for which prize designs are wanted.

J.AMES Kerr.

ST. PETER’S CHURCH, DRAYTON,
BERKS.

Tue chancel of this church having become
very dilapidated, and having been “restored”

some few years ago, and deprived of nearly all

its interest, it was decided last year to rebuild

it ;
and this has now been done, together with a

new chancel aisle on the north side.

The old triplet east window has been re-

stored to its original position, and the now side

windows have been made to correspond. The
walls have been constructed of local wall-stone,

the new roof is of pitch pine, the outer stone

dressings are of Ham Hill stone, and the roof is

covered with tho old plain tiles.

The chancel aisle is of Perpendicular character,

to correspond with the north aisle of the church

It is lighted by three-light windows, filled with

glazing of two tints in patterns. The roof is

flat, of oak and chesnut, has an ornamental

cornice and tie beams, after the manner of the

old roofs, and is covered with lead
;
the tile

pavements are from the manufactory of Mr.

Godwin, of Lugwardine
;
the stone caiwiug has

been executed by Mr. Earp
;
aud the ornamental

iron-work by Mr. Lucy, of Oxford. The architect

• Au interior view of this church, as restored by Messrs.

Godwin, will be found in au earlier volume of the Suildcr,

was Mr. Edwin Dolby, of Abingdon; and the

cost, IjlOOh

There are some alabaster figures in this

church, which were discovered a few years ago

while digging for a vault, and they would well

repay a visit of iuspection, the church being

within an easy walk of either Steventon or

Abingdon stations. The figures appear to be

early fifteenth century work, and represent the 1

betrayal, tho scourging, the crucifixion, and the

entombment of our Lord, also the Adoration and

Annunciation. They have traces of the ori^nal

colouring, which appears to have been chiefly

X’cd, green, and gold.

Much more remains to bo done to this church,

aud if funds should permit, it is proposed to

repair the Lady Chapel, and to restore the

figures with a new framework, to what is sup-

posed to have been their original position, viz.,

the reredos of the Lady Chapel.

New schools are in contemplation for this

village from tho designs of the same architect,

aud a scheme for building a vicarage-house is

also on foot.

THE HODGSON MEMORIAL IN BEAUMONT
CHURCH.

ARCn.EOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES.

Tbe personal friends of the late Mr. Thomas
Hodgson, of the Carlisle and Cumberland Bank,

resolved to erect a monument to his memory in

the church at Beaumont, his native place. The

oririnal intention of the subscribers was to

place a new window, filled with coloured glass,

in some part of the old church, the features of

which are very plain and simple, and with the

consent of the vicar it was decided to place it at

the east end. In breaking out the wall with

this object in view, under the direction of Mr. D.

Birkett, of Carlisle, some old masonry was dis-

covered, which proved to be the original east

window’ of a still older church, belonging to the

end of the twelfth or beginning of the thirteenth

century. This newly-discovered window is a

triplet. In the interior the three lights are

superimposed by an arcado extending nearly

tho whole width of the church, and formed

of three massive pointed arches, resting on

pillars with plain capitals and bases. The capi-

tals have square abaci. Tho restoration of this
|

masonry, which is very solid,—'the whole thick-

ness of the wall being over three feet,— cost -IIZ. ,

Tho south and west walls of the church appear ‘

to be of the same date as the east window. The
north wall is more recent. The window has

been filled with coloured glass by Messrs. Scott

and Son, of Carlisle, who have taken the Ascen-

aion for their subject. Tho central light contains

a figure of our Saviour with the banner, and

each side light a choir of angels. At the bottom

is a simple inscription.

STAINED FLAGSTONES.
Sib,—

W

ill some one inrorni me how to restore the

colour of flagstones that have become green from old ago

or neglect ?

FIRE BRICKS.

Sin,—I observe that just at this time, in the £uilJe)-

and other papers, great attention is being called to

Ijuilding malenals, aud especially to such as will withstand

intense heat, as during the recent great conflagrations in

London aud in America.

These demonstrated that neither schistose nor carbon-

iferous rock, nor granite, is proof against a very high

degree of temperature. The various sandstones arc, no
doubt, a better lire-rcsiating material, but are coiiliued

to certain locabties, aud expensive in transport and
working. ...
These objections do not apply to bricks, and it is there-

fore a matter of increasing importance to ascertain which

is tho best brick for meeting the full requirements which

are now needed in buildiug material.

During tho last thirty years a new industry has been
growing up in the far II est, initiated first at Lee Moor, in

Devonshire, and in tho development of which I have

taken a part, although not now connected with the manu-
facture,—I allude to tho moulding of bricks from the

refuse produced in the China-clay washing of Devon and
Cornwall.!

This industry has greatly increased during the last few

years in Cornwall, nearly a dozen new works having been

recently commenced, and are all doing well. I found in

all those which I visited aorae of my old employee, hence

the Leo Moor use prevails
;
and all these works are (

striving to make Jire-bricks, and doubtless they will sue-
j

ceed in making a fair but no/ a/rsf-class fire-brick
;
with

|

some little modification, however, they might make i

nnile a first-class bnildiny brick. Tbe West of England
!

Clay Company have done' something in this direction, and I

at a very moderate price ore supplying a good brick;

which is, however, susceptible of improvement.

In case of fire these bricks would withstand a greater i

heat than any of the building materials above mentioned. I

In short, while it is quite conceivable that fire in a great
I

conflagration might reduce these sutstances, it is incon-
|
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ceivahle that any heat could be so attained that would at
all ailect these brichs.
The I'eldatiar of the granite, from the decomposition of

which the chief constituent oi these bricks is derived, has
lost in the decomposing process the alkalies which make
it in its perfect form an absolute flux, and being now fairly
pure alumina, it. with the other chief and, practically,
only other constituent of this brick, is, for all building
purposes, perfectly infusible.

It has been objected in yourpaper that those bricks are
very ahsorlenl, and render a house built of them damp.
At present this is, doubtless, just, for all the works are
aiming at making only a good firo brick. An error is
committed in selecting the one which is proved to be the
lent fire brick. It may be accepted generally that a good
Jire brick will make a lad building brick, so far as damp is
concerned, and rice J. B.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
Tdradford.—The Works and General Purposes

Committee recommended the acceptance of the
tender of Hr. B. Dixon for plastering work in
the erection of Bowling Back-lane School, the
amount being 123Z. They also recommended
that Mr. Sejuire Holdsworth’s tender for the
erection of schools in Park-lane, according to
the altered plans, amounting to 9,8661., be ac-
cepted. It was agreed to. A resolution was
passed authorising the Works and General Pur-
poses Committee to engage, subject to the
Board’s approval, a clerk of works to superintend
the erection of schools.

Driffield.—The seal of the Board was affixed
to the contract for the erection of the new
schools and signed by the chairman and by
Messrs. Hewson Brothers, the contractors, and
the time for completion was fixed for the 21st
October. Messrs. Hayton’s tender for supplying
the heating apparatus to the schools by warm
water for 1951., was accepted. The architect in
a letter stated that he had arranged for a clerk
of the works at 31. a week. The chairman
thought it would not do to pay 31. a week until
they got some bricks and mortar together. Mr.
Bradshaw thought they could got the same
services in the town for less, and Mr. Whitaker
considered it rather an exoi’bitant charge. The
architect asked for a cheque on account of his
commission of 2^ per cent, on the contract. The
contractors stated that they would at once pro-
ceed with the buildings.

CHDECH-BUILDING NEWS.
Llanelly.—The foundation-stone of a new

English Church has been laid in Goriiig-road,
Llanelly. Tho contractor is Mr. Thoma-s
Williams, of Llandaff. The new edifice is named
All Saints’ Chui’ch, and is estimated to cost from
8,0001. to 9,00Ul. The site was presented by
Mr. Rees Goring Thomas, of Llauuon.
March. — Active progress is being made

towards restoring and altering St. Weudreda’s
Church. The removal of the north gallery
shows off to advantage tho stone pillars which
support the building on that side

j and the
window at the west end, formerly hidden by the
gallery staircase, is now fully exposed to view.
Some of tho pews have been taken down, and
open benches substituted in their stead. A now
pavement of Minton tiles is to supersede the
present flooring of flagstone, the south gallery
removed, and the chancel taken down and re-
built, so as to correspond, in an architectural
point of view, with the rest of the building.
Various other changes, embracing a new ringino-.
floor for the belfry, a new door for the principal
entrance, a new pulpit, reredos, and Lord’s
table are also in contemplation. All monuments
and memorial stones which may be interfered
with in carrying out the proposed alterations
will be re-fixed under the direction of tho Rev.
J. W. Green, Rector of March. The plans and
specifications are to be prepared by Mr. William
Smith, architect, London. Altogether, the esti-
mated cost of the work is i.-lOOI., which is to be
raised by voluntary subscription.

Qlossap.—The foundation.stone of a new church
for the district of Hadfield, in the borough of
Glossop, has been laid. The new edifice, which
is dedicated to St. Andrew, is estimated to cost
2,5001., of which l,500?.have been contributed or
promised. It will bo built of stone, ornamented
with a spire 60 ft. high, and is calculated to
accommodate 500 persons. The architect is Mr.
Medland Taylor, of Manchester.

O.rjord.—A. new tower and spire, 160 ft. hj^h,
are to be added to St. Aldate’s Church. Mr.
Christopher, of London, is the architect, and Mr.
Symm, of Oxford, tho builder, and the work has
already been commenced. The spire of All
Saints’ Church, in this city, being in an imsafe

condition, preparations are being made for taking
a portion of it down.

Penye, Snircy.—The new church of Holy
Trinity, being a district church for the hamlet
of Penge, has been consecrated by Bishop
Claughton, acting for the Bishop of Winchester.
Accommodation for 1,000 persona is provided in
the nave and aisles. The chancel is groined in
brick Avith moulded stone ribs. The facings,
both internally' and externally, are of red brick

j

the dressings being of Bath atone. The work,
including the first stage of the tower, has been
carried out by Messrs. Dove Brothers, at a cost
of 7,0001., under the superintendence of Messrs.
Newman & Billing, of Southwark, architects.

OcTdey.—The new church of St. John tho
Evangelist, Ockley Green, has been consecrated
by the Bishop of Winchester. The arcliitect was
Mr. G. R. Clarke, of Bedford-row. Tho edifice
has been erected to meet the needs of the
southern portion of Ockley, and consists of a
nave, 53 ft. long, and 24 ft. wide, with a north
porch and chancel, 24 ft. 6 in. long, and 18 ft.

wide, with a vestry on the north, and an organ-
chamber in the south side, forming a cross in
plan. The accommodation is nominally for 204,
but 220 can easily' be seated. Tho walls ai’o of
brickwork, worked fair inside and out, 12 ft. to
the springingof the roof of the nave, and 15 ft.

in the chancel. Tho windows, crosses, Ac., are
of Bath stone. The general character is Early
English. The ridge of the roof runs throughout
in an unbroken line, the division of the nave and
chancel being marked by an open bell-turret,
roofed with oak shingle. There is no chancel
arch in the ordinary sense of tho term, but brick
piers and stone corbels receive an ornamental
roof principal, Avhich supplies the place of one.
Tlie cast window is a three-light lancet, enclosed
with label and crosses. The west’wiudow is a
four-light plate tracery one, and the|nave windows
are two-light, square-headed, with corbels. Tho
roof is all open, with eight framed principals.
The font is octagonal, a clustered shaft, with
capitals of water-lily, carved by Mr. Purday,
of London. Tho seats and stalls are open
benches, with plain ends. The flooring is of
Godwin’s Lugwardine tiles. The work has been
executed by Mr. John Ansell, of Ockley, builder,
at a cost of about 9001. All fittings and ex-
penses included, tho total cost of the under-
taking will be nearly 1,2001. This, with the
exception of four donations, amounting to 3401.,
is defrayed by the rector. A Avindow, by Messrs.
Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake, on the north side
of the nave, has been presented to the church
by parishioners and friends. The east Avindow,
shortly to be inserted, Avill bo the result of a
memorial fund. The lectern is of oak, carved,
and is the design and in great part the execution
of Mr. James Ansell and Mr. Kett, who jointly
presented it to the chiurch.

Bradford.—Tlie new church erected in Hall-
lane, Ripleyvillo, Bradford, has been consecrated
by the Bishop of Ripon. Twelve years ago an
association of churchmen in Bradford determined
to erect ten new churches in neighbourhoods
Avithin the borougli where they wei’o required.
This church, which is dedicated to St. Bartholo-
mew, is the ninth that has been built, and is

hitended also as a memorial of the late Mr. Charles
Hardy, who was president of the association and
the originator of the scheme. The site of the
edifice Avas contributed by Mr. II. W. Ripley.
Tho building itself Avas designed and executed
from plans prepared by Messrs. T. H. & F.
Healey, of Bradford, and forms a feature in the
locality in which it is situated. It is in the
Gothic style of architecture, and stands upon an
eminence. The structure is composite, tho ex-
terior walls being of stone, lined in the interior
Avith pressed brick. The edifice consists of nave,
side aisles, chancel, and two chapels. The nave
is 86 ft. long by 24 ft. wide, and 50 ft. from floor
to^ ceiling. The chancel, Avhich is garnished
Avith apsidal terminations, is 41 ft. 6 in. long
and 23 ft. Avide. The Hardy Chapel is on the
north side. There are two vestries on the south
side of tho chancel. Tho clearstory is 15 ft. high-
The principal entrance is by a porch at the south,
west corner. The porch is built of stone, with
a flight of steps to lead to the somewhat high
level of the nave floor. The naA'e is divided into
five bays, Avith circular stone columns and
moulded capitals varying in design. The arches,
as well as the remaining inside work, ai’o of
hand-pressed brick, with bands of coloured brick
and stone. The west end has four-leaved lancet
windows, sui"moimted by rose windoAvs in the
gables. Between the lancets is an elaborate niche
for a statue of the patron saint. The end of the*

chancel contains three large lancet-windows, and
on the other side is an arcade pierced with
Avindows. The turret, which is partly'completed,
occupies the south-west corner of the chancel,
and in the absence of this feature the building
is somewhat incomplete

j but that* part will
doubtless soon he added. There are open benches
of red deal, slightly stained and varnished. The
passages of tho nave are pa\'ed with ordinary
brick and red and black tiles

j but the chancel
pavement is more elaborate. The stalls are of
oak, and the upper part of the pulpit and tho
font are of Caen stone, designed by Mr. Mawer,
of Leeds. The lower portion of the chancel-
wall and part of tho naA’e are intended to receive
mosaic tiles or frescoes instead of their present
lining. There is a brass eagle lectern. The
chancel is lighted by polished brass standards,
and the nave by standards of wrought-iron.
Thei'e are sittings in the church for 750 people,
and the total cost Avill be about 7,5001. Of
this sum 1,8001. have still to he raised.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Staffiord.—Tho Wesleyan noAv Sunday School

has been formally opened. Tho building is 54 ft.

long by 40i ft. in breadth, with a small yard and
out-offices on the side nearest the gas company’s
reserve gasometer. It is a somewhat plain brick
building, from designs by Mr. T. Roberts, of
Trentham. Tho Committee’s aim to make the
erection usefal and convenient rather than,
ornamental has been, carried out. On the ground
floor are two rooms, 17 ft. 6 in. by 13 ft. 6 in.,

for senior or adult classes
j a large infant class-

room, with gallery, 40 ft. 6 in. by 20 ft.
; and

two other class-rooms and library, each room
being 12 ft. high. Tho largo room, extending
over the whole of the rooms beneath, is entered
by two flights of stone steps,—one for the boys
and the other for the girls. Tho roof is light
and lofty, tho principals and purlins beino-
strengthened Avith tie-rods, painted blue. The
I'oom is Avell lighted by 19 windows, the piancipal
portion of them having one of Stock Bros. &
Leyton’s patent glass louvres, and additional
ventilation is provided from the roof. At night
six gas pendants, each having nine jets, afford
ample light for the whole room, Avhich is the
most spacious in the tOAvn. The cost of the
building, including the laud and internal fittings,
has been fully l,300i.

Leighton.—The committees of the Boys’ and
Infanta’ British Schools resolved to supply the
educational deficiency of Leighton by building a
new girls’ school of tho requisite dimensions, to
comply withtherequirementsof theEducationDe-
partmont. A deputation from those committees,
having, in the first place, waited npon the com-
mittees of the Pulford and St. Andrew’s Schools,
have now attended conferences of members
representing tho Wesleyan, Baptist, and Primi-
tive Methodist bodies, for the purpose of ascer-
taining the genei-al public feeling upon the
question. The school will he of an undonomina-
tional character, and subscriptions have already
been promised.

VARIORUM.
Tjte first number of tho Worlcntati’s Maga.

zine, edited by Mr. H. Solby, has been published.
We shall have to see more of it before Ave can
say that it is likely to supply a want. At any
rate, it has good intention to recommend it.

“ Tho Gentleman’s Annual,” being the Christ-
mas Supplement to the Gentleman's Magazine,
and containing a revieAv of the year—its politics,

literature, art, sports, and so on,—is above the
average, and makes a little book that will not
be destroyed. The Temple Church, London.
Mr. Thomas Goodman announces tho publication
by photo-lithography of a plan of this church,
as tho first of an intended series of accurate
illustrations of the round churches handed
down to us from the Order of Knights Templars.

New Gallery of Flue Art at Brighton.

—

The opening of an exhibition of pictures, lent
for the occasion by Mr. W. Webster, of Brighton,
is about to take place. The exhibition contains
some choice works, and, says the local Herald,
may bo said to represent the present advance
of the English school of art better than any
collection that has ever appeared in Brighton.
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Down by the Thames.—Hr. Dillon Croker,

contmuing liis interesting sketches in the South

London Press, writes :
— At the corner of

CremomO'lane (fonnerly known as Hob-lane)

stands the World’s End, a noted house of enter,

tainment in the reign of Charles II., and men-

tioned by CongrcTC in his oomedy of “Lore for

Love.” We read that in 1825 the sign was
represented by a fractured globe in a dark back-

ground with fire and smoke bursting through the

rents. The tliird turning on the right leading to

the river is Hilman-street, known |until lately as

Milman.row, so called after Sir William Milman,

who died in 1713 (his monument is in the old

church), and who had possession of the estate

for some yeai’S. It has quite lately with much
reason been changed from row to street, which

it really is. Beaufort-street, a street facing

Battersea Bridge, was some years ago similarly

renamed. At the north end of Milman-street

(18, King’s-place), and forming part of the

King’s-read, adjoining the entrance to the

Moi-avian Chapel and burial-ground, might have

been lately seen the clock placed by Mr. Howard,

a clockmaker, in front of his house 5 whence the

name of “ Clock House,” as generally applied to

it. This house, formerly the Horavian Chapel,

which stands on the site of tlie old stables of

Beaufort House, is now ocenpied as a school-

room ; the burial-ground attached, some two
acres in extent, contains many curious tomb-

stones, including that of an Esquimaux Indian.

Here, amongst others, James Gillray lies buried,

the father of the celebrated caricaturist, and for

forty years sexton at this cemetery. Facing the

Thames between Milman-street and Battersea

Bridge is Lindsey-row, the principal portion of

which belonged to Hyde, Earl of Clarendon.

Here, pleasantly situated in front of the river,

stood Lindsey House, erected by the Earl of

Lindsey in the reign of Charles II., and subse-

quently inhabited by some members of the

Moravian Society. It is now divided into five

houses, in which several celebrities liave re-

sided
;
amongst others may be mentioned Brunei,

the originator of the Thames Tunnel
;
Bramah,

the distinguished engineer ;
and John Martin,

[not] R.A.
;

nor should Jennings’s interesting

museum be overlooked. In a house facing the

river, in the direction of Ci'omome, J. M. W.
Turner, II.A., died in 1851,

A Norwegian House.—A Devonshire gen-

tleman has imported a wooden Norwegian house.

The Times, in an interesting description of it,

says :—The walls are made of pine wood, about

6 in. thick, the interstices of the logs being
fi11p.fl with oakum, and the whole surface being

plastered with a mixture of cowhair and lime.

Outside the main wall there is a shell of wood,

which is protected with paint against the action

of the weather; and again inside there is

another shell, which serves as a panelling to the

rooms. By staining and varnishiDg this, a good
effect is produced. The cornices are carved, by
the use of tho riband saw, in devices of excellent

taste. Neither paper for the walls nor plaster

for tho ceiling is used throughout the house.

The logs are placed vertically, which prevents

tho unevenness so often to be observed in the

woodwork of English houses. To avoid the

resonance, dry sand to the depth of 4 in. is

placed between ceilings and floors. In addition,

the floors ofibotli stories are laid with deals, 2 in.

thick, and millboard is placed under each, with

the ^effect of thoroughly deadening all sound.

The house, which presents externally the ap-

pearance of a handsome villa residence,

—

brighter, indeed, in colour than we commonly
Bee in this country,—is an oblong of abont 74 ft.

by 56 ft. The total cost will be something
under 2,000L The estimates previously obtained

for a stone house containing about the same
amount of accommodation, had reached 4,0001.

:

extras not included.

The War Damage to Strasburg Cathe-
dral.—The official report of M. Klotz, architect

to the Cathedral of Strasburg, states that the

cost of reparations rendered necessary by the
Prussian bombardment will be 598,000 francs.

A quarter of a million of francs is required for

the stone-work; new roofs, 187,000 francs;

repairs to the painted windows, 143,128 francs.

During the twenty-four days’ bombardment, the

cathedral was struck in more than 300 places,

and the ddhris amounts to more ^than 300
cartloads.

The monument at Hughenden to Mr.
Isaac Disraeli.—One of tho most graceful

compliments ever paid by a wife to her husband,

says the Birmingha/m Post, was the erection of a
monument to Mr. Disraeli’s father, by the late

Viscountess Beaconsfield. The idea was entirely

her own, and the monument was to be a suiprise

to Mr. Disraeli. The deceased lady took an
intimate friend of the family into her confidence.

An architect was consulted, and after due con-

sideration his design was approved. Tenders

were privately obtained, and a suitable site upon
the estate was discovered on a hill, within view
of Hughenden. As soon as the statesman and

his wife had left their country seat for the

opening of Parliament, workmen began to pre-

pare the foundations. If Mr. Disraeli had
returned to Hughenden for the Easter recess,

the secret would have been discovered. Lady
Beaconsfield was equal to the occasion, and filled

the house with house-painters. All through the

spring and summer the work went steadily on,

until, in August, an obelisk of 120 ft. or 130 ft.

high had reared its lofty, varied, and graceful

outline against the horizon. Wlien the proroga-

tion enabled husband and wife to return to their

country retreat, the surprise of Mr. Disraeli may
he conceived. The obelisk, surrounded by a
palisading of stone pillars and iron rails, cost the

deceased, lady upwards of 6001.

Report on the Health, of Mary-
lebone.—Tho November report, by Dr. Whit-
more, medical officer of health, and chemical

examiner of gas for the parish of St. Mary-
lebone, has been issued in a printed form,

by order of the vestry. It shows a slight

increase upon the death-rate of the previous

month, but still indicates a very favourable state

of tho health of tho parish. Tho excessive rain-

fall that had taken place during the month, and
the constantly-recurring storms of wind, as Avell

as of rain, have had the effect of thoroughly
cleansing and flashing the sewers, and forcing

currents of fresh air into many foul, ill-venti-

lated courts and alleys, and thus, as it were,
driving fever and infection from their favourite

lurking-places
;
nevertheless, it is apparent that,

owing to the excessivehumidity of theatraosphere,
and the universal dampness that has clung to

everything around, an imusnal amount of sick-

ness and mortality from diseases of the lungs

and breathing organs has latterly prevailed. A
greatly-needed improvement in one of the poorest

and most densely-populated districts of the

parish has been suggested by an eminent member
of the vestry, and will shortly be brought under
the consideration of the Board. It is proposed
to make a direct thoroughfare from Upper
Lisson-streot through Little James-street into

Salisbury-street.

Cheap Gas.—Since the discovery of petro-

leum, the improvements in all sorts of machines,

and the discoveries in chemistry, we have often

wondered why some man had not solved the

problem of applying oheai> gas to country-houses,

or to buildings situated at a distance from the

cities. Tins, it seems, has now been accom-
plished. A patent has just been obtained in

France, and in the United States for a new
apparatus for making gas at home, even in the

ordinary apartments of cities, and so far as we
can see it is a complete success. The gas is in-

explosible, its price is very low, and the whole
machinery employed occupies but small space.

In fact, the apparatus occupies a space of only

one metre in length and 50 centimetres in breadth
and height, and can be placed in an ordinary

cupboard. The advantages are—Ist. The ah-

seuce of all danger of explosion, no fire being

employed in the fabrication
;

2nd. Economy

;

3rd. Tho instantaneous production of a brilliant

light. The new system is said to offer a great

economy upon all other modes of lighting, hut
this remains to be investigated. Nevertheless,

if the cost be a trifle more, tho gain in con-

venience will amply compensate for it .—The
American Register.

A Terrible Railway Accident in America.
A terrible railway accident has occurred in

America, as intimated by the Atlantic cable.

Tho train broke through a bridge near the town
of Corry, in Pennsylvania, having, wo presume,
been thrown off the line by some accident ; and
the bridge doubtless was of frail construction,

cheaply and quickly put together. The cars

were flnng into the stream 30 ft. below, and in

tho fall took fire. Some nineteen or twenty
persons were burned to death, besides about

forty who were more or less severely injured.

Scientific and Mechanical Society, Man*
Chester.—The opening meeting of Ibis society

has been held at the Trevelyan Hotel, Corpora-

tion-street. Sir W. Fairbaim, hart., the presi-

dent, delivered an address. In course of his

remarks he said, he did not think it could be
doubted that from the want of sound and first-

class education amongst the better class of

mechanics and artisans we were getting behind.

"We ought to take the lead, as we had done for a

great number of years. He believed that if a

better system of education was established, so

that practical mathematics and a knowledge of

chemistry were taught, there would be raised

for the public service a much superior class of

men than we possess at the present time. Mr,

n. W. Harman proposed, “That the officers and
council of this society be requested to institute

inquiries into physical science, so far as it

relates to practical mechanism;” and Professor

Reynolds proposed, “ That similar investigations

and analyses be introduced in chemical science,

but more particularly in those departments

which relate to gases, supply of water, and
electric telegraphy.” The resolutions were
seconded by Mr. J. C. Edwards and Mr. C, J.

Allport, and were passed.

Typlioid Fever at Birmingham.—The
alarming prevalence of typhoid fever in the

district of Balsall Heath and Moseley, snbnrba

of Birmingham, has led to the holding of a

public meeting of the inhabitants of Moseley.

It was stated, on eminent medical authority,

that there were nearly fifty cases of fever in

the four hundred houses which are comprised in

tho district of Moseley, and that there were at

least thirty cases in Balsall Heath, the district

adjoining. Fresh cases were occurring every

day. The sanitary precautions were character,

ised by a leading local surgeon to bo as defective

as they could be. There was no drainage

worthy of the name, and the cesspools and
water-closets caused incalculable mischief. A
member of the local sanitary authority was
present, and defended the course of action

taken by that body. A resolution was adopted

by a large majority, appointing a committee of

residents to deal with the matter, and directing

that a memorial be forwarded to the Secretary

of State, praying for a special commission to

inquire into the bad drainage of Moseley. A
guarantee fund was subscribed, and a movement
fairly set on foot to deal with tho ovil.

Reredos, Littleborough Church, near
Manchester.—A reredos has latelybeen erected

in this church by two friends, Mr. Edward
Alfred Clegg, and Mr. William Law, of Little-

borough, as a memorial to the late Vicar,

the Rev. Thomas Carter, M.A. The central

feature comprises five panels, the middle one

wider and more lofty than those at the sides, as

well as being cusped. The brass altar-cross to

the present church being of good design has

been retained, and stands on the super-altar;

tho panel behind it has been made of wliite

alabaster, banded with green Connemara marble,

tho spandrels being of mottled alabaster. The
emblems of the four Evangelists, enclosed in

qnatrefoil panels, are carved in white alabaster.

The shafts carrying the arcade are of Devonshire

red marble, and there are likewise ten inlaid

pateras of the same material in different tints.

The material mainly employed is Caen stone.

The total cost has been about 150J. Tho work

has been executed by Mr. J. L. Jaquet, of West-

minster; Mr. Edmund B. Ferrey being the

architect.

A Pestilential Spot.—When a fifth part of

the entire population of a place are stricken down
with typhoid fever, there must be something

abominably filthy about the water-supply and

drainage ofthe locality. On the 4th of November
last, 250 out of the 1,200 iubabitants of Burton.

Latimer, in Northamptonshire, had been at-

tacked by the pest. The Local Government

Board directed Dr. Thome to investigate the

circumstances connected with tho outbreak. He
found a really disgusting state of things abound-

in«y in the village. A large number of wells

—

for the water-supply of the place comes from

shallow wells,—which were absolutely unfit for

use. The sewerage and drainage of tho place

are extremely defective
;
filth and foulness collect

in the defective channels which are, by a stretch

of the imagination, called drains. There are in

Bnrton-Latimer a host of piggeries, and much
overcrowding to make matters worse. It is to

be hoped that proper attention will bo given to

the recommendations made to tho sanitary

authority.
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Bcifria and Bells.

IF we 'vvcrc asked to name
the most characteristic

external feature of a

Christian Church, we
should feci disposed to

accord that title to the

belfry. The cruciform

plan, indeed, may he

regarded as generally,

though not exclusively,

Chi’istiau. But it is very

far from being a uni-

versal feature. Indeed,

in the most ancient bis-

toric form of the church,

the Basilica, this arrange-

ment of plan is absent.

When a modern Christian

architect, whose genius is

as lofty and as subtle as

that of our own immortal

Wren, strove to conse-

crate the antique Pagan

forms to tliG service of

the modern Christian rite,

he could, indeed, produce a magic effect by the

intersection of his vaulted aisles. Yet the idea

of a cruciform structure, not accidentally, but

purposely, planned in that form, does not force

itself on the mind of the visitor to St. Paul’s

Cathedral. In St. Peter’s, and, indeed, wherever

the form of the equilateral, or Greek, cross is

adopted, the association becomes still more

shadowy. In fact, wherever the groat Oriental

clement of the dome is developed at the inter-

section, the cruciform plan fails to lay hold of

tho attention. You may see that there arc

lateral recesses, or star-pointed distances, to tho

great, lofty central hall
3

but that is a very

different matter from tho regular association of

nave, choir, and transepts.

Again, the orientation of our churches, which

is spoken of as a Christian custom, has by no

means exclusively, or even distinctively, that

character. Orientation is twofold, both in its

azimuth and in its signification. There is the

alignment directed on the East, the true cardinal

point, and there is that which cuts the sumdse-

point on a given day 5 often that on which the

Romish calendar commemorates tho saint, after

whom, in superstitious times, the church was

siibordinately named—under his invocation, to

use tho technical phrase. Not unfrequently

the.so two lines arc represented in the same
ohurch, in nave and chancel, to the great con-

fusion of architectural elegance. But orieuta-

tion is common to tho temples of the East, and

to many of those of Greece. Exact alignment

in azimuth is an astronomical characteristic of

the Great Pyramid, in the sides of which a

minute deviation from tho true meridian of

-I' 35" seems to measure the displacement of the

poles of the earth that has occurred during the

long period of 5,400 years on which that colossal

tomb has looked dowu. Orientation, again, as

defining a kebleh, or prayer-point, and thus

pointing to Jerusalem or ilecca, is common to

tho synagogue and to the mosque. Little praying

compasses arc to be met with in the bazaars of

the East, which indicate not the north, but the

oast, and tell tho devout pilgrim in which direc-

tiou to turn his face at tho appointed hours of

morning and evening prayer. And we find the

sunrise-line of the summer solstice structui'ally

indicated in our own magnificent Stonehenge.

But the belfry is a structure which is, on the

one hand, almost exclusively connected with

buildings of the Christian rite, and of which

(since our meeting-houses have become things

of the past, and nonconformist sects have

ceased to hide their modest chapels in holes

and corners, the obscurity of which was only too

welcome in the days of by-gone persecution),

there is scarcely a place of worship so poor that

it does not show at least tho homologue or the

symbol. The nearest approach to the belfiy

may be found in the minaret. But the sound

principle of “purpose defining form ” comes in

hero to prevent confusion. The belfry, whether it

be tower, turret, or steeple, is an ai’chitectuval

feature originally conceived for the suspension

and the housing of bells
5
a lofty aerial structure,

giving shelter from storm, aud from direct

sun rays, and pierced with free apertures, from

which the melodious voices of the chimes ring

out loud and clear, and the full deep tone of

tho bourdon may measure forth tho hoiu’s, hy

night as well as by day. Tho minaret, on the

other hand, is essentially alofty turret, crowned

with a projecting or open balcony, whence the

shrill voice of the muezzin may be heard calling

on the faithful to pray
3
a relic, in the stem re-

fusal ofmechanical means to perform, or to call to

the performance of, a religious duty, of some of

the loftiest doctrines of an ancient creed. Tho

difference between accommodation needed for

tho bell, and that proper for tho crier, is so

great, that no confusion can ai'ise between tho

forms proper for cither of the two.

In the Temple at Jerusalem, before the time

of Ahaz, existed a feature which appears to have

borne a relation to those outposts of tho watchers

against time of which wc arc speaking. It was

called the Covert of the Sabbath
3
and is held to

have been tho station whence the appointed

Levites might watch the setting of the sun on

tho eve of the Sabbath, and send forth those

three peculiar trumpet-nofces, tho blast, tho long

note, and the blast, by tho sixfuld repetition

of which the commencement of tho sacred day

was announced to tho city. A natural tower or

lofty wall, scarped in the solid native rock, at

the north of the great Temple platform, above

which it still rises sheer for more than 30 ft.^

was probably left in this unusual form for tho

base of the Covert of tho Sabbath.

The dome is not a belfry
3
nor is it readily to

be combined with one. Tho purposes of the

two architectural features are too distinct to

admit of satisfactory fusion. Tho dome, formed

in antique structures by overlapping stones

meeting finally in tho centre, has gradually

risen in modem use from the flat, aud then

slightly vaulted, roofing common in those coun-

tries where snow never falls, where shade from

the sun is a more needful luxury than exposure

to his rays, and where all the water that comes

from heaven is stored as a precious gife. Sup-

ported, in ordinary cases, on joists, or rather on

rough logs of timber, in more substantial build-

ings the roofs are actually formed of flat arches
3

built of tufa, in districts where this light volcanic

stone is available. As a stimctural expedient,

natural to this conditiou, the centre of tho area

is first slightly cambered
3
anon it rises as a sort

of shell
3
then expands into a bubble. The archi-

tectural effect thus producible was seized upon

by some fai’-sightcd genius, who raised tho ex-

quisite form of the dome on a pillared drum, and

thus added a special beauty, at once to the ex-

ternal elevation, and to the solemn repose of the

interior, of the building thus adorned.

There is, indeed, another theory of the genesis

of tho domes that is, from tho roofing of a

tower. The ordinary gable roof, when applied

to cover a circular building, becomes a cone.

From the cone to the cupola the transition is

not very far-fetched. But, familiar as wc arc

with cupola forms of towers in the countries

bordering on the Mediterranean, we still bold

that it is from the fiat roof that the dome has

actually originated; that it attained its beauty

under Saracenic rule ; and that the cupola forms

of Italy are reflected from an Arabic tower
;
and

are not the direct descendants of the cone-roofed

turret, which in some districts, as in the romantic

valley through which one road from Castelam-

mare to Salerno leads, may be found side by
side with them.

Another form of sheltered turret may be

named, but it is one which has had no discernible

influence on occidental architecture. Wo refer

to the pagoda. The hollowed, pointed forma of

tho roofs and verandahs of this Oriental type of

towers evidently simulate the droop of the

textile fabric, umbrella or tent, which preceded

the roof of solid materials. This tent-like form

is an outline equally distinct from the level roof,

from the gable, aud from the cupola, or its

development, the dome. But though the pagoda

does not appear to have been tho lineal ancestor

of the belfry, it was at least its chronological

predecessor. The angles of these buildings are

often adorned with bells. Beils were used by
the Chinese as much as 4,000 years ago

;
and tho

mention of tliem as dividing time for public

information, is 600 years anterior to that of tho

golden ornaments to the vestments of the

high priest, in the Pentateuch. These precious

bells were probably like those used for horse-

collars in Italy, and for children’s corals in

England : hollow globes with a slit, and a loose

clapper euclosed. The sound of these, if made
of gold, must have been extraordinarily sweet.

The gong, whether older or later than tho bell,

is an instrument of much musical power*. Wo
must not omit to mention the fine tones pro-

ducible from steel bars.

Leaving aside the cupola form as a foricgu

pi’oduct, hardly naturalised among us (tho

glorious instance of St. Paul’s serving as an

exception to prove the rule), tho Christian

character of England may, as a general division,

be ranked under the head of those furnished

with towers, and those adorned with spires. Of

course, there is a wide border-land, where tower

and spire inarch, or where wedlock of all kinds,

—

happy equable union, or disproportionate and

ridiculous bondage,—is illustrated in structural

form. Watford Church, Herts, and some others

in the same county, may serve as examples of

the latter. On a large tower, which a certain

massive solidity might render respectable by
itself, is perched a sort of diminutive extin-

guisher, the design of which is one of those

mysteries which it is equally hard and useless to

solve.

The origin of the tower, there can be little

doubt, is military. We arc not prepared to

state that the distribution of the tower churches

in England marks districts formerly exposed to

the ravages of the Danes, or specially liable

from other causes, to constant danger. The
toi>ographical likeness of our old churches is so

marked,—certain features ai*e so local, so charac-

toristic of a particular district,—that the detec-

tion of their origin cannot be beyond the reach

of intelligent investigation. But a solid, sub-

stantial fortalice, in which, first, the clergy,

and then the immediate paiishioners, might find

refuge, and from the summit of which they

might both watch against attacks and give

signals of distress, is, both in England and tho

Low Countries, the historic reality of many a

church tower.

Tho sjnre is scarcely debateablo as to its

origin. Its growth from tho high stone roofs of

towers of tho tenth and eleventh centuries, as

seen for example in Normandy, to its cnlmination

in Vienna and Freiburg, is plainly shown. Tho

idea of its being a finger-post, pointing heaven-

ward, is perhaps something more than mere

fancy.
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It must bo coofcesoil that in the act of hang-
ing and of ringing bells, we have hitherto gained
but little from the advance of mechanical know-
ledge. It seems to be taken for granted that to

produce a pure full tone from a bell, whatever
be its weight, it must bo swung. That is to say
that the cup-formed mass of metal, hung at a

lofty height from the ground, must be rockpd
until it swings through a scmieircle, .with its

mouth quite vertical, while the impetus with
which the freely-moving clapper, suspended

from the bottom of the cup itself, strikes the

inside of the bell, produces the desired tone.

And if wo compare the tone of a bell thus rung,

with that of another, or even of itself when fixed

in place, and struck with a hammer on the outside

of its rim, the dull, heavy, odious sound thus pro-

duced seems to testify in favour of the assertion.

But that while first the application of springs,

then the use of rails, and thirdly the invention

of steam-power, have raised our rate of travel-

ling from 2i miles to 25 miles an hour, it is

rather too bad that the mechanics of so cheering
a description of imblic music as that which we
may derive from tho belfry should have been
almost entirely neglected. The hanging of bells

so as to ring tliom, in tho old np-ending style,

has proved so destructive to our belfries as very
seriously to discourage this onco favourite source
of melody. In St. Alban’s, for instance, before
tho late x'epairs of tho abbey, the fine peal of

bells had not been rung for years,— if we
remember rightly, not for centuries,—for fear of

bringing down the tower. And this, it is very
likely that they would- have done. But tho
danger consisted, not in the pure, full tones
that might have been educed from tho bells, but
in the clumsy, reciprocating action of the ringing,

by which the whole weight of each bell was
made to act as a hammer on the beams on which
it was suspended, and thus on the masonry of

the tower. Whenever great speed or great
weight is concerned, reciprocating action has
a very destructive effect. One main reason why
wo have as yet realised so little of the mechanical
force that calculation tells us is due to the com-
bustion of a given quantity of coal in our steam-
engines is, that we have not yet succeeded in

obviating the reciprocating action of the piston,

^lechanics have long instinctively perceived this

fact,—alt-hough the construction of a rotary
steam-engine has hitherto been as unattainable
as tho philosopher’s stone.

There can be no doubt that tho mechanical
skill of the present clay is such as to enable us
not only to give such a blow to a bell by an
tinconnectcd clapper ns shall produce the same
sound as that obtained by the process of ringing,

but to do something more. It would be possible
to institute such a series of experiments as to
the relative weight of bell and clapper, and the
velocity at which the latter should strike, as
should oiiahle. us not only to rival, but very far
to excel, the effects that can now be produced
by the most skilful ringers. When we remember
that a bell, according to the part of it which is

struck, will emit a third, a fifth, and an octave
to its consonant, or tme note, it seems not im-
possible that by tho uso of more than one
hammer to each hell an effect something re-

sombling the double-stoixping of a violin may be
pi’oduced, adding wonderful richness to tho
aerial harmony. Improvement in bell machinery
is not altogether a thing of the future, for
ilessrs. Gillet & Bland, of Croydon, have applied
to a set of Belgian bells at Boston, Lincolnshire,
and elsewhere, a carillon machinery that is

spoken of as highly satisfactory.

Old-fashioned carillons, rung by the rude and
simple machinery of a barrel, pins on which
pull Avires that move the hammers that strike
the bells, exist in the two churches wliich Ave
have named, those of St. Alban and of Watford.
There is a certain music in tho sound. But those
Avho are familiar with this part of tho country
are avcH aAvare of a peculiar stiffness in these
chimes, which leads to the expectation that each
note struck is the last tliat Avill be audible.
How far this depends on actual tone, as pro-
duced by a fixed liammer, and hoAV far on the
defccth'e character of the machinery employed,
Avo cannot now decide. At all events, we freely
admit the usual inferiority of mechanical chimes
to those Avhich are rung by tlie best ringers.

But we should compare tho results of very old
and imperfect machinery, not Avith the best, but
with the rudest, manual work. No reason exists
for doubting that mechanism ma}' attain a per.
fection of performance in the way of extracting I

music from bells far in excess of our present
c-xperience.

j

"With tl>o roUirn to a mechanical mode of j»ro-

ducing musical notes of the flight of time, tlie

true chai-acter of the spire, as affording the best
form of belfry, will become more evident. The
architectural question as to perforating this

graceful fiuish of our churches will then be a
question no longer. When the destructive effect

of our present barbarous mode of producing
sound from our bells is done aAvay Avith, they
may advantageously hang tier upon tier, utUi-

liaing for their abode a space which is nOAV

preserved solely for its picturesque effect. Nay,
more, the music of the chimes would have im-
parted to it a new and peculiar beauty from the

arrangement of the bells at levels proportioned

to their sizes. We all know the effect of the
vox angelica or vo.v cccle^tis stop of such an
organ as that at the Albert Hall or the Alexandra
Palace

j
and are aAvaro that part of tho sur-

prising beauty of their tones depends on the
lofty elevation from which tho pipes utter their

voices. Thus, when the shrillest treble of the
bells comes down upon us with a sharper and
more earthAA-ard inflexion than the vibrations

of the deeper-toned members of the choir, an
effect may be produced from an element now
altogether neglected. If any lingering in time
should be perceptible from the increased dis-

tance to be travelled by the sound, this can be
allowed for, in setting the carillon. Thus, our
steeples will be at once more graceful, as pierced
ait jour, and choral, as well as symbolic, featui’es

of tho Cliristiau Church.*
A musician Avho touches on no topic that he

does not adorn; avIioso industrious honesty in

searching out all the truth of any subject that
he takes in hand, and then i3i stating his results,

Avhatever they may be, is perhaps unique,—the
Rev. n. II. HaAA-cis, in his charming AA'ork called
“ Husio and Morals,”—has given us a chapter on
“Bella and Belfries,” which avo should be glad
if wo had the space to reproduce. Uo tells of

the famous old belfry at Tournay, Avliich dates
from the twelfth century, and is built on a
Homan base. It now contains forty bells. Four
brothers relievo ono another in constant AA’atch

on its summit
; and when a fire breaks forth

within the watcher’s range of vision, tho great
bell is at once tolled in alarm. On stormy
nights this aerial and illuminated AA-atch-tower

rocks like an ocean lighthouse. Ou the highest

accessible part of tho spire of Notro Dame at

Antwerp, which rises 403 ft. from tho base of

the tower, as aa’cH as on that of tho Cathedral of

Strasburg, 4GS ft. above the level of the sea,

(though les.s in structural height than its sister

of jVntAverp), he has stood to listen to the bells.

Non sunt loqueln-, neque sermones ; andiuntur
voces eorum, is the beautifully appropriate mo'tto

on a bell in the tower at AntAverp, cast in 1G5S.
From the marble Duomo of Milan, “ o’er all the
Italian plain

;

” from St. Peter's over that caji-

pagna which some of us may yet see blossom
Avith tho rose

;
from the towers of Ghent,

Brussels, and Louvain, over the caual-cut low
countries

;
these sacred songs Avithout words are

heard in daily and nightly music. Why, Mr.
HaAveis may Avell ask, is there no proper peal at
Salisbury ? A day or two since, in ono of those
quaintly-built and quaintly-named courts that
Ho between St. Paul’s and the Thames, the full

joyous peal of tho bells, from some hidden City
church, burst on the ear with unexpected
melody. The peal still rang on, when we had
re.iched the cathedral yard, but was then alto-
gether droAvued by the roar of the ti-affic.

Wo must add one Avord as to the bird that
generally presides OA'er tho belfiy. Perched on
the loftiest spire, or furnished with a roost on a
corner, or even on each of the four corner turrets,

of a church tower, is usually to be seen the image
of tho cock. Displaced by the inA-ention of the
clock from his time-honoured station of the
measurer of the night Avatches, to tho bird of
morning has been committed, as if in compen-
sation, the duty of indicating the direction of
the wind. It is often said that the weather-
cock is the attribute of St. Peter. It Avould
hardly, however, bo selected to do honour to

that apostle. Neither is it limited to, nor always
present in, churches called after his name. It is

rather, we think, a relic of the extreme venera-
tion in Avhich Chniiticleer was held in antiquity

—

as witnessed alike by Grecian fables, and by the
Agada of the Taluiucl—for his divinely-implanted
knowledge of time, and liis energetic and faith-

ful pertinacity in communicating that knoAA*led«o

* At the Church of Our Lady in Chalous-sur-Marne,
a heU is Lung in the topmost part of tho (wooden) spire,
Avith openings all around it.
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to tho Avorld. All appropriate reflection for our
readers at a period Avhen

—

“ The bird of morning singeth all night long,
So holy and so blessed is the hour."

THE ROYAL ACADEMY AND ITS OLD
MASTERS.

Ix undertaking to supply the loss occasioned
by the withdrawal of the best-esteemed favour
of the British Institution (when it resolved to

sleep the sleep of the just—or unjust, so far as
the loud cry of modern masters Avould lead to

belief), tho Royal Academy organised,—for the
magnificence of its scale made it quite a dcav

thing,—such an exhibition of the basis of their

own position as “ the works of tho old masters,

associated Avith works of deceased masters of the
British school,” could by great means afford, it

was a task. There were no such collections

ever seen in London before, as the three years’

run of them at Burlington House has made for a
course. The Royal Academy has run a Avicning

race, and Avith the usual result,—most thanks
from those AA'ho have gained most by it.

The catalogue, as before, very advisedly giA-es

the notice of pictures being placed under their

furnished designation. If Euglandwere as rich in

old picture-treasure as tho additional help of

Rome, Florence, Bologna, Munich, and tho Hague
together, could make it, the product of tho mine
would not be a groAA-ing one. If kind Avords

Avereneai'ly as scarce, even, as the real calls for

the use of them appears to be, the Royal Academy
would bo very much entitled to gratitude from
all who can value rightly a great service, for the

magnificent displays by which it has done so

much towards imparting to the multitude knOAV-

ledge that hitherto aa'us tho privilege of the fcAv

to attain, of Avhat Is best worth teaching and
Avorth most loaiming from old masters. Pen and
pencil will record the time-beats of civilisation’s

pulse to show its health or weakness up to the
last hour of its existence, and tho grandest,

sti-ongest buildings, as if they were i:s bones,,

will crumble then. Life, indeed, is as nearly

dependent on Art as on Nature, and the fine arts

have a much Avider and higher mission than that

of administering to epicurean gratification, or of

confining their beneficent influences to the re-

fiuiug of already refined minds.

The fourth of these annual Exhibitions of

works by the old masters—some native, to rank
Avith the best of them,—should be seen by bvery

one. They may be likened to the old feasts of

legend, Avhereat the skull presided
;
for there

may not bo many more to folIOAV for those

AA’ho enjoy them nOAv. Tho tinge of sorrow the

proverb makes the necessary associate of all

pleasure, Avill not fail those Avho must think this

source of delightful instruction not inexhaustible.

Millious of eyes have opened and closed ou this

turning world since old masters such as Ghir-

landajo, AA'ho taught Michelangelo Buonaxotti,

Luca Signorelli,—Avho did even more than that

for the Tuscan demigod, for he helped to direct

him in his full strength and kuoAA'ledge j—or

Sandro Botticelli, AA’ho did for himself such

wonders as frightened the monks, by the effects

produced ou the unjust critics of the view he

gave of heaven,—were young. Generation on

generation has lived, laboured, and gone to rest

;

hosts of bright, honest-eyed children; right and
AATong beaded, but strong-headed men, and
white-haired councillors have waited and AA’Oikcd

and AA’atched, all actuated by the one belief that

progi'ess AA’as as inevitable as age. And so it is :

a needle is made from tho same metal as a 35-

ton gun, and heiiig the more useful instrument of

tho two, is the more valuable. So long as metal
remains, it Avill be cast or Avrought, or over-

wrought
;
and progress Avill progress much as

progress ever did. For the world turns round,

and in its course passes the same stages over and
over again. If every particle of di’iod brain

Avore germinativo seed, to Avhat a i>itch of

progress should aa’o have arrived uoavj if such

progress were ever really to be, as groAvth upon
growth might make to bo possible, and which

the \-ery thought of is enough to make evidently

impossible, there would be finer pictures to be

seen than ever were seen. In Avbat the Royal

Academy by judgment and rare opportunity is

enabled to verify for genuine production, they

leave a little room for speculation
;

or, to be

more coirect, a smaHer gallery—No. IV. Science

helps spiritualism here, if it Avill have nothing

to do Avith it clscwliere, and the touch of dead

hands that lifts facts, embodies ghosts, and
brings visions of floating ideas to comprchcii-
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sible form of them, is pcrceptiblo here,—and

with light, too,—for the sceptic : tho sceptic

who would question such a medium as old art in

its intensity of purpose, and devoteduess to

whut that purpose was. Signorelli died 350

years ago, and yet he will speak here, and

account in somo degi*ee for the religious fervour

a painter’s preaching may awaken (162) ;
even

more 'years are to be counted since Domenico,

Corradi, or Ghirlandajo was ministering in the

same way (163).

Sandro Botticelli is an instance of the absorb-

ing claim genius asserts. Brought up with care,

taught, and learning easily, yet, was he so dis-

contented, so eccentric in his habits, that his

father, a worthy Florentine citizen, “ turned him
over in despair to a gossip of his, called Botti-

cello, who was a goldsmith.” So says Tasari
j

proceeding to toll of the constant intercourse

that a close connexion between tho goldsmiths

and painters of the period engendered, and how
Sandro found his calling} becoming enamoured
of painting, and resolved to devote himself

entirely to that vocation j of how diligent he was
j

how successful in obtaining credit and repu-

tation, to the consequence of being appointed to

execute various commissions, somo of them
particularised and described, until we come to the
very picture (191) of which the Duke of Hamilton
is the fortunate possessor. It was painted for

the church of San Pietro Maggiore, Florence, on
tho commission of Matteo Palmieri, who, if he
gave the whole scheme of tho work, could not

have given that appreciation of what is lovely

and gi'aceful
} nor the scientific skill that marks

the performance to be more actuated by innate

direction, than any bias of command or payment
could readily have ordered. Tho admirable
porspectivearrangementof the numerous figures

j

their varied attitudes, involving foreshortening

and a freedom of movement truly astonishing in

archaic representation, are among tho chai-ms of

the work. In “ Tho .A.s3um})tion of Our Lady ”

(191), the zones of heaven are shown inhabited

by Patriarchs, Prophets, Apostles, Evangelists,

Martyrs, Confessors, Doctors, Tirgins, and
Hierarchies; according to the design fuimishcd

by Matteo, “who was a very learned and able

man.” Ho and bis wifo are depicted kneeling

each side a tomb, in which lilies are blooming.
“ But although this picture is exceedingly beau-
tiful, and ought to have put onvy to shame, yet
there were found certain malevolent and censo-

rious persons who, not being able to affix any
other blame to the work, declared tliat Matteo
and Sandro liad erred gravely in that matter,
and had fallen into grievous heresy ;” and so the

altar it adorned was interdicted, and the picture

oovered from view. It has passed into better

keeping now, and is a very valuable possession.

Raffaelle, “Tlie Urbane” (176) j
and Fraucia

(167), who is supposed to have fretted the
remnant of his Ufo away in his recognition of

Rafiaello’s supremacy
;

and Jan Yan Eyck
(171), who did and died before these began to

do } and Masaccio, with others, who coloiired the
past; Jan de Mabuso (172); Albert Durer
(173); and Lucas Yan Leyden (179) and Lucas
•Cranach (170), who brings tbe Reformation
into mind, and many troubles that have followed
it, with all its benefits

;
Quintin Matsys, the

clever blacksmith, whoso strong passion led to

another kind of execution than newspapers too

often record, all rap in answer to tho spell of

their names. But wo will leave tbe spirits for a
plainer guidance, and the science that shall

anatomise them, to John Hunter, F.R.S. (158),
who is too splendidly restored to healthy appear-
ance not to make it an easy matter for him to

substantiate the possible revivication of ghosts.
Tintoretto, tho CaiTacci, Murillo, with many
other names to make the catalogue full of pro-
mise for the walls to bear out

;
Rubens, who

looked better in any one of the three preceding
exhibitions than he does now; the “Daniel in

tho Lions’ Den” (131) ^tending to the corrobo-

ration of admiration for Sir Edwin Landseer,

•as much as it can do for its author
;
and “ Diana

returning from the Chase” (207) is no better a
specimen, when com23ared with many a well-

known specimen of his florid magnificence.

Titian’s masterpiece in portraiture, tho grandly
composed and painted “ Cornaro Family ” (1-16),

has long ago been adjudged all tho praise so

noble a work would secui'o. Holbein's “Two
Ambassadors ” (114), supposed to be Sir Thomas
Wyatt and his secretary, sent by Henry YIII. to

Paris on some particular business, that made its

successful result worth notifying, is a marvel
worth a pilgrimage to behold. The possible

combination of breadth and force with the

achievement of the minutest finish, so tho-

roughly perfect in every detail, is manifested

in every' inch of it : it pirts to shame any

notion that too close an attention has been

bestowed on minor matters, for in spite of the

utmost elaboration of dead things, so generally

complete that the interest of everything has to

be weighed with the interest of everything else,

the two men by their absolute vitality take

just that prominent position flesh and blood

woukl in reality assume, and all the import,

ance that naturally belongs to them.* Rem-
brandt, Yelasquez, Yandyck, and Sir Joshua

Reynolds, Romney and Gainsborough, bear’ out

to the full meaning of it this real prominence of

humanity, all the more recognisable and real-

looking in tlie simpler, quieter show of it. There

is more life in Gainsborough’s exquisite portrait

of a young lady assuming the humble position

for the natural gracefulness that a rustic, a

cottager, would be sure to become jjossessed

•with under tho painter’s best treatment (53)

than any such dancing joy “ Madame Baccelli,”

by jumps to display her appreciation of it, could

give a positive notion of. Who can care for

such flagrant frippery (56), admirably given

though it be in varnish with strong perfume in

it, to cover that which all the paint in the world

could never make pretty, nor tho finest

painting save from coarseness and obtrusive

vulgarity,—qualities that have been emphasized

very strongly, one must think, since Gains-

borough’s time ? If Sir Joshua Reynolds was
nob quite inimitable, there are some of his works

of incomparable excellence, even when side by
side with others of his own. Apart from the

taste that fashion fashioned, his snperlority will

remain extant to the last, or so long as the

perishable threads and grounds of bis pencil’s

discourse can be made to hold out the argument.

Reynolds, “ grand and graceful,” is not much
more forcibly represented in tho present col-

lection than Gainsborough is fairly
;
he is more

really to be identified with the series of portr-aits

of the “ Keppel ” family, or the charming “ Mrs.

Stanley” (112), than by some specimens of

extra-faulty drawing and meretricious graces.

In his strength and in his weakness he was

distinct enough to divide himself from his

follower,—Romney, whoso i^ortraits of “ Anne,

wifo of George, third Earl of Albemarle,

aird her son William Charles ” (108) ;
of

“Mrs. DiTiramond Smith” (15), •with a quaint

idea of a becoming head-dress that rivals somo

not of tho ugliest to he seen nowadays
;
or of

“ Henrietta Countess of Warwick and her Chil-

dren” (26); and “Mrs. Carniichacl-Smyth”

(.i9)^_lovcly enough to have left the y to the

assertive I, and to make ordinary name extra-

ordinary distinction,—would yet tend to account

for that division of opinion that created a

“ Romney faction” in opposition to those who
upheld the supremacy of Reynolds, if allowance

bo made for tho pleasurable excitement derivable

from contradiction ;
“ party feeling” being one

of the strongest to act on sense, especially when

there is not too much of it for ocher feelings’

]play ! There must always be factions, however.

Leisure for such intellectual improvement as

examination of these collected j'jictures must
surely afford, is a delightful grant; and though

for tho better help to instruction it might be

wished they had been aixanged with more regard

to period, school, and class, those who love

variety will satisfy their affection plentcously

with those whose satisfaction exists in finding

food for their dissatisfaction. The difficulties

attendant on the formation of such exhibitions

as a four winters’ course at Burlington House

has made memorable, would have been insuper-

able to most other infiuonces less powerful than

the gained respect and confidence the Royal

Academy enjoys.

ON ARBITRATIONS.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF IIRITISH ARCHITECTS.

At the ordinary general meeting, on the 6th

insb., the paper read was “ On Arbitrations,” by

Mr. Banister Fletcher, associate. We pifint

some portions of it :

—

The first thing an arbitrator should do is to

consider what is called the submission, as it is

the foundation of all his proceedings. It would

a^jpear that it is not necessary that this submis-

siou to arbitration should be in writing, or even

• We gave particulars of this and the Erasmus pictures

(also here) some few years ago in describing the curious

structure Longford Castle, near Salisbury, •where they

usually hang.

verbal; itwoulda2>pear tobe absolutelynocessary,

however, tliat the ^larties intend “ to be concluded

by the decision of the persons called in, in order

to clothe him with the authority of an arbi-

trator.”

Whore it is possible, it is certainly desirable,

to havo the submission in writing, and in one

document, signed by both parties ;
as, if it can

be shown the parties intended to refer different

matters, the award will be invalid. I have in

my mind a case where one party appointed

arbitrator to determine a dispute respecting tbe

constrnction of a lease and the damages sus-

tained, the other, in wording bis aiipointment,

alluded only to the construction of the lease,

and omitted any allusion to the damages
;

in

consequence, tho entire award was void.

That there is much technicality to be observed.

For instance, where there is an arbitrator aji-

pointed on each side, no such appointment is

complete until it has been notified to the other

side. I would call attention to the importance

of this, because if (as is very usual) tho appoint-

ment is to he made by a certain day, it will be

too late, and therefore tbe appointment void,

though tho arbitrator bo nominated on the day,

if the information of the nomination be not

given imtil the day after. Again, the la^v holds

where an umpire is to be appointed before pro-

ceeding; that, until tho uminre is appointed

arbitrators cannot act. Farther, it is wise,

directly you are appointed, and kno^w who is

appointed on tho other side, to arrange an early

meeting, and to give notice to each party of the

day, time, and place. Again, it is well to recol-

lect, that if a party to a reference is bankrupt,

the reference is at an end, in most cases, if the

other side choose to revoke. Again, a lady

marrying during the reference revokes the sub-

mission.* Again, death, in most cases, revokes

tho appointment. Either party may revoke the

authority of the arbitrator, but only with tho

consent of tho court. An arbitrator formerly

used his own discretion as to allowing evidence

to bo given before him. Now he has none. Ho
is bound to rcceivo evidence if cither party

wishes it.

Let mo next state what is understood by a

reference oii the usual terms, as they aro tho

terms we nearly always havo to abide by. They
are,—That tho arbitrator shall decide for tho

plaintiff or defendant. If plaintiff, then assess

the amount of tho damages (which, however,

cannot exceed tho amount claimed). Tho cost

of the cause follows his decision. He may
award the costs of the reference in any way he

pleases. He has unlimited time for making his

award.t The death of either party does not

abate his authority. He has power to amend
the record. All evidence must be taken on oath.

Tho parties must produce all documents relating

to tho matters in question. The parties aro

bound to obey his award
;

not to bring any

action or other legal proceedings respecting tho

matters referred, either against the arbitrator or

each other. They consent, further, that if either

of them wilfully prevents the arbitrator making

the award, ho will pay such costs to the other as

the court shall think fib. That if either party

dispute tbe validity of the award, the court may
refer tho matters or any of them back to tbo

arbitrator to reconsider. Lastly, they consent

that tho order itself may bo mado a rule of

court.t

Surely with such ample jiowerB the arbitrator

would seem to bo hedged in on every side so

that no opportunity could occur which could

stultify his labour. Yet such is not the case.

Instances are not uncommon of awards being

set aside. It is this accusation of the legal pro-

fession, that scarcely any awards, save tboso

mado by tbeir own profession, ever stood. I

would call attention to one pitfall. It would

ajmear that it is necossai’y (unless there is a

special clause inserted in the submission, that It

shall be sufficient for the arbitrator to find in

the cause generally for tbe defendant or plain-

tiff, unless either party shall request him to

decido some particular issues) for tho arbitrator

to decide on each issue in the cause, to render

his award binding. The other matters that may
set aside our awards are,—If it can bo proved it

has been obtained by fraud. If it can be shown

• But she and herliuabandare liable to au action unless

they continue the reference.—B. P.

f In practice, however, it is usual to fix a time, giving

the power to the arbitrator to enlarge the time if ho

considers it necessary.

t By which the parlies are bound by all the provisions

of the Common Law Procedure Act, ISj-i. This Act

gives either party power to compel the other to namo
arbitrator &o
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it has been draivn up by mistake. AVhere a
third party who, although he had agreed to join
in a submission to arbitration, refused to
proceed with the reference. Proof of undue
pressure.

Curious it seems that, powerful as the courts
are to upset or set aside awards, they have
scarcely any power, in fact they are powerless,
to amend an agreement of I'eference, even
though it is only desired that it should be made
to accord with the original intentions of the
parties. I am not alluding here to clerical

errors, or to an immaterial variance in an order
of reference, as such matters, and such alone,

they can vary. I trust I shall not weary you if

I quote a cose to show how cautiously all must
walk who would come near the law. Fancy the
extent to which the legal judicial mind can go.
The easel quote is, "Eawtree v. King,” ollfoore,
1G7 . There, by a mistake of the court’s own
officer (the associate), who drew up the order,
refen-ing all matters in differeiico between the
parties, aud not all matters in difference in the
cause, they, the court, said they could not alter
the order, but that the oi’der of reference must
be treated as .a mere nullity. I mention this,
as I have said, to show the caution necessary in
our proceedings, so that we may secure what we
fervently desire, justice to those whom wo find
deserve it at our hands.

Certain interests disqualify an arbitrator, but
it is held that they must comprise soinethiu|

arbitration, unless it was said in their presence
or done with their knowledge. Again, a copy of

a letter or other document cannot be read until

it has been proved that the original has been lost

or destroyed
;
but if proper steps are taken to

procure the production of the original, a copy
may sometimes be used. Further, a reply to a
letter is not evidence until the letter in reply to
which it was written has been proved. Hand-
WTiting ma}' bo proved by comparison

;
that is,

comparing the handwriting of one document
admitted to bo written by A, with that of

another not so admitted. Plana should be
proved by the person making them, and should
be made, I may remark, from actual surveys.
Deeds thirty j-eara old need no proof of their
execution, if they apparently come from a proper
custodian of them ; and those of less antiquity
may now be proved by calling any witness who
is acquainted with the signatures. This formerly
was not so : further, it must be remembered this
does not apply to wills or warrants of attorneys.
A deed is not evidence unless it is jiroperly .

stamped, so that it is necessary for us to have
some slight knowledge of the Stamp Laws.
Entries in books kept by a person cannot be
used by him to prove his case

5
hut his adversaiy

may use them against him
;
the reason for this

being obviou.s. There is nothing to prevent a
man making any entry he might think con-
venient tq assist him, as for instance, payment

document. Every specification of any size should
have the trades in the usual order, good marginal
descriptions of the contents, and an inde.\-. Have
a good example or two before you while wiating
as an aid to memory : various good specimens
may be found if necessary in Bartholomew’s
Specifications, or Professor Donaldson’s. Avoid
the too frequent custom of asking for the best
of every material. The best timber is rarely
necessary for ordinary framings : frequently
absolutely the best materials are not wanted
for joinery : in ironwork, ” best ” as a descrip-
tion is open to an opposite intei-pretation, as there
are a “best, best,” aud a “best, best, best,”
recognised in the trade. Contractors say
that they are able to give lower tenders
for the works of some architects known
to them, because of the definiteness of their
instructions and their nice adaptation of mate-
rials, &c., to the puiqioses to be served. If a
well-thought-out draft is supplied to the quantity
surveyor, and he is allowed to make minor addi-
tions subject to your approval, it will often averi
little extras ; and bring the quantities aud other
documents into complete accordance. If you
take out the quantities yourself you will perhaps
defer writing some parts of the specification

till the quantities are completed, and your ideas
on many details thus settled.

II. Cfencml Conditions .—The headings for
clauses of contract settled between the Royal

.
.

i.-
;

- o
I

of money not actually made, but it is not probable ' Institute of British Ai-chitects and the London
unknown to one of the parties

;
for instance, an he would nmke entries which he thought would ! Builders’ Society supply these in a skeleton

arctntect, though employed by Lis client to
,

operate against him. Again, the entries being
I

form. The conditions of contractrecentlyissned
superintend a builder in building a house for him, 1

made without the knowledge of the other party;
!
by the Loudon School Board have a fewspeciali-may be an arbitrator between his client and the

|

there are similar reasons for not allowing them ties (differins from the “headincs ’’L but are
builder, even although his remuneration be a to bo used, as there are for rejecting “ hearsay ”
commission on thcamount of the building charges, evidence.
One other matter I think desii-able to mention,
as those who act for the first time have nob their
feelings under control, and arose likely to be led put to a witness, it being a rule that the party

calling a witness must not ask him n-hat is

termed a “loading” question (that is a question
which indicates the answer that is required), nor
(unless the witness is “ hostile”) cau the party

into expressions of feeling wliich, though natural,
aro most injudicious; for this reason, that the
com-ts require the arbitrator to be absolutely
impartial, and bold that if the arbitrator uses
any expression towards either party which in-
dicates a strong bias or prejudice in his mind, or
show that he is actuated by any hostile feelin'»
(and liow soon might such feeling be genuinely
expressed simply with contempt when the case
was seen through, and how cleverly the keen
.solicitor on the wrong side would irritate to pro-
cluce the strongest expressions that he might use
them for the purpose of upsetting the award),
the award may be set aside; and it must be
remembered that this setting aside of the award
may be accomplished even where there was
nothing to impeach the conduct of another arbi-
trator, who lias joined in the award.
Of course we must not have an arrangement

with any of the parties to tlie reference, such as
the purchase of their unascertained claims; and
it seems it is wise either to deliver a detailed bill
of charges before receiving payment, as if this
be not done it may render our award open to be
set aside, or not to receive any payment until
award is made and published. Just a few hints
before I close as to the conduct of the iu-
quiry.

The arbitrator having sworn tlie witness, will
bo, if fresh to the matter, bothered as to what is
evidence, what can be admitted, aud what can.
not, what questions are proper, and wliat arc in.
admissible. I will give a few leading ideas to
guide. The claimant or plaintiff opens his case
and it is liis duty to prove it as strictly and in
the same manner before ua as arbitrators as he
would Lave to do were he conducting his case in
a court of law, unless “ i))/ arrajii/t?)»e)i<,” when
many matters are taken as proved, or with very
slight proof and irregular evidence admitted.
Still, where the parties are what is called hostile,
andifill ad),ut nothing, the law courts must be
our guide, and tho popular idea that strict evi-
donee is not required must be disregarded. It
must be borne in mind that the improper rejec-
tion of evidence tendered by either party will set
aside an award. Further, that with what the
law calls a lay arbitrator improper admission of
evidence will have the same effect.*
One of the most important rules is that the

best evidence must be given, and until that is
exhausted you cannot give what is termed
secondary evidence.

This rule excludes hearsay evidence, that is
tho witness stating what he has heard that A
did or said, and nothing as said by a third party
in evidence against those who are party to the

ties (differing from the “headings”), but are
good, and may be considered a fair precedent.

III. Cutting doicn.
—

"ilay be requisite when
Another difficulty most frequently arising is the tenders have been received. This should

to decide upon the form of tho question to be °ot be done too ruthlessly; simply to reach
'down to a certain sum. No architect should
radically maim a building, taking out many good
decorative features or special characteristics. Of
course, the efficiency for the 2'>urpo3e should not
be trenched upon; nor anytliing required for

calling him examine him, except as to such
|

stability or durability cut out; nor the money
matters as are direct evidence upon the issues provision for contingencies, except as a last
raised, nor ask him questions tending to contra-

!

I’esort. if the drawings represent, as they
diet the evidence he has given. On the other ' should, what the client really wants, only take
hand, the adverse party’ can cross-examine a

[

out things that can be put in again without
witness for almost any length of time (as wc

|

niuch difficulty, or that can be added here^
have seen in tho famous Tichborne case), and after.

can also examine him and call other evidence to
[

IV. Oetting to worlc.—In London, get notices
prove that his evidence is untrue.

|

given to adjoining owuers as soon as possible (as
I have far from exhausted this important

,

to works on party-walls, itc.), so that no delay can
branch of my subject, but time aud consideration

:
happen when you want to begin. See tho dis-

for your patience and kind attention compel me trict surveyor personally, if possible, before
to pass on. One other point only I would men- beginning, and get him, if he will, to look over
tioii, as it is so liable to be done, which is, that

1

the drawings. See that the builder gives the
if you are trying to fix on an umjiire, you must

|

requisite notices to him and to the Local Board,
not select him by lot or tossing T.p. It docs

j

See the surveyor to the Local Board, if you can ;

seem such aii easy way of getting rid of a diffi.
|

and thus be sure you are right as to the level of
culty, aud I have had it proposed

;
and certainly your basement fioor and as to the arrangement

my opponent has been astonished when I have of the drainage. In fixing, finallv, the exact
told him tliat such a method is illegal. As to

j

site, do not be influenced too much by the cxist-
our fees as arbitrators, it should be borne in

' ouce of any private roads (if yon see they can
miud they must not be large, or we may be liable he diverted), or of any ordinary trees

;
but put

* But if the arbitrator be of the legal professii
will not have such elTect, Is this fair ?— B. P

to an action to recover what may be considered
excessive charges. This is the law, although we
are unable to legally recover our fees as arbi.
trator, unless wo have, what we rarely have, an
express promise to pay, and then only from the
person so promising. One more hint. Directly
our awai'd is made, wo should send notice
thereof to each party, stating where the award
can bo obtained on payment of the fees, men-
tioning tho amount. Our award must of course
be made within the time to which we arc
limited.

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE OF
ARCHITECTS.*

(3.) IFoi-fcs.

I. Specifications. — The best possible will
describe every portion of the building, syste-
matically giving the fullest particulars (ecaiit-
lings of carpentry, sizes of doors, girth of inould-
iugs, sizes of stonework, &c. An exceedingly
general specification giving no minutim, if it

accompanies a good, careful, set of drawings, is

nob bad: it must describe the quality of all

materials precisely, allowing tho drawings to
explain the work in which they are to be used.
A mixture of these two kinds, vague in parts
and detailed in pai'ts (perhaps even within the
limits of the same trade), is a very imperfect

From lectures by Mr. Reger Smith. Sec p. 35, ante.

tho building where seems best to yourself,—and
to the landscape gardener if one i.s employed
with reference to the work. Combine shelter,

good access, fall of drainage, good water supply,
asjDect, and (if to be lived in) good prospect;
or get as many and as much of the moat im-
portant of these as yon can. Leave some per-
manent marks when you have fi.xed the angle of
the building. The trial-holes,—dug before the
contract-drawings were made in order to ascer-
tain as to the foundation,—may not have found
the weak places; insist, therefore, always on in-
specting the open trenches before building is

begun. If at all doubtful, do not fail to got
all the counsel that wide experience, and
also local knowledge, can give. Foundations
are not always improved by going deeper; e.g.,

Wren would have wasted a large part of bis
funds before he hadreacbed the floor level, if he
had not had the courage to build on pot-earth,
which had carried the old church, as detailed in
tho “ Parentalia” (at the north-east of the choir
the pot-earth was absent, aud the foundation con-
sequently carried down full 40 ft.). The trenches
should not be open long, or be allowed to fill

with water; and any earth softened into a
slush should always be removed before building.
In the course of execution, insist on condemned
materials being taken from the site, or they will

perhaps be liidden in the building
;
see, before

you leave the work, that any defect in the scaf-

folding, any carelessness that may lead to formid-
able accident, is well remedied; see masonry in
danger of injury cased. Supply the clerk of
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works or tlie foreman with printed forms of

returns; and get a statement sent you weekly

giving the state of the building, the works in

progress in each trade, the number of workmen
employed, and the state of the weather for each

day. A building of great importance should,

perhaps have a resident architect, who should

make most of the drawings, and look keenly

after the works, lien in large practice would do

well to introduce such a system,—putting

younger men into a temporary partnership, and
giving to them much of the responsibility and a

good share of the honour and the pay attached

to the work. See that the vouchers for day.

work are supplied as by contract, and checked

and agreed upon at the time. In case of repairs

to existing buildings, let the insurance company
know before anything is commenced (the builder

should be made to insure, so that all risks may
clearly fall on him). See specimens of important

parts or of things to be repeated, put in place

(“offered up” as trials) : if you are like other

people, you will find the time you spend on a

building in progress about the pleasantest you

pass.

V. Misfortunes {Dawjers to be escaped as /ar as

j^ossihle).— (1.) Damp.— Spend some time, in a

locality new to you, in ascertaining how mate-

rials have behaved. (2.) Decay.—Go to the

quarry if you can, and select the bed, after

careful inspection, and talk with the quarrymen ;

your selection will be made with full knowledge,

and you will recognise the characteristics of the

best stone as the work comes to the job. Be a

little forbearing, if need be, in the matter of

evenness of colour in bricks, so long as you get

other desirable qualities. (3.) Settlements.

—

Never neglect an instance of unequal weighting
pointed out to you, especially on a doubtful

foundation
;
take precautions at once to broaden

the area of support. Attack any crack when it

is noticed, and cure it radically,—unless you
can explain it satisfactorily to yoiirself; never

let it alone, knowing that it may get much worse,

but hopingthat it maynot. (4.) Delay.—Never
let this be o^wing to the architect. Give out

details before they are want ed
;
select anything

required at once on being asked about it
j see

how much remains to bo done, and urge on the

contractor, if necessary, by the use of your

power of withholding certificates. Frequently

the really effectual power of the architect is in

his control of the payments. (5.) Many extras.

—You will rarely avoid them altogether. Im-
provements will suggest themselves as works go

on
;

or the employer will have fresh require-

ments
;
or circumstances may change radically.

Generally, however, avoid serious variations

;

keep your alterations within the limit of the

contract (making a set-off equal to every addi-

tion). If possible, have the price for a real

extra settled before it is ordered.

VI. In case of serious Disaster.—Go to the

best friend you have, that can take useful counsel

with you
;
and look the worst possible result in

the face from the first.

TEE ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING OF
BUILDINGS, AND GAS.

It is a somewhat singular thing that, con-

sidering the importance of the subject and the

manifest interest of it, so very little, almost

nothing indeed, has been said on the artificial

lighting of buildings and rooms in an artistic

sense. If a room bo well lighted artificially,

—

for we propose to speak at present solely of
artificial lighting either by gas, oil, or candles, as

doing the work of sunlight or daylight,—

a

good deal of bad and indifferent architecture

and furniture is made up for or pardoned, but
if badly or vulgarly lighted, which is nowadays
almost always the case, the very best of archi-

tecture and decoration, and painting and furni-

ture, is artistically lost and even destroyed by
its bad lighting up. The subject is just now of

more than usual interest from the fact of the

“gas strike,” and from the singular spectacle of

a good part of London, both streets and shops,

presenting for a night or two the repetition of

what they must have exhibited in the days of

our great-grandmothers, before gas was thought
of, and long before it was deemed essential to

good lighting to abolish shadows. The subject

is a curious one and somewhat new, and a few
words about it may prove useful to some who
may not have thought much about it. Putting

aside, in the first place, the lime-light and the
electric light as exceptional phenomena, we may
well say that never before did there exist so

intense and sparkling a light as that of gaslight.

A street or a room completely lighted by gas
jets would have exhibited to our forefathers a
scene which would have almost transported them
to fairy land

;
and a theatre lighted up with gas,

leaving out the aluminium-wire light, would
hardly have been credited. And if our imme-
diate ancestors could but have been bewildered,

what would imaginative Shakspeare have thought
of such a scene with his own little Globe, or

Blackfriars, still in his mind’s eye ! But yet, if

in Shakspeare’s day buildings, as theatres, were
under-lighted, is it not all but certain that they
often are nowadays as much ovei'-lighted ?

In the first place, it is to be noted that all

cities, even at this advanced hour of the world’s

history, are not lighted artificially at all at night

;

indeed, as wo find ourselves in the older places

of the world, and in the regions of the almost
forgotten, wo find, as in not a few of the older

Oriental cities, that the moon and stars do all

the work of street lighting
;
and one of the

strangest things which the modem traveller has

to open his eyes to in them, is the palpable dark-

ness of those towns and cities at night whose
very names are to him as enchanted sounds. He
finds that if he needs light at night in the
absence of a bright moon, he must carry it with
him in a lantern, or by a flaring torch. But
wholly unlighted tovnis are soon to be of the

past, and where of the present, will doiabtless in

no short time be among the things that were,
and to be read of, but not seen. So wo may
dismiss them, and a good deal with them that

our modem light puts out. Imaginatively, it is

possible to have too much, even of light.

Passing, then, by a few things which need not
detain us in the darkness and total absence of

artificial light, we come to the dim oil-lamp way
of lighting a street, not wholly gone out of sight

;

for in places at some distance from gasworks it

is yet in use, and takes us into the last century
fairly. It was and is darkness visible, for the
odd-looking lamps, and little oil-flames in them,
did but little more than indicate their own
whereabouts, and light up a few feet of space
round them

;
yet they did good service in tlicir

own day, and fought a fierce battle against gas.

It had and has some advantages against gas,

for the flame and the light given out from an oil

Argand burner are far softer to the eye, and nearer
to the colour and effect of sunlight, than is a gas
flame, even when the gas is good and pure. It

is not pure white light like the electric light that
is needed for domestic purposes, but a softened

light, with yellow rays in it, like those coming
from the sun, that is the desideratum. It is

well to know, as it at first sight may be a little

doubtful, that there are some few London shops
in fashionable quarters lighted wholly by oil-

flames, and the effect is singularly pure and
soft, and does not distress the eye as continued
gas-flame does, and as gas is at present burnt.
Some of the rooms in the Carlton Club, it may
be mentioned, are lighted in this way, and may
be compared usefully with the gas-lighted rooms
in the same place. No one can fail to perceive
the difference, and the more softened effect of

the oil-flames.

It is impossible, even in these few thoughts ou
the subject of artificial lighting, to do less than
notice the truly modem, characteristic mode of

illuminating tho interiors of theatres. It is

really impossible to over-estimate the impetus,
artistically, that might be given to not a few
things,—as costume, and even painting,—by a
thorough reform in theatrical modes of doing
work. Wo might see in the theatre, as Goethe
has observed, what ought, artistically, to be found
in real and actual life. There is nothing more
humanising or more instructive than a tho-

roughly good play, well acted, and well put on
the stage. Wo see a little,— and but little,

,

unfortunately,—of this at times
; and one of the

improvements that might be, as we think, easy
of adoption would be in the mode of lighting the
interior of a play-house ;—both the house itself

and the stage as well. As things, for the most
part, are at present, the chances are a hundred
to one that we have, instead of the scene before
us, a gas-bumer, or, indeed, it may be, as
sometimes it is, any number we can count of

them. The interior of the audience part of the
house in some of our theatres is so over-lighted
as to positively hurt the eye. It is painful to
remain for any time in its glare. It seems a
perfect deluge of light, and to look on the scene
and actors before us is to look out of light into
darkness,— by contrast, that is; for the stage
and scenery, in reality, are as light as the house
itself,—sometimes lighter, as to hill the gas in

the house the electric light or magnesium-wire
light is called in to do that work which even gas
cannot accomplish. Surely, the secret, artistic-

ally, must be in a subdued light in the 7«>use,

with as few visible barriers as possible, and with
the light invisible as to source on the stage, and
that light so far under regulation as to imitate,

which it well might, the appearance of daylight
and sunlight, and thus to help the illusion, and
add to the magic of the scene. Next to well-

painted scenery, wo know of nothing which
would 80 well repay a little thought. Expense
it would positively save, for it would save gas.
What Shakspeare, with his few dull oil-lamps,
or candles, and little stage, and wonderful

of theatrical “properties,” would have
thought of one of our great theatres filled with
gas-lights all round and about, and everywhere,
who cau possibly imagine ! He himself certainly
could not, full of dreams as he was. Wo forbear
to do more than hint at one or two obvious
improvements, but can but ask those in authority
to tliink over it, for a world of good might be
done by a few well-considered alterations, by
putting the bright lights where they onght to

be, and putting them out where they ought not
to be.

We have instanced more particularly theatres
because the effect in them is the more marked,
and must strike every one who for a moment
gives the subject a thought, but the same
remarks apply, more or less, to nearly all public
interiors

; — gas-lighted cathedrals, churches,
chapels, with gas all round, above and below.
Why, the very genius of the sombre Roman-
esque church, to cite but one instance, must be
put out, and its very ghost laid, by the staring
glare of gas and by the handiwork of the modem
gasfitter. Who will try to initiate a hotter way
of things ?

But letting this pass, there is one other popu-
lar gaslighted place of “amusement,” which,
perhaps, more than all, needs improvement in
its lighting : we allude to tho concert-room, such
as Exeter Hall, St. James’s Hall, and others,
wherein the finer sort of music is performed.
The subject is not a little curious and scientific.

It is a well-known fact, that when one sense is

either gone or weakened, other senses are ren-
dered more acute : thus the blind man is com-
monly found to bo more open to the power of
sound and music than ho who can see ; and it is

quite certain that the effects of sound and music
are more powerful in darkness than in the full

glare of day. Humboldt notices this, and Goethe
considered it an ascertained fact. Any one can
test it by attentive notice of the effect of
classical or delicate music, in a dimlv-lighted
room, as contrasted with the same music in the
full glare of daylight or gaslight. The mind is

less distracted
; the sense of hearing is allowed

without interruption to do its work; the eye is

at rest, and comparatively unoccupied, and the
mind is thus ready to concentrate itself upon
the special work, while the ear takes in without
distraction or hindrance its own proper bar.
monies. It is wonderful how much of this may
bo and is lost, especially in the interpretation of
the finer music of sonatas and Beethoven
quartets, by this painful glare of over-lighting.
Wo go to hear and not to see, especially as to the
works of Beethoven, who, perhaps, alone of all

the great masters of musical sound, breathed out
his magnificent thoughts in pure sound, deaf
and unconscious to all external influences. Pure
musical thinking. Nothing surely should be
allowed to jar on the sense of hearing, or to dis-
tract it. There is one other effect of power-,
ful gaslight among many others that might be
cited, that not a few readers must have noticed
—we allude to the colour-killing effect which a
full supply of gas has upon pictures. We do
not here speak of its chemical effect as positively
destroying colours

; but to tho strange power it

has in taking the colour more or less out of a
picture, no matter whether tho painting be
magnificent in power of colour or not. No
painter, whatever his powers, can hope to stand
against it. When pictures are lighted with gas
it should be done with groat discretion.

The Ancient Church of Bradford-on-
Avon.—An appeal is being made for funds to
complete required works at this building. As
the coaductor of this journal was amongst the
first to make clear the fact that this church is a
pre-Norman structure, we naturally feel in-

terested in seeing its preservation, as a whole,
made certain.

*
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“ I KNOW A HAWK FROM A HANDSAW.”
Mr. J. a. PiCTON lias made a suggestion to

Notes and Queries, touching this much.disputed
quotation, which is probably more likely to

find favour with our readers than with the
general public. The commentators seem to be
agreed either that “ bandsaw ” is a misprint for
“ hemshaw ” or that the passage was a familiar

proverb already corrupted before it was adopted
by Sbakspeare. The passage first appears in

the 4to. of 1604, and the term “hand saw”
is in Roman lower-case in two words, which
the writer justly considers evidence against any
misprint. Again, if it had been a common
vulgarised expression, it would have been found
elsewhere.

Shakspeare’s illustrations are brought from
every ordinary occupation in life, and the
building trades have their fair representation.

The second part of “ King Henry VI. ,“ and the
“Midsummer Night’s Dream,’’ supply evidence
that Shakspeare was familiar with the builder
and his tools of every kind. “ A handsaw as a
builder’s tool would naturally fall into a pro-
verbial comparison with another builder’s tool,

and such we find in the haivk, used by the
operative plasterer. This is a thin board, about
18 in. or 2 ft. square, held in the left hand of the
workman, much in the same way as a painter’s
pallet, but by a handle or stele on the under
side. This holds the plaster of lime and hair
which is floated on the wall or ceiling by a
trowel in the right hand. The supply of material
is brought from time to time by an assistant,
called a liau'k-hoy. A proverbial expression,
drawn from a comparison of implements used
in the building trade, would be very natural. It
iS equivalent to saying, ‘ I am no fool, I under-
stand my own business. I know how to dis-
criminate between my owm affairs and those of
other people.”’ There is yet, however, an
alternative

;
for in the Midland counties, espe-

cially Oxfordshire, a hillhooh is called a hawk,
and this would certainly better compare with
“handsaw” than would the bird hawk.

THE ANCIENT DEFENCES OF
SOUTHAM PTON.

Sir,—

T

he inhabitants of Southampton should
feel grateful for the learned and generally
accurate account of their town walla with which
your correspondent, “ G. T. C.,” has favoured
them. He has, however, unavoidably fallen into
a few errors, which he will no doubt be pleased
to have corrected, and he may also be glad of a
little additional local information.

1. The Bar-gate was formerly the prison, and
the curious cross arches between the centre arch
and the side arches probably formed part of the
prison arrangements. Bridle-gate appeal’s to
hare had a similar cross arch.

2. There is no tradition on record of any
water-gate to the castle, and the shore at the
foot of the walls was flat and shallow, and,
except at the highest tides, inaccessible to
boats, so that any such gate would have been all

but useless. Nor can the water have been
deeper when the walls were built

;
in fact, it

was probably shallower, for before the present
road was made, the beach had been washed
away so as partially to expose the foundations
of the wall, and yet the water was very shallow.

3. The projection between the castle wall and
Bridle-gate is so weak and slight, and so much
out of the lino of wall, that it seems to be of
more modem construction,—perhaps built when
a piece of the town wall fell down.

4. The wall is double, and there are three
arches and traces of a fourth south of Blue
Anchor-lane postern.

5. The only mutilated part of the passage
through West-gate is the centre door-case.

6. The wall south of West-gate does not siqk,
but continues in a fairly perfect state for eighty
yards. At the south end are arches similar to
those near Blue Anchor-lane postern. The wall
beyond this fell about 1760. There are no
traces of a half-round tower in this length of
wall.

7. The south or water gate was pulled down
about 1803, not 1830—40.

8. The lower part of the old gaol or spur-
work appears to be Edwardian; the upper part
is a Perpendicular addition.

9. The York-buildings gate is altogether
modem. The town-wall was pulled down about
1750, in order tomake room for York-buildings. A

law-suit ensued, and the present gate was built

as a compromise in order to give access from a
house on one side to a garden on the other.

C. M.
We have submitted the foregoing to the

author of the article, and append his reply :

—

Sir,—I feel much obliged to your courteous
and well-informed coiTespondent, “C. M.,” for
his testimony to the general merits of my paper,
and especially for his correction of its errors. I

am an absolute stranger to the town, and em-
ployed but one afternoon, alone, but with an
Ordnance map, in conducting my examination.
The water-gate of the Castle I did not

observe, and took upon what seemed to be good
positive testimony. To me the broad, flat

pilaster .seemed never to have been pierced.

Nevertheless every castle connected with a town
had an independent entrance, and every castle

upon water had a water-gate, and at Southamp-
ton the two must have been one and the same.
Sometimes, as at Ledes, Tonbridge, and the
lower postern of Caerphilly, it was so arranged
that a boat could be floated in. Sometimes, as
at the upper postern of Caerphilly and at Por-
chester, the boat had to be dragged up.

The light and projecting wall ranging from
the south-western angle of the Castle to Bridle-
gate, crosses the embouchure of the castle ditch
upon the sea, and is no doubt in part modem.
Possibly it was made salient to enable mus-
qiieteers to flank the wall-gate and the curtains.
It may be that the water-gate of the Castle was at
the mouth of the ditch, into which boats could
be floated for a short distance. In that case
there would ho needed a line of stockade or
fence of timber across the shoal-water, as an
outwork to protect the approach to the wall from
the sea.

I surrender York Gate. I felt that a posteni
was out of place so near to a main gate, and yet
not a part of it. G. T. C.

NEW LIBRARY BUILDINGS NEAR THE
LONDON UNIVERSITY.

A BLOCK of buildings, now almost completed?
is in course of erection in Grafton - street East,
Gower-streot, within a short flistance of the
London University, and which is intended for a
library and an educational establishment in
connexion with a bequest made more than a
century ago, by a Presbyterian minister named
Williams, who bequeathed a largo sum of money
in trust for theological and academical purposes,
together with his library of books and manu-
scripts, which are of great value. For a
number of years past the building for the pur-
poses of the testator’s bequest was in Redcross-
street, in the City, but the site having been
absorbed by the Great Eastern Railway Com.
pany, who have had to pay compensation for the
same, the trustees purchased a quantity of
freehold land in Grafton-street East, and it is on
this land that the new building has been erected,
and will be ready for opening in the course of a
few weeks.
The structure, which has been erected from do-

signs by Mr. Chatfeild Clarke, is in the late Gothic
style of architecture, and built of white Suffolk
brick, with Bath stone dressings, red Mansfield
stone and Forest of Dean stone being freely
used in the exterior decorations. The Grafton-
street frontage, 80 ft. long and 70 ft. high,
consists of a basement, ground - floor, and a
lofty story above. The main entrance to the
building in the centre of the ground-floor is a
prominent feature in the elevation. On each side
of the entrance there are three windows, with an
equal numberof buttresses between them, carried
up the whole height of the elevation. The upper
story is 30 ft. in height, and contains seven
windows, 18 ft. in height to the crown of the
arch. The centre window is immediately over
the main entrance. The keys and springers to
the headings of the upper story windows are in
red Mansfield stone, whilst those to the ground,
floor windows are in Forest of Dean stone, and
all the windows are recessed. The cornice at
top of the bnilding is supported by red Mansfield
corbels with gauged arches

; and the centre of
the elevation, above the principal window in
the upper story, is surmounted by a gable,
enclosing an ornamental circular window, which
rises several feet above the rest of the frontage.
A residence for the librarian has been secured

immediately adjoining the building, and it is

ultimately intended to purcliase this property,
and erect a new librarian’s house on the site.

The basement of the building will contain the

kitchen and other domestic offices, together with
the heating apparatus, which is being supplied
by Mr. Phipson. This part of the interior will
also contain strong-rooms, which have been
mainly constructed for the safe deposit of some
valuable and unusually rare manuscripts forming
a portion of the library. The ground-floor win
in part be devoted to the educational purposes
of the building, whilst other apartments in this
portion will be used as committee-rooms, offices,

and for other business purposes. The upper
story, which may be regarded -as the principal
portion of the building, and which, as we have
already stated, is 30 ft. in height, and extends
the entire length of the frontage, will be alto-
gether devoted to the library. This apartment
will have a handsome panelled ceiling, with
large ribs springing from corbels, and wiU be
fitted with polished w.oinscot bookcases on each
side of the walls in bays. It will be lighted with
gas by sun-burners, which are arranged so as to
assist in the general ventilation of the building.
Narrow flues ai-e introduced between the smoke-
flues for the ventilation of the lower stories, and
provision has also been made for the admission
of pure air under the cills of the windows.
That portion of the work in connexion with the
lighting of the building and the ventilation is

being earned out by Messrs. Richardson, yiade,
& Co., of Brownlow-street, Holborn. Tlio cost
of the building is estimated at between 8,000Z.
and 9,0001.. and Messrs. Perry & Co., of Strat-
ford, are the contractors

;
Mr. March being clerk

of works.

REGENT’S PARK THEATRE.
A NEW theatre is being proceeded with, situate

in Park-street, Glouceater-gate, Regent’s Park.
The principal entrances are in Park-street, Glou-
cester-gate. Two properties have been purchased
for it, making a frontage of 30 ft. and 80 ft. deep.
The fa9ad0 will be three stories in height, in

the Italian style, with columns and foliated
caps, which will mark the entrances. The plan
includes two entrances, one for boxes, stalls, and
first circle, the other for pit

; above these are
two conservatories or saloons, with glass roof for
plants, 50 ft. by 15 ft.,—one for ladies, the other
for gentlemen.
The theatre proper is 101 ft. by 69 ft. in

width, and is arranged into three tiers. The
first tier is reached by a staircase, with sunlights
and chandeliers, with a broad double flight of
stone stairs outside the theatre at the end of
the entrances.

The conservatories are upon a level with the
first landing. There are three tiers of boxes on
either side of the proscenium, and eight at the
back of the first tier, which are raised from the
level of the balcony, 2 ft. G in., making in all

twenty boxes. On this tier there are balcony,
stall, and dress circle. The pit will accommo-
date 1,000; there are four rows of stalls. The
two front rows of the gallery tier will be pax.
titioned off for the amphitheatre.
The gas and water patent, as lately, and for

the first time, applied at Astley’s Theatre, is

adopted.
The decorations will be in carton pierre; the

ceiling will be arranged with sixteen star-lights
in a circle, and cut-glass baskets or chandeliers,
with ventilation above.
The gallery entrance is from Grove-street,

and upon this site are erected dressing-rooms,
and so forth.

The contractor is Mr. Edward Vaughan, Bir-
beck - road, Kingsland. The decorators are
Messrs. Pashley, Newton, Young, & Co., Red
Lion-squai-e. The upholsterera are Messrs.
Audas & Leggott, of Hull. The gasfitter is Mr.
L. D. Berry, Regent-street, ‘Westminster; and
the architect is Mr. J. T. Robinson.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AT BETHNAL
GREEN.

Sir,—I beg most respectfully to submit the
following for the favour of your consideration,

—

my apology for doing so being that it is a sani-
tary question of considerable importance, not
merely to the inhabitants here in particular, but
to the public generally. Dr. Sarvis, our medical
officer of health, states that there are 100 fish-

smoking houses in this parish. The largest of
these—which is, indeed, the largest in the East-
end of London,—is at the rear of Peel-grove, in
the midst of four blocks of houses, in the heart
of a densely-populated neighbourhood, and its
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bounilary-wall is not 37 ft. from some of our
dwelling-houses. In it are cured, according to the

report of our medical officer of lioalth, every

night, including Sundays, between 4-0,000 and
60,000 herrings. Foui'teen fii’es, made from
great logs, chiefly the roots of oak and horn-
beam, are burning therein at one time, the

dense fumes of which roll out in volumes, filling

our houses with noxious gases, even when our
windows and doors are shut. The louvre-boards

from which the effluvium escapes are at the same
elevation as our bedroom windows, and there is

no chimney-shaft to the factory to cany the

effluvium away from our abodes !

Dr. Sarvis warned the vestry “that the smoke
would cause imtation of the lungs.” Four other
physicians, the copy of whose certificates I

enclose with this, have certified the smoke-house
a nuisance, and greatly injurious to health.

Numbers of able chemists in this neighbourhood
have affirmed the same thing. The vestrymen
having been applied to repeatedly by the suffer-

ing inhabitants, have not only persistently

refused to abate or remove the pest, but have
always avowed themselves the defenders and
patrons of it. The reason is that self-interest is

far too strong for the poor parishioners to obtain

justice, for most of our vestry are related to each
other by man-iage. They consequently all hang
of a string, like one family, forming a gigantic
clique, able to crush any movement for the
public good that is against their own private
interests. In a word, they do just as they like,

without any real supervision or control over
them. Wo have also petitioned the Local
Government Board, but they declare themselves
powerless to do anything except to endorse the
decision of the vestry : therefore our health is

being wantonly destroyed without remedy, be-
cause this is too poor a neighbourhood for us to

be able to bear the legal expenses necessary to

Bupj)rcs8 the nuisance,—which was brought to

us, for we did not come to it, and our removing
from it would, in many cases, involve the break-
ing up of our homes and the ruin of our business,

with the chance of some other nuisance equally
pernicious being brought to us in whatever other
place we might remove to.

If this be vestry and Local Government Board
management, of what use is either of them to
us ? So far as our health is concerned, wo could
not be worse off under Turkish despotism.

B-. M. GWJi.VELL.

SANITARY MATTERS.
Conferences.—Lord Leigh, Sir C. II. Addorley,

and Mr. Henley, inspector of the Local Govern,
ment Board, were present at a conference of the
sanitary authorities of Warwick on Tuesday in

last week. There was a general agreement that
medical officers should not have private practice,
and it was decided to appoint an officer for each
of the two divisions of the county.
A meeting of delegates from fourteen sanitary

authorities of the county of Oxford, was held at
the Clarendon Hotel, Oxford, on December 14th,
to consider the best means of carrying out the
provisions of the Public Health Act. A series of
resolutions w’as adopted, the first of which was,

—

“That a <Iuly-quiilified person shall be appointed to act
as Central OlKcer of Health, over ajoiut area, coosisting
of several districts, for the term of three years : Banbury
Rural, Banbury Urban, Woodstock Rural, Chipping
Norton Rural, Chipping Norton Urban, Henley Rural,
Henley Urban, Bicester Rural, Bicester Market End
Urban, Thame Rural, Thame Urban, Witney Rural,
\Vitney Urban, and Wheatley Urban.”

The chairman said the following sanitary authori-
ties were in favour of it :—Banbury Rural, Wood-
stock Rural, Chipping Norton Rural, Chipping
Norton Urban, Henley Rural, Henley Urban,
Bicester Rural, Witney Rural, and Wheatley
Urban. •

York.—The York Rural Sanitary Board met in

the board-room of the York guardians in reference
to the appointment of a medical officer and his

salary; and of an inspector of nuisances, which
had appeared in the Builder. The appointment
of a medical officer was resolved upon, the
salary to be 2001.; that of an inspector was
postponed.

Typhoid Fever caused hy Oey'jn-poisonod Milk.

A virulent outbreak of typhoid fever in several

streets near the Leeds to^vnhall, a few weeks
ago, attracted the attention of the authorities.

The epidemic, very fatal in its character, pur-
sued a somewhat eccentric course. It attacked
families in some parts of fashionable squares,

and left others untouched. It raged in certain
middle-class houses in the same street, and
passed over others. Though it was found that
the drainage in some parts of the affected dis-

tricts was slightly defective, this did not satis-

factorily account for the attack. The authori-
ties next turned their attention to the food
supply of the infected houses, and they then
discovered that one milk-dealer living in Llie

centre of the town supplied the whole of the
infected houses, and it transpired that he re-

ceived his daily quantity from a farm near
Harewood. Thither the health officer of the
town at once proceeded, and found that some
six persons were there suffering from the fever.

The milk-cans were generally kept in the
kitchen, which closely adjoined the room where
the fever patients were lying, and one woman
attended both to the sick inmates and to the
dairy. The theory is that the germs of disease
in the air settled down in the milk-cans before
they were daily sent out with their stock. The
sanitary committee of the Leeds town council
at once stopped the sale of milk from tliis in-

fected quarter. To show the severity of the
epidemic it may be stated that some eighty
people have been thus attacked, and that twelve
died.

Typhoid Fever at Bimiinyham.—The alarming
prevalence of typhoid fever in the district of

Balsall Heath and Moseley, suburbs of Birming-
ham, has led to the holding of a public meeting
of the inhabitants of Moseley. It was stated, on
eminent medical authority, that there were
nearly fifty cases of fever in the four hundred
houses which are comprised in the district of
Moseley, and that there were at least thirty

cases in Balsall Heath, the district adjoining.
Fresh cases were occurring every day. The
sanitary precautions were characterised by a
leading local surgeon to be as defective as they
could bo. There was no drainage worthy of the
name, and the cesspools and waterclosets caused
incalculable mischief. A member of the local
sanitary authority was present, and defended
the course of action taken by that body. A re-

solution was adopted by a large majority, ap-
pointing a committee of residents to deal with
tlie matter, and directing that a memorial be
forwarded to the Secretary of State, praying for
a special conimissiou to inquire into the bad
drainage of Moseley. A guarantee fund was sub-
scribed, and a movement fairly set on foot to
deal with the evil.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
CarZisZe.—After an adjournment from the hall

to the committee-room, the Board proceeded to
consider the various plans which had been sent
in for the new schools proposed to be built. After
a very brief conversation, preference was given
to two sets of plans—those of Mr. D. Birkett, of
Carlisle, and those of Messrs. Scoles & Cory,
London. Canon Curry said he had inquh-ed and
found that the latter plans could be carried out
for 1,800Z. After considerable discussion, and
examination of the plans, Mr. Wrigley moved that
Mr. Birkett be the architect, the Boai-d having
previously decided not to pledge themselves to
any of the plans as they were presented. Another
conversation ensued, and at length it was decided,
on the motion of Mr. Crowder, seconded by Canon
Curry, to postpone the consideration of the plans
till next meeting.
Barnstaple.—Mr. Neill moved:—“That the

tender of Squire Holdsworth for the erection of
a school on the Barker-end site, amounting to
9,866Z., he accepted.” He observed that they had
two sets of tenders in respect to these schools.
In the first instance Messrs. Wilson’s was the
lowest, and Mr. Holdswortb’s next; but after
the plans had been revised, Mr. Holdsworth’s was
the lowest. They had dispensed with the tower
and several other matters which were considered
expensive bad been taken away. Carried with-
out opposition.

NEW NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

As promised with the view in our last number,
we publish this week a plau of the ground or
principal floor of the new Natural History
Museum about to be commenced at South
Kensington.

The level of this floor is several feet above
that of the surrounding streets, and as the
latter are several feet above the general level of

the museum site, a basement story entirely
above ground has been arranged, containing
towards the front several useful suites of curator’s
rooms and workshops, and towards the back,
store-rooms, kitchens, &c.
The principal floor is approached by a curved

incline for carriages, entered by two gateways in
Crorawell-road, and by a broad central flight of
steps for visitors on foot.

Passing through tho great archway of the en-
trance, 40 ft. wide, we reach a hall, 170 ft. long
by 97 ft. wide, consisting of what may be called
a nave, 57 ft. wide, and recesses on either side,

devoted to exhibition wall-cases.

The main staircase from the principal to the
first floor, consisting of flights of steps 20 ft.

wide, is placed at the northern end of the hall.

The staircase leading from the first floor to the
galleries above, spans the southern end of tho
hall, on an elliptical arch.

The liall will not only give ready access to
the various portions of tho Museum, but will

itself afford, in the recesses on either side, large
accommodation for exhibition purposes. It is

intended that this part of tho building shall be
devoted to an index or typical museum, contain-
ing specimens of a more popular character, and,
together with the Museum of British Natural
History at its northern extremity, bo b'ghted by
gas and thrown open to the public during the
evenings. For this purpose the doorways leading
from the hall, or Index Museum, to the eastern
and western portions of the building, will be
fitted with fireproof doors.

To the right aud left of the Index Museum,
facing the south, on the principal floor, are two
side-lighted galleries, each 278 ft. in length by
50 ft. in width, terminating in the pavilions at
either end of the main front. The cases in
these galleries will be placed between the win-
dows, and extend from the side-walls to the
coupled columns (cast ix’on, cased in terra-cotta)
supporting the floor above, the space between
tho two rows of columns being devoted to
passage-way.

There will bo three stories of these side-lighted
galleries, those on the principal and first floors

being precisely similar in arrangement, and •

those on the second floor being partly lighted by
the dormer-\%'indow3 and partly by roof-lights.

Behind the two south galleries on the princi-
pal floor the plan shows, on the west side, three
large galleries, 39 ft. in width by 160 ft. in
length, for immediate erection, lighted by con.
tinuous roof lights at the junction of the roofs
with the walls. Between these top -lighted
galleries are galleries reserved for the study and
preservation of duplicate specimens. The cases
for the exhibited specimens will be placed be-
tween the piers, and separate the public galleries
from those devoted to students. They will form
a continuous line towards the former, and where
they are required of extra depth for the larger
specimens, they will project on the students’
aide.

The reserve galleries communicate by trap,
doors, with the storerooms below. The work-
shops and studies in the basement may also be
reached by a staircase across a private corridor,
from the reserve galleries.

A slightly different arrangement of top-
lighted galleries on the eastern side has been
adopted in order to meet tho views of those who
are likely to have the custody of the collection
there.

Generally speaking, it is intended that the
zoological collections shall be placed on the
western side of the building, and the geological
and mineralogical collections on the eastern.
As the Museum progresses we may have other

opportunities of publishing further descriptions
of its construction and arrangement. Mr. Water-
house, from whose designs, as our readers know,
the building is about to be erected, has given
much thought and consideration, in conjunction
with the officials, to ensure the efficiency of the
general arrangements.

Monumental Sculpture.—The execution of
the memorial cross intended to be placed over
the tomb of the late Sir H. F. Lambert, hart., in
the Malvern Cemetery, has been entrusted to
Mr. W. Forsyth, sculptor. Tlie monument has
been designed by Mr.Preedy, architect, London.
The cross itself \rill stand 15 ft. high, upon two
massive granite steps. The base, cross, and
shaft will be of white Sicilian marble, with inlays
of serpentine in the centre of the cross, and the

I sacred monogram.
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THE NEW GOVEENMENT BUILDING,
CHICAGO, U.S.

TnK rapidity with which Chicago has been
roconstracted has astoniahed all beholders. About
1,500 buildiogs, public and private, have been
erected since the lire, many of them of great size
and cost. Amongst those now going on is the
structure of which we give a view. It will
occupy tho square bounded on the north aud
south by Adams and Jackson Streets, and on
the cast and west by Dearborn and Clark Streets,
known as the Bigelow Block. The plan of the
building measures 312 ft. 6 in. by 210 ft. 6 in.,

and is placed in the centre of the square. To
avoid monotony, the plan is boldly treated with
projections, and in tho elevations there are im-
portant central features on each faijade carried
above the main cornice as towers, each sur-
mounted with a domical roof and belfry.shaped
termination in atone. The stylo adopted is a sort
of Eomanesque, treated very freely, not to say
disguised. The comers are heavily rusticated,
and the wall surface is relieved by piers, with
carved capitals. Tho first story is treated with
the segmental arch. A bold transom, carried
throughout continuously, adds to the solidity of
this story, and prevents any appearance of
attenuation, which tho piers otherwise would
have. The post-office requirements for light are .

such as to make it a difficult problem to solve, in
giving up all wall space for glass, not to destroy
the architectural effect by an unpleasant feeling
of the slightness of support for the super-
structure.

On each of the shorter sides is a capacious
porch

;
on tho long sides are entrances to the

various departments. The second story (or
“first floor”) has an ornamented pedestal course,
through which will be admitted air for ventila-

windows have semicircular heads,
with pointed Italian arch mouldings above. The
various stories aro well defined by broad belt
courses, simply decorated. The main comice
carries a balustrade at its outer edge, and its
great projections are sustained by brackets. The
part above the main comice is treated in an
original manner, whereby a good story is ob-
tained. Tbo details are well studied.
The first story and basement aro for the post-

office business entirely. The second story will
be used by the sub-treasury and the customs

jand the third story will be devoted to the Law
Courts.

Tlie general plan of tho building comprises an
interior court, 83 ft. by 198 ft., open to the
ceiling of the first story, which will be a glass
skylight, lighting tho working part of the post-
office. In the upper stories a continuous corridor
makes the circuit of this court, and all the rooms
are lighted from the outside walla of the build-
ing. The vaults will bo carried through each
story in solid masonry from the foundation. At
each end of the building mil be two passenger
Iffts, besides a fine airy staircase. The ventila-
tion of every part is well cared for.

^

This structure will bo erected under the super-
vision of Jlr. James C. Eaukin, architect (who
resigns the position of Assistant Supervising
Architect of the Treasury Department for that
purpose), from the designs of Mr. A. B. Mullet
supervising architect of the U.S. Treasury, at
Washington.

is out of the solid brickwork, and none of this
work appears to have been cast. The front con-
tains, m addition, four windows, with carved
brick architraves and label-lieada

: the other
features are the usual ones found in houses of
this period. The plan of the house is n shaped.
All the rooms aro panelled.
A view of the fi'ont aud a carefuUy.measured

drawing of a specimen of the carved, moulded,
and rubbed brickwork, by Messrs. Penatone &
Batterbury, were published in the fifth volume
of tho Architectural Association’s sketch-book.

It is a great pity that so good a specimen of a
house of the period should be destroyed. It is
said to have been inhabited by one of the Earls
of Essex. Enfield has many old and curious
bouses

; but this one is its most perfect and
best example. A correspondent suggests that the
authorities at the South Kensington Museum
might preserve the central portion, and asks the
London and Middlesex Archmological Society
to see what they can do towards saving it

:

otherwise the house is doomed to be destroyed
in a few days by Messrs. Patman, builders, of
Enfield.

NEW CATTLE-MAEKET AND PUBLIC
WOEKS POE DUNDEE.

A NEW cattle-market and abattoirs, on a lariTe
and comprehensive scale, arc proposed to bo con.
stmeted at Dundee. It appears that Mr.
Markison, the town surveyor of Dundee, has
recently visited London, Deptford, Liverpool,
Manchester, and Paris, and personally examined
the markets and abattoirs recently erected in
these several places. The result of these visits
aud inspections is that he has just submitted
plans to tho corporation for the erection of a
new market of this character in Dundee. The
extent aud magnitude of the proposed market
may bo conceived when it is stated that, ex-
clusive of the boundaiy streets, the site of the
proposed market embraces nearly nine acres,
and the total estimated cost of the works'
including market, hotel, stables, offices, and
market erections of various sorts, lairs, and
lines of railway, is nearly SO.OOOh In addition
to this new market, extensive new waterworks
are also about to be constructed, at an outlay of
more than 30,000Z.

; and beyond these under,
takmgs, both of which are proposed to be can-ied
out by the local municipal authorities, a scheme
has been put forward for tho construction of a
high-level railway around the town, with a view
of reducing the heavy cartage from the railways
and docks, and facilitating the traffic of the
mills, manufactories, and engineering establish,
ments. It is further stated that the project has
the warm support of both the Caledonian and
North British Railway Companies, who are pre-
pared to subscribe towards the undertaking.

pointed arches, having also carved caps. In the
centre of each panel is a raised field, with carved
emblems {e.g., wheat, vine, passion-flowers, &c.),
and bearing appropriate inscriptions. The tym-
panum of each gable is a diapered surface, of
Styperson stone, in the centre of which is a
circular panel of Caen stone, enriched ^vith
various coloured marbles. Crocheted pinnacles
separate tiie gables (which are also crocheted),
and all terminate iu carved finials. The whole
IS the gift of a lady, in memory of two friends
of tho late Canon Stowell. The builders were
Messrs. Ellis & Hinchliffe, of Manchester

AN OLD BRICK HOUSE IN ENFIELD,
MIDDLESEX.

The Great Eastern Railway Company, having
built a new station at their terminus at Enfield,
are about to pull down an extremely interestiu"
house, of the Queen Anne period, which hal
hitherto served the purposes of a station. The
front of the house has good specimens of carved
and moulded brickwork. The central portion of
the front is, perhaps, one of the finest pieces of
English brickwork iu existence. It consists of
an elaborate entablature, with a segmental pedi-
ment, and four pilasters, which divide the front
into three spaces, the central space, which con-
tains a large window, being twice as wide as the
lateral ones, each of which contains a niche,
semicircular on plan, with a semi-circular head’
filled in with a well-carved cherub’s head.
Above the niche is a panel containing swags
of fruit and flowers, well carved out of brick-
work. The entablature is very elaborately
moulded aud carved, the cornice having deli-
cately-moulded dentils. Each pilaster has a
cai-ved composite capital. The bricks of which
tliis portion of the front is formed are small and a centre-niece Tho imnel oHa-ff-o j
the jomts almost imperceptible. All the carving I granite, reUeving thewwl Cat supporting

WORKS AT SALFORD.
Stoivell Memorial Church Schools. — These

schools were formally opened on the 2nd inst.
They form the concluding part of tho scheme,’
designed as a memorial of the late Canon Stowell.
They are situated near Regent-road, and are
bounded on all sides by streets. The site con-
t^is 2,420 square yards, of which about two-
thirds are devoted to playgrounds. There are
two scbool-rooms, one being 60 ft. by 30 ft., and
the other 59 ft. by 20 ft. In connexion with
the latter, is a class-room, 18 ft. by 20 ft. Tho
roofs are of high pitch, and open to the collar,
beams. A care-taker’s house is also provided.
The building is of a plain but substantial oha-
racter, faced with white headers, and having
stone and stock brick dressings. They have been
erected in accordance with the requirements of
the Education Department. Accommodation is
provided for about 400 children, who will be
taught in mixed classes. The total cost, exclu-
sive of the site (which has been given), is about
2,290Z. The builder is Mr. Geo. Napier, Hulme •

and the architect is Mr. John Lowe, of Man’
Chester.

Stoioell Memorial Church.—

A

reredos, from
the designs of Mr. John Lowe, has recently been
erected in this church. It is of varied stone,
ennehed with marble, and extends the whole
width of the chancel. The lower portion is of
Darley Dale stone, and the upper of Caen. This
upper portion consists of five gableted panels,
the tliree central being so combined as to form

centre-piece. The panel-shafts are of red

PUBLIC WORKS IN WASHINGTON.
A FLOWING account of tho great changes

. the streets of Washington made under the
Board of Public Works is given in the Neio York
Times. The great width of the roads was found
a difficulty :

—

“ The plan of Washington, as laid out by its foniiderscontemplated a city with millions of inhabitants There
IS more area in the streets and alleys of the city than there« devoted to the uses of public and private buildings InPans the ratio of street area to tV area of the city is

1? ® ; 'Q Vienna, 35-8,• in Boston, 26-7- in
Philadelphia, 29-8; in New York, 35'3; in Washington
o-i 0 . The report says “ ’

‘ How to improve these very wide thoroughfares in-terepprsed with numerous reservations and public sauares
'’“'“-“Pt'PStte people, the proelio.l qJe,lionwhich had first to be solved. The most feasible ifian sug-gested was so to narrow the carriage-ways as to rendertneusoof improved pavements practicable. This would

place the surplus width inside the footwalks, where itcould be parked and otherwise beautified atalightexpense
to the public, and in many instances at the expense of thoproperty bordering upon it, the owners of which, for thoprivilege of the use of the ground, would gladly beautUy

unsightly waste has been made a beautiful feature in tho
avenues. Tho cost has thus

^ largely reduced, while the capacity of tho

abri7ge7'
'"tercourse has not been in the least

It is stated that the Board of Public Works have
succeeded in getting work done for 50 per cent
less than the same ivork is done for in the cities'
of New York and Brooklyn. The identical pave-
ments which have cost New York 5 dollars per
square yard ai-e being laid here for 3 dollars and
3 dollars oO cents. This result has been achieved
by a determination on the part of the Board, at
the outset, that it would be better to establish
a scale of prices at which work should be done
and to award contracts at these uniform prices
to responsible persons. The plan is said to have
worked exceedingly well.

“BRICKWORK AND MASONRY IN
IRELAND.”

SiE,—From the speech of Mr. Owen, the presi-
dent of the Architects’ Institute of Dublin, quoted
by you, any person would be inclined to think that
the Irish granite was an utter faUure. Such
statement, made by the president, is certainly
not very patriotic, to say the least of it, and
shows how little Irishmen are acquainted with the
produce of their own beautiful country. I shall
attempt to do that “justice to Ireland” which
it would appear is not obtainable by “home
rule,” if such can bo applied to the statement
made in Dubb'n.

No country can produce a better granite, not
only useful but ornamental, than Ireland

; the
beautiful Aberdeen granite cannot even compare
witli the splendid granite produced at the model
temperance towu of Bessbrook. Here is a
granite unsurpassed for quality and beauty

-

only see the monuments erected by Parmer &
Brindley, of tho Westminster Brid"e-road
Again, see the works of Burke & Co., of Re-^ent-
street

; also of M. W. Johnson, Sanders, & Co.,
and Maile, the monumental masons, of the
Euston-road, and compare with the statement
made in Dublin. I positively assert that a more
useful, more durable, and at the same time orna-
mental granite than that of Bessbrook has not
yet been found. I have had the pleasure of
visiting this^ temperance town, and can most
truly state it to be a model towu. It really
appears as one large happy family, and the
secret of it all appears to be that the whole
management is under the control of the Bess-
brook Spinning Company, a company composed
of gentlemen whose main object appears to be
the welfare of the population. The granite
quarries were opened by them, and are worked
with the object of providing employment for the
male population of the town, and, so far as
quality of granite is conoemed, they have
it unsurpassed. At very great cost they
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have erected machinery to facilitate the

working (but whether or not such will be

found advantageous to a granite quarry remains

to be seen) ; they have applied water-power for

polishing the granite, and have produced some

of the finest possible specimens of polished

granite monuments, and likewise building mate-

rials, to the satisfaction of the most eminent

London architects. Therefore, am I not justified

in requesting you to allow such facta to be made

public through your most useful paper,
^

after the

sweeping condemnation of Irish granite which

has appeared ? and more especially when I state

that I do not write as a novice in such matters,

having had an experience of over thirty-five

years in granite. Englishman.

Wo have received several other communi-

cations on the same subject, including a copy of

a letter addressed to the president ofthe Institute

of Architects of Ireland. The writer of the

latter says, in the course of it,
—“Tho Bessbrook

granite combines beauty and durability in so

higli a degree that the astute Scotchmen them-

selves already recognise the fact, and apply to

us for blocks to be wrought, polished, and sent

forth into the mai'ket as Aberdeen granite. In

some cases we supplied these blocks, but have

now ceased to do so, knowing no reason why
Scotland should win fresh laurels at tho expense

of Irish reputation.” Mr. Owen has since

written to say that his thoughts were fixed solely

on Dublin, and that ho did not wish his words

to extend to a wider district.

THE FOREIGN COAL AND IRON
TRADES.

The French iron trade continues quiet, but

there is a general impression that it will shortly

bedome more active. Orders have declined in

importance. MM. Blondcaux & Co. have ob-

tained a contract for 3,000 tons of rail for the

Northern of Spain Railway, at 12Z. per ton,

delivered at Antwerp. The exports of iron from

France in the first ten months of last year are

returned at 216,000 tons, as compared with

187,000 tons in the corresponding period of 1869.

The Belgian iron trade has exhibited rather more

firmness. In the Belgian coal trade, notwith-

standing some tempoi’ary traffic difficulties,

prices remain firm, orders being abundant. The

exports of coal from Belgium in September have

been just officially returned at 440,877 tons, or

23,217 tons more than during September, 1871,

and 296,881 tons more than during September,

1870. It appears that 401,450 tons were ex-

ported from Belgium to France. Coal maintains

its price firmly in France.

An important discovery, according to the

correspondent of the Swiss Times at IVIilan, has

been made within tho past month by Signor

Ferrero, an amateur chemist, who for many
years has made a special study of combustibles.

He has succeeded in the invention of a substi-

tut© for coal, the quality of which renders it

most serviceable for machine and locomotive

consumption and tho extraction of gas, the refuse

being economised into a sort of coke for kiteben

use. The process is exceedingly simple, and

makes use of a raw material extremely abun-

dant in Italy, v^hose combustible, gaseous quali-

ties were unknown or unapplied until this

invention. The cost of this new fuel will not

exceed two lire per hundredweight.

A MODEL HOTEL ABROAD.

As your paper lias been for years, and is still,

the medium of numerous sanitary discussions, I

thought perhaps the following might be a little

interesting, as showing how these matters are

conducted on some parts of the Continent.

I speak of a large and well-situated building,

overlooking one of the finest valleys in Europe,

the resort of numerous English and American

travellers, and holding a primary position in the

guide-books referring to the town in which it

exists.

The building in question entirely surrounds a

court-yard, and is annexed to some other build-

ings of the same height and width ;
the court

(some 50 ft. square) is entirely and completely

covered over with glass, without one particle of

ventilation or opening of any description, and is,

in fact, to all purposes hermetically sealed. The

kitchen and four stories above being next to the

adjoining building, have no other frontage ex-

cept into this covered court, the door and win-

dows opening into the same ! Corridors surround

tho yard, leading to the different rooms, also

having no other opening save this : untrapped

drains are below
;
and yet there is not one breath

of ventilation.

A large staircase ascends to the different

rooms in one comer of the court, and has no

other opening of any description, save into the

corridors. Dark and gloomy is this staircase, and

the stenches from below are horrible and offen-

sive : the disgusting gases from tho drains rise

up here, and hang in the corridors above, having

no outlet whatever to dissipate them. To open

the windows is only to let other stenches in,

wljich have accumulated from the cesspools

below, and which hang in one vast body under

the roof, and yet there is not one breath to carry

this away.
In times of much rain, the horrible gases are

driven up the drain into the corridors above, and

are diffused throughout the house. Nor is this

all, for tho smells from the kitchen having no

outlet whatever except into the court, rise up

under the roof, mix with the smell from the

drains, and assist to make tho whole doubly

more sickening.

I simply send this to tho sanitary world as a

curiosity, and without one letter of exaggeration.

The covering over of the court, without venti-

lation, I have also noticed in Vienna and some

parts of Italy, in new and public buildings.

Travelling as an architectural student, the

more I see of these matters the more sure do I

feel that they are too often overlooked by us.

Architectural lectures do we attend, relating to

the different styles, perspective, projection of

shadows, or even carpentiy and mechanical

drawing
;

but little do we hear or know of

sanitai-y matters.

Any meetings connected with architectural

students relating to these matters I should most

gladly avail myself of on my return to England,

and would readily give notes of any incidents

concerning the same coming under my notice

between now and then,—not as suggestions for

future improvement, but as examples of wbat to

avoid. Albert N. Bromley.

Venice,

EXPLORATIONS AT THE SUPPOSED
SITE OF TROY.

Dr. Henry Scbliemann has sent to the New
York Herald a paper in which he gives the results

of his labours and researches on the site of Troy,

where he has been at work for several years. At
only one metre below the surface, he says, I came
upon a relic of Greek art, a fine sculptured

marble of the time of Lysimachus, representing

Pheebus Apollo in female attire with the disc of

the sun on his head, and supported on four horses

of beautiful workmanship. I also found there a

long Greek inscription, which I shall publish, and

which refers to the Emperor Antoninus Pius, who
is therein called Titus .^lius Hadrianus Anto-’

ninus. At this part of the mount the accumula-

tion of rubbish is very great. I camo upon a

wall built of huge stones, joined with clay.

' Whether this wall served as the substructure of

some Trojan temple, or whether it was the wall

of circumvallation which Homer (“Iliad,” vii.)

attributes to Neptune and Apollo, I am unable

to say. Below and above this wall I find masses

of that splendid black pottery which resembles

somuch the Etruscan terra-cottas. My thoughts

are now absorbed in another important object.

In digging the great trench simultaneously from

north and south across the mount, I came,

July 19, upon a colossal structure of solid

masonry, 12 metres or 40 ft. in thickness, and of

a perpendicular height of 6 mitres (20 ft.), built

on the primitive rock. Its structure is similar

to that of the wall found beneath the site of the

temple, except that the stones are smaller. I

find by measure that the part I have laid bare is

but 37 or 38 metres from the western descent

from the Acropolis to tho plain, and it is, there-

fore, not unlikely that the structure was a tower

in the wall, and it may have been the ^eat tower

of Ilium (“Iliad,” vi., 386), to which Andro-

mache went up to scan tlie plain in search of

Hector. . . . On the primitive soil I found a

Trojan lamp. I also found on the virgin soil a small

domestic burial-place, formed by three stones,

and containing two urns with human ashes. In

the Trojan ruins proper I found weights of

granite, hammers and axes of diorite, and small,

beautifully-polished implements in the form of

wedges of a splendid transparent green stone,

besides small black terra-cotta discs, &c. Until

last week the only Trojan symbol I had found in

all my explorations was the snn. But last week
I found a large number of symbols which enable

me to say with certainty that the Trojans were
Arians. The cross, and that cognate symbol
which may be described as a cross with a crotchet

at the end of each limb at right angles with the

limb, are the symbols of those two pieces of wood
which our Ai-ian forefathers used, together with

the “pramatha” (from which the Greek Prome-
tbeus), for kindling tho holy fire (agni). The
crotebeted cross symbol was found on utensils

discovered on the banks of the Oder, and is a
symbol of great importance in religious history.

SIR ARTHUR HELPS ON ART.

The distribution of prizes to the successful

students at the Portsmouth School of Science

and Art took place in the Green.row Rooms,
Portsmouth, on Monday evening in last week, in

the presence of a crowded audience. Ex-mayor
Aid. S. Baker presided, supported by Sir Arthur
Helps, Mr. Stone, M.P., and members of the

committee. After a preliminary statement by
the Vicar of Portsmouth, chairman of com-
mittee, showing that the students had been very

successful,

—

Sir Arthur Helps addressed the meeting. He
referred to the great enjoyment following school

studies. It was a celebrated saying of Charles V.

,

that ‘‘ He who knows two languages is twice a

man,” and similarly he would say he who knew
any other art besides his bread-getting one was
twice a man. Speaking of the intellectual

advantages the students gained, the first that

struck him was the increased power of observa-

tiou. He had once made the rather venturesome

observation—to which he adhered,—that no one

had really grasped and mastered a thing unless

he had had to depict and describe it. Then
there was the advantage of accuracy,—a sort of

plebeian virtue. No ! it was not common
enough in the world. Would that it were com-
mon enough to be called plebeian ! He believed

that all the intentional lying in the world—of

which there was a good quantity, perhaps,—did

not do one quarter of the mischief that inaccu-

racy did. If a superior being were to come to

him and ask him whether he would rid the

world of inaccuracy or lying, he would say,

“Let us get rid of inaccuracy,”—the misrepre-

sentations, misunderstandings, misquotations,

and all those things which led to the most
tremendous quarrels between man and man, and
nation and nation. There was not any method
by which they could conquer this inaccoracy

better than by the studies they were pursuing.

Another intellectual advantage resulting from
these studies was, that they gained power of

expression. He believed tliat very low down in

the world very great thoughts existed, but lacked

expression. The students were also gaining

power of representation in depicting nature.

Replying to the arguments of those who asked

how it was that the decadence of a State had
generally begun when art was at its best, be
maintained that the assertion implied was a total

delusion. There was an enormous distinction

between luxury and art. Nations had fallen, it

might be, thx'ough luxury, but not through art.

ACCIDENTS.

Fall of a Floor in Sheffield .—The floor of a

shop in Pondhill has fallen in. Between tho

shop and the next house there is a passage from
the street, by which the back of the houses is

approached. For some days before workmen
had been engaged digging up the passage for

the purpose of laying a drain-pipe, and a depth

of about 5 ft. was reached. At this depth, the

foundations of the bouses on either side were
exposed, and it is believed that this was the

cause of the accident, for the foundation of the

shop suddenly bulged out. This caused a por-

tion of the outer wall to come down, and with it

fell the i-oof of the cellar and the floor of the

shop above. A girl was injured, and a labourer

received a rather severe scalp wound. At the

time of the accident, the required deptli had
been reached, and a portion of the drain-pipes

were laid.

Fall of a Floor in Cornwall .—Daring a tea-

meeting, which was held at Charlestown, Corn-

wall, on New Year’s night, half of the floor of

the large volunteer drili-hall, in which the com-
pany were assembled, gave way suddenly. Sixty

persons fell into the cellar below, a distance c>f
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IG ft. Fortunately the cellar was used for
storing china clay. The audience who had
escaped the accident were unable to descend the
staircase, as it was that end of the building that
had fallen, and they were in momentary expec-
tation that the remainder of the floor would give
way. The vicar was the first to make his way
out of the cellar, when he immediately, with the
assistance of others, secured planks, and placed
them across the aperture in the floor. The
persons in the cellar were then pulled out. The
injuries sustained were broken bones and severe
contusions. The remainder of the audience had
to get down by ladders and planks.

Fatal Accident at the Alemndra Falace.—Hr.
Kicliards has held an inquiry at the Nag's Head,
Tottenham, respecting tho death of George
liines, aged forty.two years. It appeared fi’om
the evidence that the deceased was foreman of a
number of men engaged in the building of a
theatre at the Alexandra Palace. On Saturday
before last he was hoisted a distance of 95 ft. to
fi.x some poles in the roof of tho theatre, when
in commencing his descent he missed his footing,
and fell to the ground. He expired in about
seven minutes. The jury rotiirned a verdict of
accidental death.

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
L.\.st week a deputation from the vestry of

the Precinct of tho Savoy waited upon the
Metropolitan Board of Works iu order to pre-
sent a memorial upon tho subject of an
approach from the Strand through the Precinct
to the Victoi-ia Embankment. Tho memorial set
forth that tho only means of communication
between Villiors and Surry streets, a distance of

710yards,was by means of tho steps at Waterloo
Bridge, only practicable for pedestriaus. The
want of a thoroughfare for carriages was prodit-
cing serious injury to commerce, property, and
public convenience, and the present limited use
of tho Embankment between Westminster and
Blackfriara was in a great measure to be attri-

bated to the few approaches to the Strand
from tlie Embankment. The deputation pro-
posed the construction of a road GO ft. wide
through the Savoy, appropriating a very small
portion of tlie Tliames Embankment Gardens,
and using some vacant property of this Board.
Mr. White having e.xpressod the views of tlic

deputation, Mr. Newton asked Mr. White if he
had not been to the Board before opposing any
road through the Savoy, and whether in conse-
quence of the opposition tho Board had not
abandoned tho viaduct. Mr. White said that
was so, but the road was different altogether
to tlio plan now proposed, which woidd cost
100,0001. instead of 300,0001., and lead down to
the Euibaukment by an incline of one in twenty.
On the motion of Mr. Phillips the matter w
referred to the Works Committee.

first founder was a perpetual protest. At- the
close of his address, the Dean said he thought
he had said enough to show that they need not
give way to the popular belief that tlie age for
individuals and institutions had passed.

In the course of the evening a report was
read by the secretary, which contained the
following passages :

—

“ 6,111- members have joined the college to this date
and at least double that number have passed through the
adult school. Iu the college 573 members attended
classes during the past year. There was an increase in
the average uuiuber of men attending the higher sections
111 all divisions, with a decrease in tho number of men
attending tho elementary sections, especially so in
English and French There is still a sum of
about 220L due for repairs on account of (he new build-
ing, &c., and at the close of the year there was a balance
against the college of -101 The experience of
the college makes it reasonable to expect that, when it is
freed from its temporary incumbrances, it will easily
support itself without any extraneous aid.'"

CLEANING FLAGSTONES.
In reply to “G. W it will be necessary to

take up the flags and relay them, after cleaning,
on dry ballast, free from mould, and a super,
stratum of chalk or old clean dry mortar.

_

To clean the stones, limo-wbite thetn both
sides with hot new-made lime-wash, and brush
it off when dry

j
and repeat the process if neces-

sary. Tins process is also applicable to any
old building material that cannot otherwise bo
cleaned

;
for old brickwork or stonework of any

kind; and also for dirty old wood floors. These
latter only want one thin coat, and should be
scrubbed as soon as the lime is dry. In this
case the litue docs good in every way. Where
necessary it removes contagion, kills vermin,
purifies tho atmosphere, and cleans and preserves
the wood. Waltei: Scargill

DEPRIVATION OP PROSPECT.
Jtolimon V. Grace .—In this cn.se, before A'iee-Chancellor

Wickens (Dec. IS), plaiiitilF, in the spring of 1852, eoii-
traeteil to purchaae from ihc defendant land near Dcr-
wontwatcr, from which there was a huo view north and
east. Plaintiff then built a bouse, tho defendant having
known, at the date of the contract, that this was his object
in buying Ihe laud; and in 1851 tho land and Aoase were
conveyed to the plaintiff. The defendant shortly after-
wards obstructed the view from tho plaintiff's windows
looking north and east, with the intention of preventing
his acquiring auy righls under the Prescription Act.
llajntiU tiled his bill to restrain such obstruction.
^'ico-Chancellor Wickens, without hearing a renlv

granted the relief prayed.

W'ORKING MEN'S COLLEGE.
The inaugural address at the commencement

of the winter session of this college, in Great
Ormond-streel, has been delivered by the Doan
of Westminster. There was a large attendance
of students and visitors.

Mr. Thomas Hughes, M.P., in tlie absence of
the Vice-Principal (the Rev. J. S. Brewer), took
tho chair, and referred to the great loss wliich
the college had sustained by the death of its

founder, the Rev. P. D. Mam-ice.
Dean Stanley, who was warmly greeted, said

there was a very widely-spread complaint or
murmur, ho could hard call it a belief, that the
age for individual influence had passed away,
and that the world was henceforth to bo guided
by general movement—by the action of masses,
forces, or parties of men. Against that com-

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL - ENGINEERS’
SOCIETY.

O.v Saturday last, the members of this Society again
visited the extension works ofthe Great Eastern Railway,
between Broad-street and the low-level station at Shore-
ditch.

The members assembled at Broad-street Station, North
London Railway, at two o’clock, and were conducted over
the new works by Ike represeutative of Messrs. Lucas,
Brothers, the contractors.
The works in this section of the railway consist of the

new station and approaches, aud a short length of line
between retaining walls.
A notable feature is the subway for the mains of tin?

Chartered Gas Company, running under the whole widlh
of the station parallel with what was Sun-street. The
roof of the subway under the jdal fonn is formed of brick
arching; but under the Hue of rails iron gii-ders will be
used.

The Shoreditch Low-level Station claimed the attention
of tho members. The roof of iron and glass is light and
elegant, and the ventiJatioa seems satisfactory. The iron
bridge carrying Commercial-street over this station was
particularly noticed. The works, which are in a forward
state, are being c.irried out under the direction of the
company’s engineer, Mr. Edward M'dlson.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
Tenterdcn. — A correspondent of a contem-

porary says,—“I propose to stai-t a line from
Paddock Wood which would touch as near as
possible, Brenchley, Horsemonden, Goudhurst,
and Cranbrook. Then it should run so as to be
useful to Beneuden, and pass down the valley on
the west side of Tenterden, which would be
useful to Rolvenden. Then it should run to the
west of Wittersham, which would be useful to
Beckley, Peasmarsb, aud Iden, and so onwards
to Rye.—W. H. E., architect and surveyor.
London.” The tramway scheme has been
abandoned.

IrMuguration of a Railxeag in Japan.—A line
of railway has been opened from Jeddo to Voko-
hama. Tho Mikado determined to inaugurate
the opening himself, and this was one of the
great attractions of the ceremony,—to see “ the
descendant of the gods,” who had hitherto per-
mitted himself to be seen but very rarely by his
own people, delivering a speech aud receiving
addresses in the midst of a genei-al /ute. This,
therefore, may bo considered as another step
taken in tho path of progress. The importauco
of the event was recognised by all, and the
attendance at the ceremony was immense. The
Mikado is a very noble-looking young man, about
twenty years of age, and rather tall, and with
an olive tint of complexion, very regular features.
Ho was dressed in a white tunic, and a mantle of
yellow silk. His head-dress appeared to consist
of a sort of chignon, formed of the back hair and
brought to tho top of the head, aud surmounted
with a small silk cap. Tho ceremony terminated
with a splendid display of fireworks.

THEATRICAL.
Haymarket Theatre.—Mr. W. S. Gilbert’s new

play, " The Wicked World,” is the most complete
work that ho has yet produced,—a most inge-
nious fable admirably set forth,—and it islielped
by the best acting, on the part of Miss Robert-
son, which that excellent actress has yet been led
to exhibit. That it includes as many elements
of popularity as “Pygmalion and Galatea” is

not quite certain, but that it will long hold the
public, and give pleasure to thousands, wo have
not the remotest; doubt. In parts of tbo play,
notably at the close of the second act, Miss
Robertson displayed an amount of physical power
with which her warmest admirers had scarcely
credited her, aud literally carried the house by
storm. A more enthusiastic recognition, justly
earned, has not been awarded to actor or
actress for many a long day. Mr. Buckstone
has a part full of fun, and Miss Roselle,
Miss M. Litton, and Mr. Kendal efficiently carry
out the author’s views. The latter by portray-
ing the fairy brother Et/iais with feminine refine-
ment, could produce a stronger contrast with
his coarse and brutal counterpart from earth.
Mr. J. O’Couuor has painted an elegant scene,

“a fairy landscape on the back of a cloud” ; but
it does not convey exactly tho actual situation :

it should have represented in the background
tlie earth as seen from fairy-land. Objections
apart, all parties concerned in the production
ot “The Wicked World” are to be congratu-

, . , -
.

-
I

lilted on a genuine success tending to the upward
plaint the connexion of this college with its

1 progress of the drama.
^

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Ilomerton.—Tho new church of St. Luke has

been connected by the Bishdp of London. It
accommodates 750 persons. It is faced e.xtenially
with Kentish rag-stone, withBath-stone dressings,
aud has cost, as far as at present completed,
about 5,000i. Mr. Carruthers, of Rcigate, was
tho contractor, aud Messrs. Newman & Billing
were the architects.

Maryport.—Tho new Mission Chui-ch, which
has been built on the north side of the harbour
at Maryport, has been opened for divine service
by the bishop of the diocese. The site for the
building was given by Mr. J. P. Senhouse, the
lord of the manor, and the edifice itself has been
erected by public subscription. It has been,
built from the design and under the superintend,
enco of Messrs. Charles Eaglesfield & Son, of
Maryport, architects, and consists of a nave aud
one side aisle, with a circular apse or chancel.
The style of the building is Early English. The
nave is divided from tho aisle by three arches.
The roof is an open timber one. The i^tructure
will have, when properly finished, a tower and
spire above the entrance, 100 ft. in height. The
pews, which are open, aud made of pitch pine
varnished, will accommodate 310. The building
generally will bo lighted by gas from ornamental
brass standards, but the chancel will be lighted
by a corona, tlie gift of a lady. The walls are
of red freestone from the Netherhall quarry

;

aud tho church is to bo wanned by one of
Gurney’s patent stoves. The contractor for
the mason’s work was Mr. Marshall, of Mary,
port ; for tho joiner’s work, Mr. Henry Dent, of
Cockermouth

;
for the slating, Mr. Mandle, of

Maryport ; for the plastering, Mr. Johnson, of
Carlisle

;
aud for the plumbing and glazing, Mr.

Anthony Pielc, of Workington. The cost of tho
church, including the tower and spire, will be
about 1,6U0Z., and a considerable portion of this

amount has been raised. It is intended to
furnish tho tower with an illuminated clock with
four dials.

Dorchester.—The Abbey church has nowuuder-
gone a thorough restoration, the work extending
over twenty.five years, and costing nearly 10,000L
The proportions of the church are now well
displayed, and tho Jesse window aud the east
window, with its stained glass, are plainly visible
from nearly all parts of the edifice. The last

and crowning portion of the work of restoration
is the complete renovation of the roof of the
south aisle of the chancel, which has just beep,

accomplished from the designs of Sir Gilbert
Scott. There yet, however, remains something
to be done to this aisle, as some traces of a
groined coiling have been discovered, and it is

the wish of the vicar to have this thorouglily

restored. A marble reredos, coloured glass for

the windows, more and improved seating, a uew
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St. George's, Hanover-square.—The Com-
mittee of Works have recommended the vestry

to adopt the following estimates for the year

ending Lady-day, 187-1- :—Maintenance of roads,

12,217h 6s. 8d.; paved footways, 322Z. 10s. j

paved carriage-ways, 1,6081. Ss. ;
gravel foot-

ways, 751. } casual repairs, l,750h ;
lighting,

0,9291. 143. 6d.; watering, 3,9661. I7e. 3d.;

cleansing, 9,2421. 3s. Sd.
;

total, 39,1-111. 17s. Id.

Tliis does not include 2,2711. 7s. lUd. for sower

works, besides an additional outlay of 1,7001.

Should the vestry adopt these estimates, they

will involve an additional rate of lid. There

are recommendations to lay down asphalte on
the footways in various parts of the parish, at a

cost of 19J-1. 10s., and to lay down wood.paving

as supplied by the Improved Wood Paving Com-
pauy in Piccadilly, between Berkeley-street and
Albemarle-street, at a cost of 1,1501.

The Redcliffe Sanitary and Ventilating
Trap. — This is the title given, to a cheap,

earthenware trap invented and patented by Mr.

]>Iclscil Greig, and at present chiefly used on the

Kedcliffe Estate, South Kensington. It holds

more water than most traps, and so gives

greater chance of security, and has a second

inlet, also trapped, to receive water from sinks

or areas, which serves to flush out any sediment

deposited in the bottom of the trap. The hole

provided in the crown for a ventilating pipe

would be more useful if it were in the front part

of the trap, nearer the outlet, instead of being

behind the bridge. Mr. Greig has made some
smaller traps of the same form : all very cheap
and good.

Ozone.—The JoinTial of the Fi'an'kUu Jiistitnte

says that Dr. Loow has prociii’cd a patent for a
method of manufacturing ozone, wliicli depends
upon an observation first mado by him somo
time ago, and which then created considerable

discussion as to its correctness, in various

scientific papers. The observation is, namely,

that if cold air be blown through a flame, it is

converted partly into ozone. The apparatus
designed by the inventor to utilise his process

consists of a number of Bunsen burners, placed

in a row, and as many horizontal tubes, arranged

at a certain distance above the burners, through
which cold air is blown against the flames.

Opposite to these tubes are placed a number of

funnels, to collect the accumulating ozone.

Slate Quarries on the Lochiel Estates.

—

A correspondent of the ^Vcelchj Scotsman states

that the slate quarrying, begun some months ago
on Mr. Cameron, of Lochiel, M.P.’s, estate, at 1

Onich, continues to be of a most promising I

character. Seams of slate varying from 5 ft. to
j

15 ft. have been bored through horizontally, and
from the nature of the surface tunnelling there

'

is every indication that the depth of scam lies

much under the sea line. The quality of the
slate found is stated to be equal to Welsh iu

durability, aud the working of these quarries
i

will, it is expected, greatly augment the trade
and revenue of the Caledonian Canal.

A Crystal Palace for Jfew York.—The
people of Kew York, encouraged by the example
of the Ciystal Palace in London, have deter-
mined to commence a similar undertaking in

their own city. The “ Industrial Exhibition
Company” has been started, and a grand dinner
was given at the St. James’s ITall, in order to

discuss the position and prospects of the com-
pauy. The directors intend issuing 1,875,000
dollars stock, at 80 cents on the dollar, and to
purchase a plot of ground outside the city, at a
cost of about 952,000 dollars, for the erection of
a pei-mauent industrial exhibitiou. The matter
is said to be in very good hands.

The Vienna Universal Exhibition of
1873 .—Koticos have been issued to British
exhibitors that a special law for the protection
of industrial designs and inventions at this

Exhibition has been sanctioned by the omperor
and published; and that the frontier custom-
houses will direct goods to the chief custom-
house in the Exhibition, and the chief custom-
house back to the frontier custom-houses, under
certain regulations announced

;
goods remaining

in Austria or Ilungary being liable to import
duty within three mouths after the close of the
Exhibition if not then entered for exportation.

Builders' Foremen.— Complaints reach us
against the fitness of the foremen employed by
certain large builders, but we cannot give
currency to charges on er parte evidence. The
builders themselves ought to be the best judges.

THE BUILDER.

New Buildings.—On Clinstnias-dny a new
Welsh Calvinistic Methodist Chapel was opened

at Cmig, near Bangor, the architect being Mr.

R. G. Thomas, Menai Bridge, and the contractor

Mr. Evan Williams, Bangor; the total cost was

about 1,8001. Mr. Thomas has also in course of

erection a large mansion at Trebortli, for Mr. 11.

Davies, M.P. for Anglesea
;
and at Trevecca

College, South Wales, a liandsome memorial

chapel to the late Ilowel Darris, one of the

founders of Welsh Calvinistic Methodism.

Mr. John Jay, Contractor.—We regret to

have to announce the death of this gentleman, at

his residence in llornsey. Ho has been long

known as an eminent contractor, having executed

many undertakings of great extent, not only in

the metropolis, but in various parts of the United

Kingdom. Ue was the first contractor for the

Metropolitan Underground Railway. His re-

mains have been inteiTed in the family vault at

Abuey.park Cemetery.

A New Clock for Market Drayton.—-The
parishioners of this town having decided upon

the erection of a clock in the parish church, a

subscription enabled tbe committee to place the

work in the hands of Mr. Smith, of Derby. It

is now complete. It strikes the hours upon a

bell of 18 cwt., and the quarters on bells iu pro-

portion. 'J’hc time is shown upon four large

dials (ouo illuminated).

Paris.—Workmen will shortly be occupied in

clearing away the ruins of the Tuileries. They
are also emxfioyed in making some interesting

repairs in the Palais des Thornies, at Paris, the

relic of the old Homan edifice inhabited by the

Emperor Julian. Thero is also some question of

repairing the facade of the H5tel-Climy, which

is falling to ruin. M. Viollet-le-Duc will have
the direction of the works.

Proposed Art Gallery for Liverpool.

—

This project is again talked of in the town : we
shall be glad to sec it persevered with. It

appears that pictures to the amount of about

13,0001. have been sold during tlm past two
yeans in the public exhibitions in Liverpool, in

addition to what have been sold from the exhi-

bitions of Messrs. Agnew, Grindley, aud others.

Caution to Brass Founders and Others.

—

An account comes from America of the destruc-

tion of tbe jaw-bone of a workman, poisoned by
the fumes of zinc. The man was a brass-founder,

and in pouring tbe alloy of copper aud zinc, the

fumes were thrown off. Tho action of the zinc

fumes upon the bones of the human system

appears to be analogous to that of phosphorus.

The Leeds Borough Engineer and Sur-
veyorship.—A recommendation was made to the

council at their meeting on Thursday, to appoint

one of tho three following gentlemen borough
engineer and surveyor :—Mr. A. W. Morant,

^

Norwich
;
Mr. J. Lemon, Southampton

;
or Mr.

I

P. Paul, Tottenham.

The Ironworkers of South Staffordshire

and East Worcestershire have accepted the

terms offered by the masters, and will con-

tinue to work at present prices for three months.

At the expiration of that time a new basis of

agreement will bo sought by the men.

Institution of Surveyors.—The next meet-

ing will be held on January 13th, when the dis-

cussion on tho paper by Mr. Arundel Rogers,
“ Mines aud Minerals,” will be resumed

;
and,

should time permit, a paper will be read by
Mr. E. J. Castle, entitled ” The Origin of

Parochial Relief.”

The Queen of Diamonds.—The discovery

of a diamond of enorarons weight is reported

from the Cape. It is said to be of 288 carats, iu

colour a light yellow, shape good, thoi-.gh slightly

flawed on the surface. In weight this surpasses

all known stones.

For new buildin;?. Bear-garden?, Soulhvrark. Messrs.
John Young & Son, architects :

—

Coleman £2,403 0 0
Killby 2,379 0 0
Pritchard 2,377 0 0
Hart 2,317 0 0
Elkington 2,300 0 0
Merritt Jc Ashby 2,197 0 0
Newman & Maun 2.193 0 0
Robbins A Co 2,180 0 0

For alterations, St. JaTnes's-place,

Johu Young & Son, architects

Philps & Besiker
Axford & Co

King Si Son
Newman A Mann
Merritt & Ashby

Aldgate.

£1,090 0
1,047 0
1,012 0
1,010 0
095 0
933 0

Messrs.

0
0
0
0
0
0

For new colTee and billiard-room, &c., to Bulkeley
.-Vrma Hotel, Beaumaris, lor Sir R. B.AV. Bulkele}', burt,

Mr. R. G. Thomas, architect :

—

Pritchard (accepted) £836 0 0

For schools, Princess-road, Croydon, for the Croydon
School Board. Mr. Henry Dawson, architect. Quanti-

ties by Mr. C. N. McIntyre North
Hciishaw & Co £8.371 0 0

Eider A Sons 7,990 0 0
Colls A Sous 7,941 0 0
Woodward 7,32-1 0 0

Peskett A Taylor 7,323 0 0

Higgs 7,150 0 0
KoUedge (1,995 0 0

Hyde 0,975 0 0
Smith* (5,136 0 0

* IV iluarawn on account oi error in cast.

For alterations to Christ Church, Leicester. Mr. J.

Goddard, architect:

—

Herbert £828 10 0

Knight A Hodgkinsou 755 0 0
Osborne, Brothers 723 0 0
Ratcliffe 710 0 0
Nicholson 610 0 0

Thrall, Yann, A Co. (accepted).,. 617 0 0

For alterations aud additions to Abuey Chapel, Stoke
Newington :

—

Briudle A Co. (accei>tod) £935 0 0

For a new wndow to be erected at the west end of tho
parish church, as a memoriul to Dr. llai-roy, the discoverer

of the circulation of the Wood. Mr, S. Slingsl>y Stall-

wood, architect :

—

Adcock A Rees £204 10 0

Bowley 159 0 0

For new town-hall, St. Helen's. Mr. Summers, archi-

tect :

—

Municipal Police
Department. Department.

Latham £28,52 1 0 0 ...£11,476 0 0
Middlcburst 27,823 0 0 ... 11,130 0 0

Harris 27,600 0 0 11,360 0 0
Harrison 27,7-45 0 0 ... 11,200 0 0

Jones A Sons ,,, 27,427 0 0 ... n,"33 0,:0
Hague A Co. ... 27,196 0 0 ... in,647 () 0
Urmsou* 2.'), 294 0 0 ... 10,159 0 0

* Accepted.

For chapel at Canning Town. Mr. Finch Hill, archi-

tect. (Jiiautities by Mr. Goode :
-

Gibson, Brothers £2,055 0 0
Ennor 2.016 0 0
Patrick A Sous 1,069 0 0

Morter 1,938 0 0

Killijy 1,930 0 0

Dove, Brothers 1,025 0 0

For cowpleling No. 32. AVavrington-erescent, Muida-

11, N.AY., for Mr, Henry Yallance. Messrs. Fowler A
i, architects. Quantities supplied

Mallctt
Nixou A Sons

,

Taylor
Reid
.Johnson A Co. ,

Everal
BntlanJ

2,137 0 0
2.128 0 0
1,983 0 0
1,9-15 0 0
1.330 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E. E. (if a party g.-iTJen-wnll it shoiil.l be Jointly rebuilt. Tiie

leases, Ac. must be loutieJ to).—J. 8- (t(ie front of A^sley Uouae is

said to be of /Mfi sWue)-—Constant Reader (iu reply. Me*.sre, JIoArs A

SUin’iank eny ii IwU II inches diaineU-v, li-.; !b, weisht, a ill rcciulre a

clapper to Weigh 3 IU). -Mr. It.-W. ll.K.-II, l-'.-G, T. C.-O. M.-
A. C.—J. M, 0.—A. N. IS.—M.— E. C.—J. A. P.—B. K.—E, W.—
J. I.—W. i J. B.—D. A D.—Tb. B.—Joiner of J-'iftr Years.—J. L.—

E. D.— \V, K, C.—C H. r.—B. A Co,—Mcsais, 1’.—H. E. F.—C. F. JI.

We are compelled to declluo pointing out IxpoliS and giving

addressee.

All atateinenU of facts, lists of tcndei-s. Sc., must be accomranied

l,y tbe najnc’aud adJi-ess of tlie aeudur, not ncetseanly for

Mr. Hickman.—The newspapers announce
the death, on the 3rd iust., at Rhyl, of Mr.

Edwin Swan Rickman, architect, late of Bit-

niinghani, aged eighty-two years.

Co-operative Conference in Leicester.

—

A quarterly conference of delegates from the

Midland Counties Co-operative Societies was
.
held in Leicester Towii-hall, on Saturday.

TENDERS
For building a cottage, with workshop in rear, af tVey.

mouth-lerrace, Haggerston, Loudon, for Mrs. 11. Baker.
Messrs. Ebbetts A Col b, arcbilecls

Feme (accepted) £^135 0 0

XniE.—Tlie responsibility of signed .-irlitles, and papers read a

public nieetings, rests of course will: tlie authors.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Stibscrzlers witlun the United Kingdom can he

supplied with The Builder direct from the

Office at the rate of Nineteen Shillings per

annum, p.ayable in advance.

The Publisher cannot bo responsible for Testi-

monials left at the Office in reply to Advez-tise-

ments, and strongly recojiir-iends that Copies

ONLY should be sent.
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Architecture in

Landscape.

NE of the most thoughtful

and profound philosophers

of our day, Mr. Herbert

Spencer, has in his mis-

cellaneous essays travelled

a little out of his usual

paths of speculation, to

give us his thoughts on

the picturesque in arohi-

tecture. The short essay

on the subject was sug-

gested, he tells his readers,

by hearing at a water-

colour exhibition the re-

mark, “ How unpictur-

esque !
” applied to a

certain drawing, which

had previously struck

himself in the same light.

On considering the draw-

ing in question, and

having assumed the

‘'unpicturesqueness” as proved by this con.

sensus of opinions, he came to the conclusion

that this defect arose from the fact that a

building in the “ Classic ” style, with regular

unbroken horizontal lines, was combined in

the composition with a broken and irregular

landscape. The lines of the building did not

harmonise in style and character with those of

the landscape, and the result was as aforesaid;

upon which premises the writer bases some
further considerations on the general conditions

of the picturesque in architecture, not altogether

to the purpose.

It is always interesting to meet with original

opinions on any branch of art from men who
have thought deeply on other subjects, and who
frame their opinions entirely independently oj

fashion. But the instance we have alluded to ig

one out of many illustrations of the fact that,

even to minds of exceptional power and breadth

of information, some special training is requisite

to enable them to appreciate fully the subtle and
delicate distinctions involved in questions of this

nature. If Mr. Spencer was right in his deduc-

tion, the Acropolis ought certainly to be a most
unpicturesque subject

j
and Caspar Poussin and

other artists, who were fond of introducing

architecture into their landscapes, must have
grievously erred in their critical judgment, as

well as the numbers who have admired their

compositions. Ai*t criticism may often be in

want of more philosophy
; but it is equally triig

that philosophy will not make art-critics.

In fact, the general sense of painters and
students of the picturesque has decided, in the

main, in favour of almost the opposite principle>

in combining landscape and architecture, to that

to which we have alluded. Tacitly, at least, it

has been felt that the simple, regular lines of

Classic or Italian architecture gain in effect in

combination with that kind of broken and
iiTcgular, but not too wild, landscape, which we
generally call picturesque, and the effect of

which (in painting) is, in turn, enhanced by the

presence of the architecture. We regard archi-

tecture in a picture as something distinct from
the landscape, appealing to a different class of

associations, and resting upon entirely different

qualities for its effect. As compared with

nature, it is the distinctive character of archi-

tecture to be regular and symmetrical ; that is

the kind of charm peculiar to it, and which,

therefore, when architecture is used as an acces-

BOry to pictorial effect, we like to see emphasised

and brought out,—in regard, at least, to the main

lines of the structure introduced. The painter

may indeed represent the buildings he introduces

as abraded and discoloured by time, for it is

only thus that he can avoid the aspect of new-

ness and recent introduction on the scene, which

would, in most cases, clash with the feeling of

his picture, destroying its repose by suggesting

the immediate presence of the mason and his

staff, and depriving the scene of the charm of

association belonging to that w’hich has remained

long unchanged, and survived many vicissitudes

of time and season. So far the painter may
endeavour to harmonise his architectural ad-

juncts with the feeling of this landscape; but

further than this both painter and architect will

bo wise not to attempt to bring the lines of their

architecture so far into similarity with those of

the landscape as to make the former appear in

any degree to compete with the latter. Archi-

tecture should stand as a contrast to, not as a

rediTidication of, the character of the landscape.

Where we have the variety and ii-regularity of

outline and detail in nature, in broken ground

and woodland scenery, there we look for the

symmetrical repose of architecture as a foil to

the landscape. We do not want budding crockets

and finials, wild and piled-up outlines, and

masses of building, where there are the more

varied growths and the larger outlines of nature

to throw such attempts on the part of architec-

ture iuto the shade. A very distinguished

church architect certainly attempted, in a church

built in the lake district, to make the architec-

ture harmonise with the mountains, by providing

a tower and spire of exceptional and dispropor-

tionate size and massiveness. But the attempt

is not a success : its purpose is evident, and the

futility of the result equally so. What we can

realise,]in such scenery, is the contrast between

the varying and undulating outlines of nature

and the sober, artificial repose of building. And
on the converse principle it is that Gothic archi-

tecture, in its richer and more ornate develop-

ments, is pre-eminently the architecture of

towns, both historically and aesthetically. Where

we have no hills and trees to compete with our

buildings, we can afford in them to give the

rein to fancy, and we find a pleasure and relief

from the otherwise dreary monotony of formal

streets, in playing with the outlines and details

of the architecture, and seeking from it some of

that variety of line and of light and shade which

in the country is supplied by nature. Almost

all landscape painters have felt this instinctively.

A Gothic church, with its spire and pinnacle

and crockets, would add nothing, in most cases,

to a landscape, and w’ould be felt, if worked out

at all in detail, rather as an intruder in the com-

position. The painter seeks mainly for broad,

heavy masses of light and shadow in his build-

ings, and is rather troubled than otherwise with

elaborate detail. When, however, the landscape

gets beyond the limits of the picturesque into

those of the wild and grand, there is another

change required in the treatment of architecture,

which is to be combined with it. Wo cannot

place the amenities of Classic architecture as a

feature in scenery of this description; they

would be lost and overjjowered
; the contrast

between the scene and the building amounting in

this case, not merely to opposition of character,

but to absolute discrepancy of sentiment and

association. The Greek temple, contrasting as it

does in line with the irregularity of an ordinarily

pictiuresque landscape, is in harmony with it in

sentiment; neither overpowers the other. But

the Greek temple would be lost and insignificant

amid the gloomy grandeur of Glencoe or similar

scenes. In such scenes we require still further

to denude architecture of her attempt to vie in

interest with nature. We must reduce the

architecture to its broadest, simplest, most un.

pretending and yet most durable form, in order

to prevent its appearing either an impertinence

or a feebleness amid those great forces of nature.

Thus it is that the castle form of building is the

most suitable for such regions; the suitability

being partly, no doubt, the association which

connects buildings of the fortress aspect with

Craigs and inaccessible places, but partly, also,

that scenes of the kind wo aro referring to

irresistibly suggest the power of natural forces,

and we are scarcely satisfied unless with struc-

t'ures which seem capable of resisting the action

of those forces. The principle will hold good,

indeed, wherever nature assumes a wild, cheer-

less, and uncultured aspect, as on a bleak,

barren moor, as well as in rocky and mountain-

ous landscapes. By such a treatment we are,

it is true, blending architecture with nature to a

certain extent, and this because nature is hero

too strong for us. We can neither compete with

her in character, nor offer an equally balanced

contrast, and we are obliged to let our architec-

ture fuse itself, as far as possible, with the land-

scape, which must otherwise overpower it com-

pletely. This fusing of architecture with nature

is carried a step further, and as far as it can go,

by the painter who reduces his architecture to

ruin, from which the immediate human interest

has departed, and which becomes, in point of pic-

turesque effect and treatment, entirely one with

the landscape, to which it serves only to impart

the additional interest of association with past

times and with the former history of man. This

kind of sentiment in architectural ruins in com-

bination with the landscape has never been

more beautifully illustrated than by Richard

Wilson, who, perhaps, was only searching for the

mere pictorial element, in the introduction of

his picturesque blocks of ruined buildings and
fragments of arcades

;
but he was giving us

more than, possibly, he knew of himself
;
and the

architectural remains in his Italian scenes have

a kind of combination of old and modern interest

which reminds us of Goethe’s beautiful little

poem, where the wearied foot-traveller in Italy

is guided to the peasant’s dwelling to rest, and

finds, instead of the lowly hut he expects,

shapely time-worn columns and architraves, the

remains of a ruined temple.

Among more recent painters who have happily

treated buildings in combination with scenery

may bo mentioned Stanfield, who evidently

attached great importance to buildings in his

inland and lake scones, and has a way of using

them, very similarly iu many of his works, which

indicates a settled and premeditated treatment

of them as features in a scene. He depends

largely upon sunlit buildings for tho principal

lights in his middle distance, and an Italian

tower or campanile so placed, and partly reflected

in water, is a very common incident with him.

Another painter, not so much talked about now
as he deserved to be, Bridell, was occasionally

very happy in his introduction of buildings,

generally of a classic type, into landscapes exactly

suited to this type of architecture. Of Roberts

and Prout wo do not here speak, because they

were rather painters of buildings than landscape

painters, and what little landscape did appear

in their pictures was quite subordinate to the

architecture. But among painters who have

treated buildings in landscape with great suc-

cess must be mentioned Duntze, the painter of

winter scenes in Belgium. His pictures aro voiy

much alike certainly, and he paints but one effect

;

but his groups of bigh-roofed quaint houses are

endlessly varied, and always picturesque and

interesting; and their quaint jagged outlines

supply to the painters leafless and flat winter

scenes, just the relief and play of line which

they want, and which in pictures of another
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class would bo furnished by the foliage of the
trees and the undulations of tho land. Of the
value of architectural objects to the painter in

giving interest to distance and middle distance,

and aiding the linear and aerial perspective of a
picture, examples are endless, and too obvious to

need special reference.

It might be wished, however, that the archi-

tects would oftener show the same sense of tlie

value and effect of their structures on real land-

scape which the painters evince in regard to

their artificial landscapes. Often, in the design-

ing of a building in the country, we arc inclined

to suspect that its effect on the landscape in

which it is situated, and tho most picturesque
and effective way of placing it in regard to the

landscape, is tho last thing thought of, if it is

thought of at all. Yet this is certainly one of

the most important points in connexion with
architecture considered from an artistic point of

view, if we reflect that this combination of the
building with the landscape is the only light in

which it will be viewed at all—the only way in

which any pleasure will be derived from it—by
a large proportion of the persons who may see
it. The strictly architectural beauties of the
mansion, and the comfort of its arrangements,
are confined to the experience of the owner and
his particular circle of friends. But the position
of a building in regard to the scenery in which it

is situated, its being placed higher or lower on
a slope, or a dozen other circumstances of site,

may make all the difference as to whether, to
the majority of those who see i t, it is a new
beauty in the landscape, or an intruder spoiling
the best point of the scene. We have in our
recollection honses so felicitously placed, whether
by choice or happy chance, in the landscape, as
to bo, under almost all aspects of morning and
evening, a constant source of pleasure. It is

Burely worth while for an architect to make an
endeavour towards attaining such an object as
this, wliere it is possible. When an opportunity
is afforded of placing a house on tho end or spur
of a moderate ridge, without its being too much
exposed, this is one of the surest opportunities
for realising picturesque effect. In such a posi-
tion, too, a building, especially with anything in

the shape of a tower rising from it, serves to
give scale to the landscape, and may even be
made to add to this without suffeiang itself from
an architectural point of view. Conversely, a
building ill considered in proportion and outline
may succeed in dwarfing and impairing the
scale of the landscape—^a result which engineers
aro frequently exceedingly happy in realising
by means of their own peculiar class of struc-
tures. While a building thus placed on an emi-
nence requires a characteristic treatment of
skyline by means of moderately elevated towers
or cupolas (of which one of the finest and most
pictnresqne examples is perhaps the palace at
Cintra, which evoked so much admiration from
Byron), a building on the slope of a hill will
generally require a different treatment, in pre-
dominating horizontal lino-i

;
the building in this

case appearing to nestle into the landscape rather
than to stand out from it. The exact position
for a building on such a slope, when seen in
profile, will often be a very nice point to deter-
mine

; a very little difference of place, higher or
lower, making all the difference in point of effect.
In such a position, as we liinted just now, tall

projections in the shape of towers will mostly be
out of place, as clashing too nearly with the
slope of the ground behind them, especially
when this is at all steep

;
and for buildings on

eminences a degree of solidity and squatness of
proportion is generally required even in their
most elevated features, to give tho requisite
expression of stability and power to withstand
all tho attacks of the elements incident to such
a situation. It is only in the plain, on level
country, that we can succe.ssfully introduce
features of great height

;
it is here that such

features are practically most securely placed,
and here, also, that they have their greatest
effect, where there is nothing else to compete
"with them. This has long been recognised by
architects, as is evident from tho fact that the
great spire districts of England are almost en-
tirely flat countries,—a fact which completely
bears out the position laid down above, that
architecture, as a rule, most contrast with, and
not compete with the character of the landscape.
Few things of the kind can be finer and more
successful in effect than some of our tallest
Mediaaval spires, rising straight from the flat
expanse of conntrj', or seen in the distance
a white spike lighted by sunshine, against
the dark purple of the distant landscape,—

^

the latter, as we all know, a favourite inci-

dent with landscape-painters. Much of the
suitability of form in regard to site will depend
also on the known climate of tho country or
neighbourhood

;
for an outline or composition

which would bepleasinginaregionof sunshine and
calm may give a feeling of insecurity and insta-
bility if placed in a stormy and inclement neigh-
bourhood. One recent rather successful adapta-
tion of architectural treatment to natural site,

which maybe mentioned in illustration, is a large
house (the residence of the head of a well-known
publishing firm), which now forms the mostpromi-
nent object in a walk out of Edinburgh to Arthur’s
seat. Situated low, this house would in a serene
climate be judged as far tooprononcefin character
for the site

;
but taking into account the prevalent

climate and weather of tho neighbourhood, coupled
with local associations of style, and the proximity
of tho overhanging brow of Salisbury Crag, the
stem castellated character of this building, with
the large, heavy square block which rises above
tho rest as the main feature, is a very satisfac-

tory instance of the combination of architecture
with landscape. The name of tho architect has
escaped us.

The consideration of colour in architecture, in
regard to its effect upon the landscape, is a very
important one

; that is to say, it is a great and
crying evil when colours and tones, crude and out
of keeping with the tone of the landscape, are in-

troduced into it ; though tho means of avoiding
any glaring inconsistency of this kind are very
simple. Build, as far as possible, with the
materials of the district, if you would have your
building harmonise with the tone of the land-

scape, since it is these materials that give, or
rather, in fact, constitute, that tone. This is the
secret of part of the charm of many a simple
old country church—many a rural cottage 3 they
are of the same material which forms the basis
of the landscape around them, and fall naturally
into keeping with it. It is odious to the eye,
often, to find in the midst of a quiet rural land-
scape a staring, particoloured portent of patent
brick or “streaky.bacon ” masonry, frightening
away all repose and harmony from the picture.
Foreign materials may be used with happy effect

in small quantities, to relievo and brighten up tho
structure

; but let the maiu part of its material
be, if possible, of a local gi-owth, and imbued
with local colour.

Where a house is necessarily at all out of
keeping with tho landscape, in this or in other
respects from the necessity of using materials
foreign to the site, the inconsistency may be got
over by connecting the house gradually with the
landscape, through the medium of terraces and
gardens, in which the materials and treatment
should be made gradually to coincide more and
more with the character of tho landscape, till tho
point is reached where the artificial blends with
the natural. Very beautiful results may be pro-
duced in tills way, with care (and cost).

There will be many other points to be found,
in almost every case of buildings to bo erected
in the country, in regard to which it will be pos-
aible to render a structure a desirable feature in
the landscape

3
but nearly every case will pre-

sent its own problem, to be dealt with according
to perception of the architect. We will only
add that, in selecting the precise site forahouse.
in addition to tho usual questions of foundation,
drainage, &c., to be determined by a close in-
spection of the ground, it may sometimes not
be labour thrown away to take a more distant
view of the site from one or two neighbouring
points, and endeavour to realise how far the
building may be best placed, so as to be a real
added interest to the landscape in which it is to
form a permanent feature.

MEX AKD MASTERS IN SOUTH WALES.
It is worse than idle to ignore or to dissemble

the extreme gravity of the crisis in South Wales.
It is far more than the prosperity of even that
busy centre of production that is at stake. Our
great staple industries of iron, of coal, and of
ail the thousand crafts that depend on the regular
production of these prime elements of skilled
labour, are all, directly or indirectly, involved.
The mining industry of tho country alone is a
source of national income to the amount of
200,0001. a day, for each of the six working days
in every week in the year. Our latest returns,
those of 1871, have been issued within the past
few days. From 210 mines, during that year,
were raised 17 million tons of iron ore, of the
value of 7,700,0001. From 2,760 collieries, 117

millions of tons of coal were raised, of tho value of
upwards of 35 millions sterling. The total value-

of the minerals won in the United Kingdom in-

1871 was 47^ millions sterling, being 2 millions-

more than in the preceding year. Such is the direct
industry, and such was the rapidity at which it

was expanding, the rate of increase being sacb
as, if steadily maintained, to double tho pro-
daction in five years. The opposite side of the-

picture is too gloomy to bo regarded without
feelings of apprehension, as well as of distrust.

Our collieries found employment, in the-

year 1869, for 345,446 male persons, of whom
282,473 were miners

;
the yield of that year

being 108 million tons of eoal. It is not
easy to compare tho complex industry of ii'on-

with the simple statistics of coal. We have-
stated the estimated value of the iron ore won-
in 1871. In that yeartho pig iron produced was-
valued at 16,667,9471., being an inen’ease of above
1,700,0001. in value over the preceding yean
When we compare the price of pig iron with-

that of bar, of rails, and of sheet, and when we
further consider the great development recently
given to the manufacture of steel, we shall be-

able to foiTU some idea of tho labour devoted to-

the manufacture of iron, in the condition in-

which it becomes an article of commerce; and
perchance the raw material for tho ironsmith-

and ironworker for all descriptions of trades.

Bar iron was quoted on tho 6th of January last

at from 111. 10s. to 121. per ton
;
Staffordshire-

sheet iron being as high a-s 15Z. lOs. Scotch pig.

was at 61. 6s. These prices have been attained-

by a gradual rise from 61. us. per ton forbar iron

in 1861-1862. In 1856, tho price was 91. Is. 5

in 1851, 51. 11s. ; in 1845, 91. 5a. Thus for tho
last quarter of a century there has been a-

recurrent rise and fall in tho price of iron, the
maximum quotations being very nearly three
times the minimum. It is evident that a trade
subject to such enormous fliictuations must de-

mand both unusual powers of business, and very
large capital, for its maintenance. And the
question is further complicated by the fact, that
other parts of the world are only too well pre-

pared to come into competition with the United--

Kingdom, for the production and manufacture of
iron, not only as to quantity and jH-ice, bub, still*

more seriously, as to quality.

Thus the grim, bard, fact, of the sudden-

cessation of tho bread-winning work of some-
60,000 industrious men in South Wales,—a faot^
enough, in itself, to intensify the rigour of a
winter that has lost its usual character,—is but
an item in that long catalogue of mischief which
opens with the word “ strike.”

It has been urged as a matter of hope, in the-

contest now joined, that mutual consideration,

and good temper have, to an unprecedented-
extent, been maintained daring the preliminary
dtsenssions. We confess that we derive but
small comfort on the present occasion from this-

fact. When persons quarrel in haste, they may*
often make friends on mutual reflection. But
when the real points of difference appear,, to the-

uninformed looker on, to be so slight that they
mayireadilybe compromised : whenmutual accom-
modation is proposed, and when, coolly and com-
posedly, it is refused by both parties; experi-

ence shows that the break is very difficult to-

close.

It is important that this great question should-

be viewed in its true light. The sclf-controk

hitherto exercised by both parties has, at all-

events, the advantage of rendering this more
easy. The men who are put in the fore-front of

the battle are nob those who have provoked the-

contest. The former will be, there is no doubt,

the first to suffer. They are the forlorn hope of

the union
3
and a forlorn hope exposed to suffer-

ing and starvation, for a cause to which they by
no means wholly belong. For the extreme-

cruelty of this case lies in the fact, that so few
of the ironworkers are union men, so that they
will not enjoy the usual solace of strike money
but that, while holding out for a union purpose,,

they do so at their own cost. It must not be
forgotten that this is not the case of an ordinary

dispute between masters and men. The relations-

between the great Welsh ii-onraasters aad the

tliousands whom their wealth and enterprise-

enable to support themselves, have been of

somewhat a patriarchal character. It is impos-
sible either to know the district, or to read with
care the accounts of the conferences that have
taken place, without being aware of this fact.

Had Wales been left to itself, tliose who know
best believe matters could scarcely have com©
to their present condition.

We are nob about to raise any question of
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sentimental nature on tbia ground. The ap-
pearance of the officers and delegates of the
union in Wales

j
the reference of decisions

affecting the •wives and children of the kindly
Welshmen to Darlington,— all these matters are
incidents of a state of war. Battle once joined
between the two parties, humanity has but
little to do with the matter.
The ground, then, is thns cleared. The masters

are to submit, or the industry of South Wales is

to be destroyed. It is on labour that, after all,

the blow is to fall. With the knowledge we
possess of what Russia can do in producing iron,
we are convinced that it is not, at all events, a
very selfish spirit that keeps so many millions
invested in the Welsh iron-fiekla. While all goes'
on well; while forges glow, and fans hum, and
wheels revolve; above all, while there subsists
the strong tie of mutnal reliance and good feeling
between the head and the bands, it will not be
the prospect of larger returns for his capital that
will tempt the great ironmaster to displace the
seat of his labours. But if, in spite of all that he
can do, and in spite of the better feelings of his
men themselves, n schism like that is to be forced
on by a semi-political agency, we very much
doubt whether any long-headed men will long
continue to devote their resources to the produc-
tion of a metal which is both dearer and inferior
to that which only awaits the application of a
little enterprise in the north of Europe.

Arbitration may mean one of two things. It
may mean the reference of a dispute to the
decision of a tribunal, or of a judge, appointed
od hoc, with the assent of the disputants. In
that case it is a special tribunal, with definite,
legal powers. Tbo erection of such tribunal is

not forbidden,—we cannot say is discouraged,

—

by our laws and our judges. In cases where a
great amount of detailed investigation is requisite,
and where public convenience does not allow of
the necessary time being devoted to the question,
by our courts of law, arbitration is at times
resorted to at judicial instance. In foreign
countries where the code prevails, arbitration is

rendered legally imperative, in many cases, such,
for example, as partnership accounts. The
arbitration is clothed, for the time, with judicial
functions, and the award is enforced by all the
authority of the law.

An arbitration of this kind is, in fact, a legal
measure, and as such it maybe a most beneficial
procedure. Bub it is of its essence that it shall
bo conclusive. The parties arbitrated between
must be under the power of the Court. No back-
ing out must bo possible. It is a lawsuit, civil,

nob criminal, amicably decided, bub decided with
all the authority that dignifies even a judge pro-
nouncing on a criminal question.
Any other arbitration than this is simply an

offer of good offices. Its possible advantage
arises from the chance that a third party may
suggest some possible compromise. Between
angry disputants, blinded by their own passion,
such an intervention may be of great service.
Personal dignity is saved

; matters that may
have been overlooked are brought to light

; in
fact, a hasty quarrel may be soundly made np.
In the present case we fear there is but little

room for an arbitration of good offices. With
suggestions of all kinds, of more or less value,
the press has teemed. Men who have seen the
national danger of the contest, and have seen
little more, have been eager with their advice.
But the position has been misunderstood. For
the ironworkers the fact that the price of iron
has fallen might bo reason enough why their own
wages should fall. But for the men who have
Mtherto forced on the strike, this is only a trifling
incident. They wish to seize the opportunity of
deciding on the proportion to be henceforth
maintained between profit and wage. They
want not only to know what the ironmaster can
afford to pay, but further to decide at what rate
of profit his own capital and energy shall bo
remunerated.

This is a point which we are disposed to think
it is impossible to carry. With one or two great
employers, indeed, it might be easy to cut away
any ground from the agitation. “There are our
books,” a merchant prince might say; “there
are onr pri-vate ledgers. So and so is tho capital
I have invested. Over the twenty-five years
past, while iron has varied from the price of an
ounce of gold for a ton of pig to that of more
than three times that rate, I have kept my
works open, come fair, come foul. So many
thousands are housed, fed, and made comfortable
by my great business. I can live without it.

My profits, one year with another, are so much
per cent. And I cannot, and will not, encounter

so vast an anxiety and so imminent a risk for
less. I mil give such wages, and no more.
Please yourselves.”

Ironmasters whom we might name might, and
possibly very readily would, take this tone. But
justice is impartial. It is not one or two
millionaires who alone can consider what they
choose to do. We have seen that the forges of
the country are very numerous. Small masters
have to be protected as well as great ones. The
rate of profit that will pay liberally with a large
make may be such as to starve the small maker.
No stops, therefore, in the direction of making
the rate of wages a direct and exact function of
the market price of iron can be justly taken
without tho concurrent establishment of a vend,
or syndicate, among tho ironmasters. Now our
trade has grown np on the competitive principle.
If an order for 50,000 tons of rails, for instance,
has come from Russia, it has been matter of the
keenest competition. Each great “works”
preserves with the utmost care the secret of its

cost price
;
for the sound reason that on the one

hand its profit, and on the other hand its power
to compete for orders, depend on this reserve.
If the whole iron trade were formed into one
great body, in which tho interests of larger and
smaller proprietors, and the respective advan-
tages of different works, were elaborately and
accurately balanced; if, instead of firm com-
peting with firm, each took its fair turn and
proper proportion in the supply of the market of
the world, a partnership between master and
men would be not only practicable, but, in our
opinion, most beneficial to all pai-tiea. But while
competition exists in the iron market, a demand
for such an arbitration as alone could have any
reality seems to us useless.

Wo speak as to friends and constant readers
on both sides. Wo venture to think the majority
will see, on reflection, that our view is correct.
We have ever been advocates of the principle
of co-operation. Wo believe that it forma the
great hope of tho industry of the future. To
introduce it into every occnpntion in which great
bodies of men are concerned is, we bold, desir.

able. Nor do we doubt that all difficulties as to
the application of the system are to be removed
by a sincere desire to dispel them. Where there
is a will there is a way.

But, then, this application of the co-operative
principle must bo, in every case, in accordance
with the special requisites of each distinct busi-
ness and occupation. In a joint-stock bank, for
instance, none but very foolish proprietors ask at
public meetings for a list of securities. Confi-
denco is the soul of many kinds of business. If
no confidence exists between tho partners, none
will be awarded to them by the public. Now,
something of the co-operative principle is implied
in the rise and fall of wages with the rise and
fall of prices. That this may be further deve-
loped we think highly probable. But it can only
be so developed by mutual confidence between
employer and employed. Supposing an iron-
master to promise to increase his workmen’s
wages five per cent., if they enabled him to do so
by their extra industry. It would be well worth
the while of all parties to do so. But if the offer
involved the cession to any workman of the
right to inspect all the books of a large firm, or
to set any small lawyer to perform this task for
him, no concession of the kind would bo for a
a moment practicable. It is thus of the very
nature of business that the ironmasters should
be treated with a certain degree of confidence
by their workmen. If they say that with a
rise or fall in the price of iron they agree to a
certain proportionate rise and fall in the price of
wages, they go as far as, under the existing
circumstances of trade competition, they can be
called upon to do. If they would go a step
further, as, for instance, to say that, with the
maintenance of a certain definite proportion
between the consumption of ore and of fuel and
the production of iron, they would give a bonus
at the end of the year, or a pro-rata increase of
wages, they would, we conceive, both become
richer and pay more to their workpeoifle. But
if the latter distrust their truth and honour,—if

they insist on determining, not only for what
wages they will themselves work, but at what
exact rate of profit every forge in the kingdom
shall be kept in blast, year by year (for it comes
to that),—if that is insisted on,—we see no
result possible but tho forced emigration of
capital, and the transference of the great seat of
the iron-manufacture to Russia.
We call on those who are responsible for the

maintenance of the present strike to ponder on
Vvhat we have said. We are no advocates. We

have not exchanged a single v/ord with any iron,
master since the quarrel began. Neither are we
of that school in political economy which attri-

butes a magical power to capital. We hold the
best capital to be the shrewd, honest, persevering,
instructed head, and the strong arm. We know
that the former is of more inijjortance,—as more
rarely to bo found,—than the latter. But we do
know something, not only of the enormously
productive power of well-directed labour, but
also of the course and customs of business. We
may wish things to be other than they are, but
wo can only regard them as they actually are.

We might say, here is a great question to bo
fought out. We have our own opinion of the
result. We are far from the actual scene of
strife; we can only look on, and learn.
But when we know it is not only the daily

bread of thousands, tho misery of helpless
women, the suffering and death of children,
during the miserable prolongation of the strug.
gle, that are involved

;
when we sec that a groat

industry, checked by this struggle between tho
belly and the members, only requires a little

more discouragement to take its flight from our
shores

; when wo see that, we cannot be silent.

Let our readers recall what we told them just a
year ago, about coal. When but a bint had been
given by the mai'ket quotations, we showed
them, from a serious investigation of the con-
dition of the collieries, that a rise was inevitable,

and probably at hand. All remember what
occurred. On precisely the same dispassionate
consideration, and with judgment wholly •an-

biassed, we assox’t the certainty of a long and
deadly struggle, if tho demand for arbitration on
the whole question bo persevered in. Tbo
masters may do much to remove erroneons im-
prcBsions aa to their profits, and should un.
questionably do it. The masters, moreover,
should meet concession with concession. Let
peace be made before it is too late. It will bo
many a year before tho Russian forges are
blown out by a demand for arbitration.

VIENNA AND ITS EXHIBITION
BUILDING.

Tqe extraordinary building erected in the
Prater at Vienna for tho aixproaching inter-

national Exhibition, proceeds apace towards com.
pletion. We have already given our readers
particulars of the undertaking, with a view of
the central portion of tho structure, and a plan
of tho whole.* As regards the construction of
the building, the commission adopted a plan de.
signed as early as IS ±5 by the architects of tlie

Vienna Opera, Siccardsburg and Von der Mull.
This plan, entirely differing fx-om all those of
former Exhibitions, was followed. It offers not
only a better light for tho objects exhibited, and
allows of extension of the covered area according
to tho wants of exhibitors, but makes the employ-
ment of many hundreds of workmen at the same
time in the diffenent galleries without hindering
one another possible, and permits of the goods of
tho various States being deposited in their re-

spective spaces without interfering with their

neighbours, which circumstance must effect con.
siderable saving of time, an important point in
this case, as time is so short. Seven thousand
workmen went to work at once, an army which
to keep in order requires no ordinary amount of

tact and energy. Wages, of course, rose in Vienna
to an enormous extent. A simple labourer
earned 3 florins (6b.) a day

;
bricklayers mado

from 52 to 56 florins (over 51.) per week
; and

large numbers of workmen wei’e brought from
all parts of tho empire—Tyrolese, Albanians,
Czechs, itc.

To tho ai'chitect Easenauer was confided the
execution of the plans marked out twenty years-
ago, the original designers having departed this

life. The originality of this plan consists in
the application of the so-called “herring,
bone” system, which resembles somewhat the
architecture of the Esciirial. From a gigantic
longitudinal gallery, 905 metres long, and 25
metres broad, branch out at right angles, and
at regular intervals, sixteen cross-galleries,

205 metres long and 15 metres broad. In'

this wise twenty-four courts, closed on three
sides, and having the same length aa the cross
galleries, and a breadth of 35 metres—for this:

is the.distance between the cross galleries,—are
formed on both sides of the great gallery. On
this plan, the architect, Haaenauer, founded his

division of the principal building, dividing it into

Yol. XIX., pp. 7-14-7.
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!i large quadratic central construction, and a
smaller building at each end, which latter inclose

each an octagonal court. The centre, again, of

the centi’al building will form a grand rotunda,

constructed entirely of iron, whose erection by
the firm of Harkort may be considered a triumph
of modern engineering. This rotunda is the

idea, as we have before said, of Mr. Scott Russell,

who takes a great interest in this part of the Ex-
hibition works. The span of this dome, roofed

by a new method, amounts to more than double
that of the greatest domes of the world, viz.,

108 metres. The width of the dome of St.

Paul's is only 35 metres
;
that of St. Peter’s is

only 49 m&tres wide
;
that of the London Exhi.

bition building of 1863 was only 50 metres.
These figures alono give us an idea of the im-
posing dimensions of tho gigantic cupola, which
has been erected without any outside scaffolding,

and the shell of which was hoisted and fixed by
Ilarkort's engineer, M. Steiger.

The director-general of the Exhibition, Ritter
von Schwarz, has another purpose in view with
this rotunda. He intends it for a memento of

tho days of the Exhibition which, being both a
thing of beauty and of usefulness, deserves to

outlive those days. And it is here that the
whole plan of the Exhibition borders on another
grand undertaking, which may be mentioned

—

the great work of the regulation of the Danube.
Tho Viennese have now for some time been

almost ignorant of the fact that their city really
lies on the Danube. Tho Danube Canal, which
separates the inner city from the Leopoldstadt,
was, so to say, only a poor substitute for the
mighty stream, which in a bed gradually being
choked up with sand, rolls its waters nearly a
mile (German) from Vienna towards tho east,

and the poetical “beautiful blue Danube,” was
to the real Viennese nothing but a popular myth,
which to behold was tho fortune of but few.
Tho Government, together with the authorities
of the province of Lower Austria, and the ad.
ministration of Vienna, resolved to divert the
Danube from its present course into a new bed,
now nearly completed, to bring it half a mile
nearer to Vienna, and to open up to tho capital,

by this close connexion with a great navigable
river, all the advantages which can be derived
for commerce from so favourable a position. It

is intended to construct great docks, erect fac-

tories, warehouses, and counting-houses along
the hanks of this new Danube, and so lay the
foundation of an emporium which shall attract
all tho traffic of the river. The new Damibe-
Stadt is to spring up close to the Prater, con-
sequently near to tlie Exhibition building, and
the great rotunda is looked upon already as the
future corn mai-ket and warehouse of the new
city.

Yet more. Behind the longitudinal axis of
the Exhibition building, close to the newly-con-
structed Danube dyke, rises tho treble gallery
for the machinery, of about the same dimensions
as the Exhibition building proper, in the con.
struction of which its ulterior destination as
warehouses for the new city has not been lost

sight of. During the Exhibition, the machinery
will be in full activity, and the great space
allotted to it will be of immense advanta'^e to
tho exhibitors of machinery from all countries.

Opposite the southern cross front of the prin-
cipal building is an annexe in four rows, the
Hall of Arts. In the middle will be a double
row of rooms, with ample skylight, for the re-
oeption of more important works of art, while at
both sides, in smaller galleries, will be exhibited
the smaller art-treasures. New modes of light,
ing, which have already been tried on a small
scale, will be here employed. Tastefully laid-

out gardens will fill the space between the Hall
of Arts and the Palace of Industry, which will
serve at tho same time as places for exhibiting
objects of the plastic art. A covered gallery
leads from tho Hall of Arts to the left, at both
ends of which are pavilions, to contain a new
feature, “ Expositions des Amateurs.” It is the
intention to induce private collectors to exhibit
their treasures here. Near the Hall of Arts large
palm-houses and gigantic aquaria will fmd their
place.

Admittance into this world of wonders will be
gained, besides by tho thirty-two entrances at the
frontal sides of the cross galleries of the E.xlii.

bition building, by fonr principal portals, to be
decorated in the most splendid stylo which art
can devise. One of these portals leads from the
principal road of the Prater to the Exhibition.
On passing this wide gate, a park, profusely de-
corated with losquets and bassins, lies between
the beholder and the building, while on both

sides of the way stand pavilions of different

shapes opposite to one another. Close to the
ontranco to the left is the bnilding for the com-
mission

;
to the right the post-office

j
farther on

to the left the pavilion of the jury
;
to the right

that of the Imperial family. Close to these
buildings, farther to the right, follow others,

erected by the Sultan, the Khedive, the Prince
of Roumania, &c., at their own expense, with
Oriental splendour, which will leave those of the

last Paris Exhibition far behind. Even Japan,

besides China and Siam, has lately asked for

space of 4,000 square metres for her special ex-

hibition.

A series of buildings has thus been under-

taken, for the construction of which over 28
millions of bricks were necessary. To facilitate

and accelerate this mighty work, eleven lines of
rails were laid down from the two principal

termini of Vienna to the area of the Exhibition,

else it would not have been possible to do so

much in so short a time.

THE COMBINATION OF COLOURS.
At a recent meetin" of the St. Helen’s Lite-

rary Society, Mr. S. Cnandley read a paper on
“Art in Form and Colour.” After treating of
form, Mr. Chandley said,—Sir Isaac Newton
established the theory that there were seven
simple or homogeneous colours. This was after-

wards reduced by Sir David Brewster to three,

and ho showed that tho analysis of white solar

light consisted entirely of tho three primary
colours—red, blue, and yellow,—and that the
other four were simply compounds of these
three. Wo may now refer to the similarity

between music and colour. The noto C may
represent a single colour, simple and pleasing in

itself, say red
;
by sounding G, its fifth, simul-

taneously wo get improved harmony, so by
placing yellow with the red ; sound E, and we
get the ear thoroughly satisfied, and it is not
until we place blue in the harmonic triad of
colour that the eye is perfectly satisfied. Each
of these colours is capable of a key-note for an
arrangement to which all other colours must
refer subordinately. In our several examples of
colours, we have difficulty by artificial light in
illustrating the exact colours, as the gaslight
being yellow it imparts a yellowness to some
colours and takes it out of others.

Now the strongest and most beautiful contrast
to any one given colour is produced by the ad-
mixture of the other two

;
for instance, the bar-

monions contrast to red is produced by mixing
yellow and blue, producing green. The har-
monious contrast to blue is produced by mixing
red and yellow, which give orange

;
the strongest

harmonious contrast to yellow is purple, pro-
duced by mixing blue and red

;
these combina-

tions are what are called secondaries (as dis-

tinguished from primaries), now there is no
guess-work : it is as infallible as a rule of three
sum. Here is a natural proof: place a red wafer
on a sheet of whito paper, gaze at it for some
time, and there will appear its complementary
colour, green, to surround it. The same comple-
mentary colour, purple, will surround a yellow
wafer, and orange a blue one, and vice versd.

Colours have a shade, and a hue. By shade
we understand the depth of a colour as in the
gradations from black to white. By hue is

meant any compound colour undiluted. For
instance, we say an orange colour of a red hue
ora yellow hue; or purple from the bluest to

the reddest hue. Nothing is more common than
in the assorting of wools to mistake these two
qualities, and often we see a palo lemon colour
shaded down to a deep orange, or a yellow-green
down to a dark blue green, which, when worked
into a subject, makes the general effect so
entirely discordant. We will now consider other
attributes of the three primaries, red, blue, and
yellow. Red, then, is the most positive of all

colours. It holds the middle station between
yellow, which is most allied to light, and blue,
which is most allied to shade, is decidedly a
warm colour, and imparts that quality into every
compound colour into which it enters. The effect

is most apparent when compounded with yellow.
Red, from its powerful nature, requires more

careful management than most colours, but is

highly useful and agreeable when reduced into
tones of chocolate and claret, and perhaps (next
to green and blue) is the most agreeable colour
to look upon. Not so when it becomes what is

usually called “mauve” (which is crimson
diluted with white), and in some of its shades is a
most irritating colour, and highly destructive to -
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all other surroundings, as its contrasting colour

is yellow, so it yellows or fades all colours neaj
which it is placed, and it is rarely acceptable as

a colour in dress, without being considerably

mellowed by being placed in juxtaposition with
plenty of white or black. Blue is the next
primary, and is the nearest to shade as yellow is

to light. It is the only absolute cool colour, and
communicates this quality to all hues into which
it comes in combination. It is a pleasing colour,

and may be used in almost any arrangement,
and has a larger portion in nature than any of

the two other primaiiea. There is a popular
notion that blue and green are discordant when
viewed simnltaueously. If we look on a bluo

sky shining over a green meadow, we shall seo

under what circumstances they agree (as nature
never errs). It is that green is yellowed by the

sunlight, which, along with the browns of nature,

is sufficiently warm to be thoroughly harmonious.
Yellow, tho next primary, is the lightest of all

colours, white excepted, which wc consider the
combination of all colours reflected. Black—
absorbed, its proportional power to red, or blue,

is as three to thirteen. It is the most positive

and least agreeable colour to the eye, that is

pure and undiluted. Now, if nature never errs,

why, it may be asked, does she give us the
largest flower wo have, yellow, tho yellow sun-

flower ? Now, on analysing this, wo shall see

that the great bulk of the centre of this flower

is not yellow, but its contrasting or neutralising

colour, melodised to it; so the otherwise vulgar

staring flower becomes perfect. Tho eye dwells

with greater pleasure on yellow, the more it is

diluted or weakened in intensity, and we can
tolerate a lemon tint or light buff

;
but oven then,

unless toned down, you often hear it denounced
as sickly and bilious. And we may here remark
that no combination of colour can be complete
without the thi'ee primaries entering into their

component parts, either in their pure form, or

compounded with secondaries ;
all should he so

arranged as to form a general bloom, the most
powerful colours necessarily being in the smallest

proportion.

We have dwelt on the pleasure experienced by
the contemplation of beauty, of arrangement of

colours, hut wo must not conclude this is a
natural pleasure. It is a natural pleasure to

see colour, bub not in its most refined combina-
tions. A child manifests its natural taste by
preferring those toys most gaudily painted, and
with tho greatest amount of vermilion. A
collier dresses himself in a green plush waistcoat
with a couple of dozen of brass buttons down
the front and a scarlet comfortable, and thinks
himself perfection. We occasionally see also

natural taste showing itself in the shape of a
pink bonnet, orange shawl, and a green dress.

But we do not set these up as examples at all to

bo imitated, as in nature (which we may always
take as our type) we never see large masses of

bright colour without a larger quantity of neutral

or tertiary colours to tone, subdue, or counter-
balance them.

It has been suggested that I might further
illustrate this subject by reference to house
decoration and furnishing which would introduce

us to textile fabrics also. Now if you are going
to furnish and decorate, say your dining-room,

it may be done either by the harmony of ana-

logy or by the harmony of contrast. Your first

consideration in either case should be the aspect.

If south or west it requires to be on a cool key.
If north or east, it should be on a warm key.

You then may consider your pictures (if suffi-

cient to require consideration). Now sage green
is perhaps for a background the moat snitablo (or

claret, if there is plenty of light and a cold

aspect)
; say the former. Green for the walls,

you would then ask what is the complementary
colour of green. The answer is red ; so you get
the three colours by fixing red for your curtains,

and blue and yellow in combination, forming
green, on the walls

;
you have only to regulate

it further by ascertaining whether the green is a
blue green or yellow green. If a bluo green,

the complementary will be made up by adopting
an orange red,—in other words, scarlet or cherry

;

if a yellow green, purple must enter into the
composition of your red, which then becomes
more crimsony. If the chairs are covered with
morocco, tho same rule holds good. If yon did

not feel that you had your red blue enough, a
border containing blue might be added. If short

of scarlet or yellow, a gold-colour border would
supply that deficiency. Tho law of contrast in

colour is equally invariable in dress, and, as far

as this is concerned, we only need look at some
of the costumes worn by some of the higher
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classes ia England at the present time, to be
attack with the advanced taste and refinement
that pervade it. Plenty of sombre colour, but
little raw or pure.

PEGWELL BAY RECLAMATION.
The streak of silver sea that furnishes a sense

of security to some subjects of the United King,
dom is well known to be mutable, although
beautiful. In some places the tides, in succes-
sivo series of years, are encroaching upon the
land; in other localities,—in some instances by
natural action, and in others by man’s device,

—

the domain of ocean is invaded, and dry land
occupies large areas covered in former times by

;

the waters of the sea. Great changes have taken
place in the shore.line of almost the whole of
Wales, and of the coast northwards, from the
estuaries of the Dee and the Mersey. In some
places traces of cultivation exist, according to
Dr. Hume, down to the very margin of the tide.
It is demonstrable that the Wirall shore-lino
formerly projected much further to seaward,
as is shown by ancient maps, and the testimony
of historic records. In that district the encroach-
ments of the sea have carried away part of a
racecourse, and of a public road, with the whole
of a burial-place. In Cardigan Bay evidences of
the existence of an extensive submarine forest
have been distinctly traced, with trunks of trees
and standing stumps as hard and black as ebony,
the marks of the axe as sharp and distinct as if
they had been just felled. Bai’dsey Island, in
Cardigan Bay, and on the Carnarvon coast, is
now, or was not many years since, rated as part
of Pembrokeshire, and paid taxes as such.
The encroachments of the sea are, however,

compensated by recessions. Ou the west coast
of Anglesea the sea is receding, and extensive
tracks of blown sands are being deposited to-
wards the south-west end of Menai Straits. In
another locality Tremadoc nestles in a valley
formerly covered by the sea. On the southern
coast of Wales extensive alluvial deposits have
been lodged in many places that are protected
by blown sands, aud the same phenomena are
presented on the south coast of England

; as
witness the present condition of some of the
Cinque Ports, which may now almost be called
inland towns.

“ Sandwich the Silent,” one of the renowned
five ports, has long since receded from the shore-
line, or rather the shore-line has receded from
it, and the distance between them is, it would
seem, to be further increased by the reclamation
of part of the beautiful and placid Pegwell Bay,
for which there is a Bill before Parliament for
this year. The records of Sandwich date from
the sixth century. In the days of the Roman
power, Pegwell Bay had, doubtless, deeper water,
aud Sandwich stood much nearer the shore than
it does now, or it would not have been chosen as
one of the five ports. It is situated on the river
Stour, wliich has, in the coui’se of centuries,
carried down and deposited, at the estuary, a
vast quantity of almost purely alluvial matter,
which has been allowed to rest undisturbed on
the shores of the sheltered bay into which the
river debouches.
The Bill to be brought before Parliament is

for the cultivation and improvement of waste
lands in Pegwell Bay and Sandwich flats. Waste
lands include the surfaces over which the tide
flows at ordinary spring tides. The proposed
capital of the company ia 20O,00OL, with the
power to borrow 66,0001. The works include an
embankment of about four miles in length, to be
ata height ofabout20ft. above high-water mark,
and as much more above the sands at low water.
The present mouth of the Stour to the sea is
alp to be stopped, and a short cut or canal sub-
stituted. Several carriage-roads will also be
constructed under the powers of the Act, if

granted. The company asks for powers to bring
into a state fit for cultivation such lands as they
may from time to time reclaim from the sea.
The works proposed are to be executed within
five years from the passing of the Act. The
tolls proposed to be charged for the use of the
company’s roads seem ridiculously high,— as, for
instance, for every vehicle drawn by a horse or
mule, 6d.

;
by two horses or mules, Is.

;
ditto

carrying more than eight passengers, la. Sd.
j

for every donkey-cart, 4d.; for every horse or
mule, 6d.

;
for every donkey, 2d.

;
for every

foot-passenger, 2d., Ac.
The expense of the works is estimated by Mr.

P. H. Falkiner, the engineer, at 170,0001. there
are moi-c than seventy ofiicial authorities, aud

private owners or occupiers concerned, the for-
mer inclnding the Lords of the Admiralty, who
will of course take their stand on foreshores,
being Crown property, regardless of the rights,
or say the reasonable expectations, of those who
have incurred the cost of reclaiming the waste.
Witness the case of the Thames Embankment.
Whether the present promoters succeed or

not, there can be little doubt that the greater
part of the shallow part of Pegwell Bay will he
eventually converted into di-y land, and that the
successful works of the Messrs. Brogden, in

Morecambo Bay, by which they have added
hundreds of acres of fertile land to the resources
of the country, will be imitated in the estuaries
of the Stour, the Dee, and other tidal rivers.

PROPOSED TOWER BRIDGE.
Theke has been frequent complaint that the

Thames has not as many roadways between
London on its north and 'south banks as the
vaatness of the population to be accommodated,
and the importance of the commercial and social

interests concerned, demand. Many projects for
new bridges, railway and other, have been pro-
posed in successive years, but no additions to
their number, except Southwai-k Bridge, for
ordinary traffic and the railway-bridges, have
been made since Waterloo Bridge was finished,

more than half a century since. London. Black-
friars, and Westminster Bridges are mere re-

newals of previously-existing communications in
the same situations.

One of the Bills to be brought before Parlia-
ment in the session of this year is for powers to

construct an iron bridge over the Thames, with
roadways and approaches thereto, for the passage
of foot-passengers, carriages, carts, wagons,
horses, cattle, &c., with all necessary works and
conveniences, to commence in Fair-street, in the
parish of St. John, Horselydown, Surrey, and to
terminate in the parish of St. Botolph Without,
Aldgate, and district of the Tower, on Little

Tower-hill, Middlesex, to the westward of the
main entrance to St. Katharine’s Docks. It is

also proposed in the Bill to take power to make
“four tunnels or subways in the line of the pro-
posed bridge, and in or under the bed of the
river Thames,” to he connected with the foot-

ways on the said bridge by means of shafts to be
constructed in the piers of the bridge. These
tunnels or subways are to be two on each side of
the river, each pair parallel, aud about 80 ft.

apart, and constructed in directions running
nearly due north aud sonth. They will be
respectively about 150 ft. in length, aud distant
at their inner ends about 200 ft. from the centre
of the river.

Mr. R. M. Ordish, who has achieved a fair
reputation in iron bridge-building and iron
structures, is the engineer. He estimates the
expense at 372,000J.

;
the bridge is to have two

spans, and to be of the bow-string girder type.
The company necessarily look for their return to
powers to impose tolls. These, it is proposed,
are to be, for foot-passengers one halfpenny
each

;
horses, mules, or asses, laden or unladen,

not drawing loads, one penny each; each horse
or beast of draught drawing any carriage, cart,
or wagon, twopence; for every carriage, tw'o-

pence
; for every cart or wagon, fourpence

; for
cattle, sheep, and pigs, fivepence per score. The
tolls certainly seem objectionably high

; as
stated, a two-horse cart or wagon will be charged
eightpence, viz., fourpence for the cart, and two-
pence each for the horses.

The sea-going steamers that stop short at
London Bridge, and the sailing-vessels that
anchor in the Pool, will have to pass under the
proposed new bridge, which must necessarily
give a water headway sufficient for unimpeded
navigation. This will necessitate approaches
that will interfere with a considerable amount of
warehouse and other property. It seems quea-
tionable whether the fair claims of owners and
occupiers can be met out of the residue of
372,000i., after costs of construction have been
deducted.

The Building Act.—A paper will be read
on Monday afternoon next, at a meeting of the
Health Department of the Social Science Asso.
ciatioD, by Mr. John Liddle, medical officer of
health for the Whitechapel district, on “The
Defects of the Sanitary Provisions of the Build,
ing Act, 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, with Suggestions
for their Amendment.” Lieut. .Col. M. Beres-
ford, M.P,, will take the chaii’ at four o’clock.

COUNTRY HOUSES.
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A LECTURE was delivered by Professor Kerr
at the last meeting, on “The Design of a Small
Country House,”—understood as the residence
of an English gentleman aud family, living in

the manner of their class, within a few miles of
London or some large town

;
the site being three

or four acres (more or less), and the cost from
2,000Z. to 4-,OOOZ. The lecturer treated in detail

all the rooms and other portions of such a house,
giving definitions of their special uses, and indi-

cating the most usual methods of plan and
arrangement. On matters of much importance
affecting such a house and its serviceableness,
the following, among other conclusions, were
stated :

—

Ap'proacli .—Let this be from the north, or, if

that cannot be got, then from the east. The
view of the lawn and gardens mnst be well shut
out by shrubbery (in which no flowers should be
admitted ou any consideration, the garden being
the place for them). An entrance in a prominent
position always gives value to a house. Prospect.

—This should be open on the south, perhaps on
the west, with shelter on the east. Aspect .

—

South-east is the most favourable aspect for all

the living-rooms of a house, if it is to bo had.
They will be warmed by the morning sun, will

bo in the shade in the hot noon and afternoon,
and not exposed to the strong winds and driving
rains of the south-west. The gardens will be
towards the south, and the lawn to south and
west,—the sunset is considered of much value
to a lawn. The offices should look northwards
and eastwards (not westwards), these aspects
being of least value. The servants’ entrance
may be on the north front or east return, with
special access from the main road, or, at any
rate, an-angements to avoid the necessity of
tradesmen’s cai'ts stopping in the drive. The
sacrifice of aspect to prospect will certainly be
the cause of after regrets. In a drawing-room,
the most admirable views will grow less interesting
in time

; but the welcome sunshine and warmth
cannot be spared with safety. In a dining,
room, sunshine from the west at the customary
late dinners will be found a most serious draw-
back in the use of the room for its most important
purpose.

hitc'-nal Ai-ran^cments .—The lines of traffic

should always be kept in view. The parts of
the house devoted to the family and visitors must,
when in use, be crossed by the servants very
rarely, if at all. For instance, the dining-room
should be served from the kitchen through the
servery, without the hall, staircase, or main
passages being necessarily passed through. By
the second staircase the servants should be able
to reach all the upper parts of the house. The
drawing-room doors especially should never be
passed in carrying to the various rooms. Alain
Staircase .—This should be the way to tho bed-
rooms, and to nothing else (a drawing-room or
study upstairs will be an unusual arrangement,
—not the normal one

;
and, however, suitable

for some one family, will probably be awkwai'd
for those who use tho house thereafter). It

should be near the entrance, so that ladies may
readily reach their rooms to take off clothes on
coming home

;
for convenience on the upper

floor, it must bo fairly central there. A noi’th

window will often he best, as saving the valuable
aspect for rooms, and us tho north light is clearest,

latest, and without suu. Bedrooyns .—These may
be all on one story, or ou two. To all the main
rooms there must be direct and stately access,

—

a house sinks at once down to a lower level if it

has badly lighted aud ventilated passages. The
indispensable furniture of every room should bo
plotted ou the plana—the bedstead, dressing-
table, and a wardrobe. Two bedrooms, each
having a dressing-room [with^mall bedstead

|

attached, will usually be sufficient; one being
for the heads of the house, tho other for married
visitors. The rest may bo single rooms. Na»--

series are ordinary bedrooms temporarily devoted
to a special purpose. They must, in an English
house, be not inconveniently far from the
mother’s bedroom

;
at the samo time, they may

be shut out by a door and lobby from the rest
of the story. The day nursery should look
southwards.
The lecturer noticed the matter of change of

occupants in a house of the class dealt with.
Through death, or reverse of fortune, and other
causes, property of this kind is constantly
changing hands, or receiving fresh tenants. It

is therefore desimble for architects to Icon
towards arrangements found generally suited lo
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tlio hfibits of the larger number of families of

tlio aamo rank in life, and not to consider merely
the immediate wants of a client. As many of

tlio onlinary requirements are founded on what
seomslikesonnd reason, they are little likely to be
affected by change of fashion. As to the ques-

tion of regular orirregular plan, regularity seems
to add to the general estimate of the scrvice-

fiblenesB of a house. Symmetry and simplicity

of plan are highly valued. Though wanting in

piquancy, and apparently uninteresting, a house

possessed of a good and readily apprehended
arrangement of rooms, will never want admirers

among the English gentry. As to the ventila-

tion lately so much pressed on the notice of

everybody, the classes for whom architects have
to work will not submit to low temperatures, and
possible draughts, and much extra clothing in-

doors in cold weather;—perhaps (the lecturer

said), the indispcnsablennas of much special ven-

tilation is often exaggerated in speaking of the

largo and lofty rooms—not over-crowded—of the

houses we are treating of. In fact, taking them
altogether, the English houses are the best de-

signed in the world, the most replete with com-
fort, and with the best provisions for the special

habits of their occupants
;

it is probably because
soli'gha standard of excellence has been reached
that they are so much found fault with.

THE NEW BUILDINGS IN LUDGATE
CIRCUS AND FLEET-STREBT.

The extensive and prominent new build-

ings which have for some months been in course

of erection at the bottom of Fleet-street, and

are known as Messrs. Cook & Co.’s tourist and
excursionist offices, are now fast approaching

their external completion, being almost ready for

the roof, and will bo covered in within the next

fortnight. The structure, which will be a
decidedly striking feature amidst the various

new building.s now being erected in the locality,

has no less than four frontages to the several

main thoroxighfares immediately around it,

namely, the Ludgate-oircus elevation, aud also

those in Fleet-street, Farringdon-street, and St.

Bride-street. The Ludgate-cirous faijade, in

point of architectural detail and ornamentation,

may be regarded as the principal frontage,

althoutrli the Fleet-street, Farringdon-street, and

St. Bride-street frontages are to a great e.xtent

nniform with tho first-named. The building is

00 ft. in height from the street level to the

cjornice below the dormers, the latter being 11 ft.

high, making the entire height of the elevation

71 ft., and its width from the boundary of the,

Fleet-street frontage to that in St. Bride-street

130 ft., whilst it is 50 ft. in depth; the entire

ground area covered by the structure being about

3,300 square feet. The materials used in the

exterior are Portland stone (the ground and
moKzanine floors being to a great extent of iron),

with granite bases to the entrances, audpolished

granite piers. The building contains a base-

ment; a very lofty ground.floor, with windows
of unusually largo dimensions; a mezzanine

door immediately above, together with first,

second, third, and fourth stories, in addition to

lofty dormers. There are two entrances to tho
.ground-floor portion of the building in tho

Ludgate-circus frontage. At the bottom of the
ikst-floor windows of this frontage (which also

extends around the first floor of the entire ele-

vation) there is a projecting balcony of orna-
menial ironwork. There are four windows in

this story, over which are projecting carved
OJrbola, supporting stone balconettes above at the

foot of the second-floor windows, and from these

are suspended carved stone pendants. Between
cIjc second-floor windows there are raised panels,

and immediately above the windows there is a
e,entrepiece in carved stone, supported on either

side by scroll brackets, which forms a terminal
to the centre window. The third and fourth

door windows are plainer in character, bat the

ilormers above, which surmount the cornice, and
which are carried round the entire elevation,

materially add to the attractiveness of the

fiMulage. The Fleet-street entrance has a bold
and handsome appearance.

The roof will be covered with green West-
moreland slate, harmonising with the general
character of the structure. The chief entrance

to the interior of the upper portion of the

building, as well as to the ground-floor of this

portion of the elevation, will be in Fleot-stroet,

.and above the mezzanine floor to the top of the

building there will be an open staircase, with a

roadway of 4 ft. round it, with a lantern light in

the rooL
The interior of the structure is commodious,

there being nob less than forty apartments,
several of them of spacious dimensions, in those

portions of the building which are above the
gronnd-floor.

Tho ground.floor portion of the Fleet-street

frontage, and also one-lialf of that fronting

Ludgate-circus, is intended to be occupied by
Messrs. Cook as their tourist and excursionist

premises, as well as a portion of the mezzanine
floor above, whilst the arrangements also include

an entrance, through Messrs. Cook’s premises, to

the post-office which has been situated on the

site for several years past, and which will con-

tinue there, at the rear of the new building.

Portions ’of the gi’onnd-floor iu Ludgate-circus,
and half of the Farringdon-street frontage, will

be let for private business purposes, whilst the

other portion of tho Farringdon-street ground-
floor frontage, and that in St. Bride’s-street, as

well as a largo portion of the basement of the
building, will be occupied by the Midland Rail-

way Company as a receiving-office aud depfib for

this part of the City. The upper portions of

the building, which include a large and noble

apartment on the firSl floor of the Ludgate-
circus frontage, suitable for a board-room or

other similar purposes, will also be let for busi-

ness purposes.

The architect for the builder is Mr. Gundry, of

John-stient, Adelphi; and the contractors are

Messrs. Perry Co., of the Tredegar Works,
Bow

;
Mr. Burch being tho clerk of works.

HEALTH NEAR BIRMINGHAM.
Tvpfioid fever has attacked twenty - two

families at Moseley and Balsall Heath, near

Birmingham. The Local Government Board
directed Dr. Ballard to visit the locality, and he
met the rural sanitary authority on Thursday,

tho 9th inst, and told them tho substance of tho

report he will make to tho Government Board.

He finds the ground to bo chiefly gravel, and
i

therefore porous. The water supply is derived

from wells sunk into the surface gravel. After

explaining to the meeting the doctrine of typhoid

or enteric fever, and how it is communicated to

persons, he said of the examination he had made
of the district (according to the Birmin'j]i,a)n

Daily Post) :
—

•

“ In tho part of Moseley where the disease had shown
itself, certain conditions existed which were likely to pro-

mote its spread when once iutrodneed. First of all, there

was the system of disposal of excrement. Throughout
the district, the excrement of tho population was either

deposited in ashpit privies, or carried from water-closets

into dumb-wells, cesspools, or drains, where such drains

existed. For the most part, the water-closets discharged
themselves into dumb-wells, from which there was some-
times an overflow. Occasionally there were separate

domb-wells for tho ordinary sewage, slops, washing water,

&c. ;
but in other eases this refuse was discharged into

tho same dumb-well as the contents of the water-closets.

Most of the dumb-wells had permeable walla
;
but in some

oases they were cemented so as to be water-tight as long

as the cement held good. Where there was no cement,

the liquid matter soaked into the soil, and it was well

known in Moseley that such dumb-wells did not require

emptying for periods of many years, when they became
fllied with semi-aolid matter. There was no question that

where such wells existed, serious pollution of the soil

took place. Now, if the excrement, slops, or washings
of foul linen, containing the specific pollution of enteric

fever found their way into the dumb-wcll, and then into

the soil, the soil became polluted apeoifloally. He was
prepared to say that in certain iustanoes the disease had
spread through tho drinkmg of water derived from the

soil.

"When, some fevr years ago, the Conductor of

this Journal, as a member of the Social Science

Association, then meeting inBirmingham, pointed

out the dangerous condition of parts of tho town
and suburbs, hia words of warning were received

with derision and abusive denial.

BEJAPOOR AND ITS MAUSOLEUMS.
In Capb. Lyon’s second lecture at the Society

of Arts, on “Indian Buildings aud Life,” he
said ;

—

The city of Bejapoor was the Mahoramedan
capital for 200 years, daring tho time the

Mussulman armies were there, trying to get to

tho south, the Hindoos being determined to stop

them if they could. Here the only buildings

remaining are the splendid mausoleums which it

was the fashion of those kings to build daring

their lifetime to repose in after death. No doubt
it was an excellent plan, but it had one disadvan-

tage, that if by any chaose the king happened to

die before it was completed, there was no place

to bury him in; for each king had quite enough to 1

do to build his own before he died, and could
not complete the other. Outside this town
(which is the rival of Yijianuggur and Beej-
nuggur), with every mausoleum that these kings
bnilt, they built a small mosque alongside it, and
this is the mosque of Ibrahim Rosa, and the
other side is the tomb. Tho peculiarity of the
tomb is that nobody has yet been able to dis-

cover how the dome is supported. Our engineers
have actually asked the Government to be kind
enough to allow them to pull it to pieces, in

order to discover what supports it. Of course,

the Government objected; but, springing out of

a flat stone roof, there it stands, and by what
means it stands, and why it does not come down,
nobody can make out. It ought to, but it does
not. All round this building is a verandah,
immediately outside the room in which the body
reposes. Formerly nothing could e.xceod the
beauty of that verandah. The stone is grey.

The whole of the Koran is supposed to be
engraved in relief on the walls. It was all

gilded, and between the letters was painted a
n;ost beautiful, lovely azure blue : and the effect

of the gilded letters on a blue ground
and the grey stone was something beautiful

beyond all conception. Unfortunately, now,
except in one or two spots, which were
carefully covered up, every sign of it has
disappeared

;
but the natives there show you the

blue and gold as it originally stood. Inside the
room is where the body reposes. The window
above is a solid block of stone, which has been
carved into Arabic letters, which every one
knows are difficult enough to write

;
but here

tho natives have cut away the whole of the
stone, leaving nothing but the Arabic letters

;

and several verses of the Koran are cut in

tracery over that window, each window having
different parts of the Koran engraved on it, as

you see there.

JOSEPH’S TOMB IN SHECHEM.
I.v a paper road last week on “ Joseph's Tomb

in Shechem,” at the rooms of the Society of

Biblical Archmology, Conduit-street, by Professor
Donaldson, he said that there were few incidents

in the Sacred Scriptures more touching than the
nai-rativo of tho pious care with which the
children of Israel fulfilled the injunction of

Joseph to carry his bones to the land of promise.
There is hardly any spot in Palestine which
combines, as this does, tho tradition of past
times and the concurrent assent, as to its authen-
ticity, of the varied sects, whether Samaritan,
Jewish, or Turkish ; and this is the more remark-
able in a country where the struggles of religious

strife are so prevalent, and every holy spot is so
much the object of violent contention. The
approach to the valley of Neblous, at the point
where this old ruined tomb stands, is most
impressive. Hermon, with its snowy top, rises

majestically in the far North. Close to the
tomb is Jacob’s well, where our Saviour con-
versed with the Samai'itan woman. The well is

most frequently dry, aud very much choked
with large stones. Not far distant is the enclo-

sure of Joseph’s tomb, rhomboidal in shape, the
inside shorter side measuring 15 ft.; the depth
somewhat exceeds that dimension

;
aud the

enclosure walls rise some 7 ft. high, with an
opening at one end. Opposite the entrance is a
small mihrAh, or prayer-niche, about 2 ft. 6 in.

wide, with a circular head : and over it are two
inscriptions—the upper one in Hebrew cha-
racters, the latter in Samaritan. A narrow,
irregular, central, paved path leads from the

entrance up to the niche ; and on each side, rising

6 in. or 7 in. above the path, is a dais, the one to

the left forming a kind of prayer-platform or

seat. On the dais to the right is the tomb of

some Mahomedan, which is said to be held in

great veneration by his co-religionista. At each
end of this tomb is a detached pillar or post,

some 18 in. in diameter, and rising about 3 ft.,

scooped out on the upper surface into the shape
of a hollow basin, and which has the appearance
of having served for fire. The tomb of the

Turk is oblong in shape, and rises from tho dais

in a curved form, with a pointed ridge. The
construction of the whole is of the roughest

materials, plastered over, as is the custom of

such sepulchral erections of the Turks, and has

considerable cracks in the walls, threatening

speedy destruction. When we consider the

pious reverence with which Moses and the

descendants of Joseph conveyed their precious

relic from the land of bondage, we may conceive

that, although the present erection may be on
the spot of its ultimate deposit, it is but reason-
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able to suppose tbey followed the custom of the
Egyptians, among whom they had so long dwelt,

and with whose manner of interment they would
have been so woll a>cquainted. If so, they must
have made a considerable excavation in the
ground, consistent with the exalted position oi

theii’ forefathers. They must have lined the
tomb with stone, and have laid the embalmed
body, with its wooden sarcophagus or coffin, with
becoming funeral rites. Without making an
excavation, it is impossible to ascertain any
•further particulars of this sacred and interesting
opot.

ANCIENT TERRA-COTTAS OE SYRIA.
The incredulity with which the objects oi

'idolatrous art, recently discovered in Moab, and of
which Lieut. Couder sent water-colour sketches
"to the Palestine Exploration Fund, were received
in this country must now be at an end. Some
'time since, the report of PastorWeser, the Prussian
chaplain at Jenisalcm, who himself visited the
•sites of excavation, was published. An attempt
was made to throw doubt even upon that. Now,
Mr. Greviile Chester, one of the opponents of
the genuine character of the objects in question,
writes from Jerusalem a full recantation. He
says that he has examined the collection of
Mr. Shapiro, and is convinced of its genuine
•character and extreme impoi-tance. At Berlin
the same conclusion was long since arrived at,

and Pastor Weser has boon elected a member of
the Oriental Society, in consequence of the light
ho has personally throvfn on the subject. Lieut.
•Conder’s sketches wore confined to the most
striking objects, from an art point of view.
•Some of the jars are covered with incised
characters, which, in some cases, are bi-lingual.
'The British Museum authorities based their
condemnation of some of the jars, as forgeries,
•on the ground that they were impressed with
unknown, as well as with well-known characters,
a thing most unlikely for a forger to attempt.
While we regret that those objects are lost to
this country, it is very instructive to see the dif-

ferent tone in which any indication of important
•discovery is raet in Germany.

CHINESE TEMPLES.
The China correspondent of the Daily News

gives some iuteresting particulars of temples in
Pekin. It may bo useful to our readers to pre-
•eorve a portion of what he says as to the so-

•called Temple of Heaven, the most important of
•them :

—

To the eye of a European there is nothing
about it to suggest its ecclesiastical character.
5t is more like one of the fanciful creations of
•gardener-artists, reminding you of the gardens
at Versailles or the Crystal Palace. The circular
•space on the top looks as if intended for a band
"to play on. It is somewhat larger than one of
the fountains in Trafalgar-square, with a pavo-
ment and balustrade of white marble. It stands
•on two other platforms, all formed of the same
'material, forming three terraces, each teiTace
being ascended by a flight of nine steps, or
twenty-seven in all, from the ground to the top
•of the altar. There are four ascents, one from
•each of the cardinal points. The whole is sur-
•rounded by a low wall, with open marble gate-
ways on each side, facing the four ascents. This
wall is square in plan, and in the south-east
corner is the furnace or altar for burning the
bullock, with eight other altars, smaller, and of
iiron, where offerings to the eight deceased
-ancestors are also burned, the bullock being
•offered to Shang-ti alone To those who
have taken an interest in Professor Smyth’s in.
•quiries respecting the Great Pyramid, this
Ohinese temple ought to have special significance.
Althoiigli round in plan and flat on the top, it

may still be described as a modification of the
Pyramid. Its astronomical character is indi-

<5ated by the great ceremony at the winter
solstice. The four ascents, with approaches and
gates to the four cardinal points, suggest that an
-astro-geographical meaning was intended. Most
•of the imperial temples of Pekin have been con.
-structed with reference to the relation of num-
•bers, and this is particularly marked in the Temple
•of Heaven. The number nine figures very
largely in it. The ascent to each terrace has
nine steps, the whole ascent being 3x9= 27.
The pavement on the circular top is formed by
nine circles of marble slabs. The centre circle
has nine slabs, the second is formed of eighteen,
the third twenty-seven, and so on, each circle

being a multiple of nine, till, at the outer circle,
it is 9x9 = 81, being a favourite number iu
Ciiiuese philosophy. “ Tho same symbolism is

carried through the balustrades, the steps, and
the two lower terraces of the altar. Fourflights
of steps, of nine each, lead down to the middle
terrace, where are placed the tablets to the
spirits of the sun, moon, and stars, and the year
god, Tai-Sui. The sun and stars take tho east,
and tho moon and Tai-Sui the west. The stars
are the twenty-eight constellations of the
Chinese zodiac, borrowed by tho Hindoos, soon
after the Christian era, and called by them
Naksha-tras. The Tai-Sui is a deification of the
sixby.yeax- cycle. The present year, 1869, is the
sixth year of the cycle, and is denoted by tho
characters Ki-si, taken from the denary and
duodenary cycles respectively. For this year tho
tablet is inscribed with those characters

j in 1870
the characters Keng-wu, next in order, will be
taken, and so on.”

The work quoted from was published about
two years ago, which explains tho reference to
1869 and 1870. The same work gives a further
illustmtion of these numbers:—“The balus-
trades have 9 x 8 = 73 pillars and rails on. the
upper terrace; on the middle terrace there are
108

;
and on the lower, 180. These amount in all

to 360, the number of degi’ees in a circle. The
pavement of tho middle terrace has in its inner-
most circle ninety stones, and in its outermost
162 stones, thus reaching the double of eighty-
one, the outermost circle of the upper terrace.
So again, in the lower terrace the circles increase
from 171 stones, the innermost to 3-I2, or three
times the square of nine for the outermost.”

ASSYRIAN RESEARCHES.
Fibed by American example, the proprietors

of the Daily Telegraph, with tho concurrence of
tho trustees of the British Museum and tho
Lords of the Treasury, have arranged to de-
spatch Mr. George Smith (the decipherer of the
tablets relating to the Deluge) to Assyria for
further explorations. They propose to devote to

the object 1,000 guineas within a period of six

months, and are willing to exceed those limits if

found desirable. Mr. Smith’s official salary will

continue. Any memorials of interest discovered
will bo added to the present collection of
Assyrian antiquities in the British Museum.
We are glad the Government have met the
proposition as they have done, and we heartily
wish success to the expedition.

PROCEEDINGS UNDER THE NEW
HEALTH ACT.

liTacclesjield .—Tho rural sanitary authority
of the Macclesfield Union has directly refused
to appoint a nuisance inspector under the Public
Health Act, as required by the Local Govern-
ment Board, notwithstanding that scarlet fever
is prevalent to an alarming extent in the Bolling,
ton district. On being rebuked, and urged by
the Local Government Board, they passed the
following resolution by a majority of fifteen to
four :

—

“ That Mr. May he instructed to write to the Poor-Law
Bopd requesting them to accept the appointment of our
relieving officers for nuisance inspectors, and that we re-
quire none of their pnlti-y allowance, and trust they will
interfere less in their ofiicial capacity with the Board of
Guardians.”

Chester .—A meeting of representatives from
the different sanitary authorities of Cheshire, has
been held in the Town - hall, Chester. The
Local Government Board inspector for the
district, at whose invitation the first conference
of representatives was held, was present. Tho
different authorities were represented. After
some further discussion, it was agreed to send
copies of tho following resolution to the different
sanitary authorities in the county ;

—

“ That tho undermentioned sanitary authorities, being
desirous of combining for the joint appointment of a
medical officer of health, be especially requested to
name members to form a joint committee to
decide on the salary of such officer, and the term.s on
which he be appointed

;
to advertise for candidates, and to

select one gentleman to be recommended for appointment
by tho several combined authorities.”

Worcester.—A conference of urban and sani-
tary authorities has been held iu the Shire-ball,
Worcester, under the presidency of Lord
Lyttelton (lord-lieutenant of the county), for
the purpose of considering whether the meilioal
officers of health to be appointed under the now.
Sanitary Act should be appointed by several

combined districts to supervise a large area, or
whether each sanitary authority in the county
should appoint its own officer independently of its
neighbours. Tho urban and rural sanitary autho-
ribies of the following nine unions were repre-
sented :— Worcester, Droitwich, Bromsgrove,
Kingsnorton, Per3hore,Upton.on.Severn, Kidder-
minster, Martley, aud Tenbury. It was ulti-

mately resolved, with four dissentients only,

—

“That tho principle of comparatively wide combina-
tions of sanitary authorities is the best upon which lha
Public Health Act cau be carried out,”

COLOUR DECORATION.
ST. 3IAUY il.AGD-VLEXE, WA-VDSWORTH COMilON.

The chancel of this mission church has lately
been decorated in colour by Mr. Charles Hudson,
of Loudon. Mr. Edmund B. Ferrey, architect,
in the first place gave a slight sketch for tho
general scheme, aud has from time to time been,
iu communication with Mr. Hudson, to whom
was intrusted tho preparation of the full-size
working drawings and the details of the colouring.
The church is substantially built of stock bricks,
being rough stuccoed internally. The scheme
for the decoration of the east wall consists of a
plain surbase of chocolate tint

; above this are
ten square cusped panels, with canopies over of
a rich description, containing tho emblems of tho
Passion in various colours

;
the backgi-ound is of

gold. The hollow of the string-course under
the east window is decorated with gilt stars, and
over the altar in addition with the JIeitr-de-h>.

At the springing lino of the window-arch are
arranged the emblems of the twelve Apostles
aud of St. Mary Magdalene, in lozenge panels.
The space over is enriched with bold flowing
scrollwork, formed of the vine on the north, tho
maple on the south side. In the centre of each
spandrel is a circular panel, oontaininga subject
from tho life of St. Mary Magdalene. The east
window, which formerly had a bare, close span,
drel, has been perforated, and the rest of it

glazed with cathedral glass in different shades,
ornamentally arranged. The side-walls are also
decorated, the bands and horizontal divisions
being carried round, but there are no emblems
or subjects, aud the treatment generally is more
simple. Tho wall over the altar, being covered
by a dossel, has not been decorated in colour.
The tints principally employed are Medimval
red, with a little black and chocolate. The
panelled ceiling, however, has for a ground tint a
greyish blue, with pateras. The space over tho
west side of the chancel-arch is also decorated,
the principal feature being that of our Lord
sitting in majesty, inclosed by an aureole. In
addition to these works, a beam, carrying a rich,

oak floriated rood, designed by the same archi-
tect, decorated iu colour and gilding, containing
the Evangelistic emblems, has been fixed over
tho entrance to the chancel.

IRISH BUILDING MATERIALS.
In a short notice of the Reports on the Dublin.

Exhibition just now_closed, the Society of Arts’
Journal says,

—

The slates shown by the Killaloe Slate Com-
pany were of excellent quality, and equal, if they
do not excel, the best Welsh slates. The Ventnor
Slate Company also showed slates of good qualitv,
and with avery pretty greenish audbluish shade,
which would produce a good effect in roofin"
churches, &c. The specimens of Donegal stone
shown attracted much attention. The granito
blocks were exhibited just as they were found iti

the quarries, in slabs, with even, natural surfaces,
aud almost, if not quite, ready for the buililor.

The polished red granite is quite equal to that
from Aberdeen. The Belfast Portland Cement
Company contributed alarge number of samples
of their production

;
the articles shown were in

every respect excellent. A group of marble
pillars or clustered columns of various Irish
marbles, with Caen stone basement and cap,
carved in natural foliage, and a font in tlie same
style, with various Irish marble shafts, admirably
displayed the wealth of the native q'uarries, and
showed tho ease with which such materials cau
be adapted to useful and decorative purposes.
The great beauty of tho marbles and tho liigli

polish and finish they had received, displayed to
great advantage the green and black marbles
from tbe quarry near Middleton, in the county of
Cork, which is worked by Messrs. Sibthorpe &
Son, The latter is little inferior in brilliancy,

variety of shade, and contrast of colour and tone
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to jasper. For this reason it has been technically

named Irish jasper. The practical value of Irish

marbles, and the high polish they are capable of

taking, were further successfully illustrated by
specimens of marble pavement, and by a portion

of the altar railings lately erected in the chapel

of Trinity College; this last showed the rai'e

qualities of solidity joined to grace and the ap-

pearance of lightness.

THE NEW DWELLINGS FOR THE POOR
NEAR THE HOLBORN VIADUCT.

According to a communication which has just

been received by the Holborn Vestry from the

City Corporation, it appears that the latter have
at length finally decided as to the new dwellings

for the poor to be erected in room of the houses
removed for the construction of the Holborn
Viaduct. The clerk to the Corporation states

that the plans for the dwellings are in a forward
state of preparation, and that the buildings will

shortly be commenced. It appears that the site

selected is in Bleeding Healrt-yard, a short dis-

tance to the northwards of the Viaduct.

SCHOOL BOARDS.

London .—The following report has been pre-

sented to the London School Board on the new
offices on the Thames Embankment :

—

“ On the 26th of June the Board decided that four
architects should be invited to send in competitive designs
for the offices to be ercctsd on the Thames Embankment.
The Works Committee were further instructed to make
the necessary selection. In accordance with their instruc-
tions, the committee invited fonr gentlemen to send in
designs. Theconditions and particulars were settled by
the Board on the 23th of August, and the designs, which
were sent in at the close of November, have now been
carefully examined. In arriving at a conclusion, the
committee have not only considered how far the original

conditions have been complied with, but have given
especial weight to the amount of well-lighted lloor

space supplied by each architect, aud to the estimated cost
of tho proposed building. • On the whole, the committee
have unanimously resolved to recommend thatMr. Bodley,
whose plans are estimated to cost 19, BOOL, be appointed
to carry out his design, subject to the provision that a
tender can be obtained from a responsible builder, in

accordance with the conditions under which the Board
have hitherto employed other architects. They further
recommend that Mr. Bodley's plans be referred back to
them for such modification as they may consider neces-
sary

;
and that they be instructed to draught specifica-

tions, to obtain tenders, and to bring up a contract to the
Board for sealing.”

The report was adopted.

Lewshury .—The foundation-stones of the first

three schools projected by the Dewsbury School
Board have been laid with public ceremonies.

Northampton. — The chairman invited the
Board to consider the beat mode of adjudicating
upon the plans for the new schools, which are to

be sent in or before the 27th inst. The clerk
had informed him that there had been 144 appli.

cations made for particulars respecting the pro-
posed new schools, and if only fifty of these sent
in plans, there would be a hundred designs to be
examined, in order to which it was necessary
they should be suspended somewhere. He sug.
gested whether it would not be advisable that a
sub. committee should be appointed to look over
the plans, with power to reject any of them;
but if half the number named were rejected, it

would still be necessary that the remainder
should be deposited somewhere for inspection
and examination. Ultimately it was agreed that
the clerk should arrange with the town-clerk for
suspending the plans in the largo hall.

Hanslope.— At Hanslope, situated on the
southern border of Northamptonshire, in the
county of Bucks, the new school-rooms, ivhich
have been recently erected under the direction
of tho Hanslope School Board, have been opened.
The buildings are erected with white brick, re-

lieved by red strings, and are to accommodate
220 children. Mr. Christopher, of Watford, was
the architect ; and Mr. John Sheldon, of Newport
Pagnell, the builder. The schools are situated
upon the west side of the road, leading through
the parish, and consist of mixed school, 4fi ft. by
18 ft.; class-room attached, ll- ft. by 15 ft.;

babies’ room, 20 ft. by 17 ft.; and infant school,
30 ft. by 17 ft. There are also a master’s house
and requisite out-offices.

Leeds .—A meeting of the Leeds School Board
was held last week, Sir A. Fairbairn in the
chair. Among the topics discussed were the
correspondence with the Education Department
respecting the Board schools, the management
and visiting of the schools, the payment of archi-

tects’ commissions, the question of providing a

training college, and the designs foi> Jack-lane

School. At the meeting of the deputation

from the local Board with the Vice-President of

the Council, it was arranged that the council’s
“ architect would forward to the Board a memo-
randum on the whole subject, and he (Mr.

Forster) would ask tho Board once more to con-

sider the question in connexion with tho memo-
randum

;
and if the Board after that decided to

adhere to their proposals, he did not think the

Department should withhold their recommenda-
tion to the Loan Commissioners.” Mr. Forster

alluded to the question [of the costs of the
schools

;
and Mr. Jowitt stated that the Board

were most anxious to keep down the expense as

much as possible, and that they believed they
had done all in their power to obtain good
schools at small expense; payment for tho

schools was to be spread over fifty years, and
they felt bound to erect strong and substantial

structures.

PROCEEDINGS UNDER THE METRO-
POLITAN BUILDING ACT.

On the lat instant, Mr. Arthur Wilson ap-

peared before Mr. Hannay, at the Worship,
street police-coimt, in answer to a summons for

neglecting to give due 'notice to the district sur-

veyor of Shoreditch and Norton Folgate, of
certain works done at No. 4, Spital-square. The
work for which notice was claimed, was the
rebuilding of an addition at the back of the

house. The district surveyor had discovered

some work in progi'ess at the premises, and was
informed that it was being done by a builder

named Brown, from whom, after some difficulty,

a notice for the work was obtained. This work
was completed, but tho rebuilding of the addi-

tion was not then commenced. This was some
time subsequently found to be in progress, and
it was ascertained from the workmen that they
were employed directly by defendant, who was
described as the “owner” in Brown’s notice,

but no fresh notice could be obtained from
defendant, whose address the district surveyor
was for some time unable to obtain. In the
course of the work, a notice of irregularity had
been served at the premises in defendant’s
name, as builder, and the irregular work was
then amended. 'The district surveyor contended
that the rebuilding of the addition was not in-

cluded in the notice given by Brown, or if it was
then a notice of change of builder should have
been given.

Defendant stated that he was the owner of the
premises

; that ho had not employed any builder
to carry out the work

;
that Brown was only

acting as his foreman
;
and that he considered

the notice given sufficient. Mr. Hannay con-
sidered that defendant had acted as the builder,

and should have given notice in his own name,
which, by his own admission, he bad not done.
Fined -40s., and 28. costa.

THE DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE.
TfTK youngest of the local Boards in the

neighbourhood of Manchester—that of Heaton
Norris, which comprises the districts popularly
known as Heaton Chapel, Heaton Moor, and
Heaton Mersey,—has recently called in the
aid of Mr. James Henry Lynde, C.E., of Man-
Chester, to advise on the system of drainage
to bo adopted, and the method of disposing
of the sewage. Mr. Lynde has had to formulate
a new and comprehensive scheme, and in doing
so has considered and reviewed various methods
recently devised for tho removal and disposal of

sewage matter.

His own conclusions are these :

—

“ My opinion i.s decidedly in favour of a combination of
either filtration or deodorisation (upon the Carlisle system,
which has proved so successful) and irrigation. Irrigation
is tho only system that has really efiectually prevented
the fouling of rivers, and at the same time prevented the
waste of the valuable manuring material contained in the
sewage.
Should you adopt the syateni I have advocated, it will be

necessary to erect filter-hed.s, together with the necessary
buildings and works for the treatment of the sewage, with
the carbolic acid or other deodorising agent, which works
will be of an inexpensive character.
The laud which might prove most suitable for irrigation

consists of two plots, one containing fifty.six acres, which
is intersected by the railway, and tho other containing
twenty acres. These would be provided with main carriers
for the effluent water, after being deodorised, aloui' the
highest parts, which, after filtering through the '’soil,

would be caught by the deep drains, and be carried olFin
a pure state to the River Mersey.

In laying this report before you, I trust that sufficient
evidence Las been given to enable you to arrive at some
general mode of action. The coat so much depends upon
this that I have found it impossible to submit any estimate
with this report.”

COMPETITION DECIDED.
start’s hill estate, ORPINGTON, KENT.

Mr. J. Lovibond, tho owner of this freehold
estate, which contains nearly one hundred
acres, invited architects, in September last, to

submit plans, in public competition, for laying it

out. Several were sent in answer to the invi-

tation. The task of adjudication was left to a
committee of gentlemen, how appointed we do not
know. Mr Lovibond has awarded, on their re-

commendation, the first premium of SOI. to-

the authors of the design bearing the motto,.

“Comme il faut” (Mr. T. Batterbury, and Mr.
J. Kiddle), and the second premium of 101. to

the author of design marked “Bonheur” (Mr.
Lewis Solomon). Messrs. T. Batterbury & J.

Kiddle, consequently, have been appointed sur-

veyors to tho estate.

THE CHURCH OF WETZLAR, GERMANY.
The great Church of Wetzlar, on tho Lahn,

though far from being one of the most beautiful
or perfect ecclesiastical edifices in Germany, is

certainly one of tho most curious and interesting.

Like many other large churches, it is a complete
epitome of the architecture of the country, and
for studying the growth and development of
Gothic architecture, from the very early and
rude Romanesque down to the latest and most
eccentric vagaries of German Third-pointed
work, we know no building in all Germany
where this can be done more thoroughly than in
the Church of Wetzlar. We shall nob now
attempt to describe the exterior of this singular
church, as we may have occasion to do so on a
future occasion, but shall confine ourselves to
the interior. In plan and general arrangement,
the Church of Wetzlar consists of a noble and
lofty nave, and aisles the same height, attached
to the west of which is a singular Romanesque
front, with two small towers and a shallow porch
between them. To the west of tliis is an
unfinished and roofless addition of late date.
There are spacious transepts of singular design r

that to the south is beautiful Geometric wort,
and that to the north, of which we give a view,
is rich and fully developed fourteonth-century
work. The vaulting of these transepts is

singular, and very original. It is treated as
though the transepts were apsidal. This will be
best understood by reference to our view. The
singular arcade below tho windows is evidently
of earlier date than the superstructure, and is

a peculiar example of tho very latest German
Romanesque work. A fine fourteenth-century
rood-screen, consisting of three canopied arches
opening to the same number of vaulted bays,
separates the choir from this portion of thn
church. Two of the bays of this rood-screen
contain doorways, which open into the choir,
whilst the middle one has a glazed grating
looking into the choir : in front of tho centre
bay is an ancient altar, with a slab of black
marble, which is not marked with five crosses, as
as is usual in all ancient altars we have seen, bub
with four “tau ” crosses at the four angles ; this
is so singular that we should much like to have
some explanation of it.

Beyond this screen is the choir, which is lower
than the nave, but very spacious. It has side
aisles, and a fine clearstory, and is closed to the
east by a noble five-sided apse, with two-lighb
windows in each bay. In front of the clearstory
windows is an arcaded passage, and the whole
is finely vaulted.

This choir is a noble example of pure German
First-Pointed work, and dates from the middle of
the thirteenth century. The nave of this church
is used by the Lutherans, and the choir by the
Catholics. As they are only separated by the
before-described rood-screen, of course the re-
ligious services take place at different times in
the day. The choir is neatly fitted up, and has a
modern Gothic high altar, of tolerably good
design. It also contains a few singular stalls

under the rood-screen, some ancient monuments
to priests, and one or two fine life-sized statues
in stone. In the nave of the church is an ancienb
font, a chandelier of the earlier part of the six-

teeth century, of coloured iron, and two singular
ancient groups of figures, now enclosed in modern
cupboards. One is a “ Pieta,” the most
grotesque and repulsive treatmentof the subject
we have ever seen. The other represents Our
Lord’s triumphal entry into Jerusalem, anc?
originally used on Palm Sunday for tho pro-
cession. These date from the commencement of
the sixteenth century, and are singular though
not beautiful examples of the art of that date.
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WAKEItOUSES, FORE.STREET, OOfiXER

OF 5IILIOS-STREET, CITY.

The buildings shown by the accompanying

engi-aving are two warehouses just erected in

Fore.street, at the corner of Milion-atreet, City.

They occupy the site of some very old timber

erections, similar to those now standing (and

shown in the view) on the opposite side of

ililton-street.

The new buildings have a frontage towards

Fore.street of 35 ft., that next Milton-street

being 26 ft. The piers, strings, and main

cornice of the fronts are of stone
j
the rest is of

brick, some portions of which are of Pother’s

pressed bricks. The piers of the ground.floor

are of marble
j
the entrance-lobbies of oak.

We believe this to be the commencement of an

improved class of buildings in Fore-street,—

a

street that will very well bear much improve,

ment, consisting, as it it does, of a great mixture

of new, and valueless old buildings. The neigh-

bourhood itself is full of associations, and very

interesting.

This block has been designed by and carried

out under the superintendence of Messrs. George

Henry S. Legg, architects
;
Mr. William Brass

being the builder.

Ramsgate.—Mr. E. Ellice-Clark has been
appointed surveyor to the Ramsgate Local Board)

I

and Improvement Commissioners.
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YOKKSHIEE AROniTEOTUllAL SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of tlie members of this

society has been held at the School of Art,
Minstcr-yard, York, tho Dean of York in the
chair.

The Eev. George Rowe read the report, which
stated that for tho first time for several years the
committee had to report the loss of many
members by death or resignation, without any
corresponding increase in numbers. The finances,
however, were in a satisfactory condition, and
there was a large balance in hand. Referring
to what was said last year concerning the publi.
cation of /ttc similes oi ancient stained glass in
the Minster, the committee had to regret that
circumstances had prevented its progress, so that
nothing had been done. The report concluded
by a reference to tho progress of the works con-
nected with the restoration of the south transept
of York Minster, which, under the able direction
of Mr. Street, was being rapidly placed in a safe
condition.

The report was unanimously adopted. The
officers and committee wore re-elected for the
ensuing year, and Mr. W. D. Husband, Bootham,
and Mr. Bradley, Precentor’s Court, were ad-
mitted members of the society.
Tho Rev. G. Ornsby, vicar of Fishlake, read a

paper on “ Yorkshire Churches and Yorkshire
Wills;” and the Rev. G. Rowe, principal of
the York Diocesan Training College, read one
on the five-light west window in the church of
St. Martin, Coney-street, Y’ork.

SALE OF BUILDING LANDS, LONDON
AND WESTMINSTER.

DuaiNG the present week, the Metropolitan
District Railway Company have submitted for
sale by auction some valuable property and
surplus building-land in tho City and West-
minster. The total value of the land and build-
ings which Lave been offered, and to a certain
extent sold, is estimated at upwards of 220,0001.
The sales took place on Tuesday and Wednesday,
at the Auction Mart, in Tokenhouse-yard. The
property sold on Tuesday is situated in the City,
and consisted of four lots, Messrs. Debenham,
Tewson, & Farmer being the auctioneer’s. The
first lot consisted of freehold premises in Queen-
street, Cheapsido, and Great St. Thomas Apostle,
adjoining, containing an area of 1,060 sq. ft.

This lot was put up at 3,000k, and was ultimately
sold for ‘LOCOk The second lot consisted of free-
hold premises in Great St. Thomas Apostle, con-
taining a large warehouse occupying an area of
1,435 sq.ft. For this lot 6,200k were offered, when
6,500k were named as tho reserve, and as there
was no advance on this sum the lot was withdrawn.
The next lot offered consisted of freehold pro-
perty, in Love-lane and Botolph-alley, Eastcheap,
containing 3,100 square feet, now occupied by
several small buildings and ware-rooms of an
inferior character, but on which it Is expected
blocks of warehouses will be erected on the
expiration of some existing leases, which termi.
Date in a few years. In reference to this lot
the auctioneer stated that the Corporation was
about to make a new street close to the property,
which would materially improve its value.
Before tho bidding for the lot commenced, a
gentleman present complained that the condi-
tions as to the height of new buildings to be
erected on the land contained too stringent
restrictions

j whereupon the auctioneer observed
that there was not any plot of land in the
City, containing 3,100 square feet, where a builder
could carry a building to any height ho pleased.
After a spirited competition this lot was sold
for 6,200k The last lot offered was the largest
and most important of the whole. It consisted
of leasehold property in Cannon-street, near the
Cannon-street Station, comprising a block of
large warehouses and offices, covering an area of
7,100 square feet. These premises are held by
tlie railway company under a lease for 72 years,
from Christmas, 1858, at a ground rent of l,llok
per annum, and are let by the company on an
uhder-leaso to the India-rubber, Gutta Percha,
and Telegraph Works Company for 21 years,
from 1867, at 2.500k per annum. The biddings 1

for this lot commenced at 10,000k, and increased
to 18,000k, when 20,000k were named as the
reserve, and there being no farther advance, tlje

property was withdrawn, tho auctioneer stating
that as tho company were very anxious to sell,

they were open to receive an offer by private
contract.

The company’s surplus lands offered on Wed-
nesday consisted of an extensive plot of free-

hold land in Broad Sanctuary, Westminster,
containing an area of 2a. Or. lip., within view
of the Houses of Parliament, Westminster-hall,
and Government Offices, and offering an oppor-
tunity for the erection of buildings for national
or other purposes. The property was divided
into two lots, and its estimated value was set
down at about 180,000k Messrs. Rushworth,
Abbott, & Co. were the auctioneers, who stated
in_offering tho property that there was not in
the whole metropolis an equally large or eligible
building site. There being no offers for either
lot, the property was withdrawn, the auctioneer
stating that the railway company would bewilling
to receive offers for building plots in smaller
quantities.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF
IRELAND.

A QENER.i,L meeting was held on the 9th in-

stant, the president, Mr. J. J. O'Callaghan, in
tho chair. The following registry rules, being
approved of by the committee, were submitted
to the general meeting and confirmed:

—

”1. That the registry be open, without fee, to all mem-
bers of the Association requiring engagements.

2. That the assistants should state the salary required
and qualilications at time of registry.

3. That should an assistant be engaged through tho
registry or otherwise, he shall let the scretaries know in
writing, that Lis name may be withdrawn.

4. That practising architects be noticed by advertise-
ment that the registry is open, and be requested to epi>ly
to the secretaries should they require assistants.”

Mr, J. L. Robinson, hon. sec., then read a
paper on “Architectural Perspective.” Adis,
cussion followed.

Mr. Longfield, hon. SQC., Mr. Early, Mr.
Holmes, and others spoke.
The next general meeting will be held on the

30th inst., when Mr. E. Trevor Owen will read a
paper on “Architectural Details in Common
Use.”

PROPOSED “COIJNTY COLLEGE.”
The Rev, j. L. Brereton’s “ County College ’

scheme is advancing, and likely, we are told, to
be entirely successful. It meets with the ap-
proval of the tutors and heads of houses in Cam-
bridge, and has promises of support from nearly
all who have been instrumental in establishing
the county schools.

The plans embrace on ground-floor a large
central hall, round which are grouped eight
common rooms, 50 ft. by 25 ft. ; library, board-
rooms, tutors’ rooms’ and library

;
porter’s and

steward’s rooms. At each end of the principal
front are residences for principals, chapel, and
lecture-hall.

Above tho common rooms are three stories of
bed-rooms, each of tho 300 students bavin;
small room of about 10 ft. by 7 ft. 6 in.

The front centre of the building is occupied by
officers, servants, and so on

j
the dining-hall and

kitchen being above.
The estimated cost is 20,000k The architects

are Messrs. John Giles & Gougli, and the plan
generally is somewhat on the model of tho
Norfolk County School, now being erected by
them, of which the Prince of Wales is the patron.

FALL OF FLOOR IN THE BELVEDERE
ROAD.

On I'ridayin last week an inquest was held at the King'
Head Tavern, Belvedere-road, Lambeth, before Mr.
William Carter, coroner for East Surrey, on the bodies of
George Bars, aged 63, and William John W'est, aged 49,
who were killed on Thursday by tho fiilliug iu of a floor at
Darlield Wharf, belonging to Mr. Beaumont, of the Bel-
vedero road. Some tons of oats were stored in the upper
part of tho premises, and the two deceased men were
standing below with a horse and cart when the floor above
them gave way, and they were buried beneath heaps of
grain. On being extricated it was found that both were
dead. The cart near which they were standing wus
smashed to pieces, and tho horse attached to it was killed.
The substance of tho evidence bearing on the strength

of the building and the state of the ruins and cause of the
fail was as follows :—Henry Hewlett (who said he built the
floor), resided at No. 6, Cheltenham-placc, Pimlico.
Witness was present when the aeeiden.t happened. He
heard a crash, and turning round saw that the end of the
floor had fallen. He found that 30 ft. square of flooring
had given way, and the corn had fallen. He had no con-
ception of the weight of corn on the floor at the time it

ell. He had since, at the request of Mr. Beaumont, in-
ipected the scene of the accident. He thought the beam
favc way about half way from the wall to the iron column
n the centre, that was about 15 ft. from the entry from
the yard. The height of the beam from the ground was
about 10 ft. The floor was supported by one entire beam
from wall to wall, which was supported in the centre by
an iron column. One half of the beam had given way
between the wall and I he column. Witness did the labour
for the building of the floor. He knew the beam rested on

stone corbels. The half of the support had broken away.
He had examined that part and found that the beam gave-
way between tho wall and the column. That was his
opinion. By reason of that giving way the flooring came
down. The beam carried joists from another timber at the
end. Witness examined the part where the timber broke.
He could not see any defect in it. He presumed that the
beam broke from the superincumbent weight of corn. He
did not see anything to lead him to suppose tho beam had
been tampered with in any way. There was no doubtin'
his miud that the deaths were due to the beam suddenly
breaking. He did not think the accident could have beea
foreseen.
By the Jury.—\Yhen he built this he had the instruc-

tions of the manager. He considered that the floor was
capable of bearing any weight that could bo put upon it,
considering that the ceiling was a very low one. Tho-
length of the building was 160 odd feet.
By the Solicitor for Mr. Beaumont.—Witness erected

the beam, and he considered it calculated to bear any
weight that could bo put upon it. He had been upon tho
premises a few days before the accident. He was called
in by Mr. Beaumont to give bis opinion upon the stability
of the building. His attention was drawn to a slight
deflection iu the end towards the river. Mr. Beaumont
and Mr. Batstone were present

;
Mr. West {the manager).

was also present. His opinion was asked whether ho
thought there was anything wrong. He gave it as his
opinion that some support should be added to the beam
near the river

;
but he thought the other beams were per-

fectly safe. He had no knowledge as to what weight tho
beams were calculated to resist.
By the Coroner.—Ho believed that corn bad been

placed on the floor which gave way, but not so much as
had been pat there when the accident happened. Ho
could not speak decisively, but he thought that this was
the largest lot that had ever been on the floor. Iu his
opinion Mr. Beaumont had used every reasonable and
proper jirecaution against accident.
By the Jury.—The girder went 9 in. into the wall, Tho

stone corbels were flush with the wall.
Mr. Beaumont was exaraiiiod by his solicitor. Ho

said that it wus suggested to him to have this building
erected, and Mr, DulTwas suggested as tho builder Ho
put up apart of the building. Mr. Duff was told that tho
resisting weight of tho floor should be to the extent of
5,-too quarters of corn. Mr. Duff prepared the drawings,
and witness asked an architect to tell him •what tho floor
would bear.

_

Tho drawings were submitted to an engi-
neer, who said the floor would benr 50 tons between each
of the columns. There were about 400 quarters of oats»
on tho floor which broke

;
that would be about half what

I ho floor was estimated to bear. He had the most perfect
eontidence in the erection of the building. A few minutes
before tho accident he was under the floor himself. Ho
was of opinion that the statement made by the witness
Hewlett with regard to the breakage was quite correct
On the day before the accident he noticed a deflection ia
another part of the premises, and told West not to put
any more corn there. The witness Hewlett was callea in
and uispected the whole of the beams, and gave it as his
opinion that the beam which gave way was perfectly
sound. Everything that could be done wus done for
security iu tho erection of the building. Mr. West made
auy suggestion he liked.
By the Jury.—The floor was calculated to bear tho

weight of 61 tons bet'veen the pillars, and (here were
about 60 tons ou the floor altogether, that would be about
25 tons between the pillar and the end wails.*
The Coroner having summed up the evidnee, the jury

returned a verdict of Accidental Death, suggesting that
two iron columns should be used as supports iu the place
of one as heretofore;—a mere rulc-of-thumb suggestiou
we may add.

^

As regards the statement that “ the stone corbels wero
flush [«ic] with the walls,” the question; might be asked,

corbel? Surely there is no such thine as aWhatl
corbel where the stone is flush with the wall ?
size of the beam is a point in questio

1 tho

OBSTRUCTION OF LIGHT,
Spiers f Fond.—Tho plaintiff in this suit

(before Vice-Chancellor Sir J. Wickens) is a hatter,
carrp'ing on his business on the north side of Piccadilly,
at ho. 3, and in the front of his house facing that street
are nine “ ancient windows.” The defendants recently
purchased the houses ou the south side of Piccadilly, oppo-
site the plaintiff 's shop, pulled them down, and erected
on the site a large building intended to be called ‘‘The
Criterion," and to be used as a restaurant. The distance
between the premises of the plaintiff and those of tho
defendants was 62 ft. or 64 ft. and tho height of the
buildings originally purchased by them was about 52 ft.
They had, however, so constructed their new premises as
to make them, on tho whole, 51 ft. higher than the former
houses. The plaintiff's case was that he had sufi'ered
great loss and inconvenience in his business from the
increased height of the defendanfa new structure

; that
previously thereto he had worked without any artificial •

light in winter (save au exceptionally foggy day) till four
o'clock p.ni.

;
but had, ever since tho defendants had

increased the height of their premises, been forced to burn
gas in his shop

;
and he said that the frequent biirniug of

gas where hat8_ were kept was very prejudicial to them, by
de.stroying their glos.s and colour, and reudering constant
restoration of them, at great expense, a necessity. When
he became aware (as ho said he ” recently ” had) of the
height to which the defendants meant to carry their new
builditig, he instructed his solicitors,to communicate with
them on the subject; and, if requisite, to apply to this
Court for an injunction to restrain tho defendants from
erecting, or continuing, any building that should interfere
with the plaintiff's light and air at No. 3, Piccadilly, as-
enjoyed by him. This suit became necessary. A greai
deal of contradictory evidence was adduced in if, from
which it appeared {inter alU) that plans and descriptions
of the deleudants' proposed building had beeu published
BO long ago as March, June, and July, 1871, in the Builder
and other newspapers

; but that the plaintiff's notice was
not given to tho defendants till Dec. 2, 1872, and the bill
uot iiled in this suit for on injunction till the 10th of
Dec, 1872. The cause now came ou upon an interlocutory
motion for an injunction as above mentioned.
The Vica-Chaneellor said no rule was better settled

than that a plaintifi seeking an interlocutory injunction'
must show that ho had siguifiedto the defendants, at a
reasonably early period, his intention to rely on the veto
upon their proceedings to which this Court considered
him entitled. Here the evidence had distinctly raised the-
question of “acquiescence” on tho part of the jjaintilT



Sir,—

S

o vast and rapid are non- tbe strides of the pen,

and the proRress of literature, that one medium is often

unconsciously left behind another in the course of events.

Thus it has happened that the sugRestion which you
ascribe to Jlr. J. A. Picton, ami quote from Noie» and
Queriei, was made public beforehand in the Antiquary.

In justice to an almost unknown publication, 1 beg you
will allow this statement to appear ;

the facts have already

been made known to Mr. Picton, and admitted by him.
I enclose you a copy of the number in question, vol. ii.,

Uo. 30, dated Juno 16, 1873. A. U.

WARMING.
Sir,—

A

bout this time, either two or throe years ago,

there appeared a letter in the Builder from an architect,

who had recently built himself a large bouse,—I tliiukin

the neighbourhood of London,—and who had succeeded in

warmiug it, quite to his own satisfaction, by means of

air-chambers Hied behind his room fire-places. I have

read the Builder carefully every week since that time,

hoping to find cither a coufirmation or a contradiction of
his experience

;
but up to this time I have .seen ho other

communication upon the subject. If your correspondent
would say if the system continues to answer or otherwise,

he would confer a benefit upon many of your readers who,
like myself, wish to make coal go as far as possible in these

dear times, Ilitai>£B.

WHITEHAVEN BATHS COMPETITION.
Sir,—

M

essrs. Dyson & Dyson having written you
respecting the above, I now forward you the entire corre-

spondence, from which, I think, you will see that I have
just cause to complain of the very unfair way in which
they have stated the case betwixt us.

I request your attention to the reservation danse
advertisement, and the following words, in my letter of

November ISth, in reply to thoir suggestion that I should
oive a guarantee, “ A hitch Aat ariteii reepeefina the ground,

so that I cannotjust nomuioe any guarantee." My position

in the matter is briefly tnis. As a member of our Harbour
Board, I appealed to my colleagues to convey to trustees

or a c
-

to be .. . . .

tion thereon of public baths. The idea being favourably

received, I forwarded to you an advertisement asking for

designs, &e. This appeared in your issue of October 26th.

Immediately after publication, Messrs. Dyson & Dyson,
with about thirty others, applied for trucing of ground,

Ac. The date for receiving designs (originaUy intended
for November 18th) was inadvertently omitted. This being
communicated by letter, Messrs, Dyson said it was too

limited; it was accordingly extended to the end of the

month. At the first meeting of our Board (November 11)

the application for ground was complied with, but aubjeot

to confirmation or otherwise by Mr. Bmnlees, the engi-

neer for the dock works in course of construction. At the
succeeding meeting (November 25th), the engineer advised

the Board that the ground would be required for railway
sidings, Ac. Messrs. Dyson’s plans had been despatched
two days previously, and reached me on the morning of

the meeting. I communicated the decision of the Board
by first post to all the applicants for designs. The above
notice crossed some plans in the transit (those, at the
senders' request, were immediately returned), and pre-

vented others from being sent. There not having been
any competition, and Messrs. Dyson not having any in-

structions from me, I much doubt whether they have any
claim.
Regarding the merits of their designs, which I forward

along with this, I leave you to judge whether, as for work
done, the sum otTered is not sufficient

;
and whether the

proposed mode of settlement has anything of the nature
of a “ swindle " about it. . . .

JODtT JiCKSOy.

*,* Mr. Jackson appears tohavo acted with good inten-

tions, and he evidently feels, judging from the ofTor ho
has made, that he had no right by certain offers to induce
architects to expend time and thought in the preparation
of designs, and then when work had been done to with,
draw his offers. A moral claim against him certainly
exists. What the power of enforcing it may be we will

not discuss. Moreover, we feel bound to say (Messrs.
Dyson & Dyson continuing to press us for an opinion)
that their design for the exterior of the building, as sent
to us by Mr. Johnson, is of such a character that uo com-
.peteut judge could have selectcdit for execution.

THE BUILDER.

telegraph station or for use at their places of business,

with books containing postal telegraph forms, with dupli-

cate forms for copies, similar to those which the various
telegraph companies supplied to merchants and others,

and by the use of carbonic paper copies could be
retained.
These copies should be handed, with the original (for

transmission), to the receiving clerk, who should affix the

date and office stamp upon the copy.
ABTacE G. Newtox.

THE RECENT FALL IN BRISTOL.

Sin,—With reference to the paragraph in your

paper of the 4th inst., on the disaster which

lately occurred at our building, opposite the

Railway Terminus, Bristol, we shall be obliged

if you will allow us to say, the weight of the

roof, which is not at all disproportioned to the

supporting pillars, was not the cause of the acci-

dent, nor are the portions of the roof remaining

in a bad state
;
so far from their having to come

down, they will not require anything to bo done
to them. The cause of the fall of the roof was
the giving way of the foundation of one of the

interior pillars, owing to an old tank, which had
been long unused and forgotten, existing near

it: the tank wall gave way, and the foundation

slid into it; and the^ support being withdrawn,
of course the flat roof above and the intervening

stories fell to the ground.

The side w-alls stood the strain of the falling

interior without displacement, and the ends of

the iron tie-rods, which ran through the build-

ing, were oven wrenched through them by the

falling beams, without causing more dirmage

than the disturbance of the few bricks imme-
diately round them. Bhock & Buuce.
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BELLS.

Sir,—With respect to your remarks about
bells, there are two reasons why bells sound
best when they are swung. One is, that the

mouth of the bell is turned in the direction in

which the sound is intended to travel, and
another that the centrifugal force throws out the

sound. By securing the bell horizontally with a
screw-bolt through the head, the first difliculty

might bo overcome. The second point appears
of less importance, but I cannot imagine that a

bell would ever sound well with its mouth oppo.

site the floor of the belfry. A. J. B.vker.

orchard and garden, in the centre of which was
a large and well-stocked ornamental fish-pond,

whicli provided also excellent skating in winter.

On the eastern side were paddocks, where cricket

and other sports were held. A mansion so com-
pletely planned in itself, and in reference to the
amusements of fishing, boating, skating, crioket-

ing, &c., so admirably arranged within its own
grounds, must have been founded by some one of

no mean importance. Who was the founder of

it, and who the architect? F. R. Wilson.

SANITARY SONGS.

Sir,—The Ladies’ Association of which I am
a member desire to thank you for the sanitary

song or hymn lately printed in the Buildei'

(vol. XXX., p. 1022). It only needs, we think,

another stanza or two (somewhat of the following

character) to make it perfect, an iliad in n nut-

shell, so to speak, “ on the evils that are wrought ’ ’

by ignorance and neglect, and the “ good that ia

sought” from the establishment and due observ-

ance of true sanitary principles. Such simple

rhymes would, as I once before suggested, do
immense good if printed in the form of cards,

and circulated among the children at all Sabbath
and secular schools.

This stanza (a humble imitation, of course,

which, it is hoped, will not be considered pre-

sumptiiousl should follow the lino in the original

(verse 2),

—

“ Where plague creeps on by stealth.”

“ Shall we have putrid beef in the pot,
I’olatoea diseased and dear.

Or mouldering bread, or fish to rot

;

Or milk made of whiting and ‘ Simpson’ hot,

Or eoeoulug indicum'd beer f
"

These adultei-ations, properly spealdng, belong

now to the public analyst
;
but your readers will

doubtless remember that the whole subject waa
thoroughly and continuously exposed in the

Builder long before a public analyst was hoped
for. Priscilla.

HOLY TRINITY SCHOOLS, SYDENHAM.
The plans of Messrs. John Giles & Gough, of

Craven-street, have been selected in a limited

competition, for the above schools. They are

intended to provide for 100 boys, 100 gii’ls, and
150 infants.

POSTAL TELEGRAMS.
V gonerally admitted that it ii

Quid be give

eTel
-able receipts should be given for telegrams. I ft

•doubt the reason of the Telegraph Department refusing
to give receipts for telegrams is, that it would consume a
-quantity of paper, and give too much employment to the
clerks

;
but if I may be permitted to offer a few si

•lions, I think it coind be oarried out in this way :

—

The counter or receiving clerk should be provided with
a rack of small tiokots similar to railway tickets, and in
the same form, having consecutive numbers, and of
'. arious values from one shilling.

A railway date stamp placed on the counter.
These tickets (receipts for telegrams) could bo drawn,

stamped, and issued to the senders of messages with
almost electrical speed.

In cases where it is necessary to produce a copy of a
telegram,—if it is after twelve months the Telegraph
Department destroys them; and as the production of
telegrams would often prove a case, it is an important
item to men of business. The following suggestion would
-avoid this :

—

Senders of telegrams should be soppUed, either at the

DIFFERENCES AT OSWESTRY.
WiTB reference to the restoration of the

ancient church of Oswestry, now going on under
the direction of Mr. Street, a stormy meeting has
been held, some of the inhabitants maintaining
that the architect desired to make the building

as much like a Roman Catholic ohapel as pos-

sible, others expressing perfect satisfaction. It

was ultimately resolved unanimously, amongst
other things, that there should be no iron gates

and i-ailiugs to separate the chancel from the

nave.

THE OLD MANSION HOUSE AT ENFIELD,
Sir,—I cordially endorse the views you have

pronounced in favour of the conservation of this

interesting building, temp. Queen Anno. What
is its early history ? Forty years ago I received
my early education in it, when, and for some
time before, it was well known as a large private

school, presided over by an energetic, estimable
man, named Hainsworth, who was one of the
first to establish the principle of teaching by
“firmness and kindness,” and vtith whom
“tunding,” rods, and birches were unknown. I

have a lively recollection of its architectural

beauties when trying often to sketch it as a boy
;

and on revisiting it some years later, when I dis-

covered it to be converted into a most incon-

venient railway station, I, too, became impressed
with the peculiarities you note. In addition to

the ornamental brick entrance porch,—which, by
the way, from facing the north, was in excellent

preservation,— its internal arrangements and
“ planning ” were admirable. The western faijade

had a wing of kitchen and servants’ offices

attached, which, together, formed one side of a
large court-yard, the eastern side of which was
occupied by a range of buildings which were at

my time used as schoolrooms. The northern
front was close to a public road, on the other side

of which flowed the river Lea. The sunny
southern side was occupied by a spacious lawn
with forest trees, beyond which was a splendid

ORNAMENTATION OF A NEW
RECREATION GROUND IN BETHNAL

GREEN.

In carrying out the several alterations on the

Columbia Market estate, purchased by Lady
Burdett Coutts for the purpose of making
public improvements in the neighbourhood,

the Baroness cleared a ti-iaugular piece of

land at the corner of Crab Tree-row and
Hackney-road, on which stood a number of

dilapidated houses, and formed the area into an
open space for the benefit of the tenants of the

Improved Industrial Dwellings, and other build-

ings in the locality. The Baroness is now about
to plant this open space with trees, and also to

place circular seats ai-ound them for the two-
fold purpose of protecting the trees, and also to

be of use to the public in fine w’eather. In addi-

tion to the trees and the seats a number of

“rests,” similar to that in Piccadilly, nearly

opposite the end of Down-street, are also to be
erected, after which it is the intention of the

Baroness to have the land legally made over

to the Bethnal-green vestry, so that the same
may be preserved as a free and open space for

ever for the benefit of the inhabitants.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF SMALL HOUSES.
The thongbt has occurred to me that the very

numerous class of persons with small and fixed

incomes, whom the Chancellor of the Exchequer
delights more especially to honour, and whom
the general rise in the means of living has put
somewhat in a dilemma at this crucial period of

the year, might be profitably aided by a little

ingenuity exercised in the direction of a more
economic arrangement of their dwellings and the
more general adoption of domestic labour-saving
appliance?, and thus be made as comfortable as
when, by the neglect of these matters, they are

constrained to devote a margin of their income
to unprofitable labour. It is true we cannot
have Australian villas packed in tii s and im-
ported to compete with our speculating builders j
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but the object sought after might bo gaiaed by
reconsidering the arrangement of our own pro-
duce. These villas are by no means healthy,
unless it be contended that living andergrouud
is healthy, as their inhabitants mostly do, viz.,

in the breakfast-parlour ! nest the kitchen,
where drains are generally defective, and
“ damp ” chronic,—as a sequence, ill health, and
this means o.spense. I heard lately of a man
discovering a half-filled well under his floor.
“ All’s well that ends well,” doubtless quoth the
builder, as he laid the last board that hid his
infernal pit. Could not the kitchen bo put
nearer the bed-rooms, so as to have this office

handy for the supers-ision of the children on that
floor ? For if a man is to be honoured who
makes two blades of grass grow where erst has
grown but one, how much more shall he be
honoured who makes one servaut do whore two
have done before.

Now, as to the servants’ work, there is dirty
work and there is clean work. It is in the
former of these more especially that I think a
saving is to be effected, as it includes cooking,
cleaning stoves, passages, and generally “tidy,
ing up.” Clean work consists, inter alia, of
making bods, waiting at table, attending the
door, crochet, reading the newspapers and penny
dreadfuls

;
these latter occupations are a sine

<2Xid non in this our day, and must consequently
form a factor in our calculations

;
pianoforte

playing (too often a nuisance to neighbours)
and subscription to Mudie’s arc mere acces-
sories of ornamental service, and do not come
within our category of necessary. The general
adoption of tile hearths aud backs and movable
grates would save trouble. Then there is a host
of capital domestic labour-saving machines,

—

cleanly closed kitchen-ranges, gas for summer,
and more water-taps should be about the place,
and the surplus heat from the boiler capable of
being utilised when wanted. Then the long
flight of stone steps to the front door should be
improved awayj these occupy much time iu
keepiug trim (particularly if the maid “ takes a
pride in them,” and a pleasure in a compre-
benaive and contemplative view of the neigh-
bourhood from their summit),—a proceediu",
however exhilarating in itself, wasteful of tiuie
ind adding no dignity to the front of the house.
Giant intellects may consider the solution of

;his problem beneath their notice, bub I submit
ihis intellect, pace the elephant’s trunk, should
be able to pick up the pin of economy as well as
root up a tree to let in the light and air of know-
ledge. I know I have tried to reconcile the
3onflicting claims in these microcosms of houses,
ind have fouod designing large houses child’s
play in comparison. Joseph IviiiEi:,

CHUECn-BUILDING NEWS.
T7ood7iouse (Leeds). — St. Mark’s Church,

Woodliouse, which has lately been closed, has
undergone considerable alterations. The ground-
3oor has been entirely replanned, the old high-
jacked pews having been replaced with open
leal benches, having solid cut pitch-pine ends,
rhe backs are framed and panelled, with
noulded top-rail. The seat-boards are made to
dope, as also the backs. A spacious chancel has
jeen formed by raising the floor of the two
jasternmost bays, and filling in between the
jolumns with wooden screens, the lower part of
vhich is panelled, the upper portion being open
’ramework, with sunk, pierced, and cusped
iraoory-head, resting on turned shafting. The
ihoir seats are open benches in’ pitch-pine, with
)mamental solid cut ends. The fronts of the
joys’ seats are of open framework, with cusped
leads. The wood flooring under all the seating
s raised above the level of the floor of the
jassages, and means have been used to secure
jerfeeb ventilation, as it was found on removing
ho old floor-boards that the joisting, for want of
'entilation, was in many places thoroughly
[ecayed, and could not have lasted much longer.
Phe floor of the chancel and within the altar-

ail (or sacrarium) is laid with tiling. The steps
0 the altar are of white Sicilian marble, with
ed marble risers. The seating has been stained
nd varnished. The walls and roofs have been
leaned down, and painted in oil colour. The
oofs of the nave and aisles are finished with a
iluish-grey tint, aud have ornamental pattern^
tencilled on them. The walls are finished with
buff colour, with a dado of green, having pat-
orns stencilled on. The reveals to the windows
re painted in red, with ivy-leaf running
ound. The walla and roof of the chancel

are treated much more richly, the roof having
the spandrels filled in with the pomegranate
aud vine, and augels represented as singing.
The east wall has been decorated so as to bar-
monise with the chancel window (which repre-
sents the Ascension), and has angels playing
upon vai-ions instruments of music, with the
text, “ God is gone up with a shout, the Lord
with the sound of a trumpet” (Psalm xlvii. 5)
running across. The rerodos is divided into three
panels, each containing a picture, in oil colours,
the three symbolising the throe dispensations,
viz., the patriarchal, the Mosaic, and theChrisfcian.
The centre picture represents our Lord, as
Christian high priest, blessing the holy sacra-
ment; the left hand represents Abraham and
son Isaac on their way to Mount Moriah, a type
of the willing sacrifice of Christ (Genesis xxii.)

;

the right panel represents Moses lifting up the
brazen serpent in the wilderness, a typo of the
salvation of the Cross (St. John iii. 11, 15).
The panels to the left of the reredos will shortly
be filled in with subjects, one representing the
miracle of the Changing of Water into Wine;
the other, the parable of the Wedding Gar-
ment. The panels to the right will repre-
sent the miracle of the Feeding of the Five
Thousand, and the parable of the Ten Virgins.
The panels beneath these have the passion,
flower stencilled upon a chooolate-colourcd
ground. Tho chancel-screens have been deco-
rated in colours. Tho organ has been repaired
aud embellished, the pipes being cleaned aud
decorated with gold and coloured patterns. A
new oak pulpit and altar have also been supplied
(the wood of tho pulpit being more than 500
years old), tho gallery-front and organ-case have
been regrained, aud the seating in tbe gallery re-
painted in plain colours. The whole of the decora-
tions have been c.arricd out by Messrs. Powell
Brothers, of Park-place, Leeds, under the direc-
tion of the architects. The contractors for tho
wood seating are Messrs. Shires &, Son, of Leeds.
The pulpit and cliancel-sereenare the workman,
ship of Mr. James Wood, of Leeds. The grain-
ing aud varnishing of the woodwork, and the
plain painting of the walls, roofs, and gallery
seats, have been done by Messrs. Fred. Jackson &
Co., Leeds. The whole of the work, with the
exception of the pulpit, altar, and graining, has
been carried out under the superintendence of
Messrs. Adams & Kelly, architects, Leeds. Gifts
have been made to the church by different mem-
bers of tho congregation. Simultaneously with
the work of restoration, a new stained-glass
window, by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, has been
placed in the north aisle by Mr. Thos. Tennant,
to the memory of his late wife, who was for
many years a communicant and generous bene-
factor of St. Mark’s. The three lights of the
window have been subdivided, so as to admit of
the treatment in them of six corporal works of
mercy. The three upper subjects represent re-
spectively, “The Feeding of tho Hungry,” “The
Clothing of tho Naked,” and “ The Giving of
Drink to the Thirsty ;” while in the lower are
depicted, “Tbe Ministering to Prisoners and
Captives,” “The Receiving and Entertaining of
Strangers,” and “ Tho Ministering to the Sick
and Dying.”

Wellingborough.—The new School church at
Wellingborough, which has been dedicated to
St. Barnabas the Apostle, has been opened for
divine worship ; it is an iron construction, in the
Gothic style of architecture, very similar to that
recently erected on the Lower Mounts, at North,
ampton, only that it is somewhat larger. The
edifice is situated in 0.tford.street, off the Wilby.
road, just outside tho outskirts of the old town,
on the borders of the new, and in tho midst of a
fast-increasing neighbourhood. Its dimensions
are these :—On the ground-floor, length, not
including tho chancel, 51 ft., width 32 ft.; en-
trance.porch, 10 ft. by 6 ft. The chancel is 24 ft,

wide, 16 ft. long. It is divided from the main
part of

_

the church by a Gothic arch, and on the
south side there is a smaller Gothic arch opening
into the vestry. Tbe vestry is 15 ft. by 16 ft.

The height to the ridge of the main building is
30 ft., and to the top of the small spire, 48 ft.
The spire includes a small belfry. The church
is lighted with four small Gothic windows on
either side, and at the east end there is a large
circular window, filled in with glazed glass of
cathedral green, and relieved by a centre oolonr-
ing, illuminating the sacred monogram, I.H.S.
Artificially it is lighted by gas-stand pendants,
in the body of the church, and a couple of orna-
mental and many-lighfced gas-sfcandards in the
chancel. It is panelled with burnished timber
throughout, aud is seated, with the exception of

tho_ choir-seats in tho chancel, with cathedral
chairs. It will seat about 350 persons, and afford
accomiUodation for school purposes, according to
the Government requirements, for more than
220 children. It was built by Messrs. Kent, of
London

; Mr. Bold, Wellingborough, having
executed the foundation brickwork. The cost of
the land, which measures 856 square yards, was
1397. lOs., and that of the erection more than
5007. in addition,

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Oarford and FHlford.—A new school for the

parishes of Garford aud Frilford is to be builfc
immediately from the designs of Mr. Edwin
Dolby, of Abingdon, architect. The plans will
comprise school-room, class-room, and a teachers*
residence, with separate offices for the boys and
girls, and a private enclosed yard attached to the
teacher’s house. The local stone will be used
for tho walls, and the windows will be of Bath
stone, fitted with Messrs. Burt & Potts’s iron
lights. The roof of the school and class-room
will be partially exposed to view. The contract
of Mr. R. F. Bryan, of Abingdon, has been
accepted, and he is to commence forthwith.

Horton Kirby.—The Bradford School for Littlo
Boys, situated in tho parish of Horton Kirby,
Kent, near the Famingham-road Station of the
London, Chatham, aud Dover Railway, has been
opened, with some ceremony, by tho Mayor of
Bradford, Mr. M. W. Thompson. The “ Home,”
with which the school is to be connected,—ia
intended for boys under ten years of age who are
either homeless or destitute, or in danger of
falling into crime. It consists of ten houses,
aud tho building erected by the Bradford people
is to be used as a school. Thirty boys reside in
each of tbe houses, under the care of a man and
his wife, as the “father” and “mother” of the
family. While the Homo provides accommoda-
tion for 300 homeless boys, it feeds and clothes
them, and gives them a secular and religious
education. The boys are then sent to the various
trades which they most prefer; and when they
are sent out to the world, they are looked after
as “ old boys ”

;
and if they behave for a certain

length of time, they receive prizes. The founda-
tion-stone of the new school was laid on the 13tll
of July last, with great ceremony, by Lord
Frederick C. Cavendish, M.P. On that occasion
the Prince Imperial of France presented the
prizes to the boys, among whom were a number
of “ old boys.” The now building consists of a
main room, 26 ft. by 30 ft., an infant-roora,
18 ft. by 19 ft., and three separate class-rooms
of proportionate dimensions. In the rear of the
building is a covered playground. All the
external walls are built of Kentish rag, sur-
mounted with an omamoutal slate roof. The
cost of the building is about 1,6007., and upwards
of 1,0007. have been subscribed in Bradford.
Amongst the donors were Sir T. Salt and Mr.
Geo. Salt, 1007. each.

Choadle.—The new church schools at Whistou
have been opened. The schools cost in their
erection upwards of 6007.

Brighton.—The new schools which have been
erected in Mount-street, in connexion with St.
Mary’s Chapel, as a memorial of the Rev. Julius
M. Elliott, the late incumbent, have been for-
mally opened by the Bishop of the Diocese. Mr.
Elliott lost his life in 1869, whilst descending
the Matterhorn. Just prior to his death, says
the local Herald, he had conceived a scheme for
supplying a want greatly felt in the district in
which St. Mary’s Chapel is situated, viz., of a
school on the principles of the Church of
England. The congregation resolved to carry it
out as the best memorial they could erect to the
memory of their pastor. Tbe “ Elliott Memorial
Schools ” were, therefore, raised, at a cost of
2,6127., towards which tho Misses Elliott gave
1,0007. The schools, which are capable of givino*
accommodation to 132 boys and 200 girls, are to
be worked in connexion with the Branch Central
National Schools in Warwick-street, which have
also been repaired and altered at an expense of
8007. The buildings are well adapted for a
school of this character

; the ground-floor being,
as usual, appropriated for the boys, and the
first-floor for the girls, with a separate play-
ground for each sex. The external walls, which
are built hollow, are faced with Suffolk wliito
bricks, with string courses and arches of red
kiln and blue Staffordshire brick. The copings
and keystones are of Bath stone

; the roofs
being covered with Broomhall tiles; and the
buildings are plastered internally with Scott’s
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cement. Sufficient ventilation liae been secured

by means of open fireplaces fitted with “ Abbots-

ford” stovesj the windows being provided with

bung sashes, and ventilators are placed in the

floors and ceilings. Mr. John C. Gibbins (Goulby

& Gibbins, London and Brighton), was the

architect
;
and Mr. Albert Baker, of Brighton,

the contractor.

goolis IlcrciljfjJ.

The Di'ainage and Seiverage of Bombay: being a

Report submitted to the Bench of Jtistices of

that City. By their E-vocutive Engineer,

Hector TilLLOce, Major, Royal Engineers.

London : Printed by W. J. Johnson, 21, Fleet-

street. 1872.

Major Tullocii, whose report on the water-

supply of Bombay we recently noticed, has also

reported, as we hero see, on its drainage and
sewerage. He reviews all the various schemes
heretofore projected, and proposes a new one of

bis own for the complete sewerage and drainage

of the whole island of Bombay at once as by far

the most advisable. The island, he says, can be

drained on his project without the aid of any new
underground channel, and simply by enlarging

the present sluices, so that the whole of its

sewage can be removed by one single main
sewer of moderate size, and can be pumped
at one spot. It thus does not matter, as

regards the drainage, in what direction the town
spreads, as the drainage of each new district can

be delivered into the one main sewer by gravita-

tion. The major does not propo.^e to pump the

sewage into the sea, bub to utilise it, and after

utilisation, and when it is pure, to discharge it

into the creek north of Trombay, at a point seven

miles from Bombay, where there is no large

village.

.4 Digest of the Statutes relating to the Public

Health ; for the Use of Members of Urban Sani-

tary Authorities. By George F. Ciiamrebs,

F.R.A.S., Barrister-at-Law. Stevens & Co.

1872.

This is a comprehensive and popular digest of

all the fifty Acts of Parliament and more with

which urban sanitary authorities have to deal.

Codification is sadly wanting. < This Digest treats

of Urban Districts only
;
Rural Districts being

reserved for a future publication.

VARIORUM.
In a paper “ On the Utilisation of Waste

Coal,” by Mr. W. U. Wahl, in the “Journal of

the Franklin Institute of Pennsylvania,” edited

by Mr. Wahl, Ph.D., and others, the author

says :

—

“ The proeeSBes for the 'utilisation of the anthracite
waste consist universally in the employment of a foreign
material or materials, which shall serve the purpose ot a

cement to bind the loose particles of the waste together.

The cements heretofore used have been both of mineral
(incombustible) and of organic (combustible) character.

In the majority of instances, as is usually the case with a
field of invention just ripening into importance, the
patentees of such processes display a characteristic igno-
rance of, or lofty indifference to. the conditions of the
problem they profess to solve. The number and variety

of substances which have been secured by inventors,
either as cements, or to aid in the cementation or com-
bustion, is well calculated to surprise one unfamiliar with
the literature,—if such an expression is allowable when
applied to Patent Office records,—of the subject. The
several alkaline substances and their silicates seem to
have been held in special favour, since they repeat them-
selves, with some modifications in several places. Lime,
either alone or with some subsequent chemical alteration

into carbonate, sulphate, or silicate, is claimed
; or plaster

of Paris or hydraulic cement is used directly. Clay
must also be named. Among organic substances maybe
named pitch, coal-tar, resin, the Trinidad bitumens,
asphalte, petroleum residues, dextrine, glue, Grahamite,
&c.

;

while as accessories, employed either to assist
cementation or combustion, we have sawdust, chaff, flour,
blood, cow-dung, starch, sand, saltpetre, and other sub-
stances too numerous to mention. Comparatively few of
these processes have ever reached a public trial, as,

indeed, few deserve it, and of those which have received
attention, none have been more than indifferently success-

ful, either from inherent deficiencies or from commercial
reasons."

Joumalof the Society of Telegraph Engineers.

Edited by Major Frank Bolton, hon. sec., and
G. E. Preece, sec. London ; Spon. No. 2, Vo!. 1.

Tiiia new journal must tend greatly to promote
telegraphic progress. The number under notice
contains some valuable original communications
and reports on telegraphy and electrical science.

The journal is published under the supervision
of an editing committee. With the Gardener’s

Chronicle has been issued a characteristic and
very fairly executed Almanac, for suspension.

The Chronicle continnes its career with credit to

itself and satisfaction to its subscribers.

Telegraph Amalgamation.—We learn from
Abbott's Monthly Circular that the preliminary

arrangements for the amalgamation of the tele-

graph lines east of Bombay are now under con-

sideration, and it is gratifying to hear that the

representatives from the various colonies in Aus-
tralia are about to meet in Sydney to fix upon the

amount of subsidy to be paid in e.xchange for a

reduction of tariff, thus showing that the colonies

are quite alive to the importance of cheap tele-

graphy, and are prepared to make large sacrifices

to obtain it. At the present time the impression,

to some extent, prevails, and the question is

being actively ventilated, that cheap telegraphy

can be brought about by competing lines. Never
was there a greater fallacy, and I take this oppor-

tunity of warning those who have hitherto done
well in their investments to shun proposals having
no other justification than mere competition. At-

tempts at competition draw prominent attention

to the great fact that the dii'ectors of existing

lines must not delay their arrangements for an
amalgamation of all submarine cable companies
under one great organisation. By this means
expenses can be reduced to a minimum, and
innumerable other advantages would be attained.

At present, without the Boards of any new
scheme, there are no less than thirty-four

directors on the lines now working, which prac-

tically form but one system of communication
between East and West,—or, in other words,
there is one director for eveiy 298,9001. of

capital, and no less than eleven of the directors

are receiving either double, triple, or quadruple
fees by being on separate boards.

Thunderstorms.—Lightning has done much
damage in various parts of the country during
this strange winter. At Birmingham much
damage was done by it. A house in Newhall-
street had its roof considerably damaged.
A pile of buildings at Perry Barr was partially

demolished. Some windows of a building at

Oldbury were forced out by the lightning. The
storm was also severely felt in Derbyshire.
Telegraph-wires were rent and torn asunder.
The spire of Newbold Church was struck by
lightning, and seriously damaged, so that it was
not considered safe. At the time the church
was injured, a man engaged in digging a grave
in the churchyard was also struck by the
lightning, and knocked down in the grave, where
he lay stunned for several minutes. At Not-
tingham two houses were struck and seriously

damaged. The electric current struck a stack

of chimneys, which it almost entirely demolished,
and passed thence to the ground-floor, tearing

away the fire-grates of the third-story bedroom
and parlours of both houses. A church at

Aughton, about a mile from Ormskirk, Lan.
cashire, was struck and damaged. All the win-
dows in the tower were broken and scattered,

and a large stone in the base was driven out of the

wall. Intelligence has reached Kinsale that the

electric force had struck part of the lighthouse
on the Old Head, carrying away the lower
flooring, the door and window frames, and
occasioning other material injury, which has
rendered the building rather unsafe. The
Trinity Board has sent over an engineer to

examine the structure.

WiddringtouCliurcli.—Reverberations from
the poem of “ Chevy Chase,” says Mr. Wilson in

his “ Churches of Lindisfarne,” will come into

the minds of most persons who hear of Widdring-
ton parish for the first time. Nor will the first

sight of the church dispel them. It is a relic of

fourteenth-century workmanship, fraught with
an air of venerable grace, delicacy, and serenity

that is full of charm. It has, however, been
much abused by monstrous churchwardenisms

;

notably the removal of a north aisle, which,
leaving no supports, has brought the arches of

the fabric all awry. To remedy these defects

and to supply additional accommodation for the
increasing population of the parish, the church
is about to be thoroughly restored and enlarged
under the auspices of the vicar, the Rev. R.
Firth, M.A. ;

Lord Vernon, the late owner
; and

Mr. Hugh Taylor, the present possessor of the

Wriddington Estate, have both subscribed
largely to the work, with which Mr. F. R.
Wilson, architect, is entrusted.

Extraordinary Accident at Bolton.—By
the bursting of a fly-wheel, at the Bolton Iron
and Steel Works, in Black Horse-street, Bolton,
one man has been killed, several injured, and
great damage done to property.

Gorleston Churcli, Great Yarmouth.

—

Mr. Stuart C. Blake, in his new issue of the
“ Yarmouth Annual,” says :

—“ In the splays of
the two north windows in the north chancel
chapel, paintings of angels embowered in the
foliage and fruit of the vine were discovered-

There were three angels in a splay, hence in the
four splays more or less of tsvelve angels were
uncovered upon the walls : around the windows
many other angola wore found. Tliat portion of
the north arcade forming the south side of the
north chancel chapel was also found to be
painted with figures and floral designs, grace-
fully extending over and fringing each arch.

Traces of paintings were discovered on the east
wall of the chancel; on the walls of the south,

chancel chapel (Bacon’s chapel), and the west
wall of tho south aisle near the belfry’-stair door.

In the nave, remains of paintings and coloured

decorations were discovered. Each pillar had
been decorated with various colours,—red, black,,

and brown being most abundant. Many ancient

marble sepulchral slabs -were found in the floor,

where, with their sepulchral surfaces beneath,

they had formed part of the pavement. It is

very probable that most of them were originally

placed in St. Nicholas’s, the conventual church
of the Augustine Friars, whose house or convent
stood in Fen-street, where some of its ruins may
still be seen.”

Pever Department at SoutR StafFordsliir&

Hospital.—Extensive alterations and additions

made to the South Staffordshire Hospital, in

Wolverhampton, are consummated by the open-

ing of the fever department. The original

building, erected about 1818, was on the corridor

plan. The recent alterations and additions con-

sist of the removal of the out-patient department
to a new wing, one story in height, on the
eastern side, with a separate approach from the
Cleveland.road, thus removing it entirely from
the infirmary portion of the hospital. The ex-

tension of the south-western wing forms two
spacious wards. A further addition is the
extension of the south-eastern wing for infec-

tions cases, and arranged for six separate

wards. The nurses’ rooms are now so divided

that each nurso has her separate sleoping-roora

or cubicle. The light and ventilation to the
wards have been increased, as also the cubic

space to each patient. The building has been
heated, and tho water-supply and service for hot
water in baths, &c., have been entirely re-

arranged. The floors of the new buildings are
of oak, and the walls plastered with Parian
cement. Tho builder’s work has been well

carried out by Mr. Horsraan, builder, Wolver-
hampton, at a cost of over 13,0001., from the
designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
George Bidlake (Bidlake & Fleeming), architect,

Wolverhampton. The heating was contracted

for by Mr. Blakemore, of Wednesbury.

Bedford Irrigation Farm.— Mr. J. C.
Morton’s report on the Bedford Sewage Farm is

now in the hands of each member of the corpo-
ration, and on perusing it, says the Bedford,

Times, we find that it is an exhaustive and
thoroughly scientific document. Premising that,

as the farm is capable of cleansing the fecal

waste of more than 100,000 persons, there is

not a chance of the drainage water creating or
becoming a nuisance, Mr. Morton devotes his

attention exclusively to the subject of farm
profits

I
and he states that, considering the per-

fect fitness of the farm for the use of sewage,
and its fortunate situation, the land must her&
pay, if ever land will pay, for tho cost of pump,
ing the sewage applied to it. Taking the rent,

taxes, and cost of pumping, a total of some
l,360i., the rent and manure per acre reach
about 71. 10s., and he considers that this for

the annual cost of such land is not beyond
the amount at which it is possible to make a
market -garden pay, especially as the soil is

good, deep, easily worked, and well suited for

such crops as sewage irrigation is especially

capable of benefiting.

Carr and Barlo'w’s Patent Electric Dis-
tance Signal Apparatus for Rail-ways.

—

By this invention electric communication is esta-

blished between the signal station and a train in

motion, and the signal is exhibited on the engine-

immediately in front of the driver. The appara-

tus is said to be less complicated than that now
in use, and no circumstauco of thick weather
can prevent the signal being seen and known by
the driver. Arrangements have been made with
Messrs. Siemens, Brothers, the electricians, for

'he construction of the requisite apparatus.
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American Antiquities.—Reports concur in

declaring that in remote parts of Arizona there

exist well-preserved and extensive ruins, which
are assumed to be those of once populous cities.

Colonel Roberts’s city covers about three square
miles. It is surrounded by a wall of sandstone,
“neatly quarried and dressed,” 10 ft. or 12 ft.

thick, and originally,—judging from the talas,

—

15 ft. or 20 ft. high. Within are the walls of

houses, temples, and markets, all of solid stone,

and showing excellent masonry. These walls
bear numerous hieroglyphics, cut deeplyinto the
stone. The whole of the ruins, like most of those
of the Orient, and more especially those of Arabia
and Assyria, are more or less buried in sand.

According to the account, this city is some 90
miles from the boundary between Utah and
Arizona, and an equal distance from the Western
Colorado line. It proves to be close to the
desert, and, in truth, environed by extensive
sandy plans. This accounts for the lateness of

modern discoveries, since neither Indians nor
whites would be likely, under ordinary circum-
stances, to penetrate such desolate wilds.

Restoration of Warwick Castle. — Con-
slderable progress has been mado during the
past year in rebuilding the private apartments
and barcuial hall of Warwick Castle, which
were destroyed by the disastrous fire at the
close of 1871. The external walls have been
repaired, the partition walls of the domestic
apartments completed, and the work of internal
decoration will shortly be commenced. The
baronial hall is also progressing satisfactorily

;

but the workmen have only just begun iipon
the dining-room and entrance-hall. Amid the
rubbish carted away from the ruins of the
hall many relics of the curious armour w'hich
adorned its walls have been discovered. It is

believed that nearly the whole of the steel

armour can bo restored. Mr. Syers is now
engaged on the work. The state npartments,
from which the furniture and treasures of

painting and sculpture wore hurriedly removed,
now bear only slight traces .of injury or of

hurt.

Co-operation.—Mr. E. 0. Greening has been
lecturing at the rooms of the Social Science
Association on “ Co-operation ”

; Mr. E. Y. Neale
in the chair. After reviewing tlie history of the
movement and referring to the recent attack
mado upon it, he said that co-operative societies

were yearly increasing in numbers, and, of

course, in members : they were fast gaining in

solidity and strength. Their gi’owth was even
more remarkable, the subscribed capital exceed-
ing 2,750,000?., and the business being more than
12,000,000?. a year. In England and Scotland
alone there were upwards of 400,000 registered
members. Although the societies were increasing
in material prosperity, he thought ho saw a short
time back a decline in the number of co-
operators

j but ho was glad to state that lately

there had been a remarkable revival in the
movement.

The Coriniuiu Museum.—The interesting
collection of Roman antiquities found in this

ancient Roman town, has been enriched by a
donation of an important sepulchral memorial.
A few years ago three headstones, commemo-
rating ancient Romans, were found at Water-
moor. One of these was at once secured by Mr.
T, C. Brown, and presented to the Mnseum. It

represented a soldier on horseback spearing a
prostrate foe. The second likewise commemo-
rated a mounted soldier in the same attitude.
This became the property of the late Sir Samuel
R. Meyrick, and passed into the possession of
•Mr. George Mofiatt, who has presented it to the
Museum, where it has arrived. The third monu-
ment is a memorial of a civilian. This, formerly
in the possession of Mr. P. B. Purnell, has been
placed in the museum recently established at

Gloucester.

The New Drinking" Fountain in Park-
lane.—Mr. Thorueyci'ol't is engaged on the new
ornamental drinking-fountain which is about to

be erected at the expense of Mrs. Brown, in

Park-lane, and which is being executed under
the supervision of her Majesty’s Office of Works.
The St. George’s, Hanover - square, Vestry,
having communicated with the Government
authorities as to the alleged delay in completing
the fountain, have received a letter from the First
Commissioner of Works to the effect that from
the artistic character of the fountain much time
is required to complete it, but that Mr. Thorney-
croft is making satisfactory progress with the
work.

Ancient English Wall Paintings.— A
circular has been issued by the Science and Art
Department, South Kensington, in which it is

said :
—“The Lords of the Committee of Council

on Education consider it desirable that the
students of the schools of art throughout the
United Kingdom should be encouraged to make
copies of ancient wall paintings found in churches
or other old buildings in the neighbourhood of

their respective schools, and decide that prizes

of 5?., 3?., 2?., and 1?. should be offered for

successful copies of such paintings, with the
condition that the Department should have the
right of purchasing the drawings sent in at prices

to be fixed by the inspector-general of art

The master of a school of ai-fc will be at liberty

to prepare copies of such wall paintings himself,

and to submit them for purchase
;
but they will

be ineligible for prizes. All drawings must be
made to scale, and must ho within the size of an
imperial sheet.”

Reijort on tke Liverpool Free Library,
Museiun, and Art Gallery.—The committee
state in their twentieth and last report, that
the success of the institution has, on the whole,
fully borne ont the most sanguine anticipations

of the founders. “Tho career of such an insti-

tution,” they remark, “steadily pursuing its

course of usefulness, presents few incidents of a
sensational character to record. Its best eulo-

gium is the fact of its quietly carrying out tho
objects for which it was established.” During
tho past year, tho schools which have been
carried on by tho coi'poration for nearly half a
century have been handed over to tho School
Board. Tho reporting committee has therefore
ceased to have any connexion with their manage-
ment.

Asbestos Steam Packing.—The raw mate-
rial, says the Glasgow HcralJ, is brought to the
manufactory [of the Patent Asbestos Company,
in Glasgow] in considerable quantities from
different parts of the world. It comes in sacks
and bags like chips and blocks of wood, but of a
beautiful white colour. Experiments and study
have demonstrated to the proprietors the best
method of disintegrating and picking apart these
chips and blocks and reducing them to a fibrous

condition like jute, flax, or cotton. Tho material
once properly opened up, it is, by means of

machinery, which is both simple and ingenious,

formed into packing of tho usual market sizes.

Wo are assured, adds our authority, that the
consumers of asbestos packing express them,
selves in the warmest manner as to its desirable

properties and durability.

Two Building Trade Scoundrels.—Two
plasterers, named :Mill3 and Tingay, have been
committed for ti’ial by tho Cambridge County
magistrates, for a violent outrage upon Mr.
Richardson, foreman of some building works at

Cambridge, where the defendants were era-

ployed. In consequence of some insubordination,

the two men were reprimanded. They threat-

ened to throw the foreman ont of the window,
and they were then dischai'gcd for their mis-
conduct. The men subsequently w’aylaid

Richardson on the county side of the River Cam,
and assaulted him in a very violent manner,
so that he was fearfully bruised and injured.

For eight days he was in a dangerous state, and
it is feared he will not get over an injury to his

eyes. His ribs were also broken. The magis-
trates refused hail.

The Pall of a Church in America.—The
Neiu York Herald gives an account of a fatal

accident at Williamsport, Pennsylvania, on tho
25th of December, at tho Sabbath school
attached to the Baptist church at Newberry. A
peculiar shake and quivering of timbers was
felt, and the floor gave way, precipitating a whole
assemblage into the cellar below. To add to the
horror, the oil of the lamps of the edifice ignited
and hade fair to destroy all in a general confla-

gration. The church was on fire, but provi-
dentially the flames could be reached and were
speedily extinguished. Before the floor gave
way many of those within were able to reach the
windows and leaped to tho ground, a distance of
15 ft. In tho panic fifteen people were killed
and fifty wounded.

Cemetery for Hampstead.—The Vestry of

Hampstead have resolved,—“That a public
cemetery is greatly needed in this parish, and
that it is desirable that the vestry should con-
sider the best means by which this pressing
want may bo met.” A committee was also

appointed to inquire into and report upon the
subject.

Utilising the Great Ormes Head.—The
boldest headland on the North Welsh coast, bleak
and sterile, but forming a welcome shelter to one
of the prettiest bays and the most popular
watering-places in Wales, — Llandudno,— has
been taken in hand by a limited liability com-
pany. There is no known mineral wealth, but
its surface is available for enterprise, and so a
carriage drive is to bo constructed round tho

headland, and pleasure-gardens, with a pavilion,

music-hall, conservatories, &c., are to be con-
structed on the available spaces. Tho estimated

cost of the road is 11,500?.
j
and a further sum

of 7,000?. will, it is calculated, supply all the
other features necessary to convert the bluff

promontory into a resort second only to the
famous hanging gardens of ancient Babylon ia
novelty and interest.

Economising Fuel and Preventing Smoke
Ml". Joseph Knott, of the firm of Knott & Co.j

steel manufacturers, of the Highfield Steel

Works, has patented an invention for economising
fuel and preventing smoke. The patent consists

of bringing together two atmospheric pressures
which meet in tho fire, and create, it is said, a
perfect combustion. The patent has been in.

spected by the mayors of Sheffield and Rother.
ham, Sir John Brown, Messrs. Brown & Bayley
(of the firm of Brown, Bayley, & Dixon), Mr.
Bardvvell, Mr. Unwin, and Mr. Habershon, jun.

They are said to have expressed themselves
satisfied with the experiment, and thought that

if it would answer as well when applied to a
large boiler as in the present instance, it would
prove of immense advantage.

TRe Price of Gas for the Public Lamps.
The Metropolitan Board have had uuder con-
sideration the question of the large price of the
gas supplied to the public lamps, and the inten.

tion of the companies to increase the cost. The
matter has been referred to the Works Com-
mittee, with a view to Parliamentary interference
in behalf of the consumers, and full time too.

The gas companies used to maintain that the
price of coal was always a minor consideration
as regarded the actual price of gas : that is

what they said when coal was cheap; why
should it be otherwise now, especially with
such rubbishing gas as they but too generally
now give ? Compared with its dingy, watery,
yellow hue, paraffine is like solar brilliancy itself.

Air-Gas Apparatus.—An improved form of
apparatus for air-gas is described in the Notts
Guardian ;

— “ The apparatus for making the gas
consists of a meter-like construction, 3^ ft. high,

and perhaps 2 ft. across, and it consists of threo
chambers. Into one of these chambers is poured
benzoline or petroleum, or any species of hydro-
carbon gas. Whilst the benzoline or hydro-
carbon is in this chamber, a fan which is placed
in an adjoining chamber (No. 2 chamber we may
call it), is so worked by weights and a pulley
outside, that the atmospheric air mixes with it,

and this having passed into a third compartment
filled with sponges forms tho lighting gas, which
can be at once drawn off in pipes, and used in.

any quantity.”

The Trades' Congress at Leeds.—The
fifth annual assembly of the trades of Great
Britain, through their representatives, has been
opened in the Assembly, rooms, Cookridge-

street, when there was a more numerous attend-

ance of delegates than at Nottingham last

year. After the verification of the credentials

of the delegates, and other foimal business,

Mr. Lishman was elected president unani.
mously. He reserved his inaugural remarks
until next day, in order that the report of the
Parliamentaiy Committee might be received.

Mr. Howell then read the Parliamentary Com-
mittee’s report, which has since been under dis-

cuesion.

The Price of Coal.—At a meeting of coal-

masters of the Cannock Chase district, held in

Birmingham, it has been resolved to raise the
price of coal, from Is. 6d. to 3s. per ton, ac-

cording to quality. The causes assigned for this

advance are tho increased activity of demand
resolting from the closing of the South Wales
collieries, the diminished output due to the inun-
dations, and the additional charges thrown upon
coalowners by the Mines’ Regulation Act. In
East Worcestershire, South Staffordshire, and
elsewhere, a similar movement is expected.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers’ Society.
The next meeting of this society will be on
February 7th, there being no meeting this

(Friday) evening, as shown on the card.
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Re-construction of Weigh-Kouse Chapel.
The well-kuown Weigh.bouse Chapel, n?8r thj
Monument, celebrated, for something like half a
century, amongst Congregationalists as the scene
of the Eev. Dr. Binney’s labour, has just been
dosed, and the interior ia about to be entirely

reconstructed. The final series, prior to the
dosing of the edifice for the alterations, took
place on Sunday last, when the Rev. Dr. Binney,
who retired from the ministry there about two
years ago, returned to his puipit, and preached
there for the last time.

Bursting of a Vitriol Chamber at Fam-
worth.—At Mr. Wilson’s, Prestolee Chemical
Works, is a mechanics’ workshop, and above that

was a large vitriol chamber, 150 ft. long, full of
Titriol. Suddenly a beam supporting the floor

gave way ; the floor fell, and the bottom of the
chamber burst, releasing all tho liquid into the
mechanics’ shop. The loss of the chamber,
vitriol, machinery, tools, and building is esti-

mated to amount to 3,0001. Fortunately, no
one was working in the place at the time.

Byde Engineer and Surveyorship.—We
nnderstand that Mr. George H. Stayton, C.E.,
assistant boroiigh engineer of Portsmouth, has
been elected to this appointment. There were
thirty-nine candidates originally : these were
reduced to three, who attended a meeting of
the whole council in committee last Monday

;
the

other two gentlemen being Mr. Pollard, town
surveyor of Sbeemess

; and Mr. Boston, of I

Hewcastle-on-Tyne Surveyor’s Department.

Houses for Workmen in Paris.—A model
ciU industrielle is now in course of construction
between tho Faubourg St. Antoine and the
Boulevard Voltaire. Nineteen houses are already
erected. The tenants are to be provided with
gas and water, at rents varying from GZ. to IGZ.

per annum. The plan also comprises a number
of ateliers, with a joint motor of 200 horse-power.
In the centre there are baths and washhouses, to
be made available at a nominal price.

Sock Accommodation at New Milford.

—

The long-projected scheme for the construction
of docks at New Milford appears at length
to have assumed a practical shape, and it is

said that preparations are already being made
for the commencement of the work at an early
date. The chief engineer of the Great Western
Railway Company is making arrangements for
the immediate commencement of the Great
Western Dock.

Leicester-square.—This unfortunate square
baa been completely enclosed. The posts are
about 12 ft. high. It has been said that the
square itself will be levelled, asphalte laid down,
and the enclosure used as a drill-ground. The
hoarding is made an extensive field for advertise-
ments. The greater the nuisance the likelier

the remedy. The inhabitants are astir on the
subject.

Burning of a New York Theatre.

—

Descriptions of the total destruction by fire of the
Fifth Avenue Theatre, one of tho finest in New
York, and adjoining the hotel in which the dread-
ful fire occurred a month ago, are brought by
the mail which has arrived at Plymouth. The
fire originated by sparks from a defective flue

twenty minutes after an audience had been
dismissed.

Messrs. Cassell, Better, & Galpin’s
Premises, in La Belle Sauvage-yard, are to bo
extended, and for this purpose they have acquired
the greater portion of the ground running round
from their back premises alongside the new
viaduct railway station, up the south side of
Fleet-lane to Prujean-square, in the Old Bailey.
Ml*. Francis Chambers is the architect.

Retirement of Mr. Cole, C.B.—At the
annual distribution of prizes of the Nottingham
School of Art, Mr. Cole, C.B., amid expressions
of regret, announced bis intention, after fifty

years of public service, of resigning his post in
connexion with the South Kensington Museum.
We mentioned this intention some time ago.

The Public Health Act.—It is satisfactory
to find the British Medical Jour^ial is of opinion
that some of the inspectors of the Local
Government Board under the Public Health Act
ehould be engineers.

Dr. Williams's New Library.—We are
asked to say that Mr. Shillito was the clerk of
the works : Mr. March was the contractor’s
foreman.

Street Improvements in Rome.—An archi-
tect and engineer at Rome, Signor Landi, has
brought forward a project for constructing a
great street through tho city, 2J- miles long, and
nearly 44 yards wide, to be called the Via
Maasima. The cost ia estimated at 100 millions
of francs.

The Proposed New Arboretum at Wal-
sall.—At a meeting of the promoters of this

undertaking, it was stated that a sufficient

number of shares had now been taken up to
justify the directors in commencing the work
fortb^\ith.

The Working of the Telegraph.—At the
meeting of the Society of Telegraph Engineers
on Wednesday week, Mr. Scudamore, of the
Post-office, said there were in this country from
10,OC»0 to 15,000 persons engaged daily in the
practice of telegraphy, most of them young.

Licensed Victuallers’ Asylum. — The
annual ball in aid of the funds of the Licensed
Victuallers’ Asylum, took place at St. James’s
Hall, ou Thursday, tho IGth inst,, and we believe
the executive of this extensive institution were
favoured with as numerous a gathering as usual

Additions to the Caterham Asylirm.—At
the last meeting ofthe MetropolitanAsylumBoard,
the tender of Mr. Honshaw, to erect an addi-
tional block of buildings, with rccreation-gronnd

I

attached, at the Caterham Asylum, for the sum
of 12, 1032,, was accepted.

Royal Institute of British Architects.

—

At the next ordinary general meeting of the
session to be held on the 20th in.st., a paper on
“ Architectm'o Practically Considered in Relation
to Music,” by Mr. H. H. Statham, Associate, will
be read.

Public Hall of Unitarians in London.

—

Tho Unitarians are about to erect, in a central
part of London, a public hall, at a cost of
3O,000Z., towards which subscriptions to the
amount of 11,OOOZ. have already been received.

Stable Plooi's.—Messrs. Spiers & Pond have
just completed stabling for eighty-six horses, the
floors of which are paved with Claiidge’s Patent
Asphalte.

For additional buildinp and recroation-holl to the Mi
tropolitan Aajlum for Imbeciles at Caterham, Surrey fi
the Metropolitan Asylum Board. Messrs. John Giles
Gough, arehitcets. Quantities by Mr. C. W. Goode—

BhelHeld f-i.inoo o ^BhelHeld
Ward
SherVoume
Fish
\Vright, Brothers
MuusbriJge
Bullirant
Higgs
Rankin
Wilson
Henshaw (accepted),.,

..£14.D90 . .
, 14,589 0 0
. 14,100 0 0
, 14,100 0 0
, 13,665 0 0

.. 13,560 0 0
I 13,495 0 0

13,300 0 0
13,170 0 0
12,075 0 0

. 12,193 0 0

For new public elementary schools for 1,040 children, at
Maidstonc-street, Hag^eratone, for the School Board for
London. Messrs. Mileham & Kennedy, architects. Quan-
tities Iw Messrs. Pain & Clark :

Crockett £7,990 0 0
Browne & Robinson 7 950 0 0
Wagner 7,898 0 0
Carter & Sou 7,795 0 0
Oxford & Whillier 7,787 0 0
Scrivener & White 7,752 0 0
Kirk 7,665 0 0
Hooper 7,567 0 0
Pritchard

. . T s*);* n n
Cooke & Greene
Brass
Nison & Son
Higgs
Henshaw & Co
W. H. & J. Mansbridgo.

7,410 0 0
7,430 0 0
7,135 0 0

For rebuilding 31 and 32, King-street, Westminster.
Mr. John Norton, architect. Quantities by Mr. S. J.
Thacker :

—

Netamount
of contract.
£6,700 0 0
6,650 0 0
6,381 0 0
6,360 0 0
6,346 0 0
6,250 0 0
6,235 0 0
6,225 0 0
6,175 0 0
0,163 0 0
6,122 0 0
6,069 0 0
6,909 0 0
6,812 0 0
6,687 0 0
6,650 0 0
6,465 0 0
6,300 0 0
6,273 0 0

Oldry
Tebitt ..

Langmead & Way
Staines & Son
Bullivant

Rankin
Sawyer
Crabb
Stevenson
"Wagnor
Hughesden
Mansbridgo ..

Gough
Everall &Co...
Bleaze
Carrod

Extra if picked
deals or pine.
£80 0 0
50 0 0
35 0 0

120 0

For the erection of schools and residenoe, Forth-end,
Great Waltham, Essex. Mr. Frank Whitmore, archi-
tect

Smith & Holland (accepted) £890 0 0

For restoration of roof, Marshbury Cburcli, Essex.
Mr. Frank Whitmore, architect :

—

Dowselt (accepted) £174 10 0

For new Swinton Dairy, Swinton-street, for Mr. H.
Williams. Messrs. Goodcliild & Son, architects :

—

Perry (accepted) £1,080 0 0

For additional works at W'orcestor House, Surrey.
Messrs. John Giles & Gough, architeots. Quantities by
Mr. Goode :

—

Jocelyne £3,529 0 0

For new schools, Winstanley-road, Lambetb, for the-
London School Board. Mr. il. B. Robson, architect-
Quantities by Mr. G. D. TaafTe:—

Tyerman £6,839 0 0
Sheppard 6,635 0 0
Manley & Rogers 6,500 0 0
Nixon 6,497 0 0
BrowEe& Robiusou 6,495 0 0
Carter i Sons 6,473 0 O
Newman & Mann 6,470 0 0
Eunor 0,364 0 0
Parsons 6,055 0 0
Stephenson 6,901 0 0

For new studios, Knightabridgc, for Mr. A. S. Lumley.
Mr. Henrv- Shaw, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr-
\Vm. S. Plimsaul

1*< Contract.
Plowman (accepted) £496 0 0

2nd Contract.
Plowman (accepted) £2,1.50 12 8

For schools for tho London School Board,
ground, Chelsea ;

—

Myers & Son £0,450 0
mu k Son 6,140 0
Nightingale 0,050 0
Petp, Brothers 6,015 0
Carter k Son 5,099 0
Browne k Co 6,096 0
Newman k Co 6,976 0
Wigmore 6,106 0

Cook'a-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

For rebuilding Nos. 31 and 32, Thrognaorlon-street,.
Citv, for Messrs. Cohen & Sewell. Mr. E. A, Griming;,,
architect. Quantities by Mr. James Barnett :

—

Perkins £15,950 0 0
Myers* Sons 15,594 0 0
Jackson* Shaw 14,714 0 0
Trollope 14,648 0 0
Perry&Co 14,396 0 0
Holland* Hannen 14,255 0 0
Ashby* Horner 14,003 0 0
Conder 13,980 0 0
Ashby* Sous 13,963 0 0
Henshaw 13,390 0 0
Browue & Robinson 13,196 0 0

For rebiiiUling Nos. 13 and 13, Copfhall-court, fov
Messrs. Cohen * Sewell. Mr. N. S. Joseph, architect..
Quantifies by Mr. S. Wilson ;

—

Myers * Sons £16,734 0 0
Jackson * Shaw 16,430 0 0
Trollope 16,223 0 0
Hollaud * Hanuen 16,386 0 0
Perkifis 15,777 0 0
Perry & Co 16,5-40 0 O
Ashby* Homer 15,147 0 0-

Ashby * Son 14,897 0 0
Conder 14,835 0 0
Henshaw 14,235 0 t>

Browne & Robiusou 1-4,183 0 0

For both the preceding jobs
Myers * Sons £33,990 0
Perkins 33,072 0
Trollope 32,633 0
Holland & Hannen 32,493 0
Perry & Co 31,503 0
Jackson * Shaw 31,086 0
Conder 30,609 0
Ashby * Homer 30,-458 0
Ashby* Son 29,783 0
Henshaw 29,220 0
Browne & Robinson (accepted) 28,656 0

O
0
O
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
C7ii<c46orotfffS.—We have received another letter from the Rector oS

Chiselhorousli i hot us It is for the most part a reiteration, and would
moreover force na again to reply, we have not printed it.

J. F. {we cannot pretend to teach liuii UU business),—W. W.—
A. H,—C. P- B.— E. F.—D, B.— T. B.—M. P.—G. T. C.— F. W.—
L. R. L.—B.—H. B.—W. n. T.—M. i; K.—F. M. P.—B. & B.—
Amicus.—G. G. 8.—J. J.—D. & D.—J. M. G.—H. S. S.—T. B.—
London Foreman.—.4 Foreman.—T. R. T.—G. D. T.—Jlr. S.—C. H. G.
—J. B.—J. H. B.—W. B- jun.—H. T. E.

We are compelled to decline pointing out books ond giving,

addresses,

AH atateuients of facts, lists of tenders, ic., must be aecompanled
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for

pubUoatlon.

Not*.—

T

lie responsibility of signed articles, and pipers read a
public meetings, rests of course -with the authors.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
8.ubs<y>'iliers within the United Kingdom can he

supplied with The Builder direct from the
Ofice at the rate of Nineteen Shiliings per
annum, payable in advance.

The Publisher cannot he responsible for Testi-
monials left at the Ofice in reply to Advertise--

ments, and strongly recommends that Copies-
ONLY should be sent.
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Limited, Qjiarrymen and Stone Merchants.

Kingdom furnished on application to
Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.—[Adtt,]

new "Permanent”

Bnildera’ Ironmongery. A.

Drawings and prices upon application accom-
panying trade card.

—

[Advt.]

Bills of Quantities, Specifications, &c.,
Lithojrraphed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
29, Charing.cross, S.W., with accuracy and
punctuality. Plans and Drawings Copied,
Traced, or Lithographed.-— [Advt.]

ALLEN & COMPANY,
AET FOUNDERS,
ENGINEERS,

MERCHANTS, AND
CONTRACTORS,

201, UPPER THAMES STREET,
L02ID0N, E.C.

Manupacturees of

LAMP PILLARS,
GAS LAMPS,

rOUNTAINS, GATES,
RAILING, ETC.

Either Plain or Bronzed, in the

Highest Stjle of Art.

GAS and ^VaAeR-WORKS
ENGINEERS.

ATolnmeofthoNEWEST DESIGNS
forwarded on receipt of 63. in etamps,
and allowed 00 first order. Sole im-
porters of Barbezat's French Iron
VVork.

OMITH and FOUNDEE’S WOEK.
Builders' Quantities tendered for complete by

ORR & M'LEAN, 81, HATTON GARDEN, E.C.
SPECIALITY FOR nEAVY CABTINOS, ROLLED A RIVETED

UIRDERS, ROOF-WORK, A WINDOW SASHES.
BAIN-PIPES, GUTTERS. STOVES, RANGF-S, KAILS, AND

BAR-IRON ALWAYS IN STOCK.
WORKS: UNION FOUNDRY. OOLDF.N LANE. E.C. E»tab 1790
C»taJogue, price 2s. Cd. deducted from first order. Estimates fiee

pEEFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
J Builders and others desiriiiB a really good system can have a
sLT of MODELS for BUILDERS' BOOKS by DOURLE ENTRY to
vhlch was .awarded the Prire offered in “The Builder," No. 1,160md which hiw been adopted by many large flnns. Also, a niodifled
jraiigeiiioiil. by Single Entry. suiUble for smaU BlUlders.—Address,
5. A, ), St. Oeorges-ruad, Regent's Park, London.

TESTIMONIALS,
have tried your system of bookkeeping, and like it veiy

.(Vatem spoTna flinroit

i M, U.
'•I like your system very much, and sliall a.lopt if."—"W W•Having adopted your system of bookkeeping, wo can recommend

t to the builders gencndly. Having Imd it in use over twelve
* r"* M

much less time to keep the accounts than

••I received youra In due course. They appe.-vr to show an excellent
node of bookkeepuig. \our directions ore most explicit, and suffl-
lelitly explanatory.'—G. C.

^ ^
"Mcasre. R. i 8. have examined your system, and consider it

imple, clear, luid very satiafaotory."
" I greatly appr«iato your plan and system of keeping liuUdcrs'

oofca, and I cousider that it has oidy to be made known to be gcue-

^
received your models. Tliey fully meet my expectations."—

‘ Your system of bookkeeping appears to me to be excellent."

^TEALE'S ENGINEER’S POCKET-
» V BOOK for 1673.
loan tuck, gilt edges, with 10 copper-plates and numerous woodcuts,
rice Ha (post free). " Every braueh of engineering is treatwl of, and
lets, figures, and data abound. J/ccAniiic’s .l/Vigfrfne.

2. HASKOLL’S CIVIL ENGINEERS' and CON-
'RACTORS' ESTIMATE and PRICE-BOOK for 1873. Demy 8vo.
loth, price 68- (jioit free). " As luniUhlng a variety of data on eveiy
onceivable want to civil eugineers and coutractora, this bwk has
ver stood untii nlled."—A rcfiittct.

3. WEALE’S BUILDERS’ and CONTRACTORS’
RICE-BOOK for 1873. f2mo. doth, price 4s. (post free). "Amul-
itudiiiims variety of nsefoJ liifomiation for builders and contractors."
-fJuifdfnff .Vew». •' Well done and reliable."—.SnufiM .1/ecAanfe

London : LOCKWOOD * CO. 7, Stationers' HiUl-eourt, E.C.

Mr. EdwanU on the Domestic Use of Fuel.
In royal 8vo. with 149 Illustrations and a Porlniit. price 12b.

/^UE DOMESTIC FIRE-PLACES.
V / By FREDERICK EDWAP.DS, Juo,
New edition, rewritten and enlarged.

SMOKY CniMIfEYS, their Cure and Prevent ioo
Sixth edition, revised

;
with 40 Illustrations. Prica Ss. (Id.

THE EXTRAVAGANT USE of FUEL in COOKING
OPERATIONS, witli an account of Count Rumford's Ecuiiomical
Systems, and numerous Practical Suggestions for domestic use With
47 Illustratious, price 6<.

London : LONGMANS. GREEN, i CO, Patomo?ter-row.

New Edition, much extended, with 69 platee, eompriaing set of Care!'
boaril Models. In one 4to. voUune, cloth, price 45s. or 21 parte

piDDELL’S CARPENTER, JOINER,
1 V; UANDP.AILER. and STAIR BUILDER.
Rliiiburgh: THOMAS C. JACK. Londen: SI.MPKIN, MAR-
SHALL, 4: CO. ; aud DAVIS * PORTER, 43, Palenioster-iow.

SUBMARINE TELEGRAPHY IN 1873

A MAP of the WORLD, showing the
Jr\. SUBMARINE CABLES ALREADY LAID, and those
PROJECTED, together with Drawings of Submarine Cables,
a list uf Telegraph Stations of the Submivriuo Lines, and two Speci-
mens of the Language of Telegraphy-the Jlorre System of Signals
and Sir William Thompson's Recorder. By WILLIA.M ABBOTT,
Stock Exchiuige.—London ; Published by BATES, HENDY, * CO.
No. 4, Old Jewry, E.C, Price Is.

;
post-free, Is. Id,

IVfR. ARCHIBALD D. DAWNAY, C.E.
J.»J_ CONSULTING ENGINEER and SURVF.YOR, 25, Walbrook.

CALCULATIONS, DESIGNS, and ESTIMATES
PREPARED for IRON GIRDERS. ROOFS, COLUMNS, BRIDGES,

;

GASWORKS. 4c.

1

LEVELLING 4 BDRVEYINO. Professional Assistance generally.

jTAESIGNS and ARCHITECTURAL
! Xy DRAWINGS of everydescriptlonniEPAREDfrom ROUGH
SKETCHES, Ac, on Moderate Teniis, I'eispective Drawn, Etched, or

,
Tinted.—Address, 419, Office of “The Builder."

PLANS and DRAWINGS of every
-1- description,
jircixii cd on moderate tenns, from rough sketches or suggestions, and

PERSPECTIVF-S COLOURED,
BY A FIRST-RATE DRAUGHTSMAN.

Address, T. H. 14, Argyle-street, -ArgyU-nquare, W.C.

T^STIMgVTES, with Coloured DESIGNS,
1

l_J for every style of Decorative Art,—Imitation of Woods and
M.irbles, Gildiug, plain Painting. 4c. sent to any i>art of London or
Country, free of cOKt.—JAMES MACINTOSH, late Macintosh 4

!
Nieol, 38, Laiigham-street, Portland-place. Londou, W.

1
Special Estiniates for large public buildings, 4c.

TO LIVERPOOL .AND OTHER ARCHITECTS

[

A LIVERPOOL AROHITEOT, who has
i\ been in practice for severs! years, and Is well up In design
wisbes to enter into PAltTNKUHIlIP with a Gentleman who is
thoroughly caUblished In the profession.— Address, ARCHITECT,
care of H. Greenwood, Advertising Agent, Ll\ eriKiol.

TO ARCHITECTS. BURVEYOllS. AND AUCTIONEERS.
A N iVRCHITECT, with a small practice in
A\. the suburbs, wishes to meet with a GENTLEMAN ill the Pra-
fvBSh.n to Join liim. Would accept ini ENGAGEMENT as M.ANAOER
or ASSISTANT, being allowed a commisaiou on work introduced.—
Address, ARCHITECT. 32, Little Stanhope-street, Mayfair, W,

PCONOMY ill COAL.—PARTNERSHIP.
J—i The Advertiser, experlonceil In Ironfoonding, wishes a Gentle-
mau with from 3,ll0iW, to 4.0007, to JOIN him in MANUFACTURING
the most simple, efficient, and valuable APPLIANCES for SAVING
COAL ever yet uiveuled.—Address, W. T. 11, l^nk-street. Fal-
kirk, N.B.

TjiNGINEERING PUPIL.—A Gentlem.ai,,
1 J C.E. ill the North of England, is prepared to receive a PUPIL

into ilia Office. Considerable profeesional Sidvantnges. both os regards
scientific training and practical experience, ore offered.—Address,
0. J, 22, Leodenhalt-slreet, London, E.C.

ARCHITECTURAL PUPIL.—Dr.
Jr\. CfIRISTOPHER DRESSER, Architect and Omaiiientist
has VACANCIES in his Oftice for One or Two ARTICLED PUPILS.
Address, Tower Creesy, Aubrey-road, Notting-liill, W, (

TV/TR. RYDE, of Parliament-street, West- i

J.V_L minster, is in WANT of a DETAIL CLERK. He must be
respectable, punctual, and liidustrioiii

;
must write a good hand, be

couiiieteiit to make plana and estimates of buildings, be quick and
accurate enough at figures to work out valuations, and must have hud

,genenU cxiierience In the work of a Surveyor's OfficA
AppUeatious, stating salary,re(iuDed, must he m.-Klc by letter

rpO CLERKS of BOARDS, RETIRED
_1 NON-CGMMISSIONED OFFICERS of ENGINEERS and a
OTHERS,—WANTED, uii INSPECTOR of NUISANCES for tho

“
Rural Sanitary District of F-iisom, lu the county of Surrey, at a
salary of 2(i0f. n year. The district has an area of 86.791 acres, and
contains atxmt 24.tll2 Inhabitants. The appointuient will bs from -
year to year, subject to three months' notice on eiOier side. The -
Inspector will be required to reside at some place within the district,
to be approv ed of by the Sanitary Authority, and must devote the
whole of his time to tlie duties of his office.

Applications, lu the candidate's own handwriting, stating age ^
and present and previous employment, with testiuiouiali as to 1

character and qualitlcatiniis U> be sent to me at any time within —
three weeks from this date.—By order,

HENRY a AVELINF..
Clerk to the Rural Sanitary Autliorily

for the District of Epsom. t
Epsom, Surrey, January 16th, 1873. b

WEST BROMWICH. - SURVEYOR.—
.v' I.,

The West Brorawidi Improvement ComiulsBioners will, on
the 6th of b EBRUARY next, APPOINT a SURVEYOR, who will be
expected to give hia whole time to the service of the Board, and wUl
be required to reside in the parish. Salary, 250f. per annum, with,
use of horse and trap.-Applk-allona. sUUiigage, and endosiug testi-
mouiais, must be sent under cover, endorsed " Surveyor," to me at
ray Offices. Panulise-street, West Bnimwlch, on or before tho 2l8lJANUARY Inst. CHARLES U. BAYLEY, Clerk.
January 2nd, 187.3.

DOROUGH of BOLTON.—WANTED, in
I -P the Borough Surveyor's Office, a PERSON competent to mokeTOWN SURVEYS. Must be a good draughtaroftn.

guineas iier week. Application, with testimonials as to fitness for this
beaddresaed to the iiniiereigneil not later than the

J. PROCTOR, Borough Surveyor.

doss of work,
30tli Instant.
January 15th. 1873.

OOROUGH of BLACKBURN.—The Cor-
1-7 iwratlon of this Borough require the serrices of a DRAUGHTS-MAN for the BOROUGH SURVEYOR'S DEPARTMENT, ooro-

peteiit to perform the foUowingJdnties To make surveys, take levels,
make plans, sections, ipeciflcatlons. and estimates, for sewerage and
paving works. To lucaauro the same for coutroctoie, and also apj'or-
tion the cost to the property owners. Generally to perform .all duties
required by the Borough Burveyor, under whose direction and control
he will lie plsiced, and to devote the whole of hia time to the duties of
the office. N.B.—The applicant must not be more than forty yoom
of ago. The aalary-will be loof. per annum, lApplicutlous, with
teatjmonislB. endorsed “ AppIioiUon fur Draughtsman " to be sent to
the Town Clerk, Town Hall, BUckbuni, not later than TWELVE at
noon, on MONDAY, the 27th instant—By order.

C. O. H, BECK, Town Clerk.
Town Clerk's Office. Tovm HaH, Blackburn, January 9lh, 1S73.

Malvern local board.-water-
WORKS EXTENSION.—A CLERK of WORKS is WANTED

for three months, from the 3rd of Febniarv next, to SUPERINTEND
the ERECTION of a COVERED RESERVOIR at North Malxera.
Preference will be given to a bricklayer by tnide. and one liaving had
experience in waterworka Salary 2f. 10s. per week. -Cpi'llcations,
eudoaiiig test imouials. must be sent under cover, endorsed " Clerk of
Works," to me at the Local ;iJ(»id Officee, Mahem, on or before the
27th day of JAN'UARY, 1873.

W.\I. WILKES CAWLEY, Clerk to the DosnL

TO SURVEYORS.
WANTED, an ASSISTANT SURVEYOR,
T V capable, under supei-vlslon, of superintending the carrying

out of nmiii drainage and other works, of surveying lauds, and taking
vela. He must also be a fair draugljtBinan His services would lie
quired for a period of from one to three years, at a salary of I'JW,
•1- annum.—AppUcatlotis (with testimimlaU) to bo sent to me on or
ifore FRIDAY, the 31st JANUARY, 1873.

Clvrk to the Llauelly Lo^l Board of Health,
Llanelly, Jouuary 8th, 1873. Town-ball, Llanelly.

TO GLASS WRITFJISWANTED, TWO good OUTLINERS,-
Apply at Railway Arcb, Blackfriai»-road.

W?"ANTED, in a Survci’or’s Office, a re-
y T spectiible Y’OUTH, wiio con draw ami print neatly, and

a good baud.—Apply at 108, Gower-streot, W.C.

T^ANTED, a respectable YOUTH, used to-
T V an Architect's Office. Must be a good dmughtsmon.—Apply,

with ramplc, to Mr. JEFFREYa, 103, Hatton-gardeu, Holbom.

WANTED.—To GLASS PAINTERS.-
-j\ — to " S'xxl FIGURE PAINTER.-

7, B. SIUPBUN A SONS, Decorators, Glass P

W ANTED, in a Surveyor’s Office, a
J UNIOR CLERK, who writes a good hand, and has had some

xpcrience.—Address, stating nge. salary required, and other p.%rti-
ulars, to SURVEYOR, 11, Duke-street, Adelphi, W.C.

-VTANTWICH union.—rural
.X 1 SANITARY AUTHORITY.—An INSPECTOR of NUISANCES
Is required for the Rural District of tlie Nantwicli Union, in the
county of Chester, comprising an area of 911,524 acres, audaiiopuia-
tion of 20,629. Iho salary will be 3001. per annum, and Ihe person
npiiointed will he required to reside at such place within the disliiot
os the Rural Sanitary Authority tlmll approve, to devutc the whole of
his time to the duties of tlie office, and to provide and keeii a horse
his own expense. The Insiwctor will be required,

—

1. To make a perfect aonitory survey of tho whole district. includi_,„
tho fewersge systems and water supply of ail ibe villages aud
places containing a collection of liuuscs under tlie Jurisdiction of the
Rural Sauitaiy Authority of the Nanlwich Union, aud report
gouerolly on its condition and requirements.

2. To perform the duties of Inspector of Nuisances "set forth in tlio

order of the Local Government Board dated the 11th day of November
last, or us may becoutained in such other orders or by-laws oa that
Boonl may from lime to time irsue or sonctiuD.

Tlie apiiointment will be subject to Uie approval of the Local
Goveinuieut Board, and, in the first instance, will probably be iiuuie
for a tenn of two years. Candidates are requested to send applica-
tions (in writing) to me, stating age, residence, and i>«st and present
occupation, with recent testimonials as toqualificatioiiaaud cliaracter,

on or before the 3lBt day of JANUARY instant, and the coudldaies
selected will receive notice to attend on the day of election.

JAMES PICK, Clerk to the Rural Sanitary Authority.
Nontwlch, 4tta January, 1873.

'

ED, a good JOBBING CAK-
PENTER and UPHOLSTERER. To a suitable man n
urinent SITUATION is OPEN.—Address, with references, t»

WANTED, in a JOBBING SHOP, in the
V V City, a quick and steady Man, CARPENTER and JOINER.

'

seltlug out and booking materials. Must thorou-ghly
. his trade.—Reply by letter, stating age aud wages
r a constancy, and references, to A. B. 14, Beigrave.etrrtt,

SHORTHAND CLERK WANTED, for
works near C-reenwich. One who is aixiuajuted with the engi-

building trades preferred.—Address, by letter, R. P. 8. C.
larc-strcet, Havkuey, stating s-vlary expected, age, and

A N ARCHITECT requires the SERVICES
Al. of a re-olly good ASSISTANT.—Address, H. S. S, 22, South-

A N experienced SLATER WANTED, with
/~\ good references.—Address. 409, Office of '• Tlie Builder,"

TO TRAVELLERS.

counties. One who has a coimexlon amongst
tddress, No. 456, Ofllceof “ Tho Builder."

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a first-
V T class JOBBING CARPENTER. Thoroughly understands-

street, Claphi

Thoroughly understauds-
lutiiie of a decomtor's and upholsterer's shop. Weil up at
_ —Address, A. Z. U, Y’ork-terraoe. Uigh-

WANTED, EMPLOY'MENT, by an
experienced P.\INTER (who is handy at paper-hnnglog,.

grniulng. gilding, and the iiencil). as VORKINO FOREMAN, or
otlierwise. Aged 35.—Address, J. P. 3S, Jlay-street, North End,
Fultmm, 8.\V,

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a
V V CARPENTER and JOINER, Used to counting-house

framing. Hiia a good knowledge of plans, speclflcalione, and
uccoiuila Jobbing, genera], anil bliuds of oil (lescriptious.—Address,
W. 61. Bessborough-place, liiuUeo, S.W.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a general
good handy JOBBI.NG MAN, aged 37. who is well up in all

house repairs, and In general Jobbing work, ns I’LUJIBER, PAINTER,
GLAZIER, and ZINCWORKER. Will make himself generally
useful, and fill up time in luiythiug required. Wages, 6d, per hour,

—

Address, JOHN, 49, Boston-place, Dorset-sqimre, N.W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WANTED, PLAIN and ORNAMENTAL

T t PLASTERING, in Town or country. Hatariai and Hhour,
-- ‘

'

, J. K. 18. Henry*-
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XirANTED, a SITUATION,
V V VELLERfornLIME or BRICKMERCH.

TRA-

NewiiigtOD-road.
!i, U. E. Y. Hr. PHiue

TO IRUXMONGER3 AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, a SITUATION, as GENERAL
tV smith, BELLUANOER. GASFITTER, *c.—D. F. B),

Newnham-Btrect, Edgeware-romi. W,

lirANTED, a SITUATION, as STOCK
VV and TIME KEEPER, iQ a good Building FimL C'aiitnvceor

cofy plana Eight years ^

nihurst-roaU, West Ilackiiey.

:b,—

A

ddress, E.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS,WjVNTED, a SITUATION, asFOBEMAN.
Understands hviildlngs anil repairs, from luundalion to com-

pletion, measuring, eBtiiiiating, and book-keeping.—Address, ARGUS,
caro of Mr. Cannon, 6, Duke-Btreel, Lmcoln's-inn-flelds.

TO PLUMBERS. BUILDERS. *c.

\;\7"ANTED, a SITUATION or JOB, in
VV Town or country, as PLUMBER, OA3 and IIOT-WATER

FITTER, and PLAIN ZINC-WORKER. Good reference,—Address.
T. W. care of Mr, Clark, 4, Oid-road, Stepney, E.

TO 1RONMOSOER9, *e.

'IIT'ANTED, a SITUATION, by a young
VV Man, as GASFITTER. SMITH, WHITESMITH. i!C. Well
up Inhot-w.ater woik. Good references if required.—Address, H. R.

Na 4, Chapel-road, Staiiilord-hiU, Middlesex.

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a first-

class PLUMBER, PAINTER, and LEAD LIGHT GLAZIER,
Well undetsMuda ail kinds of pump, closet, and b.%th work of every
ilcscriptloii, aud willing to make himself geuemlly usefiii. Good re-

ferences given—Address, J. (SNOW, Wl, Edgware-roiul, W.

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, as
CLERK of the WORKS or GENERAL FOREMAN.—

Address, W. B. care of Mr. Simmons, itU, New Bridge-street,

BlAcklriars.

TO ABCUITECT.S.WANTED, ail JiJNGaGEMENT, by a
really good DRAUGUTSAIAN. Well versed in construction

and perspective. Salary imHlerate —AUdross, T;SlJUARE. Post-utfiee,

Nelson-street, Greenwich, 8.E. '

TO ARCHITECT.^. SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS.WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, tempo-
rary or occasionally, In Town or country, by a flrst-claes

QUANTITV-TAKEH. MEASURER, and DKAUOHTS.MAN. Well
versed In ililapid.itiona Twelve yearo' experience. Highest refer-

ences. Tenns moderate.—Address, SURVEYOR, 194, Oray's-inu.
road, W.C,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
ANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT. by a

. ,
thorooghly practical JIun. as GENERAL OUT-DOOR

OKKINO FOREMAN. Carpenter hy trade. Satisfactory refer-

ice from his last employers.—Address, 417, Offlce of " The Builder.

w
w TO GENTLEMEN AND BRICKMAKERS.

ANTED, aKE-ENGAGEMENT, to Dig,
'•

and Bum CLAMP or KILN BRICKS, aud Take
enure charge 01 a Biick-yard, at per thousand, large or sinall quan-
tities. Twenty-five years' experience. Good reference.—Address,
A. B, care of Mr. Pearce, HI, High-street, Tunbridge Wells.

WANTED, a BE-ENGAGEMENT as
FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS or CLERK of WORKS, or

to luJee Charge of a Job. Good refereuces from present employers.
Address, A. W. .Mrs. Cope, Up[>ec Pcariniint-strect, Sneilltoii,

NutUiigUaiti.

TO BUILDERS, &o,WANTED, STAIRCASE or JOINER’S
WORK, by the Piece (labour only), by a young Man of good

experience. Town or suburls preferred.—Address, U. W. 11, Culvert-
road, Battersea Park, 8.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

WfANTED, by one who has completed his
VV Articles, an ENGAGF.MENT. in an Architect's or Surveyor's

IS JUNIOR ASSISTAN'r.- 1. T, Post-office, Clapham

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
’\V7’ANTED, by a thoroughly good Plumber
tV and Plain Zineworker. a SITUATION or job. Well up in

all branches of iiliimliing.—Address, C. Plumber, 9l>, Bayham-slieot,
Comden-town, N.W.

TO BUILDERS. CONTRACTORS. 4c.WANTED, by tlie Adverti.ser, an En-
gagement as JUNIOR CLERK, TIME and STORE

KEEPER. Has had experience both in llie office and workshop.—
Address, 0, B. 'J7, Haberdasher-street, iloxton, N.

w TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
'ANTED, by the Advertiser, a EE-EN-
OAGEMENT os JOINER'S MACHINIST. Can nmki

cutters, and do repairs if required.—Address, J. HERBERT, llj. Great
Uerraitage-street, Wapplxg, London, E.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

WTANTED, by the Advertiser, an imme-
VV dlateEN0.4.GEMENT,.-u JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Aged 21.

Hour years' experience. Princiiml ohjecU improvement and iierroa-
nent employment—Address, Y. 30, Warwiek-street. New-cross. 8.E.

XV nu 11,111;,K3, Itc,WANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITU.
TION as CLERK and GENERAL ASSISTANT. Aged

r.std to the general routine of the office. Good references.—Addr
P. C- 13. Warner-atreet, Banisbury, N.

WTANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 21, a
VV KE-ENGAOEMENT in an ARCHITECT'S OFFICE. Can

W7ANTED, by the Advertiser, an EN-
V V OAGEMENT os ARCHITECTURAL DRAUGHTSMAN. Is

a. good colourist, and can give
ployer. Temporary assistancB give
jftk 13, Chippeuhain tenoce, Harrow.

TO SPECULATING BUILDERS,WANTED, by the Advertiser (having a
small capital). JOINER'S WORK. Materials and labour, or

labour only. The country preferred. Would take the management
of an estate.—Address, No. S3S, at C. H. May's General Advertising
Office, 78, Gracecburch-street, E.C.

TO DECORATORS AND BUILDERS.WANTED, by an energetic and practical
Mon, with twenty years' first-class experience in the paint-

ing and decorating, with a thorougli knowledge of general repairs, a
SITUATION a. F0BE4LAN or MANAGER, In a decorative and
building eBlablishmeut. — Address, FRANKS, 12, Morton-streel,
Funlico, 8.W,

[Jan. 18, 1873.

WANTED, by an ARCHITECTURAL
VV DRAUGHTSMAN and good Colourist, aged 2fi years, a KE-
ENGAOEMENT in London. Drawings from histmctions. Detail,

coustructlaiL Principally versed in Italian dexlgn. Tenns, 45s. per

week,—Address, OMEGA, 4. Rodney-street, Peutonvllle, N.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, LAND AGENTS. AND SDRI’EYORS.

A N experienced SURVEYOR and first-rate
Jr\. DRAUGHTSMAN desires an Imiaediato EN0.4.GEMENT-
.\ddress. No. 427, Office of “The Builder,"

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

VV/’ANTED, by a competent DRAUGHTS-
VV MAN and good GENERAL ASSISTANT, an ENGAGE-

MENT. Competition, working, or detail drawing. Good colourist.

First-class refereiicea—Address. ALPHA, 1, Albert-place, Edwardes-
street, Bals.-Ol Heath, Birmingham.

A N ENGINEER, of general experience in
J~\ Surveying. Levelling, Plotting, Taking out ymviitities, Par-
liamentary Work. 4c. is desirous for an ENGAGEMENT, either
permanent or temporary. Good references.—Address, F. G. Post-
office, Millbank-street, tVeslminster. 1

TO ARCaiTECTR
A N experienced DRAUGHTSMAN, aged
Al. .33year». wishes for PER.MANENT EMPLOYMENT, Well
up in churcii work. Good reference.—Address, S. T. care of Mrs.
Seymour, South-street. Bishop’s Stortford, Herts.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

IVTANTED, by an ASSISTANT, a RE-EN-
V V OAGEMENT. Ten yc-ire’ experience in Loudon offices,—Mr.

ETTY, Deacon's Newsrooms. LeadenheU-strect, E.C.

TO CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS.

“VITANTED, by an experienced CLERK, a
VV KK-ENGAGEMENT. as DRAUGHTSMAN or BOOK-

KEEPER. Good refereucca—Address. A. B. 90. yueen-etreet. Cheap-
side. E.C.

A JUNIOR ASSISTANT desires an
Ai. ENGAGEMENT in an Architect's Office. Moderate salary

only required. Address, W. G. F. 8, Gloucester-ioad, Peckham, S.E.

A FIRST-CLASS ASSISTANT, thoroughly
.TX. versed in design, details, working drawings. 4c. ofTer*

hi* SERVICES.—Address. X. L, Smith's. 11. Duko-slreet. Adelphi.TO CARPENTERS AND JOINERS.

‘VVT’anted, by a young Man, aged 25, a
V V SITUATION as IMPROVER to the CARPENTERING and

JOINERY. Has had three years' experience at the trade.—Address,
W. G. 44, Westboume-slreet, Siosne-siiuare, 8. W.

A N ASSISTANT is at liberty for EE-EN-
A\. G.AGEMENT, Aged '23. Salary modemte—Address, A. B.
cars of Mrs. Wheatley, Bratt-slreet, West Bromwich.

V'VTANTED, by a young Man, aged 18, a
V V SITUATION in an Office, as JUNIOR CLERK. MES-
SENGER, or any similar capacity of trust aud confidence. Tliree

years' oxiierienee. Good references.—Address, staling terms, F'. P.

Housekeeper. 11, Burleigh-street, Stmnd.

TO ARCHITECTS. SURVEYORS, 4o.

A N ASSISTANT, of raany years’ experience
in official and private practice, desires an ENGAGEMENT as

MANAGING CLERK, or otherwise,—Address. No. 38. Office of " The
Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS,

‘VVT’ANTED, by a respectable young Man, a
V V SITUATION, as IMPROVER, in CARPENTERING and

JOINERINO. Five years in the traJe.—Address, J. N. 606, Wands-
worth-road, Clapham.

TO ENGINEERS. SURVEYORS. ±c.

A N A S S I S T A N T, experienced SUR-
J\. YEYOR and LEVELLER, is open to ati ENGAGEMENT,
eillicr temporary or otherwise. Is a neat draughtsmau. Can give

good referencea Terms moderate,—Address, J. P. K. IP, Norfolk-

street, Qlossop, Derbyshire.

TO MASTER PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, .4SD OTHERS.

"VV /ANTED, by a steady young Man, a
V V SITUATION as IMPROVER to the PLUMBING. Can do

plain xincworkiiig, and a littie gasfiltiug. and is wlUiug to make him-
self generally useful. Good references.—Address, A. C. 2, Robert-
street, Brixton, 8.W.

A N ASSISTANT, of many years’ experi-
ence, a first-class Designer In Classic or Gothic, and practical

Man, it oi>Bu to an ENGAGEMENT, in Town, temporary or other-

wise. First-class perspective draughtsman and good colourist, and
thoroughly expetienced in competition work.—Address, L. X. care ot

Mr Morris, Newsagent. Cainberwell-gTeec, S.E.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, ic.

WTANTED, by an experienceil PLUMBER,
VV a constannt SITUATION or JOB. Ta-.k-work taken.—

Address. H. U. caro of Mr. Scott. 11, Eudell-street, Long-acra

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS
A N experienced practical ASSISTANT is

_r\ deairous of meeting with an ENGAGE51ENT as MANAGER,
fur a permanency. Is an excellent draughtsmau (Italian aud Gothic).

Well uiideratanda quantitie'*. surveying.-Addioss,

No. 406, Office of " The Builder."
TO BRICK AND TILE MASTERS.

‘XVT'ANTED, "bv an experienced Man, a
V V RE-ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN In a BRICK aud TILE

YARD. To take work l>y per 1,000. Scotch or Ciaiup Kiln, or the
management of Hutfman’s Patent Kiln. Good references given.

—

Address, O, RE.4.D, Carfax -street. New Swindon. Wilts.

A THOROUGH ESTIMATING,
J\. MEASURING, and GENERAL CLERK, aged 3-5. who has a

practical knowledge of the trade, aud well experienced in arranging

complicated 'accounts, desires an ENGAGEMENT. Temporary not

objected to,-^Address, X. Y. Z. 4, Sydney-place, Sydney-street, Gos-

we 11-road.TO BRICK MANUFACTURERS AND OTHERS.

TIT'ANTED, by an experienced Man, a
V V SITUATION as MANAGER oi FOREMAN in a BRICK-

FIELD. or in any occupation as superintendent of out-door laiaiur.

Pinl-cluss refereuces can lie given as to character aud capability.

Address. 3. T. Post-office, Hayes, near Uxbridge.

A FIRST-CLASS ESTIMATING and
measuring CLERK, well versed in Builders' and Contrac-

tors' AccouuU, and eairabl# of Taking the Management of an Office,

requires an ENGAGEMENT. Thoroughly efficient in every respect.

References. Sc. unexceptionable.—Address, A. B. Penny's Bazaar,

Saudrijigham-road, D.ilstou,TO PLUMBERS.
TTrANTED, by a Person, 18 years of age, a
VV 8ITU.4TION as IMPROVER in the PLUMBING TRADE.

Has ssn-eil four ye-ars. Please state wages aud terms.—Address, A. Z.

Post-office, Lytbaiu,

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS-

A YOUNG MAN, aged 19, is desirous of
J\. being ARTICLED loan .iVRCHITECT aud SURVEYOR in

good practice.—Address, stating terms, Y. Post-office. Macclesfield.
TO PLUMBERS.

rppIE Advertiser wishes a SITUATION as
1 IMPROVER In the PLT'MBING. Hasb«eu In the trade eight

years.—Address, M. H. 2i}, Swan-street, Miuories.

A YOUNG MAN wants EMPLOYMENT
_l\. at the GRAINING. 4c. Has had good experience. Wages
moderate.—Address, F. M. 4'2, Rathbonc-place. OxJord-strect, W.

rpiIE Advertiser wishes for a RE-ENGAGE-
Ji MENT os FOREMAN of CARPENTERS, or to Take Charge of

aSuiallJob. Country not objected to. Aged 31. Good refereuces.-
Apply or address to L. W. 15, Turner-street, Commercial-road, E.

TO BUILDERS-

A YOUNG MAN is in WANT of a
SITUATION as IMPROVER in PLASTERING. Call turn

hia hand to sl.ating-—Address, IV, A. 31, HuuUworth-mews South,

Dorsel-square, N.W.
TO S.AW-MILL PROPRIETORS, BltlLDEBS. 4c.

rPHE Advertiser is open to a RE-ENGAGE-
1 MENX, as FOREMAN. TIMEKEEPER, CLERK, 4c, fan

work a fi-ame. Five year*’ leference.—Address, W. 26, Edgai-road,
Bromley-by-Bow, E.

A N experienced PLUMBER, PAINTER,
J\. and GLAZIER U in WANT ot a JOB, or would Take a Per-

manent Situation at inoiierato wages.—Address, PLUMBER, 6,

Blemlford-street, Portman-squnre. IV.

TO ENGINEERS ANO SURVEYORS.

rpHE Advertiser, possessing sound practical
1 and theoretical knowledge, U a good draughlsiiuiii, niathema-

tiL'iau and has a fair knowledge of chemistry and physics, is deairous

ol a POSITION where his knowleiiye would be of service. Aged 26.

iddresa, P- Q. R. 4, Pigult-street, East India-road, Limeflouse. E.

TO CONTRACTORS, WATER COMPANIES, 4e.

A THOROUGHLY practical FOREMAN,
/"V having just completed some large waterworks abroad, is open

to a similar ENGAGEMENT at home or abroad. Also a good know-

ledge of drainage works. Fifteen years' first - cLxss referencea-

Address, C. R. 16, Chippeuham-terrace, Harrow-raaJ, W.

QTAIRCASING, HANDRAILING, or

lO JOINERY of any Description. Labour, Material, and Fixing,

together orsejiarule. Will Tender under Architect lor first-class work,

or Take Private Contract in Town or country, and prepare plans il

required- Materials and workmanship guaranteed, and iirices low.—
Address, F. J. B. 507, Liverpool-road, N.

TO BUILDF-RS AND CONTRACTORS.

A THOROUGHLY practical GENERAL
Xi. FOREMAN requires a RE-ENGAGEMENT, to Take the

enlir.a Charge of a Job. Town or country. Carpenter and joiner by

trade. Good references. — Address, W. 169, Cambridge.street,

Pimlico, 3.AV.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, Ac.

TV E- ENGAGEMENT WANTED, by a
_L\i thoroughly efficient CLERK. Has had the control of a Job-

bing builder's business. Excellent references. Town or country—
Address. 442. Office of " The BuUder."

TO ENGINEERS, ARClIITEfh'S, *e.

SITUATION WANTED, by a ffood
DRAUGHTSMAN. Pmctically aciiu.alnted with Imildlii^g

construction, surveying, 4c. Couutry not objected [to.—Address, B.

No. 41, Newlugton Green-road, N.

/QUANTITY SUR'V’'EYOR and MEA-
SURER, of upwards of twenty years' experience, practically^ acquainted -with building, oflers ASSISTANCE. Terms as

ttcrreed. Disiiuted and other builders' accounts arranged.—Address,

SURVEYOR. '25, ThomWa-street, Brixton-road, S-W.

TO BUILDERS. IRONMONGERS, AND OTHERS.

A N experienced WORKMAN ivishes for

n SITU-ATION M GASFITTER and BELLHANOEK. Weil

up in lobbing work. Understands hot-water work. Good refer-

eneca—Address, H- W. 20, Uragon-ro.ad, SI. G eorge'H-road, Cam-

TDAVING. — The Advertiser, having just
1 completed the Paving oi about eight miles ol Tramway, is pre-

I«ircd to undertake large or small JOBS in PAVING aud STREET
Masonry, finding tools and labour. Town or couutry.—Address,

J. CRUTCHLEY, 7, James-iilace, North-street, Poplar, K.

A S WORKING FOREMAN of MASONS,
Xk- Carver and Letter-cutter in Monumental Buaiuess, Mason ou

Gentleman's FjsUte. or any positiou requiring ability, confidence, and

sound experience of general building operations. b.Alisfaclory refer-

ences. Town'or country-—Address, T. M. Post-office, Burton-crescent,

Loudon, W.C.TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

lyTANAGER. — The Advertiser, who can
IV 1 give every Kitisfaction with regard to character aud ability, is

desirous of an ENGAGEMENT as MANAGING CLKRK.-AddrBss,
BETA, 35, York-streel, Londou-road, BE.

A YOUNG GENTLEMAN, having served
five years with one of the largest building contractors In

London, and wlio now holds agood position In an Architect's Office,

and a student of the Architectural Associatiou, is desirous of obtaiu-

iug a SITUATION as ASSISTANT. In a Surveyor's Office. Can dww
well, Is competent to make out plans, quick and accurate at figures,

and {practically understands building. The highest references, and
any farther paitlculars will be given, by applying to SURVEYOR,
Posl-office, Uuizon-street. May Fair, W.

CONTRACTOR'S or BUILDER’S CLERK
Vy and ASSISTANT. 'WUl shortly be open to an ENGAGEMENT.
A good diHugbtsman and measurer, with a thorough knowledge of all

the branches of the building trade.—Address, 99, Keith 4 Co. No. 65,

Oeorge-street, Edinburgh. TO MASTER PLUMBERS OR BUILDERS.
_

A RESPECTABLE young Man wishes to

f\ meet with a JOB, or a CoiisUncy. Is a thoroughly good
plumber, and il required can tom his hand to other branches. Th#
highest references can be given to lost employer.—Address, H. H. 1,

Little Marylebone-street, Blarylebone, London, VV,

A GENERAL FOREMAN wishes for a
RE-KNGAGEMENT, la London or 8.E. preferred. Joiner

by trade. Just finished a Job in London. Age 35.—Address, A. R.
Post-office, Fenge, S.H
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Ancient Cornish Sepulchral Monuments.

RLASE is an auspicious

name in. connexion -witli

Cornisli antiquities, and

the present possessor of

tliat name, Tvbo now
comes before the public

with an essay on tho

ancient doctor’s fa-

vourite theme,* seems

to be well imbued with

his antiquarian spirit.

He appears, however,

to be rather too much
of a theorist or gene-

raliser on the short-date

principle, and follows

in the wake of Hr.

Fei^sson, whom he

outdoes, we think, in

bis attachment to that

principle, and overlooks

pecubarities, such as

that of tho wide pre-

valence of the simula-

tive tomb order, which

Hr. Fergusson has al-

ready clearly recognised

and established.

^^e are far from

Borlase is consciously

a theorist
j
we rather think he sub-consciously

bolds that it is the long-date people only

who theorise, and that bo alone, and those of

his order, stick to bare facts. What we think,

however, is that be generalises too far aud
too fast upon his facts, even as regards those

ancient monumental records which he has care-

fully selected from the mass as being clearly

sepulchral,—and, shall we say, late. With no
other than the sopulchbal will he deal

; and in and
about many of those he has selected were found
urns and coins, of ancient Roman times. Se-

condary interments he almost discards, as they
do not suit his foregone conclusion

;
but it is

quite obvious that in ancient times, when the
inhabitants of Cornwall know well the purpose
of burial-mounds and other sepulchral monu-
ments, aud how they were made, and what they
contained, they may have frequently reared a
fine monument and dedicated it to the remains
and the memory of some great chief of their

Own time and tribe, by simply basing their

new monument upon some already accumulated
mound or other monument, especially if it were
of ancient and immemorial date

j
and having dug

right down at once to the kist in the heart of it,

with comparatively little trouble, there buried
the remains and the coins and urns, carefully

replacing aud restoring the monument so as to

cause it to look like a span new one. Under such
possible,— nay, probable,— circumstances, we
think Mr. Borlase generalises, we repeat, too far

and too fast when he forthwith concludes that

hecause coins of known date have been found in

earthen mounds and cairns, or in subterranean

artificial orother oaves, far less in kists or dolmens,

and other monuments connected with ancient

hut or cavo dwellings} therefore tho Eomano-
British occupation is, generally speaking, tho

proved and undoubted date, or a little earlier

* Nasnia Cornubiee : a descriptive Essay, iUuetrative
of ]tho Sepulchres and Funereal Customs of the Early
Inhabitants of the County of Cornwall. By William
Copeland Borlase, B.A., F.8.A. London : Longmans,
Green, Reader & Dyer. 1872.

or a little later, of all such monuments, or of the

general run of them.

Still there cannot be a doubt that there arc

many monuments in Cornwall dating from the

close of tho Pagan era, after the opening of the

Christian, and while the Cornish were still

Pagans
;
and Mr. Borlase gives a very interest-

ing account of these and others, with numerous

engravings,—of urns especially, the dates of

which, however, in many cases, cannot be

established like those of the coins.

In ignoring the immense antiquity of the

Pagan era itself, which even a single flint im.

plement of the drift establishes, some anti-

quaries wilfully close their eyes to tho great

probability that some at least of evidently the

most permanent and most ancient of the monu-

menta may have been more or less nearly

contemporaneous with these implements, since

many of these monuments,—to the dolmens we
here specially refer,—are admitted, even by Mr.

Fergusson himself, to be coterminous with the

caves of the arctic or glacial cave-men j and it

is a curious fact that even artificial caves, sub-

terrancan, and often beneath the I'cmains of

ancient surface hut dwellings, are a peculiarity

of the Cornish as well as of other pre-historic

monuments. Of some of these Mr. Borlase gives

interesting particulars
;
and, as to both the bee-

hive or other shaped huts, and the caves, as

summer and winter residences, respectively, of

the ancient Cornish Pagans, speaks of “ the

ruinous heaps of what were once the dwellings

of a large resident population.”
*' To the cultivation of grain [he adds] the mildnett of

the climnte [in the lummere} was favouraolo
;
and thus in

close proximity to those hut villages, it is usual to iind

plots of CTOund, artifically levelled, and cleared of stones.

The daily consumption was taken from the unthrashed
corn, preserved in caves under the hutt, which also served
as refuges for the inhabitants when the winter was buvebb,
or danger threatened.”

And here we cannot refrain from quoting a

passage from Dark Blue for January, 1873,

which has turned up [in our stray reading,

as it refers to just such a state of things as

must have at one time e.xisted in Cornwall, much

as it now or still exists in Kamskatka, and other

nearly Arctic latitudes. It is the Rev. J. G.

Wood who writes :

—

"Every one who has watched the squirrel in its wild
state knows perfectly well that it has two distinct

dwellings, one for the summer and tho other for

the winter. The summer ‘ cage,’ as it is called in

tho New Forest, where squirrels abound, is slight, pervious
to the air, and placed at tho end of a lofty bough

;
while

the winter cage is a large mass of dry leaves, moss, aud
grass, fixed at the junction of a large branch with the
trunk of the tree, so that when the inhabitant is within, it

cannot be disturbed even by a breath of air, though a
violent gale may be blowing. Now there are several parts

of the world where men build dwellings of a similar cha-

racter, light and airy for summer, close and massive for

winter. Such, for example, is the habitation of tho Kam-
skatkan, the summer dwelling being a slight structure of
branches supported on a sort of scallbld, while the winter
house, or ‘ Jiirt,' is deeply sunk in the ground, built of
stones or large timber, and thickly and warmly thatched.
The winter huts of the Tschutski, at the north-east of
Asia, are constructed after a similar fashion, tho roofs

looking like low hillocks surrounded with stones. The
ancients as well as the moderns had similar huts, the
‘ Ganggrabben,’ or Passage Oraves (?) of Scandinavia, so
familiar to all ethnologists, being constructed on precisely
the same principle as that employed in the Kamskatkan
‘ jurt.’

”

We cannot even be regarded as going out of

our way in here noting,—in reference to the

fact that in Cornwall, as iu Persia and elsewhere,

in very ancient times, yet during man’s exist-

ence in this and other countries, the winter.^ tverc

"severe,” to an extent far greater than they

now are,—that a remarkable mythical allusion

to such a state of things in now temperate or

warm parallels of latitude is made in the “Zend-

Avesta” of Zoroaster and the ancient Persians,

or Assyrians and Chaldeans. That allusion has

allegorical or mythical reference, by contrast, to

the loss of the "delights ” or ecstasies of Eden or

Paradise, and the culmination of the principle of

evil in a terrible umter, just as in a deluge, in

kindred documents, of recent interest, such as

those of the Chaldeans and Assyrians of the

region now called Persia. This is what the

“Zend-Avesta” says:*—Ormuz, the God-LIght,

• See Depuis " On the Origin of all Religions.”

the good principle, informs Zoroaster that lie

gave to man a place [or state] of delight [or

ecstasy] and abundance :

—

" If I had not given him this place of delight, no other
being would have given it him. This place is Eiren Vedio,
which, in (he beginning, was more beautiful than (he whole
icorW, which exists by my power. Nothing equalled the

beauty of this place of delight which I gave him. I

[Ormuz, or the Good Principle] acted first
;
then Petikre

[the Evil Priuciple]. This Petiare Ahriman, full of
death, made in tne River the great Adder, Mother of
JViuter [the spiral apparent movement of the sun out of
and into the hemispnere, canting winter, of more or less

severity, according to tho extent of the spiral, would
figuratively accord with this mythical or allegorical

•Serpent, or Adder of Evil], given by the Dewa [or Evil

Priueiplo]. The winter spread abroad, cold, into the
water, the earth, and the tree.s. The Winter [tAi* ^eat
* Winter' of the ‘Deluge,’ when, according to Milton,
who seems to have adopted this view in his ‘ Paradise
Lost,'

—

‘ Tho poles of earth were turn’d askance
From the sun's axle,’

—

and the winter] wis eztremely severe, about the midule
OBIT. It is not until after winter has passed that good
things are reproduced iu abuudanco.”*

In order to sbow bow Mr. Borlase deals with

his extensive subject in this suggestive and

interesting volume, we shall now select several

passages showing his more general treatment of

it, always with passing reference to Cornwall, in

relation to definitions of sepulchral monuments,

and ancient modes of disposing of the body in

burial. He says :

—

Sir John Lubbock has summed up the charac-

teristic features of the primitive sepulchre in the

remark :
" A complete burial-place may bo de-

scribed as a dolmen, covered by a tumulus, and

surrounded by a stone circle. Often, however,

we have only the tumulus, sometimes only tho

dolmen, and sometimes only the circle.” To this

list if there be added “ sometimes only two adja-

cent menhirs, and sometimes only the simple

standing stone,” under the one or tho other

head may be classed every mode of interment

hitherto discovered in Cornwall.

Firstly, tho dolmen, or cromlech.

So much has been surmised aud written on

the probable derivation of this word, that the

subject is only here introduced for the sake of

recording the fact that, whatever it may signify,f

it was in use as a local name iu Cornwall, as well

as in Wales or Ireland. “ Rescal Cromlegh”

represents, in an ancient deed, one of the boun-

daries of the property belonging to the Deanery

of St. Buryan ; a tract of country, even at the

present day, more full of megalitbic remains

than perhaps any other of the like extent in the

duchy. Unfortunately, the spot cannot bo now
identified, where this Cromlech—if, indeed, it

was one, iu the usual sense of the term—stood.

European Cromlechs are capable of division

into three classes. 1. The dolmen, or " table-

stone” proper, where, as Colonel Forbes Leslie

remarks, “ the vertical supporters of the tabular

stone are columnar,” and cannot be said to eyiclose

a space. 2. The Larger Kist Vaon, or stone-

chest, where, as the name implies, “ the vertical

supports are slabs j” and, together with the

• Wa here incliue to identify this great secular Winter
with a great secuUrDeluge ; the one no literal or ordinary

winter]and the other no mere local and passing deluge ot

days or months
}
because, comparing the Scriptural and

other accounts of the Deluge after the alleged exit or

expulsion of man from Eden or Paradise, with this

Zoroastrian "Winter” after essentially the same alle-

gorical or mythical event, it seems obvious that tho ono
coincides with the other

;
and both, therefore, may really

relate, reythicaDy or allegorically, to the glacial era,

during which great part at least of the northern hemi-
sphere of the earth was flooded, or covered by tho ocean,

as well as subject to more than Arctic extremes of winter

and summer. Thus, too, and thus only, geology and
Scripture might be re-harmonised in respect to a “De-
luge,” and thus a light would he shed upon the moaning
of the serpent os symbolical of an evil principle, as well

as, per contra, of a good. (See leading articles in the
Builder of the 16th and 23rd March, 1872, on “ Megaliths
and Tumuli; their probable Eras, ‘Architects,’ and Pur-
poses.”)

+ After all, the most appropriate and satisfactory deri-

ration of “Cromlech” seems to be found in the Irish

"crom,” Welsh " oru»n,”=“ bent,” hence "inclined
over ” (whence the Gaelic cromadh—a roof or vault, and
M. Bullet's “ ce qui enferme, ce qui couvre and lech,

"a stone.” In slight confirmation of this idea (which

seems much more probable than that itmeans a “ circle”),

take aline from the Cornish "Origo Mundi” (2443;,

where this same word “erom" appears as an epithet^for

rafters, the word being " bras ha crom y ben goles”

—

"large and rounded (or vaulted) its lower side.” The
'word would thus apply, like that of "Quoit,” to the
" covering stone” only, and not to the whole monument.
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covering stone, form a structure not unlike -n-hat

children build with live cards. These were
designed to held the interment within the cham-
ber, and were covered, sometimes very slightly,
with conical or other mounds. 3. Monuments,
similar in stmeturo to the last, but raised over
the internunt. These were merely cenotaphs,
such as are frequently found in modern church-
yards, not intended to contain the body, but to

mark the spot, where the less pretentious grave
was concf^aled below. Craig-Madden, in Stirling-
shire, and many of the rude Irish cromlechs,
are instances of this latter class

;
as well as the

more prominent examples in Denmark and Nor-
way, and at Saulcieres, in France, where the
kists actually occur on the summits of the
tumuli. No instances of this latter class are
extant in Cornwall.

Of these three classes (and many sxibdivisions
of them might be made, for each individual
monument has some distinguishing characteristic
of its own), the first, or “Dolmen proper,” is

comparatively of rare occurrence. In height it

much exceeds the others, and the difficulty of
its construction must have been proportionately
greater. Three of the finest specimens of this
class of cromlech are to bo found respectively at
Pentre Ifan, in Pembrokeshire

; Castle Wollan,
in Ireland; and Lanyon, in Cornwall. Caer-
wynen, in the latter county, is another instance
of the same mode of construction, and the ruder
trilithons of the Continent seem to belong to a
like category. Tho form of these monuments
in itself precludes the idea of the interment
having taken place immediately beneath the
covering stone, or of a tumulus having been
raised over them

; for, had such been the case,
the debris of the mound must inevitably have
forced its way at onco into the chamber, the
very result which, it is known, the builders of
the kists were so careful to guard against. Dr.
Wilson, therefore, regards monuments of this
kind as “ the true cromlechs,” not in themselves
subterranean chambers, but memorial structures
raised over tho grave. Such was the design in
the case of one at least of these,—that at Lanyon,
in the parish of Madron, the finest and, in all

probability, the most primitive of our Cornish
prehistoric remains.

# # # *

It may be as well to make a short classifica-

tion of the various kinds of tumuli which are to
be met with in Cornwall.

“ Tho raising of mounds of earth or stone, over
tho remains of tho dead, is a practice,” says Mr.
Akemian, “ which may be traced in all countries
to the remotest times.” Dr. Wilson adds, that
“their origin is to be sought for in the little

heap of earth displaced by intenuent, which still

to thousands suffices as the most touching me-
morial of the dead.” It will be superfluous,
therefore, to call to mind the individual instances
of this practice which history supplies, or to
dwell on the memorials which the conjugal affec-
tiou of Serairamis, or tho vast riches of Croesu.s,
tho friendship of Alexander, or the stern obe-
dience of Joshua to tho will of the Deity, raised
to tho honour or dishonour of the noted dead.
Prom times so remote one might, indeed, pass
to European examples of much more recent date,
and relate how Sigurd Ring, in the eighth cen-
tury, buried his vanquished uucle in a tumulus
after the battle of Braavalla, or how Queen
Thyra aiid King Gorm, in the middle of the
tenth century, were interred in a similar manner
at Jellingo. Coming nearer home, Mr. Petrie
might be quoted for the record of many an
ancient Irish chieftain’s burial mound; and,
lastly, to make the chain perfect down to the
present clay, one might turn to tho American
Indians fur a similarity in their customs of
mound-building, which, when compared with
those of ancient Europe, is certainly most re-
markable.
We may here intercalate an interesting pas-

sage from a recent article by the Pekin Cor-
respondent of the Daily News, on Chinese burial-
mounds, which will aid in the completion of tho
“ chain ” to which Mr. Borlase here alludes. Tho
correspondent is describing a visit to the Ming
Tombs ; and after speaking of “ a long approach,
bordered on each side with sculptured animals,”

—griffins, elephants, camels, horses, mules, and
human figures,—he says,

—

“ This stone population of man and beasts extends for
at least a good half mile, and ends by another triple gate
MTien you arrive at the end of the sculptured avenue just
de.scribeJ, you are in tho centre of an amphitheatre of
hills, some three or four miles wide. One can see in the
distance what seems to be country houses surrounded by
trees all round the base of the hills. These arc the tombs
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called Shib-san Ling, or ‘ thirteen tombs,’ which is their
number. It would have been impossible to have visited
the whole of them, and, ns they are all of the same type,
we made for the principal one

;
and a slight description of

it will do for them all. Their arrangement is very im-
portant as bearing on the old ideas of tomb construction,
and particularly that of the barrow or tumulus graves.
The graves all round Pekin are simply small mounds of
earth, which aro to be seen in every direction, and the
Imperial tombs of the Mings are also mounds, but large
mounds. We visited the tomb of Yung-lo, the third of
tho race, who died in 1125. A large mound, about 600 ft.

or 700 ft. in diameter, forms the sepulchral part of this
monument. It is surrounded by a high, croueOated wall
of brick, and planted with trees, the pine, with its resinous
scent, being most plentiful. The mound is thus made to
appear like a strong castle or fort, and it would be taken
for something of that kind were it not that it is almost
entirely hidden by a series of very important buildings
erected in front of it. These buildings are surrounded by
a wall forming a long ehclosure in front, the whole being
about 1,200 ft. long by 500 ft. wide. The buildings within
this enclosure are in tho form of a palace or temple, with
gates and halls and altars, showing that in this part of the
world, tho tomb, the temple, and the house, are con-
structed on the same idea. Tho principal hull is over
200 ft. in length, and is supported by teak pillars, sixteen
of which are of great height (about 60 ft.), and nearly -Ift.

in diameter at the base. They are said to have come from
Borneo, and were made into a raft, and brought by that
means. In this haU there is a shrine, with a tablet in it to
the memory of Yung-Io.”

Suffice ifc (continnea Mr. Borlase), for the
present, to say, that as far as Cornwall is con-
cerned, not a single recorder available tradition,

as to the origin of these mounds, has been
handed down to us

;
although by hundreds they

lie scattered through the length and breadth of
tho country; on the summit of almost every
hill, along the edges of the cliffs; wherever, in
short, a barren tract of country has afforded
them protection from the plough.
In the West the word “burrow" (the more

correct pronunciation of the usual term barrow)
is applied as well to the refuse heap from tho
mine, as to the sepulchral mound of more ancient
date. In this latter sense it has taken the place
of the Celtic “cruc,” or vulgarly “creeg,” the
genuine Cornish word for a hillock or mound,
still found among others in the following local
names: “ Croegcarrow”—Deer’s barrow; “Cree-
glaso”—Green barrow; “ Cruk heylh”—Bar-
row-heath

; Crig-an-bargus—“ Kite’s barrow ;”

and “Creggo” (plural), “The Barrows.” The
later Saxon word occurs in Hensburrow, Four-
Burrow, &c.

The ancient burrows are sometimes piles of
earth, sometimes accumulations of stones. In
the latter case they aro termed “ cairns,” or by
tho Cornish, “ Kams.” Those tumuli, on the
other hand, which are composed of earth and
stones indiscriminately thrown together, are
seldom or never found to be sepulchral in their
origin, but have been raised for a beacon, or
occasionally for a hermitage to be perched on
their summits. It must be mentioned, however,
that in the centre of an earthen barrow, a
“ caim ” of loose stones is very frequently found.
In one instance, where this arrangement had
taken place (a most promising barrow on the
Carnecledgy Downs, near the Nine Maidens, St.
Columb), no interment could be discovered,
though the mound was clearly undisturbed by
pi’evious explorers.

In spito of Dr. Wilson’s opinion to the con-
trary, as regards Scotland, it may be laid down
as a general rule in the case of Cornish “bur.
rows,” that those formed of earth belong to dis-
tricts where stone is not readily obtained, while
the “cairns” are the natural product of a stony
district. Thus, to the St. Colomb, St. Austell,
and Lizard districts, the earthen barrows belong

;

while “cairns” are invariably found on the
granite hills of Dartmoor; at Sharpy Tor, near
Liskeard

; as well as throughout tho entire range
of West Cornwall.
By far the greater number of Cornish tumuli,

whether cairns or barrows of earth, wore sur-
rounded by circles of stones set on their edge,
not peristalitlis or rings of rude pillars apart
from the mound, like that at New Grange, but
circular base-works or walling; the stones being
generally contiguous, and serving both to confine
the earth or stones within their proper area,
and to suijport the superstructure of the
tumulus. . . .

The sepulchral mounds of Cornwall, whether
of earth or stones, range from 15 ft. to 100 ft. in
diameter, and from 2 ft. to 25 ft. in height. As
it has been usual to classify them according to
their form, the reader may learn that he will
find in Cornwall—first, the Cone-shaped bar-
row; second, the Bowl-banw; tliird, the Bell-
barrow; fourth, tho Flat-barrow; and, fifth,

the Ring-barrow; a class which may perhaps,
with equal propriety, be called the Unfinished
barrow.

“Long barrows,” “Druid barrows,” “Egg

barrows,” “Twin barrows” (i.e.,twosurrounded
by the same trench), are unknown.

* * * #

The different modes of disposing of the body,
which meet the exploreiA of the early sarcophagi
of Great Britain, are three in number. Inter-
ments have either been placed in the ground
whole, or they have been reduced to ashes by
(1) cremation. Those bodies which have been
buried in their entirety are either (2) extended
or (3) contracted. It may be remarked with
reference to the practice of inhumation, that
throughout the North of England it is by far tho
most common mode of burial

;
and that in Eng.

land generally the contracted form of it has been
found to have prevailed very largely. Thus, the
Rev. Canon Greenwell, in a letter dated the 12th
of December, 1871, informs the author that “ out
of above 200 interments of what may be con-
sidered pre-Roman times,” he has only found “ a
single instance where the body had been buried
in an extended position.” So much for the
north. Coming further south, the combined re-

searches of Sir R. C. Hoare and Mr. Thomas
Bateman, tabulated by Sir John Lubbock, show
that out of some 500 interments explored with
care, only thirty-sereu were extended, while 112
were contracted, the rest being burnt.

In Cornwall a marked difference is observable.

Well-authenticated instances of inhumation at
all axe extremely rare. Among these only two
or three examples of the extended position

actually occur
; but the not-uncommon occur-

rence of empty long graves, •ndiether cut in tho
hard soil or walled with stones, affords a strong

presumption that, had they not been rifled, a
similar mode of interment might have been dis-

covered in them. Of the contracted position,

only one really authentic instance can be cited.

[The Southern origin,—probably African, as

we showed in our articles of March last, already

alluded to,—of many of the Cornish aborigines

inadvertently comes out in Mr. Borlase’s further
remarks on cremation.]
The necessity, as he says, for snob a course must

have almost immediately forced itself upon the
denizens of a snltry or tropical climate, where, to

bury the bodies in shallow graves unbumb, would
only be to spread pestilence far and near.

“That tho custom of cremation originated in a

tropical clime is, indeed almost beyond a doubt.

In South America* the funeral pile is quite as
fully recognised as a national institution among
native tribes, as ever it is in India. Britain has,

therefore, received it from the south.”

These references, wo may add, goto show that

cremation came in with the African, or, at least,

the Southern, aborigines, and inhumation v,ith

the Asian or Eastern migrants of the Northern
region, through the great plain of Europe, while

probably a mixed practice came with the South-

eastern migration tlxrough Persia or Assyria and
Asia Minor.
The contracted form of the body in inhumation

,

resembling the sleeping posture of the Thibetans,

appears to have been very general in ancient

times, since it prevailed even in America, and
Herodotus speaks of its adoption in North
Africa.

A CHAT ABOUT GATEWAYS AND
PORCHES.

Tke idea which an English boy, and thus

generally an English man, forms of a gate, is

something very different from that which was
conveyed by the word before the period of the
Great Fire of London. The definition of a gate,

as ordinarily conceived, would be an openwork
barrier, constructed of wood or of metal, and
made to swing upon lunges, the general object

being the exclusion of stray cattle, and the

ready admission of human beings, and of animals
under the care of man. The most exhilarating

associations connected with the word are those

which attach to the five-barred gate ;—visions of

hound and bom, of red coats and gallant mounts,

of a bright autumnal morning and a free gallop

over a grassy country.

Indeed, of the 750,000 persons who enter the

city of London every twenty-four hours, we
question if thereare aeventy.fivewbo bestow even
the most fleeting thought on the original mean-
ing of those names,—Aldgate, Bishopsgate,

Ludgate, Newgate,—that designate tho streets

• Dr. Daniel tVilson, '• Prebiatoric Man,” vol. ii., p. 291,
makes the following curious remark :

—“ Mummification,
cremation, urn-burial, and inhumation, were all in use
among ditferent tribes and nations of South America, and
have left their traces no less unmistakably on the northern
continent.”
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througli 'whioli they so frequently pass. Bat in

ancient London these names had a serious sig-

nificancy. The form still kept up, on certain

occasions, of demanding permission from the

Lord Mayor for the Sovereign to enter the City,

which has subsided into the simulated presenta-

tion of ancient keys at Temple-bar, to be re-

turned with a customary compliment, is a
lingering trace of that armed vigilance which,
in the days of such ready-handed monarchs as
the Conqueror, formed the surest safeguard of

the cradle of English freedom. The instance
which we have cited is almost the only relic left

among US of the ceremonies which formally
attached to the guardianship of the City gates.

The inhabitants of York, of Chester, of Arun-
del, and of some few other of our ancient
English towns, may yet retain some feeling of

pride in their gates. We need not, even now,
leave the shore of England, in order to form an
adequate idea of what were once the main fea-

tures of this important member of our municipal
defences. A massive tower, or a pair of towers,
joined by a curtain, perforated by a wide and
lofty arch, closed at nightfall, or in case of
alarm, by ponderous iron-studded leaves of

oak, with, probably, a yet stronger grating of

wood or iron, that could be lowered from its

ambush above, to fall without the City gates j

such was the general outline of the structure.
A turret, or watch-tower, with a stone stair

leading into the vestibule, or arcbed court
forming the central area of the gateway,
through which all who used the road must
pass, was also usual. Here, in fact, were
united tho elements of security and of acces-
sibility. There was the outlook post to give
warning of danger; tho free access for traffic

at proper times
;
and the strength which could

resist any hostile attack that fell short of a
regular siege.

In tho East, the gates of a city were the
scene, not only of all extraordinary ceremonials,
but of the ordinary administration of justice.

Our ancient courts of pied-^pov.dre were held at
times under trees; but the giving of Oriental
judgments is so associated with the city gates
that the three treatises of tho Talmud that
contain the civil laws of the Jews are entitled

the first, the middle, and the last Gate. One of
the most interesting relics of tho architecture of

the thirteenth century in Italy is tho arched
court, entirely open at the sides, in which
Charles of Anjou sat, in summary jurisdiction,

in his quaint little cathedral city of Sorrento.
In this archiepiscopal orauge-garden the changes
that took place in the form of gate, as war
improved tljc means of offence, are well illus-

trated. There is first the arch between two
towers, flanked by loopholes for archery. Then
there is tho more complicated structure, ap-
proached by a bridge, with curtain to turn the
incomer from the direct line, and with chambers
from which arquebus-raen or even culverins
could sweep the patli. The double tower was
abandoned when gunpowder became common,
because the fire from one flanking projection
would damage its twin-neigbbour

;
an effect not

to be feared from the arrow.flight. Then comes
the stately Spanish gateway, a return to some-
thing like the Roman arch. And a little within
the city tho justiciary function of the gateway
is performed by a separate building.

Lofty gateways, with battlementod walls and
stately towers, blazoned with the sixty-six quar.
tei-inga of the Imperial House of Austria, tell of
foreign rule in Italy. In such gates may be
seen tho evidence of a state of society when
surpiipo was not dreaded

; but when well-osta-
blielied military power, relying on arms and dis-
cipline, felt it unnecessary to diminish the pomp
of the city entrances for tlie purpose of defence.
We may mention, as connected with massive
architecture telling of a power that once
bid fair to be the dictator of Europe, an
example of that shelter for the applicants for
admission, which in Gothic architecture (and in

the rural architecture of our own country)
has given birth to the porch. Over the great
gateway of an ancient palace in Najfles, now
devoted to the administration of what the
Neapolitans ironically term justice, is a large
expanded liood, of the most delicately-wrooght
stonework, reaching out from the wall without
prop or support, and entirely sheltering the
steps. This stone hood looks almost as fragile

as a shell
;
yet it has existed for centuries, in

spite of the earthquakes which compel the
I)artial reconstruction of most buildings in that
city at least once in a century.

in ecclesiastical architecture the porch forms

a feature of the utmost importance. The prin-

cipal entrances to large and beautiful churches
may be classed in three groups. First, there is

what we may call the tunnel mouth; a form of

gate or of window in which there is little or no
projection beyond the plane of the walls, but
where a series of mouldings die away, as it were,
into the shadow of the great opening for access
or for light. The Porte de Hal, at Brussels, a
work of the fourteenth century, furnishes a good
illustration of this receding gateway. The west
front of Tewkesbury Abbey Church affords a
noble example of receding mouldings under a
large semicircular arch. Tho splay, so common
in Early English lights, is a kindred feature,

although its purpose of admitting the largest

quantity of light with the smallest actual per-

foration in the wall, leads to tlie reversal of the
funnel, the sjjlay being within instead of with-

out. This method of dealing with a doorway,
which is mostly to be found in our earlier forms
of Mediaeval architecture, may bo considered as

naturally derived from the excavation of rock
for structural purposes.

A second form of gateway, being that which lir.8

probably attained the highest splendour, is that

in which tho central facade of a building consti-

tutes a great portico; appearing sometimes even
as a separate structure. Something of this kind
must have characterised the Temple of Solomon,
in which both the height and the width of the
porch were greatly in excess of those of the
main building, the height being double, and the
width nearly one-third greater. Instances of

this great fa9ade, often pierced for three gate-

ways, are preserved by some of our English
cathedrals with which our readers arc familiar.

But the porch proper, as we generally under-
stand the term, differs from either of the above
main types of architectural gateway. It is, in

its essence and origin, an open and roofed space
before the gate, in which the visitors may be pro-

tected from tlie weather while waiting for admis-
sion. It is thus a characteristic of a nortliern

country, and springs from the employment of wood
for structural purposes. Themslic porch, shaded
by iv}', and bordered by the hardy flowers which
our forefathers had to cultivate, was the very spot

for a calm enjoyment of the long twilights of

midsummer. TJiere was a daily convenience in

tlie porch, a real raison, d'etre, which gave an
nnuBual permanence to its use as an architec-

tural feature. To this day it is solemnly re-

produced in the dismal stuccoed doorways of our
cheap metropolitan houses. Absurd as the two
columns, with brick cores and cement casing,

supporting a small projecting square, that some-
times, though rarely, is utilised as the floor of a
greenhouse are

;
yet tho advantage gained by

shelter from the downpour which we may expect
for 200 days out of tbe 3(15, is such as to enable
this often unsightly addition to our doorways
steadily to hold its own.

So natural to a northern country is the porch,

so readily do its simple roquii’ements lend them-
selves to the exigencies of every style of Gothic
architecture, tliat the repetition of the idea,

within ns well as without tbe building, has
become one of the main features of ecclesiastical

decoration. "Wherever the image of saint or
angel was erected on the outside of a building,

the shelter of a special porch became obviously
proper. This, in fact, is the canp])y. Thus it

came to pass that, for large statues within or

without a building, unless in some instances of

special positionand dignity, tbe bracket-stand and
the tabernacle canopy became the natural setting.

For the stalls of canons and other dignitaries, in

abbeys and cathedrals, tho general idea of the
niche with its sheltering canopy, was developed
in tho richly.carved choir; the throne of the

bishop, or the stall of the abbot, prior, or dean,

towering up into a pinnacle expressive of superior

dignity. With wooden canopies in the choir,

and with stone canopies within and without the
walls, was combined yet a thii-d rendering of tbe
original idea of the porch. In the lights of

stained windows, where saints or benefactors
were portrayed at full length, they were treated

like statues, and thus the tabernacle work, which
exercised the skill of the carver, was simulated
by the worker in glass. "While the delicacy of

the tracery that was originally intended to admit
light, but to exclude weather, forms a main part
of the glory of some of our noblest churches (as,

for instance, the cathedral of Gloucester), the
niche, with its elements of shady recess, of pro-

jecting and often foliated bracket, and of taber-

nacled canopy, is, perhaps, the source of the

most abundant architectural decoration of all

our pointed work.

There is another form of gateway, admirably
adapted for the comfortable domestic life of the
easier classes of society, which is so rare in this

country that it is not easy to call attention to a
well-known and perfect type. On the Continent,

especially in Italy, it is of constant occurrence,
under the name of tho portoixe or porte cocherc.

It is a feature generally conspicuous by its

absence in many of our large jDalatial buildings,

in which it ought to form at once a striking

architectural feature and a most desirable

luxury. To bo forced to alight, iu evening
dress, at tho verge of a pedimented portico, in

stepping across which wind, and rain, and sleet

have a momentary chance of assailing the
defenceless visitor, of which they rarely fkil to
make vigorous use, is, in point of fact, a
barbarism. A convenient gateway, leading
through the centre of tho house to the court-
yard around, or in front of, which it stands

; with
the principal flight of steps leading down, under
cover, so that you step from the carriage
direct into the vestibule, is au arrangement
never lost sight of in Italian palazzi. It is

almost a necessity for health (at least for pro-
tection from dangerous cold, precisely when the
person is least fitted to resist it), no less than
for real comfort. The contrast between our
metropolitan palaces and those of even a second
and third rank in Italy is here extreme. In
attending a levee at either St. James’s or
Buckingham Palace, tho silk-clad calves are
keenly sensitive to the sharp nip of the March
winds. At Caserta, at Naples, at any one of the
numerous and noble palaces which adorn the
Italian kingdom, those who amve to pay their

duty to the sovereign, step from the very door
of their carriages into a carpeted saloon, with
the utmost indifference to tho state of the
weather without.

In some of our public buildings, as at Covent
Garden Theatre and the Albert Hall, there is,

indeed, the convenience of a largo carriage-porch,
projecting from tho face of the building, which
gives a certain degree of shelter to the visitors

;

but these porches are only rude expedients.
In old Sa.xon times horses and carriages wore
admitted into the main hall. There is a
rude magnificence in this arrangement, which is

hardly consistent with our inesent ideas.* But
in rough winter nights, and such is the season
which the architect ought chiefly to hear in view,
the wind almost invariably sweeps through a
projecting canlage-porch with concentrated fui-y.

Direct downpour is averted, and that is almost
all. Between the rough barbaric state which
admits the champion on horseback into the
capacious hall built by "William Rufus, and the
makeshift shelter of a shed before tbe door, the
simple, commodious, dignified arr-angement of
the portone comes in. It is the only true mode
of entrance to a palace or great public building.

Port, portico, and portone, while they are
variants of the same original word, have thus
come by this time to express very different

architectural ideas. The root of tlie word is

probably derived from the opening tlirongh
which burdens were borne, or ported, into a for-

tified place. The monosyllable is now unused by
us, except in a nautical sense, and in such com-
pound words as sally-port and port-bole. Iu
each of these we have an instance of the smallest
and least-conspicuous aperture that will allow of

the issue of troops; or of tho projection of the
muzzle of a gun. "With our receut improve-
ments in defence, especially with reference to

our use of solid planks of iron for the walls of
forts and the bulwarks of ships, the port he-
comes more narrow, so as to ho almost invisible
from any serious distance, as well as more
efficiently strengthened against shot. The ports
and gates of all regular fortifications are con-
cealed, as far as practicable, behind an earthen
glacis, so as to be out of range of the enemy’s
file. The architecture of modern war thus
abhors the picturesque, and presents a remaj'k.
able contrast to the proud castellated keeps of
the Middle Ages.
Thus the word port may be taken as asso-

ciated with that tunnel-formed month of which
we have before spoken. The portico, both in
language and in fact, is the forerunner of the
Gothic porch. Whether projecting before the
main building, as in the National Gallery and
University College, or flush with the facade,
us iu the paired columns of St. Paul’s, the
portico is properly a protection against the

* The Saxon Lai], modified so as to consist with the
extreme of modem luxury, has heeu reproduced in Btnn-
niore Hall, the resideuc# of Mr. Eohert Holland, at
oiaumote, Middlesex.
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B’.iU—a roofed gallery or promenade, in which
i!i3 air may be enjoyed by those who linger

wilhout tho temple, wliile sunstroke may be
averted. This peristyle contrasts admirably
with the Gothic cloister, a characteristic ox
ample, of which is to bo seen at Westminster
Tlia purpose of the cloister is to give shelter

from foul weather, as that of the peristyle is

to give shade from the sun. They are two
parallel developments of a stnacture originally

wooden, one ficted for a southern climate, and
the other for our own.
Connected with the various forms of porch,

wc may mention a snbject that has now lost its

ancient significance, namely, the mode of hang-
ing the doors. We know from classic history

that the distinction between the doors of a house
aud those of a temple, namely, that the former
opened inwards and tho latter outwards, was
one which it was unlawful to neglect. In many
of our country chnrches we find the doors open
outwards into the porch, as all doors should do
through which a crowd may have to escape.

There is one innovation which is very rapidly

deteriorating our domestic architecture in tho

matter of doors and windows. We allude to the

practice of leaving out the shutters. We fear

that this trumpery economy is becoming uni-

vorsal. Street-doors, moreover, are now often

pierced for panes of glass, to which no shutter is

utt'ached. Shutters are becoming the exception,

instead of tho rule. The quiet and the gloom,

ill which all persons sleep best, and without
which some nervous temperaments, or hard-

worked brains, can obtain no refreshing sleep

whatever, are thus sacrificed, to save a few
pounds in the construction of a house ! It is,

in fact, a- step in tho rctnm to tho original

wigwam. The number of steps that we have
thus taken, and are taking, back towards
barbarism is such as to be anything but con-

solatory, if fairly set forth. Perhaps no blow of

equal force has over been so qnietly dealt to that

repose which is a necessary element of perfect

health, as in the case of this miserable and
wasteful bib of parsimony. In Italy, where the

great influence of those mighty builders, the

Remans, is yet paramonnt, the shutters of

windows and the leaves of doors are such as to

shame our trumpery make-shifts. Lofty aper-

tcres adorn every building but the very poorest,

closed with three-fold care. Without is a strong

wooden framework, containing louvre-boards, or

what we call Venetian blinds, which admit air

when desirable, and a small degree of light.

'Within this is a substantial pair of glass doors.

Within these, again, are shutters, that are at

once thief-proof and light-proof. The contrast

between the well-appointed windows of an
Italian palazzo and the cheap bits of flimsy

glazing of which tho visitor to London by the

Great Western Railway may look out upon such
(1-j.iIy-cxtcnding acres, is as striking as that

between the stuccoed porch and the handsome
commodions portone. Truly, we may take many
it lesson in domestic architecture from the con.

temporary buildings of Italy.

CARRIAGES AND THEIR WAYS.
Il is scarcely possible to take up a daily news-

]viper without observing the frightful number of

catastrophes which may be classified roughly
under the head of “carriage accidents.” Putting
mere collisions,—tho results of unskilful driving

fur the most part,— restive horses, and so forth,

out of the question, we shall soon begin to discover
that most of these casualties are owing, in the

first place, either to defects in the construction

of the carriage and the harness
; and secondly,

to glaring constructive defects in the roadway
over which the carriage is driven. Carriage
accidents are of course no modern contingency

;

otily the days are somewhat altered since coache.«

and six, of the original style and model of the

Lord Mayor’s state-coach and that of the Speaker
of the House of Commons, drew leisurely along
that suburb of the city of London which existed

from Charing-cross to Temple Bar. Tho condi.

lions of society have likewise altered, and so

have tho character of the carriages. The
OKtension of their use is also quite enormous
Indeed, it is a sort of necessity of modern lif*

that it shall be more or less reliicidar in its-

action of locomotion, and it is hardly necessari

to add that speed is the highest quality sought

after. Prom the neat, trim, and tidy brougham
of the professional man or the City merchant, all

th'ougli the innumerable categories, to the

spL-udid chariots and sociable landaus of the

“upper ten” which glitter and sparkle athwart
the long equestrian vistas of Piccadilly and the
Park, tho one thing conspicuous, tho predomi-
nant feature in fact, of the whole of them, is

that lightness, airiness, and, it is proper to add,

elegance of build, which are alone compatible
with a high degree of speed. Hence it follows

of course that the entire frame-work, as well as
the wheels and springs, are reduced to the very
minimum of constructive strength. Any part is

liable to rupture at any moment. We have seen
a patent spring broken over and over again by
having simply undergone the process of rapid

driving across a hundred yards of newly mac-
adamised road. We have also frequently seen
a stylish pole snap near its socket from the
simple but obvious cause of tho checked inertia

of a too sudden pull-up by a fashionable whip.
In almost all oases the wheels are possessed of

much too narrow tii*es. Those new-fangled
drags, with the long poles and silver swivels,

draira by a pair of high-stepping blood horses,

which seem to realise the ideal cumis triumphalis
of our horsey aristocracy, are decidedly unsafe
instruments of transit or conveyance. Every,
thing about them is too slender or too slight.

The tires of the wheels seem to be gradually
approaching those of the velocipide, i.e., only
about in. in breadtb ! and are turned more-
over on tho outer section to the arc of a very
small circle. No doubt, there are precedents for

such a model machine. The Louisiana “ buggy,”
with which type they seem to be associated in

their construction, has some excuse for slender
wheels and narrow tires, inasmuch as it is

primarily destined to the purposes of trav^elling

through the half-liquid Missouri mud or the
dusty land of the looking-glass prairie which
alternately constitute the superficies of the road-

ways in the neighbourhood of St. Louis or

Chicago. There, however, what must be acknow-
ledged at once to he a certain fitness of things, or
rather adaptation to purpose, is clearly a piece of
blundering imitation and inqaertinenco in Hyde
Park or Hounslow Heath. And let as mark the
consequences when these attenuated wheels get
into the rut of a tram-way rail !—by no means a
remote contingency. It is all very well so long as
they are m the rut

;
the getting out again is the

difficulty,—like the getting out of all other ruts
in this unhappy world ! Let the shrill whistle
be beard and the ugly car be seen approachin;_

it is well if the fashionable Jehu,—who must
turn out at all hazards by Act of Parliament,
and turn out too at an angle more or less acute
and disadvantageous,—it is well, we say, if there
be an escape with only a broken spring or two;
and if the whole unsubstantial and airy fabric,

with its too confiding occupants, are not relent-

lessly smashed up at the shrine of this modern
Juggernaut ! It needs no stretch of imagina-
tion to shadow forth such a fatal occurrence.

The tramways, indeed, with respect to private

carriages, have very nearly destroyed the super-

ficial safety of our leading roadways. No good
coachman will, if he can possibly avoid it, tra-

verse these dangerous thoroughfares. They have
cruelly invaded, if not altogether destroyed, tho
ancient and time-honoured law of the road

;
and

although we must confess a dislike to all manner
of pessimists and prophets of evil, we cannot
avoid in this case entertaining the strong impres-

sion that tramways, as at present constructed

and governed, and managed, will proven peren-

nial source of fatal accidents of tho most painful

and revolting character. In fact, they have
already done so in every large town in the king,

dom where they have penetrated. The method
their projectors have introduced, of laying down
a solid bed of Portland cement concrete roadway,

in the centre of a Macadamised road, or even in

a street of granite cubes, cannot do otherwise

than produce, in course of time, the most serious

surface inequalities. It will also be easily under-

stood that the more substantial and solid the

construction of the tramway, the worse these

inequalities will soon appear in its junction with
the roadway. And this is nothing, moreover, to

what we may expect to see when the subway has
to be taken up for repairs or renewal of rails, or,

still worse, to get at the water or gas pipes, or

sewers or telegraphs, which are buried beneath
their obdui-ate surface. The efiect of a sudden
change of temperature,—such as a severe frost

following upon a long tract of wet weather,— is

too often neglected. The contraction and ex-

pansion of the iron rod, — often imperfectly

welded,—which forms the tire creates a loose-

ness of the entire circle of wood and iron, which
is more prolific of accidents than most carriage

people are aware of. I

'With regard to the defective harness of our
fashionable carriages, we have more to say than
we can at present find room for. That, too, seems
to be suffering more and more from this ill,

omened process of tapering off and attenuation.
The breech harness seems to have in some cases
disappeared altogether. The traces, also, are
gradually growing small by.degrees and beauti-
fully less. We are given to understand that the
modern improvement of sewing harness by
machinery is gaming ground in the manufacture,
and those who understand the value of such
seams in woollen or linen cloth, where no such
enormous tensile strain has to be encountered,
will, perhaps, pause and investigate before they
trust their lives to a bran new set of “ splendid
silver-mounted harness.” As to those wretched
Birmingham plated buckles, which too often
disgrace our modem equipages, the wonder is

that they do not more frequently give way at
the joints than they actually do. These buckles,
we ought to point out, are more dangerous, of
course, on account of their smaller size, upon the
reins than tho traces. It has to be mentioned,
moreover, that from whatever cause,—a defect
in the process of tanning, it maybe, or the em-
ployment of inferior skins,—our modem harness
is by no means so strong in the fibro'as it was, say,

five-and-twentyyears ago. The breaking, or rather
tearingweight, of araodern ribbon of leather, is not
nearly so great as that of an ancient one of similar

dimensions. The consequences are that, with
diminished scantlings on the one hand and
deteriorated strength of fibre on the other, the
most common of carriage accidents in our days
arises from a rein breaking or a trace giving
way. It was only the other day we observed,
with more than ordinary feelings of regret, a
fatal accident of this kind which occurred near
Cockermouth. A gentleman was driving his

wife out, when the horse, a young and spirited

animal (imperfectly bitted, in all probability),

took fright and ran away. As the road was long
and level, there was not much ground for appre-
hension to a skilful driver, as there unquestion-
ably was in this case

;
but the reins broke. Tho

horse took a too sudden turning at a narrow
bridge, with the parapet of which it came into

violent contact, and was killed on the spot. Tho
vehicle was smashed to pieces. The gentleman
who was driving escaped with a broken limb

;

but his unfortunate partner in this life was
launched into eternity ! We may add, in con-
clusion, that many an accident on the hunting-
field is unquestionably due to a defective stirrup,

leather or a broken rein; and we cannot too
earnestly insist on their seenrity. Indeed, we
hope to see the day when all such important
and, in the interests of the public health and
safety, vital articles of commerce as carriage-

harness and springs, together with their wheels
and axletrees, will be subjected, along with iron

girders and steam-boilers, glycerine and gun-
powder, petroleum and inflammable oils, to tho
crucial test of a Government stamp and super-
vision.

THE RATING OF MINERAL
PROPERTY.*

Ix considering the question of the rating of

mineral property, tho poor - rate is the most
important, and generally when tho poor-rate is

payable most of the other parochial rates are
payable also. The Poor Law of the present day
takes its origin and is now based upon an Act of

Parliament passed in the reign of Elizabeth
; and

under and by virtue of that Act a tax was im-
posed upon every inhabitant, parson, vicar, and
every occupier of lauds, houses, tithes, coal-

mines, or saleable underwood, within the parish,

for and towards the necessary relief of the lame,

impotent, old, blind, and such others being poor
and not able to work, within the said parish. It

will be seen that no mine except a coal-mine was
by that Act rateable to the poor, although, as
Lord Ellenborough has observed, the word “ coal-

mine” was probably mentioned in the statute by
way of example and not of exclusion, and not.

withstanding a more recent opinion of Chief

Justice Tindall that if the statute were now to

be reviewed it would be probably held not to

exclude any mine. Bub, whether by accident or

intention, the law remains the same to the

present time,—viz., that no mine, except a coal-

mine, is liable to the poor-rate.

When a mine is not liable to be rated, the

From a paper on Mines and Minerals, by Mr
Arundel Rogers, read at a meeting of the Inatitution of
Surveyors,
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proprietors will not bo liable to a rate for engines,

machinery, buildings, or any other erections,

•erected and used solely for the purpose of

effectually working the mines, either on or

beneath tho surface, or for di'awing water from
off the mine, such erections being regarded as

part and parcel of the mine; but all smelting-

mills, furnaces, machinery, and buildings neces-

sary for smelting or the like purposes, are not
regarded as part and parcel of the mine, and
are therefore rateable, although the mine itself

may not be rateable.

It frequently happens that iron is intermixed
with coal, and iu such cases it was formerly
doubted whetlier tho entire productions of the

•mine, including the iron as well as the coal, was
not rateable

;
but it was afterwards decided that

the lessees and occupiers of a large tract of land,

and of mines which had been discovered under
•the said land, containing iron and coal inter-

mixed, were not liable to be rated to the poor in

•one sum for the farm and land, and in another
sum for tho iron and coals, although sufficient

coal only was raised for the purpose of manufac-
turing the iron, and not for sale,—the Court
folding that the lessees and occupiers were not
rateable for the iron, bub only for the coal, and
that, inasmuch as they had been rated for both
the iron and coal iu one entire sum, the rate being
bad as to one was bad as to both ; for the Court
had no means of ascertaining bow much was ap-
plicable to one, and how much to the other.

But although mines, except coal-mines, are
exempt from poor-rates, under and by virtue of

the statute of Elizabeth, minerals are not always
•exempted, and,con8equently, if minerals be raised
•in any other way than by means of a mine, they
will be liable to the rate, ilinorals frequently
are raised from quarries

;
quarries of minerals

are, therefore, rateable
;
and, as the question has

often been raised whether the working for ores,

or the raising of metallic and even non-metallio
substances amounts to a mine or a quarry, it will

be seen that tho attempt we have already made
^to draw a distinction between the two is not un.
important.

Tolls or dues reserved in kind, in respect of

all mines, are also rateable, on the ground that
the reservation is a portion of the land itself,

and that the persons entitled to them are the
actual occupiers of the laud

;
but tolls or duos

reserved in money are not rateable to the poor,
because such a reservation is a certain fixed

payment or rent reserved out of the produce of

the land, not amounting to a reservation or an
-occupancy of the land itself. On this subject,

Mr. Justice Taunton, many years ago, is reported
to have said, “The distinction is very subtle,

but the cases may, perhaps, be reconciled by
distinguishing between a reservation of a rent
.-and a reservation of part of tho soil ; in the
latter case the lessor has been considered as
occupying that part of the soil which he has so
reserved. Here there is a pecuniary rent
reserved and no reservation of any part of the
-soil. A reservation of a portion of tho ore in a
melted state is in the fiatare of a money re-

sorvation, and therefore not rateablo; if in a
state only fit to be smelted it is like a reserva-
tion of part of the soil, and conseqnently
rateable.”

Tolls or dues payable by custom, as in the case
•of tin-boundiiig, are subject to the rate, and
residence is not necessary to create the liability

to pay the rate, whether the reservation is by
-custom or by deed.

The principle upon which coal-mines are rated
is contained in the Parochial Assessment Act,
•6 and 7 Wm. IV. c. 96, which provides that every
rate shall be made upon an estimate of the net
annual value of tho several hereditaments rated,—that is to say, of the rent at which the same
•might reasonably be expected to let from year to
year, free from all usual tenant’s rates and taxes,
-and tithe commutation rent-charge (if any),
-and deducting therefrom the probable average
annual cost of the repairs, insurance, and other
-expenses (if auy) necessary to maintain the
property in a state to command such rent. The
Act also provides that nothing therein contained
is to be construed to alter or affect the principles
or different relative liabilities (if any), according
•to which different kinds of hereditaments were
then by law rateable.

The Union Assessment Committee Act, 1862,
provides that the gross estimated rental shall be
the rent at which the hereditaments might be
oxpected to let from year to year, free from all

usual tenant’s rates and taxes, and tithe commu-
tation rent-charge, and that nothing in that Act
contained 'was to repeal or interfere with the pro-

vision of the before-mentioned Parochial Assess-

ment Act, which defined the net annual value of

the hereditaments to be rated. The Union
Assessment Committee Act, 1862, further pro-

vides that nothing therein contained was to

affect any special or e.xceptional principle of

valuation.

The provisions in the two before-mentioned
statutes are not necessarily inconsistent

;
and if

the principle involv’ed in them had boon more
closely followed, we should have been spared
many inconsistencies in the valuation of mines,

for the purpose of rating, which have occni’red

among the different assessment committees.

A coal-mine must, therefore, be rated, and as

soon as it is set to work and produces coal, and
only during the time that it is productive. Lord
Ellenborough illustrated this principle, by ob-

serving that the mine itself being exhausted,

the subject-matter of profit is gone, and that

being rateable only for the concurrent annual
value, during the period for which the rate is

made,—if the mine be occupied no longer,—no
longer affords any such concurrent annual
value,—the subject-matter of the rating is gone.

It also follows from the before-mentioned
Acts, that tho criterion of value does not neces-

sarily depend upon the actual amount of rent
paid to the landlord, but on the sum for which
the land or entire property would reasonably
lot. Consequently, the improved annual value

from year to year of the mine, together with tho
machinery, buildings, and other erections, whe-
ther underground or on the surface, and without
considoring whether the machinery be real or
personal property passing to the heir or executor,
or belonging, at the e.xpiration of the lease, to

the landlord, lessee, or tenant, must be included
iu tho valuation.

No person can be rated in respect of a right

of way, of way-leaves, 'wagon-way, or similar

incorporeal rights, because they are iu their

nature incapable of occupation; but a rate may
bo made for such rights, in respect of land iu

the actual and exclusive occupation of such
persona in or over which such rights arc exer-

cised ; and if, therefore, the same person is in

possession of the land and of the easement, he
will be subject to the rate. The rules which are
adopted in rating railways will bo generally the
best guide in rating all other rights of ways.
The highway-rate extends only to those mines

and quarries of stone which had usually been
rated to the poor-rate, and are made payable by
tho occupier. And by 11 <t 15 Viet., c. 16,

special provisions are made respecting highways,
situated iu the counties of Glamorgan, Brecknock,
Radnor, Carmarthen, Pembroke, and Cardigan;
and by the 23 & 21 Viet., c. 68, it is provided
that the highway-i’ate shall be levied on the
persons and in respect of the property by law
rateable to the relief of the poor in the respec-
tive parishes, and shall be assessed upon the net
annual value of suds property ascertained by the
rate, for the time being, for the relief of the
poor, provided that the rate shall also extend to

such woods, mines, and quarries of stone as were
before the Act of 5 & 6 Wm., o. 4-, usually rated
to the highways.
Mines and quarries are liable to chtcrch-raten,

not as distinct from the land, but as part of the
land, and there should be no separate assessment,
unless the ownership to the minerals is distinct

from the ownership of the soil.

Mines, however, are not usually tif/irable, except
by prescription or custom

;
but minerals or any-

thing else which is part of the soil, as a brick-

kiln or salt-works, may be subject to the payment
of tithes; as, for instance, in the parish of Wirks-
worth, in Derbyshire, where the lead-mines are
subject to tithes by custom. By the statute for

the commutation of tithes into rent-charges, the
term “ tithes ” is defined to mean all prescriptive

and customary payments, and special provisions
are therein inserted for the commutation of
miuerals tithes, and whenever mines or minerals,
subject to tithes, are commuted by the Act into
rent-charges, the rent-charge is to be subject to
all such Parliamentary, parochial, and county
and other rates, charges, and assesments .as the
tithes were subject to before such commutation.
The rating of mines, ways, and easements in

Ireland is provided for by the 1 & 2 Viet., c. 56,
wherein it is declared that the following, among
otlier hereditaments, shall be rateable under that
Act, viz., all lands, bnildings, and open mines

;

all commons and all rights of common
;
and all

other profits to be had, received, or taken out of
any land, rights of way, and other rights or
easements over land, and the tolls levied in

respect of such rights and easements, and all

other tolls
;
provided always that no mines which

have not been open seven years before the
passing of this Act are to be rateable until the
term of seven years from the time of opening
thereof shall have expired, and no mines there-
after arc to be rateablo until seven years after
the same shall have been opened, and mines bonft

fide re-opened after the same shall have been
bond fide abandoned, are to be deemed an open-
ing of mines within the meaning of tho Act.
The rates are to be estimated according to the
same principle as that adopted for assessment in

England.
The result of tho law, as it now stands, may,

therefore, be stated thus :

—

1. Coal-mines only are rateable to the poor,
rate; bat machinery and buildings, nob abso-
lutely uecessary for carrying on a mine, whether
it be a coal or any other mineral mine, are
rateable.

2. That the mine is rateable only during such
time as it is productive.

3. That a miue which is partly coal and iron,

or auy other mineral, can only be rated in
respect of the coal, and then only if tho value of
the coal can be separately ascertained.

4. That although every other mine except a
coal-mine is exempted from rates, all minerals
which are raised from quarries are rateable.

5. Tliat tolls or dues payable in kind are
r.ateable, whilst if payable iu money they are
not rateable-

6. That all way-leaves and otl er easements
are exempted from rates, unless there be land
occupied therewith.

7. That all other parochial rates anl taxes,

including titlies and church-rates, are only pay-
able when the poor-rate is payable.

8. That in Ireland all mines of every descrip-
tion are rateable, but not until after they have
been opened for the period of seven years.

Such being the state of the law at the present
time, I desire the opinion of this Institution
whether any and what alterations can be advan-
tageously made. Tho subject has recently
attracted tho attention of the Legislature, and
they will very soon again be engaged upon it.

Is it reasonable that coal-mines only should bo
rated, and all other mines bo exempted ? or that
all minerals, if raised by means of quarrying,
should be rateable, but if raised from a mine,
not rateable ? And should (what I think may
fairly be called technical) distinctions be allowed
to prevail, whereby tolls or dues, reserved in
kind, become rateable, whilst the value of such
tolls or dues, if reserved iu money, are nob
rateable ?

HULL SOUTH AND WEST JUNCTION
RAILWAY.

The first Parliamentary battle of the session
of 1872-73, iu so far as private Bill legislation,

is concerned, came off on Monday last in the
Court of Mr. Frere, Senior Examiner on Standing
Orders. The case was that of the proposed
railway to pass uude-r the river Humber, at
Hull.

Last year, before the joint Committee of
Lords and Commons on railway* amalgaraa-
tiou, inflaeutial men, more or less intimately

connected with the North-Eastern Railway
Company, gave evidence to the effect that tho
North-Eastern Company furnished, in so far as
it went, conclusive evidence that in its case
amalgamation had proved excellent policy on
the part of tho companies amalgamaring, and
without detriment to the public. The company
paid amongst the highest dividends of any in

the United Kingdom
;
the public was well served

;

and the witnesses had not heard of any com-
plaints on the part of tho public of defective or
irregular service, or because of the amalgama-
tion. A few months have furnished evideuce
somewhat in confutation of these statements.
The merchants, traders, and inhabitants of Hull
complain bitterly of their want of railway accom-
modation, and have determined to supply it for
themselves, at a cost of about a million pounds
sterling. They had initiated their important
project before the amalgamation committee
closed its sittings. Of late there has been in tfie

neighbourhood of Hull a plethora of traffic,

which the North-Eastern Company, it is alleged,
has been unable to relieve. Laden trucks
making up trains extending to miles in length
have accumulated that the company has not liad

means of conveying to their respective destina-

tions, and the parties interested have, as a
matter of necessity, combined to help them-
selves, if haply they may. The proposed Hna
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has excited very general and lively local interest,

and commands very strong local support.

Certain allegations having been discussed and
sworn to, the Examiner ruled that the general

plan should, in every case, be made as complete

as possible, and that, where there was room to

write the numbers, they should have been
entered on the general plan, as well as on the

enlarged plan. An engineer was called on each

side, and, as is not unusual in such cases, they

flatly conti-adictod each other, one contending
that nobody, and the other that anybody, could

identify the particular properties from the plans

as deposited.

On this finding the allegations of the me-
morial were, in many instances, sustained, and
will be reported to the Committee on Standing

Orders, who may probably give a dispensation.

The ruling is not necessarily fatal to the Bill.

BOAEDS OF AEBITRATION IN
GERMANY.

A MEETING took place lately between the

Association of Berlin Master Builders and the

foremen of the Berlin building trades to dclibe-

rate upon the advisability of definitively con-

stituting a board of arbitration for the building

season of 1873. Boards of arbitration were
originated, it is asserted, at Berlin, by Dr. Max
nirsch. The period for which the board of

arbitration for the building trades had been
provisionally constituted expired with the year
1872.

Director Simon, after explaining the object of

the meeting, said it was desirable to have the

opinion of the foremen on the subject, and also

to ask them whether they would assist tho

masters in their endeavours.
Dr. Hilse then pictured tho present anomalous

conditions at the outbreak of disputes, and put
it to the meeting whether they were willing to

assist in obtaining the object in view.

A long debate ensued, iu which it was pointed

out by Dr. Hirscli, who had been specially

invited by the Association, that all parties

of social Democrats were now agreed as

to the desirability of arbitration, and that

the disputes as hitherto conducted were ruinous.

The Vollisstaat (organ of the workmen) had
openly advocated boards of arbitration, and the

Carpenters’ Union had entered into comraunica-

tion with the Association respecting the laying

down of a tariff for piecework. The speaker then

entered minutely into tho object of the Boards,

directed attention to their beneficial activity in

England, and requested the meeting to further

the definitive constitution of such a Board for the

Berlin builders. No opposition was raised in tho

meeting to the principle of arbitration. The only

objections mooted were, tliat tho awards of the

Boards were not binding, and that the workmen
ought to be consulted first. This latter view was
ultimately adopted, and it was resolved to issue

an address to the workmen. As soon as the
views of the latter are known, the definitive for-

mation of tho Board is to be proceeded with. A
conference pf delegates of social democrats, as

well as of the local unions of the building trades,

is shortly to be convened.

TUE LATE W. W. DEANE, ARTIST.

The late William Wood Deane was bom the
3rd of March, 1825, at Islington; received a clas-
sical education under Bishop Jackson, at the
grammar school; and was articled to Mr. Herbert
Williams, architect, on Sept. 7, 1812. On the
13th of January, 18 H, he was admitted a student
at the Royal Academy, and obtained a silver
medal in December of the same year. He also
became a student of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, and obtained prizes there in
18-14 and 1845. After serving his articles he
assisted Mr. Mocatta, and obtained some pre-
miums in competition.

He travelled in France, Germany, and Italy

for two years, returned to England at the latter

end of 1851, and took the late Alfred Bailey into
partnership. During their partnership they
built the Langhara Chambers. After their sepa-
ration, in 1855, Mr. Deane built some houses
and studios, and put a new stone shop-front to
Messrs. Dickinson’s, the photographers, of Bond,
street; but being averse to the business part of
his profession, and being without clients, he

:

mainly occupied himself with making designs

and drawings and colouring views of new and
prrjpoaed buildings for other architects, and in

occasionally drawing on wood, for the illustrated

jiapers. He eventually abandoned architecture

for painting. He was elected Associate in 1863,

and Member, iu 1868, of the Institute of Painters

in Water Colours, from which he migrated, in

1870, to the old Society. He also exhibited at

the Dudley Gallery, and at the Royal Academy.
He was attacked with disease of the liver in

1870, and died at his residence, 64, King Henry’s-

road, N.W., on the 18th inst.

It is rarely we have to deplore the loss of one

equally skilled in architecture and painting, and
one, too, cut off at the very height of his powers.

It is too true that those only who were his

personal intimates could appreciate those talents

for architecture that were denied a fitting career.

Had he possessed a fortune, or a patron, he might

have embellished London with his works; for no
man ever had a more fertile invention, a nicer

feeling for proportion, a greater mastery over

detail, nor a more cultivated appreciation of the

scope and meaning of his art ; but after a fruit-

less essay of ten years, he turned to painting,

where no assistance but skill was required to get

competence and fame.

All who are interested in tho arts know his

charming exposition of the architecture and
landscape of Europe, from the slated houses of

the old French towns, glistening with the rain,

to the yellow spires of Seville, winking in the

heat
;
from the sombre coolness of St. Mark to

the brilliant whiteness of the Moorish towers of

the Cornice. The loss of the man is even more
deplored by those who knew liim than the loss

of the artist, for it was difficult to know whether
one was more attracted by the fine points of his

character or by the brilliancy of his conversation.

CHELSEA WATERWORKS.
Considerable dissatisfaction has been caused

by the proposed works of the Chelsea Water-
works Company, from the fear that their execu-
tion will detract from the picturesque beauty of

certain localities near the banks of the Upper
Thames. The present intake of water from the
Thames, nnder the Act of 1852, is at Seething
Wells, in tho parish of Kingston, at which point

the water is at times turbid and discoloured. It

is proposed, by the Bill to be brought before

Parliament in this session, to take water at a
point above Moulsey Lock, in the parish of West
Moulaey. The works will consist of an engine-

house at West Moulaey
;
a reservoir, about 485

yards long and 20 acres area, at East Moulsey

;

a second reservoir, of nearly the same dimen-
sions, in the parish of Thames Ditton ; and a
third on tho east side of the existing reservoirs

on Putney Heath; also six conduits or lines of

pipes
; a river-wall in the parishes of East

Moulsey and Thames Ditton respectively, and on
the right banks of the rivers Ember and Thames
respectively. Tho estimated cost of the works
is 220,0001., and powers are proposed to occupy
a period of ten years in their completion.

IMANUEL CHURCH, STREATHAM
COMMON.

A reredos has lately been erected in this

church, the principal material employed being
Caen stone. The central portion of the compo-
sition over the altar is raised higher than the

rest and is crowned with an enriched cornice, sur-

mounted by a species of delicate cresting. The
central panel is composed of a quatrefoil richly

,

moulded, inclosing a white alabaster Maltese
cross

;
a representation of a dove, holding an

olive-branch in its beak, occupies the inter-

section
;

the background is formed of gold

mosaic. The side-panels are composed of

cuaped circles, with the ears of wheat and the
vine inlaid with marble on an alabaster ground.
Between these panels come rich hollow mould-
ings, containing the passion-flower and the lily,

bordered by bands of dove marble. At the side

of the altar is an arcade of seven bays, with
shafts of dove marble. The sill of the east
window nob being very high, part of the design
is carried up between the jambs of the window
and the wall. There are three gabled panels on
each side, the spandrels carved with flowing
foliage, and the copings crowned by sculptured
finials. As the east window is composed of

stained glass of deep shades, the reredos, as

respects colour, has been kept rather subdued,
dove marble and mottled alabaster being the
main tinted materials. Some ornamental
gratings nnder the reredos have been picked out

in colour by Mr. C. Hudson, of London. The-

total cost of the work has amounted to about
200L, the whole of which has been defrayed by
Mr. William Leaf, of Streatham Common. Mr.
Perxey, F.S.A. (who designed the church), sup-

plied the designs and working drawings
;
and

Mr. J. L. Jaquet, of Westminster, executed the-

reredos.

MINSTERLEY, SHROPSHIRE.

The fine old manor-house has been lately

restored by the Marquis of Bath. The timber
framing exposed to view, on the removal of the
plaster which covered the exterior, has been
replaced -with new oak where the old was de-

cayed, and 9.in. brickwork, plastered, bas been
used for the filling in, thereby adding consider,

ably to tho comfort of the occupiers of the
house. Windows, -with oak frames, mullions, and'

transoms have been substituted for plain sashes
whore the latter had been inserted, and the
moulded barge-boards, hip knobs, and brackets

are reproductions of the old, which w'ere de-

cayed. The west, or principal front, consists of

three wide and lofty gables, with a lower and
richer one at the north side running through to

the east front, and probably of earlier date. On
the east or garden front the two large dormers,
of which the valley pieces indicated their size

and position, have been restored. The roofs

have been covered with Ridgehill tiles. Inter-

nally, the panelling has been continued round
the hall, and tho screen opened out. Mr. Hay-
cock, of Shrewsbury, was the architect ; and
the contractors were tho Messrs. Bowdlor &
Darlington.

A vicarage has been built for this parish,

principally at the expense of the Marquis of
Bath, who also gave the site, and of the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners, who made a
liberal grant. It consists of drawing-room,
dining-room, study, kitchen, &c., and six bed-
rooms, and is built of red brick, relieved with
bands of white and black. Yellow Griushilf

stone has been used for the heads, mullions, and
sills to the windows. The roof is tiled. The
work has been carried out by Messrs. Bowdler &
Darlington, under the direction of Mr. Edward
Haycock, at a cost of about 1,1001.

FROM IRELAND.
Belfast .—The foundation-stone of the Ormcau-

road new Wesleyan chapel school was laid in

April last, and the building, Laving been pushed
forward with much vigour, was opened on the
12th inst. It is situated at the corner of Ormeau-
road and McClure-street, and the style adopted
is Lombardic, of aaimple character. The floor of
the chapel is raised above the level of the Ormeau-
road by the introduction of a wide flight of steps,

necessitated by the ground on which the building
is erected. Underneath the chapel, having
entrances from McClure-street, is the school-

room, 53 ft. by -iO ft., and 12 ft. high, and in con-
nexion with it are four class-rooms, each about
16 ft. by 10 ft., and a room for the heating appa-
ratus and appliances for tea-meetings. The-
chapel is 58 ft. by 40 ft. on ground-floor, exclu-

sive of vestibules, and has a fall of 9 in. from
front towards rear, which gives an uninterrupted
view of platform, and the pews are all open. Two-
wide sets of stairs from the outer vestibule givo
access to the gallery, which runs round three
sides of the building, and is supported by
columns. At the rear, and communicating with-

the chapel, are the vestry and committee-
rooms, and over these commodious apartments-
for the care-taker. The whole of the chapel
fittings are of selected pitch pine, slightly stained

and varnished. The warming-apparatus con-
sists of hot-water pipes, which run up the centre

and round the sides of the chapel. The lower
or basement-story is built of rubble masonry,
pointed, the remainder being red brick, with
white and blue brick dressings, the piers of the

entrance-arches having cut-stone moulded bases,

and carved caps and key-stones. Accommoda-
tion is provided for about 600 persons, and the
cost will be about 2,5001., including gas-fittings,

heating-apparatus, boundary-wall, and so oa.

Mr. Wi lliam Batb, jun., was the architect, the
plans having been selected in competition

; and
tho works have been executed by Messrs.

Rowley & Mansell. The heating was done by
Messrs. Riddell ; and the plumbing by Mr. J.

Gilroy. The gas-fittings were executed by Mr.
W. J. Watson ;

and the entrance-gates by Messrs.

Musgrave & Co., all of Belfast,
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DEFECTS IN THE SANITARY
PROVISIONS OF THE METROPOLITAN

BUILDING ACT.

At a meeting of the Social Science Aesocia-
-£ioD, on the 20th inst., a paper by Mr. John
Licldle, Medical Officer of Health for the White.

• chapel Distiict, “ On the Defects of tlie Sanitary
Provisions of the Building Act, 18 & ID Viet.

.a. 122, with Suggestions fur their Amendment,”
was read and discussed

; Lieut.-Col. Beresford,
H.P., in the chair.

Mr. Liddlc said : What I am anxious to do by
bringing the subject of this paper under your
notice, is to prevent the further erection of un-
iiealthy houses

;
for unless the existing evil of

permitting new houses to be built with a total

disregard of sucli arrangements in the structure
and surroundings of a dwelling-house as are
.necessary for healtliy occupation be presented,
all the labours of sanitary officers in getting
unhealthy houses closed under the Nuisance
Removal Acts, or pulled down under the Artizana’
.and Labourers’ Dwellings Act, will be compara-
tively useless, if similarly unhealthy bouses can be
•built elsewhere, or even, perhaps, on the old
foundations of those which have been condemned.
-The rights of property are, as regards house
Jjuildings, unduly considered, while the rights of
the public, as regards their breathing the pure
.atmosphere, are disregarded. The only property
•that a poor man generally possesses is his health—deprive him of that, and he, and perhaps his
whole family, are at once rendered destitute.
Such is the demand for houses at the present
^tirae among the poor that any place, however
unhealthy it may be, will readily find a tenant.
The healthy housing of the population is the

foundation of all sanitary improvements, for
;mleBS stringent laws ai-e passed to prevent the
•erection of unhealthy dwellings, the numerous
statutes relating to the public health will be of
comparatively little benefit. The radical defect
in the Building Act is, that it is not complete in
/tself, but other Acts of Parliament are iiicor-

pora^ed with it; and hence an unnecessary
amount of trouble is imposed upon builders in

iloaving to consult the district surveyor in some
matters relating to the building of a bouse, and
£he Local Board in others, and no one authority
seems to be responsible for seeing that a house
is so constructed as to be fit for habitation.

Mr. Liddle, having enumerated what he con.
fildered the principal sanitary defects in the
Building Act, submitted the following sugges.
rions as amendments. A Building Act should, in
the first place, provide :

—
1 . Thatnohouso in anynew street shall beoccn.

^5ied as a dwelling-house unless a sewer has been
constructed along such street, and a communica-
tion by a properly constructed and ventilated
tlrain made from the house to the sewer. The
ventilation of the house-drain, into which usually
passes the soil-pipe of the water-closet, may, as
1 am informed by Mr. S. W. Iron, the surveyor
to the Board of the Whitechapel District, be
easily carried out by fixing a small pipe in the
upper part of the soil-pipe, and can-ying the
eame above the roof of the house.

2. That before any house is permitted to be
occupied, the x'oad and footways shall be paved,
and the eurface-drainage properly provided for.

3. That before the building of any new house
is commenced, plans of the drainage and of all

the sanitary arrangements of the house shall be
submitted for approval to the Local Board. This
Board shall be invested with power to compel
the builder of any new house within the district
BO to alter his plans, if necessary, for the healthy
occupation of the house, as the Board under the
advice of its officers shall direct.

4. It shall likewise be made compnlsoiy upon
•every builder to provide a separate water-closet
or privy, and ash-pit, for each house within the
curtilage of the house. This provision would
jirevont the erection of public privies in courts
nueupied by the poorer classes, which are now,
for the most past, public nuisances, and injurious
ro the health of the people.

5. That during the progress of the building of
any house, the surveyor to the Local Board shall
bo required to inspect the foundation thereof

;

and if such surveyor be of opinion that the
•materials which are being used for such founda-
tion are not proper for the purpose, he shall
make known his objections to the builder, and
shall report the same to the Board. This report
having been made, the Board shall have power
to prevent the use of all such improper
.materials.

6. That the walls and foundation of every

house shall be so constructed as to prevent the
rise of damp.

7. That every new house shall at all times
have at the rear an open space of sufficient
extent for the thorougli ventilation of the stair-
cases and passages. The extent of the open
space to be determined by the Act (say 100
square feet), but the plan of this open space
shall be approved_by tlie Local Board, before the
builder is allowed" to complete the building.

8. That the floors of every house shall be pro-
perly ventilated, and that the floors of the base-
ment shall not be laid upon the bare ground.

9. That the back yards of every new house,
and of the houses now in existence, shall not be
built upon without the sanction of the Local
Board

;
and in no instance shall the open space

in the rear be less than 100 square feet, and so
arranged with regard to the house as to be suffi-

cient, in the opinion of the Local Board, for the
purpose of ventilation.

10. That old buildings, such as warehouses,
stables, &c., shall not be converted into dwelling,
houses, unless the plans as regards all the sani-
tary arrangements shall have been submitted to,
and approved of, by the Local Board.

11. That the same law as regards the width
of new courts and alleys shall be applied to old
courts, when any of the houses therein have been
pulled down

; for, if it be deemed necessary that
new courts shall be, for purposes of health, of a
certain width, it is equally necessary for the
public health that the old courts should be
equally wide.

12. In order that every new street shall liave
an adequate supply of sunlight, which is so
essential to health, the buildings on either side
of the street shall not be permitted to exceed in
height the width of the street. This regulation
would be of tho utmost importance in courts
which are not thoroughfares, but such is the
desire of owners of property to make the most
out of it (and unfortunately such a proceeding is

sanctioned by the Legislature), that they are
perfectly regardless of the rights of the public
to breathe the pure air of heaven and enjoy
tho light of the sun.

13. That in consetpience of danger to the
public while walking along the streets by the
falling of snow or slates from the roof of any
bouse unprovided with a parapet-wall, no new
house shall be considered .as completed nnlesa
the same is provided with a parapet- wall.

14. That no house shall ho allowed to be
occupied unless there shall be a passage
leading from the front-door to the back-yardj
and unless the staircase leading to every
room shall open into a landing, so that each
room in every house shall be distinct and separate
from the other rooms. Under present arrange-
ments it is not uncommon to find that builders,
on the score of economy, build houses with the
front-door opening direct from the sitting-room,
on the ground-floor, into the street, and the
stairs leading to the upper rooms opening
directly into and forming a part of the lower
room, so that the foul air of the lower room is
ventilated by means of the staircase into the
room above. Such a faulty arrangement also
destroys the privacy and comfort of families, by
converting rooms so arranged into thorojighfares.
There are soma bouses in the Whitechapel dis-
trict in which the tenants of one room are
obliged to carry all their filth through their
neighbour’s room before it can be thrown into
the privy or drain in the back-yard. This pro-
ceeding is not only highly indecent, bat, in case
of epidemic diseases, is dangerous to health, the
germs of such disease being frequently contained
in and given off from the excrement of the sick.

15. That no house shall be permitted to be
occupied, unless the person letting such house
shall have a certificate, signed by the suiweyor
and medical officer of health to the Local Board,
that the same is fit for healthy occupation, which
certificate shall be shown to every incomino'
tenant.

°

16. That in consequence of numerous un-
healthy houses, which are continually being built
in the suburbs of London, and also in other large
cities and towns, and the suburbs thereof, the
area of the new Building Act shall be e.xtended
to all large towns and populous cities in England

;

and that the carrying out of all the sanitary
arrangements of habitable buildings shall be in-
trusted to the Local Boards, who by their several
officers would be able to superintend the erection
of all houses.

17. That tho Building Act shall contain a
section to give power to the Local Board to pur-
chase such property, at a moderate compensa-

1

tion, as has been condemned under the Artisans’
and Labourers’ Dwellings Act by the medical
officer and surveyor to the Local Board.

18. That in all cases of dispute between the
Local Board and the builder, in regard to plans
of drainage and other sanitary prorisioiis, power
of appeal to a competent authority shall be
given.

In conclusion, permit me respectfully to urge
upon this Association the desirability of forming,
with as little delay as possible, a deputation to
the Local Government Board, and urging upon
its notice tho pressing necessity of the Govern-
ment bringing in such a Bill as shall effectually
prevent the further erection of unhealthy houses

;

for so long as houses unfit for habitation are
allowed to be built, the labours of the sanitary
officers will be comparatively. of little avail, and
the public will continue to suffer from many
diseases which are preventible.
We shall return to the subject.

CONCRETE BUILDINGS.
Sir,—With reference to the history of con-

Crete buildings, the following passage in an inte-
resting work on “ Santo Domingo and Haiti,” by
Samuel Hazard, just published, is deserving of
notice. With reference to the buildings in St.
Domingo city, it says “The walls of the older
houses are very solidly constructed, either of
stone or the material known as mamposteria, a
mode of architecture somewhat similar to that
of Cuba. The method of making these walls is

simple and economical. The glutinous earth of
the vicinity is taken and mixed with lime, and
sometimes, as in Cuba, with powdered stone

;

frames of planks are then made in the desired
form, and these are filled with layers of this
composition, sand and lime being added. The
whole is then moistened with water, well pounded
and kneaded, and allowed to dry, wlien the
mould being withdrawn, leaves a firm solid wall,
which, on e.xposure to the air, becomes hard as
stone. Even the walls of the city are built in
this way.”

I am told by an engineer who has visited those
parts that the stone used is a description of lava.

T. A. Bkittox.

PERSPECTIVE DRAWING.
In the course of a paper “ On Architectural

Perspective,” read at tlie Architectural Associa-
tion of Ireland, as mentioned in our last, Mr. J.
L. Robinson said :

—

It is a great error to be careless in the first
instance with a perspective, and then bestow a
great amount of work on the details. Get in the
main lines correctly, and after some practice you
will be enabled to fill in the details without rules
by merely getting a few main points. Of course
the portion nearest the eye should be drawn
neatly, and '^^’ith greater care than the back-
ground, which may be treated in a comparatively
sketchy manner.

Architects, as a general rule, are too prone to
confine themselves to geometrical dramngs,
which, though exceedingly useful and indispensa-
ble, are such that none but a professional mind
can grasp, and tliat few of the uninitiated can
ixnderstand. We all Icnow who have tried the
experiment how difficult, almost impossible, it is

to impress a client with the slightest notion of
what we mean by an elevation or plan. It is

from a want of perspective knowledge not only
with the profession, but with the pnblic generally,
that is mainly derived the odious custom of
having the front of the detached or semi-
detached suburban villas of red brick of the
most ambitious design, whilst the flank and rear
walls are simply dashed, or, still worse, compo’d
down and “ struck out to imitate stone.” This
generally arises from an elevation of the front
being submitted to the client whilst the sides and
back are allowed to shift for themselves. Both
ai-chitect and employer forget that, when built,
it can never possibly appear as on paper. If we
cannot have the funds to build such houses of red
brick all round, let us have all the walls of good
stock bricks, well designed and of good outline,
without wigging or shams of any kind : and I
have no doubt but that the public would prefer
them to the ridiculous mushrooms that are
springing up round the city, whose appearance
“ cannot but make the judicious grieve.”
Anarchitect should,when making a geometrical

drawing of no matter bow trifling an obj ect, have
the perspective effect of it in his mind’s eye, and
he will never make a mistake, or be disappointed
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when he sees his design put into execution.
Some I have known who, when they axe making
a design, make a rough perspective sketch on
the margin of the paper, to give themselves an
idea of the effect, which I consider an excellent

practice, and worthy of imitation.

There is no greater aid to the study of per-

spective than that of sketching from nature, or

a close study of completed buildings. If the
artist has a good eye and a steady hand, he will

see how objects show in perspective, and will

after a while be enabled to make perspective

views untrammelled by any rules save those of

good taste. What can be more agreeable to the

architect or artist than to ramble about, sketch,

book in hand, and sketch any object that strikes

his fancy, and thus lay by a store of pleasant

souvenirs or useful hints which ho may have
received on his travels ? It is by such means
that the mind is to bo enlarged and experience
gained.

I would now caution you against a fault which
I would almost consider criminal,—namely, the
deliberate falsification of perspective drawings
which some indulge in, in order to give to their

designs a better aspect than the working draw-
ings give. This I consider,—and I know you will

agree with me,—is a pernicious and dishonest

habit, and likely to lead the men who are guilty

of it to shame and exposure. It is mostly
resoi'ted to in getting up competition drawings.
Others, when they introduce figures in the
foreground of their dwellings, make them
veritable pigmies, ranging from 2 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft.

in height. This is done in order to make the
building appear of far greater size than it

actually is. The cheat is, however, soon detected
by comparing the size of the doors and windows
and other details with the figures.

And lastly, a word with regard to that not
least important branch of the subject, the style

of the drawings. Some architects draw them in

pencil pure and simple, and 1 consider few
drawings have a neater and better effect than a
neatly-drawn pencil-sketch j others outline in

pencil, Indian ink, or brown ink, and tint,

—

much can be done in this way by a clever

colourist j and others etch in Indian i^, writing,

ink, and brown ink. Etched drawings are very
effective, are great favourites, and are open to a

wonderful variety of treatment.

GLASS HOUSES AT mLNER FIELD,
NEAR SALTAlllE.

An extensive range of hot-houses has been
recently erected at Milner Field, Yorkshii-e, the
residence of Mr. Titus Salt. The garden is a
new one—indeed, it is yet in course of formation,

by Mr. Marnock. Some particulars of the hot-

houses ai'o given in the Garden, which may be
usefully reprinted :

—

The principal houses are i-anged side by aide,

lying due north and south
;
they are 34 ft. long

and 18 ft. wide, inside measure, and aro ten in

number, and with lean-to houses at either end.

All these houses open into a covered conidor, so

that every house can bo entered without exposing
it to cold winds. The walks in the corridor are
laid with 3-in. thick Yorkshire tiags, and the
paths of the houses aro laid with cast-iron plates,

z in. thick and 3 ft. wide, diamond pattern, sup-
ported on angle iron-rails and cast-iron pillars

every G ft. This arrangement leaves the border
free, for the roots of the vines, &c., to run under
the paths. Out of each corridor opens a potting,
shed, thus enabling plants to be carried into it

without exposing them to the cold. The comdors
are fitted up with tabling between the doors of
the houses, for plants, and a high shelf runs the
whole length, for strawberries, &c. The back
walls are wired and ornamented with floweriuo-

creepers : one corridor with stove, and the other
with cool climbers. The houses Nos. 6 and 7
are fitted up with pits in the centre, and slate

tables round, supported on angle iron rails and
cast-iron pillars. The tables aro covered with
small cannel coal, which furnishes drainage for
the pots, and has the advantage of not becoming
green, as do spar and stone. As to ventilation,

the whole is worked from the two corridors by
handles fi.ved on each side of the doors entering
the houses, working, by means of bevel wheels, a
perpendicular shaft with a double thread, which
works into a nut attached to the levers for
raising the top lights. These threads have all

been cut in the lathe, are half-inch (double)

pitch, and work very quickly and easily. The
side ventilation is worked by means of a similar

screw placed under the tabling, which opens and

shuts sheet-iron doors into a ventilating-flue in

tho brick wall between tho houses, running to

the outside. This aiTaugement is fouud to give
ample ventilation. Nos. 2, 6, 7, and 11 have
side-light ventilation. The south lights in all

the houses open if required. There is a rain-

water cistern in every house, and a hot-water
cistern (wood) in the boiler-house, with a pipe
through the wall and a tap in tho comdor. This
is of large size, and supplies all the warm water
for watering purposes. It is heated by a coil of

hot.water copper pipes, so there is no fear of

rust or other damage to the water. As regards
the heating, the whole of tho houses are wai’med
by means of three of Weeks’s patent duplex
upright tubular boilers

;
one being only for an

emergency. They are so connected that either
one, two, or all three can be worked together, or

any one will work the whole ; and any one of

them can be used separately, either for tho front

or back range, as may be desired. The boilei's

are about 7 ft. high, and are doing their work
admirably. Tho main pipes are 6-in. ones, and
nin the length of each corridor, branching out
into each house under the doorways. Each
house has valves on both flow and return pipes,

as have also the main pipes. The valves used
are 2.in., 4-m., and G-in. Feet’s patent valves,

and, although costly in the first instance, they
are certainly most complete. The pine and
stove pits aro made with maltkiln tiles, about
1 ft. square, supported on 1

" iron bearers, an
arrangement which necessitates a very small
amount of bottom heat, and works most satis-

factorily. The warm air fiows through the small
holes, BO that it is finely divided in tho mass of

soil to be heated. The pines grown are princi-

pally smooth-leaved Cayenne, Queens, and Char-
lotte Rothschild. The muslu’oom-house is fitted

up entirely with stone and iron, and the work
has been executed throughout in the very best
manner. The adoption of a plan by which all

the largest houses open on to a roomy corridor
much facilitates the labours of the gardeners,
and permits the houses to be visited in an agree-
able manner in any weather. This, or some
similar plan, deseiN-es general adoption.

Before long we shall give views and plan of

the new residence here.

PROVINCIAL STREET ARCHITECTURE :

READING.
We publish this week an illustration of the

market-place front of the new buildings of

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, the Queen’s seedsmen,
of Reading, and append a short description
which may prove of interest to our general
readers.

Dui'ing the last few years nearly the whole of

the extensive premises belonging to this well-

known firm have been either remodelled or re-

built. Tho frontage to the market-place re-

mained, however, until quite recently, as hereto-
fore

;
but possession having been obtained of

two houses immediately adjoining, the present
handsome structure has been raised.

The various blocks of buildings extend from
the market-place, in an easterly dii’ection

;
then

brandling soutliward through Abbey-square,
they join the new diversion of tlie King’s-road,
opened in 1869 by the Prince and Princess of

Wales, and known as the “Prince of Wales-
buildings.’’

Tho portion shown in our view is built above
the ground level, of white Mansfield stone, the
basement being constructed in Wheeler <1 Son’s
Reading pressed bricks set in cement.
The fascias are of Forest of Dean stone, with

sunk letters gilded; the columns of Bristol

blue stoue and red Bishop’s Lydeard alternated.

Royal green slates are used for roof coverings,

with ornamental cast-iron curb and hip plates,

by Walter MacFarlane & Co., of Loudon, and
wrought-iron creating by Margretts, of Read-
ing. The stall-plates are of grey polished
granite, sunk-lettered in gilt.

Of the three lower arches of the front, two are
windows lighting the retail departments

;
whilst

the third, somewhat more elaborate in design,
forms, in connexion with corridors, the main
entrance to the whole of the establishment.
The first-floor reached by a flight of Port-

land stone steps, is devoted entirely to the
purposes of a library and recreation-room, anrl

has lavatories attached.

On the second-floor are two large rooms,
which may be used as private offices, or for

other business purposes. There is a lofty well-
lighted upper floor, partly in roof, which by.

means of a lift, can be connected with the
ground-floor and basement.
The ground-floor is 15 ft. high; tho first-

floor 14 ft. The total height from the pavement
line to flat of roof is 63 ft.

The whole of the joiner’s work, including
fittings, is of oak and pitch pine, slightly re-
lieved with walnut, all French polished, and
prepared from the architect’s special designs.

Immediately at the rear of tho market-place
block of buildings, is the sample market, 78 ft.

long, where single sacks, as specimens, of nearly
all the more bulky garden and farm seeds,
stacked in the larger stores are ranged for
inspection. The space above the sample mar-
ket is occupied as an “ Order-room,’’ for the
execution of orders belonging to the depart-
raents of flower-seeds and flower-roots only.
Beyond, covering an area where the largest
amount of light can be obtained, aro the various
offices. These offices form two blocks of build,
ings on each side of an open area. They are
lofty and well ventilated, and contain desk-room
for about sixty clerks. Eack block is two floors

in height, so that that there are four floors, each
60 ft. long by 20 ft. wide. In those blocks also
are tho private offices of the principals.

With these offices terminates that portion of
tho premises running in a direct line from tho
Market-place eastward. Here, on the ground,
floor from north to south, is one enormons
packing-room, 290 ft. in length, covered by other
floors, where seeds are weighed, measured, and
got together ready to bo transferred for packing.
One of the most remarkable of the depart-

ments is that devoted to the execution of
kitcheu-garden seed orders. Here is a room,
92 ft. in length, connected with five smaller
rooms, all of which are lighted entirely from the
roof. The wall-spaces thus obtained are fitted

from floor to ceiling with numberless drawers
and shelves, loaded with many thousands of
packets of seeds, of various dimensions, ready
for sending away.
The floor is occupied by a series of counters

running the entire length, and these are full of
drawers and bins from which a staff, chiefly of
young men, continually weigh and measure
the seeds and make them into parcels.

Further on to the south, the buildings are
occupied by farm-seeds in sacks, piled in regular
order one above another, an avenue being left
down the centre. The dimensions of this por-
tion are Length, 161 ft.

;
breadth, 34 ft. The

basement portion of these stores is set apart for
seed-potatoes, the total length being 138 ft., the
width 34 ft.

Connected by a covered bridge with all the
foregoing are numerous other stores, also the
stabling and covered yard for the vans and carts
of the establishment, as well as an engine-house,
containing a small but powerful engine, by Shand
& Mason,
The whole is terminated by a handsome and

capacious lecture-hall, completely fitted, with
open-timbered roof, stained and varnished and
plastered between rafters.

On the opposite side of the road, Messrs.
Sutton have built and fitted up a coffee and
refreshment house, which is largely used, not
only by their own men, but by many others
who prefer getting their meals there to the plan
of resorting to an ordinary public-house.
On an adjacent portion of tho King’s-road,

Messrs. Sutton have erected another large store
for agricultural seeds, three floors in height. The
superficial area of the floor-space is 5,474 ft. At
the junction also of tho Great Western, South-
Eastern, and South-Western Railways are some
extensive barns, seed-stores, and other erections
attached to their experimental farm.
The contractors for the Market-place portion

of the buildings, sample - market, &c., are
Messrs. Aitchison & Walker, of Portland-yard,
St. John’s-wood, London, who have carried out
the work very satisfactorily. Tho carving, in

which various representations of agricultural

produce arc introduced, is by Earp, of London.
The steel revolving shutters are by Clark & Co.,

of London. The encaustic paving is by MacColla,
of Yictoria-street, London. The gas-fittings are
by Hart, of Reading. The oak and walnut
counterand fittings to the same are by Bamicoat,
of Reading. The offices and portions adjacent are
partly by Matthews and partly by Strong & Son,
the remainder by Bamicoat,— all of Reading.
Mr. Thomas Taylor acted as general foreman.

The whole has been erected from the designs
and under the superintendence of Messrs. Wm. &
J.T. Brown, architects, of Reading ; tho total cost,

exclusive of laud and fittings, being about 17,000L
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The Nerv Cathedral at Linz, on the Danxibe. Plan.

NEW CATHEDRAL AT LINZ, ON THE
DANUBE.

The new Cathedral of Linz, on the Danube, in

Austria, of which we present our readers with
an illustration tliis week, is interesting to all

lovers of ecclesiology, from the fact of its being
the largest Christian church now being erected
in tho world. When completed, it will be con-
siderably the largest church in tho Austrian
dominions, and will be exceeded in size only by
two cathedrals in Germany, those of Cologne
and Ulm.

This noble building was commenced in the
year 18G0, and in the year 1861 the lady chapel
and crypt were completed, and consecrated by
the Bishop of Linz. Since that time the works
have been steadily progressing, and it is hoped
that the choir, nave, and transepts will be sofli-

ciently advanced to admit of their being used
for divine service by the year 1880. Wo ai'e not
accustomed to heal’ of churches occupying twenty
years in building in the nineteenth century, but
at the same time it should be taken into account
that we are not in the habit of erecting churches
the size of the Cathedral Church of Linz.
When it was decided to commence this edifice,

a competition was announced, and tho plans
which were considered most appropriate being
those of Herr Vincent Statz, of Cologne, he was

appointed architect, and his original design is
now being carried out, with very few mo£fica-
tions.

The materials used in tho construction of this
cathedral are local granite, and a fine sandstone,
which is also found not far from the spot,
Tho church, when completed, will consist of a

western tower and spire, the lower portion of
tho tower forming a porch 50 ft. deep. This
tower will also be flanked by two other porches,
leading into the western transepts. The western
transepts will be terminated to the north and
south by apses. To the east of these will be the
great nave, of six bays, with a single aisle on
either side. There will be transepts, three bays
deep, with aisles both to the east and the west.
These aisles, however, are a bay less in length
than the transepts, so that the extreme north
and extreme south bays of the transepts will be
without aisles. The choir will be three bays
deep, exclusive of the five-sided apse which
forms its termination to the east. It will also
have double aisles on either side, which will be
again flanked by sacristies and chapter-house,
each divided by rows of columns into two aisles.
The inner aisles of the choir will be continued
round^ the apse, and will give access to six
radiating chapels and the lady chapel. The
lady chapel consists of a square nave, two bays I

deep, with a single apsidal projection to the east.
\

The nave or body of the chapel is divided into
two equal aisles by a spine of columns running
down the centre from west to east. This chapel
has three altars. The church will contain twenty
altars. One of the western transepts will bo
screened off for a mortuary chapel, and the
other for a baptistery. There will be a parochial
altar at the west end of the choir, under the
lantern, and one against each of the great piers
of the chanceharch. The high altar will stand
on the chord of the apse, and will have a small
altar for relics behind it.

The choir stalls will occupy two bays of the
chancel, which will be separated from its aisles
by pierced screens.
The style chosen is the Geometrical. The aisle

windows will be of tliree lights, and those of the
clearstory of four lights, except in the apse,
where these will also be of three lights. The
nave wiU be divided from the aisles by massive
cylindrical columns, with octagonal bases and
abaci. The triforium will be only a continuation
of the lights of the clearstory windows, with
cneped heads introduced, and a pierced parapet
resting upon a sculptured cornice over the great
arches. The whole church will be vaulted in stone.
Under the lady chapel and choir is a large

crypt, vaulted in stone.
The following are the principal dimensions of

this noble church Length, 410 ft.
j width

across transepts, 200 ft. j western tower, square,
65 ft. at base; nave, 40 ft. clear; height to
vaulting, 96 ft.

;
height to external roof, 136 ft.

Some few years ago, 1867, when treating of
the present condition of Ecclesiastical Archi.
tecturo in Germany,* we gave a small approxi-
mate plan of the cathedral, and this for con-
venience’ sake we now repeat.

ON THE TECHNOLOGY OF GLASS.f
Various Kinds of Glass .—Glass is separated,

according to its composition or method of manu-
facture, into :

—

A. Plate-glaas. a. Window glass :

—

a. Rolled glass.
b. Crown glass.

b, Plate-glass :

—

a. Blown plate-glass

B. BoltLel™,-
a. Ordinary bottle glass.
b. Medicine and perfumery glass.

goblets, drinking-glasses,

d. Water pipes and gas tubes.
e. Retort glass.

C. Pressed or stamped glass.
D. Water glass.

II. Olasu containing Lead (Flinl.gla»i).
A. Crystal glass.

^ '

B. Glass for optical purposes.
C. Enamel.
D. Strass.

Plate or Window Glows.—The glass melted in
muffles or vessels is manufactured as plate-glass
or as crown-glass. Plate-glass, as its name
implies, is formed in large or small plates;
window-glass is generally either ordinary bottle-
glass or a finer glass of a whiter colour. Recently,
thick has taken the place of thin glass for
windows, but tbo colour is hereby considerably
increased. That window-glass should be pre-
pared cheaply is an essential point, consequently
crude materials are employed,—crude potash and
soda, wood-ash, Glauber’s salt, ordinary sand,
and broken glass from the warehouses, Ac.
Plate or window glass is generally composed of
100 parts sand, 30 to 40 parts of crude calcined
soda, 30 to 40 parts of carbonate of calcium.
Instead of the soda may be substituted an
equivalent quantity of Glauber’s salt. Benrath
(1869) found in several kinds of plate-glass tho
following constituents ;

—

Silicic acid 70'7l ... 71’56 ... 73-11
Soda 13 35 ... 12’97 . . 13 00
Lime_ 13-58 ... 13'27 ... 13-24
Alumina and oxide

of iron 1-92 ,,, 1-29 ,,, 083

D9'46 9909 10018
Plate-glass is manufactured as crown-glass or

as rolled glass.

Crcwn.^lass.—Crown-glass is the oldest kind
of window-glass. It is formed in the manufac-
ture as a disc of glass, generally of about 6 in.
in radius from tho periphery to the centre knot

+ From " A Handbook of Chemical Techooloffy ” BvRudolfWagner, Ph.D.. Professor of Chemical Technology
at \\ urtzburg Unirersitv (ulready noticed in our pages)
Translated and edited by William Crookes. F.R.s!
Churchill, Hew Burlington-street.
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.!eft by the glass-blowers’ pipes, technically

termed the bull’s-eye. The largest discs are

scarcely 64 in. to 66 in., from which a square

plate of 22 in. only can be cut, the bull’s-eye

interfering with the cutting of a larger size. In

the preparation of this glass three workmen are

•employed : the first takes so much molten glass

on the end of a pipe as will serve for a single

disc, and passes pipe and glass to the second

workman, the blower; he blows the glass into a

darge globe or ball, which, when finished, he

hands to a third workman, the finisher, who
•opens the globe, and forms the sheet or pane.

The labour is divided in detail in the following

manner :—Tho first workman receives the warm
pipe, thrusts it into the vessel of molten glass,

and turns it steadily round until he has collected

upon the end a knob of glass of sufficient size.

The weight of this knob is generally 10 lb. to

14 lb. The first workman imparts somewhat of

a spherical form by means of the marbel to the

solid glass ball, which is now taken in hand by

the blower, who, by turning and shifting the

glass about, at tho same time blowing through

the tube, perfects the hollow spheroid. Tlie

glass has by this time cooled considerably, and,

with the pipe, is therefore retunied to tho oven,

the tube of the pipe being fastened in a fork or

in a hook in the ceiling of the oven. As the

<Tlobe of glass is gradually heated the weight of

the rod causes it to flatLen out, and it is removed

by the finisher as a disc of nearly-molten glass.

Ho places the tube in the cavity of the whip,

and by a series of dexterous movements perfects

the shape, enlarges the disc if required, or in

some cases makes a larger disc by removing the

partially flattened sphere from the oven, opening

the bottom with a maul or iron rod, and causing

the glass to take the form of a disc by means of

the centrifugal force resulting from a rapid

•rotatory motion of the rod. Finally the discs

are separated from the pipe by the help of a

drop of cold water, and are next placed in an

annealing oven, to the number of 150 to 200, to

cool. The finished plates are cut to the required

size
;

the centres or bull’s-eyes servo for the

making of strass and for other purposes.

Sheet.glass, or Cijlinder-glass.—'RoWed or sheet

glass is made by cutting a glass cylinder or roll

throughout its length, and beating or rolling it

•out flat on a table. It is for this reason termed

•sheet-glass. Usually this sheet-glass is used for

ground glass, and is farther separated into ordi-

nary sheet or roll glass and fine sheet-glass, the

flatter having larger dimensions.

The preparation of sheet-glass is one of the

iTOOst difficult processes of glaas-mauufacture : it

may be considered as consisting of two opera-

tions :

—

1. The blowing of the roll, or cylinder
;
and

2. The flattening.

After the molten glass has cleared, and

attained the barely fluid consistence before

mentioned, the workman inserts liis pipe into the

mass, and by turning manages to accumulate on

it a globe of glass, during the time blowing

into the tnbe to keep it clear of the molten glass.

The glass now takes the form a, Fig. 135. By
•continued manipulation in the marbel, and by

blowing, the enlarged forms, b and c, and finally

d, are obtained. The glass has by this time

cooled, and is taken to the oven to be reheated.

Wbea this is effected, tho workman, by means of

his tools, by a continued rotation of glass, and

by blowing, brings the globe to the shape repre-

•aented by /. He then opens out the bottom of

this form with a maul. stick, and obtains the

cylinder e, which is separated from the pipe by

•dropping a little cold water on the neck, o, join-

ing the two. The removal of this neck is next

effected by means of a red-hot iron rod, which

also serves to open the cylinder throughout its

Jength.

After a great number of theso cylinders have

been blown, the operation being generally con-

tinued for three days, the opening into plates is

commenced. The cylinders are placed in an

oven tenned the plate-oven, consisting of two

chambers, one the heating-room, and the other

the tempering or annealing room. Tnthe passage

the heated glass rolls or cylinders are suspended

upon two iron rods, where they are maintained at

a certain heat. The moat important part of the

plate-ovenisthe platten, made of a well-rammed

fire-clay. A similar plate is placed in the an-

ncaling-room. When sufficiently heated, the

cylinders are brought to the flattening-table,

where they are speedily opened out. A work-

man receives the flab panes of glass, and leans

them against iron bars, in the annoaling-room,

whence, having gradually cooled diiring four to

five days, they are removed to be sorted and

packed.
Plate-ijlaf^R.—Plate-glass is either blown or

cast. The manufacture is very similar to that

of table-glass just described. The materials are

in great part the same as those employed in the

manufacture of fine white glass. This branch of

glass-manufacture is most strikingly illustrative

of the rapid growth of the industry during the

last ten or twenty years. Formerly plate-glass

was esteemed an article of luxury, whereas now
it is that most generally used for workshop

windows, caiTiages, show-rooms, &c., and for

windows of private residences. It far surpasses

in transparency and elegance the small panes

formerly used. By the glass jury of the Inter-

national Exhibition of Paris of 1867, it was snr-

mised that before ten years had elapsed plate-

glass would be that most generally in the market.

The blowing of plate-glass is effected with tho

same tools as tho blowing of table-glass ;
and the

cylinder is obtained in a similar manner. The

lump of glass taken by the blower on his pipe

from tho melting.vessel weighs about 45 lb.,

from which a plate of 1'5 metre in length and

1 to IT metre breadth by 1 to IT centimetre

thickness is obtained. But the chief method of

making plate-glass is by casting. Cast plate-

glass is always made from pure materials, and

may be considered as a soda-calcium glass free

from lead. Potash-calcium glass is far more
: expensive, being almost a colourless glass. In

England, Belgium, and Germany the raw mate-

rials used in manufacturing cast plate-glass are

sand, limestone, and soda, or Glauber’s salts.

Beuratli (1869) found in English (a) and in

German (/3) plate-glass :

—

&
Silica 76'300 . .

78-750

Soda 10‘550 .
13-000

[iime 6-500 .
6-500

Alumina and oxide of iron 0‘650 1-750

100-000 100000
Sp. gr 2--1 18 2-456

The following description of casting the plates

is mainly founded upon the method pursued at

St Gobin and Ravenhead. The manufacture is

included in,

—

1. The melting and clearing,

2. The casting and cooling,

3. The polishing : includiug

«. The rough-polishing.

(3. The fine-polishing.

y. Finishing.
* * * *

Water-glass.—By water - glass is understood

a soluble alkaline silicate. Its preparation is

effected by melting sand with much alkali, the

result being a fluid substance, first observed by
Von Ilelmont, in 1640.

It was made by Glauber in 1648 from potash

and silica, and by him termed fluid silica. Von
Fuchs, in 1825, obtained what is now known
as water-glass by treating silicic acid with an

alkali, tho result being soluble in water, but not

affected by atmospheric changes.

The various kinds of water-glass are known
as potash water-glass, soda water-glass, double

water-glass, and fixing water-glass.

Potash water-glass is obtained by the melting

together of pulverised quartz or purified quartz

sand 45 parts, potash 30 parts, powdered wood
charcoal 3 parts, the molten mass being dis-

solved by means of boiling in water. The solu-

tion contains much sulphuret of potassium,

which is removed by boiling with oxide of

copper
Water-glass is an important product in in-

clustry. It is used to render wood, linen, and

paper non-inflammable. The water-glass of 33°

is first mixed with double its amount by weight

of rain-water, and is then treated with some

fire-proof colouring matter, as clay, chalk, fluor-

spar, felspar, &c. The material to be rendered

uninflammable is painted with the solution, and

again with another coat, after the first has re-

mained twenty.four hours to dry. Wood is thus

preserved from being worm-eaten, from encrusta-

tion of fungi, &c. Another industrial applica-

tion of water-glass is as a cement. In this it is

equal to lime, and, indeed, is known as “ mineral

lime.” Chalk mixed with water-glass forms a

very compact mass, drying as hard as marble.

No chemical change is hereby effected
;
thei-e is

no conversion to silicate of calcium, or carbonate

of potash; the hardening is entirely the result of

adhesion. Phosphate of calcium treated with

water-glass acts similarly. Zinc-white and mag-

nesia lose none of their useful properties when

mixed with water-glass. Another important

application of water-glass is in the painting of

stone and concrete walls, and in the preparation

of artificial stone. Tho latter, first made by
Ransome, is daily meeting with more extended

application in England, India, and America. It

is prepared by mixing sand with silicate of soda

to a plastic mass, which is pressed into the

required shape, and then placed in a solution of

chloride of calcium. By this means silicate of

calcium is formed, and cements the grains of

sand together, while tho chloride of sodium is

removed by repeated washings. As cement for

stone, glass, and porcelain, water-glass is espe-

cially useful. It is also employed in the

preparation of xyloplastic casts, made of wood
rendered pulpy by treatment with hydrochloric

acid, and afterwards impregnated with water-

<Stereoc?irojrty.—An interesting and important

application of water-glass is in the new art of

mural and monumental painting, termed by Von
Fuchs, Stereochromy {aregEog, solid, and

coZoui-). There is first to be considered the

mortar or cement ground upon which the painting

is to be executed. This ground has to receive

an under and an over ground. It is essential,

of coarse that the fundamental groundwork

should be of a stone or cement possessing every

requisite for durability. The next, or under-

ground, is made withlime-mortar, and is allowed

to remain for some time to harden. When well

dried the water-glass solution is applied, and

allowed to soak well into the interstices of the

mortar. After the under-ground has been thns

prepared, the over-ground, or that to receive the

painting, is laid on. This consists of similai' con-

stituents to the under-ground, with the excep-

tion that a good sharp sand is used, and the

mixture treated with a thin ley of carbonate of

lime. This over-ground of fine cement being

nicely levelled, and having dried, it is thoroughly

impregnated with •water-glass. When this is

dry, the painting is executed in water-colours.

Nothing further is necessary than to fix these

colours, which is effected by a treatment with a

fixing water-glass. Thecolours employed are :
—

zinc-white, chrome-green, chrome-oxide, cobalt-

green, chrome-red (basic chromate of lead), zinc-

yello%v, oxide of iron, sulphuret of cadmium,
ultra-marine, ochre, <S:c. Vermilion is not em-
ployed, as it changes colour in fixing, turning to

a brown. Cobalt-ultramarine, on the contrary,

brightens on the application of the fixing solution,

and is, therefore, a very effective colour. As a

decorative art. stereochromy will doubtless attain

great importance, tbe paintings being unaffected

by rain, smoke, or change of temperature.

iStm.s'S.—The imitation of precious stones is

an interesting feature of glass-manufacture, and
in Egypt and Greece it is an art that has attained

to great perfection. All precious stones, with

the solitary exception of the opal, can be

imitated artificially. The chief constituent of

these artificial gems is strass, or as it is termed

by Fontanier, llayence base ;
and in France

artificial gems are mostly known as I’lerres de

Strass. This base, then, is colourless, and may
be considered as a boro-silicate of the alkalies

containing oxide of lead, this being in larger

proportion than in flint-glass.

Donault-Wieland found colourless strass, by
analysis, to consist of :

—

Silica

Alumina
Oxide of lead

Potash
Borax |
Arsenioua acid )

. 38T

.
1-0

.
53'0

7-9

. traces

1000
This analysis gives the formula :

—

(SK^O.eSi.Oa) -f3(3Pb0,6SiO2)

The various gems are imitated by the addition

of colouring oxides, the ivliole of the materials

being ground to a fine powder, intimately mixed,

and melted at a strong heat. The imitation of

the topaz is obtained by taking,—strass, 1,000;

antimony, 40 ;
and Cassius’s purple, 1 part.

The topaz can also be imitated with,—strass,

1,000; oxide of iron, 1 part. The imitation ruby

is obtained with 1 pait of the topaz paste, and

8 parts of strass, the whole being melted together

for thirty hours. A ruby of less beauty is ob-

tained with,—strass, 1,000
;

peroxide of man-
ganese, 5 parts. A good emerald can bo

prepared from,— strass, 1,000; oxide of cop-

per, 8; oxide of chromium, 0'2 parts. The
softplure is obtained from,— strass, 1,000; pare
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Oxide of cobalt, 15 parts. The amethyst from,

—

etrasg, 1,000 j
peroxide of inanganeBe, 8; oxide

of cobalt, 6 j
Cassius’s purple, 0'2. The beryl or

aqxia 7)iarina is imitated by,—strass, 1,000

;

glass of antimony, 7 j
oxide of cobalt, 0'4. The

carbuncle by,—strass, 1,000} glass of antimony,
500; purple of Cassius, 4; peroxide of man-
ganese, 4 parts. Much attention has not been
paid to the mode in wliich the colouring is

effected by the metallic oxides
;
nor have experi-

raents been tried with any definite result as to

the application of tungstic acid, molybdio acid,

titanic acid, chronic acid, and protoxide of
chromium, (ic.

(

Coloured Glass and Glass-staining.—Coloured
glass may be considered in two classes—that
coloured as a whole, and that only partially

coloured. The latter is prepared with such
metallic oxides as will impart to the glass very
intense colour; for instance, protoxide of copper,
protoxide of cobalt, oxide of gold, and oxide of
manganese. This kind of glass is termed super-
fine, and is prepared in the following manner :

—

>Two melting vessels are placed in the oven

;

ione contains the lead glass, the other the coloured
jglass. We will take as an example glass coloured
jred with protoxide of coi^per, which if further
Joxidised imparts a green colour to the glass.

The glass-blower dips his pipe first into the red
glass, and collects a sufficient quantity to blow

;

then he dips this into the white glass, and pro-
ceeds to form a cylinder or roll, as in the making
of table glass. Superfine glass is known as
“outside” and “double,” or “double layer.”
jin the first case the workman takes a lump of
'white glass upon his pipe and covers it with the
coloured glass; or, in the second case, he takes
up only a small quantity of white glass, then
sufficient of the coloured glass, and again more
white glass. Ked glass may be obtained with
either Cassius’s purple, protoxide of copper, or
oxide of iron as the colouring ingredient. Cas-
sius’s purple is used chiefly for ruby-red glass.
It was long thought that ruby-coloured glass
could not be obtained with any other prei>aration
than Cassius’s purple

;
but twenty-five years ago

Fuss showed that chloride of gold was effectual.

If glass containing salts of gold or protoxide of
jopper is cooled suddenly, the colour disappears

;

ffien if again gently warmed, not quite to soft-

less, the coloui' suddenly reappears in full splon-
lour. Tills phenomenon occurs equally in atmo-
spheres of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbonic acid,

in the preparation of protoxide of copper glass,

ead-glass is taken as a basis, to which 3 per
cent, of the protoxide is proportioned. The
drawback to the employment of the protoxide is

fhe readiness with which it becomes oxide, this
jmparting a green colour to the glass. To pre-
vent this change iron filings, rust, or tartar, is

(idded, or the glass is stirred with green wood.
Copper-glaas, as has just been said, is colourless
jm cooling, regaining its colour during the process
i)f annealing. Oxide of iron, known commercially
U blood-stone, oclire, or red chalk, is also used
lo impart a red colour. Yellow and topaz-yellow
u’e obtained by means of antimoniate of potash
>r glass of antimony, chloride of silver, borate-of
>xide of silver, and by sulphuretof silver. O.xide
>f uranium imparts a green-yellow. Blue is

ibtained from oxide of cobalt, more seldom by
neaus of oxide of copper-. Green results from
bo addition of chrome-oxide, oxide of copper,
.nd protoxide of iron. Violet is obtained from
ixide of manganese (braunito) and saltpetre;
ilack, from a mixture of protoxide of iron, oxide
f copper, brauuite, and protoxide of cobalt. A
leautiful black results from sesquio-xide of
ridium.

I

Glass Painting.—The delineation of figures
.nd Scriptural events in coloured glass dates
irom a very remote period. At first the work
vas merely mosaic, pieces of coloured glass
ieing inserted in leaden framework. Glass
•ainting was known in Germany in the Middle
Lges, and soon extended throughout Europe. In
he thirteenth century, when Gothic architecture
ecame prevalent, glass painting also became
lore general, as until then the heavy, round-
rched windows were too small to admit of orna-
lent. But it was not until the fifteenth century
lat the heavy outlined figures were discarded
jr the more mingled colours of heraldic device,

3 seen in the churches of Sebaldus and Lorenz,
f Nuremburg, in the productions of the celebrated
Cirschvogel family. This stylelaatedtill thesi.x-

jenth century, when the glass-maker tried the
lects of pigments upon glass. Since that time
le art has gradually improved, the improvement
i first being most manifest in France and the
etherlands. t

The nature of glass painting or staining is in

principle the following :—When coloured glass,
rendered easily fusible by the metallic oxide it

contains, is finely pulverised, and laid upon a
plain glass surface and heated, it forms a skin,

or “flash,” as it is termed, this skin or layer of
glass being said to be “ flashed on.” It is

evident that very brilliant effects may thus be
attained. The near surface of the glass receives
the strong shades and colours, the other or
distant surface the lighter tints. White was not
employed in the older glass-paintings, but is now
used in the flesh tints, pure white effects, &c.
Oxide of tin and antimoniate of potash yield a
good white. For yellow, Naples-yellow, or
antimony.yellow, or a mixture of the oxides of
iron, tin, and antimony, or of antimonic acid and
oxide of iron, of sulphuretof silver and sulphuret
of antimony, or chloride of silver is used ; for red,

oxide of iron, purple of Cassius, and a mixture
of oxide of gold, oxide of tin, and chloride of
silver; for brown, oxide of manganese, yellow
ochre, umber, and chromate of iron ; for black,

oxide of iridium, oxide of platinum, oxide of
cobalt, and oxide of manganese; for blue, oxide
of cobalt, or potassium-cobalt nitrate

;
for green,

the oxides of chromium and copper. Two kinds
of colour are distinguished,—the hard and the
soft. The soft are called varnish colours, are
not very easily fluid, forming a kind of glaze
upon the glass. These colours are placed upon
the outer surface. The hard or decided tints

are semi-opaque, and are placed upon the inner
surface of the glass. The binding fluid or
vehicle is a mixture of silica, minium, and
borax, with which the colour, being previously
ground to a fine powder, is intimately mixed.
This mixture is painted on the glass with a
pencil, and the glass plate is afterwards fired in
a muffle. Recently volatile oils have been
employed as a vehicle, viz., oil of turpentine,

lavender bergamot, and cloves. The biiming-in
or firing, the colours was formerly effected by
placing the glass tablet with dried and pulverised
lime in an iron pan raised to a red heat. But
recently the muffle-ovenhas been employed. The
bottom of the muffle is covered to a depth of
1 in. with di-y powdered lime, upon which the
plate of glass is laid, and again a layer of lime.

The oven is then raised equally to a dark red
heat. After six to seven hours the fire is

gradually withdrawn, and the oven allowed to
cool. The glass i.s taken out, cleansed with
warm water, and dried.

Enamel.—Bone Glass.—Alabaster Glass.—By
enamel is understood, in glass-manufactiire, a
coloured or colourless glass mass, rendered
opaque by the addition of oxide of tin. It for-

merly was prepared in the following manner;—
An alloy of 15 to 18 parts tin and 100 parts lead
was oxidised by heat in a stream of air, the

'

oxide pulverised and washed. The mixture of
the oxides was then fritted with the glass. An
enamel-like appearance is imparted to glass by
arsenioua acid, chlorido of silv-er, phosphate of
calcium, cryolite, fluor-spar, aluminate of soda,
and precipitated sulphate of barium. Bone-
glass, so called, is a milk-white, semi-opaque
glass, containing phosphate of calcium in the
shape of white bone-ash, sombrerite, or phos-
phorite. It is employed for lamp-globes and
shades, thermometer-scales, &c. It is made by
adding to white glass about 10 to 20 per cent, of
white bone-ash, or a corresponding quantity of
mineral phosphate. After melting the glass is

generally clear and transparent, becoming milk-
white and opaque during the process of blowing.
The colour is finally developed during annealing.
A similar glass to the preceding is alabaster
glass, but the latter is more opaque. It is also
termed opal glass, rice glass, or rice-stone glass,

and Reaumur’s porcelain. The materials are the
same as in the preparation of crystal glass, of
which it may be considered the scum or under-
layer of impurities, though it is really imper-
fcctly.prepared crystal glsiss.

Cryolite Glass.—Cryolite glass, or hot-cast
porcelain, has recently been manufactured in
Pittsburg. It is a milk-white glass, obtained
by melting together

Silica 67T9 per cent.
Cryolite 23-8t „ „
0.ride of zinc 8-97 „ „

Fluor.spar or aluminate of sodium may be
substituted for cryolite. Benrath found (1869)
in such a milk glass

—

Silica 70'01 per cent.
Alumina 10-78 „ „
Soda 19-21 „ „

100-00

Aventurin Glass.—Aventurin or avanturia
glass was formerly made only in the Island of
Murano, near Venice, but is now prepared
throughout Germany, Italy, Austria, and France.
It is a brown glass mass in which crystalline
spangles of metallic copper according to Wohler
(of protoxide of copper according to Von Petten-
kofer) appear dispersed. Fremy and Clemandofc
have produced a glass similar to aventurin glass,
and which consisted of 300 parts glass, 40 parts
protoxide of copper, and 80 parts copper-scale.
The Bavarian and Bohemian glass houses pro-
duce an aventurin glass rivalhug the original.
Von Pettenkofer has prepared aventurin glass
direct from b£ematinou by mixing sufficient iron
filings with tho molten mass to reduce about half
the copper contained. Pettenkofer surmises,
and with good reason, that aventurin glass is a
mixture of green protoxide of copper glass with
red crystals of silicate of protoxide of copper,
these complementary colours giving the brown
tint. This glass is also well imitated by melting
a mixture of equal parts of the protoxides of iron
and copper with a glass mass. The protoxide of
copper appears after a loug annealing as a sepa-
rate, crystalline, red combination, while the-

protoxide of iron is lost in the green colour it

imparts to the glass. Pelouze found that by
freely adding chromate of potash to the glass
materials spangles of oxide of chromium were
separated. Ho termed this glass chrome-
aventurin

; it has been employed by A. Wiichter
in the glazing of porcelain.
Hyalography.—Hyalography, or the art of

etching on glass, is due to one Ilemricli Schwank-
hardt or Sohwandard, an artist living at Nurem.
burg in 1670. It consists of the following opera-
tions :—Powdered fluor-spar is treated with con-
centrated sulphuric acid in a leaden vessel

}

gentle heat is applied, the vessel being covered
with the glass plate to be etched coated with
wax, through which the design is traced with a
steel etching-needle. Vapours of hydrofluoric
acid (FIH) are evolved, which combine with the
silica of the glass, forming fluoride of silicon,
SiFln, and volatilising. The plate is afterwards
washed with warm oil of turpentine. The first

practical application is due to Harm, of Warsaw,
in 1829.; More recently, Bbttger and Bromeis,
with Auer, of Vienna, have improved the pro-
cesses. The etching.ground used for engraving
on metallic surfaces, would not in this case give
favocrable results. Piil recommends a molten
mixture of 1 part asphalt and 1 part colophonium,
with so much oil of turpentine as will bring the
mass to the consistency of a syrup. Etched
glass plates have been used by Biittger and
Bromeis to print from instead of steel and copper.
In tho press tho glass plate is backed by a cast-
iron plate. The process, however, Lns not been
practically successful : it is better suited to the
production of bank-notes, &c., than engravings,
the resulting etchings being hard in tone. But
for purposes of decoration, etched glass is largely
used. By the method of Tessie du Motay and
Marcchal of Metz, a bath is made of 250 grms.
of hydrofluoride or fluorid of potassium, 1 litre
of water, and 250 grms. of ordipary hydrochloric
acid. Kessler employs a solution of fluoride of
ammonium.
The new and very enrions sand process is not

noticed in tho peesent edition of Professor
Wafer’s work, so far as we can see ; no doubt
it will appear in a future edition.

THE TRADE-UNION CONGRESS AT
LEEDS.

The fifth annual Congress of Trade Unions
continued throughout last week, and is now at
an end. One hundred and thirty delegates were
present from all parts of England and from Scot-
land. Tho report of the Parliamentary Com-
mittee was read by Mr. Howell, who dwelt on
the peculiar significance both of the labour move-
ments and of the labour legislation of the year.
The report wag a document of great lenc^th
which would fill about six ordiirary newspaper
columns. It commences thus :

—

“ The year that hasJust closed marks an era in this trio
of trade-unionism. Movements which had been retarded
for years have come to the front, and many concessions
had been obtained which had appeared to many to be
almost hopeless. Foremost among these must be named
the agitation that has token place among the agri-
cultural labourers for better pay and more detinite hours.We rejoice to see this vigorous movement, and hold out to
them, and wish them, God speed. The nine-hours move-
ment, which originated with the building trade in London
in 1859, had sunk into lethargy until the engineers of
Sunderland and Newcastle gave a fresh life, and secured
their great victory in tho autumn of last year. This was
soon followed by an active agitation on the part of th©
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•<*npineers all over the country, and January, 1872, opened

with a general oonceasion of the nine hours per day in all

the leading engineering establishments of the kingdom.

The building trades oi London followed with a similar

demand, and, after a severe struggle, won. The nine-

hours day now bids fair to become general all over the

country. The bakers, whose long hours and short pay have

long been the theme of philanthropic sentiment, have

eagerly and earnestly taken in hand their own work, the

result beiug that in many places they have obtained the

concession of abetter defined day, together with a sub-

stantial rise in wages. Tour committee have seen with

much pleasure the great growth of trade-unionism during

the year. The increase of members has been unprece-

dented.”

The meetings were orderly and moderate in

tone. The subjects discussed included the

limitation of the number of apprentices to be

employed, the tendency of piecework, the com-

petition caused by prison labour, the application

of the principle of arbitration to international

disputes, and the propriety of returning repre-

sentative working-men to Parliament.

The following were among the resolutions that

were passed ;

—

That as the principle of arbitration and its applicatiou

to the settlement of disputes between employer and
employed has been economicaUyand morally beneficial to

both, this Congress believes that the time has arrived

when the principles should be extended to the settlement

of disputes between nations, and ina-smuch as the law and

its equitable administration is tbe first element of peace

in civilised society, and as the absence of intemational

law and international tribunals leads to misunderstanding,

conllicts, and war between nations, paralysing industry,

entailing heavy financial burdens on the people, increasing

the cost of their food, and generally retarding the pro-

S
ees of their civilisation, it is resolved to memorialise the

uuse of Commons to take the necessary steps towards

forming a code of international law, and the establishing

of an international tribunal ; and that the chair sign such

memorial on behalf of the Congress.

That it be an instruction to the Parliamentary Com-
mittee to be appointed to prepare a BiU founded upon the

1st, 2nd, and 3rd points or suggestions contained in Mr.
Crompton's paper, to be submitted to Parliament with

the following additions :
—

"

First, to provide for the repeal

of all unjust and oppressive penal legislation relating to

trade-unions; and to clearly define and consolidate the

law into one Act relating to conspiracy, coercion, and
intimidation. Secondly, that where a committal takes

|ilace before the stipendiary magistrates for any alleged

clown Woking-hill. The engine had repeatedly

crossed the bridge before, and it weighed about

9 tons, while the machine weighed 3 tons more.

The engine was going at the rate of three miles

an hour. He gave orders to his men not to

venture over unsafe bridges, but as no notice

was posted up at this bridge to say it was
unsafe he took it for granted it was all right.

Some time ago, not thinking the bridge safe, he

applied to Mr. Drewitt, and asked him to

strengthen, it. Mr. Drewitt declined, but gave

him some timber, and be strengthened the bridge

himself. The old piles were worm-eaten, andhe
put some new ones in.

In answer to Mr. Smallpiece, who appeared

for the Earl of Onslow, the witness said he com-

menced business with the engine four years and

a half ago, and he strengthened the bridge four

years ago. Ee had no means of testing the

bridge, but he did his best to avoid all risk of

accident. Ee applied to Mr. Drewitt to

strengthen the bridge, but bo refused, and said

tbe bridge was good enough for their purposes ;

but he gave him some timber to strengthen the

bridge. It was used for that purpose. The first

time tbe engine went over the bridge he steered

it himself. The men with the engine did not

carry anything to strengthen tbe bridges they

went over
;
but in the case of Cart Bridge it

was strengthened every time the engine went
over it, aud the timbers used were kept at a

public-house near. George Reed, tbe driver,

had absolute charge of the engine. The same

engine and the same driver had frequently gone

over the bridge before. No notice of the unsafe

condition of the bridge was posted up, and he

had never been warned against it. The inc^uest

was adjourned.

panels being filled with a diaper of self hue.

From under the panel springs a Greek cross, tbe

ends of which show each way in gold, with diaper

pattern upon them, upon a dark silver grey

ground j
this ground is enclosed by circular lines,

and an ornamental border in deep brown and

gold.

The church was not closed dnringthe progress

of the works, which were executed within a

month. The designs were made and tbe work
carried out by Messrs. W. Phillips & Son, Baker-

street, Portman-square.

place b'

ureacii of the law arising out c ) disputes between

cases shiall be taken from the electoral roaster, either by
ballot, or as their names stand in rotation on the said

register.”
i'hat in the opinion of this congress the system of

piecework, as practised in some of the most inllueutial

trades of the L^nited Kingdom, is detrimental to the best

interests of trade-unions, tends to lower wages, defeats the

objects sf the short-time movement by giving into the

bunds of the employers a weapon to use against workmen,
and for defrauding the public generally

;
and further, that

this congress recommends to all delegates present to use

their innneneo with their respective societies to do all

they can to abolish such a pernicious system.

ATHEN^UM, CAMDEN-ROAD.

This building was opened on the 11th inst. by
the Lord Mayor, president of the institution.

The second portion now completed comprises,

—

on the ground-floor, a reading-room, 40 ft. by
25 ft., and 21 ft. high in clear, and two ofBcea

or libraries for books. On the mezzanine floor,

retiring-rooms, and on the first-floor a public

room, -10 ft. by 25 ft., and 14 ft. high

in clear ;
aud four smaller rooms. The base-

ment, vhich extends throughout, is 9 ft. high

in clear, and in it are the keeper’s rooms,

heating-chamber, and coal-cellar. The stair-

case to the first floor is 4 ft. 6 in. wide, and
that to the basement 4 ft. wide. The exterior

of the building is very plain, owing to al

the decorative features originally intended

having been omitted, to reduce the cost. On
the angle of the building is an illuminated clock.

The contract for this portion of the building

(not including the clock) was entered into with

Messrs. Gregory & Knight, for 2,3i5i., subject

to an allowance in respect of the increased

rate of wages. The architect is Mr. Frederick

Meeson.

A SONG OF EEALTE.
CniME may crouch with a skeleton-key,

But Plague need unlock no door.

He comes ail hours of the night and day
And visits both rich and poor.

The veriest hind, the wealthiest lord,

Will wither beneath his breath ;

There’s honour in falling by the sword,

But plague brings disgraceful death.

Mr. Hickes, Leeds, read a paper on the subject

of the limitation of apprentices, having special

reference to the letter-press printers of Leeds.

The writer contended that a journeyman had a

right to protect himself, and decline to work with

any number of boys a master might think fit to

employ. In avast number of cases—he believed

in much the larger proportion—the masters did

not train, instruct, and fit tbe boys to become
competent journeymen. That was cast upon the

journeymen, and the latter had a fair right to

say with how many boys as apprentices they

would work.
No resolution was passed upon the subject.

3Ir. Cremer, London, moved the following re-

••solution :

—

Want and sorrow may visit ns all,

And find ns free of all blame

;

But when by our own neglect we fall,

Then ours are the sin and shame.
Men may talk of the chastening rod,

Yet plague should strike none clown
;

The laws of health are the laws of God,

They can save a man or a town.

THE ENGLISH SCHOOL OF SCULPTURE.

" That this consresa am of opinion that the present high
prices of coal and iron are due to a combination of coal-

onners, and iron-masters, and capitalists, and that snch
combination is a conspiracy of a graver and much more
serious character than the so called gas-stokers' con-
spiracy, and instructs the Parliamentary committee to in-

stitute such proceedings in a court of law against either

coal-owners or iron-masters, with a view of ascertaining
whether the laws of combination and conspiracy are so

framed as to apply to ail who combine and conspire, or
whether they have been enacted especially to crush com-
liiiiation on the part of working men.”

The Congrees, however, declined to vote upon
this resolution, or rather both it and an amend-
anent on it were rejected.

FATAL BRIDGE ACCIDENT
WITH A TRACTION ENGINE AT WOKING.

Oh ! Statesmen of Britain, rouse ye up,

The way and the will be thine
;

The people drink of the poison’d cup,

As if it were blood-red wine.

Think of the millions of human souls

In the lap of want aud wealth,

O’er whom the tide of contagion rolls,

And strike a hloio for Health I

An accident, which has proved fatal to three

unfortunate men at Woking, keeps the adjacent
locality in a state of excitement. The nature of

it will appear from the inquest proceedings
before Mr. Hull, the coroner for the district, on
the bodies of George Reed and William Bird,

engine-driver and stoker of the tractioiv engine,

who were killed by the catastrophe.

Mr. Miskin, the owner of the engine, was the
first witness called. He deposed that the engine
was dragging a thrashing-machine to Paper
Farm, and it had to cross the bridge after going

DECORATION OF BRUNSWICK CHAPEL,
BERKELEY-ST., PORTMAN-SQUARE.

This chapel, which some few months ago was
e-constructed under the direction of Messrs.

Hesketh & T. H. Watson, with the exception of

internal colouring, has,— under the direction

of the architect to the Portman Estate, Mr. F. W.
Hunt,—lately been completed.

The walls are finished in a warm stone-grey

with a dado seat high in Indian red, finished

with lines and running stencil ornament in blue

and red, which are also continued round the

windows.
The wall-space over the Communion-table is

formed into a reredos, in colours and gold, as

follows :

—

The surface is divided into five panels—

a

square one in the centre, and two arched panels

on each side of the same, the outer one on the

right being ocenpied by the “ Lord’s Prayer,’

the outer one on the left by the “ Belief” ; the

inner arched panels have the ” Ten Command-
ments ”

;
the ground of the panels is in a deep

blue, the text being in gold. Each panel
separated by a border in stone vellum, outlined

in deep red. The spandrels formed by the
circular heads are in olive green, and filled with

a suitable scroll ornament upon a diapered
ground. The centre, or square panel, has at

each side a pilaster, upon which are inlaid

panels : these are in two hues of Indian red, the

Sir,—In your recent critique of Professor

Liibke’s ” History of Sculpture,” you gave a
well-merited and much-needed vindication of

modern English sculpture. Of the Gothic

sculpture of the Middle Ages, that of England
certainly shared in the excellence and complete-

ness, if nob superiority, of its architecture, as
compared with that of Continental Europe,
whether as an integral and decorative part of
the architecture, or in tombs, the effigies upon
many of which still bear abundant witness to

the technical excellence of the art, aud to full

power in purity of feeling and appropriateness

of expression. But it is in regard to our modern
and existing sculpture that it seems to be taken
for granted that we have very little to be proud
of, and which it has long been a fashion with
would-be critics to decry or speak of with a sorb

of pitying contempt, unless a purpose had to be
served in exalting the name of some presinb

favourite, whose work would otherwise have
remained in congenial obscurity. There lias

been too much of this sort of thing, and the

'

proper estimate of English sculpture has doubt-

lessly been most injuriously affected thereby,

both at home aud abroad. The fact is, that the

modern English school has languished for lack of

encouragement for the higher works of genius.

The only two conditions under which the Fine
Arts can really flourish have been lamentably

wanting in the modern iieriod ; these are, when
art forms part of the life of a nation, as in

ancient Greece, supply and demand going hand
in hand under the influence of keen, enlightened

interest and criticism, making ait a national

pride
;

and (2) when art has its cause and
encouragement in the feeling for art possessed

by the cultured few who have the power to

bestow upon it an enlightened patronage. This

as the case mostly among the ecclesiastics aud
nobles of the Middle Ages, though tbe nation

gained largely in all time through the same.

But modem art in England has existed chiefly

under the condition of the artist coming into the

market with his -wares, as at Exhibitions, &c.,

and thus becoming necessarily subject to igno-

rant popular approval or indifference, and the

possibly misdirected patronage of the rich, of

Government, corporations, &c. Under these

condiiions, the surprise is that so many works
of the highest excellence have been produced,

too often, alas! uncommissioned; but proving

that iu native capacity tbe English are in nowise

behind their neighbours, past or present, in

artistic gifts
;
aud while so little opportunity or

encouragement for their display has existed,

perhaps no other one nation could show—say,

from the time of Flaxman,—works of greater
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interest and merit tban tboso wliicli liavo ap.
peared among the English school, if not alto-
gether in grandeur of composition and consum-
mate anatomy, yet in an unsurpassed purity of
feeling, loreliuess of expression, and genuine
-originality. A long list could be made of such
works, which, bad they been dug up from the
soil of Greece or Rome, would have elicited
raptures, and won . all the praises of critics and
•connoisseurs, now either denied to real genius,
•or bestowed on its opposite. Such works as
Bailey’s “Eve,” McDowell’s “Eve,” Foley’s
“Mother” and “luo and Bacchus,” Bell’s
“Dorothea,” Munroe’s Child sculpture, with
countless other instances at once rush to the
mind. Give to English art, in whatever depart-
ment, a true, generous development in its culture,
guidance, and patronage, and we have no reason
to think that we are at all behind in artistic
faculty, but the very reverse. It is, however,
-true that save in the native love for and
•encouragement of landscape art, England has
been peculiarly unfortunate

; and the greatest
genius in historical and ideal art, whether
painting or sculpture, as also in architecture,
has been wasted among us under the chilling
influence above noted. j. u. b.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
Lnndon .—The works committee invited tenders

from builders for tho erection of a school to pro-
vide accommodation for 580 children, on the site
in Cook’s-groiind, Chelsea. The tenders ap-
peared in our list of tho 18th inst. The com-
mitteo recommended the acceptance of the
lowest tender, that of Mr. W. Wigmore, amount-
ing to 5,1001. The committee also invited
tenders for tho erection of a school to provide
accommodation for 1,18G children, on tho site in
Maidstone-street, Haggerton. Theso tenders
also appeared in our list of last week. Tho

Carlisle.—Mr, Wrigley renewed the motion
which he had made at the last meeting, that Mr.
Birkett be appointed architect of the new Board
schools. He moved his appointment on the
understanding that he allow the plans to undergo
such modifications as shall meet the wishes "of
the Board. Mr. Hannah seconded the motion,
but he was not very well satisfied with any of
the plans. His opinion as a practical teacher was
that the schools would be all too narrow. The Go-
vernment had commenced with 16 ft. as the width
of their schools, then they got to 18 ft., andthough
that was still their standard, he believed they
were ready to accept 20 ft. Mr. Birkett’s would
be 20 ft., but they ought not to be less than
25 ft. This opinion was borne out by other
School Boards. The Halifax Board had adopted
plans of a school 25 ft. widej the Government
considered the width too great, and refused
to sanction them, and the Board sent the
plans back, asking their lordships to reconsider
the decision, and there they were at present.
All the plans were L shaped, too, and he had
heard that that was inconvenient. In the infant
school ho could not see the use of three class-
rooms, and if tho main room was enlarged from
26 ft. to 28 ft., and two of the class-rooms done
away with, it would do. Tho lighting and many
other things would have to be altered. Canon
Prescott objected to the plans mainly because
the houses and water-closets were away from
the schools altogether, and that of the infants
further than any of the others. Mr. Wrigley
pointed out that there was a covered ^vay to the
infants’ closets. A long discussion ensued, and
at length the motion was put and agreed to.

damage spoken to, and now tho landlord wanted to aftrf-
but^e the inj ury to the tenant who actuaUy had at the time
ol hiB quittmg paid a builder to repair the house accord-
ing to the agreement aUuded to.

of the claim for rent owinir,
the defendaut h^ad a complete set olT, for the landlord
still retained 101., which was given by the tenant as a
deposit, when the agreement was signed, and tho defend-
ant had further paid 108. for property-tax, which the
lantUord was bound to recoup by law.
A number of builders on behalf of tho tenant were

called, and they each stated that if the premises were left
tour months unoccupied, or unseen to, the d^imp would
get in and injure the paper-hangings, ceilings, paint, and
Uoor. It was also proved that when the defendant left,

builder*^
^‘'P^ired at an expense of 21. •is. by a competent

The defendant’s housekeeper stated that before her
master left, the landlord’s agent called and pointed out

necessary to be done, and this was carried outihe learned Judge said he did not remember so weak a
case with regard to claims for dilapidation. There wasno evidence to show tho state of the house when tho
defendant gave up possession, and the premises could not
have been in the same state four months afterwards after
being exposed to the rain, and no one to look after them.
It was hke a house in Chancery. No evidence by receipthad been produced to show that the plaintiff had paid anysum as stated for repairs, and altogether the ease was so

only B'To a nominal verdict for tha

Inapidafo*^"'^
assess tho damages at one shilling for

As to the claim for rent, the set-off had been clearly
proved by the receipts, and on that head his judgment
would be for the defendant.

' "

.... LjUU UUOt'jJ ItcLllCO

lowest tender, that of Messrs. W. H. & J. iVians-
•bridge, amoimting to 7,193Z. Tenders have also
been invited from builders for the erection of
a school to provide accommodation for 720
children, on tho site in Russoll and Riley streets,
Southwark. Tho amounts were as follow : A,
Sheffield, 6,2361.5 Benjamin Wells, 6,2001.;
Joseph Cook, 5,797i.

;
Manley & Rogers, 5,7671. •

•Scrivener & White, 5,76H. ; Marsland & Sons’
5,740/,.

5 W. Sliepherd, 5,675/.
; Wicks, Bangs, &

Co., 5,595/. 5 S. J. Jerrard, 5,586/. ; Cooke &
Green, 5.575/.

;
Dove, Brothers, 5,475/.

; J. &
F. Coleman, 5, -145/. ; W. Higgs, 5,405/. ; W.
Howard, o,2b0/. The committee recommended
tlie .icceptanoo of the lowest tender, that of Mr.
W. Howard, amounting to 5,280?. The reoom-
mendations were agreed to; as also the tender
of Mr. J. Spink, of Grove-road, Clapham Junc-
tion, amounting to 5,370?., for the erection of a
eohoul to provide accommodation for 575 chil-

. dren, on the site of Bolingbroke-road, Battersea;
j-a'od also tho tender of Mr. G. Stephenson, of
I
Boaufort-street, Chelsea, amounting to 5,901?.,

j

for tho building of a school to accommodate 824
j
-children, on the site in Winstanley-road,

j

Lambetli.

j

Huddersfield.—A letter was read from the
,j

Education Department agreeing to the erection
of a school in Almondbiiry for 412 children.

ij'Tendere were sent in for the erection of the
ilLiufDey Oakes School, and the following were
(•decided upon Masons, Dyson, Bros., Bindley;

j

joiner, James Christie, Huddersfield; ironmonger,
James Brook; slaters, Pycock & Sons, Leeds’
(plumbers, J. H. Taylor & Co., Huddersfield,’
(plasterers, Longbottom & Son; painter, W. t!
lEarnshaw, Bindley; ventilation, Lawson &
I Hainsworth

;
clock and boll, Mr. J. W. Bell at a

jtotal cost of 7,885/. lie.
i Stoke-upon.Trent.—'hir. Grose brought forward
j-a series of motions relating to new schools at
'Kiugseroft and Stoke. At Kiugseroft Mr. Grose

j

proposed to build a school in two departments
(for 200 children, as near as possible to the
ipreaent schoolroom. The second school, Mr.
!<3rose suggested, shonid be built in the centre of
the town. Mr. Grose would build a school of
three departments, viz., 180 boys, 180 girls, and
200 infants. Mr. Bishop hoped the Board would
hesitate before committing themselves to a
serious expense without ample proof that such
schoolrooms were absolutely necessary. Con-
aidcrablo room was still to be found in the
irector s schools in Stoke. A long conversation
followed, but eventually Mr. Grose withdrew his
imotion, and a committee was appointed to draw
up a report on the subject.

THE CHAIR OP FINE ART AT
CAMBRIDGE.

u. „«0K. xno Wyatt will «tirdydiff7,eS5:
committee recommended the acceptance of the ^

retam the Slade Professorship at compare the two articloa.
J J e u

lowest tender, that of Messrs. W. H & J Mans
Cambridge, Mr. W. Cave Thomas has offered

j

®®t'sfactory to find that two iadopendent critics

bridgo, amounting to 1,1031. Tenders have also m“’
appointment. sTd!“ '.™*“

" I KNOW A HAWK FKOM A
HANDSAW.”

word of explauatiou
yonr pubfiention of

Sib,—IVill you kindly permit iu<

reference to the letter of" A, H.' ,„..r puonontion ofJanuaiT 19tn. As it stands, it would seem to imulythat
^ without acknowledgment, a suggestionmade by another writer in another publication, anJtbat Ihad admitted the fact to “A, H.” Such an inferencewould be entirely contrary to the truth. The theory in^estion has long been familiar with me. When I wrote
the article in h'ofes ajid Quei-iet I had not seen Iho
Antiquary, nor was I aware that such a publicationwas m existence. ” A. H." forwarded to me a copy
ot the Anhquarj/ of a few weeks previously, in whichdoubtless ^e same theory was put forth, but treated
entirely “”7 person may judge who will

Mr. Thomas says in his address,-

xL
commonly but erroneously supposed, that

the principles of Art must be evolved by some different
method than the laws of physical phenomena; that they
are in fact inscrutable, shadowy, and free from any hard
and fast rule. This is most uulbrtunate for Art progress
The true principles of Art maybe obtained by a strictly
inductive method, by careful observation and experiment
by a method as strict indeed as that pursued in the study
ol any other class of phenomena

; the difference merely
being, that in the one case we observe and test external
phenomena, whilst in the other we have to observe and test
the iihenomena ofour own inner sentient being. Every greatwork of art is the result of induction, thefruition of care-
tul observation and experiment, from which the painter or
sculptor has learnt to eliminate what is variable what is
abnormal, and to present tho spectator with those more
general, central, or immutable truths of the two worlds
of external and human nature of which he must eouallv
bo the student." ‘ •’

Mr. Cave Tliomas, by a long course of thougbt.
ful study, Las well fitted himself for the position
he_ seeks, and shows this by his works both as a
painter and a 'writer.

DILAPIDATION CASE.
COOK r. JfAGGS.

This action, brought in Westminster County
Court to recover the sum of 30/., opened up some
questions respecting dilapidation of buildings.
Mr. Cook, barrister, on behalf of the plaintiff,

a gentleman residing at 18, Warwick-square,
Pimlico, produced the agreement made between
the litigants for the tenancy of a house in Myrtle-
street, Dalston, and by which the defendant was
bound, at the expiration of his lease, to repair the
premises and leave them in the same condition as
when he entered into possession.

Mr. Brabey, buOder, said previous to the defendant
taking possession of the premises he put them in thorough
repair, and his bill was about 50L for the work he did.
Mr. Bellinger, builder, said he had repaired the pre-

mises since the defendant left, and his bill amounted to
22/. The roof of the house was in a bad state, aud the'
interior required repainting aud new papering
Cross-examined : Much ofthe damage to the place arose

Irom the damp
;
but he conld not separate that portion of

the repairs from the others. He repaired the honse in
July last.

Mr. Hall, foreman to Mr. Bellinger, estimated the
damage arising from the damp at 10/.

“ccording to this evidence the
plaintifi had made no case for repairs, or dilapidations.
Mr. Bellmger here said his estimate for doing the

necMsary repairs was 22Z.
;
but as he wished fortheiob

he did It for 15/.

Mr. Witterfield, barrister, contended that the plaintiff
was not entitled to any damages for repairing the house.
His client vacated it in March, and it was not until July

on® the landlord entered to put the premises in
order. During those four months the rain had reached
the inside, and not being looked after, this had caused the

passage in our great drama-
credu may be due to tho first publication

01 It 1 am quite ready to concede to your correspondent.

**• Vt'e print Mr. Pieton’s letter; but 'it is^Se^un-
necessary, i o uu

A FOREMAN’S VIEW.
Sin,—Seeing a note in the Guilder of Jan. 11. 1873. re-

lerring to the unfitness of foremen, no doubt there are^mo muffs m that class, and for mv part I do not seewhere, in a few years, there will be found anv men fit tnCM^ on good work if the societies are allowed to havetheir sway. I speak from twenty-three years’ experieneain and about Loudon as a foreman aud master As soon asajob m commenced in London, all the societies at once
minutest particulars as regards

the quality of required, and character of mastersand foremen.
^
Ot course, there are always the usual

loafers at the^society; they are sent first, and soon gettheir discharge, as no good; but they have been longenough to spoil any one intending to do a day’s work •

also to get every particnlar, and send more of their class’.
I say, again, it is with the greatest dilEculty that we asforemen, can get men to do the work, as tho muff gets the
lull pay, and a genuine man gets no more

; therefore there
s no encouragement to persevere, as (according to society
rules) he cannot get more mouey than tho mutfwho work's
beside him, so he sinks to the same level for want of en-
conragement._ I have had, say, sixty or seventy men inLondon at a tune on a job, anJ scarcely a man who really
could be trusted for one hour to do his work. They re-
qui^red continually to be looked up and shown tho simplest
and most trifling thing, and then they would take some
roundabout way to do It. All the blame is thrown upon
the foreman, who is also time-keeper aud clerk, some-
times working man, and also draughtsman, as well as
storekeeper, for scarcely any more per hoar than the
muff who gives him so much trouble, when all the hours
are counted (as he must spend many hours after the men
are gone to keep his accounts in order).
Now I ask the Jinilder what encouragment is there for

a hrst-elass man at 603. per week, when the poorest tool
gets -lOs. per week ? A London Foeeman.

ARCHITECTS’ GUARANTEES FOR
CONTRACTORS.

In the Bloomsbury County Court, before Mr L
Russell, judge, the case of Curtis t>. Solomon affordedsome hints to architects and surveyors incautiously be-coming responsible for building materials.
Mr. Curtis, a zinc and metal worker, brought his action

against Mr. Solomon, an architect and surveyor of South -
ampton-street, Holborn, to recover the sum of 16/. 13a 9dbalance of work done by a contracter named James, underthe following circumstances.
Mr. Curtis stated that, in the beginning of August last,

a builder narned James applied to liim for an estimate for
the zmo work required for two houses in the New-cutliambeth

;
and having gone over the matter he wasunable to give any distinct figure, and no special price

being unknown to him,he tqJd him, before he commenced the job, that he should
require some solvent person to become answerable for thepayment for the work done

;
and Mr. Solomon, on beingapmied to, agreed to become answerable.

“

He^d all the work required, and Mr. James paid him
one cheque and Mr. Solomon another, as the work went
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on, still leaving the balance now sued for. Mr. Jiimes,

not being in a position, and refusing, to pay tbe remainder

of the account, he had no alternative but to fall baci on

the defendant, and for whom the work had been executed

to hia satisfaction.
. , a

In cross-examination by Mr. Lewis, the witness an-

mitted a letter produced to be his handwriting. This

letter was addressed to Mr. Solomon, and one

recited, “Mr. James, of Newman-street, has appointed

me to do certain zinework for two houses in the New-cut,

Lambeth, and has referred me to you for payment. He
received a cheque of the defendant's for twenty-five pounds,

after that letter was sent.

The answer to the case was, that James had a large con-

tract with the defendant, and that all the guarrfntee given

by Mr. Solomon was, promising Mr. Curtis to do all he

could to see James paid him for the work done, and with

instead of giving James a cheque for twenty-
>. -Kr.

this view, instead of giving „ t ,

five pounds to pay Mr, Curtis, Mr. Solomon sent the

money direct to the plaintill’.
_

Mr. Solomon positively denied givmg the plaintiU

guarantee for payment, or saying he would be liable
;

:

Sir. Curtis's own letter showed this by saying, ‘he

referred to him for payment.” .

The learned Judge observed that there was a consider-

able conflict of evidence between the parties, aud there

was no written guarantee produced, or indeed any reliable

parole promise to pay, and in the face of the plaintill a

own letter, he could not do otherwise than find for the

defendant.
Verdict for the defendant accordingly, with costs.

be suffered to lounge and appear carelosa of

their work, whilst elegance and gracefulness of

the person, and freedom of the thumb, fingers,

and wrist, would add to tbe well being of every

pupil ? Again, teachers of drawing expect their

pupils to di-aw straight lines, which they cannot

draw themselves, aud which do not exist in

nature.

With these preliminaries, is it too much to

suggest a discussion of the subject io private and

public meetings to consider before we commit

further inroads in inefficiencies, whilst some ten

or more objects from nature are ready for

examination to supersede present plans ?

Let US get rid of rubbish, instead of cherishing

“oily talk ” from the Privy Council amidst the

national disgrace in artistic drawing.

William Parker, M.E.C.S.

WARMING.
Sib,—

I

observe a letter in your last number signed

“Reader,” asking if “Lewis's Patciit_ "Warm Air-

Chamber Fireplaces,” which I described in your paper

of February 18, 1871, ashaving used in my rcsideucc, cun-

tinuc to answer my expectations.
_

In reply, I beg to say that they answer splendidly in

my house and others where I have used them,

The other day I received a commission to build a bouse,

through a gentleman, a stranger to me, having “been struck

with the economical way I had warmed a house ” in which

I used them. I have advised Mr. Lewis to send his

address to your advertising columns, so that “Reader” and

others may find him out. F.R.I.B.A.

SCAFFOLD HIRING.

In the Clerkenwell County Court last week, Mr. Terrey,

builder, of Bowling-green-lane, sued Mr. Leggatt, house

decorator, of 16, Little George-street, Portman-square,

for the hireof scaffolding and trestles, and the sum claimed

was Ql. lOs.

Mr. Terrev stated in March, 1871, Mr. Leggatt was

painting the’Romau Catholic Chapel, inEosomoud-street,

and hired two trestles, boards, &c., for which he agreed

to pay Is. 6d. per day. A deposit of a sovereign was made,

and the goods had not yet been returned. The original

value waslOL, and he estimated their worthnow at 71. 10s.,

and deducting the IL paid left the sum now claimed.
_

Upon cross-examination by the defendant, the plaintiff

Stated there was no specific arrangement as to the ten

hiring of the goods, or if they were returned in teu i .

half the deposit was to be returned. He did not agree to

fetch them away from tbe job, but expected them to be

brought back by the hirer, which was the custom of the

In answer to the claim, Mr. Leggatt said he agreed with

Mr. Terrey for the use of the things for ten days, and the

job for which they were required was finished in eight

days. The understanding was, that Mr. Terrey was to

fetch the trestles, &o., away, but as he did not send for

them after remaining at the job for some lime, they were

sent to witness’s place of business, where they were now

;

but he had uot made use of them since. He refused to

give them up unless half the deposit was returned. The
whole lot were not worth more than 5/., having been
strengthened by iron plates.

Mr. Terrey said the trestles were perfectly sound when
he let Mr. Leggatt have them, and he paid about 91. lOs.

for them second-hand.
The Judge said the plaintiff had sued both for hire and

value. Ho could not lire two guns at once, and he must
nonsuit him.
The plaintiff did not appear to understand the reason

of not being able to recover both ways
;
but the decision

does not prevent him sning either for hire or value at a

future time.

PRESENTATION TO AN ARCHITECT.

Let us note a novelty. Last week Mr. Alex.

Reid, architect, Elgin, met a large number of

his business friends, by invitation, in the

Assembly Rooms, Elgin, where, at an entertain-

ment they presented him with a very handsome

marriage gift—plate and other articles, to the

value of 1801., including a gold necklet and

locket for the lady of his choice, as a mark of

their respect, and. of their appreciation of his

professional abilities. Major Johnston, New-
mill, presided, and made the presentation in a

happy speech, proposing, at the same time, the

health of Mr. Reid, and wishing that the inter-

esting event, in view of which they had met

that evening, might bring to him every possible

happiness. The toast was received with enthu-

siasm, and Mr. Reid tastefully acknowledged the

toast and the presents.

ous manner. By this means the iron rod, which

baa been hanging from the top of the spire by

the most slender hold, was brought down. It*

had broken off close by the top of the ball of lead

which forms the cap of the steeple, the corrosion

being caused by the galvanic action of the two-

metals, iron and lead. To avoid corrosion in

the future, it is proposed to pub a cast-iron cap

in place of the lead one ; and a new iron rod, of

a similar design to tbe old one, with a cross, is

being forged by Mr. Jos. Wray, of tbe Bridge-

end. The old weathercock, which is of copper,

has been re-gilded by Mr. John Willis, and it was
expected that in about a week the whole work
would be completed.

THE STREETS OF DUBLIN.

Sib,—

I

have been informed that a well-known

and well-informed member of the corporation

has unexpectedly turned upon that august body,

and administered a rebuke, the severity of which

can be well estimated by those who know him

as an accurate and conscientious observer. The

gentleman referred to is reported to have publicly

said that the streets of Dublin were kept con.

stantly clean and in a state of thorough repair.

I doubt that Socrates himself ever used

more scathing irony against the sophists than

did the energetic member of the corporation of

this city when he spoke those over-to-be-remem-

bered words
j
and I trust that my dowu-trodden

aud over-taxed fellovv-citizens will with me take

heart, now that we have so potent an advocate

of those rights for which we pay so heavily, but

have not. Dubliniexsis.

MEETING OF DELEGATES OF SANITARY
AUTHORITIES AT SHREWSBURY.

Ox Friday in last week a meeting of

delegates from the various sanitary autho-

rities of Sliropshire and some portions of

the adjacent counties was held in the Shire-

hall at Shrewsbury, to consider the appoint-

ment of a medical officer under the Public Health

Act of 1872. The chairman reported tliat the

following unions assented generally to the joint

appointment of a medical officer of health,

namely,—Atcham, Church Stretton, Clun, Lud.

low, Forden, Shifnal, Madoley, Bridgnorth, and
Cleobury Mortimer

;
and that Newport and

Tenhury would probably join. It was resolved

that one medical officer of health be appointed

for all the assenting unions
;
that the appoint-

ment bo made, in the first instance, for two
years

j
that the salary be 800J. per annum, to

include travelling and all other expenses, and

that the medical officer devote his whole time to

the duties of bis office. It was further agreed,

That the testimonials be examined, and the

appoinfment made, by three delegates from each

sanitary authority.” The chairman, Captain

Severn©, and Mr. Corbett, were requested to

advertise for candidates, and to aiTange the

other preliminaries for the election of the

medical officer of health.

VARIORUM.

ART AND DESIGN.

Sir,—

A

s this subject has attracted much
attention of late through Sir Arthur Helps’s

observations thereon at Portsmouth in these

words, “ Lot us get rid of inaccuracy,” &c., it

should also be shown in the press, through your
kindness, that inaccuracy commences in our

schools of art by pupils not bolding tbe pencil

aright, as seen in the Bathforum school of art,

where some sixty boys were instructed, and only

one or two held the pencil right according to a

surgeon holding the dissecting-knife, as an

example of tbe scientific mode of holding pencil

and pen. Other inaccuracies exist in the

patterns of nothing for pupils to copy, whereas
nature is full of examples that are worthy of

notice, such as are represented in drawings from
nature from the microscope by Leeuwenhoek,
wherein the first lessons in drawing in parallel,

horizontal, and perpendicular lines are available,

besides in patterns for artistic work. Further-

more, the performances of celebrated artists in

our weekly periodicals and other works show sad

falling away from Hogarth’s criticism of art and

design. The qnestion now is, should science and

nature he neglected in preference to men’s crude

notions of the present day ? Again, the drill is

introduced into schools
j
wherefore should pupils

BARROW-IN-FURNESS.

The mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of the

young and vigorous borough of Barrow-in-

Furness have a Bill before Parliament, that has

passed Standing Orders this week, in which they

ask for Parliamentary powers to accomplish

various important objects. These include powers

to make additional waterworks and gasworks,

and new streets
;
for extending the limits within

which they may supply gas and water; for

making a railway or tramway ;
and for other

pnrposes. The estimated expense of the water-

works is 28,0001. ; of the two new streets,

33,000?. ;
and of the railway, 1,460?. The cor-

poration also ask for powers by tbe Bill to erect

and maintain, at such time as may seem fib, a

town-hall and public buildings, at a cost of

25,0001.

STEEPLE-JACK ON DARLINGTONCHURCH
SPIRE.

During the heavy gales last November, the

iron rod on which the weather-cock of this

church was placed gave way, and its vane is now
being restored by Messrs. Sanderson & Proctor,

of Huddersfield. In order to reach the top of

the church spire, instead of scaffolding, only a

few iron spikes were driven into the joints of

the stone work at intervals, the workman being

slung in a kind of saddle, which whs removed
higher up as every fresh spike was driven in. A
rope with blocks and pulleys was at length

securely fastened round the highest part of the

spire, and by that means the men ascended and

descended in aremarkably simple though danger-

“ A Few Thoughts on Sanitary Questions, by
T. W. Wallis,” Sanitary Engineer (Larder,

Louth), interest os mainly because they are the

work of one who some years ago made himself

worthily known by the production of some
admirable carvings of dead game, for which
medals were justly awarded him. Mr. Wallis

has changed his profession, and we are sorry for

it. Tho letters here put together doubtless woke
up some of the good people of Louth and its

neighbourhood, and will do good elsewhere.

Nevertheless, we regret his loss in the practice

of an art the difficulties of which he had

mastered. A second edition has been pub-

lished by Messrs. Stevens & Haynes, of “ The
Rule of the Law of Fixtures,” by Archibald

Brown, Barriater-at-Law (Bell -yard, Temple

Bar, 1872). Its distinctive feature is that it

includes a statement of the principal American
decisions. Some recent Scotch and Irish oases

ai'e also added. The Council of the Society of

Arts have issued in a separate form (Bell &
Daldy, York-street), some Reports on the London
International Exhibition, 1872, prepaied under

their direction. As the Council “ desii-o it to be
understood that, in publishing these reports, they

do not necessarily adopt all the views expressed

in them, which must be taken as those of the

writers only,” tbe writers’ names should have

been given. “ Notes on the Elements of

Algebra and Trigonometry,” by William N.
Griffin, B.D. (Longmans, Green, & Co.), includes

solutions of the more difficult questions. The

student who uses the book in lieu of a master

most not turn too soon to this part of it.

“ Mathematical proficiency results, not from

inspecting the solutions of a number of examples,

but from the hours of patient thought spent in

drawing from them the power of solving other

similar examples which may arise.” Tbe new
number of the Quarterly includes an article on
“ Tho Exhaustion of the Soil of Great Britain,”

which should interest many of our readers.

The Mechanics’ ilayazine, after a career of half

a century (being the oldest technical periodical

in existence), will henceforth appear in an

enlarged and improved form under the title of

Iron, which sufficiently indicates the more com-

prehensive programme of the new series as a

reflex of everything affecting this important

,

interest and all its ramifications. “ Nations,
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Languages, and Tongues.” Messrs. Hall & Co.,

of Paternoster-row, announce, under tins title,

the publication of a Eudimcntary Dictionary of
Universal Philology.

®isc£llanca.

Decoration of the Mansion-house, Lon-
don.—The two state drawing-rooms have been
painted, gilt, and enriched. The ground of the
centre of the ceiling is white, the panels and
borders, as well as the surrounding cornices,
being etched in gold; the coved portion beyond,
extending to the walls, is of a light cream colour,
and embellished with elaborate gilding. The City
Press gives a fuller description :—The walls are
painted in parti-colour, a delicate Wedgwood
blue predominating, and the large panels are
covered with richly-hgured amber satin, sur-
rounded by massive gilt mouldings. Both
apai'tments have also been fitted with large
dogstone fire ranges, with marble fenders,
polished steel bars, and encaustic tile hearths.
The Venetian Parlour has been embellished.
The centre of the ceiling, like the state
drawing-rooms, is white and gold, the enrich,
mcnt^ of the panelling being exceedingly
artistic. The festoons of fruit and flowers
around the cove of the ceiling have also been
tastefully ornamented and gilt, while the enrich,
ments and gilding of the bold cornice immediately
beneath are a striking feature in the decorations,
The painting of the walls consists of a buff ground,
the columns aud pilasters, together with the
panels containing the large mirrors around the
apartment, being gilt and ornamented, as well
as the framework and mouldings around the
large circular window overlooking Queen Vic-
toria-street. The decorations of the Long Par-
lour (approached from the saloon and vestibule)
are among the principal features in the oma-
mentation of the interior. As regards the ceil-
ing, noted for its elaborate mouldings, and their
extreme heaviness, a change has been effected.
All the flat portion of the ceiling is in white and
gold, while the upright portion is in a light tint,
the soffits and the styles being in Wedgwood
blue, and the whole enriched by massive gilding.
That portion of the walls between the skirting
and the surbase is in panels painted in varied
rich colours.

The Kendal Sewage Scheme.—Mr. Black-
burn, of Aldershott,' accompanied by the Mayor
and the Borough Surveyor, have made an in-
spection of the Kendal Corporation land at Watts-
field, with the view generally of advising the
Council upon its adaptability for utilising the
sewage of the town, and also what in other
respects would bo the best plan for disposing of
the sewage of Kendal. His report will, we nn-
derstand, be unfavourable to irrigating the
greater portion of the recently.purchased Watts-
field Estate, with sewage, on account of the great
cost wliich pumping up the sewage would entail
and its comparatively worthless nature when
pumped. Mr. Blackburn is of opinion that suffi.
cieut land can be obtained below the present farm,
which can be in-igated by gravitation. He is
decidedly adverse to corporate bodies enga'^ino'
in sewage farming. A difficulty that has struckmm in the way of utilising the Kendal sewage
18 the unusual quantity of surface and spring
water that finds its way into the drains.

Proceedings at the Iron
Church, Prodsham. — One morning lately,
^ibout two (a.m.), a number of men were found
busy, under the direction of the vicar, erecting a
wooden addition to the iron church, projecting
from one side, and some 9 ft. square, whifst one
or two others were endeavouring to demolish part
of the work as fast as it was being proceeded with;
but, as the vicar’s force was much the strongest^
and being well supplied with beer and pics, the
other party had to give way. Between ten and
eleven o’clock the same morning, however, some
freshactore, with axes, saws, files, chisels, &c.,com.
menoed, in a very summary way, to reduce the
dimensions of the new erection by cutting about
2 ft. off the outer- side, and, as there was no
opposing force present, this part of the drama
was soon accomplished. It seems there is a
dispute between the vicar and the owner of the
l^d adjoining as to the exact boundary of the
site of the church, the owner of that land con-
tending that it was an encroachment to the
extent of the piece cut off.

Patent Gas-bumers.—At a recent conver-
sazione of the Birmingham and Midland Institute,
Messrs. JohnWright & Co. exhibited a series of
models of Wallace’s patent gas-burners, which
are said to have solved the problem of burning
a mixture of air and gas with certainty and
safety under all conditions of pressure or quality
of gas. The lower part of the flame contains a
conical space whose surface is of a brilliant
emerald green colour

;
and this is surmounted

by a clear amber flame. The temperature of
this flame is such that, coming from a half-inch
Bunsen burner tube at main pressure, it will, it

isjsaid, readily melt brass, silver, gold, or copper.
The e-xperiment was made frequently during the
evening with copper, the drops of molten metal
falling into a glass vessel of water. The tern,
perature of the flame is estimated at about
3,000“ Fahrenheit. The size of the burners
ranged from the common laboratory burner,
consuming 3 ft. per hour, to the steam-boiler
furnace, which would burn 80 ft. per hour. Such
a burner would need good ventilation.

Fatal Accident. — In St. Bride - street,
opposite Harp-alley, Farringdou-street, a stone
outlet is being constructed by Messrs. Noel &
Robson, contractors for the Metropolitan Board
of Works, to carry off the overflow water
from St. Pancras, where the storm floods from
the Higligate hills are intercepted at Wliarf.
road, and 80 directed from the Fleet sewer and
emptied into the Thames at Blackfriars Bi’idge.
A wooden platform had been erected about
12 ft. above the level of the railway, and upon
this was deposited the wet clay raised through
shafts some 50 ft. in depth, and which was con-
stantly being carted away. As Samuel Burton,
a bricklayers’ labourer, and Samuel Thompson, a
miner, were passing under the heavily.weighted
platform, the timbers suddenly gave way, and
both men were buried under the falling mass of
wet clay. Thompson was speedily rescued, and
conveyed to St. Bartholomew’s Hospital

; but
when Burton was dug out he was quite dead.
Thompson has received such injuries as to make
his recoveiy doubtful.

An Aquarium for Scarborough. — A re.
port, to the town council, of a committee, on
a letter from Mr._ J. McMillan, proposing to
erect a large public aquarium at Scarborough
similar to that at Brighton, has been considered
by the council. The plans were prepared by
Mr. T. Birch, C.E. The committee recommended
that the council grant to the promoters for 999
years, the land applied for, at an annual rent of
2001. The cost of the construction would be
from 30,0001. to 40,0001. After a long discus-
sion, however, a resolution was passed to the
effect that while the council approved of the
scheme, the consideration of the terms and con-
ditions should be referred back to the committee.

Grainers and Marblers.—A large meeting,
composed of London imitators of woods and
marbles, was held on Friday evening, January 17,
at the Earl Cathcart Tavern, Munster-square'
Regent’s Park, to take into consideration the
formation of a trade-union, and to discuss various
matters connected with their interests. The
chair was taken by Mr. Keusib, and supported
by Mr. Dickson. The objects of the society
were explained by Mr. Jas. MTntosh in a very
able manner, and many useful suggestions were
then made and discussed by the several pex-sons.
A committee was formed to draw up rules for
the guidance of its future members, and, after
passing a vote of thanks to the chairman, the
meeting separated.

Messrs. Longman’s Scientific and Educa-
tional Works.—We may do good by directing
attention to the remarkable series of educational
and scientific books advertised by Messrs. Lonn'.
mans. Green, & Co., in the present and a previous
number of our jom-nal. Their stock of such
works must bo enormous, and all engaged in
teaching or anxious to learn may find in it proper
instruments for their purpose. From the list
advertised in our present number we would select
Ure’s "Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and
Commerce,” Brande’s " Dictionary of Science,
Literature, and Art,” aud Gwilt’s " Encyclopaedia
of Arclutecture,” as three of the most useful
works we know.

Institution of Surveyoi*s.—At the next
meeting, to be held on Monday evening,
January 27th, the discussion on the Paper by
Mi. W. Sfcurge, entitled “ Statistical Notes on the
Prices of Agricultural Produce, Labour, and
Rent, from the Early Part of the Last Century
to the Present Time,” will be resumed.

The Wigan Infirmary Exhibition.—At a
special^ meeting of the Wigan town council, a
resolution has been unanimously passed, com.
plying with the request of the Wigan Infirmary
Exhibition and Bazaar Committee, that the cor-
poration should authorise the mayor to invite
the Queen, or such other member of the Royal
Family as -her Majesty should bo pleased to
appoint to represent her on the occasion of the
opening of the institution. The infirmary has
been erected at a cost of nearly 30,0001., the
whole of which has been raised by public sub-
scription; and the Exhibition and Fancy Fair
are intended to raise 5,0001. for necessary fur-
nishiDg, endowment, «tc. The district of the
institution includes neaily all the mining and
manufacturing district of South Lancashire.

London International Exhibition, 1873.
The fourth meeting of the committee on cooking
was held on Saturday last, at the offices, Gore
Lodge, South Kensington. The committee con-
sidered certain proposals with reference to a
practical and instructive illustration of popular
cooking, as adapted to the requirements of the
middle and lower classes, and they inspected
sites in the Exhibition buildings which appeared
suitable for the purpose. After having passed
resolutions containing recommendations to her
Majesty’s Commissioners as to the best executiva
arrangements for the class, the committee ad-
journed until Monday, the 27th inst. Much
good might bo done by this committee.

Ipswich Mechanics’ Institution: Portrait
of Mr. Thomas Shave Gowing.—A number
of friends, recognising Mr. Gowing’s long and
invaluable services to the Ipswich Mechanics*
Institution, determined to have his portrait
painted and to present it to that institution. Mr.
W. R. Symonds, of Ipswich, was intrusted with
the commission, and the portrait is now on view
in the library of the Townhall. The young
artist, says a local paper, has caught Mr .

Gowing’s expression just at the time he has set
the mechanics’ committee in a roar with a pun
or epigram. Round the room are hung several
paintings by local artists.

Cleveland Institute of Engineers, Mid-
dlesbrough.— The monthly meeting of this
Institute has been held at Middlesbrough

j

Mr. Jeremiah Head, president, in the chair. A
paper was read by Mr. John Dunning, C.E., oh
his proposed plan for converting the river Tees
into a dock. The chairman, in commenting on
the plan, expressed the opinion that it was a
very practical one, and that the real difficulties

in the way would not be of an engineering
nature, but would lie in legal opposition and
preconceived notions. An interesting discussion
ensued.

Camberwell.—The old mansion situated at
the foot of Denmark-hill, Camberwell, which
was erected by Sir Christopher Wren upwards
of 200 years ago, has been disposed of by auction,

as materials, in upwards of 100 lots, and will now
at once be demolished, in order to make way for
the erection of about 200 houses, which are about
to be built on the site and the grounds connected
with the mansion, which are about to be laid out
in streets. The mansion is identified with
Mrs. Thrale and the family who founded the
great firm of Barclay, Perkins, & Co., when
Dr. Johnson was a frequent visitor there.

Grimsby Docks.— Sii- E. Watkin and several

of the directors of the Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire Railway Company, together with
Mr. R. G. Underdown, the general manager,
and Mr. C. Sacre, engineer, have visited Grimsby,
for the purpose of ascertaining by personal in-

spection the additional facilities required to
meet the necessities of the greatly increasing
timber trade on the west aide, and the general
export and import trade on the east side. It is

probable that a road at the rear of the timber
yards will be taken in and added to the timber
ground.

Ancient Architectural Remains in Salis-
bury.—Remarkable antiquarian discoveries are
being made in Salisbury. The massive founda-
tions of the south-east corner of the old
monastery are laid bare. The hardness and
compactness of the concrete are referred to as
showing how well our ancestors understood the
art of building ; but this hardness of the concrete
partly at least depends on its age.

Pine Arts, Oxford.—Mr. John Eusktn has
been re-elected to the office of Slade Professor
of Fine Arts, in Oxford, without opposition.
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Sewerage of Nestou and Parkgate.—At
the last meeting of the Local Board at Neston,

instractions wore given to Messrs. Reade &
Goodifion, civil engineers, of Liverpool, to pre-

pare tho necessary plans and sections for tho

complete sewerage of the district. The water-

supply being now completed, a system of sewer,

age has become indispensable. The question of

utilisation is still an open one, but as the nature

of the district is adapted to irrigation works,

they may probably be eventually adopted.

Knislip, Middlesex.—This fine old church,

which some years ago was restored to a con-

siderable extent by Sir Gilbert Scott, has had a

handsome reredos put up across the chancel, and

some other works latterly carried out from the

designs of Mr. R. L. Roumieu. It has also been

warmed by hot water by Messrs. Bacon’s patent.

Messrs. Hebbius & Tasler, of Kingston, were the

masons
;
and Mr. Cox the builder. The whole

of these works have been done at the expense of

one of the churchwardens, Mr. R. Parnell.

Winchester New Guildhall.—It is reported

locally that in consequence of the extreme wet
weather, and the existence already of a slight

bulge in the western wall of the large ball

(wMcb, however, has not increased for some
weeks), the propriety of buttressing the wall has

been canvassed in committee. The four statues

of Egbert, Alfred the Great, Henry III. (of

Winchester), and Florence de Lunn, tho first

mayor, are placed in position in the front.

Patent Pipes and Boilers.—Mr. T. S.

Truss, C.E., has patented a joint for piping

which can be applied by any unskilled person. It

consists of an india-rubber band, which passes

over the ends of both of the pieces to be joined,

and which is retained in itg place by the applica-

tion of a circular iron band. This band is divided

into three portions, and these are tightened into

their places by nuts aud screws.

The Rating of Metalliferous Mines.

—

At Truro, on the 21st inst., a large meeting,

which was attended by Mr. Pendarves Vivian,

I.P., Mr. Brydges Willyams, M.P., and Mr. St.

Aubyn, M.P., was held to consider the subject

of the rating of metalliferous mines. A com-
mittee was appointed to draft a Bill in which
the principle of the rating of lord’s dues was
unanimously affirmed.

Cannon-street and Ludgate-liill Poot-
bridges.—Tho Court of Common Council have
referred to the Bridge House Committee to ascer-

tain upon what terms and conditions Cannon-
street footbridge can be thrown open to the

public, and to report thereon to the court
j
also

to inquire and repoi't why the footway at Lud-
gate-hill had not hitherto been thrown open to

tho public.

Demolition of a Factory Chimney.—Last
week a square chimney-stalk, 111ft. high, on
the site of the Church-street Mills, Preston, was
razed to the ground . The chimney, which was 3 ft.

out of the perpendicular, stood in a crowded and
busy part of the town. The work of demolition,
though both difficult and dangerous, was accom-
plished without injury to the sun-ounding pro-

perty, in the presence of a considerable crowd.

South London Working Men’s CoUege.

—

Professor Huxley, F.R.S., the Principal of the
College, will preside at a general meeting on
Tuesday evening, January 28th, when a lecture
will be given by Mr. J. H. Freeman, F.R.A.S.,
on ” Star Showei's.” New classes in French,
Geography, and History will begin, we hear, in

tho following week.

The late Mr. M. B. Newton,—Wo regret
to hear of the death of Mr. Marcus Bourne
Newton, at his residence, Highbury. He was for
many years London agent to Messrs. Joseph Clifi

& Bon, of Wortley, near Leeds. He was well
known in the builduig trade, as a man of
information, aud was greatly esteemed by all

Ms friends.

Sculpture, Burlington House.—The added
story for the Royal Academy, at Burlington
House, will receive the adornment of eight

statues. These are, of course, to be executed by
members of the Academy.

Burlington Pine Arts Club.—An exhibi-

tion of the collected works of the late George
Mason, A.R.A., has been opened in the gallery

of this club, Savile-row, and will be found
interesting.

Dalbeattie Quarries.—Some of our readers

may be interested iu knowing that Messrs. R. &
J. Newall’s quarry and his polishing business have

been transferred to Messrs. Shearer Smith & Co.

TENDERS
For alterations and additions to house and shop at

Sydenham, for Mr. J. Smith. Messrs. Tolley & Dale,

architects :

—

Contract No. 1, Contract No. 2 .

Burchell £579 10 0 £160 0 0

Amer 625 0 0 185 0 0
HoUidge 628 0 0 147 0 0

Thomas 620 0 0* 150 0 0
• Accepted.

For n n sewers and other works, Portmadoc, Messrs.

Hughes

Lewis 4 Davies (accepted) . .... 1,465

For house for Mr, J. F. Honey, Stockwcll.
Timewell, architect :

—

Pharoah 916
Cubledick (too late) 900
Harrop (accepted) 855 0 0

For completing two houses, Isleworth-road, Twicken-
ham. Mr. W. C. Banks, architect

Farthing £703 0 0
Vaughan 745 0 0
Story 700 0 0

For tho warming of the Memorial Hall, Farringdon-
street, to plans prepared by Mr. Hood. Messrs. Tarring

& Son, architects ;

—

Boulting £793 11 4
Rosser & Russell 670 0 0
Benham & Sons 620 0 0
Gimson ‘

616 0 0
Smith 611 0 0
Rosser & Russell (altcrnatiro
plan) 677 0 0

None of the above were accepted, but the work was
placed in Mr. Hood's hands.

Bath and other Building Stones of Best
QuaHty.—RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.
Limited, Quarrymon and Stone Merchants.

List of Prices at the Quarries and Depdts, also

Cost of Transit to any part of the United
Kingdom furnished on application to

Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.—fAnvT.^

Ashton & Green, Slate, Iron, and Marble
Merchants, and Quarry Agents.—Roofing

Slates,—Bangor, Blue, Red, and Green ;
Bluo

Portmadoc; and Whitland Abbey Green. The
new “ Permanent ” Green, weight the same
as Bangor, and uniformity of cleavage equal.

Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimnoypieces,

Inscription Tablets, &c. Stoves, Ranges, and

Builders’ Ironmongery. A. & G.’s special Red
Ridge Tiles. Large show of all goods at 14 and

15, Bury-street, St. Mary-Axe, London, E.C.

Drawings and prices upon application accom-

panying trade card.—[Advt.3

•Rilla of Quantities, Specifications, &c.,

Lithofrraphed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
29, Charing-cross, S.W., with accuracy and

punctuality. Plans and Di'awings Copied,

Traced, or Lithographed.— [Anvr.]

P'or new Parochial Institution, St. James’s, Netting
hill. Mr. R, J. Withers, architect

Webber Cl,749 0 0
Hockley 1,568 0 0
Dove, Brothers 1,-185 0 0
Sharpington & Colo 1,477 0 0
Revised estimate,

—

Sharpington & Cole 1,339 0 0

I, for Mr. T.

J. L. B A C 0 N & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

IMPROVED HOT - WATER
APPARATUS,

FOR WARMING AND VENTILATING
Private Houses, Churches, Schools, Hospitals,

Manufactories, Greenhouses, &c.

OFFICES AND SHOW-ROOMS;—

476, NEW OXFORD STREET, London, W.C.

From FARRINGDON ROAD.
Publishers of a Pamphlet on *• Hot-Water Heating.”

COLUMNS, Staiicheons, and GIRDERS,
at a DAY'S NOTICE, QUALITY * FINISH UN8UB1UVSSED.

ORR & M'LEAN,
UNION FOUNDRY, 124, GOLDEN LANE, E.C.

lUin-plpe. Gutter, Stovo, Range, ami Nail

WAREHOUSE. 84, HATTON GARDEN. E.C.

Catalogue. i)rice 2». 6>l- deducted from ftr»t order. Eatiuiates tree.

Moreland
Eoon & Barton
Newman A Maun ....

Linfield

Crabb

Browne & Robinson
,

Sharpington & Cole...

Thomas
Little

Woodward
Bowman
Scrivener & White ...

Merritt & Ashby

..£4,530 0 0

.. 4,390 0 0

.. 4,150 0 0

.. 4,090 0 0

.. 4,016 0 0

.. 3,904 0 0

.. 3.897 0 0

.. 3,888 0 0

.. 3,795 0 0

.. 3,779 0 0

.. 3,775 0 0

.. 3,696 0 0

.. 3,678 0 0

.. 3,349 0 0

For the erection of a house on the Anson Estate, in

Carlton-road, Tufaell Park, for Mr. J. P. Woulfc. Mr.
G. Truefltt, architect :

—

Ball (accepted) £979 0 0

For the completion of the Oval-road Schools and pre-

mises, for the Croydon School Board. Mr. C. Henman,
architect. Quantities by Mr. J. S. Perry ;

—

Jarrett
Bourne
Smith
Hide...
Wright, Brothers, & Goodehild
HoUidge
Peskett 4; Taylor (accepted) ...

£3,198 0 0
3,153 0 0
3,055 0 0
2,946 0 0
2,915 0 0
2,909 0 0
2,71 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
B.—T. R.- ). T.—T. N. M.-

B
CONTRACTS

—

continued from p. ii.

UILDEES desirous of TENDERING for

3ERS0NS desirous of TENDERING for

the Gipsy Hill Station of the LonJoiv, Brighton, -and Sout

Coast Railway, can see the plans and ^eclfloations, and olAaiii

of Tender, on application to

Arcliitect. Ill, King Wilti/iin-eti

. HORACE A. ALEXANDER.

IHRIST CHURCH, MIDDLESEX.—Th&
' Churchw.miens will meet iu their Vestri'-rooin, SpitalBelds

Church, on TUESDAY, the 11th of FEBRUARY next, at TWELVE
o'clock at noon precisely, to receive and open TENDERS for IN-

CLOSING, RAISING, and REF.WING a portion of the Churchyard,

Repairing the 'Wall aud Piers iu Church-street. Providing and Fixing

-w Iron Gates, Railing, 4c. Plans, speclflcatiou, aud draft contract,

may Ije seeu at the Office of Messrs. TOLLEY 4 DALE. 13, Angel-

cotit, Throgniorton-street. E.C. and -- '>* - “= •‘-.-..-•--t

8i>italfleldB, where Tenders (sealed__ marked "Tender for Gates")

wiil be "reoelveii prior to the meeting, at which persons Tendering

must attend or be represented. The Churchwardens wU
to accept the lowest or any Tender.

10 ENGINEERS and SURVEYORS.—
- — - -

, (lejlrons of receiving

d FINISHED PLAN5-,, Keighley I/>cal Board of

TENDERS for the making of anew 8URVEY
of their district to a scale of .30 feet to an him*.

within a circle of one mile radius from the four cro

centra of the town of Keighley (except where it touch,

of Bingleyl about 1.800 acres, and is contained

inch Urdiia

.—0. C,— R. L. — S. 5.

j' L.-H. F.-K B^x' 31^1(1 4 ^us.-R 4 T.-G. A.-IV. M. E.-

L. A. (the papers seem of old da te).—R. L, (in type).

We are compelled to decline polutiug out books end giving

addresses,

All statements of facta, lists of tenders, 4e., must be accompanied

by the name and eddj-eea of the sender, not necessarily lor

publication.

Note.—

T

lie responsibility of signed articles, and papers rend at

public meetings, rests of course with the authora

in the
Ixvr'isU

sets 189 and -300 of
tion and funns of

. Ined on and alter

I Tenders endoreed
jeforeTHURSD.VY.
ers. Tho Board do-

... ’Tender.

HENRY ALTY, C.E. Engineer to the Local Board.

Keighley. January 15th, 1873.

of the speciRi

MONDa'y.'^ J^'^RY CTth, 1873, and^ eealed

“ Tender lor New Survey,” must be sent to me b

FEBRUARY 13tli. 1873. No allowance

not pledge themselv^^ ac^t the h

TO10 EOADMAKERS and OTHERS.—The*
Board of 'Works for the Fulham District hereby give NoUoe-

Uiev vrill be prepareil at their next Meetlug. to be held 29tU

JANUARY, 1873, to receive TENDERS for the CONSTRUCTION of

theKOADW.AY and P.AVING the FOOTPATHS of certAin Roade-

known as Cliurch-road. in the Parish of Hamaiersmilh. Stan-

Uy.voatl, Stanley Patk-road, and Grove-rond. in the Parndv

of Fulham A specification of the Intended work may be seen

at the Office of the Board, Broadway House, Hammersmith, anil

ftirther jiartlculars obtained after WEDNE.SDAY,_“'
'"euders to be addressed to tl. .

'Tender for Making Roads," aud
^-ich to be on a separate form, aud n

o'clock on the morning of the day

PUBLISHER’S NOTICES.

The THIRTIETH VOLUME of "THE
BUILDER ” (bound), for the year 1872, is 71010

read]/, price One Guinea. Also,

CLOTH CASES for binding the Numbers,

price Three Shillings each.

SUBSCRIBERS' VOLUMES, on being sent te

the 0ffi.ee, will be bownd at a cost of Four Shil-

lings each.

A COLOURED TITLE-PAGE can be had,

Gratis, on personal application.

18th January, 1873.

THO.'IAS EDWARD JONE.'S, Clerk.

TO
'

0 STONE MERCHANTS and OTHERS.
The Veslrv of the parish of Bermondsey. Surrey, will meet at

Parochial Offices, Russell-street, on 3IONDAY, the 3^ day of

FEBRUARY next, at SIX o’clock in the evening precisely, to receive

TENDERS for tlic SUPPLY of 10.000 feet super of Seoond-cUas

ROCKHILL PAVING. The Tend.
— the price

Ull be delivered before the last day of March next, ali^ng-

sjiTiigall'B Wharf, below Bridge, or at the StoUB_Depot. Midtby-

nMcc- The time named
a fine of It per day will be imposed

day which may be exceeded by the it indi
every

the stone will be ascertained by the Vestry's Snr-

certificate 'as to quantity and quality shall be biuding

the contractor. The atone will be paid for within a month alter

the Surveyor lias given his certificate of the value of the stone de-

livered. The Vestry do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any Tender,—By order,
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Another Loolc at

BdhiaUgrecn Mv.scum.

HE contrast between

the plain, unprotend-

ing exterior of tbe

building at Bethnal-

green, and the oppo-

site character of, some

of the articles at pre-

sent grouped in it for

exhibition, suggests

the reflection whether,

regarded in a certain

light, the outside

aspect is not the more

suitable of the two,

more in keeping at

least with the manners

and associations of the

district. Of course wo
are not here thinking

of the pictures, the

best of which are

things that may be

equally welcome in

palace or cottage
;
but

the articles of orna-

mental art (furniture,

&c.), with which the

ground-floor is largely

taken up, appear to us not quite the best

kind of thing to place in a free exhibition

in such a quarter. A large proportion of

I'them, indeed, would be the wrong kind of

i thing anywhere, consisting as they do to a

I

great extent of that class of modern French

I

ohjets de luxe, such as candelabra, timepieces,

{ bronze and gilt statuettes, &c., the worth of

I

' which consists much more in tbe value and

showiness of the material than in any ex-

cellence of artistic design, or even of execution.

Wo do not forget that they are intended, to a

certain extent, to serve as incentives of work,

men in various branches. Still, rather than these

gold and ormolu “Cupid and nymph” things,

W’e would like to see a good proportion of the

collection illustrating the application of ele-

ganco and refinement of treatment to the ordi-

nary furniture and appurtenances of humbler

life, not necessarily altogether in a cheap form,

but at all events in a form in which the money
value of the articles was not their most import.

I ant claim to attention. In the upstairs cases

there are hero and there very beautiful speci-

mens of ornamental work, chiefly Italian, but in

the collection which first strikes the eye down-
•stairs, gaudiness and mere meretriciousness are

the main characteristics. This, as it seems to

us, is to be regretted.

As to the pictures which form the main attrac-

tion at present, a glance round them in a com.

prehensivo and consecutive manner, may still

bo apropos, more especially as indicating the

extent and manner in which different schools

-arc represented. The arrangement of the pic-

tores, by the way, the larger works round the

wall and the smaller ones on screens, is very

good, and enables each class of work to be well

Been. The English school is not largely repre-

sented, and chiefly by portraits, including two
or three of the beat known and finest by
[Reynolds and Gainsborough. In one of the

Gainsborough portraits of a young lady sitting

under a tree, the pet dog seated beside her on

the bank is a masterpiece in truthfulness of

action. Romney’s portrait of “ Mrs. Robinson”

(19) tends, along with other works at present in

Burlington House, to raise his name very much
above its conventional standing, and puts him
nearer Reynolds than it has been the fashion to

reckon him. Certain Lawrences in the vicinity

look sadly depreciated in such company; and

two pieces of tame classicality (i.e., nudity), by
Westall and Hilton, are among the things which

like some of the Frenchified gilt curiosities

downstairs, seem ont of place here. It appears

scarcely desirable to place subjects of this kind

before uneducated spectators, who are apt to

take (to say the least), a very vulgar view of

them
;
more especially when they happen, as in

this case, to bo very poor art. Such a thing as

the small “ Tarquin and Lucretia,” of Cagnacci

again (257), in which the subject is certainly not

very delicately handled, might as well not have

been bung. Not that there is any large proper-

tion of works here to which such a consideration

would apply
;
but, in regard to Art Exhibitions

for the masses, the point is worth a remark,

whether anything is gained at present by
puzzling their propriety with paintings of which

they only take in the hard fact, not the under-

lying ideal : since what a recent writer in the
;

Contemporary Review has termed “ the law of

modesty in art” is not very well understood at

present, even among the upper classes in English

society. Worth some dozens of average nymph
and Venus pictures are Vandyck’s grand por.

traits of “ Philippe le Roy and bis Wife ”

(59, 63), lent by the King of Holland, the very

embodiments of stately patrician dignity and

sense of power.

The multifarious collections of dead game, and

so forth, by Weenix, in this vicinity, do not raise

one’s idea of this somewhat over-valued painter

of “still life”; the colours are harsh and crude

often, and the texture and brilliant light reflec-

tions proper to plumage and fruit are sometimes

strangely ignored. “Vulgar,” it is to be feared,

must bo written against these productions, by
those who are not taken in by the prestige of a

name. Nor do the landscapes of Ruysdael and

Hobbema, as seen in conjunction here, altogether

realise their reputation. There are finer Ruys-

daels in existence, certaiuly, than these, but

many of this painter’s works tell better in

engraving than in their original form. The
composition is “romantic,” “picturesque,” and
such other adjectives, but then the colouring

and the detail, in rocks and water especially, is

not that of nature. The Hobbemas are tame,

and also with a grey colour not pleasant to the

eye. The artist’s diploma picture, painted for

the Amsterdam Academy (76), in which one

would suppose that he would put forth his best

powers, is certaiuly nob a work to make much
talk about. Both’s glowing landscape (90) is a

much intenser work, a pleasant atmosphere to

be introduced to, and which tells the more from

juxtaposition with the small cool Claude (92),

which in truth it rather overpowers. Tbe

half-length of the Earl of Leicester (9-i), by Sir

Antonio More, is worth attention, for the pictu-

resque and unusual dress, and the pains which

the painter has bestowed upon it. The immense

advantage which the old portrait-painters pos-

sessed in the costumes of their sitters ought to

be always taken into account in drawing any

comparisons between the artistic results of

modern and ancient portrait-painting. Rem-
brandt’s “Youthful Head” (103), his bettor-

known portraits of the “Palekan Family” (100,
'

107), and his superb “Portrait of an Old Lady”
(113), which has been in one of tbe recent Bur-

lington House exhibitions, are all masterpieces

in their way, and things which one is always

glad to meet again. Vandyck’s “Wife of Cor-

nelius de Vos ” (116), with less power than some

of bis works, may be noted as one of the most

beautiful and interesting faces ever seen upon

canvas. Two half-length portraits of Jane Sey-

mour and Edward VI. (Ill, 115), with the name
of Zucchero on the frames, but which are more
cautiously labelled iu the catalogue, “artist

unknown,” are worth special attention. These
are hardly-painted pictures, in low tones on a

very dark ground, somewhat resembling in

general treatment the small profile portrait by
Pietro della Francesca, No. 195 in the present

Burlington House collection. In the “ Jane

Seymour,” the drawing of the features is a little

stiff and angular, hut the general effect, with the

pale dress only a little darker than the flesh-

tint, and the head-dress, in folds of orange and
low purplo, is most delicate and unusual. In
the other the face is better painted, but the

colour not equal to this one. The allegorical

picture by Porhus, “The Power of Love” (120)

(a very sensuous kind of allegory), is well worth
attention for its peculiar motif and fine colour,

and execution of costumes and accessories. On
the small screens iu tMs portion of the collec-

tion are some of the finest existing specimens of

the two great genre painters of the school,

Ostade and Teniers, in which especially the

splendid composition, both as to lines and lights,

whereby the former painter glorified the hum.
blest peasant life of his country, may be studied

to great advantage. Among these, “ Interior,

with Peasants” (128), is perhaps the most per-

feet. A small Terburg, “ A Lady at her

Toilet” (170), should be particularly studied}

it is a masterpiece of tone and execution in

regard both to the figure and the painting of the

marble column and cornice which form part of

the background
;

there are few things in the

Peel collection at the National Gallery to equal

this. Among the few Italian pictures Canaletto

is predominant, and is seen here to the greatest

advantage; “Venice, from the Giudecca ”

(256), is a particularly good specimen, with its

expanse of reddish brown quay iu the fore-

ground, which throws back so well the dis-

tant city seen across the water. Domenichino’s
“ Woman in Eastern Costume ” (202) is a fine

thing in the painter’s usual bright, cheerful

manner; and Conegliano’s “ St. Katharine of

Alexandria” (265), rather crude in colour, is a

capital example of what may be called decora-

tive painting, in style and manner. But worth

more than all the other Italian works, and,

indeed, one of tbe finest things in the whole

place, is the Gioi^ione, “ Venus disarming

Lovo” (263). The tone of the landscape is

quite unreal, it is true, but then so are tbe

figures, and the whole thing is in perfect keeping,

and suffused with a glow of colours quite magi-

cal in .its war'mth and intensity. There is no

Titian worth saying much about
;

and the

Spanish school is represented mainly by Murillo.

There is one fine and well-known Velasquez, the

portrait of the little “ Infante of Spain ” (299),

looking like an inverted wineglass in his stiff

frock, which, for its splendid qualities of execu-

tion, is likely to retain its hold on our admira-

tion more permanently than many pictures of a

more aspiring type in regard to subject.

The most interesting portion of the picture

exhibition, however, is the French collection

;

interesting, because of its remarkably high

average merit, and because it illustrates a school

of painters whose works we have not often such

an opportunity of studying and comparing; viz.,

the French painters of the last generation and

the older men of the present generation. Here

is the larger copy of Ary Scheffer’s finest picture

the “ Francesca da Rimini ” (366) ; one of the

few works in which the artist escaped from the

region of mere sentiment, and rose to the expres-

sion of passion and tragic power,—a picture far

superior in conception and artistic power to the

theatrical “ Christus Consolator,” or the placid

“Dante and Beatrice,” by which Scheffer is beat

known to the English public. Of one most re-^

markable artist of the same period, Decamps
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Tvliose works arc almost nnkoown to the public in

England, there are no less than thirty-four speci-

mens, including almost all classes of subject.

The largest of these, “The Patrol at Smyrna”
(35), has been engraved in an English pub-
lication j it is one of the finest combinations of

humour and of biilliant execution we know of

in modem art : the members of the said patrol,

in gay parti-coloured dresses, with their com-
mander in the centre, on a white horse, come
tearing at full speed down a stepped street,

as if they would break their necks and the
horses’, but otherwise with a stolidity of counte-
nance and manner clearly indicating that this is

merely their way of doing the business. Among
other admirable works by Decamp, may bo men.
tioned “A Troop Watering their Ilorses” (337),
“Well in Syria” (482), “Turkish Portress”

(498), “Mules at Boulac” (555), a wonderfully
clever thing

;
“ Villa Doria-Pamfili, near Rome ”

(562) : whoever will compare these three last-

mentioned works, and notice how distinct they
are in subject and treatment, and how excellent
each is in its way, will certainly form a very
high idea of the versatility and power of this

artist, who seems never to have sunk into com-
mon-place, whatever he attempted. One picture
only of his here must be regretted, “An E.vecu-
tion in the East,” as an instance of that tendency
to paint subjects of horrible cruelty, which is

even a greater blot on modern French art than
its sensuality in some other classes of subject;
it is a pity such a work was hung. Close to
“ Tho Patrol ” is one of the finest Corots we
know of, “ Macbeth and Banquo meeting the
Witches ” (356 : the fignres, of course, are quite
subordinate to tbe landscape), and near this is a
beautiful landscape by Rousseau (353), in which
we look into meadow-land and a stream, through
an arch of trees in the foreground. Among the
older French painters wo find on tho walls
Watteau, represented in some of his largest and
best works; notably his “ Picnic Party ” (398),
a charming group of gay figures, among which
should be noticed especially tho two couples in

the background, where a lady is being assisted
to rise from her seat by her companion

;
any-

thing more natural and elegant in manner than
those little figures one could not wish to see.
Greuze is largely represented, chiefly by heads
in his usual manner, and with his usual merits
and demerits. One rather elaborate composition,
however, “The Broken Eggs” (468), shows this
painter in a class of subject in which we seldom
see him, and which in humour and feeling par-
takes of tho characteristics of Wilkie, though
the humour is at once less delicate and less
genuine than that of the Scottish artist. “ The
Death of Marino Faliero,” by Delacroix (371), is

a very fine specimen of this painter. Tbat’mas-
culiue artist and splendid draughtsman, Horace
Vernet, is here in great force

;
among his larger

works are “The Arab Tale-teller ” and “ Joseph’s
Brethren dipping the Coat” (335, 338) ; among
his smaller works on tho screens are noticeable
“A Lion Hunt” (505) and “ Fishermen Embark-

"
(53G), the latter a charming and natural

work,—a single man in a red cap walking over
the beach to his boat in a strong sunlight, which
tlurows his shadow on the face of a quay on the
right. Of Meissonier, again, there are a number
of specimens, of which each seems the best until
you look at the next one; among others, the
first picture he ever exhibited, “Visitors” (546),
in which his peculiar excellences seem already
fully developed. Cloaeto this, “ Napoleon and his
Staff” (546) is a marvel in minute execution of
men and horses; all the cliaractoristio power
and expression in the countenance of tho man
whom Victor Hugo celebrated (in a poem) as
simply “ Lui,” are given on a head about the
size of a pea. Some others of these little works
are quite beyond praise for concentrated power,
brilliancy, and expression; we may name par-
ticularly "Throwing Dice” (537), “Subject
from the Decameron ” (564, a beautiful work), and
“Travellers Halting” (587). One work by
Dupre, “Crossing the Bridge” (595), illustrates
this fine and original landscape artist. Couture’s
“Masqueraders” and “Duel after the Masquer-
ade” (513, 517), should be looked at for their
artistic merits, not to speak of the moial lesson
conveyed; and the same painter’s “Roman
Luxury” (493) contains one of the most excel-
lent specimens of drawing and painting of the
female figure we have seen, giving the indica-
tioDB of the main points of the framework with-
out losing softness and delicacy of surface a
very difficult achievement. Among the artists
of the last generation, Marilhat should be noticed
specially for his “ Composition : the Erechtheum"

(362), and one or two of his Nile scenes. Among
the eighteenth-century men, too, Fragonard will
repay attention, for a real beauty and originality
of feeling in spite of the tendency of his designs,
to “prettiness.” “The Fountain of Pleasure”
(344), engraved a good many years ago in tho
Art-journal, is a little composition full of sunny,
classic feeling and poetry

;
and the little figure

of the “ Lady carving her Name ” on a tree (570),
despite a certain mannerism in the figure, is a
bright vision of youthful beauty and gaiety du
cesur, which tempts one to look lightly on faults

of style. On the whole tliia French collection

affords a very full illustration of some of tho
ablest artists France has possessed during the
modern epoch of painting.

The English and French water-colours, on
screens on the ground-floor, contain some fine

things ; Decamps again being predominant
among the French, his “ Arabs fording a River ”

(668), and a “ Well in tho East” (687), being
among tho best

;
Mariihat’s “ On tbe Nile ”

(676), a very fine drawing, should also he looked
at. Among the English works are a consider-
able number of those neat and thinly-washecl
water-colour drawings by popular artists in this
school, which are so like each other in style and
handling as to savour of art-manufacture.
Those by David Roberts are exceptions, and in-

clude some sketches in his finest manner; but
the things to look at here are some small works
by Turner, particularly “ Grouse Shooting,” and
“Woodcock Shooting” (653 and 657) : the latter

shows Turner in a subject different from what
wo usually associate with his name. It is a con-
fined view in a cover, with a high bank of trees
on the left ; the clear manner in which the slope
of the ground is shown ascending between tho
stems of tho trees, the small dark fir-tree in
front standing out against tho rest of the com-
position, and the ferns in the immediate fore-
ground, all indicated quite precisely in a drawing
which is evidently rapidly executed, show the
hand of a master in the art. It is worth while
to compare the “ Grouse Shooting ” with Copley
Fielding’s “Lock Katrine,” on tho same screen,
and notice tho difference between genius and
mere facility of hand and prettiness. Perhaps
there aro no things in the art more certain to
keep their place than Turner’s water-colour
sketches.

Our remarks may, perhaps, serve to direct
attention to some of the things not always likely

to bo noticed by general visitors, or mentioned,
in ordinary reports of this collection of pictures,
which it is to bo presumed will have to be re-

moved during the ensuing summer. Wo must
add a word in praise of the catalogue, which is

arranged in a manner that might be a model for
some other picture exhibitions. The names of
artists, in tho continuous catalogue, are printed
in largo black type, in the cenrie of the page,
over the title of each picture, so that it is gene-
rally easy to find any particular name by a
glance down the pages, but tho whole is cata-
logued over again under the head of artists’

names alphabetically arranged, giving under
each name not only the numbers, but tho titles

of all the works of each artist exhibited.

ARCHITECTURE IN REFERENCE TO
MUSIC.

TBE ROYAl IXSTITiTE OF BRITtSn .\BCniTECTS.

Architecture practically considered in refer-

ence to music was tho subject of an elaborate
and suggestive paper read by Mr. H. H. Statham,
juu., on the 20th of January, and which w’as

illustrated by a number of diagrams. After
some account of St. George’s Hall, Liverpool,
in respect of sound, contrasting with it the
Albert Hall, the paper proceeded :

—

It is probable that for the largest class of

musical performances, the execution of great
works of combined choral and instrumental effect,

neither the amphitheatrical nor the theatrical
form will be found the most suitable. Tho form
of the complete amphitheatre, though its

symmetry and simplicity may seem to recom-
mend it, has this serious disadvantage (when
used on a largo scale) that the sound, as pro-
duced in the orchestra, is not properly controlled
and confined in the direction in which it is most
wanted. A certain proportion must be observed
between height and width, and the wide area of
an elliptic amphitheatre requires a lofty roof,
and consequently a great space for the pro-
duction of echo; a space into which the sound is

launched with nothing to confine it in the direc-
tion of the audience, so that a considerable por-

tion flies off to tho roof, and is either absorbed
there (if absorbent materials are placed to retain
it), and 60 wasted, or it is reflected back again
and becomes a source of serious disturbance-
Something approaching to the theatre form is

better, as the orchestra can then be confined
under a lower roof and between side ^Yal)B, and
the sound driven forward more. If employed
on a large scale, there is still the same object
tion of a necessarily lofty roof and vast centre
space, in which much sound is lost and dis-

persed, besides a degree of difficulty in get-
ting all the audience suffieiently in front and
facing the music. Accommodation, too, im
such a case must be obtained by the use of
successive tiers of galleries, which, except in-

the front row or two, can scarcely ever he so
good for hearing us tho uninterrupted area. On
tho whole, therefore, I believe it will be found
that the requirements of the case are best met,,
and the difficnlties best avoided by the long
form of room, rather than the theatre or amphi-
theatre form, and that ccmduction is a more
direct and successful way of conveying the-

sound to the audience than radiation. The-
waste space of air in a room of this size

may be made much less in proportion to the-

area than in an amphitheatre. The amphitheatre-
could not be made to look otherwise than ill-

proportioned, unless its roof were placed atr

something like a proportionate height. For the
successful conduction of sound in this way
through a long building it is essential that the-

sound, as produced in the orchestra, should be
couflned from spreading above or at one side of

the performers, and reflected forward as strongly

as possible
;
that the height of the auditorium,.

though greater than that of the orchestra, should-

not be such as to give room for any unnecessary
loss or dispersion of sound, or to allow space for-

a disturbing echo from roof ;
that for tho-

same end the roof should be nearly flat rather
than circular, so as not to collect and focus any
reflection of sound which may be inevitable.

The orchestra should be constructed principally

of wood, and the walls eff the auditorium lined

with wood
;
but the walls, ns well as the ceiling,,

require to have their otherwise fiat surfaces-

broken at intervals by projections, in order to-

avoid tho conduction of sound along the walls,,

and break up any reflection from the ceiling
;
and

careful provision must be made against a return-

echo from the end of the room. So much for

the principal acoustic provisions, which have
been before laid down from experiment by some
of the best authorities on the subject, and in

regard to which I need only observe that my
own experience, as far as it goes, completely
confirms them. But now as to arrangement
of the audience and performers in regard to one-

another. One of the principal advantages of the-

longitudinal room is that the audience all sit

facing and directly opposite to the performers
not only a better position for hearing, but more
comfortable in every way for although we do-

not hear with our eyes, there is an irresistible

tendency to look towards the quarter from which
tho sound comes; and in a side gallery in a
music hall you will always see the audience with-

their heads all turned sideways to look at the
orchestra. A room with a fiat floor, however, is-

always unsatisfactory for hearing, and I hold'

that the seats should always rise as they recede
from the orchestra. ^7hen sitting, as I havo-

ofteu done, at the back of a long flat-floored room
at a concert, I have always felt that the principal-

volume of sound was over my head, and out off

my reach, so to speak. I adopt the iirincipl©

called by Mr. Scott Russell tho “isacoustic-

curve.” Tbe tendency of this curve is to fall-

near the point of sound production, and to rise

again further ou
;
this brings the front rows of

the auditory higher up in relation to the per-

formers, so that tho sound is not carried so far-

over their heads as would otherwise be the case.

Another point to bo considered in placing the
audience is, that for a performance on a large

scale (which alone we are now considering), ne
person who wishes to enjoy the music, or to-

realise its true effect, would ever choose to sit

close up to the orchestra. As concert-roome

are arenerally arranged, it may be taken as a
rule that for this class of perfonnance all

the first ten or twelve rows of seats, if not
more, are thrown away, so far as any real
enjoyment of the music goes. Now we gene-

rally find, in connexion with concert-rooms, a
considerable space in front of the audience end
occupied by a large lobby or crush-room, serving
mainly as a waiting.placo for relieving the pres-
sure of the crowd in going out or coming in.
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Now I havo proposed here tbe system of carrying

the auditorium to the very back of tho building,

and making the entrances to the principal por-

tion of it at the sides, between the auditorium
and the orchestra, and transforming the space
usually occupied by the front seats, in which no
one can hear with pleasure, into a vacant space

which may act as crush-room or /oyer before and
after the concert, and as a promenade for part
of the audience during tho interval which gene-
rally occurs in the middle of a performance. If

this space were laid with parquetry flooring on
joists, with a hollow space underneath, it would
not only make a very effective entrance to a
room, hut would probably act as a reflector and
reinforcer of the sound from the orchestra. Tho
fact that any of the audience leaving before the
close of a concert would have to pass before the
performers, may occur as an objection

;
but it is

only the solo performers in front of the platform
who aro much disturbed by such an untimely
exodus, and by the arrangement of the aisles it

will be seen that the audience need not pass near
them at all. It may be observed that there
should never be a centre aisle between the seats

in a concert-room, as this places the solo singer
opposite an empty strip of floor instead of a
range of appreciative countenances. The possi-

bility of draughts to the performers appears a
more serious objection to this placing of the
entrance, but I think it may bo entirely obviated
by such an an'angement as is indicated in the
plan, of making the lobbies to the ladies’ and
gentlemen’s cloak-rooms the approach to the
inner lobby, and having no communication
between it and the outer vestibule? and by
keeping the inner lobby well warmed, and with
a sufficient outlet at tho top, any draughts which
might be drawn in would bo disposed of here,

without finding their way into the concert-room.
This is of course only a question of ordinary
planning

; but I think in all cases of entrances
to ooncert-halls some such decisive means should
be employed to shut out any access of cold air

from without, which is the cause of much indis-

position among singers, independently of tho
discomfort to tho audience.
Now in regard to the orchestra : it may bo

said that tbe placing of the various performers
not only so as to be well hoard by the audience,
but BO as not to incommode or interfere with
each other, has been almost entirely overlooked
in most cases. It is generally considered suffi.

cient to make a tier of semicircular stages, one
behind anolher, and the band and chorus fit

themselves into these in a kind of promiscuous
manner, while the solo singers find room where
they can in the narrow strip left for them in
front of the band. This might have done very
well in old days of smaller performances, and
when tho baud was used much more in conjunc-
tion with the chorus than it now is, and for the
most pai't played the same notes which the
chorus sang. Now tho case is very different

;

tho modern band is much more powerful and
brilliant than the old one, and is mostly used quite
independently of the chorus and in a different
manner : and the usual construction of the
orchestra, which crowds the band and chorus
together, is a double disadvantage. 'The band is

immediately backed, not by any sound-reflecting
substance, but by tbe mass of the chorus, whose
dress forms a body of sound-absorbing material

;

and on the other hand the singers aro liable to
be put out and disturbed by the noise of parti-
cular instruments close to them; for it may be
supposed that a chorus-singer is not likely to go
through his part the more correctly with a
trombone bellowing in his ear something quite
different from what he is singing. Tho construe-
tion of the orchestra which I would propose as
an improvement would inclose the band with a
kind of wooden shell or sound-board bending
round them in the rear, and coming under their
feet to the front, the stages on which they stand
being carried by framing at intervals. The
sound-hoa«il would be carried above the heads of

the upper rank of tho band and bent forward
over them to some extent; and then above and
behind this and on the upper level would be
ranged tbe chorus seats. By this means I

expect that the sound of tbe band would be
thrown forward into the room, while at tho same
time the sound, especially of tho louder instru-
ments, the brass and drums (which are always at
the back) would be to a certain extent veiled
from the singers, who would be able to hear
their own voices better, and bear the band as a
consentaneous union of instruments, instead of
having here and there a particular instnimeut
close to their ears, drowning everything else.

This arrangement of the orchestra in two
tiers would be susceptible also of very good
decorative treatment. The orchestra as planned
by me is intended to accommodate a band of

about eighty
; a good average number for tho

best class of band. It may be useful just to

mention how the instruments are generally

placed, and what space is required for each.

A band of this size would include about thirty-

two or thii'ty-four violins, divided into first and
second, and occupying the lower stages to left

and right of the conductor (who faces them)
;

about twelve tenor violins placed in the middle
of the same stages, between the first and
seconds; and from eight to ten violoncellos, and
neax’ly the same number of basses, which are
usually divided and placed half on each side,

behind the violins. Then there are the quieter

wind instruments, the wood instruments, almost
always eight in number, which should range in a
row behind the tenor violins, as sometimes they
aro kept more to the loft; and at the back are

placed the drums, and on each side of them the

brass instruments. If the stages are made
about 3 ft. wide, it will be found sufficient for

the violins; the two hack row’s should bo wider,

to allow plenty of room for the larger stringed

instruments. About 3 ft. longitudinally should
be allowed for each violin, and about 1 ft. more
for the violoncellos

; the basses, which are very
bulky instruments, must be reckoned as requiring
nearly 5 ft. to each player. A platform, the
width of two stages, should be loft in tho centre
of the two top rows for drums, which for want
of sach a provision are often very inconveniently
placed. Tho wind-instrument players require
little more than easy standing-room longitudi-

nally, their instruments not necessitating much
action in playing. These details are not quite

superfluous, as I knew a case where an architect

was instructed to provide room for a band of
sixty, and very conscientiously provided standing,
room for sixty persons; which did not quite

answer. The organ should bo at the back of the

whole, behind tbe chorus, to whom it is the
greatest assistance; and it should, wherever
possible, be rather spread out laterally behind
the singers than projecting forward among them
in a square mass : the latter is tho almost uni-

versal arrangement, but it is bad, as it places a
part of the chorus on each side in a recess,

where they are not well heard and cannot hear
each other; which latter point, it should be
remembered, is as essential for satisfactory per-

formance. Tho rest of the space behind the
singers would bo filled up with a wooden par-

tition like that behind the baud, or it may be
partially filled by carrying round some of the
larger organ-pipes in a segment of a circle,

which would add very much to the architectural

effect. In the organ height has to be provided
for a pipe 32 ft. long, which is the longest used

;

but these larger pipes may he placed below the

level of the visible organ-case; they will be just

as well heard, it being an understood thing that
the organ is connected with, and supported by,

tho same system of timber framing which car-

ries the chorus -seats. The organist should
always bo placed below, in front of the whole
orchestra, which, now that tho electric move-
ment can be applied, is easily done. This is

most important
;
for when tho player is caged

up close under the instrument he cannot possibly
tell what effect he is producing ; but there
are very few concert-rooms in England where
this has been attended to. Lastly, tho solo-

singers 1 would have advanced on a small pro-

jecting platform of their own, so as to be a little

nearer the audience and farther from the band
;

by this means not only will their voices stand
out better, but they will not be incommoded by
the too near proximity of the band.
These deviations from the regular arrange-

ment of the orchestra would, I believe, conduce
to the more successful and clear performance of

music on a large scale, and to the comfort and
ease of the performers in going through their

work. The auditorium, it may be observed, is

nob unlike that of Exeter Hall in general
arrangement, but tbe seats there are not
arranged on a curve, and the proportions of
Exeter Hall are broader and shorter. But, ugly
and faulty in many ways as that time-honoured
room is, I have never heard the effect of oratorio

choruses on a large scale so clearly and satisfac-

torily as from the back part of Exeter Hall. I

attribute this to tbe raised seats and to the
position of the audience directly facing the per-
formers. Tho ceiling is low, and it is a question
of simple construction of sound. In fact, there

is too much sound for the place ; and I believe

that rooms built on this principle, and with tho
best acoustic principles and arraugement, might
be made much longer than they commonly are,

without at all losing the effect of the music. In
my plan the auditorium is 150 ft. long, exclusivo

of tlio space in front of tbe audience. The
length from tho front of the orchestra to tho
back of the hall, in St. George’s Hall, is about
1-10 ft,, and a flight of steps at tbe back rises to

about 8 ft. or 10 ft. above the floor level. Prom
tho manner in which a band at the other end
can be heal’d at this extreme point, I have no
doubt that, with proper construction, the rcoai
might be prolonged 100 ft. further with success.

So also Exeter Hail might be prolonged without
tho gallery, to a very considerable extent, with
improvement to the effect. Of course, it may
be said that side galleries would give the same
accommodation without increasing the length.

But side galleries aro moat unsatisfactory places
for hearing music. In one hall with which I am
very familiar there are long galleries at each
side arranged in a slope, front to back, and
which take about 1,000 of the audience. But in

those galleries the part in which you can hear
tho effect of band and chorus fairly even is

limited : in all tbe rest of the gallery it is an
unsatisfactory strain to hear. Large windows
in any position where they can reflect sound aro
undesirable, and lighting from tbe roof is gene-
rally bad on this account. On tho whole, the

windows are probably safest high up in the side

walls; and concert-rooms being so much more
used by night than by day, lighting is not tho

most important point. One practical difficulty

in dealing with a hall on this plan is, of course,

tho utilisation, of the apace under the seats at
the back, which is too large an area to bo thrown
away : in towns it would probably become an
available source of revenue as shops or in some
similar manner ; and whore tho site allows of no
approach at the side, the entrance, of course,

would be here.

Very lai^o ideas have been afloat lately as to

the number of persons who may bo accommo-
dated to heal' music in one building

;
and a well-

known writer on architecture has made it a
charge against us that wo aro content with
getting three or four thousand people into a
concert-room, whereas, if tho buildings were
properly arranged four or five times that number
might bear. This idea I believe to be a complete
fallacy, and one which those "who build such
rooms should discourage. It is impossible by
any acoustic expedients to secure that music
should bo intelligibly heard and effectively ren-
dered in rooms beyond certain limits of size. I
say intelli'jibly heard, because that, as before
hinted, is really the point. You may no donbfc

group 15,000 or 20,000 people in such a way that

they shall all be within sound of the performers,

and have a general notion of what is going on,

but that is not hearing music. It does not in
the least follow that because 500 performers
produce a certain effect in a building of a
certain size, 2,000 will produce an equal
effect in a building of four times tho area;
for two reasons. The organ can be in some
degree adapted to an increased scale of build-

ing, because its sounds are produced purely by
mechanism, and by a heavier pressure of wind
they can be forced up to a proportionate strength.,

I do not think' these huge over-blown music-

mills give as much pleasure to the ear as the old

quieter instruments ;
but it must be admitted

that they can make themselves heard. Butin
regard to other instruments and voices, increase

of power can only be got by multiplying the nnm-
hers, and this is not the same thing at all. With
increase of numbers comes decrease of delicacy,

accuracy, and precision
;
and besides a peculiar

indistinctness and want of sharpness of effect,

better felt than described, as if the outlines of

the composition were blurred and uncertain,— the

result, I suppose, of the fact that when a
thousand or more performers are to sing together

they must be so far asunder that their sounds do
not strike the ear with that combined and in-

stantaneous effect which can be secured with a
smaller number. In the'second place, 15,000 or

20,000 people cannot be accommodated within
hearing of music at ail except in a building

having a great cubical capacity in proportion to

its area; that is to say, a vast mass of air space
between the performers and a great portion of

the audience, and sound cannot, by ordinary

means, be forced through this space without a
liability to be dispersed aud distoi'bed in its

passage. This is not, certainly, a very scientific

way of putting it, but this is the only way in

which I can explain tho singular effect of the
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music in the Albert Ilall as beard in the balcony.

You get a part of a phrase, from the violins for

instance, distinctly, and the other portion of it

seems to go away somewhere else

—

“ The rest the gods dispersed in empty air.”

You do not hear particular instruments come
in when they ought, but you find them out when
they have got half through a phrase. This

singular effect I noticed over and over again the
first time I visited the building. This is not
“ hearing music.” I have heard, within a short

period, 1,000 performers in the Albert Ilall, 500
in E.veter Hal], and 250 in the Liverpool Phil-

harmonic Hall. The 500 produced the greatest

effect; but certainly the 250 in the compara-
tively small room at Liverpool produced more
effect than the 1,000 in the large hall, and as to

clearness of rendering, in regard to detail, there

is absolutely no comparison. I should apologise,

perhaps, for going into what may seem purely
musical questions

;
but the corollary from all

this is, that great buildings like the Albert Hall
are unsuitable for a clear and intelligible render-
ing of music ; and the result would have been
far more satisfactory, for this end, if two halls of

half the size had been built, and the audience
and performers divided between them. It may
be possible to enable- 10,000 people, or at all

events, 8,000, to hear 500 performers satisfac-

torily
;
but I do not believe it is possible to

enable 20,000 to hear 1,000 with the like result.

We have been considering, so far, the problem
of buildings for large combined choral and in-

strumental performances only. A different class

of performance, however, changes the conditions
very much. In comparing vocal and instni-

mental concerts, it must be remembered that
voices can be satisfactorily heard in front only

;

but the greater proportion of instruments can be
heard nearly equally well all round

;
even the

wind instruments, which come nearest to tho
conditions of voices, can be heard as well side-

ways as frontways for all practical purposes,

and can be very fairly heard even when playing

away from tho listener. Fortius reason a central

position may become the best for the performers
in a building intended specially for this class of

music. There is a most beautiful and intellectual

class of compositions written by the great masters
of the art as ” chamber music,” consisting mostly
of music for three, four, or five-stringed insti-u-

ments. The idea occurred some few years ago
of bringing these worts witliin the knowledge of

a larger public by that series of performances
which has gained such celebrity under the title

of ” Monday Popular Concerts.” Those, though
in one sense a great success, are given under
the most serious disadvantages from the want
of suitably planned and constructed room for

them. It is absurd to suppose that the same
concort-rooms which are suitable for an oratorio
performance can be suitable for this fine and deli-

cate class of music. To treat chamber music so is

as reasonable as it would bo to place a statuette
intended for a drawing-room in the centre of a
large square. What is wanted in this case is a
room where all the audience shall be as near as
possible to the performers, and where there
should be as little waste air space a.s possible. In
this case the centre of tho room is quite the most
suitable jfiace for the performers, and a circular
building, with concentric ranges of seats and a
raised platform in the centre would be probably
the best form that could be employed. The
seats for the audience to bo arranged on the
isacoustic curve, the whole building kept low in

comparison with its area, and roofed by a dome,
with light iron or timber ribs,* and a central light.

The inner surface of tho dome should be lined
with wood panelling, as also tho wall above the
top row of seats. The central skylight would be
the simplest aud most natural method of lighting
in a case of this kind

; but to obviate the echo
from a flat surface of glass, I would glaze the
inner skylight as a congeries of small circular
lights, with convex glass, the convex sides down-
wards

;
this would effectually break up and dis-

perse echo
;
and at night artificial light could be

applied within and above the centre of each
of these lights. In a building arranged on
this plan there would not be more than abont
30 ft. above the players at the highest point.
Tho whole of the resonant surfaces, tho roof
aud walls, would bo equi-distant from the
players, and the sound would impinge on every
point at the same moment. The building, as

• Timber would be preferable for acoustic reasons, as
well as for attaching the wood ceiling, though the nrac.
tica! problem of a low wide roof wouui be more diuicult
with timber.

suggested here, would seat 2,000 people, of whom
the furthest row would be within 50 ft. of tho

players. In such a room I believe 2,000 people

would be able to hear string quartette music
with the effect which the composer intended.

This is certainly not the case with St. James’s
Hall, where these compositions arc now played.

It is possible that for instrumental music on a
larger scale the central arrangement of the

players might be foond the best in some ways,
as bringing a larger number within good hearing

distance of the more delicate passages, though
the arrangement aud placing of the musicians in

such a case is a matter of some little difficulty.

I was not aware till the other day that this

idea had been practically adopted for some time

past at M. Pasdeloup’s Sunday instrumental

concerts in Paris, which are given in a building

at other times used as a circus, the orchestra

being placed in the centre. Tho Atliena:um

contains a long communication on orchestral

concerts in Paris, in which the writer mentioned
this arrangement as realising a very satisfactory

effect, and added, “ the matter is worthy tho con-

sideration of architects who may have to erect

new concert-halls ”
;
and though I think the

Albert Hall far too large as it stands, to realise

the more delicate effects of orchestral playing,

it is very possible that if you were to take the

amphitheatre portion alone (omitting the boxes),

with a lower roof, and place the orchestra in tho

arena, it might prove an exceedingly satisfactory

arrangement for enabling a large number of

persons to hear a symphony to advantage. It

would be impossible to place the wind-instru.

ments so that they could be equally well heard
by everyone; but this, I think, would be the

only serious difficulty. Of course, this central

aiTangement in both cases supposes concerts of

instrumental music alone, unmixed with singing.

Wo are not much accustomed to this in England

;

but this is mere matter of fashion, and since the
conditions of successful hearing for voices and
instruments are so different, it seems better,

when large audiences are in question, not to mix
them.

EECONSTPUCTION OF THE INTERIOR
OF GREENWICH HOSPITAL.

Dvuixg the last few months very extensive

works have been in progress at Greenwich
Hospital, a large portion of the interior having
been undergoing structural alterations for the
purpose of converting it into a Royal Naval
College, which is intended to be partially opened
to-day for the reception of students.

The portions of the interior which have been
reconstructed in order to adapt them to the
educational purposes to which they are in future

to be devoted, are generally the apartments
which, until within the last few years, formed
the home of the old naval pensioners. The
hospital buildings, as may be generally known,
are divided into four blocks, namely, the King
Charles and King William blocks, and the Queen
Mary and Queen Anne blocks, all of which are
included in the alterations which are now almost
completed. In designing and carrying out the

conversion of the building, the principle of ap-

propriating tho several blocks to the separate
and distinctive requirements of the college, both
educational and domestic, has been mainly kept
in view. The King Charles block, which, under
the old was principally set apart as the

sleeping quarters of the old naval veterans, has
undergone a complete transformation. The
whole of the pensioners’ dormitories have been
cleared away, the interior walls having, to a
great extent, been removed, aud the space so

formally occupied has been converted into

class-rooms for tho naval students who will in

future occupy them. These several class-rooms,

which are very numerous, have all been deco-

rated, and fitted with gas and other con-

veniences for their intended purpose.
Tho Kiug William block, which formerly con-

tained the pensioners’ dining-room, is intended
to be used as mess-rooms for the students,

and in order to adapt it to this purpose ex-

tensive structural alterations have been made,
including the formation of large and commodious
kitchens, fitted up with several ranges and other

domestic convenience. It is also intended to

construct a spacious lecture-room in this block.

The Queen Mary block during the period of

the pensioners’ residence was mainly used as

dormitories, three floors in the building consisting

of sleeping apartments, with long corridors along
each side. In addition to these dormitories

there was a large and commodious day-room in

the centre of tho block on each floor, fitted,

amongst other aids to comfort with huge old

English fire-ranges, around which the veterans

were in the habit of relating to their friends and
others the scenes which they had witnessed in

battle, and otherwise interesting their listeners

with many a well-spun “yarn.” The whole of

these apartments have been completely renovated
and decorated, and are now in course of being
fitted up and furnished as dormitories for tho

students of the college. This block is now
divided from the ground-floor up to the floors

above by a new wide and spacious staircase, and
the north-east portion will be occupied by the

sub-lieutenants, whilst the southera portion will

be set apart for the engineer students when the

college is fuUy opened in October next
;
and the

large day-rooms on each floor, already alluded

to, have undergone extensive alterations, and are

newly decorated and intended to bo used as
general and mess rooms by the engineer officers

and students. The hospital chapel, which is in

this block, has also been renovated and cleaned,

and will be opened for services as the college

chapel.

The Queen Anne block is intended to bo formed
into spacious apartments for a museum in con-

nexion with the college. The works in this

portion of the building have been somewhat
heavy. The block formerly contained twenty-

four wards for the pensioners, and these have all

been cleared away, which has admitted of an
exhibition-room of large dimensions being con-

structed. Amongst other articles which will

form portions of the museum in this portion of

tho reconstructed interior, are the naval models
now at South Kensington, which are intended to

be removed to the Royal College at Greenwich.
The above are the chief alterations which

have been effected in the interior of tho hospital

in order to render it available for its future pur-

poses as a naval educational establishment, but
still further changes in tho building are said to

have been resolved upon, one of these being the
conversion of the celebrated painted gallery into

an elegantly finished mess-room for the officers

and students of the college.

The whole of the interior, as reconstructed,

will be heated with hot-water pipes, this portion

of tho works having been carried out by Messrs.

D. & E. Bailey, of Holbom. The alterations

have been designed by Col. Clarke, C.B., Royal
Engineer to the Navy and Director of Works,
and carried out under his superintendence

;
Mr.

G. Smith being the contractor, and Mr. Lough-
borough the clerk of works.

NEW GYMNASIUM BUILDINGS AT THE
ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOL.

Wbilst the works described above have been
going forward at tho hospital, an extensive new
building for the purposes of a gymnasium has

likewise been in progress at the Royal Naval

School, on the south side of the hospital itself.

This structure has also been designed by Col.

Clarke, the Director of Works, Mr. G. Smith
being the contractor for the new building at tho

Naval Schools as well as for the alterations at

the hospital. The new gymnasium is being

erected on tho open area between the present

Naval School buildings, and its principal north

frontage towards the hospital is uniform in

architectural design with the school-biiiklings

themselves. The line of elevation of the new
building stands 25 ft. backwards of tho school

frontages. It is 88 ft. in length, and 32 ft. 6 in.

in height from the ground-level to tho cornice,

the cornice itself being 5 ft. 4 in. in height, sur.

mounted by a balustrade, 5 ft. 2 in. high. The
total height of the frontage is thus 43 ft. The
building is entirely of Portland stone, the base-

ment being rusticated. At each angle of the

elevation there are pilasters, with columns

running up between the windows. The prin-

cipal entrance in the centre, which stands

forward several feet beyond the general eleva-

vation, and which is 5 ft. in width, has an arched

recess, supported by two columns on either side,

with ornamental capitals. The central portion

of the elevation over the main entrance and

above the cornice is surmounted by carving, over

which is placed the Admiralty arms, with groups

of sculpture above the columns on each side.

The gymnasium is approached through an orna-

mental iron gateway at the central entrance,

over which are the royal arras. The interior of

the front portion of the building will contain

boiler-rooms on the basement. The ground-floor

will consist of the instructors’ rooms, apparatus-
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room, lavatories, and dressing-rooms. On the

first floor there is a large gallery opening into

the gymnasium, and from this gallery a com-
manding view is obtained of the gymnasium
exercises. On each side of the gallery there
are several rooms which will be devoted to

executive purposes, whilst on the second floor

there are several apartments for domestic pur-
poses. The gymnasium itself is at the rear of

the building, and the floor is slightly elevated

from the ground-level. Its dimensions are

186 ft. in length by 76 ft. in width, the entire

area being enclosed by an elliptical roof con-
sisting of eight wrought-iron ribs, springing
from the ground-floor line, the span of the ribs

being 80 ft. each. The height of the gymnasium
from the ground to the centre of the roof is

31 ft., above which there is a continuous light

and ventilator. Tho building is also lighted at
the sides by a series of windows. A large quan-
tity of iron is required in the construction of

tlie gymnasium, which is supplied by the
Horsley Iron Company, at Tipton, in Stafford-

shire.

COIIMON-WEAL QUERIES.

CUJIRENTE CALAJIO.

IVnETHER a Minister of Public Health is not
more indispensable than a Public Prosecutor

;

and whether both should not bo qualified profes-
sional men ?

Whether a medical officer of health ought not
to be a practical chemist, that ho might be fitted

for his obvious duties as a public analyst; and
whether his salary should not be such as would
properly remunerate his services, and secure his

undivided attention to his office ?

Whether every local Board surveyor appointed
in the future shall not possess the necessary
qualifications of a sanitary engineer ?

Whether a person adjudicated a bankrupt
three times within seven years, and who on each
occasion left nothing for his creditors to realise,

should be eligible to sit as member of any public
Board or company ? and if eligible, whether
his citizen right should not be suspended for a
limited interval ?

Whether these or similar restrictions would
not have a beneficial effect, and raise the
standard of public representation ?

Whether the main drainage and recent sewer-
age works of London have not greatly exhausted
the water-bearing strata of the metropolis, and
had an injurious effect on all kinds of natural
vegetation in the vicinity of its circuit ?

Whether the carrying out of oar drainage and
sewerage works, as also the sinking of the
numerous artesian and other deep producing
springs, is not the cause of the gradually drying
up of many of the ancient celebrated wells of

London ?

Whether prevention does not render a pro-
gnosis and diagnosis unnecessary, and whether it

is not in consequence the stepping-stone and
basis of individual as well as public health ?

Whether it is not a most unwise and dangerous
proceeding to lay out a number of new streets

converging to one common centre, and whether
the danger and the difficulty are not greatly
increased where they are made to converge from
different angles opposite a bridge, which has
already a line of roadway parallel to the river ?

Whether Mr. Lowe has not been contemplating
for some time what he can get for public pur-
poses from the City companies, and whether
he coaid not bo checkmated by the City guilds
at once caiTying out a reform in the spirit and
purpose of their being ?

Whether, in constructing a new town or city,

or reconstructing an old or a buroed-down one,

great parallel lines of streets or roadways,
running east and west or north and south at

suitable distauce^, would not be the most judi-

cious and practical method of street-planning ?

Whether a provision should not be made in

every railway and public improvement Act
whereby the poor who are dispossessed will be
provided for by tho erection of new and healthy
homes, or an equivalent for their losses ?

Whether the erection of a number of new
dwellings for those dispossessed, at a distance

from the centre of their employment, is in itself

a fair equivalent without some other con-

sideration ?

Whether it is not judicious and wise to make
our gaols aud workhouses as self-supporting as
possible ?

Whether great mechanical skill or great
mental genius in itself ought to be the most

prized, and whether one is incompatible with
the other ?

Whether mental thonght in every age did not
precede mechanical labour and invention ?

Whether both are not twins born of the same
parent, and should they not be constant and
loving helpmates ?

Whether it wonld not bo criminal to draw an
invidious lino of demarcation that could lead to
the divorce of mental genius and mechanical
skill.'’

Whether the rapid increase of population is

not a serious fact, and whether it is not tho
duty of tho State to look in time and legislate

with a view to the future proper housing and
sources of sustenance that will be required by
our people ?

Whether at some future era of tho world all

insular nations will not perforce bo obliged,
through reason of self-preservation, to amalga-
mate, and whether some non-iusnlar ones will

not also have to follow suite ?

Whether these natural exigences will not be
the natui’al laws through which all races of
mankind will bo united,—the touch or force of
nature making, at last, “the whole world kin” ?

Whether, while wo are madly exhausting our
coal-fields, we are not most unwisely neglecting
the generating power that is to be found in water,
wind, and electricity ?

Whether tho water-force of Artesian wells
could not have a more useful mechanical applica-
tion; aud whether wind-sails and water-wheels
are not still capable of a much higher phase of
development ?

Whether the combined waste gases of the
animal and vegetable kingdom (living and dead
matter) in the meti-opolis, if collected, would not
be sufficient to blow up London ; and whether
this in itself is not a great waste of power that
might be partially and beneficially utilised ?

Whether the establishment of an inventors’
fund by tho State, for tho purpose of encouraging
and rewarding the authors of really useful
inventions, schemes, or systems, whereby the
nation at large is benefited, would not exceed in

value the ordinary applications of rewards
through the action of tho civil list ?

Whether some of the most deserving of oar
public benefactors are not left to die in poverty,
neglected and unrewarded, after expending a
lifetime and exhausting their own private for.

tune in benefiting the commonweal ?

Whether the social reformer who saves the
lives of thousands by his public labours is not to

be more esteemed by mankind than even he who
makes “ two blades of grass grow where only
one grew before ” ?

Whether each of ns could not do a little indi-

vidually for the improvement of our species and
society during our lives, and would not the sum
of our collective labours in each generation have
the effect of leaving the world at our deaths in a
much better position than wo found it ?

Whether a simple suggestion thrown out
casually, and acted upon, has not often led to
important results; aud whether it may not be
possible that a modicum of good to the common-
weal will arise from the penning of these
queries ?

Whether anybody will thank us if this should
happen ?

THE DECORATION OF ST. PAUL’S.
The English, as a rule, are not critical. They

do not readily detect anomalies in thought, art,

or combination; have no notion of consistency in

matters relating to art
;
and are, therefore, insen-

sible to the fact, that any set of men are not fit to

deliberate and decide upon any subject; and
also to the mistakes, absurdities, and incongrui-
ties necessarily consequent on appointing in.

competent tribunals. They will elect a committee
of able men of business, and believe it competent
to settle any question under the sun; entrust
any important public work to its guidance, about
which, probably, not one of its members has the
slightest practical knowledge. In ordinary
affairs, the chances are, perhaps, about equah
whether a committee, promiscuously chosen, will

be right or wrong in its proceedings and determi-
uations; but in matters artistic, we may safely
predict that it will do the very opposite of

what it ought, for most unfortunately, every
Englishman of fair education has of late got thi-

conceit that be is competent to decide in matters
of taste

;
and the country, under this state ol

things, may indeed consider itself fortunate, if

any great public work, requiring consummatt
artistic knowledge to direct, be brought to a

consistent and glorious completion. In any
other country common sense would dictate that
the initiative in such undertakings should be
entrusted to a body of men, a committee,
thoroughly conversant with art.

The first thing to be considered in reference
to the completion of St. Paul’s is, what were
Wren’s views respecting it ? His views are often
confidently spoken of as if they had been em-
bodied in some precise testamentary declaration.
If this really be the case, where was the neces-
sity for supplementing Mr. Penrose, who had so
long been the cathedral surveyor ? But we
never could believe that Wren was competent to
determine, other than very vaguely, what the
decorations of St. Paul’s should be, and we are
fully confirmed in this belief by Mr. Wyatt Pap-
worth’s letters to the editor of the Times. There
was no sufficient art edneation in Wren’s time,
to enable him to form a just and definite con-
ception respecting them. Nor were there then
painters, in England at least, able to carry out
his views, had they been correct. The orna-
mental carvings of Gibbons, whatevertlieirspecial
merits may be, are not in a stylo strictly appro-
priate to the architecture. His employment on
these embellishments was, doubtless, a necessity
imposed by tho dearth of choice. Wren’s towers,
with Renaissance clock faces, at Westminster,
clearly show that he had no nice and varied dis-

criminating taste. And yet what is there that
has been said in reference to Mr. Burges’s ap-
pointment, which could not have been said with
equal or greater force in favour of Wren being
competent to complete the towerless abbey ?

But there the towers stand, as monuments of his
incapacity to deal with a style to which he had
not been to the manner bred and born. The
word " circiimspice,” in the inscription in St.

Paul’s, may have been qualifying, not meant
to extend as far as Westminster. In truth, a
man who has, by circumstance and inclination,

been long bent to a particular kind of art, cannot
divest himself of a deeply ingrained bias. The
idiosyncrasy will, imperceptibly to the artist,

crop up just as it did with Wren at Westminster,
and Mr. Burges at Worcester College.
The public appears quite to have forgotten

that a Royal Commission* was appointed some
thirty yeai-s since to collect every available
information with reference to tho proper mode
of conducting great mural works, and the best
qualified painter of the time was its chosen
secretary. From the various reports published
by this Commission, [we may gather that when
the great buildings in Italy, or more recently in

Munich, were completed, the ablest mural
painters were called in to decide the iconography
and scheme of decoration as regards design and
colour; the architect thenceforth only inter-

fering should any architectonic anomalies ooca-
sionally present themselves when the designs
were inspected, or by furnishing tho minor orna-
mental decorations. The supposed necessity for
supplementing Mr. Penrose doubtless arose in.

ignoi-ance of the separate and special functions
of artist and architect in conducting a great
edifice to “ completion.” The time had arrived
to call in the painters, not another architect, to

determine the iconography, style of design, and
scheme of colour. One architect, and that one
as fully acquainted with Wren’s views as any
one is likely to be, would have been, unaided,

sufficient for the duties properly devolving upon
him at this juncture.

But if what has been done is irrevocable,

every precaution must now be taken to guard
against a probable Gothic bias in the newly,
appointed architect. In this we have no doubt
Mr. Burges would concur, and be ready to take
to his counsel tho best-qualificd artists and
technical advisers. This, at least, is ull that we
can now hope for. We fully believe in Mr.
Burges’s special aptitudes, but if he is to succeed
in this undertaking he must, like the great
masters of the Renaissance, put aside his lean-
ings to the Giottesque in mural art, which is

essentially Gothic, and unfitted for the massive
Renaissance architecture. This brings us at
once in view of the rock ahead, on which our
vvould.be decorators of St. Paul’s are ignorantly
and perversely steering. The early Italian style
of painting is to their untutored art-mind the
true ecclesiastical style, whereas it was only a
step in tho development of the school. It is

Gothic in its leanings, and would be totally
i:rifit for and out of place in St. Paul’s Cathedral.
L'he great change in Eaffaello’s style of design

* Correspondents of the Builder have, on severed oeca-
.ifon*, called attention to this fact.
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has often been noticed, but the reason for it has

nowhere, to our knowledge, been given. Raf-

faelle’a style, till he became engaged on the

great mural works in the Vatican, was, though

superior to that of his master and other earlier

Italian painters, Gothic in its bias. But as soon

as he was brought within the influence of the

Revival, of Grecian and Roman antiquities, and

was called upon to adorn with his pencil the

massive architecture of the Renaissance, he saw

that larger forms and a greater boldness of

treatment in design would be required to bring

his painting into harmony, into unison, with the

architecture. Michelangelo had made some

ineffective attempts on the ceiling of the Sistino

Chapel before ho perfectly understood what was
required in method of treatment for such an

edifice, though ho had long previously intuitively

felt that a large and grand stylo of design would

bo necessary to bring painting and sculpture

into harmony with the then prevailing fasluon

in architecture. It would be far better to leave

the grand old cathedral in its smoky and bold

grandeur than to deliver it over to our self-styled

ecclesiastical decorators, designers of Gothic

windows and contorted saints. Two of the

greatest absurdities amongst the various items

proposed for the “ completion ” are the insertion

of pictures on glass in the windows, as these

must inevitably be fatal to the effect of any
mural paintings which may he hereafter exe-

cuted, and the proposed extensive use of Trie-

quetti’s marble inlayings, which, however appro-

priate to certain other conditions, would in St.

Paul's he quite ineffective, and in a brief space

of time nndistinguishablo from plain surfaces.

Let Mr. Burges leave the iconography and
mural painting to the painters : ho will find his

'

proper vocation in purely architectural matters
;

in the restorations and subsidiary decorations.

And we learn from a reliable source that there

are many restorations and repairs needed, which
are thus enumerated:—“considerable regilding,

replacing of rails, especially those encircling the

churchyard, and guarding some of the cracked

geometrical pavement 5
the replacing of festoons

that have wholly disappeared.” There is no
remedy, we are afraid, for the sinking of the

piers. So long ago as 1803, a Commission re-

ported that “ in certain places they had subsided

from 4 in. to 5 in., the dome subsiding with

them
5
that the stones supporting one huge arch

had yawned nearly in., that there were deep

indentations in the exterior pillars, caused by
rain, and forming channels for it, that the mortar

was crumbling out; and that a sad degree of

corrosion was in progress. No doubt efforts

have from time to time been made to arrest this

decay, but all in a partial and perfunctory

manner.” There is another source of injury not

apparently to he reached,—the inherent damp-
ness of the walls. Possibly modem invention

may discover a cure for it. TVe must, however,

ourselves protest against the finicking use, the

picking in, of mouldings with gold, as recently

done. This is suited to palaces, theatres, ball-

rooms, &o., but utterly unsoited to a grand style

of ecclesiastical decoration.

There is another alteration practicable, and
absolutely required, which has been referred to

by several writers on this subject, viz., the

removal of all those sculptured memorials which
have been injudiciously incorporated with the

edifice : detached statues and groups may, per-

hap.s, bo permitted to remain yet some time
longer or in perpetuity. The completion of

St. Paul’s may, perhaps, more forcibly bring to

our minds the necessity there is for an English
Walhalla in order to relieve St. Paul’s and the '

Abbey of many monuments, which to improved
taste in these matters have become eyesores.

And, in conclusion, weventui'e to express a hope
that only a small amount of colour, certainly not

pictui-es on glass, bo admitted in the windows,
and that the field will chiefly he of “grisaille.”

C. B.

Landslip at Oswaldkirk.—For something
like twelve months past, on the south-western
slope of the Ilambletou range of hills in North
Yorkshire, has been mtnessed the phenomenon
of about 10 acres of grass land, comprising por-

tions of flve or six fields, gradually and with
irresistible force gliding from its original position

into the plain beneath, confusing and interfering

with old “ rights! of property,” in the most
reckless manner. Other landslips in the localit}-

have taken place, but they were small in com-
parison. Evou a road has been cut into two b)

the process.

ON CORBELS, CONSOLES, AND
BRACKETS.

Wrat is a corbel in architecture, and in what
particular is it distinguished from a bracket or

console ? What is its troe origin, and how far

has the term been altered in the practice of

modem building ? Is a botnl fide corbel the

emanation of Gothic or Classic architecture ?

Can a corbel exist without projections, and does

it constitute a corbel when it springs from within

the face of a wall, or when it is merely affixed ?

These aro questions I would like to put to

architects and builders in general, for my own
information, as well as for the satisfaction of

those who ought to feel interested.

One of our “ standard dictionaries ” thus

defines the terra :

—

“ Corbel, s. In architecture, the representation

of a basket, sometimes set on the heads of

caryatides ; the base of a tambour of the

Corinthian column, so called from its resem-

blance to a basket. A short piece of timber,

iron, &c., in a wall, jutting 6 in. or 8 in. in the

manner of a shoulder-piece ; a niche left in walls

for images, figures, or statues.”

The building workman must have a rather

clear head if he would not be puzzled by the

above description. I will now quote the descrip-

tion given in a recently - published encyclo-

pedia :

—

“Corbel (Ang.-Norm.), in architecture, the

name given to blocks of stone projecting from
the surface of a wall, to support the machicola-

tions of towers, or the ends of the beams of the

floors in old castles. The beams which form
what is called an open roof in churches and
large halls are often supported on carved corbels.

The stones which support the bartizans at the

angles of a tower, jutting out in layers one above
another, are also called corbel stones, and stones

which project in this manner are spoken of as
‘ corbelling out.’

”

The standard dictionary authority gives the
pronunciation as kawr'-hel ; while the encyclo-
ptedia puts it down as Icofi-bel.

Let us take what is looked upon as a better
authority than either. Tn Parker’s “ Glossary of

Terms ” we have it thus,—“ Corbel (Lat. corbie,

a basket), a term denoting a projecting stone or

piece of timber which supports a superincumbent
weight. Corbels aro used in a great variety of

situations, and are carved and moulded in various

ways, according to the taste of the age in which
they are executed. The form of a head was
frequently given to them in each of the styles,

from the Norman to the Late Perpendicular, espe-

cially when used under the ends of the weather
mouldings of doors and windows, and in other

situations. Sometimes, also, masks were intro-

duced.” The above definition, on the score of

technical description, is, indeed, infinitely better

than the preceding ones. The same authority

thus describes a console,—“ Console is strictly

the French term for a bracket, or for the ancones ;

but it is commonly used by English authorities

also for a bracket or corbel of any kind in Clas-

sical architecture.” Well, the same author
describes a bracket as “an ornamental projection

from the face of a wall to support a statue, &c.

They are sometimes nearly plain, or ornamented
only with mouldings

;
but are generally carved

either into heads, foliage, angels, or animals.

Brackets are very frequently found on the walls

in the inside of churches, especially at the east

end of the chancel and aisles, where they sup-

ported statues w'hich were placed near the altars.”

I may ask here, then, what is a boss ? It is

also used as the termination of weather mould-
ings, and in all senses it may be said to be a

projection. When it ends a drip-stone is it not

called a corbel ? Brackets and consoles are used
in some cases as trusses. Then are brackets and
consoles convertible terms ? Brackets in some
,oE our Gothic cathedrals,—for instance, York,

—

are both beautifully foliated as well as moulded,
and spring from, or are supported by, an image.
The best examples, I believe, are let into the

,

pillars, columns, or walls, whore they are seen
and are not affixed

;
therefore they partake, in

t-hese cases I should say, more of a corbel than a

bracket, although not intended for the ordinary
application of the corbel. There is a beautiful

specimen of a corbel in Wells Cathedral, used in

the springing and supporting position that eccle-

siastical corbels were generally used in in con.

tiexion with roofs, not floors.

Chantry altars, in some of our ancient Gothic
• churches, are supported on “ brackets or trusses

‘)uilt into or projecting from the wall.” (See
Bloxham’s “Gothic Architecture.”) In other

instances these altars were partly supported on
brackets, and partly sustained on shafts or slender
piers. Now if these brackets were let into the
wall, and had their usual projection, were they
not corbels per se, instead of brackets or trusses ?

We have some instances, I believe, of double and
even triple bell-cots corbelled out from the gable
end of our Medimval churches. These construe-
tions have been called by different names, such
as boll.gables, belUturrets, or bell-cots. When
these erections occurred on the apex of the
eastern end of the roof of the nave, they were
intended for the Sancte bell. Numerous in.

stances could be adduced to show to what extent
the system of corbelling was carried out in the
exigencies, or in pursuance of the waywardness,
of Gothic architects and builders, but it has been
loft to our times to corrupt and confound, and
mix up and muddle the distinct and beautiful

terms once used for a specific purpose. We have
been told within, the last few days by a builder

who was giving his evidence in the case of an
accident, that “ the corbels were flush with the
walls.” I shall not be surprised in the least if

in the next edition of our standard dictionaries

or technical manuals our building workmen
are informed that a corbel is the name of

“any piece of stone, timber, or iron, let in flush

with the wall to support a beam or other super-
incumbent weight.”

Notwithstanding the establishment of our
school-hoards, I greatly fear that the schoolmaster
wDl be a long time abroad. A CaAFisiLAN,

THE CAMBERWELL NEW INFIRMARY.

A L.vRGE and costly block of buildings, erected
by the Camberwell parochial authorities, as an
infirmary for the parish, at an outlay of 20,0001.,

has been in progress during the past twelve
months, and is now so far completed that the
dispensary and medical staff portion of the
building has been opened; but it will be some
months before the structure is ready for the
reception of patients, for 300 of whom there will

be accommodation in the several wards. The
building is situated in Ilavill-street, within a
short distance of the now ve.stry-hall, at the
corner of that street and Peckham-road, and
which is also now covered in.

The internal arrangements of the building are
being can’ied out upon the most ample scale, the
large space within the interior admitting of this

being effected. The portion just now opened
consists of the basement, which contains the
dispensary and rooms and apartments directly

with it, including the medical men’s consulting-
rooms, patients’ waiting-room, and drug-room in

the front portion, which is divided from the rear
of the basement by a spacious corridor, 7 ft. in

width. The basement rear beyond the con-idor

contains the domestic offices, which consist of
laundry, kitchens, beer and wine cellars, wash-
house, and engine-house and boiler.

Tho structure itself forms a largo square
block, covering an area of 1,900 square yards,
and an area enclosed by the main frontage and
wings of the building give to it within the cha-
racter of a qitadraugle. Tho main frontage in
Havill-street is 150 ft. in length, consisting of a
prominent centre and two wings, the latter at
the side elevations extending backwards 110 ft.

Tho central portion of the Havill-street elevation

is 80 ft. high to the top of the cornice, the wings
being 70 fc. in height. In addition to tho base-
ment and ground-floor, there aro four lofty stories

in the central elevation, and three stories in tho
sides or wings. The elevation is comparatively
plain. The prevailing materials used are white
bricks, with a free admixture of red brick, and
stone dressings. The windows have stone springers

and keystones. Between the window-heads and
sills of each story there are hands in red brick,

filled in with encaustic tiles, carried across the
entire elevation ; the comice at the extreme
height of the elevation is of red brick. lu the
central portion of the elevation is a stone balcony,

projecting from the top of the first story, above
which a lofty window, in Bath stone, with red
brick arched headings, and stoue springers and
keystones, is carried up to the top of third story.

The windows in the upper part of tho central
elevation form also a prominent feature. They
are carried much higher than the two side

portions of the frontage, and contain nine clus-

tered windows, the whole being surmounted by
a gable. The whole of tho windows in the
elevation, with the exception of those just
named, are in three bays. The principal eu.

trance, which is immediately under the large
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•central window, has on eacli side carved stone

piora, Biirmounted by a stone carved archway.

The ground-floor of the central portion of the

elevation contains the house-surgeon’s sitting,

room, and also the matron’s sitting-room, both

in front of the building, the one on the right and

the other on the loft of the principal entrance.

A wide corridor divides this portion of the

ground-floor from the rear, and this corridor

leads to the honse-surgcon’s bedroom, lavatories,

•stores, and other offices. The first floor contains

the matron’s bedroom, the nurses’ day-room,

nurses’ kitchen, stores, and nurses’ dormitories.

The second and third floors are reserved as

special wards, whilst the fourth story in the

•centre of the building beneath the gable

will bo exclusively set apart as servants’

-dormitories. The whole of both wings, inclusive

of both the ground-floor, and first, second, and

third stories, are being fitted up exclusively as

patients’ wards, the female wards being in the

south wing, whilst the male wards are in the

north wing ;
these several wards having accom-

•modation for 168 patients, and with the special

wainls in the central portion of the building,

•there will be accommodation for 300 patients.

The arrangements for conveying patients to any

part of the building are on a scale of unusual

-completeness. In the corridor opposite to the

principal entrance there are two lifts connected

from the ground-floor with the top of the build,

ing, by one of w'hieh patients can bo conveyed

‘to'and from any of the wards in the several

•parts of the building, and the other is a dinner-

lift. In addition to the space occupied by the

-buiklitig itself, there are extensive recreation-

grounds for the patients attached, upwards of

1,000 square yards in extent, the entire area of

the Infirmary and grounds being upwards of half

an acre.

l[r. W. S. Cross is the architect, and the con-

'tractor is Mr. Hart, of Southwark.

the preservation of ancient
MONUMENTS.

At the last meeting of the Anthropological

'Institute, Sir John Lubbock said, in rcforeuce

-to the Bill ho was about to introduce in the

House of Commons for the preservation of

•historical monuments and antiquarian relics,

•that it had already received the support of the

most eminent archmologiats. The great difficulty

in dealin" with monuments was that it inter-

fered with what are called “private rights”;

•but we might attain our object by scheduling

those monuments which appear most worthy of

preservation, and give notice to their owners,

thus preventing them from being wilfully de-

=stroyed. Some efforts had been made by our

•representatives abroad to induce the Turkish

Government to take steps for the preservation

• of monuments in its territories, and he did not

SCO how we could ask foreign Governments to

•exert themselves to preserve their monuments

when we did not take the trouble to preserve

•our own. Near to Marlborougli, until recently,

there existed three dolmens, one of them being

Klestroyed simply in order to repair the roads

with the stone, and the second had entirely dis-

.
appeared.

Mr. Franks said that the Dutch Government

were fully alive to the necessity of preserving

't.lioso monuments, every year a certain number

l)eiug purchased by the State. Out of fifty-four

'megalithic monuments in one province, fifty-one

bail been thus purchased for the country.

Mr. Conway asked if the Dutch Government
-found much difficulty in inspecting or in guarding

»theni
;

because, if so, sooner than have these

CTionaments xinder inspection, the farmers would

xlestroy them, and the result would be, probably,

general devastation.

5fr. Franks stated that, in the case of Holland,

n, map was made out, with every monument

marked thereon.

Mr. Howard said that in Wales there -were a

•f^reat number of dolmens scattered over the

^oast. The farmers did not object to them, but

to antiquaries trespassing on their lands.

Jlr. Dawkins said there were a great many
monolithic monuments in the Isle of Man, and

t.hat, owing to the force of popular superstition,

they had been hitherto remarkably well pre-

served. IJwfortunatcly, however, for the monu-

•ments, the superstition was disappearing before

•the spread of education, and it -was to be feared

that many of these ancient remains would be

•destroyed unless something were done to secure

ithcir preservation. Some years ago a party of

.antiquaries had the boldness to examine a sepul-

chral chamber under one of these monuments,

near to St. John’s Church, whei’e the Tynwald is

situated. They had meddled with hainau bones

;

and the farmer on whose ground the monument
stood, killed a heifer, and burnt it, as a ijro-

pitiatory sacrifice, lest the sacrilege should lead

to some evil results to himself.

In answer to Dr. Hyde Clark, Sir John Lub-

bock said that no information had been received

from the Foreign Office relative to what had

been done in other countries as regards the pre-

servation of historical monuments.

THE LATE MR. SLATER, ARCHITECT.

William Sl.ater, who died on December l7th,

in bis fifty-fourth year, was a son of the late

Mr. Slater, of Daselbeech, Northants; his early

years were spent in his native county, and when
sixteen years old he came to London, and was

articled to the late R. C. Carpenter, and thus,

from the first, began the intimate friendship

which, up to the death of Mr. Carpenter, existed

between them.

In the early days of the Gothic Revival they

worked together with enthusiasm in the prepara-

tion of some of Mr. Carpenter’s earlier designs, as

St. Stephen’s, Birmingham; St. Paul’s, Brighton;

Sb. Patrick’s Cathedral restoration, Dublin; Cook-

hara Dean Church; Campden House, &c.
;
and

he thus acquired that love for, and appreciation

of, English Gothic, which remained with him

when various fashions of foreign Gothic in after

years distracted many leading architects. Be-

sides assisting in these works, Mr. Slater helped

Mr. Carpenter in his district of St. Luke, Old-

street, and also in the district of Islington.

During many years Mr. Slater lived in Mr.

Carpenter’s house, in Guildford-street and Upper

Bedford-place, and the greatest intimacy existed

between him and Mr. Carpenter’s family, to

whom his kind and affectionate nature very

much endeared him, and by Mr. Carpenter him-

self, also, he was held in' the ^greatest esteem

and confidence.

For a short time before Mr. Caqienter’s death

Mr. Slater took an office in the Adelpbi, with

his old friend and fellow-pnpil, Mi-. William

Smith, and commenced his first works, the re-

storation of Weldon, Islip, and Stanwick churches,

and a new parsonage at East Hadden, and with

Mr. Smith erected a new town-hall at Lough-

borough.
When Mr. Carpenter died, in 1855, he was

advised by some of the oldest friends and clients

of Mr. Carpenter, such as Mr. Beresford Hope,

Canon Woodard, the Rev. B. Webb, the Rev. E.

Tower, and others, to return to his late friend’s

office, and undertake his engagements, both in

his own interest and for the benefit of Mr. Car-

penter’s widow, and the future advantage of bis

son. Mr. Slater accordingly took his place, and

resumed the works left incomplete, such as

Beclgebury Park, Lancing and Hurstpierpoint

Colleges, Earl’s Shilton and Sompting Churches,

&c. ;
and he was appointed to succeed Mr. Car-

penter as architect to Chichester Cathedral, and

architect for the restoration of Sherborne Abbey
choir. He also carried out at this time uew
buildings for the King’s School, and St. John’s

Almshouses, Sherborne, and many church re-

storations and other buildings in the neighbour-

hood, for Mr. G. D. W. Digby.

In his native county Mr. Slater restored very

many churches
;
amongst which were Higham-

Ferrers, Kiugsthorpe, Finedon, Easton-Mandit,

and Woodford; and, with Mr. Smith, the grand

old church of Brixworth. Many churches for

the Duke of Buccleuch were restored under his

care, and many other churches in different parts

of England, such as St. John’s, Devizes; St.

Leonard’s, Bridgenorth
;
and Etcbingham, Wad-

hurst, Burwash, Deerhursb, Ditchliug, Rusting,

ton, Alcomb, and Goudhurst churches. Ho
erected new churches at Edinburgh, Belfast,

Bray, Dunkeld, St. Kitt’s, Devizes, and Mogger-

hanger, as well as the uew Cathedral of Kilmore,

Ireland, and restored Limerick Cathedral. Houses

were erected by him at the High Beeches, for

Mr. Loder, one for the Dean of Kilmore, besides

many parsonages and schools, including the

large school of Sb. John, in St. Pancras pai-ish.

The restoration of the choir of Chichester

Cathedral was commenced under Mr. Slater’s

care; and in conjunction with Sir Gilbert Scott

he carried out the reconstruction of its tower

and spire ; and with Professor Lewis ho restored

the grand Priory Church of St. Bartholomew

the Great, in Smithfield. Daring these and the

subsequent years bis friend, Mr. Ingelow, was
in his office, and assisted him greatly in these

various works.

In 1863 Mr. R. Herbert Carpenter, having

been articled to him, became his partner, and up
to the day of liis death they worked together iu

the most perfect friendship. Under their direc-

tion the restoration of Chichester choir was com-
pleted. Haratpierpoint Chapel, and new churches

at Bootle, Oatrington, Dumfries, Belfast, Church.

Lawfurd, Southend, Milton, Burwash-Weald, &c.,

were erected, and the new cathedral of Honolulu

commenced
;
and restorations can-ied out at many

churches, such as Caine, Bruton, Middleton,

Thornford, Thurnby, Hcufield, Tortwortli, Bur-

ton-Latiraer, Earl’s Barton, Strixton, Amport,

Hemingtou, Tisbury, Bywell, Stapleton, Staple-

ford, &c. ;
also the restoration of Brigstock

Manor House, for the Duke of Buccleuch,

Holdenby House, and the Bishop’s palace ab

Chichester. They also erected Lord Salisbury’s

new mausion in Arlington-streeb ;
the mansion,

at Seacox-heatb, for the Right Hon. G. J. Goschen,

M.P.
;

tlio new colleges of St. Chad, Denstone,

and St. Saviour, Ardingly, and the new buildings

of St. Nicholas College, Lancing (the chapel of

which is yet in course of erection) ; the King’s
' School buildings, Sherborne, and works at Cheam
School, Surrey. Amongst tho works which are

still being can’ied on by Mr. Carpenter are the

new church and schools of St. Mary the Virgin,

Soho; the now church of St. Michael, Enfield ;

the completion of St. Paul’s, Brighton ;
and the

last work on which Mr. Slater was engaged, even

on the day of liis deatli, tho new chancel and

apse of St. Mark’s, Myddelton-square, where he

had been churchwarden for twenty years.

His character may be summed up in a few

words. Ho was a man of rare simplicity and

nobility of mind. Earnest, indefatigable, and

zealous in all which he undertook, trouble was

what he never cared for in perfecting work

which lie had undertaken
;
while tho stores of

knowledge on which he drew were alike ex-

tensive and accurate, and liis natural good taste

saved him from tho snare of that overstrained

attempt after eccentric originality in -n-hich

architects even of high authority are sometimes

prone to indulge. His private life was marked

by the depth of his religious convictions, and by

the kindliness and oheei-fuluess of a thoroughly

sweet disposition.

STREET SUBWAYS.
Parliamentary powers for the construction

of sub-aqueous communications in London have

been obtained with little difficulty
;
aud tho

Tower Subway is evidence that, with modern

mechanical and engineering appliances, such

communications can be opened in a space of

time, and at a cost, marvellously small, as con-

trasted with the time occupied aud the money

expended in the construction of Brunei’s first

celebrated and unfortunate Thames Tunnel.

Notwithstanding these circumstances, the iiowers

given to construct subways under the Thames

do not seem to lead to rapid and assured suc-

cesses. The Tower Subway Company have

failed to carry out their original design of con-

veying passengers by steam power between tho

Middlesex and Surrey sides of the river. The

steam engines for raising and lowering tho

hoists, aud for drawing the omnibus through tho

subway, have been removed long since from tho

bottom of the shafts
;

the iron chambers in

which the passengers ascended and descended,

and the iron omnibus, have long since been taken

to pieces and cleared away; and novvpasse-.-'gors

pay simply a toll of a halfpenny each, ascend

and descend tho shafts by commonplace stairs,

and m:iko their way, with as little bumping as

possible, through tho 7-ft. tube.

Concerning the other subways under tho

Thames, for the construction of which Acts have

been obtained in former sessions of Parliament,

the City and Southwark, and the Temple

subways—nothing is now heard.

There is another use to which snbways may
bo applied in London that it seems strange

should escape the attention of the Metropolitan.

Board of Works and tho Corporation of tho City

of London. We refer to their provision as a

means of avoiding the dangers of a number of

our most perilous street-crossings. Tlio moot

point, subways i-ersiis bridges, has been discussed

vex*y fully, and the discussion has been carried

over many years ;
but passengers continue to bo

run down in tbo public streets, the crossings

become more crowded and dangerous daily, and
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no remedy is applied. How long are the pas-
sengers that have to cross daily or occasionally
at the Mansion House, at tho bottom of Ludgate-
hill, and other dangerous places, to have to do so
with paralysing fear ? How many more victims
are to he crushed to death, or maimed, and
injured for life by the Juggernaut of our streets

before the authorities provide an cegis ? It

is simply a question of time, and of the ex-
tent of sacrifice that must be made

;
sooner

or later footways under or over tlie carriage
ways must be provided at numerous crossings,
and the sooner a beginning is made the better.
With many persons it will be quite a minor con-
sideration whether they have to ascend 20 ft.

to get to tho top of a foot-bridge, or to de-
scend 10 ft. to get into a subway : the para-
mount consideration is, any means of getting
across rather than by threading a way among
the vehicles. The Ludgatc-circus, in course of
formation, furnishes pressing claims for some
such safe provision for foot-crossing. The
safest part of that crossing is, curiously, that at
which it is most gorged with traffic, namely, the
corner at which the old building remains as yet
undisturbed, and where the stream of vehicles
Las to be crossed at a simple right angle. In
other portions ofthe crossing, vehicles of all kinds,
driven at all speeds, taking all kinds of angles
and curves, have to be met, and Scylla can only
be avoided at the imminent risk of encountering
Charybdis. Only tho other day a serious acci-
dent befell a well-known literary man at this
place. His brain and spine were seriously in-
jured, and his arm put out of joint. Leaving
behind in the mud a packet of valuable manu-

;

script, bo was carried away unconscious to St.
Bartholomew’s Hospital, and thence to his own
residence, his useful labours suspended for an
indefinite time. The police force told off to
regulate the traffic at this crossing may have
been reinforced, but some more certainly trust-
worthy safeguard than this is imperatively de-
manded.

Glasgow Sulicay.—One of the private Bills of
the session is for a subway under the river
Clyde, commencing on the north side of the
river and harbour of the city of Glasgow, at or
near Anderson Quay, and terminating on the
south side of the river, at or near the oast end
of Springfield Quay, in the parish of Govan j the
capital of the company, iu shares and loans, to
bo 33,0001., and the works to be completed in
five years. Tho proposed toll is to be one penny
per foot-passenger.

THE PROPOSED NATURAL HISTORY
MUSEUM, KENSINGTON.

Sir,—

I

shall bo glad if you can allow mo
space in your periodical to correct au error
which has crept into the notice which appeared
in the Builder of Jan. 4, 1873, concerning the
proposed Natural History Museum at Kensing.
ton, and which, if unexplained, would leave 'a
very wrong impression of the work of the late
Captain Fowke, Royal Engineers, with respect
to that building.

It is therein stated that, " as so often happens
with designs which are the result of competi-
tion, it was found that much of the ingenuity
which had been displayed in this design (Captain
Fowke’s) bad been thrown away in consequence
of tho arrangements being incompatible with
the absolute requirements of the authorities;
and that to meet those requirements it was im-
possible to retain any large portion of it.” This
I think it will be allowed, is calculated to convey
the idea that Captain Fowke had paid so little
attention to the conditions laid down for tho
guidance of the competing architects that liia
design, to which the appointed judges awarded
tho prize, had to be virtually abandoned on sub.
sequent examination by the “ authorities,” who-
ever they were.

Those conditions, which were laid down by
the trustees of the British Museum, were printed
at the time; and I think it will be found on
reference to them that Captain Fowke’s desi^^n
as onginallly approved by the judges, provic?ed
for them completely. So fully was his design
criticised m this respect by the authorities of
the museum, that observations in detail upon it
were made at the time for the consideration of
the judges or of the Government. These criti.
cisms, which, on the whole, appear to have been
favourable to Captain Fowke’s design, were
replied to by him on the points on which objec-
tions were made to it, and he showed in these

replies how fully he had provided for tho official

requirements. Other objections there were to
bis arrangements, but they were upon matters
open to discussion, and upon which Captain
Fowke’s opinion was at least as valuable as
those of his critics.

After his plan was accepted, it is ivell known
that he had frequent consultations with Professor
Owen on the subject, by whose adrice he may
have made some modifications in his original
design. But tho best proof of the correctness
of his own views with respect to the general
arrangement of the galleries is, that after these
ten years of delay, Mr. Waterhouse has virtually
adopted them, as shown in the plau of his design
in your paper of the 11th. And as regards
floor space, Captain Fowke’s ground-floor con-
tained nearly double tho area of Mr. Water-
house’s.

The extract from your paper to which I have
taken exception must also be considered, I think,
to imply that in the writer’s opinion Captain
Fowke’s design had the fault of crudity common
to many competitive plans. But considering his
large previous experience in the arrangements
of exhibitions and museums, and his known
specialty in that line of architecture, I should
hope that such an implication could nob have

'

been really intended.

Tho question of the general merits of Mr.
Waterhouse’s plan, as compared with Captain
Fowke’s, would lead mo far beyond the object
of my letter, which is to clear his memory from
the imputation of a want of careful thought in
the preparation of bis design. As, however, tho
course pursued by the Government with respect
to this building leads one to the consideration of
the general question of the best mode of obtain-
ing designs for our public buildings, perhaps you
will allow me to recur to the subject on another
occasion. T. B. Collinso.v, Colonel,

Royal Eugiueers.

CHAMBERS OP COMMERCE AND
RAILWAYS.

At the approaching annual meeting of the
Association of Chambers of Commerce important
propositions are to bo discussed in relation to
railway amalgamation, management, and im-
proved communication. It will be proposed that
the report from the Joint Select Committee of
the House of Lords and the House of Commons
on railway companies’ amalgamation be con-
sidered, and that a deputation from the Associa-
tion be sent to tho Government, to support, or
otherwise, all or any of the recommendations of
the Committee

; also, that a deputation from the
Association of Chambers of Commerce wait upon
tho President of the Board of Trade and the
Horae Secretary, and urge upon the Government
the desirability of an inquiry by Commission or
Select Committee into the question of railway
management, with reference to tho convenience
and comfort of passengers, and the diminution
of the number of accidents, both to passengers
and railway servants. The inhabitants of
Southampton have for a long time past been
greatly dissatisfied with the insufficiency of their
means of communication by railway with other
localities, and maintain that this circumstance
has greatly impaired the prosperity of the
port. The Southarqpton Chamber sends the
following proposition for consideration by the
Association :

—

“That it is of paramount importance to the
commercial and manufacturing interests of the
kingdom that additional railways between the
northern districts and the southern poiis should
be sanctioned by Parliament.”
The proposed Swindon, Marlborough, and

Andover line is a project of the present session
that comes within the scope of the resolution.

ENGLISH ARTIZANS FOR ATHENS.
Mil. Watsox, our representative in Athens, in a

recent official return, says, he has been informed
by several pei'sons resident, in whose judgment
he places reliance, that there now exists an open,
ing in Athens for a limited number of skilled
British artizans. Ho has consulted on the sub-
ject with various persons establislied, and with
several employers of workmen, and these have
replied to his inquiries ;—“ Do not discourage
English artizans from coming to Athens. Steady
skilled men might make their way here
very well.” The demand, however, for English

labour would eeem to be only for men skilled in
making, managing, or repairing machinery, and
tor locksmiths, bell-hangers, housc-decorators,
sign-painters, and cabinetmakers. As to the
quality of workmanship in Athens, the incon-
venience, expense, trouble, and, in fact, the
impossibility of getting any repairs done to
houses at the worst season of the year are very
harassing to the occupant, with respect to-

locks, door-handles, varnishing, &c.
;

and in
Athenian rooms their condition is utterly dis-
graceful. As a means of obtaining furniture
the possessor of empty rooms has to purchase at
sales—when these occur, such articles as may
be presented, without regard to his taste or to-

their corresponding with each other. The Ger.
man cabinetmaker is often unable to execute an
order under months. Such being the state of
things, it would be a boon to the more civilised
portion of the community if some English
artizans, of the crafts indicated, could be made
to see their way to emigrate to Athena with,
profit to themselves, as in that case some of the-
blanks in the skilled labour market would pro-
bably bo gradually filled up ; besides, were a
better quality of skilled labour introduced into
Greece, it might bo hoped that a taste for better
workmanship would thus be, ere long, created
amongst the Greeks: above all things, however,
they must be temperate.

NEW POST-OFFICE, ST. MARTIN’S-LE-
GRAND.

The new Post-office building at Sfc. Martln’s-
le- Grand, erected from the designs and under the
superintendence of Mr. James Williams, of H.M.
Office of Works and Public Buildings, is i-apidly
approaching completion. We publish in our
present number a view of the exterior and plan
of the ground-floor. In another issue we shall
give a plan of tho upper story. Tho building is
rectangular, having frontages of 286 ft. to
St. Martin’s-le-Grand and Batb-street, and
frontages of 144 ft. to Newgate-streeb and
Angel-street, and is 84 ft. in height from the
paving line. It stands on a base of granite from
the Do Lank quarries, and the whole of the-
fronts have been executed in Portland atone of
tho hardest “ Whitbed.” The building is four
stories in height, exclusive of the basement, and
the floors will be thus appropriated :—The base-
ment will be partly occupied as office-rooms,
partly for stores, and partly by the department
of tho telegraph engineers, the large room in the-
centre being used as a battery-room. Th&
ground-floor will be occupied by the Postmaster.
General and the Accountant-General. On the
first floor will be accommodated the secretaries
and their staff

j
the third and fourth floors being

appropriated to the telegraph department. The
fourth floor will be especially devoted to the
telegraph instruments and the pneumatic tubes
will bo laid on to it, establishing communication,
with the district offices. Tho large instrument-
room is 125 ft. by 80 ft.

It was originallyrintended to provide a Public-
Office on the ground-floor of the building, and
a central hall was accordingly constructed. It
is now, however, found necessary to abandon
this scheme, and the central hall will be occupied
by the staff of tho Accountant-General.

In the north court there will be placed four
steam-engines, each of SO-horse power, for
working the pneumatic tubes, and the works
are in hand in the south court to provide for the
boilers. These comprise a large boiler-house,
and a chimney about’ 20 ft. higher than the
main building. An Artesian well is also proposed
for the supply of the large quantity of water
required, and a small engine will bo kept at
work at pumping to the large tanks (two of
6,000 gallons each), at the top of the building.
The plastering is now for the most part com-

pleted, with the exception of the central hall ;
much of the joinery fixed; and the special
fittings commenced. It is calculated that about
three-quarters of a mile of instrument-tables
will bo required in the telegraph-galleries.
The building was commenced in December,

1869, the first block of Portland stone bein^ laid
by the Right Hon. A. S. Ayrton, M.P., the'First
Commissioner of Works, on the 16th of December,
1870. The contractor is Mr. William Brass

; the
clerk of works, Mr. William Trickett. The con-
tract amounts to 129,718J.
The whole of the carving and sculpture Las-

been executed by Mr. Burnie Philip. The site
cost, we believe, in round numbers, 300,000 .
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DEFECTS IN THE SANITAEY PROVISIONS
OP THE METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT.

At the close of Mr. Liddle’s paper, of which

we gave a summaiw ia our last (p. 63),

—

Dr. Ilardwicke said, that in the district over

which he had supervision there were above 300

houses annually built. There were two striking

defects iu the present way of building houses,

^vhich were not prorided against by the existing

law. One was the wretched foundations on which
they were raised. The surface of the ground
was frequently taken off, and a large portion was
tilled up with rubbish, which he had often found
by analysis to be organic refuse. And much
offensive matter was under many houses, and
was used also in the making of mortar. Re had
scon the latter substance giving evidence by its

yellow colour of the presence of such objection-

able material. Such houses might well be called

disease-traps. The dampness which defective

construction caused also gave rise to much sick-

ness in the new building. Another defect was,
that when new streets \\’ere formed, the local

boards did not take to them, and form the roads

in proper time. A long period generally elapsed

before this was done, and the consequence was
that a low class of tenants got into the houses,

and the wholeneighbourhoodbecame deteriorated.

The sloppy condition of these neglected streets

gave rise to much sickness. One great cause of

shortcomings, he thought, arose from the fact

that the Metropolitan Board of Works had no
sanitary officer connected with themselves to

whom to appeal in doubtful matters. He believed

the Artizana and Workmen’s Dwellings Act was
iu pi-actice totally unworkable.
Mr. P. 41. Holland thought the paper which

had been, read was characterised by great

common sense. There was one portion to which,

however, he must take exception, and that was
the recommendation, as he understood it, that

the whole of the management should be under
the local boards. He thought it extremely im-

portant that the control should bo rather under
one separate board. The little local boards were
the most troublesome bodies that were ever

created. If the power were given to them, how
wore they to be controlled, and made answerable

for neglect ? It was highly necessary, he thought,

to have a body constituted for the management
of snch matters wliich would not be under local

influence. If the local boards were to be supreme
each in its own district, we should have the

sanitary measures caixied out in some, and
neglected in others. There should be, in his

opinOD, but one authority for the whole of

London. A great defect iu the appointment of

district surveyors was, that they held their offices

iu conjunction with their own private businesses.

The result was that their own business naturally

bad their first attention, and the public business

was consequently neglected. He thought tlie

district surveyors did more harm than good.

London was certainly one of the worst built

cities that could bo found. Fires in provincial

towns were not so destructive to human life as

here. Fii’c-escapes were rarely found in these

towns, nor was their absence felt. lie thought

the district surveyors simply looked at the let-

ter of the law, and to them he referred much
of what was objectionable. Were not latb-and.

plaster walls very common ? and what could

tend more to the spread of fires when they broke

out ? Why had the surveyors allowed this and
other equally unwise things to exist ? A largo

sum of money was spent in recomiiensing their

services, which would be better spent in engaging
the whole services of a smaller number, and re-

lieving them of the necessity of following private

employment. We should get a number of new
houses properly built, and then wo should have
specimens of what houses ought to be. They
could not be found in London, at a price witliin

the means of the great bulk of the people. Then
wherecould they find houses properly ventilated ?

The means of exit from churches and other such
buildings were very meagre, and iu case of alarm
of fire would be certain to lead to persons being

crushed to death. W’ould not in such cases the

fault of the architects amount to manslaughter ?

Fatal results had followed in some instances;

and in such a place as Exeter Hall, for instance,

a sudden alarm would lead to lamentable con-

sequences. He almost despaired of seeing archi-

tects doing their work intelligently.

Mr. G. Godwin rose to protest against the

unfounded attacks upon district surveyors made
by the last speaker. They had simply the power

of seeing the Building Act carried out, and this

they did in the majority of cases most efficiently.

They were certainly constantly foiled in their

endeavours, but they did the best they could.

In the matter of foundations, for example, the

Act said walls must be on a solid foundation or a
layer of concrete

;
the Act did not say what must

be under the concrete, nor of what thickness it

should bo laid, If the surveyor found defects

which were not expressly provided against in the

Act, and wont before a magistrate with his com-
plaint, he would certainly lose the day. Ven-
tilation did not fall within his province ; he had
no power whatever to interfere. The impatience

of the public to pay foranythingfor which there

seemed no immediate necessity, was an obstacle

to be overcome before this could be properly

carried out. The surveyors were not responsible

for the construction of drains. That was a mat-
ter under the Metropolitan Management Act.

Now that a new Bill was under consideration

was the time to strengthen it by the representa-

tions of the bodies wlio have had experience in

matters which it is designed to meet. Most of

what had been brought forward by Mr. Liddle

had already been laid before the Metropolitan

Board of Works. Ho (Mr. Godwin) had no
fault to find with what he had said. The clauses

iu the present Act respectinguudergrouud dwel-

lings were found to be nearly nugatory in their

operation. It was a difficult task to find out

whether rooms had been slept in, and this was
the way it was enacted they should be dealt

with. All that the district surveyors could do in

the matter was to say whether or not rooms that

were pointed out to them were oi' were not fit

for occupation according to the Act.

Dr. G. Iloss wished to draw attention to the

defects in the 29th section of the Building Act.

In a very crowded neighbourhood, a man might
build in bis back yard, so as to double the number
of those for whom accommodation was provided.

The Act, he had found, impeded the action of

officers of health, and tended to increase sanitary

evils. By evading the provisions, any proprietor

could go on increasing the number of houses.

Attics must be, by the Act, at least 7 ft. high

over half their area : why not all ? Tliis part of

the house, for various considerations, should, if

anything, be more lofty than any other. There
was no cause, iu bis opinion, that was half so

important as good, sound, wholesome buildings.

Many of the poorer class were brought into the

low state of health in which they were found to

be in consequence of the close, small, crowded
houses in wtiich they dwelt. Ho thought the

Artizans’ DvvelliugsActmight bemade extremely
useful. Many houses had been pulled down to

make way for improvements, and many poor

people bud been turned out without compensa-
tion, and had gone to increase the number of

the inhabitants of already overcrowded neigh-

bourboods. This was a hardship, but still, if

sanitary improvements were to proceed, ho could

not see how such could be avoided. There would
be a great difficulty in providing compensation,

for it might tend to encourage so great an ex-

penditure that few local boards would find

courage to commence any sanitary works when
so great au expense would follow. Still some-
thing might perhaps be done in this direction.

Ho could himself testify to the abominable stuff

that was used sometimes in making mortar.

Often that which was taken from the 8e\vor8 was
used in making mortar. Another evil was, that

contractors took away the gravel on which a

house was thought to be built, and substituted

loads of rubbish. This, which was done every-

where, should not be allowed.

Mr. Edwin Chadwick thought it was deplorable

that the subject brought forward by Mr. Liddle

should have made so little way, and that even of

first-class houses it should still be a sanitarj'

rule that they are unsafe to inhabit until nine or

twelve months after their construction. Speak-
ing not long since to the superintending registrar

of a suburban district, and expressing surprise

that although much money had been spent no
progress had been made in the reduction of the

death-rates, his answer was, that the death-rates

were kept up by the building of new houses (the

coratructions by which the death-rates should be
reduced), for soon after a block of new houses

was entered, or within a month or two after, the

doctor’s carriage was seen at the doors, and not

long after that ho, the registrar, had to record

additional deaths, especially amongst children.

The fact was architectui'al construction and
sanitary construction were different things, and
sanitary science, or responsibility for sanitary

results, had not yet been conjoined with archi-

tectural art and practice. Soon after the pub-

lication of the sanitary report, he had been

requested to join a committee of first-class or

palace architects, to frame a new Building Act
for the metropolis. He had begged to bo excused
from that sendee, because their regular doctrines
and practice were so little iu accordance with
what he considered the chief objects to be aimed
at, that there would bo no use in going into the
subject with them. He could not hope to alter

their fixed opinions, and should be in a minority
of one. At that time he objected that the func-
tions of the officers superintendingnew buildings

were fragmentary, incomplete, and misfitting.

The district surveyors as a class were doubtless
vorj' respectable men, but the duties assigned to

them were fragmentary and incomplete. Look
only to the sauitaiy arrangements required as

respects the basement. The subsoil drainage,
which is requisite to keep the I'oad firm and in

line, is the same that is required to abate damp
in the site of the house and its gi'ounds. The
bouse drain — the channel that is to remove
putrescible matter, and not let it permeate and
pollute the sribsoil—required care iu its firm con-

struction, and iu its adaptation to the discharge
into the street sewer, to make both drain and
sewer complete and self-cleansing, and act as
one piece of work. The drain that is to carry
off the horse-dung and surface-washing from the

roads—on which there is often as much putre-
Bcible matter to be removed as from withiu the
houses—must also bo well adjusted and self-

cleansing, and well adapted to the street sewer,
in which refuse should not be kept stagnant, as
it usually is, with other matter, but to be at once
removed from beneath the site of the town before

it can enter into noxious decomposition. The
impermeable drain of the house, and the im-
permeable drain of the road surface, the sewer
of the house and road, required therefore careful

adjustment to act as one work, to carry their

contents in one direction, whilst the permeable
subsoil drain of the road and the permeable sub-

soil drain of the house and land required careful

adjustment, to carry their contents in another
direction. Would any one, laying out work in-

telligently, du noi'O, thiuk of treating this com-
bined drainage apparatus in parts to be dealt

with independently ? But in administration
there was one officer, the bnilding surveyor, who
has only supervision of one part,—that is the
house, and not always of the house drain, or the
sanitary arrangements for the immediate removal
of putrescible matter. Then there was the road-

surveyor, who had nothing to do with the sub-
soil drainage, on which the wear of his road
mainly depends, nor with the sewer, which is to

receive its surface drainage, and which, if it be a
permeable sewer, may let out sewage, and let it

permeate the subsoil, as well as take it in. Then
there was the drainage surveyor, who had charge
of the street sewer only, and very little charge in

the way of adjustment, with the tributaries, the

house, or the road drains, the capillaries of a
proper system of sanitary work. Each of these
officers had usually to be sent for at diffeceut

times, wheu they could be got from their private

practice, to supervise their respective bits of uu-
systematised ^vork ? Could there be any arrauge-

menfmore (calculated to ensure misfits, and dis-

jointed, imperfect, and therefore wasteful work?
and to do it at a great expense of separate time,

notices, and separate service ? Surely we might
hope foran advanced perception of the economy;
of a better organisation; of the functions re-

quisite to insure efficiency and economy in local

works, under the superintendence of officers,

with the qualifications of sanitary engineers,

giving their whole time to the performance of

their duties.

Mr. Baldwin Latham, C.E., observed that he
could not at all agree with Mr. Holland in the

remarks he had made with reference to the in-

competency of the district surveyors of London
to discharge their duties ;

on the other hand, ho

agreed with Mr. Godwin that these officers were
thoroughly competent to discharge the duties

they were called upon to perform, and more-
over they were the only class of officers who,

by examination, had proved themselves com-
petent to discharge their duties, which were
entirely of a structural character. He, however,

thought, with Mr. Chadwick, that it would be an
advantage for the officers who had tho structural

control of buildings also to have sanitary control.

Probably it would be well that some central

authority should be appointed, with absolute

control over the construction and sanitary re-

quirements of all buildings hereafter to be or at

present erected. The question was a very much
larger one than that of merely applying a certain

Act of Parliament to the metropolis. There
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i
-wore many large towns and country places that I with the Bill about to bo brought before Parlia-
eqaaiiy required a Building: Act, and it would mfint. Tlil.a. La fLanrri.f, Lr.equally required a Building Act, and it would
be well for the Association, to promote some
measuro whereby a general Act of Parliament
sLonld bo introduced that could bo applied to the
whole country. It was true, that under the pro-
visions of the Local Government Act, Local
Boards had power to make by-laws for regulating
buildings; yet it was notorious, especially in
districts in which building operations were
carried on to a great extent, that those interested
in promoting such building operations took
care to have such representatives on the Board,
that either the by-laws were favourable to their
scheme, or wore not put in force against them.
An examination of the by-laws of various Local
Boards would show a marked difference. Usually
in the districts where they were most required
the by-laws were most defective

; while in dis-
tricts where there was bub little building going
on, the by-laws were of A very perfect character.
jWith regard to by-laws, it had been decided that
|the by-laws of Local Boards do not apply to
ibuildings erected previously to the passing of the
|Act under which they were framed

; conse-
iquently, open spaces about old buildings were
built upon, excluding light and air, to tU°B detri-
ment of the people inhabiting the district. The
sweeping away of the by-laws which now rogu.
lato the construction of buildings, the passio^of
an Act of Parliament applicable to all parts of
the country, regulating their stability, the means
for the prevention of the spread of fire, and
their sanitary requirements, would bo a great
boon to the country at large.

Professor Donaldson could affirm almost all
Mr. Liddlo had said. He did not agree with
those who thought that the Local Boards should
bo cousolidated into one body. Ho thought, con-
sidering the different operations, it would be
impossible to put them ail upon the shoulders of
one man. In his own district no houses could be
built unless the plans were submitted to the
Local Board. Certain couditions in the sizes of
rooms should bo observed. But the rcgulatious
it was found very difficult to carry out. He
aimself had from time to time made reports to
ffiose under whom he acted

; but frequently no
attention was paid to them. The surveyor often
went round, and made his report, and they often
Iproved to be nothing more than waste paper.
[This was very discouraging. With regard to the
overcrowding of rooms, it was a shame to society
that matters should bo as tliey were, lie did
not think these defects could be fairly charged
^o the surveyors. They wore anxious to do their
duty

;
and if their snggeatious were not carried

)ut, the fault did not lie with them. The walls
if a house should be built on concrete, and the
iirection of it should be left to the district sur-
veyor, who should be allowed the power of ad-
rising the magistrate. At the present time, if a
lomplaiut were made, the builder would brino-
lalf a dozen builders to show that ho had bulk
die house properly, and the magistrate would
lay that the weight of evidence was in his
'avour, and the surveyor would have to sustain
he costs of the action. He (Professor Donald,
on) thought the whole area of the basement
hould be covered with concrete. Tlie difficulty
Q the adoption of suitable measures lay in the
act that there were men in the Hinise of Commons
nd on the Local Boards who were themselves
'Uilders, and from them great obstructions were
kely to bo encountered. Ho could not see Jiow
: could be that gravel should bo forbidden to
0 taken away, for it was the property of the
wner of the soil. If a man wished to take it
way, and sell it, ho did not see how he could be
indcred from so doing. The observations about
36 reservation of a proper area for ventilation
'ere excellent; but ho thought they could
ot be carried out where space was very vala-
ble. Area was more necessary to be given in
le sleeping-rooms. Ho hoped the suggestions
: Mr. Liddle would come before those who were
igagod in drawing up the new Building Bill.

Mr. J. P. Seddon called attention to the matter
} it concerned the roofs of houses. The usual
ttle flimsy sheet of slate was not sufficient in
le face of great calamities from fire, such as
id occurred in America. The roofs should be
acle more uninflammable. The construction
our houses was in the hands of speculating

lilders. The way in which our streets are
lilt is the curse of the age. Matters should
It be left so much in tlie hands of builders,
rchitecta were nut employed for one-tithe of
6 houses that were built.

ment. This, he thouglit, ho had failed to do.
Before any action was taken by this Society, it

was very requisite that this should be done.
Much that was suggested, he thought, would be
found in that Bill; and if anything should re-
main, it would be received with thanks. It was
important medical men and architects should
apt in harmony. Matters could be better car-
ried out when the efforts of the one body did not
infringe upon those of the other.
The chairman (Lieut.. Col. Beresford, M.P.)

deprecated the idea that this question should lie
with the Metropolitan Board of Works. They
were so overwhelmed with work, that the less
that was put into their hands the better. There

competition between three different
authorities who acted in sanitary matters

; these
were the Metropolitan Board of Works, the
Thames Conservancy, and the Corporation. This
had, in some cases, produced confusion. Ho
thought the Public Health Bill was a most excel-
lent Bill as far as it went. That Bill not only
gave the power of dealing with sanitary matters,
bub it made it compulsory that its enactments
should be carried out. There should bo a power
invested in certain authorities of seeing to the
making good roads and the foundations of houses.
In his owp neighbourhood he had tried the effect
of the existing means

;
it was in the case of a

place which was in a disgraceful state. He had
addressed a letter to the Sanitary Board; the
property was immediately inspected, and shown
to be in a state injurious to health. The private
owners had subsequently received orders to put
it in order. If we failed to get all that Mr.
Liddle proposed, we had the present Act to fall
back upon, and this he iiad proved was not
inoperative. He (the chairman) thought the
water question went side by side with the build-
ing. There should bo a constant supply, and
better facilities for establishing it. One gentle-
man drew a distinction between the living part
and the sleeping part of houses. He ^tho chair-
man) was afraid that, for a vast number of
families in London, this distinction did not exist.
He trusted the matter now discussed would go
to the Local Government Board, and influence
their decisions.

Mr. Liddlo was glad tofiad that almost all the
speakers agreed with him generally. He was
perfectly well acquainted with all the amend-
ments in the existing law proposed by the Board
of Works, and he had been informed that that
body did not intend to bring in any Bill. He
thought they could not be successful in any
sanitary works, as they had no medical adviser
to help them. The great absurdity of the pre-
sent state of things was the different and distinct
Acts which referred to matters substantially tlie
same. To build a house a person must consult
half a dozen Acts. Those should all be broun-lit
into one.

°

On the motion of Mr. Edward Pears, it was
resolved unanimously :

—
“ That the paper bo referred to the Committee

of the Health Department, with a view to con
sidering the desirability of making represonta.
tions to the Local Government Board in favour
of an amendment of the Act.”

Mr._ Harry Oliver wished to say that ho thought
r. Liddlo should make himself well acquainted

NOTTINGHAM SCHOOL OP ART.
The annual distribution of prizes to the sue.

cessful students in connexion with this institution
took place on January 15tb, in the Mechanics’
Hall. There was a largo attendance. Lord
Belper presided, and among those present was
.Vlr. n. Cole, C.B., who delivered the prizes, and
on this occasion announced his own retirement
from the Science and Art Department.

Mr. Cole said, had lie been present last year,
he should have ventured a few observations to
them on the position in which Nottingham stood
with regard to art and its fitness for establishin*
a museum of science and art. Ho was particu't
larly happy in nob having to talk about an anti-
cipation, but rather of a promise which had been
held out, and amply fulfilled. They knew that
the Museum of Art and Science in this town had
had a beginning, and he hoped it was the com-
nienccmcnt of much greater things in the
future. Ho thought that Nottinghaoi was dis-
tinguislied for its modern architecture

;
and

though they could not perhaps equal Lombard-
street, yet they were superior to many other
towns. Ho hoped his lordship would not think
he was saying too much if he said that Notting.
ham was more distinguished in this respect than
Derby, and he also believed that Leicester was a

long w’ay behind as compared with Nottingham
Their school of art was, in some respects, the very
first school in the country. It was certainly the
cleanest and best kept, and he could show by
figures that it occupied a high position in the
work it did. All these facts made him concur in
thinking that Nottingham might take the lead in
the country in establishing a museum of science-
and art, and in setting an example to other towns
in England. Ho regretted to state that in this
matter England was behind the Continental
countries. They were aware that they could not
go from London to Paris without lighting on
several museums of this kind. Ho thought,
however, that the vai-ious matters he had men-
tioned justified him in asking them to consider
the question of establishing a museum of science
and art. Ho had taken some trouble to look
about in ascertaining what would be a good site,
and the conviction in his mind was that they had
a site already prepared,—one that would act as
a beacon to all the Midland counties,—and that
was the Castle. If they did what they could
with the Castle, he believed that it would be one
of the very finest things in all England. He
was told the trustees of the Castle wore quite
willing to help them, and he had already seen a
plan and design that had been made for building
up the Castle again, aud preserving the design of
the old building, which was attributed to that
distinguished architect, Inigo Jones. An architect
to whom Nottingham owed much of its onAi.
nality and beauty, had prepared a plan, and he
dared sayit would not long be a great secret. The
question was, was Nottingliam to asgist in an
operation of this kind ? His strong faith was
that it would. He wished to tell them,'as a fact,
that Nottingham had taken public money for
master’s prizes more than the average. With
regard to the students, Le reminded them that
there were 120 schools competing for the State
medals, gold, silver, and bronze. Gold medals
had been given away for seven years, and there
were not more than ten gold medals given every
year. The seventy medals that had been given
away had been competed for .by 120 schools, the
average being less than a medal per school, aud
of the seventy Nottingham had gained no less
than six. In fact, the medals taken by Netting,
ham,—and no doubt their skill in cock-fighting,
prize-fighting, and rifle-shooting had something
to do with the result,—were eight times the
average of the scliools of the whole kingdom.

Mr. Rawle, the head-master, addressed the
students.

From a Department of Science and Art
report, recently issued, wc observe, that in the
Government examinations in drawing of 1872,
the Nottingham school has again, for the fifth
year, headed the lists, and has, for two years
running, beaten the South Kensington and other
metropolitan schools. Wo give the names of
some of the schools which have taken the greatest
number of prizes :—Nottingham, 56 ; Birming-
ham, 51

;
South Kensington, 42 ; Derby and

Dufield, JD; Glasgow, 39; West London, 37;
Manchester (G.S.), 33; Bloomsbury, 28; Lei-
cester, 28; Lambeth, 27; Dublin, 25; Edin-
burgh, 25; Bristol, 24; Sheffield, 21; Man-
chester (R.I.), 23; Brighton, 22; E.xoter, 22;
Lincoln, 22; Liverpool (S.D.), 21; Newcastle-
on-Tync, 20; Bradford, 19 ; North London, 19;
Belfast, 18; Leeds (M.I.), 18; Sunderland, 18.

IRRIGATION IN NORTHERN INDIA.
iNSTiruno.v of civil e.vgineeks.

At the meeting on January lltli, the paper
read was “ On the Practice and Results of In-i-
gation in Northern India,” by Colonel W. H.
Greatbed, C.B., Chief Engineer of Irrigation to
the Government of the North-Western Prow
vinces.

The object of the paper was to describe what
had been done and wliat was now doing in thai
portion of Upper India where irrigation had
been longest practised, and on the largest scale.
The tract of country under consideration was
included between the Himalaya range on the
north, the River Brahmaputra on the east, and
the rivers which merged into the Indus on the
west.

The people of the North-Western Provinces
I'ad practised sinking wells for irrigation from
the earliest periods. The depth at which water
was found in the Plains varied from 10 ft. ta
50 ft. below the surface. At the lesser depth a
little pit supplied as much water as could be
lifted in a day in a jar attached to a light
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balance-beam worked by men. Two men could

keep a plob of an acre watered, but the demand

on labour prevented its employment on a large

scale. Pits of this description fell in during the

rainy season, and had to bo annually renewed at

the cost of the tenant. Deeper wells, lined with

brushwood cylinders, and worked by bullock

power, cost from 51. to 18L apiece, and employed

six men and three pairs of bullocks every day to

keep five acres watered.

Extracts were given from the official account

of the famine of 1868-9, describing the desola.

lion in districts unprovided with canals, and the

security of those that were irrigated.

The scheme projected for turning all available

waters to the greatest advantage was next de-

tailed. The characteristics of the rivers Ganges

and Jumna, which included between them the

larger part of the zone of “ Plains,” were iden.

tical. Both rose in eternal snows, and both

'received large affluents before leaving the moun.

"tains. The drainage area of the Ganges was

11,200 square miles, that of the Jumna 7,800

square miles. The fiow of water in the greatest

fioods was respectively 230,000 and 160,000

cubic feet per second, and when these rivers

were at their lowest, from the middle of January

to the end of March, the flow was reduced to

1,000 cubic feet and 2,000 cubic feet.

Tho Ganges Canal was perhaps the largest

work of tho kind in the world. Its full capacity

was 6,500 cubic feet of water a second. Tho

width of bed on the Solani Aqueduct, eighteen

miles from the head, was 161 ft., and the depth

10 ft. The main channel was 318 miles in

length, and it was navigable throughout; the

branches were 306 miles in aggregate length,

and the distributaries 3,071 miles. A carriage

road was kept up on all main and branch canals,

and the banka were planted with timber trees.

The flow of water per second in 1870-71 was

4^300 cubic feet, and 767,000 acres were watered

iu 5 061 villa<^ea. Irrigation commenced twenty-

-two’miles below tho head works, and was diffused

over an area 320 miles long by about 50 wide.

The sub-Himalayau drainage, which tho canal

crossed, was passed partly into, partly over, and

partly under the canal. The works in the

upper part were chiefly constructed on block

foundations, perforated with wells, by means of

which they were sunk in running sand to a hard

stratum. The Solani Aqueduct spanned a valley

two miles and a half in width; its foundations

were supported by the pressure and friction of

wet sand, and no subsidence had occurred. The

slope of the country in the upper part of the

canal was much more rapid than that given to

the canal beds,—a difficulty which had been

overcome by masonry ogee falls; in place of

these, vertical weirs with long crests wore being

built on new canals. The difficulty of the con.

•ditions under which the Ganges Canal works

were commenced was detailed, and tho functions

of tho canal officers. The earning of a cubic

foot of water on tho Ganges Canal, in 1870-71.

was 4 II. per annum ;
on the Eastern Jumna, 591.

The net income of all the canals in the

fS^orth-Western Provinces, in 1870-71, after the

payment of working expenses, was 182,4371.,

being 6 64 per cent, on the capital cost of

2,714,6311.

The Agra Canal had been projected for the

•irrigation of the Muttra and Agra districts, on

the right bank of the Jumna, below Delhi. A
-.veir, 2,423 ft. long, had been built across ihe

Jumna, at a point where a spur of quartz from

-the Aravali range abutted npon the river. The

work had no foundations. It consisted of two

parallel masonry walls, 3,428 ft. long,

from end to end of the weir, of which the footings

rested on the fine sand of the river-bed at low.

water surface level. Between tliese walls, which

were 26 ft. apart, stone was packed, and a slope

of stone was constrncted, up stream with a base

of 40 ft., and down stream with a base of 200 ft.

Scouring sluices were constructed on one flank

,of the weir, to keep a clear channel in front of

the canal head. This weir, when partially con-

gtructed, had satisfactorily withstood the greatest

known flood on the Jumna.
The financial results were also explained. At

the end of the year 1871 upwards of a million

acres were irrigated from existing works, which

afforded a net return of 182,5001. The capital

expended had been 2,747,0001., and the net

profit on the whole was 6'64 per cent. When
fully completed, the cost of the undertakings

would amount to about 7,500,0001., with a

return of 12 per cent, on the capital when the

canals were fully developed.

The principal canal in operation was the

Western Jumna, au old Mahomedan work. It

had paid nearly 2,000,0001. clear profit, after

repaying capital. Tho Baree Doab Canal, taken

from the river Eavee, was constructed on the

model of the Ganges Canal, and was gradually

making way.
There were profitable inundation canals on the

Indus, the Chenab, and the Sutlej. The Sirhind

Canal, now under construction, would cost about

2,000,000?., and irrigate a country where rain

was very scarce. It was calculated to pay about

9 per cent.

In conclusion, it was stated that about 250

engineers, of and above the rank of assistant-

engineers, are employed, under the Indian

Department of Irrigation, in developing the

advancement and prosperity of the country.

GAS EXPLOSION : HYDRAULIC
GASELIERS.

A SEBious gas explosion has occurred at

Pierrepont-street, Bath. An escape of gas

being suspected in tho parlour, a workman was

called in. No sooner had lie stmek a light

than an explosion took place, hniiing the man
from the steps on which he was standing, and

breaking the fan-light over the street-door. The

cause of the escape was want of water in the

pendant. Workmen dealing with gas ought to

know better than to strike a light on such an

occasion. As to the want of water, tliis is the

fitting time and place to recall what we said

about three winters ago as to hydraulic gaseliers.

Water is not only ready to evaporate in a short

time, but also, when frost comes, to burst the

tubing, and thus it incurs a double risk. We
then stated that oil was much preferable to

water ;
and we have now to notify that a gaselier

which we snpplied three years since with oil has

continued till now in good order, a little oil

having only once been added. No frost has

injured it, and no risk has been run from escape

of gas
;
neither has the oil given tho slightest

disagreeable smell. Never mind what gas-men

say about oil in hydraulic gaseliers (it was colza

oil) : water suits thetn best, explosions notwith'

standing.

the arches of the four sides of the principal

stage. The four arches are decorated with

gablets terminating in stone finials. Over this

principal stage is an intermediate stage, with

niches in each face of the structure, for the

reception of four statues, representing Charity,

Justice, Temperance, and Prudence. The upper

part of the canopy is decorated with arches,

gables, and angle pinnacles, and terminated by

a stone spire, rising to a total height from the

ground of 45 ft. The whole edifice has been

designed by Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson, the

architects of the town-hall, and is in harmony

with the architecture of that building.
_

The

statue itself is also very nearly completed, in tho

studio of Mr. Adams Acton, the sculptor. The

figure is being executed in white Carrara marble,

and represents Sir Titus seated in a chair:

although in a sitting posture, its height is 7 ft.

The stone of which the canopy is formed was all

obtained from the Cliff Wood Quarries, out of

which the whole of tho stone used in the front

of the town-hall was also obtained.

STATION PLATFORMS.

CAPTAiy Tyleb, in reporting to the Board

of Trade upon the accident which caused

the death of Sir Donald M'Leod, recom-

mends a uniform standard for passenger

platforms and carriages on the metropolitan

lines, and suggests that in the meantime the

carriages should be supplied with continuous

footboards. Captain Tyler also points out the

necessity for careful supervision in regard to the

starting of the trains. The danger of tho plat-

forms on the metropolitan lines we gave urgent

warning of the year before last, and previously

;

but it required the sacrifice of some special per-

sonage ere anything could be done. As long as

only an obscure victimnow and then was mangled

and destroyed, the railway Juggernaut just moved

on as before ;
but now we shall have something

done.

BUILDINGS IN BIRMINGHAM.

Three blocks of buildings are being erected

fronting to New-street, Birmingham, the total

length being 338 ft. ;
also buildings on each side

an intended passage from New-street to the

London and North-Western Railway Station, the

frontage being 151 ft.; and another ra.nge of

buildings opposite the station on each side, the

upper stories being carried over the passage,

and having a frontage of 80 ft.

Part of the erections is arranged as a hotel,

and the remainder is to be let as shops, ware-

houses, and offices. Tho materials employed are

white brick and stone. The style is Italian, with

considerable ornamentation, both in terra cotta

and in stonework, the whole of tho front

beino- carried on iron columns, and so arranged

that"the plate-glass extends in front of all the

supports, so as to give tho greatest possible

amount of space for the display of goods
;
but,

unfortunately, in an architectural point of view,

this detracts from its effect, as it gives the build-

ings the appearance of standing on glass. Part

of the buildings next New-street is now being

proceeded with under contracts entered into

with Mr. John Garlick and Mr. Charles Jones,

both of this town, and the other portions will be

commenced as soon as possible. Mr. Thomson

Plevins, of Birmingham, is tho architect engaged

upon the works.

Sin —Doubtless the public will appreciate the valuable

recommendations made by Captain Tyler for improve-

meots in the heights of railway platforms and continuous

carriage footboards as a preventive, in some degree, ot

those frequent accidents to which Sir Donald McLeod un-

happily fell a victim.
.

I should, however, like to call attention to ft matter

which seems to have been overlooked. The means of plat-

form ingress and egress being in many instances by one

gatewav, there must be a risk of persons rushing alter a

train in motion if the gate be left open for the exit ol

rriving passengers, or if it he closed when the train is

signalled the latter have to waste time in waiting for the

not very active porters to open the gate when the train has

left, a constant occurrence at some of the metropolitan

stations. Now, to avoid both these difficulties I would

8U‘"’est tho erection of high iron turnstiles to open in

opposite directions : thus, when a train is signalled “ in

the inlet turnstile should bo locked, tho other being tree

for exit, but provided with a lock for wholly closing the

this plan were adopted,‘one divided way would ^ffico
|

at all stations where room was not available, and eilect a

saving both in officials and the time of the travclluig

public. Abciubald D. DiWjrn
Assoc. Inst. C.E.

apprenticeship to building
TRA.DE3.

BEN'FOBD r. WAISWBIQHT.

This action, brought in the Marylebono_^ County Court,

deserving attention.

ThV parents'were the plaintilTs, suing, as next friends, I

r \Vaiiiwrieht, for tho sum of Hi. lOs. 6d., part off

concerning apprenticeship, i

THE SALT statue FOR BRADFORD.

A WOODEN structure, opposite the Bridge-street

corner of thenew town -ball, has been put up on the

site of the statue to be erected to Sir Titus Salt,

barb., in order to give some idea as to whether

the site would be really a suitable one. This

structure, which has been undertaken by Messrs.

Farmer & Brindley, who have executed the

whole of the carving in the new town-hall, is in

an advanced stage of completion. The form of

the erection is quadrangular. The base consists

of four steps, on the top of which is placed the

pedestal, the -whole raising the statue 8 ft. above

the level of the road. Over the statue is a canopy,

supported at each corner by clustered shafts of

polished Shapp granite. These shafts support

.... \Vaiiiwrigbt, for 7---
, ,

premium paid on account, and the addition of the Inland,

Revenue stamp for indenture for apprenticing the son,

and the indentures being cancelled atterwards.

Mrs. Benford, the mother of the cancelled apprentice,

said by tho ternia agreed upon her son was apprenticed to

the defendant, and Mr. Wamwright drew up the indenture

for her to sign for the boy. She paid lOL down, and at

eighteen months’ end she was to pay another lOi. Bclore

she signed the indenture, her son was seat to see how iiM

liked the trade of a builder and cabinet-maker, and ha]

brought back the indenture of the apprenticeship lor her to

sicn The way the indenture was drawn up caused her to

refuse having further to do with it. She unoii this, not de-

sirin'' her son to leave the cabinet or buildinbunding trade, got

anotiler copy of indenture made out, and sent to [^0
master, aloalong with IL lOs. for the stamp,

master refused to sign, and the mother of the apprentiea
- .. r. ...I *i.« document

This tho

uuv, asserted to the Court that the second

was very little different from the first.
. ,,

The master did not look upon this in the light advanced

by the parents, and would not Sign the second copy ol

indenture, the important point being the hours of wort

for the lad • and as the indenture was incomplete, ttie

mother withdrew the proposed apprentice, who had been

with the mahogany builder over three weeks, and appearei^

to like the trade.
, . „ , , j

Tho mother applied to the defendant, after she had

taken the embryo apprentice away, and demanded the

moneys she had paid the master back.
_

Counsel were engaged in this knotty apprenticeshm

dispute, and it was elicited in cross-examination by Jir.

Sleigh that tho lad had actually been paid -wages, aim

that the cause the mother did not complete the indenturel

was that the hours were too hard on the apprentice.
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Jlr. Warner Sleigh, for the defendant, said this was no
•ordinary case of apprenticeship. Ifactiona ofthis nature
were to stand, builobrs would not teach boys their trade
upon this whim of their mothers. The boy was ready to go
back to his master, and the master willing to have him, as
an apprentice and teach him his trade. The mother,
however, by some woman’s whim wanted her son back
again.

_

It was not only customary to the cabinet
«md building trades to take lads on trial, but it gene-
rally occurred that the premium for the apprentice-
ship was withheld until the boy had what was termed a
trial. First, the master had an opportunity to note what
sort of a lad he wos going to bind hiniseu to for seven
years, and the young apprentice was afforded an oppor-
tunity of learning the nature of his trade, and the sort of
home ho had to look forward to. This was a fair bargain
on each side. On the other hand, apprentices were taken as
paupers, and in that case the guardians werebound to look
after their wards, but seldom did, and this apprenticeship
ended in the lads running away or turning out indifferent
workmen, It became, therefore, the master' a direct interest
to exact a deposit to bind the bargain. It was not to be
supposed that lads should enter a building or cabinet-
making lirm, give a month’s trouble to masters, foremen,
and leading men to instruct the arts and mysteries of a
trade, 'and then, imon the mere whim of n mother,—who
bad better have left the apprenticeship to her husband,

—

come back to his client and say, “ Unless you alter our first
copy of indenture to my fiking, my son shall not be
bound to you; and, as you refuse to do so, hand me back

deposit. Another feature in the case was the briug-
ing an apprenticeship dispute into a county court.
The magistrates had always adjudicated here, and had
legal powers to cancel an indenture and imprison an
apprentice for wrong doing to his master. Here, however,
itEo lad was not finally bound, but willing to serve. lu
(the City of London there was a high official called a
Chamberlain first especially appointed by Edward VI.
|to look after the apprentices, and so unruly were these
jyoung gentlemen ns to need a “Bridewell” to correct
(their bad habits. That had now been pulled down,
Jand it seemed all the good old apprenticeship laws and
customs had gone with it, or such an action as this
could never have been instituted, On behalf of builders,
oabiuot-makers, and others, ho called upon the court to
frenudiatc this claim.

Mr. Macnamara, the judge, said in this case '

ut as amicus ctcriie, as, whichever way he might decide,

m would lead to unpleasantness and ill feeling, and par-
[dcuturly to the one most interested

;
for even if the boy

returned to tho proposedmaster, the mother would never
bo satisfied.

Mr. Sleigh, interrupting, said the master had ,.^v
oroken his contract by not leaching tho lad hia trade, but
bis mother had.

' The Judge said that appeared to bo the case, but all
parties here were in a fix. The Judge was to decide a
Imatter of trade custom that was disputed, and which,
i;perhn|is, should have been brought before a magistrate.
Illfthe parties would take his friendly judgment, it would bo
|that the plaiutiff should divide the tenpounds, which would
irecoap the master for his trouble with tho boy, and this
judgment would perhaps rule other cases that might
borne before County Courts, on the side of equity. It
»as not to be supposed that masters were going to
^6 expense and trouble of keeping lads a month on trial
kithouL any honorariuM. The value of the stamp might
jbe got back from Government if the suitor sued the, Ckan-
hellor of the Exchequer, supposing that tho stamp had
(been got.

I The parties to tho cause had a conversation, and agreed
to tho Judge's verdict that each party were to pay their
lown costa, and the defendant return five pounds.
I [In this rather importaut case with respect to appren-
tices, no direct decision has been arrived at. It is clear,
uowever, that tho County Courts have jurisdiction he-
reon master and apprentice, and even in the ease ofa lad
totually apprenticed, the County Court Judge, sitting as
i magistrate, has powers to deal with apprentices over
boheo magistrates. It was stated outside the court, that
police magistrate had actually referred the case to a

County Court.]

ling-house; while in some of the hop-kilns, where large
quantities of sulphur are used as well as charcoal, the ceil-
ings arc composed of tempered clay

; but this would not
do BO well in my ease, as a decent appearance is required.
Possibly some of the cements so much in use now would
answer the purpose, but I would prefer lime if it could he
made to do.
Perhaps some of your readers will kindly help me

the matter. At the same time, itis needless to advise the
charcoal being discontinued, for I have already urged that,
with no better result than the choice of a strike or revolu-
tion. I expect amongst the many remedies or appliances
now at hand for every evil, some one will bo able to give
a practical and not expensive one for tho above. In sc
doing ho will confer a favour on a twenty years’ sub-

L. L.scriber.

HOW FAR IS AN ARCHITECT LIABLE ?

Sill,—I have had built two bouses, at a cost
of 5003., employed an architect to make plans,
(fee., and see everything done properly, and paid
the whole of the cash on the faith of hia certifi.

oatea. Ten months elapse
j

tho pumps then
draw air. On examination, the whole of the
lead pipe proves to be full of saud.holes, and not
of the quality specified, necessitating the substi-
tution of new, at a cost of 63. Now, sir, what is

the best thing to do ? The contractor has since
died. Can I recover of tho architect ?

M. H.
%* This, though a small matter, raises a

large question,—one by no means settled, and
on which we shall be glad to hear what corre-
spondonts have to say.

' THE OLD HOUSE, ENFIELD.
! Sill,—It will interest your readers to know
that the magnificent brickwork alluded to in
i'our journal of the 11th and 18th ult., has
been secured for the South Kensington Museum.
iTho Old House is now being razed ; and ex-
berienced workmen are engaged in taking down
the brickwork for the purpose of removal.
I Mr. Alexander Andrews, with whom I have
ipoken on the subject, does not agree with your
correspondent, Mr. Wilson, in calling the old
liouse the “ Manor House,” as Lyaons speaks of
he Manor House (for some time the residence
if tho Wroth family) as having been “long
mllcd down,” in his time, and which seems to
lavo stood on the Chase, some distance from tho
O'Fn. Tn. B.-\.tterbuey.

THE EFFECT OF CHARCOAL ON
PLASTERING.

8ib,—

I

have a kitchen in which a good d(’al of charcoal
9 used in the usual way in little open fires along one side
f the room, and to its use I attribute the falliug away of
irge patches of the plastering on the ceiling and the
pper portion of the side walls, as well as the whitewash
y which it has been yearly coated. It is lofty enough,
nd there is a ventilator in tho ceiling sufficient for the
[urposc; and tho position of tho roof would seem to
livour its action, as the kitchen is a detached building
;n d is ceiled a considerable way up the roof inside. I have
ried painting it, but it seems to blister aud break, or
rack, but does not eome off easily

; but its appearance
p
bad, au(l it is getting so unsightly that I expect I must

ake ofl ail the plastering, and do it again. Jfow mav 1
sk, through your valuable paper, what is tho beet mode
i do It, so as to resist the sulphurous vapour given off by
10 charcoal ? In some similar eases. I am told that when
1C limo IS mixed with coal-ashes instead of sand, it is not
0 much aflected, but I have never seen it used in a dwel-

NEW DRINKING FOUNTAIN IN CHESTER.
Miss Humble, iu mtsmory of her two sisters,

and her brother, the late Mr. E. Humble, has
presented to the corporation of Chester a drink-
ing.fountain. It is situated at tho junction of
the Tarviu aud Chriatleton roads, iu the suburb
of Boughton, and has been recently opened.
The main body of the structure, surmounted by
a hood, is hexagonal in plan, three sides having
inscribed panels alternating with a bowl on each
of the other sides. The bowls are of grey
granite, polished inside, with fine axed exterior
surfaces, on which lotus - flowers are carved,
while leaves of the same plant encircle the rock-
faced recesses above them, out of which the
water flows. A willow wreath is cut upon a
torus, forming an appropriate neck mould for a
memorial fountain. The feed-pipes are long
brass unions, constructed so as to present only
a strong shield of brass to mischievous persons,
the water flowing from openings in the pipe,
about 3 in. back iu the stonework. The over-
flows from the bowls feed three troughs for
cattle

;
these troughs face the panels, and aro

easily reached from the side of the road, the
curbstone alone intervening. All the stonework
is of York stone, with the exception of the
bowls.

The hood terminates with a bronze and gilt
lamp, the ladder-rests serving as guides to way-
farera.

Tho presentation is recorded on one of the
panels; and the texts, St. Luke xviii. 16, and St.
John xiii. 1-t, occupy the other two.

Messrs. Harrisson & Seaton, Liverpool, were
the architects; and Mr. H. Wigginer was the
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passed to the effect that “ each man was at
liberty to do as he pleased,” go to work or stop
out.

Strike through a recent Act of Parliament—

A

strike of the chaiu-cable makers of the north of
England (which will extend to other parts and
to the metropolitan iron-works) has occurred, for
an unexpected reason. The Trinity House
Brethren, the Admiralty, and the Board of
Trade, finding that shipping have been long sup-
plied with defective iron cables, by which vessels
have been lost in far greater number than from
bad anchors, introduced a Bill into Parliament to
remedy this serious evil

; and now the Chain-
Cables Act has come into force, which requires
that before a chain is passed, it shall undergo
a test, according to size, np to 40 to 50 per cent,
above the Admiralty strain, so as to prove the
quality of the iron and workmanship. The
additional proof has caused tho chain-cablo arti-
zans to use more skill, labour, and time, than in
former days, and for these extras they have
demanded an advance of wages at the rate for
heavy chains of 6d. per cwt., and then reduced
their request to 3d. per cwt. Tho employers,
however, hold out against both demands

; and as
the men, since the Act in question was mooted,
have husbanded a fund to meet a strike, the
chaiu-cable making is likely to want many links
before the men make any more cables. The
dispute opens up some serious misgivings as to
past shipwrecks.

contractor.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
The Building Trade of London.—lb will be

remembered that last summer the operatives in
the various branches of tho London building-
trade made a demand for an increase of one
penny per hour in their rate of wages, and that
the employers conceded one halfpenny. The
Central Association of Master Builders have just
received notice that this year the men intend to
“ stand out ” for tho other halfpenny, making
their wages 9d. _per hour, “ iu accordance with
the terms of their original memorial.” The notice
fixes the 19th of July next as the date for the
increase to come into operation, and adds that,
“ considering the increased cost of tho neces-
saries of life, they find the purchasing power of
money, within the last few years, has been re-
duced at least 20 per cent.”
The South TToles Strike.—A meeting of the

fitters and smiths, carpenters and other “ trades-
men,” employed in the Dowlais, Plymouth, and
Cyfarthfa works, has been held at Penydarren,
For the purpose of considering their position in
relation to the strike. In the course of a tem-
perate discussion it seems to have been made
pretty clear that all present were desirous of
continuing work, and ultimately a resolution was

,

ACCIDENTS.
Fatal Scaffolding Accident near Newport.—

The platform part of the scaffolding of a new
bridge now in course of construction over tho
river Usk, near Newport, recently fell into the
river. One man was drowned

; two are missino-

;

and four others injured, two of them seriously?
’

Fall of a Building at Walkley.—The gable end
of a dwelling-house in course of erection in
Industry-street, Walkley, has collapsed, and
caused considerable damage to property, though
fortunately, not to life. The gable end had lately
appeared very insecure. The bed in which the
tenant and his wife were wont to sleep, was
completely overwhelmed with building material
of great weight.
A Building Set on Fire hy Lightning at Black.

buTO.—Tho stables belonging to Miss Thwaites,
Beardwood Cliff, near Blackburn, were recently
set on fire by lightning. The house being two
miles distant from the town, the roof full in
before the engines could arrive. The stables
are of recent construction, with a roof of pitch
pine, and the damage done will bo about 3003.
The horses were got out of danger with great
difficulty. A pear-tree on the north side of the
stables was split by tho electricity, and the
coachman was thrown to the ground. No per-
son, however, was injored.

Fatal Fall of a Bricklayer in Belgravia.—At
134, Ebnry-strcet, Belgravia, a bricklayer, in
the employ of Messrs. Walter & Sons, builders,
Pimlico, was walking along the parapet, which
is a very high one, and occupied by officers of
the Footguards, quartered in Chelsea New Bar.
racks. He fell head foremost on to the Land-
rail of the area steps, and from thence back on
to the spikes, and turned over on to the stone,
smashing rails and stone, and deluging the pave-
ment and area-steps with blood. A lady and
gentleman passing by narrowly escaped the
body falling on them, but were covered with the
blood spurting from the poor fellow’s head.

Fatal Fall from a Furnace.—An inquest has
been held at New Town, Millom, says the
Carlisle Journal, on the body of Thomas
McWilham, aged 32 years, who had met with a
fatal accident on the previous day. Deceased
was engaged at the Miliom Ironworks, and about
half-past three o’clock in the morning he was at
work filling metal into the furnaces with a wheel-
barrow. Near where he was walking along on
the top of the furnaces there is a lift used for
raising the ore from the ground to the top
which is a distance of 50 ft. Down this lift
McWilliam by some means or other fell, and met
with immediate death. The jury returned a
verdict of “Accidentally killed,” but as this was
the second death of a similar nature at that place
they recommended that a gate should be placedm front of the lift.

Fatal Fall at Arborfield, Beading.—An inquest
has been held before the county coroner, at
Reading, on the body of John Buckland. Emma
Hiscock said deceased was repaii-ing a porch.
Hearing a “crash” I went down at once and
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found deceased on the ground and tlie ladder

broken. He appeared dead. Only about three

minutes elapsed from the time I saw him alive

till I found him dead. Ko one was working with

deceased, nor was any one near him at the time.

Just before the fall deceased cautioned mo
against letting the childi'en get under the

ladder as it was unsafe. Deceased was per-

feebly sober. A labourer said, I spoke to

deceased during the day, and he told me he was

afraid of his ladder as it was very weak.

Deceased brought the ladder with him. A
verdict of “ Accidentally killed by a fall from a

ladder” was returned.

Great Fire in Gateshead.~Ono of the most

destructive fires that have ever occurred in

Gateshead has just taken place. The scene of

the firo was the well - known saw-mills and

timber-yard of Messrs. Ileggie, which are situate

in HUlgate, about half a mile from the Tyne

Bridge. The portion next and highest up the

river was occupied as a timber-3’ard
,
whilst lower

down, and stretching from the shore to the

narrow street which leads to Hillgate, were the

cstensivo planing and saw mills. Adjoining

these was the tar - yard of Messrs. Ileggie,

who aro also rope-manufacturers. The fire

spread with such rapidity that the entire

premises from end to end was one mass of fire.

Even a new crane, which cost 300?. some short

time ago, fell and was broken in several pieces.

Messrs. Heggie have been very unfortunate,

having been burnt down before on one or two

occasions. The damage is estimated at between

20,000?. and 30,000?., which is partly covered by
insurance.

SCHOOL BOARDS.

London.—I am in a position, says tho London

correspondent of the Weekly Scotsman, to give

you au idea of what the total cost of the opera-

tions of the London School Board will be for

providing school accommodation for the 100,000

children needing it. The first sum raised by the

Board was -10,000?., which means a rate of a

halfpenny in the pound all over the metropolis.

The next sura was 75,000?., which a rate of little

more than three-farthings in the pound would

make up. A further sum of 62,000?. was asked,

which represents about another rate of three-

farthings in the pound. It is estimated that

this will be all that the Board will require to

provide for the 100,000 ehildren up to March,

1S74, BO that the total coat will entail a rate of

about twopence and the one-tenth of a penny or

a halfpenny a year, for tho three years and some

months which the Board expect to exist. It is

intended to apply again next sessicn for an Act

of Parliament to continue the tenure of office of

tho present members for five or six months

beyond the three years, so as to enable them to

complete the work they have entered upon.

Skeffield.—The first schools built by a school

boai-d in Yorkshire have been opened with some

little ceremony by the board, in Sanderson-

strect, Sheffield. The schools are of stone, and

have cost something like 5,000?. Convenient

playgrounds are attached.

Dr. Borlase, the Cornish Antiqiiary.

—

Mr. W. Copeland Borlase, of Castle ilorneck,

author of the valuable work on “Cornish Sepul-

chral Monuments,” reviewed by us last week,

has opened the session of the Penzance Institute,

Mr. Thos. Cornish, the newly-elected president

of the society, presiding. From a report in the

Cornish Telegraph, it appears that Mr. Borlase

read a paper on the well-known Doctor Borlase

of tho last century. The doctor at first lived at

his father’s manor-house, at Peudeen, St. Just,

a house possessing many noteworthy features

and associations, but the rectory of Ludgvan

soon became Dr. Borlase’s life-long abode. One
aspect of the doctor's many-sided life dwelt upon

was his communications with the fashionable

and literary world, with which his connexion

was largely kept up through Dr. Oliver, a Cor-

nishraan, who became the chief physician at

Bath. Letters from Dr. Oliver w'ere read, and

two unpublished from Pope to Dr. Borlase were

referred to, in one of which is given a fuller

description than any other by tho poet himself

of his grotto, which was much enriched by
Borlase’s presents of minerals. The scientific

labour of Dr. Borlase might be divided into three

parts: the earlier occupied by archmology
;
tho

middle age by the history' of natural phenomena;
while his latter days were taken up in making
collections foraparochial account of Cornwall, con-

taining the heraldry and genealogy of the county.

In his day there were very few antiquaries

worthy of tho name. In 175 1 appeared the first

edition of the “Antiquities of Cornwall.” Though
it contained some theories not now accepted, its

facts were unirapeaclied and valuable. Bor-

laso’s age was an ago of collecting without a

sufficient rudimentary knowledge to make any
adequate generalisations possible. Gropinga in

the dark were many of the best efforts. Amanu-
scrijib volume, however, by Dr. Borlase, con-

tained many views on submarine upheaval and
the causes of earthquakes, which might be placed

almost side by side with those of Sir Charles

Lyell
;

but the volume was not published.

Mineralogy also engaged much attention, and
was the subject of many letters between Borlase,

Gronoviue, Linnmus, &c. Every morning Dr.

Borlase rose at five, and every evening retii'ed to

;

rest at nine, continuing these houi’s until his

;

death at Ludgvan, on the 31st of August, 1772.

glisctllanta.

Water-snpply for Fires at New York.

—

In the American Gaslighting Journal is an article

quoted from a contemporary in which it is stated

that there is a project in New York for an inde-

finite supply of river-water in case of fire, with

powerful engines for raising it, together with a

system of special mains throughout the city.

Power could also be sold to warehouses, stores,

and manufactories. Five millions of dollars are

mentioned as the probable cost of establishing

the new works
;

and this sum would, at all

events, it is said, cover the cost of works for

supplying the lower part of the city with water,

supposing the new system to be confined to that

quarter which is in greatest danger from the

present lack of pressure
; and it is just in this

district that small motors ai-e most in demand.
The sale of power to 500 buildings at an average

of 1,000 dollars each, would, it is estimated, pay
the interest on that sura, and perhaps the cost of

maintenance.

Manchester Aquarium Building.— Good
progress is being made with this building. Ir, if

now almost a matter of certainty that the build-

ing may be open in May, in time for the Whit-

suntide holidays.

The Buried Valley of the Mersey.—

A

paper has been read before tbo Liverpool Geolo.

gical Society, by Mr. T. Mellard Reade, C.E.,

F.G.S., on this subject. It was of a mixed engi.

neering and geological character, commending
itself to those who have a taste for practical

science. Mr. Reads stated that he was led to

investigate the form of the rocky bed of the river

Mersey, by finding that in the upper reaches of

the river the rock lay at a depth considerably

below the deepest part of its present bed, which is

situated between Seacombe and the Rock Light-

house. The ancient or pre-glacial course of the

river was traced past Runcorn Gap, and the ques-

tion of its course onwards to the sea next con-

sidered. The author’s reasons for not considering

the valley to be a lake-basin were also given

and that there had been an outlet, at a regular

gradient, to the sea, or a sub-aerial valley, where
the estuary now is, when the laud was higher,

with respect to the sea-level, was argued from
the following facts :—That a bed of water-worn

_Tavel or stones, mixed with red sand, though
sometimes absent, usually lay upon the rock. That

this red sand being due to the grinding down of

the.Triassic rocks, when the whole country wa.s

enveloped in ice, like Greenland of the present

day, if there had been no outlet for the sub-

glacial river, a great accumulation of d6liris

would have taken place in the bed, which, on the

supposition of au outlet, was being continually

carried seaward by tho sub-glacial river. It was
also shown that, in Greenland, rivers coursed over

the surface of tho ice, and then, plunging below
it, flowed underaeath to the sea.

TheLinoleum Manufacture.—The report of

the Linoleum Manufacturing Company (Limited)

shows an available total for the year of 22,583?.,

including a previous balance of 2, 435?., and re-

commends an approptiation of 19,500?. to a

dividend at the rate of 20 per cent, per annum
(of which 4,766?. were paid in July), leaving

3,083?. to be carried forwar-d. For the previous

year the dividend was also 20 per cent., 2,000?.

were added to reserve, and 2,188?. were carried

forward. Linoleum floor-cloth is a decided

pvovement on wax cloth. We believe the paint

in it is mixed with cork, and the colours and

designs generally are good.

The Early Monuments of the British
Isles.—Mr. John S. Phene, F.S.A.,has delivered

a lecture in London, on the more recent dis-

coveries of archcDological relics of remote anti-

quity. In the course of his lecture he gave a

resamJ of his own explorations conducted daring

the past year. These extended at intervals

from May to December, and comprised the

examination of tumuli on the Cotswold Hills; of

cromlechs at Harlech and other places in Wales,

and in the counties of Dublin, Down, and
Antrim, in Ireland

;
a somewhat extensive

survey of the round towers of Ireland
;
and a

close and critical examination of tho domed
structures on the Boyne Water. Various in-

teresting results of a novel character attended

his examinations, such as a distinct identity being

established in the construction of the cromlechs
j

in the north of Ireland and in Argyleshire, by i

which a strong corroboration is given to the his-

torical tradition of the invasion of that part of
j

Scotland now known as Argyleshire by the Irish

Dalriads. He found appearances of a careful
I

and systematic erasure of, he assumes, incised

devices, or perhaps records, on the stones in the

chambered tumnlus of New Grange, the parts ,

not so erased having the various emblems so well

known to antiquaries still upon them. In the

neighbourhood of triple-peaked mountains in

Wales he discovered Celtic remains similar to

those he had identified with the localities of such

mountains in Scotland.

Box Bdgings.—This is a very good time to

make now and re-form existing edges of box.

The Gardener's Magazine gives some bints on the

subject ;—Tho ground is made ready for the

reception of the plants by being made level, and

then trodden or well beaten down to a level with

the existing walk, or the intended height of the

one to bo made. A trench, about 6 in. deep,

must be neatly taken out, the soil brought oat

into the walk, and the back of the trench made
perfectly straight for tho pieces of box to lie

against. The side of the trench should bo made
rather slopiug, and in laying in the box keep it

in its place with the left hand, and fill

in a portion of the soil with the other
;
when

a tolerable length is done, fill a further por-

tion of the soil in with a spade, give it

a good treading, and then fill the remaining

part in, and when made firm the operation

is complete, and nothing remains bub to put

the gravel in its place. In preparing tbo box
for planting, strip off the moderate-sized spfrigs

with a portion of the roots adhering, and trim so

as to form a miniature fau. The tijjs of the

shoots should be out off, and also a part of the

old hard wood at the bottom when it is too long,

and likely to prevent the piece lying nicely in

its place. Each spray should bo as near in

size as possible, to prevent any unnecessary

trouble when laying it in.

The Proposed South London Museum.—
A public meeting has been held at the Lambeth
Baths, Westminster-road, in promotion of the

movement now in progress for the establishment

of a museum in the South of London. Mr. John

Locke, M.P. for Southwark, occupied the chair,

and was supported by his colleague. Colonel

Beresford, M.P., and a large body of local and
influential gentlemen. The chairman, in opening

the proceedings, expressed bis hearty concur-

rence in the object of the meeting, which, if

carried out, would tend to the great advantage

of the working population of the southern dis-

tricts of the metropolis. The establishment of

a museum aud gallery of fine arts in South

Loudon would go far to educate the masses of

the people. He pointed out the advantages,

which had resulted to the East end of London by
the establishment of the Bethnal-green Museum.
There was a lai^e piece of ground, called tho

Glebe Land, at Newington Butts, which could,

he said, be obtained as a site for the proposed

museum. Mr. Clements, tho chairman of the

provisional committee, detailed the progress

already made by the movement, which has been

of the most encouraging character. The meeting

pledged itself to use its best efforts to ensure the

success of the movement, and other resolutions

in furtherance of the object of the meeting were

adopted.

The Dorchester Surveyorship. — Mr.
.Idhn Wood, of Wolverhampton, has been ap-

pointed survej’or of the borough of Dorchester,

fit a salary of 120?. per annum, it being an under-

standing, seemingly, that if he bo hereafter

appointed also inspector of nuisances an addition

to his salary must be made.
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Mr. Stansfeld and the Stirveyors of
:
Sig'hway Boards.—A depntation, appointed by
the District Surreyors’ Association, have waited
upon Mr. Stansfeld at the Local Government

' Board, to urge upon him the better management
I of highways generally, and placing the appoint-

: ment of surveyors of highways in tho hands of

I
the Local Government Board. Major Allen,

' M.P., in introducing the deputation, said they
I represented an association comprising 130 high-

j
way districts. They desire to have theii' ap-
pointments taken out of the hands of the rate-

j

payers, and to be under the Local Government
i Board, so that they might be placed on a footing

)
sufficiently independent to allow them to do

;
their duty without fear or favour. Mr. Edward

I
Hicks, chairman of the Surveyors’ Association,

;
said they wished to be under the control of the

I Local Government Board in a similar way to the
1 officers under the Public Health Act. Mr.
Stansfeld said he did not think they could make
the charge for tho maintenance of roads an im-
perial charge; but there was a strong feeling
where there were great thoroughfares near

j

populous towns, for widening the area, so that
I tho cost might not fall so heavily upon a small

I

district. A county charge would necessarily
I imply county control.

Coal versus Colliers.—A miner, referring to
tho new advance of coal, pertinently asks whose

t fault it is this time that coals are raised. For
; twelve months past it is tho colliers who have
I been popularly blamed for forcing up the price
: of coal by their reckless demands, but it is bigh
time, be thinks, that the facts should bo known.
Eighteen months ago,” he points out, ” coal

that is being sold now for 17s. and 17b. 6d. at
the pit-mouth, sold for about 8s. or 8s. Gd. per
ton. I believe,” he says, “ it is the opinion of
the public that wo miners are receiving the
benefit of this enormous advance of coal

;
but I

will tell you the facts ; wo had Gd. per day rise

in October, 1871, and wo have received no ad-
•vance of wages since. During the past year, we
had our hours of labour reduced from eleven to

eight, but the Gd. rise we had in 1871, and the
I reduction of hours together, would not make
; more than 2s. Gd. per man per day. Now let us
assume there is one ton of coal per day drawn
per man,— and coal is now just as much again
per ton as it was in September, 1871,—there is

Gs. Gd. or 78. clear profit more than there was
two years ago on one single ton of coal.” They
who can cheat the public in this way would,
under far different circumstances, make expert
pickpockets.

New Rereclos in St. Mai-k’s Church,
Ziewisham.—A reredos of Caen stone has been
erected in this church, the design of which com-
j)rises a centre portion of three moulded arcades
with marble clustered shafts, tho arcades the
width of the altar-table, and pinnacled supports
crocheted on either side, containing four niches
for the reception of figures of the Evangelists.
The middle compartment of the arcade is deeply
recessed, and a statuary Calvary cross on a gold
ground placed therein, and above it is erected
a light tabernacle-canopy, supported on four
polished Peterhead shafts, with the angels
Michael and Gabriel supported on pinnacles on
either side. In the panels of the side compart,
ments aro carved on a diapered ground the
symbols of the Agnus Dei and the pelican, and
in the spandrels tho Dove and the Alpha and
Omega. The whole is profusely carved, and has
been studied throughout with a view to its

emblematical teaching. Tho work has been exe-
iiuted by Mr. George Whittingbam, of Kenning,
ton Park-road, from designs by the architect of
tho building, Mr. William C. Banka, of Grace-
cburch-street, who also has designed the scheme
for filling tho wholo of the traceried windows
with stained glass. The portion of the reredos
already erected is the gift of Mr. J. Lonsdale.

St. Michael’s, Highgate.—The reredos of
this church has just been revised aud restored
by Messrs. Cox & Sons. Over the altar-table
has been placed a carved atono panel represent,
ing. in life-sized figures, the Breaking of Bread ^

at Emmaus, tho figure of Christ being central,
with one of tho disciples on either side. Tho
background is filled with tracery and carved
foliage, and in the panels on each side are the
Comruandments, illuminated. The tracery is

filled in with the passion-flower, the Agims Dei,
and the Pelican. The lower portion is diapered
in rich brown aud gold. A text runs through
the whole,—‘‘Their eyes were opened, and they
knew Him.”

The Bourne at Caterham.—The Bourne
water has again made its appearance, and last

week it was running strongly through Caterham
Valley. Aubrey, the historian, says the Croydon
Times, records a curious superstition concerning
this snbterranean stream. In speaking of

Caterham, ho says,—“Between this place and
Coulsdon, in the bottom, commonly called Stone-
bam-lane, issues out sometimes (as against any
change in our English Government), a Bourne,
which overflows, and runs down in Smitham
Bottom to Croydon. This is held by the inbabi.

tants and neighbourhood to bo ominous, and
prognosticating something remarkable approach-
ing, as it did before the happy restoration of

King Charles II., of ever glorious memory, in

16G0 —before the Plague of London in 1665 ;

—

and in 1GS8, the era of another change of the
constitution.” Tlio stream has already reached
the Brighton-road, where a culvert has been
made by the local Board to receive it into the

Wandle. Before the erection of this culvert tho

southern portion of the town and the Old Town
used to be inundated at its rising.

Paper Wheels.—We now learn from the
monthly scientific paper in Chambers's Jour.ial

that the article in question is made by treating

waste-paper, or paper.pulp, or vegetable fibre

with chloride of zinc [would not oxychloride of

zinc be best ?], and subjecting it to pressure,

whereby it becomes hard and tough. The hard-

ness and toughness may be varied according to

the strength of the bath of zinc solution, and the
material produced will be flexible as leather, or

rigid as wood. It takes colour readily, and can
be used as floor-cloth

;
it is a substitute for

leather, both soles and uppers
;
can be fashioned

into gas-pipes, handles for whips, for saws, and
many kinds of tools

;
into buttons, combs,

pulleys, aud so forth, and into large sheets

for roofing. It promises to be useful for orna-

mental purposes; perhaps, for coats and trousers
;

and paper already manufactured may be
toughened by being passed, unsized, through
the chloride of zinc bath.

Borrowed Capital for Land.—Mr. Mechi,
says :—The time is fast approaching when the

surplus capital of trade, commerce, and manufac-
tures, will find its way to a food-producing

channel. There is plenty of room for it, without

any fear of its overflowing tho banks. A farmer
who owns the land he farms said to me last

week,

—

“ Twonty-twe years ago I borrowed between 7,OOOL
and 8,000/. of the Government loan, paying GJ per cent,

per annum to liquidate principal ana interest in twenty-
two years. I drained all my stiiT land 3 ft. deep and a rod
apart. The twenty-two years have expired, and now I am
free of charge, and have all my drains as perfect as at

first, barring sundry removals of roots and trees, &c. My
land and crops have been improved, and it has been alto-

gether a 9ati3factor3' and profitable affair.”

Well, then, for 6s. Gd. an aero (less than the
price of a bushel of wheat) annually during a
period of twenty-two years, this land has been
permanently improved, the prodace greatly in-

creased, there has been a large augmentation of

capital, and profit to landowner aud tenant and
tho country at large. Why is it that some
20,000,000 of acres are still awaiting a similar

manipulation ?

Opening’ of New Picture Gallery in
Biughton.—Tho Picture Gallery in connexion
with the Free Library and Museum has been
opened, but without any inaugural ceremony,
tho formal dedication to the public of the entire

building having been made during the visit of

the British Association in August last. The
permanent opening of the Library and Museum
has been delayed by circumstances, and up to

the present time the arrangements for the

picture - gallery only have been completed.
Tho Library and Museum will, however, be
shortly finished in their entirety. Taken as

a whole, says the local Herald, the exhi.

bition, both in oil and water colours, is one
of the finest to be found in the provinces,

including as it does tho works of Phillips,

Millais, O'Neil, Faed, the Linnells, Solomon,
Frith, Frtire, Marcus Stone, Sir John Gilbert,

T. S. Cooper, Hunt, Cox, Copley Fielding, Ticat
Cole, Richardson, De Wint, &c.

Meeting of Grainers and Marblers.—Mr.
Jas. Macintosh thinks it an error to describe the
meeting held by this trade on the I7th ult. as a
“meeting for the formation of a trade-union,”
“the object being that of benevolence.” He
adds that the purposes of the society were not
set forth by him, but by one of the promoters of
the meeting.

Japanese Progress.—A prospectus of Tai
Sei Shimbun, or Great Western News, a native

Japanese paper, edited by a Japanese resident
in London,— Office : 3, George-yard, Lombard-
street,—has been issued. It says the immense
advance which Japan is making in material
progress renders the present moment opportune
for the establishment of a newspaper in the metro-
polis of the West, to serve as a means of coramuni-
eating further knowledge of Western arts and
policy among the millions of Japanese who are
now desirous of learning all they can of foreign

nations. The paper will be illustrated, so as to

convey the most vivid ideas of the objects ex-

plained, and to simplify description. A portion
of the first number will be circulated among the
Japanese reident in Europe and America, and the
remainder will be forwarded to Nagasaki, Yoko-
hama, and Yedo, for circulation in the Japanese
Empire.

Monumental; St. Mary’s Chxu'ch, Eynes-
bury.—In the porch of this church there has
just been erected a mural monument of Caen
stone, in the Early English style of architecture,

to tho memory of tho late Mrs. Humbley. The
inside arches, with moulded bases and carved
caps, are supported upon marble shafts, forming
three spandrels, in the centre of which is tho
inscription, in indelible letters, in a quatrefoil

within a circle of marble ; and in the side

spandrels are carved, in bold relief, the lily (on
the left) aud the rose (on the right). On each
side, also, is a moulded sunk panel. The shafts

are green serpentine marble, the quatrefoil and
circle being statuary Marble. The monument
has been erected by Mr. W. Wade, of Eaton
Socon, St. Neots, by the direction of Captain
Humbley.

Self-working Ship Ventilation and Ship
Pumping.—An invention of great advantage to
skips has been successfully tried at Plymouth.
Foul water and foul air in the lowerpartof the ship
are both pumped out by the mere rolling of the
ship. Two iron cylinders, connected below by a
tube, are placed one on each side of the vesseL
From each cylinder a pipe descends into tho
air or water that is to bo pumped out, and a
similar pipe rises as an outlet above. The
cylinders are filled with quicksilver, and being
connected below, as already stated, each roll of

the ship produces an alternate rise and fall of

the quicksilver, creates thereby a vacuum, into
which the bilge-water rushes, and is pumped out
at the vent in a continuous stream. The cylin-

ders which expel air are filled with water; but
their action is the same as here described.

Crags and Cairns.—Under this title Mr.
Garner, F.L.S., has readapaper in the Stoke Town-
hall, before the North Staffordshire Naturalists’

Field Club, on the boulders and other traces of

glacial times in that part of the country, and on
impl«nents of the glacial drift and ancient
megalithic and other monuments. Views of

cromlechs and dolmens, and stone circles, were
exhibited, and also flint implements. A paper,

by Dr. Davis, was also read as to barrows and
caves. Dr. Davis was wrong in supposing that

Professor Huxley regarded tho Neanderthal!
skull as evidence of the supposed “missing
link” between apes and men. To the best of

our recollection Huxley held precisely the con-

trary opinion
: yet he is spoken contemptuously

of by Dr. Davis on this false supposition.

Malden and Worcester Park.—The new
entrance over the green joins the old road oppo-
site the late lodge. A new lodge aud throe villa

residences have been erected, with conservatories

attached. These new buildings, now nearly
completed, aro in the Swiss style. The ground-
floors are of red brick, with stone dressings, and
tho first floors and gables aro of timber and
stucco, with roofs of ornamental tiling. The
gables aro finished with verge boards and finials.

'I’he architects are Messrs. John Giles & Gough,
of London

;
and the builders are Messrs. Hibbins

& Trasler, of Kingston. Tlie wholo of the
works were carried out under the superintend-
ence of Mr. Mark H. Judge.

Technical School for Edinburgh.—A
preliminary meeting of persons favourable to
the establishment of a technical school in Edin-
burgh has been held, under tho presidency of the
Lord Provost. Resolutions were adopted to the
effect that such a school was desirable, and that

a ijortion of tho surplus funds of Heriot’a Hos-
pital might very properly be set apart for its

maintenance. A committee was appointed to

prosecute the matter.
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Sazon Antiquities.—A collection of Saxon
antiquities of rare value has just been presented

to the library and museum of Trinity College,

Cambridge, by the aub-librarian of tlio society.

For some time past excavations have been going

on on the site of an Anglo-Saxon cemetery
situate at a place known (and described on maps
200 years old) as Edix-hill-hole, near Orwell,

Cambridgeshire, and some curious remains have
been brought to light. The donation includes

various implements in ii-on, as spear-heads, shield-

bosses, and handles, Ac., and some articles used
in hunting and in domestic life. There axe also

articles of pottery.

Tbe Smoke Nuisance.—The high price of
fuel is rovivingan interestiu South Staffordshire
in the question of smoke consumption at the iron-
works and other manufacturing establishments.
At the last meeting of the Wolverhampton town
council, a resolution was carried by a slight
majority in favour of instituting proceedings
against manufacturers at whoso works the
smoko nuisance existed. The town clerk, how.
ever, said that the majority was so small that he
should decline the responsibility of acting in the
matter until it had been brought a second time
before the council.

Colliery Gas Lighting-.—The ilarquis of
Lothian has just completed new gasworks to
supply with light the colliery offices, home farm,
and colliery villages on the estate of Newbattle
Abbey, and eventually the underground workings
in the coal-mines. The works aro erected at
the village of Newtongrange. The gas is clear
and brilliant, being made from the best parrot
coal. The whole works have been carried out
under the supervision of Mr. Davidson, manager
of his lordship’s coal works.

°

Rise in the Value of Property.—The
owners

_

of proi)erty situate at Carbrook and
Attercliffe, Sheffield, have unanimously resolved
to raise all cottage house-reuts by amounts
equal to 15 per cent. Tho determination has
been come to, owing to the great demand for
dwellings, consequent upon activity of trade
scarcity of accommodation, high price of building
materials, labour, and land. The resolutiou
affects many thousands of houses, chiefly situate
near the great iron and steel works.

The Leicester Municipal Building Ques-
tion.—A meeting of tho Municipal Buildings
Committee, consisting of tho whole of the Council,
has been held at the Town-hall, Leicester, for
the purpose of taking into consideration tho
question of municipal buildings. It was ulti-
mately resolved “That the municipal buildings
be erected upon the old cattle-market site, with
a frontage to Horsefair-street, Bowling Green-
street, and Biahop-street, and that the question
of plans and the erection of municipal buildings
be referred to a sub-committee to be reported
upon at a future meeting of tbe committee of
tho whole council.”

Waz-Chandlers' Hall, Gresham - street
West.—The Court of this ancient company mot
at dinner last week for the first time since their
hall was decorated. The works include an im-
proved system of lighting and ventilating by
means of a large sun-burner, which brings into
strong relief the decorations, Elizabethan in
character. Tbo works have been executed by
Mr. Edward Jenner, of Belgravo Mansions,
under the superintendence of Past - Master
Quallett, surveyor.

Chajjges under the Workshops Regulation
Acts at Dudley.—At the Dudley Police Court,
Mr. Jones, sub-inspector of factories, appeared
in support of a number of charges against
different persons for contravening the Workshops
Eegulation Acts. Pines of 10a. in each of several
cases, and of 208. in one case, were inflicted against
employers, and of Is. against parents, for
allowing children to be worked beyond the
proper number of hours per day, and for want
of educational certificates.

Pire-damp.—Mr. Charles Kidd, M.D., writes
to the Times as follows :

—

“Ad interesting discovervhas been made in America
the birthplace of our chief discoveries as to the reactions
of gases, vapours, ic. Blake, of Boston, gives several
cases of persons taken apparently dead out of coal mines
restored to life by inhalation of osrgen. This gas seems
a perfect antidote to fire-damp

;
in' some cases there was

wUpse when tbe oxygen was discontinued, but on resum-
ing Us inhalation the patients were saved, ^'ext to the
value of the Davy-larop must rank the great efficiency of
this gas in the too-often painful scenes in coalmines,
where hitherto nothing was done to restore life, as no
i.wtiilote was known.'*

Trees in Briglitou Streets.—Another step

in the planting of the streets of Brighton with
trees has been taken. Two lines of fine young
elms (presented by tbe Eai-1 of Chichester) have
been planted on the outer skirts of the central

pavement of the Sfceyne. It is intended to plant

two other lines just inside the Steyne enclosures,

to run parallel with those outside, so as to form
an avenue from Castle-square to St. James’s-
street. Eastern-road is also to be planted from
the College to Kemp-town, andBuckingbam-road
on both sides.

Public Health Act, 1872 : Engineering
Department.—Mr. Robt. Rawlinson, C.B., has
been appointed Chief Inspector and Consulting
Engineer; Major Tulloch, R.E., has been ap-
pointed an Inspector. Mr. Rawlinson ceases to

hold country inquiries, as formerly, but may be
called upon for any special report. His duties

in future will be chiefly in the Local Govern-
ment Office, Whitehall.

The late Mr. William Harry Rogers.

—

We are sorry to hear that this gentleman, long
well known as a designer and draughtsman, died
on Sunday night, the 19th ulb., of phthisis
puhnonalis, after ten months’ illness. Mr. W.
H. Rogers, who w'ns the son of tbe eminent
wood-carver of that name still enjoying a hearty
old age, was but forty-aeven years of age, unfl

leaves a widow and six children.

The Sea-wall at Dawlish.—The south-
westerly gale of Saturday night and Sunday
caused high tides to undermine a further portion
of the sea-wall against the South Devon Railway
at Dawlish, about 120 yards above the last

breach. Some 25 yards of foundation have been
washed out. The wall for some distance is much
endangered, and masons have been busily em.
ployed in shoring it up.

M. J. B. A. Lebas, the eminent French
engineer, is dead. It was he who placed the
obelisk of Luxor in the Place do la Concorde.
He was born in 1797, and was a pupil of the
Lcole Polytechniqne. In 1819 he published a
memoir, entitled, “ L’OboIisque de Louqsor,
Histoiro de sa Translation i Paris.”

Explosion of Gas at tlie New Relief
Offices, Islington.—An explosion of gas has
occurred at the New Relief Offices and Vaccina-
tion Station, now in course of erection in
Islington, whereby two grainers have met with
severe injuries.

The Royal Academy.—^At a meeting of tho
members of the Royal Academy on Tuesday
night there were elected as associates—painters,
Messrs. H. W. B. Davis and J. Hodgson; and
engi-aver, Mr. T. Oldham Barlow.

The National Theatre at Washington.

—

The National Theatre in this city has been totally
destroyed by fire.

TENDERS
For a pair of semi-detached villas at Hastings, ilr. G.

Stooke, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Tapper £2,900 0 0
Cousins (accepted) 2,620 0 0

For alterations and additions to servants’ offices,
Sandridgo Court, Surrey, for tho Right Hon. the Earl of
Cottcnliam. Mr. R. Martin, architect. QuautUies sup-
plied by Mr. Fred. Sparrow ;

—

Bridgman, Nutholl, & West £955 0 0
Ward 790 0 0
Jarrutt (accepted) 760 0 o

For new premises for the Standard newspaper,
St. Bride-street and Shoe-lane, City. Contract Ido. 1.
Excavations and concrete. Mr. Horace Gundry archi-
tect

Baker i Son £1,990 0 0
Lucas, Brothers 1,6.50 0 0
Smith & Co. 1,597 o 0
Holland & Hannen l,5il 0 0
Perry & Co. 1,500 0 0
Trollope L Sons 1,483 0 0

For the erection of two •warehouses in Wood-street-
square, for Mr. T. Loveridge. Mr. Herbert Ford, archi-
tect. Quantities by Hoveuden, Heath, & Berridge :

Myers & Sons £3,680 0 0
Scrivener £ White 3,669 0 0
Nightingale 3,470 0 0
Br.-vss 3,439 o 0
Perry, Brothers 3,393 0 0
Stimpson & Co 3,383 0 0
WiUiama&Sou 3,330 0 0
KOby 3,252 0 0
Hensuaw 3,231 0 0
Crabb 3,100 0 0

For alterations, repairs, and additions to a house oo
Becston-green, Bedfordshire. Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, archi-
tect:

—

Camplin £898 0 0
Dabb 865 0 0
Twelvctrees 778 0 0
Harvey 684 0 0
Warr 670 0 0
Coles 619 10 0
Dunham 693 0 0
Prout 675 0 0
Carter 549 0 0

..£13,617 0 0
0 0

For building in Bread-street, Cheapside. Messrs-
Tress & limes, architects

Hawtrey & Son
HiU & Sou ,

Browne & Robinson 12,667
Brass 12,570 0 0
Conder 12,131 0 0
Sewell & Son 11,985 0 0
Fish 11,325 0 0
Peto, Brothers 11,145 0 0

For villa residence, with stndio, at Haverstock-hill, for
Mr. G. G. Kilhurae. Mr. T. Batterbury, architect :

—

LiuzeU k. Son (accepted) £1,500 0 0

For tho erection of two new business premises in the-
High-street, Bedford, for Mr. W. Rott", confectioner-
Mr. F. T. Mercer, architect. Quantities supplied by
him :

—

Foster

Spencer ..

Taylor
Moore
Corby
ChibuaU ..

Haynes ..

Potter

Carter

£3,460 0 0
3,229 0 0
3,200 0 0
3,139 0 0
3,122 0 0
3,113 0 0
3,055 0 0
3,052 0 0
3,050 0 0
3,0-15 0 0
3,000 0 0
2,999 0 0

For the erection of new shop, &e., and alterations to-
533, Kingsland-road, for Messrs. M. H. Runchman k Son,
Mr. W. Seckbam Witherington, architect :

—

Elkington (accepted) £500 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
C. S, (the kind of stone is perfect!jrwell known. The imiuiry was as

to its actual result, and that has been nnswered) —J. It. (ditto)-—

C. E. (ditto).—W. 1‘, (ditto).-D. A D. (it -would be useless for us to
Insert ini>- uiore letters on the subject).-W. E. (span of both will be
found lu earlier volumes of the (adTerlUel.—J, A.
(shall he looked to ),—

X

Joiner (ditto).—H. II. (we decline recouiiueiid-

ing).—W. C- T.—R. R.—E. H. C.—A. M.—E. B.-R. Y,—J. W.—
W. C.— II. S.— F. C.—W.—V:. P.—J. R.—C. L. E.—A. D, D,—J. L.—
0. W. Q.—U. L.—T. R. S.-C. !•'. M.—iL C.—W, a, W.-B, A Son.-
C. B.—P. P.-H. F.—H, B.

We are conjiielled to decline potatiug out books and giving
addresses,

All stiteinents of facte, lists of tenders. Ac., must be accompanied

1,

y tbe imme and address of tho sender, not necesearOy for
publication.

The responsibility of signed artlclee, and papers read at
public luectlDge, tests of course with the authors.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Subscribers within the United, Kingdom can be

supplied with The Builder direct from the
Office at the rate of Nineteen Shillings per
annum, payable ix advance.

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Testi-
monials left at the Office m reply to Advertise,^
Tneiifs, and strongly recommends that Copies
ONLY should he sent.

Bath, and other Building Stones of Best
Quality.—RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.
Limited, Quairymen and Stone Merchants.
List of Prices at the Quarries and Depots, also-

Cost of Transit to any part of the United
Kingdom furnished on application to
Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.—[Advt.]

Ashton & Gi’een, Slate, Iron, and Marble
Merchants, and Quarry Agents.—Roofing
Slates,—Bangor, Blue, Red, and Green

;
Blne-

Portniadoc; and Whitland Abbey Green. The-
new “Permanent” Green, weight the same
as Bangor, and uniformity of cleavage equal-
Marble and Enamelled Slate Chinmeypieces^
Inscription Tablets, &c. Stoves, Ranges, and
Builders’ Ironmongery. A. & G.’s special Red
Ridge Tiles. Large show of all goods at 14 and
15, Bury-streefc, St. Mary-Axe, London, E.C.
Drawings and prices upon application accom-
panying trade card.—[.^Vr.]

Bills of Quantities, Specifications, &c.^
Lithographed by ROBT. J. COOK HAiIMOND>
29, Charing-crosa, S.W., -with accuracy and
punctuality. Plans and Drawings Copied,
Traced, or Lithographed.— [Advt.]

QMITH and FOUNDER’S WOEK.O Builders' Quantities tendered for complete by

ORR & M'LEAN, 84, HATTON GARDEN, E.C.
SPECIALITY FOR HEAVY CASTINGS. ROLLED A RIVETED

GIBUERb, ROOF-WORK. A WINDOW SASHES.
EAJN-ITPE8. CUTTERS, STOVES, RANGFE, NAILS, AND

BAR-IRON ALWAYS IN STOCK.
WORKS : UNION FOUNDRY, GOLDEN LANE. E.C. EeUb. 1790.
Catalogue, price 2b, W. deducted Iroiu first order. Estimates free.
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The new ga,s company, limited
(LiaUTlNG AND HBATINO).

I leea mid ISli?, by which the
9ie ftiuouut of tlieir Shnree.

CAPITAL 500,000/.

60,000 Slmre* of 61 each, of which 35,000
now offered for Suliecription.

Tho remaining 15.000 Shares having lieeii taken by the Vendor in
part payment fur the Patent High t>.

Payable na followa:—1/. per Share on Apiillcation
; 2/. per Share, on

AJIotiiient
:
If. on the let April ; and If. on the let M.ay, Igrd.

Shartboldcrs who may desire to do so may p,ay all the lustalmeats in
ojic payment.

DIRECTORS.
The Right Hon. Lord Ciaud HaiuiKou, M.l’. Chairman.
Sir William Mitchell, K.R.G.S. 6, Hyde Park-sate, London.
William Uullison Starling, efui. Laurence Pouutney-hill, Loudon.
William Eckcrslcy, esq. Manchester, and 0, Victoria-street, West-
minster.

Dr. James Louttit, M.D. M,B C.S.E. Greenwich.

CONSULTING ENGINEBES.
Messrs. Joseph Quick & Son. M. Inst. C.E. 29, Great George-street,

Westintustcr,
Robert Paulson Spice, esq. C.E. 31. Parliament-street, Westminster.

BANKERS.
Tlic Consolidated Dank, Limited, 52. Tlircndnecdle-street, E.C,

Loudon, and .Manchester.

SOLICITORS.
Messrs. Jlargrovc. Fowler, & Blunt, 3, Victoria-street, Westmin-

ster, S.W. and 44, Culeinaii-street, E.C. London.
BROKERS.

Messrs. Huggins A Co. 1, Tlireailiicedic-street. E.C. Loudon.
AUDITORS.

Mcarra. Quilter, Ball, 4 Co. 3, Moorgate-street, E.C. London.
SECRETARY.

Henry Btnwiirlgg, esq.
Offices :—31 and 32, Lombard-atrect, E.C. London.

PROSPECTUa
Tills Company Is established for the pur[iosc of acquiring and com-

mercially developing the British auJ Foreign I’ateuts for Iniprove-
raents in the mauufactiiro of Oaa for Lighting and Healing purposes,
knoiru os Ruck’s Patents.
The inveutlori h.vs not been hrouglit Iwforo the public oiitil after It

has bccu thoroughly tested on an extended axd practical scale, with
results conclusively favourable to its great comiiiBrcial value.
Tho advantages to be derived from the luanutacturo of gas by this

process are exceedingly importaut, comblniug,

—

1. A very large sjiving iu the cost of luanufnclure.
2. Tho production of gas of greater purity and brilliancy'than "ordi-

nary ooal gas.

3. A atviiig of lalxiur j,-

thus reducing to a miniiniun
4. Simplicity of apparatus.
6. Ada|italiillty to the lighting of Houses. Factories, and Mansions,

Railway Stations, ic. situateil at a distance Iroiii gas-works,
6- Facility of adaptation to existing gas-works at suiall cost.
The new gas. although produced from hydrocarbon vapour, differs

entirely from alr-goa, as Instead of common air, a specially-prepared
gas, of a perm.anent character, is employed, whicli requires far less
spirit to give it illuminating power, and iiosseeses tlie further
advantage of being able to travel through pipes without deposit or

ig power. It is also, unlike some air-gas, unaffected

-- — -le of especial value wliere heat ns well as light is required,
since, heturei the gas receives Its illuminating properties, it is a
powerful iieatlng gas, and produced at so clieaii a rate that it must
proi e a source of extended usefulness, and of important revenue to
this Company.

Ill addition to the shove, tho Patents comprise a new Process for the
Buinulocture of gas for Heating purposes, also of very great value.
The process applied to Gas for Lighting jiuriioses has been sub-

mitted to the most rigid teats, at works apoclally erected and quite
Independently of the Patentee, by several of the moat eminent Gas
Engineers and Professional Authorities, whose reports in detail will
be fouiiil enclosed, and it will be seen they agree unanimously os to
the value of the Patents, both scleutifleally aud practically,
The following are the gentlemen referred to
Messra Joseph Quick 4 Son. M- lust. C.E. Loudon.
R. P. Spice, esq. C.E. London.
V. W. Hartley, esq. Goi Engineer and Analyst, Westminster.
Henry Gore. esq. C, E. Consultiug Gas Engineer, London
Dr. James Loullit. M.D. M.RC.8.E. Gold Medalist in Chyniiatry,

VVho has conaeuted to join the Board of Directors.
In addition to the Patents granted for the United Kingdom, the'“ * for the followingnecessary steps have been tiikeu ...

counli ies, from many of wnich n large business is expected

Pmiicc Brazil
Belgium Argentine Republic
"" Uruguay llepubliu

Paraguay
United States
Canada

Ceylon
Now South Wales
Victoria
Queensland
Tosniauia
Now Zealand
Jiimaica

Turkey
Danubian
Provinces

Greece
Egypt

St. Lucia
at. Kitte
Antigua
Montserrat

Bahaiuas

Chili
Newfoundland
Vancouver Island

ezuclaPortugal
Sweden

Mexico

The special process of manufacture of gas for lighting purposes
•under these; jiatentsJ is amply described tu the reporta of tlie above-
meiitioHcd gentlemen, by which It wlU lie seen that a new dUcovery
of iiumeuse importance has been arrived at.
By this process great economy iu the cost of manufacture is effected,

the cost of iimductiou of gas of ICJ candle-power delivered Into the
gasholder by tho New Process being under Is. 8d. pet l.OOil cubic feet
wliilc the present coal-gas (with coals at 313s. per ton) costs 2s. 4d. net
per l.tMAI cubic .feet, being 40 per cent, higher than by the New
Process,
A larger saving even than this will he effecteil in places at all

distant from the coal centres, wliilst in foreign countries, to which
cool bos tu be transported for the inanufactui’e of gas a saving uf fruiu
Is. to Us, per 1,000 cubic feot will result from tlie adoption of Ruck’s
Patents.

companies all oi

The accompanying reports speak highly in favour of the process asr^^B the production of llluininatlng gut of a permanent character,
of liigh power, and of great jiurity

;
it makes no smoke, is not lu-

luvioiia to health, and from its purity will not injure plants, pictures,
Folks c ;t of a d(

lufacturo of gas by this process is tho
matter in tho time of strikes aud

is shown in tlie recent gas stokers’ strike), the saving
being 3:i men out cl every’ 30.—that is to say, that one iniin is
snllicieut to perform tlie same work which has UlOierto required
thli'ty ; tlie economy tlms effected is scif-evldeul,
With regard to tlie apparatus required for tlie process of tins Com-

pany, existing gasworks can easily ho adapted to the new process at a
very moderate cost, Tlie process can also lie applied to single houses,
mansions, factories, or other cstalilisliiiients at a distance from towns
where this gas ciui be aujqilied, of equal jiower aud brilliancy to gas
In towns, but manufactured ou.llie preiiiisea from simple apparatus,
easily managed, free from risk, and not liable to get out of order, ami
at a low oust. A very large rei euue is expected to be derived from
this source alone.
With a view to enabling the most thorough tests to be applied to

the process, aud to give facilities for a full and complete examination
of the results. Hie Company have erected workson a practical scale at
Eattci'sea, whicli gas engineers luid intending Shareholders are
invited to luspeot.
Tho Patents of the Comp-my include, as above stated, a process for

the manufacture of gas for tlie generation of steam and other healing
pnriHiacs, winch are alone of great value.
By such process gas can bo jiroduced at a cost of Td. per 1,000 cubic

feet, available tor the generaGun of steam for steam vessels, and by its
application tlie carrying cxiiincity for cargo will bo greatly Increased.
The sources of revenue open to this Company are therefore of a

highly remunerative cliarocter, and the Directors confidently look for-
ward to most gratifying results from the adoption of their Patents.
The Directors have taken special jiaius to satisfy themselves of the

value of the new process for iiroeUea! punioses on the laigest scale, it
being tiieir opinion that at no distant date It wlU, to a great extent,
Bupeiscde the present mode of maaulucturuig gas.

Negotiations for tlie acquisition of the Comimny’s Patent rights in
seveiiU Foreign Countries ore olreiuly entered upon, and apart from
the large sums thus to be obtained, a moderate royalty for the use of

the Invention will alone, It is confidently expected, yield very large
returns to the ShareUoIdera.

Tlie consideration to be paid to the Vendor for all Patents, British
and Foreign, and for aU future Improvements by the inventor, is
60.000/. in cash, aud 76,000/. iu Shares of the Cump-miy

;
^.so one-tenth

of the surplus profits in every year, after tlie decLaration l.y the Com-
pany of a dividend of 25 iier cent and one-tenth of the net proceeds of
any foreign Patents which may be sold for sums in gross.
In the event of no allotment lielng made to any applicant, the

dejxieit paid will lie returned forthwith, without deduction
; should

the Shares allotted be less than the number applied for, the Buqilns
^lid on application will go in reduction of the amount payable on

Scrip Certifloates will be luueJ on receipt of tlie amount iiayaMe
on nlloimeiit until the full amount of the Shares has been paid, when
they will bo eichange<i for Share Certificates.
Copies of the Articles of Association of tho Company and of the

Agreement for the purchase of the Patents, may be inspected at the
Offices of tho Solicitors of the Company, Jlc.ssrs. HARGROVE.
FOWLER, 4 BLUNT 44, Colemaa-street, EIC. London, and 3, Vic-
toria-street. Westminster, 8.W.

Applications, accoropanteil by tlie payment of 1/. for eacli Share
apiilied for,- wlileh must be for not less than 20 Shares,—will be
received on the funn enclosed, which can be forwarded either to the
Cnnsolidnte<l Bank, Limited. Tlireailtieedlc-street, E.C. Louduu

; or to
HENRY BROWNRIGO, Esq. the Secretary, at tho Company's Offices,
31 and 32, Loinliard-street, E.C. London.

Prospectuses and forms of apiilication can be obtained of the
Brukers of tlie Company, Messrs. HUGGINS 4 CO. 1, Thrcadueedle-
street, E.C. London

;
or of the feretory, at tho Offices of tho

Company.
By order of the Board,

CLAUD HAMILTON, Chairman.

„ HENRY BKOWNRIUG, Secretary.
31 and 32. Lomliard-street, E.C. Loudon,

Januan' 24, 1873.
Cards of admission, available for Gas Engineers and others in-

terested In thlsgreatienterprise, tosee the Works at Battersea, can be
obtained on application to the Seceretary, or to tho Eugineern of tho
Company.

Tile following contract has been entered into :

—

24lh JANUARY. 1873.—Between WILLIAM ECKERSLEY, of the
one part, aud BENJAMIN SMITH, on behalf of the Company, of
the other port.

rrllE NEW GAS COMPANY, Limited.

First Issue of
CapiUl, 5011.000/.

260,000/, in 50.000 shares id 0/. each, of which 35,000
shares ore now offered for wiiiscrlptlon.

FORM OF APPLIC.ATION,
To the Directors of the New Gas Coiiqiany, Limited.

Gentlemen,-Having paid to your Bankers tlie deposit ol H. per
Share, I lioreby re<luiflil tliat you wilt allot to uie
Shares ol 51 eacli in the New Gas Company, Limited, and I liereby
agree to accept such Shares, or any less numlier you may allot me,
end to iiay the farther instalments mentioned in the ProsjicctUB, dated
24th January. 1873. aud I aulhoiise you to insert my uaino In the
Register of Shareholders for sucli Shares os may be allotted to me.

Dated day of 1873
Name (In full)

Occmiiatlon

(Addition to he flJleil up if tho Applicant
1 desire tu pay up the balance payable in r

in one payment.
Signature .

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.

-

Builders and Others desiring a reoUy good system, can haav
SHTof SIODELS for BUILDER’S BOOKS, by DOUBLE ENTRY. '

which was awarded the prize offered iu "The Builder," No. 1,180, or
which has been adopted by many large firms. Also a Modifli-
Arrangement by Single Entry, suitable tor siu.ill buildero. Address,
E. A. 4. SL George’s-rood, Ri^eut’s Pork. London,

n cloth, la. 6d. or post free for 20

;

gTABLES aud STABLE FITTINGS.

SUBMARINE TELEGRAPHY IN 187a

A MAP of the WORLD, showing the
SUBMARINE CABLES ALREADY LAID, olid those

PROJECTED, together with Drawings of Submarine Cables,
a list of Telegraph Stations of the Snhmarine Lines, and two Speci-
mens of the Language of Telcgrapliy—the Morse System of Signals
and Sir William Thompson’s Recorder. By WILLIAM ABBOTT,
Stock Exchange.—London : Published by B-ATES, HENDY, & CO.
No. 4, Old Jewry, E.C. Price Is.

;
post-free. Is, Id.

“WORKING PEOPLE and IMPROVED
TV HOMES.”

The new and illustrated etUtion of "Tlie Dwellings of tho Labouring
Clauses,’’ by HENRY ROBERTS, Esq. F.B.A. (author of "Home
Reform," aud "The Physical Condition of tlie Latiouriog Classes”)
will be found a sumiuAry of the efforts at home aud abrm^ to secure
“Healthy Homes” for working men and women.
" A most valuable handliook.”

—

Builder.
To be bad at tlie Office of the Society for Improving the Condition

of the Labouring Classes, 21, Exeter Hall, Striuid. Price 7a. Also
Designs for Cottles, numbered on sheet, with Siieciflcatious, 4c.

1) IDDELL’S CARPENTER, JOINER,
J_\; HANDRAILEE, and STAIR BUILDER.
Ediulmrgh: THOMAS C- JACK. London: SIMPKIN, M.\R-
BHALL, 4 CO. ; and DAVIS .t PORTER, 4S, Putcruoster-row.

Just publisheil, price 4a for 1873, the 66th eilition of

GKYRING’S BUILDERS’ PRICES, calcu-O latcd from the Price List of Matciials and lAbour : containing
the Metroiiolitiui Buildings Act, List of District Sun eyors, aud a
variety of new aud useful information.

Sold by Messrs. KENT 4 CO. Patemoster-row, Londou
;
and

may be hud of all Booksellers.

rpn:
Now ready,

E BUILDER'S (Illustrated) PRICE-
BOOK for 1873. completely revised, price 4i

ished by It, A. Sl'RJGG. May be bad of the Agent, 21, Great
Russell-street, Bedfonl-squaro.

In the I'resa

f\N ARCHITECTS’ CONTRACTS ; A
Legal Handbook for Arcliitecta.

By EDWARD JENKINS 4 JOHN RAYMOND, Esquires,
Rorristers-at-Law.

*,* This Book will also coustitute a useful Book of Reference for
Builders uid Building Uwucra

Orders m.vy be given through any liooktelier or to tlio publishers.
Price, Five Sliilliiiga, jioet-iiaid.

HENRY S. KING 4 CO. 65, Coruhiil. and PI, Patemoster-row,

Lately published, it 8vo. price 10s. fkl.

T?LEMENTARY INTRODUCTION to
A -J PRAt’TIC.4L MECHANICS, lllustrateil by numerous ExampleB.
Being the Fourtli Edition of " Elementary Examples iu Practical

London; LONGMANS. GREEN, 4 CO. Paternoster-row,

NESBIT'S PRACTICAL 5IEN8URATION.
A thoroughly revised Edition, augmentetl by a Treatise on Levelliag,

price 6a bound.

A TREATISE on PRACTICAL MENSU-
RATION, in Ton Parts

; containing—
The most approved Hethmls of
Drawing Geometrical Figures.

Mensuration of Superfleiea
Land Surveying.
Meusiiratiou of Sollda
The Use of the Carpenter's Rule.
Timber Measure, in which is
shotni the JlethoJ of Measuring
Olid Valuing Standing Timl>er.

Artificers' Works, lllustratod by
the Dimensions and Contents ol

Mensuration of Haystacks, Drni:

Canals, Morlpits, Ponds, Mill-
dams, Emlxuiknieuts, Quarries,
Coal-heaps, and Clay-heaio.

Couic .Sections and their S'llids.

The most useful Problems in
Gauging according to the new
Imiierial Measures.

Plane Trigonometry with its ap-
plication to the Heusuration ol
Heights and Distaucea

Trigonometrical Surveys.
-A Dictionary of the Terms used iu

Architecture.

By ANTMON'Y NESBIT.
New Edition, enlarged and much improved. To which is added a
Tre-vtise on Levelling. The two Treatises, lUostratod by above 7W
practical Examples, and about 300 Wooilcuta.

KEY to NESBIT’S PRACTICAL MENSURA-
TION, containing Solutions to all Questions which are not answered
in Uiat work

;
with Reference to the Problems, Rules, and Notes, by

which the Solutions arc olitoined. Corrected to correspond through-
out with the Improved BdlUon of the Treotise. 13nio. xmoe 5a.

Also, may now lie had. with numerous Plates, Woodcuts, and
Eugraved I’laus, in 8vo. price 12a cloth,

NESBIT’S PRACTICAL LAND-SURVET-
INO, for the Use of Schools and Private Studeuta Twelfth Edition
revised and enlarged, by WILLIASf BURNKSS. F.R.AS.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Patemoster-row.

Now ready, price fid, or, for distribution, 3a per dozen,

Health officers : their Appoint-
ment, Duties, and Qualifications ; being a Reprint of Offislol

Documents long out of Print.
With Prefatory Remarks by ROBERT CEELY, P.R.C.S. Eng.

Surgeon to tlie Bucks Coimty Infirmary.
London : T, RICHARDS, 37. Great Queen-street, W.C.

Mr. ARCHIBALD D. DAWNAY, C.E.
CONSULTING ENGINEER and SURVEYOR, 25. WalUrook-
CALCULATIONS, DESIGNS, and ESTIMATES

PREPARED for IRON GIRDERS. ROOFS. COLUMNS, BRIDGES.
GASWORKS, 4c.

LEVELLING 4 SURVEYING. Prolesslonal Assistance generally.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

Designs prepared from rough
SKETCHES or otherwise, in an ARTISTIC aud EFFICIENT

manner. OUTLINES COLOURED in flrst-rato style. PERSPECTIVES
rapidly and effectively drawn, and eU-hed. or tinted. TERMS MODE-
RATE.—Apply to Mr. MYERS TAYLOR, 19, Thttvles Inn. Uolbom.

rilHE ART-JOURNAL for February (price
a 2a. fill.) contains the following

LINE ENGRAVINGS:—
I. JULIET IN THE CELL OF FRIAR LAWRENCE, after

E. M. WARD. R,A,
II. THE NEST, after J. LINNELL.

111. VENICE TRIUMPHANT, after PAUL VERONESE.
Litekoky CunraiuL'Tiosa.—The Dec : its Aspect and its History,
srt II, By J. S. Howson, U.D, Dean of Cliester (illustrated)

;

orltz von Schwlnd, by Mra J. Beavlngton Atkinson
;
The Royal

cadeuiy Exhibition of tlie 'Works of the Old Masters, 4c. ; The
Works of George Henry Buughtoii, by James Doffonie (illustrated)

;

Chapters towards a History of Omanientai Art. No. II. By F. Edwa^
Hulme, F.L.8- F.S..^. (Hluitrated)

;
Pictures of Italian Architecture.

No. 1. Pisa. By Janies Daffome (illustrated); Art iu the Beifr>-.

No. II. By Llewellyuu Jewltt, F.S.A. illustrated; Veneti.-ui
Paiulera Part I. By W. B. Scott ; Art In the Antiiiodes

;

4c. &c,
•,* The Volume for 1872 is now remly, priceSla fid.

Ixmnd in cloth.
LONDON : VIRTUE 4 CO. IVY L.\NE

;
and all Booksellera 1

IJ L A N S .ind DEAWINGS of every
_1_ description,
prepared on moderate terms, Iroiii rough sketches orsugeeitionf, and

PERSPECTIVES COLOURED,
BY A FIRST-RATE DRAUGHTSMAN.

Address, T. H. 14, Argyle-street, Argyle-squaro, 'W.C.

WILLIAM READ, 437, Brixton-road,
GRAINER, MARBLER, and DECORATIVE ARTIST.

Prize Uedois awarded, 1851, 1862, 1870.
Graining. Marbling, and DecorativeWork undertaken and promptly

executed, iu Town or country, on most moderate terms. Specimens
at the CiTStal Palace, near the High-level Station.

PARTNER WANTED, with 3001. He
must lie a temperate and conscientious man, and a good Joiner,

ablo to take the entire charge of that branch, iu a genuine builder’s
bualness- Situated in a fashionable market town in Kent.—Address,
N. K, Gcueral Post-offico, Canterbury.

PARTNERSHIP.—A GENTLEMAN, a
X. Graduate of tho University of Cambridge, having served his
time first in the country and afterwords in Town, is desirous of
Eutoring Into PARTNERSHIP with an Architect of good reputation
and practice in the country. Good references given anrl requiretL—
Address, E T, W. Universities Club, 71, Jenuyn-street, S.W.

PARTNERSHIP.—WANTED, an ener-
JL getic practical Man, to JOI.N tho present Proprietor, who has
successfully carried on the busiuess of Smith, Bellhonger, G&sfitter,
4c. (persoually 40 years), and isuuxieusuitimatelytoretire from some.
Capitol in first instance required will uot l>e largo, and every oppor-
tunity givcu, by annual ]iaymeiits or otherwise, to reduce the amount
required for tho whole concern.—Apply, by letter only, tol’ARTXEIt,
staling amount available, 4c. to whicli reply will be sent if suitable
offer Is iiiaJe, R. W. LOVESY, Esq. Solicitor, 4c. 15, Cleinent's-iiin,
Strand, W.C.

O to £10 BONUS will be given by Adver-^ (J tiser to anyone procuring him a suitable SITUATION a-

FOREMAN or CLERK of WORKS. Has large experience. Refer
eiiccsglvcn.—Adtlress.A. B. C. care of Ml'. Geo. Stockdale, Stationer,
Dorlingtou.

pOROUGH of READING.—WANTED,
J J for about 12 Moutlis, in tho Office of the Borough Surveyor .and
Waterworks Manager, a properly-qualified ASSISTANT. Salary 80/.

per annum. Applicnliuus, with testimonials, to bo oddresseil to me.
and delivered not loter than WEDNESDAY, the 12th FEBRUARY
next, ALBERT W. PARRY, Borough Surveyor, 4c.
No. 6. AhlKit’s-walk, Rc-ading, January 28th, 1873.

piTY of NORWICH.-NOTICE to ENGI-
V_7 NEEKS, SURVEYORS, and ARCHITECTS,—Any Person desi-
rous of obWining the APPOINTMENT to tho OFFICE ol ENGI-
NEER. SURVEVOR, and INSPECTOR of NUISANCES to the
Corporation of Norwich, aro requested to forward testlinoiilals of
qualification aud competeiicy. with iiartlcuhirs of age said previous
occupation, oildresscd lo the Town Olerb. Guildhall, Norwich, before
ELEVEN o’clock on FRIDAY, the 14th day of FEBRUARY next.
As the duties of such Engiueer, Surveyor, and Inspector will c-jin-
prise tho Municipal as well as the Sanitary aud Burials Board busi-
ness of lheOor[ioration. a c-xudidnle must jiossesaa practical acqiijiul-
auce with the urdiniiry works connectetl with engineering, di-aliisge,
sewerage, road-iuaking, and street-paving; also to be couqietent
to eoiiduct suiveys and levels, prepare plans of estates, buildings,
and the necessary drawings aud estimates of works of erery
descriptiou, aud to take charge of the sewage pumping-station at
Trowse, and the delivery of the sewage to tho Corporation farms, and
take nil levels required on the lands for tlio utilisation thereof, aud
he will be held responsible for the due execution thereof, as well os
any other works which may fall within the duties of an Engineer,
Surveyor, Architect, or Inspector of Nuisances, under or in respect of
tlie Munlcaiial CoriKimtioiis Act. the Sanitary Acts, and the City of
Norwicli Act, 1867, or any of them, or the bye-laws made iu pursuance
thereof, with the exception of Inspector of ilarkets, Provisions,
Hackney Carriages, Common Lodging-liouses, the Impounding of
Stray Cattle, aud the Supervision of Street Obstnictious. The person
appointed will not be allowed to take private procliee, but may Like
consulting practice with the consent of the Executive Committee.
The Conairatiou •a ill provide Offices. Cools, Goa, and Cleaulng, anil
an Assistant Surt-eyor and Draughtsman, and on Assistant Souitary
IiiBiiector, who are to act under the direction of the person appointed-
Tbe salary will be 4751. per aimum, from which the Surveyor is to

'.ds, except o-s above mentioued, oil aasiscauce os may be reijuired
der to cony out the datiesuppertaiuLUg to the Offices, tothe latis-

foctiou of the Coriiorattou, aud the several Committees thereof.—By
order, W. L. MENDU.iM, TownCletIt
Guildhall, January 23rd, 1873.
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IT^ANTED, a FIGUEE DRAUGHTS-
VV JIAN, for Stained Glass, by CAJIM, BROTHERS, Smeth-

ulck.

wanted, a good DE.AUGHTSMAN,
V V who understands quantltiee.-Ai'ply, stating age, salary, and

other pfirticulars, to Mr. RAFFETY, High Wycombe.

'AA/'ANTED, in a town in A'orkshiro, a com-
VV iretent SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT. Salary. 15Uf. Must lie

Kgood dratightsnmn —Address, enclosing a traced eamide of work.

No. 652, Office of " The Builder."

WANTED, a CLERK, by a BUILDER
VV in the country. Must have a general knowledge of the liusl-

uees. Able to measure, estimate, keep accoonU, aud make working
drawings. Hours 5fiJ per week.—Apply, staling tenos, age, aud
references, to W. WATSON, Builder, Ascot, Berks,

WANTED, ,111 effleient FOREMAN of
VV M.ASDNS.—Address, with full iiacticuUrs, to C(J2, Office

of "The Builder."

"AAr ANTED, a thoroughly competent
V V BUILDER'S FOUEJfAN. to take entire charge of the erec-

tion of some new building.—Apply by letter, stating age, qualific.-v-

tion, and salary required, to ALPHA, caro of Mr, Roxborough, No. 9.

Aldgate.

TO BUILDERS' FOREME.N.

"AATANTED, a thoroughly practical OUT-
VV DOOR GENERAL FOREMAN [by trodo a Carpenter) In a

BuiUler'aeatablisliment, about thirty miles from Londiui.—Address,
staling age, particulars, and where last engaged, to G5U. Office of "The
Builder."

WTA N T E D, for a constanev, a good
VV PLUMBER and GLAZIER, who can turn his hand to

jobbing gns-titting. State age, wages required, and reference, to Z, II,

Relgrave-street South, Fiinlico.

WT’ANTED, a middle-aged MAN, practi-
V V cslly acquainted with the ENGLISH TIMBER TRADE.

>Iust thoroughly understand its conversion. Fitst-class references
required as to resiiectabllity and competency.—Apply. ENGLISH.
BKUTHEKS. Peterborough.

W^^'’TED, for a PERMANENCY, a good
V V GUAIXER and WRITER, who can do general pencil work,

room glldiiig, stencilling, 4c. W.agcs. 3s. 4d. fur ten hotiis. Good
references required.—Apply, personally, to W, UINKINS, House
Decorator, Royatou. Herts. G.N.lt.

'AA/’ANTED, for a constancy, a good prac-
T V tlcal PLUMBER, GASFITTER. and to Dll up his tone in

any other branch nf the business if requireil- M'nges. 8d. jwr hour.—
Apply to M, S. JOHNSON, 22, Kirkitale. Sydeiili.-im, Kent.

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANA
WT’ANTED, a re.spectable Youth, as In-door
V V APPRENTICE, to learn the PLD.MBING. GASPITTINO,

ic. Preniiiiin required.—Apply at the Officeof Messrs. HOWARD 4
OANTLETT, 49, Winchoslcr-btreet, Pimlico.

'AA^T’ANTED, a young MAN, thoroughly ac-
V V quiiinted with the GAS TRADE, a good Uraughtamaii, fully

oonversant In contracts and|givi.iK estlinnles u to gas eiigliifcring.
State where last employed.—Apply, by letter only, to H, H. 12U,
Oviudeu-slreet, N.W.

TO PLUJIBEKS,

^ first-class Tradesman, who is
VV also an intciligeut and respectable Man. A kuowledgo of

gasfitttug desirable. Wages, 33s. pec 'reek. Colistaut, aud bouse
ivDt-free.—Apply, by letter ouly, to Mr. JOSOLYNE, Builder, 1'23,

Borough, S F.,

W/ORKING ROAD GANGEK, accus-
tV tomctl to Work on Roads, wanted. Wages, 24s. per week-

Apply by letter to the Surveyor of Uie Tottenham Local Board of
ile.altli.

PRIME COST CLERKAVANThD, efficient,
_L quick, and reliable. State age, last engagement, and wages, to
No- 631, Office of " The Builder."

'A/rODELLER, used to ornamental and
PVX architectural detail, WANTED at once.-Apply, at BAN-
PuME H Patent Stone Cuinpany's Works. East Greenwich.

TO GLASS-STAINERS.
pIGURE-DRAUGHTSMAN AVANTED.

Apply to J.AME3 BALLANTINE 4 SON, 42, Qeorgo-street,
E>linhurgli.

L'^STIMATINGandMEASUIlINGCLERK
Jl J W.ANTED, liy a London Building Finn. A thoroughly com-
petent and experienced man required.—Address, with particulars of
previous eiigageinenta and snl.try reiiiiireU, to L. JI. care of Mesaca
Waterlow 4 Sons, Lomlon-wall,

A ROHITECTS’ ASSISTANTS AVANTED,
AA- in every town, to take a lucrative AGENl'Y, not iuterieriiig
with other engagementa. Good Income to be inade.—AddruM, IRON,
Deacon's, Leadenlmll-atrcct, Lumlon, E.C.

A R (
' H I T E c T and S U R V E Y 0 R.—

AA. WANTED, immediately, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT. A fair
braugliUiiuau and up iu designing sehools, country villiie, measuring,
nnd taking out quoiititles, 4c. State teniis aud refereuce.—Address,
J. E, P. Post-office, Newtown, Moiitgomerysbire.

TO ARCHITECTS' ASSISTANTS.

A N ARCHITECT in North AVales RE-
.rA. QUnr.ES a Umroughly comjielent ASSISTANT for a periiKl of
two months, and probably luiu'er. He must lie well up in imblio
buildings. To state whether Gottiic or Classic, and the salary jier
month. Can reside at the arcliiUct'a if ileHire.l. AddrcM, 1. M. N. 0.
care of Mr. Knhard iiorgan. (jhemiat, Newtown, Moutgomeryslilre.

A N APPP.ENTICE WANTED for .1A^ WHEELWRIGHT. A steady youth with lair education
; prln-

-ipaJiy for liglit work- A iirtinium required.—Address, Mr. H. tV.
JARVIB. Wimbledon, Surrey.

AVANTED, a .SITUATION, as UENEEAL
T I FOKEM.AN. Cariteuler nnd Joiner by trade. Oooi! refer-

ences.—Addreas. J. W, II, la, I'rinces-slreet, Codogan-street, C'hel.ea,

WANTED, a SITUATION, 'bv a' steady,
TT sober Man, Is a firet-clasa PLUMBER, PAIN TER,

GL-AZIER, and GAaiTTTER. Thoroughly understands every
branch iu the business. Is willing to moke himself generally useful.
Con do wriiing and graining. Wages no object if a constancy-—
Addrew, A. Z. Clark's, 51a, 1 pjier Berkeley-stceet, W.

TO BVILDERS. CONTRAtTTGP-S, 4c.W A N T E D, a SI T U AT ION, as
T T M.\NAGER, GENERAL FOREMAN, nr FOREMAN o

-JOINERS. Had coiiRidenible exjiericiice In all branches A gooi
joiner and fair dnnighUman. Couipetent to esliraato and nipaaiire
works. Also to keep hooka X'uexceptiouable references —Address
F. H. 59, York-rood, Umheth

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, 4c.

WT’ANTED, a JOB, by a good PLUMBER
V V GAS and HOT-WATER FITTER. Piece or day Inbour only

Addrees, A. B. 62. Hampden-road, Upper Holloway, N.

T-i-xTr-, I /-.T7>T-i->'KTm 1 TO ARCHITECTS AND SCRVEY0R3.wanted, an ENGAGEMENT, by an TTrANTED, by an ASSISTANT, an EN-
VV experienced GENERAL FOREMAN. Joiner by trade, y'y fi.cpMP'CT who inn 1n,1 nmna venrs’ exDeriouce. Isa

g« ..,>,1 take > ». OAGEMEM. who h.TS lia.1 soma yciOT experiouce. is a. . experienced . _ . _

Aged 36, Good dnvughtsiaMi. and can preiiare spcclfloitlui

quantities, estimate and measure up works, and scuuiiited wim v.atc

work generally. Salary inuJerate,—Address, A, B, 21. James-slreet.

Mancheatar-square, W.

TO ARCHITECTS. SURVEYORS. AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, fin ENGAGEMENT, terapo-
V V mry or occasinnally, in Town or country, by a first-class

QUANTITY-TAKER. MEASURER, and DRAUGHTSMAN. Well
versed in dilapidations Twelve years' experience. Highest refer-

ences. Terms laoderate,—Address. SURVEYOR. 194, Qrny'a-lim-

TO ARCHITECTS.

WrANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V V CLERK of IhB WORKS, by in experienced Man.—Address,

G36. Office of •' Tlie Builder."

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, .\ND OTHERS.

AATANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT, by an
VV effleient GENERAL CLERK. Experienced. U.is had the

management of a jobbing builder's business. Excellent references.

L'uwn or country.—Address, C3ii, Office of " I'he Builder.*'

TO RRICKMAKERS AND BriLDERa
W^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV BRICKFIELD FOREMAN. ILas hail many years' expo-

rience in damp and kiln. Good references.—-Address, -A. Z. Poat-

office, Hi.llil..rd. Mlddlwex.

TO ARCHtTECTS.

WT"anted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as

V V CLERK of WORKS- Town or country. Will be disengaged
next week. References tu present and past employers, with good
teitlmoui.ils,—Address, E94. Office of " The Builder."

TO DECOR.ATORS, 4c-

WrANTED, a RE-ENG^VGEMENT, as
V V FOREMAN of PAINTERS, by a thoroughly practical Man.

Well up iu decoration, maliacemeut of men, 4c.—Address, P. W. 42,

Acton-street, Gray's Inn-road. 1

wranted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
VV BUILDER'S CLERK. Accustomed toprlme-cost aud extr.aq

accounts, measuring up work, and dma ingsand estimates of ordinary
work. Nine years' references. Aged 31.—Address, Cl. P. 71. Dismeli-
load. Putney, 8. W.

TO COSTRAfTORS.

W^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV GENERAL OUT-DOOR FOREMAN, having had twenty-two

Tears' experience ujion all kinds of public and prii'at.e works, iiiclud-

ng tidal works, wltli first-class references from last employers.—
Address. 11. 18. P,jajt-terTaee. Old Ford-TO.id, E.

'TO BUILDERS AND OTHER.S.

WT"anted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V V FOREMAN, or WORKING SHOP FOREMAN of JOINERS,

by agood practical anti energetic Man, Seven years in last cmploy-
tiient. Aged 37 years,—Addrese, G. T. B. Burchett's-green, near
filnideuhoad, Berks.

WT'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
V V FOREMAN nf BRICKL.AYERS or CLERK of WORKS, or

t« take Chaise of a Job. Good references from present employers.
Address, A. W, Mrs, Cope, Upper Pearpoint-street, Suemlou,
Nottingham,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

WT'ANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT, as
VV GENERAL FOREMAN or FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS.

Thoroughly acquaintetl wilh plans, ainl capable of c.arrylng out any
large brick Job satisfactorily, or will take brickwork by thr rod to any
MiipiUnt In Town or country. Exci-lleut references.—Address, 62J,

Office of "The Bnlldcr."

W7ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
V T GAGEMENT ns JOINER'S M.ACUIN13T. and can work

clrrular..vtw.—Address, J. H. 91, Great Meriuilage-strcet, Wappiog,
London, E.

TO BUJLDRRSAND CONTRACTORS.

W^ANTED, by the Advertiser, an ENGAGE-
V V MENT as JUNIOR CLF.RK, TIME atnl STORE KEEPER.

Has bad experience both in the office and workshop.—Address.
J. F. M. 1, Watcrloo-plaee, Grove-lane, Oaiiil-erwell-

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS. AND ESTATE AGENTS.

’AAT’ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
V\ GAGEMENT as CLERK. Well upin drnwing, measuring, quan-

tities, and accounts. Over three years in last situation, with a large

firm of Ixmdon contractors. Gooii references and testimonials.-
Address, J. K. Pust-office, Tliomey, Cauibs,

TO AUCHITElTS AND SURVEYORS.

W'^ANTED, by tlie Advertiser, aged 2.5, a
V V KE-ENOAGEMENT, as ARCHITECTURAL ASSISTANT.

Working and detail drawings, ai.ecifientiona, quaiititieH, ami is wcli
upiu farm architecture, 4c. Eight yc.ara with hut employer.—
Address, T. H. J. 127. Qiieeu's-road. Bayswnter, W,

W7ANTED, by a respectable younu Man,
VV aged 24. a SITU.ATION as CARPENTER aud JOINER

(gooii). Quick at rejmirs. Wages moderate, it coustant Address,
H. SMITH. 275. New Kciit-rond, S.E.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.
WT'ANTED, by a respectable iniddle-aued
V V Man, la Joiner by tr.sdc), a SITUATION aa SALE.s.MAN in

YARD, or TllAYEI.LIl. Well lerse.l in the qualities of tlinWr. and
has liad some experience in tho bu5iiic88,--Addrci,a. C. H. 3, Sludly
Villas. Olonccater-road. Croydon,

^ respectable younu Man,
VV »*cd 18. B SITUATION iu an Archilect'b Office, where he

c.au continue bis studies of the profession. He h.as hwl eorae experi-
ence. and can draw well- The highest lefei-eiices, .and a firat-cioM

chamclcr frmu last employers. Would be nillliig to enter an office

tiirawcvk or two on Inal. Salary not an object.—Address, R. W.
SAVAGE. 26, Hill-street. I'eckli.aiu, Loudon-

TO PLUMBERS, GLAZIERS, DECOR.ATORS, 4c.

WT'ANTED, by a respectable, steady Man
V V (married), a SITU.ATION as WALKING FOREMAN or to

Manage a Business. Uiiderwtaiida the pmctic.il ivirt of all the

expc-rieuoe iu tlie liiaunpeioent of Jo)i». Sc. Fiml-class referauces.—
Apply by letter to PLUilBER, Princess Ciiariotie, Albauy-road,
C'nniberwell-roaii.

TO BUILDERS, CUNTP.A'.TOUS, 4e.

WT'ANTED, by a first-chiss BRICKLAYER,
VV as FOREMAN uf BBICKL.AYERS, or to TAKE BRICK-
WORK by the 'rod. Solier niul sle/uly. Good referenees.—Address,
J, C. 24, Park-street, Llverpool-neid, Islington, N.

TO DECORATORS AND BUILDERS.

AVANTED, by an energetic and practical
V V Man, w ith twenty years’ nrsl-class experience in the jialnting

and decorating, with a thoriiugli knowledge of general repairs, ;

SITUATION as FOREMAN or JIANAGER lin a decorative and
buildingestablishmeiit.—FRANKS, I'J, Morton-slreet, Pimlico. B.W.

ridge. 1

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

WANTED, by an AECHITECTURAL
DRAUGHTSMAN, aged 26, n RE-ENGAGEMENT, iu

London. Dr.iwings from InslrucUons.lwoll up in detail, perspec-

tive. eompetitlon, colouring, ic. Priuciiml style, Italian. Fir.'t-class

teetiinoni.als. Terms moderate.—Address, OMEGA, 4, Roduey-etreet,
Peutonville-hlll. N.

‘XIT'ANTED, by a first-class DRAUGHTS-
VV MAN, a RE-ENO-AGEMENT. In an Arcliitecfs or Builder's

Office. IVell up in design, working and detail drawings, taking out

quantities, surveying, and speclDcallona Could take the entire

management of an office. Good Itestimyulals.—Aiidrees, M'. J. K. 9.

Wymie-roiul, Crixton-road, 8.W.

TO LIME. BRICK, OR BUILDING MATERIAL MERCHANTS.

WANTED, by a Gentleman with a good
connexion among buildere. a SITUATION a* TR.VVELLER

or COLLECTOR, for Town or country. Eirst-dass references and
security if required.—Address, H. E. Y. Mr. Faille's, 109. Uigb-street.

Stoke Newington.

VArANTED, by an experienced CARPEN-
V V TER and JOINER, any SITUATION of TRUST, Has been

foren . 343.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

WANTED, by an experienced Man, a
SITUATION as STOCK and TIME KEEPER. Can trace or

copy pl.tiis, and iliorouglily uuderstands tho building tra-la generally.

Ad<lreM. E. H. E. Mr. Katteubury, Amhurst-road West. Stoke
Newington.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

lAT'ANTED, by an experienced CAR-
VV PENTEU and JOINER, WORK by the PIECE, or to taka

A XT’ANTED, by a t-horonulily experienced
VV Man, aged 36, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN o£

TO BUILDERS AND CONTBACTORS-WANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
a RE-ENGAGEMENT, aa OUT-DOOR GENERAL WORK-

ING FOREMAN. Canicuter by tra<lc. No objection to the country.

Good reft-reucea from Ills late masters.—Address. l507, Ollioa of '• The
Builder,"

WANTED, bv a thoroughly practical
GENERAL FOREMAN, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, to take the

entire CHARGE of a JOB. Town or country. Carpenter aud .Toiner

by trade. Has had the nianaiernrut nf extensive buiUlines in London.
Good rvfiTBbcvs.—Address. B. Post-ufllce, G, Lupus-street, Pimlico.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

l^TED, by a young Man, a SITUA-
TION as PLUMBER, PAINTER, and GLAZIER.—Address,

0. 673, Office of ' The Builder."

TO BUILDERS. PLUMBERS. 4c.

ANTED, by a 'Foung ^lan, a SITUA-
r JOB as'l'LXTM'BEU. No objection to turn his hand
ither branches.—Address, U. B. 15, Wellesley-toad,

AArANTED, by a good CARPENTER and
V V JOINER, a PERMANENT SITUATION in a builder's,

' lobbing
sworlh-

w

1, South Lauil

TO PLUMBERS.

T^HE Advertiser wishes a SITUATION as
L IMPROVER, to the Plumbiiig. Well up in gasllttlng ami

zinewurk. H.is been iu the tr.ide seven yoars.—Address, A. {O,

No. 15, Williain-strect. Dorset-sreet, Ulaphani.

i'd A licuiTECTa

The Advertiser desires a RE-ENGAGE-
MENT. Details, working drawings, 4c.—Address, X. 10. Pakeu-

HE Advertiser desires a RE-ENGAGE-

R. N. Post-office, t

TO CARPENTERS, JOINERS. OR CABINET 3IAKER3WANTED, to APPRENTICE a respectable
Youth toun* of the above businesses.— r.eply, stating all

jATticulars. to F. F. B. Post-office, S.andwlch.

TO MERCHANTS AND OTHERS.

The Advertiser, aged 26, is Open to an
ENGAGEMENT as TRAVELLER or GENERAL ASSISTANT.

No objection b) go abroad. Unexceptionable refereuces.—Address,
No.Cgy, Office of "The Builder,"

TO MARBLE MERCHANTS AND OTHERS.

The Advertiser, haviug a thorough practical
knirwiedge of the businefs. desires an ENGAGEMENT as

MANAGER, or oilier capacity. Gooii book-keeper and draughwman.
ddress, A- C. care of Mr, Cooke. Statiouer, 242, Klug-stieet, Hulu-

TO BUILDERS, HOUSE DECORATORS, 4c.

'I'HE Advertiser (aged 30), who will bo Dis-
I engaged foon after Lady-day, rniuircs a SITUATION ns

MAN-4.G Eft anil BOOK-KEEPER, or would enter into arrangements

London. Highest references.—Address, 3. C. Mr. Faulkners, Waltou-
oii-Tliamcs, Surrey.

PLU51BEKS, BUILDERS, 4c

WANTED, by a PLUMBER or THREE-
VV BRANCH H-AND, a StTT’ATION or JOB, iu Towr -

country. Used to first-class work in Iwtli. closet, and pump wot
Address, with tHirticulars, tJ F. RIVERS, CG, Punobello-r
Nottlug-Ulll, W,

QAAV-SHARPENER AA^ANTS a SITUA-
)0 TION. Hand or machine. OockI reference. Wages 8Jd.—
• -

'ress, 533, Office of " The Builder."

(J AAV-M ILLS.— AVANTED, by the Adver-
)0 tiscr. EMPLOYMENT in the above. T.i work frame, Ijeucli,

or moulaing machine (four cutter).—Address, W. 11. G, Church-coiuri.

Hlgh-elreet, Kensington, S.W.

/ AUANTITY and MEASURING SUR-
V-,/ VEYOR, upwanls of twenty years' experience, practically ac-

^ qnaflited with building, OFFERS ASSISTANCE. Disputed
and other builders' aocouiiUadjuslcvl. flans and specifiralious pre-

pareil Ternis as agreed—Address, SURVEYOIt, 20. Thorulou-street,
• '?.W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

PLASTERER AVANTS a SITUATION.
I Aged 24. Call make himself generally useful in the building

.—Address, .A. B. 1, Bedford-ettagee, Acre-laue, BrixtoD, 8-W.

Models.—AVANTED, employment,
by a t'OJIPOSITION MODEL MAKER. Plans, designs,

itrriors. Inventions uf machinery modelled from drawings at

rifling cost.—Address, fi33, Office of " The Builder."

EMPLOYMENT AVANTED, by a practical
BF,LLHANC.ER and GASFITTER. Can do hot-w.ater work,
eference.—Apjdy to R. M. 4-’». Ai-thur-streel, Chelsea. S W,

E
L'^A^ING EMPLOYMENT REQUIRED,
I'J liy a City BUILDER'S CLERK, aged 23. Priiue costa, ac-

counU.4c. dissected and posted up, according to agreeiiient.—Addrese,

A. C. Z. Post-office, 73. -Aidersgate-street, E.C,
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Proposed Cathedral

Church of St Mary,

Edinburgh ;

Principles of Design.

N oar present number -we

give a view of the design
submitted by Sir G. G.
Scott for the proposed
cathedral church to be
erected in Edinburgh,
and which was selected,

when in competition with
others, by the Trustees.

In the observations

that accompanied the
design, the architect has
explained the principles

which guided him, and
has pi'oduced so interest-

ing a document that
wo are led to print it

entire :

—

In compliance with your invitation, I submit
ifor your examination the designs I have pre-
.pared for your proposed cathedral church of
)ot. Mary, at Edinburgh.

In designing a church which is to take the
irank of a cathedral, and that in the metropolis
of Scotland, and which must, nevertheless, be
[capable of being erected for a moderate sum,
|onc has to consider carefully what are the archi-
dectural, and what the ritual, essentials of a
cathedral, as distinguished from a church of less
uigniQcd rank.
1 It would not be easy to define the essential
pifferences found to exist amongancient churches
between a cathedral and an abbey, or even a
great collegiate church. Tho latter were often
bromoted to the higher dignity, and were foundm every way fitted for it. Our own question,
however, lies between a cathedral and a parochial
thurch; and even hero it is nob so easy as it
might appear to define the difference, inasmuch
bs many large parish churches equal, and even
oxceed, m scale and dignity of aspect cathedrals
or the smaller size. In the present instance
pven, the proposed dimensions of tho cathedral
jire equalled by those of some parochial churches
ijind in some instances the ritual arrangements

may also bo on a nearly equal

Our aim, then, must, I think, bo positive rather
!,han relative. Tho church must, both within and
Without, bear such unmistakable credentials of
iliigh dignity as to be obviously suited to its rank
,is the chief church of the diocese, and that
j^hicli its chief pastor adopts as more espeoiallv
Its own

5 and perhaps the great essential is that
[he choir should bo of such ample dimensions as
to allow the diocesan clergy, from time to time,
to assemble there in the presence of their
[ishop.

There are, however, no universal rules for tho
5rm of a church of cathedral rank. If wo were
) say that it should have a central toiver, it
^ould at once occur to every ono that many
[broad and .several in Great Britain have not
bat feature. If we were to moderate this
lemand, and say that it should, at least, be
hicijorm, it would be replied that we have in
(rimm at least two,

—

DunMane and Llandajj,
Ihich are not so

; and so on : no feature can be
amed which is the special and unvarying
fiaraoterisfic of a cathedral. All, then, whichm be demanded for it is that it should be as
ignihed a church as the circumstances at com-
'land will permit, and that it shall, as a rule bo
le noblest church in the city ana diocese in
ihich it IS placed.

Although, however, a crnciform plan and a
central tower are not indispensable characteris-
tics, it must be admitted that both are in a high
degree conducive to dignity of aspect, and are
consequently most desirable features in a cathe-
dral church. No plan is so noble or so impres-
sive as that which is founded on the cross, and
the cross plan is never so emphatic as when a
central tower crowns its intersection.

I have therefore chosen as my [more normal]
design the customary and typical form of a
cruciform church, -with a central tower, only
making tho central crossing, with the nave and
transepts, unusually wide in thoir proportions,
so as best to provide for congregational pur-
poses, and so constructing and planning the sup-
porting piers of the tower as to offer the least
practicable amount of obstruction to view and
voice.

I have in this design given aisles on either
side to the transepts as well as to the other arms
of the cross, which tends to produce a great
amount of space in the part most useful to the
congregation. As, however, you appear to lay
special stress on this point, I have considered
other methods of providing for it.

Had I been called in without being subjected
to the ordeal of competition, I should have laid
before you several methods of arrangement for
your consideration anil choice, giving you my
views upon each. Competition, however, is
attended with this great practical evil, that it
interferes with that power of confidentially
laying the whole case before you, which is
customary when an architect of known experi-
ence IS called in at once as your selected adviser.

There are at least three schemes which I
ought to submit for your consideration, but your
conditions would appear to demand that, if I
should lay each before you, I should accompany
each by the great list of drawings which you

jdemand,—a labour which would exceed my com- ^

mand of time. I have, however, ventured on
one alternative scheme, for which a very few
drawings would have sufficed; but, out of con.
formity with your terms, I have treated it as a
distinct design rather than a mere variety, and
given it a complete set of drawings of its own.

This design, distinguished as Design B, is
founded on the celebrated alteration made by
Alan do Walsingham in the Cathedral of Ely,
where, on the fall of the central tower, he
omitted to rebuild the four great piers which
had supported it, but,—stepping onwards to the
next in every direction,—converted his central
space mto a vast octagon. This plan, though
less dignified in external aspect, has very great
practical advantages as regards the actual uses
of the church through its affording a great and
unobstructed, space in front both of the choir
and the pulpit for the congregation.

In neither design, however, have I introduced
a lantern rising high above tho general elevation
of tho^ interior,—that being injurious to the
acoustic qualities of the church

; and, with the
same view, I have shown all parts of the roof as
vaulted either with stone or wood,

—

i.e., tho
choir and the aisles with stone, the nave, cross-
ing, and transepts with wood

; the latter being
particularly favourable to sound.
In my design B I have, to avoid undao length,

shown the choir as projecting a certain distance
into tho central octagon, an arrangement very
favourable to acoustic objects; but, lest this
should not find favour, I have, by a fly-leaf,
shown an extension of the choir which would
keep lb wholly within the eastern arm of tho
cross.

Could I have afforded time for the preparation
of a third design, it would have had a central
tower, with a shortened eastern arm, the choral
arrangements extending westward into the
crossing. The nave would have been widened for
congregational objects, and the organ placed in
ono transept. The aisles of the nave in the two
bays next to tho transept would have been
extended in width to provide for more persons
near to the pulpit, &c. I do not, however, like
this jilan so well as the two which I have worked
out.

In my design B, as I could not have a central
tower,

^

I found that I must either place the
tower in some irregular position, which seemed
hardly to suit the site, or I muse have a facade
with two towers. Were this, however, as is most
usual, at the west end, it would be attended with
the disadvantage of placing tho best facade
towards tho less-frequented quarter. I have,
therefore, so far deviated from custom as to
make my twin steeples to flank the eastern
instead of the western front, so as to be seen
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centrally as you approach through Melville,
street.

This arrangement, though less customary, is
not contrary to precedent, as many old churches
on the Continent have their twin towers both at
the east and the west, and some even to the
transepts.

If, however, a western facade be preferred,
you will easily imagine the change, by fancying
the lower windows of the east end omitted, and
a portal introduced in their stead, or, rather, by
imagining the central portion of the west front
substituted for that shown between the towers
in what is now the eastern elevation.*

Retuniing to the internal arrangement, I will
mention, that I have not ventured to show a
high choir-screen, fearing that objections may
be felt to it, but have showu a low screen or
septum, like those at Florence, Monreale, &c.
I should, however, as a matter of taste, rejoice
to substitute the higher form of screen. Nor
have I shown close screens or canopies on the
sides of the choir because they render the choir
aisles unavailable except for passages.

I have provided for the organ in this manner :

The lighter parts, especially the “choir organ,”
with the keys and the organist’s seat, I have
placed close to the first bay on the north of the
choir

; but tho larger and more cumbrous parts
I bave placed in the eastern aisle of the north
transept, immediately behind, a place where the
sound would spread itself freely through both
choir, trpsepts, crossing, and nave. The com.
mnnication would be by trackers passing beneath
the floor of the aisle. There is, however, the
possible alternative of placing the organist and
the choir organ, &c., as already mentioned, bub
placing the heavy parts in tho triforium of the
choir and transept.
The arrangements of tho choir will speak for

themselves.
The seating of tho nave, &c., would be hy

I means of chairs.

The question you have suggested as to the place
for the congregation during ordinary daily ser-
vices as distinguished from their place on greater
occasions, I have carefully considered, but do
not see any necessity (but the contrary) for pro-
viding a distinct position.

It would seem to me a great pity that the
services on minor, though the most frequent,
occasions should be in a lessdignified place than
at other times. It is an arrangement not knownm ^is country, excepting for early services

; nordo I think it desirable.
The question whether, at ordinary week-day

services any part of the congregation should be
admitted within the choir, seems one which should
be left to the decision ofthe bishop and clergy. Ib
is not essential to the arrangement to decide it
while planning tho cathedral, as, if not so ad.
nutted, they would simply occupy the space in
front of the choir-screen, according to their
numbers.
Though the choir of a parochial church should

be so planned as to hold no more than the clerical
and choral bodies, that of a cathedral should do
more, It should bo capable of containing in
addition so many at least of the diocesan clergy
as are likely, on any great diocesan occasion, to
assemble.

Tliis renders tho choir somewhat larger than
would on ordinary occasions be needed. I would
not by any means, on Sundays or on festivals,
allow this excess of room to be occupied by the
congregation

;
but whether the rule should be so

severe at ordinary daily service is a question I
would not take upon myself to decide.

In both designs I havo placed the chapter-
house near the north-eastern angle, approached
by a cloister-like passage. I havo not provided
it with stone seats, thinking it improbable that
they would be used. Its design is really a
square, but by a peculiar treatment, partakes
also of the octagon, making, as I think, a pleasing
and picturesque variety from the accustomed
forms.

_

I have provided several vestries, e. g., for the
bishop, the clergy, and the choir.

In selecting the variety of architecture on
which to found my design, I have met with some
little difficulty. I desired that it should not, at
tho least, bo discordant with the finest of tho
Scottish examples

;
but here we have an embaiTas

de nchesses-, for wo find in Scotland noblo
examples of nearly every period. Putting aside
the Norman, we have glorious examples of tho

j

Tliis second design did not go before the trustees, a
question having arisen as to how far it was or was not

1 consistent with the programme.
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Transitional style, as at Kelso, Jedburgb,

St. Andrew’s, parts of Holyrood, &c. We have

the developed Early Pointed, as in the greater

part of Holyrood, the whole of Glasgow, Elgin,

and many other grand examples; the earlier

Decorated, as at Dunblane, Sweetheart Abbey,

&c., and the later styles in very many others.

I have myself, however, been most impressed

by the earlier phase of the Early Pointed, a

style which especially unites the architecture of

Scotland with that of the North of England, and

is ono capable, as I think, of the greatest possible

degree of dignity united with a reasonable amount

of simplicity and any amount of beauty. It

always strikes mo as more noblo_ than the more

developed Early Pointed, while it is both more

simple and far more dignified than any variety

of the Decorated style. The north aislo at

Holvrood is a fine example of it, as are many

parts of Jedburgh aud most of St. Andrew’s

Cathedral. In England ono of its finest examples

is in a border county. I refer to the exquisite

sanctuary of Tynemouth Priory, which unites

the severe dignity of the Transition with the

richness of the developed Early Pointed. On

this variety, then, I have founded my design.

In no other, whether in Scotland, England, or

Wales, do we find nobler composition more care-

fully-studied detail, or a closer union of sim-

plicity with architectural beauty. But the style

of St. Andrew’s, Glastonbury, and St. David’s,

needs no apology from any British architect.^

In following this style, however, I have avoided

merely transitional features, such especially as

the round arch, and have mado my style purely

and strictly Pointed, though, as at Jedburgh, I

have not scrupled to introduce here and there

ornamental details which retain reminiscences of

the Norman. No ono who is acquainted with

the western portal and the little cloister door-

way at Jedburgh,—two of the most exquisite

gems of architectural art in this island, vill

find fault with this.

In placing the church upon the gi-ound, I

should be disposed to make the axis coiucifio

with that of Melville-street, so that the eastern

part, with the central or the flanking towers (as

the case may be), may ho well seen down that

street. Its western facade would, in a similar

manner, he seen from Grosvenor-crescent.

As I presume that several ecclesiastical resi-

dences will be needed, I should suggest that ono

should bo placed a little back from tbo south-

oasteni and south-western angles of tho ground

and the others pictui-esquely distributed about

the northern end of the ground in which place

also should stand tho episcopal residence.

I should most unquestionably .^retain East

Coates House.

In a part of Edinburgh so essentially new, it

is a most happy circumstance to possess upon

the cathedral site a veritable old^ Scottish

building. It is very picturesque in its design,

and will become more so by careful restoration.

Its internal accommodation is open to improve-

ment, and I have no doubt that by judicious

treatment it may be made a comfortable resi-

dence, while its presence will add much to

thojpicturesque grouping of the ecclesiastical

buildings.

I intend tho building to be wholly of stone
;
I

reserve the power to make a careful selection of

stone for tho different -works, should I bo

intrusted with the work, according to the posi-

tion of tbo different parts aud also with reference

to cost. My present impressions are in favour

of Dalmeny stone for the external wrought

work ;
Hales, Ciugleith, and Reclliall stone for

rough walling and plain external facing, which is

to be in irregular courses. Whether the internal

plain wall.faces will be of wrought stonework

must depend upon cost. The choice of tho

internal wrought stone roust depend upon its

functions and position. Parts carrying much
weight would probably be of Dalmeny atone

other parts may bo of Fifeshii'e or other stones

less costly to work.
The ribs of vaulting to choir, aisles, and other

parts vaulted in stone to be of one of the stones

last alluded to. The filling in between the ribs

will be either of wrought stone, stone in irregular

courses, or rubble faced with plaster, according

to circumstances.

I have made a calculation as to the cost which

gives a result as favourable as I could anticipate

;

but as such works as this are rarely erected in

our day, I will not pledge myself to meet your

views with minute accuracy, but content myself,

as I should have done had I been selected your

architect without competition, with carefully

aimin" at the prescribed sum
;
and I believe

that, with care and reasonable economy, and

possibly with the aid of some safety-valves, it

may be realised, though it would not be wise in

a matter proverbially so much of a lottery as

the cost of a large building to pledge oneself too

minutely. My object has been to give the best

and noblest church which your conditions appear

to admit.

I have made this my anxious aim, but beyond

this I will nob bind myself further than to say

that I believe I have realised my aim with very

reasonable accuracy. Some of the more deco-

rative fittings, such as the reredos, may be

looked for as individual offerings, and the

painted decorations would not bo included.

I will ask one favour : as I have given nomi-

nally two designs, though really two varieties of

the same idea, I will beg of you, if the matter

comes to a vote, to view tho two as one, so that

I may not run tho risk of being outvoted by my
own supporters.

My name not appearing, it may be right to

say tliat I am an experienced church-builder,

and can refer yon, though it will be needless, to

a long array of ecclesiastical works
;
and, should

I be honoured by your appointment to this groat

and important work, I shall devote my best

energ^ies and my most anxious exertions to ren-

dering it -worthy of the diocese of Scotland’s

chief city, and worthy, also, of a place among

the architectural monuments of that famous

metropolis.

One thing I see I have omitted : I refer to the “-“r- TT'" , Prlnno nf WoleB at
elock • bub I cannot bring myself to disfigure George III. lived bore nhen Prince oi Wales, at
Ciocs., nut 1 cannoo m

.j, tUne that his mother was living next

his residence there on the occasion of his quarrel

with his father. His son, Frederick, Prince of

Wales, followed the example sot him, by quar-

relHng with his father and living in Leicester

House. There is a scarce print of the square

which shows this Prince proceeding in a sedan

to St. James’s, attended by his suite and by

halberdiers. There is another in Strype’s

edition of Stow, which shows the house well,

with its courtyard in front and garden in rear.

The Prince’s widow, the mother of George III.,

was living here in 1761, according to Dodsley’s

“ London and its Environs,” and her son the

Duke of Gloucester in 1766. About 1778 the

house was let to Sir Ashton Lever, who filled it

with his Museum of Natural History. These

largo collections were offered to the public in a

lottery, but only 8,000 guinea tickets were sold

out of 36,000. However, the proprietor allowed

the lottery to take place, and although be held

28,000 tickets, he lost his museum, which was

won by a Mr. Parkinson, who only held two.

In 1791 New Lisle-street was hnilt on the site

of the gardens. On the west side of Leicester

House was built Aylesbury House, called after

Thomas, second Earl of Aylesbury, who enter-

tained Peter the Great here when ho visited

England in 1698. It afterwards passed into the

Savile family, through the marriage of Charles,

third and last Earl of Aylesbury, with Lady

Anne Savile, eldest daughter and co-heir of Sir

William Savile, bart., second Marquis of Halifax,

and has since been known as Savile House.

r Jwer oi toweS Fo. the sa^e t;»e that hie mother
-

-orhs the room ie ample, bat. deer
Inthe clock and its ’

i''di8tricrmhKo"evOTyliouse is replete' with I hart., M.P., possessed Satlle House m__lV8^

timepieces of every Tari'ety, I would cinjure you
|

when it was stripped of itsjaluable furmture.

not to disfigure your cathedral with clock-faces,

bub to be content with chimes, which niay be

constructed with any degree of horological or

musical elaboration.

LEICESTER-SQUASE: A KETROSPECT.

“ Lkicester.square has nothing remarkable

in it but the inclosure in the middle, which alone

affords the inhabitants round about it something

like the prospect of a garden, and preserves it

from the rudeness of tho populace, too.” Thus

wrote the editor of tbo Ge7itleman’s 3/cijazine, in

the year 1733 ;
but how different is the condition

of the square no-w. Who would have prophesied

that a fashionable place of the eighteenth cen-

tury, containing many noble mansions, in one of

which lived a queen and several generations of

the royal family, and in others Sir Isaac Newton,

Sir Joshua Reynolds, and Hogarth, should, in

the nineteenth century have been allowed

(although still in the centre of London and close

to some of the chief thoroughfares) to fall into a

condition that makes it a disgrace to the metro-

polis ?

In tho year 1658 we find by the famous map
of Richard Newcourt (engraved by William

Faithorne) that the site of Leicester-square was

occupied by a field, with a footpath across it

leading from the back of the mews to a lane,

now Princes-street. To the north is a large

house, surrounded by a wall, with a garden

behind, which adjoins the Military Yard, founded

by Henry Prince of Wales, and afterwards kept

by Foubert, in tho reign of Charles II., as an

academy for riding. This was Leicester House

;

hut when the square was planned, the house

must have been pulled down, and placed further

back
;
because a line drawn from the road, now

Piccadilly, by the old gaming-house at the top of

the Haymai-ket would strike throngh tho gardens

at the back of the building. In tho map another

house is marked as standing on the site of Cran-

bourne.streot, the gardens of which run north

to St. Giles’s Fields. Leicester House takes its

name from Robert Sydney, Earl of Leicester, the

father of Algernon Sydney, of the handsome

Sydney of Charles II.’s Court, and of the

Sacharissa of the poet Waller. The house was

built upon Lammas land, and tho Earl appears

by the accounts of the parish of St. Martin to

have made yearly payments for the Lammas of

the ground occupied by the house, gardens, and

field in front. Lord Leicester did not die until

1677, bub be does not seem to have lived in his

house for some years before his death. The

unfortunate Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia, died

here on February 13, 1661, and afterwards it

was a favourite home of foreign ambassadors,

among whom were Colbert and Prince Eugene.

In 1718 the Prince of Wales (afterwards

George II.) bought Leicester House and took up

books, and pictures, by the Gordon rioters, who

burnt all the property in tbo fields in front. At

the same time these agents of destruction tore

down the railings and used tho iron for weapons.

Early in the present century_ tho house was

rebuilt, when it was opened with the exhibition

of Miss Linwood’s needlework, tho commence-

ment of a long series of miscellaneous exhibitions,

which continued here till the house was destroyed

by fire in 1865. Miss Mary Linwood, the mis-

tress of a boarding-school at Leicester, com-

menced the imitation of pictures in 1785, and in

the following year received a medal from, the

Society of Arts in honour of her work. When

she had succeeded in finishing a sufficient

number of her productions they wore shown

privately at the Pantheon, and in 1798 they were

first exhibited publicly at the Hanover-square

Rooms, where -10,000 visitors attended to view

them during the first season. Soon afterwards

the collection was removed to Savile House, and

exhibited there till the lady’s death in 18-14.

3,000 guineas were refused for the chief work,

viz., “ Salvator Mundi,” after Carlo Dolci, and

Miss Linwood bequeathed it to the Queen, but

80 reduced was tho value of these works at her

death, that when Messrs. Christie & Mansonsold

the collection by auction, all the pictures, except

a few which were reserved, did not reqjise mors
|

than IjOOOi.

On Feb. 28, 1865, Savile House was burnt,

and among the spectators at tho fire were the
|

Prince of Wales and the Duke of Sutherland.

Although eight years have passed since then,

tho site, in spite of several proposals to utilise it,
j

has remained unbuilt upon, aud the unsightly

gap still remains.

Hogarth came to live in Lcicester-squaro

(then more commonly called Liecester-fields) in-

1733, and remained there till his death in 1761. i

His house was on tho east side, and tho most

northerly of two houses afterwards joined as the

C-- 1.1 Tr.^(.vvi Uncrnrt.li’s Ricm was “ The

Golden Head,” and outside bis house he exhibited

a head cut out of pieces of cork by himselL

There is an engraved card of Hogarth, dated

April 1720, which announces him as “Eugraveri

at ye Golden Ball, corner of Cranbourn Alley,.]

little Newport Street.” Next door to Hogarth s

lived John Hunter, who built a gallery at the

back of his house, in 1785, to hold his museum,:

the nucleus of the celebrated Hunterian Museum,

of the Royal College of Surgeons. The Sablo-

ni&re Hotel has lately been pulled down, and m
its place has arisen a now building, occupied by

Archbishop Tenison’s School.

Sii- Joshua Reynolds lived at No. -1-/, on the

west side, from 1760 till his death, February 23,

1792, and here have met all the celebrities and

beauties of his time. The charming pictui’e of

“Puck,” which was cheered when it -wM sold by

auction to the poet Rogers, was painted by

Reynolds from a little child that he found on the
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steps of his house. Alderman Boydell was much
struck with tho portrait of the naked boy, and
wished it could be introduced into his Shak.
spearo j a friend, therefore, suggested that Sir
Joshua should turn the boy into Puck by adding
fawn’s cars, and seating him upon a mushroom.
The painter’s handsome house was subsequently
held by the Earl of Inchiquin, then by the
Western Literary and Scientific Institution, and
is now in tho possession of Messrs. Puttick &
Simpson, the anctioneers. In 1787, Lawrence,
then a mere boy, was induced by his friends to
open his studio in Leicester-square

;
but this

rivalry with the great master was not continued
more than a year.

On the 2nd of June, 1831, Wyld’s Great Globe,
built over tho centre enclosure, was opened.
This vast representation of the world was 65 ft.

in diameter, and occupied 10,000 square ft. j its
proportions were ten miles to an inch hori-
zontally, and one mile vertically, and to view
the whole more conveniently the world was
turned outside in. When the huge building to
contain this globo was erected, it was looked upon
with favour because it rescued the square from
tho dilapidated condition it was in,—a condition
that is said to have given rise to Ledru Pollin’s
work on the decadence of England.
When tho Great Globe was cleared away, in

18G2, the miserable remains of the equestrian
statue of Georgo I.* wore disclosed to view, and
several practical jokes were played upon it.

This statue had once been brilliantly gilt, and
about 1751 was brought from the Duke of
Chandos’s seat at Canons, near Bdgware. May we
hope that something is now to bo done with the
square, and that the disgi’aceful condition in
which it has so long been left will be followed by
a better state of things. Is tho hoarding raised
round tho open space a preliminary step in the
good work of making the enclosuro agreeable to
the eye, and creditable to the neighbourhood ?
If not, Parliament should interfere. Pnvato

I

rights, if there be any, have been allowed there
long enough to contravene the common weal.

GENEEAL EXHIBITION OF WATER.
COLOUR DRAWINGS.

(at the DUDLEY GALLEEY.)

Tnis, the ninth of the annual exhibitions of
clever, pleasant, and pretty drawings that for
the time past have regularly disproved that the
two water-colour societies show fully enough
how strong and prevalent this readiest means of
making pictures popular really has become,
might be judged to be the best of them

; oven
without the great help that some exti’aordinary
assistance lends. It is wortli the unfair fare
of a bi-quadrupedod cab, or plodding soles’ pil-
giimago through miles of such sludge and slush
that Christmas leaves in liquidation of its debt
of white snow and firm footing, to meet with
prosperity and success, for tln^ are very dear
very^ scarce—things nowadays. Strikes are
striking, far and wide. A stone dropped into
water makes many cii'cles before they merge
into nothing.

°

There is scarcely a drawing here that may not
bo thought good of its kiudj and to specify
reason for commendation through 500 little
claims for it, would be beyond reasonable expec-
tation of what type-notico can do for what is
being so constantly done. Such pictures, how-
ever, as JL-. E. Burne Jones paints are quite
exceptional, compared with ordinary produc-
tions : they are so strong, so fine, in a perverted
taste, that they may lead,—or mislead,—to a
wrong teaching. Iloavy swollen eyelids, Utho
supple limbs, and such gi-aces as are cheap,

—

though they may not always be held so,—are
Mr. Jones’s adumbrate views of woman’s chaims.
“The Hesperidoa” (482) is splendid in colour :

a diati'ibe on “red;” the tamed serpent that
sticks like one to the apple-tree,—could there he
greater anomaly ?—the grass and pink daisies,
all wonderfully well done, bespeak aclmowledg.
ment of great power in apprehending the re-
sources of colour, and the work is a magnificent
specimen taken in this light.

“ Love among the Ruins ”
(179) treats of

blue as the Hesperides do of red. This, at first
sight, might be taken for an illustration of Cole-
ridge’s poem, “Genevieve but it is not. There i

was nothing blue about her.
Some critics will find metaphor in. every inch

of this,—it is their wont; but there is bad per-

spective, and more than that, to leave question
if the picture is entirely a good one.
There are many clever drawings amongst the

more than 500 ;
but they are in the near neigh-

bourhood of “ Old Masters,” and it is a scoff and
a shame to talk or write of present art when a
Swept crossing leads to what art was. It is a
dead religion 5 but a lively faith in handiwork’s
worth still e-xists.

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE OF
ARCHITECTS.*

(4.) Tn Dealing loith Money.

Generally .—Let no money pass through your
hands (except the salary of the clerk of works).
The method of trade payments will probably
suggest itself, and you will with difficulty get
credited with taking extra trouble and no profit.

Of course you can sometimes safely deviate from
this rule, when your client is an old personal
friend, or is disconnected with business, aud
looks ou you as a fi'iend as well as professional
adviser. Avoid ordering goods. Select on occa-
sion what you want from a manufacturer’s
stock, and let the contractor order and take
every responsibility. If you only make atipula-
tions as to the understood selling price, the con-
tractor will make a profit ou the transaction, and
usually, thereforo, take more interest in it. You
will also bo relieved from liability to be charged
for the goods, and at times from even move nn-
pleasant suspicions. Get the habit of treating
questions affecting money with much care. It
is a very important consideration among private
persons and with the Governmont and all public
bodies in England.

I. Estimates .—These you will do well to make
deliberately (never guessing at a price), in

I no very sanguine spirit,—of course, possessing
I yourself of thorough knowledge, and dealing
with complete honesty with your own judgment.
Such approximate estimates should be made and
submitted before tenders are received from
tradesmen. It will always be well to make it

clear that no one can tell what everything is

going to cost. This will bo the case especially
when the foundations are doubtful, or when the
work is to be done in great baste (e.g., the cost
of theatres is almost invariably arrived at after
completion). In works of repair to a decayed
old building, many works may prove necessary,
when hidden parts are uncovered,—rotten tim-
bera to roofs may require replacing, walls under-
pinning, <S:o. In the case of new buildings,

cubing out is a valuable mode of aridving at an
approximate estimate. Wisely and carefully
applied, it is a very safe guide. Always follow
the same method of measurement : either (1)
from the ground-fioor line, (2) from half-way
between floor and bottom of footings orfrom the
top of the footings, (3) from bottom of footings,
or even (4) bottom of all artificial foundation.
Method 3 is tho safest in general results. Make
a separate item of an extraordinary amouut of

concrete. Half-way between the top of the
walla and the apex of the roof will usually be
a fair height to nieasuro to. If the chimneys
ai'e elaborate and high, an extra allowance
must be made. Keep tho divisions of the
building separate,—the more elaborate main
building, the plainer offices, the stables, and
any structure differing in elaboration or kind
of materials from the rest. Y'our skill will

be tested in applying the proper price. Y'ou
must devote some special work to the acquisi-
tion of experience, to ascertaining the prices at

which buildings actually erected workout; and
do not fail to tabulate for an easy reference
every new building or work of any size you have
de8igned.*and executed. Check the estimate
thus obtained before using it;— (1) By putting
a price on each square (100 superficial feet) of

each story
;

e.g.y for ordinary buildings not too
high nor elaborately finished, 301. per square per
story might usefully supply a rough check. Of
course, for increased accuracy, this method re-
quires delicate adjustment for each building iu
question. Or (2), you can take out approxi-
mately the principal quantities, and price them

;

e.g., the gross amount of brickwork
;
the nura-

ber of different openings (putting an inclusive
price on each) ; the floor, joists, and ceilings
measured together, the roof and all coverings.
Applied boldly, this rough measurement need
take little more time than cubing. At the same

* Tho statue has boon supposed by some to be a repre-
Bcntation of George II., and by others of William III.

* From Lectures by Mr. Roger Smith,— see pp. 13, ‘ll,

aiiie. Wo commend these and the previous notes to the
careful consideration ofyoung architects.

time it will be even less reliable uulcss expe-
rience has taught a good deal pretty accurately
as to the cost of the various parts. Another
method (3), is to put down so much per room,
or (4), per occupant. For stables, 1001. per
hoi'se for plain ordinary work, ranging up to
2501. per horse. For schools, 51. a scholar, or 61,.

71., or 81., according to circumstances. For
hospitals, 401. to 501. per bed has done tho
work, and they have cost as much as 5001. per
bed or more.
As to Buildeis’ Estimates [ot "tenders”!.—

They are obtained on the general understand-
ing, in limited competitions, that the lowest will
be accepted, either without revision or as a basis
for negotiation. Therefore, if for any reason no
pledge can be given tliat a tender can be recog-
nised in this way, it must bo expressly notified
to the contractors when they are first asked as
to the matter. These tenders will bo influenced
greatly by the facilities given for carrying on
the work, by the contractor’s, more or less, com-
plete knowledge or ignorance of the materials to
be used, and by his confidence in, or distrust of,

the ability and character of the architect. In
every case quantities of some sort aro indispens-
able. The employment of a man who is a
quantity surveyor and nothing else, many
advantages. He will, if a capable man, be cool

;

will work with a good deal of system
;
give time

uninterruptedly to the work
;
and will look on

everything with a keen, critical eye, and an
entire freedom from prejudice. An architect
taking out his own quantities will bo helped to

profitable work, and may gain some critical in-

sight into details that ho would otherwise have
overlooked

;
but the opinion of people of much

experience is against bis employment in this

way. For there are certain risks. The archi-
tect may be too sanguine, and pass lightly over
unusual work. The advantage will be lost of a
new eye and mind, in the detection of lacuna?,
and the clearing up of difficulties

; and tho
payment will usually bo received from tho
builder, making the architect in this respect
legally the builder’s servant. Au architect should
not go further than the following arrangement :

—
He should bring iu a surveyor of good repute to
share the work and the remuneration

;
and tho

responsibility should fall wholly ou this sur-
veyor, whose name alone should appear, and
who should receive the builder’s payment.
Quantities might be simplified of much of their
detail without harm being done. It is, however,
tho recognised practice to have all tho detail

tliat is practicable. Thus nothing is allowed to

escape, and contractors aro guided by the
minutim in estimating the quality of tho work.
Prices may indeed be put to everything by tho
builder’s clerks

;
but he will himself take some-

thing off, and trim his tender generally, if be is

anxious to have tho job.

II. Accounts.—(Price settled for TUorA'S at the

Close.)—The quantity surveyor in large works,
with many deviations from the contract, will often
bo employed. A schedule of prices in the form
of a priced bill of quantities will then be found
very useful. In smaller works it is a good plan
to make np the account with tho builder. Usually,
however, he presents an account first, and it has
to be dealt with as may prove necessary. E.xplain

to the client as much as ho wants to know (no
more). An architect’s statements of accounts
should be short (on one sheet of paper), stating

contract and agreed amount, value of additional

works beyond that of omissions aud money
provisions — the principal additional works
being amounts paid, and balance. The
full detail of each item should bo kept, and sup-
plied at once if asked for. It is the custom for

an architect not to state the detailed prices if he
can help it. Builders object to their prices being
Icnown, and should always be very formally con-
sulted before priced items are sent to any one.

Stand by a settlement stiffly. Of course, before
it is come to, you will be satisfied that it is just
to both aides Sometimes a contract is for

everything to be measured aud valued at the
close of the works. Rarely recommend this

course. Works always cost more when thus
executed ; but it may bo iudiapensable for build-
ings commenced and completed in great haste.

The contractor should iu such a case be a man of

tried character, who will want moro work from
you and others known to you When the
agreement is for labour aud materials at prime
cost, and 7 to 10 (or other sum) per cent, profit,

a special system of periodical checking will be
necessary

;
but this method of payment is com-

paratively rare.

III. Professional Charges.—Avoid working for
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any one besLJcs your client, and receiving pay-

ment for such services. The builder will often

Tvaut extra drawings or copies, or to pay for

trouble that you might avoid,—or on other

specious pretences it may be made clear to

you that money will be paid if you are willing

to receive it. The sole purpose is to got you
under the thumb, and keep you there till

the building is completed. If this sort of

thing is suspected, a client will go to some
one else next time; and if it gets abroad,

respectable arclutects and builders wll have
nothing to do with such an architect. For all

charges tho R. I. 13. A. paper gives the present

general practice throughout tho United King-

dom. Young men may not, in justice to the rest

of tho profession, take work at less than 5 per

cent.
;

but they may justify their appointment
in place of older men by giving a greater amount
of personal trouble and extra service for the

recognised remuneration. The 5 per cent, charge
must be regarded as a give-and-take arrange-

ment, having^ one great advantage,—that
clients know, thereabouts, what they will have
to pay,—and on the whole it does not work very
unfairly in a varied practice. Try to keep as

closely to it as possible without doing yourself

obvious injustice; do not charge all you might
charge, using your rights as to exti'a charges
with moderation. Present your account in small

compass and neat form:—“To professional

services in receiving instructions in [quote

services as detailed in R.I.B.A. rules] . . . for

. . . . ;
the amount expended under the archi-

tect’s superintendeuco being . . . . 1. [deduct
any amount from the builder’s bills on which
you were not consulted, especially if you do not

approve what was done].” On this amount
calculate tho commission. Charges for special

services, disbursements, and travelling expenses
will then follow. Although the per-centage charge
is thus legally (and to our advantage) recognised

as superseding cbai'ges for time and trouble, you
will do well to keep a careful diary, and have a
clerk’s diary with the time on different works
recorded. Occasionally work out from those tho

exact cost of the drawings for a building. You
will then see whether you are carrying on busi-

ness extravagantly. If you have to live by your
profession this is of much importance. Or
you may find that you could be less niggardly,
and safely indulge yourself in some more expense.
Keep a small set of books, and take stock of

your position at intervals to see how you stand,

generally and with reference to special works.

These books may be (1) a ledger, containing the

details of each undertaking extracted from time
diaries, &c.

; (2) a bill-book for copies of ac-

counts*; and (3) a cash-book for all payments
and receipts. Obtain payments on account

while tho works arc going on. On small works
(under 2,0001.) one payment shortly after signing

tho contract, and another when all is being

drawn to a close, should meet the bulk of the

charges; only a small balance being left for the

final payment. In larger works obtain payment
at the time, and on the amount of each certifi-

cate. Avoid most thoroughly any mistakes or

discrepancies in money statements. Let every
such statement bo in writing, or, at any rate,

make a careful memorandum. Many worthy
people who are easily managed as to many

are very difficult about money matters,
and nothing but the evidence of habits of ex-

treme care can make them trust you fairly.

(5.) In dealing with “Law” and “iProperty
To deal fully with tho class of business managed

by surveyors would require several lectures; in

one, notice can only be taken of the portions of

the subject cropping up in ordinary practice.

The case is rare in which an architect can dis-

pense with surveying, and devote liimself wholly
to the design and superintendence of works of

real architecture. Frequently the money to be
earned by other practice is wished for

; and it is

often necessary to give good service on any
matter allied to building, or a valuable client

may find that some one else could serve him
better. Most young men would therefore do
well to bo “architects and surveyors,” and pre-
pare themselves accordingly.

I. Law.—Every Englishman is supposed to

know the whole law of his country. Ignorance
cannot bo accepted as an excuse in any case.

Bearing this in mind for your own sake, you will

find it frequently necessary to take much pains
to ascertain the right and wrong in any proce-
dure, and will soon acquire a wholesome distrust

of any smattering you can obtain from general

text-books
;
for the gi'eater part of the law of

England is not in Acts of Parliament, but in the

recorded decisions, and precedent is of extreme
importance. Prefer, therefore, to follow a custo-

mary course, for which you have good precedent,

rather than any innovation of your own. Use
words and phrases well established and recog-

nised; or, if you are obliged to deal with a case

that is new to you, use the plainest common-
sense English possible, and avoid any pretence

of legal technicality. If a “penalty” is pre-

scribed in case of non-completion of works by a

certain time, it will probably not be enforced, or

the amount of damage actually sustained will be

specially assessed; but if a certain sum is fixed

as "liquidated and ascertained damages,” it may
be held back without question. If a committee

is made to enter into a contract with a builder,

it null not be a serviceable contract; but certain

individuals must be specified, who are to be

separately liable. (An incorporated body may,
however, enter into a contract through officers

or under their seal, according to their special

form of incorporation.) And many other in-

stances might be adduced of the necessity of

conforming to tho legally accepted way of

putting things. If anything goes into law it

means delay,—no telling how prolonged. This

is owing to the great pressure on the Courts,

and perhaps in part to the confirmed habits of

the legal profession. Even in ordinary matter
delay, seemingly quite avoidable, is apparently

looked on as proper. Consider litigation, there,

fore, as one of the most serious evils you can

encounter, and give any amount of time and
trouble, and make any possible sacrifice in order

to avoid it. If, however, it must be resorted to,

let it be done, with the cost counted, and boldly,

and well. Shrewd men say, “Consult a rich

lawyer: he will [keep you out of lawsuits if

he [can.” A prosperous and well-established

man should, in fact, bo preferred to a man
hungry for practice, and not eager to point out

the weakness of a case intrusted to his guidance.

As to (1) Contracts for Binldings, it is desir-

able to have a carefully-drawn legal contract

prepared by a solicitor. If this is not authorised,

any sufficient written memorandum will gene-

rally be sufficient. As an instance, letters were
simply exchanged, with reference to an impor-

taut building matter, and the contract was con-

sidered so binding that 5,0001. were paid to put
an end to the arrangement. The following

simple form was recommended by an eminent
Q.C., now a well-known judge. It should bo
placed at the end of the specification and a set

of general conditions of contract. :
—“ I under-

take to perform the above works, under the
above conditions, for tho sum of £ (Signed)

A. B. Accepted (signed), C. D. London,
January, 187— On the subject of contracts,

read D. Gibbons,—“Tbo Law of Contracts for

Works and Services” (Wealo’s Scries). As to

(2) Certificates for payments to a tradesman.

“for works being executed by him at ”
;
let

them be on an engraved form, with counterfoils,

and addressed to the client. At tbo bottom of

each should bo put a statement as to the pre-

vioua certificates. (In arranging the amount, to

bo paid, let the builder bring his figures, to show
how he makes up what he asks for. In the

absence of express stipulation be may be paid

the same proportion of tho value of extra works

as of those under the original contract.) For

(3) Orders for E.ctras, under any largo or special

contract, tho solicitor should supply the form.

Much injustice may possibly bo done if the

technicalities of the contract are not minutely
observed. Generally, for anytliing unusual,

always advise that a good lawyer shall be em-
ployed to shape the document. When (I)

Building on Leasehold Property, see to the cove-

nants of the'.lease, and have everything formally

observed, all consents obtained, and restrictions

complied with. Decline, as a rule, to get the

consent of adjoining owners. This will be
better done, when a matter of any favour, by the

building-owner himself. In (5) Works in London,
the Building Act, the Local Management Acts,

and all by-laws, and the new by-laws of the

water companies, having tho force of law, must
be carefully studied, and their provisions com-
plied with. The main purposes of the Building

Act are to secure (1) fair stability, and (2) the

most obvious and simple precautions against fire

and the spread of it. As a rule, never build less

substantially (in any part of the country) than

tho schedules of this Act stipulate (and never
build 9-in. walls, even for upper stories, if you
can get 14-inch). A public building is to be

done to the satisfaction of the district surveyor,

who will generally require that the structure

shall be somewhat stronger than a building of an

ordinary kind. For your own sake, it should

not be weaker. Some of the requirements

of the Act can be dispensed with, if the

consent of the Metropolitan Board is first

properly obtained
;

e.g., for a detached house,

projecting eaves, wooden barge-boards, or bay-

windows, and wooden porches or verandahs may
not be objected to. (6.) Light and air arc the

subjects of much contention in works in largo

cities
;
the action of much recent decision being

really prejudicial to architecture, and to the

improvement of our cities. Much of this mjury
should be prevented by tho more universal

widening of streets, and by the adoption, as a

rule, of compensation for depiivation. Still you
will have to regard for the present the rules as

they stand in legal minds. If you are consulted,

therefore, by an injured person, keep in mind
the fatal effect of delay in the assertion of your
client’s position; let an injunction be obtained,

or steps taken in view of one immediately. (7.)

Disagreements may occur.— Tho builder may
sue for money, extras may be disputed, perhaps

tbo client refusing to recognise the orders, or

the work may be said to bo unsatisfactorj', and
he may decline to pay. Or the architect may
have to sue for his charges, or even for wrongful

dismissal. Some of these may be contemplated

and provided for by an arbitration clause in the

contract; otherwise it will probably be referred

to an arbitrator, either a barrister or an archi-

tect, by the Court, or by consent. The submis-

sion to arbitration (no matter how small may be
the matter in dispute) should be drawn by a
good solicitor, and should specify the arbitrator,

and (very precisely) what is referred to bis

decision. On the admission or rejection of

evidence you should be prepared, if acting thus

as referee, with a knowledge of the iniles of law,

so as not to risk the invalidation of the award.

This award should be made as bare as the verdict

of a jury, and specify no reasons. In all cases

but tbo most simple, have your award revised .

by a good lawyer.

II. Property.—An architect should be the right

man to advise on questions affecting the manage-
ment and value of houses and other buildings,

and of building land. Tbo business will usually
,

come through solicitors, who will do the legal

part, leaving to you all the purely technical

work, and the responsibility for it. (1.) In ,

dealing with Dilapidations under leases and
,

other tenures, nothing bub experience can render !

you ready and self-confident. Let students take i

every opportunity of following actual cases, and i

asceriaining what is taken or not taken, and
|

why, and wliat disputes (if any) arise. They i

can in this way only acquire knowledge as to the
|

exact legal force supposed to he attached to tho
|

terms in covenants. Questions as to fixtures,
;

also, and their value, and the right to them, will

fro luently demand quick and (of course) correct

decision in actual practice. (2.) Valuations of

Property aro usually required for (o) mortgages
i

and (b) for sales or purchases, (a) These do
,

nob usually involve so much responsibility as

the others, owing to a proportion only of the

reported value (one-half, or a little more) being

advanced
;

(h) a valuation to guide or determine

actual purchase or sale is often of great interest,

well paid for, and—if thoroughly reliable,—as
,

valuable a service as can be rendered by an

expert as to buildings. Tho methods of calcula-

tion are simple, involving little mathematical

skill in application; bub experience and talent

can alone determine the letting, or probable

letting, value of a building. Inwood’s Tables,

Mr. E. I’Anson’s recent paper at the R.I.B.A.,

and similar sources of information, should be
studied and at hand. Continual attention ex-

tended over many years, many precedents, and
much sagacity, can alone enable you to give

reports that will stand the test of after-experi-

ence in difficult cases. Valuations of ordinary

leasehold and other simple tenures you will not

find difficult, if you devote to each case pains,

and thought, and system. (3.) Laying out

Estates for Building Puiposes.—The technical

part can he done by any arcliitcct with the most '

ordinary common sense. To determine, however,

the class of building that would be proper, or

likely to temptjspeculators
;
to settle the frontages

and lines of road so as to make the most and the

best of a property, will require a good deal of

general intelligence and information with refer,

enco to the views of builders, and ordinary

tenants, and house-buyers. Settle firmly, and
maintain stoutly, conditions as to what shall be

permitted or not on the estate. Endeavour as

much as you can to enforce good sound building,

,
thorough drainage, aind a fair architectural
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ippeavance
j
make and maintain covenants as to

mbsequent alterations of property, so that
-hey may not in any case be nndertaken without
jonsent being obtained. At times, from, the
want of this provision, the whole of the houses
:a a street may be depreciated in letting value,
vnd much unfair annoyance given, owing to the
jrection of some after-addition to one building.
4. .laundry recently erected at the back of a
louso in London has lowered the value of eight
louses in the street adjoining 10?. or 15?. per year,
indmuch damagedthe adjoiniughouses,—a wrong
tor which there exists no remedy. Try, therefore,
in the creation of house property, so to design
and regulate the buildings, and the legal cove-
nants affecting them, that an even band may
now and hereafter be kept over the whole, and
no gro.ss injury permitted to he done by one
leaseholder to another. (4.) The Management
of Estates .—Much lucrative occupation, in the
receipt of rents and keeping property in order.
Falls into the hands of architects and surveyors
who are good men of business, especially in the
oaso of the large leasehold estates of noblemen
and others in London. This work is not by any
means so dull and commonplace as it might seem
to an outsider. It has the merit of being very
useful

;
for often the only mitigation of the

miseries of London buildings is found in the
skill, and tact, and right feeling, and dealing of
the comparatively few men who are in the posi-
tion to exercise these qualities in such business.
London suffers grievously from the system, now
and heretofore pursued, in land letting, by
which a large secure incomo realised by tho
landowner is obtained without much difficulty,
and everybody else who is connected with the
property is disgusted, and even injured. Un-
intelligent planning, and faulty and dishonest
construction have been indulged in, so that
houses generally are a crying disgrace. Perhaps
resulting from this, tho public cares hardly at all

about good building or good drainage. You will,

therefore, have difficulty,—'perhaps will run
risks,— if you press too hardly on speculators.
In the long run, however, pecuniary advantage
may in some cases bo secured by assuming a
higher standard than ordinary, and keeping to
it. At least you, and those for whom you act,
will have the satisfaction of setting a good
example where it is much wanted.

In tho general sketch thus given of the
practice of architects, it has been made evident
that many good qualities and attainments are
wanted,—both in the man and the expert,—in
order tliat ho may be successful and useful.
Pair success is, however, probably within the
reach of any one who is well-intentioned, and can
and will take pains. As compared with most
other callings, there is in our profession a wider
range of occupation, and better opportunity for
the development of the various sides of a man’s
character. There is, above all, the possibility of
real distinction, and of the building up of
character, and position, and influence, in which
no natural gifts, no possible excellence in educa-
tion, no amount of general or special attainment,
will be found superfluous.

RESISTANCE OP STONES TO CRUSHING.
AXfElUCAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGI.VEEKS.

At a meeting of this Society in Now York, on
January 8th, a paper, by Mr. Charles B.
Richards, of Hartford, Conn., recording “Ex-
periments on the Resistance of Stones to
Crushing,” was read.

The specimens tested were old and dry
samples, well selected, of various American
building stones, worked into 1 in. and li in.
cubes, with flat and smooth faces.

The testing machine used was built, after a
long experience with two smaller and similar
machines. It is arranged to weigh the strains
upon a sensitive platform scale of 50 tons
capacity, and is well adapted to quickly give
accurate results.

Tho specimens were crushed between the plane
faces of two hardened steel hemispheres, the
curved portions of which were seated in corre-
spending cavities of steel blocks, fi.xed in the
mnehino. Single tbioknessps of ” lace ” leather
were interposed between the stones and metal
surfaces : thus the pressure was uniformly dis-
tributeci

;
it was in all cases applied to the faces

of the cubes parallel to the natural bed of the
stone, and carefully increased to rupture bv
pouring shot into the hollow weight by which
the strain was caused.

Tables were presented, giving the minimum,
mean, and maximum resistance to crushing, per
square inch of tho specimens tested.

Sixteen specimens of granite from six quar-
ries gave from 8,G20 to 15,022 lb. minimum

;

9,838 to 18,778 lb. maximum strength. Four-
teen specimens of sandstone from three quarries
gave from 5,800 lb. minimum, and 8,956 to
10,928 lb. maximum strength. Ten specimens
of white marble from three quarries gave from
3,905 to 12,917 lb. minimum; and 5,976 to
13,972 lb. maximum strength,—each being 1 in.

cubes.

The specimens failed by breaking up into
slender prisms and pyramids, with axes normal
to the pressure.

now FAR IS AN ARCHITECT LIABLE?
Before making up one’s mind that tho con-

tractor would himself be legally liable in
“M. H.’s ” case,* one would ask a number of
questions, and then be perhaps a little doubtful.
Was the lead pipe clearly defective when fixed ?

In what did it differ in quality from the specifi-

cation ? Not the weight, nor size ? Was the
contract a low one, and the work not intended
to bo first-rate ? Was a set-off agreed against
extra work done ? It needs no racking of tho
brain to make out a sober numerous series of
answers implied in questions. Let us, however,
drop questioning as to the legal and moral
liabilities of the contractor, and conclude that he
is to blame without a doubt; and that, with
equal certainty, ho cannot personally m.ake good
his misdoings, frauds, or errors. Is tho archi-
tect liable ? Here, again, wo find self-question-
ing as to the variations without controversy
fairly made by every architect in the conduct of
any work. Has tho architect stated that the
pipe should not have been used, and that ho did
not know of the variation ? If so, we have
touched the realisms. Was he bound to know
of it, or to suffer, if need bo, for his overlooking
it ? Cleai'ly it would have been better for everj’-
body if he had found it out, and insisted on
remedy or recognised recompense. Many archi-
tects, especially those not overburdened with
work, take a deal of pains,—for which they receive
neither thanks nor adequate pay,—in worrying
everybody as to every item of construction and
fitting; sometimes with very pleasing results in
efficiency and special contrivance

;
sometimes,

it is to be feared, with some injustice to a con-
tractor who has not expected to be criticised so
sharply, and with a lawsuit or arbitration at the
end of all. Tho former result will of course
depend mainly on real knowledge, command of
temper, proper feeling, &c.; all the things, in
fact, that go to make up a man it is a pleasure
to meet, as distinguished from a mass of punc-
tilios and conscientious querulousness. The
extra services, of which we are speaking, may he
given from all kinds of motives,—as a study,
from personal interest in a special work

;
for

experiment, and the sake of making it succeed,
in order to impress the sense of capacity and
personal energy on a client and his connexion,

—

perhaps in some instances from the architect’s
love of work in general, and specially for
the work of bis profession. I think, however,
that no one contends that they are given as a
part of tho “professional services included in
the ordinary charge of 5 per cent.” In the last
[confirmed at a General Conference of Architects
of the United Kingdom, 1872] “ Schedule of
Rules for Professional Practice and Charges of
Architects,”—Clause 2 gives “ General Superin-
tendence of Works (exclusive of Clerk of the
Works),” as thus included. The intention of
this phraseology is, I take it, to indicate the
conclusion I have stated above, viz., that special,
detailed, minute superintendence is not what the
architect offers (except under special bargain),
or what anybody has a right in thought, or by law
and custom, to ask for, for the accepted standard
remuneration. I need not say anything about
the position that the clerk of the works occupies,
and his liabilities, and the architect’s as affected
by his employment.
These are quite questions apart, and difficult

ones, too, it may be said ; though something
fairly approaching uniformity of practice and
customary understanding is, I think, in existence
for the best works,—in spite of the occasional
fiberrations of suspicious boards and meddling
committees. Suffice it to say that the architect

* See p. 91, ante.

confessedly incurs many responsibilities in re-
spect of design, directed construction, &c., and
that, with reference to general superintendence,
he is responsible in practice for furnishing such
intelligent direction of tho works in progress as
may tend to secure the right interpretation and
carrying out of his designs, but that he needs
never pretend to do the duty of a clerk of the
works,—certainly not on buildings at a great
distance from his place of bnsiness, and perhaps
nearly unlimited in number, extent, and variety.
Every reasonable juryman would estimate tho
probabilities of the case,—tho understanding of
the employer underlying an architect’s engage-
ment, the real satisfaction with which a man is

thrilled when he is told that his architect has no
leisure to give to his special design,—by liis own
common sense; and should not, under any decent
judicial direction, ho led to credit an architect
with responsibilities for services which the client
well knew from tho first that he would never try
to perform. And tho terms of empIo}’ment and
rate of charge apply equally to the whole profes-
sion. The good sense of tho general mass of
people recognises this, for the moat part, very
thoroughly. The world-embraciug Leviathan is

consequently employed only on works where
public subscriptions are necessary, and must be
got from all parts, and tho work is merely of
public interest

; and tho expense of a clerk of
tho works is, of course, not worth consideration.
On works of private kind, on the contrary, it is

more general to have a local or a younger man
who will be likely to do, in return for the same
pay, many works of supererogation,—among
which would probably be, with good luck, the
detection of an attempt at the use of a wrong
sort of pipe, cither through the evil intention or
blander of a builder or some of his people.

Has, then, “ M. H.” no remedy ? Suppose
the builder’s liability clear, did not tho contract
provide for the liability going beyond his death
to his “ heirs, executors, adniinistrators, or
assigns ” ? Is there no estate ? or would
“M. n.” be unwilling to risk his action, or
maybe to bring penalties on a family withont its

support aud head ? If so, one can only regret
that inevitable loss Las come to him, and hope
that, in building as in other business and affairs
of his life, those contracting with him will here-
after do him justice both by their fair dealing
and intelligence,—or that they will survive tho
time that may be necessary. This is tho kind of
consolation that most of us find in our ears and
in our own minds when wo are unfortunate
enough to have been thoroughly defeated by
man or circumstance. X.

Tnis question may be considered in tho
following manner :

—

let. The architect and contractor together will
be mode, as far as legally possible, responsible
for the production in duo time of a result
realising all that custom, common sense, and
durability could demand in carrying out the
client’s instructions.

It were impossible for an architect to super,
vise every portion of material used in a building
(even if he were always on the spot), because a
very small defect in timber, iron, or lead, would
sometimes be almost invisible, aud yet exist, and
if there, be calculated to produce serious trouble,
or perhaps danger

; but it is, however, customary
in most works of any importance to employ a
clerk of works, who will, in doing his duty
efficiently and conscientiously, discover and con-
demn whatever material can be found by him in
the works which shall in liis opinion (subject to
the architect’s approval of his decision) be unfit
for the purpose the contractor would use such
material for; but the most watchful supervision
being liable to sometimes fail in discovering
what it would be desirable to discover, and
therefore the onus of responsibility is legally
borne by the party most capable of’making it a
light one, by himself, his foremen, and workmen,
each andjseverally, doing their best to ensure
that the materials they use are really what they
ought to be for the purpose. There is also another
reason why the contractor should, according to
Che dictates of common sense, be held liable for
bad materials or workmanship discovered after
the settlement of the account, i.e., because it is
his work, and not the architect’s. If the ai'chi-
tect’s work should be done improperly, ho would
•ilono have to bear the blame ; then why should
he be saddled with the blame attached to defects
which his most conscientious and attentive care-
(given BO far as compatibility with other duties
.vould admit) had been unable to detect, but
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n'liich the contractor had at the least a much
better opportunity to discover ?

Then, in the case cited by " *!. H.,” we should

deduce from the foregoing reasoniug that the

contractor was legally and properly liable, and

the architect consccpiently not liable; and the

decease of the contractor did not and could not

transfer this liability to tho architect, to whom
it never belonged, but transferred it to the

contractor’s estate
;

and if the esccutoi's or

administrators (if such have been appointed)

liavo not yet paid the debts, there would

perhaps bo a possibility of recovering the loss,

but otherwise it would assume the form, of an

irrecoverable debt owed by the deceased con.

tractor to his employor, tho architect’s client.

Henry Ambrose.

Sill,—I, with many others, shall watch with

interest what correspondents say upon the ques-

tion raised by “ M. 11.” in yonv last, ifaiiy,

like him, have been fearfully deceived. I am
amvugst tho number, only that I purchased house
]iroperty to the value not only of 5001., but

5001. multiidicd by twenty-one. I, like Iiim,

employed an architect to see everything done

properly, and paid tho whole of the cash on the

ja-'thofhis certificates.” Bata short time elapsed,

and I found the partition walls on the basement
wivhout foundations, so that I was subject to tbo

expense of making good these serious defects

(I : well as circv-mstances would allow; drains

were laid on the jlat, and soon were “as full as

an egg;” faulty taiiks put up ;
plumbers’ work

defective; in fact, every pax’t showing what is

usually known as “ scamping !” I have had the

property for some years, aud it has been a con-

slaut expense, and likely to bo, from roofs to

basements, and below basements, so that it has

b^en like buying the houses a second time, and

llioy can never be after all as they would be if

honest men had built the propel ty.

Like “SI. n.,” I inquired if I had any redress

from tho builder or the architect. I was told that

having paid my money upon the faith of the

surveyor’s certificate that I employed, I had no
redress

;
that there was nothing to be done but

make the best of a bad bargain
;
and a bad bar.

gain I have, indeed, found it. I enclose my
nj-nO. A SUFEEBEB.

THE WORK OP THE WE3LEYAX BODY.

Tue eighteenth annual report of the Wesleyan

Chapel Committee, 1872, just now published,

shows under the heading “Building Depart-

ineut,” that the following cases have been sanc-

tioned by the committee daring the year :

—

125 CBnpols, at an cslimateil cost of ... £191,810
23 Ministers' houses, ditto 1-1,115

•to Schools, ditto 37,306

87 Enlarcements and alteration, ditto •11,801

73 Modifications of cases previously
sanctioned, at au estimated addi-

tion i/ outlay of 30,715

31 Organs, at au estimated cost of ... 7,778

Total 336 cases. Outlay... £306,655

These 6gures, when compared with those pre-

sented last year, show a decrease of eleven

i!uapel8,butanunpreoedented increase of 49, 6491.

in the proposed outlay; an increase of ten

minister’s houses, and of G, 7731. iu proposed
outlay; an increase of four schools, and. of

in proposed outlay. Upon the whole there

M au iucrease of twenty-two eases, and of 76,7891.

in proposed outlay.

Views and particulars are given of many of

tIio chapels, the most important of which are

tho Victoria Chapol, Queen’s-road, Manchester,

—

ilossra. Clegg & Knowles, architects
;
and Laun.

•teston Chapel,—Messrs. Jas. Hiue & Alfred

^Norman, architects.

SAKITARY EKGIXEERS AND THE
GOVERNMENT.

We mentioned in our last the attendance of a
deputation of Local Boards’ Surveyors and Sani-

tary Engineers on Mr. Stansfeld, with the view
of obtaining a more independent position under
niiy new legislation tluni they hold at present.

Strong efforts were made in this direction before
the passing of tho late Health Ant, but failed.

The Local Government induce local authorities of

appoint medical officers aud inspectors by bearin

half the amount of salaries, and protect such
officers. The engineers and surveyors, although

the active executive and practical officers, are

loft entirely without protection. - It is now pro-

posed'to make another effort in view of amended
or additional sanitary legislation, and to form an

“Association of Sanitary Engineers and Sur-

veyors.” The Local Government Board have, iu

the opinion of many, while attaching importance

to tho functions of the medical officer and in-

spector, shown entire neglect of tho cquallj-

important and executive official the “ town

surveyor,” who will become tho unprotected

“catspaw” to carry out the measures suggested

by protected medical officers. Most sanitary

authorities screw salaries down as low as possible,

and thus o’otain inferior men ;
while such is the

case there will be but little sanitary progress.

Au advertisement in our last issue announces

a meeting of civil engineers and surveyors, at

present holding appointments under corporations.

Local Boards, and other sanitary authorities, will

be held at the Institution of Civil Engineers,

Great Geoi.ge-atrect, Westminster, at twop.m. on

Saturday, February 15th, for the purpose of

formiu" an association, and for the discussion of

other matters of importance. Those who are

interested should attend and help.

MR. SPURGEON’S NEW COLLEGE.

New buildings are about to be erected on an

extensive scale for Mr. Spurgeon’s Students’

College, in connexion with the Metropolitan

Tabernacle, at Newington. It appears from a

statement made by Mr. Spurgeon last week that

the funds towards the erection of tho now build-

ings aro making considerable progress. Up-
wards of 6,0001., he said, had already been

collected, but that a large additional sura was
still required. The new building, which is to be

erected on a site near the Tabernacle, will also be

used for a Sunday school, as tho present school,

room under tho Tabernacle is said to be ill-suited

for tbe purpose.

THE COAL QUESTION.

The price of coal in London while we write is

21. 83. a ton!—an unprecedented price, one is

apt to say
;
yet that is not so, according to a

writer iu the Daily News ; for so long since as

February, 1814, the war price was 21. lls. 8d.

!

Iu February, 1851, it was 12s. 3d. ! The writer

referred to says :

—

“ If, to-morrow, the colliery owners of Durham v

to notify to tho London CoaJ Exchange that they had
resolved to raise the price of coals by 20s. per ton,

remonstrance might be useless: the infliction must be
submitted to. They know, and use, their power. It

would, indeed, be unfair to charge them with 'gagging'
the supply, but they are rcapinu' the advantage of having
had the supply ‘ gagged ’ for them by their workmen.
To quote Sir WiUiara Armstrong, ‘ Coal-owners have long
been aware that limitation of quantity was the only
effectual mode of raisiug price, but they have never been
able by their own action to maiutain a restricted produc-
tion. At last their workmen have done it for them, and
wo see the result.' It may be added that wo feel it as

well as see it. At this moment the restriction so pro-

duced is rather too tight for the coal-owners. The demand
is so keen that they could sell as many coals again at full

prices as they do now, if they only had themtoseU. But
they cauuot get tho colliers to win more coals thaa they
did before, no matter how high the scale of wages may
—in fact, the work being piece-work, the get of coals

diminishes in proportion to the increment of wage, since

the collier is not ambitious of realising a fortune, but is

content to receive and enjoy nearly double tho wage for

about two-thirds of the wort he was wont to do in times
less prosperous. He is, it is true, in a chronic state of
deiuandiiig an advance, and his demands have abstract

right on their side, looking to the prices which the owners
obtain

;
but when he gets an advance he discounts it by

winning so much less coal. So the process goes on aud
on, towards what climax who shall say” ?

A movement ia said to be on foot in tbe North
Midland counties to press upon the Government
the necessity of instituting a full and fair inves-

tigation into the increased price of coal, which

is interfering materially with both manufacturing

and domestic interests. It is proposed that the

court of inquiry should be constituted of men of

known ability and unflinching impartiality, who
would call before them men from the ranks of

coal proprietors, and also men connected with

the colliers’ unions, and those, working as

colliers, not connected with the colliers’ unions.

The object of the inquiry would be

“to ascertain if the sole cause of the present high price

of coal ia the advance of colliers' wages and the short-

time movement, and other alterations which have been
brought about in the working of coal-mines, not forgetting

the charge so frequently made against the colliers 0;

late that they are so idle and intemperate now, incon-
sequenee of ifie great wages they receive for a day’s work
that the output is seriously limited."

Mr. C. Seely, jun., M.P. for Nottingham, who ir

a very extensive collierj’ proprietor, has promised

to promote this official inquiry, and to give evi-

dence if called upon.

A new company,—the Diamond Fuel Com.
pany,—has been incorporated, with a capital

of 200,0001., in shares of 5?. each, to acquire

and carry on tho works now in the hands of

Messrs. Barker & Clare, at Stratford, Essex.

The process consists in the conversion of slack

or duff, coal-dust, or small coal, into solid and
compact blocks in combination with ingredients

which render them, says the Mining Journal,

actually superior as a fuel to the lump or

screened coal itself. The machinery used in the

production of tho diamond fuel is almost entirely

self-acting, the material being scarcely touched

from the time it is first lifted to the machine

until it is ready for the market ; and as it is

intended to establish works and depdts at Liver-

pool, Hull, Swansea, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Sunder-

land, &c., the expenses of carriage both for raw
material and marketable fuel will be reduced to

the minimum.

GUILDS AND TRADE UNIONS.

At a meeting of the Society of Arts on the

29th nib., Dr. John Yeats read a paper on Guilds

and their Functions, which will bo found in full

in the Journal ot the Society. It is an interesting

condensed view of the subject, though open to

discussion in somo parts. The writer properly

urges tho existing guilds to assist in the tech-

nical education of the country. Towards the

close of the/papor Dr. Yeats says :

—

“ Closely connected with the subject of the

guilds is that of their modem analogues—the

trade-unions. Enough has been already said to

show that the principle and practice of labour,

combinations is not in itself the novelty, danger-

ous or beneficial, which it ia sometimes asserted

to be. As a national institution this is one of

our oldest; and if fora time it fell into desue-

tude, the present century has witnessed its

revival with a new power and a promise of long,

lived vitality. Like their Mediasval forerunners,

trade-unions are societies which have a double

object—to provide regulations for some one

branch of trade, aud to form amongst its mem-
bers a mutual benefit society. It is tbe union

of these two objects, declared incompatiblo by
the opponents of the system, which has given an
opportunity for much of the vituperation cast

upon the institution. But that such a union has

heretofore existed, the statutes of every craft-

guild prove ; and that such a union has not been
as pernicious as its enemies predict that it must
necessarily he, is proved by the longevity of the

old guilds, and by the harmony which long

existed between the masters and men of the

crafts thus united.

As England was the birth-place of the guild,

so it has been of the modern association, and
the scene of its most extensive development. It

was an aggravation of tbe circumstance which,

more than any other, contributed to the decline

of the craft-guilds, that gave rise to the

trade-unions. As already shown, the growing
power of the capitalist rendered it impossible

for the craft-guild to exist in its original form.

Contrary to old custom and legislation, masters

ceased to be men who had passed through the

grade of apprentice and journeymen. The rise

of the cotton manufacture, the employment of

steam-power, and the introduction of costly

machinery, made tho possession of a large capital

still more indispensable to tbo master. Prices

of all commodities had risen, while wages had
relatively fallen. Labour was no longer the co-

adjutor, but rather the bond-servant of capital.

The more intelligent of the town populations

began to perceive the power of resistance which
combination would give them. Somo funds they

had, collected for mutual assurance purposes, for

friendly societies are of older date than trade-

unions. The first efforts of the new unions were
directed against the violation of the Act, 5 Eliza-

beth, c. 4, which limited the number of journey,

men and apprentioea each master was allowed

to keep. It was only at a later period, when
they felt their power, that trade-unions began
to frame regulations relative to wages, hours of

labour, &o., and to organise strikes as a means
of attaining their ends.

Twogenerations agotrade-unionswere scarcely

known. Amongst the earliest were those formed

by the clothworkers of Leeds, in 1802
;
by the

shipwrights of Liverpool, at tbe close of the

eighteenth century
;
and by the hatters at a

somewhat earlier date. In their infancy they

were illegal, and were compelled to carry on
cheir operations under the guise of friendly

societies, in order to evade the provisions of the

Act against combinations of workmen (39 & -10
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Geo. III., c. 106). Ill 1824 tboy rocei^ocl partial

legal recognition, wlucb has .been still further

extended by recent legislation. In the last

twenty-five years their development has gone on
with e.xtraordinary rapidity. The FoHnigldly
Review of December, 1867, says :

—
‘ Trade-

unions are already a distinct power in the State,

and are rapidly advancing to a foremost place
amongst national institutions. Nearly 2,000 of

these are now spread over the kingdom, ramify-
ing through every county, and ensconed in every
town and almost every trade.’ Since this was
written the movement has extended to the agricul-
tural labourers. But not only are these societies

becoming truly national
j
some are forming inter,

national connexions, and others are likely to

follow the lead thus set. Tho International
Working Hen’s Association was avowedly formed
W'ith the object of uniting the labourer and
artizan classes in every country, for the purpose
of mutual aid in case of need. The association,

under its present leaders, has, however, assumed
rather a political than an industrial character,
and as such has no connexion with our subject.
Accepting the existence of the institution as an
•undeniable and potent fact, it will bo sufficient

for our purpose to point out that there are not a
few particulars in which trade-unions might
learn a useful lesson from tho old craft-guilds.

They might more closely imitate their scrupu-
lous avoidance of acts of illegality

j
they might

exhibit a little more of that charitable spirit of
the old guilds, which looked beyond tho imme-
diate interests of their own fraternity

;
they

might connect themselves, as their predecessors
did, with works having for their object intel-

lectual and moral, as well as material advance-
meut; and last, but not least, they might emu-
late their zeal for the doing of honest, man-like
work, and for the checking of fraudulent tricks
too common in every trade. Hr. Holyoake has
well said, in a letter to tho Tall ^lall Gazette,
dated July 4tli, 1870;—‘We have strikes against
receiving low wages. There are no strikes
against doing bad work. All over the land a good
deal of work is executed that is so shabby, so
bungling or dishonest, that it is a degradation to

be connected with it. If it was known that a
nniouist was a more reliable workman than any
other, that ho could be depended on to do good
W’ork, and could not do bad,—that ho put his
•character into his work,—a unionist would bo
the most popular of workmen, and wages would
stand higher than any combination could raise
them. It ought to be impossible for employers
to find men who will execute any shabby work.
It is a sort of crime against the honour of in.

dnstry, a fraud by coimivauco upon the pur-
'chaser.”

BRISTOL.

Consecration of St. Matthew's Church, Moor,
fields.—Tho church of St. Hatthew, Moorfields,
St. George’s, has been consecrated by tho Bishop
of Gloucester and Bristol. The site is between
the school premises and Redfield House. The
church is intlie thirteenth-century stylo, and of
Pennant stone. When completed, it will consist
of nave, side aisles, north and south chapels,
npsidai chancel, and sacrarium, with tower and
spii'e 120 ft. high; the south ehapol forming the
minister’s vestry, and the north chapel the organ-
Chamber. The estimated cost of the buildin" is

3,000?. The contract, just finished, is for'the
erection of the nave, south aisle, chancel,
sacrarium, south chapel, and tower, up to the
level of the clearstory windows, at a cost of
nbout 2,0001., leaving the north aisle, north
chapel, and completion of tho tower and spire
to some future day. Tho church, when com-
pleted, will seat 700, and the present section 450
persons. Tho contractors are Hessrs. William
Banner & Co., of Bristol. The masons’ work has
•been executed by the Hessrs. Beaven, of Bed-
minsfer; and the tiling, glazing, plastering, &c.,
by Hessrs. W. Cowlin & Son. The architect is

3Ir. J. Neale, of Bristol. Among the presents
that have been made are three staincd-glass
windows in the apse, given by Mrs. David
Coopei', in memory of deceased children. The
pulpit is that which formerly belonged to
Emmamiel Chui'ch, Clifton. The edifice may be
.termed a working man’s church. There is still a
<leficicncy upon tho first contract, amounting to
between 200?. and 300?., whilst 1,000?. more will
have to bo raised before the church can be com-
pleted.

St.Wermirgh's Church.—A paragraph, published
in a contemporary, says the local Times, in refer-
ence to tho removal of this church, is inexact.

The sum provisionally agreed upon by the bishop
and the late lord chancellor for the church and
churchyard was 9,500?., and it is not expected
that any action will bo taken except upon the
basis of this agreement. Again, the site for the
future church is not yet decided upon, but
Ashley-bill has been proposed as its site. The
Sanitary Authority have given notice that they
will require also, for tho widening of Small-
street, the rectory-house of St. Werburgh’s and
the house adjoining, hut this will be at a separate
valuation and by separate agreement.

Ojjening of St. Simo^i’s New Schools.—The new
parochial scliools, begun last spring, for St.

Simon’s parish. Baptist Hills, are now complete,
and have been formally opened. The schools
are situated close to tho church, at tho east end.

Opposite the front door is the door of the infant
schoolroom, 60 ft. by 27 ft.; a class-room, 22 ft.

by 20 ft., occupies the corner to the right of tho
porch. At the left side of the building is the
girls’ school, 60 ft. by 21 ft., with class-room
adjoining, 21 ft. by 16 ft. The schools will

accommodate 465 girls and infants. The amount
of the contract (which has been carried out by
Mr. J. P. Stephens) has been l,31-4?., including
extras

;
the site cost 4651., and the expenditure

for gas, sundries, and fees of the architects
(Messrs. Hedland, of Gloucester), has brought
up the total outlay to about 1,900?.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
At the last ordinary meeting thanks were

voted to the Prime Warden of the Goldsmiths’
Company for permission to visit tho hall, and to
Hr. R. Hesketb, the architect of the recent
alterations, for accomjjanying the members over
the works. There is a rare profusion of rich

foreign marbles in the entrance - hall, and
in the construction and decoration of the prin-

cipal staircase, as we have already told our
readers. The principal suite of rooms has also

been redecorated, and tho great hall rendered
more roomy for balls by setting back the wall-

line between the largo main columns, the con-
tinuous dado being thus parted with. Thanks
were also given to Hr. Williams, the architect to
the new Post-office buildings, for his permission
to visit them, and for his personal explanations.

A paper was read by Hr. John Sulman on
“ Teachings of some old Churches in Northants,”
following the course of a tour made last year as
the holder of the Pugin Travelling Studentship.
The district thus travelled over was tho centre
and south-east of the county,—the kind of
triangle included between Northampton and
Raunds (about twenty miles to the north-east)
and Rothwell (about fifteen miles north of
Northampton)

;
additional buildings being also

visited to the south of Higbam Ferrers and
west of Northampton. Tho paper was illus-

trated by numerous drawings hung on the
walls, and by sketches on the blackboard.
Hr. Sulman mentioned that Northampton,
shire vies with Lincolnshire and Somerset for
the first place among the English counties for
the possession of the largest number of Mediajval
parish churches of excellent architecture. The
good building stone, tho wealth of tho district,

and the power of the religions orders, no doubt,
contributed to the result. Though the country
is not flat, but rolling and well diversified, spires
are frequent,—almost ever-recurrent. They are
generally characterised by peculiar lightness and
grace, some of this being duo to their being
pierced with two,—sometimes with three,—tiers

of spire-lights. The strong, sturdy type of spire

hardly appears at all. Probably the so frequent
use of this feature was a fashion, once well set,

that worked its way down the None valley, and
then gradually through tho length and breadth of

the district. At any rate, in walking through, the
original meaning of the word “ steeple-chase ” is

driven on tho mind, and the possibility of in-

dulging that amusement at any village green in

most directions, with only a two or three mile
run. The churches mostly have nave aisles,

and frequently a chapel joins the chancel. There
are few transepts. The towers are almost
universally at the west end, opening into the
churches by good tower arches. Among a con-
siderable number (about fifty) of churches care-
fully studied, only that of Barton Seagrave (a
mile or two from Kettering) .showed a central
tower,— a small Norman church, built no doubt
before even tlie rudimentary stone spire had
been introduced. In truth, the excellence of

the towers and spires is generally not carried
into and through the rest of the buildiogs. The

good ashlar has seemingly given out in many
cases, and a less complete and noble class of
work been the result. Saxon work is found at
Earls Barton and Brixworth. The Transitional
(Norman to Early English) nave arcades at
Rothwell might fit a large minster, and there
are also one or two towers and various other
remains of this date scattered about. The
greatest architectural movement took place,

however, in the Early English era (about 1230 to

1250), when many churches were founded and
others rebuilt. Decorated additions and inser-

tions are frequent : the remarkable little Church
of Wimmington, Beds (half a mile from the
border, and about two miles from Rushden), is

throughout of the samo Late Decoiated date,
even down to the font, and is said to have been
built and finished witliin two years. In the
Perpendicular period, dissatisfaction with the
lighting heretofore enjoyed led to the introduc-
tion of the clearstory

; few churches in the county
being left untouched. The sudden transition
from tho old high-pitched to tho flat roofs tliat

became customary probably originated in tho
desire not to dwarf the towers,—designed before
the clearstories came into fashion, l^tr. Sulman
directed attention to the special features found
at each place

;
among the rest the tombs at

Brington
;
the farm-house at Yardlcy Hastings

;

tho strainer arches at Easton Haudit, Rushden,
and Finedon

;
the strange, once-inhabited tower

at Irthlingborougb, were noticed. Also the
characteristics of the perfect west end of Raunds,
locally known as “The Gentleman,” as con-
trasted wnth “Tho Lady,” at Stanwick,—that
almost unique octagon tower and spire, with its

wonderful delicate grace. Some remai'ks were
made on the subject of rough masonry,' in the
interior of churches, it being maintained that the
ai’chitecturo must be bold and broad to stand the
test of proximity to such unsmoothod surfaces,
and that rubble may be too rude to bo Siifely

shown in any interior. Also that there is little

doubt that iu the majority of cases plastering,
whether for painting or for smootlmess, was
contemplated, in many instances from tho first,

and actually put on very frequently for the
latter reason only by the Hcdiajval builders.
External variegation with bands, of rich brown
ironstone alternating with white stone, is found
in the towers of St. Peter, Northampton, and
Irchester (noticeable also as the most sleiuler

spire in the county). Of internal wall-painting
many interesting portions of the Early English
well-drawn figures and conventional foliage re-
main at Burton Latimer (four miles from
Kettering), illustrating the legend of St. Cathe-
rine

; and at Great Addington and Barton
Seagrave churches bits of the decoration may be
seen, giving fair promise of good success from
judicious scraping. At,Wimmington some of the
original Purbeck paving quarries remain iu
vai-ions parts of tlie floor, showing clearly that
tho designer from the first contemplated the
present slope from the west up to the east eud,
—a plan tried also at Rushden, but in neither
case (Mr. Salman thought) with good result. In
civil architecture tho quaint, very picturesque,
never-completed, ruined Late Elizabethan
Market-house at Rothwell was described ;—its

plan being simplicity itself,—an oblong, with
an oblong projection in the centre of each side

and each end,—the lower part with open arches
all round, and the general design very pleasing.

THE GUILDHALL, TEMPLE BAR, NEW
LIBRARY, AND CITY TEMPLE, AT THE
COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL.
At the last meeting of tho Court of Comniou

Council, attention was called, by Alderman Sir

Francis Truscott, to the dangerous condition of

the council-chamber. Some of the walls, he said,

wore much cracked, and the architect had to
make an examination of the building before the
meetings of the Court, in order to see whether
it would be safe for tliem to assemble in it.

Hr. HcGeorge said the City Lands Committee
would look into tho matter. He expressed liis

opinion that the council-chamber was not large
enough, and that the committee-rooms were
inadequate.

Hr. Pedler said, notice had been sent to some
builders in London, asking for tenders for the
erection of the new Law Courts. He asked tho
chairman of the City Lands Committee if his

attention had been called to the circumstance,
riio proposed building would very much dwai-f

Temple Bar.
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ilr. McGeorge said the Govemraent, under the

Act obtained for the construction of the Law
Courts, had power to remove the Bar, but only

with the consent of the corporation. He appre-

hended the corporation would not wish to see

such an interesting memorial removed.
Replying to Hr. Clark, Dr. Sedgwick Saunders

said the architect was devising means to improve

the ventilation of the new library, which was
admitted to be defective.

Mr. Deputy Fry moved, pursuant to notice,

—

“ That the church and congregation connected with the

Poultry Chapel having purchased of the City a freehold

site on the Holboru Viaduct, at a cost of 25,0001., upon
which they are now erecting a church, to be known as the

City Temple, designed (exclusive of large provision for

day and Sunday schools) to accommodate 2,500 persons,

and involving an expenditure of more thau 31,000/., thus
making a total minimum outlay of 50,000/., this Court
being aesirous of evincing its interest in so great a move,
ment, and in recognition of the public spirit displayed in

the determination to perpetuate a long.existing connexion
with the City, do present to them a pulpit, to be for ever
held as the commemorative gift of the Corporation of
London

;
and that it bo referred to the Cfty Lands Com-

mittee to carry the same into cfl'ect, at an expense not
exceeding 300 guineas.”

The hon. deputy said that the congregation
had received upwards of 50,000/. for the site of

their late chapel, and, instead of removing to

the sitburbs, where land was cheap, they had
determined to remain in the City, although a
much larger expenditure was thereby entailed.

The motion was opposed; and Mr. Shaw said

that in 1820 the site of the Poultry Chapel was
bought for 2,000/., and the congregation, after

having had the use of it for fifty years, had been
paid upwards of 50,0001. for it. With regard to

tho site on theTiaduct, if it had been sold at the

same rate as other land in the neighbourhood, it

would have realised 15,000/. more^than the City
had received for it. If the money were to be
voted as a bonus, [what were they to say to

Negretti & Zambra and other purchasers ? He
thought a more legitimate proposal would Lave
been for the gentlemen connected with the

chapel to como forward and offer to place a
stained-glass window in Guildhall.

Mr. Bedford said if the motion were carried,

he would ask a contribution of 500/. to St.

Sepulchre’s Church for their public spirit in

throwing a piece of ground into the public way,
and in consideration of the circumstance that
they were about to erect a handsome new tower.

The motion was ultimately carried.

A NOTE FROM ITALY.

A CORTIESPONDENT, dating from Rome, writes :

—

Mrs. Salis Schwabe, who passes her life in doing
good to the poor and the miserable of this

world, has been striving for the last ten years to

get a better state of things introduced into

Naples for the very poorest,—the young lazza-

roni, but obstacle on obstacle arose, and only
last year did she obtain what she wanted, a locale

in which to begin her work. The municipality
gave her a convent that had been confisc-ated,

and the Government promised her 1,000/. to
put it in order; so the affair was begun last
February, and then in May she had to be in

England. The architect, siding, it is to be
feared, with the party which is inimical to the
cause of progress and education, left the build-
ing much in the same state as when Mrs.
Schwabe left ; and, in a state of desperation, she,
not being able to leave England, induced a friend
to try and finish and famish the scliools. The
present municipality, elected after the triumph
of the clerical party in the summer, had put a
suspension on all the works, and nothing was
being done. Money had been misspent, and
those interested have been forced to go to Rome,
and put themselves under the mercy of the
Ministers and Government, and, as I now write,
a telegram is expected to state the result.
The misery and degradation in some parts of

Naples are indescribable
; and the clerical muni-

cipality has deducted from the allowance for
education 42,000 francs a year. The man who
has done this said, in full council, bo was not
sure whether education did not help to fill tho
prisons

j
that only religious teaching could help

the poor to be better. •

A week ago the first stone was laid in Rome
of the American Episcopal Church, to be dedi-
cated to St. Paul. It is to be built at the ancvle

of Via Nazionale and Via Napoli
;
the former is

the new street now being built leading from the
Santa Maria Maggiore to the Corso. The posi-
tion is excellent. The ground cost 60 dollars a,

mHre
j the whole, 20,000 dollars. The church

is to be in the Italian Gothic style, and to hold

about SOO people. The Americans have thus

gained the initiative in planting within the walls

of Rome their Episcopal Reformed Church. The
stone was laid on St. Paul's day, and English

and Amorlcan clergy joined in the ceremony, the

Bishop of DeiTy officiating.

It is to be hoped the English, though more
suitably supplied with a temporary church than

tho Americans have been, will not be loug before

collecting the required sum for tho commence-
ment of their church. The overcrowded state

of the English church shows the necessity of

providing a large and, it may be hoped, a hand-

some edifice.

The weather has been damp and unhealthy in

Rome, but a fine day does much to raise the tone

of movement and gaiety. New buildings are

progressing.

WOKING BRIDGE ACCIDENT.

A CORRESPONDENT seuds US rougli sketches of

some existing bridges on the i-iver Wey, and
says,—“ I presume they have been continually

patched for the last half-century, a new rail or

girder being pub in when one gives way and not

before. There are some half dozen bridges of

this pattern over the river Wey above Woking,
and three above Guildford ;

the first one at

Broadford, near Shalford Railway Station, being

very rickety and unsafe for a public thorough-

fare.” If the sketches give a correct idea of tho

structures in question tho sooner the Highway
Board or other competent authority direct the

attention of the proper officer to them tho

better. We shall otherwise soon hear of another
accident in this neighbourhood.

ACCIDENTS.
Destruction by Fire of the North Surreij Dis-

trict Schools.—One of the largest fires known for

some time in Lambeth took place eatly on
Saturday morning, in last week, and resulted in

the total destruction of tho North Surrey District

Schools, in tho Anerloy-road. The building

consisted of two floors, about 60 ft. by 60 ft.,

used as workshops for shoemakers and tailors,

and was entirely burnt out, and the roof was
burnt off the carpenters’ workshops, &c., adjoin-

ing, and the contents damaged by fire and water.
The cause of the fire is unknown.
Damage ' to Ryde Pier.—About midnight, on

Wednesday in last week, a lai’ge barge in a gale
struck against the pier with great violence, and
damaged the structure for a distance of abont
30 yards, tearing up the rails of the pier tram-
way. The ship, which was laden with timber,

and bound for Poole, was completely dismasted.
Fall of Machinery into the UsJe.—A somewhat

remarkable accident took place last week, near
Newport, in Monmouthshire. An iron bridge
over the River Usk is in the course of erection

on the Pontypool and Caerleon Railway, and a
stage was placed over the water to carry certain

heavy machinery used in pile-driving. From
some unexplained cause the stage gave way, and
precipitated the machinery and a number of the

workmen into the Usk. One is known to bo
drowned, and two are missing. Four others were
injured,—two seriously.

Partial Fall of a House in Bradford.—Tho
back of a building in Ranter-court, Craveu-street,

Wapping-road, fell outwards, and six people who
were in the house had narrow escajies. The
house is one of a block of five situated in Ranter-
court. Although antiquated and somewhat dila-

pidated in the exterior, in the inside they appear
to be substantial enough. At the back of this

block a large weaving-shed is in course of erec-

tion, and the necessary excavations for building
purposes are being actively proceeded with.

The foundation has been dug almost close in a
line with the back wall of this block of dwelling,

bouses, and it is thought that this may in some
way have been the cause of the accident.

Fatal Scaffold Accident near Bishoi) Auckland.
An inquest on tlie body of Jesse Binge, who
met his death by the falling of a scaffold, at

Coundon new church, near Bishop Auckland,
has been held at Old Counden, before Mr.
Thomas Dean, deputy coroner. Tlie evidence
of Mr. Townsend, clerk of the works, went to

show that deceased and a man named Rule were
engaged plastering the ceiling, and were on a
scaffold which appeared sufficiently strong for
the purpose. He had a short time previously
^ordered them to stop work, as the frost was

severe, and they said they would just use up-

what lime they had up. They, however, con-

tinued to go on, and a labourer named Alexander
Davidson, had taken up a hod of lime, about
nine stone. He threw it down on the scaffold,,

and the two plasterers both stepped up at the

same time to get some, when a beam—one of the

main supports of the scaffold,—gave way, 'and

the whole three wero precipitated to the ground.
Burge fell with his neck upon a wall intended to

support the floor, and fractured his neck. Seve-
ral beams also fell upon him. The other two
were severely injured, and lie in a precarious

condition. The jury gave a verdict of “ Acci-
dental death.”

SCHOOL BOARDS.
iidetropolitan Board.—At the last usual moeting

of the School Board, it was resolved “ That tho
tender of Mr. W. Shepherd, of 101, Bermondsey
New-road, amounting to 6,728/., for the erection,

of a school to provide accommodation for 899

children on the site in Battersea-road, be ac-

cepted; and that the tender of Messrs. D. King

& Sons, of 5, Mitre-street, Alclgate, E.C., amonnt-
ing to 6,628/., for the erection of a school to

provide accommodation for 1,088 children, on

the site in Olga-street, Roman-road, be accepted.”

It was further resolved,—That the tender of Mr.
W. Webster, of 8, St. Martiu’s-place, Trafalgar-

square, W.C., amounting to G17/. for excavating

the foundations for the Board offices on the
Thames Embankment site, be accepted.

Carlisle.—The discussion of alterations of the
school plans was the first business. Mr. Hannah
said there had been some new schools at Penrith

constructed on the [_ shape, which he objected

to. In order to see those schools he went to

Penrith, and had the advantage of being there

on the same day as Her Majesty’s Inspector. He
found the schools in many respects fitted for

their object, but there were also objections to
them. The master of the Penrith schools had
not much objection to tho L shape, but ne
thought it was very much too narrow, and was-

sure that if they went in for a wider school, it

would be much more favourable. Those schools

had been built according to the Government re-

gulation 20 ft., but he trusted he would induce

tho Board not to adopt that width. There was
now much agitation on this point, among other

places, at Halifax and Leeds, the Boards at which
places had sent a deputation of five members to
Mr. Forster in Loudon. Those Boards favoured

a width of 30 ft. Mr. Forster had stated that

those regulations came into force at the very
beginning, before ho had gone into office at all,,

when Parliament was only granting certain sums,
and these regulations might liave been passed to
spare the money. He added that the Boards
ought now to be allowed by their lordships to put
up buildings which they considered best fitted

for the district. There was another point, that

of light, and he was a stroeg advocate for as

much natural light as possible. He moved that

the width of the boys’ and girls’ schools be 25 ft.,

and the infant schools not less than 30 ft. The
chairman seconded the motion, at the same time
expressing his approval of the L shape. Mr,
Birkett, who was present, explained that in draw-
ing tho plans he had gone according to the regu.

lations of the Department, not having felt him-
self jnstified in departing from them, though he
quite agreed with all that Mr. Hannah had said.

'The original width was made that the number of

pupils accommodated on one side of the school

should not be more than on thrqe rows of desks.

If they increased the width to 22 ft. it would re-

quire four rows of desks, and if increased to 25 ft.

it would require five rows of desks to accommo-
date the pupils

;
so that in gaining the advantage

of having more room for class teaching they lost

the advantage of the other mode of teaching ia

having such a great depth of desks. His owa
inclination was to adopt a width of 23 ft., with
four rows of desks. The broaderitis the shorter

it will be, as the area must necessarily be eight

superficial feet to each pupil. Considerable dis-

cussion ensued, and it was at length decided to

adopt the L shape, that the boys’ and girls’ school

should be 25 ft. wide, and that the infant-school

should be 28 ft. wide, Canon Curry dissenting

from the latter portion of the resolution, thinking-

that the width of the plans, 26 ft., was sufficient.

Considerable discussion ensued on details, and it

was determined that the vice-chairman, Canon
Durham, Mr. Wrigley, Mr. Clarke, and Mr.
Hannah, be appointed a committee to consult

with the architect and submit bis plans as-

amended to the next meeting.
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UALTSTS AND MEDICAL OFFICERS OF
nEALTH.

Wandsioorth District Board of TForfei’.—The
neral purposes committee submitted Drs.

uter and Moore as candidates for the office of

alyst, and the forraerj who has already been

pointed to the parishes of Lambeth, Camber-

)11, and St. George the Martyr, was selected,

was then agreed, upon the motion of Mr.

jdgson, that tho payment should be by fees,

d on a scale to bo hereafter determiaod by

e Board.

WhitecUapal District Board of Works.—Dr.

dy has expressed his willingness to undertake

e duty of analyst to this board for six months,

tho following rates;—For the first hundred
ses, at tho rate of one guinea for each analysis

;

r tho next fifty cases, at the rate of half a

inea each
;
and for any number of subsequent

ses that might occur during the half-year at

0 rate of 6s. for each. Dr. Tidy’s offer was
cepted. In St. Paucras the foe has been fixed

2s. Gd.

The St. Pancras Vestr7j have appointed

Stevenson, the medical officer of health for

0 parish, to the post of analyst. Ho is to be

,id “for such reasonable laboratory and other

ipeuBCS as may bo actually incurred by him
iring tho ensuing year.” It is provided, bow-
er, that the expenditure mirst bo. limited to

lOl. At the end of the year the vestry will

consider tho whole question, with a view to

ako a permanent arrangement.
In the Bethnal Green Vestnj Dr. Jarvis,

edical officer of health, who was appointed

iblic analyst for the pariah, has submitted a
it of articles required for carrying out the work
that office, and asked to be empowered to fit

) a laboratory and purchaso the necessary
struments, at a cost not exceeding lOOh A
mmitteo of seven members was appointed to

ake inquiries and advise the Board upon the

atter.

Ilarylehone Vestnj.— A communication has

len received from tho Local Government Board
sentiug to the appointment of Dr. Whitmore
food analyst, &c., for the parish.

The Jlolhom anil St. Giles's District Board
TTorfcs.—This Board has agreed to unite with
.6 Clcrkenwcll Vestry in the joint appointment
an analyst, and they have resolved to apply
Dr. Letheby to allow his name to bo brought
rward as a candidate.

Miscellaneous. — Tho St. Saviour’s District

oard have agreed to pay Mr. Biancln a nominal
Jary of 50i., ns analyst. Dr. Corner, the

edical officer of health for Mile-end Old Town,
IS been appointed also analyst. In Hackney,
r. Tripe, tho medical officer of health, has been
ected. In St. George’s, Hanover-sqnare, and
helsca, it has also been resolved to include the

Rco of analyst in tho duties of officer of health,

ho Whitechapel Board have appointed Dr.

leymott Tidy. Dr. Hardwick has been elected

>r Paddington
;

Dr. Vinen for St. Olave ; Dr.

'’oodfredo for Poplar
;
Dr Letheby for the City

;

r. Bernays for Camberwell
; Dr. Pavy for St.

uke’s; Dr. Kogers for Limehouse. With three

cceptions, the local authorities of each district

ive elected their own medical officers of health

1
analysts.

The Gloucester Town Council have had a long

tting to discuss the question of the appoint-

ent of a medical officer nnder the Public Health
ct. A committee of the Council had recom.
ended tho appointment of an officer for tho

ty only, at a salary of 1001. per annum, oon-

[tionally upon half the salary being paid by the
ocal Government Board, and that the appoint-

lent be for one year, in order to see how the

3w system works. This was agreed to. It

as stated that the Local Boards and sanitary

ithorities of the suburban district of Gloucester

ould probably join with the city, and appoint

le same gentleman.

The Carlisle Council.—Tho Town Clerk, at a

icent meeting of council, reported that a meeting

id taken place between the Town Improvement
ommittee and the county authorities, who,

iwever, were not then prepared to recom-

.end tho appointment of a public analyst.

X. Wheatley asked bow long they could defer

lis. Some public bodies had deferred it for an

idefiriite period, and did not mean to appoint

le until they were obliged to do so, or it was
ressed upon them till they were compelled to

,ke decisive action ;
and the county magistrates

id given to understand that they did not intend

I do it until they were pressed.—Tho Town
lerk : There is no special time mentioned that

makes it incumbent upon public bodies to make
the appointments. With regard to the appoint-

ment of a medical officer and inspector, the

committee had met the rural sanitary authority

;

but they had no report to make. He believed

that the authorities of the several unions com-
municated with had all declined to join in the
appointment of a medical officer.—Mr. Cock-
burn : There is nothing in the Act to prevent
that standing over?—The Town Clerk: No.

—

The subject then dropped.

Licerpool. — Several cases were recently

brought before the Liverpool stipendiary ma-
gistrate in which certain tradesmen were
charged with selling adulterated butter. All

the cases were dismissed by the magistrate,

on tho ground that tho defendants did not

appear to have a guilty knowledge that the

butter was adulterated. It is clear that if

this be the true interpretation of the law, no
one can be convicted for the sale of adulterated

articles, and tho Act might just as well not have
been passed. The Liverjjool Corporation have
appointed a public analyst, at a salary of 200L
a year, and naturally they do not look with
favour on a decision which reduces their appoint,

ment to a comfortable sinecure, and have deter-

mined to ask the Court of Queen’s Bench for an
authoritative declaration of the law.

Bedford Town Council .—At a special meeting
of this council, acting as the sanitary authority
for the borough, Alderman Bull said that by a
resolution of the Board passed some few weeks
ago it was decided that the two offices of

medical officer of health and analyst for tho
borough should be held by one gentleman, and
ho proposed that Dr. Charles Edward Prior

should bo appointed to these offices. It was then
resolved that Dr. Prior be appointed medical
officer of health for five j'ears, at a salary of

1001. per annum
;
aud also borough analyst for

the same period, at a salary of 501. per annum.
There 'were no other candidates.

Berks .—A conference of Guardians of the
Poor and the members of the various sanitary

authorities in the county has been held at tho
Grand Jury Room of the Assize Courts, Reading,
to discuss the 10th sec. of the Public Health
Act, which imposes on the Sanitary Authority
the duty of appointing an officer of health, and
also an inspector of nuisances, and other officials.

The meeting was convened by Mr. Henley, Poor-
law Inspector. It was moved :

—

“ That the several sanitary authorities of the county do
for the period of twelve months act independently of one
another os rcfjards the appointment of a medical uUicer
of health.

”

It was also moved as an amendment,

—

“That, recognising the principle of combination, it is

desirable that the county of Berks be divided into two or
more district.®, and that the flcvernl town nud county
sanitary autboritie.s he respectfully invited to co-operate
in tho appointment of a medical ofiicer of health for each
district.”

Among the speakers was Mr. Walter, M.P., who
said that it appeared to him that the Legislatnre
itself was chiolly responsible for tlie difficulty

which they were at present endeavouring to re-

move. He supported the amendment. Sir. Henley
said that at Birmingham the medical officer of

health, who was also the public analyst, received
a salary of GoOL,—5001. for being medical officer,

and 1501. for tho office of analyst. After some
further conversation, the amendment was carried
by 20 votes to 18.

NEW GAS COMPANY (LIMITED) FOR
HEATING AND LIGHTING.

A NEW gas company is being formed, with a
capital of 500,0001., one-half to be issued in

50,000 shares of 51. each, of whiwh 35,000 are
offered fur subscription. The object in view is

to purchaso certain patents for 50,0001. in cash,

and 75,0001. in shares of the company, with one-
tenth of the surplus profits in every year, after

the declaration by the company of a dividend of

25 per cent., and onc-tenth of the net proceeds of
any foreign patents which may be sold for sums
in gross. The chief patents to be used in return
for this valuable consideration are what have
been known as Ruck’s patents. A practicable

model gas manufactory has been built at Batter-
sea, and experiments have been there exhibited
of the working of the process. Steam (or water
of course) is decomposed by highly-hoated coke
or charcoal, into free hydrogen, mixed with car-

bonic oxide and carbonic acid gases, and some
sulphuretted hydrogen, which last is sepa-
rated from the gas, but the carbonic gases
remain, unless 'when the carbonic acid is to be

removed by the help of caustic soda. The
resultant gas is to be used for heating pur-
poses only, as hydrogen gas in burning gives
little light but much heat. But the gas is also
to be converted into gas for illuminating pur-
poses by being charged with petroleum vapour,
which is said to form with the hydrogen a more
or less permanent combination, and a rich hydro-
carbonaceous gas, yielding a light equal to IG'G
candles burning 120 grains of sperm. Of course
tho heating gas aud tho gas for light will require
to be separately prepared and distributed in two
separate sets of pipes to their respective desti-

nations. Tho decomposition of water or steam
by highly-heated carbonaceous substances into

hydrogen and oxy-carbonaceous gases is not
nevv, but there seems to have always been some
difficulty until now in making practical use of
tho process. Wo may add, that -n-ithout com-
mitting ourselves to the present or any form of
the process as an. improvement on the usual
mode of gas-making, we should bo glad to bear
of the practical success of any form of gaa
manufacture which could render us even a little

less dependent ou colliery-owners aud colliers,

either for light or for heat.

TECHNOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS.
The programme of examinations in the

technology of the arts and manufactures of tho
country, is now ready for issue, and may be had
on application to the secretary of the Society of
Arts. These examinations will bo held annually,
in conjunction with the examinations of the
Science and Art Department.
lu 1873 examinations will ho held in tho

technology of cotton, paper, silk, steel, and
carriage, building.

Tho examinations of the Science and Art
Department will be held during tho first three
weeks of May.
The following prizes are offered by the Society

of Arts in each of the five subjects mentioned
above To the best candidate in honours, lOL ;

to the best candidate iu the advanced grade, 71 .

;

to tho best candidate in the elementary grade,
51

. ;
and the Council appeal to the companies of

the City of London, to merchants and manu-
facturers, and to members of tho Society gene-
rally, to aid them by contributing to the prize
fund.

THE OLD MASTERS AND THE WORKING
CLASSES.

A coRKEsroNDENT calls upon us to urge the
Council of the Royal Academy “ to set apart a
week, or some few evenings before the Exhibi-
tion is closed, at half-price, so as to allow the
lovers of art among the working classes an
opportunity of studying these gi-and old pictures.
I believe the Academy adopts a similar plan in
their summer exhibition of modern paiutinga.”
We are disposed to think the Academy scarcely
needs any urging in tlie matter. But will the
working classes—or, as wo would i-ather say, the
wage-class—take advantage of the opportunity
if it be afforded ? Unless we are misinformed,
they do so iu the summer ouly to a trifling

extent. They thus weaken the hands of those
who would increase their enjoymeuts and facili-

ties for self-culture.

ACTION FOR SEWER WORK.
WtliMORE r. WHITE.—BROMPrON- COUNTY COURT.

Mr. L.ixton, who appeared for the plaintiff, a
builder, of Fulham, in bis address to the Court,
observed that the action was one of some im-
portance to contractors for making sewers and
to boards of works. His client sought to recover
the sum of 181. of Mr. White, who, being of the
same trade as the plaintiff, should have known
better than to have raised any dispute to the
claim.

Mr. Wigmore, in reply to qaestions, stated that som'fr
time since ho entered into a contract with the parish of
Fulham to construct a sower iu the Muuster-road. and
whilst the works were in progress Mr. White called upon
him and informed him he was the owner of several bouses
borderiug on the sower Iteing made, and it would be a
good opportunity to have a drainage from his property-
run into the sewer, instead of into cesspools, as no doubt
the district or parish surveyor would ultimately order a
proper drainage to be made

;
and, acting up to Mr.

White's directions, his men made junctions with si.x
houses into the sewer.
The sum claimed was for material, labour, watchman,

and other expenses incurred.
In cross-examination, the plaintiff said he had not got
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the job specifically that what he did was to go to the

parish account. The work ho did was certainly not in-

cluded in the perish contract. The suryoyor to the Local

Board gave him orders to make junctions into the sewers,

but gave him no instructions to do Mr. White's work.

If the surveyor had given him any such orders, ho should

have charged the work to the parish of Fulham, and nut

to the owner of the houses, Mr. White, and it would, of

course, have become part of his contract with the parish.

It was immaterial to him which paid him, but unless tbe

surveyor certihed to the work done, the parish would
certain^ refuse to pay for Me. White's junctions.

Mr. Bean, the surveyor to the Board, confirmed the

plaintiff 8 view of the matter with respect to the parish

not being liable for tho work under the circumstances

stated, and positively stated that tho work done was no

part of the contract entered into by the parish of Fulham
with Mr. Wigmore. It might be, and probably would

have been, that il' Mr. "V^Tiite had made a formal applica-

tion to have his houses drained into the sewer, the Board

ofWorks for the Fulham district would have issued orders

to have had the junctions made at tho cost of the parish,

and then the contractor would have been paid extras.

But when oivners of property gave such orders, the parish

of course had no control over the matter, further than

the surveyor seeing that the junctions and drainage were
properly made.
In answer to the case, the defendant point-blank denied

his liability, and contended that the pariah was liable.

Mr. While also denied giving Mr. Wigmore any orders

to do tho work for him, for he could have done it himself.

He spoke to the district surveyor, and he considered it

was being done under his direction ; and that when done
he should have to recoup the parish the usual apportion-

ment of the cost of the work. Had he thought Mp
AVigmoro was going to do the work and then make this

claim, he would have let the drains remain as they were,

as the drainage answered all purposes. The charge, too,

he called exorbitant
;
and ns the ground was already

opened, and materials and labour to hand, the sum of iil.

would well pay for the work done.
The Judge said he had the most positive evideneo lhat

the contractor had no right to do this work at Ihe parish

expense without orders from tho surveyor, and the sur-

veyor had given no such orders. He also considered that

defendant had given the plaintiff, the order to do the work,

»nd he was liable to pay for it. With respect to the

amount ho thought it would bear a little cutting down, and

he shouldniakeadeduction of Judgmentfor 15^., with

costs of counsel, attorney, and witnesses, which, with

Court fees, will add about 10/., besides defendant’s

solicitor aud expenses.

BETHNAL-GREEN MUSEUM.
Sib,—

P

ermit me to correct an accidental error in tho

article on Bethnal-green Museum in your last week’s

issue. The two noble VanJvcka, Philippe le Roy and his

wife, are not “ lent by tbe Iving of Holland,” hut, like all

the other pictures, by Sir Richard AVallace. The note in

the catalogue, by which the writer seems to have been

misled, “from the collection of the_ King of Holland,”

refers to former and not actual proprietorship.

EXPENDITURE OF METROPOLITAN
BOARD OF WORKS.

Sir,—

A

t the laat meeting of tlie City Com-
miasionerB of Sewers, the chairman eaid:

—

“ Now, let us see what other public bodies are doing. I

take np the accounts ofthcMetropolitan Board of Works
—not in any bad spirit, but to draw a comparison between

that body and this Commission. I find that they have

expended on the lire brigade 15 per cent, of the receipts

;

on works 32 per cent.
;
and interest 53 per cent, of the

whole expenditure. That is a startling statement. AVe

do not expend 5 per cent., or little more than 2i. The
Corporation are nearly as bad as the Metropolitan Board
of Works

;
they spent one million in interest on the

Holborn A'alley Improveraeiit. I hope you will give your
•careful attention to this.”

Allow me, as a ratepayer, to call attention to

this. Oat of every shilliog of the rates collected

wo have to pay 53 per cent, for interest, while the'

inhabitants of the City only pay from 2
.i to 5 per

cent. This is not tho way to encourage either

art or labour, at this time when everything is

clear, and no wonder that rates and taxes are

high when more than half is spent in interest on

loans. Joseph Ash.

ENGINEERS’ ACTIONS.

BIRCH V. THE EXHOCTH DOCKS COMPANY.

This action (in Court of Queen’s Bench) -was

brought by the plaintiff to recover a certain sum
of money for professional services rendered by
him as engineer in tho construction of the

Exmouth Docks. The defendants pleaded not

liable.

The plaintiff, residing in Tictoria-street, Westminster,
brought tho action to recovera sum of 2,189/., commission
at the rate of 5 per cent, on works executed by Mr, Jack-
son, a contractor, in constructing the Eimouth Docks. In
the course of the evidence it appeared that there was
actually no company, and also that there were no share-
holders. Mr. Jackson, the contractor, undertook the
construction of the docks and execution of the works for

a number of shares as security, amounting in representa-
tive value to 60,000/., and for 16,000/. worthof debentures,
and on the completion of tbe works to hand the docks
over to any company that might be formed, The shares
had never been disposed of. They had been deposited as
security for advances by the contractor, who was stiil in

possession of the docks, which had been opened in due
time for traffic, but the gross takings last year amounted
to only 970/. IJy a subsequent engagement thecontractor
was to pay tbe engineer’s, the secretary's, aud the direc-

tors’ fees, and he qualified the directors, who were his

nominees, in order to carry on the works.

The Lord Chief Justice, in summing up the evidence,
said there could be no doubt this was a contractor’s or
paper company. There was primA /acie evidence that

the plaintilF was appointed by the company, but the
defendants contendea, although there was a formal
appointment, there was a distinct understanding that he
must look to the contractor for payment. The engineer,

the solicitor to the company, and tho secretary went to

Parliament and obtained a Bill without a single share-

holder, and the plaintiff must have known that this was
Jackson’s speculation and enterprise.
The jury retired, and after two hours' consideration of

the evidence passed in the privacy of their room, returned
into Court and gave a verdict for tho defendants.

“ WARMING.”
Sis,—

T

onr correspondent on the above subject will find

tho benefit he and others desire in making coal go as far

as possible in a room fireplace, by usingMilne's Patent
Pyro-Pnoumatio Room Grate, which has been adopted by
Government, and is fitted into several public and private

buildings. The patentee is preparing tubes to join those

of tbe grate, so that one small fire shall warm three apart-

ments, and iu this special case partly heating a passage in

their course to the rooms.
Several experiments have proved that an ordinary-sized

room can bo warmed to 67° Fahr., the outer air being 29°,

consuming only one pound of coal per hour, while with a
moderate fire 5,000 cubic feet can be raised to 63°, tho
outer air being 34°.

The grate fits into a common fireplace complete in itself.

In party-walls, the tube communicating with the outer
atraospliorc is readily introduced behind the base-plate.

Akotueb Eeadee.

TEE STAGES AND SEATS ON
TEANKSGIVING-DAY.

ly the Court of Queen’s Bench, on January 31st,

Mr. H. James, Q.C., on the part of the Corporation of

tho City of London, moved for a rule calling on Mr. E. B.
Gammon to show cause why an award alioiild not bo sent

back to the arbitrator for an amendment, or set aside,

upon the ground that there had been a mistake in making
it. The lacts were these ;

—“ Upon the occasion of the

Queen and the Prince of AVales going to St. Paul’s upon
tho Thanksgiving-day, the Corporation employed Mr.
Gammon to erect certain stages and scats. Afterwards
some dispute arose as to tho amount to bo paid, and tho
matter was referred to the arbitration of Mr. I’Anson,
architect. He awarded Mr. Gammon 2,082/. It now,
however, appeared that, by some accident, credit had not
been given in tho award for a payment of 500/. by the
Corporation on account, which had been made before the
reforence.
The Lord Chief Justice.—Yon are willing to pay tho

1,592/,, about which there is no dispute ?

Mr, James.—At once.

The Lord Chief Justice.—Then take a rule to show
cause; but let it bo pact of the rule that tho 1,582/. bo
paid to Mr. Gammon.
Rule granted.

BOND-STREET IMPROVEMENT.
Sir,—

I

n November last tbe Clarendon Hotel, Old Bond-
street, was sold by auction, and I now hear that it is

intended shortly to pull it down and rebuild, with shops or
otherwise. The site has the immense frontage of 200 ft.

in all, and it runs up to a part of the street which is very
inconveniently narrow. Is this not an excellent oppor-
tunity to widen the street, and cannot tho extremely
wealthy parish of St. George, Hanover-square, afford to

do this with or without the help of the Metropolitan
Board of AA’’ork8? The poor-rates of St. George are

known to bo among the very lightest of the AA'est-end

parishes. Bond-street, in the neighbourhood of the
Clarendon, requires to bo widened to the extent of 10 ft,

or 15 ft., especially in that part near tn Grafton-street,
where it is wholly inadequate to the traffic. In the season

of an afternoon there is a constant blockade, and the
pavements arc as insufficient as the carriage-way.

Estate Acekt.

COMPETITIONS.

Essex .—The Birdbrook School Board have
selected tho design sent in by Mr. Frank Whit-

more, of Chelmsford, architect, for tbe proposed

new schools and master’s residence to be built in

that parish.

Fahner's Endoived School, Grays, Essex.—The
designs of Mr. Thomas Rook Maples, of London,

have been selected. Thirteen architects com-
peted; tbe designs of Messrs. Wilson & Wilcox
were considered second.

STABLING AT GREY TOWERS, NEAR
MIDDLESBROUGH.

The comfort and convenience of a covered

stableyai'd have been exemplified during the last

season’s frightful rainfall in one which has been
carried out, during the year just passed, for Mr.
AV. R. J. Hopkins, of Grey Towers, in Cleveland,

from the designs of Messrs. Ross & Lamb, of

Darlington. Entering through a spacious arch-

way, beneath a clock-tower, the visitor emerges
into a stable-yard, entirely covered with a glass

roof, sufficient ground space being allowed to

drive even an unruly fmir-in.liand into, round,

and out again. The value of being able to drive

into immediate shelter is felt both by host,

visitors, grooms, and helpers; doubtless, also by
,
heated and exhausted horses, as the latter are apt

to suffer from the chill and exposure consequent
upon unharnessing in severe weather.

The range of buildings comprises stall and
loose - box accommodation for about twenty
horses, -with ample coachhouses, harness-rooms,
washing and cleaning rooms, smithy, &c. ;

also

two dwellings for coachman aud grooms ; the
whole being constructed at a cost of about
5,000i!.

“I KNOW A EAWK FROM A HANDSAW.”
By an accident I did not see the Builder of

January 11, until last night. On the 2lBt of

May, 1843, a friend of mine, who is a native of

Norfolk, made the following memorandum in.

my “ Shakspeare ” :

—

“ The expression in Shakspeare, ‘ I know a
Hawk from a Handsaw,’ should be a ‘ Hawk
from a Hanser,’ i.e., I know the heron from the
hawk that pursues it. Hauser is the common
word for lieron in Norfolk, and other parts of

England.—G. P. B.” R. A. P.

TIMBER IN FLUES.

A Fire has lately occurred in an old house

which I inhabit, by which it is proved that a

great deal of timber is contiguous to the flues of

the chimneys.
Can you suggest what remedy I have -with re-

gard to making the^wes secure ? D. F. G.
*#* A careful examination should precede

advice. The introduction of flue-pipes might be
found practicable and sufficient.

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE.

The Metropolitan Board of Works at their last

meeting adopted a report of their committee, who
have been negotiating with the Duke of Northum-
berland or his solicitors for the transfer of the

Northumberland House property at Charing-

cross, to the Board for the Thames Embankment
approaches. Tho Duke was willing to sell the

J

property for 500,000/., and the committee to re-
j

commend its purchase for that sum. The Board,

iu adopting the report, have agreed to refer the

subject back to the committee, with instructions

to carry out the recommendations of the report.

AYo are not glad that the old facade is to come
down. We must look into the matter.

THE EFFECT OF CHARCOAL ON
PLASTERING.

Sir,—

Y

our coiTespondent “ L. L.” in your
last impression asks about a remedy for injury

to plaster-work arising from the sulphur emitted

by bui-ning charcoal in bis kitchen.

As sulphuric acid acts immediately in destroy-

ing all animal and vegetable organism, the hair

which should bo in ordinary plaster would famish
themeans of disintegrating the fibre of the plaster,

as well as acting on tho surface of the same
injuriously, if it is unprotected by any covering

of a character sufficient to resist the action of

the gas.

No doubt, Keeno’s, Parian, or Martin’s cement,

would be sufficient, or a coating of the same,

from j in. to q in. thick, on tho surface of the

ordmary plaster-work
;
bub pure, coarse, plaster

of Paris, would be cheaper, and would suit the

purpose, or a coating of the same about ^ in. to

5 in. on tho surface of tho ordinary plaster

would do.

Of course, purs water must be used in all

cases; foul water Avould furnish material for

the sulphur to act upon.
John Davidson.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Manchester.—Tho new church of St. Martin,

German-street, Oldham-road, has been conse-

crated. The new parish is composed of part of

St. Peter’s, Oldham-road. The site cost 1,600/.

Tho church consists of nave, 30 ft. wide, and
aisles and chancel. The tower (the spire to

which is still wanting) and main entrance are

placed at the German-street end of the north

aisle, and nearest to Oldham-road. A second
entrance is provided from German-street into

tho south aisle, and each of these protected bj'

an inner wooden porch for the prevention of

draughts. The church accommodates 531 adults

(320 of the sittings being wholly free and unap-
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propriated), and coat, including tower, under
3,0001. The front, next German-street, and the
tower are of Pierrepoint walling, with stono
dressings, and window and door tracery.

York.—St. Martin’s Church, Coney.street, which
has been long in the hands of the restorers, is

now completed, and opened for divine service.
The additions, and in some instances transforma-
tions, are many, and some of them are works of
an ornate and expensive kind. An entirely now
fltained-glass window has been put in at the oast
or sanctuary end, and a new organ has been
placed in the church. The east window is the
work of Messrs. Heaton, Butlor, & Bayne. This
window consists of five principal lights, and each
•of those contains a coupio of picture panels of
sacred pictorial subjects. The smaller top-lights
are filled in with stained glass geometrical figures
at present

; subsequently, we believe, to be
supplanted by designs in accord with the pic-
tures in the large lights below them. The seats
for the congregation are all new and are open,
of oak, carved at the ends

j and the choir-stalls
are the same. The roof,—of pitch-pine, stained
—is new, and covered by lead externally. The
seats, choir-stalls, screens, reading-desk, pulpit,
and roof-work, have all been done by Mr.
Wignall, joiuer, while the carving of the wood-
work has been done by Mr. Jones, wood-carver.
Tho window-glass, stained and otherwise, has been
taken out and cleaned, and new leaded, and re-
placed by Mr. Knowles, glass-stainer. New gas-
staudards, rising from the floor, in tracery designs
up tho standards, topped by gaseliers have been
placed in the church by Mr. Holmes, gasfitter.
A row of gas-lights has been placed under each
sill of the clearstory windows at tho east end, for
the^ purpose of lighting up tho sanctuary and
choir-stalls. All tho masonry has been ]done by
Mr. Keswick, builder. The now organ, by
Brindley & Forster, of Sheffield, having decorated
metal pipes on its west and south sides, has been
placed in one of the arcades of the north aisle at
its east end. Tho whole outlay for the restoration
of the church, inclusive of the new organ, is about
3,5001. The pariah subscription to this amount
was 8001. The organ coat about 5001. out of the
sum total.

Winhlehjh (Deuon).—All Saints’, Winkleigb,
now in process of restoration, stands upon hjo-h
ground, and not only are the hills of Dartmoor
seen distinctly from its site, but from the top of
tho tower no less than twenty-four parish
churches may be counted. Several years ago
Mr. Ewan Christian, architect, restored the
chancel, and now the rest of Winkleigh Church
has been almost entirely taken down, and is
being rebuilt from the designs and under the
supervision of Mr. John F. Gould, of Barnstaple.
The north wall and the lower part of the tower
are old ; so also are the granite piers and arches
of the arcade separating the nave from the north
aisle, and about half the roof-timbers : excepting
these and a few other minor items, all the work
will be new. The upper part of the tower has
been rebuilt, and surmounted by carved pin-
nacles. It rises to a height of 80 ft., and has
been farther strengthened by now buttresses.
These latter, as well as the belfry windows and
the new windows of the church, are of Hather-
leigh stone, the walls of the structure through-
out being of local stone, quarried in the imme- '

diate neighbourhood. Middlecott stone, a warm,
red material, is being introduced in the south
porch and other parts of the building. The
tower will be utilised by a peal of six new bells,
supplied by Messrs. Mears & Stainbank, of
Whitechapel

;
and there will bo a new clock, by

Fannell, of Brighton. In plan, the church con.
sists of chancel, nave, north aisle, the Loosedon
aisle, organ -chamber, vestry, and west - end
tower. Tho interior is still in the hands of tho
artificers. Tho roof, partly old, is of English
oak. The effect of this roof will be enhanced
by painted decorations. A considerable amount
of mural decoration is also contemplated. Tho
seating is to be all of the best English oak. A
new organ is in the bauds of Messrs. Hill <fe Sons,
of London. It will have a case of oak, designed
to harmonise with the other fittings of the
church, and will be placed in the new organ-
chamber on tho north side of the Lady-chapel or
north-choir aisle. The architect employed is

Mr. John F. Gould, of Barnstaple. He is repre-
sented irpon tho spot by Mr. George Vickery, as
clerk of the works. The stone and wood carving,
of which there is a great deal, has been placed in
the hands of Mr. Harry Hems, sculptor. Mr. J.
Dendle, of Barnstaple, builder, has the contract
for all the carpentering and joiner’s work. Mr.
G. H. Pinckard, of Godaiming, Surrey, is the

donor of funds for tho carrying out of the re-
storation

; and the organ is the donation of a
lady connected with his family. It is expected
that the church will be ready for opening about
midsummer.

Sdstings cind St, Lcojicircl’s.—It is in con-
templation to erect a second church in St. Paul’s
parish, mainly for the use of the poor who at
present attend divine worship in St. Paul’s
Schoolroom. The present parish church is found
to be totally inadequate to tho demands for
seats made upon it, and another church is to bo
erected in a less-fashionable part of the parish.
To aid in this work the rector appeals to his
parishioners at large. It is proposed to purchase
an iron church for 9001., and towards this amount
the rector has himself contributed 2001. There
is no doubt, it is believed, but that the money
will be almost immediately forthcoming.

TiceJiurst.—St. Augustine's Church, FHmwell,
has not been built many years : it is a district
church carved out of the old extensive parish of
Ticehurst. The present incumbent (the Eev.
J. C. Eagleton), aided by several friends, has
raised funds for putting a steeple on the square
tower, and for having a peal of bells. The
works were being performed by Messrs. Garrick
& Balcomb, builders, Ticehurst. On erecting
tlie framework of the steeple, and at tho point
of rearing the main upright centre-piece of
timber, the gear work gave way, and it was pre-
cipitated with great force into the roof of the
church, knocking a hole right through, shattering
tho slates in all directions, and the pieces of
timber that fell snapped, from tho great force,
in four distinct pieces, like so many pieces of
tobacco-pipe. This will bo a loss to the
contractors.

Hadjial (^SliTOpshirf)

.

— The parish church,
which has been closed for some time past for
tho purpose of undergoing a complete re-
storation, has been reopened. The improve-
ments comprise tho removal of the gallery and
pews, and of tho plaster from the intei-nal
walls, which have been repaired and pointed,
dressed stone being substituted for plaster
in the window jambs, beads, and sills. New
boarded and quarry floors, and a new warm,
ing apparatus, have been provided

j
and the

nave is fitted with convenient seats of pitch
pine, varnished. A trench has been formed
round the church, and tho churchyard has been
drained. The contractors were Messrs. Bowdler
& Darlington, who havo carried out the work,
from tho design and under the superintendence
of Mr. Edward Haycock, architect. The warm-
ing appai’atus was supplied by Mr. W. Dodwell.
Tho total outlay has been 3211. When funds
are forthcoming, it is intended to add a small
chancel (for which plans are already prepared),
and, if possible, a new vestry and organ-ebamber.

Bradford.—A meeting in furtherance of a
project to erect a new church in connexion with
St. Jade’s, has been held. The Rev. J. Eddowes,
who presided, said it was intended to build a
useful church, with clorgy-house and schools.
The site has been secured, and part of the pur-
chase-money paid. A resolution was passed,
pledging the meeting to use its best endeavours
to erect a church, to be dedicated to St. Mary
Magdalene, in the White Abbey district

; and a
committee was appointed to cany out the reso-
lutioa. About 1,7001. wore subscribed at the
close of tho meeting.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Great Udissenden (^Bucks').—Two new national

schools, with class-rooms and teachers’ resi-

dences, were on Thursday, the 16th ultimo,
opened here with considerable ^clat, by the
Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, who was
supported by a large number of the local
nobility, 'clergy, and gentry. The buildings are
intended to supply the educational wants of
Groat Missenden parish, under tho national
system. The school-rooms accommodate together
210 scholars. They are of brick and stone in
Early English design, with uncoloured brickwork
inside. The cost of the school-rooms only has
been about 4d. per head, and the total expendi-
ture somewhat under 1,5001. The site of half an
acre at Lee was presented by Mr. C. G. DuPre,
M.P. Tho contractor was Mr. F. iTaylor, of
Uxbridge

;
and the architect, Mr. Arthur Ter.

non, of High Wycombe. The whole of the
works under the contract were executed at
about 251. under the stipulated sum.
Amersham.—A new National School is to be

erected at Amersham, Bucks, to accommodate 28-1

children, and an Infant School at Woodrow, in the
parish, for thirty. It is expected that this same
voluntary effort to provide the requisite schools
will be much cheaper than to allow the forma-
tion of a School Board. Half an acre of the
globe land is secured in a favourable position,
and the works are expected to be commenced
forthwith. The commission has been entrusted
to Mr. Arthur Vernon, architect.

IVesterdale (Yorkshire). — Contracts having
been signed, the new school is to bo commenced
at once. The plans and specifications have re-
ceived the seal and approval of the Committee
of Council on Education. The school, designed
by Mr. Henry Perkin, of Leeds, is in the Gothic
style, and is to be built of hammer-dressed wall-
stones, with bosted-hewn dressings, having open-
timbered roof, plastered between the roof spars,
covered with Welsh slates, -with bell-cote on the
ndge of dressed timber, slated, and finished with
iron terminal. The plans were submitted in the
autumn by Mr. David Hartley to the Hon.
Colonel and Lady Caroline Duncombe, who ex-
pressed their entire approval of them, and the
funds for the erection of the school are almost
entirely raised.

FROM SCOTLAND.
Leith.—The Post-Office authorities are endea-

vouring to procure a site for a new post-office of
much lai-ger dimensions than the very small exist-
ing one in Bernard-street. The building plans
are in course of preparation, and tho erection
will, it is understood, bo of a handsome, if not
highly ornamental, character, and will be within
easy distance of the Exchange Buildings and
the Com Market.

Castlecary.—For many years past extensive
mining opei’ations have been carried on in the
neighbourhood of Castlecary Station, on the
Edinburgh and Glasgow section of the North
British Railway, and in the course of these
operations the limestone—the mineral wrought,—has beea excavated for some distance under!
neath tho railway. About the new year a ‘^sit”
took place, and in consequence the whole railway
track for about a quarter of a mile subsided to
the extent of nearly 2 ft. Fortunately, tho
trains which passed over the place met with no
interruption before the mishap was discovered.
The station-house and offices were very severely
injured by the occurrence, and iu some places
openings occurred through which a man could
thrust his arm. In [fact, the station altogether
presented a very dilapidated appearance. In a
short time the railway was repaired, but fears
were entertained of a further subsidence, which
has taken place this time to the eastward of the
station, and stretching towards the lofty viaduct
which spans this part of tho glen. The subsi-
dence was about 2^ ft. in depth, and of con-
siderable length, and a large body of tho
employds havo been busy raising tho line to its
normal level. Although this subsidence reached
very close to the •viaduct—one of the highest
on the line,—it is not considered probable that
it will go further in that direction, as tho bridge
is resting upon tho solid, and for some distance
the strata are intact. Curiously enough, by the
last “ sit ” the condition of the station-houso has
been much changed, and the wide openings
which were previously made have to a great
extent been closed by the stones regaining their
old places.

Glasgow.—A meeting of gentlemen interested
in the formation of a Technical College in
Glasgow has been held. It was stated that
12,0001. have already been subscribed. Various
suggestions and proposals as to the scope and
nature of the institution were made, and a few
additional members of committee appointed.

Keith.—The new town-hall, the gift of Mr.
William Longmore, banker, Keith, has been
opened. Mr. Longmore at the opening handed
over the titles of tho property to nine trustees
for the [behoof of the town and parish of Keith.
The hall is expected to cost 2,0001. A portrait
of Mr. Longmore, which will cost 1501., has been
presented to that gentleman as an acknowledge-
ment of his gift.

Liverpool Architectural and Archeolo-
gical Society.—The paper read on Wednesday
evening was by Mr. Samuel Huggins, ‘

‘ On the
Revival of Art in Liverpool.” The council are
arranging to hold a soirde, in April next, com-
memorating the twenty.fifth anniversary of tho
society.
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gonlis lltciiljti}.

ilanual of Mythology. By Alexander S.

MCKR.V.Y, of the British Museum. Loudon :

Asher & Co. 1873.

Although founded on a popular German work,
“ Der Olymp,” written by Herr Petiscus, Mr.
Matray has made this manual his own by general

revision and a new introduction. He has added
too, a brief account of the Scandinavian, Old
German, the Indian, and Egyptian mythologies.

Read as a whole, the book gives a very interesting

account of the growth and influence of the early

religions.

In the myths, awkward aa some of them may
sound in modem ears (to a people more fas-

tidions as to words than acta), morality or im.
morality was scarcely involved. For instance,

when we find the natural process by which the
clouds pour out their rain upon the earth and ai-e

again filled from the sea, described as Hermes
(the god of rain) stealing the cattle (clouds) of

Apollo, we cannot attach to the story the idea of

criminality which it at first suggests. Similar
interpretations we must bo prepared to seek
throughout the mythologies of the Indo-Ger-
manic races. It is vexatious to find the
Olympian deities of our childhood such as

Neptune, Mars, Vulcan, Juno, disappearing into

Poseidon, Ares, Hephaestos, aud Hera. But it

cannot be helped, with a view to the rest of

Europe, and Mr. Murray is never above giving
both names. A number of engraved illustititions

increase the value of the book, which is addressed
as well to the geuei-al reader as to the higher
classes of schools aud art-students. The author
is correct in saying that, in forming an opinion of

the usefulness or otherwise of a knowledge of

the ancient mythology, whatever its apparent
or real shortcomings may have been, it exorcised
enormous influence on the education and life of

at least two of the most highly-cultivated
nations of the earth.

VARIORUM.
We take a paragraph from ” Facts and Hints ”

(Cassell it Co.) about charcoal ;
—“ Billets of any

kind of wood are heaped up into piles, usually in

the form of pymmids. The wliole is then
covered with earth, leaving an aperture at top
and bottom for a current of air. The pile is now
set fire to, aud when completely ignited through-
out, the apertures are closed, and the fire conse-
quently smothered. In this process all the
juices of the vegetable, its oil, &c., are dissipated,

leaving little more than its woody fibre. It loses

about three-fourths of its weight, and what
remains is called charcoal. This charcoal con.

tains, besides carbon, small quantities of dif-

ferent kinds of earth, and it is now supposed by
some a proportion of oxygen. When charcoal is

burnt, its carbon unites with the oxygen of the
air and so much heat as to give it the gaseous
form, and constitutes carbonic acid gas, or fixed
air.” Cassell's Magazine for February has a
paper on tho Darien Canal, by Mr. W. H. White.
The writer says,—“ The real difficulties of this

route lie in the eight miles of mountainous
country between the plain of the Napipi and the
Pacific. To pierce this a tunnel, or deep cutting,

or a combination of tunnelling and open cutting

is essential. Commander SelFridge recommends
a tunnel five miles long, 120 ft. high, 70 fr. wide,
and containing a depth of water of 20 ft. ! This
tunnel would form the summit-level of the canal,

and would be 130 ft. above the sea, or 90 ft.

above the junction of the Atrato and Napipi.
On the eastern side it would be appro.ached by a
channel 120 ft. wide at the surface, from 90 ft.

to 100 ft. wide at the bottom, and containing
26 ft of water. Deep cutting would be required
for some distance from the eastern end of the
tunnel, and nine locks capable of containing the
largest ships, are proposed for the purpose of
overcoming the rise of 90 ft. The western end
of the tunnel would be 130 ft. above the Pacific,

and almost close to the sea, n series of locks and
basins being provided for the transfer of ships
from the sea-level to the canal.” Iron says of
the St. Gothard Tunnel :

—“By the latest Swiss
advices, tho works for this undertaking seem to

bo actively pushed forward. Tiie dimensious of
the tunnel are the same as at Mont Cenis, 6'8

by 7'6 metres; its length is ly,5GSi metres
(15^ kilomHres, or about 9^ miles, ascending
220 metres

;
gradient, 1 in. 70), from Gosclienen,

on the Cisalpine, to Airolo, on the Trans-Alpine
side. Progress ha? already been made by the

contractor, M. Favre, with the headings at each

end of the tunnel. The summit-level is 1,152'3

metres or 3,780 ft. above the level of the sea.”

The .'Irf Journal, treating of the Fish in

Ornamental Art, says,—“ We cannot now pre-

sume to positively define tho motiv’es that led to

the symbolic use of the fish in Christian art. It

is curious that the letters of the Greek word for

fish are also the initial letters of tho words
‘ Jesus Christ, the Son of God, tho Saviour,’

while Tertullian and several others of the early

writers suggest a fresh ti-aiii of thought, since

they frequently term their converts pisciculi,

in allusion to their new life through the waters
of baptism. In some instances tho fish may
have been rudely cut on tho slab in token that

the deceased was a fisherman or sailor; but as

signs that clearly refer to tho worldly occupa-
tions are few iu number, while the fish-form is

very abundant, we may, wo think, very reason-
ably assume that in most cases, at least, it was
employed as a symbol, nob in the lower, but iu

the higher significance. In the works of the
early illuminators, many examples of the use of

the fish will be found, in some cases as an acces-

sory, wliile at other times tho flexibility of the

creature is taken advantage of in the formation
of entire letters : a C may bo composed entirely

of the fish-form, while two in combination are

used to form the letter 0.” With last Satur-
day’s edition of the Reading Mercury were
re-issued copies of that jouimal published
February 1st, 1723, one hundred and fifty years
ago. The facsimile illusti-ates the diminutive
size of newspapers a century and a half ago,

the dimensions of its pages not exceeding 9 in.

by 7 in. Two paragraphs in it serve to show
the state of London at that time:—“ LoneZou,

January 28. Cn Saturday night last a clergyman
was attacked in a chariot iu High Holbourn, at

seven in the evening, and robbed of lol. besides
bis watch.” “ Cn Saturday night last a gentle-

man, iu his chariot, passing the King’s-road near
Chelsea, four footpads suddenly rushed out of a
liedgo, commanding the coachmau to stand

;
but

he driving on, they fired a pistol at him, and lie

fell from the box, and broke his arm with the
fright; whilst the footman beliiiid discharged a
blunderbuss amongst the rogues, aud killed one
of them on tho spot

;
the others made their

escape.”

gliscjIlEnca

Royal Institution, Albemarle-street.—
The laboratory department here, at the back of
tho main building, has been rebuilt under the
direction of Mr. Harwood, architect, Messrs.
George Smith & Co. being the contractors. Tho
Mitropolitan gives some particulars :—There are
three floors

;
the lowest, tho laboratory proper,

devoted specially to chemical operations, with a
large room, 53 ft. by 30 ft., and 15 ft. high, and
a small open yard for ventilation closely adjoin,
ing, on tho other side of which are small brick
chambers, containing several various sets of hot-
water apparatus in use for different purposes
about the general structirre, and fitted up some
time ago, severally, by Messrs. Norris, Quarm,&
Clements, Mr. Lynch White, aud Mr. Perkins.
The floors are all of Dennett’s patent, i.e., con-
Crete, and the roof of the same material. They
are carried upon cast-iron columns where re-

quired, and wrouglit-iron etancheons, made by
Messrs. Moreland & Sons, of Cld-street, and the
floors and roof are of asphalte. This portion of
the work has been executed by Mr. W. Wright,
of Duke-street, Westminster. Cn the floor above
is another laboratory, more particularly devoted
to scientific investigations as distinguished from
chemical. Clark’s patent steel revolving shutters
are provided to the external windows, and a
skylight is protected in a similar way. Cn the
floor above is what is called the lecture-room,
about 22 ft. by 12 ft., communicating with the
already existing theatre by means of a new main
staircase.

Society for the Encouragement of the
Fine Arts.—Cn Thursday evening in last week,
at the Society’s rooms, 9, Conduit-street, Mr.
T. H. Thoraaa delivered a lecturj—the first this

season,—on Greek Art, Mr. Soloman Hart, R.A-,
in the chair. It was numerously attended. Cn
the walls of the gallery were arranged some
careful studies from the pencil of tho lecturer
of the chofs-d'ceuvre still remaining to us of
the Classic beauty of old Greece. At its

conclusion, the chairman, Mr. Sadler, and Mr.
George Browning made a few critical remarks.

The Improved Industrial Dwellings
Company (Limited). Established 1863 .

—

The report prepared for presentation at th&
nineteenth half-yearly meetiug of shareholders
states that “ the directors recommend that tha
usual dividend, at tho rate of 5 per cent, per
annum, free of iucome-tax, bo paid, which will

absorb 3,33-lJ. ISs. Id., and leave a balance of
2,1031. 193. 8^d. At 3lBt December, 1872, 1,268
dwellings were erected and occupied, and 262
were iu course of erection. The buildings in

Crabtree-row, Shoreditch, were not completed
by the contractors until tho end of September,,
and those in Ebury-square until the end of

December. In both cases the applications were
greatly in excess of tho number of dwellings,

aud the buildings were at once fully tenanted.
Owing to the difficulties which existed in the
building trade, the directors were unable during
the past year to proceed with now works

; but
they are now taking steps to obtain tenders for

covering the two sites in Commcrcial-road,
Whitechapel, and tho dwellings will bo com-
mcnccd within tho next few weeks. The addi-

tional site iu Pimlico, offered by the Marquis of
Westminster, will be taken up shortly, and tho

directors beliovo they will be able to obtain a
small site iu Stingo-lane, Marylebone, negotia-

tions having been re-opened with tho Metro-
politan Board of Works for that purpose. The
directors, therefore, hope to provide during the

coining year nearly 250 additional tenements, to

accominodato about 1,-100 persons.

Progress sliown by the Income-Taz.

—

The property aud profits assessed to Income-tax
in the United Kingdom for tho year ending the-

5th of April, 187i, amounted to 419,850,7981.,

being 21,622,0001. more than in the preceding
year. There was an increase of 20,311,0001. in

England, and of 1,359,0001. in Scotland, but a
decrease of ‘13,0001. in Ireland. The profits of

trades and professions, public companies, rail-

ways, ironworks, gasworks, &o., assessed under
Schedule D fur the year 1870, yield an increase

of 10,611,0001. in comparison with those for the
year 1869—0,833.0001. in England, 719,0001. in

Scotland, 42,0001. in Ireland. In 1853 the gross

annual value assessed was 47,559,-1711. for lands,

lie., and 46,959,3381. for houses
;

iu 1870,

56,510,0001. on lands, &c., and 82,732,0001. on
houses. The profits charged to Iucome-tax in

respect of “trades and professions” under
Schedule D, in Great Britain, were 75,008,0001.

in the year 1853, and 129,773,0001. in the year
1870-71. In order to make this comparison, a
portion of the present constituents of Schedule
D— viz., railways, canals, mines, &c.,—has been
excluded from the figures for 1870, because it

did not form part of that schedule (but of

Schedule A), in 1853. A comparison of the
profits assessed under those heads for the same
years gi%'e3 remarkable results. Tho net
receipts from Income-tax in the year ending
tho 31st of March, 1872, amounted to

9,328,1021.—viz., 3,325,4921. under Schedule A,
•134,9031. under Schedule B, 897,5111. under
Schedule C, 4-, 125,3241. under Schedule D, and
5-14,8421. under Schedule E.

The Newington Butts Improvement and
the Building of the New Churches.—

A

public meeting, which was held iu St, Mary’s
School-room, on Tuesday evening, for tlie pur-

puse of raising funds for the re-building of the
new parish church, in place of the old church,

which is to be removed for the widening of
Newington, showed that, notwithstanding all

difficulties in connexion with the improvement
in question had been removed, its ultimate
accomplishment is still a matter of uncertainty.

It transpired, from what took place in the coui'se

of the discussion at the meeting on Tuesday,

that the Act of Parliament under which the im-
provement is to bo effected provides that, unless

a sum, in addition to the like sum paid by the

Board of Works (which is 5,0001.), be raised before

the end of next year, the improvement cannot

be accomplished, as the powers of the Board for

that purpose come to au end. It was therefore

urged that it was of the greatest importance
that a vigorous effort should be made to raise

the money ou the part of the parishioners and
others who are in the habit of using the thorough-

fare, which is at present dangerously narrow.

The meeting resulted in several large sums
being subscribed, in order that such a pressing

improvement may at once be carried out.

Cambridge Slade Professorship. — Mr*
Sidney Colvin, M.A., of Trinity College, has been
elected Slade Professor of Fine Arts at Cam-
bridge, in succession to Sir M. Digby Wyatt.
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Hartliquakes. — These manifestations of

physical commotion arc still pretty frequent here

and there throughont both the western hemi.
sphere and the eastern, but especially in the

eastern. On the IQthult., an earthquake startled

the inhabitants of Rome from their sleep. The
shock was repeated two or three times.' The
Baron de Cosson, writing from Cairo, says that a
shock of earthquake was felt by many persons

there on the 13th ult. The oscillations lasted

about a minute and a half. The movement re-

sembled that experienced on a very small boat
in a little chopping sea. Five hundred people
have been killed by an earthquake in India. In-

formation received at Madras stated that on the
night of December 15th, a shock of earthquake
took place, from the effects of which the people
throughout the district safely escaped except in

the town of Lehree, in Eastern Catchi and
Zehri, where 500 lives have been lost from
the fall of houses and walla, and only twelve
persons were saved. The earthquake was also

felt in the Rohree division, at Sehwan, Dadur.
At Shikarpore the shocks were so much felt in

tho town that small articles were upset. The
shocks were also felt at Jacobabad.

Great Tire at the Royal Military Aca-
demy, Woolwich.—On Saturday morning of

last week, about four o’clock, a fire broke out in

the Roj’al Military Academy at Woolwich, and
before it was extinguished the largo central
block, known as the Clock Tower, was totally

destroyed. This building was two stories in

height, and measured about 90 ft. square. It

contained the class-rooms for tho students, the
library, and other offices. All* these rooms were
entirely burned out. The hooks used for educa-
tional purposes and the papers belonging to tho
students were saved, but tho military library

was lost. It is believed that tho firo arose from
a flue connected with the hot-water apparatus
for heating the building. A court of inquiry,

composed of officers representing the various
branches of the service at Woolwich, commenced
an investigation, on Saturday, into the circum-
stances attending tho fire. At present the
evidence clearly points to tho flue of the heating
apparatus as the origin of the fire : and now that
the mischief is done, it seems that this flue,

which could never bo properly swept, has been
long regarded as a source of danger by many of

those connected with tho establishment.

Overcrowding at Workington.—Tho Car-
iisle Journal gives a sad account of tho want of
house accommodation and overcrowding at

Workington. Thejwi'iter says :
—“ The popnlation

during the last three years has increased by
nearly as many thousands, owing entirely to the
extensive and rapid development of tho iron

trade. The building of houses has not kept pace
with the increase of population, and the conse-
quence is that the value of house property has
advanced upwards of 100 per cent. Some new
houses have been built, but for every one erected
there is half a dozen tenants. Many of the per-
sons inhabiting such places have been taken
seriously ill with rheumatic fever and other
ailments, lu'ought on by the damp and unhealthy
state of the rooms in which they had taken up
their abode. The most serious evil, however,
with which Workington is afllicted at tho present
time is overcrowding. The town is literally

swarming with people whose habits, under the
most favourable conditions, are not conducive to
health, and who are huddled together in a state
of filth and misery which is positively frightful.”

St. George’s, Hanover-square, and its
Sewer-men.—The St. George’s, Hanover-square,
Committee of Works have considered a report of
a sub-committee, recommending that the wages
of the sewer-men and the flushers should be in-

creased. The surveyor, Mr. II. T. Tomkins, said

St. James’s, Westminster, paid its sewer-men 5s.

per day, finding boots, a slop, and a hatj St.

Luke’s, Chelsea, 4s. 8d. j
tho Westminster

District (St. Margaret and St. John) Board, 6s.,

finding hoots
;
Paddington, Ss. Id.

; Hampstead,
4s., with boots

;
Marylebone, 4s. 6id., with boots.

As for ordinary sewer-men, St. James’s paid
3s. lOd. and 4s. per day

;
Chelsea, 3s. lOd.

;

Westminster District, 3s. lOd. and 4s. 2d., with
boots

;
Paddington, 4s., with boots

;
Hampstead,

3s.^6d., with boots
;

St. George’s had one man at

3s., one man at 3s. 2d., four men at Ss. lOd., one
man at-ls., and two men at 4s. 2d. per day. Mr.
J. Morris moved that the sewer-men have Is.

extra per week, which he considered equal to the
wear and tear of the boots. Tho motion was
adopted.

Belfast Ai’cliitectural Association.—

A

meeting of the Belfast Architectural Association
was held on Monday evening last, at the Museum.
Mr. Robert Young occupied tho chair. Mr. R.
Watt read a paper on “ Architectural Education.”
The reader referred to the great want that
existed for a thorough systematic training for
architectural students, especially before entering
an office. He suggested that, as a step in the
direction of supplying this want, architecture
should be recognised as well as engineering in tho
Queen’s Colleges, and advocated the appointment
of a lecturer on architecture at each college. He
recommended that the Belfast Architectural
Association, until something better be substi-

tuted, should take up this work in Belfast, and,
as a commencement, open classes for instruction
in the science and history of architecture, and
offer prizes to the younger members for draw-
ings. The Association have already a class of

design meeting fortnightly, and which is largely
attended.

Society of Engineers.—At the first ordi-

nary meeting of the Society of Engineers for

tho present year, tho president, Mr. Jabez
Church, presented tho premiums of hooks which
bad been awarded to the following members for

papers read during the past year, viz., to Mr. E.

G. Bartholomew, for papers on Electric Tele-
graphy} to Mr. W. H. Fox, for a paper on con-
tinuous Railway Brakes

; and to Mr. H. Davey,
for a paper on Milfoi’d Haven and its new pier
works. The president then delivered an inaugural
address in which ho reviewed tho progress of

engineering practice during the past year,
noticing in the first place the advances made in

sanitary engineering, that being the branch of

the profession in which bis practice chiefly lay.

He then proceeded to notice successively the
inauguration, progress, and completion of various
largo and important engineeilng works in the
metropolis, in tho provinces, and abroad.

Competition Designs for the New Chester
Workhouse.—A correspondent of the C/iester

Chronicle, under the signature of “Fair Play,”
gives some good advice. He says :—“ As the
designs for the new proposed workhouse have
now been sent in, I would beg to suggest to the
authorities that they should engage a large room,
to properly exhibit the merits of each } and, if

possible, after tho award has been made, a public
exhibition of the drawings should take place; as
there will probably he forty or fifty sets of

drawings, which will cost tho competing archi-

tects from 50Z. to 60J. each set, and these, if

mounted on stretchers, as they generally are,

will require an area of 150 superficial feet of

wall-space to each set of designs. Also I would
suggest, for the satisfaction of all parties, that a
disinterested architect should be called in to

assist tho guardians in arriving at an ultimate
decision upon the merits of those to whom
premiums are to be awarded.”

Fires in Churches.—A fire broke out tho
other day in St. Stephen’s Church, Pratt-street,

Camden Town. Tho firo was discovered by
smoke issuing from the roof. Several engines
were quickly on the spot, and the firemen soon
extinguished the flames, but not until about
15 ft. of the roof was much damaged. The fire

was supposed to have been caused while the
church was being heated previously to the com-
mencement of morning service. Abberley
Parish Church, situated about a mile and a half
from "VVitley, Worcestershire, baa been almost
totally burnt down. Tho entire edifice was
enveloped in flames when the fire was first

discovered, and nothing was left standing bub
the tower and two of the outer walls. It is

supposed that the firo was caused by the over,

heating of a stove. Tho erection of tho church,
which was completed in tho year 1853, cost

upwards of 8,0001. The edifice was partially

insured.

A New Public Hall for Leicester.—

A

meeting of the members of the Leicester Literary
and Philosophical Society, and other gentlemen
interested in the matter, has been held in the
mayor’s parlour, at the to^vn-hall, the object of

which was to consider the advisability of taking
steps towards the erection of a new and commo-
dious hall in Leicester, in which public lectixres

and meetings can beheld. It was resolved,

—

“ That this meeting cordially commend to public sup-
port the proposal to raise the sum of 3,OOOL towards the
expense of providing, in connexion with the museum, a
large lecture-hall, and suitable accommodation for the
School ofArt

; such sum to be ofl'ered to the corporation
of Leicester, on condition that they spend an additional
sum, of at least equal amount, on the accomplishment of
the two objects.”

Leeds, Castleford, and Pontefract Junc-
tion Railway.—The object of this Bill now
before Parliament, and unopposed, is the con.
strnction of railways between Garfortb, on
the Leeds and Selby Line of the North-
Eastern Railway, and Castleford, on the York
and North-Midland Line of the same Rail-
way, and the Pontefract and Methley Branch
of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway at
Houghton, with junctions to and power to use the
North-Eastern Railway Company’s Railway and
Stations at Garforth and Castleford, and a branch
to the navigable River Aire, in the parish of Led-
shara. It is promoted by the various landowners
interested and backed up by several of the large
companies. If an act be obtained, it will bring
into the market a considerable amount of coal, so
that the public may be considered interested in
the success of the scheme.

Protection of Norwich Cathedral from
Fire.— Efforts are being made to minimise the
damage to Norwich Cathedral should a fire un-
fortunately break out in any part of the building,
and the chief constable, and a number of tho
fire brigade, with Mr. Brown, the architect to tho
Cathedral authorities, have conducted an experi-
ment (under the direction and in the presence of
tho Dean) at the south-east side of the Cathedral,
to ascertain to what height water could be thrown
from tho hydrant on Live’s Green. It was
evident that water could not be thrown to a
greater height than 50 ft. or 60 ft., not suffi.

ciently high to reach tho roofs of the aisles, much
less that of tho nave

;
and steps will, it is said, be

taken to put down a hydrant with shorter hose
in the Palace Garden. It is also contemplated
to provide hydrants at other places.

Inliabited House Duty. — The tax on in.
habited houses in Great Britain was charged, in
the financial year 1870-71, on 178,796 shops or
warehouses, of the aggregate annual value of
9,198,8081., tho gross amount of the duty charged
on them being 229,9531.

j
also on 68,635 beer-

houses, of the annual value of 3,588,'1281., the
amount of duty being 89,6361.; also on 28,167
farmhouses, of the annual value of 679,2031., tho
duty amounting to 16.9391. ;

and also on 520,793
dwelling-houses, of tho value of 27,548,6871., the
duty amounting to 1,032,2081. The total is

796,393 houses charged, their annual value being
41,015,1261.; and tho gross amount of duty
charged was 1,368,7861. Only houses of 201.
per annum and upwards are taxed.

A Grateful Architect.—A correspondent
writes,—“ The subscriptions in promotion of the
scheme for providing a townhall for Paisley,
have received a most remarkable stimulus. The
sum collected amounts to about 10,5001., thus
leaving about 5001. to be raised by Mr. Clark
and those gentlemen who have embarked with
him in the undertaking. Mr. Clark states that
a well-known architect in London, on seeing the
notices in tho Glasgow Herald, regarding the
proposed hall, has, unsolicited, offered to furnish
the committee with a design and plans as a con.
tribution from one who cherishes the remem-
brance of many agreeable associations with the
old town !”

Inventors’ Institute.—On Thursday even,
ing in last week, Mr. F. H. "Varley in tho chair,

a paper was read by Dr. Calantarients “ On a
Means of Preventing Pipes or Vessels Bursting
from tho Effect of Frost.” The theory of tho
invention was that as water in passing from the
fluid to the solid condition expands one-twelfth

its bulk, if a space were secured inside the pipe
equal to the additional volume of the ice, the
expansion will take the direction of this space,
and fill it without producing extra tension on the
pipe. An internal air-tube of india-rubber was
the means proposed, and the idea met with
favour in tho long discussion which ensued.

Norwich Surveyorship.—The town council,

after rejecting a motion for rescinding a previous
resolution that the new city engineer and sur-

veyor shall not be allowed to take private prac-
tice

;
also resolved, “ That the salary of the sur-

veyor be 475J. a year, -n-ith the same privileges
as Mr. Morant enjoyed, tho corporation pro-
viding an assistant-surveyor.” Mr. Lake was
then appointed the assistant-surveyor; and the
town clerk was instructed to advertise for a
surveyor.

English for Japan.—It is seriously asserted
that endeavours will be made by the ruling

powers of Japan to substitute for the native
tongue of that country English as the best and
most copious vehicle of thought.
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Walsall Cottagf© Hospital.—Tl\e annnal
meeting of the siibscribera to this iustitntion

has taken place at the hospital. The annual
balance-sheet showed that the income for the

year amounted to 1,1G9J. ITs. 3id., and the ex-

penditure to 7001. 9s. 4d. The annual report
opened with congratulatory sentences on the
increase of the contributions. About two-thirds
of the more serious cases brought into the hos-

pital were from accidents in connexion with
mining. 208 cases had been treated during the
year in the in-patient department, and 2,182 in

the out-patient department.

Purchase of Railways by Government.

—

The Birmimjliam DaAly Post gives prominence to

the following announcement :—We have reason
to believe that the acquisition of tlio railways by
the State is now seriously engaging the attention
of the Government

; and that an investigation is

in progress—conducted by a member of the
Cabinet, in conjunction with one of our ablest

permanent officials—to collect information neces-
sary to enable the Government to come to a con.
elusion as to the opportunity and the terms of

purchase. It is not improbable, we are told,

that a beginning may be made next year with
the Irish railways.

Clement's Inn, Strand.—The Society of

Clement’s Inn ai'e forming a now roadway to

their property, the value of which will be much
increased by the erection of the now Law Courts,
close by. Losing their old entrance they acquired
from the Commissioners of Works a site for a
new roadway, 25 ft. wide, which will open into
tho Strand, just in front of St. Clement Danes’
Church. This work is now nearly done, and
has been carried out by Messrs. Dove Brothers,
from the design of Mr. Raphael Brandon, archi-
tect to the society. The road has a subway,
containing the drains, and gas and water pipes.

The Law Courts.—According to the Law
Magazine, the quantities being ready, builders
have been invited to compete, and in a few weeks
tenders will be delivered. The work is divided
into two contracts, the first containing the
central courts and rooms attached to them

j
and

the other, the east wing facing Bell-yard. The
builders tendering are about twenty in number.
According to another statement nothing is to bo
done till the proposed scheme of Law Reform
has been brought in.

Patent Pipes and Boilers. — The patents
of Mr. T. S. Truss, C.E., of the Crown Works,
Friar-street, London, for jointed pipes, coils, and
boilers, are about to pass into the hands of a
new company, to bo named the Patent Pipe and
Boiler Foundry Company (Limited), with a
capital of 80,0001., in 16,000 shares of 51. each,
of which lljOOOjaro offered for subscription, as
appears from our advertising columns. The
patents of Mr. Truss arc well known. This
business is an old-established one.

New Bridge over tlie Dwina.—Tho new
railway-bridge over the Dwina, near Riga, is one
of the most important works lately undertaken
in Europe. Its length is 2,41-1 English feet.
The undertaking was promoted by a joint-stock
company, and executed under the supervision of
Colonel von Struve, of the Eugiueers. The
bridge was commenced the 22nd of May, 1871,
and on the 27th of October, 1872,was so far
completed that the first locomotive could run
over it.

Heading Architectitral and Archseolo-
gical Society.—On the 22nd nit., an essay on
“ Stained Glass ” was read by Mr. Clayton R.
Rolfe, at the Athenmnm. The essay gave an
account of the various styles of painting in
glass, and in the latter part of his paper showed
the necessity existing, in the present phase of
ecclesiastical art, for a greater harmony between
the ornamental glass and general architecture of
oim churches.

Sliss Susan Burant, the well-known sculp-
tor, is dead. She was a pupil of Baron de
Triquetti, and was constantly commissioned to
execute works in her own peculiar line by ber
Majesty and other members of the Royal family.
Miss Susan Durant was widely known both in
London society and also in Paris, ^vhere her
death has recently occurred before attaining
middle life.

Burning of Coui‘t-house, Quebec.— The
Court-house in this city has been destroyed by
fire. All the records of the colony, the register
of titles, and other deeds, together with many
imnortant historical documents, are burnt.
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Tlie New Domesday Book.—It is asserted
by the Echo that the work is rapidly progressing
under the management of the Local Govern-
ment Board, at whose office half a dozen gentle-
men are constantly employed upon the returns,

the local operations being conducted by the
clerks to the boards of guardians, who are
specially paid for the labour. Can this be cor-

rect ? Surely some other organisation would be
necessary ?

An “ Amalgamated Labour Union.”—

A

giganticas sociation, to be called the Amal-
gamated Labour Union, is said to be in course
of formation. It is to comprise the Amalgamated
Society of Railway Servants, Amalgamated
Society of Lightermen and Watermen, the

Labour Protection League, and the Carmen’s
Association, the total strength of which is

estimated at 100,000. Its great object, of

course, is to protect the interests of labour.

The City Flour Mills.—According to the
London con-espondent of the Manchester- Guar-
dian, the plans for rebuilding the large and so-

called fireproof City Flour Mills are now com-
plete. The estimated cost of restoiing the
fabric and the machinery to their original status
is about 40,0007., nearly the whole of which falls

upon the insurance companies.
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For schools at Hughes's Ficlil, Greenwich, for the
Loudon School Board. Mr. E. R. Robson, architect.
Quantities supplied by Mr. II. 1'. Horthcroft, Son, &
Neighbour:—

Higgs £6,61.3 0 0
J. & H. Coleman 6,389 0 0
Ferry & Co 0,275 0 0
Cooke & Green' 0,209 0 0
Jcirard 6,97-i 0 0
Johnson 6,950 0 0
Cooper 5,850 0 0

For the erection of school and residence, for the Llanael-
i

haiarn School Board, Carnarvonshire. Mr. 'Walter W.
j

Thomas, architect
H, Jones £1,000 0 0! '

W. Jones 650 0 0 •

Roberts (accepted) 550 0 0 !

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
G. E, (iisytum about to be buOt af cost of Mr. Hollovrar, at Vir-

ginia Water, is not commenced. 'Wo understand that the working
drawings are being made, with view to oblaialng tenders).—Mr. K.
(next week).—F. K. M. (next week).—A Joiner (next week).—G. H.
(illustration was not published. A description has been glTen).—
J. V.—J. R. 0.—C. 4 Co.—H. B- W.-n. & R.—P.—Sir G. D,—
M. R.—J. H.—H. T,—T. B. S.—T. M.—W. 4 M.—T. L. D.—R.Y.—

T. C.—F. W.-W. R. C.—J. F. C.—T. * Son.—J. G-—U. A.

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving
I

Ail statements of facts, lists of tenders, 4c., must be accomp.tnied
by the name and address of the eeuder, not necessarily for

publication.

Note,—

T

he responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
ublic meetings, rests of course with the authors.

Middlesbrough,—The erection of commo-
dious buildings for the “ Erimus” Club is to be
proceeded with immediately, at a cost of 2,5007.,

from the plans of Messrs. Weatherill & Moses,
architects, of Stockton-on-Tees, whose designs
were selected in a limited competition. This
club derives its name from the motto on the
Middlesbrough coat of arms, “Erimus.”

Poplar.—According to the Eaily Chroniclei
an action has been taken by Messrs. Hill, KeddelL
& "Waldram, contractors, against the Poplar
Guardians for a sum of 8007. for extra work in
connexion with the building of the new work-
house. It has been decided by the guardians to
resist tho claim.

Prospects of Barrow.—The Barroiv Her-ald
is informed that the Barrow Iron Shipbuilding
Company have let a contract for the erection of
houses on BaiTow Island at a cost of 50,0007. If
house accommodation could be supplied, work
could bo found for 20,000 additional men.

TENDERS
For careasB of wareliouBo Tietoria-street, Bristol, for

Mr.’E. H. Synics. Mr. J, Blechelen Rogers, architect.
Quantilies by Messrs. StruJwick & Mennie :

—

Wilkias Si Son £2,700 0 0
Daris & Sou 2,400 0 0
Summers & Ford 2,287 0 0
Stephens 2.221 0 0
Ilumphreys 2,208 o 0
Storkey & Veale 2.100 0 0
Howell. -2,020 0 0

For tho erection of St. Mark’s Church, East-streot,
Walworth, Surrey. Messrs. Ileury Jarvis & Son, archi-
tects :

—

Adamson & Sons £5,7-10 0 0
Shepherd 6.700 0 0
Myers&Sons 5,075 0 0
Downs i Co 6, 390 0 0
Dove, Brothers 5,315 0 0
Henshaw & Co 5,320 0 0
Colls Sc Sons 5,260 0 0
Tarrant 5,143 0 0
Marsland & Sons 6,131 0 0
Thompson 4.,773 0 0

Sir. Kowlajid Plumhe,
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. L. C. Riddett

Sheffield £8.966 0 0
Cook 8,760 0 0
Marsland & Sons 6,500 0 0
Scrivener & White 8,313 0 0
Wells, jun 8.150 0 0
Cooke & Green 8,041 0 0
Gammon & Sons 7,999 0 0
Jeirard 7,987 0 0
Shepherd...

Ei^By .

7,923 0 0
7,700 0 0

For alterations to the Britannia Tavern, Kingsland-
road, for Mr. M. HUmor. Mr. E. Brown, architect

Marr £469 0 0
Sanders -125 0 0
Christoffer, Bros 413 0 0
Pringle 404 10 0
Blackmore & Motley 397 0 0
Feme 345 0 0

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Suhscribers within the United Kingdom can b&

supplied with The Builder direct from the

Office at the rate of Nineteen Shillings p&r

annum, patadle in advance.

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Testi.

MONiALS left at the OJice in reply to Advertise-

ments, and strongly recommends that Copies

ONLY should be sent.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the ewn'eni

week's issue- later than THREE o’clock p.lU»

on THURSDAT.

Bath and other Building Stones of Best
Quality,—RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.,
Limited, Quanymen and Stone Merchants.
List of Prices at the Quarries and Depots, also

Cost of Transit to any part of the United
Kingdom furnished on application to
Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.

—

[Advt.]

Ashton 8s Green, Slate, Iron, and Marble
Merchants, and Quarry Agents.—Roofing
Slates,—Bangor, Blue, Red, and Green

5
Blue

Portmadoc; and Whitland Abbey Green. Tho
new “PeiTuanent” Green, weight the samo
as Bangor, and uniformity of cleavage equal.
Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimneypieces,
Inscription Tablets, &c. Stoves, Ranges, and
Builders’ Ironmongery. A. & G.’s special Red
Ridge Tiles. Large show of all goods at 14 and
15, Bury-street, St. Mary-Axe, London, E.O.
Drawings and prices upon application accom-
panying trade card.—[.^vr.]

Bills of Quantities, Specifications, &c.>
Lithographed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
29, Charing-crosB, S.W., with accuracy an(i

pnnetuabty. Plans and Drawings Copied,
Traced, or Lithographed.— [Adyt.]

J. L. BACON & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

IMPROVED HOT - WATER
APPARATUS,

FOR WARMING AND VENTILATING
Private Houses, Churches, Schools, Hospitals,

Manufactories, Greenhouses, &c.

OFFICES AND SHOW-ROOMS:—
476, NEW OXFORD STREET, London, W.O.

From FARRINGDON ROAD.
Publishers of a Pamphlet on “Hot-Watcr Heating.”

For now shop-front and fittings, sundry alterations, and
repairs at No. 138, High-street, Claphiim, for Messrs.
Powell & Blnnden. Messrs. J. & A. E. BuU, architects.
Quantifies supplied:

—

Pearce £3i)9 0 0
McLachlan 298 0 0
Nightingale 288 0 0
Thorpe & Son 267 0 0

c
CAST-IRON

OLUMNS, Stiiucheona, and GIRDERS,
-‘a DAVS NOTICE, QUALITY 4 FINISH UNSURPASSED.

ORR & M'LEAN,
UNION FOUNDRY, 12-1-. GOLDEN LANE, E.C.

Kain-pipe, Gutter, Stove. Ranee, and Nail
WAREHOUSE, 84, HATTON GARDEN, E.O.

Catalogue, price 2a. 6d. deducted from first order. Estimates tree.
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OLAEK & COMPANY’S
SELF-COILING

NOISELESS REVOLVING STEEL SHUTTERS.
New Patents Granted May 2, 1872, for Great Britain, France, Germany, Austria, Italy, and United States of America, &c.

Old Pateni

SECTiOM

HALF FULL S!ZE

Space

PRINCIPAL CONTRACTS SUCCESSFULLY PITTED WITH THESE SHUTTERS are-

euteSces.}VIENNA EXHIBITION.
{ SUplli?^FEET

TELEGRAPH OEEICE, CAIB-O.

NEW POST-OEEIGE CONSTANTINOPLE.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, CALCUTTA.

NEW POST-OFFICE, CAIRO.
NEW POST-OEEICE, CAPE TOWN.
NEW POST-OEEICE, SYDNEY.
COMPAGNIE DE FIVES, LILLE.

LONDON—Eathbone-place, Oxford-street; BOSTON (U.S.)—10, Pemberton-square ; DUBLIN—25, Y estmoreland-street ;

PARIS—Roe Notre Dame dcs Victoires, 26 ; MANCHESTER—22, Victoria-street; EDINBURGH-C8,Eose-street-bane ;

VIENNA—Karntbner Strasse, No. 8 ; LIVERPOOL—87, Lord-street.
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A TREATISE ON BUILDING A ORNAMENTAlItoNES OEGREAT BRITAIN & FOREIGN r0UNTRTE<5

:

^ hUWAKD HILL. M.A. F.R.S. Professor ofGeolacy in Ihe Royal College of Science. Dublin
lihrary. There is uolhinir alxrot pal.-eontology In it aii.l Ihere is «o mr,r» „ i ,reraat ef gcolc^ „ a «ienc%, need hare uo ni^eil.Vah" hf .“’‘f.'?'!

MACMILLAN k CO. LONDON.

"Mr. HmU's

-

work deserves niid Is likely ...A prnctiefti mau who may he aciniainted with the workiuilu every paga."—Jrchitec*.

ON Ar.CHITECTS’’’''cONTEACT,S
: A

Lecnl Handbook for Arcliltecta.
By EDWARD JENKINSA JOHN RAA'MOND, Esquires,

.* Tltia Book will also constitute a useful Book of Reference
Builders and Building Owners.

Orders may be given tlirough any bookseller or to the publialn
veShUIln^, post-paid.

1 12, Patemoater-r(

i*rioe, Five Shillings, poHENRY 8 . KI.VC. A CO- 65 . Cunihlll, i

Batoly published, in crown 8 vo. price His, f-i

pLEI^IENTARY INTRODUC^TION
I J FRAtTICAL MECHANICS, illustrated hy mtnicrous'Exa

Btiiu; the Fourth tMiiion iti..,..--* t/_

>rice His. fti.

"Elementary Examples

By the Rev. JOHN F. TWISDEN M A
Professor - •>-- o. ,. ..

London : LONGilANs!'‘on‘^.j.“ i^CO*^terac«Ur-r.

A
^BJIARINE TELEGRAPHY IN 1873

' '

CABLE.S ALREADY LAID a
Drawings of Suhmarlm

Stations of the Submarine Lines, and
Telegraphy-the Motse System .

Sir William pon.peon's Keaorder. By WILLIAM
f

London ; PuhlDlied by DATF.3 , UEND
t. Old Jewry. K.C, Frkels.; i>o«t-free, Is. Id.

MISS BRADDONS
The New Work,

91'R'’EY0RS, AND-RT'ILDERS. '

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, tempo-

IS- ‘iAi-siSsJSS..T?: Sfar;.^A2;lT

i-Hie Author of " luidy Audle'
VEDNESDAY NEXT, inSvols

At all Libraries,

MILLY DAllEELL.

A ssooiation’
-CX F.NOINEERS ai

of
-.1 I’ltHI l o

WHO.—.vuiice;.—A AIEE’

"t'*
Surveyors, at present holding appoiiiti

'I'-M ^
Cor^ralioiis, Local Euards, and other sanitary authuwill he held at the Institution of Civil EnginecTs. Great 0 ." “trninster, at TWu p.nL on SATURDAY, FERRU

ii^for tlfediicuL?®
hLe PROPOSED ASSOCXAI

Hon.may^lX
C'-E. 12

, Dartioouth-s

Me. ARCHIBALD D. DAWNAY, OE
CONSULTl’cn x"o/-i r vwr-.. .. . 1

• •• cr.iv anu ocKvriiuK, 25
,
W.

ilIONS. DESIGNS, and ESTIMATES

GASWORKS, it'LEYBLLING i SURVEYING. ProleesionalAssietoucs generally.W ILLIAM READ, 437
,

Brixton-ro.ad,
GltAINER, MARBLEU. and DECORATIVE ARTIST.

-».s awanietl, 1851
,
ISua, 1870

execut"!
"'^'

”t
»• “-iJ Decorative tVor"

" ' ‘

at tlie Crystal Pai‘L"nMr uyrHlghdevd''statiom

PARTNERSHIP.—A GENTLEMAN, .a

‘hTie flrar*"^H
Cambridge, having se^eil his

-u.u puwiice in tnc country. Good references given and re.Address. E. T. W. Universities Club, 71
, Jennyn-street. Lw-- . - — ....-o ..nfiuyn-etreet, B. tv

.

pAETNEESHiP.-To ARCHTrEGTSlSd

mutual suitability,
(under cypher if iircl

street, E.U.

lid be willing to
irtnerahip in the

given.-

TO STONE AND MARBLE JI.tSONS,

PORTLAND 'CEilENT.—WANTED bv
_1_ a Gentleman thnroucrliTv —iv .v, , ..cnlleman thoroughly iiojuaintedfnv«viM IV- ...

,, house dealing in th
•Addresa, H. KIKSUllNEK, 24

,
i

SSllS=..,=2®
e of gas on the most iiioden

roughly undeio.,..,u manuiacti
sysmm. the working and setting of

,acquaint^ with the entire rntdiiuery of an Gunsiv^ <

aS«' vrhether man-led or staglcfull details aud parUculars aa to present aud past erigw^iienu' Tea'

GUJ NdkwicH.—NOTICE to ENGf-
-‘^BCHITECTS.-Any Person dthe API OINTMENT to the OFFICE of EN

INSPECTOR of NUI3ANCRS to
^ ’••guested to forward testimouUh

ilh particulars of age aud previ
1 Clerk. Ouildh.ill, N,

'n viciuAt, Uie 14th dav of PElili

nriM
Engineer, Sun eyor, and Insiwcior win coin

n^oV tV^Cn"r® 1

’“"''' Sanitary and Burials Boaid Imsi-

«nce with the inW?'w^“lS ioSnectrt“,^“Tngi^^^^^^^

and the necessary drawfil^o’’iud**^linat«' 'ir*'*"'®’*-
d^ption and to Like chlrge of the setVpm-'"--^^
Uke a*?! wii'il.'lf/::?'?..''

‘ho. to the 0;^n

KEBR. SURVEY-Ok
Cor[»ratlon of Nor«
qualification and coiiipetrticy.
occupation, addressed to the

»u?..,or. A.-ldliE S K»S“ 7r S‘ “ “’"'7

ii.™, 'E " ™.°' " “• w.'™ .™d. ta

Hackney CarrimL &n , ''i
“«kcU, Vrovisioni,

Stray Cattle, aud the Sui*rv-i,lo^fsueero’SiricUoii!‘‘‘”Th"‘''“®

Iiractice with the consent of the Exeentive Cominiiie!.®

&^id^r^w‘’H"re“75Mr'"m
fffovlcle. except u aleive mentioned, all aasi,u,l« m may l^®?^uiriS

„rHer°
Corporation, aud the several Committees thereof —Bv

auUdlAlI, Juiuwj- 23rd,
-- “KKDUAM. Town Cl.rlr,

A (^XFOED LOCAL BOAKD.—WANTED
.3p™?oT5:!Si';is.222K s.!Sl”SHe must lie thoroughly competent to superintend the fonnation and

y
repair of roads, and paving of streets ; to iirepare spedflcationi and
utim-ates mMsure up works, keep accounts in relation thereto, and

B.
All other duties usual in a Town Surveyor's Omce. Salary

3L per week. Also, an INSPECTOR of NUISANCES, to perforin

f '“5 In the bye-lttwa of the Boanl,
Salarj 30». per week. Cojiles of the bye-laws specially regulating the
Surioyorsaiid Inspector e duties, may lie had on application to thei_ Clerk. Both Lifflcere will beexpected todevolethelrwhole time to theservice of the Bo.ard, Appiicationsand teetiinontala for Iwth nimolnt.

11 ^ l""ta«. to the Clerk, en.lorwd " AppliJatiousicnl for Olilces, on or before WEDNESDAY', IHth FEBRUARY instant
P'REUERICK J. 3IORRELL, Clerk to the Board

No. la. St. Giles's, Oxford

- wanted, a FIGURE DRAUGHTS-
Iqe wi k

Stained Glass, by C.AJIJf, BROTHERS, Smath-

““
,

TO SURVEYORS.

ecu WANTED, an experienced LAND and
ais »Y BUILDING SURVEYOR.-Apply, by letter onlv to
TT, C'LARKE 4 BARRO-WS.SS, Csnnon.strea.BlnJfngham

\VANTED, in aBnildert Office, a .TUNIOE
V

' ' GLEEK. He must write a good h.aml, and 'accustomed toV. the general p.utine of Ilia offica First-class rvfereuces re.mired -
„n

-
'tS B'JSSf- 1=3 . OB- "1

TO ARCHITECTURAL ASSISTANTS. <>

\yANTED, in an Architect’s Office in— T T London, a ftrst-cUss ARCHITECTURAL ASSISTANT
Y «;'S7;l‘;,s?r.sKS.-S “LiteSS•0 the engagement would probably he a permanent one Ad'l«« J

e^ A^vl" 3o!To"uHo-,'Ea
2 - Houghton -

Y working foreman of PAINTERS
refer O

'"'ANJED. Must h.vve flllcl a slmil.ar eiluatioii. where ”
reference ciyii he juaile.— State age, qualifications, where employed ‘

_ K.fv. ,

i: WANTED, a THREE-BRANCH HAND, a

q oh 11
’>0 rt>'iufre'l to do the repairs3 . of sumll honw pro[.erty

; also, a M.VN, to Han? Paiair and -Whiten '»
CeilingB, by the piece.—.Address, 782

,
Office of "The Builder ' T

l,
wanted, a handy JOBBING MAN, to 4

’ IT =0 OEYERAI, RF.PA 1 K3 of .mall H„i„e pronettv car

* -y-y- TIMBER TRADE. jj

- \V •‘^^TED, n thorouulily competent M.-VN ^

s;ilss1SS“£‘“ 1
7 'TUNIOR f'LERK tVANTED, to .assist

generally with book-keeping and correspondence One from . 1
T

1 ,

1

il
TT'.STIMATING andMEASURING CLERK

“
fl

^‘'^-^^’TI•.D, by a London Building Firm, A thoroughlv com.
~

> ?!?oviou?eno.Tm®'‘,”''
’'^“‘"''.-A.IdrcsB, with partVeffiars of T

tKisi7.Tsrisis;r =' “'
\

1

TOERKS COUNTY ASYLUM, np.ar
-

-'If YVallingfonl.—WANTED, a good CARPENTER aud JOINER, "T
'

I wm K.TJ’.f’
Wbvh-wotk. fixing, and genc-ml jobbing. A preference V

siSS" c.“ n
r petent person.-LctterB of appliaation, containing a sUiement of age' V
, experience, and references, to be sent to the Medital Surerinlende.it' \

architect and SURVEA'‘OE.— “
5
^-^, ."'-^^TED, immcdialely. a JUNIOR ASSISTANT A fair

”* i'P“'K*il»e schools, country villas, measuring

A ^ required in the lh
Building Office on a large Estate. To a competent person theappiintmcnt m.ay be perinaneut

vox la.sou tno

^Ht wHrtr*b'‘'L'i'“ i* to j,5
.

‘ ‘
1*^

bookkeeping. Salary, If. 15b. per week.
, ,hApply byletWronly.iuhlresBedtoL. J. " Preset Reporter" Office '

^

.v.^'andreK-miM^®'
particulars os to last employment.

;

i -raTaa-x-r,Jv2d’**‘*^-'’'T'’ GUARDIANS.
; Vapprentice wanted to GLASS

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a'
Y » Bencra'. handy Man, who is well up in house repairs nrul WnJobbing work in general, as PLUMBER, FAINTER GI.a 7TFR

UP timi'lu'an^/u'^
generally UBcful.'wid flli iup tune in nnythiiig required in johbiug work. AVajea no obieot — *

Address, J. HsVRT, 4aA. GlouccsUr-place, Marvleboue-mad \W "YT
TO BUILDERS OR ARCHITECTS, ' IWANTED, EaMPLOYMENT as CLERK sue

» V or DRAUGHTSMAN for above. Five years with a laieBuilder, who has lately diexl. Acmaintetl with uriino
general builders' acenuuts. neat draual.tanmn, aud rnp'id “rac^ ul! nalso a knowledge of French. Aged 20 . S.slary to eminence "2s nUe \

*

week. -Address, DESCHAPPELLE?, 10 , Clough-l.ane. Lvim 1
V

TO ARCHITECTS AND 8URVE\-0RS HornWANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, as Junior
'' assistant, temporary or olherwide. Four veara' exreri

Budder
* «fe«nceii.-Ad.lress. No. 773 , OfllTTof •• The >

'

^ ' six

WajnteD, a SITUATION .IS .lAUciR
Address, J . 31 . Sout!i-ktrcet7 Bronii)tc>n7 g.%v.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.— AJOini/i-.tiB A.vil t-LUaiBEllS.
I

^ANTED, a SITUATION or JOB by .an

. Albaiiy-road, Cumherwell,

, „ TO SMITHS AND OTHERS’.WANTED, a SITUATION, a-s WORKING '

TO DECORATORS. BUILDERS, .AND OTHERS.

I, College-street, Fulham-

WANTED, .a .SITUATION, in a building

n/riL,. fers '.'iri.si.’S Si «-
tasuriiig up work, bookkcepii.^,

lon.^ See, Has been in buetnesa. Good tcslimouials and

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS
RE-ENG^iGEMENT, ns

TANTED,

1 . F. 28
,
Clayton-street, Caledon

RE-ENGAGEMENT iia
FORE.MAN. Well up lu setting 0
ihly imiotical aud energetic. First-
loyers.—Addro.sa, A. B. 5

,
Sussex-

_ TO ABCHITBlYS,
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,

' ’ CLERK of WORKS. Town or country. Will be diseilj

PANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T GENERAL or OUT-DOOR FORE.MAN, or entire Clinrce of

f {'”^'ti“l it’i'l o.xi,erience<l Man. Ciri-enter by t^ie.a good draugblsmaii^ measurer, and at setting out work. Test
!. X. Y, Z. Mr. Blshopp's, 16, (

A.NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, bv an
experienw,! GENERAL or OUT-DOOR FOREM.AN. Joiner

t-iu prepare drawings, details, sia-ciiioatlona
an titles, eetliimtc, and measure up works, keep prime-cost and
aci-ouiits. Has hvl five years' general inanagemeut Prise

n •n V®’ .

^Lderate salary. Good reference.—Address,
o. Jl. Jn.o<....ir,et, Oxford-stro— •>“•

AT/'ANTED, by a respectable youn" IM
Willi,

“

CARPENTER and JOIh
VV ijiing to assist m tho i.ttiro if .v.—i.is ro .... .

an.
JOINER,
preferred.

; -mry, N.

/VNTED, by a respectable yoiiiio- Man.
a SITUATION, as PLUMBER and GASFITTER. Can do

mzing, cantui-u his hand toquarryaiul avsh glazing,
generally useful. -

cea. T. SARGESON, 'Plumber. 4c. Y
TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND DECORATORS.

/ ANILD, by a Youn" Man, a first-class

,f ’'I'
-Address. PLUMBER.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
VUANTED, by ii yornia Man, a SITUA-
n’l: “-^^.a.-Add...,

-YNTED, by a yoiina Man, a SITUaV-
TION ns PLUMBER or THREE-IIRANCU HAND Ls aUlooc zlncwotker. Good references if retiulreiL-Addrees.

I ry,.,vi,i....a-,i Kensington Park, W.

,

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS,
IWANTED, by a young Man, a SITFA-

* T TION as IMPROVER to the PLUMBING, Been sevenyears In the trmle. C.iiiiitT-v ..IiI—oIa., .1 .1.1 — • . «-

-cct'. Chelsea.
ijectcil to,—Addre'

~
^
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

ANTED, by an energetic and practical
Man a SITUATION as FOREMAN or CLERK of WORKS>y traiie. Lnexceptiunnbloreferences,—.tddjcas. G V 6 Bv-

tcrrace. Sbepherd’s.lane.BrixIoD. ' ^

TO DECORATORS AND BUILDERS.

with a thorough knowledge uf eoneiFOREMAN or MANAGER tm a d,
hiiieiiL—FRANKS, 12 . Murtiui-slreet, I fO.S.W.

TO BUILDERS.
zlNTED, by an experienced Hand, a
SITUATION ns PLUMBER. GASFITTER and ZINC

ud new Work.—Address. T. 6, Thcobald-

SITUATION I

Well up too

-KTm‘1
^ BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS. Ac.

' '

V\/ ANTED, by a steady, industrious Man
Jlmitlinc 5t

®|T‘^-'-TI0X. to M'ORK a S-AIV-BENCH FRAME,
iigtoii. N.

arpeuer- . rcss, ,M. 1
, Uurdon-

xy dJi-aciaix r-ijU.uiiJ:.no, iso J 1. 1J£.U», AND OTHERS
ANTED, by a steady Man, a -JOB! or

r,.T..lant Pl«ee. a, PLUMBER, or Thrce-braoch Hand,
lowiior country.—Address, A. P, No 5
d. Bnxton-hill, Surrey,

-ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, on a
Portland Stone job (London District) as CLERK, toaasut theloremaji of works, by the Advertiser, who has t-end-nji- aii—i «

TO BUILDERS AND FOREMEN
^

ANTED, by a CAKPENTEE and
3\THa '’iQ2 '’„'‘!d 'fimn.

1*'- "PP-d’a'-ahip. a YF.AP. or

nSfil. T;.,',?.?, , Proi.».o Poll-Add„„,

ssrdr.»"7S\Shf*'‘?/o“2i^
Pin.t-da»refereuce6.-Adilress, W. D. Post-offlee, Camberwell-green;

wANTED, a BERTH, by a younir Man
ageil 21 . as CLERK, lo a Builder’s Office A carpenter by

Kiiigda-Ad lr«a.H*'''‘'
^“'‘''“.l'«f<=rreJ.-Addre«. flB. Pet-
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YOL. XXXI.—No. 1567.

Covent Garden

Mofflict.

PICTURE of fields

over whicli streets and

squares have since been

erected cannot fail to

strike the popular
imagination by the

change it discovers.

Wo see this change

continually occuiTing

in the outskirts of

great cities, but it

seems hard for us to

realise that tho centre

of Loudon was in the

same condition a few

centuries ago. Few
who go to buy fruits

or flowers at Covent

Garden Market think

that beforo the abo-

lislunent of conventual establishments by
Henry VIII. the place where they are walking was
occupied by tho garden and burial-ground of a

convent, although the name tells them that it was
so. In the grand distribution of ecclesiastical

spoils, Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset^

brother-in-law of Henry VIII., and afterwards

Protector of tho Realm in the reign of

Edward VI., obtained the land previously belong-

ing to tho Westminster monks as part of his

share. In the year 1552, however, when he was
beheaded, it reverted to tho Crown, and " a
patent []was] granted to John, Earl of Bedford,
of tho gifts of the Convent Garden, lying in the
parish of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, near Charing
Cross, with seven acres, called Long-acre, of the
yearly value of 61. 6s. 8d., parcel of the posses,

sions of the late Duke of Somerset, to have to
him and his heirs, resendng a tenure to the
king’s majesty in socage and not in capite”
(“Privy Council Records,” March, 1552). The
earl built liimself a timber mansion in the same
year on the site of Southampton-street, with a
garden that ran down to the Strand, and an
entrance from that thoroughfare, but the rest of
tho land he did not use. Covent Garden con-
tinued for some years to be an enclosure or

pasture, extending westward from “ the comune
high waye that leadeth from the Stronde to
St. Giles-in-the-fyeldes ” (now Drury, lane),
almost to the present St. Martin’s-lane. Queen
EUzabeth’s trusty Secretary of State, Sir William
Cecil, lived in a house on the north side of the
Strand, almost adjoining Bedford House, of the
presence of which we are reminded by Burleigh
and Exeter streets, the titles of himself and of his

sou. This mansion was originally built upon the
site of tlie parsonage-houso of St. Martin’s-iu-

the-fields by Sir Thomas Palmer, in the reign

of Edward VI. Adjoining his house Cecil had
an orchard, and in September, 1570, Francis,

Earl of Bedford, K.G., granted to him by a lease

of twenty-one years a portion of the pasture of

Covent Garden, which was next to his house, at

a rent of 5s. a year. This lease is printed in the
ArcliceoXoQioj (vol. xxx., p. 497), from which we
quote the description of the land:—“That the
said Earle of Bedforde, for the goodwyll he
beai-eth to the said Sr. Willm. Cecill, hath

demysed, grauntod, and to ferme letton, and by

these presentes dothe demyso, graunte, and to

ferme lett unto tho said Sr. Willm. Cecill, all that

his porcyon or percell of grounde lyenge in the east

ende, and being perccll ofthe enclosure or pasture

communely called Covent Garden, scituate in

Westm’, which porcyon the said Sr. Willm.

Cecill doeth and of late yeares hath occupied at

the Bufferaunce of the said Eiirle, and hath bene

and ys nowe dyvyeded from the rest of the said

enclosure called Covent Garden on the west syde

of the said porcyon or p’cell nowe demysed w‘'‘

certayne stulpes and rayles of wood, and is

fensed w’th a wall of muddo or earth on the

east next unto tho comune high waye that

leadeth from Stronde to St. Gyles-in-tho-fyeldes,

and on the west end towardes the south is fensed

w*'* tho orchardo wall of the said Sr. Willm-

Ceoyll, and on the south end w*’’ a certayne

fence wall of mudde or earthe, beinge therbye

devyeded from certayne gardens belonginge

to the inne called the Whyte Heart and

other tenementes scituate in the high streate

of Westm., oomuuly called the Stronde.” The

word “ stulp” used in this lease is now obsolete»

except in the county of Norfolk, and signifies a

low post or boundary.

We hear no more of Covent Garden until about

the year 1630, when another Earl of Bedford

began to clear away the old buildings that were

scattered over the ground, and to form the pre-

sent square, by building, from tho designs of

Inigo Jones, a church and piazza, in imitation of

the square at Leghorn. In H. Lestrange’s

“Annals of tho Reign of Charles I.” we find

this adventure mentioned, under the date 1632 :

—

“ The king having granted leave to the Earl of

Bedford to edify at pleasure upon the Convent

Garden, it being a very ample and spacious area

and content, the earl plied his design with such

celeidty and quick despatch, as he soon reared

such numerous rows of stately and ambitious

buildings as made old London envy the magnifi-

cence of her Bub-urbieary city.” A new fashion,

able quarter had been much required, and the

Earl of Bedford’s houses 'were soon let to those

members of the aristocracy who had no family

mansions in London. In 1634 the earl granted

a leaso of two houses in the Piazza to Sir Edmund
Vemey, Knight Marshal to Charles I., from

which wo learn that the colonnade was originally

termed the “Portico-walk,” and, therefore, that

the mistake of calling the arcades tho Piazzas,

was of later date. A covenant was made that

the earl should have free “ ingresse, egressc, and

regresse, into, out of, and from the sayd mes.^

suages, upon, by, over, and through the sayd

Portico-walko, and that he, together with other

his majesty’s subjects, may at all times walke

in, upon, and over the said Portico-walke, to and

fro, at his and their own will and pleasure.”

Also, “ that Sir Edmund Verney may expell,

put, or drive away out of tho said walke any

youth or other person whatsoever, which shall

eyther play or bo in the said Portico-walke, in

offence or disturbance to the said Sir Edmund
Vemey.” The annual rent was “ one hundred

and threescore ponndes,”—a large sum in those

days,—which shows that the neighbourhood was

in high repute. The inventory of fixtures is a

very full and curious document of some interest

in the history of building in England. It is

printed in the Archaologia (vol. xxxv., p. 197).

Hollar’s view of Covent Garden was taken

about tho year 1647, and represents a very

handsome square. It is taken from Russell-

street, looking straight at the church, and shows

the colonnade on the south-east side, which was
destroyed by the fire in the last century.

Through the columns we get a peep at the trees

and gardcn-w'all of Bedford House, on tho south

side of the square. The centre is inclosed by
open posts, and tho old gabled houses in Hen-
riotta and King streets are well shown up,

adding greatly to the general picturesque effect.

Tho market originated in a few temporary

stalls or sheds, which grew up under the shadow

of tho garden-wall of Bedford House. Tho
squatters who held these stalls seem to have been

recognised in 1656, as at that date the church-

wardens of tho parish mado payment as fol-

lows;—"21 March, 1656. Paid to tho painter

for painting tho benches and seates in the Market-

place.” Ten years later trees wore planted “in

the broad place ”
j
and in 1668 money was col-

leoted from the inhabitants towards the expense

of erecting a column in the centre of the square,

which had been inclosed with railings GO ft.

distant from the buildings. This column, with a
dial on the top, was taken down in June, 1790.

The various improvements made in the centre

area are noticed in R. Brome’s comedy, “ The

Weeding of Covenb Garden,” which was pub-

lished in 1658 :

—

“ Of Covent Garden, when he wrote his book,
Some teu years since, when it was grown with weeds

;

Not set as now it is with noble seeds.
Which makes tho Garden glorious.”

In 1671 the Earl of Bedford obtained a patent

for his market, and eight years afterwards it was

rated to the poor for the first time, when there

were twenty-threo salesmen, severally rated at

2s. and Is. Fireworks were exhibited in tho

centre of tho square in 1672, and again in 1690.

On the last occasion they were " perfoivned at tho

charge of tho gentry and other inhabitants of

the parish, for the joyful return of his Majesty

from his conquest in Ireland,” on September

10th, and were considered of enough importance

to have a print made to celebrate them. Accord,

ing to the parish books, tho expenses of this

entertainment were not very great, and tho

individual inhabitants need not have been much
out of pocket :—“ 1690, Sept. 23, Paid to Ml-.

Brown, for 200 of ffagots and 30 bmslies for

bonefire for the parisli, 11. 12s. 6d. Sept,

25tl], Mr. Stokes, for a barrell of ale for tho

bonefire, IZ. Given to the watchmen to driucko

att the king’s retm*ne from Ireland, 2s. 6d.

1691. Given to Stokes and y® watchmen to

drincke at the bonefire and fireworks, lOs.”

Tho crowds who attended these jollifications

seem to have injured tho enclosure, so that it

was necessary to employ men to repaii- it :

—

"Oct. 12. Pd. tho labourers and carters for

4 dayes worke, in laying and spreading tho

gravel], 11. 68.”

About this date Covent Garden was a favourite

rendezvous of the fast men of the day. In
ShadweU’Bplay of “The Scowrei*s” (1691), onoef

tho characters says, "Why, I knew the Hectors,

and beforethem the Tityre Tu’s. They were bravo

fellows indeed. In those day's a man could nob

go from tho Rose Tavern to tho Piazza once, but

he must venture his life twice.” There is an old

print of Covent Garden of this time, which

shows Young Ramble and his drunken com-

panions raising a riot. On it are tho following

verses;

—

“ Young Ramble, without wit or dread,
Does now a drunken party bead :

They aalJy forth, aud scour tbo street.

And play the Devil with all they meet j

Swagger and swear, and riots make.
And windows, lamps, and lantliorns break;
Make all that dare oppose them fly,

Aud midnight magistrates defy.
Oomiscliief bent, there's not a man
Among them but does all he can :

Streets, alleys, lanes, a hundred pass'd,
To Covent Ciurdcn come at last.

There we present 'em to your sight,

And show their madness in its height.

See Ramble, though he risks his liib,

Will from the husband force the wife

;

As rudely his companions treat

All that in petticoats they meet

:

Tho women struggle, scream, and scratch,
I-ond swear the men :—In come the watch.
Alarm’d by the outrageous noise,

And fall upon tho roaring boys.
Uplifted staves, drawn swords oppose,
And stabs are well repaid with blows.”

In 1704 Bedford House was pulled down, and
the market, which had up to this date crouched

beneath the shadow of its wall, was pushed into

the centre of the square, Strype describes the

look of the place about this time as follows :

—

“ The south side of Covent Garden-square lieth
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open to Bedford-garden, wiero there ia a amall
grotto of trecB, most pleasant in the summer
season; and on tliis side there is kept a market
for fruits, herbs, roots, and flowers, every
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, which is

grown to a considerable account, and well
served with choice goods, which makes it much
resorted unto.” The market continued to
prosper, and tlie sheds were gradually enlarged,
and upper stories were added to them. This
growth was watched with dislike by the vestry
of the parish, who addressed a memorial, in
1748, to the Duke of Bedford, complaining that
bakers, cooks, and retailers of gin lived in the
added apartments, ” to the injury and prejudice
of the fair trader; ” and further, that the value
of hoQse.property in the neighbourhood was
reduced by the growth of the market

;
but

apparently the complaints were disregarded.
The place continued to deserve its ill name, as
the resort of disorderly characters. Shenstone,
writing in 1744, tells his friend Jago, that in the
Piazza large bodies of pickpockets “attack
whole parties, so that the danger of coming out
of the play-houses ia of some weight in the
opposite scale when I am di8i)osed to go to them
ofteiier than I ought.” There is a print, “in.
vented and engraved by L. P. Boitard,” of
“The Covent Garden Morning Frolick, Oct. 9tb,
1747,” in which are figured some of the notorious
characters of the day. The principal group
consists of a drunken woman asleep in a sedan-
chair, with a roaring man on the top of it. The
woman was Bet Careless, and the man mad
Captain Montague, a well-knowm noisy bully of
tho day. In front of the sedan is a little

fellow cariyiug a hurdy-gurdy. This was
little Casey, an extremely ugly and vicious
blackguard, whose home was the dunghill.
Montague and others of his set encouraged
this shoe-and-stockingless link.boy, on account
of his low wit. These noisy people found
accommodation at the low publichouscs of tho
neighbourhood which were kept open all night.
One of these was Tom King’s Coffeo-houso, a
mere shed beneath the portico of St. Paul’s
Church, but made famous by its introduction
into Hogarth’s print of “ Morning.” Another
was Carpenter’s Coffee-house, originally the
Queen’s Head, but more generally known as the
“ Finish,” one of tho market sheds on the
east side of the square, nearly opposite the
“ Humnmms.” Hed Shuter, the comedian, at
one time a livery servant to Lampe, the com-
poser, of Covent Garden Theatre, was pot-boy
here. The presiding genius of the place, was
one Jack Tetherington, a queer character, de-
picted in one of Deighton’s caricatures as a
“Deep-un.” As most of these night-houses were
frequented by those who had taken more liquor
than was good for them, they were the scenes of
frequent quarrels. One of the standing rules of
the “ Finish” was, that if any young man un-
acquainted with the place appeared in a cocked
hat some regular customer of the house should
force him into a quarrel. An amusing scene in
which John Kemble figured, is related by John
Adolphus (Hecollections, p.88). Thegreat actor,
tipsy but majestic as ever, marched into the
tavern, and attempted to lead the conversation,
but at last, highly indignant at the little con.
sideration with which he was treated, he swept
with one tragic sweep of his arm all the glasses of
liquor off the tray that the landlady was bringing
into the room for her guests. By this perform-
ance he severely cut his hands, and some friends
immediately put him into a heickney coach, and
sent him home.

In 1829 the sheds were all cleared away, and
the site for tho new market was prepared. The
new building was erected in 1830, from the
designs of the late Mr. Charles Fowler, at the
expense of the Duke of Bedford. The market
gained its great fame while it was excessively
ngly, and the old sheds were as much frequented
as the new building. The chief feature of the
new market-house is the centre avenue, which
became popular at once. Lately the holders of
stalls have loudly complained of their unprotected
condition, and the landlord has been asked to
place a covering over them to prevent some of
the inconveniences of our changeable climate.
This demand he is supposed to have refKScd, and,
in consequence, the complainants have threatened
to leave in a body, and remove to Farringdon
Market. Doubtless the present market, althongh
it is a great improvement on the miserable sheds
of the eai-ly part of the century, is much behind
in grandeur and convenience what a market of
such fame, and the chief market moreover of
London, should be. Country towns have now

handsome market-houses, and we might fairly
look to the Duke of Bedford, who receives so
large an income from Covent Garden Market, to
make it worthy alike of its fame and of our great
city.

FLUES AND CHIMNEY STACKS.
The visitor who arrives in London by either

of the railways that lead from a port in the
Channel is presented with a spectacle to which
no other European capital that we can at tho
moment call to mind furnishes a parallel. If he
is a habitual denizen of the metropolis, or a
man whose thoughts are too actively engaged to
allow of his eyes distracting their course, he
will pass it without remark. If he be a foreigner,

a stranger, an intelligent child, or a person
tormented with an inquiring disposition, he will

be struck with the vast array of helpless ugli-

nesses that stand out above the roofs of the
houses. On every side, as far as he can see from
the lofty viaduct over which he whirls, stretches
a forest of abominable forms. No weather-beaten
and gnarled thorn-bushes, no pollard willows,
no knotted oaks, form so fantastic a group. No
storm-driven vessel holds out such intelligible

signals of distress. Nowhere is it written in

such large letters, “ Wanted, an intelligent
supervisor.”

We speak, of course, of those complex and
varied abominations the chimney-pots. Pots,
indeed, is a complimentary term. Iron and zinc,

brick and terra-cotta, are all pressed into the
service. It is enjoined by the religious law of
the Jews that if, during the long-continued exits
from Palestine, they build houses for residence
in any other laud, they shall leave a portion of
the edifice incomplete, in memory of the desola-
tion of the Temple and Holy City. Not a house
is to bo seen (for example, from the South-
Eastern Railway) which would not fully carry
out this injunction. In fact, the chimney
appears always to be left in the state of a rudi-
mentary stump, on which smoke-doctors of all

grades set forth their wares for display. At
times the builder is also a smoke-doctor. Then
you see the little brick stump twisted into nn-
comfortable zigzags. But none the less are
these zigzags crowned each with its special pot,
or cowl, or smoke-ladder, or abomination of some
kind. And one very remarkable feature of the
case is that never,—as a rule with few oxcep-
tions,— is there any unity, or even harmony, in
tho terminals of tho same house. Every chimney,
and every flue in each chimney-stack, has almost
invariably its special pot, unlike that which
adorns its neighbour, as if it were a necessary
means of asserting the individualities of the
flue.

This was not always the case in England. We
have, in those country localities which have as
yet escaped the improvement of modem times,
many an example of a chimney which combines
the two requisites of utility and of beauty

—

which are at once striking, and even noble, archi-
tectural features, and perfect appliauces for
thorough warming and ventilation. Great care
was bestowed, not more than 200 years ago, on
this important feature of the domestic architec-
ture of a cold and variable climate. Bricks were
moulded on purpose to build architecturally,
designed chimneys. Fret-work, or spiral-work,
or lozenge-work, deftly executed in well-cut or
well-moulded brick, adorns groups of lofty turrets
that, high above the tufted trees, denote the
locality of the old hall. There is a fine instance
at Chenies, Bucks, the site of tho mortuary
chapel of the Dukes of Bedford. An old house,
once forming a quadrangle, has now sunk into a
modest abode for tho Duke’s steward, with a
wing tenanted by cotters. But the long row
of chimneys, each standing on a base of its

own, and forming so many bold projections
from the line of tho building, each of the size of
a moderate apartment, rise into a pictorial
feature that tells of the stately dignity, no leas
than of the well-considered comfort, that were
studied by tho architect of the “old house” in
Tudor times.

It seems to be the case that it is to the great
storm of 1705 that we owe very much of this
unfortunate decadence in our domestic architec-
ture. We have been visited during the present
Viunter with storms of unusual fury. To say
nothing, here, as to the effect of rain, that of
wind has been most formidable. Trees of many
centuries’ growth have been tom from the
earth, upheaving a very mountain of earth with
their roots, or tom or twisted branch from
branch. In Marlborough Forest alone ninety

trees have thus perished. It is not the patriarchs ^

of the forest alone that have suffered. The most .

remarkable proof of the fury and also of the :

cyclonic character of tho storms that we have •

noticed, was in the case of a perfectly sound
and healthy young holly-tree, a standard in a
hedge, that had its head positively wrung off by •

the wind. But, while slates have flown too <

thickly to bo pleasant, we have not heard much
of the fall of chimney-stacks. Few have been
left to fall.

When we examine what was the form of the
chimney-stack in some of those yet remaining '

noble country-houses that were built round a
central court, we shall the better understand
how it has occurred that we have fallen into the

!

unfortunate habit of building our houses, as .

regards the smoke-flues, inside out, and of thus
wasting both fuel and other possible advantages. '

Early English houses differ from those in
!

Italy, among other things, by tho special
character of the chimney. The first step from
the simple plan of having louvres in the roof for

I

the escape of smoke rising from an open fire, was
;

to build a stack, or tube, of fireproof materials,
I

under which tho fire should be lighted, and
'

through which the smoke should readily escape,
|

without entering the room. At the present day
|

wo may see the invention in this, its simplest
|

form. Around the fringes of land taken for con- ^

version into railways, by each deep cutting or i

lengthened tunnel, few Englishmen can have
!

failed to obsei-ve the upspringing of a colony of
|

labonrers. Shealings of turf, or shanties of slabs, 1

give snug shelter to many a bai'dy “navvy,”— I

the one stmctural feature of the building being, I

almost invariably, a brick chimney. In a '

structure of a little higher pretence, the smith’s
shop, which is an essential feature of these
nomadic villages, the same feature is prominent.
Tho shop itself is usually of tho most flimsy aud
temporary description. The roof may be sheet
iron, slate, or even painted canvas. The sides
are the roughest and thinnest slabs, put together
with a slight overlap. But the hearth, forge,

and chimney are of brick, and give a permanent
air to the slight shedwork which surrounds them.
We have a good illustration of the antiquity of
building of this mixed sort, in tho fact that the
turbary rights, in the New Forest, are attached
to chimneys of not less than sixty years old,—

a

provision that seems to carry back the evidence
of the antiquity of this mode of building to the
time of William Rufus himself.

As wood became less and less employed for
the material of English houses, the use dying
out with the discontinuance of projecting stories,

and of tho picturesque timber mansions yet to
bo seen in many of our western counties, the
chimney still maintained its original independ-
ence. It formed a main feature, or group of
features, of the house, both in plan and eleva-
tion. It was, originally, a square chamber, at
the side or end of the main hall and principal
apartments, in which tho fire was kindled on
dogs, from which heat radiated to the larger
room, and in tho sides and comers of which a
sniig evening might be passed on the benches
which lined the wall. High up towered the
stack, ending in an ornamental tube of brick,
and so raised as always to insure a sufficient

draught. In fact, the whole structure was a
tower to some extent independent of the walls
of the house.

As architecture sank, economy became more
dominant than tho decent pride which our
ancestors took in rearing their abodes, and
sea-coal more and more extensively supplied
the place of wood for fuel, the chimney shrank
from its normal form of an independent stack
into the miserable little square flues which
are practised in the outer walls of our rows of

houses. But, while shrivelled to an atrophy, tho
smoke-tube still unfortunately maintained that
position, with reference to the plan of the house
for which there was a good reason in the case of
the old chimney-stacks. The English, of all

people in the world, like to go step by step.

When an improvement, or at all events an
alteration, is effected, it is not our habit to sit

down and consider what other alterations ought
to accompany it. It thus not unfrequently
occurs that positive improvements, introduced
without due consideration of all their bearings,

involve such counterbalancing disadvantages as

to do more harm than good, and either to canse
a step backwards in civilisation, or to be, after a
short time, thrown aside, from no inherent
fault.

Thus, with coal-fires and close grates a smaller
chimney became both possible and convenient.
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That being the case, the proper thing would have
been to study the chimney de novo, to investigate

the proper size, height, and position of the venti-

lating apparatus of the new fuel. Nothing of

this kind seems to have been done. The historic

chimney was allowed to dwindle into a vertical

channel too weak to bear its own weight, or to

resist the wind for more than a few feet or

inches above the shelling roof. It was still left

in the outer wall, when its transference to the

inside of the building would have been attended
by great advantages. And thus, wliile doing the
utmost possible to rob the house of the heat
generated by the combustion of a given quan-
tity of coal, it rarely succeeded in averting the
nuisance of at least occasional smoke.
To this very day the scientific study, and con.

sequent final determination, of the beat form of

stove, chimney, and general ventilation for a
dwelling-house of any given size, is an unat-
tempted problem. Some architects attain credit

and success by retracing their steps as far as
possible towards the Tudor chimney. But with
the great majority of builders the chimney is one
of those unknown and confusing forces the opera-
tion of which they fail to predict, as is usually

proved by the fantastic variety of cowl, chimney-
pot, or tail-boy, that does anything but adorn
the sky-line of a house.

It is the more necessary that this question
should receive that degree of attention which
should remove it from the dominion of the rule

of thumb, and bring it under that of definite ar-

chiteotural practice, from the fact that there are,

on the one hand, great facilities now placed at

the service of the builder which were unknown a
quarter of a century ago, and, on the other hand,
some of the appliances of our increased luxury
are subject to derangements which nob only for

a time destroy comfort, but often permanently
injure health, or even terminate life.

In fact, it must be considered to be nothing
short of barbarous to regard, in designing a house,
the smoke-ilues as mere unimportant issues for

the smoko of a given number of fireplaces, and
nothing more. Ventilation must, in any archi-

tecture worthy of the name, bo considered as a
domestic requisite of as much importance as ilia-

miiiation itself. Connected with ventilation, or
the arrangements for the admission of oxygenated
air, whether cold or warm, to the apartments,
together with the withdrawal of the air that has
become vitiated, either by respiration, by com-
bustion, or by the result of any vital or domestic
process, is the important question of water-
supply.

We have little doubt, from various distinct

reasons, which it would be easy to adduce, that

the entire separation from the dwelling-house of

every kind of office, is the most sanitary arrange-

ment possible. Such was the case in the time of

the blooming beauties whom Reynolds and
Romney loved to paint. The most delicate

woman would be compelled to face the frosty

air, in the old-fashioned arrangements of the
country mansion, to the great advantage of her
constitution. That has now become rare any.
where, and impossible in towns. We are not
proposing to revert to a state of things that
has become impracticable although we cannot
but intimately connect increased luxury with
diminished health. But now that water, led

on through pipes, has become an integral part
of our domestic economy, at all events in towns,
it is no small disgrace to us that the arrange-
ment of these pipes is invariably that which is

most certain to bring work to the plumber.
The rueful effects of the thaw which succeeds
the first sharp frost of a winter seem, year after

year, as if they resulted from the operation of

some natural and unavoidable law, instead of

from our own slovenly neglect. We know that,

when the wind is in the north, in certain months,
the temperature sinks below freezing point. We
know that pipes containing water are burst by
frostj aud yet we contentedly build, year after
year, acres of cisterns fed and connected by
miles of pipes, as if frost and burst-pipes were
things utterly unknown in England.

Certain precautions might greatly diminish, if

not altogether obviate, much of this recurrent

disaster, discomfort, and danger. A certain

amount of additional outlay, if rendered im-
perative in the building of every house, would
be repaid over and over again by the avoidance
of pecuniaj'y cost to the occupant, to say nothing
of the avoidance of a cost not to be estimated
in money. We may venture to indicate some of

the leading principles which no builder ought to

neglect.

In the first place, in every house, from the

cottage to the palace, the chimney stack or

stacks should form a distinct feature of the plan,

being one or more hollow towers rising direct

from the level of the foundations. There can
be no objection to their being so bonded with the
walls of the house as to save unnecessary brick-

work, but they must bo channels complete in

themselves, aud mast contain no timber passing
through their walls

;
and the position of these

ventilating towers should, as a rule, be within

and not without the house, so as to economise
heat.

To every fireplace should bo attached a sepa-
rate smoke-tube, which will be best when it is

an earthenware pipe, properly fitted and jointed,

and led from the stove to the top of the

chimney within the stack, and with no con-

nexion with any other smoke-tube. The proper
diameter and minimum length for these smoke-
tubes should be decided by experiment, and
reduced to a tabular form, as a definite part of

architectural theory.

To every fireplace should bo provided a
communication, on the level of the floor, with
the outer air, — thus ensuring a feed-blast

for the fire. It Avill be convenient to attach

a damper or shutter to this aperture. In houses
of any magnitude, the upcast air may be
directed imder the floors, to corridors or other
spots fit for the admission of aventilating draught.
The waste heat of the kitchen fire, passing into

the air-stack at a low level, may thus bo made
available for warming and ventilating the whole
house. The details will depend on the circum-
stances of the building, but the principle should
ahvays be kept in view. Ventilating tubes, or

openings from near the ceiling of the apartments,
may also form a valuable part of the same
system.

All gas-pipes, bell-wires, speaking-tubes, or

electric wires may be readily carried from floor

to floor through the air-stacks.

The pipes supplying water to the cisterns
should also be brought throngh the air-stacks,

care being taken, wherever the system of water-
supply is at all complicated, to form such cou-
nexioDS as shall insure a circulation of water
below the freezing-point. The hot-water appa-
ratus, warmed by the kitchen fire, aud supplying
baths on the bedroom-floor, which is now much
employed, ought in the same way to be con-

nected with the air-stack. Of course, proper
arches should bo turned at the bottom of the
stack, and where the pipes are led out, closed
with a slate or stone slab, so as to give access in

case of need.

The details of such a plan as the above are
for the decision of individual architects

; but as
to the importance of the principle, as regards
health, comfort, saving of expense, and absence
of annoyance, there can, we think, be no doubt.
In our present state of civilisation, with the
horror entertained by many people of draughts,
and with the improved and almost air-tight
closing of doors and windows, that is effected by
the employment of seasoned wood and good
workmanship, it has become absolutely neces-
sary to provide for efficient ventilation. The
air-passages and water-conduits that are required
for oxu: present mode of life can no more be
neglected or omitted with safety than the respi-

ratory and circulating channels of the animal
frame can be injured with impunity. There is

something more than mere analogy between the
two systems. The home of the body must be
cared for as a protection for that which is the
home of the soul, and it is only by foresight that
this can be done. A small extra outlay, in the
first instance, wisely directed to meet the
inevitable demands for air, fire, and water, will

be repaid by the durability, as well as by the
healthy and comfortable character of the build-

ing
;
nor can there be any doubt that, wlien the

system once receives the attention which it

x'equii'es, the demand for properly-ventilated
and chimneyed houses will be such as to leave
those in which these requirements are neglected
the last to find tenants or purchasers.

Increase of Salary to Surveyor of St.
George the Martyr’s Vestry.—The local Koads
Committee recommended that from and after

January 25th the salary ofthe surveyor be paid at

the rate of 250i. per annum. The chairman, in

moving its adoption, said that with the amount
of work done, and the way in which it had been
carried out, he certainly thought they would not

be doing wrong in making the proi)osed increase.

The motion was unauimously carried.

EXCAVATION OF THE ROilAN FORUM.
Ever since, at the beginning of this century,

the antiquarian interest in the remains of ancient

Rome first awoke to any great extent, the

different Governments of the day have con-

sidered it a moral obligation to assist more or

less the work of excavation. The present

Government has granted an annual subvention

of 100,000 francs, and splendid results have
crowned the work under the direction of Signor

Rosa. No part of the old city has occupied
more attention and labour than the Forum,
formerly the busiest, now the quietest, part

within the walls. What was in classic times the

proudest quarter of the metropolis, the present

century found a pasturage for cattle and the

undisputed playground of Roman children. The
French Government of that time first began to
lay bare those remains of architecture on the
slopes of the Capitolino Hill, which had stood in
direct connexion with the Forum, and which
surrounded the latter part of the “Via Sacra”
leading from the Forum to the Temple of the
Capitoline Jupiter. Nothing could then be done
for the e.xcavation of the Forum, and it was left

to the generosity and antiquarian interest of a
highly-cultivated Englishwoman, the Duchess of
Somerset, to establish the meaning of that
column, standing singly like a riddle, erected in

honour of Phocas, as the inscription proved. On
this occasion, those large regular tufa slabs were
met with which form the pavement of the

Forum, while the neighbouring streets are paved
with polygonal basalt blocks. Along the edge
of tho travertine pavement, which was three
steps higher than the roadway, compact blocks

of masonry, jjartly well preserved, were found,
which seem to have served as bases for columns
or statues. If the explorations had at that time
been continued, it would have been popsible then,

to establish what we now know, that this row of

bases formed tho southern limit of the Forum.
As the excavation of the single coluinu had led

to such remarkable results, tho Papal Govern,
inent resolved to continue explorations near tho
three marble columns, the architraves of which
were partly preserved, visible in tho direction of
the Palatine. Without ‘’inoch trouble it was
established that they belonged to a temple, since

proved to have been dedicated to Castor aud
Pollux ; the greater part of tlie stairs was also

laid bare, which led from the hall of tho Temple
to the street. But the considerable sums spent
by the Papal authorities, especially in 1829 and
1830, for the conservation and laying open of

antique buildings,—for instance, of the Colos-

seum,—contributed little towards the excavation
of the Forum, though all the different Governments
which Rome has seen since the beginning of this

century willingly contributed to the attainment
of that object. Even the Republican interregnum
of 1848 at least prepared a decree ordering the
complete excavation of the Forum. But no
former Government finished the work, an essen-
tial step forward in this direction being only
lately made under the pi’esent Government. The
much-disputed question of the area of the Roman
Forum, of which no classic writer gives clear

indication, has at last been brought a step nearer
its solution. The length of the south side, from
which that of tho other probably differs very
little, is, according to Canina, about 95 metres.
Although tho length of the Forum is thus
approximately fixed, this cannot be said of its

breadth, and considerable difficulties will have
to be overcome before the whole area is laid bare.

The works have not up till now come into con-
flict with the traffic of the modern city

j
on the

western side alone a small part being covered
by a street. A difficulty arises as to the northern
limit of tho Forum. This crosses under a ver7
much frequented street, not easily to be diverted.
It loads, as proved by passages from classic writers,

as well as by modern inquiries, in a straight liue

from the Arch of Septimius Severus, in the direc-
tion of the Temple of Faustina, opposite the
Temple ofCastor, aud was formed by tho same “Via
Sacra,” one end of which we met with already at
the Capitoline Hill. One part of this road, re-

cognisable by its basalt pavement, is seen under
the arch itself. It was brought to light before
near the Temple of Faustina, and its existence,
about midway, in a straight direction, has also
been established. Everything, therefore, points
to the conclusion that the limits of the Forum
are formed by a lino which, beginning at the
left wing of tho Arch of Septimius, extends as
fur as the comer of the Column of Phocas, turns
here to the east, and, skirting the basements,
reaches the comer which lies opposite to the
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steps of the Temple of Castor and Pollux
;
then,

touching tho street lately laid open, leads at a
right angle to tho “Via Sacra," which latter
reaches tho bogiuniug of the boundary-line
again at Septimius’s Arch. It is a little space
which is enclosed by these lines. According to
measurements the Forum is 63 metres broad on
its western side. This would gire, therefore an
area of 5,0S5 square metres if tho space were
everywhere rectangular} but this is not the
case,—the longer sides converge towards the
oast, and we may therefore take the area of the
Forum as about 5,000 square m&tres. It will be
asked, how is it possible that such a small place
sufficed for the Eoman people ? In answering
this, we must take into consideration that the
place was selected and formed at a time when
tho later greatness of the city was never thought
of, and when it was found, already in tho last

century before the Christian era, that it was
becoming too small for all the business transacted
there

;
commerce, and after that the juridical part

of the Eoman public life, were moved from it.

In the place of private houses, those basilicto
wore erected, of which one, the Julian Basilica,
built by Cmsar, extending along the whole length
of tho Forum, has been laid open. Tho works
in tho Forum are progressing steadily, though
with a more limited supply of labour thau last

winter. About one-third of the whole mass of
earth, accumulated during centuries, and from
7 miitres to 12 metres thick, has been removed.
Much has been accomplished, but more remains
to be done. The harvest of sculptures, as well
as of important inscriptions, has been inconsider-
able. This was to bo e.xpected; for no other
part of the old city has been soopen to explorers,
and none has been so often rummaged as this.

In September of last year, however, a valuable
find, to which we have already alluded, was
made. This is the now well-known marble has.
reliefs, found near the corner where rises a
Middle-Age tower. At two different portions of
this tower, to which they appear to have served
ai supports, hidden by other materials, is now
disclosed a row of portions of wall, occupying
from 12 metres to 15 miitros, decked on both
sides with costly sculptures, which have appa-
rently served for the decoration of the rostrum.
The reliefs would display to the eyes of the
people standing below an historically-arranged
series of notable events having relation to the
Forum. The position in which they have been
found opens a fresh Geld to topographical con-
jecture and inquiry} whilst the reliefs them-
selves are of tho greatest importance, not only
on account of their historical import, but on
account of the brilliant quality of their execu-
tion, which appears to belong to the last bright
epoch of Greek art in Eome. Tho reliefs are
to bo exhibited at the forthcoming Vienna
Exhibition.

In connexion with this subject may be men-
tioned, that within the last few days a tomb, of
very beautiful architecture, has been discovered
.at the Villa Casalli, near tho Appian Way. It
consists of three chambers containing four
coffins, of white marble, decorated with sculp,
rures. Tho latter represent, in relief, the Muses,
Bacchus, and Ariadne

j a hunt of wild beasts
and the door of a sepulchre. It is assumed that
one of the Muses, whose head is decorated with
llowers, represents one of the deceased persons
whoso remains are here entombed. The sepulchre
bears the inscription, '-TITVS OLIVS NIKE-
PliOEVS." The letters, the style of the sculp-
tures, and other details, place the tomb in the
time of Septimius Severua. The hair of one of
the female figures is arranged in tho characte-
viatic fashion of Julia Mammma, in the form of a
diadem, with high forehead.

"ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS IN
COMMON USE."

Under this title Mr. E. T. Owen is reading
some papers to the Architectural Association of
Ireland. In tho course of the first, tho reader
said tho use of iron, however manufactured, has
of late years taken a prominent place in many
buildings, and of course is admitted to be a most
important material, and is perhaps destined to
become still more important in future archi-
tectural works

}
but I at present do not believe

that, as a purely architectural material, it has
been fairly dealt with. But, like many other
useful things, it can and does help the architect
and builder over many important difficulties,

which might otherwise cost a little more money.
But in really good architecture, whether costly

or otherwise, there are certain, situations and
conditions in and under which it should not be
admitted. I know a building (not in Ireland, by
the way) the construction of which will be suffi-

cient to serve as an illustration of the use, and
also of tho abuse, of that material. lu tho
building alluded to there are four stories, exclu-
sive of the ground story, which is a lofty one,
resting on an iron girder, supported in its turn
by a series of thin metal columns

;
and the space

beneath is equal to fully one-half of the whole
ground floor, and this covered space is used by
large numbers of persons every dayj and what I
think objectionable is this,—to say nothing of
the general construction,—that these columns,
girders, &c., are all carefully concealed, and
boxed up in such a way that no possibility is

afforded of getting at them, should any con-
tingency arise requiring their examination, with,
out considerable and unnecessary expense } for
they are made to assume, by dint of bracketings,
boxings, and any amount of plaster, &c., the pro.
portions and external appearance of an elaborate
and full-blown order in one of the richest of the
Classic styles, so as to have quite a presentable
appearance. Now, I will not only venture to say
tliat this mode of treating materials is not to be
recommended, being anything but true archi-
tecture. But I will go further, and say that it

is to bepositively avoided as dangerous, although
the danger may appear remote

;
and I fancy

that, did the human beings frequenting that
building know anything of construction, and
happen to think of the Chicago or any of
tho great fires of late years, their placid on-
durance of such things would come to an end.
It is the arcliitect’s duty, as best he may, to
disabuse the public miud of its tendency to ob-
tain too much of him, under the mistaken idea of
economy.

Similar objections might justly be raised with
regard to street architecture, so called, in our
large cities, where wo see story after story piled
ono over another, apparently in “mid-air”}
but we, tho o-xperta in such matters, know better ;

for wo have observed that they are carried upon
refined and sometimes very elegant castings,
like bamboo canes, placed a little to the rear of
the glass or other equally fragile front. Now,
all that business and common sense require can
bo obtained without thiS} and being architec-
turally bad and dangerous into the bargain, we
should set our faces against such temptations,
without fear, even although we know it to be
possible that Mr. So-and-so will get his builder
to do what his architect would not (I mean no
offence to the builders, though).

If, however, cases should arise in which such
a mode of construction is resorted to under
special circumstances, when, heavy masses may
have to be carried over space, in no instance
should the iron beams or other medium of
support bo 80 situated as to be concealed or
difficult of access

;
but I would recommeud as

preferable, in the majority of cases, the retaining
of the unmistakable, though somewhat anti-
quated, brick or stone vault, arch and pier,
without forgetting the old and honest timber,
work, whether in the roof, truss, framed parti-
tion, or simple beam, as things less likely at
times to overwhelm us with sudden destruction,

• than some of their more modern competitors,
which after all give one the idea of clever archi-
tectnral gymnastics,—a mountebank on stilts,

looking very extraordinary, but at the same time
showing a rather undesirable method of progres-
sion. In a former paper, it was my intention
to go into the subject of roof construction,
bnt time, then as now, would not admit of my
devoting sufficient care to that important
requirement of almost every kind of building,
because drawings of each kind ought to illustrate

such a paper
j but I will endeavour to give a

bint or two, if you will accept it as such, for
consideration. I suppose I may imagine that
we have done with the vault or dome, in old-

fashioned materials at least, for all future time,
and that we must confine ourselves to timber,
iron, &o., and perhaps concrete. Now, I think a
great respect should be given to timber, because
ideas iu that material are not even yet ex.
hausted. The ugly, but serviceable and common
tie-beam—whether king, qneen, or a combination
of both—is familiar to each of us, as is also the
haramer-beam, and the varied forms foimd iu
old works, in many of which the effort to get rid

of the horizontal beam without waste of material
is evident. Now, whilst respecting all, whether
ancient or modern, for the useful suggescions
they may contain, we should try to make intel.

comparative waut of it which the various kinds
present, by studying tho circumstances which
appear to govern each particular case, rejecting
what is not now necessary either in quantity or
quality of materials, or the principle of con-
struction adopted, provided always that we are
quite sure that tho conditions by which we may
be governed are so far in advance that we can
honestly lay claim to better things. A very flat-

pitched roof requires very different treatment to
a steep one, yet you will sometimes see that the
latter has equally heavy timbers to the former,
which is unnecessary, the spans being supposed
to be the same,—the transverse strain being so
much greater in the one case thau the other.
Both kinds have their legitimate place, but I can
see no good reason for the unwholesome fear of
showing the outside of a good high-pitched roof,
provided it keeps out the weather better than
the flat one—at least, in this country,—and you
make the interior of it to some extent avail-
able, which can almost always be done.
Neither should architects, I think, bo so very
much afraid of varying the angle of the pitch
of roofs in the same building for the sake
of symmetry only, when leading conditions
point out that it would be an advantage to
have it otherwise. At tho same time, liberty
must not become licence, irrespective of sound
and lasting construction

; and we must therefore
endure a certain restraint in the consideration
of the proper points of bearing, thrust, and sup-
port. Tho abominably ugly and wasteful roofs
put up of late years, are a disgrace to the gene-
ration, and especially so as tho same amount of
material and labour would, if properly used, have
made them fitting and pleasing accessories to
the general composition of which they form a
part

J
but I suppose that in the “ good old times ”

the architect was partly his own builder, and in
some cases quite his own client, and that stocks
and shares, and everything except pions coutri.
buttons to the good work, were then unknown.
Concrete and similar compositions may tend
somewhat to modify the more ordinary and un-
pretending class of buildings, and perhaps take a
more important place thau it now does, in an ar-
chitectural sense

;
but it has not yet stood the

teat of time, or other trials to which all kinds of
buildings are more or less liable, and therefore it

should be employed with duo caution: for in-
stance, it would not probably bo the best mate-
rial for a work required to withstand intense
heat, although it might resist the weather for
ages; and whilst it is well adapted to the for-
mation of a level, strong, and inexpensive floor,

it might not prove a good thing iu conne.viou
with a lime or malt kiln, or even a baker’s oven.
Perhaps a good deal more may be done than haa
hitherto been by using concrete in combination
with other materials, not only as grouting similar
to what we see iu old Roman works, but iu
courses and blocks forming important parts of a
structure. We must bo content, however,, to
move cautiously, testing every new invention as
we go.

THE RIGHTS AND WRONGS OF
ARCHITECTS’ ASSISTANTS. •

A GENTLEMAN, who calls himself a Superior
Assistant, has favoured us, in a badly-written
letter, with the information that ho was em-
ployed, on his own terms, to assist an architect
in the preparation of drawings for a recent com-
petition, and that he executed, in fact, tlie greater
part of the work; and he calls ujjon us, some-
what noisily, to make public his name, and to
claim for him the credit of being the real author
of the resulting design. Wo leai-n further from
his letter that he was paid all he charged—was,
in fact, treated with very great kindness and
confidence by his employer; that giving such
assistance is his mode of livelihood at present;
and that ho is already at work iu another office

affording temporary aid.

It ought to be unnecessary to say that we
decline compliance with his request. If we did
state his name, it would be to gibbet it for the
benefit of others. Unless our notions of right
and wrong have become sadly old-fashionod, his
conduct, as stated by himself, will be viewed by
ev’ery honourable miud with feelings the reverse
of flattering.

Judging from parts of this “superior assist,

ant’s ” communication, we doubt altogether hi.'j

ability to make the design to which he refers,

however much he may have contributed to it,

under the control and direction of his em])Ioyev.... . But supposing that he had done so, the case
ligent progress from the apparent success or

1
would remain precisely tho same. He offered
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certain assistance for a certain salary, and was

paid it fully and fairly. There was no arrange-

ment that ho was to be personally identified

with the work, or in any way responsible

hereafter : there was the universally-accepted

understanding to the contrary; and in seeking

to break this he takes a step towards the de-

struction of confidence calculated to do the

most serious injury to the rising members of

the profession, many of whom find it absolutely

necessary, both on financial grounds and for the

sake of acquii-ing knowledge and experience, to

seek employment with architects in actual

practice.

It will be a bad thing for the friendless

aspirant, wlien the established and prosperous

architect has been taught to fear that his share

in the production of designs sent out in his

name will be weighed and measured and pub-

lished by those he has paid and instructed to

assist him.
This matter is the more apropos just now in

consequence of the attack recently made on

Mr. Boss, of Inverness, who submitted an able

design for the proposed cathedral in Edinburgh.

Of Mr. Ross personally we know nothing what-

ever,—we never saw him, so far as ye are

aware
;
but we do not hesitate, in the interest of

justice and decency, and a regard for the best

interests of the profession, to say that a more
scandalous endeavour to ruin a professional man
was never made by professional brothers. It

has, in fact, so much the aspect of a conspiracy
;

the in and out workings in it of one or two hands
are so obvious, that an acute lawyer, properly

instructed, would probably considerably astonish

those who have been guilty of the outrage.

As to a letter published by the assistant

employed by Mr. Ross, Mr. G. F. Roper, setting

forth that ho made the design, and not his

employer, wo will simply say that we regard it

as n breach of confidence which will probably do
the writer all the harm that he evidently feels it

ought to do him.

NEW BUILDINGS IN WELLINGTON-
STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

Dl’binct the last few months, the neighbour,

hood of Wellington-street, Covent Garden, has

been undergoing some considerable improve-
monts by the ex'ection of now buildings. Promi-

nent amongst them are the large and commodious
premises at the corner of Tavistock-street and
Wellington-street, for Messrs. Pindlator & Co.,

which ai'o now almost finished, and the new
Coveiit Garden flower-market adjoining, the

Wellington-street elevation of which has only

just been finally completed. The first-named

premises are exceptionally lofty as compared
with the rest of the buildings in the immediate
locality. The height of the building is 62 ft.

from the street level, and the width of the

Wellington-street and Tavistock-street elevations

(which are uniform), 50 ft. each, whilst at the

angle of the two streets there is a third and
prominent frontage, which contains the main
entrance to the premises. In addition to the

basement and ground floor the building is four

stories in height. The ground plinths all round,

up to a little above the street level, are of

granite, whilst the main body of the building is

<if white brick, with Portland cement dressings.

The ground-fioor has three wide segment-headed
windows in the Wellington-street and Tavistock-

street elevations respectively, whilst the four
stories above have four windows each. The
architect of the building is Mr. V. Gore, and
Messrs. Cnbittare the contractors.

The elevation of the Covent Garden flower-

market is about 45 ft. in height and 50 ft.

in width. The materials used are white brick
with Portland stone window frames, cornice, and
balustrade, the whole enriched with teri'a-cotta

decorations. There are two spacious entrances

J) ft. each in width, with arched headings, with a

window of similar character in the centre. On
each side of the window there are stone piers,

recessed arches in terra cotta, springing from
them over the window and the two entrances.

Above these arches a terra-cotta moulding is

carried across the elevation. Over this, again,

corbels in terra cotta support a cornice of Port-

land stone, the elevation, which as a whole
is bold and effective, being surmounted by a
balustrade, also of Portland stone. This building

has been erected from the designs of Mr. Rogers,
Messrs. Cnbitt being the contractors, as well as

for the building adjoining.

METROPOLITAN CONSTANT WATER-
SUPPLY.

Ax the last week’s Metropolitan Board of

Works Meeting, the Works and General Purposes

Committee presented a report upon the regula-

tions made pursuant to the provisions of the

Metropolitan Water Act, 1871. The committee

were of opinion that the Board should not take

any steps at present with a view of giving notice

for a constant supply of water in any of tlie

districts of London. They recommended that

the subject bo referred back to them, with autho-

rity to represent to her Majesty’s Government
the imperfect state of the law, and the necessity

for new legislation on the subject. The motion

was adopted.

At the last meeting of the St. George-the-

Martyr (Southwark) Vestry a resolution was
adopted, declaring the rules for a constant water

supply to be unnecessarily stringent, arbitrary,

and enormously expensive.

Colonel Beresford has given notice in the House
of Commons that on March 7th he will call atten-

tion to the necessity for a constant supply of

water being given throughout the metropolis, and
will move for a Select Committee on tho subject.

THE METROPOLITAN GAS SUPPLY.

In consequence of the defective quality of tho

gas supplied by the Pbcenix Company to Bat-

t^ersea and that neighbourhood, the Wandsworth
District Board of Works have resolved to bring

tho subject under the notice of the company
with a view to secure an improvement in tho

illuminating power of the gas supplied to the

street lamps.
Notice, says tho Daily Chronicle, having been

given to the Marylebone Vestry by the Imperial

Gas Company of their wish to terminate the

present contract for the supply of gas, the

former asked for the definite decision of the

company by tho 1st of February. A reply was
received in which the company state that it is

impossible for them to give any information at

present as to whether they will raise tlio price

of gas or not. They will shortly have to enter

into a contract for the supply of 400,000 tons of

coals, the price per ton being 33s. as against 18s.,

the present contract price; but they hope that

a favourable turn in the coal market null come
before they are compelled to enter into the

contract, and enable them to continue tho

supply of gas at existing prices.

DESIGNS FOR MOUNTAIN CHAPELS.

OuB readers may remember that at the annual

meeting of the Carlisle Diocesan Church Exten.

sion Society, last August, the Bishop of Carlisle

referred to the tendency to pull down the moun-
tain chapels in his diocese, and rebuild them in

a fashion which did not quite suit tho scenery in

which they were placed. The Bishop expressed

a wish to have something like a model design

for a mountain chapel,—“ something of a solid

and solemn character, which would seem to tone

and harmonise with the mountain solitudes in

which they were placed.” Mr. Schneider took

up the suggestion, and offered 20 guineas as a
premium for the most suitable design, and a second
premium was also offered. The matter was placed

in the hands of the Central Committee, who, at

their next meeting, directed the secretaries to

advertise the scheme, confining the compe-
tition to Cumberland, Westmoreland, aud
Lancashire. About fifty sets of plans have

been sent in to the committee, aud are now
being exhibited. The Carlisle Journal says,

—

” They are naturally and necessarily of a

very various character, and the contrasts in

men’s minds of ideas formed on certain stated

grounds are somewhat amusing. The bishop

asked for something ‘ solid and solemn.’ Some
architects have met tho bishop’s demand by
offering light, airy, and exceedingly pretty stnic-

tures, but infinitely more fitted for the quiet of

a fashionable square in a largo town than to

encounter the rude blasts among our Cumberland
mountains. Others seem to entertain the opinion

that there is nothing more ‘ solid aud solemn ’

than an old barn, and accordingly adhere as

rigidly as possible to that model,—of which there

are already too many copies inCumberland dales.

Others, again, there are with which we must
express much satisfaction. They are substantial,

do not lack a certain massive kind of elegance in

real keepingwith the design, and are relieved from
tameness by Gothic porches, strong buttresses,

and pointed gables. The design which to our
mind is most faithfully described by the bishop’s

words is that signed ‘ Vivo in spe.’ This is a
picturesque little chapel, bold and effective, with
strong tower and spire, neither of which is with-

out beauty, well buttressed, and wearing a
general air of substantiality. The design of
‘ Ilex,’ too, is very pleasing to the eye in its

general features, though somewhat wanting in

simplicity, and in some respects perhaps too

ornate
;
but it contains the elements of success,

and, with slight modifications, might be rendered
very suitable.”

HEREFORD.
The borderers of England, whether on. tho

north or on the west, were bold, hardy, and
aggressive races of men, having for their jjatri-

mony the moor and the morass, the wild, bleak
upland vvbich occurs on the Scottish frontier, or

the steep crags aud rugged defiles which gavo
strength and, in ordinary cases, impunity to the
Welsh. The Scots, indeed, came of the same
stock with the English, and had recently formed
a part of the same kingdom, under the same
lords

;
nor was the land immediately south of

tho Tyne or the Tweed materially richer than,

that to its immediate north. But the Welsh had
other more potent and better causes for their

continual and ferocious transgressions. They
were the earlier possessors of tho vfliole country,

—a 'possession still attested by tho hills and
rivers, and, indeed, by the names of many of the
chief cities of England. They were of an
entirely different blood and language from
either Saxon or Norman : by the one they had
been gradually driven into the western and less-

fertile tracts of the island, and the other held
them cooped \ip and at bay within their raouu.

tain fastnesses, and responded to their continual

partisan warfare by occasional invasions on a
large and, for the time, irresistible scale.

Full in view of the Welsh mountains were
spread out some of the most fertile lands in

Britain,—cultivated, inhabited, aud fortified by
the invaders, who, not content with tho slopes of

the Cotteswold and the velvet meads on the left

bank of tho Severn, had pushed their conquests

far beyond the right bank, holding the stately

ridge of Malvern and tho rich pastures of the

Teme, the Lug, the Fromo, the Worm, and the

Wye, even up to tho Dyke of Offa. That dyke,

still to be ti'aced along much of its length, was
felt to be a perpetual mark of inferiority, an
abiding affront to the patriotic feelings of every
Welshman between the estuaries of the Severn
and the Dee. No marvel, then, that the Welsh
were ever insurgent, ever breaking forth with
fire and sword into the English territory, and
especially into the most rich and, hy nature,

least-protected tract of it, the fair county of

Hereford.

Herefordshire was first subjugated by tho

Romans. Three miles north of the city are the

remains of a camp, probably Roman, covering

about 30 acres of ground, and now known as

Sutton Walls, a littlo south of which runs the

line of the road which led to the Roman town of

Magna Castra, four miles to tho west, and was
continued onward in the same direction.

At what precise pei-iod Herefordshire passed

under the Saxon yoke, and became annexed to

Mercia, is unknown,—probably under Orida, early

in tho seventh century. The see was founded in

680, when a synod was held here under Putta,

tho first bishop. Sutton or Southton, so called

from its position close south of tho Roman camp
to which it has given its name, was at a very
early period a residence of the Mercian kings.

Hero, in the middle of tho eighth century,

resided the celebrated Offa, probably during the
construction of his dyke, which passes about six

miles to the west
;
and here in 794 was com-

mitted the murder of Ethelbert, his intended
son-in-law, a deed which led to the aggrandise-

ment of the cathedi’al church, to wliich his peni-
tential donations were largely paid. A charter

of King Ccenulf, A.D. 799, mentions Hereford, as

do others by Deneberht, in 802 and 803, tho last

recording certain “ monastoria qua; dim in

antiquis dictis ad Herefordensem ecclesiani

preestita fiierunt.” Sutton continued a Mercian
palace until the ixnion of the seven kingdoms,
under Egbert of Wessex, in 827.

Edward the Elder, a great constructor of

strong places, who repaired the citadel and walla
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of Chestor in 909, is said by Grafton also to bave
fortified Hereford, erecting a strong castle there.
His sister Echelfleda, a still greater castle-builder
than he, and to whom are due the mounds of
Tutbury, Tamworth, Leicester, and some others,

was the widow of Ethelred, Duke of Mercia, in

915, when the Dunes had advanced by the Wye,
and taken captive the Bishop of Archenfield.
She attacked and defeated them before Here-
ford, no doubt making use of the new defences.
She died shortly afterwards.

Early in the eleventh century, the Saxon sway
had been so far extended as to have left the
Dyke behind, and Wales was regarded as a
part of England, and an attempt made to force
it to contribute to the common tax for the
defence of the island against the Danes. For
this purpose Edwin, the Ealderman of the Mer-
cians, led an army as far as St. David’s, punish,
ing the people for their refusal. At that period,
and during the reign of the Confessor, the Welsh
were led by Griffith-np-Llewelyn, the ablest of
their princes, anti, indeed, the only one who
ever held the Welsh together, or gave the
English cause for anything like serious appre-
hension. Aided sometimes by the Danes from
Ireland, sometimes by traitorous Sa.xon chiefs,
and sometimes even by tlio discontented Nor-
mans, he is found during the first half of the
eleventh century -waging on tho whole a suc-
cessful war against Herefordshire. It is cert.ain,

from the number, magnitude, and character of
the existing earthworks, that irehen or Archcn>.
field, called from its beech-trees “ Trofawrth,”
by the Welsh, and sometimes by the English,
“ Fornley,” had from .a very’ cai'ly period been
inhabited by the English

; but cither distrusting
these, or because he wished to quarter afar off

the visitors whom ho attracted, but of whom he
was afraid, the Confessor made large grants of
land along this district to his Norman courtiers,
with whom, therefore, Griffith had not unfre-
quontly to deal.

Tho earliest of these grants seems to have
heen made to lliohard Fitz-Scrob, whose fortress,

built after a fashion till then unknown in
England, gave groat and general offence. His
original castle has been replaced by later struc-
tures, now also in ruin, but the earthworks nro
probably original

; and the name of Richard’s
Castle shows how deeply the fear of its builders
was impressed upon tlie people; and it is, more-
over, a very rai’e example of a parish bearing a
purely Norman name.
These grants were opposed by Earl Godwin

and his sons, and it was to enforce his remon.
strances against them that the English Thane
led a force from Beverstone, and challenged the
Confessor to give up his stranger favourites,

—

a struggle which finally ended in the temporary
banishment of that truly English caid.

In 1052, during Godwin’s exile, Griffith in.
vaded Herefordshire, aud advanced as far as
Leominster before Fitz-Scrob and his Normans
were in the field to meet him. They were beaten
in a pitched battle, and upon open ground.

Ill 1055, the earldom of Hereford was in the
hands of Ralph, snriiamed “ the Timid.” Grif.
fith, uniting with .Hlfgar, tbe Saxon lord of tho
East Angles, who was accompanied by an Irish
force, burst into Arcbenfield, and again laid
waste the border. Two miles from Hereford
GriffithAnd rElfgar were met by Earl Ralph, who
seems, with the Norman contempt for infantry,
to have placed undue weight upon liis cavalry,
the result of which was a complete defeat.
Griffith entered Hereford, which was unde-
fended, sacked and burnt tho city’, treated tho
cathedral and the clergy with excessive severity,
aud destroyed what the "Brut” calls the gaer,
that is, the castrum or fort. Tho account seems
to imply that the city was not then fortified.

Mr. Freeman thinks tho gaer was a work of
masonry. However that may be, there is little

doubt but that it was a work on the site of the
later castle, for by the river-side, for defence, it

would certainly be placed
;
and as the position

of the cathedral has doubtless always been the
same, there would scarcely be room for a fortress
between its precincts and tho western marsh.
The position of the bridge, too, is probably
ancient, and this would lead into the city, not
into the gaer. The appearances of the earth-
works, as they existed before the removal of the
mound and the filling up of its proper ditch,
much resembled those of Tamwortli, and otlier
works attributed to Edward and Ethelfleda, and
the gaer may well have been of that d.ate, so far
as the earthworks were concerned. This inroad
of tho Welsh in 1055 was the most severe and
the most lasting in its effects of any on record

All Archenfield suffered, and traces of tho spoiler
are recorded long afterwards in Domesday.
Although Godwin’s return from banishment in

1052 had been followed by the putting forth of
most of the Norman intruders, Richard Fitz.

Scrob, one of the most offensive, seems to have
remained, and long afterwards to have put down
Edric the Wild

;
and his son Osbern, after a short

exile in Scotland, came back to Herefordshire,
and held office aud dignities both before and
after the Conquest.

In 1055 Godwin was dead, and to Harold, as
Earl of the West Saxons, it belonged to redeem
the disgrace incurred by Ralph the Timid. He
lost no time in preparation. In the course of tho
same year ho mustered his forces at Gloucester,
and by his mere presence cleared Hereford of

the Welsh and ..^llfgar. Ho at once fortified

Hereford. Whether he restored the castle is

unknown, but he siiri-ounded the city with a
wall, no doubt along the line of the later struc-

ture. iMr. Freeman supposes Harold’s work to
have been a mere "dyke of earth and loose
stones,” or as Florence of Worcester describes
it, " I'alhtni latum et altum.” Domesday, how-
ever, records a "murus ” at Hereford, as having
stood in tho time of tho Confessor, so that
Harold, when Hereford came under his imme-
diate government, may, as Mr. Freeman sug-
gests, have replaced his vallum with a wall of
masonry. Harold’s defences probably did not
include the suburb, which even then must have
existed, since we read in Domesday of Burghers
within aud Burghers without tho walls; though
the latter would derive a not incomplete protec-
tion from tho broad belt of marsh ^vhieh then
surrounded the city.

Griffith had sought and received terms of

peace. Nevertheless it did not suit him to allow
Hereford to hocorae a strong post. Early in

105G ho again crossed the border. He was
opposed by Leofgar, the new bishop, who, how-
ever, was slain in tho first combat. His suc-
cessor, Ealdred—a man of equal determination
with better fortune,—held the Welsh in check,
and negotiated a peace, and the fortifications of
Hereford were completed.

In 1032 Griffith again appears upon the scene.
Probably he traversed Herefordshire, for ho
crossed the Severn in the diocese of Worcester.
On this occasion Harold,—appearing not as the
defender of this or that province, but of the
whole kingdom,— executed a counter movement,
and invaded North Wales. This was followed in
1863 by Harold’s great invasion, in which Griffith
was murdered by his own countr3’men, and Wales
submitted, having deprived herself of her great-
cst son. It -was at the conclusion of this war
that Harold employed himself in constructing a
sort of himting-lodge for his sovereign in the low
lands of Gwent, at Portskewet, where earth,
works aro still seen. Tho lodge -svas attacked
and destroyed while in progress by Caradoc-ap.
Griffith-ap-Rliydderch, of South Wales.

Hereford played no part in the Conquest; but
the city and shire occupy a respectable place in
the Domesday Survey, where the customs are
related in great detail. The king had six moneyers
there, and the bishop one. Of the city burgesses
103 held of tho king, and 27 had held of Earl
Harold. All tho tenants of the burgh were liable

to military service against the Welsh.
Tho customs called of the Welsh in King

Edward’s land in Arcenefeld, or Irchenfield, also
there recorded, are curious, and show not only
the early existence of a local militia to resist tho
Welsh, but that the people were mostly of Welsh
blood, and were employed against their country-
men. The King held three churches there, and
the priests of them were to be the Kiug’slegates
or ambassadors in Wales, and when the army
marched against an enemy, to the men of Arch-
enfield was committed the post of trust and
danger. During tho advance they were to form
the " Auantwarde,” and in retreat the " Redre-
warde.”

Such, then, having been the antecedents of
Herefordshire, it is not to be wondered at that it

was bristled with strong places, nearly all of
which show indications of early dates, and inmany
may be traced the mount, or motte, which in Eng.
land there is strongreason to regard as in favour
in the tenth century. Domesday, usually so silent

as to fortresses, and enumerating only forty-nine
in all England, mentions in this county eight,

and two strong honses. There were, however,
many more, and at this day there remain traces
more or less considerable of twenty. eight, of

which many preserve the mount, and others
earthworks of an early character. Similar works
are found at Brecon and Builth, places knomi to

have been held by the English at an early period.
No doubt, these strongholds, originally strength,
ened with timber, were burned again and again,
by the insurgent Welsh

; but the positions of
most of them were well chosen, and each had its
surrounding estate, so that when, after the con-
quest, the great Norman bai'ous marched into
Wales, they constructed ripou these sites castles
of masonry after their fashion, of which a few
remain, though many, having been destroyed,
have been rebuilt in the reign of Henry III., or
later.

William’s arrival no doirbt confirmed and ex-
tended any local power that may have been
allowed to Richard Fitz-Scrob and his son, under
Harold. Osborn, as sheriff, lield Hereford, and
either he or the first Norman earl probably
rebuilt the castle in the Norman manner.

William FitzOsborn, the great Norman chief,
“Magistcr milituin bcllicosus,” Earl of Hereford
from 1067 to 1071, was a fearful scourge of the
Welsh, whom he drove back and vanquished on
the banks of the distant Rhymny. To him are
attributed the castles of Stdgnil, Clifford, Wig-
more, and Ewias,—that is, the Norman part of
them, for some at least preserve older earth,
works.

Roger de Bretuil, William’s third son, sue-
ceeded him in the earldom. He plays no part in
the history of shire or castle. Failing in rebel-
lion in the eastern counties, he ended his days
in prison.

When Bretuil died is unknown, but in 113S
Hereford, commanded by Wm. Talbot, held out
successfully agaiust Stephen, dui-ingalong siege-
In this he was much aided by Milo, the constable
of Englaird, who received the earidom of Here,
ford from Maud in 1140, and it remained in his
family till the end of the century. Milo’s patent
gave him the moat, probably the “ motte,” and
all tho castle. As earl, however, ho was less
fortunate. Stephen returned and took the castle,
and wore his crowuin state in tho cathedral.

Roger, son of Milo, was in opposition to-

Henry II., but escaped by the wise counsels of
Foliot, the bishop. In the reign of John a less
discieet, or bolder prelate, Giles, Baron de
Braose, united with Llewelyn

;
but, failing to

bring over the men of Hereford to support him,
died in exile. The castle seems then to have
fallen into tho possession of the Cro-vvn, and so
to have remained. Prince John gave the custody
of it to Roger Bigod, and in the sixth of his
reign as king, and in the 7th of Hen. III., William,
brother to 'rhotnas, Lord Cantelupe, and sheriff,

was also governor. The tui-buleut reign of
Henry III. gave value to the castle of Hereford.
15 Hen. III., John Fitz-TerrickandWm.de Stowe,
surveyors of works at Hereford Castle, were
allowed 20?. for repairing the walls. 16 Hen. III.,

Terrick and Roger Carlton were surveyors of
mangonels aud petards within the castle. 26 Hen.
III., John and Roger le Werrur were surveyors,
and had spent 71 8s. 6id. on artillery, and
12?. Is. 4d. in making a trebuchet called
"Blythe,” aud 40?. 14s. -Id. in building a tower
in the castle. 42 Hen. III., the castle was in the
hands of tho sheriff, Hy. de Pembridge, until the
barons forced the king to appoint John de Grey,
41 Hen. III., Roger Mortimer was governor,

and penetrated into Wales as far as Builth. Ho
was, however, in turn attacked, aud heldthe castle,
though for a few weeks only, against Simon do
Montford and Prince Llewelyn. Bishop Acqua
Blanca was taken and imprisoned at Eardesley.
Peter de Montford, the earl’s son, had charge of
the county, aud employed the issues of the for-
mer in the repairs of the latter. After tho battle
of Lewes, Prince Edward was a prisoner here.
Edward’s escape hence has often been re-

lated. Widemai’sh, whence he galloped off, still

bears that name, and lies about a mile north of
the city.

During the whole of this time, from 1199, tho
title of Earl of Hereford had been home hj' Henry
de Bohun, whose mother was a coheir of a pre-
vious earl, but neither ho nor his celebrated
descendants, Earls of Hereford and Essex,
although they held Huntington Castle and the
lordship of Brecknock, aud built the Castle of
Caldecot, ever seem to have been seized of that
of Hereford, which remained in the Crown.
Soon after the time of Edward’s flight, John

le Werrur aud Wm. Valet were surveyors of
works for the king, at Hereford, and charged
45?. 6s. lOid. for repairs of the walls and of the
king’s houses. Wm. Capon also held lands at
llarden, by the serjeantry of keeping the door
of the castle, and this, under Hen. III., was
commuted into military service.

Possibly the castle was employed as a local
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treasury for 1 Edward I. Henry Pjgot held

4G acres in capite by the tenure of transporting

the king’s treasure from Hereford Castle to

London. In the same year llichard Porter and
Richard lo Panner, surreyors, charged 21i. Is. Gd.

for e.’cpenses and repairs of the king’s house in

tlie castle, and in the next year they liad

fifteen oaks from the king’s forest of Haywood,
a mile south.-west of the city, allowed for

repairs.

2 Ed. I., Giles Berkeley, sheriff, had spent
41. 15s. in repairs, and in 7-8 Ed. I. Roger
Burghull, his successor, had spent 21. 58. fd.

Hugh Turberville, one of a very unruly race,

had, it appeared, when sheriff, burnt and
slestroyed in the castle the king’s house, and
certain engines of war and military stores, to

the value of lOOh For this he had a pardon,
5 Nov., 48 Hen. III., but the debt remained, and,

f) Ed. I., the sheriff was ordered to distrain

upon his goods.

12 Ed, I., a new chapel was erected in the
castle, and the barons of the exchequer, by the
king’s precept, allowed Roger de Burghull
101. Gs. 8d. on that account. 15 Ed. I., Henry
de Solers, a Herefordshire man, had charge of

the castle, with arms and stores. 32 Ed. I.,

Miles Pychard charged 40 marks for repairs,

which were disallowed because not certified by
the surveyor. John de Acton was governor,
33 Ed. I.

1 Ed. II., Alan Plukenet, keeper of tho king’s
^orest of Haywood, was to allow twelve oaks and
stone for the repairs of the castle walls and
towers. Ralph Freeman held lands in apift’,

in Frorayngton, by the service of carrying the
cord round the castle walls when they were
measured. 5 Ed. II., he paid half a mark for

his relief, and commuted future payments for

7b. 7d. per week. 10 Ed. II., Hugh do Hac-
luyt charged 51. for repairs.

13 Ed. II., Sheriff Richard Walwyn charged Gi.

13b. Gel. for repairs. At the close of the reign

tho queen held a great council at Hereford,
and Hugh leDespenser, tho younger, was hanged
upon a tall gibbet, outside Friar’s Gate. During
the reign of Edward II., Wales was loyal, and
Hereford therefore neglected. John of Gaunt was
its governor, 1 Rich. II., but even his great love

of building was not exercised here. As lato as

S Hen. VI., tho city had a grant of timber to

replace the wall where wanting.
The castle lay unnoticed, and more or less of

a ruin for some centuries until it became the
scene of one of the struggles between Charles
and his people. It was first seized by Sir

Wra. Walter, for the Parliament in 1643, with
•the city, then also walled, and the position of
wl-iich is naturally strong. He retired from
it before Prince Maurice, bub shortly after,

wards, without stroke of sword, recovered pos-
eession, again to retire, so that in 1644 it was
still held by the king. In 1G45, however, its

troubles began in good earnest. Leslie and the
Scots laid regular siege to it, and from the
south of the Wye opened a destructive fire upon
the Castle, Cathedral, and Bishop’s Palace.
Sir Barnabas Scudamore, with eleven guns, held
out stoutly, beat off an attempt at a storm,
and forced the enemy to be content with a
stockade. As the mills without the walls were
destroyed, others were extemporised within
them. The Scots then encamped on Burton,
shaw Meads, close under the castle, between
it and the river. Scudamore, whose defences
were out of repair, and his garrison weak,
sent out for country folks to assist as work-
men. The enemy found this out, and entering
under that pretext, succeeded in taking the
place. Much injury was then done to the
public buildings, and the castle, as belonging
to the Crown, and a ruin, was sold about 1652,
for the value of the materials.

DESCEIPTION OP THE DEPENCES.

The Castle of Hereford was one of the
strongest, most advanced, and most important
fortresses upon the Welsh March, and one
which being posted in a very fertile and open
•district, was peculiarly offensive, and very
liable to the attacks of the Welsh people. The
present remains are not inconsiderable, but as

is often the case with fortresses of pre-Norman
date, they axe confined chiefly to earthworks,
aud include but slight traces of the later or
(.lefenoes of masonry.

The castle was placed upon the left or north-
ern bank of the Wye, east of and below the city

bridge, the cathedral, and in some measure the
city, of which it occupied the south-eastern
corner, Though excluded from the city liberties,
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it is, in common with the city, covered at some
distance by a steep slope, at the foot of which
lies the Yazor brook, which, rising far off to the
west beyond Kentchester, and the remains of
Magna Castra, supplied the broad tract of low.
land still known as Forster’s Moor, Moorfield,
Canon's Moor, Prior’s Moor, Eastern Moor,
Moor Barn, and Widemarsh, to the north-west
of the city, and which, after skirting its north
front below Baron-court, turns Monkmoor and
Scult Mills, and finally falls into the Wye, at
Eign Mill, some traces of which remain about
half a mile in advance of, and below the castle.

The ground thus included is to the north-east, a
broad and dry platform of gravel, very fertile,

and probably employed as a safe pasture in wild
times. The lower tract to the north-west, now
drained, and either cultivated or built upon,
must in former days, have been an almost im-
practicable morass.

The city of Hereford, within its walls, was, in

plan, about three-fourths of an irregular circle,

placed upon the Wye, which forma its concave
chord. Its dimensions were, north and south,

600 yards ; east and west, 770 yards ; and along
the river-bank, about 600 yards ; including the
cathedral and tho castle. The total girth was
about 2,350 yards. The walls,—no doubt Nor-
mail,—upon the older lines were confined to the
landward sides, excepting about 50 yards above
the city bridge, and were in length about a mile
and a quarter. They were pierced by six

gates,—Wye Bridge, removed in 1782 ;
Friar’s

Gate and Eigne, on the west, removed in 1787

;

Widemarsh Gate and Bye or Bishop’s Gate,
towards the north, removed in 1798; and St. An-
drew’s or St. Owen’s Gate, on the east, removed
in 1786.
The walls were reinforced by fifteen hollow

mural towers, placed from 75 yards to 125 yards
apart, or at a “ flyto shoot,”—explained to be
within 100 yards, and here much less. They
were rather more than half-round,—that is to

say, their side-walls were a little prolonged or
stilted in plan, and they were 3 t ft. high, having
a cruciform loop in front, and probably two
others laterally. Of these, two at least remain
and are accessible, though their upper half has
been removed. The intervening curtain was
16 ft. high on the interior, bat it was built

against the old English bank, which thus covered
the lower G ft. of the interior face, and served as

a ramp. Besides the two towers already men-
tioned, and which stood on the north-west face,

the wall may be traced along the western side
from Bishop’s Gate, — now “the Commercial,
road,”—to the river-bank. Where it has been
pulled down the step remains, and the difference
between the level within and without is brought
to view. Of this wall the part from the Friar’s

Gate to the river is open to view from the
exterior paddock. The ditch has been partly
filled up, but the wall remains about 12 ft. high,
unaltered, save by the removal of its xipper -t ft.

or 6 ft. At regular intervals along it of about
50 ft. are broad pilaster buttresses, of slight

projection, and without sets-off. These die into
the wall below its present top. There do not
appear to have been any mural towers on this

part of the wall. Some kind of manufactory
conceals the termination of this wall upon the
river, where there was probably a tower

;
and

from this point to the bridge a lino of modem
houses effectually conceals any foundations
that may have escaped. Tho tracing out the
town wall, or what remains of it, though aided
by parallel streets, representing the rampart
within and the ditch without, is a delicate opera-
tion

;
for the lowest houses of the city are here

found, and the inhabitants seem to drive the
trade of those who, at Jericho, dwelt in a similar
locality. That part of the wall showing the
pilasters is, no doubt, the original Norman wall.

The part beyond, or, at least, the towers upon it,

is probably of the time of Henry III. The
wide modem street called Commercial-road, and
which takes the place of the old Bishop’s Gate,
has, of course, caused the removal of all traces
of the wall near the site of the gate ; but the
line may still be traced round the eastern quarter
of the city, as far as the angle of the castle.

Here, as before, are two roads,—one inside and
one outside the line of the wall,—the actual
place of which is shown, sometimes by a few
stones built into the walls of later houses, aud
sometimes by a dip of nearly G ft. in level.

Beyond St. Owen’s Gate the actual wall remains
for some yards, and may be seen from the
exterior road. It extends to the counterscarp of

the castle ditch, where it ends abruptly, having
been in part pulled down.

The city bridge crosses tho Wye by six arches,
roundheaded and all apparently old. One is

stiffened with three plain square ribs, and an-
other shows traces of a similar addition. The
bridge has bold piers, and advantage has been
taken of this to -widen it by turning a subsidiary
arch, about 5 ft. wide, on each face, so that the
old work is partially concealed. It does not
appear where the fortified gateway was placed

;

probably upon the last narrow arch on the city

side. This does not, indeed, show any trace of

having been perforated for a drawbridge, and
tradition places the gate at the outer end.

Next to and a little below the bridge, near the
river bank, and a little south of the centre of the
city stands tlie cathedral, and below and next to
it the castle.

Besides tho cathedral and its appendage of
St. John’s, there stood -within" the walls four
churches—St. Nicholas’s, All Saints’, St. Peter’s,

and St. Owen’s. There was also St. Martin’s,
beyond the Wye, destroyed during the civil

wars. The disposition of the streets is irregular,
and in no way cruciform or indicative of any
Roman arrangement. Thus situatecland defended,
Hereford was a very strongplace, as it had need
to be, for it was exposed to the fierce and re-

peated attacks of the Welsh, who especially
resented, as was natural, the conquest of their
most fertile provinces by the invaders.
The castle, as has been said, occupied the

south-eastern quarter of the city. It lay in the
parish of St. John. Leland describes it as one
of the fairest, largest, and strongest castles in
England.

It was composed of two wards placed side by
side along the bank of the Wye, not actually on
the stream, which, when the defences were of
earth, might have undermined them

;
but about

seven yards distant from and on the edge of a
steep sloping bank, about 8 ft. above the water.

In general plan tho eastern ward was an
oblong, the sides being nearly straight, and the
east end narrower than the west. The eastern
end runs at right angles to the river, aud measures
along the old line of its wall 100 yards. The
south or river front measured 175 yards, as did
the north front. The west front, connecting
the two, measured 196 yards. This inclosure
formed the easterner lower ward, and contained
about 26,000 square yards.
The upper or western ward was applied to the

end of the eastern, and like it rested on the river.

In fomi it was rounded, or rather irregularly
polygonal, and composed of a large conical mound,
wholly artificial, -with a circular circumscribing
ditch. Within the ditch it measured, on the
east and south sides each 100 yards, and, on the
three remaining sides, 60 yards each. It was,
therefore, in girth about 380 yards, and in area
about 14,000 yards. Thus the area of the whole
castle, ditches included, might be about 8i acres.
The eastern ward is stated to have contained
about 5^ acres.

The earthworks of tlic lower ward are tolerably
perfect. They are composed of a steep bank
along the north and east sides, from 15 ft. to 30 ft.

high, the highest and broadest part being at the
north-east angle, where there was probably a
tower. This bank has evidently been thrown up
out of a broad and deep ditch, which remains
perfect and full of water, on the north front;
but has recently been filled up along the east as
far as the river: nor do there remain any traces
of the castle mill, which stood at its junction
with the river. The ground is raised along the
river front about 4 ft., and may have been higher.
Along the west or side towards the upper ward,
the laank has been thrown into the ditch, and
there is only a trace of either. Leland says there
was “ a great bridge of stone arches, and a draw-
bridge in the middle of it, to enter into the
castle ;” but even iu Leland’s time this was
gone.

The entrance to this ward was e-vident at its

north-west angle, where tho moat is crossed by
a causeway, aud the public now enter. There
was a gate-house in Speed’s time, which he
places, probably by an error of drawing, near
the middle of this face. But the bank is there
far too high, and the ditch far too deei> and
broad, to allow of the entrance being placed
there.

The modem museum built on the river at the
south-west angle of the ward, or rather between
the two wards, and over the line of the ditch,
contains some parts of an older building, and a
doorway of the time of Henry III. or Edward I.

This building probably guarded the opening of
the middle ditch into the river, and was also the
gatehouse between the two wards. Speed shows
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a sort of water-gato here, which is probable
enough. The surface of the lower ward is level.

In it stood the chapel of St. Cuthbert, with a
semicircular apse, and in Speed’s time also two
small dwelling-houses. Leland says, “There is

a fayre and plentifull spring of water in the
castell, and that, and the piece of the brooke
coming out of the ditch, did drive a mill within
the castle.” This was in addition to the mill

outside and north of the castle, and probably
was a part of the present museum-house.
The earthworks of the upper ward have

unfortunately been destroyed, the mound and
banks thrown into the ditches, and all made level,

and much built over. The site of tho mound is

occupied by an enclosed three-cornered kitchen,
garden. The well or spring spoken of as St.Ethel-
red’s, remains. It opens behind the museum
building about 50 ft. from the river, and 6 ft. or
8 ft. above it. As it is described as being
further north, it is probable that when the ditch
was filled up a pipe was laid to bring tho water
out at its original level. This ward contained
the mound known as the Castle Hill, and which
seems to have been removed early in the present
century. It was girded at the base by a poly,
gonal curtain wall, outside of which was the
ditch. It is difiicult clearly to understand
how tho mound was occupied, Leland says
“there was one great tower in the inner warde.”
Sir Henry Slingsby, in his diary, in 1615,
describes Hereford city as not much imliko

York, “for it hath a round tower mounted upon
a hill, like to Clifford’s Tower, and the miUs
near it, with some little works about, having the'
river Wye running close by

;
but the walls,

though they be high, yet are not mounted upon
a ramp, as York walls are.” This is intelligible

enough, the walls spoken of having been at the
base of the liill; but Leland speaks also of a
donjon or keep, of what plan is unknown

j
but

upon its wall ten half-round towers, and within,
what appears to have been a square tower of
considerable height, in the base of which was a
dungeon. Wo may safely conclude from Sir Hy.
Slingsby’a veiy clear account that the momid
cari'ied, like Cardiff and Kilpeck, a shell-keep

;

but this could scarcely have been furnished with
ten half-round towers. These probably belonged
to the enceinte wall below. The keep was
entered, it seems, from the south-east side by a
flight of steep steps up the mound. In the
mound was a well, lined with atone, as at York.
The castle ditches were wide, deep, and filled

with water, not from the river, or but partially so,

but from a brook, which seems to have fed the
city ditch on this side, and on reaching the castle
at the north-east angle to have divided, a part
running direct along the east front of the lower
ward, to the river, and the other part supplying
the north ditch, and the ditch which divided the
upper from the lower ward, and the ditch which
passed round the east side of the ward, aud
divided it from the cathedral precinct. This
latter ditch also received some little contribu-
tion from St. Ethelred's Well, a spring on the
north side of the upper ward, already mentioned.
The castle mill stood at the junction of the
eastern ditch with the Wye. The water in the
castle ditches was of course penned back for the
use of the mill, and to strengthen the defences,
and it seems to have fiowed back upon the
city ditch as fai’ as St. Owen’s Gate, thus
strengthening and connecting the city and the
castle.

Wo have, then, to recapitulate, as the consti-

tuent parts of Hereford Castle, an oblong space,
with the river on one side, and high banks and
ditches on the other three. One end was cut off

from the rest, and had its proper ditch, more or
less circular, and within it a conical mound, with
a table summit, aud upon it a shell keep, with
some kind of central tower, probably an addition.
At the base of the mound, within its ditch, was
a second wall, many-sided in plan.
The lower ward no doubt had its walls along

the summit of the earthworks, aud these pro-
bably were low, by reason of the height of the
bank and the depth of the ditch beyond. There
was a gatehouse at the land entrance at the
north-west angle, aud a water-gate at the south-
western, where also was the passage between
the two wards. Very likely there was a postern
at the south-eastern angle, where is now a foot-
way.

There is a general resemblance, as regards
the mound aud bank, between these arrange-
ments and those at Wallingford, Waroham, and
Tamworth, and with what is related of the Castle
of Worcester. G. T. C.

1873.

FILTERED WATER
FLOATING SWIMMING-BATHS.

We believe that the Legislature luust sooner
or later entertain the question of the establish-
ment of large swimming-baths within easy reach
of all townspeople,—that is to say, a large bath
in each comparatively small district. The large-
ness is necessary to give a sense of pleasure aud
enjoyment to persons performing a mere require-
ment of health. Merely to provide a bath of
sufficient dimensions to enable people to wash
themselves is not sufficient,—at least, it is not
sufficient to begin with. When the habit has
been acquired, and the personal benefit has been
experienced, of frequent bathing, smaller baths
may be sufficient. In the beginning, however,

—

and we have yet to make a beginning in this
matter,—it is necessary to create a sense of
refinement in the vulgar by offering pleasure
with utility. The many baths that have been
already established have mostly proved failures,

foi' two reasons,—the one being the smallness,
and gloominess, and general discomfort of the
place, the cause of which is chiefly to bo attri-

buted to the high price at which alone land
can be pm'chased in large towns in situations
suitable for baths, and the consequent failure to
pay a reasonable dividend on the lai^e amount
required for the construction of a proper bath

;

and the other, that they are situated in such
out-of-the-way places as to be unknown to many
who would make use even of them. Although
we believe that ultimately such baths as we
have indicated must be constructed in every
large town, with the assistance or by the direct
control of the Imperial Legislature, we are
sensible that they cannot be of immediate
attainment; and in the meantime it may be
well to consider the practicability of making use
of rivers.

As almost every large town is situated on a
river, it is to it tliat attention is naturally
first directed

; bub the very thing which makes
bathing.places much required,—population,—is

also the cause of the pollution of the river, and,
in fact, it would be hard to find in England a
river running through or hy a large town which
is fit to bathe in.

The following communication by Mr. Chas.
Slagg, C.E., suggests a scheme for the construe-
tion of floating swimming-baths, to be placed on
rivers the water of which is not clear enough to
bathe in.

It is proposed to place floating baths in the
current of u river, and by means of tide wheels
to utilise the motive power of the current to
pump water into the bath from a well into which
the river-water enters through a filter in the
bottom of the vessel.

It is proposed to make the length of the
swimming-bath 120 ft., aud its width 30 ft.

j

and the outside dimensions of the vessel, 200 ft.

long aud •11 ft. wide. A platform 12 ft. in width
is to rim round the swimming-bath, its width
being divided into three portions. The middle
portion, 3 ft. in width, is to be occupied by
dressing-boxes. The inner portion, 5 ft. in
width, is to project over the aide of the bath,
and form a promenade, being 2 ft. or 3 ft. above
the level of the water in the bath. The outer
portion of the platform, 1 ft. in width, is to form
a gangway upon which persons will arrive, aud
from which they will depart; the entrances to

the dressing-boxes being from this outer gaug-
way.

Near to the filter at each end of the vessel is

placed a pair of tide wheels or current wheels,
connected by a shaft across the deck of the
vessel, upon which is to be a spur-wheel and
gearing, working a crank shaft and the pumps.
Two pumps are to be placed in a well at each
end of the vessel. The pumps are to be of equal
capacity, and one is to supply the water to the
bath, while the other exhausts it from it. Ad-
joining the well is to be a space in the bottom
of the vessel, from which the planking is omitted,
and in its room is to be placed copper wire-gauze
gi-ating, such as is commonly used iu water
works to strain tho water. This grating, which
is to be flush with the underside of the bottom
planking, is to be supported by bars of wood
properly framed together. Upon the grating is

to be laid wool, cotton, flax, hemp, or other
fibrous material, or a mixture of two or more of
such substances, upon which are to be placed
coarse sand and gravel. By lowering the water
in the well by pumping, a head is created out.
side the vessel sufficient to cause the river-water

to flow inwards to the well through the filtering
medium.
•The bottom of the vessel slopes downward'

from each end to the middle of its length, so
that when the swimming-bath is filled with
water there shall be a depth of from 4 to 5 ft. at
each end, and from 8 ft. to 10 ft. in the middle.
Those who prefer a header may choose the
centre portion of each side of the bath.

Seeing that the power to be applied is costless
nearly,—constant, nearly,—and in most situa-
tions of sufficient force to elevate the water to a
height from which it may descend in a shower
through a perforated floor, it is proposed to
pump the water into an elevated tank of, say,
8 ft. clear headway, and containing, say, 5,000
gallons, at each end of the vessel, and so to
afford a shower-bath, douche, or other similar
form of bath, on a large scale. A space at each
end of the swimming-bath 6 ft. in width, and
30 ft. in length, or whatever the width of tho
vessel may be, is to be allotted to those who
may take their bath in this way, either solely or
before plunging into the swimming-bath.
Thns the outward aspect of the bath will be

that of a long barge, with a row of dressing-
boxes along each side and across each end

; a
tank overhead near each end, and near each
tank a wheel, something like the paddle-wheel
of a steamboat (and protected iu the same
manner), which will be slowly tnmed by tho
current aud pump filtered water into the tank,
from which it will descend either through the
shower-bath or directly into the swimming-bath,,
at the discretion of the bath-attendant.
A nearly constant current of fresh water will

be caused by the action of one set of pumps
withdrawing the water and discharging it into
the river, while the other set draw water into
the bath through the filters. For a short time
before and after the tnm of the tide, the wheels
ivill not work; but there will be water in tho
tanks, to the amount of from 5,000 to 10,000
gallons, always ready for use.

If the total elevation of the water, including
both the supply and exhaust, be taken at 20 ft.,

and the time in which the tank (containing 5,000
gallons) is to be filled, at one hour, the power to
be exerted by each pair of wheels will not be
more than half an effective horse-power. Taking
the velocities of the tides of the Thames, re.
corded by the Ordnance Survey Commission, by
Mr. Rennie, and by Mi*. Hawksley, and making
the wheels light, it may be said that the current
is fully equal to this power, without here going
into figures of detail.

In respect of the form of the filter here
described, it may be worthy of remark, that
although on land upward filtration is objection,
able, because of the difficulty of dealing with the
accumulation of mud underneath tho filter

;
yet

in this case it is of a good form, because the
current in the river has a constant tendency to-

wash away any accumulation that the motion
of the water inwards tends to cause at the
entrance.

It is proposed to establish, in connexion with
the Bath, a service of boats to and from each-
shore, one payment to inclode all services. (This .

expense is included in the estimate to follow ;

but another and perhaps better plan would be-
to make arrangements with the steamboat com-
panies.)

It is proposed that a launderer be employed
to wash and dry the towels on board the vessel,
for which there is room below deck at each end
of the vessel. A sum is included in the estimate
for the purchase of boats, washing and drying
machines, towels, and other stores.

A ticket-box is to be established on each shore-
opposite, or as nearly as may be, to the bath, the
rent of which is included in the estimate of
expenses.

In situations where there is no current of
water, or an insufficient one, it is proposed to

place a small steam-engine on board the vessel,
in substitution of the wheels.

Note.—The details have been worked out, and
show the following results. The cost of each
bath, completely fm'nished, is estimated at
3,000J. The estimated net annual income,
making the charges small, and after paying all

exp.enses, is 278J., or fully 9 per cent., calculated
for half the year, or twenty-six weeks. No
account of Sunday mornings is taken in this

estimate; but until nine o’clock the bath might
be opened either free or at a nominal charo’c.

Neither is any return estimated during the re-

maining half-year
; but possibly some use Tiiight

be found for the bath during that time also.
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SCHOOLS FOR THE LONDON SCHOOL
BOARD,

DLUNDELL-STREET, ISLINGTON.

The public elementary echool now in course
of erection in Blnndell-street, Islington, is one
of those for which the School Board for London
invited designs in limited competition. The
design which was successful was that submitted
by Hr. T. Roger Smith, and it is being carried
out, under his superintendence, substantially as
submitted.
The chief difficulty attending the planning of

this school rose from the fact that only a com-
paratively moderate portion of the|8ite, and that
of a somewhat inconvenient shape, was available
for building. The design, however, supplies all

the required accommodation, and, on the whole
ia believed to do so in as efficient a manner as if

there had been no irregularity of site. The
design was arranged for 740 children—300
infants on the ground floor, 220 girls on the first

floor, and 220 boys on the second. The building
will, however, seat eight more in each school,
making the total accommodation 804.
The infants’ school-room is on the ground-

floor, and the principal gallery is placed in

a recess, partly top lighted, which is not
carried higher than this floor. A large class-

room occupies one end of this room, and a second
or double class-room, separated by a movable
partition, is placed at the other end. The en-
trance for the infants is direct from the front,

and adjoins that for the girls. They share the
girls’ play-ground

; their conveniences are at the
back of the main building; their cloak-room ia

under the large gallery. i

The girls’ entrance is from the front, and I

I

adjoins that for the infants. They have a stair-
case without winders, and with a central solid
wall, and are accommodated in a school-room
22 ft. by 42 ft., seated for eighty children, off

two grades, with a double class-room 20 ft. by
40 ft., also seated for eighty children of the next
two grades, at one end, and a class-room 20 ft.

by 26 ft., seated for sixty children of the two
highest grades, at the other. The class-rooms
obtain side light. This has not been obtainable
in the school-room ; the children there have the
north light behind them. The girls have a
cloak-room in the basement, and their conve-
niences arc approached by a covered way. They
share part of the playground and the use of
the playshed with the infanta

The entrance for the boys ia entirely at the
opposite end of the building from that for girls
and infants, and is at the rear. A separate
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access to their playground has been preserved
for them at the rear of the building. Their
staircase, school, and class rooms are similar in

size and arrangement to those below them, which
the girls occupy.
The original design provided for an additional

story, over the boys’ school-room, to contain a
drawing class-room and teachers’ rooms. This
will be dispensed with in carrying out the build-
ing. The basement, besides some teachers’
rooms and boys’ and girls’ lavatories, will con-
tain a residence for the care-taker and the neces-
sary fumace-room.
The entire building will be warmed by a hot-

water apparatus in the basement, from which
heated air will be conveyed to every school and
class room by flues provided for the purpose.
This apparatus has been designed and arranged
by Mr. D. 0. Boyd.
With reference to through window-ventilation

for all the school and class rooms, the windows
will have the casements hinged at the bottom,
and opening inwards, such as are often known as
“hospital windows.”
The material is brick, with stone sparingly

introduced, and the roofs are slated. The con.
tract has been taken by Messrs. L. H. & R.
Roberts, of Islington, at the sum of 6,3701. The
clerk of works is Mr. Joshua Lewis.

THE WASTE OF COAL.

O.v the Ist inst., Sir W. G. Armstrong de-
livered the presidential address to the North of
England Institute of Mining and Mechanical
Engineers. It included many valuable ob-
servations, but we are forced to confine
ourselves to those on one subject. Sir William
said, As I shall speak of coal in an econo,
mic as well as in a technical point of view.
I cannot well avoid making some reference to its
present excessive cost, because coal, like every-
thing else, must be governed in the extent of its
application by its price in the market. In ad-
dressing an Institution, so largely composed, as
this is, of colliery proprietors, it is not an agree,
able task to dwell on the evil of dear coal

;

but our Institution is not a commercial one, and
I must speak of this subject, not as affecting in.
dividnal interests, but as bearing upon mecha-
nical art and national prosperity.

For many years past the consumption of coal
has been increasing at the rate of about 4 per
cent, per annum, computed in the manner of
compound interest. We are all familiar with
the cumulative effects of compound rates of
increase

; and it is easy to see that if the con-
sumption of coal continued to advance at this
rate, we should speedily arrive at impossible
quantities. Thus, in eighteen years our present
enormous consumption would be doubled; in
thirty-six years it would be quadrupled

j
and in

fifty-four years it would be eight times greater
than at present. It is clear, therefore, that our
consumption has been increasing at a rate which
could not possibly last. If nothing else was
destined to arrest it, a failure of mining labour
was inevitably approaching to have that effect

;

but a few years would probably have yet elapsed
before the number of hands became inadequate
to meet the

_

required demand, had not the
miners precipitated the event by restricting the
hours of work.
The hours of mining labour in this district,

twenty.five years ago, were nine per day. At a
subsequent date they were reduced to eight,
then to seven, and finally to six. Hitherto the
men have worked eleven days a fortnight, but it
seems doubtful whether more than ten can now
be worked, consistently with the very proper
limitations of the recent Coal Mines Act, in
regai-d to the labour of the boys. The full
hours per fortnight will therefore at the most be
sixty-six, or thirty.three hours per week of
labour at the face of the coal

; but as it is only
the steadiest men that work full time, the
average time will, of course, be considerably
below that limit. I am not aware to what extent
reduction of time has been carried in other
parts of England, but we hear of the same
policy of restriction, either of time or output, or
3f both, being put in practice in all the im-
portant coal districts. I do not suppose that the
ijerage output, per man, has fallen off propor-
lionately to the reduction of hours. The men
ivork hard, even harder than formerly, while at
;heir posts; but it is impossible that so great a
•eduction of working time can have taken place
rithout 60 lessening the output, per head, as to

neutralise, in a great degree, the increase of
production due to the numerical growth of the
mining population.

Under these two conditions of increasing con-
sumption and restricted labour, we have reached
a point at which the demand has overtaken the
supply. As yet, the deficiency cannot be great,
for it has only very recently become apparent.
Consumption does not advance by jumps; and
we may aasume that if a progi'essive increase
of 4 or 5 per cent, per annum could have been
maintained in the production of coal, a balance
would still have existed between supply and
demand. Though production has ceased to keep
up u’ith demand, it has not, so far as we can
judge, actually receded

; and it would therefore
appear that a small addition to the present
supply would restore the equilibrium. But small
as the deficiency must be, it is sufficient to
create a sense of scarcity, and, as a consequence,
to send up prices to a famine pitch.
The situation is a grave one, and the public

has not yet fully realised how very grave it is.

Taking the present consumption at 110 millions
of tons (exclusive of exportation), and estimating
the extra price to consumers at 8s. a ton over
all, the annual loss to the community from the
additional cost of fuel amounts to 44 millions
sterling. Had a Government tax of 44 millions
been levied upon coal, in addition to existing
taxation, the effect would have been regarded as
utterly ruinous, not only in regard to its pro-
digious amount, but on account of its repressive
effect upon every kind of production. Yet, it is
a fact, that we are now paying the equivalent of
such a tax, with this unfavourable difference

—

that the money does not go into the coffers of
the nation. Whether it chiefly goes to coal,
owners or coal-miners is a question which I need
not discuss

; but I may observ’e, that the restric-
tive action of the men has benefited their em.
ployers as well as themselves, and that the public
are the only sufferers. Coal-owners have long
been aware that limitation of quantity was the
only effectual mode of raising price

; but they
have never been able, by their own actiou, to
maintain a restricted production. At last their
workmen have done it for them, and we see the
result.

Whether the trade of Che country will bear up
against the heavy burden of dear coal, com.
bmed as it is with dearness of other products,
arising from similar causes in other industries,
is a question on which I shall not attempt to
prophesy. It will be more to the purpose to
consider what can be done to mitigate the evils
under which the nation is now labouring in
regard to the price of coal. It is vain to appeal
for relief either to coal-owners or coal-workers.
Self-interest is the ruling principle of trade, and
it is visionary to expect that men will sell either
labour or the produce of labour for less than the
market price. However generous a man may

' be, he will not exhibit his generosity by selling
an article below its value. Speaking, then, as
one of the public, and not as a coal-owner, I say
we must strive to economise the use of coal

;

speaking as president of an institution of mining
and mechanical engineers, I say we must endea°
vour to make up for the deficiency of human
labour by a more extended use of machine
labour.

The^ waste of coal, both in domestic and manu-
factoring use, is a threadbare subject

; but there
never was a time when its consideration was of
80 much importance as at present. The small
deficiency of supply, which is now so violently
stimulating the market, would ‘be just as effec-
tually expunged by economising consumption as
by increasing production. If, on the one hand,
the mining population could easily, by a few
hours’ addition to their weekly labour, restore
the equilibrium between supply and demand, so,
on the other band, consumers, taken as a body*
could do the same thing, by discontinuing in a
small degree those reckless habits of wasting
coal to which they obstinately adhere.
The consumption of coal takes place under

three great divisions, each absorbing about one-
third of the whole produce : — 1st. Domestic
consumption; 2nd. Steam-engine consumption;
and 3rd. Iron-making and other manufacturing-
processes. In the first two divisions the waste
is simply shameful

; in the third it is not so
great, but still considerable, though in some
processes, and especially in the smelting of iron,
economy of fuel has been so diligently pursued
that there remains but little apparent scope for
further saving.

I shall not dwell on the waste of coal in

(or engineers
; but the circumstances of the

times are such as to forbid my passing it nn-
noticed. It is impossible to conceive any system
of heatiug a dwelling more wasteful than that
of sinking the fireplace into a wall directly
beneath the chimney, which carries off the pro-
duotB of combustion. Nothing can be clearerthan the atlrantage to be gained bv merelyadvancmg the fireplace a little into the room,
and constimctiiig it with proper heating surfaces,
as in the Gill store ” and in many other stores
acting on the same principle. There is no oeoa.smn to shut out the fire from view. Neither isthere any difficulty about rentilation, since fresh
air can easily bo mtrodnoed from the exterior hra pipe delirering its supply again.,t the heated
p ates, so a,s to temper the air before it entersthe room. By this simple and unobjectionable
departnre from the conrentioual fireplace, thequantity of coal required to produce a givenheating effect might easily be reduced to one-
half and still greater economy would be effectedby the use of hot-water apparatus, which, hew-

IrJ’
objection of being too costly in

first outlay to admit of very general application.
4 or cooking purposes, also, the consumption ofcoal 18 m most liouses equally extravagant, and1 may add equally inexcusable, since the means
of prevention axe attainable by the adoption of

methods and appliances for concentratinff
the heat upon the work to be done.

THE SIMPLICITY AND SAFETY OF
SEWER VENTILATION.

In the course of a paper on this subieefc
recently

_

read, Dr. Alfred Carpenter said
the pnnciple to be avoided is stagnation; the
principle to be inculcated is movement. Keep
any quantity of sewage moving, and no evil will
arise

; keep the air contained in sewers in a
similar state of movement, and no danger from
It IS possible. Given a number of cylinders
^th increased area, but decreasing capacity,
the problem is how to obtain such a circulation
ot air m those cylinders as shall prevent tho
possibility of stagnation of any air contained in
them. I contend that if the superficial area of
the smaller ends, if open to the air, be greater
than the square of the cross sections of the
sewer itself, and if no dead ends are allowed in
any house-drain or branch sewer, and if every
soil-pipe is extended upwards in a straight line
above the watercloaet, so as to provide the open,
mgs, there will be a constant current of air from
within the sewer through the house-drains into
the open air, which will prevent the possibility
of stagnation, and cut short the evils which
spring from the introduction of sewer gases into
houses. It is true that occasionally there might
be a reversed action in consequence of the disuse
of, or the stoppage of, a giveu sewer, by floodino-.
This would be occasional only, and would not be
attended with danger to the inmates of the
houses or the sewer.

If sewage is running down a drain or sewer,
it will be always found that air is passin'^ np-
wards, and thus alterations in the pressure
occur

; and there is a difference in the density of
the air, which will be sufficient to produce a
movement. The saturation with moisture will
also vary, being always greater in the sewer thanm the external air

; there will also be variationsm temperature : if the air is cold out of doors
there will be an escape of warm air. This is
constantly seen in snowy weather and frosty
seasons, when a melted space is observed around
the gratings in the streets, and on the iron doors
which cover the man-holes; whilst if the air is
warmer outside, the difference in the quantity of
contained moisture keeps up the circulation in
the same direction. The wave of sewage passinrr
dovra a sewer displaces an equal wave of air,
which rashes up to occupy the space vacated bv
the sewage. The intermittent discharge of hot
water also assists in the same direction, and it is
not found that the temperature of town sewers
ever falls below 42” or 41° F.

Thus, then, there is an alteration of density
produced by the wave of sewage passing down a
sewer, commencing a circulation, which is kept
up by the difference in the physical states I have
already mentioned. Now, if we provide a suffi-
cientnumber of openings at the smaller ends of the
house-drains, so that every branch communicates
directly with the open air, and no dead ends
exist at all, we shall bring into play every one of_ _ n.

» ' ““““ luw piay every one ot

don^sstic c„ns..pri™,Ts s=,;; rbje" I
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should be new productions within the sewers

themselves, another powerful agent comes into

play, namely, the law by which gases diffuse

themselves into space. These altogether will

effectually prevent that stagnation which gives

rise to danger in sewers. The openings will act,

to some extent at least, in manner like to the

stomata in the leaves of plants, and the pores in

the skin, by promoting an interchange of mate-

rial and keeping up circulation. Thus stagnation

will be prevented, and withont stagnation there

will be no production of those matters capable

of setting up disease in the human frame ;
or if

those matters are produced in the first instance

above ground, and are discharged into sewers,

there will be not that concentration of matter

which is necessary for evil to arise from it, and

no reproduction of matter will be possible. The

constant current of air through the sewer will

act upon such morbific matter, if it should float

about in air in such a way as will oxidise it and

render it innocuous, depriving it of its malig-

nant power.
It is really curious and trying to read in local

journals of intelligent men recommending the

erection of furnaces for the destruction of gases,

and the expenditure of large sums of money for

the purpose of dissipating noxious fumes, when
it is so much more easy to prevent their produc-

tion altogether, if the simple plan I advocate is

put into general operation. Let it be general,

and the production and spread of typhoid from

sewer gases will altogether disappear from the

list of causes of death in towns, with a general

plan of sewerage.
There may be any number of water-closets on

the same pipe, one above another, with but one

ventilator. It is not necessary for the extension

to be carried up a long distance above the bouses

unless the houses are very crowded, and the

openings likely to be in close courts or alleys.

It may terminate as soon as possible, and if it is

near to an outer wall (as it always ought to be),

it may pierce the wall and be left so, being cut

off and left flush with the outer surface of the

wall, cemented into it, and covered over by a

perforated iron grating. The tall erections and

queer-looking things that one sees about in all

directions when ventilation is practised, are un.

necessary. They are put up by persons who do

not understand the principle for which ventila-

tion is carried out—namely, not for the purpose

of carrying up stinks and dangerous miasms, but

to provide a draught which will prevent the

origin of danger altogether.

If a sufficient number of the openings I have

indicated be provided on a pven sewer—namely,

at least one for each soil-pipe, and one for each

branch drain, which may be used for any other

purpose (and which it is not possible to cut off,

BO that the communication is indirect only), no

evil will be generated in the sewer, for no stag-

nation will arise, no reproduction will be possible,

and no concentration can take place. It unfor-

Innately happens that the principle is ignored,

or the operation of it reduced to a mimmnm by

putting a number of right angles on the venti.

lating pipe for the purpose of carrying it round

spoutings, string courses, and the eaves of the

house, or any other impediments which may
happen to come in the way.

It maybe said that the plan I advocate speaks

of outlets only, but there must be inlets for the

air which is to continually traverse the bonse-

drains. These inlets in the Croydon districts

have been made in the pnblic sewer by openings

which occur every 100 yards. They are covered

by gratings, and guarded by baskets containing

charcoal, placed in a particular manner, so that

the cliarcoal cannot get wet. In the majority of

instances these openings are inlets for air, and if

they are examined in dry weather, the charcoal

is seen to be covered with dust, proving that air

has descended into the sewer. In some the

charcoal is always black, and from some of these

I have known a foul smell proceed when the

basket of charcoal has been temporarily removed.

It is seen that the openings nearest to the out-

let, that is, in the lowest part of the sewers, are

inlets
;
whilst those near to the upper end are

outlets.

The same rule applies to the openings

which exist in London streets
;
some of them

give oat sickening odours, which are deprived of

their dangerous qualities by dilution \s'itb fresh

air, a process by which their striking character

is often made more manifest, but their evil nature

reduced. The tendency among local authorities

is to diminish these openings, whilst the curative

plan is to admit more air, and remove the deposit

which gives rise to the smeN.

ON CYLINDRICAL OR COLUMNAR
FOUNDATIONS IN CONCRETE, BRICK-

WORK, AND STONEWORK.
Tnis was the subject of a paper by Mr. John

Milroy, C.E., read at the Institution of Civil

Engineers, on January 28th. In this communi-
cation a description was given of an attempt

which had been made by the author, acting partly

in concert with Mr. J. W. Butler, to render con-

crete, brick, and stone, more easily available for

cylindrical foundations. After alluding to crick

cylinders, which bad been in use in India for

centuries, and had more than once been suggested

for home works, it was remarked that probably

the engineers for the trustees of the Clyde navi-

gation had been the first to adopt them in con-

nexion with a great and important undertaking.

In 1809, the trustees requested Mr. J. F. Bate-

man and Mr. J. Deaa to report on the best means
for providing a large and progressive extension

of quayage, suited to the present and future re-

quirements of the harbour of Glasgow. With a

view to obtain a greater depth of water than

could be liad alongside the existing quays, their

attention was directed to iron cylinders, and sub-

sequently to brick cylinders. The result was
that, in 1870, an arrangement was made with the

author, in conjunction with the late Mr. Brassey,

to construct in brick cylinders, to some extent as

an experimental work, the Plantation Quay, an

extension westward of the whaifs on the south

side of the Clyde. After a brief introductory

description of this work, the author confined his

remarks to a novel manner of making the brick

cylinders, to the mode of sinking them, to the

form of the shoe, and to the general arrange-

ments adopted in the execution of the work.

The Plantation Quay was founded on 100 brick

cylinders, sunk in a continuous line close together,

so as to form a length of 400 yards of quay.

The wells were 12 ft. in external diameter, and

2 ft. 4 in. thick, thus having an internal diameter

of 7 ft. 4 in. Their shape was circular, except at

the points of contact, where they were fornxed

with tongue and groove, i.e. a square projection

fitting into and sliding in a corresponding recess

in the adjoining well. From the bottom of a

trench which was cut down nearly to the level of

low water, the cylinders were sunk about 36 ft.

;

but the earth on the river side was removed

when the sinking was completed, and dredged to

a depth of 20 ft. below low-water level, thus

leaving a length of about 14 ft. of cylinder

beneath the dredged bed of the river. The

cylinders were only carried up 2 ft. above low-

water mark ; a plug of concrete was then lowered

to the bottom of each cyhnder, to give it a proper

bearing, and to protect the rest of the filling from

disturbing influences, when the cylinders were

refilled with the sand and other materials which

had been excavated. On this foundation, suit-

ably prepared, the rest of the quay was built as

an ordinary retaining wall.

Instead of constructing the cylinders brick by

brick, in sitK, as was the custom in India, the

author resolved, with a view to the expeditious

execution of the work, to pursue the novel course

of making them in rings, in frames placed on a

platform near the line of the quay, and then to

put them together, in situ, after they had been

allowed to consolidate. Close to the line of the

cylinders, over which was erected a high gauntry,

with a steam traveller, a wooden platform was

laid with a low gauntry, carrying a steam tra-

veller. On this platform the rings were moulded

in frames, which were constructed of wood in

four sections bolted together. Annular layers of

wood were fixed to the platform, in such a way

that their outer edges might keep the frames in

place, while their inner edges served as guides

in shaping the eye of the rings. When a ring

had been built up with bricks and Portland

cement, and had partially set, the frame was re-

moved, and the ring, which weighed between

nine and ten tons, was allowed to stand a few

days to consolidate thoroughly. When the ring

had become thoroughly indurated, it could he re-

moved by means of the travellers and a line of

rails, either to be fixed in place or to be stored

up for future use.

In practical construction, concrete differed

from brick cylinders only in this, that they must

be made in frames or moulds, and that an in-

ternal as well as an external frame must be

used. In choosing between them, the question

was chiefly one of expense. When their relative

coat was equal, concrete was perhaps to be pre-

ferred, as the process of mixingthe concrete and

filling the frame was so simple that it could

be carried on, under proper surveillance, with

unskilled labour. In this connexion, men-
i

tion might be made of the application by >

Mr. J. W. Butler of Mr. Ransome’s artificial '

stone “apocoite,” on the same system as that
i

employed by the author. Having conceived the

idea that it was admirably adapted for the con-

struction of cylinders, he made and sank, in 1871,

at the Hermitage Wharf, on the Thames, some
experimental cylinders with complete success. •

They were 8 ft. in diameter, and 9 in. thick. The i

courses or rings were moulded in frames, and :

were cemented together with the mixture of

which they were composed.

THE WALLS AND FLOORS OF
HOSPITALS.

It would appear from Dr. Langstaff’s address i

to the Southampton Medical Society,* that

many existing hospitals are too large to afford

the best chance of recovery of patients who
undergo surgical operations. It is impossible to

ventilate large wards efficiently while the

patients are there, for the foul air arising from

tbeir bodies and their wounds hangs about the

bedding, furniture, and walls, and cannot be got i

rid of without first removing the patients. The
remedy for this, radically, is to build a large

number of small separate rooms, instead of the

few large ones now generally existing; but in

trying to make the best of what we have. Dr.

Langstaff says he has found—as well as other i

physicians whom he mentions,—that the floors :

and walls ofahospital,after continued use, absorb i

matter which leads to the outbreak aud spread

of disease; and that it behoves, therefore, to

apply to them a non-absorbent material, and one

that can be readily cleaned. Painan cement has

of late years been much used for the walls of

hospitals and large buildings
;

but although

this answers very well for small surfaces, yet for

large surfaces, its want of elasticity causes large

numbers of minute cracks, which afford lodge-

ment for the noxious material floating in the air.

When these Parianwallsarecleaned.tho surface

matter is washed into the cracks, aud thus forma

an organic nidus for the propagation of a poison.

Thebest method, he believes, ofrenderinghospital

walls and ceilings non-ahsorbent is to paint

them on a smooth surface with several coats of

paint, and finally to varnish them, or, in the case

of Parian walls cracked as described, a solution

of paraffine, either^in turpentine or paraffine oil,

thoroughly applied to the walls with a brush,

will entirely fill up the cracks. Hard paraffine is

a white, solid, volatile substance, very like white

wax, and its affinities are so feeble that it has

derived its name from this peculiarity. It is

applied to floors as well as walls. Floors in this

country, says the author, are as a rule very

badly laid, and when they are washed and

scrubbed, the organic matter is driven into the

interstices, and thus cleansing by washing is of

all things the most noxions, and the more it can

be done away with the better.

Dr. Langstaff has tried, and found it to answer

very well, the following process for rendering

wood non-absorbent : — A quantity of hard

paraffine is first melted in an iron or earthenware

vessel, and whilst hot it is painted over a portion

of the wood, and then is ironed into it with a

box-iron, heated from the interior by charcoal.

The paraffine in this way is driven out into the

wood to a depth of something like i in., and a

surface of paraffine is thus procured. The
superfluous paraffine is scraped off, and the floor

is brushed -ndth a weighted hard brush, and the

oftener it is brushed the better the surface

obtained. The floor thus prepared is not sticky,

requires no re-application of the material, and
scarcely any fluids spilled on it will affect its

surface. It has proved not to be slippery, when
list slippers are used.

“When floors are laid, especial care should

be taken that the planks (boards ?) of which

they are composed be jammed up closely

together, and they never should be permanently

nailed down till they have been placed a year or

more. The planks should be oak, the smaller,

in reason, the better.’’ It is useful to have a

doctor’s opinion on these things, even though a

practical builder may modify the details.

Digest of Sanitary Law.—In reply to Sir

M. H. Beach, Mr. Stansfeld has stated, in the

Commons, that the digest is already in type, and

the question of printing is simply one of time.

• Hospital Hygiene, by Charles LangstafT, M.D.,

M.R.C.S.E. London : J. Jc A. Churchill. 1872.
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SCHOOL BOAEDS.
Lonclo7i .—Tho Tlev. B. Waugh asked whethet

arrangements Lad been made to have a large
hall in any of the schools of the Greenwich
district. Mr. C. Reed, M.P., said the Works
Committee liad the question under consideration.
No arrangement of tho kind had yet been made.
Mr. Tabrum said the subject was before the
working drawings committee, and it was con-
sidered important that there should be in each
division at least one school where there should
be a hall or room large enough to hold a mectino-
for the examination of scholars, or for other
collective gatherings.

Reading.—Mr. Joseph Morris read a report
6.xplanatory of several plans for schools which
he had sent in, and one was selected and
adopted by the Board.
Appleton Jl’ishe.—A new Board school has

been opened here. The building is of brick,
without any attempt at ornamentation. The
principal room is 39 ft. by 20 ft.

;
the class-

room, 12 ft. by 20 ft.
; and tho ceiling across the

collar-boams, 15 ft. from the floor. The desks
and seats are Messrs. Sidebotham & Co.’s patent
“ national desks,” which form either a table, a
desk with a gentle elope, or a scat, when tho
desk is turned down for the back to rest against.
TIio contractor for the building was Mr. Thos.
Poacock,_ of Northallerton, who sub . let the
joiners’, ironmongers’, plumbers’, painters’, and
glaziers’ work to Mr. James Park, of Appleton
Wisko. Tho whole of the work has been finished

jand the total cost, including the site, buildings,
do.ske, (to., has been rather under -11. per scholar*
which is one of tho cheapest Board schools vet
built.

parochial relief.
L.lst Monday evening, Mr. E. J. Castle read a

paper at the Rooms of the Institution of Sur.
veyors, Great George-street, on the “ Ori"'iu of
Parocliial Relief.”

°

The present system of parochial relief,
he said, is based upon the 43rd Eliz.,
c. 2. But though this statute is tho basis*
it is not the origin of the system. It is true*
a popular idea exists that up to the disso’
lution of tho monasteries by Henry VIII. the
charitable institutions of the country were sufli-
cient to support the poor, and that tlie Act of
Elizabeth was passed in order to meet the
wants of tho new order of things. This, how-
ever, is not tho case. The Act of Elizabeth
IS only one link in a long chain of legis-
latiou— and the result of a systejn that sprang
into existence in what may, as far as law is con-
cerned, be called pre-historic times, and which
had been gradually developed up to the last Par-
liamcut of Elizabeth, when, from causes that
woro pointed out, farther legislation ceased,
and we have had to be satisfied to base our
system of parochial relief upon an Act which
all must admit to be unequal in its opera-
tion_ and full of anomalies. In tho last
session of Parliament, however, there were
symptoms that the governing powers wore
awaking from their lethargy, and a draft of a
Bill was brought before this Institution which
offered some hopes of improvement; these
hopes, however, for a time, fell to the ground
and it is impossible to say whether they will
ever be realised. In the meanwhile, it may not
bo out of place if I bring before this body the
gradual process which produced the Act of Eliza-
beth. It is true that the information is, at
present, only to be collected from old Acts,
many of which were long since repealed, and
expunged from our statute-book. Yet, I think
from their perusal, I shall be able to throw some
curious light upon the domestic history of Eng
land, especially with regard to the predecessors
or the modem pauper.
The various steps in the process were then

described with some minuteness, and the reader
concluded thus The Act of Elizabeth refers to
personal as well as to real property, but owing,
perhaps, to the difficulty of assessing personal
property and, perhaps, to tho modern principle
of throwing all burdens upon land, a custom
sprang up in many parishes of not assessing this
property, and afterwards by an annual statute
personal property is declared not rateable

; other-
wise Uie Act of Elizabeth remains untouched in
pinciplo to the present time. To sum up the
history of these statutes, we find that, from
the earliest period, the right of the poor to
parochial relief has always been admitted

j but
that the Legislature rested content with
aeclaring this to be the law, directing its ‘

earlier efforts—not to tho support of poverty,
but to its suppression, — going so far as
to punish vagrancy with whippings, the stocks,
branding, slavery, and even death. That
gradually, however, the real difiiculty became
apparent, and it was discovered to be quite as
important to find food and work for tho poor in
their parish, as it was considered to be to force
the destitute by all means to return there. That
the legislature, havingthis formerobjectin view,
for some time attempted to carry it out by appeaU
ing^ to the charity of the paiushioners, by insti-
tuting collectors for tho poor, and arming them
with such power as religious and moral influence
could give

; but these in their turn being found
ineffectual, authority was given to the civil powers
to make an order upon tho person contumaciously
refusing to coutribute, and then the next step
was taken, and a general assessment to the
relief of the poor was instituted by the]Act of
Elizabeth. All legislation ceased there

; for, at
tho very session of Parliament at which it was
passed, tho first growl of the coming storm was
heard, the first spark of that spirit which was
afterwards to light up a civil war flashed forth.
Elizabeth, as Hallam tells us, retired from the
struggle, and when the Commons resented her
inteiference in a money bill, she declined the
contest. James I., as wo know, struggled
through his reign the best way he could, with
what money ho could got; being the English
Solomon, bo was prepared to, and always did,
argue the point with such of his Commoners as
would listen to him

; but his pugnacity went no
further. Charles succeeded, and we know Avith
Avhat result. Of course, while John Hampden
was stirring up all England on the question
whether ho was liable to contribute to the Royal
E.xchequer 20s. for sliip-money, there was very
little attention paid to the wants of the pauper,
whether a sturdy valiant beggar or one really
destitute. All further legislation Avas thus
arrested. And such as it was it remained, and
on the Act our system of parochial relief has
been built,—a system Avhich no Government has
been bold enough to interfere with since.

In tho discussion that followed, Mr. Rydo said
that the statute of the -13rd Elizabeth was one of
the best Acts of Parliament that tho Legislature
in its wisdom ever passed, considering tho length
of time Avhich has passed, and that no material
alteration has since been made in it. Mr. Chat-
feild Clarke thought that the operation of the
Poor-liiAv Avas most inefficient, and failed to pro-
vide adequate relief in the greater number of
cases Avith which it attempted to deal. As
demonstrated in the present day, it was inefficient
to relieve tho necessitous poor, and was doin<y
an immense deal of mischief in its dealing with
the number of cases of chronic vagrancy and
half.paaperism._ We have utterly failed, he said,
to deal with this subject. The chairman (Mr.
Clifton) was of opinion that the labour test,
which was in operation in the reign of Henry
VIIL, Avas a very advisable thing. Wi(h regard
to dealing with the poor, he said that in Holland
the law Avas very strict as to vagrants. If a
man is found begging, the first thing to do is to
teach him some useful trade. If he is again
caught begging, he is physically punished

; and
by the effectual mode in which beggars are
dealt with, very few of them are seen by
travellers in that country.

ORGANS IN CHURCHES AND
CATHEDRALS.’

Sir,—In the course of a paper read the other
day before the Institute of Architects, part of
which you did me the honour to print in the
Builder-, some remarks were made in reference
to the unsatisfactory way in which the organ is
commonly placed in modern churches, in regard
to musical effect, by being penned up in a small
chamber in one corner of the building. It is stiM
more to be regretted that this system of bidino-
the organ out of the way, as if it were somethin^
to be ashamed of, is being extended to our cathe*^
dralp, and that upon very high architectural
authority.

In a letter to the Builder some time since
(July 2, 1870), I called attention to the plan
proposed by a distinguished architect, in restoring
and re-arranging one of our existing cathedrals,
of cutting up the organ into pieces and placing it
up and down in the triforium and in the choir
aisles. In the very interesting report upon the
intended Edinburgh Cathedral by the same archi-
tect, printed in your last number, the same
system is definitely proposed for tho treatment

of the organ in this new structure, in the follow-
ing paragraph :

—

‘‘I have provided for tho organ in this manner : tha
lighter parts, especially the choir organ, with the keysand the organist a seat, I have placeS close to the first
b.iy on the north of the choir

;
hut the larger anti m(^^0cumbrous parts I have placed in tho eastern aisle of the

north transept, immediately behind, a place where tha
sound woulil spread itself freely through both choir, Iran-
septs, crossing, and nave. The communication would be
l>y trackers passing beneath tho door of the aisle. There
IS, however, the possible alternativoof placing the orgauist!and choir organ, &c., as already mentioned, but pfacine
the heavy parts in tho triforium of the choir and trant

Now, sir, every organ-builder and every organ-
player knows that such an arrangement as is
proposed here cannot be satisfactory for an
organ, so far as musical effect is concerned. The
second alternative, of placing parts of the instru-
ment in the triforium of the choir and transept,
Avould allow the best chance for individual pipes
or stops to make themselves well heard, though
they would be somewhat too high up ; but such
an arrangement Avould necessarily entirely
destroy the homogeneous effect of tho instru-
ment, by cutting it up into parts and making ifc

speak in different directions. But the other
position, in the transept aisle, is quite as un.
desirable, as indeed seems almost self-evident
from a glance at the plan of the cathedral

; for
it has certainly an odd look to see something on
the plan labelled “grand organ,” and hidden away
in the remotest corner of the building, which is,
in fact, the case. The arches of the transept
aisles are about 27 ft. high to the apex; and as
the organ placed in such a building Avould, no
doubt, be a large one, it would be as effectually

I

boxed up and injured in effect as the smaller
organs are in the smaller “ organ-chambers ” of
our modern parish churches. It is totally out of
the question to suppose that anything worth
calling a “ grand organ ” could realise a “ grand
effect when placed in such a position. If the
organ m such a case were to be iu the transept
at all, It should, to enable it to speak out pro-
perly, be iu the principal aisle with plenty of
space above and around it, and this would not be
at all a bad position for accompanying the sing-
ing of a congregation seated in the nave. Or it
might be divided into a north and south organ
and placed in each transept, the instruments to
be used

^

together or separately at discretion,
which might be accomplished easily by applying
the electric movement instead of tbe ordinary
tracker” system. The old position over tho

choir screen is, for musical effect, about the moat
satisfactory which the instrument could have,
but this increased size of modern organs is, no
doubt, a difficulty in regard to this situation. I
believe, however, it would be quite possible to
place tho larger (pedal) pipes length? ys under
the floor and within a portion of the choir screen,
and thus to reduce the portion placed aloft on
the screen to more reasonable proportions, Avith-
out materially separating the tAvo parts of tho
instrument. Bub probably the best possible
position for the grand organ, both for musical
eftect and for combining with and assisting con-
gregational singing, would be the west end of
tbe cathedra], where the instrument could bo
arranged in two blocks or towers on each side of
the west doorway-and window. This position
would lend itself very well to arcliitectural effect
in the treatment of the organ-case, which would
not interfere with the view of any important part
of the building

; the instrument Avould be so
placed that the sound could freely expand in tho
direction in which it is wanted, and would be
confined by no intervening walla or piers

; and
It would be possible to support the voices of tho
congregation, in those parts of the service in
Avhich they joined, without drowning those of
the choir, who would be accompanied by the
small choir organ placed close to them, as
already suggested in the architect’s report.
There Avould probably be no obstacle to placing
the two instruments, by electric action, under
the control of the same player, Avho AA-ould then
enjoy an opportunity for regulating and com.
bining the musical service of choir and congre-
gation, such as no cathedral organist has hitherto
possessed. If such a scheme were found, how-
ever, to entail more expense than might be
judged desirable, at least the organ should be
placed m an open and (as far as possible) in a
central position, and not in an aisle or corner of
the building. The feeling of modern church
architects seems to be, to get rid of the organ as
much as possible, as an impediment to the
architectural effect. Surely it would be more
reasonable to recognise the fact that larger
organs are built now than were formerly placed
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in Englisli cathedrals, and to proddo for them

accordingly, and make thorn a part of the archi-

tectural design, rather than to evade the diffi-

culty by placing an organ where it never can

have its proper effect.

Of course, the present remarks are made

merely from a mnsical point of view, and are not

intended to be taken as in any sense a criticism

of Sir G. Scott’s plan, architecturally regarded.

But the pointed reference to the proposed po.>i-

tion for the organ in his report, naturally sug-

gests a word on the subject, in the interest of

those who have most to do with organs prac-

tically, especially as organists and orgaiubuilders

probably do not in general read architectural

papers much, and are commonly not aware

till it is too late that the chances of the instru-

ment being well placed have been sacrificed

by the architect, ns. in nineteen cases out of

twenty they are. The case of the proposed

Edinburgh Cathedral only differs from that

of most other modern churches in that the

building is a larger and more important one, and

the organ to be erected in it will probably bo a

large and valuable one
;

if so, and if it is placed

in the position at present proposed, there can

be no doubt that half its value and half its effect

will be thrown away. In placing larger organs

in existing cathedrals, such a disadvantage of

position may in some cases be unavoidable ;
but

surely the building of a new cathedral is an

opportunity for securing something more satis-

factory than this kind of make-shift arrangement.

H. H. ST.vm.or.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Builders’ Labourers at Lambeth Baths.. — A
meeting of labourers has beeir held in the

Lambeth Baths, New Cut, under the auspices

of the General Labourers’ Amalgamated Union.

There was a large attendance. The chair was

taken by the Hon. Auberon Herbert, who was

supported by the Rev. G. M. Murphy and others.

The chairman said he must congratulate them

on what they had done. He objected to strikes,

but he knew that sometimes they were neces-

fiary. He urged them to be careful before

resorting to extreme measures. By uniting

together they made themselves powerful, but

they should be careful how they used their

power. By uniting together they might obtain

better and cheaper food, they could have their

own clubs, their own libraries, and obtain every

opportunity of improvement and instruction.

The following resolution was carried unani-

mously :

—

“That this meeting, composed of labourers in tlio

huilding trades, having seat a respectful memorial to tho

employers in September last, asking for an advance which

would'bring their wages from 5d., and in some instances,

6id to 6d. per hour, and having given six months’ notice

of tho same, which expires in March next, instructs the

executive council of the Labourers’ Union to take such

steps as they think necessary to insure this legitimate

claim of tho workmen, and especially requests that all

conciliatory means should be adopted before any eitremo

measures are resorted to."

Another reaolution, in favour of the release of

tho imprisoned gas-stokera, was also passed.

The Leamington Builders’ Associatioiv have

met to consider a demand made by the opera-

tives in all the branches of the trade for shorter

hours and increased wages after the 25th March.

It was unanimously resolved that the present

state of the building trade, coupled with the in-

creased price of all materials, prevented the

possibility of the terms of the men being con-

ceded, either with respect to hours or wages.

The secretary was directed to communicate the

decision of the masters to tho trade council, re-

presenting the operations in every branch of the

trade.

Operative Painter^ Union, Birkenhead.—The

biennial conference of this union has been held

at the Crown Hotel, Conway-street, Birken-

head
j
Mr. Hewitt in the chair. The report of

Mr. Sharpies, the general secretary, which was
read, stated that the union was financially in a

much better condition than on any previous

meeting. During the past year sixteen new
societies had been formed in connexion with the

general union, several of them being in the

neighbourhood of Birmingham and the Potteries.

Mr. Sharpies recommended the members to give

their attention to the ijrovisions of the Trades

Union Bill, and make every endeavour to secure

its repeal.

TForfcmen’s Demands.—A number of hammer,
drivers in the employment of Messrs. John

Brown & Co., armour-plate manufacturers.

ShelReld, have been dismissed from them work

I
for demanding to be paid full scale of wages

' when the hammers were idle from accident or

other cause. It is snpposed that the firm will

be able to obtain men to supply tho vacant

places, though tho hammer-drivers are entreated

by the men who are out to keep away from the

town.

SANITARY AND SOCIAL MAXIMS.

More hints on health we here epitomise,

For youth and age, for wise, and otherwise.

Destroy the cause, you euro the evil.

A house without a drain.

Is like to be a bouse of pain.

Neglect your health and you neglect your

business.

If tho room be damp, light a fun

;

If always damp, pray retire.

Keep no secret to the injury of your health.

Wearing your broad-cloth

Will prevent the moth.

Look up tho past character of your home, as

you would that of your new servant.

Let the pump run dry

Where a cesspool’s nigh.

There is only one natural death, all others are

unnatural.
As tho crow flies

Should the man rise,

Moving straight to

The goal in view.

Tho way of right,

Is “aright of way.”

Captured lock-pickers sometimes plead guilty

;

brain-pickers never.

No broken leather

In any weather.

Clean in home, clean in person.

Never take things for granted :

Provide for what is wanted.

Bad food, bad blood.

Habitually lazy, habitually criminal.

A street crossing, a street danger.

Through jumping at conclusions

Come most of our illusions.

Houses “built to sell
”

Are very seldom built well.

Suub the child, spoil tho lad.

A breach of faith

Is a serious scath.

In quenching your thirst don’t drown your

senses.
Live in a hovel,

You’re prone to grovel.

The rich are poor if poor in health.

The poor if healthy have real wealth.

STATE OF THE CAMDEN-ROAD.

Sir,—Would you permit me, in a few words,

to state a grievance in your columns, as this may
be the surest means to its remedy ? The Camden-

road, N.W., in which I reside, is the highway by
which tho cattle collected in the New Market are

distribnted to the purveyors of beef and mutton.

It is also a highway for human beings, and was

for their convenience first designed and carried

out. The mid-portion of the road has for some

time beeu given over to omnibuses aud tram-

cars. Tho cattle, therefore, goaded on by the

drovers, rush helter-skelter through any vacant

channels left open by the dominant public con-

veyances, and, without respect to passengers or

pavement, tear along, to the terror and confusion

of women and children, who fly for refuge into

the gardens, and close the gates of the villas,

where these are fortunately open. This you will,

perhaps, say, sir, is very fussy and silly of ns.

That we ought to have more presence of mind,

and open our umbrellas or parasols, as it is

somewhere related a lady once did, in the face

of the beast. But we have not the courage of

that lady, in this district at least
;
and I have

loften seen the strongest sex trying to look cool,

and keep an even state when a herd of cattle on

the stampede has been behiud them—the drovers

swearing, the cattle lowing, and the dogs barking,

—and even they have sometimes to dodge an

infuriated animal, or take shelter. But I find I

am going off, like all my sex, into the minutely

descriptive; whereas I ouly took up my pen to

suggest, that the authorities should fence the

pavement with iron posts and rails along the

Camden and other roads similarly circumstanced.

Ax Uxi'ROTECTED FeJI.VLE.

SAXON CHURCH AT BRADFORD-ON.
AVON.

Sir,—As it was by you (Aug. 22, 1857) that

the first decided opinion was given as to this

ancient church being clearly a pre-Norman

structure, you will, I hope, give me the oppor-

tunity of drawing attention to an advertisement

in your columns respecting our efforts to recover

and ultimately restore it.

We have waited for many years in the hope

of preserving this precious relic of former days.

Matters were complicated by the fact of the

chancel aud nave belonging to different pro-

prietors.

An opportunity offering a few months ago of

purchasing the chancel, I at once embraced it.

Our Wiltshire friends have since supplied tho

funds.

We have now a chance of obtaining the nave.

But, in addition to present subscriptions, we
want at least 300L Then, we hope, will follow

the I’estoration, which will cost 5001. more. So

that wo want some 8001. in all.

Two of our greatest living authorities have,

after careful examination, pronounced it to be

unique,—“ tho only one perfect surviving Old

English church in the land, and possibly iu

Europe.”
In the name of the trustees, I venture to ask

earnestly for help in this our effort permanently

to preserve so invaluable a memorial of the past.

W. H. Jones (Treasurer),

Prebendary of Sarum, Vicar of Bradford-

on-Avon.

HOW TO PREVENT DAMP FROM
ENTERING INTO STONE.

Sir,—Permit me, through your valuable jour-

nal, to give to the public a piece of information

which they have long been inquiring after. Many
have asked the question, how can we prevent

damp from entering into stonework ? and some
have asked if it is possible to prevent vegetable

substances from growing upon stone. The
following ingredients melted and mixed together

and applied while in a hot state to the surface of

the stone will prevent all damp from entering

into it, and also those vegetable substances from
growing upon it;—IJ lb. rosin, 1 lb. Russian
tallow, 1 quart linseed oil. This simple remedy
has been proved upon a piece of very porous

stone made into the form of a basin, and two
coats of this liquid being applied, caused it to

hold water as well as any earthenware vessel.

William Cross.

RE BUILDING ACT.

Sir,—

D

r. Little, in his paper “ On the Sanitary

Defects of the Building Act,” seemed desirous

that the parish surveyors should administer, and
the local boards control, the Act.

I have no hesitation in saying that if this wero
carried out no greatar mistake could be made,
and no better arrangement for destroying the

surveyor’s independence could well bo devised,

inasmuch as the members of the local boards are

mostly owners of small house property, and are

very testy if their rights, as they call them, are

interfered with.

That professional appointments should be made
by an independent body (now the case with

District Surveyors by the Metropolitan Board)

is felt very strongly throughout the country, and

,

formed one of the requests, a few days since, of

the deputation that waited upon Mr. Stansfeld

in reference to the management of highways and
other matters.

I have said that professional appointments by
local boards are bad, and will give one of many
illustrations of the reasons why I think so. Soon

after I was appointed to a district I had occasion

to serve a formal notice for irregularity on a
member of tho local Board. A day or two after

I met the individual in question, when the follow-

ing dialogue took place :
—

M. L. B.—You are our new district surveyor ?

D. S.—I am.
M. L. B.—I have received a notice from you to

I
alter the footings of my buildings.
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D, S.—Yes.
M. L. B.—Do you know, sir, that I am a

member of the board of works ?

D. S.—No, I hear it now for the first time
;

birt as I find that to be the case j'ou are in the
position of one who should teach the public how
to obsorvo the law, and not show them how to
break it, by using your official position as a
Bhicld. I ha7e to inform you that unless you
correct the mistake forthwith, I shall proceed by
BUmmons in forty.eight hours.
The effect was marvellous, the work was cor-

rcctly done
; and ever since when wo meet he

very properly » doffs his castor.” Now, what
would havo been my position had he been one of
iny masters ? In fine, I would say a publio
officer, whether he be a district medical officer
or district surveyor, cannot avoid treading on the
toes of some one in his district, if ho does his
duty

j
and if these somebodies have the power

they will not fail to lot him know it, and if his
mcomo is an object interests will clash : there-
fore I have come to the conclusion that such
officers should bo appointed by the central
authority. ExrERiExVriA docet.

ACTION FOR TRESPASS, &o.

CLIilOR V. CLAVE.
ly this action before the Lord Chief Justice Cockburn,

BuildiiiK^Vcts
Sndtj uuder the Meti-opolia

Tho nkiiitiir, who was a widow, carried on business inAew Oxtord-street, on premises which formed part of thoArcade as a peramhuktor and invalid-chair manufacturer
Ino defendant was a tlrano,. .u.

P ^ honestly earned, ivhich might bavebeen

V chanty. In the interest of thehospita
,
I ask whether you think it would now betookte

to rectify this blunder? Cuasles Tl-iii!.

Sir,—

I

understand when the form of advertisement for
tins competition was framed, a motion that a larcer ore-mium should be ottered, and the successful architect
employed, was lost. It is also the opinion of a member of
tho committee that tho buildings could be carried out very
well by a clerk of works, without the aid of an architect
In justice to intending competitors, I trust you will have
the goodness to insert this letter.

OyE WHO Kxows,

“uxi.maiiu-cuairmanuiacturer
Iho defendant was a draper, occupying the whole of the

the Arcade premises. Disputes had taken
other portion of tlerpi .-...xx.xv4.xic ^ -444ca uati l.Utt.1

place between the parties as to whether^’a '’waij?Vhh ashop-wiudow looking into tho Arcade, which window hadbeen in the possession of xMrs. Clifton during the whole
party-waU or not. The defendant

a “P’ desirous of adding thoArcade to his other premises to make further shop accom-modatiou, and he gave notice under the Metropolis Build,ipg Actol Ins intenlioii to block up tho window. The plain-
titt through her attorney, disregarded the notices. On themght -fi Feb. 1C, 18/11 the plaiutifl' and her family werearoused by a loud knocking, and on her coming down to the
shop, she found the defendant, withhis shopmen and car-pentors and bricklayers, to the number of thirty, taking
Howii the shutters. She remonstrated with him, but to no
avail The shutters were taken down, the sashes wore cut
ancl the plate-glass taken out and carried away. A number
Of bricks were passed from hand to hand, and tho brick-
layers bricked up the aperture. The defence was that tho

file party-wall;
hat the defendant had a perfect right to insist upon its
being buiU up

j
that he gave tho required notice: and that

he had it built up at night in order not to interfere with
the day business.
EventuiUly, and before the case was concluded the

iiarticH agreed upon two sums, which were handed up to
his lortfsliip to arbitrate between th~—

^
...v,) T - - -

BUILDERS, HOUSE DECORATORS, ANU
HOUSE AGENTS.

Smith V. Cool-.—This action, in the Mandobone CountyCourt, IS one that is likely to crop up in a wide field of
litigious oats, consequent upon house agents turning theirpursuit into that of builders and house decorators, and
builders, by way of retuUation, taking upon themselves
the business of house agents. Builders at the West End
in an extensive way have now in their windows, not only
the old auctioneers slips of estates to seU and let : but
old-established house agents and auctioneers, ou the

orders for rebuilding and repairs
although, as a rule, knowing nothing whatever of archi-
lecture, surveying, or even the size ofa brick
The consequence of this competition is generally anappeal to a County Court Judge, who cannot be expected

to be posted m estimates, prices of materials, wages and
^ on. It also usuaUy occurs that each side bring
witnesses who directly contradict each other in all matters
ttiat tuejudgo or jury require to be enlightened ou Thecounsel end solicitors in the enuse mute tho fog donser,

the
added, the truth is more an exception than

In the present action, Mr. Smith is a house painter and
decorator, of Tivvistock-crescent, Westbourne Park, and
ill/

defendant, who is a resident of Swindon, for
lOf. odd for cornmisaion, in regard to letting a house in
Leamington-road, Bayswater °

From the evidence of Mr.’ Smith, it seems that he was
to repair the house by the outgoing tenant, andaltonvards became tho agent for letting the premises:

f)?f
^ accepted bythe landlord, the defendant; and for this agency heclaimed tho sum referred to.

^

The Judge felt a difliculty in deciding tho claim,and appealed to Mr. Clarke, tho solicitor for the
defendant, if it were not a case for a compromise; and

ami Ir xr'®
SI. WM agreed to

;

and tbo judge, Mr. H. J. Msenamara, observed that hew as relieved by a satisfactory termination.

“ I KNOW A HxiWK FROil A HANDSAW.”
Sir,—-I have been much interested by the in-

genious interpretations, by several of yourcorre-
spondents, of this well-knon'n passage. None seem
to me BO like the author’s evident meaning as the
indignant repudiation of ignorance of the dis-
tmetion between two birds somewhat similar
in kind. It is, I think, the reading adopted
by Mr. BaiTy Sullivan, and reads thus : “ I
know a hawk from a heron. Pshaw!” Havin'^
heard it read with the proper emphasis, I was
convinced it must have been the real intention
of an author most of whoso figures of speech
are peculiarly clear, forcible, and apt.

• Wm. Stielixg.

should deem myaelf wanting in respect for your^ ^ passed this matter unnoticed

fln t
confirmation. I do notUnd it in HaUiwell 8 Dictionary of Archaisms and Pro-vmcialisma, or in Bailey, or such other authorities ascome within ray roach. Tour correspondent quotes noauthority, and this point wiU have to be made clear

i do not deny the word; but *' lianser ” looks very like
aneer. theLatinfor'-goose.” NorfolkisfamousforxMichaoR
mas poultry, and for other things.
But, supposing “hanser” to be a genuine word, itmight be corrupted from "halcyon,” the kingfisher; andeven if ultimately proved to be a corruption of heron.

coanx, let me remind your oorrespondont, with aU duo
respect, that " hanaer ” is not handtaic. A, II

XV X-. XU ui uxnuiu uec ween tnem
.
Lord Chief Justice Cockburn said, he had no hesitation

III awarding the largest sum, because tho course adopted
by the defendant was an unjustifiable proceeding
Some iiiatters of detail as to tho future were then

agreed to by tho parties, and, in addition, a money verdict
rt’as taken by consent for the plaintifT—Damages 2001

ARCHITECTS TAKING OUT THEIR OWN
QUANTITIES.

Sir,—

W

ill some of your numerous readers kindly
nlorm me if it is tho practice amongst architects now toake out their own quantities? I have a bill sent mo
vhteh I decline to tender upon, for tho following reasons
-hrst, as a member of the Builders’ Society I am bv
igreemeut with the R.I.B.A,, precluded from taking
ither than quantities supplied by an independent sur-
•eyor

; secondly, the gentleman wlio has forwarded them
0 me IS a heUow of tho above Institute, and the charge
nadc 18 2i per ceut., which sum I know is excessive
lonaiciering no labours of any kind are taken in the bills’imply cube atone, &c. How ought builders to act inuch a case as this? I might add, the quantities are in
uannscript. ^ Boiedee.

STROUD GENERAL HOSPITAL
COMPETITION.

1 tnist that the committee of the above may boawarded with a crowd of designs in answer to what I
lay bo allowed to call their ridiculously liberal offer of

[rwlH,??
‘ Ten pounds ten shillings ! andirwhat? Why, sir for nothing

J for a mere flea-bite oferk; for- a hospital to accommodate twen^-four indoor
ad sundry out-door patients, for surgery and consnltiug-
joms, for residence for house surgeon and hospital staff •

le whole ot which will not cost more than 4,0001 Why
r, this fatuously lavish committee is actually ’offering
ore than one quarter per cent, for this paltry amount of
® there is to be considered as a set-off
jaiusL this,— the fact that only one, and possibly none of
le designs may be premiated

; but when one goes in for^od thing, one does not care for an insignificant risk.
Now, sir, my object in writing to you is to point out
ttat 1 consider to be a serious flnanoial blunder on the
irt of the hospital authorities. There is no charge made
competitors for the plans and sections of the site This
nst be considered a most culpable oversight on the partmen who should watch with jealous care the interests
tUe subscribers, and demonstrates most clearly the

most criminal prodigality of their actions. If a small
arge of, say 6s. each, had been made for these parti-
lars, as much money might have been made as would
ve paid the premium, and if the committee had chosen
erwards to withhold it, here would have been a nice

OLD HOUSE, ENFIELD.
Sir,—

A

friend has pointed out to me that both MrAndrews and myself have mistaken, in Mr. Wilson'slctter
on tho above (referred to last week), the word " Mansion
Flouse i^or ‘ Manor House.” Kindlyallowmo to correct
the mistake. ^

WORKMEN AND THE FOREMAN.
a letter in your impression of the 25th

ult underthe title of "A Foreman’s View,” and knowing
that you always take an impartial view of every question
I think it hut justice to our trade to say a few words in
reply, tlio world mipht be led to bolieve wo ,re"itwhat we profess to be,—that is, mechanics capable of doing

fair day s work for a fair day's pay. and that we are allovernert by societies and their rules.

..1 .'‘.rS w'”'’';'!'"''
loPdon Arms, end under

aeveral different foremen, and quite coincide with voureorreepondent of the Ittb ult. on the in.bibty of thegenerality of tho masters representatives. The way inwhich ALondon Foreman" vindicates thccharacterofhis
class 13 not, in my opinion, quite so creditable as it shoulde,—by running others down to justify himself.He states that, as soon asajobis started, or about to
start, allthe societies know all abont it, also the eharae-
ters of the masters and foremen; aud I ask, why should
they not know ? Has not one man a right to Irnowthocharacter of the other to whom ho is about to sell hislabour, and also tho character of the one by whom he isto bo governed or controUed ? If they are conscientiousand upright men they will not be ashamed of being

either society or non-society men
Then again, with regard to the batch (which your cor-respondent would lead us to believe are all thatapply first : surely there are some good men to be found

find that the niHjr (if I may borrow the term) is kept onand the good man discharged. For why? Because ofthat system which, I am sorry to say, is, and I am afraidalways will bo in existence,—I mean, the tipping or feeing
of the foreman, which is one of the greatest disgraces toour trade. Of course, there are many exceptions, and itwould be injustice to say that all foremen are alike.
Now, about the mii^^’sCaying long enough to spoil a good

xixan, or one lutending to do a good day's work. Maynot part of the fault rest with the foreman as well as themutt r 1 would ask your correspondent, how often does
the man go and make a few simple, yet necessary, inquiries

Vlt-K « If he were one of the brute c^atiou
(which, of course, betrays ignorance) ? And is not thatenough to spoil his former good intentions, and make him

whorSit’uS"?'"
»•>.?« assure you, sir, I have known several instances ofthis sort, and where the man was really a better and morecompetent person than the one over him. If your eorre-

^ “Ot think
° spofling a good man, or any dilB-oulty in obtaining men to do his work, although I shouldbe very sorry to dictate to him.

® euuuiu

-
are some foremen who get their work done andare respected by the men ns well as the master, althoughthey ha^ the same difficulties to contend with as "ALondon Foreman

; and how is it P Why, simply becausethey act impartially, and do unto others as they would be
AJoixeb.

,

HIGHWAY DISTRICT SURVEYORS.
Sir,—

I

n your impression of last; week I ob-
serve an article beaded " Sanitary Engineers aud
the (^vernment,” in which it is stated that a
deputation of Local Board surveyors waited upon
Mr. Stanafeld, &c. As one of the said deputa-
tion,

_

allow mo to state that the deputation
consisted of five members of the Highway District
Surveyors' Association, representing upwards of
130 highway districts, situated in all parts of
England. Highway district sarveyors are ap-
pointed under 5th & 6th Wm. IV., cap. 50, and
25th & 26th Viet., cap. 61, an Act that does
not apply to Local Boards. I may here mention
that the Association is of long standing, and
numbers about 150 members, its groat object
being the introduction of more efficient men as
surveyors to districts. That this is necessary
you will understand when I state that the
districts are composed of from four to 160
parishes, with a superficial area of from 10,000
to 80,000 acres, and a length of roads varying
from 10 to 800 miles; aud as the solo charge is
vested with the surveyor, you, Mr. Editor, will
understand that he should be a competent man.
The duties include the reconstruction of various
bridges, embankments, sewers, and other im
provements

; and as nearly the whoJo of tho old
bndges (mostly timber) have (or will shortly
have) to be reconstructed, you will at once see
the class of men required. I shall be most
happy to give any farther particulars as to our
Association, and earnestly solicit tho support
of our brother surveyors.

O.N'E OF TOE DePL’TATION.

ENLARGEMENT OF BRIXTON PRISON.
Wi'THiN the last few months the convict prisonon Brixton-hill has been undergoing very e.vtcu-

sive alterations and enlargement, the interior
having been almost entirely recouatrnoted. TJie
old treadmills, to which in past years prisoners
were sent for hard labour, have been altogether
removed, and in their place a large number of
workshops adapted to almost every description
of handicraft and trade, have been erected and
in future convicts sentenced to penal servitude,
and different periods of imprisonment, will havo
to work at the trades which they may haw
respectively followed. A considerable number
of experienced warders from other prisons have
recently been drafted to the Brixton establish-
ment, and

_

are now engaged in superiutondinn-
and teaching the prisoners various trades in
masonry, carpenter work, smith’s work, shoe
making, tailoring, and other brandies of employ
ment, the result being that a large amount ofwork 13 now daily turned out, and the labour of
the pnaoners realises a considerable refcmm
Amongst other articles produced, the boots of
the metropolitan police-force are now manufao-
tnred at the prison. Insubordinate and obstinate
prisoners are sent to Chatham Dockyard. The
alterations which have been made in the building
have been carried out by the prisoners under the
superintendence of the prison authorities.
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PICTURES FOR THE LO^^DON
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1873.

A 3CEETING of noblemen, and gentlemen has

been held at Harlborougk House, presided over

by the Prince of Wales. The object of the

meeting was to create a permanent organisation

for promoting the exhibition of the best modern

British pictures upon a system somewhat similar

to that successfully pursued for moi’e than half

a century by the British Institution. General

Scott read a memorandum. It is proposed in the

International Exhibitions to collect only the

works of contemporary painters in oil and water

colours. This is a field of action which is not

covered by any existing institution.

General Scott explained that the Exhibition of

1873 would consist of:— (A) Paintings in oil

and water-colours which have been executed

since 1863, aud have been exhibited at the

Royal Academy, the Water-Colour Society, and

similar established societies, contributed direct

by the artists or by proprietors. (B) New
works submitted for the first time for exhibition.

(C) A representation of the works of John

Phillip, R.A., who died in 1867, and of Thomas
Creswick, R.A., who died in 1869 (for this a

special part of the Exhibition Galleries will be

assigned). (D) A collection of paintings in

water-colours by artists who have died since

1863 (for this division a special part of the

Exhibition will bo assigned if found to be desir-

able).

The Marquis of Westminster expressed his

willingness to act on the committee, and to lend

pictures
j
and several gentlemen spoke in the

same sense. A general feeling was expressed

that the proposed limitation of ten years was
too short, and that it ought to be extended to at

least twenty-five.

Co.’s patent for the condensation of peat turf

into fuel-bricks, almost as dense, it is said, as

coal. It is proposed to utilise the great mosses
near Dumfries, and so convert them into rich

arable land, while reaping a valuable crop of

fuel as the ^st-fruits. Even were coal as cheap
as ever it was, it is said that this will be a highly

profitable process. The total cost of production

is stated at 5s. a ton.

“ENGLISH ARTIZANS FOR ATHENS.”

In' consequence of our paragraph on this

subject (p. 81, ante), we have received eight

letters from artizans expressing desire to go to

Athens, and asking for introductions to Mr.

Watson and answers to various questions. Mr.

Watson is the representative of this country in

Athens, and his report is an official one. Wo
cannot attempt to go any farther into details.

Wo simply stated the general opinion at which

he has arrived, and persons disposed to go would

have to obtain such information as they could,

and act on their own responsibility.

Our Foreign Office would probably give some
additional information if applied to.

ARCHITECTS’ LIABILITIES.

In reference to the letter of “M. H.,” on this

subject, I think there need be no hesitation as

to whom the liability rests upon. If the plumber
has nob complied with the contract entered into

by him, he can bo prosecuted for fraud. If the

architect prepared a proper specification, and
gave a reasonable amount of superintendence,

he has done his duty ; he is only remunerated

by a small commission,—the tradesman receives

a profit, and thereby becomes a responsible

party. It is too much tho fashion for clients to

aim at obtaining eighteenpence for a shilling,

and let their work get into the hands of unscru-

pulous men, who would evade their duty if even

the ai'chitecb spent the whole of his time upon
the works. I think there is a great want of

explanation in the scale of charges issued by the

lustitute, as no mention is made of tho amount
of attendance supposed to be included in the

5 per cent, commission, although charges for

extra attendance are named. The only remedy
against bad work is to employ tradesmen of

known character and ability, and allow them a

fair remuneration. It would bo impossible for

an architect to be certain of the quality of many
of the materials used in the building without

applying chemical and other tests, which would
involve such an amount of labour and expense,

that he would be better without tho commission.

I have myself gone very deeply into these

matters, and the more I do tho more is ex.

pected. Clients have pirrcbased materials, and
employed jobbing hands with no experience,

and considered it my duty to act tho part of a
builder’s foreman (without extra pay of course).

In works of magnitude, and at other times, when
opportunity offered, I have tested a variety of

articles, and having pretty well ascertained

where I can depend upon having the genuine

thing, I frequently give the names of the manu.
facturers from whom I desire the articles to be

provided, a watcr-tank on the roof giving supply
for both. The interiors of the first-class com-
partments are panelled on the sides and roof with
silver walnut wood, with mouldings of ebony and
gold. The seats and backs are trimmed with
crimson veh'eb, on a basis of spring mattress,

with sofa springs and horse-hair stuffing. The
seats aud backs, three in each compartment, are
by a simple arrangement made so that the seat

will fold up, when tho back, by a slight pull,

•comes forward and falls down, forming a com-
fortable bed 6 ft. 3 in. long, with pillow or

cushion. This, when not required, by a very
slight lift, is replaced in its original position, and
the seat again resumes its usual form, as in a
first-class carriage. The whole of the furniture

and mountings in the first-class compartment,
outside aud inside, are silver-plated. The
carriage can be ventilated as required, at the

bottom or top, by movable louvres and slides,

and is carpeted with pile carpet on a layer of

kamptulicou.

DIOCESAN TRAINING
COLLEGES FOR SCHOOL MASTERS AND

MISTRESSES, DURHAM.
Handsome voluntary subscriptions have been

raised in tho diocese for enlarging both these

colleges
;
the former at present contains accom-

modation for forty-six students, and it is pro-

posed to enlarge it, so as to accommodate in all

seventy students, at an estimated outlay of

2,5001. The latter has now accommodation for

forty-six students, and this building will be
enlarged so as to accommodate twenty-four more
students, or seventy in all, at an estimated cost

of 3,0001. .The latter work has been already

commenced, and tbe former will shortly be so.

Mr. William Crozier, county engiueor and
architect, has been appointed architect for both

works.

DR. BORLASE.
SiK, — With reference to this Cornubian

author aud his early residence, I have visited it

recently. It is a curious speciraeu of seven-

teenth-century domestic architecture, I think;

and in the innner courtyard a platform or

rostrum may be seen, from which Samuel
Wesley addressed tho people when he was in

Cornwall.

^ _ In Mr. Blight’s “Week at the Land’s End”
oiTtain'ea ; "but without Uclerh or worka this

' there is o view of this old manor-house, as

cannot be properly enforced. There is no mate- seen from the south, which is an accurate sketch

THE COAL QUESTION.

Good will no doubt come out of the evil of the

coal famine. An impetus has been given to

ooal-cuttiiig by machinery, for one thing. The
proprietors of Hetton Colliery, after having tried

various coal-cutting machines, have adopted the

patent of Messrs. Baird, of Gartsherrie Iron-

works, in Scotland. The machine is driven or

actuated by compressed air, worked at a pres-

sure of -io lb. to the square inch. For something

like a year one, and the only one of these

machines yet in operation, has been at work in

Gartsherrie Colliery, where it has been seen by
many scientific and practical men, including not

a few members of the Iron and Steel Institute

of Great Britain. The machine can cut 350 ft.

of coal per night of eight hours, thus yielding

from 70 to 75 tous of coal, or a production equal

to that of forty men. Only three, or at most

four men are required to look after it. The
compressed air is brought in enst-ivon pipes to

the machine, which is upwards of 300 fathoms

from the pit bottom. The revolution of an end-

less chain gives motion to tho coal-cutters, niue

in number, and an ingenious arrangement enables

the machine to propel itself along the face of

the seam. The proprietors of the Hetton Colliery

are the first, after the Gartsherrie firm, to resolve

on the adoption of these machines. It is esti-

mated that the total number of people employed
in and about the coal-mines of this country is

pwards of 360,000; and by the universal adop-

tion of the Gartsherrie machine it is estimated

that the odd 60.000 would be almost sufficient to

raise the 120,000,000 tons of coala which are

now annually produced in Great Britain. The
use of compressed air also gives improved venti-

lation in tbe mine, and the use of the machines
reduces the waste from 12 to -1 per cent.

Another machine, which is likely to be brought

immediately into prominent use, is Clayton &

rial more adulterated than paint, yet how is an
architect in the ordinary course of his duty*, to

ascertain that he is not cheated ? Frequently

the workman himself does not know ; the appear-

ance of the work does not show it,—it is time

that proves it.

I have tested specimens of white lead (the

foundation of most paints), and tho quality

called “Best” in the trade I have found to

contain 30 per cent, of adulteration
;
tho same

with cements, and many other things. Before

an architect can be saddled with responsibility,

it must first be shown that he has not given pro-

per directions, or a reasonable amount of care

in supervision; in addition to which it should be
borne in mind tliat tliere are plenty of con-

tractors who would rob their employers if every
workman had a policeman at his elbow. Builders,

as a class, have degenerated, and the cause is

attributable to the employers alone, who have
taught them dishonesty in inciting them to take

work at less than cost price. Z.

of the building. It is only a few miles from
St. Just, in Penwith, at Pendeen, and close to

the sea. Near tbe house is a long underground
gallery or cave, described by Dr. B., in his work
upon the antiquities of Cornwall. Mr. Blight’a

work, above mentioned, contains also an engi-av.

ing of a curious old house at Newlyn, near
Penzance, now or formerly the “ Keigwin
Arms,” which I have seeu. It merits the notice

of antiquaries, as does the old house of Kenegie,

near Penzance. CfiB. Cooke.

THE NEW NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY
SLEEPING-CAR.

The new sleeping - can’iage, specially con.

stnictcd for the North British Railway Company
by the Ashbury Railway CaiTiage Company of

Manchester, has been tried on the North British

system between Glasgow and Edinburgh. The
carriage was attached to tbe express train leaving

Glasgow at 1 p.m., and reaching Edinburgh at

2'25. The carriage is 30 ft. long aud 7 ft. 6 in.

wide, outside measurement, and 6 ft. 10 in. from
tbe under side of roof to the floor in the centre

inside. The body of tbe carriage is divided into

one second-class compartment at one end, and a
luggage compartment at the other end

;
the

centre portion being fitted up as two first-class

saloon compartments, with communicating lobby

between them, on one side of which lobby a

lavatory, and at the other side a watercloset are

liscdlancH,

A New Industry in Ta.smaiiia.—The com.
mencement of iron-mining in Tasmania seems
likely, says a Launceston paper of Tasmania,
called the Cornivall Chronicle, to open up a
variety of industries. Messrs. Harrison & Just
have patented here and in Victoria and the other
colonies an invention by which asbestos is likely

to be turned to very profitable account in the
manufacture of fire-clay and fire-clay articles.

The incombustible character of asbestos, and the

refractory nature of tho serpentine rock in which
it is found, attracted the attention of Dr. W. H.
Harrison, and the necessity for securing large

supplies of refractory fire-bricks suggested to

him the possibility of combiuing the two sub-

stances— the one incombustible and fibrous, the

other refractory—in such a way as to produce-

the required article. Experiment is said to have
justified this expectatiou. The material, it is

hoped, will also be useful forgas retorts, crucibles,

fire-bars, pipes, and other articles besides fire-

bricks.

Books on Art and Science.—Our adver-

tising columns contain a further list of important

works on Art and general literature published

by Messrs. Longmans, Green, Reader, & Dyer.

We point to it less for the sake of the publishers

than for that of our readers.
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National Health Society.—Dr. Ilardwicko,

medical officer of health for Paddington, has read
a paper at the i-ooms of the Social Science Asso-
ciation, Adam-street, Adelphi, “ On Model Dwcl-
lings of Workpeople in Towns.” Mr. Penning-
ton, the chairman, in introducing the lecturer,
dwelt upon the importance of the subject of
model dwellings, especially in a country like
England, where a larger proportion of tho popu-
lation lived in great towns than in any other
country in the world, and in twenty-six towns
alone the population exceeded 100,000; and he
recommended a royal commission to inquire into
the condition of the people in large towns. Dr.
Hardwicke, in the course of his paper, said that
amongst the various social problems requiring
solution, an important one was as to the best
manner of effecting a reform in the dwellings of
this country, especially among workpeople. The
present state of unhealthy dwellings was both
physically and morally bad. They endangered
health, and were strong incentives to intemper-
ance. It was the duty of Government to avert
these dangers without delay. As far as the
present model dwellings were concerned, they
had never been profitable to capitalists

; but
objection to them had been taken on account of
the external staircase and the deficiency of sun-
light. Too much supervision, too, was ob-
jectionable. The familisUre of M. Godin, at
Guise, near Paris, gave the best example he
knew, showing better than anything else what
might be done in the matter of model buildings.

The Want of Additional Dwelling-houses
in Nottingham.—At a recent meeting of the
Town Council, the Parliamentary Committee
pre.sented a report in which they said :

—“Your
committee consider that there are many cases in
which it would be beneficial, both in a sanitary
and moral point of view, to allow of dwelling,
houses being erected with less than three bed-
rooms. Your committee therefore recommend
that section 125 [of the Nottingham Enclosure
Act of 1845] be amended so as to vest a discre-
tion in the Council to allow dwelling-houses to
bo erected possessing less than three bedrooms
above the ground-floor thereof.” Mr. Manning
remarked that they had passed a resolution
whereby thirty-seven poor people were dis-
possessed of their dwelling-houses, and he was
informed there were 600 artizans’ dwelling-
houses required for tho accommodation of the
working-classes in the town. There was a clause
in the Enclosure Act which prevented very much
the building of working men’s houses, and there-
fore the Parliamentary Bills Committee had
agreed to the report, the adoption of which he
begged to move. Alderman Enfield seconded
the motion, and it was carried.

Loudon and County Bank.—Tho directors
at the meeting held on the 6th, announced that
after paying interest to customers, and all

charges, allowing for rebate, and making pro-
vision for bad and doubtful debts, the net profits
amount to 104,803J. Os. 6d. This sum, added to
10,634k 11s. lOd. brought from the last account,
produces a total of 115,478k Is. 4d. The direc-
tors recommended the payment of the customary
dividend of 6 per cent, for the half-year, with a
bonus of 4 per cent., both free of income-tax,
which would amount to 100,000k, and leave Silk
ISs. 4d. as a reserve to meet interest accrued on
new shares, and 14,936k 83. to be carried forward
to profit and loss new account, and this was
agreed to. The present dividend and bonus
added to the June payment will make 20 per
cent, for the year 1872. The amount of dis-
counted bills and advances to customers in town
a.nd_ country is 12,099,252Z. 173. 5d., and the
liabilities of customers for drafts accepted by
the bank is 4,243,844k 18s. 7d.,—making a total
of 16,343,097k IGs.

The Enlargement of Durham Gaol.—At
the adjourned Quarter Sessions for the county
of Durham, Mr. Crozier (county architect) said
it was contemplated making 102 cells, with six
rooms and six workshops underneath, which
were much wanted. There were two sets of
yard water-closets, and three heating-rooms,
where heating apparatus was kept.—The chair-
man said there was another plan, to carry round
the west wing in order to meet the south wing.
This would cost 5,000k more. Tho estimate for
the extension of the new south wing was 8,308Z.,
while that for the extension of the west wing
was 5,342k The south wing would give 102
new cells, and the extension of the west wino'
63. It was resolved “That the magistrates
carry out the whole plan, at a cost of 13,650k”

Ckoke-damp E^jeriment in the Paris
Catacombs,—Captain Denarouze is proving to
the savans of Paris, that if miners henceforth
perish from choke-damp it will not be through
the fault of science. His demonstrations to this
effect are made in the catacombs, under the Rue
d’Enfer. The purpose is to show that, by an
apparatus analogous to that for breathing and
working under water, the same freedom of
movement may be obtained in the midst of
choke-damp, or carbonic acid gas, which, in fact,
is a kind of water, though invisible, and drowns
those plunged in it without protection, just as
water does. A “hood and mouthpiece” for
protection, with a supply of vital air to breathe,
wero experimented with in this country between
thirty and forty years since; and it is not more
than a year or two, we recollect, since the sub-
jeot was mooted with reference to colliery-
accidents from choke-damp in England.

Tlie Manchester Town-hall Contracts.

—

Tho Manchester city council occupied a con.
siderable portion of their last sitting in dia-
cussing the new town-hall contracts. The sub.
ject was introduced by Alderman Heywood, who
moved that the course suggested by tho sub-
committee for the completion of the work, viz.,
that Messrs. Smith & Sons, the contractors for
the mason-work, be invited to send in a schedule
of prices, be approved and adopted. The pro-
position, however, was strongly opposed : it was
said that justice would not be done the rate-
payers in regard to the contracts unless they were
thrown open to competition

;
and that the amount

likely to be saved by public competition would
not be less than 50,000Z. Mr. Mark Price'
reminded tho council that the new town-hall
would cost l,O00,000Z., which would lay upon
the ratepayers a perpetual rate of tenpence in
the pound. An amendment was ultimately
carried that tho remainder of tho contract be
let by public competition.

Atmospheric Bells for Buildings.—The
atmospheric system of communication for houses,

'

hotels, warehouses, factories, and so forth, fitted
up bytMessrs. Homfray & Co., seems, so far,
superior to tho electric system, in that when
once fitted it requires no further attention

;
its

sending power is constant, thus the disadvan.
tages of defective insulation and tho maintenance
of batteries, are entirely done away with; whilst
the annoyances arising from slack wires, common
in tho usual crank and wire system, are in this
unknown. Instruments with indicating tablets
and bell attached placed in any desired position,
show tho number or name of the room or rooms
from which the bell has been rung

; the tube or
tubes acting as tho conductor of air between
press-button and the bell can be placed out of
the sight, and laid down and soldered in the
same way as gas tubing. They deserve the
attention of persons building, or tired of the old
system.

Improvement of Houses of the Poor.

—

The special committee formed by the Charity
Organisation Society to consider what steps can
be recommended with a view to improving the
dwellings of the poor thronghout London, held
its first meeting on Wednesday last, at the
central office of the Society, 15, Buckingham-
street, Adelphi, under tho presidency of tho
Lord Mayor. There were present, among others,
tho Marquis of Westminster, Earl Fortescue,
Lord Mahon, M.P., Mr. Andrew Johnston, M.P.,
Mr. Kay-Shuttleworth,M.P., Mr. Eastwick, M.P.,
Sir Baldwin Leighton, Mr. Liddle, Dr. Ross, Dr.
Hardwick, Rev. W. Denton, Miss Octavia Hill,
Mr. Godwin, Mr. W. H. Hall, Mr. R. Freeman,
Mr. Gilbert, Lord Robert Montague, Mr. Bosan.
quet, Mr. Gatliff, Mr. Fletcher.

Foremen Engineers.—On Saturday evening
last tho members and friends of the London
Association of Foremen Engineers and Di-aughta-
men dined together at the City Terminus Hotel,
under the presidency of Mr. John R. Ravenhill,
C.E. The chairman, proposing “ Science,”
illustrated the practical application of his sub-
ject by stating that he had that day received,
answered, and received a reply to, a telegram
from Egypt; Professor Goodeve, noticing the
probable supersession of the use of iron by that
of steel, said ho had recently seen the latter
material manufactured under a pressure of
8,000 tons.

Tke Royal Gold Medal.—The Council of
the Royal Institute of British Architects have
resolved to recommend to her Majesty the present
president, Mr. Thomas Henry Wyatt, as the
recipient of the Royal Gold Medal for 1873.

Tke British Archaeological Association.

—

On Wednesday night in last week a special
general meeting of the Sheffield Architectural
and Archceological Society was held at the
Rooms, School of Art. A sub-committee that
had been appointed to wait on the pnblic bodies
of the town, and to communicate with the Duke
of Norfolk, reported that the proposal to invite
the British Archmologioal Association to hold its
next Congress in Sheffield, met with the most
cordial approval. The Duke of Norfolk, through
Mr. Ellison, forwarded a letter expressing tho
pleasure it would afford him to take part in the
proceedings if the time of the meeting did not
clash with other engagements. A resolution was
unanimously passed inviting the Association to
come to Sheffield,

Unsafe Landings. — The St. George’s,
Hanover-square, Vestry have considered a letter
from their solicitors (Messrs. Capron & Co.) with
respect to tho case of the “St. George’s,
Hanover-square, Vestry v. Col. Hamilton” (of
Eaton.square), who was summoned before the
magistrate at the Westminster Police Court for
the expenses of repairs done to the lauding in
front of his house. Messrs. Capron informed
the vestry that the magistrate, finding, under
the 226th section of the Act (Metropolis Local
Management Act), he had large discretionary
powers, had decided to divide tho expenses
between the vestry and Col. Hamilton. After
some debate, the vestry agreed to accept the
magistrate’s decision.

The Dublin Tramways Company. — The
report of the directors to be read at the third
ordinary half-yearly meeting, on the 20th inst.,
shows that the gross receipts from all sources
amount to 23,745Z. 4s. lOd., and after paying
all working expenses, there remains a net profit
of 7,829Z. 7s. 4d. available for division, out of
which it is proposed to appropriate sufficient for
a dividend at the rate of 12 per cent, per
annum free of income-tax, leaving tho sum of
1,229k 11s. 6d. to bo added to the reserve fund.
This fund will then amount to 2,458k 19s., of
which the sum of 1,229Z. 7s. 6d. has been
invested in Three per Cent. Consols, as certified
by the auditors. The account looks healthy and
the prospect promising.

Royal Arckitectural Museum.—Mr. J. F’
Redfem will give practical descriptions of the
figure sculpture in this Museum on Saturday
afternoon, Feb. 22, and the two following Satur-
days. Mr. Thomas Peard has promised two
addresses on the Art of Producing Artistic Iron
Work, on March 15 and March 22. Any may
enter free. We would further draw attention to
the fact that art-workmen’s evening drawing and
modelling classes aro now in full work in this
Museum, at seven o’clock every Monday, Wed.
nesday, and Friday evening, at nominal cost for
entry.

Tangye's Wall Steam Engine.—Those who
think it better to distribute the steam power re-
quired in manufactories ever a number of small
engines rather than confine it to one large one, an
arrangement which has its advantages, will find
Tangye’s engine well suited for this purpose.
Where workshops consist of three or four floors,

an engine of 4-hor8e or G-horso power can be
fixed on the wall of each floor to work the
machinery on that floor, quite independent of
any other, saving the floor space, as well as tho
brick foundation requii-ed by any other kind of
engine.

New ScRool for Bermondsey.—On Monday
a new school attached to St. James’s Church,
Spa-road, Bermondsey, was opened by the Prin-
cess Teck, in the presence of the Lord Mayor,
tho sheriffs, and a number of the clergy and
leading inhabitants. The cost of tho school was
1,350Z., of which 1,050k have already been sub-
scribed, leaving a deficiency of 300Z. The
building is Gothic in design, and consists of one
largo room and one class-room. The architect
is Mr. R. Hesketh

; and the builders are Messrs.
Downs & Co., of Union-street, Borough.

The Removal of the Snow.—In the Chelsea
Vestry the surveyor reported that the enow had
been left, by the contractor, in twenty-nine
streets. Mr. Fisher moved that a fine of 51. be
inflicted in each case, making in all 145k This
not being seconded, he then moved to fine for
fifteen streets, a total of 75Z. To this there was
an amendment, that the question stand over for
a fortnight

; but this was lost. Mr. Davidge
then moved a fine of 30Z. for six streets, which
was carried.
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Sanitary Heqairements of Metropolitan
Workshops.—At a meeting of the Metropolitan
Association of Sanitary Officers, held on Monday
evening, in the hall of the Institute, Alderman’s-
walk, Bishopsgate, a lecture was delivered on
the above subject by Mr. Thomas A. Dennis, the
chief sanitary inspector of the parish of Shore-
ditch. He dwelt strongly on the necessity of

efficient ventilation and the use of the syphon
traps in all cases of sewer drainage, as being the
best means of rendering water-fiushinga effectual

when there was a proper supply of that inr-

portant material.

The Americans and Mr. Bessemer.—The
Americans have adopted anovel method of show-
ing their appreciation of Mr. Bessemer’s ser-

vices to science. In the midst of one of the

richest iron and coal districts in Cincinnati they
have begun to build a now city, which, from its

geographical position and local advantages, will

probably become one of the largest centres of
trade in America. To this city they have given
the name of Bessemer.

Pavement of Worcester Cathedral.—Lord
Dudley has offered to defray the cost of a
flooring of white and black marble to the
nave of Worcester Cathedral in lieu of one of

stone and elate, and the offer has been accepted
by the Restoration Committee. The cost of the
marble flooring will be between 4,0001. and
5,0001. The choir is already floored with en-

caustic tiles and marbles of various colours.

Glass-lined Pipes.—In New York, glass-

lined iron pipes, it is said, are being used to

convoy water, as the friction is lessened, the
pipes are always clean, and the water is kept
pure. Between the glass and iron is a layer of
plaster of Paris, which, being a non-conductor of

heat, prevents tho water from freezing in the
winter. Whether this layer prevents the con-
traction and expansion of the iron from destroy-

ing the coating of glass may be a question.

A Mortuary Chapel for Scarbro'.—The
parish vestry have resolved that " it is expedient,
as well on sanitary grounds as for tho conveni-
ence of lodging-house keepers and for the
interests of the public generally, that a mortuary
chapel be erected at the cemetery and “ that
the Burial Board bo requested to carry the fore-

going resolution into effect, at a cost not exceed,
ing 2001.”

Metropolis Buildings Act Amendment.
On Wednesday last, Dr. Brewer brought in a Bill
to repeal the 55th clause of 7 & 8 Viet., cap. 81
(the Metropolitan Buildings Act), so far as it

relates to the slaughtering of cattle for human
food. The Bill was read a first time, and the
second reading was fixed for April 2.

The Works of the late Mr. George
Mason, A.II.A.—Unusual pressure compels ns
to confine ourselves to recommending all our
readers, who love art, to visit (through a member
of the Burlington Pine Arts Club), tho collection
of piettires by the lato Mr. Mason, now collected
in the Rooms of the Club, Savile-row.

The Labour Question.—On Monday evening
last, at the sessional meeting of the National Asso-
elation for the Promotion of Social Science, Mr.
Alsagar H. Hill read <a paper “On Impediments
to tho Circulation of Labour and Suggestions for
their Removal.”

For the erection of Norgrove-buildings, Clark’s-plac

Harding (accepted) £2,85-1 0 0

For the erection of schools, Olga-strect, Bow, for the
London School Board. Messrs. Hawimack & Lambert,
architects. Quantities by Mr. T. E. Mundy :

—

Gibson, Hrothers..’. £3,303 0 0
Newman & Mann 8,21C 0 0
"Wood, Brothers 8,073 0 0
LlnzeD & Son 7,993 0 0
Ennor 7,801 0 0
Willianis & Son 7i566 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, & Co 7,631 0 o
High 7,490 0 0
Marsland & Son 7,340 0 0
Roberts, Brothers 7,225 0 0
Dove, Brothers 7,115 0 0
Perry & Co 6,680 0 0
King & Son 0,628 0 0

For building the Royal Marine Inn, Bilver-street,
Taunton, for Mrs. Crane. Mr. A. W. Galbraith, archi-
tect :

—

Fox £tl0 0 0
Templemnii & Handford 42i) 0 0
Moss 392 10 0
Smith 360 0 0
Spiller 338 0 0
YandeD (accepted) 317 0 0

For alterations and additions to shop and premises,
Nos. 01 and 93, Hiah-atrcet, Kensington, for Messrs.
Barker & Co. Mr, 5, Houle, architect. Quantities by
Mr. D. Cubitt Nichols :

—

Laugmead (!t Way £1,395 0 0
Bowles (accepted) 1,311 0 0

For the erection of a nave for St. Paul's Church, Bath.
Messrs. Wilson, IVillcox, & Wilson, architects. Quanti-
ties by Mr. Arthur Deane :

—

Hunt £1,183 0 0
Ridout -1,085 0 0
Long 3,872 0 0
Morgan & Lovell 3,760 0 0
Mulhnga 3,500 0 0
" 3,498 0 0

3,450 0 0

For warehouses, Holborn Viaduct. Mr. II, H. Colliasi
ardiitcct. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Batatone &
Hunt

Kirk (accepted) £7,C67 0 0

For the erection of an Oddfellows’ Hall, Dovizes.
Messrs. Wilson, Willcox, I'rchitects. Quauti-

arquis ik Munro

Chivers “

Randall
Mullings (accepted)
Brown
Aldridge
Durke

..£1,870 0 0

.. 1,593 0 0

.. 1,650 0 0
1,120 0 0
1,350 0 0

.. 1,310 0 0
0
0

For dwelling-house, Portmadoe, for Rev. W. Ambrose.
Messrs. Roberts & Morrow, architects :

—

Humphreys £320 0 0
Roberts 4c Jones 600 0 0
Grifllth 47S o 0
Davies (accepted) 47-1 0 0
Hughes 391 0 0

For rebuilding the premises. Nos. 41 and 45, Milton-
street; City, lor Messrs. Corke, Abbott, & Co. Mr.
Edmund Woodthorpe, architect. Quantities saiiplied hv
Messrs. Welch & Atkinson

i

f r

Sewell & Son £3,67-1 0 0
Maeey 3^560 0 0
Ashby & Sons 0 0
Brass 3,435 q 0
Pntchard 3,372 0 0
Cooke & Green 3,331 0 0
Perry, Brothers 3,339 0 0
Colls & Sons 3,260 0 0
Conder 3,229 0 0
Turner A Sons (accepted) 3,ll7 0 0

For alterations and additions to mansion at Kingswood
Warren, Surrey. Mr. William Smith, architect

Manley S Rogers £5,317 0 0
Patman & Fotheringham* 4,750 0 0

* Accepted.

For English Presbyterian Memorial Church, Wauds.
worth. Mr. T. Arnold, architect. Quantities by Mr N
C. McIntyre North

Jackson & Shaw £5,613 0 0
Perry & Co 4[roo 0 0
Heubhaw -4,78>) 0 q
Avis & Co -1,723 0 0
Colls & Sons -1,700 0 0
Higgs .1,078 0 0
Adamson -l,Gol 0 0
Nightingale -1,011 0 0

For Cnombes Crol't House :

—

Rest & Brown
Liazeli A Son
Chapman
Humphreys Son ...

Dlandford A Jones ...

Childs
Bullford (accepted)

For alterations, extensions, and new fittings at 117,
VietortB-stroet, IV'estminster, for tho Array and Navy
Co-operativo Society, Limited. Mr. Thomas Dudley,
architect :—

Wagner (accepted) £1,035 16 0

*
to Thomby ^use, Kenilworth, for Mr. For new show-rooms and alterations at Nos. 73 and 75,Alfred Jepson. Mr. George Hart, architect Brompton-road, 8.W., for Messrs. Lewin Craucour A Co

Davis, jun. (accepted) 1,277 10 0 i Wagner (accepted) £395 0 0

C64 0
650 0
61.5 0

For tho first contract, Messrs. John Brinstnead A Sons’

E
ianofortc manufactory, Kcutish-town. Mr. Charles E,
vans, architect ;

—

Additional
Story.

Morter £9,830 £1,1-10
Brass 0,7,<0 1,130
Scrivener A White... 9,478 1,094
Longmire A Burge.., 9,222 1,153
Kelly, Brothers 8,037 1,160
Gibson, Brothers ... 8,6(30 1,035
Manley A Rogers* ... 7,977 1,120
Niblett A Son 7,209 058

* Accepted.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
n. {advertisement wUl be foimd in our last issue),—II. T. C. (the

tenders re.iched ns from more iinurters than one).—H. A. (the District

Surveyors' Association (" Jiuiiiiing Act "I msy be addressed at No. 9,

Coudnit-atreet, W,),—H. A. X', ("Navvy" Las become the correct

wonD.-L. C. Tv. (published last week).—H. T. (next week).—B. A. D.
(next week).— (3. G. (thanks).—J. 1’. 8, (thanks).—A. AXV,—II. P. P.

0. S.—H. W, C.—W. D.- H. XV. P.—XV. XV.—W. II„ jnn.—Unionist.
-C. E, E.— C. XV. P.—A. B.—A. A. C.—Dr. W.—Dr, II.—R. 4 M.—
E. XV.-T. A, 51.—XV. R. B.—XV. XV. & XV.—H. R. XV.—T. N.—T. A.—
Dr. M.—W. H. J.—R. M. P.—G. S.—XV. C J. C.—D. B.—J. XV.—
XX'. J. XV,—J, C. P,—C. C. U.—O- A. XV.—One XVilling to tfo.—One
Anxioms to Travel-XV. J. B. 51.—XV. Y .—A thens.—R. T.—T. T. G.—
A. XX'. O.—B.—K. 4 Son.—XV. T,-F. A.—J. B.

XVc are eompelied to decline pouitius out books aud Blring

addressee,

All statements of lactv. lists of tenders, Ac., roust be accompanied

by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for

publication.

NoTB.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers rend at

public meetings, reels of course with the authors.

Batli aud other Btulding’ Stones of Best
Quality.—RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & 00.
Limited, Quarrymen and Stone Mercliants.

List of Prices at the Quarries and Depots, also

Cost of Transit to any part of tho United
Kingdom, fmnished on application to

Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.—[Adtt.]

Ashton & Green, Slate, Iron, and Marble
Merchants, and Quari*y Agents.—‘Roofing

Slates,—Bangor, Blue, Red, aud Green ;
Blue

Portmadoe
j
and Whitlaud Abbey Green. The

new “Permanent” Green, weight the same
as Bangor, and uniformity of cleav.age equal.

Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimneypieoes,
Inscription Tablets, &c. Stoves, Ranges, and
Builders’ Ironmongery. A. & G.’s special Red
Ridgo Tiles. Large show of all goods at 1-1 and
15, Bury-atreet, St. Maiy-Axe, London, E.C.

Draxx'inge and prices upon application accom-
panying trade card.—[.^xti.]

BiUs of Quantities, Specifications, &c..
Lithographed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
29, Charing-cross, S.W., xvith accuracy and
punctuality. Plans and Draxvings Copied,
Traced, or Lithographed.— [Anvr.]

QMITH an(i FOLTNDEH’S WORIC
lO Builders' Quantities tendered for complete by

ORR & M'LEAN, 8i, HATTON GARDEN, E.C.
SPECI.ILTTX' FOR HEAX'Y CASTINGS, ROLLED A RIX'ETED

GIHUEUS, ROOF-WORK, & WINDOW BASHES.
RAlN-i-IPES, GUTTERS, STOVES, RANGES. NAILS, AND

BAR-IRON ALWAYS IN STOCK.
XVORKS : UNION FOUNDRY. GOLDEN LANE, E.C. Eotab. iri'Cv

" ktiilugue, price Ee, Od. deducted Irom first order. Eatlmatei free.

Mr. ARCHIBALD D. DAWNAY, CJ).
CONSULTING ENGINEER and SU RVEYOR, 25, XValbrook.
CALCULATIONS. DESIGNS, and ESTIMATES

PREPARED for IRON GIRDEIIS, ROOFS, COLUMNS, BRIDGES,
GASWORKS, it

LEXTiLLING & SURX'EYING. I9;ofeaHonalAMiatanee eencroliy.

W ILLIAJI READ, 437, Brixton-road,
GRAINER. MARBLER. andDECOKATlX'E ARTIST.

Prize Medals awnnlcd, 1951. J6(iQ. 1870.

GraminE. llorblin^, and DecorntiveWoikuudertaken ami [icouipUy
tcciitecl, in Towu or country, on moat moderate tenue. Si^uiincns
; the Crystal Palace, near tho High-level Station.

MRTNERSHir. - WANTED, by the
Advertiser, a SITUATION, as XVORKING FORUJIAN (a

stiiuatiug, njnkiug out plans, aud s^Koifioiitiims. Would bo happy to
uBct another with a view to PARTNElRSUli’.—Address, XV, B, Foet-
iltice, Laucuter-slrcet, XV.

Partnership.—WANTED, by a yoimir
Gentleiu.'ui, of considerable experience, a WORKING PART-

NERSHIP, wStli Ml Architect and Snrveyor of standing. None but
iucipiUs couimuiiicated with.—Application to be made to Messrs.
D. s A. 9. CRAIG, Solieltora, The Crescent, Shrewebtuy.

PORTLAND CEMENT.—WANTED, by
a Gentlem-ui thoronglily acquainted with the trade, the BOLE

AGENCY for BERLIN of a wholesale house dealing in this article.

Highest references giveu.—Address, H. KIRSCHNER, 24, Alcxoitdev
-ee, Berlin.

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE -and PLIANT
of a most desirable nP.TCK and M.IRL WORKS, eltu-ate in the

heiut of the Stafi'ordahlra Potteries, witli engines, eheds. oveus. &c. all

lu full wort. The uiarla, days, ic, are applicahle for producing many
descriptioiu of bricks, and a large variety of other articles in constant
dciiimid.—ForporticulaiTi, and to view, apply to Messrs. BCEIVEKlik
I- SON, -VrcUitects and Suri eyors, Hanley

;
or to IL TYRRELL, Esq.

Solicitor, 14, Gray'e-Iun-a'iaarc, Loudon.

M'ORTGAGES.—Several Sums of MONEY
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A Health Booh*

Tfe^sfe'kTrir^ffiv he plain meaning of

Public Hygiene is

defined by tbe author

of a hand-book just

now published to bo
" that branch of

sanitary science

which concerns the

physical condition of

communities.” This

being so, it may be

said to be the most

important of all

sciences
j for what, indeed, is the practical value

of the acquirements of any other science or any
other knowledge if the ijhysical condition of the

people amongst whom it is taught and acquired
is not of a high status ? The most valuable of

all knowledge taught to men of low physical

Condition, even if they are capable of acquiring

it, cannot bo retained and effectually made use

of. Hygiene, then, is the foundation of all other

useful sciences, and must precede the effective

exercise of every other species of knowledge.
” It embraces a consideration of the various

influences operating upon society, whether for

its material good or its actual deterioration, with
the view of extending the former, and pre-

venting or ameliorating, as far as possible, the
effects of the latter. It involves the enactment
of laws by which the safety of the, whole may
bo protected against the errors of a part, and,

above all, it aims at the prevention of disease by
the removal of its avoidable causes. In a wide
sense, therefore, the science of public hygiene
enlists the services of the people themselves in

continuous efforts at self-improvement
; of the

teachers of the people, to inculcate the best

mles of life and action
j of physicians, in pre-

venting as well as curing disease
; and of law-

givers, to legalise and enforce measures of

health-preservation. But while it is the special

province of the medical profession, as guardians
of the public health, to study the causes of

physical deterioration and disease, and to point

out how far these causes may be controlled or
averted, the general well-being of the people
must mainly depend on their own exertions and
self-restraint. Sanitary improvements in man’s
material surroundings will not compensate for

social transgressions against laws of morality;
for public virtue is essential to public, health,

and both to national prosperity.

The time, however, has gone by when people
can be dragooned into cleanliness, or be made
virtuous by police regulations, and hence it is

that the most thoughtful amongst practical

reformers of the present day base their hopes
of sanitary progress on the education of the

masses as the real groundwork of national

health. The people must bo taught that good
conduct, personal cleanliness, and the avoidance
of all excesses, are the first principles of health-

preservation
; that mental and physical training

must go hand in hand in the rearing and guid-

ance of youth
;

and that morality does not

• A Handbook of Hygiene. By George Wilson, MJL.,
M.D.Edin. London : J. & A. Cnurohill. 1873,

consist so much of a blind observance of the

formula; of empty creeds, as iu a hearty sub-

mission to precepts of health. Nor is this all.

They must be interested systematically in tbo

general results of sanitary progress, and become
more intimately acquainted with the social and
material causes by which it is impeded. Unless

a knowledge of those fundamental 'principles of

hygiene be widely disseminated amongst them,

it is in vain to expect that legislative enactments,

however well devised, will succeed iu raising the

standard of public health to any considerable

extent. If it be objected that such knowledge
cannot be imparted in schools [which we deny],

it may at all events be conveyed through the

public press and from the pulpit ; or is it too

much to hope that the wordy warfare concerning

the origin of human life may speedily give place

to united efforts in striving to prevent its

appalling waste ?
”

These words of Dr. "Wilson are words of the

highest wisdom. Taking this wide view of the

scope of the public health, the author discusses

the subject under the three sections of—1. Here-

ditary influence
; 2. Canses of deterioration and

diseaso; 3. Preventable disease. After some
remarks on the subject ^of heredity, the author

says that the causes of deterioration and disease

are of two kinds,—social and material. Legisla-

tion can control the material influences, sneh as

impure air, impure water, insufficient or unwhole-

some food, dampness of soil, deficiency of warmth,

&c., and the removal of these causes is the prin-

cipal aim of practical hygiene as enforced by
legislative enactments

;
but “the social causes

of deterioration and disease, on the other hand,

are little, if at all, controlled by State inter-

fercnce, and hence their removal, as far as

possible, must depend mainly on individual or

combined efforts, dictated by a sense of duty,

which may be either egotistic or philanthropic, as

the case may be. It is here that the effects of

education, whether imparted in the family circle

and school, or from the pulpit and platform, or

by the public press, will be tried and tested.”

In the rapid growth of town population there is

reason to fear that the average physique of the

English race has of lato years become lowered,

but at the same time there are good grounds for

believing that the deterioration has reached its

culminating point. "Already the results of

sanitary improvements in many large towns are

beginning to declare themselves, not only in a
lessened sick-rate and death-rate, but in an ap-

parently healthier tone of public opinion. The
working-classes in all parts of the country are

bestirring themselves for more leisure and more
pay, and so far they have succeeded. It remains

to be seen whether the leisure will be spent in

self-improvement, or the extra pay be judi.

ciously applied, and not worse than wasted.”
So far as these (social) causes are con-

cemed, the hopes of progress and improve-

ment must rest on education wide-spread

and general. The fundamental principles

of personal and domestic hygiene must become
matters of intelligent conviction amongst all

classes, and especially amongst tho upper and

middle, that they may help those of the lower

who are unable to help themselves. For it can-

not bo denied that there are multitudes in all

. our largo towns so heavily burdened with the

load of a vitiated heritage, and so hemmed in

with the barriers of foul air, filth, and want,

that teaching and preaching can only be felt as

bitter mockeries unless these harriers are first

removed. Herein lie the duties of sanitary

authorities, and in tlieir compulsion by legisla-

tive means there is at last some hope that ame-
lioration and enlightenment may penetrate even

to these depths.

We know that of the 120,000 preventible

deaths in a year in England and Wales, each

unit represents a larger or smaller group of

other cases in which preventible disease, not

ending in death, though often of far-reaching ill

effects on life, has been suffered. And while
these vast quantities of needless animal suffer-

ing, if regarded merely as such, would be matter
for indignant human protest-, it further has to be
remembered, as of legislative concern, that the

physical strength of a people is an essential and
main factor of national prosperity

;
that disease,

as far as it affects the workers of the population
is iu direct antagonism to industry

;
and that

disease which affects the growing and reproduc-

tive parts of a population, must also in part bo
regarded as tending to deterioratiou of race.

The chapter on Food contains instructions on
the appearances of sound and unsound meat,
and the means of judging it.

The chapter on Air and its contamination

shows that the peculiarly feetid smell of sewage
gas is owing to the presence of organic matter
more than to the gases given off, which are car-

bonic acid, nitrogen, sulphuretted hydrogen,

light carburetted hydrogen, and ammonium
sulphide. Dr. Odling believes it to bo carbo-

ammoniacal. It is alkaline in reaction, and
speedily decolorises solutions of potassium

permanganate. Like other organic effluvia, it

promotes the growth of fungi, renders milk

sour, and taints meat. The great interest which
attaches to this important subject rests on tho

development and spread of enteric fever. Tho
actual poison may, like the miasmata which give

rise to ague, bo inappreciable to the senses, or

by chemical research ; hut Di’. ilurehison mot
with, during tho four years 1858-tl2, few ox-

amples of enteric fever which, on investigation,

ho could not ti’aco to defective drainage, tho

existence of which was sometimes unknown to

the inhabitants of the infected locality.

The point to be borne in mind is this, that

sewers often become the real channels by which
the contagion is propagated. The sewer air,

laden with the specific poison, readily finds its

way into houses on account of its greater

tension, and in consequence of badly-trapped or

imperfectly-veutilated drains. It may be inap-

preciable to the senses, but its baneful effects

make themselves felt none the loss.

Supposing that sewage-tainted air is kept out

of dwelling-houses, the impurity of the air which
people inhale is measured by tho amount of

carbonic acid gas it contains, arising from tho

exhalations of tho body and the products of com-
bustioa that pass into the room from lights. It

is found that 1 cubic foot of coal-gas destroys

the oxygen of 8 cubic feet of air in combustion,

and produces about 2 cubic feet of carbonic acid

gas, besides other impurities. As a common
gasbumer bums about 3 cubic feet of gas per

hour, the importance of having these delete,

rious products of combustion carried off by
special channels is obvious. All things being

considered, the author is of opinion, founded on

experimental data, that tho cubic space of rooms

should be such as to allow 3,000 cubic feet of air

per head per hour to pass through them without

perceptible draught. Thus, if the space be only

100 cubic feet, the contained air must be renewed

thirty times per hour, in order that the standard

amount be supplied
;
whereas in a room of 1,000

cubic feet, only three renewals of air will be

required. "What, then, is the minimum amount

of cubic space through which the standard

amoimt of fresh air can be passed without per-

ceptible movement ?

Professor Pettenkofer has answered this ques-

tion experimentally, and has found that, by
means of artificial ventilation, and with the aid

of tho best mechanical contrivances, the air in

a chamber of 424 cubic feet can be renewed six

times per hour without creating any perceptible

aii’-currents. Providing that perfect artificial

means be employed, and the air warmed, such a

room as this can be efficiently ventilated, no

doubt, but with natural ventilation it is impos-

Bible to do it. Dr. Parkes maintams that a
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cliauge of air four or five times an hour
is all that can be borne in this country,
and this n-ould require an initial air space
of 750 to 1,000 cubic feet. Practical))', the
difficulties of ventilating small spaces effici-

ently are due not so much to the movement of

the contained air as to the relative position of

the inlets, these being necessarily so near the
person that the draughts are disagi'eeable or

injurious. So far as our own experience goes,
it is fouud to he difficult, even with the aid of a
well-devisod plan of ventilation, to supply the
necessary amount of fresh air per bead per hour
without creating perceptible draughts, if the
space be less than BOO cubic feet. The Barrack
Commissioners recommended a space of 600 cubic
feet per head, and insisted that the air should be
renewed at least twice every hour. “The only
safe jirinciple,” they said, “ is to have a large
margin for contingencies

;
and the question

really is not whether GOO cubic feet per man bo
too much, bub whether GOO cubic feet be enough
for all the purjroses of warming, ventilation, and
comfort.” Experiments that have since been
made prove most incontestably that even this

allowance is inadequate. The Commissioners
themselves observe, “ It has been said that the
question of cubic space is simply a question of
ventilation, but it is rather a question as

to the possibility of ventilation. The more beds
or encumbrances you have in a room, with a
limited cubic space, the more obstruction you
have to ventilation

;
the fewer the beds the more

easy is it to ventilate the rooms. There are
fewer nooks and comers, fewer surfaces exposed
to the movement of the air, and less stagnation.
We have been in rooms, both in barracks and
hospitals, in which the atmosphere was positively
offensive with the doors and windows open.”
The force of gaseous diffusion, upon which the

uniform constitution of the atmosphere itself

depends, is manifestly inadequate as a venti-
latiug power. It operates chietly in producing a
tolerably equal distribution of the gaseous pro-
ducts of resjiiration and combustion throughout
the air contained in a room, but aids only to a
very slight extent the removal of these im-
purities from the room, while it is altogether
inoperative as regards the removal of organic
impurities.

Of the methods of natural ventilation, that of
Hr. Potts has been well spoken of. It consists,
as our readers know, of a hollow metal cornice
running continuously round the room, and, being
divided longitudinally, one half brings fresh air
into tlie room, while the other division removes
the foul air. We are soixy to say wo have been
obliged to hoar of failures in practice. Then
there are the methods of Mr. II. Varley, Mr.
MoKinuell, Dr. Stallard, and others. Of the
ordinary method of warming a room by an open
coal fire, it is found that nearly seven-eightlis of
the heat generated passes up the chimney, along
with a quantity of air, varying from 0,000 to

20,000 cubic feet per hour.
Of the methods of testing the quality of air

and of water, several are stated. As to the
harm done by impure water, Dr. Wilson rightly
says,—“ It must be remembered that the effects
of impure water, like the effects of impure air,

may engender a general impairment of the
health, without giving rise to well-pronounced
disease.”

Some very judicious remarks are made on the
construction of dwellings, on hospitals, on the
removal of sewage and its purification and
utilisation, on the effects of improved drainage
on public health, and on preventive measures
and disiufectiou.

This handbook ought to be in the hands of
every medical officer of health, and of every
inspector of nuisances in the country

;
aud, con-

sidering that government in this country exists
for no other purpose than the public welfare, we
believe it would be a very proper application of
public money if the Local Government Board
should issue to the persona above-named this
handbook for their guidance; aud not ouly this,
but Dr. Parkes’s work on “ Practical Hygiene.”
Probably the medical officers may possess these
books, without putting the Department of State
to any trouble in the matter, but it is less likely
that the inspectors of nuisances will possess
them, and yet it is almost more necessary that it
should be in their Lands than in those of the
medical officers.

Institution of Surveyors.—The next meet-
ing will be held on Monday evening, February 21.
when a paper will be read by Mr. R. B. Granthamj
entitled “ Private Agricultural Railways.”

’

THE GREAT INDUSTRIAL QUESTION IN
SOUTH WALES.

The position of the iron-workers in South
Wales has been so far changed, since the date of
our former remarks on the subject of thestrike,*
that we are not without some hope that oven
the interval which necessarily elapses between
the penning and the printing of our observations
may witness a renewal of the industrial life of
this great district.f However that may be, a few
considerations may be usefully submitted to our
readers. We ventured on the last occasion, to
give counsel to the men

; it may not bo alto-
gether improper now to offer a word of sugges-
tion to the masters.

Since we pointed out those serious practical
objections which, in our judgment, rendered the
plan of arbitration altogether illusory and inap-
plicablel iu the present instauce, the argu-
ments for that procedure have been tacitly
abandoned. The parties were neither of them
competent to come into a court of arbitration.
The groonds of the original dispute were capa-
ble of exact definition without any such process.
The further questions, which appeared as likely
to follow when the first was solved, were such as
no arbitrators could deal with. For discussion
of an amiable and conciliatory nature between
one or two trustworthy representatives of men
and of masters, there was, indeed, ample room.
Nor do wo think, from former experience of the
settlement of very angry disputes, that there
should be any hesitation on either side in follow,
ing such a course. But this is not the form
which the proposals have yet assumed on either
side.

Having a word to say as to the double-shift
question, the peremptory refusal of which has
probably damaged the union far more than its

leaders have at all imagined, wo first refer to
that later proposal which seems, as we write, to
hold out the olive-branch. It is one that is

eminently English,—candid, honest, and manly.
If the owner of Inborn-,—the workman,—has
a right to demand a fair day’s wages for a fair
day’s work, the purchaser of labour,—the
master,—has an exactly corresponding right to
demand a fair day’s work for a fair day’s wages.
If the qirestion is put on the simple ground of
right and wrong, there can he no second opinion
in the matter.

Difficulties, of course, will arise in the appli.
cation of any new principle. We can see many
in the present instance. But that they should
prove insuperable, in the face of any real wish, on
both sides, to agree, wo do not for a moment
believe. Our counsel, then, to tlie masters is

this. Facilitate the acceptance of your terms by
the men. Give them no excuse for the feeling
that yon seek for triumph. If they are willing,
on agreed terms, to give up the position which
you have all along declared to be untenable, let
them, at least, march out with the honours of
war. If they dread the reproach of being
“ turn-coats,” more than they dread cold, hun-
ger, and all the evils of idleness, respect an
honest pride, and give your enemies (n'e do not
mean your men) no excuse for working on an
honourable, even if a misguided feeling. It is

only by the adoption of a large, liberal, Christian
policy of this description that harmony, if re-
stored, can bo maintained.
As to the difficulties of detail, we have a sug-

gestion to make. We are not aware whether it has
been distinctly pointed out that the rise in wages
has been hitherto accompanied by an equivalent
fall in production. Taking the figures which have
been published from time to time, it comes out
that the sole advantage derived by the labourer
in the South Wales district from inci-eased
wages has been, that he has worked fewer
hours. It is also, we fear, but too certain that
many oF the hours thus withdrawn from toil

have been spent in the public-house. When the
wages that were earned by fifty hours’ labour
have been so raised that they could bo earned
by forty.five hours’ labour, the workman has
worked five hours less. Ho has not increased
his comfort, laid by for a rainy day, or in any
way added to his savings. He has simply done
so much less work. The consequence to the
master has been, that while he has paid ten per
cent., let us say, higher wages, ho has received
ten per cent, less output. Thus the rise in
wages has been a direct loss to the master; a
loss to threefold the amount in the first place.

* See p. 38, ante.

t Kesumption of work has taken place in one establish-
ment, on a compromise. In the remainder of the district
the difliculties are rather on the increase.

and to a much larger extent afterwards, to th
public

; and a gain to no one. For the les

laborious existence of the labourer has not bee
to his advantage, if we may take the consump
tion of strong drink as an indication.
We have a word or two to say to the men as t

the opinion so generally held among them thati
is wise to keep up the level of wages, by dimmish
ing the quantity of work executed. But we wis'.

to keep to the practical question first. We con
ceive that, if we have at all clearly stated tb
case, the experience of the masters is to thi
effect. The higher wages we pay, the less worl
is done. Give iis somo guarantee that this stab
of things shall cease. We are quite willing ti

pay, and pay very handsomely, for work. Wi
neither can nor will pay for idleness.

Let the men, then, meet the question lib
men. The justice of the position cannot be fol

a moment called in question. It used to be tht

pride of the English workman,—an honest pridi

which distinguished him not only from the slave
who worked because he was forced, but frou
many a foreign workman, who, wo are apt ti

think, does not know what a good day’s worl
is,—that it was his habit to do his full duty u
this respect. It was an honest pi-idc. Such 8

duty is due to a man’s self-respect, to his familyl

and to his country. Let the English workman’;
pride have its proper influence now. We thinl

we can suggest a mode that shall obviate th<

difficulties of detail which seem (and not um
naturally) so formidable to the employers o:

labour.

Prom day to day, from week to week, frort

pay-day to pay-day, fluctuations occur in th»

yield of a colliery or an ironwork that cannot bi

compensated by a sliding scale of wages, withou'

complication so great as to be impracticable

From year to year, however, a broader average

can be taken. It may bo possible oven fron
quarter to quarter.

We propose, then, that the proportion betweei
wages and output which subsisted before tlit

last rise of the former, or that which has beei
the average of the last twelve years, should b(

taken as the basis of an arrangement. We sa)

twelve years, becauso that time covers a cycl(

of depression and elation in the trade
;

the

quotations for bar iron in 1861 having been 61. 5b.

per ton. Let the men go to work on the lowest

scale of wages, but with the understanding that

it will be entirely their own choice if this

weekly payment should be any more than what
they will understand as a “ sub,” that is, a pay-
ment on account. At the end of three months
the output of the i>eriod can be ascertained with
tolerable accuracy. Lot a percentage bo then
paid to every man, calculated on his time and
rate of wages as set down in the time-sheets for

the three months. This sum, given as a bonus,
might be given in such a form as to encourage
priident and economic habits. It might, for

instance, instead of being handed over to the
workman or to the safer custody of his wife, be
paid to the savings bank on his account. Many
a man would hesitate to draw out a little nest-

egg of this kind for the purpose of drink or of

luxury who would find the bonus in money burn
its way out of his pocket. The workman would
soon understand that the money was actually

his. With the sense of proprietorship might
come some of its pride and its prudence. At
all events, we should give these principles of

economy a chance. The sole objection that wo
see to the proposal would arise from any diffi.

culty that the masters might find as to the
declaration of the output of their works. But
this can hardly be insuperable. They are bound
by the Act of last year to make a return to

Government of their output. The general out.

put of a district is to be published, but not the
details. If it prove injurious to any individual

proprietors to make known their shares in the
general industry of their district (and we are far

from attempting to deny that there may exist

good and adequate reasons for this feeling), the
remedy would be to make the general output of

the district, which must be published by the

Government, regulate the bonus or percentage

to he paid at every work. Or each proprietor

might make a special bargain with his own men,
regulated by the district output compared with
the number of men employed.

As far as the public are concerned, the
broader the basis taken the better. And who
are the public ? The population of Great
Britain, in 1869, was 25,075,782 souls. The
male persona at work in the collieries, in that

year, were 3-15,446. We must take these males
as representing a population of at least a
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million and three-quarters. That is to say that
the colliers form rather more than one-fourteenth
part of the British public. We wait for the
returns of the current year to ascertain how
large a proportion of the British public consists
of those who depend for sustenance on the
industry of iron. But it is stated that the
abstinence from work of 10,000 colliers in South
Wales keeps from 50,000 to 60,000 ironworkers
idle,—that is to say, from 250,000 to 300,000 and
upwards of mouths hungry, in that district alone.
The iron smelted in Wales in 1866 was less than
the fifth part of the entire yield of Great Britain.
These considerations show that, if we take iron
and coal together, the families dependent on
these great industries must form not far short
of one-seventh part of the public of Great
Britain.

Now, it is stated, (they are not our own
figures, but they present nothing that is in-
credible) that the loss which the labouring
population have sustained by the idleness of the
past few weeks amounts to no less a sum than
400,000i. sterling. Further, the loss sustained
by the public, in consequence of the rise in the
price of coal, is estimated at no less than forty
millions sterling. This loss may not, it is true,
bo accurately represented at so much per head
all round,—in that case it would already have
inflicted a penalty of 32s. per head on every
individual in tho United Kingdom, being nearly
2s. more than tho annual contribution per bead
required for the interest of tho National Debt.
As far as the direct consumption of coal for
household purposes is concerned, the rich man
pays more than the poor man in proportion to
the number and tho size of the fires which he
keeps up.

But tho coal required for domestic consump-
tion is loss than 18 per cent, of tho total yield.
In 1869 it was returned as 18 million tons out of
107 million tons. Tho exportation in that year
was 10 million tons. The remaining 79 million
tons were therefore employed in tho manufacture
of pig and merchant iron, in working coal and
other mines and in smelting, in steam naviga-
tion, in railways, aucl in gas and water works.
Thus the rise in price directly tells on all hard-
ware and ironmongery, upon all tools aud mate-
rials for industry, on freight and carriage, on
public convenience and security. And that loss
will be, proportionately, far more heavily felt by
the poor than by the rich, and that for this
reason : the poor man buys in smaller quantities
than tho rich man. He thus buys of the smaller
dealer, and almost invariably at a higher price
in consequence. An additional step in the detail
of distribution is taken for his convenience, and
for that he, and he alone, has to pay. There-
fore, if tho public has been put to an expense of
40 millions by the strike, or 328. per head, the
3| millions who form the coal and iron part
of tho public can hardly estimate their portion
of this loss, up to the present time, at less than
3 millioua sterling. This is a terrible tax for
idleness to have imposed upon industry.

This brings us to the question of the double
shift. We approach it thus, because we wish
the workman to come with us. We are not
endeavouring to persuade our readers of the
truth of our own views. We only aim at placing
before them such facts, and such considerations,
as shall lead them, if they reflect, to the only
sensible conclusions.

The working men of this country are a large
and important body, constituting tho .very pith
and backbone of the commonwealth. Their
power is extraordinary,—for good or for evil.
They are only just beginning to realise this great
political truth; aud it is no wonder that, in
trying to ascertain what their real strength is,

they may try at times in tho wrong direction,
and thus effect evil instead of good. Their
power, rightly exerted, is the mighty and illimi.
table force of industry. In their thews and
sinews, educated hands, and still more (when
they occur) educated brains, resides the true
capital of the country. Wo know that this is

not the customary language of educated writers.
But we are fully prepared to show, with all the
exactitude of logic, from the works of no less
distinguished a political writer than Jlr. J. S.
Mill, that the value and importance of what is

commonly called capital—that is to say, the
accumulated produce of labour,—is grosslv,
ridiculously, aud mischievously over-estimated.
Indirectly the working man feels this

; and we
think nothing has tended more to diminish the
influence of public writers, clergymen, and the
educated classes generally on the industrial
portion of the populace, than the false reliance

which the former have been taught, by a school
of non.practieal writers, to place upon the store
which may at any time exist in the hands of
the nou-working classes.

But it is only by its activity that industry
asserts its powoi*. The moment that it begins
to think that it can do more by idleness than by
exertion, it treads the downward road. Now
every attempt on the part of the working man
to limit the output of his industry is an appeal
to the power, not of labour, but of idleness.

It is an attempt that will certainly defeat itself.

We need not speak of tho concurrence of me-
chanical power,—that is to say, of the new
contrivances for substituting machines worked
by steam for human labour, to which every rise

in the price of the latter gives so much stimulus.
This is an important element in the case, but for

the present we only allude to it. Wo will sup-

,

pose that the workman effects all that he hopes
to effect by limiting his labour. By working
only twenty-four hours a week, and raising, let

us say, a third of what he could easily send up
from the pit, let us suppose that ho has increased
the nominal wages that he received two years
ago. But by how much has he caused the price
of coal to advance ? By how much the price of
every article dependent on coal ? As matter of
ordinary fact, the selling price of almost every
article of consumption is at least one-third above
its wholesale price—that is to say, something
like the double of the cost price. Now, if the
workman raises his wages, say 10 per cent., not
by industry, but by idleness, he may pocket, or
be may drink, the extra six shillings per week,
if he earns ten shillings a day. But how much
more will he have to pay for everything that
he consumes ? Ho has set an increase of cost
in motion that multiplies at every step. To the
workman, as one of the public, the effect is

disastrous. We might go step by step through
the inquiry, but the result would not differ much
from this dry, ugly one. For the six shillings

per week that the workman has raised his wages
by under-working, he will have to pay from
twelve to eighteen shillings per week in the
increased price of everything he consumes, if he
mnintains the same degree of comfort that he
had previously attained.

It is by increasing the accommodation of the
public, of which he forms so important a part,
and by increasing the means of the employers of
labour to pay remunerative wages—that is to
say. by increasing their profits—that the work,
man can most essentially benefit society, aud
benefit himself. If we ouce master this great
economic truth, the effect on our industry will be
more precious than the addition of a vast province
to our empire. Almost the entire industrial
movement of the past few years has neglected,
or violated, this fundamental law. We have seen
that, in South Wales, a rise of 10 per cent, in

wages has been accompanied by a fall of 10 per
cent, in production. That is a direct loss to the
master. It can only be recouped by time at the
expense of society, aud it is so recouped, if at
all, by putting society to the iucreased expense
of 30 per cent.—not in tho price of coal alone,
but, more or less, in the price of every ai-ticle

into the preparation of which coal enters. Thus,
the price of that great necessary of life, salt,

sprang up at oue bound to treble its amount, in
consequence of the rise in the cost of fuel iieces-

sary for the manufacture. The rise stopped the
trade. People would not buy salt, for which they
bad been iu the habit of paying 78. at the price
of a pound. It fell then to 12s., or a little

under doable its former price. But the collier’s

wife will find that she has to pay much more than
double the price for her small consumption of

salt than that which sufficed before the coal

famine was occasioned, not by the hand of God,
but by the ignorance of man.
The workman then has first to understand that

the more productive his industry is, the better it

is for himself as well as for every one else. He
will then see that it is not by diminishing, but
by increasing his output, that he can better
his condition. No other course is possible in the
long run,—and that run will be run out within a
year or two.

Productiveness of labour is increased, without
any cost to the workman, by the use of all

machinery that facilitates labour. We are not
now speaking of machinery which replaces
labour. Mr. Babbago (as quoted by Mr. J. S.

Mill in his “Principles of Political Economy,”
chap, ix.) says that.the only economical mode of

employing machines is to keep them working
through the twenty.four hours. This woulil

lequire three relays of labour. No doubt, in

mines, where the sunlight is of little importance
to the work, tliis would be the most economical
arrangement. It is not, however, that now pre-

ferred. Mr. Brogden has invited the Welsh
workmen to divide themselves into two relays.

By this simple change in habit, all the fixed ex-

penses of great works,—plant, interest, depre-
ciation of stock (which goes on faster while
machinery is at rest, in many cases, than when
it is in motion), oliico and corresponding ex-

penses, agency, and a host of other details of

outlay, would at once be halved. The master
could then afford to pay better wages for human
labour,—that is to say, for industry, not for
idleness. The public would gain by a decline in

price, or, at all events, by an arrest of the up-
ward movement. If the double-shift were com-
bined with such a system of bonus as we have
above indicated, the impetus given to the industry
of the district would bo unprecedented

;
and

those who would first aud foremost benefit by t he
change would be tbo industrious workmen aud
their families.

It is quite true th.at the renewal of activity,

which is not an idle dream, but a condition that
might become verified within a few weeks, will

run us on another horn of a dilemma. We refer

to the exhaustion of our coal-fields. Our readers
will remember our remarks on this subject a
year ago. Tho future course of the coal industry
we indicated to lie between two extreme concli-

tions, that of tho total exhaustion of all our
available coal by tho year 1915, aud that of tho
duplication of the then quoted price by the year
1886. We have approached much more rapidly
than could have been expected to tho latter

limit. The effect of this approach on the con-
traction of yield, and that on the duration of

supply, has yet to bo ascertained. It may bo
some time before we can ascertain the results of
the actual check. What enterprise may have
been directed, by the choking of the main supply
in England, to the opening up of those foreign
coalfields which are twenty times the area of
those iu England, has yet to be found out.

Into this, however, we need not now enter.

The present famine iu coal depends, to a great
extent, on artificial causes. Wc are more con.
cerned to remove these, than to anticipate the
evils of subsequent exhaustion. When natural
causes alone are at work, as in the case of tho
definite exhaustion of a known source of supply,
compensation often occurs. It is when economic
law is directly violated, that compensation is less

probable. We speak to the industrious, and iu

behalf of a great industry. Wo have, we trust,

made plain that it is from the increase, aud not
from the decrease of his industry that the condi-
tion of tho working man can alone be improved.
The workman now in question can earn, during
short hours of toil, more than many a curate, or
educated man in many a profession aud calling,

can call his own. We are anxious that their high
rate of wages should be accompanied by habits
of providence and self-respect. “ England
expects,” was the immortal word, “eveiynian
to do his duty.” Men who strike, except against
intolerable injustice, and as a last resource, do
not do their duty,—either to their countiy, their

families, or themselves. We take a position
almost singular among educated writers as to the
value and the rights of labour. But tbo future
of labour can be elevated only by proper
industry. Inasmuch as wo admire aud defend
the rights of labour, we condemn what may bo
called the unrights of idleness. This terrible

weapon is double edged. It is cveu more fatal

to those who employ it, thau to those against
whom it is directed. Idleness is the weapon of
the strike-maker. To employ it, in the great
majority of cases, is at once a blunder and a
crime.

REFEEEE’S REPORT ON THE DESIGNS
FOR ST. MARY’S CATHEDRAL, EDIN-
BURGH.
Permission for publication of Mr. Ewan Chris-

tian’s report having been given by the trustees,

we print the more interesting portions of it :

—

“Agreeably to your request communicated to
me by Mr. Phin, 1 have made a careful examina-
tion of the several designs submitted in compe-
tition for the proposed cathedral for the Epis-
copal Church of Scotland in Edinburgh; and in
the report which follows, I will as briefly as pos-
sible give you the result of my labours.

I may perhaps be allowed, iu the first place,
to congratulate you on the admirable manner in

which your invitation has been responded to,
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The care aud skill which have been bestowed on
the preparation of the respective designs, and
tho beauty of many of the drawings, is very
remarkable

;
and it can hardly bo doubted but

that, by jndiciona selection from amongst them,
you can scarcely fail in securing a building not
only well calculated for the purpose in view, but
one that shall be a noble addition to the orna-
mental structures of your city.

As, however, the object of my report
is practical rathor than descriptive. I pro-
pose iu this sense to review the sovei'al

designs in regular order as they hang
npon the walls, and to report upon each,

first, as to agi’eemeiit, with instructions, and
afterwards as to arrangement, constraction,

architectural character, and estimates. With
regard to the last very important point, I

would, however, most carefully guard against
any misconception as to the limits within
which I have confined my examination. I have
not proposed to myself, and you would not ex-
pect that I should undertake, the duty of a
professional valuer

;
but for the better under-

standing of the designs themselves, and to
enable you to form a more accurate judgment
than'you otherwise could, astotheirpropodionati?
costliness, I have made a series of approximate
calculations, which, while probably sufficient for
this purpose, must not in any sense, or in any
case, be taken as representing ultimate expen-
<litnre. Without such data, founded on careful
measurement and calculation on one uniform
basis, it would indeed be quite impossible to
arrive at a proper understanding on this
point

;
and without suoh close examination

as has been required for attaining to this result,
many important points of difference might pos-
sibly have been overlooked. But as regards
your ultimate selection of a design, these calcu-
lations must not so far weigh as to determine a
choice. Each competitor who tells you that his
work, according to the design submitted, can be
executed within the designated limits of expense,
must be believed to be correct, until ho is proved
to be wrong

;
and provided that in this particular

you adopt and abide by a very strict rule, he
must in all fairness be allowed full opportunity
of proof.

The authors of two first-class designs state that
they believe that those designs can be executed
for the sum stipulated by the trustees, ‘ Fide,
litas,’ ‘la hoc Signo {<’; and there is a third,
“Non iguotro Civitatis Mnniceps,' of equal
beauty, to which, although its author adds no
exact estimate, my calculations will show, that if
the first-named could bo carried out for the re-
quired sum, this could certainly be done for much
less; and there is yet anotlier, “Auld Lanw
Syne,” of which, though he will not give any de-
finite estimate, its author says that he has aimed
at execution within the sum named by the
trustees.

If you select any one of these, or, indeed, any
othpi’ design, tlie first test that most bo applied
is that of cost

;
and shoald the author of that

you most approve bo unable to find responsible
contractors to execute his building as designed
within tho specified sum, or a moderate addition
thereto—say, not exceeding 10 per cent,,—you
mu.st, in all fairness, put such design aside, and
allow the ne.xt on the list to be similarly tested.
I do not say that this is a rule that should
always hold good, because a case of competition
might be conceived where none, or only one
design, might bo deemed worthy of its object,

—

but that is not so in this instance
;
on the con-

trary, there is rather a difficulty in the other
direction, and so many having done so well, the
rule should be applied with unflinching stern-
ness. ’’

ilr. Christian then reviews the various designs
aud thus concludes :

—
“ Having now, as briefly as practicable, de-

scribed in detail the respective designs, it only
remains for me to make a few general observa-
tions, and to state my own views as to the order
of merit. In all such structures, and, indeed, it lies
at the foundation of all really good architecture,
tho arrangement of the ground-plan is a matter
of vciy primary importance.

In respect of this feature, I can have no
hesitation in ascribing the first place to the
desigu marked *^ In hoc Signo’ [Mr. Street]. I
do not think it would be possible to design a
better or more suitable arrangement, than, for
the purpose in view, is here shown. It is
in every respect excellent. The plans of
‘Non ignotas Civitatis Municeps* [ilr. Burges],
and ‘ Fidelitas ’ [Mr. Alex. Ross], though worked
out ou different principles to the last-named, are

both also in most respects good. The latter is

much larger than the former, but neither appears
to have been so expressly designed for congre-
gational pui-poses as the first I have described.

They may bo considered, I think, as about equal
in merit. The plan of ‘Auld Lang Syne ’ [Sir

G. G. Scott], is a good one, but it is wanting in

protection for the doorways, which in your
climate must, I think, be a matter of necessity;
and I think also it is inferior to tho others already
noticed, in matters of detail, such as the pro-
visions for vestries and general communication.
In respect of plan, however, each of tho fore-

going designs must bo deemed superior to either

of the remaining two.
In respect of solid goodness of construction,

your instructions as to coat and what is desirable
in a cathedral structure do to some extent clash.

There can be no doubt, I think, but that a church
vaulted throughout with stone is in many
respects more desirable, more solid, and neces-
sarily more substantial than one roofed only with
wood. Within the present century there have
been two fires which havo destroyed wood
groining in York Minster, and during ray exami-
nation of the designs, there has occurred at
Canterbury another, which serves very strikingly

to illnstrate the protection afforded by stone.

My own judgment, however, accords with that
of the architects who have deemed it im-
practicable within your limit of expenditure to

vault throQghont tho loftier and larger parts
of tho church, because it is not only the actual
vault that has to be considered; but also the
greater solidity of the walls, pillars, buttresses,
&c.

;
still, as providing for vaulting throughout,

the design of ‘Fidelitas’ is in this particular the
most valuable. The designs marked ‘Auld
Lang Syne’ and In hoc Signo’ provide stone
vaulting for choir aud transepts, and for the
aisles; and the former, for the Chapter House
also

;
but in each of these the nave is groined in

wood. The design marked “ Non ignotm Civitatis

Munioeps’ and 0 [Messrs. Peddio & Kinnear],
provide for stone vaulting only in the aisles, the
loftier parts of the church being wholly covered
with wood

;
and in the design ‘ Essayez-moi,’

wood roofing is employed throughout.
In this particular, therefore, ‘ Fidelitas ’ stands

first
;

‘ 0 In hoc Signo ’ and ‘ Auld Lang Syne ’

are respectively equal, and inferior only in the
nave; ‘Non ignotm Civitatis Municeps ’ and 0
are also equal in respect of this point, though the
latter is far below tho former as regards the
quality of roof substituted

;
and ‘ Essayez-moi ’

is in every respect the last.

As regards arohitootural character, ‘ Fidelitas ’

and ‘ Non ignotm Civitatis Municeps,’ both are so
beautiful in general design, that I think, in re-

spect of detail, it would be hard to balance their
respective merits

;
but, as a composition, whilst

there may be, and I think there is on tho whole,
partly for constructive reasons and for general
solidity, more dignity and cathedral.like character
in the design marked ‘ Fidelitas ’

;
yet there is

not less beauty, whilst there is perhaps more
general richness and picturesqiioness of effect in
that of ‘ Non ignotm Civitatis Munioeps.’ Both
the eastern and western fronts in the latter are
richer, and, to my mind, more beautiful than
those of ‘Fidelitas,’ and tho western front espe-
cially is throughout a most finished and beautiful
composition. As regards interior, also, except-
ing in the point of stone vaulting, which, con-
sidering cost, I believe the author to be right
in omitting, I must also say, that in my judg.
ment the design of ‘Non ignotm Civitatis Muni-
ceps’ is preferable to that of ‘Fidelitas.’ The
design marked ‘0 In hoc Signo ’ is also one of
great excellence in respect of detail, and although
perhaps more severe in its general character
than either of those first mentioned, yet it is

wrought out in a bold and vigorous style, com-
bined with much elegance, and would uu-
doubtodly, if e.xecutefi, produce externally a
dignified and noble result, whilst the interior
would be remarkably light and elegant. It is

evident, from careful examination of the design,
that the architect has in several points felt him-
self straitened by tho limits of the estimate, to
which he has rightly endeavoured to conform.
As regards ‘Auld Lang Syne,’ tho observations
already made in my detailed report will suffi-

ciently show my views as to general character;
and I think I need add nothing further on this
point, except to say, that if you desire to select
the best design of those submitted, your choice
must be limited to one of these four.

As to plan, there can, I think, be no doubt
whatever; as to construction, all are good

;
and

although, as to architectural character, there

may be room for difference of opinion, yot in my
)wa judgment the design of ‘ Non ignotaj
Civitatis Municeps ’ for general elegance would
bear away the palm.
Ou the subject of cost, as regards the solec-

tion of a design, tho observations at the com.
mencement of this report will, I think, suffi.

ciently explain my views
;

but on the jtages
which follow you will seo in figures tho general
result of a comparison of areas and cubical bulk,
and approximate estimates of proportionate
costliness deduced therefrom. You will observe
in the valuation prices, in respect of the church,
a somewhat considerable variation in the multi,
plying figures. This result per foot cube has
been arrived at by carefully-detailed calculation
according to quantities, of the cost of a corre-
sponding portion of the building in each design,
made on one uniform basis as to materials and
labour, with such differences only as regards tho
latter as careful consideration of work to bo
done, may have in each case dictated.

The striking difference between the work of
‘ Fidelitas ’ and others in this particular cannot
fail to be noticed

;
but it chiefly lies iu the great

solidity of walls, tho massive flying buttresses,
and the stone vaulting throughout, on which, for
tho main building, none of the other competitors
have ventured.

In conclusion, I would say, that having, as I
believe, faithfully given you in the foregoing
pages the result of much and very careful exa-
mination of the designs submitted to your con-
sideration, I trust that you may be guided to a
sound and just decision respecting them. The
opportunity is an important one, and the subject
demands at your bands the greatest possible
care and impartiality in forming your final

judgment.’’

TEE NEW BUILDINGS AT THE DISTRICT
RAILWAY STATION, BLACKFRIARS.
Two prominent and striking blocks of buildings

have for some time been in course of erection at

the Blackfriara station of the Metropolitan
District Railway. One is a hotel or resbauraut
erected over the superstructure of tho station

itself, tho other is a number of shops extending
in tho direction of Queen Victoria-street to the
bridge carrying the Chatham and Dover Railway
over that street, and forming a quadi*ant. Tho
first-named building is extoroally completed,
with the exception of some gilding and orna-
mentation of handsome iron balconies in tho
elevation, fixed upon the projecting stonework.
The block of shops, which when finished will
materially improve the architectural appearance
of the locality, is in a less advanced state. Tho
hotel is a structure somewhat hizayre in character,
erected in the Oriental style of architecture. It

is very lofty, being 80 ft. in height from tho
street level to the pavement, in addition to an
Oriental minaret or tower at either end 50 ft.

high, the elevation thus having a very command-
ing view of the Thames Embankment westward.
The building, which is 80 ft. in width, contains
within itself three distinct stories irrespective of
the ground-floor forming the railway station,
and will be approached at the north angle by a
wnde stone staircase which is carried to the top
of the structure. The elevation is faced with
white Suffolk brick, the windows aud general
dressings being of Bath stone, white aud blue
tiles, and dark red bricks, being freely intro-

duoed into the elevation for decorative purposes.
Windows with Moresque horseshoe heads are
grouped on the several floors, the range of win-
dows in the third floor being arcaded. Tho
handsome ornamental railings and balconets in
front of the second and third story windows
form a marked feature in tho elevation, and
when these are enriched by gilding and parii-
colours the effect will be still more heightened.
The entire area of the floor above the railway’

station is being fitted up as a dining-room
; the

second floor as a coffee and smoking room
; aud

the third floor as a billiard.room, which we midcr-
etand is large enough to contain ten tables. All
these several roems are now being richly deco-
rated in distinct colours, that in the dining-room
being red, the coffee and smoking room green,
and tho billiard-room blue. It is stated that
Messrs. Spiers & Pond have become the lessees
of the building. The block of houses and shops
adjoining, already alluded to, which will form
the quadrant as far as the viaduct across Queen
Victoria-street, are intended to be ornamental
architectural structures, harmonising to a certain
e.xtent with the building already described
although tlie elevation will be considerably lower
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the height of this last-named block being about

SO ft.

The architect is Mr. F. J. Ward, of Aiberfc-

buildings, Queen Viotoria-street j and Mr. W. R.

Laej, of Clapham, the contractor.

Architectural Museum Committee, for example,

have done, where no omnibuses pass, and to which

you cannot direct a cabman with less than a

quarter of an hour’s speech, the money will be

wasted.

THE NATIONAL SAFE DEPOSIT
COMPANY’S NEW BUILDINGS AT THE

MANSION HOUSE.
Amongst the numerous large edifices which

are at present in course of construction in Queen

Yictoria-street, the costly building now in pro-

gress for the National Safe Deposit Company,

on the triangular piece of ground to the west of

the Mansion House, merits a notice. This build-

ing, when finished, will bo one of unusual extent,

involving an outlay of more than 30,000i. Owing
to the heavy character of the work in clearing

away the earthwork for the foundations, and the

<!onstniction of the basement and sub-basement

now in pi-ogrcBS, it will yet be some time before

the superstructure itself shows above the ground

level
;
but in the meantime we may state that

the preliminary work is actively proceeding, and

that that portion of the basement at the angle

of Queen Victoria-street and the Mansion House,

is considerably advanced towards completion.

The building, which will contain three frontages,

is intended, in point of architectural character

and effect, to be equal to the several new struc-

tures in immediate proximity to it.

The site on which the new building will stand

has a frontage to Queen Victoria-street 124 ft.

in length, 100 ft. to the Mansion House, and
100 ft. to Bucklersbury; the whole covering an
area of about 6,500 superficial feet. In view of

the special uses to which it is to bo devoted, the

building is to bo fire and burglar proof, for the

safe custody of negotiable and other securities,

the company intending to take in charge every

description of securities, bullion, money, plate,

jewels, title-deeds, wills, and other documents;
•guaranteeing the safety of the same, when re-

•quired, on certain specified terms. The strong-

rooms in the interior of the building will be

under the ground level, in the basement and
sub-basement, at present in course of construc-

tion, the sub-basement having flagged floors laid

upon a thick mass of concrete resting on the

London clay. The upper chambers will have
fireproof floors, levelled op from the strong seg-

mental arches that form the ceilings of the

rooms in the suh-basement. The basement
•chambora will also have fireproof ceilings. Each
strong-room will have four ranges of safe-racks,

two of the ranges being placed back to back on
iron frames running along the centre of the

room, and the other two with their backs to the

•partition -walls. In order to give access to the

ranges of safes,there will be a longitudinal passage

•of 2 ft. 6 in. wide between the rows. The company
will have their own day and night watchmen

;

and from a pati'ol chamber round the strong-

rooms each room may be inspected at any
moment.
The architect for the new building now being

•erected for the company is Mr. Whichcord;
Messrs. Peto, Brothers, being the contractors.

LEICESTER MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
COMPETITION.

Thk Leicester Town Council have again

advertised for designs for their proposed New
Municipal Offices. Surely this is very unjust to

the authors of the selected design in the former

competition (Messrs. T. Barnard & W. Smith).

Their design was chosen as the best by a large

majority (27 to 17), but endeavours to have the

buildings erected on a different site altogether,

if possible, Lave prevented hitherto this adop-

tion. Now this alteration has been carried, all the

plans submitted in the former competition ax*e

useless in their present form ; but this ought not

to prejudice the successful competitors.

Having fairly gained distinction in the original

competition, and having produced the beat

design for a very difficult site, the Council ought

in all fairness to appoint them as their arclii-

tects, and commission them to alter the design

to suit the new site.

HOUSE FOR THE SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

A COMP.XNV is being formed to provide im-

proved house accommodation, on reasonable

terms, for certain of the learned societies in

London, with a capital of 40,0001., in 4,000

shares of 101. each. Mr. William Newmarch,
P.R.S., is chairman of the board of directors,

and Mr. G. W. Hastings, deputy-chairman. The
societies which have so far taken part in the

discassions and negotiations are,— Statistical

Society, Social Science Association, Institute of

Aotuarie?, Iron and Steel Institute, Meterological

Society, Juridical Society, Anthropological In-

-stitute', Photographic Society, and Royal Colonial

Institute, and several other societies are known
to be fav.nu-able to the scheme. The directors

have good reason to believe that a freehold site

and building adequate for at least twelve so-

•cieties may be obtained for about 35,0001., and

will show a rental of, say, 2,5001. per annum (to

be ohtaiaed from societies paying rent in pro-

portion to space occupied), and from other

eourccs. Mr. Thomas Bellamy is tho architect.

There seems no reason whatever why such a

scheme should not be successfully carried out

provided a proper site be obtained. If they

bury themselves in a hole in Westminster, as the

CHESTER WORKHOUSE COMPETITION.

In reply to the advertisement issued by the

guardians in November last, thirty sets of

designs for tho proposed workhouse have been

received, and exhibited at the townhall. Tho
following list of them has been prepared :

—

Estimated
No. Motto. Cost.

NORTH AVENUE. £. B. d.

1. Erperiar 29,94<> 0 0

2. How now ! What will the citizens say ? 30,000 0 0

3. Fidelia
•1. Deva .

3^000 0 0

6.

Tout Ensemhle 30,000 0 0

6. Ventilation 3o,000 0 0

7. Saint Michael 30,000 0 0

8. We Fielit to Win 27,000 0 0

9. Cestria 30,000 0 0

CENTR.tL AVENUE.

10. Wlieat Sheaf
11. Pro-bono Pauporum
12. Convenience and Salubrity

13. Castrium
M. Sporo
16. Chester
16. Rusticus
17. Compact Plan
IS. Tria Juncta in Uno

SOUTH AVENUE,

10. Palmam Qui Meruit Ferat
20. O
21. Lnus Optima
22. South Front to Cheater
23. Deo
21‘. Clasaific.'ition

25. Deo Side
26. Alpha

3-0,000 0
30,000 0
30,000 0 6
29,566 i

30.000 0 0
29,190 I

29,200 (

35.000 '

29,790 6 0

30,’obo o' 0
30,000 0 0
30,000 0 0
30.000 0 0
30.000 0 0

30.000 0 0

PLATFORM.
23. Excelsior 30,000 0 0
29. Experience the Proof of Convenience ... 30,000 0 0
30. Idonium 30,000 0 0

Tho Cheshire Observer says ,
—“Wo have heard

on the authoriiy of professional men, that there

arc many excellent plans in tho competition

which mast have cost considerable time, to say

nothing of the expense or experience to pro-

duce. The competing architects are furnished

by Chester, London, Birmingham, Liverpool,

Leeds, and other places.” At a meeting of the

guardians on the i5th, it was stated that active

canvassing was going on, and very proper indig-

nation was expressed by some of the guardians

present. An endeavour will be made, we hope
successfully, to induce the Board to call in an

independent and competent architect to assist

them in making tho selection.

INAUGURATION OF THE CLARENCE
HYDRAULIC DOCK AT MALTA.

Toe Anglo-Maltese Hydraulic Dock has been
inaugurated with great ceremony, including, of

course, a banquet. The lifting and “ christen-

ing” of tho Life were done by Miss Fagot, the

daughter of Lord Clarence Paget, in presence of

the Governor and Lady Van Straubenzee, Lord
Clarence Puget, Mr. Reed, and many others.

The vessel which Miss Paget “ lifted ” by turning

the wheel that set the hydraulic rams in moticn
was H.M.’s ship Criiizer, which was lifted, cre»w

and Cruizev, as she floated, till her keel rose into

daylight, by the fi.ue invention of Mr. Edwin
Clark, C.E.

The lift consists of a double row of iron

columns, each containing a hydraulic press ; these
hydraulic presses are simultaneously worked by
a powerful steam engine, and their combined
action is brought to bear upon a series of iron

girders of great strength. Over and on to these

girders an iron pontoon or dock is floated, and
upon this pontoon tho ship is floated ; suitable

blocks, adapted to the form of her bottom being
provided upon the pontoon. The hydmulic rams
are then set to work and raise the pontoon with
the ship on it out of tho water

; the water in the
pontoon is then allowed to run out of it, and the
buoyancy of the pontoon then floats the ship.

The pontoon with the ship upon it may then bo
removed from between tho lifting columns, and
replaced by another, and so on

;
thus the only

limit to tho docking power is the number of

pontoons provided. The contractors who built

the Clarence Lift were Messrs. Emmerson & Co.

Lord Clarence Paget incidentally stated at the
banquet that Malta is lamentably deficient in

hotels, and that the population is increasing to

an alarming extent. The last census shows that

it amounts to nearly 124,000 inhabitants in a
proportion of 1,200 to tho square mile, being
denser than that,— as far as ho was aware,—of

any country on tho globe
;
and what is still more

striking and appalling, is its rapid increase,

something like 1,000 in every year. There were
proposals of emigration to India and the West
Indies, but he strenuously advocated the colonisa-

tion of tho shores 'of the Mediterranean in the

Arab district of Cyrenaica,-—the rich quondam
region of “ the gardens of the Hesperides.”
AiTangcmonts with the Arabs, be thought, might
readily be made.

SCHOOL BOARDS.

London. — Tho Works Committee invited

tenders for tho erection of a school to provide
accommodation for 1,167 children, on the site in

Monnow-road, Southwark. The list of tenders

has already appeared in our columns. The com-
mittee recommended the acceptance of the lowest,

that of Mr. A. Kilby, of 193, Salmon-lane, Lime-
house, E., amounting to 7,7601. The committee
also invited tenders for the erection of a school

to provide accommodation for 1,102 children, on
the site in Wornington -road, Chelsea. The
following are the amounts of tho tenders ;—G.
Stephenson, 11,230L ;

J. Grover, 9,1 12Z.
;
Adamson

&, Sons, 8,1951.; W. Wigmore, 7,495k Tho com-
mittee recommended the acceptance of tho lowest

tender, that of Mr. W. Wigmore, of Bradficld

House, Fulham, amounting to 7,495k Tenders
were also invited for tho erection of a school to

provide accommodation for 1,08 4 children, on the

site in New-road, Wandsworth, the amounts of

which arc as follow :—Gammon & Sons, 7,563k

;

Nixon & Sons, 7,397k
j

J. Tyerman, 7,298k

;

Myers A Sons, 6,9921. ; J. Cook, 6,9911. ; Newman
& Mann, G,930k j

Cooke A Green, 6,895k ; Mars-
land A Sons, 6,3951.; W. Higgs, 6,430k The
committee recommended tho acceptance of the

lowest tender, that of Mr. W. Higgs, of Crown.

Works, South Lambeth - road, amounting to

6,430k The committee subjoined the amounts
of tenders received for the erection of a school to

provide accommodation for 766 children, on the

site in Hughes’s-fields, Deptford:—W. Higgs,

6,543k ; J. A F. Coleman, 6,389k ; J. Perry A Co.,

6,275k; Cooke A Green, 6,265k
;

S. J. Jerrard,

5,974Z. ; F. Johnson, 5,950k ; J. Cooper, 5,850k
The committee, in this case also, recommended
the acceptance of the lowest tender, that of Mr.
J. Cooper, of 221, Cambenvcll-road, S.E., amount,
ing to 5,850k The recommendations of the
committee have been agreed to by the Board.

Leeds.—The School Board have decided to
appoint an architect to superintend the erection

of their schools, seven of which are to be imme-
diately proceeded with. The Board declined

to alter tho width of the schools to 22 ft., aa
recommended by the Education Department.
There are already 10,259 scholars in the Board
schools.

Carlisle,—With respect to alterations of plans
agreed upon, Mr. Hannah said that the committee
had consulted with Mr. Bit'kett,aucl the alterations

suggested had been made. A draft plan, showing
the alterations, was submitted by Mr. Birkett,
and considerable discussion again ensued as to
whether a covered way should be mode to tho
infants’ offices, and whether part of the infants’

playground should be roofed in. After varioua
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suggestions, a member asked if the boys’ play-
ground was to bo covered. Mr. Birkett : The
boys are supposed to be hardy. Even in London
the Board only recommends covering for girls

and infants, and they are generally supposed to

be 10 degrees softer than we are.—The girls’ and
infants’ playground being virtually one, this was
thought objectionable, and it was decided to

divide them. With regard to the coverings, it was
determined to erect covered sheds in the girls’

and infants’ playgrounds, not in the boys’. One
or two other alterations were made, and it was
then decided to omit the dwelliog-house, which
would not affect the symmetry of the building,

and could be erected at any future time. Per-
mission was then given to Mr. Birkett to send a
preliminary plan to London, and ask whether
the Department would sanction it.

Worcester.—Mr. E. A. Day, architect of the
now Board schools, offered various suggestions,
such as lowering the floor of the infants’ class-

room 6 in., so as to reduce the number of
steps; tho construction of two skylights over the
porch, 80 as to secure more light j the placing of
a lightning-conductor on the bell-turret; an
alteration of the plan as regarded the coal-store,
so as to economise ground space

;
the insertion

of two circular windows in the gable of the girls’

room
j the laying down of heating-apparatus, &c.

Mr. Day submitted plans of the new premise.'?,

and explained the improvements he suggested.
The cost of tho alterations, independently of the
extra cost of the heating-apparatus (occasioued
by the increased value of iron), would be about
411.—Alderman T. R. Hill said it was strange
that, after all the pains they bad taken to avoid
having any extras, these propositions should be
made to them.—Mr. Scott said he did not wish
to make any reflection on their architect; but
ho should like Mr. Day to explain why these
thiup were not thought of before.—Mr. Day
replied that it was an acknowledged fact in
cai-rying out work practically that ideas for
improvement suggested themselves which did
not appear in the drawing.—It transpired that
the principal part of the work connected with
the alteration of the coal-store had been already
executed, Mr. Day explaining that ho considered
the alteration would be so great an improvement
that he had gone on with the work, in order that
tho erection of the building should not bo
delayed. Several members of the Board ex-
pressed their disapproval of being asked to sanc-
tion any alteration after it had been commenced
or completed. A proposal that the surveyor’s
suggestions be adopted, with exception of the
construction of a lightning conductor,—the cost
of the whole work not to exceed 371. 10s.,—was
carried by seven votes to two. The subject of
obtaining the necessary lighting, heating, and
hot and cold water supply to the Board school
was discussed; and ultimately it was decided to
advertise in the local papers for tenders for tho
execution of tho work.

IRON AND COAL.
Bari. Dudley and Messrs. Barrows, who now

lead the changes in South Staffordshire, have
announced that orders for coals can only now be
executed subject to special arrangement as to
prices, or at the prices current at the time of
the delivery of the iron. Earl Dudley’s black
diamonds no doubt far excel Lis white ones in
value, if they do not do so in lustre.

The leading iron merchants in South Stafford-
shire, by reason of the announcement just made
to them on the part of Lord Dudley and Messrs.
Barrows, have advanced the price of iron by
twenty shillings per ton.

It is stated that in consequence of thehigh price
of coal, arrangements are being made for putting
out of work next week about 300 furnaces
in the North of England iron district. This
will be equal to one-seventh of the entire
number.
The price of coals in London has been lowered

by 3s. to -is. per ton more than once of late, and
the various descriptions of Wallsend are now
quoted from -lOs. to 44s. At most of the
collieries in the neighbourhood of Chesterfield
coal has been reduced by Ss. per ton on the
pit s bank. On the other hand, nearly all the
South Durham collieries have again advanced
their prices by 2s. 6d. to 3a. per ton.
At a numerously-attended meeting of the

South Staffordshire and East Worcestershire
Coalmasters’ Association, held at Birmingham
it has been resolved by a small majority to give
the colliers an advance of 6d. per day. The

price of coal was immediately afterwards raised
by 29. per ton.

Mr. Stephen Gregory, of Brailes, near Ships-
ton, brickmaker, says that, having sunk a
shaft upon his premises, he has come upon
what he believes to bo indications of the prox-
imity of coal. He alleges that he has “cut
through an ironstone bed, and different beds of
fossil,” and he invites inspection of tho workings.

Whitecliff Bay, Isle of Wight, is likely to

become a place of some importance from the
fact of large deposits of coal having been found
there within the last few days. The shore of
the bay is usually covered with large deposits
of sand and shingle, but the late gales have
stripped it completely bare, and left exposed a
seam of coal extending in a straight line from
the foot of the cliffs down to lovv-water mark (a
distance of from 70 to 80 yards), and from
thence out into the sea. The seam is from 6 ft.

to 7 ft. in width, and has been dug out by local
fishermen and others to the depth of 6 ft. with-
out any signs of exhaustion, but apparently
widening as it deepens. In the cliff the seam
appears to take an upward course. Tho coal
appears to be of the ordinary character, free from
slate, and burns well. Explorations will, no
doubt, be at once made to ascertain its real ex-
tent. At present it can be dug out upon tho
shore with as little labour as would be required
to cut an ordinary drain, and the seam in the
cliff could be worked, it is* said, at as little cost
as a chalk or gravel pit in tho side of a hill.

Coal-cutting machiuos are coming into more
notice than heretofore. The new coal-cutting
patent of Messrs. Gillott & Copley, of Barnsley,
consists of an improved mode of mounting the
cutter-wheel. By the invention of Mr. Wm. K.
Birkinshaw, of Derby, the machine gives motion
to a horizontal revolving disc or saw, and is fitted

on a travelling carriage with traversing gear for
regulating the pressure of the disc or saw during
its revolutions on the face of and in cutting into
the coal to bo worked.

In the House of Commons the 'other day the
subject of coal in China was alluded to. Mr.
Akroyd asked the Under-Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs if his attention had been called
to the statement from competent authorities that
tho coal-fields of China cover an area of upwards
of 400,000 square miles, as contrasted with the
comparatively small area of 12,000 square miles
in Great Britain

;
if his attention had been called

to tho report of Baron Von Richthofen, printed
at Shanghai in 1870 and 1871, respecting certain
coal-bearing provinces, notably that of Shansi,
containing some 30,000 square miles, with beds
varying from 12 ft. to 30 ft. in thickness, whilst
the system of coal-bearing strata in this province
was about 500 ft. in thickness, containing besides
an inexhaustible supply of iron ore

;
and asked

whether her Majesty’s Governmeut, by concerted
action and in co-operation with the Powers who
were parties to the Treaty of Tien-Tsin, would
endeavour to negotiate a supplementarv treaty
to provide for the safe investment of British and
European capital in mining enterprise and in
connecting lines of railway, under proper safe-
guards protected by the contracting Powers.
Lord Enfield said there was no reason to doubt
the accuracy of the reports in reference to the
quantity of coal in China. Indeed, they were
confirmed by the reports of our own consuls;
but with regard to tho obtaining the sanction of
the Chinese Government to the coal being worked
by foreign enterprise, Sir Rutherford Alcock had
used his utmost endeavours, but unhappily with-

,

out success hitherto, in this direction. He (Lord
Enfield) could only hope that, sooner or later,

the Chinese people would see their way by their
own industry and capital to develop these
resources.

I KNOW A HAWK PROM A HANDSAW.”
Sir,—If your correspondent "A. H.” will con-

sult Richardson’s Dictionary, under the word
“Heron” he will see all about the Herushaw;
and why the man must have been very ignorant
of falconry—and in those days of most other
things—who “did not know the hawk from the
hernshaw.” He will see that Chaucer spells the
word “Hernsewe” without the “h.” It also
appears in the not uncommon surnames Hearn,
Earn, Erne, “Hanshaw,” or “Henshaw,” and
“Eamshaw.” On the Onvell, in Suffolk, the
heron is still called the hernshaw by old-fashioned
country people, and the word probably lingers

other parts of the country where the bird is

jquently seen, C. J. Gedge.

WILLESDEN, MIDDLESEX.
At a recent meeting of tho Architectural

Association, a paper was read by Mr. P. A.
Wood, giving a history of tho Church of St.
Mary, Willesden (about four miles north-west
of the Regent’s Park, and two miles from Wil-
lesden Junction)

; the details gathered from the
muniment-room in St. Paul’s (London), from the
records in the Augmentation Office (full lists of
the Church’s goods. 5 Edward VI.)

;
also from

old wills, church-rate books of the last centuiy,
&c. The church is of some interest (1) as an
old church of a small parish well clear of Old
London, but now nearly reached by unbroken
masses of building

;
and (2) iu counexion.

with the pilgrimages to Our Lady of Willesden,
very popular among the lower classes in the-
fifteenth century. (3) The building contains
some good remains of various dates, and is but
little known. The connexion of the monks of
St. Erkenwalcl (Bishop of London 675-697)—
now represented by the Dean and Chapter of
St. Paul's—with the district is another point
worthy of note. A charter of King Athelstan
(925-941) gave Neasden (a hamlet a mile from
Willesden Church) and Willesden, then two
farms or two manors, to these monks to pray for
his soul. Long after that time the whole of
tlie district must have been a continuous
forest, broken only by a few cultivated openings
and by spots where the stagnant streams pre-
vented the trees from flourishing. At such a
point (the site of the present parish church), on
the edge of the forest and the edge of a wide
marsh, a chapel or oratory was built for the
twenty-eight families mentioned iu the Domesday
Survey. This was perhaps served occasionally
by a priest sent from the cathedral

;
or it may

have been simply an oratory like that at
Kilburn.* Some remains of this church (of
Early Norman date) have lately been found, and
the font, long supposed to have been removed
here, now appears matched by these portions of
the early building. Tho neighbouring church
(about two miles away) of Kingsbury, though
containing traces of still earlier work (Roman
tiles, ikc.), was probably built on tho same model,-
—a plain oblong structure without aisles. This
Kingsbury Church,—now sadly defaced and
mutilated,—has never been added to since it

was first built on the picturesque little knoll
overhanging the Brent, in the midst of primeval
forest that stretched unbroken all the way to
the Chilterns.

Mr. Wood then traced the further history of
the church and parish : mentioning the now
church of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
(complete iu 1249), the original church remain-
ing, in his opinion, as the north aisle ;—the first

ai>pointment of a vicar about 1200,—the dilapida*
tion of the chancel as evidenced Isy a petition to
the dean and chapter of St. Paul’s about temp.
Rich. II.; the building of a new chancel, south,
aisle, and tower early in the fifteenth century

;

and the modern history,—the work upon it in
1851, and the recent additions. Iu connexion
with the relations with St. Paul’s, it may be
mentioned that about 1103 this parish was
divided into two great divisions, each division
subdivided into four prebends. To the west and
north, Harlesden, East Twyford, Neasden, and
Oxgate; the other division comprising Willesden,
Brandesbury, Mapesbary, and Chamberlain’s
Wood. These names appearing on the stalls in
the cathedral, mixed up with names of well-
known places, sometimes puzzle people a littln

* Kilburn (Saxon, kele, cold, and bourn, a rivulet), now
the weU-known populous suburb (three miles from Euston
Station), was on tho main St. Alban's road (through
Edgware) in King Stephen's time. Fitzstephen speaks-
in strong terms of the dangers (“wolves, bears, meu,—worse than either") that lurked in the forest im-^
mediately beyond tho environs of the metropolis.
The road, in fact, after it bad ascwided the hill above-
Kilburn, called Shoot-up HiU, descended into a dens©
forest, which continued (he greater part of the way. The
Kilburn (now the Ranelagh sewer) separated the civiliaed-
from the savage part of the road, Travellers would wait
to make op parties for the purpose of protection in.
passing these dangerous roads. This would afford time
for offering up prayers for protection, and on safe arrival
thanks would be given. An oratory had been established
hero by a hermit. This became the Priory of 8t. John
the Baptist. On the death of Maud (first wife of Henry I.),
three of her maids of honour were the first nuns and'
built convent and church under the auspices of the Abbey
of St. Peter, IVesltuinster. As St. Peter's and St. Paul'a
wore always at variance, we may understand that the
buildings of St. John's at Kilburn would be looked upon
with jealous eyes by the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's,
resulting in the erection of the second church at Willes-
den, the work similar in chiirseter to that in tho eastern,
crypt at Canterbury (A.D, 1171). The Kilburn was not a
pretty sparkling brooklet only

;
in one of the charters ih

)s called Cuneburna (tho brook of the kine); no
donbt in a widened portion the cows came to drink out
of it.
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who aro not in the secret. At this (1103) time,

these two divisions of the parish were completely
separated from each other by dense oak forest,

the acorns of which, according to Domesday,
would afford food for 650 swine. The chapel at
'Church End served one division, while no doubt
the neighbouring peasants of Willesden proper
(thirty families, in Domesday) i-esorted to the
oratory at Kilbnrn, used also by the residents at
western Hampstead.
The local pilgrimages of the Middle Ages,

Mr. Wood said, would form a very instnictive

and very interesting chapter in a history of the
national manners. They were supported by
•popular feeling,—not by the noble and rich.

Curiously enough, the literature of the day con.
tains scarcely any allusion to them, except
towards the period of their decadency, and then
all that is said of them is to their discredit,

and condemns them both in their origin and
consequences. In a list of the goods of the
church in 1249, mention is made of “two large
sculptured images of the blessed Virgin.” Along
with the dedication of the recently completed
Chorch of the Virgin, an attempt was thus made
to give her special honour. It is most probable
that one of these was afterwards the miracu-
lous image of OurLady of Willesden, placed in the
north aisle (the original Norman church), the
proper position of the altar of the Virgin being
always on the north, to the right of the high
altar (to her son). It may well be that the piilj-

lication of some well-believed miracles either
originated or revived the pilgrimages, and pro-
duced a devotion, the fruits of which helped to
the works undertaken to the clmrch in the
fifteenth century. But whatever may have been
the origin, the successors of the early pilgrims
were not gifted with very fervent devotion, and
if we may believe enemies, the scenes at the
festivals of Our Lady of Willesden were the
reverse of edifying. In fact, these pilgrimages
became pleasant excursions into the country,—

a

sort of picnic of the poorer citizens of London

;

and the stricter class (the great middle class) of
the time, denouncing pleasnres they did not care
to share, spoke of them roughly. They had
degenerated into fairs, such as any one may see
now at the patterns of Ireland, or the Pardons of
Brittany. The church profited by the gifts of
those who attended, but the district suffered
from the congregation of the idle and disorderly.

The pious, well-to-do farmer was not only
shocked by the profanity, but also disgusted by
the conduct of the pilgrims who came to the
parish to break down his hedges, steal his fowls,
and set a bad example to liis servants. This
sort of sentiment liad quite as inucli to do, Mr.
Wood thought, with the suppression of the local
pilgrimages as any religious motives. The
image was destroyed at Chelsea, in the first

or second year of Edward VI. (at the same
time as that of “Our Lady of Walsingham”)

;

and the north aisle, where it had stood, was
palled down. The tradition in the parish
is that nothing was suffered to remain that
would recall the past superstitions. The church
as it now stands, contains some very fair
brasses ; one of Bartholomew Willesden, in civi-

lian dress, to the time of Henry VII., and his
wives. “ In these brasses,” Mr. Wood remarked,
“

if a' man has but one wife, both look out of
the brass

;
when he has two, they are placed

one on each side, looking at him.” In the will
of William Lickford, died 1517 (vicar of Willes-
den, prebendary of St. Paul’s, and Chancellor of
the diocese), now at Doctors' Commons, he
desires that he may be buried before the altar
of the Virgin in his church at Willesden. The
inscribed brass, depicting him as a vested priest,
still remains in the church,—another relic of the
destroyed north aisle—the aisle at last replaced
by the recent addition. In the discussion after
the paper, allusion was made to the tbree-light
window, inserted in 1851, at the west end ; and
the opinion expressed that there was sound reason
for the almost universal custom of putting an
equal number of lights in west windows in

the old time. By this difference from the eastern
end, a judicious distinction is made, which it is

neither necessary nor desirable to abandon.

ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS IN COMMON
USE.

Continuing the observations on this subject,
read at the Architectural Association of Ireland,
Mr. E. Trevor Owen said,—There are many un-
necessary and expensive things in every style and
order which I think may be omitted with general

advantage and without prejudice to the main
points of the composition, for a refinement of
parts to such an extent as sometimes to be lost
sight of altogether, from the fact of their position
being necessarily too remote, cannot conduce to
the end in view

;
but, whether in that case or

not, such details as label mouldings, a repetition
of moulded strings, too gi*eat an elaboration of
base courses and plinths, and sometimes even
the cornice itself, are amongst the number that
may, under many circumstances, be dispensed
with, giving more consideration to well-balanced
proportion, grouping, and outline of such portions
as cannot be omitted from the nature of the
general arrangement of the plan, and this with a
careful use of the materials at hand, will seldom
fail to produce the most satisfactory results.
But perhaps some one will say that this tends to
the “churchwarden style.” However that may
be, my view of the subject is to avoid meanness
as much as prodigality in design and attempts at
display, probably produced by Portland cement,
rough stucco, plaster casts, and “ machine-made ”

mouldings, &c., at per 300 lineal feet, superficial
yards, or by the gross, as the case may be.
Do not use ornamental details—I was about

to say indiscriminately, or solely because the
several kinds may have been found to be beauti-
ful or very appropriate in this or that building,
but rather take calmly into consideration the
varied circumstances and requirements of your
work as they naturally occur, then, supposing
that you have arrived at a just conclusion as to
what will best suit those circumstances, show as
plainly as yon can a reasonable cause for the
mode of treatment adopted in every part of the
work. In the use of sculpturedwovk, is itnot objec-
tionable to observe a good thing done too much ?

Some object from nature has perhaps been
lovingly worked out by the carver (sometimes
to the surprise of the architect himself), and
forthwith its effect is spirited away, or at least
depreciated, by too great a repetition, overlook-
ing the fact that a single object or mere point of
beauty in tlie right place will never weary or
become common.

In our ordinary city houses, amongst other
things capable of improvement, may be men-
tioned the entrance-door. The peculiar whims
and fancies displayed in some are decided ex-
amples of what to avoid. Of course, we have
all more or less respect for what is called
“ Classic,” but not when so distorted and mis-
placed, though dignified by the name of portico,
as in the case where an order is crammed under
a semicircular arch forming the outward ter-
mination to an entrance-hall or lobby, from 8 ft.

to 10 ft. wide, though composed of two unox.
ceptionable columns, with entablature to match,
beautifully painted in imitation of what it is
not, standing out from the plainest possible red
brick, “tuck-pointed,” and most likely “raddled”
front, accompanied by inconsistently (plain rec-
tangular openings in wearisome square miles of
such fronts by way of windows. Is not this a
very faint but true picture of our present
“street architecture”? And as we see it
repeated from time to time, apparently to the
entire satisfaction of all parties concerned, until
at least two-thirds of our towns and cities are
so disfigured, it becomes a somewhat serious
consideration whether, after all, true and con.
sistent work in common things will ever again
be seen—that is, from the palace to the college

;

and if in some providential way it does partially
appear, whether it will be appreciated generally.
We may have tried hard to believe in the painted
Venus of the late sculptor, Gibson, and not feel
much regret at having failed to appreciate it (the
paint, not the sculptured marble), because this
bedecking and besmearing otherwise good work
is in the same objectionable manner.

If we take into consideration the labour of
skilled workmen in every branch connected with
building, and the materials employed— fre-
quently of a costly nature,—and the evident in-
dustry and perseverance expended in many very
indifferent designs, and compare it with what
might have been done had the same efforts been
rightly directed, we should find that real ex-
travagance bad been indulged in, though quite
unwittingly. Our plain duty would, therefore,
appear to be the task of teaching as much as in
us lies, that right way whereby we shall not only
disseminate the beautiful and true more widely,
but, in so doing, save also our clients’ pockets.

During the discussion which followed,
Mr. Longfield (hon. sec.), said that dentils are

most effective members of a comice, and that
the use of triglyphs in Classic work may be
accounted for quite as well as many features in

Gothic. We ought not to forget that it is from
Classic art we have obtained onr caps and bases.
Pediments are a very natural form, provided
always that what is behind them is not a sham.
Architectui'o in the present day is copied from
what has been done in the past. Everything
seems to have been done already. If anything
is to be done in the way of a modem or Victorian
style, it must be a mixture of the old styles, as in
music with the same notes any amount of variety
may be obtained.

Mr. John L. Robinson said that he agreed with
Mr. Owen that triglyphs in the Doric order were
shams, being an imitation of what they were not
—viz., ends of timber or wood construction. Ae
for Gandon’s works—the Custom House, Pour
Courts, and Bank of Ireland,—none could deny
the ability with which those buildings had been
treated, and with a freedom which might well be
copied. Wall columns in Classic were, he con-
sidered, not to be deprecated when used for the
only purpose to which they are legitimately
adapted—as buttresses to strengthen a wall, and
perform the same function as bnttresses in
Gothic. As for iron construction, in New York
they go so far as to form the framework of the
building of iron bars and gii'ders, and to hang
thin slabs of marble, sometimes only 1 in. thick,
in front, giving the appearance of a solid ashlar
building; while in reality it was a mere skeleton
of iron without constructive truth. As for the
pitch of roofs, he thought that they should be as
high as possible. He thought that too little care
is bestowed on the surface decoration of roofs.
Often in buildings where various coloured ma-
terials have been used we find the roof left one
flat surface of the same colour. Could it not
have been treated as the walls, with parti-colour
or scolloped slates ? oi', better still, broken up
with dormers, Innettes, or ventilators ? He was
of opinion that the grouping or outline of a build-
ing is of far greater importance than the detail.
As for the plainer of our middle-class bouses,
from the earliest ages the bulk of the population
lived in comparatively flimsy and plain dwellings.
He considered that the very unsatisfactory ap-
pearance of modem street architecture was due
to the fact that the houses were roofed parallel
to tbo street, and not as they ought to be, at
right angles to it, as wo see in old bouses of the
Queen Anne period in the liberties of Dublin

;

the effect of the gables, as they are vulgarly
called roofs, being most picturesque and
pleasing. No trace of tbo middle-class dwellings
of the ancients remain, and it is considered that
they must have been very rude indeed, although
the ancients have left behind them such
beantiful temples.

Mr. Mitchell said that he agreed with Mr.
Longfield that dentils were a beautiful form of
ornament (no matter what may have been their
origin), somewhat analogous to the billet mould-
ing of Gothic. He thought it would be an evil
day wlien vaulting was disused. As for iron
being the bailding material of the future, he
would rather say of the past, as eminent engi-
neers have discovered, that it will not bear
exposure to the weather. The iron bridges will
not last half so long as the stone ones, and when
this was generally known, the use of iron would,
he was sure, be discontinued. Iron is not, from
the evidence of Captain Shaw, of the London
Fire Brigade, a fireproof material ; he would
prefer a wooden beam to resist the action of
fire. He thought that every one with artistic

taste would not be sorry to see the last of iron
in architecture. Mr. Owen might have laid
greater stress on truth,—a truthful building
may be designed in any style.

PROGRESS OF THE ST. GOTTHARD
RAILWAY.

The Swiss Federal Council have sent to the
different subsidising Governments their first re-
port on the progress of the undertaking, from
which we obtain the following particulars.

In an introduction the report gives first the
history of the foandation and constitution of the
St. Gotthard Railway Company, the appointment
of the council of administiation (“ Verwaltnngs-
rath”), as well as the election of the board of
directors, at the first meeting of the conncil.
Then follows the report on the raising of the
necessary capital and details as to the financial
combination, the names of the different bankers
who formed the latter, and the proportion in
which each member of it subscribed.
On April 2, 1872, the council confirmed the

elections by the board of the principal officials
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the railway, who aro the following:—il.

Gerwig, of Karlsruhe, was appointed chief engi-
neer

j Dr. Schweizer, of Zurich, first secretary
of the board and the council

;
II. Kaltbrunner,

of Geneva, French secretary to the chairman of

the boai’d, and translator at the meetings of the
council

; Professor Ziihringer, of Laufenburg,
chief accountant

;
il. 0. Geipke, of Berne, chief

of the topographical section of the technical

central bureau. The Federal Council, at the
same time, appointed M. G. Kollor, of Winterthur,
Federal inspector of works at the St. Gotthard.
The board of directors was divided into three
different departments, of which the first, the
political, comprised the business of the railway,
so far as it is of a political character, as well as
its relations with the admiiiisti'ations of other
railways ; also the cunstniction of the railway,
with the exception of works above ground
(“ lloohbauten”}, and the rolling stock, under
the direction of the chairman of the board, Dr.
Alfred Eseber. The second department, under the
superintendence of the vice-chahman, il. Ziugg,
includes the management of the finances, with
the construction of the works above gi’ound,

tlie tolls, and correspondence resulting there-
from with other railways. The third depart-
ment, comprising the legal business of the com-
pany, the rolling stock and traffic, the adminia-
tration of the local finances, the stiperintendence
of the offices and buildings of the company, and
the con-espondence connected with these sub-
jects, is under the supervision of M. Weber.
The superintending engineer had already pro-

visionally entered upon his duties on March 1,

1872, and had set to work at once in forming
the necessary technical staff. More than 1,200
candidates applied, of which many were men
high in their profession. The applications
have not all been considered yet, but 100 persous
have already been selected, of which half are
employed in the canton of Ticino

;
the rest

partly in the central office at Zurich, partly in
Lucerne and Uri.

The preliminary technical work could now at
once be proceeded with. For this purpose, sec-
tions were formed in Lucerne,Wasen, Gbscheneu,
Airolo, Faido, BoUinzona, Locarno, and Lugano,
and those points were first attacked whoso
execution requii’ed a longer time, or >vhich had
to be done by a certain specified time. These
preliminary labours advanced at such a rate
that already, in Juno of last year, the plans for
the large tunnel, for the stations of Gbschenen
and Aii'olo, and for the lines from Biasoa to
Langensee and from Lugano to Chiasso, could
bo submitted to the Federal Council and the
cautonal governmeuts. The Federal Council
had already sanctioned the plans for the de-
finitive direction of tho axis of the tunnel and
its normal cross-sections, those for the station of
Gbschenen and the northern entrance of the
tannel, for the height of the station of Airolo
and the southern entrance, for the execution of
100 metres of the tunnel from the north and of
600 metres from the south, as well as the plans
of the works of the firm of Sillar & Co., at tho
bridge over the Moesa, near Bellinzona, and at
the tnnnel of Paradiso, near Lugano, which are
by this time partly executed.
The surveys for the lines from Biasca to

Langensee and from Lugano to Chiasso had
especially to be pushed forward, it being the
intention to open them for traffic within two
years and a half, reckoning from October 22,
1872 i and the surveys axe, indeed, so far
advanced that tho final plans may be prepared
and the works commenced at once. The tracing
and tho locality of the principal stations at.

Bellinzona,'* Lugano, and Locarno, have been
sanctioned by the council of administration, and
are only waiting for ratifleation by the govern-
ment of the canton of Ticino. The surveys of
the routes from Airolo to Faido, and from
Gbschenen to below Wasen, have so far pro-
gressed that the central bureau will be able in
the course of this winter to work out the
tracings, and by tho beginning of spring to
submit the definite plans. The staff at Lucerne
is occupied with tracing the lines whicli are
to connect the St. Gotthard Railway with the
Central and North-East Railways. All those
geometrical labours are founded ou the level-
lings of MM. Benz and Spahn, begun under the
supervision of the Federal Geodetic Commis-
sion, at the instigation of the Gotthard Com-
mittee, in 1869, and completed ia the course of
1872. The details of these interesting works
are contained in the yearly reports of MM.
Hirsch and Plantamour, directors respectively
of the observatories of Neufchitel and Geneva.

The very e.vtensive and difficult works for deter-

mining the axis and height of the tunnel and the
altitudes of the two entrances were begun by
M. 0. Geipke in 1869, continued during 1870,
and. completed in 1871. The notices of tho
separate determinations and triangulations of the
survey, as contained in the report, give the
expert an idea of the magnitude and difficulty of

tho work. According to them, the two e.xtreme
points of the tunnel at Airolo and at Gbschenen
are 15,568 metres 616 millimetres distant from
each other. The exactitude of the works ami of

tlio calculations leave nothing to be desired
;
but

it is intended to submit the determination of the
axis to a second test by means of staking out
the ground and astronomical verification during
the course of the coming summer. The direction

of the tannel deviates from the meridian
55' 30'4" towards tho west.

The Gotthard tunnel will have in its cross-

section the same dimensions as tho Mont Cenis
tunnel. A later slight alteration of the axis,

causing the same to como nearer to the village

of Airolo, will offer many advantages, amongst
others that of protection against avalanches.
The station will bo erected on the meadows be-

tween the village of Aiiolo and the river Ticino.
Tho same ia the case with tho station, at

Gbschenen, which will stand in tho angle formed
by the two arms of the Reuss named respectively
the Gotthard and Gbschenen Reuss. The latter

station will have a length of 480 metres, that at
Airolo of 700 metres. From Gbschenen down-
wards in the direction of Wasen the maximum
fall will be 25 in

;
from Airolo to the

precipices of Stalvedra tho fall is a little less.

The stipulations of the convention of October 15,

1869, have been strictly obseiwed
;
as regards the

height of the tunnel (6 metres to 8 metres, by a
width of 7'60 metres), the definitive project is

more favourable than that of the surveyors,
MM. Beckh and Gervig, which served as the
basis to the convention. Tho tunnel will have
two lines of rails, aud will be straight, with tho
exception of a curve of a radius of 300 metres in

a leugth of 145 metres, near the southern
entrance, which connects the axis of the tuimel
with the axis of the Airolo station. The tunnel
itself has a length of 14,900 metres, and its

greatest elevation above sea-level will bell52'-10
metres, instead of 1163'33 metres, tho maximum
elevation allowed by the stipulations.

On the 4th of Juno of last year the works were
definitively begun, to permit of the tunnelling
experiments of an English company, not, after
all, proceeded with. The stone hitherto met
with is a hard and close gneiss-granite with a
course strongly tending towai-ds the south-east,
in a direction from north-east to south-west. It

is presumed that this rock reaches as far as the
Urnerloch, a distance a little over 2 kilometres.
Rails have been laid down for the transport of

material to tho workshops, aud the brickwork
for the repairing aud engine sheds has been
finished. On the 1st of July the works at Airolo
were taken in hand, and M. Favre began his
operations on September 13. By November 30,
the depth of the gallery had been advanced
91 metres, i.e. on both aides of the tunnel
96 metres. As far as 36 metres, earth mixed
with sand and gravel, with partial percolation of
water, was met with

; then came about 29 metres
of layers of limestone, with considerable afflux

of water j then follow layers of mica-schists and
feldspath. An exact description of tlie geological
features of the work is to bo published.
The Alpenpost, in a communication from the

superintending engineer, furnishes some details

of the geological formations met with up to the
present time in driving the tunnel. Their
features are much more simple ou the north side

than on tho south. At Gbschenen, in the fore-

cutting, granitic gneiss was met with
; at a

distance of 26 metres a layer of chlorite was cut
into, but this soon ceased. Tho rock is quite
dry, and while towards the surface it shows two
courses, at 30 metres it is compact, and of a
oonchoidal fiactnre. At Airolo, on the south,
however, rubbish of a moraine-like nature,
seemingly resting on peat, was first cut through

;

the gallery then runs, at 40 metres, through
yellow limestone

; at 48 metres through gyp-
sum containing a course of anhydrite; at 64
metres, through talc and mica-slate

;
aud still

further on, through magnesian limestone aud
similar debris of rock

;
at 85'7 metres a bed of

debris being entered, the afflux of water, which
carries into the gallery dSbris of mica-slate and
quartz-blocks, was 30 litres per second. After
this latter stratum of about 4 metres thickness
had been cut through, easily crumbling mica-

slate was met with, which, at 100 metres,

;

increased in compactness, and showed alternate,

.

soft and hard layers. According to calculations,
the outflow of water at the mouth of the tunnel
amounts to 37‘5 litres per second. At 34 metres
from the entrance, in widening the gallery,

,

14 metres under the surface, another bed of peat
i

underneath moraine de'bm was found; it con-:
taiued well-preserved remnants of wood, pro-
bably of the bii'ch. Collections are to be-
made of the different kinds of rock met with.
At every 100 metres, or in places where the
nature of the ground suddenly changes, cubical i

pieces are to be cut out, numbered, aud provided i

with labels showing at what distance from the
tunnel entrance they were to be found. They
will be inspected by experts twice or three times
during the year, and then sent to the authorities
at Berne, who will forward specimens to the
universities of Zurich, Berne, Basle, Berlin,

;

Milan, Rome, and Florence. Tho villages of
Altorf and Airolo will also each receive a com-
plete collection. At both entrances of the tunnel, I

besides, a list of these stones, with number,
kind of rock, date of cutting, distance from the i

tunnel entrances, name, layer, and temperature i

of the rock, as well as that of the springs found, I

aud mathematical notices relating to the con-
struction of the tunnel, will be placed. Meteo-
rological investigation will also be instituted
during the jjrogress of the works.
As regards the granting of the contracts for '

the tunnelling works to M. Favre, the report
adds the reasons which determined the Federal
CouJicil in its choice. The convention which tho
latter has concluded is in accordance with the :

obligations undertaken towards the subsidising
States, as well as with the different resolutions
passed by the Federal Council in this matter;
tho contract further offers all possible advan-
tages from both a legal as well as a technical
and financial point of view

; the conditions aio
nioi-e favourable than those of all other com-
potitora ; aud the character aud position of tho
entrepreneur offers all desirable guarantees. The
Italian Government, it is to be hoped, will by .

this time have been better informed by the
report of the Federal Council than by tho cota-
plaints of interested engineers.
The first year of operations for the great work

has been fixed by the Federal Council from
October 1, 1872, to October 1. 1873. After the
lapse of that space of time, the Federal Council
is obliged, by the 17th article of the Inter-
national Convention of October 15, 1869, to
render account to the contracting States of the
money spent in the construction of the railway.

Later advices state that all difficulties raised
by the Italian Government have been removed,
and the programme has been accepted. An
agreement satisfactory to both sides has been
come to as to the acquirement of the boring and
air-compressing engines used at the Mont Cenis
tunnel. We take the following additional data
from the above-mentioned programme for the
first year. It is intended to employ, at both
ends of the tunnel, boring-engines of greater
power than those used for the Mont Cenis tunnel,
to be driven by engines of SOO-horse power. At
the north end, a waterfall of the river Reuss,
near the entrance to the tunnel, is to drive tur-
bines; aud at the southern side tho waters of
the Val Tremola will have to perform the same
function. Motive powers, such as were employed
at the Mont Cenis tunnel, are not practicable at
St. Gotthard. The contractor considers it pos-
sible, with an expenditure of two million francs,
to complete his preliminary arrangements bv
the Ist of July, 1873

;
and he calculates to be

able, from the 1st of January, to proceed with
the work at the rate of 100 metres per month,
at each end. The estimate for the first year is

as follows :—1. Machinery, tools, preparations of
all descriptions, 2,000,000 fr. 2. Tunnelling :

direction levels at Airolo, 145 metres, at 1,500 fr.

per metre, 217,500 fr. ; boring of 1,800 metres
of the principal tunnel, at 2,800 fr., 5,152,000 fr.

;

walling, according to the different sections of
the report, 1,458,050 fr. 3. General expenses of
administration and preliminary work for 1'840
kilometre, at 97,000 fr. per kilometre, 178,480 fr.

Total, 9,006,030 fr. According to Art. 17 of
the above-mentioned convention, the Federal
Council will give notice at the end of the first

year to the subsidie-mg States what sum has
actually been expended. At the same time, the
ninth part of the third of the subsidies, payable
in equal yearly portions (28,333,333 fr.), will be
due to the amount of 3,148,148 fr. Total,
12,154,178 fr. This is 14'3 per cent, of the
whole subvention.





IMMANUEL CHURCH, SAMADEN,
SWITZERLAND.

Thk question of desi^s for Mountain Cliapels

being at this moment on the tapis, we make it

an opportunity to give an illusti-ation of the

'

picturesque little church that has lately risen
|

upon the granite heights of the Upper Engadin.
!

Two years ago, the English who were filling

the hotels at the pleasant village of Samaden,
found no better place for their Sunday service

i

than the coffee-room of Bernina’s Hotel. At the
suggestion of the Rev. Stenton Eardley (then

'

staying at Samaden), M. Bernina gave the site,
'

some materials, and a donation towards the
erection of an English church. The building-

1

fund (about 1,200J.) has since been raised i

entirely by the exertions of Mr. Eardley, and
j

the work was paid for by the time of the con.
secration last summer.

Messrs. George & Vaughan were consulted as
architects, and they have designed a buildino’

quite in harmony with its position. Being
6,000 ft. above the sea, and a day’s journey from
any town, skilled labour was hardly to be had.
The low walls are of granite, quarried from the i

,

rock on which the church stands. The fall of

,

the lull from west to east leaves the chancel
high above ground

;
it is carried on open arches,

beneath which is a precipice. The choir forms
a picturesque feature above the village.

The roofs and spire are covered with shingle,

and the boarded Swiss gables have been used,
as giving the best shelter from the snow, and as
being more easy of construction than the usual
stone coping. The east window is filled with
glass by Messrs. Lavers & Co. ; and there is a
reredos of Messrs. Powell’s glass mosaic.
The four Evangelists, occupying panels in the

pulpit, were carved by Mr. Forsyth, but the .

rest of the joinery and carving is Swiss work, as
also is the parquetrie floor.

NEW REREDOS, GLOUCESTER
CATHEDRAL.

Hebe may be seen a representation of the
reredos which has recently been set up in

Gloucester Cathedral, from the design of Sir

Gilbert Scott, and at the cost of the munificent

Freemasons of the province. It is 17 ft. 5 in.ir.

width. A horizontal line of carved stone extends-
across where the communion-table will be placed.
Above this are seven niches, filled alternately
with statues and sculptured groups. The sub-
jects, from left to right, are:—Moses bearing
the Tablets of the Law; group, the Nativity;
St. Peter; group, the Ascension; St. Paul;
group, Entombment of the Saviour ; David,
bearing the Harp. The groups are good works
of art. The central one, the Ascension, is 5 ft.

in height
;
and the side groups are each about

4 ft. 3 in. high. The statue of St. Peter is of
Painswick stone

;
the other figures and the

groups are of stone from Mr. Wingate’s quarry,
at Crickley Hill. Over the figures and groups
are wrought canopies

j above these are three
open pinnacles, with statues of angels

; and sur-
mounting the central pinnacle is the cross, 27 ft,

from the floor. The groups and statues are by
Mr. J, H. Redfern, sculptor; and the other por-
tions of the work were executed by Messrs.
Farmer & Brindley.
The drawing we have engraved was made

from a very excellent photograph, the production
of Mr. Abraham Thomas, of Gloucester.
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IMMANUEL CHURCH, SAMADEN, SWITZERLAND. Messes. Geoese & Vauohan, Architects.
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AEOHITBCTS AND DSAUGHTSMBN.
SlU,—That the architectural profession, in

common with nearly every other in this country,
has become overstocked of late, is a statement
which the members of that profession will pro-

bably be, for the moat part, the last persona to
contradict. Certain movements, partly con.
nected with art, partly with ecclesiastical feel-

ing, gave no doubt a great impetus to the prac-
tice of architecture during the past thirty or
forty years, and brought many workers into the
field, a considerable proportion of whom have
made what is called “a good thing” of it. The
profession has acquired a higher status, in some
points at least, and a greater popularity

; and,
as in nearly all such cases, the re-inforcement of

its ranks has proceeded in a more rapid i-atio

than the increase of professional work. The
superfluous number of recruits, who were not
able to find for themselves a separate “ con-
nexion,” wido enough to establish a business
upon, found an outlet for their abilities in
assisting those more able or more fortunate per-
sons who had been first in the field, and bad
accumulated more work than they could caiTy
on unassisted

;
and the occupation of architec-

tural draughtsman became almost established as
a recognised branch of the profession. For
some time past, however, there have not been
wanting indications that this subordinate rank
has become inconveniently crowded, bringing
with it the usual and well-known results of an
excess of supply over demand in any department
of human labour. In the present day, it seems
almost equally a matter of course that tliose who
find those results affecting them, in the usual
shape of hard work and low remuneration, should
bethink themselves of the modern weapon of
combination, which has been handled with such
effect in some of the lower strata of the labour
market, in order to better themselves. Hints, at
all events, are bandied about which indicate that
this idea has suggested itself to the mind of
architectural draughtsmen. We hear of com-
parisous instituted between the incomes obtain-
able by architects’ assistants and those realised
by mercantile clerks, who occupy the same rela-

tive position in regard to their principals; and
the hasty inference drawn is, that the latter
have only to league together, and to stand out
for their own terms.

It may be hoped that so unphilosophical a
view of things is not likely to be widely ac-
cepted by a body of men possessing a fair average
of education and culture. It is impossible to
suppose that a comparison between the rate of
salary of the mercantile clerks and of the archi.
tect's assistant, could seriously be adduced as a
basis for consideration, without any recognition
of the vast difference in proportion between the
average gains of the principals in each case.
And it is scarcely possible that the evils and
risks to all parties, attendant upon any com-
bination for the purpose (to use plain English)
of raising wages, can need to be pointed
out, at this time of day, to any but the most
unthinking. But there is a point of view in
which the draughtsman has a cause of complaint
to a certain extent,—a cause originating in a
defect in the professional system, and which
might be curable, without recourse to attempts at
artificial modifications of the scale of remu-
neration.

There are, in fact, though not, perhaps, in
name, two very different classes among those
who act as assistants to architects in large prac-
tice. Those who merely profess the practical
operation of di-awing plans,—that is to say, of
assisting the architect in framing the necessary
instructions to the contractor,—are fulfilling an
ordinary and necessary part in the division of
labour, and stand to the architect in the same
relation in which the operative bricklayer,
mason, or joiner, stands to the contractor.
Work of this kind is really skilled labour,

but not headwork; and the fact of the archi-

tect delegating it to other hands in no way
affects the ultimate result for which he is re-

sponsible, and for which be is paid by his client.

But there are now a certain number of men in the
professiun, ranking as architectural draughtsmen,
who are really subordinate architects doing bead-
work, designing, &c., for and in the name of their

principal, who has not time todoitallbimself. The
mere draughtsman occupies, as I observed, no
anomalous position, but a perfectly natural and
ordinary one, having its counterpart in every
other department of labour

; and his remunera-

must be regulated by the usual laws of supply
and demand. But the assistant architect is, on
the contrary, in a somewhat anomalous position,
lie is supplying, in fact, at a greatly reduced
rate of remuneration, the work for which his prin-
opal ig and with the merit of which his
pnncipai is publicly credited. Now, if architec-
ture really isj asT hope and believe, a recognised
art, and not a mere bnsiness, this certainly is
a somewhat anomalous position, ami the re-
suit is unsatisfactory. The public do not get
what they really pay for, i.e., the skill and
thought of the eminent architect himself

; the
assistant architect gives thought and ability, so
far as they go, without getting any credit for
them

;
and the architecture in most cases pro-

bably suffers, either from the inferior ability, or
from the necessarily inferior interest in, and re-

sponsibility for the work, on the part of the
assistant.

I am not necessarily blaminer any one ; still

.less am I taking up the cudgels for the assistant
architect as against the principal. The arrange-
ment is a liabit we have adopted, and it is

probably adopted in general as a matter of course
by both sides. What, it may be asked, is a man
to do, who has gained such a reputation that he
is entrusted with more work than he ca-n design
and oversee personally ? Is he to lose the
advantage of his superior ability ? By no means.
Somebody ought certainly to pay him for Ins

superior ability: and this “somebody" is the
public. At present thepablicpay nothing extra for

it. There is a standard of 5 per cent., below which
I certainly think the architect’s remuneration
should not fall (unless in some very exceptional
cases)

;
work which is not worth that is pretty

sure to be bad. Bnt if an architect acquires
such a reptitation that more work is crowded on
him than he can attend to,—if, in any other
word.s. the public prefer to employ A. rather
than B., C., or D.,—the plainest course open to

A. is to raise his terms. This would have one of
two effects

; it would either enable him to re-

munerate hia assistants adequately, or it would
set free the surplus work, which he could not
personally undertake, to be carried out, at the
ordinary rate of remuneration, by those who at

present work as his assistants at much less than
that rate, and without the credit due to them for

their work. There seems no more reason why
architect should not take this means of making

capital out of his superior talent, than why a
painter should not.

The result to the pocket of the eminent archi-

tect would be much the same as at present
;
the

result to his reputation proba.bly better
;
and he

would have the satisfaction of reflecting that his

superior abilities were paid for not by bis humbler
brethren, but by the public who have the benefit

of them.

A Peovincial Architect.

RAILWAY MANAGEMENT.
The subject of railway management is certain

for some time to come to occupy a considerable
degree of public attention. Government natu-
rally shrinks from incurring the responsibility

of taking such an enormous increase to its

burdens as the management of the railways of
the United Kingdom, the control of 800 millions
sterling of capital, the administration of the
affairs and direction of an army of 300,000
specially educated, experienced, and trained

officers and men, and the exercise of the vast
amount of patronage involved,—the exercise of

a kind of power for which Governments, which
a breath may make or unmake, are in the nature
of things unsuited.

Short of the purchase and absolute control

of the railways and canals of the kingdom,
however, there appears to be a growing opinion
that the State authoritie.s should possess a
greater degree of power in the direction of these
modes of national communication than has been
hitherto exercised, and the manner in which such
power is to be employed is set forth in the Rail-

way and Canal Traffic Bill that has been pre-
pared and bronght into Parliament in the present
session by Mr. Chichester Fortescue, President
of the Board of Trade, Mr. Childers, and Mr.
Arthur Peel.

prominent feature in the Bill is the
appointment of apermanent tribunal to exercise
jurisdiction in railway affairs, such tribunal to

consist of not more than three commissioners

I

and two aaaistant-commissioners. The salary
tion, unless he tries the dangerous experiment of the chief commissioner not to exceed 3,000J.,
of (temporarily) raising it by combination,

j of the other commissioners to be not more than

2,0002., and of the assistant-commissioners not
more than 1,5002. per annum each respectively.
One of the commissioners must be learned in
railway and other departments of law, and
another must have railway experience. The
commissioners may sit at such times and places
as they may think proper, either separately or
together, and in open court or with closed doors.
They are to have powers to determine differ-

ences between railway and canal companies

;

and to exercise, by transfer, certain powers and
duties, in relation to railways, that are now exer-
cised by the Board of Trade. They will have
jurisdiction in questions of through routes, and
the appointment of rates as between companies,
and will be the intermediary authority between
the Postmaster-General and the railway com-
panies, in the matter of carriage of mails.
Various other powers are to be exercised by the
commissioners, and certain new duties are im-
posed by the Bill upon railway companies. One
of these is of an extraordinary character, and
can only be carried into effect by the expendi-
tore of an enormous amount of work. The
eleventh section of the Bill provides, that every
railway company and canal company shall keep,
at each of their stations and wharfs, a book or
books showing every rate chargeable for the
carriage of traffic, other than passengers and
their luggage, from that station or wharf, in-

cluding any rates charged under any special
contract. Every such book shall distinguish
how much of each rate is for the conveyance of
the traffic on the railway or canal, including
therein tolls for the use of the railway or canal,
for the use of carriages or vessels, or for loco-
motive power, and how much is for loading and
unloading, covering, collection, delivery, and
other expenses

;
and the entries in such books

shall be made in such form, and contain such
particulars as the commissioners may from time
to time, and on the application of any person
interested, and for the purpose of insuring
publicity, direct. Such books are to be open for
inspection without the payment of any fee.

Penalty for non-compliance with this require-
ment may be five pounds, and “ five pounds per
day for every day during which the offence con-
tinues.” Analysed traffic rates may be possible
for a limited selection of stations, but imposing
such analysed rates from every station or wharf,
to every other station or wharf, is imposing a
burden too heavy to be borne.
The Association of Chambers of Commerce is

taking action in another direction in relation to
railway management, and there have been
thrown out for consideration of the Chambers
numerons practical suggestions, having regard,
mainly, to the prevention of accidents. Not a
few serious accidents have occurred through the
breaking of coupling chains, and it is suggested
that Government should be asked to prescrib-'

a more efficient system of coupling wagons and
carriages. Improved fastenings for carriage-
doors, such as are in use on many Continental rail-

ways, to prevent passengers from falling out,

are also recommended ; also, to protect the
public from fraud, that the fares be printed upon
railway tickets

;
that tickets should be issued for

at least ten minutes before the time appointed
for the departure of each train

; that the habi-
tual crowding of third-class passengers into first

and second class carriages should be peremp-
torily stopped, and that every compartment
should contain a prominent notice of the number
of persons it is constructed to carry. These and
other suggestions will, it is expected, evoke
resolutions or expressions of opinion from the
conference of the Associated Chambers held
in London during the current month.

CAUTION TO HOUSE PAINTERS.
Rroum v. Smith .—This action, in Westminster

County Court, was brought from the Court of
Queen’s Bench, by order of the Judges, under a
recent Act of Parliament, notwithstanding the
damages were laid at 5002. as compensation,
under the following circumstances :

—

The plaintiff is a painter, and on the 20th of
September his wife, whilst passing the defend-
ant’s place of business, in Marsham-sti-eet, West-
minster, was knocked down and severely injured
by a shutter, that had been left standing outside
by some bouse-painters in the employ of Mr.
Allen, builder, of Great Smith-street, West-
minster, who bad the contract to paint the
defendant’s shop. An important question to-

builders arose as to whether the painters
were the defendant’s servants at the time the
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shutters were placed by them in the street, or

the’ servants of the contractor Allen; and, as

will be seen, Mr. Allen has only escaped being
made the defendant by the skin of his teeth.

Mrs. Brown deposed, that at the time in ques-

tion she was passing the defendant’s shop, which
was being painted, and the shutters were stand-

ing against the wall on the public footway. The
wind was very boisterous, and blew one on to

her, knocking her down, breaking her collar-

bone, and injuring her to the present time.

A surgeon from the Westminster Hospital

deposed to the serious injuries sustained by the

plaintiff, and considered it would be two months
before she could follow her former livelihood.

Mr. Allen, the builder, stated that he was
employed by the defendant to paint his shop,

but neither be nor any of his men had anything

to do with taking down or putting up the shut-

ters, although they had to paint them. On the

day of the accident witness’s men certainly took

them down, but under the direction of the de-

fendant himself, and placed them against the
wall.

One of the painters, named Neal, swore that

on the day of the accident they were not paint-

ing the shutters, nor did they require them to

be placed against the wall. They had been
taken down and placed on the footway at de-

fendant’s request.

Tlie defendant’s counsel urged upon the jury

that it was the builder, Allen, who ought to have
been the defendant, and not his unfortunate

client, as it was entirely owing to the job and
the painters that the accident occurred. His
client deeply regretted this accident to the poor
woman, although her husband had tried to min
the defendant by demanding the exorbitant

sum of 500Z. for compensation. Mrs. Brown was
clearly wrong in suing the present defendant,
and he trusted the jury would direct her to

apply for compensation to the builder, Allen. It

conld not be said that the painters who caused
the mischief were the servants of the defendant,

—they were Allen’s men, and Allen was alone

answerable for his own men’s negligence.

Mr. Smith said ho entered into a centract with
Mr. Allen to paint his shop, and had nothing
whatever to do in giving orders to the painters.

The shutters were taken down by Mr. Allen

without his wish or instruction. He did not

witness the accident, and the first he heard of

it was, whilst picking up the shiitter, a man said,

“ Ah, you are taking more care of your shutters

than the poor woman. The shutters were
usually kept in the shop, but they were placed

outside the shop by Mr. Allen’s men. Another
shutter had blown down previously. When the

accideut occurred, the painters had left off work,
and were not present.

James Young, in the employ of the defendant,

said Mr. Allen’s men directed him to place the

shutters ngainst the wall, as he supposed, to

paint them.
In cross-examination, this witness said Mr.

Allen’s men did not tell him to do so on the day
in question, but the day before.

The Judge ruled that if the jury believed that

the shutters were placed on the footway by
order of the defendant, ho was liable

;
but if

the painters placed them against the wall for

their own convenience to work on, then Mr.
Allen -would be liable. The damages, laid,

however, appeared excessive for a little trades-

man to meet.
The jury gave a verdict for 151., and the Judge

awarded costs only on that scale.

THE ART CLASSES.
At a meeting of the joint committee of the

architectural art. classes, held at the rooms of

the Royal Institute of British Architects, on
Thursday, the 13th inst., a resolution, of which
the following is an outline, was passed:

—

“ Looking back upon the efforts which have been made,
though it cannot be said that the benefit to the students
has been such as was hoped fur. yet the results as regards
the excess of working expenditure over the receipts from
fees of the students have not been worse than onr calcu-
lations have led us to expect, nor than can be fairly looked
for in the future. These efforts have resulted in a loss
which falls upon the members of (he committee. We are
therefore reluctantly obliged to discontinue our efforts to

carry on the classes as at present constituted.”

Arrangements were made to facilitate the

carrying on of classes for the study of the living

model and the practice of figure design for

architectural purposes, for which a class, pro-

perly organised, will probably be formed at no
very remote period, in accordance with the rules

of the Architectural Association.

For the present, therefore, the profession has
nothing to show as a result of all the discussions

and loud demands made for the artistic training

of the future architect beyond a few stools and
easels, and a disused room at the Architectural
Museum.

Thomas Henry Watson, Hon. Sec.

ENLARGEMENT OP THE WATERLOO
RAILWAY STATION.

The South-Western Railway Company are

about to effect a considerable enlargement of

their Waterloo Station, with the view of afford-

ing additional accommodation at that part of the
station which is set apart for the traffic of the

Richmond and Windsor section of the company’s
lines. For this purpose they are taking steps to

purchase land and buildings on the north side of

the present terminus, the increased area which
they are endeavouring to obtain being upwards
of an acre in extent. The powers to purchase
this laud and houses for the purposes stated are
amongst those for which the company are apply,
ingjto Parliament in the present session, and the
Lambeth vestry, having had the company’s ap-

plication under their consideration, have con-

sented not to oppose the Bill before the Parlia-

mentary committee, providing that the company
will undertake to pay whatever rates may accrue

until the proposed new station buildings are

brought under rating by the overseers.

THE SCHOOL BOARDS AND TECHNICAL
EDUCATION.

The Liverpool School Boards aro entitled to

the distinction of initiating a movement to com-
bine with the ordinary primary education of the

elementary schools that technical education

which is so essential to the future artizaus of

the country. Having appointed a committee to

consider certain proposals concerning this sub-

ject, the following report has been drawn up and
agreed to :—That it is of great importance in a
national point of view to impart at least the ele-

mentsof sound scientific knowledge to thofuturo
artizans of this country, in order, as far as pos-

sible, to qualify them to compete, on equal

ground, with the same classes in Continental

nations. In reference to the following further

proposals, viz. :—1. That with this object, and
considering the large number of elementary
schools in the borough, it is expedient to con.

stitute a department of technical education

under a competent head, by whom the masters,

assistant masters, and pupil teachers should be
formed into normal classes, wherein they may be
qualified for giving lessons to their pupils. 2.

That the head of the department shall give

periodical lectures, illustrated by ex 2)eriment8

to all the Board schools in succession, so as to

bring each school regulaidy under his instruc-

tions. 3. That when special aptitude or taste

for scientific knowledge, is manifested by any
jiupils, either as the result of the lectures or

otherwise, such pupils shall be formed into

special classes, and further instructed in such

subjects as appear most suitable for their in-

tended trades. 4. That in order further to

extend elementary scientific knowledge in the

borough, the several denominational schools may
participate in the benefits of the department in

such a manner and on such terms as may be
arranged between the School Board and the

local managers. It was resolved that the clerk

be instructed to forward a copy of these pro-

posals to the Education Department, and to in-

quire how far, in the opinion of the Department,

it is within the
i)0wer of the Board to carry the

same into effect.

LONGFORD CASTLE, NEAR SALISBURY.

This curious building, the seat of the Earl of

Radnor, and to which we have before re-

ferred as the home of the works by Holbein now
exciting interest in Burlington House, is in course

of completion under the direction of Mr. Salvin,

Mr. Ockley being clerk of the works. The whole
of the work has been intrusted to Mr. R. Putcher,

contractor, Fisherton Works, Salisbury. The
carving has been executed by Mr. Alfred C.

Kemm, of Petersfinger, Salisbury.

The county Mirror gives some additional par-

ticulars :—The south-east tower forms now apart
of the new drawing-room, which is 19 ft. high,

27 ft. wide, 56 ft. long, with an apsidal termina-

tion. The walls to the height of 4 ft. are

panelled in oak and walnut, moulded and polished.

The floor is of oak, rubbed and polished. The
entrance-door is surmounted with an enriched
entablature, supported by columns with carved
caps. On the fascia between the caps will be
placed, carved in oak, an ornamental shield bear,

ing the monogram of the owner, supported by
two Cupids, festooned with fruit an(i flowers.

The ceiling is of Elizabethan design, in plaster

work. The room is approached from a corridor

with a vaulted aud enriched ceiling, supported
by polished Devonshire marble columns. On
the right of the corridor you enter the dining.

j

room, which is an apartment of some Ifl ft. by
21 ft., and 19 ft. high. The ceiling is similar to

|

that of the drawing-room in its character. The i

walls, to the height of 16 ft., are fitted with oak
i

panelling, surmounted with a cornice, sup.
ported at intervals with pilaster columns with i

carved caps. The faces of the pilasters aro i

covered with carving, representing iu mask.^,
hung with fruit aud flowers. Pan, Bacchus, and
Silenus, with their attendant Satyrs and Fauns,
some twenty.one iu number

;
and also a mask of

Medusa. The chimney-piece is of carved white
stone. Wo understand that there will be a large
picture-gallery.

DWELLINGS FOR THE WORKING
CLASSES.

In the course of a lecture on Dwellings for the
working classes, mentioned in our last. Dr. Hard-
wicke said his views were that in a block of build-

ings with accommodation for about 100 families

there should be various scales of residences, and
many dormitories for single persons of both
sexes, under supervision

; shops on the ground-
floor

;
and, what was very essential and never

thought of, workehojis for various trades on the
top floor, airy and well lighted, to render un-
necessary the use of living-rooms for the
purpose. These residences would be disposed
round an internal court, glazed over, like those
of the great hotels in Paris. This would form a
playground for children. In the basement then-
would be a common kitchen and baths, and
separate spaces for coals, perambulators, &c. At
the rear, reached under cover, would be common
laundries and drying-rooms, and a hall for meet-
ings, or club-room, with, committee-room. Com-
mon reading, smoking, eating, and billiard rooms
should be provided. The water-closets, lie

thought, should be in groups for the separate
sexes, under care of attendants, as at railway
stations, who could keep a barber’s shop.
The provision of school-rooms and creches for
guarding infants under the same roof would also
be made, and the comfort and convenience of
the inmates so studied as to make their lives

happier, as well as healther, than they could be
now, miserably lodged as they were, as a rule.

The covered areas would be founci, as those at
Guise were, warmer in winter and cooler in

summer than the external air, and ventilation

was secured by the air rising from the cool

spaces in the basement up to and through the
glass roof. That this would be the effect

Mr. Baldwin Latham corroborated.

The lecture was illustrated by a set of plans,
prepared for the purpose by Mr. Seddon, which
had been adapted to a site near the Harrow and
Edgeware roads, and such as many which could
be procured at a moderate cost at the rear of
the main new streets in various parts of London.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Sheffield ,—An association of the steel and iron

manufacturers of Sheffield has been formed for
securing mutual support, and co-operation, or
unity of action, in resisting combinations of work-
men, and for other trade purposes. The sub-
scription for raising a fund has been fixed at 5s.

for each melting-hole and converting furnace in

the possession of the firm, whether in use or
otherwise.

Edinburgh.—A mass meeting of Edinburgh
joiners has been held in St. Mary’s Hall, Lothian,
street, for the purpose of considering an overture
received from a meeting of employers, request-
ing a conference with the men in regard to the
demand for a rise of wages on 1st of March. Mr.
Jas. Wood occupied the chair. The meeting unani-
mously agreed to send several delegates to confer
with the masters, and to report the result of the
conference to a future meeting

;
but in the mean,

time they resolved “ That we (io not accept the
offer of the employers, but are 'willing to nego-
tiate with regard to the other Ld.”
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FRESCO BY PAUL VERONESE.
C.vRLO RinoLFi, in his very interesting book,

“llaraviglic dell’ Arte,” published in Venice in
16-18, notices very fully the numerous works
executed by Paul Veronese. He describes a
palace in JIurano, near Venice, built for Signor
Camillo Trevisano, after the designs of Mon-
signor Daniel Barbaro, the interior of which was
very beautifully decorated by Paul Veronese,
assisted by his pupil Battista Zelotti. The
palace was afterwards, sa'J-s Ridol6, converted
into a place of evening entertainment for the
gentlemen and ladies of Venice.
About fifty years ago, the building was dis-

mantled, and the frescoes were removed from the
walls, and transferred to canvas by what was
then a new process. Some of these have found
their way to England, and three large
works, in a good state of preservation, are
now being exhibited by Messrs. Morant,
Boyd, & Blanford, in their rooms, at 91, New
Bond-street. The figures in these are all larger
than life; the smallest fresco represents Minerva
as the representative of Wisdom, between two
other female figures. Law and Justice, and
evidently preferring the latter. The other sub-
jects consist of boldly.treated groups of allego-
rical figures, amongst which are conspicuous
History, Astronomy, Chronology, and Fortune.
Notwithstanding certain enrious defects in draw,
ing, which may possibly have disappeared in
the original position of the works, there is a
grandeur about these productions which fixes
and holds the attention.

Should any of our readers bo led by this
paragraph to visit Messrs. Morant & Co.’s pre-
mises, they will also find there some noticeable
old furniture.

THE CHAPEL AND HALL, WINCHESTER
COLLEGE.

Sir, Permit me, through your columns, to
call attention to the state of the chapel and hall
of Winchester College. It is with the greatest
indifference that the authorities of tho College
treat all representations made to them on this
subject, and the facts really deserve publicity.
In 1681, the old stalls, with their canopies,

were removed from their places in the chapel,
and dark oak wainscot was erected in their stead
in the four eastern bays (the remaining two at
that time forming an ante-chapel), and an Ionic
altar-pieco of the same material took the place
of tho ancient tabernacle work. Though always
somewhat incongruous with the style of tiie
chapel, this woodwork had a handsome appear-
ance m Itself. But a more remarkable aspect
than this interior now presents, it would be
difficult to fiud. Owing to the necessity of in-
creasing tho accommodation, the tribunes appro-
priated to the warden and sub-warden have
been moved back from the rest of the panelling
to the very western wall. About six years ago
also, the reredos and wainscot were cut away
from tho eastern bay, and half the next bay.
Consequently, proceeding from the east, we have
one bay and a half, bare wall; two bays and a
malf, wainscot

;
two bays bare wall

;
and then

the tribunes before mentioned, against the west
wall. Also on the north side, in the western-
most bay but one

; a very dirty old red curtain
extends a good way up tho wall, whilst the very
westernmost bay is all bare wall above the seats.
But such patchwork appearance is not confined
to alterations in the old work

;
but even the

new stone reredos Las an eyesore. One niche
was painted to see what the effect of colouring
here would be. It was eventually decided to
leave the stonework uncoloured, but the colour-
ing has never been removed from this one niche
though tho experiment was made several years
ago. A credence-niche close by in the north
wall, has boon at some period stopped with
mortar, and in this state it is allowed to re-
main. The interior of the chapel is also visited
by very unpleasant draughts. These come
partly from the roof, partly from the win.
dows, which latter require releading in some
places. The seats are high, straight-backed,
and uncomfortable. There is no regular pulpit,
and the consequence of the custom of preaching
from one or other of the tribunes against the
west wall is, that it is utterly impossible for any
on© sitting in the seats towards the east end to
hear anything like half the sermon, except if the
preacher happens to be one whose voice is re-
markably clear. There is a paltry stove near the
door, which is an extremely deficient warming
apparatus. ®

But the most extraordinary thing in this
chapel is the organ. This instrument is coeval
with the wainscot, having been built by Harris
in 1681. It bears an inscription, stating that it

was last repaired and added to in 1780. Ovvin"
to its cramped position (in a window-niche on
the north side), there is nob actually space for
proper bellows, and in these bellows a largo hole
exists. The pipes are in too confined a position
to speak properly, and the pitch of the instru-
ment is always too low by a tone

; and these are
not all the facts about this instrument.

It is needless to add that thorough restoration
is necessary to make this chapel what it should
be. But more than this is needed in the case of
the west wall. There being no west window,
there is a great blank wall tho whole height of
the chapel. Surely something might be done to
cover this nakedness. Mr. Walcott thinks that
there was formerly a representation of the Day
of Judgment here. At any rate, it is absurd to
suppose that William of Wykeham, with his
well.known magnificent taste, could have left
such an eyesore to this elegant chapel as the
west wall now is.

About the College Hall there is less to be
said. Still, its present state is a perfect scandal.
The lower part of the walls is draped in yellow
wainscot, set up in 1510, and is innocent of all
beauty. For the rest of the way to the roof (a
very fine one, restored some years ago) extends
a barren waste of whitewash. Tho floor is of
wood, and tho tables attached to it are very
rough. The college pictures, instead of being
hung in this, obviously their most proper, situi^
tion, are kept, by a great abuse, where nobody
ever sees them.

Besides these, the e.xterior stonework of the
old buildings, the images, &c., require much
attention. 'Plie rule of those in authority seems
to bo to let everything go untouched till it falls
down, or until actual dilapidation makes repairs
necessary

;
and this supposition is borne out by

the fact that a short time ago a mullion out of a
small window connected with the chapel fell
down from very age into the court below.
Now, if the authorities really cannot afford to

carry out these works of restoration, they ought
instantly to open a subscription for the purpose.
I feel sure that past and present Wykehamists
would soon subscribe the necessary amount.
The authorities need not bo ashamed of showing
that they want money for this purpose, for every
one who knows Winchester College must see
that they have not sufficient funds,—unless,
indeed, which I cannot believe, they have
obstinately determined, even though they have
the money, not to improve the present condition
of things.

j)

It cannot be done by giving increased wages, at least to
a very small extent, because the less industrious and the
interior workmen combine and claim the same and so
prevent the good workman getting his full value

If this proposal is found to work well in North Darley
I should hope to see it extended to the Bakewell Union
and if successful there, it might extend to tho whole
county. I thiuk the owners of property and the great
employers of labour might thus greatly promote the
security of their own possessions, whilst they would
stimulate tho frugality ol the working classes to the great
benollt of their morals, health, and happiness.

JoSJSrH WuiTWOETU.”

If the coalowners in Wales had done anything
of this nature, they would have had men ready to
stand by them to-day, and the unionists would
not have had it all their own way.
Wo may add, that the Local Board at once

undertook what was desired.

CORPORATION STABLING AND STORES,
BIRMINGHAM.

At a meeting of the Town Council held last
week tho tender of Mr. J. Hartley, contractor,
was accepted for the execution of the above
works for the sum of 3,0001.
Tho buildings are circular on plan. Accom.

modatiou is provided for fifty horses in addition
to blacksmiths’ and wheelwrights’ shopping,
cart and stone • breaking sheds, paint and oil
stores, Ac.

The architect is Mr. W. H. Ward of that town,
whose competitive design was accepted by the
Public Works Committee last year.
Tho site is at the corner of Sheepcote-street

and St. Vincent-street.

ENCOURAGEMENT TO INDUSTRIOUS
WORKMEN.

The following letter from Sir Joseph Whit-
worth to the Rev. D. Tawdry, deserves re-pro-
duction :

—

oi
—ll<?h‘rriDg to the conversation on tho3lBt Deccmber,l,S72 I iiowrepeat in writing what I stated

verbally, that I should have much pleasure in contributing
for the. next live years such n sura yearly as would give tothe inhabitants of ^ orth Darley 3 per cent, more interest
on their deposits in the savings bank, thus making tho
total interest 6 per cent, on their savings. Such inha-
bitants must be the working classes, receiving wages

s^oof^°°™
I chiss domestic servants and children at

I apprehend there will be no difficulfv in obtaining a
listoi the depositors, and the amount' of interest theyreoeiv^ That amount will bo my subscription. If the
Local Board, of which you are the chairman, will kindly
ndertake to ascertain tho amount, and dittribute it, 'I

->111 remit to you my subscription. I do this to give
encouragement to the industrious, good workman. In
the course of a lon^ experience I have found how difficult
It IS to give to the industrious, good, and prudent work-man that encouragement which he deserves.

BUILDERS' ACTION POE EXTRA WORKS.
HILL, KEDDELL, AND WALDR.VM v. THE GUAItDI.VNS-

OF THE POI’LAK UNION.

This action was tried in the Court of Exche-
quer, Guildhall, on Monday last, before the Lord
Chief Baron and a special jury. Mr. Hawkins,
Q.C., and Mr. Gates were for tho plaintiffs, and
Mr. Prentice, Q.C., and Mr. Harrison for the
defendants. Plaintiffs sought to recover the sum.
of _/,700l., balance of an account under the
certificate of the architect, Mr. Morris, employed
by the defendants in respect to the enlargement
of the Poplar Workhouse. Tho works were
begun m the spring of 1869, and completed in
January, 1872. The original contract was for
32,-1801., but with extras the cost was 50,0051.
ls._ Id. Mr. Morris certified for the 7^0002.
claimed, and there was a dispute of 5,0001. which
he would not certify for, and wliicli was to be
determined by arbitration.

Mr. WalJrnm siiij he carried on tho bu.sincss of a cnr.

nvf,?''’ rli advertisement
inviting tenders for the enlargement of Poplar Work-house. His firm 8 tender was accepted, and they at once-went on with the building. Mr, Morris was the wchitecfcappointed by the guardians, and from time to lime thatgentleman gave them certificates of the progress of thoworks done. All the works specified in t^hc Sact,

If T
by his firm. On thooth of January, 18/2, with certain extras to be done the

t^ouph 1^ N?’
accounts had been goneMr. Morns and witness’s surveyor, Mr. Morris

a balance of 7 7561. 11s. Id. was due toSfirm Iho architect in addition to this would not certify

t”
*“1 .PPii..-

By Mr. Prentice : By the sixth clause of their contractthey were to be paid lor extra work. Before they couldcommence extra work they had to obtain th^wr tenorder of the architect, and then bills of quantities had tobo prepared, and those bills were left with the architectThey declined to allow the guardians to inspect thembecause they were trade secrets. Had heard thatpardiana had taken legal proceedings against the archi-
recovery of the bills of quantities. They

six months after thecontract. He believed there were one or two instances in

architect. A delay had occurred in completing the works
of Ih,

have tho time
in going into minute dotails, forsuch had better be determined by referees

’

e^r^ians could procure no infor-

fbk H tn
ivithout such inquiry, and they hadleit It m be their duty to defend this heavy claim of

r
®®*''sf“ctory particulars.IhepUintiffa relied upon a certificate, given uuder features
woulf determine, and hecontended that these architect's certificates were notbinding. The contractors did not, as usual in cases ofthis nature, say if they were not entitled to recover under

these certihcates they could go for the work done. Hisclients were willing to pay tho builders what their workwas worth, after that worth had been fairly ascertainedThe dispute about the 7,0001. might just ns well have been
referred to arbitration as the o.OuOL had been Thearchitect had only power by the contract to certify inresnect of work for which a written order had been givenand that had not been adhered to. The guardians had

o^thoTo^oO/ ^no^wrilf^^'
cLrged for out01 tno 7,0U0L no written orders were given. Thera wn<»

also a claim for 1.000/. surveyor’s charges for making ui>accounts, which was wholly unauthorised ^ ^

The master of the workhouse was called, and said thoorders of Mr Morns for extras were laid before theguardians, aud then remitted to the architect
Mr. Morns stated that there were eighteen blocks nf“buddings erected, and there was no unnecessary delay inthe prosecution of the works. ^ ^
The Lord Chief Baron observed they had beard a trreatportion of this 60,000/. was for additions. Did it haS^during fbo time these works were in progress that nnJextra work was done for which a writteu was notgiven to tho contractor ?
Mr. Morris said he gave written orders for everythingcontained in the account he sent in to the guardians bSathere might be a few items he did not obtam (he sanctioaofthe guardians for. He made his weekly report to th^guardians as to the state of the works andKs to what wasrequired, and they signified their approval or not bvresolutions passed at their meetings

‘ 'iut uy

B'lron said he should bold that if theclerk to the guardians had merely communicated with

l«hor"Sion“ “““.It
Mr. Harrison observed that there was a snecial

co^ittce ofthe guardians to watch over the SsMr. Morns, m cross-examination was asked aeveral
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lU respect of which he had no definite instruction,

aaid be could ascertain what work had been eiecnted by

measurement. In arriving at the balance, ho used the

prices of quantities. There wore many omissions,—pos-

siblT to the eitent of 3,000?. These omissions had been

credited to the guardians, and were allowed for by witness

in the balance of 7,000?. It was no part of contract with

the defendants to measure and value the work eflected,

and therefore he considered he was entitled to payment

for having done this in conjunction with Mr. Scholeneld,

the plaintifl's' surveyor. They both received from the

contractors between 800?. and 1,000?.

By the Lord Chief Baron.—Did not think the fact of h^is

receiving remuneration for this work was known to the

guardians until they received the detailed account. A
gnardian, an architect, considered witness was entitled

to payment for these eitra services. It was not usual for

architects to measure and value additions. That was

generally carried out by surveyors; but m the present

instance he undertook the work. He was paid a eonuuis-

aion on the work done by the guardians.

Defendants' counsel said no written orders could be

found for 3,420?.

Mr. Morris said that there wore written orders given

"by him to the contractors for the whole amount. The
building committee went round with him ever^ Tuesday

to inspect the works, and they then received his written

leports, and they were awaro of all the work done from

week to week, and never disapproved of any of the works.

Seventy-five per cent, of tho cost had been paid, and the

•dispute was concerning tho remaining twenty-live.

The Lord Chief Baron said, if the jury believed Mr.

Morris that tho extras had, with a few trifling and inci-

dental exceptions, been incurred by the authority and

under the written orders of tho defendants’ architect,

and that he hud based his calculations upon tho sealed

prices of quantities, then the plaintifl's would be clearly

entitled to their verdict. If the architect had failed in

his duty to his employers, they were at liberty to pro-

ceed against him, but that could in nowise affect tho

plaintiffs as contractors. When tho points of law about

to be raised were argued, he would take care the de-

fendants should have the benefit of any objections they

could urge. lie thought, before Mr. Morris sent in his

account, it was his duty to have acquainted the guardians

that ho had received money from tho contractors for

waluing and measuriug the work done.

The jury gave a verdict for the plaintiffs for 7,756?. lls. Id.

Execution to be stayed until next term, to afford time to

.argue the points of law that will be raised.

arc being prosecuted to a far greater extent than within

that area, there are districts in which there are no laws

for buildings, the sanitnry authorities or vestries having

no bye-laws or regulations
:
and it is an equal anomaly,

that within a certain line fees should bo tauen, and that

without that line persons are not called upon to pay fees

for supervision that is necessary for the protection of the

public,”

HOW FAE IS AN ARCHITECT LIABLE ?”

very ii

—Tour correspondent “ X.” has given your readers

iportant information, viz., that an architect does

iJ“need3 never pretend to do tho duty of a clerk

of works." But I would like to ask him, What is the use

of an architect’s certificate, if a contraetDr is liable, as

in the cases of “ M. II.” and “ A Sufferer " ? H.

JURIES AMENDMENT ACT, 1870.

Sib,—

C

lause 23 states, jurors shall bo entitled to the

following remuneration for their services, that is to say :

—

"Every special juror, when summoned for the purpose

of trying spccialjury cases, at the rate of 1?. Is. for every

day of his attendance.”
An attendance at Westminster for a week as special

juror has proved this to be a fiction. My payment was

simply two guineas, for six days’ surrender of time and
protessioual duties.

Cau any one ofyour readers explain this ?

A Special Jveob.

TIMBER IN OLD FLUES.
Sir,—An article in your impression of the 15th inst.

suggests the use of earthenwave pipes in chimn^-Ques.
As I have lately just escaped having a very old house
burnt down, from tho quantity of timber discovered it

and about tho chimneys, I feel most anxious to plae<

myself beyond the chance of a repetition; but I an
desirous, at the same time, to go to work with a:

much economy as possible. Perhaps I may, through your
valuable paper, ascertain the best place in which to procure
these pipes, and the best mode of fixing them. I am
fearful, however, that they may only bo suitable to houses

in a state of constmetion, and not applicable when built.

G. F. D.

gested that something should be done to prevent accidents

in future.

The Coroner advised the contractors for the building,

Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, to attend to the suggestion of

the jury.

It was stated that tho deceased was the sole support of

widowed mother and three sisters.

PROPOSED NEW LINES TO THE CRYSTAL
PALACE.

At present passengers by tbe main line of the

London, Chatham, and Dover Railway from Vic-

toria, Moorgate.street, Ludgate-hill, and inter-

mediate stations, are carried across the high

level at a point a short distance to the south-

east of the Crystal Palace j
and passengers by

tho Brighton from tho West London line, Vic-

toria Station, Ciapham Junction, and other

stations, have only the comparatively inconvenient

low-level station at the Palace available. A Bill

is before Parliament for the construction of two
short lines, one of two miles and a half from
Dulwich, the other of half a mile in length from

Lower Nol•^^ood. The proposed lines from their

respective points of junction with the main line

of tho Chatham, and the west-end line of the

Brighton Company, to approach each other until

they form a junction near the high-level station,

into which they will run together, making it

available for the stations and districts indicated

above. The estimated cost for the three miles

of double lino is 201 ,
000L

ASSOCIATION OF
•MUNICIPAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERS

AND SURVEYORS.

A MEETING of engineers and surveyors holding

office under sanitary authorities in various

parts of the country was held, on Saturday

lost, at the Institution of Civil Engineers,

Westminster, by permission of the council, for

the purpose of forming the above association.

The following rules, among others, were unani-

mously adopted :

—

" That the society be called ‘ The Association of Muni-
cipal and Sanitary Slndneers and Surveyors.'

That tho objects of the association be (a) the promotion

and interchange among its members of that species of

knowledge and practice which falls within the department

of an engineer and surveyor engaged in the discharge of

-the duties imposed by the Pubbo Health, Local Govern-

nient, and other sanitary Acts
;

(b) the promotion of the

professional interests of the members
;
and (c) tlie general

promotion of tho objects of sanitary science.

That tho members of the association consist of civil

engineers and surveyors who hold permanent appoint-

ments under tho various urban and rural sanitary autho-

ixities within the control of the Local Government Board.’'

It is intended that the annual meetings of tho

association shall be held in various parts of the

country, tho inaugural meeting to be in London

•on May 3rd next. Mr. Lewis Angell, C.E.,

12, Dartmouth-street, Westminster, and Town-
hall, Stratford, London, has been appointed

chairman pro tem., of whom further information

may be obtained.

A GENERAL BUILDING ACT.

Tho following is from the Law Magazine :

—

"The desirability of cstabbshing some central authority,

—say, tho Local Government Board,—which shall have
•absolute control over the construction of all buildings in

the metropolis and elsewhere, is every day being more and
more felt. This board should have a sufficient number of
inspectors, to see that the details and the regulation as to

the construction of buildings, both structural and sani-

tary, are implicitly carried out in all parts of the country,
and that, in the New Public Health Act, provision should
l>e made for the structural requirements, and a scheduli

Attached to the Act, regulating the use of the materials in
various districts. However, before such a general mea-
sure can be passed, it would be well for a Government
commission to be issued, having power to take evidence
in various parts of the country as to the requirements
necessary to meet particular cases, more especially with
regard to the use of local materials. That the power of
local boards to make bye-laws for the regulation of build-
ings should cease, and that the officers appointed under
local boards should ho competent to supervise tho struc-
tural and sanitary requirements of buildings is clear. At
present the byo-Iaws of Local Boards are rarely, if ever,
put in force wh<Te they are most required. Either
representatives of those most interested where bnilding
-operations are prosecuted are suflloient to deter local
authorities enforcing the bye-laws, or the bye-laws have
been prejiared by persons interested in buflding opera-

PRICES QUOTED.
Sir,—

I

f n manufacturing company sends in a tender

(without competition) for any commodity made by them
and used in the building trade, and if intimation is given

to them within six weeks of the date of the tender that it

had been accepted, can that company in honour refuse to

execute tho work at the price, on the ground of the rise in

coal and other articles necessary for the production of the

commodity P

I should be glad to receive au answer to this question

through your columns. Fair Flat.

MINERS’ WAGES IN THE NORTH OF
ENGLAND.

Ir colliers and iron miners are obtaining wages bringing
tbeir incomes under the notice of the surveyors of taxes,

it would seem, from a meeting of tho Weardale lead-

miners, held on Saturday evening last, at St. John's
Chapel, Stanhope, Durham, that those men are not so

well paid.
Mr. Nathaniel Race, chairman of the Weardale Lead

Miners' committee, read from the pay-sheets the following

average weeklv wages received by the men working in the

mines about Weardale, for the last half-year:—“Bolts
n Mine, 1?. Os. Id. per week per man; Bustree Pas-

ture, 1?. 2s. 3d. ;
West Pasture, 1?. Is. 3d.

;
Craig's Level,

1?. Is.
;
Kiihnpe, IPs. Id.

;
StanhopoBurn, 18a. 7d.

;
Grove

Kske, 17s. 5id. ; Green Laws, 16s. 3d.; Slitt, 12s. Id.;

being a total average of 20s. 2d. per week per man.
These hard-working men are noted for neing of sober,

well-behaved habits, and their homes and families aru

widely distinct from those of tho majority of coal-

miners in tho same district.

SANITARY MATTERS.

In Parliament, Sir C. Adderley asked the

president of the Local Government Board

whether it was his intention to introduce mea-

sures this session amending any of those Sanitary

Acts imposing duties on local authorities which

tho Sanitary Commi.ssioners recommended to be

repealed and re-enacted in one Bill. Mr. Stans-

feld replied that he should bo very glad to in-

troduce a measure of the nature indicated by tho

question, but whether he should bo able to do so

or not this session depended entirely upon the

progress mado with public business.

Mr. Raikes asked the right hon. baronet, the

member for North Staffordshire, whether he

intended to introduce during the present session

any measure relating to public health ? Sir C.

Adderley said ho hoped to be permitted to rein-

troduce his Bill this year. It would simply be

a collection in one Bill of the powers and duties

of local authorities throughout the kingdom,

which were now scattered through nineteen or

twenty Acts of Parliament. Ho hoped from

what fell from the Prime Minister the other day
that he might exiicot tho assistance of the

Government, and also that if tho Government
contemplated any amendment of the existing

laws, they might see fit to introduce a supple-

mental measure.

tions, 'and consequently they have not sufficient scope to
deal with the proper structural and sanitary arrangement
of a building. It seems a great anomaly, that just outside
the metropolitan bnilding area, where building operations ing from

“ACCIDENT” AT THE COLONIAL OFFICE.

Mb, Bbdtort) has held a long inq^uiir at the workhouse,
York. street, Westminster, on tho liody of James Brodie,

aged 19, who was killed under tho following circum-
stances :

—

Thomas Dorrington, a bricklayer, sail on Thursday
before last bn was engaged on the works in course of con-

struction for the Colonial Office. He stood on a scaffold

and saw the deceased wheeling a barrow of mortar along
a plank 76 ft. above the ground. Ho saw the wheel of the

barrow go over the edge of tho plank, and the handle of

the barrow caught deceased ou the side and pitched him
off the plank. In falling to the ground, the deceased
struck his bead against some iron girders. There was
nothing to save Mm, and he fell to tho ground with a

great crash.
Witness, in answer to questions, said tho plank was

only 8 in. wide and 23 ft. long. He would not for the

world wheel a barrow over it. The run or plank was very
carelessly constructed, but a few planks properly placed
would have made it quite safe. Witness believed he
would be discharged from the works for making this

statement.
The Coroner.—I hope not.

James Browning, foreman of the works at the Colonial
Office, said the run or plank was properly constructed,
and that it was perfectly safe, as it had been used by other
men since the accident.

The CoroDor said he did not consider a plank 75 ft.

above the ground, and 6 in. wide, safe, and the death of
this unfortunate man was a proof of it.

Witness stated that he had asked the workmen if the
plank required protection, but they told him it was quite

safe.

Another witness said the plank was placed over a perfect

precipice, but some six planks placed underneath would
render it safe.

The jury returned a verdict of accidental death by fall-
” d sug-mproperly-constmcted scaffold.

PROPOSED A'^ARD OP THE ROYAL
MEDAL.

Sir,—la epite of the rumours which have

been prevalent as to the award of the Royal Gold

Medal this year, I must ’own that I have been

amazed at the announcement that tho Council

•ecommend its being given to the present presi-

dent of the Institute. I do not intend to ques-

tion the merits of the individual, however per-

sonally deserving this high distinction. I must
retrard it on other grounds, quite irrespective of

him, as being unconstitutional, irregular, un-

precedented, and dangerous.

The president is, of course, the chairman and

chief member of the Council, and any act of the

Council collectively is presumed to have tho

individual sanction of the members. How, then,

can the president recommend himself to this

honour. It is useless to plead that he was not

present when the question was mooted in council.

That can always be arranged
;
but who can pre-

sume to offer any other name when that of the

president himself is put—one occupying so high

an office 5
who to a great degree directs and con-

trols the proceedings; whose infiuence is neces-

sarily so great and irresistible?

Can the president be present at the special

general meeting on the 3rd of March when the

approval is to be put, and he would have to

submit the question for confirmation ?

It used to be the etiquette iu communication

with Royalty, for the president to submit the

name for her Majesty’s gracious sanction. Can

the president with propriety submit his own ?
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Can any previous occasion be mentioned upon
vvhicb tbo president for the time being has had
the medal awarded to him ? On the contrary,

I believe, when the name of one of the ordinary
members of the Council has been proposed, it

has been withdrawn upon the inconsistency

being pointed out. Besides which, the Council
must naturally be deprived of the opinion
and advice of the president on an important
occasion, when the full weight of his wise
counsel is most required as an independent
man—jealous for tbo due and proper coiu'se of
business.

Thus the opinion has hitherto prevailed that no
member of Council, it being the recommending
body, should bo proposed

j
and that if the presi-

dent for the time being were the most proper
party, as it may be on this occasion, he ought to

be out of the chair for at least a year before his
name is put uii. Otherwise it must necessarily
•ensue that, hereafter the members can have no
liberty of independent selection

;
but must adopt

the president for the gold medal. The prece-
dent once established, it cannot be departed
from without a marked personal slight upon the
out-going president.

I am influenced by no other feeling than a
deep interest in the duo and decent transaction
of the public business, and by the fear of the
Institute being involved in a course of action dis-

creditable and embarrassing to the members.
M. I. B. A.

NEW FISH-MABKETS, MANCHESTER.
Last week the Mayor of Manchester (Alder-

man Booth) formally opened the new fish-

markets, which have been erected within the
last eighteen months, with the view to super-
sede the wholesale fish-market in Strangeways.
The new markets, two in number,—a wholesale
market and a retail market,—are situated one at
each side of Upper High-street, adjoining the
Shudehill market, the entrances of all three
being within a few yards of each other. The
wholesale market is about twice as largo as the
retail, and has a main entrance from Upper
High-street, consisting of three lofty arched
gateways, with sculptured decorations. Its area
is about 2,000 square yards, and it has stalls for
thirty-two dealers, for whom also convenient
offices aro provided, both on the market floor,

and in an elevated part of the building at tbe
back, approached by stairs. Under the market
ai'e a number of cellars, eight of which are con-
structed to serve as ice stores. It is roofed
with two spans. The coat has been 42,OOOi. The
retail market on the opposite side of the street
has an area of 1,000 sqnare yards, and cost
(5,0003. The architects were Messrs. Speakman
& Son, and the contractors for the large market
were Messrs. Wade Brothers, of Miles Platting,
nnd Mr. Southern, Salford

; and for the retail

market, Mr. Edward Johnson.

CHARGES FOR PLANS.
Bfancl V. Hairington.—This action was brought

in the Bloomsbury County Court, before Mr. G.
Lake Russell, judge, to recover the sum of four
guineas for preparing two plans for alterations

to be earned out in a building.

Mr. Brand stated most positively that Sir John
Harrington, the defendant, instructed him to
prepare two plans, one a ground and the other
a basement plan, and that he executed them

;

and spent some time over the building and in
preparing the plans to a scale. That four
guineas, his fee, was very moderate, but Sir John
Harrington offered him three guineas, which, of
coarse, ho refused to accept, and hence the action
to recover the proper charges.

Sir John Harrington admitted instructing Mr.
Brand to make a plan of the building in question
as it stood, and the sum to be paid was three
guineas} and one was made showing certain

alterations. Upon receiving this he returned it

to Mr. Bi-and, with a letter stating that he re-

<juiredaplan showing the building as it stood.

Mr. Brand furnished a second plan showing the
building as it stood, and demanded four guiueas,

which he considered ho had no right to pay.
In answer to this, the plaintiff urged that ho

fulfilled his instructions by the first plan
; and

it was not to be supposed that architects and
surveyors were to bo called on for fresh plans in
this way at clients’ whims without being re-
munerated for their trouble.

The Judge was of opinion that all the plaintiff

was entitled to was three guineas and ?io costs.

The court costs in this case are abont one
guinea, and added to loss of time and incidental
expenses, Mr. Brand has prepared two plans most
likely at a loss.

NEW GASWORKS, ASKERN, NEAR
DONCASTER.

The gasworks at Askern have been opened
with much rejoicing. The works are situated
on the Selby-road. The brickwork, erected by
Messrs. Shillitoe & Morgan, of Campsall, con-
sists of a tank, a retort-house, coal-sbeds,
governor’s house, office, purifying-house, meter,
house, and lime-store. The work has been done
in a substantial manner, and has given general
satisfaction. The engineers for the works were
Messrs. J. T. B. Porter & Co., of Lincoln. The
apparatus consists of five retorts over two
valves,—three over one, and two over the
other,—with the necessary ascension pipes,
hydraulic mains, «Sso.

j
an improved annular pipe

condenser, scrubber, and two purifiers. All the
necessary valves, however, can be worked with
or without the scrubber, and with one purifier or
both. The valves, too, aro so arranged that no
person can put them wrong, or cause an ex-
plosion. The gasholder measures, 33 ft. in
diameter, by 10 ft. deep, and will hold nearly
10,000 ft. of gas. The governor can bo worked
or bye passed without the four way valves. There
is also a stationed meter to indicate the quantity
of gas made, and which can be used as a check
to the amount of gas supplied.

HEREFORD.
The able and very interesting account of

Hereford in your last number seems hardly com.
plote without some reference to the probable
origin of the name.

Hereford is the modem representative of a
very important Roman station termed Magna,

—

a groat settlement, or, more fully, Magna Castra,
i. c. Kyn-cheeter, or Great Castle. It stood at
the junction of two Roman military roads, and
was destroyedwhen the Romans finally evacuated
Britain. This township was succeeded by a
Saxon settlement, formed to guard the ford
over the Wye, and prevent Welsh incursions.
Some say “ here ”= army.ford

; but it might be
from the allied word lierian,

—“to ravage.”
Compare our modem word “ harry.” It was the
hen-fford or old-ford of the ancient Britons.
The Romans did not stop such intercourse,

but placed their stronghold at an easy distance,
to overlook the traffic, their treatment of
Britons being paternal, where not aggravated
by opposition

j but the Saxons, on the contrary,
generally found it necessary to block up the
way and master the route.

Besides Sutton-walls, there are Burgh-hill and
Credenhill Camp, ancient strongholds in the
immediate neighbourhood, all with an eye on
this ford. A. H.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

At a popular meeting of this Association, held
last week, in the Hall, St. Andrew’s.square,
Mr. John Paterson, president, in the chair,
Mr. James Salmon, architect, Glasgow, read a
paper entitled “An Architectural Sketch,” in
which he defined real architecture from the
unreal or imitative. In illustration, ho traced
the various changes in architectural design,
from the ancient remains of Egypt to modern
Europe, and showed how genius of design, along
with perfection of building, was required for
real architectural success. The development,
duration, and forms of the various styles were
then considered, and the influences from which
they arose were reviewed and compared with
those of the present. In conclusion, Mr. Salmon,

;

while regretting the mercantile considerations
imposed upon modern architecture, specified
many oircumstances favourable for the architec-
tore of the future. The reading of the paper
was warmly applauded.
Mr. John T. Eochead moved a vote of thanks,

which was seconded by Mr. Wm. Beattie.
Afterwards, several of the other gentlemen

present, amongst them Mr. R. T. Ross, Mr.
Thomas Henderson, and Mr. James Ballantine,
spoke in favour of the paper.
Mr. Salmon, in returning thanks, impressed

upon the Architectural Association the import-
ance of aiming to increase in numbers and

influence, so as to become a power to guide and
decide in matters of taste.

After a vote of thanks to the chairman, moved
by Mr. Kenneth Macleay, R.S.A., the meeting
separated.

THE DERBY CENTRAL SCHOOL OF ART.
The annual distribution of prizes in connexion

with this school took place in the Lecture Hall,
Wardwick. Mr. T. W. Evans, of Allestree (high
sheriff of the county), occupied the chair, and
was supported on the platform by the mayor and
others. Tho pupils and their friends also mus-
tered in considerable force, and every part of
the hall was well filled.

The report of the head-master, Mr. Thos. C.
Simmonds, congratulated the committee on tho
increase in tho number of students attending the
school, and that tlieir studies are of a more
advanced character than those executed last
year. The report again called attention to the
lamentably inadequate accommodation afforded
by the present school premises. “To attempt
[said tho master] to compare the school with
those in other towns would show such an absurd
disproportion that it would be waste of time to
put the figures upon paper. I will, therefore,
give one or two instances only ;

—

Number Floor-spoco
of Students. in School.

Derby 312 1,760 aquaro feet.
Nottingham •Lll 8,733 ,,

Sheffield 277 9,300 ,,
Glouceater H6 4,-100
Burslem 203 5,232 ,,

Had cubic space been compared the difference
would have been much greater. This does not
in any way arise from excess of accommodation
in other places, but from such a want of it here,
that persons competent to judge cannot realise the
fact that the drawings are produced under such
disadvantages. I would remind you that these
sentiments were expressed by Mr. Crowe, the
official inspector, on his visit to the school.
Finally, I would urge upon the gentlemen of this
committee to take steps to provide accommo-
dation before a permanent injury is iuflicted
upon tho school.”

OPENINGS OF NEW PUBLIC BUILDINGS
IN LANCASHIRE.

GIFT OF A FIIEE LIBRABr AT WIGAN.

The three neighbouring manufacturing towns
of Bolton, Wigan, and Warrington, in Lan.
cashire, ai’e likely to be tho scene of much
festivity during the ensuing summer in connexion
with the opening of a new town-ball, a now
infirmary, and a public park, in the three towns
respectively in June next, it being the intention
of the several corporations to invito the Prince
and Princess of Wales on the occasion. At
Bolton a fine town-hall and municipal buildings,
which have cost 120,0003., are to be inaugurated,
and a new infirmary is to be opened at Wigan,
whilst at Warrington a new public park, which
has just been completed, is also to bo opened.
The three towns aro not more than six miles
distant from each other, being situated almost
in the centre of the Lancashire manufacturing
district, and in view of the Piince of Wales
accepting tho invitations to bo forwarded, it has
been arranged to open the buildings at Bolton
and Wigan, as well as tbe park at Warriogton,
in the same w’eek. We may add that a new free
library is about to be erected in what is known
as the Mesnes Park in Wigan, which will be a
gift to the tovvn, the mayor having given the
land, whilst Mr. Taylor, a wealthy local cotton,
spinner, has presented to the town 5,000i. for the
erection of the building. A new free grammar
school is also about to be erected in this park.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.
Stroud .—Areport to the Local Board ofHealth

has been sent in by Mr. Burns, the engineer em-
ployed by the Board to advise them as to tho
sewage question. Mr. Burns inspected tho
sewage works and land in the neighbourhood,
and ho says he is decidedly of opinion that irri*
gation is the simplest and best method of defe.
eating sewage, and the most profitable when
suitable land is to be obtained at a reasonable
price. He is of opinion that Stroud is very for-
tunately situated for disposing of its sewage by
irrigation, more so than the majority of towns
in England, and the report enters fully into the
subject with reference to the locality.

Korwich .—A short time ago the Norwich Cor-
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poration determined to purcbase aportion of the

Crown Point Estate for sewerage and irrigation

purposes, and to endeavour to boiTOw the pur-

chase-money of the Local Government Board at

3i per cent. An application was accordingly

addressed by the corporation to the Local

Government Board, to borrow the siim of

32,5001.
;
and in pursuance of the provisions of

the Local Government Act, Mr. R. Morgan, C.E.,

an inspector appointed for the purpose, has held

an inquiry, at the Guildhall, as to tho subject

matter of tho application. No intimation was
given by the inspector at the close of the

inquiry as to what he would report
;
but from

the tone of bis remarks he seemed to be favour-

able to tho application.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Oray's (Essex).—The new elementary schools,

erected from the design of Mr. Thos. Rook
Maples, architect, are now complete. They
aro built of stocks and red bricks, in a
plain and substantial style, for 350 children

(with offices and two residences), for the build-

ing committee. Tho builder’s estimate was
1,7501., but this was reduced to 1,5501., which
will include the cost of boundary walls. The
schools aro one story in height, and consist of

girls’ school, 20 ft. by 41 ft. in centre
j

boys’

school, 48 ft. by 20 ft. (which can bo thrown
into girls’ school by means of folding-doors,

when required), at a right angle to the centre of

the same
;
and infanta’ school, 52 ft. by 21 ft.

;

class-rooms at back, with residences (which are
two stories in height, with cellars), respectively

at ends of boys’ and infants’ schools. Tho site

is square, and half an acre in extent.

Liss (Hants).—New elementary schools for

the District School Board here are now completed
and opened. They aro erected for 170 scholars,

consisting of mi.xed school for boys and girls,

32 ft. by 20 ft. ; class-room, 20 ft. by 14 ft.
;
and

infant-school, 18 ft. by 20 ft.
;
with porch, cloak-

room, masters’ residences, and complete offices.

The entire cost was 1,1201., including boundary
walls round about half an acre of ground. They
are built of local stone and coloured brick, and
are completely fitted up. Mr. S. T. Woodburne,
of Liss, was the builder, and Mr. Thos. Rook
Maples, of London, the architect.

goohs ptcttljiiJ.

TT/iat am I? a popular Introduction to the Study
of Psychotogy. By Edwakd Willia^i Cox,
Serjcaiit-at-Law. Vol. I. The Mechanism of

Man. London : Longmans & Co. 1873.

This is a thoughtful and remarkable boo’x, full of

original and suggestive ideas, some of them very
singular in their uature, aud not a few well fitted,

we must add, to excite much controversy. Into
this we cannot here enter

; and all wo can do is

to give a few outlines of the nature and purpose
of the work, and of one or two of its leading
ideas. It must bo kept in view, however, that
we have in this volume only one half of the sub-
ject under consideration, and that the more im-
portant part is yet to come. The present
volume relates, as the title has shown, to " the
mechanism of man,” and tho second will deal

with that mechanism in action. But the author’s

idea of the nature of “ the soul ” of man comes
under the head of the mechanism of man, and
is dealt with in the present volume; and as this

is the highest principle treated of, we shall

give a brief outline of the author’s ideas on
that subject

;
premising that he is an opponent

of the materialists, ordinarily so called. Tetbeisa
materialist himself of a new and refined order. He
fights the materialists with their own weapons.
He maintains that roan has a “ soul,” not only
apart from bis body, but apart from his mind

;

but that this soul is itself material, and hence
occupies space, in the human shape, though com-
posed of highly refined and subtle material

;

and not only capable of existing apart from the
grosser body, which it has built for itself as its

temporary dwelling in this world, but ‘'im-
mortal ” per se ; although how he can be sure of
that, if it be composed of atoms, or whatever
we may call the first elements of matter, however
subtle and refined, it is difficult to conceive.
In short, Serjeant Co.x appears to regard the

soul as consisting of "matter” radiated into a
subtle and invisible state resembling, we may
say, something like hydrogen, but perhaps even
far more subtle, refined, or “ spiritual,” as he

regards it
;
while matter proper, such as that of

the grosser body, is the same subject—that is,

“matter,”— concentrated or condensed into a
tangible and visible state. And as regards the
" spiritual ” state, so long as there is and must
be infinity in which to radiate forth and subtilise

tho grosser " matter,” the author seems to think
that anything more truly and supcrnaturally
"spiritual,” can neither be conceived nor
needed.

This “soul” alone, according to the author,
is the Ego; aud, as for the “mind,” he fairly

hands that over to the Materialist, as a depend-
ence on the brain, and liable to injury and
destruction along with it

;
but what can the

soul—the Ego,-—be worth without its own mind ?

The word miud assuredly involves the memory,
at least, if not other essential faculties; and if

the “soul” leaves its memory behind, may it

not just as well be a nonego as an ego? Con-
sciousness without memory, to gather it up as it

were into something more than a mere unremem-
bered succession in time of momentary pulsa-
tions, as it were, of personal o.xperiencc, really

cannot, with any propriety, be even called

consciousness, or the conscious Ego. It must be
by recollecting and comparing successive mo-
ments of consciousness* together that the Ego
can alone be said to identify itself in these suc-

cessive moments of time, as one and the selfsame
being or Ego

;
and how is it to do that without

any mind or memory ? Mental analysis is sadly
wanted here, we fear, ere such subjects as this

of the Serjeant’sean be mooted with any benefit,

or to any useful purpose
;
and phrenology, with

which he largely deals, however true and im-
portant it may be in itself, gives synthetical
results much rather than analytical.

To go fully into the book is beyond our pi'o-

vince
;
we can but direct to it the attention of

those who find interest in such speculations.

Piscfllanca.

Winter Garden and Promenade for
Southport.—A company was formed last year
to carry out a scheme which will it is believed
add much to the popularity of Southport. They
bought between seven and eight acres of land in
the very heart of the town, and plans were at
once obtained showing the capabilities of the site,

and the arrangements of the building. The land
is situate between Coronation-walk and Duke-
street, having extensive frontages to the sea and
Lord-street, towards each of which the principal
facades of the building, 350 ft. long, extend, as
well as one towards Corooation-walk, 115 ft. long.
The buildiug, with tho exception of the consorva-
tory, will be mostly of brick with stone dressings.
The roofs will have cut green slates mingled with
the purple. The stairs will all be carried up in
outside towers, with slate turrets, to give variety
and picturesqueness to the outline. There will
be an aquarium, exhibition gallery, &c. The
principal or winter entrance to the building is

from and on a level with Lord-street. The space
outside the building is laid out with terraces and
promenades, shrubberies, winding walks, croquet-
lawns, summer-houses, ferneries, &c. The la\\Tis

and flower-gardens are screened from the winds
by raised embankments. Fine gates and offices

admit visitors off the promenade, which the cor-
poration is now extending as far as the gardens
of the company. Contracts for these works have
been entered into for sums amounting, in the
whole, to a little under 30,0001. The buildings
have been designed and the grounds laid out by
the architects of the company, Messrs. Maxwell &
Take, of Bury.

Cost of new Workhouse at Chorley.—At
a recent meeting of the local Board of guardians,
the chairman said that a certificate had been
received from Mr. Bradshaw, of Bolton, the
architect for the new workhouse, for 9531. 78. lOd.,
which would complete the payment on the con.
tract. Ho congratulated the Board upon its

completion. Tho tender for building the new
workhouse amounted to 10,7961., and with de-
ductions for work omitted, amounting to 4901.,
made the total amount 10,3051. 83., but there
were 4831. odd for day labour to be added, which
again raised the total to 16,7881. 128. Itl. The
contract had been fulfilled for an amount less

than the contract price. There hud been no
extras, aud the Board ought to be veiy thankful
fo Mr. Bradshaw for his earne-st care of their
interests. The balance of 9531. 78. lOd, was
ordered to be paid.

Report ou Health, of Glasgow. — The
annual reports on the health of the city of Glas-
gow for 1871, by Dr. Gairdner, the medical
officer, and Mr. K. M. Macleod, the sanitary
inspector, have been presented to the Health
Committee, and printed by Robert Anderson, of

Ann-street. The death-rate for 1871, which was
a year of exceptionally high mortality, was 32'9

(say 33) in 1,000 living, or about 2 per 1,000 more
than the average of the preceding ten years.
The total number of cases of small-pox reported
at the sanitary office during the year 1871 was
1,089, and the number of deaths 205, but it is

assumed that the number of cases of small-pox
in all was considerably more than those reported.

Dr. Gairdner considers it

“ certain that the mortality of sraaU-pox in Glaacow has
been less than 1 in 5, probably, indeed, not more than 1 in
6 or 7 of the attacks; a fact [ho adds! which certainly
tends to prove, among others , the consiuerable protection
exerted by vaccination over a community even imperfectly
vaccinated, the mortality of stnall-pox in unprotected

E
ersons being probably at least 1 in 3, and in some cases
igher than this. On the other hand, it would be uncandid

not to admit that 63 deaths below live years of ago from
amall-pox in Glasgow, occurring among 205 deaths from
this disease at all ages, is a proportion calculated to raise
grave doubts as to the supposed completeness of the pro-
tection afforded to the population at those early ages, by
the Compulsory Yaccinatioii Act of 1363, in our largo

Extraordinary Sewer Accident in Liver-
pool.—Some workmen in the employ of the
Liverpool Corporation wore engaged in repairing
a sewer, for which purpose a manhole had been
left open. Watching the operation was an old

man of seventy-two,—a vendor of oranges,—who
was knocked into tho sewer, and disappeared.
Tho accident happened near the Town-hall, and
some sewer-men went down the sewer as far as
the pier-head, but could discover no trace of the
missing man. It was supposed ho struck his head
against the side of the opening, and, being
stunned, was washed away by the water in the
sewer, which was knee-deep, and running with
much force. The body was afterwards found,
however, and the coroner’s jury, after a short
deliberation, returned a verdict of “ Purely acci-

dental,” followed, however, with a recommenda-
tion to the corporation to jirovide some better
protection to manholes when open than at pre-
sent exists. They were also of opinion that
sometimes tho planks in use around the man-
holes were allowed to protrude, which were
liable to be caught by passing carts.

Proposed Public Buildings, West Hartle-
pool.—At tho usual meeting of the Commis-
sionera last week the leading business before the
board was the submission by the surveyor, in

obedience to tho request of the Commissioners,
of a set of plaua for a proposed suite of public
offices and hall, the scheme embracing a double
project, the smaller section of which included a
board-room of 39 ft. by 20 ft., situated above a
suite of surveyor’s and clerks’ offices, two stories

high, in tho Italian style, approached by a main
entrance with stone steps, aud a 12-feet passage,
the cost being 1,3001. or 1,4001.

;
but the plans

were so constituted as to embitice, at a con-
siderably increased cost, a public hall, 90 ft. by
iO ft., with town clerk’s offices, &c., beneath, but
the former portion of the plan was capable of
being carried out independently of the latter.

The works committee recommended that the first

portion of tho scheme be only entertained for
tho present, aud upon this being put to the
meeting a discussion ensued, but on a division

the Commissioners’ proposition for carrying out
the smaller scheme was carried by five votes,
with only two opponents.

Artizaus’, Labourers’, and General Dwel-
lings’ Company.—The annual meeting of the
shareholders of this company has been held at
their offices, 1, Great College-street, West-
minster. Dr. BaxterLangleypresided. Thereport
stated that in order that building operations on
the Shaftesbury Park, or Workmen’s City, Estate
and in other districts may be continued without
delay, it is important that additional shares
should be subscribed for, and the directors there-
fore appeal to tho wealthier classes of society to-

support them with additional capital in carrying
on a work which, besides giving a fair return for

money invested, they state, is calculated to
render untold benefits to working men by sup-
plying them with healthy homes aud surround-
ing them with associations of a moral and intel-

lectual kind. No public.houses or beer-shops
will be permitted on the estates. The operations
of the company', adds the report, are not of a
speculative or risky description, but tho pro-
perty gives good security. Tho report was
unanimously adopted.
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Rise of Prices in Baltic Wood. — For
some weeks past there has been an enormous
rise in the price of wood in the north of Europe,
recalling that which occurred at the end of the
year 1853. Taking for a basis the prices current
at the beginning of 1872, the increase already
amounts to 30 to 60 per cent, in Sweden, and
20 to 50 per cent, in Norway, varying according
to description and qualities, and from all accounts
we must expect from day to day still higher
prices. That the price of wooden goods would
infallibly advance in Sweden and Norway had
'been for some time expected, in consequence of

the continually-increasing distance of the forest

districts from the coast, the difficulties always
arising in cutting for sale and transporting the
wood from the forests to the saw-mills, the
enhancement in value of the forests in growth,
with the expenses of maintenance and manufac-
ture, and especially from the enormous increase
of exportation to various countries; an increase
which has now’ assumed such proportions as to
exceed greatly the most favourable anticipations
of the growers in the north of Europe.

The Exhibition at Vienna.—The Imperial
Commissioners presiding over the Vienna Exhi-
bition have decided upon awarding seven different
distinctions, none of which is to possess any
intrinsic value in itself. These will not be gold,
silver, or bronze medals, as in other exhibitions.
Tho highest distinction will bo the “ diploma of
honour,” awarded to the highest merit in science,
pure or applied, education and the like. The
second is the “medal of progress,” due to in.

ventions show’ing an appreciable progress on the
exhibits of the last great exhibition. The third
is the " medal of merit,” for liand or machine
made articles remarkable for woikmanship or
cheapness. The fonrth is the “ art medal,” for
works of art. The fifth, the “ medal for good
iaste,” w’hoso name speaks for itself. Tho sixth
is the “ co-operator’s medal,” intended for
workmen and assistants contributing to tho
excellency of any article by their workmanship.
The seventh is tho “diploma of recognition,”
which is to constitute a second degree to the
medals of progress and merit.

Reservoir for Clielsea Waterworks at
Hampton Court.—The Chelsea Waterworks
Company have fixed on the bank of the Thames,
3
uat opposite Hampton Court Palace and grounds,
as the site of a new storage reservoir. The pro-
posal contained in a Bill now before the House
of Lords, is to build a wall in the bed of the
river for half a mile opposite Hampton Court,
and thus to narrow the stream, destroying the
view. The water thus to be stored on the river
bank is to ho taken from the river some two
miles farther up. The Bill, which, if passed,
would give power to the company to take the
whole river hank lying opposite to tho gardens
of Hampton Court Palace, aud to erect thereon
this “unsightly and even repulsive” embank,
mont (27 ft. high, and upwards of half a mile in
length), being before tho House of Lords, a
memorial protesting against the scheme has been
signed by various members of the Iloyal Academy
of Arts, and addressed to Eaii Granville on the
subject.

The City of London Library.—At a meet,
ing of the Court of Common Council, Dr. W.
Sedgwick Saunders moved, i)ursuant to notice,
that considering the additional accommodation
provided for readers in the new library at
Guildhall, and fully recognising the pax’amount
obligation of every municipality to afford to its

citizens the fullest opportunity of acquiring an
intimate knowledge of the literary treasures in
its possession, the Court declared that its library
should henceforth be devoted to the free use of
the public, subject only to such regulations as
might from time to time be necessary to ensure
the comfort of the readers. It was contended
that the change might be fraught -with consider,
able danger, and that to all intents and purposes
the library' was free to all comers. All opposi-
tion to the motion was eventually withdrawn, on
-a promise being made on behalf of the library
committee that proixer regulations should be
framed with a view to prevent any abase of the
privilege of free admission. Tho resolution was
then carried unanimously.

Thames Embankment.—The Chancellor of
the Exchequer has obtained leave to. bring in a
Bill to authorise the acquisition and appropria-
tion by the Metropolitan Board of Works of
certain land reclaimed from the river Thames,
in pursuance of tho Thames Embankment Act,
1862,

KTatnral History Museum.—Mr. Sclater-

Booth asked the First Commissioner of Works
whether a contract had been entered into for

the construction of tho Natural History Museum
at Kensington

;
and, if so, how many persona

were invited to compete, and what was the
amount of the tender accepted. Mr. Ayrton said

that twenty-one persons had been invited to

send in tenders, and only seventeen had com-
plied with the request. All the original tenders
sent in were much in excess of the sum intended
to be spent on the building. The architect was
accordingly asked to reconsider his plans, and a
contract was eventually arranged with a firm for

352,000L There were other expenses, however,
which would raise the sum above that given in
the estimates. It was not intended this session

to introduce a Bill for the removal of the Mu-
seum. It would not bo moved till the new
building was completed. Three years was the
time allowed for the construction of tho build-

ing.

Blackburn Sewage Irrigation.—On Satur-
day last these works were inaugurated by the
mayor and tho chairman and the members of

the committee, in the presence of the engineer,

borough surveyor, and other corporate officials.

Tho sewage was turned into the conduit, and the
works examined along their whole length. After-

wards the irrigation of the portion of the farm
already prepared was commenced. Tho gentle-

men present expressed their satisfaction with the
works and the manner of their execution. The
outfall conduit includes in its length of about
three miles sundry earthenware pipes, of 30 in.

diameter, two syphons of 21-in. iron pipes,

2,700 yards in aggregate length, and one tunnel

673 yar’ds in length, with other works. Mr.
Thane, of Maryport, is tho contractor, and
the works have been carried out by him under
the superintendence of the engineer, Mr. Joseph
Brierley, Blackburn.

Tlie Reservoir, Swansea.—Mr. Rawlinson,
from whose plans the Lliw Reservoir was con-

structed, has reported that it is sound. He
says,

—

“The mud^y water wbich has been flowing from tbe
outer portion of the bank, and from the drains, has been
due to esceaaivc, long-continued rain, which has soaked
the bank through, aa also the whole mountain side above,
and some of this water may have nccuinulated on the
surface beneath the loose material (for the outer and
lower jmrtions of this embanl:ment are loose material put
for weight). Water sinking through or flowing from the
side of the mountain would pass beneath, aud come out
muddy, but will not in any way endanger the safety of tho
embankment. This I wish you aud the eoinmitteo to
understand aud to believe.”

Ho adds that Major Tulloch, Government en-

gineer, fully agrees with him, and ho I’cqucsts

them to let the reservoir be filled again as soon
as practicable.

Petersen's Steam, Life-boat.— It is re-

markable that there seems to bo no such thing

yet as a steam life-boat. An old sailor, Mr.
C. W. Petersen, of 25, Brunswick.place, City-

road, who ajipears to have had some engineering
and shipbuilding experience, has devoted himself

to tho realisation of this great desideratum as
his one life idea, to which he seems to have sa-

crificed everything else in the shape of worldly
prospect. He has invented a steam life-boat,

and has presented his invention to tho Chairman
of tho Shipwrecked Mariner’s’ Society

j
and it is

to be hoped it will bo held to bo of sufficient

practical merit for realization. The object in

riow is an important one, and should not be any
longer lost sight of.

Society of Telegrapli Engineers.—At tho
last meeting of the Society of Telegraph Engi-

neers, Mr. Latimer Clark read a communication
from Mr. Willoughby Smith, the electrician of

tho Telegraph Construction and Maintenance
Company, detailing au interesting discovery

which he had made of the extreme sensibility of

selenium to the influence of light during the

passage of an electric current. If a bar of

selenium placed in the dark have an electric

current passed through it, and it be then exposed
to the influence of light, either daylight or that
of a lamp or candle, its power of conducting
electricity is immediately doubled, and the effect

ceases as soon as the light is withdrawn. Mr.
Clark pointed out the value this discovery would
have in connexion with photometric measure-
ment.

New Graving Dock for Birkenhead.—The
Mersey Docks Board have decided to construct

a third graving dock at Birkenhead, east of the
present dock, and the works committee has been
instructed to carry out the plan.

The Proposed Harbour of Refuge at
Dover.—At a recent meeting of the Dover Town
Council, they unanimously resolved that, “ having
examined the bills and plans for the improve-
ment of this port introduced into Parliament by
the Dover Harbour Board, they highly approve
of the course of action adopted by that Board,
assisted by the two railway companies, having
the object of giving increased accommodation
and encouragement to the Continental traffic and
the commerce of tbe port ”

; and the mayor,
deputy mayor, Mr. Alderman Clares, and Coun-
cillor Dickeson, have been appointed a deputa-
tion, with instructions to seek an early interview
with the President of the Board of Trade, and
represent their views for the consideration of
her Majesty’s Government.

Royal Horticult'ural Society.—A very se-
rious disagreement has taken place here. The
Council recommended to the Fellows certain ar-
rangements with tho Royal Commissioners of

1851, in connexion with the International Exhibi-
tion, which a large body of the Fellows construe
into a sacrifice of their interests. At an adjourned
meeting held on Tuesday last the Council’s re-

port was rejected by a largo majority, and it

was understood that tho Council would resign.

Without at the moment going into the cause of
quarrel, we would remind Fellows of tho Horti-
culCural Society that they are mider grave obli-

gations to the Commissioners,— but for whom,
indeed, at one time, the Society could scarcely
have held its own.

New Patent Blast Pumace at Summer-
lee.—A new patent blast furnace has been put
ill operation at Summerlee by the Messrs.
Neilson. Since tbe era of the hot-blast, origin,

atedbytho uncle of the senior partner of the
firm at Summerlee, there has not been a more
hold contrivance, it is said, introduced into the
iron trade of Scotland than that just inaugurated.
The flues at tho top of the furnace are dispensed
with. Tho furnace has been elevated from 50 ft.

to fully 70 ft., with a gradually sloping furnace,
from 16i ft. at the boshes to 12 ft. at the top, the
raw material being filled upon equal layers, and
the blast modulated according to circumstances.

The Grecian Theatre.—A more artistic

production in its way than the form in which
Mr. George Conquest appears,—as Nir, the De-
monDwarf, inhispantomime so entitled,—namely
a huge head, has seldom been seen on tho stage.
It is tho design of the actor himself, and the
remarkable manner in which expression is given
to it, the opening aud turning of the eyes, the
act of gaping, putting out the tongue, and so
forth, quite remove it from the ordinary run of
such productions. The acrobatic feats of the
same actor in the latter part of the performance
are also very surprising.

Gillingham Pier.—A new pier and landing,
place for the parish of Gillingham, near Chatham,
has been formally opened. The work has been
carried out at an enormous expense by the
Admiralty authorities in exchange for the parish
pier, tho site upon which it stood being required
for the dockyard extension works. The work
was commenced as far back as 1862, the contract
being S LOOOZ. ; but that amount was spent in
two years owing to the nature of the soil, and it

is not at all likely tho work will be entirely

finished for other two years.

Prize for Steel.—The Council of the Society
of Arts have resolved to offer the Gold Medal of
tho Society to tbe manufacturer who shall pro-
dace and send to the London International
Exhibition of 1873 the best collection of speci-
mens of steel suitable for general engineering
purposes. All persons using steel for general
engineering purposes, who are not manufacturers
of such steel, are also invited to exhibit
specimens.

Edinburgh. Cathedral Competition.—Wo
have received from Mr. H. C. MacAndrew,
Sheriff Clerk of Inverness-shire, a copy of au
indignant letter addressed by him to a contem-
porary in reply to the attacks made on Mr.
Ross, with a request that we would print it.

We are unable to comply, it being contrary to
our custom to insert letters addressed to others

The “ Bulletin Monumental."—We aro
glad to hear that the Bulletin Monajne?itaZisnow
recommenced in a new series (Itb), vol. xxxix.,

and it opens with an article, in which Mr. Roach
Smith’s remarks on M. do Caumont in the
Builder are given at full length. The editor is

M. de Cougny, and the RitRetm will be published
bimonthly at Tours and at Paris.
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Newport.—TTie erection of national scIiooIb,

the fonndation-etone of which was laid in Jlay
last, has now been completed. The schools arc
erected on apiece of land situated on the Ceme.
tery-road, given by the Marsh trustees, and the

style of^’architecture is Domestic Gothic. The
schools have been built to accommodate 250
children, and consist of a boys’ schoolroom
(41 ft. 6 in. by 19 ft.), a girls’ room, at one end
adjoining (33 ft. by 18 ft.), infants’ room, same
dimensions, with two class-rooms (18 ft. by
10 ft. 6 in.), and separate porches and lobbies

for boys and girls, with offices, &o., outside.

Adjoining the schools is the master’s house. The
playgrounds are inclosed by wood fencing, and
divided for boys and gii-ls.

The Late Mr. Jaa. Murray, Architect.

—

An appeal is made in behalf of the children of

the late Mr. James Murray, Fellow of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, who now arc, by
the death of their mother, left homeless and des.

titnte orphans. Mr. J. C. Horsley, R.A., of

"Willesley, Staplehnrst, Kent, will gladly receive
subscriptions.

The Town. Surveyor of Great Yarmouth,
At a meeting of the committee especially ap-
pointed for the purpose, the salary of the town
surveyor (Mr. H. H. Baker) has been increased
from 200J. to 3001. a year (subject to the confirma-

tion of the council) . Mr. Baker will in future have
to keep a pony and gig, his duties extending to

Gorleston.

Mr. Henry Leslie's Choir.—Mr. Leslie
announces his eighteenth season. The concerts
will be given on the last Thursday evenings in

the months of February, March, April, and May.
The artists engaged include Mr. Sims Reeves,
Mr. Santley, and Madame Patey; and the pro-
gramme issued is a very interesting one.

New Buildings, Wellington-street.—The
architect of Messrs. Findlater & Co.’s buildings
is Mr. Y. Grose, not “ Y. Gore,” as printed.

TENDERS
For sundry alterations and fittings at 27, Milk-street,

City. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect :

—

Henshaw & Co £511 0 0
Crabb -193 0 0
Perry, Bros 4S5 0 0
Brass -le? 0 0

For the Islington sewers works at St. John's-road
Upper Holloway ;— ’

Jackson £1,160 0 0
Throp 1,160 0 0
Cardi# i,n67 0 0
Crocket i,050 0 0
Pizzey 987 17 0
Williamson {134 0 0
Killingback (accepted) 876 0 0

For roads and sewer at Gipsy-bill

Roads. Sewers.
Cockell £700 0 0 £170 0 0
Jones 4-W 10 0 220 0 0
Harris 43 1 0 0 16 1 0 0
Hubbard 420 1-1 0 16-1 1-1 0
Clark . 420 3 0 1.36 2 6
Pizzey -117 0 0 150 0 0
Finch 395 0 0 1-15 0 0
Willson & Co 360 6 0 126 1 6
Jackson 330 0 0 240 0 0

For building 8t. Philip’s Schools, Battersea. Quantifies
by Messrs. Paice, Bros. Mr. J. Knowles, architect :

Daymond £2,634 0 0
Brown 2,223 0 0
Sabey & Sons 2,190 0 0
Quennel 2,100 0 0
Mann 2.074 0 0
Tibbitt 2,056 0 0
Cooke & Green 2,036 0 O
McLachlan 1,998 0 0
Vaughan 1,990 0 0
Lacy 1,9.10 0 0

' Gooding 1,930 0 0
Keast

. 1,893 10 0
Hiblett 4 Sons 1,899 0 O
Boyce i,881 0 0
Wright, Bros., &. Goodcliild 1,873 0 0
Johnson 1,850 0 0
Shurmur l,&44 0 0ya"

. 1,715 0 0
Blandford 4 Jones 1,679 0 0
Johnson i,669 0 0

houses to be erected in Rowlev Park,
Pauli, architect. Quantities sup-

pbed by architect’s surveyor :

Pemberton .. ,£6,728 0 0
Wluttome .....

, 6.667 0 0
Gee & Co

, 6,300 0 0

For the weetion of a house at Peckham Rye Common,
for Mr. J . Drake. Messrs. Henry Jarvis & Son, architectsHo quantities

Langmead & Way £1,695 0 0
Thomas i,260 0 0

For new water-wheel, ic,, Molewood Mill, Hertford
Dawnsy & Twyman, engineers

Allowed for
Old Materials.

Cook (accepted) ... £295 0 0 £16 0 0

For coal-stores, sheds, and mortuary, at Mill Mead,
Gnildford, for the Urban Sanitary Authority. Mr. Henry
Peak, architect:—

Brett £.153 0 0
Swayno & Sons 437 5 0
Mitchell -109 0 0
Pearce & Clark 405 0 0
Garnett 401 13 6
T. & I. Loe 399 0 0
Mason 395 0 0
Stmdwick 390 0 0
PoUard & Sons (accepted) 360 0 0

For photographic and art-studio, West Croydon Station-
road :

—

Mason £561 0 0
Pollard 560 0 0
Warr .5-16 0 0
Coles (accepted) 543 0 0

For reseating St. Mary’s Church, Seymour • street,
Somers-town. Air. James E, Colling, architect;

—

Quebec Pine. Pitch Pine. Wainscot.
Eelly, Bros £766 £1,105 £1,490
Axford 677 868 1,115
Mann 653 811 1,082
Kirk 600 960 1,260
Nightingale (too late) 632 018 1,116
Cornish -490 490 695

For alterations, improvements, and repairs to Borough-
road Congregational Chapel, for Rev. G. M. Murphy.
Messrs. Searlo & Son, architects. Quantities not sup-
plied :

—

Emery ......£1,042 0 0
Dove, Bros 995 0 0
Staines & Sou (accepted) 856 0 0

For new schools. Lower W^dsworth-road, for the
School Board for London. Mr. Rickman, architect

Faulkner £8,260 0 0
Morsland & Sou 8,160 0 0
Cooper 8,147 0 0
Gammon & Son 7,596 0 0
Nightingale 7,506 0 0
Nixon 4 Son 7,689 0 0
Newman 4 Mann 7,678 0 0
Cook 7,565 0 0
Higgs 7,349 0 0

For alterations and additions to premises for public-
>u8e, Coventry-atrcct. Messrs. Bird & Walters, archi-

tect:

—

Hensbaw £1,780 0 0
Newman 4 Mann 1,766 0 0
Avis 4 Son 1,730 0 0
Manley 4 Rogers 1,720 0 0
Brown 1,590 0 0
Williams & Son 1,683 0 0
Nightingale 1,626 0 0
Ennor 1,476 0 0
Marks 1,-153 0 0
McLachlan 1,413 0 0

Str,—

I

n your list of Tenders of February 15th, there
is one for alterations to premises, extensions, and new
fittings, for the Army and Navy Co-operative Society,
Limited.—Mr. Thomas Dudley, architect. Quantities
supplied by Messrs. J. 4 A. BuO,—which convevB a wrong
impression; and as there is often a great deal to be
learned from this portion of your valuable publication,
these tenders ought to be given in full. 'The tenders
actually opened were ns follow

BUI No. 1. No. 2. Total.
Nightingale £793 £560 £1,352
Bvwaters 787 606 1,293
M'ann 800 -tlO 1,2W
Vagner 689 330 919

A Competitor.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Xrralvfn.—Smith r. Cook. Sir. Smith wiohe* it mule clear thUf

the coinmiesiou he chained waa for eelliug the honee, Dot letting It.

A Very Old Suhecriber (our correspondent would have n very good
je. but we could not predict the result with cerL-kisty ex }>arle,

Tako'advice).—H, M, Claphazn (useful advice could be given only on
the spot ’after, due investigation. Employ a proper penon).—Citizen

not our province to save the correspuDdeuts the expense of an
architect).—J. B.—a.—J. C.—C. a 8.—W. 8.-A Hawk.- J. K. C.—

P. 8.—C.-E. W'.-J. 11. L.-Sir G. D.-A. H.—C. W. P.—
C. T.— F. tv. S.—G. T. C.—T. B.—R. C—D. P-—H. J. P.—
3.—A V.—O. H. 4 A B.—Col. C.—A S.—C. B. A—V. J. G.—

F. O.-E. M.—J. P.-J. a. H.-B. E. V.—J. i A. B.—H. J. L.—Jl. R.

M'e are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

iddresses.

All statements of facte, lists of tenders, 4c., must be accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily foj

publication

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Suiscribers within the United Kingdom can he

supplied with Toe Builder direct from the

Bath and other Building Stones of Best
Quality.—RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.
Limited, Quarrymen and Stone Merchants.
List of Prices at the QuarrieB and Depfita, also
Coat of Transit to any part of the United
Kingdom furnished on application to
Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.

—

[Advt.^

Ashton & Green, Slate, Iron, and Marble
Merchants, and Quarry Agents.—Roofing
Slates,—Bangor, Blue, Red, or Green

j Blue
Portmadoc

; and Whitland Abbey Green. The
nevy “ Permanent ” Green, weight the same
as Bangor, and uniformity of cleavage equal.

Prices on[Wharf in London ;

—

24x12
1

22 X 12
I

20x10 1 18x10
1

'18x9
420/.

1

370/.
1

285/.
1

245/.
1
222/6

16 X 10
1

16x8
1

UxlO
1

14x8 1; 12 X

222/6
1

170/.
j
212/6

1
130/.

1
77/6

Per Thousand of 1,200 Slates, aubjeot
to a Discount.

Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimneypieoes,
Inscription Tablets, &c. Stoves, Ranges, and
Builders’ Ironmongery. A. & G.’s special Red
Ridge Tiles. Large show of all goods at 14 and
16, Bury-street, St. Mary-Are, London, E.C.
Drawings and prices upon application accom-
panying trade card.—[Adtt.]

Bills of Quantities, Specifications, &c.}
Lithographed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
29, Charing-cross, S.W., with accuracy and
punctuality. Plans and Drawings (Copied,

Traced, or Lithographed.— [Advt.]

J. L. BACON & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OP

IMPROVED HOT - WATER
APPARATUS,

FOR WARMING AND YENTILATING
Private Houses, Churches, Schools, Hospitals,

Manufactories, Greenhouses, &c.

OFFICES AND SHOW-ROOMS:—
476, NEW OXFORD STREET, London, W.C.

From FARRINGDON ROAD.
Publishers of a Pamphlet on "Hot-Water Heating.”

pOLUMNS, Staucheous,'' and GIRDERS,
VJ ataD.^Y’SNOTICE, QUALITY 4 FINISH USSURI’.UiSliU.

ORR & M'LEAN,
UNION FOUNDRY, 12-i, GOLDEN LANE, E.C.

Kaln-plpe. Gutter, Stow, Range, and Nail
WAREHOUSE, 84. HATTON GARDEN, E.C.

Catalogue, price Ss. 6d. deducted from first order. Katmiataa free.

WILLIAM READ, 437, Brixton-road,
GHAJNEK, MARBLER, and DECORATIYE ARTIST.

Prize Medals awarded, 1651, 1863. 1870.
Graining. Marbling, and DecorativeWork undertaken and promptly
lecuted, In Town or country, on most moderate terms. Speciinene
: the Oiyital Palace, near the High-level Station.

Mr. ARCHIBALD D. DAWNAT, C.E.
CONSULTING ENGINEER and SURVEYOR. 26, Walbrook.
CALCULATIONS, DESIGNS, and ESTIMATES

PREPARED for IRON GIRDERS, ROOFS. COLUMNS, BRIDGES,
GASWORKS. 4a

LEVELLING 4 8UBTEYINQ. Professional Assistance generally.

ERSPECTIVES-
Rapidly and .Arlirtically PREPARED,

COLOURED, or ETCHED,
for Cozupetitioar or Exhibition.

DESIGNS and WORKING DRAWINGS.
IS Moderate.—Address, T. H. 14, Argyle-street, King's-CTose, W.C.

s U R V E Y S and PLANS,
With Expedition and Acenrsey,

Prepared by
WILL1.AM LLOYD APPLETON,

Surveyor, Draughtsman, and Ageat,
187. Hackney-road, N.E.

PARTNERSHIP.—WANTED, by a younj;
r Gentleman, of considerable experience, a WORKING PART-
NERSHIP, with an Architect and Surveyor of standing. None but
principals communicated with.—Application to be msdoto Messrs.
' D. 4 A. S. CRAIG, Solicitors. The Crescent, Shrewsbury.

PARTNERSHIP.— WANTED, an ener-
JT getic practical Man, to JOIN the present Proprietor, who faai. . Proprietor,

Smith, Bellhanger, Oasfitter,
ultimately to retire from sane.

be large, and every oppor-

.. .
practical N ....

suecesafully carried on the business o
4a (personally 40 years), and Isanxieus
Capital In first instance required will o

lunity given, by annual payments or otherwise, to reduce tl

, n , > -.T. i r,, . 1 .. teeuired for the whole concern.—Apply, by letter only, to P-4.RTKER,
Ugxce at the rate of Nineteen Shuhngs pw ! staUng amount available, *o. to which reply win be sent if suitable

offeris made. E. W. LOVBSY, Esq. SoUcitor, Ac. 35, Clanient'alnn,
annum, PAY.ABLE in advance. strand. W-

The Publisher ca/nnot be responsible for Testi.

UONIALS left at the Office in reply to Advertise-

ments, and strongly recommends that Copies

ONLY should be sent.

Adve>‘iisements cannot be receivedfor the ev/rr&ni

weeVs issue later than THREE o’cloci p.m.
on TITURSDAY.

PORTLAND CEMENT.—WANTED, by
I a Gentleman thoroughly acqmiiuted with the trade, the SOLE
AGENCY for BERLIN of a wliolaiale house dealing in this article.

Highest references given,—Address, H. KIRSCHNER, 24, -•llexaiider

Strasse, Berlin.

PERFECTION m BOOKKEEPING. —
BuUdera and Other* desiring a really good eyntem, can haave

8BT of MODELS for BUILDER'S BOOKS, by DOUBLE ENTRY, to
which was awarded the priie offered to " The Builder," No. 1.180, and
which has been adopted by many large firma Also a Modified
Arrangement by Single Entry, suitable for small buUiiera,—Ad'
fi. A. 4, 8l George’a-road, Regent's Park, Xamdon.
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The Strength of Building MaUHah.

OME very useful

information on

the strength of

materials em-
ployed in general

building is given,

inter alia, in Hr.
Stoney’s valuable book on
the Strains in Girders.* The
nature of tho strains pro-

duced in all horizontal beams,

—as bressummers, girders,

joists, lintels, &c.,—is alike

in all. It is compounded of

compressive strains’ in the

I

side immediately loaded and of tensile strains in

]

the opposite side
;
while the strains produced in

\

pillars, columns, and struts are wholly compres-
i sive, and in tie-roda and tie-^beams wholly tensile,

except that in some forms of stnicture and mode
of loading stmts and ties occasionally act in both
ways, and in these cases require exceptional
consideration.

Having ascertained by experiment the break-
ing weight of specimens of materials of known
dimensions, the general custom is to take some
sub-multiple of that weight as the safe load; as,

for instance, where a bar of iron 1 in. square is

found to break with a weight of 20 tons, it

would be loaded with not more than, say, 5 tons,
or oue-fourth, as the working.load.

Tho crushing strength of timber varies with
its condition of diyuess, being not nearly so
strong when wet as when dry. The crushing
strength in pounds per square inch, when in its

ordinary state, and when dry, is as follows, respec-
tively : Red deal, 5,745 and 6,586; white deal,

6,781 and 7,293 ;* spruce fir, 6,499 and 6,819;
mahogany, 8,198 and 8,198

;
Quebec oak, 4,231

and 5,9S2 ; English oak, 6,-154 and 10,058

;

Pitch pine, 6,790 and 6,790; yellow pine, 5,375
and 5,445; red pine, 5.395 and 7,518; willow,
2,898 and 6,128. These experiments, having
been made with selected specimens of small
size, show results in general much greater than
can be reckoned upon in practice with large
scantlings, subject to the defects of knots, &.c.,

and probably about half these weights per
square inch would represent the real ultimate
strength of the respective kinds of timber. The
working load should be only a fraction of this
strength. At the Landore Viaduct, constructed
by the late ITr. Brunei of oreosoted American
pine, the timber was generally calculated to
bear 3/3 lb. per squai’o inch in compression,
though in some parts of the structure the strain
was allowed to reach 560 lb. At the Innoshannon
lattice timber bridge, erected by Mr. Nixon, on
the Cork and Bandon Railway, tho ordinary
working strain was 4841b. in compression. In
America, General Haupt has not considered it

safe to assign more than 8001b. per square inch
as a permanent load

; and in a paper read by
iMr. Mosae, at the Institution of Civil Engineers,
in 1863, it is stated that about 900 lb. per square
inch are usually considered byAmerican engineers
to be the limit of safe compression for timber
fi’aming (pine is the timber here meant) .

“ Navier
land Morin, distinguished French authorities,

irecommend that the working strain of timber
ishould not exceed one-tenth of tho breaking

strain, and, oving to its liability to decay, this

rule seems safe practice for structures which
are exposed to the weather; but when timber is

under cover, one-eighth of the breaking strain is

a safe working load. For merely temporary
purposes, a strain of one-fourth of the breaking

weight is probably safe, provided there are no
shocks.” The experiments, the results of which
are given above, were made with short pieces,

not more in height than twice the diameter.

With long pillars, however, the case is different,

owing to the liability to bend under loads ap-

preaching the safe compressive strain of the

wood itself. The square is tho strongest form
of rectangular timber pillar. It appears from
Hodgkinsou’a experiments, that the strength of

long, round, or square timber pillars is nearly as

the fourth power of the diameter or side divided

by the square of the length. The late Pro-

fessor Hodgkinaon gave tho followir)g rales for

tho strength of timber pillars with both ends flat

and well bedded, and whose lengths exceed

thirty times the diameter:—
Let W= the breaking weight in tons.

Z= the length of the pillar in feet.

cZ= thG breadth in inches.

For long square pillars of dvy Dantzic oak,

d*
TF=10 95-.

The Theory of Strains in Girders and similar Struc-
'txires. By Bindon B. Stoney, JI.A,, M. Inst. C E New
edjhon, Longmans, Green, & Co, 1873,

For long square pillars of red deal (dry),

ir = 7-8^

For long square pillars of French oak (dry);

T7.6-0f

TF'

When timber pill.ars are less than 30 diameters
long, they come under the class of medium
pillars, for which Mr. Hodgkiuson devised the

following formula :

—

TVe

c.

whore TT = the breaking weight in tons derived

from the formula for long pillars, on the hypo-
thesis that tho pillar yields by flexure alone

;

c = the crushing weight of a short length of the

pillar, i.e.f its sectional area multiplied into the

crushing unib-strain of the material, in tons;

and TV =« the real breaking weight of the medium
pillar, in tons, from tho combined eSccts of

flexure and crushing.

Pillars with flat ends, well bedded, are mnch
stronger than pillars mth round ends, or those

imperfectly bedded. “ In all long pillars of the

same dimensions the resistenco to fracture by
flexure is about three times greater when the

ends of tho pillars are flat and firmly bedded,

than when they are rounded and capable of

turning.” Tho strength of pillars with one end
flat and the other rounded, is a mean between
that of a pillar with both ends round and one
with both ends flab.

The crushing strength of granite of various

kinds has been found to be as follows ;—Aber-
deen (blue), 10,914 lb, per square inch; Peter-

head, 8,263; Cornish, 6,356; Killiney, 10,780;

Kingstown, 10,115; Blessington, 3,630; Bally-

knockan, 3,173 ; Newry, 13,410; Mount Sorrel,

12, 861.

The strength of Arbroath paving stone (sand-

stone) is 7,8841b. per squai’o inch; Caithness,

6,4931b.; Dundee sandstone, 6,030; Craigleith

white freestone, 5,487 ;
Bramley Fall, near

Leeds, 6,059; Derby grit, 3,142 and 4,345;

Yorkshire paving, 5,714. Compact limestone,

7,713 lb. per square inch
;
black compact Lime-

rick limestone, 8,855; Anglesea limestone, 7,579.

Valencia slate, 10,943 ;
Killaloe, on bed of strata,

26,495; the same on edge of strata, 15,225;

Glanmore on bed of strata, 21,315
;

on edge,

12,740.

The ultimate strength of bricks to resist com-
pression is set down as follows: — Pale red,

562 lb. per square inch ; Red brick, 808 lb.

;

yellow - face baked Hammersmith paviors,

1,002 lb.
; yellow-face burnt Hammersmith

paviors, 1,441 lb.
; Stourbridge fire - brick,

1,717 lb.
; Buckley mountain brick, North

Wales, 2,130 lb. ; brickwork set in cement (the

bricks not of a hard description), 521 lb. per

square inch. For the purpose of comparing the
strength of Portland cement bricks with that of

common bricks, Mr. Grant made some experi-

ments, which were as follow (“ Minutes of Pro-

ceedings, Inst. C.E.,” vol. xxsii.) :—Gault clay

brick, 8tx4J-x 2| bore a weight of 40 04 tons

before crushing
;
a wire-cut brick of the same

clay, :J-in. longer than the last-named, 32‘70

tons
; a perforated gault clay brick, 9 in. long,

4§ in. wide, 2f in. thick, 46'40 tons
;
Suffolk

brimstones, 9 x 4^ x 2§-, 34-94 tons ; Stock brick,

9x4J^x2|, 38-7-1 tons
; Fareham- red brick,

8x X 4J- X 2^, 90-40 tons
; Staffordshire blue brick,

pressed with frog, 8ix4-Jx2i, 111-04 tons;

the same kind of brick without the frog, 117-92
tons.

The late Professor Rankine considered the
crushing strength of good coursed rubble-

masonry to be about four-tentbs of that of the
stone of which it is built. The resistance of
common rubble to crushing is not much greater

than that of the mortar which it contains. The
following is the crushing strength of lime mortar,

according to Roiidelefc, in pounds per square inch

:

Lime and river sand, 436 lb.
;
the same beaten,

596 lb.; lime and pit sand, 578 lb.; the same
beaten, 800 lb.

; cement and pounded riles,

677 lb.
;
the same beater, 929 lb.

;
these mortars

were eighteen months old. Fifteen years later

the experiments were repeated, when mortars of

lime and sand were found to have increased in

strength about one-eighth, and mortars of cement
about one-fourth.

Some examples of the actual pressure sustained

by stone and brick of various kinds are given
the greatest of which appears to be in the
pillars of tho church of All Saiuts at Angers, of

Pourneaux stone, viz., 38--1 tons per square foot.

The pillars of the dome of St. Peter’s, at Rome,
carry a weight equal to 14'9 tons per square
foot, and are of calcareous tufa, called Travertin.

The pillars of the dome of St. Paul’s, Loudon, of

the oolitic limestone of Portland, carry 17-6 tons

per square foot. A pillar in the Cbapter-house
of Elgin, of red sandstone, carries 17-9 tons per
square foot. Red Birmingham bricks, in a
viaduct in tliat town, set in lias-lime mox-tar,

carry 7 tons per square foot. London paviors,

set in mortar of 1 of cement to 2^ of sand, in the
Chax-ing Cross railway bridge, cai-ry 12 tons per
square foot. Staffordshire blue bricks, set in

Portland cement, in Clifton Suspension Bridge,

10 tons per square foot. Concrete made of 1 of

Portland cemeiit to 7 of Thames gravel, carries

8 tons per square foot in Charing Cross bridge.

Experiments on tho crushing weight of cast-

iron from sixteen localities showed a mean of

38'519 tons per square inch, the specimens ex.

perimented on being one diameter and two
diameters high, an equal number of each. The
weakest of these was 27'004 tons, and the

strongest 49-109 tons. Another set of experi.

ments on twenty.two different sorts of cast-iron

showed a mean crushing weight of 37'6 tons per

square inch
; the weakest being 24-45 tons, and

the strongest 51'78 tons. Tho strongest speci-

mens were mixtures of different sorts of iron

Repeated meltings seem to have the effect of in.

creasing the crushing strength, which may be
said to be in general about 42 tons per square

inch for mixtoi-es, but for simple cast-iron to be
somewhat less than 38 tons. In practice, how-
ever, these pressures seem never to be nearly

approached. For instance, in the Severn Valley

railway-bridge, carrying the Coalbrook-dale rail-

way, 200 ft. span, and 20 ft. rise, the calculated

working strain is between 2^ and 3 tons per

square inch. In tho centre arch of Southwark
Bridge, 240 ft. span, it is 2 tons per square inch.

In subjecting wrought-iron to a compressive

strain, its greater elasticity must be taken into
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acccunt. Ordinary WTOUglit-iron is completely
cniBbed, i.e., bulged, with a pressure of from
16 to 20 tons per square inch, and the point at

which compressive set sensibly commences, that

is, the limit of compressive elasticity, is about
13 tons per square inch.

The tensile strength, on the other hand, is

greater in wrought than in cast iron. The mean
tensile strength of twenty-seven sorts of cast-

iron was 7 tons, the weakest being 5’667 tons,

and the strongest 10''177
;
whereas Mr. Kirkaldy

found the mean tensile strength of 188 rolled

bars to be 25J tons per square inch
;
of 72 angle

irons and straps, 2 tj- ; of 167 plates lengthwise,
22-65 tons, and of 160 plates crosswise 20-6 tons.

Timber is put to better use when so placed as to

receive a compressive strain in the direction of

its fibre than when employed as a tie
j
never-

theless, as it is sometimes used for this purpose,
a few examples of its tenacity may be quoted.
Christiana deal is set down as having a tensile

strength of 12,900 lb. per square inch
;

elm,
1'1,‘100 lb.

; fir, 12,000 lb.
;
mahogany, 8,000 lb.,

according to Barlow, but according to Bevan
much more

;
English oak, 10,000 lb.

j
pitch pine,

7,650 lb.
; Norway pine, 7,287 1b. to 14,300 lb.

j

Petersburg pine, 13,300 lb
.

;

teak, 15,000 lb.

These are lengthwise of the grain, but in tearing
the fibres asunder crosswise, tho following
numbers are given, in pounds per square inch.
Memel fir from 540 lb. to 8-iO lb. ; Scotch fir,

562 lb. ; larch, 9701b. to 1,700 lb.
j
oak, 2,316 lb.

As stone is rarely employed in direct tension
there aro but few experiments on its tensile

strength, but the following are given of some
Scotch stones, viz,, Arbroath paving, 1,261 lb.

per square inch; Caithness, 1,054 lb.; Craig-
leith, 453 lb.

;
Hailes, 3361b.; Humbie, 283 lb.

;

Biniiie, 279 lb.
; Bedhall, 32G lb.

;
IVhinstone,

1,469 lb. The tensile strength of mortar is more
often useful, and is as follows, according to
M. Vicat : — Mortar of qnartzose sand, and
eminently hydraulic lime, well made, 1361b. per
square inch

;
of quarfczoso sand and ordinary

hydraulic lime, well made, 851b.; of quartzose
sand and ordinary lime, well made, 51 lb.

;

mortar, badly made, 21 lb.

"When a beam projects from a wall, and is

loaded, either at the extremity or uniformly
over its length, the upper edge is extended and
the lower edge compressed. This projecting,
beam may be called a semi-girder. The relative
strength of beams or girders is proportional to
the breadth, to the square of tho depth, and
inversely proportional to the length

; or in other
words, it is proportional to tho cross-sectional
area multiplied into the depth, and divided by
the length. The absolute strength varies with
the material, and is determined for each kind of
iiraterial by experiments, from which are deduced
from each the co-efficient of rupture, S.

When a semi-girder is loaded at the ex.

. a d S , ^ IW
treraity W =—;— ,

and S = — m which W =
I a d

the breaking weight, a the sectional area, d the
depth, and I the length, S being the constant
determined for each material, by finding expe-
rimentally the breaking weight of a girder of
known dimensions, and similar in section to that
of which the strength is required. For small
rectangular cast-iron bars, not exceeding 1 in. in
width, S = 3-40 tons. For largo rectangular
cast-iron bars, say 3 iu. wide, S = 2-25 tons.

Fur Christiana deal S = 1,562 lb. ; English
elm, 782 lb.

;
Canada rock elm, 1,970 lb.

;
Mar

Forest fir, 1,232 lb.; spruce fir, 1,346 lb.;
American hickory, 2,129 lb.; Australian iron-
bark, 2,288 lb.; Norway spar, 1,4741b.; African
©ak, 2,523 lb.

;
Dantzic oak, 1,518 lb.

;
English

oak, 1,694 lb.
; American red pine, 1,527 Ib. ;

pitch pine, 1,727 lb.
; American white pine,

i;229 lb.
; American yellow pine, 1,185 lb.

;

Dantzic pine, 1,426 lb. ; Memel pine, 1,348 lb.

;

fiiga pine, 1,383 lb.; teak, 2,108 lb.; South
Africau sneezewood, 3,305 lb.

The foregoing values of S for timber are
derived from selected samples, of small scant.
Kng, peifectly free from knots and other imper-
lections that cannot be avoided in large timber,
and the few experiments recorded on balks of
large size indicate that the values of S must be
reduced to nearly half (-54 times) those given
above.

By mechanical reasoning, as well asbyexpori-
ment, it is found that beams will carry various
weights, the dimensions being the same, ac-
cording to the manner in which they are
®aded, e.g., for a semi-girder, loaded uniformly

2adS

For a girder supported at both ends, and

loaded at the centre, =

For a girder supported at both ends, and

loaded uniformly, ’W= —

For a girder supported at" both ends, and
loaded at an intermediate point, the segments
of the length being called m and n respectively,

and m+n being equal to I, .mn
It is often very useful to know the ti'ansverse

strength of stone. The author gives the fol-

lowing values of S for several kinds. Of granite,

the following : — Ballyknocken, co. Wicklow,
109 lb.

; Golden Hill, Blessington, 76 lb.
;
Kil-

liney, co. Dublin, 270 lb.
j
Kingstown, co. Dub-

lin, 346 lb.; Newry, co. Down, 340 lb.; Taylor’s
Hill, Galway, 407 lb.

Of sandstones and grits :—Green-moor, York-
shire, blue stone, 335 lb.

; white stone of tho
same locality, 359 lb.

;
Caithness stone, 857 lb.

Of limestone from Listowel quarry, co. Kerry,
414 lb. ; Ballydnff, King’s county, 351 lb.

;

Woodbine quarry, co. Kildare, 2831b.; Finglasa
quarry, co. Dublin, 291 lb.

Valencia slate on edge of strata, 1,091 lb.

;

the same on bed of strata, 951 lb.
;
Glanmore,

co. Wicklow, on bed of strata, 1,097 lb. ; Killaloe,

Tipperary, on bed of strata, 1,233 lb.
;
Welsh

slate, 1,961 lb.

The strengths of the Irish stones are taken
chiefly from Mr. Wilkinson’s experiments, which
were made on stones 3 in. square and 12 in. clear

length of bearing, the pressure being applied on
the middle of the length.

The working strain pnt upon any material,

compared with its ultimate strength, must be
regarded in connexion with tho nature of the
material : the more fibrous the material, the
nearer may the working load approach tho nlti-

mate strength, within tho limits of convenience
in. respect of bending.

THE COAL AND GEATE QUESTION.
A GENEn.VL satisfaction has been felt at the ap-

pointment of a Parliamentary Committee to inves-

tigate the causes of the present scarcity and dear-
ness of coal. Although a committee of the House
of Commons is farfrom being the best conceivable
tribunal for the prosecution of such an inquiry,

it is certainly the best practicable one, in the
existing state of things. It is, moreover, a kind
of court that possseses advantages peculiar to

itself. Its great defect is, that it is destitute of
a judge

;
the chairman having no such pre-

eminence over his colleagues as to invest him with
the unquestioned dignity of a judicial president.

The advantage is, that the members unite the
functions of counsel and of jury men. In all

important questions it is customary to select tho
members of a committee, not from disinterested,

but from differently-interested parties. The
proper balance is thus maintained. Each mem-
ber, putting questions intended to elicit support
for his own views, practically cross-examines
every witness other than those whom he invites

to come forward. Out of this conflict a consider-
able degree of light and truth is usually elicited.

It is true that if we consider the report of the
committee as the out-come of their labours, we
shall usually fiud ourselves disappointed. The in-

ferences in which all the members agree are
generally so few as to give but a meagre aspect
to the statement. Tho want of an independent
president makes the report a mere matter of
compromise. But any such results thus arrived

at have the weight of something like admitted
and proved truth. And, in any case, the
evidence laid before the public is a source
of positive information to the student of politics

;

while the ventilation, from day to day, of oppo-
site views, and the revelation of unsuspected
facts, tend to guide both opinion and legislation

in the right channel.

We may thus expect from Mr. Mundella’s
committee a report, or at all events a publica-
tioE, of a very different value from that of the
Eoyal Commission on Coal. We cannot, in

justice, attribute to the optimist and unprac-
tical report of that Commission any of the dis-

turbance which has taken place, as if in ironical
' comment on their work. But there can be no
doubt that that inquiry, if it had been carried
out with due ability, might have done much to

prepare us for our present distress, and so far,

to aid us to meet it. As to that, however, we
have said enough. Tho matter now in baud is,
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to consider how tho inquiries of the present com-
mittee may be so guided as to produce the
quickest, the surest, and the most exhaustive
result.

We must refer (not as matter of literary cri-

ticism, but with a view to avoid misleading fal-

lacy) to the mode in which “ the great law of

supply and demand” is invoked with a kind of

religious reverence, not so much by the speakers
in the House of Commons, as by the speakers
as represented in the newspapers. That the
hon. mover should say he had no wish to induce
the House to interfere with the usual course of

business in this country, is only plain good sense.

That “ Parliament should in no way interfere

with the production of coal,” which was the
assumption of the Home Secretary, is a very
different statement. Parliament has interfered

with that subject again and again. No later

than the Ist of January, 1873, a measure came
into operation which very considerably inter-

feres with that production—whether advan-
tageously or disadvantageously. The question
of an export duty, which has before this received
the warm advocacy of the present Prime
Minister, is one that will have to be discussed

by the committee; and to assume that Parlia.

ment can, should, and will do nothing in the
matter, is as helpless a piece of innocence as
to assert that Parliament can control prices

altogether.

It is of essential importance, in a matter that
comes homejto the fireside of every one of us, to

avoid unmeaning phraseology. Speakers and
writers may think it harmless to pay a sort of

fetisli worship to what they suppose are generally

admitted and mysterious “laws.” They thus
guard themselves, they may think, from having
their fmmdations undermined by people who
understand a subject of which they have only a
very hazy perception. But they do great harm,
nevertheless. By admitting the force of phrases

which they do not altogether understand, men
help to form such phrases into fetters of the
intelligence. The real fact is, that the true

laws, or incontestable principles, of economical
science, are excessively general and abstract.

Tliey are little more than truisms, couched iu

more or less scientific, or often only pretentious,

language. They have practical effect only inas-

much as men are guided by one out of many
motives of human conduct. Mr. J. S. Mill, who
has laboured more than most men to erect

political economy into a science, plainly and
honestly states, in the first volume of his
“ Principles of Political Economy,” that it is

only on the hypothesis that production and price

aro exclusively regulated ly comipetition, that his

favourite theory has any pretensions to the title

of a science. Where custom rules, instead of

competition, he admits that his reasoning is

inapplicable. It cannot be too carefully borne
in mind that such is the case. Much human
action is regulated almost entirely by custom.
Into all such action custom, or other moral
influence, enters very largely. Competition, on
the other hand, is never found to be the sole

principle in activity; unless it be at an auction.

Whatever truth, then, exists in the dogmas of

the political economist, or rather whatever may
be the clearness and pointed wisdom with which
be applies known principles to the conduct of

business,—value, regulated by unchecked com.
petition, is but one out of many causes which
have to be regarded. We shall view the labours
of the Committee with more hope, the less they
say about the “ great law of supply and demand,”
and the more they apply themselves to discover

how it is that, in the pinching cold of this late

winter, tho demand for fuel far outruns the
supply.

The first practical lesson, however, which each
one of us may draw from an event that has
brought discomfort to almost all, alarm to the
thoughtful, and disease and death to not a few,

is, how to avoid our o-wn daily waste of a
mineral now felt to be so precious. Our domestic

consumption of coal, in the year 1869, was
18 million tons. Considering that we are nowin
the midst of the winter half-year, we can hardly
estimate the cost to which the consumer (for

domestic use) has already been put at leas than

4^ millions sterling. If the present price of

coal is not materially abated the householders of

Great Britain will have paid at least 9 millions

sterling more for coals in 1873 than they did in

1872. The average consumption of coal per
head of the population, taking the latter ap-
proximately at 31J- millions, is 0-57 of a ton
(nearly sixth-tenths of a ton) per annum. For
the population of the metropolitan district this
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gives a consumption hard upon 2 millions of tons

of coal for domestic use alone. We suppose that
there are few among them who would nob rejoice

at the idea of being able to buy all their coal for

1873 at an advance of only 20a. per ton on the

price they paid in 1872. Here is, in one item, a
tax of 2 millions a year on the metropolis. And
even this, large as it is, is, as we shall presently
show, but a part of the actual increase of expen.
diture caused to the Londoners by the dis-

turbance in the coal trade.

We have confined our view to tlie metropolis
alone, because it enables ns to place before our
readers figures which, although only approxi-
mate, are sufficiently correct to allow us to form
a very distinct idea of the practical bearing of

the subject. Now wo suppose that no engineer,

—

we might almost say no cultivated man who has
ever travelled in Northern Europe,—can doubt
that all the comfort and advantage that have
been ministered to the 3^ millions of Londoners
by their consumption of 2 millions of tons of
coal might have boon seeured, by an economical
method of consumption, by the use of a third of
that quantity. Let us consider price to be
doubled, and consumption reduced to one-third,
and we have a clear gain of two-thirds of the
original outlay. Thus, instead of 2 millions of
tons London should, say in 1874, consume
666,000 tons, the price having risen from 20s.
per ton to 40s. per ton, the cost would be 1?,

million sterling as against 2 millions in 1872,
and 4 millions in 1874.
We are not about to use so magnificent an

opportunity for recommending the use of any
particular description of stove. We have little

doubt that the manufacturers, the retail trades-
men, and the advertisers will rise to the level of
the occasion. But we would ask any one who
is familiar with the ordinary stoves in use in so
many parts of the Continent, whether he will be
contented, coal being as it is, to forego the
introduction of so manifest an element of
economy, as well as of cleanliness and comfort ?

Will he continue, for the sake of habitual pre-
judice in favour of the open fire, to pay 60i. a
year instead of 20L ? The iron stoves which are
not uncommonly to be met with among ns have
serious disadvantages, especially in the unplea-
sant result of bringing the air we have to breathe
into direct contact with heated iron. But this

does not apply to stoves covered with, or com-
posed of, earthenware. The latter may be made
highly ornamental embellishments for a room.
In the ceramic gallery of tlio South Kensington
Museum may be seen specimens of the applica-
tion of the potter’s art to what may well be
called the focus of domestic life.

One point has to be borne in mind with regard
to that introduction of earthenware stoves which
can only be a question of time. A struggle will

ensue between economy and health. The former
will induce us to save heat, at the expense of
ventilation. The latter calls on us to ventilate,

whatever may be the loss of temperature. The
misfortune of the case is, that, hitherto, economy
has carried the day. It has done so, not solely
by its own force, but because it has afforded the
greater amount of sensible comfort to most
people. Cold is felt by every one, especially
when engaged in sedentary occupations. The
oppression which air, vitiated by human respi-
ration, exerts on the lungs, is, comparatively
speaking, felt by fovv. But almost every
Englishman or Englishwoman is sensible of
this oppression on going into many a stove-
warmed house. Let us take the bright little

miniature of Paris, the city of Brussels, for
an example. It is some years since we
were there

; bat we doubt not that the
experience of the traveller of to-day is the
same as our own. On entering one of the
clean and comfortable hotels of Brussels or of
Ghent, with its noble and lofty apartments, large
and well-glazed windows, and all the stately
furniture that befits a palace, we become verv
sensible of the confined air of the place. The
house has been shut up for the winter ! Cold is

kept out, bat, with it, fresh air is excluded.
An imperceptible,—no, a perceptible,—presence;
a sort of faint, ghostly reminisoence of eaten
dinners, and smoked pipes, and emptied bottles,

and extinguished matches, and performed house-
hold duties of every description, comes to meet
us as we enter. We must not let our economy
of ccal afflict us with such an atmosphere as
that.

There is no reason why it should. The actual
consumption of fuel will be regulated by the
amount of air that passes through the fire-grate.

But that quantity, in nine cases out of ten, is

utterly inadequate to the due ventilation of the

apartment. Now the economy effected, in the

case of the closed apartment, is twofold. First,

there is the diminished consumption of fuel

;

secondly, there is the prevention of the escape
of radiant heat. It is the latter alone thaf

involves contamination of the atmosphere. Noi-

ls the economy of this part of the system more
than a small portion of the total saving. Be it

less or more, it is a false economy. Everything
that calls on the human organisation to perform
a destructive function, which can bo avoided by
the use of mechanical means, is a thoroughly
false economy. But even with our wasteful open
fires wo are not in a position to be very severe
on our more thrifty neighbours in this respect.

An open grate, within twelve or fourteen inches
of the floor, is but a very imperfect ventilator.

If the apartment be lofty, it will never be
properly ventilated by such a grate, unless doors
or windows are occasionally thrown open, and a
thorough ventilation, a storm on a small scale, be
from time to time introduced. It is only by
special openings for ventilation in the top of the
room that due sweetness of air can bo otherwise
insured. We have often spoken on this subject.

Such an arrangement is admitted by all the more
thoughtful and conscientious architects to be
indispensable. The use of earthenware pipes
for the express purpose of ventilation, and never
employed as smoke-channels, has been known
among us for many years. It has often been
recommended in our pages, and is, we believe,

slowly making its way into general use.

The introduction of this wise sanitary precau-
tion should be the constant accompaniment of

that of the earthenware stove. We must not
bottle up de-oxygenised air because it is warm.
Means will probably bo found, sooner or later,

of extracting the saline from deteriorated air,

while in the process of removal from our apart-
ments. We cannot afford to wait for that. Wo
have to guard against running from one extreme
to another. We shall, we have little doubt,
effect a very great saving in our domestic con-
sumption. But do not let us increase the
doctor’s bill at the expense of the coal merchant,
or injure our lungs while we improve our grates.

We have naturally been led to dwell on that
part of this great subject which most directly
concerns the practice of the arcliitect and of the
builder, and which most sharply and constantly
conies home to our daily perception. But,
economically speaking, we have touched on the
smallest element in a great national question.
The domestic supply of coal is not a sixth part
of the total supply, and a fact of which we are
only beginning to find out the pressure has yet
to be fully elucidated. The price of coal is not
only an element in the cost of all manufactured
articles, but it is an element that has to be taken
into account over, and over, and over again.
We require coal to work the engine that raises

coal from the mine. Then we require it to move
the locomotive that takes the coal to the wharf.
Again it is required to raise the iron ore, and the
lime-stone flux to be used in smelting

;
to heat

the furnace of the smelter, to blow his fans, to
raise the proportioned contents of his furnace.
We require more coal to run the iron from the
cupola; to heat the puddling-furnace; to heat,
hammer, or roll the puddled bars into bar or
sheet. The engineer, the merchant, the black-
smith, the cutler, the workman in iron in any
form, each requires a new heat and a new supply
of coal. Fresh locomotive power is needed to
send the manufactured article into the market

;

and what have we then ? A tool with which a
man may begin to work ! How the price of a
hammer, a chisel, or a saw may be increased by
the action of the one item of costly fuel, over
and over again recurring in these various pro-

cesses, besides acting directly on the cost of

labour, in the matter of the daily consumption
of the workman, it is not easy to foresee

; but
it is clear that Mr. Ball does not overstate the
matter when he says that the very existence of
England as a great nation depends on the price
of her coal supply.

There is no doubt that the actual rise in the
price of coal is not to be accounted for on
economical grounds. Political economy takes no
heed of panic, or rather it takes heed of it as it

does of death itself, as a stem element in the
restriction of what it calls over-production and
over-popnlation. Into that we cannot now-
enter. But it is important to bear in mind that

the actual rise must be referred to moral causes
alone, not to physical or to mechanical causes. We
very much question whether the demonstration
which we offered, that the depth of workable

coal must be limited by the distance of 2,000 ft.

rather than of 4,000 ft., from the surface, if it

were present to the mind of every coal-owner
and of every collier, would have raised the price
of coal a single penny per ton.

But the fact is, in the first place, that the
constant yeai-ly augmentation in the demand for

coal, which, as we pointed out, would, if main,
tained, have exhausted all our certain supplies
within a century, has approached uumanagabl©
proportions. Sir W. Armstrong speaks of the
great activity of the iron trade. This, no
doubt, is one great element in the case; but all

the elements of increased demand are repre-
sented in the one figure of constant annual
increase of coal produced. This, we repeat, is

becoming unman.ageable, involving, as it does,
the conditions and the demands of so many coal-
fed industries.

Entirely distinct in its essence from this case,
although taking occasion from its activity, is the
labour question. The prime element here haa
been the disposition which party strife has so
unfortunately developed, to treat industrial

questions on non-industrial principles. Men
have heard so much of political economy that
many of them havo begun to think that politics
(iu the vulgar and erroneous sense of the word)
is the true economy. The workman has been
taught that his best tool, in order to better Ms
condition, is not the hammer or the pick, but the
vote. If he has learnt this lesson rather too
aptly it is not so much himself as the inculcatorg
of this new gospel that are to be blamed.
Taught, by every teacher to whom he can look,
the doctrine (false, except in a very abstract
sense) that labour is limited by capital, the
workman has not unnaturally como to the con-
clusion that capital is the great enemy of labour.
Thus WG have found him advised and induced (as
in the case of the double shift) to neglect that
wliich was to his own manifest advantage, on
the sole ground that it was also to the manifest
advantage of the person denounced as the
capitalist.

Thirdly, we havo the usual influence of panic

—

an influence causing a rapid and energetic action,
and calling into play every degree of motive, from
prudence to rascality. For a rise of 8s. per ton
at the pit’s mouth, to bo accompanied by a rise
of 303. per ton at the hall-door, is an anomaly
that can only be transitory. It is in this last,

and, indeed, most pressing point of the case, that
the most advantage is to be expected from the
labours of the committee. The honourable mover
stated that the very commencement of the motion
caused a decline in the price of coals. It is by
no means inconsistent with the known facts of
financial panic to suppose this to be the caae.
The knowledge that the subject is about to re-
ceive full attention, will tranquillise many miuds.
In panic, every mind tranquillised is a subtrac-
tion from the violence of the disturbing force.

Thus, we can hardly doubt, the committee
will render e.xcellent ser-vice by bringing into full

light many of the elements that will come in to
reduce the price of coal. Such are that decrease
of waste in use to which we have referred, in one
branch alone

;
the possible effect of export duty j

the influx of foreign workmen
;
the application

to collieries of labour disengaged elsewhere
;
the

application of coal-cutting machinery; and the
importation of coal from the most accessible per.
tions of the enormous foreign supply, compared to

which our own stores of the mineral are onlj
fractional. In presence of these and similar con.
siderations, we hesitate to believe that anything
like present prices can be maintained. Should
such prove to bo the case, it cannot fail to para-
lyse the manufacturing and commercial activity
of the country. Over-dear coal would then right
itself with a vengeance

; and the “ great law of
supply and demand ” would produce one of those
violent and fatal oscillations which it is the duty
of the statesman to avert.

The German Gymnastic Society.—The
twelfth annual report of this Society notes a
satisfactory progress in all its branches during
the year 1872. It is proposed to build another
story on the top of the present olub-room, towards
which the following gentlemen have subscribed:—Mr. C. W. Siemens, 400Z.

;
Baron H. Schroeder,

lOOZ.; Messrs. Frubling&Gnschen, lOOZ.; Messrs.
Frederick Huth & Co., lOOZ.

; subscribed and
promised by members, 300Z. The object is to
.jet a lecture-room, a reading-room, and some
smaller rooms, comfortably and suitably fitted

up; cost estimated at about 1,500Z.
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EXHIBITION OF THE BOTAL SCOTTISH
ACADEHY.

The first tiling which strikes the eye upon
eatering the Academy galleries this year is the

effectiveness of the tout ensemble. The hanging

oominittee seem to have not only been de-

sirous to place the pictares where they could

best be seen, but also to arrange them in such a

manner as to produce a good general effect.

The first room is entirely occupied by water-

colour drawings, the examination of which

acoustoms the sight to sustain and endure the

stronger colouring of the oil paintings. Upon
passing the screen which divides this room from
the others, a long perspective is seen, terminating

in a row of busts, the cold, white gleam of which

enhances the warmth of colouring pervading tho

rest of the apartments. This effect has been

obtained by removing a screen which formerly

out off the view of the sculpture-room.

. As regards the works exhibited for tho first

time, we cannot say that much high art,—really

intellectual work, which will live and be prized by
future ages,—is to be found. Some of those

already familiar to the public do possess very
high qualities. Faed’s “FromUawn toSunset”
is "a thing of beauty, a joy for ever,”— a poem
of the artist’s own composing as fine in its way
aa Shakspeare’s Seven Ages.

Millais’s “Chill October” also adds its attrac-

tions to the exhibition. The artist, in this

instance, diverges from his former practice of

painting figure subjects ;
and his example has

been followed by G. Paul Chalmers, whose “End
of the Harvest” hangs opposite; and no two
works could form a greater contrast. Millais

has made colour a means towards an end, and
has 'produced a veritable transcript of nature.

Ill looking at the painting, the spectator does

not think of tho painter : tho work is entirely

devoid of mannerism. Chalmers has made his

subject an occasion for the display of colour

:

that sombre, rich tone which pervades his in.

toriors is hero reproduced in the open air. The
scene represented is a potato-field, with workers
filling bags with the esculent roots. The snn is

low down in tho west, and a clump of leafless

trees throws a dark shadow over the greater part

of tho foreground,—so dark, indeed, as at first

sight to make it difficult to distinguish between
the bags of potatoes and tho labourers. The
picture is a fine one of its kind, but wo would
have liked a little more light thrown into it.

The repetition of the same effect in every kind
of subject is sure to degenerate into mannerism.

In Sir George Harvey’s “ Thrieve Castle ” we
have much the same open-daylight effect as in
“ Chill Oofcobor,” but we cannot boro disassociate

the work from the worker: the means by which
the effect is produced are transparent. The
result, however, is very pleasing.

The “Interview between Jeannie and Effie

Deans ” in prison is rendered with truthfulness

and simplicity by Mr. Robert Herdman. The
characters of the two sisters are nicely discrimi-

nated : both in appearance and manner they are

such- as described by Sir Walter. The action is

natural and unaffected, and the colour and com-
position remarkably good. Sir Noel Paton
enters appearance with a Scripture subject,

—

“ Christ ami the Sleeping Disciples.” The
painting is more solid and the colour deeper in

tone than is usual with the artist. The drawing
and composition are graceful, but we cannot say
that any religious feeling was awakened in us

by. the contemplation of this picture.

Mr. Mactaggai't has again been at the sea-side,

whore he is quite at home. Ho has a free stylo

of ihis own, entirely devoid of conventionality,

the natural outcome of an independent mind.

His best work is, we think, that entitled

“Amongst the Bent,” where we have a fine

breezy stretch of sandy bay, with hillocks topped
by tufts of bent, amongst which ruddy, happy
childrcu tumble about, free from woe o:?

oare.

Mr. Hugh Cameron continues to produce little

g*ra3,—gems they are, and pretend to be nothing
.else,—bits of lovely colour, delightful to look
upon, but nob all alike. “ The Camellia ” has thq
soft, lambent light of the opal; “Going to the
Well ” the paler lustre of the pearl.

|

Mr. W. F. Hole represents “Chivalry” la its

host aspect. A knight on horseback is crossing;

a stream, having seated in front of him an old,

woman-with a basket of eggs
;
to her ho pays asS

much attention as if she were tho fairest lady
in tho land. A princess and her attendant,
strolling on the river’s ba.nk, look on witl^

wonder, whilst a dwarf minstrel strums hia

guitar as an accompaniment to a ditty upon the
action of the kuight.

In “ Osteria,” by Mr. Keely Halswell, we
have pleasantly represented one of those pic-

turesque quadrangles found in Spain, the rich

costume of the people, who stand in groups
flirting and otherwise amusing themselves,
giving animation to the scene.

“’The Entrance to Curaig Skye” (Waller H.
Paton) is one of the most wonderful scenes in

tho British Isles. The artist’s point of view is

from between two almost perpendicular masses
of rugged rock, which rise up higher than the

canvas
; between these stands, clear against the

sky, a hnge “needle,” while in the distance are

gleams of water. Here, if anywhere, tho ai’tiat

might have been expected to abandon bis usual
trappings of purple and gold and array himself
in simple gray and brown, but he has nob done
BO,

—

he must everywhere appear en rhjle. Very
different is “ The Mountain Torrent,” of Peter
Graham : down the distant mountain side the
gleaming streams tear along from amongst
wreaths of mist to meet in one torrent of brown
water, which breaks in spray over a rocky
channel. This is the true spirit of the land of

Ossian. Wo are not altogether satisfied with the

delineation of the mist, however, which in parts

appears too solid and immovable.
“The Clansman’s Grave,” by Mr. John

MeWhirter, and “Danottar,” by Mr. W. E.
Lockhart, are each fine renderings of the scenery
of Scotland. Mr. James Drummond does not
appear to have much of the comic element in

his composition, yet he has produced a picture

called “Rosinante” which is really comical. The
gaunt, raw-boned charger of tho redoubtable
kuight of La Manca, which, like its master,
had some breeding in it, is represented as a
short-legged, spiritless, pot-bellied brute, and
whether the figure in the background is the
knight himself or his squire it is difficult to say.

The number of portraits exhibited is unusual,
and why most of them were admitted, except to

fill up wall-space, it is difficult to say. One
remarkably fine portrait, however, is, by G. P.
Chalmers, of an aged divine, fine in expression

and remarkably good in colour aud texture.

A perusal of the great mass of the works
exhibited leads to the conclusion that too many
pursue tho art of painting by striving merely
to attain manipulative skill, tho cultivation of

the miud being entirely neglected, resulting in

a paucity of ideas melancholy to contemplate.

Tho architectni'al works will he mentioned
in our next.

MONEY TO BE SPENT BY THE
LONDONAND NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY

COMPANY.
The half-yearly meetings which are now being

held by the several railway companies through,

out the country disclose, amongst other facts,

the remarkable expenditure which the different

companies feel themselves compelled to incur in

new works and station buildings, for the purpose
of providing for their constantly increasing traffic.

The outlay iu this respect of many of the leading

companies is something enormous, if not actually

unprecedented. The proceedings at the meeting
of the London & North-Western Company, held

on Saturday -last, show tho marvellous expansion

and resources of this powerful railway corpora-

tion. At the meeting in question the directors

asked for, and obtained from the shareholders, a
vote of no less than 818,-116J. for additional rolling

stock and new works. The particulars of the

expenditure for which this enormous sum of up-

wards of three-quarters of a million sterling is

required, will be interesting. A considerable

portion of the amount is to bo expended in addi-

tional rolling-stock, 295,0001. out of the entire

sum voted being required for new engines, oar-

riagea, and wagons. There is then the sum of

285,2971. for extensive new works at several of

the principal towns and districts intersected by
tho line, such works being for the most part novV

in progress. These works include 25,0001. for a
coal station at Cartain-road, in the City; 9,0001.

for the extension of roofing and other improve-
ments at the Easton Station ; 50,0001. for the

extension of the Wapping goods station at Liver-

pool
;
11,0001. for machinery for the goods station

at London-road, Manchester; 41,0001. for the

widening of tunnels on the Bettwa and Festiniog

line in Wales ; 12,0001. for a double liue on the

Llandudno branch ; 25,0001. for increased goodi
accommodation at Chester; 35,0001. for addii

tional block telegraphs
;

12,0001. for widening

the line at Preston
;
and 64,7^01. for additional

shops and sidings at the Crewe works, where tho
company’s engines, carriages, and wagons are
chiefly manufactured. Beyond these amounts,
99,7301. have been granted for enlarging and pro-
viding additional accommodation at sixty-six of

the company’s passenger stations in different
parts of the country, whilst 138,3891. have also
been voted for the purchase of additional lands
in twenty-eight different localitieafor still further
extensions, bringing the aggregate sum voted for

new works alone, irrespective of tho iutended
outlay on new rolling-stock, to 523,4161., or up-
wards of half a million sterling.

It may further be observed that those several

large sums are altogether independent of a heavy
outlaynow being incurred in othernew works along
the company’s lines, including the widening of

the railway between London and Blctcliley

which, besides the removal of a large quantity o
earthwork, and extension of bridges and viaducts
involves the construction of three new tunnels at

Watford, Northchurch, and Leighton, oontaiiiing

an aggregate length of 2,632 yards. Simul-
taneously with the works just named tho main
line between Stafford and Crewe is being widened
by two additional lines, requiring, as the engineer
states in his report, the removal of 640,000 cubic
yards of earthwork, and the construction of fifty,

five bridges. A large now dock, at Garston,

near Liverpool, is also in course of construction
for the company ; together with warehouses at
the Canada dock station at Liverpool, and at the
Egerton dock at Birkenhead, in addition to other

minor works. The above all refer to works in

progress; but beyond these it should ho stated
that the company are applying to Parliament for

still further extensive powers, including the en-

largement of the Lime-street passenger station

at Liverpool, at an estimated cost of botween
250,0001. and 300,0001. It may therefore he
safely assumed that the company are now en-

gaged in new works, present and prospective,

involving an outlay of not less than 1,500,0001.

THE SANITARY MOVEMENT IN
DUBLIN.

It is now a well-established fact, that DiibHa
has at length awakened to the knowledge of her

own deficiency in a sanitary point of view. To
some extent the public of Dublin wero under tho

belief that the action which caused tho removal
of numbers of manure-heaps and other nuisances

that were somewhat ostentatiously reported,

from time to time, was effected by the consti-

tuted authorities.

There are, however, good grounds for sup.
position that such was not tho case; and it

would appear that the true agent at ^vol•k has
been merely the demands of the market, or in

other words, that as Dublin is bounded in some
directions by highly valuable tillage land.s, it is

only at certain seasons that tho cleansing pro-

cesses referred to are carried out.

There would appear to be some grounds also

for the comparative impunity with which nut-

sance-mongering is carried on in many of the

city districts, in the delays of the law, in com-
pelling offenders to consider their neighbours as

well often as themselves, as well as their un-
wholesome trade.

Close proximity to tho cow-shed, tho stable,

and the piggery, as well as manure-heap, gleaned

from these and other even more objectionable

sources, too often tells on the very poor who
live near ; but our knowledge of such cases

enables us to bring to mind very many well-to-

do people who sometimes in their own persons,

but oftenor still in those of their offspring,

suffer from illness engendered, as it would
appear, by this odorous state of matters.

Epidemical and endemioal disease too fre-

quently and too constantly compels attention to

the state of Dublin, as seen in the high rate of

sickness and of mortality, especially when taken
in regard to the proportion of the population

per acre in the Dublin registration district.

Another reason why the matter demands im-

perial inquiry, and as authoritative remedial

measures, is the fact, that the birth-rate which

sometimes actually falls below the death-rate,

has for several years past actually very littlo

exceeded tbo latter.

Here is an explanation of the fact that Dublin,

unlike every large city in the United Kingdom,
as we believe, has actually fallen off iu popnla-

tion, although embracing within its registration

bounds several flourishing seaside >and rural

ownships.
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This year another thriving suburban district

has been added to the Dublin district. We
would remind the executive that inquiry should

be had, and then large measures possibly might
bo considered advisable

;
for we should never

forgot that not only is physical decay injurious

to the well-being of a town, and even destructive
to a nation if general, but a people’s moral state

may become a national burden as well as dis-

grace through neglect of their sanitary con-
dition.

It is a matter of great importance to Dublin,
that such questions as we have now glanced at

have been taken up by several of the citizens,

as well as by tho Dublin University, and the
Royal Dublin Society, and the movement has
already met with a response also on the part of

the Dublin Municipal authorities.

The Dublin Sanitary Association, now a few
months old, numbers in it.s ranks many lay as
well as professional men of standing, energy,
and ability. It has already conferred with the
corporation, and with the Public Health Com-
mittee of that body

5
and we trnst that these

conferences will result in improved efficiency

and energy, by a competent staff of medical and
lay officers, in the carrying out of measures of
•sanitary relief for the people of Dublin.

In concert, too, with the Royal Dublin
•Society, whose usefulness dates back to nearly
a century and a half—the Dublin Sanitary
Association, and the Council of tho Dublin
Society, have commenced a series of public lec-

tures, in tho theatre of Leinster House, on the
several clepartmonts of Sanitary ouro. The first

lecture was delivered on Saturday last (22nd
February), to a large aud influential audience.

NEW RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
The railway and canal Bills of the current

session for which notices of petitions have been
deposited are 190 in number, of which 160 are
for the construction of new railways or additional
railway works. Of the total number, seventy,
seven Bills are promoted by new companies,
and 113 by existing companies. The powers
•asked for are for the construction of 1,812
miles of new lines, and the proposed additional
•capital to be raised under the Bills amounts to

•69,09-1,778?., two-thirds of that amount being by
shares aud the remainder by loan. Eighteen
tramway Bills have been petitioned for, to lay
seventy-eight miles of tramway, capital in shares
•and loan, 837,800?. In addition to the latter,

there are tvventy-seven applications for pro-
visional orders for the construction of 158 miles
•of tramway; capital, 837,012?. Of the new
tramways, seventy miles are proposed to bo laid

in London and its suburbs, exclusive of the
mileage in the four Bills that were suspended
last July by order of the House of Commons.
The streets and roads in which it is proposed

• to laytramways include :—A Brixton,Streatham,
and Croydon line of seven miles and a half

; lines
from Blackheath-hill to Eltham, with a branch
along the Lewisham-road

; linos in Dover-road,
Kennington-road, and Wandsworth-road

; lines

in Victoria-street, Westminster, aud from the
south end of Westminster Bridge, along the
bridge, and the Thames Embankment to General

I Oiitram’s statue
;
from Somerset House along

I

Waterloo Bridge and Waterloo-road to a junction
with tramways at the Borough - road

; from
London Bridge along Southwark - street, over
Blackfriars Bridge along Bridge-street, Earring-
<lon-8treet, Kin^s Cross-road, aud the Cale-
donian-road to Holloway, with branches in the
City by Queen Victoria-street to the Mansion
House, and from the Ludgate-cirous by the new
street to Holborn

; an extension from Goswoll-
road to St. -Martiu’s-le-Grand

; a short line in
Lothbury and along tho west aide of the
Bank

; an extension of the Whitechapel line to
tho

j
unction of Leadenhall-ek-eet withFenchuroh-

street, an extension from Old-strect-road to

I
Bishopsgate-street, aud a short line from iloor-

I

^ato-streot to Broad-street Station. To the west
j and Boutli-west tramways are proposed from
I Shepherd’s Bush, along tho U.xbridge-road, to

^
Aotou, Ealing, Hanwell, and Southall, with a

i

branch to Brentford, and from Hammersmith,
to Chiswick, Kew, and Richmond. Another line

j

is proposed from Kuightsbridge, along the
t Brompton and New Brompton roads, to Walham
t G-reen and Pulbam. On tho .north and north-
t west, lines are proposed froni Stamford-liill to

D Tottenham and Edmonton
;
lines in the Victoria

j

Paik-road and Grove-street
;

in- the Junction-

'

I'
road, Upper Holloway; and from the 'Hamp.

'

stead-road to the Adelaide-road, Haverstook-
hill. One of the longest of the new routes is

proposed by the London Street Tramways Com-
pany, and the Common Road Conveyance Com-
pany, being from. Goswell-road, along Penton-
ville-road, Euston-road, Marylobone-road, and
Edgware-road, to Edgware, with a branch from
Oxford-street, along Tottenham-court-road, to
Euston-road. Some of these applications ought
certainly not to be granted.
The tramway companies, judging from their

estimates, execute their works at excessive cost.

One of the new bills, for instance, is for laying
1 mile -11 chains of tramway,' for which a capital
of 25,000?. is required, or at tb© rate of about
16,000?. per mile, with no land to purchase,
cuttings, embankments, or other works, beyond
laying a light permanent way, that costs for
heavy railways less than half the amount.
Tho Metropolitan Railway District group

embraces nine Bills, for the construction of 10^
miles of new lines, that are all suburban, the
most extensive being the Metropolitan and
St. John’s Wood now lines, of 5 miles and
10 chains, for an extension at Pinchley-road, a
lino to the Hampstead Junction Railway, at the
Edgware-road, a second to tho Midland Raihvay,
and a third by Willesden to Kingsbury. Tho
additional capital to be raised is 400,000?.

HOW FAR IS AN ARCHITECT LIABLE ?

“H.” in your last number (p. 152) mshes to

know what is the use of an architect’s certificate.

I am sure be will pardon me if, in the desire to

be expbeit, I happen to state anything with
which he feels himself already acquainted. The
certificate for final payment is, as I take it, im-
mediately in question, Tho cortificate for works
in progress does not, however, materially differ

in purpose. Both are, I contend, given simply
to guide the payments, and are in the nature of
somewhat confidential communications between
the architect and the client. A certificate for
final payment is always indubitable evidence
that the works are substantially complete,—that
every important matter is done that tho letter
and spirit of the contract stipulated for. If in
any instance this was not the case, the archi-
tect would be legally liable for neglect. [Of
course, as a matter of fact, architects, if at all

judiciously-aelected practitioners, take pains to
make their certificates as final as they can in
every way,—withhold them if not satisfied, «&c.,

—

so that, where the surveys have been fairly
frequent, and tho scrutiny of tho works keen,
clients usually and justly regard final certificates

as pretty good evidence also as to the character
of the work and its correspondence throughout
with contract drawings and specifications.] If
anything further than the fact of completion was
vouched for, the architect would cease to be the
overlooker of the -works, and become a guarantor
of efficiency, a rule that ho is never, I think,
employed or paid to take. In truth, as your
correspondent, “ Z.,” hints, the scale of the
architect’s pay should be evidence enough as to
this. He is (in tho absence, be it always said, of
special agreement which might provide for any
amount of extra supervision) a designer and
constructor, who also undertakes to see that his
designs are carried out so as to realise his in-

tentions. It is not by detecting and exposing,
as he does at times, the misdeeds (the intentional
scamping) of tradesmen that ho justifies bis
existence. His employment would have a poor
basis if this was tho case, since one soberly
believes that,—all due allowaures beiug made,

—

a true tradesman wishes aud aims at and takes
a pride in doing fairly. No ono provabiy doing
otherwise wilfully should stand aclianco of being
employed by any one. No judicious person, one
inclines to think, would, however, dispense with
au architect’s services in any building matter,
even if he could secure right-doing on the part of
tradesmen, carried to the length of neglected solf.

interest. But I must not be led away into general
considerations, which would call for more space
than you would afford me. It should be a sup-
port to what I have said, tliat contractors show
no desire to consider themselves cleared of
liability by the architect’s final certificate. In
the “ conditions of Builders’ Contract, prepared
by tho London Builders’ Society,” clause 11,
runs thus :

—

“Any defects, shrinkage, aud other faults which may
appear within months from the completion of the

j

building, and arising out of defective or improper inatp-

j

rials or workmanship, are, upon the direction of the archi-

I

tect, to be amended aud made good by the contractors at
their own cost, unless the architect shall decide that they

161

ought to be paid for the same
j
and, iu case of default, the

emuloyer may recover from the contractors the cost of
malting good the works.”

And the last sentence of clause 17 makes it

clear as to the continuing liability, notwith-
standing tho certificates :

—

“Provided always that no final or other certificate- is

to cover or relieve tho contractors from their liability
under the provisions of Clause No. 11, whether or not the
same he notified by tho architect at the time or subse-
quently to granting any such certificate.”

Clause 18 makes clear what the framers of this

contract consider the certificate,—what it is to do
and what it is not :

—

“A certificate of the architect, or an award of tho
referee hereinafter referred to, as the case niay be, showing
tho final balance due or payable to tho contractors, is to
be conclusive evidence of the works having been duly
completed, and that the contractors are entitled to receive
payment of the final balance, but without prejudice to tho
liability of the contractors under the provisions of
Clause No. 11.”

In discussing this question, time agone, 'vi’itli

an intelligent and responsible builder, he justi-
fied some such arrangement as this :

—“

months” (say six to twenty-four, according to
the size and kind of work), not on the ground
that he wished to avoid fair responsibilities, but
on tho principle of Statutes of Limitation,—the
evidence being much affected by short lapse of
time,—buildings are altered or nsglectod, archi.
tects die, foremen emigrate, &c. Therefore tho
shortest time, ho argued, should be named that
will give the building a fair and thorough
trial, and after that time no inquiry should be
possible. One is bound to confess that a fair-

seeming argument can be made in tliis way,

—

but not a thoroughly convincing ouo. I subjoin
a clause long in common use which is not unfair,
and should not be objected to (in fact, is not
objected to) by well-intentioned tradesmen :

—

“Should auy flaws, cracks, Bettlement, shrinkings, or
defects of oay kiud whotsoever arise, occur, or become
evident during the progress of the works, or within the
ubovc-iueutioiicd .... weeks £hefare the final payment]
from the completion and delivering up of the same, or at
any time tJierea/ter, which are fairly attributable to tho
use of bad materials, workmanship, or negligence, tho
contractor shall pull down and rebuild or rectify and
make good the same at his own expense, to the satisfac-
tion ot the architect

;
and shall not be considered iu any

manner relived from liability as to the same by the fact
of payments of moneys having been previously made on
the certificates of the said architect. And in case of
default, tho said .... [proprietor] may recover from
the said contractor for tlie damage sustained by him in
consequence of such defects, or for the cost of pulling
down and rehuUding, rectifying and making good, the
works, and for damages sustained by the said .... [pro-
prietor] in consequence of tho same.”

“Hard cases make bad law,”— and bad rule
and custom also, one may add. While one must
acknowledge that “ A Sufferer’s” architect was
obviously very blind and negligeut, and “A
Sufferer” was very badly served, on looking at
the whole question of supervision in building
trades, one is not inclined to recommend a revo-
lution by which the architect wouhl become a
capitalist underwriter, instead of (what ho is

now understood to be) a director of works.

X.

Sir,—

I

n reply to this question, I will refer
your correspondent “ H.” to the practice of tho
medical profession. If “ H.” should be so un-
fortunate as to require the services of a medical
man, and calls in a physician, that gentleman
proscribes, and on subsoqueut visits watches the
progress of the disease; but if “IJ.” sends his

prescription to be made up by a vendor of

adulterated drugs, instead of a properly-qualified

dispenser, and fails to recover, .or gets poisoned
by tho negligence of a shopman, it will scai’cely

.be expected that the physician be liable to
blame. The same with aiv architect : if he fur-
nishes a proper plan aud specification, and such
general supervision as would be required where
a respectable and able tradesman is employed,
that is all that should be expected from him

;
aud

when the work is finished, the architect certifies

that the contractor is entitled to the amount of his
contract, aud that the work is completed accord-
ing to specification, so far as can be seen; but
this does not screen the dishonest builder, for it

is al-ways to bo implied that it means “fraud
excepted.”

Unless the tradesman be well known as a
reliable and experienced man, it is absolutely
necessary to have a clerk of works to sec every
portion of material before it is placed in tho
work; and, even with an honest man, in largo
works, owing to the ignorance and incapacity of
workmen generally, this is desirable and more
satisfactory to. the contractor. I have frequently-
protested against the employment of incuni.
petent and fraudulent men, aud, in reply, have
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been answered somewhat to this effect,
—“We

consider it necessary to accept the cheapest man,

and must look to you to take care that we get our

pound of flesh.” In the early days of my practice

I was, to some extent, compelled to fall in with

this
;
but the result was frequently bankruptcy of

contractor, who was insolvent to commence with,

and I became branded as a tyrant, whose delight

was to ruin every tradesman he had to deal

with. I do not wish to appear one-sided in my
remarks, but am willing to admit that there are

many young architects who would bo better

fitted for their duties if they followed the good

old practice of working at the several brandies

of the building trade for a few years, either

before or just after their pupilage, and there are

sometimes instances where failures could be

attributed to want of care or experience on their

part, and for which a degree of liability would

attach; therefore it would be just as unfair to

endeavour to make the contractor responsible

for this as it would be to expect the architect to

make good defects arising from the rascality of

the contractor, and pub out of sight daring his

absence. Z.

WAREHOUSE IN VICTORIA-STREET,
BRISTOL.

A NEW warehouse has been built in Victoria-

street, Bristol, for Mr. Joseph Birtwell, iron-

founder. Mr. H. Masters was the architect, and
Messrs. Ford & Summers were the contractors.

It was designed specially to admit of a good
amount of the class of manufactures which Mr.
Birtwell produces. Ornamental rain-water pipes

border the frontage on each side, and the low
parapet forming the gutter is fringed, in the

French manner, with high cresting. The win-

dows, which have stone arches carried on orna-

mental iron columns, pyraraidise, so to speak,

there being three openings on the ground floor,

two on the next, and one at top, producing a
somewhat odd effect. The ironwork is from
original designs. The iron panels on the door
represent' the various stages in the process of

iron-working, and some small carvings in the

stone work show the three degrees of progress

of the trade—the top, “ mining,” and the two
lower, “ smelting ” and “ forging” respectively.

CHESTER WORKHOUSE COMPETITION.

The building committee considered the plans,

and selected for the consideration of the Board
numbers 1 (E.xperior), 3 (Fidelis), ‘1 (Deva),

6 (Ventilation), 8 (We fight to win), 9 (Cestria),

10 (awheat-sheaf), 13 (Castrium), 16 (Rusticus),

19 (Palmam qui meruit ferat), 25 (Dee Side),

26 (Alpha), 30 (Idoneum).

After a long discussion, it was resolved, on the

motion of Mr. Salisbury, that the thirteen plans

be referred back to the committee, and that they
take steps to see some competent persons upon
the matter, and satisfy themselves that the work
can be carried out for the money stipulated.

WHOLESALE FISH-MARKET FOR
LIVERPOOL.

During the past week there has been com-
menced in Liverpool a new fish-market, some-
what similar in its design to that of Manchester,

described in last week’s Builder, except that the

Liverpool structure will be exclusively devoted
to the wholesale trade. Hitherto there has
been no acommodation for the wholesale fish

trade; the dealers have had to be content with
two comparatively narrow avenues near the
retail market in Great Charlotte-street, which,
besides being totally unfit for the purposes of

the trade, were not even spacious enough. The
consequence has been that for many years, the

London and Manchester markets have been
better supplied tban the Liverpool market, and
various inland towns have been in the same
position. At the last meeting of the Liverpool
town council, a tender of Messrs. R. Wells &.

Sons, contractors, Commercial-road, Liverpool,
for alterations intended to accommodate the
wholesale trade, was accepted by the council ;

so that the complaints that for years have been
made by the dealers, will be productive of a
substantial local improvement. The coat of the
alterations will amount to 1,541Z., and the
enlarged apace will bo made by extending the
retail market on the west side, across the pre-

sent open passage near the Amphitheatre. By
taking in a portion of the retail market, a whole- '
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sale market of 600 square yards will be pro-

vided; the retail market possessing under the

new arrangement, 1,000 square yards. The
present retail market will be entirely re-

arranged, but there will be no diminution of

counter space, although the area of the market
itself will be reduced. At the north end of the

market, in Rose-street, space will be provided

for the accommodation of the vehicles which

will convey the fish from the wharfs and
quays. The present frontage to Great Char,

lotte-street will remain, hut it will be extended

laterally, the style of the new additions being

assimilated to that of the old. These altera-

tions will, it is expected, be finished in about

four months.

DWELLINGS OF THE POOR.

The Special Dwellings Committee of the

Charity Organisation Society held its second

meeting last week, the Marquis of Westminster

in the chair. A sub-committee was appointed,

on the motion of Mr. V. J. Kay-Shuttleworth,

M.P., to consider various suggestions and advise

the committee as to the best mode of dealing

with the various branches of the subject. The
sub-committee met on the 26th nit., and made
some progress in their work.

MEDALS AND PREMIUMS OF THE
INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

A VERY fair assortment of drawings and essays

have been submitted this year, including six

designs for a public hall in competition for the

Soane medallion and 50Z. For this it is more
than likely that the drawings distinguished by
the device of a bell within a circle will be recom-
mended, and that medals of merit wiU bo awarded
to the authors of the drawings bearing respec-

tively the mottoes, “Frustra?” and “ They say

!

What say they ? ” The Institute Silver Medal,

with five guineas, will probably bo awarded to

the author of the drawings distinguished by the

device of a circle. (Building illustrated— St.

Mary’s Abbey, Malton, Yorkshire) ; and a medal
of merit to the author of the essay on “ Modem
Art-Architectural Criticism,” bearing the motto

of “ Unde et Inde ?
”

We are sorry to learn that an excess of dis-

bursements over receipts, to the amount of 3001.,

will have to be met at the special meeting on
Monday next.

THE “HAWK AND HANDSAW.”
If Mr. Gedge will look over the preceding

correspondence, he will see that there is no dis-

pute about the word “ hernshaw ;” it is hayiser

that we are in trouble about.

At present “ hanser ” requires authentication.

If Mr. Gedge can throw any light upon its use,

for the heron, in Norfolk, we shall all be much
obliged to him.
As to Mr. Barry Sullivan’s reading, it must be

conceded that every individual has a right to his

own opinion, and any actor may alter an author’s

words for the sake of stage effect. But I do

not find that either of his proposed new words,
viz., “hern or heron,” and “pshaw,” exists any
where in Shakspeare’a text. Mrs. Cowden
Clark’s invaluable Concordance has no reference

to either.

So far as Shakspeare’s text goes, he may
never have seen a heron

;
for there is no men.

tion of it save in this doubtful passage. The
word “ pshaw,” I think, is more modern than his

day; the word “pish,” which might be deemed
a synonym, does occur in some editions ; but

unfortunately it is glossed as equivalent to

“push.” See “Much Ado,” act v., sc. 1.

In sending this “note,” I ought to make a
reservation as regards Shakspeare’s poems, apart

from his plays. A. H.

THE CASTLE OF PONTEFRACT
“Our histories,” says Swift, “are full of

Pomfret Castle;” and although this has long

ceased to be the case, and Pomfret be now
famous but for cakes and the cultivation of the

root employed in the soothing of catarrh and the

adulteration of railway coffee, it was once a

very famous, and is still a very interesting,

place.

Whence came the name of Pontefract, and

when and where its bridge was broken down,

are questions over which antiquaries have long

'
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stumbled, seeing that the Aire, the only streamij

of the district needing to be traversed by a bridge, I

is two miles from the town and quite out of its’

girth.
;

It appears from Norman charters that the^

name of the place was Kirkby, a name, no doubt,
j

bestowed upon it when church and hamlet were,
founded as a Christian settlement, in the old

|

days when King Oswald of Northutnbria eni-.|

braced the new faith, an event probably com-

1

memorated by the cross which gave name to tho

!

wapentake still known of Oswald’s or Osgod’st

Cross. Kirkby, however, is not named in Domes-':

day, though probably even then a burgh. It is:

evidently included in the manor of Tateshall, or]

Tanshelf, which belonged to the king, andij

appended to which was the soke of Manesthorp,;!

Barnebi, and Silchestone. Tateshall formed,i

and still forms, a part of the town of Pontefract.

No doubt this is the “ Taddenes Scylf,”

where, in 947, King Eadred received the fealty,

of Archbishop Wulfstan and the Northumbrian.
Witan, as recorded, with their speedy breach of:

it, in the Anglo-Saxon chroniclo. Tho place'

;

must even then have been of importance, and
there can bo but little doubt that the Witan
met on tho site of the later castle. Also-'

it continued to be an important place, for at:

the Conquest it was a demesne of the Crown,i

and is recorded in Domesday as rated at 20l.y

having three mills, and containing a hospital for.

the poor. Domesday, no doubt, means Ponte«i

fract Castle, when It records that, “ Omms;
tornour sedet infra metam castelli Ilherti seciww

dum primam mensuram, et secundum novissinuvm

mensuram sedet extra.” Meta is here clearly the:

castle garth or boundary of its immediate lands,,

not the military enceinte or curtain about the

position, with respect to which no measoremenfe

could be iu error, nor is it the Castelry, whiolK

was a much larger area.

The parish of Pontefract, which is large, is

composed of six townships, of which one is

Pontefract proper. The parish is one of twenty
composing the wapentake or hundred.

Leland, who calls the fortress “ Snorrai

Castle,” says that before the Conquest it be-

longed to Richard Aschenald, and then to Ailric,'

Sweine, and Adam, his son, grandson, and great-

grandson. This last had two daughters, married
to Alex, do Crevequer and Adam de Montbegon;
Dodsworth calls Aschenald, Aske, still a great]

Yorkshire name, and points out, what indeed is

still very evident, that the Norman works stooii

in part on an artificial hill, on which no doubki

stood the house of the English lord, dispo9sessed!i

by the Conqueror.
Ailric is a real person, and a Domesday land-,

owner, and before the Conquest held manyi
manors. Sweine was his son, and inherited, andi

gave a church and chapel to the monks of StJ

John’s Church at Pontefract. Ailric held his.

lands, much reduced, under the Norman grantee,i

as did Sweine, and Adam Fitz Sweine, whGi

founded Bretton Priory, and died about 1158>!

having been a very considerable person. Chartersi

by both Sweine and Adam are found in thei

Pontefract cartulary.

William 1. was at Castleford on the Aire in thei

winter of 1069, and as he stayed there three week®
he probably found the means of inspecting so;

strong a place as the English House at Kirkby, andi

when he granted the district to Ilbert de Lacy:

it may reasonably be supposed that he followed'

his usual practice of directing a castle to be-)

built.

Mr. Freeman suggests that the name of

;

Pontefract may have arisen from some incident)

connected with this passage of the Aire
;
others-'

have thought that, like Richmond and Mont-I

gomery, it was an imported name. Ordericus,;

however, as Mr. Freeman remarks, refers to it aai

Fracttis-Pons, not Pons-Fractus,“ Rex . . pnepetf

ditur ad fracti pontis vada,” as though the words!

were in a state of transition from a desoriptioDri

to a proper name. The change of name certainly

was adopted slowly, for while an early charter;

by Robert de Lacy, the second lord, has the,

passage, “ de dominiosuo de Kirkbi,” a later onei

has “Deo et S‘' Johanni et Monachis raeis de

Pontefract,” while Hugh de Lanval, the intru- ;

eive lord, at least as late as 1120, employs thei

older name. Robert of Castleford, a good local •

authority, writing about a century after the i

event, says the name commemorates the escape <

of a multitude of people from drowning, when a

bridge broke down beneath them. There is,

:

however, no river within two miles of Pontefraofc

:

capable of drowning a multitude.

Camden derives the name from the breaking

down of a bridge or causeway that traversed the i
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marsliy valley still called the Wash, the spnngs
of which rise close N.W. of the castle and cross

its approach from Knottiogley, at Bufawith
Houses, where, in the time of Edwai’d II., John
Bubwith held lands ^uxta veterem pontem de
Pontefract, about a quarter of a mile from the
•castle, which, indeed, proves the existence of a
bridge, though not of a broken one. How water
came to be here collected will be explained when
the defences of the castle are treated of. Per-
haps the real truth of the matter may lie in the
suggestion of Hopkinaon, that the castle was
•called after a place of that name belonging to
He Lacy in Normandy.
A few marks of Roman occupation have been

•discovered here, and but few. Legeolium, the
station of the district, seems to have been at
•Castleford, three miles distant.

But whatever may have been the origin of the
i

fortress, or of its evidently pre-Norman earth,
works, its recorded histoiy cruntnences with
Ilbert de Lacy, to whom Wifliam granted Knot-
tingley, a large portion of the wapentake, and
other lands, including about 150 manors, chiefly
'in the West Riding,—where they fill seven pages
of Domesday.book,—Nottingham, and Lincoln, of
which those in Yorkshire were erected into an
Honour, of which Pontefract, the strongest and
most important jilace, became naturally the
-chief seat. Ilbert, though no doubt of near kin
to the Herefordshire Lord of Ewyas and Holm.
Lacy, was a different person. He is thought to
have built Pontefract Castle before 1080, com-
mencing it probably in consequence of the visit
of the Conqueror, in 1069. If Sir H. Ellis be
right, and it be alluded to by the Domesdav entry,
Omnis tornour sedet infra metani castelli

Illerti," it was speedily completed. Ilbert also
•endowed tho chapel of St. Clement within the
castle, which, in some form or other, long aur.
vived. He lived into the reign of Rufus, from
whom he had a confirmation of his grants. By
his wife, Hawise, he left Robert and Hugh.

Robert de Lacy, called, from his birthplace,
“of Pontefract,” claims to have built Clitheroe,
which has, indeed, been attributed to his second
eon. He also had a confirmation from Rufus.
By Maud, his wife, he had Ilbert, who, with his
father, on the death of Rufus, joined Curthose
against Henry I., and fought at Tenchbrai. Both
were banished, and Robert wag disseized of Ponte-
fract in favour of William Transversus, and then
•of Hugh cle la Val, or Lanval, who held it to the
reign of Stephen. Robert finally regained the
honour, but King. Henry claimed 2,000 marcs,
nud Do la Va! had loOL for the demesne lauds,
and 20 knights’ fees, which are entered in the
Liber Niger in 1165 as held “ de veteri feodo
ipontisfracti.” Robert confirmed some of De la
Wal’s grants to Nostel, and founded the Cluniac
Priory of Pontefract.

Ilbert de Lacy, next Lord of the Honour,
fought at Northallerton, and was a zealous sup-
porter of Stephen, on whose death he adhered to
Henry II. He married Alice, daughter of Gilbert
de Gant, but died childless.

Henry de Lacy, next brother, succeeded. To
him is attributed the later Norman work in the
castle. He appears in the Liber Niger as holding
60 fees. Henry II. confirmed him in the Honour
of Pontefract, and the other English and tho
Norman possessions of his family. 12 Hen. II.
he was assessed upon 79i fees. He was a con.
siderable church benefactor, and gave St. John’s
Church and St. Nicholas’s Hospital, both in Ponte-
fract, to the priory there. He founded Kirkstall.

Robert de Lacy, his son, and successor to
the Honour, was present at the coronation of
Richard I. He died childless in 1193.
The heir, according to Dugdale, and in viola-

tion of an accepted rule of inheritance, was
Albrcda de Lizures, Robert’s uterine sister. Mr.
Hunter, however, in his preface to the Pipe-roll
of 31 Hen. I. has shown that in all probability
AJbreda was the daughter of Robert de Lizures
hy a sister of Ilbert de Lacy, second of this name,
ind therefore Robert’s cousin, and heir of tho
:ull blood. This point is important as setting
isido what has been regarded as a singular ex-
leption to an accepted law. Albreda married
licliard FitzEustace, Constable of Chester.
John, their son, who died before his mother,

jord of Pontefract and Constable of Chester,
•bandoned his House of Halton, took the name
md arms of De Lacy, and died 1179, having
narried Alice de Vere.
Roger de Lacy, son and heir. 5 Richard 1. he

received from his grandmother the Lacy lands,
jle visited tho Holy Land -with his father in
Hug Richard’s train. 7 Richard I. he paid
pOOO marcs to have livery of the Honour of

Pontefract, excepting the castle, which the king
retained in his own hands, and to which he paid
at least ten visits between 1205 and 1216.
1 John, he reopened the question of the De la Val
20 fees, for livery of which he paid 500 marcs

;and 4 John, 1203, the king addressed a letter to
the tenants directing them to acknowledge Roger
de Lacy as their lord. Though John continued
to hold the Castle, he employed Roger in various
important offices, and made him governor of the
strong fortress of Chateau Gaillard, on the Seine,
in which he stood a very famous siege, only giving
way when short of food, and deserted by the
king. 13 John he paid scutage aipon 47f fees of
his own land, besides others which he held in
wardship. He seems to have been the baron who,
in the absence of regular soldiers, led the Chester
minstrels to the relief of Earl Ranulph, when
surrounded by the Welsh. He was a great
soldier, and an openhanded benefactor to the
church, and deserved the line wth which the
monks of Hanlau began his epitaph :

—

“ Hie sepelitur Hcros generosus in orhe Rogerus.”

Earl Roger died a young man in 1211. In
December, 14 John, 1212, the Honour was in
the king’s hands, and he seems to have made
free with its revenues

;
for in 1213 he directed

300 marcs from its issues to be spent on the
works at Corf Castle. He married Maud de
Clare, and was succeeded by hi.s son.
John de Lacy had seizin 20 September, 1213,

and paid John 7,000 marcs for livery of the
Honour, less the castles of Pontefract and
Dun-ington, which the king kept, and for the
expenses of keeping which Peter FitzHerbert
had an order on the Exchequer. John, who is

styled in the writ John de Chester, joined the
Barons against King John, and was duly e.xcom-
municated by the Pope. The mother of his
children was Margaret, co-heir of Saer de Quincy,
Earl of Winchester, by Hawise, Countess of
Lincoln and co-heir of Ranulph, Earl of Chester
and Lincoln. Early in the reign of Henry III.,
1232, on the death of Earl Ranulph, Hawise
seems to have made over her earldom to her
daughter’s husband, who bore the title till his
death, in 12-10.

Edmund do Lacy, their son, was, by the con.
trivanco of ITonry III,, married to one of his
foreign kinsfolk, Alice, daughter of the Marquis
de Saluces. He inherited Pontefract, but did
not assume the title of Lincoln, as he did not
outlive his mother. He died 42 Henry III.,
1258, having built the House of the White Friars,
near the Barbican, at Pontefract.
Henry de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln, his son, was the

greatest of his race. He married the heiress of
Longspee, and in her right became Earl of Salis-
bury. He was in ward to the king, and in 1272
was knighted and made Governor of Knares-
borough Castle. He walled the-town, and com-
menced the Castle of Denbigh, which he is said
to have left unfinished because his only sur-
viving son was drowned in a draw-well in the
Red Tower there. His other son had been
killed by a fall from a tower at Pontefract.

^

Having thus no son, Earl Henry surrendered
his estates to the king, who regranted them, 28th
December, 21 Edward I., to him for life, yrith
remaiiiderto Edmund, Earl of Lancaster, and the
heirs of his body. 28 Edward I., Queen Mar-
garet was a visitor at Pontefract Castle, and
daring a short hunting excursion to Brotherton,
was there brought to bed suddenly of Thomas
called from his birth-place. It is said that the
house in which she took refuge, with 20 acres of
land, was enclosed in a wall and ditched, and
granfed by the tenure of keeping the wall in
repair. Earl Henry died at Lincoln’s Inn, 1310,
leaving a daughter, Alice, who married Thomas,
Earl of Leicester.

Thomas Pluntagenet, Earl of Lancaster, and,
by liis wife, Alice, of Lincoln, and Lord of Ponte-
fract, succeeded. He was much at the castle,
and probably refuced the lower part of the keep,
built Swillington Tower, and no doubt some of
the structures the bases of which remain in the
main ward. He also in 1315 built Dunstan.
borough, and added Lancaster’s Buildings to
Kenilworth. Earl Thomas’s history is well
known. From Boroughbridge Field he was taken
to Pontefract Castle, then occupied by the weak
and vindictive king. He was imprisoned in
Swillington Tower, tried and condemned in the
great hall, and, in 1322, executed on the hill
which still hears bis canonised name, a mile to
the north-east. He was buried in tho Priory,
The patent creating Harcla, one of his captors,
Earl of Carlisle, was dated from the castle, three
days after the earl's execution.

Countess Alice, whose character was unhappily
not so impregnable as her castle, married
secondly Eubolo L’Estrange, who died 9 Edw. III.
Her third husband was Hugh de Fresnes, called
Earl of Lincoln. There was a fourth, earlier
in the list, whose claims are doubtful. Alice
died 1348, but Pontefract and the other pos-
sessions had already passed, under the ro-grant,
to her husband’s brother.

Henry Plantagenet, Earl of Lancaster, suc-
ceeded to bis brother’s honour in 1324 and died
1345. Edward III. probably retained the castle.
He was here in 1328. By Maud Chaworth Earl
Henry had another Henry.
Henry Plantagenet (Tort-col, or of Griamond),

Earl of Derby, &c., and, in 1351, Duke of
Lancaster. He died 1361. Blanch, his second
daughter by Isabel Beaumont, and co-heir, in-
herited Pontefract Castle and Honour.
John Plantagenet, of Gaunt, Duke of Lan-

caster, married the heiress and became Lord of
Pontefract. He much resided at Pontefract,
and restored the works. When tlireatened by
Richard II. he victualled and put the castle into
a state of defence. 12 Rich. II. he obtained by
charter “ jura regalia ” within tho honour. Parts
of tho half-covered basements in the main ward
appear of his time. He died 1399.
Henry Plantagenet, of Bolinbroke, Duke of

Hereford, afterwards Henry IV., son and heir,
succeeded, being then in exile. Richard II., by
confiscating the estates, provoked reprisals,
which led to his own deposition. Pontefract
Castle became his first prison, and the scene of
his supposed murder. Since that event the
castle has been vested in the Crown. Richard
Scrope, Archbishop of York, was here con.
deraned to death in 1405, and at that time
Henry IV. was much here, putting down the
Northern insurrections. Many of his instru-
ments are hence dated between 1105 and 1408.
Henry V., much occupied with foreign wars,

and having peace at home, had no occasion
to make use of Pontefract, which seems to have
been neglected in its military capacity

; but
here Charles, Duke of Orleans, taken at Agin-
court, and James I. of Scotland, were long con-
fined, both accomplished men and given to lite-
rature.

With the civil dissensions that came under
Henry VI., the castle became again of import-
ance. Tho Duke of Exeter, taken from sanctuary
after St. Alban’s, was here imprisoned ; and iu
1-460, after tho battle of Wakefield, Edward here
took part, with his army encamped around. It
was nnder the walls of the castle that Warwick
killed bis horse before the soldiers, saying, “Let
him flee that flee will

; I stay by hint who stays
by me.” It was in accordance with this declara-
ration that the king advanced from Pontefract
next day, and defeated the Lancastrians at
Towton. Edward’s father, Richard, Duke of
York, and his brother, the Earl of Rutland,
slain at Wakefield, had been buried at Ponte-
fract. He now added his father’s head to his
body, and removed the whole from St. John’s
Church to Fotheringay. During Edward’s re-
verses and absence in Holland, the Lancastrians
need Pontefract as a military prison.

In 1463, Edward was again at Pontefract, and
in 1-478, when he was escorted thither in great
state, and remained a week.
The bloody celebrity of Pontefract was in.

creased during the ascendancy of Richard, Duke
of Gloucester, who sent hither Rivers, Grey,
Vaughan, and Hawte to be executed without
form of trial. Soon after his accession, ho
erected the town into a municipal borough.
The castle rose again briefly into notice in

1536, when Aske and the insurgents of the
Pilgrimage of Grace appeared before it, and
forced its surrender bv Lord Darcy and the
Archbishop of York, with more than a presump,
tion of treachery. Henry VIII. was here in
1540. Two years later. Sir Henry Savile, as
governor, had charge of several Scottish prisoners
taken at Solway Moss.

Elizabeth, towards the close of her reign
repaired the castle, and rebuilt the chapel of
St. Clement within it. King James was liere in
1603, and made the castle and honour a part of
the dower of his queen. He repeated his visitm 1616, and viewed the newly-established col-
lege of St. Clement, within the castle. Kino-
Charles was here in 1625, soon after his
accession.

Pontefract was once more to become a place of
military importance. Once the centre of the
baronage of the north, it was now to appear as
the rallying.place of the great aristocracy ofYork-
shire, and of the Royal party. In 1642 when
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Charles lifted his staudard at York, Pontefract

Castlo was garrisoned by a very strong force of

local gentry and volunteers, with the gallant Sir

William Lowther, of Swilliiigton, as governor.

Their courage was soon to bo tried. Aftc'r

ilarston Moor and the surrender of York, Sir T.

Faii’fax appeared before the castle, and in

December, 1644, commenced its siege. The

main attack seems to have been directed upon

the north-west angle, where the Pix tower was
battered, and fell, bringing down part of the

adjacent curtain with it. The enemy, however,

did not storm, and the breach was made good

with earth. Mines were then tried, and one was

sprung near the king’s tower, at the south-east

aaigle. These were met by counter mines, fur

which the ground, a soft rock, was very favour-

able. Very many shafts were sunk near the

walls in the main ward, and no doubt are still

in existence. Both attack and defence were

carried on with great spirit, but at last stores

began to fail, and matters looked ill for the

garrison. They were reduced to extremity

when, ou the Ist of Mai'ch, Sir JI. Langdalo

aiTived with 2,000 men from O.xford, and forced

Lambert to raise the siege, while ho victualled

and reinforced the garrison.

The Parliament, however, was now in the

ascendant, and in a few days their forces were

recruited, and again appeared before the place.

This time regular trenches were opened,

batteries thrown up, and a complete line of cir.

cumvallatioii laid out. This was of an oval

figure, completely inclosing the castle and its

outworks. The contained area, fr'oin the head of

Micklogato by Knollys’s Uospital ou the west, to

Honk-hiil near New Hall on the east, was 900

yards
;
and from Bagbill ou the south, to the

middle of the Abbot’s Closes on the north, 700

yards, and about 3,000 yards in girth. Upon
this line, which in parts commanded the castle,

were thrown up twelve regular places of arras,

redans, or batteries, besides tieches and lighter

works on the intermediate curtains to beat off

the frequent sallies of the garrison. General

Sands commanded, and Goueral Overton was
governor of the town. New Hall, a large man-
sion of the Talbots, to the east of tlie castle and

outside the lines, was entrenched, and occupied

by Sir John Savile. The garrison held Swilling-

ton tower, the tower of the groat church, and

Neville’s mount, a cavalier thrown up by them
within the barbican, and carrying a largo iron

gun. These advanced works were of great ser-

vice, as they both retarded the siege works and
protected the repeated sallies from the garrison.

The trenches were opened in March, but it

was the 34th of May before a battery was
opened upon the keep. General Poyntz then took

the command of the attack. It was, however, late

in May before the church-tower was battered

down, and the post therefore abandoned. Not.

withatandiug the disastrous news of Naseby,

Lowther continued to hold out, and it was not

until July 20th, after four mouths of siege, with-

out further supply of stores or ammunition,

and without a cbauco of relief, tliat he sur-

rendered upon excellent terms. The fall of Pon-

tefract was followed in three days by that of

Sandal Castle, within signal of its towers.

The Parliament spared Pontefract on account

of its strength, and put iu Geueral Cotterell,

with a garrison. The Royalists, however, were

still strong in the district, and June 6, 1648, it

was recovered by the treason of Morrice, a

renegade, but a man of courage. A garrison was
quickly collected, aud the castle became once

more a Royalist centre.

A third siege thus became necessary, and such

was the strength of the place that, discouraged

as the Royalists were, it promised to be a trouble-

some one. General Rainsborough, who was ap.

pointed, met his death before taking the command,
which fell at first to Sir H. Cholmley. Cromwell
himself was present for a time, and a work on

the north fort bore his name. He, however, left

Lambert in command. Meantime, the King’s

death had broken up the party; and ultimate

success being impossible, the governor, Morrice,

listened to terms. Ho himself and some others

were excepted by name. The difficulty thus

created was ingeniously evaded. The excepted

persons being reduced to three, they were walled

up in one of the subterranean chambers, well

provided with food and air, and Lambert was
made to believe that they had escaped. The })laoe

was then surrendered, Lambert eutereil March

24, 1649, and as he did not retain the place, the

threb culprits got away safely. Parliament now
ordered the castle to be demolished, and the

only record of the details of its parts is that

preserved in the schedule of its destruction. The
materials—timber, lead, glass, and iron, sold for

1,779J. 17a. 4d., of which 7771. 4s. 6d. was the

cost of demolition, 1,0001. was paid to the town,

and the balance of 21. 12s. lOd. went to tlio

Commonwealth. This last creditor, however,

received afterwards some arrears amounting to

1451. 11s. 7d., and so, in an account of profit and
loss, was wound up the history of one of the

strongest aud greatest fortresses iu the North.

A description of it will follow. G. T. C.

SIR EDWARD LOVET PEARCE,
ARCHITECT.

(“EDWARD I'EARCE.”)
*

On several occasions the query has been put,

through the pages of the Builder, as to “ who
was Edward Pearce?” as all that has been

known of him to our English architects was,

that ho was author of a work on Friezes, “ Sculd

by John Overtou, att ye White Horse, Without

Newgate, nearo the Fountaino Tavern.” Now,
if the present writer mistakes not, he has sue-

needed in identifying and “fixing” the entity

of this Edward Pearce, who has been for a long

time an ignis fatuus, whom, though seemingly

within our reach, we have failed to secure. We
have strong reasons for believing that Captain

Edward Lovet Pearce, Surveyor-Goneral of his

Majesty’s Works iu Ireland, aud the official

acknowledged architect of the Irish Houses of

Parliament, commenced in 1728-9, was no other

than the missing “ Edward Pearce.” If we fail

in the following particulars to prove that both

are identical, we shall succeed at the same time

in bringing into more prominent notice a second

Edward Pearce, who by his work deserves a

fitting niche in the “ Dictionary of Architec-

tiire.” Owing to the decay of Chichester House,

where tlie Parliament in Dublin used to meet, a

committee was appointed to report on the con-

dition of the edifice, and to estimate for tlie ceu-

struebion of a new Parliament House. Matters

hung on until 1727, wlieu it was found imprac-

ticable to retain the old building. A report was
then made, advising that a new buikliug' should

be erected. In 1728, a sum of 6,0001. was voted

towards the providing of the materials and con-

struction, and Thomas Burgh,* tho predecessor

of Pearce as Surveyor-General, was ordered to

prepare a plan of tho building. On the 3rd of

February, 1728-9, the first stone of tho new
building was laid, at which ceremony attended

the Lords Justices, several peers, the King-at-

Arms, aud Cuptain Edward Lovet Pearce.

Passing over the particulars attending the

foundation and ceremonial, we may note that

Thomas Burgh, who was instructed by the

House of Commons to prepare the plans, held

the office of director-general and overseer of

fortifications and buildings from the year 1700

to 1730. In all the official documents of the

time, Mr. Gilbert says, in bis “ History of

Dublin,” Sir Edward Lovet Pearce appears as

the designer and director of the new Houses of

Parliament.

A committee was appointed in 1729 to report

on the progress of the buildings, and reported

most favourably of the works. They could not,

they said, “ help observing with the greatest

pleasure an uncommon beauty, order, and con-

trivance in the building, and that the same had
been carried on with unusual expedition and
diligence

;
that the money expended thereupon

had been laid out with tho greatest frugality, and
the accounts thereof kept in the moat regular

and orderly manner.” It is further observed

that “ the director appointed by the Government
had attended the said work from the beginning

with the utmostapplication, and had therebysaved

a large sum to the public, which in the course of

such work by the ordinary method must neces-

sarily have been expended, and at the same time

had charged nothing for his own great expenses,

skill, and pains.” The same day that this report

was brought before the Commons, the sum of

1,OOOJ. was unanimously voted to the director (or

architect) for his great success. The first session

of Parliament in the new building was opened in

October, 1731, by the Duke of Dorset, the then

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland
;
and in the December

of the same year the Commons agreed to a resolu-

tion, and an address was presented to the Viceroy,

asking that an additional sum of 1,0001. might bo

voted to Edward Lovet Pearce, “ in consideration

* Thomas Burgh was author of a work entitled “A
Method to Determine the Areas of Right-lined Figures

Uoiversally; very nset'ul for ascertaiuiug the Coateats of

any Survey.” Published iu 1721.

of the care and pains he had taken in cariying on
the building of the Parliament House, and shall

take in finishing the same.” The House of
Lords also unanimously resolved that the direc-
tor had shown ability, skill, and workmanship,

. in the erection of the new building. It would be
wrong of us here at this stage of our account to
suppress the statements made shortly afterwards
in public to the injury of Pearce. It was pretty
openly stated that Pearce liad obtained the plans
and other assistance from Richard Castle, other-
wise Cassels, a noted architect at the same period
iu Dublin. Some account of Castle we have
already given in a previous volume of tho
Builder.* It was even stated that Pearce
cheated Castle in the transaction, by not paying
the amounts agreed upon between both. These
statement.^ received first currency through the
medium of an anonymous work piinted for private
circulation iu 1736. The writer, however, ad-
mitfced that Pearce opposed him in a family law-
suit, and hence his enmity. Previously to tho
publication of Mr. Gilbert’s work, the name of
Richard Castle appeared in all the publications
we have met with as the ai'chiteot of tho Irish

Houses of Parliament.

Pearce is described by our anonymous writer
in 1736 in unenviable terms.

In contrast to the above wo have some lines

written by a Henry Nelson, entitled, “ The
Speech of the first Stone laid in the Parliament
House to the Government. February 3rd, 1728-9.”

“ Next let my gratituJe and due respect
Be humbly paid to the great arehitect.
And as hia merit, let his praises ring
Who did mo first to this great houour bring

;

Let ev’ry tongue in softest notes rehearse,
Time after time, the worth of Captain Pearce.
All hail to thee ! who only is the man
That by your art has form’d this noble plan

;

Aod us toe structures on my shoulders rise
Si shall your praise, exalted to the skies.
The pile msjeatic shall its beauty show.
And all its beauty to your judgment owe.
To future ages celebrate the name
Of its projector, and record your fame.”

One of the frieuds aud companions of Dean
Swift, Dr. Delapey, ill his poem entitled “Tlie
Pheasant and tho Lark,” alludes in a compli-
mentary way to tho architectural abilities of
Captaiu Pearce.

Itfurtherappears thatthis Edward Lovet Pearco
was a captaiu in Novill’s regiment of dragoons,
and sat for awhile in the Irish Parliament as a
member for Ilatoath. Sir Edward Pearco died'

at his country-house in Stillorgan, county Dublin,
in the year 1733, and lies interred iu th&
village church of Dounybrook. He had a brother,

a Lieutenant-General Thomas Pearce, who ia

reported to have served with great courage in

the campaigns of Spain and Portugal. Ha was
elected a privy coimcillor, and served as a
member of Parliament, and also as a governor of

Limerick. The brother, Thomas, was buried sub-
sequently iu the same graveyard with bis brother,
Edward Pearce.

Arthur Dobbs succeeded Pearce as surveyor-
general in Ireland in superintending the finishing

of the works at the Parliament House in Dublin,
and it was said also of him, as it was previously
said of Pearce, that he was greatly assisted in
the work by Richard Castle. The works were
completed in 1739, and in 1741 the Commons
voted Arthur Dobbs 250J., “for his care aud
pains in finishing the Parliament House.”

In Mr. Gilbert’s work already quoted, aud
whose statements may be relied upon as he
quotes official documents, we find the expendi.
tnre for the Parliament House iu December,
1735, including 2,0001. to Pearce, and 4901. paid
in pursuance of an Act of Parliament to th&
proprietors of the several buildings which had
to be removed, amounted to 38,471i. lOs. 5id.
A Parliamentary committee, appointed in the

same year to inquire into the state and condition

of the building, resolved,/' that Sir Edward Lovet
Pearce, late engineer and surveyor-general, and
his executrix, Anne, Lady Pearce, had faithfully'

and honestly accounted for the several sums by
him received for building the Parliament House.”
Of the subsequent additions to the Irish Parlia.

meat House, it is unnecessary to write in detail.

The names of Thomas Cooley and James Gandon,
two English architects, are associated with other

additions to the Irish Parliament House towards
the close of the last century. Gandon, the
greater architect of the two, designed the
Corinthian portico which was added as an.

entrance to the House of Lords ou the eastern

side. Flaxraan, the English sculptor, designed

• Castle was the author of “ An Essay toward Supplying
the City of Dublin with Water.” He was the architect of
many important buildings iu that city. Ho died in 1751.
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the three figures on the southern front of the

building
;
but Edward Smyth, n'native sculptor,

executed them. These figures wereadded after the

Union of Great Britain with Ireland. When the

Parliament House was purchased, and altered to

suit the requirements of its new tenants, the
directors of the Bank of Ireland, Francis John-
ston, the Irish architect, designed the new
alterations and works that were commenced in

180-1. It will be seen from oar sketch that

several architects had a hand in the building, de-

signing, and subsequent alterations of the Irish

Senate from the days of Thomas Burgh and
Edward Pearce. English, Irish, and German
(Castle was a native of Germany), each has
his name associated with the building. Each
adopted Ireland as the scene of their practice,

and each and all rose to distinction and left works
behind them by which they will be remembered.

Little remains now to say except that if our
Edward Lovet Pearce is not the Edward Pearce
of the “ Friezes,” let somebody give us as much
authenticated proof that lie is not tho man as we
have produced in favour of his being the man,
or the nearest resemblance to him. Whether
Capt. Pearce came to Ireland witli the Prince
of Orange, or in the reign of Anne, or the first

George, wehavoyet to learn. He was in Dublin,
however, at the commencement of George II.’s

reign. We know the date of liis death, and if

there exists a tombstone still about his grave,

his age may possibly be found stated thereon;
and if not there, in the church register.

The name as spelt is not an Irish, but an English
one. In the absence of knowledge of Pearce’s
precise age at death,—if we sujipose him to be
thirty years of age in 1688, thi.s would make him
of the age of seventy-five iu 1733 at his demise.

This would afford na sufficient room to prove that
thestyleaiid typography of the work on ‘‘Friezes

”

(which bears no date) was in consonance with
the period through wliicli ho lived, still supposing
our subject to be the long-sought Edward Pearce.

HEW POST-OFFICE, ST. JIARTIN’S-LE-

GRAND, LONDON.

Wr add to tho illustrations already given in

our pages of the New Post-office,* now nearly
completed, the plan of the one- pair floor. The
building has been erected, as our readers will

remember, from the designs of Mr. James
Williams, Mr. William Brass being the con-

tractor.

PROPOSED CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF
ST. MARY, EDINBURGH.

Toe accompanying view represents Sir Gilbert

Scott’s design for the interior of the proposed
cathedral for Edinburgh, looking towards the
north-east. We have already given a view of

the exterior, and the architect’s own description

of the design,t and we now append the Referee’s
comments on the design when it was submitted
under the motto,

“ Auld Lavg Syne.”

Tlio architect’s report in this case refers to
three designs ; two carefully worked out, and
ono indicated only by a sketch plan in the body
of the report.

The design B appears to have been Avitlidrawn
;

the following observations will apply therefore
only to that marked A, though a word or two
may perhaps without impropriety be given to

the third, or sketch plan, shown in the report.

As regards Agreement with Instructions ;

—

1. The area provided is very ample, there being
sufficient space for 1,500 persons westward of

tho preacher, and exclusive of the choir and its

aisles; and although, from the description, either

of the alternative designs would seem to have
provided a better area for preaching purposes,
yet, notwithstanding the block interposed by the
north-west pier of the tower, the clear area
capable of being commanded by a preacher is

considerable. As regards the daily services, the
author says,— ‘ I have carefully considered, but
do not see any necessity (but the contrary) for

providing a distinct position. It would secfm to

me a great pity that the services on minor,
though the most frequent, occasions should be
in a less dignified place than at other times. It

is an arrangement not known in this country’,

excepting for early services, nor do I think it

desirable. The question, whether at ordinary

• See pp. 81, 86, 87, ante.

t See pp. 97, 106.

week-day services any part of tlio congregation
should be admitted within the choir, seems one
which should be left to the decision of the bishop
and clergy. It is not essential to the arrange-
ment to decide it while planning the cathedral,
as, if not so admitted, they would simply ocenpy
the space in front of the choir-screen according
to their numbers.’

2. As to the organ, he says,— ‘ I have provided
for the organ in this manner. The lighter parts,
especially the choir organ, with the keys and the
organist’s seat, I Lave placed close to the first

bay on the north of the choir
;
but the larger

and more cumbrous parts I have placed in the
eastern aisle of the north transept, immediately
behind a place where the sound would spread
itself freely through both choir, transepts,
crossing, and nave.’

3. The central tower being closed in at the
level of the vaulting of the choir, there is ample
space within it above that level for both bells
and clock.

4. The chapter-house is of sufficient area, but
can only be approached from the interior of the
cathedral, and through a vestry,— a seeming
defect, which is, however, capable of easy
remedy.

5. The central axis of the cathedral is pro-
posed to coincide with that of Melville-street
and Grosvenor-crescent respectively.

As regards ‘ Coates House,’ the author says,

—

‘ He should unquestionably retain it ’

;
and adds,

‘ In a part of Edinburgh so essentially new, it

is a most happy circumstance to possess upon
the cathedral site a veritable old Scottish build,

itig. It is very picturesque in design, and will

become more so by careful restoration. The
internal accommodation is open to improvement,
.and I have no doubt that by judicious treatment
it may be made a comfortable residence, while
its presence will add much to the picturesque
grouping of the ecclesiastical bnildings.’

9. As I’egards cost, the author says,—‘ I have
made a calculation as to the cost, which gives a
result as favourable as I could anticipate

; but
as such works as this are rarely erected in our
day, I will not pledgo myself to meet your views
with minute accuracy, but content myself with
carefully aiming at the prescribed sum

; and I

believe that with care and reasonable economy,
and possibly with the aid of some safety-valves,
it may be realised, though it would not be wise
in a matter proverbially so much of a lottery as
the cost of a large building, to pledge oneself too
minutely. My object has been to give the best
and noblest church which your conditions appear
to admit. I have made this my anxious aim, hut
beyond this 1 will not bind myself further than
to say that I believe I have realised my aim
with very reasonable accuracy. Some of the
more decorative fittings, such as the reredos,
may be looked for as individual offerings, and
the painted decorations would not be included.’

Li respect of Arrangement.—The plan of the
cathedral is a broad and simple one. The
building consists of nave and north and south
aisles, central tower, north and south transepts,
each with east and west aisles, choir and aisles,

and square chapter-house connected with the
north aisle of choir by a cloistral passage. The
vestries are provided for in bays of the choir
and transept aisles, screened off from the general
area. The entrances ai*e from the west end in

the centre of the nave, and from the south side

through the transept, neither of them screened
internally.

In respect of Construction.—All the provisions
are amply siiflicient. The nave is roofed in

wood, and groined internally in the same
material

; but the remainder of the chmxh is

groined in stone.

As regards Architectural Character. — The
author says,—‘He has met with some difficulty

in selecting the variety of architecture on which
to found his design, but he desired that it should
not at the least be discordant u’ith the finest

Scottish examples,’ and that • he has been most
impressed with the earlier phase of the Early
Pointed, which especially nnites the architecture

of Scotland with that of the North of England;
and is capable of the greatest possible degree of

dignity united with simplicity and beauty.’

The design is consequently, throughout, bold
and simple in its character externally

;
but

internally decoration is more freely introdaced.
The most striking feature is undoubtedly the
central tower, the massiveness and noble propor-
tions of which would be of the greatest possible

value on a site like that on which it is proposed
to build, iu giving a general dignity of effect to

the whole structure. The tower for this puiqiose

is designed with very considerable power.
Other portions of the exterior, and notably the
western front, are much less happy aud forcible

;

but tho eastern end of the choir is a fine and
dignified composition. As regards the interior,

it would, I think, gain in dignity, as it certainly

would in Bim))licity, by tho omission of the
surface ornament iu the clearstory windows,
which tends to give prettiness to what would
otherwise be vigorous and strong; but in the
main it must be snid, that if it has not much
originality, it has at least as a whole a thoroughly
church-like aud dignified character much in

accordance with ancient examples.
A5 regards Cost.—The architect appears to be

disinclined to give any positive opinion
;
but,

excepting in the tower, which on account of its

bulk must necessarily be costly, the general
character of the building is not likely to be
excessive on this ])oiiit. The comparison with
other designs will be seen on the table of cubical
areas.”

We print this table, together with one as to

cost, based upon it, in conjunction Avitb tho
superficial areas measured within tho walls :

—

“ Comparative approxhnate Tahle of Cubical

Contents.

Cubical Contents measured internally between
Ceiling and Floor.

Church
Design marked and

Yestries.

A Fidelitas 859,453

B Essayez-moi 989,895
C Anld Lang Syne 793,993

1) ® 736,910

L Non ignotjB civitatis Municeps 646,994
h In hoc Signo 620,860

Cubical Contents measured externally from
Floor upwards.

Church and
Vestries.

Chapter.
House.

Total.

A 1,445,513 96,624
I

1,542,137

B 1,329,913 43,860 ' 1,373,773

r, 1,034,088 94,124
1

1,126,313

D 1,225,113 80,541
1

1,305,654

F 1,081,875 24,640
1

1,106,515

F 1,062,507 39,104
i

1,101,611

“ Comparison of Cost based as to Quantities on the precedmg Tables.

Design inarltecl

Cost at Id.

per foot cube of
Church and

Accessories ex-
clusive of
Towers and

Spires.

Comparative
Coat per loot

cube founded on
detailed

valuation.

Cost of Church
and -^.ecessories

at rate given
in preceding
column.

Add on account
of Towers

and Spires and
other extra
features.

Approximate
comparative
Cost exclusive
of foundations,

internal

fittings, &e.

Fidelitas £6,426 12-9 £82,895 £20,500 £103,395
Essayez-moi 5,724 8-1 46,364 21,900 68,264
Auld Lang )Syno •4,701 8-7 40,898 23,800 64,698®
Non ignotas civitatis Mnni-

5,440 7-3 39,712 19,400 59,112

ceps 4,610 8-6 39,646 13,900 53,546
^ In hoc Signo 4,590 V-5 34,425 16,000 50,425

The comparative cost of ordinary foundations
may he taken as from 4,000Z. to 7,600Z., varying
according to superficial areas and thicknesses of

walls, &c. The cost of fittings, heating, and light-

ing would probably in each case be more nearly
equal, but would vary according to material and
design; probably 4,6001. would fairly repre-
sent an average estimate.”
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IMPEDIMENTS TO THE CIRCULATION OP
LABOUR, AND THEIR REMOVAL.

At a recent meeting of the Social Science
Association, Mr. Alaager H. Hill read a paper on
this subject, containing matters of interest to
many of our readers. We have condensed the
pith of it :

—

I shall submit, on the threshold, that the
present circulation of labour in this country, as
exhibited by the industrial and social condition
of largo masses of the people, is far from satis,
factory. It may be observed that, notwith-
standing the acknowledged prosperity and com-
meroial progress of the country, there is still an
immense mass of registered pauperism in our
midst, which is certainly strangely inconsistent
with the idea of our rapidly advancing civilisa-
tion

;
and it is further a remarkable fact that

this pauperism is in many instances more than
proportioned to the industrial activity of the
district in which it is so registered. I find, for
instance, that at the end of November, 1872, the
number of persons in receipt of relief was
returned as 820,919, and that out of that aggre-
gate a very large proportion, amounting to more
than 100,000, belonged to the metropolitan
parishes and unions. I shall have occasion later
on in this paper to call attention to the more
special phenomena of industrial life, or i-ather
stagnation, exliibited by the metropolis. For
the moment, therefore, I simply point to the
significant pauper.roll of the London district.
It may, however, be still more instructive to
look at the condition of things in South Wales,
as illustrated by a recent circular letter, ad-
dressed by Mr. Andrew Doyle, one of the Poor-
law inspectors, to the clerks of guardians, and in
this letter, speaking of four Breconshii-e unions,
Mr. Doyle says,—“Of supei’fluous labour it is
needless to say that during the last year at least
no such tiling existed. The difficulty experi-
enced by employers of every description of
laboui- was to find hands to do the indispensable
work of the district ”

;
and yet, side by side

with this statement, we find Mr. Doyle very
properly remai-king that “ it appears to be most
unreasonable that employers who are compelled
to pay very high, if not exorbitant, wages,
should at the same time be compelled to pay
exorbitant poor-i'ates.” And yet such is un-
doubtedly the case, be it reasonable or not. If,

again, we turn to the Midlands, we shall find a
heavy poor-i-ate, co-existent with an abundance
of employment in almost every branch of our
great industries. Looking to the Western
counties, more especially Somersetshire and
Devonshire, we still find a large registered
pauperism

; but a standard of wages, chiefly for
agricultural services, infinitely below that of
either the metropolis or the Midlands. It
is, however, highly instructive to learn, from
a recent Paaffiamentary paper, that, as far as
official returns can be relied upon, a very small
number of persons only in proportion to the

number of registered paupers, are
relieved on the ground of being out of employ-
ment and unable to obtain work; and, what is

more significant still, of that small number,
showing a total, if I remember rightly, of about
2,100, a very large proportion is retnrned from
the metropolitan district, whilst from more than
five counties, no cases of able-bodied persons
relieved on the ground of being out of work, as
shown in the books.
With these facts before us, it is therefore

reasonable to suppose that no very large number
of persons are, as some are apt to assume, con.
tinuously, and for long periods of time, out of
employment

; and yet, admitting this to be the
oase, there is still calling for explanation the
important fact alluded to at the commencemeut
of this paper, of an immense population de-
pendent almost entirely on the better fortune or
benevolence of their neighbours, conveyed to
them either through the rates or private charity.
This pauper population must clearly be the
result of some imperfect organisation in our
social system

; and as labour constitutes the
industrial life of the body politic, so this stag,
nation, taking the shape of direct or indirect
dependence on othere, must represent some con.
gestion or other imperfection in the elements
that go to the making of the true life.

From Phillips's “ Million of Facts,” I learn
that the population of London, in 1836, was re.
turned at 1,400,000 ; in the present year it stands
at a figure rapidly approaching 4 millions. As
the metropolis, and apart from its industrial
capacities, it has for centuries past been gather-
ing into its capacious maw all the ambitions and

enterprising elements of the country population,
and for almost as long a period other influences
than those of ambition or of enterprise, of which
I shall speak further hereafter, have tended to
convert London into such a colluvies (jentium as
no writer, ancient or modern, could ever have
contemplated in his most opprobrious mood.
Assuming the industries of the metropolis to
have kept pace 'with the influx of its rapidly,
increasing population, a time must have come,
wiien from its very physical and geological posi-
tion, it must have given place to some of its more
northernly sisters in the race for supremacy,
and as it now is, with its multiplicity of indus-
tries, London must be considered rather as a
commercial than an iridustrial centre.

In London, in consequence of the congestion
to which I have just directed attention, labour
of a certain sort, under the px'essurc of either
hunger or tyranny, may be secured at almost any
price that a master chooses to name. This fact,
as I before remarked, is too often overlooked. Id
is, however, perhaps the best starting-point that
I can take for my more practical observations on
the impediments to circulation of labour and the
best means for their removal. I may, I think,
assume that London, if no other part of England,
is over-stocked at the present time

; and if cor-
poreal illustration of this statement be required,
I would ask somo of those who hear me to pay
an early visit to our dock sides and builders’
yards at taking-on time, and judge for them-
selves.

How far some of the deteriorated labour which
forms a peculiar feature in the London market
may be found on close analysis to be the natural
detritits of great industrial activities, it may be
difficult, if not, indeed, impossible, to determine.
But it is surely more consistent with the higher
teachings of social science to believe that much
which is waste now might, if more equably dis-
tributed, become the marrow and muscle of oiir
national life. Inactivity and stagnation, in the
present condition of things, must surely, to
parody Lord Palmerston’s celebrated aphorism
on dirt, simply denote labour “ in the wrong
place.” Assuming, therefore, much of this con!
gested metropolitan labour to be in the wrong
place, let us consider the causes which have
mainly brought it here. It is almost unnecessary
to point out that the first and most general
cause of this, as of most other social diseases, is
ignorance, and in this case, probably ignorance
of many kinds. Ignorance of physical geography
and the lessons which it carries witli it can be
made to account for the blind and infatuated
impulse which leads generation after generation
of the dwellers in the country to seek their
fortune in our cities and great towns, rather
than in other districts where their native energies
might soon be adapted to the work wliioh lies
ready to their hands. I need hardly detail the
condition in which most of our rustic population
are left with respect to the resources of their
own country on leaving the village schools

; and
I am not going far wrong when I say that in
nine children out of ten the mountains of Pales-
tine are better known than the hills of Cleveland
or the busy valleys of South Wales. On tech-
nical and industrial matters their minds are
generally a still denser blank

j and when the
young man sets forth from home in search of
work, in all probability his face is turned north
or south, according to the last intelligence of his
village inn, or in pursuance of some canricious
fancy, such as a desire to see London, or find out
a cousin in some distant town, rather than in
obedience to any ascertained necessity for the
man’s services outside the limits of his own
hamlet or connty.

Passing from ignorance as a primary cause of
imperfect circulation of labour, I would touch in
a few sentences on the resultant want of organi-
sation for facilitating the processes of supply and
demand in the adjustment of the labour market

;

for it is not necessary for me to point out that the
mere economic law of supply and demand, with-
out a well-regulated social system, can no more
insure the industrial life of a country, than can
the elements which make up the blood insure a
healthy circulation without proper exercise and
temperance in the organism it pervades. With
respect to organisation I shall probably be told
that this has in a great measure been met by
the institution of trade-uniona

; but even at its
highest reckoning the nominally organised labour
of the United Kingdom cannot bo set at much
above 800,000 persons, whilst the available work-
ing population may be sot down at an aggregate
of at least 6,000,000 of persons. Moreover, as I
know from careful examination, much of this

organisation, apart from that provided in sneh
bodies as the Amalgamated Engineers, carpenters
and joiners, stonemasons, and a few others, is of
the most imperfect kind, and utterly unable to
grapple with the complex difficulties of a con-
stantly changing labour market. Hitherto the
best of these organisations have been elaborated,
as might have been expected from the superior
intelligence of their members, by the higher
skilled trades

;
but within the last year the

elements of organisation have made themselves
apparent, and in a very active form, amongst
the most numerous and ignorant classes of our la-
bourers, namely, the agricultural. And according
to some reports, the number of actually enrolled
members in these latter organisations is now over
300,000, being more than a third of the aggre-
gate estimated by Mr. Lloyd Jones a few years
since, as included in tho ranks of English trade-
unionists.

In one or two cases, whilst factories aro
languishing for hands, new homes for orphan
girls are being built, .and columns of the news-
paper filled with sensational appeals and repeated
lists of ignorant subscribers, when a few pounds
expended in adjusting the laws of supply and
demand in certain, branches of tho national
labour-market, by bringing employers and em-
ployed together, would have removed the neces-
sity of the huge homes and subscriptions alto-
gether. With respect to certain emigration
cliaa-ities, I can speak in even stronger terms, as
these have to do with adult workers, whilst the
other class is chiefly concerned with children;
and one of tho most common and natural conse-
quences of these emigration charities is to send
adrift a large number of men, either already
earning or able to earn reasonable wages in their
own country, to beg from door to door, or accord,
ing to the more approved fashion, from selected
benevolent persons, to enable tliem to leave the
country at a time when coal is rising daily from
the scarcity of tho getters, and miles of railway
are waiting for completion, because the labourers
are not to be had. Much more might be said on
the influence of charity in its bearing upon my
subject this evening, but I pass on to notice
another existing impediment to the circulation
of labour, namely, the injluence of misdirected
trade-unionism, I say purposely misdirected
trade-unionism, as I have before expressed my
general belief in the advantages of the best
managed societies in tho direction of organisa-
tion, and it may perhaps seem str.ange that trade-
unionism, the very basis of which is assumed to
be a healthy distribution of labour, should in any
way interfere with the enrreuts of circulation.
What, however,. I conceive to be a mistaken
policy with respect to the standard of wages
sought to be regulated by the action of trade
societies, not unfreqnontly results in larn-o uum-
bers of men, and as frequently non-union as
union men, declining to quit crowded centres in
whichwork is slack, though work may be indicated
to them elsewhere at wages which they are not
willing to accept. The natural consequence is
that large numbers of men beginning with an
assertion of dignity in not accepting anything
under their own estimate of their value, end by
joining that great army of the partially unem-
ployed, who lower London wages and increase
onr poor-rates.

Under existing circumstances a personal search
for work is in many cases almost essential

; and,
except where the railway system is very com-
plete, travelling by train would be almost im.
possible. Nevertheless, with better information
at starting, an immense amount of unnecessary
travel and toil might even now be saved. Wheu
however, the workman is obliged to take the train*
even a Parliamentary fare is a very heavy tax,
except upon high prospective wages; and when
the family accompanies the workman, the burden
becomes one which only a very long job seems
to justify.

Following on the want of cheap and effective
locomotion, may be mentioned the want of cheap
and suitable accommodation for workmen at
many of our industrial centres, and the providii g
of cheap and good animal food. To any one who
carefully studies this question, it will soon be
apparent that the adaptability of labour to dif-
ferent conditions of life from that to which it is
accustomed, is largely a question of food

; and
the experience of the late Mr. Brassey, as re-
corded in the very interesting memoir by his
son, goes to show that with care even raw a"ri-
cultural labour may soon, under good conditions
of diet, be converted into a quality variable for
the heaviest railway or dock work.
The only other impediment to the circulation
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of labour -which I can now touch upon is the

pernicious and wide-spread system of dealing

on credit which prevails among onr working
population. In the recent extensive migrations

of labour which have taken place since the for-

mation of the various agricultural labourers’

unions, it has been a constant complaint with

the local secretaries that the debts at the village

shops have prevented the men getting away ;

and the same difBculty, though perhaps in a

minor degree, -will be found to arise amongst our

town population. The remedy for this state of

things is obviously a system of ready-money

payments
;

or, better still, in my opinion, in the

spread of true co-operation, as understood in the

North, under which, in addition to the avoidance

of debt, a small, and in many cases a consider-

able, sum accumulates to the credit of the cus-

tomer, which can, of course, be rendered available

for migration or any other purpose.

METROPOLITAN FREE BRIDGES.
Toe opening of Kew Bridge, free from toll, was

an event sufficiently important to be well worth
the ceremonial bestowed upon it. Tj)e Joint

Bridges Committee are hastening, although

their motto might seem to be Festina leiiic,

still they are hastening, or at least, prosecuting

steadily and perseveringly the great object they
have set before them, by sweeping away the ob-

structions by tolls to the free passage across the
river between the north and south banks of the

Tliames. Considering the opposition the com-
mittee has had to encounter, and the magnitude
of the interests that have to be conciliated and
satisfied, it is not wonderful that the committee
have not done more, but that they have done so

much. Already, within the last five years, the

bridges at Walton, Staines, Kingston, and now
at Kew, have been opened to the public free

from toll, the last at a cost of 57,3002., in pay-
ment of all claims for proprietary rights.

The ojiening of the bridges named are, how.
ever, only a good beginning with a good work,

and it is much to be desired that the “Metro-
politan Bridges Bill,” now before Paidiament,

may have an unopposed and rapid course. It is

promoted by the Metropolitan Board of Works,
and is a Bill to facilitate the traffic of the metro-

polis, and to improve the communications across

the river Thames, by providing for the opening
of the present toll bridges for the free use of

the public. The means by which the bridges are

to be freed from toll is, the application to that

object of the London coal and wine duties, which
are continued by the Act of 1S68 to the 5th of

July, 1SS9. The bridges that it is proposed by
tbe Bill to free from toll embrace the following

goodly list :—Ilammersmitb Suspension, Ful-

ham, Wandsworth, Battersea, Albert, Chelsea

Suspension, Vauxhall, Lambeth, Waterloo, and
Deptford Creek Bridges. The Board also takes

power by the Bill for the extinction of toll upon
the respective foot • bridges over the Charing-

cross and Cannon-street railways. The Board
will dn well if they are able to carry out even
half of their large-minded programme.

That most important public advantages would
result from the adoption of this Bill, must be
readily apparent. One of these advantages

would be the better distribution of street traffic,

and the relief of congested thoroughfares. This

is evident in the contrast that the ti’affic by
Southwark Bridge, as a free bridge, presents

vvitli what it was before the tolls were
abolished, and by the contrast it now presents

with the dreary cpiietude of Waterloo Bridge,

which froBi the heart of Southwark debouches
upon the middle of the Strand, but that, not-

withstanding, may occasionally be seen at the

busiest hours of tbe day, clear of vehicles be-

tween one tollgate and another, and the whole
of the splendid structure in the occupation of

the toll-takera at each end, and of a few strag-

gling foot passengers between them. The effect

that the freeing of the bridges from toll would
have upon the value of house property and
building land in many localities, would be imme-
diate and important, but that is an element that

concerns owners and occupiers more than the
general public.

Another important benefit that would be con-

ferred upon large masses of population in

various localities, would be by extinguishing the
tolls, to deliver them from a really grievous and
oppressive impost. Tbe Deptford Creek Bridge
is a notable illustration of this fact. Between the

most populous parts of Deptford, the Royal
Vitcualliug.yard, the Foreign Cattle Market, and

Greenwich, the direct route is by the Creek
Bridge, at which heavy tolls are charged for

vehicles, and as much as one penny per head for

men, women, and children, on foot. There is

another, the Railway Bridge, available for foot

passengers higher up the Ravensbourne, at

which the same toll is charged, tbe distance by
the Railway Bridge, about half a mile, being

about half the distance that it, .is by the public

streets and roads. Tlie inhabitants of Deptford
have long persistently pressed their toll-bridge

grievance upon the attention of the authorities,

and are naturally elated, as the inhabitants of

other districts similarly situated may be, by the

hope of early deliverance.

FE05I SCOTLAND.

Fdinhurrjli .—A new iron lattice girder bridge,

erected by the North British Railway Company,
at a cost of over 20,0002. has been formally

,

opened by tlie Lord Provost. This bridge crosses
,

the valley which separates the old and new
towns, and connects Cockburn-streetwith Princes-

street, besides affording access to the new pas-
senger station of the North British Railway.

Paisley .-—A public meeting of the ratepayers

of the burgh parishes of Paisley has been held

to consider a resolution of the Burgh Parochial
!

Board to erect a new parochial asylum. There
was a largo attendance. The meeting disap-

proved of the resolution come to by the Burgh
Parochial Board, because Mr. Craufurd, M.P.,

has again brought before Parliament a Bill to

amend the present Puor-law Act which, if car-

ried, would combine the burgh and abbey
parishes, and thus have one establishment for

the management of the poor, and also disap-

prove of the procedure of the majority at that

Board in making contracts for the erection of

this expensive asylum with such precipitate

baste.

FauldJiouse .—A new Roman Catholic church
is now rapidly approaching completion, and,

when finished, it will afford accommodation for

500 sitters. The building is in the Early English

Gothic style, and consists of nave and sanctuary,

with vestry and choir gallery. The main en.

trance is in an end gable, and looks towards the

public road. Over the doorway is a tracevied

circular window, and on each side of the door

there is a double lancet window. It is proposed
to erect a belfry and spirelet over the apex of

this gable, but this pai’t of the work will be a
question of time and funds. Tbe side elevations

have buttresses and lancet windows, and the

roof is open to the ridge. A chapel-house adjoin-

ing the church is in contemplation. The plans

are by Messrs. W. & R. Ingram, Glasgow.

BELLB -\ND BELL-CAGES.

In your recent article on “ Belfries and
Bells,” you deplore the fact “that in the art

of hanging and ringing bells we have hitherto

gained but little from the advance of mechanical
knowledge.” Now as regards the hanging, the
manner in which that should be done of course

depends chiefly upon -whether the bells are to be
raised and rung or merely chimed. In the latter

case, the banging is a simple affair
j but in the

former, great care should be exercised in the
design and construction of tbe bell-cage, so that

it may be able to bear with safety the variety of

strains and shocks to which it must be subjected

by the reciprocating motion of the bells in ever-

varying order, and to convey the resultant force

of those strains downwards, and not laterally

against the walls of the tower.

Eminent authorities tell us that it is of the

greatest consequence that the timbers should

take their hearing independent of the masonry
;

they should be laid on wooden plates, the whole
resting either on stone corbels or on a set-off

formed in the wall. The sides of the cage
should not touch the wall at any point, but a
clear space should be left the whole way round
between the timbers and tbe stonework.

Many of our most celebrated church towers
were built long before the present mode of

ringing bells came into practice, and in some
rowers the bell-cage has been either built directly

into the walls or wedged against them to steady
ic. I do not think, therefore, that it is fair to

lay the blame of the mischief which has been
done on the mode of ringing, but rather on the
ignorance of bellhangers and those -who have put
hea-vy peals into towers which were never in-

tended to bear the strains resulting from the

present mode of ringing. It is well known that
in many towers where the hells are properly
hung heavy peals have been rung for a great
number of years, and still continue to be rung,
xrithout doing tbe slightest injury to the struc-

ture. The to-wer of the cathedral of my own
diocese, which was mostly rebuilt in the four,

teentli century, is perfectly free from any vibra-

tion, the hells being hung as described above, all

of it being ab.enrbed by the loft on which the
cn?e rests.

It is generally admitted that bell-ringing is an
art, and, like many others, has been carried tn a
high degree of perfection. If in painting a-nd

other arts we cannot excel, or even come up fo,

the old masters, why should we be dissatisfied

because the same effect which is produced
by the bell-ringer’s art cannot be produced by
mechanical means ? Is abarrel-organ, no matter
how well constructed, to be considered an im-
provement on tbe manual organ, because the
latter can only be played by learning tbe art, a-nd

not merely by turning a handle ? And what is

a carillon-machine but a. gigantic barrel-organ,
with only one stop, so placed that everybody in

the neighbourhood must hear it and endure it,

without being able to get the policeman on duty
to make it “move on”? How inexpressibly
wearying to delicate and sensitive ears will the
same tune, repeated many times in the day,
become, and that, in most cases, only the bare
subject of a tune, without any of its mel-
loa-ing harmonies. A bell, no doubt, produces
some of the harmonies to its consonanf, when
struck, though in a subdued manner, and rather
after than along with it, bnt not in a way that
makes up for the absence of the full chord struck
simultaneously. There is, no doubt, also, as you
have remarked, that “a bell struck when at rest

by a hammer produces, a dull, heavy, odious
sound, as compared with the tone of the same
bell when struck by its clapper as it swings
round.” The motion of the bell itself must
therefore, I think, have a good deal to do with
the quality and penetrating power of the sound
produced, and that is also the opinion of the
Rev. H. T. Ellacombe, than whom, I believe,

there is no greater authority on the subject.

As to tbe production of the other notes of the
chord by striking the bell in different places,

there is this one great difficulty to be gob over,

that if you strike the bell sufficiently hard to

bring out its tone anywhere but on the sound-
bow, it will most assuredly crack, sooner or
later.

As a practical bell-ringer, I hope tliat it will

be a long time before the present reviving
interest in bell-ringing, as an art, and as a means
of producing a most delightful species of musie,
•which all may enjoy, is superseded by a desire

to erect carillon-machines, however clever they
may be as pieces of mechanism.
To defend their art from the charge of being

barbarous I leave in .the able hands of the
Ancient Society of College Youths.

An Irish Diocesan Arcihtect.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
High 'Wycomhe.—The School Board for this

borough are about to erect new buildings, to

accommodate in all 600 children. The site i.s

three roods in extent, on a commanding position.

Public tenders will, it is believed, be solicited.

The architect appointed is Mr. Arthur Vernon.
Kingston-upon-Hull.— The foundation stonn

of tbe first new Board School was laid here by
Sir Henry Cooper, Knt., M.D., chairman of thii

Board, with appropidate ceremonies, on Monday
last, tbe 21'th of February. This school, situate

in Daltry-street, is designed to accommodate
250 boys, 250 girls, and 260 infants, all on the
ground floor. The boys’ school-room is to be
75 ft. long aud 20 ft. wide, having three class,

rooms adjoining. Tlic girls’ department will be
sirailarin size. The Infants’ School will be 5t ft.

long by 27 ft. S in. wide, with two class-rooms

contiguous. There are three private rooms for

the principal teachers, and all necessary offices.

The cubical contents of the whole building, ex-

clusive of earth-closets and boundary walls, are

250,510 ft. Mr. IV. Barritt, of Hull, kas con.

tracted to execute the whole of the works for

4,1072. ISs. Messrs. Randle & Parker, of Leeds,
will supply the hot-water heating apparatus.

The works are under the superintendence of

Mr. Augustus W. Tanner, architect to the Board.
Derby .

—A letter was read from Mr. Coul-

thurstf thanking the Board for appointing him
architect to the new schools

;
and the Clerk said
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that he had not received any reply to his letter

to the Educational Department in reference to

the extension of the Nun-etreet site, lie had

received a letter from Mr. Coulthurst in reference

to the plans for the ncvv schools.

Leicester.—The architects’ committee reported

that they had received tenders for the erection

of the school in 0.x.ford-8treet, a list whereof was
presented with their report. The committee

recommended that the tender of Mr. Sackree be

accepted by the Board, subject to its receiving

the sanction of the Education Department. The
clerk then read the list of tenders :

—

n. F. Allen £6.165
F. Major 6,47!)

J. R. KatclilTe ... 6, -111}

T. Bland 6,255

Osborne, Bros. ... 6,355
Neal & Sons 6,200

T. W. Herbert ... 6,190
T. Forster 5,720

J. Fern 6,610
J. J. Saebree 6,635
W. II. Kellett*,.. 6.615

Butler & Marshall 6,484

Allowance on
old material.

£150 ....

165 ....

160 ....

155 ....

250
150
170
160
no
150
200
170

Tenders.

.. £6,315

.. 6,314

,. 6.286

.. 6,100

.. 6,105

.. 6,050

.. 6.020

.. 6,570

.. 5,530

.. 5,485

.. 6,395*

.. 5,314

The Rev. Canon Fry moved that the report of

the committee bo adopted. Some discussion

ensued, in the course of which Jlr. Merrick
moved as an amendment that the tender of

Messrs. Butler & Marshall be accepted. The
amendment was carried.

Llanelly.—At a meeting of this Board, held a

short time since, drawings prepared by Messrs.

Alexander & Ilonman, architects, of Stockton
and Middlesbrough, and Mr. E. Sugden, of

Bristol, were chosen from a number sent in in

competition for their proposed schools at Bryn-
mawr.
Aherdare TFaZes).— On the 20th ult.,

this Board met to finally decide respecting the

plans sent in in competition for their schools.

The designs prepared by Messrs. Alexander &
Henman, architects, of Stockton and Middles-

brough, and Mr. E. Sugden, of Bristol, were
selected, and those gentlemen have received

instructions to proceed at once with the working
drawings.

ACCIDENTS.

Destruction o/ Gildersome Church hy Fire .

—

The parish church of Gildersome, a village about

five miles from Leeds, has been entirely destroyed

by fire. The outbreak was first seen about four

o’clock on Saturday morning, 4vhen the flames

had already taken too great a hold upon the

chancel and the body of the church to be sub-

dued. Even otherwise, there were no means,

within easy reach, of extinguishing a large fire.

It was several hours before the fire had spent

itself. The church was therefore reduced to a
complete wreck. The roof fell in, and nothing

remains but the four bare walls and a damaged
portion of the tower. The church had been re-

opened only in August last, after improvements
which cost about 1,100Z. This sum had been
almost entirely raised, although with some diffi-

culty, among the parishioners. The church
itself, which was not insured, is about a century
old. The chancel was new, and there was a
stained-glass memorial window, the gift of Mrs.

Stephenson and family. To the erection of a
new church W. J. Armitage, of Farnley, has
already promised a contribution of 2501. The
cause of the fire is not known

; but the sup-

position seems to be that it originated with a
gas-stove used to prevent the new organ from
becoming damp.

Fall of New Houses in Manchester.—Two new
houses which were in course of erection iu Daw-
son-street, Emden-street, Hulme, have fallen to

the ground, and buried two men in the ruins.

The person who was building the houses was a
Mr. Powiss, bricksetter, Mona-street, Vine-street,

Hulmo. The erection of the cottages commenced
three weeks before, and owing to a little favour-

able weather, the work progressed without

interruption. At the time of the accident, the

only portion of the builder’s contract remaining

unfinished was the laying of the roof, and this

was being proceeded with when the buildings

collapsed. There were eight men employed in

finishing the houses, but four of them had refused

to resume work on account of the appearance of

the houses, the back walls having bulged out-

wardly. The other four considered that there

was no danger, and continued their labours. The
back walla first gave way, and the whole fabric

* Mr. Kellett wishes to add 6‘Zl. to his tender, in con-

sequence of a mistake in his iroufounder's tender, which
will make it 6,4571.

fell to the ground, only one of the gable ends

remaining standing. At this time two men were
working on the roofs of the houses. They both

fell with the buildings, and were buried in the

ddbris. They were rescued, but were both badly

cut and bruised. A third man, who also fell with

the buildings, sustained contused wounds on the

scalp and cheek. The main walls of the houses

wore 4^^ in. thick, and the “ mortar” used is said

to have consisted almost exclusively of sand.

We decline to call this disaster an accident.

Accident at an Auction.—An alarming acci-

dent occurred during a sale of fui'niture and
other property at an old fannhouse near Dore,

four or five miles from Sheffield. The auctioneer

was disposing of some bedsteads in one of the

upper apartments when the floor suddenly gave
way, and the company, nearly thirty iu number,
found themselves struggling in the room below
amidst a mass of broken timber and furniture.

Fortunately no lives were lost, but several per-

sons were seriously injured. The house has

been built many years, the late occupants and
their ancestors having resided there for nearly

two centuries. The immediate cause of the

accident was the giving way of a beam at a

point where an iron rivet had been inserted to

strengthen it.

Fall of a Factory at Wolverhampton.—The
roof and front wall of a lock factory in Wolver-
hampton, have suddenly fallen to the ground.

Fourteen men, women, and children at work in

the building escaped almost without injury.

Accident at the London Docks.—The East
London Railway Company, for their extension

line, lately commenced constructing a tunnel

under the eastern dock, at the London Docks,
and, in order to facilitate the works, erected a
timber platform in the dock, upon which was
placed a dredging machine. About twenty men
were engaged upon the platform, when it sud-
denly gave way, throwing the men into the
water. Several of them were rescued without
injury, but three men, including the foreman,
were badly hurt. Three others are missing, and
it is feared that they have been drowned.

Fall of a Cafd into the Sea at Smyrna.—The
Smyrna correspondent of the Levant Herald,
writing under date of the 11th of February,
gives some account of a melancholy accident in

that town, which had before been briefly noticed.

The Cafe Kivoto, built upon piles over the sea,

broke down suddenly during a performance given
by a company of acrobats. The proprietor of

the cafd says he only sold 108 tickets, but the
people saved declare there were 200 persons pre-
sent. Most of them were of the poorer class,

and there were not many Turks there, or young
men of respectable families. At ten o’clock a
loud cracking was heard, and within flve minutes
the entire cafd had disappeared under water.
The total number of bodies found up to the 11th
was eighty, and it was supposed that there were
still fihy more in the water. An English cap-
tain, two Turkish merchants, a young man of

good connexions, an Italian captain, a telegi-aph

clerk, and some commercial clerks, were among
the victims.

THE PEABODY DONATION FUND.
The trustees of this fund have published a

report for the year ending the 31st day of
December, 1872. In addition to the five groups
of buildings already erected and fully reported
upon in previous statements, the trustees have
now' iu course of erection on a small site at Ber-
mondsey six blocks of dwellings of concrete to

accommodate 72 families. These will cost much
less than if built in the ordinary way, but until

this mode of construction has been more fully

tested, the trustees do not feel justified in

spending any large amount of money upon this

description of building.

From tbe statement of accounts, it appears
that to the oiiginal or first gift of 150,0007.,
there has been added by interest and rents the
sum of 36,7337. 4-3. lid., so that the total amount
of the property of this first trust is now upwards
of 186,7007. Tbe net income for the year has
been 3,8107. 68. 8d. The properties belonging
to the second trust mentioned in the last re-

port, were a site at Chelsea and the Magdalen
Hospital Estate, Blackfriars-road. The trustees
have since acquired a site of about two acres in

RoupelUstreet, near to Blackfriara and Waterloo
bridges, and another of more than an acre and
a half in Southwark-street, in close proximity
to Southwark Bridge, and within easy access of
London and Blackfriars bridges.

It is only on the south side of the Thames

that the trustees have lately been able to find

suitable plots of ground at a reasonable cost.

The experience gained at Blackfriars has shown
that buildings in this neighbourhood not only

accommodate the labourers engaged in the

manufactories on the south side, but from their

position are available for those who are so much
inconvenienced on the north side of the river,

in Westminster and its neighbourhood. Con-
tracts are about being entered into for covering

the two new sites with dwellings, and it is esti-

mated that accommodation will thus be afforded

for more than 500 families.

The late Mr. Peabody conveyed to the trustees

several acres of land at Stockwell. It has been
let on long building leases.

The applications for rooms at Blackfriars-road

continue to be so numerous, that the trustees

have resolved to build three more blocks on this

site. Although the dwellings at Blackfriars are
greatly superior to those erected at an earlier

period, the trustees will be able to give still

better accommodation in the proposed new
buildings, without increasing the rents. This
trust now represents a total of 228,0007. The
net income during the past year was 7,6377. 8s.

3d. Before the close of the present year tbe
sum of 150,0007. will be added to this second
trust, in accordance with the terms of the
bequest contained in the will of the late Mr.
Peabody.
The trustees give the following details :—In

May, 1872, there were 847 families, consisting of

3,-407 persons, occupying 3,328 rooms, which is

approximately a room for each individual. The-

average weekly earnings of the 817 heads of

families were about 17. 28. 4d., and the average
charge per room about Is. lOd. per week.

THE PUGIN TRAVELLING STUDENTSHIP.
At the last meeting of the Royal Institute of

Architects, the chairman announced that of the
nine candidates who had submitted drawings
and testimonials in competition for the Pugin
Travelling Studentship of 1873, the council had
elected Mr. Aston Webb, of Duke-street, Adelphi,
subject to the conditions prescribed in tbe Pugin
deed of trust, and that the council desired to-

call particular attention to the skilful execution
and number of his sketches.

The chairman, Mr. Horace Jones, added, that
the council had determined to mark the unusual
excellence of other drawings submitted this year
for the Pugin Studentship, by awarding medals-
of merit to two other candidates, viz :—Mr.
P. J. Mar\'in and Mr. R. C. Page, and by distin-
guishing with Honourable Mention the drawings
of Mr. Thomas Garratt and Mr. Walter L,
Spiers.

The drawings and sketches made by Mr.
John Sulman, Pugin Travelling Student for 1872,
were exhibited in accordance with the couditioua
of the Pugin Deed of Trust.

THE IRON AND COAL TRADES.
An illustration of the unprecedented condition

of the trade of Wolverhampton is furnished by
a circular issued by one of the leading houses, in

which the following passage occurs :

—

la consequence of the enormous advance of all raw
materials we are reluctantly compelled to withdraw all

late quotations of iron for the present, but we shall bo
glad to quote you specially if you will be good enough to
favour us with your inquiries.’^

At a banquet given by the Sheffield Typo-
graphical Society, Mr. Philip Casey, secretary
to the South Yorkshire Miners’ Association, made-
some revelations as to the cause of the hio-l>

price of coal. He said that in 1863 only 11 fd.
per ton was paid to the miners for coal pro-
duced, and since that time they had received
Is. 6d. per ton, which was an adv'ance of 50 per
cent. It was reported that tbe miners were
making 10s. a day. Some of them were

; hut
others were making a deal less, and when coals
had been advanced from 4-s. 6ci. per ton to lOs.
and 17. per ton at the pit’s mouth, the coal-osvner&
must be getting the lion’s share. The supply of
coal was not equal to the demand, and in conse-
quence the owners were able to push it up to
its present price, and tbe demand had been so
great that vendors had offered 4s. per ton over
the published prices if the coal-ownera would
supply it. The colliers of this district had
received an advance of about 50 per cent, on Is-,

per ton ; but that was very different from the
case of the owners, who were getting 150 per
cent, upon 4s. or 5s. per ton. They must not bo
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surprised if the colliers went in for another

rise in a week or two. They believed they were
entitled to it fairly, and it was not their increased

wages which caused the present high prices. It

was a fearful and monstrous thing that coal

should bo sold for 503. a ton in London, when it

cost 11. at the pit’s mouth and 8s. carriage ;
thus

the coal-raerohants of London realised a profit

of IZ. per ton upon all they sold.

The Clay Cross miners have passed the follow-

ing resolution :
—

"That this meeting, seeing the serious state of things

resulting from the scarcity of coal, pledges itself to

attend work regularly."

Sinco the recent large advance of wages, many
of the pitsraen have spent the greater pai't of

their time in drinking, racing, and dog-fighting.

Compressed Irish peat, possessing the density

of coal, and well suited for household purposes,

as well as manufacturing uses, may be shortly

•expected in large quantities in the market. New
and improved compressing-machines have been

perfected, and are expected to be set at work in

March, under the auspices of a company esta-

blished for the purpose of supplying peat for all

general purposes.

The men on strike in South "Wales have ac-

cepted the mediation of Sir Rowland Stephen-

son, -who by this time has doubtless communi-
cated the result of bis interview with the mas-

ters. It is earnestly to be prayed that work
may be speedily resumed.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN SCOTLAND,

A COMMITTEE appointed by the Town Council

of Edinburgh have recommended to the gover-

nors of Heriot’s Hospital a scheme for a com-
plete system of theoretical and technical educa-

tion, which consists of a school for boys between
twelve and fifteen, and an evening technical

college for adults and apprentices. Meetings

have recently been held atDunse, Kelso, Lauder,

and other places, where resolutions have been

carried recommending the School Boards of Scot-

land now in course of election to consider how
the elements of science and drawing can be

introduced into Board schools. The Rev. J.

Macleod, the Rev. J. Bell Middleton Nisbett,

and other ministers of the Established Church,

have taken a warm interest in the meetings.

At the last meeting of tho governors of

Heriot’s Hospital, a letter was read from Miss

Blyth, secretary to the Society for the Em.
ployment of Women, urging that, should tho

governors agree to establish a technical school

in Edinburgh, provision should be made for

imparting technical education of certain kinds

to women. For some time past technical in-

struction of a useful kind, and especially in the

use of tho sewing-machine, has been imparted

to girls in at least two of the Heriot out-door

schools, and with gratifying results, and Coun-

cillor Mitchell is, we understand, moving to have

tho whole of the out-door schools supplied with
sewing-machines. Should this be accomplished,

a large number of girls in the families of the

working classes of Edinburgh will soon be put

in the position of being able to earn a livelihood

so soon as they leave school.

“THE EFFECT OF CHARCOAL ON
PLASTERING.”

Sir,

—

Your correspondent, “John Davidson,”

in answer to “ L. L.,” would be a very clever

man if he could set an old ceiling with pure

coarse plaster of Paris and pure xcatcr, and
would be deserving of a medal made of the same
material, and would be the only member of the

largo family of plasterers (if he is one) that

could accomplish such a feat, as good pure coarse

or fine plaster sets, when gauged with pwe
water, in about two minutes; in fact, would get

as bard as a brick before he could spread one
trowelful, and the suction in an old ceiling

would be so great as to prevent the spreading

;

also, even if it could be done, the old ceiling,

being highly impregnated with the sulphuric

acid, would soon bleach through, and the plaster

being porous, it would soon absorb a large

amount of the gas, so that the remedy he sug-

gests would be as bad as the disease.

Having condemned his suggestion, allow me
to make one. If, as “L. L.’’ states, the ceiling

is in a bad condition, remove it, laths also, if

unsound
;
re-lath it, painting the heads of the

nails to prevent corrosion ; then render it in one
oat in Keene’s or Parian coarse quality; two of

and, washed free of organic matter, to one of

cement, with about the same amount of clean

sow-hair as is put into lime and hair ;
then, when

hardened, sot it with pure white Keene’s or

Parian cement gauged with pure water, and as

this does not set quickly it gives time for trowel-

ling, and with plenty of elbow-grease introduced

into that operation the surface becomes a

polished one: therefore the gas would not attach

to it as to a rouglier surface
;
and, being a pure

white, it would require neither painting nor
whitening, as the sulphuric acid gas soon turns

them a brownish yellow. If at any time it

should discolour, it can easily be removed by
the application of clean hot water and American
potash, applied with a soft brush or house-

flannel. At the same time, I would recommend
the introduction of one or two perforated zinc

ventilators, according to the size of the ceiling.

WlLLI.^M PULHAM.

Sib,—

A

a Mr. Davidson has mentioned, in his lette*"

under the above heading in your last issue, that Martin’®
cement might be used for the ceiling in queation,
“ or a coating of the same, from i in. to J in. thick on the
surface of the ordinary plaster-work," allow me, as the
manufacturer of this cement, to say that to use it in the
manner described is not at all to be desired. The under
coat, formed of common lime (carbonate) and sand, would
not assimilate with the finishing coat; consequently the
latter would shell off, to the annoyance of all concerned.

I would suggest that for the particular purpose now
required, slabs of equal parts of Martin’s cement and
clean sand be formed, about 1 in. thick, with copper wire
or ^viro-gauze embedded in the middle. When sumciently
dry, these might be screwed up to the timber of the roof,

and then finished with pure cement, forming a strong fire-

proof ceiling, which would not be likely to crack. Plaster
would not stand for any length of time.

J. C. Part.

SOCIETY OF ARTS’ GRATE
COMPETITION.

Sib,—

X

ow the Society of Arts have offered prizes for
newly.constructed grates for the "economical use of
coal for domestic purposes," I beg you will kindly insert
the following questions, which, 1 have no doubt, have pre.
sented themselves to other intending competitors as well
as myself.

Is it requisite for a competitor to take out a " patent

"

or get his grate “regiatered " before he can be absolutely
protected irom infringement ? If not, wbo is responsible
for the protection of wl the grates sent in for competition,
and preventing other people from taking out a “patent"
for any one of them before tho prizes are awarded ?

I trust that among the numerous readers of your
journal some one. will be good enough to reply to tho
above questions for tho benefit of competitors.

J. M. GrHirFITU.

THE BRIGHTON AQUARIUM.
Sib,—

B

eing at Brighton on Saturday last, of course I
visited tho Aquarium, and need hardly say, it being my
first visit, that I was much interested with what I saw;
however, not being a »tudent of the inhabitants of the
“vasty deep," my attention was soon directed to other
objects of interest, which were not a few. That claiming
my preference, and which led me to write you, was the
very attractive reading-room. When away from home,
one feels very forcibly the value of the “press;" and no
place is I think of more value to the adult population than
a public reading-room. Its tendency is to widen thought,
and to bring opposite parties to see that ofttimes they are
not BO dilTereiit in spirit as in method. Who can calculate
the amount of force lost to progress from prejudice, and
ignorance of tho true spirit animating those differing as
to means? This reading-room at the Aquarium was the
only one I bad an opportunity ofvisitiDg while at Brighton;
and being desirous of seeing my Builder, I asked the
attendant for it, not seeing it on the tables. Fancy my
surprise at learning “it was not taken iu"! A public
reading-room, “liberally supplied with magazines and
newspapers," and yet to be minus tho Builder, seemed to

me an anomaly.
I should like to note with satisfaction tho course taken

by the directors in opening tho institution on Sundays
;

the good behaviour and pleased faces of many, evidently
come from the surrounding country districts, struck me as

calculated to allay any fears that many might have enter-
tained ns to tho result of the Sunday opening.

Worcester Park, Surrey

.

Mark H. Jpdge.

DEFECTIYE SLATE CISTERNS.
Hill A Co. v. Geehx axd Ashtoit.

Ijt the Lord Mayor's Court, on Tuesday, a muster
seldom seen there of architects, surveyors, and builders,
were present as witnesses in the case of Messrs. Hill,

Keddell, A Waldram, who sued Messrs. Green A Ashton,
slate merchants, for 1 reach of contract, andfor 2-lL 93. 8d.

damages.
Mr. Willis was connsel for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Tal-

fourd Salter and. Mr. Kempe, barristers, appeared for the
defendants.
In answer to the questions pnt by tbc counsel, Mr. John

Waldram stated, that in the early part of 1873 he con-
tracted with Ashton A Green’s firm to erect a large slate
cistern for a manufactory in Farringdon-street, City, and
the contract price was to be about 281. After the cistern

was erected their firm received several complaints that the
cistern would not hold the water, and they referred these
complaints to Messrs. Ashton A Green, and applied to

them to make good the defect, and properly carry out the
contract they had entered into. Upon this Messrs.
Ashton A Green sent one of their men, who made some
patching alterations, but which did not effectually

prevent the leakage; and upon being appliedjto again to

make a good job of the cistern, they paid no further
attention to the matter ; and as the escape of water was
causing damage and inconvonionee, they (plaintiffs) were
compelled to nave the cistern made good, at an expense
of 341. 93. 8d. Extra expense was incurred consequent
upon being compelled to remove the roof of tho bniltling,

a difficulty the slaters had not to meet when the cistorn
was first erected.

It being intimated that the defence to tho action would
rest as to whether the fault did not lie with the builders
in not preparing sufficient underneath support for the
cistern, tho evidence upon this point was the chief con-
tention on both sides.

Mr. Gunning, architect, said he remembered seeing the
cistern put up by the defendants' men, and tho bearers
were, in his opinion, strong enough to hold twice the
weight of water the cistern held. Heconsidered that the
leakage arose from tho sides of the cistern not being pro-
perly grooved into the bottom, so that when three tons of
water were in the cistern, the pressure forced the bottom
to give way, and being only supported by tho bearers
instead of its own strength, which should have been tho
case, tho leakage would arise at sides and bottom.
Mr, Gunning’s views were backed up by several prac-

tical men, and Mr. Hayward, who made a good job of the
cistern, stated that he found the grooves and joints in the
slate filled with cement instead of being properly hollowed
out, as such a strong job required. He considered tho
bearers snfBciently strong and close enough to hold twice
the size of tho cistern.

A witness also deposed that tho cistern leaked the first

day water ran in, and at the depth only of ft.

Counsel for the defendants, and several architects,

builders, workmen, and slate masons, on the other hand,
stoutly urged that the job was performed in a workman-
like and tradesmanly way

;
that the beams did not sulli-

eiently support the cistern which bad been fixed on two
bars of iron which were too far apart, and the weight
of water had strained the middle and caused the leak-

age
;
that when Mr. Hayward was called in, he noticed

this defect, and had another bar placed in the centre, and
when this was done the leakage censed. Tho defendants
further contended that it was no part of their contract
or duty to look after the supports of a cistern. All
they engaged to do was to erect the cistern, and if tho
whole building fell down when the water filled the cistern,

they would not be liable for the damage, and that it was tho
place of the party who ordered tho cistern, to see that
the beams were placed iu correct position.

In answer to this view of the matter, Mr. ‘W'illia urged
that the contract was to supply a cistern fit for the use it

was intended for, and to hold water, and this had clearly

not been done
;
and the defendants not having carried out

this agreement, they were liable to the costs incurred by
the plaintiffs in making good the defects.

The Deputy Recorder, Sir T. Chambers, M.P., wa.s

stopped in his summing up by the jury returning a verdict

for the plaiutifl’s for the full amount.

A WRINKLE FOR HOUSE DECORATORS.
Bunn V. Burke.—This action was brought, in the West-

minster County Court, by a builder and house decorator,
of Brewer-street, Westminster, against Lord Burke, of
tho Albany, Piccadilly

;
and the sum sought to be re-

covered was 15f. 7a. 4d. for work done under contract, aud
for extras.

From Mr. Dunn’s statement, and his witneasos, it ap-
peared that last October Mr*. Hanson, housekeeper to

the defendant, applied for an estimate for whitening tho

ceilings of the chambers in the Albany, aud for some
repairs of the bath-room.
Previously to supplyingthe estimate, the plaintiff's fore-

man acquainted tho housekeeper that, before tho work
could be proceeded with, it was necessary that the rooms
should be cleared of pictures, furniture, Ac.

;
and she was

asked if the making of these preparations were to be in-

cluded in the estimate, and Mrs. llanson said it was not.

After the estimato had been forwarded, the housekeeper
informed the plaintiff that Lord Burke had agreed to it,

and that the work was to be proceeded with directly.

Upon tho foreman taking the men to the job, he found
nothing had been removed to make way for tho workmen,
and he again cold the housekeeper it was necossary that
the pictures, clocks, and furniture must be taken out of
their way

;
when the housekeeper said she was unable to

remove the thing.s, and that tho workmen must do it.

The foreman told Mrs. Hanson that this labour was not
provided for in tho contract, and that if the workmen did
it extras would have to be charged; and tho housekeeper
said Lord Burke must pay for it, of course. The work
contracted for took up 116 hours. Upon the bill being
sent in Lord Burke refused to pay more than the estimate,

and offered IIL 10a., which Mr. Dunn refused to take.

Several decorators were called to speak to the custom
of the trade charging for dismantling, when not sot down
in the contract, and that tho charges were lair and rea-

sonable.
Lord Burke said ho was the eldest son of the Marquis

of Clanricarde, and oecupied chambers in tho Albany.
By his direction his houselceeper applied to Mr. Dunn fur

an estimate for whitewashing a sitiiug-room, bedroom,
dressing-room, and bath-room, and to make good a broken
ceiling.

The estimate provided that the walls should be covered,

to prevent damage to the pictures, loiikiug-glasaos, and
book-cases, and this was provided for in the first item of
the contract. He afterwards directed that two carpets
should be taken up and beaten, and a door eased.
Upon the delivery of the account ho olijeoted to the extra

charge of 51. 15s. 6d., as he contended that these wore
included in the contract, but offered to pay for beating
the carpets and altering the door, and upon asking tho
plaintiu’s foreman what this was worth, he said 30a. would
amply cover it. Ho desired the foreman to take tho bill

back, and get the items ho disputed struck out, but ho
refused to do so. He then sent it back, stating that lie

would not pay for the dismantling. The articles iu tho

rooms were not so numerous as to require T27 hours to do
it, even if each were removed. He had tested the time
by removing one picture from one room to another in

five minutes; and as only about forty articles were re-

moved, it would only occupy three hours altogether.

Mr. Reed, house dccorater and upholsterer, said hc lind

gone over the chambers and the contract, and he should
have thought the sum of 61. ISs. would have amply repaid
the plaintiff for tho whole of the work done. He should
have been glad to do it for that payment. There was
no need to remove tho things. They oonld have been
covered up.

I
Mr. Atkinson, for the plaintiff, said his client had
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received a letter from Lord Burke, of a threatening
nature, and Mr. Dunn hud no choice but to bring this
action, to show that he had in no wise imposed upon the
defoodant. Ho urged that the orders of the housekeeper
to the foreman were binding upon Lord Burlte, and that
the plaintiff was clearly entitled to the whole amount.
The learned judge, Mr. E. Bayley, said he did not

concur with the learned counsel; for, from the evidence
of Mr. Reed, there was no necessity to roraove the furni-
ture, but simply to cover it over, to prevent the whiting
spoiling it, and that was olearly provided for in the con-
tract, He thought the sum paid into Court, being the
contract sum and for heating the carpet, was all the
defendant was entitled to pay, and his verdict would bo
for the defendant, with full coats of counae], attorney
and witnesses.

THE TEJIPLE OF DIANA, EPHESUS.
Following up the information already made

public througli our pages and elsewhere, Mr. J.
• T. Wood has forwarded particulars of his recent
discoveries on the site of tho Temple at
Ephesus :

—

“ The first two stones found this season were from tho
. antte of the Pronaos, and represent two male figures

'

combat, tho muscles of the chest of the most entire figure
being highly developed; both figures are in very high
relief, and perfectly nude. One or two less important
fragments of sculptured drums of columns have also been
found, and recently one very large fragment of a drum
with tho upper halves of two nude male figures in high
relief. The figures are those of a bearded mantesnin<» on
a staff, and regarding with interest some object held in the
hands of a younger, neardlcss man.
In respect to the probable height to which the sculpture

on the columns was continued, lam of opinion that they
were sculptured to the height of one-third of the shaft
and I believe one of the stones now in tho British Museum’
which certainly was not one of the lowest stones of the
column, proves that there must have been at least two •

the proportion, however, shown on coins representing the
front of the Temple is about one-third sculptured, as
nearly as I can remember. Tho extra width of the inter-
ooluraniatioua where the sculptured columns occur also
goes far to prove that the sculpture was continned for a
considerable height up the columns.
The masonry which supported the ten steps has been

found comparatively undisturbed on tho north side, and
tho entire width of the whole, measured on the lowest

Tlie^two columns tn «</(, the portions of waUing of the
cella’ remaining, and the impression of other portions

which have been removed on the rubble masonry, the
masonry supporting the stops, from which buttresses
were built opposite the foundation-piers of (he columns
have enabled me to complete the plan of tho Temple,
which is now found to have been octostyle,—that is’
having eight columns in front, and adorned externally
with 100 columns nearly C ft. in diameter. The interior
of the ‘ ceUa’ must have been eiu-iched with two tiers of
columns of smaller diameter, as fragments of these were
found near the walls.
The thirty-six sculptured columns {column cirlaf/p)

were, doubtless, placed at the western and eastern
•extremities of the Temple, as proved by tho wider inter-
columuiations. thus alluiving for the high relief of the
sculpture, as found in tho examples recently diseorered.

Since writing I have discovered a large drum of a
sculptured column at the extreme eastern extremity, with
remains of six human figures, life size. It is thns proved
that I was correct in supposing that there were sculptured
columns in the rear as well as in the front of the Temple

Another question is also settled by this last discovery,
yiz., the fact of the columns having'been sculptured to a
greater height than 6 ft., or one drum only. I have sup-
posed that the sculpture was continued for at least one-
third tho height of the column. The diameter of the
drum now found is 5 ft. 7k in.

;
that of one of the others

is 6 ft. 9i in. This diminution in the diameter of the
drums proves ttiat tho last foun.J was uot the lowest drum
of the column, nor even tho one directly above the
iOWOBt.’'

tions tvliic]! were naturally strong. A remark,
able feature in tho construction of forts is that
they were invariably built in sight of one another,
and,by a system of telegraphy, the men in occupa-
tion could be on the alert in case of foreign inva-
sion. One of these forts, situated in the Orkney
Islands, stood a siege for nearly six months. Its
shape resembled thatof adice-box, and it was bnilt
entirely of dry stone, no cement whatever being
used. In some instances, the stones of which
these forts were bnilt must have been carried
some miles’ distance, and the industry displayed
by the builders must have been enormous,
ilany of these forts are preserved to us now in
consequence of the difficulty there is in destroy-
ing them, they being so substantially built. At
Inglebury, in Torkshire, there e-xist the remains
of one of these forts, built on the top of a hill,

which covered an area of thirty-one acres,
scientifically inclosed by means of ramparts.
In different parts of the Yorkshire hills, too,
trenches have been cut some thirteen and four-
teen miles in length. These and other defences
evince in our ancestors not only an amount of
engineering skill, but an enormous amount of
patience

; and considering the inefficiency of the
implements they employed, these works must
have involved a considerable amount of labour.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
BraJ-ford.—In November last the masons of

Bradford gave their employers six months’ notice
that at the expiration of that time they would
require an advance of 3s. per week. Negotia-
tions since carried on have terminated in a mu-
tual arrangement between employers and em-
ployed. The masters agree to give their men
an advance of 2s. per week upon their present
rate of wages. Tho advance will come into
operation in May next.
South Shields.—The joiners employed at tho

shipbuilding yards of Messrs. Redhead & Co. and
Messrs. Softley & Co., have struck work for an
advance of Ss. per week.

Airdrie.— At an adjourned conference of
painters held between employers and employed
it has been unanimously agreed by the employers
to advance the present rate of wages from 6id.
to 7d. per hour, and tho country wages from 3s.
to 48. per week.

Dunfermline. — The oporativo joiners and
cabinetmakers have applied for a rise of wages
to the extent of :jd. per hour, and intimated to
their employers that they will come out on
strike, after giving a fortnight’s warning, if it be
not granted on the 1st of March. The non-
society men have given their consent to this
resolution. Two of the masters have given a
favourable reception to the demand. Certain
bj-laws for the regulation of all disputes con.
nected with tho trade have been submitted for
consideration to the masters.

PRE-HISTORIC FORTIFICATIONS.
In a lecture delivered a short time back at St.

George’s Hall, Langham-place, on " Pre-historic
Fortifications and the Military Engineering of
our Ancestors during the Stone Age,” Mr. Law-
son Tait said, everywhere we find traces of
that rude life long anterior to the existence of
civilisation. There may be distinctly traced the
stages of the stone, the bronze, and the iron
ages, as points of development in man’s history

;

while other countries, not having made such
advances, and having flourished as long, are only
still in the stone age—all their implements
being of stone. The state of a nation’s warfare
was a sign of its advancement, and this was
•exemplified in the construction of forts.

The earliest instance of armoury that we
know of, was that of a ebip-flint pebble, which
was used either by being attached to a stick, or
else clutched in the hand. The natural positions
cf defences used by our ancestors were those of
an elevated character, and so in the construction
ef forts, the earliest and rudest of which were
hill-forts. They wore first constructed simply as
places of refuge, and were made upon little

tablo.lands. Afterwards we find that in the
erection of these forts the masonry improves,
and small oval chambers are introduced

; then
they become regular places of residence. In
tho county of Sutherland many of these forts
were built entirely of stone, though earth-forts
preceded them, and so were constructed on posi.

SANITARY MATTERS.
Nayilwich.—The i-ural sanitary authority have

appointed a sanitary inspector, with a salary of
3001. per annum, but who is expected to act as
surveyor for the sewerage works. There were
about 120 candidates, which number was first
reduced to seven, among whom were Mr. J. S.
Hodgson, Mr. Crees, Mr. Parry, and Mr. Maylo,'
to all of whose testimonials the chairman made
special reference, and who, he said, were all men
acquainted with sewerage. Mr. J. A. Davenport,
of Over, said by Mr. Bailey Denton to be a good
surveyor, was elected.

Berkshire.—An adjourned conference of the
various sanitary authorities in Berkshire on the
New Public Health Act, respecting the appoint-
ment of an officer of health under that Act, has
been held at the Assize Courts, Rending. Mr.
R. Benyon, M.P., presided. Mi*. Henley, the
Poor-Law Inspector, was also present. The dele-
gates from the following sanitaiy authorities
within the county of Berks signified the assent of
tho authorities they represented to the principle
of combination in the appointment of the medical
officer of health :—Abingdon frnral and urban),
Bradfield, Cookham, Speenhamland,and Newbury
rural, Newbury urban, Hungerford, and Walling,
ford, both rural and urban. The sanitary autho-
rities for Windsor, both rural and urban, have

yet met, and the remaining sanitary autho-
rities in Berks either positively declined or only
assented to combination to a very limited extent.
Resolutions were passed by the delegates of the
assenting sanitary authorities, agreeing to ap-

point one officer of health for the whole of these
districts, at a maximum salary of 800J._, the pay.
ment to be apportioned according to the rateMa
value of property in each district. A committee
was appointed to carry out the details, consisting
of the delegates from the assenting districts.

_

Newarh.~A meeting of the sanitary autho-
rities of the town of Newark and the county,
convened at the instigation of the Inspector of
the Local Government Boai-d (Mr. Baldwin
Fleming), has been held in the DrilUiall,
Newark. Mr. Neville, of Sturton, was elected
chairman, and there were present representatives
from the following bodies Borough of Newark
Improvement Commissioners, Mansfield Im.
provement Commissioners, Grantham Union,
Radford Board of Guardians, Newark Union,
Southwell Union, Worksop Union, Sutton-in’
Ashfield Local Board, Mansfield Woodhouse
Local Board, Basford Union, Hucknall-uuder.
Huthwaite Local Board, Bingham Union, Huck-
nall Torkard Local Board, &c. Mr. Flomin«'
addressed tho conference at some length. In
the course of his observations, he said the
Government consented to repay one-half the
salaries, in order that the burden might be
lessoned to the ratepayers; but they said” if wo
repay this money,—
‘‘We mast have some guarantee that the officer is an

efficient anil independent officer. For that reaeon w&must keep m our hands the power of saying we shall not
approve an appointment unless we have evidence that the
person proposed is lit to hold the office, and we must
also keep in our hands the power of refusing to allow the

for*ft^''

unless there are very good grounds

These were the only conditions made by Govern-
ment, and he believed there was no idea of
centralisation, or any desire to obtain unduo
power to interfere with local authority. It
ought to be distinctly understood that, according
to tho provisions of the Act, the officers of
health would of themselves have no power to
prosecute. They could only act on the instruc-
tions_ of the authorities by whom they were
appointed, and those authorities took action on
the reports that were made to them. There was
no intention on the part of the Legislature of
adding materially to the burdens of the rate,
payers by compelling the local authorities to
make the appointments in question. What they
hoped was to reduce the preventible diseases to
a mimmnm, and thereby greatly to lessen the
burden which now fell upon the rates. It was
not desired that the inspectors of nuisances
should unnecessarily intrude themselves any.
where. After a lengthened discussion, Mr. W.
Beevor proposed,

—

‘‘Tliat in the opinion of this meeting it is desirable thatmedical officer of health should be appointed for a larao
-rea that he should be required to devote his entire ser-vices to the office, and that such a salary should be eiven
as would command tho services of an able, efficient: andindependent man." ’

Mr. B. Walker, of Lenton, said that he should
like to have an expression of opinion as to
whether it was desirable to unite into largo
districts or not. He therefore moved as an
amendment,—“That each district act according
to its own judgment on tho subject.” Mr.
Godber, of Balderton, inquired whether the
Local Government Board would so far disap.
prove as not to allow each separate sanitary
authority to appoint a medical man acting and
practising in the district. Mr. Fleming:” You
have the power to appoint whom you like, pro-
viding he is properly qualified. The question
was^ then put to the vote, and the original
motion was carried by a majority of nineteen to
fifteen.

THE CHAPEL AND HALL, WINCHESTER
COLLEGE.

Sin,—Your correspondent, “D,” in your Iasi
week’s impression, concludes his letter,—“Now
if the authorities really cannot afford these works
of restoration, they ought instantly to open a
subsenption for the purpose.” And “every one
who knows Winchester College, must see that
they have not sufficient funds, &c.” It may in.
terest “D,” and others who may not know the
facts, to be informed that Winchester 001160-6 is
one of the richest corporations in the kingdom •

that their present income is 20,000Z. a year, or
more, and is increasing every day. At the pre
sent moment the college is said to be under com-
missioners, who are responsible, bntwho certainly
do not take any active measures for the improve,
ment of the college buildings, or their landed
estates, dotted as they are over nine counties.
Nor are the college funds much entrenched on
by liberal contributions to schools, or public
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cliaxities in the parishea where the property is

situate, the annual subscriptions seldom exceed-

ing a vo'y few pounds.
There can now bo no reason, as formerly

existed, for colleges and such like institutions to

hold landed estates. And when it is known what

a bar to improvement these properties frequently

are—never managed as other estates,—the sooner

the commissioners have power to sell their

estates (without being obliged to re-invest in

land), the better it will be for the colleges, their

lessees, and the public generally.

The funded property of this college, I am told,

is nearly lOO.OOOZ.* So want of money cannot be

urged as a reason why everything connected with

this property should not be well done, and done

at once. North Hants.

FRESCO AND MURAL DECORATION.

The Committee of the Council of Education
have announced their intention of awarding a

number of prizes for the beat copies of any good
examples of fresco or other wall-painting existing

in the United Kingdom in connexion with eccle-

siastical and other buildings. Information is also

desired as to the former practice of mural
paintings in these countries, and the artists who
were engaged in the pursuit. Those supplying

the information are required to state the name
of the church or other old buildings on the walls

of which the painting exists, the name of the

town and county, whether in tempora, fresco, or

oil
5 the size, the name of the artist if known or

probable name, date of the work or probable

date, name of any printed work [or manuscript]
containing a description of the above.

The head-master of the schools of art in con.

nexion with South Kensington will send circulars

through the country detailing the particulars of

the competition, and with a view of obtaining all

possible information upon the subject. Some of

our readers may help.

THE EMBANKMENT FROM CHARING
CROSS.

Sir,—

S

hould Northumberland House be re-

moved, and should an opening be made through

its site to the Embankment, I will presume that

(especially if the trees at the two sides of the
avenue so laid open be retained) a magnificent

opportunity will arise for looking down such
avenue. But must not the expense of destroying

the house be supplemented by the further

expense of providing an object to be looked at

as the termination of the vista ? The river

Thames will, in perspective, be reduced to insig-

nificance, if not hidden altogether behind para-

pets. Are the Metropolitan Board prepared to

lay out a few thousands in the erection of some-
thing like an Albert Memorial on the Surrey

shore ? G. M.

THE ROYAL GOLD MEDAL.

Sib,—

Y

our correspondent “M. I. B. A.” drew
attention in your last issue to the proposed award
of the Royal Gold Medal to Mr. T. H. Wyatt, and
in a temperate and forcible manner pointed out

the impropriety of the proposal, and indicatt?d

some of the ill results which will ensue if the

ecommendation of the Council be confirmed by
the Institute.

I fully anticipated when the announcement
was first made that it would elicit some remarks
from the pi'ofcssional journals, but as far us I

have seen the letter of your correspondent

is the first public notice that has been taken of

the matter. This reticence in all probability

arises from a desire to avoid any apparent dis-

paragement of Mr. Thos. Henry Wyatt, who is

universally esteemed both as an architect and a
gentleman.t It is not, however, in any sense

a personal question, but entirely a question

of policy, and may, to divest it of all appearance
of personal feeling, be put in this form :

“ Is it

right for a public body, intrusted with the duty
of advising her Majesty as to the bestowal of a

mark of distinction, to nominate their own presi-

dent for the time being for the honour ?” The
answer to that proposition mast be in the nega-

tive. Wiiat would be thought of a Cabinet
which advised the sovereign to confer a vacant

* I know tlnis as a .fuel from private sources,

t Quite right, so far as we are concerned. "We feel

strongly the force of the objection taken, hut are not

willing to say one word in disparagement of Mr. Wyatt's

c aims,

Garter upon the Minister at the head of the

Government ? Such a course would be naturally

considered improper and unbecoming, and yet it

is precisely similar to the action of the Institute.

Should architects have any less standard of

honour than statesmen, or is there one code of

honour among politicians and another for pro-

fessional men ?

The Royal Gold Medal is one of the few dis-

tinctions which full to the lot of our profession,

and it is important that this distinction should be

distributed impartially, and that it should not be
confined to n clique, nor be used as a reward for

services to the Institute. The Council of the

Institute are merely trustees of the Royal favour,

and it is an abuse of that trust if they restrict

their recommendation to Her Majesty among
their own members, or allow any personal feeling

or favour to infiuence their decision. Some of

the later awards of the medal have been cer-

tainly open to question
;
but we have not had

hitherto such a flagrant instance of official

nepotism as the present proposal, and I trust

that the profession will show its feeling with

sufficient distinctness to induce the Council to

withdraw their recommendation.
As I before remarked, the president of the

Institute is in every sense an architect and a
gentleman

;
and I can scarcely credit that he

approves the action of the Council. I cannot
believe that a man of his sensibility could accept

the highest distinction awarded to his profession

from the hands of his sovereign with any satisfac-

tion to himself under the present circumstances.

Civis.

LEAD PIPES AND FROST.

Sir,—

A

s a subscriber of more than twenty
years, I have not read your pages without seeing

many suggestions for preventing the bursting of

water-pipes by frost
;
but none of them appear

to find much favour, as the evil still wants a
remedy.

I will venture to affirm that the suggestion

mentioned in your last issue as finding favour in

a discussion at the Inventors’ Institute will not

be much used, although there cannot be a doubt
of its practical efficiency. A small india-rubber

tube inside the ordinary lead-pipe need not be
very costly; but it would puzzle many a work-
man how to finish off the end near the tap, or

how to make a junction if the pipe branches.

If you think the following suggestion worth
inserting, it is at your service. I would have
made it some years ago, bub should have pre-

ferred to know how it succeeded in practice.

Let an ordinary lead pipe be passed through
a pair of rollers so as to flatten it slightly

;
tho

expansion of water within it during frost will

only tend to bring it to a circular shape, and
probably it will require many severe frosts to

accomplish that, for even in lead there is some
elasticity. An iron (wrought iron) or zinc pipe

would probably always resume i^s flattened

shape, after the frost is over. Other sections

besides the elliptic might of course be applied

—

as half-round and three-quarter round, with a
flat side to the wall. These sections for water
or gas pipes would be far neater in appearance
than the circular shape now univ'ersal.

F. H. M‘L.t.vcHL.\N.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
East StoJee .—The chancel of East Stoke Church

(near Newark) has been restored, at the expense

of Sir Henry Bromley, bart. It had a level

plastered ceiling, high pews, and rough stone

paving, the extreme end only of the chancel

being raised one atop above the floor of the nave.

The improvements consist of new plinth and
facing to a portion of the exterior, with eaves,

gutters, and rain-pipes, a chancel archway with

moulded jambs and bases, and carved capitals

;

a stone screen, with moulded qnatrefoil per-

forations and coping, two ornamental panels

inserted in the western spandrels of the arch, and
an oak door and frame with moulded and carved

stone dressings on the north side. There are now
five steps, including the altar, of red Mansfield

stone, with inlaid encaustic tile risings and
rounded nosings. The floors are laid with Min-

ton’s tiles
;

those of the Sacrariiim being the

gift of Captain Bromley, R.N. The plastering

has been removed from the interior, the wall-

stones pointed, tho tie-beams and king-posts

cut away, the principals cross-braced and

secured with iron tie-rods. A polygonal

moulded and panelled ceiling is formed of

pitch-pine. There are an oak nltar-table and i

pitch-pine open sittings. The book-rests to r

front seats are supported on iron standards. i

These improvements bring out the flue proper- u
tions of this chancel, and show the tracery in the :i

east window, pi*eviously hidden by the plastered ll

ceiling. The gallery is removed to tho west end il

of the nave, and the tower archway opened out (

.

and restored. • The works were carried out under m
the direction of Messrs. Hine & Son, of Not- i

tingham, by Mr. R. Young, of Lincoln, builder; i-

the carving was by Mr. J. M. Thompson, of I

:

Nottingham.
Lightcliffe .—The parishioners of Lightcliffa .

'

have had a liberal offer made to them, at a i

meeting, by Major Foster, of Cliffie Hill. Thera ;•

beiug obstacles in the way of building on or .U

near the site of the present church, the major
-I

offered a site for a new church on a portion of I

bis own park, more conveniently situated for the
parishioners at large, and to build the church at ,

a cost of at least 5,000i., capable of accommo-
dating from 400 to 600 persons (a third of the :

sittings to bo free), trusting to the parishioners

to prov’ide a clock, peal of eight bells, and an i

organ. The offer was most heartily received by '

all present, and they promised to do their part in i

the work.

VARIORUM.
“ The Newspaper Press Directory and Adver-

tiaers’ Guide. 1873. Mitchell & Co., contrao- .

tors for advertising. Red Lion-court, Fleet. .

street.”—This is the twenty-eighth annual issue i

of a very useful periodical. Besides containing-
;

full particulars relative to each journal published 1

in the three kingdoms, it contains a directory of

newspaper proprietors and a newspaper map of

the United Kingdom, with a directory of raaga-

zines, reviews, and periodicals
;
and many news- .

paper advertisements. “Dulwich College and I

the Endowed Schools Commissioners. A tract :

for the times. By John R. Adams. London ; :

Davidson, High Holbom.” This tract enters

pretty fully into the affairs of Dulwich College,
,

and treats of the merits or demerits of the- •

authorities. Tho author thus sums up his con-
elusions :

—“ The noble foundation of God’s i

Gift College at Dulwich ought to be for ever

applied to the uses for which the founder de-

signed it, and which, in framing the scheme i

which was sanctioned in 1857, the Charity '

Commissioners respected. We do not mean to j

say that the scheme of 1857 needs no amend- .

ment; on the contrary, we think that in many -

points it could and ought to be much improved;
and in conclusion we will here indicate the points .

alluded to,

“1. The goTerninff body should be remodelled, and its i

powers for evil checked, as to leases aud mariLiKeraent of
property, and us to the exaotioa of high fees for educa- •

2. Such an organisation of the schools, by means of
departments and otherwise, should be enforced as will i

spread the benefits of the endowment over the widest
possible area, and in the best possible way, in conformity -

with the light of modern times, and not iu slavish obe- /

dience to ancient notions.
3. In particular, by means of a school or college devoted .

;

to tho subject, technical instruction of the most ample i

kind and character should be afforded.
|

•1. The tuition fees should be fixed as low as possible,—
f

the rates named by Canon Robinson and Mr. Latham axe »

ample,—and tho endowment used to supply what the fee» »

do not pay.
6. Local schools should be established in tho parishes

now entitled to the benefits of the endowment, according
f

to their several needs, having regard to existing means of .

education in the respective localities.

6. Girls' schools of every grade should he established as ;

soon as possible, at the low scale of fees mentioued by '

Mr. Fearon.
Generally, the endowment should be so used a-s to carry

out substautiftlly the presumed object of all endowments, ,

namely, to help those who need help, and not those who- •

boastfully disclaim all desire or intention of participating
iu charity."

“ Light Railways and Tram-roads,—theiir ’

Advantages, &c. By Arthur C. Pain, Assoo-f.

Inst. C.E. The Field Office, Strand.” The- i

author of this tractate treats of the advantages ^
of light railways to landowners, the cost, mode-

of construction, and working, with rem-irks oa
the raising of the necessary capital. This is aa
important subject, to which we have already

given repeated attention. “An Essay oa i

Astro-Meteorological and Political Sciences, en-

titled Coal-Mine Explosions, and their Cure ; ,

inclnding a Warning to Rulers. By W. C iri'

Ash. London : W. C. Ash, 8, Ecoii-road, Ecoa .

Park, Haverstock-hill.” This author is of opiuioa :

that,

—

" Coal-mine explosions are caused by two opposing; ele-

meuts, hut and cold air, coming in contact, cr in collision,

the result being an explosion, and, consequently, a i

flame,—or lightning, for, by u wrong system of vontila-

tioD, the coal-mine becomes a species of volcano."
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Thcuf?h these catastrophes may be prevented,
he adds, and coal-mines rendered as safe to work
in as stone-quarriea, yetthe men must be taught
the truth, that all the science in the world will

not prevent accidents that may be caused by
folly, carelessness, or indifference, to prevent
which rigid rules are necessary. Tho author
has special ideas as to the aurora borealis, which
he insists on treating as plural in the singular
number, and he also deals with a variety of

subjects, such as pauperism, politics, and poll-

tical economy
;
predicts events such as that the

Prince of Wales is “ destined to reign," &c.
j
and

seems certain that Britons are descended
from the lost tribes of Israel, and have
a grand destiny to accomplish. “ Report
to tlie City Sewers Commission on Railway
and Tramway Projects. By W. Haywood,
Engineer and Surveyor to the Commission.
January 17th, 1873." In this Report to the
Finance and Improvement Committee of tho
City Sewers Commission, Mr. Haywood treats
of the railway and tramway projects before
Parliament in the present session, as they affect

the City of London. Tho following is a list of
them City and West End Railway, Metro,
politau Railway, Midland Railway (Additional
Powers), East and West Metropolitan Junction
and Cannon-street Railway, North Metropolitan
Tramways, and New Mint Building Site. The
railway projects will interfere with the sewerage,
he states, and ought to be dissented from in
order that the interests of the public and the
City authorities may be secured. The New
Mint site is the same as before, on the Thames
Embankment, near Temple-street and tho Gas
Light and Coke Company’s premises.

A Ne-w Safety Lamp.—A patent has been
taken out by Mr. William Yates, of Westminster,
modifying the old lamp in the following way :

—
Ho bus removed the wire gauze from that part
of it which surrounded tho flame, and replaced
it by a strong lens or bull’s-eye glass on one side,

and a silver reflector on the other. The result
of this aiTangement is that his lamp gives “a
cheerful light, estimated at twenty times that of
the old Davy, and sufficient for all necessary
purposes.” Tho lamp is easily opened, but this
cannot be done without at the same time with-
drawing the wick and ostinguisbing the flame,
and it thus becomes impossible to obtain a light
by opening the lamp. There are other improve,
ments obviating objections to the old lamps.
Mr. W. Galloway, wo may hero remark, has
found that a sound-wave is capable of causing
the flame within the wire-gauze cage of a safety-
lamp to he transmitted to the e.tternal explosive
atmosphere. This tends to show that the firing

of a shot in a colliery may determine an explo-
sion, not by actual communication of flame from
the gunpowder, but solely by transmission of the
sound to a safety-lamp placed in a dangerous
part of the workings.

Tlie Pever from Infected Milk at Leeds.

—

Dr. Robinson, the medical officer of health for
Leeds, has just presented his sanitary report to
the Town Council, and in this document he gives
full particulars of this peculiar dissemination of
tho epidemic, which he traced to milk used in
common among those attacked

; and on tracio"
the milk to the dairy, he tliere found typhoid
fever very prevalent and fatal in the farmhouse,
part of which, open to the sick apartment, formed
the dairy, under circumstances which showed
clearly how the contamination of the milk arose.
He says, nofewer than eighty persons who had ob-
tained this milk, which was of “ superior quality,”
oa evidence proved, were attacked by fever, and
of this number fourteen died. At Armley, near
Leeds, there has also been an outbreak of typhoid
fever, and into this epidemic a special investiga-
tion has been made by Dr. Ballard (one of the
medical officers of the Local Government Board,
and who has bad previous experionco in milk
poisoning at Islington), and from whom a report
is shortly expected.

• Rateable Property.—For all England and
Wales the amount of tho gross estimated rental,

under the valuation.list in force at Lady-day,
1871. was 126, -173,9211., and under the list in force
it Lady.day, 1872, 129,038,976?-. The amount
)f tho rateable value, under the valuation-list in
breo at Lady-day, 1871, was 107,398,212?.,
ind under the list in force at Lady-day, 1872
.09,117,111?.

Obstruction of Light. — An arbitration
has taken place in the New Music-hall, Sheffield,

before Mr. M. E. Hadfield. The parties to the
arbitration were Mr. William Horridge, horn,
stag, and scale merchant, Barker-pool, and the
Music-hall Company, Limited. The arbitration
was for the purpose of ascertaining the amount
of loss which bad been, and would be, sustained
by Mr. Horridge in consequence of air and light

to his works being obstructed by tho erection of

the New Music Hall. The company, by the
order of reference, had admitted their liability

to 'pay damages, and the only question to be
settled was the amount which they were to pay.
Several witnesses gave their evidence; among
whom were Mr. Abbott, of Flockton & Abbott,
architects for the music-hall, and Mr. Jen-
kinson and Mr. Fowler, architects. Mr. Jenkinson
estimated the depreciation to the factory at

288?. and Mr. Fowler at 158?. The arbitrator

promised to give his decision on a future day.

Science in Livei’pool.—A private meeting
held last week in the townhall, Liverpool,
under the presidency of the mayor, is interest,

ing, as showing that there is really a scientific

feeling in that great commercial emporium. The
meeting, though very unpretentious, is expected
to result in considerable benefit to the toA’n,

where science has too long been almost ignoi'cd.

The object is to induce visits from the greatest
scientific lecturers

; and a guarantee fund has
been established ^to secure the managing com-
mittee against loss. The presidents of all the
local learned societies have given in their ad-
heronce to the scheme, and attached their names
to the list of guarantors. Altogether the Liver-
pool Science Lecture Association wears an
appearance of reality that promises well for its

success. The mayor evinced much interest in

the subject, and the guarantors aro nearly all

gentlemen who may be relied upon for active
aid.

Windsor Litei'axy Institution. — Last
week a lecture was delivered to the members of
the above Institution by the Rev. H. F. Limpua,
one of the minor canons of St. George’s Chapel,
the subject being “Architects and Architecture.”
The lecturer, in commencing, said he hoped they
would not think he was sailing under false

colours in announcing that ho was going to

address them on architecture and architects,

and so leading them to expect that he was going
to treat of the various styles of architecture,

—

such as the Ionic, the Italian, Gothic, Early
English, and so on,—and on men who were
eminent in that profession, for that was not his
intention

; but ho was going to tell them of

various animals, insects, and birds, who were not
only the architects, but the constructors and
builders of their o’mi habitations. Misleading
titles such as this should always be avoided.

The Reclaimed Land on the Thames
Lmbankment.—The question as to the owner-
ship of the reclaimed land on tho Embankment
claimed by the Crown, but disputed by the
Metropolitan Board of Works, is likely, it would
seem, to be amicably settled. After demanding
40,000?. for the ground which the Board required
to be preserved as an open space, the Govern,
ment are now, through the Commissioners of
Woods and Forests, willing to accept 3,000?.,
subject to the Metropolitan Board (in the event
of their obtaining an Act to enable th m to
acquire Northumberlaund House), permitting
the Crown to build upon a portion of the estate
so acquired, as well as upon a part of the Em-
bankment their legal right to which is hardly
disputed.

Metropolitan District Railway. — The
report of the directors read at the half-yearly
meeting of shareholders gave the total receipts
at 99,6-12?., being an increase of 21,799?. over
the corresponding half of the previous year.
The net profit on the half - year’s work,
ing was 49,071?., which enabled the Board to
pay all liabilities, interest, &o., aud carry a small
balance to current revenue account. The num-
ber of passengers carried had been about one
million and a half in excess of the previous half,
year, aud tho receipts therefrom had been :

—

Ist class, 2,000?.; 2nd class, 2,500?.; and
3rd class, 12,600?. An increased receipt of
21,700?. had been earned by an increase of only
7,360?. in the expenses.

Society of Lady Artists.—The exliibition

(9, Conduit-street) will be opened to the public
on Monday next. The private view 'vvill take
place on (this) Saturday.

Mortality of Preston.—Mr. Radcliffe, of the
medical department of the Local Government
Board, has just given a statement from inquiries
he has made into tho increased mortality of
Preston. During one particular period of the
past year the death-rate in Preston was higher
than in any other part of the kingdom. He has
inspected the different localities in the town
where the greatest number of deaths have oc-
curred, and the result is that the unusual degree
of mortality is owing to defective sewerage and
vitiated air. But the principal cause he ascribed
to an imperfect system of cleansing the ashpits,
and intimated that the local hoard of health
should take the scavenging into their own hands,
and have the middens systematically emptied.

Archaeological Discovery in South Wales.
A few days ago, Mr. Howel Pugh, of Tyddjm-
baeh Farm, Llanfachreth, near Dolgelly, dis-
covered avault containinghuman remains in afield
which he was preparing to plough. The field rises
abruptly in the centre, like several other fields

in the locality, and on this eminence stood a huge
stone, which interfered with ploughing opera-
tions. Mr. Pugh therefore determined to remove
it, and eventually the stone was dragged away
by a team of horses. A deep hole was then
found, and at the bottom of it very dark earth
mixed with stones. It was also discovered that
there was probably a cavity lower down, and a
little excavation revealed a stone vault, con-
taining human remains, a brass dagger, and a
gold ring.

Rarthquakes.—The attention of men of
scieuce is beginning at last to be drawn to the
remarkable frequency of the occurrence of earth-
quakes in divers places throughout the earth’s
crust. Mr. R. Mallet, F.R.S., in his introduction
to a translation of Professor Palmieri’s account of
the eruption of Vesuvius last year, says that “if
we were possessed of a sufficient report from all
parts of our globe, we should probably find
scarcely a day pass without a very sensible
earthquake occurring somewhere

;
whilst, as

regards still smaller tremors, it might almost be
said that our globe, as a whole, is scarcely ever
free from them.” Moreover, “we may expect
at present one great eartliquake about every
eight months.”

Serious Explosion of Gas.—A gas explosion
recently took place on tho premises of Mr. Jay,
Stafford-street, Walsall, by which parts of the
partition walls were blown into the next house

;

si.x doors smashed, some of them being carried
away bodily ; shop windows and other windows
blown out, and the property gener*ally shattered,
besides much furniture being destroyed. The
accident was occasioned by a gasfitter having
left the supply-pipe in a room insecure or un-
plugged. The gas found its way into the room
above ; and a gasman, who had been sent for,

applied a lighted candle to tho hole through
which the pipe passed up.

Tlie Trainway-Scavenge System.—It is

proposed that our tramwa-y service should be
utilised during the small hours of the morning,
or immediately after the passenger traffic

ceases, for the purpose of conveying tho
scavenge and other rubbish of the City to suit-
able depflts or “shoots” outside the metropolis,
and in several places where the tramway ser-

vice exists the Local Boards are making their
arrangements for availing themselves of this
expeditious service. It is reported that all the
chief towns and cities in Great Britain, through
their public boards, will immediately follow suit,

believing tho system to be a simple, expeditious,
and economical one. The idea is a good one.

Architects on the Stage.—Friday evening,
the 2l8t of February, at the Arcldtectnral Asso-
ciation, was occupied with the members’ soiree,

with amateurs in farces, divers kinds of music,
and a good muster of sociable members. Tho
dramas were voted successful when the audience
could not help laughing, and tho end of “ The
Goose with the Golden Eggs” brought all the
performers before the curtain. The programme,
with the usual enigmas, looked, perhaps, a little
late in the day ; moat of the vagarious archi.
tectural doings being by this time where are the
neiges d’antan; but of course with dry filling
old printed matter will make good new squibs.

Cleansing Carriage-ways. — Mr. William
Haywood has made a valuable report to the City
Commissioners of Sewers upon the results of
experiments in cleansing the carriage-ways of
main streets. We will give the pith of it on
another occasion.
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Another Bridgfe broken down by a Trac-
tion-engine.—A fatal accident has occaiTcd at

the hamlet of Broom, in the pariah of Sonthill,

near Biggleswade, according to the Bedfordshire
Times, which states that a traction-engine of 10
or 12 tons weight, broke down a bridge of five

skeleton iron girders, erected about fifty years
since over a bye stream of the river Ivel, 2 ft.

deep. '.One man, whose leg was caught under the

machinery, but not broken, died of exposure to

cold, as he could not be extricated for some time,

and declined to have his leg amputated. Another
traction-engine had passed safely on a previous

occasion.

Stone in Yorkshire.—The stone trade in

Yorkshire is still increasing, and the quarrymen
are again agitating for a fm-ther advance in

wages. Ml". Stephen Seal, of the Barfield

quarries, conceded a further rise on the 20th
ult. The price of stone, though higher, has
not been advanced, we understand, in proportion
to the increased rate of wages

j
and considering

the enormous advance in coal, iron, and steel,

the position of quarry proprietors is not an envi-

able one. An advance in price and the stop-

page of some saw-mills are predicted.

The I»ate Mr. George Shalders.—A com-
mittee of artists has been formed for the purpose
of making some provision for the family of the
late Mr. George Shalders, member of the Insti-

tute of Painters in ‘VVater-coloura. In addition
to subscriptions, the committee are now forming
a collection of drawings and sketches in oil and
water-colours, to be afterwards disposed of for

the fund. Mr. J. H. Mole, of 7, Guildford-place,
Eussell-square, W.C., is the treasurers and the
Bloomsbury branch of the London and Westmin-
ster Bank receives subscriptions.

The Age of Wood.—A discovery was made
by Mr. John Glasbrook, in an old adit level, at

Pwllycwm Colliery, near Landore. The men
are sinking a new pit there, and in an old adit
level, filled with rubbish, came across two old
wooden shovels, evidently used by the miners
hundreds of years ago. The handles of these
shovels arc of ash, the blades of oak (still as
hard as steel). There is not a particle of iron
even in the fastenings, and those implements of
trade must have been left where now found at
least 200 years ago.

Science in Daily Life.—The last but one of
the present series of lectures on the application
of science to the requirements of daily life,

organised by Mr. Thomas Twining, in connexion
with the late Economic Museum at Twickenham,
and lately delivered on alternate Tuesday
evenings, at the Lambeth Baths, was given on
Tuesday last, when the subject was the important
but much neglected one of “the human body.”
So^Uh London Chronicle.

Heating Buildings.—An invention of Mr.
W. G. Lankester has been tried in the New
Guildhall, Winchester. It consists of cast-iron
rectangular hollow chambers forming the skirting

of the room. The heated water posses through
these, as it does through ordinary pipes. The
patent hot-water skirtings, however, appear just
like wood skirting, and are therefore practically
invisible, and they afford an opportunity for the
introduction and warming of pure air at the
back.

Design for a Desk.—At the last meeting of

the Metropolitan School Board, on the motion of

Mr. McGregor, chairman of the School Manage-
ment Committee, it was agreed to empower that
committee to offer a prize of lOZ. for the be.st

design for a desk and bench of the description
recommended in the report.

Literary Dinners.—The Eight Hon. W. E.
Gladstone has accepted an invitation to preside
at the anniversary dinnner of the Kojal Literary
Fund on Wednesday, the 28th of May next. The
annual festival in aid of the Newspaper Press
Fund will be presided over by Mr. Froude.

Oxford Architectural and Historical
Society.—The Saturday walks and excursions
will be continued, commencing March 1, at
2.15 p.m. (Oriel College and St. Mary Hall);
and on March 8, a visit will be paid to Lincoln
College and AE Saints’ Church.

Oil for tlie Lighthouses.—The Honourable
Corporation of Trinity House have accepted the
tender of Sir W. A. Bose & Co., of London, for
no less than 75,000 gallons of colza oil for the
English and colonial lighthouses.

Pictures and Sketches.—We would remind
our readers that a sale of the late Mr. Thomas
Allom’s pictures, drawings, and sketches will

take place at the rooms of Messrs. Christie,

Manson, & Woods, on March 14th.

Mr. Cole, C.B.—It is said that Mr. H. Cole,

C.B., of the South Kensington Museum, has
accepted the presidency of the Bii’mingham
School of Art.

TENDERS
For Bis houees, with ehops, on the Torrinffton Gardens

estate, Finchley. Mr. M. C. W. Horne, architect
Waltvn £5,229 0 0
Gilmour 4,980 0 0
Carter 4,930 0 0
Thompson i Smith 4,877 0 0
Wagner 4,784 0 0
Cooper 4,775 0 0
Niblett A Son 4,680 0 0

For rebuilding the premises, Nos. 13 and 15, Eing-
street, Hammersmith, for Mr. Charles Bowu. Quantities
supplied by Messrs. Welsh A Atldnsou. Mr. E, Wood-
thorpe, architect :

—

Macey £3,637 0 0
Braithwaite 3,450 0 0
Hill & Sons (too late) 3,370 0 0
Perry, Brothers 3,300 0 0
Colls & Sons 3,214 0 0
Turners & Sons 3,163 0 0
Downs A Co.... 3,160 0 0
Pritchard 3,147 0 0
Chamberlen, Brothers 3,047 0 0
Adamson a sons ^accepteu) ... 2,904 0 0

For Messrs. Mabey’s offices, Tbrogniorton-street. Mr-
John J. Cole, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. James
Barnett :

—

Hill A Sons £13,640 0 0
Ashby A Sous 13,150 0 0
Henshaw A Co 11,900 0 0
Parry A Co 11,500 0 0
Eillliy 11,180 0 0

For warehouse, Bishop-street, Stockton-on-Tees, for
Messrs. W. Benington A Son. Messrs. Alexander A
Heuiuan, nrohiloets:

—

Craggs £550 0 0
Cook 479 0 0
Hey A Sons (accepted) 4-10 0 0

For schools (to accommodate 1,000 children), master’s
and mistress’s houses, boundary-walls, Ac., in Denmark-
street, MidiUesborough, for the Middlesborough School
Board. Messrs. Alexander A Henman, architects:—

£8,785 0 0 !

Bellerby
Oliver
Johnson
Shaltoe A Barry
Stainsliy

I. Johnson (accepted)
Buhner A Co

0 0
6,854 12 1

5,623 0 0
6,433 0 0
5,333 0 0
6,216 0 0
3,884 0 0 !

For a new bank at Dover, for the London and County
Banking Company. Mr. Fred. Chancellor, architect.
Quantities by Mr. Sydney Young:

—

Rider A Son £4,794 0 0
Dove, Brothers 4,135 0 0
Stiff 4,124 0 0
Hill A Son 4,048 0 0
Denue 3,898 0 0
Adcock A Rees 3,853 10 0
Cooke A Greene 3,793 0 0
Wilson 3,733 0 0

For building^a new bank, in Clement’s-lane, City, for
the Bunk of British North America. Mr. Fred. Chan-
cellor, architect. Quantities by Messrs. Hovenden, Heath,
A Berridge :

—

Brass £11,530 0 0
Brown A Robinson 10,060 0 0
Conder 9,950 0 0
Hill A Sons 9,820 0 0
Perry A Co 8,965 0 0

For building new schools, at Great Baddow, Essex.
Mr. Fred. Chancellor, architect. No quantities supplied

Gardner £1,433 0 0
Brown 1,415 0 0
Saunders 1,415 0 0
Qozzelt 1,365 0 0

For building a chapel, iu Heaton-road, Peckham-rye.
Messrs. W. Berryman A Son, architects :—

Ray £2,249 0 0!
Tarrant 1,449 0 0
Sawyer 1,394 0 o
NilifettASon 1,390 0 0
Dewell 1,347 0 0
Brindley 1,298 0 0
Cook 1,258 0 0
Faulkner 1,248 0 0
Cooper 1,240 o 0
Mursland A Sons 1,229 0 0
G. A S. Fisher 1,197 0 0
Crowhurst 1,175 0 0
Shapley 1,135 0 0
Muaday 1,080 0 0

!

For building new schools, at Mayland, Essex. Mr
FreU. Chancellor, architect. No quantities supplied :

—

Stammers £975 0 0
Saunders 965 0 0
Gozzest 825 0 0

For the erection of a cottage residence, at Caple-le-
Mr. S. Blingsby-Stallwood,Folkestone, Kent.

architect :

—

Holdom
Prebble
Brooks A Slade

Pain
Webster (accepted)

..£610 0 0
i94 0 0

.. 564 0 0
.. 520 0 0
.. ‘499 10 0
.. 488 0 0

For roads and sewers, on Great Medgbury, close to
New Swindon, Wilts. Mr. W. Read, surveyor:

—

Contract No. 1.

Barnes £356' 0 0
Wiltshire 343 8 0
Phillips (accepted) 338 0 0

For the erection of a dwelling-house, at Portmadoc, for
Cept. Hugh Jones. Messrs. Roberts A Morrow, archi-
tects :—

Humphreys £300 0 0
B. Griffith 282 0 0
Lloyd 280 0 0
Roberts 279 0 0
Hughes 275 0 0
O. Griffith 27-1 0 0
Pritchard 273 0 0
Davies (accepted) 270 0 0
Williams 261 0 0

For tho erection oi a aweumg.nouse, at Portmadoc, for
Mr. Ellis Williams. Messrs. Roberts A Morrow, archi-
tects:

—

Humphreys £210 0 0
Roberts 191 0 0
O. Griffith (accepted) 184 0 0
R. Griffith 183 0 0
Pritchard 166 0 0
Davies 161 0 0
Williams 154 0 0

_

For the erection of a mansion (irrespeotiTc of decora-
tions), at Oldway, near Torquay, Devon, for Mr. J. M.
Singer. Mr. Geo. Soudou Bridgman, architect. Quan-
tities supplied :

—

Goss £16,300 0 0
Evans, Brothers 16,900 0 0
Lethbridge 15,484 0 0
Pethic 15,290 0 0
Finch 14,074 0 0
Hubbard 13,685 0 0
Matcham (accepted)... 13,586 0 0

For new sehoob, Eagle-eourt, Clerkcnwell, for th
London School Board, Mr. E, R. Robson, architect

.Wood £6,607 0 0
Conder 6,050 0 0
Hill A Sons 6,000 0 0
Dove, Brothers 5,935 0 0
Scrivener A MTiite 5,900 0 0
Tarrant 5,891 0 0
Grover 6,875 0 0
Niblett A Son 6,762 0 0
High.. 5,495 0 0
Wigmore - 4,825 0 0

For the erection of two warehouses, in Qneon Victoria-
street, E.C. Mr. John Wimble, architect

Patrick A Son £1,789 0 0
Scrivener A "WTiite 1,762 0 0
Kilby 1,683 0 0
Ashby A Sons 1,668 0 0
Newman A Mann 1,646 0 0
Mortar 1,633 0 0
Falkner 1,527 0 0
W. A F. Croaker 1,497 0 0

For making and forming roads, and laying in pipe seWer
to same, on Clapham Park Estate. Mr. W. R. Lacey,
survevor :

—

Neal £1,695 19 2
Chappell.... 1,400 0 0
Eladon 1,315 0 0
Wigmore 1,230 0 0

For the erection of schools, at Sutton, Surrey. Messrs-
Henry Jarvis A Son, architects :—

Kent £1,698 0 0
Thompson 1.03-4 0 0
Richardson 1,630 0 0
Henshaw A Co 1,692 0 0
Potter A Perridgo 1,576 0 0
Marsland A Sons 1,550 0 0
Shepherd 1,475 0 0

Accepted for road and sewer. Gipsy-hill :-

Bysh £47

For tho erection of two warehouses, in Queen Victoria-
street, City. Mr. Alexander Peebles, architect. Quan-
tities supplied :

—

Add, if Portland
stone is used.

£669Bland
Moraman

£10,168
9,610

Moreland A Co 9,077
Mvera 9,010
Nightingale 8,9-40

Longmire A Burge ... 8,900
Vicks, Bangs, A Co. 8,873
V oodward , 8,833

8,820

Moiter •
, 8,668

* Accepted, including stone.

TO COERESPONDENTS.
G- V. B.-J. B.—H. B.—P.—J. L.—A. M.—M. H. J.—J. H.—

A. W. T.-A. -V—H. S CO.-8. H. R.—E. W.—C. F.—\V. M.—W. H.—
C. C- H.—H. J. L.—C. F. M.-F. F-—E.—A P.—6. a B.—W. P, C.—
A IL-G. a W.—W. W.-R. i M.—W. H. R.—iL R. W.—1*. W. B.—
F. C.—G. * 3. F.—C. D- A Co.

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and glvin
addressee.

All statemente of facte, lists of tenders, Ac., must be accompanied

'

br the name and address of the seudor, not necessarily for

publication.

KntE.—The responsibility of signed arUdes, and papers read at
public meetings, tests of course with the authors.

SITUATfONS WANTED.—AdvertUements of thisclaisareineerteit
it the following rate, viz.

Six lines (about fifty words) 28. 6J.

E.'ich aildlllonal line (about ten words) Os. 6d.

Ualfpenny stamps accepted for amounts under 2s.

'c
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The Beal, the Con-

ventional, and the

Ideal.

C rarely happens

that a man who, to

the possession of an

observant eye, and

of a taste for na.

tural beauty, adds

even the faintest

spark of the artist’s

fu*e, can take a

country stroll with-

out having his ima-

gination impressed

by graceful forms

which he will desire

to perpetuate or to

reproduce. Painter,

sculptor, or architect, in whatever province of

art his sympathies may He, they will respond

to the whisper of nature. If the landscape be

unimjirossivo in its features, the clouds in the

sky, the fleeting shadows which they throw on

the earth, the purple and gold of the sunrise, the

grayer and evanescent tints of the sunset, clothe

it with fresh life in almost each successive day

of our changeful climate. If form be appre.

dated by the observer more highly than colour^

every copse and hedge-row will yield spoils to

bis note-book
;

or, at all events, to his memory.
A. waving spray of eglantine, the massy, clustered

foliage of the lime, the taper form and silver

veining of some specially graceful ivy-Ieaf, the

bold knotted contortions of the stem of that

glossy creeper—which forms the tapestry of the

ruin, and is often the murderer of the pine,

—

each will be instinct with a lesson from the very

fountain of life and of beauty.

But if, while seeking communion with nature,

the path of the student be hemmed in by the

hand of man,—if it lies through those untidy

outskirts of civilisation, more depressing to the

spirits than even the interior of town or city,

—

where clay is steaming itself into brick, and
where the hideous abodes of cheap suburban life

are replacing the trees once occupied by no
builders but the birds

; how often may he look in

vain for such a message ? If the free wild

growth of the field be replaced by the straight

walks and trim beds of the nursery-man’s garden,
the contrast is not much less striking. The
laden branches of the espalier, full of commercial
hope and promise to tho owner, present to the
artist a sad caricature of the clouded masses of

tho wild cherry
; the pyramidal azalea, the

pride of the grower, looks to the lover of nature

like a Chinese manufacture
; the largest new

rose, with its card-board ruff, is' not to be
compared to tho fine shell-like petals of the

eglantine.

If we ascend from landscape and from vegeta-

tion to animal forms, the same rule holds good.

Escape from tho beaten path. Fly, when you
can, beyond the sound of the steam-whistle.

Take some road, once busy with traffic, but now
three-parts overgrown with grass—some country
lane on which busy traffic has never yet set foot

;

or a drive through a park or road, sacred to the

English citlis of the fox and the pheasant,

—

wherever you come within the domain of animal
life, unbrutaliaed by human interference, you

find artistic food for the mind. The swoop of

the swift over a hOl crest, the steady poise of the

kite, the adroit hop of the rook, the scuttle of

tho squirrel, the dignified prowl of the fox, the

martial evolutions of the curlew, and the sudden

change of the aerial squadron into flecks of bril.

liant golden light—these tell another tale to the

artist from the sullen shamble of the caged lion,

' or the mournful grimace of the organ.dwelling

monkey.

Nature, uncahined, unconfined, unspoiled by

man, supplies that milk upon which the artist

lives. Art can no more be brought up by hand,

with any chance of attaining a vigorous maturity,

than can the human infant, in a physical sense.

And if this be true with regard to the painter of

landscape, or of vegetation, and to the sculptor

and painter of animal forms, no less is it the

case with tho artist who deals with the highest

class of subjects, the representation of human

forms, of human passion, grace, and beauty.

In whatever way we approach this part of the

subject, we shall find the same lesson repeated.

If we look either to the historic, or to the geo-

graphical, distribution of art, we shall find that

nothing has ever replaced tho direct teaching of

nature. In climates where human forms, in the

sultry season, betake themselves to the water,

or to the shade of the forest, for shelter or for

enjoyment, tho painter has the advantage Of

Actmon, without his fate. Tho artist who sees

man in a state of free natural activity, can

draw or can sculpture as he never can do who

has worked only upon models. Thus the supreme

excellence of the art of tho sculptor is closely

connected with the institutions of tho Greek

games, where not only every description of pose

and of play of limb, in the bestproportionedforms,

was nnconsiously presented by the combatants

;

but where also every emotion of hope and of

fear, of sympathy and of anger, of surprise

and of delight, was reflected from the faces of

the spectators. The foot-race, or the wrestling

match, afforded a lesson not less instructive in

pathognomy than in anatomy.

The contrast between the sensuous, instinc-

tive, unregarding enjoyment of life which the

summer months develop on the shores of the

Mediterranean, and the rigid, self-observant,

self-controlled physiognomy of modern life and

of northern civiHsation, is as marked as is that

between nature and convention, or nature ruined

by man, in any other department of pictorial

study. But'civilisation has its own features, as

well as savage life, and to seize and depict the

passions of civilised man is no less a theme

worthy of the artist than to draw Diana in hc^^

bath. The language has, however, become more

complicated. It has lost its monosyllabic form-

The artist has painfully to learn both spelling

and grammar, and to advance by slow degrees

to laboured composition. Itis^in the study of

these elementary portions of his art that the

artist of modem times is often so far compelled

to linger that he loses the very idea that his path

lies to something beyond.

An instance of tho attainment of great per-

fectiou of what we may call grammatical detail,

may bo found in the Dutch school. The pre-

lirainary portions of the artist’s toil have been

mastered by some of these painters with rare

power and felicity. The actual manipulation*of

the draughtsman, though an essential element

in tho craft of the painter, must be regarded as

one of the lowest elements. There have been

artists without this power,—authors of a sort of

song without words in art,—men who could see

what was beautiful, and who could imagine what

was beautiful
;
but who could neither copy what

they saw, nor embody what they dreamed. They

lacked the mechanical power,—the lowest,—but

none the less the essential element of artistic

success.

In this mechanical power the painters of the

school to which we refer are eminent. Perhaps

no artist ever possessed this gift in greater

vigour than did Breughel. Among ourselves it

characterises Holman Hunt and Noel Paton.

What they see, either in nature or in dreams,

they can aid other men to see on their

canvas.

But the Dutch painters have attained a higher

step than that of mere faithful representation, or

the fidelity to nature spoken of as Realism. They
have acquired a great amount of physiognomical

and pathognomical knowledge
j
and they have

preserved and handed down this knowledge to

posterity in their works. They have done on

canvas what Theophrastus did in language j and
have produced a number of faithful, photographic

representations of certain tyxies of human life

and certain phases of human passion, which,

although far from being high art, are elements

of high art. They are studies of great value for

the student,—grammatical exercises, as it were,

which he cannot study without profit. To speak

of them as beautiful, or as possessing anything

approaching to immortality, would be abuse of

language. They have much of the value of a

collection of photographs, and while they are

less reliable as to absolute truth of delineation

of form, they shun the grim distortion which

photography has not yet been able to avoid in

its treatment of certain lines of shadow, such,

for instance, as tho most characteristic of all

physiognomical lines—that of the meeting of tho

lips.

Wo may look at Rembrandt as the most

signal and noble instance of the limited range

of tho realistic school. We do not forget that,

in his power of dealing with light and shade,

Rembrandt has a magic peculiar to himself.

Objects fell on his eye wrapt in a glory or

shrouded in a gloom, unpcrceived by less subtle

vision until he tlirew them on his canvas. But

look at Rembrandt as a portrait-painter. His

likeness of himself, his grey rabbins, his sturdy

burgo-masters, are not only life, hut life subtly

appreciated, and represented with that grasp of

tho main salient characteristics which is the

secret of the highest art either in language or in

graphic representation.

But take Rembrandt a step further, lu his

idea of those grand subjects which were tho

favourite themes of the Italian masters (the

great themes of art since the era of Diocletian),

and bow profound is his failure. What can be

more miserably undignified than the propor-

tions of the central figure of the groups of the

women brought before Christ in the Temple, ia

spite of the imaginative lighting of the scene,

and the pathognomical force of many of the

heads ? What can be more paltry and undig.

nified than the last so-called Rembrandt added

to tbe National Gallery ? Rembrandt, mastering

the grammar of bis art as few painters have

done, limited in his studies to a certain type of

form and of physiognomy, becomes a mere

dauber when he attempts the ideal, however ho

may conceal his failure beneath his unrivalled

wealth of illuminative power, which, like the

rays of the sun himself, clothes with lustre both

the lofty and the mean.

In the endeavour to attain a mastery of what

we have called the etymology and the grammar

of the art of the painter and of the sculptor, the

artist must remember that exact reproduction is

not a natural phenomenon. A lake, or a mirror,

not only alters the tint and tone of the objects

reflected from its surface, but also reverses every

feature of the scene. Photography not only is

as yet absolutely achromatic, hut has to contend

with such difficulties of distorted perspective and

exaggerated shadow as seem likely long to con-

fine sun-pictures to that humble rank, when com-

paredwithhuman handiwork, that chronicle bears

with reference to history, or the brief holds when
compared to the oration. No plant, no animal,

no cloud, within definite human experience, was

ever the fac-sinvile of another. And yet, within
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certain limits, nothing is more definite than
species. No two plants of groundsel in a garden,
to take the hurnbleat illustration, could be con.

sidered as exactly alike. But no gardener would
ever mistake either of them for an individual of

the most closely-neighbouring species. The
artist cannot be more exact than the mirror, nor
can he approach the fidelity of optical reflexion

by attempting to limn each detail with absolute
precision. Take such an example as a flowing

beard. A keen eyesight will distinguish the indi-

vidual hairs, to some of which even a distinct and
important physiognomical value, or a sort of per-

sonality, may attach. But what the painter has
to represent is the combination of form, of out.

line, of colour, and of opacity, which the vision

of the actual waving mass presents to the mind.
The task of the sculptor is still more difficult, as

he has to effect the same object by his skilful

entrapping of shadow. If either artist thought
that ho could produce what some people call a
realistic effect by portraying hair by hair, what
a wretched failure would be the result! Even
photography often breaks down before the
beard, representing lights as shadows, and vice

vers&.

Actual fidelity to nature, then, does not con-

sist in servile reproduction of detail. To say in

what it does consist is less easy,—for here we
cross the broad limit which separates talent from
that of geixius. The hand, and even the eye, can
he educated to a certain extent,—the glance of

the artist must be instinctive. That promethean
fire is struck from no earthly flint.

But the direction iu which the true artist will

seek for the gift of true representation of nature
can only be indicated by nature herself. He
must seek to unveil the goddess. He must
think of the law by which the Great Artificer

works, if he would seek to portray his creatures,

and that law is widely removed from tho idea of

imitation or of reprinting a definite type. It

may not, as yet, or perhaps ever, be definitely

apprehended by human wit ; but we are yet far

from being left in total darkness as to its mode
of operation.

Wo trace, in every natural object, either a
history or a promise. More correctly speaking,

we ought to trace both. We see tho operation
of fixed law, under varying conditions. From
the fixity of tho law results the identity of

species; from the constant change of condition

results the endless variety of individuals. Thus
in every living form, of either kingdom (apart

from all physiological, psychological, or theo-

logical considerations), there is that which we
call, iu default of more accurate knowledge, a
vital principle. In the grain of wheat there is a
$omethmg which tends, under appropriate cir.

cumstances, to produce a wheat plant. The
chemical relations of water and of ammonia are

distributed or altered by the action of this un-

known somcthiTig, and organic chemistry elabo-
.

rates the brute elements into the living tissue.

We may suppose (not for the sake of assertion

but of intelligibility), that that unknown some-

thing, in each case, is indistinguishable. So that

any individual grain of wheat would devclope

in exactly the same manner as any other

grain, every condition being exactly the same
;
or

we may imagine that there is such a slight dif-

ference between tho unknown elements as to

constitute an oiiginal individuality, considering

this term as inappropriate to mark tho distinc-

tion of perfectly homogeneous units. Tho idea

of the wheat plant is thus one,—specifically

one,—and the presence of that idea, modified in

its external expression by tho conditions of

growth, constitutes the specific unity of wheat.

So with animal species. The idea of a fox, tho

definite purport in the hierarchy of life of that

honoured beast of prey, is present in the poor
draggled captive chained to the kennel, and in

the wary ranger of the wood. But the artist

who would draw a fox must grasp the idea of

the animal, and then clothe the idea as nature
teaches him to do. If he draws the clothes alone,

he will only attain to the rank of an illustrator

fit for JIadameTussaud. If he endeavour to de-
velope the idea from internal consciousness,
he will attempt a ta.'rk which, in the first place,

is beyond human capacity to perform
j
and, in

the second, even were it preferred, would be
beyond human capacity to admire or to compre-
hend. But more or less imperfectly developed,
these two elements must be present in all work
of real genius,—the appreciation of the idea,

essence, or spirit, and the study of the mode in

which this idea is clothed by nature with visible

form. The mechanical mode of reproducing
that form is an entii'ely separate matter.

The step may seem a long one, in the first

instance, from the art of the sculptor and of tho
painter to that of the architect. But in the
latter, no less than in the former, are the three
elements of reality, conventional treatment, and
imagination, to bo distinctly traced. It is the
latter that makes a great architect, as distin-

gniahed from a mere builder. With a memory
stored with the best examples of the past, with
a constructive power based, on the one hand on
mathematical law, and on the other hand on a
profound knowledge of the structural pecu-
liarities of various materials, with that apprecia-
tiou of tho demands of the civilisation of his day
which gives a conventional propriety to his

work
; it is the imagination that gives life and

soul to the design, and makes a noble building
the embodiment of a grand idea.

A great portion of what we may call the
realistic part of the work of the architect lies in

tho fit adoption of the materials furnished by
the locality. While economical, and thus truly

architectural, reasons make this ordinarily

desirable, there results, if proper taste is pre-

sent, a picturesque effect which is truly har-

monious and charming. Thus for the Swiss
chalet the pine log is tho natural unit of struc-

ture. For warmth and dryness, for resistance

to the furious mountain blasts, and for thorough
harmony with tho masses of living pine-wood in

which it nestles, nothing can be either more
architecturally well adapted to the site or pic-

turesquely more appropriate. Take the chillet

bodily, as did the late Earl of Essex, and trans-

port it to the thickly.plantcd banks of a Hert-
fordshire trout-stream. The Swiss cottage in

Casbiobury Park is a gem of its kind. For a
pic-nic it is perfection ! Yet the idea that it is

a toy is never wholly lost. The fisherman who
loves the red-spotted trout that bask in the
rapid Gade

; the sportsman who has a chance of

blazing at the pheasants that throng tho covers
;

the farmer who watches tho kino and sheep that

pasture in tho noble park
; the lover of nature,

who hasanon-professioual interest in all these,

—

each has a sort of dim idea that the chalet is

only a very charming “folly.” But when wo
find a somewhat similar structure perched at

what, not many years ago, was tho extreme limit

of London to the north-east,—when we add
stabling for the neighbouring cab-stand, and fill

tho dark-timbered gables with prosaic fountains

of Bass or of Alsop,—the Swiss cottage has sunk
to a Cockney vulgarity.

Anotlier instance in which the local use of the

materials natural to any locality is attended with
the liappiost architectural results, and whore tho

abandonment of the elements of structure
afforded by nature is for the most part attended
by a vile adaptation of what has been called the

“churchwarden order” of architecture, is to be
found in the chalk districts of England. Chalk,
which in many of its physical, though not of its

chemical, qualities very closely resembles the

ordinary building stone of Italy, the volcanic

tufa, has one peculiarity which unfits it for the
ordinary use of the builder. It freely absorbs
water, and, when frost supervenes, is subject to

destruction of the surface, the depth to which
the frost penetrates shelling off on the succeeding
thaw.

For interior purposes, however, the lightness

of the material, the ease with which it may be
cut, its perfect homogeneity, and its beautiful

colour, are highly to be prized. In the groined

arches of many of our cathedrals, chalk forms a
portion of the roof, relieved for the most part
by ribs of some darker stone. But the material

for the external walls which is native to the

chalk districts is the flint. Fora country church,

a cottage, or for almost every building that does

not challenge a palatial dignity, a wall of flints,

chipped and fitted as the builders of the chalk
district well know how to work that material, and
as their ancestors knew perhaps better, is an
appropriate and often admissible resource; and
if the exterior is thus cased with an indestruc-

tible face (tho mortar or cement employed being
suitable), the interior walls may be well and
cheaply made of chalk. If to the work thus
effected we compare that of bricklayers im-
ported into the district, or that of buildings, of

whatever material, rough cast, cemented, or fal-

sified in any manner to the eye, no person of

any taste can hesitate which to prefer.

Into the fuller investigation of these realistic,

conventional, and ideal elements, by the happy
and harmonious combination of which excellence

of tho first order, whether in painting, sculpture,

or architecture, is alone to be attained, we hope
to enter at a future opportunity.

PEOPOSED DESTEUCTION
OF NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE.

IVe do not willingly oppose the Metropolitan
Board of Works. We believe that they act con-
scientioualy and desire to do their duty. We
must, nevertheless, express our great regret
that the House of Commons did not carry Lord
Elcho’s motion to refer the Chariiig-cross and
Victoria Embankment Approach Bill to a mixed
committee of nine members. We agree with the
mover that this is no mere private but rather an
imperial question. All who are interested in

the welfare of the metropolis should look

narrowly into the question, and be properly
jealous of the alterations which are proposed to

bo carried out. It is too important a question
to be dealt with by any private incorporation,

however popular or powerful, and an important
question as to the beauty of the metropolis, as
far as its street architecture is concerned, is bound
up in this Bill. Lord Elcho warned the House
against placing too much faith in the good taste

and discretion of the Board of Works, and urged
that, so far from being infallible, that Board
had made more than one mistake which had
been loudly condemned. He declared that many
of the so-called improvements in the metropolis

were carried out in rather “a God-forsaken
way,” and he besought the House not to give its

sanction to any scheme which proposed further

to proceed in that direction. He protested

against an old palace like Northumberland House,
80 rich in historic associations, and so well fitted

to adorn the locality in which it was situated,

being treated by Parliament as it would treat a
mere railway in the wilds of Ireland. Mr.
Beresford Hope and others supported his views,

but the motion was lost.

New roads must be formed, fresh means of

access most be obtained, improvements must
and will be made

;
but there are two ways of

carrying these on. If we continue in our present

course, there will be nothing left in London
dating from an earlier period than that of the

establishment of the Metropolitan Board of

Works,—a loss tho magnitude of which could

not be estimated. The memorials of the various

epochs through which London has passed aro
priceless, and should be most jealously guarded.

If there were no other way of getting from
Charing-cross to the Embankment than by tho

destruction of Northumberland House, with its

associations, its art-collections, and most inte-

resting Jacobean faejade, we should feel that

resistance would be useless, although we will

not admit that even then it should not he
attempted. We believe that an association, a
touch of sentiment, a reminder of the past, may
under circumstances ha of more value in the
education of a nation than a short cut. But we
arc strongly of opinion, with all respect for the
professional advisers of the Board, that an
equally good approach might be obtained with-

out this costly sacrifice. We are not alone in

this opinion. Tho late Sir James Pennethome
took the same view after long and anxious con-
sideration,—of itself sufficient argument in

favour of reconsideration of the scheme. We
do most earnestly hope that the House of Lords
may yet come to the rescue.

At tho last meeting of the Metropolitan Board
of Works, the Works and General Purposes
Committee submitted the proposed contracts
with the Duke of Northumberland for the pur-
chase of Northumberland House and property
required for the formation of the approach from
Charing-cross to the Victoria Embankment, and
recommended that the same should be approved
and the seal of the Board affixed thereto.

Mr. Newton, in moving the adoption of tho
Committee’s report, referred at some length to

the opposition in the House against the motion
of Lord Elcho. 500,000?., it had been said, was
a very large sum to pay for Northumberland
House, but he wished to explain that that amount
covered much more. In addition to the house,

stables, and gardens, there were four large shops

fronting the Strand, four bouses and warehouses
in Northumberland Court, and 24 houses in

Northumberland Street, all of which were in*

eluded in the amount. The purchase included

an area of at least five acres.

Mr. Savage hoped that a considerable portion

of the amount paid would be recouped.

Mr. Turner called attention to the fact that

75,000?. per acre having been paid for the site of

old St. Thomas’s Hospital, 100,000?. per acre

could scarcely be considered an extravagant price

for such a site as that of Northumberland Houso.
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Hr. Taylor thought that this would be one of

the grandest improvements of the metropolis,

and that the public would have no reason to be

dissatisfied. He also expressed an opinion that

the thanks of the Board were due to the duke for

having made terms without driving them to un-

necessary expense.

Several other members addressed the meeting,

congratulating the chairman upon his successful

opposition in the House, and expressing an

opinion that the price paid for the property was
fair and just.

The report was then adopted.

EAILWAY EXPENDITUEE ON NEW
WOEKS.

THE OaEAT WESTERN AND THE GREAT NORTHERN.

In last week’s Builder we drew attention to

the largo expenditure about to be incurred in the

construction of new works by several of the

leading railway companies, particularly] speci-

fying the heavy outlay of the London and North-

Western Company. The proceedings of the

Great Western Company, at their meeting held

on Fnday last (the 28th ult.), show that that

company, like the London and North-Western,

are also about to embark in a heavy expenditure

in additional rolling stock and now works,

amounting to nearly half a million sterling. The
ehareholders sanctioned an outlay of 467,690L,

of which 1G7,OOOI. will be expended in now
engines, carriages, and wagons

;
doubling the

Bristol and South Wales Union line, 19,5001.

;

additional station accommodation at Swansea
and Neath, 30,0001.

j
new station at Eeading,

10,0001.; newengine-shed atNew Milford, 8,000i.

;

new boiler-shop at Swindon, 9,0001. ;
machinery

and siding accommodation for workshops,

10,7901.; narrow-gauge arrangements and goods
sidings at Bristol, 19,8001. ;

new warehouse at

Manchester Dock, Liverpool, 5,3001.
;
new basin

at Swan Village, 7,-I-301.
;
increased sidings and

goods accommodation at Llanelly, 11,6001.;

sidings between Acton and Maidenhead, 14,3001.

;

increased station accommodation at Chipping

Norton, Hockley, Wrexham, and Waterford,

13,1801. ;
additional sidings and other accommo-

dation at Briton Ferry, Gloucester, Birkenhead,

Great Bridge, Wootton Bassett, and Llantrissant,

60,2001. ;
block telegraph, for signalling and

locking apparatus on the line generally, 41,0001.

;

and 40,0001. for the Bristol Port and Pier Exten-

sion Eailway. In addition to these items of

expenditure, the shareholders are about to incur

an outlay of about 10,0001. in new church and
chapel buildings, a special expenditure which is

peculiar to the Great Western Company. The
population of New Swindon consists almost

entirely of the servants of the company, and for

some years past the shareholders, by their

individual subscriptions, have been enabled to

erect churches, chapels, and schools in the dis-

trict. The present half-yearly report states that

the population of the district now exceeds 12,000,

having more than doubled itself since 1860;
whilst the church accommodation is scarcely

sufficient for 1,200, and 10,0001. at least are now
required to provide the now church and chapel

buildings needed. At the meeting on Friday,

the chairman invited the contributions of the
sharebolders towards this object, and a large

amount was subscribed in the room, which will

enable the company shortly to commence the
erection of the buildings required.

At the meeting of the Great Northern Com-
pany, a vote of 186,6711. was granted by the

shareholders for new works to be constructed, in

order to meet a largely-increasing traffic. About

45,0001.

of this sum is to be laid out at King's-

cross, for increased accommodation of metro-
politan traffic at this station, in improving the

platforms, and various other matters in con-

nexion with the wosking of the local passenger-

trains. The next largo item of this intended

expenditure is for the enlargement of the Don.

caster Station, which is now used by the Midland,

South Yorkshire, North-Eastern, and Lancashire

and Yorkshire Companies, as well as by the

Great Northern Company itself. The chairman
stated at the meeting that the company wore at

present paying interest upon nearly a million of

unproductive capital, but that before the year
was out a great deal of that would bo productive.

The new lino to Liverpool would be opened in

June, whilst the line to the Alexandra Park was
to be opened in May next. As respects the
intended opening of the Alexandra Park in May,
the chaii'man expressed a confident opinion that

it would turn out to be a considerable source of

profit to the Great Northern Company. He
added that on the very best authority he might

state that the promoters of the Alexandra Park

enterprise were at this moment laying out a

very large sum of money to complete the palace

and grounds, in anticipation of the opening

during the ensuing summer.
The directors of the East London line are

looking forward to the prospect of highly-favour-

able results on the completion of the extended

line under the London Docks, now in progress,

and the junction with the Great Eastern line in

the City, and the London and Brighton and

South-Eastern lines at New-cross. The report,

speaking of the line as completed, says, “It will

be the means of direct communication between

the City and the Commercial Docks, and afford

great facilities for the carriage of the vast

quantity of timber which passes from those

docks to the north and east of the metropolis,

and to the surrounding counties. It will have a

branch into the new Foreign Cattle Market at

Deptford. By means of the junction with the

South London Eailway at the Old Kent-road, it

will afford the best line of communication from

extreme west to the City, and to the northern

and eastern districts of the metropolis. The ex-

change station with the Blackwall Eailway at

Shadwell will afford to the graziers and cattle

dealers from the eastern counties improved com-

muication with the Foreign Cattle Market, and

the railway will give to a large section of the

inhabitants cheaper and quicker access to the

attractions of the Crystal Palace, and to the

residences in the picturesque and healthful

counties of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex.

SOME DETAILS OF THE CENSUS.

The population tables, of which instalments

have begun to be delivered, contain, as may be

supposed, elaborate as they are, some curious

particulars. Division I. consists of London, in-

cluding parts of the counties of Middlesex,

Surrey, and Kent, the points on its boundary

embracing Crossness, Plumstead, Sydenham,

Lower Norwood, Tooting, Wimbledon Common,
Hammersmith, Wormwood Scrubbs, Kensal

Green, Hampstead, Highgate, Stoke Newington,

Hackney, Bow, Bromley, and Poplar, but not

Stratford, or any locality in Essex, excepting a

small patch of land at Barking Creek.

The number of persons in public institutions

when the census was taken was 77,516, in 44-5

institutions. Of these therewere 23,313 paupers,

including pauper children in workhouses and

workhouse schools ; 7,521 patients in hospitals,

3,340 lunatics, 6,344 prisoners, 913 inmates of

reformatory schools, 8,301 military men and

their families in barracks, 121 in training in

n.M.’s ships, and 15,531 in orphan asylums and

other institutions not enumerated above. Of the

total inmates, 9,127 were officers and their

families. In the above return schools for the

blind, the deaf and dumb, and for orphans, are

included, but not colleges, training colleges,

private schools, model lodging-houses, or police-

stations. The institutions having the largest

number of inmates among the above are,—Pad-

dington Workhonse, 452 ;
Kensington Work,

nouse, 570; Chelsea Barracks, 1,289; Millbank

Prison, 1,280 ;
Wellington Barracks, 1,184

;

Marylebone Workhouse, 1,844; Metropolitan

Asylums District Small-pox Hospital, 465

;

Albany-street Barracks, 431 ;
St. Pancras Work-

house, 1,541; St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, 747;

Christ’s Hospital, 827; Middlesex House of

Correction, 1,64-4; Bethnal-green Workhouse,

1,080; Bethlehem Hospital for Lunatics, 321;

St. Luke’s, 191 ;
Surrey County Lunatic Asylum,

878 ;
Eoyal Artillery Barracks, Woolwich,

2,000; Infantry Barracks, 1,045; Army Service

Corps, 595 ;
and Eoyal Engineers, 143.

The number of persons on board sea-going

vessels in the Eiver and docks, on the night of

Apiil 2nd, 1871, was 5,739, and, in addition, 989

in boats and barges. Within London Division

there were on board vessels of all kinds, 6,317

males and 411 females on the night in question,

of whom 1,06-4 were in Poplar.

In the London Division there appears from the

returns to be 74,455 acres of land, 907 acres of

water, and 2,718 acres of tidal water and fore-

-shore,—total, 78,080 acres. Stoke Newington

has 49 acres of water; Hackney sub-district,

35 acres; St. John (St. George’s in the East),

30 acres
;
Limehouse, 29 acres

;
Bow, 37 acres

;

Poplar, ICO acres
;

St. Mary, Eotherhitbe, 175

acres; and Wandsworth, 28 acres. East Plum,
stead has 333 acres of tidal water and foreshore

;

Woolwich Arsenal, 287 acres
;
East Greenwich,

281 acres ; Battersea sub-district, 159 acres

;

Poplar, 300 acres ; St. Mary, Eotherhitbe, 152

acres
;
and Fulham, 174 acres.

The population of London in 1631 was,

according to Captain John Graunt, F.E.S.,—wards

within the walls, 71,029 ;
without, 40,579 ; old

borough of Southwark, Bridge Without, 18,660 ;

or total,

—

1631 population 130,268

1801 958,863

ISll 1,138,815

1821 „ 1,378,947

1831 „ 1,654,994

1841 „ 1,948,417

1851 2,362,236

1861 2,803,989

1871 „ 3,254,260

The population stated above is of London
within the new Tables of Mortality, 1871.

AECHITECTUEE IN THE EOYAL
SCOTTISH ACADEMY.

Ecciesiologicae revivalism has produced

many extravagances in design, especially where
originality has been aimed at. Eccentricity is

often amusing, but seldom deserving of admira-

tion. “Piling up the agony” and caricaturing

detail is not the way to produce original works,

yet such seems to be the prevailing idea of many
of the younger members of the profession. We
do not advocate a dull reiteration of copied

detail, but that the old forms be frankly accepted

and a new expression given to them; that the

relation betvrcen construction and ornament be
carefully studied

;
that where dignity is aimed

at, massiveness and simplicity be combined with

richness of parts, so as to produce a feeling of

harmony and repose; that where usefulness and
comfort are requisite, they should not bo sacii-

ficed to whim and caprice. In short, we may
say the most original design, as a rule, is that

in which most thought is displayed. ;

The entire absence of thought in many of the

designs exhibited is patent, the sole object of

the design being apparently to produce some-
thing striking. Mr. J. B. Pirie, for example,

gives us “An Architectural Idea,” a church
bristling with points like “ quills upon the fretful

porcupine ”
: 5 per cent, of the detail lavishly

scattered about, if judiciously concentrated,

would produce a richer effect than is here

attained. Mr. C. W. Somerville is also striving

after novelty in his “Adaptation of the Dome to

Medimval Ecclesiastical Architecture.” The
Dome, “the grandest product of the Eenais-

sance,” is here deprived of all its grandeur.

The designer seems to think it requisite that the

whole roof should be formed of domes, so that

we have one large and several small ones, like a
hen followed by her chickens. Mr. Somerville

also gives us his idea of a “ Villa Eesidence,”

the chief peculiarity of which consists in the

introduction of a number of columns (?), the

diameter of which exceeds their height. Mr.

Patrick Auld exhibits a “Design for a Public

Hall,” the whole wall-surfacc of which is crowded

with ornament, the general effect being weak in

the extreme. We are far from wishing to dis-

courage our younger brethren, but they must

“learn to creep before they can walk”; let

them make the attempt, and they will find it

more difficult to produce a simple well-propor-

tioned elevation, almost devoid of detail, than

the florid absurdities in which they delight.

For example, look at the “ Competitive Design

for the Established Church at Oban,” by Mr.

J. W. Small,'—a mountain church very suitable

for the locality, with pure and fresh detail, not a

single feature too much, and rich withal in ele-

qant simplicity.' We should not be surprised,

however, to learn that a more florid but less

beautiful design was selected by the local com-
mittee. Your local committee is apt to expect

too much ;
having, with great exertion, collected

2,0001.

or 3,0001., competitive designs are called

for, and none of those submitted, however grand,

exceed their expectations. A spire, of course, the

church must have; and when carried out the

result is the production of an architectural toy.

The successful design for the “ Free Church at

Morningside,” by Messrs. Maegibbon & Boss, is

an example of this sort of thing. The tower and

spire are in themselves well composed, but the

effect of the whole is pert and assuming : if

more bulk were given to the body of the church,
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UBd a simple bdfiy added, the result -would be
much more satisfactory.

That such is not always the outcome of a com.
petition, is evidenced by the design of the

interior of the " Proposed Holy Apostolic Church
in Edinburgh,” by Mr. E. Anderson. The in-

structions to the competitors were to the effect

that the church was to be Norman in style, but

Mr. Auclurson seems to have persuaded the

building committee to accept a Gothic version of

that submitted by him in competition. The
stylo is Early French; the plan provides apsidal

choir, transepts, and nave, all -tvitbout aisles.

The windows are placed as high up in the walls

as if in a cleai'story, and the wall space below is

used as a field for pictorial decoration. From the

ground spring slender shafts to support the roof

principals, and in the choir the upper part of

the shaft carries a niche, with statue. The choir

•windows are single lights, those in the nave
double, with large uncusped circular openings in

the heading. Simplicity and elegance are the

characteristics <•£ this interior, which is a very
satisfactory rendering of a church without aisles,

—an accessory which could not he attained in

this instance, owing to the pecxiliarity of the

site. Mr. R. Thornton Shiells exhibits the
interior of “ A Private R.C. Chapel,” which
depends chiefly for effect upon the rich colouring

of the wall surfaces, and the introduction of

statues, which in the drawing are made to appear
like plaster casts, as probably they are. Mr.
Anderson exhibits the designs for two altar

tombs, both carefully studied. The “Memorial
to the late Earl of Kellie, to he erected in St.

John’s Church, Alloa,” is especially worthy of

commendation.
The “Odd Fellows’ Hall, Forrest-road, Edin-

burgh,” in course of erection, designed by Mr.
J. C. Hay, is a welcome addition to tbe archi-

tecture of what is developing into one of the
most picturesque portions of the south side of

the city. The style of the buildings is Scottish

Domestic, and Mr. Hay, while adhering to the

general characteristics of the style, has not
scrupled to blend withit-new features. Although
the facade is a naiTOw one, it produces a good
effect, Mr. Hay having made it the central and
culminating poiub of the block of buildings of

which he is the architect.

Opposite this block is another designed by
Mr. R. T. Shiells, of •which ho sends a perspec-
tive : a series of gables, oriels, and chimney-
shafts, treated in a bold and effective raanuer,
give variety and contrast to the composition.
The “Addition to the Mansion House of

Abercaimey, Perthshire,” by the same architect,

is not BO satisfactory. The style of the building
is of the sort of Gothic which prevailed at the

beginning of the century, and tbe additions are

carried out in exactly the same style, so that it

is impossible to tell the new from the old.

Advantage might surely have been taken of the
advance of knowledge in this matter, without
detriment to the general effect of the mansion.
The Mansion-house of “ Cairn-dhu,” designed

by Mr. Wm. Leiper, is a rich aud effective com-
position, with much freshness of detail. It has
all the picturesqueness, without the sternness of

the Scottish baronial residence. Mr. Leiper ex-

hibits designs of one or two other residences of

less importance, which all display the hand of

an artist.

Mr. Charles G. H. Kinnear shows ua the
“North Front of Auchmoro House” as altered
and enlarged. From a vi(jneUe, it appears that
the original mansion was a strange jumble,
without dignity or picturesqueness. This the
architect has combined into a stately chateau.

“ Hill Wood, CorstorphmeHi]j,”MeS6rs.McGib.
bon & Ross, is spoilt by having a massive em-
battled tower as its chief feature, a feature more
suited to an ancient citadel than to a modern
mansion. More satisfactory is their design of

the “New Lecture-hall of George Watson’s Col-
lege School,” in the “New Grec-French stylo.

It will contrast, but not bo out of keeping, with
the building to which it is an adjunct.
The “ Telling-room of tbe Royal Bank, Glas-

gow,” designed by ilr. J. DickPeddie, is a severe,
business-like, and appropriate apartment, suffi.

ciently rich in detail to be in keeping with its

purpose.

The “Lady Flora’s School, Newmilns,” is

designed by Mr. F. T. Pilkington, in a style
suggestive of its designation

; the carved pro-
jecting barge-work calling up visions of a
sunny, sheltered nook where children delight to
play and wild flowers to grow.

Conld we in this country of ours house all our
-workmen as Mr. James Gowans does at “Drum-

bowie, Linlithgowshire,” who can tell what the
result would be ? Beneficial, surely

;
for if

comfort and elegance combined do nob produce
a beneficial result in this direction we are greatly
mistaken.

NEW SOUTH WALES.
Ne'w South W.\.les is the oldest and longest

settled of the group of Australian Colonies. It

ranges from about tbe 28th to the 37th degree
of south latitude, which enables it to yield
in profusion produce varying from that of
tropical countries to that of Great Britain

;

while its pure atmosphere and mild climate ai’e

free from the drawbacks of either.

Alone amongstthe Australian group, itpossesses
a coal supply which is practically unlimited,
and its metallic mines are now being developed
with a vigour and activity which will render it

the greatest centre of mineral industry in the
southern hemisphere. Its railway system is in

course of rapid development. The capital city,

Sydney, is situated on the finest harbour in the

world, and is unsurpassed either for the natural
beauty of its site or for the splendour of its

buildings.

An interesting paper, reviewing tbe progress
of tbe colony during the last ten years, has been
recently read before tbe Royal Society at Sydney,
by the Auditor-General, Mr. Rolleston. It is

based on the oflicial statistics laid before the
Colonial Parliament in 1872 ;

and the following
abstract of the information it affords will be
acceptable to the numerous class of persons who
are interested, either actively or prospectively,
in this flourishing colony.

Pop^dai^(m .—The population in 1861 was
350,860; and, in 1871, 503,981 ;

showing an in-

crease of 43 per cent. The proportion of males
to females is about 11 to 9. It is remarked on
these figures, that if the land of the colony were
parcelled out equally amongst this population,
there would more than 400 acres fall to the
lot of each person

;
and as the soil, independently

of its natural productiveness, is teeming with
mineral wealth, and capable of sitstaining per-
haps twenty millions of souls, it is impossible
not to bail with pleasure the prospects of acces-

sion to the population -n-hioh the funds for

assisted emigration, now appearing on tbe
colonial estimates, hold out to the people of

Great Britain.

Live Stock.—This is shown in the following
figures :

—

Horses. Cattle. Sheep.
In 1S61 ... 273,389 2,020,383 0,M5,8.‘51
lulSri ... -304,100 2,011,838 16,378,697

Thus it appears that for every 100 of the popu-
lation there are 400 head of cattle and 3,200
sheep; so that there exists there at least no
apprehension of a famine of butchers’ meat.

TUooZ, ^'c .—The seaward exj^ort of wool was
as follows :

—

Average Value

Ib. Value. s, d.
In 1862 20,988,393 £1,801,186 1 9
In 1866 36,980,083 2,830,348 1 6
la 1371 65,611,953 1,74,3,160 1 6

The total value of the exports in 1871 pro-
duced from the flocks and herds of tho colony
was as follows :

—

Wool exported seawards £4,749,160
Live stock, preserved meats, raw hides,

tallow, &e., exported seawards 468,606
Exports overland for shipuienl at the ports

of the adjoining Colonies 3,331,867

Total £8,598,633

Being about 17Z. per head of the population from
pastoral productions alone.

Grain.—The average yield of the wheat tillage

in 1862 to 1867 was about 10 bushels per acre
;

and tho average yield in 1868 to 1872 was 12
bushels per acre; the average prices at Sydney
boiflg 8s. in the former period, and 6s. in the
latter.

Average Fire Tear/, 1S63 to 1867.
Wheat. Maize. Other Crops. Total.
Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres.
13-1,068 101,225 135,614 351,505

Average Five Tears, 1868 to 1972.

160,965 118,301 155,738 435,094

The annual value of tho imports of wheat
and flour, deducting exports, has averaged in the
decade, 472,560Z.

Maize maintains a steady average yield of 30
bushels per acre. There is a large export trade
in this grain, and it is valued for export about
3a. per bushel.

Sugar.—In the statistics of 1864, two acres
are returned as having been first planted with
sugar-canes, producing 280 lb. of sugar; but in

1872 no less than 4,393 acres were under culti-

vation. The yield appears to be about one ton
of sugar per acre, and the future of this industry
will probably be a brilliant one in the northern
districts of the colony, where tho climate is

suited for it.

TFme.—From 1,-159 acres under vine culturs
in 1863, there is an advance to 4,152 acres in

1872, producing 413,321 gallons of vrine, or
nearly 100 gallons per acre.

Gold .—The average annual value of the gold
obtained in the decade has been 1,159,173Z.

The total value of the gold raised in the colony

since the first discovery of the gold mines in

1851 has been upwards of 25 millions sterling.

Coal .—New South Wales is here without a
rival, and may calculate on a production limited

only by the demand for ages to come. The
average amounts raised in the decade has
been,

—

Average Average Average
In the five yeara tons per annual value

annum. value. per ton,
1862 to 1866 663,835 £281,999 10s.

1367 to 1872 832,272 347,957 Ss,

Trade and Commerce .— The exported pro-

duce and manufactures for the decade have
reached 52,043,742L in value. This is at the
rate of 12Z. 3b. 6d. annual value per head of the-

population; while the exports of Great Britain

for the same period were at the rate of 51. IGs.

only. Relatively, therefore, the wealth of this-

community has been increasing in a ratio Hior&

than double that of the mother country.

The value of the imports seawards in the-

decade was 8-l',832,363Z. ; averaging nearly

8^ millions sterling for a population of less than
half a million.

For the last year of the decade, 1871, the
following figures are given :

—

Total imports by laud aud sea £0,609,508
Total exports „ ,, 11,215,033

These figures exhibit an import trade at the-

rate of 19Z. Is. 3d., and an export trade at the
rate of 22Z. 6s. 2d. per head of tho colonial popu-
lation; being relatively more than double the

import trade and nearly treble tho export trade

of Great Britain per head of the population,

according to the values respectively given in the
Customs’ returns of the two countries.

With cheap meat, cheap coals, cheap bread, a
splendid climate, and a practically unlimited
demand for labour, few countries offer such
inducements to intending emigrants as this

pro.'perous colony.

ARCHITECTURAL ART IN INDIA.

Last Friday evening, the 28th ult., Mr. T,
Roger Smith read a paper at the Rooms of the
Society of Arts, Adelphi, on “Architectural Art
in India.” Mr. James Fergusson, D.C.L., took
the chair, and there was a good attendance.

lu the course of Mr. Smith’s remarks, he said
that the style native to England—the English
Gothic,—was not fitted to be transferred to India
•without large modifications. All its forms were
designed to bo seen by a faiut light. It was
essentially fitted to a cold, damp climate

;
and

while, on the one hand, its characteristics-

would require many alterations in order to
cope with the glare of Indian sunshine, on the
other hand its provisions for carrying off the
gentle showers, or even the steady downpour
of an English wet day, would prove quite inade-

quate to cope with the torrential rains of a
tropical stonn. In many instances the adoption
for India of Renaissance arcliitecture, as prac-
tised in England, would be less impracticable
than tbe adoption of English Gothic. The style

took its rise in a sunshiny country, and though
all tho changes we have made in it have been
introduced with a view to fit it for use in a
colder climate than that of the land of its birth,

still those changes have not been many nor
great. The circumstance that the heat and tho
light were so intense in India would always
occasion many variations in the buildings, either

Gothic or Classic, -which were put up.

Most of our building work in the East had not
been hitherto creditable to our taste, though it

bore witness to our energy and vigour. Tho
time had come when it ought to be held impera-
tive, both for the Government and for private

individuals, to render their buildings models of

good taste. In order to do this their design, and
the design of such decoration as they receive,

ought to be intrusted to men of cultivated archi-

tectural taste
;
and the style adopted for them

ought to be, not a direct imitation of any Asiatic
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type, but an adaptation of those European

styles which have grown up in sunshiny regions.

Such styles were ancient Roman, or even Gree^k

{when good enough materials and workmanship

were procurable), or the Romanesque, Gothic,

•and Renaissance of Southern Italy, Southern

France, and perhaps Spain. In treating any of

these stylos certain features of the architecture

natiro to tropical ^countries would have to be

incori>orated.

There was but one limit to the degree to which
these features of Eastern art may be appro-

.priated : they must not be so freely used as to

cause the edifice to lose its European style.

Had we a distinctive English style, we ought,

unquestionably, to use it in our colonies, as

Romo did in hers, with such changes as local

circumstances made necessary. But though

this was, unhappily, not possible to us, there

wore in existence familiar European styles, well

suited to the purpose
;

and it appeared only

reasonable that as our administration exhibited

European justice, order, law, energy, and honour,

so our buildings ought to be held up as a high

standard of European art. They ought to be
European both as a rallying-point for ourselves

and as raising a distinctive symbol of our pre-

sence, to he beheld with respect, and even with

admiration, by the natives of the countiy.

The Chairman said that it was only within the

last twenty years that architects had gone to

India; and they had been principally employed
by the Government and the railways. The
question of what stylo of architecture to employ
in India was a serious one. As regarded

churches, he thought that the Gothic style

should be used. A pointed arch, he said, was
very difficult for India. The only good Gothic

building he knew in India was one erected by
Captain Kitto at Benares, which bad a short

Tudor arch that kept out the sun very well.

He recommended the adoption of the Itaban
style of architecture, with some modifications.

The natives, ho said, used stone as we do iron

;

their style could be copied in iron, and thus we
could get many native styles which would suit

the climate of the country. This would be
European, but still sufficiently native; but the

question was one which could only be worked
out in England. He thought that we should

Boou have buildings in India which would be
examples of great beauty and elegance. We
owed, he said in conclusion, a debt of gratitude

to Mr. Smith for having brought forward the

whole question so prominently; and if the people

of India could read his paper it would influence

their style of architecture materially.

BUILDING OPERATIONS IN BRADFORD.

At the present time an extraordinary number
of town improvements are in progress in Brad-

ford. Among these may be enumerated new
sewage works, defecation of sewage, new Town-
hall, new covered market, new wholesale

market and abattoir, extension of gas-works

and water-works, new main artery from Sun
Bridge to Thornton-road, the purchase of parks,

proposed new fire-brigade station, the widening

•of old thoroughfares, and a more thorough and
efficient system of paving, in addition to the

•costly new arterial lines proposed in the local

Improvement Bill.

Thanks to the public spirit of the owners,

•Some of the improvements are being effected at

a comparatively moderate expense. Of these

are the widening of Towler-lane and Duckworth,
lane, in Manningham, and other thoroughfares iu

that neighbourhood, now in progress. A portion

of Silsbridge-lane has been widened, but the
completion of this improvement has been de-

layed by the price asked by an owner of land at

the outlet of Thornton-road. The corporation,

however, has the opportunity, by the removal of

a few old houses and the piu-chase of some land

unbuilt upon, to extend the lane into Thom-
ton-road opposite to Longaide-lane. Wigan-
street is being opened out into Longlands-streeb.

Considerable progress has been made with Canal-

road, and this portion of the borough is beginning

to assume quite a new aspect. The widening of

hlauningliam-lane to 20 yards is gradually being

effected, but Christ Church still blocks up one of

the beet entrances to the town in this direction.

The owners, however, are willing to dispose of

the church and site for lOi. a yard, and this

purchase will require to bo made before Darby-
Bti'eet can be considered a satisfactory thorough-

faro. So far as the street improvements have
gone, the cost has not been so heavy as might

have been expected, the corporation having

recouped a large pai*t of the outlay by the sale

of land not required for the thoroughfares. This

plan will be followed out in the other under-

takings that will be gone on with. The corpora-

tion, actuated by a desire to meet the require-

ments of the town, has boldly launched out into

schemes that will tend to improve the communi-
cation between one part of the town and the

other, and to increase the hcalbhfulness and
prosperity of the borough.

PROVERBS FOR GENERAL CIRCULATION

The characters of giants have often to be

written by dwarfs, who, though tip-toed and con-

fident, are quite unequal to the task.

T^ie scoundrel who, mal prepense, injures or

robs a man, will defame him in order to justify

Lis crime.

Talents, like riches, excite the cupidity of

those who aro in want.

It is better to be dull, with an ardent desire to

learn, than clever with no disposition to improve.

When the powerful conspire to hustle a man,

he will be fortunate, indeed, if he escape without

a scar.

A prophet is without honour in his own country,

and especially in his own family.

Men are pre-Raffaellite in hypocrisy. They
imitate the real thing so closely, that it is difli-

cult to tell which is which.

The pleasures of anticipation, imagination, and
;

hope are the sunshine of life ; but the rough

weather of disappointment often does a man the

most good.

Meanness is always prying into, and harping

upon, antecedents; charity, with more wisdom

and generosity, looks to sequents.

Far more labour and talent have been sacrificed

to error than to truth.

Everybody who sifts doesn’t find the jewel.

Truths lie scattered broad-cast, through the

ages, waiting eyes to see them.
Nations which encourage spying will ere long

be enslaved.

Espionage is an antidote which, in the end, is

found to be worse than the disease.

Treachery is the unpardonable of crimes ;
it

saps all the foundations of society.

Religion on tho tongue, and self in the heart,

is the way of the world.

Keep in tlis temperate zone if you would wish

to travel pleasantly and safely.

THE BAD CONDITION OF DUBLIN.

Evert day justifies statements made by us long

ago, and from time to time, and usually denied.

In the last weekly return of births and deaths,

issued by the Registrar-General for Ireland, we
read that the deaths registered in Dublin for the

week represented an annual mortality of forty

iu every 1,000 of the population, while in London

tho rate was twenty-six. In Dublin the births

were 149, and the deaths 245. Moreover, for

the corresponding week of the years 18G4 to

1872 inclusive, the average births were 183, and

the average deaths 192.

Surely such a state of things demands imme-

diate Government inqnii-y, for unfortunately the

local powers have been invoked in vain, as would

appear from the proceedings of tho chief sanitary

authority of Dublin.

For several years past the sanitary work of

Dublin has been entnisted to the corporation of

that city, and the machinery employed for the

purpose consists of a Public Health Committee

of its own body, a medical officer of health, a

city analyst, a secretary, and eight acting set-

geants of police, as nuisance inspectors, with

two full sergeants as chief nuisance inspectors.

At times, especially at times of epidemic

disease of great severity, tho medical officers of

the several dispensary districts have been asked

by the Public Health Committee to send in

reports of cases of infectious sickness, and espe-

cially those appearing to arise in connexion

with sanitary defects. Such i-eports have been

more or less frequently made by those gentle-

men, some of whom have received official letters

of thanks from the Public Health Committee

for their important services to the public.

So important is it thought to have the ser-

vices of a body of professional men conversant

with the people and their wants, in a sanitary

point of view, as well as with the several loca-

lities haunted by successive epidemics, that

public functionaries and public lecturers in

Dublin have strongly recommended their regular

employment in connexion with the sanitary

machinery of the Dublin corporation, and this

view has been also strongly advocated by the

Dublin Sanitary Association.

Great complaints have been from time to

time made of the inadequacy of the scavenging

system of Dublin, which consists of imperfect

cleansing of the sti-eets, the refuse matter being,

at times more or less infrequent, removed from

the streets, andtlirewn into largo yards, situated

generally in some of the most densely-peopled

parts of the town, inhabited by the poorer work-

ing classes, such localities being but too often, as

might bo expected, the scenes of outbreaks of

disease.

No provision whatever exists for the cleansing

of middens, ashpits, or latrines by the Corpora-

tion, while, owing to various circumstances, it is

found either impossible to get this necessary

duty performed by persons who used to earn a
livelihood in this way, or their charge is SO

extremely high as to prevent any except the rich

indulging in the luxury of cleanliness.

It is hardly necessary to add that this want
has led, in tho opinion of very competent judges,

both lay and medical, to much illness, but too

often of a spreading or contagious nature.

This matter has also been brought under the

notice of the Corporation repeatedly by the

public, who express a willingness to pay a
reasonable charge for such cleansing if the

Corporation would establish a regular service,

such as exists in many English and Conti-

nental towns, frequently without charge to the

pubhc
;
but epidemics may come and epidemics

may go, as well as men, and still nothing is done

by the Dublin civio dignitaries in this needful

matter.

Our space docs not now permit us to enter

into the full details of the recommendations of

the Sanitary Association of Dublin, and of tho

reply retm'ned by the Public ITealtb Committee
of the Dublin Corporation, which has excited

much discontent. Wo recommend that body,

interested as they doubtless murt be in doing

what is best for the health of Dubhn, to adopt

the request of the Dublin Sanitary Association

that they will reconsider the suggestions already

made to them.
It is indeed a matter of serious import to

reflect that Dublin, with only 33 persons to the

acre, as stated by Dr. Stokes, Regius Professor

of Medicine, in bis recent public lecture, should

contrast so unfavourably as to birth-rate, mor.

tality, and sickness with Edinburgh and Loudon,

with their population of 40 persons per acre, and
Glasgow, with 89 persons per acre.

Raise the moral and tho physical condition of

the Dublin humbler classes, and there will be

less need for police supervision, and tho chronic

discontent and smouldering disaffection, or

treason, if the word must bo used, as well as

endemic and epidemic sickness and a heavy

mortality, will cease to sap the vitals of the

people of Dublin, and so to curtail tbe power and

hinder the welfare of our common nationality.

MEDALS OP THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OP
BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

At a special general meeting of this Institute,

held on Monday last, Mr. Horace Jones, V.P., in

the chair, it was unanimously resolved that,

subject to her Majesty’s gracious sanction, the

Royal Gold Medal (annually bestowed on some

eminent architect, or author of works on archi-

tecture) should this year bo awarded to Mr.

Thomas H. Wyatt, president of the Institute.

At tho same meeting, the Soane Medallion

(with 501., under certain conditions of Conti-

nental study) wasawardod to 3Ir. William Frame,

for his design for a Public Hall
;
while medals

of merit were voted to Mr. Frederick C. Deshon,

and to Mr. J. H. Eastwood, for their designs.

Mr. A. H. Kersey gained the Institute Silver

Medal and five guineas for a large set of drawings

illustrating St. Mary’s Abbey, Malton, York-

sbire
;
and, in the same competition, medals of

merit were awarded to Mr. Artlmr Hill for his

drawings of Cormack’s Chapel, Cashel, and to

Mr. Thomas Gan-att for his drawings of St.

Mary’s Abbey, Lillesball, Shropshire.

A medal of merit was awarded to Mr. Alfred

lowers for his essay on “Architectural Criti-

cism.”

The next meeting of the Institute will be held

on Monday, tho 17th inst., w'hen Mr. Alan S.

Cole, of the South Kensington Museum, will read

a paper on the art of “ Sgrafito Decoration.”
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AWARD OF ROXAL GOLD MEDAL,
R.I.B.A.

Sir,—

F

avonr me -witli a brief space in your
nest impression, to say that my own experience,
derived from a long tenure of office as member
of council, in various capacities, of the R.I.B.A.
docs not agree with certain statements contained
in the letters of your correspondents “ M.I.B.A.”
and “Civis," in the two last numbers of the
Builder.

The circumstances connected with the pro-

ceedings of the council when considering their

recommendation as to tlie recipient of tho Royal
Medal, annually laid before the members of the
Institute, were well known to me for many suc-

cessive years, commencing with the first award
to Mr. Cockerell, R.A., in 1818.

So far was a seat at the Council Board from
being held a bar to the claim of a worthy
recipient, that, in fact, the fourth award of

the Royal Medal was the result of the recom.
mendation made and advocated at the Council
Board by one of the Vice-Presidents, who him-
self drew up the highly but well-merited com-
plimentary resolution by which that award of

the medal to another memher of the then existing

Council was submitted to the consideration,
decision, and final approval of the subsequent
general meeting.

That the vice-president in question, subse-
quently president, Mr. Cockerell, R.A., would
have infringed, either in spirit or in deed, any
honourable rule or understood punctilio in a
matter which ho had taken on himself the
responsibility of initiating and heartily support-
ing, is as probable as that tho honoured, well,
known recipient of the medal would have availed
himself of any such a palpable infraction of any
known or implied regulation, and accepted the
irregularly proffered mark of professional dis-

tinction ! Nor, we may be sure, would the
Council have sanctioned any such proceeding in

which they themselves were implicated.
I have never been aware, nor do I believe,

that the duty of the President, whether profes-
sional or non-professional, requires him to submit
any suggestions to the royal donor of the medal
(I have served under both classes of Presidents).
The general meeting having accepted tho recom.
mendation of the council (or otherwise), the duty
of the President, or of his representative, is to
submit the final award for the royal sanction.
This being graciously granted, instructions for
striking the medal are formally given to the
Government medallist. N.

A JOINERS’ FESTIVAL.
THE WAGE QUESTION.

Last week the annual festival of the Greenock
joiners, under tho auspices of the Greenock and
Greenock East Branches of Associated Car-
penters and Joiners of Scotland, took place in
the Town-hall, the area of which was filled, about
700 being present. Mr. James Aitken occupied
the chair, and made an address on various topics
of pressing interest. Towards the close of it

he said,—Thirty.five years ago joiners’ wages
ranged from ISa. to ITs. per week. You are°all
aware that they are now nearly double, and the
wages in other occupations have increased in
nearly tho same proportion. This state of mat-
ters very naturally ^ves rise to a question that
is worth our consideration. Have workmen
benefited in the proportion that wages have
risen, or are the comforts they enjoy much
greater on account of the increase of wages ?
It will be pretty generally admitted that they
have not. My own impression is, that workmen
would have possessed all the advantages they
now do had wages remained the same as they
were thirty-five years ago. In short, I go the
length of saying, that practically wages have not
risen at all

;
for as wages advanced everything

else advanced in price,—your food, clothing,
house-rents, ay, and yonr social entertainment

the very nature of things it cannot
be otherwise, if you deal fairly and honestly
towards your brother tradesmen. If you apply for
and get an advance of 10 per cent, on your
wages, you must admit that the mason, slater,
plumber, the unskilled labourer, and every other
branch connected with the building trade, have
as good a claim to an advance of 10 per cent, as
you have, and will get it, too 5 and when got all
round it is just equivalent to 10 per cent, on the
cost of the building, 10 per cent, on the house-
rent} so that the house that formerly cost 1 OOOi.
will now cost l,100h, and tho rent that was fori

merly 101. will now be 111. Then come in their
torn the tailor, the shoemaker, and the baker,
who inhabit the houses you have erected.
These having to pay 10 per cent, more for
the commodity you have furnished to them,
very naturally look for 10 per cent, more on the
commodity which they furnish to you. An
agitation is set afloat, and, if need be, you aid
them by your contributions until they attain
their end. The same thing goes on until every
occupation in the community has got its 10 per
cent, advance. Then you are where you were
when yon began, and ready to start afresh.
You are now getting 10 per cent, more wages
and paying 10 per cent, more for everything
you require, so that practically wages have
not risen at all. I have no doubt that some
of you will be concluding that is a false view
of the question, that the advance affects only
the labour, not the material part of tho build,
ing. This reminds me of a discussion that
took place between a trade - unionist and an

;

employer when wages were being raised from
ISs. to 203. per week. The employer was
cautioning the trade • unionist against raising
wages to the injury of trade. “ No, Sir,” re-
plied the unionist, "you will never injurionsly
affect trade by raising wages so long-as you
give ns cheap materials, the labour being a
small sum compared to the materials of a
building.” Now, this is a question that is very
imperfectly understood, because few give it

any consideration. I have sometimes heard
asked what would be the value of the materials
apart from the labour of a building that costs
1,0001. ? I have heard various answers to the
question, some as high as SOOh, and some as low
as 5001. } but I can assure you that if the question
be thoroughly investigated, it will be found
that the raw material of such a building apart
from the labour is not worth 301. While on
the wage question, let us take a retrospective
glance at what you have accomplished during
the last thirty.five years. You have succeeded
in nearly doubling your wages, and in the cause
have spent large sums of money. Yon have
fought many a noble battle, and gained many a
glorious victory

;
but against whom have !you

fought, over whom have you gained these vie-
tories ? If you take a broad and comprehensive
view of the question, you will come to see that
in almost every instance you have fought
against your own shadows, and gained the
victory over yourselves. What would it matter
to your employers though your wages were
double to-morrow ? It would only affect them
so far as they had contracts taken for the pre-
sent. Beyond that, they would recoup them-
selves from the proprietors for whom they erect
the houses, and the proprietors in turn would
recoup themselves from those of you who
inhabit tho houses, and the result would be, as
it has been in tho past, that in about two years
almost every occupation would be as highly paid
as yourselves. This is neither the time, nor is

this the place, to dwell on the injurious effect
such a result would have on the country. Suffice
it to say for tho present, that if those of you
who are taking an active part in the trade
movements of the day were impartially to in-
vestigate and thoroughly understand such ques-
tions, and assist your fellow-workmen to under-
stand them, you would not only expel from your
minds that phantom breach between capital and
labour that only exists in the imagination, but
you would do much to maintain the prosperity
of the country, to establish good feeling between
employers and employed, and hasten on that
good time coming, when

" Man to man, the world o’er,
Shall brithers be, for a' that."

COAL AND ITS COLLATERALS.
The price and scarcity of coal are not only

causing much suffering to the poor and incon-
venience to every one, but are also interfering
with business, and destroying the prestige of
the country as tho work-house of the world

;

and there are strong feelings on the subject
generally abroad. The large steamship com-
panies are laying up their vessels, mills are
stopped, and contracts are seriously interfered
with. And yet there is not only an abundance
of coal in the earth throughout the country, but
there are enormous supplies already “won.”
The quantity of coal at present stored in

Liverpool is far larger than was anticipated.
The great dep 6t8 in Crown-street are full to
loverflowing, and the stocks are gradually in-

creasing. The amount of steam-coal stored iu
bulk and in wagons on both sides of the Mersey
is enormous, the quantity at Birkenhead being
estimated at about 100,000 tons ; whilst that in
Liverpool is probably 100,000 more. This is

apart from the stores for domestic use. Tho
output of coal from many of the collieries situate
between Wigan, Rainford, Skelmersdale, and
Liverpool is quite as large as heretofore

;
there

is no diminution whatever in the "cuttings”;
and the quantities at the pits’ mouths are so
large that extensive wooden structures have
been erected for storing tho surplus coal ! It is

becoming a very serious question whether many
manufacturers will not be compelled to close
their establishments, the present cost of coal
making it impossible to work them at a profit.

North Wales and Lancashire coals are difficult

to obtain in any qualities. The price of the
former is 24s. at Birkenhead, and the latter
2-is. 8d. in Liverpool. A rise of 2s. to 3s. per
ton is expected in the course of a few days. The
exports of coal during the month of January
were :—From the northern ports, 347,913 tons ;

Yorkshire ports, 42,183 tons; London, 2,686 tons;
Liverpool, 48,031 tons

;
Severn ports, 277,034

tons; and Scotch ports, 28,923 tons ; making a
total of 749,034 tons; and which shows a de-
crease, when compared with the corresponding
month of last year, of 28,190 tons.

It is said that the price of coal, like the price
of any other commodity, is regulated and
governed, not so much by the cost of production
as by the inexorable law of supply and demand ;

but that law does not apply to coal in respect of
supply, because the stock is for the present in-

exhaustible. The scarcity is not by the visitation
of God, nor is it the act of Providence : there is

coal enough in tho mines
;
the idleness of tho

men is part of the reason of scarcity, but high
wages would soon overcome that difficulty. Co-
operation of an underhand and impolitic kind
amongst coal-masters and merchants is a far
more formidable cause of the high price.
When coal-owners resolve to tax the nation by

millions, purely for their own benefit, it compels
every one to ask why should they be allowed to
levy this black-mail ? Property exists for the
common good, and when property becomes a
public evil, and the welfare and existence of the
many are painfully affected by the conduct of
the owners, it cannot he expected that the
people will quietly submit to be ruined or killed,

while gigantic fortunes are being made by a few
selfish proprietors.

The prices of iron are still rising, and tho
dearness of coal affords the iron -masters too
good an excuse for almost any price, or for
putting out their furnaces altogether. The iron,
workers at Merthyr, in turn, determine not to
return to work on the 10 per cent, reduction.
Everything, in short, is " out of joint.” Sir
Rowland Stephenson tells the men that there is

no chance of their obtaining better teims from
the masters than those offered.

WILD ESTIMATING.
Tereible differences in the price named by

different contractors for tho same work are still

constantly observable, notwithstanding all that
has been said on the subject. Confining our-
selves to our last and present numbers, several
extraordinary examples present themselves.
Thus, for a chapel in Peckhara Rye, while
Mr. Ray proposes to execute it for 2,2491., Mr.
Monday will be glad to do the job for l,080h

;

and for the erection of schools for the Middles-
brough School Board, Mr. Adamson tenders at
the sum of 8,7851., and Messrs. Bulmer & Co. at
3, 8841. For sewerage works at Ban-ow-in-For-
ness, Messrs. Bulmer ask 14,000i., and Mr.
Ritsou offers to execute the same works for

6,6981.
;

while, more striking than all, in the
case of roads and paths required at West-hill,

Hastings, Mr. Kempling names as his price,

l,693i., though Mr. 'T. Gardner will be delighted
to form them, in just the same manner and
under precisely the same conditions, for 673Z.

Truly trade is still a mystery.

Henley-on-Tliames Bridge.—On Saturday
last, the Ist inst., at noon, the toll-gate and
barriers on tho bridge at Henley-on-Thames were
cleared away. It is now free from toll. The
bridge is now the property of the Corporation of
Henley, who will in future keep it in repair from
funds in their hands for that purpose.
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OLD HOUSE PLANNING.

In these days of forerish architecture and
hurry, and of so much tliat is inartistic, it is not

o. little soothing to turn to those old ways of work
which produced, however slowly and unscienti-

fically, the ingenious works wliich nowadays all

alike strive to copy and compete with. If the
birth of a style is a something carious to think
upon and to try to explain, then is the death of

one not the less so. Why should a good and
expressive style of architecture die out ? And
then again, after a style is dead, as the CTOthic,

there would seem always to be such an un-
willingness in the minds of men to give it up,

a,nd abandon it, and to take to the new and the
untried. AVho cauimagine old London ? Acorn-
plete street, not a single house, here and tliere

in a mile’s walk, but a whole street of gable-

ends, and projecting windows, and odd out-of-

the-way bits of detail, and quaint carving, and
doorways under which one could stand out of

the wet for half an hour, with a something to

look at all the time on the opposite side of the
way ! Wlio, we say, can imagine this ? Not
the keenest lover of Gothic forms and ornaments.
And then once more when you got inside the
house, how full of queer-looking and out-of-the-

way “curiosities of architecture,” quaint rooms,
and large cupboards, and staircases not to be
designed on paper at all ; for to think them out
you must construct them in reality, and in

material, and almost put them together yourself,

as in model-making. Bub these things are of

the past, perhaps never in any way, certainly
cot in the same way, to return. They are
for the most part unfortunirtely nearly all

destroyed, and even the few, the very few, that
are left wait only for a little notice and improve-
ment to disappear too,—like ghosts of houses.
But still, there aro a few yet lefc, and, what is

perhaps stranger, there are houses in jjai-ts of
London wherein the old spirit has been at work
up to more recent times. We refer to those
houses which were built in the last century, and
oven in the commencement of this. One might
almost call them Christopher Wren houses, and
their architecture Wren architecture. We happen
to know of a number of them in out of-tbe-way
parts of London,— in the East-end of it and in

the Borough. A glance at them may not come
amiss, and may interest an architectural thinker
here and there*.

It is noticeable bow much contrivance and
ingenuity may be inU'oduced even into a com-
mon house

;
and bow it is possible to create an

interest in the mere planning of stairs, and the
disposal of rooms on different levels, and in

unexpected places.

In ordinary house-planning of tO-day you know
all about it before entering, and after seeing
one house, you know that the next door must be
just like it; but here ic is not so. This house
is curious to go over, but so is the next door to

it, for it is differently arranged. May net the
great secret of a new architecture in the future
spring after all out of common house building,
and from the fact of differences in each indivi-

dual house? Nob in all being alike, but all

different
;
each house showing individuality of

I

treatment, and consequent expression in some
sort human. Indeed, one cannot but see what

' a held there is here for architectural thought,

!

architectural quaintnesses, and “ architectn-

I

resque ” curiosities. In the most recent of

,
modern street building, the whole row of

' houses, at times a quarter of a mile long, the
!

whole row, as in Portland Town, Palmerston

I

Town, and in the new outskirts of the metro-
polis, are simply like long boxes divided in-

I
ternally into separate sections : their very

I

merit seeming to consist in their absolute uni-

!

formity, and utter sameness. Surely this cannot
I be thought “progress,” still less architectural
' progress

;
and yet is this that to which the

I
mechanical architecture or building of the day
ss perpetually tending. Square blocks of build-

ings, straight streets, uniformly level houses,

!

*,11 of the same size and pattern and materials,

I

and ornament ! May we nob here ask whether
or no such a system of house architecture has
the best possible effect on the popular mind
of a country ? A very curious and instructive

I

subject here opens upon us. Is the house a
man lives in entirely iuoperate upon him as a

i mental lesson. Day after day, year after year,

I

iie sees the same nothingness—the work not of
' the thinking architect, but the dull production
' of the toolmaker, and the stupid forms of the

common house-builder. These have supplied
him with all that he sees, and can know per-

sooally of architecture. We have many a
time thought of this, and the problem has
presented itself to us in several ways. Going
down one of those modem “ improved” streets,

—two long, straight, brick boxes opposite each
other, with long holes for windows and doors,
without variety or interest of any possible kind,

—

why the mind must of necessity be utterly
vacant and empty as far as art is concerned.
No memories, no associations, no inspirations,
no thoughts of any kind—a true “lack-lustre
landscape,”—a mere prospect of utter stupidity !

But now take an ancient street from almost
anywhere,—a street out of old London will do,

—

and say, in spite of all shortcomings, whether
interest in such, of an artistic kind, is not to
bo found. Such a street as those yec to be seen
in Continental towns,—Rouen, or Nuremberg,

—

presents a constant succession of quaint ideas,

and architectural thoughts. There is evidence
in each successive house of the mind, if not the
hand, of a thoughtful artist.

You know that the honse you are looking at
is not like the one you have left, nor the one
you aro coming to. There is something new to

be seen at every turn—a fresh object for the
eye and mind. Is this nothing, therefore, to the
general public who live in the streets ? An
inhabitant in the old days, whatever bis short-
comings and prejudices, must have found
“ education ” in the open streets. He must have
learnt a something of architecture and fine art
even in spite of himself ! Can we do this in

improved London ?

THE NEW WANDSWORTH AND FULHAM
BRIDGE.

The new bridge across the Thames between
Wandsworth and Fulham, which was commenced
about two years ago, is now on the eve of com-
pletion, the girders for the fourth span having
been raised to their places on the river piers last

week, leaving only the girders for the fifth span,
connecting the bridge with the Middlesex shore
at Fulham, to be fixed, and it is expected that
this will be effected in the course of about a
fortnight. The extreme length of the bridge
from its commencement on the Surrey side of
the river, between the old Wandsworth Pier and
Messrs. Watney’s distillery, to the Middlesex
shore, is about 1,500 ft., including the approaches
from the Surrey and Middlesex sides respec-
tively. The appi-oaches on the Surrey side
consist of five brick arches of 20 ft. span eacli,

and another span of 20 ft. carried by girders
over the roadway to Messrs. Watney’a distillery

;

and in addition to these arches, the approach is

carried for a distance of 280 ft. by a solid bank.
On the Middlesex side the approach is by an
embankment 420 ft. in length, and a brick arch
of 30 ft. span adjoining the bridge itself. This
portion of the works, on both sides of the river,

is already almost entirely finished. The ap-
proaches on the Surrey side are connected with
York-road, Battersea, by an easy gradient,
whilst on the Fulham side the approaches com-
municate with the King’s-road, near Broom-
house-lane, and when completed and opened the
new bridge will directly connect the Wandsworth
and Battersea districts with those of Fulham,
Chelsea, and Kensington, on the opposite shore.
The bridge stretches across the river by five

spans, supported by four river piers formed of
wrouglit-iron cyliudei-s, and shore abutment
piers on each side of the river of massive red
brickwork and masonry. The shore spans are
each 113 ft. G in. in length, whilst the three
spans in the stream are 133 ft. in length each.

The cylinder piers in the river are 7 ft. 6 in. in

diameter, each pier consisting of two cylinders
connected transversely under the platform of
the bridge. The cylinders are sunk to a depth
of 14 ft. into the clay, and rest upon a thick
bed of concrete placed under them, the cylinders
themselves being also filled in with that material.
The centre of the bridge has a clear headway of
20 ft. above high-water level, whilst the height
at the shore abutments is I t ft. The main
girders on each side of the bridge, which are of
the lattice pattern, are 12 ft. in height, and con-
tinuous throughout by being connected at the
ends, the main girders being again connected by
cross girders placed 4 ft. apart throughout the
entire length of the bridge, and riveted to the
upper side of the bottom flanges of the main
girders. The roadway over the bridge is formed
by timbers laid diagonally upon the surface of
the cross girders, a longitudinal decking being

again laid over these, upon which is macadamised
paving. The entire width of the bridge between
the main side girders is 30 ft., 18 ft. of which
forms the carriage-way, with footways on either

side 6 ft. in width.

In the erection of the bridge no particular
attempt has been made to produce architectural

effect, the structure being substantial rather
than ornamental

; but a pedestal over each pier
carries a cluster of three lamps, and there is a
foliated capital at the head of each column, or
cylinder, on the underside of the main girders.

The process of constructing the main girders is

interesting. They have all been built up on a
timber platform on the Surrey side of the river,

parallel with the line of the bridge, and when
finished a portion of the platform at each end
is removed, and two barges, each fitted with
raised stagings, are floated under the ends of the
girder. As the tide rises, the girder is thus
lifted, and then floated into position and placed
on its bearings upon the piers. The two remain-
ing girders for the fifth span on the Middlesex
shore are now in coarse of erection on the timber
platform described, and, as we have already
stated, will be raised and fixed in position in the
course of about a fortnight, when the connexion
between the two sides of the river will have
been effected. The new bridge is about a mile
to the eastward of the Putney and Fulham
bridge. It has been erected from the designs of
Mr. J. H. Tolme; Messr-i. de Bergue & Co. were
the contractors, the works being superintended
by tneir engineer, Mr. Mallalieu. Mr. Bull, of
Southampton, is the conti-actor for the ap-
preaches, and Mr. Nichols has acted as resident
engineer during the progress of the works. It is

expected that the briilge, including the laying
and paving of the roadway, will be finally com-
pleted and opened for traffic about the end of
April or early in May, and that one of its imme-
diate results will betlie laying out of the several
acres of land in the locality, on the Fulham side
of the river, for building purposes, the new bridge
affording more direct access to Fulham from
Wandsworth, Battersea, Claphatn, and other
neighbouring districts intersected by the several
railways on the Surrey side than now exists.

MARIENBURG CASTLE.
GOTHIC V. CLASSIC.

It is not with the purpose of reviving a con-
troversy which, if not dead, is slumbering, that
we have given the above title to these notes

;

but the interest attaching to that ancient and
unique remain, Marienburg Castle, has such a
remarkable bearing upon many of the aspects of
the controversy between Gothic and Classic

architecture, that, should the old antagonism bo
again aroused,—as is not unlikely to be the case
in the event of a general and open competition
for an important public work,—a reference to

these may not be without interest and service.

It is probable that so long as the architectural
art of England speaks only in dead languages,

—

which since the decadence of Gothic to Eliza-

bethan or Renaissance forms of art, it has
cliiefly done,—as again in the revivals of Classic
and Gothic art within the present century, such
controversies will arise. They are not without
their value, giving a zest to art-matters which
prevents stagnation

;
but they are open to great

objection when pushed to extremes, which range
the advocates of different styles into hostile

camps, begetting a sort of bigotry in art similar
to that in religion, which can see no merit but
in its own cherished mode. It is greatly to be
regretted that when, by the fresh attention to
and study of ancient Classic remains, a feeling
for Classic art in its pui'esfc forms, and not as
interpreted through the Renaissance, had so
largely revived, that our architects did not carry
it on, first by careful reproduction mastering
its detail, till, becoming imbued with its spirit,

its principles of proportion and beauty bad
again sprung to light and become plastic in their
hands for adjustment to modern requirements.
But ere the promise of such hopeful fruit was
brought to perfection a Gothic revival set in,
which has followed much the same course,
without having very satisfactorily established
superior claims in its modem adaptation as a
style more suitable to the spirit and require-
ments of the age. Had there been a parallel
development of each,—forwhich, in thepenchant
of our architects, there seemed abundant scope,
it being very remarkable how, within the lines
of each style, a special forte has often manifested
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itself,—settled and dignified results might have
accrued, for which, for the most part, we look in

vain. Each style has now long had to contend

with novelties introduced from all quarters,

treated in the most bizarre manner, till our

architecture has shown “ all things by turns and
nothing long,” and in these heterogeneous

changes, pure, noble art has had a very poor

chance indeed. If it should be, as the history

of modem art seems to indicate, that architec-

ture culminated in its two chief forms of

Grecian and Gothic, and their congeners, then

architects would be worthily engaged in seeking

to wring from them the secrets of their pro-

portion and beauty, certainly not yet grasped

by us, as principles for unfailing guidance and
satisfying results, and their genius would bo best

seen in comprehensive and varied applications

of these styles, rather than in efforts after origi-

nality and attractive novelty. Both styles can
reach all the purposes of ourpresent civilisation

;

neither need supplant the other
;
for no dispas-

sionate mind, unwarjjed by a special bias, can
doubt that both Grecian and Gotliio forms of

art are capable, in great fulness, of all the
expression which sacred, secular, and domestic
art requires, from the grandest impress of

religious and pubHc buildings down to the grace

and homeliness of the villa and the cottage.

It is just in its exhibition of the most flexible

adaptation to these varied ends that the arclii-

tecture of Marienburg Castle forms such an
interesting study for architects, challenging, as

it does, upon almost all points, the allegations of

the opposite school, that Gothic architecture,

being a birth of the ecclesiastical aud monkish
spirit of the Middle Ages, is little in accord with
the modem spirit, or subservient to present

uses. A modicum of fact, however, is worth a
large amount of argument, and we shall, there-

fore, BO far briefly and generally describe the

castle as to bring out the points in which it

affords a vindication of Gothic architecture, not

as against Classic, but as having claims to adapta-

bility to all modern purposes.

Marienburg Castle owes its existence to the

German knights, in the period of their sway
during the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth

centuries, it being their great stronghold and
residence. It is by no means a single building,

but a collection of buildings of the most varied

character, including defences, palaces, churches,

chapels, courts, offices, and private residences.

Its architecture is somewhat of a Norman type
;

but if this more rigid, massive stylo than the

later Gothic can hold its own in elastic adapta-

tion for such varied purposes, then, A fortiori,

the case of Gothic is the more strengthened as

to its capability of meeting, by skilful treatment,

all those problems as to light and arrangement
in which, in its modem dress, it is alleged so

conspicuously to fail. Wo need not dwell upon
the external architectnro of the castle otherwise

than to say that it is of imposing character, show-
ing great skill in its diversified aspects throughout
the immense areas occupied by its various build-

ings, which make up an ense^nble perhaps unsur-

passed by any similar collection of edifices. It

is with the interior that we have most to do, as

remarkably suggesting the capabilities of Gothic.

Aud here it may be said that the pointed arch and
vaulted roof enter into endless combinations not
only in the constmction of buildings which may
bo called public, such as halls, chambers, Ac.,

but by the easiest and most graceful transition

from these to galleries, cabinets, offices, and
apartments devoted to all the secular purposes
of daily life, be it bving, working, or sleeping

;

all yielding satisfaction in the perception of their

appropriate character. Nowhere throughout do
arch and pillar, vaulted roof, and mullioned

window seem out of place. If it really merits

the descriptions given of it, a monogram by a
competent architect on this unique and remark-
able remain,—still almost entire aud little hurt by
the ravages of time,—illustrated by drawings or

photographs, would be a service done to EngUsh
ait, which could not but have its effect in

moderating unaccountably prejudiced contro-
versies as to opposite styles of ait-development,
which should be each in its mode hailed as but
another form of beauty’s dress, which man, as

by an innate bent at certain stages of his history

aud culture, seeks to throw over his works, to

educe in their way that sense of delight, thought,
and emotion, which in its abiding impress is the

test of every true work of art. All true art

ever strikes these chords of a present and un-
wearied delight. In an eminent sense in archi-

tecture Grecian and Gothic forms have done
this. They are not then antagonistic, but proofs
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of the contrasted working of the same innate

principles of beauty, and as such should be

revered and cultivated. J. H. B.

SAVERNAKE COTTAGE HOSPITAL,
WILTSHIRE.

Advocating, as we earliest did, in the face of

some opposition, the establishment of Cottage

Hospit^, we have chronicled the progress of

the movement and described the buildings

erected in consequence with particular satisfac-

tion. In our present number we add to the list

illustrations of the new structure which has been
erected, from the designs of Sir G. G. Scott, R.A.,

for one of the most successful of these institu-

tions,—that of Savemake. It was established,

about six years ago, by the Rev. J. 0. Stephens,

vicar of Savemake, for the use and benefit of

the surrounding neighbourhood, including Marl-

borough, Ramsbury, Burbage, Great and Little

Bedwyu, &o. The building used for tho hospital

was that known as the “ Institution,” on the

borders of Savemake Forest, near tho London,
hill gate, the use of which was granted by Lord
Ailesbui-y, and it was furnished by Lady Ailes-

bury. In 1870, however, it was found too small

to meet tho constant applications for admittance,

and endeavours were made which have resulted

in the building we have illustrated. Lord Ailes-

bury gave a site near tho original building aud
the sum of l,000i., and Lady Ailesbury gave
3001.

The gardens are rather extensive, and are

tastefully laid out. At the entrance-gate is a
one-storied porter’s lodge, erected at a cost of

3001. from a portion of the profits of a fancy
fair. The stylo of the hospital is domestic
Gothic, the timbers over the entrance being
picked out and painted oak

;
the exterior walls

are of red brick, built hollow, and the gabled
roof covered with ornamental tiles. A brass
plate will be placed in the lobby with the words,
“This Hospital, built by pnblic subscription,

was opened on the 22ud day of May, 1872. The
foundation-stone was laid by the Marchioness of

Ailesbury, April 12th, 1871.” The entrance and
staircase hall lead on the one side to the men’s,

on the other to tho women’s, ward
;
each of

these apartments is, 32 fc. by 20 ft., and lofty

in height, the building being at the >ving but
one story. They are lighted by two large bay
windows, placed sufficiently low to enable

patients to see out of them as they lie in bed.

The gabled end has also a six-light transomed
window. The floors are laid with oak par-

quetrie, and the walls plastered with Paiiau
cement. Sheringham’s patent ventilators have
been adopted, communicating by a shaft with the
flue. Attached to each ward are bath-rooms and
lavatories, with hot and cold water laid on.

Moule’s patent earth-closets ai'e adopted through-
out tho building. Between tho wards are two
convalescent rooms, the expense of erecting and
famishing which was exclusively borne by Lady
Ailesbury

;
the lower (for the male patients) is

to be used as a board-room on Monday mornings.
The “ Operating-room” is lighted by a skylight

above, and situate behind the men's ward. From
the women’s we pass to the matron’s room, and
then to two fever wards for isolating special

cases. These are built and furnished by Mrs.
Baverstock Merriman, in memory of her late

husband, as the following inscription on a brass

plate between tho two will testify :

—

“ lu Memoriam
Tlioms Baverstock Merriman

Duo Ha‘c Cuticula
Adstruenda Curavit

Vidua Mo?rena.
S.E.M.
1873.”

These wards in walls, floor, and ventilation, are

similar to the others, and contain two beds each.

The kitchen, scullery, laundry, and wash-house
are kept distinct, but on the same level. A close

range in the former apartment supplies hot water
by means of pipes throughout the building; the

laimdry is provided with a drying apparatus

heated by a circulating stove, and the wash-
house with permanent troughs. The outbuild,

ings include a mortuary and stabling. The walls

are coloured with neutral tints, those other than

the wards being painted and varnished to the

height of 4 ft., and then distempered a pale

green. All the external woodwork is stained

and varnished.

The cost, including furnishing, laying out the

grounds, sinking a very deep well (250 ft.), and
building a porter’s lodge, has been nearly 5,000?.,
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all raised by public subscription and atA fancy
fair held at Savemake last year.

It will accommodate twenty beds, and is in-

tended for the use of nearly sixty parishes
situated in North Wilts and South Berks. It

is maintained by public subscription at_,acost
of 550J. per annum.
The contractors were Messrs. Roberts, of

Islington. Mr. Wheeler was the clerk of the
works.

LONDON STREET ARCHITECTURE

:

Nos. 36 & 37, PICCADILLY.

In a former number * we noticed at some
length the picturesque and original building that
was then being erected at the comer of Swallow,
street, Piccadilly, for Mr. Sotheran, from the
designs of Messrs. George & Vaughan. We give
a view of the premises which have since been
completed, the work having been carried out in

a thorough manner, oven to the shop-fittings.

In the place of the usual mezzanine is a gallery
round tho shop, supported on oak posts, to
which the revolving bookcases are hung. The
whole of the fittings through the two stories are of

oak, as is also the double staircase to the gallery,

with its handsome carved newels. We have
before noticed the arrangement of mural glass

panels in the elevation representing the historj-

of book-making, also the effective recess forming
a loggia to the drawing-room on the upper story.

The elevation is of Portland stone. Within the
arches of the loggia are carved life-size busts of
Shakspeare, Newton, and Michelangelo, as repre-

senting Literature, Science, and Art. The series

of pictures in Powell’s mosaic glass comprises:

—

1. Egyptians inscribing hieroglyphics on a sar-

cophagus.
2. King Alfred being presented by his mother

with a manuscript.
3. Monks copying manuscripts.
4. The dream of Guttenberg.
5. Caxton reading the first proof of the Canter-

bury Tales.

Tho long panel under the loggia is divided

into three pictures, representing etching, litho-

graphy, and wood-engraving. The figures are
about 2 ft. high. These cartoons were drami
by Mr. Henry Burrow.
The building, including fittings, has cost about

10,000?. It was erected out by Messrs. Hollands
A Hannen

;
Mr. Yille acting as foreman.

The adjoining house. No. 37, was also reviewed
in oui' previous article. This building has been
erected for the former proprietor, Mr. Addley
Bourne, by Messrs. John Perry A Co., builders, of

Tredegar Works, Bow, from the plans aud under
tho superintendence of Mr. Edgar Leuchars,
architect. The building consists «f base-
ment, shop, and show-room, with four stoines

over the former, the latter being in the rear,

and having a carved ceiling and skylights. The
narrowness of the frontage rendered it inadvis-

able to sacrifice any of the show-window for a
private entrance while the shop was open. An
ingenious arrangement has therefore been
adopted by which the front portion of the parti-

tion which separates the shop from tho stairs is

hinged, and turns on a tram-plate, so as to form,

in conjunction with the sbop-door, also opening
back, an entrance-lobby, when the shop is closed.

The street-door then, in two folds, is fitted into

the shifting pilasters of the revolving shutters of

the shop-front.

The shop is separated from the show-room by
an ornamental polished brass screen, about 7 ft.

high, with curtains and portieres attached to it.

Both shop and show-room are heated by hot-

water pipes, and are fitted with Pott’s ventilating

comice.

The basement, except kitchen and sitting-room,

is paved with Val de Travers asphalte. Tho
upper part of the bnilding, being required as a

residence for Mr. Bourne, and also for his assist-

ants, a separate back staircase has been provided

from the basement up to the third floor.

The front is faced unth gauged white Suffolk

bricks, with dressings of Portland stone. The
pilasters of the shop-front are of polished Irish

black marble, lightly incised and gilt. The total

cost was about 4,000?.

Norwich.—Mr. Christopher Thwaitea, C.E.,

son of the late Chairman of the Metropolitan

Board of Works, has been elected to the office of

city engineer and surveyor for Norwich.

* Tol. ixs., p. 493.
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CAMBERWELL Is^EW VESTRY-HALL.
Tee new buildings at the comer of High-

street, Peckham-road, forthe Camberwell vestry,
which have been in course of erection since the
spi'iiig of last year (and of which wo gave an
illustration and a short notice in April last), are
now so far completed that a portion of them will
bo opened for business about Lady-day, or in the
course of a month from the present time. The
building externally is already finished, and the
interior is also far advanced towards completion.
The Peckham-road elevation is entirely of

Bath stone, with the e.xception of a number of
Bcidptured figures and vases, which materially
heighten the architectural appearance of the
building. This elevation is 77 ft. in width, and
37 ft. in height to the cornice, above which is an
ornamental balustrade, making the entire height
of the elevation about 40 ft.

The interior of the building, now in progress,
contains several suites of apartments for its
intended purpose, in addition to a spacious and
commodious Board-room, which is being deco-
rated. The building is approached by a flight
of nine steps through the principal entrance,
leading into a vestibule and hall, 20 ft. in width
by 34 ft. in length.

It is expected that the whole of the ground-
floor of the new building will be occupied by the
several departments for whom they are intendedm the course of next month, but the Board-
room will not be finished and ready for the
vestry to hold their meetings there before the
ensuing summer.
Although the cost of the building was origin-

ally estimated at 8,0001., several extras have
since been decided upon, and it is now understood
that the structure, when finished, will iavolve an
expenditure of not less than 10,0001. to 11,0001.
Messrs. D. King & Sons are the contractors, and
Mr. Goodwin is the clerk of works.
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flight of steps abutting on the platform, while
on the other side passengers can either pass
through the subway to the other platform or to
the street. The offices and waiting-rooms will
bo lofty, spacious, and well ventilated. The
entire width of the station within the walls will

u- constructed,
chiefly of glass, in three bays. Between the
platforms there will be three lines of rails.

Several collateral improvements of consider-
able importance are embraced in the new
scheme.

_

The cost of carrying out these alterations,
including the building of the new station, is
approximately stated at from 100,000J. to
1d0,000?. This large expenditure will be about
doubled by the North-Eastern Company’s outlay
of a somewhat similar sum towards the exten-
sion of the docks.

ON CORPORATION LANDS.
A PAPER “On Lands held by Corporations,

and on tbo Policy either of their Alienation, or
of Providing for their Management, with regard
to Public Utility,” by Mr. Thomas Hare, has
been read before the Social Science Association
in the course of his address Mr. Hare said,—

THE REPRODUCTION OP DRAWINGS BY
THE REDUCTION OP SILVER SALTS.
It is well known that all salts of the oxide of

silver, when impregnating paper, calico, linen,
&c., ai-e reduced by copper, hydrogen, and phos-
phorus vapour; while the haloidal salts, such as
the chloride, cyanide, &c., are not so reduced at
ordinaiy temperatures. Acting on this, M.
Renault has devised a process which Iron
thus describes :

—

“If, then, a drawing or an engi-avingig placed on a sheet
ot pasteboard which baa fur some time previously been
exposed to hydrochloric acid vapours, and above thedesign a leafof sensitised paper is laid, the acid vapours
filtering through the drawing transform the salt of theoxide of silver in the sensitive paper into chloride, exceptm those places where the passage of tlie gas is stopped bv
the carbon lines of the design. The sensitised leatj ifthen
laid on a sheet ofcopper, reproduces the original drivwinir
or engraving, the salt of the oxide of silver being reduced
where it has escaped the acid vapours. Each stroke of
;he design is ineffaceable, being not only on the surface of
;he paper, but earned through its entire thickness, even
•eappeanug on the other side, when the sensitive paper islUowed to remain a sulScieiit length of time in contact
-nth the copper plate. lu place of using a sheet of copper
.0 develops the image, hydrogen, or phosphorus vapournmgled with carbolic acid, may be used

; in this case themage appears immediately the paper comes in contact
vith the gas. The sensitive paper, after development of
,ho drawing, is washed with a dilute solution of biuoxalate
)l potassa, the design being subsequently fixed by immer-
lon m a solution of hyposulphite of soda and salt. Fac-
imUea of all kinds ot manuscripts, drawings, and prints
an bo made by this process.”

^

^ugianu ana wales is vested ip corpo-rate and other trustees for pubhc uses, or permanent usesadopted and sanctioned as for the public benefit. I lookupon the eoUcction of statistics which shall enable all thisportion of the surface of the kingdom to be distinguishedon our county maps from that which is private prhpertvas a measure of the utmost importance. As to tL extent

the^onSof w°’
extensive estates underthe control of the Woods and Forests, and dedicated torehgious, municipal, educational, and charitable uses ofevery kind. Lor example, fivd London charities alonn

1
of home..

the co"r'o^o7.r.
ium.. are lunus in nearly every county in Engla
the control of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners and inmost ceunties other lands belonging to the colleces ofOxford and Cambridge. Withregar^to all these fands*toe subject before us is whether, haring regard as well tothe furtherance of the objects for which the State hasptimitted them to be devoted, as to the benefit of theiiatipuat large it is better that they shoul^be sold or

s«Pp?8J"g them to be retained, whether
.fvuu, supijosing tnem

V— ouit yw Buojectea
and publicity by which they
public value ?”

light become of incalculable

NEW NORTH-EASTERN STATION,

I

MIDDLESBROUGH.
I
Tue plana—prepared by Mr. Cudwortb, the
ngmeor of the company, and Mr. Peachey, of
'parlington, their architect for the Darlington
isectioD,—have been to a cei-tain extent com-
lUeted. The site selected for the new station is
> the west of the present one—that is, towards
le Exchange. Architecturally, the station will
Q constructed on Gothic principles, with a
pacious porch in front. It will have platforms
m each side. Each of the main platforms will
le 720 ft. in length. There will also be a spacious
Kcursiou platform a little further west, of about

^ same length; and there will be separate
ffices for booking and accommodating oxcursiou-
ts. There will be two entrances to the station
-ono approaching from Zetland-road, a little
) the east of the present entrance, and the other
lading off Bridge-street West, on the other side,
subway, to be constructed beneath the station,

ill give direct communication between the two
latforms. Access to this subway will be gained
i tho Zetland-road side of the station by a

Mr. Hare assumed it to be a matter of the
most unquestionable policy, that, without dis-turbmg any existing rights, every facility should
be forded for enabling as many of the people
as the nature of their various industries and
employmenta, and the circumstancoa of society
will allow, to acquire some interest in the soil or
anrface of tho country in which they dwellHow this can bo moat eileetually done he con'
Bidered, is worthy of the atndy of onr legislators.

f* “"“ion of derirate interest, forlife, or for n term ot years, be snffieient for economicaldevelopment of the productive results nP sii Vk -71
and labour that can^benelicialjy be employed upo^Sland, and that so far as relates to these estafos thrclaimfot mdust^ 1^1 bo satisfied, it is at once seen that all theK ef

we aro.spealdng,-the real esLtS, [he produce of which IB dedicated to permanent uses —form^tha

&to fulfil
administration which would go

ipefnhi A
the political and economical objects whichare to bo desmed, accomplishing at the same timelve^

income, whether munZcharitable, educational, or ecclesiastical beinnmade as great us it can be made by an enlightened anf

effected by consohdating in every district in tL country
of these estates withies

mfles
^ay two or three square

Jti the metropolis, or other places covered with

p“‘*i
9f“b0.or 3‘.'0 square miles in the countryon either of which districts perhaps fifty or a hundredd^erent agents are employed by"^ as many bodies of

fffiee
agent, withaceiitralomce. In this office every applicant might ascertain what

exist in. the drs^rict, undir what Es
occupied aiid on what conditions, and of

TCffiA
any new letting is to take pla^e. We

c^ery district a market, as itmight be called in which the marketable value of theoccupation of aU the public lands would be ascertained.”

He could not see how wo could have better
secimty than this would give for the fulfilment
ot the economical objects of suoh possession.

_

A discussion followed the reading of the paper,
in which Mr. Hare’s views were very favoui-ably
regarded.

ARCHITECTS’ ASSISTANTS.
Sir,—I quite agree with “ Provincial Archi-

tect” that leading architects ought to make
higher charges than those struggling into prac-
tice, and it would throw a vast amount of work
on other hands, to the pecuniary benefit of the
profession generally

;
but I do not think we shall

ever benefit our position until pupils are taught,
and not left to pick up what they can by doing
tho office work, and as soon as they become
a httle useful, the assistant is informed that
‘‘ after that day week or month (as the case may
be), his services will not be required,” making
him a migratory subject, wandering about from
office to office, so that the little he does eai-n
becomes very small indeed when brought to an
average ;—25s. to 21. per week (and sometimes
less) is decidedly not enough in these times for
a man who has perhaps served five years under
articles, and been assistant for some time as well,^d yet one must really be a genius to get more.
We are not all genii ! and many of us have not
the remotest chance of a practice

; but we surely
ought to be paid enough to live on, without
(unless having private property) being obliged
to take avow of celibacy (vide advertisement
weekly in your paper).
Another great evil is that architecture is

not a recognised profession, and anybody with-
out tho slightest idea on tho subject may
set up as an architect, thereby lowering us
all socially and professionally. I can give
you an instance. In a large provincial town
among several architects, ono had been a car-
penter, who, having nothing to do, sot up as an
architect and surveyor; another was a joumey-
inan bricklayer

; and I could mention other
similar instances.

Heaven forbid wo should lower ourselves to
unions, unless it be for the pm-pose of not goin"
in for those scandalous ol. competitions.
Some of my remarks are homo out by “ Pro-

digious ” in your Number of March lOtli, 1870.

Assistant.

Brompton Hospital for Consumption.

—

A further step has been taken towards increasing
the hospital accommodation. Six more houses
opposite have been purchased, and two of them
have been fitted up and furnished as a “ South
Branch. This auxiliary accommodates seven-
teen additional male patients, and is now full.

PRIVATE AGRICULTURAL RAILWAYS.
Under this title Mr. Richard B. Grantham

read a paper at tho ordinary general meeting of
the Insticution of Surveyors, on February 24th,m which he considered the subject under the
following heads ;

—

I. The purposes for and extent to which rail-
ways can be made useful in promoting the in-
terests of agriculture.

II. The probability of their making a profitable
return for the outlay.

III. The best mode of constructino’ and
working them.

IV. The nature of tho country to which they
are applicable.

V. The present stato of the law relating to
their adoption.

°

In conclusion, he laid before the meeting a
description of the agricultural railway which
the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos has
constructed through his estate at Wotton, near
Aylesbury.
The line passes through the estate of the Duke

at Wotton, which is about eleven miles on the
west side of Aylesbury, and about the same
distance south-east from Bicester, those being
the two nearest market towns by the roads. The
line, which is of the same gauge, 4 ft. 8J- in.
as the main line, commences on the Aylesbury
and Bupkingham Railway at Quaiuton Station
about five miles from Aylesbury, and twelve
miles from Buckingham. The line is altogether
8 miles m length

; of this miles are direct line
and U mile a branch to a farm, whence it is
capable of bemg extended further into the
estate. In this distance the line crosses three
public roads, and one turnpike-road on the level
for which formal permission was given.

commenced in September
18/0, was opened to Wotton in April, 1871 and
was completed for use iu November of that yearThe branch was completed iu Augnsfc 1872
Tho cost of the Wotton Bailn-ays has boon

“"lusiTO ot land, or
11,_00L in aU, but including goods and engine
sheds

; but only some 6,6001. of the sum was
borrowed : tho remainder was paid by the duke
himself. The working expenses have been esti-
mated at 6501. per annum, and the annual
interest and repayment of loan of the 6,6001. is
about 4G0i., making as the annual charge,
to which should be added the interest on the
outlay on the difference between the total cost
and the loan.
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His Grace places a percentage rate, as the

probable value of the improvement, which m
the whole amounts to 3501.

;
and he also esti-

mates that coal, road stone, and timber would

produce 2001. a year more, making 5501., which

more than covers the repayment of the loan and

interest. Since the line has been opened, other

sources of traffic have sprung up, which have

doubled the agricultural value of the estate, and

there is no doubt whatever that the traffic will

be developed in the course of a short time to a

much larger extent than I have shown.

The Duke has frequently expressed to me his

expectation that this line will afford an example

of the benefit estates will derive from railways

of this and similar kinds where they can be

introduced; and he quoted an instance in the

sale of bark, in which he was limited in_ his

market to the neigbbonring towns; but since

the railway was opened, he could send to any

distance, as buyers came and gave him a large

increase on his former prices. A corresponding

increase may be expected in the sale of timber,

and so forth.

The engines at present in use are two of

Aveling & Porter’s, which are similar to those

employed as road-rollers, with chain couplings

but I should prefer the ordinary locomotive light

pattern, with four wheels coupled.

My connexion with this railway was as in-

specter under the Inclosure Commissioners. I

had to decide upon the lines which should be

adopted, and I bad frequent opportunities of

seeing the work. His Gi-ace employed Messrs.

Lawford & Haughton to take the surveys and

levels, and procure the rails and timber, but the

Duke himself personally sapermteuded the

execution of the works.

GARDEN DRAINAGE AND OTHER
IMPROVEMENTS.

In the Vice-Chancellors’ Courts, Lincoln’s Inn,

on February 20th, before Vice-Chancellor Sir R.

Miilins, the case of Broad v. Huxley was tried.

The plaintiff in this suit is a retired tradesman,

residing at No. 12.v, Blenheim-terrace, St. John’s

Wood, and letting a portion of his house m
lodgings ;

and the defendant, Professor Huxley,

is the owner of a house and garden to the reem

of and adjoining on the south the plaintiff s

house. Professor Huxley’s premises are at a

higher level than the plaintiff’s house. The

plaintiff’s case was that certain improvements

which the defendant commenced in November

Hon. J. W. Stephen), who has the public confi-

dence for his earnestness and ability in further,

iog the cause of education, it is certain that the

regulations will be framed and carried out in a

liberal and enlightened way, both as regards tho

teacher and the children taught.

.Melbourne. S. H. R.

last, and which consisted in raising the general

DOCTORS DIFFER, SO DO MATHEMA-
TICIANS.

Required the weight that would break a

rectangular beam of Riga fir when applied at the

middle of its length, the beam being supported

at both ends. The length of the beam between

the supports is 21 ft., its depth li in., and

level of bis garden so as to form a croquet-lawn,
j fppgj.rold says, "Multiply the breadth in inches

’ embankment at the rear of the
\

° it.-

A PIECE OF CHALK.

In a recent lecture on this subject, Dr. Car-

penter, after considering the position of chalk in

the series of stratified deposits, said, what is

chalk ? and thus answered the question It was

long ago shown by the celebrated microscopist,

Professor Ehrenburg, to be chiefly composed of

an aggregation, either of very minute shells, or

of the fragmentary remains of very minute

shells, belonging to the group now called Fora-

minifera
;
by far the greatest proportion being

of the one type which we call Globigerina.

Hundreds of them would only weigh a grain.

What is the nature of the animal ? It is a little

lump, or rather a series of lumps of jelly, with

no mouth, no stomach, no anything, except that

it can send out long threads, the minuteness of

which is hardly conceivable to you. These

threads, which are not the teii-thousandth of an

inch in diameter, go out in clusters
;
they diffuse

themselves through the water, lay hold of par-

ticles still minuter than themselves, and then

draw these particles back. I have sometimes

described them as a sort of animated spider’s

web. The central mass is always sending out

some of these threads, while other threads

are being drawn back into it
;
and in this manner,

without any distinct mouth or stomach, the

nutrient particles are constantly being drawn in,

and the animal is thus supplied with food. Now,

wheni tell you that there probably is a far greater

quantity of this life at present existing than of

all other kinds of life put together, you will see

what an important part these humble animals

perform in the economy of nature. The whole

bottom of the Atlantic, except where cold cur-

rents come down, is covered with these animals,

and with masses of their decayed and broken

shells. I cannot pretend to form an estimate

of how much there can be
;
but you may form

some idea of it when I tell you that, in dredging

the Atlantic, at one mile in depth, we brought

up nearly half a ton at one time
;
and from

nearly three miles depth we brought up one

hundred weight and a half, besides our three

miles line and a heavy dredge. Speaking of

limestones, ho said geologists have come to the

general conclusion that all the lime of which

they are composed has at one time or another

formed parts of the skeletons of animals
;

for

we are not acquainted with any other natural

agency which can withdraw lime from its solu-

tion in sea-water, and convert it into solid rock

masses. I have shown you how Foraminiferal

life does this, by producing that immense aggre-

gation of minute shells which we call chalk
;
and

corals also are doing the same thing on an

enormous scale : whilst Ecliraoderms and Mol-

lusks also contribute, their shells forming enor-

mons beds in particular localities.

plaintiff’s house and planting it

draining the surface-water from his garden into

a cess-pool, 22 ft. from the plaintiff’s house, had

had the effect of rendering the basement of his

house so damp as to be uninhabitable, and of

darkening the premises. The plaintiff’s bill

prayed for an injunction to restrain the defend-

ant from draining his premises so as to cause

injury to the plaintiff’s bouse, from permitting

the embankment to damage the plaintiff’s party-

wall, and from allowing the trees thereon to

darken his premises. The case, which occupied

the whole day, was, by consent, of the parties,

beard as a motion for decree.

The Vice-Chancellor delivered an elaborate

judgment, in which, after remarking upon the

conciliatory disposition shown throughout by the

defendant, he said that the onus of proving his

case lay upon the plaintiff, and that he bad

entirely failed in so doing. The evidence satis-

fied his Honour that the plaintiff’s house had

for years been damp, and that the defendant

had not made it damper ;
that the case as to the

trees was preposterous, and as to the wall had

no foundation. In dismissing the bill with costs,

his Honour remarked that the plaintiff, the value

of whose house was about 7001., bad persisted in

a litigation ^Yhich would probably cost him 5001.

le rear of the
; Square of the depth in inches, divide the

with trees, and
, ji., i„n„th in feet, and the quotientproduct by the length in feet, and the quotient

multiplied by the tabular value of the constant

C = 530
12 x I t X 14x530^AA:ir' = 59,3601b.

is the breaking weight.”

Barlow says, " Multiply tho tabular constant

1,108 by 4 times the depth in inches, and by the

area of the section in inches, and divide the pro-

duct by the distance between the supports in

inches, and the quotient will be the breaking

weight.

1108 X 4 X 14 X 168 ^ 41,365 lb.”
252

It will be seen there is a difference in the two

methods of calculation amounting to 17,995 lb.,

or 8 tons.

If there are these differences between the for-

muliD of authors on whom we ordinary mortals are

taught to look as authorities, and to depend upon

in our ordinary calculations, can it be surprising

that " surveyors differ” also when giving evi-

dence in our courts of law ?

Probably some of your readers will be able to

explain the above discrepancy ;
but it appears to

me that if tho experiments on the strength of

timbers were made with larger pieces than from

1 in. to 3 in. thick, the results would be more

reliable. T. T. G.

EDUCATION IN MELBOURNE.

Sir,—

T

he new Education Act comes into force

this day (January 1st). Its clauses render

education in the colony compulsory, secular, and

free.

For the proper carrying out of the intentions

of the Legislature, a new department has been

establialieil, under the control of a Minister of

Education, who is directly responsible to Parlia-

ment.
It has been decided that the colony is to be

divided into school districts, in each of which

the ratepayers can elect a Board of advice; to

direct what use shall be made of the school

buildings after school hours
;

to suspend any

teacher for misconduct ;
to report on the condi-

tion and management of the schools, and to visit

them from time to time ;
to use every endeavour

to induce parents to send their children regularly

to school, and to report the names of those who
neglect to do so ;

and to recommend the grant

of a scholarship to any child displaying unusual

ability.

The compulsory clause of the Act is not of a

very stringent character, as only sixty days in

each half - year are provided for ; and it is

questionable whether so short a time will prove

of any benefit to the neglected children of the

colony. Parents neglecting to send their

children for a period of sixty days in each half-

year (unlessthey are being educated elsewhere, or

are incapacitated from some valid cause) are to

be punished by fine, or imprisonment for one

week.
.

Secular instruction only is to be imparted in

tho State schools.

Free instruction is to be given to all children

attending the State schools in reading, writing,

arithmetic, grammar, geo^aphy, drill, and

gymnastics, with the addition of sewing and

needlework for girls ; a certificate being given to

each child educated in these subjects up to the

standard required.

Teachers are to bo paid by salary for teaobin-^

the branches specified, but fees are to be charged

for extra subjects.

The Act also provides for the establishmeut of

night schools.

• The regulations under which the Act is to he

administered are not yet made public, but as they

are framed by the Minister of Education (the

THE PAVING OF SOUTH LONDON AND
THE VESTRIES.

CONFERENCE OF HOUSE OWNERS.

The builders and house-owners of South

London are complaining of the inconsistent and

expensive character of the paving in the locality,

by which they allege that they are put to an

unfair cost in respect of the property which they

hold. At a conference held last week to memo-
rialise tho Lambeth Vestry on the subject, it was

stated that whilst some neighbonrboods were

most extravagantly paved with materials quite

unsuitable, others were altogether neglected. It

was also stated that builders and owners of pro-

perty, when required to make up and pave roads,

had not the option of doing the work themselves,

which they could in most instances do more

cheaply ;
and that there was no opportunity for

making suggestions of a local character in regard

to the kind of pavement to be used, the conse-

quence being that very often poor neighbour-

hoods were required to pay for the most

expensive kinds of pavement, and vice versd. It

was suggested that streets should be classified,

and pavements also, so that the owners of pro-

perty in any particular locality would know at

once for what kind of pavement they would be

expected to pay. Prompt action in the matter

was urged on the ground that the Lambeth

Vestry have it in contemplation to borrow

10,OOOL for the purpose of carrying out
-

scheme of uniformity in the outlying districts byj

ithe general adoption of tar paving. The owners^

of property in Camberwell also complain of the

same grievance, alleging that some districts are
|

over.pavp.d whilst otliers are neglected, and re-

cently they presented a memorial to the Cam-^

berwell Vestry against the proposal to pave

Croxted-road and Acacia-road (a rural district in
'

Dulwich) with stone in square sets. So strong^

is the feeling against this proposal in Dulwich,

that Mr. Green, the largest owner of houses in

the neighbourhood, has offered to incur the

expense of keeping the paths in order rather

than that the character of the neighbourhood

'should be destroyed ; and the College authorities

have also interposed in the matter, with a view

of preventing the pictui'esque character of the

neighbourhood from being affected by the kind

of paving proposed.
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A BLIND B0ILDEB.

The old village of Hampsthwaite, in Yorkshire,
has recently lost one of its most interesting and
worthy inhabitants, Peter Barker (Blind Peter),
who died on Tuesday, in the sixty.fifth year of
his age. Becoming blind through an attack of
fever, when three years old, his prospects in life
were not very hopeful

j
but through his energy

of^ character and his natural abilities, ho main-
tained himself in a respectable position. He
was skilful in music, and, being possessed of a
fine bass voice, he was very efficient in the
psalmody of the parish church. With marvel-
Jo'is readiness, he, in his early days, embraced
the business of a carpenter and cabinet-maker,
undertaking many small building jobs, and
executing them satisfactorily. His knowledge
was acquired without serving as an apprentice
or having any other instructions, but through
his remarkable natural endowments. A lady
who came to Hampsthwaite when he was fifty-
three years old taught him to read the Bible by
means of Moon’s system of raised letters. With
this “lamp to his feet,” he traversed the Valiev
of the Shadow of Death, and so found peace.
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COTTAGE HOSPITALS.
Veninor (Isle of Wight),—The report read at

the annual meeting was a satisfactoi-y one. The
committee still plead for another benevolent
person to build an adjoining house, when the
hospital will consist of six complete pairs or
blocks, containing in all over seventy patients,
each of whom will have a separate sleeping,
chamber. During the past year, and under the
presidency of the Bishop of Winchester, the
committee held a public dinner, and the contri-
butions then received amounted to 2,300h They
ire now endeavouring to obtain 2,500Z. for fur-
aishing and maintaining the houses now buildin^^,
md which will accommodate thirty additional
Datients. The medical report, read by Dr.
i.rthur Hill Hassall, states that the improvement
n the health of the patients at the hospital was
'ery great.

Lonrjton .—The cottage hospital here in October
ast became the property of the town, and a
neeting of the governors has been held to elect
ho yearly committee. The Mayor of Longton
Mr. T. W. Barlow) presided. It was stated at
he meeting that there were eighteen patients in
led, and there had been twenty, so that there
lad been a great strain upon the funds, and
hero was a debt of 621. 9s. They were in debt
01., and their expenses were heavier now than
1 the summer. He believed the whole popula-
ion benefited by the hospital, persons of all
'ades being liable to accident. A committee
nd oflicers were appointed.
Telburi/.—The general annual meeting of the

abscribers to this institution has been held,
.mong those present were the Duchess of Beau-
art and various other ladies, the Eight Hon. T.
otheron Estcourt, the president, and several
lergymen and other gentlemen. The report for
3/2 was adopted. It stated that the hospital,
hich was begun in 1866, in a small rented
)ttage,_ has been pat on a more permanent
lotnig in the course of the last twelve months
7 the completion of a commodious building
|ected on a very favourable site, at the expense
the president “ We are happy to say

lat our financial position presents a satisfactory
leet. We have paid off the balance of last
jar, we have been able to meet the expenses of
first year in a new building, and wo have a
dance in hand at the bank.” The number of
dients from the list prepared by Mr. Wickham
ipears to be 41.
Ledbury. — The committee have formally
lened the institution for the reception of
itients. Mr. Ricardo, in taking the chair, spoke
the usefulness of cottage hospitals in general
d eulogised the exertions of the sub-com-
itteo in establishing a hospital for Ledbury,
iny were present at the ceremony. The
epital, which is a well-built house, situate in
limend-stroet, in the town of Ledbury, consists
itwo large rooms suitable for a day-room and
Iboard-roora, a kitchen and back-kitchen on
I) ground-floor, two large wards—one for men
b other for women—a room for the matron,
d an operating-room, on the first floor

j and
teral rooms on the upper story, which could
.made serviceable should occasion require, but
ich at present the committee do not propose
use. The hospital is designed for the recep-
li of accidents and diseases requiring active

medical and surgical treatment, and is suitably
furnished. All the medical gentlemen in the
town and neighbourhood have consented to give
their gratuitous services. The patron is Earl
Somers, and the president is Dr. Henry Mr
G. E. Masefield is the hon. sec. We understand
the committee have received many articles of
use, such as linen, books, and furniture.

Ashford .—There are fifteen cases in the hos-
pital at the present time

5 indeed, the calls upon
the funds are so great that there is a consider,
able sum due to the treasurer. Great service
18 rendered by ladies gratuitously. An amateur
concert has been given at Charing on behalf of
the hospital. There was a large gathering of
gentry present at the concert. Tho ladies and
pntlomon who carried out the programme all
belonged to the upper class of society, and the
whole affair was very successful. A sum of
SI. lOs. was realized on behalf of the hospital

Wislieach. — The North Cambridge Cottage
Hospital at Wisbeach is making progress at the
expense of Miss Trafford-Southwell, of Grantham.
Miss Southwell proposes to endow it with 3,0001
for Its future maintenance. She has also
undertaken to provide it with surgical library
and instruments. Mr. William Peckover, of
Wisbeach, gives 2,000i. to the endowment, and
Mr. Algernon Peckover, 5001.

for tho water, and a wall is carried on the
top of the plates for 3 ft. or 4 ft. The wires
are then strained across the whole of the top,
and on these concrete is laid, thus doing away
with rafters and slates. Mr. Turner contends
that the only wood required in the construction
of a dwelling-house will be for doors, cupboards,
window sashes, and panes. The stairs may be
of concrete or wood. Houses thus built would
be almost fire-proof, and no vermin could get a
lodgment in the floor and skirting boards, because
they would bo made of solid concrete.

EXTRAORDINARY CASE IN THE
building TRADE.

Under this heading a lengthened report of
part of a local case in progress is given in the
bussex Express of last week. It began in the
Queen’s Bench, before Mr. Justice Mcllor and acommon jury, but has been handed over by
mutual consent of the parties to Mr. J. Smith, a
barrister, as arbitrator, under whom it has been
progressing. The parties in tho case are Mr F
Isaacs, a builder at Reigate, plaintiff, who claims
5141. ISs. lOd. for work done and materials sup.
plied, 1001. for detention of business books, &c
dotamed by defendant, and 2001. damages.
Defendant is Mr. John Fuller, by whom plaintiff

!!P”.
in building a house at Reigate.

llamtiff instructed his counsel to state that
while at defendant’s house, with bis books and
documents, trying to get a settlement with
defendant, he was detained while four men were
called m and an attempt made to get him to
admit that certain scaffolding, &c., belon^-ed to
defendant, and that defendant ultimately de-
tained his documents.

WIRING THE WORK.
Mr. Humphrey Turner, of the Cardigan Steel

and Wire Mills, has patented an invention of
his for applying wire to building and other
purposes. The invention consists in the ap-
plication of wire, steel cut in strips, or iron
rolled to particular patterns, for walls, ceilino-s
roofs, and floors of buildings

j it is also ap’.
phcable for large cisterns, water-tanks, brewers’
squares, and other vessels. In the erection of a
house it is thus applied. The foundation is laid
and brought up 12 in. or 18 in. above the ground.
Iron, cast metal standards, and straining posts
are fixed at certain distances. To these wire is
attached from i in. to 2 in. apart, and is strained
from the posts through holes in the standards
Panels and proper stay posts are then fixed in-
side the wire at proper distances, according to
the thickness of the walls required. The walls
are formed by means of a concrete, and while
this is being laid on inside, the plasterer may
carry on his work on the outside, by laying
on a better material consisting of cement and
sharp sand. The walls being brought up to
the height required for the first floor, iron
plates are laid upon them with holes for the
wire to pass through. An iron or cast metal
beam is then thrown across the centre of the
rooms from wall to wall, and when the walls are
complete, the wire is strained upon them through
the plates

; and in this way the whole of the
building is securely tied. Mr. Turner claims
that the wires will supersede the use of floor
joists of wood, and will form beds for concrete
floors. They will also answer on the under
side as laths for the plastered ceilings, and the
plastering may be carried on at the same time
as the laying of the floors in concrete. The
next floor is completed in a similar manner.
When the required height is reached, the plates

1 and beams are laid so as to give a proper fall

WINCHESTER COLLEGE CHAPEL.
Sir,—

I

have not the slightest intention of
entering upon a long public correspondence with
persons who are afraid to give their real names,
but shall be obliged if, as a mere matter of
justice, you will be good enough to insert this
one letter by way of reply to your correspond,
ents, “D.” and “North Hants.” “D.” com-
plains that the Winchester authorities treat all re-
presentations with indifference. This is a curious
charge, inasmuch as no representations have
been made. He is, however, perfectly correctm saying that the work of restoration is at a
stand-still, owing to want of funds. As to-
“North Hants,” I beg leave to inform him, that
hi_8 letter is a tissue of falsehoods, and that,
with^ all his boasted information, he knows
nothing about the matter. The accumulated fund
which he speaks of exists only in the imagina.

or hia private informant. If
“D.” and “North Hants” have the manliness
to write to me privately, I will answer their
letters, but shall take no further notice whatever
of anonymous communications.

The Warden of Wi.vchester College.
Winchester.

THE PATE OF THE CHELSEA
WATER BILL.

It is gratifying to be able to record that the
audacious Bill for the formation of an uuai'^htly
wall and reservoir to replace the trees” and
general landscape on the Thames, right opposite
to the famous holiday resort of the Londoners
at Hampton Court Palace, has been thrown
out of the House of Lords without even the
usual formality of a second reading. The action
taken on the part of the Royal Academy, in
which Mr. Marks did his work well, has brought
about this very satisfactory result. Corporations
or^ companies have the assurance to try to do
things so impudent anduuwise that no individual
connected with them would dare to propose him-
self to do the like.

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
SOCIETY.

It is now several years since the subscribers
to this Society have received any instalment of
the Dictionary, either text or illustration

j no
reports have been issued, and no annual meetings
held. I think it would be well if the secretaries
would, through your columns, make known to
the snbsoribers the exact state of progress of tho
Dictionary. The local secretaries obtained many
subscriptions on the understanding that the
work would bo completed forthwith, and it is
due to them to explain why there is no sign of
completion. L, g

GAS ESCAPE AND THE SAFETY LAMP.
Sir,—I beg to thank you for the favourable

notice which you published in your issue of last
week of my safety-lamp. Curiously enough, on
the same page, and in a line with this article, is
tho account of “ a serious explosion of eas ” at
Walsall.

S » a-

The necessity for adopting safety-lamps in gaa
works and other places where explosive materials
are stored or used is obvious. Had one of my
lamps, instead of a naked light, been in the
hands of the gasfitter when inspecting the spot
from which gas was escaping, no explosion could
have taken place. Under ordinary circum-
stances, gas cannot penetrate the wire gauze
column of my lamp • under very extraor.
dinary pressure, it is possible to drive tho gas
through the outer casing, but only in such a
small quantity that nothing more alarming than
an innocent puff goes off, which merely puts out
the light, without even any damage to the lamp
itself. William Yates.
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WINCHESTER NEW TOWN-HALL.

At tbo last meeting of the Winchester Town

Council, the Guildhall Committee reported that,

in consequence of a defect having appeared in

the west wall of tho great room, they thought it

desirable to have the opinion ofMr. G. Legg, ai-chi-

tect,who recommended that, inorderto strengthen

the wall, six buttresses should be erected on the

west side, and piers added to the walls under the

room ;
likewise that a parapet should be erected

on each side of the roof. The committee recom-

mended that tho report of Mr. Legg be adopted,

at an estimated cost of 2251. Tho reports and

plans proposed by Mr. Legg, and a correspond,

ence with the architects, Messrs. Jefiery & Skiller,

on the subject, might bo perused at the town

clerk’s office.
, i

After a long discussion, and some hard words,

the report was adopted. The appearance of the

four statues in canopies on the front is strongly

objected to : and not without reason.

nroved At Oldham, where this system has been

aiinlied ia certain parts, such loealities bare improved

in a sanitary point of 'icT. i..— — v
the patent was first applied, the health of the inhabi-

tants has much improved, and tho mortabty decreased.

SEWAGE AND ITS VENTILATION.

In a paper ” On the Relative Value of Clari-

fied and* UnclariEed Sewage,” by Mr. William

Paul, F.R.H.S., Waltham Cross, tho author

CASES UNDER
THE METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.

District Surveyor for Penye and Norwood v.

Richard TFinniyritlt.—This case, at the Lambeth

Police Court, was fornot giving notice (under the

38th section) of the erection of a wooden carnage-

shed. Tho hearing was on January 23rd, 18/^

The district surveyor (Mr. Edwin Nash) described

the structure as being 28 ft. 6 in. long by 23 ft. 6 im

wide, one story high, enclosed on three sides and

open on the other side, and roofed with wood

and felt.

Upon this the magistrate stated that, bemg

open on one side, be doubted its being a building

within the meaning of the Act, whereupon the

district surveyor stated that many structures

of a similar kind had been deemed to bo build-

in^vg. The magistrate then asked for cases, and

ad'joumed this one for a fortnight, for the dis-

trict surveyor to bring precedents.

Q theweek after I had received the last money. I went i

Tuesday, after Monday, tho 27th of January, and saw Mr.

Pretty, aud said I would finish the work if he would ad-

vance me the money for wages, hut this was d^uned.

"Wm. Wedon said ho was present when Mr. Pretty told

Hooper to put on two more men. Mr. Eoberts was pre-

sent on that day.
. , , , , . , ,

The defendant was sworn, and said ho had contracted

with Mr. Eoborts for the plastering, whom he had paid

20;. too much. On the Monday in question he did tell the

complainant to set on plasterers, but he did not promise

to see them paid. „ ,

Mr PatteaoE said no doubt there was a fresh contract

entered into by Mr. Pretty, and an order was made for

tho claims, with 63. costs in each case.

THE “HAWK AND HANDSAW.”

Sir,—

I

n the Pemiy Magazine of March 2l8t,

18'i0, page 112, are these word^:—
kertms in TTesfmoreZand.—Formerly, indeed,

they were more commonly and wantonly shot

than they are now, when the use of firearms is

more restricted than was once the case; not

that they were considered of any value, for the

lower orders of the inhabitants of those parts

would far sooner think of eating an old tough

rook than a heron, provincially called a heron.

John Whistlee.

"I have looked long and earnestly at this question,

both from the theoretical and practical point of view, and

from numerous experiments have arrived at tho conclusion

that sewage, when ‘clarified,' is a most valuable manure

for porous or well-drained soils, even when cultivated

according to tho recognised systems. On the other hand,

I have no faith in the value of sewage of any kind, or for

any land, if usedinan'nnclarified' or sludgy state, unless

accompanied with a laborious and costly system of cultU

yation Many years ago I used ‘ tiiiclarincd

sewage extensively, and for a lengthened period. The
results were not satisfactory until I adopted the practice

of stirring tho surface of the soil after every application

-of the sewage. The results then exceeded my expecta-

tions, but when estimated were not found equivalent to

the largely increased cost of labour. Afterwards the

sewage was clarified by tho use of quick-lime, and used

for a lengthened period in this state : this was judged

better than the use ofuuclarifled sewage without labour, but

not equal to its use with frequent hoeings. At present I

have two large cesspools into which the sewage is diverted

and allowed to settle, becoming almost clear by subsi-

dence, in which state it is freely used and found most

valuable.* In conclusion, I would say that I
'*'

On tlio eth of Febtnnrj, the dWrict snirejor ntBoed

that this was a case of much importance, because it would

alfeet the mode of erecting buildings, not only in his own

Si.tricl, but .1.0 in nil tbo di.met. tbnouBboul the

metropolis, and therefore ho wished to
Hb

statement than is customary vnth him at this Court. He

observed that the BuUding Act has, unfortunately, no

preamble; but, if it had one, it would unquestionablv

Lvo contained the phrase, that it is expedient to check

the spread of fire in tho metropolis, '^asmuch as aR its

provisions arc framed most conspicuously with that oluect.

Neither does the Act contain any definition ol a building,

and consequently the presumption

structures which are not movable chattels are buildings,

and must be erected in the mannerpresenbod by the Act

;

and there is an indication of this meani^ in •>

which states that the term “ External waff shaU apply to

every vertical enclosure of ary building. Again, the

first clause of the first schedule states that every budding

shad be enclosed with walls constructed^ in a certain

m»nner. Hn .llmled to nb tbi. bec.uBO it i. mdenlly

intended that structures should be enclosed with walls,

and not with wood, and ho felt sure that it the structure

question were to take tire, other structure near it

idd also be burnt. Moreover, the Metropolitan Board

Sir —T\'ith reference to tho common name of tho heron,

I may mention that I heard it pronounced “ harnslier on

the Orwed ;
and when I showed that I did not understand

what was meant, the speaker added, “bernshaw, hern.

Moreover, a frieud who lived for many years close to a

heronry near Brandon, in Norfolk, assures me that the

people there always called the bird tho “hanser, withthe

“a" broad. , . _ . tt »
Pray, sir, forgive mo if, m conclusion, I A, H,

“ Neo’w yew’ve gott'nyewr ‘ hanser.’ " C. J . trEDGE.

Witk tliis the correspondence rnay end.

The grounds on 'which wc opened it will be_ re-

membered. The interest excited by questions t

concerning the text of Shakspeare is shown by i

the circumstanco that we liave received more i

than forty letters in the present case.

V tho controder of tho hire-brigade,
opinion that the sludge in sewagois valuable as a manure ; 1 of tVorks, being — - - -

but I object to its application to the surface of tho soil the interests of that
^'^“7 n„eation had vet

- BBrii-liquid state. If so applied the surface of the But he further urged that tho_mam “aa jet

soil should be constantly stirred and broken, which, of
j

to be con^sidered, namely^

a doing

9 to whether a structure open

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETIES AND FREE 1

FORUMS.

Sitt,—The amalgamation of these societies,with

some ’alterations "to meet contingencies, would

-,1-1 +« fVio wRlI-bGiiiB- of amateurs, and
add much to the well-being of amateurs,

energy of scientific persons, when conducted by
,

a well-chosen chairman and other officers,

rours;.^w7es'co”nsUie^^^^^^^ ^ 5”* 1 ^^“il^Siarne^eTsSVVo^u^^^^^ be great help-mates to free pubhe '

• '* "" •"
of Bides a Struc. uhr.urieg. which are now well conducted, without

a
nestion whether it

le sludge, employing it

not more economical to separate Act, and

.5, it as a solid manure or for other

clarified liquid behind for irriga-pnrposes, leaving

tion."

A report by a committee on the ventilation

of the sewers of the Halifax union-house was

last week read before the local board of

guardians. We give an abstract of this re-

port :

—

“Of the many difficult and important works your com-

mittee have had to encounter, not the least was, which

could be the best mode of re-sewering the poor-house,

a sanitary point of view, so as to make the house

healthy as possible. Your Board vrid remember it was

decided to make new and improved sewers of earthenware

pipes. Mr. Barber, the architect, devised a plan, in

which ho was assisted by Mr. Dutton, the governor. The

next problem was, and the most difficult to answer, buw
*re we to ventilate the sewers of their poisonous gases ?

when Mr. Henry Btott, of ‘West 1’ale, came forward of

his own accord, and profl'ered the use of his patent for

yentilating sewers, together with his services, which were

most gladly and wUTingly accepted. It is now nearly

nine months since tho Board, through the recommenda-

tion of your committee, adopted Mr. Stott's system.

.... Tho main sewers are removed to the east, west,

and north sides of the house, into which the whole of the

lesser drains empty themselves ;
and no single drain runs

under any inhabitable building. Tho two sewers runuing

into Gibbet-lane are provided at their farthest extremity

with very large syphons, 18 in. in dit^eter by 12 ft. long,

and also a ventilaling-shaft of 18 in. in diameter, to admit

of fresh air. The sewer running into ilanson-lano is also

provided with a large syphon and yentilating-shaft, to

admit of fresh air. 'I'hese main sewers are connected by

dry earthenware pipes, 12 in. in diameter, to the a^es-

hole of the boiler ures. The ashes-holc of each of the

boilers is provided with a sheet-iron door, by which they

cau be made air-tight. Thus the fires draw the air from

the sewers, which is passed through the fires and puri-

fied, and taken up the chimney-stack. The fires are sup-

plied exclusively with air from the drains, and the gases

being continually removed vacuums are created, anu the

poisonous gases are contiuually being drawn from even

the moat remote drains, and thus ventilated of then
noxious gases. To prove that this is so, two fans have

been inserted in each of the main sewers, and so long

as the doors to the draught-holes of the boiler fires are

closed, these fans will revolve with great rapidity
;
but

open tho doors, and the fans soon cease to revolve,

clearly demonstrating without doubt that the sewage air

is continually ventilated and changed. There is no deny-

ing the fact that the poor-house is now safely free from
noxious drain smells; aud since Mr. Stott's system has

been appded, the health of tho house has greatly im-

^asmeauTby a®side. and what number of sides a struc- 1 libraries, wliicli are now well COr

ture may have without its rising to tho dignity ot a nuisance Of the ballot-DOX,

buildine. Many buildings are irregular m shape ana
Societies. It slbuilding.' Many buildings are irregular

_

have a great many sides, and a building might be

decagon,^or a duodecagon ;
aud theu ^

ofits outside were open, it would not be admitted into

the category of buildings, if the being open on one side

gave it exemption ;
or it might be^®i5?“/,¥vfiavmg only i

inside and an outside
;
and then (the district surveyor said)

he should want to kuow how much of the periphery must

remain unenclosed. The exemption derived from being

open on one tide would apply not only to the flimsy struc-

ture in question, but to others, however large or aubsUn-

that, if as strong as a castle or a warehouse, they
. 1 1— thought, could not have

that if the idea of
been intended ;

and he felt

as now used in

Microscopical Societies. It sbould be asked,

wherefore is this ahomination employed, -whore

peaceful and sobor persons assemble for the

purpose of mutual information only, apart from

politics ? Furthermore, the exclusion of many

riioughtful persons of the lower class from enjoy-

persons who have not shown their aptitude and

profTossive power in microscopical science during

the°ast fourteen or fifteen years’ action of their

onr.ideTtrrM'm-iii.'hc'.lioiild bt nn»Weto societies, whioh liave not even proanced “ a

; the business of\is district; and ho asked the ridiculous mOUse,” and exclude SUggestmnS from
conduct the business u- m... ,

magistrate to permit him to make the remark that the

Budding Act appoints the magistrate quite as much as it

does the district Burvoyor—as an olBcer to assist m carry-

ine out tho operations of the Act.
, x p ,

The district surveyor produced five precedents ol struc-

tures open on one aide, and which had been condemned

by police magistrates, thi-ee of which were decided in the

Lambeth Police-court, and he stated that he could pro-

duce numerous analogous cases, but he thought it best to

confine himself exactly to structures open on we eide.-

The magistrate ordered the payment of a line ot ten

shillings and costs. ,

On the 30th February tho same builder was su^oned
by Ibe district surveyor for noncompliance with hia notice

of irregularity in respect of tho same building,

magistrate ordered that it be altered so

conformity with the Act.

ffien tho

to firing it into

BUILDERS AND THEIR ‘WORKMEN.

Mb. TnoiiAS Pkettt, a buildcTj^ of Lee, was summoned

* “From experiments not completed when this paper was

read," adds the author, “I found a marked diflerenee iu

J
eraniums watered with sewage clarified by simple subsi-

ence, and -with sewage clarified by lime, iu every case in

favour of the former.*^

at the Greenwich police-court, by Edgar Austin, for wages.

Tho complainant was called, and said he went to work,

in tho first instance, for a Mr. Roberts. This was up to

the 25th of J anuary last. On the Monday, J anuary 2/ tb,

defendant came and asked him for Mr. Roberts, saying

that ifhe (complainant) saw four or six plastewrs he was

to put them on. Mr. Roberts was master, and would see

that the men had their money. On the Saturday he (de-

fendant) would not pay witness aud the others, aud de-

clined to give any reason.
,

Cross-examined : I knew that there was a contract with

Roberts and that tho time tor the completion of the con-

tract had expired. He told me to put on the plasterers,

but be did not say ho (defendant) would pay ua. I rest

my claim on the words used.

Charles Hooper confirmed the evidence of the com-

plainant, and said he saw Roberts and told him he con-

sidered he (witness) was working for Pretty, and not lor

^^aSiel*Eo'berts, of No. 8, St. John’s-place, Blaekheatb,

said he had, in the first instance, made a contract.

Cross-examined: I stopped on the lat ofiebruary a

„„ ontBider in your pages by silence. HoweralS

it is hoped that the press may kindly make soma

impression on these oloso societies, •wliilst tueiT

nwTinn.l assemblies are like levees of tho Queen,

where admiration of beauty chiefiy js talked of,

not of usefulness ;
bearing in mind that external

beauty of microscopical objects is no guide to ex.

cellence in quality, aud gems may be found m
the most unsuspected corner of nature, as m
the buckwheat. Conversation with many nienw

hors has revealed (what is commonly called

humbug) no benefit to real science ;
and public

experience of microacopal display proves fullj

Bucb to be the case for outsiders to give opimoB

thereon. Much more can be said to show thM

fresh blood and system are requisite to efied

some good in the science. In these days ol

boasted science, every avenue sbould be availablt

to keep pace with our neighbours on the Con.

tinent, and in America ;
therefore the follouinf

propositions are set forth :

1 That the manufacture of microscopes, u

various forms, at moderate price, should bi

effected. , , J
2. That amateurs and artists may occupj

their leisure hours in examining dame Nature.

3. That confirmation of doubtful question

might be easily solved. _
4. That artistic works may be more general^

founded in nature’s laws of mechanical

5. That principles of the microscope might b

better understood than they are at present dii

played by authors, and by witnesses in courts J

I law, bearing in mind that the greatest magni^
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ing powers are not the most needed to be known
for practical purposes in daily occupations of
life.

6. That the ten specimens of microscopical
drawings supplied to the Yice-President of
Education, for the purpose of superseding present
pattern.? of nothing in our Schools of Art, are fair
examples of benefit from the study of the
microscope by Lceuwenhoekj which can be seen
at the author’s house.
The history, progress, and present state of

microscopical science, and proposed future study
of the subject, have been suggested for a lecture,
if sufficient interest thereon can bo collected
within four walls, by yours obliged,

William Parker, M.R.C.S.

BRITISH ARCHyEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

At tho council meeting, February 26th, Mr.
J. R. Plancho, Somerset Herald, in the chair, it

was announced that tho congress for the present
year would be held at Sheffield during August
or tho early pai-t of September next, the Duke
of Norfolk having accepted the office of presi-
dent for tho occasion.

At the evening meeting on the same day, Mr.
Gordon M. Hills, treasurer, presiding, several
papers were read and exhibitions made by
Messrs. Roberts, J. W. Baily, Dr. Kendrick, and
others, and amongst them was a broken portion
of a Roman bronze eagle, presumed to belong to
i standard-bearer, and lately found in Victoria,
^eet. City. Mr. j. W. Grover further illustrated
this interesting object by a drawing of a Roman
iagle, about the same size, found at Silchester,
3y the Rev. Mr. Joyce, who, it was intimated,
vill read a paper on the subject at the Society
)f Antiquaries very shortly.

A paper was read by Mr. H. Syer-Cuming on
iomaii Conduit or Water Pipes, and illustrated
ly some sections of Roman leaden pipes found
ately in the City and in Beaulieu Abbey, Hants

;

he section of the one found in the City was
inusually large, being 6 in. in diameter, and was
xhibited at a previous meeting by Mr. Edward
loberts.

Mr. Blasliill then read a paper, communicated
y Mr. J. T. Irvine, on Roman Temples in Bath,
specially referring to those of Apollo and
Imerva, which Mr. J. W. Grover commented on,
ointing out, amongst other interesting matters,
hat there was evidence of coal having been
fled in these temples by the Romans, for the
urposG of keeping up perpetual or saa-ed
res.

I Tho treasurer e.xhibited a fine specimen of the
^eg tankard, said to have belonged to Sir
^ncis Drake

;
it was of silver, and weighed

)k 02 . avoirdupois
;
and then the meeting ^tood

Bjourned to the 12th March next.

1

CHNICAL EDUCATION IN EDINBURGH.
I In reference to tho scheme described in last
cek’s Builder for the establishment of a tech-
Jeal school in Edinburgh, to be maintained out
j available funds connected with the Heriot
tdowment, it is much to bo regretted that the
Mes Council, and a largo section of the
tiustrial classes have resolved to oppose the
pvemcnb most strenuously.
1A special meeting of the Trades Council was
Id for the purpose of receiving a deputation
km the Committee on Technical Education. Mr.
I Cousin, architect, in iutroducing the deputa.
n, said that with the view of eliciting tho
Luions of the working classes on the scheme
' technical schools for Edinburgh they had
iquested this meeting with tho Trades Council.
II said that they were desirous of promoting at

1
st one large and well-appointed school in
iich the children of their skilled artisans who
d gone through the course of training of the
imary schools should have an opportunity of
i[uiriug a knowledge of geometry and of
jhitectural and mechanical drawing in its
lotical departments. He referred to the ad-
^tages to be derived from these schools, and
I that in alluding to skilled artizans, more
Jecially of those connected with architectural
Irations, he had no hesitation in asserting that
could point to buildings in and around Edin-
gh in which the masonry, carpentry, and
ws’ work are unsurpassed, if equalled, in any
i: of Great Britain. Having workmen of such
1 of hand, the desire of the committee was

that these and others of like mould should have
an opportunity of cultivating their minds ivith
energy and zeal.

A few days subsequently the Trades Council
met to give the subject fui’ther consideration,
when it was resolved “ to oppose by every
legitimate means the appropriation of the Heriot
funds for such a purpose.” It appears that the
surplus funds of Heriot’s Hospital now amount
to about 20,0001. per annum, and Parliament
having already afforded ample means of edu-
eating the poorest children up to the level of the
out-door Heriot Schools, it was thought that the
munificence of the founder would be best applied
in supplying a higher and more practical educa-
tion than is furnished by the Government
system of education.

LEAD PIPES AND FROST.
Sir,—I observe a suggestion in your paper

for tho prevention of the bursting of water-pipes
by frost, that india-rubber tubes should be in-
sorted inside the lead pipes. Now, I cannot
express approval of the idea, from a fear that a
bad effect would be produced upon the water.
I also consider that when in process of time the
india-rubber became cracked and worn,—which
in hot-water pipes might not be long,—it would
become a great nuisance. Seeing also that this
india-rubber tube would encroach considerably
upon the iuterior area of the lead pipe, a larger
lead pipe would require to be used than if there
were no india-rubber tube inside of it. If the
india-rubber tubes were to be used at ail, I would
bo inclined to prefer their being put outside the
lead pipes in place of inside. If, however, it
were more the general practice to wrap up our
lead pipes in felt, and protect them from cold
draughts, there would be fewer burst pipes
during frost.

As to Mr. M'Laueblan’s idea, at page 17-1, that
an oval or flattened water-pipe would on account
of its shape not burst, that, I fear, is a mistake.
The cause of a water-pipe bursting is because
the ice takes up more room than the water, and
if there be no room for expansion longitudinally
within the pipe, then the ice, or the water in tho
act of becoming ice, simply forces out the side
of tho pipe, and so makes room for itself.

The shape of pipe necessary to carry out Mr.
M‘Lauchlan’s idea would be a square-shaped one,
say flat on top and bottom, and concave on its

two sides
) ( : ’this shape, however, I fear would

be more troublesome and expensive in the fitting
up, and I would not like to guarantee its being
entirely frost-proof either.

W. P. Buchan.

Sir,—

D

uring the ten years that I have been a
reader of the Builder, I have often wondered at
the complaints about frost-burst pipes that have
from time to time appeared in its pages, and at
the apparent difficulty of finding an easily-
applied remedy. During a fair practice of a
considerable number of years now, I have never
had a single case of pipes being burst by frost

j

and the method of preventing it is very simple.
In the first place, I take some trouble so to
arrange my pipes somewhere well within the
house, if possible, and away from external walls.
But if they must be against exteimal wall.';, as is
often enough the case, then I have a l-in. or
i-in. wood lath fi.xed against the wall, and fix
the pipes on that

;

and they never freeze, even
during the rigoui’s of a Scotch winter on the
East coast.

lu fact, two things only are to be guarded
against,—first, 'pipes touching a cold external
wall

;
second, allowing a current of frosty air to

play over them at any part. The means of pre-
venting these almost sole causes of frost-burst
pipes will readily enough suggest themselves - to
any person of intelligence, iu any circumstances.

D. H.

Chart of Manufactures, Trade, and Agid-
culture.—A sheet, titled ‘‘The ‘Popular Edu-
cator’ Chart of the Progress of Manufactures,
Trade, and Agriculture,” has been issued by
Messrs. Cassell, Fetter, & Galpin, with Cassell’s
new “Popular Educator.” It gives a condensed
list of leading inventions and inventors’ names,
discoveries, materials, names of discoverers and
travellers, chronological list of events, &e., and
therefore contains a mass of useful information,

I

well arranged for ready reference, and in small I

i compass,
j

MONUMENTAL.
A SUBSCRIPTION having been set on foot for tho

purpose of presenting Dr. Pierce, ex-mayor of
Denbigh, and coroner for the county, mth a testi-
monial, the committee resolved that as Dr.
Pierce would not accept plate, the money
subscribed, amounting ah-cady to the sum of
nearly 5001., should be devoted to the purpose of
erecting a testimonial -to him, and that Mr.
Underwood, architect, should be asked to prepare
a design for the same. The testimonial took its
rise upon Dr. Pierce giving up the mayoralty
after occupying the civic chair for five years ia
succession. During his years of office many and
great improvements were made in the town:
from being ill paved it is now one of the best
paved in the principality; a thorough system of
drainage was commenced, designed by a compe-
tent engineer

; a fountain and -two public clocks
put up for tho benefit of the town at the sols
cost of Dr. Pierce

; besides which the town was
honoured by being made the capital of North
Wales. In reference to the heroic exertions of
Dr. Pierce at tho time of the cholera in Denbigh^
the subscribers wished tho testimonial to take a
shape which should commemorate his services
then as well as his subsequent actions in con-
nexion with his profession and his public duties.
A suggestion has been made, which has met with
much approbation, that a monument should be
erected in the town, consisting of a square base,
surmounted by an obelisk or column. Upon the
four faces of the base four bas-reliefs are
designed,—one a bust of Dr. Pierce, one “ Yisiting^
the Sick,” one “ Clothing tho Naked,” and the
other “Feeding the Hungry,”

TEE TRADES MOYEMENT.
Edinburgh.—The joiners resolved “to use

every lawful effort to carry out the resolution
adopted at the meeting of the four branches of
the association held in St. Mary’s Hall, Lothian-
street, namely, ‘ That we come out on strike on
Friday, 28th February.’ ” The employers have
had a meeting on the subject, and have resolved
to adhere to their offer of 7d. per hour, or ^d. in
advance, the workmen wanting another half-
penny. It is said that of 1,-100 joiners in-
Edinburgh only 300 or 400 had shown a dispo.
sition to strike.

Leith.—A strike of joiners here, too, is said
to be imminent, the masters having refused to
grant the demand of Id. increase by the men.
Ayr.—The operative joiners of Ayr met to

receive a reply from the employers to the demand
made for an advance of id. per hour on and after
3rd March, and that hours be reduced from 54-
to 51 per week. The masters’ reply was that
they would grant an advance of ^d. per hour on
and after 3rd March, but no reduction in tho
hours. This the men refused.
German Worlemen in England.—A.ccording to-

a telegram from Berlin, the Voss Gazette says
that a great number of workers in the metal
trade, who, in consequence of the strikes in the
north of England had been enticed by specu-
lators to go thither, bad been badly treated, and
were forced to obtain pecuniary assistance from
the German consuls in order to return to their
homes. The money thus advanced has now been
demanded by the German Government from tho
workmen, and in consequence diplomatic inter-
vention has by them been invoked in order that
the speculators who induced the men to como
may be made to fulfil their engagements.

SAJUTARY MATTERS.
Or/ord.-The proposal to appoint one medi-

cal officer of health for the whole of the county,,
under the provisions of the Public Health Act of
last session, has met with considerable but not
with complete success. At an adjourned meet,
ing of the representatives of the urban and
rural sanitary authorities held iu Oxford, it was
determined to appoint a central officer of health
for the whole county, or rather for the area com-
prised within the limits of the following sanitary
authorities, namely Rural : Banbury, Bicester,.
Chipping-Norton, Henley, Thame, Witney, and
Woodstock. Urban : Bicester Market - end,
Chipping-Norton, Henley, Thame, Wheatley,
arid Witney. Oxford and Banbury urban dis-
tricts and Headington rural are excluded from
the scheme, preferring to retain the sanitary
supervision of the several districts in their own
hands. The proposed medical officer is to re-
ceive a salary of 7601. per annum. The area
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under hia jurisdiction mil be very large, com-

priaing, in fact, nearly the whole of the county,

fifty miles in length and from seven to twenty-

eight miles wide.

At Evesham, the alarming reports from the

county analyst as to the polluted state of the

public wells of the borough have led the sani-

tary committee of the town council to hold a

special meeting to consider the matter. It was

ordered that all the wells be examined and

thoroughly cleansed out
;
and as a preliminary

step, it was resolved that the well at the comer

of Oat-street be at once opened, excavated for

9 ft. around, then filled with puddled clay, and

cemented. It is thought that this will prevent

the percolation of sewage matter into the water.

A discussion took place as to Mr. Barry’s and

solid lump. In a few minutes the experiment

was performed, and fragments of the coal were

distributed amongst the audience. The cost of

conversion was estimated at Ss. per ton.

« TEE EFFECT OF CHARCOAL ON
PLASTERING.”

SiE —In the first paragraph of “IVilliam Pulham

letter last week, I can see rery little sense. Passing c

he says, “ having condemned his (my) suggestions. ,.t^ot

... —— —s li.e nwn • QnH

other schemes for the sewerage of the town, but

as they all involved a water supply to flush the

sewers, the dry system (house-to-house collection

daily) as employed at Rochdale and Manchester,

was considered by the committee to have the

greatest advantage. A deputation from this

borough will probably visit the sanitary works at

these towns.

IVales.—The state of some "Welsh habitations

has been shown by the newly-appointed inspector

of nuisances for the rural district of Aberystwitb,

who has made two reports which reveal an almost

inconceivable state of degradation and immorality

amongst the people. A large number of the

houses are altogether unfit for habitation, and

these hovels are terribly overcrowded, adults of

both sexes sleeping together in the same bed. In

one case sixteen men sleep in eight beds in two

small rooms, and in another instance four men
occupy the beds during the night, and four

during the day, the day occupants often having

to wait until the night men get up.

my suggestions, "liowever, but his own ;
only bolding them

as mine in his own imagination. He combats these, which

is. of course, as attributed to me, a very nonsensical pro-

°*'Ho”l'en goes on to state what svery nerson of skill and

experience ought already to know, viz., how to do work in

Keene’s cement. A careful readerwould notice I did not

suggest the covering 'over of old highly.irapregnated

plaster. Any suggestion I made was totally opposed to

merely mentioned the cements in their order as I con-

sidered them to be most suitable. I know Keene s cement

has been worked as I described it, with an ordm^ coat-

ing of common plaster on the bottom : this should be

quite dry before putting on a straighting coat. The

straighting coat, or especially a coating on the surface of

it mixed with a moderate proportion of coarse or line

Keene's cement, before the finishing coat, is put on pure.

The whole done thus will combine_with^the_ordm^ar^
I have seen it

plaster, and make a beautiful solid job. ... ,

done in this way and stand well. I know thisis often done

NEW TIMBER DOCK AT BARROW.

L-vst week a large new dock at Barrow-in.

Furness was formally opened. It contains an

area of33 acres, and is called the Buccleuch Dock,

out of compliment to the Duke of Buccleuch,

who, with the Duke of Devonshire, is deeply

interested in Barrow. It is intended mainly for

the timber trade, which, along with other

branches of shipping, is rapidly increasing at

Barrow. There is wharfage accommodation

alongside the dock sufilcient to admit of 100

vessels dischai^ing at the same time, together

with spacious quays and timber-yards adjoining.

Another new dock, containing the enormous area

of 200 acres, is now in course of construction,

and will shortly be opened.

THE UTILISATION OF COAL-DUST.

pBOTESSOB Gaedneb, F.E.S., lectured last

Saturday evening, at the Royal Polytechnic

Institution, on " Fuel,—What shall we Bum ?
”

In the course of his remarks, he said that the

question of fuel was moat important at the

present day. Coal had never before attained

the high price of 548. a ton, nor bad it before

continued to keep the enormous price it now
commands. Coal was the most important fuel

we possessed, but, of course, it was not the only

fuel. By chemical action various substances,

such as lead, cast iron, &c., were made com.

bustible, and, indeed, the oxidation of any
substance would bring about combustion. It

had been calculated that the amount of coal

raised in this country yearly was 1 11 millions of

tons. When raised from the mine it imderwent

many processes, and by this means we have

“screen,” “nuts,” and “smudge” coal. This

latter, which we call coal-dust, had never been

properly utilised, though it amounts to a very

large quantity indeed. This coal-dust did nob

in any respect differ from the larger kinds of

coal, but owing to its physical character and
peculiar size it was unfit for burning in ordinary

fireplaces. Out of the 1-1-1 millions of tons of

coal raised yearly, 2-1 or 25 millions of this

"smudge” or dust coal, which was of the best

kind, was perfectly useless. By submitting

it to a certain process it could be formed
into a solid lump, having all the qualities of

ordinary coal. The agent employed for the

agglomeration of the dust coal was a fluid

invented by Mr. Barker, called “ the diamond
fuel cement,” which had the power of making
the small particles resist water and retain the

Bobd form. The lecturer then proceeded to

verify his statements by transforming coal

wliich was literally in a state of powder, into a

Scotland
;
and when well done, where the work

exposed to knocks, I see no objection to it. Manufac-

turers may not approve of this
;
but I see no reason why

they shonld object to it. I consider such cements to be

Toiy useful, and capable of considerable modification, in

their being applied for different purposes; and I question,

notwithstanding “ J. C. Part’s” disclaimer as the manu-

facturer of Martin’s cement, if it would not succeed used

like Keene's, as I have described it, by a skilful mau. Has

Mr. Part seen it tried ?

Where expense is no matter of consideration, it might

bo done wholly with Keene’s cement; and this is neces-

sary where it has to stand knockmg of any kind

;

especially, it must be made strong.

Though the method Mr. Part describes may be very

good, it is somewhat expensive, and he must remember

that Martin’s or any of the cements are liable to craet,

excepting when used in large masses, and in a great mea-

sure independent of woodwork
;
as however well bound

or seasoned, it is the nature of wood to swell end shrink

in some degree, changes in the atmosphere, as well as

other causes, tending to this movement : and as the

cements would not yield, small cracks would inevitably

appear’
^ cfieapnets to be taken into con-

sideration, and a# he was an old subscriber to your

journal, requiring information, I thought him entitled to

what I might be able to afford.

Let me say I have reason to believe common plaster,

and plaster of Paris for the finishing coat would suit his

purpose. Perhaps your correspondents are not aware ot

the fact, that’sulphuric acid is in a very largo proportion a

constituent in plaster of Pans, as well as m Keene s

cement. Some use plaster of Pans as a of

heat. It ia very unlikely that the gas in L. L. s kitchen

would affect it to any degree, as sulphuric acid gas com.

bines with it, and it does not continue active alter it is set

'lo^^'t on a coating of pure plaster of Paris is certainly

more difficult than ordinary work; but this, if the coating

below it is not too dry, is not insuperable; only a small

space could be covered and finished off at once, say only

a trowelful or two. This I know a skilful workman could

It must be remembered it is only for a kitchen, but alittle” ’
'd

-
cold milk of lime could be i 1 gauging the plaster

and i*'do noT'thi’nk it would prove detrimental in such

small proportion. Or pure washed sand could be used

with plaster of Paris, and finished off with a skimming oi

pure plaster of Paris. The kitchen could be whitewashed

with plaster of Paris instead of ordinary whiting.

Joes Davidsoit.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Keivark.—Th© new ckurch of Sfc. Leonard has

been consecrated by the Bishop of Lincoln. The

contracts were entered into by Messrs. Hodgson

& Facon, under the direction and superintend,

ence of Messrs. Evans & Jolly, architects, for the

building of the church, with accommodation for

600 persons. Land was purchased of the trustees

of the Duke of Netvcastle in North-gate, and the

building is now complete. The style of the

edifice is Early Decorated, and it consists of a

nave, 72 ft. by 25 ft.
;
chancel, 30 ft. by 25 ft.,

with chancel aisles for organ and children; and

north and south aisles, 72 ft. by 11 ft. On the

south side at the east end of the nave arcade

there is a bell-turret. Provision is made for

ingress and egress by a western doorway, and

by a south porch and south door at the east end

of the south aisle. The height of the nave and

clearstory is such as to give proportions of more

than ordinary elevation, and the chancel is

similar in this respect, and, having a large cast

window, the hope is naturally entertained that

some one will undertake the filling of the window

with painted glass worthy of the position. It

should be mentioned that the side arches of

the chancel have screens of traceried woodwork.

Staffordshire tiles have been used to lay the

floors in the chancel and sacrarium. The tiles

are of a slightly ornamental character, from

R. Minton Taylor. Immediately over the

sacrarium the portion of the roof ceiling
1^

is divided into panels, each having a decora- I

tion of an angel, or other conventional form '

suitable to the position. This decoration is
j

also of a temporary character, and it is hoped

that ere long paintings of a more costly cha- '

racter will be provided. The pulpit is as yet

in an unfinished state, and, according to the

design of the architects, is capable of being |

made a feature of the church. The benches are
|

executed in red deal, stained and varnished, and

both them and the seats are all open and free.

The church ia built of Ancaster stone, except the '.j

pillars to arcades, which are of Little Eaton

stone, from Thompson & Fryer’s quarry, and i

thereof covered with brindled Staffordshire tiles,
j

The warming of the edifice is effected by means -I

of hot water circulating tlirough a series of ij

cellular cylinders, and so arranged as to supply
^

fresh air through them. The apparatus was

fitted up by Messrs. W. N. Nicholson & Sons,
,

of the Trent Ironworks, Newark. The ^3- -

fittings were made by Mr. Rhodes, of Netting- •

ham. The woodwork was executed by Mr.

Henderson, of Newark, a sub-contractor, under

Messrs. Hodaon and Facon. The total cost, in- -

eluding site, will be about 4,0001. The cross :

on the super-altar, the candlesticks, the altar i

desk, and the pulpit desk have been presented i

to the church through the new incumbent. They ;

are from Messrs. Thomason & Co., of Birming. -

ham. During the progress of the work it was ;

thought that some provision ought to be made for i

the education of the children of the district, and

subscriptions were liberally offered for tbe erec-

tion of school accommodation. The schools are .

used on Sundays as church schools. The foun-

dation stone of those schools was laid by Mr. W.
Gilstrap, then Sheriff of Suffolk, and the bnild.

ing was erected by Messrs. "V?. Fretwell &
Henderson, and is now completed.

Seaton .—A new reredos has just been erected

in St. Mary’s Church, from the designs of Mr.

R. Medley Fulford, architect, of Exeter. The

reredos is built principally of Beer stone a

material largely used during Medimval times.

The ancient and extensive quarries from wluch

this stone ia pi'ocured are scarcely three miles

from the site of the church. The re-table,

which forms a shelf or slab, projecting some

6 in. from the face of the work immediately

over the table, is of veined and polished

Devonshire marble; and western marbles are

also introduced in other parts of the structure.

The reredos proper consists of three compart^

ments, the central one being the highest and

largest, though each is surmounted and ter-

minated by an embattled and carved cormce.

A large cross stands detached from the middle

panel, which is enriched by carved diaper, and

upon the arched head above ia carved a repre-

sentation of the fruitful vine, emblematic of the

Holy Sacrament. In sunk panels, on either side

of the central compartment, are sculptured

angels, in the attitude of adoration, each of them

swinging a censer. The capitals, cornices, splays,

finials, &c., are all carved, the foliage being of

an early typo. The carved and sculptured work

has been carried out by Mr. Harry Hema,

sculptor, Exeter. The entire height of the

whole is 7 ft. 9 in., and this measurement is just

the extreme width of the structure without the

wings. These latter are kept subordinate to all

tbe rest ;
they extend the full width of the

chancel, and are plain ashlar of Beer
_

stone,

surmounted by a comice in keeping with the

cornice of the reredos-proper.

Darlington .—The fouudation-stono of a new

church, to be designated the Chui'ch of St. John^

has been laid on a plot of ground near to Bishops

ton-lane, which has been presented for that

purpose. The church is to be a brick building,

in the Basilican style of architecture, haviM

nave, aisles, transepts, chancel, and campa^
tower. The church is to accommodate 73C

persons, the seats to be free. Already 3,100?.

have been promised by subscriptions, which is

about half the sum required to complete the

building.

The Trades Movement and the Social

Science Association.—Tbe Labour and Capita.

Committee of the Social Science Associatioi

have prepared the way for an arrangemem

between the Barnsley power-loom weavers an(

their employers, who have agreed, under thi

committee’s influence, to settle their difference!

and their strike and lock-out by ai'bitration

Mr. Edwin Pears and Mr. Applegartb, for thi

service, have received the thanks of both parties
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SOHOOL.BniLRING NEWS.
Kettering.—A new Churcli school has been

opened here. The school erected is for boys
exclusively, to accommodate nearly 300. The
Duke of Buccleuch gave the site as his contri-

bution to the school. The total cost, exclusive
of the value of the ground, and inclusive of the
master’s house, which is a part of the building,
has been over 1,5001. The school is built in the
Horsemarket. It is easy of access, is built on
one of the most elevated parts of the town, and
commands a healthy position. In form or design
it resembles the letter T, the base of the letter
being the master’s house, and the stem and cross
the schoolroom proper. The extreme length of
what may be called the body of the school is

64 ft., and the width 18 ft.
;
the top cross being

61 ft. by 18 ft. It is lighted with windows of a
Gothic character. The roof is open, is supported
by polished beams, which rest on carved corbels,
and to the ridge is 26 ft. high. It is built in red
brick, and has stone window-frames. It is

suitably fitted up throughout
;

class-rooms, a
lavatory, and every requisite convenience are
supplied for a largo school. A good playground
is attached. Mr. R. W. Johnston, of Melton
Mowbray, was the architect, and Mr. Charles
Sharman, of Kettering, the builder.

Skelton (near York).—New National schools
have been opened here. The site, at the east
end of the village, has been given by Messrs.
Eepworth, the lords of the manor of Skelton, on
which has been erected a building, plain in
character, the roof being high-pitched and open,
timbered. Tho school is capable of accora-
modating 120 boys and girls. The sittings
and desks are reversible, being arranged so as to
form seats and tables. The arcliitect was Mr. J.
A. Davies, Leeds ; and Mr. Bellerby, Clifton,
was tho solo contractor. In addition to tho
school, a house for tho master has been erected
immediately adjoining.

Middleshrough.—The Roman Catholic schools
just erected at Middlesbrough have been opened
by the R.C. bishop of Beverley. The schools are
built on a site close to tho Newport ironworks.
Tho plan of tho building resembles the letter
H, the north and south wings being for boys and
girls, and the central parts for infants, each
school having a separate class-room and gallery.
The entire cost is about 2,000L
Heworth. — Now schools have been opened

here. The school premises are situated adjoin-
ing Heworth-terrace, near the post-office and
North Riding police-station, a short distance
from the church. They are of red brick, in
modernised Gothic style, and have been built,
not with a view to external effect, but for prac-
tical school purposes. The building, which con-
sists of two school-rooms and a class-room, with
offices and playgrounds, is inclosed within a
brick and stone wall, mth iron fence. The
rooms aro lofty, well ventilated and lighted,
boarded round the lower parts, and fitted up in
accordance with modem school requirements.
The desks aro reversible. The schools aro
areefced merely for girls and infants, being a
^ mixed” girls’ and infants’ school, provision
avinr^ .v.

g0oks
Educational Comparisons ; or, Remarks on In-

dustrial Schools in Engla/tid, Germany, and
Switzerland. By Swire Smith, Hon. Sec. to
Trade School Council and Mechanics’ Insti-

tute, Keighley. London : Simpkin, Marshall,
& Co.

The statements regarding education in Germany
and Switzerland contained in this pamphlet are
important and interesting. They are mainly
based upon facts collected during two visits to
the Continent in 1872. The substance of them
was delivered at a lecture at Keighley in
January last. The circulation of tho book will
be useful.

VARIORUM.

having previously existed in connexion with the
oarisli for the education of 100 boys at the
Bilfcon-street school, Layerthorpe. The addi-
donal accommodation now provided is to the
jxtent of 150 scholars. The schools will be in
jonnexion with the National Society. The total
30st of tho schools has been about 1,0001., to.
yards which Lady Wheler gave 250h, and the
iev. H. Newton the site and a liberal subscrip.
ion. Mr. G. P. Jones was the architect, and,
rom his plans and under his supervision, the
vorks have been carried out by the following
irms :—Mr. Keswick, bricklayers’ and masons’
vork; Mr. Bellerby, carpenters’; Mr. Croft,
daaterors’

; Mr. Hartley, the plumbing and
jlazing; Mr. Baines, slaters’ work

; Mr. Gowland,
lainting; and Mr. Fryer, smiths’ work.

The value of “a hobby” is thus dwelt on in
the new number of the Art-Journal:— “Tho
man who keeps his thoughts and labours in one
unvaried groove is like the mechanician who
never oils his machine. But the man who has
the happy facility of closing tho door of his
office or work-room on his toil, takes the surest
method of keeping his own powers in the beat
working order. This is the great use of what
we call a hobby. And here is a very special
advantage in some knowledge of art. We do
not speak now of any general art-education.
What we mean is rather the intelligent cultiva-
tion of taste, by the study of some particular
detail or branch of art. One man may take a
special interest in pottery. From the long range
of fictile art he may select some one shelf, so to
speak, which he may have special facilities for
filling. He may bo an admirer of Wedgwood
ware; a collector of old Worcester or old Chelsea

j

a purchaser of eggshell porcelain, or of Japanese
lacquered ware. He may carve a little wood. He
may collect carvings in ivory. Ho may group
together photographs illustrating a particular
style of sculpture. What the studymaybe matters
little. It will depend partly on taste, and partly
ou opportunity. But tho great point is to have
a pursuit agreeable to the mind, to which it will
revert with pleasure as a relaxation from bread-
winning anxieties. In fact, a new education is

thus commenced. But it is the education of a
faculty that would otherwise be dormant, andjs
pursued, not only without undue labour, but
with delight.” The People's Magazine for
March includes, with many interesting stories
and papers, a continuation of Mr. Beavington
Atkinson’s observations on the French School
of Painting. Mr. Atkinson defends Claude
Lorrain as against Mr. Raskin’s objections.

Slisctllatrca.

A New Industry in Derby.—We learn from
he local Advertiser that Mr. J. A. Lee, of the
levern Engineering Works, near Lydney, Glou-
estershire, has purchased the new and exten-
ive works recently erected by Mr. Alpheus
mith at Little Chester, known as “ The Derby
7agon Works,” and that it is Mr. Lee’s intention
) remove to it his business, which consists of
le construction of Mr. Lee’s patent machinery
)r the manufacture of wood-pulp, and paper-
till machinery. This will bring a large business
) the town, as Mr. Lee will employ, it is stated,
om 500 to 1,000 hands.

Report ou Second Autumn Exhibition of
Pictures at Liverpool.—The local Fine Arts
Committee report the results of the late autumn
exhibition of pictures at the Liverpool Free
Library and Museum. The e.xhibition was
opened from September 2nd to November 30th,
during the day, at Is.

;
and from December 2Dd

to December 14th, at 6d. ; and in the evening
from October 21st to November 30th, at 6d. ; and
from December 2nd to December 14th, at 3d.
The number of admissions by payments at the
door amounted to 22,894, besides 332 season
tickets, and about 10,000 pupils of educational
establishments admitted gi-atuitously. The
number of works exhibited consisted of 430 oil
colours, 501 water colours, twenty-nino pieces of
sculpture and other works of art, forming a total
of 960. Of these, 898 were for sale, and 242
were sold for sums amounting to 6,2144. 43. 6d.,
of which pictures to the extent of 2,149L 17b.
were purchased by members of the Town
Council, exclusive of 6001. expended by the
Corporation in pictures for the permanent
gallery of art now in formation. Tho total
receipts amounted to l,36Sh Ss. 3d., leaving a
profit of 309J. 18s. 5d. The committee report
that the average quality of the pictures exhi-
bited attained a decidedly higher level than at
the previous exhibition.

Oxford Main Drainage.—The line of out-
fall sewer, site for pumping station, and land for
irrigation, are now determined upon. Tenders
for the first contract are advertised for, and
the works will be commenced with as little
delay as possible. They will be carried out
under the superintendence of Mr. W. H. White,
engineer to the Oxford Local Board.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.—
A meeting of this association was held in the
rooms last week, Mr. John Paterson, president,
in the chair. Mr. J. D. Marshall read a paper on
“Art, its Compass and Limits.” Mr. Marshall
argued that the function of art is purely
msthetical, iu so far as it is through the per.
ception of the beautiful that it addresses sympa-
thies already existent. It is a source of intel-
lectual delight, and ministers to culture, and is
not, in its proper and higher sense, a medium of
instruction. It is also distinct from the moral
perceptions; its appeal is to the msthetical per-
ceptions, and through them to human sympathy
and feeling. The natural love we have towards
what is lovely induced its use in the service of
religion; but the argument for tho necessarily
moral bearing of the materially beautiful is
weak, because it is evident that a morally good
picture may be bad art, and vice versA. Con-
siderable discussion followed, in which several of
the members joined. A practical paper was
then read by Mr. T. B. M'Fadzen on the subject
of modern building construction, in which the
construction of drains, foundations, and floors
was considered.

Artists’ General Benevolent Institution.
The annual general meeting of this institution
has been hold at the Arundel Rooms, Old Bond-
street, Mr. J. Jennings in the chair. There were
present Messrs. J. E. Millais, R.A., hoc. sec. of the
institution

; and many other well-known artists.
The assistant secretary, Mr. P. W. Maynard,
having read the minutes of the previous meeting,
the report and balance-sheet for the past year
were submitted, from which it appeared that the
year 1872 was not less prosperous for the insti.
tution than any of its predecessors. The income
from all sources amounted to 3,577J.,the greater
part of which sum was subscribed at the annual
dinner presided over by the Marquis of Lome.
The council had to acknowledge the receipt of
some large donations, amongst which was one of
500i. from Mr. J. Heugh

; the report further
stating that 86 applicants were relieved during
the year; and concluding with the announcement
that the Right Hon. Sir R. P. Collier had con-
sented to preside at the next annual dinner,
which would take place at Willis’s Rooms on the
10th of May, when it was hoped that a strong
list of stewards would be obtained.

Trades Guild of Learning.— At a small
preliminary meeting of skilled workmen, con-
vened by the Rev. H. Solly, at the Working
Men’s Club and Institute Union Offices, it has
been resolved,

—

" That in the opinion of thia meeting it is desirable toform a Trades Guild of Learning, with the view of pro-moting tho delivery of lectures, and the formation of
Classes, to assist members of trade societies and other
skiUed workmen in acquiring a knowledge of history,
political economy, and technical education, as weU as
literature, science, and art generally. That the various
trade societies m the United Kingdom be invited to con-
nect themselves with this Guild by a small annual pay-
ment which should give all theirmembers admission to cer-
tain courses of lectures and to classes, either without pay.
ment or on reduced terms; also to libraries, reading-
rooms, discussions and social meetings, where these can
be provided by the Guild

; and that if the requisite funds
can be obtained, an agent commanding the confidence of
trade societies be engaged to visit thmr lodge meetings,
by permission, and invite their support for the fore<^oing
objects.” os

It was further resolved,

—

“ That it is important to obtain the co-operation of the
authorities of the Universities and other governing
bodies at present administering such endowments.”

Opening of New Record-room at Lewes.
The record-room, the construction of which
has recently been completed, has been formally
opened for the use of the town. The new
record-room occupies the site of the old pro.
vision market, the dilapidated state of which
had for many years been an eyesore. The plans
were furnished by Mr. Card, architect, and about
twelve months ago the tender of Mr. Berry,
builder, was accepted. The work was at once
commenced, and the building is now completed.
Of the exterior little can bo seen, owing to the
front presented by the old market-tower, which
is left almost untouched. Ou the ground-floor
space is still left forthe provision-market, should
it be revived, and a broad flight of steps leads to
the spacious record-room. The timbers of the
roof are supported by six quoins of stone, which
are at present plain, but will bo decorated with
carving. One has been reserved for each of the
present high constables, one for the clerk to the
commissioners, and another for the architect,
Mr. Card. The mantelpiece has been decorated
in majolica, and bears the names of the late
high constables.
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Craol Occupation.—Mr. Tallack, tho seore*

tary to the Howard Association, draws attention

to tho want of proper economisation in the gaol

accommodation of the country, whereby gaol

establishments are kept up without necessity,

anri might be considerably reduced,—a work for

some energetic Home Secretary to soe to.^ The

governor of Eipon gaol writes on a kindred

subject to the Howard Association, namely, on

the absurdity of keeping criminals for years in

prison without teaching them some useful

trade, so that each time they are sent out just

as ignorant and useless as before, to be again

shut up and kept over again at tho cost of

the country, instead of being made useful to

themselves and able and often willing to relieve

their fellow countrymen from the perpetual

burden of providing for them. It is wonderful

with how much absurdity and how little sense a

country may be governed in the midst of all

the Parliamentaiy palaver that is perpetually

going on.

Serious Kitclieii Boiler Explosion.— An
explosion which has done damage to property

and injured two servants, has taken place at

Quarry-hill, Accrington. Tho boiler was a small

one, situated in the washhouse, and was used to

supply hot-water pipes to a small conservatory

above tho washhouse. The fire bad been out a

few days, and the water-pipes became frozen.

A brick wall was blown entirely down and across

the place, and several persona knocked down,

two sustaining severe cuts and shock to the

nervous system. The door of the washhouse was
blowu off, the windows were blown out, frames

and altogether, and one of tho door-jambs par-

tially dislodged. A passage communicates from

the washhouse to a cellar, and the concussion

was so great as to break several panes out of a

window thirty yards distant. Several stones,

&o., were sent through the ceiling into the room

above.

Ereemantle Cliurcli Spire.—A meeting of

the seatholdors in Freemantle Church was con-

vened by tho rector to consider tho completion

of the church spire. The rector said that Mr.

Bassett, entirely unsolicited, had promised 1001.

towards the object, and he hoped they would

bo enabled to begin this work unencumbered.

The coat of the spire, according to the estimate

of tho architect (Mr. White), would be 850J.,

and if, afterwards, a peal of six bells were added,

it would be about 600i. moro. Mr. Bassett called

attention to the fact that there was no peal of

bells nearer than Southampton on the one side,

and Eling on the other, and said a peal in that

district was much to be desired. Mr. Bassett

proposed that a committee be formed, with

power to add to their number, to take the neces-

sary steps, which was carried unanimously. The

rector was appointed chairman of the committee.

New Catholic and Apostolic Church at

Birkenhead.—This new church is erected upon

a site at the junction of Park-roads South and

East, and forms a prominent feature in the

locality. The tower, with slated spire, which

rises to the height of 75 ft., is brought forward

to the edge of tho site, and is detached with an

open bell-stage. The building is constructed

wholly of brick. Tho style is that of the first

half of the thirteenth century. The interior,

which is also lined with brick, is lofty, and the

chancel is unusually large. The roof of the

chancel is broken into panels, and ceiled with

pitch-pine, to give a distinctive treatment from

the nave, which is open-timbered, and plastered

between the spars. The chancel fittings are of

pitch-pine, tho nave being seated with rush-

bottomed choirs, and will accommodate about 250.

The cost of the edifice complete, without land, will

be about 1,300J. The contract has been carried

out by Mr. W. H. Forde, of Birkenhead, builder

;

Mr. David Walker, Liverpool, being the arcliitect.

Venetian Blinds ofColoured Glass.—Agood
idea has been put into form in an invention

patented by Mr. Peattie, of Eankeillor-street,

Edinburgh. It is simply the substitution, with

several little improvements, of coloured and
ground glass instead of wood in the ordinary

Venetian long and short blinds forwindows. The
glass is bound round with brass, to preserve it

j

and heavy blinds are simply wound up and down
with something like a clock-key. The play of

colours, it is easy to see, may thus be managed
so as to give beautiful effects. Outside at night

and inside by day windows will look as if they

were illuminated ;
and a city seen from the

streets, of an evening, under such circumstances,

would have quite a gay and novel effect.

Southwark and City Subway.—“ADescrip-

tion of the Southwark and City Double Line of

Subway or Tunnel, showing the important effect

it will have in relieving the Traffic of London

Bridge; by P. W. Barlow, C.E., &c.,’' has

been printed for circulation. The object of

the promoters, who have already obtained an

Act of Parliament and agreed for the principal

part of the land required, is to construct a

double line of tunnel from St. George’s Church,

in the borough, and across the Thames, in a lino

with London Bridge, to Arthur-street, City,

close to KingJ William. street and the bridge

approaches. Trains will be mn every five minutes

by rope traction, at a charge of one halfpenny

second class, with lifts at a similar charge at

each end. The estimated cost is 130,0002., or

100,0002. for a single line. -A return of nearly

17 per cent, is calculated on.

South. Kensington Museum.—The Marquis

of Eipon, K.G., presided at a recent meeting

of officers employed at the South Kensington

Museum, to inaugurate among them the esta-

blishment of various provident institutions in

connexion with the Post-offico. Tho general

plan was explained by Mr. Bartley, hon. secretary

of the Provident Knowledge Society, after which

his Lordship,—who stated that, as he took great

interest in such matters, he had much pleasure in

presiding in his private capacity as a friend to

the movement,—dwelt on the excellent arrange-

ments provided by Parliament to stimulate

thrift, which ai'e administered by the Post-office,

and particularly on the importance of com-

mencing to make provision for the future when
young, and of continuing it regularly. A col-

lector of savings under the Post-office regulations

is to be appointed, and a branch of the Instal-

ment Club and Middlesex Penny Bank has.been

opened.

A New City Tlioroughfare.—A communi-

cation has been opened between Charterhouse-

street and Saffron-hill, which latter thoroughfare

had been rendered a cid de sac by the Holborn

Valley Improvement Works and the formation

of Charterhouse-street ;
it consists of a flight

of steps 20 ft. in width, between the level of

Charterhouse-street and that of Saffron-hill.

This will give convenient access to the valuable

property belonging to tho corporation which lies

between Saffron-hill and the property in Ely-

place, and will also beneflt the property on

Saffron-hill. The works are, in fact, part of the

large scheme of improvements carried out by

the corporation in this neighbourhood under the

Holborn Valley Improvement Act, and of which

Mr. Haywood is the engineer, and Messrs. Hill,

Keddell, & Waldram have been for the most

part contractors.— City Fress.\

Tlie Proposed Harbour at Dimgeness.

—

The Bills for this harbour are now before Parlia-

ment, and will, it is to be hoped, receive careful

attention. A correspondent rightly says,—It is

now a good roadstead, formed by nature ; why
not try and improve-naturo by making a break-

water, leaving an opening at the point ? Ships

could then lie in safety from the point to Hythe.

Then there is another important mattei*. The

material for doing this is on the spot,—hundreds

of acres of shingle which could be made into

blocks. Ships of all sizes, and at any time of

tide, could ride here in safety. It would be a

o-reat boon to the Eoyal Navy, as well as to the

Mercantile Marine, and to the new Channel

traffic,
’ being right opposite Boulogne, only

twenty-four miles across.

Steam Boiler Explosion. — A shocking

catastrophe has occurred at Hartishead, ac-

cording to the Halifax Guardian, in the bursting

of a boiler that bad neither safety-valve, steam-

gauge, nor anything to indicate the pressure of

steam ! There was a severe frost on the previous

night, causing the feed-pipe, return-pipe, and

steam-pipe to be frozen. The consequence was

that, when the boiler fire was lighted, there was

no vent, and an explosion ensued, causing the

almost instant death of a son of the proprietor

of the works, and injury to two others, the

wonder being that the disaster was not more

fatal. It transpired at the inquest that there

are a considerable number of boilers worked on

a similar “ principle ” of neglect, and hence the

jury in their verdict gave a seasonable piece of

advice on the subject.

Royal Academy of Music.—Arrangeinents

are on foot with a view to the removal of the

Academy from Hanover-square to premises in

the Eoyal Albert Hall,

ft n Eleanor Cross for Halifax.—A cross is

shortly to be erected in the recreation-ground at
|

Akroydon, at tho sole expense of Col. Akroyd,
j

M.P., the object being solely that of building a

pleasing object wdth the hope of raising public

taste in Halifax. The cross for Akroydon is 1

designed by Mr. S. Barber, of this town, the

details being suggested from the crosses at
|

Northampton aud Geddington. It will be in i

four stages, hexagonal in form, 50 ft. in height, i

standing upon a base of eight steps, and sur- i

mounted by a low atone wall with wrought.iron, ;

railings. Ouo niche in tho second stage will be i

occupied by the figure of her Majesty the Queen
i

in coronation robes, to be carved by Mr. J,
|

Birnie Philip, of London. The work is to be i

commenced at an early date.

Hotel de Ville, Paris.—At this moment
upwards of sixty plans for the reconstruction of

the H6tel de Vilie are on exhibition at the !

Palais d’Industrie. According to tho terms of

the competition, the architects were to preserve

as much as possible tho original facade of Boc ,

cadore, which formed tho great beauty of the i

building. Out of the wholo number, however, I

only fourteen have sufficiently preserved the
I

facade to be entitled to consideration. The

popular choice seems to have awarded the palm

to M. Mague, the architect of the Vaudeville.

Those by M. Balia, M. Crepinet, M. Bcnard,

M. Escalier, M. Vaudremer, aud others, are worthy

of examination.

Tlie Flooring of Worcester Catkedral.-

A correspondent of the local Herald says, “ J^ow

that the generous gift of Lord Dirdley to our

cathedral, of a costly paving, is occupying the

thoughts of many .... permit me to ask

whether it would be possible to adopt for the

purpose a flooring of wood ? I contend that

many advantages would ensuo from the .use of

wood. A pattern formed in oak and other woods

of various colours would have a rich and hand-

some effect. The chief advantage in tpy plan

would be warmth. We knosv how difficult a

thing it is to get heat enough to counteract the

chill engendered by such a large assemblage of

stone. Another advantage would be sound.
^

The

effect of music is highly increased by wood.

Society of Engineers.—At a meeting of

the Society held on Monday evening last, Mr.

Jabez Church, president, in the chair, Mr. W.

H. Fox read a paper “ On Continuous Eail»

way Brakes.” The autlior considered generally

the conditions which a continuous brake should

fulfil, and gave tho results of his investiga-

tions as to the retarding force required to

stop a train within a given distance. The author

stated that the electric brake, although at pre-

sent in a somewhat experimental stage, never-

theless complied with most of the conditions ho

had named. It was, however, being further

developed, and by the light of his present ex-

perience, he considered it would ultimately prove

a success.

Improvement at Leadenhall Market.

—

At a meeting of the Court of Common Council, at

Guildhall, last week, the Lord Mayor presiding,

Mr. Eudkin, the chairman of the Markets Com-

mittee, presented a report from the committee,

submitting plans and a model for the construction

of a poultry-market on the site of Leadenhall

meat-market, at the estimated cost of 25,0001.

The project was vigorously canvassed by various

members of the Court, and ultimately the motion

of Mr. Eudkin was negatived by a majority of

five, and it was referred back to the Markets

Committee to reconsider tho whole question,

particularly as to the value of the Corporation

property in Leadenhall Market.

Defying a Corporation.—Some time ago

the officials of the London and North-Western

Eailway Company submitted to the General

Purposes Committee of the Preston Local Board

plans of stables proposed to be erected at tho

bottom of Charles-street in that town. As theyl

were not in conformity with tho requirements of

the byc-laws of the borough, the plana wore at

once rejected. Notn-ithstauding this, the stableaf

have been erected upon tho site named, and

according to the very plans rejected by the com.

mittee. The town clerk has received instmotious

to proceed against the company in such a manner •

as he may think most expedient.

Generous.—Professor Tyndall has appro-

priated the profits of his lectures in the United

States to the establishment of a fund to assist

the scientific studies of young Americana in

J Europe.
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Early French Goldsmiths’

IVork, Trinkets, Vestments,

and Weapojis.

INCE the terrible siege of

Paris, M. Viollet-le-Duc

has issued four more parts

of his voluminous Diet ion-

naire RoAsonnde du Mohi-

liar Francis,[de VEpoque

Carlovingietme d la Re-

naissance.

It is now about fifteen

years since the first

volume of this important

French work was pub-

lished. The first instal-

ment, as we informed our

readers at the time, was

apportioned to furniture.

The old French chateaux,

museums, sacristies, and

manuscripts wore ran-

sacked and scrutinised to

show ustbe ancient house-

I

hold furniture of the old

I
kings, nobles, and bur-

gesses of France in the

eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth

centuries, successively; and a most interest-

ing array of facts was grouped together,

which, bearing in mind the close associa-

tion of France and England in those old times,

is of as much consequence to the English

antiquary as to his Continental neighbour.

After an interval of ten years, the first fascicule

of a second volume appeared, in which ancient

French utensils were illustrated and described.

We gave our readers some account of the con-

tents of this part of the work also. The crystal

and silver and gold vessels that stood upon the

dressoirs, and formed the ti’eaaures of princes,

figured in this collection, among other costly

objects. Miniature ships, equipped with sails

and crew complete, that stood upon the

banquet-tables, and contained spices and condi.

ments
; the candelabra

;
the drageoirs to hold

sweetmeats
;
lamps that swung down over the

centres of beds to keep away evil spirits at

night
;
lanterns

;
queer snuffers, like birds, that

opened their beaks to snuff off the wick that

required removal
;
mirrors, when they were so

small they might have been carried in the

pocket; plates, when they were so rare as to be

given as love-gifts; squirts, when they were

used to extinguish fires; fans; spoons, before

any one thought of placing the twelve apostles

on the handles
;
and about 160 varieties of

objects of a similar class, gave page after page

nearly equal interest.

After two more years, the second volume was
completed by two more fascicules, containing

treatises on goldsmiths’ wares, musical inatru-

ments, games, pastimes, and tools. The speci-

mens of goldsmiths’ work begin with what is

left of the famous golden retable said to have

belonged to the oratory of Charlemagne. This

is tho ornament which formed the summit of it,

,

Qonsisting of an aigite-ma/rine intaglio, repre-

. sonting Julia, the daughter of Titus, surrounded

I

by nine large sapphires, framed in gold, seven of

I which are surmounted by large peai’ls, fixed in

I theii* places by golden cups affixed to the gold

t mounting of the sapphires. Tho golden chalice

of St. Bemi, which from Bheims passed to the

treasury of St. Denis, and was thence transferred,

in 1796, to the National Library, and since then

deposited in the treasury of Bheims Cathedral, is

the next object upon which the peculiarities of

early workmanship are pointed oat. Some anti-

quaries suppose that all early goldwork of

worth is of Byzantine origin; bub M. Le Duo

thinks that even before the time of Charlemagne

there were goldsmiths in the Western world who

were acquainted with the art of soldering as well

as of casting, and whose work was of a high

order. The end of a belt found in an old battle-

field, near Poictiers, and supposed to have

belonged to one of the chiefs beaten by Charles

Martel
;
the reliquary of St. Sixte and St. Sinice,

in the treasury at Bheims
;
a ciboire, or cup and

cover, from Sens Cathedral
;
a twelfth-century

Pascal candlestick, are further selections of early

work shown us. M. Lo Duo points out the pre-

valence of granulated threads of gold soldered to

a foundation by means of filigranca of solder in

twelfth-century work; and the gradual enrich-

ment which took place in the thirteenth century,

when the goldsmiths, trying to give more light-

ness and brilliancy to their work, raised their

coils of granulated threads from the foundation

and soldered several of them together to form

spiral designs. Our British Museum, we may
remark, is rich in early work of these times.

The ancient process of enamelling upon metals,

translucid and opaque, is well described. It is

illustrated by a Merovingian buckle and clasp, a

Byzantine box, the Bheims chalice, and the

superb enamel of Geoffrey Plantagenet, now in

tho museum at Mans. This last work is one of

the largest known. It represents Geoffrey

standing up, holding a sword in his right hand,

and a large shield, charged with four leopards,

in his left. On his head is a pointed cap»

showing a lion passant d'or on azure
;
and he is

robed in a long vestment, like that which nobles

wore in the middle of tho t\volft.h century. The

figure stands out of a background divided into

parts by a green open pattern, in every compart,

ment of which are blue and white flowerets upon

a gold ground. Green, blue, and white are so

managed as to give a very harmonious richness

to this work; and M. Le Due contends that a

performance of this extent and perfection could

not bo the result of an industry then in its

infancy. Another specimen of enamel-work is

from tho tomb of Prince John, the son of

St. Louis. The workmanship of the Limoges

enamellers is represented by the ciboire

d'Alpais, now in tho Louvre, round the lip oI

which runs tho legend,

—

“Magister : Q ; Alqmis :

me fecit : Lemovicarum.” Another beautiful

object shown us in its full colours is a crozier of

copper, gilded and enamelled, belonging to Sens.

Dwelling upon the beauty of these works, M. Le
Due remarks,—“All cannot possess silver plate,

bijoux of gold, ornamented with precious stones,

furnitures of precious woods, and vestments of

velvet
;
but all, however modest their fortune,

can possess objects invested with distinguished

forms
;
for art is independent of luxury, and as

free of it as a master is of his slave
; and an

earthen pot by its aid may be made more

precious than an ugly vase of rock crystal,

mounted in gold.”

We may look upon the archmology of tools as

almost a new shoot from the great tree of anti-

quarian knowledge
;

for although pre-bistoric

studies have brought stone, flint, and bone tools

into prominent notice, those of the Middle Ages

have been bnt little mentioned. For information

concerning them our author has been obliged to

turn to ancient MSS., stained glass, tapestry,

carved woodwork, and sculptured stonework.

We have collectors of many kinds of “uncon.

sidered trifles ” nowadays, but collectors of tools,

otherwise than pre-historic, are rare. M. Le Due
has a few examples in his own possession. He
begins his list with the auge, or receptable to

hold mortar and plaster. The most ancient

monuments show that the masons of yore carried

this upon their heads, and that they formed it

out of a length of the trunk of a tree, halved and

hollowed out: it was used even down to the

fifteenth- century. The accompanying trowel

does not differ in shape from that in use. The
auge is not to be confused with tho hod, which is

to bo seen, also, on early basreliefs, furnished

with two short bandies, instead of one long one.

Bdfons, clubs, or sticks, for which there are

twenty-one different names in old French, have

as many forms and purposes as they have

designations. Brooms were always as we have

them now. Spades, beches, shown in tho

tapestry of St. Modard de Paris, are made of

wood, with the shovel protected with iron on

both sides from the shoulder downwards in one

case, and from halfway down tho side in another.

Those in use in tho thirteenth century were con-

struoted on such a clever principle that M. Lo Due
cannot see why that particular make was ever

abandoned, A figure from this same tapestry

shows a carpenter with his tools. A hatchet

rests on his shonlder, a coil of rope is wound
round and round his neck, and from his leathern

belt bangs a hatchet, a pair of compasses, a largo

purse, an axe, and a twy-bill. If it were not for

his trunk-hose and the shape of the axe, we
should see no great difference between him and

any carpentei* busy with his work in the present

day. Shakspeai'c opens liis play of Julius Cassar

with a remark from Flavius to the rabble

of citizens present, to the effect that being

mechanical they ought not to walk upon a

labouring day without the signs of their pro-

fessions, and turning to one he asks, “ Speak,

what trade art thou?” When the man replies

ho is a carpenter, Marcellua chimes in with,

“Whore is thy leathern apron and thy rule?”

Neither of these signs of profession appears in

the carpenter here delineated. One of the

stalls in the church of Montreale (Yonne), of

fifteenth-ceutury workmanship, shows another

member of the same craft at work. He has

a piece of wood before him on his bench,

held by a hold-fast (valet), into which he is

inserting a long.handled gouge. Behind him

are several chisels suspended to the walls, an

auger, and a hatchet, none of which are very

different from those in present use. M. Le Due,

however, shows us a pair of callipers in which

there is a very material difference in the form.

The legs first cross each other and then bow out

in reversed curves. These are to bo seen in bas-

reliefs on the stalls in Poictiers Cathedral, in

Chai-tres Cathedral, and in vignettes of tho thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries. We are also

shown two smiths at work. Both wear leathern

aprons, and on the head of one is a felt cap,

which projects over his face and depends over

his ears, so as to protect them from sparks and

the intense heat of the furnace. Smiths’ work

was in every-day requisition in the Middle Ages,

either in the armoury or workshop, and great

facility was arrived at in the management of

iron. Anvils were made of various forms, some

flat and square, some with inclined faces, and

some had one or two horizontal cones projecting

from them suitable for rounding pieces of iron.

Passing on to the plane (robot), M. Le Duo has

not found any examples of this tool figured before

the middle of the fifteenth century, althoughj

from the evidence of work, it must have been in

use at a mucb earlier date. The rafeof of the

fifteenth century is furnished with a vertical

handle as a prow, which facilitates the pushing,

or moving of it. It has not, like ours of to-day,

its two sides parallel, but bowed, so as to sit

better on the wood to be planed. Tho planes

were made of pear-tree wood, of elm, of maple,

and fashioned with great care. The long plane

(varhpe) employed to dress very long and

slender mouldings does not appear figured on

monuments before the sixteenth century.

The long leisure, the long winters, the diBtanceB>
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tho bad seasons, and bid roads made many a dull

hour in the old chateaux. Wlien there was no
warfare going on, there remained but the chase,

ffites, jousts, tournaments, and assemblies to pass
away the time

;
and it often happened that a

nobleman or gentleman would live in the midst
of his family without receiving news of the world
without for a long period. When a troubadour,
or a pilgrim, or a messenger arrived it was an
event; ho was entertained in the best manner,
and if be amused the chatelain ever so little he
was loaded with presents to induce him to remain
or to return. A few remarks showing the un-
lettered baron of the Middle Ages thus isolated

for at least six months in the year serves M. Lc
Due as a prelude to the diversions of old times.

His account of tournaments, plan of the lists,

illustrations of knightly armour and weapons,
the caparisons of horses, presentation of prizes,

are as interesting as those relating to the chase
with its dogs and hawks, or the dance with its

flowers, summersaults, sword - dances, bell-

dances, and other dances of which our country-
dances are but traditions. But we pass over
these to subjects coming more dii’ectly within
our scope.

The third volume, which is appropriated to

jewelry, gai’inents, and articles of tlie toilet,

commences with the clasp, agrafe, or fastening,
by means of wliich the two sides of a garment
could be united on the wearer. At least a him-
dred different forms of these articles have been
found. The tombs of the German chiefs, who
invaded Gaul in the fifth century, have furnished
several, both in silver and gold. A round silver

clasp, composed of two plates riveted together
with an intervening border an inch wide, and
ornamented with coloured glass, arranged in a
pattern, discovered at Odratzheim, near Stras-
boiirg, in atomb, is shown. An agrafe, with the
name of Christ engraved upon it, found in a
Merovingian cemetery, is the subject of another
illustration. And there are ten other examples
figured. These clasps were always worn upon
the right shoulder, to allow the right arm to
be free between the two borders of the mantle.
As we turn over the pages of the three
fascicules forming this volume, object after
object arrests the hand. But as we cannot
enumerate them all, we will pass oa till

we come to tho bags or reticules, that were
once almost universally worn slung from the
belt. In the first place there was the aumoniere,
which was a small bag, fastened with knots and
clasps, and slung from the waist, to contain
small objects inconstant use, and money. From
tho twelth century to the fourteenth, this was
an indispensable article of the daily raiment of
both sexes, either at home or abroad. The
earliest form is that of a small square bag, with
two cords to close it with, and another to open
it and suspend it with. There arc three ancient
aimoniires in the treasury of Troyes Cathedral.
The earliest, which appears to date from tho end
of the twelfth century, is embroidered by hand,
upon canvass, in bright colours and gold, with
a lively design divided into octagons, in the
centre of each of which is a bird, animal, or con-
ventional flower. It is bell-shaped. It opens
in the centre of one side, where the aperture is

strengthened by an iron ring. All round are
small balls and tassels of gold thread. This is

illustrated. Tho second aumoniere is supposed
to have belonged to Henri le Liberal

;
the third

is attributed to Comte Thibaut IV.
;
both are

embroidered by hand, with something like valcn-
tine subjects. The last has the additional in-
terest of being associated with the sentiments
Count Thibaut entertained for Queen Blanche.
On the upper part of this aumoniere thcro is

embroidered a lady sleeping on a bank of green
tnrf, under the branches of an oak, whilst a
winged youth is admiring her. On the lower
part two ladies are dividing a heart that is on
an altar before them, while a band, armed with
a hatchet, issues from a cloud, and takes aim
at the saw with which they are conducting their
operation. The allegory is of doubtful taste,
M. Le Due admits, but quite in keeping with the
tastes and pranks of the age; and the execution
of the figures is most admirable. Many had
clasps, like the bags in use by excursionists and
others at the present day. Then there were
purses for coins and relics, which, instead of
being slung from the belt, were passed under
it, and kept safely in that position by straps
or cords. This custom of suspending purses
by the neck, as it were, and in sight, explains
the mode of operations of thieves, which led
to the oinployment of the term “cut-purses”
for them. There was still another kind of

bag, which was, however, in use only among
persons of rank or fortune. This was destined
to contain the book of devotions, for the pur-
pose of carrying it to church. It was fur-

nished with a loop, and shmg from the atm,
or from the waist. Sometimes these satchels

were made longer than was required for a book
only, or of a scabbard shape, when they were
folded round the arm, or tied to it by a knot.

They were also embroidered and enriched with
pearls and precious stones. The practice of

carrying les livres d'heures in suspended re-

ceptacles ceased at the end of the fifteenth

century. After that date, a page carried the
required book to church. In the seventeenth
centnry gentlefolks began to carry their books
in their hands, or in their pockets. These livres

d’heures were considered indispensable as an
accessory to tho toilet of ladies of good
families in tho fourteenth century. They are

mentioned as necessary expenses by the poet
Euatache Deschamps, in Le Miroir de Mariage.

Another kind of bag, called an escarcelle, was
reserved for messengers and pilgrims. This was
furnished with a knife or dagger in a scabbard,

which was slipped through a strap or slit

made to receive it. A large escarcelle, withont
a knife, called a giheciere, was carried by
travellers, whether nobles or peasants, suspended
by their sides. These were as richly decorated

as the rest, occasionally. One is thus entered
in the inventory of Charles V. :—“ Une gibecicre

d perles sur champ vermeil d treffl.es, d troys

feur de lys." After our eyes have feasted upon
the charming illustrations of otherobjects of the
toilette, upon fragments of the alb and chasuble
of Thomas k Booklet, a sample of the stuff found
in the tomb of Charlemagne, and a dozen other
specimens of the “precious stuffs” made of silk

and gold in old times, given in chromolitho-
graphs, wo come to the close of the third volume,
ha\'ing only arrived, alphabetically, at the
letter H.
The fourth volume, accordingly, proceeds with

the jaJTetuVe, with the devices and mottoes em-
broidered upon it, including that upon the garter

of the order created by our Edward III.,

—

Honi
soit qui mal y pense. The fine gentlemen of the
reigns of Charles VI. and Charles VII. wore,

embroidered upon their garters, a device or cipher
of some lady intermingled with pearls and jewels.

M. [Le Due shows that whether trunk-hose or

short-stockings were worn, these articles were
used from a very early time. They are shown
as worn in tho Bayeux tapestry. Passing on to

joyaux, wo have a careful account of the treat-

ment of jewels.

The populations of Gaul, he says, have always
manifested a pronounced taste for ornaments in

gold and silver, and for gaudy colours. The
invasions of the barbarians from the north-east,

instead of stifling this love of jewels in the West,
served, on the contrary, to develope it, and
under tho Merovingians, civil vestments, and
military vestments and arms, were ornamented
with golden bijoux, which, although barbarian in

point of fabrication, were not less of a great
intrinsic value. Under the Carloviugians, the
frequent intercourse of the West with Byzance
spread over Italy and Gaul numbers of bijoux,

the fabrication of which, together with those
made in the West, acquired a degree of remark-
able perfection. With the thirteenth century
came reaction

; though whence this came, or
wherefore, it is difficult to explain ; but, as in

thirteenth-century architecture, simplicity, so-

briety, if not austerity, became the order of tho
day. Only the high clergy continued to wear
jewels on their vestments. St. Louis did not
encourage the gentlemen of his court to appear
in jewels likely to excite the covetous; and he
affected the greatest simplicity in his own
raiment. But in the fourteenth century, not-

withstanding sumptuary edicts, the nobility

returned to their passion for jewelry, and, under
Charles V. and Charles ^T., indulged their luxu-
rions taste to a scandalous extent. The misfor-

tunes[of the commencement of the fifteenth cen.
tury repressed the exaggerations of the fashion
for a time

;
but this form of luxury reigned

brilliantly again under Charles VIL, Louis XL,
Charles VIII., and Louis XII. “Precious stuffs”

were, in very ancient times, produced in the
East, and the crusades and the traffic of the
Venetians ultimately caused their production in

the West. These rich materials were literally

precious, being gold and silk tissues with pearls
and precious stones interwoven with them. There
are several specimens extant of these tissues

mingled with pearls of Criental fabrication,

which date from the eleventh and twelfth cen-

turies; and the monuments of this period also

tell of their extensive use by the French nobility.

Borderings with pearls, clasps of largo dimen-
sions and of extreme richness, buckles, cinctures,

coronets, earrings, and cassolettes, were further
vehicles of rich ornamentation, all of which par-
took of an Criental character until the middle of

the twelfth ceutuiy. After this time the iraita-

tion of Eastern art ceased, and a Western cha-
racter was given to fabrics and bijoux, which
was not displaced till the Renaissance. Venice
continued to produce jewelled work through all

this time, and in the sixteenth century, when
Nuremburg bijoux were in vogue in France as in

England and Germany, the Venetians made
numbers of brooches, pendants, ear-rings, chd.

feZames, cinctures, in the new “ tudesque ” taste,

thus realising great riches by their power of
adapting themselves to fluctuations of fashion.

Their talent for assimilation, and perfection of

execution, quite excuses, in M. Le Due’s eyes, the
drawback of counterfeiting. Their power of

imitation, he adds, has been inherited by the
Venetians of the present day

;
for, just as

amateurs of antiquities can always find plenty

to purchase at Rome and Naples, so in Venice,

collectors of ancient jewelry can be suited with
Nuremburg fci'jn-u.rof equal beauty to those made
in the days of yore, and at a much less cost.

Some of the modes of using jewels once in

vogue are no longer employed. Before the
change that occurred in the latter part of the

twelfth century, pendants were worn to circlets

and coronets that hung down upon the hair and
descended to the shoulders. Under the reign of

King Jean, gentlemen began to carry jewels of

great value upon their vestments. They wore
jewelled belts upon their liips which were worth
fabulous prices. About the commencement of

the reign of Charles V., they lowered these

jewelled cinctures till they were even with the

edge of their upper garment, or cotte-hanlie, to

which they were attached by agrafes. Their
richly-embroidered capes with hoods to them
were made to open upon the right shoulder,

where they were fastened with jewels, much in

the same manner as that with whicli the old

Merovingian chiefs clasped their cloaks, only with
a different form of ornament. They wore enor-

mous collars of jewels, thick and cumbrous
chains, and the coiffures of nobles, as well as
dames, were covered with bijoux. Noble dames
also wore pectoral ornaments descending from
their throats almost to their knees. When the

passion and fashion for jewels was at its height,

many of the most ancient shrines which were rich

in antique cameos and intaglios were stripped.

Abbots and bishops bought the good graces of

the neighbouring seigneurs with these acceptable
presents. So many and minute were the
fluctuations in taste, however, that we must not
attempt to follow M. Le Due through his ample
survey of them on this occasion.

We will turn over the pages describing and
illustrating the numerous articles of raiment, till

we come to the mantle. This is a garment that
held a high place among vestments in the
Middle Ages. It belonged particularly to the
nobility, and under the Merovingians was only
worn by the dominant race. It must not be con.

founded with the cape, gone, or tabar, which
were worn by all classes. Tho mantle, and the
manner in which it was worn, was a mark of

nobility which was not effaced till the end of the
fourteenth century. The Greek manuscripts
show square and semicircular mantles, both
fastened on the right shoulder, as worn by the
Eastern emperors and great persons of.both sexes.

The square form appears to have been worn on
ceremonial occasions by the Merovingian and
Carlovingian kings in imitation of the Eastern
emperors

;
hut an ancient mosaic of Sainte-

Siczanne, in Rome, shows Charlemagne habited
in a short tunic with a semicircular blue mantle,
fastened irpon the right shoulder, and covered by
a sort of pelerine. The semicircular form is also

seen upon the shoulders of kings and qneens in

the western portail of Chartres Cathedral, and
upon those of Notre Damede Chalons-sur-Mame
(1140). These early mantles were excessively

rich, covered with embroidery and pearls, and
bordered with jewels, and down tho left side near
tho slope made for the neck was a parallelogram

of a still richer material. Illustrations of many
of them are given, both spread out, that we may
see the exact figure of them, and falling from
the portly and knightly shoulders of princes and
nobles. One of Charlemagne’s nobles leads this

superb procession of mantles. He is followed by
a personage wearing a circular mantle, not semi-

circular, which is fastened on hia breast. This
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figure ie taken from a tenth.century manuscript.

Then we have early statues from Toulouse and

St. Denis, and more figures from manuscript, till

we have counted twenty-one personages all wear-

ing this noble article of dress in various ways.

The mantle of one “ grande dame ” is lined with

ermine, and prevented from trailing upon the
by a female attendant, who walks behind

(sheepskin capes worn by the peasantiy)
j
mirrors

to sling from the eincture or carry in the pocket
j

mitres (illustrated in gold and colours)
;
pocket,

handkerchiefs
;
mufflers

;
knots (worn to indicate

vows), including that worn by the chevaliers of

the order of Saint-Esprit au droit D^sir, or du
Ncend, which was composed of a loop of gold and
another of pearls

j
gold embroidery, called orfrois,

when made in [belts or bands to be used as
of which upwards of twenty ancient

examples are bIiot™, follow each other in rapid
succession, and conclude the premier fascietde of
the fourth volume.
We are reminded early in the next portion of

the work that pattens, pathis, formed one of the
items invented in the Middle Ages, to meet the
wintry difficulty of the bad state of the roads.
They were worn by gentlemen in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries below their pointed boots.
It seems it was always considered bad manners
to make a noise with them upon the flagstones

find Martial d’Auvergne, in his
‘‘ Arrets^ d’Amour,” interdicts a lover from clat-
tenng his pattens when he walks in the church
to find his mistress. They wore formed of
wooden soles, more or less thick, kept in their
place by two sandals crossed upon the instep.
M. Le Duo has, we note, as much to tell of the
pelitjon, or pelisse, as of the mantle, and quite
as many and various illustrations of it to show.
But we must pass those, with perukes, perfumed,
tinted, and covered witli gold-dust though they
be; toilet-cases, with all their Medimval toilet
secrets; plumes; poulaines, or pointed shoes;
pourpoints, or Jackets; rochets, or startin"'.
point of the blouse

; the sachets, or little bags
hung round the neck in which people carried
scent or relics about with them; scapulaires

;

seals, sceptres, aud other interesting items, in-
cluding a long and scrutinising treatise, or
T^sutn^, on robes, to leave space for a brief indi-
cation of the contents of the part that is issued
of the fifth volume.
We should not look with antiquarian interest

only upon the arms and defences in use in the
Middle Ages, urges M. Le Duo, because they are
the result of the contrivances always incourse of
consideration to meet the requirements of war,
by people who were not sitting safely in com-
fortable offices, discussing the question

; but
were actually always in the field, or in the lists,
or m strongholds they were bound to defend.
We saw in the Sebastopol days how the troops
altered their eqaiipments to suit their altered
circumstances with a swift ingenuity, and we
should remember that this process of adaptation
was formerly always going on. After a few

. fiirfcher prefatory remarks, redolent of Crecy
; Poitiers, and Agincourt, the alphabetical arran ^e’.
I ment commences with the ai^mllette, which°i8
shown as worn in different modes on three

t knights. Tbeso^ are the leathern laces tipped
I with metal required to fasten one part of a war-
:rior’a costume to another, or to the place it was to
I protect. The ailette was a piece of armonr worn on

.. the shoulder generally in France, but very rarely
in England. Many a blow or cut aimed at a
jhead fell upon the shoulder instead, and this
I was a contrivance tied on with aiguilettes to meet
ithat slip of the lance or axo. It was sometimes
painted with the arms of the wearer. There are
Iseven illustrations of this piece of armour taken
[from MSS. entitled “Tristan,” “HRoumans
!d Alr-candre,” “ Godefroy de Bouillon,” “ Lan.
>celot duLac,” “ Ilistoire du Roi Artus,” now in
ithe French national library, whereof six are of a
isquare form, and one circular; and we are re-
•ferred to other examples on statues in Bile
:|Cathcdral, the Church of St. Denis de Coulom-
miers, and Lyons Cathedral. Crossbows are next
iminntely described and delineated. Bows, with
enatches of the Roman du Roic, telling of the
battle of Hastings; and figures from the
Bayeux tapestry,

_

to illustrate them, follow.
lArmeta, which is a term corrupted from
• hiauraet,” or “helmet,” are described very
fully, as is the subject of armour generally from
ohe days of Charlemagne down to the sixte nth
century. Such is the power of tradition, M. LeDue observes, that, despite the change produced
: )V tllfi 11BA nr OrfillatTT U- ... 1 i_ /.

*

accoutrement
;
and to this day, he asks, have

not most of the European armies retained their

cuirassiers, notwithstanding that their cuirasses

are not proof against conical balls ? Sixty-two

full-length figures illustrate the word armurc.

Returning to details, amere.&ras .and avant-bras,

arm-guards, present themselves as nost m sue-

guards pierced with four holes to admit of them
being fastened on. \7q axe not taken back so
tar as this by M. Le Duo, -vyho mentions the
second half of the thirteenth oontury aq the
date of this invention. In the firsi. place +he
warriors of that date thought of the ailette to
guard their shoulders

; then les culitiires
coniques for their elbows

;
then a back-guard

for the arm
;
and lastly a fore-arm guard. The

brassard, or articulated piece held together by
rivets, was a further development of the same
idea. Only foot soldiers wore the separate
pieces, whereas the brassard was adopted by
any armed men regularly equipped. With the
bacinet this first instalment of the fifth volume
closes ; and the companionship of the French
knights, who were so much to our Plantagenets,
ceases for the present. M. Le Due is making a
memorable addition to French literature,

THE NEW “WELLINGTON MILLS,”
IN LAMBETH.

An extensive block of buildings, to which the
above name has been given, is in course of erec-
tion in Westminster-road, Lambeth, and within
the last few days tho structure has been ex-
ternally completed. Tho new building, which
has been erected as a factory for Messrs. Oakey
& Sons, emery and blacklead manufacturers,

a striking object amongst the surround-

—o buildings. It is situated at the angle
of Westminster and Kennington roads, imme-
diately adjoining the site upon which the new
Surrey Chapel, for the Rev. Newman Hall, is

about to he built. The principal elevation is in
tho Westminster-road, but tho block may he said
to have four frontages, namely, the main eleva-
tion in Wostminster-road, another at the angle
of tho last-named road and the Kennington-road
and a thii'd frontage to Kennington-road, whilst
tho rear of the building faces Mead’s.row, and
extends the entire length of that thoroughfare
from Kennington-i-oad to Westminster-road.
The position of tho site has necessitated the

building being somewhat irregularly shaped;
but notwithstanding the difficulties with which
the architects have had to contend in this
respect, the different elevations are more or less
effective. The extreme length of the structure
is about 320 ft. by 160 ft. in width, the entire
premises covering an area of upwards of an aero
in extent The main frontage in Westminster,
road, which contains the warehouse portion of
the building, is 90 ft. long by 50 ft. in depth, and
18 very lofty, being 70 ft in height from the
street-level. In addition to a deep and spacious
basement, it contains the gronnd-floor and three
stories above. The elevation of this part of the

,

building, to the top of the ground-floor windows,
is of Portland stone, and there is a portico in the
centre as the principal entrance. The facings
of the upper portions of the elevation are of
yellow patent brick, with Portland stone dres-
sings, and carved trasses, between which are
festoons, surmounted by a massive comice in
tema-cotta. This portion of the building con-
tains a residence for the superintendent of the
premises.

The frontages at the angle of Kennington and
Westminster roads, as well as those in Ken-
nington-road and Mead’s-row, are not so lofty as
that already described. These parts of the
structure will in part be devoted to the manu-
facturing purposes of the establishment, the
ground.floor being used as packing-rooms, and
also for 8tores._ These last-named elevations
have a distinctive and novel appearance, not
only in point of construction, but as regards the
materials used. They consist mainly of spacious
windows from the ground-level to the comice of
the building, divided by piers, and at the heads
and sills of the windows

; tlie entire length of
the several frontages is faced with hexagonal
tubes, formed of a combination of concrete and
gr^ite, on the system of Messrs. Pan- & Strong,
of College-hill, in the City, the architects of the

;

ing thus described, inclose a spacions area within

them. In the centre of this area, with a road-

way entirely round it for the receipt and delivery

of goods, a separate and distinct building, one
story in height, has also been erected, for the

machinery and steam-power required in the

manufacturing business of the establishment.

In connexion with this part of the building is a
lofty chimney-shaft, which is a striking feature
in tho structure. The chimney, which is octa-
gonal in fonn, is 12 ft. in diameter at the base,
and is carried to a height of 100 ft. It is chiefly

of yellow brick, uniform with the rest of the
building, ornamented with red, white, and blue
brick bands, aud diamond work of the same
J^terial, with a cast-iron cap and ornamental
brast, foliage at the top, between 7 ft. and 8 ft.

The water required for the works
will be obta-^g^ artesian well, wliicfa
has been sunk ou tiie premises.
The whole of the have been carried out

by Messrs. Oakey & Sons -hemselrea, uinlov the
immediate superintendence \rA«ara Porr
strong the architects, Mr. Eas^Tn"eSg as
clerk of works. Independently of tu,. value of
the land, the building will involve an <»iitlay
estimated at from 12,0001. to 15,OOOL

^

!y theuseofVrtiUcry.^'twMTongll'K'^gentritated”®' before now illus

snen bebeyed in war carried on withont this I The'seyeral elevations and sides of the bnild.

THE NEW EXTENSION WORKS AT THE
BLACKFRIARS GOODS STATION.

The heavy works which have for some time
been in progress at the Blackfriars station of the
London, Chatham, aud Dover Railway Company,
in connexion with the enlargement of their
goods area, arc now considerably advanced
towards completion. The new warehouses which
the Chatham aud Dover Company are erecting,
but which will be rented aud chiefly used by the
Midland and Great Northern Companies, have
been carried up to their intended height, and
will be covered in within the ne.xt month. These
warehouses are spacious and substantial, the
main walls being 3 ft. in thickness, and the
several floors from the basement to the upper-
most stories are carried on iron pillars. Messrs.
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram ai-e the contractors for
this portion of the works, and the amount of
the contract for the warehouses alone is upwards
of 4O,(X)0L

^

In addition to the warehouses, which are beino
erected in Soubhwark.street, some distance to
the eastward of the present station, the inter-
vening space between the last-named and the
warehouses is being added to the existing rail-
way level, and connected with the upper portion
of the warehouses. Tho area of this added
merchandise space and sidings, irrespective of
that furnished by the warehouses, is between
one and two acres. This increased area is about
600 ft. in length, from its commencement, by a
junction with the main line near Southwark-
street to the margin of the river, and upwards
of 50 ft. in width. Immediately to the eastward
of the present boundary-wall of the station, the
widened line is being carried forwai-d partly on
arches, and partly by a girder bridge over
Holland-street, and the space, again eastward,
between these arches and the warehouses, is
being connected with the latter by thirty.four
massive iron girders, thrown across, one end
resting on the newly-formed arches already re-
ferred to, and the other end embedded in the
wall of the warehouses, 25 ft. above their ground
level. On the extended space thus obtained,
four additional sets of rails and sidings for mer!
chandise purposes will he laid, and the railway
wagons will be raised and lowered to and from
the railway level into tho ground floor, and the
several other floors of the warehouses by
hydraulic power. The contractors for these works
are Messrs. Ball & Gammon.

Simultaneously with the extension works at
the station for increased accommodation for the
goods traffic, the company are also about to
effect an important improvement in refer-
ence to passenger traffic. At present, although
there are four lines of rails between Ludgate
Station and Blackfriars over the company’s
viaduct, there are only three Hues from the
entrance into the Blackfriars station, to a point
near the Borough.road station, the result heim^
that both the incoming and outgoing trains are
constantly impeded and delayed between the
two stations. A fourth line is about to be laid
down through the Blackfriars station to tho point
named, near the Borough-road, which will com-
plete two distinct sets of rails, and obviate the
constant stoppages of the trains which are now

I
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OOLOnBED DECORATION.*
In asking yoa to discuss tiie qaestion of

*' Coloured Decoration,” I mast request you
to pardon me if I appear to detain you
unnecessarily with a recital of those natural

laws on whijh its successful practice must ever

be founded. Wo have to deal with a subject

which is not dependent on individual taste alcnif

,

but which, like every other branch of professional

practice, is governed by inflexible rules. It is

true that these laws may be unconsciously recog-

nised, and their teachings followed,—as in the

other departments,—without a clear apprehen-

sion of the matter; still, I submit that much
will be gained if we start with a common ground-

work for discnssion.
^

We must all desire to see the architf*'’'

real director of his works. We arc

urging that not only the buildior

®

decoration and fuiuisbing, sh^^*^ confided to

his care. We are oonste-^'y protesting against

a work which has oarcfaliy piannod ^d
rendered eaternoPy pleasing, being spoiled inter,

nally when completion is conhded to other

hands from want of accordance, even

alth>’'^gh the decoration may be intrinsically

good. The sculptor and carver wiflingly come

to tho architect’s aid, and he is often wisely con-

tent to direct and define, generally leaving minor

details to their taste aud skill. The painter,—

beset as he has been by chemical and mechanical

difficulties,—offers his best services. Why should

not the decorator aud upholsterer also act more

frequently with the architect in giving unity to

his work; and this not only in great under-

takings, whore the necessity for unity is acknow-

ledged, but in smaller and apparently unimpor-

tant commissions ? A client, too, will be more

%vilhng to listen to the suggestions of his archi-

tect, when he finds that they are based on the

theory that good taste is not dependent or cost,

and that successful decoration and furnishing do

not necessarily mean a large additional expendi-

ture.

I have said that successful decoration in

colour must be based on the right apprehension

of what appear to bo inflexible natural laws.

Lot us see how these laws are ordinarily defined,

aud then proceed to apply them to the subject

in hand :—A beam of light falling on a glass

prism in a darkened room is found to be split up

into seven coloured rays (or rather bundles of

rays), which arrange themselves in the following

order,—red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo,

violet. This is further conlirmed by the same

prism held before tho electric lamp, and (more

faintly) by the colours in the rainbow. We also

learn that these seven colours are capable of

being reduced to three,—red, yellow, blue,

which we designate primary colours, as wo have

failed to reduce them farther. I am aware that

much discussion has lately been caused by an

effort to class green as one of the primaries; bat

I prefer, for many reasons, to follow the accepted

arrangement.
I need scarcely remind you that red and

yellow produce orange; blue and yellow, green;

and red aud blue, violet (or purple). These,

then, are termed secondary or composite colours

;

and, with the primaries and the addition of the

colour indigo forming the solar speotrom, you;

perceive they arrange themselves between the

colours through whose combination they arise.

All further derived colours (tertiary) may be

regarded as coloured greys, as more or less^

broken colours in which a primary or secondary

predominates. Still further we are taught that,

as yellow and blue produce the colour green,

that colour is to be spoken of as the complement

of red
;
the red and the two forming green com-

ploting the primary trio, and so with blue and

orange and with yellow and violet. These:

colours, as I have just quoted them, also form

our first harmonies, as complete harmony de-i

peuds on the presence of the three priraarios ini

a composition. On the foregoing simple state-

1

ment the whole science of colour rests. I have:

placed on the wall a few diagrams which willl

make this still clearer, and which are also meanti

to illustrate the deductions which I now propose

to draw.
If we place red and green side by side, we;

perceive that they mutually purify eaoh other:!

this is the result of the law of contrast. It is-sol

with black and white, and with the coloured

complcmeutaries, when so placed. If we look)

upon a bright red wafer for some time, we per-

ceive that the white paper on which at lies

seems to be faintly tinted, where it touches the
wafer with the complementary green. If, after
gazing on it, we remove the wafer, we find the
space it occupied appears to be also tinted with
the complementary green. Similar effects will,

of course, he observed, if we use wafers the
colour of the other primaries. We accept it

Sy“to“p™da7B‘'in
‘en.

complementary to themselves—rod indneing,

even in black, a greenish tint.

Again, it is fonnd H was to bo expected) that

colours mutuallviteact on each other. Taking

even, my example red and green, should
,

^ne issJ have a decided orange tinge, the green

will look bluer
;
should the green bo bluish, the

red will appear orange-tinted ;
orange, the com-

plementary of blue, will appear to have been

added to it. Take a different example : if I have

several pieces of scarlet cloth, and look at them

in succession, although they be of exactly the

same colour, cut from the same piece, they will

seem after a time to have lost brilliancy ;
tho

fatigued eye has developed the complementary

green, and tho scarlet has been tarnished, all

mixtures of the primaries being broken, dulled,

or tarnished colours,—we look for some on a

green colour, and find tho scarlet has been re-

stored. It is an intuitive appreciation of these

laws which causes tho blonde to select blue and

green to enhance hair or complexion, and the

brunette to prefer red or orange tints. You will

perceive at once bow a red head-dress will

bronze the negro, or an orange enhance the

natural blue-black of some races. These con-

siderations will also suggest to you how all

colours will gain in purity and distinctness by

being separated by black or white, as thereby

we neutralise this tendency to tarnish. The

colours of the spectrum may bo deepened or

dulled by black, or lightened by the addition of

white, or they may be altered by admixture with

each other in varying proportions ;
thus we get

tonss and hues—terms often confounded. The

tertiary colours illustrate this; they are olive,

russet, and citrine :
—

(
Blue + Yellow = Green Bine pre-

)
Blue •<- Red — Purple... ) ponderates.

Blue + Rod = Purple... \
Red pre-

^
Red and Yellow= Orange ) ponderates.

( Red -f Yellow = Orange \
Yellow pre-

( Blue + Yellow = Green ) ponderates.

Olivo..

Russet

Citriue •

• By Mr. C. H. Brien. Read at meeting of Architec-

tural Aasocifttiou ofIrelanJ, February 27, 1873.

As the pigments which we use are never pure,

each primary colour being more or less tinged

by its fellow primary, and so with the rest, no

combination of them will return to white, or the

absence of colour, as in the case of the colours

of the spectrum obtained from the solar beam,

or by the electrlo lamp. In theory, tho colours

red, yellow, blue, should produce white, if com-

bined in the proportion—yollow, 3 ;
red, 5

;

blue, 8 ;
but painted on a disc and caused to

revolve rapidly, the grey produced is tinted most

frequently by the red and blue, aud the resultant

colour is generally a violet grey. Indeed, as I

have said, ail combinations of tho piimaries

produced by pigments are dulled and broken, as

you must have often perceived when red has

accidentally been present in the mixing of green,

and the tendency is towards black rather than

white. The tertiary colours, then, as they con-

tain the three primaries, consist of greys pro-

duced by this admixture, coloured by the

primary in excess
;
and these can, of course, be

further combined so as to bo distinctly dominated

by a secondary. It is owing to this difficulty of

admixture, and to save time in preparation, that

the palette of tho artist is being constantly

added to by new pigments ready to his hand.

I would ask your attention to another pecu-

liarity of the primaries and their combinations.

Tho yellow is the most brilliant and obtruding

colour; tho red warm, and occupies a middle

place ;
the blue cold and receding : hence the

yellow is suited for projecting surfaces, the red

for hollows aud middle distances, and the blue

for the mass. In the figures I have quoted, you

perceive the blue has an area equal to the two

others combined. You see the effect of this

brilliancy of yellow in the secondary orange, and

its tinge in scarlet ;
the warm of red in

purple, and its tinge towards blue in crimson;

the coldness of blue in some greens
;
and the

brilliancy of yellow in the new aniline colour,

where we have the luminous leaning towards

yellow. In preparing colours it is, therefore,

desirable that pigments to be combined should

lean towards each other ;—in orange, for in-

stance, that red should tend towards orange,

,
and the yellow should be free from a greenish

tint; in green, that the blue should be greenish
:

rather than purple
;
and so on

;
the tendency to i'

broken or impure colour being favoured by ).

traces of tho absent primary in the pigment as
already stated.

!

I said that colours were purified by being .'

separated from each other by white or black, i

Let us see the effect of a ground of whit^ Qp \

white will be to exalt colours by contrast of
tone; of black, to lower them, for the same

\

reason : aud yet there are changes respecting j

individual colours worth noticing. Yellow, for j

instance, will appear much lighter with black ::

than white, in the former case having acquired 1

a greenish tinge ; light blue will contrast most ,

favourably with white, as will light green; red 1

will he subdued by black by contrast of tone
; ;

while violet, for tho same reason, will

improved. Contrasts of this kinr! ar« well seen

in some of the national flags,—the red, white,
^

and blue of France
;
tho red, gold, and black of

United Germany
;

the white and green
^

of

Saxony. Perhaps grey harmonises best with

the majority of colours, and, if slightly tinted ,

with the complementary of the colour, has a

most pleasing effect : indeed, by the^ law of

simultaneous contrast, this will occur in many

cases without the actual addition of the tint. It

is further to be noticed that the substitution of

gold for yellow in decoration produces a marked

change. Gold with black is lowered, whitened

by contrast of tone
;
while with blue it is red-

dened, enriched by the development of*the com-

plementary orange. I shall have occasion to

pursue this further in speaking of room-decora-

tion.

Let me now say something on the subject of

modes of decoration generally as applied to

architectural works, and on the application of

these laws which I have hastily sketched, ^^first,

as to public buildings, and then as to private

dwellings. We have to travel over a large field,

and within the limits of a single paper our

review must be a cursory one. The grandest

modes of coloured decoration are—mosaics,

frescoes, stained glass, paintings proper, marble

inlays
;
in private dwellings, colour prevails in

painting, hangings, carpets, upholstered furni-

ture. The buildings most susceptible of decora-

tion, of the costly class, are—churches, picture-

galleries and museums, theatres and public halls,

palaces and the residences of the wealthy.

There can be no question that mosaic decora-

tion is the most durable and suitable for works

on the largo scale, combined with coloured

marble in great masses : as at Venice and Home,
- k Inn —n n —.nkl.:—.n- k.X Vikl OQ, f-OlH . R ^r. IVlork S. Ut
it leaves nothing to be desired. St. Mark’s, at

Venice, which may be regarded as a museum of

this class of decoration, is admittedly unrivalled.

In recent times, chrough the efforts of Dr.

Salviati and others, the ancient schools of

mosaicists have been revived ;
and it is even

possible to transport the finished work, and place

it on the wall in the most distant places. We
have a specimen of Dr. Salviati’s work in this

room, and at the Douses of Parliament, the

Wolsey Chapel at Windsor, at St. Paul’s, and the

Prince Consort Memorial in Hyde Park, as well

as in the artist portraits at South Kensington

Museum, we have admirable instances ot its

revival. In the case of the portraits in the

niches of South Kensington you have also an

opportunity of comparing the mosaic picture

with the original di’awing. The great merits of

this mode of decoration are : tho enamels em-

ployed are practically indestructible as regards

material and colour, the ouly possible weak point

being tho attachment of the component tesserae

to their places in the composition. They are

capable of the finest or coarsest mode of produc-

tion, are suited for all points of view, and, by

the addition of gold aud silver, at what may be

regarded as nominal cost, they oan be of a rich-

ness with which no other decoration can com-

pete. Recently the number of colours capable

of being used has been largely increased. It

has been objected that they are not capable of

as flexible treatment as the various forma of

fresco; that their peculiar glitter is unfavourable
,

to distinct view; aud that they are costly, and

require to be surrounded by accessories as rich

as themselves.
i t

Now it must be remembered (taking the last

objection first) that all decoration, carved or

coloured, is open to this. I admit, when we

decorate at all, it is hard to keep the balance—

to know where to stop. Witness the panelling

and panelled vaulting of the Perpendicular

period : this unrest in art-work which has made

the Sainte Chapelle a blaze of colour, and will
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leave no blank spaces externally or internally in

Westminster or (internally) in the restored crypt

of St. Stephen. A difficnlb problem is about to be
solved in the proposed completion of St. Paul’s.

But the principle of decoration in mosaic does
not necessitate gorgeousness. The band sur-

rounding the Albert Hall is in principle a mosaic.
Its most effective works can be done by inferior

hands
j
whereas, in fresco, the preparer of the

-original drawing must also do the completed
painting, if great excellence is to be reached.
Its durability—as I have more than once said,

its natural accordance with marble and stone, as
terra-cotta ornament with brick—must make us
all long for its extension, and hail every effort to

place it more within oxix reach. I do not think
its glitter is a disadvantage, as it is peculiarly
suited to dimly-lighted positions

;
on carved

surfaces this gives the colour a peculiar charm

;

and a system of concentration of ornament is

equally necessary in stained glass and frescoes.

Except in the cases of practically unlimited ex-
penditure I have named, this objection need not
have place. Generally, it may bo stated the
figure-subjects in mosaic are best placed above
the line of vision; that the subjects should be
simply treated, the scale large. I think the
objection that Dr. Salviati’s mosaic of the “ Last
•Supper” at Westminster is to too small a scale,

has considerable force. There is much in
•common between mosaics and painted glass in

these respects.

FEMALE APT.
“ Society of Lady Artists .”—The ladies have

brought together, in the Conduit-street Gallery,
‘169 works of art,—drawings, paintings, and
copies,—which form an interesting collection
-above the average in merit of those of the last

two or three years. Mrs. Marrablo, Miss
Marian Croft, Mrs. Backhouse, Miss Thornycroft,
Miss Partridge, Miss S. S. Warren, Miss Eva
M. Ward, Miss Lane, Mrs. Hayner, Miss M.
Eayner, Mrs.W. J. Brown, Mrs. Brownlow King,
Mias Elizabeth Thompson, Madame Biachop,and
Miss Georgiana Swift, have most distinguished
themselves.

The Duke and Duchess of Teck visited the
collection before it was opened, and a number
of the pictures have been purchased.

Female School of Art .—Her Royal Highness
the Princess of Wales has consented to preside
at the distribution of medals gained by the
:8tudents of the Female School of Arts, Queen-
square, Bloomsbury, on Wednesday, the 26th
inst., in the theatre of the University of London,
-Burlington-gardens.

A Statuette .—We are glad to hear that the
Uouncil of the Art Union of London determined
nt their last meeting (Lord Houghton in the
•chair) to produce in bronze a revised version of
the statuette of Cimabue, for which the National
Medal was awarded last year to Miss Emily
Selous (now Mrs. Fennessy), in connexion with
the Female School of Art.

THE BUILDING TRADE IN LONDON.
We are threatened with another disastrous

strike and all its evils and losses. The masons
have given notice to the mastei’s that they
require 9d. an hour instead of SJd. as at present,
•on the ground that the purchasing power of
money is less than it was; and the masters,
•after much consideration, have declined to con-
cede it, but have informed the applicants that
they are perfectly willing the men should
•make longer time at the present prices, daring
the summer months, and so earn more money.
The masters consider, as we understand, that
the limit has been reached, and that further
increase in prices would have the effect of
-checking work. It remains to be seen what
determination the men will arrive at. What
is to be the end of the constant move onward in
the rate of wages and the consequent rise of
prices, we are unable to divine. ” With pig-iron
at 9^. lOs. a ton,” a well-knoum builder said in
our hearing yesterday, “and timber twenfy.fivo
jper cent, higher than I have ever known it, even
•with the duty on, how am I to make my bills

satisfactory to employers ? ” How far may the
patience of the public be trusted ? If there
were no other country than England the general
rise in prices would be of less consequence,
excepting to annuitants and other thousands^
with fixed incomes heretofore equal to their
maintenance; but this is not the case, audit may
be feared that many branches of manufac.'

turo will leave the country. One fact is worth
a dozen suppositions. The inventor of what
is known as the Universal Tooth and Nail Brush
Rack, a useful little article for the wash-stand,
had arranged for their manufacture in white
wood at Ss. 6d. a dozen, and the makers supplied
him and were well satisfied. The union men
interfered, and said the racks must not be made
for less than 4s. 6d. a dozen. The inventor found
this would stop the sale, sent to Nuremburg, and
now receives all he wants from'that city at 2s. 6d.
a dozen. We mention this little story, the truth
of which is vouched for to us, as serving to show
what is going on in much larger ways all over
the country. This is surely matter for serious
reflection, and should “give us pause.” What
seems best for us individually at tho moment is

not always so in the long run.

TRADES MOVEMENT.
Manchester. — A general meeting of the

members of the Operative Society of House
Painters in connexion with the Manchester
Alliance, has been held to consider the desira-

bility of requesting an advance on the present
rate of wages received from local master
painters. After some discussion a resolution
was unanimously passed to the effect that a
notice should be forwarded to the employers
respectfully requesting an advance of |d. per
hour on ail classes of work. It was stated at

the meeting that several of the employers in the
town had already conceded the advance.

Qlasgow .-—The house joiners have laid before
their employers a request for a rise of wages
from 7d. to 7id. per hour. The employers have
declined to accede to the request, and the men
are to consider whether or not they shall resort
to a strike, with tho view, if possible, of
enforcing the desired rise.

Edinburgh.—At a meeting of the joiners on
strike, it has been resolved, after a somewhat
stormy discussion, to accept the terms offered
by the masters, viz., 7d. per hour, being an
advance of id. on former wages. A number of
the men who had struck work, of whom there
were about 300 in all, accordingly applied for

employment on the masters’ terms, but, so far
as we have learned, about the half of them only

' bavo been successful in their applications. Some
of the men left town in order to seek work else-

where, a number of tho vacancies having been
filled up during the 24 hours’ strike. Tho strike
committee, however, have denied the correctness
of this statement. In Leith a similar result is

thought not improbable, as the number of men
on strike does not now, we are told, exceed 30,
out of about 160, which is the total number of
hands in Leith.

Greenoch .—The master joiners having acceded
to the demand of the men for an increase of

wages, the new arrangement has come into force.

The increase was ^d. per hour, the wages being
now 7d. per hour.

TEE PROPOSED BUILDING ON THE
THAMES EMBANKMENT.

The St. James’s vestry, Westminster, have
had under their consideration the proposals of

the Government to build upon that part of the
Thames Embankment near Charing Cross, which
is to bo retained by the Government under the
arrangement into which they have just entered
with the Metropolitan Board of Works for the
land west of Charing Cross, which has been so

long in dispute.

At the meeting of the vestry, Mr. Bradshaw
brought forward a motion to tho effect that it

was undesirable to appropriate any portion of the
space reclaimed from the river to building pur-
poses, on the ground that the buildings would
destroy the beauty and convenience of the great
avenue which the embankment roadway affords
through London, and, by covering a space
hitherto nuenolosed, would impair the healthi-
ness and convenience of the district. He urged
that the space on the foreshore to be retained by
the Crown should be devoted to the same pur-
poses as the rest of the space,—public recreation
and amusement; and he hoped that the Metro-
politan Board of Works would not consent to any
Government proposals which would have the
effect of advancing the line of buildings beyond
the line of houses in Whitehall.gardens.
The discussion which followed showed that

there was a considerable difference of opinion on

the subject amongst the members of the vestry
present, several of whom appeared to think that
the proposal of the Government to build on the
spot in question would 'bo an advantage rather
than otherwise; J-Ir. Bidgood, one of the members,
remarking that the proposed new buildings
would shut out from sight the hideous railway
shed of the South-Eastern Railway Company.
The result of the discussion was that the

vestry refused to take action in support of
Mr. Bradshaw’s suggestions, thereby practically
expressing their approval of the proposal of the
Governmont to build upon this portion of the
land.

THE ASYLUM FOR IMBECILES, AT
CATEREAM.

Extensive additions are now being made to
the Metropolitan Asylum for Imbeciles at
Caterham. The committee accepted the tender
of Messrs. Henshaw for the new recreation-hall
and additional block, and the works are being
rapidly proceeded with.

Tho recreation-hall is about 120 ft. by 45 ft.

(including stage), and about 22 ft. high, divided
on plan into nave and aisles by iron columns
supporting brick arches. Above the nave is a
dormitory for male patients, with all necessary
lavatories, &c.

Tho necessity for this hall was strongly urged
by tho Commissioners in Lunacy at their last

visit, and at Loavesden Asylum a ward has been
set apart for the purpose of recreation, but no
hall has yet been erected in the position origiually
fixed by tho architects, and shown on the plan
illustrated in the Builder some years ago.

;
In addition to the hall mentioned, the Caterham

committee are erecting an additional block for 160
female patients, which will when completed bring
up their entire accommodation to nearly 2,000
patients.

The architects of those additions are Messrs.
John Giles & Gough, who -were also the archi-
tects of the original .structures.

STATE OF VICTORIA PARK
CEMETERY.

On more than one occasion we have described
the unsanitary state of Victoria Park Cemetery,
and objected to the course pursued there. A
writer iu tho Eve^iing Standard, after quoting
some passages from our columns, adds :—“ la
there any necessity for carrying the indictment
farther. If there bo, I can confirm and supple-
ment the above by other facts. The last coffins

placed in graves ought to be 7 ft., or at least 5 ft.,

below the surface of tho soil. I have been wit.
ness of interments in reopened (old) gi-aves

where the coffins were scarcely an arm’s length
from the surface of tho soil. The staff of grave-
diggers in this cemetery is barely sufficient to
open and close the newly-made graves'; so order
and neatness, or even decency, are not dreamt
of. The owners or directory of this cemetery
feel the exigencies of their position so much that
they have begun actually to manufacture space.
An offset of tho graveyard, which existed for

years as a sand-pit, is now being filled in, to be
utilised for interments as soon as the small
patch immediately within the gates is used up.
Siderally tho graves are advanced nearly to the
gates, and the central carriage-way, which only
extends for a short distance, will bo eaten up if

an ukase does not go forth from the Secretary of
State. I think I have now made out a case for
inquiry, but if instituted it must bo an exhaustive
oue, into the past history, management, and sur-
roundings of the Victoria Park Cemetery.”

SCHOOL BOARDS.
London.—Mr. Reed, M.P., brought up a report

from the works committee, stating that the fol-

lowing tenders had been received for the erection

of a school in Lower Wandsworth-road, for 1,078
children, viz. :—J. W. Falbner, 8,250?. ; Mara-
land & Sons, 6,150?. ; James Cooper, 6,147?.

;

Gammon & Sons, 7,596?.; B. E. Nightingale,
7,5951.; Nixon & Son, 7,589?.; Newman &
Maun, 7,578?.; J. Cook, 7,565?.; and W. Higgs,
7,549?. The tender of Mr. W. Higgs, of Crown
Works, South Lambeth-road, S.E., was accepted.
The area of the site is 23,000 square feet. Tho
cost was 2,500?. The schools have been designed
by the Board’s architect, and will coat 7?. per
head. The Board has also resolved “ That the
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amended tender of Messrs. L. H. & R. Roberts,

of 34, Rbeidol-terrace, Islington, N., amounting

to 6,8611., for the erection of the schools to be

built upon the site in Harper-street, Now Kent-

road, in accordance with the revised plans, be

accepted ;
and that the tender of Mr. W. Wig-

more, of Bradfield House, Fulham, amounting

to 4,825i., for the erect on of a school to provide

accommodation for 818 children, on the site in

Eagle-court, St. John’a-lane, Clerkenwell, be

accepted.”
Leicester.—A- letter was read from the Educa-

tion Department, approving of the plans of the

0.-iford.8treet schools, and also recommending

the Public Works Loan Commissioners to lend

the requisite amount.

Hali/or.—The clerk read the report of the

sites and buildings committee, which stated that

having examined the several set of plans and

designs (numbering eight), for a school at Booth

Town, received in competition, they gave the

preference to that under the motto, ‘‘ We live to

learn,” considering its arrangement of ground,

plan to be the best, and they recommended the

Board to accept it on condition that the arcln-

teot would produce a revised elevation more in

accordance with the views of the committee, and

make such other alterations as may be suggested.

The chairman observed that some of the other

plans had various degrees of merit, still the com-

mittee did not find one which so perfectly came

np to the idea of the Board, and therefore they

could confidently submit it to the approbation of

the Board. The ground-plan was the best of

any in its arrangements ;
but the elevation was

not quite approved. The report was unani-

mously carried, after which, the successful plan

having been opened, the chairman stated that,

with one exception, the committee were entirely

ignorant of the quarter from which any of the

plans came. The successful design was then

stated to be by Messrs. Leeming & Leeming,

architects, George-street, Westminster.

Norf/iampton.—The Board have consulted Mr.

T. Roger Smith upon the designs submitted

to them in competition for two schools which

they are about to erect.

METROPOLITAN CONVALESCENT
INSTITUTION.

The committee having purchased a site upon

Kingston-hill, determined to erect a building for

the reception of the children convalescents now
provided for in two old-fashioned houses, situated

at Mitcham and Hendon. Accordingly they in-

vited four architects to send plans in competi-

tion for the proposed building, but upon re-

consideration, as we are informed, they withdrew

their invitation, and called upon Mr. H. Saxon

Snell to prepare a design. The working draw-

ing’s and estimates are being prepared, and

tenders will be invited so soon a? the legal

transfer of the ground has been completed. The
building will accommodate 200 children, and the

estimated cost is about 17,0001.

ART AND SCIENCE.

A " Fine Arts Financial Association ” (rather

an odd idea, it strikes ns), is announced, with a

capital of 150,0001., in 30,000 shares of 51. each,

the principal object being to advance money to

artists and others on works of art. and to effect

the sale of such works on conditions mutually

advantageous to the borrower and the company.

The prospectus states that artists wishing to

obtain advances upon their works do so at a con-

siderable disadvantage, as they only get a

nominal amount of the value at a large rate of

interest, whilst the works are stored away, thus

preventing their exhibition for sale. It is there-

fore believed that this company will supply an
existing want of making advances to artists at

10 per cent, per annum, or such terms as may be
agreed upon, tbe company finding a proper place

for the exhibition of tbe works for sale, on

which, when effected, a moderate commission

will bo charged, and the balance between the

amounts obtained and the advance handed to the

owner. Depositors may clear their deposits at

any time, on paying the advance and interest,

without any charge for exhibition. Works of

art on which deposits are made, and which are

not intended for sale, will not be exhibited, unless

desired. Depositors may, upon special terms,

have their deposits exhibited at any picture

exhibition in the kipg^otn, and periodical sales

will take place of unoloared deposits, The

company will also buy and sell works of art, on
its own account or on commission. The project

is stated to have been favourably received by
artists and others, and negotiations are already

in progress for advances on valuable collections

of high-class pictures.

Lect itres on Greek Art.—The Darlington Church
of England Institute have had Mr. T. H. Thomas,
of London, engaged at the Central Hall, deliver-

ing a series of lectures on Greek Art. The
attendances were nob so large as the interest of

the subject deserved. The lectures were illus-

trated.

Gloucester County Museum and Schools of

Science and Art .—The formal inauguration of

the building in Bruuswick-road, Gloucester,

recently erected for tbe accommodation of these

combined institutions, will take place on Easter

Tuesday, the 15tb of April, according to tbe

local Chronicle. Earl Ducie, lord-lieutenant of

the county, has undertaken to preside at the

ceremonial to be observed on the occasion.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

On Saturday afternoon, March Ist, a visit

was paid by about sixty of the members to ” The
Criterion,” the building now being erected in

Piccadilly for Messrs. Spiers & Pond. The roofs

are nearly completed, and some portion of

the interior finishings is in position. At the

last ordinary meeting of the Association on the

7th inst., thanks were voted to Mr. Verity, tbe

architect, for personally accompanying the mem-
bers over this building. The thanks of the

general body of the Association were also voted

to Mr. T. Roger Smith for the course of lectures

on “ Professional Practice,” recently brought to

a close.

A paper was read by Mr. E. C. Robins, on
“Middle-class Schools for Girls,” calling atten-

tion to the general question of secondary educa-

tion for girls, and the provision for it in different

countries; noting also the views of the advo-

cates for large schools, and such steps as have
been taken to provide them. These advocates

for boarding and day schools, each to contain a

considerable number of children, consider that

their propositions will now and hereafter be
largely acted upon. Their requirements are

now sufficiently definite for the work of the

architect, in the provision of suitable buildings

for the children of the raiddfe classes,—not

widely differing from tho.se provided for the

poorer classes, e.y., the best schools for primary
instruction of school Boards,—but with increase

of comfort and of appliances for a somewhat
wider range of study. We shall return to the

subject.

ARCHITECTURAL ART IN ENGLAND.
On the 6th inst.. Professor Kerr lectured, at

the rooms of the Society for the Encouragement
of the Fine Arts, Conduit-streot, on“Architec-
tm-al Ai't in England”

;
Mr. James Edmeston in

the chair.

In the course of his remarks, the lecturer said

that the fine art of architecture was at the pre-

sent moment the subject of extremely bitter

controversy; and it was certainly remarkable

that criticism, without which no art could

flourish, should be, as regarded architecture, a
dead letter. The main reason of this was owing

to what was called the “ battle of the styles,”

—

Gothic ue?’S!is Classic,—the two causes being

continually pleaded together. Architects have

been told to ignore this controversy, and to turn

their attention to their real duties
;
but in vain.

The two styles of Gothic and Classic represented

two different schools of thought; and all other

styles were either subsidiary to these or were

out of the category by reason of their being

barbarous. We had been asked to invent a new
style

;
but that was utterly impossible

;
for a

style of architecture was a thing that could not

be invented suddenly, or on demand : it could

not be introduced into any country except by
means of tbe development of ages. From the

commencement of human history, temples were,

and always would be, the great standard works

of architecture. Amongst the Greeks and

Egyptians this was so ;
and in the present day

our churches fully testified to this. There were

two great schools of architecture in Europe, the

French Classic and the English Gothic ;
the

former representing the tendency of modern
Europe, whilst the latter represented the re-

action in favour of the Middle Ages. With

regard tg the revival of Romanticism, amongst

that school there was displayed at this moment
an imcxampled amount of energy and enthu-

siasm. Their ideas wore very high as regarded

art, but yet their platform was very narrow.

Gothic architecture was extremely attractive to

young minds ; the youngest architects were
Gothic architects, and Classic architecture with
them was entirely out of fashion. In Franco,

however, it was entirely the other way. Classic

design, too, had almost disappeared in England.
Our monumental art and our ordinary art were
entirely different. The Gothic architecture of

the present day was extremely ambitious, and

therefore eccentric and bizarre. The leaning of

the leaders of the Gothic school had been
towards tbirteentb-century architecture and the

French Gothic, but a new school has now sprung

up. Wo are driven back upon the adoption of a
crude, rough, and rude mode of design in order

to escape the imputation of weakness. The
public of late years have become both alarmed

and astonished at our position
;
and the profes-

sion is becoming very unpopular, there being

every evidence of a general distrust. But tbe

fashion in architecture must change; it never

had stood still, and it was vain to think that it

would. In conclusion, he thought that the

reaction would be towards the adoption of the

French Classic style, because that was the

modem European manner, from which we had
gone away and to which we must ultimately

come.
Mr. Browning agreed entirely with the sub-

stance of the lecture, and believed that the

fashion in architecture would change, and that

there would be a fine future before the young
architects of the present day.

The Chairman, in proposing a vote of thanks

to tbe lecturer, said that different styles of

architecture were governed by tradition, and
that in the presence of criticism not founded

upon real canons of taste, it was impossible for

any art to flourish and occupy that position

which it ought to occupy.

THE DUBLIN FORT AND DOCK
IMPROVEMENTS.

From a report just issued of the Dublin Port

and Dock Board, detailing a veiriety of statistical

and useful information, we learn under the head

of “Improvements” that the eastern extensiom

of Sir John Rogerson’s Quay is finished, and the

deepening of Great Britain Quay is making a
satisfactory progress. About 250 ft. of the wall

are complete, and during last year the sum of

26,001i. was paid on account of these works,

making a total payment already of 65,379J. Is. 9d.

Of the north-wall extension of the quay-wall,

300 ft. are complete, and blocks laid to the further

length of 120 ft. About 600 ft. of quay-wall

have been built on the works for deepening the

steam berths. New steam-dredges have been

at work for some months past. The wharf fcH"

the coal trade is finished, and the contractor

has been paid his balance of 3,577Z. 198. The
wharf adjoining the Bristol and Glasgow Com-
pany’s berth will be extended 90 ft. to give

accommodation to sailing vessels. Further, a

range of vaults for storing whisky, extending

from the Dublin and Drogheda Railway ter-

minus to the main entrance to the docks in

Araiens-street will be constructed at a cost of

4,985i. A piece of ground has been sold by the

board to the railway company to enable them to

construct an inclined roadway adjoining the

terminus. The amount due on mortgage bonds

towards the expenditure incurred in the improve-

ment of the port was 94,0001.

In Dublin, also, in connexion with the Holy-

head traffic and the Irish inland traffic, the Mid-

land and Great Western Railway Company have

been for several months prosecuting some im-

portant engineering worksfor the better develop-

ment of their goodsj traffic vid the Liffey branch

of their line. These improvements will give

that line great facilities by placing it directly in

communication (alongside of tbe Royal Canal.)

with the Liffey. The canal was purchased

several years ago by tbe Midland Railway

Company.

New British. Institution Gallery, Bond-

street.—An interesting collection of cabinet

pictures will be found here just now on sale. It

includes a number of oil pictures and water-

colour drawings by artists who have worked

with Fortuny at Rome, and there established a

rising school for colour and character.
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ON THE PRBSEBVATION OF WOOD BY
MEANS OF TAR.»

ly a previous number, says the Moniteur Sci.

^ntifique, we published a memoir on the pre-
servation of timber for purposes of construction.
All the methods of preserving wood hitherto
in use were therein noticed

;
but whilst some

were treated at considerable length, others were
touched upon very slightly. In the latter cate-
gory was the preservation of wood by means of
tar. We believe it may be of service to our
readers to treat the subject more fully, and we
liave, accordingly availed ourselves of the writ-
ings of M. Mel.senns, member of the Acadernie
Royale de Belgique, of the Philomathic Society
of France, &c.

In August, 18-18, M. Melsenns directed atten-
tion to certain facts connected with the conserva-
tion of wood with the aid of substances insoluble
in water and unalterable under the ordinary
influences of atmospberic air andmoisture. The
type of these substances chosen by M. Melsenns
was resin, pitch, and tarry products generally,
such as we find unchanged after a long succes-
sion of centuries in Egyptian mummies.

In a subsequent number of the Bulletin of the
Belgian Academy of Sciences, the same learned
writer gave an account of some experiments
institfited by him and of the results thence
obtained. These we propose to review briefly.

In the winter of 1810-41, M. Melsenns pre-
pared some blocks of wood 40 centimetres
(l-l'O in.) long, and 25 centimetres (9'2 in.) in
tliickness, which were thoroughly iuipregnated
with gas-tar, by a repeated process of heating
and cooling. These prepared blocks were then
buried m the corner of a garden, where the soil
was saturated with the drainage from a urinal

j

there they remained for a couple of years.
When taken up and split open, they were found
to be perfectly sound.

In the cross-sections white bands or streaks
were observed showingtbe places into which the
tar had not penetrated

;
it was observed that the

latter had followed the sinuosities of the woody
fibres. The split-blocks were separated in halves
—one set of halves was retained, and the other
buried for some time in ordinary soil. The first

set of halves was kept from exposnro for
eighteen months ; the pieces were then plunged
into a steam-bath at a temperature of 100° Cent.
(212° Fabr.)

;
suddenly cooled byplunging them

into cold water, aud set out in the frost
;
they

Mere then laid out for some time uncovered on
tlie damp surface of a lawn

; then placed on the
parapet of an isolated building; lastly, they
were buried in a mixture of sand and mortar
under a butt holding rainwater. It would be
difficult to suggest or imagine a concatenation of
circumstances more favourable to decay, than
the alternations of dryness and humidity to
M-hich they were thus continuously exposed. But,
according to the reports of all who inspected
them, they were perfectly sound and uninjured
after twmty years’ trial.

M. Melsenns also gave portions of the same
blocks to M. Rottier, who placed them in his
rotting.vata. He reported to M. Melsenns as
follows:—“Small portions of your blocks were
destroyed in my vats at the expiration of 24-0
days or thereabouts

; but it should be observed
that blocks of a precisely similar description,
and not so prepared, lasted 120 days at furthest.
These facts deserve the attention of railway

directors, who still not unfrequently neglect this
dejiartraent of their service. With M. Melsenns,
wo regret that experience acquired in this matter
nn lines of railway is not always made pnblic.
The Belgian Government, for example, tried a
dozen different methods of preserving wood

; but
% special Commission appointed to investigate
the subject was directed to devote its atteiUion
to the following matters :— 1. The durability of
aaken sleepers in their natural state, and im-
pregnated with creosotic oils by Betbell’s pro-
cess. 2. Ditto, of blocks of beech and red deal
prepared in a like manner. M. Melsenns also
ebserves that it is to be regretted that the rea-
sons which led to the abandonment of the “ Bou-
cherie ” process on Belgian lines of railway since
;he year 1 859 have not been given in the reports
sf the railway administration, as such reasons
ft-ould have afforded reliable data for future
experimentalists to go upon.
Usefnl information might be obtained in

mother way. We know that the renewal of the
natei'ial is most frequent with certain woods
ind upon certain Hues of railway’, and we are
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disposed to ajpee with the observation made by
M. Melsenns in 1848, that “an exhaustive study
of all the circumstances that contribute to render
the wood unserviceable under such cases would
infallibly lead to the solution of this g^eat
question

; at any rate, careful researches into the
more immediate causes could not fail to be of
infinite value.”

In a pecuniary point of view the subject is of
no small importance. During the three years,
1861, 1862 and 1863, over llOjOOO sleepers were
put hors de service on Belgian lines; in 1860-62
the number was 150,000; so that there is no
exaggeration in assuming that the future expen-
diture may be reckoned at 150,000, which, at
5 francs a piece, represents a sum of 750,000
francs (31,2501.). It must be understood, that up
to 186-i' not more than one-third of the sleepers
on the Belgian lines were prepared in any way.
Of course the estimate above given must be
reduced as the proportion of the prepared
sleepers becomes greater. However this may be,
the total number renewed between 1839 and
1862 was 1,849,781. Of these, 1,081,000. at
5 francs each == 5,405,000 francs; 761,000 at
3^ francs each= 2,S85,000 francs; making a
total value of 8,290,000 francs (331,6001.). But
the question is by no means as simple as it
appears here; neither would it be all unalloyed
gam if the sleepers lasted for an indefinite
period.

M. H. Mans published an interesting paper
upon the subject in the Annales des Travaux
pxibliiiues, vol. iv., 181-6. Without going minutely
into the details, we may observe that, accordino-
to M. Maus, the annual cost of a sleeper is made
up^ of two separate elements,—1, interest on the
prime cost

; 2, an annual reserve, which at
interest should reprodnee the sum required to
purchase a new sleeper when the time comes.
On this point the reader may consult M. Maus’s
paper, and the accompanying table, baaed upon
a formula prepared by M. Emery. The formula,
however, needs completion. As it now stands,
no account is taken of the money-value of the
discarded sleepers. The sound portions of oaken
sleepers, for example, may often be turned to
account for otherpurposes along the line,—fences,
barriers, posts, and such like, and for fuel.
Sometimes a discarded sleeper purchased in a
good year will fetch as much as the price of a
new one

;
but, as a rule, they are not worth

much. As fuel, a sleeper prepared with gas-tar
will be valuable in proportion to the tar con-
tained in it. Hence, the data in M. Mans’s
table are not altogether exact, and must be taken
as representing the maxima of result. In every
case, however, the cost will be less in proper-
tion as the durability of the sleepers individually
is greater.

A correct formula could only be prepared w’ith
the aid of long experience in the working of lines
of railway, due regard being paid to all the con.
ditions involved, such as the cost of labour in
laying and replacing, tho choice of the wood, the
prime cost and the durability of each sort, the
nature of the soil in each case, &c. The cost
of preparation should be as much less in propor-
tion as the wood in its natural state is more
durable. The hesitation of the railway autho-
rities and the need of experience are explana-
tion sufficient of how it came to pass that in
1864 only 37-77 per cent, of the sleepers on
Belgian lines of railway were prepared in
any way.
A section of a piece of timber impregnated

with tar presents some curious aud very
distinctive characteristics, according to the
duration of the process of injection and the
amount of tar injected. In every case tho
injected tar follows the lines and sinuosities of
the longitudinal fibres. When injected in suffi.

cient quantity it fills the pores altogether
; when,

on the contrary, the process has been incom-
ph’tely performed, which, however, is generally
sufficient, the tar accumulates in the transverse
sections, and plugs the channels that give access
to deleterious agents.

In the large blocks of beech and other soft
woods, bands were observable marking where the
tar liad nob penetrated. Still, despite the severe
test to which they were exposed, these blocks
kept sound at a very slight depth below the
surface of the ground.

It should be remarked that it is ahvays best
that the wood should be put in shape, and in
sleepers, that the mortises for receiving the
chairs, and the holes for the dowels, wherewith
the latter are fixed, should be made before
injection.

The experiments made_ by M. Melsenns on

,

oaken blocks, exposed to the fumes of liquid
ammonia, show that the conservating fluids
follow the precise course that would be taken by
decay. To our great regret, want of space for-
bids us to follow the author into the details of
the experiments executed by him, or to re-

produce the figures given in the original memoir.
Suffice it to say, that in wood thus treated, the
tar acts on the very parts first exposed to in.

jury, and on the course that would be taken by
decay, which is thus rendered impossible. We
may add, that a working engineer, with whose
as.si8tance M. Melsenns attempted to split the
blocks thus prepared, considered the resistance
^qual to, if not greater than, that of ordinary
oak. Several small nails, in the substance of
the wood were found entire, and not at all

rusted—a peculiarly favourable circumstance
that deserves to be specially noted.
Whatever the nature of the wood, rot, wet or

dry, spreads rapidly in the direction of the
length; its transverse progress, in the direction
of the medullary rays, is less rapid. Sleepers
are thus often thoroughly rotten, although the
outside shell may appear sound and uninjured.
We frequently find them decayed in the lines of
prolongation of the dowel-holes, and yet sound
everywhere else. When sleepers are not dressed,
the process of decay is observed to be delayed
in all ordinary woods. In oak, where the fibres
run in the direction of the dowel-holes, the por-
tions of the wood below the latter are often
stained black with a sort of ink formed by the
rust of the iron dowels acting on the tannin in
the substance of the wood. These blackened
lines do not run straight, but in each case follow
the line of the first series of longitudinal vessels
reached.

Saw and hatchet cuts, and all other injuries
causing a solution of continuity in these longi-
tndinal vessels, tend to expedite decay. In
1843-44, when the wooden pavement in the Rue
Croix des Petits Champs, in Paris, was taken
up, all the blocks left exposed on the ground
were decayed at top and bottom: an injection
of tar, however incomplete, would have pre-
vented this injury to the wood.

In his “Memoir on the Conservation of Wood ”

(Bulletin de I’AcadSmie Royale de Belgique),
M. Rottier has endeavoured to determine by
which of the numerous substances contained in
coal-tar, this special action is exerted; but,
whichever it may be, the experiments of M.
Milsenns sufficiently testify to its practical
utility. Neither need we lay too great stress
on tho substance with which the wood is to be
impregnated, so long as it will not volatilise
except at a high temperature.
M. F. Kohlraann {Comptes Rendus, June,

1863) has directed attention to the employment
of tar in the conservation of every description
of building material. He shows that tar, or,
better still, pitch, stearic acid, and the like,

might be substituted for water in mixing plaster,
and that the admixture, although mechanical, is
so intimate that the benzine, and other sub-
stances in the pitch, are often found imperfectly
crystallised in the plaster. The process of im-
pregnation with gas-tar above described, must
have a somewhat analogous effect, as M. Rottier
found that chips thus treated would not bleach
Tinder the action of ether. They remained of a
deep brown colour, and under the microscope,
the woody fibre of the cells was found to be
stained with the tar.

However this may be, M. Koblmann ascribes
the practicability of employing these substances
in plaster, in place of water, to the property thev
possess of intermixing intimately therewith.
The experiments of M. Melsenns show that
neither mercury nor sulphur possesses this pro-
perty. In the specimens of injected woods
exhibited in 1848 were pieces impregnated with
mercury, with sulphur, and with “ Darcet’s
metal.” It would be interesting to ascertain
to what extent timber thus prepared might be
employed in shipbuilding and in mines. As
regards woods impregnated mth fusible alloys,
their economic value is very small, being limited
to marqueterie-work aud the like.

Everything tends to show that the conservation
of wood deserves a place in the foremost rank of
questions affecting public economy, and that up
to the present time the subject is very far from
having received a satisfactory solution. A
sleeper should last as long as a mummy.
The methods of injection suggested by M.

Melsenns in 1845 did not answer equally well
with every kind of wood. After trying wooden
blocks in every sorb of condition,—dressed and
in the rough, green and dry, sound and decaved,
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il. ilelseuns found that alder, birch, hornbeam,

beech, and willow were easily and completely

Impregnated ;
deal sometimes resisted the pro-

cess, the innermost layers remaining white;

poplar and oak offered a very great resistance,

indeed, with poplar it was found necessary to

repeat the process.

In oak it often happens that the sap-wood,^ or

its outermost layers, are imprecated, whilst

the tar has penetrated a few millimetres only

into the rest of the wood. A very lar^ block

of oak, very imperfectly injected, in spite of a

twenty-four hours’ sojourn in a boiler, at a

temperature of 120® to 140° Cent. (24S to

282' Fahr.), was left out through the winter.

The workman called upon to examine it after-

wai-ds reported that he had never seen harder or

drier oak. It had then been eight months in the

open air. It was examined in the April fol-

lowing the severe winter of 1847.

It often happens that considerable portions of

the wood will resist the passage of the tarry

matters, but the interstices being stopped

through certain parts of their length aro thus

rendered inaccessible to decay.

According to tho nature of the wood and the

manner in which the injecting process has been

performed, the wood will absorb from 30 to 50

per cent, by weight of tar, when perfectly

dried in I'ocwo at a temperature of 140° Cent.

(284° Fahr.). This would no doubt involve

considerable expense
;

but in most cases, as

with sleepers, a thorough injection is not

requisite, and the process may be repeated

when signs of decay begin to show themselves.

The Belgian railway reflations require that

a sleeper impregnated with tar should retain

y-25 kilog. of it. It is difficult to see why a

dozen kilog. of tar, deprived of all its volatile

ingredients at a temperature of 150° Cent.

(302° Fahr.), should not do as well as ordinary

coal-tar. In the experiments with creosoted fir

sleepers, it was found that 30 to 40 kilog. of

wood absorbed 22'5 k. of tar.

The experiments on which 51. llelsenns has

based his assumption of the sufficiency of a

superficial injection of hot tar, were executed

with fifty pieces of board 0‘30 m. long by 0 07 m.

broad by 0 05 m. in thickness. Tho period of

immersion in the hot tar varied from fifteen to

twenty minutes. The matters employed were

ordinary gas-tar, and gas-tar deprived of its

volatile ingredients ;
sometimes resin was added.

On coming out of the hot tar, the boards were

plunged in cold liquid tar ;
afterwards they were

dried in a hot bnth. Oak, fir, beach, hornbeam,

and poplar were used.

Wood in its natural state, from the Veterinary

School, where it was more damp than in an

ordinary store, was prepared, dried, weighed,

placed in boiling water for twelve hours
;
then

left exposed ;
and weighed from time to time.

The results were as below :

—

First Scries of Es-perimenis.

Average weight of the prepared wood (mean of 20

experiments)
Ditto, after immersion in boiling water 120

Ditto, after fifteen days’ exposure 107

Ditto, after two tnoaths’ exposure 0*

Ditto, after three months and a half exposure oO

Ditto, after niue mouths aud a half exposure 91

The weights of similar blocks, not prepared,

under like treatment, were,—100, 136, 90, 86,

84, 85. A mean of five experiments.

Second Series of Experiments.

Average weight o.*" the prepared wood ( mean of 20

experiments) 199

Ditto, after a month in Bandy soil, always damp,

aud sometimes saturated HI
Ditto, after two months’ exposnre at noon-day in

the months of July and August 97

Ditto, after six months under cover in the labora-

tory of the Veterinary School 98 0

Tho weights of similar blocks, not prepared,

and treated in like manner (a mean of five

experiments), were,—100, 127, 89'5, and 91.

These data show that wood hastily prepared

and very imperfectly impregnated lost and gained

less moisture than ordinary wood in its natural

state, in like times, and under like conditions.

As regards the sort of wood, it was found that

oak absorbs and loses least; tir ranks second;

beech and other soft woods come third
;
and

hornbeam fourth.

Further experiments in regard of this point

would be useful.

Superficial injections with hot tar appear to

differ essentially in their effects from ordinary

101140" with the brush. Under the microscope,

the difference is very strongly marked.

In conclusion, we give 5l. Melsenns’ deduc-

tions from the experiments above referred to :

—

THE BUILDER.

“We may inject the whole or any part or

parts of the wood, gi-een or dry, dressed or in

the rough, by preparing it either by chemical

agents, or the natural process of seasoning,

employing the pressure of steam, or of the

atmosphere, as the mechanical power, and heat as

a solvent or liquefier of the preserving substance.

The latter will always take the course that

would be followed spontaneously by decay.

The superficial carbonisation of the wood is

always more effective when produced with the

aid of tarry matters than by the simple action of

heat (charring), which decomposes a portion of

the wood.
When the injection is superficial, the wood

should always be put into shape first.

A railway sleeper thus prepared should have

a long, if not indeed an indefinite existence, if

exposed to the inroads of decay alone
;
but, in

practice, we have to take account of mechanical

causes of injury as well."
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DKIKKING FOUNTAIS FOK ALSWIOK,

I.\ 1871, the Alnwick Local Board of Ilealth

desiring to remove an unsightly octagonal stone

erection, 10 ft. in diameter, of the date of 1780,

called “Pottergato Pant,” which stood on a

conspicuous spot in the town, at the junction of

Narrowgate-street, the main street leading to

Alnwick Castle, with a picturesque and steep

street called Pottorgate, that body obtained a

design for a new “ pant." It was then dis-

covered that, at the establishment of the Board

of Health, twenty-five years or so ago, this and

all the “ pants ” in the town were given up by

the Corporation of tho town to the Board for

“use and maintenance” only, and the Cor-

poration now claimed to have a voice in the

selection of the design for tho new erection,

although they were not to pay for it. The Board
objecting, the design was withdrawn, and

nothing was then done. The question cropped

up again last year, when, on tho proposition of

the Corporation, the Board reluctantly consented

to a design submitted by the former, and the

unsightly erection was removed. The design of

the Corporation, however, being of no artistic

merit, and merely for a cast-iron erection

apparently taken from a trade-book, considerable

dissatisfaction was expressed at the opportunity

likely to bo lost for the erection of a fountain

that should be a credit to the town. A project

was then mooted to erect by subscription a

handsome granite fountain, which met with

decided success, when at this stage Mr. Wm.
Dickson, F.S.A., the clerk of the peace for tho

county and the chairman of the Local Board,

volunteered to proride a granite fountain at his

sole cost. In order to satisfy both the Corpora-

tion and the Board on the question of the

design for his fountain, Mr. Dickson issued

advertisements, offering a premium of 51. for the

best design based upon a printed specification of

particulars which were to be obtained from him.

These particulars were, in the main, that the

accepted design was to become his property, and

the author was to bo employed to carry it out

;

that it was to be in red polished granite or a

mixture, and 11 ft. high to the base of a

catoptric lamp, which ho would provide for the

summit of it; that it was to bo about 4 ft.

square at tho base, with troughs and drinking-

caps
;
that it was to be plain and substantial, of

the Edwardian character
;
that the cost was not

to exceed 1001. ;
and that the design was to be

fixed upon by a joint committee of members of

the Board of Health and the Corporation.

In response, fourteen designs, illnsti-ated by

twenty.five handsome drawings, by eleven com-

petitors, hailing from London, Glasgow, Inver-

ness, Newcastle, and Alnwick, were received at

the appointed time. Mr. Dickson, having oblite-

rated all signatures and everything that would

give a clue to the authors of any of the designs,

handed them over to the joint committee, com-

posed of five members of the Local Board, one

of whom was Mr. F. R. Wilson, architect, and

who was not a competitor, aud five members of

the Corporation, giving to them absolute powers

to select a design and to carry out the work.

The joint committee, after appointing Mr. G.

Cockburn chairman, and Mr. James Heatley

secretary, and devoting considerable time and

care at 'three several meetings, have, after

eliminating from the competition all those designs

that were not in accordance with the specifica-

tion, finally adopted a design of considerable

artistic merit, whose author is Mr. D. Macmillan,

a local sculptor, anl which came under the

motto, “Wo live to learn.” It is about 4 ff*

square, two-thirds up, with lancet-headed cusped

panels in the centre, whence are suspended the

drinking-cups. The upper part rises out of the

square into an octagon, with a qnatrefoil in the

front face, and a plain octagonal pyramidal roof,

terminated with a finial, which carries the lamp-

pillar. The lower parts of this design, including

the trough for “ skeels,” and niches for dogs and

cattle to drink from, ai'e to he red polished

granite, and the upper part of axed granite.

The finial termination i ito be of carved hard

stone. It is to bo erected for 1001. This, the

selected design, is one in the competition which

strictly conforms to the specification, and has

thus fah'ly won tho premium and the honour of

carrying out the design.

One matter yet remains to be settled bythe joint

committee, viz., the inscription. It was the wish

of the donor that it should stand simply thus,

—

“The gift of William Dickson to the town of

Alnwick, 1873.” The corporation would like the

word “corporation” in lien of “town.” Asa
middle course, ” Erected at the coat of William

Dickson, esq., in place of the old pant, 18/3,’

with his monogram on a shield on the front, and

the arms of the corporation (St. Michael) on a

shield in tho rear, would perhaps answer the

purpose.

COUNTRY HOUSES : MILNER FIELD,

YORKSHIRE.

This house, the residence of ilr. Titus Salt, is

situated in the parish of Bingloy, and near to

the village of Gilatead. It occupies a prominent

position, overlooking the valley of the Aire, and

commands extensive views of the surrounding

country. The house stands in a newly-formed

park, and is approached by a new road, commu.
nicating with Saltaire on one side, and with

Oilstead and Bingloy on the other. A small

Domestic building, of about the seventeenth cen-

tury, which had been altered and modernised

from time to time, and possessed but little

interest, stood near the site. This has been

pulled down, but its name, “ Milner Field,”

retained.

The new building is placed almost due north

and south, the entrance being on the north side,

through a massive gateway into an enclosed

courtyard. The principal rooms face the south,

and open on to a mde terrace, with flights of

steps leading down to the park. The house is

built of local stone, with brick linings, forming

hollow walls. The roofs are covered with Whitland

Abbey green slating. Some of the rooms have

moulded open ceilings of oak, and the woodwork
of the principal rooms is either wainscot oak or

chestnut. Burt & Potts’s casements are fitted

to the opening windows. The entrance-hall and

corridor are faced with stone in party colour.

The Old English type of plan adapted to the

present requirements has been adopted, and the

whole treatment of the work has be6n kept in

harmony with this, all the fittings and much of

the furniture haring been made from speci.al

designs. The internal decorations are now in

progress.

Near to the house, and adjoining the Gilstead

Lodge, extensive stabling has been erected, aud

at the lower end of the park are model farm

buildings. The kitchen-garden, with an exten-

sive range of houses (to which xye referred

recently), is placed at the upper end of the

ground, opposite the principal entrance, with the

carriage-road between. Messrs. Shaftoe & Barry,

of York, were the general contractors. The

wrought metal.work was manufactured by

Messrs. Richardson, Slade, & Co., of London.

Jlessrs. Burke & Co., of London, supplied the

chimney-pieces and marblework. Mr. T. Nicholls,

of Hercules-buildings, London, executed the

carving; Messrs. Marsh, Jones, & Cribb, of

Leeds, manufactured the furniture. Mr. T.

Harris, of Gray’s-inn.chambers, London, was the

architect; and 5Ir. A. Thorne acted as hU clerk

of works.

Machine Labour in Mines.—There is in

the Bulletin de la SocidU de VIndustrie Mindrale,

a memoir, “On Compressed Air Borers for

sinking Shafts.” by M. Chanselle, especially as

applied to the mines at Sarrebriick. All the

results are carefully compared with those ob-

taiued by manual labour, and they deserve

especial attention at this time, when the substi-

tution of machine labour in mines is exciting

much attention.
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THE CASTLE Or PONTEFRACT.*
DESCRIPTION.

The position and dimensions of the castle were
worthy of the great barons by whom it was con-
stmcted, and far too noble for the events with
which its name is associated. North-east of, and
one-third of a mile from, the market-cross of

Pontefract, there is seen a very remarkable table
of rock, oval in form, the sides of which are in
part a steep slope and in part a cliff of from
30 ft. to 40 ft. high, rising out of a talus, which,
on the north, south, and eastern faces, descends
into two deep natural valleys, which unite on
the north-eastcin front. At the south-west end is

also a natural depression dividing the rock from
the town, and which has been deepened somewhat
by art, as has the cliff been scarped and, where
necessary, revetted, so that the general result was
the production of an almost impregnable strong-
hold. This description, however, requires, as re-

gnrds the east front, some little modification,
ilere, immediately beyond the wall, is a ditch
nearly all artificial, and beyond it a nearly level

area, beyond which, again, is the natural valley.
As it was necessary to cover the ground, it was
walled and converted into what was called the
barbican, hut was really a double ward outside
the castle, covering its main entrance. The
castle was thus composed of the main ward,
occupying the table-roek, and the outer and
inner barbicans covering its south-east front and
entrance.

The main ward occupies the whole summit of
the rock. It is in ])lau an irregular oval, 150
yards north-east and south-west, and 103 yards
in its cross diameter. Of this area a segment at
the south-west end, 37 yard.s deep, or on the
“ s.ogittfi,” is occupied by a raised platform con-
taiuing tlie keep and remains of various build-
ings, and a smaller segment at the north-east
end is occupied by the bases of other buildings,
including the chapel. If the aiTangemcnb be
likened to the deck of a sbij), the keep end will

be the poop, &c., the other end the forecastle,

and the large intermediate space the waist.
The present appearance of the north-eastern

platform is a biink of earth, irregular, and about
20 ft. above the area level. In plan it is rather
semilunar, and is evidently composed of the
basements and ruins of buildings, the soft red
sandstone of which readily becomes converted
into soil. The face towards the ward, standing
from 2 ft. to 6 ft. high, shows the base mouldings
and plinth of a range of buildings that rose from
the main ward level, and seem to have included
a polygonal tower or turret. All that is visible
is of exctdlent ashlar, >vith stones of large size,

and the workmanship is mainly in the Per-
pendicalai' style. In the rear, along the edge of
a cliff’, is the curtain-wall, part of which is a
revetment filling up the irregularities of the
rock. This platform is retm’oed a few yards
along the east front against the curtain, and
there is seen the basement of St. Clement’s
Chapel, more than once rebuilt since its first

Norman foundation.

The curtain along the crest, where the cliff is

high, seems to have been a mere parapet. On
the north-east point, where there is only a slope,
the curtain is very lofty, and of prodigious thick-
ness

j
much is broken away, but what remains

shows it to have been 15 ft. thick at its base
and 11 ft. at 24 ft. high. The main gate was in
this curtain near the south end. It seems, from
the drawings, to have been covered by a small
square tower, the exterior and interior portals
not being opposite.

The main interest of the castle attaches to its

south-western platform. This is about 20 ft. above
the main ward, and at its southern angle there
is raised upon it a conical mound, flat-topped,
and rising about as high again.

Towards the main ward this platform is sup-
ported by a revetment wall from 12 ft. to 14 ft.

high, of good rough ashlar, of large stones,
having a base of 4 ft., and above this a plinth
of about 4 ft. more, the two offsets being plain
chamfers. This, no doubt, carried a curtain-

wall. In tho wall, near its centre, is a broad-
arched recess, called “the King’s Seat,” pro-
bably from a tradition that Richard II. sat there,

which is probable enough. At the north end the
platform is returned about 25 yards along the
west curtain. Various indications show that
this platform was covered with buildings, most
of which, like the retaining wall, were of Norman
date, and of which the basements remain, though
much covered up. Of tho enceinte or curtain.

* See p. 162, an'i.

wall that supports the outer face of this
2
ilatform

only the lower 30 ft., or revetment, remains.
This commences some way down the slope, and
is prodigiously strong, and built against the
rock. At the south-west angle was the Trea-
Burer’s or Pix Tower, tho ruins of which still

encumber the slope. Passing southward, the
wall rises and becomes more jierfect. In its

exterior base, about 30 ft. below the rampart, is

a Norman postern, very perfect, and which pro-
bably is in the base of the old Red Tower. Then,
behind, and on the level with the top of the wall,
are remains of early buildings. One presents
the end of a round-headed vault of about IG ft.

span, of rude rubble, but springing from good
ashlar walls, and having a later-inserted window.
This is called “ King Richard’s Prison.” Near
this is a rectangular shaft, 8 ft. by 4 ft., but
which, a few feet down is increased to 8 ft.

square, a round-headed arch supporting the
upper half. It is now about 40 ft. deep, and
dry. It is called a well, but is more probably
the shaft of a garderobe.

Reyond this ri.ses the mound, the top of which
is circular, and about 20 yards across, and 40 ft.

to 50 ft. above the main ward, and much more
above the exterior base of the enceinte of
which it forms a part. Those who formed the
mound no doubt gave it a natural slope all

round, and placed their structure on its top,
and, making it a part of their line of defence,
can-ied the general palisade to its summit from
either side. Tho Normans, on taking possessiou,
proceeded in a different way. They cut the
soft rock, forming tho core of tho mound, on the
outer sides, into the figure of a tbree-quarter
round mural tower, and then faced it with a
very solid wall, so that though really a solid
bastion, it had all tho ai>pearance of a niagni-
ficient round tower, 70 ft. diameter. When this
segmental bastion had been carried to a height
of 50 ft. or 60 ft., that is to the level of the top
of the mound, the wall was continued round,
and the cylinder completed, so tliat the inomid
was crowned by a regular shell keep of 60 ft.

diameter, and probably 25 ft. high, which was
really, what its substructure only seemed to be,

—

a tower of masonry. As the rock was of irregular
figure, this process was repeated, and a second
smaller bastion was formed to the north, and
probably a third. Leland speaks of the donjnn
as composed of three large and three small
roundots. However, only two now remain.
These grand bastions still form the finest part of
the castlo, standing as they do high above the
road from the railway station into the town,
upon tho crest of a steep slope. They are faced
with large blocks of sandstone, of excellent open
jointed ashlar work, with a bold set-off at the
base. Advantage was taken of the soft character
of the rock to excavate the interior into cells and
staircases, some of which are still open. In the
large bastion, at its exterior base, near a cover-
ing angle, a shoulder-headed doorway, a jiostern,
opeus into a round-headed passage, partly cut
iu the rock, and partly vaulted. From this one
way leads into a mural chamber; another up
a steep flight of steps, cut in the rock, but having
a series of shoulder-headed banging arches to
support the roof. At a height of 30 ft. this
stair leads to an open gallery above, com.
manding the postern, and from this again
ascends, covered, to the base of the keep proper.
Boothroyd gives three other excavations, one of
which contained the well mentioned by Leland.
Besides these the remaining fragments of the
keep proper contained the base of a well-stair,
probably ascending to the battlements, and a
shaft, probably from a garderobe about that
level.

The main entrance to tho castle was a few
yards east of the keep in the south curtain.
From the gate a narrow stair ran up the curtain
into the keep, and is still seen. Another, on the
other side, still descends from the keep towards
King Richard’s jirison.

From the keep a spur wall descends the slope,
and was intended to cover the approach, as at
Hawarden and Couingsborougb. It evidently
crossed the ditch, and formed part of the barbi-
can. Thus the keep could be reached rapidly
and directly by three ways, all narrow and well
defended, one from the outside by a postern,
another from the main gate, and a third from
the west ramparts. In substance the masony
and arrangemeut of this keep is clearly Norman,
but the whole has been refitted, and no doubt
refaced in the Perpendicular period.
Mention must be made of a very curious and

early excavation in the main ward. On the
surface, a few feet from the king’s seat, a fliaht'

of rock-cut steps descends nearly north-west,
and at 70 ft. distance is the mouth of a square
shaft, lighting a passage below. Descending,
thirty-three steps lead steeply down a passage,
t ft. broad, with a hanging roof. A little way
down, on the right, are traces of a cylindrical
staircase, no doubt the original way in, but now,
\vith the tower, in the base of which it no doubt
was, destroyed. At the foot of the stairs is a
plain round-headed door-case, apparently of Late
Norman date. Beyond this the stairs recom-
mence, and ten steps lower the descent ceases
and the passage forks, a short branch running
north, and another, a trifle longer, east. Before
the fork, part of the passage is vaulted in fine-

jointed ashlar, with two plain round-beaded ribs.
In the wall, on the right, is a round-headed
recess for a lamp, and the commencement of
another passage, also ronnd-headed, but left as
a mere recess. Above the fork opens the shaft,
here seen to bo a truncated pyramid, about G ft.

by 12 ft., and 30 ft. deep. At the fork the
salient is occupied by two small oblong cells,

with pointed roofs. They communicate with
each other and the passages by narrow lancet
doorways. The excavation is now called the
magazine, and no doubt was so used at the sieo-e

;

but it is of Norman and Early English date, and
probably was intended for a cellar. The arrange-
ments of the celts are scarcely suitable for a
prison. The present entrance is clearly an ad-
dition.

There remain some exterior points to be
noticed. Leaving the keep by its poatem, and
going north-west along the foot of the west face,
the wall is seen evidently to be Norman, and near
the centre of this front is the original Norman
postern. There are upon the face of the wall
two broad shallow pilaster strips, 8 ft. broad by
6 in. projection, between which is a plain round-
headed relieving arch, and below it a segmental-
headed doorway, of 4 ft. ojiening, without jiort-

cullis, but with a rebate for a door, and holes for
two stout bars. This opens into a straight
vaulted passage, about 5 ft. broad, lofty, also
round-headed, of e.xcollent ashlar, and clearly
Norman. It runs about 15 ft., and is then
choked up. It no doubt ends in a well-stair,
which might readily be excavated. Iu later,

probably Perpendicular times, this posteru has
been disused, and the door converted into a loop,
and blocked with the usual window-steps within.

Following the base of the cliff along tho north
front, it is seen to h.ave been carefully made
good with masonry

;
and at the north-west angle,

under what was Queen’s Tower, a large rift in
the rock has been lined with ashlar, and spanned
by a round-headed arch in good masonry. It
looks like a large cavalry postern, but is merely
a recess. At the foot of the talus on the west
front, and about 180 yards outside the wall, are
the remains of Swillington Tower, an outwork
built by Thomas Earl of Lancaster, and in which
he is said to have been imprisoned. About half
of the basement remains. The tower was 46 ft.

square, with walls 10 ft. 6 in. thick. It was in-
tended to command the approach from the north,
and was of great use during the siege as a flank-
ing defence. Doubtless a double wall connected
it with the main ward; but of this there is no
trace.

It would seem that at Pontefract, as at many
inland castles, a dam was thrown across a valley
below the place, and thus jirovision made for
defence and for the working of a mill. This
seems to have been the case here below the
northern front. The valley was converted into
a lake, employed to feed two mills, of one of
which traces remained in 1806, and the other,
the lower mill, was removed in 1766, when the
dam was levelled, and the pool converted into a
mpadow. Bubwith Bridge, no doubt, crossed
this pool, at what is still called “ the Wash.”

Nearly all traces of the Barbican are gone,
but its memory and site are preserved in Bar-
bican House, Row, and Garden, and there
remains a fragment, probably of the lower gate,
between Ass Hill and the Castlo chain. There
were two approaches, one from the town and
one from the great church, which met iu the
outer ward of the Barbican. In front of the
north entrance there still remains a good but
late Tudor House, into the front of which has
been inserted a grand old atone heater shield,
bearing the three lions of England and a label of
three points, carved in bold relief, a relic pro-
bably of the royal occupation of the castle.
The style of the shield is Early, and the blazon
points to the eldest son of a king of England
before Edward III. introduced the lilies of
France.
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Boothroyd’s bird’s-eye view gives a general

notion of the castle before it was destroyed.

There were eight mural towers,—the Keep, the

Red Tower, the Treasurer’s or Fix Tower, Swil-

lington Tower in advance of the wall, the Queen s

Tower, the King’s Tower, Constable’s Tower,

and the Gate-house. All, save the keep, were

rectangular, perhaps Norman. Of these only

the keep and the ruins of Fix Tower are trace-

able : the rest, with the great hall, kitchens, and

lodgings, were carefully removed by the Farha-

mentary contractor, though probably a few

pounds spent in excavation would still show the

basements, and establish a general plan.

Looking to the general evidence afforded by

the remains of this castle, it is clear that it was

a strong place in pre-Norman times ;
those who

fortified it placing the mound at what was

naturally its weakest point.

The greater part of the remaining masonry is

Norman, and not improbably early. The enceinte

wall, the buildings connected with it on the

west platform, the rear wall of the platform, the

old postern, the interior of the keep, and the

magazine, all seem to be in substance Norman.

Of ihe Early English and Decorated periods very

slight traces are left visible ;
but it is clear that

under the House of Lancaster, in the Perpen-

dicnlar period, much was added. Probably, the

buildings on the north-east platform were con.

structed. St. Clement’s Chapel was rebuilt,

Swillington Tower added, the keep refaced, and

much done in repairing the chambers and stair-

cases within.

Boobhroyd, whose history, with all its imper-

fections, should be mentioned with respect,

gives a copy of the account rendered for the

destruction of the works, a plan of the siege

operations, and a bird’s-eye view of the castle.

Ruined as is the place, and reduced to be a

mere garden of liquorice, enough remains to

interest very deeply those who are conversant

with our ancient military structures, and espe-

cially such of them as are of Saxon or English

foundation, and have been recast to^smb^the

Norman fashions of defence.
r> fr n

themselves, their work would be more sym-

metrical.

“Who would desire to rule slaves, but a slave,

driver ?

To be at the head of a nation of freo men is

something to be proud of.

Who mounts upon another’s neck shall never

rest.

The murdered are not silenced.

The interests of truth are pammount 3 let him

who reveals it pass unchallenged.

Holloa! yon who are so loud about justice!

What if you had your deserts ?

Forgive quickly, and you’ll have the more rest.

If a sensible man, you will not'do as the world

does, though it look askance.

A timid rogue will get behind an impudent

one, and push him more to the front.

If everybody had his own in England, there

would be a great reversal of positions.

G. T. C.

PROVERBS FOR GENERAL CIRCULATION.

There are always plenty of persona ready to

assist those who are not in need.

If friving awaywhat you do not want be charity,

there is plenty of it.

Weep through life and you’ll not have many

mourners.
Laugh if you are hurt, lest kind souls kill you

with pity.

If young men and women were courageous

enough to confess to one another as much as

they mask under valentines, what a deal of

trouble they would save the Post-office.

You rogue !
” is often on the lips of one.

The turbid pool reflects the heavens better

than the brook.

How satisfied people must be with themselves

they are always recommending others to do as

they do.
“ Hats off to Folly ! kick Wisdom ! has long

been a command.
If people were to attend to everybody a kind

advice, they would never get on in the world.

Many say, “ Get from behind me, Satan,”

when he is right in front of them.

If you profess sanctity, there will be holes

bored in your cell.
.

Small wits, like sparrows, make great chirping.

Men magnify trifles till they are frightened

at them.
,,

.

Let the kingdom of Self be well governed

before you talk about a republic.

It is perhaps quite as well that our glass

does not reflect as other people see us.

Many a man who is only dreaming fancies

himself wide awake.
The sound does not cease directly the hell is

Many a man’s mind is darker than his cellars.

We bear an immense deal about beauty, but

seldom see it.
. . „

For God’s sake, do not cry, “ Stop thief! if

you mean the order to be strictly enforced.

To be a master builder, your materials must

be good, the foundations securely laid, and the

anperstructureduly proportioned; then the future

will affirm your knowledge to have been accu-

rate. and your judgment sound.

“ Moderation in all things,” as the scholar

Fuid'to the professor who expected too much of

him,

POWERS OF BOARDS OF HEALTH.

Milward v. Redditch Board of Health.—In this

case, condensed in Law Journal, the plaintiff

was a needle manufacturer. The Local Board,

in exercise of their statutory powers, altered the

road in front of liis house, raising the footpath

some few inches. The plaintiff objected that

this was injnriouB to him, and offered to make

the necessary alterations to remove the incon-

venience
;
but the Board insisted that, as the

alteration was generally an improvement, he

could not complain.

The plaintiff filed his bill, complaining gene-

rally of injury, and praying to restrain the Board

of Health from keeping the road in a state less

convenient to the plaintiff than before 5
and

giving evidence of the specific injury, that the

raised footpath dammed up the water a few

inches deep in front of the house, and made the

basement damp, and liable to injure his needles.

It was proved that a few pipes, at a small

expense, and without injuring the footpath,

would prevent the water being dammed up.

Mr. Southgate and Mr. W. P. Beale for the

plaintiff.

Sir R. Baggallay and Mr. Methold for the de-

fendants.

The Master of the Rolls held that the Board

were bound to exercise their statutory powers so

as not to cause more inconvenieneo to private

individuals than necessary, and granted a man.

datoryinjunctionto restrain them from permitting

the water flowing from the plaintiff’s premises

to be dammed back by the footpath.

any extensive progress of the fire on the one

floor would bring the water through from above

upon itself, just at the very point only where

the fire existed.

In its application to hotels and dwellings, or

warehouses and works where watchmen are

kept, of course the self-action airangement

would not be adopted, but simply a pipe to flush

each floor, the valve being situate outside the

building, or in any convenient place, as I have

bpfnre proposed in yonr journal. For hotels, &c.,

having stairs of wood, each step should have a

strip fastened on above the nosing, say bub J in.

in thickness: this would not interfere with

walking, but would allow, upon the occnrrence

of a fire, of the stairs and landings being flushed

from the top downwards, and thus each step

kept covered with a thin sheet, of water, besides

the floors where the fire would be commencing.

In the case of workshops where shavings or

grease is upon the floor, thus flushing the floor

would prevent its rapid progress.

It is well known, that wherever good fire-proof

floors are, the spread of fires is more or less pre.

vented. Now the question is,—Will my propnsal

render floors and stairs fireproof for the time

being ? R. F. DirvAL Camppei-l.

PREVENTION OF FIRES.

g,ii^— Since I first had the honour of coire-

spending in your journal, in the autumn of 1860,

then with respect to the great fire in Tooley-

street, and since upon that and other matters, I

have always taken the greatest interest in any

means for either preventing or stopping the

spread of fire, the real and extensive loss from

which is seldom now considered, our system of

insurance alleviating its more painful effects.

Yet the loss of such at immense amount of pro-

perty going on at all times in some part of the

country can be no other than a misfortune ; fre-

qupntly, indeed, bringing distress upon those

thus suddenly thrown out of work.

Some ten or thirteen years ago I proposed an

arrangement in building warehouses, &c., by

which a sheet of water could at any time he

caused to exist between floor and floor upon the

occasion of a fire breaking out. My object is

now to give a practical suggestion, by which that

can be attained when required in any manufac.

tory or warehouse in a minute or two by self-

action, and at a very trifling expense. We will

suppose an ordinary good wooden floor. An
edging of wood or iron should be fixed round

such floor and across the entrance leading to the

stairs, &c., of 1 in. or 2 in. high ; a water-valve,

with a well-weighted lever upem the floor above,

held up by cords of hemp or guttapercha, which

would be carried along under the ceiling, and so

arranged that upon any part commencing to bum,

the cord being burnt or melted, the weighted

lever would open this valve, and in one or two

minutes the floor where the fire commenced and

the floor above would be covered by a sheet of

water of 1 in. or more in depth. Supposing the

floors to be fairly sound, this cuts off all com-

mvinication towards above or below, and with

proper waste-pipes laid to prevent it rising

higher on each floor than the height named very

PUBLIC HEALTH INSPECTORS’ DUTIES.

THE MADELEY VNION.

The inspector lately appointed to make a

sanitary survey of this union lins presented the

following statement to the Board of Guardians.

The union consists of twelve parishes, and con-

tains an area of 27,951 acres, and a population

of 30,365—the most populous union in the

county of Salop :

—

“ To fhe Sanitary Authority of the Madeley Vnion.

(rentlemen,—I have to report to you that I have com-

ipnced my duties as sanitary inspector. 1 have Rone

I'er the ground generally, to hecin with, to enahl® me to

make apreliminary report to you to-day [2l8t ult.j.

Seeing how the ground lie’s. I propose to divide the

union, for the purpose of a sanitary survoy, into district,

and I submit the following districts for your approval,

viz. : 1, Much Wenlock : 2, Barrow, "Willey, and Linley
;

3, Broseley, including Bcnthall; 4, Madeley, including

Coalport; 5, Coalbrook Dale, including Ironhridge; ft,

Dawley, including Stirchlcy ; 7, LittleWenlock
;
8. Build

-

was. These seem to me to he divisions of the union dic-

tated hy the manner in which the ground lies. I propose

to inspect and report to you upon each of these districts

in turn, and I shall ask to be allowed to complete the in-

spection of each district before reporting upon any part

of it, unless there should occur some urgent reason for a

more partial report, which I do not foresee.

In beginning a work of this kind, under a new Act of

Parliament, it may possibly be salisractorv t-o you if I

make a short statement of the principles which will guide

me in carrying out my duties a.s sanitary inspector.

I take it that the intention of the Public Health Act is

to make it possible for all persons to live healthily whilst

they do live, of whatever class they may be.

The sanitary question seems to me to be summed up in

this formula,—that whatever people consume or use shall

he wholesome, and that the refuse products shall he dealt

with in such a manner as not to be a nuisance or injurious

to health.

To this end I interpret my duties to he as follow

To see for mvself and to report to you the source from
which the inhabitants of every house procure their supply

ofwater.
To take samples of such water as may he necessary, and

to submit them to your analyst for examination as to their

fitness for human consumption.
To see in what manner the refuse water and sewage

of every house are disposed of, and to report to you accord-

ingly.

To see what necessary accommodation is provided on the

premises ofthe respective houses.

To see that hou.ses are not overcrowded, or, if so, to

suggest to the owners such structural remedies as may
seem to bejustifishle.

I shall wish to inquire as little as possible into the cir-

cumstances of any household, hut, seeing that it is the

great object of all sanitary measures to prevent sickness

and disease, I shall hope to he willingly informed, when I

make my survey, and from time to time, whether there

have been recent cases of sickness in the house.

Generally, to prevent the commission of nuisances, or,

if committed, to require their removal.

Each One of these heads requires amplification in detail

in order to set forth the minor duties; hut I willingly

believe that on this occasion you do not require them to

be stated.”

If men would take more pains to proportion ' little damage would he done by the water, whilst

‘When it is said that the sanitary question is

summed up in the short formula given above, it

may be strictly true that it is so, but we have

been accustomed to associate with the strictly

sanitary question others bearing upon it
;
as, for

instance, the economic question, in respect of

the disposal of the sew^e in that manner which

shall enable the authorities to derive the utmost

possible value from it, as when it is applied to

the irrigation of land ;
or, as irrigation may not

be economically possible in all places, in some

manner of mixing the sewage with dry earth, to

make it portable, and to prevent exhalation of

noxious effluvia, the house slops being drained

separately away from the houses and purified

before being discharged into rivers or streams.

The economical disposal of the sewage is an ini-

portant adjunct to the sanitary question.
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THE MEASHREMEMT OF TIMBER IN

LIYEEPOOL.
An influential meeting of builders and timber

merchants was held in the Clarence Hotel,
Spring Gardens, Manchester, on Friday, the 7th
inst., when the following resolutions were passed
unanimously :

—

"1. That this meeting has learned with surprise and
regret that an attempt is being made in Liverpool to
abandon the long-established custom of measuring timber

string, with a view to substitute measurement by
calliper, thereby compelling (ho purchaser to pay lor more
than ho receives, both in respect of timber and the
carnage of same.

2. That this meeting pledges itself to oppose by every
means in its power any attempt to change the old legiti-
mate mode of measuring so long practised in the port of
Liveroool. ‘

3. That all parties who, arc in the habit of purchasing
timber in Liverpool bo requested to communicate the
foregoing resolutions to the merchants with whom they
do business, and protest against tho introduction of a
system so unfair and uncalled for; requesting that before
any steps are taken in the matter, an opportunity be given
to the consumers to state their reasons for disagreeing
with the proposal.” “

Signed, on bebalf of the meeting,
EoBiiBT Neill, Chairman.

WINCHESTER COLLEGE HALL.
8n*i—I bad no intention of saying or insinuating any-

thing untrue, and would be the first to apologise for any-
thing said inadvertently, or based on erroneous informa-
tion.

In order to show you I believed what was written, I
intend to forward you tho data on which such information
was based, so that you may see I had grounds for so be-
“ei-ing. Noniu H.akts.

IMPORTANT DECISION UPON BUILDING
DANGEROUS HOUSES.

Mr. Justice Pollock last week, on the
Northern Circuit, had before him a case that
singularly opened up the most important points
of the liabilities of builders in regard to the con.
struction of buildings, and the leading counsel
on tho Northern Circuit further enlightened the
building profession by their arguments and
opinions on the laws of building.
The action that introduced the subject was

not brought against any members of the build-
ing profession, although it may yet reach some
one of thorn

; but it w.os brought agaiut a livery,
stable keeper of Sunderland, one Laverick, to
recover compensation for the destruction of two
carriages by tho fall of a coach-house during a
galo of wind, and which building was alleged to
have been unsafely built.

Mr. Russell, Q.C., aud Mr. Lowers appeared for the
plaiiUiff; and Mr. Holker, Q.C,, and Mr. Shield were for
the defendant.

It is unnecessary to enter into tho particulars of the
accident further thau above aUuded to, but conliue tho
report to the building interest.

Air. RusaoU, Q.C., said it might have been siilficient for
the purpose of tho plaintilfs case, simply to prove that
the damage had been done to the plaintiff's property
while under the charge of the defendant; but it would be
shown that the building in which the defendant placed the
carriages was not properly built, and therefore unsafe.
The building was erected upon a piece of ground which
until covered with rubbish had been under the level of tho
street, and in founding tho building tho architect and
builder did not go beneath tho rubbish and into the soil
beneath. The building, which was 40 It. by 30 ft., had not
been built according to the plans lodged at the olKce of
the borough surveyor. The gable was not tied into the
gable of tho adjoining house; the west wall was partly old,
the upper half only of the east wall was made with brick,
and is 9 in. instead of 1 ft. 6 in. thick

; the supports were
insufficient, and the windows on the west sicle were left
unglazed, thus exposing the interior oftbe building to the
full force of tho west wind. He contended that it was the
legal duty of a livery stable keeper who requested the
public to stable horses and carriages under his care for
profit to provide a proper and substantial building, and
that if he failed to do so ho was liable for any damage
done to tho property under his care in consequence.
Tho counsel were about to adduce evidence to show that

the building was not secure, when his Lordship said that
tho question which he proposed to leave to the jury was,
whether the defendant had exercised proper care, skillj
and diligence, apart from the question of the defacto con-
structiou of tho building. The case was one of bailee for
hire.

Mr. Russell, Q.C., asked if his Lordship would add to
that— that if the builder did his work negligently for the
purposes of this case, the defendant was negligent ?

His Lordship Said that was what lie did not intend to
do

; he was going to rule tho other way. If the defendant
had employed a veterinary surgeon to erect his building, lie

would have been held guilty of negligence
; but if he went

to an architect, surveyor, or builder, he had done all that
the law required.
Mr. Holker, Q.C., said he had a number of professional

witnesses who could prove that the building was perfectly
secure and good.
His Lordship said he would direct the jury that they

would have uothiug to do witli the foundation of the build-
ing, if they were satisfied the defendant took care to
secure a good builder.

Air. Russell supposed then, that although the plaintiff
i"!'^ ""oca that the building was insecure, uules-s they

His lordship said if the structure were improperly
buUt, the defendant could sue the builder of it; but the
duty of a man who lets a building for the accommodation
ot horses and carriages was q^uite different from that of u
builder. He ruled that tho defendant's liabilitv was that
of an ordinary bailee for hire, and all that he was bound
to do was to use due care iu keeping the plaintiff's car-
nages; aud if iu tho erection of a shed lie did all he
could to employ a competent builder, he would be exempt
from habiltty for an event which was caused by careless
or improper conduct of which the defendant had no
notice.

Mr. Riis-scll.—We can have no action against the
builder of this insecure and dangerous structure mv
lord ? ^

His Lordship,—That is quite clear.
Mr. Russell.--We have some evidence that the de-

fendant’s attention was called to the insecurity of the
building in several parts.
His Lordship said that if the surveyor of the district

bad inlormcd the defendant that the building was one
which could not be passed, he would he liable.

Air, Russell said, after what his lordship had intimated,
he did not think he had better trouble tho jury with his
evidence

;
but iu accepting a non-suit, he asked the Court

to stay execution for defendant’s costs, in order to afford
opportunity, with leave to move in term for a new trial.

Tlie Judge assented.
,^3 understood that the motion will be to add the

builder of the structure to the present defendant, when
evidence will be adduced that each was aware of the
dangerous state of the shed, and also to alter the nature
of the pleadings.

CHESTER UNION COMPETITION.
SiRj—As one of the thirteen competitors selected by

the Chester Board of Guardians for further consideration,
may I be allowed to call your attention, should you not
otherwise have heard it, to the present state of all'airs, as
gleaned from the local papers, from which it seems that,
unless great impartiality is shown by tbe arbitrators,
there is very little chance for any one who has not local
friends.

In reviewing tbe designs, one of the Chester papers
says ol one design, having Us motto round the Birmingham
arm.s,—" It is no secret that this is by an architect who
has designed one of the best workhouses in the kingdom."
Now, sir, I beg humbly to submit that, iu a competition
which IS naturally supposed to be under the veil of secrecy
by reason of the mottoes, this criticism is manifestly
unfair, and tends tj prejudice the chances which other
competitors may have in the eyes of the guardians, and is
surely a reason for rejecting a design the author of which
has acted so unprofeRsionally in disclosing his name, how-
ever good his design may otherwise have been.

Veritas.

THE PROFESSOR OP ARCHITECTURE,
ROYAL ACADEMY.

Sm G. Gilbert Suorr is about to resign the
professorship at the Royal Academy, and
intends to deliver his final lecture on Thursday,
the 20th inst., at Burlington House. We men-
tion this specially, so that such of our readers
as desire to show their respect for tbe esteemed
and eminent Professor may have the opportunity
of doing so.

WATER-POWER ON THE RHINE.

_

Sir,—In his address at the British Associa-
tion, Mr. Bramwell referred to the water-power
at Schaffansen, on the Rhine. This, he says,
“ has been accomplished by erecting turbines,
which are worked by the river, aud deliver
their power to endless ropes carried over pullies,
the rope extending from nearly one end of the
town to the other. This rope gives off power at
the end of each street abutting on the river-
bank.” I understand there are other powers of
a like description further down the Rhine : I
shall feel obliged if any of your subscribers can
tell me where. c. E.

the new authority, but no mention was made of
bye-laws.

Mr. Elliott, on tho other Land, contended that
the bye-laws were made by the Town Council of
the borough of Portsmouth, acting as the Local
Board, and that this body continued to exist,
notwithstanding the “Public Health Act, 1872,”
excepting that tho new appellation of “Urban
Sanitary Authority,” together with additional
powers, had been conferred, and that as the Act
of 1872 did not repeal the bye-laws, they were
still in force.

The justices having considered the matter, the
following decision was read by Mr. Thomas
Cousins, the justices’ clerk:—
_

This information charges one Charles IVceks with an
inlringemcut of one of the bye-laws relating to new build,-
ings &e. made aomo time back by the Local Board of

. *
, acting under tho Public Health

Act, 1818, the Local Government Act, 1853, and the Local
Governmeut Supplemental Act, 1864, No. 2.
Mr. Henry Ford has taken a preliminary objection that,

in consequence of and since tho passing of the Public
Health Act, 1872, such bye-lawa have ceased to bo of any
force or validity. Mr. ElUott, the clerk to the Urbaa
Sanitary Authority of this borough, coiitemis, on tho
contrary, that such bye-laws are still in force.
The question raised was very ably and fully argued on

both sides, and tho importance of tho point, rather than
any difficulty attending it, induced us to adjouru tbe ease
to consider the matter.
The by-laws in question were made by the Town

Council acting as the local Board, and ever since and nowme identical corporate body has continued to exist. TLo
Public Health Act of 1672, however, gives them the new
title of “ Urban Sanitary Authoritv," and confers addi-
tional powers.
By the 7th section of the Statute of 1872, it is provided

that, subject to the provisions of that Act, tbe Local
Government^Acts (under some or one of which the byc-
laws m question were made) shall be deemed to be in
lorce within tbe district of every Urban Sanitary Au-
thority. The enabling enactments, therefore, remain in
force. The samo'section transfers to an Urban Sanitary
Anthonty “all powers, rights, duties, capacities, liabili-
ties, and obligations” within the district, exercisable or
attaching by or to a Local Board under the Local Govem-
meut Acts.
By section 53 it is provided that, subject to the Act,

every sanitary authority shall, as respects [inter alia) all
matters and things to be done in pursuance of the Sani-
tary Acta, by such authority, stand in tho same position
in all respects in which, previously to the passing of the
Act, any authority stood whose powers, rights, duties
capacities, liabilities, and obligations, are transferred to
such authority. And by section 69 it is enacted that all
powers given by the Act shall be deemed to bo in addition
t^o, and not in dcrogatiiiu of, any other powers conferred
by Act of Parliament, law, or custom; and such other
powers may bo exercised in the same manner as if the Act
had not passed.
There may be some doubt as to the application to tho

present case of the clauses in the new statute rclatinc to
the transfer of powers, rights, Ac. It is, however, unne-
cessary to consider this point, because if su^h clauses do
apply, then the power.*, rights, &e., exercisable by the
Local Board under the bye-lawa in question have been duly
transferred to the urban sanitary authority. If however
such clauses da not apply, the bye-lawa remain In force as
Itio Act docs not repeal them.
Bye-laws duly made iu pursuance of a.stafuto have prac-

ticolly (when not ultra vire») the force of an Act of Par-
Jiameut, and we think that the Act of last session is in-
tended to supplement and not (excepting as therein
expressed) to abrogate the then existing sanitary laws
and regulations.
We are, therefore, clearly of opinion that the byo-laws
question are now in force within the borough, and we

overrule Mr. Ford's preliminary objection. The case will
therefore, proceed on its merits.

*

could pro' —w.-.

,

could bring the insecurity to the knowledge of the
defendant, he would not be held liable.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH ACT versus

LOCAL BOARD LAWS.
GREATORKK 1

In thia case, heard at the Portsmouth Petty
Sessions, before Messrs. John Baker and George
Curtis, Charles Weeks, a builder, was summoned
for an infringement of one of the bye-laws
relating to new buildings made some time back
by the Local Board of Health, acting in and for
the borough of Portsmouth.

Mr. S. J. ElUott, solicitor, appeared in support
of the information

5 and Mr. H. Ford, solicitor,
appeared for the defendant.

Mr. Ford took a preliminary objection that
the bye-laws under which the information was
laid had been abrogated by "The Public Health
Act, 1872.” He contended that tho bye-laws
were made by the Local Board, which had ceased
aud that the “ Urban Sanitary Authority ” had
been substituted for the Local Board

;
that at

common law bye-laws were only operative during
the existence of the body by whom they were
made

;
and that by the Public Health Act, 1872,

various powers, rights, &c., were transferred to

THE HOLBORN VIADUCT.
At the last meeting of the Court of Common

Counml, Mr. J. T. Bedford, pursuant to notice,
moved :

—

“ That the parish of St. Sepulchre, London, having pur-
chased of the City a freehold site on the Ilolborn Viaduct,
at a cost of4,200i., for the purpose of throwing the same
into the public way. and proposing to expentf a further
sum of nearly 6,COOL in restoring and docoratiog the fine-
tower and interior of their church, thia Court, being desi-
rous to mark its recognition of tho public spirit thus dis-
played, do contribute five hundred guineas towards sucb
restoration, believiug it will constitute a magnificent
architectural feature in one of the greatest improvements
in modern times.”

The hon. member said that about a month ago
they passeti a i-ather singular resolution,

—

namely, to give 300 guineas to provide a pulpit
for the chapel that was being erected on the
Viaduct. He opposed that motion. He was
defeated on that occasion

j but he found that it
was intended to repudiate the gift. In tho
case of the vote of 300 guineas for tho erection
of a pulpit in the chapel, it was urged that ther(?
were some special grounds for that grant. He
(Mr. Bedford) said the same special circumstances
existed with regard to his proposal, and very
much stronger. The hon. member then alluded
to the public spirit which had been shown by the
parish of St. Sepulchre in throwing a piece of
ground into the public way at an expense of over
4,000(., as stated in the resolution, and he asked
the Court to come forward, on the same piir.
cipie on which they came forward a month a^o,
and pass this motion.

°
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Mr. Stewart moved the "previous question.

Mr. Deputy Horn remarked that, if this motion

were carried, he would come and ask for a

vote of 1,0001. for the restoration of Aldgate

Church. , ,

Mr. Shaw remarked that the hon. member had

brought forward the motion as a joke.

This Mr. Bedford denied.

On a division, the numbers were equal, thirty

voting for and thirty against the motion.

The Lord Mayor said he understood it was his

^uty to give his casting vote. He should have

been glad if the amount had been rather less,

but he was in favour of the principle, and he,

therefore, gave his casting vote in favour ot the

motion. , ,

Mr. Rudkin gave notice to move at the next

Court that the motion be rescinded.

through Seven Dials (where an improved street

-svould^join it for Trafalgar-square) to the Em-

bankment, which it would reach somewhere

about Cecil-street ;
so there would then be a

noble street, leading direct from the river to the

extreme north, namely, to Hampstead.
Agnus.

this is no joke : I am in EARNEST

giUj Long and anxiously have I studied the

Competition question. Day by day and nigbt by

night have I pondered the subject and viewed it

by every light known to science and logic, and

until the present moment not a ray could I get

4o penetrate the Cimmerian blackness.

young architects, energetic assistants, ambitious

pupils, rejoice ! I can crush the many-headed

monster at a blow. Tour own weight added to

mine is all I want to make a pancake of the head

of this howling abuse. Will you lend it ? Yes .

Then, Bumbledom and ignorance shall be for

over severed from art. Here is my nostrum. I

will subscribe 51. 5s. to a fund for awarding

premiums for competition drawings. I set

myself down as " Nobody.” Hence,—

Nobody £o 5 0

Rest of Profession, ‘‘ Some-

bodies” 2,000 0 0

Total £2,005 5 0

The corporation of “ Squeeze-’em-Hard-and-

Ticrht ” offers 21. 2b. for drawings for a " work-its”

to'cost 20,0001. Our committee offer 31. 3a. for

the same, and after selecting the best, sell it to

Squeeze’-em-Hard-and-Tight fora just and fair

sum * As our committee can always outbid

Squeeze - ’em • Hard - and - Tight, consequently

Squeeze.em.Hard.and.Tight must knuckle under

eventually. According to the present rate of

premiums offered, the 2,0051. Ss. should last ten

years,
_

THE FALL OF BHILDINGS IN EULME,
MANCHESTER.

Ax inquest has been held by the City coroner

in this case. The alleged circumstances of the

accident have already appeared in the Builder of

the Ist inst., under the head of “Accidents.

The houses were being erected for Mr. Best.

Margaret Best, wife of Samuel Best, of 69,

Vine-grove, was one of the witnesses called.

She deposed to having noticed that the building

was in an unsafe conation two hours before the

accident. She cautioned deceased and the other

men who were working on the roof of their danger,

and begged them to come down. They, however,

refused.
, ,

J. Taylor, foreman to the contractor, said it

was about three weeks from laying the first

brick to the time of the fall of the building.

The mortar was in every respect as good as that

used for cottage property.

J. G. Lynde, city surveyor, said he went

round the ruins of the building the morning

after the accident. Inspecting some of the

mortar, he found it to be well tempered, but

apparently crumbly, as if the frost had acted

upon it. The thickness of the walls was in

accordance with the bye-laws. Some of the

bricks used were old ones, and they appeared to

have been badly cleaned. Three weeks were too

short a time to “run up” the wall m such

weather; and, as a practical bricklayer, Powis

(the builder) ought to have known this. Witness

attributed the fall of the building to the walls

having been run up in so short a time in frosty

and wet weather, and to the use of old bricks in

one of the walls.

The jury returned a verdict of “Accidental

death.”

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE.

Sir —Surely it is not Impossible to elicit an

«xpreUion of public feeling in favour of retain-

ing Northumberland House. We cannot afford

in London to lose so unique an example of its

times.
, ,

If the following alternative scheme were car-

ried out, it would greatly improve the neighbour,

hood, and effect the objects in view.

When all the property at the east end of St.

James’s Park is acquired for the purpose of

•extending the Government Offices, let that part

at the end of the Mall be thrown open to Charing-

crosB, and remove the Marble Arch from its

present somewhat undignified position at Tyburn,

Te-erect it at the end of the Mall
;
it would then

become the principal entrance to the palace it

•was intended by its Royal author to adorn, be

in close proximity to bis equestrian statue, and

to the terrace which bears the name of his

house; and our dear Queen could then drive

direct from her palace to Chore Reine Cross, to

her people to the City, Embankment, &o. Let the

entrance to the Embankment be made just oppo-

site, and it will lead by the south-west side of the

House, instead of over its site. If necessary,

another entrance might be made from the Strand

<m the other side of the house : it would thus

spare an historical monument, and save the

finest site in Europe from destruction. A
triumphal arcade of three arches could fitly

adorn the entrance to the Embankment; and

what more appropriate name could be inscribed

thereon than that of “ Victoria.”

A proposal has been made to form a thorough-

fare along the inner side of the garden on Em-
bankment, commencing at its east end, termi-

nating at Villiera-street, that would relieve the

Strand much if each, street leading to one were

opened to the other. Another grand improve-

ment might one day be made which it would

assist • viz., a grand street in a straight line
;
in

fact a continuation of Tottenham-conrt-road

* Giving proceeds to euccessfal con^etitor.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

BofTicr^ield.—Considerable alterations and im-

provements have recently been made in the

chancel of the church. The whole of the ancient

stone pavement has been removed, and tile

paving substituted, the alternate tiles of which

resemble the typical pelican of the wilderness

feeding her young with her own blood. Areredos,

carved, in alabaster and marbles, has been

erected. This work has been executed by

Messrs. Field, Poole, & Sons, of Westminster.

The paving and the remainder of the works

have been executed by Mr. Aaron Moon, of this

town, builder. The whole of the works have

been executed from the designs and under the

superintendence of Mr. Ralph Neville, architect.

Godaiming. The walls of the chancel have also

been greatly improved in appearance, and brass

altar-rails have been added. The expense has

been defrayed, we hear, by the rector, the Rev.

Alfred Child. Coloured glass in the chancel is

much wanted.
Thra-pston.—A restoration of the fabric and

interior of the Church of St. Poter|8, Raunds,

will shortly be commenced. Sir Gilbert Scott

has undertaken the supervision of the work,

which, in consequence of the unsafe state of the

whole erection, now becomes an imperative

necessity. The estimated cost of the restoration

is between 5,0001. and 6,0001. ;
and of this, from

various sources, about 1,7001. have already been

promised by the rector and parishioners, and a

public subscription-list has also been opened.

Eaton Hastings.—The ebnreb of the village of

Eaton Hastings, near Faringdon, has been re-

opened. The rector, the Rev. F. J. Walker, about

a year and a half ago, set an example by restor-

ing and beautifying the chancel at a cost of

nearly 2001. Since then the people of the parish

have taken the matter up with much interest,

and the restoration of the whole ohuroh has been

completed, under the supervision of Mr. Cham-

pion, of London, who is the architect employed ;

Mr. Wheeler, of Faringdon, being the contractor.

During the progress of the works an Early

English arcade was found blocked up with

plaster on the south aide ;
this has been opened

out, and the windows reinserted in the wall.

The late fourteenth-century doorway on the

south side of the nave has been restored, and’a

new oak door supplies the place of the old one.

I The works carried out in the restoration scheme

consist in opening out the old roof, reseating the

nave, the centre passage of which is laid with

Godwin’s plain tiles; and new glazing, with

dark green borders to the windows. The Jaco-

bian pulpit has been lowered, and famished with

new steps and hand-rail. A heating a-pparatns

has been placed in the church. The chief works

on the exterior are a new bell-cot of stone, new

gable cross, and copings with stone ridge.

Middleton.—The Churcb of St. Andrew, Mid.

dleton-on-the-Wolds, which has undergone a

restoration, has been formally opened for divmo

service. The tower, west front, north wall of

nave, and the south porch have been rebuilt ;
the

chancel arch has been widened and heightened;

and, by the insertion of windows in the east and

west ends, the church presents an open appear*

ance. Beginning with the chancel, the door on

the south side has been removed, and the Deco-

rated window close to the chancel arch on this

side has been superseded by two lancet windows,

to correspond with the others by which the

chancel is lighted. There are now four lancet

windows on each side, filled with cathedral glass,

while in the east end a stained glass window has

been inserted, as the gift of Mrs. Blanchard, the

mother of the rector, in memory of the Rev.

John Blanchard, her husband, and tbo Rev. John

Blanchard, her son. The window, which is of

three compartments, contains a great number of

subjects, representative of Scriptural types and

antitypes, all of which have been executed by

Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake, of Blooms-

bury, at a cost of about 1601. The subjects

represent types of our Lord and bis history, and

their fulfilment in the New Testament. In the

lower centre is the Lord’s Supper, on the north

side of which stand Abel and Noah, and on the

south side Abraham and Melchizedek. Above

these, in a narrow compartment, is a representa-

tion of Isaac bearing the wood, surmounted by a

figure of our Lord bearing the Cross; the

Serpent lifted up in the Wilderness, surmounted

by the Crucifixion
;
Daniel in the Lions Den

;
and

our Lord being taken down from the Cross. In

another narrow compartment are the representa

tions of Joseph being taken up out of the pit

surmounted by our Lord’s resurrection ;
Elijah

translated to heaven, and the Ascension ot

Jesus : Moses near the flaming bush
;
and the

Descent of the Holy Ghost at Pentecost. la

the upper compartments is represented
_

our

Lord in glory surrounded by adoring saints.

Above is a small quatrefoil window, also filled

with stained glass. The floor of the chancel,

which was formerly paved with brick, is now

laid with Minton’s encaustic tiles, and there are

two steps, with a footpace, ascending from the

nave to the altar. On the south side, within the

altar-rails, is a sedilia, divided by a triple arcade,

and beside it is a credence of early date ;
while

in the opposite wall is an old aumbry, where the

vessels of the church were formerly kept. It is

noticed that the eastern division of the sediha is

wider than the other two, and is probably the

seat formerly appropriated by the chief minister

of the church. The walls of the edifice are

built of Pickering stone, with Ancaster stone

dressings, and have been faced on the inside

with chalk. The old pews, with high backs, have

been superseded by open benches of stained

deal, and the floors of the nave, tower, porch,

and passages have been paved with Yorkshire

flacks, in which are inserted iron gratings, in con-

nexion with Haden’s patent heating-apparatus.

The choir-stalls in the chancel are open in the

front with moulded uprights and cornice. The

nave is divided from the aisles by four bays, the

pointed arches of which spring from circular

pillars, except one near the south entrance,

which is octagonal. The aisles are lighted by

four double windows on each side, and these also

are filled with cathedral glass. The roofs of the

nave and chancel, wHch were formerly nndor.

drawn or plastered, are now of open woodwork,

and are constmeted ot Baltic red wood, stained

lightly where exposed. The trusses of the mam
rTOfs have arched and moulded ribs, resting on

stone corbels, those in the chancel bemg foliated.

The tower, like the rest of the new work, is m
the Early Decorated style of architecture, and

is about 25 ft. square at the base, and /6ft. high

to the top of the wroughb-iron vane. It is built

in three stages, with turret stairs m the south-

east angle leading to the ringing-loft. Formerly

the space underneath the tower was rendered

dingy-looking by the lowness of the arch, and

the small square window by which it was lighted

;

but now the arch is lofty, to correspond with that

in the chancel, and in the west end a three-light

window has been inserted, with coloured border-
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ins, tie leads of wliol ore fiUed with enrioheu

tracery. The aoutli porcli has been entirely

rebuilt, and has stone seats on either side, the

cable apex being surmounted by an ornamental

stone cross. Outside, the roofs are covered with

"Welsh Countess slates, and Jiave been raised to

what may be considered the original pitch. There

are ornamental crosses at the gable ends of both

nave and chancel, and the exterior of the

has been designed after the English "'di^SScupied
muo work of restoration, whg^ carried out
about sixteen montb5,^i-yj. SI. Tealo, of Don-
under the direQt''''SIr. Slater, of York, was the
caster^^’fa’ctor, and Sir. Swallowell was the
foreman of the work. The total cost of reno-
vating the building was about 2,600?.

Uaton Hastings.—The church of this little

village has been reopened. It is situated on the
banks of the Thames, and is of Early Norman
foundation, containing examples of each style up
to the fourteenth century. The restoration of

tho whole church has been completed under the
supervision of Mr. Champion, of Loudon, as the
architect, Mr. Wheeler, of Earringdon, being the
contractor. During tho progress of the works
an Early English arcade was found blocked up
with plaster on the south side

;
this has been

opened out, and the windows re-inserted in the
wall. The Late Fourteenth.century doorway,
on the south side of the nave, has been restored,
and a new oak door supplies the place of the old
one. The works carried out in the restoration-
scheme consist in opening out the old roof

j
re-

seating the nave, the centre passage of which is

-laid with Godwin’s plain tiles
; and new glazing,

with dark green borders to the windows. The
Jacobian pulpit has been lowered, and furnished
with new steps and handrail, and also with a
•new brass sermon-desk and lights, tho gift of a
lady. A heating apparatus has been placed in
tho church. The chief works on the exterior are
a new bell-cot of stone, new gable cross, and
copings with stone ridge. The work was started
with a donation of 100?. by the Messrs. Kinch
and relatives, and the sum of nearly 150?. has
boen obtained by donations from various sources
by tho energy of those ladies, who undertook to
get together a certain sum.

SCHOOL-BDILDING NEWS.
Godalming.—The low-pitched unsightly brick

structure, which composed the old British Schools,
has been radically altered and largely added to.

The old building has had two stone wings attached
to it, and the brick of tho old centre has been
hidden by a long stone lobby. In the centre of
the lobby is the porch, which is carried up iu

the shape of a round tower, which is ornamented
with some decorations in carved freestone. In
the tower a bell will be hung. The grey stone
•of the building is relieved by light-ooloured free-
stone, which is again varied by the window-
frames being painted a dark red. The old build-

ing, although not actually rebuilt, has been
raised. While one wing was being erected,
school was held in the old building, and when
work was proceeded with on this part, the wing
was ready for occupation. The design was by
Mr. S. Weiman, a local architect, and Mr. Bonner
was the cottractor. The tower is not yet com-
pleted.

Forest of Dean.—The new national school
building committee have decided to build a
school for 170 children,—boys, girls, and infants.

Grants and promises, amounting to 860?., have
been made. Among the subscribers are,—Mr.
Crawshay, 100?. ; Mrs. Crawshay, 50?.; Mrs. Wait,
100?.; Woods and Forests, 125?.

5 Charity Trus-
tees, 100?.

Sheffield.—Tho second school erected by the
Sheffield School Board has been opened. It is

situated in Beech Hill-road,Bromhin, and although
the smallest school, the Board at present con-
templates erecting it as an elementary educa-
tional establishment, complete. The building is

of Dunford-hill stone, with Grenoside ashlar
dressings, and the roofs are covered with blue
Welsh slates, capped with red ridge Berkshire
tiles, with finials on the angles, according to the
special designs of tho architects, Messrs. Inno-
cent & Brown. It is erected in the geometric
style of Gothic architecture. In front are two
lofty gables with triplet windows, with trefoil

heads, and segment-headed windows on the
ground floor. Over the angle of the building,
which is made circular, is a small bell-turret.

The school is divided into three departments for

boys, girls, and infanta. The school for the

'‘’ttej:, which is on the ground-floor, is L shaped,
and 13 ou t\.. i-xTicr by 20 ft. wide. In this room
there is a large Over the infants’

school, and extending uv...- play-sheds
behind, are the hoys’ and g^ls setiuw.,

of which is 36 ft. by 2^ Each has a class-

room 20 ft. cloak-rooms and

lavatori'-’
school is approached by a

of stone stairs ; the entrance to the boys’
school being from Beech Hill-road, and the
entrance to the girls* and infants’ school being
on the other side of the building, and approached
from the playground. The schools aro fitted

up 'Nrith patent desks, and 'will bo warmed by
hot water on the high-pressure system, by
Messrs. Bacon, of London. They will be lighted
with gas. Attention has been paid to the venti-

lation • plans that have proved successful else-

where having been adopted. The rooms will

accommodate about 300 children. The contract
for the building was about 2,300?. ; but with the
fittings and so forth, tho cost will probably bo
2,500?. The contractors wore Messrs. Sharp &
Son. The mason’s work has been done under
them by Mr. Butler; the slating and plastering
by Harrison & Chadwick; the plumbing by Mr.
Thickett

; and the painting by Mr. Hunter.
Bridgwater.—The newly-erected Board schools,

in the eastern portion of the town of Bridg-
water, consisting of three departments—one for

boys, another for girls, and a third for infants,

—

capable of accommodating 600 children, have
been formally opened. The cost of the schools,
which are built in the vicinity of the railway
station, together with their furnishing, amounts
to something like 2,800?., which amount has
been advanced as a loan by the Public Works
Commissioners, the repayment extending over
fifty years. The architect was Mr. John Mount-
ford Hay; and the builders were Messrs. Harvey
& Sons, of Torquay.

Ringley.—New Church of England schools at
Ringley have been opened. Tho style of the
new building is Gothic. Tho materials of the
construction are bricks, -with stock brick facings
and stone dressings. Tho walls of the rooms
internally are tinted in two colonrs with stencil
ornaments. The timbers of the large room are
of pitch pine, varnished, as is all the joiners’

work throughout. The site occupied for the
schools and playgrounds comprises half an acre,
and has been given by Lord Derby. The
masonry and brickwork have been done by
Messrs. J. & S. Hall, of Bury; the joiners’ work
is by Mr. J. Allen, of Radcliffe ; the slating by
Mr. F. Murphy, of Bury

;
and the plumbing,

gasfitting, plastering, &c., were executed by
Messrs. Leach & Son, of Bury. The architects
are Messrs. Maxwell & Tuke, of Bury.

VARIORUM.
The “ Agricultural Returns of Great Britain,

with abstract Returns for the United Kingdom,
British Possessions, and Foreign Countries,
1872,” just now published, show that the total
extent of land returned iu 1872 as being under
all kinds of crops, bare fallow, and grass was
31,00-1,173 acres in Great Britain, 15,746,517
acres in Ireland, 88,573 acres in the Isle of Man,
18,026 acres in the island of Jersey, and 12,007
acres in the islands of Guernsey, Alderney, &c.,
making a total for the United Kingdom of
46,869,326 acres. Althongh exact figures cannot
at present be given, the results exhibited in tho
Returns indicate that an addition is annually
made to the land under cultivation in Great
Britain. The reclamation of waste land is men-
tioned by the collecting officers in many parts of
the country, as one of the causes of the increase
of the acreage returned in their districts.
” How many of the population were directly

employed in agriculture iu 1871 is not as yet
known, but, when ascertained, the number will

probably not differ materially from that shown
by the census of 1861. At that time (including
farmers, graziers, farm bailiffs, indoor farm
servants, shepherds, and agricnltural labourers)
about 1,590,000 persons of both sexes were
employed in agriculture in Great Britain, or
6 per cent, of the total population in 1871.
This number, in proportion to 31,000,000 acres,
the total quantity of land returned as under
cultivation in 1872, would show that a little

more than five persons, on an average, were
employed upon every 100 acres of land. It
would, therefore, require a large quantity of'

additional land to afford employment, at this
rate, to any considerable portion of the numbers
yearly added to the resident population of Great

Britain.” We should prefer to see a different

deduction from this. How many more persona

might profitably be employed on an acre.

A writer in Iron gives these particulars as to

the measurement of the velocity of light :
—“ The

'»iocity of tho transmission or propagation of
light. as now generally accepted (192,000 miles
per seconu,(, ^Q'T^nllv determined by astro-
nomical observation, based on luo parallax
namely, 8'58'', augmented by more recent calcu-
lation to 8'75'' or 8'92”. M. Fizeau has recently
introduced a mechanical method of exact deter-
mination by direct observation of the duration
of a double journey indicated by reflection; the
principle being that of a toothed wheel, caused
to rotate with great velocity (700 or 800 revo-
lutions per second), and effecting records elec-
trically bymeans ofa cam andsuitable mechanism.
A brake for regulating the speed and reversing
gear are also accessories of the apparatus,
M. A. Cornu, in a communication to tho French
Academy, gives the results of more than a thou-
sand observations, of which two-thirds at least
were made under satisfactory and trustworthy
conditions. The distance between the stations
of observation was carefully and accurately
measured and determined by triangulation, and
found to be 10,310 metres, with a possible error
of 10 mtitres, or the one-thousandth part. The
resulting mean gave 298,500 kilom&trea (185,483
miles) per second, as the velocity of light m
vacuo; closely, according with the values as-
signed by MM. Foucault aud Le Verrior, and
corresponding to the solar parallax, 8'86". M.
Cornu estimates the possible error at 1.300th,
and considers that with stations 20 to 30 kilo-

metres apart (12 to 20 miles), an approximation
to within less than the thousandth part may be
obtained; for tbe realisation whereof he urges
the active co-operation of tbe Academy, so that
this grand work, “commenced by Ecemer at the
Paris Observatory, simplified and continued by
French savants,” may bo perfected with precision
by France,”

®:isaUanea:.

Oxford Architectural and Historical
Society.—The members of this society held
their first meeting for the Lent Term in the hall
of Oriel College, where they were received by
the Rev. the Provost. The Provost first drew
attention to the pictures, aud referred to the
peculiar construction of tbe hall, which had,
from the height of the screens, the appearance
of having been a small room under a large one.
The name of the college he said came from an
oriel window over a doonvay which was in the
building purchased by Dr. Broome, and that they
knew from documents in the possession of the
college actually referring to it. The first
meeting of the society during the present term
was held in the lower room of the Taylor
Building. Several gentlemen were elected mem-
bers of the society, and the names of others
were submitted to be balloted for at the next
meeting. Mr. Trevor Fielder, of St. John’s, read
a long paper on Lanthony, in the vale of Ewyas,
Monmouthshire. A chronicler living in the
twelfth century, who described himself as a monk
of Lanthony, when writing of the chapel which
St. David erected on tho spot which was after-
wards occupied by the Abbey, described it as
“ a poor building surrounded with moss and ivy,
covered with thickets, scarcely habitable for man
or for beast.” The lecturer gave some architec-
tural descriptions of the ruins, and after tracing
the possession of tho property from 1809, he
stated that about four miles north of the Abbey
stood the building a short time back erected by
“Father Ignatius,” who destined it, when tho
funds were sufficient, to become a large monas-
tery in exact imitation of those which flourished
under the rule of St. Benedict, in the tenth and
eleventh centuries, but at present the establish,
ment was very small. Mr. W. Scott Champion,
of London, architect, then read a paper on North
Stoke Church, Oxfordshire, and illustrated it by
numerous drawings and plans. On Thursday,
March 20ch, a communication will be made
on the Utrecht Psalter, with especial reference
to the recent controversy, by Professor West,
wood; and a report will be read on Archeo-
logical Discoveries, &o., in the neighbourhood of
Oxford during the past year.

Protection of Passengers.—A builder has
been fined 3?. and costs at the Westminster
Police-court for neglecting and refusing to put
up a fan to his hoarding at the corner of two
streets in South Belgravia.
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Opening of a New Saw-Mill in Here-
ford.—A new Baw-mill has been erected within

the precincts of the city of Hereford, according
to the Jocal Journal. The building is at the

Canal Wharf, and has been erected by the

executor of the late Hr. E. George (Hr. IV. b-

Hill). The erection, which is 50 ft. in leno'*^ 7

40 ft. in width, wr.,. SI
’

Q p
,
of Dirminghaai, and has been built by Hr.

Hudson, of Hereford, builder. The engine,

which was made by Hcssrs. Davey & Paxman,

of Colchester, is of lO.horae power (nominal).

It is of the type known as vertical, with boiler

combined, the boiler being on the makers’ new

principle of bent taper tubes through the fire-

box, with mushroom deflectors, by means of

which rapid circulation of water and generation

of steam are produced at a very small cost for

fuel. The engine was exhibited at the Interna-

tional Exhibition last year, and used for driving

a portion of the machinery in motion. The

sawing machinery was supplied by Hessrs.

Robinson & Sou, of Rochdale, and consists of a

deal frame for sawing by vertical action ;
one

large circular saw-bench, with self-acting motion

for bringing the timber forward j
and a smaller

bench for cross - cutting, grooving, tongueing,

rebating, boring, Ac. Mr. Hill arranged and

superintended the fixing of the whole of the

machinery. A supper was held to celebrate the

accomplishment of the work : Hr. W. A. Hill

took the chair, and Hr. E. George officiated as

vice-chairman. The party included Hr. Tudor

(clerk), the sawyers and labourers employed by

the firm, Mr. Wham (representative of Messrs.

Davey & Paxtnan), Hr. Hudson (the builder),

and his workmen, together with a few visitors

and friends.

The Ne-w Library at Gvuldhall.— The

new library and museum at Guildhall, erected

by the Corporation of London, have been

opened for the free use of the public, and

during the first day between ‘WO and 500

people visited them. The library itself contains

accommodation for between fifty and sixty

readers at a time, and one of the twelve bays

into which it is divided is set apart for ladies.

There are between 30,000 and 40,000 volumes on

the shelves, and the library abounds especially

with works referring to the history and the

traditions of the City. There is also a public

reading-room, where dictionaries, directoines,

guide-books, maps, atlases, and commercial and

legal works are kept for quick reference. The

building will be open daily from ten until five

throughout the year, except on holidays. Each

reader is required to give his or her name and

address on entering the room, and the way in

which books are obtained and returned is exactly

similar to that at the British Museum. Children

under fourteen years of age, and intoxicated

and disorderly persons, are inadmissible. A new

catalogue has not yet been compiled, but Hr.

Overall, the librarian, has for the present

re-arranged and re-numbered the old one. This

is the ‘.first experiment of a free library ever

made in the City. The committee are consider-

ing whether to open the building during the

evening, and also to form a circulating branch of

the library. Wo hope both objects will be

achieved.

ratal Sewer Accident near Brighton.—

An inquest has been held on the body of John

Pinch, aged eighteen, whose death had resulted

from his falling down a shaft (96 ft. deep) at Bal-

lard’s Bottom, in the parish of Telscombe, where

deceased and others were engaged in carrying

out works connected with the Brighton inter-

cepting sewer. Deceased, it appears, was oiling

some portion of the machinery, when, in turning

round, his foot slipped on some planks that

covered a portion of the shaft, and he fell down

an opening between them. Ho caught at the

skip for supplying the engine with water, but

this gave way, or he might possibly have saved

himself. He went down feet first, striking

against some woodwork twice in his descent.

When drawn up and taken to the hospital he was

conscious, but died in a few hours. Deceased

was perfectly sober
;
and it was shown that the

opening through which he fell could not be pro-

tected, the space being left for the skip to pass

through. The jury returned a verdict of “ Acci-

dental death.”

Burlington House.—The temporary entrance

in Piccadilly to the house of the Royal Academy

has been removed, and carriages will now drive

through the archway in the new building for tbe

learned societies, and set down at the steps of

Burlington House.

Proposed Graving Dock and Jetties
the Tees,—The Commission*^’" Tees

Conservancy are abm'’' construct a new
graving-don’- '''"“"'een the works of Jones, Dun.

J?Co. and Normanby Jetty. This will be
the first and only docs,

,-tB kind on the River
Tees. The statutory notices

for the occupation of the land, anii

operations are to be commenced in the conrst,

next summer. The estimated cost of tho new
dock is about 30,000J. ' It is also intended to

construct two new jetties on tbe river below

Cargo Fleet. One projected by Mr. Vaughan
will be the largest "on the river. Its length

will be about 700 yards, and it will have a

frontage to the Tees of 360 ft. One result of

their erection will be to diminish tho value of

the trade of the docks at Middlesbrough and

Lackenby. At the present time tho North-

Eastern Railway Company charge a duty of la.

per ton for conveying iron to the docks from

either the Eston or the Cargo Fleet works; and

there are dock-dues to be provided for over and

above this sum. By the use of their own jetties

ironmasters avoid these payments altogether.

Another effect of tbe now jetties will be the

partial discontinuance of the Normanby Jetty,

belonging to the North-Eastern Railway Com-
pany, from which the owners of the proposed

new jetties have hitherto been accustomed to

ship a considerable part of their iron. Other

new works are being promoted below Eston.

New Buildings at Blland.—On the north

side of the Elland and Brighouse-road, near to

“ Woodlands,” the residence of Hr. Dewhirst, is

about to be erected one of the largest mills in

the district, to be worked as a worsted manufac-

tory. The building will be 75 yards long by

20 yards wide, and four stories high, and at each

cud will be a campanile clock tower with a dome
roof. At one end will be a separate building to

hold four boilers, and the maclunery will be

turned by a powerful GO-horse compound engine,

now being made at the works of Hessrs. Pollitt

& Wigzell, of Soworby Bridge. The whole

building will be made fire-proof. Tbe building

will be erected for Hr. Dewhirst from plans

drawn by Hr. T. W. Helliwell, of Brigbouse,

architect. The tenders have been let, and opera-

tions have already commenced, the stonework

being let to Hr. Geo. Hanson, *of Elland
;

the

joiners’ work to Messrs. Hirst & Wilson ;
the cast,

iron work and shafting to Hessrs. Berry & Son,

of Halifax
;
and the slaters’ work to Mr. J. Ban-

croft, of Halifax. The chimney will be square

and ornamental, and 45 yards high. The two

largest malt-kilns in the district are also being

built from plans by Hr. Helliwell.

The Site of Troy.—At a meeting of the

Society of Antiquaries, under the presidency of

Lord Stanhope, a paper on “The Troad” has

been read by Sir John Lnbbock, M.P. He stated

that he had spent his holiday last year in paying

a visit to Constantinople, and from Constant!-

nople he had sailed to the plains of Troy, landing

close to the tumulns of Ajax. The balance of

opinion as to tbe true site of the city of Troy,

he thought, was clearly divided between Bunar-

bashi and Hissarlik. The rival claims rested

principally in the distance of these places from

the sea and the courses of the rivers, but all

theories suggested on these points were open to

grave objections. No site could be said to accord

thoroughly with the account given by Homer, and

the examination of the tumuli threw little light

upon the matter. Admiral Spratt said he had

made the visit to the Troad thirty years ago,

with Homer in his hand. With regard to the

distance from the sea, Pliny and Strabo had both

placed Troy at the distance of 12 stadii (about

an English mile). Though it was now nine miles,

there was nothing incompatible in this, as the

sea had been retiring ever since the Trojan war,

and placing more and more land between the

city and the sea.

Increase of Salary to the Town Surveyor

of Great Yarmouth.—Hr. H. H. Baker, the

Yarmouth town surveyor, having applied for an

increase of salary, the committee appointed to

consider the subject recommenried that his

salary should be advanced from 2001. to 310Z. per

annum ;
namely, as surveyor to the sanitary

authority, 120h j
town council, 1801. ;

and in-

spector of gas-meters, 10?. ; the surveyor to keep

a pony and gig at his own expense. Objection

was taken to the necessity of the surveyor keep-

incr a pony and gig; but it was finally resolver]

that the salary should be 310?., and that it should

be obligatory on the surveyor to keep a pony

and gig.

Medical Officers of Health and the Public
Health Bill.—At the annual meeting of the
Poor-law Medical Officers’ Association, Dr.
Rogers presiding. Dr. Lush, M.P., was unani.
mously appointed president of the association
for the ensuing year. The following resolutions
were passed :

—‘'That the opinion of thismeeting
IS adverse to the amalgamation of large sanitary
rhstricts, and considers that the Public Health
medicfDpy, carried out by appointing

possible, as own districts, TrLoia

tion entertains a stron'^CI-” “ That this assooia-

ment of public dispensaries,'’lihat the establisl^

the recommendation of the Sanitary d9Bpe with

and the Poor-law inspectors’ special report,"ih

necessary and desirable, and earnestly hopes that

tho Goveniment, notwithstanding their avowed
intention of introducing no measure in the

present session of Parliament affecting the

sanitary requirements of the country, may be
advised, in view of the great distress among all

classes of the poor, in a time of exceptional

severity, to pass some measure having for its

object the prompt and efficacious relief of

sickness.”

Carlisle Public Hall.—The local journal

says that of the various plans sent in for the

proposed new public hall for this city, those of

“St. Swithin” (Mr. D. Birkett, Carlisle), and

“Hay Carlisle Flourish” (Messrs. Habershon &
Brock, London), are those approved of most by
the committee. The two sets have been sub-

mitted to tho inspection of Hr. Cory, the county

surveyor, who has reported in favour of Hr.

Birkett’s plans. At tho same time, he has

informed tho committee that, in the present

state of the labour market, and with the current

rates of materials, he does not thiuk either of

the two competing plans could be executed for

loss than 10,000?. The expenditure contemplated

by tbe committee upon the building is 4,500?.,

and we believe that both sets will be referred

back to the architects for reconsideration of

estimates, and future action must depend upon

their replies
;
but it seems probable that part of

the desigu will have to be abandoned, and the

scope of the project restricted to the building of

a large hall with suitable approaches and con-

veniences.

Newcastle Society of Antiquaries.—The
usual monthly meeting of the Newcastle Society

of Antiquaries was held in tho old Castle,

Hr. R. Carr-ElUson in the chair. The chairman

presented to the society a very old axe-head,

which he had received in a peculiar manner. He
remarked that Mr. Crisp, of Pendwick, in the

parish of Alnham, observed one day recently his

blacksmith holding the axe-head in the fire. He
saw that there wore some cross figures upon it,

and requested the blacksmith to take it out

again. It then appeared that it had been bought

amongst a quantity of scrap from a travelling

dealer. There was the figure of a crown on the

axe, which was worn, but left tbe impression

that it had once been a headsman’s axe used

under the authority of the Crown. The secretary,

(Hr. Longstaffe), had a copy of Sir John Lub-

book’s Bill for the preservation of antiquities,

and on the motion of Dr. Bruce, seconded by
the Rev. Mr. Adamson, it was agreed to petition

in its favour.

The Late Mr. A. S. Newman.—We have to

announce the death of Mr. A. 8. Newman,
surveyor to tbe Board of Works for the St. Olave

District, Southwark. The 3fetro2}olitan says

the Commissioners of Paving for the East

Division of Southwark were superseded by the

St. Olave’s Board, on the passing of the Metro-

polis Local Management Act, 1855. The late

Mr. A. S. Newman had assisted his father, who
was the surveyor to the Commissioners. The

St. Olave Board, however, appointed the late

Mr. A. S. Newman their surveyor, and super-

anuuated the father. Mr. Newman held the

appointment until his death. We may add that

the members of the St. Olave Board always hail

the greatest confidence in their late surveyor,

and much regret his early death.

The New Infirmary for Chelsea.—In con-

sequence of an interview with Mr. Langley, of

the Local Government Board, the guardians of

the parish of Chelsea have decided to increase

the accommodation of their new infirmary, from

200 to 300 patients. Plans have been submitted

by their architects, Messrs. John Giles & Gough,

of Craven-street. These additional patients

can be provided for at a cost of about 22Z. per

patient, so far as the buildings are concerned.
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New MetHod of Forecasting Storms.—

A

letter by Mr. G. Weuley, of Chelmsford, on a
“ New Method of Forecasting Storms,” has been
reprinted from the Chelmsford Chronicle of

March 7, 1873. We have not sufficient space to
explain the drift of this letter, which must itself

be read by those interested in the subject, but
we may give a brief quotation :

—

*' The i)lan I have adopted for learning the form of aerial
wave which is passing over any given place is to take a
sheet of paper ruled with perpendicular lines (a sheet of
ordinary foolscaj) ruled with horizontol lines only, and
turned on its edge so that the lines are upright, answers
admirably for a monthly register)

;
now draw a strong

blaok line across the middle of such a sheet to represent
the average or mean line of the barometer, and fifteen
finer lines above and below at intervals of about one-sixth
of an inch (each interval is to represent one-tenth of an
inch rise or fall)

; then, having dated the lines at the top,
to correspond with the days of the month, begin by
noticing now inany tenths of an inch the mercury may
stand (say at eight a.m.) above or below the average, or
29i in.

; make a dot in the line corresponding to the date
at the required height, do the same thing the next day at
same honr, drawing a pen across from dot to dotj con-
tinuing this daily will give the wave-form. In practice I
find it far better to mark it twice n day,—viz., at eight
p.m., halfway between the daily lines : a sailor might
mark it every watch.”

“ The aiirial wave,” adds the writer, “ follows the
same law as the watery one : that if a great
height be suddenly reached, it will be as sud-
denly left

;
if slowly reached, as slowly quitted.

It will also be seen that our most dangerous
gales are in many cases preceded by periods of
exceptionally fine weather, but too apt to throw
the sailor ofi his guard, and of this no one has
yet warned him, so far as I know and believe.”

ZiTctensioii of Dundee Harbour.—In ac-
cordance with the request of tho Dundee
Harbour trustees, Mr. Harrison, C.E., has pre-
pared a report and plan of a large scheme of
harbour extension, in order to make the accom-
modation ample, and to prevent the large annual
expense of dredging to keep the accesses to the
present docks clear. With this view, Mr. Harri-
son proposes to construct a wall from the outer
bend of the esplanade to the Beacon Rocks, and
from thence to the Stanuergate. Tliis wall, he
proposes should be built of concrete, and founded
at a great depth, and, when finished, it would be
about two miles in length. Within this wall
250 acres of space would be enclosed, which
would be allocated to new basins, docks, timber
ponds, quays, sites for warehouses, &c. The
structural cost of the new woiks is estimated at
450,0001., exclusive of filling up ground by the
dredger for the next ninety years.

Method of Cleaning Glassware, by Dr. I.
Walz.—The cleaning of beakors aud other
Chemical glassware that have contained oils,

fats, and similar organic matters, by means of
potassium bichromate aud concentrated sixlphuric
acid, is often inconvenient on account of the
shape of the vessels, or because sometimes
requiring the application of considerable heat,
and thus causing breakage. Tho following
method has given mo uniformly satisfactory
results :—Tho vessel to be cleaned is filled, or, if
large, rinsed with a moderately dilute solution
of potassium permanganate, the contact of the
liquid being prolonged till a film of hydrated
manganic oxide has been deposited

; the solution
is then poured away, and the glass vessel rinsed
with some strong hydrochloric acid. Chlorine is
then formed, but not enough to cause iucon-
venionce

;
and acting in the nascent state on the

organic matter, it speedily converts them into
substitution products, that are soluble in the
alight excess of acid or water.

A New Housebold Fuel Economiser.—
Mr. Mark Shepherd, of Bradford, has invented a
simple and effective improvement by wliich an
ordinary open kitchen-range may be converted
into an approximation to an American cooking
stove. His arrangement consists of a cast-iron
plate covering in the top of the fireplace, another
plate closing up the mouth of tho chimney, and
a connecting.pipo passing through both plates
for a chimney. The plate over the fire is pro-
vided with holes for cooking utensils after the
manner of the American stoves, aud the chim-
ney.pipe has a valve in it to act as a damper.
Tho inventor claims for bis stove all the advan-
tages of the American stove, together with
cheapness and adaptability to ordinary ranges.

Mr. and Mrs. German Reed’s Entertain-
ment.—A new entertainment, written by Mr.
F. C. Buniand, with music by Mr. J. L. Molloy,
is in preparation, and will bo produced at an
early date, we presume in the place of “Happy
Arcadia,” which has now reached its l-lOth
representation.

Search, for Coal in the North of Europe.
Seams of coal, according to a Copenhagen cor-

respondent, have been discovered in the south
of Sweden, and several companies have been,
or are being, formed to work them. One of the
companies commenced operations on the 21 st of
January, under the direction of an English engi-
neer. A circular has been issued by Stockholm
capitalists for the formation of a company to

work the mines, which are near Engelholm, to
the south-west of Scania. The capital is fixed
at nine millions of Swedish crowns, mostly sub-
scribed. An Anglo-Swedish society has been
formed in London, to purchase, for 190,0001.,
7,000 acres of coal country in Scania. Borings
for coal have been also made in Denmark, but
without success. In the island of Bernholm it

has been found, but the quality is inferior.

There are coal-beds in Jutland, and the search
for new mines is being prosecuted in the Island
of Forae.

Iron and Coal Trades.—Circulars from
makers of the best sheet-iron have been issued
in South Staffordshire, announcing a new rise of
21. a ton. Wilden B singles are now 211., and
B charcoal 281. Cookley bars are advanced to

151. lOs. These makers have to give unprece.
dented prices for their raw material. Charcoal
has advanced 100 per cent. Those japanners
who advanced their prices after the recent
excitement are now advancing them again,
owing to the dearness of the fuel. The
Glasgotc Sei-ald learns that short time is to be
adopted by one or two mills in the city this

week, owing to the high price of coal. Our con-
temporary further states that from nearly all the
manufacturing districts both north and south of
the Tweed come reports of a gradual curtail-

ment of production, and, as contracts run out, of
large portions of machinery being thrown idle.

Society of Biblical Arclxaeology.—At the
last meeting a paper “On the Synchronous
History of Assyria and Babylonia, translated
from the Cuneiform Inscriptions,” by the Rev.
A. H. Sayco, M.A., was read. This most ancient
historical document, which unfortunately exists

in a very fragmentary condition, is a chrono-
logical history of tho two kingdoms of Assyria
and Babylonia from tho fifteenth to the seventh
centuries B.C. 5 from the time of Karaindas to
tliat of Shalmanaser, with whose invasion of
Babylonia tho record ends, and whose famous
black marble obelisk is now in the British
Museum. Mr. Sayce accompanied his transla-
tion with numerous historical and philological
comments, and promised to translate some
further historical tablets on another occasion.
A discussion ensued, in which M. Lenonnant,
Dr. Birch, Professor Donaldson, and Mr. R. Cull,
F.S.A., took part.

Proposed County College at Cambridge.

—

A meeting of gentlemen interested in the estab-
lishment of a County College, at Cambridge, has
been held at the Guildhall. In the unavoidable
absence of the mayor, Professor Liveiog took the
chair. A memorandum of association was read
and approved. One of the articles of the
memorandum states the object of the associa-
tion to be :

—

“ To combine and assist certain efforts that arc beini
made in the various counties of England to extend anu
raise the standard of middle-class education, and for that
purpose to purchase and hold and occupy requisite build-
ings at Cambridge or elsewhere, and to erect thereon one
or more college or colleges upon a proprietary basis.”

Tho company will be registered under the
Limited Liability Acts, and its capital is to be
30,0001., in three thousand shares of 101. each.
A number of shares were at once taken up.

Overcrowding in Lambeth.—A report,
prepai'cd by a special committee of the vestry
of Lambeth, in relation to “proposed regula-
tions for houses sub-lot in lodgings, or occupied
by members of more than one family,” was
brought up to tho vestry on the 13th of
February, 1872. It was then ordered to be
printed and taken into consideration in a twelve,
month. The twelvemonth having expired, the
report was considered at tho meeting of
tho vestry on Thursday. There are a series
of fifteen proposed regulations, as to cubic
space, whitewashing walla, cleansing, water,
sleeping arrangements, &o. The consideration
of the subject was deferred. There is much
difference of opinion in the vestry on the subject

Architects’ Benevolent Society. — The
annual meeting of the society was held on
Wednesday, the 12th instant, the president,
Mr. S. Smirke, R.A., in the chair. We will give
particulars in our next. I

The Durham Architectural and Archaeo-
logical Society of Northumberland and
Durham.—The annual meeting of this society
was held in Bishop Cosin’s Library, Durham,
the Rev. W. Greenwell presiding. The financial
statement was read by Mr. R. J. Johnson, and
showed a balance in hand of 56?. 10s. 3d. The
chairman then gave a resume of tho proceedings
of the society during the past year. It was then
agreed that the places to be visited by the society
during tho forthcoming year be as follows :

—

1. Norton, Redmarshal, aud Bishopton
; 2. Ryton

and Newcastle; 3. Dinadale, Sockburn, and
Eryholme

5 4. Rothbnry, Eglingham, and Caa-
teiion Castle. A fifth visit of two days was
projected to Selby, Howden, and Beverley, in
Yorkshire.

Clerkenwell Workhouse.—The Guardians
of the Holbom Union requested their architect,
Mr. H. Saxon Snell, to prejjare a design for re-
building this workhouse, in consequence of the
present building being in so decayed a state that
a large quantity of timber shoring is necessary
for its support. Plans for the accommodation of
500 inmates were accordingly submitted for the
approval of the Local Government Board, at an
estimated cost of 20,000 ?.; but they have requested
the Guardians to refrain from building here
until the St. Luke’s Workhouse, also belonging
to tho Union, has been rebuilt.

Vapour Stove.—A new article from America
is being sold in Liverpool, for use either in
cooking or in heating apartments. It seems
better suited for summer use in cooking, how-
ever, on a small scale, than for warming in
cold weather, unless it be for bed-rooms. It is

called a gas-stove, but the gas is produced in the
stove itself, and seems to bo a modification of
mineral oil into vapour: hence the name of
“ Yapour-stove.” It is the subject of a patent.
The cost of the fuel is said to be not more than
one halfpenny an hour, and the stove is quite
portable even while burning.

Consulting Engineer at Yarmouth..—In
consequence of the death of Mr. J. Cubitt, C.E.,
the office of consulting engineer to the Great
Yarmouth Port and Harbour Commissioners be.
came vacant, and Sir John Goode has been
appointed consulting engineer to the Commission.
The clerk has been instructed to forward the
resolution of the Board to Sir John Coode, and
to reqncst him, in the event of his acceptance of
the appointment, to attend at Yarmouth, and
inspect the injury done to the harbour works to
the north and south of the pier.

Baptist Ckurch, aud Schools, Fidnce’s-
end, Tipton.—This church aud schools have
just been completed and opened. The birildings
are of red brick, with Hollington stone dressings
and traceried windows, and have been carried
out by Mr. George Haffner, builder, of Tipton,
from the designs and under the superintendence
of Messrs. Weller & Proud, architects, of Wolver-
hampton. The church will seat 700; and the
schools will accommodate 500 children.

New Townhall for Paisley.—The late Mr
G. A. Clark, a partner of the fii*m of Messrs. J. &
J. Clark & Co., thread manufacturers, Paisley,
who died at Newark, New Jersey, United States,

' on the 13th of February, has left 20,000?. fortho
erection of a new townhall in Paisley. The hall
is to have combined with it a reading-room for
working men, where they can ait in comfort and
enjoy smoking, and is to be open from five

o’clock in the morning till twelve at night.

Prome Market Competitions.—At a meet,
ing of the committee of the Frome District
Agricultirral Society last week, Mr. H. P. Jones
presiding, it was decided to award the first pre-
mium of 20 ?., for the best set of plans for the
new market at Frome, to Mr. W. J. Stent, archi-

tect, of Warminster; and the second, of 5?., to

Messrs. Wilson, Willcox, & Wilson, architects, of
Bath. The proposed cost of the works is

4,000?.

Artists’ Benevolent Fund.—The annua,
general meeting of this fund will be held at the
Freemasons’ Tavern on the 20th instant, at two
o’clock. The Dean of Westminster will take
the chair at the anniversary dinner of this fund
on or about the 24th of May.

Royal Architectural Museum. — The
Council announce that Mr. Thomas Peard has
promised Two Addresses in the Museum, on the
“Art of Producing Artistic Ironwork,” on the
following Saturdays, at 3T5 p.m.:—March 15
and March 22. Admission free (without ticket),
on entering names in the visitors’ book in the
Museum.
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BOOKKEEPING. —
other* deiirlng a really good syeteni. cim haayo

^GT ol MODKLB for BUILDER’S BOOKS, by DOUBLE ENTRY, to

which was awarded the prize offered In “The Builder,” No. 1,180, and
which has been adopted by many large firm*. Also a Modified

Arrangement by Single Entry, suitable for small builders.—Addreee,

4. A. 4. Bt. GaoTge's-road, Eegent’s Park. London.

The Fifth Bdltion, in One Volume, 8to. price 52s. 6d.

WILT’S AKCHITEOTUKE, iUustrated
."JT with more than 1,100 'Wood EngraTlngs.... 1,100 Wood EngraTlngs. _

.

.Alterations and considerable Additions, by WYATT PAPWORTH,
Fellow of the Royal In.stitute of BrltUh Architects. Additionally

lihutrated with iiM-ly ••00 Wood Engravings by 0. Jewltt ; and n
thaiilOO other Waalruta.

London : lAlNQUANS. GREEN, A CO. Fatsmosler-rc

L. 4 L.—West Hants.—G. M.—L,—E. B.—H. W.—A. 4 0.—A. 4 C

J. G.—W, W.—A. C.— H. L.—W. H.—Mre. G, R.—J. G.—A. C.

A. H. G.—C.—C. B.—A. 4 C. H.—A. C.—Mr. T.—A Subseriber.-

. M. (shall Lave attention).-Enquirer (seems to forget therej

IhiTtv volumes of the BuiWer).—W. H. (already suggestedl.-W. G.

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addressee.

All etatements of facts, lists of tenders, 4c.. must be accompanied

by the name and address of the sender, not uecessartiy '

... .!<iaaro crown 8vo. with 35 Diagrams, price Os. Od. cloth,

IHE STEAIN,S in TRUSSES Computed
by means of Biagrains :

with Twenty Examples drawn to Scale.

By F. A. RANKEN, M.A. C.E. Lecturer at the HarUey InsUtnUoju
Southimiptoa; formerly Assistant-Engineer on the Cambria'

"

ways, and Scholar of Oonvillo and Cains College, Cambridge.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Patemoster-roi

Just published, in 8vo. price One Shilling.

:e amalgamation of railway
COMPANIES ; or, the Altemalive of their Purchase by the

considered.
By ROBERT BENSON.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Patemoster-row.

Price One Shilling.

ETROPOLITAN RATING.
By EDWARD BYDE,

'Author of " Rating of Railways.” 4c.

For the use of Solicitors, Surveyor*, and Ratepayers generally.

LOCKWOOD 4 CO. 7, Stationers’ HaU<ourt, E.C.

SITUATIONS WANTED.—Advertisements of this class are insi

at the following rate, viz. ;

—

Six lines (about fifty words) 2». 6d.

Each odditiuiial line (about ten words) Os, 6d.

Hallinniiv stamps accepted for amounts under 5s. Od.

For ’warehonse and shopping, Freeman-atreet, Birming-

Bath, and other Building Stones of Best
Quality.—EANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.
Limited, Quarrymen and Stone Mercliants.

List of Prices at the Quarries and Dopftts, also

Cost of Transit to any part of the United
Kingdom furnished on application to

Bath Stone Office, Corsbam, Wilts.

—

[Adtt.]

This Day, crown 8vo. strongly bound, price 3a Oil.

TCHLEY’S BUILDERS’ PRICE-BOOK
(or 1873, containing a ooraplstc List of Prices of Builder*'

Materials and Labour, useful Tables and Memoranda for Estuaates,

Calculating Wage^ 4& 4c.
. „ _t n.

Loudon ; LOCKWOOD 4 CO. 7, Stationers’ Hall-couit, E.C.

SALE’S RUDIMENTARY SERIES ofWE._
SCIENTIFIC and TECHNICAL WORI^, comp^ing^now

ham, for Messrs. HosBall & Sineletoii, Ironfoutidors and
xr /V suppligj. ^Fugmeers.
tect

Charley
Parker & Son
Parton
Barnsley & Sons
JelTerey & Pritchard
Partridge
Matthews
Bennett
"Wilson & Son
Moffat
Sivimaa & Son
Barker & Son
Eavenscrolt & Son
Davies, Brothers
Preece
Horsley, Brothers (accepted)

Mr, W. Hale, archi- Tisbury Stone Quarries.—This splendid

STONE, which can be worked 20 per cent,

cheaper than any other in the neighbourhood,

can be obtained in BLOCK, sawn or worked, on
application to JOHN ALFORD, Proprietor.

—

[Advt.]

•irly 300 distinct Treatises, bound in limp cloth, a

triitcd where neoeeeary.

••WEALE’S SERIES includes Text-Books on almost every

branch of Science and Industry, comprising suoh subjects ns Agnral-

ture, Architecture and Building, ClvU Engineering. Fine Arts. Me-

chanics and Mechanical Engineering, Physical and Cliemiciri Science,

and many miscellaneona Treatise* The whole is constantly nnder-

gulog revision, and new editions, brought up to the latest dwco'-^a*™ .,n. i.sued. The price at which they

assured."—American J.Ucrarif

The following oj

For alterations and additions to Gloucester House,
Finchley, for Mr. Crawley. Mr. F. Chamberlain, archi-
tect;—

Scrivener £370 0 0
Morris 33-1 14 0
Walton 319 0 0
Qilmoor 300 0 0
Donno 200 0 o

Anliton & Green, Slate, Iron, and Marble
Merchants, and Quarry Ag’ents.—Roofing
Slates,—Bangor, Blue, Red, or Green

;
Blue

Portmadoc ; and Whitland Abbey Green. The
new “Permanent” Green, weight the same

aa Bangor, and uniformity of cleavage equal.

Prices on WharJ in I«ondo?i ;

—

18x9

recent new volumes or new and revised

EdltiouB:

—

COAL and COAL illNISG. By Warington W. Smyth, F.E.S.

The METALLURGY of IRON. By H. Bauerman. F-O.S-*®- 6^
WATERWORKSfor the BUI’PLYof CITIES and TOWNS. By a.

FIE^TlsOOK^f MINING and QUARRYING.
P.G.S, Is. 6d.

WORKMAN’S "
J. MaxtoD.

DRAWING an

OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS. By J. F. Heather. M.A. 1®. 6d.

SURVEYING and ASTRNOMICAL INSTRUMENTS. By J.

Heather. M.A. Is, 6d.
i ,

PRACTICAL PLANE GEOMETRY. By J. F. Heather, M.A, .

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY. By H.xnu. Enlarged by Young.

IRON and UE.t.T. By J. Armour. C.E- 23- 6d.

’OWER in MOTION. By J. Armour. C.E. 28. M.

By J. H. CoUlui,

“manual ol ENGINEEEING DRA-WTNG. By

IdE^ABURING INBTEUMEN’TS. By J. F. Heather,

24 X 12
1

22x12
1

20 X 10
1

18x10
420/.

1

370/. :

1

285/.
1

245/.

16x10 1 16x8
1

14 X 10
11

14x 8

222/6
1

170/.
1
212/6

1

130/.

222/6

For new illomiuating dials to parish church clock, liimo.

house. Messrs. A. k C. Harston, architects:

—

Blundell & Sons (accepted) £750 0 0

For the ereetiou of malthonse at Famdon Field, near
Newark-upon-Trent, in the county of Nottingliam, for
Mr. Joseph Richardson. Mr. Charles BaiJy, architect ;

—

12 X 8,i

17/6
Per Thousand of 1,200 Slates, subject

to a Discount.

Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimneypieces,

Inscription Tablets, &c. Stoves, Ranges, and

Builders’ Ironmongery. A. & G.’s special Red
Ridge Tiles. Large show of all goods at 14 and

15, Bury-street, St. Mary-Axe, London, E.C.

Drawings and prices upon application accom-

panying trade card.

—

[Advt.]

IRON BRIDGES. dlRDERS, ROOFS, 4c. By F, Campin, C.E.

.MINING TOOLS. By William Morgan*. &• '5‘h
,

PLATES to MINING TOOLS. 235 Engravings, 4to. 4a. 6d.

PHY'SICAL GEOLOGY. By Ralph TaU, F.G.B. ’28.

HISTORICAL GEOLOGY. By Ralph Tate. F.G.3. «*

CULTURE of FRUIT TREES. ”
i-rmii the French of Du BreulL

By Six W. Snow Harris. Enlarged by Dr. H. 4LMAGNETISM.
NO.-UL Ss. BO.

N B Complete List* of this Senes post free on appli

Loudon: LOCKWOOD 4 CO. 7. Stationers’ HaU-

BEADDON’B NEW WOEK.
’llie NEW WOEK, hy the Ai^

At all Libraries,

HILLY DARRELL.

Lady Audley’s Secret,’’ 4c.

Lithographed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
29, Charing-crosB, S.W., with accuracy and
punctuality. Plans and Drawings Copied,

Traced, or Lithographed.— [Advt.]

NOW READY.

IPvACROFT’S INVESTMENT TRACTS-
AMERTCAN RAILWAYS as

IN'VESTMENTS. By ROBERT GIFFEN.
Loudon : EDWARD STANFORD, Charing-crosa.

CAST-IRON

COLUMNS, Stanciieons, and GIRDERS,
at a DAY'S NOTICE, QUALITY 4 FINISH DNSURI'ASSED.

ORR & M'LEAN,
UNION FOUNDRY, 124, GOLDEN LANE, E.C.

Bain-pipe, Gutter, Store, Range, and Kail
WAREHOUSE, 84, HATTON GARDEN. E.C.

Catalogue, price 28. 6d. deducted from first order. Esltmates free.

Jmt published, with woodcuts, medium 8vo. cloth, 3a. 6d.

S
TEAM in the ENGINE ; its Heat and

Its Work.
By P. KAUFFEK. Man^-illg Eng

London.: BLACKIE 4 SON. Paten

Just published, a Second and Enlarged Edition of

FEW NOTES upon the MEANS of
MAKING a HOUSE HELVLTHY and COMFORTABLE.

(With lUuetratious.)

By HENRY J. LANCEE3TER.
Price One Shilling.

London ;
SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, 4 CO. Stationers’ HaU Court

;

Mari a- lane,

HINGES.
UTILISATION OF SEWAGE AND PURIFICATION

OF STREAMS.

iHE GENERAL SEWAGE andMANURE
COMPANY. LIMITED, is prepared to negotiate with the

Amhoriries of Towns for the TREATMENT and DISPOSAL of the-

SEWAGE of their Districts —By order, C. E. GIBB, Secretary.

No. 1. Crown Buildinge, Queen Victoria-street, London, E.C.

Lately published, roya- —
TTINGLISH COUNTEY HOUSES.-
Pj five VIEWS and PL.^NS of recently-erected Mansioi

Ornamental Clotb. y
‘ —Forty-

..... isions. Private

Parsonage-liousee, Farm-houses, Lodges, and Cuttogea,

_,tual cost of eacb, and a PRACTICAL TREATISE o:

HOUSE-BUILmNG
WILKINSON. Aichitert. Oxford.

Oxford and London, 377, Strand : JAME13 PARKER 4 CO.

Residences.

R S P E C T
Ratildly and Arttstioally FBBPARED,

COLOURED, or ETCHED,
for Competitions or Exhibition.

DESIGNS and WORKING DRAWINGS.
Terms Moelerate.—Adtkess, T. H. 14, Argyle-itieet, King's-Cl
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Sir G. G. Scott’s Lectures

at the Royal Academy.*

ON THE DOME.

T lias been my lot to de-

liver my lectnres from

this chair in gronpa so

very detached from one

another as to render it

impossible formy hearers

to follow them as a con-

tinuona series. In spite,

however, of this disad-

vantage, I purpose to

make my present lecture

form a natural sequence

to the last which I had

thepleasure of delivering,

though this was read

three years ago.

My last course was on

“Arched Construction,”

and my last lectures were

on “ Vaulting.” My pre-

sent one will caiTy on the

same subject into its cul*

rainating development,
“ The Dome.”

Strongly as my ten-

dencies towards our own
Mediceval architecture

draw me towards tho modes of vaulting which
prevail in our own ancient buildings, and which
formed the subject of my later lectnres, I am
bound to admit that tho noblest of all forms

by which a space can be covered is the dome

;

and, much more than this, that of all archi-

tectural forms it is the most sublime and tho

most poetic, and is susceptible of and demands
tho highest artistic treatment. I deplore, there-

fore, its non-existence in our old English archi-

tecture.

This regret, however, is diminished by the
abundant evidence we possess that the dome,
though absent from English buildings, was by
no means hold to bo alien from the contemporary
architecture of neighbouring countries, inasmuch
as we possess it in highly-developed forms over
a large part of France, in Germany, and in

Italy, erected at the same periods with many of

our great Mediaeval edifices.

If, then, I am departing from the line I had
been taking in tracing out the history of old

English architecture, I am not only supplying a
hiatus in that history, but I trust that I may be
able to offer suggestions for a more practical

object,—the supplying of that hiatus in onr
revived and redeveloped neo-Medimval style.

In a former lecture, after defining a vault as
the covering of a rectilinear space produced by
the motion of an arch parallel to itself, I

defined a dome as the covering of a circular

space, produced by tho revolution of an arch
round its central vertical axis. It follows that if

the arch so revolving is semicircular, the result-

ing dome is a hemisphere.

The revolving arch may, however, be of any
form which an arch can assume. It may be
elliptical, parabolic, hyperbolic, cycloidal

j or it

may be a pointed, a horseshoe, or an ogee arch.

Any one of these, or other forms, of arch
revolving on its centre will generate a dome of

its own sectional form. The plan, too, in spite of

* V e have displaced some articles iu order that we may
publish Sir Q. G. Scott's concluding coarse of Lectures in

H' L
previous lectures delivered by the Professor

will be found in our columns.

my definition, need not ho a circle. It may be

an ellipse, or of other forms.

I will not at this stage admit of square-planned,

polygonal, or other straight-sided domes, because

it may bo doubted whether they are genuine domes

at all, or whether they are not figures resulting

from the intersection of a certain number of

ordinary vaults. Anyhow, these are not gene-

rated by the revolution of an arch ; so that if

they are domes, my definition is at fault.

Simple, however, as is the hemispherical

dome, it does not appear to have been his-

torically the primmval type; for, strange to eayj

the eai-liest known domes assume in section tho

form of a lofty pointed arch. I refer especially

to that of the supposed tomb of Agamemnon at

Mycenm, and also to some portrayed cm the

Assyrian sculptures.

These would hardly come within the range of

this lecture, were it not so curious a fact that

the earliest form of the dome foreshadows the

very use to which I would now especially desire

to accommodate it.

It is easy to perceive why the pointed arch

was adopted in these primmval domes. They

were not built with radiating joints, but in over-

hanging courses ; and it will readily bo seen, on

comparing their sections, that, for this mode of

construction, the pointed arch is much more

favourable than the circular, while, as soon as

ever the radiating system was adopted, tho semi-

circle at once became the simplest and most

obvious section.

It is, however, strange to observe how little

has come down to us of the history of domes.

From the tomb of Agamemnon,—some eleven

centuries before tho Christian mra,—we have

scarcely any certain evidences of their history

till we arrive at the Pantheon, erected in the

reign of Augustus,—or, as Mr. Fergusson thinks,

considerably later. Yet, as that dome is still

the widest built of solid materials which e.xists,

and as, both in its construction and its architec-

ture, it is in a high degree artificial, and evinces

a period of advanced development, it follows

that it must bo the representative of a long

series of antecedent domes, progressing from

the crude idea onwards to this, the very highest

developed form of the simple dome, for we shall

presently see that there are other forms scarcely

foreshadowed by even this magnificent structure.

I may here remark that the dome, hke tho

arch and the vault, having great outward pres-

sure, requires either a vast amount of sustaining

wall carried up considerably above the springing

level, or, in the absence of this, a tie of metal at,

or somewhat above, its springing, or perhaps

several of such ties at different heights. Unlike,

however, the arch and the vault, it is independent

of a keystone, each circular course of its struc-

ture forming a horizontal arch and keying itself.

It may consequently be erected without the aid

of centering, and may he discontinued at any
level, leaving a central opening or eye.

The Pantheon is the great type of Roman
domes. It is a simple rotunda of 112 ft. internal

diameter ;
the wall being some 20 ft, thick. Tho

wall is about 72 ft. high to the springing of the

dome, and continues above that level about 28 ft.

more.

The dome is a semicircle, but has an open eye

at its apex of nearly 30 ft. in diameter. The
dome, as viewed externally, is buried by the

wall, which rises above its springing to fully a

third of its height, and above this rises a sort of

attic, crowned by six gradmi, burying nearly

an equal height
j
so that the dome, as an external

feature, is far from conspicuous, appearing as a

mere flattened disk. Internally, however, it

forms a covering of the noblest character. Its

internal surface is deeply coffered by panels of

four orders in depth, dividing the circumference

into twenty-eight parts, and its height np to

about two-thirds of the distance from the spring-

ing to the crown into five parts, the upper por.

tion being plain. These vast panels or coffers,

the larger range of which exceed 12 ft. in

diameter, axe curiously arranged as to their

sectional recessing, so as to appear perfectly

symmetrical to the eye of a spectator standing

beneath tho centre of the dome.

The wall up to the springing of the dome is

beautifully decorated with rich architecture in

raarbhug of varied colour ;
and it cannot be

doubted that the cupola,—the very soul of the

design,—was embellished in a manner fully pro;

portioned to the heauty of its sustaining wall •

indeed, it is thought to have been coated with

gilded bronze. "When thus perfect, it must have

formed an interior of surprising beauty; lighted

as it was solely through the central eye, and the

light tempered by the hnen veil stretched across

its rich bronze cornice, which still remains round
the opening, and retains vestiges of gilding.

The Pantheon can scai’cely bo called a daring

effort of construction, because its vast solidity

seems to defy all doubts as to its duration. It

would be, however, absurd to suppose it to have

been an early effort, for it is, as I have already

said, BO artificial in its construction, as clearly

to prove it to be the result of long-continued

practice.

The walls which I have described as being

20 ft. thick, are so only in theory; for, prac-

tically, they are hollowed into innumerable cells,

some of them forming beautiful architectural

recesses, and others merely constructional

hollows.

The dome itself is constructed in a manner
evincing long-continued practice; for it differs

toto ccclo from the normal mode of construction.

It is shown differently by different authors
;
in

fact, it has probably never been sufficiently ex-

posed to obtain complete information as to its

curiously - complicated construction. As far,

however, as I can ascertain, it seems to be in

two thicknesses. The inner thickness consists

of the framework of the coffers, which is of brick,

and the filling in of tho coffers, which is of

nibble or concrete. This would form the centre-

ing on which the outer shell was built, which is

a curious tissue of arches, each rising from the

crowns of those below it, and so disposed as to

concentrate the pressure upon points in the wall

which intervene between the cells. The spaces

between these arches are filled in (so far as I

can gather) with rubble or concrete. The whole

was probably covered externally with plates of

bronze, or of marble.

The next antique Roman dome which I shall

notice is that of the so-called Temple of Minerva

Medica, so named from the discovery of a

statue of that deity among its ruins, but now
supposed by some to have been the gx'cat hall of

public baths.

This building greatly resembles the Pantheon

in its general idea, but differs in this essential

particular,—that its surrounding wall is not cir-

cular, but decagonal.

At a later date, as we shall presently see, this

peculiarity would have been seized upon as the

suggestion of another type of dome of which I

shall have subsequently to treat. As a matter

of fact, the transition from the polygonal prism

below to the nearly hemispherical dome above,

is got over by “ rule of thumb,” rather than on

any true system. The vertical sides of the wall

do intersect the dome in arched forms
; bat

neither are these forma the true sections of a

plane with a sphere, nor have they been used as

architectural features, as in later times; but

have been afterwards, so far as I can judge*

obliterated by the incrustation of the dome with

plaster, so as to slur over a union of forms which

the architect had fallen into accidentally without

appreciating its true results. The dome is sur-

rounded by gradini, much as in the Pantheon-

It is not lighted by an eye, but by ten windows,

surrounding what we should call the clearstory.

Beneath these are ten arches pieremg the sur*
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roundin^ wall
j

indeed, reducing it to small

angle piers. One of these is devoted to the

entrance, the other nine to semicircular recesses,

of which five seem to have contained basins for

water, and four to have opened by means of

colonnades into esedrro, or surrounding build-

ings. It may be mentioned that this form was,

in after-times, extensively imitated. The span
of this dome is about 80 ft. Its date is not

known. Not unlike this is the Tomplo of Venus
iieai' Baiae, though hero the dome is cut into

cells like a conch,—a still near approach in

effect to the pendentive dome.
There are other domes not differing materially

from those already described, but which it would
extend my lecture unduly to dwell upon. One
called the Torre dei Schiavi, in the Via Prunes-
tina, is like the Pantheon on a very small scale,

though lighted by round clearstory windows,
instead of a central eye.

The Temples of Vesta, both at Rome and at

Tivoli, consist of circular walls surrounded
externally by a peristyle. The coll of each is

supposed to have been covered by a dome, though
roofed over. A parallel case, though in a more
complex form, exists in what is called the Temple
of Jupiter in Dioclesian’s Palace at Spalatro.

In this case, the exterior of the coll with its

peristyle is octagonal, but the interior, with the
dome, roxmd. The latter has a complicated con-

struction of fan - shaped arches throughout,
scarcely any part being constructed of bori-

zout.al courses.

Next, perhaps, in date,"yet at once displaying
similarity of idea with a significant change in

the carrying out, is the tomb of St. Constantia,

the daughter of Ooiistaiitir.e.

A Christian church, in its early form, has
been familiarly described as the Pagan Temple
turned inside out. To convert the ideal temple
into the ideal church the wall and the colonnade
must change places. So completely is this the
case that some of the earlier commentators on
Vitruvius were completely puzzled between the

wall of the temple and the peristyle. They
assumed that the latter inust be within the wall,

as in their own churches, and based their remarks
on this supposition.

The comparison between these almost con-
temporary works,—-the Temple of Dioclesianat
Spalatro and the Tomb of St. Constantia at

Rome,—exactly illustrates this change. In the
one, the solid wall forms the circle and carries

the dome, and the colonnade is external; in the
other, the colonnade forms the inner circle and
carries the dome, while the wall become.s
external,—an aisle taking the place of tho peri-

style. The colonnade, is doubled^to support the
massive clearstory whence the dome springs,

and tho whole assumes the type of one form of

Christian church, which henceforth became of

frequent occurrence. The dome in this instance

ceases to bo an external feature, being covered
over by a conical roof. I may add that the peri-

style is repeated in the old manner as an addi-

tional feature beyond tho wall of the aisle.

The Baptistery at Nocera is similar in distribu-

tion to the tomb |of St. Constantia, and may be
of similar date. It is wider, however, and loses

much beauty by the omission of the clearstory

and tho admission of light through tho haunches
of the dome.
Among the inmrraerable rera.ains of domes of

the older type, I will only mention one more
before proceeding to the second branch of this

subject, to which it, in fact, properly belong.s.

That to which I allude is the Baptistery at

Ravenna, erected, as it is supposed, about the
year 150.

This is a very charming building, octagonal in

form, yet covered over by a hemispherical dome.
Though having no eui’rounding aisle, the design

of its sides seems derived from the aisle and
clearstory

;
indeed, it has a clearstory, though

the arcade below is rather rudimentary than real.

The dome, bke that last alluded to, is covered
externally by a sloping roof.

The special feature, however, in this dome is

tliat it rests upon an octagonal wall or rather
upon eight arches.

We shall presently see how this was effected
in subsequent times, and I will not anticipate
that subject, but will content myself with men-
tioiiingthab this seems to anticipate theByzantine
domes of the succeeding century, as had been
the case in two instances to which I shall have
to refer, and as had been nearly the case in the
Temple of Minerva Medica.
The domes which we have hitherto considered

are exclusively and of neces.sity carried by
circular or other continuous walls. They are

consequently supported uniformly throughout
their entire circumference, and their use is

necessarily limited to the coverings of circular,

gitasi-circnlar, or polygonal buildings. Had no
further development been attained, it would ever

have been felt to be a sad deficiency in the scope
of architectural facilities, that the noblest form
of covering should be limited to the least usual

and, for most purposes, tho least convenient form
of apartment. We are happily as far as possible

from being left in this dilemma. A very simple

application of geometrical thought opened a way
by which almost any reasonable form of building

may be covered by a dome or by a series or

group of domes.
I will endeavour, as simply as I am able, to

explain this important development.
It is a property of the sphere that every

possible plane section of it is a circle. It follows

that every vertical section of a hemispherical

or segmental dome assumes the form of a
semicircular or segmental arch. If, therefore, a
square be inscribed in the base of a dome, and
walls be built on that sqiiare and continued up
till they meet the dome, they will infcei'sect with
it in four semicii'cles. If, instead of walls, you
build arches on tho sides of that square, these

arches will coincide with the curve of the dome
where they meet it

;
and, if strong enough, will

carry the portion of the dome remaining between
them. If, again, instead of arches, you suppose
the dome intersected on the lines of the in-

scribed square by vaults at right angles to those

sides, the result will bo the same.
In the firab case we have a dome, or a portion

of one, covering a square apartment
;

in the

second we have the same covering standing on
arches open towards the exterior

;
in the third

we have a dome covering the intersection of two
barrel vaults just as is more usually done by
groining. The process, however, is not limited

to a square it is equally applicable to the
octagon or any other polygon,—indeed, to any
figure w'hich can be inscribed in a circle. Nor
is it necessarj- that the inscribed figure should

be complete; for remnants of tho circle may
equally well bo left between the arches or walls.

Tims, a circular space may be intersected by
four vaults of less width than the sides of a
square, leaving portions of the circular walls

remaining between them.
The dome, again, may as well be segmental in

section as semiciVcitlar ; in which case the
arches supporting it will also be segmental.

Again, the figure inscribed need nob be equi-

lateral ; so that oblong compartments, such as

those customary in the nave of a church, may bo
domically vaulted.

In all the cases which I have enumerated, I

have supposed tho result to be literally ajporfion.

of the original dome. As it happens, however,
wo have but few ancient examples of so strict

an adherence to principle, though in modern
works they are more frequent. The purest

specimen I know of (if I judge rightly from
drawings) is tho dome of the little Church of

St. Nasario and Celso, at Ravenna,—the mauso-
leum of Galla Placidia and of her two hnsbands,
tho emperors Honorius and Valentinian II. This
is a dome such as I described as standing
between four walls wWch intersect it in the

form of arches.

The next step beyond this was a very im-

portant one, as to beauty of effect. I refer to

the practice of drawing a circle by means of a
moulding on the surface of the dome,—touching
the crowns of the arches : this is not only orna-

mental, but it has the effect of emphasizing the

first completed course of stones, and perhaps
even of strengthening it

;
and it has the

further effect of defining the spherical triangles

between the arches, which, when thus gifted

with a separate existence, receive the name of

" pendentices”

;

whence this entire class of

domes are called “pendentive domes.”
The earliest specimen of this is probably the

little tomb in the Via Nomentana, at Rome,
which, though probably of eai-lier date than the

Church of St. Nasario and Celso, canloa out the

pendentive principle to its full development, just

as we see it treated at a later period in the

double gate and the Golden Gate of tho Temple
area at Jerusalem, most probably erected under
Justinian. All these domes are segmental in

section.

The pure form, however of a pendentive
dome,—that is to say, the form in which the

pendentives and the upper portion are really

veritable parts of one and the same original

dome in the plan or base of which the rectilinear

figure is inscribed,—was not long adhered to,

It was soon felt that the disk enclosed by the

circular moulding looked fiat and ineffective ;

and the idea early suggested itself of converting

the circular moulding into a massive cornice ;

raising upon it a new dome of such proportions

as should approve themselves to the eye ;
and

allowing nought but the pendentives to remain
of the original dome.
No bolder idea was ever introduced in con-

structive architecture
;
for now the dome, instead

of being, as at the Pantheon, supported firmly

by a solid wall throughout every portion of its cir-

cnmference, finds its conditions absolutely re-

versed ; for in no portion of its circumference

has it now a solid support, but all floats upon
vacuity, suggesting the poetical similitude to

Procopius, that the dome of St. Sophia appeared,

as if suspended, by a chain from heaven.

Pendentive domes, in neither of their typical

forms, seem to have been frequently or ous-

tomarily made use of in the more genuine classic

ages, though in modem times they have both,

been very wisely adopted into the revived classic

styles. They were, in fact, the special charac-

teristic and the great glory of the Byzantinestyle.

Mr. Freeman, on this subject, remarks :
—“ The

offspring of tho arch is the vault ; of tho vault,

the cupola; and this majestic ornament is the
very life and soul of Byzantine architecture, to

which every other feature is subordinate. Its

use had hitherto been mainly confined to circular

buildings. To make it the central point of a
Christian temple was a grand and bold idea, and
one which involved a complete revolution in the

existing principles of architecture And
not only did tho grand cupola crown the whole
pile; but the smaller portions are often covered

with smaller domes and semi-domes The
eye habituated to the long naves .... of our

own great churches, is totally bewildered with so

huge a pile, with apses and semidomes ‘ sprout-

ing out,’ to use the expression of Mr. Hope, in

every direction, and all circling round the vast

central cupola, like tributary rulers encircling an
imperial throne.”

It is thought by some that the Byzantines

borrowed the pendentive dome from Persia ; but
this seems insusceptible of proof

;
indeed, it

exists of earlier age in Italy. It is more certain

that, having once discovered its wonderful utility

it was communicated by them to every region to

which their influence extended
;
and that, having

been learned from them by the Mahomedana, it

became the conspicuous feature of the architec-

ture, which extended continuously from the Bay
of Bengal to the Atlantic.

The next development I will mention is the

raising of the dome proper upon a drum or

circular wall, elevated upon the pendentives or

corbels, so as to convert it into a species of tower.

This seems to have been the first step by which,

in later times the dome came to bo made a con-

spicuona external feature, though rather at tho

sacrifice of internal beauty.

It is, in fact, the weakest point in the dome,
msthetically considered, that the same dome can.

nut be made artistically perfect both within and
without. If its height be limited to what looks

thoroughly well from within, it is so low in its

external aspect as to have little artistic value

;

while, if raised so high as to be an important

external feature, it is only seen by a painful

effort from within. This is manifest even in the

rotunda, where the dome rises from a circular

wall, as in the Pantheon and tho Temple of

Minerva Medica ;
but it becomes much more so

in a pendentive dome, where the angles are

externally incumbered with large masses of

masonry. In tho earlier Byzantine buildings, we
accordingly find the dome to have been viewed
almost solely as an internal feature, and its

exterior very much neglected ; and in the case

of St. Sophia itself, no one would be prepared by
its low, heavy external aspect for the unrivalled

glories of its interior. „ Many of the old archi-

tects, in fact, gave up the external form alto-

gether, covering over the dome, as at Parma,

Ac., by an ordinary sloping roof.

Tho change I have last chronicled, the inter-

position of a circular wall between the pen-

dentive and the dome, though by no means in all

cases leading to tho result I am referring to, was
unquestionably the origin of the treatment of

the dome as an important external feature. It

was, in fact, tho elevation of the rotunda upon
the top of the pendentives. Unhappily, how-

ever, it had at once the effect of lifting up the

dome above the level favourable to its internal

effect
;
while, if erected on four arches only, the

weight became so serious as usually to limit

^fce use to domes of very moderate size.
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A large number of domes thus raised high

above their pendentives or corbellings, are

really of a class whose claims to the name of

dome are somewhat ambiguous. I refer to

those whose horizontal section is not circular,

but polygonal. Strictly speaking, this is a
variety of groined-vault : it is generated by the

intersection of several barrel-vaults, springing

from the horizontal tops from the surrounding
walls. Now, my definition of a dome was a
vault generated by the revolution of an arch on
its vertical axis. If this were an exhaustive
definition, it would follow that the vaults under
consideration are no domes at all

;
yet they look

so much liko them, and as the number of the
sides of the polygon increases, actually approach
so closoly to the genuine dome, that it would bo
affectation to deny them the name. They may
form the covering of any rectilinear figure at all

approaching to regularity of form, as the triangle,

the squai’e, the canted square, polygons either
regular or elongated, oblongs or parallelograms
of any kind

;
but the usual form is the octagon

or other polygon ; and for our general purpose it

may be best to limit them to figures capable of

being inscribed in a circle or an ellipse.

I have introduced this variety of dome as

occurring in those which are raised high above
their pendentives or corbels. They occur, how-
ever, in numerous positions. The greatest I

know of is that of the cathedral at Florence, of

which I shall have to speak more in detail in my
next lecture.

But to return to the pendentive dome. The
pendentivo dome, though occasionally used at an
earlier period, established itself as the leading
feature of a style about the time of the Emperor
Justinian, and its central seat was Constanti-
nople. The earliest, or about the earliest, church
now remaining in that city seems to be tJjat of

SS. Sergius and Bacchus. Its dome is sup-
ported by an octagon. It appears itself to be
concoidal in its horizontal section, and to bo sup-
ported on sixteen small pendentives. It bears
considerable resemblance to the Temple of

Minerva Medica, but is really less developed
than the Baptistery at Ravenna, which dates fully

half a century earlier.

Contemporary with this was the Church of the
Apostles, also erected by Justinian, bub now
destroyed. It showed, however, according to
the description of it by Procopius, an immense
advance upon that last named

;
for, while in one

the dome was carried by an octagonal wall, thus
showing no practical advance upon the antique
form of dome, in the latter, a vast cruciform
building was covered by five domes, which is

just the advantage which the pendentive system
affords

;
for, when the base of a dome is cut

into a square by four arches, those arches may
aid in the support of other domes beyond, and
thus any space may be covei'ed over by a series

or a group of domes. This last church, then,

was the true type of advanced domical structure.

The great glory, however, of this age and of
domical structure of this class (for it has never
again been equalled) is the Church of St. .Sophia,

or of Sacred Wisdom, erected by the same
Emperor as the Metropolitan or Patriarchal
Cathedral of the Eastern Church.
The plan of this church differs in ideal, and

yet more in fact, from the contemporary church
last I’eferred to.

The ideal of each is a cross with a centi-al

dome. The difference is that in the Church of

the Apostles the limbs of the cross were each
covered by a complete dome,—of equal dimen.
sions with the central one; those of St. Sophia
are covered each by a serra'-dome only,—of equal
diameter with the arches carrying the central
dome ; so that if we consider the latter to spring
fi'om the top of its pendentives, which it in effect

does, its springing is on a level with the crown
of its surrounding semi-domes.
In reality, however, this ideal is not caiTied

out to completion, as only two of the semi-
domes have been erected. This incompleteness,

however, is greatly moi'e than compensated

;

fia'Sb, by the vastness of the scale,—the central

dome, if measured on the diagonal, being 150 ft.

in diameter,—and, secondly, by other semi-
domical projections branching out from the

walls which snpportthe great semi-domes, three
from each, excepting that on the western side

one is devoted to the entrance, and is not domed.
Even these secondary projections are mostly
arcaded, BO as to allow the eye to pass onward
into a yet inner chamber : so that, simple as is

the primary ideal, the actual effect is one of

gi’eat intricacy and of continuous gradation of

parts, from the arcades last alluded to up to

the stupendous dome which hangs with little

'

apparent support, like a vast bubble, over the

centre ; or, as Procopius, who witnessed its

erection, described it,—as if suspended by a
chain from heaven.
The dome is lighted by forty small windows

which pierce it immediately above the cornice

which crowns its pendentives, and which, by sub-

dividingits lower part into narrow piers, increases

the feeling of its being supported by its own
buoyancy.
The interior thus generated,—covered almost

wholly by domes or portions of them, each rising

in succession higher and higher towards this

floating hemisphere in the centre,—and so

arranged that one shall open out the view
towards the others, and that nearly the entire

system of vaulting may be viewed at a single

glance, appears to me to be, in some respects, the

noblest which has ever been designed, as it was
certainly the most daring which, up to that time
at least, if not absolutely, had ever been con.

structed.

Its beauties are of a contrary kind to those of

that noblest interior of antiquity, the Great Hall

of Karnack, or to those of later ages, the Gothic
cathedrals. Both of those gain beauty of effect

and an increase of apparent extent through tho

endless intricacies of their perspective, and the

changes of aspect at every step, arising from
the multitude of their columns, and from no
possible view showing the whole interior at once.

This, on the contrary, trusts to the very reverse

of all this,—the absence of all inteiniptions,

and the studious distribution of parts, so that no
one conceals another, but that the entire build-

ing shall be grasped at once by the eye.

I have not seen St. Sophia’s, though I long to

do so, if only to view a form of artistic treatment
so different from what I delight in in our own
cathedrals. The internal effect does not, how-
ever, trust exclusively to this panoptical theory.

The contrary theory was too well known from
the Christian basilica to be lost sight of in this

the greatest of Christian temples. It was, in

point of fact, added to the other by means of

arcades, both in the sides of the nave and in its

apaidal projections, opening out mysterious per-

spcctives into tho inner recesses of the temple.

This union of the more palpable with the more
mysterious

; of the vast unbroken expanse with
the intricately broken perspective, must, as it

appears to me, and as I judge from representa-
tions, produce an impression more astounding
than that of almost any other building

;
but,

when we consider the whole as clothed with the
richest beauties of surface

; the piers encrusted
with inlaid marbles of every hue

;
its arcades of

marble gorgeously carved
;
its domes and vault-

ings resplendent with gold mosaic, interspersed
with solemn figures

;
and its wide-spreading

floors rich with marble tesselation, over which
the buoyant dome floats self-supported, and
seems to sail over you as you move, I cannot
conceive of anything more astonishing, more
solemn, or more magnificent. Well might its

Imperial founder exclaim, when, with pardonable
exultation, he viewed the result of his costly

aspirations,— “Glory be to God, who hath
thought me worthy to accomplish so great a
work ,—I have vanquished thee, 0 Solomon !

"

I have dwelt longer on my description of this

wonderful building because it is facile princeps
among structures as the pendentivo domical
principle, just as the Pantheon had been among
those with the simple dome; and as, in after

ages, was St. Peter’s among those whose domes
soared upwards as lofty towers.

I must here close my lecture, leaving tho con-

tinuation of my descriptive sketch of the history

of the cupola, and such remarks as I may have to

offer on its uses, its practical application, and its

future development, to be followed up in ray

next.

THE WORKS AT THE ALEXANDRA PARK
AND PALACE.

Ai'Ter the unsuccessful efforts made to obtain

possession of the Alexandra Palace and the
extensive park and grounds connected with it,

first by an attempt to form a tontine, and sub-

sequently by the late Lord Mayor and the

gentlemen known as the Mansion House Com-
mittee, it now appears that it has at length been
determined to open tho building and grounds
upon the same principle as that which has for

several years past characterised the Sydenham
establishment; andfor the purpose of carryingont
this object some hundreds of arfcizans have for

several months past been employed in extensive

alterations in the interior of the building, and
also in the grounds.

As the Palace is announced to be opened in

May next, a notice of the works now in progress

will perhai)3 be interesting. Amongst the con-

structive works going forward in the interior of

the structure, a number of plant and flower beds

are in course of formation along each side of the

main central avenue or nave, from one extremity

of the building to the other. These beds, which

are oblong in form, are inclosed in walls of

Portland cement, whilst at the ends of each bed,

running the entire length of the avenue, are

pedestals of the same material, on which statuary-

will be placed, tho beds themselves being orna-

mented with choice trees, plants, and flowers.

Fountains, also inclosed in Portland cement, are

likewise in course of construction at different

points along the avenue. The large pedestals at

the several angles of the central transept and
dome, and other portions of the interior, sup-

porting colossal statuary, have been artistically

decorated, while the statues themselves have
also been renovated. The large and powerful

organ in tho north side of the centre transept

has also been elaborately decorated, the capa-

cious and towering pipes on each side having

been illuminated and gilt on a mauve ground,

whilst the pipes in the centre have a full gilt

ground, with enrichments in varied colours. The
already spacious orchestra in front of the organ

has been considerably enlarged, and now extends

tho entire width of the transept, its capacity

being sufliciendy large to accommodate upwards
of 1,000 pei-formers.

The space uuderneath the galleries on each

side of the centre avenue is intended to be filled

with figures, clothed in the costumes of various

countries. These several figures will bo placed

on aix elevation about 3 ft. above the ground-
level, and staging for their reception is now in

coarse of erection.

Tho north-east and north-west transepts

respectively are both being converted to dif-

ferent purposed from those for which they were
intended when the building was first erected,

and the works going forward in these portions of

the interior are perhaps tho heaviest of the

whole. The north-east transept is being entirely

converted into an immense theatrical stage, with

spacious dressing-rooms, wardrobes, and other
apartments, for dramatic and operatic l>er.

formances. This portion of the reconstructed

interior has been designed by Messrs. Grieve A
Son, and is being erected under their immediate
personal superintendence. The largo dimensions
of tho stage and tho apartments in connexion
with it will be seen when it is stated that they

occupy the entire area of the transept. The
proscenium opening of the stage is 3G ft. in

width by 37 ft. in height, whilst its extreme
width is 85 ft., and GO ft. in depth from the front

of the proscenium. There is a depth of 22 ft.

beneath the stage for the working of the requisite

machinery, and in connexion with the machinery
it may be noticed that for its safe working and
in order to prevent accidents by persons falling

through the stage when the traps are oponiug,

what is called a “ lock-iroii,” the invention of

Mr. Grieve, has for the first time been intro-

duced. The height from the stage-level lo the

gridiron floor above is 77 ft., and the extreme
height to roof, 100 ft. The dressing-rooms,

wardrobes, retiring-rooms, offices, lavatories, and
other conveniences are at the rear of tho stage,

from which they are divided by a partiLioii-\^ all

and corridors extending across the entire widtli.

They consist of the grouud-floor and story above,

approached by spacious staircases, the number
and size of the apartments on each floor being
uniform. The front of the stage on each side of
the proscenium will be handsomely decorated.
Ornamental pilasters and mouldings in Portland
cement, with carved capitals, will be carried up
to a considerable height above the proscenium,
and archway springing from the capitals. Tho
space in front, between tho proscenium and tho
archway over it, will be filled in by a large fresto.

executed by Mr. J. Absolon, of the Society of

Painters in Water Colours. The auditorinin

space in connexion with the theatre will be lliiit

portion of the main avenue immediately in frunr,

with the south-east transept opposite, together

,with the galleries immediately adjoining, and on
theatrical performances taking place that por-
tion of the interior of the palace set apart for

the audience will be screened off from the rest

of the building.

The concert-room, in course of construction in

the north-west transept, will be entirely cut uJf

from the adjoining centre avenue and the south-
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west fcmnseptj by a main wall or partition carried

up to the top of the building, which is now being

erected, and which will enclose the area within

the north-west transept. The orchestra will be

at the south side of the transept, resting upon

main walls and columns, now being built, and at

the rear of the orchestra, in the centre, and

placed slightly above it, an organ will be erected.

Retiring-rooms and other apartments connected

with the orchestra are also being constructed on

each side. The rest of the space in front of the

orchestra northwards, on the ground-floor, as

well as the gallery round the transept, will form

the auditorium. The circular roof of the tran-

sept will be shut out from the concert-room by
a new and handsomely-decorated ceiling.

Tbo large and prominent building near the

summit of the hill, to the eastward of the palace,

which was originally erected for the purposes of

a gymnasium, is not to be so utilised. Exten-

sive alterations have been made in the interior,

with the intention of converting it into dining

and refreshment rooms for visitors to the palace,

and it is now well adapted for this purpose.

There is a large dining-room, which, it is stated,

will seat upwards of 1,000 persons, besides

numerous smaller rooms for private parties and
general refreshment purposes.

Not the least important in the arrangements
for opening the palace is the new branch railway

from the Great Northern line direct to the build-

ing, which is now almost finished, and which will

bo entirely completed in tho course of a few
weeks, before the time appointed for the actual

opening of tho palace. The route to the palace

from King’s Cross will bo by the Eelgwaro and
Highgato branch of tho Great Northern, which
leaves the main lino a short distance beyond
Finsbury Park. The palace branch, which is

about two miles in length, joins the Edgwaro
and Highgato branch not far from the last-named

place, and proceeding round to the northwards
of lluswell-hill through the valley, by a gradual

but continuous gradient, terminates in tbe park
immediately on tho north side of the palace, the
terrace of the palace forming the roof of the

station. The line passes partly through excava-

tions and partly over embankment, and is carried

across the valley skirting Muswell-hill by a hand-
some viaduct consisting of thirteen arches, the

entire length of the viaduct being about 500 ft.

The viaduct is built of white brick with stone

piers, with a blue brick coping. In addition to

the viaduct there are also five other bridges.

There is an intermediate station between the

junction with the Edgware and Highgato line

?.nd the palace, a short distance to the west of

Muswell-hill. It is a neat and commodious
building, containing ladies’ and gentlemen’s wait-

ing-rooms in addition to the booking-oftioes. The
new branch to the p.alace has been constructed

jointly by the Great Northern Company and the

Alexaudi-a Park and Palace proprietors. Access
to the palace and park is obtained from the Wood
Green station of the Great Northern Company’s
main line, as well as by the direct branch now
being completed

;
but by the Wood Green route

a considerable ascent has to be made through the

park before the palace is reached.

The contractors for the works at the palace

are Messrs. Kelk & Lucas, Mr. Clemence being

the manager in charge
;
and the contractors for

tho railway are Messrs. Lucas, Brothers.

ON THE ART OF " SGRAFFITO ”

DECORATION.

nOYAL IXSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

A p.'iFER "On the Art of ' Sgraffito’ Decora-

tion,” by Mr. Allen S. Cole, was read at the

ordinary general meeting, held on Monday,
the 17th, Mr. Thomas H. Wyatt, president, in

the chair. We print tbe pith of it :

—

Whilst London contains some of the finest

buildings in tbe world, its miles of shabby brick

houses give it a dull air. Coal smoke and fog do
not brighten it up, but make what is dull duller.

In these times of individuality, cheapness has an
uninterrupted sway of its own. The Londoner
is free to bnild tbe cheapest of houses with bad
stock bricks and mortar made chiefly of mud.
Perhaps the worst period of cheapness is over j

and although London will continue to have acres
of little brick streets in the working parts of

London, there are signs that Baker-street and
Sloano-street in their dull monotony are going
out of fashion.

Houses of a rental of 300?. a year and upwards
have usually a stucco face, and affect some arebi-

j

tectural mouldings in coment. At besbifc is very

mean and tasteless. But whilst cheapness must
and will prevail as an influential consideration in

the erection of houses, I venture to think that

the experience of past times shows that there

are processes by which even the cheapest brick

architecture may be elevated by a little decora-

tion produced at a low price; and I am going to

prove this on the present occasion. As an
illustration of my precise meaning, I have had a

diagram prepared, showing a honse front of

brick without the vestige of decoration about it.

Mr. Moody has prepared a second diagram show-
ing the same house front as it might appear by
applying to it a facing of ornamental plaster

work, at a cost of say fifty guineas. It

is needless for me to say that this method of

decoration leaves the style considered to be pre-

ferable entirely at tho option of the builder, the

decorator, or the purchaser, though one dogma
should be perhaps laid down in respect to this,

namely, that the surface under treatment should

be panelled, and the arabesques or ornament
placed within the panels. The panels will neces-

sarily follow tho prominent constructional lines

of the fagade, and so will not weaken the appear-

ance of them.
It will no doubt be said that this plaster deco-

ration will become as dirty as the common plaster

work which covers modern houses, and that it

will require to be protected by paint. This may
be so. It should, however, bo remembered that

at first starting the ground of the sgraffito is of

a dark tone, while the upper layer of plaster is

white, 'or light in colour. Therefore tbo two
may become dirty together, but the two colours

will remain for a long time in contrast. When
they are entirely obliterated the incised orna-

mentation will always bo apparent, and bo of

service as a decollation in spite of the toning of

soot and fogs. It has occun-ed to me that some
modification of the artificial stone manufacture
might be usefully adopted iu strengthening the

plaster, and in perhaps giving it an invisible

vitreous coating after the work has been executed,
so that from time to time the dirt which would
accumulate might be removed from this coating.

I have no authority for speaking about such an
application, beyond that of my surmises, which
go for nothing, since I am no chemist.

At South Kensington various methods of using

cement for decorative purposes have been tried

by Mr. Moody and the students in training. Tbe
practice ground has been the extensive wall sur-

face of the inner side of the new Science Schools,

whose fagade is in Exhibition-road, opposite to

tho site of the proposed Natural History

Museum.
Sgraffito is the scratching of an ornament

upon an intonaco layer applied to a black

ground, leaving tbe white of tho intonaco to

represent the white forms of the design and the

black to represent tbe black. To fix this pre-

paration of plasters to a wall it is necessary that

the wall should bo well wetted
j

iu fact, as

Ceninni has said, “ You cannot wet the wall too

much.” An ordinary ” floating ” coat of plaster

7 in. thick is first laid
;
when this is sufficiently

dry,—say in three or four days,—a layer of

black plMter not more than i in. thick is then

applied; when this latter has settled and is still

damp tho finishing coat of light-coloured plaster

J in. or less is then laid, according to the delicacy

of the work to be executed or the distance

at which the sgraffito may be nltimately

placed from the eye. This last-named is the

“intonaco” or “upper layer” spoken of by
Bossi, who, in his “ Dictionary of Art Terras

and Work,” &c., describes “sgraffito” under
“ sgraffio.”

The surface is now prepared for being worked
upon, and before the plaster hardens the sgraffito

or hatching should be executed. In this respect

it will be observed that this method resembles

fresco painting, since no more of the surface

should be prepared than the artist is able to

finish in one day.
Quoting verbatim from Mr. Moody’s report

on this art, the following is his experience as

to the transfer of a design and its subsequent
execution on the plaster :

—

“ Having made a full-sized drawing of the
proposed ornament, it can be transferred to the

wall by tracing the lines through the paper on to

tbe wet and yielding plaster, or if the drawing is

executed in charcoal, it maybe printed on the wall

by turning its face towards the plaster and
rubbing it firmly at the back ; then with an ordi-

nary desk penknife, which was found to be the

best tool, the artist firmly incises the outline, cut-

ting through the upper layer into but not through

the black layer below ; he then scrapes away the

upper layer and exposes the black wherever
black is wanted, leaving the upper layer

wherever white is wanted, and in this way any
design in two tints can be executed with rapidity

and effect. Where large spaces of black occur
it is as well to use a broad tool with a square
end, which not only removes the upper layer

easily and quickly, but gives a tolerably even
surface to the layer below. Although designs
are very generally executed in black and white,

any colours which are permanent when mixed
with plaster can of course be used.

Shading by lines can easily be done provided
they are nob too near together, otherwise the
projecting white might be apt to chip off.”

As regards the experiment at South Kensing.
ton, Mr. Moody says :

—

“ For the top part of the building (and this

also refers to tbe work doivn to tho first-floor),

the first, or floating coat, was composed of 1 part

ground selenitic lime to 4 parts of rough sand,

and a little plaster of Paris ; this coat was three-

quarters of an inch thick.

The next, or black layer was composed of

1 part lime, 1 i black oxide of manganese, 2 of

Ban'a shale or clay, and in the upper parts of

tbe building this was three-eighths of an inch
thick,—a thickness which was found necessary,

at a subsequent stage, to reduce to less than a
quarter of an inch.

The third, or finishing coat, was composed of

silver sand, lime, and whitening, in equal pro-

portions. This coat was hardly more than
l-lGbh of an inch thick.

The upper frieze was composed of purple,

brown, and a little manganese ; the colouring

matter being somewhat less in proportion than
in the black.

In the second floor, tbe space above tho win-
dows has been divided into panels by a series of

styles. These were made iu ordinary Portland
cement: as tho effect was not considered satis-

factory, they were afterwards painted maroon
with common oil colours.

As tho work proceeded, it was discovered that

the adherence to the wall in the previous work
was in some parts defective, for, on cutting into

tbe plaster in these places, it was seen that the
failure was in the first layer. It was first sup-

posed that this arose from the wall not having
been sufficiently wetted, or the mortar scraped
sufficiently out of the joints, to give a good key
to the plaster; and it is not improbable that in

tho long interval that elapsed between the erec-

tion of tho carcass and the completion of the
building, the walls may have become so dry that

they required much more wetting than would
have been the case with walls just built.

However, be that as it may,* an experiment
with the second, or black layer, proved its ex-

pansive powers when setting to be so great, that
it] may possibly have bowed out with sufficient

force to have dragged up the first coat with it.

Accordingly, in future work it was determined
to reduce its thickness to a minimum. Soap
lime was also substituted for selenitic lime in

the composition of the black layer.

A change was also made in the first or floating

layer, which in future consisted of 1 part
selenitic, 2 parts Barra clay, 5 parts coarse sand,

but without complete success, as testing the
work with a hammer will betray parts that are

evidently hollow.

The adherence between the three coats was
invariably found to bo complete, it was itnpos-

sible to separate them
;
indeed, the strength and

solidity of tho whole slabs or panels were so
obvious, that it was thought quite unnecessary
to cot them away, although their adherence to

the wall was in some places imperfect.

The small panels in the npper part of the

decoration above the windows of the first-floor

are painted in fresco. Some of the more delicate

shadows of the ornament were also painted with

a little manganese and water on the coat of

plaster, and in some parts, more especially iu

one of the spaces between tho arches on the

ground-floor, a whole bay was entirely painted

instead of out. In the centre plaques of the

decoration, between the windows, are figures in

relief. There are five of these, beginning on tho

left. The first is modelled entirely in selenitic,

sand and whitening in equal proportions. The
ground was mixed with yellow ochre; but as

this was found to be too soft, the grounds of the

other figures were painted with raw sienna in

fresco; the second and third figures were mo-

* The selenitic mortar was made by hand, which is

stated to be an inferior mode to preparing it in a mill.
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delled in tho sarao material as the fii’sfcj the

fourth was roughed out with Beasley’s cement,

4ind coated with ^-inch selenitic} the fifth, the

same as No. 4. The abov-e figures are roughly
modelled by Mr. Gibbons; their execution did

not occupy more than two hours each. The
pilasters, with volute capitals, were made of

Beasley’s cement.
The great mass of the ornament on the ground

floor was throughout executed in the way I have
already described. There was, however, a slight

modification in the figure-subjects which fill the
.principal panels.

Of these panels (if we count the half-panels at

«ach end) there are seven. The two half panels
.and the centre panel are modelled

;
that to the

loft is entirely in Portland cement. The panels
next to the centre are executed in sgraflito, with
shadows in lines, similar to the rest of the work

;

but in the two panels next to the end ones, three
instead of two layers have been laid,—namely,
first the ordinary black layer, then a gray layer,

and last the ordinary finishing coat. To obtain tbe

shadow we cut through the upper coat only
;
but

when we want to come to the background, we
•cut through both that and the shadow coat. In
this way wo have produced the appearance of a
drawing with tinted shadows, and in this way no
doubt still great varioty and refinement could,

without much difliculty, be produced in sgraffito

;

for this work, however, it is necessary to devote
very considerable care to tbe preparation of the
design, the exact form of the shadow must be
clearly defined, and for this reason the prepara-
tion of such designs is a most useful and instruc-

tive study, but necessarily adds to tho expense
of the work.

This latter piece of work closely resembles
the chiaro-scuro which was frequently adopted
in the sixteenth century in Italy, for decoration
of fa9ades, &c.

Id concluding this description of tho South
Kensington experiment, I must mention par.
ticularly a successful modification of sgraffito

which Mr. Moody has tried.
“ Having prepared a maroon gi'ound instead of

a finishing coat, scarcely more than 1- 16bh of an
inch thick, a layer was laid of light cement half
•an inch thick, and having traced the drawing, the
outline of tho figure was cut straight down to the
ground

;
and, clearing away the waste, a pro-

jecting slab of the exact figure wished remained.
The face was then carved after the manner of
caraeo-cutting

;
and in this way a relief, in some

respects better perhaps than if it had been
modelled

; fur the degree of relief is more uni-

form and sculpturesque, while the figures come
more satisfactorily off the ground than they
would if it wore painted,”

I think it is apparent, therefore, that Mr.
Moody has more or less availed himself of prece-
dents which exist for the various uses of stucco
supplied by Jtalian artists of tho sixteenth and
rseventeenth centuries, and by the Tuscan arebi-
tects and decorators especially.

Of tho origin of sgraffito I believe it is difficult

to speak with anything like accuracy. The
Italian artists employed stucco considerably in
tho decoration of the Vatican, both for modelling
and for painting upon. Hence, from this latter
use of plaster were revived the various methods,
more or less similar, which wont by the names of
“ painting in fresco,” “ intonaco,” ” terrata,”
&c., which, as tho earliest examples of wall-
decoration indicate—tho wall paintings of Pom-
poii, for instance—were known to ai-tists prac-
tising thousands of years ago. It is not unlikely
that sgraffito is an offspi'ing of cameo-cutting.
They both are arts having limits analogous one
to the other. Tho artist who designed and
executed a cameo limited himself in materials
and colours. He depended solely upon the varia-
tions of layer which a stone possessed. In the
same way the sgraffito worker, relieved certainly
of the trouble of finding a suitable combination
of layer.5, since each combination is under his
control, limits himself to the variations he can
obtain from the two layers of oppositely oolonred
plasters. But Vasari and Bossi, who both
describe the working of sgraffito, throw no light
upon its antecedents.

In tho South Kensington Museum there are

,

specimens of stucco ornamental panels which
date from 200 B.C. These panels came from
Pozzuoli, near Naples, a village known in cen-
turies past for its abundant examples of stucco
work. Some of these panels are unmistakable
bits of sgraffito, the marks of the hatcher being
quite apparent.
And hero I mity interpose that sgraffito, as an

©rt applied to other materials, is well known in
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India. Metal sgraffito is, I believe, of ancient
origin. I have not, however, pursued my
inquiries as to the archaeology of this particular

work. It is interesting to note that from
Moradabad we have specimens of a leaden
ornamentation upon a ground of copper, which
are executed precisely after the manner of

sgraffito in stucco. Then, again, from Kachmir
come silver-gilt works, in which the gilding is

scratched away to reveal the background of

pure silver, while the gilt ornameut remains on
its surface. In like manner, a ground of lac

applied to pottery is scratched into ornamental
forms, of which the pottery in imris naturalis

is the ground. At South Kensington Museum
there is a case entirely occupied by specimens
of sgraffito pottery, Italian in origin and of tho

fifteenth century. From this ware the Italian

artist of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
possibly obtained tho suggestion for the revival

of sgraffito as a means of decorating facades of

houses.

In tho course of inyresearches, which I regret
are so slight and hardly worthy of your atten-

tiou, I have been reminded of the plaster-work
to be found in Northern Germany. The exam-
pies I particularly allude to arc those at

Hildesheim and Halberatadt, and date from the
eleventh century. These works are not sgraffito

;

they are low-relief stucco figures. I mentiou
their existence hero as an evidence of the lasting

powers of the material when fairly protected,

and also as a species of connecting-link between
the stucco of Pozzuoli and the revived use of it

by the Italians in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries.

During this period gi-pat quantities of decora-
tion were executed in plaster. Perino del Vaga,
Domenico Boccafumi, and Giovanni da Udine
produced works of this kind. But none of these
appear to have executed sgraffito decorations.

The artist who turned his attention, and, from
the works I have consulted, seems to mo to have
really instigated a revival of sgraffito, is Morto
da Feltri. The especial bent of his art was the
invention of arabesques and “ grotesche.” Ho
was a recluse, and apparently embued with
strong conservative principles. He devoted
himself to discovering examples of tho style of

art he affected, and his devotion caused him to

speud a good deal of his time in the subter-
raneous passages at Rome, in which he gratified

his fancy by the study of the arabesques and
such like, which were painted on tho walls.

In closely following the footsteps of the
Italian masters, Mr. Moody has allowed himself
to be tempted into painting the arabesques upon
the plaster, instead of hatching them. The
result of this is in effect as good at first sight as
the real work. But in a short time the accumu-
lation of blacks, soot soaked into the flat surface
by rain, reveals the disadvantages arising from
such a method of decoration, which cannot, I

think, compete with the real work. I humbly
submit that sgraffito should be sgraffito, aud an
imitation of it not be encouraged. I may add
that the painted work at South Kensington will

shortly give place to the real art.

SPECIAL DWELLINGS COMMITTEE.
This committee appointed by the Charity

Organization Society held its third meeting on
Wednesday, the 12th inst., at the Central Office,

the Right. Hon. W. F. Cowper-Temple, M.P., in

the chair.

The sub-committee brought up a report, con.
taining a summary of the suggestions which they
have had before them :

—

“1. Chftrt indicating the dwellings more or less unfit
for habitation in the central parts of London, and show-
ing, as far as practicable, the tenure of the houses and
land.

3. Information: (a) As to tho nature of the dwellings
now occupied by tho poorer classes in the soveral districts
of London, number of families occupying single rooms,
rents, &c. (t) As to associations and individuals known
to be engaged in improving the dwellings of the poor iu
London, (c) As to the operations of private builders.

QrXSTIOXS OP PEIXCIPLE.

3, The extent (if any) to which principles other than
commercial should intervene in tho provision of improved
dwellings for the poorer classes.

•i. The influence of unremunerafive rents on the move-
ment for improving dwellings.

5. Bearing of City and other Charities on Metropolitan
dwellings for the poorer classes."

And various questions of detail.

The committee then proceeded to consider
Clause 3.

Mr. A. H. Hill was of opinion that it was
impossible to benefit the people at large by
charitable interposition'; that indeed any such'
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interposition, if not absolutely necessary, tended
only to demoralise. He proposed a resolution,

but withdrew it in favour of the following reso-

lution suggested by tho Rev. R. J. Simpson,
“ That in providing improved dwellings for tho
poorer classes in the metropolis, while by no
means discouraging tho combination of a judi-

cious philanthropy with business enterprise,

this committee considers that a reasonable profit

on the outlay must bo obtained iu all such efforts

in order to insure extensive improvement and
permanent success.”

The Chairman thought that charity and the
commercial principle should be made to co-

operate, by investors contenting themselves
with a regular but moderate dividend.

Mr. Liddio urged tho importance of keeping
in view the gigantic scale of what was required.

He considered that at least two millions of capi-

tal would be wanted. But no scheme could
succeed unless compulsory powers of purchase
were obtained from Government.

Dr. Ross said the question was too complicated
and vast to be settled offhand : they could only
work away. In his own district of St. Giles’s,

about one-third of the deaths took place under
the care of tho Poor-law Medical Officer. How
did these people live ? In dwellings unfit for

any human being. Charity could not deal with
so vast a work. There were at present 2,000
tramps aud people of bad repute iu St. Giles’s,

with whom nothing could bo done until their

dwellings were reformed.
Mr. Gilbert said that there were some properties

which it would bo no charity but a mere act of

justice to sell upon easy terras for this purpose.
He referred to tho property of tho corporation,

the Ecclesiastical Coramissionersj’and the Metro-
litan Board of Works. Few people had any idea
of the injustice done to the poor of late years by
wholesale ejectments.
Mr. Gatliff thought it was desirable that

companies like the Industrial Dwellings Com.
pany, which could do so, should declare a largo

dividend of 6, 7, or 8 per cent., both to stir up
ordinary builders and to encourage others.

Mr. Bosauquot thought it was desirable to

come to a resolution, to clear tbe way for future
discussions on details. It seemed to him that
there wore thi-ce ways of improving London,

—

the enterprise of ordinary builders, the enter-

prise of building companies, and Improvement
Comraissionora with compulsory powers. It was
an important question how far encouragement
given to the two last would chock the action of

the first.

Dr. Grcenhill referred to the statement that
two millions of capital would be required. He
had made a rough calculation many years ago,

and had come to the conclusion that some twelve
millions would bo required to improve the dwell-
ings of the poor throughout London. He would
not despair of getting this on a good scheme
likely to pay from -li to 5^ per cent.

Adjourned to Wednesday, 26th inst.

VIENNA EXHIBITION.

Rapid progress is being made with the works,
and the marvels of the building are becoming
more and more apparent. The chief difficulty

that looms in the way of visitors is the possible

want of sufficient apartments. To lessen this,

and prevent imposition, the Austrian Minister
has decided that official register bureaux are to

bo established in each district, appointed by tho
municipal authorities, to keep a list of disposable
lodgings, and refer arriving strangers to such as
are vacant.

Briokhinding.—Here, there, and everywhere
handsome things have been prepared for tho
Exhibition. We have inspected with ranch
gratification a number of fine specimens of book-
binding which are about to be sent off by Mr.
Joseph Zaebnsdorf, of Catherine-street, Strand.
These include a copy of the Dore Bible, in two
volumes, bound at a cost of more than 300?.
The patterns are produced by inlays of different

coloured leather, in one case separated through-
out by a gold line, in the other nob so: the
change on the colours produced by the gold line

(well understood by those who have studied the
subject) is very interesting: it is difficult to
b'ilieve that the colours are the same. Tho
design of the exterior is a little over florid:

we prefer that of tho inside, as being more
severe. In both, however, the forms are beauti-
fully kept, and the execution is excellent. Mr.
Pfauder has assisted as designer. Some of tho
smaller books show beautiful spooimena of tool-
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ing, and the whole mahes a most creditable

exhibit on the part of Jlr. Zaehnadorf. The

demand for high-class bookbinding is much less

than it used to be : cheapness is the object chiefly

aimed at now; and the result, unfortunately,

is that the number of workmen capable of

executing first-rate work in this line is small.

Tiles and Slabs.—Uv. R. Minton Taylor, of

Fenton, will show a fine collection of plain,

encaustic, and majolica tiles, majolica slabs, and

other similar objects. At each end of the vrall-

space will be sho^vn a complete piece of wall-

tiling, including dado, wall-space, and cornice.

Both compositions are Classic : that on the left

hand is characterised by simplicity of design,

while that on the right, composed mainly of

majolica tiles in relief, is rich and ornate.

Between the two are shown the principal

members of a tile reredoo, with large

pictorial representations of the “Agnus Dei”
and “The Pelican in her piety.” Several sec-

tions are to be shown of an exceedingly rich and

elaborate floor which Mr. Taylor is laying at

Biddulph Grange for Mr. Robert Heath, and

there is also a specimen of a reproduction of a

tiled floor of the thirteenth century. The
exhibits have been produced under the art-

superintendence of Mr. G. Eyre.

DESIGNS FOR THE HOTEL DE VILLB,
PARIS.

From the 66 designs submitted, the jury

selected 20, the estimates of which ranged

from 7,088,761 francs to 19,500,000 francs. The
authors of these will all be rewarded. The
author of the design standing first will have the

direction of the works in carrying it out ;
the

authors of the 2nd, 3rd, 'Ith, 5tb, and 6th will

receive respectively 6001., 480Ii, -1001., 3201.,

2001. The remaining 14 will receive 1001. each,

all the premiated designs becoming the property

of the Administration.

Ultimately the design of Messrs. Ballu &
Deperthes, architects, was selected for execution.

The estimated cost of this is put at 13,881,839

francs,

THE NEW TRINITY COLLEGE CHURCH,
EDINBURGH.

This church is the first edifice erected in one

of the new streets opened up by the City Im-
provement Trust, to be called Jeffrey-street. It

is the substitute for an ancient church founded

by Mary of Guelders, the consort of James II.

of Scotland, in 1462, which was removed several

years ago by the operations of the North British

Railway Company. This building was, next to

Holyrood Chapel, the best example of Mediaeval

architecture in the city, and consisted of choir,

transepts, ribd aisles. Before taking it down,

correct drawings were made, and the stones

numbered and carefully removed to a vacant

space of ground, with the view of their being
reconstructed in the original form.

A lawsuit ensued between the ecclesiastical

and municipal authorities as to the disposal of

the compensation received from the railway

company, which caused many years’ delay, and
the idea of re-erecting the original church in its

entirety was ultimately abandoned, the funds

set apart for a new church being insufficient for

that purpose. It was resolved, however, to pre-

serve a portion of the original work, and this has

been done by making out of the old stones a

hall at the rear of a modern church, designed by
Mr. Leasels.

The principal elevation is to the north, and
consists of a gable, having a tower and spire to

the west rising to a height of 115 ft., and to the

east a turret roofed in with stone. In the side

elevations all attempt at architecture seems to

have been abandoned. They consist of a double
row of shallow lancet windows, without mould-
ings or detail. You are supposed not to look
round the comer, and yet it is only by so doing
that you can see the restored portion, which is

decidedly the best worth looking at
;
and, so far

as it goes, the restoration has been carried out
in a conservative manner, no attempt having
been made to blend old and new masonry. The
contrast between the massive boldness of the
fifteenth-century work and the flimsy, shallow,
characterless work of the nineteenth century is

very observable. Why the fine old work should
have been thus pushed out of sight, we cannot say.

Had it been placed in front, and made as a nave
to the preaching-hall, the effect would have been

more satisfactory. In the front elevation an

attempt has been made to follow out the style of

the original, but the attempt has not been a

successful one. The best feature is the spire,

which has a certain sturdy character about it

such as is found iu several ancient Scottish

examples.
Tile interior is fitted up with galleries on three

sides, supported oniron columns, whichare carried

up to support a lath-and-plaster arched ceiling,

as to which the less said the better. The pulpit

occupies the centre of the south side, aud on

either side of it appears an arch of the ancient

aisles, through which a view of the restored part,

with its groined ceiling and traceried windows,

is obtained. Here again the contrast between
the new and the restored old part is very

remarkable. One cannot help feeling that if

left to the hand of time, the fifteenth-centnry

work would stand hale and sure when that of the

nineteenth has crumbled into dust.

THE PAINTERS’ COMPANY AND
TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

The Painters’ Company was one of the first of

the City guilds to move in the direction of tech-

nical education, as earlier volumes of the Builder

would serve to prove. Our advertising columns

last week contained fresh offers of premiums
from the company for the best specimens of

decorative painting, freehand drawing, and so

on, not very large, hut sufficient to show the

company is aware of its duties, and is trying to

perform them. We invite such of our readers as

these offers concern to obtain the conditions

from Painters’ Hall, and to compete for the

premiums offered. We shall hope to find some
really good works sent in.

The company is also arranging for the de-

livery of lectures, likely to bo of advantage in

the education of the trade. Mr. John Gregory
Crace, now Renter Warden of the company, and
who has always shown himself ready to comma-
nicate his knosvleclge and the results of his large

experience, will commence the series, on the

15th of May, with a lecture “ On Colour, ad-

dressed to Operative Painters.” Any one who
desires to learn can go : there is nothing to pay.

Let our young men wake np and look about

them. But they must remember it is of no n.se

merely looking about: they must go to work
resolutely and continuously. The efforts of others

in their behalf will be of no avail unless they

make efforts for themselves.

THE HOUSES ON THE WALWORTH
COMMON ESTATE AND THE BUILDERS.

The Newington governors and guardians, who
have the management of the Walworth Common
Estate, are making serious complaints against

certain builders of houses on the estate, for

violating the terms of their agreements as to the

materials used in the buildings, and the conduct

of the builders has been the subject of severe

animadversion at the last two or three meetings

of the Board. The builders are charged, amongst
other things, with building on surface - soil

foundations, contrary to the agreements into

which they have entered. At the meeting of

the Board last week, Mr. Malthouse, one of the

members, stated that the manner in which some
of the houses were run np was simply shameful.

Instead of concrete being used as a foundation,

they were built on soft clay, and in the case of

some of those which he had examined, he was
able to pass his stick through it to the extent of

between 2 ft. and 3 ft. It having been stated

that an explanation on the matter was due from
Mr. Jarvis, the surveyor to the estate, Mr. Jarvis

said that, as their surveyor, he had purposely

attended the meeting to confer with the Board
on the subject. He then made a statement

which reflected much discredit on the builders.

He observed that he was in a great difficulty in

the matter. He had done all be possibly could

to prevent the use of inferior materials in the

construction of the buildings. He had written

no less than 800 letters, the whole of which con.

tained complaints as to using bad materials.

What Mr. Malthouse had stated was perfectly

tme. But as matters stood at present he was
almost powerless. Ho had time after time
threatened to withhold the certificates of the

builders, and in one or two instances he had
actually done so. When he had seen bad mortar
on the ground he had ordered it to be removed,

and yet two hours after he had found that it had

been brought back again. There was also a

difference of opinion between himself and the

estate committee. Wliat he had condemned as

bad material they had considered to be fair.

After some discussion, it was resolved to take

practical action against the offending builders,

and a resolution was passed to the effect that

when the surveyor considered there was suffi-

cient reason for withholding the certificate he
should do so.

Another resolution was also passed affecting

persons who have taken plots of land, but who
have not built upon them. This resolution was
to the effect that instruction be given to the

clerks to serve notices upon those takers of land

who as yet had failed to commence building,

requiring them immediately to commence opera-

tions, upon pain of incurring the forfeiture of

the money deposited by them at the time of

letting, and their interest in the plots of land

taken by them.

PROCEEDINGS UNDER THE NEW
SANITARY ACT.

Rotherham .—The joint committee, consisting

of representatives from the urban sanitary autho-

rity and rural sanitary authority of the union,

and the Rawmarsh Local Board have met for the

purpose of appointing a medical officer of health

for the whole union (Excepting Wath), at a salary

of 6001. a year. The voting was conducted on
the ballot principle. There were six names
before the committee (Mr. A. W. Babbington,
London; Dr. Cobham, Wath; Dr. S. Drew,
Chapeltown; Mr. J. N. Fox, London; Mr. W. H.
Pearce, Rotherham j and Dr. Edmond Syson,

Salford), and out of these Dr. Syson was selected.

Malton.—A joint meeting of the Boards of

Guardians and of He.alth has been held to elect

a medical officer at 3001. a year for three years-

There were five candidates, but the voting was
between two local applicants, and resulted a&
follows:—Dr. Young, 14 votes; Dr. Jones, 13.

For the office of nuisance inspector there were-

eight applicants, salary 1501. a year. Tho-

voting again was between two local men, Mr. 0.

Marshall, 16; Mr. J. Marshall, 12. The officers

are to enter on their duties (which are not neces-

sarily to claim their whole time), on the 29th of

March.
Rou'den .—A meeting of the guardians of the

Howden Union has been held for the election of

an inspector of nuisances. There were upwards of

twenty applicants for the office, hut only three

candidates were proposed :—Mr. Alfred Hind, of

Rowland Hall, Howden
;
Mr. Thomas Shaw, of

Newport
;
and Mr. Millan, of Bradford. Mr.

Alfred Hind was elected. The salary is to ha
1561. per annum ;

the inspector will be expected

to devote the whole of his time to the duties of
the office, and the appointment was made for

one year only. A communication was read from
the Goole guardians suggesting the desirable-

ness of a Medical Officer of Health being ap-
pointed for a district to consist of the Howden,
Goole, Thorne, and Selby unions

;
but tha

opinion of the guardians seemed to be decidedly

against any such amalgamation. A deputation

was appointed to attend a meeting to be held at

Beverley, to consider the best means of appoint-

ing medical officers for the various unions in tha
East Riding.

Southport .—For some time past the question

of electing a Medical Officer of Health for the

borough of Southport has been provocative of

much discussion and considerable excitement.

The town was divided into two parties, one going
for a medical officer of health, part of whose
salary (3001. a year) should he paid by Govern-
ment, and the other insisting that the remunera-
tion should not exceed 1001. a year, that sum to

he paid by the council, ignoring Government
assistance altogether. The question culminated

at the last* monthly meeting of the borough
council." The town clerk read the recommenda-
tion of the committee that the salary of the

medical officer should be 1001. a year. An ani-

mated discussion ensued, in which the later

decision of the general purposes committee was
severely criticised. It -n-as eventually resolved

that a medical officer should be appointed at

1001. a year salary. Had the 3001. been voted,

a town’s meeting would have been held, pro-

testing against the action of the council.

Institution of Surveyors.—The next meet-

ing will be held on Monday evening, March 24th,

when a paper will be read by Mr. W. Brown,
entitled “ Beech Woods and Larch Plantations.*
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AEOHITBOTUKAL SKETCHING.*

Uavin'g arranged your materials for, say a
clay’s sketching (a sketch-book, Winsor &
Newton’s B pencil, pair of calipers, a foot-rule,

and a plummet will be sufficient), start on your
journey with a determination to learn as much
as you possibly can. You should carefully observe
«very building you pass, endeavour to pick out
its defects if it have any, and endeavour to avoid
•them in your own designs.

If, in walking along a country road, it is lined
•on the sides with various kinds of trees, secure
a specimen of each leaf, with its name, and
sketch it in your note-book at your leisure,—with
rflowers do the same,—and, in fact, lose no op-
portunity of adding to your stock of knowledge.
Nothing will ever come amiss to you as an archi-
tect. If you pass a farmstead, ask permission to
look over it. If the byre or stable seem suit-

able and convenient, measure them. Look into
the piggeries. If a carriage or cart be lying
about, get width, length, and height of ceiling
necessary in a shed when the shafts are up ; the
width and height of a cart of hay

;
the size of

the mill in the barn, and other matters which
will suggest themselves onthe spot,—all thesebits
of infonnation enter in a note-book kept for the
purpose. Wherever you are keep this in prac-
tice, and in a year or two, by constant attention
to it, you will find that you have amassed an
amount of information which will be almost
invaluable to you in your daily professional
duties. Sir Walter Scott is said to have
been able to increase his store of knowledge
from the humblest and moat ignorant. Keep
this in mind ; and even if you pass a hedge-
trimmer, you may learn from him what kind of
a hedge he is trimming, the best age and the
best way to plant it, and how long it takes to
grow a certain height. This information will
enable you to write a concise specification of
it in your note-book for future guidance if you
should ever use one as a boundary for a
property.

An ancient philosopher was asked how he had
gathered such immense stores of knowledge as
he possessed, and his answer architectural
students should constantly keep before them. “I
was not ashamed,” he said, “to ask questions
wherever I was ignorant.” But through all this

miscellaneous observation you must never forget
the principal object of your journey, namely, to
sketch Medimval architecture. When you have
arrived at your destination,—let us suppose it to
be a parish church,—look carefully at every
part of it, both inside and outside. Endeavour,
according to your ability, if it contain both early
and late work, to fix the various dates in your
own mind, which you can compare with some
reliable authority at your leisure (not sextons,
Avho are sure to talk about this church having
been built in the ninth or tenth century, although
it may have been the fifteenth really, but some
.architectural authority if possible). Having
•done this, proceed at once to measure and sketch
nil the early work you can find. Suppose you
commence at a doorway : remember all details
first, general dimensions next, and ornament
last. Take a section of the jamb, with all the
measurements and joints, where they occur,
carefully marked

;
get, in fact, the construction

.

of it, then of the arch-mould and dripstone, the
caps and bases of pillars, ein elevation with all

general dimensions, the jointing of arch, of the
base of the building, and of the wall in which
the door occurs

;
then sketch the caps and orna-

ment to a large scale, and endeavour to make a
regular study of the ornament. Through all
this do nob hurry. It is not rapidity in sketching
and measuring you ought to vrish at first to
possess, bub accuracy, thorough command of and
acquaintance with early features, the mouldings,
the oriiamenta, and all detail generally connected
with euily work.

After you have measured as much detail as
•time will permit, proceed to write concise notes
•of the church, which, by-the-by, is almost as
importaub an accomplishment to architects as
anything else, and conclude your study of it

with a general sketch, with your notes, dates,
. and modem features, if any, marked on. Never
omit to do this, as it is as particular a part of
the day’s proceedings as any details you may
measure.

If you have a will, your progress will be rapid
and sure. It is not to be expected that at fii-st

.you will be able to hit the exact character of

* From a paper read by Mr. Thomas P. Marwick before
the Edinburgh Architectural Association.

the mouldings, that your measurements will be
neatly taken, or your perspective sketch pre-
cisely accurate, but if you persevere and con-
stantly practise, you will soon train your eye to
precision, and rapidly become an expert in
sketching and measuring old work.

If you go on a regular sketching tour, never
fail to add to your stock of materials the follow,
mg: A camp-stool; a drawing-board, about
1^

in. by 9 in., would suit very well; a suitable
T square ; a bottle of ink; and an etching pen.
Then set your measurements up on the spot

; in
fact, always do this where time permits • it
insures accuracy, and prevents the odious system
of “cooking” your sketches afterwards.
Take your perspective sketches with ink, and,

above all, do not hurry. When you draw a line”
endeavour to draw it correctly at once

;
for it is

riot by dashing in a line and pasting it over with
line after line, until you hit upon the coixect
slope or curve by accident, that you will attain
anything like good or satisfactory sketches.
What to sketch is almost as important as how

to sketch. If you have a tendency towards
church architecture, sketch little if anything but
church architecture

; if to domestic architec-
ture, sketch little if anything but domestic
architecture; because so much energy is lost in
endeavouring to master a number of different
styles, that it generally results in learning-
none. °

We cannot attain eminence in every style, and
the only way to make ourselves eminent at all
is by concentrating our whole energies on one
particular style, and, I hold, one particular
branch of that style. If Mr. Street had studied
a variety of styles, or even the miscellaneous
application of one style, I do not think he would
have occupied at the present day the high posi-
tion he holds as a designer of ecclesiastical
work. Wo do not hear of men attaining
eminence in a variety of accomplishments, hut
generally one in particular upon which they
have bestowed all their attention, and lavished
all their resources.

I would therefore encourage architectural
students to centre all their attention on one stylo
and one particular application of it, although in
a pecuniary point of view (in some cases) it may
be disadvantageous. Bad points exist in early
work as well as in late; but bigotry prevents a
large class of draughtsmen from acknowledging
it. These bad points practice and expexience
only will enable them to discern and avoid.
The benefits of architectural sketching are

numerous and important. It trains the eye to
a thorough knowledge of perspective; in fact,
it is the only proper method of studying per-
spective

; it educates it almost insensibly to an
improved idea of form and proportion, and to
that subtlety of beauty in old work so difficult
to successfully originate

; it gives the hand a
facility in representing original ideas on paper,
and often of an artistic manner of handlin'^
them, often tedious otherwise to learn. By me^
suring them, it acquaints you with the size and
appearance of mouldings of particular dimen-
sions, and both this and the material in wliich
it is executed has an impoi-tant bearing on its
character and manner of introduction into mo-
dern work which mere sketches without mea-
surements would be totally insufficient for.
By sketching and measuring old work you

preserve for your own future reference, or per-
haps for publication, details and characteristics
of buildings wliich will soon be in so dilapidated
a condition as the character of the mouldings to
be undistiuguishable,—buildings which are, in the
words of Viollet le Due, ‘‘ fast disappearing like
the leaves in autumn.”

Students will some day become architects.
Architects’ qualifications are onerous and almost
without limit. A recently published letter puts
this forward well. It says “that of course it

is to be expected that an architect shall be
able to design buildings which, in a general
way, shall combine beauty with soundness of
construction, but such a general description
does not agree with the views of the present
age, and we find him required so to understand
the various uses to wliich buildings are put that
he may be able to arrange a plan which shall
completely answer its purpose, whether it bo for
a cliuroh, school, town. hall, or warehouse : then
he must be a complete master of the various
styles of architecture

; able to design in any of
them, and adapt liis building to every peculiarity
of any particular style

; he must also so under,
stand the various methods of construction that
he can give minute directions for executing the

several works, whether in brick, stone, wood,
iron, glass, or any other material, to their
smallest details

;
he must have the law of con-

tracts at his fingers’ ends
; understand all about

valuations, dilapidations
; be able to take out

quantities
; have a thorough knowledge of the

prices of materials and labour in all parts of
the kingdom, and to say at a glance how much a
building will cost,—to be, in fact, a complete
surveyor and lawyer; to say nothing of under,
standing statics, dynamics, resolution of forces,
and all the usual requirements of a civil engi-
neer. As if this were not enough to try one
man’s brain, wo are now contir.ually told that an
architect should design the furniture; be able to
give models for the carving, designs for stained
gl^s, paperhangings, decorations, carpets, cur-
tains, &c., in addition to the more mechanical
portions, as kitchen-fittings, heating apparatus,
water and gas supplies, bellhanging, &c. But
even this is not sufficient ! He is encouraged to
spend a good portion of his time in study of high
art, figure-drawing, water-colour painting, &c.
Then he is to have Nature her.self so completely
under his control that he shall be able to mould
her forms, and as a landscape gardener bring
out the varied beauties of the country around
his building to their greatest advantage.”
Now, as will be seen from this long list of

duties, it is essential that all young men durino"
their pupilage should prepare diligently for the
work of the future. Sketching is an admirable
thing, hut it must (like everyt^g else) be done
in moderation

;
there are some who cultivate it

too strenuously,—every spare moment is spent
in endeavouring to forward themselves in this
particular branch. This is a proceeding I
strongly deprecate, because, as I have shown,
there are responsibilities resting upon them
requiring thorough knowledge, skill, judgment,
and integrity ; and if they do not, as assiduously
as in sketching, bestow a proportionate amount
of their spare time on tlie study of the other
branches of their profession, according to their
importance, how is it to be expected that, when
called upon, they will be able to discharge the
responsibilities incumbent on them satisfactorily ?

These, as some think, subaidiaiy studies, I
consider very important

; and although progress
in them is slower and less evident, still it will be
found in the end that the earnest study of them
will more materially contribute than sketching
to real intellectual enjoyment andsocial position.

DESIGNERS FOR MANCHESTER.
Toe report of the head master of the Man.

Chester School of Art, Mr. Muckley, has been
printed. We give the concluding portion of
it:—

“ It has been thought by a few that the chief
business of this school is to supply designs for
calico printing, and that it ought to educate
youths for the immediate purpose of this depart,
meut of manufacture. Last year, in my report,
IJust touched on this question, as to what I con’
sidered our main function here, and I wish now
to go a step further in my views on this head
than I did at that time, by stating to you that
it is my conviction that we have nothing to do
with technical teaching of any kind, nor the
special prepai-ation of students for any calling
whatever. Our duty, pre-eminently, is to edu-
cate the public, and to spread art-education in
its simplest and best form, independent of its
bearing on any particular manufacture, taking
whatever material may be placed in our hands
no matter whether it be that of the artizan class
or that of the wealthier classes of this neigh’
bourhood,—^d deahng with it from the broadest
possible basis as to the distinguishing charac-
teristics of art-knowledge.
You well know the peculiar demands of diffe-

rent markets at the present moment, and how
small a proportion of the designs supplied would
bear the criticism of the cultivated ornamentist •

and from a business point of view we are coni
scions that this must uecossarily be so, but I am
sure you will also see how false would be our
position if in this school wc attempted to meddle
with their requirements; indeed, we should
sometimes be found administering to the caprice
of the lowest taste, and I should not be surprised
if the Bushman himself were to make demands
at our hands.
Now with respect to designing for textile

fabrics generally, I am very anxious that this
mstitution should do its utmost to help it for.
ward, and I will state to you my views as to what
course might he taken to this end in the future.
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Repeatedly have I tried to arouse attention to

the matter, being sure the day was near at hand

when a demand on our native talent would be

made, and I have twice before stated in my
former reports, that which I now desire again

to bring before yon.

1 am of opinion, then, that manufacturers

should make arrangements with their appren-

tices, at the commencement of their engagement,

to attend the school, in order that they might

obtain an art-training up to a certain point,

which should be as follows To be able to draw

fairly, whether from the cast or otherwise, after-

wards to draw and paint from natural flowers

and foliage. This would form the most important

department of their study; and then a close

intercourse with ornamental works, through the

medium of books and photographs, independent

of any particular relation to textile fabric, or

other material, with as much drawing of the

human figure from the castas possible.

This training would take about four years to

pass through if a student attended the school

four nights a week, and after an education of

this kind, he would probably be ready to com-

mence his future occupation as a designer, but

not before.

When this has been accomplished,—I do not

say that some arrangement might not bo made

for the pupil to receive special instruction suited

to the technical requirements of his profession,

from some one having superior acquaintance

with ornamental design, and with the peculiar

requirements of the different markets; but, cer-

tainly this school is not the place for that.

One vital pointy however, I have not yet put

before you ;
indeed, it is the motive power 6f

the whole affair,—it is the question of emolu-

ment.
In Manchester there are ready occupations for

youths about fourteen years of age, nearly all of

which yield higher wages than those obtained

by young designers; consequently, the best

students in this school are wishing to avoid

designing as a profession,and I therefore strongly

feel, that if their services are to be secured, a

higher rate of payment should be held out to

them, as an inducement to begin their term.

The thoughtful young men of this money-

getting city must bo made to see clearly that

they are likely to do better, or at least as well,

at the profession of a designer as they will in all

probability do by attaching themselves to any

other calling
;
and, until they have this assurance,

they will reasonably seek other employment for

their life’s work, and the demand for good

designers from our own people will be made in

vain.”

ECONOMICAL FIREPLACES.

The drawings appended show two forms of

fii-eplace that have been proved to be excellent

for the three essentials of heat-giving, non-

smoking, and thorough combustion. No. 1 was

introduced in Leeds, by whom I do not know,

about twenty years ago, and proved an almost

certain euro for smoky chimneys. In combina-

tion with a half-register grate (i.e., the front

portion only of a register grate), the opening of

which must bo circular in form, is used a back

of fire-clay in two pieces,—a half-drum and a

half-dome,—the former backed up solid with

ordinary brickwork, and the latter resting loose

upon the top of it, to allow of the opening for

smoke being adjusted and the draught regulated

by moving the dome backwards or forwards, and

to allow of the chimney being swept, for which

purpose the dome is tilted back. The heat thrown

out is intense; and until I had made trial of

No. 2 I considered it to be the best form of grate

for obtaining the full effect of the coal, and for

securing freedom from smoke. In the latter

respect, there is, probably, no better.

No. 2 form has been long used, I believe, in

the Midland district; but my first knowledge of

it was derived from Mr. Ewan Christian, who

had seen it in York, noticed the good qualities,

and adopted it in his practice with great satis-

faction. First trying it in my own offices, I have

since used it frequently, and always with more-

satisfaction. The draught is good, without i

being too quick
;

the consumption of coal is

perfect
;
and the heat thrown out when the fire

is in full glow is like that of a furnace.

To secure the beet results, however, there are

some points to be attended to :—the angle must

be exactly 45°, so tbat the two sides form a

right angle when they meet
;
the front bars of

tbe grate should bevel inwards to the fire,—this

is especially necessary with the bottom bar and

the top bar ;
the bottom grid must be below the

level of the bottom bar from J in. to i in. In

any grate this is most important, to prevent the

fuel falling out whenever it is disturbed, and it 1

is a point regarding which makers of grates are
j

very careless, if not ignorant. «

The sides may be built \vith firebrick, or fire- f

lumps entirely; but I have used glazed white •

brick, and glazed tiles, sometimes for the front

portion of the jambs, and occasionally for the

whole depth, according to the importance of the

room.
I

If a fire be made up in a grate of this descrip.
,

tion,—small coal freely used on the top, and left

untouched,—it will b\irn for four hours, the fire-

brick becoming red-hot, and the coal slowly

1 consuming, leaving nothing but small ash. After

burning some time, the glow will diminish
;
and

if it be desired to renew it, with the poker clear '

away the ash from the bottom grid, and tho

current of air thereby allowed will effect this

without disturbing the upper portion of the fire.

I have said four hours, but the fire beside mo
just now was made up five hours ago, and it

would last another hour. W. R. ConsoN.

TEE DURABILITY OF IRON ROOFS.
Sir,—

L

ast Saturday (3 p.m.) I was at Cannon-

street Railway Station waiting for a train.

There were no trains in motion in the station at

the time. I was standing immediately under
,

some part of the ironwork of the roof, when

sometffing fell upon my bat, which, on inspec-

tion, proved to be a piece of paint and rust half

an inch long, and as much broad, and in thick-

ness the paint, I should say, was about two

coats, and the other part, which was red rust,

I
might have been as thick as a florin. If rust is

I

forming in such flakes on the supports of that

roof, so it must be elsewhere ;
and what will be <

the ultimate result of such corrosion? The ;

sample of rust that fell into my hands showed
j

that paint had been used
;
but the growing rust

had lifted it up and thrown it off, so that spot is
;

now bare, and oxidation going on ; and it is a

natural conjecture if we say that the process of

decay is actively at work. I do not wish tho

railway authorities to suppose that I am finding

any fault with them, but, nevertheless, they

ought to know it, and if the Builder will kindly

tell them what I say, they may by prompt action

conserve their property and save money other,

wise.

While I am “ on the line,” allow me to suggest

that some precautions against loss of life be

taken at the Spa-road Station, where the plat-

form and its approaches are not commodious

enough. The platform is only a few paces wide, ;

and trains come up at each side of it. Some of

them pass it at full speed; and it is terrible to

stand and look on, and even more so to be in the

train itself, and feel like another Ju^geniant.

Edgar Redmond.

CASES UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

Wooden Projections.—Mr. Preedy, builder, was

summoned by the district surveyor of South

Islington, under the 26th section of the Building

Act, for having put up an outside flight of wooden

steps leading to an upper workshop, at premises

Kingsland-green, such steps, with landing (at

first of wood, but altered to stone), projecting

3 ft. from the face of tbe wall of the workshop.

The defendant contended that it was not a

projection, that the district surveyor had said be

would not object to portable steps, and that

these were portable.

The surveyor answered that these could not be

carried by one man, if by two ;
and were such a

substantial projection of wood as he had no

power to permit.

The magistrate, Mr. Barker, ruled tbat it was

a wooden projection, and ought to be removed. \

Ordered to be amended within fourteen days, .

and defendant to pay 23s. costs. '

Defendant asked for a case for the Queen’s !

Bench, but took the advice of the magistrate not i

to press his request, and agi’ced to amend.

Economical Fireplaces.
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riNANCES OP THE INSTITUTE OP

BRITISH AKOHITEOTS.
At the general meeting, already referred to, a

financial statement, giving an estimate of the
annual receipts and disbursements of the Insti-
tute, as approved by the Council, and enume-
rating the investments made and the exceptional
expenses incurred within the last four years,
having been laid before the meeting, the follow,
ing proposition of the Council was submitted
for approval :—“ That in order to meet the xcesse
of disbursements over receipts in 1873-3, occa-
eioned by exceptional expenses during the last
four years, the sum of 300Z. sterling, being accu-
mulated surplus income invested in 1869, be sold
out of Consols, and applied as the Council may
•dii’ect.”

After some discussion, during which it was
pointed out that the sum of 300L, would pro-
bably bo insufficient to clear off all liabilities
within the present year*, the following amend-
ment, having been duly proposed and seconded,
was pnt to the vote and carried :

—“ That in
order to meet the accumulated liabilities at the
close of 1872 (shown in the printed statement
now before the meeting) the Council be em-
powered to sell out stock to the amount of 5001.”
The amendment w’as then put as a motion,

and carried.

CORPORATE POLITICS versus PUBLIC
HEALTH.

It is a fundamental rule in that most excellent
-and snccessful system of Poor-law relief, now
known ns “the Elberfeld system,” that all selec-
tions and appointments are to be made without
referonco to politics or religion, or to any con
sideration save fitness for the office.

The admirable results of the working of this
method of proceeding testifies to the correctness
of the judgment of Daniel Von der Heydt, the
eminent and able founder of the system pursued
at Elberfeld. Great would be that gentleman’s
surprise if he had before him a full report of the
proceedings of the Dublin Corporation, on a recent
-occasion, when that body met, not for the purpose
of discussing matters which pertained to itself
peculiarly as the sanitary authority of Dublin,
but for the consideration of the Ooverntnent
University Bill.

We have before us a report of the proceedings
in question, and wo must not omit to state that
there could be no excuse for the proceedings, on
the score of inexperience or want of knowledge
of the proper functions of a corporation; for the
chairman of the Public Health Committee endea-
voured to bring the members present to appre-
ciate tho objects which should occupy the
•attention of the civic mind at a time when the
people of Dublin were expecting prompt measures
for tbe amehoration of great and pressing evils.
The Dublin Corporation consists of some sixty

members, of whom thirty-six were present on
the occasion in question

; and we read that when
an alderman asked for the consideration of the
Government scheme of University Education
•^en before Parliament, the chairman of the
Health Committee immediately proposed a reso-
lution, to the effect, that it is most objectionable

.
and foreign to tbe purposes for which the cor-
poration was established to introduce political or
religious subjects at any of its meetings, public
cr private. This was, however, over-ruled, and
the discussion, of the now celebrated University
scheme was proceeded with, and condemned by
all present, as well as the other late measures of
Church and Land legislation now so well known.We do not wonder that Mr. Maclean (the
-chairman of the Public Health Committee) left
the council-room without entering into the long
political proceedings that ensued, nor are we
surprised that tho citizens of eminence in Dublin
as a rule, refuse to enter tho corporation.

’

The sad commentary on the above is, that the
deaths registered in Dublin during the first ten
weeks of the present year exceeded the births
by no less than 299, in a population of 314,000.

MIDDLE-CLASS SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS.
Mr. E. C. Robins, in his paper, read recently

before tbe Architectural Association,* quoted, as
* Mr. Robins gave some particulars as to the provision

lor girls education in Russia (ahead of most countries in
this matter) m Sweden, Germany, Switzerland, &c. A
practical and economical arrangement in Danish schools
observed in u recent visit made by Mia.s Buss, was eiveufrom her pivate notes. In a school building for 1,000children 1 OOP are taught from eight (morning) to one

schools work to one
i, ""‘’ri

superintendent, who teaches threehours a day, and has assistants, who teach six hours a day

follows, from Miss Wolatenholme (“Essay on
Education of Girls ”) :

—
“ The experiment of large

schools for girls has been successfully tried, and
the results are conclusive as to the superiority
of the system (so far as concerns day-schools)
from whatever point of view we regard it. Their
superior economy is obvious. Morally, we believe
the gain to be also great. We want in every con-
siderable town in England a high-schoolfor girls,
which should offer the best possible education on
moderate terms, one which should serve as a
model to all those private establishments for
which, in future, as at present, there will no
doubt be abundant room. To such a school as
this it would be very easy to attach all manner
of appliances and apparatus for lectures or spe-
cial classes, which might be attended by pupils
from private families, or smaller schools.”
As an illustration of the kind of building that

would be required, Mr. Robins showed a design
for a new building, prepared expressly for this
lecture. The North London Collegiate School,
Camden-towD, conducted by Miss Buss, the pre-
sent principal for the last twenty years, has
been recently handed over to trustees. Dr.
Storrar and the Rev. Prebendary Thorold, two
of these trustees, were members of the Secondary
Schools Inquiry Commission. In these schools
and the Camden Schools (included in the same
trust), 700 girls receive tho best education, for
from 11. Is. to 4k 4a. per quarter. Seventy
pupils are waiting for admission. Considerable
enlargement, or a reconstruction of the present
buildings, is contemplated, to provide, in the
North London Collegiate Schools, a day-school
for 400 pupils,—the sort of high-school with full
appliances to which Mias Wolatenholme refers
in the extract given above. The following is

Mr. Robins’s description of his design, shown in
the accompanying ground and basement plans.
The two upper floors to be similar in arrange-
ment to the ground-floor, though variously em.
ployed. The attic to contain servants’ dor-
mitories, &c.
The ground.floor provides entrance-hall and

general waiting-room, on one side of which are
the head mistress’s room, and the office.
A general hall and staircase (chiefly lighted

from above through the open well-hole) are in the
centre opposite the entrance. Prom the mid-
landings of this staircase, lavatories and con-
venionces are entered through a cross ventilated
corridor.

On the right-hand side are class-rooms (for
thirty-five and thirty), with small withdrawing
clasB-rooms to each. Tho upper part of tbe
wall dividing these rooms to be fitted with case-
ments hung on pivots, so that between school
hours, or at any time desired, cross ventilation
may be obtained by the opposite windows.
On the left-hand side are similar class-rooms,

for thirty pupils each. Between these and the
staircase are two rooms,—to be music-rooms on
upper floors, and teacher’s room and library on
this story.

The seats and benches in the class-rooms are
all designed for a left light. On the first-floor
over the hexagon entrance-ball, is another class-
room, for twenty.five. Above this, on the two-
pair floor, would be two more class-rooms, one
for music classes and one for drawing. The
total accommodation would thus be

{35 + 30-1- (30 X 2)} X 3 25 = 400.
Over the head-mistress’s room and office,

a masters’ retiring-room, school apparatus store,
and class-rooms would be placed.
A lecture-hall, for 600 on the ground.floor and

200 in an end gallery, is provided. An enclosed
gymnasium would be underneath this in the base-
ment, level with the Botanical Garden behind.
The girls could enter the hall from the school

building through the class-rooms for lectures,
prize-givings, and representations, Ac.

In the basement : underneath tbe paved
court, in frontof the lecture-hall, are the kitchen,
scullery, larder, &c. The space under the class-
rooms, &c., on the left side of the central stair-
case, forma a general dining-room for about 160
girls. A housekeeper’s room is provided. Prom
the entrance in front the girls pass through the
cloak-rooms, on their way to the class-rooms
above. These bonnet and cloak rooms occupy*
the rest of the basement. Each class would
have its own cloak-room, locked up by its
mistress. Warm-water pipes for drying the

clothes to be carried round under each side of
tho partitions. The building throughout to be
heated by wai’m-water pipes.

each
; the rest of the tuoe ia occupied by the visiting

teachers of the district. By permanent teachers and the
visiting teachers, four schools could be taught (in two
buildings) by three sets of teachers. The pupils in these
schools have their daily work, as well as this attendance
at school.

DESIGN FOR ST. MARY’S CATHEDRAL,
EDINBURGH.

The accompanying engraving represents an
interior view, looking east, of Mr. William
Burges’s design for St. Mary’s Cathedral, Edin-
burgh, concerning which we have more than
once spoken. As in the case of the selected
design, already illustrated in our pages, we
append the remarks of the referee, Mr. Ewan
Christian, on Mr. Burges’s work :

—

“ Non Ignot<B Civitatis Municeps.—The whole
of the drawings are worked out with remarkable
skill and conscientious carefulness.

With regard to compliance with Instructions :

—

1.

The area of the whole chnrch, including the
choir and its aisles, is sufficient to provide
accommodation for more than 1,500 persons

;

but the number in the transept westward of the
choir, in the nave and aisles, would not exceed
1,300. For small congregations the architect
makes no special provision, but says, that
* space might be enclosed by temporary wooden
barriers, as in Continental churches.’

2. It ia proposed to place a large organ,
divided into two parts, in the western gallery
over tho central entrance

; and ‘ a smaller
instrument to lead the choir’ on the floor near
the stalls. As regards suitability for preaching,
there is no special provision beyond what is
usual in similar large churches

; but as a con-
aiderable proportion of the 1,500 persons for
whom space is required must of necessity be
put in the choir aisles, and elsewhere behind the
preacher, it is hardly probable that all would
hear satisfactorily.

3. Ample space ia provided for clock and bells
— tbe western towers, and the architect, in this
case, shows a bold skeleton dial in front of one
of the upper stages of the north-west tower.

4. The dimensions of the Chapter-house, and
of the staircase of approach, are both too limited
for the accommodation required; and in every
respect this is the least satisfactory feature of
the whole design.

5. As regards Coates House, the author says
that he ‘ would strongly recommend the reten-
tion of Coates House, not only on account of its
interest as a specimen of old Scottish architec-
ture, but as affording the means of grouping the
cathedral with the other buildings round and
about.’ He adds thafr‘the architects of our
ancient cathedrals were most careful to snrronnd
their works with other edifices, and no greater
mistake can be committed than that so fre-
quently made, of destroying these 8un*oundiiig
buildings.’

Neither heating nor lighting is particularly
described. In respect of cost, the architect says
but little

; but it may be implied from his
general observations that lie has proposed to
himself to work within the limits given by the
trustees

; _

and it must be here remarked, that
not only is the cubical area much less, but, by
careful compaiison of the two, it would appear
that the relative cost, as compared with the
design of ‘ Fidelitas,’ is also proportionately
much lower.

In respect of general Anangement

;

— The
building 18 considerably shorter than the length
of tbe site from south-west to north-east, con-
sequently the western front might be advantage-
ously viewed from Palmerston-place. The plan
consists of nave, with north and south aisles,
the latter terminated by two western towers,
the space within and between which forms an
unenclosed vestibule to the church

;
north and

south transepts surmounted at tho cross by a
fleche; choir terminating in an apse

j and choir
aisles following round

; and canons and choii*
vestries, with chapter-room over, approached by
a_ circular staircase, of somewhat limited dimen-
Bions. The entrances are ample in number and
area, there being, in addition to the western
doorways, one to each of the transepts. None
of them are protected, though there is every
facility, especially at the western end, for pro-
perly effecting this. The font, though near an
entrance, is not rightly placed, as it would be
bidden by a pier from the congregation.
The construction of the church is solid and

good throughout. All the aisles are intended to
be vaulted in stone, but tho architect has not
ventured, on account of cost, to vault either the
nave, transepts, or choir, each of which he pro-
poses to surmount by timber roofs, with boarded
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character there is considerahle similarity be-

tween this design and that of ‘ Fidelitas ’ but

in the working out of details they differ more
widely. There is less of broad contrast, but

equal, if not greater, boldness, in the character

of this work. The treatment of the windows is

markedly different : while ‘ Fidelitas ’ trusts

almost entirely to his clearstory windows, the

author of this design has much larger windows
in the aisles, but his olearetory windows, though
smaller in area, are very numerous. The church

by either system would be thoroughly lighted.

Tho north-eastern end, next Melville-street,

excepting the Chapter-house, which undoubtedly

,

requires to be enlarged and improved, would be

!

rich in effect
;
and although the flfiche would

I

seem to require greater elevation in the base,

I
it would not be an unsatisfactory feature in

grouping with the western towers. Considering

' the limit of cost, the author was probably wise

in not attempting a central tower. The interior

of the cathedral would be bold and simple, and

yet rich in effect, but it would undoubtedly lose

both in dignity and solidity by the use of timber

roofing, instead of vaulting, for the nave and

choir. Taking, however, into account the neces-

sities of the estimate, this design should not

suffer by compaiison %^ith others on this account.

There is, however, one defect which must not be

passed over, namely, the method proposed of

roofing the aisle of the apse. It is not, as usual,

a lean-to, but a span roof, with a gutter inside,

next the wall of the main building. The trap

for snow that would thus he formed is very

objectionable; and as regards external effeet

also this roof is the least happy part of the-

whole design, and should, and might easily, be-

differently treated to avoid this difficulty.”
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PROVERBS FOR GENERAL CIRCULATION.

TnE successful will tell you that “ success is

the unfailiof? reward of merit.” The world too

readily believes the platitude. (What of the

noble army of martyrs ?)

The guilty are ever on the alert to take up
and oast the first stone.

The ambitious without talent are the monkeys
fondest of climbing.

We have seen princes bow to lacqueys, and
lacqueys turn their backs upon princes.

Sweet things have a wonderful knack of

turning sour.

We are very earnest in our prayers for the

enlightenment of others.

The scholar who is taught the most will not
think the deepest.

We too frequently build up the characters of

other men out of the rotten materials of our
own imaginations.

If you continue to look at and abuse an
pncentric, who insists upon lying in a pig-sty, he
will keep there. Take no notice, and he will

soon come out.

Never laugh at a hurt man, or ten to one he
will hurt you.

When men are alive to their own defects do
not show that you are keen-sighted.

Virtue produces beauty, vice deformity.

Virtue prolongs life, vice hastens death.

It is moral cleanliness which is next to godli-

ness, not washed and perfumed skins.

If you spit upon a heated iron, it will hiss.

When fiends gibber round you,—not a word !

look straight forward, and march on.

Keep clear of the man who has missed his

little game.
Any pre-eminent virtue or talent in a man

inevitably has its just equinox.

What duration do you expect for the immortal
fame you would win,—one, two, three, or four
thousand years ? How many fames have sur-

vived the latter date ?

A mao often hits his enemy harder by not
striking.

There are talking and writing enough, in all

conscience, but they want consistency.

Books should be regarded as storehouses, not
as substitutes for thinking.

Vague speculations which can never be
authenticated demoralise the mind, and divert

it from true science.

Englishmen want to plant a little England
everywhere.

Britons are surprised to find that there are

heathens unacquainted with Christianity and
English law, and immediately punish them for

their ignorance.

The nation which has the aenmen to adopt
the proportionate or symmetrical system of

education will inevitably be great. Dispropor-
tion is the cause of crime and the fall of nations.

A vicious people will soon be an enslaved
people.

WASHING THE STREETS.
We now give a condensation of the valuable

statements made to the City Sewers Commission,
on experiments in washing and cleansing the
granite and asphalte carriage-ways of many
streets with jet and hose. The reports, the last of

which is dated 22 Nov. 1872, were made by their

engineer and surveyor, Mr. William Haywood :—

•

“ In my report addressed to the committee on the 20th
of May, 1867, on the results of some esperimonts made to
determine the value of the system of street-cleansinp by
jet and hose, and the expoaso of performing the work, the
advantages and disadvantages of the system were entered
into by me in considerable detail.

Upon reconsideration, 1 see no reason to alter the
opinions expressed, and it will be necessary therefore here
simply to give the experience gained since 1867, and to
refer only to the former experiments as far as needful to
make comparison between the estimates then framed and
those DOW submitted.
The experiments in 1867 were made solely upon the

carriage-way pavements of Cheapside, the Poultry, and
Mansion House-street, which were then pavo3 with
granite

;
the total length was 2,'‘06 ft., the snporlicial area

9,792 yards, the number of hydrants used was 16, with a
mean distance of 133 yards between them.
The number of men emplored in 1867 was six,—four of

whom were employed in playing the jets, and two of them
in moving the hoso from place to place, and with
brooms, keeping the channels clear, and sweeping up th©
straw and refuse of a larger sort, which would not go down
the gratings; they also gavo general assiatauce to the
other men.
The experiments were continued for a fortnight, and

the average quantity of water daily consumed was 1'99

gallon to each square yard of surface.
The coat for each day’s washing averaged—for labour,

Ss. lOJd., and for water, 98. 9d., making a total of
198. 7jd,, or at the rate of 0'0241d. per square yard, and
2'69L per mile ofstreot per diem, which is at the rate of
7'61d. per square yard of surface, or 808L per milo of
street per annum.

In 1870 the granite pavement in these streets was re-
placed by asphalte, end in 1871 the earringe-ways of OH
and New Broad-streets were also paved with that material,
and at the same time hydrants were fixed in the last-named
thoroughfares.
These hydrants were ol a simpler character, and cost

less than those in Cheapside, the Poultry, and Mansion
House-street, and at their rate of cost hydrants conld be
fixed at about 460/. per mile.
Haying recently received your directions to make some

additional experiments by washing with jet and hose the
surfaces of streets paved with asphalte, I selected for that
purpose the carriage-ways of Cheapside, the Poultry,
and Mansion House-street, and of Old and New Broad-
streets.

The experiment in Cheapside, the Poultry, and Man-
sion House-street was commenced on Thursday, the 17th
of October, and continued until "Wednesday, the 23rd of
October, or a period of one week.
The length of the line of thoroughfare is 2.000 ft. ; its

superficial area, as now paved with asphalte, about
10.353 yards.
The time occupied in each washing averaged two hours

and four minutes, and the quantity of water daily con-
sumed was 19.726 gallons, or at Iho rate of 1'90 gallon
per square yard of surface.
The quantity used on the first morning in the experi-

ments was largely in excess of the average.
The total daily cost aversged—for labour 9s., for water

9s. l^id., making a total of 18s. lOld,, or O'0218d. per
square yard, or 3‘48/. per mile of street, which is at the
rate of 6-823d. per square yard, or 779/. per mile of street
per nnnnm.

If to these amounts, however, 20 percent, be added, as
was done in the previous estimates, for the cost of super-
vision, sweeping up large refuse, and the wear and tear of
the apparatus, it makes the total cost per square yard,
8'20d.. or per mile of street 931'68/, per annum.

In Old and New Broad-street the total length is1,436 R.,
the snperficial area 3,671 yards, the number ofhydrants
fixed is 9, being at a mean distance ofl40 ft, apart.
The average time employed at each washing was one

hour and three minutes, the quantity of water consumed
was 9,786 gallons, which gives 2'66 gallons to each square
yard of surface. The quantitv (as in Cheapside, Poultry.
Ac.) was f lundto vary but little, whatever the condition of
surface, hut it was larger on the first morning's washing
thfln upon the average of the week.
The total daily cost of each washing averaged ds. 9d. for

water, 43. lOfd. for labour, making a total of 9s. 75d,. or
0'0315d, per square yard, or 177/. per mile of street. This
is at the rate of 9‘859d. per square yard of surface, or
654'94/. per mile of street per annum, and adding to this
the cost of supervision and other charges, the total cost
would be about lU831d. per square yard, or 688/. per mile
of street per annum.
As both thoroughfares were left as nearly ns possihle in

the same state of cleanliness, the difference in cost per
square yard is not easy to aceonnt for.

The work was nsunlly done between 3 a,m. and 4.30 a.m. ;

ten men were employed in the work
;
four men were em-

ployed in playing the jets, two in moving the hose from
place to place, and four with brooms in sweeping the sur-
face of the asphalte and keeping the channels free from
straw and larger refuse; they also tised ‘squeegees’ to
dry t he surface of the asphalte, it being thought desirable
that it should be left as dry as possible, and the number of
men was for this reason increased over those employed
upon the granite pavements.
The following table shows the resnlts obtained in wash-

ing Cheapside and the Poultry in 1867. when pared with
granite, and more recently, w'hen pared with asphalte.

TTttsZring Cheapside, the Poultryj, and Mansion
Ro^ise-street.

Granite in
1867.

Asphalte in

1872.

Time ocenpiod in washing
Consumption of water in
gallons per square yard

2h. 19m. 2h. 4m.

per dav
Total cost,includingsiiper-

vision, wear and tear of

1-99 1'90

hose, Ac., per square Pence
yard per annum

Total coat per mile of
9-01 8-20

main street per annnm,. £969 £93-*

The cost of washing asphalte, therefore, seems to be bu'
about 3 or 4 per cent, less than that of granite, but a
higher state of cleanliness is obtained than upon granite.
The main lines of City streets are about, seven miles in

length, and they comprise about one-half of the entire
carriage-way of the City, and the experience now gained
in washing Cheapside and the Poultry, and Old and New
Broad-streets, indicates that the first cost of fixing
hydrants, and the suhsequont cost of washing daily the
thoroughfares of the City, would be as follows :

—

Total Cost.

Per Milo. Por seven milea of main
thoroughfares.

Cost of fixing by-
£ £

drants
Cost of washing

granite pavement

650 4,650

per annum
Cost of washing
asphaltepavoment

6,789

per annum 6,538

The cost must, however, necessarily vary in almostererv
street, and it will be safer to take the cost per mile of
fitting up streets with hydrants at 700/., and the cost of
washing annually at 1,000/. per mile per annum."

THE CURB OF ECHO.
Sib,—

I

think I have seen it stated in yonr paper that
wires stretched from side to side will cure an echo. "Will
one of your correspondents say what sized wire and kind

;

how many, and what distance apart; what distance from
end wall and ceiling ? Room, 24 R. wide, 20 ft. high, and
34 ft, long. It. LirfDPmi,n.

EMIGRATION FIELDS COMPARED.
Sir,—Tour Bhorfc review of tke progress of

the colony of New South Wales cannot but
prove welcome to tho emigrating section of the
community. It is very painful to see such
splendid emigration fields neglected in favour of
the United States, and solely because the
colonies do not trumpet their charms as the
States do.

Tho statistic.'' you give speak volumes in
favour of New South Wales, as I will attempt
to show. I have before me the agricultural
statistics of the United States for 1872, and I
find the average yield per acre there was :

—

Wheat, Hi bushels, at 6s, 5d £3 2 3i
Maize, 25 „ ,, 2b. 9d 3 8 9

In New South Wales the same year it stands
thus :

—

"Wheat, 12 bushels at Gs £3 12 0
Maize, 30 „ „ 3s 4 10 0

The mean value of an acre in each is therefore

The United States £3 6 6
Now South Wales 4 10
Balance in favour of the latter 15 6

The cost of a passage to each is:—Nebraska,
lOZ.

; New South Wales, 14Z. The extra value
of a ten-acre crop will cover the extra cost of
passage in one year.

But let US look at the attractions of Queens-
land, to which colony a passage costs but4Z., the
Government paying the balance of 12Z.

This colony, if we exclude York Peninsula,
extends 6 degrees each side of the Tropic of
Capricorn, and there is more difference in its

climate from east to west than there is from
north to south, and it is nowhere disagreeable
but upon tho low coast-lands. Wheat is not
much cultivated, but the yield averages SO
bushels per acre, and maize 45 bushels. Sngar
is extensively cultivated, and by white labour.
The yield in the south was ton per acre, and
in the north 1^ ton, but in the middle district,

i.e., on the Tropic of Capricorn, it was 1 ton
only. Taking the whole colony, there were last
year (1872) obtained 3,762 tons from about
3,000 acres, being at the rate of IJton per acre.
The labour to produce a ton of sugar will cost
abont 107., and as the sugar is worth ac least

27Z., this is the most profitable investment there
can possibly be. Of course it requires united
labour, as one man by himself cannot produce
it, but ten can produce 150 tons per annuni with
the aid of 500Z. worth of machinery and four
horses.

Now, sir, if we compare the income of ten
men in Queensland vrith ten in the United States,

we have the following results :

—

Queemland.
130 acres of land producing 150 tons of
sugar, at 27/ £4,050

TTnifed Slafen.

120 acres of land producing 1,330 bushels of
wheat, at 5s. 6d £331

In other words ;

—

120 acres ofland in Queensland will yield £1,050
1,290 acres of land in the United States
wUl yield £1,0.50

Thus we see that to obtain the same resnlts in
each of the rival emigration fields, 120 acres
must be cleared in Queensland, and 1,290 acres
in Nebraska, The summer of tho latter is

much hotter than that of the former, but the
wnter is not warm enough for the cultivation of
the sugar-cane, and that fact makes the former
superior.

It is worthy of attention to note also the
difference in the death-rate. This is in Queens-
land, 15’2 per 1,000 per annum

;
United States,

30 per 1,000 per annum.
As regards the rate of wages there is no

difference, but the cost of living is 25 per cent,
less in Queensland than in any of the Western
States. F. J. S.

TUMBLE-DOWN BUILDINGS,
MANCHESTER.

Str,— The township of Hnimo has proved
itself (obo not one whit behind that of Lower
Broughton in the character of its buildings

;
on

the contrary, by the recent fall of houses in
Embden-street, Hulme has Jailed its man,
whereas Lower Broughton only lamed a few. If
that man had been a bishop (uicZe railways)
instead of being only a bricklayer, the whole
city would have been set by the ears, and
denunciations loud and deep of the “jerry”

,
work which caused his death would have been
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heard on all sides. Bnfc, as it is, the local papers
simply notice hia death, and give a short report

of the inquest, with the verdict of “ Accidental

death,” and pass on to consider other matters.

Now, a bricklayer’s life (aged 37) may not be
worth much Cl forget what they used to fetch

apiece by auction when I was in the Southern

United States) ; but, much or little, it is worth
something to the comnnmity, apart from its

value to hia family, and it does appear to me
that proper precautions ought to be taken to

preserve it, which, as far as I can gather, were
not done in this instance. Like yourself, sir, I

decline to call this event an accident. In this

case a certain number of houses such as working
people are here condemned to live in, for want
of better, were contracted for, labour only, by a
certain bricklayer, the bricks and mortar being
supplied by the customer, whose wife, according

to her own statement, gave a general supervision

to the building, in the course of which it appears
that she observed a very ominous bulge in the

in. party.wall, which was built of old bricks

entirely, and to a height of some 28 ft.
;
that she

then called out to the men above to come down
and shore it up, which they then did, one of

them remarking that he thought nothing of the
bulge, for the foreman had seen it before, and
he was of opinion that the wall would stand for
ever. They afterwards returned to their work
on the top, and very shortly afterwards the wall
gave way, and down came the whole bag of

tricks, men and all, one of whom has since died

in the infirmary, of the injuries he then received.

Nothing at all is reported about the other
victims, who must get over their injuries as best
they can.

Of course, as is always the case, the coroner
and jury were assured by those interested, that

everything previous to the fall was quite as it

should be
:
good bricks, good mortar, and good

workmanship
;
and, that nothing might be want-

ing, they were told by the city surveyor, Mr.
Lynde, that he observed nothing wrong with the
brickwork, althongh the bricks, being old, were
not so absorbent as new ones would be, and that,

as far as he could see, the mortar appeared to be

well tempered with lime. The latter observa-

tion is so unique and ambiguous, that I should
like to ask Mr. Lynde if he is correctly reported;

and if so, what does he mean ? Mortar is usually

composed of three things, in variable quantities :

sand, lime, and water ; in the absence of any one
of which mortar cannot be made. Speculative

builders are not in the habit of “tempering”
their moitar with too much lime, because, as

they say, sand and water can be got on the spot,

and lime has to be fetched from a great distance,

which makes it valuable
;
and, to make matters

worse, they run their lime in pits here, in the

same way as plasterers do, which takes out its

virtue, as the phrase has it, and causes it to be

slow setting ; so that when used with old bricks,

which have no “suction,” the wall will be wet
for a long time. But bricklayers would be very

much offended if they were charged with not

knowing this
;
and yet, as we see in the present

instance, they work on to their death. They
know, as every one else knows, that a 4^.in.

party-wall between two houses, 28 ft. high, built

of old bricks in ordinary mortar, is very iinsafe

at the best times. We had a very little rain or

frost here for several weeks previously to this

catastrophe, and although the witnesses told the

jury that they attributed it to the frost, yet, as

other brickwork near, which has been carried

up during the same period, is uninjured, the

public will have grave doubts about its accuracy.

The real cause of the “ accident” was the thin-

ness of the walla. As at Lower Broughton, so

now at Hulme, I ask, when are builders to be
compelled to build houses which shall at once be
safe to their makers, and warm and comfortable

to their occupants ? E. G.

BERKELEY CHAPEL, JOHN STREET,
MAYFAIR, W.

Since its erection, this church has not under-

gone much alteration in the aiTangement of the
interior until recently, when, upon the appoint-

ment of the Rev. T. Teignraonth Shore to the
incumbency, some improvements have been
made, including the removal of the cumbrous
high-backed pews, which have been replaced by
more fitting accommodation.
The old reading-desk has been banished

;
the

floor of the sanctuary has been raised and
enlarged

;
and the organ and choir have been

removed from the east gallery to the north side,

the choir-stalls having been arranged decani and
cantons.

Among the decorative improvements may be
mentioned the re-colouring of the chancel in

such manner as to show up the pilasters, panels,

and mouldings
;
the pendentives of the ceiling

are tinted in two shades of grey, with brown
and red mouldings

; and the panels are painted
in encaustic, warm grey and reddish brown,
with slightly floriated diapers. In the centre

panel over the table is the figure of our Lord
ascending to Heaven; the side subjects are
respectively SS. Peter and John. The capitals

ami bases of the pilasters are brown and gold,

the shafts in Etruscan red, with broad bands of

ivory colour at the top and bottom, ornamented
with bronze-green, maroon, and gold.

It is the intention of the incumbent to take
down the east-end gallery, and to place a rose-

window in the wall behindj it, to alter the side

windows for the purpose of obtaining a better

light, and to complete the decoration of the

ceiling and pillars; and, in fact, the whole of

the interior of the church, as soon as the neces-

sary funds, about 500Z., have been raised.

The altar cloth was supplied by Messrs. Jones
& "Willis. The works described were executed
under the direction of Mr. Pitman, of the fii’m

of Pitman & Cutbbertson.

NEC SINE LAHORE.

If ev’ry cave with gold were fill’d,

And ev’ry shell contain’d a pearl.

Who would then strong treasuries build.

Or wear the gem now decks the earl ?

The costly gold so finely wrought,
From stubborn rock must first be torn

;

The pearl deep down in ocean sought.

By divers bold, before ’tis worn.

By toil men win whate’er they prize,

What lightly comes may lightly go

;

Before they reap they early rise.

They weary plough, and broad-cast sow.

By studious day and restless night.

By ceaseless thought, work never done.

They pluck the treasures Truth and Right,

The brightest jewels ’ncath the sun.

They gain the guerdon due to fame,

The crowns and laurels heroes wear,

That rarely earn’d immortal name.
Because so few the labour dare.

Oft studious day and restless night.

But win some grain of truth at last

;

'Gainst so much toil the gold seems light,

"When in the balance countercast.

But who can tell what wealth may rise

From that pure grain in days to come.
When other men of enterprise

Shall strike the lode and trace it home ?

Work on, work on, and ne’er repine,

Though treasure found may not be great

;

To earnest workers gods incline.

Who mete by will, and not by weight.

W. Cave Thosias.

ROOF COVERINGS FOR FARM
BUILDINGS.

In the construction of some kinds of farm
buildings, a cheap form of roof-covering is a
desideratum

;
this more especially in the case of

temporary buildings, as sheds and the like. Zinc

plates, or galvanised iron, plain or corrugated,

are often recommended in snch cases
;
but these

are rather expensive, and require workmen
more or less skilled to fit them up. A
writer in the Field says, — Where rough
boards can be had, a very good, and indeed a
lasting, though cheap, roof - covering may be
obtained by using them. Slabs will answer if of

uniform breadth. This is necessary that their

juncture lines when placed on the roof should

run in as straight lines as possible, so that the

half-round rolls or slats which cover the joints

may be laid evenly on. To save labour, if neat-

ness is not important, the covering slats may be
made flat on both sides, although the rounding
of the upper side adds much to the appearance

of the roof. To prevent the covering slats or

rolls from being split bythe “giving and taking”

of the boards of the roof, the joints of which

the slats or rolls cover, these must be nailed to

the boards on one side only. A roof boarded
and rolled may be made to last well for years

without slates, tiles, zinc, or asphalted felt,

by simply covering its surface with a composi-
tion of ordinary coal-tar, in two or three coats.

The cement known as “ Portland ” is now
being used in a variety of ways in construction,

and with marked and most economical advan-
tages

;
perhaps its most recent application is to

the formation of cheap and durable roofing in

conjunction with coal-tar and strong brown
paper, such as is used for laying under carpets.

The paper is laid upon the boarding of the roof,

the sheets overlapping not less than 3 in., but
better if 4 in.

;
the sheets are then tacked down,

and the surface covered with the composition,

which is made as follows :—Take ISO lb. of

Portland cement (this should weigh, to be good,

100 lb. to 110 lb. to the bushel), and mix it well

in a cauldron heated by a furnace. Care must
be taken to heat the tar gently at first, so as to

prevent it boiling over ; and the cement must be
mixed gradually in small quantities, so as to

insure its thorough mixture with the tar. The
mixture, when completed, is to bo spread over
the surface of the paper with a brush, and in as

hot a condition as possible. The surface is then,

to be rolled over with a light roller, to make it

as even as possible, and when partially dried is

then to be covered with another layer of brown
paper, care being taken to make the second
layer to “ break joint” with the first-laid layer.

In some cases a layer of sand is laid all over the

surface of the boards before the first layer of

paper is laid down.
Of a similar process we have already given

some particulars.

THE SANITARY STATE OF ROTHERHAM.
The report of Dr. Ballard “ upon enteric fever

in Rotherham, and generally upon the sanitary

condition of the borough,” has been laid before

the local council. This gentleman was sent
' down by the Local Government Board some time

ago to inquire into the sanitary condition of the
borough. The report states that he had visited

the town on November 21st and following days,

and found that the statement as to the pre-

valence and fatality of enteric fever in the town-
ships of Rotherham and Kimberworth, including

Masborough, and outlying places—all of which
were within the jurisdiction of the corporation

of Rotherham—was correct. The report dwells

upon the utter and complete sanitary neglect

t^oughout the town. He condemns the system
of ashpit privies. The corporation, he thought,

neither systematically cleansed them itself nor
did it systematically require the occupiers of

premises to cleanse them.
“ The corporation [coiitinncB the report!, has neglected

its duty as the authorised guardians of the pubic health
within the borough. The disgusting coaditiou of the
poorer neighbourhoods, of the courts and of the privies
and ash-pits, and the unwholesome condition of most of
the cottages, could not have been made the subject of the
unfavourable comments I have been compelled to make,
had the local authority exercised, even in the matter of
the most obvious and flagrant nuisances, the powers which,
it has possessed ever since the year 1855. Since 1866 it

has also been its positive duty not only to see that
nuisances, the subject of complaint, ere removed or
abated, but, under the 20tb section of the Sanitary Act,
to make systematic inspections, with a view to discover
nuisances dangerous to health and to obtain their re-

moval. This duty has not been performed : it has not
even been attempted to be performed. Again, since 1868
it Las been its especial duty to see that drains, privies,

and ashpits within itsjurisdictiondonot become nuisances,
and it has neglected its duties in this matter to such an
extent that they have become the media of spreading
enteric fever throughout the district under its control.”

The report concludes by suggestions as to the
measures which the corporation may at once
take for the arrest of the spread of the fever,

and as to the future general administration of

the borough.

A letter was forwarded with this report from
the Local Government Board, requesting that

as soon as it had been considered bythe council,

they would inform the Board as to what steps

they proposed to take in the matter.

Waste Pipes and Sewer Gas.—The same
thing has to be said again and again. The
medical officer of health for St. George’s,

Hanover-square (Dr. Corfield), has called the

attention of the committee of works to the fact

that, in a bouse where he found a case of typhoid

fever, the waste-pipe of the drinking water
cistern went into the drain. He had traced

several cases of typhoid fever and one or two
deaths to this cause. He asked if be should give

notice in such a case to make the waste-pipe

drain elsewhere, and, in case of non-compliance,

summon the offender. Dr. Corfield was directed

to serve a notice in the case.
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THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Sheffield.—TIio wood.turners of Sheffield have

struck for an advance of 12^ per cent. They
will receive 3?. or -la. a week more than the
regular strike allowance, their union being very
strong.

Huddersfield.—Tho master painters have re-

fnsed to give an advance of wages to the men,
but have offered to reduce the length of the
day’s work by allowing the men to commence
work in the morning half an hour later than
hitherto. This the men have decided not to
accept.

Birmingham.—Tho carpenters, joiners, and
bricklayers have agreed to settle their demand
for an advance of wages and alterations in the
time rules by arbitration.

Exeter.—The carpenters and joiners have
given their employers notice that unless the
ninc-hours movement is conceded to them, and
their wages increased, they will strike next
month. The masters have declined to submit
to tho demands of the men. Negotiations have
been in progress twelve months.
Wolverhampton.—Kt a meeting of the Wol.

verhampton Brickmakers’ Association, it was una-
nimously resolved to demand an advance of Is.
per 1,000 on tho present rate, which is Ss. Tho
masters agreed twelve months ago to give six-
pence, as a start, for one year, and the makers
assented. It is the determination of the men to
strike unless the demand be conceded. A
meeting of masters and men representing the
Iron Trade Conciliation Board has met at
Wolverhampton, and the masters have resolved
that it is impracticable now to adopt a perma-
nent scale for regulating wages, and that the
condition of the trade does not warrant any
advance upon existing rates. The delegates in.
timated that these terms would not be accepted
by the men.

Edinburgh.—At a meeting of the joiners of
Edinburgh held in St. Mary’s ILilI, it has
been agreed to accept of the offer of the
employers, viz., 7d. per hour, being an advance
of one halfpenny per hour.
Essays on the Labour Question.—Jlr. Arthur

Steains has offered prizes of 501., and 301. for
the best essays on the Labour Question. lie
proposes the 1st of September next as the latest
time for sending in the essays, aud to leave it to
tho Associated Chambers of Commerce to decide
as to whether any aud which of the essays come
up to the required standard. He does not con-
fine the composition of tho essays to any class of
writers, and the chief objects ho seeks to obtain
from them are :

—

“ 1. The eliiciJiition of thennomaly araonp Ihe worlting
classes of not permittiiii,' tho intelligent, steady family
man, having an ambition to bolter his position by working
hard, to advance beyond the level of the unsteady, indo-
lent, and simple-minded men, the main object in the life
of most of whom appears to be to consume their earnings
in strong drink and other debasing habits. 2. The true
principle upon which capital and labour can be liar-
monised, 3. The best means for elevuliug the skilled
labour of the country into a bettor social position than it
has hitherto attained. 4. A sound princijdo upon which
Trades Unions or Guilds can be carried on with real
advantage to the working classes. 5. The application of
scientific aid in mnnufaeturiog establishments lu order to
maintain for this country the pre-eminent position it has
hitherto held in this department.”

JTr. Roebuck on Strikes mid Demagogues.—Mr.
J. A. Roebuck was present at a banquet given
at the Cutlei’s’ Hall, Shefiield, and in proposing
a toast, said,

—

" In the English workmen there are great virtues, but
there are great weaknesses. I have never llattered the work-
ing man. I have never told him ho is the man (hat the
world ought to look up to— that ho is the one who pre-
sents to mankind an instance of great magnificence and
virtue; but I will say this of him, that he has got for-
bearance, that ho has got forethought, but at the same
tune ho hna got simplicity. His simplicity, feeling his
own virtues, makes him believe in the virtue of others
Tho demagogue who comes to him is but a man of his own
class, and perhaps he is not a very good workman, but he
has the giR of the g.ab, and he talks to him, persuades
hirn, and tells liim a vast number of wondrous things that
he is about to do for hirn, and so ho works upon his sim-
plicity, and his simplicity leads him into great mischief.
Now, the working man does not make the wealth that he
talks about more flmn the man of capital. Combined
with tbo man of capital, he, (he man of labour, makes
England what it is. He is not llio sole man; he depends
upon capital nnd capital depends upon him

;
and between

them both England may he great
;
but separate them, and

England will full. Now the demagogue who comes down
and preaches to the workmun that capital is his enemy,
is the working man's enemy. Capital is the friend;
capital ought to be made his friend; and the man ol
capital who knows what he has to do will conciliate the
workingman, aud will make him his friend. I have before
my mind's eye what is now going on in South Wales, and
I know what are the terrible results. That strike is not
for the purpose of the working man

;
that strike is for the

purpose of the demagogues who impose upon his sim-
plicity.”

National Association for the Prevention of
Strikes.—A meeting of the supporters of this

association met recently at Chippenharn, for the
purpose of heaving an exposition from Mr. James
Phillips, the secretary, of the objects of the
association. Mr. Phillips said tlie association
had been called into existence at the instance of

some of the leading farmers and tradesmen of
the county, who felt the necessity of raising a
powerful organisation, having for its object the
prevention and repression of strikes, and the
advancement of arbitration in ti'ade disputes.

The association was one entitled to tho support
of the nation, and to the nation they would
appeal. It was unsectarian in character, and
represented in its constitution all shades of

political opinion other than those who favoured
revolutionary, republican, and dangerous changes;
and its objects were to counteract the deplorable
effects caused by strikes, and the danger witli

which all classes of the community were threat-

ened as the result of the tactics of the repub-
lican agitators, now prowling about the country,
setting class against class. The project, as ex-

plained by Mr. Phillips, was received with favour,

and at the close of his address the following
resolution was unanimously carried :

—

“ That this meeting having heard Mr. Phillips's expla-
nation of the objects aud working of the National Associa-
tion for tho prevention and repression of strikes, and the
advancement of arbitration in trade disputes, considers it

eminently entitled to the support of all classes in tho
country, and this meeting pledges itself to do the utmost
in its power to make the influence of the Association felt
throughout the country by establishing tranches in every
town of the United Kingdom.”

Mr. Phillips said public meetings would be
announced to take place in London and the chief
centres of commercial interest.

“ WIRING THE WORK.”
Sir,—

T

he pretended invention of Mr. H.
Turner, of which somo account appeared in

your journal, constitutes an essential feature of

my monolithic patent, which has not only been
a long time before tho public, but has long since
developed the astounding powers of fibrous and
rolled metal, and other fibrous materials in com-
bination with cementitious aiibstances for all

kinds of buildings, fittings, and fixtures in build-
ings. Instead of the awkward and tentative
operations described in tho paragraph in ques-
tion, under my patent an entire structure is

not only formed with the aid of any available
cements, hut actually without the use of tho
smallest fragments of wood, lead, or other sub-
stance capable of injury by fire. Thus the sur-
face of all parts of every wall, ceiling, floor, door,
shelf, closet, etc., is eiiablid to be finished in one
operation, and ornamented in any manner de-
sired.

I have only to add, as tho advertisement in
relation to this subject announces, that any
person using wire in the manner described
without my licence will be amenable to the law.

PniLii’ Br.vnnOxV.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
Nos'thamptoii.— Mr. T. Roger Smith, architect,

London, was, at the instance of the chairman,
fixed upon to make a selection from the various
plans sent to the Board for the erection of
schools on the Spring-laud and Vernon-terraco
sites. Mr. Smith reported that there were in
all 51 designs, of which 29 were for the Spring,
lane site, and 25 for the Vernon-terrace site.
He reduced them until he was able to recom.
mend for the site in Spring.lane tho designs
named below, as being, in his opinion, the three
first in order of merit ;—The first, “ Experientia,”
3,150f.; the second, “ Spes,” 1,0001.; the third,
“Convenience, Economy, and Stability,” 2,940L
For the school to be built in Vernon-terrace, he
recommended :—The first, “ Spes,” 3,0001. ; the
second, “ Education,” 2,5851. and 2,995L ; tho
third, “Convenience, Economy, and Stability,”,
2,350h The report went on to make some obser-

1

vations with respect to tho designs selected, and
a long conversation ensued respecting the con-
ditions under which the plans were sent in. Mr.
Phipps said it was a question for the Board
whether it would take the two sites together;
but while he should take the opinion of Mr.
Smith upon the Spring-lane site, and accept
“ E.xperientia,” because there was comparatively
little difference between that and the lowest

;

with regard to tho other he should pause, and
prefer to take “ Convenience, Economy, and
Stability,” becanse there was a difference of
650i. on 3,000Z. outlay. He moved that the plan
with the motto “Experientia” be selected for.

tho site in Spring.lane. Mr. Rush moved that
the site bearing the motto “Convenience, Eco-
nomy, and Stability” be accepted. Mr. Mason
proposed that “ May success be equal to labour,”
which did not appear in the list selected, be
adopted as the plan for the Spring-lane site.

Neither the motion of Mr. Rush nor Mr. Mason
was seconded, and Mr. Phipps’s proposition was
voted for by all tho members except the chair-
man, who preferred to remain neutral. Mr.
Adkins proposed that the Board select the one
which stood first on the list for tho Vernon-
terrace site, because the architect had thought
it deserved the first place, considering economy
with the general requirements. Mr. Rush again
proposed “Convenience, Economy, and Sta-
bility,” but failed in getting a seconder; and
the original motion was carried, all voting in its
favour except Mr. Rush and the chairman. The
authors of the plans chosen are:—“Experi-
eutia,” Mr. Robert Walker, 10, King’s Arms-
yard, Moorgate-street, London, now engaged in
building Rochdale Schools at under 4Z. per child

;

“Spes,” Mr. J. G. Bland, architect, Unity-
buildings, Temple-street, Birmingham.

ACCIDENTS.
Fire in a Timber-yard at Liverpool.—An

alarming fire recently broke out in the timber-
yard belonging to Mr. John Westmoreland, joiner
and builder, ll5, Islington. The fire originated
in the saw-dust pit, underneath the steam dr.
cular saws. In the upper rooms there were
working about twenty men and four boys, who,
immediately they saw tho fire, made an effort to
save their tools, but they only partially succeeded
in doiug so. Notwithstanding every effort on
the part of the firemen, the building in which
it originated was completely gutted. The stock
and property are insured in the Queen’s to the
extent of 2,0001, bub tho damage is estimated
at 3,5001

Fall of a Scaffold with Five Men at Southport.
While three workmen, in the employ of Mr. John
Luke Higliton, bricklayer, were at work on anew
house which is being erected in Upper Kin",
street, Southport, one end of the scaffold on
which they were standing gave way, precipitating
to the ground two of tho bricklayers and three
laboui-ers, whoweru on the gangway uuderneath,
and strewing the basement with the ddbris of a
wall 10 ft. high. The workmen are all more or
less injured by the fall.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.
Failure of the Great Crossness Sewage E.rpert-

monts.—It is disagreeable, although not sur-
prising, to learn that at the end of a year’s
elaborate investigation, the Metropolitan Board
of_ Works have decided that the results of the
trial of the “ A B C ” process on the London
sewage are unsatisfactory and unprofitable.
According to Mr. Bazalgette, the chief engineer
to the Board, the manure obtained costs
Gl. 6s. Id. per ton, without reckoning rent,
interest on capital, or depreciation of plant

;

according to Mr. Keatea, the consulting chemist,
the chemical value of the manure is 20s. per
ton; according to tho books of the company,
only a few shillings have been received for
sales. This is a process in which, as we re-
peatedly showed, wo never bad any confidence.

The H'indsor Drainage Question.—The Local
Board, at a full meeting, have discussed the
question whether a system of irrigation or that
of deodorisation and precipitation should be
adopted, and a majority of eighteen against two
decided in favour of the latter system. It was
then left for the committee to consider the-
various plans, including those of the Native
Guano Company and General Sewage Company,
and recommended one for adoption by the
Board. The Board afterwards discussed, in
private, the defence which should be made te
the summons taken out by the Thames Con-
servators against them.

_

The Utilisation of Sewage in Leeds.—A deputa-
tion of the Streets aud Sewerage Committee of
the Leeds Town Council, with the chairman of
the Sanitary Committee, and Mr. Moraut, the
newly-appointed borough engineer and surveyor,
have visited Bolton to inquire respecting the
sewage utilisation works, and a report has been
given in to the general committee. It seems
that in Leeds the residuum of the process does
not prove to be so valuable as was hoped, and
the question of mixing night . soil with it is
under discussion. This plan has been partially
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adopted at Bolton. There the soil is mainly pur-

chased from the mills, but in Leeds it is sug-

gested that it should be purchased from the

night-soil department. To this department the

soil is valuable, and by its sale to farmers and

others the expenses of the collection of soil and

ashes are materially reduced. Were the soil

taken away, the ashes could not, it is thought,

be 80 readily disposed of as at present, and this,

together with the price to be paid for the soil

required to mix with the sewage residuum, seems

"to be a difficulty in the way of the suggestion

4)eing fully carried out.

LOWESTOFT : BELLE VUE PARE
COMPETITION.

In reply to their advertisement, the Commis-

sioners received twenty-seven sets of designs for

laying out the proposed new park. The Com-
missioners, having inspected the drawings,

unanimously agreed that the design bearing

'the motto “Merlin” was entitled to the first

premium.and the one called “ Floreat Lowestoft”

to the second. The names of the successful

architects are as follow:— “Merlin,” Mr. W.
Clement Williams, Cavendish-terrace, Halifax;

“Floreat Lowestoft,” Mr. Geo. W. UsiP, Assoc.

Inst. C.E., and Mr. J. Wattall Peggs, Assoc.

Inst. C.E., Great Queen-street, Westminster.

Owing to the peculiar outline of the site, no

-little difficulty would have to be overcome to

produce satisfactory results.

CHESTER UNION COMPETITION.

Stu,
—
'When beaten in a competition, as a rule I think it

best to Bay nothing ;
bat one does like to he/airly beaten,

and the injustice in the present case is so glaring that I

shall be glad if you will insert the following remarks.

On the whole, I agree with the letter from “'Veritas," in

last week’s Builder, but I would also ask,—How is it that

the Guardians (who have now called in the aid of an

.architect, to be appointed by the Local Government
Board, to assist tbem in selecting the best design) felt

themselves qualified to decide upon and seventeen

out of the original thirty designs ?

Also, how can these gentlemen know that the designs

they.have selected can be executed for the sum named in

the conditions, viz., 30,000?. ? Are they aware that coei is

the cssenco of the present competition (the sum fixed

being unquestionably low for their requirements), and
that the question in justice ought to be, not only “ which
is the best design,” but “ which ii the best design that, it

may reasonnhly be supposed, can be executed for the stipu-

lated sum "
?

On this question the Guardians are as fit to judge as so

many children,—even without taking the “ local friends
’’

into consideration. (Note.—I should like to learn the

real cost when finished, for their requirements are

-enormous !)

I will only add that my drawings were returned without
oven thanks for the trouble and expense, though, as sent

in, they were worth little under lOW.

!

The thirty architects engaged would have done well had
they each put in 50?., and then had a rafUc for the prize ;

really, they would have spared themselves much hard
work and annoyance, and the lucky man would have had
the commission without having even carried out the work.

Well, architects have only themselves lo thank for a

state of thbgs that can render such a competition as this

possible. Pro boxo PiUPEBnr.

METROPOLITAN CONVALESCENT
INSTITUTION COMPETITION.

Sir,—

I

fc should be known that three out of the

four architecta invited by the Board declined to

compete under the circumstances for the New
Chil^en’s Asylum, at Kingston-hill.

One of the Architects.

PAINTERS’ THREATENED STRIKE.

Sib.—

I

n Liverpool the painters are again agitating for

a further advance in wages as the season for painting

comes on. They may or may not in this instance be able

to obtain all they want from the employer, but what is

the consequence? The master painter has to charge
exorbitantly to the public

;
the latter will submit only to

A certain point. The evil works its own cure. At the

present time there are acres of painting being done in

Liverpool and the neighbourhood, but not byj'ournei/men

j>ainlers. Large owners of warehonses, houses, ollicea,

and other property, are now purchasing the paints them-
selves, employing old sailors (and many of them are
splendid hands with the brush), others get the work done
by their warehousemen, or by ordinary labourers, at 3s. to

39. 6d. per day (a day, too, ofeleven to twelve hours), and
I win tell yon the result iu one instance. A friend ofmine
wanted the outside ironwork of a large block ofbuildings,
scraping and painting, and got an estimate in for doing
it, which was 20?. Ho bought his own paint, employed
ordinary working men, aud the building was as well
painted as any practical painter could do it, at a cost
of 71. !

Why should skilled labour be employed in scraping and
painting the outsides of office blocks, warehouses, iron-
work, and sneh like ? It does not require an artist to do
this description ofpainting. When aworking painter would
come and do a fair day's work for a fair day’s pay (before
he was the slave of a paid agitator), he was always sent
for. The public are always willing to give a fair and
reasonable advanced price for work when the working

man has to pay more for the necessaries of life, but kick

against imposition
;
and now owners of property are fast

following the examples set by one or two, and never send

for the workina painter but when skilled labour is a neces-

sitv, such as for graining, plotting, &c.

^^^y should not London follow the example of Liver-

pool in this respect ? Ax Estate Aoext.

PARTNERSHIP DANGERS.
Rardinq v. Banks.—This was an equity suit brought to

dissolve a' partnership and appoint a receiver in the W est-

minster County Court.
Mr. Harding stated that having noticed an advertise-

ment requiring a partner for a flourishing manufacturing

business, he replied to a firm of solicitors, who referred

him to Mr. Banks, the defendant, who gays a glowing

description of the business, saying tho takings were 60/.

per week, which might be increased, and the profits were

10?. a week. The profession was that of lithographers and

draughtsmen, and was carried on in Dmry-lane. Be-

lieving all this, he agreed to become a partner, and a pro-

visional deed of partnership was drawn up between him-

self and the defendant. He had paid altogether 143?. into

the concern, and the deed arranged that at the expiration

of three months if be did not approve of the business his

money should be returned and the partnership dissolved.

It was not very long before he found that architects, engi-

neers, and other customers, did not patronise their firm

to an extent of profit, aud his partner further executed a

bill of sale without his consent, signing it in the name of

the firm conjointly. Ho now, although the three months
had expired, prayed the Court to grant his application, as

it would entit% him to a lien on the goods.

The Judge (Mr. F. Bayley) said, supposing there were a

large estate involved the proceedings now taken would be

advisable
;
but from what had been stated he should say it

would be policy for the plaintiff to take what he could get

without farther litigation or expense. Ho should suggest

a compromise.
The oounsel and solicitors, with their clients, took the

hint, and it was agreed that the defaulting partner should

give all the goods and stock-in-trade to the plaintiff ;
tho

partnership to be dissolved; each party to pay his own
costs, and all litigation to cease. _

THE FALL OF A BUILDING AT
WALKLEY.

Ax action,—Burton v. Powell,—has been tried at tho

Sheffield Connty Court, to recover 6?. Ms. 6d., damage
done to the property of the plaintiff, under the following

circumstances;—On tho 26th of January, the gable end
of a house in courso of erection, in Industir-street,

Walkler, fell in, and bulged in the gable end of the house
situated a few feet distant, and occupied by tho plaintiff.

A large aperture was made iu the wall, and about half a

ton of bricks and timber fell into tlio bedroom and
destroyed furniture to the above amount. It was alleged

that the newly-erected property had been built without
proper supports, and that the mortar used in construction

was little better than mud. The plaintiff, who bad enter-

tained fears as to the insecurity ot the house, had removed
his wife and children the day before the occurrence.

For the defendant, it was shown that tho defendant was
not the contractor for the property, and the plaintiff was
non-suited.

THF. ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT
SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of the members
took place on Wednesday, the 12th inst., at the

Rooms of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects, tho president of the Society, Mr. Sidney
Smirke, R.A., occupying the chair.

The report showed that favoarahle progress

had been made by the Society daring tho past
twelve months.
" The gross receipts during the past year have amounted

to 429?. 123., as compared with 399?. 83. 4d. during tho
year 1971, and there remains now a balance in hand of
132?. 10s. lid., as compared with 70?. ISs. at the same
period last year, and again a somewhat larger sum was
distributed during the year 1872 than in 1871

.

The council regret to state that tho deaths of members
during the year have nearly equalled tho number of new
subscribers ;

hut it is earnestly hoped that great efforts

will bo made by all who are interested in the welfare

of the society to enlist a greater number of members."

The report then alluded to the fact that though
much work was being carried out by the profes.

Bion at large, “ old age and sickness have still

their nnmei'ous victimB
;
and, above all, the cries

of the widows and childien are still unceasingly

heard.”

The report concluded with a recognition of

the gratuitous use of their rooms which the

Royal Institute allowed the Society for holding

their meetings, and of the prominent notice

into which their president, Mr. T. H. Wyatt, had
brought the Society.

The meeting then considered tho auditors’

balance-sheet, which showed the receipts during
the past year, from all sources, to have been
428i. 123., and the expenditure 296h Is. Id., of

which 190h had been in gifts to applicants, and
311. 18s. had been invested.

A discussion ensued, headed by Mr, D. Mo-
catta, upon tho plans to be adopted to extend
the Society’s capacity for usefulness, which was
still considerably curtailed through lack of funds;

and upon the subject spoke Messrs. Boulnois,

Cockerell, Kerr, and Nash.
In addition to those already cited as present,

were Messrs. W. Moseley, Geo. J. J. Mair, T. M.

Rickman, G. Wales, John Tumor, the hon. sec.,

and J. Goldicutt Turner. Messrs. Horace Jones,

C. C. Nelson, J. H. Hakewill.and John S. Phene

all wrote regretting the probability of their

being unable to attend the meeting.

At the close of the proceedings, the president

stated that since the council meeting of the

27th ult., the following donations had been

received :

—

£. 9. d.

J. Maelvar Anderson (further donation) ... 6 5 0
Horace Jones ,, ... 5 5 0

D. Mocatta ,, ... 5 0 0
J. S. Phen6 „ ..,6 0 0

John Turner, hon. sec, „ ... 6 0 0

C.J. Knight, . 5 5 0

Arthur Blomfield 5 6 0
G. N. Clifton 10 10 0

"Wm. Moseley 6 6 0

Robert Edis 110
And that Mrs. Edward Hakewill continued her late hus-

band's subserintion
J
also that Messrs. Johu Noyes aud

C. Dowling had promised to become annual subscribers

each of one guinea, •

ST. SEPULCHRE’S CHURCH, LONDON.

The restoration of the fine old tower, west

front, and porch of this church has been placed

in tho hands of Mr. W. P. Griffith, F.S.A., whose
drawings, having been approved by the sub.

committee and tho Estates Committee, were
unanimously confirmed by the Vestry at their

last meeting, and Mr, Griffith was appointed to

carry out the same.

The perspective view exhibits tho perfect

church, with nave, aisles, and chancel, but these
,

latter arc not contemplated at present.

The new octagonal angle-turrets are to be
embattled and panelled, and surmounted by
octagonal pinnacles with finials and crockets.

The parapets are to be embattled and panelled,

and the buttresses are to he restored with

gablets. The belfry aud tower windows are to

have mullions, transoms, and foiled tracery, with

canopied heads, finials, aud crockets. The clock

is placed in a canopy, with buttresses supported

by winged figures.

The west window will be in three cinque-foiled

lights, with transom and tracery, and, with the

aisle windows, to have lead lights, quarried. The
west doorway and porch are to be restored

exactly as formerly. The canopied niche con-

taining the statue of Chancellor Popham is to

occupy its original position over the doorway of
^

the porch, and the parvise turret is to be carried

up to its proper height and embattled as formerly.
|

All the restorations and details are to be of the
|

fifteenth century, tho church having been built i

in the year l ioO.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

Last week a meeting of this Association was
held iu the Rooms, 37, George-stroet. In the

absence of the president, Mr. Alex. Ballantiue

was voted to the chair. After ordinary pre-

liminai'y business, Mi'. R. T. Shiells called

attention to the very commonplace character of
,

the buildings in progress on the south side of .

the Castle Rock; and after exhibiting the plans
j

of them, the following resolution was passed :— •

“That the Edinburgh Architectural -Association,

highly approve of the steps taken by the town
council regarding the Government new barrack

building on the Castle Rock, as they are of

opinion that if executed according to the draw. .

ings, the building will be quite out of harmony
with the site and surroundings.” A paper was
then read by Mr. Thos. Henderson, on “ Some
Causes affecting the Development of Architecture ,

in Scotland,” in which the relations between
the history of the Scottish people and certain .

features of the national architecture were traced
|

and illustrated. The points principally referred 1

to were the influence of the mixture of race of ,

which the Scottish nation consists—the isolated I

situation of tho country, and the absence of

great wealth among the people. Above all, the

intercourse with Ireland in the early ages, and

'

with England and France, at a later period, was
;

shown to have left marked traces on Scottish
'

art; while the influence of the national religion,
,

both embodied in the primitive Church of the '

Culdees and in that of the Reformation, favoured i

a simplicity of ritual not conducive to mag-
nificence in the ecclesiastical buildings of the

country as a whole, though there were many
noble and notable examples. Mr. Thomas P.

Marwick afterwards read a paper on “Architec-

tural Sketching,” part of which we print else-

where.
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ABOniTEOTUEAL PUBMOATION
SOCIETY.

In congeqnence of letters complaining of the
stoppage of the "Dictionary,” we have made
some inquiries as to the position of the work.
Ml'. Arthnr Cates says, “ the deaths, one after
another, of the chief workers, and the other
engagements of Mr. Wyatt Papworth, who holds
the management of the text, seemed to seriously
affect our progress. I have hoped for some

• opportunity to arise of which advantage might
be taken to go on, and meanwhile, considering
that we are trustees for those who paid under
the new arrangement, untO the way is more
clearly to be seen I demur to incuiTing any
more expenditure than is necessary, and have a
largo sum in the hands of the tresurer, Mr.
Sydney Smirke, available directly we can go on.
Of this the Bubscribers may be sure, that the
funds are well taken care of in the hands of
Mr. Smirke. Perhaps the better course will be
to hold a general meeting, to which the facts of
the position may be fairly stated. Tho only
causes for not .having done so long ago have
been the hope and reasonable expectation that
I might bo able to lay before it a proposal for
completing the ‘ Dictionary’ out of hand.”

THE CHARING-CROSS APPROACH TO
THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.

At the last meeting of tho Metropolitan Board
of Works, Mr. Bazalgette, the engineer of the
Board, made a report as to tho gradients and
general features of the proposed approach to
the Victoria Embankment from Cbaring-cross,
as compared with the curved line suggested by
tho late Sir James Pennothorne. The report
discussed at considerable length the relative
advantages of the Northumberland House scheme
and a curved approach. Tho merits of the two
projects, according to tho reporter’s view, were
thus briefly compared :

— "1. Northumberland
House approach is the most direct and shortest
route with the best inclinations. 2. It would be
a handsome improvement, whereas one side of
tho curved line must be very unsightly. 3. The
Northumberland House plan would probably cost
about one-third of the curvilinear project.” The
report was adopted.

Tho chairman announced that the whole of
the new loan of 1,800,0001. was now fully sub-
scribed, at an average price of 951. lls. lOd. per
cent., so that the stock to be credited amounts
to 1,883,0331. 14s. 4d.

Mr. Dresser Rogers stated that a large amount
had been subscribed in sums of 1001. by the
public generally, while 400,0001, had been taken
op by one subscriber alone.

mate to the owners that tho vestry considered
them responsible, owing to their having failed
to carry out the recommendations of tho Bur-
veyor in regard to the wharf wall, and that pro-
ceedings would be taken to compel them to
rebuild it.

NATIONAL MONUMENTS.
It is to be hoped that political changes will

not interfere with the passing of an Act for the
preservation of onr ancient national monuments.
Sir John Lubbock’s Bill, now before the House,
contains various schedules of buildings, one of
which we give, as conveying an idea of the
ancient monuments intended to be protected ;

—

ENGLAND AND WALES.

The Dolmeu Bias
Newydd, Auglesea.

Til© tumulus known
as Wayland Smith’s
Forge

Ullia^on Castle
Saraeu Stones at Ash-
down

White Horse
The circle known as
tho Three Hurlers...

The stone circleknown
as Long Meg and
her Daughters, near
Penrith

Tho stone circle

The stone circles
Burn Moor

The stone circleknown
03 the Nine Ladies,
Stanton Moor

The tumulus known
Arborlow

Hob Hurst’s House
and Hut, Bastow
Moor

Minuing Low
Tho circle known as

Grey Wethers
The Amphitheatre,
Dorchester

Maiden Castle

THE RECENT HIGH TIDES AND THE
ROTHERHITHE WILVRF,

PEOCEEDINGS AGAINST THE OWNERS.

Toe recent disastrous high tides which flooded
several houses in Rotherhithe and the neighbour,
hood, and did much damage, have led to steps
beiug taken to compel the owners of tho wbarf
wall to reconstruct it, as in consequence of the
defective condition of the wall in question, the
owners of the wbarf are held accountable for
the injury to property which the high tides
caused.
A memorial has just been presented by the

Rothorhitho Vestry, from the residents of Adam-
street, complaining of the loss and incon.
venience which they have suffered owing to the
flooding of their houses to a height of upwards
of 3 ft. It appeared from the memorial that in
some of these houses the occupants slept on the
ground-floor, and that several of them were
washed out, and lost their beds and other articles
of furniture. Some discussion followed upon
the presentation of the memorial, from which it

appeared that the responsible parties were the
owners of the wharf to which the mischief could
be traced 5 and it was stated by the surveyor
that some three months ago he called the atteu.
tion of the owners to the defective condition of
the)wharf wall, informing them that the wall was
an insufficient protection against the action of
bigh tides, and that in case of any such disaster
as had now occurred, they would be held account,
able for tho damage. It was agreed to forward
tho memorial to the owners of the wharf, with
an .intimation that they were bound to com-
pensate the memorialists for the damage they
had sustained

;
and it was also resolved to inti.

Blandford
Arthur’s Quoit, Gower
The tumulus at Uley .

Mule Hill, Isle of Maa
Kit’s Coty House
Danes' Camp
Castle Dykes
The Rollrich Stones...

Tho ancient stones at
Stanton Drew

The chambered tumu-
lus at Stoney Little-

ton, Wellow
Cadbury Castle
CfTsar’s Camp
Mayborcugh, near
Penrith

Arthur's RoundTable,
Peurith

Stones at Sha^
The group or stones
known as Stone-
henge

The vallum at Abury,
tho standing stones
within the same, and
those alongtheKen^
nett- road

Tho long barrow ai

West Kennet, near
Marlborough

The dolmen (Devil's
Den) near Marl-
borough

Barbury Castle

County.

Glamorganshire.
Gloucestershire

,

Isle of Mau
Kent
Northamptonshire

Oxfordshire...

Surrey

Westmoreland

Ashbury.
Uffington,

Ashbuiy.
UlHagton,

Addingham.

Toulgrave.

Bakewell.
Brassington.

Fordington.
Winterbourne

St. Martin,

Shapwick.
Llanridtan.
Uley.
Rushen.
Aylesford
Hardin gstone,
Farthingston.
Little Roll-

right.

Stautou Drew.

Wellow.
SouthCadbnry.
Wimbledon,

West Kennet.

Fyfleld.
Ogboume, St.

Andrews, and
Swindon.

Stratford Sub-

Any monuments of a like kind to the above,
not being situated iu any park, garden, or plea-
sure-ground, and which “neither forma part of
nor includes tho ruins of any castle, fortress,
abbey, religious house, or ecclesiastical edifice,”
will come within the operation of the Bill, and
the commissioners to be appointed under it may
prohibit its injury or destruction, and take steps
to acquire it iu whole or in part for the nation.

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE: AN IDEA.
Sjf.—Tho transfer of this well-known Charing-cross

standard from tho noble owner to the Metropolitan Board
of Works, for improvements in connexion with the Thames
Embankment, has called forth in the press a variety of
comments, reports, and historical matter. It has oeenrred.
Sir, to me that a line opportunity presents itselffor setting
up a mutually contributed memorial of considerable in-
terestboth to present as well as future metropolitan gene-
rations. There can be no two opinions that the “ffneafc
site in Europe" (as Trafalgar-square has been called)
will have its beauty wonderfully enhanced by the con-
templated new avenue from Channg-cross to the embank-
meat, which will certainly form an architectural vista
wholly uueq^ualled. But we shall lose our old favourite
landmark, the noble facade, with its crowning ornament,
the Percy lion, now enclosing Northumberland House
Irom view. Northumberland House naturally nulla to
mind the noble owners, who are so prominently identilled
with the great improvement in question. The writer had
the honour of knowing the father of tho present Duke,
when, as Lord Lovaino, ha took part in tho grandprooes-
siou at the Coronation of George IV. Tho present Duke
was then a little boy, the Hon. Algernon Percy, before he
went to Eton, and was even then a youth of gallant bear-
ing

;
and in after-life, when he became Lord Lovaine, dis-

played a large amount of unostentatious benevolence,
while the world at larp only knew him as a young noble-
man in The Guards, ’ and a member of Parliament. But
tho Percys have always been a model race, and good
exponents of “ Noblesse oblige." And in onr own day,
if wo commence with our life-boats, and wado through a
whole catalogue of charitable institutions, or look into the
class of intercourse existing between the family and their
tenants, and other parties of all ranks, a goodly example
presents itself for the peerage at large.
Now, Sir, for my “ Idca.^’ My suggestion is, that the

patriotic act of his Grace in thus disposing of his family
mansion should be taken advantage of by aU parties, the
Duke, the Board of Works, and the people, to record of
the same something after tho following fashion, viz.
Tho now opening, when mode, will present a foot-
way crossing from one side to the other of considerable
length. Let there be erected, in tho centre thereof, as a
refuge for foot passengers prooeeding from Charing-cross
to the Strand, a noble oval pedestal of white marble,
some 10 ft. 1

'
1 pedestal of white marble,
y 12 ft. by 6 ft. in dimension,

tne same to bo surmounted by a proportionately smaller
one, either intact or clustered, of polished red granite, of
suflicient height and size to carry a cap stone to receive
our old identical standard acquamtanee, the Percy Lionwho now towers over the same spot. The pedestal to
bear a suitable inscription, recording dates and old par.
tieulars, with a ribbon facia in relieved bronze " That
here stood Northumberland House, the London residence
of the Percys." Tho erection might bo further utilised
by the judicious introduction of small semicircular foun-
tain basins for drinking. The whole might cost eompara-
lively nothing as, doubtless, we have amongst us public
spirited marble-workers who would be proud, either
singly or m a body, to supply tho material for the vervhonour of the thing, to say nothing of the act as an
advertisement. Let the new avenue, which will doubt-
less, consist on either side of noble edihees, bo called say
Percy Gardens," or “Avenue,” or “ Northum’bcr-

land Gardens, and, to unite tho uiile with the dulc9
let. the East and West Strand and Charing-cross cor'
ners of the same be respectively occupied by handsome
worthy erections, especially built if possible, the one for
Coutts s " hank the other for “ Drummond’s," both ofwhich wealthy establishments are sadly in the shade atpresent as ornaments of street architecture, and the

arrangement would form an appropriate link uniting tho
ranks of fen, wealth, and hnsiness. “Last and not
least, let hi8 Grace himself lend his countenance to the
whole, and stipulate for tho perpetuity of the same by
vesting for ever, in the hands of suitable trustees, one-
hllh 0! the purchase-money named, for tho use and benefit
(according to his own notions) of the poor and needv of
the adjoining parishes. This would leave him in possession
of a b^ance ot 4 '0,000^., which would assuredly build forhim the handsomest ducal residence in London
! I
We have alr^dy inaugurated a race of Peabodys in our

midst, and an English duke would be a proud ad'^tion to
the famdy, and would form an example to which the

lion himself would significantly point his tail for allwho come after him to follow; and would, moreover setup a noble contrast on the southern side of the Strand to
that which occasionally mars the serenity and repose ofNelson s modern lions on the north side
In continuation, as the level of tho Embankment is some

15 ft. lower than that of the projected avenue, a carriage-way junction might bs made on either side the same
diverging right and left to the Embankment, of agreeable
and convenient grade of inclination protected on the outer
side by a handsome dwarf stone wall, terminating with a
lamp-pillar at the lower end

;
and at either upper end a

ilight of steps for foot-passengers curving round an
elegant superstructure in the centre, down to the Embank-
ment,—said central erection affording a line position for
architectural and floral display. J, W C E

The Last of a Foreman.—On Saturday
last at West Bromptou Cemetery, the fzmeral of
the late Mr. A. Rae took place. He was for
several years a foreman in the employ of Messrs.
Geo. Trollope & Sons, of Belgrave Works, Pim-
lico. The various foremen of the firm, together
with about sixty of the efnploy^s, attended to pay
the last mark of respect due to one who, by bis
uniform kindness and straightforwardness, was
highly esteemed by all who knew him.

THE ABATTOIR QUESTION IN
BRADFORD.

At tho present moment, irhen the question of
public or private slaughter-houses is engaging
attention in the metropolis, owing to the proba-
ble enforcement of the Act prohibiting private
slaughter-houses, it may bo interesting to notice
how the same question has been solved in the
important manufactnring town of Bradford in
Yorkshire.

Some time since the Bradford Corporation
determined to build a commodious abattoir at
Leeds-road, at a great expense, with the sole
object of inangurating a better state of things in
regard to the slaughtering of animals. Tho
butchers took umbrage at tho site, built a rival
slaughter-house at Bolton Bridge, just out of the
limits of the borough, and there carried on the
butchering business. It was claimed for tho
corporation that this proceeding of the butchers
was an infringement of the manorial rights, for
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wiicli the corporation has to pay a large yearly

BTim. A heavy loss accrued to the corporation

from the butchers removing to their own abattoir,

and litigation has been going on until last week.

Some members of the corporation were deter-

mined to te.st the rights acquired by the lease of

the manorial privileges, while others thought

that the time had arrived when litigation ought

to cease, and the question be settled by the cor-

poration buying up the butchers’ abattoir. The

butchers wanted 10,0001. for their plant and

premises, and 2,0001. for law expenses. This,

however, was thought to bo a high price, and the

council have just now agreed to purchase the

premises of the Abattoir Company for 10,500L

The litigation is thus extinguished. It has, how-

ever, been a wasteful affair.

HYDE PARK CORNER.

The Earl of Longford writes to us (as also to

the Times),

—

" The opening of Hamilton-place suggests a

further improvement in the same direction,

namely, the construction of a short length of

road in continuation of Hamilton-place across

the comer of the Green Park to Constitution-

hill, and a carriage-thoroughfare by that route

to Buckingham Gate. This would give a tolerably

direct line from the Marble Arch to Westminster

Bridge
;

it would still present some graceful

curves, but, with a little shaving at Buckingham

Gate, no serious angles, and would relieve, by

avoiding, the blockade (to say nothing of the

coachmakers’ bills) at Hyde Park-corner.

Some years ago many of us viewed with alarm

the proposal to open a route across a portion of

St. James’s Park. Experience has shown the

convenience and the innocence of that arrange-

ment. With this experience to guide us, it is

believed that the adoption of the suggestion

hero respectfully put forward would, without

inconvenience to the Crown or any one of

its subjects, prove to he of equal public advan-

tage.”

That great public convenience would be

afforded by such an arrangement as that pro-

posed is certain, and though one or two obvious

objections come at once to the mind, it well

deserves discussion.

A scheme by Mr. E. M. Barry, for improving

the means of access at Hyde Park-corner, was
illustrated in our pages some few years ago.

depicted in the one subject
;
and in the other is,

“ 0 my Father, if this cup may not pass away
except I drink it. Thy will be done.” The
diapering throughout the window is formed of

the Cross, outlined upon a light ground. The
Dove, amid golden rays, emblematic of the

descent of the Holy Spirit, is introduced in the

top arching of the centre light.

Hall of Peterhouse, Cambridge .—The large

bay-window in this hall has recently been filled

with stained glass by Messrs. Morris, Marshall,

it Co. Mr. F. Madox Brown was the designer of

several of the figures of worthies. The window
comprises three tiers, of seven lights each. The
whole represents a tree, on the branches of

which hang shields of arms : these occupy the

lowest tier of lights. The second tier comprises

seven figures, one in each light, being representa-

tions of six worthies, and the founder of the col-

lege, in his monk’s dress. All these figures are

by Mr. Brown. They represent, from our left,

Homer, Aristotle, Cicero, the founder. Friar

Bacon, Lord Bacon, and Newton. Four other

windows, for the same hall, have been under,

taken by the firm in question. They comprise

three lights each :
—1. With figures of Edward I.

St. Peter, and Queen Eleanor. The first and
third of these are by Mr. Browm. This window
is in its place. 2. Figures of Dr. Warkworth,
Cardinal Beaufort, and Chancellor Holbroke.

These figures, designed by the artist we hav
named, are finished, but not yet set up. 3. Ca-

vendish, the chemist ;
Grofton

;
and Gray, the

poet. 4. Crashaw, Bishop Cosins, and Whitgift.

The last three are placed, and are by Mr. Brown,

“ TO ARCHITECTS.”

We have received several copies of a printed

paper sent out by "the purchaser of the
^1,. .1.... inTTlfirifTClarendon Hotel, Old Bond-street,” invitin;_

architects to submit designs, with specifications

and estimates, for the erection of a buildin]

the site, to comprise shops on the ground-floor,

with suites of rooms or chambers over, after the

manner of the Belgrave Mansions, Grosvenor-

gardens, and offering a premium of 50?. for the

most approved design, and one of 101. for the

second. Further,—“ 'The designs which obtain

premiums are, with the plans, &c., to become

5O0I1S

Kappy Homes for Working Men, and 7tow to get

them. By the Rev. J.^sfES Begg, D.D. Second
edition, revised. Edinburgh : F. Lyon.

London : Cassell, Better, & Galpin. 1873.

Dr. Begg, who is well known as an able and
acute writer on social economy, has published a

new edition of the above work, which has

already been noticed in our columns. His

theory is that, under certain forma of co-opera-

tion, every working man may eventually become
proprietor of his own house; and we are told

that " upwards of 900 houses have thus been
built in Edinburgh, at prices varying from 130Z.

to 215Z., the feu-duty [or ground-rent] being

from 11s. to 2O3. They are nearly all sold, and
are chiefly the property of working men

;
whilst

the shareholders of the association have received

annually from 7^ to 15 per cent, upon their

capital.” We agree with the doctor (although

we have differences on certain points) in holding

that this would be an advantageous application

of the present high wages of the working classes,

particularly when compared with " the miserable

and sinful objects to which these are at present

80 often devoted.”

lisallanca.

VARIORUM.

The TAthographer, monthly journal, No. 33,

vol. iii. March 15th, 1873. London : Wyman
the property of the Advertiser, who docs not

j

& Sons, Great Queen-street. This journal con.

bind himself to employ any competitor to tains matter useful both to tbo trade and

superintend or carry out the work.” The least

amount of consideration will, we should think,

suffice to prevent any respectable member of

the profession from responding to such an offer_

STAINED GLASS.

All Saints’ Church, Acton.—The fourth of the

windows in the east bay of this church has

been filled with stained and painted glass, the

gift of Mr. W. Hunter, of Parley Lodge, Croydon.

It is from the studio of Powell, Brothers, of

Leeds.
Ilandsioorth Church .—A stained-glass me-

modal window, in memory of the late Rev. John
Hand and his wife, has recently been fixed in

tbo east end of this church. The whole has been
designed and executed by Messrs. James Ballan-

tine & Son, of Edinburgh. The window is

divided into three tall lights, in the Early Pointed

style of church architecture, and has been filled

with thick crystalline stained glass. The centre

light illustrates " The Last Supper.” The sub.

ject underneath is a space containing the text,

"As often as ye eat this bread and drink this

cup, ye do show the Lord’s death till He come.”
The side lights are illustrative of our Lord in

the Garden of Gethsemane. The text, " My
soul is exceeding sorrowful, even unto death,”

to the public. We hope to see it take higher

ground as it progresses under its new arrange-

ments. " Salvage Corps. By Henry J. Barber.

Brighouse : Bayes. 1873.” The origin and
use of fire salvage corps, with reasons for their

general establishment, are sliown by the author

of this pamphlet, who is vice-president and
trustee of the West Yorkshire Fire Brigade

Friendly Society and chief officer of the Royal
Insurance Volunteer Fire Brigade at Brighouse.

The Amalgamation of the Mayor’s Court,

London, and the City of London Court
;
with

Remarks on the proposed Tribunal of Commerce.
By G. Manley Wetberfield, Solicitor. London :

Longmans & Co. 1873.” The amalgamation of

the two courts named into one complete City

Court for Civil Causes, as here explained, would,

the author believes, remove unnecessary compli-

cations and remedy all defects in these courts.

—“The London Necropolis, or Woking Ceme-
tery. Chief Office, Lancaster-place, Strand.”

In this pamphlet an account is given of the

picturesque and well-conducted cemetery at

Woking, mth remarks on extramural sepulture,

the requirements of which this cemetery help?

well to fulfil, as well as those of funeral reform,

The Gazette des Architectes et du Bitiment

(February 28th) has reproduced from our pages

the plans and particulars of Mr. Chas. Barry’s

design for school in Winchester-street, Finsbury,

Messrs. Moreland's Iron Factory. —
Messrs. Moreland, well known for many years

in this peculiar line, have recently carried out a
considerable addition to their establishment in

Old-street, St. Luke’s. The Metropolitan says,

—

The frontage in the main street is extended
35 ft.

5
and the new building, 48 ft. high from

footing to ridge, is lighted mainly by skylights

in the roof, and is designed for an iron store.

There is no display on the ground level—a plain

brick facade of red brick, with a diaper pattern

in bine, with a large entrance-gate travelling on

rollers, from which it is suspended, and passing,

when open, in front of the ball. On the floor

above are two large windows, 18 ft. high and

9 ft, wide, of cast-iron built up in sections. On
entering the warehouse is a weigh-bridge, over

which vans and carts must pass and register

their load in so doing, or otherwise the weight of

any quantity of iron cannot be taken accurately

at once—15 tons are the maximum load
;
and it

was manufactured by Messrs. Hart, of Leman*
street, Whitechapel. The whole store is com.
manded by an overhead traveller 32 ft. in the

clear, powerful enough to move and lift 10 tons.

This was fitted up by Messrs. Appleby Brothers,

of Emerson-street, Southwark. The site is sup*

posed to be exactly upon one of the localities in

which pits wei*e sunk for the interment of the

dead en ^nasse at tbo time of the Great Plague

of London, and a public-house at the angle of the

street still goes by the name of the “ Pitt’s

Head,”—a local name undoubtedly derived in the

first instance from the circumstance to which'

we have alluded, although now, as may be
imagined, the signboard that designates ths-

bouse is a likeness of the celebrated statesman

of that name. The works have been carried out

by their relatives, Messrs. Joseph Moreland &
Sons, of Old-street.

Public Hall for Chesterfield. —As the

result of many committee meetings and much
deliberation, a joint meetiug of the members of

the council of the Chesterfield and Derbyshire

Institute of Mining, Civil, and Mechanical Engi-

neers
;
of the committees of the Chesterfield

and Brampton Mechanics’ Institute, the Work-
ing Men’s Club, the Technical Classes, and the

Chesterfield Young Men’s Christian Association;

of the subscribers to the fund for plans, esti-

mates, and preliminary expenses for the proposedl

public hall and buildings; and of other gentle-

men interested, has been, held in the Municifal

Hall, Chesterfield, Mr. C. Binns in the chair. •

It then it appeared that the only available site in

the town was at the top of the new street to the

.

i-ailway station, now in course of formatiem,.

where it was proposed to purchase from the.

mayor a plot of ground containing 1,500 yards^j

at 12s. fid. per yard, and to erect thereon a

commodious structure, adapted to the increasing

necessities of the town and neighbourhood. It I

was suggested by the committee that there'

should be in common, for the use of the variousi

societies, a large hall capable of seating 800.

pei’sons, a smaller room for 200, and a good'

library. Something like 10,0001. would be needed.:

The offer of the mayor was accepted by thei

meeting, and it was resolved to make an appeal

to owners of property, the great works in thei

neighbourhood, and the public generally.

Widening the Metropolitan Thorough-:
fares.—The Westminster District Board ofi

Works have received from their Works and"

General Purposes Committee, a report stating

that having considered the systematic widening

of the streets in the district, and the importancei

of widening Cannon-row, they have agreed;

upon tbo following recommendations, viz.

“That it is very important steps should

be taken for widening Cannon-row at the pre-

sent time, and that it is advisable a communi-:

cation shonld bo addressed to the Metropo-i

litan Board of Works, calling npon that Board,

to make the improvement in connexion with thei

Thames Embankment works. That as to thei

more general question of widening all narrow

thoroughfares upon a properly-arranged system,

t

from time to time, as opportunities offer, either)

from land being vacant or from houses and:

buildings being demolished, the committee are

of opinion the subject is of great importance,!

and deserving of most serious consideration, not

alone with reference to the Westminster district;

but in regard to the 'whole of the metropolis.*':

The report is to be considered at a special

vestry.
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Art and Morality.—There are few questions

jpon which more dissimilarity of opinion prevails

;hau that wliich relates to the mission of artists,

rhe Baturdoy Review calls attention to a fal-

lacious doctrine which has recently been put

forward, to the effect that the artist is unfettered

by political, social, and religious considerations

In the exorcise of his art. Withont entering

iito a profound discussion of the question in its

lumerous ramifications, it shows the best

nantter of ascertaining the true relations be-

jween art and morality. As human beings
reach their highest development by practising

iho rules of morality, and the highest art is

JIustrative of the most fully-wrought faculties,

t may be taken for a general rule that a
ihoronghly healthy state of mind is most con-

lucive to the performance of great works. The
3e8t art and the loftiest morality spring from
;he same source, and may be recognised by
oority and truth. With regard to those who are

sxceptions to the rule it may be safely assorted

;hat their strength lay in the nobler sentiments
)f their nature, not in the collateral evils which
veto unfortunately mixed up with them.

Heating Apparatus. — Messrs. Truswell,

Brothers, & Kolden, of Sheffield, have brought
)ut an apparatus, specially designed for this end,

which is adapted to warm the air in public build-

ings, private houses, warehouses, sale shops, &c.

The invention has been patented, and is in use
.u different churches, chapels, schools, and sale-

shops in Bheffield and suburbs, besides various
other parts of England. The apparatus con-

sists of a number of cast-iron pipes (round or

oval) placed in tiers, layers, or rows one above
another, with space sufficient between each to

allow of the heat to pass. Those pipes are fitted

into socket plates with expansion Joints, so that
the apparatus may be gob up to any heat without
Injury from expansion or contraction, the arrange-
ment being such as to insure the fire passing
andcr or over the whole of the pipes. The appa-
ratus is encased in brick, and the cold air passes

into the pipes by means of flues or apertures in

the brickwork, and then goes into the hot-air

fine, from which it travels into the building to bo
beated. The heat is regulated by a peculiar

ventilator. The patent has lately been further
sxtended, and the patentee intends to compete
for one or more of the prizes offered by the
Society of Arts.

The American Iron Trade.—The trouble in

the English coal and iron trades has been a golden
opportunity for American iron interests. The
production of American railroad iron in 1872
reached the unprecedented amount of 975,000
tons, an increase of 200,000 tons in one year. As
compared with 1861, the production of 1872
shows an increase of 191 per cent., the amount
in the former year having been only 335,000
tons. In 1871 the proportion of English railroad

iron to the entire consumption was more than
43 per cent., but is reduced for 1872 to 35 per
cent., the supply from Great Britain having
actually diminished during the year, while the

aggregate consumption has increased by more
than 150,000 tons. “ A year or two more of the
same experience,” says the Boston (U.S.) Adver-
tiser,

“ and we shall bo independent of the

English iron market, and may even begin to com-
pete with it for the foreign trade.”

Co-operative Associations.—The accounts
rendered to the Eegistrar of Friendly Societies

by 7‘IG industrial and provident (co-operative)

societies in England show that in 1871 they
received for grocery, drapery, and other goods
sold 8,687,5621. Their expenses amounted to

382,3611., and they realised disposable net profits

to the amount of 720,121i. The societies esta-

blished in Lancashire received in the year more
than three millions cash for goods sold

;
those in

Yorkshire more than two millions
; those in

Middlesex, 688,0001. Among these last the chief

return is from the Civil Service Supply Associ-

ation, Monkvvell-streeb, which numbers 3,422

members, has a share capital of less than 2,0001.,

received in the year 625,3051. cash for goods
sold, had expenses amounting to 40,7581., and
made 18,6261. disposable net profit. Above 200
societies neglected to make a return.

The Surveyorship to the Highway Board’
Middleton Cheney.—Mr. Samuel Sharp, of

Thenford, parish surveyor under the old Act,
and a member of the Board for a number of

years, has been elected by a majority of 21 to
10 of the Brackley Highway Board, as their sur-

veyor. The salary has been raised to 2001.
a-yeur.

The Air-Gas at the Crystal Palace.—The
directors of the new Air-Gaslight Company
resolved, with permission of the Crystal Palace
Company, to light up the western side of the

north nave of the Palace with something like

550 burners. The row of burners on the eastern

side of the same nave was supplied with ordinary

coal gas. During the illumination (about an
hour and a half), the air gas is said to have
emitted a light that was quite brilliant and
steady, at a height of 50 ft., and a distance of

several hundred yards, while it was being made
at the time of burning in the Tropical Depart-
ment with veiy little trouble. The light was
quite white, and at times of intense brilliancy,

though it did not transpire with what velocity it

was sent through the pipes. Its illuminating

power, as shown in the nave, was equal to that

of the coal gas.

Royal Hibernian Academy of Arts.—The
forty-fourth exhibition of paintings, &c., in con-

nexion with this Academy, was opened in their

Gallery, Lower Abbey-street. The gallery pre-

sents an appearance superior to that of any former
occasion, in consequence of the alteration in

the lighting from the roof, recently carried out
under the superintendence of Mr. J. H. Owen,
architect of the Board of Works. The angular
formation of the roof, by which light to a great

extent was obstructed, has been removed. The
roof is now of a semicircular form, and the sky.

light has full play on the sides and ends in a
manner that leaves little to be desired. Even
the pillars have been removed, and there is

nothing whatever now to obstruct the view from
any part of the gallery, or to throw a shadow
upon a picture.

Monumental.—A monument has just been
erected in Burton Parish Church to the memory
of the late Mr. William Worthington, of Newton
Park. It is chiefly worked in Caen stone, except
the slab on which the inscription is placed, and
that is of Carrara marble, surmounted by three
carved niches of the Decorated period, in which
are three figures emblematical of justice, mercy,
and humility. A memorial window has just

been erected on the south side of the chancel of

Newton Solney Church, to Mr. Calvert Worth-
ington, second son of the above-named gentle-

man. The window consists of three main
lights, with traceried openings above, and is of

the Decorated period. The subject is a choir of

angels, chosen.because of the groat interest the
deceased took in forming the choir of the church.
Messrs. Hardman & Co., of Birmingham, were
the artists.

Alleged Substitute for Coal.—Mr. William
Wright, of Sheffield, plumber, has patented an
invention which proposes, in short, to use air for
fuel. We do not quite understand it; but it is

thus described:—“Atmospheric air is passed
through a battery charged in such a manner that
it carbonises the air which issues at the other
end, combustible gas burning with a flame
brighter than that of coal-gas, and when mixed
with atmospheric air having a heating power
capable of melting copper wire. Mr. Wright
calculates that the gas may be made on this

plan at the cost of 6d. per 1,000 ft., but the con-

sumption will be one-half faster than that of

coal-gas, so that the price will be practically 9d.

per 1,000 against the present rate.”

The Proposed New Railway Station at
Middlesbrough.—After the last meeting of the
Town Council, Mr. Peachey, architect. Darling,
ton, was in attendance at the Corporation Hall,

and exhibited and explained the plans of the
proposed new railway station. On the site of

their present station the North-Eastern Railway
Company intend erecting a station, 300 ft. long,

an up-platform and a down-platform, with two
sets of offices, at a total cost of about 90,000?.

Mr. Peachey is preparing to let contracts for the
work. This large outlay includes cost of sub-
ways underneath the new station to relieve the
traffic over the level crossing in Sussex-street,
which is a busy thoroughfare.

Hospitals to be built for Burning.—Dr.
Woodworth proposes that all buildings intended
for the treatment of the sick should in future be
constructed of wood instead of stone, brick, or
iron, and that after having been in use ten or
fifteen years, these wooden structures should be
destroyed. He advises this course because hos-

pibal buildings become in time impregnated with
poisonous exhalations, which, respired by a
certain class of patients, conduce to provoke
erysipelas and cognate disease.

Water-Supx)ly by Steam Fire Engine at
Warwick.—In consequence of repairs being
required to the waterworks' engines at Porto-

bello, handbills were issued informing house-
holders that for two days the supply of town
water would be stopped. Mr. Pritehard, C.E.,

boi'ough surveyor, however, determined to

attempt to connect the rising main with the fii’S

“steamer,” and so supply water as usual.

Accordingly, Shand & Mason’s small engine was
placed in situ, and pumping was commenced.
The experiment was successful. The low-lying

parts of the town were continuously supplied,

and it was only in the higher levels that an
intennittent flow was necessitated, from the low
strength of the “ steamer ” as compared with the
stationary engines.

Contamiuation of the Manchester Water-
Supply with Lead.—A letter from Sir Joseph
Heron as to a lecture by Mr. Grace Calvert at

the Royal Institution of Manchester having been
published in the local Courier, Mr. Calvert has
written to the same paper showing that the
Manchester water, which is very soft and pure,
does act upon lead (as such water is apt to do)

;

and he republishes certain statements and
recommendations as to the fact contained in a
report published in 1861 by a sub-committee of

the local sanitary association. This is a matter
of serious importance, and ought never to have
been lost sight of. The lining of lead pipes with
tin, Professor Calvert states, can only afford

temporary protection, and is of no practical

value. He has himself tried to substitute iron

piping.

The Anniversary of Thanksgiving Day.
The Prince of Wales has accepted a testimonial

in commemoration of Thanksgiving Day. It has
been presented by the Ludgate-hill Decoration
Committee, and consists of a poem profusely and
elaborately illnminatcd by Miss K. Ashley, and
inclosed in a casket carved in rich pollard oak by
Mr. G. A. Rogers, of Maddox-street. Sir Wm.
Knollys, in a letter to Mr. Herbage, the secre-

tary of the committee, conveyed
“ The thanks and admiration which both the Prince and

Princess expressed on seeing one of the most beautifully
illuminated and bound Tolumes, and one of the most
elaborately carved boxes wliich art iu this or any other
country can produce.”

The late R. W. Thomson, C.E.—The in-

ventor of the road steamer with india-rubber
tires on the driving-wheels has died, at his house
in Moray-place, Edinburgh, in the fiftieth year of

his age. Mr. Thomson was a man of great
ability. Blasting by electricity was one of hia

earlier occupations, and Sir William Cubitt waa
so much struck with it that he at once set him
over 500 men and engaged him in the gigantic

blasting operations then in progress near Dover.
From Cnbitt’a he passed into the employment of
the Stephensona, and at twenty-two began bnsi-

ness on his own account as a railway engineer.

He afterwards patented the india-rubber tire for

road locomotives.

The New Royal Hotel at Blackfriars.

—

The contract for the erection of the now Royal
Hotel, at the corner of the Thames Embank-
ment and Blackfriars, which is about to bo
erected for Mi-. De Keyser, and for which Mr.
Gruning is the architect, has Just been taken by
Messrs. Lucas Brothers, the amount of the
contract being 49,7901. This is independent of

the foundations up to the level of the Embank,
mont, and 30 ft. above the ground-level at the
rear of the hotel, for which Messrs. George
Trollope & Sons are the contractors. Messrs.
Trollope’s contract has been completed, and the
work is now ready to receive the superstructure.

Thames Embankment at Battersea.—The
Wandsworth District Board of Works propose
constructing an embankment similar to the
Albert Embankment on the Thames, in front of

St. John’s Training College, Battersea. The
scheme has received the approval of the Thames
Conservators 5 provided the work is carried out
to the satisfaction of their engineer. The Board
has no Act of Parliament, and arrangements
must be made with Earl Spencer, who owns the
property, and who requires the land and premises
to be valued by his surveyor.

Plymouth New Guildhall.—There is some
talk of completing the new guildhall in Ply.
mouth in time for the visit of the Bath and
West of Eugland Agricultural Society to the
town in June next. The architects are at

present engaged with the plans for the gas-
fittings for the southern range of buildings.
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Hull, for Mr. Willows. Mr. Eobert Clamp, archi-

Hird £177 0 0
Pearson 469 1 6
Evington 3-17 13 6
Clarke & Sons 330 0 0
Dosser, Nelson, & Weddall 326 0 0
W. & J. Hall 300 0 0
Sissons 290 0 0
J. & W. Lecgott 286 0 0

Itanta
i

Hudson & Sbanks (accepted) .

For St. Jude’s Vicarage, Soxitli Kensington. Messrs.
G. & H. Godwin, architects. Quantities by Messrs. Gar-
diner, Son, 4 Theobald :

—

Enclosure
railing.

Jackson £3,913 0 0 ...£237 0 0
Cowland 3,710 0 0 ... 240 0 0
Adamson 3,730 0 0 ... 233 0 0
Manley&Eogors 3,720 0 0 ... 223 0 0
Nightingale 3,698 0 0 ... 216 0 0
Dove 3,065 0 0 ... 219 0 0
Hill 4 Sons 3,640 0 0 ... 211 0 0
Aris 3,470 0 0 ... 196 0 0
Henshaw 3,413 0 0 ... 197 0 0

Additions to Devon House, Manor-road. Forest-hill, for

Mr. John Drake. Mr. Ales. Graham, architect

Asford £1,080 0 0
Langmead S Way (accepted) ... 1,054 0 0

Alterations to Eod Lion public-house, for Mr. D.
Hislop. Mr. J. "Williams, architect :

—

Langmead&Way £150 0 0
Foster 410 0 0
Bricknol 421 10 0
Bridgman & Nuthall 409 0 0
Thompson 370 0 0

For painting and decorating Prince Alfred Tavern,
Charrington-street. Mr. J. Miller, architect. Quan-
tities not supplied

Mullin £156 0 0 (!)
Cocks 130 0 0
Bridgman, Nuthall, & West 109 0 0
Fosley .... 107 10 0
Patterson 97 0 0
Purkiss (accepted) 69 9 0 (!)

For alterations and additions to No. 3, Cbarles-street,
Long-acre, for Mr. Hislop. Mr. T. Williams, archi-
tect. Quantities not supplied

Langmead & Way £150 0 0
Foster 110 0 0
Brickell 421 0 0
Bridgman, Nuthall, 4 West 409 0 0
Thompson 370 0 0
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A Veteran.—Hr. G. L. Taylor, the sarviving

author of Taylor & Cresy’s " Architectural

Antiquities of Rome” (who is now in his eighty,

sixth year), has expressed a wish to read a

paper at the Institute of Architects, on *' Classic

Architecture,” as principally exemplified in the

buildings of Rome. But as papers have been

promised for all the ordinary general meeting
nights of the present session, the council have

arranged that Mr. Taylor’s paper shall be read

at the rooms of the Institute on Monday, the

7th of April, when the chair will bo taken at

8 p.m.

A Hotel-keepers’ Association.—A meeting
of hotel proprietors and managers has been held

in the "City Tenninus” Hotel, Cannon-street,

E.C., for the purpose of forming an Association

of Hotel-keepers for Mutual Protection and Co-
operation. Mr, John Hall ("Great Western”
Hotel, Birmingham) was in the chair. An
association was formed, to be called “ The Hotel-
keepers’ Association” and other appropriate

resolutions passed. The offices of the Associa-

tion are to be for the present at the “ Great
Western” Hotel, Birmingham,

Sewage Irrigation at Doncaster.— The
extensive sewage works which the Corporation
of Doncaster have been carrying out during the
last two years, and which have involved an out.

lay of about 25,0()0i., have just been completed,
and the sewage of the town is now being pumped
up to a farm at Sandall, three miles off, and
utilised in the irrigation of the land. The farm
consists of 265 acres, and is the property of the
Corporation. It has been let for a term of

fourteen years, at 800?-. per annum.

Addition to Stockton Workhouse.—At a
meeting of the Stockton Board of Guardians
tenders for a new vagrant ward, estimated to

cost 1,0001., were opened, and subject to the
approval of the arcliitect. The tenders of Mr.
Bland (builder), Mr, Smurke (joiner), and
Mrs. Atkinson (plumber), to do the work for

9881. 9s. 6d., were accepted.

Lath and Veneer Cutting.—A prospectus
has been issued of the Lath and Veneer Catting
Company (Limited), with a capital of 50,0001.,
in shares of 41., to purchase Ellis’s patents for
cutting wood. The payment is to be 14,0001.
cash, and 10,0001. in deferred shares.

267 9 3

Free Library and Museum for Hereford.
The chief stone of a Free Library and Museum
for Hereford has been laid. The new establish,
ment is being provided at the cost of Mr. Rankin,
of Bi7ngwyn Park. Mi-. Bowers is the con-
tractor.

TENDERS
Accepted for n new public house, at Linthwaite, for Mr.

Sanuel Stocks, Milnsbridge, near Hudderalield. Mr.
John Barker, architect :

—

Excavator, Moion, and Bricklayer.
Pearson £472 10 0

Carpenter and Joiner.
Balmfortb £330 o 0

Blitmlcr and Glnsier.
Allison £69 8 0

Blatterer.
Bottomley £42 0 0

Slater.
Wilde 4 Son £36 15 0

Fainter.
Bottomley £16 0 0

For building a warehouse for Mr. Charles Venablea,
New-street, Cloth-fair. Mr. Sanders, architect. Quan-
tities not supplied :

—

Capps 4 Co £936 0 0
King 4 Son 838 0 0
Read 876 0 0
Bridgman, Nuthall, 4 West 838 0 0

For alteration.? and additions to Nos. 19 and 20, Nicho-
las-lane, for Messrs, Green 4 Sou. Mr. Geo. Legg,
architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Bridgman, Nuthall, 4 West £1,639 0 0
Kent 1,354 0 0
Little 1,289 0 0

For alterations and additions to “Sandstone,” near
Uxbridge, for Mr. P. B. Garrard. Mr. Charles J. Shop-
pee, architect. Quantities by Mr. Sidney Young ;

—

Macpy £2,369 0 0
Gibson Brothers 2,081 0 0
Colls 4 Sons 1,994 0 0
Adamson 4 Sons 1,745 0 0
Fassnidge 4 Son 1,692 0 0
Kearlcy (accepted) 1,650 0 0

For alterations to the City of Paris, Old Ford-road,
Bethnal-green, for Mr. James Ayton. Mr. E. Brown,
arcliitect :

—

White £-448 0 0
Blackmoro 4 Morley 417 0 0
Pringle 406 0 0
Marr 362 0 0
Cbristoffer Brothers 295 0 0
Aldous 278 0 0

For Buperstmeturo of the New Royal Hotel, Black-
friars, E.C., for Mr. P, do K^ser. Mr. E. A. Grtiniag,
arebueet. Quantities by Mr. James Barnett:

—

Myers 4 Son £55,872 0 0
Jackson 4 Shaw 65,327 0 0
Ashby & Sons 55,295 0 0
Holland 4 Hannon 64,763 0 0
Conder 64,215 0 0
Eider 4 Son 63,930 0 0
Browne 4 Robinson 53,780 0 0
Trollopo 4 Sons 63,483 0 0
Perry 4 Co na.SOO 0 0
Henshaw 4 Co 60,827 0 0
Lucas Brothers (accepted) ... 49,790 0 0

For villa at Sydenham, for Mr. H. Grain. Mr. J.
Norton, architect :

—

Gooding £2,609 0 0
Oldrey 2,410 0 0
Aitehison 4 Walker 3,395 0 0
Boden 2,390 0 0
Blandford 4 Jones 2,130 0 0
Blackmoro 4 Morley 2,100 0 0
Keast 4 Co 2,0-10 0 0
Clark 1,999 15 0
Guest 1,933 0 0
Tibbettjjun 1,833 0 0

For alteration and new shop-front, Buckingham Palace-
road. Mr. Shea, architect :

—

Wagner (accepted) £289 0 0

For alteration and new shop-front, for Mr. T. S
Thwaites, Buckingham Palace-road. Mr. T. Withors
architect

Wilks Brothers £138 0 0
Wagner (accepted) 112 0 0

New schools, ont-buildings, [fence, walling,
and master's house. For Mr. John Banks, architect, read -

Mr. John Barker.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Cracied Setlt ,—Will any of your readers kindly Inform me If Ihor

la any way of improring the tone of eruked belle ! I am iutereated

in n small church which has two such bells, and where it la olmoat

liaiWisible to raiae funds for re-casting.—F. Eweu.
B. a. (sound and suiScient knowledge could not be obtained

in the time named).—T. U. (paper was already in type),—J. B,—
F. F—K W. F.—C. F.—T. L. W.—Sir R. M.—A, M, H.—E. 11. B.—

P.—8. B.—A. J.—J. B.—J. L.—J. J.—Sixty years of age.—M. P,— -

L.—R. M. T.—6. C.—Lard L—W. P. O.—E. Brothers.—M. 4 K,— -

J. B.—J. G.—C. J. 8.—H. B. W.—E. A. G,—R. L. R.—G. W. B.—
G..W. T7.—Gen. S.—E B--J. H.—8. C J. C.—Dr. M,—M. A T.—
L. A W.—E. H, 'W,—B. A Co-«-W. G. B.

! ore compelled to decline pointing 7out hooka and giving
.

addresses.

All etatemente of facts, lists of tenders, Ac,, must he accompanied
hy the name and address of the sender, not necessarily lor
pahUcatiou.

Notb.—The responsihlllty of signed articles, and papers read at
public meeliuga, rests of course with the authors.

SITUATIONS W-tNIED.—AdvertiaemenUof this class are Inaerted
t the following rate, vis. :

—

Six lines (about fifty words)....... 2s. 6d.

E-acb additional line (about ten words) Os. 6d.
Hallpcnu> stamps accepted for amounts undcT Ss, Od.

Bath and other Building Stones of Best
Quality.—RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.
Limited, Quarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of Prices at the Quarries and Depbts, also

Cost of Transit to any part of the United
Kingdom furnished on application to

Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.

—

[Advt.]

Tisbury Stone Qnarries.—This splendid

STONE, which can bo worked 20 per cent,

cheaper than any other in the neighbourhood,
can be obtained in BLOCK, sawn or worked, on
application to JOHN ALFORD, Proprietor.

—

[Ad4"!.]

Ashton & Green, Slate, Iron, and Marble
Merchants, and Quarry Agents.—Roofing

Slates,—Bangor, Blue, Red, or Green
j

Blue
Portmadoc

;
and Whitland Abbey Green. The

new "Permanent” Green, weight the same
as Bangor, and uniformity of cleavage equal.

rrices on Wliarf in London ;

—

24x12
1

22 X 12
1

20x10
1

18x10
11

18x9
420/.

I
370/.

11
285/.

1
245/.

1

222/6

16x10 1

1

16x8
1

14 X 10 1

1

14x8
j

' 12x8i
222/6

11
170/.

1
212/6

1

130/-
I
.

.77/6
Per Thousand of 1,200 Slates, subject

to a Discount,

Marble and Enamelled Slate Cbimneypieces,
Inscription Tablets, &o. Stoves, Ranges, and
Buildei-s’ Ironmongery. A. & G.’s special Red
Ridge Tiles. Large show of all goods at 14 and
15, Bury-street, St. Mary-Axe, London, E.O.

Drawings and prices upon application accom-
panying trade card.—[iiivr.]

Bills of Quantities, Specifications, &c..

Lithographed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
29, Charing-crosB, S.W., with accuracy and
punctuality. Plans and Drawings Copied,
Traced, or Lithographed.— [Advt.]

J. L. BACON & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

IMPROVED HOT - WATER
APPARATUS,

FOR WARMING AND VENTILATING
Private Houses, Churches, Schools, Hospitals^

Manufactories, Greenhouses, Ac.

OFFICES AND SHOW-ROOMS

476, NEW OXFORD STREET, London, W.C.
From FARRINGDON ROAD.

Publishers of a Pamphlet on "Hot-Water Heating.”

QMITH and FOUNDER’S WORK.
Builders' Quantitiee tendered for complete by

ORR & M'LEAN, 84, HATTON GARDEN, E.O
SFEC'IALITY FOR HEAVY CASTINGS, ROLLED 4 Un'ETEU

GIRDERS. ROOF-WORK, 4 WINDOW BASHES.
RAIN-FIFES, GUTTERS, STOVES, RANGES, NAILS, AND

BAR-IRON ALWAYS IN STOCK.
WORKS: UNION FOUNDRY, GOLDEN LANE, EC. Estab. 17(K>.

Catalogue, price Ze. 6d. deducted from fint order, Estimate} free.
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The Beal, the Convejitional, and the Ideal*

N tliG present state of the

fine arts in this country,

the most important,— or,

at all events, the most

self-supporting, — branch

of design, is, probably,

portraiture. In this pur-

suit, while family affec-

tion, social respect, his-

toric pride, physiognomic

study, concur in demand,

ing the portrayal of in.

dividual likenesses, it is

unfortunately too often

the case that the main

spring of the call on the

painter is personal vanity.

Under this disastrous in-

fluence it is impossible that

the noblest features of art

should be developed. The

vigorous grasp of physiogno-

mical characteristics, good

or bad, which is the chief

merit of portraiture, is not cul-

tivated by the painter whose main object is

to please his sitter or his friends. Neither the

dress nor the ordinary type of— at least the

men— of our time and country is often pic-

turesque. Thus the pursuit of portrait-painting

for the sake of income tends to falsify or to

conventionalise art, and to cramp, rather than

to develop, the powers of the artist. Refage
is sought in the courtly blandishment of some
fashionable painter against the unflattering testi-

mony of the camera. Few things are more dis-

tasteful to a man of culture than to be expected

to look through some richly-bound volume, full

of the cartes de visits of the family and friends

of the owner. The sacrifice of the most pictorial

light, or of the most characteristic expression, in

the least ordinary of the subjects
;
the intolera-

ble self-satisfaction betrayed by others
; the

positive hideousness,—thanks to strong and ill-

cast shadow,—of many, lead one to wish evil to

Fox Talbot. But the walls of many of our

exhibitions are crowded with productions which
share the general want of interest of cartes de

visite without claiming even their questionable

virtue of a sort of grim fidelity.

At times, indeed, the painter will clothe his

sitters with the mantle of his genius. Ho will

see the man, and reproduce him on the canvas.

Thus wrought Titian, Vandycke, Gainsborough.

Or an artist may see his subject through the
coloured light of his own pictorial imagination,

and present it to the admiration of posterity

aglow with that borrowed lustre. Thus did Sir

Thomas Lawrence. An air of noble, if some-
what histrionic, dignity was communicated by
his brush, while likeness was yet preserved. In
comparing portraits of the same famous beauty
by two such ornaments of their profession as Sir

Joshua Reynolds and Gainaborough, no one could

mistake who was the painter of either. The
Strong paternity of the painter’s genius is as

distinctly apparent as the material evidence of

hie art.

We are not without ample guidance for the
formation of a pure taste in portraiture. All the
elements of what may be called realistic, conven-

and idealistic treatment are illustrated

by the relics of ancient art. As to painting,

those only who have had the rare good fortune

to witness the first unveiling of some long-buried

Roman fresco at Pompeii can speak with full

appreciation
; but in sculpture we have instances

of an excellence that is heroic. A few, very

few, Greek gems and coins, a more numerous
collection of portrait busts of imperial- Rome,
and a selection from the Papal medals, especially

those about the date or ascribed to the hand of

Collini, carry portraiture to its apogee. As we
look on them with wonder, no less than with

admiration, we may reflect how the vehement

pathognomical action of the human countenance

among these impulsive races, and in a climate

where the blood mns so hotly, ever present to

the observation of the artist, instructed him in

the subtle truths of physiognomy. Unchecked
and violent play of feature, no less than of

form, was constantly educating the ancient

artist who looked at human beings as subjects

for portrayal. With this constant exhibition of

the clothing of sentiment and passion in expres-

sion was blended the influence of the traditions

of art, the constant reference to those methods
of delineating certain ideas, or certain characters,

that had become conventional and determined.

The influence on Grecian art of special means
of observing the play of human emotion may be
detected, in its most delicate phase, in the

difference that exists between the degree of

individuality given by Greek artists to the repre-

sentations of the two sexes. Certain ideal em.
bodiments in the coarse of that progress of art of

which the history fails ns, had been arrived at

by the period of highest excellence. Certain

genii, or gods, or mythological personages, had
assnmed not only conventional attributes, but

permanent conventional types. Jupiter, Herculesj

Apollo, Mercury, Neptune, are to be recognised

oven in fragments. With the conventional idea

strongly impressed on his mind, the artist con-

stautly reverted to the formation of nature when

death. One ramble, in a hot summer evening,

on the wave-beaten shore of Sorrento would
have given Flaxman that without which it was
vain to seek to evoke the shade of Hector or of

Helen, A glimpse at Southern life,— at the

heroic,—the nude,—the natural,—and then a
faithful study of the typical living model,—for

even the proportions of the Northern races differ

from those of their Southern cousins,—and
Flaxman would have grasped that triumph which
his taste, though not his method, deserved. But
Flaxman’s Italian sketches are not taken from
life, but from sculpture. Thus, Italy failed to

impart the true lesson to his mind.

While so distinct an individuality marks the

heroic sculpture of the male sex, female forms,

or rather female faces, are far less readily dis-

tinguishable. Flora, Juno, Hebe, Minerva, Diana,

Venus,—who can tell which is represented in the

absence of her attributes P It may be thought
that the comparatively neglected state of female

education in Greece may in groat measure
account for this want of ideal individuality. To
some extent, this may be the case. But in an
age which produced such women as Aspasiaor
Sappho, and in which freedom of female action

was vindicated by such a tongue as that of

Xautippo, there could have been no want of

characteristic female portraits, had the artist

been as free to observe the gentler, as the ruder.

And among the Roman portrait busts we
find most marked instances of individuality.

Sabina, and Plotina, and Cleopatra, have come
down to us through the sliadows of time with as
distinct individual vitality as Tiberius or

Scipio; or the immortal Cains Julius himself,

whose long-throated effigy is such a glory to the

British Museum.
In depicting goddesses and heroines conven.

tion was at a loss
; for so was observation. With

queens, and empresses, and famous beauties, the

sculptor was as much at home as with their

lords. But the most graceful inhabitants of

he sought to reproduce the type. The Wearied ' Olympus never camo altogether out of the

tional,

* See anfe, p. 177.

Mercury, that masterpiece of Italo-Greek sculp-

ture, was not an academic study from a model-

It was not patched up, like the design of a
Wedgwood vase, from a gallery of statues. It

was not drawn by the artist from Iiis owTi.con.

ventional erudition and anatomical knowledge.

It is impossible to study that all but breathing

bronze without tracing the evidence of the

different elements mastered by the sculptor in

perfecting bis marvellous creation.. First is

the tradition of art—the couvontioual idea of

Mercury. No one would think the statue in.

tended for that of a youthful Hercules, or of an
Apollo, or of a Cupid. Then there is the inspira-

tion of the pose,—the languid, momentary,
voluptuous, repose j—the stereotyping, for all

time, of an actual incident in the life of a real

Grecian youth, that caught the sculptor’s eye by
hazard, and never faded from his memory. With
this we have the fruit of patient, truthful study

of the actual model
j
of the aid derived by the

sculptor, in the embodiment of his well-pondered

design, from the constant comparison of bis work
with the living form. In the absence of either

of these elements of art, such a production as

the Wearied Mercury would have been super-

human.

We may contrast sneh a work as this with the

productions of Flaxman. In him we behold an
artist of rare and delicate taste, formed on the

purest models of the art of the past. He loved

Greek art with a passionate love. He stored his

memory and his sketch-book with its forms;

he became almost as fully possessed with the^

conventional ideas of classic sculpture as Phidias,

himself. Nor was imagination wanting, nor

labour. But occasion failed him. In the

habitual life and movement of decorously-dressed

English men and women, or in the commanded
and artificial attitudes of models, classic art could

find [no food to digest. It became starved to

golden haze with which the Southern sense of

decorum thinks it needful to veil female chastity.

And when at last a long-lost art dared to pre-

sent,—in spite of some lingering sense of im-

piety, — the female form eutii'ely unveiled,

neither physiognomical nor pathognomical know-
ledge of the sex was on a level with the ana-

tomical eicellonce which even in the work of

Praxiteles tells more of the lahoor of the modeller

than of the inspiration of the poet.

There can be little doubt that the conventional

element of Greek art was an inheritance from

Egypt. In Egyptian sculpture conventionalism

may be said to have attained its highest power.

Certain features, such as the eye, are represented,

during certain periods of Egyptian art, abso-

lutely out of drawing. Other details, whether

aconi'ate in their resemblance to nature or sym-

bolical (such, for instance, as the short, square

beard), can only be regarded as conventional

indications of actual forms, whether the artifice

were that of the sculptor or of the subject. The
attitudes are stiff

;
the proportions, at times

preposterous. The constant repetition of reci-

procally-indistinguishable forms, of Colossus or

of Sphinx, however it may have excited the

sense of sublimity, is hardly fitted to awaken
that of beauty. But amid all that is so foreign

to a taste which has been formed on Greek
models, the sense of power, of repose, and of

serenity that broods over the mighty images of

the buried Pharaohs denotes a very lofty phase of

art. The sculptor in the time of the eighteenth

Egyptian dynasty may be said, like the ancient

monarch himself, to have sought to see the

gods. In the age of Pericles, the artist regarded

human passion and human beauty. Under the

fierce blows of Michelangelo, marble seemed to

become plastic, and the observer gazes with

wonder, not unmingled with awe, at the mastery

evinced by the artist alike over his material and
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over hia subject. In the worts of Roubiliac mar-

ble is made to counterfeit a textile structure, in

the drapeiy, and life— or death— in the figures

themselves. In many of the works of Bacon we
see an elegance equal to that of the Gascon
sculptor, shorn of his audacious boldness

;
and

we trace a graceful mannerism as characteristic

as that of Lawrence himself. Aud so we descend

to the street sculpture of the day,—to the

Wellington on tho Marble arch,—or to the Peel,

which, in Palace Yard, proved intolerable even

to London.
Regarded in another light, wo may say that

sculpture, in the time of the kings of the name
of Thothmes and of Amenophis, had not yet

fully separated itself from architecture. In the

Greek period it had passed into its own special

phase of epic art,— of poetry in marble. Im-
perial sculpture waited upon empire, and sank
into portraiture. With the Italian artists,

sculpture became the handmaid of religion, of

superstition, and, finally, of ostentation. And
so wont on the decadence, till the sculptor sank
into the companion of the sexton, or, still more
lamentable, into the designer of lampstands,

and the decorator of the salon. The terrors of

death itself would be augmented, to a man of

refined taste, if he thought his memory destined

to be associated with the oppressive ugliness of

such a stable-door as now disfigures the aisle of

St. Paul’s, under the name of a monument to

Lord Palmerston and his brother,—a ponderous,

gloomy, unmeaning gateway, flauked by two
very questionable angels, trampling on their

own wings, like a couple of demonstrative bam-
door clianticleers.

Unquestionably the most perfect and harmo-
nious combination of the ideal, tho conventional,

and the realistic is to be found in tho architec-

ture of Greece. The noble proportions of those

Classic forma, which, after a lapse of more than

2,000 years, still challenge any attempt at rival-

ship, are derived from tho very simplest origin.

A row of posts,—rough, unsquared trunks of

trees,—with a block or slab placed underneath
(as we guard our mining framework of to-day),

to give a broader basis for the upright
;
hori-

zontal beams, laid from post to post, and others

laid at right angles athwart
j
a pointed lean-to

roof
;
these are the rude expedients, common to

almost every human race, that have grown into

the lofty columns, the graceful bases and capitals,

the entablature, the ti-iglyph, aud the pediment.
Realistic, in the humblest sense, in their origin,

the various architectural elements bear the im-
press of a conventional mode of treatment that

has maintained the general form of wooden
structure when the material was entirely changed.

The most brilliant and costly marbles of Attica

were not employed in structures of an easoutially

masonic character. The very term of trabeate

architecture tells of wood, and of wood alone.

A true masonic style may be said to have origi-

nated in Italy, especially in those districts

where, as on the Adriatic coast, a fine soft stone,

that hardens on exposure to the air, tempts the

sculptor to lavish his work. We there find in the

windows, the door-posts, and the masks, gur.

goyles, consoles, and other unnamed ornaments
that luxuriate over the costly palaces, a richness

that so far overpowers the original idea of Classic

outline and regularity as to form almost an in-

dependent style. But as in Egypt and India we
find either the earth mound or the cave to be
the original type followed by tho architect, so

do we trace the impulse of a wood-building

people even in tho noblest triumphs of Greek
architecture. Yet where does the ideal soar to

such a pitch ? Whence was learned the numeric
harmony that defines every proportion ? Wliat

grasp of optical law was possessed by the mind
that substituted the delicate curve of the outline

of the column for the rigidity of an undeviating
straight line ? How has the humble,—we may
almost say the ignoble,—element of the pitched

roof (the expedient of countries where snow
has to be provided against) become the very
Olympus of sculpture, in the glorious Athenian
temples

;
and thus come to be considered as

such a necessity in buildings of a certain cost-

liness as to have descended to ns in the por.

ticoes of the British Museum and the Royal
Exchange ? So perfect became the workman-
ship, that the designer’s art paused, and
finally resigned itself to the mere effort of

reproduction, with no variations but that of

scale. In the capitals was provided, even by
the severest law, an outlet for individual fancy,

—

a space for an extempore utterance in the litnrgy

of art. But even of that it is comparatively

seldom that the architect has availed liimself.

The symbol of the Deity to whom a temple was
dedicated is to be sought in the capitals of the

columns. It is mostly confined to an insig-

nificant boss. In the costly pillars which have
been crowded by the great Saracenic builders

into the Dome that protects the sacred Altar

Rock at Jerusalem, at least a dozen different

forms of capital may be distinguished. The
most exquisite play of fancy (when we once

depart from the pure Corinthian type), with

which wo are acquainted, to be found in this

department of architectural design, occurs in

the case of Pompey’s Pillar at Brindisi, where
the heads of sea-gods are entwined by the folia-

tions of the capital.

We are not among those who hold that the

delicate harmonies of structural proportion

have been exhausted, and that, with the close of

the Classic period, architecture uttered her last

noble message. More than three centuries of

Gothic art protest against such an idea—of art

that was indigenous to non-Latin soil, aud that

spiang up with a vigour, and flourished into an
exquisite beauty

j
that was fed by Teutonic

fancy, Teutonic earnestness, and Teutonic faith.

Wo will not now linger to trace tho outcome of

the three elements of which we are speaking,

either in the severe and noble forms of Early

English work, or in the burst of luxuriant

beauty in which tho art expired. But let any
architect attempt to do what is thought desirable

by some modern painters. Lot him dissolve the

harmony of his art. Let him be real, with tho

sordid realism which was encoui'aged by the

window-tax ; with the realism of that pigstj'e

style of architecture which produced the hideous

forms of the old Dissenting chapels, now gene-

rally swept away. Let him argue for the beauty

of the conventional forms of street ai'chitecture,

of suburban lath and plaster,— for the ideality of

an elevation of his oum, unlike any for which a

precedent can be found elsewhere. We know to

onr cost what is the result of attempts such as

these. .We set them down, not only to bad
taste, but to positive professional ignorance.

From this judgment there is no appeal. And it

is only becauso the painter addresses a more
limited and a more timid public

;
because, little

as he may know of the great aud enduring laws

of his art, ninety-nine out of a hundred of his

spectators know less
;

that the imposition of

assuming to found a new school on neglect of

main principles of art can for an hour escape

detection. Architecture may supply more ready

illustration of this important truth than can

either sculpture or painting; but the law in the

three sister arts is the same.
The expression, then, of a realistic, an ideal-

istic, or a conventional school is tantamount to

the phrase of confessedly imperfect art. In any
truly pictorial or sculptural design the three

ideas must be combined. To attach undue im-

portance to either is to ignore the proper influence

of the others. Nor is this all. Not only is a

devotion to, for example, what may be called a

realistic treatment, accompanied with a blindness

to some of the noblest qualities which the artist

onght to cultivate with the utmost care, but it

defeats its owu limited object. An attempt to

reflect in an imperfect mirror,—to copy, not to

reprodnee,—will, after all, have as little actual

reality as Chinese perspective.

It is not tho case that an appreciation of the

true elements of excellence in art (such as leads

the critic to describe the artist who seeks for

fame by a pursuit of only one of the many
studies necessary to complete mastery of design,

as being only imperfectly educated) would tend

to the production of sameness or unpioturesque

uniformity. In the absence of original genius,

high art cannot exist; and such genius will

always speak in its own native, unmistakable

accents. Let us press into the service of art

the resources of chemistry and of mechanics.

Let us chasten the imagination by accurate

anatomical knowledge, fire it by the contempla-

tion of all that is most beautiful in nature, and
guide its wing by the study of all that is moat
excellent in ancient art. The result will be like

that of giving tools to a workman or forces to a

general. The true artist will create, under such

a training, productions to which he could never

have attained by uncultured effort
;
hut be will

no more lose his individuality or simulate the

work of a brother artist than Wellington can

be confounded with Hannibal.

It is therefore every way to be desired that

writers and thinkers on art should cease to speak

of the real, the natural, the ideal, the conven-

tional, or the like, as distinct and competitive

principles, pursued by schools of rival excellence.

The true artist must grasp the whole. He must
be natural,—for he must see nature as she is,

not in her outer clothing alone, but as the

teacher, the mistress, and the friend; and he
must bear her message to the world. He must
be real,—for such a message is truth. He must
be conventional,— for he must know the result of

the study, and the insight, and the practice, of

those who have gone before him in his path. He
must reap the fruit of their labours, and profit

by their errors. He must learn to speak in a

language that is understood by mankind, and to

appeal to a sentiment prepared to respond to his

utterance. He must be ideal,—for if he unite

all the former excellences, and yet look only on

the lowest, the meanest, the most paltry aspects

of life, he will be but a hewer of wood aud
drawer of water for the temple of art. He must
learu to seize the noblest motives, to portray

the most beautiful forms, to clothe his work with

the most elevated associations. Thus only can

he hope, in his life or in his works, to attain to

the fellowship of the immortals.

COLOURED DECORATION.

On this subject Mr. G. Aitchison read the

follo'ving paper at the last meeting of the

Architectural Association :

—

From very early periods it is probable that

something was used for the express purpose of

decorating the abode of man. The skins and

leaves earliest used to exclude wind and rain, or

to insure privacy, must have suggested ornament

when their place was usurped by woven stuffs ;

and in fact the greater part of all the patterns

used for modern decoration point to their woven
origin. To those who dwelt in caves, in holes, or

subsequently in mud or mud-lined huts, sculp-

ture most naturally suggested itself, and doubt-

less some rude kind of painting was almost

coeval with it. As wealth and civilisation in-

creased, the variooa substances that are useful,

pleasant, or ornamental were added to increase

the splendour and comfort of man’s abode. The
perfection to which decoration arrived at many
epochs in the world’s history we probably owe
to religious enthusiasm. Man when confined to

purely selfish objects is but a poor creature, and

it is only when generations of men are fired

with patriotic, religious, or benevolent enthu-

siasm that individual man exhibits the highest

capacities of his nature. We shall find tho most

perfect specimens of decoration in the church,

the temple, or the mosque, rather than in the

house, the palace, or the council chamber.

The arrangement of decoration in one way is

simple, as in the bulk of cases it is internal, and

can but be applied to the floor, to the walls, and

to the ceiling. The fl.oor has to be walked on,

aud tho lower part of the wall to be protected

from injury, dirt, and stains, and, if possible,

made agreeable to tho touch. Therefore, pro-

perly speaking, the upper part of the walls and

the coiling are the only parts in which the

decoration is purely for instruction and delight.

And as “tho proper study of mankind is man,”

you will find that the main body of the decora-

tion in every palace, church, or temple is the

depiction of man, except in the case of those

religions where tho portraiture of the human
form is forbidden. But this is the art of the

sculptor or the painter, and with neither of these

do I wish to interfere, confining myself to the

humbler part that falls to our lot. Let me say

that no one should attempt decoration in whom
loveliness of colour is not an enrapturing delight

;

for such a one, if he once departs from mono-

chrome, will be a curse. If his greatest pleasure

is not to bathe in the liquid-coloured light of

fine stained glass,—to watch the colours fade

out as the sun goes down, imperceptibly fading

into greys and greens,—to be entranced with

the deep azure bine of the mountain gentian,

—

never to forget the flaming star that the sun

makes of the first autumn leaf, in the deep gloom

of the woods if he has not been thrilled with

the harmony of some bit of chequered light fall-

ing on a mountain stream from between trees,—

or with the mysterious colours of a distant wood

or mountain,—even if he does not dream of the

beautiful colouring of some Oriental dish, dress,

or carpet,— let him avoid coloured decoration.

Always remember that you are Englishmen living

in the nineteenth century, and in all probability

doing work for Englishmen of the nineteenth cen-

tury, and that you owe to yourself, to them, and to

your country that you give something beautiful

and new. Do not be a copyist, a reproducer, a

paraphraser, or imitator, but do what is lovely to
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you, and make I.hoBe you do it for love it. You
are an artist, an inventor, a maker, a poet if

you will, and you are to impress your own
creations on your own ago. If you liave no new
ideas, no inspiration, nothing that you think

lovely and want to do,—leave decoration and do

something else. Decoration is an art, and there-

fore little can be written or said about it,—it is

not a science for which rules can be given. At
the most you can only give recipes, and those

are not of much value. Colour is the main
thing to study, and it is not the Greek or any

other example that should be studied by day
and by night,—but the book of natnre. You have

the sky and the clouds, sunset and sunrise, the

pond, the lake, the river, the sea, and the ocean, the

woods and fields, the rocks and mountains, the

colours of birds and flowers, of butterflies and
beetles, of beasts and fishes, and from these you
cannot but learn. And you will learn much
more even than form and colour,—you will

learn what may be called the inexhaustible

patience by which efi!ecta are obtained. You will

generally on close examination find that in

a brilliant flower the brilliance is partly ob-

tained by the various gradations of tint and
tone, and partly by its having some small

spot, speck, or dot of complementary colour

placed where it gives the greatest effect. The
light is concentrated on one particular spot by
its sculptured form. You will find that the sur-

face is ribbed or embossed,—the texture is dull

like silk, or shiny like satin, or piled like velvet,

or shaggy like plush,—and that its general effect

of colour is set off by the tortiaries of its leaves

and stalks. After successive and unavailing

attempts you may throw down your brush in

despair on finding that your sketch has just

missed the grace of the flower, and the peculiar

loveliness of the colour. In suchwoik, however,
you will, if you persevere, learn much. You will

improve yom- taste, and your admiration will be
raised for the inexhaustible fertility of invention,

and the exquisite subtlety of the methods that

nature employs to bring to perfection one little

perishing flower. You will also learn tho rela-

tive value of form aud colour. Throughout
nature you will fiud that some things are to our

eyes only barely agreeable
;

others are ugly
;

while some are of an exquisitenoss of form or of

colour that you could never have appreciated

without diligent study. These are what the

French call kistiiujud. As an instance, the beauty
of the flower of the pumpkin may be noted,

—

nob rich in full colour, but perfect in form. The
leaves of the lemon have charmed many a painter

by their peculiar gracefulness, his trained eye
discerning in these varied forms of delicate

loveliness a rare quality, not revealed except

to tho initiated. Natural objects are by no
means equal in beauty. It is as ridiculous to

suppose that all things are equally beautiful as

to contend that the croak of the crow or the

scream of the peacock is as musical as the song
of tho nightingale. The union of perfect form
with perfect colour is all too rare in tho work of

man. Remember always, that though we are

now supposing colour to be the only matter
requiring to be studied, when you can apply it

to and among pure and finished forms its owm
value will be enhanced. Beauty of colour may
do much to correct or to cloak imperfect arebi-

teoturo
;

but the finest work of man is the

wedding of wealth of colour to what is in itself

noble, graceful, or otherwise excellent,—as music
to immortal verse.

In designing the decoration of a honse, you
have to consider the various uses for which the
parts of tho house are intended, and this must
necessarily govern your style of decoration. Let
us say, your house consists of a hall, staircase,

library, dining-room, drawing-room, boudoir, and
bedrooms.
The hall is a passage only for the inmates

and their visitors, and a waiting-room for ser-

vants and messengers. It should convey, to a
certain extent, a notion of comfort and of the

quality of the house. It must not be too dark,

or else it makes the reading of addresses, &c.,

too diflicult
;
and as it is generally a receptacle

for hats, coats, rugs, sticks, and umbrellas, it will

require a plainer and broader treatment than
other parts. As visitors cannot conveniently

linger there, no very elaborate decoration is

required. Such decoration might also spoil the

effect of any more elaborate adornment of the

staircase or the rooms, by raising the expecta-
tion too high, or it may give a smack of osten-

tation to the house. This applies, of course,

only to the halls of ordinary town and suburban
houses. A fuller and richer ti-eabment of very ,

special kind may be used in halls of large monu-
mental country houses or town palaces. The
hall of the Roman house in which tho patron

received his clients required, so to speak, much
decoration, as something of a compliment to those

who visited it
;
and a parallel demand for stateli-

ness or appropriate elegance is made for a ball

used often for receptions of any kind.

The staircase must be light
;
or, if the lighting

is insufficient, the tone must be light, so as not to

increase this insufficiency. A staircase may be
treated in almost any way, either simply or

elaborately
j
but, of course, this must greatly

depend on its architectural character and on the

decoration of the rooms. If the staircase is

very small or narrow, elaborate decoration is

thrown away. If the rooms are brilliantly and
gorgeously decorated, the staircase must be
simple, or you injure their effect. If the rooms
are treated with severe simplicity, you may con-

centrate the splendour of your decoration on the

staircase, unless it is to be the field for exhibiting

sculpture or painting. In this case the pictures

must be your fii-st consideration,—the grounds
for them kept quiet, and gold and silver used
spai-ely if at all,—or tho high lights will be
destroyed by tho brilliancy of the reflections

from tho metals.

For the dining-room, you want to convey the
idea of warmth and comfort

;
and as it is fre-

quently the picture-gallery of the house, it must
be treated in entire subserviency to the pictures,

—as a setting for the gems.
The library is for study, and its decoration must

also be^broad
;
not so light as to faUgue tho eye,

nor BO dark as to render reading difficult. There
must be nothing in its decoration to distract or

even greatly to attract tho eye.

The drawing-room is, perhaps, the most diffi-

cult room to treat, for it has to fulfil so many
different and even opposite requirements. It

must be light and cheerful by day, as well as

brilliant at night. It must be suitable to the

complexion and dresses of ladies, and this while
its walls have to serve as background for pic-

tures, china, and objects of virtu. Satin damask
supplies much good decorative material for draw-
ing-rooms. A room that is to be used largely

for music has other difficulties as well. Here no
stuffs may bo used in hangings in any quantity :

even flock paper is considered objectionable by
musicians and musical critics. Wood, too, will

be preferred to plaster. At all hazards and at

the cost of any amount of difficulty let each
room be first of all thoroughly suited for its

special purpose.
The boudoir is easier. It is the temple of the

lady of tho house, and must be treated the way
most advantageous to her complexion. An air

of luxurious repose must also be given, with
some tinge of its fitness for her especial pursuit,

be that art, music, or literature.

The bedrooms should be light rather than
dark, and may be either plain and simple, or
gorgeous aud elaborate, but to my thinking there
should be nothing in their decoration which
would suggest difficulty in the frequent use of

the mop, duster, and scrubbing-brush. Fre-
quently a large bedroom is used also as a private
sitting or reading room. Hard painted walls,

ceilings painted or whitened, give the agreeable
impression that results from the suggestion of

perfect neatness and cleanliness. Decorative
papered ceilings are inferior in this view to

washable surfaces.

Let common sense guide you in your main
arrangements, art and skill iu the disposition,

and genius, or at least study, in your inspira-

tion of colour. Carry, too, into each detail of

each room the sense of special fitness to that

part, also the appeai’ance of adaptation to all the
circumstances, which is never without a charm
for the intellect. Floors should be rather dark
than light

j the lines, spots, or patterns not
too trenchant. Though you do see carpets of

living flowers walked over by processions in

Ital}', I think unshaded patterns are the best for

doors, pavements, and carpets.

In ordinary houses and in most rooms the
height of the dado is fixed by the height of the
chairs, unless perhaps in a dining-room with
very large pictures or tapestry. Then the dado
may reach on occasion as high as the head, and
perhaps have brackets or a shelf for china.
Dados may be wood, either of the natural colour
or coloured, stained, or painted and varnished,
with but very alight polish. I think if the carpet
or floor is not the lowest-toned portion of the
.vhole decoration, the bottom of the wall or the
dado should always be darker than the upper
part. Force may, however, be given to a dado by

architectural form,—by vigorous mouldings, for

instance, — sufficient on occasion to give it

emphasis enough to take proper place in relation

to darkercolours over. Tho upperpart of the back-

ground proper may be of velvet, of dull stuff,

of flock, distemper, or even flatting. If not for

pictures, it may be hung with tapestry or figured

paper, or it maybe painted in a pattern sufficiently

interesting to engage the eye and attention, but
not too obtrusive. Good low-toned tapestiy ia

always agreeable in a dining-room, if pictures are

not to be hong on it
;
bat you cannot put one

picture over another. Bad pictures are as inad-

missible as bad wine, being costly luxuries.

Everything must be subordinated to good pic-

tures. Warm neutral greys, greens, or dull reds

are most serviceable as backgrounds, for reasons

apparent to all who know Chevreuil’s law of

complementary contrasts. The main body of

the ceiling should be white, or but slightly

toned,—even a gold ground is rather heavy.
Deep coffers and much gold give an effect of

weight too heavy to bo carried. Much gold has
also a reddish, unpleasant heat, that should be
carefully avoided or dealt with specially. In the

background of Byzantine decoration the heat of

the gold grounds is partly neutralised by the
greenish tinge wtich intervenes between the

picture aud the ground. Tho Chamber of Com-
merce at Perugia has the main body of the

ceiling black, an arrangement of colour only

tolerable in a tall room, and then of very

doubtful expediency.

The arranging reds and blues so as to har-
monise seems to have been specially sought after

by the Old Masters. This is attempted fre-

quently by Titian with much success,—with reds

and blues inclining towards purple. In the

inferior Masters, the juxtaposition sets the teeth

on edge. In the macaw and other gorgeously-
coloured birds. Nature brings about this har-

mony. Here, iu one of the most difficult pro-

blems in your decoration, you will find light and
leading at once form critical observation of the
ranks of the great ancient aud modern colourists,

and of nature. And this instance is but one
among many. At tho Zoological Gardens, or

British Museum, you will often fiud the simplest
aud most perfect solution of a colour problem
inviting a difficult harmony,—some spots or
streaks interspersed of white or some inter-

mediate colour, or a gradual bringing together
of tints themselves. In precious stones, the
absence of determinate colour has for many a
great attraction. Tho turquoise most prized by
jewellers is the deep bluej colour critics prefer
the stones bordering on green. Much of the
vulgarity of British dyed stuffs came from the
raw unmixed colours used in them. This
is happily much corrected, and the teaching
from Oriental stuffs, that seem always pleasing,
is bearing fruit. Hued surfaces are taking the
place of the pure old colours. No doubt much of

tliia preference rests on the delight of the human
eye in variety.

In each room seek for some principal object
as the key, and work up and down to that. If

some prominent piece of furniture, as a splendid
cabinet, ia in a room, you must work your
general decoration to be in harmony with it. If

you want a room to be a success, you must
choose carpet, curtains, and furniture : one
blot of inharmonious colour may spoil all.

Every colour may bo made to harmonise with
every other, but only by varying its tint and
tone. In nature there is no flat or uniform colour
anywhere,—not in the gradual melting of a blue
sky, nor iu the smallest leaf or speck of dust.
Largo, flat, uniform tints are always unpleasant,
and are only to be allowed where the sui'face is

broken up by many objects. Those single
colours please us most that approach other
colours, or waver, as it were, between two.
Emulate, if you will, the gorgeous colouring of
India, the brilliant colouring of China, or the
soft harmonies of Japan, but do not copy
slavishly the works in which you find them.

Mr. Elim H. D’Avigdor, C.E.—As to pro-
viding improved dwelliug-houses in Vienna and
the vicinity, which has engiiged popular atten-
tion for some time past, several pamphlets have
been published, and of these productions, says
the Jewish World, the German press is unani-
mous in commending one iu particular, which is

from the peu of an Euglish gentleman, Mr. Elim
H. D’Avigdor, C.E., a scion of the Goldsmid
family. The pamphlet also contains designs for
remedying tho nauseous odour arising from the
overflowing of the river Danube.
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THE CITY OHAEITIES ASD DWELLINGS
FOR THE POOR.

On Wednesday last, the special committee of

the Charity Organisation Society, at their meet-

inginthe Offices in Buchingham-street, in the

Strand, were engaged in a discussion extending

over nearly three hours, on the Bearing of City

and other Charities on Metropolitan Dwellings

for the Poorer Classes.” Amongst the members
of the committee present, were,—Lord Napier
and Ettrick, the Earl of Aberdeen, the Hon. T,

Pelham, Mr. Andrew Johnston, M.P., Sir Charles

Trevelyan, Mr. W. Gilbert, Mr. J. Liddle, Capt.

Gardner, P.N., General Cavannah, Mr. J. S.

Storr, Mr. W. H. Hall, Mr. J. R. Rolland, the

Rev. R. J. Simpson, Miss Octavia Hill, <fec.

Mr. Gilbert, after endeavouring at consider-

able length to show that the various charities in

the City had at their disposal sufficient funds to

erect dwellings for the poor within the City and
Metropolitan area, moved a resolution to the

effect, “ That a deputation from this committee
wait upon the Corporation of the City of Lon-
don, the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and the

Metropolitan Board of Works, to submit to them
the justice of letting, on moderate terms, portions

of land for building dwellings for the working
classes, so as to allow them to*^rofit in this way
by the valuable endowments and charities

originally intended for their benefit.”

The motion gave rise to a lengthened dis-

cussion, in the course of which objection was
taken to the latter part of the resolntion, on the

ground that eleemosynary aid to the poor was
no part of the business of the committee, tho

improved dwellings for the poor being what they
were alone appointed to consider.

In the course of the discussion. Dr. Ross pro-

posed the following rider to the resolution :

—

” And that this committee is of opinion that the

charities possessed by the companies, vestries,

and other public bodies in the metropolis, in all

cases where the original trusts cannot be carried

out in their original intent, might be appropriated

to facilitating the erection of dwellings for tho

industrial classes upon terms that would not

permit such buildings to be regarded as chari-

table institutions.”

After some further discussion, both the resolu-

tion and the rider were withdrawn, it being
understood that Dr. Ross would bring forward
tho latter at a future meeting of the committee

j

and after some remarks from Mr. Andrew
Johnston, M.P. ,Sir Charles Trevelyan, and others,

in tho course of which the maladministration of

the several City charities was freely canvassed,

the following resolutions, proposed by Lord
Napier and Ettrick, and seconded by General
Cavannah, were adopted:—“That the sub-com-

mittee be requested to consider and report upon
to tho committee the amount and position of

houso property held in trust by the City and
other autliorities, or any public bodies connected

with the netropolis, which may be made avail-

able for the improved habitations of tho labouring

classes of the metropolis;” and “That the sub-

committee be requested to report upon the above,

or to report upon the best means of carryingout

tlie above resolutions.”

In tho absence of the chairman of the com-
mittee, the meeting was presided over by the

Rev. R. J. Simpson, rector of St. Clement
Danes.

INDIAN ARCHITECTURE.
On Friday evening, the 2lBt inst., Captain

Lyon lectured at the Royal Institution, Albemarle-
street, on the “ Temples and Idols of India.”

Mr. Spottiswoode took tho chair, and there was
a large attendance.

In the course of his remarks, Captain Lyon
said that India possessed 1-iO millions of inhabit-

ants, and about her temples and idols very little

was known, tho information on such point being
very scanty. It had been computed that there
were 300 million deities worshipped in India;
they ^vere treated in every respect like human
beings. The temples were very celebrated, and
were embellished with some of the most wonder,
ful carving in granite that anywhere could be
found. At Madura, the Rome of the Hindus,
tliere was to be seen a beautiful mnndapum,.
which cost one million sterling, carved osb of
granite, the galleries of which were formed of
curved pillars, each pillar being a solid block of
granite 15 ft, high. This exquisite piece of
workmanship was represented with marvellous
delicacy of outline, conveying a very clear idea
of the immense time, patience, and skilled labour

that must have been bestowed on its erection.

There was also to be seen, too, at Madura, the

golden lotus tank which the Brahmins assert was
fed by the waters of the Ganges, passing 1,000

miles under the sea for that purpose
;
the tank

was one of tho most celebrated throughout India.

In continuing the journey south, we come to

Sbreevelliputtur, and there behold the great

Juggernaut car, the finest to be seen in the south.

It was constructed out of several smaller ones,

and carved out of the finest ebony. The yearly

peregrination it undergoes is well known, and
the sight, once seen, never to be forgotten,

beggared all description when it made its journey.
Further south there was a little bijou, which,
being hidden behind a rock, was lost to sight to

nine out of every ten travellers
;
but it was well

worth a visit, and some agreed that it was the
finest in the whole of India. Its elaborate carving
was truly marvellous. According to the account
by a Brahmin high priest, it was excavated and
carved in the short space of twelve hours by a
son who had become indignant at the slow pro-

gress of the temple which his father was erecting

on the other side of the rock. Ramisseram was
known as the most sacred temple of India

;
some

persons assert even more so than Benares. Con-
cerning its sanctity, a poem had been written

called the Ramayana, which filled an enormous
volume. Connected with this temple are mar.
velloua corridors, 4,000 ft. in length.

Turning northwards, and following the coast,

we come across Avadea Covill, which, though one
of tho smallest, is one of the most wonderfully
carved temples in India, its chief peculiarity

being that the stone forming the pillars was so
bard that no chisel could be found to out it in

these degenerate days. Passing on to Tanjore,
with its magnificent tower 300 ft. high, there was
here to be seen tho celebrated bull of Shiva,

weighing eighty tons, dating from the eleventh
century. The temple at Tanjore, though a very
sacred one, and justly renowned for its beauty,
was literally deserted.

Still further north, and close to Madras, there
was Mahavellipore, or, as it was commonly called,

tho Seven Pagodas. Nothing excited so much
astonishment as this place, and it was doubtful
whether the world could produce anything more
remarkable than tho monoliths here to bo found.
The more we examine them, and indeed the whole
place, the greater was our astonishment, while

at the same time we were lost in conjecture as

to the motive or purpose for which such an
amount of labour and time had been spent in

forming these marvellous structures; for no
record existed as to when or by whom they were
executed. Not one among the many works hero
begun had been finished, and all seemed to have
been undex-taken by some enthusiastic rajah, or

by people under some strong religious impulse,

and all stopped simultaneously either by the
rajah’s death, or some other catastrophe; and
no one could really form any conception as to

the elaborate car\’ing here displayed.

Illustrations from photographs were exhibited

by means of the magic lantern.

FEMALE SCHOOL OF ART.

Wednesday last was a proud day for Miss
Louisa Gann and the Committee of the Female
School of Art. The theati-e of the University of

London was crowded with students and their

friends
;
the mistress stood first on the list of

premiums offered by the Committee of Council

on Education to the head masters and mistresses

of these institutions
;
the prizes to be distributed

were numerous and well deserved; and their

Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of

Wales were on the platform,—tho latter to hand
these prizes to the pleased i-ecipients, and the

Prince to speak to them afterwards with that
geniality and heartiness which distinguish all he
does. Prebendary Tborold read the report,

which gave cheering evidence of the progress of

the school. Professor Donaldson, who baa long

worked for the school, read the names for pre-

sentation to the Princess, ending with the
heroines of the day. Miss Alice Blanche Ellis,

Miss Julia Pocock, Mias Emily Selous (now Mrs.
Fenneasy), and Muss Emily Austin.

The Rev. Sir Emilius Bayley, one of the

;
trustees, in a very felicitous speech, referred to

'the great assistance to the school which had been
afforded by the Royal Family, and conveyed the

1
thanks of the meeting to the Prince and

1
Princess.

His Royal Highness said it had given them
great pleasui'e to be there, and he cordially con-

gratnlated the yonng ladies who were before and
around him npon their recent achievements, and
hoped and believed there were evidences that

whatever profession or position in life they might
hereafter be called upon to fill, they would con-
tinue to be an honour to themselves and to the
school to which they now belonged. It was
equally his duty to tender his acknowledgments
to the president of the school for the great
interest he had always taken in its welfare, and
also to Miss Gann and her efficient staff of

teachers for their past zeal had efforts, some of

the fruits of which they had had an opportunity
of seeing that day.

Sir John Lubbock, Mr. Francis Bennoch,
Mr. Butterworth, Mr. William Smith, and others
who have worked in aid of the school, were
present.

SOME FINE FURNITURE.
We have examined with great interest and

pleasure some remarkable pieces of artistic

furniture which have been prepared for the
International Exhibition at Yienna, by Messrs.

Jackson & Graham. They show in so good a
light what can be done in this direction in

England that our readers will not complain if

we describe them somewhat fully.

Tho first we come upon is an ebony cabinet,

6 ft. 6 in. long and 9 ft. 6 in. in height, in the
Italian style, inlaid with ivory, and enriched with
lapis lazuli and jasper. The cabinet is in two
divisions, each in three compartments, the lower
division being enclosed with three panelled doors,

richly inlaid with ivory, and the frieze supported
by fluted pilasters with very finely carved capitals,

the plinth and frieze being also panelled and
inlaid. The upper division is also enclosed

by three doors, the centre door having plate-

glass, for tho purpose of showing objects of

art and virtu, tho doors on each side having
panels of ebony, inlaid with ivory, of rich ara.

beaquo design, fluted columns inlaid with ivory,

and richly-carved capitals, to support the frieze

and cornice of the upper division, and in the
centre of the pediment are the armorial bearings
and monogram of the fortunate owner of this

beautiful work of art.(the Earl of Bective). All

the inlaid ornament is engraved in the most
perfect manner, and the beauty of the design

(by Mr. Lormier) has been heightened by the art

of the engraver. We have no hesitation in

calling the cabinet work perfection.

Near this is a small cabinet, also in the Italian

style, in which various woods (the choicest speci-

mens of their respective kinds) are used, includ-

ing amboyna, box, thuya, purple, satin, palm,
ebony, and ivory; and the way in which these

have been introduced, and their colours and
figures placed in harmonious contrast, has been
most carefully and successfully studied, eo ai
to produce a charming effect of colour. The
lower part of the cabinet is open

;
the plinth,

panelled back, and supports all finely inlaid

with the various woods mentioned, in elabo-

rate designs of great beauty
;

the upper part

is inclosed by doors, and the frieze and cornice

supported by fluted and inlaid pilasters; the panels

of the doors are ornamented with moat delicate

and exquisite arabesque designs, inlaid in ivory

and various fine woods
;
the whole being engraved

with the greatest care in the highest style. This
cabinet is the property of Mr. H. A. Braasey, M.P.,

who kindly permits it to be sent to the Exhi-

bition. Like the last, it was designed by Mr.
Loi’mier, and the dimeusioua are 3 ft. 6 in. long,

and 6 ft. 2 in. high.

In a large cabinet, of architectural design, by
Mr. Owen Jones, a novel and very beautiful

effect is produced, without the aid of carving or

engraving, by the ornamentation of the pilastex’S,

columns, panels, and friezes with inlaid ornament
of various woods. This cabinet, which has been
made for Mr. Alfred Morrison, is 7 ft. wide and
8 ft. high, and is in two stages. Tho lower pox’-

tion consists of a centre panel, 2 ft. 6 in. square,

with two side panels, 1 ft. wide by 2 ft. 6 in.

high, separated by pilasters, 6 io. wide. The
whole of the panels and pilasters are elaborately

inlaid with holly, grey wood, orange wood, and
ipurple wood, on an ebony ground. Below the

ipanels is a moulded base and skirting
;
above runs

tan inlaid frieze and comice, the different members
Ibeing in different-coloured woods. The upper
istage of the cabinet is equally io three divisions,

ithe centre division being glazed in front of the

;
pilasters. Separating the divisions are detached

columns, cxrrying a frieze and dentilled cornice.

• The comice is arched over the centre division,

.and encloses an elaborately-inlaid spandrel,
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The general character of the composition may
be called Italian; but in the ornamentation an

attempt has been made to combine the purity of

Greek forms with Italian playfulness, and with

a tinge of Orientalism in the colouring of the

several portions. As a piece of cabinet work,

it is perfect. There are thousands of small

pieces of wood here combined with an accuracy
truly marvellous. The inlaying of the columns
has been a vrai tow de force.

There are three other cabinets designed by
Mr. Prignot, two of them being of ebony, inlaid

with ivory and box-wood in very elegant designs,

and one with various woods, the chief being olive

wood, and the inlaid designs in the Greek style,

the different colours of the woods being bar-

moniously introduced. A large sideioard and a

euito of cZunnber/umifitre also deserve notice, but
we have said enough to show the remarkable
character of the works prepared by Messrs.
Jackson & Graham.

CONCRETE HOUSES IN GERMANY.
Dtt. Riese lately delivered a lecture before the

Berlin Polytechnical Society, on the use of con-

Crete, for the walls of houses. The concrete

need by him consists of one part of best Port-

land cement and nine parts of coal ashes, scoria,

sharp sand, gravel, brick-dust, or similar cheap
materials. In the autumn of 1871 the lecturer

built the fii*8t house of this kind at Friedricks-

berg, near Berlin. It is -K) ft. high. The front

walls are, for cellar and ground-floor, 12 in.

thick; first and second floors, 9 in. The sup-

porting cross wall is 12 in. and the partition-

walls are 6 in. in thickness. The building has
shown itself sufficiently strong, notwithstanding
the comparative thinness of the walla. In the
middle of October of the same year the founda-
tion for another house was dug, into which the
lecturer moved within ten weeks from its com-
mencement. It did not show the least trace of

damp. The durability of the material and of the
buildings has been indubitably proved by these
^etporiments

; and in consequence of these
favourable results, twenty-eight cottages of

concrete, mostly intended for clerks and working
men, were erected at the end of the summer of

last year. Most of them are inhabited already ;

the rest will be ready by April. In the twelve
cottages last erected, the timber-work has
been dispensed with, and concrete arching has
been resorted to.

AN ORDER OF MERIT.

At the last General Meeting of the Corporation

of the Literary Fund, the president, Earl Stan-
hope, in the course of his address, referred to the
recent debate in the House of Lords touching the
wearing of foreign decorations by Englishmen.
We were told on that occasion, said Lord Stan-
hope, that these orders were to be lightly re-

garded, and that, as Metternich said, it was a
distinction to have no orders at all. And by
whom ? By Earl Granville,—a Knight of the
Garter. Was it for that noble earl to tell other
gentlemen that orders were insignificant, and
that it was better to be without them ? It would
be as becoming for one of our merchant princes
—a Rothschild or a Baring—to toll people that
money was of no account. It was not for a states-

man whose services had won for him the highest
order in this country to blame those who had
attained ominenco in arts, science, or literature
for being desirous of an honourable decoration.
He (Earl Stanhope) thought that if the ambition
of the blue oi* red ribbon was allowable or praise-
worthy in statesmen, military men, or naval
officers, it was not in any degree to be con-
<iemned in the artist, the man of science or of

letters; and the very firmness with which they
ought to resist foreign decorations being woim by
Englishmen supplied a new and powerful motive
for desiring that an order of merit should be in-

stituted at home. If he met with sufficient

approbation and encouragement he should be
greatly inclined to move in the House of Lords
an address to the Crown, praying that her Majesty
^TOuld take the question of the creation of some
such order of merit into her consideration. He
thought such a motion would not bo resisted, and
that her Majesty and her advisers would not^

refuse to give it their attention. Seeing many‘
literary and scientific men around him, hej
thought it not unbecoming to make a sugges-;
tion which might perhaps ripen into a practical!
result. !

We hope it may do so. It is not the first time
that we have urged the want of such an institu-

tion as should enable the sovereign to bestow a
mark of honour on men who in arts, science,

philanthropy, or literature, have deserved well
of their country.

THE GOST OF THE NEW
LA.MBETH WORKHOUSE, AND THE
RISE IN BUILDING MATERIALS.

Tiie Lambeth new Workhouse, near Kenning'
ton-lane, which has been for some time in course
of erection, and is now nearly completed, is likely

to cost very considerably more than the originally

estimated sum, which was under 20,000i., but
which has already been o.xceeded by about 5,000Z.,

the outlay amounting to 25,OOOZ., and it is now
found that a further sum of 5,000Z. is requii-ed.

The board recently desii’ed Mr. Parris, the archi-

tect, to inform them what further sum might bo
required to complete the building, and at their

meeting last week a communication was read
from the architect in reply, to tho effect that he
was not in a position to state the amount which
would yet be necessary to finish the building.

He, however, recommended that application bo
made to the Local Governmeut Board for per-

mission to borrow a further sum of 5,000i. Ho
explained that this sum was required to meet
the expenses of articles contracted for since the
last loan, and was also caused partly by the un-
precedented x-ise in the price of all building
materials. The board at once agreed to comply
with the architect’s recommendation.

ENGINEERS AND THE HEALTH ACT.
Sib,—

S

ome few months since I think I read in the
Builder that the “Public Health Act, 1872,’’ would And
plenty of work for the en^neers. I quite agree with that
opinion if tho Act is properly carried out. I, howerer,
do not think that the authorities are olfering sufficient
inducements for any civil engineer to undertake the duties
as laid down by the Local Government Board. I inclose
two advertisements (taken from the Local Onoernment
Chronicle), in which you will find that after the person
who may be unfortunate enough to be appointed has paid
his expenses, ho wUl have something like 20s. per week
left for his services. May I oak if you consider that au
ample salary to be paid to a duly-quuUiied man ?

E. E. B.

SIR G. G. SCOTT’S LECTURES AT THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.*

ON THE DOME.

In my laafc lecture, after bringing down our
consideration of domical construction to the
period of the perfecting by the Byzantine archi-

tects of the system of what are known as “ Pen.
dentive Domes,” I was proceeding to describe a
few of its most marked productions, but was
stopped short when I had given a rapid sketch
of the most wonderful of its creations,—the
Church of St. Sophia at Constantinople.

I will now proceed with my subject. After
tho Church of the Holy Wisdom, all subsequent
domed churches of tho Byzantine class seemed
to shrink from a hopeless competition, and to
content themselves with very moderate dimen-
sions.

Among those remaining at Constantinople,
that of St. Irene perhaps comes next in date.

Its central dome, like that of St. Sophia, is

flanked by arcaded aisles which, however, do not
extend to the vaulting, but simply carry galleries.

These winga, therefore, as well as the eastward
extension, are covered by barrel vaults, the latter

being terminated by a semidomical apse,—'while

westward is a second dome, like the central one
in plan, excepting that, being less in dimension
east and west, its base is an ellipse instead of

a circle. The actual domes, however, differ

much more widely
;

for, while the western one
is a flat disk continuing the surface of its pen-
dentives, the central dome is raised above them
on a high drum pierced like a clearstory with
many windows.
The Church of the Holy Theotokos, or of the

Mother of God, is of a much later date. The
church proper has but a single dome, though
there are several others over the nartbex. This

,

dome covers the intersection of two barrel vaults,

is supported simply on four columns, and rises
high above its pendentives on a drum pierced by
windows. The architecture of this church is;

very elegant, differing in date, it is probable, but
little from that of St. Mark’s at Venice. Others

* Seop. 217, onfe.

do not differ safficiently from these types to
make it worth while here to describe them. It
may, however, be mentioned hero that in the
later Greek churches the domes, or some of them,
rose often so high as to become rather elegant
towers, arcaded externally. This is the case with
several of the churches at Athene.
Among the churches of that city we find one

type of great elegance, the Church of St.
Nicodemus, in which the dome occupies the
width of what we should call the nave and its

aisles
; each side of the square over which it

stands being divided into three unequal arches,
over which it rises on a lofty drum, and is carried
on eight pendentives. This forms a most elegant
interior, susceptible of many varieties

;
and,

from the spacious central space which it affords,

seems the most valuable type on which to fonnd
a domed design for a modem church.

It would, . however, be endless to enumerate
the varied forms of domed churches in the East,
though, with all their varieties, they may
usually be reduced to a few elementary types.
If you desire to study them, I would recommend
to you Salzenberg’s ‘‘Old Christian Architecture
at Constantinople,” Couchaud’s “ Byzantine
Churches in Greece,” aud Texicr & Pullan’s
“ Byzantine Architecture.”

It is nob, however, in the East alone that the
Byzantine dome is to bo found, even in its

earliest days,—those of Justinian himself. It
established itself equally at Ravenna; indeed,
as wo have seen in the Baptistery there, as well
as in the tomb of Galla Placidia, it, in an early
form, preceded those at Constantinople itself.

Its groat effort, however, there was the Church
of San Vitale, erected by Justinian and Theo-
dora. This church was evidently imitated more
or less from the Temple of Minerva Medica,
though whether directly or through that of St.
Sergius at Constantinople can hardly be judged.
It is a grand octagon, with a spacious sniroundiog
aisle of double height. Seven of its sides have
the same circular niches projecting from them
that we find in the temple (as well as in the
Church of St. Sergius), only they are arcaded
and carried out with purely Byzantine details.

The aisles are of two stories, united behind a
lofty arcade. This is surmounted by a clear,

story encroaching, to a certain degree, upon the
dome. This, however, is not pendentive. It is

covered externally by a roof. It has undergone
much modernisation, but retains its general
form and a good deal of its ancient decorations,
which show it to have been treated much as
St. Sophia, with which it was contemporary.
The chnrch is the more interesting from having
been the type followed three centuries later by
Charlemagne in his famous church at Aix-la-
Chapelle.

The manner in which the dome was intro-
duced and adopted in Italy during these ages
was so diverse in its causes aud its results as to

cause it to be very perplexing to chronicle it in
any clear consecutive order. There were, in
fact, two distinct influences, both occasionally
leading to its adoption.
At Rome, and in places under Roman influence,

such examples as the Pantheon could not fail to
have their effect on the subsequent ai’chitecture,

and we accordingly find there numerous scions
of this prim£eval family

;
while, as we have just

seen, the purely Byzantine form was simul-
taneously inti-oduced by way of Ravenna, and
later on was planted at Venice.
Through this twofold influence tho dome

became very frequent throughont Italy. It was
carried, as we have seen, by Charles the Great,
from Ravenna to Aix-la-Chapelle, and, later on,
was carried forward from Lombardy, under the
first three Othos, across the Alps, down the

;

valley of the Rhine, and far into the interior of
Germany. Only a few years later it was con-
veyed from Venice into the interior of the south-
west of France, whence it spread throughout
au extensive district stretching eastward into
Auvergne, and even as far as Lyons, and north-
ward to the banks of the Loire, where, to this
day, the effigies of our early PJautagenet kings
lie, beneath a series of pendentive domes, almost
as perfect as if at Constantinople.

I will not dwell at much length on the domes
which were derived from purely Roman tradi-
tions, because they, for the most part, suggest no
new type or development.
The most magnificent, probably, is that of tho

Baptistery at Florence, a noble work of ear'ly,

though unknown, date. It is clearly founded in
a great degree upon the Pantheon, though of
octagonal plan, and with a dome of the same
Ibnn, Its sides are in two stories,—^the first
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witli deeply-recessed colonnades on each side,

—

the upper stage, a clearstory. One face, how-

ever, is occupied by the arch of the sanctuary.

The dome had formerly an eye like the

Pantheon, but has now a lantern turret. It is

encrusted with beautiful enamel mosaic work,

with an infinity of figures, the aide over the

sanctuary having a colossal figure of Our Lord

in Majesty in a vesica. The architecture is of

marble, and the pavement is tesselated work.

The whole internal effect is beautiful and im.

pressive in the extreme.

A parallel work is the Baptistery of Parma, a

work of the twelfth century. It is polygonal in

plan, and greatly inferior to that at Florence.

The Church of San Tomaso in Limine, near

Bejamo, is simply like an ordinary Templars’

Church, with a hemispherical dome over its

clearstory, and a turret rising from its apex.

San Stepbano, at Bologna, is in some degree on

the same type.

The greater part of the Italian domes of these

periods, and of this class, simply cover the

crossing or the central tower of a cruciform

church, and exhibit no important development.

The most original, perhaps, is the dome of the

Cathedral at Sienna, which stands upon six

piers, forming a hexagon, each side of which is

equai in width to the nave and choir. In the

next stage, the angles are corbelled out so as to

form in the upper story a dodecagon, which form

is followed out iu the dome.

The merit of this plan is that it unites itself,

with little obstructiveness, with the church on

all sides of it, and opens out in its centre a space

of double the width of the nave. It is also

pleasing and elegant in its effect. But it is time

that we returned to the Byzantine type, which

you will remember that wo left at Ravenna to

follow out this digression.

We now adjourn from Bavenna to Venice.

The mercantile and perhaps political con-

nexions of the old Venetians were mainly

Oriental. Tliis probably accounts for their

architecture, up to the twelfth century, being

Byzantine.

The Church of St. Mark, or the Chapel of the

Doge’s Palace, was founded in the ninth century,

in honour and for the reception of the body of

St. Mark, which had been procured from

Ale.xandria, when the chnrch in which it had

been long deposited was destroyed by the

Moslems. This church, however, perished in a

popular tumult, late in the tenth century,

whereupon the Venetians set about its recon-

struction with a determination to render it one

of the finest and most sumptuous in existence.

All the East, so far as accessible to their ships,

was laid under contribution for columns and

other architectural embellishments. The design

is often spoken of as founded on that of St.

Sophia. This was not the case. The Church of

the Apostles at Constantinople would rather

seem to have furnished its model. It consists of

a group of five square spaces, covered each by

its pendentive dome. Its peculiarity lies iu the

breadth of the wagon-vaults which support and

separate these domes, which is so great that the

vast piers which sustain them are pierced in two

stories, and divide each other into four piers,

with a vaulted space between them. Each dome
is consequently the centre of a cruciform space,

the wings of which have wagon.vaults. The

only exception is the east end, where an apse is

substituted for this space, and out of this apse

spring three minor ones, as at St. Sophia. Each

dome is about hemispherical above its ponden-

tives, and is pierced with windows, as at St.

Sophia.

The domes are now, and have been for many
ages, covered over by lofty domical towers, of

timber, each surmounted by a sort of turret on

its apex. The wings which flanked each domed

space, bounded as they were by the perforated

piers, were so suggestive of side aisles that the

builders, familiar, no doubt, with aisled churches,

added arcades from pier to pier, both in the

nave and transepts. These, however, are merely
decorative, supporting no galleries, as is fre-

quent in the East, and only serving as narrow
communications, equivalent to triforium pas-

sages, between the upper chambers in the great

piers.

The entire church is internally encrasted

with richly-coloured marbles and gold mosaic,

with figures, just as at St. Sophia's ; and the

floor is of marble and porphyry tesselation,

varying in scale from the most vast slabs to the

finest mosaic work.

The interior was no doubt a joint imitation of

St. Sophia’s and the Apostle’s Church, rivalling

the former in its snmptuous decoration, and

imitating the latter in its plan.

To those who have not visited the East, this

interior gives a very faithful idea of the splen.

dour of a Byzantine church, and I must say that

I have myself seen nothing more impressive.

I will only further (before proceeding to ano-

ther branch of my subject) notice one other

church,—the little church of Santa Fosca, on

the island of Torcello, close to Venice. This

church is not domed, or has only a wooden dome,

but was clearly planned for a proper domical

covering. Its plan is like that of St. Nicodemus,

at Athens, already alluded to, and is perhaps one

of the most beautiful in existence, and one best

adapted of all domical arrangements to modern
use. Before I proceed further I must call your

attention to a fresh step in advance.

The next step in the development of domes is

the adoption of pointed arclies for their support,

often accompanied by an increase in the height

of their own section beyond that of a semicircle.

The fact that the pendentive dome is, as it

were, suspended in mid-air, so that a perpen-

dicular line dropped from any part of its cir-

cumference passes through empty space, renders

it imperative that the arches which sustain it

in this airy position should be extremely strong,

and should have as little outward thrust as

possible
;
and it is equally desirable that the

courses of stone forming the pendentives should

not form very acute angles with the haunches of

these arches. These considerations seem to have

led the Mahomedan architects soon to substitute

pointed arches for round as the supports of their

domes
;
a step in which they were followed at a

later period by the greater part of thoso western

European architects who adopted the pendentive

dome. There can be no doubt that this was
a very advantageous change. Mr. Fergusson

gaya,
—“ A little reflection .... will show how

difficult it is to adapt the curves of a pendentive

dome to a circular arch, and how weak the

arrangement is when done With a

pointed arch, however, even when the penden-

tives follow its lines, there is some thickness in

every part, and no curve need slope forwai'd at

a greater angle than 45 degrees.”

On the other hand, the change was attended

with the loss of geometrical accuracy. Hitherto

we have dealt with none but perfectly correct

geometrical figures ; but, the moment the

pointed arch is introduced, the pendentives lose

this exactitude, and have to be adapted by what

is vulgarly called “rule of thumb,” to conditions

not precisely suited to their forms. A penden-

tive between pointed arches has, it is true, a

geometrical form of its own, but this is so

awkward in its sections, that it has only to be

seen to be rejected
;

for, instead of its central

section being a regular arched curve, suited to a

domical surface, it is a curve of double flexure,

its lower part concave (as seen from within),

and its upper part convex—in short, an ogee.

This being inadmissible, the curve has to be
accommodated the best way we can, so as to

avoid this weak and unpleasing form. We have,

in fact, to determine, according to the best of

our judgment, what shall be the vertical section

of the pendentive, and adopt such horizontal

curves for the courses of masonry as will make
it reach the extrados of the supporting arches

in the easiest manner we are able. This was
really done so successfully by the French archi-

tects, whose works I shall shortly have to

describe, that, for myself, I must say I never

found out the difficulty from seeing them, and

was unaware of it till I worked out the profiles

geometrically.

After all, however, it is only parallel to what

we have to do in filling in the spaces between

the ribs of Gothic vaulting.

The pointed arch, though beautiful and prac-

tically excellent, is no regular geometrical figure,

but the union of portions of two
;

its use, con-

sequently, induces irregularities which would be

at once avoided by the substitution of an ellipse.

But, then, our geometrical accuracy would be

purchased by the sacrifice of beauty.

All the sections of a sphere being circles, the

supporting arches of a true pendentive bemi-

spherical dome are semicircular arches, and in

the same manner those of an elliptical spheroidal

dome would be semi-ellipses ;
but there is no

recnilar solid figure, more than one of whose

sections are pointed arches, so it is natural that

when they are used, some part should have to

be accommodated to fit them.

It may, however, be as well at this point to

mention that pendentives, after all, had become

mere rudiments of a foim which had lost its

original intent. Ever since the dome ceased to.

have the same curvature with its pendentives,.

and to be a continuation of their surface, the.

latter had become a mere form of corbel, for

which any other variety might at convenience

be substituted. This fact was amply acknow-

ledged in every region where the dome was made
use of ; so that from the Pillars of Hercules to

the Bay of Bengal, and among those who occa-

sionally adopted and developed upon Byzantine

ideas in Western Europe, we find all forms of

corbelling used in addition to the typical pen-

dontive. I shall presently have to show you

some of these varieties, and will only now
remark that, though they are perfectly legiti-

mate means of support, the pendentive has still

the advantage of them in its simplicity and in

its superior adaptation to coloured decoration.

About the beginning of the eleventh century,

the Byzantine style, in all its integrity (ex-

cepting only in its richer decorations), was con-

veyed into Aquitaine, as it is supposed, by
Venetian merchants, who at that time had

extensive commercial establishments in that part

of Franca.

The earliest work carried out under this semi-

Byzantine influence was, so far as we know, the

Church of St. Front, at Periguoux,—a building

obviously copied from St. Mark’s, at Venice.

The two churches are, in fact, nearly identical

in their plans and sections, the cue being an

almost unadorned copy of the other, showing us

what St. Mark’s would be if stripped of ita

marble encrustations and its mosaics.

There is, however, one important difference,

and one which bears directly upon the fore-

going observations :—The domes at St. Front,

as ^vell as the great arches which support

them, are pointed instead of round, though all

the minor arches retain the older form. This

agrees with what I have stated in my earlier

lectures, that the pointed arch was introduced,

not 80 much as a matter of taste as of construc-

tion. Thus, in the buildings in which it first

appears, we usually find it in the arches carrying

towers, in the wider vaulting, and iu other posi-

tions where great weight had to be sustained,

before it made its appearance in minor features.

Here, at St. Front, we have it appearing at a

date a century and a half earlier than in our

own country, and used solely in the parts where

the constructive necessities were the most

urgent.

The style once transplanted into this region,

—

widely separated though it was from all its pre-

vious seats,—seems to have seized powerfully

upon the public mind, and to have become,

within a century, the nucleus of a new form of

architecture, of very great beauty and interest,

uniting the domical construction of the East with,

the Romanesque, aud the Early Pointed archi-

tecture of the West.
The entire district, some 200 miles in extent,

adopted the dome as its acknowledged form of

vaulting, but nearly always supporting it by the

pointed arch, and usually adopting it as the

section of the cupola itself.

At Souillac we find a nave, apparently nearly

as early as St. Front, covered by a series of

pointed domes supported by massive transverse

pointed arches, and terminated by a semi-

domical apse, all carried out with scarcely an
attempt at architectural detail.

At the Church of St. Stephen, at Perigueux,

commonly called La Cite, we have an imperfect

early nave of simple character, with one re-

maining of its domes, but to the east of it

stands a later compartment, in which the same

construction is carried out with very flue archi-

tecture, agreeing in character with our own
transitional style.

This brings us to the new development ;
for

the style now ceases to be Byzantine. It Is

very noble Gothic, united with domical con-

struction.

The enlarged copies from my sketches of

this and St. Front serve to show the greatness-

of the change,—the one a rude transcript of

St. Mark’s, without its decorations,— the other

a noble interior of the transitioual style, but

with a pendentive dome ;
and it will be seen,

that this addition in no degree clashes with,

the style into which it is adopted.

At Angonleme wo find this development

carried out to full perfection. IVe have there

a complete cruciform church, precisely in the

style of the work last-named
;
the bays of the

nave almost exactly like it, but the crossing

rising to a far greater height, with a sort of

drum forming a clearstory over the arches,

and imperfect pendentives, and bearing tlio
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tlome aloft. I also give an enlarged copy of
my sketch of this noble interior.

I may mention that this dome is not circular
in plan, but that the middle of each side is

flattened.

A very parallel arrangement exists in a church
far moi-e to the north, on the banks of the Loire,
and one in which we, as Englishmen, are specially
interested, as being the burial-place of our earlier
riantagenets. I refer to the Abbey Church of
.Fontevrault.

This church has four domical bays to the nave
Almost identical with those at Angouleme. The
•church is now a prison, and in some obscure por-
tion lie the beautiful effigies of King Henry II.
•of England and of Eleanor of Guienne his queen,
of Richard Occur de Lion, and of Isabel of
Angouleme the queen of King John, and mother
of the rebuilder of Westminster Abbey.
There are in this district of France fully forty

domed churches, so I will content myself with
•those I have allnded to

;
my main object being

to show how perfectly compatible is the cupola
with Gothic architecture.
The influence, however, of the dome extended,

in France, far beyond the district in question

;

for we find it spreading eastward into Auvergne,
•and beyond that again to Lyons.

In Auvergne, it usually covers the intersection
of cross churches, beneath the tower

;
at Le Puy

it is used in a very unusual form to cover, not
only this central space, but the bays of the
vaulting.

The nave is divided into oblong bays by
transverse arches, and the intervals are reduced
to elongated octagons by corbels, doing duty for
pendeutives, and these octagons are domed over
on the angular system. The same form of
-covering exists at Ainay, near Lyons.

I may mention that the pendentives in many
of these French churches give place to corbels
of varied design, as at Monthron, near Angouleme,
Notre Dame du Pont at Clermont, Notre Dame
des Dons at Avignon, and very many others.
The last-named dome rises into a beautiful
tower, and I may mention that small lantern
turrets are common upon the Aquitainiau domes.

I will not dwell upon the German domes
because they do not illustrate any special
development. They seem to have been the
offspi-ing of those Italian domes which followed
Roman traditions. They mostly cover inter-
sections of cross churches beneath centnal
towers. ThoseatAix-la-ChapelleandNimweguen
are of the ordinary type of domes covering
octagonal buildings. That at Worms covers a
square, but is by corbels brought out to an
•octagon, and then domed in that form.

In our own conntry, I know of no nearer
.Medimval approach to the cupola than the
semi-dome covering the apse of the chapel in
the Tower of London.
The last form of dome which I will allude to

is what may be called the ynodeni type. It does
not differ in essentials from what may be found
among those of earlier periods, but is distin.
.guished from them by several of the elements
which it possesses in common with some of
these, being developed on a larger scale and
.becoming more pronounced and more essentially
characteristic.

This type of dome is 1. Raised high in the
manner of a tower

;
2. The dome^becomes an

important external feature
;

3. It is crowned by
a smaller tow'er rising out of the dome

; 4. It
usually assumes internally the form of a lantern,
with a range of windows beneath the dome

; 5.
In some instances the external and internal
domes are independent structures, the former

. acting as a roof to the latter, with, perhaps, an
intermediate stnicture to carry the culminatino
tower on its apex. Now, even/ 0710 of these
features is to be found in earlier domes.
The raising of a dome upon a drum or tower

is common both in the East and West. In many
. instances, and especially in Mahometan build,
jugs, the dome becomes an important external
feature. The crowning of the dome by a small
tower or lantern on its ape.t is frequent among
the early domes of Northern Italy, and is seen
on the five domes of St. Front at Perigueux, and,
in a different form, on its prototype at Venice.
The internal range of windows beneath the dome
is found both in the true Byzantine districts, in
Italy, in France, and in Germany ; and, finally,

the independence of the external and the
internal domes,—’the former becoming the roof
to the latter, with even the intermediate struc-
ture to support the culminating turret or

' lantern,—is found in its full integrity in St.
Mark’s at Venice, where its early date is proved '
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by its being represented in the most ancient of
the external mosaics.
Why, then, if all its essential characteristics

are to be found in ancient examples, do we call
this form of dome “ modem ” I would reply
that, though its elementary ideas were old, their
systematic combination, and the vast scale on
which they were worked out, is due to the
architects of the Renaissance. It is, in my
opinion, their greatest achievement, being the
union of the Classic with the Byzantine and the
Medimval ideal, and the working of them into a
feature which no previous style had produced in
so complete a manner or on so noble a scale. In
saying this, however, I do not intend to praise
this, as being as an internal feature superior to
the true Byzantine dome ; on the contrary, I
tliink it a less reasonable and an even less
beautiful covering, because it is raised to so vast
an elevation as not to be visible at any natural
angle of vision, nor to become a part of the
general internal view of the building. It must,
however, be confessed that, when seen, it is of
wonderful and almost mag^c aspect

; while
externally it produces a nobler form of tower
than is to be found in any previous development.
I do not think it in any degree belongs essen-
tially to the Renaissance, though it chanced to
be developed under its influence. On the con.
trary, the first complete type of this form of
dome (though happening not to be pendentive)
was designed as the completion of a Gothic
structure, and its only serious fault is that it was
not carried out with more perfectly Gothic
detail. I refer, of course, to that of the
Cathedral at Florence.

That structure had been carried out during the
fourteenth century,—oil fcut its cupola,—irorn
the design of Amolpho and his successors. A
dome equal in space to that now existing was
prepared for, bnt various causes 'delayed for a
century its actual erection

j so that, when it was
at length undertaken, the prevailing style had
changed. It is probable that Arnolpho intended
to have sprung his dome at a far lower level, and
to have made it like that of the adjoining bap-
tistery; perhaps not exhibiting externally its
domical form. Brunelleschi raised the drum to
a considerable height,—exhibited his dome as a
vast external feature,—and crowned it with a
culminating lantern, thus giving us at once the
leading features,—and that on a scale never since
exceeded, of what I have called the niode^-n type
of dome. Had he made its details more accu-
rately to harmonise with those of Amolpho’s
structure, his work would have been perfect.
Not only is his dome erected on Gothic walls
and arches, but its section is a pointed arch, so
that in all but its decorative features,—and in
these in some degree,—it is essentially a Gothic
dome. It is not, however, pendentive, nor is it
circular in plan,—and though opening by arches
into the arras of the cross, it is after all merely
the covering of an octagonal chamber, so that
its claims rest more on its size, its height, and its
extemal beauty, than any novelty of develop-
ment.

Of its successors the name is legion. It would
be useless for me to attempt to enumerate even
the most successful of them. I will, therefore,
content myself with a brief description of the
two most typical—those of St. Peter’s at Rome,
and of our own St. Paul’s.

I am not aware of any dome of great scale
erected in the interval between Brunelleschi’s
dome at Florence, and that of Michelangelo at
Rome. The latter, however, was the crowning
result of the efforts of successive architects,
especially of Bramante and Sangallo. In one
sense it does, and the other it does not, show
evidence of this lengthened period of develop-
ment. Its unity of design would bespeak it as
the work of one master-mind, while its perfection
may mark it as the result of oft-repeated trials.
Though founded in idea on the dome at

Florence, that of St. Peter’s differs from it in
many most important and essential particulars,
lu the first place,—while that at Florence is

;

supported from the very floor upon an octagonal
: wall merely pierced by comparatively narrow
arches, that at St. Peter’s is essentially a pen-
dentice dome, rising frorafour colossal piers which
give it a square base, and united with the four
arms of the church by arches, or rather vaults,
of vast span. These arches, it is true, are not so
wide as to reduce the pendentives which rise
from between them to triangular forms, but are
set BO far apart as to leave a portion of the ideal
circle between them, and to give the pendentives
a horizontal base. This was necessary to give
strength to the piers for the support of so gigantic
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a strncture, but in no degree interferes with thcr
pendentive character of the dome.

Again, at Florence the octagonal wall rises to
the very base of the dome, while at Rome the
drum, from the pendentives upwards, is circular.
At Florence it is pierced only by rather ungainly
circular windows, while at Rome it is colonnaded
within and without, and beautifully decorated
within. At Florence the dome is of that doubt-
ful kiud which has straight sides, carrying up
the octagonal form to the very top, while at
Rome the dome is circular and perfect. Both are
in some degree alike in construction, being double,
with a space between, not two domes, as at our
St. Paul’s, but one dome formed of two shells par-
tially connected; a mode of construction well
suited to the support of the crowning lantern.
Both domes are founded in their section on the

pointed arch. Their internal span is nearly the
same

; but their proportions differ greatly 3 for,
while that at Florence is internally only two of
its diameters in height, that at Rome is two and
a half ; and while the former is o.xternally one
and three quarters of its diameter in height, the
latter is two diameters,—each in-espective of the
lantern. Strangely enough, however, the great
e.xtemal defect of the dome of St. Peter’s is its
want of height. It is so encumbered by the
surrounding building, that its height, from near
points of view, is gi'eatly lost. Like the moun-
tain,—which seems to be its prototype,—though
towering nobly in the distant view, it becomes
as yon approach it entangled among the nearer
though smaller heights. This is obviated at
Florence,—at least from the eastern points of
view,—by the more favourable distribution of
the subordinate buildings.
The boast attributed to Michelangelo — that

he would raise the Pantheon upon the top of the
Temple of Peace,—has more meaning than at
fii’st appears. The Temple of Peace (so called),
now known to have been the Basilica of Maxen-
tins, consists of a vast nave with aisles. The
nave is divided into three square bays of be-
tween 80 and 90 ft. in width, and these bays are
groined. Had the pendentive dome been then
known, each bay might have been covered by
such a dome as that which spans the central bay
of St. Sophia, and in such a case the dotne of the
Pantheon might, in loose language, have been
said to be placed upon four piers and four arches
of the Temple of Peace. But Michelangelo
aimed at much more than this. It was not the
dome only, but the whole stnicture of the Pan-
theon, which (in a figure of speech) he thus
intended to raise upon a square substructure
open on all sides to view from other parts of the
interior. Thus he raised upon his pendentives
what he compared to the circular wall of the
Pantheon, and on that he raised its dome. This
was not, however, the whole of his task, for over
the eye of the dome (as of the Pantheon) he
erected again another structure—a domed ro-
tunda,—into which the eye reaches from below,
^d through whose windows the light penetrates
into the dome. And, more than all this, instead
of allowing his dome, as in the Pantheon, to be
half buried within the walls of the building, he
made it rise boldly from their upper surface, and
gave it such a proportion as to render it an august
and beautiful object from every point from which
it is visible.

The task was indeed one of which the greatest
genius might fairly boast

!

Nearly every subsequent dome of any magni-
tude seems to have been founded, more or less
upon St. Peter’s; and, so far as I can judge, our
own St. Paul’s is the noblest of them all.

The dome of St. Paul’s is clearly founded on
that of St. Peter’s, though subject to extensive
changes. The objects of these changes seems to
have been threefold : 1st., to render it more con-
spicuous externally, especially from near points
of view

;
2ndly, to avoid disproportionate internal

height, which was the more desirable from the
smaller size of the openings through which the
interior is viewed; and 3rdly, a desire to substi.
tute eight arches and pendentives for the four at
St. Peter’s. The two former motives acting to.
gether led to the greatest peculiarity which this
dome possesses, viz., it being, in fact, two domes,
one to be seen internally, and the other exter-
pally, with the consequent necessity for provid-
ing some independent means for the support of
the culminating lantern. In this case, the pro-
portions of the interior and exterior are alike,
each having two of its own diameters from the
base to_ the top of the dome. The extemal
height is consequently equal in proportion to
that of St. Peter’s, while its internal height is
half a diameter less.
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We have seen at Florence and St. Peter’s that

the domes consist of a double shell, connected

at intei'vals by ribs,—a very excellent method

of supporting a lantern when necessity demands

80 difficult a piece of construction as its direct

support by the dome itself. The space, however,

which Sir Christopher Wren left between his

external and interaal domes rendered this con-

stmctional effort needless. He accordingly pro-

vided for the load on the apex by a mere cone of

brick intervening between his domes, giving it a

threefold structure, a dome proper within form-

ing the covering of the church below, a cone of

brick above this carrying the lantern, and a

dome of timber over that, to give comeliness to

the exterior, and to serve as its roof.

This expedient, certainly rather complicated,

has been very differently dealt with by critics,

some extolling it as an original effort of genius,

while others have decried it as artificial and

false. Neither party have, as I think, fall

justice on their side. In the first place, it is not

original, the same principle having been, cen.

turies before, acted on at St. Mark’s, Venice. It

is true that, in that case, not the external dome
alone, bub the lantern, with its supports, are all

of timber. This does not, however, alter the

principle in the least 5
for we have the threefold

structure,—the dome proper, the supports of the

lantern, and the external dome, just as at St.

Paul’s, as a glance at the sections of the two
will at once prove. In more recent structures

iron supports in the lantern have been substi-

tuted for the brick cone, bringing it still more

nearly to the type given by St. Mark’s. In the

second place, 1 hardly think, with this iledimval

precedent before us, we need be so squeamish

about the expedient being artificial. We con-

Btantly find double coverings to our ancient

churches,--the vault to be seen within ami the

roof without; and if we desire to place a fieche

riding upon the roof, we support it by construc-

tions concealed between the two. This is pro-

cisely what Wren has done. The only difference

against him is, that his roof is domical, and

suggests to the thoughtless observer that it is

the same which he sees within,—a mere pecca-

dillo, after all,—and amply atoned by the fact

that you gain by it the power of giving due

height both within and jwitbout, and avoid the

difficulty and danger of supporting a massive

structure of stone, as large as some church

steeples, upon the apex of a dome. Anyhow,
public opinion has decided in favour of the

expedient, for a majority of subsequent domes
are constructed on the same principle ;

while I

almost defy an architect now designing a dome
and experiencing these two difficulties— 1. The
artistic difficulty of making the same dome look

well from within and without ; and 2. The con-

structive difficulty of balancing a steeple on the

top of his dome,—to resist the temptation pre-

sented by this simple expedient; and the more

so when conscious of having for it a Medimval

precedent.

Th6 dome of St. Paul’s is externally perhaps

more successful than any other. Internally, it

is good from the supporting arches upwards,

excepting that it is damaged by the unreason-

able system on which its painted decorations

have been designed.

The arches below are, however, an exception

to its claims or our praise.

The scheme on which the plan of the dome
and its accompaniments is set out in St. Paul’s

is totally different from that in St. Peter’s. In

the latter, the space beneath the dome is pene-

trated by the nave and transept alone, irre-

spective of their aisles, which stop dead against

the piers of the dome. In tlie former, the same
space is penetrated both by the nave and tran-

sept, and their aisles. To take another view.

In St. Peter’s, the square occupied by the dome,

and its piers, is surrounded on all sides by an

aisle low in the angles and lofty in the centres

of the sides
;

or, in other words, the aisles failing

to penetrate the dome branch round its angles,

while those of Sir Christopher Wren pierce

directly through it.

St. Paul’s has exteiually the advantage of the

great corner piers rising from the ground, unen-
cumbered by surrounding buildings ;

but inter-

nally grandeur is sadly lost through the smaller

span of the large supporting arches
;
the want

of bold simplicity in the piers, by the meanness
and irregularity of the smaller arches, and the

confusion caused by the mode in which the

portion above them is arranged.

Externally, however, the outline of this dome
is perhaps unequalled ; and, even internally, if

you look at general effect, and close your eyes

to defects in detail, the impreipsion produced is

grand in the extreme.

I have used up all the time at my disposal

mthout having even reached one of the greatest

classes of domical structures,—those of the

different Mahommedan nations, from Morocco

and Southern Spain, by Egypt and Turkey, to

Persia and India.

I the less regret this because I leave it wholly

untouched for some one better acquainted with

it than myself to take up : I will only offer two

I’emarks upon it. The first is, that it is wholly

an offshoot of the Byzantine style which was

first adopted, and then developed upon by the

infidel conquerors. The second is, that it is

throughout, or nearly so, carried out with the

pointed arch, and most usually with corbels

instead of pendentives, giving in these two
directions an extension to the developments

which took place in Western Europe. I may
also mention that, in splendour of decoration, it

is impossible to conceive anything to go beyond

it ; though it is a style which seems alien to our

Western and Christian prepossessions.

We have seen that the cupola,—the noblest of

all architectural features,—has belonged by right

to Eoman arcliitecture ; was continued in the

same style when it became Christian
;
was won.

derfolly developed in the Eastern and Christian

Eoman Empire
;
was continued in the Middle

Ages in Italy, and transplanted into Germany
and France

;
that it was taken np daring the

early days of the Eenaissance from the unfinished

Gothic Cathedral at Florence and, through that

semi-Medimval, semi-Eenaissanoe graft, was
thoroughly adopted into the revived Classic

styles. What I now want to press upon you is,

that it should be equally welcomed into our

revived Gothic architecture. That revival needs

but such a welcoming of all that is good and
noble to render it complete, and no feature pos-

sesses these qualities in a higher degi-ee than

the cupola. Let us, therefore, make it our own.

I have myself made some few attempts at

this, which I venture to submit to you.

The dome, however, without its appropriate

decorations, is but the body without the soul.

It is the sister art of painting which breathes

life into the otherwise breathless form. This

painting must, however, bo adapted to its posi-

tion with skill, knowledge, and study. I have

not time left to dilate on this subject, but com-

mend it to the students of that art, only begging

them to remember that, while exercising their

art upon an object like the dome, which has

an essential form on which its very stability,

real or apparent, depends, they must keep

it in such subordiaation as not to disturb that

essential, but rather to bring out aud emphasise

it ; otherwise what I am urging will not prove

a loving union, but a hostile collision, of the two

sister arts.

CUE ANCIENT NATIONAL MONUMENTS.

Sir,—The time is now close at hand for the

revival of the long-delayed discussion of the

question on the best mode to effect the preserva-

tion of our ancient national monuments, and we
may, with some confidence, I think, look forward

to the Bill Sir John Lubbock has promised

to introduce into Parliament. I have seen no
draft of it ;

but I trust it has been well circulated

among the numerous institutions throughout the

kingdom, to call their attention to the subject,

and to induce support to the Bill within and
without Parliament. For many years this

measure, professed by all to bo desirable, has

slept; for it is impossible to regard the com-

munications made to Mr. Ayrton on the part of

the Society of Antiquaries as indicative of what

is genei’ally understood here and in Franco by
“ancient national monuments”; and I am not

aware that any decided and effective steps have

been taken by public bodies either in support of

Sir John Lubbock’s scheme or independently of

this patriotic antiquary : as in other matters, so

in this, what is everybody’s business is nobody’s.

The nearest approach towards a Government
recognition of the necessity for some compre-

hensive scheme for saving what yet remains of

our ancient national monuments was when the

co-operation of such men as Sir Eobert Inglis

and Mr. Hume was secured to endeavour to

obtain a Commission to investigate the subject

thoroughly and comprehensively. A dissolution

of Parliament suddenly checked our efforts and
damaged our hopes. Then was formed the

British Archmological Association, chiefly to

impress upon the Government the importance

of preserving the remains of ancient national

art for the public, and to aid in advancing and
illustrating historical education. Not only were
cathedrals and churches, with their monuments,
comprehended in the notions and plans of the

founders of this popular and prolific institution,

but the various primeval remains strewed

over the kingdom, unprotected, were regarded

equally with the sacred works of art supposed

to be already under the safe-keeping of the

clergy. The vast extent of pre-historic earth-

works, megaliths, sepulchral structures, British

oppida, &c., formed a prominent feature in

our plan for preservation ; and especially so

as many of them are daily exposed to destruc-

tion from being but little known, and conse-

quently at the mercy of the ignorant and
selfish who claim ownership over them. There

was no notion of restricting conservation to

“regal and other tombs and monuments in

cathedrals, churches, &c.,” such as seem to have

exclusively engaged the sympathy of the

“Sepulchral Monuments Committee” of the

Society of Antiquaries, whose list and applica-

tion Mr. Ayrton refused to recognise. But since

the establishment of the popular archmological

societies the destruction of our ancient national

monuments, the Celtic oppida, the Eeman cwsira

and villas, churches and their sacred appendages,
has gone on as usual, slowly and surely; and
more has been saved by private energy and good
feeling than by any combined remonstrances or

collective demonstrations
;
and when a society

has been propelled to plead for some important
monument, such as, for example, the Eoman
Theatre at Old Verulam, Governments have ever
turned a deaf ear to the petition.

It is not my wish, sir, to intrude upon your
time and well-occupied columns a subject which,
to be fully considered, would probably demand
more than you could conveniently afford

;
but

wo may, I feel assured, reckon on your goodwill

to assist in bringing Sir John Lubbock’s pro-

posed Bill into greater prominence, in order that

the public may understand its provisions and
objects; and that societies of archaeological and
literary character may be stimulated to petition

Parliament on behalf of the Bill, and at the
same time bring it under the consideration of

members of Parliament to prepare them for the
introduction of the Bill. C. Eoach Smith.

ST. PAUL’S CATHEDEAL FEOM WEEN’S
POINT OF VIEW.

Amidst all the uncertainties of art in these

days of progress and perpetual change, there-

are some few things luckily that always remain
the same, and are certain. The a\xaOB,t perfection

of Greek work is among these, and perhaps at

the head of them. In sculpture, in architecture,

and dran.'ing, certainly, and it may have been
in painting they were pre-eminent

; but in

nothing were they more singularly happy and
thoughtful than in the position of their great

temples and public buildings. This is a charac-

teristic of Greek work which has as yet hardly
been touched upon, and to do any sort of justice

to it would be almost to write a volume. But
to glance at it, we need but notice the admirable
position, as a mere matter of planning, of the

Pantheon, and its gateway of approach on the

Athenian Acropolis. By referring to a plan of

the Acropolis, it will be seen how admirably con-
trived the whole group of buildings was, and
how, on approaching the famous temple, as the

central object, you did so at an angle, and so

saw at one view, and from the best possible

point of view, the front and side of the match-
less building. It was the very perfection of

artistic and architectural judgment, and fine and
noble taste. Not only was the building all but-

perfect, but the way to it, and the sight of it,

were the best possible. Nor was this all. On;
great occasions, as on that of thePanathenaic Pro-

cession, those who composed it not only caught

first sight of the temple at its best, i.c., angu-

larly, but they passed completely round it before

reaching the doorway of the entrance, and its

portico, with its flight of steps, its eight columns,

its recessed columns, and its magnificent illus-

trative and instructive sculptures,—a -nTitten

record in enduring marble, which but to see was

to read. A side view was to the old Greek the

best of views, and the most artistic. How
diffex’ent from our ways of doing things in these

improved times. With us a “ street - front
”

elevation is the one thing needful, and the way
to look at a building is to stand right in front

of it on the opposite side of the road, and in the

middle of it,—the angle taking in the bnilding
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•wlien bisected by a lino from the eye to it,—is

always a right angle with the line of the front
of the building. This is the invariable orthodox
•way of looking at a street building, and any
man proposing to view any such building from
an angle of forty.five degrees from the front of

it, and refusing to go further, and right in front
of it, would most certainly be thought insane, or
nearly so. But this was the old Greek’s way,
and be almost compelled you to keep away from
the direct view of the front of his building till

you were nearly under the portico of it. Thus
was it with the Parthenon, — its architect
compelled you to look at it aright and at its

best.

We have been urged to these thoughts on the
artistic methods of the antique Greeks, so far
off from things that now are, and in all ways so
different, by an accidental view, for some hours
on successive days, of St. Paul’s Cathedral from
Sir Christopher Wren’s own point of view,

—

indeed, from the windows of the honse in St.
Paul’s-churchyard which Wren must have many
times looked out of and at his work as it went
on day by day. Indeed, the house we refer to is

but a door away from the very house he liimself
lived in. What, then, did the great architect of
St. Paul’s see as its front and side elevations, the
west and south, rose into completion under his
•very eye, and day by day ? We can scarcely
imagine it. So much nowadays is done by
steam machinery, and by cut-and-dried and
hackneyed processes, that all such work is alike
everywhere. The same “ plant” is used, and
the scaffolding employed is reduced to its very
simplest expression,—'uprights, cross-pines, and
a ” traveller.” But in Wren’s days, especially
imder the eye of so ingenious a mechanic, the
very scaffolding round St. Paul’s and its great
dome must have been a most complicated and
ingenious mass of timber and hand machineiy,
almost asinteresting,—mechanically, at least,— to
look at as the cathedral itself. But our business
at present is not so ranch with the mode of con-
struction of St. Paul’s, a snbject yet awaiting a
little cogitation by the way, but with AVren’s
special view of St. Paul’s from his own window
and point of sight. From an upper window of
this house may perhaps be seen the very best pos-
sible, aud moat artistic and ‘‘arohitecturesque,”
view of the cathedral : a truly Greek view of it

!

The eye takes in the front and side aiigularhj,
and the dome rises from the mass of the struc-
ture with a picturesqueuess that cannot be sur-

I
passed. Here we may notice one element in
the designing or planning of St. Paul’s which is

I
noteworthy, and shows how Wren thought out

I
his plan, with the “elevations” in his mind’s
leyo at tbo same time. We refer to the angular
ibiocks of masonry in which are the dean’s
Ivestry, the minor canons’ vestry, the Lord
iMayor’s vestry and school, and the staircase to
(the whispering gallery, forming gigantic but-
[tresses for the apparent support of the dome.
,A happy thought

j and Wren, from his window,
could not but see it, from the fact of his capital
point of sight with the dome, and the structure
on which it rests, both real and apparent, at
their very best. In the many critical examina-
tions of St. Paul’s, we hardly think that the
sculpture hi it has been done full justice to, or,
indeed, that the sculpture of Wren’s time has
been sufficiently examined and prized. It is, we
think, worth all the study the student can
bestow on it, and may well serve as an example
to those whose fortune it is to fill our modem
London with statues and sculpture. From his
window Wren could get a good view of the figure-
Jculpture of St. Paul’s, and must, of course, have
seen each figure before it was hoisted into its
place. Some of these are exceedingly fine, and
being high up, and well out of the way, they
have not suffered by painting over, as have the
sculptures (St. Paul preaching at Bercea) behind
5he columns of the west portico, which were
joated over many times with oil-colour. They
ure, too, unrestored, and so have great value, as
jhowiug the actual stone-cutting of the time in
which they were executed. To give a list of
ihem would occupy too much space

; but one or
-wo of them, as seen from AVren’s point of quiet
Jbservation, may be of interest. The figures at
ihe foot of the south-western tower are those of
3t. John and St. Luke. That at the south-
western corner of it, just opposite our window
>f observation, is singularly tine. It represents
•he Evangelist St. John, seated, with the eagle
it bis feet.

°

The attitude and the whole expression of this
igure are worthy of the place they occupy, and
how how much Wren must have left the

1
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sculptor to himself, he probably regarding the
sculptor as an independent assistant, with a
responsibility of his own, and a personal and
independent credit to gain or to lose. There
IS no evidence to show that AVren “desitmed,”
as it is called, much less executed, these figures •

he simply provided fitting places in. which
figures might be afterwards placed, when his
part of the work was executed. Indeed, just in

Je same way as the architect Setinus left
Phidias, the sculptor, to his proper work, each
getting the credit for his own, but only his own,
work. You may see this from the street, but
far more clearly from our window. You are
nearer the work, and can see the individuality
of the executive sculptor better and clearer.
Tlieso figures afford, indeed, a lesson to us in
our modem and every-day mode of work, and
show what is possible. The figure in the oppo-
site corner of the church, at the north-western
angle of it, is, perhaps, a yet grander one, almost
In the manner of Michelangelo, •with magnificent
drapery

j but this cannot be seen from our
window of observation. We may hero observe,
as we are so very_ close to it, tliat the clock
cannot well be missed, being so large, and
occupying so conspicuous a place as it does;
but it does not mar or in anyway get in the way
of the architecture. A clock in a cathedral
somewhere or other would seem to be a sort of
necessity, both architecturally, and socially and
morally, as marking to that vast majority who
are without portable clocks Time’s inexorable
passage, waiting for no man !

It is impossible to catch sight of St. Paul’s
from Sir Christopher AVren’s window, and to
look at it as he must have so often done, with-
out a thought of the railings round it, so
irregular in outline, and placed there with such
small consideration of their effect on the build-
ing which they surround. They are remarkable
specimens of iron castings considering the time
in which they were executed. They are very
carefully and boldly designed, and contrast not
a little favourably with the thin and meagre
work which “railings” commonly now-a-days
show. They form, with the stone pltnf/i- on
which they stand, an indication of a “ platform”
on which the building should stand. The
Parthenon stood on a rock platform, as on a
solid basement. It adds not a little to the
dignity of an isolated and regular structure.
But in order that this effect should be as perfect
as may be, the supporting platform should
harmonise in outline more or less \vith the main
lines of the structure which stands on it, and
which it supports. Judging from Greek prece-
dent and example, very great dignity indeed
must accrue from the whole surface of the plat-
ferm on which St. Paul’s stands being retained,
and its boundaries clearly defined by the stone
plinth and railing. It may, as is obvious, be so
altered in plan as for its lines to range with the
main lines of the walls of the building. We
could see all this from Wren’s window with
some clearness. We could not help thinking,
too, of how differently, and how picturesquely,
the crotods about St. Paul’s must have looked in
Wren’s day. Picturesqueness and qnaintness of
costume add not a little to the artistic effect of
a crowd. Our thoughts, too, travelled to old
Venice and St. Mark’s, and to Venetian crowds,
aud coloured costumes, and half-Oriental men,
women, and children, and ways of life. Pictures
in plenty,—no invention needed,—the painter
might go to work on the spot, with but little in
his mind’s eye but the magic scene before him !

LONDON SCHOOL BOAKD SCHOOLS,
WILMOT-STREET, BETHNAL-GREEN.
This building, now in course of erection, is one

of those for which designs were invited in limited
competition. The successful design was that
submitted by Messrs. John Giles & Gough,
and is now being carried out by them without
any deviation from the plans as sent in. The
building is one of the largest yet contracted for
by the Board, the plans being prepared on in-
structions to accommodate 1,520 children. There
is, however, actual accommodation for nearly
1,600. Mr. E. Crickm.T,y is clerk of works.
The entrance for the infants is in the centre of

the building fronting Wilmot-street, and on the
right of the buildings, and in AVilraot-street also
is the entrance for girls, their play.grounds (which
will be in one) being in the rear of the schools.
The entrance for boys is in the “ New-street,”

entirely removed from the others and theirplay-
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ground is distinct, and cut off by the care-taker’s
rooms, which it has been thought best to place
adjoining the boys’ entrance. A basement is
provided under the care-taker’s rooms and boys’
entrance and stairs, for coal storage.
The ground-fioor of the entire block of build-

ings right and left of their central entrance is
devoted to infants.

_

The first floor on the right is devoted to 220
girls ; on the left to 240 boys. Between these
two is placed the manager’s, or board room, con-
venient for access to either school, and reached
by a small private staircase.

^

The second floor, on the right, is devoted to
girls (as on the first floor), 220 in number; on
the^ left, to boys, 240 in number. These are
divided, as below, by a room to be used jointly
for drawing-classes, having upper and north
light. These numbers give the total of 600
infants on the ground floor; 480 boys on the
first and second floors

; 440 girls on the first and
second floors also; each department in two dis-
tinct schools. The more detailed arrangements
of the plan are as follow, viz. :

—

infants’ schools.

Right and left of the central entrance, and im-
mediately adjoining a mistress’s room, are the
cloak-rooms and lavatories. The space provided
on each side is alike, and is in school and class
room in each case for 300 infants, allowing 9 ft.

superficial for each infant.

The large school-room has a gallery capable of
accommodating at least two-thirds of the infants,
with side and high baok light, together with a
smaller gallery and a large clear space for
marching.
The class-rooms enter in every case only from

the school-room.
A class-room is provided for babies, and

another for the most advanced infants, capable
of being thrown together as dii-ected in Rule
of the Board's “Rules” as regards infants’
schools ; and as this is a school of the maximum
size, a third and larger class-room is in each case
provided.

Each school and cIeiss room has in every case
direct through-ventilation, and window space is

also given.

The Graded Schools, as before mentioned,
occupy the fii-st and second floors of the block of
buildings, the left of the centre on both floors
being devoted to boys, the right to girls, and the
arrangements of both floors in each case alike.

THE nOYS’ SCHOOLS.

The plan on the first-floor provides for 24D
boys, in six grades of fort^i each, in one principal
school - room and [four class-rooms

;
on the

second floor for a similar number, an-anged in a
similar way.
Each class-room is entered only from the

school. They ate arranged to be thrown toge-
ther in pairs, and all have side-light and through-
ventilation.

The principal sohool-room has light at the
backs of the boys, and windows ojiposite,
at a considerable height, giving throu^ffi-ven-
tilation.

A stone staircase, without winders or open
well-hole, gives access to these schools, and on
the half space are the lavatories, and hat and
cloak rooms, and between the two schools
masters’ rooms.

THE GIIILS’ SCHOOLS.

The arrangements for these are similar to
those for the boys, except that the fifth and
sixth standards are taught in class-rooms, havino-
only thirty instead of forty, thus giving the
required number of 440 girls. The cloak-rooms
are also somewhat reduced in size.

The school and class rooms, together for each
child, 10 ft. superficial space has been provided,
and in the school-room alone a little over 4 ft.

superficial for the entire number of 240 or 320
respectively on each floor.

•The warming will be by open fireplaces, in
which -will be fitted patent ventilating stoves.
The materials will be stock brick, with red

brick facing throughout, and moulded brick
strings. Bath and Portland stone for heads and
sills, &c. ; roofs covered with Penmoyle green
slates. The mullions and transoms are of fir,

with casements hung to transoms to open down
inwardly.

The cubic space of the entire building is
442,800 ft.

; and the contract, including
boundary-walls, play-groimds, &c., has been
taken by Mr. A. Sheffield, of East-India Dock-
road, for the sum of 10,3897.
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NSW BUSINESS PREMISES IN BURY.

A NEW pile of buildings has been erected at

the top of Boltou-street by Messrs. Driffield,

Brothers, drapers, and which has taken the

place of some miserable old buildings -which

were totally unsuited to the centre of a town
like Bury, however valuable as specimens of the

architecture in vogue in old times. The site of

the new premises is in the very centre, and
holding a commanding position at the junction

of the main arteries of Bury.
The new premises are built from designs by

Messrs. Maxwell & Tuke, architects, Bury, and
carried out by local contractors. The new
building faces Bolton-street and the Old Market-
place. The whole of the ground and cellar floors

will be devoted by Messrs. Driffield to theii’ own
business purposes

;
but the three upper floors

on the side facing the Old Market-place have
been arranged as offices, two of which have been
taken by Messrs. Maxwell & Tuke. The re-

mainder of the building is appropriated as the
living department for young people engaged in

the business. The entrance to the principal

shop is in Bolton-street, opposite the end of

SilY9r-St£«?ti is ft £Wlii i-9 £l. )3y 2i ft,;

ancl 14 ft. high, surrounded on three sides by

'

fittings with moulded cornices, perforated frieze,

and ornamental brackets. The whole of the

woodwork in this shop is to be painted and
grained oak and varnished. At the extreme end
of the principal shop is the millinery show-room,
28 ft. by 14 ft., the entrance to which is in the
centre of the shop, opposite to which will be
placed a large plate-glass mirror. To the right

of this room is a mantle and shawl room, 38 ft.

by 20 ft., the three large windows of which over-

look the Old Market-place. The two last-

mentioned rooms will be finished in polished

and ebonised woods, slightly relieved with gold
ornament. The sliop and the show and mantle
rooms are arranged en suite, the return to the
shop being through a large doorway about half-

way up the right-hand counter. The whole of

the cellar under these three large rooms is

arranged as a waro-room and show-room for

linens and other heavy goods. The approach is

from the principal shop, opposite to the shawl-

room entrance. Arrangement is made for un.

loading goods from carts at the back, and passing
them down an inclined plane into the ware-
room, which has been prepared -with a 'damp,
proof floor for their reception. The large back
yard at the rear of the residence is gained by a
special arrangement. The back part of the shop
for a distance of 24 ft. is roofed in with fire-

proof brick arching covered with asphalte. This
forms an open yard, and allows the whole of the
ground-space to be used for business purposes.

The exterior of the building is composed of

polished Yorkshire stone. The shop-fronts are
of cast iron, -with enrichments, cast by McFar-
lane, of Glasgow. The windows are of plate-

glass, the upper part from special designs.

THE GLASGOW BARRACKS CONTRACT.
Sin,—A paragr^h appeared in tho Builder of March 8,

opening with the loUowing sentence :
—“It is known that

for some time past the constniction of the new barracks
at Maryhiil, Glasgow, has been suspended, owing to the
failure of the contractor to ooniplj with the directions of
the War Ofllce, in certain details of the building.”
Will you, sir, permit one who has some knowledge of

the Glasgow barracks contract to otter a correction. As
the worn “ faOure ” in the sentence q^uoted has been dis-

cussed during the last fortnight, with a conclusion that it

may be interpreted against the contractor, the correction
which I wish to make is this. If, instead of “failure,”
“declined" had been used to express the meaning in-
tended it would have been nearer the mark, bnt not quite
up to it. The real state of the case is something like the
following.

As the work proceeded differences arose between the
Goyernment officer and the contractor's representative;
the latter bitterly complaining of the exacting conduct of
the former, and of the annoyance and vexation produced
thereby. Like all other disputes iu which neither side
will recede, this one found its way into a wider and more
authoritative field. In order to prevent deep-seated
hostility, the contractor, ns I have been informed upon
very reliable authority, repeatedly suggested arbitration.

I am happy to inform you, sir, that the matter has now
advanced to that blessed and soothing stage,—a stage
upon which many fierce combatants have sheathed their

steel, and shaken hands. There are two arbitrators, and
a referee

;
and, from their professional reputation, there

can be no doubt whatever but that the rights and wrongs
of this long-pendingdispute will be awarded the most
impartial justice, contractor is well and widely
known in the building trade, and believed, by those who
know him, to bo tbo last man in the world who would
entertain the thought of either shirking or scamping any-
thing he had in band. As I have not, and never had, any
business relations with him, and as neither he nor any one
acquainted with him is aware that I have written this

letter, I trust, sir, that you will look upon it as a spon-
taneous " word," in simple justice to a man with whom
Dame Fortune has certainly dealt hardly iu the mutter of
the Glasgow Barracks contract. M.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITORS.
The gentleman who has been appointed to in-

spect the competition designs for the Chester
Workhouse has addressed the following letter

to the Clerk to the Guardians :

—

“ I think it would be well if some notice could be taken
by your Board of competitors addressing communications
to me on the subject of my examination of the plana.
This morning I have a letter from one of the competitors,
together with an enclosure, and although it is anonymous,
excepting having the motto at foot, nevertheless it is,

doubtless, intended to have its influence on any report I
may feel it my duty to make to your Board. I think it

desirable that this should be mentioned publicly that
such letters addressed to me by competitors are very
unfair to others, and may have a contrary effect on the
minds of the guardians to that contemplated ly a com-
petitor.—1 am, Sir, yours truly,

\Vu. CuLSHAW.”

If architects would obtain fair-play from
others, they must e.xhibit it themselves.

SAINT MARK’S CHURCH, SOUTH SHIELDS,
COMPETITION.

Thirtv-two competitors sent in designs for

this church. Those by Messrs. Clarke & Son, of

Nottingham, have been selected, and they bftyg

been instructed to cany out the works.

“TO ARCHITECTS.”

Sir,—The inclosed * emanates, as I under-
stand, from a successful Hnendraper in Regent,
street. It has been sent to me accompanied by
a card of a firm of architects, announcing “ sites

to let” in Bond-street.

Do let me advise retaliation. Why should not
I invite tenders for my wife’s spring bonnet,
with samples of the “ newest French article,”

to be forwarded to my office ? Why should not
those “exquisite silks” and choice “French
merinos ” be sent to me, examined (without any
responsibility as regards damage, of course), and
returned, if not approved,

—

of course also at the
expense of the sender ?

Is it possible that this wealthy tradesman does
not know the cost to any architect submitting
plans, that ho insults us by his offer ? Fancy
ten golden sovereig7is for,—not the unsuccessful,

—

unhappy -wretch!—but as the reward of the best

Init one. I can fancy the offer emanating from
that immortal firm,—“ Brown, Jones, & Robin-
son,”—but not from any other. That great
creation of Trollope, Robinson, must have com-
posed this alluring advertisement :

“Not foe Joseph.”

THE PRINCIPLES AND PURPOSE OF ART.
Loui> Napier and ErrRiCK, K.T., took the

chair on Thursday evening, the 20th inst., at a
meeting of the members of the Society for the
Encouragement of the Fine Arts, held at their
rooms, Conduit-street, when Mr. George F. Tenia-
wood, F.S.A., read a paper on “ The Principles
and Purpose of Art.”

In the course of his remarks the lecturer
said, that under the term “ fine arts ” were com-
prised poetry, painting, sculpture, and music

;

but that it was his purpose that evening to draw
attention to painting, or the pictorial art. This
art embodied the forms and the imagery of

external nature; and there was a great distinc-

tion, as Mr. Ruskin had pointed out, between the
terms “ manufactured art” and the “fine arts.”

Art was not limited to the painting of a picture
merely

;
it had its distinctive character, being

an expression of thought by form, and its pur-
pose was to embody the expression or emotion
of the mind. Art, therefore, was not only in a
great measure the offspring of the imagination,
but was addressed to it; and there could be no
art where this faculty was wanting. The artist

was the interpreter of nature and of humanity,
and was the vehicle of thought and sentiment,
modified by his feelings and by his intellect.

Art represented ideas, and realised truth by
imagination ; and if a work of art aroused no
dormant quickening of that spirit which impels
all moving thinking things, put it on one side.

Art was the power of seizing the character of

truth in whatever garb it presented itself. In
the production of a picture, the means employed
are those of form, composition, light and shade,
and colour. Of these elements of imitation form
was the most important, the artist having to

define the shape of objects by line. There was
no quality so distinctly the mark of a genius as

* Invitatioa from tke pnrchajcr of site in Bond-street
mentioned in our lust, p. 231.

I

original inventive power, and composition dis-

posed and arranged the matter supplied by in-

vention. Light and shade were of the highest

value to the artist, and the power of darkness
was the agent of the sublime.

Shadow appeals to the sensitive imagination,

and is full of mystery, and many great
painters have been strong in the representation

of light and shade. Let us, then, not complain
of exaggeration in deep-toned pictures. In
colour the artist exercised original power and
imagination. In conclusion, he said that the
love of art may be enjoyed by all. It recognised
no priesthood, and its temple was one wherein
all could worship. It was a passion increasing,

and] an enjoyment -within the privilege of all;

for the universality of its practice and the anti-

quity of its existence were well known.
The chairman, in proposing a vote of thanks,

after alluding in high terms to the eloquent
lecture, said that the pictorial art reconciled us
to the humblest objects of life, which, -without

this art, we should be almost unfamiliar with.
The painter was the interpreter of the charms
of nature, and his work increased our interest in

the subjects. This was especially the case with

i^egafu to Dutcli landscapes. Tho same ntigut b6
observed iu the manner in which painters of
scenes taken from domestic life represented and
idealised the emotions, sorrows, and joys of the
poor, thus awakening our interest in such scenes.

The power of painting, too, went still further,

and awakened in our mind such an appreciation

of subjects which we did not derive from the
objects themselves, but which, when transferred
to the canvas, a more delicate and refined enjoy,
ment was to be derived from contemplating
them, this being noteworthy with reference to

flowers and leaves.

Major Britten, the president of the society,

thought that there was one purpose of art which
he regretted the lecturer did not touch upon,
and that was the practical purpose of art. Our
art workmen and artizans were far behind other
countries in technical edneation, and this was a
great pity, in such a great commercial country
as ours. He hoped that the Government would
be fully alive to tins, so that something might be
done towards extending art education among our
artizans, for this was a purpose of art that well
deserved attention.

INFLUENCE OF ARCHEOLOGY ON
ARCHITECTURE.

Mr. J. H. Chamberlain, F.R.I.B.A., gave a
lecture recently to the members of the Archieo.
lo^cal Section of the Midland Institute, at
Birmingham, on “ The Influence of the Archmo-
logist upon Revivals of Architecture.” The
lecturer said that there were two art-revivals
which had been brought to pass within the
last 500 years, and he proposed to sketch
some part of the work that the arcbmologiat
had done in promoting them to the best of
his ability and in spoiling them to the best of
his ability, the latter having been managed by
him far more successfully than the former. The
two great revivals of past art were those of
Italy and England,—that of Italy being known
as the Renaissance, and that of England having
no particular name except revival of Gothic.
Italian revival had lasted somewhere about 500
years, during which time it had done, for good
or for evil, a very great deal of work. It had
covered the -ft-hole of Europe from one end to
the other with various buildings, and it had
influenced the art of painting and sculpture. In
Italy art-revival was essentially a literary
revival, and was owing to the discovery of
ancient manuscripts and to literature rather than
to the buildings which adorned and still adorn
Italy. In England it could not be said that the
author, the poet, and the “literary man” (to
use an ugly phrase) had very much to do with
art-revival here. Neither in the case of Italy
nor of England was there a complete break
between the past and the present in art. In
England there had been no time in which Gothic
architecture had ceased to be practised, although
towards the middle of the fourteenth century
the Classic change began, and was at last forced
into an original style called Elizabethan. Italian
revival had a marvellous influence on the art of
the world, -which was encumbered with buildings
erected according to the rules and laws laid down
in Italy 500 years ago, and erroneously supposed
to be the laws by which the ancient builders
were governed in putting up their temples and
buildings. In Italy the chief cause of the revival
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of Classic art in the first instance was the man
of letters, and the laws, after being discovered,

were then moulded and fashioned by the archa30.

legist. In England we might dismiss the man
of letters altogether, and the archajologist might
lay what claim he pleased to having been the

principal cause of the foundation of art-revival

here. The archaeologist was influenced by the

power of admiration, and that had led him to

try and adapt what he saw in old work to what
he wanted to produce in the present day. In
the way of doing this, however, lay the whole
difference between the good and the evil effect

of the archgeologist upon art. The lecturer then

gave numerous illustrations in which the archjeo-

logist bad influenced the architecture and style

of public buildings in accordance with his taste,

and especially referred to the dome of St. Paul’s.

ST. GILES’S CATHEDRAL, EDINBURGH.
The restoration of the choir of this church,

which has been in progress for the last ten
months, has been referred to in former numbers
of the Builder. On Sunday last, the 9th
instant, it was opened for public worship, upon
which occasion tha yfepfcsentatives or vaiions
public bodies, attired in their official robes,

attended the services. Sermons were preached
by the Rev. Principal Tulloch, of St. Andrews,
and by Dr. Lindsay Alexander, a distinguished
Nonconformist divine,— an instance of that

approachment between different sects of Chris-

tians which is one of the signs of the times.

Both clergymen referred to the subject of art as

an aid to religion. “Our taste and our sense of

art,” said the learned principal, “should be con-

suited as well as our spiritual intelligence. We
are bound to beautify our worship as well as to

make it intelligible and earnest. When we allow

our worship to be unseemly in any respect } our
prayers to be informal, confused, and dogmatic;
our praise to be a harsh, discordant noise,

instead of a grave, sweet tone of melody
;
our

communion service to be, what it too often is, a
series of preachings, rather than a devout con-
templation, with solemn thanksgiving and a loud
amen,—let ns remember that the apostle is not
for us, but against us. If a Christian church be
not a temple in the old sacrificial sense, neither
is it a lecture-room nor a ball for discussion.”
Such would have been considered bold words to

be uttered by a clergyman of the Church of

Scotland not so very long ago, and even yet
there are some who listen to them with fear and
trembling. At a meeting of the restoration

committee, one gentleman stated that he was
horrified to find tliat there is a reredos

;
that the

pulpit is placed against a pillar, and not in the
centre of the east end, where,—greatest horror
of all,—an open space is left, and occupied by
a table, which some day may be utilised as an
altar.

The restoration is in most respects a very
satisfactory one, and bears a greater verisimili-

tude to cathedral arrangement than the restora-

tion of St. Mungo’s, at Glasgow. The stalls in

this instance run east and west, and are really

stalls, and not open pews, as at Glasgow. They
are of solid oak, substantial, and richly carved
with heraldic devices, Ac. The royal stall is

situated at the west end of the choir, and is

screened IVom the entrance by oak panelling.

The central canopy has the Royal arms, after

the Scottish manner, and unicorns holding the
Royal banner.

The reredos is of Caen atone, having panels in

which are to be placed bas-reliefs in marble,
representing scenes from the life of our Lord,
above which are canopied niches, supported on
shafts of green marble, which are to contain
figures of prophets and apostles. The space in

front of the reredos is raised two steps above the
general level, and paved with encaustic tiles

;

upon this platform is placed an oblong oak table
and carved oak chairs for the use of the clergy.

The pulpit is octagonal in form, resting on four
pillai-8 of green serpentine, with foliated caps.
At each angle is an angel bearing a scroll, and
the panels are richly carved and cusped.

All the passages are laid with encaustic tiles,

and appropriate brass standards are introduced
for lighting.

Any one inclined to be hypercritical might
object to the reredos and pulpit as being too
ornate and pretty as compared with the severe
and bald character of the interior

;
but, upon the

whole, the restoration is satisfactory as far as it I

goes. If the whole building were opened up
and treated in a similar manner, the result could

|

not fail to be satisfactory
;
but as it is we have

a bit of patchwork which renders the necessity

of a complete overhaul of the building more
obvious than before.

PROGRESS AT LISKEARD.
New Masonic Hall.—This building, situated

on the Parade, next to the Devon and Cornwall
Bank, is now nearly completed. The front
elevation is ornate. It has been designed by
Mr. Paul, of Liskeard, architect, and is built
entirely of stone, several varieties and colours
being introduced, contrasting with the sombre
granite Bank next door. The style has been
called French Classic. The plinth is of grey
granite, and above, the walling is of local stone,
raised in the adjacent parish of St. Clair. The
dressings are of Ham.hill. The arch-stones of

the windows are relieved by alternate bands of

Polyphant, and above and below the moulded
and carved cornice, that runs the full length of

the building between the ground-floor and the
story above, are bands of Polyphant also. The
columns to all the ^vindowB, as well as those at

the entrance, are of red Mansfield stone, and
from them spring carved foliated capitals, by
which the window-arches are carried. The front
room of the lower story will be used as offices.

The first floor is reached by a wide staircase.

The newels are of oak, carved wheat-ears being
largely introduced. The hand-rail is of polished
mahogany. The lodge-room is 17 ft. 6 in. by
30 ft. The walls are relieved by a high skirting
of varnished deal. The mantelpieces are of
Portland stone, and upon their keystones, and
in circular panels, are carved various emblems
of the craft. Under Brother Paul’s personal
superintendence the work has been executed,
Brother Lang, of the same town, being the
builder. The carved stone and wood-work, and
the sculpture, have been carried out by Mr.
Harry Hems, of Exeter, sculptor.

New Drinking Fountain.—Upon the centre of

the Parade, and hard by the granite-obelisk gas-

lamp, Mr. M. Loam, twice mayor of Liskeard,
has just erected, at a cost of about 2001., a
drinking-fountain. The base is 8 ft. 6 in. square
upon plan, and is of tooled and moulded Cheese-
wring granite, standing upon two steps of the
same material. The basins are of polished red
Dartmoor granite. The recesses on three sides

are of Portland stone, and the water will issue
from the open fiower of a water-lily, carved in

the same material. The upper part of these
recesses are groined, the groining springing
from a sculptured sholl. Above these niches on
three sides, and over the door npon the fourth,

are pediments supported by carved brackets.
The stone principally used is a local material,

raised near St. Clair, a neighbouring parish, and
this stone is interspersed with bands of Portland
and Polyphant. At a height of 11 ft. from the
ground is a carved comice of Portland stone.

Above the cornice the structure rapidly tapers
off, to the total height of 13 ft. The architect is

Mr. H. Rice, of Liskeard, and Mr. Harry Hems
has executed the whole of the sculptured work.
The structure itself has been built in part by
Mr. Sargeant, and in part by Mi-. Doney, both
builders at Liskeard.

FROM SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh .—The officers of the 93rd High-

landers resolved to devote a small fund to the
erection of a foontain on the site of St. Mar.
garet’s Well, West Princes-street Gardens. The
ruins of the so-called Wellhouse Tower, says the
Scotsman, stand immediately under that part of

the castle which is known as the Holyrood
Rocks, and the building they represent has
played a not unimportant part in the fortunes
of the castle. The old well in the interior of

the tower, which was used by the castle garrison,

and was accordingly sometimes poisoned by
their besiegers, still furnishes a considerable

supply of water. It is to this that the hand of

the restorer has been directed, the object being
to replace the wooden pump hitherto in use by
something more suitable. A large tablet of

sandstone has been let into the northern wall of

the tower, while immediately in front a fountain
has been erected communicating with the ancient
well. The fountain, which was designed by Mr.
James Drummond, is of polished grey granite,

with a pedestal of sandstone, and, including a
small ornamental jet, is about 5 ft. in height.

The design is somewhat in the form of an um,
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surmounted by a Scotch thistle in cast metal,
with nozzles for two jets of water, which is

supplied by a pump-handle.
GZa.«;70 n;.—The Commissioners appointed by

Government to inquire into the pollution of

rivers in Scotland have recommended that steps

be taken for the purification of the Kelvin, with
all its tributaries

;
and the Commissioners are

about to issue circulars to the different sanitary
inspectors whose jurisdiction embraces any part
of the river, to carry this into effect. The order
of the Commissioners will embrace the inter-

dicting of all paper, print, dye, and bleach works,
including all the public works between North
Woodside, Glasgow, and Campsie, from polluting

the river. It wiU also become illegal for any
portion of the town sewage being discharged
into the Kelvin. Action is to be taken imme-
diately for the carrying out of the Commis-
sioners’ recommendation.

DISINFECTANTS AND DEODORIZERS.
A PAPER “On Disinfectants and Deodorizers;

their Uses and Modes of Application,” was
recently read before the Portsea Island Society

for the Culture of Science and Literature, by-

Mr. G. H. Staytou, C.E., who is connected -with

the sanitary authority of the island. Ha-ving
referred to irrigation (which, he considered, was
foremost among the more successful modes of

treating sewage), Mr. Stayton mentioned the
application of carbon to sewage purification as
recently brought before the public by a member
of that society, Colonel Synge, and Mr. Stanford,

of Glasgow. He believed their mode of treat-

ment was by “intermittent charcoal filtration;”

and they claimed for it that the valuable ingre-

dients in sewage were arrested by carbon, were
distilled, and more or less of the constituents

separately secured, increasing the value of the
deodorant. Also, that it perfectly purified

sewage water, and reclaimed all the value possi-

ble. He had always understood that charcoal was
a most powerful deodorant, as long as it was kept:

dry. From experience, he could say that it ceased
to be a purifier of sewer-gases, and was totally

useless for that purpose, after it had been
thoroughly wetted

;
and one could only conclude

that its use as a sewage deodorant would n(>c

give satisfaction, as it could not be relied on to

do more than mitigate the evil, inasmuch as a
filter of charcoal must very soon get blocked up,
if largely used, as must be the case, if used for

clearing sewage. The charcoal would then be
useless, unless reburned or replaced with fresh,

which could not be done without labour and
expense being increased. Mr. Stanford stated
that sewage purification by charcoal was made
independent of existing limited and expensive
sources of supply of charcoal, as it was furnished
from an original stock, improved in value by
means of the refuse dealt with

;
but if it were

refuse, it would involve a dry deodorant carrier,

which would do away with the necessity for

sewerage works. Of course, that touched on a
subject which had caused much disagreement
among professional men, as to the “ wet ” or dry
carrier for the removal of town refuse, which, he
feared, was too wide for his subject to admit of
discussion. Varions other processes were briefly

referred to, and Mr. Stayton entered into details
on the various disinfectants in use,—carbolic

acid, chloride of lime, Concly’s fluid, sulphurate
of iron, snlphurouB acid, chlorine gas, &c.

TEE COAL QUESTION.
At a recent meeting of the Manchester Scien-

tific and Mechanical Society, a paper was read
on “Fuel, with special reference to peat and
artificial fuel,” by Mr. A. Eildebrandt, Spesik-
ing of coal, the author said the famine was the
result of a short supply, brought about by the
reckless selfishness of the colliery proprietor and
the collier [and he might have classed the coal-
merchant along with them]. The prices were
not altogether dependent upon demand and
supply, but were much more the result of com-
bination among the holders of coal. Nor was
there much likelihood of the prices coming down
to anything like their original level, because the
idleness of the collier suited the coal proprietor,
who could now make larger profits upon less e.x-

tensive transactions. It was rumoured that
in some cases the proprietors had refused to

bring to bank any surplus of coal which had
been got above the ordinary quantity. The
Parliamentary inquiry, witli Mr. Mundella at
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its head, would no doubt produce beneficial

resultB in exposing dishonest practices. A
groat deal might be done to economise fuel

;

but if improvements were carried out at all they
could not be done all at once. The first substi-

tute which forced itself on the attention of one’s

mind was peat. Its extent was almost, if not
quite, as extensive as that of coal, the area occu-
pied by it in the United Kingdom being esti.

mated at six millions of acres, one-seventh of

the area of Ireland alone being peat bogs. The
deposits ranged in thickness from 6 in. to -10 ft.

The average heating power was somewhat greater
than half that of a good quality of coal, but
there were peats,—the bottom layers of peat
mosses,—which were equal in value to coal. The
great obstacle to its general adoption had been
its coat, and there was no doubt that with coal
at the price it was two years ago peat as a fuel

forgoneral.purposes could not compete; but with
prices more than double what they were then,
there could be no question that peat as a substi-
tute for coal for general purposes mast bo a
commercial success. Manchester had the advan-
tage of oxtensive peat bogs in its vicinity. They
were contiguous to the London and North-
Western Railway, near Patricroft and Leigh,

—

the Chat Moss, Irlam Moss, Bedford Moss,
Astley Moss, Worsley Moss, Barton Moss, and
many others. Ho strongly advocated a trial of
bringing peat into the market, and said he %vould
be glad to render any assistance which he might
be enabled to give from his practical experience
in the treatment of that material.

A NEW MORTUARY IN ISLINGTON.
At tho meeting of the Islington Vestry held

on Tuesday tho sanitary committee recom-
mended that mortuary and post moriom build-

ings and waiting-rooms be erected at the chapel,
of-ease grounds, in accordance with certain plans
which were submitted.
Mr. West, in moving tho confirmation of the

recommendation, said that the committee liad

inspected the present mortuary and post viortem
rooms, and had como to the decision to entirely
reconstruct and rearrange the present building.

Some opposition was raised to the recom-
mendation on the ground that the present build-
ing only required to be slightly altered

;
where-

npon it was remarked that the present moi-tuary
was little better than a collection of old sheds,
and was in a disgracefully broken-down condi-
tiou, and that as in tho new building there w'ould
bo an inquest-room it would put a stop to inquests
being held in public-houses.

The proposal of the committee for tho erection
of the new buildings was confirmed.
The plans, which have been prepared by

Mr. Higgins, the surveyor to the Board, provide
for the reception of the bodies of persons dying
from infectious diseases, likowise a room for
bodies awaiting coroners’ inquests, and a post
mortem room, properly fitted up, where coroners’
inquests can be held, and there will likewise be
a room for mourners attending funerals.

SCHOOL BOARDS WORK.
London.—The public elementary school in

course of erection for the London School Board,
situate in Beazley-crescent, Old Ford, Bow, is

planned in two distinct blocks
;
"A” being for the

elder boys and girls, “ B ” for infants. The “ B ”

block is now ready for the roof. Each block has
separato entrances and playgi'ounds. The girls
and infants have a play-shed fronting the Old
Ford-road

; the selected design for the whole bein"
one submitted by Mr. Keith D. Young, which is

being carried out under liis superintoncleiice, by
Messrs. Hill & Sons, of Islington, the amount of
contract being 7.5-18i. The schools are designed
to accommodate about 1,000 childrcu

;
the largest

school-room being 48 fc. long by 21 ft. wide,
which, with tho usual class-teachers’ and care-
takers’ rooms, will be warmed by hot air, sup.
plied by the Manchester school-grate, each room
having also the advantage of an open fire. The
material used for facing is brick. The arches
to windows and doors are Gothic, in red bricks,

with Bath-stone lintel, the tympana being filled

in with Cooper’s red ridge-tiles. The conveni-
ences are McFarlane’e, and the lavatories are
Messrs. Beard & Dent’s iron enamelled basins,
let into slate tops, with the necessary fittings.

The buildings are two stories high, and the
basements are built in cement concrete. The
clerk of the works is Mr. George Hamlin.

The report of the works committee at the
last meeting of the Board, stated that on
November 13th the Board accepted the tender
of Messrs. L. H. & R. Roberts, amounting
to G,996l., for tho erection of schools to bo built
on tho site in Harper-street, New Keut-road.
These schools were designed with the front
towards Ripley-street, and it is now found that,
if this arrangement be carried out, considerable
loss of building space will occur, as the district

surveyor insists upon the building being placed
back from the more advanced line of frontage,
which, on this aide of the site, is very irregular.

The committee have deemed it advisable to

obtain fresh plans of the school, with the front
towards Harper-street, and an amended estimate
has been obtained from the builders for the
erection of the schools according to the revised
plans. The committee now recommended, and
the Board decided, that the revised tender of

Messrs. Roberts, amounting to 6,8611. (being
1351. loss than tho tender for the erection of the
schools as originally designed), be accepted.
The committee also stated that they had
invited tenders for the erection of a school to

provide accommodation for 818 children on the
site in Eagle-court, St. John’s-Iaue, Clerkonwell.
The following are the respective amounts :

—

F. & F. J. Wood, 6,6671. ; E. Conder, 6,0501.

;

Hill & Sons, 6,0001.; Dove, Brothers, 5,0551.

;

Scrivener & White, 5,9001.
;

J. H. Tarrant,
5,8911.; J. Grover, 5,8751.; T. Niblett & Son,
5,7621, ; J. High, 5,4951.

;
W. Wigmore, 4,8251.

The committee recommended, and the Board
resolved upon, the acceptance of the lowest
tender, that of Mr. W. Wigmore, of Bradfield
House, Fulham, amounting to 4,8251.

Leeds.— -Mr. Richard L. Adams, who has
been appointed architect of tho Leeds School
Board, at a salary of 4001. a year,—the
Board requiring only a portion of his time,

—

lias resided eleven years at Leeds, says the
Yorkshire Post, where he has practised exten-
sively, especially as a church architect, in part-
nership with Mr. Kelly. The firm of Adams &
Kelly has executed amongst other work, the
following:—Christ Church Schools, Upper
Ajmley; Christ Church, Upper Armlcy; Christ
Church Vicarage, Upper Arinloy (in hand)

; St.

I

Luke’s Church Schools, Beeaton Hill
;

St. Luke’s
C lurch, Beeaton Hill

;
school-room, New Leeds

;

C jllege Schools at Meanwood
; Cliarles-streeb

Schools at Leeds
;
St. Joseph’s Schools, Hunslet

;

St. Mary’s Girls’ School, Leeds; St. Mary’s
Buys’ Schools,, Leeds (in hand)

;
St. John the

Baptist’s Church, Newtown
; St. John the Bap-

tist’s Vicarage
; Holy Trinity Church, Armley

Hall ; Holy Trinity Church Schools (in hand)
;

Leeds Church Institute
; Leeds Industrial Dwell-

ings; St. Mary’s Church, Batloy
;
Christ Church,

Gateshead; St. Matthew’s Church, Hull; St.

Andrew’s Church, Hull (in hand)
;
All Saints’

Church Schools, Acton, Loudon; schools at Adel
(in hand)

; schools at Shadwell (in hand)
;
church

at Eccup (in hand) ; restoration of St. Mark's
Church, Woodhouse, Leeds.

Bradford.—Mr. Neill moved that the resolution
of the 10th of July, 1872, accepting the tender
of Messrs. Bcanland, I'or the Whetley-lane School,
should be rescinded, and that the tender of Messrs.
Wilson & Sons, for 8,300?., should be accepted.
He said that Messrs. Beauland had taken this
contract, and sent in a tender which the Board
proposed accepting. They could not legally and
properly accept the tender, and it was postponed
for some months. They then sent in a second
tender, asking for 400?. more, in consequence of
the advance in material and wages, and the
second tender amounted to 8,300?. The com-
mittee then thought it was not a proper course
to take to give an advance upon any tender,
without again appealing to the public. They
advertised again, and the result was, they had
agreed to take Messrs. Wilson’s tender for 8,300?.
Messrs. Bfanland sent in a third tender, which
amounted to 8,500?. The committee thought
that they had got the best tender, and he believed

;

that the work would be well done. Mr. Duggan,
' in seconding the motion, remarked that Messrs.
Beauland were notified of the acceptance of
theii" tender long before they had sent in their
second tender. The motion was then carried.

Ej^eter.—At the last monthly meeting the
chairman stated that in answer to the advertise-
ment for plans for schools to be erected on the
rhree sites of the Ese Island, Mary Arches, and
Sc. James’s-road

;
for the first-named, thirty

i)laos were submitted, with estimates ranging
from 930Z. to 2,440?.

;
St. Mary Arches, nineteen

plane, with estimates ranging from 1,940?. to

3,210?. J St. Jamea’s-road, twenty.five plans,

with estimates ranging from 590?. to 1,877?. The
designs were furnished on the 15th of February,
in conforniity with the instructions to the archi-
tects, one of which was that the “Board are
anxious to secure good design, and convenient
arrangement, and also to avoid unnecessary
expense in ornamentation.’’ The plans were
exhibited at the Judges’ Room on Northemhay,
and after careful and repeated consideration the
committee selected from each group three plans,
which, with due regard to economy, and the con-
ditions of competition (for in several cases the
estimated cost appeared to be altogether insuffi-

cient) seemed most likely to furnish the beat
schools, special attention, in all cases, having
been directed to the internal arrangements.
They next instructed their surveyor profes-
sionally to examine and report on those selected

;

and finally, after further examination of tho
plans, in connexion with the careful and ex-
haustive report of the surveyor, agreed to recom-
mend to the Board for adoption tho following
plans :—Exe-Islaiid, first, Mr. John Johnson, 25»
Moorgate-street, London,—motto, “Well Con-
sidered ;

’’ second, Messrs. FletcherA Nightingale,
32, Poultry, London,—motto, “RRR

;

’’ St. Mary
Arches, first, Mr. J. Toner, Gray’s-inn.square,

—

motto, “ 1873 ;

’’ second, Mr. J. Johnson,

—

motto, “ Well Considered
;
” St. James’s-road,

first, Mr. John Toner,—motto, “ 1873
;

’’ second,
Mr. Robert Walker, King’s Arras-yard, Moorgate-
street, London,—“ E.xperieutia.” This selection,
though an-ived at independently and on their
own judgment, the committee were glad to find
to have been iu accordance with tho opinion of
their surveyor, subsequently made known to
them. The committee recommended that the
selected plans (with certain very slight modifica-
tions, which have been complied with) be for-
warded to the Department for their approval.
Mr. Andrew moved that the plans selected should
be forwarded to the Department as recommended,
and that the best thanks of tho Board should bo
tendered to those gentlemen who had sent iu
plans, but who had been unsuccessful. They had
received plans from no less than thirty-three
gentlemen, most of them well designed. Not u
single member knew to whom tho plans belonged
until after they were judged. Mr. Gidley seconded
the motion, and added that their resolution would
form an excellent answer to the very impudent
post-card that had been received by the chair-
man with reference to the competitiou. The
card ran as follows :

—

“Sir,—It ia stated iu the city that certain gentlemen
of the Exeter School Board had fixed on the architect to
be appointed and to reeeire the prizes for proposed
schools before the prizes wero sent in. If this is correct,
is it justice to those who hare competed? I would re-
commend that a disinterested architect be ‘appointed to
adjudicate on the merits of each. Surely a School Board
who look to the Bible as their guide, and have clergymen
ia their midst, would not be guilty of dishonesty."

It was referred to the Board in committee to
arrange for obtaining plans for the school to be
erected in Newtown.

Eccleshall.— Tho following tenders for the
erection of the school at Undercliffe, to accom-
modate 300 children, were accepted :—Masons’
work, Mr. W. C. Miirgatroyd

;
joiners’ work, Mr.

D. Myers; plumbing, Mr. J. D. Garth; plaster,
ing, Mr. J. Firth

; slating, Mr. Thomas Nelson ;

painting, Mr. J. D. Garth
;
ironmongery, Mr. J.

Tennant. In every case tho lowest tenders were
accepted, amounting in all to 2,725?. 11s. Tho
total cost, including purchase of site, architect'e
fees, legal expenses, &c., will amount to 3,244?.
33. 6d. Tho clerk was instructed to submit the
estimates to the Eilucation Department for
approval, and also to apply for a loan of the
total amount to cover the cost of erection.

THE SPONTANEOUS IGNITION OF OILED
COTTON OR SILK WASTE.

Majoh Majen'die has communicated to tho
Royal Artillery Institution the results of cer-
tain experiments, instituted to ascertain the
relative degree of risk accompanying the
presence of oiled cotton waste and oiled silk
waste in buildings and stores. Mr. Galletly
made the investigation. He found that cotton
waste soaked in boiled linseed oil and wrun""
out, if exposed to a temperature of 170 deg., set
up oxidation so rapidly as to cause actuafcom •

bastion in 105 minutes in tlie case where tho
action was slowest. A common lucifer match-
box full ignited in an hour in a chamber at
166 deg. Fahr. Raw linseed oil ignited lesa
readily. Mr. Galletly considers that the heavy-
oils from coal and shale tend remarkably to pre-
vent the oxidation described, by protecting tho
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irissue from contact with the air. It appears that

the so-called spontaneous action of oiled cotton

waste’proceeda from the substance being exposed

in a finely-dirided condition to the oxidising

action of the air. It appears to have been hoped

that silk waste might have offered greater

socnrity, but this proves not to be the case. It

is to be regretted that nothing more encouraging

can be drawn from tho experiments than the

caution not to leave oiled waste about, even in

the smallest quantities, especially in warm
places. We have before now shown the danger

•so^incurred.

;

THU, TEGETTHOFF MONUMENT
COMPETITION.

The secretary to the Austro-Hungarian Em-
bassy presents bis compliments to the editor of

tho Bv.ilder, and, in referring to his letter of

May, 1872, begs to request him kindly to insert

in the Builder the following paragraph relating

to the award of prizes for designs for the

Tegetthoff Monument at Vienna:

—

“ Tegettliqff Monument, Vienna.—The committee

formed at Vienna for the erection of a monument
to the late Admiral Tegetthoff, have awarded

the prizes for the designs presented to them by
different artists. The first prize has been

awarded to Mr. F. Schlbth, in Rome
;
tho second

to Mr. L. Rau, in Berlin
5
and the third to Mr.

Mn,rtin P. Otto, in Berlin. The other artists who
have sent in designs are requested to apply to

the Museum of Art and Industry, Vienna, for

having their plans returned to them.”

Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian

Enibassij, Belgrave-square, March 24, 1873.

NATIONAL MONUMENTS.
Sir,—

T

he recent wanton destruction of the

'Constantine Tolraen in Cornwall and the at-

tempted destruction of the Logan stone,—in

1824,—prove the necessity for a Bill similar to

that which I hope Sir John Lubbock will cause

to be enacted before the separation of this Par.

liament. Cornwall has even now somo notable

stone relics which I have seen recently, viz.,

several circles in the neighbourhood of Penzance,

and stone pillars in their vicinity, described by
Mr. J. T. Blight in bis “Week at the Land’s End,”
and otherwise. Cromlechs at Chun, Molfre,

Zennor, Pondarves, Trevethy (near Liskeard),

and one near Lostwithiel
;
also a kistvaen, near

Wadebridge, engraved in Warner’s “Cornwall,”

which I have not seen
;
two pillars and remains

of a circle in this vicinity ;
the Trippet Stone

Circle, near Bodmin
;
the largo Lanyon Crom-

lech. That at Coit, near St. Columb, has been
destroyed recently. The circles, pillar, and
remains of three circles, the Hurlers, and Cheese-

wring Rock near it
;
a holed stone, in Constan-

tine ;
and several smaller stone relics, described

by local antiquaries, merit preservation.

CoR. Cooke.

THE DRAINAGE OF WINDSOR CASTLE.

The works for the drainage of Windsor Castle,

Progmore House, and the Crown buildings

situated in the Home Park, have been completed,

and, according to a con'espondent, are now in

full operation. The sewage collected from the

Afferent systems into one large pipe passes

through the Home Park aud Manor Farm to

the pumping station at Old Windsor, next the

navigation cut of the Thames, and close to

the new iron and red brick bridge recently

thrown over the stream by the Thames Con.

servancy Board. The pumping-station is aplain

brick building, within an enclosure; the receiving-

tank and other chambers being on the south of

the engine-house. Owing to the immense quan-
tity of water used at Windsor Castle, and which
is supplied to the palace by the waterworks near
tho Windsor Look, opposite Eton College, the
sewage, although separated from the rainfall, is

in an extremely liquid state. Passing through
an iron grating or strainer, it falls into a well,

whence it is easily pumped through the pipe
across the bridge to the farm on the Ham. This
is easily effected by a four-horse steam-engine,
the pumps driven by which are perfectly able to
keep under the supply of sewage. There is

another engine of similar horse.power, which
can be worked by the eight-horse boiler, or com-
pressed air, supplied by a pipe from the Old
Windsor Waterworks, which throw the water to
Cumberland Lodge and the Indian Engineering

College at Cooper’s-hill, Englefield-green. The
sewage, on leaving the pumping-station, passes

over the bridge into pipes concealed within raised

tanks, running round and crossing the farm. At
the ^stance of every 22 yards (a cliain) there

are taps and earthenware pipes sloping from the

covered conduits to the level of the field, whence
by means of shallow iron troughs, made on

movable lengths, the sewage is distributed.wher-

ever it is desii-able. Tho irrigation works have

been in operation for a month or two, and the

ground (rather a heavy soil) repeatedly flooded

by tho Thames, has now been well saturated

with the liquid sewage. About ten acres have been '

thus prepared, and the plough has been at work
turning up the ground. When this is done it

will be again drenched with sewage, after which

a crop of Italian rye grass will be sown. The
process of irrigation is said to be simply and
efficaciously performed, and little, if any, smell is

perceptible, although the sun was occasionally

warm. The works have been carried out by Mr.

Menzies, of Windsor Great Park, to dispose of the

Castle sewage without passing it into the river,

and without creating a nuisance in the district.

THE PROPOSED LAW COURTS.

The following tenders for building the New
Law Courts were opened on Tuesday last, at

twelve o’clock, at the office of her Majesty’s

Commissioners of Works. The sums represent

the totals on the tenders from the several

builders who had been invited to compete :

—

Lovfttt

Peto
Brigga’(Birniingbani),

Lee
Brass
Broorae & Robinson....

Holland
Trollope
Dove
Coekburn (Dublin) ....

HipCS
Lucas
Baker
Jackson & Shaw

Kirk (Woolwich)
Bull (Southampton) .

£1,000,000 “odd”
928.500 0 0
871.242 0 0
870,870 0 0
860,863 0 0
861,930 0 0
861.243 0 0
859,313 0 0
852,200 0 0
816,790 0 0
822.500 0 0
813.036 0 0
780,890 0 0
759,878 0 0
759.000 0 0
764.000 0 0
719,787 0 0

THE BUILDING TRADE IN LONDON,

The carpenters and joiners have applied to

the Association of Master Builders of London
for an increase from 8id. to 9d. an hour. The
following reply has been returned :

—

" Sir,—I beg to enclose a cop7 of resolution passed by
the committee of the Central Association of Master
Builders ofLondon.—I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

pro Stahlby G. Bied, Hon. Sec.,
C. H. G.

Mr. C. Matkin, Secretary,
Carpenters’ aud Joiners' Committee, London.

Copy q/" Reiolution.

‘The committee of the Central Association of Master
Builders of London has received with surprise a request
from the carpenters to disturb the arrangement made so
recently as to rates of wages and hours of work. In
regard to the alleged present necessity of an increase of
weekly earnings, the committee is of opinion that it

should be met by working longer hours daring the
summer months,—an arrangement the committee is pre-
pared to consider.”’

PATENT AND MODERN INVENTIONS.
Sib,—

I

n yonr last week’s number you describe a patent
invention Messrs. Truswell & 60., of Sheffield, for
heating buildings by means of pipes fastened into a frame
plate at either end, and built into a furnace, the pipes
being heated bj" the furnace, and the air passing through
the pipes. This modern invention is certainly thir^ years
old, and probably much more. It was used in a £ondon
church, to my knowledge, very many years ago

;
and, as

far as I can remember, it answered to a certain extent.
The apparatus (identical with that you mention) is de-
scribed in Mr. Hood’s “Practical Treatise on Warming
Buildings,” fourth edition, p. 212, published in 1869

;
and

this is only another instance how frequently it happens
that old inventions are patented as new discoveries, which,
in fact, have been known and used for many years.

A CoNSTANt EeADEB.

INSTRUCTED PAINTERS.

Sir,—

I

notice in the Builder of this week,
March 22nd, that the Worshipful Company of

Painters are to offer prizes for decoration, &c.
The exhibitors, or candidates, are not aware of
the injnry they will do to their own interests, if

it becomes known in painters’ shops in London,
and among the foremen thereof. Of course it is

presumed that all the exhibitors are house-
painters, acenstoraed to distemper ceilings, paint

' kitchens, bedrooms, or drawing.rooms, as the
' case may be. As I have said, if it becomes
!
known_, they will not get a job at houae-painting

This may seem extraordinary, but it is never-

theless true, which I can prove in my own case,

and in that of an acquaintance of mine, who a

good workman in all that relates to the minor
departments of honse-painting, let alone decora-

tions and ornament of all kinds, and who ex.

hibited some patterns in the Painters’ Hall some
years since. He is very well known in tho trade

as a skilled workman, and they will not employ
him

;
he is willing to do the commonest work,—in

fact, anything that comes. I will not say much
of my own case

j
only, because I am supposed to

be a little skilled also
,

it has kept me out of

work for some time. I am not so well known as

the party I have mentioned, else it would be all

the worse for me.
Where will be tho benefit of Mr. Crace’s lec-

tures on drawing and decorations ? As you will

see by what I have said, when a man spends

some years in the study and practice of deco-

tion, and asks for work, he is told there is

nothing fine enough for him, though at the same
time he only wants to work as an ordinary

house-palnter. There is so little done in deco-

rations, that men would starve if they were to

wait till such work had to be done.

A Painter.

ELECTIONS UNDER THE SANITARY ACT,

lOUTH, LINCOLNSHIRE.

The joint committee, oousisbing of twelve

guardians and twelve members of the town
council, representing the Urban and Rural Sani.

tary Authorities of Louth, met on Monday, the

17th inst., to elect a medical officer of health for

the whole union, which comprises 90 parishes,

with an area of 147,292 acres
;
the population is

34,760, and the number of houses 8,129. There

were thirty-seven candidates, bat the voting

was confined to two of these, viz., Mr. T. W.
Bogg, Louth; and Dr. Domenicbetti, Penge.

Tho latter gentleman, who had very high testi-

monials, was elected by fourteen out of the

twenty present. The salary is 5001. per annum,
3751. being paid by the Rural, and 1251. by the

Urban Sanitary Authority.

The appointment (for five years) of Dr.

Domenicbetti was confirmed by the town coun*

oil at an evening meeting
;
the Doctor being also

appointed the public analyst. The council also

proceeded to the election of an inspector of

nuisances. There were ten candidates to select

from, but Mr. H. Marsden, surveyor, and Mr. T.

W. Wallis, surveyor, both residents of Louth,

were the only names voted for. Mr. Wallis was
appointed, receiving eleven votes, and Mr.

Marsden nine votes. The salary is 1001. per

annum, but the officer appointed (for two years)

is not required to give his whole time to the

performance of his duties. The area of Louth

is 2,560 acres, the population is 10,500, aud the

number of houses 2,713.

On Wednesday the committee of Board of

Guardians mot to appoint an inspector of

nuisances for the whole union (excepting Louth).

There were thirty-three candidates for this office

;

the salary, 2501. per annum, to include travelling

expenses, and the officer must devote his whole

time to his duty. The long list was reduced to

five names, the final selection being postponed to

the Wednesday following. This appointment

will be for two years.

It is much to be regretted that political feeling

should be allowed to prevail in elections such as

these, but this is unfortunately the case.

THE TRADES MOVEJEENT.

Lwerpool.—A largely- attended meeting of

master painters has been held at the rooms of

the Builders’ Association, Mr. Gardner in the

chair. The meeting was called to further con-

sider the demand of the operative painters to

reduce their hours of labour from 56 to 51 per

Wiek, and to increase their wages from 6id. to

7^6. per hour. The committee appointed to meet

a deputation from the men reported having

offered them a reduction in hours of labour to

55 per week (as worked by the other branches

of the building trade), and an increase of id-

per hour in wages, which they declined, agreeing

to forego the time question, but to adhere to

their demand for Id. per hour to their wages.

After fally discussing the question, it was
unanimously resolved,—“That the offer of the

committee, viz., 55 honra per week, and an

advance of ^d. per hour, be confirmed aud

adhered to.”

Leeds.—At a meeting of the engineering trade.
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lumerously attended, a resolution was passed,

tskiug that "time and quarter” should be paid
or the first two hours worked as overtime, and
‘time and half” for each additional hour;
louble time for Chriatmas-day and Sundays,
jach day to etand by itself in the computation
>f either day-time or overtime. The workmen
ffeeenb jjledged themselves to work no more
iverbime after the date (March 15th), ejccept
mder the conditions above specified. Some fifty

f the large mechanical employers in Leeds
lave already had a meeting on the subject, and
lave resolved that the demand cannot be con-
edod, and have passed a resolution that they
rill not pay for overtime at an extra rate imtil
. full week of 5-1 hours has been worked.
j&ienleen .—The painters are moving for an
dvanco of wages. Tlio operative joiners have
©manded an advance on their wages of 2s. 6d.
er.week, to take effect at 1st April next. The
lastora have offered 2 b., to commence on 20th
nne next. This the men have declined, and
here is every probability of a strike.

Alloa.—The operative joiners have addressed
circular to the masters, soliciting an advance
f Id. per hour on their wages, to take effect in
unc.

Arbroath.—At a large meeting of operative
finers, it was agreed to request the employers
Jr an advance of Jd. per hour on the present
ite of wages.
Bm-ntisland .—The joiners employed in the

)00motive workshops on the North British Rail-
'ay at Burntisland have applied to their overseer
jr an advance of wages. The avervge wa<>'6
mounts to 238. per week of 51 hours.

°

Clvppeiis .—-The fitters, joiners, and black,
niths employed by the Clippens Shale Oil Com.
my, who struck work inconsequence of having
iceived notice of an increase of their weekly
orking hours from 54 to 57, have accepted
leir employers’ terms, and are now working the
lOreased hours.

Ayr .—The dispute between the operative
liners who struck work, and their employers,
lems to be no nearer a close. The operatives
jmand an advance of |d. per hour, and a
iduction of the hours from 54 to 51 per week,
t a meeting of the masters, held on Friday
eek, it was agreed to withdraw their offer of
1. advance, and offer only id., without any
iduction of the hoars.

by there will be an exhibition of these flowers,
and so the movement will grow.

I take it, sir, that this is one of the kindliest
of the many kind efforts of the present day,
most humanising in its effect, and redounding to
the honour of its promoters, whom, as an out-
sider, I beg leave to thank most heartily, and to
commend the movement to other workers in
other places. e. G.

FLOWERS FOR THE POOR.
Sia,—One of the kindliest efforts towards the
nelioration of the surroundings of a number of
>or people in their homes, is now taking place
the dirty and densely-populated neighbour-

jod of Greongate, Salford. The movement has
ten begun by a number of benevolent gentle,
en, and led by Mr. Lee Grindon and Mr. John
iwards. Mr. Grindon is very well known as
I eminent botanist, whoso writings descriptive
the flora and their habitat found in the

cinity of Manchester have given a great
imulus to botanical study, and added largely
the interest felt in our country rambles.
About the close of the past year these gontle-
3n invited the poor people, by handbill, to
me and receive gratis a potted hyacinth bulb,
lich they had to promise to tend, and with the
•derstandiiig that when the flowers were in
jom there would be an exhibition. Many
ndreds were distributed in this manner

;
and

the plants are now at their best, a show was
Id on Saturday afternoon last, in the Richmond
icture Hall, when not less than 250 plants
ire brought up by their respective owners,
0 individuals, for nobody got more than one
t,—and the plants were very creditable indeed
their growers. Most of them had evidently
en well cared for. The public were admitted
view on payment of 2d. each, and prizes of
dl-established hydrangeas, vallotas, &c., were
idly given as rewards for the best flowers by
•. R. S. Yates, and every exhibitor received a
all parcel of flower-seeds suitable for the
acinth-pot, when that flower should have done
loming, with instructions how to sow it, &c.
my^ of the recipients, doubtless, never had
ything like these in their hands before, unless
might be the roe of a high.dried herring, and
jy would be perfectly ignorant of wljat to do
th them. As fresh mould would be required
the pot at planting, and such a thing is un-
own in Greengate, a gentleman residing in
wor Broughton has kindly offered to supply
that is needed from his own garden. By-and-

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Lanibetk.—A largely-attended gathering of

students and ex-students of this school and their
friends took place at the school, Miller-lane,
Upper Kennington-lane, for the purpose of pre-
senting Mr. Edwin Bale, who has held the post of
assistant-master for the last ten years, with a
testimonial. The testimonial, as described by
the South London Chronicle, consisted of a hand-
some richly-engraved silver claret-jug and
salver, and also of two claret.jugs in sgraffito
ware designed by Miss Barlow and her brother,
students in the school.

Cambridge.— The annual exhibition of this
school has been held at the Institution. The
customaiy meeting in connexion with it took
place in the assembly-room of the Guildhall, the
chair being occupied by the Rev. Professor
Lightfoot, who was accompanied on the platform
by Mr. A. J. B. Beresford Hope, M.P., Mr. Sidney
Colvin, the new Slade Professor of Fine Arts, the
mayor, and others. There was a large attend-
ance of pupils and their friends.
The hon. secretary read the report, in which

it was said :

—

" The school has now completed ita fourteenth yean
and the committoe can speak with satisfaction of the
attendance of the studenta, the numbers hayinc been fullv
kept up.

“ '

The committee, however, think it their duty to state
that the Government inapector in hla report haa called
attention to the want of minute care and eamestncBS of
purpose in the delineation of objecta, and to the lack of
desire to imitate closely general outline. These remarks
apply principaUy to the croups of still life. The atudeuta
have uotthisyear aucceedod in obtaining any of the higher
or national Government prizes as was done last year • hut
this distinction is so special that the failure ia no cauae for
discouragement."

The Government had awarded various ordinary
prizes for work done during the year.
The Chairman said, an unexpected, hut a

pleasing duty now fell to his lot, in presenting
to their master, Mr. Wood, a testimonial of the
affection and the esteem which the students
felt for that gentleman. Judging by his own
sentiments, he did not think there were any
higher tokens of appreciation than these. He
was quite sure the appreciation of his pupils
would go further to his heart than the treatment
of the Government officials. It would, no doubt,
be an incentive to future exertions.

’

Mr. Wood, who was warmly received, said he
was extremely obliged to them. The awards of
the Government Inspectors were not to be chal-
lenged, but he, nevertheless, did challenge them.
He wanted the students to look more to Nature,
and to infuse a little more life into their labours.
It was true they were painstaking; but ho wished
them to stand higher (not with the South Keu-
sington Department, but) with the public.
Frome .—The prizes and certificates won by

pupils of this school in the annual examination in
connexion with the Science and Art Department,
South Kensington, in April, 1872, were presented
at the rooms of the school, by the Rev. J. S. H.
Homer, president. Owing, doubtless, to the un^
favourable state of the weather, the attendance
of pupils and visitors was small. The president
said, they had now arrived at the eighth year of
the school’s history. During the year 1872, there
were 297 works sent to London executed by their
pnpils. That was not quite so many as in the
previous year, but it did nob follow that the school
was not doing as good a work, or that the pupils
were less earnest and energetic. Such a school
as theirs was certain to e,tperience many vicissi-
tudea and. ups and downs. Of the 297 works,
286 were for elementary drawing, and 11 in the
advanced section. In a town like Frome it was
peculiarly their work to advance elementary
drawing. ^

The Snb-Wealden Eacploration.— Quite
unexpectedly, at a depth of 131 ft., a stratified
mass of pure white crystalliue gypsum (statuary
alabaster) has been reached. No sneh accumu-
lation of gypsum was ever met with in Sussex
before. Gypsum being a material which is
commercially valuable, the landowners are
seriously considering the question of working it

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Dresden Church, built from plana

by Sir G. G. Scott, in 1853, and enlarged accord-
ing to a provision in the original plans, in 1863,
has again been enlarged, to meet the needs of
this large and increasing suburb of Longton.
The accommodation was originally 272, it was
increased to 452 in 1863, and it has now been
further increased to 670. This last increase haa
been made by lengthening the entire fabric
westwards. A porch haa been added, and many
internal improvements made. The floor of the
entire building has been boarded, and tho centre
aisle paved with Minton’s encaustic tiles. The
seats have been cleaned and re-vamished, and
new kneelers provided. The organ has been
improved, and a new bourdon stop added, by
Messrs. Bellamy & Stringer, of Hanley. The
total cost of enlargement and improvement will
amount to about 1,0001. The architect employed
was Mr. Lynam, of Stoke, and the boildera
Messrs. Inskip, of Longton.

;

’

Murston .—The tender of Messrs. Adcock &
Rees, of Dover, for rebuilding the church on a
new; site, according to plans prepared by Mr.
W. Burges, has been accepted by the committee!
The amount required ia nearly 3,0001., of which
about two-thirds have been subscribed or pro-
mised. Tho new church ia intended to be built
in a more central position, so that the inhabitants
of the eastern parts of Sittiiigboume will bo
benefited as much as those of the actual parish
of Murston.

Saffron Walden.—A meeting has been held in
the Town-hall to consider the report of the
architect, Mr. C. Butterfield, who had been con-
sulted as to the state of St. Mary’s Church, and
the probable cost of ita restoration. It was’ also
an object of the meeting to open a subscription.
Iwt. The Rev. T. C. Beasley, vicar, presided.
He said he had written to Mr. Butterfield as to
the coat, and he had replied that the sum of
6,0001. would be tho entire cost of the restora-
tion of the fabric and tho church. The report of
the architect called special attention to the
deplorable state of the north windows and the
roofs, and proposed that these should be restored
at once. It was proposed to extend the work
over three years. The vicar further announced
that Lord Braybrooko had autliorised him to
state that he would give 6001. towards the
restoration fund, in addition to restorinn- the
entire chancel at his own cost. He estimated
that the cost of the latter would amount to about
8001. A snbscription-list was then opened with
a total of 1,0841.

Broadclyst .—The chief atones of a chapel and
school have been laid at Westwood. The build,
mgs themselves will cost about 1,5001., hut that
does^ not include site or anrroundin"8. The
architect is Mr. Edward Ashworth, of Exeter •

and the builders are Messrs. Diggins & Smith’
also of Exeter; the Bath stone dressinn-a are
supplied by Messrs. Mitchell & Son, of the Haven
Bank Works; and the carving is being done by
Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter. The bnilding is
Early Decorated Gothic. The walls are being
constructed of Killerton stone, with Bath stone
dressings. This Killerton stone is dark-coloured,
honey-comhed, of volcanic origin, rather soft
when taken from its ancient oven, but which
hardens to great power of endurance when ex-
posed. The nave ia 39^ ft. in length, by 21i ft.
In tho north transept is the vestry, 9 ft. by 7^ ft
The chancel is 21^ ft. in length, by 14 ft. in
breadth. The seats will be open, according to
the fashion of the times, and calculated to
accommodate 110 persons. A Corsham stone
pulpit will bo the rostrum for the preacher, and
there will be a font of tho same material. The
chapel is to be lighted by six windows in the
nave, filled with cathedral diamond glass—
three windows wiU give light to the chancol.
ihere will be an entrance-porch, 8 ft. by 7 ft.
The roof, as a matter of course, will be openmth carved braces, and moulded wall-plates!
ihe chancel roof will have trussed rafters and
colics, with carved ball-flowers in the hollows
hned mth V-jointed boarding. The chancel!
arch wHI spnng from carved corbels, the work
of Mr. Hems. The floor of the chancel will be
laid mth black and red Minton tiles, the sacrium
and footpace with encaustic tiles to a design —
the nave and porch with Langport atone pavinn-
The rwf will be covered with county slatimr to
vary in colours The bell-turret is to have a
Warner s bell of 2 cwt., with wrought-iron cross
and moulded base upon the apex. The school
premises are a few yards further up the field.
The schoolroom is 27 ft, by 18 ft., with a mis-
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tress’s dwelling and all necessary offices. It is

to be a ‘‘dame scliool.” It is in a style con-

sonant with that of the chapel, the materials of

construction the same. The walls are to be

lined with brick, in lien of plastering.^ The

school is to accommodate about sixty children.

The walls, at points, are now several feet above

the ground.

JdoIis

Ilemavl<s on the Land Transfer Question, with a

Sketch nf a Flan for a General Register. By

F. n. Colt, of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-

law. London : Sweet. 1S73.

The cost, the uncertainty, and the delay atten.

dant on the purchase and transfer of land, often

form serious obstacles to those who would possess

it, especially in small quantity.

Mr. Colt has brought before the public (under

the sanction of a permitted dedication to the

Lord Chancellor), a proposal which seems to us

to be at onco simple and effective. He allows

Time to come to the aid of legislation in a manner

which is both easy aud effective. He proposes

that every transfer of land, after the passing of

the suggested Act, should be compulsorily regis-

tered, such register giving to the transferee a

perfect title as against the transferror. In

case of demise or of bankruptcy, the transfer by

will, by legal heirship, or by operation of lav,’, is

to be thus registered, as well as in the case of

sale and conveyance, no charge upon land, ex-

cept a first mortgage, to be put on the register.

The operation of this plan would, within the life-

time of a couple of generations, establish a per-

feet legal title to all the landed estates of the

country that would be at once indefeasible, easy

of access, and readily available to purchasers.

It would do this at a minimum coat, and with a

minimum degree of interference with existing

interests. The remarks to which we refer are

reprinted, with additions from the columns of the

Law Journal, of which, we believe, Mr. Colt is

one of the editors.

neer, Leeds. London : Blackie & Son.” In this

volume the author has compared his own prac-

tical experience mth the data from Joule’s and

Rognault’s experiments
j

and gives the con-

clusions to which repeated trials and observa-

tions have led him. “ Cracroft’s Investment

Tracts : American Railways as Investments. By
Robert Giffen. London ; Stanford.” Iiiforma-

tion is here given as to the average profits of

American railways, the conditions and dis-

tribution of profit, the land grants, the

legal position of American railways, &c. On
page 28 the author gives some incredible,

looking figures as to the wealth and popula-

tion of the United States, by decades from

1790 to 1860. According to the table in ques-

tion, the value of real and personal property in

the States has mounted up from 750,000,000 dol-

lars in 1790 to 30,069,000,000 dollars in 1870,

which, even making the largest possible allow,

ance for depreciation of dollars between 1860

and 1870, is a tremendous leap, even over

16.159,000,000 dollars in 1860. Yet, as the

author remarks, if wealth increases in England

twice as fast as tho population, the rate of in-

crease in the States between 1840 and 1850

(3,764,000.000 dollars to 7,135,000,000 dollars)

should at least be credible, as it is in little more
than the same ratio ;

and many reasons, be adds,

could be urged for believing in the higher rate

between 1850 and 1860. The average property

to each person is stated to have been 187 dol-

lars in 1790 and 776 in 1870. “ Second An-

nual Report of the Board of Commissioners of

the Department of Public Parks for the year

ending May 1, 1872. New York : Bryant & Co.”

The detailed nature of this report may be seen

from the fact that it consists of about 250 pages

of imperial octavo size. On the subject of con-

Crete pavements, tho Report says :

—

This department has laid, chiefly in the year 1871,

Utilisation of Slag.—Mr. Woodward, of

Darlington, has patented a plan for manufactur-

ing bricks from scoria), and tho system is now
i

at work at the Eston Works of Mr. Thomas ;

Yaughan. The slag is taken as it comes from

the blast-furnace. It runs into a series of I

moulds, placed at regular intervals on a revolving ,

table. After being removed from the moulds i

the bricks are thrown into a kiln or furnace i

close at hand, where they are annealed; and .

afterwards they are used in any ordinary struc-

ture for which clay bricks are suitable. The :

fracture is said to be close and firm, and they vi

are capable of resisting an intense heat. So far :

as strength is concerned, they will withstand a >

crushing force of 3 to 4 tons per cubic inch, or :

four or five times more than that of common i

bricks. The scori® brick remains unaffected by

exposure to the atmosphere, it is said, but this

does not accord with what has been said of slag ;

used for roads which is said to contain sulphur,

and to be liable to disintegration. This should •(

bo disproved, if possible, of the bricks. There is

a considerable loss by breakage, but once solidi. j

fied they are as hard as granite. It is calculated*'

they can be made for Ss. per 1,000, or even less^

whereas ordinary bricks cost 203. and upwards^

per 1,000. A new company has been formed, on

the limited liability principle, to work Mr. Wood-

ward’s patent, and they have acquired the right i

to the slag of all tho blast-furnaces on the Tees,

including those both above and below Middles--

brougb.

The Year-Book of Facts in Science and Art. By
Jons Timbs. London: Lockwood & Co. 1873.

0>'CE more Mr. Timbs embalms for the popular

eye the most recondite fruits of the year’s pro-

gress in science aud art amongst the adepts,

much of which might otherwise not be seen or

heard of for years, if at all, by the public. And
yet Mr. Timbs is not seldom taken to task

Ly hypercritics because he is not the author,

but only the editor, as a rule, of some of his

most useful books. But of wbat worth, com-

pared with this volume, would such a book

be, even were it written by the hypercritic him-

self ? It is the ipsiss.’nia verba of men of

science and of arts which constitute its value.

The present volume has a portrait of Dr. W. B.

Carpenter, the president of the British Associa-

tion in 1872, and a vignette of the central rotunda

of the Vienna Exhibition, with a reference to

p. 27, on which is our own account of the

rotunda, duly acknowledged. The interest of

the volume is as varied and great as it has been

any year during the last quarter of a century,

or at least since the origin of this standard

work.

poaitioHS and procesaes have been employed
pose, all of which were expected to be improvementa upon
the ordinary atone and gravel roada and waits previously

used. Ou inspection, at the close of the last winter, the

condition of but a verv small part of all these pavements

was found to be satisfactory, The surface of the walks

which had been laid more than one year was disintegrated

inwholeorin frequent patches, and it was evident that

an extensive reconstruction, or large repair, was imme-
diately necoasarr.

A number of gentlemen connected with the public

works of Philadelphia, Washington, and Brooklyn were

invited by tho Department to make an examination and

study of the subject, aud a report of certain conclusions

reached by them bas been made public. It was ascertained

that over one hundred patents for bituminous concretes,

especiaDy designed for the surface of walks and roads,

had been issued from the United States Patent Office, the

specifications of most of which provide for an admixture of

substances, the only efiect of which would be detrimental

to the purpose in view. The reason of the failure ofothers

is found either in the fact that the bituminous substance

used contains different and unknown proportions of acci-

dental impurities,—some positively harmful, and some
simply useless,—or in the fact that greater judgment and

skill is in some parts exercised by the workmen engaged

in the manipulation of the combination than in others.

The practicability of obtaining here a concrete pavement
similar in character to those which have been found for

years past so satisfactory in Paris is not doubted, but as

yet no method by which an equally valuable result can be

accomplished, except at a coat which would forbid^ its

generd application, has been completely established.”

VARIORUM.

"The Illustrated Guide and Directory of

Manufactures,” edited by R. S. Barker (75,

Fleet-street), has reached a third edition, and

has been enlarged. The object of the work is

‘‘ to show the buyer at a glance the names and

addresses of the leading manufacturers engaged

in any particular trade in all parts of the king-

dom.” We are disposed to think that many
names might yet be added, still the book goes a

long way towards doing what it professes to do.

“ TheExportMerchant Shippers of Loudon,”

1873 (Dean & Son), is another directory that

will bo found useful by many of our readers.

The shippers are arranged alphabetically, and
there is an index to places of shipment also.

“ Vachei-’s Parliamentary Companion ” has been

published fur March, and contains its usual large

amount of necessary information. The second

edition of ‘‘ How to Make a House Healthy and
Comfortable,” by H. J. Lanchester (Sirapkin,

Marshall, & Co.), contains some additional

matter, and will serve to make popular advice

often given before, bat which cannot be too often

repeated. ” Steam in the Engine : its Heat
and its Work. By P. Kauffer, Managing Engi-

(tsttllanta

Steam-Boiler Inspection. — The Twenty,

second half-yearly report of the Midland Steam-

Boiler Inspection and Assurance Company, at

Stourbridge, bas been issued in a printed form.

It states that there were 3,285 boilers under the

care of the Company, and this number has since

increased. There have been two slight and one

serious explosion among tho assured boilers

during the past half-year, but without injury to

any one. There was no explosion among the

boilers under the Company in the first half of

the year 1872. During the past year there were

made 13,626 examinations of boilers, of which

1.697 have been seen inside, and 1,808 in the

flues. Of the 3,285 boilers under the Company,
1,155 were used at collieries or mines, 1,502 at

ironworks, and 628 at mills of various kinds.

The boilers may be described in general terms

as 2,514 fired externally, and 771 fired internally.

The detection of internal or external corrosion

has been frequent. The causes of explosion

have been, as heretofore, about equally divided

between faults of construction, want of proper

inspection, and inattention of attendants; bat

there bas been an unusnal number of casualties

to steam pipes and fittings. In a recent case of

explosion, we may remark, careless attendants

had first lighted the fir.*, and then filled the

boiler

!

A New (?) Patent Grate.—A patent has

'

been taken ont by Messrs. Carrington & Platt

for a fire-grate of simple construction, designed

to prevent the formation of smoke, and to cause

more perfect and regular combustion of coaL

It consists of an ordinary fire-grate, with bars

in front, and a back and sides of fire-clay, the

whole of which is pivoted in a suitable frame on

two supports. By a small handle this grate can

be rotated on these points. Small grids are-

placed at the top and bottom. The fire is

lighted in the ordinary manner, and when it bas

burnt clear, the upper grate is removed, and

fresh fuel placed on, as in ordinary grates; the

movable grid is then replaced, and the grate is

turned round, with the fresh fuel at the bottom-

Thus the fuel burns gradually downwards, and

the production of smoke is almost, if not entirely,

prevented. The advantages of the invention ai-e

said to be great economy of fuel, prevention of

smoke, and perfect combustion, as well as a

steady, continuous fire, requiring little use of a

poker, and saving more than 20 per cent, of fuel.

The rotating grate is an old invention, as past

pages of the Builder will show
;
but it may be

none the worse for that, only it does not seoia

to have yet come into general use.

Technological Examinations.—The pro-

gramme for 1873 of the Society of Arts has-

appeared in print. It states that at the confer-

ence held at the house of the Society on the

20th July, 1872, Prince Arthur in the chair, the

council’s scheme of technical examinations, as

proposed by Captain Donnelly, R.E., a member
of their body, having been cordially approved of,

the council have decided to hold annually, in

conjunction with the examinations of the Science

and Art Department, examinations in the techno-

logy of some of the arts and manufactures of the

country. Due notice will be given of the several

industries in which examinations will be held.

The examination will be by a special examina-

tion-paper, to be worked in conjunction with

these examinations. The practical skill will be

judged by the returns of the candidates’ em-

ployment, for some years past, in the particol^

art or manufacture. The programme of ex-

aminations for each industry is given. The

subjects for the year 1873 are Cotton, Paper*

Silk, Steel, and Carriage-Building. Announce-

ments will be made from time to time of any

additional prizes that may be offered in each

subject.

The Amalgamated Society of Engineers.

At the Newcastle-on-Tyne County Court on

Wednesday a member of the Amalgamated So-

ciety of Engineers made a claim on the funds foi

a weekly allowance under the rules. For the

defence it was stated, according to reports, that

the rules of the society were not registered, Md
this plea was held to be fatal to the claim.

There must surely be some error in this account

If not, it is time the members took advice as tc

their position. The society is stated to numbei

40,000 members, with funds to the amount ol

250,0001.
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“ Removal ” of Northumberland House.

—

fc is proposed to remove the house bodily, in the

Lmerican style, on a balk timber framework,

nserted transversely and longitudinally below
he basement of the house, and by the applica-

iion of a series of powerful screw-jacks lifting

ihe superincumbent mass, moving it along a
prepared tramway, and then veering it around
:o square with the approach from Pall-mall

!

‘ Proposed Widening of Charing-cross.

—

it the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board
'f Works, the Parliamentary Committee reported

hat they had further considered the Admiralty
nd War Office Re-building Bill, by which it is

>roposed to pull down the buildings on the west
ide of Charing-cross from Drummond’s Bank
,0 the Horse Guards, extending westward to the
:.epth of nearly 500 ft., and on that site to

©-build public offices. It had occurred to the

lommittee that this would be a favourable

ipportunity for widening the thoroughfare at
Pharing-cross, and they recommended that they
le authorised to confer with the First Commis-
lioner of Her Majesty’s Works, &o., as to

Whether an arrangement can be made forwiden-

pg the thoroughfare at Charing-cross, in con-
lexion with the Admiralty and War Office

te-building Bill. The Bill has since been
jrithdrawn.

! Who Orders must Pay.—At the Sussex
^ent Assizes, before Mr. Justice Brett, the
aso of Macfarlane & Co. v. Dr. J. F. Money
vas tried. Dr. Money, of Brighton, employed a
guilder, Mr. Kemp, under an architect, Mr. Hill,

p erect four houses for him, under a contract
I

pith the builder. Messrs. Macfarlane & Co., of

uondon and Glasgow, supplied iron-work; and'
(especting a balcony Dr. Money was consulted,

f'he question at issue will appear from the
lUdge’s summing up. His lordship said the
[uestion was not whether plaintiffs had given
jredit to defendant, but whether there ever was
I

contract between the parties by which de-

^ndant agreed to pay plaintiffs for the goods
[applied for building the houses. The invoices

t?ere not sent in till some time after the goods
(Od been delivered, nor until Mitchell had ascer-

[ained that Kemp was in difficulties. It was for

[be jury to say whether the fact of the invoices
[•eing sent in to Dr. Money after Kemp had
Riled did not show that plaintiffs were looking

iut for some one to pay them for their goods.

Phe jury immediately returned a verdict for the
efendant.

Weatlier Reports and Charts.—A specimen
eport and chai't of the weather in the British

sies and their vicinity, prepared by Mr. G. A.
lowell, has been lithographed by Whiteman &
lass, of 236, Holbom, London. As Mr. Rowell
lomai'ks, “ The value of maps^ showing by signs

he simultaneous meteorological conditions over

\ vast extent is now fully proved by the tri.

(

lily issue of weather charts by the American
overnment, giving at a glance (on a map 22 in.

7 14 in.) the state of the weather, at intervals

eight hours, over the whole of the United
States. These charts must be extremely vain-

ible to the agriculturist, in giving a warning of

he approaching storm or a change to wet or dry
reathor; and so also to those engaged in mari-
ime affairs. They have also already led to a
^lowledge of important facts as regards the
lourse and cause of storms. The plan of the
innexed map is suggested as a ready means for
riving the information to which it relates

j
it is

limilar to one I submitted to the Ashmolean
Society in 1848.”

Accidents.—About 100 ft. of the Drogheda
^uay-wall has fallen into the River Boyne, carry.

Qg with it a corresponding length of adjoining
treet about 12 ft. broad. The accident was
aused by tidal action undermining the wall.

A gas explosion in the High-street, Lincoln,

'as blown out the new front of a shop put in a
reek before, and strewed the High-street oppo-
ite with a debris of looking-glass, teapots, and
tther wares. Gas having escaped through the

light, the too usual course of seeking for the
burce of the escape with a naked light and not
Hth the nose was adopted, and with the usual
jesult.

Clerk of Works to Paddington Vestry.

—

it a recent meeting of the vestry, the Highways
[lommittee submitted the names of three candi-
[ates, viz., Mr. John Conway, Mr. George Lewis,
nd Mr. John I. Oram, as most eligible for the
ffice of clerk of works. On a ballot being taken,
Ir. John Conway was elected, at a salary of 1401.
ler annum.

Costly Water Pittings.—The vestries and
district Boards of the metropolis are protesting

almost with one accord against the preposterous

regulations which the water companies have
made, and the Board of Trade have approved,
in pursuance of the Act passed last session for

ensuring a constant water supply, and the

Metropolitan Board has expressed its determina-
tion to resist as far as possible the enforcement
of the regulations. It is declared that the cost

involved is equal in many cases to the rent of

the house for two years, and involves a cost over
the house-owners of London of 11 millions

sterling ! The Metropolitan Board have asoer-

tained that the expense of providing the fittings

required will amount to more than 101. for a
small cottage, and to 601. and upwards for each
of the large houses in the West-end of London, and
they are in hopes of inducing the Government
to appoint a Commission on a subject which
interests every householder in the metropolis.

Extension of the London Hospital.—

A

public meeting has been held in the Egyptian
Hall of the Mansion House, for the purpose of

aiding the managers of the London Hospital,

Whitechapel.road, in raising a sum of 100,0001.,

which is required for the purpose of providing

additional accommodation, and meeting in other

respects the growing demands upon the hospital.

The Lord Mayor presided, and among those on
the platform were the Duke of Cambridge, pre-

sident of the hospital, and other influential gentle-

men. The present expenditure of the hospital is

said to be 20,0001. a year in excess of its fixed

income. The secretary, at the close of the

I

meeting, read a list of 'the sums already sub-

scribed to the fund, amounting to 37,0001. It

was stated, that of the 100,0001. now asked for,

about 25,0001. would be expended in erecting

the additional accommodation that was required
and the remainder would be devoted to the main-
tenance of the hospital.

Crane-testing.—In a case decided at the
Devon Lent Assizes,— Kerslako v. The E.xeter

Corporation,—the plaintiff had supplied a crane
for defendants, and the chief point turned on
the testing of the crane. The judge said there

was not a tittle of evidence of adoption by the
corporation. The crane was not tested to their

satisfaction, and in ordering it to bo removed
they only did what they were bound to do. A
crane was a very dangerous thing, and if life

was lost by the poor workmen who were bound
to work under it, it would be a case of cruel

manslaughter on the part of those who compelled
the men to work with it. The corporation were
quite right in acting in the spirit they did. The
jurymen did not seem to understand the case,

and his lordship had to further explain it to

them. They then found theii' verdict for the
defendants.

Steel from the Ore with little Coal.—An
important lecture has been delivered to a
crowded audience of the fellows of the Chemical
Society, at Burlington House, by Dr. C. William
Siemens, F.R.S., ” On the Manufactore of

Wrought Iron and Cast Steel direct from Iron
Ore by a new Method.” By this process the
blast-fumaoes, as well as the laborious puddling
operations, are suppressed, the ore being simply
deoxidised, and the iron precipitated, in a new
furnace, from which it is withdrawn in the
state of blooms, and at once shingled or melted
into steel. In place of some 4 tons of

best coal to obtain a ton of wrought iron, only
28 owt. of coal of an inferior quality produce
the same weight. An interesting discussion

followed the lecture, in which Dr. Frankland,
F.R.S.,and other leading chemists took part. It

resulted in the confirmation of the views pro-

pounded by Dr. Siemens.

Land in London.—At the London Auction
Mart, on Wednesday week, Messrs. Edwin Fox
& Bousfield sold the Globe Tavern, at the
comer of Fore-street and Finsbury.pavement,
for 17,000^., the two houses adjoining in Fore-
street for 8,400Z., and the Moorgate Tavern, in

Finsbury.pavement, for 8,150L The area of
the several lots amounted to 3,448 ft., so that
the price realised was at the rate of lOL per
superficial foot.

Mr. Wagner, C.E.—In our last we printed
a letter headed “Northumberland House: an
Idea,” sent to ns, clearly written by the writer,

Mr. J. Wagner, a civil engineer. On the day it

was published (Friday, the 21st), the writer died,

at his residence in the Vauxball-road, aged
soventy-one years.

Compulsory Taking of a Manor Parm for
Drainage Purposes.—At a special meeting of

the Reading Town Council, the common seal of

the corporation was affixed to a notice to Mr.
Richard Attenborough of the intention of the

Local Board of Health, pursuant to the Reading
Local Board Waterworks, Sewerage, Drainage,

and Improvement Act, 1870, and the Acts
incorporated therewith, to issue their warrant to

the sheriff of Berks for summoning a special

jury for the purpose of determining the price

and compensation payable to the said Richard
Attenborough, and stating the amount which the

council are willing to give for compensation.

The offer was 5s. for the Manor Farm, &o. ;
but

the special jury, of course, will make the award,
and the the Board will pay it. Mr. Hawkins,
Q.C., and another counsel, have been retained

for Mr. Attenborough.

Local Improvements at Westerham.—

A

short time since an improvement in the foot-

paths of the High-street of this town was made
by several owners of property, and now a long
stretch of new pavement has been laid down in

front of the property of the squire, who has
: caused sundry walla and fences belonging to

him to be pulled down and set further back, so

as to enable his workmen to continue the foot-

path along one side of the road, where previously

none existed. Colonel Warde has also settled

upon giving, as a site for the group of alms-
houses which a certain charitable Sister of

Mercy is about to erect here and endow, at the
cost of about 10,0001., a piece of ground which
will possess a frontage to the London-road. The
plans and elevations have been prepared by
Mr. F. Streatfeild, of Charts Edge, and Mr.
Worssell’s contract for erecting them has, we
understand, been accepted.

The City Walls of Gloucester. — Mr.
Bellows, one of the members of the Cotteswold

Naturalists’ Field Club, has laid bare portions of

that part of the wall lying north of the East Gate
of Gloucester, at his new premises in Eastgate-

street. The wall, exposed for a length of 42 ft.,

says the local Chronicle, proved to be about 6 ft.

on the top, increased by three successive sets-off

to a width of about 7 ft. towards the base.

Nothing as yet has been found so as to indicate

specially a Roman origin. On the inner side,

however, amongst broken pottery and other

rubbish of undoubted Roman character, wore
found three pieces of Samian ware with the

potter’s mark upon them, and a few other

ancient relics.

Slaughterhouses in the Metropolis.—At
the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, the Works Committee reported that they
had considered the subject of the Bill introduced

by Dr. Brower, M.P., to repeal the 7tb section

of the Building Act of 1844, prohibiting the

existence of slaughterhonses in the metropolis

after 1874. It appeared to the committee that

the Board should approve the Bill, and they
recommended accordingly. At the desire of the

solicitor, the consideration of the report was
deferred in order that he might fully consider

the Act, and report to the Board thereon ; and
also take the opinion of Mr. Manisty, Q.O., and
Mr. Poland, as to its interpretation. Meantime,
Dr. Brewer explained the provisions of his Bill.

We regret that we cannot support him.

London International Exhibition, 1873.
At the fourth meeting of the committee on Scien-

tific Inventions and New Discoveries at the Royal
Commission Offices, Gore Lodge, Mr. Chas. B.

Vignoles, F.R.S., in the chair, the committee
examined the objects already delivered, and re-

jected those which, in their opinion, were nn-

worthy of admission in the class, which consists

of objects the excellence and novelty of which
are so great as to render it undesirable that

their introduction to the public should bo de-

layed until the proper year for the exhibition

of their class of manufacture in the Industrial

Division. The arrangement of objects is pro-

ceeding rapidly.

Parquet Ploors.—We willingly mention that

Messrs. A. J. Arrowsmith & Co. obtained a
medal and certificate at the Dublin Exhibition

for their parquet floors. The same firm are

providing handsome parquet dados for the prin-

cipal apartments of Bolton Townhall.

“ The Vapour Stove.”—We are asked to

state that the “vapour stove” recently men.
tioned in our pages is sold in London, not
Liverpool. The manufacturers must take the
usual modes of making their address known.
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Tracinif-paper.—A method for rendering
ordinary drawing-paper transparent for the pnr-

pose of making tracings, and of removing its

transparency so as to restore its former appear-
ance when tho drawing is completed, has been
invented by C. Puscher. It consists in dissolving

a given quantity of castor-oil, in one, two, or
three volumes of absolute alcohol, according to

the thickness of the paper, and applying it by
means of a sponge. The alcohol evaporates in a
few minutes, and the tracing-paper is dry and
ready for immediate use. Tho drawing or
tracing can be made either with lead-pencil or
India-ink, and the oil removed from the paper
by immersing it in absolute alcohol, thus restor-

ing its original opacity. The alcohol employed
in removing the oil is, of course, preserved for
diluting the oU used in preparing the next
sheet,

Driving Machinery by Waste Heat of
Steel Works.— Arrangements have been
patented by Mr. Joseph Knott, of the High-
field Steel Works, Sheffield, for applying the
waste heat of steel melting furnaces to the
driving of the machinery. They are very
simple. Mr. Knott has six furaaces along the
end of one meiting-room, discharging their sur-

plus heat and flame into a perpendicular ohinmey
stack of the usnal kind. A boiler-room adjoins,
and the boiler is laid along the side of the chim-
ney stack. To tho perpendicular flues dampers
are fitted, by the insertion of which the heat and
flame are diverted into a wide horizontal flue

under tho boiler.

Proposed Memorial to the late Samuel
Bamford,—A meeting of the subscribers to the
fund for the erection of a memorial at Middleton
in honour of the late Samuel Bamford, has been
held in that town. Various designs were sub-
mitted, including one of a statue, and it was
decided that tho most suitable form would be an
obelisk of rough granite, with an appropriate
inscription.

Society of Biblical Archaeology.—A pro-
position has been made by the few surriving
members of the Syro-Egyptian Society, the
Anglo-Biblical Institute, the Chronological Insti-

tuto, and the Palestine Archmological Associa-
tion, to incorporate, with all their books and
effects, as life members of the society of Biblical
Archaeolo^, and this will be recommended for
consideration by the council.

A Great Make.—Messrs. Thomson& Browning,
the London agents of the Darlington Iron Com-
pany, write,—“It may be interesting to some of
your readers to know that during the last fort-
night 3,988 tons of rails were made at these
works. We do not think so large a quantity of
rails has ever been made in England, under one
roof, within the same space of time.”

Engineer to the Great Yarmouth Port
Commission.— Sir John Coode, C.E., has ac-
cepted tho office of consulting engineer to tho
Great Yarmouth Port and Haven Commission,
and will in a short time inspect the harbour
works.

TENDERS
Eor TnetropoliUn meat and poultry markets, Smith-

field. Western extension. Mr. Horace Jonea, architect.
Mr. W. Heddail, and Meesra. WiUiama & Taylor, sur-
veyors :

—

Higgs £103,233 0 0
Myers & Sons 99,980 0 0
Baker & Son 99,483 0 0
Lucas, Brothers 09,-tt6 0 0
Peto Brothers 95,870 0 0
Webster 93,950 0 0
Hart,., 88,946 0 0
Perry & Co 88,875 0 0
Henshaw & Co 87,845 0 0
Trollope & Sons 85,743 0 0
Ashby & Horner 84,917 0 0
Conder ^520 0 0
Ashby & Sons 84,245 0 0
Hill & Sons 83,827 0 0
Browne & Robinson 83,180 0 0
Holland & Hatmen 82,848 0 0

For alterations, &c., in rear of Ho. 26, Red Lirm-square,
Eolbom, W.C. Messrs. Davis & Emanuel, architects—

Goodwin £300 15 q
Vernall 333 g 0
Williams & Son 327 0 0

For Brierly HiU Board schools and teachers’ residences
Mr. T. Smith, architect- Quantities by Messrs. T. C &
J. P. Sharp :

—

Thompson £6.623 11 7
Lovatt 6,100 0 0
Nelson 5_666 0 0
Horton 6,493 0 0
Stockton & Sons 6,479 0 0

For a shoe manufaetoty, Stafford, for Messrs. HoUin &
Anderson. Mr. J. Eatdiffe, architect :

—

Eatcliffe £1,697 0 0
Adams & Pemberton (accepted) 1,890 0 0
Whittome 1,856 0 0

JEngineers and Sealing Apparatut.

Eudge & Griffiths £260 0 0

For a leather warehouse and house, Marston-road,
Stafford, for Messrs. Lewis Brothers & ArkoU. Mr. J.
Ratcbfie, architect —

Bridgett £1,333 0 0
Adams & Pemberton 1,210 0 0
Eatcliffe 1,189 0 0
Reynolds 1,160 0 0
Whittome (accepted) 1,146 0 0

Adams & Pemberton £1,039 10 0
Whittome 1,016 10 0
Rntcliffe (accepted) 1,009 0 0

For Amorsham and Woodrow National Schools, Bucks.
Mr. Ternon, architect

Amersbam.
Taylor. 1,625 0
Snell 1,-121 0
Child 1,393 0
Stone 1,360 0
Fincher
Baughurst ... 1,350 0
Sexton 1,320 0
Batchelor ... 1,290 0
Spicer 1,272 0
Woodbridge 1,276 0
Eeavell* 1,376 0
May 1,200 0

* Accepted.

For the erection of a villa at Leytonstone, Essex, for
Mr. P. F. Lirooi. Mr. W. Mundy, arcWtect. Quantities
supplied

Eivett £1,789 0 0
King & Son 1,780 0 0
Brown 1,760 0 0
Smith 1,687 0 0
Ennor 1,684 0 0
Chapman 1,660 0 0
Forrest 1,631 0 0
Arber 1,575 0 0

For the erection of schools at Globe-terrace, Hackney,
for the London School Board. Mr. E, R. Robson, archi-
tect. Qnantites by Messrs. Northcroft, Son, Si, Neigh-
bour

Langmead & Way ....£3,921 0 0
Condor 8,476 0 0
Sewell & Son 8,090 0 0
Hearle 7,948 0 0
High 7,921 0 0
King & Sod 7,846 0 0
F. t F. J. Wood 7,704 0 0
Niblett & Son 7,297 0 0
Perry & Co 7,179 0 0
Shurmur 4,810 0 0

For the restoration of Terapaford Church, Bedfordshire.
Mr. E. Browning, architect:

—

Foseer £2,655 0 0
Thompson 2,641 0 0
8. & W. Pattinsou 3,414 0 0
Halliday & Cave 2,386 0 0
Perkins & Sons 2,327 0 0
Law & Son (accepted) 2,293 0 0

For rebuilding premises for the London and Count^
Bank, George-street, Richmond. Mr. E. Brewer, archi'
tect. Quantities by Messrs. G. Lansdown & Pollard :

—

Will & Sons £2,340 0 0
Gascoigne 2,316 0 0
Sweet 2,010 0 0
Sims 2,020 0 0
Carliss (accepted) 1,967 0 0

For alterations and additions to premises, Nos. 6 and 7,
Chiswell-street, for Messrs, Bly th Jc Son. Mr. B. Fletcher,
architect. Quantities not supplied

Bridgman, Nuthall, Jc West £515 0 0
Bayes & Ramadgo 600 0 0

For residences, schools, and other buildings, in con-
Crete, faced with brick, at Grey’s, Essex, for the
Governors of Palmer’s iCharity. Mr. T. B. Maples,
architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Main Bnilding. Tower.
Bridgman, Nuthall, &
West £7,009 0 0 ...£225

Kirk 6,234 0 0 ... 230
Mann 6,099 0 0 ... 270
Blake 6,000 0 0 ... 200
Everett 5,976 0 0 ... 200
Pearson 5,795 0 0 ... 210
Woodbridge 6,550 0 0 ... 170
Cobham 4,894 8 11 ... 220
Rawlings 4,843 0 0 ... 150

For the erection of school and residence, at Birdbrook.
for the Birdbrook School BoarJ. Mr. P. Whitmore,
architect. Quantities by Messrs. P. & L. Curtis & Son

Last & Son £925 0 0
Cole Brothers... 830 0 0
Grimwood & Sons 829 10 0
Theobald 785 0 0
Fall 772 0 0
Mason & Son 735 0 0
HaU 717 0 0
Pudaoy & Son (accepted) 698 3 0

For erecting a warehouse and offices at the Docks,
Gloucester, for Messrs. Wait, James, & Co. Mr. C. N.
Tripp, architect. Quantities by Mr. H. Carrington

King & Godwin..,.. £8,230 0 0
Meredith 7,933 0 0
Collins & CuUis 7,914 0 0
Chitterbuck 7,850 0 0
Ashbee k Son 7,630 0 0
Estcourt & Co. (accepted) 7,645 0 0

For therebnildingof No. 313, High Holborn, for Measi
W. Watson & Son. Mr. Lewis H. Isaacs, architec
Quantities supplied by Mr. L. C. Eiddett :

—

Haylock & Bon £4,075 0 0
Kiflby 3,640 0 0
Wagstaff&Son 3,605 0 0
Patman & Fotheringham 3,583 0 0
Browne & Robinson 3,'135 0 0
Sabey & Son 3,399 0 0
King k Son 3,304 0 0
Alford 3,268 0 0
Elkington (accepted) 3,065 0 0

For the erection of stables, car • shed, and offices, 1

Broad-street, Portsmouth, for the Provincial Tramwi^
Company. Messrs. Davis k Emanuel, architects. Qum
titles supplied :

—

Burbidge £1,695 0 0
Morey, juu 1,650 0 0
Bramble Brothere 1,525 0 0
Cooper 1,-198 0 0
W. B. k C. Light (late) 1,490 0 0
Ward 1,467 0 0
Quick (late) 1,456 0 0

For new wing to residence, Bickley Park, Keu
Messrs. J. Young k Bon, architects

Hart £1,488 0 0
Kirk 1,435 0 0
Newman k Maun 1,435 0 0
Fish 1,430 0 0
Conder 1,297 0 0
Arnaud 1,395 0 0
Merritt & Ashby 1.235 0 0
Burrows k Brooker 1,076 0 0

For new warehouse, 63, Bow-lane. Messrs. Toungi
ion, architects :

—

Kirk £1,718 0 0
Hart 1,682 0 0
Fish 1,650 0 0
Ashby & Horner 1,627 0 0
Newman k Mann 1,656 0 0
Sewell k Son 1,549 0 0
Merritt 4 Ashby 1,625 0 0
Conder 1,494 0 0

For additions to walking-stick factory, 180, Old-streel
St. Luke's. Plans by Mr. A D. Dawnay

Nicholas £816 0 0
Pask 620 0 0
Nutt & Co 677 0 0
Falkner 576 0 0
Porter 673 0 0

For the erection of the Craven schools and locfnre-hal!
Marshall-street, Golden-square. Mr. E. H. Burdax
architect

Hill & Sons £3,980 0 0
Macey 3,825 0 0
Dunn 3,813 0 0
Axlbrd 3,6.57 0 0
Stoner 3,595 0 0
Ke^ea k Head 3,385 0 0
Scrivener & White (accepted).., 3,357 0 0

Bssford, Notts. Mr. H. Walker, architect. Quantitie
supplied ;

—

Barker £998 0 0
Cooke k Broombead 989 19 0
WooD k Slight 979 0 0

970 0 0Hind .

M'Pheraon
Horsfield
Marriott & Co
Cooper
Cargiel (accepted) ,,

0 0
920 0 0
880 0 0
816 0 0
805 0 0

For the erection of twenty-eight houses, fence, wf
and conveniences, at Newstead, Nottinghamshii'o, for
Newstead CoDie^ Company. Mr. S. EoUinson, archit
Quantities supplied

Wilcockson £3,750 0 0
Bramwell 3,740 0 0
Pattinsou 3,684 0 0
Marriott 3,500 0 0
Hadfield 3,349 0 0
Stevenson & Weston 3,255 0 0
Forrest (accepted) 3,175 0 0
Hays 3,149 0 0
Greenwood 3,005 0 0
Hadfield 2,900 0 0
Green 2,810 0 0
Attenborrow 2,615 0 0

For wronglit-iron railing in Marylebone-road, fror
the workhouse. Mr. H. 8. Snell, architect :

—

Maiu & Co. (accepted) £441 0 0

For granite curb and foundations :

—

Howard Brothers (accepted) £375 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. J. A. (thank* : not desired).—H. 8- S. (too late for atlontlon ttdi

week).—W. V. * T. B, (Ihanke ; not desired).—T. N. M. (ehall haw
atteiilionl,—G.M, B. (apply to Local Baird, or the Inspector ol

rrnUance*)-—IC t Son. — 8. — W, D.—B. N. A W. — G. G. 4 Sona.T
J. T.—C. S. F.-Sorth HonU. — J. K.—0. 8—R. W.—,?. R,—a. J.-

iSons.—J. M.— J. B.— C. It. 8,—A. V,—Mesara. S.—D. 4 E.—
G. S.-H. R. W, — A. J. — J. G. — D.-F. S.-C. C. H. — E. B. B.-
31. 4 P. — E.—W. W. — G. T. — E. F. — G. T. C.—A. H. (onderonj

mark)-—O. 0.—A. D. D.

AVe are compelled to decline pointing out books and elrlnj
Lilclreeaea.

All statementa of fscU. lists of tendcra, 4c.. muat be accompanied
>y the name and addreaa of the sender, not ueccaaaiily fol

publication.

TE.—The Tesponalbillty of signed arllclea, and paper* read si

public jneetinga. rests of course with the authors.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Subscribers within the United Kingdom can h

supplied ivith The Builder direct from tlu

O^ce at the rate of Nineteen Skillings pot

annum, payable in advance.
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yOL. XXXL—No. 1574.

Welsh Annals, Antiqxiities, and

Families.^

BOUT foar years

ago, the Camden
Society photo-

lithographed, for

the benefit of its

members, acui'iouB

work in the posses-

sion of Sir Thomas
E. Winnington, en-

titled “Marble in

History,” by T. D.

We gave our
readers an account

of the masterly

manner in which

Mr. Gongh Nichols,

who edited it,

traced this T. D.,

through the me-

dium of his own
sketches, to his

native haunts, and

identified him as

Thomas Dingley,

of Dilwyn ;
and we

also gave an out-

line of the singu-

lar survey, which

was confined,
chiefly, to the cider counties and those adjoining

them. The same Thomas Dingley accompanied

the Duke of Beaufort into Wales, and made
sketches of the seats and arms and monuments
of tho Welsh gentry, which survey, known as

the “ Beaufort Progress,” has been published by

the Duke of Beaufort, for private circulation

only. Just such a task as either of these has

now been executed by Dr. Nicholas, with the

advantage of all the extra appliances that the

march of two centuries has afforded. Instead of

tho stiff pen-and-ink sketches of the old anti-

qir.ary of Stuart times, we have views from

photographs, and instead of his palo vellum

binding wo have cloth of crimson and gold.

Moreover, in the two handsome volumes before

us, which are entitled “Annals and Antiquities

of the Counties and County Families of Wales,”
there are more geological, geographical, and
historical particulars than Mr. Dingley furnished.

But much of the same ground is gone over as

that viewed by the Duke of Beaufort and his

suite, and several of Dingloy’s sketches are

reproduced to illustrate it.

Now, the Welsh have a saying by way of a
laugh at the supposed national yearning for the
identification of a remote ancestry, that the
surname of Adam was Williams, and that the
patronymic of Noah was Jones. In Andrew
Borde’s “Boke of Elnowledge” there is a Welsh-
man who expresses the same longing for an
ancient lineage. He says, “ I am a gentleman,

and come of Brutus blood
; my name is Ap

Piyce, Ap Davy, Ap Flood.” There is, doubt-

less, as indicated in these and many other

instances, an intense interest in consanguinity in

Wales, and there is also a very good and ancient

reason for it. In very old times a man who was
avenging an injury did not desist from pursuing
his revenge upon the family of his enemy till he
had arrived at the ninth degree of relationship

* AanaJs and Antiquities of the Counties and Countv
Families of Wales. By Thomas Nicholas, M.A., Ph.D.
London ; Longmans, Green, Reader, & Co. 1872,

from the actual offender. Under these oircum.

stances, and in those days, it was imperative for

a man to trace his relations, both up and down
the stream of life, to a very remote degree of

kinship. We know that old customs and habits

of thought, like echoes, linger longer among the

hills than elsewhere, and wo shall probably not

be wi'ong in assigning a Welshman’s considera-

tion for a pedigree to this, or a similar old-world

influence. A Cymro, or Welshman, past the

ninth descent, was the bead of a new family,

which he represented in the national councils,

which was another arrangement calculated to

keep lineage before the eyes of the people in a

remarkable degree. And as, in addition, he held

rank and claimed property by kin and descent,

and enjoyed tho possession of land in virtue of

descent from free men, a pedigree could not fail

to be of the greatest importance. Not content

with preserving and copying genealogical trees

in great numbers, the Welshman sometimes

inscribed bis lineage with his coat of arms upon

his buildings. Tho mansion built by Sir John

Games, knight, in 1582, at Newton, near Brecon,*

has his shield of arms sculptured in stone on the

fireplace in tho great hall, with this inscription :—“ John Games, mab ag etyfedd hena Edward
Games ap John ap Morgan ap Edward ap Morgan
ap Dafydd Gam, 1582. Ar Dduw y gyd.

Games,” which, translated, runs: — “John
Games, the son and eldest heir of Edward
Games, the son of John, the son of Morgan, &c.

1582. On God depends everything. Games.”

The ancient mansion of Abermarlais, in Car-

mnrthenshire, bore an inscription of like cha-

racter, to this effect :

—

“ tJrien Ebeged, King of Eheg**d, in Ireland, and King
of Gwyr, in South Wales, Lord of Is-Kennen, Kamwyllon,
and Kydwelly. He was in King Arthur's tyme, and married
his sister by the mother’s side, by whom he had Owen and
Pasgon, with others. Urien was tho fourth in descent
of Coel, Emperor of Great Britain.”

To have come over with tho Conqueror is no
merit in the eyes of a Welshman, whose hills,

vales, moors, and river-banks all speak to him of

a more remote and nobler ancestry than the

adventurous knights who accompanied William

the Norman across tho Channel. Uthor Pen-

dragon, Arthur, Urien Rhegid, Cynetha Weledig,

Coel Godhebog, grandfather of Constantine the

Great, Boadicea, Bran, Caractacus, Bronwen the

Fair, Cadwaladr, Merlin, Taliesin, Howol the

Good, are illustrions, reliable realities to him, by
the side of whom the Normans are newcomers.

Just as in the days of the Plantagenets in the

Honey Island, as the old Cymry used to call

England, all intellect and taste expended itself

in the practice of architecture, so, in older

times, in Wales, all possessors of talents were

bards. One of tho Welsh historical triads says,—“ The three beneficial artizans of the Isle of

Britain : Corvinwx, the bard of Ceri of the long

wlxite lake, who fii-st made a ship, with a sail

and rudder, for the Cambrians
;

Morddal, the

man of the white torrent, the artist of Ceranit,

son of Greidiawl, who first taught the Cam-
brians to work with stone and lime (at the time

the Emperor Alexander was subduing the world) j

and Coel, son of Cyllin, grandson of Caradog

and great-grandson of Bran, who first made
a mill of round and wheel for tho Cam-
brians

;
and these three were bai-ds.” Again,

“ He that has skill in emblazoning arms, por-

traying heroic actions and wonderful events, so

that they may be understood as soon as the

emblazoning is seen, is called the sign-showing

bard.” It is not too much to affirm that no one

could treat properly of Wales and the Welsh
who was not, in feeling and temperament, a

bard
j
and accordingly we have pleasure in per-

ceiving that Dr. Nicholas may bo fairly classed

among the sign-showing or heraldic bards of

old J for not only has ho portrayed many heroic

actions and wonderful events, and detailed the

* Of vliieh we give a view. See p. 266,

descent of many heroes, but ho has performed

his task in a manner that may be understood as

soon as tho emblazoning, so to speak, is seen.

He has done more than this for the old country
;

for he has snatched a county from England, and
shown clearly that it is Welsh. This is Mon-
mouthshire, which by modem geographers is

placed with the English counties, but which

from time immemorial, before the reign of

Henry VIII., formed part of Wales, and even

long after that time was allowed to be one of its

thirteen counties. In all things, too, he is grave

and certain, and armed with authority. He has

aimed at producing a new visitation of Wales,

which, though not under the auspices of the

College of Arms, may be considered as complete

and faithful as if compiled by a professional

herald. Each county is treated as a distinct

district. Its physical features are noticed
;

its

annals, stmctural antiquities of all ages, noted
j

its extinct families enumerated
;
great men cele-

brated; and present county families described,

with their lineage, dignities, alliances, and

public services, sufficiently fully to enable a

clear and well-defined presentment of its ancient

and modem characteristics to arise in the mind
of the reader.

A similar task, as far as the histories of the

families of the Principality are concerned, was
undertaken in the reign of Elizabeth, by Lewys
Dwnn, Deputy Herald of the College of Arms.
And in the reign of Queen Anne there was
another antiquary, Henry Rowlands, pursuing

the same study, though limiting it to the island

of Anglesea, pacing the sites of the ancient

groves, counting the monoliths, camedds, and
cromlechs, making up lists of the high sheriffs

of the county; lists, too, of the members of

Parliament, and of tho clergy of the various

benefices in the county, with the same interest,

aim, and faith. Since this worthy vicar of

Llanidar laid down his pen, more than a hundred
high sheriffs have taken office, with due pomp
and circumstance. His successor, therefore, has

many new names to add to his lists, and many
events to record that never foreshadowed them,

selves in bis most troubled dreams. It is, of

course, easy to travel in Wales, and see but little

that these heraldic bards saw. Lady Morgan,

for instance, after staying with Lady Stanley,

at Penrhds, thought only of its sweet walks,

quiet crags, black rocks, its perfumes, drawing-

rooms, gardens, and strawberry-plants, we may
read in her correspondence. But it is certain,

those who would get a full enjoyment out of

Welsh travel should avail themselves of the

pioneering of these painstaking scholars.

Perhaps tho most interesting of the Welsh

counties is Merionethshire. Henry Rowlands

would, doubtless, have awarded tho palm to

Anglesea, i.e., the Englishman’s isle, the subject

of his work, and the scene of his labours
;
the

chief seat of the Druids, tho site of the old home
of the Tudors, the refuge of the pursued in all

ages. Thomas Dingley would, probably, have

preferred Montgomeryshire, in which division of

the 'principality his long journey came to an

end, and his patron was met by four coaches,

with six horses to each, containing the Duchess

of Beaufort, and his grace’s daughters and their

attendants, and where a series of noble enter-

tainments was enjoyed by all the suite. Lewys
Dwnn would, as certainly have voted Pembroke,

shire to tho first place, on account of his own
descent from the Dwnns of Picton Castle, who
traced to Meurig, king of Dyfed. But we are

inclined to give Meirionydd the preference to

either on account of its intactness, its old heroic

character, its freedom from levelling influences,

and the picturesqueness of its scenery. It is

allowed to be the most Welsh part of Wales. It

consists of a triangular area of 666 square miles,

one side of which, 37 miles long, borders Gardi.

gan Bay. Dr. Nicholas remarks, appreciatingly,

“ How much of this surface is arable
,
land it
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Tvould be perilous to say : a much larger propor-
tion would be desolate moorland, or bare and
craggy rock

;
but in narrow intervals between

the hills, where the cataracts leap, and the small

rivers pursue their lively and noisy courses,

there are found scenes of smiling fertility,

abysmal steeps and tangled forest, the charms
of which it is impossible for any effort of

imagination to surpass. No part of Britain

more bewitchingly invites the artist, or more
sweetly regales the intelligent tourist.” Here
and there, along the banks of the Rhine, in the

neighbourhood of the Lurleyburg, for instance,

there may be spots approaching rivalry with the
scenery, though as a whole that famous stream
is quite eclipsed by the Mawddach. “ Switzer-

land itself,” avers Dr. Nicholas in continuation,

“though, doubtless, abounding in scenes of

different type, and of more colossal grandeur,
possesses nothing of similar scale and character
to surpass this exquisite district.”

There are three systems of mountains in the
county. The most famous elevation is Cader
Idris, 2,914 ft. above the level of the seaj but
this is not the highest. Aran Mowddwy raises

its mass some 40 ft. higher still. From these

mountains descend many beautiful streams,—the
Deo, the Wnion, the Cain, the Eden, the Lliw,

the Trywerin, and Cwu Prysor,—some wending
towards Bala Lake (that great hope of the
metropolitan anxious for a sutBcieut water-
supply), and others towards the estuary of Bar-
month. “Around is a region of mist, bogs,
and lakes,”—wo quote Dr. Nicholson again,

rather than trust to memory,—“of wild fowl
and diminutive sheep, of humble cottages, turf
fires, simple and shy maimers, and withal nearly
uumixed Celtic blood. No coaoh-road has yet
traversed it, and no railway ever will invade it,

unless, indeed, some treasures of gold, copper,
or slate, as yet undiscovered, should tempt the
enterprise of the ages coming to form one.”
In a word, those who would see a primitive
county, that the tourist has nob yet discovered,
shoxild inquire for the moors, heaths, and craiga
of Craig y Dinas, Llech Idris, Bedd Poms, and
Jlyndd yr Wden. One of the battles of the
White and Red Roses was fought near the
village of Pennal, and won by the valiant
Welshman Thomas ap Gniffyd ap Nicholas (of

Dinefawr). Owen Glendwr filled this district
with his presence and name, especially in be-
sieging and taking Harlech Castle. Margaret of
Anjou took refuge in this fortress, too, and
looked out upon the Bay of Cardigan and the
estuary of Traetbbach and up to the Harlech
mountains for aid and succour, doubtless, till

her eyes were tired with looking; and when
Edward IT. was King of England, this grand
old Welsh stronghold was still holding out for
the Lancastrian party. It was when Edward
sent the Earl of Pembroke to reduce it that its

defender, Dafydd ap Jevan, made the answer so
often quoted and always admired,—“1 held a
tower in France till all the old women in Wales
heard of it, and now the old women in France
shall hear how I defend this castle.” In the
Vale of Dyffrin, too, close by, are numerous
pro-historic relics. This was a field where, to
follow Dr. Nicholas once more, “the wage of
battle was tried in times both of British civil

strife and of contest with English and Norman
invaders

;
the ravines and crags of the Artro

and its tributaries gave refuge and conceal,

ment to many a band of retreating patriots, and
the celebrated Pass of Drws Axdydwy was
repeatedly a real Thermopylae.” Apart from
these warlike associations and charms of
landscape, this distinct has the additional
interest of possessing many pleasant seats.

Prince Llewellyn had a residence here; but
of this there are no traces beyond a large
artificial mound. The mansion of Peniarth, a
seat of the Wynne family, possesses one of the
finest libraries in Europe. A new mansion has
lately replaced the ancient residence of the
Myttons, which is of great extent, and in a
picturesque situation, surrounded by mountains,
with cascades dashing over rocks, yet toned
down with ornamental grouncla and plantations.
Corsygedol is an Elizabethan structure, once the
seat of the Vaughans, but now the property of
Mr. Coulson, who preserves in it the finest col-
lection of paintings of old and new masters in
the Principality. The gate-house of this mansion
was designed by “Yuyr Sh6n,” Inigo Jones,
whose hand is also to be detected in other seats
in the neighbonrhood. No part of Wales con-
tains a larger number of camps and caera. The
largest caer is that on the Craig of Ddinas,
which is in the centre of a small valley. Round

the crest of this great crag is a rampart formed
of walls of great thickness, and within the

enclosure is a camedd, with a rock close by on
which are to be made out indications of seats.

There are also geometric incisions mentioned,
which, upon examination, will be found, pro-

bably, to correspond with the now familiar cup
and circle marks. This caer is supj^osed to be
that alluded to by Taliesin, as being the “cave
of silence” in which Elfin was confined. There
is a caer at Penrallt, on the estate of Mr. J.

Humphrey Jones. Another on the farm of

LUvyn Griffri, Talybout, which has been ex-

amined and measured by Dr. Griffith. There is

another overlooking the vale of Isgethin, above
Llanddwywe; a fifth on a hill above Llanfihangel

y Pennant
;
and several others north of Corwen.

And tumuli abound. There are the remains of

Cymmer Abbey, near Dolgelley
;

and Egryn
Abbey near Barmouth; and of a religious

house or oratory, Cae Abatty, near Phis Dinas,

Mowddwy, the new seat of Sir Edmund Buckley,
above mentioned. But above all, in point of
popularity, there is the grave of Gelert, the cele-

brated hound of Prince Llewelyn ap lorwertb,

which was presented to him by King John of

England, who was his father-in-law, and which
he slew in haste and error, under the impression
that he had killed his infant son, whom he had,

in reality, defended and preserved from the

attack of a wolf. Of late years there has been
an inclination to doubt this tale, because
counterparts of it have been found in other

lands, and wo are glad to see Dr. Nicholas active

on the defensive side of the legend.

It is not a little curious that most Welsh
antiquaries dwell with pleasure upon the fact

that the Royal family of England owe their seat

upon the throne, and their Scottish kingdom, to

their Welsh descent. In Queen Anne’s day this

circumstance afforded them immense satisfac-

tion. The Rev. Henry Rowlands, whom wo
have quoted before, remarked:—“We have by
a strange compens.ation of Providence, the
honour to say that her late Majesty Queen Anne
of glorious memory, as well as some of her
royal ancestors before her, enjoyed the ancient
kingdom of Scotland, the kingdom of England,
and the principality of Wales, by right of in-

heritance, from persons whose descent and
origin were from the Isle of Anglesey. For she
had the name of her family, and tho croiim of

Scotland, as descended from Walter Steward,
who was born at Aberffraw

;
the crown of

England, in right of the Lady Margaret Tudor,
paternally descended from Owen Tudor, of

Penmynydd, in Anglesey; and she inherited the
principality of Wales from Gwladus Ddu, the
only surviving daughter and heir of Llewelyn
ap lorworth, Prince of Wales, bom and bred in

Anglesey, who was married to Sir Ralph Mor-
timer, by which marriage the inheritance of the
Principality, in right of blood, came to the house '

and family of York, and by them to tho crown,
where it now happily rests.” Mr. Rowlands
went still further, for he added that if a right to

a new territory belonged to the state or kingdom
whose subjects discovered it, then King George
was entitled to all America, by virtue of its first

discovery by Madoo ap Owen Gwynedd, three

hundred years before Christopher Columbus was
born. Dr. Nicholas follows suite so far as to

preface his book of illustrious lineages with that

of her present most gracious Majesty, whose
pedigree he traces to Rhodri the Great, King of

all Wales, who died A.D. 876. This is done in a
veiy short space. For brevity’s sake we will

take up the line at Henry VII., the first of the
Tudors. He was the son of Princess Elizabeth,

daughter of King Edward IV., oldest son of

Richard, Duke of York, son of Richard, Earl of

Cambridge, by Anne Mortimer, daughter and
heiress of Roger Mortimer, Ist Earl of March
of his family, who was great-grandson of

Gwladys, wife of the Lord Marcher, Ralph
Mortimer, and daughter of Prince Llewelyn ap
lorwertb of North Wales, son of Gruffydd ap
Cynan, sixth in descent from Anarawd, Prince

of North Wales, eldest son of Rhodri the Great.

Although Dr. Nicholas gives views of most of
the^Welsh castles, some of which we repro-

duce, he has been curiously exclusive in the

matter of the churches. The ecclesiastical

antiquities are, indeed, scarcely glanced at,

and, consequently, yet present a very inviting

subject for a future work. Several of the

castles are illustrated with two or three views.

Caerphilly Castle, for instance, is shown in three

aspects. This the author fixes upon as the

grandest and most wonderful ruin in Wales or

England. It covered, with its projecting earth-

works and redoubts, thirty acres of ground
;
and

to this day its massive walls, its tower-s,—one
leaning as though about to fall at any moment,
but which has remained in the same position

since the days of Queen Isabella,—its vast halls

and gateways occupy a very large site among
the bleak Mils of Senghenydd. We mention
this fortress especially, however, because we
have a suggestion to make concerning its name.
Dr. Nicholas says of it :

—

“ The earlier British name, Senghonycld (a cormptioa
of St. Cen3’dd, who is said in the Brut to hare founded a
mcnastery on the spot), is both familiar and intelligible

;

but the modern Caerphilly, or, more correctly, if the
components are Welsh, Caerphili, is a perfect puzzle.
How it arose, and what its reason, no man can tell. Con-
jecture, therefore, has been rife ; and the most far-fetched
and strained derivations have been proposed. It were
beneath the dignity of scholars not to search for a key
among the archives of Greek and Latin, and we have
been accordingly offered Cara-Jilia, on the assumption
that some one's ‘beloved daughter’ had held some
relation to the place."

About 1092 Glamorganshire was partitioned

by Robert Fifczhamon among the knights who
accompanied him into Wales, and then Saiwg-
henydd fell to the share of Einion ap Cadifor ap
Collywn, who had assisted him in his advance.
So late as 1221 the castle is mentioned as Sang
Henyd; but in 1270 the Brut records, “in that

year Llewelyn ap Gruffydd took tho castle of

Caer-filu.” Now we think the reason of the
change of name in the Brut, from Senghenyd to

Caer-filu, may be traced to the high consideration

in which the Normans held the castles they built

or strengthened. When Richard Cceur de Lion
looked upon his newly-built castle, Le Chateau
Guaillai'd, in Normandy, ho said to it, in his

pride and pleasure, “ How beautiful thou art,

my daughter of a year !
” Here we have, at all

events, one application of the term “ daughter ”

to a castle. And Cara-Jilia, from this point of

view, and not from the relationship of any one
holding or living in Caerphilly, may be the real

solution of the mystery of the change of name.
The euphonious resemblance between theNorman
chore, dear, and cner, the common Welsh word
for stronghold, may have led to the permanence
of the application of tho enthusiastic term.

The inevitable alteration in the form of names,
both of consequence of importation into a
foreign country aud tho lapse of time, is shown
in the case of one of Robert Fitzhamon’a
knights, to whom the lordship of Llanwerydd
w’as apportioned in the distribution of the

county to which we have justalluded. Thiswas
William lo Esterling. Some of the old docu-

ments mention him as Desterling. But by the

fourth generation his family were known as

Stradlings. The Stradling pedigree states “ Sir

Robert Stradling married Hawisia, daughter of

Sir Hugh Brin, knight, whose mother was the

lawful Welsh heiress, on failure of male issue,

to tho castle and manor of St. Donat’s (Lion-

werydd),” and so, by marriage, as in the case of

many other conquerors in all times, obtained a
rightful title by just heirship to the estate.

Fitzhamon, who took Cardiff for himself, died

after twelve years’ possession, and left no son.

His daughter married a natural son of Henry I.

by a Welsh princess. This same Henry I., by
the bye, kept his brother, Robert Curthose, Duka
of Normandy, shut up in Cardiff Castle for

twenty-six or twenty-eight years. Turborvill,

another of the Norman adventurers, married the

Welsh heiress of the district assigned to him
with Coity Castle. (Coed-ty, some of our
readers, thinking of Kit’s Cotty-house, Kent,
may be glad to know, means suiTOunded with
woodlands.) The seat of the Earl of Danraven
stands on the site of a very ancient Welsh
Castle, thought to have been the residence of

CaractacuB, which was given, with other posses-

sions, to William de Londres, another of Fitz-

hamon’s knights, who afterwards built for him-
self Cydweli Castle, in Carmarthenshire. But
with the solitary exception of one female

descendant of Turbervil, all these Norman
families, Gitinvilles, Humfrevills, Sywards, St.

Qnintins, Berkrolles, Le Flemings, and the rest,

are extinct. The Stradlings were the longest to

linger, and the last of these was Sir Thomas
Stradling, who died in 1738, aged twenty-eight.

Their castle of St. Donat Dr. Nicholas de-

scribes as unquestionably one of the most
perfect of the ancient baronial halls of Wales,

but he gives no illustrations of it. Omissions

such as this mar the effect of tho survey con-

siderably. A second edition, with more nume-
rous views, is however not impossible, when we
hope, among other items, all the other ancient

mansions, though they be now but farmhoases,

the ancient churches, and the markings on the
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rocks in connexion with preliistoric works, will

not be forgotten.

Althongh, thinking of the pnrple hills, the
winding waters, the steep wastes which, as has
been truly said, when the gorse is in bloom,
appear to be covered with the mantles of a
thousand kings

;
the old inviting manor-houses,

the mystic forsaken caers of the ancient Britons
who lorded it there before the artificial settle-

ment of five royal tribes and fifteen noble tribes
was thought of

;
the grey cottages of their peace-

ful descendants
;
the sea; the craft coming and

going, with their dove-coloured loads of slates
j

and the high, lone slate quarries up on the hills,

which do not spoil the beautiful face of the
country like the coal and iron industries, wo
have placed Merionethshire before the manu-
facturing districts, we would not pass lightly
over the many grand features of other counties.
Dr. Nicholas treats each district with equal care
and fulness as far as his description and parti-
culars are concerned. The paucity of illustra-

tion in some instances is due to the difiiculty of
procuring photographs, and the fact that the
doctor is not an artist. The ancient home of
the Tudors would have been an interesting con-
tribution to the illustrations, but no photographer
has yet pitched his apparatus on that royal soil,

althougli Ponmynydd, the Tudor’s birthplace, is

acarc<^ly an hour’s walk from the Menai Suspen-
sion Bridge, which is figured in every guide,
pocket - book, almanac, and hotel bill in the
district. After mentioning that the country
through wliich it is approached is common, bare,
and lonely, our author explains,

—

“And yet veritably you are on sacred ground. Earnest,
strongmen, mailed and vtaored, rode along those lanes,
were lords of those acres, looked out on those grey
boulders on the moorland, and on those crags and heathy
knolls, and went ofl' to fight by the side of the Black
Prince in France

;
and you are close to the dwelling

where lived that Tudor ap Grouw who was made a knight
by the Black Prince’s royal father. You have on the
right a little church perched ou a rising ground, where
the family of Tudor worshipped and are buried, and which
contains to the memory of Owen one of the noblest tombs
in the land; and going down a steep, short hill, you seo
to the right a quiet farra-houae, whose whole expression
forbids the thought that from that homestead there ever
sprang anything great or historic. A few trees, far from
stately, shelter the dweUing. The entrance is by a lane
deep and narrow, which speaks of the wearing feet and
rains of generations, but of little besides, You see no
grev or ivied ruin of wall or tower, no gabled roof or
mullioncd window, pillar or pediment. All that is visible
IS a downright commonplace Anglesey farmhouse, which
seems to be satisfied with its humble lot, and to know of
nothiug higher."

If the reader had got out of the train at the
nearest station to the Meoai Suspension Brid're,
and had walked the hour’s walk tlirongh tlie

common bare country, and down the deep,-narrow,
rain-washed lane, he would not be able to see the
bouse in whichOwen Tudor was born much plainer
than this account shows it to him. To marry a
queen was a perilous performance, we must own,
for a Welsh gentleman. Down came the jealous
with their reproaches, as we know, but note here
to show another change of a good name into a
questionable sound. Richard III. issued a pro-
clamation calling his grandson “Oon Henry
Tidder, sou of Edmand Tidder, son of Owen
Tidder,” and denouncing him as being descended
of bastard blood, “ both of the fader side and
moder side,” which denouncement the old Welsh
plan of preserving pedigrees enabled him to
triumphantly refute.

One portion of Glamorganshire offers a decided
contrast to the grey sunny serenity of this old
farmhouse, and the distant quietude of the old
times it recalls. We allude to the neighbourhood
of Swansea. The first copper-smelting works
were erected upon the river of Swansea in 1717,
beyond the boundary of the corporatiou, at
Glandowr, soon corrupted into Landore. In
1720 another establishment was opened, within
the corporation limits. Then followed the
Aberavan or Taibach Works, the Forest Works
Penclawdd Works, Loughor Works, the great
Ilavod Works, MorPa Works, and lastly, Llan.
samlet Works, in 186G. Tlie marketable value
of the sulphurous smoko which once rolled away
into space, hut is now condensed into an acid
used in making phosphate manures, is estimated
at 200,0001. yearly. This being the value of
what was once wasted, we can easily conceive
that the profits of the coal, iron, and copper
industries in the aggregate must be enormous.
But the grandest fact connected with the subject,
or, if we may not say fact, we will substitute
probability, is the extent of the reserve of coal
beneath the vale of Glamorgan, from Cardiff to
St. Donat’s, aud thence to Bridgend. The
extent of the entire west coalfield is estimated to
measure above 1,000 square miles; and when all
the known stores are exhausted there will be still

the vale of Glamorgan to begin upon. Dr.

Nicholson is not on the side of the alarmists, it is

clear. The population of Glamorganshire, in

1801, was 71,523. After a lapse of seventy
years, or in 1871, wc find it 396,010, or five times
as many. The population of Middlesex, in-

cluding London, has only trebled itself in the
same time, we must remember. This marvellous
increase is, of course, due to the coal, iron,

and copper centres. Merthyr Tydfil makes a
large contribution to this return. We are glad to

assist in spreading the following testimony :

—

“ The great ironworks of Cyfartb-fa, Dowlais, Peny-
durren, ‘ Plymouth,’ &c., give employment to tens of
thousands of men, women, and children, whoso annual
earnings amount to fabulous sums ; and were it not for the
curse of in temperance aud its associated vices, this region,
with all its drawbacks, might be the homo of a human
community marked by all the elements of prosperity and
happiuess,—a physical Sodom associated with a moral and
social paradise. And worthy efforts are made to counter-
act the evil by the good. Places of worship are buUt by
the score. Leading families take active part in the social
amelioration. Schools of a superior kind are actively
encouraged by the great pri^rictors, as at Dowlais and
Merthyr, by direct personal effort, and not merely by cold
money contributions. The battle to draw out and refine
the good in humanity and to overcome tho stubborn ob-
structions of evil, is almost as earnest os the battle waged
with the rocks and mountains to extort from their bowels
the ores of iron and lead and the jet of coal. But it is

only almost as earnest."

Dwelling upon tbia section of the work as we
prepare to close it, and reminded of the more
chivalrous portions of it by the arms of Wales
emblazoned on the cover, we feel that if the
present generations can do better than tho grand
old Welshmen, well and good

;
but if we cannot,

their example should animate us not to do less.

The duties that are ours to perform are not so
inspiriting as theirs

;
are not so likely, in a word,

to be heard of by all the old women in Franco,
and all the old women in Wales, successively,

like those of Dafydd ap Jevan
;
but they are as

onerous. We have not to defend castles as fair

as daughters, like Caerpliilly, from brave knights
and stout men-at-arms. But whilst, in our
immense centres of population we have dense
ignorance, disregard of sanitary laws, sensual
intemperance, and other wrongs to right, we
must own wo have more gigantic foes that will

take our gravest considerations, our strongest
united efforts, and our best appliances to van.
quish. If Dr. Nicholas’s work should do no
moro than press this conviction home, it will
have its great use. But after our indication of
its valuable contents we need scarcely say more
concerning it.

NORTHUMBERLiND HOUSE AND
LONDON IMPROVEMENTS.

The meeting held at Willis’s Rooms last

Saturday, under the presidency of Lord Lyttelton,
to consider the propriety of memorialising the
First Lord of the Treasury to delay the contem-
plated demolition of Northumberland House, and
other proposed metropolitan "improvements,”
until a more complete investigation had been
made as to the expediency and propriety of the
proposed changes, would have been more largely
attended than it was if those who arranged
it had informed persons known to take interest
in the matter of their intention. There is a
growing feeling abroad on the subject which
would have led to a large attendance. Never-
theless, good work was done. A memorial to the
Prime Minister was adopted, setting forth the
lamentable state of our whole arraogementa with
regard to public works, arrangements which unite
vacillation, uncertainty, costliness, extravagance,
meanness, and other conflicting vices

;
and thus

proceeds :

—

“ Thp Charing-cross, &c., Approach Bill proposes to
deal with one side of Trafalgar-square, the finest aad
most important site iu the metropolis, and takes powers
to purchase and sweep away Northumberland llouae, an
old architeclurnl ranosion, with a view to the making of a
new street, leading in a direct line from the Nelson Column
to the Embankment at or near the Hungerford Bridge
station of the Metropolitan Railway. Under the present
system of Parliamentary procedure, the Bill that is to
effect this great change in tho character and aspect of
Trafalgar-square will, unless some special action be taken
by Parliament, pass through both Houses as an un-
opposed Bill. No designs, elevations, or models of the
proposed buildings, nor any view of the general effect of
the new street, and of the changed aspect of Trafalgar-
square will, in the ordinary course of things, bo sub-
mitted to the Committee on tho Bill. No opportunity
will be given to the Committee of considering the general
question of the Thames Embankment Approach in con-
nexion with any rival ;^lan8; and thus this new line of
street in the heart ot the metropolis, involving the
destruction of Northumberland House, will be dealt with
precisely as if it were an equivalent portion of a new
public road or railway in some remote and purely rural
district of the couutry. Wo respectfully submit that,
while we boast of our civilisation, we are thus acting in
It wny in which it can hardly be supposed that the most
liarbarous people would deal with the collection of huts
Of wigwams which, by courtesy, may bo called their

capital. So far, then, as relates to the Bill in guestxon,
we would urge that further and fuller consideration
should be given to it than under our present forms of
Parliamentary procedure it is likely to obtain before tho
powers Bought by the Metropolitan Board are granted."

The memorial further calls for some system of
efficient supervisionwhich mayafford aguarantee
to tho public that no important works will be
executed without having been maturely con-
sidered by Parliament and by competent persona
appointed for the purpose, in all their aspects,

regard being had not only to public utility, but
also to appearance and general effect.

The chairman spoke strongly against the pro-
posed destruction of Northumberland House, as
did Lord Elcho, who followed with an address of

considerable interest. Speaking on the general
question of supervision, Lord Elcho said, in the
committee of 18G9 many suggestions wore made
for amending our system with regard to public
works. Mr. Cole, whose approaching retirement
they all regretted, suggested that tho First

Commissioner should bo counselled by a perma-
nent body of professional men,—for instance,
the architects of the City and the Metropolitan
Board, the president of the Institute of Archi-
tects, a representative of the Royal Academy
and of the Civil Engineers. Whether that body
of five thoroughly competent persons would be
enough he could not say. At all events, our
capital deserved a better fate than that which
threatened it. We had an unrivalled park and a
noble river. We had the new Embankment,
Whitehall Chapel, St. Paul’s, Westminster Abbey,
and, ho would add, Westminster Palace. The
nation which had produced Inigo Jones, Wren,
Barry, Turner, ought to escape tho stigma of
continuing to have its work done in the present
helpless chaotic way. [No one can doubt this,

and every effort should bo made to bring it

about.]

Mr. John Leslie properly enforced the noces-
sity of combination in building the proposed
now War Office and forming the new street.

Mr. Cowper-Temple said, What he most desired
was an efficient approach to the Embankment,
and if the now street were the best he could
endure the loss of Northumberland House. But
no one had a right to decide without examining
details, and he was,therefoie,in favour of creating
a proper tribunal for that purpose. He thought
well of the proposed council. Mr. Berosford
Hope said tho burden of proof lay with the
destroyers, and they bad shown no case. We
want more than tho proposed council. The
Office of Works must bo reconstructed, it is too
much a department of the Treasury. We must
have a Minister of Works. Professor Ker said
that once tho Metropolitan Board had three
architects; now it had none, for Mr. Vulliamywas
compelled to devote his time to the business of
making valuations. In consequence, the line of
the proposed street was not au architect’s line

;

it was—he spoke with all respect—a vestryman’s
line. Other speakers followed to the same effect,
and the memorial was agreed to.

At present, however, no one knows where to
go to sign it.

We fully agree with its twoprajxrs :the special,
calling for further consideration as to Northum-
berland House

;
the general, demanding proper,

provision, with the aid of competent persons, as
to public works. As we have said before, if
any great advantage can bo gained for the
public by the destruction of Northumberland
House it must go, but if, as we believe, an
equally good road can bo obtained by entering
on the west side of it, tho destruction should
not bo permitted. Looked at carefully, and
with a view to relieving the Strand of traffic
the most efficiently, we have been long con-
vinced that neither the road to the west of
Northumberland House (that which has been
called Sir James Pennechome’s plan), nor the
road proposed by the Metropolitan Board, is

the best. For that purpose the entrance
should be on the east side of the ChariHg-oross
Hotel, following the lino of the front of the
National Gallery and Diincannon-Btreet. All we
ask for, however, is a careful consideration of
the whole question by a competent tribunal.*

Institution of CivilE ugineers.—Acenrdirg
to the daily papers the members of the Institu-
tion dined together, on Saturd.iy evening last, at
Willis’s Rooms, when the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, Mr. Lowe, made au interestiDg
speech.

• Plans showing two of the routes msy be seen nl
Willis's Rooms.
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PHESEaVATION OF ANCIEKT
MONUMENTS.

It is much, to be regretted that Sir John

Lubbock’s Bill is so indistinct and limited.

Mr. Wyse, in lSI3j moved “An address to the

Queen for a Museum of National Antiquities,” mi

cojyunciion with a Commission for the conserva-

tion of national monuments. lie was supported

by Hawes, Bernal, Borthwick, and Ewart; but

these men had no notion of confining support to

pre-historic times

!

It is to be deplored that

Sir John has not gone farther. Possibly in

committee the scope of the measure might be

enlarged.

OUR ANCIENT NATIONAL MONUMENTS.

It may be satisfactory to the readers of the

Builder to know that Mr. C. Roach Smith’s

letter in the last number has been of great

value, by di-awing public attention to the desira-

bility of supporting Sir John Lubbock in his

efforts to compel some care to be bestowed on

those relics of past art and skill which are,

notwithstanding the exertions of the British

Arclunological Association, and kindred societies,

becoming yearly fewer and more decayed.

Ml-. Roach Smith pays but a just tribute to

the members of the Association who have, at

considerable personal coat of time and money,
for yeai'B striven to inspire a more tender care

of every remnant of the evidence of bygone
races in this country. It is a pleasure to know
that our exertions and outlay have not been in

vain ; a greater, and still growing, love of an.

tiquities, not merely for their own sake, but for

the tales they tell of earlier civihsation, has

been the result
j
and it has tended to the pre-

servation of antiquities wherever we have been
able either to hold one of our annual meetings,

or to impi’ess on authorities about to allow de-

struction the importance of preventing such

proceedings.

But it is one thing to instil such a love into

the minds of the world, and quite another to

persuade a Govomment to make an expenditure

on the matter j
and, much as I and others

thiuk it desirable, it may be difficult at present

to obtain the powers which Sir John Lubbock
seeks. Should the Bill happily pass, it cannot

but bo a step towards a larger measure. It has

often been my lot to express my rejoicings over

a Medicoval ruin
;

for amidst the wholesale

restorations little of our still-used buildings of

those ages will remain for our successors. It will

be as necessary to have care for structural remains

of periods later than the Roman and Saxon if we
desire to afford means of study to future genera-

tions. The Bill, however, is a step in the right

direction, and although it has raised an outcry

in one quarter, where the owner asserts that he

is perfectly preserving the work named, it is

obvious that great national monuments should be

as much under public care as the treasures in

the British Museum.
It would bo untrue, as well as ungenerous, if

I allowed the idea to be formed that I ignore

other great archajological societies
;
for although

they are mostly, if not wholly, emanations from

this, they are influential and important; and I

trust (speaking iu the name of our council) they

will endeavour, as we are doing, to strengthen

Sir John Lubbock’s hands in any way he may
consider most available.

As year by year we see in previously un-

visited localities, the continued and rapid decay

of many valuable works, wo come to no other

conclusion than that the national monuments
.should be preserved for, and by, the nation

iUelf. Epw.vtid Roberts,

Hon. Sec. Brit. Ai-cbge. Assoc.

MANCHESTER CONSERVATIVE CLUB
COMPETITION.

Orr of the forty.nine designs submitted, those

by Messrs. Pennington A Bridgen, Mr. Salomons,
and Mr. Walker, have received premiums, 100
guineas each. The amount named for expen.
Jiture is 23,5001. Mr. Murgatroyd, architect,

adrised the directors in their choice. The
designs wore, for the most part, indifferent.

iMessrs. Clegg & Knowles, Messrs. Maycock &
Bell, Messrs. Price & Liuklater, Messrs. Alley &
Wilson, Messrs. Blackwell & Booth, Messrs.

Speaktuin A Hickson, Mr. Redmayne, Messrs.
Horton A Bridgforcl, Mr. Lowe, Mr. Heathcote,

and Mr. E. M. Gibbs, were prominent com-
petitors.

THE “ROTTEN ROW” WORKS AND NEW
PLANTATIONS IN BATTERSEA PARK.

The saddle ride or Rotten-row which has for

some time past been in course of construction

round Battersea Park is now completed, with the

exception of about half a mile in length, the

works from the York-road entrance on the south

side westward having been finished within the

last few weeks, and there will shortly be a con-

tinuouB equestrian ride entirely round the park

nearly two miles in length. Simultaneously

with the formation of the ride on the south side,

the land immediately adjacent on the extreme

southern boundary of the park has been taste-

fully and ornamentally laid out in mounds of an

undulating character, and artistically planted

with trees which have been removed from other

parts of the park. The greatest portion of

these trees, which arc the growth of several

years past, have been carefully raised, with the

soil around the roots, by a process of machinery,

and placed in their new position without any

injury, and now present an appearance indicating

that they had been there for a considerable

length of time.

SIR G. G. SCOTT’S LAST LECTURE AT
THE ACADEMY.

I AJi now about to close the very fitful aud

non-continuous series of lectures which I have

from time to time, during the last fourteen

years, had the honour of delivering from this

chair.

I have to express my regret that it has never

been in my power, owing to the press of other

engagements, to give the full complement of six

lectures in each season; and that in some years

I have been prevented by circumstances,

—

wholly beyond my own control,—from lecturing

at all. I may further mention that my earlier

lectures “were only pro-professorial, and were
coupled with a parallel course, on Classic Archi-

tecture, by Mr. Smirke, who subsequently, on

being appointed professor, took for five years

the whole duty upon himself
;
so that, as I said

before, my own lectures have been but fitful and
non-continuous.

I have further to confess that these disjected

lectures have been for tbo most part limited to

the particular phase of our art in which I am
myself most deeply interested

;
for I do not see

much utility in artiScially forcing myself to

appear as a teacher in a phase which is not that

which I view as my special mission.

I trust, however, that on my own special sub-

ject I may have been useful
;
anyhow, I believe

I have done more than has been done before,

and I am sure that I have at least taken an
infinity of pains, and that by the kind aid of

those aronnd me I have illustrated my lectures

by drawings profuse in number, and often excel-

lent in execution.

My lectures have been non-continuoirs, not

only as to their periods of delivery, bat as to

their subjects. I think, however, they will be

found, should they be hereafter published, to

contain a fairly clear account of the rise and

perfection of our Medimval architecture, with

some useful digressions extending somewhat

beyond this range.

I have not continued this history of Mediaeval

architecture beyond the period of its perfect

development
;
because, beautiful though are its

late phases, their history does not maintain, the

same interest with that of the noble enthusiasm

which urged on its earlier growth.

On now closing my lectures, I think I may
become, for once, rather more discursive, and

may venture a little to the right and left, and in

other directions, in search of matters bearing

generally upon arcbitectnral art as viewed in

reference to the past, the present, and the

future, and (which concerns yourselves more
nearly) in reference to yonr own individual

studies.

Oar art, as has so often been remarked, differs

from the sister arts of painting and sculpture in

this,—that whereas they arise dii-ectly from the

artistic aspirations of our nature, apart from

practical necessities and utility, ours arises first

from these necessities, aud then from the desire

to clothe their results with beauty. It may be

said that the yearning after abstract beauty un-

linked with utility is the higher and more
spiritual sentiment

;
but, on the other hand, if

we look around us throughout the creations of

nature, we are prompted to reply that, in linking

beauty with utility, wo are more directly imi-

tating Him who made man iu His own image.

aud in whose works this uniou of the useful aud
the beautiful is one of the most universal cha-

racteristics.

Architecture, then, as distinguished from mere
building, is the decoration of construction. If I

were lecturing on architecture, in the broadest

form of the expression, I must treat throughout
of construction, and of its decoration, pari passii,

as the latter has bub little meaning if severed

from the former, which is its groundwork. And,
even in lectures from this chair, where architec-

ture is viewed specially in its character as a

Fine Art, it is stUl impossible,—as indeed it

would be undesirable,—wholly to sever that

higher characteristic from the more practical

phase to which it owes its origin.

Now, the history of this concurrence of art

with construction is the History of Architecture ;

and, to an architectural historian who is capable

of taking at once an artistic, a philosophical, a

political, and a religious view of the facts which
he chronicles, nothing can be more interesting

than to follow out from the earliest ages to

which we can carry back our researches,

—

firstly, the practical changes in building, arising

from the exigencies of climate, the stage of

civilisation, the traditions of race, and the varied

influences of political and religious circum-

stances ;
and to connect with those the changes,

the progress, and perhaps the decline and degra-

dation of the art made use of in the decoration

of their buildings ; and to trace out tbe causes

which led to those changes.

Let us not, however, suppose that a know-

ledge, however intimate or accurate, of archi-

tectural history, is of necessity a pai-t of the

study of architecture itself. On the contrary,

at no period when a genuine, unborrowed style

of architecture has prevailed, has any know,
ledge whatever existed of the history of art

;

nor at any period previous to our own has the

history of ai-chitecture,—beyond a very limited

knowledge of that of Greece and Rome,—been

viewed as an object of study.

From the dawn of civilisation to what is

known as “the revival of letters,” the leading

nations of the world possessed each a genuine

architechire of their own; all growing, by a

natural growth, from an original stem,— un-

borrowed and unimitated,— and practised by
artists highly skilled in their art, but ignorant of

its history.

Tbe “ revival of letters ” was followed by a

revival also of the architecture of those races

whose literature was resuscitated; and with this

revival came a certain, though scanty, knowledge

of its history ;
but the investigation of the entire

history of architectural art, and the constituting

it into a branch of our literature, has been re-

served for a period which possesses no architec-

tural style of its own, excepting as tbe result of

revival or imitation.

Is, then, this study to be viewed as a thing to

be avoided ? Certainly not. Our predecessors

worked honestly and with perfect success, in ac-

cordance with the conditions of their times

;

those of our times are wholly different, though,

I feai*, the reverse of favourable
;
but, neverthe-

less, they are the conditions to which we have

succeeded in the due course of events which we
could but little control. It may be that this his-

torical and archaeological tendency of our time is

the saving clause in our position
;
which, in its

absence, might have been an utter blank. Let

us not, then, throw away that which, for aught

we know, may be our solitary birthright, in the

vain hope of recovering conditions long since

passed out of our reach. It is ours rather to

use well and wisely what we possess, regulating,

controlling, and guiding it, striving earnestly

after better things by whatever means
;
but

without rejecting those suggested by the cir-

cumstances of our period.

Nevertheless, let it ever be remembered that

art history is not art, nor architectural history

architecture. They may, like the Syren’s song,

lead us wide of our mark, though they may,

perhaps, if rightly used, be made to guide or

aid us in a right path.

The stndy, however, of architectural history

has many and wholly differing phases. It may,

for example, bo followed purely from an historical

and archseologica! point of view, or it may be

pursned mainly with an artistic sentiment. Both

are interesting, but I need hardly say, tbe latter

is the spirit in which our studies as artists

should be followed up.

It may, again, even if artistic in its purpose,

bo followed up generally, and through the whole

course of the history of the art ;
or it may, while

not neglecting the main line of history, be con.
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centrateci anti intensiUcd upon thoae styles, or

tliat style, which we desire to be the guide and
foundation of our own artistic productions. I

need not say that here, again, the latter is the
course most profitable to our8el7es.

The great danger of the study is the dissipa-

iion and uufocussing of our own artistic thoughts

;

just as the groat strength of the days when this

study was unknown was the absolute concentra-
tion of all architectural thought upon the matter
iictually in hand—an advantage which in our
•day is absolutely and, I fear, irrecoverably lost.

Be this, however, as it may, it has become a
part of the necessary education of a gentleman
to know something of the past history of our
great ai'tj and, a fortiori, it is necessary to an
architect, if only as a matter of literary culture.

We must, however, take caro that our thoughts
and tastes are not led away by it into a state of
objectless dissipation, having no concentration on
ejiy one guidiug form of art, but viewing all

forms of beauty with equal pleasure, and free
from any strong and healthy preference.
The most natural course for the student of

architectural history is to limit himself mainly
end firstly (though not eventually, perhaps), to
those styles from which our own arcliitecture,

whether native or borrowed, whether living or
revived, is lineally descended—“to look to the
rock whence wo were hewn.” And truly it is a
right glorious genealogy which we can boast!
The history of architecture is the history of

civilisation, for architecture unites and embraces
the sister arts, and art is the visible exponent of
civilisation.

Our more Western civilisation is distinct from
that of tho far East; and, without disparage-
ment to the latter, its study may be viewed as
separate from it.

Our own branch of civilisation and art may be
eaid to have arisen on the banks of the Euphrates,
of the Tigris, and of tho Nile, and to have moved
westward with a qmet course along the genial
chores of the Mediterranean

;
while the eastern

branch took a contrary direction by India and
China, reaching Japan and perhaps the opposite
continent of America. Let us, however, confine
our attention to oui' own branch.

Though the banks of the Euphrates and the
Tigris were the nursery of our race, and though
recent discovery has made us in some degree
familiar with their architectural monuments, we,
cevertheleas, fail to trace them back to a pei’iod

which will compare with tho antiquity of the
remoins on the banks of the Nile. In studying
the one, we long for relics carrying us back to a
date even approaching that of tho known history
of the inhabitants, while in the otherwe are per.
plexed to find chronological room for works
stretching back into such unknown regions of
the past.

Egypt mxist, we may fear, ever remain a land
cf mystery. Its chronology seems inscrutable,
its painting, its sculpture, and its architecture
alike wonderful and mysterious. One flash of
historical light shines upon its early days—like
the lightning upon the midnight landscape—in
the Scriptural history of those three centuries
during which the people of Israel sojourned there,
and helped in their slavery to prepare materials
for its structures. After this it seems again in.

volved in indistinctness till the period of its

decline. Its monuments seem continuous through
oil these ages, and even onwards to the days of
the Roman Empire; but how early they com-
menced no antiquary has yet been able to show

;

while, strangely enough, the earliest and latest
monuments—those preceding Greek architecture
by, perhaps, fifteen hundi'ed years, and those
erected when that art was in decay—as clearly
belong to one and the same style as do the earlier
and later of our own Mediroval buildings.

Their character may be said to be threefold.
The imitation almost of mountains in the pyra-
mids, the rock-cub tombs, and the architecture
proper—which is columnar in its most stupen-
dous form ; and whose greatest remaining monu-
ment is the mighty Hail of Kamac, with its hun.
dred and thirty columns—perhaps the most im-
pressive of all the works of antiquity. All these
wero accompanied by painting and sculpture of
a highly mythic but most marked and charac-
teristic kind.

An art like this, existing in full perfection in
its ancient monuments, and also as a still living
nrb, side by side with the rise of Grecian archi-
tectiire, could not fail to exercise some influence
upon it

;
yet the evidences of that influence are

far from being clear. Tho genius of the two
peoples was absolutely distinct, and Egypt was
^ready a conquered nation while Greece was

making its early strides towards fame. They
wei*e, too, of wholly different races, so that,

though the young nation, during those brilliant

strivings which led to its surpassing all races of

men in its culture, was familiar with Egypt, and
must have looked with wonder at its almost
appalling structures, it is, after all, bub little

that wo can. trace of actual imitation
;
and that,

strangely enough, not of the productions of its

living art, but of a phase which had been extinct
fully a thousand years. The inner and earliest

sanctuaries at Kamac, and an obscure rook-cut
tomb at Beni Ilassan, contain pillars to which we
trace some resemblance in tho Grecian Doric

;

but whether that resemblance was intentional or

accidental no one can say. Curiously, the tomb
at Beni Ilassan evinces proof of the imitation of
timber construction, which gives it an additional

alliance with the Doric; but can we conceive of

a new art, founded on wood construction, being
imitated from an art of a thousand years back,
which chanced to evince the same conditions p

As reasonable would it be for timber constructors
in our own colonies to make pilgrimages to Anglo-
Saxon churches which happen to suggest a
timber prototype, in search of types for their
new structures.

More reasonable, however, it may be to suppose
that the latest typo of Greek art, the Corinthian
capital, may have been suggested by the foliated
and bell-shaped capitals of Egyptian columns.

Passing, for a moment, from the Nile to the
Tigris, we find buried imder tho Assyrian mounds
an architecture as different as possible from the
Greek, yet containing a few almost accidental
foreshadowings of some of its details. This
architecture, seems, however, to have influenced
firstly that of Babylon (now almost wholly lost),

and subsequently that of the Persian monarchy,
which brings us again in contact with the
Greeks.

Hero we find, at last, a direct similarity in
taste; for, different as are their capitals, no one
can look at drawings of the columns of the
Chohil Minar,—the great ball or temple built by
Xerxes at Persepolis,—without boiug convinced
that there was a near relationship in their style
to that of Greece. Strangely enough, however,
this resemblance is not to the earliest phase of

Greek,—the Doric,—which was its contemporary,
but to its second phase,—the Ionic,—which,
putting aside tho chronological difficulty, need
not be wondered at, as the Ionic cities had long
lain within the Persian monarchy. Yet it goes to
prove that the influence of Persian architecture
was unconnected -with the origui of that of
Greece, and only affected its more advanced
stage.

I view Greek architecture then, in the main,
as an art of spontaneous growth. Its first form,
the Doric, as strictly and absolutely Greek. The
second, the Ionic, as Greek in the main, but with
a few suggestions from the land of the Great
King; and the third, the Corinthian, as equally
Greek, but with one single suggestion, perhaps
from Egypt; the whole as the spontaneous
creation of that most wonderful, in intellectual
power, of all the races of man,—that race in-

spired, as it would almost seem, of God to be our
instructors in literature and art, and our initia-

tors in science, just as was another people to bo
the teachers of His holy religion.

The actual origin of Greek architecture is buried
in impenetrable obscurity. If the building called
the Treasury of Atreus, or the Tomb of Agamem-
non, was really of that period, it would distinctly
prove that what we now know as Grecian arclntec-
tore was unknown to the heroes in the “ Iliad,”

inasmuch as over its entrance remainsa little piece
of highly-decorative columnar work, bearing no
resemblance to the subsequent architecture of
Greece, and going far to prove that these early
inhabitants of Greece bad a style of building
which did not evince a timber but a stone
original. Of these early structures, including
the Cyclopean walls of the Pelasgian cities,

Mr. Freeman eloquently remarks,—“ These
awful remains of the world’s youth stand before
us as the relics of unrecorded days, of the dim
times of poetic legend, enveloped, as they were,
iu religious mystery for ages before a Hoe of
what we deem ancient history was penned. Tho
historians and philosophers of the days of
Pericles knew no more of the authors of these
gigantic fragments than ourselves

;
all that sur-

vived, even to them, were the shadows of fallen

greatness, the feeble echoes of a voice long since
hushed in death. Our ancients had to explore
the remains of these far earlier days by the
same faint glimmerings of legend and tradition

as ourselves ..... and to us, whose early

youth is spent among the immortal 1a.ya, whose
living substance is called ui) by even tho pic-
tured resemblance of these massive piles,—
monuments, as we would fain believe, of the days
of Achilles and the Atridco, and tho old time
before them,—to us every rugged stone seems
vocal with some old heroic legend. Each gate-
way may have seen the marshalling of heroes,
aiTayed to man the thousand ships of Argos,
and to wait upon their chariot-wheels, to whom
Leus had consigned her twofold tlirone and
sceptre.”

The difficulty is to explain how, in a country
whore a distinctly stone architecture (atone not
only in fact, but in idea) had for ages existed, it

could be suddenly changed for an architecture
evidently based upon a timber ideal. Were it

only the Cyclopian walla of the old cities which
remained, the perplexity would be less. Such
walls exist also in Etruria

;
yet we gather from

Vitruvius that the Etruscan temples had a
construction founded upon timber. It is that
Httle scrap of actual columnar architecture at
Myceno which defies explanation, but which is
thought to point to an Assyrian original.

The Dorians, however, were a different (how
different is not known) and an invading race. It
may be that their former seat bad been in a
specially timber country, and their former
architecture actually of wood ; and that, on
emigrating into a stone country, they translated
their architecture into its prevailing material.
The intrinsic marvel, however, is their power

to invest in art, so homely in its origin and so
simple iu its character, with such sublimity of
aspect and such refined bounty of detail. But
why should we wonder at tliis ? Look for a
moment at their figure-sculpture, even in its
first archaic simplicity, and we need not wonder
at what such men' could do. But, oh ! look at it

again, after the desolating Persian bad been
driven from their shores, when the shattered
institutions of Greece had been re-established,
and her ruined temples restored

; when national
glory, self-gratulation, and thankfulness had
given a new and generous impulse to every
feeling of the great mind and soul of Greece,
and see then what art they produced (you know
it right well in the Elgin-room at our own
mnseum),'and then you need not wonder at any
other miracles of art that they performed

!

I am not going to drag you through all the
changes in ancient architecture

:
you will see

for yourselves how the majesty of the Doric
Temple was succeeded by the greater refinement
and elegance of the Ionic, and the richness of
the Corinthian, though their developments were
not exclusive of one another, like those of
Medimval art, but cumulative and practised side
by side.

I confess that, so far as capitals are concerned,
I agree with Mr. Ruskin iu thinking the first and
the last each more reasonable than the second.
Tho moulded capital and tlie foliated capital are
things of all time. Tho voluted capital was an
accidental introduction from the East, and has
no permanent meaning, wonderful though it be.
The special features, however, for artistic

study in Grecian architecture, of whatever order,
are the exquisiteness of its proportions, the
purity of its lines, the refinement of its mould-
ings and enrichments, and the superhuman
instinct it evinces for delicacy and almost
spirituality in the refinement and perfection of
every line; but above all these is the manner in
which it welcomes, indeed presses, into its ser-
vice,—or, rather, devotes itself to the service
of,—the all-glorious sculpture of which it was at
once the dutiful handmaid and the loving mis-
tress. Nor need we doubt that it treated tho
painter’s art one whit less lovingly.
As a style, the sentiment of Greek architec-

ture may be said to be a quiet, calm solidity and
repose, free from all question as to its stability,

because it admits of no pressure bub what is

vertical. This quality, however, it shares with
the Egyptian

;
but tho Greek unites with it the

most studied symmetry of proportion, the
greatest purity of line, the most refined detail,
and tho noblest allied art.

When tliG Greek orders wero adopted by tlio
Romans,—a most natural alliance, seeing that
the Greeks built within a comparatively short
distance from Rome on the south, and that the
Etruscans in the north borrowed Greek decora-
tive art,—we find that they imited with it an
element in itself discordant with the simple
static principle which gave such calm dignity to
the Greek. It is, as I have heard, a saying
among tho Moslem builders in India, that the
arch “ never sleeps ”

; it is always night and day
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pushing outward. Thus, purely trabeated archi-

tecture sleeps ill safety, while arcuated architec-

ture never ceases to exert force. The one is a

static, the other a dynamic style,—only becom-

ing static when its abutments are of undoubted

sufficiency. Thus, repose belongs of a right to

one, but has to be purposely secured in the

other.

Wo know next to nothing of the early archi-

tecturo of the Romans. Recent excavations

show the walls of the time of the kings to have

been pretty much like those of Etruscan cities;

and it is probable that, like the Etruscans, they

early introduced the arch as a leading principle

of construction. When they superadded to their

own architecture (whatever it was) that of

Greece, the latter became in many cases an

artistic veil, concealing more or less the actual

construction ;
and even where the artistic effect

was purely trabeated, we find arches used

behind it to aid the apparent construction. The
two systems were thus used together, and side

by side, gradually uniting themselves into one.

In purely engineering works, the arch became
boldly predominant. In purely architectural

works, it was often wholly concealed
;
while, in

works of an intermediate kind, the two were

used together, naturally and with perfect free-

dom. Nor wore these, or the purely arcuated

structures, opeu to the objection of presenting

any apparent instability, for their massiveness

was such as to defy all suspicion of want of

strength.

It is true that the Romans, from a want of

that delicacy of taste and eye which characterised

the Greeks, failed to treat their details with the

same refinement, though this was nob always the

case
;

but, in spite of this defect, the Roman
style greatly amplified and extended the capa-

bilities of Classic arcbitecture, rendering it

capable of meetiug every possible emergency

and demand, whether of material or of construc-

tion, and giving it a cosmopolitan character

suited to a people which had conquered the

world, and which, if itself a race of iron, united

under its world-wide sway the brass, the silver,

and the gold of the older rulers of mankind.

Of Egyptian architecture we have little but of

vast tombs and colossal temples ; of Assyrian

and Persian structures much the same may be

said. Of Greek we have little but the temples,

and a few public works of a monumental cha-

racter
;
while of Roman architecture we have

works of every possible description, meeting

every demand, necessity, or wish. Such works

must have existed during older periods, but were

probably on an inferior scale and of ephemeral

constniction
j
but those of Rome were marked

and permanent in their structure, and have thus

been handed down to our own day, so that we may
say that the whole range of their architecture is

perfectly known to us; and, so far as wo are

concerned, it is the first of ancient styles which

can be called complete.

As time went on, we find the arch, the vault,

and the dome asserting, ever more and
more, their supremacy. The influence of the

Christian church followed this on in the moat

marked manner
;
and, when the seat of empire

was removed to a new, an Eastern and Christian

metropolis, where no great monuments of older

or Pagan art existed, this change would appear

to have gone on with yet increased rapidity.

We have of late years become better acquainted

with the course of tbis change, through the dis-

covery of the aucient cities of northern Syria,

and their illustration by the Count de Vogiie,

which show us what the late Roman and early

Byzantine buildings of every class were, on a

scale suited to provincial towns, though in-

fluenced by the local tendency to megalithic

construction which pervades the old architeo-

tuves of Syria. I have not time to dwell upon

tliese most instructive remains, which, beginning

in Pagan and going on into Christian times,

culminate in the vast and splendid dome erected

over the pillar of St. Simon Stylites. I, how-
ever, commend Do Vogue’s work to your atten-

tion.

In my lecture on the Dome, I have said almost

as mucli on Byzantine architecture as is perhaps
needful for the purpose of tbis rapid sketch.

I may add, however, that it was a purely or

almost purely arcuated style, though yet more
pre-eminently a domed style, and most of all a

purely Christian style; that it rejoiced in sur-

face decoration, in painting and mosaic, and in

marble incrustation and inlay, though, from
religious scruples, it discouraged sculpture. It

delighted in every form of Oriental splendour,

and the representation which its mosaics afford

us of its secular buildings, when in full perfec-

tion, shows us that, though splendid solemnity

characterised its churches, gaiety was a marked
element in its more ordinary architecture. It is

true that the gradual decay of the Empire caused

a decliue in the artistic quality of its buildings
;

yet we mnst admit its architecture to be one of

the boldest and most original of developments j

and we owe to Byzantium a heavy debt of grati-

tude for having kept alight the lamp of art

during the long and dreary ages when Western
Europe was trampled down by barbarian hordes,

its arts destroyed, and its civilisation well-nigh

forgotten.

It was from this still glimmering lamp that

Charlemagne nobly attempted, though almost in

vain, to rekindle that of the Western Empire. It

was from the same that the three first Othos

made a second and more successful effort
;

it

was from thence that the revived art was further

aided at the time of the Crusades ;
aud to this

source we, in a large degree, owe our modern

civilisation. All thanks and honour, then, be to

the nufortunate Eastern Empire, which, having

performed its work, has now so long been

trodden under foot of the Gentiles !

As architectural art recovered itself, after the

ages of darkness, the later works of old Chris-

tian Rome, the still living architecture of Byzan-

tium, and the half-living architecture of the day

in Romo itself, formed together the groundwork

of the revival. This architecture was all mainly

arcuated ; and the increased difficulty of ob-

taiiiing and transporting large blocks of stone

tended to render this the necessary element in

the reviving style. Wo know the style which

thus rose in Italy. I do not believe myself that

much of this is so old as the time of the Lombard
kings, but that it was in a much greater degree

the work of the Othos,—emperors at once of

Italy and of Germany,—and thus extending the

same style from the south of the Alps, across

into Germany, and onwards almost to the Baltic.

I cannot, in this short lecture, follow up the

details of this early Romanesque stylo; but I

beg you to do so for yourselves, aud at the same

time to make yourselves acquainted with the

contemporary architecture of France, in which,

subject to many variations, the same feeling

will be found to prevail.

I have, in my last lecture, mentioned the

introduction of pui-ely Byzantine architecture at

Venice, as especially illustrated in St. Mark’s

and the churches at Forcello, «fcc. (I may add, in

secular buildings). I mentioned also its trans-

ference, apparently by the Venetians, into the

south-west of France, where and whence it

exercised a very decided influence on the sub-

sequent architecture, and I have, in one of my
early lectures, shown the extension of that

influence at a later date,—in the form of archi-

tectural sculpture,—into the north of France,

and thence into our own country. I will here

add that parallel, though not exactly similar,

evidences of Byzantine influence pervade the

Romanesque of Germany, whose rulers were iu

constant communication with the Eastern Em-
pire,—an influence greatly promoted in decora-

live art by the importation of woven fabrics,

metal-work, jewelry, and illuminations from the

East into the West.
From such united influences, added to and

aiding the earnest strivings after refined and

improved art, arose the Romanesque architecture

of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, becoming

at length a perfectly original, consistent, and

artistic development of arcuated architecture.

I have, in my previous lectures, gone much
into detail iu recording and explaining the

history of the development of this Romanesque
into the subsequent pointed-arch style. It is,

perhaps, mockery to refer you back to lectures

which perhaps no one now present heard; but

time will not allow me to do more, and should

they be published, you may perhaps think it

worth your while to refer to them.

As the Byzantine was the Christian architeo-

ture of the East, so was the Pointed style the

culminating Christian architecture of our own
group of nations in the West

;
and, while the

former had the disadvantage of being developed

during ages of gradually-decHning civilisation,

the young and vigorous shoot which grew from

it in the West had the immense advantage of

developing itself during the vigorous upstriving

of a new and better civilisation.

To ourselves it is incomparably more interest-

ing, inasmuch as it became the arcbitecture par

excellence of our own and immediately neigh,

boiiring countries. It grew up in this country

with our institutions
;

it is of the same age with i

our constitution and our system of laws, and in

many respects with our ecclesiastical polity. It

adapted itself to our climate, our materials, and

our scenery. In this style are the monumenta
of oar kings and of our forefathers

;
and, above

all, in its original and identical temples do we-

still celebrate the offices of oiu- holy religion.

Well, then, may we say,—in common with each

nation of Western Europe,—that this is our own,

‘our natural and our national style

!

And well may we glory in this assertion, for

look at the monuments of that style ! I have

not been stinting or cold-beai'ted in my eulogy

of the arcbitecture of ancient Greece and Rome,

so I may call you to witness that I am not

narrow or one-sided if I give way to a generous

enthusiasm now I come to speak of that which

we may proudly call our own.

The architecture which produced our glorious

cathedrals and abbeys
;
our churches of every

scale, from these down to that of the humhiesf)

hamlet; which produced the colleges of our

universities, with their noble chapels and halls ;

which produced the stately municipal buildings

of the great manufacturing cities of Mediceval

Europe ;
with every form of structure needed,

for whatever purpose ;
and united true and

appropriate art with every form of building,

from the humblest to the most stately. An
architecture, too, which decorated its edifices

with such a form of art as our ancient painted

glass
;
and which carried on its influences over

metal-work, jewelry, painted decorations, and

every collateral art in the same spirit of exqui-

site and original taste, may well claim to stand

side by side with the most glorious productions

of antiquity; but to ourselves, as the inhabitants

of the countries where it prevailed, and the

descendants of the artists who produced it, it

has pre-eminent claims to our most loving and

enthusiastic admiration; while the more closely,

constantly, and carefully we study its remains,

the more entirely shall we be convinced that our

love and admiration cannot exceed what is due

to its intrinsic excellencies.

This architecture, though a lineal descendant

of those of the old world, was, when in the

fulness of its development, so absolutely diverse

from them that they can in no way be compared

by likeness, but only by contrariety. It was an

absolutely new phase of art, bearing no kind of

resemblance to its early progenitors. Where
their characteristics were horizontality of line,

directly downward pressure, a clinging closely

to mother-earth, and an imperturbable repose,

we may almost say an eternal sleep, those of

this new creation wear an upward soaring, an

apparent inversion of gravitation into a striving

towards heaven, and a vivaciona wakefulness in

every feature. Constructively, instead of the

mere support of dead weight, its principle is the

systematic balancing of an infinity of diagonal

pressures; yet tbis, though a constructive fact^

is not an artistic characteristic, for in its more
spiritual effects, weight and thrust seem to be

annihilated, and converted into upward striving,

BO that the archivolt, the flying buttress, and the

ribs of the vaulted roofs, seem rather the

medium of upward than of downward pressure.

Iu elegance and expressiveness of detail, no

previous style had surpassed it
;

in endless

variety of imagination or in spirituality of senti-

ment none had ever approached it. It was the

greatest marvel that architectural art had pro-

duced, and it united all these magic qualities

with a gravity and solemnity in the temple, a

stern solidity in the castle, an asceticism in the

monastery, a quiet, retiring sentiment in the

seat of learning, a cheerfulness in its civic and

domestic structures, aud a deeply touching

expression in its sepulchral monuments which no-

style could possibly go beyond, and none have

yet equalled.

It presented, too, during its course a beautiful

series of variations. Its earliest phase stern

and precise, with details rivalling the Greek in

the studiouaiiess of their contour
;
in its second,

lighter and less severe; in its third, branching

off into an infinity of charming lines, suggestive

almost of vegetable growth ; and in its last, while

returning rather to earlier rigidity, indulging in

new developments scarcely foreshadowed by its-

earlier forms. Thus, at Glastonbury, at Salis-

bury, in the choir of Westminster, in the naves

of York and Winchester, and in the chapels of

King’s College and of Henry VII. we have a

series of works, all belonging to the same

general type of architecture, yet presenting

diversities the most marked, and beauties the

moft varied.

Nor was it alone in its successive periods that
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Taried phases were produced. Each country in

which it flourished had its own series of national

and provincial types. Thus, in France, in

England, in Germany, in Spain, and in Italy,

and even in far-off Scandinavia, we find it

adopting ever-changeful forms, though all be-

longing to the same great stem.

Jlr. Fergusson, though an opponent of its

•revival, thus speaks of Gothic architecture :

—

“ Not even the great Pharaonic era in Egypt, the

age of Pericles in Greece, nor the great period

of the Roman empire, will bear comparison with
the thirteenth century in Europe, whether we
look to the extent of the buildings executed,
their wonderful variety and constructive ele-

gance, the daring imagination that conceived
them, or the power of poetry and lofty religious

feeling that is expressed in every feature and in

every part of them.”
And again, while speaking of its sculpture,

which is not usually considered as its strongest
point, he remarks:—“The great cathedrals of

‘Chartres and Rheims even now retain some
5,000 figures scattered about or grouped together
in various parts, beginning with the history of

the creation of the world and all the wondrous
incidents of the first chapter of Genesis, and
then continuing the history through the whole
of the Old Testament. In these sculptures the
story of the redemption of mankind is told, as

set forth in the New, with a distinctness and at
the same time with an earnestness almost im-
possible to surpass. On the other hand, ranges
of statues of kings of France and other popular
potentates, carry on the thread of profane history
to the period of the erection of the cathedral
itself. Besides these, we have, interspersed
with them, the whole system of moral philosophy,
as illustrated by the virtues and vices, each
represented with an appropriate symbol, and the
Toward or punishment its invariable accompani-
ment. In other parts are shown all the arts of
peace, every process of husbandry in its appro-
priate season, and each manufacture or handi-
craft in all its principal forms. Over all these
are seen the heavenly hosts, with saints, angels,

and archangels. All this is so harmoniously
contrived, and so beautifully expressed, that it

becomes a question even now whether the
sculpture of these cathedrals does not excel the
architecture.”

Noble and exquisite, however, as it* was, it at

length ran its course
;
and, by some uncon-

trollable movement of the human mind, it gave
way to what the world had, till then, never
witnessed—a resuscitated style.

I will not attempt to philosophise on this new
phenomenon in art. It seems to have originated
in a double cause

;
firstly, the very natural pride

•felt by the Italians in the antique monuments
of their ovra land and their own race ; and,
secondly, in the appreciation of these antique
monuments which was engendered and fostered
by the revived love of classical literature.

It is nob difficult to understand how this
tended to the revival in Italy of old Roman art

;

and, once revived there, the centre of ecclesias-

tical and, in a great degree, of literary infiuence

;

the centre, too, of the revival of painting in its

highest form, it need not be wondered that it

spread itself aa a fashion into more northern
countries where the same literary tastes had
taken root. However this may be, the fact is

undoubted, that from this time forward original

art ceased, and borrowed or resuscitated art
took its place.

My predecessor, Mr. Smirke, in one of his
lectures, gave a highly interesting description of
the noble enthusiasm which inspired the early
architects of the Renaissance in Italy; and I
can quite appreciate this feeling in a land where
the Medimval styles were less deeply rooted,
where classical traditions had never been extinct,
and where the reminiscences of ancient Rome
were a subject of national exultation. There-
vival of the noble literature of their mighty
ancestors could scarcely fail, in such a country,
to prompt a wish to revive their arts

; and I am
convinced that such a revival became a spon-
taneous and irresistible movement, wholly un-
connected with any premeditated plan.

Anyhow, whether for good or for ill, the re-

vival was a great and potent fact ; and its

results have now lasted ao long as the whole
period of the ascendancy of Pointed architecture,
and have extended their sway to all parts of the
globe where European influence is felt

;
nor can

its opponents deny that, on its native soil espe-
cially, its productions were often of the most
masterly description and exquisite beauty

;

ennehed as they are by decorative painting

which has never been excelled
; by sculpture of

which antique artists would not have been
ashamed

; and by other arts of proportionate
merit. In other lands, it has produced works of
which no one would venture to dispute the
merit; and, though a borrowed style, it has
developed anew many marked chronological and
national varieties, and has produced, as we have
seen in my last lecture, works and types scarcely
even foreshadowed by its antique originals.

, Nevertheless, in the opinion at least of many,
it had, by the close of the last century or early
in the present, so far run its course, at least in
this country, as to have lost its old artistic

power. Art had become enfeebled, while art-

history had risen more prominently into view

;

and the decay of the one was promoted by the
distraction of thought occasioned by the other.

The revived knowledge of the architecture of

Greece rudely disturbed the vernacular style
derived from Rome, so that by about the year
1830 the old slate of things seemed almost hope-
lessly damaged

; and every architect, instead of

working on the traditions handed down to him
by his predecessors, seemed to do just what was
right in his own eyes, though with a special rage
for not very practicable reproductions of Greek,
coupled with a conviction that Roman and its

derivatives were little short of barbarous.
All the traditions of the past appeared to be

broken up. Our every-day architecture, as ex-
hibited in ordinary houses, had become mean
and contemptible in the extreme; and, though
things have since greatly mended, it has been
from a purely eclectic and not in the least
degree from a traditional point of view

;
while

the untutored house-builder, left to himself, even
now disports himself in reminiscences of these
first decades of our century—the halcyon days
of Gower-street and Tavistock-place.

It was just at this strange juncture that, by
some occult influence, the public mind was
brought back to •view—first with interest, and
then with admiration and love—the long-neg-
lected architecture of our own country and our
own race (a group of kindred races). At first

this was with no intention or thought of revival

;

it was only interest, admiration, and love.

Writers on this subject, whether friendly or
hostile, affect to systematise the movement

;
but

it was wholly unsystematic. It arose from the
inmost feelings of the heart, and in no degree
from premeditation or plan.

It is now the fashion to speak contemptuously
of revivals

;
and truly they do seem strange and

inconsistent after following the more natural his-
tory of art from the dawn of civilisation to the
Renaissance. Yet I cannot but agree with Mr.
Smirke that the Classic revival was, in the land,
at least, of its rise, a natural, spontaneous, and
unpremeditated movement of the human mind.
That the Gothic Renaissance was so too, I know,
for it was my own happy lot to be a humble
agent in it, and I am old enough to have watched
it, I may say practically, if not literally, from its

commencement.
People talk of Horace Walpole, of Sir Walter

Scott, or of any one else they like, as the early
promoters of the feeling which led to the revival.
I do not know how it may have been with others,
but, for myself, I know that my love for Gothic
architectore was absolutely spontaneous, and that
I had no kind of incentive for following up its

study other than the delight I took in it, before
I knew a word about ocher architecture, or was
acquainted even with the published works on our
own, and that without a thought of its study
ever becoming practically useful to me. I am
convinced that the revived love for our old build-
ings, followed as it was subsequently by a desire
to imitate their architecture, was as spontaneous
and as irresistible a movement of the human
mind as those which had originated either Classic
or Medimval art, or that which, two thonsand
years after its first rise, had led to the revival of
the former. It is true that its results have not
yet been so all-pervading as those of the Classic
Renaissance, yet they have been very great ; ont
and away the most marked feature in modem
architectural history, inasmuch as it, almost
alone, has resulted from ardent and genuine
enthusiasm, and from the inmost recesses of the
heart.

As one of the survivors from among the more
active of the earlier agents in this great move-
ment, I may claim a right to dilate a little on my
reminiscences of it.

In writing respecting it, nearly ninteen years
ago, when my memories were more fresh, I made
the following remarks :

—

I described the movement as “being the de-

velopment of a new and vigorous style upon the
foundation of the glorious architecture of our
own country and of our own forefathers, in the
place of one at once alien to our race and our
religion.”

“ This,” I went on to say, “ I need hardly tell

you is a mighty and most arduous undertaking

—

so mighty indeed, and so arduous, that I doubt
whether, if it had been in the first instance fully
appreciated, any body of men conld have been
found with sufficient daring to set about it. The
strength, however, of the movement lies in the
fact that it was not deliberate nor preconcerted,
but was the involuntary working out of a deeply,
seated mental revolution. It was not that a
body of men deliberately banded themselves to-

gether to carry out and propagate particular
tastes or opinions

; such would have been but a
feeble, or at best an ephemeral and merely local
movement

; it was rather that a number of per-
sons, in different neighbourhoods and countries,
and without any concert, had been led by their
own unbiassed and unguided instincts to an ap-
preciation of the long.neglected beauties of our
own indigenous architecture,” This (with other
feelings), I proceeded to say, “ had led them first

to study, then to imitate, and ultimately to at-

tempt the revival of the style which had thus
involuntarily approved itself to their natural
perceptions of what is right and beautiful.

There is here no conspiracy, no organised
movement, no preconcerted effort. Not one of
those engaged in it ever thought of its being a
movement at all ; few of them knew in the first

instance that others were affected by the same
feelings with themselves, nor perhaps were con-
scious of any external causes which had giveu
rise to such sentiments in themselves. Yet all,

from some internal impulse, seem severally to
have been impelled in one and the same direc-
tion

;
and, having at a later period discovered

the concuiTence of their feelings, their efforts

have since assumed the form of a united move-
ment, though originating from the individual
and unbiassed feeling of persons wholly un-
known to each other.”

In the same paper I spoke in the following
terms of the greatest of the early promoters,
and in fact the great hero and Coryphmus of our
revival, and of the societies which were formed
throughout the country for the furthering of the
study of our ancient architecture. “About the
time I am referring to, an immense impulse was
given to the reformation of architecture by the
earlier publications of Pugin, His ‘ Contrasts,’

published in 1836,” — an architectural jeii

d’ esprit, placing side by side in somewhat! bur-
lesqued contrast, selections from Medimval and
modem works,—“while it enraged the majority
of our architects, excited others most strongly
to press forward toward better things. His
‘ Three Principles of Pointed or Christian Archi-
lecture,’ which appeared in 1841, was a gigantic
step in advance. It grappled at once with all

the fallacies which had corrupted modem archi-
lecture, and established a code of rules, founded
upon common sense, utility, and truth; while
his ‘ Apology,’ which came out a little later,

showed the necessity of falling back upon our
national style, and its ready applicability to
every requirement of our day. In the mean-
time the snccess of his own personal labours
was truly astonishing. Not only were the
advances he made in the revival of Pointed
architecture most rapid, showing genius in every
touch,—this was, in fact, the smallest of his
achievements,—he actually revived by bis own
personal exertions nearly every one of its sub-
sicliary i’jts : architectural carving and sculp-
ture, stained glass, decorative painting, metal,
work,—whether in brass or wrought iron,—gold
and silver work, enamelling, embroidery, woven
textures, paperhangmgs, encaustic tiles, the
manufacture of furniture, and even of ordinaiy
household crockery.ware, all felt the impress of
his hand and of his genius.

Shortly after Pugin became publicly known,
the same course began to be vigorously taken up
in our own Church. The societies formed in
connexion with both Universities were followed
up by others in all parts of the country. That
vigorous periodical, the Ecclesiologist ....
did immense service in exposing the desecration
and degradation to which our old churches were
sirbjected, and in promulgating correct prin-
ciples of ecclesiastical architecture and arrange-
ment.
A noble feeling for the subject rapidly spread

itself_among all classes. The zeal for church
building and restoration greatly outran the in.
creased knowledge, acts of individual munificence
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miHtiplied on all hands, and an entirely new state

of things came about.”
Two more decades have nearly passed over our

revival since I thus chronicled its progress
;
and,

if it has had (as has been my own painful ex-

perience) reverses to deplore, it has had a con-

tinued aeries of successes to rejoice over; and if

its early ardour has at all sobered down, this has

served, for the most part, to give steadiness and
maturity to its efforts ;

and anyhow, it now
possesses architects and other artists of distin-

guished talent to carry on the work, and, while

it has long held absolute possession of the

ecclesiastical architecture of the day, it now
adds to this many of the most important of our

secular buildings.

Its success has been indeed enormous
;
yet its

failures and drawbacks have been in proportion

to it. Its artistic merit has been limited to those

who have followed it up with an earnest and
generous entlmsiasm, for it has unhappily been
practically followed up by a mixed multitude who
view it as a fashion of the day, by which pro-

fessional practice is to be obtained
;
but are de-

void of all ardour and love for what they are

engaged upon. The consequence is that, while

we have a certain proportion of new churches
and other buildings which need not shrink from
comparison with those of the Middle Ages

;
we

have a swarm of others—mere cold-blooded,

heartless, travesties—a disgrace to our age, and
a disfigurement to our towns

;
but, worse still,

while a minority (as I fear) of our ancient

churches have been repaired or restored by men
who treat them with a loving care, and with
studious and intelligent reverence, a large pro-

portion are left to the tender mercies of the mere
pretenders,—often not archicects at all,—who
have no knowledge of, or reverence for, the
treasures committed to their unworthy hands

;

and who have done and are doing their best to

rob our country of one of its richest inheritances

—its genuine and indigenous architecture.

Nor is this the only drawback to the Gothic
revival.

It suffers also from a degree of capriciousness

even among its abler and more art-loving fol-

lowers, who, jealous, perhaps, or contemptuous
of others, rei'nse to co-operate in any steady
purpose, and who, morbidly keen in their percep-
tions of beauty, are apt to follow momentary
fancies — now favouring one type, and now
another—and, perhaps, reviving styles little

allied to their purpose, as if the object of the
age were to revive just for revival’s sake, rather
han to gath er in these extraneous beauties to
enrich the resources and to widen the capabili-

ties of one received style. This tendency seems
to threaten the noble movement with premature
decay, though I do trust that there remain
earnestness and steadiness of heart enough to

avert this danger, and to guide these artistic

strivings into a healthy channel, and cause them
to add new life to the general movement.

It is, in truth, as yet unsettled whether we
should concentrate onr revival on one phase of

the old style, or whether, as the ancients did

with their orders, we should use them ad libitum.

The one seems somewhat artificial, the other
somewhat too eclectic

;
but solvitur amhulando,

and perhaps this discursiveness I have been re-

gretting may promote that solution.

I have found, as I went on, that the scheme of

my lecture was much too extensive for the time
at my command. I bad intended to say some-
thing of the application of the sister arts to

architecture, as well as on the subordinate and
allied arts. I must omit this ; nor do I much
regret it, as I trust I shall be succeeded by men
better qualified to deal with the subject.

I will close my lecture,—itself the last of my
long but disjected series,—with a few words of
advice to architectural students.

First of all, I would repeat what I once heard
from that accomplished artist who formerly
graced this chair,—Professor Cockerell,—that

the first nile for success in art is the same which
the wise man laid down with reference to morals,
“ Keep thy heart with all diligence, for out of it

are the issues of life.” If the inmost heart of

the student is purely and earnestly devoted, with
generous ardour and enthusiasm, to bis work, you
may make pretty sure of his success ; but, if he
follows it up in a cold, perfunctory spirit

;
from

a sense of duty or self-interest rather than of

earnest love ; whatever may be his success in a
merely professional point of view, he will never
do any good in a higher and an artistic sense. The
first thing, then, to encourage is a loving zeal for

the arc you have chosen.

The next aim is self-culture, and that of a two-

fold kind : the cultivation at once of an intimate

knowledge of the form of art which you select as

your groundwork, and of a personal artistic power
to work in it.

In these days of miscellaneous distraction, it is

difficult to give advice as to the choice of a
groundwork of study. Having no actual style

belonging to our age, you must choose between
the two Kenaissances,—the Classic and the

Gothic,—as best yon may.
It was ray own lot, arising from the period at

which I commenced, to have been trained in one
(at its deadest period), and to have, from the

love of it, trained myself in the other; but I will

suppose, for simplicity’s sake, a single and simple

choice. Nor is it for me to dictate, were it in

my power to do so, what that choice should be.

What I have to say is that, your choice being

made, you must study with all diligence, and
with the most assiduous attention, the best and
purest examples of the stylo you have chosen

;

making yourself thoroughly acquainted -with it

from its very root to its minutest details, and
using every endeavour to catch the true artistic

spirit of the style in its best phases.

If Classic architecture (whether antique or as

revived) he your aim, you are at some disad-

vantage from not having within your reach its

most authentic examples. Books and the works
of our o\\n best architects must supply the need
till you have opportunity to study it in its native

land.

If Gothic architecture is that on which your

I loving choice has fallen, you are more happily

situated. Then you are not studying an im-
ported art, but that of yonr own country

;
you

have not to travel widely from home to study
its noblest productions, for they are at your
very doors

;
you have not to go through a

long course of book-study, treating of examples
of art which you have no means of seeing and
studying with yonr own eyes

;
but, though not

rejecting books, you may go from them to the

originals and judge of them for yourselves.

Even if kept pretty closely in London or its

vicinity, yon do not want opportunity for the

study from its noblest productions of the art of

your choice. The glorious fane of St. Peter at

Westminster supplies an inexhaustible fund for

study, while the history of Modimval art may be
followed up by the aid of such examples as the

Chapel in the Tower, the Temple Church, St.

Saviour’s, Westminster Hall, Crosby and Eltham
Halls, and other minor examples

;
while an

hour’s mn will take you to the stupendous
church of England’s protomartyr, which equals
its sister abbey as a fund of artistic study and
information. The advice, then, I give to the

student of Medimval art is, lose no opportunity

of studying and carefully sketching from old

examples, wherever they may be found ; nor, I

would add, should you neglect the aid afforded

:

by collections of objects of study such as our

,

museums contain
;
but study not only the mere

^

fact, but the spirit and sentiment of the style

you are learning.

This, however, alone is but the skeleton. You
must clothe it with muscles, and breathe into it

the breath of life, by the direct culture of your
own individual artistic powers. Make yourselves

artists,—not so much artists in the lower sense

of being able to make your ideas look well on
paper, as in the incomparably more important
sense of making yonr works really noble works
of art in reality and in execution. It is of very
little importance to any but yourselves whether
youi- drawings look well; but it is of infinite

importance that your works, when carried out,

should be really worthy of admiration, and
should prodnee the impression on the mind
which they ought to produce.

Make yourselves, then, artists, not alone in

respect of mere architecture itself, but in respect

also of its allied arts ;
in respect of architectural

sculpture, in respect of painted decoration, in

respect of figure sculpture and of figure-painting

in forms suited to architecture ;
of painted glass,

mosaic work, metal work, and all the subordinate

arts. I do not say that yon should really prac-

tise these arts yourselves, but by training your-

selves in them you will become fitted to direct,

guide, and check those whom you employ, or

who are made your art colleagues.

Few, indeed, of us have as yet come up to the

standard,—very few have even approached it. I

address you as the rising generation of archi-

tects, and urge you to do what your immediate
predecessors have, for the most part, failed of

having the means of doing. Let your new
generation go far beyond its predecessor. It is I

not for us moderns to be content with a standard ‘

of our own degenerate age. To “measure our-
selves by ourselves, and to compare ourselves
with ourselves,” is never the part of wisdom.
Set, rather, before yourselves a standard of

glorious days of old
;
and, remembering always

the right noble Catcena Fatrum, whose successors
you will be, make it your first endeavour to

raise yourselves to a level worthy of your
parentage, and then to press ardently onwards,
if Providence shall permit, to ever new and
higher attainments.

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH,
CAMBRIDGE.

This building, which was begun in the autumn
of 1872, will have something of novelty in

certain points of its arrangement. Two chief

objects were aimed at in the design,—first,

to put the whole of the congregation within
sight and hearing of the service; and secondly,
to do this without having recourse to thin
columns and slight construction. It was desired,

on the one hand, to avoid cast-iron and lath-

and-plaster, and, on the other hand, to avoid the
inconvenience which generally results from a
series of massive nave piers. Many forms of
plan on which both these objects are attainable

are suggested by Poat-Roman and Mediasval
works

;
bnt from the confined nature of the site,

some of the most promising of them proved to

be inapplicable. To obtain the requisite number
of sittings, it was necessary to cover the whole
of the ground, with the exception of two pas-
sages [left for access to the schools,—and the
general form of the nave thus presented itself

as a plain oblong, about 60 ft. by 54 ft. inter-

nally. This space has been divided into a central
and two side aisles, by one large clustered pier
on each side, which supports two wide arches

;

and these again carry a lofty clearstory. The
nave opens at one end by an arch of 20 ft. span
into the tower gallery, and at the other end into

a polygonal apse, occupied by the choir. The
nave pier on the side next the pulpit is so placed
as to produce no obstruction whatever, the-

architect contends ; the opposite one interferes

with the view from abont half a dozen sittings,

or less than 1 per cent, of the whole.

The front of the church is formed by a tower,

27 ft. 6 in. wide, and about 130 ft. high. The-
interior of* the tower is occupied below by a
large entrance-porch, and above by the end
gallery before named, which is lighted by a
wheel-window some 40 ft. from the ground. The
windows throughout are highly placed, and the-

greater part of the light will come from above.
The gallery staircase, with its enclosing turret,

carried up in the angle between the tower and
the end of the south aisle, will be noticeable

externally. It has an octagonal roof of stone,

like that of the tower, the latter having the-

peculiarity,—which was less common when it was
desigued than it has recently become,—of an
octagonal belfry-stage, with a pier above each
angle of the square from which it springs. In
the treatment of these piers, however, and in

some other particulars, the type kept in view
was rather that of Coutances and St. Lo, than-

that of St. Albin, Angers, which has lately

appeared in such numerous adaptations. The
total length of the interior, including apse and
gallery, is abont 100 ft., and 700 sittings of con-
venient size will be provided. The inside of the
church is lined with ashlar, with occasional

bands of red Wolverhampton stone. The roof
and ceiling are of Baltic timber. The apse-

ceiling is of pitch-pine, with panels intended to
receive coloured decoration. The ceiling of the
nave, as will appear from the view, is pointed,

but of a low pitch. This form was adopted,
partly for its acoustic merits, and partly to
secure an equable temperature, by getting a thick
stratum of air between the roof and the ceiling.

It also makes it possible to dispense with a visible

cross-tie in the trusses. The nave arches are
kept square on the soffits, and are panelled,—
a mode of treatment which, if uncommon, is

not unprecedented, even in the best Mediseval
work. In the present case, it seemed likely to

assist in giving scale to an interior which, from
the fewness of its main divisions, was in danger
of being deficient in that very important element
of effect,—the danger, in fact, of most interiors

which venture either on wide naves or wide bays.
Externally the walls are of Yorkshire par-

point, with dressings of Ancaster stone. The
joiners’ work is of pitch-pine. The work is.

being executed by Mr. Horsman, of Wolver-
hampton, under a contract for 8,000J. The-
architect is Mr. James Cubitt, of London.
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OUE PUBLIC MOSnilENTS.
The fow public monuments wLicli London can

boast of are rendered apparently fewer in conse-
quence of the vast area over which they are so
sparsely scattered, and it is difficult to get a
comprehensive glance at them. A city devoted
almost exclusively to business, and not, like
Paris, to aesthetic considerations, it offers but
rare opportunities for the display of purely

I artistic decorations. It boasts many magnificent
buildings, where art has lent its aid to gild the
utihtanan requirements of the place

;
and

edifices such as Westminster Abbey, St. Paul’s
Cathedra], tho Houses of Parliament, Somerset
House, and the Royal Palaces, not to speak of

I the hotels and private commercial buildings,
I are an ornament to any city. But in their
: case the primary object of their erection
was their use, and art has been called in,
only as a secondary consideration, to beautify
and embellish. They ai-e to be met with in
all parts of tho metropolis, bat monuments
per se,— i.e., purely decorative or memorial
structures, without any primary useful object,
are few and far between, and are apt to

' bo overlooked among such giants. And they
are

_

from their nature, and from the diffi.
culties attendant on their design, naturally

I slow to increase. It is my intention to try
and give a short sketch of the most pro-
^nent or most important of these witnesses
to a nation’s glory, a nation’s taste, and a
nation s pride in her most worthy sons. I
shall omit any reference to statues or memo-

‘^"“oors,” such as those in the Houses
ot Parliament and Westminster Hall, and in
Westminster Abbey and St. Paul’s Cathedral
confining myself to a few of the pui-ely “ public ”

monuments out of doors.

_

One of the most life-like and spirited statues
in London is Maroohetti’s colossal “ Richard
Occur de Lion,” erected in Palace-yard, between
the House of Lords and Westminster Abbey.
The natural pose of the finely-modelled horse
and the defiant attitude of his rider are
admirably executed, and the effect is very good.
It seems a pity that so good a specimen of
art should not have been placed in a more

' populous thoroughfare.
Equestrian statues are equally difficult of

execution and effective in appearance. They
admit of more varied treatment than simple
hgmres, but our artists have not been happy in
their rendering of the different attitudes of a
horso and its rider.

The “Iron Duke” seems to have been very
badly treated by the sculptors and monument-
makers. Have they any special grudge against
him that they determined to make him a
laughing-stock when they placed the “little man
with the big cocked.hat” on the top of the
triumphal arch on Constitution-hill ? Placed in
such a prominent position,—the taste of which
is m Itself very questionable,—he should at any
rate have been made a little more worthy of
respectful observation. Placed where he has to
be “looked up to,” he is really “looked down
upon” as m example of statuary. Viewed from
a short distance hardly anything is to be seen
except a horse surmounted by a field-marshal’s
hat and an outstretched arm and hand holdimr a
roll of plans.

“

A second representation of the Duke of
Wellington, which graces the open space in
front of the Royal Exchange, is less ambitious,
and though somewhat tamely modelled, is less
objectionable, and is a very fair specimen of
mediocre art. In the actual design and work,
manship of the Hyde Park-comer statue, there
may be very little to complain of, but in such
works the general effect must be studied ao-
3ording to the position they are to occupy. As
in example of the neglect of this simple rule I
vill instance tho Crimean memorial in Waterloo-
5lace. A double pedestal,—the upper one snr-
nounted by a figure of Britannia, or Victory, or
lome equally indefinite female, holding out
vreaths of laurel

; on the front of the lower one
wo or three admirably-exeouted figures of the
Guards, in their winter uniform, standing in an
attitude of mourning

; at the back, a trophy of
juns and colours. The female figure, perched
ip aloft, has her hair hanging down her back in
wo pigtails

; her arms are outstretched in oppo-
ite directions, each hand holding two rings,
ire they hoops in which she invites all the
leighbouring birds to come and rest, or are they
uoita ? Happy thought ! they are intended for
mrel-wreaths

! At a very short distance her
ack, with a stiff heavy mantle hanging straight

down, looks perfectly flat, and reminds me of a
statue of George III. I once saw and admired at
Weymouth, where the ai-tist, having expended
his skill or cash, or both, in developing and
decorating the front part of his Majesty’s body
has actnally rounded the back off without an
attempt at modelling it at all

!

The local authorities seem to look upon this
Guards’ Monument somewhat in the light of a
stree^refugej ” its base is generally sur-

rounded with wheelbarrows, picks, shovels, and
heaps of broken granite which the small boys of
the neighbourhood amuse themselves by tryino-
to throw into the mouths of the cannons forming
the trophy on the pedestal above.

Ichabod! may fairly be exclaimed of the list
of London monuments. The statue in Leicester,
square has at last disappeared. Gracing that
locality for ages, without a friend, an owner, or a
name, its origin and original alike unknown, it
has now vanished from the scene,—

Unwept, unhonour’d, and unsung.”

For years it was a fertile source of speculation
on the part of antiquaries to discover its author,
and the person whom it was meant to represent.
I believe a similar uncertainty exists as to the
equestrian statue of a jaunty gentleman in wig
and pigtail on a short, thickset horse, which
looks down Whitehall from Chariug-crosa. la he
a Stuart or a Guelph ?

And who is the militaryman who, hat in hand,
salutes the passers-by from Pall-mall to Cock-
spur-street ? He deserves to have a name

;
for

though the flowing tail of his horse depends
from a very thin root, his tout ensemhleiB worthy
of a return salute.
But it is impossible to specify a tenth of the

smaller statues sprinkled over London. Each
i

square boasts of one or more, but their excel- I

lence is never very remarkable, and they are
'

content to hide their defects in the exclusiveness
of their retirement from the more throuo-ed
thoroughfares.

" The Monument ” ia a tribute of homage to
no man’s memory

; butas marking a great epoch
in the history of London, it deserves a short
notice here. 203 fc. in height, it is an imposing
column, and can be seen from a considerable
distance. This is one of the most primitive
styles of memorial structure, and though the
most simple, it is still one of the most effective.
In this case the fluted column is really very fine.
The effect is spoiled by tho cage that has had to
be erected at the top of it, to prevent would.be
suicides from throwing themselves down head-
long. The spherical metal finial at the summit
is meant to represent a ball of fire. To my eyes
It always presents tho appearance of a brazen
plum-pudding be-stuck with small flags.

Nelson’s Column, second in height to the
Monument, is 176i ft. high, - an elegant
Oonnthian pillar, surmounted by a statue of the
hero m whose honour it was erected. Unlike
the Monument and the “ Duke of York’s
Column ” it has no interior staircase, and so is
not spoiled by the hideous cage with which these
other two are disfigured. It has been suggested
that a c^e should be placed there too, to enclose
Nelson himself, who, some critics assert, should
pot be placed at such an elevation, as they say
it IS a cruel idea to put a man on the top of a
column with no means of descent. With the
good_ effect produced by the column as a whole
partioularly since Landseer’sgrand colossal Hons
have taken their place at the base, the objection
IS puen^le, and surely the taste is not so bad as
that which placed an elderly civilian gentleman
in a chair with his head uncovered, without even
an overcoat to protect him, and exposed him to
all the changes of this changeable climate of
ours, as is done in tho case of the Peabody
statue at the back of the Royal Exchauf^e The
designer no doubt wished to make a chamrefrom
the ordinary style of memoiial effigy, but it is
cruel to place the great benefactor in such an
unsheltered position. In rain or sunshine I feel
equally inclined to “ cover his defenceless head ”
with an umbrella.
The D uke of York is satisfied to survey London

from a height of 124 ft. : though, the column
being placed on higher ground, its summit is not
really so much below that of the Monument.
Another patent suicide-preventer renders hideous
the appearance of this column. I do not know
which particular Duke of York the figure repre-
sents : whether it is he of whom it is said,

^ The Duke of York march’d up the hill -mth 20,000 men •He march d them to the top, and then he march’d themdown again.

The authorities have a wholesome dread lest an

erratic flash of lightning should throw down the
image which they have set up on high, and have
taken the precaution to provide a lightning-
conductor, the upper end of which passes out of
the head of lI.R.H.
A BiDglo glance at the Duke of York's and

Melsons oolnmns teaches the practical lesson
that bronze statues shonld never be placed at
such a height that their features are lost to view.
The Duke of York’s figure is bronze, blackened
by time, and smoke, and rainj and being repre-
sented in a large, flowing cloak, the outline of
his limbs cannot be perceived, and the effect is
an unbroken mass of black cloak, surmounted
by a ball for a head. Nelson, on the contrary, is
ot stone, which is cleaned instead of blackened
by the rain, and his costume being that of an
admiral, free from folds of drapery, his features
and lipabs are all easily distinguishable.
While we are in the neighbourhood of Waterloo,

place, we will go and see two unobtrusive little
memonals to the memory of two great men.
Une, Sir Colin Campbell, is represented, about
lite-size, standmg on a neat granite pedestal;
below sits Britannia, leaning against the British
Hon and holding out a spray of laurel. Query •

It the laurels are intended for Sir Colin, how is
he to get them without an undignified descent
trom his elevated position ?

The other is in memory of the great Arctic
explorer, Franklin, and his brave companions.A bronze bas-relief on the pedestal represents
tne bunal of the discoverer of the north-west
passage in the midst of the mountains of ice
through which he had vainly endeavoured to
force a passage. On the pedestal stands an
excellent statue, a Httlo lai-gor than life-size, of
Fi-anklm. ’

I

One of the most ambitious, most utilitarian
most novel, and moat unsightly of memorial
erections m London is the drinlung.fountain in
Great George-sbreet, Westminster, built in me-

^h'ch such men
as Wilberforce, Clarkson, Buxton, and others
laboured so zealously,—the emancipation of the
® production has been profanely
called the gigantic extinguisher.” It certainly
closely resembles one of those useful household
utensils, considerably enlarged, and goigeously
decorated,

_

supported on six small pillars, be-tween which there is just room for the thirsty
traveller to pass, and under which he may be
sheltered from tho outer rain or sun while he
reireshes the inner man.
A word on drinking.fountains. Why shonld

they be closed for the “winter months,” as is
generally the case ? People become thirsty,
though to a lesser degree, in the winter as well
as m the summer, and if, during that season, the
way-worn hydropath approaches one of these
structures, hoping to quench his thirst, he is
confronted by a board which tells him that the
quickening streams are closed till the Ist ofMarch.
The granite column erected in Broad Sane-

tuary, Westminster, to the memory of tho West
minster scholars who fell in the Crimean war is
a pretty Httle structure, and from its position
will servo to remind the Westminster boys of the
honour that awaits them in the proper perform-
ance of the duties of manhood in years to come.

I cannot help referring to the striking view
that 13 to be obtained near here from the end of
Victoria-street, looking east.
The Honsea of Parliament) WestminsterAbbey

St. Margaret’s church, Henry VII.’s chapel, with
the surrounding buildings, and the Westminster
Scholars column m the foreground, make up avery effective “ comer of architecture.”
The National Albert Memorial deserves a paper—and a long one, too-to itself. The bold con.

ception of Sir Gilbert Scott’s fertile brain, it is ahttmg tribute to the memory of him who, twenty
years before its inauguration, had, near the same
spot, carried to so successful an issue his inund
design of a world’s show of industrial and artistic
prMuce. Its ornate Gothic style contrasts finely
witn the stern ponderousness of the Albert Hall
contiguous. ’

A large sum was eipended in the work, butthe return is worth the investment. If we hadnothing else we have here a proof that the mostornate oiamples of the Italian school can bo re
prodaoed, or so modified as to exist ivithoat incon
grnitj, even under this inclement sky of ours.Home 8 Coliseum needed no protecting roof. The
scenes enacted in its arena were open to the
sky above. The visitors to London’s imitation
ot the great model require a shelter from unpro.
pitious Jupiter Pluvius and the rude blasts of
Boreas. It was a daring design, that of pro.
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duciD^ a Coliseum, with a roof which would not

spoil its outward appearance. Still bolder was

the determination to defy the rainy, smoky

atmosphere with a highly.decorated structure,

such as the Albert Memorial, wth its marble

sculpture, its gilded pinnacles, its tesselated

pavement, its inlaid work, its precious stones,

and a thousand valuable minute adornments and

enrichments, which, as a whole, produce an effect

of elegance, and yet solidity,— in a word, of

complete success,—which it would be difficult to

rival anywhere.
With such a triumph of art, it is surely too

soon to say that English taste is dead, that

English art is a thing of the past,—a name.

With all the faults of the many mediocre pro-

ductions of monumental skill, we have some

examples deserving of praise. It is good to feel

that the most ambitious work, where failure

would have been most keenly felt, is one of the

most successful of which the country can boast.

C. E. Fuver.

HEATING BY GAS.

In a paper by Mr. John Barber on the Heating

of Public Buildings, read lately at the Royal In-

Btibute of British Architects, the writer said,

—

We live in an ago of improvements, and none of

us will deny the fact that much happens now as

a matter of course which was deemed impossible

years ago. Economy, or at any rate convenience,

is derived by dealing with essences. It is much
more convenient to swallow a tea-spoonful of

medicine than to drink the bucketful of wash

from which it is concentrated. Why should we

not apply the same principle in warming our

buildings, and use a few thousand feet of gas in

preference to burning a ton of coal ? and why,

taking all things into consideration, should such

a course bo uneconomical ?

During a late professional visit to Denmark, I

became intimately acquainted with a Dane who
had gone much further than any enlightened

Englishman I have yet met with in the treat-

ment and use of gas for other purposes beyond

lighting. I visited bis bouse several times be-

fore being aware it was heated by gas ; and

having had my attention drawn to the subject of

stoves (heated with gas) by Mr. Seddon, only a

short time before, my mind was naturally ripe

and ready to take in any ideas which might im-

prove my knowledge on those points. I looked

round his room on one occasion for a novelty in

the stove line, and not finding one, although the

day was very cold and the room warm, I asked

how it was heated. My friend took a panel out

of his window bottom, and there I saw a few gas-

bnmers, with perfectly blue flame, playing on a

firebrick lump, with no pipe to take the products

of gas combustion away. The heat from com-

bustion and the heat absorbed and imparted by

the firebrick was all allowed to enter the room,

and although I was in the room for hours I did

not feel any choky or stuffy sensation. Here

was a realisation of the very idea which had pre-

sented itself to Mr. Seddon and myself, and

which I was proposing to bring to a successful

issue. Now I must tell you that the gas there

was the best I have ever seen, though no dearer

than London gas (6b. per thousand, if used for

lighting purposes, or 4s. 3d. per thousand, if used

for cooking and heating). I ought also to tell

you that my friend cooked entirely by gas, his

roasting fire simply consisting of a IG-inch drain,

pipe, with a cross bar at top, inside which the

meat was hung, the bottom of pot resting on a

tripod, which also carried a circle of gas jets

;

a sort of ventilated dish-cover crowned the whole.

The consequence was that carpets and furniture

were not spoiled by dust and cinders from fire
;

chips were saved, as also space for holding them,

and labour in not having coals to carry to and

cinders from the fire ;
and the first cost of the

stoves, if we may call them so, was much less

than the elaborate iron ones generally used in

the Scandinavian kingdoms.

Now I feel I may be speaking to sceptics, but

I fully believe it is possible so to burn gas, even

London gas, that the heat arising from combus-

tion shall be neither unpleasant nor injurious;

and if so, I contend that we may most reasonably

expect to find economy in its adoption for warm-

ing houses in lieu of the use of coal
;
for this

reason—that in coal all the products of combos-

tion itself go up the chimney, whereas in gas,

treated as I propose, they would serve to heat

the room
;
and in considering the economy of

gas as a heating apparatus for houses, we must

credit it with the saving in wear and tear of car-

pets, chips, coal-cellar and chip-house, cliimney

breasts and chimney tops, hearth-rugs, fenders,

fire-irons, and register grates, the marble chimney

piece and its necessary accompaniments, chimney

ornaments, mirrors, &c. In fact, it thoroughly

re-models a room, and renders much expensive

furniture unnecessary ;
and it is my firm opinion

that if due and proper consideration be paid to all

these points, the economy will be in favour of

the essence of coal—that is, gas,—and not coal

itself. I am not a chemist or a gas engineer

myself, and must leave the actual treatment as

to admixture of air to ensure the Bunsen flame

and other matters to them to work out
;
but I

think I have just held out to them sufficient

promise of success. With the foregoing remarks

fresh in your memory, you will most readily con-

ceive how easy and convenient it would be to

apply a gas-stove under the window-cills of a

church or public building, as previously sug-

gested when treating of hot-water apparatus

;

how easy to regulate the temperature of^ the

building, giving more heat or less, as required,

by taming a tap ;
in fact, the more I think

of it, the more advantages turn up in its favour

over and above any other system of heating appa-

ratus. What is wanted is a fair and impartial trial,

and this may be accomplished without very much

trouble or expense. Try one room in a house

first, and have a meter specially for the gas-

stove; cai’efully register on a thermometer the

temperature inside and outside the room for a

week
;
then repeat the operation, use coal in the

firegrate, maintain the same temperature inside

for the same length of time, weighing the coal,

and this will show the actual cost in consump-

tion,—the other items of economy, as enumerated

above, require no test. After arriving by experi-

ment at the proper form of gas-jets to adopt, in

order completely to destroy any pernicious effects

arising from the combustion of gas, it becomes

an easy matter to arrange the form of stove to

which the burning gas-jets are to transmit their

heat. I would recommend the following plan :

fix a system of gas-jets within a terra-cotta or

earthenware cylinder placed horizontally, the

outside of which is ridged to as great an extent

as possible (similar to the gills of agilUstove), to

increase the superficial area of the heated sur-

faces with which the circulating air is in contact.

Upon the top of this cylinder or terra-cotta gill-

stove lay a vitrified earthenware trough, to be

filled with water, and place the whole apparatus

in a recess under the window-cill, as previously

recommended. By following out these sug-

gestions we obtain,—first of all, the great advan-

tage of the form of gill-stove for transmitting

heat to circulating air ;
secondly, we obtain the

advantage of softening the heated atmosphere

by evaporation of water; thirdly, we have com-

pulsory induction of air by placing the stove in

a recess slightly larger than itself; then the

advantage of introducing the warm air into the

building in a convenient, unconspicuous position,

where its effect is more likely to be general.

Again, we have no dirt, ashes, coals, or other

lumber to provide for or to remove;* and, lastly,

we succeed in obtaining a heating power which

can be increased or diminished at will, to suit

the requirements of the day or the tastes of the

public within the bnilding. There is yet the

crowning advantage of all to enumerate, which

is the securing of the whole products of com-

bustion and radiation, as well as the heat caused

by simple circulation. This last advantage, I

must confess, is not yet certainly secured ;
but

why should it not be ? Nothing need now be

put down as impossible to obtain, for every day

brings US fresh evidence to prove that what were

impossibilities once are now admitted as simple

facts.

NEW CHAPEL, UPPER HOLLOWAY.

The new chapel which has been erected at the

corner of Archway-road and St. John’s-road,

Upper Holloway, occupies a commanding posi-

tion. The architectural style of the building is

Romanesque. The ground was of a somewhat

peculiar form, and made the planning of a com-

modious structure difficult. The building com-

mittee therefore invited several architects to

submit designs, and those submitted by Mr.

John Johnson, of Moorgate-street, were chosen

as most suitable.

The west front has a flight of steps leading to

a landing the whole width of the bnilding. There

are three circular-headed entrance-doors, with

* That frequent marrer of architectural effect in

churches, the heating apparatus chimney, is removed

altogether.

columns, with carved capitals, and enriched arch

soffits ;
above is a large light window, with rose-

window in head, the spandrels being carved with

Romanesque foliage. To this front there are two

turrets, containing gallery stairs, with pointed

domical roofs of blue Bath stone, with iron

finials, the height from ground to top of fiuials

being 85ft. The chapel is in plan a Latin cross,

the total length east and west being 110 ft., and

the total width across at transepts 95 ft. The

width of the nave is 44 ft. The ceilings are in

blue and white, with blue and red lines and orna-

ments. The timbers of the roof are light brown,

the walls and dado being Pompeian buff and

brown, with panels of blue, with red and blue

enrichments, the plaster cornices and mouldings

being left white. The communion is rather

richly treated by arcading and diapers. The
architect prepared the designs, and himself exe-

cuted a portion of the decorative work. The
basement has a large school-room for 200 boys,

200 girls, and 150 infants
;
also four class-rooms,

each 18 ft. by 16 ft. The walls are of brick,

with light yellow facing, with bands of dark

Malm paviors, and dressings of Bath stone, &c.

The warming is by hot air and hot water, exe-

cuted by Mr. Waller, of Fish-atreet-hill. The

gas-fittings are by Mr. Glasse, High-street,

Islington. The foreman of the works was Mr.

Taylor, and the general contractors were Messrs.

Dove Brothers, of Islington. The cost of the

building is about 5,6001., but the total cost, in.

eluding land and all charges, is about 7,200i.

PROVERBS FOR GENERAL CIRCULATION.

A COLOSSAL social superstructure on bad foun-

dations will inevitably be sapped by the tide of

progress.

England forgets that she owes her wealth and

power to about half a dozen great intellects.

A nation is in great danger which forgets to

whom its success is due, for it will neglect

those intellects which could alone maintain its

position.

Englishmen batten upon the profits derived

from ideas, and are for ever ridiculing the

peoples who fight for one.

Let your great intellects be either robbed ov

dishonoured, and ere long your nation will be

despoiled and dishonoured.

A nation’s art will be its monument ; by that

the future will determine its aspirations or

abasement.
People would soon he astonished at results if

they would all work together for the common
good.
What is the use of having senses if men are

not trained to use them properly ?

Yield and feign timidity if you wish to find

out whether a coward means to attack you.

No one need stand in fear of brave men, but

the WTOng-doer; it is only cowards who stab in

the back.
Flippancy in art, literature, and social life is

a bad habit; the longer encouraged the more
difficult to eradicate.

Do not let a nation’s hardiness decay, but do

not make it too hardy lest it prove fool-hardy.

Establish a temperate zone of thought and

policy round the globe, and the social world

will be safe.

One of the first results of educational equality

is, that all men become ambitious ;
the final one,

that they all desire to be happy.
Heaven metes by the will of the worker, not

the amount of the work.
The great wish of most people is for a fortune

and nothing to do. How fully men are punished

when it is realised !

People often show their bitterness instead of

contempt by tossing their heads.

Coxcombs often appear to be of greater account

in the world than great men.

To express contempt for personal defects is

not only a sign of ill-breeding, but of a poor

understanding.

Men are, at first, as they were made
;
they

may afterwards r/iake themselves either better or

worse.
Let your resentment quickly cool, and it will

save you a vast deal of trouble and anxiety.

If you are in the wrong acknowledge it at

once ! You may disgrace yourself by a weak

defence.

Keep your difficulties to yourself, and let

people know that you are in expectation of good

fortune.

Scribbling upon and defacing works of art is

an unmistakable sign of a low state of culture.
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A REVIEW OP WORKS ILLUSTRATED IN
TUE ' BUILDER.”

LIVERPOOL ARCniTECTUE.lL ASSOCIATION.

At a recent meeting of this Society, Jlr. W.
H. Picton read the following paper :

—

Pressed by our secretary for a paper, I venture
to offer a few tlioughts which have passed through
my mind on a review of the architecture of the
past year, as illustrated in the Builder. Valuable
and interesting as the architecture of past ages
must ever bo to the student, that of the present
day possesses a yet keener interest to the archi.

toot engaged in the active practice of his art,

and striving earnestly and often with difficulty

to fit it to the exacting requirements of the ago
and to breathe a spirit of beauty over new forms
of construction. With this noble purpose in
view, the works of our brother practitioners are

'

of inestimable value, affording suggestions to

,

that end which are in vain looked for among
older examples. I shall endeavour in the present
paper, to the best of ray ability, to point out in a
spirit of friendly criticism the merits and defects
of the buildings I have selected, and to note

j

anything of value which we can extract from
'

them.

My first example is the Roman Catholic Church
of St. Mary of the Anrjels, Dublin, of which Mr.
J. J. M'Carthy is the architect. It was built for
the religious order of the Capuchins, and is a
single-span church. The plan consists of a nave
with lateral chapels and apsidal chancel with
large sacristies. Its width, clear of the main
walls, is 45 ft., and including the chapels 65 ft.

Its total length is 160 ft., and interior height
73 ft. The view given shows the west and south
fronts. The whole design exhibits a unity of
porposG which gives it much power of effect.
Both fronts have the same leading features,
although worked out in a different way. The
arches from buttress to buttress, and the pro-
jecting features between the latter, are the same
in both, hilt the projections in one case form the
entrance porches, and in the other the side
chapels. The side chapels are, I consider,
admirabl}’^ managed, with a gable occurring in
every other bay, the alternate bays having
straight eaves, and being covered with stone
water tabling. In order that the lino of the
buttresses may appear down to the gi-ound line,

care taken that they are not covered up by the
projecting chapels, but sufficient left of them to
satisfy the eye that they are still there. The
main openings into the church, elevated above the
cliapels, become large clearstory windows, and
tho effect of their elegant triplet lights in the
interior must be exceedingly fine. Tho large
pinnacles at the angles of the west front are
[vortliy of note, where the corner, formed by the
:wo buttresses, is made into a niche with a
shafted pedestal and statue. The spire has quite
t Continental feeling about its treatment, and
ihoagb rich in the general effect appears a little

)vercrowded. The building as a whole displays,
[ think, a considerable amount of originality, and
;he arrangement of the chapels is one which
night be worked out well for a Protestant church
n the shape of narrow aisles, simply to gain
iccess to the pews with the usual piers and
ixches.

Chapel of St. Paul's College, Stony Stratford.
Fho plan of tliis building consists of an atrium,
)r enlarged porch, extending across the whole
vestern gable of the chapel, a choir proper for
;he members of the college, and a deep sacra-
num terminating apsidally. Tho total length is

Ll-i ft. by 35 ft. across the choir. In the interior,
Drickwork is used for architectural features.
iVindovv -tracery, cornices, wall-shafts, piers, &c.,
ire all carried out in brick. Stone is employed
ntho shape of sculptured corbels and capitals,
ind the introduction of some shafts of grey
jranite adds to the effect. Tho ceiling is arched
md ribbed, with tie-beams and shafted king,
posts. There are no windows in the apse, but it

Das a high roof-light, from a spirelet, which rises
joBt over the centre of the sacrarium, wliich
iffords light for the frescoes intended to adorn
die walls, showing scenes from the life of St.
Paul, the patron saint of the college. The floor
B laid with teaseiated patterns, the richer design
3eing preserved for the sacrarium. The choir is

itted up with pauelled and carved seats, in oak
ind pine, ari'atiged choirwise, with a projecting
Janopy over the upper seats, and canopied stalls
'or the warden and chaplains. The building is

he work of Messrs. Goldie & Child, and die
lost over 5,000i. No material has risen so much
n tho estimation of the architect during the last
enty years as brick. From being so mucT

despised, that it was everywhere, if possible,
hidden away from view and covered with stucco,
it has come to line tho interiors of public build-
ings and churches, preferred in many oases to
stone, and built in along with polished marble
and granite. The great attention now bestowed
on tho manufacture of bricks and terra-cotta
will explain this fact to some extent

5
but the

chief reason lies, I think, in tho development of
a taste for colour, which has been gi'owing ever
since the Gotliic revival. In the first stage of
this development there was undoubtedly a dis-

position to overdo tho thing, and to paint over
the surfaces to too great an extent; but now a
more refined method prevails, and the colour is

not laid on as something extraneous, but comes,
as it were, from within, being in the coloured
stone and bricks employed in tho construction
of the building. This method of colouring pre^
vails in this church. The general effect of the
interior is exceedingly striking, but, to my mind,
is marred by the tie-beams. With the noble
open roofs left to us as examples by our ancestors,
it is, I think, a retrograde step to return to the
horizontal tie-beam, which has absolutely nothing
to recommend it. In this instance tho ties look
like sliores placed across the church, to keep the
walls from falling in, and their rigid lines cutting
across the arches of tho roof are harsh and ugly
in the extreme. The high roof-light over the
chancel is a noteworthy feature of tlio design.
In many churches the costly decoration is com-
pletely lost in consequence of the blinding light
which pours into the building through the win-
dows, and to attempt to see the paintings on the
walls is as impossible as to see the landscape
around yon with the sun in your eyes. An
opening in the roof, on tho contrary, affords a
steady light throughout the day, and is out of
tho reach of tho eye.

One of the grandest now churches illustmted
this year is tho Roman Catholic Church of Our
Lady and St. Philip, Arundel, Sussex, the work
of Messrs. Joseph A. Hansom & Son. The church
has been erected by the Duke of Norfolk. The
Builder states that the first work of throwing
in concrete for the foundation was begun
in December, 1869, but a serious interruption
took place in having to carry the fonnda-
tions down to tho solid chalk rock, which
in some instances was as much as 50 ft. below
the surface of the ground. The church is cruci-
form in plan, having nave and aisles to the west
of the transept, and choir and chapels to the
east. At the north-west angle the tower stands
in the place of porch, and at the south-west angle
is an octagonal baptistery projecting from the line
of south wall. Besides the entrance under tho
tower there is a great western portal, and in
each transept a smaller door of admission to the
church. At the south-west angle are the sacris-
ties lying between, and communicating with both
the church and the presbytery. Within the
church at tho west end is tho large organ-loft
raised high on stone-groined vaulting, and with
carved stone parapet front. The whole of the
church, the choir, tho three chapels, the bap-
tistery, and tower-porch are groin-vaulted in
stone ribs and bands and chalk filling. The
dimensions of the church are as follow:—Ex-
ternal length, from east to west, 200 ft.

;
interior,

aeross the transept, 94 ft.
;
width of nave and

choir, 33 ft.
;
width of nave aisles, 12 ft.

; length
of choir, 52 ft.

; height to ridge of nave groining,
72 ft. The fleche or sanctus-bell turret rises to
a height of 1-40 ft. The spire is 270 ft. to the
apex. From the above description, it will be
seen that the church is of first-rate dimensions,
and equal to many of our smaller cathedrals. It
is a matter for congratulation that in this impor-
tant work the architect has adhered to the native
style of the country. Tho church is a specimen
of pure English Gothic, and there is no feature
shown in the view before ns for which a pre-
cedent could not be found in ancient examples
in England. The different parts of the structure
blend well together, and form a noble group, cul-
minating in the tower which rises boldly up at
one end, and lifts far aloft its heaven-pointing
spire. The whole design of tower and spire is
masterly. At the foot, solidity is given to the
angles by filling up to a considerable height the
corners which would otherwise be formed by the
projecf.ing buttresses. For two stages ahove the
ground, the tower is kept plain and massive,
pierced only by bold arched openings and small
windows. Aliove these is a band of arcading
with crocheted canopies, which is on a level, and
in accord with, the clearstory, with its row of
windows and balustrading. Above come the
belfry windows with rich tracery heads and,

crocketed canopies, forming a central feature
to arrest the eye as it travels upward to the
spire. The sprin^ng of the spire is gracefully
feathered with pinuacles and crocketed cano-
pies, which, while breaking up the rigid spire
lines, all assist in directing tho eye upwards to
the apex. The introduction of the projecting
chapel in the angle, between the north transept
and choir, has a very happy effect in varying the
formal lines of the building and giving freedom
to the design. Two flying buttresses extend
across this chapel, and answer to those in the
nave. The east side of the north transept ex.
hibits another variety of treatment, having only
a row of small windows, light being scarcely
required, as it is amply provided for in the large
north window. Another evidence of careful
thought is shown in the thickening out of the
wall of the choir, by which great stability is given
to the structure, and the unjDleasantly weak
effect avoided which is often noticed in foreign
cathedrals, where the buttresses stand out from
apparently thin walls, like so many scaffold-
poles. Sculptured statuary is freely introduced
over the whole exterior, and no lees than thirty,
three statues of the saints may be counted on our
illustration of the church, all in niches with
crocketed canopies. These, standing in their
shadowy recesses, enliven and lend a grace to
the whole composition, the finishing touches to
this fine architectural work. I now pass on to an
example of modern house-building.

Wykehurst, Sussex.—This bouse, we are in.
formed, is tho work of Mr. E. M. Barry, E.A.
It stands in a commanding position, among
varied scenery. The style of the architecture
is based on that of tho French chateaux on the
Loire. The house is built of stone, and the roofe
are of tile and lead. The hall and entrance are
faced internally with stone. From the hall a
triple archway of stone gives access to tho prin-
cipal staircase, which is of oak, with steps 7 ft.
in width. From the nature of the site, a base*
mont story was considered advisable, and on
this floor are placed tho servants’ offices. The
floor over these offices is of fireproof construction,
being composed of concrete with wrought iron
joists. The kitchen and scullery are placed out-
side the main house, and have nothing over them.
They are situated near to the back or Inggage
entrance and stairs. There is a lift for luggage
and coals in the back staircase. All the external
walla are built double, with an air-space between
the two walls. The floors are double-framed
with main beams of wrought iron. The first

floor contains the best bedrooms, with private
sitting-rooms and drawing-rooms arranged in
suites, having separate bath-rooms and private
closets. There are other family bedrooms, and
also servants’ rooms, on the second floor, tho
partitions and framing of the roof being made
double with special precautions against cold and
noise. All the best bedrooms and sitting-rooms
have balconies commanding a fine view, and each
window towards the south and west is fitted with
wooden “ jalousies,” or shutter blinds, which
when not in use fold back into the thickness of
the walls, thus avoiding disfigurement to the
architecture. The turret staircase near the
entrance is for tho use of the servants, who can
thus attend to the front door without passing
through the house. The cost of the house was
about 35,0001. Tho ground plan of this noble
mansion is spacious and well arranged, each
department being kept distinct, and compact
together. Beginning from the left of the plan
as it stands, first comes the family portion, with
morning.room, school-room, and library, all
entering from a common corridor

j next tho
grand hall, 40 ft. long, and drawing-room, which
may be called the state apartments. In the
centre of the hall is the entrance-lobby, and at
the angles are circular turrets, which project
boldly out, and form a prominent feature in the
design, one of them containing stairs from the
basement for the servants, as before mentioned.
The drawing-room has a projecting loggia, with
a flight of steps leading on to a terrace. The
stairs are on a scale rarely met with in a modem
house. On the first landing is an octagonal bay,
with lofty window the full height of the build-
ing. Leading from the staircase is the dining,
room, with large semicircular bay at one side,
looking on to the terrace, and sideboard recess
at the end. Attached is a serving-room, and
with office adjoining. Beyond is the billiard-
room, lighted bya large bow window at the side,
and windows at one end. Behind it is the smoke-
room. The external elevation of the entrance
front is exceedingly striking and effective. Like
a skilful painter, the architect has concentrated
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tlie greatest amount of ornament on tlie centre

of hia composition. Here tbo handsome pro-

jectiiig portal, the angle turrets, the balustrades

and dormers, give becoming dignity to the most

important part of the mansion, while to the right

the work is more domestic in character, with a

greater amount of wall space, and quieter in

feeling altogether. The position of the staircase

is well marked out by the lofty octagonal apse

which projects out from the front, and forms a

distinct feature of the design. The paxt of the

house over the luggage entrance is carried up

three stories as a pavilion tower. The sky-line

is broken up throughout, and without any strain-

ing after irregularity, a delightful picburesquc-

ness and variety of effect is obtained. Several

fine contrasts are to bo seen : for example, be-

tween tho rich central portion and the plain and

massive turrets at the angles
j
again, between

the traceried octagon staircase apse and the

broad surfaces of the pavilion tower. Observe

also the difference in treatment shown in the

flank elevation between the side of the morning,

room and the side of the libi'ary. On the upper

stage of this front also an excellent effect is

obtained by splaying off the comers above the

morning-room, by which means a valuable break

is obtained, adding thereby greatly to the

pleasing character of the design. The dormer

windows, with their varied shapes and sizes

breaking up the large masses of the roofs, lend

an additional charm to the whole. Mr. E. M.
Barry has, I consider, done good service in adopt-

ing this very picturesque style, which has all tho

charm of our English Elizabethan, with much
more refinement of feeling. In these days of

TJltra-Gothicism, it is the fashion among some
to undervalue these hybrid styles which lie

between the Gothic and Classic. The student,

in endeavouring as best he may to bring forth

some new creation for his art, is more likely to

produce it out of the chaos which ensues upon

tho breaking up of an old and effete phase of

art tlian from the “faultily faultless, icily

regular ” order of a style at its best. There is

•freshnoss of feeling, and a daring originality in

these styles both in England and the Continent,

which afford much food for thought aud room
for development. In the course of the transition

from Norman to Early English, and in that from

the last phase of the expiring Gothic to the

Renaissance, many bold experiments have been

attempted and new ideas thrown out, which
have never to this day been followed up. I

believe there is a wide field still open here for

the earnest architectural student, and in this field

the old French chateaux exhibit many features

and details well worthy of attentive study.*

THE NEW JUNIOR ARMY AND NATY
CLUB BUILDINGS.

The buildings at the comer of Pall Mall and

Waterloo-place, formerly the offices of the

European ^Assurance Company, having been

purchased by the Junior Army and Navy Club, are

now being entirely reconstructed for tho purposes

of the club. With the exception of taking down
the main external walla it may be said that the

premises are being wholly rebuilt, and when tho

works now in progress at the two elevations are

finished, tho building externally will present an

entirely altered appearance. In the Pall Mall

frontage a new porch has been erected, nearly

11 ft. in width to the outside of the pilasters and

piers, the doorway being 7 ft. wide. The porch

has a bold and massive comice, above which is a

balustrade surmounted by vases. The building

has been raised by the addition of another story

to both the Pall Mall and Waterloo frontages.

Tho new building will have a flat lead roof. Two
large bay windows, 1 i ft. in width to the out-

side of the piers, have been introduced into the

gronnd-floor of the Waterloo-place frontage.

Internally the building has been altogether

reconstructed, nearly tbo whole of the interior

walls having been removed, and the former
offices in the building on the several floors have
been thrown into largo ajid spacious apartments,

supported from the basement chiefly by iron

columns and girders. The basement contains

the kitchens, servants’ hall, housekeeper’s room,
steward’s room, sculleries, and the whole of the
cooking apparatus, together with extensive cellar-

age for wines. On the gi'ound-floor is an entrance-
ball, together with a morning-room, reading-
room, and smoking-room for the members of the
club. The front portion of the first floor of both
the Waterloo-place and Pall Mall frontages has

been converted into a spacious dining-room, its

dimensions being 93 ft. in length by 23 ft. in

width, whilst at the rear of this floor are a

number of offices for tho private use of the

members of the club. The second floor contains

two billiard-rooms, card-room, committee-room,

lavatories, &c., and the billiard-rooms are

ventilated with Benham’s patent ventilator. The
third floor contains the secretary’s office and the

club hed-rooms, and the fourth floor the servants’

dormitories; the last-named story being reached

by a separate staircase, carried up from the

basement to the top of the building. The several

apartments in the interior, more especially the

dining-rooms and billiard-rooms, will be elabo-

rately decorated in colours and gold, on a ground

work consisting of Parian cement, the ceilings

(which are in panels) and cornices being en-

riched.

The architect is Mr. Rowland Plumbe, and the

builders are Messrs. Baker & Son. Mr. Richards

is foreman of the works in charge. The esti-

mated cost of the new building is upwards of

10
,
000 ?.

THE NEW CORN EXCHANGE BUILDINGS,
SHEFFIELD.

The working plans for this stracture have

been provisionally approved by the Duke of

Norfolk. Messrs. M. E. Hadfield & Son are the

architects. The following is a short description.

Tho new Exchange will he erected upon the

present hay and straw market, having its principal

facade to the new street (60 ft. wide), which is

about to be laid out in the line of Sheaf-street

and Exchange-street, forming a direct communi-
cation from the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lin-

colnshire, to the Midland Railway stations.

In the centre of the principal front (to the

street first mentioned, which is 227 ft. long) will

be the principal entrance to the Exchange,
through a portal within a tower, which will rise

with the fieche or spire to a height of upwards
of 200 ft. Acontinuoas arcade extends on each

side and along the return wings, each compart-
ment being occupied as a sale-shop, having a
basement and mezzanine floor, &c. Passing

through the tower, a broad flight of steps gives

access to the vestibule, which is 37 ft. 6 in. long,

and 17 ft. 6 in. wide, with a vaulted groined roof

of stone. At each side are staircases to suites of

offices occupying the chamber or upper floors of

the front building, and adjoining are settling

rooms for the corn factors.

The Com Exchange Hall will be 110 ft. long,

55 ft. wide (10 ft. longer, and 5 ft. wider than

new Cutlers’ Hall), and 60ft. high to the arched
ceiling. It will be lighted by windows on the

north-east and west sides, and by a glass counter

ceiling in the centre. A panelled dado will sur-

round the room, in which there will be space for

100 desks or stands. Tho floor will be of oak.

Adjoining tho room at the north-east corner will

be an entrance-porch, giving access to lavatories,

&c., and also communicating with the implement
court, which will be 70 ft. by 52 ft., having a

glazed roof, and being specially adapted for the

sale of agricnltural produce in bulk, implements,

&c. The space under the entire building will be

cellared, each cellar being lighted, and having

spacious avenues of access.

At the north-west angle of the building, ac-

commodation is proposed to be made for a
restaurant or refreshment-rooms.
The design is Gothic, of the fifteenth century,

and English detail. The materials will be brick

and stone. The tenders for the work are to bo
procured forthwith. The expense is expected to

be about 30,000Z.

When tho new Exchange is completed, the

present building will be cleared away, and the

site appropriated for enlarging the wholesale

fioiit and vegetable market. The hay and straw

markets will be removed to the present cattle-

market, and the latter will be pro%’ided with ac-

commodation near the Park Station of the Man-
Chester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway.

THE ARCHITECT.

To truly build, it needs an architect.

With thinking powers above the average man,
To make his art through handicraft reflect

The ends foreshadow’d in design and plan.

The purpose sought, the work should realise
;

Proportion show, and use in every part :

Not only strength and beauty to the eyes.

But time-preserving energy and art.

BUILDINGS FOR THE DUBLIN WHISKY
DISTILLERY COMPANY.

A NEW distillery has been founded in Dublin
by a few gentlemen forming a limited company.
The site selected for the building is in the pic-

turesque district of Noi'th Richmond, upon the

triangular tract of land to the west of Bally-

bough Bridge, bounded by the river Tolka on the

south, and Riohmond-road, Fairviow, on the

north. Here the company have secured several

acres, and have besides facilities for acquiring

still more, when the increasing demand for their

product shall call upon them to extend their

woi'ks and stores. Possession of the site was
only obtained on the 1st of July ; the building

operations were commenced towards the end of

that month ;
and now the immense edifice, with all

its complicated machinery, is almost complete,

and the directors confidently expect to commence
work early next month. The plans for the

building were furnished byMr. Chas. Geoghegan,
architect, under whose direction the works

have been carried on by Messrs. T. Wardrop
& Son. He has embodied in them every mo-
dem improvement, and provided so effectually

for every requirement of the manufacture, that

the distillery will certainly be unsurpassed, ii

equalled, by any other in the kingdom. The
principal entrance is on Richmond-road, towardf

which the building presents a continuous front-

age of about 370 ft., with a square projecting

wing at the extreme west, crowned by a bigl

Mansard roof. A massive gateway admits to the

interior under an archway penetrating the mail

building, and leading to a large courtyard in the

rear. To the right of this passage is seen the

boiler-house, where three immense boilers are

fixed on beds of solid masonry; two of these wil

be used for tho supply of hot water, and the

third for the generation of steam. In the centre

of the courtyard rises the great smoke-stack

which will be a conspicuous feature of the land

scape, being visible for many miles. It is 130 ft

high, of octagonal form, about 12 ft. square ai

the base, and gradually diminishing to the top

In the engine-house, a lofty apartment, measur
ing 30 ft. by 14 ft., is placed a horizontal steam'

engine, supplied by Messrs. Coates, of Belfast

It is of 25 nominal horse-power, and possessei

a governing apparatus on a now principle 0
extreme delicacy. Two mash-kieves, of 26 f<

diameter each, will receive the malt for th

preparatory process of tho distillation. Thi

cooling-honse contains eight large coolers capabli

of containing 1,400 barrels each
;
and in anoth©

department long ranges of immense store-vate

supported on iron pillars and framework, sfcam

ready to receive the finished product. At th

extreme west end are tho malt mills and stores

seven stories high, provided with the newest an;

most improved apparatus for screening the malt

elevators for raising it to tho different floors, am
endless screws by which it will be carried to th

discharging loft above the mash-kieves. Th
still-house contains four large copper stills, witl

all their appurtenances. On the top of th

building are two immense tanks, from whiol

water, derived from a well 60 ft. deep, will bi

supplied to all the departments. The floors al

through the edifice are supported by iron girden

and pillars.

INIGO JONES’S WATER-GATE.

At the last meeting of the British Archicolc

gical Association, on March 26th, Mr. George B
Wright read a short paper, illustrated by a print

after a drawing by Hollar, on the sadly-neglccte;

and ruinous condition of the “York Stairs,*

once the water-gate of the famous York Honse

the residence, amongst other illustrious people

of Lord Bacon, and afterwards of the two pro

fligate Dukes of Buckingham; the latter Q

whom, regaining his father’s river-side propeia

through marriage with the daughter and heires

of Lord Fairfax, to whom the Parliament hai

presented it, enlarged aud embellished the man
sion, under the direction and designs of Inigt

Jones, who built the water-gate in question, ant

which is the only portion of the once prinoel]

dwelling now remaining, to mark tho site of it;

former grandeur. The object of the paper wai

to urge upon the Association the necessity 0

calling upon tho Metropolitan Board of Worki

to rescue the gate from its present melancholj

and forlorn condition, and to utilise it in thi

place where it now stands, half-buried in tbi

accumulated mud and rubbish of some 200 years

by making it a footway entrance to the ne^

gai'dens of the Embankment, from BuckinghamTo be continaed,
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street, and tliua give the public another and
most interesting approach to the Embankment
itself. A unanimous vote of the meeting in.

dorsed the recommendations of Mr. Wright, and
it was agreed to solicit the council at their next
sitting to bring the matter at once before the
Metropolitan Board of Works, and so endeavour
to save another of London’s time-honoured mo-
moriala from further degradation and decay.

THE COAL QUESTION.
The Coal Committee have been at Tvork, At

cneof the last sittings of thecommittee,Mr. Baker,
inspector of the Staffordshire and Worcestershire
district, gave evidence showing the amount of
coal raised in the mines, and stated that the men
worked about four days and a half per week.
Their wages had been raised 40 per cent., and
the price of coal 100 por cent. He did not think
that prices were likely to increase, and one reason
for this belief was that the groat demand would
cause coal to bo worked in many places which
had hitherto been unproductive. Mr. Wardell,
inspector of mines for Yorkshire, also gave
evidence. The coal-owners met at certain times
and fixed prices, but in his opinion the original
cause of tho high price of coal in his district
was the prosperity of the iron trade.

The South JVales StriJee,—At last tho g^reat
strike in South Wales has been definitively
closed, the workmen employed by the Rhymney
Iron Company having returned to work at the
reduced rate. The question whether the prof-
ferod terms should be accepted was decided by
ballot, and nearly three-fourths of the men
voted in the affirmative. All the ironworks of
tho district are once moro getting into full
activity.

Where do the Coal-Frofits go to ?—-ki a moot-
ing held in Manchester, for the purpose of
forming a coal-supply association on the mutual
system, Mr. Tattersall, who was the chief
speaker, entered into calculations to show that,
Bven at the present high prices of coal, he could
tmy pits, and after setting aside a liberal allow,
mco for the redemption of tho purchaso.money
for the first two years, at the rate, namely, of
is. 9d. per ton on tho increased output which he
sxpected, paying wages at Ss. 6d. per ton, which
vaa 6d. more than tho current rate, Is. per ton

I

/’or working materials, Is. for management, and
. for contingencies, he said he believed he
aid raise coal to the surface for 8s. 6d. per ton.
lis was said at a meeting of practical miners.
Singular Demand b>j South Staffordshire Col.
I's.—At a largo mass meeting of the South
aflordahire colliers, held in Dudley, it was
animoQsly agreed that if the masters would
Jucc coal 5a. per ton, tho men would rest con-
it with the present wages, and return to work.
lO total number of colliers affected by the
)vemeiit is about 12,000.
Beating Rothschild hollow.—A correspondent

;)f tho Manchester Examiner is responsible for
lihe following:—“Tho Earl of Dudley has forty
iUtts, each yielding 400 tons of coal daily, thus
wowing a day’s output to be 16,000 tons, which,
It tho lowest px'ice, 8s., shows a daily profit of
|,200f.

;
a week’s, 19,200i.

; or a yearly sum of
fp91,400J. But the pit price for engine coal only
[
las been 20s. per ton, and all is not engine coal,
ao ho shows a grand total profit of 4,992,0001.
iier annum, and a margin left for what is called
jjiurgey and slack.”

] ACCIDENTS.
i Fatal Scaffold Accident in Holloway.—Infer-
Ration has been forwarded to Dr. Lankester of
ue death of a bricklayer from a fractured thigh.
It would appear that the deceased was working
n a scaffold near Tnfnell Park, when in turning
bund be slipped and fell off the scaffold, a
iistauce of 14 ft.

Scaffold Accident at Sheffield.—An alarming
Icoident occurred lately at the offices of the
thefficld Gas Company, which ai-e being erected

ip that town by Messrs. Chambers & Son, of
piishops Monckton. The building on one side
Uas already attained great altitude, and on this
ijart a high scaffold gave way, carrying with it a
bricklayer and five labourers to the gi'ound, a
slifltanco of 60 ft. below. The bricklayer had a
tractured skull, and he and a labourer are now
111 a dangerous state. The other men were also
lore or less seriously injured.
Fall of a Store at Greenock.—A three-storied

i^ite store at the cotton.mills in Greenock now

being converted into a sugar-refinery, suddenly
fell, through the joists of the upper flat and roof
giving way. Two labourers who were at work
in the store were severely injured by being pre-
cipitated from the top floor to the ground. A
carter was also severely injured by the falling

beams. Three other labourers were injured,
though not severely

j
and the managing partner

of the new refinery was cut on the head. The
six workmen were, after much difficulty, extri-

cated, and were removed to the infirmary.

“THE DURABILITY OF IRON ROOFS.”
Sir,—Mr. Redmond’s letter on the above sub.

ject, is one that is worthy of most serious atten-
tion, not only on account of human life that is

endangered, but also on account of railway share-
holders’ pockets that are made to suffer.

If flakes of iron, the thickness of a florin, fall

from any roof, time after time, it is only a
matter of calculation how long that roof will

stand. Tho paint that is used is of course in.

tended to preserve the metal from oxidation,
and to outward appearance it apparently does
BO

j
but what is going on underneath ? It is

well known that tho oxides and carbonates of
lead, from which most paints are made, act
chemically upon iron,—a Idnd of galvanic action
is set np between the two metals and the lead
is eating into the very vitals of the iron, on some
descriptions but slowly, on others rapidly.
What causes 'this difference, I do no not know.
A paint having no chemical action upon metal,
should always bo used,—one whose base is per-
fectly innocuouB, and the most pure.

J. G. H.
*#* It is said that if paint be coated over

rusted iron, the oxygen of the rnst will not rest
satisfied with tho iron it has already oxidised,
but will leave it for the new metal below, so
that the iron once rusted and painted xvill bo
gradually eaten through or disintegrated by tho
oxygen of the rust.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
Leicester.—Tho following is a list of tenders

submitted to the Building Committee, for the
erection of the new Board Schools, for the site
in Slater-street Flude, 7,276?. ; Firn, 6,380Z.

;

Barnett, 6.369?.
;
Sharp, 6,345?.

j
Eagle, 6,320?.

;

Hewett & Son, 6,277?.
J
Major, 6,269?. lus.j Rat.

cliffc, 6,220?. J Lewett, 6,130?.
j
Winkles, 6,091?.

;

Sackree, 6,000?. ; T. Bland, 5,305?. ; Herbert,
5,749?. 5 Osborne Brothers, 5, 6:W?.

Carlisle.—Mr. Birkett, architect, being pre-
sent, the plans for the new schools again came
on for discussion. It was reported at last meet-
ing that the Department had reckoned the plans
for two of the schools as calculated to accommo-
date only 213 each, instead of 250. Mr. Birkett
said he thought the Department allowed for class-
rooms, and could only account for their reckon-
ing by assumiog that they had omitted the extra
width of 5 ft. over the ordinary, which the De-
partment might have considered unnecessary.
Ho had, however, altered his views daring a
visit to Wales, where he had found no schools
so largo as those without having two class-rooms,
called double class-rooms. He had accordingly
altered the plans so as to make two double class-
rooms to the schools, but the amount of accom-
modation would remain the same. The class-
rooms might be divided either by a partition or
by a permanent wall. After a long discussion,
the principle of the new arrangement was
adopted, but some alterations were made in the
details, after which fresh plans were adopted.

Longton.—The tender of Messrs. Inskip, of
Longton, for making the requisite alterations in
St. John’s school for 512?. was accepted.

Pembxiry.—Mr. Robert Wheeler, as architect
to the board, prepared and suboiitted plana for
tho proposed new schools and school-houses.
After being approved by the board, the plan
was duly approved by the Educational Depart,
ment, and tenders for the erection of the build-
ings were advertised for and obtained. The
tender of Mr. Edward Wheatley, of Tunbridge,
at 1,591?. 133. 7d. was accepted. A contract
and bond having been entered into, tho works
are now in progress.

Bristol.—The School Designs Committee sub-
mitted fifteen tenders for the erection of new
schools in Preestone-road, St. Philip’s, and they
recommended that the tender of Messrs. Bevan,
of Bedminster, be accepted, at 3,080?., if the

foundations were of Hanham stone; and 3,170?.
if of brick. This, and other matters tending to
reduce the cost somewhat, the committee sag.
gested should be left to the architect, Mr, Cole-
man. The report was adopted, and also recom-
mendations for asphalting the yard, the obtaining
of designs for school fittings, and the borrowing
of 4,000?. from the Loan Commissioners to cover
the cost of the land and the erection of the
building.

VETERAN FRIENDS.
Sir,—Mr. Geo. Taylor is not the only veteran

attached to the R. I. B. A. who deserves a few
kind words. There is one who not only from
his age, from his worth, and kindness of heart,
from tho interest he has ever taken in the
Institute, and those around him, from his in.
dustry, from his knowledge, from, his travels,
and from his desire to impart the benefit he
has derived in hia intercourse with the world,
merits many a kind word in his behalf. Of late
we Lave seldom heard bis name mentioned at
the Institute, but let us hope he will ever
receive a kind word from one and all. W.

SOME COMPLAINTS AGAINST
CHELSEA.

Sir,—Will yon kindly allow me space to relate
the following ? The Board of Guardians for the
parish of St. Luke, Chelsea, gave an invitation
by public advertisement in your paper to builders
to tender for the erection of relief offices for
their parish, reserving to themselves tho right to
demand sureties from the successful tenderer.
The tenders, when opened on the 19th of March,
were aa follow :

—

Howard, Brothers
Beast & Co
Thome
Temple i Foster ..

Eaakiu
Henshaw
Lacy
Elkington
Wagner

£3,139 0 0
2,893 0 0
3,925 0 0

, 3,824 0 0
2,700 0 0
2,6-13 0 0
2,605 0 0
2,650 0 0
2,417 0 0

Mr, Elkington’s tender was accepted condi-
tionally that his sureties were correct. On the
21st ult. I received a letter from the clerk to the
Board, which I inclose, stating that the con.
tractor who was accepted not being prepared
with sureties, would I bo willing to abide by my
tender and provide sureties ? 1 reply that I am
prepared to do both. Without my hearing any-
thing more from them, they at their next meet,
ing, on the 26th ult., hand the job over to Mr.
Thorne. I may perhaps be allowed to say that I
have carried oat several contracts exceeding this
in amount. My sureties were first-class

; and I
was not unknown to the Board, having executed
a contract for them more than six years ago.
Then, why do they give 220?. more to Mr. Thorne
than to me ? Robert Lacy.

Sib.—

I

am the owner of a house in Edith-grove, and
have just received a notice from the vestry calling upon
me to pav them a portion of the sum of 858J. 18s. lid,, the
estimated expense of paving that street. Included in that
sum, 1801. 6s. are charged for forming and metalling tbs
road. Colonel Gunter and his lessees are the owners of
this street.

A friend of mine is tho owner of a honse in Blantyre*
street, and has lately paid a portion of tho sum of 241.
ISs. 9d., the cost of paving that street. Included in this
sum, 31. 123. were charged for the road. Mr. Cor, a
vestryman, and his lessees are the owners of this street.
Now, sir, upon these facts, tho obvious inference to be

drawn is that the owners of Blantyre-street had done their
work so much better than the owners of Edith-grove, that
the vestry’s su^eyor's requirements, before taking to the
street, would bo met relatively in the two eases by the
above disproportionate expenditure.
This inference, however, must be fallacious, because

I see by the local papers that the vestry are now called
upon to spend 1231. 49. of the ratepayers' money in laying
broken granite upon the roadway of Blantyre-street.
May I surmise that there are some advantages in being a
vestryman that do not meet the public gaze r

IxQrntEH.

Plower-vase and Hyacintli-glass Holders.
Mr._ C. Bachhoffner, of 41, Hattou-garden, has
regiateredauseful invention of hiswherebyflower-
vases and hyacinth.glasses can be readily held and
fixed or unfixed in the ornamentation of windows
or other parts of rooms, or in exhibitions, halls,
&c., much in the same simple way that we have
seen wax candles affixed, with brass fittings, to
pianos. They were exhibited at the late Horti-
cultural Show, and excited attention there from
the simplicity and convenience of the arrange,
meut for the floral decoration of rooms either iu
summer or In winter.
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BUILDERS’ CLERKS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The Sixtli Annual General Meeting of the

friends of this valuable institution was held at

the Office, 27, Farringdon-street, on Tuesday,

the 25th ulfc., under the chairmanship of Mr.

Thomas Robinson, one of the partners in the

well-kno?vn firm of Messrs. Cubitt & Co. There

was a numerous attendance.

The report stated the Institution to be prosper,

ing, and the balance-sheet showed Income,

3151. 9s, 5
expenditure, 921. Is. 6d. Amount

paid in pensions, 1011. 5s.
;
amount invested,

lOOOl. ;
and balance, 1901. 6s. Id. There are

eight pensioners, all of them widows, one of

them being the recipient of half her husband’s

pension, without election.

The Chairman, in an appropriate apecch, congratulated

the frienda of the Institution upon ita inercaaine pros-

perity, aod compared its linancial position since the first

report, year by year
;
income had been gradually increas-

ing, anl expenses of management decreasing. The last

year had beeu the most successful, the income being

41^. 138, 3d. in excess of the previous year, and the expen-

diture, after transferring the sum of 201. Is. 3d., which
properly belonged to that year, being 91, 16s. 3d. leas than

the cost of the prior twelve months. Probably the cost of

management had reached its minimum
;
end, whilst giving

the committee credit for care and economy,hc w...uld observe

that, with the same expense, the amount of relief could be

greatly increased. He strongly urged upon all present to

spreaa the knowledge of the objects of the Institution

amongst those builders' clerks who had not yet given it their

support, and referred to the remarks ofMr. Arthur Cates at

the last election of pensioners, showing that the successful

candidate obtained her pension simply from the fact of her

husband having been a strong supporter ofthe Institution

from tho beginning. It was a matter of regret that so few

were sensible of this advantage, when simple self-respect

and self-preservation should induce them to become mem-
bers of the Institution.

Mr. H. J. Bayes, in proposing that Mr. Robinson be
elected president, said ho was glad to find from the

balance-sheet that the Orphan Fund had reached half the

amount of the limit set in Rule 14, section 2. As one of

the framers of the rules, he had never considered that the

fundswere to lie idle until 1,0002. had accumulated, but
that when that amount was in hand, a meeting should be

called to determine in what manner it should bo used.

By purchasing life presentations in some of the existing

asylums, and insuring tho lives, a child could be kept and
educated at an annual cost of about 132.

The meeting, which was a thoroughly successful one,

was closed by a cordial vote of thanks to the president
and vice-president, both of whom briefly replied, Mr.
Stirling stating that he had always been well pleased to

give both lime and influence to the Institution, and
would willingly do so at any time when called upon.

WOODEN HOUSES.
SiH,—I have looked carefully through the Biiil-der for

several weeks pest, but see no advertisements from builders

of wooden houses. What I want is to get some idea ofthe
cost of erection of a wooden billiard-roora to adjoin the

house I live in. I know from travelling in Russia, Sweden,
and other countries where wooden buildings are used that

they are very durable, and would I am sure bo much
cheaper than brick or stone in the present high price of

building materials.

W’onld the insertion of a short advertisement in your
paper be likely to put mo in communication with builders

of this description ? Arthur T. Holdes.
*,* "We know no better mode. Builders of such

structures should themselves advertise.

BREACH OF CONTRACT.
In the case of Porter r. Dobson, at the Yorkshire

Spring Assizes, defendant did not appear. The plaintitl’

was Mr. Thomas Porter, publisher, and ho sought to re-

cover damages from tho defendant, Mr. Dobson, for

breach of contract with regard to the letting of a shop in

connexion with a house. Mr, Field, in opening the case,

said that plaintiff agreed to take the house of the defend-

ant at a rental of 132,, exc’usive of the shop attached, and
it was agreed that if plaintiff required the shop he was to

have it, and 'he- joint rental was to be 312. The sgree-

mentwas made in May. aod subsequently, plaintiff re-

quiring the shop, told defendant so, but he refused to let

him have it unless he would pay 402. for the good-will of

tho same. The plaintiff having been called to prove the

agreement, the jury fouud a verdict for the plaintiff,

damages 402.

HYDE’PARK CORNER.
Sir,—

I

n reference to your mention of the Earl of Long-
ford’s suggestion for further improving the opening up of
Uamilton-place by the construction of a short lengtli of

road across the corner of the Green Park to Constitution-
hill, will you permit me to remind your readers that in

your issue of April 6th, 1S67, under the head of “ nyde
Park Corner as it is and as it should be," you publislied

an illustration of a proposal for effecting the improvement
ofthe southern end of *^ark-lane by the construction of

n

road along the edge of Hyde Park, and opening to Picca-
dilly immediately opposite to Grosveuor-place, and that
it was shown that this work could be executed for con-
siderably less than one-tenth of the estimated coat ofthe
Board of Works scheme. In a previous number,
March 2nd, of the same year, it was pointed out that tht-

necessity for tho improvement was ‘‘caused by the erec-
tion of the Paddington and Victoria Railway Stations, and
the consequent increase of truflic between these two
points, and that therefore a plan having for its object the
oontinnation of this enormous stream of traffic in a direc*
course to its destination was better than one which would
make that stream stop short in the middle of its course,
turn sharp off at an acute angle, and then, after a passage
of 300 yards, make another turn at a still more acute angle

before it could again assume the direction in which it was
ultimately bending."
Despite your advice, and the strong protest of many of

the London vestries against the extravagant scheme of

the Board of W'orks, the suggestion was rejected by that

Now, when it is too late, their error is made palpable,

and hence the proposal of Earl Longford to remedy the
evil at a still further outlay.

As no compensation had to be paid, it is quite clear that

the proposal you recommended would have been executed
for less than the estimated cost of 11,0002. The estimate

of the Board of Works for opening up Hamilton-plaee was
100,0002. I have reason to believe that it has cost con-
siderably more than this sum. Woulditnotbeinteresting
to your readers to know how much more ?

H. SixON Snele.

MR. HENRY LESLIE’S CHOIR.

The second sobscription concert ofthe season

took place at St. James’s Hall, on Thursday
eveniog, 27th ult. The programme which con.

sisted entirely of sacred music, included a new
motett, “0 Dens! Ego amo Te,” by Mr. J. G.

Callcott, the accompanyist of these concerts
;

Leslie’s part-song, “ The Pilgrims ”
;
Palestrina’s

“Exaltabo Te”; Schubert’s 23rd Psalm, for

female voices; the ever-popular "Judge me,

0 God,” for an eight-part choir, by Mendelssohn,

&c. The execution of tho most difficult part-

music by this admirable choir is so widely kuown
that it is needless to say more than that its repu-

tation for precision and delicacy was fully main-

tained in the performance of the above-mentioned
pieces. Mr. Callcott’s motett, which the com-
poser himself conducted, is a work of considerable

merit, and would have had a better chance of

being appreciated by the audience had it been
given later in the evening. It was evidently

sting by tho choir con amore, but being the first

piece in tho programme, those who wished to

give it the attention it deserved were prevented
by late arrivals. Tho next time it is performed,
let ns hope it will receive bettor treatment. Mr.
Sims Reeves was announced to sing, but an
apology was made for him, and Mr. Henry Guy
sang, in hia place, “Deeper and deeper still.”

This gentleman possesses a sweet tenor voice,

and sings like a true artist, especially in piano
passages, but lacks power for declamatory music.

Mr. Valentino Smith, who made his debut, is a
tenore robv^to, with a full rich voice, but has yet

much to learn as a singer. Mr. Santley con-

tributed “Honour and Arms,” an offertorium by
Nenkoram (“Confirma hoc Deua”), and Gounod’s
“Nazareth,” tho final chorus being sung by the

choir, in unison, with grand effect. As usual,

this was unanimously re-demanded. The third

concert is fixed for Thursday, 2-lth inst., when
the choir will sing a selection of madrigals, glees,

and part songs, and Madame Patey, Mr. Sims
Reeves, and Mr. Santley are announced as tho

soloists.

THE AMALGAMATED SOCIETY OF
ENGINEERS.

In reply to Mr. Headlam, in the Commons, the

Attorney.General said he had no materials for

forming a correct judgment with respect to the

case said to have been decided by the County
Court judge at Newcastle, where a working
engineer brought an action against the Amalga-
mated Society of Engineers, alleging that, after

subscribing to its funds for twenty-one years, he
was denied the privileges of his subscription,

and had been non-suited because the society

was not registered. Associations like that of

the engineers could be registered under three

separate Acts
;

and if they were registered,

those who contributed to their funds would have
the protection of the statutes. If, however,

such societies, to suit their own purposes, chose

not to register, and if individuals knowing that

chose to join them, they must take the conse-

quence. It was not his intention to propose any
alteration in the law of partnership in conse-

quence of this case.

We have since received a circular note from
Mr. Allan, the general secretary of the society, '

stating that the plea of non-registration was put

in as against the judge and not as against the

plaintiff’s claim. This, however, does not at all

affect the real matter,—the actual position of

the members. If the plea is good in the one
case it would be in the other.

Improvements in Liu’gan.—Messrs. Harvey
& M'Laughlin, of Belfast, have comraenued tho

erection of the new Court-house in William-

street. On Monday before last was commenced
the new Intermediate and Endowed School.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Church Lawford.—A new chnrcb has been

built upon the site of the old one,—dedicated tc

St. Peter,—taken down to make way for the pre-

sent erection.' The pulling down of the format

dilapidated building commenced in May, 1871,

It was then intended to leave the old towei

standing
;
but after tho removal of tho rest ol

tho church, this was found to be so unsafe that

it bad to come down as well. Tlie style of the

new building, like tho old, is Early Decorated,

and by the architect’s directions, and under the

superintendence of the clerk of works, the whole

of the available portions of the early church

have been preserved and re-inserted in the nets

bnilding. The nave arcading on the north side

is almost all old. So also are the Early lancet

windows upon the north side of the chancel
Also the west windows of the north and sontt

aisles, together with some other remains. Uudei
the tower several old remnants of Early English

stone coffin-lids, with foliated crosses upoc
them, belonging to a still earlier ebureb, have

been preserved in the walls. For some hundrede

of years they have done duty in the last building

as jambs of windows, &c., or were entirely built

up in the walling. Some corbels have also beer
preserved in the belfry. The church, on plan,

consists of chancel, south chancel aisle, nave
north and south aisles, and tower at west end oi

nave. The nave is divided from the aisles by ar

arcading of five bays, and from tho chancel by t

moulded arch. Above each bay is a clearstorj

window. The roofs are in a great measure ole

stuff, much of the oak being in a good state o!

preservation. There are several old carving!

upon these timbers. The glazing tbroughonJ

the bnilding is of cathedral tinted glass. AT
the chancel fittings are of oak, the bench-endj

being carved. The aisles and chancel are laic

with encaustic tiles, those within the sanctuary

being glazed. They are from Messrs. Minton
Hollins, & Co.’s manufactory, Stoke-upon-Trent

and have been laid by the tilers of that firm

The seating throughout the church, outside thi

chancel, is of deal, the ends being moulded. I

good quantity of carved stonework is concentrate!

about the western doorway, inside and out. The

architects, Messrs. Slater & Carpenter, of Lon
don, have been represented during the whoh
course of the works by their clerk of works

Mr. W. Thompson. Messrs. Law & Son, ol

Lutterworth, aro the contractors. The carving

throughout has been executed by Mr. Harrj

Hems, of E.xeter. Mr. Barlow was the foremai

of masons. The total cost of the work will be

about 5,0001., of which the Duke of Bucclencl

has contributed 2,5001.

Oloucester.—An offer has recently been made
by the Misses Hedley, sisters of the late Rev
Mr. Hedley, the first incumbent of St. James’s

to give 2,5001. towards the erection of a new
district church for Barton, conditionally that th<

chancel of the building shall be dedicated t<

their brother’s memory, and that a further sun
of 2,5001. he raised from other sources. Thf

present incumbent has been working with i

committee to carry out this object. 'The com
raittee liave received promises of subscription!

to the amount of 6001., and they anticipat!

obtaining 8001. in grants from different societies

This leaves a deficiency of 1,0001., and thej

intend to appeal to the public for help, anc

especially to employers of labour, as the Bartoi

district is inhabited chiefly by tho working

classes. It is proposed to place tho edifice in j

part of the district where the want of a. conve

uient place of worship has been most felt. Thi

committee are engaged in considering as to th!

best of three eligible sites near the top of Vic

toria-street, in Lower Barton-street.

Derby .
—

'Tho chancel of St. Werburgh’s anclen

parish church has for some time been under

going considerable alterations. Two months agi

a new organ was erected in the chancel, b]

Messrs. J. W. Walker & Son, of London. Thi

tesselated pavement and choir-stalls hiivo beei

uncovered. The pavement within the rail, thi

choir-stalls, and the altar-cloth are the gift o

Mrs. Heygate. The pavement just alluded toi

a design in squares, containing numerous de

Bcriptions of marble, surrounded by encaustii

tiles. The step round the altar is of blacl

marble, the riser being of a variegated descrip

tion. The whole of the tilework has been lai(

by Messrs. Simpson & Son, of London. Tin

choir, stalls are of English oak, by Mr. ChapmaB
of Norwich. They are in four blocks, with pas

sages between each to tho vestries. The gas

standards are by Mr. T. Crump.
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Winchcomh.—The parish church of Winch-
comb has been reopened, after having under-
gone an extensive restoration, for the carrying
out of which it has now been closed for some
months. Winchcomb was at ono time the capital

of Mercia, and more than a thousand years ago
King Offa commenced the building of the abbey,
which his successor. King Konelph, completed.
The abbey has passed away, and the church
which succeeded it has also crumbled into dust

j

but the present church has stood nearly four
centuries, and the renovation and restoration it

has undergone are calculated materially to
extend its history. The church is 158 ft. in
lengtli and 68 ft. wide, has a spacions chancel,
an ancient screen, oak roof, and chancel fittings,

and a massive tower. Its features of interest
tiave been preserved in the restoration. The
work done has cost nearly 3,000h, all but a small
proportion of which has been raised in the neigh-
jourhood.

Kidderminster ; Opening ofa Mission Church .

—

rhe Rev. n. J. Fortescue, one of the curates of
3t. Mary’s, has provided a mission church in
Stourbridge-street, at a cost of about l,500h It
8 a brick building, of Gothic style, and has been
jrected by Mr. R. Thompson, from the designs
)f Mr. John Davis, of Birmingham, and opened
'or divine service.

STAINED GLASS.
Sidford Church, Bidhurxj.—A stained.glass

rindow has been placed in the new church at
lidford, by Mr. and Mrs. Bayley, of Cotford
louse, in memory of two sons. The glass is

rom the firm of Messrs. Clayton & Bell. The
ubject is the Ascension of our Lord.
Thorne Parish Church.—

A

new stained.glass
nndow has been placed in this church, by the
epresentativesof the late Miss Sales, in memory
f a nephew. Mr. O’Connor, of London, was the
rtist. The window has six compartments, in
ich of which are represented prominent sub-
sets, taken from the life of our Saviour : in-
•uding “The Agony,” “The Garden,” ‘‘The
etrayal,” “ The Scourging,” ” Crucifixion,”
Ascension,” and “The Descent of the Holv
host.”

Wistow Church, Kants.—An east window of
ained glass, from Messrs. Clayton & Bell’s,
15 been recently placed in the chancel of this
lurch, as a memorial of the late Professor
ryme and Jane Townley, hie wife, by his
lughter and grandchildren. Tho window may
3 described as of four lights, with tracery of
16 fifteenth-century type. The whole has been
led with stained glass, treated so as to coire-
lond with the date and character of the stone,
ork. The tracery contains angels, and in the
wer lights the subjects introduced are :

—

Bearing tho Cross,” tho “ Crucifixion,” the
Resurrection,” and the “Ascension.” Those
mtions of ancient glass which were formerly
sorted in the east window—discoloured by
no, and without order or arrangement,—have
len restored by the same artists, and placed
ider canopies executed in a manner to accord
th the old example, thus forming one complete
lole. Two subjects represented in the main,
fhts are the “ Annunciation ” and the " Resur-
ction.” This small window has been fixed in
e south aisle.

Paisley Abbexj Church. — Au application has
en made to the heritors of tlje Abbey parish of
dsley, in Scotland, on behalf of the Glasgow
• Andrew’s Society, for liberty to fill in with
lined glass a window in the ABbey Church to
e memory of Sir William Wallace, of Elderslie.
16 subject selected is Samson assailing the
emies of his country single-handed, and tho
tist is to be Mr. James Ballantyne, of Edin-
rgh. A committee has been appointed to
rry out the object, tho subscriptions being
lited to a guinea each.
Burgate Church.—Tho chancel of this church
ving been partially restored, tho family of the
e Rev. C. R. Ashfield, who was rector of the
rish for thirty.six years, have just put up a
ined-glass window to ids memory. It is in
•ee'compartments, and is treated in accordance
th the stylo of architecture prevalent in the
eenth century. The subjects, which are
.ced beneath canopies, illustrate our Lord’s
ee miracles of raising the deadj namely, the
ising of Jairus’s Daughter, of tho Widow of
in’s Son, and of Lazarus. Under each subject
pears an angel bearing a scroll, with a textm it descriptive of the incident. In the tracery,
upper portion of the window, an emblem of

the Holy Trinity and tho Alpha and Omega are
introduced. The design has been executed under
the superintendence of Mr. Phipson, tho archi.
teot, who has been architect to the general re-
storation of the whole church, by Messrs. Lavers,
Barraud, & Westlake, London.

Tlie Pitrchase of Railways by the State.
At a recent meeting of the Statistical Society,
Dr. Farr, Registrar-General, in the chair, a dis-

cussion on Mr. R. B. Martin’s paper on this sub-
ject was resumed by Captain Tyler, of the Board
of Trade, who, having alluded to the importance
of the question, said that he was there in a
private capacity, and not to advocate purchase of
the railways of the State. The question was, what
would happen if the State did not purchase the
railways ? Perhaps, not in a few years, but in a
reasonable term, the result would bo a railway
monopoly. The tendency towards combination
was shown by the amalgamation of the London
and North-Western Railway and the Lancashire
and Yorkshire Railway with tho Caledonian
system, a combination which represented one-
fourth of the railway capital of tho United
Kingdom. Captain Tyler said there were three
points to be considered in regard to the taking
over of railways by tho State. First, there was
the financial consideration. The purchase at
first sight seemed a gigantic operation. The
nominal value of the railways was 550 millions.
In one sense it would be a purchase, but in
another it would not. The same individuals
would continue to hold the stock, only it would
be State in.stead of railway stock. The second
consideration was the diflioulty with regard to
the administration. The State, in taking tho
whole railway system under its management,
would soem to be undertaking an overwhelming
task, bat it should bo remembered that there
were existing Government departments whose
responsibilities were even greater, and whose
administrations were far more extended than the
railway system. The last difficulty, with regard
to rates, demands for personal injury, and loss
of goods, and the construction of now lines,
Captain Tyler disposed of briefly, expressing
his conviction that there would be a general
reduction of rates and fares all over the country,
and tho manufacturers of the kingdom would be
placed on an equality with those of other
countries.

Working Men's Club and Institute
Union.—A meeting of this institution has been
held at the Cannon-street Hotel, Sir H. John-
stone, M.P. (in the absence of the Lord Mayor)
in the chair. There were present :—Lord Lyt-
telton, Mr. Hughes, M.P., Mr. Hodgson Pratt,
&o. The Chairman said that applications were
being made every day from various parts of the
country for advice, and also for funds,—in some
cases merely to start clubs,—and it was pre-
cisely to afford such encouragement that the
institution had been founded

; not in the way of
patronage, for they disclaimed in any way
patronising, but by way of co-opeiution. The
following resolutions were passed :—That, re-
garding the present position of the working
classes of the country, the formation of Working
Men’s Clubs is a matter of the gravest import-
ance, alike in relation to their employers, them-
selves, and tho community; that in consequence
of the use of public-houses for large numbers of
the working classes, a central organisation was
imperatively required to afford them requisite
stimulus, information, and guidance for the
establishment of such institutions

;
and that this

meeting, satisfied that the Working Men’s Club
and Institute Union supplied tho requisite
organisation, and had been can-ying forward an
important work, hereby pledges itself to give it

a generous support.

Mr. Smith’s Explorations in Assyria.

—

The Daily Telegraph has received a telegram,
dated Bagdad, from Mr. George Smith, who is

now at Mossoul, prosecuting his search for
Assyrian records. The telegram states that the
Turkish Government has been good enough to
forward telegraphic orders to the Governor.
General of Bagdad, directing that he might be
permitted to commence operations at once,
without waiting for the arrival of the firman,
which had at once been granted. Several dis-

coveries have already been made, and some long
letters had been despatched by Mi-. Smith.

The Drainage of Windsor.—The mayor,
the aldermen, and burgesses of the borough of
New Windsor, acting as tho local sanitary
authority, have appeared at a special petty
session in the townhall, before the borough
magistrates, to answer the summons issued at the
instance of the Thames Conservators, charging
them with having neglected to comply with the
notices served upon them in pursuance of the
Thames Conservancy Act, to divert the sewage
of the town from the river Thames. After some
proceedings in the matter, Mr. Michael, on
behalf of the sanitary authority, said they were
now engaged in negotiations for the acquisition
of land, and it was hoped that the works might
be very soon completed. He asked that the
case might bo adjourned for two months, at the
expiration of which time he hoped the Board
would have taken such steps as would satisfy
the magistrates and tho Conservators that the
nuisance would be very soon stopped. Mr.
English did not object to the adjournment, but
hoped some practical steps would be taken.
The case was then adjourned until the first
Monday in June.

DwelUngs for the Working Classes.—

A

deputation, appointed by the Model Houses
Association, have had an interview with the
President of the Local Government Board, at
Whitehall, to urge upon tho Board the necessity
of immediate legislative action to enlarge the
scope of the Artizans’ and Labourers’ Dwellings
Act, 1868, and to render the work of the same
more effectual. The objects of the deputation
were also, in addition to requiring an extension
of the above-named Act, to obtain powers to
borrow money for the adaptation of dwellings,
as there existed a great difficulty in procuring
sites for buihling afresh. Mr. Stansfeld, in
reply, said he did not think he had over received
a deputation whose statements ho had found it

so difficult to answer, and for the reason that
he entirely sympathised with the objects the
deputation had at heart. It was not possible to
exaggerate their importance, but he was uncer-
tain what means would suffice to effect a real
and efficient cure for the evils complained of.
The right hon. gentleman then went through the
suggestions of the deputation at some length,
and said when tho time came, which he did not
think was at present, for the amendment of
those matters, he should be happy to receive
suggestions, and to act upon them.

Tke Warwick Water-Supply.—A com
mittee of the town council, including the mayor,
appointed to consider the question of the water-
supply, has reported to the council in favour of
a scheme for the appropriation of the Haseley
brook, as proposed by Mr, E. Pritchard, O.E.,
their surveyor, and engineer of the new scheme,
whereby a supply of pure water could be got by
gravitation to replace the river Avon water,
which is becoming more and more unfit for
water-supply. Plans and a report by Mr.
Pritchard accompanied the committee’s report.
The engineer’s report, and a supplement as to
the water supply of various towns, which shows
inter alia that in many cases storage is said to
improve the water, have been printed by Lacy, of
Wai’wick. These proceedings are just in time, for
Mr. Simon, of the Local Government Board
(raedical department) has

j
ust written to the War-

wick Council, calling their attention to six cases
of fever said to have occurred in the Warwick
registration district, and requesting information
on the subject, and as to what has been done for
the sanitai-y improvement of the borongh since
1870, in accordance with recommendations then
made by Dr. Buchanan in a report on Warwick.

Building Trade Co-operative Labour
Society.—A correspondent states that a number
of working men in tho south-eastern district,
representing the various branches in the building
trade, are forming a sort of co-operative society,
for the purpose of taking, at a fair price, the
labour only of any branch in the trade, from
respectable builders. The men are unconnected
with any of tho trade-unions, and are being
organised under a well-known general foreman,
who will take the entire charge, and submit
prices from the drawings and specifications, if
desired, before tenders are sent in.

St. George's Union.—It has been deter-
mined to convert the workhouse at Kensington
belonging to this Union into an Infirmary, and
plans have been prepared for raising the build-
ing another story, and adding other additional
structures, besides entirely re-modelling the Ad*
miniatrative Offices.
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St. Marylebone Workhouse.— The recon-

stniotion of this building, which is in a very c

dilapidated condition, has been delayed for c

some time, owing to a difficulty in arranging the 1

conditions of the lease with tlie ground landlords, i

Terms having at last been settled, the guardians 1

have requested their architect, Mr. H. Saxon t

Snell, to prepare plans for laying out the build- 1

ing upon an entirely new plan ; but as it would t

be impossible to erect the whole at once and 's

find accommodation for the inmates elsewhere, t

it may bo some few years before the entire work c

is completed. Woridng drawings and estimates c

are being prepared for the first portion, which (

will consist of a block of buildings extending the I

whole length of the Northumberland - street

frontage. This building will contain accommoda- r

tion for 608 chronic and infirm inmates, and
'

probationary wards for twenty paupers, besides
^

a porter’s lodge, master’s residence, stores,
^

board and committee rooms, clerks’ offices, and
rooms for the district registrar. The estimated

^

cost is 26,0001.
j

The Proposed Eastern Counties Aqua-
rium, at Yarmouth.—An abridged prospectus 1

of the Eastern Counties Aquarium Company i

(Limited) has been published. The company t

has been formed for the purpose of erecting

a large fresh and sea water aquarium on the
^

beach at Yarmouth, to be followed by the
^

construction of a great central hall, capable of <

accommodating 1,500 persons on the occasion of

balls, concerts, banquets, and public meetings
; ,

and also for the formation of a library and
^

billiard-rooms, croquet lawns, restaurants, &c.
^

The total share capital is 50,0001., in 25,000 shares
^

of 2Z. each; but the aquarium and its immediate
.

surroundings, which it is intended to get into
'

operation first, will only cost 25,0001. The
,

mayor and corporation of Yarmouth have
granted for 999 years an eligible site of about
seven acres, near the Britannia Pier.

Turner’s “ Liber Studiorum.”—The sale of

the first portion of the valuable engravings from '

the works of J. M. W. Turner, R.A., was con-

eluded recently at the rooms of Messrs. Christie,
'

Manson, & Woods. The following were the more
important lots included in the last day’s sale :

—
The whole of the remaining impressions of the
*' Liber Studiorum,” in 68 lots, produced nearly

1,6001. J 17 complete sets of the work, impres-
sions on thick paper, each set comprising 71
plates, and a large parcel of loose impressions,

3801.; the copper-plates of 12 unpublished
numbers of the “Liber Studiorum” fetched

7501.
;
and other plates, including Calais Pier,

Fishing-boats preparing for Sea, the English

Packet coming in,— engraved in mezzotint
from the picture in the National Gallery, by
T. 0. Lupton,—450 guineas. The whole five

days’ sale realised upwards of 20,0001.

The Lancasliire Statue Memorial of the
late Earl of Derby.—A meeting has just been
held at Preston in connexion with the movement
for the erection of a statue memorial of the late

Earl of Derby, for the county of Lancaster. The
subscriptions were limited to Id. each, and up to

the period of his death it was estimated that

nearly 100,000 persons had contributed. Shortly

after the demise of Lord Derby a meeting of the
county gentry was held at Preston, where it was
decided to raise funds for erecting a statue to

his memory within the old Parliamentary division

of North Lancashire. The statue, which is to

be erected in Miller Park, Preston, will be
formed of Carmra marble, and is estimated to

cost about 2,6001. It is expected that the cere,

mony of unveiling will take place in June.

The Public Health Act at Altrincham.

—

Altrincham was one of tho unions in Cheshire
which appointed a nuisance inspector, tern-

porarily, to the 25th March, to make a pre-

liminary report on the sanitary state of the
district. From that report it would appear that
in every township in the union tho privy accom-
modation was defective. The water-supply in
most instances was of a questionable character,
from proximity of wells and pumps to drains,
and throughout the union generally the cottage
accommodation was bad. The report alto-

gether contains a formidable list of nuisances to
be seen to.

Our own Thunder.—Tlie article headed
“Workmen’s Tools in the Middle Ages,” in a
paper called the Furniture Gazette, sent to ns
by an obliging correspondent as “ deserving of
quotation,” is taken, without the slightest ac-
^owledgment, from our own pages.

The Union of Benefices Bill.—Attention

ought to be called to the threatened removal of

certain City churches, contemplated in the

Union Benefices Bill, recently referred to a Com-
mittee of the IIouBe of Commons. The subject

has been considered by the Institute of Archi-

tects’ Committee for tho Conservation of Ancient

Monuments, and a memorial has been addressed

to the chairman of the Parliamentary Committee,

which, it is hoped may lielp to save some of the

more notable of the threatened churches from

destruction. Professor Donaldson has given

evidence on the subject before the Parliamentary

Committee. Mr. Beresford Hope is doing his

best.

The Railway Benevolent Institution.

—

The presence of tho Prince of Wales, as president,

at the annual dinner of the Railway Benevolent

Institution, at Willis’s Rooms, attracted a large

number of noblemen and gentlemen. There were

nearly 400 guests. The Prince pressingly urged

the claims of the charity on those present, and
himself contributed a second donation of llOJ.

The hst of subscriptions amounted to no less

than 5,0001., and altogether the banquet was the

most successful of all the series, at least since

that at which Charles Dickens was the president.

Bedfordshire Archfeological Society.

—

A*
the monthly meeting, tho Rev. H. Wood exhi'

bited Romano-British relics lately discovered in
“ South Field,” in the parish of Biddenham.
Among them were three large cinerary urns, of

various and elegant forms, and one large

poculum or cup of brownish yellow earth. Near
tho urns were found vevtebrm and other bones,

some human, and also a number of flint flakes

and a part of a well-worked arrow-head and two
scrapers of flint. Flint flakes have been found

at or near the same spot on a previous occasion.

Enamelling Faint.—An article with this

name, is being sold by Mr. T. Griffiths, of Liver-

pool. It is provided of a light stone colour and
a chocolate, and is said to be good against damp
in walls, and rendering buildings of brick, stone,

concrete, or wood water-proof; and to prevent

corrosion of metals, and form a hard enamelled

surface. It appears to be composed of some sub-

stance like asphalte or bitumen, in spirit solu-

tion, and is extremely light in weight, although

a single coating is said to equal in body that of

any ordinary paint.

Escape of Gas : a Family Suffocated.—At
Dundee, a foundry labourer, his wife, son, and

daughter, were lately found lying dead in bed in

their house, in Lowndes-alloy. Gas had once

been in the house, but the supply had been cut

off for some time, and it is supposed that gas

had escaped from a pipe in the house, and
suffocated the inmates. There was a strong

smell of gas, and no appearance of foul play.

Provisions and money were found in tho house,

and they are said to have been respectable

people.

Iron Chapel burnt at Knowle.—Last Wed-
nesday the Congregational Iron Chapel was
destroyed by fire. The flames having got a

thorough hold of the flooring, soon communicated

with the roof, which in a short time fell in with

a heavy crash. The side “walls” soon after-

wards fell in, leaving nothing upright hut the

entrance-porch, which had already been half

,

destroyed. Tho great majority of iron churches

are the merest shams in the world, and ought to

bo called wooden churches.

Testimonial to Mr. George Smith, of

Coalville.—On Saturday, a number ofgentlemen

and ladies, with Lord Shaftesbury in the chair,

met in the Social Association’s Rooms, Adam,
street, Adelphi, for tho purpose of presenting a

' testimonial to Mr. George Smith, of Coalville,

Leicestershire, for the exertions which he made
on behalf of the brickfield children of England.

!
The testimonial consisted of a Bible, a purse

' containing 100 guineas, an illuminated address,

and a silver teapot to Mrs. Smith.

,
Coim Exchange for Dunmow.—It has been

,
resolved to form a limited liability company, to

be called the Dunmow Corn Exchange Company,
. to provide a building for a corn exchange and

) other purposes. Negotiations are on foot for a

site in the High-street, and a committee has

been appointed to form the company, treat for

^ purchase of site, obtain plans, solicit the public

to take shares, &c.
3

f Rioyal Society.—The Royal Society conver.

. fazione will be held at Burlington House on

Saturday, April 26th.

“Wiring the Work.”—Wo have received a
long letter from Mr. Tall, iu reply to Mr.
Brannon’s note in our issue of the 22nd ult.,

denying the validity of that gentleman’s patent;

we cannot, however, open our pages to the

discussion.

French Publications.— The EncyclopdOe

d’Architecture, for March (Paris, Morel & Co.),

contains engraved illustrations of the Swansea
School, erected from the designs of Mr. B,

Bucknall.

TENDERS
For viUa residence at Dulwich, for Mr. E. Downs. Mr,

E. Foters, architect. Quantities by Mr. A. J. Gate
Blott £2.175 0 0

Merritt & Ashby ..

Browne & Robinson
Henshaw & Co
Dowds & Co
Watson, Brothers

0 0

1,945

1,863

0 0
0 0
0 0

For terrace walls, Ac., at Sutidridge Parle, near Chisle-

hurst, for Mr. Scott. Mr. W. E. Fletcher, architect

Quantities by Mr. Ladds :

—

Anscombe £2,835 0 0

Stimpson & Co 2,695 0 0

Wiilicome 2,665 10 8

Puunett 2,230 7 6

Bowley 2,198 0 0

Staines & Son 2,186 0 0
Matthews 1,908 16 0

For house in Tulhell Park, for Mr. Pnrvis. Mr. Georgi

Truefitt, architect :

—

Bywaters (accepted) £1,450 0 0

0 !

For completion of JTos. 62 and 53, Gayton-road, Ilamp
stead. Mr. Frederick Sparrow, architect. Quautitiol

supplied :

—

Cnild £565
Hislop A Pollard (too late) 400 0

Bridgman, NuthaU, A West 389 0

Temple A Foster 385 0

Brown (too late) 377 0

Stephens 369 0

Edgar., 337 0

Till 273 10

For new infant school and residence at Walroer. Mr
Wm. Scorer, architect:—

Woodcock £610 0 0

Chamberlain. 609 0 0

TroUopo.... 605 0 0

Cotterd 549 0 0

Gibbons 611 0 0

W. A G. Deune (accepted) 640 0 0

national Church. Messrs. Tarring A Son, architects

Keyes A Head £330 0 0

Richards 326 0 0

Bhnrmur 308 0 0

Brindle A Co. (accepted) 294 16 0

For the erection of the New Catholic Church of On
Lady, Help of Christiana, at Wednesbury, StatFordshin

Mr. Gilbert E. Blount, architect. Quantities by Mr. J

Carew:—
Trow A Sons £3,250 0 0

Parnell A Son 5,025 0 0

Barnsley A Sons 4,988 10 0

For the erection of new schools and master’s rcsidenc

at Eckington, Derbyabire, for the Local School Uoait

Messrs. Stevenson A Eobson, architects. Quantities b

Mr. G. D. Taaffe
Marriott £16,177 0 0

Beresford 12,930 0 0

Chambers 12,415 0 0

Chapman 11,747 0 0

Ridal 11,291 0 0

For additional work at 62,

Mr. Shea, architect
Wagner

Buckingham Palace-ro«

£216 0 0

For the masonry required in laying out some omi

mental grounds at Bath-road, Veatnor, for the Tentm
T.opal Board- acoordine to the design of Mr. John iLocal Board, according to the design of Mr.
Livesay, town sarveTor

Lale £350 0 0

Beavis 252 0 0

Jactoan 238 10 0

Bull (accepted) 229 0 0

Fop repairs and decorations to the Adnural Keppt

olham-road, for Messrs. Watney A Co. Mr. H. cFulham.
Hewton, architect

Elliott
Taylor
Shurmup
Brindle A Co, 241 10 0

or alterations and new buildingsat the Sessions Houa

ringtoD. Mr. C. H. Howell, architect. Quantities I

Roberts and Messrs. M idnell A Trollope

Browne A Robinson £18,935 0 0

HoUandA Hannen 18,662 0 0

Macey 18,663 0 0

Brass 18,3.50 0 0

Lucasf. 18,140 0 0

Higgs 17,864 0 0

Rider 17,459 0 0

Perry 17,340 0 0

For principal’s residence, Southlands, Battersea, fort.

Wesleyan Education Committee. Mr. W. . Po#oe

architect :

—

Nntt A Co. (accepted) £1,500 0 0
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Worlcs in Iroji.*

R. MATHESON, a

member of the firm of

Andrew Handyside &
Co., of Derby, says in

the book ho has pub-

lished, with the above

title, dated January,

1873, that it is almost

certain thatthere will be

a reaction downwards
from the high prices of

iron which have ruled

through the year 1S72,

but that it is hardly

probable that the low

prices of 1869, even if

reached at all, will over

long prevail. The con-

stantly - diminishing

purchasing value of

gold is apparent in

the iron trade, as else-

where
j and as not only

the price of fuel and
the rate of wages have risen, but the hours
of labour have been reduced, there are many
elements at work to keep up prices

;
although

against these there must be placed the economies
that may be obtained by improvements in

machinery, new methods of working, the compe-
tition of an increased number of ironworks, and
by fluctuations in the home and foreign demand.
When the hot-blast was introduced in Scot-

land, forty years ago, the quality of the iron

made by that method was greatly reduced
j so

much so, that it has since been customary to

require iron to be made by the cold blast wher-
ever a good quality of iron has been required

j

but now the iron-makers claim to have so im.

proved the system of working and applying the

hot blast, that the difference in quality between
iron so made and cold-blast iron is, they say,

greatly lessened, and is practically of no effect for

most purposes. Several qualities of iron may
be produced by either system from the same
smelting-furnace, and with the same materials,

according to the proportion of fuel used in the
operation of smelting

j thus, when the fuel

used is in large proportion to the burthen, soft,

tough, grey iron is produced; but when the
quantity of fuel is diminished to its lowest

point, hard, brittle, white iron is the result.

To judge of the quality of cast-iron from an
inspectiou of a fracture requires considerable

experience and skill, and can hardly be taught
except by experience. The following description

of the various kinds of caat-ii'on may, however,
form a useful guide. No. 1 is the production of

the furnace when charged with a large quantity

of fuel in proportion to the quantity of ironstone.

This iron is the most slowly made of all tho

descriptions of pig-iron, and contains a larger

proportion of carbon in chemical combination or

mechanical mixtui-e than any other quality. It

is the most fusible pig-iron, and most fluid when
melted, and is used for small and delicate cast-

ings. The fracture of this quality of pig shows
a dark grey colour, with a high metallic lustre;

the crystals are large, many of them shining like

freshly-cat lead. However thin this metal may

“VTorks in Iron." By Ewing Slatheson. E. & F. N.
iBpon, 1873.

be cast, it retains its dark grey colour, if of good

quality. No. 2 is intermediate in quality and
appearance between No. 1 and No. 3. No. 3

contains much less carbon than No. 1, The
crystals shown in a fracture of this iron are

smaller and closer than in No. 1, but are larger

and brighter in the centre than near the edges
of the fracture. This iron is capable of being
made sufficiently fluid for large castings. A
mixture of a proportion of No. 2 with this im.

proves it. The colour is a lighter grey than

No. 1, with less lustre. No. 4, or bright iron,

has a light grey fracture, and but little lustre,

with very minute crystals of even size over the

whole fracture. It is the “ leanest,” or contains

leas carbon, of any of the grey irons. It is not

fusible enough for foundry purposes, but is used
in the manufacture of wrought*iron. It is the

cheapest of the grey irons. When inferior in

quality there is usually a thin coat or " list ” of

white iron round the edges of the fracture.

Mottled iron is intermediate between No. 4 and
White, tho’.fracture being dull dirty-whito, with

pale greyish specks, and with a white list at the

edges. White iron is the worst and most crude,

being bard and brittle
;
tho fracture is metallic

white, with but little lustre, and not granulated,

but having a radiating crystalline appearance.

This iron, says the author, is largely used in the

manufacture of inferior bar iron.

Where specially severe service is reqnired of

cast-iron, special tests are reqnired, as in the

case of railway chairs, where the test of a weight

falling on the casting resembles in some measure

the heavy and sudden shocks of passing trains

;

but for ordinai-y purposes the test is tho trans-

verse strength and elasticity of a beam. A con.

venient size for the bar to be tested is 3^ ft.

long, 2 in. deep, and 1 in. broad, placed on bear-

ings 3 ft. apart, and loaded on the middle until

broken
;
but as considerable power of cohesion

may be attained in alliance with extreme hard,

ness and brittleness, it is necessary also to mea-
sure the deflection which occurs, and thus to

ascertain tho elasticity and ductility of tho iron,

If a bar made of twice-melted iron

—

i.e., iron

first made into pigs from the ore, and then re-

melted—bo subjected to this tost, it will be
found that the weights necessary to break bars

of this size made from the same kind or No. of

iron will vary from 2,300 lb. to 3,500 lb., accor.

ding to the locality from which the ore is ob.

tained; and if made from mixed irons, from

2,700 lb. to 4,300 lb.
j
and that the ultimate

deflections before fracture will vary from two-

tenths to fivo-tenths of an inch. These wide
differences in tho quality of the same kind

of iron from different localities cause corro-

sponding differences in prices. Some of the Der-

byshire and Yorkshire irons are generally sold

at higher rates than the average, while some
of the Middlesbrough iron is of a very inferior

kind, although by judicious mixture of tho local

ore with other and better sorts a good standard

may be reached.

The hematite iron found in different parts of

Cumberland and Lancashire, and elsewhere, is

of a peculiarly tough nature, which renders it

very valuable for mixing with other kinds.

Almost all kinds of pig iron are improved in

quality by mixing with other sorts, but in those

cases where the cost per ton is tho only con-

sideration the lowest price for castings will of

necessity be obtained from those founders who
use the cheapest iron, and who do not incur the

expense of buying and carrying to their pre-

mises more expensive kinds for mixing with it.

The cheapest castings are, in some cases, not

made from pig iron at all, but directly from the

ore-smelting furnaces. A large proportion of

the iron castings supplied for building purposes

in this country are made without any reference

whatever to the quality of the iron. It is often

the case that an increase in the dimensions is

supposed to compensate for inferiority of quality,

' but beyond a moderate thickness cast ii-on

becomes spongy or open. A hollow column,
1 in. thick, for instance, will not be doubled in

strength if made 2 in. thick.

The price of different sorts of iron varies

considerably, but the cost of labour and of

transport are the same for all, and pig iron of a
lesser cost and proportionately lower price will,

when made into a casting, show an inferiority

more than pi’oportionate to its low price ; thus a
saving of 26 per cent, in the cost of the raw
material will be reduced to 10 per cent., or even
less, in the finished casting, which still preserves

its inferiority in quality of 25 per cent. It

would be an advantage, therefore, if specifications

of ironwork wore given with greater distinctness

and more often enforced. A strength capable of

enduring 25 owt. on the test-bar without fracture

should be the Iminimum quality allowed, even
for short and heavy columns

;
but for other

purposes, a load of from 28 cwt. to 30 cwt.,

and a deflection of five-sixteenths of an inch,

should be demanded. The deflection will vary
from three-tenths to five-tenths of an inch.

There is no difficiilty, says the author, in getting

such iron, and higher qualities can be given

if necessary, breaking strains of 30 cwt. to

35 cwt,, being obtainable with judicious mix-

tures of the best kinds of iron
j
and in testing

such iron it will generally be found that some
of the bars will endure as much as 38 cwt.

In the minds of those who are not aware of tho

great differences of quality that have been
referred to, the numeroxis accidents and risks

that often attend the use of cheap metal, have
created a prejudice against the use of cast-iron

altogether
;
and many people, considering it to

be without elasticity, avoid it wherever wrought-

iron can by any means be used instead. This

is tho more to be regretted because cast-iron

allows infinite variety of shapes, more nearly

approaching the exact forms and sizes required

by design or strength than is possible with

wrought-iron
; and for many situations cast-

iron is even stronger and more endoiing.

Wrought-iron, like cast-iron, when put into

large dimensions, is not so strong per square

inch as smaller sections, when well made,

because of the greater amount of working the

smaller sizes undergo, but sometimes the method
of rolling iron into peculiar sections cauaes’lami-

nation on some of the parts, which renders the

iron not everywhere equally strong or elastic.

From this it arises that from certain sections,

where the iron is afterwards heated in the fixe

or worked on the anvil, it is difficult to produce

tho shapes that may be requii’ed without burning

or cracking the iron.

Great uncertainty in the quality of iron has

usually been caxrsed by tho manner in which the

specifications have been given, as “ Best,”

“ Best Best,” “ Best Staffordshire,” and so far

as these words distinctly implied a certain

quality they were sufficient; but as the B. of

one district was equal, perhaps, to tho B. B. of

another, and tho terms thus conveyed a conven-

tional and rather uncertain meaning, at last it

became necessary to indicate the really best

quality as
" Best Best Best.” It is now thought

expedient to [avoid such phrases, and to state

distinctly tho strains and tests to which the iron

shall be equal.

If notoriously cheap and inferior sorts be

omitted, wronght iron may be obtained in the

open market to sustain the following strains, and

respectable manufacturers of bridges, roofs, and

other iron structures may be expected to use

such iron without express stipulation. Square,

round, flat, and |_ bars will endure a tensile

strain of from 20 to 24 tons per square inch

before breaking, and 20 tons should be con-

sidered the minimum. Y tars have about the

same strength, but, owing to the manner in

wbioh they are rolled, it is in some other respects

inferior to L simple bars.
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Plat-es, as a rule, are uot capable of sustainiog

such a bigli degree of tension as bars made from I

the same quality of pig-iron ;
and from 18 to

'

20 tons may be taken as their breaking-strain.

As the breaking-strain of a number of bars pur-

chased together will vary, a specified minimum
breaking-strain implies an average strength of a

liigher figure, and, for iron of fair quality, this

average may bo taken as about 22 tons for bars

and 20 tons for plates.

The limit of elasticity, rather than the ulti-

mate or breaking strength possessed by a piece

of iron, determines its value for structural pur-

poses. With a strain of 10 or 11 tons per square
inch of section an elongation of a hundi-edth

part of its length takes place, and the quality of

the iron should bo such that when this force is

withdrawn the bar will return to its original

length. If the iron is stretched beyond this

point, the rate of elongation increases, and a
permanent set takes place,—f.e., the bar will not
entirely recover itself after the strain has been
withdrawn. For determining the quality of

wrought iron, apart from its mere breaking-
strength, the fact that it can be bent cold to a
certain angle without damage will show its

toughness. A plato i in. thick, bent to an angle
of 35" without damage will, if it possesses
sufficient breaking-strength, afford, for ordinary
purposes, a satisfactory proof of its elasticity.

Some kinds of wrought iron will bend to a much
greater angle than 35". Lowmoor iron will bend
nearly double without breaking. The iron from
which rivets are made sliould be of a better
quality than ordinary bars, and its ductility

should be such that it will bend double when
cold without cracking,

Although the prico of iron fluctuates, the
relative prices of the different shapes at any one
time are about tlie same. Assuming that the
price for plates is 12i. per ton, ordinary flat and
round bars may be purchased at lOJ. to 101. lOs.

;

L irons at 101. 10s. to 111.
;
and X irons at 111.

to 121. per ton. But for j_ and X irons of a
section whose total dimensions exceed 8 in.

(that is, exceeding 4 in. by 4 in., or 5 in. by
3 in.), and for bars over 6 in. wide, extra prices
are charged.

Joist iron I, and channel iron Li, of small
sections, up to about 7 in. in depth, may be
obtained at about the same price as X iron, but
with larger and wider sections the prico rapidly
advances, so that with a depth of 12 in. or 14 in.

a price of 151. is reached.
Bars of all kinds may be obtained in lengths

of 20 ft., 30 ft., and even 40 ft., according to
their section

;
but when a weight of 4 cwt. is

exceeded, extra prices are charged. Plates can
be obtained of any size up to 24 square feet
area, if not exceeding 4 cwt., without extra
price, but the increase in price is not very great
np to 8 cwt. Thin plates of large area cannot
be rolled.

As cast-iron resists a compressive strain with
six times tho force with which it is capable of
resisting a tensile strain, it has been usual to
follow Hodgkinsou’s rule of making tho sec-
tional aro of the bottom flange of a girder six

times as much as that of the top flange, but it

may be considered that the strength of a beam
ought not to be determined by its resistance to
fracture, but rather by its resistance before the
limit of elasticity is reached, and the propor-
tionate resistance of cast-iron to compression
and tension in this case is only three to one.
Assuming three to one as the proportion to be
adopted, the section of the girder should be so
arranged that its centre of gravity is at a point
three-fourths of its depth from the top

; that is

to say, if the total depth of tho girder be
divided into four parts, the quantity of metal in
the lower fourth part should be equal to that of
the upper three parts.

Irregularity of thickness of metal in castings
tends much to reduce their strength, for the
thick part takes longer to cool, and draws
towards it the thinner part which has already
cooled, and which cannot yield without being
strained

; and if such castings are afterwards
subjected to percussion, they may break. The
shrinkage in dimensions from the molten to the
cold state is about an eighth of an inch per foot.

For wrought-iron girders, the plate-girder is

the most simple, and, up to a certain size, the
most economical. It is rigid and durable, and is

the most appropriate for small spans. Where
great rigidity and strength are needed, two web
plates are sometimes employed, thus enclosing
a space, and making what is called a box, or
tubular girder. This enables wider flanges to
1)6 used, and makes a much stronger beam. It

is, however, necessary that the inside of the

girder shall be spacious enough to give access

to the painter’s brush, as it is liable to rust, and
consequent deterioration, if unpainted. When
the exigencies of a design render small box-

girders necessary, special precautions should be
adopted to prevent deterioration by rust. The
iron should be allowed to rust, and should then

be well scraped and coated with bituminous
paint. Rolled beams are sometimes used with
advantage instead of plate-girders of small depth.

They are especially suitable as joists for fireproof

floors, as rafters in iron roofs, &o. They are

made from 4 in. to 14 in. in depth for general

use, but for special occasions they have been
made as much as 3 ft. in depth

;
nevertheless, it

may be said that, for a greater depth than 10 in.

or 12 in., a plate-girder is preferable to a I’olled

beam.
Deterioration of iron-work is rapid when the

proper painting i^ neglected
j
the flakes or scales

of rust which fall from wrought iron of course

weaken its stmeturo in proportion to the entire

thickness of the iron, and this proportion is con-

siclerable in the case of plates i in. to 1 in. thick.

With wrought iron girders and joists sustaining,

as they often do in warehouses, immense loads,

tho risk of ultimate disaster through this cause

is considerable.

When iron-work is completely imbedded it is

presei’ved from rust, and it is said that in cathe-

drals and other ancient buildings, iron-work has

been found which has kept in good condition for

600 years. This, however, and the effect upon
it of lime or cement, requires further investiga-

tion.

In the process of casting ii’on, the molten
metal fuses the sand upon the surface of the
mould, and produces on the casting a skin which
has the appearance of a silicate, and which is

much harder than the purer iron within. This
skin is of value in giving a hard, smooth con.
tinnity of snrtaco to the ii’on

;
and as it would,

if allowed to rust, soon be destroyed, it is de-

sirable to protect it by paint. A casting, there-

fore, should have a coat of oil or paint as soon

as possible after it leaves the foundry, and before

any oxidation has commenced. A second coat
of paint should soon afterwards bo added, and
then the original surface of the iron may be
permanently preserved by occasionally painting,

from time to time, as required. Whether one

year or five years elapse before fresh paint is

wanted depends upon tho weather and climate,

and the kind and quality of the paint. If rust

does appear on a casting, it should be carefully

scraped off before the paint is applied. Upon
the surface of wrought iron a skin is formed
during the passage of the heated bars or plates

through the rolling-mill. This skin, unlike that

upon cast iron, is not inseparable from the solid

metal, but forms a scale which can be detached.

It is a chemical combination of iron with oxygen,
the proportion of the latter increasing as the

iron is exposed to tho air, until it produces
peroxide, or rust. Bub the elements of rust are

on the iron from the commencement. The
scales must fall off sooner or later, and in a
manner entirely unlike the granular rust of cast

iron. The thin skin or scale which forms on
ne%v wrought iron is of no value, and it must fall

off or be removed before the real iron is reached.

When the iron is galvanised, it is necessai'y to

remove the scale before the zinc will adhere to

the iron, and this is effected by a process of

“pickling,” the iron being first dipped in dilute

acid to remove the scale, and then washed in

pure water.

This is occasionally exacted in very strict spe-

cifications of wrought-iron work intended to be
painted, but somewhat the same results may be
obtained by allowing the iron to rust, and then
scraping off the scale preparatory to painting.

If some rust remains on the iron tho paint should
not be applied lightly, but by means of a hard
brush should be mixed with tho rust. When iron

structures are sold for delivery only, one coat of

paint is inclirded in the price, and if the iron-

work has to be erected also, a second coat after

it is fixed is also included. When more than
this is required it should be stipulated in the
contract. For bridges, roofs, and similar struc-

tures, three or four coats should be given in all.

As a general and approximate rule, 2d. to 4d.

per square yard, or 3s. to 5s. per ton on the
weight of ironwork, may be taken as the expense
of each coat of paint after the first.

Numerous examples of executed bridges and
roofs are given in Mr. Mathoson’s “Works in

Iron,” and the means and cost of erection, besides

the fundamental principles of construction to

which we have referred, and altogether the book
will be very useful to architects and engineers

;

and the vocabulary of French and German
equivalents of English technical terms which is

appended will render the book particularly

valuable to those going abroad.

FLOOD, FEVER, AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT.

The British rainfall of the winter of 1872-73,

which has exceeded by oue-half tho average

depth, has read a lesson to some parts of the

country which they will be slow to forget. It

is one of the most odious characteristics of

humanity to rejoice in the occurrence of evil

because its prediction has been verified. We
trust that we need not disclaim such a disposi-

tion. It is not for our own gratification, but for

the public service, that we take the occasion of

the long-continued floods in Somersetshire to

insist anew on the importance of a central and
scientifically dii-ected investigation of the great

national question of water-shed, water-supply,

and water-conservation.

In December and January last (and the

subsequent rainfall has been such that we
may almost now use the present tense), 150
square miles of the low-lying lands in Somer-

setshire were permanently inundated. Some
accounts give a much larger area to tho

mischief. In Langport, the cellars, streets, and
living-rooms were flooded, and many villages

were permanently isolated. Mr. Neville Gren-

ville, acting on behalf of the Sedgemoor Com.
missioners of Sewers, brought these facts before

Mr. Secretary Bruce, and used the expression,

“ the present plague of waters cannot be
exaggerated.”
The question of neglected hydraulic engineer-

ing has in this instance assumed an economic

importance to which possibly some small degree

of attention may be afforded by the Government.

Indeed,wo are told that the Government promised

to send to the spot, at the erpense of the inhabi-

tants, under a 2>ersonal guarantee, a gentleman

who was one of Mr. Brunei’s resident engineers

on the Cheltenham and Great Western Railway.

As to the sanitary part of tho matter, the

trnneated legislation of last year has produced

its natural result
;
that is to say, nil. “ Ague is

prevalent,” writes an inhabitant of Sedgemoor.
“ My daughter and niece are suffering from it

now
5
when the waters subside, fever will doubt,

less follow. It is idle to appoint medical in.

specters, if such a vast fever bed as Sedgemoor
is to remain untouched.”

It is discovered that the Land Drainage Act
of 1861 does not give power to any one to do
anything efficient in this cose. Sedgemoor,

however, is but one instance out of many. The
valleys of the Parret, the Brue, the He, the Yeo,

the Tone, and the Axe, are all in a state of

confluent flood. There are large inundations in

other places where Commissioners of Sewers
have jurisdiction ; but everywhere they are

nearly powerless to initiate any necessary works,

oven in cases of extreme urgency.

It is proposed to hold a public meeting at

Bridgwater, so soon as Mr. Grantham has com-
pleted bis report. A remarkable feature of the

case is, that no attempt seems to be made by
any of the sufferers to derive any advantage

from the sanitary measures of 1872. The forma-

tion of sanitary districts was the one expedient

which survived out of the original Bill. And
yet we find the old Sewage Commissioners ap-

pealed to, the inefficiency of old legislation

deplored, and the sufferers applying,—not to the

Local Government Board, but to the Home
Office ! A more cruel satire on the administra*

tion of the sanitary measures cannot be imagined.

Here are thousands of people flooded out, hun-

dreds of square miles under water,—and no one

seems to have any idea that it is in the charge of

any Minister but the Home Secretary, who offers
i

the luxmy of a report—at their own expense !

There can be no doubt that a great national

question is here paltered with in an inexcusable

manner. It is not creditable that our Govern-

ment shows such supinenesa where both the

health and the wealth of great districts of the

country are involved. There is not even the

paltry excuse of economy. The equation show-

ing how many human lives ought to be sacrificed,

in order to effect a saving of lOOZ. in the Budget
of the year, is one that we have not yet seen

fairly worked out. Probably the Chancellor of

the Exchequer and tho head of the Local Govern-

ment have elaborated the fommla. We shall be
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glad if one of our fi’iends will put the question
in Parliament. Wo hesitate to venture any
guess as to the unit of value that may be adopted.

IIow many lives go to a pound ? In some dis-

tricts, perhaps, a negative value is attached to

the former quantity. In that case it will be a
igraud stroke of political economy at once to

diminish the population, and to reduce the
nominal expenditure of the nation. If that rule

be established, we do not see where its applica-
tion will meet a limit. It will be of use all

round. The policy of “ do nothing ” will receive
its most complete support and appropriate
development. First there will be the usual
result of saving trouble and Parliamentary
responsibility to the Minister. Parliamentary
respousibility,—for what has public bfe to do
with such figments as conscience ? It is not a
question whether a few hundred people shall
or shall not bo carried off by fever. “Thou
caust not say I did it.” Our legal institutions
are not such as to admit of any trouble being
given to any one on such a mere theoretic quos-
tion as that. But the actual, odious responsi-
bility is this. The honourable member for
Screwemtight will give notice that on such a day
he shall put a question to her Majesty’s Govern-
ment, regarding the waste of public money lately
involved in making an altogether uncalled for
inquiry into the health of a certain district.

Such a matter, tho mover would prove, had
none but a sentimental interest. It was en-
tiroly confined to a few hundred inhabitants
of the district in question. The great law of
supply and demand has, on tho present occasion,
supplied the deficient quantity of water for
which there was such a vociferous demand a
aummer or two ago. If such a supply was
attended by ague and fever, theso wore mero
natural phenomena, with which enlightened
legislation had nothing to do. The inhabitants
wero perfectly free, as far as legislation is

concerned, to leave the district if they disliked
such phenomena. If they did not leave, it

proved that they preferred remaining. No one
had a right to interfere with their choice. They
were in all probabily, many of them, members
of the “ surplus population.” If otherwise, and
if fever carried off so many as to raise tho price
of labour in tho district (the only practical
evil), surplus labour would soon flow in from
other districts, and restore the natural level.

In fact, fever and ague are among the beneficial
agencies of nature, as reducing surplus popu-
lation.

Against arguments such as these we know that
it is of but little avail to raise our voice. We do,
indf ed, venture to think that of all tho produce of
Great Britain that which is at tho same time the
most costly to roar, and tho most valuable when
reared, is human life. We are prepared to
support that view by facts and figures, though
wo shall only be sneered at by certain persons.
But apart from that,—apart from the “ senti-

mental ” view, that the effect of a single out-
burst of fever, thoroughly preveutiblo and
totally unprevented, may have a terrible effect
on human life

j
apart from that great responsi-

bdlity as to which,—being only moral, and not
Parliamentary,—tho Minister is content to shut
his eyes ; we have a word to say which should,
even now, claim attention. We speak in an
authoritative tone. Wo will use the magic
phrase before which, in the country of Cer-
vautes,all doors fly open,—“de la 'part dn Roi,"—we invoke tho name of King L. S. D. What
a terrible waste of something so much more
valuable in some estimates than mere human
health and life is involved by giving up these
fertile valleys to tho occasional ravages of floods,
and to the permanent invasion too often of reeds
a.nd rushes and bog-growing vegetation !

Tho great check to the fertility of this
oountry is to be found in tho uncertainty of tho
eeasons. Or, we may say with greater precision,
in tho unqualifiable neglect of our agriculturists
to take such measures as are demanded to make
the best of that uncertainty. No attempt has
been made, on anything like a systematic plan,
to average our ample and abundant rainfall. We
do not store the heaven-sent treasure, as people
in more thirsty lands have long been taught to
do. We not only give no heed to facilitate the
discharge of the waters when they reach the
lower levels of the natural drainage districts,
but we throw obstacles of all kinds in the way of
the outlet which the physical character of the
country has afforded from Saxon times. Mills,
weirs, water-rights of all kinds are allowed to
exert a prescriptive energy in drowning our
most fertile river valleys. >

The question of irrigating the high-lying and
waterless districts is one involving cost, time,
and much intelligent investigation. Bat the
question of freeing the natural outlets from
artificial obstructions, is far more simple

j and,
to return to our present argument, it is self-

supporting. Five tons of rich meadow hay per
acre may be obtained from well-watered, but
unflooded, land in any part of England. We are
not putting this as a theoretical possibility, but
as an outcome of actual experience

j
and, in the

cases cited, it is not said how much area of laud
is actually wasted by the barbarous system of

water-carriers generally adopted. In those
water meadows which raise heavy crops in a
season elsewhere grassless, how general is the
presence of flags and rushes, the evidence of
wasted area and diminished swathe.
We might go further if we point to tho

industry of Lincolnshire, of Norfolk, and of
Holland

; and to the laughing crops raised below
the level of high water. But we are confining
our attention at present to that simple amount
of security which is to be attained by the
simplest procedures of the engineer, and which
will immediately recoup the outlay. And we
throw in the health and vigour of tho uihabi-
tants of the districts that cry out for this atten-
tion gratis, because we are as yet waiting, as
before intimated, for the solution of tho equation

;

1?. = X human lives, to find the value of x.

Confining our attention for the moment to
England and Wales alone, we have to point
out that this area constitutes some eight or
ten grand natural watershed districts. Physi-
cally, or according to the character of the
rivers, they may best be divided into eight

;

but the size of two of the areas thus marked
is so great as to render more feasible a
division into ten. Each of these districts is

enough to occupy the full attention of a civil

engineer of the first eminence in his profession.
The general course of the waterflow in the dis-

trict, from the high lands where tho rainfall is

parted, to the ultimate escape into the sea, should
bo carefully studied, attention being paid at tho
same time to the physical and to the geological
structure of the country. No large amount
either of cost or of time would be required, in

order to enable these engineers to arrive at such
a perfect knowledge of the details of their re-

spective districts as to be able at once to give
good and sound advice as to the leading condi.
tions of any public work or private work of
magnitude projected within the area in question,
in so far as it affected or was affected by the
course of rainfall and of drainage.
The amount of public time that would bo

saved, and of public convenience that would be
attained by a systematic division of the country
into engineer districts such as wo suggest, with
a resident engineer appointed to each, would be
incredible. As it is, when any great work is

proposed, not only must a special study be made
by, or on behalf of, the proposer, but an inde-
pendent study has to be made by every opponent,
or by every one whose interest is, or may be,
affected by the proposed operations. Not only
so, but legislative sanction has to bo obtained.
If this is made a mere party question

j
if the

sanction or the rejection of a Bill is to be amere
matter of personal influence, irrespective of the
merits of the case, we have nothing to add. But
if ever we should arrive at tho time when it was
thought right that the action either of the
Legislature or of the administration of the
country should be directed by intelligence

;

if we can conceive it possible that the real value
of any engineering proposal had to he weighed
by a committee which inquired into the real

merits of the case,—then the function of the
district engineer would become one of evident
importance. A few hours given to the exposi-
tion, by such an officer, not of his own opinion of
a measure, but of the actual facts of his district,

and of the mode in which the proposed measure
was accommodated to those physical facts, would
save weeks and weeks of dreax'y battling in com-
mittee

; where the acumen of the examining
counsel, or the adroit cleverness of a"witne89,
is the element that determines the verdict,—at
least, when that is not mere matter of foregone
conclusion and counting noses.

It is tolerably evident that the time has not
yet arrived in which sanitary and economical
reformers can cast the burden of their cares
upon a sympathising and intelligent Govern-
ment. But we are sure that the lasting gratitude
of the people of England will follow the name of

that Minister,—whatever bo his political hue,

—

who shall first deal with the great sanitary and

economical question of the water circulation o
the country on none other than sanitary and
economical principles. A good occasion has
been lost, but it is seldom too late to mend.

ON THE LAYING OUT OF CITIES.*

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

When wo turn our thoughts to the antique
past, stimulated by tho fact that, from the
earliest ages, various large cities have existed,
we must expect to he disappointed .in obtaining
any complete idea of their formation and
arrangement, because their remains are so small,
and contemporary notices of them so vague ;

indeed, it is almost a waste of time to seek
satisfactory information concerning them. That
they were enclosed by walls, and possessed fine
public buildings ranged principally around a
large open space, a campus, agora, or forum, is

about all that we can with certainty assert.
Pompeii, which bore somewhat the same relation
to Rome and Naples that Brighton does to
London at present, remains in a partly perfect
state, and affords us some idea of what a
populous and fashionable seaside town was
under the earlier Roman emperors, and in the
most civilised country of Europe, and certainly
the impression is not a very favourable one. It
is a very suggestive fact, and one that wo
should bear well in mind, that not a single city
remains at the present day to give ns the model
of what a city was some two thousand years
ago. Will the same remark hold good some two
thousand years hence ? We have every reason
to think so

j
and the cities of the future will be

as different to tho cities of the present as the
cities of the present day are to those of the past.
Is that difference great ? We can answer at
once and with certainty, it is enormous, it is

almost incredible ! One great cause of that
difference is, that there was in ancient times no
middle class, only masters and slaves. Amongst
the ancient Romans, even the liberal professions
were held fit only to bo practised by slaves.
There was a grand priestly and aristocratic
luxury,—a mean, squalid, general poverty. With
the advance of the later Roman empire came
also an advance in the conveniences of life

; but
art itself declined, and with the fall of the
empire, the art of building cities fell also

;

then the dark ages settled over Eui’ope. Through-
out this period, or from about the fifth to the
eleventh oentnry, many new cities and towns
arose throughout Europe, of which the royal
residence, the church, or the castle formed the
nucleus, surrounded by walls, within which all

was uan-owness and filth : nor is this to be
wondered at, when wo remember that the
greatest people of Europe during this period
used their fingers to eat with, and thought it no
mean accomplishment to be able to write their
own names. Luxury, sanitary provisions, and
even comfort were unknown, except amongst
the great nobles and the higher clergy. But
why did the dark age people build such close,

pent-up towns ? Land was nob dear, as it is

now
; and they might have had spacious streets,

tree-planted areas, parks, and so on. Tho reply
is, that they had no idea that system and art

ought to enter into the arrangement of a town.
They probably did not think about it at all; they
did what their fathers had done before them

;

they followed precedent, and the principal pre-
cedents of the West were derived from the East.

The Mahomedans of the eighth and succeeding
centuries were to the world what the Christians
became at a later period, the first in arts and
arms. Eurojie was their pupil, and followed
closely their example. Life with Orientals was
then an incessant warfare against two enemies,
the sun and their fellow-creatures ; so that when
men congregated together, they sought to keep
out both in the best way they could, raising

strong walls against the one, and forming narrow
streets against the other : thus they enjoyed
the comfort of coolness, or at least of sb^e,
and the comfort of a sense of security

; beyond
that they appear to have had no particular ideas.
The plan of many such towns is preserved even
to our own day, of which Albenga, on the
Riviera, is an interesting example

; a sort of
large prison, intersected by narrow and tortuous
passages, tending to keep out sunshine and fresh
air. Life must have been very dreary within so
dark and confined a space. So things went on

* From a paper by Mr. J. B. 'Waring, Fellow, read at
the ordinary general meeting, held on Monday, the 31st of
March.
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in the same fashion, over and over again, into

the Beini-opaque or Middle Ages ;
and Mr.

Hudson Tamer, in his most valnablo work on

the “ Domestic Architecture of England,” speak-

ing of London in the thirteenth century, when
its population was under 20,000, remarks that

“as to the appearance of the City, wc shall not

perhaps be far wrong in assuming that it pre-

gented the aspect of a mass of low whitewashed

tenements
j

the plasterers’ brush appears to

have been unsparingly employed, to give a

cleanly exterior to the dwellings of the Lon.

doners”; but if the outsides were clean to the

eye, the interiors of the cities must have been

often filthy. “In the principal thoroughfares,”

says Mr. Turner, “it is evident there was some
kind of foot pavement, though the roadway
appears to have been frequently left to its

chance ;
and the streets leading down to the

river, which offered the means of a natural

drainage from the upper and more level parts of

the city, had usually open drains flowing through
them, the effect of which was to maintain them
in a continual state of mud.” Even in the
great hall itself at Westminster, the refuse and
dirty water flowed in an open kennel through
it, until the foul odours arising therefrom” led

Henry II. ordered the construction of a “sub-
terranean condnit” to convey the “offensive

matters into the Thames ”
; and this, Mr. Turner

thinks, is perhaps the earliest instance of under-
ground drainage in this country. But to return
to the more immediate subject in hand, we come
at lust to a glimpse of a better state of things in

the reign of Edward I., who, from one cause or
another, founded completely new towns, which
were often called in France viUmeuves (new
towns) or villefranches (free towns). Mr. Turner
informs us that “ the inhabitants were all made
free men, exempt from the power and juris-

diction of the neighbouring barons or bishops ;

their tenure was direct from the Crown, and
they were granted the important privilege of

free trade.” Here, for the first time, so far as

we know, in the history of cities,* wo come to

a clear and definite system of arrangement

;

and it appears probable that this system is due
to Englishmen, since Mr. Turner gives an extract
from an original document in French, wherein
Edward I., anno 1298, wrote from Bordeaux
(then the capital of the English provinces in
France) to Loudon, “desiring the authorities
there to send him out fom* persona competent
to lay out the plans of towns, who best know
how to divide, order, and arrange a new town,
in the manner that will be most beneficial to us
and for the merchants.” Alfonso, of Poitiers,

coming to the Duchy of Guienne, about the
same period, finding the nobles and higher
clergy quite independent of him, also founded
free towns, such as Kovergne and Agen, the last

of which is still in a pretty perfect state.

Edward founded Sanveterre, Monaegur, La
Linde, Saint Foix, Libounio, and Montpazier, in

France
;
and Kingston-on-Hull and Winchelsea

in England, all formed on a general plan, of

which Montpazier will serve as a good example,
and fully described by Mr. Turner, from which
we give the following extracts ;

—“These towns
are more regular and symmetrical than most
modern towns, and are built on an excellent and
Bcieiitifio plan There are always two
parallel streets at a short distance from each
other, and connected by short streets at frequent
intervals

;
between these principal streets, and

in parallel lines, are narrow streets or lanes,

corresponding to the modern mews, and em-
ployed for the same purpose. By this means
each plot of ground for building on is of a
uniform size and shape, a parallelogram, with
one end facing a principal street, and another a
lane The principal streets were 21 ft.

wide, the lanes 16 ft., and the passages only
C ft Near the centre of the town was a
large market-place, at one comer of which was
usually the church j and it should be observed
that the principal streets do not cross each other
in the centre of the market-place, bat run in a
line with its four sides .... so that the traffic
did not interfere with the central space.” Our
own opinion is, that this plan of rectangular
divisions, which is also that adopted in the
United States of America, is not a good one, for
reasons which wo shall presently state; never-
theless, it is a great improvement on old
customs, and has no doubt some special advan-
tages.

* Ttia remark applies to Mediffiral cities in Europe.
Marco Polo, writing in the thirteenth century, describes
Pekin as formed in a regular plan of squares, like a chess-
board, a plan of ancient adoption in China,

,

The foundation of now towns seems to have
ceased shortly after the thirteenth century, and
the principal cities of Europe appear to have
been built up from time to time in a haphazard
manner, whilst their internal condition was of

the worst description, of which an idea may he
formed by reading the article “Paving of

Streets,” in Beckman’s “History of Inventions,”

volume 1. In the seventeenth century, however,
the Great Fire of London (1666) produced two
plans for the systematic arrangement of new
streets, <£0., which present some new and notice-

able features. They were designed by Sir C.

Wren and John Evelyn, and both are engraved
in Strype.

The fire destroyed buildings estimated at

about 13,200 houses, covering an area of 436
acres, and, both in form and extent very closely

corresponded with the great fire of Chicago, in

1871 ; besides dwelling-houses, St. Paul’s Cathe-

dral, eighty-seven parish churches, the Exchange,
and other public buildings were burnt, and an
opportunity was afforded of designing, as it

were a new city. Sir C. Wren’s is shown on the

wall. Leaving out details, he proposed to form
three kinds of streets, 90 ft., 60 ft., and 30 ft.

wide respectively
;

to form a canal of Fleet

Ditch, to be 120 ft. wide
;

a quay along the

river-side 40 ft. wide ; the principal public

buildings to be massed together round the Royal
Exchange, on a large area of octagonal form,

from which radiated the main streets, and in

which, at stated intervals, were to be placed the

various churches, whilst all churchyards and
“ unnecessary vacuities, and all trades that use
great fires or yield noisome smells” were to be
outside the town. This plan of Wren’s is a
great advance on the old system, or rather no-

system, and, indeed, in some respects, could

scarcely be improved upon. We need hardly
say, however, that neither his nor Evelyn's plan

was adopted, much to our loss at this day.

When the great fire took place at Chicago, it

occarred to me that an opportunity presented
itself of laying out the new city on an entirely

new plan. I had not at that time seen Wren’s
plan for rebuilding London ; but it required only

some consideration to bo convinced that the
rectangular plan common in tho States was open
to many objections, and that an entirely different

principle should be adopted. That principle I

fonnd in tho spider’s web, especially in the web
of the “ geometrical spider,” in which the

quickest way of reaching the centre from any
given point is clearly obtained; and time is, we
know, money, which all men now seek after so

earnestly. My further ideas on the subject will

perhaps be best understood by the papers I sent

to the ilayor and municipality of Chicago on the
subject, and from which I give tho following
extracts :

—

The main plan is to bo on concentric circles,

or rather semi-circles, divided into sections by
radiating streets, and sub-divided into wards, to

be provided with means against fire, and sanitary

arrangements complete in each section respec-

tively, corresponding to our old system of wards
or guards. In re-building the city, advantage
might he taken of a combination of squares,

crescents, terraces, boulevards, and streets, so

as to produce the greatest pictorial effect. Tho
houses might have colonnades on the lower story,

as at Bologna, forming comfortable walks in

summer or winter, whilst arcades, like those of

Milan and Paris, should connect the principal

points of interest. All buildings should be con-

structed as nearly fireproof as possible, and per-

manent sites for fire escapes be established at

stated distances throogliout the city. To avoid

the monotony which characterises the new por-

tions of Paris, Lyons, and other French cities, in

which large blocks of new buildings have been
lately erected, and one street so closely resembles
another that sometimes you can hardly say in

what street yon are, I propose that various

styles should be assigned to various blocks of

buildings, so that all styles of architectnre may
be represented—Greek, Italian, Gothic, Lorn-

bard, &c.—as may be found consistent with
good taste. Moreover, we should thus avoid

tho unsightliness commonly seen in England, of

buildings widely different in style, out of all

harmony, and sometimes painfully incongruous,

placed in juxtaposition and mutually destructive

of each other’s effect. I would suggest that all

buildings wherein large masses of persons con
gregate, such as theatres, churches, assembly-
halls, itc., should be provided with numerous
ways of speedy egress, not only for safety’s

sake in case of sudden panic, but for the ordi-

nary con7enience of the crowd; whilst the ways

of ingress may still be few in number. Public

baths and laundries, and public kitchens and
bakeries for tho poor, should be established in

the poorer quarters of the town, as well as a

regular system of public drinking-fountains for
men and cattle. There should be a large public-

park, gymnasium and baths, and a public garden
with terraces and fountains, laid out on the-

modol of the old Italian gardena, such as, for
instance, that of the Pitti Palace at Florence

these should be connected with the boulevards,,

which might consist of a central paved pro-

menade lined with trees, having a road and
tramway on each side, furnished with a hand-
some paved way next to the houses for foot

passengers. An example of this kind, which-

produced an excellent effect, I have seen at

Toulon, and would carry out on a larger scale.

A few good canals, crossed by ox-namental-

awing bridges, as in Holland, might serve to

connect the traffic of Lake Michigan with the-

principal railway stations and the Illinois canal.

Spacious markets should be erected in central

positions ; those for fish being famished with-

troughs to each stall, filled with water, in which
fish can be kept alive, as in tho “Halles” at

Paris. Abbatoirs, cattle markets, and all offen-

sive or dangerous manufactures, should be kept

outside the city precincts, and finally, not only

should a system of sewerage be cai-efully pre-

pared, for the purification of the oity, but the

sewage matter should be utilised as manure,,

which might prove of incalculable service on the

cleared prairie land of the State ; and in alJ

cases, it should be borne in mind, that as Chicago
has grown so rapidly in the past, there is every

reason to believe that it will increase still fur-

ther in tho future ; therefore, whatever is done>

an eye should be kept to the requirements of an-

increased population.

It may appear fanciful, and yet in many re-

spects a large city appears to me to resemble a
human being. It has arteries and veins, or

large and small thoroughfares, through which-

the blood corpuscules, in tho shape of men and
women, continually circulate. It has a heart ;;

its centre, where all meet, and where the great

business of life is mainly can-ied on. Lungs, or

parks, and open spaces in which the air i»

purified
; it requires water reservoirs and appa-

ratuses for receiving and discharging solid and
liquid secretions, by means of drainage and
sewage, outside the body corporate

;
moreover,

to complete the resmblance, tho surface of the

city, its skin, so to speak, requires constant

cleansing by water and friction, to insure that

cleanliness which is essential to health whilst

the municipality may he regarded as the brain,,

which brings experience and science to bear on

the regulation of tho entire body, having an equal

regard to the convenience, health, and external

appearance of the whole city.

As regards the figures adaptable for the block
plan of a city, with its thoroughfares, it will be-

seen that the choice lies almost entirely between
a square, a parallelogram, or a circle ; and our

own opinion is all in favour of the last named,,

both for beauty and convenience.

Space, air, and trees should enter into all

plans for new towns or new quarters, and I

would propose that instead of tho old system of

gardens at the back of two houses, the garden-

should be in front of the house, then the pave-

ment and road for ordinary traffic, with a double-

tramway in the centre for the carriage of trains

and cattle, not by steam but by horse-power j

for there seems to me no valid reason why rail-

way trains should not be carried right through a

city without changing. This of course wouldt

necessitate a much wider roadway than is com-
mon at present. All streets, terraces, &c.y

should be provided with back roadways for

bouse service, coals, dust, and the carting away
of refuse or sewage matter

;
and in a well-

arranged city a back road to each street will he
as necessary as a back staircase in a well-

arranged house.

Society of British. Artists.—The fiftieth'

exhibition made by this Society, and now open

in the Suffolk-street Galleries, consists of 924
paintings and drawings, and four small pieces

of sculpture. The president of the Academy
sends a portrait, and Mr. Leighton, R.A., some-

small contributions. The collection cannot be

said to be strong in fignre-pieces, but has some-

good and many pleasing landscapes. We wilk

take an opportunity to speak of it more at

length.
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ISCHOOL BOAEDS.

London.—The Works Committee recommended
the acceptance of the lowest tender, that of

Messrs. Perry Co., of Tredegar Works, Bow,
amounting to 7,178i., for the erection of schools

•designed by Mr. E. R. Robinson, to provide for

Z,100 children, on the site in Globe-terrace,

Hackney, purchased for the Board for 3,0001.

19s. Gel. The list of these tenders has akeady
appeared in our columns.

Northampton .—The following letter was read
by tho clerk with respect to tho sites selected
by the architect chosen by the Board :

—

‘
' I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your

•two lettera of the 28th ult. Tho official architect reports
.as follows upon the plans for tho Sprinc-lano site ;

—

These plans are satisfactorily arranged. There is
«commodation for 673, viz., 199 boys, 198 girls, and 279
infants.' His report on the plan for the school to be
built on the site near Vernon-terraco was as follows:

—

*The arrangement for the boys’ and girls’ schoolroom
•ehould be revised in accordance with rule 4. The present
tarrangement causes considerable loss of desk aud bench
space. 11’ properly arranged there would be aceomiuoda-
•taon for SiOj viz., 160 boys, 160 girls, and 220 infants. My
lords aci^uiesce in the hoard’s proposal to purchase the
•email additional piece of ground adjoining the Vernon-
iterrace site.’—I am, &c., P. CvjiUf.''

Bristol.—TheScboolDesignCommitteebrought
forward fifteen tenders for the erection of new
.fiobools in Freestone-road, St. Philip’s. They
recommended that tlie tender of Messrs. Sevan
-of Bedminster, bo accepted at 3,080h, if the
foundations were of Hanham stone, aud 3,170J.
•if of brick. This and matters tending to reduce
the coat somewhat, the committee suggested,
should bo left to the architect, Mr. Coleman.
Tho report was agreed to, aud also recommeuda*
•tions for asphalting the yard, and obtaining
designs for school fittings, and borrowing 4,0001.
from the Publio Loan Commissioners to cover
tho cost of the land aud erection of the
building.

Bali/cuc .—Tho Sites and Building Committee
reported that tho Education Department had
Hnally approved of the plans for the Queen’s-
xoad Schools, and would recommend the Public
Works Loan Commissioners to grant a loan of
10,2202. 17s. Gd. on their account. The com-
mittee suggested that the plans and specifica-
tions of Booth Town School bo sent to the Edn-
catiou Department, aud that on their approval
tenders should be invited for the works. The
report was adopted.

STONE FLOORS.
6jn,—I have a floor of very soft stone. Tho goods are

apoUed by the line .dust from the said floor. 1 should
•be glad to know of any material to put upon tho surface,
•say i in. or i in., from which there would be no dust.
Anything like the foreign asphaltes would do, but for the
oost. Perhaps ordinary asphalte would do. if it could be
made very good. The method of combining tar aud
Portland cement, and the purposes for which it is wanted
Would also oblige A CoxiEiciofl

^

ON MODERN ART-ARCniTECTURAL
CRITICISM.*

It is not our intention to attempt an elaborate
osay on. the subject of criticism generally, or to
venture even to glance at the large area of its
eubdivisions lying open for dissertation

j nor
does it immediately conoem us at the present
moment to inquire whether to Aristotle we owe
tho art or science of criticism, or whether in
iheh day, Aristarchus, VaiTO, aud Longinus
•wero distmguishcd “practitioners,” or Hesyebius,
.Dionysius Ale.\andrmus, Eusebius, St. Jerome!
Ac., “ masters,” of the art.

With the limited space at our disposal it must
suffice us to know that from the eleventh to the
eighteenth centuries this art, or science, has pos-
sibly, soidSwhat interruptedly, been made a
study, and in the sixteenth, seventeenth,

*,ud eighteenth centuries raised to a “ polite art”
by all nations of the globe who boasted of any
•amount of cultivation or refinement.
Up to this latest date even was critiaim

invested with good sense, logic, and an inflexible
rule of fair dealing, placing the critical works
And essays of the time amongst the best of our
(Standards now, it was left to our more enlightened
<or more degenerate, as our readers may prefer)
days to totally ignore the ‘’Ici-itikos” or power
•of judging in such matters, to forget that “ criti-

cism” involves seeing beauties as well as faults,
to be oblivious of the fact of its requiring dis-
crimination, exactitude, and the impartial hand
which should hold the scales wliilst the trembling
balance wavers betwixt praise and blame.

* Alfred Jowers. Prize Essay, Eoyal lustUute
of British Architects,

Wehave changed all this; for tho better? No.
With a practice apparently far more consonant
to modem times and taste, we, as a rule, indulge
in undiscriminating and uncompromising con-
demnation until, almost in despair, we find our-
selves in this nineteenth century asking,
“What is criticism? In what-does it consist,

—

in analysis, or in mere expletive verbiage ?
”

To a greater extent, possibly, than ever pre-
viously occurred, the press is now mainly the
reflection of public opinion and feeling on most
matters of social importance; and yet, judging
from the contributions of some, at least, of our
contemporaries, and the editorials of a portion
of the press, there is no such thing as criticism

opart from a moral vivisection, not of tho 7)iatter

but of the man, and that true criticism should
consist, not in the scientific use of the dissecting-

knife, but in a perpetual wielding of the toma-
hawk and scalping-knife

; in constant endeavours
to maim aud mutilate the entire structure, good
and evil, rather than to delicately probe and
scientifically diagnosticate, with a view of pre-

serving the sound and sevoring the obnoxious
portions.

Undoubtedly the philosophical, political, and,
in spite of a prejudice to the contrary, even the
theological, fields of literature are well supplied
with eager, accomplished, and'generous workers,
who, more frequently than nob, seem imbued
with a true spirit of criticism,—“judging,” or

at least to the best of their ability attempting
to 'judge, in the best sense of the word, the
vainous doctrines, hypotheses, and party views
which come to their notice.

It is only when wo reach tho confines of art,

—

or most certainly of art-architectural criticism,

—

that we observe at once the traces of an inter-

necine strife rather than the symbols of dignity
appertaining to a judgment-seat.
Whether it is that from the very refinement

of art its devotees become abnormally sensitive

and irritable, we are unable to say, but it is

undoubtedly a fact that as a body we seem
singularly deficient both in justice of discern-

ment and fortitude of endurance when, jousting
in tho arena of criticism.

Nor even in tliis arena is it by any means a
struggle of honest, above-board, hard blows, aud
harder returns. Our anonymous attacks partake
more of guerilla warfare than of the lance and
the quarter-staff, and in the few contests that do
openly occur tho aim appears to be as to who
can throw most mud, in the praiseworthy hope
of some sticking, rather than an endeavour to

discuss tho merits of tho subject more imme-
diately under review.

Surely when we become art-workers we need
not cease to be generous ! Or is it that we are
under a delusion that manliness consists in much
abuse, and that it would bo a deplorable weak-
ness to indulge in gentle and generous recog-
nition of merit in any work of a “ brobher-in-

art ” ? If it be true that “ out of the abundance
of the heart the mouth speaketh,” it is to bo
hoped, in the name of all that is human, that
there is a vital distinction between that of an
ordinary social being and the same individual

when transmogrified into an art-architectural

critic.

Moreover, is not the course we pursue,—to
take a more practical, if somewhat, lower, view,

—commercially an error ?

Is not the mind of tho public already suffi-

ciently callous to the merits of our art (prone to

look upon us, even at the best, as evils necessary,

but a nuisance) as scarcely to need tho constant

iteration of intestinal squabbling to confirm it

as to our weakness and our folly ?

If, therefore, this unfortunate fluency and
ftequency of critical commonplace, seasoned
with a strong spice of what may be termed
“ literary acrobatism,” is known to repel not
only the more surface-skimmer, but the earnest

thinker and well-wisher, to make architecture as
an art less entrancing and its practisers less

influential, shall we of ourselves both propagate
the offence and weep over tho result ?

Not only in this general tendency to a cynical

appreciation of others, in this disruption in our
very midst, is danger to our reputation for

strength of mind and common sense to be
observed aud feared, but even in the very
advocacy of those earnest and pure-minded
devotees of distinct schools whose enthusiasm is

apt to deteriorate unconsciously into partisan,

ship.

Nob that we are by any means preaching a
crusade for, or advocating, “ ‘art for art’s sake,’

and no criticism,” too conscious that in these

days that must be a myth, a text, a peg on

which to hang much fine writing, not a tangible
fact on which to practise

;
but rather are we

condemning “ criticism for criticism’s sake,”
seeking to eradicate that odiutn architecturmn
which, to our shame be it said, Las long since in
its virulence thrown far into the shade that
proverb of bitterness the odiu7n theologicum.

Let us consider for one moment, and take at
random, in our own mind, any recent review or
reviews on subjects architectural : what do we
find?

A practitioner is inexcusably successful over
his compeers ! Immediate suggestions are
covertly mado as to local or other interests, or
sinister imputations of some marvellous forecast
on his part, delicately veiled under the descrip-
tion of bis being “wise in his generation.” lie
may have committed the indiscretion, at some
early period in his career, of writing a book, and
may have since become, as well as a literary
man, an accomplished architect : nevertheless,
without the least examination of the architec-
tural work supposed to be under review, he is

immediately twitted with his former literary

efforts, and assured that in those alone is he
" at home ”

! He may have become famous in
church architecture, and a secular work falls

into his hands : never mind that he is an able,

conscientious man, and his work a success, you
will hear on all sides that “ it savours of eocle-

siasticism, it is ‘monastic’”; “very suitable

for the Dark Ages, no doubt, but utterly unfitted
for modern requirements ”

; that be bad much
better “ keep to the path in which he had dis-

tinguished himself” ; and so on: but not a word
of real criticism of the work, though much on
the man, not a word of argument or proof to
support the mere assertions of the critic.

Should he have given his attention early to, and
have gained a reputation in, the more decidedly
decorative portions of tho profession, we hear
glibly repeated that he is not a “ practical man,’*
or that he can “decorate a house, but cannot
build one,” regardless of the actual fact that the
criticised has probably built more than all hia

critics together ! And so on through all phases
and all branches of professional practice it seems
the constant endeavour of the critic to import
into his criticism as much of tho man as possible,

and to carefully avoid any impartial consideration
of his work.

Failing these more personal notices, we obtain
either a vague, dreamy, nerveless, “damning
with faint praise,” or an impatient despotism of
opinion, an unscrupulous wielding of intellectual

force, goading the victimtoaningenious weaving
of literary pitfalls, into which possibly ho falls,

to the intense delight of the anonymous fowler.

Surely this is scarcely fitting work for literary

athletes; worse than useless in either forming
or guiding public opinion; a safe and sure means
of promoting jealousies and mutual mistrust
amongst those who frequently have no possibility

of professional intercourse with, or knowledge
of, one another except through press notices of
their respective works

;
of no more value in

raising the standard of professional tone than
attempting to steer a vessel by ignoring the
compass aud abandoning tbo helm

;
as short-

sighted in policy as refusing a crop of sterling

grain and revelling in the winnowed chaff

!

And yet such appear to be modem notions of
architectural criticism ! Such the empty crumbs
so greedily accepted and devoured as art-manna
by a publio eager for flitting pleasures, aud
anxious for seasoned dishes, even though they
be made of devilled reputations!

Nor do we hear from our professional ranks
one word of remonstrance

; on the contrary, of

all critics thus sinniug we out of our own midst
are undoubtedly the greatest sinners. Not from
outsiders, but out of the mouths of “ colleagues,”

of “ brothers in art,” or, as some will have it, of
follow .“trade-unionists,” have from time to
time proceeded critical witticisms on contempo-
rary works, which, however amusing at the
time, ax’e, we fear, not calculated to raise either

the status of the critics or that of tho profes-

sion they represent.

Quite recently we had the edifying spec-
tacle of a member of the profession, writing of
another still more distinguished member’s cro-wn-

ing work, that “it would have been a lesser

evil to have bad a war or a pestilence than that
such a building should be erected.”

Is it necessary to quote further examples,
which must occur to all who interest themselves
in current professional topics, to account for the
easy^descent from such premises to the would-
be scathing of a contemporary reviewer ? Can

' wo be surprised that the public fights shy
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of birds wbo so wilfully foul their own nest ?

Or that, on many occasions, public especially,

we, as n profession, get unmercifully snubbed

and morally kicked ?

To what a painfully low ebb all sense of pro-

fessional cohesion (other than that induced by a

mutual “ per cent.” interest) has receded, may
bo judged of by the solo public reply vouchsafed

but very recently to the proposal of a most

worthy and respected member of our profession,

who, iu his earnestness, suggested the fencing

round of our body by a code of honour, as a

means of ensuring some measure of esprit de

corjis and uniformity in practice. And the

reply ? Not an eager acceptance of, bat a duly

printed and published protest against, the pro-

posal as an act of “ trade-unionism.” Trade-

unionism, forsooth ! as though codes of honour
and esprit de corps were terms synonymous for

10 per cent, and six hours’ labour, or other of

the constitutional symbols of trade-unions !

Part II.

Hence the unsatisfactory position of the

profession, and the low estimation in which it is

held by the public. For unsatisfactory the

position is, however much we may attempt to

ignore the fact, or to bolster up our own egotistic

self-sufficiency.

Of course, it is equally true that the profes-

sion boasts a few duces, who, by reason of sheer

force of character, intellectual attributes of an
exceptionally high order, powerful friends, or

even by luck [of that “opportunity” which is

said to occur to every man once in a lifetime,

have won for themselves a position in which they

are to a great extent paramount to the public
j

no less certain, however, is it that by that same
public is the great majority of the profession

held in supreme contempt, or looked upon at

least with indifierence.

In no other profession or calling under the sun
are there so many wiseacres, so many amateur
busybodies, capable in their own estimation of

teaching us the thing wliich is or should be.

Every man or woman upon whom chance has
conferred the somewhat doubtful benefit of the

grand tour, or whose ancestors, with a hankering
for a reputation as literati or dilettanti, had
garnered certain art-books, thinks himself or

herself fully as qualified to bo as unsparing both
of advice and criticism, as though by the pur-

chase of curios they became at once dis-

tinguished in art, or by their formation of a
marquetrie panel became masters of constiaic-

tive science.

In what estimation would be held the amateur
legal luminary ? What is the term applied to

the non-qualified medical practitioner ? Are
there no ^such beings as architectural quacks ?

No ;
at least not recognised as such

;
and why ?

Because, from the utter want of “bond”
amongst the individual members of the profes-

sion we fail to stand out as a type or body
definitely distinguished from the flood of irregular

practitioners or amateur aspirants
;
and such is

our liberal-mindedness, that even the suggestion

of the slightest fence of a common understand-

ing amongst us as men of honour is scouted as

trade-unionism

!

Nor is it possible to acquit the press of much
blame in this matter. It is (or at least a portion

of it) much too prone to admit the small back-

bitings of disappointed vanity or injured self-

consciousness
;
too forgetful of how much good

it might do to the future of its correspondents,

and of the profession, did it sometimes put down
its heel firmly on the snarling tendency of the
unsuccessful.

Possibly a few “sensation” readers might be
lost, but at most the weeding would be of those

unhappy individuals who, in mere wantonness,
delight in heedlessly impressing the mailed dents

of tlioir crotchets or their grievances npon the
architectm-al toes of their " brothers-in-art.”

Anyway, the gain in tone would far counter-
balance the loss in talent.

Of course, there is no denying the pleasure,
the sense of power (akin to that of the priest
in the pulpit) in anonymously wielding our
literary weapons. Possibly there is scarcely one
of us who has not at some time or other indulged
in the luxury.

But there must be a limit to all things even
to the keenness of a critic’s scimitar, or the
thickness of epidermis of the criticised.

Life, mental or physical, cannot be carried on
in ecstasy, or prolonged on a diet of spiritual
stimulants.

We cannot be always ignoring the fact of many
colours combining to make the purest white, or

ever be trying to thrust aside matter that does

not meet our individual views as something

repulsively evil, instead of endeavouring to

evoke order out of chaos, and wisely building in

afresh those elements which promise some

virtue out of much that is vicious.

Probably wo all occasionally read professional

papers other than those more immediately

relating to our own special calling.

Do we, in those devoted to Church matters,

find reverend gentlemen indulging in scathing

reviews and bitter criticisms of their colleagues’

sermons ?

Do we, in medical journals, seo surgeons

rushing into print, and recklessly imputing to

brother professionals clumsiness and want of

knowledge in operations, or hysterically repining

that they were debarred from participating?

Do we, in the legal journals, find counsel, as

an afterthought, reviling the speech of their

advocate - antagonist ? Or, to come still

nearer home, do you read of members of the

sister profession (engineering) hovering ever

aloft, like birds of prey or harpies of old,

hungering to mutilate or defile the latest creation

of a colleague’s brain ?

No ! So much the contrary, that on a recent

occuiTenco of a symptom of failure (or what

was at the time thought to be a failure) in

a public work, it was engineers, to their honour,

who calmly [and judicially examined and re-

ported, alike uninfluenced by public panic or

professional jealousy.

Would any of the professional journals repre-

senting Church, law, medicine, or engineering,

admit the petty jealousies with which our

journalistic representatives occasionally dis-

figure their pages ? Is it too late to hope that,

however self-ennobling it may seem to a writer,

rich in tho sense of having nothing to lose,

to hound down and try to “ran to earth,”

as it were, a professional man whom skill or

chance has raised to a more or less temporary

pinnacle of fame, he may at least pause, and
try tho luxury of self-restraint, the novel charm
of contemplating that what he may have missed in

brilliancy of display, he has gained in his con-

tribution to a general fund,— still sadly deficient,

—of generous fellow-feeling.

Surely Malice was keen-witted, and Generosity

dull and blind when many of these bitter-shafted

criticisms were launched at the toil-worn and

weary art-worker

!

Keenly sensitive imagination, snubbed by tho

rude precocity'of “common sense” or the “prac-

tical,” and frozen by the prudery of rigid “ pre-

cedent” !

Surely it is more to the glory, and tends more
to the advancement of our art, that we should

have a 'constant crop of ideas, a harvest of

wrought-out thoughts, even though intermingled

and partly choked with a rank growth of riotous

seedlings tropical in their licence, rather than

that the few choice blooms of elegant conception

should lie broken and withered under an un-

discerning egotism, crushed and mutilated under

a wild avalanche of inconsiderate condemnation

miscalled “criticism.”

P.iRT III.

Hitherto we have dwelt chiefly on those phases

of adverse criticism which have had their origin

more or less in professional or allied sources. It

may be well, perhaps, that we should now turn to

views expressed by those whom we may define

more correctly as outsiders, and whose judgment
might therefore be regarded as more impartial,

or at least more unbiassed, than that of those

actively engaged in the struggle of professional

practice.

We may, moreover, state that neither in the

observations we have already made, nor in the

farther remarks we may offer, have we the least

intention of suggesting a “masterly inaction”

or “rest-and-be.thankful policy.” On the con.

trary, we are desirous of moving with the times,

not deprecating but anxious for criticism, and
simply stipulating that it should be criticism, and
not simply condemnation.

It would entail by far too long an essay to

attempt an “ah initio” defence and reply to the

many indictments against us as a body, or even
to “ hark hack” to the early days of Government
competitions, or even to the somewhat later

“ architects and market-gardeners ” period of

our exaltation ! Moreover, there is now and then

an attack which, favoured with the advantages

of a strong position and forcible type, may be
looked upon as proceeding rather from a “semi-
professional ” masked battery than from open
foedom of an irritated or indignant public. And

to what, when it is analysed, does this mitrail-

leuse discharge of random literary blows amount ?

To a great many hard words, disagreeable

suggestions, and impossible assertions, with a
cheap and temporary notoriety for the author.

Nor is this by any means a difficult rSl© to

play
;
and this desire for notoriety is the only

possible interpretation of the singular dogmas to

which, under the influence of criticism, intellec-

tual winters capable of brilliant composition can

give birth.

Is it for a moment possible to conceive that

any one man, wrapped as he might be in egotism,

soured as he may have been by a dire train of

untoward circumstances, could sit down and

honestly think himself capable, in the course of

some forty pages of letterpress, of attempting to

detract from the reputations of some dozen men
whoso professional ability and social probity

have, after years of earnest toil, met with ac-

knowledgment from their brethren and approval

and reward from the public ? Could any sane

person solemnly propose that, in these days of

fierce competition and hand-to-mouth struggle

for life, we should, crab-like, proceed backwards

to those halcyon days which, Minerva-like, we
fear, have but sprung ready-armed from the too

fertile brain of tho writer, but in which we are

gravely assured that the architect, builder, clerk

of works, and artizan were all comprised in one

marvellous individual, the btde-noir of modem
times, the irrepressible “working man”! Tet
such is the advice, combined with the flattering

unction, “that nothing would be more gratifying

to our social progress than such an elevation of

the men whose works continually affect our daily

life. There will then he no need of the ‘ profea-

sion,’ and architects will subside into their proper

place as bookmakers, artists, business men, stu-

dents of symbolism and archaeology, and, in fact,

pupils and illustrators of those very workmen
whom theynow profess to direct and to control.’'’

As to the works of these gentlemen, in the

face of universal strikes “continually affecting

our daily lives,” we think there can he but one

affirmative opinion; but as to the “social pro-

gress” which would resirlt from any sudden up-

heaving, or, we should more correctly say, any
further upheaving of the social fabric, we must
confess to a scepticism as extreme as that which
forbids us for one moment to entertain an idea

so preposterous as that the picturesque charms

of Canterbuiy, the gi-andeur of Durham, or the

chaste completeness of Salisbury were ever in

either or all instances the sole conception and

execution of one inspired head and hand
;
on the

contrary, we are firmly convinced, and assert

emphatically that, whether with or without

drawings, there always did exist, and ever will

exist, the same marked divergence of mental

and physical labour, tho same sub-divisions cf

master and subordinates, the artizan and labourer,

as we now find. Undoubtedly, in the absence of

mischievous agitation, there was one great dif-

ference
;

authority was kindly exerted, labour

willingly conceded, and possibly from this alone

arises the oneness, the immeasurable beauty and
completeness of Medifeval works.

Bub, in fact, neither from these pscudo-profes-

sionals nor from tho genuine and unmitigated

“one of tho public,” is it possible to gather a

tangible basis on which the ill-defined under-

current of half-contemptuous, slighting, half-on-

sufferance endurance of our profession at present

rests. In many instances might we most appro-

priately borrow a simile of one of our would-be

bitterest critics, and say that these aimless

attacks ai'e “ d propos of nothing save of de-

sperate imbecility.”

Equally impossible is it to unders^nd on what
qualifications they venture to assume the judg-

ment.seat, and to apportion the exact measure of

praise or blame to be awarded their victims on

the muster-roll of Art.

And yet is it so difficult to comprehend ?

Does it not all proceed, to borrow again from

our friend the critic, from that half-knowledge

that “puSeth up ” ?

“Knowledge” generally, and of ordinary

topics—still less, technical knowledge of special

subjects,—is no “heaven-born” gift, or a goal to

bo attained by any “royal road,” but is the re-

sult of careful study, of sheer hard work, ci

untiring energy, perseverance, and ability rightly

applied, in conjunction with eyes educated to see

and a mind trained to receive tho beat impres-

sions from the choicest sources.

With a mirage of such knowledge sufficiently

like the real tiling to avoid a crass exhibition of

incompetence, with a keen pen, and a reckless

conscience, what coarse easier than te titillate a
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public, still less informed by an effectve chiaro-

scuro of what they get, a brilliant rendering,
Tameresqne in its vagueness, of what they
deserve to have ?

Over and over again has the system been
tried, nor has so well-worn a device a thread of
novelty’s rag left to cover its nakedness.

Politically it has been tried, and successfully
tried, but men were slow to learn that they were
poor, down-trodden worms, until by the same
process of semi-excitation, semi-flattery, the fact
was continuously dinned into their ears by ambi.
tious individuals desirous of notoriety, and caring
little who formed the rungs of the ladder which
led to the longed-for prize. It was a stroke
little shore of genius which applied the same
process to art.

From such teachers and such texts pro.
ceeded fruits which might well have been
presaged. Much cant talk of “architectural
imposture,” “ draughtsman’s dull labour,”
“deceptive custom,” “imitative second-hand
work,” &c., widely sown, brought forth a plenti-
Pul crop of unthinking persons, who became
intoxicated with such literary nectar. With
largo views and small means, filled with the
little knowledge which is dangerous, taught to
look with contempt upon their architectural
advisers, possessing no magician’s wand, and
yet desiring a realisation without counting
the cost, can we wonder that a public was
produced which, trusting to its own devices,
commenced with precipitation and ended with
prejudice? Perhaps we may wonder that this
prejudice was fastened as an incubus on our
unhappy backs.

Nor would this be worthy of one moment’s
regret were an architect’s works, like the fame
ji modern critics and essayists, a thing of the—a mere passing, evanescent “ sensation
but happily (or unhappily), perhaps from the
very fact of our work ministering to a man’s
lecessities, it is stamped with permanency, and
aecomea at once either a monument of fame, or
i target for scorn. Wielding the intractable,
sending not only matter but wills to our pur-
sose, with oar sterner materials providing a
some for our hand-maiden. Sculpture, and a
flinging place for the beautiful exotic, Painting,
sur realisations stand for good or for evil as a
•ecord for future generations, not only as a
itandard of art-practice of the period, but also
iccordiug to the measure of praise or blame they
may receive, of the generous intelligence or
apathetic ignorance of contemporary public
opinion and judgment.
Looking to what is required of us, and the

Jifficulties of fulfilment, we might reasonably
have looked for sympathy and strengthening
jupport, rather than injustice and unfair depre-
jiation

; but, nevertheless, sure are we that from
all these flustering flames and ashes of discon-
tent, Pheenix-Hke, our profession will arise the
brighter

;
that the long list of famous names,

—

From Buono and Peter di Cozzo to Giotto and
Wykeham

;
from Brunelleschi and Leon Battista

Alberti to Sanmicheli, Michelangelo and Phili-
bert de Lorme

;
from Jones, Wren, Vanbrugh,

Wyatt, and Dance, to Basevi, Barry, Pugin,
Cockerell, and Pennethome ;—will be prolonged
with lustre nndiminished in the hands of our pre-
sent leaders, whose names, unhappily, oonven-
tional good taste forbids our particularising

; and
that when they in the autumn of their prosperity
and zenith of their fame withdraw from the
struggle, the standards relinquished will (en-
riched by their names) be eagerly seized and
nobly pressed forward by a younger school,
whose brilliant promise will ere then, we trust
have blossomed into a successful career.

Meanwhile, to all of our maturer brethren and
younger colleagues who, suffering under censure,
ill considered, or obloquy undeserved, may feel
themselves unnerved, unfitted for the fight, we
would commend the thoughts of one who, not
always free from censure, even when painting
word-pictures of surpassing brilliancy, yet built
himself an imperishable fane in the world of
literature, and dying, bequeathed in winged
words, a sentiment to us most singularly
fitted :

—

“ I direct that my name be inscribed in plain
Engbsh letters on my tomb. I conjure my
friends on no account to make me the subject of
any monument, memorial, or testimonial what-
ever. I rest my claims to the remembrance of
my country upon my published works, and to
the remembrance of my friends upon their expe-
rience of me in addition thereto :

”

—

Of, " Si monumentum qumriscircumspice,” a
noble paraphrase.

THE BUILDER.

ON THE ECONOMY OF FUEL FOR
DOMESTIC PURPOSES.

On this important subject. Captain Douglas
Galton, C.B., read a paper at the Society of Arts
on the 3nd inst. We condense portions of it.

The total quantity of coal now annually con-
sumed in the United Kingdom is stated by Sir
W. Armstrong to be about 110 millions of tons.
The Coal Commission estimate that the con-
sumption of coal may be roughly divided into
three parts, one-third being used in manufactur.
ing processes, one-third in steam-engines, and
one-third for domestic purposes. On this as-
sumption, therefore, the latter may be assumed
at nearly 37,000,000 tons in the year. This
means a consumption of about one ton and a
fifth per head of the population. I am, however,
inclined to think that the amount is over-stated,
and that probably even one ton per head of the
population of the United Kingdom would be
somewhat in excess of the average. The in-
crease in the price of coal, of from 258. to SOs. a
ton, which we have recently experienced, is thus
equivalent, on this assumption, to a tax of from
li. 5s. to 11. lOs. a head.

I think I may say, without hesitation, that
the quantity of fuel now absolutely wasted in
our houses amoimts to at least five-sixths of the
coal consumed. That is to say, if the greatest
care and the best method of applying the heat
were in all cases adopted, we could effect in
heating and cooking all that we now effect, with
one-sixth of the coal we now use

; and if, in the
construction of our fireplaces and cooking appa.-
rates, simple principles were recognised and
ordinary care were used, we might without difli-

culty save from two-thirds to half of the coal
consumed. Therefore, instead of consuming

32.000.

000 tons per annum for domestic pur-
poses, we should not consume, if coal were fully
economised, above 5,000,000 tons, and, if even
only moderate economy were practised, from

12.000.

000 to 16,000,000 tons only need be used.
Thus, this economy in the household consumption
of coal would enrich the nation to the extent of
from 20,000,000i. to 30,000,0001. annually.
One pound of coal is capable, if all the heat of

combustion is utilised, of raising the temperature
of a room, 20 ft. square, and 13 ft. high, to
10 degrees above the temperatnre of the onter
air. If the room wore not ventilated at all, and
the walls were composed of non-conducting ma-
terials, the consumption of fuel to maintain this
temperature would be very small, but, in pro-
portion as the air of the room was renewed, so
would the consumption of fuel necessary to
maintain that temperature increase. If the
volume of air contained in the room were
changed every hour, one pound of coal additional
would be required per hour to heat the inflowing
air, 80 that to maintain the temperature at 10
degrees above that of the outer air durin" 12
hours would require 12 lb. of coal.
One pound of coal may be assumed to require,

for its perfect combustion, 150 cubic feet of
atmospheric air; 8 lb. would require 1,200 cubic
feet

; ^

but, at a very low computation of the
velocity of the gases in an ordinary chimney-
flue, the air would pass up the chimney at
a rate of from 4 ft. to 6 ft. per second, or from
14,000 to 20,000 cubic feet per hour, with the
chimneys in ordinary use, and I have often found
a velocity of from 10 ft. to 12 ft. per second
giving an outflow of air of from 35,000 to 40,000
cubic feet per hour. This air comes into the
room cold, and whenitis beginning to be warmed
it is drawn away up the chimney, and its place
filled by fresh cold air. A room 20 ft. square
and 12 ft. highcontains 4,800 cubic feet of space.
In such a room, with a good fire, the air would
be removed four or five times an hour with a
moderate draught in the chimney, and six or
eight times with a blazing fire

; the air so
removed would be replaced by cold air. The
atmosphere of the room is thus being cooled
dowm rapidly by the continued influx of cold air
to supply the place of the warmer air drawn up
the chimney. The very means adopted to heat
the room produces draughts, because the stronger
the direct radiation, or rather the brighter the
flame in open fireplaces, the stronger must be
the draught of the fire and the abstraction of
heat. The only way to prevent draughts is to
adopt means for providing fresh warmed air to
supply the place of that removed.
Warming by means of air conveyed by flues to

various parts of the building, will answer, as a
rule, in ordinary existing houses, best in con-
nexion with open fireplaces, which draw in the
warmed air to the various rooms, because there
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must be some means of forcing or drawing the
warmed air into the honse, and it would not bo
convenient to keep a steam engine in an ordinary
house to pump in the wai-med air. These open
fireplaces would then, however, be wasting the
spare heat which each fireplace sends up its own
chimney

;
but, on the other band, very much

smaller fires would be needed to keep the rooms
warm, than when the rooms are not supplied
with fresh warmed air. Theoretically, however,
it can be shown thht if we are prepared to give
up open fireplaces, and arrange our houses on
the plan of having flues which would draw off
the^ air from near the floors of our rooms, and
which would also warm fresh air, heated from a
central fire, to be constantly admitted near the
ceiling, and if the climate were such as to make
us desire to have the system in continuous opera-
tion, such a system would prabably be by far
more economical of fuel than open fireplaces,
because the fuel used could then be made to do
its full duty. The variations of our climate, and
the low price of fuel which have hitherto pre-
vailed, have prevented such systematic arrange-
ments from being adopted in this country.
The plan of carrying the heat from the fire

to the air to be warmed by means of hot-water
pipes, affords, also, a very economical method of
warming air, because the best constructed hot-
water apparatus will enable the full heating
value to be got out of the fuel. Fuel may be
consumed to far greater advantage in a close
furnace than in any open gi-ate, because the ad-
mission of air for the combustion of the fuel can
be regulated to any required extent. The
heating surface of the boiler may also be so
arranged as to absorb a very large proportion of
the heat generated by the fire.

But in deciding on the amount of heat in hot-
water pipes which is moat favourable to eco-
nomy, the following considerations occur :—At
least twice the quantity of air which is strictly
necessary by theory passes through the fire in
the best constructed furnaces. In an ordinary
grate this consumption is enormously increased.
Each part of oxygen supplied by the air and
necessary for combustion is accompanied by four
parts of nitrogen, which is of no value for com-
bustion. Consequently, if twice as much oxygen
passes through the fire as is strictly necessary,
we have one part which combines with carbon
and produces combustion, and nine parts which,
being inert, must act, in the fiwt place, to lower
the temperatnre of the fire

; and, secondly, to
ca^y a larger amount of unutilised heat up the
chimney. Moreover, when water is heated suffi-
ciently to generate steam, each particle of water
converted into steam absorbs or makes latent
960 Fah. of temperature. In experiments on
the evaporation of water, the temperature of the
gases passing off in the chimney was ascertained
to vary from 430“ to 530°, diminishing to 415°
at the top of a fine 35 ft. high, with dampers
open; and about 380° at the bottom of the flue
•with the dampers closed. With a boiler of which
the ^temperature of the water is maintained at
200 'Without evaporation, the temperature of
the flue need not exceed from 230° to 240°.

It is clear from these considerations that, in
order to ensure the maximum effect from the
fuel, the heating surface of the pipes should be
sufficiently large to warm all the air required
without its being necessary to raise the tempe-
rature of the water in the boiler to any great
extent, and the proportion between the boiler
surface and the pipe surface, that is to say,
between the surface which absorbs heat, and
the surface which gives out heat, should be such
as to render it unnecessary for the fire to be
forced, because the lower the temperature at
which the gases from the fire pass off up the
chimney, the greater will be the economy.
In order to show the waste which results from

forcing the boiler, i.e., from passing the gases
into the flue at a high as compared with a low
temperature, I will give an instance of one ex-
periment. The proportion of heating surface in
the boiler to the heating surface of the pipes, is
assumed by some manufacturers as 1 to 100, or,
when great heat is required, 1 to 40. An experi’
ment made on 4,000 ft. of pipe, heating certain
greenhouses with a wagon-shaped boiler -with
40 square feet of heating surface, showed that a
certain temperature was kept up for 8 hours
with 8 bushels of coal; but when, by the addi-
tion of another boiler, the heating surface of
the boiler was increased to 80 square feet, the
temperature could be maintained for the same
period with 4 bushels of coal. The outer
temperature was the same on the two days.
On these grounds it is not so economical, so-
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far as the consumption of fuel is concerned, to

use steam instead of water, either water heated

to a high temperature under pressure, or to heat

air for warming purposes, because the ^ses

from the fire employed to produce the higher

degree of heat will pass ofi at a high tempera-

ture, and the heat they contain be wasted. On

the other hand, the capital outlay required where

highly-heated pipes are used, is smaller than

with hot-water pipes, because a smaller heating

surface, and therefore smaller pipes, will suffice

when the temperature is high
;
and, moreover, a

very small pipo will convey steam to any re-

quired place ;
whereas, with hot water, at a

relatively low temperature, much larger pipes

are required. It follows that where the price

of fuel makes it necessary to reduce the perma-

nent ariTinal expenditure, the ori^nal capital

outlay must be increased. There is a further

consideration in regard to economy with hot-

water pipes, steam-heating, and all appliances

for warming buildings from a central fire, viz.,

that if the heat has to be conveyed for long

distances before its useful application comes into

force, very much beat is lost, and consequently

fuel is wasted. On the other hand, against the

saving which would result from a more imme-

diate application of the heat to the place to be

warmed, there is to be weighed the diminished

expense of attendance consequent upon the use

of one fire instead of several fires, each with its

attendance and supply of fuel. There remains

one source of economy to be applied to close

grates used for heating water, which has not

yet been adopted. 1 mean the application of

some of the heat which is passing into the

chimney to warm the air which feeds the fire.

Theoretical considerations show that an advan-

tage of from six to nine per cent, might be

obtained from this source, and the experiments

which I have made bear out this result.

But, after we have designed the most effective

arrangements for economising the fuel which

warms our dwellings, if that object is to be

fnlly secured, we must arrange to retain the

heat in our houses. The architect should devote

to these considerations the same care which he

now is frequently satisfied with bestowing upon

the beauty of the design for a building. The

arrangements of the plan should be adapted to

the retention of heat. All portions of houses ex-

posed to the air should be formed of materials

which are found to be the slowest conductors of

heat. Whatever may have been the IdcJies of

the manufactm’ers of fire-grates or kitchen,

ranges, the nation has latterly very much dis-

regarded the means of retaining heat in the

house. The uniform model-house of the specu-

lating builder is constructed with thin walls,

thin glass windows, ill-fitting casements, and a

roof of slates, with nothing under them. The

old half-timbered house was warm, because it

had an air space between the inner and outer

akin ;
the brick-built, stone-faced house is warm

because it has, so to say, a double wall. In

modem houses it has long been shown that,

without much increased expense, the use of walls

built hollow will keep the rooms effectually

warm and dry, and yet this mode of building is

the exception rather than the rule, possibly

because it gives the architect or the builder a

little additional trouble. A slated roof, if ill-

constructed, is a material agent in allowing of

the escape of beat, because there is neces-

sarily an inlet for air where the slates overlap.

The old thatched roof, although moat dangerous

in cases of fire, was a great preserver of heat.

In well-built modem houses the slates are laid

on felt, which is laid on close boarding, and this

arrangement keeps the house warm in winter

and cool in summer. As regards the windows,

glass ranks high as a non-conductor of heat, and

the effect of using thick glass, instead of the

very thin glass so often seen, is very largely to

economise the heat. Evidence of the cooling

effect on the air of a room of a window of thin

glass is afforded hy| the cold draught which any-

Cttie perceives when sitting on a cold day near a
closed window of thin glass. Proposals have

been often made to glaze a window with double

panes ;
and no doubt such a plan is a good means

of retaining heat in the room, but the inside of

the glass between the panes will in time become
dirty, and then it can only be cleansed by re-

moving one of the panes. A more convenient,

but more expensive, plan is to adopt the system,

which prevails universally in the northern parts

of Europe, of a double casement.

It is not, however, my object here to give a

treatise on building. The conclusion which I

would draw from these various considerations is,

that if wo desire to economise to the utmost the

daily expenditure of fuel, we must increase our

outlay of capital. So long as coal was cheap, it

may have been better worth the while of the in-

dividual consumer to employ coal wastefully

rather than spend money upon the arrangements

for economising heat. On the other band, when

coal is dear, the daily expense from the waste of

fuel will induce a capital outlay to secure eco-

nomy of heat.

The question of saving fuel for cookmg pur-

poses is even more important than economy in

warming ; because cooking is an operation re-

quii'ed every day, and the waste of fuel in cooking

is even more considerable than in warming.

An ordinary cooking-range in houses which,

for convenience, may be desi^ated middle-class

houses, is derived from the time when the same

fire was used for cooking and for warming. It

is interesting to consider Count Rumford’s re-

marks on this question. He largely developed

the use of steam for cooking in large establish-

ments, but in considering private kitchens he

showed that 9.10ths of the heat produced in

cooking operations was wasted, and only l-lOth

utilised in cooking, by the use of open fireplaces.

He laid down the following piinciples on fire-

place constmetion.

1. Each boiler, kettle, and stewpan should

have its separate fireplace.

2. Each fireplace should have its grate, on

:

which the fuel must be placed, and its separate

ash-pit, which must be closed by a door well

fitted ill its frame, and furnished with a register

for regulating the quantity of air admitted into

the fireplace tlirough the grate. It should also

have its separate canal for carrying off the

smoke into the chimney, which canal should bo

furnished with a damper or register. By means

of this damper, and of the ash-pit door, the

rapidity of combustion and generation of heat

is regulated, and on the proper use of the two

registers the economy of fuel will much depend.

3. In fireplaces for all boilers which are too

heavy to be easily lifted with the hand, an

opening just above the level of the grate should

be made for introducing fuel to the fire, which

opening must bo closed by a close-fitting stopper

or door. In fireplaces constructed for small

stewpans this opening may be omitted, and the

fuel be introduced through the opening into

which the stewpan is fitted, by removing the

stewpan occasionally for the purpose.

4. All portable stewpans should be circular,

and suspended in their fireplace from the circular

rim. The best form for large fixed boilers is an

oblong square, broad and shallow rather than

narrow, and deep, and it should be of thin metal.

5. All boilers and stewpans should be fitted

with covers to render them well adapted for con-

fining the heat. The best aiTangement is to

make the covers of thin sheets of tinned iron,

and double
5

tliat is, with an air-space between

the outer and inner cover.

We have, during the last twenty years, intro-

duced, as a rule, close ranges. They are cer.

tainly cleaner and more convenient for cooking,

and, if great care be exercised in the use of the

dampers, they will be found more economical
' than open fires. But, as a rule, they are based

on the principle of making one fire perform a

variety of operations. Independently of the

question of a combined fire, as compared with

the separate fires advocated by Count Jiumford,

a consideration of the form of modem kitchen-

ranges will show that most of the principles laid

down by biTn have been entirely neglected. The

doors of the fireplace and ashpit seldom fit close j

the boilers are rather deep and narrow than

broad and shallow ; the use of the hot-plate

prevents the stewpans from being suspended

from the rims for the fire to play round them
;
the

use of double covers for saucepans and boilers is

rather a rarity than a usual arrangement.

I have already mentioned several points of

detail where fuel can be saved in our kitchen

ranges, viz., by great attention to the close

fitting of the ashpit and fire-grate doors, the

use of doable covers to saucepans and boilers,

the use of sand on the hot-plate to prevent the

escape of so much heat from that part
;
and

beyond these an important point in securing

economy is the separation of those culinary pro-

cesses which require different gradations of heat.

The three main parts of the ordinary cooking

apparatus are the oven, for baking and roasting,

the boiler, and the hotplate. If the boiler

is to be of the form most effectual in saving fuel,

the flame and gases from the fire should play

under and round every part of it
;
the water

should be kept at something under 212°, so that

the gases, after leaving the boiler, may not enter

the flue much above that temperature, and,

inasmuch as that is a higher temperature than

is necessary for the purpose of producing a suffi.

cient draught in an ordinary chimney, the heat

in these gases should be still further utilised..

In the first place, they should be used to warm
the water which will be required to replace what

is drawn off from the boiler ; and, in the second

place, an economy can be obtained by employing

the gases, which pass off into the chimney at a
temperature above what is required for creating

an efficient draught, to wai-m the air supplied to-

the fire for purposes of combustion. The experi-

ments which I have made on the supply of

warmed air to feed the fire, have, unfortunately,,

not been worked out sufficiently to enable me to

give them in a clear form with exact results

but an economy of from 6 to 9 per cent, might

be obtained from this source.

PROPOSED CATHEDRAL FOR GOULBURN,.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

The Cathedral about to be erected in the-

rising Australian town of Goulbum, and of which

we give an illustration, will also be the parish

church, the present church being notoriously

inadequate to the requirements of the popula-

tion. The Bishop of Goulbum, on his arrival

seven years ago, found himself surrounded by
perhaps unprecedented difficulties, and by claims-

which at that time appeared to be of a more
pressing nature. He therefore resolved to post-

pone it. The diocese, containing an area of

120,000 square miles, was to a very great extent

destitute of clergymen and churches ;
and the

want was universallylfelt. The bishop, therefore,

in the first place devoted himself to the task

of aiding the parishes to provide clergymon,

churches, and parsonages. By the divine

blessing the result has been the introduction

of twenty.four additional clergymen, and the

erection of twenty-five churches and ten par-

sonages of a substantial character, at very great

coat. Besides, a sum of about 4,0001. baa been

collected towards the endowment of the bishopriow

When present arrangements are completed it is

expected that the diocese will possess forty-six

churches, nineteeu parsonage-houses, and twenty--

nine clergymen. Thirteen wooden churches are

not enumerated.
During this interval the colony has passed

through great vicissitudes and a very severe

financial crisis ;
and it has been only by great

effort and much self-denial on the part of the

bishop, the clergy, and the members of the

Church generally, that these results have been

attained. Much, very much remains to be done,

independently of the duty of completing the

fund for erecting Bishopthorpe.

Meanwhile Goulbum, the centre of operations

for the diocese, while unselfishly assisting the

interior from year to year, has itself been some-

what neglected. And now the feeling is well

nigh universal that the time has come to provide

more adequate and more suitable accommodation

for the city. Goulbum has a population of about

4,000 ; but the present building will scarcely ac-

commodate 400 persona. The new building will

be a cathedral church for the diocese, and at the

same time a parochial church for Goulbum.
The proposed cathedral will be in the Deco,

rated style ;
the walls to be built of the blue

mbble stone of the neighbourhood, the facings,

dressings, «tc., of white sandstone from Wingels,

and the nave pillars of bine stone from Mel-

bourne. The nave and choir are to measure

146 ft. long inside, and 95 ft. inside across the

transept. The width of the nave and aisles

inside will be 54 ft., and the height of the clear-

story wall, 36 ft. The tower and spire at the

south-eastern angle will measure to the top of

the finial 185 ft. At the west end there will be

a narthex and two porches, and above the narthex

a recessed gallery for the organ, opening by a

large arch into the nave. The nave, transept, and

aisle will be fitted with 1.000 fixed seats, and the

choir will have the usual fittings for the bishop,

clergy, and choristers. The architect is Mr. E.

J. Blacket, for many years the colonial architect

of New South Wales. The estimated cost is

16 0001., but it is proposed to begin with nave

and transept, costing about 12,0001., towards

which the committee have only obtained 3,5001.

Aid is earnestly desired from the mother

country, and either of the banking firms of

Barclay, Bevan, & Co., Lombard-street; Hoare

& Co., Fleet-street j or Ransom, Bouverie, & Co.,

Pall-mall, will receive subscriptions.
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THE CATHEDRAL OF LIMBURG.

The cathedral church of Limburg on the

Lahn, in the now mediatised dukedom of

;

Nassau, was originally a collegiate church

dedicated to St. George, and belonged to the

Cathedral of Treves. It had a dean and canons

of its own, who were subject to the control of

those of the mother church. After the treaty

of 1815, the collegiate church of St. George was

erected into a bishop’s see, and it became the

cathedral of a Koman Catholic diocese, com-

prising, and co-extensive with, the dukedom of

Nassau.
I

Perhaps no church in Europe possesses so

beautiful a site as that of Limburg. Standing

upon a rock more than 100 ft. high, which is
j

precipitous to the north and east, it looks down ,

upon the beautiful river Lahn, which washes the

base of this great rock platform on two of its

sides, and upon an old town, a perfect marvel of

picturesqueness, which gradually creeps up the

other two sides, and by a number of crooked and

steep streets connects itself with the church.

A church more suited for such a site could

scarcely be imagined, it is a solid and massive

late Romanesque building, and seems to be part

of the rock upon which it stands
;
bnt as it rises

it by degrees becomes more light and elegant,
j

until the whole breaks into a magnificent group i

of seven spires.
|

The church was erected by Duke Conrad

Courtsweg, of Nassau, who died in the year
|

1227, and whose remarkable monument is repre-

1

sented in the immediate foreground of our

illustration. It is not a large church, being only

about 220 ft. long, and about 150 ft. across the

transepts.

In plan it consists of a nave of fonr bays,

exclusive of the space between the two western

towers, transepts each two bays deep, a choir of

three bays with a semicircular apse. The aisle

is carried round the apse, bnt there are no

radiating chapels. There are, however, two

small apsidal chapels projecting from the eastern

side of the transept. The great feature of the

exterior of the church is its matchless group of

seven steeples, placed as follows:—two at the

west end, both of which are noble sqnare towers,

gabled and capped with pyramidal spires j
two

at the end of each transept, which are some-

what similar to the western ones, only ranch

smaller; and one over the crossing, consisting

of an octagonal lantern, crowned by a very lofty

slate spire.

Internally, the principal feature is the tri-

forium, which is treated with great richness, ana

is still used as a gallery. |
The ritual choir of the church crosses the

transepts, and occupies one bay of the nave.

The screens which enclose it are coeval with the

church, and are adorned with pictures represent,

ing scenes from Our 'Lord’s passion painted upon

slabs of black marble. These, however, have

been so frequently “ restored” and painted over

that it is impossible to say what they were lik©'

originally. 1

Thecburch contains avery fine late Ronianosqu©

font of large size, and one or two curious monu-
ments, of which the most iuteresting is that of

the founder of the church, represented in our

view. The costume of the effigy on this monu.

ment is very remarkable. The Duke Conrad

is represented as dressed in a large kind of

toga, and wearing on his head the Phry^an

cap (or cap of liberty)
;
in Ids right hand is a

short baton; round the cap is a coronet of

precious stones, and on his hands are several

The figures attached to the columns support-

int^ the slab of this tomb are the most hideoufl

grotesques we ever remember to have seen.

IVhat they are intended to represent it is diffi-

cult to say.
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A REVIEW OF WORKS ILLUSTRATED IN
THE “BUILDER.”*

LIVERPOOL ARCnjTECl'UllAL ASSOCIATIO.V.

Among the many remarkable works which have
been in propress during the year, the buildings

erected by Herr Guldenpfennig are particulai’ly

woi'thy of note. One of them is a range of farm,
buildings erected at a place called Werver, near
Paderbom, in Westphalia, for the Baron von
Brenkin. These buildings consist of a gatehouse,
two large stables, a large coach-house, harness-
rooms, a cow-house, poultry-house, porters’.room,
outdoor servants and coachmen’s room. All

these are in the lower or ground floor, which is

constructed of stone worked roughly, and par-
tially covered wnth rough mortar. In the upper
story, which is fi'amed in oak and filled in with
pattci-us worked in red brick, aro two large lofts

used as granaries, divided from one another by
the upper portion of the gateway, which forms a
large apartment with two projecting bay win-
dows. The roofs are covered with tiles made in

the neighbourhood, the hips and ridges being
ornamented with finials and crestings of lead and
iron. The entire cost was about 900i. This,
however, does not include the timber, which was
supplied from the extensive woods belonging
to the proprietor. The architect of this very
pleasing and picturesque building has entered
most thoroughly into the spirit of the Medimval
builders. In a district where timber is abundant
there is an appropriateness in the erection of
half-timbered structures, and it should ever be
our study to embody our art in the native
materials of the country.

Other examples by the same architect are given
in the Builder of October 12th. They consist of
a doorway and bow window, and a pair of folding,
doors to drawing-room of Boeddeken ^anor-
house, 'Westphalia. These exhibit the same
quaint feeling as before. The bow window is

boldly corbelled out from the wall on cleverly
designed timber brackets : above these the win-
dow is divided into five compartments with
splayed and moulded uprights and transoms. The
portions above transom heads are made circular
openings, and are filled with stained glass. At
the angle of the eaves is an iron gargoyle, or
spout-head for discharging the water from the
gutter, which projects far enough to throw the
water clear of the building. The entrance-door,
with its two-light fanlight and the two small
flanking windows are thoroughly in accord with
the work above, and the whole must form a very
attractive bit in the design of the Manor-house.
The drawing-room folding-doors are highly elabo-
rate, and aro treated with much originality. Un-
like our English ones, they are seldom kept open,
but, like tbe French, are only fully used when
receptions are given. The whole opening is 5ft.

wide, and on ordinary occasions only 2 ft. 6 in.

need be open at one time. Great fondness for
German and Latin inscriptions is shown in various
parts of the building, and over these folding-
doors, in German, is a legend, of which I give
the translation :

—

“

If the de^ rules on earth
to-day, God will bo master to-morrow. A.D.
1871.” The space above the doors is formed
into two triangular crocketed canopies, filled

with trefoil panels, and enriched with carved
flowers, the background divided into narrow
panels with shields. The doors themselves have
two rows of chamfered and stopped linen panels,
and two of small square carved panels splayed
80 as to form a circle. The doors are hung with
large ornamental hinges. There is the same
antique charm about these that seems to be pos-
sessed by all the works of this eminent architect.
They are not mere copies and adaptations of me-
dieval work, but rather original designs by a
thoughtful mind thoroughly imbued with the
spirit of the past.

I wish now to call your attention to some
school buildings erected by the Commissioners of

the Royal Patriotic Fund at Wandsworth, Surrey.
The cost was about 25,0001. The building is

capable of accommodating 230 boys. The ex-
terior is of red brick with Portland stone dress-

ings, The plan is well considered, and may be
divided into two parts

;
the right half being the

portion appertaining to tbe boys, the left to the
snperintendent and the management generally.
The entrance-porch conducts you into a com-
modious entrance-hall, 15 ft. square, with which
the committee-room and office communicate.
Beyond are the main staircases to the dormi-
tories, the superintendent’s private apartments,
and the chapel. The boys’ portion of the build-

* By Mr. W. H, Picton. See p. 271, anif.

ing comprehends large school-room, 70 ft. long,
with two class-rooms and pupil-teachers’ room,
large play.room, lavatory, swimming-bath, &o.
The pai’t belonging to the management contains
superintendent’s room (well placed at the angle
of the building to command the whole), kitchen,
servants’ hall, bedding and linen store, buttery,
bread store, larders, dry goods store, &c. Close to
the superintendent’s room is a private stair lead-
ing to his apartments above. Only a portion of
the buildings on the ground-floor is carried up
two stories, and is occupied as dormitories. I

want more particularly to draw your attention to
the exterior elevation of tho principal front, as
given in our illustration. There is great breadth
of character about this, which gives it much
dignity. At tbe same time, great variety is im-
parted by tho different treatment of the windows
on each of the three stories. On the ground-
story they ai’e arranged in groups of two-lights
and three-lights alternately, divided by detached
shafts

; on the first-floor stage, in a regular sue-
cession of arched openings

j while on the second
floor there are large bold dormers, which break
up pleasingly the rigid line of the eaves. Much
importance is given to the entrance-door, which
opens into a bold and well-designed porch, and
from the centre of tho front rises the tower.
This is kept quite plain to the height of tho ridge
line of the roof, with the exception of three
small openings, and is then crowned with a belfry
story, having deeply-recessed arched openings
and angle buttresses. The tower is roofed with
a slated spire in two stages, with crocketed
angles. On each face of the lower stage of the
spire is a small dormer. The ends of tho faijade
are treated differently from the rest. Uere are
octagonal bow-windows earned up two stories,
and a two-lighfc window with a circle over on the
third stage. I think you will agree with me that,
considering the simple and plain character which
the architect had necessarily to give to a school
building, he has succeeded in imparting as much
variety to it as was possible under the circum-
stances. The tendency at the present time is

rather, I think, to do too much, and suitability
to the purpose for which a building is erected is

sadly too often forgotten by the architect, and
the restless effort to produce something striking
gives to many modern designs a disagreeable
flutter and vul^r pretence. There is one other
great element in the effect of this building which
I wish to point out in tho depth of the window
reveals. These give a mass of shadow which
adds considerably to the broad effect of the
whole.

The Hull Dock Company's New Offices .—This
building stands on a triangular piece of ground
facing two streets and tbe Dock quay. Its plan
consequently presented much difficulty, espe-
daily as a maximum accommodation was re-
quired upon a comparatively limited area. The
entire building is faced with Anoaster stone,
excepting the principal sculptures, which are of
Portland, and the basement, which is of Bramley
fall stone. Entering by the principal door, and
passing through the vestibule, leading from which
are a waiting-room and porter’s room, the prin-
cipal hall and staircase are gained. To the right,
a corridor leads to the dock-master’s office, con-
nected with which are clerk's office and lavatory,
&c. Prom the other side of the hall, another
broad corridor gives access to tbe offices of the
resident engineer, drawing-office, clerk’s office,
and resident engineer’s clerk’s office, con-
venienoes for which are provided at each end of
the range. The portion of the building facing
the quay is occupied by the office for general
wharfage department, with superintendent’s
office at one end. The dimensions of this large
office are 88 ft. long by 30 ft. maxinSum width.
It is amply lighted at the back by windows look,
ing into internal courts. There is a separate
entrance to this department in the centre of the
curved fa<jade to the quay. On the opposite
side of the room is a passage communicating
with large strong-room for deeds. The arrange-
ment on the floor above is very similar to that
on the ground-floor

j the space over the wharf,
age department becoming here the proprietors’
court, with directors’ committee and retiring
rooms at one end and ante-room at the other.
The remaining portion of this floor is occupied
with offices for the secretary and solicitor. The
design of the exterior displays mneh skill and
judgment. The Venetian style employed was
thought to be appropriate to tbe situation of the
building near the water’s edge. Both the
ground and one-pair stage are broken up with
coupled pilasters between the windows, those on
the ground-stage of the Ionic order, and above i

of the Corinthian. These give a great number
of upright lines, which on the curved front are
most valuable, tying together the irregular
sweep of the curved horizontal lines, and giving
also height to the building, which is helped
matcriaDy by the lofty cupolas introduced over
the circular rooms at each angle of the building.
Each end of the fronts is treated more massively
than the centre. Here the pilasters are omitted,
and projecting piers broken up with rustics are
earned tbe whole height of the building. These
aide projections give much stability and breadth
to the desi^, besides which they contrast
pleasingly with the columnar treatment of the
rest. Tho small circnlar windows in the frieze
relieve what would otherwise be rather a heavy
feature, notwithstanding the elaborate carving
with which it is covered. The entrance has
much importance given to it by being boldlv
projected out_ from the front. Altogether, I
think the ai'chitect, Mr. Wray, may be congratu-
lated on having achieved a most meritorious
work.

The Horton Infirmary, Banbury .—This build-
ing, an example of thoughtful planning, and of
much quiet taste in the external design, was
commenced in June, 1869, by ATiag Horton, of
Tbe Holt, Middleton Cheney, and of Highbury,
London, and was intended by her as a gift to the
town of Banbury. She did not live to see the
completion, which was effected by her grand-
nephew', Mr. J. H. Horton. Mr. Charles H.
Driver, of London, was the architect. The plan
consists of a main building nearly 200 ft. long,
with a projecting central block and two wings!
Tho main portion contains the administrative
department, and tho wings, wards for men and
women. A portion of the centre block of the
main boilding only is carried above the ground-
floor, affording accommodation for surgeon and
matron. The whole of the remainder of the
building is

_

on
^

the ground-floor, except the
kitchen, which is obtained under the women’s
ward, with scullery, pantries, wine, beer, and
coal cellars, with a lift to the ground-floor. The
main entrance leads you to the matron’s room
on the right, and room for surgeon on the left,
with staircases to bedrooms above. The entrance-
hall leads into a broad corridor extending tbe
whole length of the building, and communicating
with the various departments of the hospital.
Opening from the corridor is the operating,
room, 20 ft, by 16 ft., with an open-timber
roof, which is lighted by four largo windows and
a lantern-bght. A gallery is provided at one
end for students’ use, under which are lava-
tories and sinks with hot and cold water laid
on, as also to the sinks for the use of operating-
room. There are waiting-rooms for men and
women, and dispensing and consulting rooms, a
room for convalescents, 16 ft. 6 in. by 14 ft., and
room for hospital stores and comforts. The wings
containing the wards for male and female patients
respectively are each 48 ft. long by 24 ft. wide,
and 16 ft. high, with fireplaces at each end, and
lighted on both aides and at end. At one end of
the wards, and having a direct ventilation from
the external air, are lavatories, sinks, and bath-
rooms

j at the other end are ante-rooms scul-
leries, and nurses’ rooms. The wards and rooms
appertaining to them are plastered throughout
with polished Pariaa cement, the dressings to the
doors and windows are executed in cement, and
the floors are wainscot, waxed over. The erec-
tion of the infirmaiy cost 6,200J. The exterior
is, I think, a very successful composition, although
hardly giving you the idea of an infirmary. At
the first glance it would be taken for a group of
school buildings. This fault apart, it is a good
instance of an architectural character given to a
building by very simple means. Tbe walls are
faced with red brick and black bands, and Box-
ground stone dressings. The centi'al block,
with its slated tower, hipped roofs, and gable,
presents a great numbei- of sloping lines, which
harmonise well together, and carry the eye
upward to the highest point, and give a most
effective sky-line. The elegant cresting of the
tower, with its three finials, lends a satisfactory
finish to the whole. The arrangement of the
windows of this portion of the front is worthy
of note,—two on the ground stage and one
above, those above having dormer heads, which
effectively vary the rigid line of the eaves. The
wards, with their high-pitched roofs at each end,
balance the composition, and they are very suc-
cessfully treated. Their broad, simple masses
contrast rather strongly with the broken-up.
character of the centre, but not more so, I think,
than they should do, as they express one lat^e
apartment, while the centre gives, very properly

^
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the idea of a number of small offices, of which

it is composed. The chimneys are brought up

boldly to a considerable height above the roof,

and break very advantageously the lines of the

building. The gable-ends of the wards have

large two-light windows, in a pointed arched

bricked recess, with occasional stone voussoirs,

which are ornamented with incised ornaments

and bands of black brick. A stone label is

carried round this arch. The window-lights are

divided by a stone shaft, with foliage cap, and

the tympanum of the arch above is filled in

with a carved shield and foliage. On each side

of these windows are small square-headed lights.

One of the chief merits of the design is that it

truthfully expresses externally • its internal

arrangement. In the central block, the five

breaks in the front show the five rooms of which

it consists ;
the corridors, with their unbroken

series of windows, exhibit plainly what they are,

and the wards are equally well defined. This

element of truthfulness is sadly too often over-

looked in modem architecture particularly in

buildings of a classical character. The effort of

the architect in these too often is to obtain sym-
metry and a perfect balance of parts, for which
he will even sacrifice the arrangement of his plan,

or build up useless features, in order to make
the ends of his facade agree. But this is not

worthy of the name of architecture. In the first

case, it is putting the cart before the horse,

—

“delight before commodity and[fitness ”
;
and in

the other it is a hypocritical sham. I am sure

that if we would only express honestly and
truthfully the character and features of the

buildings we are called upon to erect, not

bending to the style, but making the style bend
to us, our art would develop and flourish in a
degree of which we have little experience as

yet. I do not for one moment wish to decry

consistency of style, but consistency to the

character and purpose of our building is a far

higher and more important element, to which

the other must give place. Combine the two
where possible, b^ut make the latter the first

consideration.

I have now brought under your notice nine

different examples of buildings which have been
carried on during the year 1872. No one who
looks into any architectural journal, and com-
pares the works of the past year with those of

an earlier period, can help being struck with the

superiority of the former, and the marked im-

provement which has taken place in the produc-

tions of our art since these journals were first

published. There is, I believe a growing dispo-

sition among architects to break the chains of

precedent and tradition, to make less of style,

and to go to the fundamental principles of truth

and fitness, on which all architecture worthy of

the name should bo based. The fruit of this will

be undoubtedly the ultimate formation of a new
style, of which there are many evidences in the

gradual fusion of the Grothio and Classic

elements, which is seen increasingly year by
year. Truth of construction, truth of material,

tnithful expression of the purpose of the

building, truthful ornamentation,—these are

now become the watchwords of the day, and
they are words hopefully eloquent in promise
for the future.

“ Nothing,” says Mr. Buskin, “ can atone for

the want of truth,—not the most brilliant

imagination, the most playful fancy, the most
pure feeling (supposing that feeling could be

pure and false at the same time), not the most
exalted conception, nor the most comprehensive

grasp of intellect, can make amends for the

want of tnith
;
and that for two reasons,—first,

because falsehood is in itself revolting and
degrading ; and, secondly, because nature is so

immeasurably superior to all that the human
mind can conceive, that every departure from
her is a fall beneath her, so that there can be no
such thing as an ornamental falsehood. All

falsehood must be a blot as well as a sin, an
injury as well as a deception. We shall, in con-

sequence, find that no artist can be graceful,

imaginative, or original, unless he be truthful j

and that the pursuit of beauty, instead of leading
us away from truth, increases the desire for it

and the necessity of it tenfold.”

New Travelling Crane.—Mr. T. Grosee, a
German engineer, resident in Manchester, has
designed a new travelling crane, on an improved
principle, the chief object of which is to prevent
the danger from overturning, one of the most
important defects in this class of machinery.

THE ROTUNDA FOR THE VIENNA
EXHIBITION.

We have already given some particulars and
an illustration of the building erected for the

Vienna Exhibition. Let ns add a few statements

made by the correspondent of the Jounml of the

Franklin Institute ;

—

Accurately stated, the exterior diameter of

the Rotunda is 107'83 metres, and its height
84‘1 metres. A rounded roof, supported upon
thirty-one iron columns, 24‘35 metres high,

rises, with an angle of 31°, to a height of

48'2 metres, and is terminated by a central

ring of 30'9 metres diameter. The ex-

terior of the roof is covered smoothly with

sheet metal, and, viewed from below, has the

appearance of a smooth truncated cone. Upon
this conical Jroof is placed a so-called observa-

tory, composed, like the rest of the structure,

entirely of iron, the outer diameter of which is

32'4 metres, and the height 10 metres. Upon
this, finally, there is placed another building,

8 metres in diameter, and 18'o metres high,

which terminates in a crown, whose highest point

is 8-kl metres above the flooring below.

At a height of 23 metres in the interior of

the Rotunda there is placed a gallery, directly

against the pillars, having a breadth of 142
metres. This may be reached by two stairways,

on opposite sides of the Rotunda, or by two
elevators, introduced for the purpose.

The entire space covered by the Rotunda
measures 338'8 metres in circumference, and
the surface covered by the roof measures 9,405
square metres, the interior circumference is

319'6 [metres, and the space available for the

purposes of the Exhibition and accommodation
of the visitors is 8,129 square metres.

To give an idea of the forces operating upon
the various portions of this structure, a few data
are attached.

The vertical pressure upon one of the iron

columns of the Rotunda = 109 tons. Pressure
on the lower portions of the radial rafters = 211
tons

;
horizontal strain on same = 181 tons.

Tangential strain on the lower roof ring = 863
tons. Pressure on the upper ring, upon which
the observatory rests = 217 tons. The total

weight of the structure of the Rotunda may be
stated in round numbers at 80,000 hundred-
weight (Zoll centner), or about 4,000 tons. The
pillars rest upon h^ton foundations, which were
prepared for this porpose as early as October
30th, 1871.

THE DISPOSAL OF THE AYLESBURY
SEWAGE.

The report of Mr. Hawksley, C.E., for the
disposal of the sewage of Aylesbury, has been
discussed at the Local Board. Mr. Hawksley
at once discards irrigation as unsuited to the
physical and economical conditions which pre-

sent themselves in. the neighbourhood of the
town. He also rejects the process of Mr. Bailey
Denton, intermittent downward filtration, tried

with so much success at Merthyr Tydvil ; the
soil, he considers, being insufficiently open and
porous for this mode of treatment. With regard
to the various proposals for a sewage-farm, he
thinks that the suggested sites are all un.
pleasantly near the town. The remedy he pro-

poses as the best and cheapest for the purification

of the sewage is precipitation by quick-lime,

which he states has been adopted with entire

success at Birmingham. He proposes the esta-

blishing at Heydon Mill of clarifying and pre-

cipitating works, sufficient for the immediate
treatment of half a million gallons of sewage
daily, and capable of easy enlargement if

necessary. He estimates the probable cost at

6,0001., inclusive of land and compensation
;
and

the annual working expenses at between 250Z.

and ZOOl. The precipitated matter, he con-

sidered, would possess a market value as a
manure, and would be readily bought by farmers,

but the price it commanded would not be suffi-

cient to cover the expense. Several members of

the Board stated that the proposed site would be
difficult to get to

;
that a road would have to be

constructed ;
and that, in addition to the cost

incurred thereby, there was also the sewerage of

the town, which had not been included in the

estimate, and they calculated the whole cost at

not less than 12,OOOZ.

It was decided to obtain from Mr. Hawksley
an approximate estimate of the total outlay, and
then to submit the scheme to the ratepayers at

a town’s meeting.

MATTER OUT OF PLACE IN IRELAND.

CoNTEMPOR.iNEOUSLY with the agricultural de-

mauds for the matter that has been sadly out of

place for months past amid the purlieus as well

as in some of the more favoured parts of Dublin,

some action appears to have been taken by the

Dublin authorities towards compelling persons

guilty of polluting the atmosphere of that city

to remove their noxious accumulations. This is

what we have before observed repeatedly,

—

namely, a show of action at a time when those

proceeded against would, in any case, have
found it their interest to clear out their filth to

meet the demands of the farmer for spring

tillage. But this is not all : full time is being

given for those traders in the aggregations of

foul matter who have been proceeded against to

remove the same with due leisure to secure their

own gains. Nevertheless, in the next official

stock-taking, so to speak, all such spring

cleansings will be duly noted down, and credit

taken for, as the results of official action.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the very

unsatisfactory state of the public health in

Dublin demands a much more decided and
thorough mode of dealing than such make-
believe proceedings, which but create a false

impression among those who do not inquire into

what deeply concerns themselves, but take

official reports as evidence of work done. We
have before shown the amount of mortality and
the comparatively small birth-rate of Dublin,

which together account for the fact that the

population of the Irish metropolis has actually

diminished of late years. The poor, and espe-

cially the very young and the aged, are the chief

sufferers ;
but many heads of families, many

bread-winners, also succumb, adding seriously to

the aiponnt of taxation of a local nature, which
now amounts to almost lOs. in the pound of the

valuation.

Within a few days past, two medical men,
engaged in the active practice of their useful

profession, perished,—one by fever, “caught,
doubtless,” * in the discharge of his perilous

calling, at the early age of thirty-one
;
and the

other, aged about sixty, but who had for years

suffered from the effects of a fatiguing and
riskful profession, and who, but a few days

before hia death, was heard advocating improved
sanitary measures for the poorer parts of Dublin,

died almost suddenly, in the midst of his profes-

sional work.
A third medical man lost his life in the

following manner :—returning home late at

night from a patient’s residence to the town
in which he lived, he was thrown from his

vehicle, which was upset by a large heap of

manure, that a farmer had placed on the high-

way for the more easy removal to his land next
day. When the mischief was done the con-

stabulary assisted the doctor home,—only, how-
ever, for him to die of the injuries he received

within a few hours, unconsciousness having
almost immediately set in.

Agriculture is an important industry, hut it

should not be supposed that those who practise

it are to do so to the damage either of them-
selves or others, whether we regard the work of

collecting and storing manure, rearing pigs, and
stall-feeding dairy cattle in Dublin and other

large Irish towns, or the means adopted in some
country towns and on the Queen’s highway for

facilitating the labour of the farmer.

Where such matters are so plainly fraught with
danger, and even with fatal results to the public,

it becomes the duty of the State to intervene
j
nor

shall we be surprised if measures be taken by
the surviving family of the deceased medical
gentleman (he has left a widow and nine young
children unprovided for) to recover commen-
surate damages.

In like manner, wo cannot but think that it is

time a coroner’s inquest should be held in all

cases fatal from fever arising in apparent rela-

tion to causes in Dublin, such as we have re-

ferred to as so common in that city. In the

words of the Freeman’s Journal (of 25th ultimo),

“ For a score of years, the month of May has

been signalized by little less than universal

quake
;

for as the thermometer rises, disease

and death stalk boldly out from the noisome

dens in which they have lain hidden. The
summer-time has been shorn of half its glories

by the gloomy reapings of the King of Terrors,

to whom fever, cholera, and small-pox bring a

woeful harvest.”

* As recorded in a morning contemporary pnblishfed in

Dublin.
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DILAPIDATIONS DISCUSSED.

ArTER the reading of a paper “ On Dilapida-

tions," by Mr. Banister Fletcher, at the Archi-

tectural Association on the 4:th inst.,

—

Mr. L. W. Ridge, in speaking on the subject of

ecclesiastical dilapidations, said tliat their natui'e

could be more readily explained by reference to

theii’ contrasts with other dilapidations. The
holder of a benehce is to all intents and pur-

poses an owner for life, subject to certain limita-

tions. lie is not to allow property to suffer

either from injuiy or neglect in any way affect-

ing the fabric, lie is bound if a house or other

building falls down to build it up again as before.

No allowance can be made for wear and tear : he
must make good any want of repair during his

holding, or must pay at the end of it. If a floor,

for instance, is very generally and seriously worn
he must put a new floor

; it will not be enough
to renew broken and damaged portions as in lay

dilapidations. Painting must be renewed when
it is necessary for tho durability of buildings, as

on perishable woodwork, &c. It is thus doubtful

whether, in any case, painting or colouring on
external cement work can be demanded. But
while the liabilities of an incumbent are thus
greater with respect to matters of structure,

—

than are those of tenants under ordinary leases

with repairing covenants,—the incumbent is

under no obligation to keep rip to any high
standard of tenantablo repair. Decorations
and finisbinga do not come into notice at all.

Ho is not called upon to do internal paint-

ing, papering, whitewashing, or colouring.
The recent Act has in no way altered the
general principles previously established. It

has been framed for tho purpose of easing off

things that, in practice, worked hard on some
incumbents. It facilitates the obtaining per-
mission to alter and amend buildings, making
them suitable for modern requirements, or tho
average wants of the incumbent of the living.

Charges may be made with leas trouble on the
revenues of tho benefice for desirable and
approved works. Perhaps, however, tho most
important provision is that which enables an
incumbent to amend his buildings to tho satis-

faction of tho surveyor for the diocese,—
receiving, when tho works aro completed, a
certificate which relieves him from liability for

five years from its date, except for a wilful

(voluntary) waste. Insurance against fire is

arranged for also by the Act. The value of the
relief that may thus be obtained by incumbents
can be judged when it is called to mind, that
aforetime everything on the lands of the benefice

was to be kept up that was proved to liave

existed witbiu reasonable memory
; a matter

depending on testimony involving vague, some-
times considerable, liabilities. Tho surveyor in

lay dilapidations represents an individual owner
having reversionary interests

;
tlio surveyor

under the Ecclesiastical Dilapidations Act prac-
tically represents (Mr. Ridge said, in answer to

a question from a member) the ultimate owner
of church property.

Professor Korr called attention to the pro-
ivisions in Loi'd Selborno’s Bill, now before Par-
Rameiit, for tho appointment of permanent
lassessors attached to the Courts of Judicature,
to whom is to he entrusted the decision of ques-
itions of fact, instead of to a jury, as at present.
This will, if made law, probably secure intel-

ligent decisions on complicated questions of a
,technical bind,—among which will be the too
loften very imperfectly comprehended questions
.involved in trials as to dilapidations. On the
imatter of covenants in leases, on which some-
thing had been said by previous speakers, he
.endorsed all that could be put forward as to the
linefficiency and frequently the gross injustice of
jthe repairing clauses,—copied regularly into new
[leases, and accepted by lawyers completely
ignorant of their meaning. Tho real intention
of the bargain between a good landlord and a
igood tenant is that the property shall he used
.fairly and kept up fairly, and no more. The
lonly reason why people accept the unreasonable
'terms of leases without question again and
'again is, that they aro rarely insisted on,

—

Inever by landlords who wish to act as they
iought : if thoy were, there would be brought
labout a complete change, and lessees would have
jleases that embodied precisely tho intentions of
their bavgains. The covenant to paint inter-

Inally once in every seven years, on pain of for-
feiture, Professor Kerr considered most ill-

advised. Much internal grained work, and plain
painting, even, if carefully used, requires no
such renewal. It would be more waste and

annoyance. In cases where this and other

similar covenants are taken advantage of by
grasping or unprincipled landlords pressing for

forfeiture or costs, the hardship suffered and
wrong done to their unfortunate tenants pro-

vokes indignation in right-thinking people.

The president, Mr. J. D. Mathews, spoke of

the necessity of some arrangement by means of

which the provision of so many months’ notice

could be adjusted to suit the caso of a leasee and
his under.lessees. A sub-lessee usually holds

under the same covenants as are in the original

lease from a freeholder ;—why should the lease

be forfeited if repairs are not completed by the

time specified in the notice to the original

lessee ? lie also spoke of the obvious injustice

of a lessee being responsible for the acts of his

assignee, contending that a certain lapse of time
should free him from liability, especially where
the assignee has been practically, even if not
formally, recognised.

Mr. Fletcher, in reply to the thanks that had
been voted to him, alluded to the various points

that had been raised. Particularly with refer-

ence to the question of forfeitures, he stated

that all that could be wished for as a measure
of practice would be attained if compliance with
tho covenants and payment of the expenses in-

curred in an action always put an end to any
claim for forfeiture. The insurance clauses in

leases aro thus affected by an Act passed a few
years ago

;
there is no good reason, ho said, why

the repairing clauses should not be similarly

dealt with. He also insisted on the justice of

always scheduling a description of buildings,

tboir age, their noticeable defects of structure,

&c. This could easily bo done if once made the

custom, and the effect of it to lessees taking
over old or improperly built structures must be
obvious. Ho was glad to agree with previous
speakers who had advocated such a course.

IMPROVED DWELLINGS FOR THE POOR,
AND UNREMUNERATIVE RENTS.

At the meeting of tho Special Dwellings
Committee of the Charity Organisation Society,

hold on Wednesday, tho 2ud inst., Mr. Thomas
Hughes, M.P., in the chair, an interesting discus-

sion took place, “ On the Influence of Unremune-
rative Renta on the Movement for Improving
Dwellings.”

Mr.C. Gatliff, representative of the Metropolitan
Association Dwellings Company, enlarged upon
theimportan'ce of the Peabody trustees and others
who built for the poor, taking care that only those
were admitted into their houses who could not
help themselves. A clear line ought to be drawn
between associations working on commercial
principles and associations working on charitable

principles. So long as this was not done, the
charitable associations drew away tenants from
other improved dwellings. He moved the follow-

ing resolution;—“That tho influence of iinre-

munerative rents on the movement for improving
dwellings, unless confined to the less fortunate,
or classes not earning more than 203. a week,
will seriously affect, by competition, efforts

based on commercial principles, which are

essential to ensure the extensive improvement
and permanent success of the movement.”

Mr. Easterwick, M.P., inquired of Mr. Gatliff

tho principles upon which his society acted.

Mr. Gatliff, in reply, stated that tho Metro-
poHtan Association was restricted by its

charter to a dividend of 5 per cent. They had
power to set aside 15,0001. for equalising divi-

dends, but further sums were to be applied for

advancing the objects of the association.

Sir Charles Trevelyan observed that most
great enterprises in England had an element of

public spirit in them. It bad been so in the
establishment of steam communication with
India, and of telegraphic communication with
America. He saw no occasion for charity to

any greater extent than this. The necessary
work could only be done on the commercial
footing. There was danger of perpetual conflict

between those working on charitable principles
and those working on commercial principles. All
associations should let at the market rates, with
the full conviction that they were doing the best
for the masses. They would then make it

known that the undertaking was a highly profit,

able one. It was in the nature of things that
those should be first provided for who had made
the best of their opportunities. Room would
thus be made for those below them. He moved,
as an amendment to Mr. Gatliff’s motion, “ That
commercial and charitable principles cannot be

carried on concuirently in the reconstruction of

the sordid parts of London without mutual con.

flict and obstruction.”

Mr. EastwickjM.P., hoped that the commercial
principle did not mean letting houses in a filthy

condition to the largest number who could

crowd into them. The masses, who could not or

would not help themselves, must be educated
and helped. Still, the work could not be done
on eleemosynary principles.

Dr. Greenhill understood the commercial prin-

ciple to mean getting a fair return for money,
and not an exorbitant return. The insufficient

returns obtained by some societies bad dis-

couraged people. Each instance of comparativo
failure had done harm. He was not prepared to

say whether the working classes who earned tho
lowest wages could pay enough to get proper
accommodation.

Miss Octavia Hill thought there was a deeper
reason against unremunerative rents than had
yet been given. The ultimate result would bo
to lower wages, and to keep a large class

dependent on charity. Improvements must be
m^e gradually, and the poor must be educated
up to them. 'She believed that they might bo
made to pay.

The Rev. G. M. Murphy had no doubt that the

Peabody trustees did their best to make correct

inquiries. It was very difficult to select tho

right class.

Dr. Ross remarked that the commercial prin-

ciple would prevent people building better houses

than there was a demand for. He did not seo

how the very poor were to pay for sufficient

accommodation.
Mr. Storr thought that the object of the com-

mittee should be to stimulate the authorities'.

Tho metropolis was in an anarchical condition.

The work of charitable associations was a drop
in the ocean

;
but until there was effectual

government in London, and the power to remove
buildings not fit for habitation, the evil could not

be effectually dealt with.

Mr. Bosanquet suggested that power might bo
given to the Peabody trustees, to take houses
nob fib for habitation at a valuation. They had
no private interest to serve. He failed to seo

how the distinction which Mr. Gatliff wished to

establish between the charitable and commercial
associations was to be carried out.

The Chairman was of opinion that the commer-
cial principle was the only one that could be
relied upon, with certain limitations, that build-

ing should be well done, and each class of houses

good of its kind. Thore should be just enough
inspectiou to check overcrowding, and secure
repairs. Some rise in rents could not be pre-
vented. If wages did nob rise it was the fault

of those who gave charitable doles. They should
not play into tho hands of those who were grind,

ing the poor down. Subject to these conditions,

the only solution of the question was to build

good houses, and let them to those who would
pay the full market value for them. It was tha

highest charity to make people independent.

Mr. Gatliff’s motion was then rejected, and the

amendment of Sir Charles Trevelyan carried by
a majority of 12 to -1. The committee adjourned
until tho 23rd instant.

IMPROVING HOUSES.
In our last volume we described the miserable

condition of three dwelling-places in Great St.

Andrew’s-street, Seven Dials, which had been
taken on lease by the Society for Improving the
Condition of tho Labouring Classes, with the
intention of repairing and rendering them fit for

healthful habitation. On Thursday in last week
a meeting of friends of tho Society was held on
the premises, Lord Shaftesbury presiding.

Mr. Payne, the excellent secretary of the com-
pany, read a report which gave a clear and suo
cinct account of the whole transaction, showing
how it had been brought about by the gifts of

several individuals} that the cost of making the
houses sound and comfortable had been from
1,0001. to 1,1001 .

5

and that the rentals would
give a return of about 6 per cent, on the outlay.

The ground floors were fitted up as shops; the
upper floors were let to families at a lower rent
than used to be paid in the old building.

Lord Elliot moved a resolution to tho effect

that the report be adopted, that the subscribers

be thanked, and expressing a hope that the work
of the society in making this renovation would
be followed in other parts of London. He said

there were not only many houses in London
unfit in themselves for human habitations, bat
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many more unfit by reason of their surroundings
and the localities in which they were placed,

reminding him of Thackeray’s “ Codlingsby,”

who had a mansion of Oriental magnificence in

Holywell-street. It was with some a cheap and
easy way of accounting for the wretchedness of

some wretched dwellings by abusing the owners
of the property ; but it should not be forgotten

that the law did not enable all landlords to

sell. It was impossible to greatly improve the

part of London in which they were met as the

property now stood. He thought, in efforts of

this kind, decent houses should be built of

various sizes, as some of the very poor could

only pay 2s. or 2s. fid. a week; but he feared,

that to effect much good there must not only be
private organisation, but a legislative enactment
for the compulsory purchase of land in certain
cases.

Mr. Godwin, being called on to second the
resolution, spoke of the overcrowding in many
parts of London, and the evils resulting from it.

A map had recently been published which
showed that in London proper twenty acres had
been recently cleared of houses for railways and
other public works, and that twenty acres more
were scheduled in new Bills forremoval. There
were enormous funds at command for the im-
provement of the condition of the working
population, if rendered rightly available; and he
urged on statesmen of all denominations that it

was the great question of the day, and demanded
the most serious consideration from all. No nation
could be prosperous with a decaying people.
There was surely nothing more valuable than
human life,—nothing more precious than an
immortal soul,— and this question concerned
both.

After the adoption of the report.

The Eev. Canon Nesbit, rector of St. Giles’s,

moved a vote of thanks to Lord Shaftesbury for
presiding, and contended that drink was the great
cause of crime, and that drinkingwas itself largely

caused by the pestilential air of the dwellings,
which drove a poor man out. Where was there
for him to go to but the public-house, where ho
would drink one glass for the good of the house
and perhaps many to the harm of himself?
They did not wish to turn the poor out of St.

Giles’s, neither did they wish to do away with
their independence by wholly eleemosynary aid;
nor, on the other hand, did they want to achieve
a great financial success. He thought they might
do some philanthropy in a business spirit, and,
by taking up the case of such houses as these,

obtain a reasonable return for their money.
The Hon. William Vernon cordially seconded

the motion, not only in his individual capacity,

but as secretary of the Charity Organisation
Society. This movement, he feared, could only
palliate the evil complained of ; unless logisla-

tion assisted them more, its removal was hope-
less. In that room, for instance, supposing it to

be occupied by a family, and the father sickened
and died of an infectious disease, what would
become of the children ? On this point—the
disposal of the body between death and burial

—

he had to inform them that a scheme was now
afoot for a public mortuary for the poor of
Drury-lane and part of St. Giles’s, and that the
Vestry of St. Martin’s had granted a site avail-

able in Drury-lane.

The vote of thanks was then carried unani-
mously.
The Earl of Shaftesbury, in acknowledgment,

congratulated the Society on what they had
accomplished; and said no one could form any
idea of tho filth, the stench, and the vermin in
these houses a year ago, without actually wit-
aiessing it. He quite agreed with Lord Elliot

that such renovations as this were only a part of
the object aimed at. But the state in which
they left the houses was very much better than
their former state ; they had, at any rate, made
it possible for families to live there in decency
and in the practice of Christian duties. They
must bring commercial principles to their aid.
The renovation of London would cost ten mil-
lions sterlbig, and could never be effected by the
philanthropic principle alone. Tho displacement
of the poor going on in London, as Mr. Godwin
bad shown, was enormous. From railway Bills,

which had to state the numbers of houses and
persons to bo displaced, it was calculated that
since 1852 the average displacement of the very
poor in England and Wales had been 50,000 a
year. During a large displacement in West-
minster many crossed the river, and some who
remained had to pay double price for their
wretched lodgings. Referring to the renovation
of Tyndal’s-buildings by the Society, the chaii--

man described the condition of the court as so
bad that the workmen struck work on account of
the vermin, and as sending twenty-two fever
cases to the hospital in a year. Since the altera,
tion no fever case had occurred

;
and the con.

duct as well as condition of the people had very
much improved, according to the statements of
the police. Changed domiciles would soon make
a changed population. He tnisted that the
example of this society would be imitated in
many other parts of London; as certainly many
would thereby be extricated from misery, and a
condition of things altered which was now a
degradation and a disgrace to the metropolis.
The condition of the bouses when Mr. Eyton,

the Society’s architect, began the work, was
foimd to be even worse than we had described

;

some of the walls were hanging up by the eye-
brows, and might have collapsed at any moment.

THE NEWINGTON VESTRY’S DEPOT AND
MORTUARY AT WALWORTH.

Fou some time past the Newington Vestry
have been engaged in the construction of ex-

tensive premises, at Walworth, which are in-

tended to serve the several purposes of a road-

scrapings and dust dep6t, a stone-yai’d, cart-

sheds, store-rooms, offices, and stabling, toge-
ther with a mortuary, for the use of the parish.

These premises, which have been constructed at

a large outlay, are now fast approaching com-
pletion, and will be fully opened and utilised for

general parish purposes in about a fortnight
from the present time.

The premises, which are situated between
Manor-place and Penrose-street, on the west
side of tho Walworth-road, and which are inter,

seated by the London, Chatham, and Dover rail-

way (the two sections being connected by the
arches under the railway), occupy altogether an
area of between two and three acres in extent.

The land upon either side of the railway, upon
which the dep6t has been formed, was pui-chased
from tho railway company by the vestry, who havo
also leased from the company seventeen of the
railway arches. For the purpose of removing the
dust and street sweepings into the country by
railway, a timber siding for a stand of twenty,
eight trucks has been erected alongside the rail-

way, at an elevation of 20 ft. above the yard
level of the depot. The dust and street sweep-
ings will be raised from the dep6t to the rail-

way trucks by means of a steam crane on the
railway level, di-awing up skips containing the
dust aud refuse. The railway level of the siding
contains a fantail for removing the tracks from
one set of lines to the other

;
also a timber

staging or jetty for the steam crane under which,
sunk below the paved surface of the dop6t, there
are eight pits and hoppers, built at an equal dia-

tance from tbe centre, and formed in a circle

round tbe jetty, so that the skips fit into them.
Two of these skips are for the reception of dust,

and the other six for shooting road-scrapings,

and a complete set of tramways is laid throughout,
and facilitate the removal of the various mate-
rials from point to point, until they are finally

discharged by the steam crane into the railway
trucks. This portion of the work has been exe-
cuted by Mr. Ritson, the contractor

;
the plans

for the railway timber siding, steam crane, and
other[w’orks in immediate connexion therewith,

having been prepared by Mr. Mills, engineer to

the Chatham and Dover Company.
J, The arches under the railway have been fitted

up, three of them as stables for fifty horses, and
others as cart-sbeds, store .whorehouses, and
offices, the contractor for this part of the work
being Mr. Cook, of Walworth-road, builder.

The entire area of the depflt has been di-aincd

and paved on a bed of concrete, and in laying
out the levels [of the depot, a scheme of slop

drainage and slop filter-beds has been adopted,
in which provision is made for the drainage of

1,000 loads of slop, or the depositing of 5,000
to 6,000 loads of snow. This portion of the
works has been caiTied out by the workmen of

the vestry, according to plans prepared by Mr.
Gledhill, tho suiweyor of roads to the paiish.
This method of slop diu-inage is an experiment,
and it is expected that under its practical opera-
tion a saving of upwards of 500Z. a year will bo
effected in the cost of conveyance and loading.

One portion of the depot will be set apart as

a store-yard for drain-pipes, bricks, lime, stone,

aud paving materials
; another portion for the

rond-Bweepinga or slop just referred to, and the
remaining portion for dust. A boundary-wall,

8 ft. high, encloses the entire area, which has
just been planted all round witb trees.

The mortuary, which forms a portion of the
establishment, is not the least important feature
in the works. It is situated at the extreme end
of the dep6t, sepai-ated from the rest of the
premises, and approached by a gateway alto,

gether distinct from the rest of the establish-
ment. The dimensions of the mortuary are
25 ft. by 20 ft., and it contains a room for dia.

secting and ^''Ost-viortem purposes, fitted with
the necessary slate slabs and tables, sinks, and
drainage, and has a concrete floor, with Portland
cement surface. One of the railway arches,

which immediately adjoins it, lias been converted
into a disinfecting-room, the dimensions of

which are 50 ft. by 25 ft. It has been fitted up
with a complete disiufecting appai'atus, contain,
ing all the latest improvements in connexion,
therewith. The arrangements of the mortuary
and disinfecting-room are such that the hearses
containing bodies, or carts containing materials
requiring disinfection, can draw at once out of
the premises without causing any nuisance to

the neighbours. The works connected with the
mortuaryand dissecting-room have been executed
according to plans prepared by Mr. Hardy, the
surveyor of [sewers to the vestry ; and have
been carried out under his superintendence.
The estimated cost of the dep6t and mortuary,

which is intended to be very complete, is

upwards of 7,0001., exclusive of the land.

ENGLISH BUILDINGS FOR LEGHORN.
A COEEESPONDENT informs ns that the muni,

cipality of Leghorn, with a desire to improve
and add to the inducements to strangers on the

Continent to visit and stay at Leghorn, are

about to grant to a party of English gentlemen
the concession of a large tract of land in the

best portion of the town, just outside the city

walls, which will be so extended as to inclose it.

This piece of land, on part of which formerly
stood the barracks, has a sea frontage on three

of its sides, the fourth side facing the Corso.

The object of the municipality in making this

concession, is to enable these gentlemen to

create a[winter season in Leghorn, by erecting a

superior class of house, built, as is usual abroad^
in flats, but containing those comforts and re.

quirements which are necessities to the Eoglisl^

American, and other visitors. An esplanade will

be built all round the sides facing the sea
;
and

on that looking toward the Island of Gorgona is

to be erected a large hotel, with suites of rooms,
replete with every English convenience, such
as fireplace, good ventilation, and good bath*

rooms, &c. On one of the remaining sides, facing

tbe sea, will be erected a club - house, which
will be conveniently situated for gentlemen
cruising in their yachts in the Mediteranean.
On the other side there will be a kiirsaal. On
tbe rest of the estate it is proposed to erect

villas, as before mentioned, so far embodying
the foreign principle that they will be con.

sfcructed to he let in flats, but each flat will be
furnished in such a manner as to combine all !

the requirements and comforts of an English

home, with the beauties of an Italian climate.

The price of land in this portion of tbe town i

is increasing very much in value, and in the

case of that opposite the estate in question, tbe

value has gone up over 50 per cent, within the

last twelve months. An architect has already
;

been to Leghorn to make a report and survey, •

as well as to aid in carrying out the necessary
;

negotiations. The misfortune is that Italian i

authorities are hard to deal with : an English [

company would have to keep all its eyes open.

CONSTANT WATER SUPPLY.

It is gratifying to know that a serioog

grievance, which the inhabitants of London have
long had_occasion to complain of, is in course of j

being at least partially .redressed : we refer to .

the intermittent and often greatly defective

supply of the prime necessary of life—water, i

From the last report of Major Frank Bolton, ;

Water Examiner for Loudon, it appears that t

progress is being made by several companies in .

the provision of constant supply. During the i

past year the Lambeth Company have given i

constant supply .by means of stand-pipes, in a
number of courts and alleys, to about 460 houses, ;

and have made arrangements to give a like sup-

ply to about 5,000 houses of a similar class. The i

alterations In fittings under the.new rules and re. i
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alations of tbo Board of Trade arebeing gradually

ffocted as occaaion permits, and they are being

arried out in all new buildings. The Grand

unction Company are constructing near Kilbum
, higli-servico reservoir, the work being well

orward, that will contain 6,000,000 gallons. The
Vest Middlesex Company have recently given

onstant supply to 100 houses on the application

if the owners, who have provided fittings in con.

ormity with tho regulations of 1872. Tho oom-
any is fully prepared to extend the constant

apply when called upon to do so. To afford

leans of giving constant supply, the company
i providing additional engine-power at Hammer-
mith and at Hampton. The Southwark and
'auihall Company are constructing, atNunhead,
reservoir to contain 18,000,000 gallons, to

able thorn to provide a constant high-pressure

apply. Tho works are being prosecuted vigor-

usly. The East London Company have given

otice that, from the 25th March, they will give

onstant supply to the part of thoir district

ounded on the north by tho Hackney-road, on
le south by Church -street, Bethnal Green, on the

ast by Cambridge-read, and on the west by Shore-

itch, The districtindicatod embraces205streets,
,328 houses, and about 40,000 inhabitants,

'errules have boon used hitherto to restrict the

apply, bub their use will be discontinued, as

ontrary to the orders of the Board of Trade of

0th August, 1872. Tho New River Company
ave provided additional steam power, mains, and
igh-servico reservoirs, as required for the high-
ressuro constant supply of tho Metropolis
7ater Act, 1852. After the passing of the Act
f 1871, tho company undertook the construction
f a new service reservoir at Highgate, 336 feet

bove Trinity high-water mark, as further addi-

bn to their power of affording effective constant
^rvico. Tliis company also has afforded con-
bant supply in a number of cases by means of

tand-pipes, and they have recently agreed with
committee of the Corporation of tho City of

lOndon to furnish constant supply at once to a
LTgo number of the houses of the poor within
10 City bounds, and are now only waiting the
rrangements of tho officers of the Corporation
) carry this design into effect. The Kent Water
ompany arc also stirring in this matter, and
ivo given notice that from the Ist of June next
ley will give constant supply to about 1,000

oases in Rotherhithe, Deptford, and at New
boss. Ib is necessary to say that other
:atements are made by some less fnendly
•ibics.

The East London Company Las now storage

jservoii- capacity at Walthamstow for 360,000,000
illons, tho reservoirs having an area of 220
;res. The engines that ai'e beiug provided by
le West Middlesex Company at Hampton and
[ammersmibh are tho one of 120, the other of
15 horso power, each having aGS-iuch cylinder,

xtensive new works have been ordered by the
holsea Company that are not likely to prove
moxious, as were their proposed works at
anipton Court.

5TATDES FOR THE SCOTT MONUMENT.
Auout two years ago a movement was set on
lot by Mr. James Bailantine, for the completion
! tho Scott Momimeut, by the fitting up of its

iterior as a museum, and tho providing of
atues to fill the niches which diversify its ex-
imal surface. Tho former object has been
itaiued, and the latter is now in course of
lalisation. Of tho statues required to fill the
imerous niches, says the ^Yecldy Scotsman, the
mmittee charged with the undertaking found
lemselves in a position to commission sixteen,
5 a first instalment, and these, in the hands of
le various sculptors intrusted with them, are for
10 most part either finished or rapidly approach,

g completion. To Mr. Wm. Brodie, R.S.A.,
mr subjects were assigned, the same number
?ing allotted to Mr. John Hutchison, R.S.A.,

bile two each were given to Mrs. D. 0. Hill,

b. Clark Stanton, A.R.S.A., Mr. D. W. Steven,
in, and Mr. Lawson, London. Ib was provided
lat the figures should be of a uniform height

—

imething just under life size—and that all

lould be hewn out of Binnie freestone in a style

‘execution adapted to the elevated positions

—

ime 15 ft. to 20 ft. above the ground—which
ley are intended to occiipy. Mr. Brodie’s
atues illustrate the “ Heart of Mid-Lothian,’
id “Kenilworth.” From the former novel
lere is Jeanio Deans, in homely attire, and
aall bundle in hand, as she took the road on her
iasion of meroy. Jennie’s eccentric admirer,

,

Dumbiodykes, forms a companion subject, hands
crossed in front, and head to one side, with a
wistful look as ho ejaculated “ Jeanie, Woman !

”

“Kenilworth” furuishes the Earl of Leicester
and Amy Robsart. Mr. Hutchison gives illus-

trations of “ Waverley ” and the “ Fair Maid of

Perth.” Mrs. D. 0. Hill’s subjects, taken from
“The Pirate,” are Magnus and Minna Troil, the
former a venerable figure in fiowing cloak, with
hands on a staff. Mr. Clark Stanton, to whose
lot “Ivauhoe” has fallen, gives us a stately

Rebecca, with waves of rich hair rolling down
upon her shoulders, and a countenance full of

dignified composure. In dealing with Friar

Tack, Mr. Stajiton has departed from the ordi-

nary pot-bellied ideal, and has modelled a atal.

wart figure with frank jovial expression, holding
in his hand an antique drinking-horn. Mr. D. W.
Stevenson illustrates “ The Abbot ” with a statue

of Mary Queen of Scots, and one of Halbert
Glendinning. Mr. Lawaop had assigned him
Diana Vernon, the heroine of “Rob Roy,”
together with Bailie Nicol Jarvie. The Bailie

stands with one hand in the pocket of his

deep waistcoat, and the other fumbling at
his long cravat, as while exclaiming “ My
conscience !

” In addition to these statues,

there are being prepared by Mr. Hutchison a
series of heads in alto relievo, intended to be cast

in bronze, for the decoration of tho interior of

the monument.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Liverpool.—The differences between the maste^

painters of Liverpool and the operatives have
been adjusted. The men claimed 7id- per hour
for 5i hours’ work per week, which was rejected
by the masters, who offered 7d. per hour for a
week of 55 hours, being an advance of a id. per
hour upon the existing wages. Tho men declined

these terms, and after several meetings of joint

representatives, it was decided to refer the matter
to the arbitration of Mr. Clarke Aspinall, the
borongh coroner, and a local magistrate. Mr.
Aspinall’s award has been received by Mr. Hugh
Shimmin, the Secretary to the Master Builders’

Association. It is in favour of 7id. per hour for

a week of 55 hours. This, it is expected, will

finally settle the matter. The building U’ades
of Liverpool have recently been in an unsettled
state in consequence of the disputes with the
house carpenters and joiners of Liverpool and
Birkenhead. The men claim an increase of wages,
and a reduction in the hours of labour, which
practically involve an increaso of pay amounting
to 2s. 4d. per week, with five hours’ less work.
No positive change, however, cau take place
until the 1st of May, as both parties on the 1st

of November last bound themselves to give six

months’ notice of any change. The men have
already rejected a proposal of the masters to

increase the wages by id. per hour without re-

dacing the hours. At a large and influential

meeting of master joiners, held at the rooms of

the Master Builders’ Association, Mr. Rome in

the chair, called to take into consideration the

advisability, or otherwise, of leaving to arbitra-

tion the dispute between tho masters and tho

operatives on tho wages question, a resolution

was passed “unanimously and emphatically
declining to go to arbitration upon the present

trade rules.” This resolution was arrived at in

consequence of it being considered that the offer

made by the employers in February last was a
most liberal one in the present state of trade. A
general strike in the building trade will probably
take place on the 1st of May, unless the men
forego their claims for further concessions.

Leeds.—The plasterers’ labourers, numbering
about 100, have struck work, their masters not

having conceded their demand of 6d. per hour.

Hitherto they have been paid 5id. per hour. A
meeting of the employers has been held for the

purpose of considering the matter, and tbo result

of their deliberation was a unanimous determina-

tion not to increase the rate of wages.

Leamington.—The operatives in every branch
of the building trade at Leamington have struck.

Through the local trades’ council, they some
time ago served notice on the masters for shorter

hours and increased pay. They stipulated

5-i hours instead of 56i- hours should be a week’s
work, and demanded an increase of wages,
ranging from a farthing per hour for labourers to

seven-eighths of a penny for carpenters. The
masters formed an association, embracing the

whole trade, and served counter notices on the

men, to come into operation, adhering to tho old

wages, but making] alterations in hours for be-

ginning work. The men proposed arbitration,

but the masters intimated that they should make
no concessions. It is calculated that about 800
men have struck,

Wednesbury.—At a special meeting of thoi

members of the Operative Bricklayers’ Society
tho following resolution has been unanimously
adopted ;—“ That an increase of id. per hour in

summer (72d.), and Id. per hour for twelve
weeks in winter (8d.), for red brickwork; also.

Id. upon furnace work, at la. 6d. per hour, and
Id. upon ditto at la. per hour, allowance to
remain as previous,—be requested.” It was also

decided, “That the notice of 1872 be rescinded^
and that all future notices be given on the Ist

of April, to take effect on the lat of May in each,

year.”

Woodliouse.—The master builders of Wood-
house and Handsworth have conceded tho-

following, being a part of what was asked for
the operative masons in a notice recently given t
“ To begin at half-past six instead of six in tho
morning, and an advance of 2 b. per week on their

wages.
Olasgow.—At a meeting of Glasgow joiners

it was reported that eighty-six employers had
consented to accede to the demands of the men
for an advance of id. per hour; twenty promised
to pay the advance if the trade generally did so j
nine bad refused, and four had not yet given any
decided answer. As the nine masters who
decline to give the advance employ very few
hands, the threatened strike will be averted.

Arbitration is working successfully in the pro-
vinces. It has just averted two great strikes in

the building trade, one at Liverpool, the other
at Birmingham. Mr. Clarke Aspinall, as we
have seen, has decided the Liverpool case in

favour of the men as regards wages, and of the
masters as regards hours. Only the first part of

the Birmingham award has been given,—that

settling the hours
;
the decision as to pay was

e.xpected shortly.

Mr. Rupert Kettle, to whom was referred the
question of wages in the North of England iron

trade, has declared that puddlers shall receive
an advance of 9d. per ton, and that all other

ironworkers shall be paid an advance of 7^ per
cent, on present prices. This decision was
communicated at a meeting of tho Board o£

Arbitration at Saltbum.

NATIONAL MONUMENTS.
Sir,—

H

aving read Mr. C. Cooke’s remarks in-

your paper of the 29th nit., under the beading
of "National Monuments,” I am at a loss to

understand the harsh expressions used from
time to time by gentlemen who profess much
veneration for notable stone relics. I have
before, in the Times, mentioned certain par-

ticulars respecting the T61men Rock, in Con-
stantine, Cornwall, and I would suggest that

when a relic is offered to the country at largo-

for a mere nominal sum (as was the case with
tho T6lmen Rock), there should bo an effort put
forth to purchase the rights to such monuments
before any person or persons give expression to

censure.

The Tolmen was the key to large masses of

beautiful granite rocks ;
and although it was

thrown down after working-hours, unknown to

me, yet I maintain, had I ordered its destruc-

tion, it is not becoming in any one to question

the action of a proprietor with respect to a
monument or relic, when he has had the oppor-

tunity of purchasing all rights to the same.
Penryn. Wji. Hosken’.

In the Gentleman’s Magazine, May, 1844,.

pp. 483, 488, reference was made to various de.

stroyed stone monuments in Cornwall, near
Penzance

;
and it was stated that the late Sir

Charles Lemon, of Carclew, offered a reasonable

price for the Constantine TMmen, and tho land
on which it was placed. The then owner de-

manded 500L as purchase-money, which Sir

Charles declined to pay. Dr. Borlase deemed it

to be a rock idol, and engraved it in his work
upon tho Antiquities of Cornwall, 2nd edit.,

p. 117. This relic, when I inspected it in May,
1861, was ominously near a stone-pit, as the-

Cheesewring is now. The Rev. R. Polwhele,

when vicar of Manaccan, distinctly saw the-

Eddystone light from the Tdlmen, some fifty

miles distant as the crow flies! The fine cross,,

which stood about half-way between Helaton
and Penryn, near the road-side, has been de-

stroyed recently. A protective fence round old

relics, as at Capel Gamon, in Carnarvonshire,
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and at Bryn Celli, in Anglesey, is useful, and
easy to construct. Sii- J. Lubbock’s Bill should
include post-historic monuments; although, as

it is, if passed, it may prevent cromlechs and
pillars from being destroyed through ignorance,
cupidity, and folly, or mischief.

Chr. Cooke.

A MUSEUM FOE CHESTER.

An effort is now to be made to provide the
‘'rare old city of Chester” with a museum
capable of displaying her archmological treasures.

The Marquis of "Westminster lately presided at a
meeting of the principal professional men and
tradesmen of Chester, the object being to con-
eider a scheme for uniting under one roof the
city library and reading-room, the society of
arts, the architectural and archmological society,
the natural science society, and also for esta-
blishing a local museum, the nucleus of which is

already secured to the city by a very fine

geological collection presented by Lord West,
minster. Plans were submitted of the house
and a portion of the premises lately occupied by
Mr. C. Potts, deceased, and a sum of -4,000?. was
named for the same. The joint committees of
the societies received power to treat for a rental
of the premises, with the option of purchase.

GAS.

Air-Qas.—While noting particulars of the
eNperiraents lately mado in London with an
apparatus in which common air was charged
with a hydro-carbonaceous spirit or mineral oil,

and then stored in a gasometer for use, we
suggested that the simplest and best way would
be to fill the gasometer with mere air by lifting
it, and then by weighting it forcing the air to
pass through the hydro-carbon spirit on its way
to the burners; because air so charged with
spirit must tend to deposit the spirit in the
gasometer before it is used. Nowit turns out
that the plan adopted at Sheffield by a Mr. W.
Wiaght, and not very clearly announced in a
local paper, is no other than this suggestion of
ours put into practice. The Sheffi.eld Independmt
thus describes it :

—

“ The new gas can be used either for lighting, heating,
or soldering purposes, to each of which uses it was yester-
day applied. The apparatus for heating consisted of a
sheet-iron box, -Ift. 6 in. long by 18 in. wide, with a small
cistern, 6 in. deep, on two of the sides. At either end of
the box was a 3-in. pipe. Air, supplied by a small fan,
entered the box throu^ one pipe, became carbonised

;

and left through the other—pure gas ! It then passed
into a perforated iron box, Oft. by -t ft.

;
and in a few

minutes after it was ignited, so great was the heat,
the plate at the top became red hot. Unmistakable evi’
dence was thus afforded of the heating power of the gas.
In the yard, an airometer had been fixed to show the
lighting power of the gas. lUAea the airome/er tcai railed
itJilled Kith air ; and on a Kcijht bein'] placed on if, the
air pressed through three eylindert vkich contained the
apparaiut for carbnniiing it. The air, which had thus
become gat, theyi patted Jo an Argand burner, wat igiiited,
and gave a brilliant light. The gas was also used for
soldering purposes. A small pair of bellows, worked by
the foot, pressed the air through a small cylinder, in
which it was made into gas. Another pipe taken from
the same bellows met the gas at the end of the blow-pipe,
and thus a steady blast was created. The secret of the
invention is in the spirit that is used, and in the mode in
w^ich it is applied in the cylinders. By means of the
small apparatus Mr. Wright had at work, he was able to
manufacture gas at the rate of 6,000 ft. per hour. Ke
Las not yet ascertained definitely whether what is either
its lighting or its heating power, but both are believed to
be considerably above those of the ordinary gas. He is
of opinion that the outside cost will not bo above 6d ner
1,000 ft.”

^

Silbcr's Li'jlits,—One of Silber’s patent lights
is about to be erected by the St. George’s Vestry
at Ebury Bridge. It is stated these lamps give
a better light than gas, and are less expensive.
If so, no time should be lost in adopting them
all over London.

Price of Gas.—In the House of Commons,
Sir C. DDke asked tho President of the Board of
T.rade whether, looking to the excitement which
at present prevails in the metropolis on the sub-
ject of the price of gas, there was any objection
to printing the accounts of tho Metropolitan Gas
Companies for the year 1872 at once, instead of
at the end of the session of Parliament. In
reply, Mr. C. Fortescue said,—“I am not able
at once to have the accounts of the Metropolitan
Gas Companies printed, because they have not
yet been received; but I believe they will soon
be presented, and that I shall be able to lay the
return before Parbameut at an earlier period
than usual.”

Instantaneous Gas-ligJittnff Apparatus.—Pro-
fessor Klinkerfone’s apparatus for the instan-
taneous lighting and extinguishing of gas-lamps

has been exhibited in the Gas-Meter Testing
Office, Glasgow. The system consists in having
each lamp furnished with a separate battery,

and the apparatus used is a combined hydrostatic

tap and galvanic battery. By increasing the
gas-pressure from tho street mains galvanic
action is produced, the supply opened, and tho

jet ignited. By reducing the pressure the tap

immediately closes, and the flame is extinguished.

SANITARY AUTHORITIES.
Gloucestershire.—A meeting of delegates from

various sanitary authorities of the county, for

the purpose of appointing a medical officer of

health, has been held at the Gloucester Work-
house. The Rev. H. W. Maddy, chairman of the
Gloucester Board of Guardians, presided, and
about thirty delegates were present. The salary

of the proposed officer had been fixed at 600i.

per annum, with 2001. for travelling expenses.
There were sixty.seven candidates, of whom
eight were requested to attend the meeting.
After the delegates had examined the testi-

monials, and had had interviews with each of

the candidates, Dr. Francis Thomas Bond, of the
Hartley Institution, Southampton, was elected,

such election being subject to confirmation by
the Local Government Board.

Public Health Act (1872).—In reply to Dr.

Lush, in the House of Commons, Mr. Stansfeld

said that the instructions given to the poor-law
inspectors under this Act, and the urban and
sanitary authorities, were not identical, as the

conditions of each locality were different. In
cases where medical officers of health were
appointed over largo areas, it would be neces-

sary, sooner or later, for the authorities to avail

themselves of the local knowledge of the poor-

law medical officers for sanitary purposes, but
he was not prepared to say what the remunera-
tion for extra services, to which the latter were
undoubtedly entitled, would be.

WOODEN HOUSES.
Sir,—

I

f your correapondent, Mr. A. T. Holden, will
tura to page xvi. (advertisement sheetjlof the Suihler of
last week, he will find at least four firnia who would send
him an estimate for a wooden billiard-room on applica-
tion. To my knowledge, one of these,—the seventh from
the top,—recently supplied a two-roomed house, 25 ft.

G in. by 13 ft. 3 in., by 7 ft. 9 in. at the eaves, within thirty
miles of London, for about 75L Alfred Sthong.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.
Sir,—The want of a properly-constituted and recognised

tribunal for metropolitan improvements is becoming daily
more evident, and is one deserving of much consideration.
My proposal is to establish a “ permanent Board,” to be
styled the ‘‘Metropolis Improvement Board,” and its
members to be selected in manner following,—three mem-
bers of the Government of tho day, three of the Metro-
politan Board, three of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, three of tho Institution of Civil Engineers,
three of the Thames Conservancy Board. A compre-
hensive plan, embracing all the principal improvements,
should then be drawn out, and such portions as bear im-
mediately upon the necessities of improved communication
should be set in hand, bearing in mind, however, that
direct taxation has already reached Us limits j and you, sir,

will, I hope, agree with me, that if these improvements
are to procoedpan pasiie, as they have of late progressed,
other means must be provided for paying for them than
out of tho rates.

That this might he accomplished is a “ consummation
devoutly to bo wished,” and is, I believe, one worthy of
tho attentive consideration of Government, who should
bear in mind that there is no more false economy than in
starving ‘‘ public works.” PACLAiiit.

CREWKERNE BURIAL BOARD
COMPETITION.

Sib,—

W

ill you kindly permit me space to inform archi-
tects and others intending to send in designs for the
church and chapel, and other buildings, for the new
Cemetery, CreWkerne, how I, in common, I suppose,
with the other competitors for the premium for the best
design for the laying out of the said cemetery, was served,
Designs were advertised for ; and in reply to my applica-
tion for outline plan and particulars, a small tracing of a
piece of land about 7 acres in extent was supplied, with-
out particulars, except that i acres only were to be
appropriated for tho cemetery, and it was left open to
competitors to select the portion each one deemed most
suitable. I sent for further particulars, and declined to
compete unless they were supplied, and after a week's
delay my queries were answered. I then got up a design
and estimate, and sent them in, and in a few days after-
wards received a letter stating that all the designs were
rejected, and that the Board had deemed it indispensable
to a correct estimate that the person furnishing the same
should have personally inspected the site. The same letter
stated that the plan was returned together with another
outline tracing showing the land the Board had definitely
resolved to use, and contained a request that I would
inform them whether I should compete again, as the
Board would be willing to receive another design if I

thought well to send one. The lana I suggested was
almost identical with that afterwards decided to be appro- •

priated, but the outline of the south-west side on the
second tracing was altogether different from the outline
for the same side on the first tracing, and the cardinal I

points on the first differed by about thirty-seven degrees i

irom those on the second tracing, consequently the time '

and money expended on the designs were wasted; and I

when written to upon tho subject, the town-clerk acknow- •

ledged a slight difierence, aud replied that he was not in i

a position to say that the first plan was incorrect, neither *

did he suggest anything of thekind. Why, then, was not
the second plan like the first? Ho further stated, that
he went out of his way in supplying any tracing at all,

,i

and that the Board had not stated they would not accept ,i

an estimate from any person not having inspected the
site, evidently forgetting that, in a former letter, he had J

used the word “indispensable,” as above. i

Ax UNFAIBLX-TBEATBD CoiirETITOH.
j

» SOME COMPLAINTS AGANIST *
I

CHELSEA.” ’

I

Sir,—

T

here is a paragraph in Mr. Lacy’s letter, which (
i|

appeared in your last issue under the above beading, r
;

which, if unexplained, might do me a serious injury. It ' .

says

f

“Mr. Elkington’s tender was accepted conditionally L
that his sureties were correct. On the 3l8t ult. I received

I

a letter from the clerk to the Board, which I enclose, 'I

stating that the contractor who was accepted not beinglf
prepared with sureties, would I be willing to abide by '

my tender and provide sureties ?
”

The facts as stated are substantially correct, though''
very wrong inferences may he drawn from the statement, t

I was asked by the Board if I was prepared with ,

sureties, and replied that I did not consider that for so ,

paltry an amount as 2,550i. it was worth while to trouble'. •

any one to be security for me, but offered to leave the first '

1,0001. in their hands till the completion of the icorkt,' \

Surely this shouhl have been good enough.
As matters have turned out, I suppose that, had I

offered tho Bank of England as security, it would have >:

been uo use; but if the guardians nieaut Mr. Thorne to •

have the job, why not have given it to him without tender ?
'

Thomas Elkixgiox.

CASES UNDER THE BUILDING ACT.
,

At the Clerkenwell Police Court, Mr. Robert*

.

Turnbull, of Sylran Cottage, lIoruBoj-rise, ap- .

peared. iu answer to a summons taken out by the ;

sarveyor for tho eastern division of Islington,
,

for erecting a building situate on the north side '
j

of the yard at Mr. Trimmer’s Brewery, Hornsey. .

rise, Islington, contrary to the rules of the ' j

B uilding Act.

Complainant stated that he summoned the defendant to i

this court about a fortnight ago for ueglecting to give) ;

him, as the district surveyor, two days before the building
, ;

in question was commenced, notice iu writing, stating the '

particulars and intended use of such building, and for’ •

which offence defendant was fined 4t)a. The present sum- • •

moos was for constructing the same building, contrary to i’

the Building Act. The building was erected upon briek-^(
work, with timber framing, with an asphalte roof, aud L

enclosed on three sides.

Mr. Wakeling, for the defendant, said the building iu i

question was not a permanent erection, only a temporary N
sued to put the drays of the brewery under. It was OU
wheels, nud could be moved about anywhere, and it was •

only required for about six months, while his client eould^;
erect a permanent building on another portion of the .

premises
;
that by section 5U of the Metropolitan Building :

Act, it was enacted, “ When any builder is desirous of t

erecting any iron building, or any other buildiug to which i

the rules of this Act are inapplicable, he shall make an i

application to the Metropolitan Board of Works, stating
such desire, aud setting out a plan of the proposed build
ing, with such particulars as to the construction thereof “i

as may be required by the said Board ; and the latter, if I

satisfied with such plans and particulars, shall signify ;

their approval, and thereupon such building may be con. !

strueted according to such plans and particulars.” Jlis ;

client had made application to the Board under the above ^
section for the erection to be allowed to remain for six'i
months

;
he had also deposited tracings of the building,

and paid 10s. for fees upon same, aud his application,':
woold bo laid before the Board at their next meeting

j

therefore, under these circumstances, he (Mr. Wakeling) J;
asked that this summons should stand adjourned, to know jfi
the result of his client's application to tho Board. I

The magistrate adjourned tho summons for fourteen W
days. **

WORCESTER DIOCESAN
ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

^

.

The annual meeting of this society has been^i^

held in the Council Room of the Natural Historyiji

Society at Worcester. Mr. G. J. A. Walker pre-l (:

sided, and there xvere also present—Sir E. A. H. 'j'

Lechmore, hart.
;
the Revs. E. Cattley, W. Thorne, 41

T. G. Curlier, W. W. Douglas, T. King, J. F. '!

Green, E. Robinson, H. V. Vernon, G. C. Salt; li

Messrs. Walker Eennick, E. Lees, Hyla HoUlej:«j
G. A. Bird, J, Cotton, aud J. Severn Walker I

(hon. sec.)

The Hon. Secretary read the annual report, h

which was adopted.

Sir Edmund Lechmere, iu moving the adoption J''

of the report, said he thought it might be worth '

while to consider whether another object, in ad- :

dition to the original object of the society, might )[i

not be recognised
;
that it should not merely be if!

an architectural society, but also, as was the i

case at 0.xford, an historical and antiquarian .
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society. He believed such an object would be
productive of a great increase of members, with-
ant diminishing in any degree the practical
utility of tbo society. Sir Edmund then ex.

pressed the hope, as one of the Cathedral Resto.
ration Committee, that the Architectural Society
ivould not come down upon them with a sweeping
Driticism as soon as the works now in progress
ire completed, but that even now, if they saw
iny points that would promote the interests of
irohitecture or the beauty of that noble edifice,

;hey would give the committee the benefit of
heir advice.

Mr. Severn Walker said that, with regard to
ho suggestion thrown out by Sir E. Lechraere,
he society was practically, although not in
lame, archrcological

;
but if they could make

t more expansive, and enlist greater sympathy
rom the public generally by altering its title,

,nd adding to it an historical section, it might be
udvantngeous to do so.

The president, vice-presidents, honorary sc-
xetaries, treasurer, and auditors were re-elected,
nd the committee for the ensuing year formed.

lE-OPENING OF THE PRIORY CHURCH,
DUNSTABLE.

Afteii a partial restoration at a cost of about
1,7001., this church, according to the ^Bedjord
runes, has been formally reopened for divine
vorsbip.

Three years ago, the snm of 5,000Z. was
expended, and now 1,7001. more have been
levoted to the work of restoration. The north
.isle, however, remains to be restored, and
owarda this the Duke of Bedford has pro-
aised to supplement his former donation by
second sum of 500Z. 300Z. more are also

'romised from other sources. The e.xterior also
leeds restoration. As for the interior, the work
f restoration became a matter of necessity, for
1 was not until tbo roof threatened to fall in,

—

ie-beams were rotten, rafters were di’opping,
nd an ornamental corbel had fallen,—that a
ecided step was taken towards the restoration
f the edifice.

At the entrance an oak screen has been
:ected. The clergy of the rural deanery have
resented the church with a pulpit of marble,
10 aides being of variegated brown, from
orquay, and the upper portion of polished
erbyshire marble, with a oarved eagle sup-
srting the book-rost upon its wings. The steps
L-e of brown Mansfield stone, and the lower
Drtions of Kettering stone. The floor is laid
ith Minton’s encaustic tiles. Haden’s patent
5t.air beating-apparatus is provided. A new
lading-desk of carved oak has been purchased,
he old style of pew is done away with, and open
3WS supplied instead. The chancel, as far as it

5es, is all new, but a good deal is required to
nish this part of the edifice. A new font has
Jen provided, and a new vestry erected. The
d gallery is cleared out, and the organ-loft has
sappeared.

Mr. S. Clarke was the architect under whom
le restorations have been carried out. We
ive a view of the church some time ago.

IFT BY THE CROWN TO THE TOWN OF
DUMFRIES.

estate of Hannahfield, which, in default
heirs, fell to the Crown, has been gifted to

lO magistrates of Dumfries, and the sheriff and
leriff’s substitute of Dumfries and Galloway
trust.

’

Pai't of it is to bo converted into a public
ii'k, and the revenue .derivable from the re-
aiiider to be applied to the improvement of
iucation in Dumfries and Galloway.
The greater part of this estate originally
doDged to the burgh of Dumfries, and was
.lied the Kiugholm

; but, about fifty years ago,
was sold in order to extinguish debts incurred
r the burgh. The purchaser was a Mr. John
annah, a native of the burgh, who had accu-
ulated a considerable fortune in Jamaica,
iiis gentleman added to the landed estate, and
sing unmarried, intended to leave the pro-
irty for the support and maintenance of an
lucational institution,—the Burgh,—and had
tually prepared a will for that purpose, but
I died before the deed was completed. His
ly relative was a nephew, who succeeded by
w to the estate

;
he again left it to his widow,

id she Laving died, in 18G8, intestate and

without issue, it fell to the C^o^vn, as ultimus
licvrcs.

In granting this gift, the Crown has reserved
to itself the right of drilling troops upon the
park. Dumfries was a military station, and the
War Office was frequently put to considerable
expense in brigading the contingent quartered
there, there being no sufficient space of ground
in the neighbourhood at command.

It is expected that the personalty will be
sufficient to defray all preliminary claims, so
that the land will bo free of burden.
The good news was received by the Dum-

friesians with demonstrations of joy, ringing of
bells, banquets, &c.

In this instance the Crown is only following
the example set by several wealthy private indi-
viduals, and is besides practically carrying into
effect the intentions of tbo person by whose
exertions the estate was acquired.

DIGGING FOUNDATIONS TO THE INJURY
OF ADJOINING HOUSES.

Burdon v. Oradou.—This action, broughtin tlieDurbam
County Court, is one of some interest to architects and
builders, in regard to foundatious, and also to owners of
house property.
The plaintiff claimed 60/. damages of the defendant,

who is a builder, under the following circumstances.
Mr. Burdon stated that in 1842 he built a house, and

superintended the laying of the foundation. The ground
was peaty, but the floors were laid with 2 ft. of concrete.
The house on the north side, and a timber-yard, belonged
to Mr. Gradon, the defendant, and considerable alterations
have since been made in Mr. Gradoii’s property, and an
engine erected close to the witness’s house. The defend-
aut has cut away one house, and removed three walls that
formerly supported witnesses house, and the garden party-
wall fell down in consequence of the excavations made by
the county architect, who is architect to the alterations.
The floor of the back kitchen sank 5 in. on Mr. Gradon's
side, and the fireplace was injured. In the front kitchen
the floor was sprung up, and the fireplace let down. The
outer walls were cracked in several places

;
back window-

frames considerably out of level. The ridge of the house
on Mr. Gradou’s side sank 5 in., and parted from the ad-
joining property, and the front windows are dropping in,
and the damage was done within three months of the eom-
mencemeut of tho excavations, and he estimated tbo
damage at upwards of 50/. Upon speaking to the defend-
ant, ho said he would send a man down to make it good,
but all ho did was a little work to the spouting. He could
not now let the house, aud had to live in it himself. He
further experienced a great nuisance from tho vibration
of the defendant’s stearn-engino which did his building
work. The engine was worked withiuetal cog-wheols, and
caused a great noise.

In cross-examination by Mr. Edge, counsel for tho
defendant, the plaintiff said: The tenant who occupied
the house twenty years ago did not remove because wit-
ness would not repair it. Another tenant had complained of
the roof, but there was only one slate off. Did not speak
to Mr. Gradon about the damage until 1871, as he wished
to ascertain its full extent, audhehad spent 10/. in repair-
ing it since he -went to live in it. "Will not swear that the
delendant did not ofl’er to put the floors right, rather tliau
be unneighbourly.
Mr. Eobson, a builder, proved the damage, aud cost of

reinstatement.
In answer to the case, Mr. Edge said, tho action had

been brought in order to make his client build the plaintiff
a new bouse. No excavations had been made as stated by
the plaintifi'. His client had offered as a neighbour to
repair the floors, but the plaintiff would not let him, and
now sought to recover vindictive damages. In fact, Mr.
Gradon Baddonenothinghewas not entitled to do in carry-
ing on his business, and the present condition of the
plaintifl'’3 properly was owing to his neglect in repairing
the house. With regard to the claim for compensation,
on account of the alleged nuisance of the defendants’ en-
gine, every care had been taken iu working the machinery,
and no unnecessary noise had been caused.
Mr. Crozier said he was the county architect, and pre-

pared the plans for the alterations of Mr. G-radon’s pre-
mises. The work was done according to these plans, and
no excavation had been made in carrying out the altera-
tions either under Mr. Gradon’s house, or within 6 11. or
7 ft. of the walls of the plaintiff’s bouse. Tho front
kitchen of the house pulled down had been filled up to the
extent of 6 ft. or 7 ft., and an archway made through the
house itself, so that conveyances could be taken into the
defendant’s premises. Tho present floor of the back
kitchen also stands on the old floor, and 13.2 ft. higher
than the old floor : 3 ft. of concrete was laid on this floor
in order to make a good bed for Mr. Gradou’s machinery.
There were no cracks iu the defendant's house in conse-
quence of the vibration of tbo engine. Ho did not con-
sider that anything Mr. Gradon hud done to his premises
had in the least injured the plaintiff’s house. The only
lace where any excavation was made was in the garden
ehind the defendant's bouse, but that work was only

carried to within 7 ft. of the plaintiff's property. Before
Mr. GradDn commenced his alterations, witness had
noticed the dilapidated state of tho plaintiff’s house.
The judge, Mr. Meynell, said if machinery adjoining a

dwelling-house made such a noice as to cause iucon-
venionco or injury, or a nuisance to any one, an action
would lie

;
but if it wore only a slight noise it would not

be actionable. If a person bad a piano in his house, and
his neighbour, owing to the thinness of the walls, was
annoyed by the instrument, that would not be sufficient
ground for an action. In this case all tho evidence was
given by Mr. Burdon, who stated that he experienced
inconvenience when the engine was started in the morn-
ing. He alleged that the engine shook his bed, and pre-
vented him from sleeping, and if that were so why there
was a nuisance. With regard to damages, it was usual
in cases like this only to give a small amount in the first

instance, because other actions could be brought after-
wards if tho nuisance were not abated. Still if the jury
considered it right, they could give substautial damage’s
for the alleged nuisance.

* The jury, without leaving their box, gave a verdict for
the defendant in both cases, and the Court allowed Mr.
Gradon full coats of counsel, attorney, architect, and
several witnesses, who were not examined.

THE ANNUAL REPORT OF
THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
The report of the Metropolitan Board of

Works for 1872, which has just been issued,
contains some interesting particulars as to the
work which has been effected by tho Board
during the past year, together with other works
contracted for and immediately to be com.
menced.
Amongst other items contained in tho report

it is stated that during the year sixty-five plots
of the surplus laud in Queen Victoria-street have
been let at a rental of 26,5921., and some have
been sold, including 15,531 square feet to the
Metropolitan District Railway Company for
73,3731. The report adds that all the remaining
ground will very probably be let or sold during
the present year. The works at tho Chelsea
Embankment were rapidly proceeding. On the
question of parks, the report states that the
Board have resolved not to let for building pur-
poses any portion of the land purchased for
Finsbury Park, and that a greenhouse is to bo
erected there in which to propagate plants for
tho gardens of the Thames Embankment.
Southwark Park has been similarly dealt with,
and all the ground purchased, with the excep-
tion of a small outlying portion, is to be included
in the park. The Board have also purchased of
the Crown 23i- acres for 20,4501., for the pur-
pose of adding it to Victoria Park, for the
recreation and enjoyment of the public.

A review of the drainage and sewerage works
effected by the Board during the year forms a
prominent feature in the report. With the ex-
ception of 8,000 feet between the Chelsea Sus-
pension Bridge and the pumping station at
Cremorne, the main drainage works were com-
plete, and tho delay in completing this portion
was occasioned by the Chelsea embankment.
For the intended new western pumping station
near the Grosvenor Canal, Pimlico, contracts
have been signed to the amount of 126,9501. for
buildings, and 56,7891. for machinery, making a
total of 183,7391. j and in the course of two years
tho works will be complete. The report adds,
that when that is done, tho sewage from the
westernmost portion of the sewer will no longer
be pumped into the river, but raised into the
eastern portion, and conveyed into the Abbey
Mills pumping station. Contracts have been
entered into for sewer connexions in the city

j

aud five contracts have also been entered into
for sewer works at Hammersmith Creek, Stam-
ford Brook, Hackney Wick, the Fleet sewer,
and High-street, Shoreditch. In addition to
the sewer and drainage works executed during
the year by the Board itself, the Board has also
given its sanction to plana for twenty-four miles
of sewers executed by the several District Boards,
these sewers varying from a 9.in. pipe to a brick
sewer, 4 ft. 3 in. in dimension

;
whilst during

the year 356 branch sewers have been connected
with the main sewers.
At the conclusion of the report it is stated that

the not debt of the Board at tho close of tho
year was 6,389,5301., and that it had lent to

various District Boards during the year, sums
amounting in the aggregate to 215,2731. for

public works ; also a further sum of 62,4001. to
certain of the Boards for paving and other pur-
poses; and had contributed 73,6001. towards
public works, costing 149,0521.

FROM SCOTLAND.
Ediniwgh.— In reply to the memorial for-

warded to tho Secretary of War, calling atten-
tion to tho baldness of design and generally
unsatisfactory character of the buildings now in
course of erection on the south slope of Castle,
hill, as quarters for married soldiers, a communi-
cation has been received to the effect that the
matter shall receive duo consideration in tho
proper quarter. Meanwhile, the Weekly Scots-
man states that the city superintendent of
works, Mr. R. Morham, jnn., has prepared a
plan by which, without any material alteration
of what has already been done, the internal
character as well as the external appearance of
the buildings would be greatly improved. The
introduction of pantries and of sanitary ap-
pliances on a more satisfactory scale than waw
contemplated in the original design affords tba
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gujilis
opportunity of adding certain features in tlie

elevation and sky-line of the block. This plan

is, we believe, to be forwarded to the War Office,

as affording a feasible suggestion for the im-

proyement of the buildings.

CHUECn.BUILDING NEWS.
Blayion.—A new cemetery has been set apart

at Blaydon, and the consecrated portion dedi-

cated by the Bishop of Durham, in the presence

of a large company. The ground set apart for

the cemetery was purchased two years ago from
Colonel Towneley, and two chapels and mor-
tuaries have since been erected, together with a
superintendent’s house and offices. The build,

ings and laying out of the cemetery hare been
carried out by Messrs. March & Smith, under
the superintendence of Mr. Matthew Thompson,
architect, Newcastle. The churchyard being
nearly filled up, the cemetery supplies a de-

sideratam in the parish.

Alton.—The steeple of the pariah church has
been for some time under repair, the work being
placed in the hands of Messrs. Puzey & Filewood,
of this town, builders. The steeple has been
entirely stripped of its former covering of lead,

weighing many tons, and will be replaced by
oak shingles.

Chard.—A Mission Church, in connexion with
the Free Church movement, has been built here.

It occupies an elevated site in a meadow adjoin,

ing the station-road, and has been erected prin-

cipallyat the cost oHheRev. C. S. Grueber, B.A.,

of Hambridge, near Langporb. The church, as

it stands at present, is a very modest and un-
pretending structure, and will be so for some
time to come. The east and west walls are the
only portions of the fabric which it is intended
to leave in the same state as they are now.
These are built of local stone, with Ham-hill
dressings. There is an oriel window at the west
end, but the east wall is only lighted by small
side windows

;
the intention being to leave space

for a large altar-piece. The building is 105 ft.

long by 27 ft. wide. There are an organ-chamber,
a small vestry, and a robing-room. The side
walls are built of flint and brick, and are to be
removed, if more room should be required, as
soon as the funds can be obtained for building
transepts. The timbers of the roof are stained
and ceiled between. The chancel is elevated (in

two stages) 6 ft. above the floor of the nave, and
the altar is to have gilt crosses, candelabra of
various sizes, drapeiy, &c. The seating consists

of very plain chairs. The building is lighted
with eleven large windows and gas. Some
arrangements have been made for heating the
church, bub at present the heating-chamber
(beneath the altar) is without an apparatus.
The contractor was Mr. M. Davis, builder, Lang-
port, and the cost is estimated at 1,500L The
formal opening of the church has not been fixed.

Horsham St. Faith’s (Norfolk).—The restora-

tion of this well-known church has long been
desired by those who were acquainted with its

history, its condition, and the wants of the
parish. Distant four miles from Norwich, on
the Aylsham-road, its tower arrests the attention
of the traveller, whilst its connexion with the
once famous Abbey of St. Faith’s, commends it

to the antiquary. An effort is being made to

accomplish the restoration of the church. It is

proposed to underpin and otherwise strengthen
the outer walls, and thoroughly restore the
windows, tower, belfry, porch, roofs, pulpit,

screen, and re-seat the whole of the interior. If

a sufficient sum of money can bo raised, the
brick arches of the nave (now leaning outwards),
the chancel arch, and clearstory will be rebuilt
in stone. The cost of these works vnll be about
2,1001. or 2,7001. if the arcading is rebuilt. The
plans and specifications have been prepared by
Mr. R. M. Phipson, and approved by the vestry,

and by the bishop, and tenders have been sent
in. It is proposed to commence at once, if an
appeal issued meets with a ready response. A
lady, connected with the parish, has offered
1,0001., and it is hoped that this donation will be
followed by other gifts from owners of property
in the county.

Thirsk.—A vestry meeting has been held in
the crypt of Thirsk Church to receive the report
of a committee appointed last Easter for the
restoration of the church. The scheme adopted
by the committee was based upon a report and
plans prepared by Mr. G. E. Street, architect.
The committee proposed that the following
should be the order in which the different parts
of the work of restoration be undertaken

according to the funds at their disposal :—1. The
roof, exclusive of pinnacles and other external
adornments. 2. The scraping of walls and pil-

lars. 3. Re-flooring and re-seating. 4. Re-
warming and re-lighting. 6. Vestry, gi-ound
porch, pinnacles, &c. The scheme of the com.
mittee was approved and adopted unanimously
by the vestry. It may be added that Mr.
Street’s estimate for the whole work is -i,600k

Bridgnorth.—The new tower of St. Leonard’s
has been completed and opened. It has been
already described in our columns. The stone
employed in its structure was brought from the
Town’s Mills Quarry. The dressings are in red
Alveley stone, and the panelling in the belfry
windows is of white stone from the same dis-

trict. The height is the same as that of the old

tower, viz., 89 ft. to the top of the cornice, 95 ft.

to the top of the battlements, 106 ft. to the top
of the pinnacles, and 125 ft. to the top of the

' summit of the spire. The embattled comice at

j

the top is surmounted by eight other pinnacles

I

crocheted. On the north-west angle of the
tower is a turret, terminated by a starting from
eight other pinnacles, and further enriched with
crockets running up each of its sides. The
large window in the tower is filled with stained

glass by Messrs. Clayton & Bell. The subject is

the types of Baptism, the Savionr being the
central figure. On either side are figures of

Moses, Noah, John the Baptist, and Nicodemus.
Messrs. Slater «& Carpenter, of London, were
the architects

;
Mr. Escourt, of Gloucester, the

contractor ; and Mr. IlarTy Hems, of Exeter,

was the sculptor employed.
Monmouth.— St. Thomas’s Church is being

restored. The vicar discovered that the roof of

the chancel was in a bad state, and that the
foundations appeared to be giving way in places,

lie communicated with the Duke of Beaufort, to

whom the church belongs, and the result was
that Mr. Pritchard, architect of the diocese of

Llandaff, received instructions to restore it at the
entire coat of the Duke. It was further dis-

covered that the stonework in the north and south
windows bad perished. The east window, of

tkreo lights, was found to be an innovation, the
lights being merely placed in the wall with
cement. The work of restoration is now rapidly

progressing; the whole of the foundation has
been renewed with native stone from Longstono
Wood

;
the walls have been underpinned, and

the old heating apparatus taken up. The latter

was found to be so useless as to necessitate laying
down another. On the coping from the north
door being removed, it was found to be a casing
placed over the original coping. This door has
never been touched since its fii'st erection, and it

was found that its entire restoration was needful.

The tracings are so far discernible. In stripping
the old walls, which had at some time or other
been stuccoed ovei', a "window was discovered
between the north door and the wall of the nave
which divided the chancel, which will be restored
to its proper use. In stripping the plaster from
the south wall it was discovered that a Norman
window had been taken out in its entirety, and
the place filled in with stones and bricks. In all

cases where a window has been built up there
will be replacements, of the same design, and
everything possible will be done to render the
restoration of this interesting church a perfect

one. The outside of the walls will be painted,

not covered with plaster, as before
;
there will bo

a new open roof of pitch pine, with a boarded
ceiling, and the covering will be of sea-green

slates from Penmole. There will be new altar

rails and steps, and encaustic tiles will take the
place of the present wooden flooring.

llkley.—For some time past tho parish chitrch

at llkley was much too small for the increasing

number who attend it. Application was made
to the lord of the manor for a site for a new
church, and he consented to grant a site in what
was originally known as “The Riddings,” a
short distance below Wells IIouBe, on condition

that 1,0001. were raised towards the object.

This sum has been obtained, and it is believed
that the transfer will immediately be made and
building operations commenced forthwith.

Moving a Liglithonae.—Tlie Ness Point
Lighthouse, neai* Lowestoft, is being moved in-

land about 100 yards. The bottom iron framing
has been unscrewed from the lower piles, and
the building lifted by means of screw-jacks.

Iron flanged wheels have been screwed to the
bottom frame, a temporary railway has been
laid down, and the building has by these means
been moved some 40 ft.

Illustrated Giude to the Fish, Ain^phihian, iJop-

tilian, and supposed Mammalian Remains of

the Northumberland Carboniferous Strata. By
Thomas Pallistee Barkas, F.G.S. London:.
Hutchings, Bonverie-street, Fleet-street. 1873*

Atlas of Carboniferous Fossils from> the North-
umberland Carboniferous Strata. By T. P„
Barkas, F.G.S. London: Hutchings.

The author of these works has long been engaged*

in the investigation of the palceontology of the*

coal measures, with the indispensable aid of

practical and intelligent coal-miners in North-,

umberland, and the interesting results are thft

Manual and Atlas under notioe.

Amongsfc the discoveries made by Mr. Barkas iff

one which has for some years excited a good deal*

of heated controversy among paleontologists andi

geologists. This was a mandible, illustrated in the'.

Atlas and described in the Manual, as probably
that of an insectivorous mammal. Now it has-

not hitherto been considered to be orthodox to-

admit or suppose the existence of any mammal
during the carboniferous era, the foregone con-

clusion, or hypothesis, amongst the orthodox

being that the time for the existence of mam-,
malia had not then come. This hypothesis has
been based upon the fact that heretofore such
remains have not been found,—a curious reason,

for objecting to the finding of them now, but
simply an indication that it is disagreeable to

have a fine theoiy overtui-ned by facts. Mr.
Barkas calls the mandible in question a sup-
posed mammalian relic, but be seems to have
no doubt of it, and probably it is so

;
but is it

to be wondered at that remains of land animalSx

should be few and fax- between in ocean deposits?

where fishes are so abundant ? A new light on
the antiquity of the mammalia, and even of

man, appears to be straggling through the dark-

ness and tho erretra of past geological and palm-
ontological speculation; and we may ultimately

find that, while little else but fishes were being-^

deposited in certain regions of the sea, mam-
malia, and even mankind, existed in abundanlR

numbers elsewhere on tho face of the earth.

Even already recent facts seem to show that

man did exist before the glacial era, during the"

drift of which era such complete evidence of

his existence had shortly before been found j

and Mr. Barkas is one of those pioneers of the.,

new light whose fact-respecting animus ought,

to be favourably regarded, even were he proved^

to have been mistaken in the present instance,^

which, so far as we know, he has not yet been.

Street's Indian and Colcmial Mercantile Directoryk\.

for 1873. G. Street, 30, Cornhill.

CoNSiDEEABLE improvements have been made im
this Directory. The various steam routes to the

places treated of, with rates of faros and times.j

of transit, are given. All the London agents to*

each of the banka are named, so that the mer-
chant is enabled to see to whom to apply

;
also.*

particulars as to the principal products and the-

articles in which the trade of each place chiefly

consists. Information, too, regarding the prin«.

cipal Government offices in each town, and of

the various railways in operation or construction,, '

is added. It is quite evident that Messrs.^

Street have bestowed a large amount of timev
and labour, both locally and at home, on the pro-'

daction of the work, which we can, in cons©»y

quence, recommend.

VARIORUM.
“ The Complete Peerage, Baronetage, Knight-

age, and House of Commons for 1873. By
Edward Watford, M.A. (Hardwicke) ’’ is one of

the handiest little books that can be found for

the library table. The House Furnisher re-

marks,— “ The artist-decorator has need to pay

some attention to methods of artificial lighting..'

By present system and practice, light is inade-

quate ; the gaseliers are usually not much-

removed from ixgliness, and in public rooms are

placed so as to interfere with designed effect of

ceilings ;
ventilation, when provided for in con-

junction with the lighting, entails a new element

of deformity, and now gas tends to becoming a

costly product. The ample light being neces-

sary foi- its own contributing to a general effect,

and for illuminating the decorations, if such

there be, of an apartment, as much as for

writing or reading by, it is even more important

than would readily appear that there should b& '

redaction rather than increase of price, or that

‘ substitutes should be found. There is a company-
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Opening of

the Intcrnaiioncd

Exhibition.

N MONDAY last the

third of the series of

ten annual exhibitions

planned by Her
Majesty’s Commis-
sioners for the Exhi-

bition of 1851, was
opened under favour-

able auspices as re-

gards ^ weather and
other influences. The
three days preceding

Easter Monday were

characterised by dull

leaden skies and
piercing winds, but on

Sunday night the

clouds lifted, and
Monday morning
dawned with an azure

dome, flecked only by
fleecy clouds that

'ere highly oiiiamental, and the reverse of

ireatening. It might have been supposed that

le unusual brightness, pleasantness, and hope-

il promise of the morning would divert many
•sitors from the in-door attractions of the

xhibition who might have resorted to it under
as summery circumstances, but this does not

sem to have been the case. Probably the fact

I
that the fine day turned out a grand maximum

I pleasure-seekers. The lovers of al fresco

atertainments and enjoyments had abundant
aportuuitiea for the gratification of their tastes

j

ut, however this may be, the Commissioners,
eneral Scott, aud his staff may be congratu-
ted upon the successful opening of an in-

resting, and, we may suppose, attractive

Election, the number of visitors being, in so
r as wo could learn, considerably in excess of
hat they have been on the opening day of
,ther of the two preceding Exhibitions. There
:as no ceremonial to attract a crowd, fashionable

f otherwise ; the doors wero thrown open simply,
lid the public admitted to judge of the Exhi-
#tion on its merits : they camo by thousands,
(id pronounced a favourable verdict that will be
udorsed daily between now and the end of
^ober next, when the Exhibition will close.

It is quite well known that all has not been
|am sailing in these Exhibitions as between the
jornmissiouers and the exhibitors, and the annual
bllectious have beenattacked by some detractors,
^hey have been pronounced failures as regards
becialties, but this must be held to bo at least

b open question. It may be admitted that last

^sar, when cotton manufacturing processes were
ispecialby, and this year, when silk manufacture
IS its turn, the exhibits in the machinery-in.
lotion department, as illustrating these import-
lat branches of our national industries, are iu-

^equate, if the magnitude of these interests are
nken into consideration. This'also, however
Aust be admitted, that even the limited display
R machinery of last year in cotton manufactures,
ad of silk manufacturing machines this year,
as aud is sufficient to show fairly, and with
assablo completeness, the rationale of the two
irooesses. This much is indisputable, that last
ear the display of products of the cotton manu-

factnro, and this year of the silk fabrics and pro-

dnetions, ancient and modern, may be regarded

as completely successful expositions.

But the specialties of this year’s Exhibition

include, in addition to silk and silk manufactures)

food, drinks, and their preparation, also cookery

and coaches.

Visitors on the opening-day followed, of

course, their own tastes, but reached the objects

that interested them under difficulties, from
having to master the contents of an official

catalogue of nearly 200 pages, first accessible on
their entering the Exhibition.

The exhibits of distinct classes are not,—for

good reasons, doubtless,—placed very compactly,

and this remark applies especially to tho car-

riages, which, occupying much space, are dis-

tributed in various localities, at a considerable

distance from each other
3 as, for instance, in

the east and west arcades, the French supple-

mentary court, and other rooms. There can be
no question that the display of spring carriages,

ancient and modern, in State coaches of tho

Sovereign, of the Lord Mayor, of the Speaker of

the House of Commons, and of numerous other

official
'

personages, and of modem vehicles, is

very full and rich. These last include drags,

landaus, broughams, phaetons, Victorias, and
other carriages of the park character; with a
profusion of shooting-carts, dog-oarts, gigs. Nor-
wich and Alexandra cars, cosy carts, and an
endless variety of other vehicles. In addition

to these more imposing exhibits, there is a pro-

fuse display of spring-carta, wagons, brewers’

drays, town vans, and oven of trolley.s, wheel-

barrows, perambulators, and velocipedes, two,

three, and four wheeled. Tho models of old

mail-coaches, and the actual mail-coaches that

were run off the road by the railways, are pecu-
liarly interesting objects. One of the most
important departments of this display, aud
destined, probably, to produce important results

as affecting the comforts of street locomotion, is

the exhibition of improved Hansom-cabs, in the

east arcade. The exhibitors include,—Messrs.

Edwards & Sons, of Cardiff
3
James Evans, of

Liverpool
3 Forder & Co,, of Wolverhampton •

J. C. King, of Camden-town
; G. Huband, of

Regent’s Park; J. Lambert, of Groat Queen,
street; T. H. Lewis, of Regent’s Park; J. Mar-
ston li Co., of Birmingham

j
Standfield & Crosse,

of Exeter; Wm. Stoneham, of Seymour-street,

Euston-sqnare; Timton & Rogers, of Leeds;
and B. Ward, of Lamb’s Conduit-street. Tho
prices of the improved cabs have as wide a
range as from 30 to 100 guineas. Without
attempted enumeration of particular examples,

it may be said truthfully of the abundant dis-

play of modern spring-carriages,—the finest

ever brought together,—that they afford con-

clusive aud satisfactory evidence of the high
degree of excellence and proficiency that has
been attained iu body-making, smith work,
wheol-making, trimming, painting, and all

branches of the coachmaker’s trade : so far as

the art goes, there is something yet to bo done.

Next to coaches, cookery and cooking appli-

ances enlisted popular attention. The major
portion of the kitchen ranges shown ai*e in the

South Gallery, Room XXIIl., but there are also

some interesting objects far removed from these

in the iron annexe adjoining Room XII., at the

entrance to the School of Practical Cookery.

There are fifty exhibitors in this class, some of

them showing a large variety of objects, the

whole embracing coal and gas cooking-sloves

and ranges, fixed and portable; stoves for

roasting, baking, boiling, broiling, grilling, and
toasting

;
hospital, workhouse, and barrack

cooking apparatus
; cottagers’ and emigrants’

stoves and fittings
; cooking apparatus for

petroleum oil fuel; Naphtha cooking-stoves

;

Field kitcheners
j married soldiers’ ranges, aud

ship’s cooking apparatus
; hot-air ovens and

chambers
;

fii*e.trough field cooking apparatus

for campaign service; self-acting roasting ma-
chines; portable sub-fire ovens

; hot plates
;
and

a great variety of other objects, almost all

interesting at any time, but that would have
been especially so a month since, before the
demand for coal abated, and its price fell.

In the theatre of practical cookery that has
been fitted up in the east machinery annexe,
where the Walter printing-machine used for the
Times was exhibited last year, Mr. Buckmaster
delivered, on Monday, between twelve and one
o’clock, an illustrated lecture on cookery. There
was a good attendance, although the hoiu* was
early. There is hopeful evidence given already
that in the course of the next six months tho
school of cookery will be instrumental in doing
something to abate the national stigma that the
English people, many of whom are notoriously
underfed, are really the most extravagant feeders
in the world, and hhargeable, as regards their

use, or abuse rather, of materials for sustenance
at their disposal, with produciag a "plethora of
waste.’’ It is to bo hoped that Mr. Buckmaster
may at least be instrumental in producing exten-

sively accurate impressions as to the economic
value and the virtues of the too long neglected

pot au feu. In this connexion a valuable practical

proposal by Mr. John Maegregor, of the London
School Board,—“Rob Roy’’ of canoeing cele-

brity,—should not escape notice. Mr. Maegregor
proposes to pay for the attendance at the lectures

on cookery of 1,000 girls selected from the London
Board schools. It need scarcely be said that,

even discounting the number freely, on the
grounds of parental prejudices, or of inaptitude

on the part of the scholars, there should be left

out of the 1,000 a goodly number of apt scholars,

future wives and mothers, who may prove
radiating centres of beneficent influence, and
powerful agents in a domestic and social revolu-

tion of the most salutary character.

The machinery-in-mution department in tho
western ground-floor rooms excited much atten.

tion. Many of the machines wero in operation,

but all were not ready, and notice of this depart-

ment and others may be properly deferred.

Concerning the Creswick and Phillip col-

lection, wo shall tako our own time to speak of

it in our own way. Tho architectural drawings
placed in the gallery of the Albert Hall are not

very important.

On Monday the visitors had the privilege of

listening from the west quadrant to a concert by
the Life Guards’ band stationed in one of the

band kiosks, in the Royal Horticultural Society’s

Gardens. Mr. Barnby’s orchestra gave also two
concerts in the Royal Albert Hall.

COLOUR.
Light and shadow, as appreciated by tho

human mind, are intimately related to the
delineation of form. Both light and shadow
have, indeed, a special power of their own,
which depends more on mass, or on intensity,

than on figure. These cases, however, are com-
paratively rare and exceptional. A burst of
golden sunlight, or the fierce blood-red glare
which is thrown upon its black canopy of up-
cast ashes by the seething lava of a volcano,
reads its own message to the mind, witbo'ut
waiting to he clothed in definite shape. But
even in these signal cases, what may be called
tho absolute effect is fleeting. In a short space
of time the eye begins to apply itself to the per-
ception of the contour and undulations of the
landscape, lighted by the sun, or of the majestic
and threatening aspect of the fire-lighted columns
of scoria?. And ifwe take the only phenomenon of
lightwhich may rank with either the sunbeam or
the lava glare, the hieroglyphics scrawled by the
lightning on the veil of night, the bizarre form,
and the rapid and startling motion, impress tho
imagination as distinctly as does the actual
brightness.

But colour affects the mind in a mode distinct
from the foregoing. It appeals to a different
faculty, or order of faculties, from those which
deal with form. Colour may bo said to bear the
same relation to light and shadow that music
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bears to apeecli. The analogy is not poetical

alone, it is true. Without entering liere into

the philosophical investigation of tho opposite

theories of light, it is undeniable that something

of tho nature of pulsation or vibration, of motion

refen'ible to time, is involved in its action.

Rythmical changes in these pulsations are asso-

ciated with colours. Wo know that the ordinary

terms in which colours are spoken of as qua-

lities inherent in bodies, are merely conven-

tional. They are scientfically incorrect. Colour

is produced in the eye, or it may be more pro-

per to say in the sensorium, by the incidence of

bght at a particular angle, or at a particular

velocity. We know by the charming spectro-

scopic experiments of Mr. Huggins, that if tho
'

velocity with which a given pencil of issuing

i-ay.s strikes the eye be increased or diminished,

by tho movement of the object on which they

fall, tho apparent colour will change
;
the actual

flow of light remaining, under all circumstances,

the same. All such terms as primary and

secondary colours lose any but a conventional

import in the face of this magnificent demon-
stration of a truth, of which the existence is

indeed hinted by the hues of the rainbow.

Thus guarding ourselves from any accusation

of assuming a physical theory of colour which is

inconsistent with the little, the very little, that

we know of its intimate nature, we may recal

the close analogy that has long since been

detected between the tints of the rainbow and

the notes of tho musical scale. And we do this,

not only for the purpose of illustration, but with

tho object of pointing out how tho effect of

colour on the sensorium is different, not only in

degree but in kind, from the effect of form.

Form appeals more directly to the intelligence.

Those of us who have not tho misfortune to bo

born blind cannot conceive of material existence

except under the category of form. And thus

it is that shape has sncli a message to onr minds.

Form has a definite meaning in the general order

of our ideas, whether we grasp that raeauing in

each individual case or not. So language has a

definite meaning, noble and instructive, tender

and winning, irritating or alarming
;
we know

what the speaker, in our own tongue, intends to

convey to tho intelligence. But the tone in

which the words are spoken is something allied

to, but altogether different from, the words
themselves. We can understand the tone, even
if tho language is foreign. Tlie reason is that the

spoken words appeal to the intelligence, while the
tone directly awakens the sympathetic emotions.

So it is with music. We cannot tell what idea is

present in tho mind of the nightingale, but hia

song awakens mthin us something of the

emotion which he is endeavouring to excite in

hia mate, or which he is pouring forth from the

full happiness of bis own aiirial life. So again

an ear devoid of musical education, or 'of that

delicate perception of time which is a gift very

much apart from other mental endowments,
cannot listen to tho choral thunders of the

organ of St. Paul’s, or to such a splendid burst

of music as the rendering of the “ Song of tho

Seraphim” by tho voice of Christine Nilssen,

accompanied by tho silver trumpet of Harper,

without a sensation being aroused io tho bosom
of which the intelligence can give no adequate

account.

Thus, if we rightly understand, form in the

abstract, and form as defined by light and
shadow, appeal directly to the intelligence.

Colour appeals directly to the emotional part of

the mind. Form is speech,—colour is music.

In any dissection of the elements of art, it is

as well, in tho first instance, to seek for direction

from nature. It is in the forms of the clouds,

shaped by no laws that we can formulate, not

bent into planes and angles by any force of

crystallisation, nor branched or balanced by
any vitality of organic growth, that we may
trace the countless vagaries of varied, yet even

harmonious contour. On a grey, dull day, when
the pale blue of the English sky can scarcely bo
detected, when masses of vapour, all of dull

monochromatic tints, wreathe, and bow, and
transform themselves into aerial castles, or

mighty shadowy genii, the eye will linger with
delight on the ever-changing celestial panorama.
But when, as the sun goes down, or still more
powerfully when he first rises in the east, purple

and gold, and clear azure, and the bright silver

lines of the columns of the dawn are thrown
upon the vault of heaven, our attention is not
attracted by the forms of the clouds. It is the

glory, the harmony, or tho magnificent contrasts

of the colouring that fills the mind. We wish to

draw the quaint fleeting forms of the grey

clouds,—we are content to feel the magic of the

living colouring.

Again, if w'o take tho most beautiful object

in this world, a noble human face, let us think

of one in which sculpturo can find no fault, in

which physiognomy will love to find a mirror.

Throw over this face the blue-black hue pro-

duced by certain diseases, or tho unhealthy tint

of the jaundice, we turn from it instinctively,

although not a lineament of its positive formal

beauty has been altered. Take a rude, unin.

formed, even a vulgar face, and light it up with

the brilliant red and white of perfect youthfnl

health, and the charm of beauty is at once added

to its humble individuality. The nose may be

small,’’ tho mouth large and clumsy, tho eyes

small and nnlighted by intelligence; and yet,

by force of mere glory of colouring, the peasant

girl gives a pleasure to the beholder which the

delicate, cultured, sickly, wealthy beauty can

never unconsciously awaken.
Colour has the peculiarity of charming by itself

alone; by the brilliancy, the depth, and the

purity of its tint, apart from any question of

balance, harmony, or distribution. The pure

blue, cloudless sky of Italy, when the sun is so

near the eastern horizon that the morning star

has become all but invisible, while neither cloud,

speck, nor shooting ray disturbs the still, vast,

turquoise vault, may be I'egarded as the most

Striking example of pure and perfectly enchant-

ing colour. The glorious red of our common
poppy (in tho rapid extermination of which by

more careful cultivation of our wheat-lands tho

farmer is so regardless of the picturesque), when
spread over a happily neglected field, is perhaps

the finest instance of colouring to be seen in

England. We may compare with it the golden

blaze with which the furze-blossom covers miles

and miles of tho Pembrokeshire cliffs and

downs,—a blaze which, but for the partial relief

afforded by the green of the foliage, would soon

become as intolerable as the odour of the

blossoms, which, at first most delightful to tho

smell, after a time produces a sharp pain by its

intensity. Perhaps the most lovely of all the

colours produced by plants growing socially in

large nunrbors is that of a field of flax, the pure,

deep blue of which almost pales the azure of the

sky. Flowers which have tho rare peculiarity

of varying between blue and red in the same, or

at least in indistinguishable, species, are those

which revel in the fullest and purest tones of

colour. Thus the brilliancy of tho scarlet flax

may be taken as an example of one of the most

glorious of all colours. The pimpernel, or

shepherd’s weather - glass, in tho South of

Europe (where, as in this country, it is mostly

of a somewhat dull scarlet), in certain years is

replaced by blue seedlings, indistinguishable

from their red parents except by the possession

of a lovely tint approaching the Bleu de Roy of

Sevres, and purer than the gentian itself.

All vegetable colours are beautiful. Every

flower, if we except some of those ominous

tribes that give wai-ning of their venomous or

rare chemical qualities by their pallid or lurid

hues, appeal's always to be adoraed in the very

tint that suits it best. Even in the quaint

tattooing of the gardeners, where squares, and

stars, and crescents, are cut in the living turf,

and crammed with variegated-leaf plants, and
dwarf, hot-bed-reared geraniums, the blaze of

beautfful colour redeems the clumsy toil of the

horticulturist. The monsters into which the

azaleas have been tortured,—pyramids or globes

as stiff as if they had been moulded in clay, and

with every leaf improved away out of sight, are

yet beautiful, in spite of their deformity, by the

charming hues of the blossoms. Kature cannot

bo forced to go wrong in colour. The wealth and

glory of her hues overpower every fault in their

distribution.

In birds, we see how nature, when left to

herself, disposes of this magical gift. These

creatures,—which in their power of flight, their

natural melody, their instinctive skill, and their

tender care of their young, from the moment
when a second egg gives to the mother a hope

that she takes good means of realising, em-

body most of the higher qualities that poetry

attributes to the angels,—present the most

numerous and splendid examples of coloui-ing.

In some instances, indeed, the exquisite delicacy

of the feathers augments tenfold the lustre of

their hues, by metallic reflexions, or by sha-

dowy gradations of hue, as in the trogons and

humming-birds. Tho triumph of taxidermy

which is displayed, in some of these species, in

the British Museum, ought to be known to all

lOur readers. A perfect cascade of delicate

cream-coloured spray falling over the dai'ker

tints of the lustrous body feathers, in one of the

rarer Birds of Paradise, is an object that will be

familiar to all the observant visitors of the

zoological galleries.

As the tropical countries are those in which

the ardent power of the sun calls forth the most

brilliant colours both in tho vegetable and in the

animal world
;
and as the amount of land near

the Equator is proportionately so much larger in

the old than in the new hemisphere
;
so it is

chiefly to the former that we are accustomed to

look for examples of brilliancy of colour. In

Brazil and the West Indies, and no doubt in

many a deathly swamp untrodden by the white

man’s foot, humming-birds and butterflies may
vie with the sunbeam in lustre. But the animals

of the Old World, for the most part, occupy a

higher place than those of the New. Among
,

African birds, the simple combination of red

and black, as in the case of tho Bateleur Eagle.,

and the Barbary pigeon, forms one of the most

perfect lessons in colouring to be found in the
;

great book of nature.
_ jJ

The sun has not only clothed his favourite
j

children, the natives of the equatorial region^

with special glory of coloirriiig, but has imparted^

to the human races that can bear his beams, as if

in recompense for the bronzing or blackening of

their skin, a special instinct in the application of

colour. Black, indeed, is not the actual hue

with which ho tints the African. The negrO'

infant, at birth, is of a dull cherry-red, and

this colour, darkened to the extreme, is that

which ho bears through life. In the north

of Africa exists a splendid race, with aquiline

noses and true hair, the youthful members

of which resemble Greek statues in bronze.

The North American Indians are of a real

copper hue. But we are not referring to

the colour of the skin, set off as it is by

lustrous hair, and by eyes that resemble stars,

to be met with in Eastern travel. We are refer-

ring to the rare subtlety with which the textures

of Eastern fabrics are wrought as concerns their

colour. Quaint forms of pine, or shell, or

pyramid, so conventionalised, ages ago, as to

convey no meaning in themselves, are made the

vehicle for such harmonies and contrasts of

colour, now full and bright, now subdued into

magical semi-tones, as to leave the Europe^,

colourist absolutely nowhere. It is the same in

the porcelain of Persian or Moorish origin. It

is the same in the glorious stained windowtf

through which the daylight has to struggle

before it can kiss the most sacred spot in the

world,—the mystic Sakhrah Hock, under the

shadowing dome of tho mosque of Omar.

Wherever Oriental taste deals with coloui', the

result is like that of Nature herself. One

exception, alas ! we noticed in the Indian display

at the Kensington Exhibition of 1872. The

cheap aniline dyes have reached the Indian

market. There is a quasi metallic lustre in their

colours that is, after a little time, extremely

wearying to the eye. Tho vulgarisation of the

Oriental work that results from their introduction

into Indian tissues is indescribabh'.

The beauty and vitality with which the painter

clothes his work, when he is a master of colour,

can be only very faintly echoed by the engraven

although he makes a technical use of the worq
and translates the hues of the canvas, to some

extent, by his wonderful monochrome. But it

is very striking to observe the utter failure of

photography to produce anything like a good

engraving, when the camera is applied directly

to a polychromatic object, such as a highly.2

coloured picture. This difficulty is not to

be overcome by skill, — it is an inherent

chemical condition. The only rays that

chemically affect the negativ’e are those of

tho blue end of the spectrum. Red light and

yellow light, are invisible in photography, except

in so far as they may contain a small portion of

blue light. If a richly-colonred painting, in

which these three colours are boldly introduced,

is exposed to the camera, the dark blues will look

white in the image, and the yellow will be turned

to black. Thus, while photography may be a

great aid to the engraver, it can never be a rival

—never other than a servant, when monochrome

is left behind. Tho magnificent picture by

Gustave Dore, representing Christ leaving the

Prrotorium, which attracts so large and so hushed,

almost awed, an attendance to the Gallery in

Bond-street, is thus being reproduced for the

engraver. The picture has been photographed,

and the photograph enlarged, to the size of the

intended engraving. On this photograph, printed

of course but lightly, an artist is engaged to colour
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tifter the original. From this the engraver will
fvork, employing the aid of photography to give
libsolute accuracy to his forms, and then using
the instinct of hia art to translate the colour.
Phis is the true method. A mechanical process
may be called in to aid the living artist, but it

can neverVival, nor supersede, hia genius—when,
indeed, genius is present.

i
But the point where the command over colour

is lost by the painter is what we call its play.
jTn all the magnificence of nature, in all cases
fvherc colour, either of a splendid or of a gloomy
t/One, produces the most powerful impression
)n the mind, it does so by the aid of nature.
<rho most glorious sunrise would lose tho greater
oart of its charm if the evanescence of its hues
pould be arrested. Nothing can make up, to the
liuman imagination, for the absence of life.

pVhen colour is avowedly absent, as in pure
fculpture, an order of emotion is excited which
;b not altogether sensuous. The imagination
^ives life to the statue, if it be one on which the
potentiality of life has been impressed by the
tculptor. Tho seated figure on the Medici tomb
[S not regarded by any cultured observer as a
piece of marble. The grand Idea of Michel-
^gelo scowls from under that shadowy casque

;^d it needs but little effort on the part of the
k-we-stricken spectator to attribute a ghostly life

ko tho figure. With a painting, this is altogether
different. Wo are nob speaking now of human
expression, or even of the expression of animal
life given by such magic pencils as those of
Candseer and Rosa Bonheur. We are speaking
bf tho harmony of colour. With reference to
phis, nothing can make up for the want of that
lonstaufc interchange which is the result of
notion. Tho very constitution of the optical
towers of man involves this law. Thus we may
tartly account for the into.vicating influence
licited, over tlie minds of many, if not of all,
ty spectacle. If we can make abstraction of
Ihnt common sympathy which is so remarkable
111 incident of nil great assemblages of people,
md if we select instances where the intellectual
iterest is low, or is fictitious, as in the case of a
'ell.knowii play, there yet remains a powerful
fleet on the imagination which is due to colour,
1-to bright light, sumptuons dresses, flaming
wels, and all tho e.’Cternal movement and
litter of a stately assembly or well-dressed
rowd.

The play and movement of colour have been
eized upon as the principle of a very humble
nstrumout, now far less commonly to be seen
ban was the case twenty or thirty years ago,
7hich may some day prove to have been only
he first step in a very productive path. Of
curse we refer to the kaleidoscope. The defect
rf this ingenious little tube is the exact and
Qvariably geometric outline of the figures
/hich it produces. It gives play of liuing
lolour, but tho limiting lines are so severe,
nd often so ungraceful, as to disturb tho
fleet that the movement would otherwise pro-
uce. Bub if we conceive an instrument like
ie kaleidoscope in wliich, whether by the use of
urved mirrors or by more directly chemical
leans, the successive colours should be bounded
y the shadowy outlines of the clouds, or even
ranched and iuterwoveu into one another like
he light and shade of a forest, or the foliations
f Persian faience or of Indian embroidery, we
aay see that it is not impossible for tho
pectator to be, by artificial means, charmed
lya display of the visible music of rich and
hangoful colours.

We do not understand that tho sentient or
motional part of the mind can be educated like
tie intellect. Yet all life is, to a certain extent,
n education of tho emotions. And perhaps the
radual expenditure of the golden fountain of
outh forms tho sternest part of this education,
t is therefore quite possible that colour, as an
motional element of beauty, can never be so
lastored by human science as design in form.
|lut, on the other hand, we find the kindred art of
lusic,—music which is audible colour,—to have
lado, within the past two or three centuries,
lore di.stiocb and rapid progress than any other
rt or blanch of art. We cannot doubt that
ur musical knowledge and power is far in

dvance of that attained in any previous period
f tho history of civilisation. Music is the only
rt in which the men of our days are not
warfed in comparison with the giants of the
ast. We speak, of course, of pure, not of
adustrial, artj and we must remember that to
be great progress of science and of manufac.
ares music owes very much of her present
ower. Tho instinctive genius of Straduarius
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detected forms and conditions for the violin
which the subtle anatomy of tho highest mathe-
matics can only explain and confirm, not im-
prove. The violin attained perfection in his
hands as an instrument,—a perfection not since
approached. But if we take the mighty organs
of the day, with electric touch and steam-fed
lungs, we have a grand example of meithanics
ministering to art. It is not impossible,
if somewhat of tho same enthusiastic study
were given to the subject of colour by those
whose eyes are as alive to its beauty as are
the ears of the lover of music to melody and
harmony, that we should obtain splendid re-
sults. As it is, the lover of colour must
seek its charms not in art, but in nature,

—

in tho clouds, in the flowers, in the rainbow, or,
rarest and noblest of all, in tho changeful, X'osy,
and transparent complexion of a beautiful
English woman.

SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.
E.\RS ago, and from time to time, the Society

of British Artists numbered amongst its members
some of the ablest and best to be remembered
landscape-painters. Landscape was the specialty
of the Suffolk-sti-ect show of pictures once, and
tho possibility of its resuming to a certain extent
its old prestige, and becoming the chief honoured
and honouring home for the professors of its de-
piction, occurs when such admirable specimens
as Mr. n. T. Dawson’s “ Misty Morning on the
Tamar ” (181) j

Mr. G. Cole’s “ Fern Cutting :

Mist clearing off—Harting Coombe, Sussex”
(10); Mr. W. Gosling’s “ Harvest.timo at Hen-
nerton ” (1‘19), although the heavy bowed wheat
is almost a too magnificent sample—ten ears
to the -1 lb. loaf

; Mr. S. R. Percy’s “ Glencoe,
Argyleshiro” (133); Mr. 11. Moore’s ‘‘Gather-
ing Ferns ” (138) ; and Mr. Jas. Peel’s Welsli
scene, “Canal aud Aqueduct on the Usk ” (1G9)
are present to suggest it. An increase of such
productions, and some better assistance from the
general society of British artists than has hitherto
been offered, would establish the title of this in-
stitution to be as fairly representative, instead of,

as it is now, but nominal. Sir Francis Grant is
not tho only Royal Academician who lends a
countenance to this occasional assistance ; tho
“Portrait of Mrs. Markham” (73) shows a very
handsome aud winning one,- for Mr. G. Richmond
gives similar help, only varying in relative inte-
rest, “Portrait of William Blake Richmond”
(37); supplemented by a vigorous chalk draw-
ing of “The Archbishop of Syros and Tenos”
(86(5). Mr. Leighton, too, indicates, in a
coupto of small studies of heads (370 and
5Tt), how well he can draw as well as paint.
“ A Roman ” and “ Vittoria ” are prob.ably early
performances, but they tell of sound training,
and with Mr. Palmer’s landscapes (369, 371),
wear a look of affinity to “old masters.”
Very little variety from preceding collections

can be found to separate the one for this season
from many another. Mr. C. Baxter’s Neapolitan
or Italian tambourine-girl, “ Camilla ” (132), is
tho most attractive of some three or four of his
fascinating bewilderments, who will leave no
play for a critic’s conjecture 300 years hence as
to their paternity

;
any further than “ Sunrise,

with the story of “Leander” (160), or rather
the finis of it (for the long-breathed swimmer
has done his last, and is stretched on a cold
rock by his too-powerful, and now slowly re-
treating adversary— the sea), could be mis-
taken for any other’s version of it than Mr. A.
J-.^'^oolmer’s : both these painters appear to be
inimitable in their totally dissimilar manner,
and divide between them neai-iy all the imagi-
native Igaveu that, shared by a dozen, would
vastly improve the batch of their productions.
The most difficult achievement for the artist is
to combine fact with fancy, no doubt,—or, at
least, ic seems to be. Proof enough exists now
of a wide-spread capability to paint cleverly,
and represent very satisfactorily natural ap-
pearances, or anything that may be imitated, yet
the dearth of pictures amongst paintings

—

authorship as distinguished from and compared
with caligraphy,—becomes the more remarkable
as the supply of paintings and drawinsrs is
multiplied.

Mr. J. Gow has applied considerable power
and good taste for colour on the figure of the
eighteenth-century belle, with a lover at her feet,
about to replace the shoe he has adorned with
oneof his latest presents, “ Diamond Buckles for
my Ladye’s Shoon ” (4), and again in a represen-
tation of “ Goldsmith amusing young Collins,”

by juggling with a sixpence (261). Mr. E. G.
Barnes has often turned to better account
similar advantages than he has in (19) “Batter,
flies,” the name given to an ordinary agroup.
ment of elder sister and younger brother.
“The Eve of May-day” (25), in old London,
when youths and maidens took holiday, and the
streets were g.arlanded with spring flowers, is

very picturesquely and neatly described by Mr.
D. Pasmore. Mr. W. Heinsley’s country boy
stolidly intent upon accomplishing the trick of
cup-and-ball, “A Day alter the Fair” (Tl), or
when performing “A Tonsorial Operation”
(285), he hammers a big nail into the doll's
head, to fix its back hair, like most of Mr.
Herasley’s models, looks free of all consciousness
that he is being painted. A perfect naturalness
that never verges on vulgarity, is the real secret
of such works’ success. Mr. Roberts is even
more refined in his treatment of matter-of-fact
instances, but then he goes a step or two up the
social ladder to fetch his actors or actresses,

—

to be most precise in allusion. “ Lizzie Farren
(afterwards Countess of Derby) bringing her
Father’s Breakfast of hot Milk to the Prison ”

(291), assisted by a polite boy, who had ob-
served her difficulty in avoiding a fall on the
frosted pavement, is tho prettiest and most
agreeable notion of the incident possible, but a
very improbable one : the heroine is costumed
more like a little countess already than the
daughter of a poor strolling player, though by no
means warmly, and she does not look cold.
And strangely unlike “ Little Em'ly ” to be at

all like Davirl Copperfield’s admiration is the de-
mure and nicely.painted anybody who sits for
her here (90) ;

{ilcasant enough to look at,

though her connexion with Dick-ms’s creation is

as little clear as “No Name” could make it with
Wilkie Collins.

“Solving tlio Problem” (-80), by Mr. G. E.
Hicks, may eitbor mean to ensure how holy
writ may be beard, read aloud, with real feolin",
or how tho blind may really lead the blind; for
one of those who have all their learning at their
fingers’ ends is iustructiiig from the embossed
text a crowd of wondering children.

Mr. A. B. Donaldson’s two pictures should cer-
tainly have been hung in better positions. With
so much tfito rubbish sickening the eye at its
level, it is as much an insult to the spectator that
worthy work sliould bo denied fair view as it is
to the clever painter. “ Violets, Penny a Bunch,’*
by Mr. Haynes King (62); “The Ballad,” by
Mr. J. J. Hill (108); “The Jesuit,” by Miss
M. S. Tovey (101) ; “Portrait,” by Mr. P. Priolo
(1(51) ; “A Beggar Boy,” by Mr. J. H. Walker
(184) ;

“ News from Abroad,” really admirable,
by Mr. R. J. Gordon (360) ; by whom another
seated figure, “Auxiously Waiting” (] 59), serves
to provide evidence that the quality of the
former was obtained by no “fluke,” are some of
the best painted heads in the collection. Tho
dogs, one of which is “The Keejier’s Favourite”
(4-9) ;

and the game, by Mr. J. S. Noble, are not
easily to be surpassed ; aud “ The Cattle on tbs
Coast” (113), by Mr. T. F. Wainewright, would
take high rank in their class anywhere but at a
Smithfield show.
Mr. J. T. Peele’a “Highland Supper” (54')

fails by very little of being a very mucb finer
production; “Meal Time” (69), a Medimval
domestic adaptation much in the style of Mr.
Atarks; “A French Girl” (110), by Mr. W. h!
Weatherhead; “Left iu Chart's” (143), by Mr.
Edwin Roberts; “Marine Monsters,” by Mr. W.
M. Wyllie (156) ;

“ Wood Gatherers” (175) and
“The Seaside” (321), two cf Mr. B. J. Cobbett’s
mosj; telling works; “The Mountain Spring”
(197), a very favourable example by Mr

, J,
Henzell; “Tea-time, Daddy,” a homely, natural
representation with its worth of being directly
drawn from nature, by Mr. J. C. Waite (218),
and “TheEeir.at-Law,” by M--. E. Porteus (412),
are indicative of what constitutes thebulk of 500
oil paintings or more.

Mr. Wyke Bayliss, F.S.4., contributes a fine
architectural interior of “ Y|)re>Cathedral

: Relics
in the Chapel of the Black Virgin” (189), and
nearly as elaborate a water-colour drawing of
“Interior of Dixmude Ctrhedral—a Village
Festival” (736). Mr. W. H--nrv copies the style
of the late David Roberts, R a', bo closely that
he can never hope to paiiir.e(]i(..lly well. “ Inte-
rior of the Jesuits’ Cliurdi. Vonice ” (491), is
very noticeable, if it he only to remind followers
that they must always he.

Between 300 and 400 waier-colour drawings
lend additional interest to the p resent exhibition.
The wonder is that there should not be somoi
thing astonishing amongst tlu-m.
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DEMOLITION OF A PLAGUE SPOT IN

KENSINGTON.

There are few readers of the Builder who

have had to pass through the High-street of

Kensiugfcon on foot but have had thoir attention

called to a number of idle men, girls, and boys

who for years past have claimed the frontage of

a low pnblic-honse, set back from the pavement,

as their recreation-ground, and if the weather

suited, also the pavement for “a lay-down,” and

thus turning the pedestrians into the road.

Few, however, ever ventured to the rear of

this “plague spot,” that defied laws for the

prevention of fever, small-pox, and other epi-

demics, and even the metropolitan police force j

for the parochial authorities, as well as the

magistracy, were paralysed and powerless. The

only man who knew all about this truly horrible

colony was tbo collector of the rents for the

landlord, who was a builder and a magistrate of

tbo county of Middlesex. The plague spot was,

however, a mine of wealth to the owner,—it was

an “ Alsatia ” sacred to the lowest class of

Irish,—many of whom were wanted before they

left Erin, and others, most dangerous of all,

known as the Cockney Irish. Kent of an

exorbitant nature was duly paid on tbo Monday,

and the collector was besieged for an apartment

in Jennings’s-buildings. This latter demand for

a “ snuggery ” was the secret of the landlords

and collector’s protection from violence when

visiting the “ Warren.”

There was a time when the “police” had to

fetch a pi-iest, to ensure their lives, if they

wanted a notorious character, or even to quell a

faction fight; but at last no “father” would act

as a “ special protector,” and the order came out

from Scotland-yard to let Jennings’s-bnildings

fight it out amongst themselves. So long as the

“boys” did not fight in “ Tavorn-yard,” the

following spots,—New-court, Cooper’s-gardens,

Palace.place, and Jennings’s buildings,—were

fields the men could bleed on and where the

women could make mats of their tom-ont hair

unmolested.
At the rear of the Tavern, was a long

dancing-shed; and when Tom Hardy was alive,

and kept this fortress, his good lady also dis-

pensed eatables, and, perhaps, not one of the

colony but were indebted to these tradesmen

for ale and groceries. It was also a smuggling,

shop, and when tbo dance was on, unrefined

whisky was brought in, and the boys would take

off their boots and the wenches their petticoats to

pawn with a money-lender present to keep up the

merriment. The writer of this was in the shed

one gmud night for the benefit of a “jantilman”

who wanted a “ mouthpiece ” to get him out of

a little trouble he was suffering through, for

merely trying to drown a policeman by knocking

him off the towing-path into the Thames. When

it became time to bear the cock crow, and go

home with the milk in the morning, the ball

broke up, and the dancers then proceeded to the

“ Square,” and arranged themselves into oppo-

site parties. Stones, brickbats, choppers, pokers,

frying-pans, saucepans, crockery, and every

handablo means of murder were freely dis-

tributed. The cries at last reached the ears of

the police, through the peaceable inhabitants out-

aide the “ Warren” jumping out of bed and open-

in" their bedroom windows, joining in the choms

of°“ Murder.” It was murder, murder, every-

where, and no police to hand !

The police inspector called npon the landlord

of the tavern to aid and assist in the name of the

Qneen, and in a few minutes, the belligerents,

bleeding and howling, retired into their holes, at

the simple order of the landlord and his wife.

These practices, only altered for the worse, have

boon going on ever since, and nearly opposite to

tlio palace her Majesty was bom in; and as

diseases of all natures were'oonstantly decimating

the “Warren,” and spreading throughout the

metropolis and country, the parochial authorities

helpless, a gentleman of name of Grant has

purchased the estate, the enumerated popu-

lation of which is, according to the last census,

876, in eighty-three tenements ;
but Dr. Dndfield,

the medical officer of health, who rejoioes at the

advent of Mr. Grant, seta down the number at

1,200 souls or more.

Toget rid of this “ plague and lawless colony”

was no easy matter for the now landlord ;
and the

affcer.experiences have led Mr. Grant to appre-

ciate the motives of the subscribers to the

Kott^g-hiil Volunteer Fire Brigade in shutting

their doors in the face of the yearly collector, as

the report stated the brigade had put oat a

fire in Jennings’s-buildings, and which, but for

fcheir timely arrival, would have burnt the place

down. The original collector of rents would not,

and could not, dispossess the inhabitants of the

“ Warren.” The County-court officers at Bromp-

ton had plainly told the judge that they had wives

and families, and no pensions for them if killed.

The magistrates of the HammersmithPolice Court

were told by the warrant-officers, that if eject-

meats were issued it would be an impossibility

to carry them out
;

for if the tenants were

ejected one hoar, they would occupy their rooms

as soon as the police left.

In this fix, the new owner of this delightful

estate, with a “ Palace-place,” called a parley of

the “ Warren,” and actually had to agree to give

the occupiers of each room 21. compensation, as

well as the right to remove the firewood in their

rooms. The new owner did not, perhaps, take into

thought the meaning of “ firewood ” in the Irish

vocabulary ;
bat he knows now. His houses are

a complete wreck,—floors, staircases, doors,

window - frames, joists, roof-timbers, stoves,

water-tanka, pipes, stones, slabs, the pavement,

tiles, and slates have all disappeared, and not

one brick would have been left, but for a strong

force of police, and these had to protect a body

of bricklayers, who have now blocked up the

entrance of this horrible “ Warren.”

The colonists have dispersed, some to Netting-

hill, some to Fulham, and others to Battersea.

The nest is destroyed: who will look after the

birds ?

From first to last this plague-spot, it is com-

puted, has cost the parish of Kensington at least

half a million of money. What this “Alsatia”

has cost the country it is impossible even to

guess.

NEW BARRACKS ON THE CASTLE HILL,

EDINBURGH.

It seems to be generally understood that a

barrack should be Boeotian in style : why it is so

is one of those things “ which no fellow can

understand.” The west end of the Castle Rock

of Edinburgh is disfigured by a block of building

of this nature, and now it is proposed to dis-

fio-ure the southern slope of the Castle Hill in a

similar manner. The building in question is

intended for the accommodation of married

soldiers, and consists of a long narrow strip

three floors in height, having rooms of 14 ft.

square without any recess or convenience what-

ever, each of which is to be used by a single

family. They are approached by open iron

galleries on the north side, and the elevations

otherwise show no break or arohitectnral feature.

About fifty or sixty yards in front is an erection

providing a depdt for coals, &c. The plan

appears to bo a srereotyped one, which the War

Office authorities seem to consider suitable for

any site, and which might do upon a flat surface

where a court-yard could be formed, but in this

instance the slope is so steep that access to the

outhouses can only be obtained by the formation

of a flight of steps or a zig-zag pathway. These

barracks then would not only be exceedingly

ugly, but very inconvenient.

The attention of the Town Council and the

Architectural Association having been called to

this matter, a memorial was forwarded to the

War Office, pointing out the unsatisfactory cha-

raoter of the building, accompanied by a plan

prepared by Mr. Robert Morham, City Superin-

tendent of Works, showing how the external

appearance of the building, as well as the accom-

modation, could be improved without materially

altering the original plan. Mr. Morham proposes

to secure this end by advancing wings at each

end and the centre slightly, and adding gables

and towers, which latter features are not merely

ornamental appendages, but contain cupboards

and other useful additions to the comfort of the

inmates, a class who do not usually possess much

furniture to give comfort to their temporary

residences.

The additional expenditure involved would be

under 2,000f., but the War Office adheres to its

original plans, founding, upon the fact that they

have passed the Dean of Guild Court,—a, very

lame plea indeed, seeing that the jurisdiction of

that Court does not extend to the msthetic cha-

racter of the plans requiring its sanction.

When it is kept in view that private individuals

have, vrith praiseworthy consideration, given the

buildings recently erected in this neighbourhood

a character in keeping with the surroundings,

it does seem strange that the rulers of^ the

wealthiest country m the world should act in so

narrow a spirit. •

Much money
,
haa- been’ spent upon museuma

and art-galleries, and yet when art is to he

applied to practical use it is ignored: this is

surely being “ penny wise and pound foolish.”

Were sneb a building to bo erected in France,

the opportunity would be embraced of producing

a structure which would add to, and not detract,

from the beauty of a city like Edinburgh. The

matter is not to be allowed to rest, however; it

has been taken up by the city members, and wa

earnestly hope they will be successful in pre-

venting the completion of a building which

would prove a blot upon one of the most pic-

turesque sites in the kingdom.

THE BUILDERS ON THE WALWORTH
COMMON ESTATE.

In the Builder of the 22nd of last month, we

stated that the Newington governors and guar-

dians, as the managers of the Walworth Common ,

:

Estate, were making grave complaints against^

certain builders on the estate for violating the

terras of their agreements with respect to mate-J

rials used in the buildings, and also in regard to

the takers of land who had failed to commence!

building under the terms of their contract, and

that the surveyor had been instructed to take

proceedings in all cases where there had been

such violation of contract.

At the meeting of the governors and guardians

held last week, it was stated that the solicitors,

acting upon the reports made to them by Messrs.,

Jarvis, the surveyors, had taken steps for re-en-

tering and taking possession of plots Nos.' 1, 2,

3, 4, and 34, 35, 36, and 49, in Alvey-streot, in

consequence of the takers of such plots having

failed to proceed with the buildings thereon;

and that there had been a similar re-entering^

and taking possession of certain plots in Mann.-

street, arising out of the same cause. The result

of this proceeding is that, under the terms of

their contract, the takers of the plots in ques-

tion forfeit the money deposited by them at the

time of letting, together with their interest in

the plots of land taken.

RAFFAELLE’S HOUSE IN URBINO.

Our readers may remember that an endeavour

was being made to raise money for the piirchasei

and preservation of the house in. which Raffaelle

was bom. The sum asked of the municipality

was 20,000 lire. On the 6th inst., the anni.

versary of the great artist’s birth and death,

there was a large gathering of visitors, and^ a

meeting was held in the Dncal Palace. The list

of subscriptions was read, and on its appearing

that 5,000 lire were required to complete the

purchase, our countryman, Mr. Morris Moore,

stated his willingness to give that sum, in

addition to his former subscription. At four

p.m. the deed of purchase was signed. An
address was presented to Mr. Moore, and at a

banquet in the Salon di Ariosto the freedom of

Urbino was conferred upon him.

The Ducal Palace in Urbino was considerably

injured by an earthquake on the 12th of March,

but the principal rooms escaped damage.

THE NEW BUILDINGS IN ST. BRIDE

STREET AND LUDGATE CIRCUS.

The newly-formed St. Bride-street, from Lud-

gate-circiis to tbo junction with Shoe-lane, will

very shortly present a prominent architectural

appearance. The west side, more particularly,

is being rapidly covered with large and sub-

stantial buildings of a palatial character. Messrs.

Cook’s Continental excursionist block of build-

in"s, which has already been described in the

Builder, has, during the present week, been

advantageously exposed to view by the removaj

of the scaffolding j
and we understand that those

portions of the spacious building intended aa

Messrs. Cook’s offices, and the sections now

being fitted up for the Midland Railway Com-

pany’8dep6t and receiving offices, will be opened

for business in the course of a fortnight.

Adjoinin" Messrs. Cook’s block, extensive

premises are in course of erection for Messrs.

Collinson & Lock. This block, which is a bold-

looking and massive structure, built of red_ bnck,

with stone dressings and window piers, is very

lofty, the St. Bride-street elevation being carried

almost to the height of the adjoining block just

named. The building consists of a basement

and ground -floor, with four stories above. The

ground.floor contams a lai^e central window for
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|, bnsinesa purposes, upwards of 16 ffc. in width,

with spacious entrances on each side. The
li several stories above have large central bay-
S. windows, each containing five divisions, with
I' double windows on each side. Messrs. Woodzell
C. & Collcut, Finsbiiry.place, are the architects

j

and Mr. Hennor is the contractor.

I A portion of the site immediately adjacent, at

^
the angle of Poppin-court, is also about to have
alarge building erected upon it

;
the architect for

ii the intended structure being Mr. A. Bridgeman.
Still higher up the street, northwards, another

Ml fine building is in course of erection, and already
l: carried up to the third story. The materials
I used in this building are white Suffolk brick

;

|, the windows, which are ciroular.headed, being
‘ of red brick, bands of the same material being

|l also freely introduced in the elevation, together
Ki with ornamentation in terra cotta. Mr. H. II.

Bridgeman is the architect for these premises,
Messrs. Blldngton being the contractors,

ij A little further up, again, another largo block
ii has just been erected, designed by Mr. L. H.
li Isaacs

j
whilst, immediately adjoining, very ex-

ii tensive new premises are about to be erected
7. for the proprietors of the StandarH, in addition
;;to their new premises in Shoe-lane, recently
1; completed. These premises will have a frontage

I to St. Bride-street of about 51 ft. in width, and

I

;

extend the entire depth from the last-named
1
-fltreet to Shoe-lane. The excavations for the

I
foundations and basement of the building are

I cow in progress, and the extent and magnitude
cf the intended structure may be conceived

,

when it is stated that the contract for the
I foundations alone is between 3,0001. and 4,0001.
1 Mr. Gundry is the architect, and Messrs. Trollope

i

i are the contractors.

The foundations are also in progress for ano-
|, ther new building, adjoining the last-named, at

I
*ho junction of St. Bride-street and Shoe-lane.
The west side of this new street will thus shortly

i he covered with important buildings.
Returning in the direction of Ludgate-hill, on

, the east aide of the street, the Mutual Invest-
|i ment Company’s new buildings, at the corner of
I St. Bride-street and Farringdon-street, are now
I completed, and have this week been opened for
fi business

; whilst within the last few days work-
men have been engaged in excavating, prepara-

||
tory to the formation of the south-east of
Ludgate-circus, adjoining the Loudon, Chatham,

i: And Dover Railway Company’s.

. THE NORFOLK COUNTY SCHOOL,
i At North Elmham, a pleasant village, which
I was once a city, and from the year 603 to 1075
I' was the seat of the Bishops of Norwich, the
foundation stone of the new Norfolk County

!

School has been laid.

The movement which is taking place in
r Norfolk, like that which took place in Devon.
^1 shire some years ago, must be attributed to the
|! -efforts of the Rev. J. L. Brereton, Prebendary
'll of Exeter Cathedral, and is part of tho system

1

' which has called into existence county schools
I in Bedfordshire, Suffolk, and other counties;

f has led to tho Oxford and Cambridge Local
jl Examinations

;
and promises to culminate in the

I establishment of a county college in connexion
|i with the University of Cambridge.

North Elmham is almost in the centre of the
: county of Norfolk, and conveniently situated for
' railway accommodation. The site selected is
I contignous to the mansion of Lord Sondes, and
!
skirted by the River Wensum. The estate,

' which has been purchased by the Earl of
Leicester, comprises thirty-seven acres, and has
a frontage next the river of nearly half a mile.

I The Wensum will afford ample accommodation
‘ for boating and swimming, whilst the grounds
! are sufaciently capacious for all tho purposes
I required for a public school. The movement
I has throughout had the sauotio n and support of
' the Prince of Wales, whose estate is situate
I twelve or fifteen miles distant. The building is
i being erected on the summit of the hill,
' overlooking Lord Sondes’s park. The style
adopted is the old_ English Domestic, the exterior
being of flint, with red brick dressings, large
dormers and weather tiling at intervals. The
roof will be covered with red and black banded
tiles. All the timber work, externally and
Internally, will be stained and varnished. The
large hall on the ground-floor is intended to be a
gewral place of meeting, the reception-room
TCing raised a few steps to form a stage or plat-
form. The Bchool-room will also be so arranged
aa to increase the space, where necessary, to

afford accommodation for about 500 persons.
The galleries round this hall are fitted with
presses for clothes and linen. No lavatories
will be provided on the dormitory floor. It is

intended to have ordinary wasbstands in the
dormitories, and to give as home-like an appear-
ance as possible to them. Large barrack-like
dormitories will be avoided

; the largest of the
rooms contains only thirteen beds, and many
only six or seven. Kitchen oflices and dining,
hall are on the top floor. The master’s house
communicates with the building, but is practi-
cally detached from it. A corresponding
building on the opposite wing will form, if

ever required, an infirmary, sufficiently detached
from the main building to prevent anything like
spread of infection. It will be complete in
itself, and can be at any time cut off from the
main building by ventilated lobbies, having
closed doors.

The heating at present contemplated is by
open fire-places only

; but provision is made for
hot-water pipes in the lai-ge hall, school, &c.
The ventilation will be by the same means, with
ventilators placed below and above the level of
ekeh floor.

The architects are Messrs. John Giles &
Gough, of London. In the present building the
average cost of county schools is by no means
reached, and the problem of tho promoter, Mr.
Brereton, is solved. This gentleman has con-
tended that 30i. per boy should iu a school of
300 boys furnish the building proper. The
architects have on their present plan obtained
a contract for the structure within this sum.
The builder is Mr. Robert Skipper, of East
Dereliam.

OPENING OF THE YEOVIL WATER-
WORKS.

The new waterworks for Yeovil have been
completed, opened, and formally banded over to
the town authorities by the engineer, the clerk
of the works, and the contractor for the re-
servoir. The contract for supplying the pipes
(about 14 or 15 miles) was taken by a Glasgow
firm, Messrs. Stewart & Co., at about five guineas
per ton. Immediately afterwards the price
began to rise rapidly

;
and had the purchase

been delayed, the total cost of tho pipes would
have been increased from aboot 7,OOOJ. to nearly
14,000Z.

The contract for laying pipes was let to Mr.
Joseph Walker, of Crewe, represented tbrongh-
out by Mr. Worthington.
The water is obtained from the lower green-

sand, in the parish of Melbury Bubb, near Ever-
shot. The main supply is derived from springsm a wood called Spring-pond Plantation, close
to Holywell Tunnel, and a second contribution
is obtained from the tunnel itself. The water
from the plantation passes through a small
circular filtering tank, which was constructed at
a coat of about lOOi. The tunnel stream joins
the main a little lower down. The length of the
8-in. main, from the sources to the reservoir on
Newton-hill, is about eight miles. The main
from tho reservoir to the town is 11 in. in
diameter, and the town mains vary from 3 in. to
11 in. The laying of the pipes cost over 2,0001.
The reservoir was constructed by Mr. Ridal,

of Wadsley, Sheffield. It is about 100 ft. in
length and 50 ft. in breadth, and will contain a
depth of about 10 ft. of water. Its capacity is
somewhat over 250,000 gallons, which is more
than the daily consumption of Yeovil is likely to
reach for some years. The reservoir which is
lined and floored with briok, is covered with
arches resting on brick pillars. The whole is
covered with earth, and the earth is sown with
grass, so that a few months hence it will present
the appearance simply of a green mound sur-
rounded with an iron railing. The total cost of
this part of tho work was a little over 2,0001.
The reservoir is more than 200 ft. above the

lower parts of the town, and the sources are
100 ft. higher still. The water, therefore, flows
very freely through the eight miles of main, and
the pressure on the town mains is equal to that
of the steam in a locomotive boiler !

The works were designed by Messrs. Thomas
& Charles Hawksley, of Westminster, and were
carried out under their superintendence, repre-
sented by the clerk of the works, Mr. C. E.
Robinson. The cost of the works proper, exclusive
of payments for land, compensation, and inciden-
tala, has been about 13,0001., or about 4-001. or
5001. more than Messrs. Hawkaley’s original
estimate. The total cost will ultimately reach
sboBt 20,0001.

SUGGESTIONS AS TO THE ARRANGE.
MENT AND ARCHITECTURAL TREAT-
MENT OP PICTURE GALLERIES.*
Buildings for the exhibition of paintings may

be considered under three principal heads : in
regard to lighting, which is a purely practical
point

;
in regard to the arrangement and classi-

fication of the pictures and other works of art,
which is, or should be, based on cesthetic con-
siderations, bub which practically affects the
planning of the rooms

; and in regard to the
architectural and decorative treatment of tho
building, which, though in one sense a purely
artistic matter, is governed to some extent by
practical considerations bearing on the due effect
and the character of the works of art exhibited.
Picture-galleries in general, again, must be to a
certain extent regarded as divided into two
classes—those intended for periodical exhibitions
of new works, and those intended as permanent
receptacles for collections of a less transient in-
terest

J for the conditions in these two cases are
not by any means the same. In regard to light,
ing, however, both permanent and periodical art-
galleries are on pretty much the same footing

j

and no other question connected with them nan
be of so much importance, obviously, as this

:

nor is there any point in connexion with the
subject on which there have been so many
theories, and, I believe, so many failures. In re-
gard to paintings, a gi’eat portion of the difficulty
of lighting arises from the fact that the vehicles
now almost universally used by oil-painters re-
flect light more or less, and the necessity for
placing water-colours under glass brings them
into the same category. It was this difficulty
which led, in a great measure, to the employ,
ment of fresco for the paintings in the Houses
of Parliament, as some of our leading artists
pronounced that it would be impossible for
oil-paintings to be satisfactorily seen under
such a light as they would be subject to there,
from low windows placed at various angles to
the surface of the picture. The popular faith
on this point, at present, may probably bo
summed up in these two articles,—that yon
cannot have too much light in a picturo-gallery,
and that you must have it from the top. Both
these articles of faith must bo taken with a cer-
tain reservation, however. It is quite possible to
have too much light in a picture-gallery, and to
defeat your own ends in introducing it. In re-
gard to tho top light, however, its superiority
may be accepted as generally incontestable in
tho case of the great majority of pictures in
most coUectiona

j the circumstances in which it
may not be the best will be referred to after-
wards. It may be said, however, that definite
reasons have been assigned in contradiction of
the top-light theory

j and the Berlin gallery was
built with side-lights, on the ground that
painters almost invariably work with a high
side-light, and that the spectator should see the
picture under the same light as it was painted.
In reference to which it was pointed out by Sir
Charles Eastlake, that if a picture was painted
with a side-light from the left, and had to be so
hung as to get a side-light from the right, the
conditions of tho painter’s light would just he re-
versed. To which it may be added that the spec-
tator does not want to see the picture as the
artist saw it, when working upon it, minutely
and in detail, but to take in tho whole effect
from a little distance. But the real philo-
sophy of the top light seems to be simply
this, — that it is only by placing the light
high that we can insure escape from the
surface glitter from the picture, and a sky-
light is the simplest and most manageable
way of procuriug a high light; besides that,
if properly constructed, it operates equally in
regard to all the walls of an apartment. The
manner in which the high light enables us to
avoid the reflection may bo seen if we make a
section of the proposed room with its skylight,
and then annex to it a reverse section, taking
the plane of the picture as the dividing line;
the lines drawn from the extremities of the
light, in the reversed section, to the eye of the
spectator, will show, where they cut the plane
of the picture, on what portions of the wall a
reflection from the picture will be inevitable.
Thus it will be seen that, with a light at a con-
siderable height above the upper line of pictures,
the larger pictures, which require to be viewed
at a greater distance, and which on that account
alone should be hung highest, are below the lino
of reflection when viewed from a proper dis-

B rom a paper dt mr. ll. H. atatbam, architect, r
at a nwetmg of the Liverpool Architectural Society.
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tance ;
and 'when the spectator approaches nearer

to examine the smaller works nearer the eye,

though the larger pictures are thereby brought

into the line of reflection, the smaller ones lower

clown are still clear of it. The higher a picture

is hung, then, the more subject is it, in the

majority of cases, to surface reflection j
and it is

to obviate this that in badly-lighted galleries we
often find the upper row of pictures inclined

forward, so as to throw the reflection below the

spectator’s sight-line ;
a method of hanging

which has a singularly unsightly effect on the

general aspect of the room, and does not tend

to improve the effect of the picture. Such an

expedient is merely shirking a difficulty, and

always means either that the picture has been

placed too high or the light too low. The prin-

ciple laid down by Sir C. Eastlakc was, that the

picture aud the source of light should not be

within the range of vision at the same time ; the

range of vision being comprised within about

60°, the light should be so far above the picture

that, at the point at which the spectator would

stand, the picture and the light should subtend

an angle greater than 60° with the eye. This,

though a somewhat different way of putting it,

comes to very nearly the same result practically.

The next question to that of the position is the

constrnction of the light. The commonest form

is that of a simple raking skylight, with the glass

on the level of the outer roof, and following its

line. This has been adopted in the rooms at

Burlington House, aud there is little to find

fault with in the light there. Another arrange-

ment,—possessing, I think, some advantages,

—

is that of a double skylight, the upper one on

the roof consisting of clear glass, the lower one

on the ceiling level being a horizontal glazing,

with obscured and, if possible, roughened, glass.

This brings the apparent light lower in the room,

which, however, would only bo of consequence

in a room of somewhat limited height, and any

disadvantage it may have even in this way is

counterbalanced by the mild and diffused cha-

racter of the light which is gained iu this

manner
;
for it must be remembered that a mass

of diffused light, and not “rays of light,” is

what is wanted in a picture-gallery, and this

treatment would go far to weaken the bad effect

of reflections, even where the pictures were so

placed as to be liable to receive them
;
besides

which, by the use of the lower layer of obscured

glass, the bad effect of sunlight passing through

wet glass (in showery weather) is avoided j
and

this method offers possibilities for very good

internal treatment of the ceiling. In such a

case, easy access between the lights, for dusting

and cleaning, would of course be imperative.

It is necessary in arranging the building for top

li^ht, if any of the rooms are lower than the

orhers, to take care that the higher ones are not

placed so as to rob any of the lower skylights of

their best light, and for the same reason a site

should be selected not overlooked, or likely to

bo overlooked, by loftier buildings,—a very

obvions consideration perhaps, but one of those

little things which are sometimes in danger of

being forgotten, just because they seem so much
a matter of course. Another point wluch is

worth attending to in the plan of top-lighted

galleries, is to cut off the corners on plan,

so as not to place the pictures in the

corners too far from the light. The corners

of the rooms appear co be considered by

banging committees to bo rather good positions

for the smaller pictures, so far as attracting

spectators goes ;
it is certain that many of the

finest of the smaller works at the Academy are

placed at the angles of the rooms, and you

generally find a group wedged round them, the

confluence of two streams of spectators ; but

there is nearly always a certain deficiency of

li'i-ht in the corners, and if they were canted off

at an angle of 45°, the pictures hung there would

get all the moral advantages (as wo may call

them) of the position, with moro light and more

convenience to the spectators. In regard to the

equal distribution of lighting over the pictures

it may be observed that the octagon room in

Post OfBce-place, where the Liverpool Academy
E-vhibitions used to bo held, was very successful

in this way j
and it may be suggested whether a

room in this form is not one of the best adapted for

the exhibition of a large number of miscellaneous

works under • equal conditions
j

all dark corners

and jamming of the spectators at the angles are

avoided, and all pictures on the same line are

very nearly equidistant from the light. They
would, of course, be still more so in a circular

room ;
and it is noticeable that the room which

Rubens built for the exhibition of his own works

is in this form. But for a permanent gallery,

where pictures ought not to be crowded, but to

bo so placed as to be studied separately, a long

room would probably bo found the most effective

form, for the combination of architectural and

pictorial effect. In long rooms lighted by a sky-

light, a practical difficulty occurs in the necessity

for roof trussing at intervals, which must tend

to obscure the light at certain points ;
and here

the system of the double skylight, before

described, would assist us in meeting the case,

as the light would be so far diffused by the

thick lower glass that no definite tar of shadow

would be seen across the lighting surface, unless

the tie-beam were veiy close to the glass. The

late Mr. Papworth suggested a good -while since,

on this very account, a form of roof construction

with an iron curved truss carried high above the

lower 6kylighfc,whlch,infact, wastobe hungfrom

the truss, giving a light to the pictures through

the sides and centre, a-nd with an opaque hanging

ceiling over the spectator, so that he might have

no light except where he wanted it. A disadvan-

tage of this arrangement would be that tlie

opaque ceiling might obscure the light in

regard to some of the larger pictures which

would have to be viewed further off. But in

regard to a collection of one class of pictures,

especially landscapes of nob very largo size, and

which must bo viewed not far above the level of

the eye, a low hanging ceiling over the centre of

the room might have a very good effect (and has

been suggested, in fact, for the landscape-gallery

in Mr. E. M. Bany’s design for the proposed new
National Gallery), letting the spectator look

upon an illuminated landscape before him while

he is himself in shadow : a good effect, I mean,

in regard to the pictures
;
for how it could have

a good effect on the room, or how a room so con-

structed could be made to look well from an

architectural point of view, it is not so easy to

see. Oue other point, which has a bearing on

the position of columns, pilasters, and other

architectural featisrcs in contiguity to the pic-

tures, is that the latter have a tendency to

reflect light or bright - coloured objects near

them, to some extent; bub they will do this the

less in proportion as they have an adequate

supply of direct light : the better a picture is

illuminated, subject to the couditions named

from the dresses of the spectators.

Artificial lighting would, of course, be governed

by the same considerations as the admission of

daylight, in regard to the position of the light.

But in order to obtain that diffused quality of

light which has been said to be desirable for

pictures, the artificial light should, I think, be

communicated through obscured glass, and this

is another advantage which, I think, might be

found in the double-skylight system, that the

gaslight (which at present is the only light which

can bo used for artificial iighting) could be placed

above the glass of the lower skylight, and thus

the separate points of light from the gas-jets

would be broken up into a mass of light. It does

not appear to me that any position of gas-lights

within a room, and communicating light directly

to it, could be otherwise than disadvantageous to

the effect of the pictures, in producing glittering

reflections. Another advantage of such an

arrangement as I have mentioned would be, that

all heat and products of combustion from the

gas could be kept out of the apartment alto-

gether ;
and this is decidedly desirable in a per-

manent gallery, where the same pictures are to

hang for years, or perhaps for generations. In

1859 a commission was appointed to inquire into

the best method for the preservation of pictures,

consisting of Messrs. Faraday, Hoffman, Tyndall,

Redgrave, and Powke, and the following quota-

tion from their report shows that they attached

some importance to keeping the pictures from

the action of gas :

—

“Coal-gas may be free from Bulphurettod hydrogen

compounds, aud in London is so at the present time
;

it

then has little or no effect upon pictures. But it has not

yet been cleansed from sulphide of carbon, which, on

combustion, yields sulphurous acid gas, capable of pro-

ducing 22i grains of sulphuric acid p'sr 100 cubic feet of

present London coal-gas. It is not safe to permit this

product of combustion to come in contact with pictures

painted in either oil or water colours, and the commis-

sion are emphatically of opinion that in every systeni of

permanent gas-lighting, for picture or sculpture galleries,

provision should be made for the effectual exclusion or

withdrawal of the products of combustion from the

chambers containing works of art.”

Another point, which is naturally connected

with artificial lighting, is artificial warmth ;
and

it must be remembered that an equable and

moderate temperature is an essential element in

the preservation of pictures. In a permanent

gallery fires, for every reason, must, of course,

be considered inadmissible; and probably the

best possible way of warming such a gallery

would be by hot-water pipes
;
the furnace fer

generating heat being placed in a fireproof vault,

and, if possible, out of the building, as, for

instance, in a quadrangular arrangement of build-

in", the heating apparatus might be in a vault

under the central court. An advantage of the

hot-water system is the readiness with which the

degree of heat can be regulated by shutting off

the water from a portion of the pipes. The
kind of heat communicated by hot-water pipes

is also less dry and parching than that from most

other contrivances for artificial heating. In

order, however, to provide against too much
dryness in the atmosphere of the room, the

system has been adopted in the Berlin Gallery of

placing a large vessel of water in each apartment,

which is evaporated gradually by tbo warmth of

the room, and imparts a certain degree of

moistiu'e to the air. Dr. Waagen gives it as his

opinion, that this is “ equally good for the

pictures and for the public.”

In regard to the question of the arraugemenfc

and classification of works of art, the distinc-

tion between permanent and periodical exhibi-

tions is, of course, very great. The object of

the latter is to give room for the exhibition of as

many as possible of new works which come up
to a certain standard

;
and as the style, character,

and size of the works sent for exhibition can

only be generally surmised beforehand, it is im-

possible to suit the aiTangoment of tbo rooms

to the pictures in detail. It is generally con-

sidered sufficient if a separate apartment is pro»-

vided for water-colour drawings, and another for

sculpture. That the water-colour drawings,

with a scale of tone and a range of effects so

totally distinct from tliose of oil-painting, require

to be exhibited separately, is obvious enough ?

but I cannot help thinking, that even in the case

of annual exhibitions, a further classification c?f

works might be carried out than is generally

attempted ;
and that the possibility of doing this

depends in a considerable degree upon the-

arrangement of the rooms. The Royal Academy
Exhibition, even under its present improved con-

ditions, is little more than a huge jumble of pic-

tures, largo works and small works, portraits,

landscape aud genre pictures, crowded together

indiscriminately in a manner which renders it

difficult for either the eye or the mind to do

justice to any work depending for its effect upon

more delicate treatment of colour or detail than

those around it. The only approach to classifi-

cation in the Academy consists in placing in on©

room (the north-east room) all the works contri-

buted by the mombers of the new school of light,,

fresco-like painters,—Albert Moore, Armstrong,

Barclay, and others. These pictures, with their

light tints and absence of shadow, would be

fairly killed by being placed singly in the midst

of more heavily-toned pictures ;
but the sam©

thing is the case, in a lesser degree, with works-

nob differing so much in style
:
paintings on a

large scale for instance, and paintings on a

small scale, are a mutual injustice to each other,

and cannot advantageously be studied when
jumbled up together.

Now it would, I think, bo quite possible to-

avoid this drawback, without eutailing needless

inconvenience on hanging committees, by plan-

ning galleries either -with a range of smaller

rooms for the exhibition of cabinet pictures, or

(as small rooms are bad for circulating a crowd

of spectators through) by so arranging the large

rooms that screens can be placed for hanging

the smaller works apart, while the large ones are

hung on the main walls. There has been an

excellent opportunity afforded of seeing how
well such a system of hanging works, since the

early part of last year, when Sir Richard

Wallace, as Punch expresses it, “ invented

Bethnal-green ” by lending his splendid collec-i

tion to the new museum there, and making that

comparatively humble suburb a centre of attraff-^

tion to all lovers of art. 1 have never seen

pictures so well arranged in any place where

they were necessarily placed as close as they

would go on the walls. The building, as you

know, is part of the old Kensington edifice, the

“ Brompton boilers,” re-erected in a new posi-

tion. The upper floor consists of a wide gallery

running all round, the centre portion being open

from floor to roof
;
the building is lighted, if I

remember rightly, by long skylights running

longitudinally ;
the large paintings are all placed

against the main wall, round the back of the

gallery,—the smaller pictures, the Ostades,

Terburgs, Meissoniers, and others of that class
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are bung on each side of small separate

-screens placed close to the front of the gallery,

leaving just sufficient room for spectators
I between the screen and the gallery railing.

1 1 was thus possible, when studying, for instance,

the splendid specimens of the works of lleis-

sonier and Decamps, to forget the larger pictures

altogether, and to suit the eye to the scale and
finish of the smaller ones

;
and I am sure that

: I came away from that gallery with a much more
just idea of the genius of Meissonier, and of the
splendid finish of his work, than I could possibly

, have gained if his exquisite little productions
I had been wedged in between larger pictures,
; and overshadowed by their projecting frames, as
: would have been the case had they been sent to

the Academy for exhibition. On the other hand,

,

the provision of a separate apartment for sculp-

ture (I am speaking now of “periodical”
i galleries) is one open to question. As a general

,
rule, sculpture requires a decided light in one

1 direction, and not a top light, though a high light

is of course best. It is partly for this reason
. that it is generally supposed necessary to provide
I a separate apartment for sculpture, as is done in

1
Burlington House, where the sculpture sent for

.-exhibition at the Academy is placed in the room
;
opposite the entrance, which is the only one
lighted by a side light. But there is a serious
drawback to this, and one which I believe

I sculptors feel very keenly, that the room thus
I selected becomes, according to the general usage
( in regard to the treatment of sculpture galleries,

^ the only colourless room in the place j and the
;
effect on coming out of the picture-galleries into
ithe sculpture-room is as if a sudden chill came
i over everything. If this is felt even by those
who are enthusiastic lovers of sculptural art, it

is far more so by the general public, who as a
rule understand and care much lees for sculpture
than for pictures. The consequence always
is that the sculpture is nearly deserted in

. exhibitions
;
and I am told, on good authority,

I that the sculptors hate the Academy sculpture-
iroom, and regard it os a sort of den. Moreover,
works of sculpture will not bear to be crowded

I
together; one interferes with the view of

j another, and with the right appreciation of it;

.for no work of art so much requires undivided
I attention as a work of sculpture, if it is worth
anything, does, owing to the highly conventional

) and abstract character of the art. For these
I reasons I .think that in periodical exhibitions,
1 where the precis© arrangement of the building
for the works exhibited is impossible, it is a great
deal better to leave room for the principal

; sculptural works to be placed in isolated positions
in the picture-galleries. They have far more
chance of receiving proper attention there

; each
. work serves as a Idnd of centre for the eye to
dwell upon, while the pure white of the marble
rather tends to heighten the effect of the pictures
than otherwise, care being taken that the sculp,
tures are not placed so as to throw any injurious

t reflections on any of the pictures. In the Inter-
I national Exhibition galleries a good many of the
' sculptured works are placed down the centre of
I the pictui'e-galleries, on pedestals alternating
i with vases and other objects of the like nature

;

; an arrangement which adds very much indeed
I to the general effect, and by which the statues
are on the whole fairly seen, although the room
is too narrow, and the light too immediately

I above them to be considered entirely satisfactory.

A better arrangement, when wall space can be
I spared for it, is to place the statues against the
,
side of the room at intervals, as the important

I desideratum of a principal light in one direction
' and on one aide is thus secured for them ; this
I was done with some of the principal statues in
,
the 1862 Exhibition, and I well remember the

I effect of Lough’s splendid figure of “Comus”
1 thus placed, half-way up the English gallery,
i This, of course, can only be when a wall is not
I crowded to its fullest capacity with paintings

;

1 hnt on the whole I think that sculpture would be
1 much better served in periodical exhibitions by
I being placed in the general picture-galleries

;

I and that the sculptors would be willing to com-
I pound with some disadvantages of lighting in
I order to secure a position where their works
: would form central and important objects,

I
instead of being penned together like a collection
of curiosities in one room, where they suffer far

1 more from crowding and close juxta-position
I than pictures do. So much as to the possibility
•of classification in periodical exhibition galleries.

I When we come to consider the question in regard
' to a permanent gallery, the necessity for definite
• arrangement and classification of the works,
: and the provision for this in the building,

become more distinctly obvious; and no such
gallery can be considered a good or a satis-
factory one which does not provide for
every class of work, and every individual
work, being seen to the best advantage,
optically and cesthetically. And the first and
broadest distinction which can be drawn is as
between large and small works. Large pictures,
containing broad masses of light and colour, and
requiring to be contemplated from a distance
as a great whole, ought certainly not to be
placed in the same room and under the same
light with small cabinet works, depending for
their effect upon delicacy of detail and elabora-
tion. This has been recognised in some of the
best and most celebrated art-galleries,—in the
Pinacotbek at Munich, for instance. Here the
larger works are hung in the grand saloons,
which are 42 ft. wide, 52 ft. high to the top
light, and 31 ft. to the comice (I do not know if

the pictures are hung up to the level of the
cornice,—if so, I think it is too high to hang any
but colossal pictures) ; and the smaller works,
chiefly of the Flemish school, are arranged in a
series of small rooms at the side, vrith a side-

light to the north. Our present National Gallery
is a most unhappy example of utter unsuitability
in this respect

; and I have no doubt that the
effect of the splendid collection of Flemish
pictures lately bought from Sir Robert Peel is

very much marred by their being arranged in a
mass around a large room, instead of being
placed in smaller apartments more suitably
designed and lighted for such pictures. And
here, reverting for a moment to the subject of
lighting, we may notice the principal exception
to the general rule as to top-lighting for pictures.
Sir Charles Eastlake has laid it down that,

while large pictures require to be distant from
the eye and from the light, small pictures should
be near the eye and near the light

; and there,
fore in many cases, at least, their conditions of
lighting would be best met by a small room and
a side-light. It would be important, however,
to consider at what angle the light should fall

on the picture, and what should bo its relative
position in regard to the picture and the
spectator, so as to afford the best result. A
square room, as shown in the Munich Gallery, is

not a very scientific form, for the light could not
possibly be good for the pictures on the opposite
wall unless it were a very high one, in which
case, as a side-light, it would be bad for the
works on the side-walls near the window. Re-
flections of light from the pictures, when con-
sidered horizontally, are found to be confined to
the space bounded by lines connecting the ex-
tremities of the light with the extremities of the
picture, and to a space enclosed by lines forming
an angle of 30“ with those bounding lines at the
edge of the picture. Applying this to a square
room with side-light, it will be found that scarcely
anyportion of the wall opposite the window would
beavailable for satisfactory inspection of pictures,
particularly if under glass. The plan proposed
by Sir Charles Eastlake for utilising side-light,

was to have a gallery lighted at both sides by
windows at intervals, going nearly to the top of
the room, and then to subdivide this by screens
or partitions placed at an angle of about 62“
with the wall, in alternate directions. The effect

of this obviously is to reduce the wall opposite
each window, which is a bad position, and in-

crease the area of the side walls. This is very
ingenious, although leas satisfactory to tlie

architectural mind, no doubt, than a square
room

;
and besides the advantage over tlio

square apartment, the inner and narrower side
of the room could be utilised as a place for a
statue, which, with the opposite window kept
high, as suggested, would be as good a situation
for sculpture in combination with painting as,

in all probability, could possibly be obtained.
The sides of the room, it is true, are for the most
part at a less advantageous angle for pictures
than in a square room, so far as reflections are
concerned, and perhaps a lesser angle than 62°

might be better, but the plan combines severalad-
vantages in regard to economy of space and effec-

tive arrangement. On a larger scale, too, it might
be worked into a circular building, in a very
symmetrical form, and with a great amount of
hanging space in proportion to the area of the
building. I do not, however, mean to infer that
a top light would not be the best for cabinet
pictures also, could the light be brought low
enongh to be near them

;
but in a large building,

the other apartments of which would be much
loftier, it might be difficult in many cases to
secure a low top-light for the smaller pictures,
especially having regard to the difficulty before

alluded to, of so placing the lower skyUghts
as not to have their light robbed by the higher
portions of the building.

The question of classification in a gallery of
art, however, includes much more than the mere
division into large and small works,—comprising,
in fact, the whole system or principle on which
the collection should be arranged; for a col-

lection without a definite principle of arrange-
ment loses half its value either as an opportunity
of study or of enjoyment. A very long gallery
filled from end to end with pictures of various
classes and nationalities, even if well classed as
to the size of the paintings, is a somewhat weari-
some way of arranging, or rather a neglect of
arrangement

;
both the eye and the mind are dis-

satisfied with such a maze of works, and require,
as it were, a division into chapters, each with
its own heading, to form a kind of resting-place.
Assuming, then, on this if On no other ground,
that works of art should bo Eixranged rather in a
succession of smaller rooms than in one or two
very large ones, npon what principle are they
to be grouped ? There are two main principles,
more comprehensive than any others, which may
be followed, viz., a classification as to class of
subject, or as to schools of painting. The
adoption of either of these in its entirety must
have a very distinct effect on the planning and
arrangement of the rooms.

If the division by class of subject be adopted,
this arrangement will naturally, or ought
naturally, to lead 'to a considerable diversity in
the size, proportions, and lighting in the rooms
respectively devoted to large historic subjects,
to landscape, and to genre. If the division into
different schools be adopted, the rooms will be
more uniform in dimensions and arrangement,
being adapted for a generally advantageous
display of works varying in subject ; the
only marked difference which would be forced
upon the architect would be in the case of
schools of painting, which, like the old Dutch
and Flemish, deal almost entirely in com-
paratively small works of high finish, and
which therefore, as already observed, would
require smaller and differently lighted rooms.
Whicli of these arrangements would answer the
end of such an institution best must depend very
mneh on what we consider that end to be. If it

is for elncidating and giving opportunities for
the stndy of the histoiy of painting, there can
be little doubt that the classification according
to schools is the moat uaefnl, the more so if

an-anged chronologically. One drawback to this
is, that to complete the chronological sequence,
works of little artistic beauty or power must
often be introduced, illustrating the childish
beginnings or the feeble decline of a national
art. If, on the other hand, the object is the
study of painting as one of the imitative arts,

as the art of transferring various aspects and
incidents of nature to canvas, and giving them
more or less of I'raisemblance, then the ffivision

into classes of subject would be more to the pur-
pose : the spectator would then see before him
the various ways of looking at nature to which
different countries and their artists had habitn-
ated themselves, the various points of view from
which the same objects may be regarded, and
the various kinds of interest which the painter
can extract from them or infuse into them. I
am inclined to think this would be the more
instructive as well as the more pleasurable
arrangement. The chronological history of art
can be learned from books, and is after all but
the dry skeleton of the matter, of which the
pictures themselves are the living reality. In
other words, it is of more consequence that
people should learn to understand and feel the
real interest and beauty of a fine painting, and
its relation to natural beauty (which is a very
subtle subject), than that they should learn that
it is of such a school, and that such an artist
was the head of the school, and such others
were his pupils and followers. But, perhaps, a
middle course between the two might be followed
by a division, not into “schools” (which are
often mere different sets of mannerisms), but
into nationalities,— French, English, Italian,
Russian, &c. (for the Russians are going to be
a very remarkable people in the way of art),

—

each nation having a large room for its larger
pictures, grouped according to centiiries, and a
small room for its smaller works. I think this
would be perhaps the most interesting way of
Combining enjoyment with instruction in a laro-e

gallery of art; for national difference in feeling
and style in art is a very great and deep-seated
distinction, showing itself not only in the various
methods of execution employed, but in the way
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of lookang at nature, in tho preference for this

or that class of subject, &c. ;
and philosophical

as well as artistic lessons might be derived

therefrom.

ART IN IRELAND.

At tho last meeting of the Architectural Asso-

ciation of Ireland, Mr. Henry MacManus, R.H.A.,

read a paper on tho “ Geography of Architec-

ture,” a portion of which we print :

—

About the year 1750—the brightest period of

our modern history, which dawned like a sudden

morning-light after a dark tempestuous night

wo are struck with astonishment at the energy

employed to cultivate the fine arts in Ii-eland.

A new dynasty was seated on the throne of these

realms, and the resident gentry, relying on the

Act of Settlement, vied with each other in their

efforts to servo their country by promoting its

material welfare. Among the nobility, the names

of Lord Duncannon, the Earl of Laneaborough,

the Duke of Leinster, Lord Newtoun, and Lord

Ranelagh stand foremost. The clergy were the

most active in the resuscitation of Ireland ; the

names of tho Rev. Dr. Samuel Madden, Rev.

Charles Jones, Rev. Dr. Henry, Dean Maturin, the

Bishop of Ossory, and Rev. Dr. Barrington, are

recorded by their deeds
;
and private gentlemen,

such as William Maple, John Rutland, David La

Touche, Arthur Pomeroy, Holt Waring, Jones

Ford, Dr. Prior, Dr. Weld, and Mr. Caldwell, have

also distinguished themselves by their patriotic

endeavours.

As early as 1738, Dr. Madden, the originator

of that art movement in Ireland, in an en.

lightened address to the nobility and gentry,

among other good and cogent reasons for esta-

blishing an art institution, gives the following :

—

” The fine arts have always been considered by

all cultivated nations as the greatest ornaments

and elegancies of every country, so that the

utter neglect of them that prevails in Ireland

will ever be a proof against us of barbarism and

Gothic ignorance tillwe shall shake it off.” And
again ” When the necessities and conveniences

of nature are sufficiently provided for, the art of

delight and amusement will constantly come in,

and if we do not bring them to us we will be apt

to go abroad to them; since we must have

luxury we should encourage that kind of it which

has the most of pleasure and tho least vice

in it.”

In 1757 my Lord Duncannon writes from the

Continent to the Dublin Society Tho art of

designing is of the greatest uso, not only in the

polite arts, but through every manufacture, and

this the French have proved since the establish,

ment of their Academy by supplying nearly the

whole world with their fashions. Had the

Parliament thought proper to appropriate the

absentee pension-tax to this very worthy and

great work, it would have done the business

completely, and much to onr honour.” Four

years later the Parliament granted 12,000i. for

sundry purposes. Prom that time we find the

so-called Classic style of architecture making its

appearance in this country. The names of the

noblemen who introduced good architecture

amongst us are :—Charlemont, Portarlington,

Powerscoort, Cunningham, and Beresford.

Through their exertions sprang up, as if by

enchantment, those beautiful structures, the

pride of our capital and the admiration of all

visitors of taste or ordinary intelligence : they

ai-e the work of one generation of noble Irish-

men. Cassels, Wilkins, Valiancy, and Gandon

were strangers that were principally engaged in

these works, though by that time we had native

architects capable of whatever was required of

them, and in all directions throughout the

country the gentry were building, as if in whole-

some rivalry, abbeys and castellated mansions

with banqneting-halls, turreted towers, barbican,

gates, court-yards, and terraces. These found

arusta in the Morrisons, Papworth, Baker,

Johnston, Murray, and Capahility Browm,

—

picturesque dwellings that mark the splen-

dour of a resident nobility, and inspire admi-

ration.

Up till that time there was nothing in the

way of arohitectui-e that had any recognised

existence : there were only the old ruined castles

of the Pale, and a few scattered, bald, heavy,

roofed, rueful-looking manor-houses with seg-

ment-top windows in the lowest Dutch taste

staring from the end of a straight avenue of

lime-trees. It was here that the descendants of

the settlers of Cromwell or William aroused the

echoes at early morn,—a lusty, hard-drinking,

hard-headed race, fond of hunting and good

cheer, ' but, alas ! entirely indifferent to
_

the

civilising influence of the arts. Meantime,

sculpture was represented in Ireland by two

foreigners,—Rysbaecb and Van Nost. The re-

cumbent statue of Dean Di'illincourt is of the

best class of the day, and that of Prior, by Van

Nost, is very reapectable. Van Nost was

patronised by the Roj'al Dublin Society, and

taught most of the rising sculptors of his day.

His works, by the way, have the contorted and

flattering air of Roubiliac and Bernini made
utterly grotesque by the minuet attitude of

Lucas and other fig^ires of the same kind in onr

monumental sculpture.

Let us now glance at the three societies which

arose in these realms in imitation of the school

in Paris. The one in Loudon indirectly helped

the life-school of St. Martin’s-lane, which pro-

duced those men who, under the Royal protec-

tection, became tho Royal Academy of Arts. It

was subject to the vicissitudes common to infant

institutions, and was removed from Spring

Gardens to Somerset House ;
thence to the

National Gallery, Trafalgar-square ;
and lastly

to a home of its own in Burlington House,

Piccadilly.

In advocating the existence of academies,

their first president says:—“The principal ad*

vantage of an academy is, that besides furnish-

ing able men to direct the student, it will be a

repository for the great examples of art. The

student perceives and receives at one glance the

principles that many artists spend their lives in

ascei’taining.”

Edinburgh bad her drawing-school in a garret

in High-street, at a rent of 51. per annum !

From the fact that the Royal Academy in

London was open to North British artists no

academy was incorporated in Scotland until

1826, just two years after the Royal Hibernian

Academy was founded by charter in 182 .1. The

delay arose from the same cause in both cases.

Two rival societies of artists in Ireland existed

fifty years before one of them was incorporated

by royal charter in 1824.

Holding sacred the opinion of Sir Joshua

Reynolds, it is needless to say that the object of

these three academies of art is identical. The
drawing-schools of the Dublin Society were at

first in Mr. West’s Academy, in George-laue, and

continued there until Mrs. M'Mullen’s rooms, in

Shaw’s-conrt (now Commercial-buildings), were

rented by the Society at 301. per annum. Next

we find the institution housed in Grafton-street,

then in Hawkins-street (now a theatre), until, in

1815, the Society purchased Leinster House.

This time-honoured institution deserves more

than a passing word, though, indeed, it genemily

speaks pretty loudly for itself j but this is per-

mitted only on holiday occasions, and we rejoice

with it. The Dublin Society had been founded

seventy years, and supported by an Irish State

grant fifty years, before the union of our Parlia-

ment with that of Great Britain, an event the

possibility of which was never contemplated by

its noble founders, who had established it in the

spirit of a great national institution, in which

the gentry and nobility of the country were to

unite in developing its mental and physical

resources. It is needless to say, that ever since

that event in our history, which occurred at the

beginning of the present century, the arts and

the functions of the parent society have under,

gone a certain abaction, if I may be allowed

the expression, as injurious to them as it is

fatal to all peaceful development of national

feeling.

The following remarks will show, by inference,

what the Society might have done had it been

left to the fostering care of a resident gentry

and local Parliament. Some distinguished

artists who were taught in this Society, with a list

of their English compeers, must go far to soothe

our national vanity as to our capacity for art,

though we must deplore tho interrnption of its

progress, however expedient, on other accounts

;

yet this roll of time-honoured names must first

acknowledge the fact that it gives none to corre-

spond with those of Hogarth, Reynolds, Romney,

or Gainsborough. These painters flourished

fifty years before Ireland bad an academy, but

their names are in their way unapproachable.

Francis Danby ranks with Tomer in landscape,

Mulready with Wilkie, Behnes with Chantrey,

Foley with Flaxman, Barry with Haydon,

Macliso with Btty, Comerford with Ross, and

Irish Hamilton, Hone, Chinnery, Shee, Cum-

ming, and Cregan need not yield to Owen,

Hopner, Beechy, Briggs, Jackson, Lawrence,

or Opie, as first-class in portraiture ;
while Irish

Peters, Tresham, Heapby, and Rothwell may

rank with the painters Hilton, Howard, Bird,

Drummond, and others who worked for history

or illustrated the beautiful incidents of life.

Most of these men belong either to the end of

the last or to the beginning of the present

century, and are identified with the old order of

things.

The names of artists get so mixed up together i

by writers and speakers on both sides of the

Channel that we shall presently he done ont of j

our fair claim to the merits of our distinguished

countrymen. The inter-communication of Irish

with English artists has not tended to the pro- :

duction of a national style of art in either •

country, therefore our efforts in spite of us come :

under the general head of British art.

The works of Irish artists exhibit at no time

a distinct nationality, either in subject or treat.
|

ment. British art, as it stands, exhibits a simple

unity of purpose,—namely, to sell, the public

taste being the standard aimed at.

If we wish to bring forward Irish art, w'e

must retrace our steps eight centuries ; then
^

t

indeed we may claim for Ireland the highest
i

reputation for ornamental art, acknowledged by
^

i

all who have the capacity to judge of it, com-

pared with the productions of other nations,

—

Indian, Persian, Greek, Roman, or Arabic. It

is still here to maintain its undisputed claim to
;

be the finest conventional ornamentation in i

existence.

There is no saying how far the fine arts might

have advanced in this country but for the dis-

turbance caused by its altered position seventy

years ago. The accounts of this period present

a Babel of conflicting interests and opinions, and
|

show the evils of a community demoralised in
j

the extreme,—a hopeful nationality disinte-
.

'i

grated at one stroke,—and exhibit, unhappily,

the corrupt materials consequent upon such a

state. Political and social disorder oppressed tb©

country like a nightmare, and weighed it down
for years,—“ It became treason to love; it was

|

death to defend.” But lovely woman interceded 1

for the vanquished,—our patriotic women whose
|

writings prepared the way for a better under-

standing with our neighbours, who lent a not i

unwilling ear to their sweet influence. . . .

On the occasion of the royal visit in 1821 the

Society was made a royal institution. The Royal
Hibernian Academy was incorporated, and the

smiles of royalty shed a gleam of hope through-

out the land. One of the first acts of the Society

on entering its new residence in Kildare-street

was to move for a Wellington testimonial in the

park. So much space was required for tho

library, museum, chemistry, and natural philo-

sophy departments that the drawing-schools

were nearly forgotten, and were at this time

housed in the hay-loft. Indeed, these schools

suffered much, not only from want of accommo- '<

dation, but also from insufficiency of instruction.

For a whole century it was the boast of the
;

Society that the figure-school was under a Mr.

West, who was tho pupil of Vanloo. In 1730

Mr. West died and was succeeded by his son

Francis, who had been his father’s pupil. This

Francis West also died, and was in like manner
succeeded by his son, who had also been taught

by his father. So that for a period of 110 years

the figure was taught by this trio in succession,

each less capable than the other,—the elder

West being simply figure-draughtsman and no
artist whatever. It is well for the Irish student

of this time that the last West died an old

bachelor. To make this state of things more
unfortunate still, the Society, about forty years

ago, suffered both in dignity and finance through

the impolitic and overbearing conduct of Chief •

Secretary Grant. The schools, however, such ^

as they were, found a friend and supporter in ^

Isaac Weld. William Carey lectured on the fine
j

arts ; Mr. Pomeroy and General Valiancy did
^

what they could as chairmen. Captain Davis
^

encouraged lithography on its first appearance

;

but notwithstanding these efforts the Society J

became nearly worn out
;

its art schools were a

reproach, the objects in the museum broken

and dusty, used-up old porters, old and incom-

petent officers, it seemed on the verge of ruin.

But a new epoch was approaching. The

state of local politics made it impei-ative for

the Government to take her by the hand (hold

out her hand), and to assist this fine old but

much-abused institution. Since that time a new
generation has sprung up to witness the Society

in a higher state of efficiency than ever it had

attained before.

Ireland since the Union can boast only of one

first-class portrait-painter, and, before photo-

graphy, but of one miniature-painter, but of no
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figure or landscape painter of eminence. Though
we cannot of late support artists of any stand-
ing, we indulge in the absurd propensity of
taking credit to ourselves for the reputation our
countrymen obtain in other parts of the world

t whither they go to earn their bread. “What
I cannot be cured must be endured,” but we have
I no right to boast of having distinguished men
I

who owe us nothing but tlieir birth, and possibly
a considerable deal of suffering before they left

I ns. Foley had made his fortune before we
heard of him, and now we thrust honours upon
him he could well dispense with. Hogan was
permitted to live amongst us in poverty, and
when he died every one crowded at his funeral
quite unabashed at their neglect of him while he
lived. Behnes, whose head of Clarkson equals
the best of Chantrey’s busts, died iu Middlesex
Hospital ! Now if we could point out a spot on
this island that contains even one work by
Maclise, Mulready, Dauby, or Behnes, it would
go some way to excuse the taste we have for
appropriating to ourselves the credit due to
others. We need not point to one particular
class who are indifferent to art; we inay say
that all are alike in this respect.

Yet, after all this, we still labour under the
delusion that we are a nation. We were so once,
and had trades and manufactures of our own;
but they have gone, and we have become simply
salesmen for the manufactures of other coun-
tries. The trades have gone with the old guilds.
Where are our gold and silver smiths gone ?
With Saint Loy to Birmingham, Sheffield, and
London.

^

From the time we open our eyes in the
morning till we close them again at night we see
nothing of Iriah manufacture or workmanship,
if we except those rude atrocities known as
bog-oak ornaments, which are purchased by
visitors to tliis country, and called, as if in
derision, “ Irish mauufactHre.” And yet our
idea of Irish trade is still associated in our
minds with iugenioua and contented workmen
making at home the objects wo see around us,
but the idea has changed its significance, and
now really means trading in wares

;
and this

view of It is to be found in the code of moral
sentiments among chapmen sinco the time that
Jacob higgled with Laban.

In the year 18-19 the Government established
schools of design in tliis country. They had
already an existence in England and Scotland.
Their object was to train designers to assist the
manufacturer who desired to compete with
France in the market. But so little did the
Government of that day understand of the
relatione of manufacture to art, that Lord
Clarendon, anxious to advance the manufactures
of this country, imagined this would be best
done by getting up schools of design. It has
since been discovered that the luanufactursrs
must first exist, and then a cultivated taste in
the customer will demand beauty in pattern.
For this purpose the present Schools of Art
were organised, where the elements of practical
art arc taught to all ranks, from the palace to
the hovel, under the care of an enlightened
administration. The success attending these
schools is ivell known, and has called forth many
a noble panegyric.

I proposed to draw your attention to the cir-
cumstanccs which have influenced the fine arts
iu Ireland, and I have done so to the best of my
ability within the time allotted me. I have
shown you that the fine arts were introduced
into this country by a resident gentry, and at
whose departure from the country they Ian.
guished. I have shown you how attempts were
made to create manufactures amongst us in lieu
of the trade wo lost by the union with England,
and that they resulted in failure. I have in’
timated that we are only a nation of agents for
foreign houses. I have endeavoured to show
you that we have a capacity for overythino-
except governing; that our sagacity cannot
suspect the insidious approaches of what must
ultimately ruin our national honour

; and that we
are at this moment blind to the fact that we are
imperceptibly but surely controlled by those
who only understand our weak side, our vanity,
and that, provided we get a pretty shadow, we
do not mind who takes the bone. This is called
progress, and so it is, but it is a circus progress,
with a.whip in the middle and a body of clowns
and mountebanks making smaller gyrations
within it.

These facts put together may convey this
lesson, namely, those who cannot govern them-
selves must permit others to direct them;
wmother for good or evil, will depend upon the
part wc ourselves take in it.

GREENWICH ROYAL NAVAL COLLEGE
AND SCHOOL: NEW WORKS.

In the Builder of February Ist, we gave some
p^ticulars concerning the internal structui-al
changes in Greenwicli Hospital, and additional
works on the other side of the highway, in con-
nexion with the Royal Naval School. The four
grand blocks, each having a spacious inner
quadrangle, were appropriated to the accommo-
dation of retired admirals, commodores, captains,
commanders, pursers, aud all grades of officers,
petty and pettier, as well as to a host of old
salts, men before the mast, who had their berths
some in one great room, labelled, it may be, on
the lintel,—“The Howe, 13 men”; or, “The
Princess Caroline;*’ or, “The Royal Charles” ;
which we remember as the show.ward, where
the fanciful old tars had theii’ sleeping-berths,
they could not be called hammocks,—curiously
adorned. All these have been swept away, with
compensation to the former inmates propor-
tioned to their rank and influence. A number
of the officers retired upon full pay, with allow,
anc© for their “ emoluments,”—an unknown
quantity to any one but themselves, until tliey
were required to “ decliire.” One,—perhaps
more,—of the officers made a claim for the value
of his pew, hitherto free, in the hospital chapel;
and another, it is stated, actually scheduled the
Admiralty for his funeral expenses. Short work
was made with the old salts, who, simple-minded
men, did as tliey were ordered, and, old and
done up, took what they could get. The hospital
was emptied of the tenants for whom it was
intended, and the question arose,— “

‘VVliat
shall we do with it?” To make it a! Royal
Naval College is probably the best use to
which it could be put, and there is every pro-
spect that, applied) to this purpose, Greenwich
Hospital will again lift up its head, and become
a great national institution. During tbe first
three months about sixty students have en-
tered as cadets at the Greenwich Royal Naval
College.

The adaptations of the buildings to their new
uses will not be completed before October. It is
believed that after that time the college will
have 200 students under instraction and ti'aining.
In the meantime, as we have seen, the students
that have already entered are well accommodated
and cared for. The)> are under proper discipline
and control as regards training and teaching,
and for recreation are provided with billiard-
rooms, reading-rooms, baths, &c., and have
rooms spacious enough and so fitly furnished as
to satisfy any one but the veriest sybarite.
In addition to the gymnasium, to which we

formerly referred, a uew laundry and bakery
at the east end of the Royal School area are
in progress. The new buildings will have one
side elevation to Park-row, bettor known, per-
haps, as “ Teapot-row,” and the other to tho
west. The premises will have an entrance near
the Park gates. The laundry and bakery are
designed to serve for the 800 boys and the resi-
dent officers in the Royal Naval School, and
also, if need require, for the 200 students, and
professors and officers who may be in the
adjoining college.

The new laundry will be 85 ft. 6 in. in length
by 35 ft. inside, with 18-inch walls. The bakery
is 59 ft. by 24 ft., and has attached to it a brew-
house for working the yeast required. It has
two large ovens, each 10 ft. by 6 ft. in tho clear,
with passages on each side and at the back.
The working-room of the bakery is 25 ft. by
21 ft. 6 in. It has two troughs for mixing tbe
sponge, each 25 ft. long by 4 ft. wide at the
top.

The wash-house is 32 ft. by 30 ft., and will be
furnished with two large washing-machines, two
drainers and rinsers. It has adjoining it a large
receiving-room for clothes that have come in to
be washed, and in another place a large mendin'’",
room for the clean clothes. The wash-house is
besides fitted up with bins for the reception of
dirty linen, sorted. It has a drying-closet,
heated by steam, supplied with fourteen long
and high sliding clothes-horses. A store-room
and the^ matron’s office adjoin the wash-house.
Iu addition to tho other machines already named
it has two hydro-extractors, and it may here be
stated that in driving the washing-machines,
drainers, and rinsers, in working the hydro-
extractors, and wherever it can bo applied,
steam-power will bo employed. In tho mang.
ling-room, 34 ft. by 18 ft., there will be two
large mangles. The ironing-room, which is
38 ft. by 18 ft., will have a proper stove,
and near it two radiating clothea-racks. It is

furnished with four long ironing-tables, each
3 ft. wide.

Above the laundry there are rooms for the
man in charge, and others for miscellaneous pur-
poses. In the basement there are boiler-rooms
and a dismfeoting-room. The foundations are
upon concrete that is laid upon the natural
gravel. The whole of the work is done in bricks
from Chatham, made by the convicts, the facin'rg
being of picked Chatham bricks and the dres°s.
mgs of red brick.
The buildings are to be covered by bound roofs

with a raised lantern along the ridge, with open-mg sashes for ventilation.

^

The power will be supplied by a G-horse power
high-pressure horizontal engine, combining the
most recent improvements. The engine will be
served by two 10-horse power Cornish boilers
with one flue each. The boilers to be of tbe best
Staffordshire plates, and with Low Moor plates

boilers to be tested to
120 lb. pressure to the square inch. The engine,
boilers, tanks, shafting, washing, manglin",
baking, and other machinery, are estimated to
cost 1,545J., including setting, fitting, and all
appurtenances.
The works are designed by Colonel Sir Andrew

Clarke, R.E., C.B., director of Admii-alty works •

Mr. Loughborough clerk of the works. The
execution of the constructive portion is in the
very competent hands of Messrs. George Smith
& Co., contractors, of Great George-street
u estminster.

THE SHEFFIELD NEW STEEL AND IRON
WORKS BUILDINGS.

A VERY extensive block of buildings for the
Sheffield Steel and Iron Works Company, who
intend to carry on business on an unusually
comprehensive scale, has just been completed.
These works, in wliich the Bessemer process
will bo a prominent feature of manufacture, are
perhap8_ on a scale of greater magnitude than
any similar establishment in the country. The
buildings already erected, and premises in con-
nexion, cover an area of 15 acres, and, with the
view of still further enlargements, the company
have purchased an additional 15 acres of land
immediately adjoining tho already erected works
which are conveniently situated a short distance
from the centre of the town, and close to both
the railway and canal.
The buildings include the rail-mill, 400 ft in

length, 50 ft. high, and 60 ft. in depth. This
portion of the establishment is supplied witli
powerful mills aud machinery, aud its great
capacity may be conceived when it is stated
that it is equal to the production of 4,000 tons
of steel rails per month. It contains seven boilers
and. fourteen furaaces, together with several
rolling-mills for the manufactui-o of steel-boiler
plates, and also special mills for tbe company’s
particular make of steel.

The Bessemer House, which adjoins the rail-
mill, is one of the most prominent buildings in
tbe block, and replete with apparatus and ma-
chinery for carrying out the Bessemer process of
steel manufacture. Within this building there
are no less than six “converters” of iron into
steel, each “ converter” having a capacity of sij:
tons. There are also twelve cupolas, from which
the iron is passed into the “ converters,” six
hydraulic cranes, and a pair of hydraulic pumps
to work the accumulator and cranes. The blow-
ing-engines used in the Bessemer process at these
works have steam cylinders 40 in. in diameter
and the blowing-cyUnders 60 in. in diameter
pus macbmery admits of the production of
2,000 tons of steel per week.
The tyre-mill is another portion of the build-

inga. It is 170 ft. in length, by 130 ft. in depth,
and the machinery is equal to the manufacture
and finish of 1,000 tyres per week.

_

The spring shop is a large and important por-
tion of tho works. It is 34 ft. in height, and the
roof covers an area of 386 fc. by 136 ft. In this
building several departments are carried on indudmg rolling, forging, fitting, &c. It contains
htteen furnaces, sixteen water-tanks, and ninety-
six^ fitting.places, and amongst various other
articles manufactured here it may be stated
that all kinds of railway-springs are made
within it.

In addition to the several buildings already
mentioned, thiire are also departments specially
devoted to smiths, founders, buffer-makers, axle-
makers, carpenters, and engineers, besides
separate buildings for the draughtsmen’s offices,
and the general offices of the establishment.
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ACTON LOCAL BOARD OFFICES.
TriE erection of distinct buildings for parish

purposes is a distinguishing feature of the pre-

sent time. The accompanying engravings illus-

trate the offices which have been recently com-

pleted for the Local Board of Acton, Middlesex.

The building stands by the side of the main
road from London to Uxbridge, at the entrance

to the Steyne, and was erected from the designs

and under the superintendence of Mr. Edward
Monson, at the cost of 2,000i., including the

fence-walls.
;

The materials used are stock bricks, relieved

with cement dressings. At the end neai-est to

Ealing parish are two bay-windows. The south

front of the main building is brought forward so

as to present a good face to the main thorough,

fare, and to admit of the main entrance. The
front doors are of oak, which shut back into

recesses so as to form the sides of the lobby
j

while the inner doors are of mahogany. The
columns to the front door are of Mansfield stone,

with Portland cement caps. All the windows on
the ground-floor have cast caps, and the Board-
room windows have enriched heads, drip mould-

ings, and ornamented blocks, supported by
Mansfield stone columns. Level with the gi-ound

at the back are the engine-house and the fire-

escape-house,—the latter having an entrance

sufficiently high to admit the escape without

being lowered, and sufficiently commodious to

admit of drill for the men in wet weather,

—

together in one yard, quite unconnected with the

oflices. The tool-house for the workmen, as well as

the cart-shed, are also entered without interfering

with the housekeeper’s part of the building. The
housekeeper has a living-room, a scullery, and
coal-house in the basement, with a bedroom
approached by a separate staircase, quite isolated

from the main entrance. Under the hall, which
has a fireproof floor, and is paved with Minton’s

encaustic tiles, is the strong-room, and adjoining

this is the collector’s room, which can be entered

either from the Steyne or by the main entrance

on the ground-floor. On the right, as the visitor

enters, is the surveyor’s office, through which

is the plan-room, and at the back of this is the

lavatory, with modem fittings, by Jennings.

The walls of the latter are partly lined with

white tiles. On the left of the surveyor’s office

is a commodious room, with two bay windows.

The main staircase, leading to the first-fioor, is

of Portland stone, and is lighted from the top

by a lantern. The Board-room is 27 ft. long by

18 ft. 6 in. wide, and 14 ft. high, and opposite to

it is the committee-room. The whole of the

external walls are 14 in. thick, covered inside

with Keene’s cement, on a Portland cement
ground, and painted. The doors to the principal

roomsareofmahogany. TheBoard-roomisbghted

with one of Strode’s sun.bumers, and the others

have bronze pendants. There are cement skirt-

ings to each room, and provision for ventilation.

The various rooms are fittedwith marble chimney,

pieces, that in the Board-room being of Sienna

and statuary marble. The contractors were

Messrs. A. & J. Blick; the stonework was exe-

cuted by Mr, Menoe ; the plumbing, by Mr.

Sutcliffe 3 the gasfitting, by Mr. Mason
5
and the

plastering, by Mr. Nichols, all of Acton.

The building will be found useful for other

purposes besides those strictly official.

SANITABY CONDITION OF SHIPS.

When, years ago, wo first drew attention to

the condition of our ships in a sanitary point of

view, sneers, not to say laughter, were the

response. The existence of the evils complained

of, and the necessity for remedy were but slowly

admitted. At the present moment, it seems

that the crews of her Majesty’s ships Doris and

Na/rcissus are suffering severely from enteric

fever, induced, it is stated, by bad water, dirty

bilges, and deficient ventilation. It is reported,

indeed, that there were no less than thirty-

eight cases of fever on board the Doris. The
Lancet, commenting on this says:—“Unpleasant
facts of this sort intensify the importance of

liaving a medical officer conversant with hygiene
attached to the constructor’s department of the

navy, whose special duty shall be to confer with

the official naval architects on all points relating

to ventilation, whether in the cabins, ’tween

decks, or hold of the ship.”

Would not a sanitary engineer seem rather to

be the man required ? However, whether it be
a competent doctor with engineering knowledge
or an engineer with hygienic knowledge, we
will not complain, provided the proper know-
edge be there, and be rightly applied.

FIRST FLOOR PL/\V>i

3^SEMVE.UT

SCALE OF FEET

NEW OFFICES FOR THE LOCAL BOARD, ACTON, MIDDLESEX.
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DILAPIDATIONS DISCUSSED.

In the course of the paper on “ Dilapidations,”
by Mr. Tletcher, referred to in our last, the
writer said :

—

I wish to call attention to tho custom, on
certain estates where tho freeholders are peers
of the realm (I do not wish to allude more
particularly to the freeholders), on the near

i determination to ari-ange terms of renewal with
the occupying tenant, and when these are fully

t
arranged, and the agreement embodying them

;
signed, to require payment in cash for tho dOapi-

t dations under the old lease. Can anything be
I advanced in favour of such a claim ? I venture
to say all will agree with mo in saying No. There
is not a scintilla of justice in tho claim. What

i
right has the freeholder to that money ? Not

I
one iota. The position is this : the lessor says, “ I

I
will repair and surrender to you, in accordance

j

with the covenants of tho lease under which I
I hold ; but if wo can arrange terms of renewal, it

I
will suit me better” (because either his business

I will suffer from removal, or, if a private house,
I
he wishes to avoid the expense connected with
a removal). The negotiation continues care-

!
fully, in many cases extended by the freeholder’s

I agent
; so that no time is left in which to do tho

;
repairs nnder the present or existing lease. The

I new j^reemeut signed, the tenant feels happy
5

he thinks,—poor innocent fellow!— that he has
nothing to do but make the alterations and out-
lay agreed to in such now agi'eement, within
tho time specified therein, and he is free. What
are his feelings, and what would bo those of my
hearers, if such a case happened to them, when
the freeholder’s surveyor comes in, a few days
before the expiry of tho lease, to take a schedule

I of the dilapidations ? To tho indignant reply of
I tho tenant, “ There can be none

j
I have tho new

[lease, and have agreed to improve the property,
.and fuUyrepair,” comes thecalmreply of thisgreat
[freeholder’ s agent I

" The new agreement in no
[way affects your liability under the old lease,
[and as to-morrow that old lease expires, there
will be no time to do the repairs, and I shall
[therefore require the amount or value thereof
ipaid in cash.” Such an instance of injustice
has happened only too often in my experience.

' On what ground can tho freeholder justify the
receipt of money ? What loss has he sustained ?

Tho new lease is valued by his surveyor as if it

^vere in thorough repair, and the valuation is so
taken by the lessee. Surely you cannot admire
such practice, and therefore it behoves us all, as
far as lies in our power, to prevent such extor-
tion, which, curiously enough, seems only to
obtain in a few estates in London, where the
freeholders are peers and men of high rank.

While dealing with this portion of my subject,
I cannot refrain from comparing the position of
English leaseholders with that of Irish tenants.

Recent legislation has certainly created an
anomaly. Now the Irishman can lay out almost
any sum he chooses in improvements and build-
ing, and, if required to go, gets fully compen.
sated for his outlay. His landlord may consider
the outlay stupid and unprofitable, but he cannot
prevent the outlay, although he is bound to
repay it. He must at some time or other find
the money to recoup the tenant a great portion
of the outlay. Now turn to the position of
the English leaseholder. He may build and im.
prove as much as ho likes, but not one penny can
he require his landlord to repay him

; worse still,

he is liable for dilapidations on the very im-
provements he makes. Pardon this digression.
I have made it to show [forcibly the exact posi-
tion of the English leaseholder. To further
exemplify it I need only mention that if modern
sanitary science, through its official medical
officers, considers the premises unfit for habita-
tion, and that they cannot bo structurally
altered to render them fit, the lessee has the
pleasure of pulling them down, or, if not, the
authorities will do it for him, the result being he
is deprived of his income while the freeholder
scarcely suffers. More frequently he does not
suffer at all, for this reason,—he acquires at a
much earlier date the reversion, and the value
of the time thus gained compensates him for
having the ground vacant. Surely if modern
science considers that premises which every one
considered fit for occupation years ago, are now
unfit, some portion of the loss should fall on tho
Freeholder, and he should find some portion
of the money to render the premises fit and pro-
per to meet the requirements of advanced scien-
tifio knowledge. Let us try to look at this point,
as it bears much on dilapidations generally. A.
and B. enter into a contract} both believe that

the premises at worst are fit for habita.
tion. Improved science says, some time after-
wards, “ We find these premises are unfit for
habitation.” Now, what in the name of common
sense ought men to do ? The granter of the
lease should say, “ I am sorry the article I
gave you for a number of years for a certain
sum has become valueless from causes over
which we have no control, and about which
we could have no idea

;
therefore, pro rata,

will meet you in making tho property what is

required by advanced science.” Such a course
would appear right, only I regret I cannot
mention an instance where it has been done.
Bear in mind that in Ireland the outlay made
by the tenant would have to be repaid him
when he quitted the premises

3 dwell on this
point, because I feel it is tho key-note of dilapi-
dations. Unquestionably dilapidations are more
favourably construed as regards the tenant than
they were formerly. The most recent decisions
show that in repairing to avoid a money pay-
ment, it is not necessary to use new materials.
Old stuff may be used, provided of course that
it is of proper quality. Tindall, C. J., stated
that the lessee was only bound to keep up the
house as an old house, and not to give tho
freeholder the benefit of new work. More re-
cent decisions appear to incline even more favour-
ably to the lessee. In repairing it must be re-
membered, that if the tread of stairs be worn so I

that they require repairs, only nosings can be
claimed

; that if a door be required, the only
claim that can be sustained is piecing. I think
the foregoing will explain how at the pre-
sent timo we must take our schedule. Next, as
to the time ofdoingtho works to prevent araoney
claim for dilapidations : they must be per-
formed during tho continuance of the lease.

ARTIZAN SOLDIERS.
Tue normal operative element which has

hitherto been confined to the Royal Engineer
Corps and the Pioneer force is about to undergo
a largo development, by a systematic organisa-
tion in respect to every regiment. The question
of the employment of soldiers at trades is not
novel in itself, but as by the new formation many
issues are raised, and particularly as regards the
future of the building operative, it may well
claim a little serious attention.

Pioneers from the earliest have been con-
nected with armies, and we need only instance
the case of the Roman legions, their mission, and
their work in Western Europe, and more espe-
cially in connexion with this island. It is now
proposed, that in each regiment of the British
army an efficient pioneer body shall be formed,

'

comprising men who to their ordinary duties as
pioneers will be available for imparting instruc-
tion to soldiers desirous of learning a trade, and
practising tho same for military and govern-
mental purposes.

According to the "Queen’s Regulations and
Orders for the Army,” the distribution of this
operative force will be as follows :—One ser-
geant, a carpenter by trade, if possible; three
carpenters, two bricklayers, one plasterer and
slater, or a man each able to slate or plaster;
one smith, capable of shoeing horses

; one mason,
who will also require to be a stone-cutter; one
painter and glazier, two plumbers and gasfitters

;

the total consisting of one sergeant and ten
pioneers. Power will be invested in command,
ing officers to appoint subordinate men to be of
the Pioneer Corps, without asking permission of
a higher authority. Transfers from other regi-
raents will be allowable when any regiment is

unable to furnish the specified quota, or by en.
listmeuts of new men of the required trades.
Should men be taken on at stations where their

,

qualifications cannot be properly tested, they
may still be appointed as pioneers, bub the first

opportunity that occurs for testing them is to be
availed of. Although pioneers are, as a rule,

intended to be stationed at the head-quarters of
every regiment, yet, at the discretion of the
commanding officer, they may be otherwise dis-

posed. A small proportion of carpeuteis, smiths,
and plumbers whom the Royal Engineer Depart-
ment may have classified as ordinary pioneers
may bo received at Woolwich for instruction.
Each non-commissioned officer having the control
or selected for taking charge of a body of
pioneers, must himself be an artizan of some
kind, as he will otherwise be required to cor-

I

respond and keep accounts appertaining. All
competent men selected for the duty of pioneer
sergeants will, on the application being made to

the Adjutant-General, be sent for entry to tho
School of ^litary Engineering, and, after a state
of probation, may have their appointment for
their new duties confirmed after six months’
trial. It is regulated that, after appointment, no
pioneer sergeant can hold a second situation.

In the "Equipment Regulations,” the tools
neededfortheuse of pioneers are stated, and tho
materials for barrack damages and repairs will
be furnished through the Royal Engineer De-
partment. Next comes an interesting feature

;

the pioneers may bo either employed on work for
the Royal Engineer, or the Contract Depart,
ment,— Ist, by contract or agreement made with
the pioneer sergeant; 2nd, by piecework; 3rd.
by day-work or the hour. Men belonging to the
building branches, such as carpenters, joiners,
masons, bricklayers, blacksmiths, gasfitter.s,
plumbers, glaziers, painters, and others, are
peculiar to the Royal Engineers, and these will
be classified and tested by the Royal Engineer
Department

; but the Contract Department will
see to the qualification of the armourers, smiths,
wheelers, carriage-smiths, saddlers, coopers!
shoeing-smiths, saddle-tree makers, collai'-
makers, &c. In the employment of these soldier
operatives, priority is to be given to all presain-'
work needed for public service, and for the per-
formance of this work a preference will be g^veu
to skilled and competent men. Tho work of tho
regiment may be performed as circumstances
permit, and the officers are allowed to employ
the men on private jobs for themselves, anB
others may so employ them, if approved of by
the commanding-officers.
A danger seems to Me here, for the word

“others” maybe made to include work within
or without the barracks, and officers’ private jobs
may be extended to their lodgings, for numbers
of them reside outside the barracks with theii'
families. A fund is to be raised to defray the
cost of repairing or replacing tools, and this fund
is to be created by a contribution not exceeding
5 per cent, to be deducted from payments made
for work executed. It is intended to make the
system self-supporting without meddling with
the ordinary regimental pay of the soldier-crafts-
men and pioneers. It may be asked what will be
the effect on the mechanical world outside the
army by these new regulations in the British
army. We believe the system contains the germs
of much good, but it is not entirely free of future
danger, and will be all tho better for a little dis-
cussion.

EWELME AND DORCHESTER.
SiK,—The tourist season is now coming ou,

and to your young architectural readers a brief
excursion to Ewelme, near Dorchester, in Oxon,
may prove as interesting and instructive as it

was to myself.
Being at Wallingford, and having read of the

Ewelme Rectory scandal case in the House of
Commons, in my own mind I judged that the
living, being a pretty good one, would probably
contain a church worth seeing. Half a mBn
from WaUingford, I took the fields by the west
side of Cromarsh Giffard Church, a small ancient
Norman one

;
a beacon elm-treo guides the

stranger for three miles without a house near
the way. A few yards from the tree is a steep
descent, at the bottom of which stands the
village

; and the first sensation at the view of it

is that of having walked into another age rather
than one at the latter pai't of the nineteenth
century, the several clusters of farmsteads, with
their outbuildings forming a scene of rural
beauty seldom met with. Among the blocks of
buildings can be seen an Elizabethan one, near
the church, for which I made. I found it to
be the National School. It is built of red brick,
with angular buttresses and wholesome.looking
chimney-shafts, that fairly put to shame our
miserable sham bits of chimneys in this much-
vaunted civilised age. The doors contain the
old oak tracery in tho head. Ascending the
ground, I came upon the schoolmaster’s house,
a subatantial-looking block, with a battlemented
entrance at each aide of the yard enclosing it.

Next I came upon a good red brick gateway, with
a pointed arch, enclosing a huge ornamental
cusp, cut in brick. Near this stands the quad-
rangular block of the almshouses, and, entering
by the north side, I found the houses surrounded
by a courtyard, with a covered way to each side,
the plan of the block showing tho greatest
concem for the comfort of the old inmates. The
windows and doors, by opening upon the court-
yard, effectually screen them from the summer’s
heat and winter’s cold. In the centre of each
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passage-way is an opening, enriched with an
unglazed three-light traceried dormer window
and richly traceried barge-board, the openings

being to facilitate crossing from one side to the

other. I was told the pensioners had 98. a week,

besides varions gifts and what they can earn by
working, showing that we are decidedly behind-

hand ^dth onr deserving and infirm poor. We
bundle them into costly workhonses, and make
their latter days a comparative misery to what
was the case four centuries ago. Ascending a

flight of steps, a covered way to the west end of

the church is arrived at, the doorway being rich.

The church is of late Perpendicular date. Inter-

nally it is handsome, and plain externally, with

a vestry on the north side of the chancel. The
whole block, consisting of the church, alms-

'

houses, and schools, were evidently planned

and built at the end of the fifteenth century,

.and, considering the state of preservation they

are in, there are few places that can boast of

such an interesting block to the architect or

casual visitor.

Should the visitor decide to go on towards
Dorchester, at Berwick Salome is a poor old

church, with a low timbered tower, tarred over.

1 was surprised to learn it contained a peal

of six bells. On going up to them, I found them
to be in a space of 10 ft. by 10 ft. The font is

a good and small Norman one, with interlaced

circles in two series round it, with leaves

between, a peculiarity observable in the circles

being that a connecting band is only round tliat

half of the font facing the east, the west half

being without it. At Warborough is a lead font,

of early Perpendicnlar date. The tower has

outside the figures 1666 upon it, in flint stones,

and, considering the date, it is a creditable speci-

men, having buttresses and pinnacles, looking

well at a distance. Next comes Dorchester

Clioixh, which is too well known to need any
comment from me. The font is of lead, of early

Decorated date, and enriched with sculpture.

In a glazed case at the west end is collected a

number of stones, exquisitely carved and highly

enriched with tracery : they evidently formed
the groining to an altar-piece or monument,
some of them retaining their original colours

and gilding. They were taken out of a blocked-

up doorway in the north wall of the nave, which
is now blocked up again. The building is under-

going restoration ac the east end of the south

aisle. I trust I have not intruded too much
upon your valuable space, but that it may prove

an incentive to onr young architectural friends

in their leisure time to roam about and see the

treasures of their native land, which are in such

profusion as no other country can produce.

J. B. Watts.

PROVEEBS FOR GENER-AL CIRCULATION.

Look before you leap, and behind after you
have leapt.

Of two equally matched for the race one can

ooly win by an accident.

A screu) may take the lead of a lamed thorough-

bred.

If the theory of progressive development be

true, all men are cannibals.

If you wish well to mankind, check your

national predilections and prejudices.

The object of schools and colleges is to render

mediocrity tolerable,—they cannot make gi-eat

men.
If there is a past in which men have done ill,

let them have hope ; for there is a future in which
ibey may do well.

A body that has received a very fine polish

may be easily hurt.

Men are intellectnally and physically unequal.

Is it just to judge them by one standard ?

Shall the ear which has a hundredfold reproach

tliat which has only seventy ?

Be not envious of ill-gotten success.

The wily fowler does not spread his net in

sight of the birds.

It is well for men that there are laughers, or

they would be more ridiculous than they are.

If the lauphars 'are to be effective they must
neither laugh too much nor too often.

Prosperity is the destruction of a fool.

No one could gain an advantage if all men
were equally matched and equally circumstanced.
He who wins always wins by some balance in

his favour.

)Vho shall estimate the taxes of time and
money which bad workmanship imposes upon
the world ?

The shifting signification of words is a per-

petual stumbling-block to the understanding.

How poor are they who have neither patience

nor hope.

People should recollect that they cannot swear

to things themselves, but only to their impres-

sions of them.
Success is oftener achieved by sap and mine

than assault.

All evil springs from enrrents turned aside :

Obstruct the river, and the flood mns wide.

The mind is the east from which the day
breaks.

Haze frequently lends importance to very

insignificant objects.

We do not altogether like the clearness of

reason, notwithstanding our professions to the

contrary.

Many people go upon stilts all their lives.

Men without repose in their natures are

uncomfortable companions.
There is too much talk, too much work, too

little thought.

There are plenty of intellectnal mines, but

there are but few properly worked.
The time has come for taking coals to New-

castle.

Look to education
;
take care that it be of the

right kind, and you need have no misgivings

about the future.

The watchers are the first to note the dawn.

Education should make men from whom
sculptors would desire to make statues.

A virtuous people will become a beautiful

people.

Nothing in the universe is independent.

The world does not go far wrong when men
sleep.

The effulgence of a gp'eat luminary dims the

glory of lesser lights.

The heavens are not all light.

We should have more music if all men were in

tune.

Why all this scurry : are men struggling to

live, or to die ?

If you had eyes all round you a pebble might

,

trip you up.

No one need be offended when a pig grants.

It is unfortunate to be a toad, though be have
a jewel in his head.

A rat may be undermining yonr house, and
you shall never hear him gnawing.

Your dove-cote may supply bills to unroof

you.

Never show that you suspect, nor accuse till

you have found that your suspicion was well

founded.
Try what forgiveness will do before you resort

to punishment.
The long-eared are timid, so be sure yon

make noise enough to frighten them.
Do not pib when you are whipped.

There are villains who spre^ their nets as

systematically and treacherously as the spider.

Human foxes have holes : why not draw and
hunt them ?

Do not rear human ferrets : their pretended

antipathy to rats only covers a taste for nicer

game.
Serpents He coiled and still, till they can dart

and sting.

You shall know where fortune is dying by the

swoop of the vultures.

Birds of prey see a long way.
The brave man who has conquered himself

will not fail to gain other victories.

Many a man dies just as he comes in sight of

the promised land.

In trying to overreach others, a man fre-

quently overreaches himself.

We often injure ourselves by trying to stretch

further than we are able.

When a man is in trouble, his dog does not

desert him.

The masses, like sheep, make much bahing,

look brave, and follow the bell-wether : never-

theless, the wolves select their prey.

We mast not make too much of originality,

for if all knowledge were erased, this would be
re-acquired ; and new men would rethink and
re.elaborate the old thoughts.

All things beautiful and true are included in

the Divine repertory : man’s merit is, at best, to

have trained his mind’s eye to perceive them.

Institution of Surveyors.—At the next
meeting, April 21st, a paper will be read by
Mr. W. Menzics, entitled “ Arterial Drainage
Works, Water-Supply, and Sewage-Drainage
Works, executed at Windsor, between the years

1S67 and 1S73.

THE TAY BRIDGE.

A VERY fully illustrated account of the Tay
Bridge, North British Railway, the method of

building the piers and sinking them, the caissons

and so on, will be found in the Engineer of

April -Ith.

The total length of the bridge from shore to

shore is 10,320 ft. Commencing from the south,

or Fife side, there will be three spans of 60 ft.,

two of 80 ft., twenty-two of 120 ft., fourteen of

200 ft., sixteen of 120 ft., twenty-five of 66 ft.,

one of 160 ft., and six of 27 ft. The first three

spans (60 ft.), south side, are on a descending

gradient of 1 in 100, the two 80 ft. spans are

level ; the bridge then rises with a gradient of

1 in 353 to the centre of the 200 ft. spans. It

again descends with a gradient of 1 in 73'56 to

the north shore, passing at a height of about
18 ft. over Magdalen Point and the esplanade
now being constructed.

The bridge thus comprises eighty-nine spans,

and at the commencement on the soirth side the
rails are 78 ft. above high water, running over
the tops of the girders as far as 200 ft. spans
which cross the navigable channel of the river.

Over these fourteen spans the rails run on the

bottom of the girders, giving a clear headway of

88 ft. above high water. On reaching the 120 ft.

spans on the north side, the rails are again on
the top of the girders, which is continued, with
the exception of the 160 ft. bowstring span, to

the north shore. From the south side the first

five spans are on a cure of twenty chains radius.

The bridge then runs straight across the river as

far as the end of the sixteen 120 ft. spans on the

north side ;
thence the whole of the 66 ft. spans,

160 ft. bowstring, and the 27 ft. spans are on a
curve also of 20 chains radius, forming nearly a
quadrant of a circle, the length being about

' 2,000 ft. This long curve is necessary to bring

the bridge,—which runs nearly due north,—at

right angles across the river into the town, along-

side the Caledonian Railway.

The greater part of the piers are built of

brick, varying in diameter from 6 ft. to 15 ft.

Fig. 1 shows the elevation and section of a pier

9 ft. 6 in. diameter at the water-line, supporting

the 120 ft. spans. Fig. 2 shows the elevation

and section of a pier 13 ft. 6 in. diameter at the

water-line, carrying the 200 ft. spans.

The method of building the piers and sinking

them to the foundation is carried out in a novel

manner, and specially adapted to rivers having

strong currents, and with little soil overlying the

rocky bed,—which here in one case did not

exceed 4 ft.,—prohibiting the use of timber
staging, as heretofore used for such structures.

The piers are first built up to the height of

15 ft. on the foreshore on a temporary basis of

concrete, the girders carried by the pontoons ai’o

floated over the pier, and with the falling tide

are left banging to the pier by brackets, the
pontoons being floated away and moored in the
harbour. The pier is then built up to such a

height that when resting on the bottom in its

permanent position the top will be above low
water. The girders, on which are resting the

hydraulic rams for lowering the pier, are then

connected by the wrought-iron lowering links

with the base of the pier. The pontoons are

floated underneath the girders, and the whole
pier floated from its temporary resting-place at

high water and towed out to its permanent posi-

tion. The heaviest piers floated out weighed 145
tons, and were lowered by six hydraulic rams.

The brickwork is built of Portland cement, in

the proportion of one of cement to one of sand

;

and such is the strength of the brickwork, that

after a few months those cylinders which
capsized, after being floated on to the foreshore,

could only be broken up by blasting.

Up to the present time, on the south side,

twenty piers are in position, foni’teen of which
have been sunk to their permanent place. The
first seven spans of superstructure are up to

their proper level, and Nos. 9, 10, 11, and 12

spans are within a few feet of it. On the north

side the piers and superstructure of the 27 ft.

spans are completely finished and planked, and

tho bowstring span of 160 ft., with its piers, is

nearly finished.

The bridge is being carried out from the

designs of Mr. Thomas Bouch, M.I.C.E., of

Edinburgh. The whole of the work was
undertaken by Messrs. C. de Bergue & Co., of

London, Manchester, and Cardiff, for the sum of

217,0001. ;
and the construction is being carried

out under the superintendence of Mr. William

Paterson, C.E., the contractors’ engineers being

Messrs. Grothe & Austin.
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The contracts for the collecting line between

Leuchars Junction and the south side of the

bridge, together with railway running into

Dundee and station, have been undertaken by
Mr. Waddell, of Bathgate.

i RECONSTRUCTION OF THE NORTH
i

BRIDGE, EDINBURGH.

I
The North Bridge at Edinburgh, which con'

inects the new town with the old, resembles, so

Ifar ns tho traffic over it is concerned, London
iBridgo, which connects the City with the Surrey

side of tho Thames. There is an enormous
jtraffio over both, and the carriage and foot ways
lacross each have long been too narrow. The re-

building or widening of the Edinburgh bridge

has for some time been contemplated, and it

now appears that the latter plan is to be adojited.

Messrs. D. & T. Stevenson, engineers, acting

on instructions received, from the municipal
authorities, have just furnished plans, accom-
panied by a report, in which they recommend
!the widening of the bridge in preference to its

[being entirely re-built. According to these

Iplans, it is proposed to make the carriage-way
32 ft. 6 in. wide, and tho footwa.y8 11 ft., the
lentirc width being thus 51 ft. But beyond this

Ian additional width is proposed by the construc-

Ition of projections on either side of the bridge

Isuppoited by transverse iron beams. The total

lestimated cost of the proposed extensions, ex-

[clasive of the paving, is 13,5001. Messrs. Steven-

'son calculate that it will take somcthicig like

itwelvo months to execute tho proposed works,

tin consequence of there being a legal obligatiou

in force preventing the bridge from being alto-

gethor closed, which it is alleged would have
the effect of ruining tho tradesmen who have
places of business at each oiid of the bridge.

They, therefore, propose to complete one side of

the bridge before proceeding with the works on

the other side.

Messrs. Stevenson report against tho construc-

tion of an entirely now bridge, not only on
account of the large outlay of 50,0001., which
IwouM be necessary, but also on the ground that

ithe works would take a considemble length of

^ime to execute, and that there would necessarily

ue a serious stoppage of traffic between the old

'.own and tho new town, as well as of the rail-

way traffic under it.

I

It appears that the proposed works will cost

between 2,000J. and 3,000h more than they would
jaave done a year ago, in consequence of the

kdvance in the price of iron.

I

WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

I
The reredos (of which wo gave a view some

time ago) is now completed. The reredos was,

:in its main features, set up in 1867. Three
l^ears later tho vacant niches were filled, under
the direction of the present dean, by Mr.
Armstead, to whom the sculptures in the frieze

p,re also due, by four statues, representing Moses,
Peter, Paul, and David, tbe two Apostles being

those to whom tho Abbey is dedicated, and
Moses representing the law-givers and statesmen,

Rewards whose transept he looks, ns David repre-

Bents the poets, on tho side of Poets’ Corner.

Since that time the decoration has been com-
pleted by tbe addition of framework and canopies

bf wainscot, gilt and inlaid with enamelled plaques
of metal and plaques of filagree and jewel work.

iTbe general treatment of the space below the
ilarge picture is copied from the ancient reta-

ibulum discovered some twenty years ago, and
mow preserved in tbe south aisle of the Abbey.
iThe Times says,—This retabulum was of the
'earlier part of tbe reign of Edward I., as is

pbown by the arras of Eleanor of Castille, and
iwas probably painted by an Italian artist. It is

recorded in Dugdale’s ‘‘History of St. Paul,”

that there was there a like retabulum, made by
lone Richard Pickering, a citizen, iu 130U, which
is described as “a beautiful tablet, made and
fitted to set upon the high altar, variously

ladorncd with many precious stones and enamel
Iwork, as also with divers images of metal, which
tablet stood betwixt two columns, with a frame
of wood to cover it, richly set out with curious

ipictures.” Its cost was 200 marks, which would,

iwheu translated into modern money, exceed the

:C03t of the new screen in the Abbey. Tbe vacant
ispace underneath the picture has been filled

iwith seven heads, representing the holy women
of the Bible, which were designed by Messrs.
'Clayton & Bell, who employed Mr. Rust, of

Lambeth, to execute them in mosaic, and who
also undertook the ornamental glass-work and
tho gilding. The whole of the woodwork has
been executed by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley,

the enamelled and jewelled plaques by Mr. Skid-

more, of Coventry. The three large porphyry
slabs in front of tbe Communion-table were
given by the present Lord Elgin.

THE WHITECHAPEL BATHS AND
WASH-HOUSES.

We regret to learn that the Whitechapel baths
and wash-houses, the foundation-stone of which
was laid by the late Prince Consort, and which
for thirty years past have been of great service

in one of the poorest and most crowded parts of

London, are in danger of being sold to satisfy a
claim upon them.

It appears from an appeal on their behalf

which is now being made by tbe Rev. Canon
Kingsley, that tliey have been closed since

March, 1871, and are now in a dilapidated con.
ditioD, and are likely to be sold this year in order
to pay off a mortgage of 4,0001. Canon Kingsley,
in making an appeal for subscription to raise the
amount, and also to re-open the baths, points to

the statement of Dr. Liddle, medical officer of

health for tho Whitechapel district, who says
that since the closing of the baths thousands of

poor women in the neighbourhood have been
forced to wash and dry the house-clothes in one
room, in which all the family both eat and sleep

together, drinking in the seeds of disease from
an atmosphere reeking with foul steam. Poor
men’s homes will never be fit for civilised beings
to live in until sucli public baths as those at

Whitechapel are within every poor man’s reach.

It appears that the committee which has been
formed to raise tbe required sura, and so save the

baths, consists of Mr. Cowper-Temple, the Rev.
J. Cohen (rector of Whitechapel), the Rev.
Canon Kingsley, and tho Rev. W. Rogers (rector

of Bishopsgate).

BUILDERS AND BILLS OF QUANTITIES.
An architect, who had advertised for tenders,

with this intimation ,
—

“

One guinea will be
charged for the quantities, which will be re-

turned on receipt of a bona fide tender,” says,

‘‘Mr. (who applied to me for quantities,

which were sent to him on the 6th of March last),

returned them to mo on the 14th of the same
month, with a note, stating that he declined to
tender, on account of his not being able to come
to Manchester to see tbe plans, and requesting
tbe guinea by return of post. Is he entitled to

the one guinea, under the terras of the advertise,
ment ? If ho is not, I should wish you to give
it to some charity, or dispose of it in such a way
you may thiuk best.

What would my position have been had the
other builders acted in tho same way, by return-
ing the quantities, more especially as there was
a meeting of the Board convened to receive the
tenders on the ISth, according to advertise,
ment ?

”

We have returned the guinea to the wTiter, but
have no hesitation in saying that we think the
builder is not entitled to it.

TEE NEW RESERVOIR AT GORLESTON,
GREAT YARMOUTH.

A NEW reservoir Las just been constructed by
tho Yarmouth Waterworks Company. The de-
sirability of constructing a reservoir at Gorle-
ston has long been felt, and to meet the general
demand tho Waterworks Company have built a
covered reservoir, from designs by Mr. Hawksley,
of London, C.E., and the work has been carried
to completion under the superintendence of

Mr. Ayris, C.E., the manager of the company,
assisted by Mr. W. H. Bishop, clerk of the works.
The new reservoir is situated on an eminence

on the Lowestoft road. The ground taken by
tbe company was about five or six acres in extent.
Entering tbe enclosure by a brick gateway,
facing the east, a roadway, tbe sides of which
will eventually be planted with trees and shrubs,
leads to tbe reservoir, which, in its exterior
aspect, differs but little from the reservoirs at
Ormesby and Oaister. Thereof of tbe reservoir
is approached by twenty-five steps, leading to an
opening in the shape of a half-circle, and another
staircase of twenty-five steps into the interior of
the reservoir. The reservoir is constructed upon
the principle of corridors, six iu number, each

corridor being of the span of 12 ft.
;
and to

secure strength, the outer walls are made to form
a series of bays, the roof of each bay terminating
in a half dome

;
while there is a tank at each

corner of the reservoir, with circular outer walls
and domed roof, which form a tie to bind tbe
walls of the building together. A thick bed of
concrete has been laid under the entire floor,

projecting beyond the foundations of the enter
walls and puddle-bank, and upon the concrete is

a bed of clay, covered with white bricks, forming
the floor of the reservoir. A thick puddle clay
bank is carried up outside tho external walla
from the concrete foundation to above the water-
line of the reservoir. The latter is 115 ft. square
inside, and the height from the floor to the roof
is 16 ft. Tho reservoir is calculated to hold
800.000 gallons of water, and when full the
depth will be 14 ft. 6 in. Tho reservoii's at
Norwich are constructed upon an almost precisely
similar principle, and hold about a million and a
half gallons each. A well, Go ft. deep, has been
sunk, from which a portion of the water will he
supplied, by means of a steam-engine, to the
reservoir, and another pipe, connected with the
Ormesby main will be laid across the river at
Gorleston. The material used in the construe-
tion was as follows :—800 yards of concrete,
1,4-00 tons of clay, 80,000 bricks, 300 tons of lias

lime from Leicester, 1,000 bags of cement,
10.000 cubic yards of material dug from tho
land adjoining to form the hanks and to cover
the roof, and 150 men were employed, with a
large number of horses and carts. The total

cost is estimated at from 7,000J. to 8,000Z. The

I

total cost of the other works of the company at
i Ormesby, Caister, <to., amounted to upwards of
80,000h

ROYAL ITALIAN OPERA.
Mil. FliEPK. Gye does well in giving a certain

i

number of singers unknown to London a chance
of founding a reputation here, provided, of course,
that he or his agents are first well satisfied as
to their capabilities and probabilities; the sub-
scription is too large to allow of experiments
that are certain to be failures. With two of his
lady adventurers, at any rate, on the present
occasion, the public have reason to be satisfied,—
Madame PaoU and Madile. D'Angeri. The former
lady especially, in the ” Favorita,” showed more
than promise, and was generously received t

the other characters were sustained admirably
by Signor Nicolini, who is fast rising in estima-
tion, and M. Faure, who can scarcely rise higher.
Both these artists distinguished themselves in

a representation of Gounod’s “Faust,” which
has been given. Tho scene and grouping of the
Kermess are the most artistic things of their
kind to be seen, and suggest a series of pictures
by Teniers. Signor Cotogni (Vale^itine) should
not be omitted when praises are being bestowed-

Oii Tuesday evening, Mdlle. Albani, who made
an admirable d^but last season, re-appeared
with signal success in “Lucia di Lammermoor.’^
It was a fine performance, and has placed
her high in the Town’s estimation. The sub-
scribers, who are numerous this year, we are
glad to hear, can well afford to wait the coming
of the great gun of the establishment, Madame
Patti, whose appearance always serves to fill

Covent Garden to overflowing.

BRITISH ARCEH-IOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting on April 9th, Mr. H. Syer-
Cuming, V.P., in the chair, Mr. E. Roberts,
hon._ sec., referred to a communication he had
received from Sir John Lubbock on the subject
of his Bill for the Preservation of National
Monuments, and mentioned that the council had
that day agreed to petition Parliament in favour
of the Bill, considering it a step in the right
direction, although not going far enough in its
scope, being limited to British, Roman, and
Saxon remains only.

Mr. Thomas Morgan exhibited a handsome
pair of steel scissors, of Spanish manufacture,
the handles being inlaid with silver ornaments
and tortoiseshell. On the blades was the follow-
ing inscription :

—

JUAN ROMEEO ME TECIT EN LA
DL USSO DN-M‘R-COM : GEN.

Mr. Isaacson Tucker, Rouge Croix, explained
to the meeting that he had lately paid a visit to
the “York Stairs,” on which Mr. George R. Wright
had read a paper at the last meeting, and found
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that tlie arms on the gateway were those of

Villiers, Duke of Buckingham. He quite con-

curred in the view taken by the Association,

that this interesting memorial should be imme-
diately raised from its present degraded con-

dition, and made an entrance into the garden of

the Embankment from Buckingham-street. A
question arose as to whether the above work
of Inigo Jones had been removed from its

original position at the time of the destruction

of York House, although the opinion of the

meeting was in favour of keeping it in its

present situation, under any circumstances.

Mr. Wright doubted its having been removed,
and referred to the drawing by Hollar, in the

Pepysian Library, at^ Cambridge, in support of

bis view.
The Chairman exhibited a curious cast-iron

chair of Sussex workmanship, and observed in

reference to the antiquity of casting iron in

Britain, which had been noticed by Mr. J. W.
Grover, C.E., on a previous occasion, that it

was undoubtedly practised in this country as
early as the fifteenth century, and quoted several

writers in support of that opinion. After other
exhibitions.

The Chairman read a paper on the “Origin
and Use of Hour Glasses,” and the meeting
iidjourned to the 23rd inst., St. George’s-day.

WAEMING BY GAS.

Sib,—Mr. Barber's suggestions upon gas
warming for domestic purposes open up a
question deserving some attention. Makers of

gas-warming [apparatus will tell you that their

schemes insure the perfect combustion of the
gas, and that therefore [no tube or chimney is

required to carry off the products of combustion,
or, as some have put it in other words, “ there
are no products of combustion to carry off,” but
their real objection to a flue is, that by carrying
off the products of combustion in their neces-
sarily heated state, the apparatus does not show
so economical a result.

I am not a chemist addressing chemists,
but we probably know sufficient of the matter
to be aware that the combustion of gas does
not annihilate it, but rather decomposes it,

n,nd allows the elementary gases of which it is

formed to enter into new combinations with the
gases of the atmosphere. Ordinary coal gas is

{barring impurities) carburetted hydrogen, a
combination of carbon and hydrogen

;
the act of

combnstion is the combination of the carbon
with the oxygen of the air. Thus, one of the
products must be carbonic acid, or carbonic
oxide. I read from a book before me that

Carbonic oxide is extremely poisonous, even
worse than carbonic acid, is colourless, and
possesses very little odour”
No method of warming by gas can be other

than poisonous, unless provision is made for

removing the products of combustion, and utili-

sing the heat by means of radiation only
;
then

we obtain for breathing heated atmospheric air

instead of heated carbonic oxide, or heated car-
bonic acid. By the usual method of gas-warm-
ing, we not only rob onr breathing air of its

vital oxygen, but by mixing that oxygen with
carbon, prepare a deadly poison.

The difference between the results of the
ordinary gas jet for lighting purposes, and that
of the Bunsen burner, in which air is mixed with
the gas before combustion, is, I believe, that in

the former case carbonic acid is evolved, and in
the latter case carbonic oxide, the latter com-
pound differing in its composition from the
former in containing a larger quantity of
oxygen, the more poisonous composition being
the result of the more perfect combustion.

A. H.

HOT-AIE DOCTORS.

So long as the whole of the air admitted into
a room has to be roasted on its way thither, so
long may wo be certain the atmosphere, from a
health-invigorating point of view, will never he
what it ooght to be j but if the stove is merely
looked upon ^ a source of caloric, to be cooled
and aerated before it passes into the apartment,
then something may be made of it. Dried and
scorched air, which has necessarily lost all its
ozone in its passage through or over the source
of heat, cannot be healthy

j but if it is gene,
rated at, say 200°, and is cooled by admixture
with fresh air before it passes into the apart-
ment to be heated, then it becomes another and
very different thing. This is the rock upon

which the day-dreams and wakiog schemes of a
large majority of our hot-air doctors have been
so far wrecked, and until they hark back to a
more natural system, and one by which air can
be warmed, aerated, moistened, and if necessary
medicated, they will never heat our dwellings or
public buildings in a really satisfactory manner.
All the recent improvements have been directed
almost exclusively to the economy of fuel, a
very necessary point certainly; but there is

something of more importance than the saving
of pence, and that is, a warm and thoroughly
healthy atmosphere.

Let those who are rushing in for patents for
mere mechanical contrivances ask themselves a
few questions as to the chemical and hygrometric
nature of the atmosphere they are likely to

generate, and they may possibly discover their

scheme is not a perfect one. Hortulanus.

TEE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Brighton.—k. very large meeting of operative

carpenters and joiners employed in Brighton has
been held,—Mr. George Duddell in the chair,

—

to receive a report relative to a memorial which
had been presented to the builders of Brighton
in August last. The [following was the formal
request of the memorial:—“That work shall

commence at six o’clock a.m., and terminate at
half-past five, and one o'clock on Saturdays,
making a total of fifty-six hours and a half per
week

;
allowing within the above-named hours

half an hour for breakfast and one hour for
dinner, the same to apply all the year round, and
the wages to be 7d. per hour, making a total of
IZ. 128. 11 ^d. per week, and overtime to be paid
9d. an hour.” These alterations were to come
into operation on the 1st of April this year, and
circulars had been sent to the masters, remind-
ing them of this fact

;
but no reply had been

received from the masters to either the memorial
or the circular. After discussing the matter,
the meeting unanimously passed a resolution to
the effect that, having heard the manner in
which the memorial had been treated, the exe-
cutive committee be instructed to send a circular

,

to the employers, asking them to meet a dopu-

;

tation of the men ; that such deputation consist
of not less than three nor more than seven ; that
the meeting take place not later than April 18th

;

that the employers give notice not later than
April 12th of the number they propose upon the
deputation, so that the men may appoint a liko
number; and that the meeting pledges itself to
the decision of such conference. Two other
resolutions were also unanimously adopted, as
follows:—1. “That, in the event of the em-
ployers not meeting the deputation, the com-
mittee be empowed to withdraw one or more
firms, as they may decide

;
and this meeting

pledges itself to support them.” 2. “ That this
meeting pledges itself to allow full pay to any
delegate who may be discharged in consequence
of this movement.” It was announced that
promises of support had been received from
London, Manchester, Birmingham, and other
large towns.

Weston.—The societymen of the carpenters and
joiners are nowout on strike, demanding their pre-
sent rate of wage, 23s., to be increased to 28a. 3d.
per week. They state that an application to their
masters tosettlethematteramicablyhas beenmet
with contempt, and they give as their reasons for
making the demand that the prices of provisions
are much higher than heretofore, and that the
wages given in neighbouring towns are far in
advance of those paid in Weston.

Inverness.—The operative slaters are at pro-
sent out on strike. They have been paid at the
rate of 5d. an hour, and they now ask for 6d.,

which the masters decline to grant.
Stonehaven.-^The joameymen slaters have

come out on strike. They have received for
whole time “ii-d. per hour, and they wish to have
this sum advanced to 5id. The men have left
the town for Aberdeen.

Mr. Rupert Kettle’s Award in the Iron Trade.

—

This awai-d has been published in full in the
columns of the Staffordshire Advertiser. After
disposing of the question of the sliding scale in
the negative for the present, the award thus
settles the question of wages :

—“ I feel myself
at full liberty, with the consent of both parties,

to fix the rate of wages for six months

—

i.e., until
the end of the ordinary Michaelmas quarter. And
after the fullest attention I can give to the sub-
ject, and in the fervent hope that it may be bene-
ficial to both parties, I fix, subject to its inoluding

all the claims I before mentioned, the rate of
wages for puddlers shall be increased 9d. per ton
from the Slst of March until the 4th of October

j

and that all other ironworkers shall be advanced
for the same period at the rate of 7^ per cent,

upon the present prices.”

SCHOOL BOARDS.
London.—The works committee invited tenders

for the erection of a school to provide accommo-
dation for 1,058 children on the site in Jamaica-
level, Southwark. The following were the
respective amounts :

—

Thompson £7,925 0 0
Shepherd 7,8(K) 0 0
Gammon & Sons 7,435 0 0
Newman & Maun 7,386 0 0
Tarrant 7,297 0 0

The committee recommended the acceptance of

the lowest tender, that of Mr. J. H. Tarrant, of

33^, Weymouth-street, New Kent-road, S.E.,

amounting to 7,297Z. The cost of the site was
2,500Z. An application has been made to the
School Board by Mr. Charles Reed, the vice-

j

chairman, for their sanction to contracts being
entered into by committee during the vacation,
for carrying on the foundation works of the pro-

,

posed new Board offices on the Thames Embank-

'

ment, on the understanding that the actions of
the committee would be submitted to the con-
sideration of the Board on the 30th inst. The
application was granted. As appears from our
list of tenders on the 12th inst., tenders for con-

crete foundations for the Board offices have been
called for and sent in.

Leicester.—The clerk road a letter from the
Rev. Canon Burfield stating that the contract for

the new schools of St. Mark’s had been taken by
Messrs. Osborne, Brothers; that there would be
accommodation for 485 boys and girls in equal
proportions

;
and that they would be finished by

the end of the present year. The clerk also read
the following report from the architects’ com-
mittee : —.The architects’ committee have to

I'eport that fourteen tenders were sent in for the
;

erection of the schools in Slater-street, a list'

whereof they submit with their report, and the

committee recommend that the lowest tender,

—

that of Messrs. Osborne, Brothers,—he accepted
by the Board, subject to the Education Depart. '

ment. The committee also present an elevation

which has been prepared by Mr. Tait for the

school in Elbow-lane, which they recommend to

the Board for adoption. Tenders for the school

in Slater-street :

—

Firn
Barnett

Eagle
Hewitt & Sons
Flude
Major
Ratcliffe

Lewitt
"Winkles
Sackree
Bland
Herbert
Osborne, Bros.

£6,380 0
6,369 0
6,31>5 0
6,320 0
6,277 0

„ 6,276 0
6,2'96 15

. 6,220 0

. 6,130 0

6,000
6,805
6,749
6,640

The first part of the report was adopted
;
and the

latter part was held over, as Mr. Tait’s plans
were not then before the Bo.ird. The scheme'
for Wyggestou hospital schools has received the
sanction of the Privy Council, and by it the
trustees of the hospital are to pay over to the
governors of the schools 15,000Z., 6,000Z. of

which are to be applied to building boys’ and
4,000Z. for building girls’ schools. The boys’
school is to accommodate 300, and the girls'

school about 200, with a capacity for extension,

in each case. Adjoining each school is to be a

residence for the head-master and mistress.

The scheme is viewed with great dissatisfaction •

in the town.

HOUSES FOR THE WAGE CLASS.
Sir,—

A

lthough a carpenter, I do not eay there is >

nothing like leather. Wood may be beat in Norway, ^

Sweden, Canada, and where a surplus of slabs from deals,
forest thinnings, &o., exist

;
but in this part of England!

am doubtful whether wooden buildings are profitable,
taking labour, insurance, and repairs into consideration. i

Like cottages and other buildings the returns from which
are small, I fancy we ought to look for a material which
can be produced at a coat little above the labour getting
and carriage.
In this neighbourhood (Fulham) and other suburban

districts old brick rubbish, grouted with Portland cement,
ground bricks, and h> draulic lime, would be better ana
cheaper, lu other localities ironstone, sandstone, gravel,

or chalk might be at hand
; if none of these are handy,

and clay should be close to hand, pier walls would in a
short time be bard enough to bear any ordinary wear and
tear._ Either of those materials would be iucombustible,
and is not liable to rapid decay. They might also be
made ornamental if required; even ivy or other climber

' might set them off.
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1
HonsGB for the wage classes are also worthy of consl-

. deration. You note somo buildings in G-ermany and
' elsewhere of concrete. Would it not be desirable in

1 this and other suburban districts to build a few hundred

I
semi-detached houses, having gardens and room to erect

' workshop or plant-house, that the occupier may amuse
himself after leaving his daily work instead of spending

his time in a tap-room, and teach his children to labour

or cnllivate a few flowers ? I think that class of house
would tend to raise the moral standard, and keep it up in

the new-comers from the country districts, rather than the

plan now followed by building eight or ten roomed houses
to bo let in tenements of one, two, or three rooms each,

I
however largo the family may bo who occupy them.

.
Would it not be preferable for the wage-receiver to pay a

I ^iflo more ground-rent, saving by the privacy afforded ?

Selecting this locality for the esperimeut, tne following
I advantages occur:—

I

We are close to the District, Metropolitan, Western
I Extension, and North-Western lines, giving access to

;
most parts of the metropolis, Surrey, and other western
I'counties; wo are near the educational centre of South
llensington, the cheap musical experiments at the Royal
^

Albert Hall, and to Ilyde and Battersea Parks. 1 think,
however, the directors of tho District and Metropolitan

I linos, if they profess to run a workmen’s train, ought to
bo obliged to adhere to the old times, 6.15 and 5.30 a.m.,

;

and not be allowed to defer the train until 6.15, thereby
jeansing a loss of somo 4s. per week to many working men.
iThe companies receive the profit arising mom friends of
tho artizans travelling, and ought to boar the loss, if there

I is one, on one or two early trains. There is also a possi-

I
bility of helping the educational movement.

* Were a co-operative company formed for tho orcction
43f houses similar to those I refer to, the unoccupied

I ground might be used by the growing boys ou the half-

I time system. The parent would thus benefit, and the
1 child would receive an industrial training.

: Surely among your wealthy readers there is public
spirit enough to try and benefit their fellow men, even if

I they do not get quite as large a percentage on their
( investment. There are several plots of ground near here
for sale, if any warm-hearted person will try that field of

: labour, JosEru CsBEriEK.

,

THE WAY TO THE YIENHA
EXHIBITION ?

! Bib,—

T

ho coming Exhibition at Vienna will most pro-

I

“bably be an attraction sufficiently strong to induce great
I numbers of the art-workmen of this country to pay a
) Tisit to the Austrian capital. I have no doubt some one
of your nnmerous readers, who, from experience, may bo

\ able to afford information, will kindly teU os the best way
to take the trip, so that the journey may be performed in

I

the least possible time, and afford an opportunity of
Ivievring the greatest number of places by the way com-
i manding architectural interest.

i
Personally, being tolerably well acquainted with Italy

• and Franco, I should like to travel vid Germany, in which

j

case I should bo glad to know where to make my stopping
i
places. I am sure that manj; hundreds of my feUow art

I
lovers and workers will join with me in thanking, in anti-

jcipation, tho kind correspondent who may enlighten us
I opou this subject. H. Hems, Carver.

1

-

;

A SlIOKT CHIMNEY.
* Sib,—Can any of yonr correspondents suggest a remedy

I

for an old country fireplace which smokes continually
I with the violent south-west winds? A metal hood has
I been put on the top of the flue, and closed at one end,
I towards the south-west, but it still smokes. The fiuo-
I opeulng is large at the lower part, and occasions a strong

I
-current of air, which cannot well be reduced. Were a

(
grating erected over tho fireplace into the flue, would it

effect a remedy by a current of air passing into the flue ?

A SVBSCBIBEB.

STOKING KAIN-WATER.
i Sir,—

I

should feel greatly obliged If one of yonr cor-
' respondents would give me information on the best means
of saving tho rain-water from my house for supplying the

I
litcheu boiler, baths, and house generally with pure, soft

I water. As I am about to increase the size of my house,
lit would be a good opportunity for carrying out somo
I arrangement of tho kind; but those whom I have con-
( suited ou tho subject have not any very satisfactory views
I for doing so, and my own experiments with two water-
I butts charged with shingle and charcoal have all failed to
keep the water pure, There must be somo way of
l-eoonomisiug and storing rain-water for household pur-
I poses, taken from the roof, and I should bo glad of any
)

information your correspondents may bo willing to give
' G-. M.

TRADE SOCIETIES AND THE LAW.
I Sib,—

T

he late case at Newcastle, in which the Engi-
I Doers' Society refused to pay a member the benefit for
which he had for upwards of twenty years subscribed,

,
will, it is to be hoped, turn the attention of the members
of all trade societies to the position in which they are

I placed by the law imposed on them by their loaders. The
I present law regulating the position of these societies
1 received its mam features from the Bill brought in by
( Mr. Thomas Hughes in 1868

;
which Bill was prepared by

Mr. Frederick Harrison, and agreed to by a ceuferenoe of
I trade delegates as a desirable Act. No opposition among
tho unionists appears to have been given to this proposed

I
Act. until it was placed before a public meeting at Exeter

I Hall, under tho presidency of Mr. Samuel Morley. From
the moving of the following by a very small party in tho

I meeting, it appeared that Mr. Harrison’s Bill took away
'

-all legal claim of the members on these societies. The
I resolution proposed in reference thereto was,—
' "That this meeting is of opinion any legislation on
I trade-unions, to be just, should make such unions legally
I re^onsible for any assurances made to its members.”
I The meeting listened very impatiently to the mover of
t this, as may bo seen from the Ttmei report of the pro-

I

ceediogs. However, with all their effort, this Bill dm not
i become law, and the injustice prop'^sed to be legalised
was postponed until 1871, when Mr. Bruce introduced the

I QoverDment measure, which sontained the same provision.
After what is now the "Criminal Law Amendment Act"

had been separated from this Bill, tho nnionists gave
their general support to it. But at the trades conference,
called to take the Bill into consideration, which was
hold at the Sussex Hotel, Bouverie-street, E.O., March 1,

1871, the delegate from tho Wokingham carpenters called
attention to the injustice likely to be perpetrated on the
members by the proposed measure, and he proposed the
following resolution :

—“That this meeting is of opinion
any legislation on trade-unions, to be just, should make
such unions legally responsible for any assurance made
to their members

;
therefore this meeting must withhold

its support to tho present Bill, until such time as that
portion of clause 6 is erased which would relieve the
societies of their legal responsibility in this matter."
This met with no support at all. Not another single
delegate could be found supporting the interests of tho
members. They were all desirous for protection as far as

tho fraudulent acts of their treasurers were concerned
;

but that tho individual member should be protected
against tho society, shoold it at any time wish to act in a
like manner, was not thought desirable. This was indeed
asking protection for tho strong, and for assistance to
injure the weak.
The Wokingham men still pursued their opposition to

the Bill, and memorialised the Home Secretary on the
matter. From their memorial I take the following
sentence, thinking they may even now assist in making
clear the position of trade-unionists under the law. The
memorial ran thus :

—

" To the Home Secretary, Ac.—We cannot imagine the
^

reasons that could have induced tho Government to
attempt to place members of such societies outside the
pale 01 the law, more especially when they would in the
same measure provide for the societies being recognised,
and give them legal protection for their funds. We con-
sider it nothing but justice that such associations should
be protected against the fraudulent; but, surely, it will

be tho reverse of justice if a like protection is denied the
members as against the society, and should the 6th clause
remain unamended, no protection or redress would remain
to members in case any society refused to pay any benefit
to which a member may be justly entitled.*’

"We can agree with that portion of the clause which
declares the society shall not be able to direct^ enforce
any agreement for the payment by any person of^any sub-
scription or penalty to a trade-union, inasmuch as tho
society is fully able to, and does, protect itself in this
matter, by (in our own society) compelling the members
to subscribe twelve months before becoming eligible to
benefit; and, after which, should a member neglect to
pay his subscription within a given time, he forfeits every
claim on the society, with all moneys he may have pre-
viously paid.”*••*••*

We would further nrgo that it is not for the public
ood that any association should be incorporated without
eing compeQed to fulfil its agreements.”

This had no effect on the Government. Sir Charles
Dilke, the Hon. Auberon Herbert, and other members of
Parliament, were asked to support the prayer of the
Wokingham men. These members, however, “would not
take the matter up

;
the leaders of the working men must

be seen.” The Bill became law, and, I believe, the only
petition against it was presented to the House of Lords
by Earl Hussell. One clause of this petition said,

—

_

" Your petitioners believe it is not desirable the protec-
tion given to members of societies registered under the
Friendly Societies Act shsuld be withdrawn, experience
having shown such protection to have been needful, and
your petitioners are therefore unable to see why the
members of trade-unions should be denied tho same
protection.”

Surely tho members of these societies will now see to
what a pass their leaders have brought them. Each
member is entirely at the mercy of the executive of his
particular society. His only appeal is to the members,
and he must, indeed, have a strong case if he is able suc-
cessfully to cope with the executive.
But have not the public an interest at stake as well as

the members ? That there is good in these associations
none will hardly deny, but that good never can be injured
by coming within tho law, or, if so, it is tho law that
should be altered. Trade-unions are not infallible. Rat-
tening is not altogether a thing of the past. Remem-
bering this, is it wise such a power should be placed in the
hands of these societies that they may have a legal right
to withhold a benefit justly due to a member, for the
reason perhaps that he refuses to act the part of a coward
and traitor to tho freedom of his fellow-man ? Is it wise
to refuse protection to those members (and I believe they
arc the majority) who wish all their actions to be fair and
above-board? Only two short years after the passing of
the present Act we learn of the gross injustice at New-
castle by the most respected of the large trade societies.
There is no doubt the law is unjust. May this first injus-
tice under it be the last; lot it not bo a fact that the law
of England protects the funds of societies obtaining
money under false pretences, for such is tho case when
promises of benefits are held out to men in return for
certain subscriptions, and when such subscriptions have
been paid and distress comes, the society refuses to meet
its engagements.
The members in self-defence should demand an amend-

ment of the law, and the public should not tolerate a law
under which the Amalgamated Society of Engineers has
refused its superannuation benefit to amembor of twenty-
one years' standing. A member, let it be remembered,
who has paid upwards of 501. to tho society, is now cast
off, and is not oven given a reason when ho seeks redress
in an English court. M. H. J.

JVoreetfer Park,

STEAM TO PUT OUT FIRE.

Sm,—I believe steam would be the quickest,
easiest, safest, and moat effectual agent to extin-
guish fires in buildings,—steam from fire-engines
or other steam boilers near.

Break or disconnect the iron gas-pipe next to
the stop-cook (outside all buildings)

; thsn clap
on the steam. The force would instantly burst
the thin leaden pipes in the interior and fill the
house. No fixe will stand steam ; furthermore
buildings and goods would not be flooded. This
could be applied to ships’ holds to quench spon-
taneous fires amongst cargoes,—steam from
cook.hoase, boilers, or otherwise. R, T.

SHIPS’ BOATS.
Sib,—

W

ould it be possible to launch boats more expe-
ditiously from ships by having a laancher on board, such
as a long narrow plate of iron, with a groove in tho
centre, for the boats to slide down upon into the sea,
with a strong grapple at one end to be affixed to the part
of the ship required, when tho launcher waa heaved over-
board

;
and this small boat-railroad inclosed with iron

hoops, that the boats might slide *traight down (like the
skeleton of a half-barrel) ? Perhaps mechanical minds
may grasp my meaning, and know whether the suggestion
is quite impracticable. H.

POROUS TILE ROOFS.
Sib,—

W

ould you or some of your correspoudeuta
kindly inform mo what is the best remedy for tile roofs
that are porous ? I find the upper part ol my house is
damp, and have traced the source oi it to tho tiles being
porous. Tho lower part is perfectly dry, as the founda-
tion is in a rock. W. B.

SANITARY MATTERS.
Appoiiifnienf ofSanitary 0Ji<^ers.—Dr. Griffitba,

of Sheffield, has been appointed medical officer

of health for the borough of Sheffield, at a salary
of 600L per annum. He is required to devote
hia whole time to the duties of hia office. Mr. H.
Allan has been appointed public analyst.

Sanitary Reform.—A Bill introduced by Sir
Charles Adderley to amend the law relating to
public health, proposes to extend the provisions
of the Nuisances Removal Act to unwholesome
milk

5
to add to the definition of the word

"nuisance” houses without an adequate supply
of wholesome water, any ditch, gutter, cesspool,
dam, &c., in such a condition as to be a nuisance
or injurious to health, and any animal kept in
such a situation as to bo similarly injurious.
The Bill also proposes, among other things, to
extend the right of complaint under the above-
mentioned Act ; to extend the power given to

magistrates to close a house unfit for habitation
to any part of a house or buildiug; to extend
tho provisions of the Sanitary Act as to houses
let in lodgings

j
to give power to rural sanitary

authorities to make building by-laws, and to
give power to the Local Government Board to
make by-laws on the default of the sanitary
authority. One of the clauses in the Bill pro-
poses that every sanitary authority shall from
time to time cause the water supplied for
domestic or drinking purposes to be analysed.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Grosmont (Monmouthshire).—The Church of

St. Nicholas, Groamont, on the banks of the
Monnow, was restored in 1870, but again danger
threatens it if means be not at once taken to
restore the tower and spire

;
piers which sup-

port the tower, bells, and spires are crumbling
away from the weight imposed upon them.
About 600L have already been subscribed to the
fund, and the remainder of the 2,000Z. required
for the work will, it is hoped, easily be obtained.
This church possesses one of those alfcar-atones
marked with crosses in the centre and at the
angles. The chancel is in perfect repair, but the
rest of the building is in a lamentable state, and
expense has already been incurred by shoring up
tho centre portion. 2,OOOL, according to an
estimate made by Mr. Seddon, the architect,
would defray the cost of restoring the tower and
spire with the transepts, reseating them, and
erecting new frames for the bells, &c.

; but
should it be required to restore the nave and
aisles, another 2,000J. will bo wanted. A meeting
on the subject was recently hold by the rate-
payers and tenant farmers, over which Arch-
deacon Crawley presided, and a resolution was
unanimously passed to contribute a voluntary
rate of not less than 5 per cent, upon the
assessed value of the pariah

; but the parish is
au agricultural cue.

Lowestoft .—A meeting of parishioners has
been held in the Kirkley Schoolroom, for the
purpose of considering the propriety of en-
larging and rebuilding Kirkley Church. The
rector presided, and it was nnanimously resolved
“That as the parish of Kirkley, with a popula-
tion of nearly 2,000 souls, has accommodation
for only 220 persons within the walls of the
parish church, the enlargement of the church is
absolutely necessary.” The plans were ex-
plained by Mr. Steward. It was proposed to do
only a portion of the enlargement at one time
so as not to prevent the services being held.
When the entire plan is carried out the church
will be rebuilt and seat 850 persons. The
expense of the first portion of the enlargement
was estimated at 500i, The sum in hand and
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the promises amounted to 250L A committee
was appointed to carry into effect the wishes
of the meeting to enlarge and restore the

church.

IFest Clandon.—The parish church has long

been in a dilapidated condition, and it is now
proposed to restore it. A portion is considered

unsafe, and this part it is intended to rebuild,

and the exterior of the building will be put into

substantial repair and made to exhibit an appear-
ance more in accordance with its religious cha-
racter. The interior also requires considerable
renovation. It is estimated that 1,5001. will be
required to restore the church entirely, and to-

wai'ds this sum Lady Augusta Leigh has pro-

mised 3001., the Viscountess Cranley 2001., Mrs.
Onslow (East Clandon Park) 1001., and the Rev.
J. C. Harkness (the rector) 1001. Mrs. Onslow
has also promised a memorial window.

Woodley.—The Church of St. John the Evan-
gelist, Woodley, has been consecrated. The
edifice has been erected as a chapel of ease to

'

Sonning, and it has been built and endowed by
the late Mr. R. Palmer, of Ilolme Park, at a
cost of 6,0001. The church is built in the late

Early English style, and consists of a nave
chancel, north aisle, organ . chamber, porch,
vestry, and parvis. The exterior is faced with
flint, with Bath stone dressings. The roof is

tiled, and the turret is furnished with three
bells. The front of the churchyard is enclosed
with a flint and brick wall, the remaining sides
being guarded with irou fencing. The chancel
is separated from the nave with a triple arch,
supported by Forest of Dean columns, with Bath
stone capitals, bands, and bases. The screen
wall separating the chancel from the nave is

filled in at the base with gilded ironwork and
gilded gates. The chancel is paved with Minton
tiles, and also the nave and aisle. The organ-
chamber is separated from the chancel by an
oak park close. The reredos consists of carved
panels, the two outer panels being filled with
green marble, decorated with gold. The centre
panel contains a carved representation of the
Crucifixion; the left panel a representation of
the Centurion and the Roman soldier; and the
right panel, a carved representation of Joseph
and Nicodemus proceeding to the Cross. The
reredos is composed of Caen stone, with English
alabaster arcading, supported on polished red
granite columns, carved Italian alabaster capitals
and bases. The super-altar is of Devonshire
marble. The east window above the reredos
consists of three lights of stained glass, supplied
by Mr. Hardman, of Birmingham. In the centre
light is a representation of the Ascension

;
in

the left, the Lord’s Supper; and in the right,

St. John the Evangelist in a trance, beholding
the Holy City coming down from God out of

heaven (as recorded in the Book of Revelation).
In the chancel are the sedilia and the credence-
table. The tracery is filled in with the descend-
ing Doves, the Lamb, aud the Angels. The
seats in the nave and aisle are of deal, stained

and varnished, and the choir-stalls in the chancel
are of oak. The font is composed of Caen stone,

supported on Forest of Dean columns and base.

The columns are filled in with emblems of the

Passion. The cover is made of Riga oak, and is

the work of a young man resident in Sonning.
The pulpit is approached by stone steps and an
iron handrail. It is composed of Bath stone

and English alabaster. The bookboard is of

stone, supported on a column, at the base of

%vhich is a carved head of St. John the Evange-
list. The roof of the church is open, the prin.

cipal ribs and wind-braces being of oak. In the
turret is machinery for ringing the bells. By
means of a wheel, one person can ring the three
bells. This was invented by Mr. Belcher, of

Sonning. The church was designed by Mr. H.
Woodyer, of Graffham, near Guildford. The
clerk of the works was Mr. W. Cooper, of

Croydon. Messrs. Wheeler, Brothers, of Reading,
were the contractors for the masonry

; Mr
Green, of Sonning, for the brickwork aud
plastering; Mr. Brown, of Sonning, the staining
and decorating

;
Mr. Cox, of Sonning, the car-

pentering work. The heating-apparatus has
been supplied by Messr.s. Remmington & Son, of
Skipton, Yorkshire

; and the ironw'ork by Messrs.
Filmcr &, Mason, Guildford.

Bi’uyitingtho'tye .—The memorial-stone has been
laid of a new church now in course of erection by
Mr. H. F. Allen, builder, Leicester, from draw-
ings, and under the superintendence, of Mr. W.
Smith, architect, London. The old church,
having been for year? in a very dilapidated
condition, has been pulled down, and the new
church will have an additional aisle and chancel

aisle, which will afford greater accommodation
than the old one.

Halifaj:.—The erection of a much-needed
church, to be named St. Augustine’s, is to be
commenced forthwith. A few weeks ago ten-
ders were invited for the erection of the entire

building, when it was found that they ranged
from 11,0001. to 9,0001. Under these circum-
stances, therefore, it was decided to proceed
with the erection of a portion only of the
building. The church committee have resolved
to begin the erection of the nave, aisles, and
transepts, leaving the tower and spire and the
chancel to a future date. The cost of this por-
tion of the building will be over 5,0001., and
about 4,0001. are already promised.

Worting, near Bashxgstolce.—During the past
twelve months considerable improvements have
been can-ied out at the Church of St.

Thomas of Canterbury, in this pariah. It

became necessary to take some steps for effec-

tually warming both chancel and vestry. The
two stoves in the north aisle of the church being
insoSicient for the purpose, it was therefore
decided that Messrs. Hadeu’s process should
be employed to remedy the want. Before winter
set in, the two stoves had been replaced by an ap-
paratus which, by means of small hot-air gratings
in the vestry and chancel, and a larger one in

the nave, keeps the whole church at one
uniform temperatme, which can bo raised or
lowered at pleasure. The construction of the
necessary flues and the chamber for the recep.
tion of the furnace, involving the under-pinning
of three walls, was carried out by Mr. "Whistler,

of Sherborne. The organ filled a recess on the
north side of the chancel. Its position was un-
fortunate, and the construction of the new
warming apparatus suggested a more convenient
arrangement. Accordingly, the pit in which the
organist used formerly to sit has been boarded

I

over level with the chancel floor, and is occu-

j

pied by the bellows, so that the choir can now

j

be disposed north and south
;
aud the organ

has the advantage of being raised into a position
far more favourable to its sound, and also belter
for the choir which it accompanies. Every
available portion of the original organ has been
worked into the new instrument, and some con-
siderable additions have been made. The
builders of the organ are Messrs. Wordsworth &
Maskell, of Leeds. The design was by the Rov.
F. H. Sutton, vicar of Theddingvvorch, who
wrote a work upon Gothic Organs.”

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Leighton Buzzard.—Tenders for the building

of the Now British Girls’ School, in accordance
with the plans aud specifications of the archi-
tect, Mr. W. C. Reed, have been sent in as fol-

lows — viz., Messrs. Eyre & Son, Hockliffe,
1,0371. 128. 6d.

;
Messrs. Wright, Bros., &

Goodcliild, Croydon, 9531. Ss. ; Messrs. U. Ed-
wards and C. Gibbons, Eggington and Leighton
Buzzard, 935Z. ; Mr. Cliarles Room, Eaton Bray,
9061.

;
Mr. David Cook, Leighton Buzzard, 8521.

;

Mr. Jobu Shelton, Newport Pagnell, 7311. 13s.
Mr. Shelton’s tender, being the lowest, was
accepted, and a contract has been signed, and
the works are to be completed by the 1st of

August. The contract includes the needful
approaches, offices, and drainage, and all joiners’

work of pitch pine
;
but does not include the

gas-fittings, desks, and forms, or furniture.

TT'alsall.—The foundation-stone of new schools
in connexion with Centenary Wesleyan Chapel,
Stafford - street, has been laid. The schools
have been built near to the chapel, and will

form an addition to the schools already existing,

which have been found too small for the require-
ments of the district. The buildingwill be 65 ft.

by 30 ft., and will comprise two class-rooms
16 ft. by 14 ft., a small room, 10 ft. by 12 ft.,

aud also a gallery. The building is 25 ft. high.

There will be accommodation for 300 children,

^lessrs. Loxton Bros, are the architects, and Mr.
James Adkins is the builder. The total cost
will be 7951., including the coat of the fittings.

Bircle.—The corner-stone of a new day and
Sunday school for the parish of Bircle has been
laid by the incumbent of the parish church. The
building will be in the Gothic style. Mr. S. H.
Brocklehurst, of Manchester, is the architect

;

Mr. James Hill, of Bury, is the contractor for

the masons’ work
;
and Mr. S. Horrocks, joiner

and builder, has the contract for the woodwork.
The schoolroom will be 80 ft. by 21 ft., and there
will be one classroom, 16 ft. 6 in. square. In
addition to the school there will be a teacher’s

house, containing three rooms on the ground- I

floor, and five bedrooms. The site for the now i

building is situated a short distance from the p

church, and has been presented by the Earl of
Derby. The school and teacher’s house are :

estimated to cost 1,0001., the money being raised
'

by public subscriptions, the amount already
j

promised being about 5001. It is expected that I,

the school will be ready for use about Whitsun. .i

tide next, and will afford accommodation, ac-
^

cording to the Government standard, for about li

230 scholars.

D;‘i/?icZ(2.— -The foundation stone of the School
1|

Board new schools has been laid by the chairman ij

of the Board in the presence of a large com- .

pany. The site is immediately at the outskirts j

of the town. The school will accommodate 250 i|

boys, 250 girls, and 200 infants, with master’s n

residence. The buildings are in the Lorabardic :|

style, with brick facings relieved by arches and
bands in red stock bricks, with slated roofs, and

!i

the floors are composed of upright blocks of !|

larch set endwise. Mr. H. J. Paul, of Man- .j

Chester, is the architect, and Messrs. Hewson i|

Brothers, Driffield, the contractors for the work :|

at the sum of 4,5661. Gs. Gd.
Bverton (Liverpool).—The foundation-stone of 'i

a new mission-room and schools for the district .i

of Christchurch, Everton, has been laid. The
i

site of the new building is in Gordon-street, off
i

Netherfield-road, about a quarter of a mile
!

distant fi-om the church. The new building will
i

stand between Gordon-street and Conway-street,
i

one side of it being in Leech Hall-street. It
I

will consist of three stories. The basement will
i

comprise an infant school, 65 ft. by 28 ft., with
,

a class-room 30 ft. by 25 ft., and playing.sheds
,

adjoining. The grouud-floor will contain the
,

girls’ schoolroom and a large room for " mothers’ !

meetings,” and above this and extending the
whole length of the building will be the boys’
school and mission room, the dimensions of !

Avhich will be about 81 ft. by 42 ft. In the
j

mission-room accommodation will be provided
j

for about 700 adults. The entrance to the girls’
j

and infants’ schools will be from Gordon-street,
i

and that to the boys’ schools from Leach Hall-
street. Accommodation will be provided for

;

about 300 boj’s, 200 girls, and 200 infants. The
i

style of architecture will be Gothic, of an
i

unpretentious character, and the principal gable
I

will be surmounted by a bell-cote. The cost of
i

the building will be a little over 2,0001., in
|

addition to 1,1001. paid for the land. Thearchi.
1

tects are Messrs. T. D. Barry & Sons, and the
i

builder is Mr. Hugh Dyer.
;

Luton .—The foundation-stone of new national
i

schools for the parish of Christ Church has been
i

laid. The site of the new' buildings is in the
;

Buxton-road, an open and healthy situation, aud
i

the schools, which are to accommodate 750 boys>
girls, and infants, will, when completed, have a
frontage of IGl ft. The architecture w’ill be
Gothic, and the total cost is estimated at some,
thing like 2,8001. The work will bo carried out
by local tradesmen, the architects being Messrs.
J. 11. & W. Brown, and the builders Messrs.
Smart, Brothers.

oahs

Notes on Church Organs ; their Position, and the
Materials used in their Construction. By
C. K. K. Bishop.

This is a well-written little book, by a writer
whose family have fur three generations been
honourably known in connexion with the art of
organ-building; and gives, in a concise and I’ead-

able form, information and advice as to the
placing of organs in churches, the best materials
for pipes, &c., which should be useful both to -

architects and to “ organ committees.” Nearly '

all that is said here on the subject of the posi- -

tion of organs, and some other hints besides,

will be found in an article in a former number
of the Builder (October 23, 1869), under nearly
the same title ; but the advice, as far as we can

j
udge, will probably have to bo repeated a good
many times before the majority of the architects,

concerned in such matters can be persuaded to '

attend to it. In regard to one question, as to '

the placing of the organ in cathedrals, we quite

agree with the author in thinking that the old

central position on the chuir-screen was a far

better one than most modern cboroh architects

are willing to admit. “ The partisans of the
I

‘ vista’ theory have arrayed themselves strongly i

against this position
;
but what lover of archi- !

tectural effect, who has seen the grandly-cased J
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I'

organa at Liibeck and Bruges so placed, has

ii failed to notice how the effect of distance is

II improved by the line of vision being tbna par-

i; tially broken ? ” That this position is by far

I the best for the musical effect of the instrument

I in a cathedral is incontestable
;

it may be ques-

:i tioned whether it is nob also in reality the best

K for architectural effect. Mr. Bishop is scarcely

as strong against the “organ-chamber” in

I
churches as wo could wish; he seems rather
bent on making the best of it, and showing how

I it may bo most satisfactorily constructed; but
ii nothing can make such a position for an organ
li satisfactory, and the organ-builders ought to

M combine against it. We may mention a case
which came under our knowledge a few weeks
since, when a very eminent German builder was
invited to build an organ for a church in Lanca-
shire, tho work of a leading English architect,

and containing tho usual absurd closet for the
organ. The builder, with equal good sense and
spirit, declined the commission altogether rather
than put Lis instrument in snch a situation;

and eventually he carried his point, and was
allowed to place it at the west end, where it is

heard with proper effect. We join Mr. Bishop
in calling attention to the advantages which
would result if architects “would consult an

I

organ-builder before instead of after commencing
churches or other buildings intended for organs.”
For want of forethought, nine-tenths of modern
church-organs are placed where they can neither

|l be properly heard nor efficiently looked after.
' The book is illustrated by lithographs of

I

various designs and forms of organ-cases, drawn,
and in most cases designed, by Mr. J. Tarver;
they are sufficient for tho purpose of illustra-

tion, but are unfortunately in that hasty,
scratchy stylo which is so much in vogue at
present, and which has only the merit of saving
a groat deal of trouble to the draughtsman. The
designs are mostly appropriate and in good taste,

I

without displaying any particular novelty or
effect. Sir G. G. Scott’s case for the organ at
St. Mary’s, Nottingham (Plate II.), is very pic-

turesquely grouped, but is doue great injustice
to in the drawing.
The author would have shown better taste in

omitting tho reprint of laudatory articles from

^
the papers on Messrs. Bishop & Starr’s organs,

1 which is tagged on at the end as a kind of

il
advertisement. In other respects the book will

li be useful to those who are about to spend money
ij on organs.

: VABIOEUM.

!
The Gardeners’ Chronicle sounds a note of

I

warning to flower buyers, thus:—"Purchasers of
cloves, camations, picotees, or what is offered to
them as such by hawkers, should look twice
* before they leap ’ at the proffered commo-
dities, as the following incident will show. A
couple of smart-looking young fellows, carrying
largo rush baskets, and having no lack of money
in their pockets, came to a grower of market

j
•roots in West Middlesex, who, among other

i things, annually raises a few thousands of single

j

cloves from seed. A wide-awake gardener
i selects for his seed-stock each year some of tho

I

broadest-leaved plants, and these invariably
reproduce others of a like character in consider-
able proportions, such plants being most eagerly
desii'ed by the hawkers, and are in slang phrase
called ‘ broad-leaved Jacks.’ Our brace of
smart young men purchase from 100 to 200 of
these, at from 9d. to Is. per dozen, and then,
having ready some soft hay, bast, and deal labels,
they proceed to carefully tie them up into pairs,
furnishing each couple with a name, of which

I

they have an abundance at the ends of their
tongues, nob a few having those aristocratic
handles so dear to the dwellers in suburban
villas; then, stowing their plants carefully in
their baskets, and throwing them over their
shoulders, off they set on their journey, to sell

both their carnations and those who buy them.”
A correspondent of Iron writes as follows,

j
concerning English ironworkers in America:

—

I

“ A few years ago, the ‘ president ’ (or, as wo
I

should say, ‘ chairman ’) of one of the largest

I iron-'working companies in the United States
I came to England. Tho object of his mission

j

was to get skilled workmen, especially for
I Bessemer works. This simple fact struck me
\

as rather remarkable. In England it is common
! enough for workmen to go on tramp in search of
J employment, bat it is quite out of the ordi-

nary course of our experience for a very wealthy
i and prosperous company to send their chairman
I on a very expensive journey half-way round,

the world, in order to find workmen. The
terms on which he engaged these men were also

remarkable. He engaged them at once, at

something like double their English wages, took
them across the Atlantic with him at great

expense, paying their high wages while they were
waiting to start and during all their journey.

They were engaged for a period of years. These
remarkable facts awakened ray curiosity, and led

me to make further inquiries respecting the

condition and career of other men in the iron

trade who had left South Staffordshire, Shrop-
shire, &c., for America, and under similar engage-
ments. These inquiries brought out some very
interesting and instructive facts. In all the

cases that I could follow up I learned that the

men,—puddlers, mill forgemen, &c.,— fulfilled

their engagements faithfully, worked through
tho three or five years’ term as arranged, but
only a minority of them, in spite of very high
wages, continued to be ironworkers, and these

were by no means the most intelligent and
provident. Tho majority of the best men saved
sufficient to move farther west, buy some land,

and become farmers, and thus the costly opera-
tion of sending to England for first-class work.
men bad to be repeated.” Readers of the
Cifij Press will be glad to hear, with reference to

the antiquarian column in this well-conducted
paper for so many years contributed by “Aleph”
(the late Mr. William Harvey), that arrangements
have been made for a succession of “City Scraps,”

by various writers of known ability. Mr. John
Timha furnishes well the first of these.

Hardwicko’s Science Gossip maintains its inte-

resting and useful character. Of popular science

journals it is the best. Tho April number of

The People's Magazine is a very good one,— in-

structive as well as amusing. Old and New
London (Cassell) is going on very agreeably.

No. 4 is chiefiy occupied with Tho Temple, con.

cerning which and its occupants there is much
amusing gossip.

p:isctllanea.

Ventilation.—To this all-important subject
in the matter of hospitals Dr. Demarquay has
devoted an interesting chapter in hia latest work,
“ Les Ambulances de la Presse.” Ho fixes the
quantity of air to be changed at 80 cubic mitres
per hour and per bed. Behind the latter, and on
a level with the floor, the mouth of the evacua-
tion-shaft should be placed, at the rate of one
for every two beds. The question as to whether
these shafts should be ascending or descending
is decided in favour of the latter, because in

that case they are made in the thickness of the
lower walls, which, being stronger, are better

able to bear a diminution of substance than the
upper ones, which are thinner. All these
evacuating conduits open into galleries, and
these into a larger one, communicating with
the main shaft, where a fire producing the
draught is kept up. The average velocity

of the latter should not be less than 180
centimetres per second, and 2 metres at the
upper orifice. The main shaft should be pro-

vided with a door opening into the courtyard, to

enable tho man intrusted with the care of tho
fire to feed it without having to expose himself
to the pestilential effluvia of the galleries.

The Charity Organisation Society.

—

The fourth annual report of the council of this

Society has been issued in a printed form, at

the Central Office of the Society, in Backing,
ham.street, Adelphi. “It has long been evi-

dent,” says the report, “that it is not want of

money, nor want of relief, which produces so

much distress and pauperism in London
; and the

Charity Organisation Society was formed not to

raise a fresh relief fund, hut to attack the causes
of want and pauperism in a systematic manner.
To establish inquiry offices, which shall at the
same time ho bases of charitable operations, in

each of the poor-law divisions of London, to

give them necessary support and guidance, and
to carry on those various functions which it is

found expedient for the council to discharge as

the representative of tho Society, has required
considerable outlay of labour and money. A
considerable part of their income has again been
derived from the guarantee fund which a small
number of noblemen and gentlemen contributed
in 1870 to assist them during the three following
years. This fund is now nearly exhansed, and
they will be obliged in future to rely on the
public for sufficient means to carry on their

work.”

The Castellani Art Collections. — The
question must now be decided whether the nation

shall make these art works its own, together

with an additional collection, some of them of

higher rank. Pending the decision, the bulk of

the whole is for the moment placed together in

the British Museum. Among the highest exam-
pies is the bronze head of, probably, Aphrodite,

and understood to have been found in Thessaly,

which has only just been brought to England.
This is of heroic size, with the back and crown
of the head partly battered in and wrenched
away, and with tho eye-sockets empty

;
but for

the rest, presenting a front view quite unim-
paired, with nose and mouth perfect and unin-

jured. Between the two sides of the face there

is a curious deviation from symmetry of which,
as yet, it seems impossible to say whether it will

have been due to the wrench that has once torn
the statue, or to one of those subtle audacities

of artistic calculation by which tho Greek in-

stinct was wont to adjust the propoi"tion3 of a
work for a true effect from its particular point
of view. There are other bronzes in the collec-

tion, which have lain longer than this beneath
the eye of experts and students. Next come
the marbles, and foremost among them a Sicilian

Here. This colossal head was found at Girgenti,

and is remarkably complete. There is a series

of Roman imperial busts, of which the most
important are a young Augustus, in singular

preservation (perhaps the best extant), and a
Tiberias in old age

;
besides a Roman sarco-

phagus, which is not yet in this country.

Another sarcophagus, belonging to the class of

terra-cottas, is one of tho chief items in the
whole collection, and belongs to its newer por-

tion. Its possession would go far to makeup for

the loss of the Cesnola discoveries. Among the
minor terra-cottas are a great many figures of

the ordinary ornamental kind found in tombs, a
few lamp-moulds and miscollaneons curiosities,

and one unique set of figures of Roman actors,

glutton, parasite, and the rest. The vases are
numerous, and especially strong in the class of

rhytons, or cups moulded in the shape of animals
or heads of animals. There remain a variety of

carved ivories, and of carved ambers from
Sicily.

Reproduction of Monuments.—The list of

works purchased by tho trustees of the National
Portrait Gallery include a cast in plaster from
tho upper part of tho monument in Westminster
Abbey. Purchased March 15th, 1872,—price,

Ik lls. 6d. The above-named effigies of the
earlier sovereigns, as they are placed in West-
minster Abbey, being all in a recumbent posi-

tion, and considerably elevated beyond the reach
of the spectator, are almost useless for special

purposes of portraiture. The trustees, therefore,

by permission of tho dean, availed themselves of
a favourable opportunity, when the statues had
been carefully cleaned and freed, for the first

time, after the lapse of centuries, from corrosion

and the accumulation of dust, to have plaster

casts taken from them, with great care, by
D. Brncciani. It is contemplated by the trustees

that the plaster reproductions specified in the
foregoing list shall be converted into bronze by
Messrs. Elkington’s electrotyping process, already
applied with complete success to the monumental
effigies of King Henry VII. and his Queen, and
of Mary Queen of Scots, described in the pre-
vious report of the trustees, under the head of

Donations No. 85.

Co-operative Congress at Newcastle.

—

The fifth annual congress of tho Co-operative

Societies of the United Kingdom was opened at
Newcastle-upon-Tyne on Saturday, under the
presidency of Mr. Joseph Cowen, jun., who de-

livered an address of some length to a large

audience of delegates and others. A largo jiublic

meeting was held in the evening under the pre-

sidency of Mr. Joseph Cowen. Mr. T. Hughes,
M.P., moved, and Mr. Lloyd Jones seconded a
resolution “ That this meeting recognises in co-

operation the most effectual means of perma-
nently raising the condition of the people ”

;
and

Mr. Morrison, M.P., moved, and Mr. G. J.

Holyoake seconded tho motion, “ That it is the
essence of co-operation to recognise the right of
labour to a substantial share in the profits which
it creates.” Tho resolutions were unanimously
agreed to.

Middlesbrough Exchange.—We hear that
a tower is about to be added to the Middles,
brough Exchange, to make the design of the
building complete. Other arrangements, to

make it more convenient, are also likely to be
carried out.
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The Opening of the Spencer Docks in
Dublin.—On Monday the Spencer Docks were
opened in Dublin by the Lord-Lieutenant. These
docks have been carried out by and for the Great
Midland Railway Company, for the accommo-
dation of their outward and inland traffic in

connexion with England and Ireland, and are

capable of accommodating nearly 100 vessels of

large tonnage. The upper dock has a spacious
quay-wall on its western side, built with cut
limestone, with a strong concrete backing,
running the entire length, over 1,700 ft., 100 ft.

wide on top, with a double line of rails. This
wharf is for the convenience of the general
public. On the opposite, or eastern side, the
quay-wall was constructed by driving long piles,

6 ft. 6 in. below the bed of the dock, and
reaching to the top of the wharf. This quay,
wall is also provided with a double line of rails,

similar to the other side, and is intended solely

for the traffic of the Midland Great Western
Railway Company. A swivel bridge connects
the two docks.

Curious Relic.—A Findon correspondent of
the Sussex Express,— Col. Margesson,—sends a
sketch of a small cavity formed by brickwork,
found by workmen when excavating under the
stone floor of the old kitchen at Findon-place.
In section it is spade or shovel shaped, point
downwards, the upper part below the level of
but in the same plane as the floor. Tho lid was
broken by the pickaxe of the workmen

; in its

centre it has an iron ring attached, very rusty
from age. Charcoal and some ashes filled up
the cavity, which also contained two small flat

bottles, one larger than the other, both empty,
and without corks. Tho cavity lies in solid
chalk, and cannot have been disturbed for a long
period of time. It appeai-ed to have been filled

before closure full of livo coals. No drain of
any kind is in the neighbourhood of it.

London Cabmen’s Mission-ball. — The
foundation-stone of a new hall at King's-cross,
Mr. Arthur Allom, architect, has been laid, ad-
joining to the Metropolitan Railway Station, by
Mr. Samuel Morley, M.P., who contributed 501.
on the occasion. Many cabmen and their wives
also contributed, and 1001. in all were collected.
The new hall is to be devoted to preaching, Bible
classes, prayer and temperance meetings, lectures,
and a Sunday school. It is estimated that the
hall will cost about 1,6001., and as the work of
the Mission is carried on by means of public
support, an urgent appeal is made to the benevo-
lent for help. The treasurer is Mr. W. Percy,
of 35, Euston-road.

London Anthropological Society.—On the
9th mat. the first ordinary general meeting of
tho London Anthropological Society, which was
inaugurated last January, was held at the rooms
of the Social Science Association, Adam-street,
Adelphi. The president (Dr. R. S. Cbamock,
F.S.A.), in .his opening address, spoke at gi-eat

len^h on the objects of this newly-formed
society, and wbat gave rise to its formation,
touching on the disputes between the anthropo-
legists and the ethnologists. Thanks having been
accorded to the president for his address, Dr.
Inman read a paper “ On certain Ancient
Temples in Malta.”

The Avonmoutb Docks.—It is stated that
a definite undertaking has been entered into by
a number of capitalists to provide the money
necessary to finish the Avonmoutb Docks. A
proposition was made to the Midland and Great
Western Companies to contribute each 25,0001.
towards the work. The companies have, how-
ever, received an intimation that no subscription
from them will now be necessary. It is not
unlikely, therefore, that the docks for ocean
steamers on either side of the river may be
finished and opened contemporaneously.

Manchester Conservative Club.—Mr. Ro-
bert Walker has been appointed architect to the
Manchester Conservative Club. In consequence
of notice having been given by the corporation
to take part of the site for the purpose of
widening St. Ann’s-street, the plan and elevation
of the building will have to be thoroughly
reconsidered, under these circumstances.

“ Sicker Safe ” for Exhibition Commis-
sioners.—Mr. J. P. Elwell, of Birmingham, is
constructing one of his newly-invented ” Sicker ”
(or sure) safes, of great strength and size, for
the International Exhibition Commissioners.
The safe will be prominently shown in the
Exhibition, but it will not be sent there as ” an
exhibit.”

“ The Bridestones,” Pickering. — The
singularly placed glacial boulders, near Picker-
ing, invested with a Druidical reputation, have
changed hands. The estate upon which they
stand has just been sold at Pickering. It con-
sisted of 59 acres of cultivated land, and 219
acres of moor, on which stand the Bridestones,
fringing two of the most romantic valleys of
North Yorkshire. The last bid, by Mr. Fro-
bisher, a West Riding gentleman, was 3,4001.

Co-operation in the Building Trade.

—

The operatives on strike in the building trade
at Leamington have united to carry out co-
operation in building, and have issued the
prospectus of the Leamington United Trades
Building Company, and invite public patronage
and support. They state that they are prepared
to undertake every description of buOding, and
to execute work in every branch of the ti-ade,

and assert that they have the choice of the most
skilled artisans in every branch.

Bzhibitions,—The private view of tho So-
ciety of Painters in Water Colours, and that of
the Institute of Painters in Water Colours, will

take place on Saturday, the 26th insb. The
private view of the Royal Academy Exhibition
will be given on Friday, May 2nd, the exhi-
bition being opened to the public on the follow-
ing Monday, as usual. The Royal Manchester
Institution Exhibition of Water Colour Drawings
will be opened to the public on Monday, April 21.

Proposed new College at Cambridge.

—

The designs for a new county college which it is

proposed to erect in Cambridge, at a cost of
25,000?. or 30,0001., represent an imposing pile

of buildings. It is understood that a very
eligible property called tho Leys, on Trump-
ington-road, nearly opposite the Botanical Gar.
den, recently purchased with a view of estab-
lishing a Wesleyan College, has been secured for
the erection of the county college.

Testimonial to an Engineer.—Mr. H. W.
Davis, C.E,, in retiring from the position of
engineer-in-chief to tho Groat Eastern Railway,
to which company he has been professionally
attached for twenty-five years, has been pre-
sented with a service of plate by his brother
officers, and upwards of 1,500 workmen on tho
line. Mr. Davis has commenced business in the
City on his own account as a civil engineer.

The New Organ for Gloucester Cathe-
dral will be placed on tho screen. The Dean
and Chapter have entrusted the work to Messrs.
Bryoeson & Co., of London, and the instrument
will be specially arranged so as to conduct either
choir or nave service.

TENDERS
For parochifti sebooh at Blunliam, Beds, Mr. John

Usher, architect. Quantities supplied:—
Foster
Wright & G-oodchild .

Coles
Richards, jun
Cuavin
Hobson & Taylor
Spencer
Dunham
Hull
Edey
Richards, sen
Howe

1,396 0
1.335 0
1,315 0
1,297 0
1,297 0
1,250 0
1,210 0
1,210 10
1,196 6
1,162 16

For farm homestead, for Messrs. J. & F. Howard.
John Usher, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Coles i2,-i56 0 0
Wright & GoodcliDd 2,345 0 0
Hull 2,179 0 0
Dover & Co 2,167 0 0
Foster 2,137 10 0
Potier 2,110 0 0
Spencor 2,068 0 0

For farmhouse and offices, for Messrs. J. & F. Howard.
Mr, John Usher, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Coles £1,'W7 0 0
Foster 1,287 0 0
Wright & Goodchild 1,265 15 0
Spencer 1,265 0 0
Dover & Co 1,239 19 0
Potter 1,230 0 0
Hull 1,226 0 0

For the above farmhouse and homestead together :

—

Hobson & Taylor £3,648 0 0
Claxidge 3,445 0 0

For sundry alterations, repairs, and decorations, 37,
Staniford-strcet, Blackfriars. Mr. J. D. Hayton, archi-
tect ;

—

Bagulcy £590 0 0
Bulford 661 0 0
Johnson 647 0 0
Tenfleld 630 0 0
Wilkes, Bros 619 0 0
Welham 408 17 3
Dudman 360 0 0
Pitcher (accepted) 349 0 0
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For the erection of a villa at Leytonstone, Essex, for
Mr. P. T. Lironi. Quantities supplied. Mr. William :

Mundy, architect
*Riveti £1,789 0 0
King & Sons 1,780 0 0
Brown 1,750 0 0
Smith 1,697 0 0
Enuor 1,684 0 0
Chapman 1,660 0 0
Forrest 1,631 0 0
Arber (accepted) 1,675 0 0

For the erection of five cottages at Chialehurst, Kent,
for Mr. Edwards. Mr. William Mundy, architect :

—

Grover £1,064 0 0
Hampshire 1,038 0 0
Wentoiue (accepted) 750 0 0

For house at Croydon, Surrey. Mr. Richard Martin,
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. F. Sparrow:

—

Bridgman, Nuthall, & West...
' '

Ward
Jarrett

2.736

2,713 0 0

Wright, Bros., & Goodchild...
0 0

For Brecon Priory Church. Sir G. Gilbert Scott, B. A.,
,

architect :

—

Navo. North Aisle. South Aisle, ,

Williams £2,740 0 ...£1,080 0 ...£600 0
Wood & Son 2,606 0 ... 1,041 0 ... 501 0
Coleman 2,500 0 ,,, 1,076 0 ... 620 0
T. Waiiams 2,260 0 ... 1,105 0 ... 582 5
Collins & CuUis* 1,676 0 ... 760 0 ... 515 0

* Accepted.

For alterations, repairs, and decorations to premises, ,

No. 99, Gloucester-place, Portman-aquare. Messrs. Bird i

& Walters, architects. Quantities supplied :

—

Newman & Mann £1,890 0 0
Harris & Sons 1,877 0 0
McLnohlan 1,969 0 0
Mark 1,847 0 0
Hensbaw & Co 1,827 0 0
Brown 1,793 0 0
Ebbs & Sons 1,770 0 0
Williams & Son 1,767 0 0
Hill & Sons (accepted) 1,740 0 0

For conservatory and gardeu-waU, for Mr. R. RusselL .

Plans and specification by Mr. J. F. Mathews. Quanti- •

ties not supplied :

—

Hall... £349 0 0
Cook 339 0 0
Waycott 339 0 0
Holdsworth 307 0 0

For building four houses in Grayton-road, Hampstead.
Mr. Frederick Sparrow, architect. Quantities not sup- -

plied
Browu £3,497 0 0 !

Stephens 3,390 0 0
Thompson & Smith 2,533 0 0
Bridgman, Nuthall, &, West 2,399 0 0
Edgar 2,335 0 0
Temple & Forster (accepted) ... 2,188 0 0
Till 1.947 0 0!

For alterations and new shop front to 30, Buckingham*' .

Palace-road, for Mr. Lucas :

—

Wagner (accepted) £250 0 0

Methodist Free Church and School. Tauxhall Bridge-
road. Mr. W. Ranger, architect

Pinneil & Son £1,980 0 0
Haynes 1,637 0 0
Smith ik AUder 1,577 0 0
Burrows & Brooker 1,530 0 0
Booker 1,505 0 0
Richards 1,421 0 0
Richardson, Bros, (accepted) ... 1,318 0 0

For repaira to external stone and other work to Holy
Trinity Church, Southwark, Surrey. Messrs. Jarvis 4
Son, architects :

—

Reeves £1,080 0 0
Miller 1,052 0 0
Henshaw & Co 630 0 0
Shepherd 600 0 0

For erecting boarding-honse, Charterhouse Schools,. ,

Godaiming, for Rev. James F. Hodgson. Mr. C. J. .

Hayward, architect. Quantities by Mr. Morris Evans

•

Pink £6,997 0 0
Dove 6,845 0 0
Stimpsou4Co 6,780 0 0
Carrulhers 6,246 0 0
Putney 6,168 0 0

For repairs to 121 and 123, Clarendon-road, Nolting- -

hill, for Mr. Geo. WadJey. Messrs. Bird 4 Wultors,
,

architects. Quantities supplied :

—

Harris & Sons £117 0 0
Williams 108 0 0
Parkes 105 0 0 -c

For the erection of new schools. High-street, Rtrnt- •

ford, for the West Ham School Board. Mr. J. T. ".

Newmau, architect. Quantities by Messrs. R. L. Curt» 5

Atherton & Latta
Abraham
Gregai
Niblett 4 Son
Pavitt
Warr
King & Son
Wicks, Baugs, 4 Co.
Rivett

Webber (accepted)..

Marshall

£6,040 0 0
5,972 0 0
6,950 0 0
6,910 0 0
6,873 0 0
6.825 0 0
6,791 0 0
5,694 0 0
5,678 0 0
5,597 0 0
6,441 0 0
5,297 0 0

For new printing-office and alterations to premise^ v

Silver-street, Bedford. Mr. John Usher, architect
Corby & Son £203 0 0
Richards, jun 201 1 0
Cunvin I'l o 0
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Purchase of Paihoays hy the State,

n^S^Bj^nUCII as has been recently

said, and -written as to the

|p|P^ ^!lw|P State administration of rad*

fplIlBf-A Tf E -ways, we question whether

snbject has yet been

firmly grasped by the small

of the back. At all events,

there are certain considera-

bearing on the case to

which full prominence has

been by no means given.

And, although refiection

comes late in the day, it

may not be without prac-

tical value.

No competent person -will

question the truth of the

abstract proposition, that

the communications of a

country ought to be under

,_Js^ the direct control of the

';QfJr Government. The king’s high.

acqui-

f
k sitions of a nation emerging
^ from barbarism. But this ge.

neration has witnessed a revo-

»* lution, more signal than the

world has heretofore displayed,

in the physical command exerted by man over

latore. It was not accordant with our political

nstincts to call upon the Government of the

jountry to experiment on the motive power
vhich, more than forty years ago, was so un-

Jxpecteclly sho-wn to bo applicable to locomotion,

by land and by sea. Private enterprise, as in

the case of the preceding great invention of the

machinory for textile fabrics, seized on the new
birth, as the source of private wealth. We are

aeither lamenting nor admiring the fact,—we
only recal it. But when from the condition of

experiment the locomotive advanced to that of

experience; when it became evident to the fore-

seeing that the traffic of the future must be
propelled by steam ; a responsibility of an
Bntu-cly new nature devolved upon the Govern-
ments of the day. It was, unfortunately,

entirely ignored by English, although it was
recognised, by foreign, statesmen. After the

Liverpool and Manchester Eailway had proved
what the roads of the future would resemble, it

was blindness the most inexcusable to throw the

control of those new roads to be the sport of

privatej^speculation. It was not needful, in

order that the nation might ultimately derive

the full benefit from the new invention, for the

Government to make the iron highways. The
formal assent of the Legislature was required
|iu each instance. The promoters of a railway
iwerc powerless without they obtained sweeping
land summary powers,—powers enabling them
;to eject any Englishman from his traditional

land hereditary castle, if it stood in the way of

itheir line. Por this exceptional legislation

Isomething should have been demanded in return

I
beyond the general tacit engagement, so to lay

. out a large sum of money as (in the expectation

of the subscribers) to secure the beat return.

•Such a something was demanded by foreign
' Governments, but neglected by our own. Abroad,
it took the form of terminable concessions. All

;
the money raised before 1S45 for'our English
railways would have been as freely forthcoming
for a lease of ninety-nine years, as for the
cession in perpetuity, improvidently sanctioned
by Parliament.

THE BUILDER.

It may be said that it is of no nse to cry over

spilt milk. Had we been provident, with even

the most ordinary foresight, we should by this

time have been half-way advanced towards a

natural solution of the railway question. Oar
grandchildren, at all events, would have seen the

Government of the country placed in full control

of its internal communiations, and that without

being- weighted by any increaso of the National

Debt, It would then have been possible at the

same time to increase the efficiency of the

service, to diminish fares and charges, and to

ease, both directly and indirectly, the incidence

of taxation.

The shoe dra-wn on by impro-vident legislation,

—by a liberality which seemed cheap, but proves

terribly costly,—is now pinching. It pinches in
,

more places than one. But the present notion

is, that the original error can be retrieved by
the purchase of railways by the State.

Let us see, for a moment, what such a pro-

posal demands. The railway capital of the

country is stated at 653,000,0001. sterling; the

return for which expenditure is a gross annual

revenue, which, for 1871, was hard upon 49

millions of money. It has been attempted to

diminish the serious magnitude of these figures

by dividing the stock into debenture, preference,

and ordinary. In face, however, of any transfer

to the State, such a difEeronco would vanish.

The debenture-holder who is now content with

his mortgage on the line he has selected, would
only part -with that special security on the

general security of the public faith. A^l the

great financial operations of recent times have

recognised the primary importance of simplicity.

The various loans obtained by the State are most

manageable, for all parties,' when consolidated-

Thus we can only regard the State as the pos-

sible purchaser of the railways by means of an

increase^of the consolidated debt to the amount
of the disx^laoed capital.

The present average distribution of interest

and dividend on our railways is at the rate of a
little more than 4'6 per cent, on the capital.

The tendencyAf any improvement in the traffic

is to increase the dividend of the original share-

holders; the debentnre-hoklei’S and preference

shareholders being fully satisfied (ou the ave-

rage) already. To capitalise, ac 3 per cent., the

stock of the railway companies, so as to arrive

at a par value of 4'G per cent, would require

81‘6 millions of Consols, or, in round figures,

the doubling of the National Debt. But the

sharebolders would have their voice in the

matter. They would not assent to a calculation

on so low a basis. The increase would be matter

of debate and of contest ; for which our figure

of 846 millions would be the starting-point, and
the minimum.

To cover the interest on this new debt, the

Government would look to the annual intake of

49 millions. But what wonld bo the position of

the new .department ? To say nothing of the

enormous and demoralising patronage that would

thus be created ; to say nothing of the great

difficulty of balanciog the rival interests of

different disti'iots; of the immense responsi-

bility of deciding on conflicting claims for

accommodation and for extension, of the rise in

price that would follow when one great neces-

sitous pm'chaser took tho place of numerous

competing purchasers in local districts, let ns

see what is expected from the new arrangement.

I
Everything would be expected, and that at

once. Better service, cheaper service, dearer

service; economy and liberality; retrenchment

and increased remuneration. All wonld be

demanded together. It would be like the

household of servants counselled by Swift. The

public would demand more numerous trains,

better carriages, greater speed, fewer stops, more

stopping.places, and lower fares. The railway

staff would demand better pay, certitude of en-

gagement, and pensions when past work. The
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Post-office would demand mail trains, for which
it is now too economical to pay. Supposing no
disjointment whatever to ensue,—supposing tho

excellence of the management which charac-

terises the one successful administration con-

ducted by the Government,—the simple routine

of the Post-office,—to attach to tho rule of tho-

First Commissioner of Railways (and that

without any scandal as to accountability),—at

whose cost would all these incompatible reforms

be effected ? We should either have to listen

to one incessant and ever-swelling chorus of

discontent, one constant query, “ "What are wo
the better for tho change ? ” or people must be-

satisfied at the expense of the net revenue,

—

that ia to say, at the cost of the taxpayer.

For these reasons, not to mention others, w©
decline to admit that the purchase of railways

by the State can rank among the burning ques-

tions of tho day. Lot ns rather direct our atten-

tion to such reforms as are possible, to such im-
provements as are only too loudly demanded. We
are not yet in a position to double the National

Debt by a stroke of the pen, and to place a
patronage to the extent of twenty-five millions a

year at tho disposal of Her Majesty’s ministers j

with the sure alternative of either public dis-

content, or increase of taxation.

We have referred to the question of patronage-

It is one that is sufficiently grave. In extent it

is enoiTnouB. The expenditure of our railway

companies at the present time amounts to neai'ly

half a million sterling per week. It is steadily

on the increase
; and it must continue to increaso

as branches and extensions are earned out, so

long as the internal traffic of the country pos-

sesses a healthy vitality. This outlay mainly

consists of two items, namely, the payment of

wages and salaries, and the purchase of stores

We neither affeob any extravagant purism, on

the subject of Government patronage, nor assnmo

that all men are rogues, and that all legislation

ought to bo framed with a special relation to

that ethical view. But, on the other hand, it is

wise to avoid temptation. We are not unawai’S

of tho peculiar relations which aro thought to

existbetweenthe constituencies of thegreattowns

that depend for their prosperity on the presence

of the national arsenals and doclcyards, and their

Parliamentary representatives. To place the

entire railway expenditure of the country in tho

hands of the Adminiatmtion would be a long

step towards making a Government boroxigh of

every important railway centre. The number of

tho direct em-ployds of the State would be enor-

mously increased. The advantages to be derived

from Government contracts would be extended

to every class of supply, and to every class of

tradesmen. When we see what an unprecedented

amount of public corruption is fostered by the

hyper-free institutions of America, we shall do

well to watch with the utmost jealousy against

anything that may tend to throw a large increase

of patronage into tho hands of any department

of the Administration.

Nor are the questions which continually press

for solution as to the rival interests of different

localities, among tho least thorny of the conse-

quences that would attend on the unification of

railway administrative power. In this respect,

at least, we now possess many of the advan-

tages of free competition. When two or more
companies engage in some obstinate struggle for

traffic, indeed, the public, which at first seems t©

be the gainer, proves ultimately to bo not only

the paymaster, but a heavy loser. These con-

tests, however, are becoming more and more
things of the past ;

and the public now, as a

rule, aro more likely to suffer by the combina-

tion of different lines than by their undue com-

petition. But the healthy influence of compe-

tition remains. It is chiefly with regard to th©

opening up of mining, coal, and metalliferous

districts that we now speak. The mine and the

railway are integral parts of the same system-
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Tliey are functions of one another. The ooening
of a new mine, if geology point out that it is

likely to be prorluotive, will in many cases be
adrantageouB or otherwise, in proportion to the
railway facility giren for the sending the pro-

duce to market. Ko branch, no mine. In our
present condition, each great railway system is

directly interested in encouraging a new in-

dustry within its district. A new colliery means
a revenue of so much a year

;
and it is worth

while to lay down so many miles of railway to

earn this. The directors of lines in Yorkshire
will not hesitate to take such a step, in order to

open a new coal district, because a new enter-

prise in Wales promises to supply the London
market on somewhat more advantageous terms.
But if the whole management were under one
central control, the principle of extensions
would be altogether altered. Local advantage
would always be postponed to general, or cen-
tral, advantage. If a particular traffic were
found to be the most remunerative, it would be
the inclination, and we may even say the duty,
of the new executive, to encourage that traffic

to the uttermost, and to discourage any compe-
tition that would interfere with it. It is easy
to see how this would tell. For we must assume
that the new railway government would attempt
to do its duty to the country by the most
economical and lucrative management of its own
special service. On any other supposition, men
being what they are in the present year of grace,
confusion would become absolutely rampant. If

we fancy the controller of our internal communi-
cations attempting to decide, not what was best
for railway pui-poses, but what was best for
general purposes, we should arrive at an indus-
trial Utopia such as has never yet been even
ironically sketched. Just as we seo that
doctrinnairo views as to educating the country
farmers and other local dignitaries up to the
level of discharging tbo duties of sanitary
authorities has entirely checked the progress of
sanitary reform, so should we, at any moment,
be exposed to the wildest innovations on our
system of traffic, for political or qua^t-political
purposes. Wo should bo called on to make lines,
not because there was much traffic, but because
there was none

; not because there was an
industry that needed outlet, but because there
was an absence of industry, and it was thought
that the creation of an outlet would tend to
produce an industry. Lot no one tell us that
this is an imaginary case. Itwouldbe impossible
for so great a power and patronage as that which
would devolve on a Central Railway authority
to be disconnected, in the present condition of
Parliamentary goveiTiment of England, from
political and party objects. We know that there
•are men who entertain the most unpractical and
visionary views as to the control of labour and
the development of national wealth. It would
be a hope more sanguine than any experience
warrants us in entertaining to think that no such
rash hand would ever ginsp the reins of adminis-
tration. The fact that railways 'would, by a
central power, be used for other than railway
purposes, is a danger so imminent that it may
almost bo spoken of as certain. It would not
be more inexcusable than the actual fact that
sanitary measures are now regulated on other
than sanitary principles.

Then would arise the question,—What is the
proper principle on which the traffic of the
country should be conducted ? It must be con-
fessed that this question has, for the last forty
years, been altogether unanswered. Strictly
speaking, we have been engaged, during that
time, in experimenting upon the subject. But
our experiments have not been those of the
laboratory or of the lecture-room. They have
been eminently practical. They have been
controlled and directed by the growing require-
ments of the country. Commencing with the
least possible deviation from the old habits of
the stage-coach and the common carriers’ traffic,
the modifications demanded by the increasing
circulation of passengers and of goods have to a
great extent developed themselves. The gauge
of 4 ft. 8^ in. was determined by the simple
expedient of measuring the width between the
wheels of a mail coach. When the first section
of the London and Birmingham Railway was
opened the passengers were actually booked as
by the old stages,—their names inscribed in a
great folio volume, and the counterfoils torn out
and handed to them. Almost the only con-
sciously introduced novelty, in those early days,
was, that at the Manchester Station the trains
were started by the signal of a trumpet. That
stirring note was soon silenced by the whistle.

Now, as long as we go on on the same plan,
introducing, here and there, improvements which
take root and spread only when they prove to be
really serviceable, we may get along with some
comfort. But the idea of transfering the whole
control to the State, ofcentralising the administra-
tion, is hardly consistent with this empirical
experience. If we only go on as we have hitherto
done, cui hono the change ? The need of some
reform is implied by the very proposal. In
what direction is it to be sooght ? Are we to
look upon the national railways as a great source
of national revenue, and as a means of lightening
taxation ? That they might have thus served,
had we possessed the smallest amount of legisla-

tive forethought, we have already shown. But
with a large revenue to be provided, how is tliis

to be done? If experiment be made in the way
of developing traffic by lowering fares, we shall

enter on a transition period which no prudent
minister would dare to face, whatever might be
his opinion as to the ultimate result. If we seek
to economise,—to restrict the number of trains,

and the destructive speed of many of them,
universal outcry -will ensue. All those experi-
ments, trials, partial blunders, and general im-
provements which are now in constant progress,
bit by bit, would either be exaggerated to
dangerous magnitude, or rendered altogether
impracticable, by central governmental ad-
ministration.

It will be observed that the opinion of all

those persons who are most familiar with the
actual conduct of the railway system concurs,
more or less fully, with the views which we have
above expressed. Nor let it be said that these
men aro blinded or biassed by self-interest. The
contrary is the case. A man who possesses the
ability and experience displayed by some of the
chief officers of our great railway systems would
be rather the gainer than the loser by the
transfer of the line to the State. A heavy
weight of responsibility,—the responsibility of
earning a dividend for clamorous shareholders,

—

would be taken off his shoulders. Uis social

status would be raised by the acknowledgment
of his position as a public officer. If his actual
salary was not increased,—and as to this, the
principle of yearly increase would almost cer-

tainly be applied,—he would, at least, be sure of
a retiring pension. When a man who knows
what railway management means, and who
would personally gain by a change of masters,
tells us that a scheme is bad, he is entitled to

respectful attention.

Let our readers, then, decline to attribute to
the discussion of the question of the State pur-
chase of railways, as a whole, any practical
value. As to the railways of Ireland we now
express no opinion. Exceptional circumstances
may or may not exist, rendering action proper in
part that is improper as a whole. We cannot
now retrieve onr past improvidence in granting
perpetual rights to railway companies, by the
present folly of doubling the National Debt, in

order to convert private into public property.
We cannot suddenly transfer to the care of a
public Board, and to the arena of political

jobbery, the control of numerous and highly-
organi-ed services, that spend among them half
a million sterling per week. We cannot check
the wholesome emulation of our different mining
and manufacturing districts, by committing the
decision of the great question of local extension
to the sole arbitrament of a tribunal which must
either decide such matters on the sole ground of
the relative magnitude of the net revenue to be
earned, or be guided by theoretic views which
may lead to the wildest pranks. That we may
do much to improve our railway administration
there is no doubt. That in every fresh Act of
Parliament on the subject the interests of the
State should be borne in mind, we venture to
urge. But it is only throwing dust in the eyes
of the real advocates of railway reform to raise
the “bogus” question of the purchase of the
lines by the State.

Art-Union ofLondon.—The general meeting
of the members will be held in the Royal Adelphi
Theatre, on Tuesday, April 29fch, at half-past
eleven, for the purpose of receiving the Council’s
report, and for the distribution of the amount
subscribed for the purchase of works of art.

We shall give a full account of the proceedings,
as we have done for many years. In fact, a
complete aeries of the reports annually pre-
sented to the subscribers can be found together
only in our volumes.

MORE OF THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OP Al
OCTOGENARIAN ARCHITECT.

We have pleasure in noticing the appearanct
of the second volume of Mr. Taylor’s auto
biography. In this section of his reminiscence
he treats of many of the same Continental

buildings described in the first volume, which h
re-visited in the company of his third wife, ii

1856. Towards the close of his labours h
lingers in the English cathedrals, giving par
ticulars of eighteen of them, most of which hi

re-inspected, between 1865 and 1868, in thi

company of his fourth wife. A considerabli

number of the valuable illustrations are plater

taken from his own books, first published men
than half a century ago. The plans, views
maps, and details, with which he illustrated hi'

remarks on Rome and her ancient buildings ti

the members of the Royal Institute of Britisl

Architects, at the commencement of the month
are here likewise reproduced. Altogether the

work partakes of the character of a portfolic

full of sketches, which are occasionally minutelj

explained, but more frequently only briefly

alluded to in letters which careful friends have

preserved for him. The drawings are none the

leas acceptable because we have seen then
before

j
nor are the letters less readable because

they are more chatty than more laboured proi

ductions would be.
“ Only think,” he wrote from Pisa to his frienc

Cresy, who was bis partner in the production o:

the “ Architectural Antiquities of Rome,” thf

“ Mediceval Buildings of Pisa,” and “ Revivec
Architecture of Italy,” “only think of mj
sitting down to write you from this dear ole

place again ! We arrived here yesterday after,

noon about three, en route for Leghorn, where
we have taken berths on board the Amsterdam
for Civita Vecchia. To-morrow, Wednesday, al

four, we go on board. We started at once tc

the cathedral, to see it before dark, and soot

after entering were accosted, as usual, by the

guardians, to know if we wanted to have the

Belle Cose explained. ‘ How long have yot
been CQStode here ?’ said I. ‘ Above thirty-tive

years,’ said be. ‘ What is your name ? ’ said I.

He saw in a moment,—‘Edoardo; the same that

it was when I assisted your excellency in taking

the plans, which we prize so much, and of which
I have copies at home

;

’ and calling a youth, de.^

sired him to go home and fetch the Signor Taylor’s

works. When they came I found they were
copies of our plans, sections, &c., of nearly all

the buildings, engraved here, •with our names andi

English dimensions attached.” And, consider,

ing that nearly forty years had elapsed between
the two visits, we cannot blame the octogenarian
for recording the recognition.

Only in a letter, too, are we likely to find suclt

amusing gossip as the remarks upon the busts
and statues in the collection of the Marquis
Campana :

—“ Among the statues aro Seneca, to

the life
;
Demosthenes, seated,—the likeness to

the standing one at the Vatican stamps it

true; Augustus Cmsar, speaking
;
Sylla, a noble

statue; Vespasian, living; Titus, dumpy, but
expressive

;
an excellent likeness of our finendi

Donaldson; Nero, a bust,—seems not so bad as he
was ; the Muses, nine beautiful statues, about
6 ft. high, each most expressively given, and alh

in excellent preservation;”—or as the descrip.|

tiona of some of the sights, or as some of the

confidential admissions of tricks upon travellers,

in the way of extortionate charges.

But to give some idea of the ground traversed
in this volume, we must mention that Mr.
Taylor journeyed, in 1850, first to Genoa, •whence,

after a stay of three months, he passed on rid.

Venice, Verona, Vicenza, Mantua, Modena, and
Bologna, to Florence, where he stayed three

months. Pisa next attracted him. Then he
made a long stay in Rome. Perugia furnished

sufficient attractions to detain him for four

months, and then he returned to Rome by
Arezzo, Monte Pulciano, Chius-i, Siena, Orvieto,

Monte Fiascone, Viterbo, and Sutri. After this

he saw Siena, Volterra, then Pisa, and Florence

again. In this wide field, of course, he viewed
many objects of genuine interest, and of varions

departments of art. He gives prominence now
to minote details of the Etrnscan tombs of the

Tarquins and Volnnni, now to the architectural

antiquities of Perugia, now to the wedding-ring

of the Virgin, or to the painting by St. Luke, or

to the pictores of Perugino, and, successively,

to other things as diverse. In Rome, as well as

• The Autobiography of an Octogenarian Architect.

By George Ledwell Tavlor. Yol. II. London: Long-
mans & Co. Margate : T. H. Eehle.
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old gfTound revisited, the newest discoveries are

discussed, and the name of one temple altered

to suit the newest lights on the subject. This

last is the temple of Jupiter Stator, which Mr.
Taylor allows must now be considered to be the

Temple of the Dioscuri. As we cannot trace all

his movements, we will follow him first to the

tombs of the Tarquins and Volunni, and then
glance at the wedding-ring of the Virgin; and
at one, at least, of the paintings of Perugino.
Cerevetri, the modern representative of the
.ancient Cmre, stands on the site of the citadel or

"keep. “ It is,” explains Mr. Taylor, “ a hetero-
_goneoua mass of stuff, heaped on the solid rock,

the houses and walls built up to the edge, with
±he debris of the old city—square old masses of

tuffo, which served oi'iginally for the walls, now
mixed in with irregular construction of modem
"houses, all standing up as a sort of Acropolis.”
Tn the ancient city is a street of tombs, a mile
long, which tombs are hewn out of the solid

xock. In this place Mr. Taylor went to work,
taking plans and sections. The tomb of the
Tarquins is a chamber, about 35 ft. square, with
two pillars in the centre. In the walls are re-

cesses for the dead. There are numerous in-

scriptions painted in red and black, among which
the name of Tarquin may be counted in thirty,

four places. The tomb of the Volunni lies about
two miles from Rome. Although one woodcut
serves for a delineation of the last resting-
place of the Tarquins, there are three plates
filled with particulars of this chamber and its

contents. These are taken from the works of

Count Giancarlo Conestabile. We are shown a
cell with nine others opening out of it. In one
of the smaller cells are several recumbent figures,

and in the centre of the ceiling is an enormous
gotgon’s head. In the central chamber there
are other sculptures, which are also illustrated

Tery carefully. “ It must bo boino in mind,”
points out this ardent admirer of Etruscan
remains, “ that this beautiful sepulchre is wholly
cut out of a solid mass of tufo, the sides being
elaborately carved, and ceilings recessed in

I
panels, deeply sunk with sculptured heads of fine

workmanship. It is altogether wonderful!”
Since this tomb was discovered, in 1840, several
others have been opened, and seventeen of them
are figured.

The ring shown as the wedding-ring of tho
Virgin, in the Cathedral, Perugia, is formed of
onyx. And with his mind full of Etruscan

' relics, it is, perhaps, no wonder that Mr. Taylor
' pronounced it to be of Etruscan workmanship.
The little casket in which it is kept is in the form
of a small silver and gold temple, in three stories.

The ring bangs in the upper story, the aides of
which are pieces of crystal about 10 in. square.
Mr. Taylor repeats the statement that it was de-
signed by Pietro Perugino, and executed by Ben-
venuto Cellini.

This is the story told of the painting of the
' Adoration of the Magi, executed by Perugino for
the Confratemita of Sta. Maria dei Bianchi :

—

He asked for this picture 200 florins, but said
that as a townsman he would accept 100, and
that was reduced to 75. The letters that wore
written on the occasion are preserved, and are
curious specimens of orthography. He was to
have 25 florins at first, and the rest by 25 annually,
and requests a mule and a guide to bo sent for

him to Perugia, when he would bring his traps
and commence at once. The mule was sent, and
the picture painted, but the cash does not appear
to have been forthcoming as it ought, as when it

was nearly finished he placed a number of P.s at
tho bottom. The monk who held the purse, re-

<iuiring to know tho meaning of these P.s, after
some time Pietro intimated it to him, thus,

—

“Pietro, Perugino, Pittore, Pinxit, Pro, Poco,
Prezzo, Prete, Porco,Poltrone, Pagami, Presto.”*
This brought the money, and the P.s were struck
out. The painting assigned to St. Luke, which
represents a Madonna and Child, and is preserved
in the cathedral at Orvieto, Mr. Taylor dismisses
as Greek, “ very eaxdy and fine.” The best value
of the work, however, will be found in th^s re-

production of the handsome illustrations of the
antiquities of Rome, executed on his first visit,

the plans showing the relative sizes of the chief

foreign and English cathedrals, the street show-
ing a comparison between ancient temples and
cathedrals, and another giving the comparative
sizes by plans and sections, of the domes of the
Pantheon, Santa Maria del Fiore, St. Peter’s, St.

Paul’s, aud the Mosque of St. Sophia. These
are of lasting interest. Tho advanced age of the

* Pietro Perugino, painter, painted, for little profit.
Priest, pig, seouudrel, pay rue quickly.

author, with the old experience it yields, the
peculiar fact that the labours of his youth were
likely to be “clean forgotten,” as the very title

of his work on Rome was chosen to designate a
new one on the same subject, and his gallant
industry, are not without their claim. Nothing
daunted, after fifty years, he is about to bring
out a new edition of his work on Rome. The
coat of the scaffolding and excavations for the
views and measurements, and of the engravings,
entitle it, he thinks, to further consideration, and
he is not without hope of its finding an extended
sphere of usefulness. He wishes to contribute
to the welfare of his fellows, and to disseminate
the information he has acquired will, be believes,

be one way of doing so. We heartily wish him
success in Lis undertaking.

FRENCH GALLERY, PALL-MALL.

The twentieth annual exhibition of pictures

by artists of the Continental schools quite satis-

factorily continues the conrse of acquaintance
that the stay-at-home Londoner has had the
means of acquiring season after season ; and, so

far as opportunity can assist such knowledge,
foreign art production is nearly as well known,
or better, than half a century ago could bo said

to be the case in reference to what then con-
stituted the representation of contemporary
English art.

Now all things are changed; and if an illustra-

tion of the rapidity and certainty with which
supply attends demand were asked for, it might
readily be found in the growth of picture-painting

as a business, and the progress of the desire to

possess specimens of it. A salutary check upon
mediocrity and inferiority passing for something
of higher worth is helped very much by the
friendly intercourse of all nations

;
for the best

of what the world can provide will have a chance
of being recognised everywhere presently, and
honestly-obtained precedence be amongst the
victories of peace.

It may be taken for granted in the meantime,
however, that when a French picture is selected

to be honoured with even a second medal in the
Salon, the right to the distinction would imply
unquestionable excellence ; and M. E. Castres
proves this right in the admirable naturalness
of his impressive scene from the late war’s drama.
“The Red Cross Ambulance” (71) is an unexag-
gerated record of the attempt humanity made
to alleviate the misery of battle’s victims, and
it will remain one of the mementoes to tell of
the trying year for Franco, 1870; for France
will be likely to forget it soon. The cortdge,

consisting of surgeons and others who ministered

the aid of the red cross to the maimed, the sick,

and the wounded ;’the very horses as they slowly
plod through the deep snow, seem conscious alike

of their duty and its responsibility; sky aspect,

and the monotonous white dreariness of flat

country, all help to emphasize the pathos of

this very cleverly.described episode. Even now,
the peasant’s cart that followed the ambulance
wagon with a supplemental load of the suffering

and the dying, may be carrying roots or seeds
that have grown and ripened on the trodden
ground ; and com will have waved again over
hidden graves, and fresh turf covered some of

those who helped to send strong men to early

rest.

M. A. Anker’s “ Swiss Peasants attending
Wounded Soldiers of Bourbaki’s Division”

(172) have equal claims with any officers of the
red cross to be considered earnest in their com-
passionate care for the wretched fugitives who,
ill, desperate, or half dead already from famine,

seem but to have asked leave to lie down and
die in peace ; but the kind-hearted country folk

will do more for them than grant such leave as
that: they bring them warm soup or coffee;

dress their wounds, and help them to such
warmth and comfort as their means will allow,

and watch their guests with the quiet, inquisi-

tiveness a wish to do the very best for them
they can would engender. Subjects like these

reqixire the finest and simplest apprehension of

them to avoid, what is so wrongly termed,
theatrical effectiveness; this effectiveness being
most effective when actors seem not to be acting

at all. Mr. Irving would not be so likely to be
remembered and spoken of time hence as one of

the most finished and powerful of actors, did he
not make us forget that he is so now.

Souvenirs of war could take no better form
than such as brings into the foreground its

saddening results
;

glory and profit enough
accrue to the victor to salve over to some degree

such sorrow as the price of victory often makes
only an unequal share of disaster ;

and no better

delineator to point the moral and adorn the

tale of such results need be desired than MM.
Castres and Anker, who have contributed two of

the most remarkable pictures here, where all

are more or less remarkable.
M. R. Wylie’s Brittany witch - wife “ La

Sorciere Bretonne ” (18), charming to health a
fever-stricken child, is the principal figure in a
cleverly-arranged and brilliantly-lighted com-
position. Picturesque dresses pleasantly varied

by colour and apt character-painting, make this

a notable work. More sombre and more truth,

ful-looking, M. Jules Breton’s peasants—a young
girl knitting, and a life-sized, half-length study
of a man bearing a lighted taper, are Qonspi.

cuous, as well from the mastery over bnxsb
and pigment as for the sentiment they convey

(31, 123). M. W. Bougnereau’s “Passing
’Thought” (128) illumines one of the sweetest

and most interesting of faces; and an exquisitely

rendered edition of the volumes of mother’s love

for her child, “Tho Sleep of Infancy” (14),

shows the extreme care for thorough finish with
which he idealizes even refimed nature. Com-
pleteness, and a method of enunciating meaning
enough with what would be shallow sources of it

for less scientific draught, is the dominant charac-

teristic of a numerous class in the Continental

schools
;

but only the better members of it

are best known at the French Gallery.

Judging from the wide field for selection open
to those whose business or pleasure it may be to

collect pictures for public exhibition or for

private enjoyment, it would appear to bo a far

easier matter to succeed in satisfying them-
selves or others whom they would satisfy than

really is the case, and though it would bo as

lamentable to contemplate that the general

excellence pervading the Continental pictures

now gracing the •walls here entailed thrice their

number of rejected ones, it would be as silly to

class them with average specimens of foreign

productions, leaving it to be thought that we
had but the sample of a large provision.

English appreciation of what is really admirable
in art, as in anything else, has its own n-inning

way of showing it and securing reciprocity

;

and whilst good taste is so carefully aud justly

administered to, few can differ from the wish

that there should not remain one good artist

foreign in Britain
;

and that the Continental

schools should teach some of their best learning

to our own learners.

It is only now and then that a more directly

attractive French and Belgian exhibition has

been offered by the managers, when some two or

three renowned masterpieces have been included

to focus interest
;
seldom, if ever, a more agree-

able and convincing display of exquisite work-

manship,—though often bestowed in elaborately

setting forth the simplest fact with no object,

putting aside tho opportunity it gives of showing
the means that have no other end but to show
the means, — than this anniversary of it

presents.

M. J. Tissot affords very delightful evidence

in proof of how little beyond consummate
executive skill and the refinement with which he
treats modern custom and costume, is necessary

to him for making a picture. In “ Safe to

"Win ” (1) a handsome brunette is improving her

aim with the pistol. M. L. Goupil’s lady seated

at “The Dejeuner” (28), with fruit and flowers

introduced by M. Do Noter; “La Blonde en
Bleu” (84) and “La GantiSre” (93), by M.
J. E. Saintin ; “The Mirror” (189), by M. P.

C. Comte ; and “ The Pearl Suite” (232), by M.
F. "Willems, also owe everything that recom-
mends them to the pitch of finish they reach
and the absence of common-place vulgarity that
this particular dependence on mere represen.

tation,—only too common with those who are

cleverest with it even,—is apt to be attended by
when followed and imitated by less practised

hands, guided by none of such innate taste as

saves it from becoming intolerably annoying or
insipid.

M. Meissonier confers as much honour as he
takes when he is compared "with any of the
other beat masters whom he may resemble in

style, and his sketches would intimate that his

wonderfully manipulated picture cost him less

patient labour and time than would naturally be
supposed from their thorough perfection. Some
half-dozen studies of cavaliers and soldiers,

buildings and landscape, betoken this, as cer-

tainly as in such an example as he contributes
with them to this year’s exhibition, “ The
Traveller” (63). The freshness and vitality so
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often confined to tho first and speediest expres-
Bion of an artist’s conception may be maintained
throngh any amount of that deliberate applica-

tion to positive truth, and of the technical power
to imitate it, common to tho performances of

this great artist, and of none besides. lie is so

unlike any one else, and always so like himself.

If there be fitness in all things, the calm astute-

ness of this long-headed, strong-handed tra-

veller, who must be moving, even whilst at easy
rest, for he tips his chair back and sways on his

toes, for the sake of short change from stirrup

fatigue,—would make him choice company in a
smoking-room

;
would he but remove his brown

pipe, and, after wetting his lips with the coffee

and cognac near, for his refreshment, tell us
only a tithe of wbat he knows. He is an emissary
of Fouche, perhaps ? or a Pollaky of the period ?

or if only bent on a mission of his own, he is

extremely provoking, not to say any more than
that one of the best attributes of a picture is to
entice thought aud invite speculatiou.

M. G-erbme’s " SlaVe Mex-chant (16) is a
very inconspicuous figure amongst his mer-
chandise. In the row of female slaves “ for
sale,” may bo seen the great study,—reduced
in size,—that astonished some visitors to the
Royal Academy the year before last. There are
few who can compete with M. Ger6me, his

drawing is so unexceptionable that even French-
men may wonder at it

;
and it is only by virtue

of knowledge that the knowledge of virtue is

saved from feeling outraged in fact; and that is

the naked truth.

hir. A. Stevens seems to play with colour,
now, like a lion satiated with his food.
“ Presents from Japan” (55) indicates his own
obligation rather than much on the part of the
lady who takes count, if tho catalogue be correct.
There is no jar in the harmony, yet the harmony
is that of a fine Japanese jar, and this would
promise very fine quality. A suljxhur-coloured
background of boantifully painted curtain and
stuffed chair tagged with just so much of blue
as jWOuld serve to make a cerulean dressing,
gown not a strange thing that gold embroidery
should help to make preciously singular : auburn
hair, with a rather stronger inclination than,
perhaps, the lady would pardon a specification
of 5 brilliant complexion and lovely hands (the
lady never thought of quarrelling

!), polar-bear-
skin with a very vermilion lining, are the quiet
Burroundiugs of a polished case of what in the
world Japan knows best! Colour, such colour!
“Cherry Ripe” (22); melodious refrain, re-
dounding always to tho credit of a Vestris ! and
now but to point the value of a vestment

:
green,

too, beyond all applicableness ! As exercises of
the resources of the palette, both the lessons are
very convincing of the teacher’s capability.

M. E. Frere’s “ Careful Penman ” (37) is very
pretty and nice

; “A Word in Time” (11) to
save a fellow schoolboy from an impending
thrashing, is theme enough for M. J. Geertz to
dissertate very forcibly on the effects of antici-
pation : the threatened martyr to a disbelief in
the worth of words, and a strong belief in the
force of cruel stripes, as he rubs tho worst worn
patch on his trousers, may be said to exhibit
some feeling.

“ The Fortune Teller ” (15), by Sig. C.
Maccari; “Street Fountain, Rome” (57), by
M. L. Bonnat

;
“A Franc-Tireur” (66), by M. E. B.

Bellecour; “The Cardinal” (67), by M. J. G.
Vibert, a choice little bit, that reminds one of
il. F. Eeilbutb’s supremacy in dealing with the
same personages; “Afternoon on the Pincian
Hill, Rome ” (125), touched in with all bis accos-
tomed skill and sense of bright, clear colour, and
the funny view he takes of cardinals’ virtues
generaUy, call for attention.

“The Arab Sentinel” (79), by 11. C. Bargue,
a very neatly.done and well-considered study;
“The Armourer” (109), by M. A. Fabei;
Rotten.row in June” (120), a very clever

sketch, by M. J. Max Claude; “The Boudoir”
(167), by M. Do Nettes

;
“A Love Token ” (195)

by M. P. Koch; and “Still Life” (195), by
M. F. Clouet, are also to be noted.
M. Fortimy is in some respecl s immensely over-

rated. His “Critical Toreador” (-13) has such
feet as in their bulgy spread give no footing to
the behef that drawing can be one of M. For-
tuny’s acquirements. Had Mr. H. M. Anthony in
his very young days become pupil of M. Meis-
sonier for three months, and madly in love with
John Phillip’s later work, he would have painted
somewhat better “The Bull-fighter’s Salute”
(158).

M. C. Bisschop paints very powerfully. “The
Sexton’s Daughter,” who must have doubled

parts and done sacristan’s daughter too, for here
she is cleaning church.plate, and looks something
more than her catalogue title implies, is a very
moot subject for reflection. The picture is more
like Rembrandt than many a one offered for his.

So staid in colour, and so capital in the sohd
method of execution, it is a remarkable work
that will add much to its author’s reputation.
Miss Kate Swift made a name that Mdme. K.
Bisschop has quite superseded. “Tho Broken
Plato” (101) adumbrates the best charac-
teristics of the Dutch school.

“ Ladies leaving Church, Rome,” by Signor
R. Sorbi (90), “Peasant-girl of tho Apennines,”
by Signor Barilli, and M. T. E. Duverger’s chil-

dren aro among the best of the good things
to be seen here this season. M. F. Roybet is a
splendid colourist. The cavalier is seated
amidst such gorgeous hues and tones that his
own voice is not loud enough to drown the
painter’s. “Who Comes?” seems but defiance
to wielders of the brush.

There are some beautiful examples of land-
scape-painting to assist in making the twentieth
exhibition of pictures by artists of the Continental
schools a very attractive one. Gainsborough and
Constable seem to have gone abroad ; they
never conld die.

OX TEE CHURCHES OF BRITTANY,
NORTH COAST.

SOVAL INSTITUTE OF BIlITISn ARCHITECTS.

At the ordinary general meeting, held on
Monday last, a paper on the above subject, by
Mr. H. W. Brewer, was read. Mr. Brewer said he
had been assisted in his task by Mr. Goldie, who
had placed at his service his sketches and notes
upon the same subject. He said he should
confine his remarks to a single district, and that
was tho part of Finisten*e round and about the
ancient episcopal city of St. Pol de Leon : the
buildings in that district possessing the pecnJiari-

ties of Breton architecture more strongly marked
than those in any other part of the province.
Having first described the ancient churches of

Morlaix, he spoke of the domestic architecture
of that town, which has fortunately suffered far
less than the ecclesiastical ; some of the streets

in the older portion of the town retain all their
ancient gabled houses. The most perfect are
the Rue dcs Nobles and the Grand Rue. Many
of the bouses in these streets date from the
fifteenth century, and are wonderfully fine

examples of “timber-framed” buildings of that
date. The imposts, the corbels supporting
the projecting stories, and tho barge-boards
are richly carved and adorned with little

statuettes of saints and angels, animals, foliage,

&c. Tho bagpipe is a very common device, and
is frequently represented as being played by
animals. The interiors of some of these houses
are even more remarkable than the exteriors.

This is especially the case with two which he
examined. The first is situated in the “ Butchers’
Market,” and is used as a baker’s shop. There
are a fine large chimney-piece on the ground-floor,
and a well-moulded ceiling

;
nearly all the doors

are old, and there is a beautifully carved stair-

case
;
tho newel is terminated with a statue of

St. Michael. Unfortunately the whole is yellow-
washed, and tho hall in which this staircase
stands has been cut in half by division of lath
and canvas, so that it is impossible to see the
whole staircase at once, in addition to which 'the
whole house is in a state of the greatest filth.

The other house, No. 11, Rue des Nobles, how-
ever, contains a still more magnificent entrance-
ball and staircase, which are quite in their
original condition, and have been most carefully
preserved. Tho carving here is really superb.
The newel is composed of a single piece of
timber, about 60 ft. high, and the whole is

covered with carving, the various stages being
marked by large statues of saints standing under
rich canopies. The saints represented are
St. Margaret, St. Cathei-ine, St. Barbara, and
St. Dominic at the top. The galleries, which
are carried along one side of the hall, have their
parapets adorned with linen panels, separated
by small pinnacled buttresses elaborately carved,
and the junctions of the galleries with the stair-

case are still further accentuated by the intro-
duction of small statuettes seated under canopies.
The lower portion of this fine work consists of a
large cupboard or closet, ornamented with most
elaborate tracery panels, and containing within
it a stone lavatory or sink, with a finely-moulded
ogee canopy over it. A portion of the hall is

screened off with ancient panelling, and seiwes

tho purpose of a kitchen. The mantel-piece is

old and richly moulded. Tho old benches and a
kind of crane for hanging up meat and game
exist. The timber framing is visible over the
whole of this hall, and it has a roof supported by
two ai’cbed principals, resting on carved corbel^
This was the most elaborate piece of Gothic
domestic work he had ever seen, and it probably
dates from the end of the fifteenth century.

St. Jean du Doigt is a small village situated in

a beautiful dell about a mile from the sea. Its

church, which attracts a large pilgrimage, takes
its name from a finger of St. John the Baptist,

preserved over the altar. The building is one
of great interest and not a little beauty. It

consists of a nave and aisles under one external
roof, a transept on the south side, a fine tower
surmounted by a lead spire, and four pinnacles
of the same material, and a very fine Flamboyant
porch. Internally, the effect is very fine, from
the great height of the nave, which is separated
from the aisles by two arcades of well-moalded
arches, resting upon lofty piers, which are alter-

nately octagonal quafcrefoil in plan. Some of the
capitals are moulded, and others carved with
good simple sculpture. Above the arches tha
wall is perfectly blank, aud has rather a bald
effect. The roof, however, is remai’kably good t

it is a Gothic barrel vault of wood, supported
upon a richly-carved cornice, with a carved
ridge rib, and well-moulded vertical ribs. Tha
tie-beams are inserted into the heads of dragons,
which project just above the comice or waU-
plate. The whole is decorated in brown, blue,

and white. Tho east window is of six lights,

and the upper part is filled in with a large circle

containing tracery forming a star. A heavy
transome cuts the lights just below the
springing of the arched heads of the tracery.

This is a common feature in Brittany,
and to my mind, continued the writer, a very
ugly one, especially when it is used as it is

in some of the side windows of this church,
where the tracery above it is arranged so as to-

accommodate itself to a four-light window ; but
the mullions below the transome only divide the
window into three lights : a more eccentric and
hideous notion could not be well conceived

When I first saw it, I directly put it down as*

some bungling piece of restoration of the seven-
teentb or eighteenth century; but I found after-

wards that it was far from being an uncommon
treatment. There is no chancel-arch, but the
chancel is marked off from the nave by a rood
beam, supporting an ancient rood and attendant

figures, and a modem screen about 8 ft. high, of
very good design, the upper part of which is

pierced with tracery, enclosed in triangular com-
pai-tments ; the stalls are also modern, but are
well carved. The reredos is a work of the latter

part of the seventeenth century, and though in

tho style of that period it gives a very rich

appearance to the interior, and is not without
considerable merit in its way. Attached to the
second pillar from the west end on either sid&
are large and very richly-moulded responds,
which were evidently intended to carry an arch,
but it is equally evident that the arch was never
constructed, as these responds stop abruptly at
the height of the capitals, and there are no-

marks upon the walls to indicate that there has
ever been anything above them. At the foot of
one of these responds is an ancient stone altar,

with three great uncharged shields on the
reredos, and the piscina cut into the side of the-

reredos,—a very common plan ^in B-rittany. It

is a question in my mind whether originally the
church was not intended to be much lai’ger than at
present, and whether this wasnot intended to serve
as a chancel arch. It is true the choir, in that case,
would have been very large, five bays in depth,

and the idea is only tenable upon the suppo-
sition that the church was commenced upon a
largo scale, and the original plan abandoned.
The details of these responds aie remarkably
like English Perpendicular work. The lower
story of the tower is vaulted, and forms a bap-
tistery, containing a fine double font of rather

peculiar design. There a,re many old statnes-

attached to the columns and walls, and the prac-

tice which is so common in maritime parts of

France of hanging up little models of ships as-

votive offerings, adds greatly to the picturesque

effect of this interior. Tho organ occupies the

second arch of the nave on the north side, and
has in front of the loft a curious old triptich.

The porch is well vaulted, and the inner door-

way is subdivided into two ogee-headed open-
ings, with a niche above them, which contains

an ancient wooden statue, aud is furnished with

panelled doors after the manner of a triptich.
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The tower is a fine example oE Flamboyant

work, and is omamonted with open galleries

marking its various stages j
the belfry windows

arc long and graceful, and the upper story is

orowned by a finely-carved comice, bearing up a

pierced parapet ;
the spire, although of lead, is

crocheted all the way up, which is a very

unusual treatment; An inscription on the porch

states that the foundation-stone of this church

was laid in the year l-MO, and that the church

was completed and consecrated in 1513. The

cemetery in which this interesting church is

situated is one of the most remarkable in

Brittany. The village of St. Jean du Doigt is

composed almost entirely of ancient houses,

probably coeval with the church, and they are

most interesting examples of the cottage archi-

tecture of the Middle Ages, and show that, while

noble cathedrals and lordly castles were being

erected, the humble agriculturist built himself

his substantial comfortable cottage j
nor are

these cottages peculiar to St. Jean du Doigt;

they are to be seen in all the villages in this part

of Brittany. They are built of granite, and

generally have small ogee-headed doorways, and
square two-light windows, with the heads

rounded at the angles, and sometimes pinched

np into a kind of ogee form in the centre ;
the

roofs are high pitched, and composed of solid

beams of chesnut: They seem tome to be very

superior to the cottages now erected for agricul-

tural labourers.

Tho Church of Laumuir contains a very sin-

gular Romanesque crypt, with rude representa-

tions of trees or monsters on tho columns. The
Church of St. Thegonec, a few miles to the east

of this, is perhaps the finest example of Breton
Renaissance work to be found, and it stands in a
churchyard suiTounded with most singular build-

ings. The triumphal arch by which the ceme-
tery is approached is a most elaborate structure

;

it is flanked by huge buttresses, carried up to a

great height and terminating in open turrets,

covered with domes, which are again sur-

mounted by open lanterns, crowned with smaller

domes, the whole terminating in large stone orbs

and crosses. Between these buttresses is a

aeries of niches above the arcbed gateway, and
these are capped with three singular pediments,

behind the centre one of which rises a tall

obelisk surmounted by a cross. This triumphal

arch has on either side of it a large stone stile,

about 10 ft. wide, and these are again flanked with

buttresses similar to those already described.

Close to tho buttress on the left hand rises the

•remoi'kable gabled apse of the mortuary chapel,

crowned with open pinnacles and a largo

domical turret in the centre. It is singular that

although this chapel is a mixture of Gothic and
Renaissance work, the tracery of the windows
is perfectly pure Third Pointed work. Behind
these rise up the magnificent square tower of tho

church, crowned with five domes and a lofty

epen lantern, and further on stiil the pierced

thirteenth-century spire, attached to the west

gable of the church. Looking between the

gi-eat buttress of the triumphal arch and the

stiles, one sees the great Calvary in the church-

yard, with its three lofty crosses and crowd of

attendant figures, the elaborate cntrance-porob,

and the remarkable gabled aisles of the nave.

A more extraordinary picture of architectural

richness and a more perfect confusion of pic-

turesque forms it is difficult to imagine than that

presented to one’s view when first coming in

sight of this most remarkable church and ceme-
tery. The church itself consists of a nave and
aisles, transepts, and an apaidal chancel (the

latter is rather an uncommon feature in this

part of Brittany). There is a large and very
grand square tower of Renaissance work, with
a porch beneath it, attached to tho south aisle,

and an old thirteenth or early fourteenth century

tower and spire at the north-west angle of the

nave. Internally tho church contains a finely-

•carved Renaissance pulpit and three rather

striking reredosos of the same date. In the

sacristy is a grand processional cross of tho

fiamo style. Tho following are the dates

which I saw upon some portions of the buildings.

'Tower, 1605; Triumphal Arch, 1587; Ossuary,

1677 ;
Calvary, 1610. In a kind of crypt imder

the chapel in the chnrchyard, is a finely-carved

group of the burial of our Lord, carved in wood ;

the figures are life-size, and the date is 1702.

Both tho church and tho surrounding buildings

are of granite. About three miles from St.

Thegonec is another equally singular church,

that of GuimilUeu
; it is not so largo a building

as St. Thegonec, but possesses a still moi'e won-
derful calvary and ossuary. The church itself

has a pretty little early spire of a very common
Breton type

;
it is a singular compromise between

a bell gable and a spire, and is a kind of combi-

nation of the two. Within the church there is a

magnificent Renaissance canopy over tho font,

and a superb organ of the same date. The
calvary dates from tho years 1581 and 1588

;

the ossuary bears the date ISIS
;

the porch,

which is a very fine one, 1605. The priest at

Guimillieu, who is an agreeable man, and takes

tho greatest interest in the archsoology of the

neighbourhood, told us that some years ago the

churches in this neighbourhood were fall of the

most beautiful Renaissance furniture and wood

carving, and that just before he was appointed

to his cure at Guimillieu, the stalls had been

removed out of tbe church, and sold by a kind

of local commission, who are called the “ guar-

dians of the fabrick !
” and are appointed by the

Government to take care of the churches. This

good cure was only appointed just in time to save

the font-cover ‘and organ-case sharing the same

fate, for they had been sold to an English gentle-

man, and it was only by going to Paris and making

a personal representation of the matter to tho

Minister of Public Works, that this act of bar-

barity was put a stop to. In aloft in tbe village

this energetic priest discovered a quantity of

beautifully-carved panelling, and this he has had

placed round the chancel of tho church in the

place where the stalls originally stood. Several

other small works of restoration, or rather con.

servatioD, were being carried out under his

direction. I am indebted to the Cure of Gui-

millieu for a very valuable piece of information

respecting tbe numerous fine churcbes, calvaries,

&c., erected in Brittany during the latter part of

the sixteenth century, and the first few years of

the seventeenth century. It is remarkable to

find ecclesiastical buildings of this date, as it

was anything but a church-building age. Accord-

ing to his information, and also to local tradition,

these buildings were all erected by a confrater-

uity called the “ Builders of the Ilouse of God,”

composed of architects, sculptors, and masons,

bound by vows of poverty, who went about from

place to place and erected churches and religious

monuments wherever they were required, upon
the condition that the in'habitants of tho places

where they went should supply them with food

and clothing, and, certainly, without some aid of

t'hiq kind, it would have been impossible for the

Bretons, who were a very poor people, to have
erected such works as the church and triumphal

arch and mortuary chapel at St. Thegonec, the

church, calvary, and ossuary at Guimillieu, the

calvary to church tower of Plougastel-Dowlas,

the fine spire of the churches at Laudivisieu,

and the porch and spire of the church at Lam-
paul, the church and calvary of Pleyben, and

many other monuments of the same date scat-

tered all over the country.*

THE FATAL ACCIDENT SEASON TO
ARTIZANS.

The metropolitan coroners and hospitals are

as usual at this season of the year, getting well

employed in attending to the cases of fatal acci-

dents to tho building class of operatives
;
and

last week two occurred to painters of a fearful

nature.

Dr. Diplock, the coroner for West Middlesex,

hold one inquest on the body of Michael Tombs,

a bouse-paiiiter ;
and Mat Bumey, his mate, thus

described tho accident to the jury. He said he

was at a job with Tombs at a house, 17, Carlisle-

square, cleaning off the old colouring near the

drawing-room window, on the first-front floor.

His mate was on the balcony, near the bottom

of the drawing-room window ;
the balcony was

of compo, about 18 in. wide at tbe top. All at

once he heard a cry of “ Oh !” and then heard a

brush drop. On turning round, to his horror he

saw poor Burney hanging inside of the area

railings by bis throat, impaled. He ran. to his

assistance, and with help got him off, but bis

poor mate was then no more. (Witness was

here much affected.) He was quite dead. No
ono saw him fall.

Mr. Fairman said he employed the deceased,

and visited him two hours before the accident.

He was quite sober. He found the ladder down

the area. Verdict— stereotyped— Accidental

death.

On the same day, Mr. Humphreys, coroner

for the eastern division, held an inquest upon

another painter, named Charles Howard, who

• To be continued.

lost his life through tho falling of a stage in

Millwall Dry Dock.
Frederick Domaino said, under his supervision

a stage was erected outside a ship that was

lying in the dry dock, for tbe purpose of painting

it. The rope on which the stage hung was of

the usual size, and what made it break he could

not say, as it was in good condition. He had

erected several stages before, and never had an

accident.

John Bradley, painter, said he, with three

other painters, were at work with the deceased

when tho stage suddenly gave way, and they

were all thrown to the ground, and were all

severely injured. He could give no account

for tbe rope breaking.

William Smith, painter, said he fell at the

same time, and was taken to the hospital. He
did not blame any one for the accident, and

could not account for the rope breaking.^

Henry Puttick said he was scraping the side of

tho ship when tho stage suddenly gave way. The
only reason be could give for the rope breaking

was on account of its chafing against the ship’s

side. Witness was much hurt.

Mr. Garrett, house surgeon, London Hospital,

said the deceased died on the 12th, from fracture

of the leg and inflammation caused by the

injuries.

The jury took considerable pains in this

investigation, and were a long time before they

would give a verdict : they said they could not

believe that such a piece of rope could break

unless there was some defect in it
;
and at length

brought in, “ That tho deceased died from the

injuries received, caused by the falling of a

stage by a rope breaking, but under what cir-

cumstances the rope broke there was no evidence

to prove.”

STATE OF FLINT CASTLE.

The disgraceful condition of the fine old min
of Flint Castle has been discussed at tho local

quarter sessions, and there seems a gleam of

hope that something will at last bo done to

render it in a decent condition, and fit for the

visits of antiquaries and others who have an
interest in reviewing relics of the past. It is

proposed to raise a sum of 2581. by public sub-

Bcription to carry out this object, and wo have

no doubt that will soon be accomplished. But
it must be borne in mind that the to^vn of Flint

will benefit most by the improvements, and wo
see no reason why its inhabitants should not

contribute to the restoration fund. There are

plenty of wealthy employers of labour in the

neighbourhood, and they will confer a lasting

benefit on the working men of Flint by pro-

viding, as is already similarly done in Denbigh,

a suitable recreation-ground within the ruins.

Its historical associations, and pleasant situation

on the banks of tbe Deo, admirably adapt the

castle for such a purpose. Should the matter be

taken up in earnest, tbe inhabitants would be
able to realise tbe benefits of the improvements

before tbe summer of 1873 is passed.

THE RESTORATION OF WORCESTER
CATHEDRAL.

Loed Dudley having offered to defray the

cost of laying the floor of the nave with marble,

and to fill the great west window of the nave

with stained glass, besides colouring the roof of

the choir aisles, tho lady-chapol, and chancel

transepts, considerable progress has been made
with tho work. According to local authorities,

about one half of the flooring of the nave

has already been laid with Sicilian white

and Kilkenny black mai-ble, in squares ranged

in panels, and joined by Parian cement.

The painted west window is in tho hands of

Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham ;
and the same

artists are employed in decoi’ating the roof of the

lady-chapel, tho transepts, and choir aisles.

The lady-chapel roof had been but meanly
coloured, only tbe tops and bottoms of tbe

spandrels having been coloured, leaving the

centre parts plain. That work is being replaced

by richer colouring of a similar character to the

colouring of tbe choir and chancel. The bare

stone roof of the lady-chapel transept has been
covered with plaster, and is being coloured to

harmonise with the colooring of tho choir and
chancel roof. The roof of the aisles of the choir

and that of St. John’s Chapel on tbe south side

are also plastered ready for similar decorations.

The descent from the north aisle of the choir to

^he lady-chapel has been put back westwards
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about 3 ft,
;
a new flight of stone steps has been

built, and new light iron gates have been erected
there. The same alteration will be made in the
southern entrance to the lady-chapel, but that
part of the work is for the present postponed.
The choir aisles are being laid with alternate
squares of slate and Hopton-wood stone. Con-
siderable progress has been made in the carved
oak case of the organ, which occupies two bays
on the north side of the choir. The carvings are
by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley, of Lambeth,
the design is by Sir Gilbert Scott, and the in-

Btniment itself is by Hill, of London, who are
now putting it in place.

In the choir itself little remains to be done
j

the restoration of the tomb of King John and
Prince Arthur’s Chapel has been completed by
workmen sent down by the Government for that
purpose. The chapel of Prince Arthur, beyond
cleansing and very slight repair, has been left
untouched. The oak entrance-door of the chapel
has been cleansed of the thick coating of paint
which formerly obscured the carvings.

_

In removing the stone pulpit in the choir a
discovery was made. In the pulpit as it lately
appeared, there were emblems on three of the
panels of thi'ee of the Evangelists—Matthew,
Mark, and Luke,—but that of St. John was miss-
ing. In taking down the structime, the fourth,
that of St. John, was found partly hidden by
other stonework. This will bo restored, in the
remodelled pulpit now being erected. The
cloister.s, which appeared very plain before they
were taken in band by the restorer, have been
much altered. The stone carvings in the roof
(which had been plastered over) have all been
restored, the walls scraped, and the worn stone
of sedilia and lavatory replaced. It was stated
three months ago that the entire restoration was
to be completed by Whitsuntide, but changes
since decided upon have rendered this im-
possible.

LAYING OUT OF CITIES.

Sir,—We observe in your number for the
12th of April, a report of a paper read by
Mr. J. B. Waring, at a recent meeting of the
Institute, “ On the laying out of Cities,” and
which contains a statement that we are obliged
to notice. Mr. Waring is quoted as saying that
after considering on what was the best principle
of planning cities, “that principle I found in
the spider’s web, especially in the web of the
geometrical spider, in which the quickest way
of reaching the centre from any given point is
clearly obtained.”

To this principle we can have no objection
;

in fact, it meets with our cordial approval, and
we can inform Mr. Waring where he “found ”
it, namely, in the pages of the Builder of the
15th of September, 1860. If he will kindly refer
to that publication, he will there recognise a
full statement of the nature and advantages of
the spider’s web system, the sole drawback
being that the article setting them forth bears
the initials of so obscure a name as our own.
Can any good come out of Galilee ? Our article
was reproduced in the Estates Gazette, shortly
after the date last quoted, and was also referred
to in the Family Herald. We will do Mr.
Waring the justice to say he may not recollect
these points, but such are the facts notwith-
standing

;
and we rely on the impartiality of the

Builder for allowing us to mention them.
The only circumstance in which wo differ

from Mr. Waring is, as to the detail, where he
speaks of his main plan, consisting of concentric
circles.

_

Now, we particularly pointed out in
OUT article that the circumscribing lines were
not circles, but polygons strictly speaking.
The circle is beautiful in buildings, but as

was shrewdly observed by a contributor to your
columns, it is highly inconvenient for interiors,
scarce a room in the house being squared where
the street is in a crescent, circus, quadrant, &c.
Any one looking carefully at a perfect spider’s

web, will see that there is no circle in it ; the
lines are all straight, though many of them
arranged in a form approaching the circular.

H. & E,. Powell.

St. Giles’s Church, Reading.—The spire
of this church is being raised 100 ft., and the
work is progressing. In the original plan it
was contemplated to make it 150 ft high but
it will now exceed 200 ft. When finished it will
be the highest in the town.

SIR WILLIAM TITE, M.P., C.B.,

F.R.S.

We restrict ourselves at this moment to
mentioning, with sincere expressions of
deep regret, the death of Sir William
Tite, which took place at Torquay on
Sunday evening last. The remains of
our lamented colleague will be interred
at Norwood Cemetery on this, Saturday,
April 26th.

INAUGURATION OP TEE SCHOOLS OF
SCIENCE AND ART, GLOUCESTER.

The new County Museum and Schools of
Science and Art at Gloucester, a view and plan
of which were given in the Builder of 1871,
pp. 466-67, have been inaugurated by Earl
Ducie, the Lord-Lieutenant. Afterwards the
committee entertained the Lord-Lieutenant at
dinner, at the Bell Hotel. With the opening
ceremony an exhibition for a week of a valuable
loan collection of pictures, water-coloui* draw,
ings, curiosities, china, antiquities, &c. (con-
tributed by the South Kensington Museum and
local possessors), students’ works, scientific
apparatus, &c., was commenced at the building.
In the evening a grand conversazione at the
Shire-ball followed.

The cost of the building has been 5,0001., and
there exists a debt of GOOL, towards the liquida-
tion of which the proceeds of the conversazione
and exhibition will be devoted.
The style of the edifice is Gothic of the

thirteenth century. On the basement-floor rooms
are provided for the curator, hat and cloak
rooms and lavatories for the male art students,
and cellars. The ground-floor consists of a
general entrance, with caiwed work, an enclosed
porch, a hall, and staircase. Entered from the
hall, on the left-hand side is the museum and
library, a room 60 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, and
16 ,ft. high. Immediately facing the main
entrance is the door leading to the lecture
theatre, a room 28 ft. by 26 ft., and 17 ft.

high. This is to be used in common by
science and art students; it is fitted with
benches, and has separate entrances for each
department. The remainder of the accom-
modation on this floor is devoted exclusively
to the uses of the Science School, and com.
prises a class-room, 19 ft. 8 in. by 21 ft., a
master’s and preparation room, and a laboratory,
24 ft. by 24 ft., with an open-timbered roof.
There is also a separate entrance porch, with
cloak-room, lavatories, &c., appropriated exclu-
sively to the use of the [science students. The
laboratory is a low building on the north side of
the main block. It is placed as near as may be
to the other rooms connected with the Science
School.

By means of the staircase from the hall the
rooms on the first floor are approached. The
whole of these are devoted to the use of the
School of Art. They consist of an elementary
room, 34 ft. 3 in. by 20 ft., and a modelling-room
18 ft. by 12 ft., each 20 ft. high to the collar
beams of the roof; a large painting and ad-
vanced class room, 60 ft. by 20 ft. aud
22 ft. 6 in. high to the apex of the open roof;
and a master’s room, 20 ft. by 12 ft. There
are also cloak-rooms, lavatories, &c., for the
use of the lady students. The roof of the
large painting-room was suggested by the
architects in order to obtain a perfectly un-
interrupted light, free from impediments which
cast shadows, to the great discomfort of the
students. The building has been fitted with the
warming and ventilating apparatus of Messrs.
Haden, of Trowbridge. The building is erected
of stone of the district, lined with brick, with
Bath stone dressings. The roofs are covered with
Broseley tiles, and the timbers on the inside,
where visible, are stained and varnished. At
the top of the staircase is a Munich glass
window given by Mr. J. D. T. Niblett. It was
executed by Chevalier Max Ainmiller, super,
intendent of the Royal Glass Works at Munich
under the direction of Mr. Niblett. The Rev.
Herbert Haines thus describes it in his “ Guide
to the Cathedral Church of Gloucester.” Head.
—1. Arms of D. J. Niblett (Drake on an escut.
cheon of pretence). 2 and 3. Arms of R. and
C. S. Niblett. 4. Arms of S. Niblett, imp.
Stock and Handford. 5. Arms of J. Niblett
(Whitcombe on an escutcheon of pretence).'

Centre .—Christ blessing two kneeling boya.’r

Left.—A matron with infant in arms, directing i

her little daughter to Christ. Right .—Two of"
the disciples rebuked by the words on the scroll

;

beneath, “ Sinite parvulos venire ad me et ne
i

prohibueritis eos” (St. Mark x. 14). Over the
central canopy, a hand in glory, and dove below.
Base .—The arms and names of Bovey, Stock, I

and Eaikes.”

ARCHITECTURAL ART CLASSES.
j

Before the meeting of the Arcbitecturfd (!

Association, held at 9, Conduit-street on the 18th
inst., award was made as follows of the prizes i

offered to students in the classes held last year, t

at the Ai'chitectural Museum :

—

For studies in life class, offered by the Royal i

Institute of British Architects, to Mr . J. Wager, ij

Mr. W. Name honourably mentioned.
|

For studies from the antique, offered by the
|

Architectural Association, to Mr. W. R. Mallett.
;

For studies in the ornament class, offered by
the Architectural Association,—prize to Mr. i

W. J. Cudworth. Honourable mention made of
Mr. C. R. Pink.

|All the successful students are members of
j

the Association, and were applauded as they
came forward to receive their prizes.

j

We regret to say, that all efforts to maiutaia i

for the future these classes, from which great
things were at one time expected, may now be .1

considered abandoned. '

THE DUC PRIZE FOR ARCHITECTURE,
j

P^LRIS.
I

The biennial prize,

—

1601.,—founded by M,
Due, to encourage les hautes itudes d’arckitec^
ture, this year attracted but two competitors, v

M. Train, the city architect, and M. Lauwrence "J

Chapron. M. T’rain submitted all his drawings :

and details of Chaptal College, and to him the j

prize has been awarded. Dissatisfaction is ;

expressed at the shortness of the time,—only a !

few hours,—during which the works of the com- .

petitora were open to the public. The terms o5 I

the programme are singulai-ly vague.

THE NEW BOARD SCHOOLS, WOLVER.
HAMPTON.

Two new Board Schools—one on the Dudley- •

road, and the other in RedcrosB-street,—have :

been completed. The buildings are light and .

airy, with play-grounds attached to each school.
The Dudley-road Schools were the first com- .

menced. They are situated on a plot of land 1

having a frontage to the Dudley-road of 156 ft.,

the total area consisting of 2,420 square yards,
the accommodation being for 200 infants, 200 '

girls, aud 200 boys, though at 8 ft. superficial
for each child the total accommodation would be
630. The boys’ and girls’ school-rooms, each
60ft. by 20ft., have each two class-rooms, 18 ft. by
15 ft.

;
the infant school-room is 48 ft. by 24 ft.,

with a class-room 24 ft. by 19 ft. For each class
of children there is provided a lavatory. The
play-grounds are walled in, and the necessary
outbuildings are of a convenient chai’acter.

Redcroas-atreet Schools are erected on a site
having a frontage of 114 ft. to Eedcroas-streefc,
and will accommodate an equal number of chiU
dren to those of Dudley-road. Owing to the
narrower width of frontage a different arrange-
ment of plan from Dudley-road schools was
necessary, but the rooms correspond in dimen-
sions, and there is a similar arrangement of
lavatories for each class

; the play-grounds and
outbuildings being similar.

The style of architecture is simple. The walls
are of brick, the roof tiled, with floors to school
and class-rooms of wood.
The contract for Dudley-road schools was taken

by Mr. Horsman, of Wolverhampton
; Mr. Clark,

of the same town, being the contractor for ReJ-
croBB-street schools. The architects are Messrs.
Bidlake & Fleeming, of Wolverhampton.

The Professorship of Anatomy, Royal
Academy.—Amongst the candidates for the
vacant chair in the Royal Academy is Dr. John
Marshall, F.R.S. Fi'om his acquaintance with
both art and science, he is particularly well
qualified to teach anatomy to artists, as hfs
lectures at South Kensington will attest.
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ON TIM ART OP " SGRAFFITO ”

DEOOEATION.
liOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

In tho course of the discussion, -which ensued
after the reading of Mr. Alan S. Cole’s paper,*

Sir M. Digby VVyatt, Fellow, said :—When the
student examines the condition of what remains
of sgraffito in Italy, he cannot but feel that a
great deal of the evidence of durability he may
encounter must have been due, in the first place,

to a climate of peculiar dryness, and in the
second, to the excellent quality of the lime
habitually used. Mr. Cockerell appears to have
hit exactly upon the best kind of lime, and,
indeed, of mortar, to use in connexion with this

sort of work. His employment of marble-dust
especially corresponded with the best traditions

of Vitnivius and Alberti for finishing off the
“ setting ” coat. He was also right, I conceive,
not to make the “floated” coat, which comes
upon the rough rendering of the wall, dead
black. The Florentine “ sgraffitisti ” made it of

grey (not black) by mixing it with straw or
burnt wood

;
and by using only a thin coat of

white, through which they scratched their
drawing, they got a half-tint, heightened by
white. To intensify the chiaroscuro, and to get
vigorous blacks, they ran in dark lines in part.s

where the point of the scratcher had already
removed the wliite. By this moans they get a
style of treatment something like that of the
noble wood engravings of the period of the
sixteenth century, such as some of those of Ugo
da Carpi, Titian, Andreani, &c. Thus they em-
ployed three tints, and obteiued a rotundity and
softness which give a very beautiful effect to

their work, and is a little wanting in some of
the specimens to be seen at South Kensington.
An active revival of cinque-cento “sgraffito”
took place in Italy, dating from about five-and-

twenty years ago. I regret, however, that most
of tho earliest specimens of this kind of revived
work in that country have suddenly failed. I

observed some very good attempts in Florence
in 1859, particularly those specimens in the
fitreet leading to the Baptistery, which were
nearly opposite the Or- San-Miohele, where they
at that time stood well

; but on looking at them
again last autumn I found that there and else-

•where many had nearly disappeared. I do not
know whether that had resulted from imperfec-
tion in the working of tho modern as compared
with the old process, but I attributed it mainly
to imperfection in the lime used to give the
white, which was neither as white nor as hard as
that of the older specimens of cinque-cento work.
TJiese were no doubt due to the two distinguished
artists, referred to briefly by Mr. Alan Cole, and
in detail by Vasari, Morto da Feltro, and Andrea
di Cosimo dei Feltrini. The first of these was a
contemporary of Pinturicchio’s, and the earliest

painter who devotedly studied the “grotesque.”
Having drawn all the classical “grotte” at
Home, he went to Naples, where he worked
equally carefully at Ba'ia, Pozzuoli, &c. In fact,

he studied from top to bottom tho whole system
of ancient stucco work, and the composition of

painting and ornament, in connexion with stucco
work. In the course of his investigations, Morto
•da Feltro must have found that the ancients
habitually scratched and scraped their plaster,

•ing free-handedly, much after the process of
what remains in the baths and other parts of
Pompeii, the Villa of Hadrian, &c. In such

'

free-hand works the Romans often got curious
results analogous to sgraffito, but in one tint

;

and by running floating colours and wiping them
off, they rubbed in dark and tints into the lines
they sketched, and the surfaces they “sank.”
I have no doubt that Morto da Feltro in his
investigations had picked up some such process
of executing white ornaments upon a coloured
.ground) analogous to the frequent cutting away
by the ancients of superimposed layers of con.
'trasting colours in glass working and cutting, as
in the Auldjo and Portland vases, to form
“camei”), as it is certain that the ancients
sketched in plaster -work, and then introduced
different colours and probably different coloured
plasters, rescraping and scratching both plastic

and hardened plaster so as to approximate to
real sgraffito upon their cement works. Some
such knowledge, no doubt, Morto da Feltro picked
up in the course of his studies in Rome and
Naples. Vasari does not positively state that he
kept the secret to himself, after he got back to
Rome, although he passes under silence tho
authorship of some few peculiarly early relics

* See p. 220, ante.

of cinque-cento sgraffito which remained there,
not far from tho Massimi Palace thirty years
ago. Morto subsequently went to Florence and
sought to improve himself in figure-painting,
profiting by study of the famous competition
between Leonardo da A^’inci and Michelangelo,
which attracted artiste from all parts of Italy.
Being a stranger there himself, he sought
naturally such of his own “paesani” as had
come to Florence from Feltro, that being a
district of the Venetian Republic which bad
acquired some little distinction in art. Amongst
these Feltrine was one Andrea, who placed him-

,

self as a pupil with Cosimo Roselli, a painter of
moderate merit in Florence, in order to learn to
paint as a figure-painter. When Andrea, Vasari
tells us, found that his countryman had come to
Florence, be received him very kindly, took him
into his house, and there is no doubt that, in
gratitude for the kindness he received, and for
the fact of Andrea’s obtaining employment for
him under the Signora Morto, taught Andrea the
art and mystery of imitating ancient decoration
and stucco work in different ways, and executing
ornamental arabesques, in which the former had
BO fully qualified himself. I think I am justified
ill saying, from Vasari’s text, that Morto was the
first to learn, and Andrea to introduce, the use
of sgraffito. There is no doubt that Morto picked
up the process from his close study ofthe antique
in Rome ; and there seems equally little doubt
that Andrea carried it to full perfection by means
of tho training he got under Morto (who himself
turned soldier), while practising the art of
arabesque painting. Vasari distinctly tells us
that Andrea for a time gave himself up almost
entii’ely to “ sgraffito,” which he,—“ comincio a
dar pnneipio,” literally,—“began to begin,” to
use for decorating the facade of palaces and
other buildings at Florence. His first work was
that of the Gondi Palace in Borgo Ogni Santi

;

his second, that of the Lanfredini, on the Lung
’Arno

; his third, that of the bouse of Andrea
Sertini, in the Piazza Padella. Of three interest-
ing drawings by the hand of Andrea preserved
in the Uffizii, I am happy to be able to produce
copies of two, of especial interest to us, as con-
fidently believed to have been made by the man
who was the very originator of this process, in,

at any rate, its extended application. I would
ask you to look at them carefully, and yon will
recognise, on comparing these sketches with
several others by later men of the greatest
merit,—such a.s Giovanni da Udine, Perino del
Vaga, &c., which for outline and the spirit in
which they are designed are of the first

order of art,—that Andrea dei Feltrini’s skill

was at least equal to theirs. Though there
may be more knowledge of nature in the
arabesque of the men I have mentioned, you
will find more command over antique style in the
“grotesque” of Andrea, and a spirit of free
conventional design, which has not been excelled
by that shown by any other artist of his time.
After the example set by Andrea, “sgraffito”
was taken up generally by different artists in
other cities than Florence, where examples of
their works may yet be met with. At Spoleto,
near the cathedral, there is a large palace,
covered with splendid designs attributed to
Julio Romano. In 1815 I went to that town, in
company with a French artist, specially sent by
tho editor of the Magasin Pittoresqxie, to make
drawings of the words executed in sgi-affito “ by
Julio Romano,” on this very palace, which affords
the largest and finest examples of the process I

have seen. There is but little of the old work
now to be seen in Florence or Rome, but much
of modem, upon a great scale, in different

Italian cities. The cinque-cento revival did not
last long; bub as what -was done was almost all

of an early period, all the specimens of it I have
ever seen are artistic

;
and I have never seen an

inferior design executed in any good period of
sgraffito. It was mainly ruined by the great
facility with -which, at lees trouble, its effect

could be for a time imitated by perishable paint.

In fact, the Italians seem to have fallen upon
the “ Shibboleth ” of Mr. Moody. His experi-
ments are of unquestionable interest and im-
portance, not only for their artistic merit. No
one can question that any process of a perma-
nent nature which enriches our vocabulary of

art may enable us to speak to posterity in better
language than we habitually use. “Sgraffito"
may lead us to enrich architecture with more
graceful forms than ai’e as yet common in this

country, because the facilities of the process are
such that they help to engender a bold and free

style of mural decoration. There is especial
> interest in this technical accessory to the archi-

tect, as forming a judicious combination -with his
simply formative or constructional architecture.
One cannot bat observe, in some of the drawings
Mr. Cole has been so good as to exhibit, that
association of pictorial art with architecture,
through the medium of a facile decorated process
which is generally wanting to the full success of
beautiful architecture. This, under discussion,
is a process which opens itself now easily to our
national practice, and I hail with satisfaction the
fair success and the noble scale on which these
experiments have been tried, I may almost say,
for onr special benefit as architects, at South
Kensington.

Mr. Gambler Pan-y.—I am afraid I shall be
repeating myself if I say that art is in itself as
inexhaustible as the alphabet; and I conceive
such an idea as that will not only apply to it

generally, but specially. There is in every phase
of it, the more we consider it, an utter inex-
hanstibleness of expression. Mr. Cole has
resti'icted hia remarks|very much to material : he
has said very little about the development of the
art. It was evident that Sir Digby Wyatt had
one extreme difficulty to contend ag.ain8t, viz.,
tho excess of his information, and that he wanted
to say a great deal more than he did

; but there
is no time this evening to open this subject with
advantage to its full extent. I will, however,
venture to offer a slight sketch as it occurs
to my mind now, although I came here unpre-
pared to do so, and rather to learn than to
teach. If we consider what this sgraffito work
is, we must see it applies to more than the
time of the Renaissance of the past, and of
South Kensington of the future. It is a work
capable of being developed in everj- possible
style

; and I venture to suggest, if you look upon
art even from its earliest days till now, you will
see that sgraffito work is an element which lias

intruded into it in all directions, and that
has been so in all the best periods of the
arts where design has received its impulse
rather from ai’chitectural than pictorial inspira-
tion. While the spirit of man is self restrained,
you feel respect for it, which you could not do
in its boastful liberty ; and thus the old idea of
familiarity breeding contempt is true in art, as
it is in all other matters. There can bo nothing
more severe than outline illnstration. If yon
look at what has been done in it, you will see, in
all those styles and objects of art which received
their original inspiration from architecture

—

such as Greek, Gothic, or Roman ornamentation,—that there has been, in their best periods, an
attention to completeness, founded on construe-
tion as a characteristic totally distinct from the
modem libertinism of picturesqueness or the
sensuous ideal of beauty. If you take the best
period of art of almost any place or period, such
as is illustrated by the vases and wall paintings
of Athens, Pompeii, or Herculaneum, or even in

times and countries far more distant, you find

sgraffito work in perfection; and nearer to our
own date you find that Byzantine and Gothic
paintings were essentially things of outline, with
colour put in to fill np the spaces. Then, again,
if you look to the different arts of enamel paint-

ing, especially that of translucent enamel, done
upon silver, you find the basis of the design to

be essentially sgraffito work. So it is also from
the prehistoric semtehing of the forms of ex-
tinct animals on bones to the backs of classic

mirrors, and that refined kind of art upon
“Henri Deux” ware and painted glass, tho
principle of sgraffito rules supreme, and the
bulk of Oriental ornamentation on metals owes
its entire charm to it. In whatever style and at

whatever period you find that the simplicity of

studied outline gives a dignity to art, which at

once makes you respect and admire it. Now,
what is sgraffito ? It is simply a method of ex.

pressing an idea by abstract form. You have
boundless materials at disposal, and you can use
colour if you will ; thus we see how wide all the
opportunities in art for doing what we want to
raise the ideas and command the feelings of the
people. When Mr. Cole went into the subject
of sgraffito as a cheap ornament, I congratulated
myself that we were going to obtain a thing that
was cheap, which would not end by being -worth-
less. And so it has proved to be. He has
given us that illustiation of a house front which
might he a house out of a street where I bad tho
misfortune to live in my early days, viz. :

—

Harley-street, about which, I believe, one of onr
members has said, “All things have an end;
happily, even Harley-street.” I confess, if it

had been ornamented with this cheap sgraffito

the end might nob have been so immediately
desired

;
but I do not myself go in for what is
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cheap. I think the sketch I suggested of all

these different processes and materials and
means of producing these outline effects, shows
how we may produce the highest effects of art

by this principle of sgraffito
;
and I venture to

say it is essentially the right architectural mode
of surface decoration, and I say so not only in

reference to the remarks this evening or to the

specimens before you, but on a general prin-

ciple, because it is, more than any other style

of art that can be conceived, essentially conven-

tional. There is no such thing as outline in

nature, and art is not necessarily the copy of

nature, but rather the expression of ideas. The
forms of art expressed by outline are of neces-

sity more conventional than any other, and the

harmonious application of it to architecture is

perfectly harmonious, because architecture is

the most completely conventional art that ever

was conceived by man.
Mr. Henry Cole, C.B., said :—With reference

to the durability of this particular kind of pro-

cess, I may state that it has been tried at Ken-
aington Museum for fifteen years. Mr. Sheep,

shanks made it a condition that we should have
a suitable building to hold his pictures, and
insisted that he would see the building himself

before he gave up his pictures. A building

therefore was erected, a modest and humble
affair at the time. Upon the outside of these

walls in 1858-9, some crude experiments were
tried of this sgraffito. I had seen in Italy some
of the buildings Sir Digby Wyatt has spoken of,

and I was struck with the facility of this process,

and Mr. MacCallum, now celebrated for his

landscapes, made the designs for the Sheep-
shanks Gallery. Although I did not go through
the train of ideas—or if I did I was not conscious

of it—which Mr. Gambior Parry baa expressed,

and in which I concur, sgraffito certainly did

strike me that it was a method which might
make our houses a little less unsightly than wo
find them generally. Like Mr. Gambier Parry,

I hate things cheap. You cannot have a good
thing without its costing a good deal of money.
In this country there is a great tendency in all

we do to insist upon cheapness as a first condi-

tion. We do not say, “ Let us have a good
thing, or the best thing, and let us pay for it

like gentlemen,” but we cut the work down,
and it must not cost above a certain sum. We
do that in this country too much, and we shall

no doubt continue to do so till we get wiser. If

a public building is to be executed, you begin
with a preliminary dictuvi that, whatever the

size, or for whatever purpose it may be, it is to

cost only a certain sum of money. The country,

through Parliament, pledges itself that it shall

cost only a certain sum. We do not begin by
saying it shall be good, and cost a reasonable

sum, bat that it is to come down to a certain

contract price, and people think they can keep

to it. My experience is that they cannot. We
have plenty of cases in which Parliament makes
a contract, and another breaks it. It must be
borne in mind that the contract made to-day is

not the contract fulfilled five years afterwards.

I hate cheapness as cheapness, and never take

it as a first consideration for anything I am
responsible for. As far as my lights go, I advo-

cate having the right thing. But this sgraffito

process is one comparatively cheap in material,

and one that would rather commend itself to

enterprising builders who want to make fifteen

or twenty per cent, on building houses. Of
course, as long as the State does not build

houses, and as long as the individual builds his

own house, and is only controlled by some kind

of municipal and vestry law, so long will people

build houses as cheaply as possible
;
and so it is

that from Bethnal-green to Belgravia houses are

built to cost as little money as possible. It

does seem to me that if the outsides of houses,

instead of being of ugly stock brick, could be
somewhat decorated, and if, as Mr. Parry says,

yon can get the highest art with these simple

lines and materials, you would make it more
pleasant to walk through the streets. To return

to the Sheepshanks building. The sgraffito is

outside the Sheepshanks Gallery, and for the
most part remains good. You will see it has
defied the London smoke and dirt, and after

fourteen years it remains nearly as distinct as it

was originally. There is a large bnilding which
Parliament in its wisdom has erected for teach,

ing science, in the Exhibition-road, which, like

all things, has a back, and this back not being
much seen, and being constructed cheaply, is

without the terra-cotta decoration on its front.

General Scott, who presided over the design,

was persuaded to have the common stock brick-

work treated with sgraffito, and the Lord Pre-

sident approved. Thus we have scratched a
great deal of plaster on the Science School at

South Kensington. You have heard how the
early practitioners of this art were reduced into

painting forma instead of cutting good lines.

My friend, Mr. Moody, has been reduced in like

manner to paint, and the painting will not last

;

still ho has scratched some beautiful lines, which
will probably last a hundred years. As my
son has said, this is not a very good situation

for the public to see it ; indeed, the whole
thing must be regarded as an experiment.

People say it is a pity this treatment was not

brought forward into the street. I think it is

well it is in the background. I hope something
better may come out of it. I am pleased to

have had the opportunity of coming here this

evening, and I am happy to have heard the dis-

cussion of a (luestion which may eventually

make it even the interest of enterprising builders

to make Sloane-street and Harley-street a little

more attractive than they are now.

MEDALS AND PEIZES OF
THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH

ARCHITECTS.
The list of subjects for medals and prizes,

1872-3, is published, and may be obtained at

the rooms of the Institute by those who con-

template competing.
The Soane Medallion and, under the usual

conditions, the sum of 50Z., \vill be awarded to

the author of the best design for “ A London
Residence, situated between houses of a corre-

sponding character and plan, with a frontage of

45 ft. and depth of 120 ft., inclusive of the

fi'ont area, and exclusive of the space devoted
to stables

;
in five stories above level of street.”

The Silver Medal of the Institute, with 51.

5s., will be awarded for the best illuati-ationa,

geometrically drawn from actual measurement,
together with descriptive particulars of any
building of any importance—Classical or Me-
dieval,—in the United Kingdom or abroad,

hitherto unpublished in that manner. The
council suggest certain subjects, but others may
equally well be taken, if more convenient to the

competitor.

Tlie Silver Medal of the Institute will be
awarded to the author of the best essay on the

Architecture of London in the Sixteenth Cen-
tury.

Candidates for the Pugin Travelling Student,

ship are requested to send iu their applications,

on or before 25th January, 1874.

HYDE PARK CORNER.
Ik an article of the Builder, 5th April,

reference is made to the opening of Park-lane
through Hamilton-place, and its continuation

across the angle of the Green Park so far as

Constitution-hill
j
implying also that the Earl of

Longford first suggested that improvement.
Now, as the originator of that great and indis-

pensablo thoroughfare, the writer may be per-

mitted to state that amongst other recently

opened public improvements, he had many years

back advised, through the Builder, the extension

of Park-lane through Hamilton-place, not only

to Constitution-hill, but to Grosvenor-place.

There is no doubt but that a communication
with Constitution.hill, across the angle of the
Green Park, would be an accommodation to

Members of Parliament and those privileged to

visit Buckingham Palace, to whom the right of

traverse by that route is strictly limited

;

but
no advantage could be derived by the public

unless this grand causeway were opened out for

indiscriminate use to Grosvenor-pkice. By such
an opening free and more direct intercourse

would be established between Paddington, Bays-
water, and the great north-western metropolitan
districts, and the no less important and yet more
central western and south-western districts.

At present these extensive and populous districts

are severed and blocked out from intercommuni-
catiun for the distance of two miles; from Hyde
Park-corner on the south to Kensington Church,
and, on the north, from the Marble Arch to

Silver-street, Notting.hill; so that for commercial
purposes the more direct cut from Hamilton-
place to Grosvenor-place would be of greater

value to an enormously increased population,

with a still growing extension of houses.

The proposed extension of Park-lane from
Hamilton-place, would strike forward into Gros-

venor-place by a very slight deviation from a

straight line, between Halkin-street and ChapeU
street. It is true that Constitution.hill is 10 ft.

higher than Grosvenor-place at this point,

but, by a trifling bend or serpentine curvature
of tho new road, that difficulty might be got

over. There is, however, a greater obstacle in

the way, as Buckingham Palace garden extends

in an acute angle just to Halkin-street j so that

without obtaining the width of the new route,

say 80 ft., across that angle, it would be impos-

sible to oany out such an improvement.
The new route could in nowise interfere with

the public user of the footways and traverse

road, as it should be bounded by iron railings,

with openings, or gates, for continuous paths
along the borders towards Hyde-park-comer.

In point of fact, the site of Buckingham
Palace and offices included, with the palace

gardens, occupies a space equal in extent to the
Green Park, in the form of a scalene triangle,

obtunded a Kttle at the S.E. and S.W. angles,

but extending towards Hyde-park-comer to an
acute angle. In style and taste of omamenta-
tion no intra-urban garden can be more effective

;

still, as a royal abode, even of short sojourn,

it is too low. Kensington Palace advanced
towards tho Round Pond, with the site of the
antiquated buildings and the out-lying waste
grounds thrown into external park or gardens,

would form an abode for royalty far more
healthful and attractive, and, as being now the

centre of the most aristocratic quarters of

residence, might prove equally convenient for

more frequent abode. It will be seen that as

the termination opposite Halkin-street is in a
very acute angle, the suggested new route could

hardly require one acre of the nook nearest to

the Wellington effigy, and could in no wise

interfere with freedom of space or the effect of

hortulan plantations.

As this seems to be the only easement that

can be given for public traffic, it is again sug-

gested by Quonoam.

ST. JOSEPH’S CHURCH, PADERBORN.

The church represented in our illustration is

a new building now being erected at Paderbem,
in Westphalia, from the designs ,of Mr. Gulden,

pfennig, in connexion with a convent of the

Jesuits. The church, as will be seen from the

plan we publish, consists of a nave and aisles of '

three bays, transepts, which show as such only

on tho exterior, but are internally treated as two-'

extra bays to the nave, and a chancel of two i

bays.

In designing this church the architect has

followed the traditional plan adopted by the i

Jesuit order, viz., that of making the aisles in i

two stories, the upper one forming a gallery.

This gallery is approached by means of two
staircases, entered from the west end of the

aisles, and ascending over a deeply-recessed i

arch, forming a kind of western porch, tliey '

enter the western gallery at the same point

below the rose window. This is a singularly '

original treatment, and makes a really striking .

feature out of what is generally a difficulty,

the staircases to galleries. Below the deeply-

recessed arch which we have mentioned is a i

double doorway, and there is another doorway on :

the south side. At the junction of the nave and :

transepts is a well-designed fleche. The church I

is vaulted throughout in stone
;
the gallerieS'

being also vaulted underneath. As will be seen i

from our plan, the galleries cross the transepts, •

which latter project very slightly beyond the <

walls of the aisles. These projections in each !

transept are subdivided into two spaces for side-

1

altars. Chapels also occur at the ends of tho (

aisles. To the south is the sacristy, also vaulted^

!

and a picturesque staircase-turret giving access

to a passage in the walls of the chancel, which li

is in communication with the galleries. The ^

materials used are the local hard grey limestone
i.';

but externally the doorways, windows, and (

strings are of sandstone; and internally the *

columns, arches, vaulting ribs, &c., are of the <

same material.

The dimensions of the church are as follow :— •

Length, 125 ft. ;
across transepts, 70 ft. ;

nave i

from centre to centre, 30 ft.
;
length of chancel, I

35 ft. ; height to crown of vaulting, 56 ft.
;
to i

top of timber roof, 80 ft.

The church has progressed as far as the top of :

the walls of the nave, and the roof will be placed i

on and tbe vaulting turned; but owing to the

notice to quit which the Jesuits at Paderbom ]

have received from the police of the Berlin i

Government, the church will then be shut up and '

left incomplete.
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THE READING SEWAGE FARM CASE.

JIr. Bosanquet, of the Oxford Circuit, and a
special jtuy, have been sitting at the Assize

Court, Reading, in accordance with a warrant
directed to the SherifE of Berks, to determine

the amount of purchase money, and also the
compensation for damage, to be paid by the
Local Board of Health to Mr. Richard Atten.
borough, of Piccadilly, and owner of the Whitley
Grove Estate at Reading, in connexion with the
compulsory taking, for the purposes of the town
sewage, of rather more than 416 acres of land
at Whitley Manor Faim, belonging to Mr.
Attenborough, and adjoining his residential

estate. Mr. Hawkins, Q.C. and Mr, Philbrick
appeared for Mr. Attenborough

; and Mr. Horace
Lloyd, Mr. Bumpus, and Mr. Barber for the Local
Board of Health. The witnesses subpoenaed on
each side included competent valuers, chemists,
and others, and the evidence given in sup.
port of the claim occupied two days. The
valuation made by Mr. Clark (Farebrother,
Clark, & Co.), who was called for Mr. Atten-
borough, amounted to 68,751L These figures,

however, were materially reduced by the valua-
tion of Mr. John Clutton, of Whitehall, and by
the statements of other professional men who
appeared on behalf of the Local Board. When
the matter was brought to a conclusion, the jury
awarded to Mr. Attenborough the sum of -41,2621.

His claim was originally 75,0001.

Among the witnesses for Mr. Attenborough
was Dr. Letheby, M.B., Professor of Chemistry,
and Officer of Health for the City of London,
whose prejudice against sewage farming is well
known. Examined by Mr. Philbrick, be said he
had never seen a sewage farm that had not been
a very great nuisance. Sewage farms were
always offensive, and, at times when visits were
not expected, very offensive. That which was
in solution, and was used by the plant, was
speedily got rid of; but a large portion, con.
aisting of solids, rested upon the land, and pro-
duced offensive decomposition. During a large
portion of the year, when vegetation was not
active, and the ground was sodden with rain-
water, the sewage would give off gases, and, in
his opinion, render Mr. Attenborough’s house
uninhabitable.

In cross-examination by Mr. Lloyd, the witness
said he had a strong opinion with regard to these
sewage farms. The liquid sewage could bo
rendered so innocuous that it might be discharged
into a running stream; a sewage farm would,
however, necessarily become a nuisance, and it

was easy to discover a sewage farm half a mile
off. Ho could only call to mind three cases in
which Parliament had sanctioned Bills gimnn.r

to that which Reading had obtained.
Another witness on the part of Mr. Atten.

borough, Mr. Daniel Watney (of the firm of
Norton, Trist, & Watney, land valuers, of Old
Broad-street), deposed that he had inspected the
Whitley Manor Farm, which he estimated was
of the annual value of 1,3001. His total valua-
tioi! was 53,625L, including 25 per cent, for
compulsory sale.

Cross-examioed.—He had for two years been
a member of the Croydon Board of Health. He
was an advocate for sewage irrigation. At
Croydon they were all firmly satisfied they
purified the sewage. A cousin of his had built
a mansion half a mile from the sewage farm
there, bub there was a river and a quantity of
timber between themansion and the sewage farm.
The mansion was on a hill. Witness was aware
that Mr. Quilter, jnn., a stockbroker, occupied a
house at about 100 yards from the Croydon
sewage farm.

Re-examined.—The present case would be
very different if there were hills between Mr.
Attenborough’s house and Manor Farm. Sewage
farms must occasionally cause a nuisance. That
nuisance excited a prejudice against sewage
farms, which affected the value of contiguous
properties.

On the part of the Corporation, Mr. James
Taddy Blackburn, amongst others, was examined.
He said he had been a farmer for about twenty
years. He was now farming the Camp farm at

Alderahott, which he leased of the War Office.

He had farmed it since 1864, at which time it

was a sandy waste belonging to the War Depart-
ment, who leased it to witness for .sixteen
years. He had about 220 or 230 acres. The
whole of the land there belonged to the War
Department. The North Camp was about 800
yards off. Soldiers had encamped from two to
four months at a time within 150 yards of the
confines of his farm. He never heard of illness

among them, or of ague or fever among the
people who ordinarily lived near. There were
thousands of acres where the troops might have
encamped if that place was unhealthy. The
average amount of sewage was about 1,000 tons
per day. He adopted the system of sewage
iixigation. Witness described the system. The
subsidence tank was emptied eve^ five months.
Ninety.five acres were farmed upon the sewage
irrigation process. The land irrigated per day
varied from one to three acres. A horse-hoe
was sent down after the dressing. The
nuisance was not so great as cleaning out ordi-
nary ditches. He lived on his farm and had
good health, and his labourers were very healthy.
He considered the plan adopted in Reading was
the best, speaking as a farmer. He would not,

as a farmer, give anything for sewage which was
not supplied under the conditions contemplated
in the Reading system. He did not think there
would be any nuisance from the proposed sewage
farm. The sewage farm at Tunbridge Wells had
let lately at an increase of lOOZ. per annum.
Witness liad another sewage farm at Worthing.

Cross-examined by Mr. Philbrick.—Witness
laid out the land as a sewage farm himself. The
farm was on the Bagshot sand. He preferred not
mentioning his arrangements with the War Office.

He told Mr. Attenborough he would rather have
Mr. Attenborough’s farm at 31. per annum than
his own farm at nothing, after the drainage works
here bad been completed. Ninety-five acres of
his farm were irrigated with the sewage.

Re-examined by Mr. Lloyd.—In the case of
a farm such as Whitley Manor Farm there was
ample room for all the sewage operations. Ho
sliould be glad to exchange his own farm for it

if he had the chanco. He considered the feeding
value of the ^sses on the Manor Farm must be
very small indeed. The ground was full of
water.grasses. Italian rye-grass would not
gi-ow there. Everything he grew at AJdershott
was sewage put into another form.
By the Foreman. — If standing over the

carriers, their presence might be detected by
smell, but he did not think there would be any
smell at a distance of 14 yards.
By the Assessor. — The land at Worthing

Sewage Farm was heavier than at Whitley, but
there was nob so much nuisance as at Aldershott.

Dr. Edward Franklaud, F.R.S., Professor of
Chemistry to the School of Mines, and one of
H.M.’s Commissioners for investigating the
causes of the pollution of rivers, examined by
Mr. Bumpus, said be had extensive experience
as regards sewage farms, and had visited most
of such farms in tho country. He considered
that a sewage farm, if properly managed, was as
healthy as any other farm. He did not think
any smell could be perceived at a distance of
100 yards from a sewage farm. He had never
perceived any. He had found that the soil of
the Manor Farm was adapted for sewage irriga-
tion. Looking at the situation of Mr. Atten.
borough’s house, he did not think the sewage
farm could be any nuisance to the occupants.
He considered the water-logged meadows calcu-
lated to produce ague and marsh fever.

Cross-examined by Mr. Hawkins.—He was not
an advocate of sewage irrigation. He was rather
in favour of intermittent filtration. There was
a prejudice against sewage farms—a sentimental
prejudice.

Re-examined by Mr. Lloyd—The sewage was
deodorised the instant it reached the ground.
At Merthyr Tydfil the sewage of 300 persons
was applied per acre.

Dr. Alfred Carpenter, M.D., of the London
University, examined by Mr. Lloyd, stated that
he was in practice as a surgeon at Croydon, and
was a member of the Croydon Board of Health
for twelve years. He described the Croydon
sewage farms (at Norwood and Beddington),
which consisted of 520 acres, and said they did
not cause the least nuisance, when the carriers
were in proper order as at present. A great
number of houses bad been built in the neigh,
bourhood both of the Beddington and Norwood
farms, and he knew of scarcely one that was
vacant. There was no objection on the part of
the occupants in respect of the nearness of
the sewage farms. Witness recommended his
patients to take a drive round the neighbour-
hood if they wanted to get an appetite.

Cross-examined by Mr. Philbrick.—There was
a measure of health in connexion with these
sewage farms, in consequence of the produotion
of ozone, thrown out by the enormous amount of
vegetation produced there. There was, however,
a prejudice against these sewage-farms just as a
Frenchman had a prejudice against a cold bath.

Ho once had occasion to complain to the Croydon
Board of Health of the state of things which he
found on the sewage farm at Lower Norwood,
when he visited it with some foreign gentlemen
who were authorities on sanitary matters. That
state of things, however, only lasted for one day.
Re-examined.—That was the only thing he had

known in the shape of a nuisance in connexion
with the sewage farms mentioned.

THE POSITION OP THINGS.
SiJi,—The recent scandalous casting-away of

the great steamer Atlantic, with her valuable
freight of emigrant passengers and crew, some
1,036 in number, of whom nearly 600 are lost to
us and their friends by tho disaster, forcibly calls
attention to a subject which, by your favour,
I have on former occasions been permitted to
bring under the notice of your readers, viz., the
exodus of our working people. I then pointed
out that in consequence of advancing prices, and
greatly increased cost of the prime necessaries
of life, the working-classes are worse off, not-
withstanding their advanced wages, than they
were in former years, and that as no escape wag
offered them in these islands of ours, they were
seeking in other countries for that competency
they were enable to find here. The emigration
returns for the year 1872 show, I believe, a
larger exodus from Great Britain than was ever
before recorded

; and it is some symptom, in my
opinion, of what this present year’s emigration is
likely to be, that fully one month before the usual
passenger season begins (May Ist) a single ship,
now lost, as above, took away nearly 9U0 pas-
seiigers. Another ship of the same line, which
sailed later, had on board, I am told, nearly
1,000 passengers, bound for the same port (New
York). The published list of the names of
passengers by the ill-fated Atlam.tic gives theii-
respective ages, by which it is shown in a very
conclusive manner that those who leave us are
in the very prime of life (except the children),
mostly between twenty and forty years of age,
Laving youth and energy, and just the very class
of persons that this country can least afford to
lose. In consequence of the various causes
which have tended to restrict labour, the demand
for it has been during the past year, and is yet,
much greater than the supply,—more especially
juvenile and unskilled labour. In my own
personal experience, it is almost impossible to
retain sufficient labourers on any important
works; and I was told recently by the manager
of a machine factory that he is obliged to employ
men to do work which could easOy be done by
boys if he could get them. The result of this
state of thin^ is that boys of fourteen to seven,
teen earn nearly men’s wages, and, as a social
result, are scarcely amenable to parental con-
trol. This state of things will be intensified as
tho season advances by the withdrawal from this
country of a very large number indeed of healthy,
energetic people, who go to the United States or
one of our colonies to better their positions in
life; people who are quite willing to work hard,
and, if need be, live hard, for a few years to enable
them to obtain a position and accumulate a store,
which will place them beyond the ordinary reach
of want in their old age. Those who go are the
workers in our great hive, ifa corresponding num-
ber of d/rones could be shipped off to accompany
them, those of us who are left here would have
much less cause for grief than seems likely. Of
course our loss is their gain

;
but that it is a loss,

and a very serious one for this hard-workin^
heavily-taxed country, is, I think, not to bo
denied. Besides the immediate loss of their pro-
ductive labour, they go to countries which place
a heavy tax upon our manufactures for the pur-
pose of fostering their own, and to find the
means indirectly of supplying their current ex-
penses. The emigrant is thus completely snuffed
out as a consumer and customer of ours, and i!'

he continues to work in his new home at his old
trade, he becomes a possible rival to us. We
place no protective duty on our imports, and it
is, I think, a veiy important sign of the times
that we who have hitherto supplied the whole
world with the best machinery for every con-
ceivable purpose, should now be distanced both
in quality and price by American productions
sold in our own country. Take wood-working
machinery, for example. Yon lately reviewed in
a favourable manner a specimen of American
literature on that subject, and now we are in-
formed by your advertisement columns that the
machinery itself can be bought in London in
competition with English machinery for the same
purpose. In the products of this machinery,
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also, we are now distanced. Time was not so

very long ago when we exported to our colonies

and other places finished joinery, such as doors,

sashes, and frames, mouldings, &c., having first

imported the timber from wood-producing coun-
tries. Now the machinery goes in charge of a
few skilled men to these wood-producing conn-

tries, and we ourselves become like onr former
customers, importers of finished joinery, from
full-sized first-class mansions, as in Devon re-

cently, down to a single architrave mould or angle

bead. In the matter of railway iron or steel,

also, we can no longer be said to take the lead,

and we may expect very shortly to be distanced

in that manufacture also, and if the price of coal

is maintained to become importers of it. Most
other products in metals will doubtless follow

that lead, and we shall then be forced to turn our
attention to the cultivation of oar own soil, and
the reclamation of our waste lands. We can go
abroad to reclaim the land of other countries,

'

why not our own at home ? Why should a
wealthy few so hold this land with an iron grip,

that the great bulk of our 'people are denied and
must perforce seek elsewhere for that area of

productive soil they are determined to have.
|

Would to heaven a statesman might arise, who,
forgetting the interest of party, should be able to

rise to the height of this great question, which
must in the coming time force itself upon the
public notice by its paramount interest. Let a
new “ Holy Alliance” be formed against Eng.
land, and the want of men bred on the land of

our country may in the end cause us to lose it.

E. G.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF TRAMWAYS.
At a recent ordinary meeting of the Society

of Engineers, Mr. Jabez Church, president,

in the chair, a paper was read by Mr. H.
Gore on ” Horse Railways and Tramways.” The
author commenced by giving a brief sketch of

the rise and progress of road-making in England
from the time of the Roman invasion down to the
period when Telford, M'Neill, Macadam, and

.

others devoted their attention to perfecting our
great highways. He then described the early

attempts to construct tramways or troUeyways
in the mining districts, commencing with the
wooden railways of the Tyne and Weai' of 1680.
He then traced the history of this description of

roads, and the application of iron ;in their con.
struction

;
showing also, by reference to docu-

ments in the Patent Office, that so early as 1803
the idea was started for constructing street

tramways with iron rail.'!. The author then
described some of the earlier street railways in

the United States, and the attempts made by
Mr. Train to introduce the system into the
metropolis, and pointed out the cause of their

failure. Mr. Gore here alluded to the tramway
he had himself constructed in 1863 at Valpa-
raiso, on the West coast of South America.
Having concluded the historical sketch, the
author then proceeded to describe the principal

features of the various forms of construction

adopted in the street tramways which have re-

cently been laid. This part of the paper was
illustrated by a series of diagrams, embracing
all the important details of each type of con-
straotion, including the use of concrete, trans-

verse timber sleepers, cast-iron block chairs, and
continuous cast-iron girder rails.

After describing each system of construction,

the author pointed out the more prominent
objections observable in the several types now
in use, among the chief of which was the
employment of concrete, which he held to be
highly prejudicial. He pointed out the effect of

vibration in destroying the cohesion of the par-

tides of cement, and the constant tendency
there was for the mass to be broken up. He then
called especial attention to the evils arising from
the want of sufficient bearing surface or proper
lateral support to maintain the gauge. Sir. Gore
advocated strongly the use of transverse
sleepers as the best means of distributing the
load and neutralising the effects of vibration

;
be

also pointed out the importance of thoroughly
aoimd workmanship, both as regards the laying
of sleepers and rails and in well consolidating
the foundation of the road by ramming and
packing. He recommended the use of a species
of tar and asphalte concrete as a bed to receive
the stone pavement, and also for packing round
the timber sleepers. He discountenanced the
use of lime or cement concrete as a foundation
for tramways, and concluded his interesting
paper by urging the use of thoroughly desic-

cated and prepared timber, so as to insure the

greatest possible durability, and a system of
paving or roadway which should be as far as
practicable free from any material that was
liable to break up into dust or mud.
The meeting was attended by a number of

engineers and others connected with tramways.

STRIKING ASSERTIONS.
He that strikes first takes the lawinto his own hands,

and loses cause for action or redress.—.1 Maxim.

A STRIKE is not a fit weapon of defence, for it

has ever worked more harm to the user than the
used against.

A lock-out is but a rough law of retaliation,
and though it were the punishment of a crime, it

is scarcely defensible.

A strike is unmanly, and unchristian, for in
all strikes the innocent are certain to suffer.

A lock-out, whether it precedes a strike or
succeeds it, is but the aggregation of a wrong,
because it aims at coercion instead of concilia,

tion and convincing.

A strike is seldom or never promoted by those
who have really suffered by the action of one, or
intend to suffer by the certainty of another.
A lock-out is not only a look-out of men, but it

is a lock-out of capital and interest.

Whether the precipitation of a strike or a
lock-out be well timed or not in the opinion of
those interested, the forelock that produces a
dead-lock must be always ill-timed and pemioious.

Strikes and lock-outs are little better than
senseless faction fights, in which both combatants
not only injure themselves, but others, and who,
in making peace or coming to terms, forget
there is an atonement due to the society they
have injured and outraged by their quarrels.

Strikes and lock-outs would sensibly diminish,
and probably disappear altogether, if the parties
to tliem were subject to a tax for the exercise of
the licence.

As a means towards reform, the Registrar.
General should furnish a return of the number
of those in every district who have been stricken
by the strike and lock-ont epidemic, masters and
men, and the effects in the amount of illness,

deaths, unemployed, bankrupts, criminals, and
emigrants i)roduced by the same.

NEW WORKS AT BATTERSEA FOR THE
LONDON GAS COMPANY.

ly consequence of the gasometers in con.
nexion with their works at Nine Elms being
unequal to the strong supply of gas required,
the London Gas Company have secured a large
plot of land at Battersea, situated between the
two stations of the London, Chatham, and
Dover, and London and Brighton Railway Com-
paniea. On this land, which is between two and
three acres in extent, the company intend to
erect five large additional gasometers, and two
of these are now in progress, one of which is

already nearly completed. The tanks of each
of these gasometers are 185 ft. in diameter, and
30 ft. in depth from the coping of the bearing
stones supporting the iron columns. The piers
supporting the columns are twenty in number,
and are 5 ft. 6 in. in thickness, and the walls
enclosing the tanks vary from 3 ft. 11 in. at the
base to 18 in. at the top of the coping, which is

finished with Staffordshire blue brick. The
floors of the tanks are covered over with con-
crete, 10 in. in thickness

;
and, in order to render

the walls impervious to water, there are 2 ft. of
puddling at the back of them from the bottom
of the tanks to the coping. The iron columns
supporting the gasometers are firmly connected
with the holding bolts, which are sunk 10 ft.

below the surface.

The gasometers are telescopic in construction,
with a lift of 30 ft. in height, the diameter of
the lower lift being 182 ft., and that of the
higher lift, 180 ft., and the capacity of each
gasholder is 1,500,000 cubic feet ; the entire
additional quantity of gas, therefore, which the
whole of the five gasometers, when completed,
will admit of being stored, amounting to 7,500,000
cubic feet beyond that of the company’s existing
gasometers at their present works. They will be
supplied -with gas for storage from the works at
Nine Elms, pipes being specially laid in con-
nexion with them for that purpose. One of the
new gasometers will be fully completed and
supplied with gas in about a month from the
present time.

The works have been designed by Mr. Morton,
the company’s engineer, and are being carried

out under his superintendence and that of his as-
sistant, Mr. Colson. Messrs. Aird & Sons are the
contractors for the construction of the tanks and
other buildings connected with the works; and
the gasometers and iron work are being executed
by Messrs. Horton, of Birmingham.

EXTENSION OF MESSRS. PEASE’S MILLS,
DARLINGTON.

For some time past Slessrs. Henry Pease &
Co. have been carrying out a large extension of
their spinning-mills in Darlington. The North-
gate, or the Railway Mill, has just emerged from
the hands of the architect and buDder, with an
additional weaving-shed, erected at the end
contiguous to the gasworks, and measuring 112 ft.

in length by 93 ft. in breadth. The light is

admitted from the roof, which is divided into
bays, sloping north and south. The north slope
is entirely composed of glass. Hot-air or steam
pipes heat the building. Cast-iron girders and
pillars of a light form support the roof and the
shafting for the machinery at the same time.
In this one shed about 400 additional weaving
looms will be employed, giving employment to
200 additional bands, most of them women.

Extensions and improvements of a more
extensive character are in progress at the
Priest-gato Mills. Here Mr. Edward Pease, one
of the founders of the Stockton and Darlington.
Railway, instructed his son, the late Mr. Joseph
Pease, in fabricating “woollens.” The new mill
will be five stories in height, and will measure
200 ft. in length by 121 ft. in breadth. It will
contain all the machinei'y used in the earlier
processes of worsted spinning, and will comprise
a warehouse, a carding.room, engine and boiler
bouses, and outbuildings. "When completed, the
machinery now used in the Low Mill will be
transferred to the new building

;
but there will

be entirely new engines and boilers. The new
mill will cover the whole of the space known as
the Mill Holme, situated between Priest-gate and
the new street about to be opened up there to
be called East-street. A covered gangway over
the latter street will connect the new mill with
the old wool warehouse.
There will be attached to the new mil! a large

chimney, which is now all but completed. This
chimney is situated at the bottom of Priest-
gate. It is octagon in plan, and its outside
diameter at the base is 17 ft. 6 in. ; the outside
diameter at the top is 11 ft.

; the diameter
of the flue inside is 9 ft. 6 in. From
bottom to top the height from the ground-
level is 152 ft. The large capacity of the
chimney inside has been made so that the smoke
and fumes of nine boilers can be led into it,

and exhaled at the same time. The number
of bricks used in its erection has been 395,000.
No accident to life or limb has occurred to any
person employed in building it. Messrs. Michael
Watson & Son, builders, erected the shaft, under
the instructions of Mr. William Hodgson, archi-
tect, who has also designed the extensions to the
mills.

CHALK (WITH COAL) AS FUEL.

A GOOD deal has been said of late on this

subject, but nothing very explicit. Chalk is a
carbonate of lime, and must yield a large quan-
tity of carbonic acid gas, which, one would
think, mast carry off much heat in its produc-
tion. The quiok-lime left does yield a singular
degree of white heat in a way not accounted
for by chemists : hut the main heat to be yielded
by chalk in a common fire must be yielded, if at

all, before the chalk can have been thoroughly
converted into quick-lime, and that is the
time when its carbonic fumes are flying off up
the chimney, if a good going one, or into a room,
if not

5
much worse indeed than from a coke fire,

and vicing even with a charcoal one. Of what is

said in favour of the use of chalk (with coal) for i

fuel we may quote a passage from the Boston-

(U.S.) Globe, which comes closer to the point i

than what has elsewhere been said on the sub-

ject

“A gentleman who has made a thorough test of the i

matter declares himself satisfied beyond doubt of the
superiority in heat-giving properties of chalk over eosJ.

The idea is an old one, but we have never heard of any
practical attempt being made to turn it to account before.
With those who have ever noticed the great specific heat
ofchalk, or the large amount of carbonic acid contained
in it, and the convertibility of that acid into carbonic '

oxide by means of beat (?), or with those who have merely
noticed either the vast amount of heat which, generated
by ft comparatively small amount of fuel, is radiated from i

a limekiln
; or, again, the effect in smelting ore of a few
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hundred pounds weight of limestone or chalk; it has long
ft been a matter of strong persuasion that the time must
fi come when chalk, and perhaps limestone, shall be made

subservient to the increase of heat and the diminution in

[

tho consumption of coat. Our late fire presented hundreds
t; of instances of Ihe intensitj of the heat of limestone, and
1 the length of time it was retained even by small frng-

i] ments. With regard to the eiperimenta referred to, it is

S asserted that, by using chalk and coal in about equal pro-
portions, the chalk being placed at tho back of the grate

I
aud the coal in front, a saving of at least 75 per cent, was
effected in cost, with a more intense heat and cheerful
blaze than would have been obtainable from coal alone."

DAMAGE BY LIGHTNING.
Crooner.— A severe thuuderstorm recently

passed over Cromer, during which the parish
church was struck by lightning. The conductor
on the church tower had carried the electricity
to the earth, yet such was the violence of
tho shock, that it had torn, up the earth round
about for twenty yards. The lightning bad also
forced itself through the wall of the tower 3 ft.

from tho ground, where from the outside a spike
is driven in to secure tho conductor. The wall is

from 4 ft. to 5 ft. thick. There are two old un-
used church-doors stowed away inside the tower.
The lightning, in going through the wall, knocked
some pieces off these old doors, aud threw some
mortar quite across tho inside of the tower.
Outside the church, and in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of it, portions of the windows of pri-
vate houses were knocked out, and also one
square in tho reading-room, which is at least
two hundred yards distant from tho church. It
also disabled the telegraph instrument at the
post-ofiicc, aud did much other damage.

The tower of Martham church
was also struck by lightning. Only ono flash
was observed, and Ibis struck the vane, the
fluid passing from that to an iron stay, through
tho roof of the tower, shattering the parapet
and walls, scattering the amongst the
bells, and breaking the gear. Thence it travelled
to the clock, bursting open tho wooden casing,
but without doing material injury to the
work.q, and, passing down the connecting-rod to
tho outsido, wrenched off tho dial-plate, stripped
tho tower of a considerable portion of its facing,
ind greatly damaged tho south-east angle but-
tresses. The force seems to have dispersed over
Khe roof, and to have made its way along the
gutters, down each of tho water-pipes, into the
drains, tearing up the earth for some distance.
Some of the stones were hurled as far as fifty
yards from tho tower. A meeting of the
parishioners is to he held to receive the report
of tho architect, Mr. J. B. Pearce, of Norwich,
and to take the necessary steps for repairing
the damage. The chancel of the church was
re-built a few years ago by Mrs. Dawson, and
the nave was also thoroughly restored.

PROPOSED ASSOCIATION OP
MUNICIPAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERS

AND SURVEYORS.
At Birmingham, on Saturday afternoon last,

;be second general meeting of engineers and
lurvoyors to the various corporations of the
dngdom was held at tho Union Hotel, Union-
.treet, for tho purpose of furthering the objects
md increasing the membership of the proposed
Lasociation of Municipal and Sanitary Engi.
leers and Surveyors.
Mr. Angell, engineer to the West Ham Local

ioard, London, and chairman pro tern, of the
Usociation, presided

; aud the following towns
rero represented : — Southampton, Coventry,
jeicestor, Leamington, Balsall Heath and Aston
Janor (Birmingham), Stockport, Great Malvern
ledditch, Stow-on-the-Wold, Walsall, Willenhall,
Saling, Hanley, Warwick, Rugby, Oldbury, and
Volverhampton.
_Mr. Edward Pritchard, surveyor to the War-

l^ick Corporation, who has been acting as hon.
Mcretary for the district, read the followintr,
(vhich had been adopted at the fii-st general
llueeting held at the Institution of Civil Engi.
iieers, London, February 15th ;

—

.' “1. That the society be named tho ‘Association of
Innicipal and Sanitary Engineers and Surveyors.' 3 .

I ’hat the objects of the Association be,—a. Thepromotion
interchange among its members of that species of

raowledgo and practice which falls within tho department
• f an engineer uud surveyor engaged in the discharge of
no duties imposed by the Public Health, Local Govern-
Qent, and other Sanitary Acts. 6. Tho promotion of the
Wofessioual interests of the members, c. The general
rromotiou of the objects of sanitary science."

' The Chairman explained the niodu5 operandi
•I the Association. The first annual meeting of
lembers would be held at the institution of Civil

Engineers, Westminster, London, on the 2nd of
May, when the president, vice-president, and
officers would be elected, and tbe executive
council would also be appointed.* The country
would be divided into districts, each district
appointing its own secretary, who would be a
member of the executive council. Birmingham
would be the centre of one of the Midland dis-

tricts, and Mr. Pritchard had hitherto acted as
its honorary secretary.

A discussion followed, several matters of de-
tail were gone into, and ultimately it was decided
to agree to tho rules of the Association, as
adopted by the meeting held in London on the
15th of February j and the meeting also expressed
a hope that as many surveyors of the country as
could possibly make it convenient, would attend
the inaugural meeting of the Association, to be
hold in London, on the 2nd proximo.

COLOUR OF TIMBER.
We should be obliged if any of your corre-

spondents could give ue any information as to
preserving timber its natural colour j—tbe end
the only part to be seen. S.

TUNSTALL NEW WESLEYAN CHAPEL
AND SCHOOL COMPETITION.

Twelms competitive designs were sent in for the
above, and those of Mr. G. B. Ford, of Burslem,
have been unanimously selected

; the buildings
are to be erected forthwith. The estimated cost
is about 3,000J.

A BUILDING CO-OPERATIVE COAL
MINING COMPANY.

A CO-OPER.VTIVE coal-mining company, com-
bining tho novel featm-e of building dwellings
for its shareholders, under certain stated circum-
stances, is in course of formation in South York-
shire. The proposed capital of the company is

150,0001., andthe shares are 11. each. The object of
tho society is to conduct mining on the co-opera-
tive principle of dividing profits with labourer,
capitalist, and consumer; and in case the pit be
some distance from a town, power is taken to
build dwellings for the work-people. It is in.
tended that each worker shall he a shareholder
in the society, and that one-third of the profits
(after providing for interest and reserve fund)
shall be set apart as a bonus on all wages, sala-
ries, or fees paid. It is also provided that a fair
share of profit shall be divided with the con.
Sumer, and it is also intended, as far as possible,
to supply tho shareholders with coal in preference
to tho general public. The profits are to be
divided into three equal parts,—one for capital,
one for labour, and one for consumer. The com-
mittee appeal to the 20,000 miners of South
Yorkshire, and to consumers cveiywhere, and
they state that they have already received a con-
siderable amount of support from miners’ lodges,
and from the district co-operative societies, as
well as from those in Lancashire and London, and
that they intend to commence operations as soon
as sufficient capital is subscribed.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Birmingham .—The arbitrators appointed to

settle the claims of the masters and men in the
Birmingham building trades have now given
their award as to wages. The men claimed an
advance from 7id. to S^d. per hour, and the
arbitrators have awarded an advance of one
farthing an hour, which award, it is said, “ has
given satisfaction.”

Blackburn.—The builders are threatened with
a strike unless they either advance their men’s
wages 33. a week or diminish their working time
to eight hours.

_

Bradford.—The master builders have agreed to
give the masons’ labourers 238. a week in summer,
for 49i hours’ work, aud 228. a week in winter,
the men working from light to dark.
Tamworth.—The building operatives are at

present agitating for shorter hours, and have
addressed a letter to their employers, in which
they respectfully urge upon them the necessity
of their conceding certain demands. They com-
plain that they are behind their brethren in other
towns, and ask to be made participators in the
privileges which of late years have been obtained

• Particulars will be found in our adTertiaing columns. 1

by their fellow-workmen in many parts of the
country. They ask for a decrease of two hours
a week on the present working hours, and also
an increase of wages, the proposed alteration to
come into operation on the first Monday in May.
At a recent meeting resolutions were adopted to
the following effect:—“That carpenters and
bricklayers’ hours of labour in the summer
months be 55^, at 6d. an hour

;
in the winter

months at 50^, at G^d. ; and that the rate of
labourers’ wages be 4^d. an hour for winter aud
summer.”
Edinburgh .—Some time ago the operative

masons of Edinburgh and Leith forwarded a
circular to their employers, intimating that after
5th May their wages should be 7jrd. per hour.
At the request of the employers a conference
was held consisting of an equal number of em-
ployers and employed, when the employers pro.
posed 7d. per hour, and if the state of trade
warranted a further rise, they would give 7ad..
per hour on Ist August. At a numerously.-
attended meeting of operatives, it was unanf.
mously resolved to adhere to their former-
demand.

Alloa.—At a meeting of the operative joiners
of Alloa, Alva, Tillicoulty, and surrounding
district, it has been resolved to accept the-
masters’ proposal of an addition to their wages
of one halfpenny per hour. The men’s demand
was one penny per hoiii*.

Coupar-Angus .—The journeymen slaters in
this district have been agitating for some time
for an advance of ^d. per hour, which request
has been granted. They are now paid 6d. per
hour, and work nine hours per day.

Dunfermline .—The mastermasons have granted
the demand of the men for an advance of wages
from Gid. per hour to 7d.

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS IN SUPPLY.
Ox the vote of 128,-1311. for public buildings,

Mr. Powell asked what were the Royal monu-
ments for tho restoration of which sums were
taken in this vote, and also under whose guidance
tho restoration was taking place. Mr. Ayrton
said he did not know why the hon. gentleman
should assume that the person charged with
superintending the restoration of these menu,
ments was incompetent to discharge the duty.
The monuments which were being restored were
one of King John in Worcester Cathedi-al, and
some monuments in Westminster Abbey, and the
restoration was taking place under the superin-
tendence of an officer of the Department of Works.
Tho vote was agreed to, as was also a vote of
14,5007. for furniture for the public offices.

On the vote of 25,G70Z. for the Houses of Par-
liament, Mr. Bowring inquired of the First Com-
missioner of Works what were his intentions with
respect to the light on the Clock Tower. Mr.
Ayrton said that before coming to any conclusion
on the subject he thought it desirable that they
should have the benefit of all the experiments
which persons were desirous of making at then?
own expense. The light recently put up was
much more brilliant than the one previously ex-
hibited. Another gentleman had got a newly,
invented electric light which would be exhibited
in competition with the present light in about a
fortnight hence, and by comparison they should
be able to see which was the most brilliant and
the most economical light.

Mr. Alderman Lusk complained that tho sum
of 1,0007., the balance of 4,0007. for a picture of
tho “ Judgment of Daniel,” although it had ap-
peared in the votes for four successive years,
had not yet been expended. Mr. Ayrton ex-
plained that the sum in question had not been
paid because the picture was not yet completed.
When it was nearly completed the canvas exhi-
bited signs of swelling, and the artist was un-
willing to pnt it up in that condition. The pic-
ture was the work of an artist of great eminence
and genius which it was desirable they should
possess, and the 1,0007. had been inserted in the
votes in anticipation of its completion.
In reply to Mr. Anderson, Mr. Ayrton stated

that steps were being taken for the preserva-
tion of the stone in the Houses of Parliament.
Experiments had been made, but unfortunately
the results could only be tested by time.

_

On the vote of 4,G507. on account of the Wel-
lington monument, Mr. Goldney said this vote
required some explanation. At present, if any
one went to St. Paul's to look at the monumeut,
he would see nothing but a dilapidated chapel,
and something that looked like a chimney. Tbe
Chancellor of the Exchequer said Mr. Stevens
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was appointed by the First Commissioner of

Works under the late Government. Mr. Stevens,

though an able artist, was a bad financier, and

ho did not get on with the work. The Govern-

ment took the matter out of his hand, and got

Mr. CoUmann to be answerable to complete the

work, and they went on very well for a consider-

able time
j
but Mr. Stevens then became para-

lysed. What the Government proposed to do

was to call on Mr. Collmann to complete the

work, and if Mr. Stevens was unable to give his

assistance to get some one else. Mr. Julian

Goldsmid said Mr. Stevens always was ill when

any work was required of him, and he warned

the Chancellor of the Exchequer how it would

be. The Chancellor of the Exchequer had put

this work into the hands of a London uphols-

terer. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said

he could only congratulate the hon. member on

his prescience in foreseeing that Mr. Stevens

would have a paralytic fit. The vote was

agreed to.

hours before the accident. The part of the

works used for galvanising purposes is about

60 ft. long and 40 ft. wide. It had a slated roof,

the centre of which was raised about 5 ft., and

served as a ventilator.

Fall of the Qasivorks Roof at Some.—The roof

of the gasworks in Rome was struck by lightning

on Thursday in last week, and fell in conse-

quence, burying forty workmen in the ddbris.

Five men were killed, and seventeen others

badly injured.

TKE PROPOSED TRADES GUILD OF
LEARNING.

A COKFERENCE took place at the Artizans’

Clnb in Newman-street, on Saturday evening last,

in farther promotion of the movement for giving

some of the advantages of University education

to working men. The idea is to form a Guild of

Operative Tradesmen to arrange for the delivery

of lectures in various places by lecturers pro-

vided by, and sent from, the University of Cam-
bridge. The Rev. H. Solly, who presided at the

conference, stated what had been done since

last meeting. The council of trades’ delegates

had passed a resolution expressing great satis-

faction with the progress of the proposed scheme,

while in the interviews which the chairman had

had with the heads of the University, every

encouragement had been afforded to the pro-

ject, provided that a firm organisation could

be secured to deal with. In furtherance of

this end Mr. Solly recommended agitation for

the purpose of interesting persons in the matter;

the obtaining of the active co-operation of the

trades ;
the establishment of a permanent centre

for the establishment of the Guild
;
and the

retaining of technical teachers to aid in carry-

ing into effect the theoretical knowledge given

in the lectures. In the course of discussion it

was suggested that the feeling of various trade

organisations should be ascertained, but a gene-

ral opinion clearly prevailed in favour of tech-

nical and practical, rather than purely theoretical

and scientific education. Mr. Bebington ai’gued

that the proposed guild would combine both

departments, and would to some extent super-

sede existing systems of apprenticeship, by

which a man could only partially learn his

trade. Observations on the points at issue

were made by Mr. Hodgson Pratt, Mr. E. Hall,

Mr. Alsager A. Hill, Mr. Savage, Mr. Dodd, and

individual members of trade societies, including

carpenters and joiners, sawyers, compositors,

die-sinkers, goldsmiths and jewellers, cabinet-

makers, zinc-workers, watch-case makers, engi-

neers, embossers, and elastic web-makera. It

was resolved,

—

“ That, in the present defective state of technical and

higher education for the workman, no adequate provision

being made for those objects, either by the State or by
private endeavour, this meeting hails with satisfaction

the proposal to form a Trades' Guild of Learning to co-

operate with the University of Cambridge and other

parties willing to aid in the education of the people.”

Names were added to the existing provisional

committee, and the meeting afterwards ad-

jonrned.

SOME RHYME AND REASON.

At a general meeting in the parish of St.

Dunstan-in-the-West, it was proposed by Mr. J.

Preedy, and seconded by Mr. Reynolds, “ That

it was the opinion of the inhabitants of this

parish that Temple Bar should be kept standing

as long as possible, and that a memorial be pre-

sented to the Common Council to this effect.”

Mr. F. H. Fowler said that if Temple Bar was to

come down, tho sooner the better. Mr. J. Reeve

said that tWs might be the beginning of a work

of destruction which might end no one knew

where. He hoped Fleet-street would not be

injured by any future operations. Mr. Fowler

replied by saying that there was a large

amount of improvements contemplated between

St. Dunstan’s and St. Clement’s Churches,

and if they wanted a broad street, he did

not know why the Bar should not come down.

Mr. Butterworth said that Mr. Fowler seemed

to represent the important Board of Demo-
litions, which must even put its battering-

rams against the residence of a duke. They

did not want the Metropolitan Board of Works
to dictate to them, and he thought they should

appeal to tho City. Temple Bar admitted two

carriages, and he thought a space three or three

and a half carriages wide would create confusion,

and that there was no necessity for removing

Temple Bar. Lord Selborne had a Bill before

Parliament by which one-fourth of the site for

the Law Courts would not be required. The

resolution was carried.

THE MARCH OE IMPROVEMENT.

BRISTOL LIMEWASH.
Sib,—I shall feci much obliged if some of your exp^-

enced conespondeuts will favour me with full and explicit '

instructions for mixing and applying Bristol limewash,
,

and whitening or whitewash (separately), to walls, ceilings,

and other ports of the interior of dwelling-houses, so as

to produce a uniformly firm, smooth, aud permanent :

whito surface.
, - .

I wish to make about ten gallons of each mixture at one

time, and shall be glad to he informed of the quantitj* of

each article to be used therein, to answer the purposes

desired. , . , .

Also the best method of mixing limewash for applying

to tho outside of houses, Ac., so as to form a firm and

lasting surface, that will not be acted upon ly san-heat,

rain, or frost, or other changes of temperature.
B. G. E.

NOW OR NEVER.
gin,—The work is quite half done to make the flnes^

'

street iu Europe. Continue westward from tho site of tha

new Law Courts, pull down Holywell-street, and sufficient i

to make a wide street north of the church of St. Mary la

Strand, making the Strand, as far as Charing-cross, or i

rather Trafalgar-square, as wide as that part opposita

Somerset House. „ ^ .

You could continue eastward to St. Pauls, making
Fleet-street and Ludgate-hill as wide as that part of

Fleet-street where St. Dunslan's Church and ,tbo Crown
Life Assurance Office now stand.

Lose this chance, and it ?iee«r can return. A. B,

THE LAW COURTS.

“ IiiPBOVBMEJfTS " now are all the rage.

From east to west there's nothing siiUyj

The Board of Worts, 'lis said, engage,

To drive Pell-Mell through Piccadilly.

But Cityward there’s yet one Bar,
The Board points out, that stops improvement

:

’Twould smash their grand triumphal car

To d^ve against tho Strand-still movement.

O.v tho vote of 68,800?., in the House of CommonB,
for the purchase of a site, erection of a building, ana
other expenses for the now Courts of Justice, Mr.
Sclater - Booth thought some additional information

should be given upon this vote, which was part of the

larger sum of 750,000?. proposed for the construction of

the new Courts of Justice, under the Acts of 1865 and

1871. He wished to know whether it was contemplated

to make any addition to that sum, and what ?

Mr. Ayrton explained that the tenders for the execution

of the work considerably exceeded tho sum authorised by
Parliament, aud tho plans had been referred back to tho

architect to reconsider the designs so as to bring tho ex-

penditure within the sum authorised. At present he was

not prepared to alter the estimate, because he had reason

to believe that if tho work was properly taken in hand it

might be executed for a sum approximating to that which

had been authorised. In reply to a question from Mr,

Ward Hunt, he said that it was not expedient to state

how much the tenders were in excess of the sum origi-

nally estimated.
r. Alderman Lawrence called attention to the groat

increase iu the price of labour and material, and pro-

tested against tbe plans being altered with aview to bring

them down to the original estimate, at the sacrifice of the

building and the curtailment of tho public convenience.

Mr. Whitwell drew attention to the necessity of im-

proving the public approaches to the proposed new
courts.
Mr. Ayrton said that he was quite wiHmg to postpone

the vote, aud
Mr. Baxter moved that tho Chairman report progress.

After a few words from Mr. J. Goldsmid, the motion

for reporting progress was agreed to, and the House
resumed.

PRO DOMO NORTHUMBELE.
Tub lion that long was a theme for tbe witty.
The crest of a race on a bouse of renown.

Will no more lionise at the Cross of tho City,

—

A cross-purpose now soon will cross-cut it dow

Ye public Board Sappers and Lords of Committee,
Have houses not lives worth preserving like mea?

Oh ! remove not tho old landmarks of our City,

Unless you restore and improve them like Wren.

New roads and new buildings and “restora-

tions,” so called, are not necessarily improve-

ments. Cities, like mendicants’ coats, may be
restored in such a manner that in course of

time none of the original materials or features

are discernible. C. C. H.

ACCIDENTS.

Fall of Roof at Fusion Station .—Almost at the

extreme end, and between the two departure

platforms, a space of ground is used as a carriage-

shed, or “standing,” the circular roof of which

was being removed, prior to re-construction, by
the employes of Mr. Cubitt. A strange noise

was heard, and directly afterwards the iron

girders and pillars supporting them gave way
with a loud crash. There were nearly twenty
men at work under tho roof, but they were for-

tunate enough to escape. A slater, however,

who was at work on the roof, was taken to the
University Hospital, as was also a labourer.

Both cases are rather serious.

Fall of a Factoi'y Roof in Birmingliani .—The
loof of the works of Messrs. David Jones & Co.

has fallen in. About a dozen men were em-
ployed in the galvanising department, but for-

tunately they had quitted the works nearly two

SPLITTING BUILDERS’ BILLS : SINGULAR
CASE.

BURTON V. HEDGER.

Tn^is was a singular claim
;
and had the amount been

sufficient to pay for litigation, the law's “quirks”
would have given Mr. Burlou some trouble and expense
to get liis rights.

It seemed that tbe defendant rented a house of a Mr.
Cox, and the premises requiring repair, tlio defendant
and his landlord agreed to pay the expenses between
them, and Mr. Burton was employed by the two parties

to do the work, according to a specification. Mr. Cox,
the landlord, had squared up his half, but the claim
against the tenant, 111. 6s. 3d,, could not be got. The
defendant should have paid this for putting up a gateway,
which it was arranged he should do, before the work was
begun. When the first amount, 21?., was sent in, the de-

fendant paid 10?. only, saying that was all he was bablo
for, and referred the builder to the landlord, Mr. Cox, for

the balance. Mr. Cox again referred Mr. Burton to the

tenant, and as “ two stools” generally repudiate “ bills,

the builder had to call in a referee, in the shape of Mr.
M'Namara, the judge of tho Marylebone County Court.

Mr. Worthington, surveyor, said he had surveyed the

work done, and it was efficiently performed. According
to the specification, the charges were fair and reasonable.

The defendant denied ever seeing the specification or
giving any instructions to have the work carried out
beyond tbe sum of 8?. or 10?,, which ho thought was
ample. He had got a number of letters from Mr. Burton
and bis surveyor, Mr. Worthington, on tho subject of

S
ayment, but he answered every one ,ty denying his

ahility, and referred to Mr. Cox.
The J udge said, supposing tho defendant had not seen a

copy of the specification, it was his place to have seen it,

and bis own fault in not doing so.

Verdict for plaintilf, with coats.

THE PALESTINE FUND.

The Qaarterly Statement, dated April, 1873,

of tho Palestine Exploration Fund baa been

published at the Society’s ofBce, 9, Pall-mall, and

by Bentley, of New Burlington-street. It is

more than, usually interesting. The contents

include letters and reports from Lient. Conder,

R.E., and Mr. Drake ; an account of the discoveries

at Mount Gerizim and Ebal, by Captain Wilson

;

Mr. Schick’s recent work in Jerusalem ;
iuscrip.

inscriptions
;
tho royal city of Gezer, and other

matters. There is a map to illustrate Lieut,

Conder’s letters, and a plan of the ruins on the

tion from Aleppo ;
Mr. Wright, on the Hamah

Bnmmit of Mount Gerizim, where traces exist of

an ancient castle and an octagonal church,

believed to have been built by Justinian, circa,

A.D. 533. Tho archmological explorations of

Lieut. Conder are thus summed up :

—

“ We find 35 per cent, of the ruins ‘ indistinguishahlaT!

Of Jewish remains, the rock-cut tombs and reservoirs,

the tells, and a few ancient wells and cisterns, are the

principal; tombs, reservoirs, temples, and traces of a

town, are amongst the Roman remains. Churches and

towers represent the works of Christian architectl.

Adding together Jewish aud Roman remains, we find

some 35 per cent, to be of interest in illustration of t^
Bible and Josephus. Were all the ‘ iudistinguishaWfli

ruins Jewish, we should have 70 per cent,, the value of

which future examination of the literature of the suba^
would show, but this proportion cannot be reasonably

expected. It seems probable, however, that we have now

collected in the country between Nablus and Haifa alon^

at least 100 ruins, which may some day serve to throw

light on the Biblical topography of Palestine.”

New Conservative Hall at Boston.—The

foundation-stone of a new Conservative hall has

been laid at Boston. The Conservative Club has

now 600 members, priucipally consisting of

working men. A company has been formed,

and shares of 11. each issued. A commodious

Conservative hall is to be erected, at an estimated

cost of between 6,0001. and 7,0001., the archi-

tects being Mr. G. G. Scott, jun., and Mr. J. 0.

Scott.
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SALFOED DEATH-RATE.

|i gill,— Salford now enjoys tlie reputation of a

d, death-rate of 40 per 1,000. This is doubtless

d duo in a great measure to the very fine weather

>!we have had during the past few weeks, causing

lu increased evaporation and exhalation of noxious

nj vapour from open middens and other vile places

0 attached to nearly every house. These are
Wnsually left for months together unemptied of

nthoir accumulating contents, and become in warm
dry weather hot - beds of disease and death.

IHigb wages and much drinking also help largely
in producing the result. The Builder has much
work yet to do. E. Gr.

CHURCH.BUILDING NEWS.
Botherham.—The Botherham Church council

propose shortly to make certain alterations and
improvements in the parish church, and it is

stated that the Earl of Effingham intends to put
i stained-glass window in the east end. Sir
Gilbert Scott has been down from London to in-
spent the chm’oh. It has been thought desirable
that the gallery, which was erected abont ninety
years ago, should be removed, and that the pews
should also be demolished

; but as yet Sir Gilbert
las not reported on the matter, and nothing has
oeen definitely decided upon.
Bristol .—The whole interior restoration of the

Temple parish church is so near completion that
it has been re-opened. The work of restoration
tias been many months in progress. The whole
irea of the church will now be available for
iivinc worship. The pillars and waDs through-
)ut have been cleansed of their many coats of
vlutewash, a dozen or moro,—and the stones
jointed. Almost as much work has been done
mder the floor as above it j for not only have
ihe vaults been sealed and the ground concreted,
Jut one of Haden’s hot air and water apparatus
las been laid down under the floor. The nave
vindows, twelve in number, have been filled
ritli cathedral glass. The old high pews have
)een removed, and open seats of varnished pine,
vith carved oak ends and tops, substituted,
fheso are raised about 3 in. above the aisle
loors, which are laid with coloured tiles. Gas
3 supplied from coronro round the pillars, and in
he aisles also. The roofs of the aisles have
leen renewed, and the roof of tho nave panelled
nd decorated. A stained-glass window for the
i-est end has been promised. The space under
ho tower has been cleaned out, and a gi-oined
tone ceiling put in, and it is now used as a
laptistery. Around the walls have been placed
he tablets which were formerly scattered about
ho church. The restoration work in the chancel
nd at the east end of tho building is very
xtonsive. Tho chancel floor has been lowered
bout 2 ft., thus improving its somewhat low
ppearanco. Tho pavement is of encaustic tiles,
'he ceiling has been panelled. Tho old Colston
3reon has been removed from the back of the
jmmunion-table, and is put up in the Weavers’
hapel. Tho east window has been filled with
:^ed glass, the work of Clayton & Bell. The
indow, which is in five compartments, repre-
mts the Last Supper. In the Weavers’ Chapel
re two stained.glass windows. One, at the end,

Bristol, is put in in commemoration
f tho Kcv. John Wesley. It is in compartments,
apresenting the presentation of the infant
esM, Simeon prophesying, and other scenes in
le Temple. At the top are the figures of the
avioor,

_

David, and Solomon. The second
indow is at the side, and is a present from
[esars. Hall, of Broadmead. It has two
Jrapartments, illustrating the properties of a
rtuoua woman (Prov. xxxi. 19, 21.). Dm-ing
le progress of the work an ancient sepulchre
: the thirteenth century was found in this
lapel, from the position of which it would
ppear that the original floor of the church was

'< foot lower than the present one. The execu-
on of these and other alterations will cost

Hbout 6,000L
5 and the work has been done by

fr. Diment, under the superintendence of
itlessrs. Ponton Gongh, architects, with whom
. as^ associated Mr. B. Perrey, of London, as con-
lilting architect.
> Brecon.—The committee entrusted with the
iGStoration of the edifice of the Priory Church
let on Friday, the 28th ult. The work will be
•xrried out under the superintendence of tho
Ijrchitect, Sir Gilbert Scott. Five tenders for
lie work required to be done in the nave, north
)lid south aisles, and porch, were received and
ladj viz.,—Messrs. Williams & Sons, Brecon,

4,420Z.
5 Messrs. Wood &, Sons, Worcester, 4,2371.

;

Messrs. Coleman, Gloucester, 4,1951. ; Mr. Wil-
liams, Llandaff, 3,9541. j Messrs. Collins & Cullis,
Tewkesbury, 2,9-lOi. The lowest tender was
accepted.

TotTies.—Gradually, and not before it was
badly wanted, the work of restoration is taking
place in St. Mary’s parish church. Several
years ago the building was inspected by Sir G.
G. Scott, and the restoration having been placed
in that gentleman’s hands, the works then sug.
gested by him have since been carried out in
sections, according as means have allowed. The
additions that have been made, as seen from the
exterior, are a north aisle built of blue lime-
stone, with dressings of Doulton stone, and a
new vestry. Inside, the transformation is

almost complete, by the removal of two-thirds
of the old pews that choked the nave and aisles,
and the introduction of low, open benches of a
modem character. Beneath the new north
aisle, which has a flat panelled timber roof,
ornamented by carved bosses at each intersection
of the various members, a gallery, under Sir
Gilbert’s directions, has been erected,—an addi-
tion rendered necessary to meet the demands for
space by the congregation. The columns of
the north and south arcades have been straight-
ened as far as possible, and cleaned down. Three
new windows have been put in on the south side
of the church, and two others for the west end
are now in progress. Tho gx*and tower-arch,
formerly quite blocked up by the organ-gallery,
the existence of which had almost been for-
gotten, has been opened to view, and will now
be speedily restored. The organ has been
removed to the east end of the north aisle. The
aisles are laid with black and red encaustic tiles.

The works have been carried out principally by
Mr. Beeves, builder, Totnes. The stonework in
the south aisle, and of that portion now in pro-
gress, is by Mr. J. Puisfoi-d, of Barnstaple. Mr.
Harry Hems, of Exeter, has, from time to time,
executed the stone and wood carving.
East Orchard.—The parish church of St.

Margaret’s Marsh has been re-opened, after being
completely rebuilt, except the tower. It baa
long been known to be in a very unsafe con.
dition, and the pews were both rotten and
ill-arranged. It was for some time hoped that,
by underpinning the walls, renewing defective
stones, and the like, the old church might have
been put in proper condition at a cost of about
350J. J but it was eventually found necessary to
rebuild it entirely. Tho chancel has been re-
built, with an increase in length of 4 ft., by
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners and the present
lessee of tho great tithes, for 235Z., under the
superintendence of Mr. E. Christian, who has
retained the old form of circular roof, and the
windows have been rebuilt with the old stonesm the old ijlaces. The nave has been rebuilt
from^ the plana of Mr. Crickmay, of Weymouth,
and is 3 ft. wider than the old, thus giving extra
room enough to enable the gallery in the tower
to be dispensed with, and showing off the pro-
portions of the tower arch. The roof being con-
structed without tie-beams does not obstruct the
view of it from the nave or chancel. The work
was not contract work.

Nori/iarnjjfon.—A movement is in progress for
the restoration of St. Peter’s Church, Baunds,
under the supervision of Sir Gilbert Scott. It
is calculated that tho total cost of tho work will
reach above _5,000i. One half of this amount
has^ been raised by the vicar and his friends,
assisted by the inhabitants of the village gene-
rally

; and they appeal for assistanco to lovers
of ecclesiastical architecture and promoters of
the Church’s work throughout Northamptonshire.
The Wesleyans at Baunds are also putting forth
extra exertions. They advertise for tenders for
the erection of a new chapel to scat 800 persons.

Shrotoii .—Tho church here is now undergoing
a restoration. A new roof will be placed on the
centre and north aisles, the walls re-plastered, a
new aisle added, and the porch brought forward.
Tho chancel and other parts of the church have
recently been done, and the tower is in good
preservation, but needs a turret, which un.
doubtedly in duo time will be added, and thus
tend to make the edifice complete. The church-
yard is to be enlarged, and the old unsightly
mud wall to be removed and replaced by a brick
wall, so that the church will be thrown much
more open, and a better view obtained from the
road and rectory. The plans and specifications
have been drawn by Mr. Wyatt, the diocesan
architect, and Mr. T. Miles, of Shaftesbury, is

carrying out the work.

St, AsaiyJi .—The list of subscriptions to the

fund for restoring St. Asaph’s Church, amounting
in the aggregate to 1,8251., with an abstract of
account, has just been issued. The work has
been designed and executed by Sir G. G. Scott.

Oxford.—The new chapel at Keble College,
Oxford, is about to be erected at a cost, it is
stated, of about 30,0001. Mr. Gibbs, of Tyntes«
field, will provide the means.

Tiffield .—The parish church of Tiffield, near
Towcester, has been re-opeued after undergoing,
a restoration. It had been enlarged in 1859 by
the addition of a south aisle for the use of the
boys of the Eeformatory School close by. This
was done mainly at, the expense of the late Lord
Southampton, the patron of the living, the com*
niittee of the Beformatory contributing lOOZ.
The church at Tiffield was in a wretched
condition, and grievously needed the restora*
tion which has just been effected. The stylo
is Early English, of a plain and unpretentious
type, entirely devoid of ornament ; and tho
work has been carried out in conformity with
the character of the edifice. With the excep-
tion of the tower, the north wall, and the new
aisle, the whole has been rebuilt. One of tho-
chief features of the interior of the church was
the arcade which divides the north aisle from
the nave. This it was found necessary to take
down, but it has been rebuilt with the old mate-
rial. A new tower arch and a new chancel arch
have been constructed. Their place was pre-
viously occupied by the merest apology for an
arch, lath and plaster, turned, covering un-
carved stonework. The chancel arch consists of
two members, each supported by corbel shafts
of Caen stone. The east window is of stained
glass, and is the gift of the rector and members
of his family. It is of three lights, the head
being filled in with two quatrefoil and one tre-
foil light. The centre light contains a repre-
sentation of Christ as the Good Shepherd, cai-ry-
ing a lamb in His arms; the other lights con-
tain the sacred monograms. The window is tha
work of Messrs. Jones & Willis (of London and
Birmingham). The roof of the church is open
and of stained timber. The seats, which are of
stained deal, are new. A new screen of stained
deal separates the nave from the lower chamber
of the tower. The west window in the north
aisle is the gift of Mr. Wm. Brown. The cost of
the restoration has been someflOOZ. or 700Z. The
restoration of the chancel, costing some 200Z.,
has been effected at the expense of the rector.
The work has been done from the designs, and
under the superintendence, of Mr. T. H. Ver-
non, of London

j
Mr. Shakeshaft, of Ashton,

being the builder. In the foundations of the
south wall of tho chancel was found the upper
part of a cross—the stem entirely broken off,

but the three limbs with floriated terminations
still intact. It has been built into a niche of
the chancel wall for preservation. Another
relic of the past was also discovered built in the
chancel wall. It appeared to be the fragment
of a miniature stone coffin, and contained tho
broken remains of some undecipherable stona
figure, the legs of which, however, were appa-
rently uninjured.

DISSENTING CHUBCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Sivansea.—Tho opening of Libanus Chapel,

or rather “ Cathedral,” which is situate at
Morriston,—in tho midst of a dense population
of smelters, tin-plate workers, iron puddlers,
fumacemen, and colliers,—took place on Sunday,
the 22nd ult. The architect was Mr. John
Humphreys, of Morriston, The total cost of the
building can scarcely be less than between
8,OOOZ. and 10,00OZ. The erection of the chapel
is due, principally, to the liberality of Mr. E.
Hugbes, of Ynistawe, and of the Landoro Tin-
plate Works. The chapel is erected on freehold
land, previously purchased by Mr. Hugbes from
Sir John Armine Morris, bart., for 640Z, The
building is in the Italian style of architecture,,

with a tower and spire 160 ft. high from the
base. All the walls are built of native blue stone,
with Bath stone dressings. The front contains
four pairs of detached columns, and pilasters j
one elliptic and two semi- arches are adopted
to relievo the entablature over the columns.
There are eight doorways : four in front and
four on the sides

; the aide doorways being
entered by steps and slopes so as to relievo the
steps as much as possible. The balustrading
and hand-rails to the steps externally are also in
Bath atone. The internal arrangements include
a spacious room on the basement, 15 ft. high,
with class-rooms jjvault for the hot-air apparatus
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tea-making, and ante-room and offices. The
ground is well adapted for the basement rooms,

which have four entrance doorways and three

staircases to main floor. The floor of the chapel

is circular, and so arranged that by placing the

foci in the pulpit all the sittings on the ground-

floor are facing the minister direct. The
orchestra is placed behind the pulpit, and con-

nected with the gallery by seats, each rising

G in. The organ is placed at the back of the

orchestra. There are four sets of stairs to

the gallery. The internal measurement of the

chapel is 9i ft. by 58 ft. in clear, providing

sittings for 1,450 adults in the gallery and
ground floor,—not including the aisles and

standing-room. The building will, however,

accommodate, when necessary, a much greater

number. Fresh air is let in by a number of

woodon tubes connected with ventilators in the

outer walls, let in by iron ventilators in the aisles

of the ground and gallery floors. The foul air

is carried off by a 9.in. iron tube from sun.

burners in the ceiling conveyed to the tower. The
various parties who took part in the work are as

follows :—The masonry was done by Mr. Daniel

Edwards
;
Mr. Thomas Light was foreman of the

Bath atone masons
j
Mr. Joseph Tracey being

foreman of the carpenters and joiners, and
acting as clerk of works

j
the plastering was

done by Mr. John Penry, of Llandilo; the whole
of the carving, internally and externally, was
done by Mr. George Houghton, of Bristol

;
the

painting and decorating, providing and fixing

hot-water apparatus and gasfittings, was given to

Mr. T. W. Morgan, Swansea; the glass was sup-
plied by the St. Helen Glass Company, Bristol;

the sun-burners and gasfittings were supplied by
Messrs. Hulott, London; the wrought .iron
entrance-gates supplied by Mr. J. W. Dover,
Manchester; the Bath stone from Messrs. Stone,
Brothers, Bath. The whole was carried out
tinder the superintendence of Mr. J. Humphrey,
who supplied the plana and specifications.

West Hartle'pool.—A chapel, erected by the
IVesIeyan community of West Hartlepool, has
been opened for divine service. The new edifice

is situated at the top of Church-street, imme-
diately adjoining the Cambridge and Hart roads.
The architecture is Corinthian, and the chapel
is capable of accommodating 1,250 persons.

Guilden Sutton.—Five memorial stones of a
new Primitive Methodist chapel at Guilden
Sutton have been laid in the presence of a good
number of persons from the village, and Chester
and neighbourhood. The chapel is to be built in
the Gothic style of architecture, from designs
prepared by Mr. W. H. Ranlingston, of Sydenham,
and is to be 24 ft. wide by 30 ft. long, in the rear
of which is a vestry, 24 ft. by 11 ft.4 in., which
will form an annex to the chapel by means of

sliding doors, and thus accommodation will be
made for about 1 50 hearers on special occasions.
Messrs. W. & J. Vernon do the brick, plaster-
ing, and slating, Mr. Joseph Duckers tho stone-
work, and Mr. Reuben Jones the joiners’ work.
The site of freehold land is 29 ft. wide by 46 ft.

in depth, and is the gift of Mr. Robert Smith.
Whitby. — The memorial-stones of a new

Primitive Methodist Chapel have been laid at
Whitby. The new chapel is being erected on
laud given by Mr. James Worrall. It is Gothic
in style, and presents to the road leading to
Ellesmere Port a gable, with a double two-light
window in tho centre and a circular one above.
Below there will he a square porch, with stone
comice, with a two-light window in it in front,

and access to the chapel can bo had from either
side. The remaining windows consist of three
two-lights on each side, a circular one in the
gable behind the minister’s desk, and two
smaller two-lights in the opposite end on each
side of the door. The materials used are bricks
principally,—blue, red, and yellow in the window-
heads, and white stone sparingly introduced.
The interior fittings will be of pitch-pine, stained
and varnished; the seats open; and accom-
modation will be provided for about 120 or 130
persons. The principals and spars are up, so
that the place is nearly ready for roofing in.

The former, it may bo remarked, rest on stone
corbels, and the roof will be half open. The
architect and builders are the same as those
engaged on the Guilden Sutton Chapel, namely,

II. Rawlings, Messrs. W. & J. Vernon,
Mr. Joseph Dnekers, and Mr. Reuben Jones.

Halifaj}.—It is proposed to build a new chapel
for the Primitive Methodists at Halifax. The
intention was reported at a recent meeting to
be, first, to buy the land, which they had pro-
cured; then to build a good school and class-
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room, and pay for them: and afterwards to

erect a chapel, at a cost of some 3,0001., and pay
for that. It might be a long time before this

project was completed. The report was adopted.

Keighley.—The corner-stone of a new Wesleyan
school chapel has been laid, at Hermithole, New-
road Side, Keighley. The building, which is

intended to be used both as a chapel, Sunday-

school, and day-school, is from designs supplied
,

by Mr. George Smith, architect, Keighley, and
will be in the Gothic style of architecture. It

will consist of a large school-room, 40 ft. by

24i ft. ;
an infant sohool-room, 34^ ft. by 16 ft.;

and two class-rooms, each 17 ft. by 16 ft. There
will bo accommodation for 300 to 400 scholars,

and the cost will be 1,5001., towards which 9001.

have been promised.
Little Horton.—A new chapel and schools for

Little Horton are to be built. A site has been

fixed upon which will cost IDOL It is intended

to erect a building of two stories, the lower one

to contain a school-room and class-rooms, and

the second story to be fitted up as a chapel, the

cost of which is not yet ascertained. A building

committee has been formed, and the working

people of the neighbourhood have for some time

contributed weekly sums towards the movement.
London. — The new Welsh Congregational

chapel in Southwark Bridge-road has been

opened for divine service. Mr. Samuel Motley,

hi.P., has given 5001. towards the purchase,

money of the ground, which is about 430 square

yards. The entire cost of the work is but half

defrayed, so that nearly 3,0001. are yet required.

West Cannocli.—The new Wesleyan chapel at

West Cannock (or Hednesford) has been opened
for public worship. The trnstees have already

determined to enlarge their chapel, all the

sittings in the present building being taken, and
others applied for. The enlargement will be

under the superintendence of Mr. N. Joyce, of

Stafford, the architect of the chapel.

Wellingborough.—The new Wesleyan chapel

recently erected in Park.street, on the Poplar

estate, has been opened for public worship. It

is capable of seating about 700 persons. It is

built from a plau supplied by Mr. C. Ball, archi-

tect, London ; the contractors being Messrs.

Barton & Peach, of Rothwell ;
the superintendent

of the works, Mr. John Blunt, of Wellingborough.

It is of the Italian style of architecture, and is

chiefly of black, white, and red bricks. The
front is supported by a portico of stone pillars,

with carved capitals. Two lobbies lead to the

galleries, the entrances to which are independent
of the body of the chapel, the staircases being

of stone. The interior is fitted up with open
seats of varnished deal. There are three

galleries, which are fitted with open seats, the

front of the galleries being ornamented with

open woodwork. Instead of the old-fashioned

pulpit a platform is erected, capable of accom-
modating four or five persons. At the east end,

and immediately behind the platform, is an
arched recess for the choir. This was an after-

thought, and was made at an extra cost of 601.

The place is lighted from numerons oval win-

dows for daylight, and for evening worship there

are two large star gas pendants. Attached to

the chapel at the east end is a large schoolroom,

39 ft. by 25 ft., besides a vestry and numerous
offices. The cost was somewhat over 2,0001., the

principal part of which has already been sub-

scribed.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Chester.—The new school of St. Thomas, for

girls in the parish of St. Oswald, has just been
completed. The school is of Early Gothic
character, and, next to the church, is the most
conspicuous building when viewed from the lower
ground of Bouverie-street. It is built of red
bricks, and has a tiled roof. The entrance is

through a porch at the south-east corner, and a
vestibule, with a lavatory at the further end.

The principal room is 64 ft. long by 25 ft. wide,
and, with the class-room at the south-west
corner, 16 ft. long by 13 ft. 6 in. wide, will

accommodate 187 children. Above a high wain-
scot of wood, stained and varnished, the walls

are lined with white bricks up to the eaves, and
the school is well lighted by four three-light

windows on one side, a three-light window in

the west gable, and two single lights in the east,

and ventilated both by means of windows and
towers in the open timber roof.

Gloucester.—The chief stone of Bamwood
new national school has been laid on a site con-

tiguouB to the new vicarage and opposite to the
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present school. The contract having been pui]

into the hands of Mr. Clutterbuck, be is nov

busily engaged in building a school from designsi

by Messrs. Waller & Sons, architects. Th(

structure will be of brick, and will consist of ?

school and class-room, with apartments for th(J

teacher.

Wotton and Abinger.— The foundation-stonj|

of Oakwood National Schools has been laid

Messrs. Colls & Son, of London and Dorking, arej

the builders, t

gff0lis
I

The Thirteenth Anyiudl Report of the Amalgai
m-ated Society of Carpenters and Joiners, from
December, 1871, to December, 1872. General

Office, 53, Grosvenor-street, Chorlton-upoiiJ

Medlock, Manchester.
This report congratulates the Society on the

settlement of their differences, and on tho regis-

tration of the Society under the Trade-Uniom
Act.

The following is an abstract from the report:—

“Our increase during tbo past year is 1,472 members,
and 3,020L Os. 6d.; making our total number of membeK
11,236, with 226 branches, and an arailable fund ol

19,849L 8g. 6id. The property possessed by the Society,!

at the end of last year, amounted to 22,068f. Ss. 61d.
The number of tranches has been reduced during thf

year from 242 to 226. This, however, does not involve a

loss, but a positive gain. No outpost has been abandonedi
which could be profitably retained, but in our large cities!

and towns a number of small branches have been united,
j

Wo have expended in relieving our unemployed mem.ii

bers the sum ol'3,4y8i.
;
in tool benefit, 381i.

;
sickbenefit^j

6,566i.
;
funeral benefit, 1,103Z.

;
accident benefit, TOOL;!

Buporannuatiou benefit, 128L; benevolent grants, -l-l-y.j.|

grants and loans to other trades, 80i. One of our largest!

items of expenditure, however, has been that of trade!

privileges, which has cost us 4,595L I am not aware that!

the demands of the building operatives have been uiorel

extravagant than those of other trades; they have cer.:|

tainly been more than justified by the extraordinary inV

crease that has occurred in the cost of living.

During the past year we have opened fourteen new
branches, eight in Englaud, one in Scotland, four in thei

United States, and one in Canada. From Lowestoft in;

the east, to San Francisco in the far west, the travelleiJi

will continually find branches'of this Society. The rapid,

progress which the Society has made in America is very

cheering.”

ilefropolitan Rating. By Edward Ryde. 1873.

Lockwood & Co.

Under this heading Mr. Ryde publishes a sum.i

raary of the appeals heard before the courts of'

General Assessment Sessions. It will be found,

of use by survej'ors, solicitors, and metropolitan

ratepayers generally. The author’s name givesi

assurance as to correctness. Jlr. Rydo suggests

that two surveyors, of long experience and
proved ability, and one barrister of good standing
(as assessor),—remunerated for their services bj:
the Government, and debarred in the future from
private practice, except as umpires or solo arbi-i

trators,—would constitute a court, whose de-'

cisions on all matters of rating, questions of light!

and air, and cases of compensation under the
Lands Clauses Act, would be popular and'

satisfactory.

A Dictionary of Terms used in Architectur^’
Building, Engineering, ^'c. By John Weale.'i

Fourth Edition. Edited by Robert Hl'.vt,

F.R.S. 1873. Lockwood & Co.

Of the first three editions of this dictionary,!;

which originally formed three parts of ‘VVeale’s

Rudimentary Treatises, 20,000 copies were sold,'

showing it met an existing demand. We havS'

nothing more to do on the present occasion thani

to mention the appearance of a new edition ini

the shape of a single and very portable volume, i

condensed in some parts and added to in others,'

under the direction of Mr. Robert Hunt. >

^isrillaitsa.

The Proposed Hall and Public Buildings
]

at Chesterfield.—It is contemplated memo-

'

rialising the mayor and corporation of Chester-

field to present to the town the Municipal Hall

:

(which will shortly be abandoned fur magisterial

purposes), the bo'wling-green adjoining, and the

!

theatre, for the purpose of erecting, on a portion :

at least, of this site, the Stephenson Memorial.
Hall and other public buildings proposed to be i

built by the joint efforts of the Mining Insti-

1

tute, the Mechanics’ Institute, and other so- !

cieties. The project has been taken up so

spiritedly by a few gentlemen that, without any
public appeal for help, 4,000J. have already been i

promised.
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Lecture at the Crystal Falace Aqua-
rium.—Dr. Eclwiu Lankeater Las delivered a
lecture at tbe Aquariani of the Crystal Palace,

on the subject of “Fish as Food.” The lecture

was attended by a large and fashionable audi-

ence, -who thoroughly enjoyed the humorous and
interesting fare provided for them. Naturalists,

the lecturer said, acknowledged no fish without a
backbone, but he would for the purposes of his
remarks class fishes as shell-fish and true fish.

Foremost among the shell-fish was the oyster,
which was one of the prettiest of creatures when
in the “cherub” state. The oyster was highly
digestible, even when raw. Scollops and cockles
were also good food, but required cooking

; and
the razor-fish, which was very muscular, was
indigestible in proportion to the amount of muscle
it possessed. In the matter of fish, the edibility
depended greatly on the cooking, and the sauce.
Fish was quite equal to butcher’s meat in flesh-

forming matter, although, in consequence of
thelPdeficiency in oil, they were not heat- and
force-forming. They contained more creatine
and creatinine than meat, however j and as this
was one of the most valuable constituents of
food, because it partly formed the brain matter.
Professor Agassiz bad rightly said that fish was
the food of philosophers. In conclusion, he
would impress upon the ladies the absolute
necessity of being able to superintend the cook-
ing personally. The cooking of fish was done in
the most slovenly manner in many households.
It was necessary, therefore, that the intelligent
mistress should herself be a cook, in order to
bo able to direct the work of tbe uneducated
servant.

Public Improvements and Property
Owners in Salford.—Mr. J. J. Aston, Q.C.,
sheriff’s assessor, and a special jury, sat at the
Salford townhall, for the purpose of assessing
the value of certain property required by the
corporation of Salford for public improvements.
Sir. Lorescho and Mr. Coventry appeared for the
claimants (the trustees of the late Mr. Thomas
Appleby)

; and the corporation was represented
by Mr. W. H. Iliggin, Q.C., and Mr. Addison.
The property in question, consisting of about
fifty shops and cottages, is situate in Broughton,
road, Greenbank, Wibberley-court, Pleasant,
street, Greenbank.court, and Burgess’s-place

;

and tbe whole of it is required to make room for
a now thoroughfare which the corporation are
constructing from the end of Blackfriars-street,
in Chapel-street, to Broughton bridge. Mr.
John Cross, Sir. William Eaby, and Sir. Frederick
Beech, surveyors and valuers, gave evidence in
favour of the claimants, assessing tbe value of
the property at from 6,500J. to 5,7001. Sir.
Higgin having replied, witnesses were called on
behalf of the corporation. Mr. Thomas Acton,
auctioneer and valuer, placed the value of the
property at 3,235^., after allowing 10 per cent,
for compulsory salej Mr. Samuel Kershaw,
estate agent and valuer, estimated the value of
the property at 3,6451.

j Sir. John Newton, estate
agent and valuer, 3,6511. ; and Sir. Jolm Bow.
den, surveyor to Sir Humphrey de Trallord,
3,661i. The jury assessed the value of the pro-
perty at 4,1581. The amount claimed by the
trustees was about 5,600Z,

Unwholesome Water.—The following is an
extract from the annual report of the consulting
chemist, Dr. Vbelcker, to the Iloyal Agricultural
Society, relative to the unwholesome water fre-
quently found in villages and farmhouses :

—“In
my last report I directed attention to the fact
that many villages and isolated dwellings are not
well supplied with good wholesome drinking,
water, and that as a I’ule the water in towns is

purer than in the country. I have now to re-
port that, during the last twelve months, as
many as fifty-three samples of water were sent
to me by members of the society. A consider-
able number of these waters I found un-
mistakably contaminated with sewage products,
and utterly unfit for drinking purposes 3 and I
would again direct attention to the fact that
the bad quality of the water which is employed
in country places for drinking and general
domestic purposes is a cause of the prevalence
of low fever and other disorders, in not a few
localities. If a drinking-water appears more or
less coloured, and at the same time has a dis-

agreeable smell, or should it be quite clear and
exhibit particles of white flocculent matter, I
would urge upon those who habitually use the
water to discontinue its use at once, and to have
it submitted to a thorough chemical analysis
without delay.”

Archaeological Lectureship in Edinburgh.
The late Mr. A. H. Rhind, architect, left a bo-

;
quest of the reversionary interest of the estate
of Sibster, in Caithness, to tbe Council of the
[Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, for tho foun-
dation of a lectureship in arcbmology, the lec-
iturei- to he appointed by the council of the
society, either for life or for a term of years, to
deliver annually a course of not less than sis
lectures on some branch of archmology, eth-
nology, ethnography, or allied topic, and the
council to determine whether these lectures
shall be free to the public, or whether admission
shall he by a moderate fee. The bequest will
now come into operation as originally intended
and in a short time the Rhind Lectureship on
Archmology will be added to the number of per-
manent institutions for tho advancement of
science in Edinburgh. Mr. Rhind also left a sum
of 5,0001. for the foundation of two scholarships
in the University, and 7,0001. for the establish,
ment of an institution for the industrial trainmen
of orphan girls at Wick, which will now also
come into operation. The superintendence of
monnmeuts, suggested in the memorial, is still,
however, unprovided for; but perhaps the
Government will agree to place this superintend,
ence in the hands of the lecturer to be appointed
ander Mr. Rhind’a bequest.

"Close” Houses.—Mr. Justice Archibald is

suffering from a serious illness, “ the result of
miasma at bis lodgings in Liverpool.” The
lodgings of tbe judges are at Newsbam House,
Newsham Park. It appears that daring the
last visit of the judges Baron Pollock perceived
a disagreeable smell in his bedroom. He com-
plained of the fact to the mayor, and the
borongh engineer attended with a number of
workmen, and thoroughly cleansed all tho drain-
pipes with chloride of lime. In addition to this,

orders have been issued by the Health Committee
to have a searching investigation made, and the
matter is to bo rectified before the next assizes.
It appears that a similar complaint was made by
Mr. Justice Mellor during bis visit last year, and
it was then discovered that tho nuisance had
been caused by a rat making a hole through the
lead pipe leading from the haud-basin in the
bedroom to the main sewer. The Fhiladel.
phia Medical Times reports that a student
undergoing his examination was asked what
was the mode of action of disinfectants. He
replied, “They smell so badly that the people
open the windows, and the fresh air gets in.”
Something more, however, seems to be wanted
at the Liverpool lodgings of the judges.

Sir John Lubbock’s Shop Hours Hegtila.-
tion Bill.—The second reading of the Shop
Hours Regulation Bill, introduced by Sir John
Lubbock last week, is fixed for Tuesday, the 20th
of May. By it it is proposed to apply tbe pro-
visions of the Workshops Act to the regulating
of the hours of labours of children, young per-
sons, and women, in the shops far the sale of
goods and otherwise. Tho term “ shop ” is

defined to include any building in which any
article is sold or exposed for sale. As in the
case of workshops, employment is to be limited
in shops to ton hours and a half a-day, and it

must not begin before six a.m. or continue after
nine p.m. The provision with respect to the
Saturday half-holiday does not apply, but
Christmas Day, Good Friday, and the Bank
holidays are made compulsory. The term young
person includes every apprentice, male or female,
between the ages of thirteen and twenty-one.
The Secretary of State may sanction employ,
ment in any retail shop for fifteen hours. Pre-
mises licensed for the sale of intoxicating liquors
or in which articles of food are sold for con-
sumption on the premises, and bakehouses, but
not bakers’ shops, are exempt.

Sale of Land, &c., in Bristol.—Last week
Mr. George Nichols, auctioneer, of this city,
offered for sale by auction, at the White Lion
Hotel, a number of lots of freehold estates, fee-
farm ^ound-reuta, and building land, situated
in various parts of Bristol. Tbe prices were as
follow :—Lot 1, a freehold farm, Hengrove Farm,
Brislington, 43a. 2r. 36p. of land and buildings,
3,480Z.

;
lot 2, a freehold piece of garden-ground,

3r. 37p., at Knowle, 300Z. ; lot 3, a freehold close
of arable land, 2a. 20p., at Knowle, 200Z.

; lot 4,
a yearly fee-farm rent of 50Z., issuing out of
houses in Temple, 1,110Z.

;
lot 5, two freehold

ground-rents of 31. 3s. each, the houses being at
Totterdown, 1101.

; lot 6, three freehold ground-
rents of 31. 3s. each, the houses being at Totter-

I down, 160Z.

Tbe House of Commons’ Signal Light.
On the north face of the upper part of the clock
tower a lighthouse lantern has been temporarily
erected, 11 ft. high. In this lantern is a pillar
ol intensely white light, which on a near view
resolves itself into three steady and brilliant
flames placed one above another. At intervals
these three flames appear to unite in one round
sun-like blaze, which throws a strong beam to a
great distance. Tho light is the invention of
Mr. John R. Wigham, who is a member of the
firm of Edmundson & Co,, of London & Dublin.
It is produced by the combustion of ordinary
gas, and is a naked light needing no chimney.
A large iron pipe, however, is brought down to
the top of the flame, and the oxygen of the air
is so brought into immediate contact with the
incandescent carbon, which is thus completely
burned, with an intensely white heat. The
flash is produced by passing a dioptric lens
in front of the light, thus concentrating it
into a single beam. The inventor claims for
this method of illumination that it is cheap,
and needs but little attention. We understand
from the House of Commons report, that an ex-
periment is also to be tried with tbe electric
light, which will be exhibited from the western
face of tbe tower, in a week or two.

A New Doomsday Book.—At a meeting of
the Statistical Society, held last week in the
Society’s rooms in St. James's-square, a paper
was read by Mr. Frank Fellows on the subject of
“A Now Doomsday Book.” Dr. Farr, F.R.S.,
president of tbe society, occupied the chair.

Fellows said tbe full title of his paper was
“ Our Natioual Parliamentary Accounts, with Sugges-

tions for Establishing a Doomsday Book, giving the Valoo
of National Governmeutal Property or Assets as the
Basis of a Sound System of Account, by which Expen-
diture for Capital and Current Account shall be Sepa-
rately Shown."

There appeared to him to bo a great incomplete-
ness in tho manner in which our national
Government finance accounts were presented to
Parliament. The incompleteness was mainly in
this, that the Government of this country did
not and could not toll the value of their assets.
We did not know what w’e were worth in
national property, and till we knew that he
maintained that we could have no thoroughly
satisfactory system of national finance accounts.
There was a general concurrence of opinion in
the meeting as to the importance of the ques-
tion, and hopes were expressed that the Govern-
ment would give it their best attention.

London Parks. — The Registrar- General
gives the following statement of the area of the
public parks in and about London, as ascer-
tained by the Ordnance Survey Department :

—

St. James’s Park, 6S'5 acres; tbe Green Park,
60 3 acres; Hyde Park, 386 acres; Kensington
Gardens, 245-5 acres

;
the Regent’s Park, 406-2

acres; Victoria Park, 226-8 acres; Southwark
Park, 63 acres; Kennington Park, 19-7 acres;
Battersea Park, 119-4 acres

5 Greenwich Park,
190-4 acres. These ten parks together contain-
ing 1,852-8 acres, are all within tho registration
division designated “London,” which comprises
78,080 acres, including 2,718 acres of the Thames.
Beyond these limits, but still within the district
served by the Metropolitan Police, there are also
Richmond Park, with 2,015-5 acres

; Kew Gar.
dens, (tc., with 322'8 acres

;
Old Deer Park, with

357-2 acres; Bushey Park, 993-9 acres; and
Hampton Court Park, 576-7 acres. These last
five parks contain together 4,266'1 acres, which,
added to the area of tho ten parks first above-
named, make a total of 6,118-9 acres 'of public
park in or about London.

Disestablislied Loudon Pumps.— At a
recent meeting of the Maryleboue Vestry, a
letter was read from tho postmaster of the
Western District Post-office asking that unused
pumps be searched for missing letters, and that
precautions be taken to prevent letters being
deposited in them in future. It was resolved
that permission be given to the surveyor to
search the pumps for missing letters. It trans-
pired that the postmaster had written tbe letter
in consequence of the non-delivery of letters
entrusted to a servant-girl

;
and when asked

where she had posted them she took the postmau
to an xmnsed pump, in which three letters were
found.

^

The new dust-shoots in tho streets are
not unlikely to form traps to catch letters at
times, too, under similai- circumstances, or when
even more intelligent persons have their atten-
tion engaged, in talk or otherwise, while
posting letters.
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Society for the Enconrag’ement of the
Pine Arts.—Dr. Hyde Clarke delivered a lec-

ture on Thursday evening in last week, before

the members of this Society, on the “ Kaces of

Monument Builders in America,”—Major Britten

in the chair. The lecturer was of opinion that,

having regard to the ethnological and linguistic

conditions, there was a commuD ’'-7 of origin of

the several monument-building races in the Old

and New "World. After referring to the Pygmean
and Agaw (represented in the Guarini and
Amagua), as examples of common migration, he

expressed a doubt whether there was any suffi-

cient reason for entertaining the idea of a dis-

tinct or indigenous American language or gram-
mar. The lecturer also referred to the tradi-

tional knowledge of the Americans preserved
during the Greek and Roman periods in the
theory of four worlds entertained by the school

of Pergamus in Asia. The third conversazione

of the session will be held at the South Kensing-
ton Museum, on May 8.

Death of Dr. Bence Jones, F.K.S.—This
distinguished physician and chemist, who was
Secretary to the Royal Institution, expired on
the 20th inst., after a long and, latterly, severe
illness. Dr. Jones, who was consulting physician
to St. George’s Ilospital, was the biographer of

Fai’aday, and by his many and valuable contri-

butioDS to the advancement of science, amongst
which may be mentioned his Croonian Lectures
on Matter and Force, Animal Chemistry in rela-

tion to Stomach and Renal Diseases, Lectures
on Pathology and Therapeutics; the Royal
Institution, its Founders and First Professors,

&c., Dr. Jones was well known. He was a
member of many learned and scientific societies

at home and abroad, and married 'some years
since Lady Mellicent, daughter of the Earl of

Goaford, who, it is believed, survives her dis-

tinguished husband.

The Working Men’s College.—On Monday
evening the summer term of the Working Men’s
College in Great Ormond-street was inaugurated
by the newly-chosen Principal of that institu-

tion, Mr. Thomas Hughes, M.P. The old and
present students of the College having been
entertained at a substantial tea in the new
buildings, the company adjourned to the art-
room, where Mr. Hughes took the chair, sup-
ported by several of the fellows and professors,
and also by several visitors, including Mr.
E. W. Emerson and several ladies. The room
was full to overflowing. The Principal made a
short speech. The meeting was subsequently
addressed by the Vice-Principal of the college,

Mr. Litchfield, and other gentlemen, and the
programme of lectures and the class arrange-
ments for the ensuing term were made public.

The Channel Tunnel.—The committee of

the Channel Tunnel Company has had an inter-

view with the French Minister of Public Works,
at the Ministry in Paris, for the purpose of ob-

taining from h’m an order for opening the Local
Enquete, which is the preliminary legal step to

granting a concession. The committee was re-

presented by Lord R. Grosvenor, M.P. (chair,

man), Major Beaumont, M.P., Count M. G. de
Weczle, M. Bergeron, M. de Gamond, and the
secretary to the company (Mr. Bellingham). M.
de Fourton assured the committee that in prin-
ciple he entered heartily into the views of the
company. He must necessarily consult the
Council of Ministers before issuing a decree. But
he saw nothing to prevent the project from being
favourably considered by the Council.

Opening of tke Birmingham Sanatorium.
Tho institution at Blackwell, near Bromsgrove,
known as the Birmingham Sanatorium, li pj> been
opened by Sir John S. Pakington, bart., M.P.,
the president. The site of the building is on an
elevated part of the ridge known as the Broms-
grove Lickey, between Birmingham and Broms-
grove, and forms a prominent object on tho west
side of the Bristol and Birmingham Railway. In
course of the proceedings. Sir John Pakington
said that from 1,2001. to 1,3001. were given for
that admirably chosen site, that the building
itself would cost 9,000Z., and that it would
require a. further sum of 2,5001. or 3,0001. to
furmsh it so as to make it lit for the occupation
of patients ; making an aggregate sum of 14,0001.
contributed mainly by Birmingham.

Bronze Casting.— Messrs. Young & Co.
intend casting Mr. Noble’s statue of the late
Lord Derby at their Works in Eccleston-street,
Pimlico, on (this) Saturday, the 26th,

Dangers of the Tram.—The practice of

tram-conductors leaving their stations to collect

payments from outside passengers is fraught
with much danger, as tho communication with
the driver is thereby interrupted. We have
recently witnessed two or three instances where
the passengers, after having in vain sought the
driver’s attention to stop the carriage (even
though the conductor had been told previously),

have been induced to jump off the step, and
met in one instance with dislocation of the
shoulder, and in others with severe bruises, to

say nothing of injured clothes and the risk

of being run over. The system of collecting the
fares requires amendment. The conductor has
quite enough to do in assisting the passengers
in and out.

The New Assize Courts, Winchester.

—

Workmen are now actively engaged in excavating
tho ground and concreting it for a foundation for

the walls of the inner or connecting hall between
the old hall and the new courts at Winchester.
Two or three interesting objects have been dis-

'

covered. A couple of Roman Bronze coIds, of I

Licinius, A.D. 311, and Caras, A.D. 282 ;
also an

I

old pit, or cesspool, part of the ancient Norman
Castle. This is very deep, capitally constructed

of fine hewn chalk blocks, and as good as when
first made. It communicated with the castle

ditch, the di’ain being still in existence. The
ancient round tower, close to this pit, is to be
excavated, and its foundations will be arched
over.

Valuation of Property for Rating.

—

Mr. Btansfeld will, on the Ist of May, propose a
’

Bill to amend the law relating to the liability and
valuation of property for the purposes of taxes
and rates and the making and collection of rates.

The importance attaching to this subject is

shown by the fact that according to the last

return the poor-rates in tho year ended Lady,
day last year amounted to 12,381,2781., of which
8,007,403 1. were applied to the relief of the poor

;

26,1961. lawcharges
; 588,2131. for purposes partly

connected and partly nnconnected with relief;

and 3,750,4661. for purposes wholly unconnected
Tvith relief. More than one-third of the poor-

rates was expended for “ other purposes ” than
the relief of the poor.

Proposed Lecture-Iiall and Scliool of Art
for Leicester.—The Town Council of Leicester

have appointed a committee to consider and
report upon a resolution passed at a public
meeting held in the mayor’s pai-lour on the 27th
January last, viz.,

—“ That this meeting cordially

commends to public support the proposal to

raise the sum of 3,0001. towards the expense of

providing, in connexion with the Museum, a large
leoture-ball and suitable accommodation for the
school of art j such sum to be offered to the
Corporation of Leicester on condition that they
spend an additional sum of at least equal amount
on the accomplishment of the two objects.”

1

The late Rajali Brooke.—An effort is beieg
made to raise a memorial to the late Sir James
Brooke, Rajah Brooke of Sarawak, who died
nearly five years ago, and of whom no memorial
exists. “ It is a reflection on our nation,” writes

General Sir G. le Grand Jacob, in the Homeward
Mail, “ that 'one who did such wonders in the

East should be so soon forgotten, I, who lived

and travelled with him in Borneo, knew his

worth, and witnessed the child-Iiko veneration
of him by his people.” Sir James Brooke’s
eminent services ought to be publicly recognised
by a statue to his memory in Westminster Abbey,
side by side with that to Sir Stamford Raffles,

the benefactor of Java.

Statue of tke late Mr. John Biggs, M.P-
A marble statue has been publicly unveiled at

Leicester, by the Mayor. Mr. Biggs was
identified with the town for his whole life, and
belonged to a family traced in the connty for

300 years. Mr. Biggs died in 1871, and was
awarded a public funeral. The statue has been
placed in the centre of the town. It is of white
marble, by Mr. G. A Lawson, of London, and is,

it is said, a good likeness.

Church of the Sacred Heart, Camber-
well.—This newly-erected church has been
further embellished by a copy of the Madonna
and Child, by Carlo Maratta. The original was
designed to be executed in mosaic. The picture,

the gift of a late parishioner, is placed against

the pilaster adjoining the lady chapel, and was
executed by Mr. Frederick Blackboum during
his residence in Rome.

The New Surveyor of Westbromwich.— •:

A complimentary dinner has been given at Pen- i

dleton to Mr. T. R. Lofthouse, who has been ap. i

pointed to the surveyorship of Westbromwich,
About sixty friends were present, and the choir-

man, in proposing the health of Mr. Lofthouse,

said that he had for the last fourteen years
;

honourably occupied the public position of sur-

veyor of Pendleton, nnder the Corporation of

Salford. The handsome timepiece which he had
the honour to present to Mr. Lofthouse, and a '

purse of gold which would be subsequently pre-

sented, had been subscribed for by over 400 rate-

payers in the district. The timepiece was valued

at 141. 14s., and the purse contained 225 sove- i

reigns.
i

Alderney Harbour and Breakwater.— •

Government seems at last likely to arrive at a j

definite decision with respect to the maintenance i

or abandonment of the breakwater and harbour j

at Alderney. Colonel Sir Andrew Clarke, i

Colonel Jervoise, and Mr. Hawkshaw have been i

despatched to the island, and it wDl greatly
i

depend upon the nature of their report whether i

the fissures in the masonry shall be made good,
,

the breaches in the breakwater repaired, and tho ;

construction finished ; or whether this work,
,

which Earl Cowper denominated “ an extra- -

ordinary monument of mismanagement and
folly,” be left to the mercy of the waves and to :

inevitable ruin.

Monumental.—A cross has been erected in

the Southern Necropolis, near Glasgow, from tho •

design of Mr. J. L. Bruce, architect. The body >

of the monument is of stone from "Williamwood i

Quarry, which is of a warm yellow colour wheu i

new, turning to a rich brown on exposure to tho ;

weather. The shafts of the columns are of Ser- •

pentine marble, and a cherub’s head, introduced i

in tho base, is] of a light red stone from the ;

neighbourhood of Dumfries, Tho body of tho :

monument was executed by Mr. W. Buchanan,
and the head by Mr. W. Moseman. The height (

over all is about 12 ft.

Tke Pairbairn Engineering Company.—
The report of the Fairbaim Engineering Com- •

pany (Limited) recommends a dividend of Ss, .

per share, Avhich will absorb 5,8051., and make,
,

with 2B.^6d. previously paid, 7i per cent, for tho i

year ; and the appropriation of 2,0001. in re-

duction of the sum paid for goodwill, leaving
;

1,7371. to be carried forward. It is added that :

the “ enormous rise in the values of iron, coal,
,

and all other materials has seriously diminished I

the profits of the year, and given a great check ;

to engineering enterprise which will probably be :

felt for some time to come.”

Laying Poundation-stoues with Masonic :

Ceremonial.—The Freemasons of Gloucester- •

shire have offered their assistance in laying the !

foundation of the new hospital at Stroud with ;

Masonic hononrs. Lord Sherborne, the Pro-
vincial Grand Master, with several other dis- .

tinguished Masons, will take part m tho cere- .

mony. The foundation-stone of an asylum for :

idiots near Warwick was recently laid by the :

Warwickshire Masons, with Lord Leigh as their .

chief. Daring the day a sum of 1,0811. was :

contributed towards the institution.

New Building Works at Westminster.—
Near Victoria- street an extensive range of.

premises called the Victoria Works has just been :

completed, and is now in full operation for :

carrying on the business of Mr. Henry Wagner,
contractor. The works comprise offices, work-
shops fitted with the latest steam machinery for :

joinery and other work, stabling, dwelling-house, ,

&c. They extend to a depth of 470 ft., with good
light, and have a principal frontage of 50 ft.

The designs were furnished by Mr. Proctof^i

Withers, of Chelsea
;
the buildings being erected j

by Mr. Wagner.

Tlie Askmolean Museum and the Drain-
age of Oxford,—As there can be no doubt that

during the excavations for the drainage of

Oxford, many interesting relics of “ old times’^

will be found, a correspondent of the local

Journal suggests that means should be adopted

for securing the deposit of them (as far as pos-

sible) in the Ashmolean Museum.

Artists’ General Benevolent Institution.

At the annual dinner of this excellent In-

stitution, to be held on Saturday, May 10th,

the Right Hon. Sir R. P. Collier will preside.

Eighty-six applicants were relieved last year

with the sum of 1,5451.
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The, late Sir William Tiie.

UR readere are aware of

the death of Sir William

Tifce, which took place on

the 20th ultimo, atTorquay.

Sii’ William had suffered

for maay-years past from
bronchitis, and, in conse-

quence, spent his winters

away from London, some-

times in the South of

France and sometimes at

Torquay. The immediate
cause of his death was
congestion of the lungs,

brought on by a chill

caught on Easter Eve.

Hia strength rapidly failed,

and finally, after a week of

painless malady, he sank
from exhaustion. His re-

mains were brought to

,

London, and interred in

his family vault at Nor-

wood Cemetery, on Satur-

day, the 26th j the funeral,

which was very plain, ac-

cording to his express
isire, being attended only by members of the
mily, Mr. Edward N. Clifton, and two or three
hers. The procession, however, was met at the
jmetcry gate by many old friends desirous of

owing their respect, amongst whom were
rofossor Donaldson, Mr. John Gibson, Mr.
orace Jones, Dr. Dalrymple, M.P., the presi-

nt of the Society of Antiquaries, and several
embers of the Royal Society, the Society of

itiquaries, and other societies of which the
ceased gentleman was a member, while his
1 friend the Rev. Wm. Rogers, the rector of

shopsgato, read the servico.

Sii* William Tite was the only son of Mr*
thur Tite, a merchant who carried on the
•siness of a Russia merchant in the parish of
. Bartholomew the Great, in the City of

mdon. According to the custom of the time
the mercantile community, Mr. Arthur Tite
ed in the house which contained his counting-
'Use. In that house, long since pulled down,
ir. William was born, in February, 1798, He
ceived his education at a day-school in

>wer-Btreet, and was distinguished as a very
belligent energetic lad. Amongst the useful
ings at that day much thought of and
iry carefully taught, but now almost entirely
iglected, was writing. Sir William was remark,
de for his penmanship, an accomplishment
liich he retained all his life. It was a favourite
rpriso of his in later days to challenge his

mpany to a trial of writing,—a challenge
tUingly taken up, for hia ordinary hand-
citing was not over legible,—and Sir William
ould then produce, by taking a little pains, a
^ecimcu of writing which was usually nnsnr.
issed. At the age of fourteen he was ap.

“enticed to Mr. Laing, an architect of repute
that time, who was engaged on the then

iportant work of building the Custom Houso.
uring his apprenticeship Sir William pursued
8 professional Btudies with the greatest ardour,
id acquired what was at that time rare know-
dge and skill as a Gothic architect. Soon after
e termination of his apprenticeship his father
ed, leaving him a competency

j but this, so far

from Laving any enervating effect on his ener-

gies, seemed to strengthen them, and he had the

good sense to jjursue his profession, of which he
was independent, and to use his fortune in fur-

therance of his career. He began business on

his own account, having his office in Jewry-
street, and soon, by means of his connexion, of

his great activity, and intelligence, became
known in his profession as a yoimg man of con-

siderable promise. While in the office of Mr.
Laing, the restoration of the church of St.

Dunstan in the East was mainly carried out by
him. He was assistant-surveyor of the parish,

and as such received, in 1821, a vote of thanks

from the Vestry for the zeal and ability evinced

in the restoration of the church.

The first known work in his own name was
the building of the Scotch Church for Edward
Irving in Regent-squaro, Gray’s-inn-road,—

a

church which was at the time highly thought of,

and is still considered a very fair specimen of its

class considering the date of its erection.

In 1833 he was married to Emily, daughter of

H. Curtis, esq., of Henie-hill, who survives and
mourns him.

At this time Sir William pursued hia career

with unabated ardour, and was in the habit of

sending designs for almost every public com-
petition.

In 18-10, when the competition for the Royal
Exchange was announced, it was considered

naturally a great prize, and most of the leading

architects of the day contended. Amongst the

many unsuccessful candidates on this occasion

was Sir William, and he owed his after appoint-

ment to the circumstance that none of the

premiated designs were considered suitable,

whereupon the Gresham committee, who were
charged with the conduct of the matter, decided

to abandon the principle of unlimited competition,

and to ‘request five architects of high standing

to send in designs from which the most suitable

was to be selected. Sir William’s influence and
character were such that he was invited, in com-
pany with Professor Cockerell, Sir Chas. Barry
Sir Robert Smirke, and Mr. Gwilt. The three

last-named gentlemen, however, declined, and
ultimately the committee decided in favour of

Sir William. His design, as every one Icnows,

was carried out, and at 'once placed him in the

first rank of his profession. Soon after the

Royal Exchange was begun, Sir William was
requested to prepare designs for new Law Courts

for the City, and it will surprise some to hear
that the style he adopted was Late Gothic or

Tudor. He afterwards undertook but few works
of an artistic character. The best known of them
are the London and Westminster Bank, in Loth-

bury, executed by him in conjunction with the late

Professor Cockerell; the original Vauxhall Ter-

minns of the South-Western Railway, and the

Terminus of the same line at Southampton
; the

Blackwall Terminus of the London and Blackwall

Railway
;
the termini and most of the stations

on the Caledonian and Scottish Central Railways

;

stations on the line from Havre to Paris
;
the

London station of the Woking Cemetery Com-
pany

j
and several other buildings intended for

commercial purposes. The stations on the lino

from Yeovil to Exeter he executed in conjunction

with Mr. Edward N. Clifton, with whom he had
been connected more than twenty years at the

time of his death. One of his most recent archi-

tectural works was a memorial church, Byzantine
in style, at Gerrard’s Cross, of which a view and
particulars will be found in the volume of the
Builder for 1859.* In this he was assisted, as on

some other occasions, by the late Mr. Trotman. It

is abrick building; the plan,'aLatin cross; withan
octagonal dome at the intersection. The general

design grew out of the study of the monuments
of Pisa, with « hich were connected some associa-

tions In early life on the part of Major-General

• Tol. ivii., pp. 588, 616, 617.

Reid, in whose memory it was erected at the cost

of his sisters.

His endeavours to get the Exchange well

decorated should not be overlooked. He brought

in Mr. Sang to adorn the ceilings ; and it

was no fault of Sir William’s if the pavement be
not fine mosaic. It was so laid down, but failed.

He desired, also, to have all the iron gates

electro-bronzed
;
bat it could not then bo done.

He was known as a very skilful constructor,

an admirable man of business, and of untiring

energy, and was thus naturally associated with

the Stephensons, Locke, Brassey, and the other

distinguished men connected with railway works
then going on rapidly in all parts of the country.

He was also largely employed as a surveyor

in the valuation, purchase, and sale of the

enormous quantity of land required for such

undertakings. In these and other ways he added
very largely to the fortune he inherited from

his father, pursuing his career with unabated

energy till 1851, when he fell a victim to hard

work, and was brought nearly to death’s door

by a very severe illness, which necessitated a

temporary relaxation' of business. This he em-

ployed by a journey in Italy, whence he
did not get back till the middle of the following

year. Wo printed some interesting notes which
he sent ns from Florence on that occasion.

Sir William had few pupils. Professor

Hayter Lewis was with him for two years,

and then travelled abroad with his nephew, Mr,
Ai'thur John Green. But in his office, in various

capacities, wore Mr. Trotman (since dead), Mr.

Arthur Baker (Baker & Wadmore), Mr. Charles

Bailey, now in the office of the City architect,

and Mr. J. H. Steinmetz, who has since left the

profession.

Mr. Steinmetz promptly came forward a few
days ago in the Times to deny the truth of an
assertion, unwisely made by Mr. Harley Grellier,

that Sir William had merely adapted Mr. Grel-

lier’s father’s design for the Royal Exchange to

the requLi'cments of the Gresham committee.

On the return of Sir William from Italy

he resumed his career, but with less aixiour,

and being the possessor of a large fortune

he became ambitious of taking a place in

Parliament. In 1854. he unsuccessfully con-

tested Barnstaple, but in the following year-, on
the resignation of Mr. Phinn, and at the invita-

tion of the Liberal electors of Bath, he stood

for that borongh, and was elected. From
tbe time of his entry into Parliament be gradually

abandoned hisprofession, devoting himself instead

to all manner of public affairs. As a governor of

Dulwich College ho took a very active part in,

its revival. As a governor of St. Thomas’s
Hospital his share in the work connected with

the transfer of the hospital from London Bridge

to Lambeth was very great. As a member of

the Metropolitan Board of Works he had much
to do with the construction of the Thames
Embankment. At the London and Westminster
Bank, of which he was a director; at the Bank
of Egypt, of which he was chairman

; at the

Assam Company, of which he was deputy-chair.

man, he was a constant attendant. He was
amongst the first to respond to liis friend, Mr.
Rogers’s, call for middle-class education in

London, and to give his money and advice in

the founding of the Cowper-street Schools. He
was president of the Architectural Society, which
preceded the Institute of Architects, and twice

president of the latter. Through this body he
received in 1856 the Royal Gold Medal annually
awarded by the Sovereign for the promotion of

architecture. As a member of the Society of

Antiquaries, and ultimately vice-president, he
found many occasions to promote its objects. Aa
a fellow of the Royal Society, and at times

member of the council, he took a great interest

in its proceedings. On the death of the

Marquess Camden in 1866, he was elected presi-

dent of the Camden Society, and signalised hie.
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accession to this last office by presenting to the

members the “ Diary of John Manuingham,”
admirably edited for him by his friend the late

3Ir. John Bruce, F.S.A. He was for a long time

honorary secretary to the London Institu-

tion. lie was also largely engaged as direc-

tor and chairman of screral important com-
panies connected with the banking and insurance

world
;
and was a tnistee of the Soane Museum.

He was a magistrate for Middlesex and
Westminster, and also for Somerset, and a Com-
missioner of Lieutenancy for London. Ho was
vice-president of the Adminiati'ative Reform
Association, which was not a success, and a
director of the Globe Assurance Company, of

which at one time he had the management on
his hands. The conduct of the secretary, and
the loss which consequently fell on the company,
caused Sir William much distress, and led to a

serious illness.

The death of his nephew, Mr. Arthur John
Green, which took place suddenly, at a family

dinner party, on the 12th of December, 1855,

was another and a heavier blow, and long
affected him. Mr. Green, who was in his thirty,

fifth year, when he died, held the appointment
of architect to the Eaat-India Company, and was
aurveyor to the Globe Insurance Company. A
note to us from Sir William immediately after

the event, shows the relationship existing be-
tween them ;

—

“ Green [he says in the course of was my son in
every sense of the word. Ho never gave me an aniious
thought or a care in my life, and from the age of fourteen
was always with me."

In Parliament Sir William introduced and
carried the Metropolis Local Management Act,
1861, and he promoted, with Mr. Ayrton, the
Metropolis Improvements Bill, 18G7. He was,
moreover, an active member of committees,
amongst which was the committee appointed
to report on the subject of the Bank Charter.

He always took an earnest part in any debate
on questions with which he was known to be
acquainted, such as architecture and public
works, and supported Lord Palmerston in

insisting that the style of the Foreign Office

buildings should not be Gothic. He beaded a
deputation to Lord Palmerston on the subject,
and after the interview, wrote to us thus :

—

“I am sorry you do not agree in tho deputation of
architects; surely they had as much right to go and
know more about the matter than Lord Elcho'a deputa-
tion. A great professional wrong I feel has been done,
merely to push lorward a style of architecture I abhor. I
know as much about Gothic, and admire it as much us any
man, but this Lombardo-Teneto, is ‘ neither fish, nor
flesh, nor good salt herring.’

"

Although elected to Parliament as the repre-
sentative of a particular interest, ho had long
outlived party, and his death is mourned in Bath,
for which city he sat eighteen years, and his
good qualities are admitted and extolled, equally
by political opponents and supporters. The last

formal recognition he received in Bath was the
recent presentation by his friends to tho city of

a marble bust which is to be placed in the lobby
of the Guildhall. When his death became known
there many tradesmen put up their shutters,
the flag on the abbey tower was raised to half-

mast, and a knell was tolled at tho Abbey and
St. Michael’s Churches.

With general politics, on the other hand, he
did not meddle, contenting himself with voting
with his party. In connexion with a committee
appointed by the Government to inquire as to

'

the stone of the Parliament Houses, Sir William
acted as chairman. In recognition of his public
services the Government of Mr. Gladstone, in 1869,
made Mr. Tite a knight, and, in tho following
year, a Civil Companion of the Bath : thus a
life of great activity and public usefulness was
fittingly crowned with public recognition.

In private life Sir William had many attached
friends, who sincerely mourn his loss. Gifted
with rare good sense, an extraordinary memoiy,
and inspired with a great love of knowledge, he
contrived, notwithstanding his constant occupa-
tion, to amass a great deal of learning. He was
{acquainted with Latin, French, German, and
Italian, mostly acquired by diligent application
c»fter he had left school. With English literature
his acquaintance was very great, and he had a
general knowledge of most sciences, so as to be
able to take an in telligent interest in theirprogress.
As an author, he was known by his “Descriptive
Catalogue of Antiquities found in the Excava-
tions of the New Royal Exchange,” and by
various essays and lectures. He was a pains-
taking and prolific writer on archmological and
architectural matters

; a frequent contributor to
tke Archceologia of the Society of Antiquaxies,

and was the author of many “ Sessional Papers,”

in the “Transactions of the Royal Institute of

British Architects.”*

He was the friend of all persons who knew
anything thoroughly, and nothing pleased him
more than assisting them with bis influence and
his purse. In his charities he was munificent,

so that a public subscription without his name
in the list of subscribers was rare. So great
and well known was this liberality, that it was
thought ho would devote a great part of his

large fortune after his death to public purposes.
This, however, is not the case ; for, content with

a wide and munificent liberality during his life,

he has left but one bequest by his will to public

purposes, and that is the sum of 1,0001. to the

Royal Institute of British Architects. The 1,0001.

to the Middle Class Schools, and 5001. since

towards a hall for the schools
j

1,0001. towards
tho restoration of St. Bartholomew’s, Smith-
field

; 1,0001. to St. Thomas’s Hospital
;
and

1,0001. towards the Fund for the Orphans of

Artists, established in connexion with the

Artists’ General Benevolent Fund, are donations

that will be remembered. He had also founded
a scholarship in the City of London school, called

the Tite scholarship
; a bursary in St. Thomas’s

Hospital, to which he also contributed an altar,

piece (by Horsley), having for subject “Christ
the Physician”; and contributed largely to

the fund for the decoration of St. Paul’s

Cathedral. He had a large professional income,

probably 10,0001. a year, for many years
;
and

we shall not be surprised to hear that he has
left behind him half a million of money.
The London Institution possesses his portrait,

painted when a young man, by Mr. Renton
;
and

his bust in marble, done in 1870, by Mr. Theed
;

and the Institute of Architects has his portrait,

painted by Mr. J. P. Knight.
Amongst his friends he was deservedly

popular. His prodigious memory enabled him
to have recourse to an unfailing stock of anec-

dote, and his collection of old songs heard in

youth was very great. We can remember him
quoting as many as twenty English proverbs
having reference to one particular subject, and
referring to many books for others. Sir

William’s love for art was shown by the

pictures he purchased, amongst which are works
of the highest excellence : the “ Interior of

St. Stephen’s, Vienna,” by Roberts; “ Dort,

on the Maes,” by Clarkson Stanfield ; and
“ Raising the Maypole,” by Goodall

;
besides

many others of great merit. He possessed also

a liking for old china, of which he had some
excellent specimens; and for artistic silver and
ivory work, some varieties of which were in his

cabinets. His chief passion, however, in this

direction was for choice and rare books, so that
his library is one of the most interesting and
valuable private collections in the kingdom, com-
prising, amongst other rarities, copies of most
of tho quarto Shakspeares published during the

poet’s life, and of the first, second, third, and
fourth editions

;
also original editions of most

of the early English poets and dramatists; a
most valuable collection of early Bibles, inclu-

ding Coverdale’sand Cranmeris ; many beautiful

and rare missals, and other illustrated mann-
scripts ; a large and most interesting collection

of autographs of distinguished historical and
living personages

;
and many of the works of

Caxton and Wynkyn de Worde.
Very early in his career Sir William mani-

fested his interest in the study of antiquities.

When the existence of remains of great value at

Halicarnassus became known after the return of

Mr. Fellows from Asia Minor, Mr. Tite interested

himself in calling the attention of tho Govem-

• For example, in the latter will be found,—“Proceed-
ings taken in building the Original Exchange, by Sir T.
Gresham, and that built in 1066; with aome account of
the Antiquities discovered in preparing for the founda-
tions of the present building."—December 15th, 1815.
‘

‘ Recollections of a Course of Lectures on Architecture,
delivered at the Royal Academy, by Sir J. Soane, 1817.”

—

November 3Uth, 1817, and April 17th, ISIS. “A Letter
from Rome."—May 17th, 1852. “ Remarks on the Present
Condition and Future of Architecture in England."—
November 6th and 19th, 1855. “Recent Discoveries of
tho Remains of the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus.”

—

November Jst, 1858. “Progress of Architecture in
Europe since the Establishment of the Royal Institute of
British Architects.”—November 7th, 1859. “Address
delivered at the First Meeting of the Royal Institute of
British Architects in the New Rooms, Conduit-street,
November 7th, 1859."—Svo., 1860. “Stone-Preservative
Processes."—January 28th, February Ith and llth, 1861.
“ Some Information relating to the late Mr. Elmes, Archi-
tect of St. George's Hall, Liverpool."—November 30tb,

1863. “On the Paris Street Improvements, and their

Cost."—December 1-lth, 1863. Four Opening Presi-
dential Addresses (November 4th, 1861 ;

November 3rd,

1862; November 2ad, 1868; November 1st, 1869.

ment to the facta. A deputation of the Archi-

fcectural Society attended Lord Palmerston, before

whom Mr. Tite and the honorary secretary, Mr.

Grellier, laid all the authorities they had collected

with reference to the existence and condition of

the niins. Lord Palmerston promised be would

write to Lord Ponsonby and Admiral Stopford

on the subject, and, being pressed by other bodies

also, the result of the negotiation was that the

remains were obtained, as every one nowkno?vs,

for our national museum, where they form a

most important link in the historic chain of

Grecian art.

In 1863, when passing through Chester, Sir

William Tite’s attentionwas drawn to some Roman
remains discovered during the rebuilding of the

old inn, called the Feathers, in Bridge-street,

a building supposed to he of the time of

Edward III. He afterwards caused a plan of

the remains to bo made, attempted a restoration

of the building, and read a paper on the subject

at the Society of Antiquaries. He considered

that public baths had occupied two sides of

an open court, and that in the centre of this

court was a small temple, or shrine, supported

by columns and roofed.* A local antiquary,

who without Sir William’s knowledge had been
investigating the matter, resented his interfer.

euce, and differed from him in opinion with

what seemed to 'us very unnecessary acerbity.

We said then, as we should say now, “ Why such

an amount of temper should have been shown
because of a well-meant and kindly effort,

followed by a most courteous and reasonable

explanation, must still remain a modem
‘ Chester Mystery ’ though no Miracle.”

Wo have mentioned in the course of our too-

hastily written memoir the election of Sir

William Tite to the presidency of the Institute

of Architects. This was not obtained without

an effort. There were two points at issue, the

question of a professional or non-professional

president, and the question of Gothic versus

Classic. The first had been a subject of long

discussion earlier, and had been settled by the

election of Professor Cockerell. One of the in-

cidents on that occasion which strengthened the

views of those who desired a professional pre-

sident, at any rate occasionally, was the omission

of a representative in the Commission for the

1851 Exhibition, which was thus alluded to hy
Sir William :

—

“ Mon chcr Godtvin,—I wrote you a note from the City

to-day amidst many interruptions, and therefore told only

half my story. It was like Hudibras's
‘ Adventure of the Bear and Fiddle,
Begun, but broke olf in the middle.’

I meant to say further that they tell me thatEarl de Grey
moutioned ‘ that ho was invited to be on Prince Albert’s
Commission as President of our Institute, but that he
declined on the score of age and ill health.' Surely this
makes for our view most strongly, because the result is

most unfriendly to us as architects, and that owing to this

unhappy accident we are unrepresented as a class, and
but for this accidental explanation were considerably
snubbed. ’’

Ab the close of Professor Cockerell’s reign, 1861,

the question again arose, and Sir William was
looked to as the professional representative,

JIi’. A. J. Beresford Hope (to whom the profes-

sion owes much) being put up on the other side.

Sir William hesitated for some time when asked
to stand, as the following letter shows :

—

“ I have carefully considered the question you suggested
to me yesterday, as to the presidency of tho Institute. It

is an office of some responsibility and labour. It has

been well filled, particularly by my friend’s (the present
president) learning and position in the scientific world.
These are reasons which induce me to hesitate, partict^
larly tho demand on my time.

But I think there are occasions on which men ought
not to shrink from an obvious course of duty, and so far

as I am concerned, from the part I have taken in tbs

questions concerning this very honourable office, I think I

ought not to decline.

But if I come forward, I could only do so under the

condition that my appointment would be acceptable to

the council and the Institute. It is an office I do not

seek, and nothing would induce me to canvass for it, or to

embark in any contest. I think the circumstances arising

from the Great Exhibition in 1863 important in their

bearing on our profession; and if I were elected, God
ranting me health, I would do my best to support the

ignily and importance of the office at that time
;
but, as

I said before, nothing would induce mo to come forward,

without feeling that my doing so would be generally

acceptable.”

However, be assented, a sharp struggle took

place, into the particulars of which we need not

go, and he was elected. On the next occasion,

the same honour was very properly conferred

on Mr. Beresford Hope.
We must now, however, bring onr notice to a

close. “ I inherited a fortune, I married a for-

tune, and I have made a fortune,” the subject

of it said to us more than once. “ What a lucky

* Suilder, vol. xxiii., p. 109, and p. 157.
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man !
” replied the Prince of Wales, at the dinner

in aid of the fund for artists’ orphans already

alluded to, when this remark was repeated to

him. And so he was a lucky man, but he was
also an able and energetic one—a man of acute

perception, rapid judgment, and firm decision.

He was a rough diamond, at times impatient of

opposition, and with little consideration for any
who attempted to impose on him. On the other

hand, he was munificent to a princely degree,

generous to every claim of misfortune, and a real

lover of literature and the arts. The profession
has lost a true friend, and society a good citizen,

by the death of Sir William Tite.

AECHITECTtTRE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

Toe collection of architectural drawings hung
this year at the Academy shows a very high
Btandard in regard to draughtsmanship, while in

regard to design the proportion of quality to

quantity is on the whole decidedly above the
average. Church architecture is in great force

on this occasion, and to this branch of the collec-

tion some of the leading designs in the late com-
petition for Edinburgh Cathedral form, as might
bo expected, an important contribution. Sir

G. G. Scott exhibits the interior and exterior

perspective views of his design (1,119, 1,156) ;

both of them beautiful specimens of line draw-
ing, the interior pai'ticularly so, although its

excessively “conservative” character renders
it, in point of design, unsatisfactory to those
who look for something more in modem archi-

tecture than arcbmological exactness. The ex.

terior view is more interesting as a design,
mainly owing to the fine treatment of the central

tower and spire; but whether this portion of the
building is not on a scale somewhat dispropor-
tionate to the rest of the structnro may be ques-
tioned. The angle torrets which flank the
octagon stage for the tower, and which are mere
accessories, dwarf every feature of a similar

nature in the rest of the design. Mr. Street’s

interior and exterior designs are also exhibited

(1,133, 1,143) : the former, shown in a coloured
drawing, with a wooden vault decorated in

colour, offers little for remark
;
the latter, a fine

pen-and-ink drawing, exhibits in the treatment
of the admirably considered western tower a
thoroughly characteristic originality. The main
portion of the building is marked by that osten-

tation of simplicity (as we should terra it) which
has been affected of late by some of our
architects, and which is carried to even greater

e.xcess in some other drawings exhibited. Mr.
Burges’s exterior design for the same building

is shown in a beautiful water-colour drawing
(1,133) ;

the treatment of the spires and fleohe

ia most picturesque, bub perhaps a little too

prettily piquant for the substructure. It

is worth notice that the roof of the aisle

surrounding the apse does not slope direct from
the main work, but a flat is left at the junction
of the roof with the wall, upon which the but-

tresses between the clearstory windows of the
chancel are stopped. This is better than the
usual method of letting the clearstory buttresses

cut into the slope of the aisle-roof
;
but we ques-

tion whether, in any case, a buttress ought to be
brought down into a roof in this way without its

thrust being visibly and externally carried across

the roof to the outer wall. Mr. Burges’s interior

design (1,148) is a noble drawing, showing a
general treatment very similar to that of his

Cork Cathedral. The spandrels and piers of the
nave arcade are slightly and happily decorated
by colour laid upon the stone as a ground,—by
far the best way of applying colour to a stone
interior,—at least, in a building aiming at monu-
mental character. Among ecclesiastical archi-

tecture, and as, in some respects, the most
important contribution, we must reckon Mr.
Brewer’s fine drawing of Mr. Penrose’s scheme
for the decoration of the choir of St. Paul’s

(1,155). The interior surface of the dome which
forms the crown of each compartment of the
vault is divided into panels, varying in design in

each compartment, the panels being alternately

occupied by gilt arabesques and by beads of

angels, as far as can be perceived (the drawing
is hung too high to be fairly studied)

;
the pen-

dentives being occupied by entire figures. The
general effect is rich and harmonious, and has
the additional merit of giving (through the sub-
division into panels) scale to the architecture.
The organ, placed on each side of the western
choir-arch, between the pilasters, scarcely
appears otherwise than as an excrescence on the

architecture, with which we think it might be
less abruptly combined, by altering the manner
of carrying in it, though in other respects this,

as we have before said, is probably the best

position in which the instrument could be placed,

for the combined interests of architecture and
music.

Among the designs for churches of a less

ambitious type,we find Mr. Brooks’s “ St. Mary’s,
Wednesbury ” (1,115), an unpretentious coloured

drawing of a building looking wonderfully like a
genuine Medimval church, which may be taken
as a compliment, or the reverse, according to

the reader’s proclivities. The same architect’s
“ St. John Baptist Church, Kensington” (1,145

|

1,1V2), shows far more of his characteristic talent

:

and temper in design, both in its merits and
defects

;
the former consisting mainly in the

bold massive treatment of the tower, with its

low short spire, with curved lines
;
the latter

consisting in that exaggerated sternness and
contempt of all ornamental accessory which
gives to the rest of this church the expression of

a Medimval fort or bastion rather than a house
for divine worship. This stern simplicity of

character is exhibited also in the “ Schools and
Church at Clapton” (1,185), which is, neverthe-

less, a very pleasing group of building; the
church is decorated by a light iron belfry, whicb,

whether by accident or intention, is shown on
one side of the ridge, instead of on its centre

; a
whimsicality for which there can be no possible

reason. Wo have no admiration for “ cork-

outting ” architecture, and the power shown in

many of Mr. Brooks’s designs is undeniable
;
but

there is a medium short of absolute baldness

and naked stonewalls
;
which latter, apparently,

will soon come to be considered the consiirami-

tion of architectural effect. Mr. Norman Shaw’s
“ St. Michael’s, Bournemouth,” again (1,170),

though scarcely anything from his hand can be
without interest, is literally barn- like in ap-

pearance; the “saving clause” lies in the

characteristic treatment of the double-staged
belfry, placed at the south-west angle parallel

with the south wall of the nave
;
and which,

moreovor, looks as if the bells really could be
swung in it without,bringing it down, which many
belfries do not show. Mr. J. P. Seddon’s church
of St. James, at Yarmouth, a tbrce-aisled building
successfully modelled on the type of the grand
old Church of St. Nicholas, in the same town, is

illustrated in a good water-colour drawing by
Mr. Howard Saye, who has also executed
drawings of the same architect’s staircase at

Aberystwith College, and of his design for the
stall-work for the choir of St. Nicholas Church,
above mentioned. Mr. Pearson’s chnrches, at

Wentworth, Yorkshire, and Kirk Braddan, Isle

of Man (1,116 and 1,121), are scarcely up to his

mark in point of design, judging from these
drawings. The first-named is, for a clever archi-

tect, a very commonplace thing, with a thin,

starved-looking spire. The second has more of

character, but we should doubt whether either

of these buildings will add greatly to its

architect’s reputation. Mr. Conybeare’s church,
in Cromwell-road, is shown by a very highly-

elaborated water-colour drawing of the interior

(1,127), which is in an Early Gothic (Roman-
esque) manner, but presents nothing new in

treatment, if we accept the assiduity -with which
the roof is “powdered” everywhere, with three
distinct “orders” of powdering; the exterior

(1,152) shows some novelty in grouping. The
church bnilt by the corporation of Liverpool,

fronr Mr. Robson’s designs (1,128), looks a solid

but not very beautiful building; the drawing (a

pen-and-ink one) has been somewhat over-

laboured; it is a great thing to know “where to

stop ” in this style of exeontion, which the great
success of one or two clever draughtsmen has
made popular. Mr. Pugin’s “ Tower and Spire
of the Carmelite Church, Kensington ” (1,129),
is a really artistic design; ornament is applied

where it will add to the effect, and not else-

where ; the basement is solid, the upper portion

very gracefully treated, and the result is a very
harmonious and well-balanced work. A conple
of churches of the Basilica type (Italian) present
themselves among their Gothic compeers, and
must bo noticed, if only for the rarity of such
apparitions. “ St. John’s Church, Hull, as about
to be Re-modelled,” by Mr. C. G. Wray (1,122),
does not present much of interest, nor can
we discover from the drawing how mneb is

original and how much is remodelling
;

but
we must point out to the architect that he has
hit upon a most unhappy treatment of the roof,

in making his two queen-posts tako the form of

pilasters (or square columns), and apparently

stand on the back of the tie-beam : they should

be altered in form so as to appear as what they

are, viz., pieces of timber in tension, and not as

if suppoHing the roof above, and throwing an
apparent cross-strain on the tie-beam. The
other Basilica design is Mr. Heffer’s “Church of

St. Bridget, near Liverpool ” (1,153), tho interior

of which looks well in the drawing, which has

been very carefully executed. Of this, as of

several other designs mentioned, illustrations

have been given in our pages. Mr. Somers
Clarke, jun., exhibits a large sketch of the

chancel of St. Martin’s Church, Brighton, which
is satisfactory in general appearance, but pre-

senting nothing for comment. The exterior

(1,203), shown in longitudinal elevation, is plain

to extremity, but presents in the rather short

square tower and conical roof (rather than spire)

a certain novelty in the treatment of this im-
portant feature in regard to general outline and
fenestration, which may bo characterised as

consisting in an application of the Campanile
type to a church essentially Gothic in most of

its features. Among the ecclesiastical designs

wo may class tho elaborate drawing representing

Sir G. Scott’s design for a new reredos for tho
grand (though “ late ”) Church of Boston. This,

like some other drawings in the room, is hang
too high to bo very well examined. It appears
to consist of a gilt metal-work design, having a
shrine in the lower portion containing canopy,
work and figures illustrative of sacred subjects,

and closed by doors (shown standing open in the
drawing), the interior surfaces of which are

ornamented by figure-subjects in bas-relief.

Below the principal shrine is a bas-relief of the

Last Sapper, closed by a door opening down,
ward, and covered with elaborate ornamental
work on the interior in low relief. Above the
principal shrine the design culminates in a

glitter of mimic pinnacles and turrets. There
can bo little doubt that tciis reredos, when
executed, would form a brilliant object at the

extremity of the noble nave of Boston Church.
Of the larger class of buildings for public

and municipal objects there are not many
designs exhibited. Of those which are to be
seen, the most important, as far as size and
elaboration of drawing are concerned, is Mr.
Emerson’s design sent in competition for the
Berlin Houses of Parliament, whicli, however,
has merits beyond mere draughtsmanship. The
ai'chitect (whether from a belief in its fitness for

the locality, or from a wish to puzzle the judges
in the competition as to his nationality) adopted
to a considerable extent the feeling and character
of the Gothic architecture of Germany, a choice
which has led him to indulge in an outburst of

“pinnacles” and an exuberance of open atone

panelling in spires and cupolas, altogether at-

variance with tho sober though rather heavy
style which his drawings have usually exhibited.

But there is breadth of treatment and compo.
sition in the lower portions of the design

;
the

gronnd. floor story is particularly good, and the
double tier of statues which form the base to his

large angle tower have a fine effect at that point.

The upper portion of the buildingsprouts into mul-
tifarious turrets, in the true style of a competition
drawing. Professor Kerr’s sketch for the same
building (1,138) is a dignified “Classic” compo-
sition, with a lofty central dome and a large, low
hemispherical cupola at each of the angles. The
grand staircase of the Goldsmiths’ Hall, carried

out under the superintendence of Mr. Hesketh
(1,113), looks well in the drawing as it does in

X'eality
; the effect, obtained cliiefly by variously-

coloured marbles, is sufficiently rich without
bordering on vulgarity or ostentation. The
entrance to New Burlington House, as seen
from the interior of the quadrangle, is not

happily delineated in the drawing (1,118), and
certainly does nob look as well here as in the
reality

;
and the perspective of the upper angle

of the centre block is faulty, the angle being too
sharp. One or two fearful exhibitions of

“engaged” columns and culminating “pots” of
course occur among the public buildings illus-

trated, which we will pass over with a word of
thankLilness that at least they are fewer than
we have seen in previous exhibitions. Mr.
Watson’s “Premiated Design for St. Ann’s
Heath Asylum” (1,135) is about equal to most
buildings of its class that are erected, but is

noticeable for a somewhat original treatment of
the upper stage of the tower, which, good in
itself, is unfortunately quite too heavy for

and out of keeping with the lighter and
more ornate detail of tho lower part. To
treat the upper portion of a tower in a

striking manner, without in any way clashing
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with, the substractnre, is a difficult cnt» for

the architect, not (apparently) very often sar-

mounted. Mr. Green’s design for the Berlin

Houses of Pai'Iiamont (1,1G3), ambitions as it is,

can scarcely, we fear, bo accepted as contri-

buting much to the advancement of the art;

nor can we regard the design for the Brighton

Aquarium, by Mr. Nightingale (1,179), as a

success ; it is an unfortunate adaptation of a

poor phase of Gothic architecture, and has no

relation in general treatment to the object for

which it is constructed. Mr. .Street exhibits a

view of the Central Hall of the new Courts of

Justice, the general treatment of which is well

known. A design sent in competition for the

proposed Conservative Club at Manchester, by

Mr. Collcutt, has very praiseworthy qualities, in

regard to solidity and breadth of treatment of

Early Gothic. It fails in regard to its object,

not conveying the impression of a club-house,

chiefly through want of due emphasis and im-

portance, in regard to scale and decoration, in

tho window-tier of the principal floor.

As to the designs which may bo classed under
the head of “domestic architecture,” two or
three of which are of remarkable excellence, wo
shall have something to say in our next. Wo
must defer also any detailed mention of the
paintings in this year’s Academy. In the mean-
time, it may be observed that while those who
expected a higher general average of works than

usual this year will, wo fear, be disappointed (a

hasty inspection appearing to reveal to us fully

the usual proportion of pictures which one can.

not see “any reason for” ) ; on the other hand,
some of the best of our well-known contributors

exhibit works of more than usual excellence.

Mr. Millais’s portrait of Mrs. Hengh is behind
none of bis best efforts in portraiture, and even
superior to one or two of those which have been
most talked of in former exhibitions. Mr. Poole
is even more weird and impressive than usual in

his colour harmonies in “ A Lion in the Path,” a
picture on a larger scale than is usual with him

;

Mr. Leslie’s English girls in Greek dress look as

charming as ever in “The Fountain;” Mr. Cal-

deron’s “ Moonlight Serenade ” is in a doable
sense very striking; Mr. Brett has surpassed
himself in his intense realism of sea-shore colour
and detail “Among the Granite Boulders”

; M.
Alma Tadema touches a deeper chord than his

wont, though with all bis wonted executive power,
in the “ Death of the First-born” ; Mr. H. Moore
has seldom interpreted the poetry of nature to us
as he has in his “ Storm coming on at Sunset ”

;

and Mr. MacCallum has thrown an almost
unearthly glow over the rugged countenance of

the Momnon statne. Other old acquaintances

—

Mr. and Mrs. Ward, Boughton, Pettie, Elmore,
Storey, &c.—arc here “in good form”; nor must
we forget our slayer of dragons, Mr. Poynter,
who has contrived to render the “Dragon of

Wantley” (unpromising subject as he may
seem) both more interesting and more “possible-
looking” (if one maybe allowed the phrase)
than his marine predecessor of last year

;
and,

to jump at one bound from Mediaeval romance
to the most realistic modern life, M. Tissot has
fairly out-Tissoted himself in his studies of cha-
racter and e.xpression, in “Last Evening” and
“Too Early.” The latter (No. 914 in the cata-

logue), commonplace as the subject may bo
deemed, is certainly one of the cleverest things,

one of the most perfectly successful within itsown
range, that has been exhibited at the Academy
for a good while. The fii'st guests at a dance,
an old gentleman and some young ladies, have
arrived a moment or two sooner than they were
expected, and find their hostess, instead of being
in waiting to receive them, in the comer of the

room, giving her last iustmotions to tho musi-
cians. The careful, earnest attitude of the
hostess, the various expressions of the mnsicians
as they look over the music or handle their

instruments, the half - embarrassment, half,

amusement of the early arrivals, the nonchalant
coolness of the charming young girl who expects
to be the belle of tho evening, are given with a
truthfulness and delicate perception of tho
humour of the "situation,” for a parallel to
wliich we must look in the novels of Jane Austen,
the great painter of the humour of “ polite
society.”

Proposed Cottage Hospital at Coleford.—
The idea of erecting a cottage hospital here is at
length assuming a practical form. A site for the
hospital is being looked for, and it is said the
liberality of one of the largest employers of
Forest labour will be appealed to to furaish it.

ART-UNION OF LONDON.
Thk annual meeting of this society for the

distribution of prizes, was held in the Adelphi
Theatre on Tuesday last, Lord Houghton, presi-

dent, in the chair. There were present, amongst
others, Messrs. Pooook & Antrobus, hon. secs.

;

Mr. Frost, R.A. ;
Sir Walter Stirling; Professor

Donaldson; Mr. F. Bacon, engraver; Mr. Wm.
Smith, F.S.A. ; Mr. R. B. Butterwortb, F.S.A.

;

and Mr. James Hopgood.
Mr. Pocook read the annual

REPORT.
The amount of subscriptions for the year now ended

is 11,260?, l-la, 6d.

The Council cannot but feel that to have collected so
large an amnunt, in the face of the present exceptionally
high price of nearly all the necessaries of life in all quar-
ters, is a most satisfactory proof of the interest felt by
the people in the promotion of the Fine Arts, and of the
perfect confidence in the good faith and earnest endea-
vours of this Society to carry out the principles on which
it was established; notwithstanding the persevering en-
deavours of tho managers of numerous schemes which
borrow tho name of the Art-Union, and improperly
endeavour to avail themselves of the services of its agents,
although such projects were never contemplated by those
who framed the Act of Parliament by wliich our pro-
ceedings are sanctioned.
Tho plate of “ Rebekah ” has justified the anticipations

of the Council that it would give satisfaction to the sub-

scribers, a large proportion of whom are already in

possession of their impressions, and the remainder will be
supplied with all possible despatch.
Vacancies in the Council have been caused by the retire-

ment of the Hon. Alf. Bagot and Mr. Chas, Mayhew. To
fill these tho Rev. Ed. Coleridge and Mr. Jas. Anderson
Rose have been elected.

The warm thanks of the Society are due to tho various
local secretaries and agents, both at home, and iu the
colonies, and foreign countries. Our relations with
Australia, Jfew Zealand, Canada, and the United States,

are continually increasing
j
eight new agencies having been

established during tho past year. From Australia and
New Zealand the subscriptions received last year amounted
to l,r)36?.

;
from Canada aod the United States to 433?.

Surprise is often expressed at the largo number of

[

irizes which generally falls to members in these distant
ands, but, on examination, it is uot found to be larger
than the amount of their contributions would lead us to
expect.
On this occasion the CouneU would wish to mention, as

having contributed largely to the funds of the year by
their exertions, Mr. Wright, of Hackney; Mr. Hasso,
Leeds

;
Mr. Sinclair, Dundee

;
Mr. Dicker, DunoUy

;
and

Mr. Haulett, San Francisco.
The accounts have been audited by three members of

the finance committee, and by Mr. C. S, Cartwright and
Mr, W. T. Fearis, to whom thanks will bo presently pro-
posed.
The following is an abstract of the receipts and expendi-

ture, a detailed statement will, as usual, be given ui the
printed report

Amount of subscriptions £11,260 14 6

Allotted for prizes £5,616 0 0
For print of the year,
almanack, exhibition,
report, &c. and reserve 3,208 19 10

8,914 19 10
Agents’ commission and charges, adver-

tisements, postage, rent, salaries, &c. 2,343 14 8

£11,260 14 6

The amount] to bo expended on prizes will be thus
allotted :

—

22 works at £10 each.
15 „
20 „
25 „
80 „
35 „
40 „
45 ,,

50 „
60 „
75 „
100 „
150 „
200 „

To these will be added :

—

1 Cameo “The Dancing Girl Reposing.”
13 Bronze Tnwnley Vases.
6 Etty Medallions.

300 Volumes of Etchings by the Etching Club.
100 Chromos of “ Bellagio.’’

20 Statuettes “ Wood Nymph.”
60 Busts of Princess Louise.
20 Small Bronze Tazzas.

These, with tho prizes given to nnsu'cessful members of
ten years’ standing, will raise the total number of prizes
to 837.

The reserve fund now amounts to 16,763?.
For the year about to begin, a plate has been engraved

in line by Mr. Arthur Willmore. from a picture by Mr.
E. W. Cooke, R.A., entitled “Dutch Trawlers lauding
Fish, off Egmout," and the painter and engraver together
have produced one of the most effective and pleasing

' marine subjects ever engraved. The largo round-bowed
Dutch fishing-vessels are lying on the shore, where the
tide is so low as to allow the men and women, who are
carrying the fish away, to reach the sides of the boats on
foot

;
and the wet sand, the waves dashing into spray

agaiust the sides of the vessels, and the swirls of the
spent waves as they subside on the sand, are admirably
rendered. Mr. Cooke's well-known proficiency in all

matters connected with natural history assures us that
tho vainous kinds of fish, and the bits of seaweed and
shells scattered about the beach, are all veritable por-
traits, The satis of the vessels just being lowered, one in

shade, and the other lighted up hy a watery gleam of
sunshine, are finely relieved against the black rain-
charged cloud behind them.
The continued demand by the members for impressions

of “Tilbury Port—Wind against Tide,” a subject of
kindred character, as well as the favour with which the
eight plates of ooast scenery were received last year.
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leads to tho expectation that “Dutch Trawlers” will be
a favourite.

Since the last annual meeting, several noticeable events
have occurred in connexion with, or bearing on, the move-
ment now going on for advancing the art-culture of the
people. The Museum at Bethnal-green, a brauch of the
South Kensington Establishment, was opened with much
state by the Prince and Princess of Wales, on the 24th
of June last.

By the self-denying liberality of Sir Richard Wallace,
his fine collection of works, which was made with un-
flagging energy and vast expense, has been, for twelve
months past, freely open to the view of all classes of the ,

people. It would have been well, perhaps, if some steps
could have been taken hy tho authorities of the Science S

and Art Department to point out by lectures or addresses, 1

to tho large number of persons who are to ba found in the
j

galleries oa the free days, those points in the productions*
of the different schools more particularly noteworthy in
each case. A few remarks of this kind, from those com- '

petent to the task, invest a picture or other work with
immensely increased interest, and give to the uninstructed
the requisite knowledge for selecting for himself in other d
eases the particular points of excellence more especiallyw
illustrated in each work. '

Some amongst the pictures and drawings, works of
the old giants in art, insensibly lead to the reflection d
that, if our workmen may profit by studying the d

better class of antique specimens of inlaying, carving, J

&c., many amongst our painters may well take a lessonq
from the works of tho old masters here, and those annually

,j

brought together and exhibited, evincing the outcome of (

superior technical education, the evident result of a more i

earnest and painstaking study, particularly of the human d
figure, as shown in the exquisite modelling of the i

hands and feet, and in general greater completeness of
draughtsmanship.

It may fairly bo hoped that such an improvement in the i

English school may result from tho ample means now »

provided for giving out students a thorough training in i

the elements of drawing.
The neighbourhood oiBethnal-green was once inhabited,

,

to a great extent, by a colony of silk weavers, driven to '

seek a home in England by the revocation of the Edict of i

Nantes, in 1035; of this industrious population few, if i

any, traces now exist, and although tho decay of this :

branch of manufacture in this quarter, as iu the neigh- •

bouring colony at Spitalfields, may, in a great degree, be ?

traced to the introduction of power-looms, and the ennse- •

quent decadence of the hand-loom trade, yet it may fairly ’i

bo assumed that the workmen, no longer aided by that t

education in art which they had enjoyed in their native »

land, gradually deteriorated in the artistic quality and 1

novelty of their work, and so lost that prestige whiot the
superior taste and beauty of thoir productions long J

preserved for them.
In this neighbourhood there is, in tho present day, a ?

large number of workmen employed in wood-carving and )

cabinet-making; and it is a mailer of congratulation, IJ

that, in the vicinity a school of art for workraeu has been *5

established, in which those engaged in the above, and i

cognate branches of industry, may receive elemental^ f

instruction in the principles of design bearing on thoir i

several trades.
Amongst the efforts now making in this direction, an 5

encouraging example is offered by the Worshij^iful Com- •

pany of Painters, who have lately established live prizes i

and medals for excoUenco in painting and graining.
This is not n fitting Occasion for discussing the vexed I

question of admitting females to take part in the arena of i

political controversT, but there can be no differenoo of I

opinion as to the claim which tbeir intuitive porceptioa i

or the beautiftil and the true, and their keen appreciation
of whatever stirs the noblest and most touching emotions 1

of the mind, give them to an equal share with tne sterner ‘

sex in the advantages of education in art. Had the
female schools of art which now exist been established I

a century ago, wo should not bo confined to the small I

muster-roll of women's names who have become con-
spicuous for excellence in art. At the present time there

yfour schools in London, besides many in the pro-
vinces, employed in giving education iu art to females. '.

At South Kensington there are 343 pupils
;
in tho Slade a

class, at University College, 60 ;
in the Crystal Palace, 2-3; 16

in the Queon-square, Bloomsbury, class, 131
;
and others. 1

The prizes gained by the pupils in tbe last-named school 11

were, a few weeks since, handed to their recipients by her i

Royal Highness the Princess of Wales, and some of vour
Council were officially present on tho occasion. Last )
year, the Queen’s GolJ Medal was awarded to Miss Selous i
(now Mrs. Fennessy), apupil in the school, for a statuette '4

ofCimabue, tbe great painter,—and, tho CuudoU, feeling It)

that one of the chief objects with which this Society was s

established was to encourage rising talent, wherever it «

might be found, have purchased the model, sod it will be
j

produced iu bronze, and form a part of the prizes for dis- i

tribution on a future occasion.
'

Keeping the same end in view, the Council have com- •

missioned Mr. Morgan, a young sculptor and die-engravet, j—who has gained many prizes and certificates at the
J

South Kensington Museum,—to execute a pair of dies for
:

a medal of David Roberts, R.A.
/

The Council also commissioned Mr. Roooa to cut a
,

cameo, in pietra dura, of Mr, Marshall's “ Dancing Girl /

Reposing,” and this will be one of the prizes. i

Another matter of congratulation is the opening of the 5
new building for the Library sud Museum of (he City of

,

London. Since tho time when the British lustitution
'

s founded, in Pall Mall, in 1895, by several noblemen
j

and gentlemen, patrons of art, who purchased the lease
of the gallery built by Alderman Boydell, down to the
present time, there has not been a year without the
gathering of a loan colleotiou of works of art, at the '

West-cud of Town, from one source or another, and aa
'

important improvement in public taste has resulted from
this, amongst other causes; but east of Temple Bar ,

nothing of the kind had ever been attempted, and it was .

a happy thought to inaugurate the opening of the building
above mentioned by a collection of such works, and an
exceedingly valuable and interesting exhibition was the ^
result. Specially noticeable was tho fine collection of

engraved portraits, made with great judgment by Mr. :

James Anderson Rose,—remarkable, not more for the

beauty of tho works, regarded as specimens of engraving
and etching, than for the historical iuterost attaching to

very many of the persons portrayed. An interesting

selection ofengravings, comprising works by Albert Diirer,

Marc Antonio, and Rembrandt and others, belonging to

Mr. Alfred Morison, was another feature. Mr. Cook con-
tributed a selection from his flue gallery of oil paintings,

comprising examples of Murillo, 'Velasquez, Sebastian del

Piombo, and others.

Mr. Gardner lent a series of engravings and drawings
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n iUuBtrating the buildinga of London, past and present,
•1 which, though being only a amall portion of hia collection,

)( filled 1,390 Ijfamea. This large store of pictures of London
( is most interesting, and has been got together by unweary-

ing search and unbounded erpenefiture during many years.
The third of the series of the London International Es-

hibitions was opened on the 11th instant, and it was a
sensible decision on the part of the Royal Commission to
depart from the traditional observance of Mayday for
•opening the doors to the public, since Easter Monday,
the first great holiday of the year, gave to so large a
multitude an opportunity of benefiting by the occasion.

_
Each year's exhibition has its special features, in addi-

tion to the attractions of the fine-art galleries. La.st year
there was a blaze of gems in the Eastern galleries, jewels
of almost fabulous value, and musical instruments of all
kinds. The machinery exhibited was chiefly that employed
in printing, and in the manufacture of cotton. This year
•OOtton is replaced by silks, satins, and velvets, of exqui-
site brightness and beauty. There are, too, collections
of drinking-vessels of all sorts

; curious old hooped cups ;

vast leather blackjacks; tall gilt Venetian glasses; auil
4ho fragile and dainty ornaments of the modern table;
besides tobacco-pipes of all kinds, and from all countries,

There are also carriages, ancient and modern, including
«edan-chairs and the state coaches before which running
footmen carried flambeaux a century and more ago, ia
<jontrast with the last novelties of Long-acre

; and a praise-
worthy Attempt has been made to improve the quality of
oor Loiidou street conveyances, which now contrast so
onfavourably with those of some provincial cities.
The fine-art display does not represent the schools of

European art to the extent of former years
;
but there are

I
laiutings enough to enable us to appreciate the merits of
iving British, German, and Italian painters; and two

large rooms are occupied by about 300 pictures of
eminent recent Royal Academicians, John I’hiliu aud
Thos.'.Creswick.
One novel feature in the International Exhibition of the

present year is the appropriation of one section in the
picture galleries to the works of amateur artists, officers
in the army and navy. Many of these works deserve
especial notice, not only from their illustrating scenes in
countries not hitherto reached by artists, but as showing
considerable skill and knowledge of art. The collection
will be doubtless received wiili great interest, not only
by the friends of the exhibitors, but by the public at
lar^o.

The exhibition of prizes last year took place, ns usual,m the Gallery of the Institute of Painters iu Water
<3oIour8, and many of the notices which appeared iu the
pubbe journals especially noted the progressive improve-
ineut in the quality of the works selected, and some of
them were disposed to attribute this to the circumstance
of a larger number of the prizeholders, from year to
year, coming to the Council forassistance in making their
•election. However this may be, the improvement is un-
deniable, notwithstanding the increasing difficnlfy of
finding good works unsold, and to those who may be
fortunate enough to gain to-day the right to select works
for themseives, the Council can 'only say, most earnestly,

ts-ko care that the improvement above noted is
fully maiateined by your selections.”

Lewis Pococe, ) „ r.

Edud. E. ANTBonrs, >

The president, in moving the adoption of the
report, said that in doing so he was embarrassed
by a course which did not frequently occur, viz.,

the uniformity of success in this Art-Union, aud
also the absence of criticism. From the position
he had the honour to hold he appeared before the
meeting with pleasure, and had been asked to
make some remarks upon the general condition
of art in this country. But ho always felt
impeded by the circumstance that in so doing
ho was delaying the meeting in the excitement
it would have when tlie wheel in front of them
went round, to know if any of those present were
fortunate enough to gain a prize. The condition
of art in this country seemed to him to go on in
a very wild but prosperous manner, if we might
judge from the enormous prices given for art
productions. In the struggle between capital
and labour be thought that art got its fair share
of capital. The repi’oaCb still continued that iu
this society we gave encoumgement to me-
diocrity, but such reproach comes from a few

I

persons who considered themselves so far raised
I that they could afford to look down upon others.
He could not see how there could be a progress
in the art-culture of any country unless it
were made gradually, aud so encouraged. By
“gradually,” he meant that men and women
were to be led up to the commonest taste of
perception, rising by a gradual process of
culture, till they found their ideas elevated;
and this was the best means for promoting
art.culfcure in England; and it was this educa°
tion in taste which this society intended to
promote. It was an interesting thing to see
how greatly, not only institutions of this
country, but private individuals, had been
interested in the promotion of this culture.
Very proper nse had been made in the report of
tho name of Sir Kichard Wallace, whose exhibi-
tion in Bothnal-green most of the meeting, no
doubt, had seen, and derived advantage there-
from. He looked on that exhibition as almost a
secular event in the history of art in this country,
and he trusted that such an example would
induce all persons having collections, at fit

occasions to make them accessible to the
public.^ He could congratulate the meeting
on having such an exhibition as Sir Richard
Wallace’s, for it contained beautiful works
of English art of the last century. The

appreciation of that art, he went on to say, was
growing every day. The names of Reynolds
aud Gainsborough rose in the hearts of men

;

and tho best evidence of that was in the enormous
prices given for their productions. Ho felt great
interest in tho fame of Sir Joshua Reynolds,
because be was the main founder aud distin-

guished member of the Dilettanti Society, the

object of which was the promotion of classic

art. The beautiful works of tliis society
were in a fine state of preservation as re-

garded their colour, and made them at tho
present time, in tho exhibition of the works
of that artist, the most noble masterpieces of the
time. On the other hand, while art was beautiful

itself in this way, there occurred, in the cruel
processes of nature, certain events which de-

stroyed in a few moments the works of years
and the admiration of centuries. He could not
lose this opportunity of referring to that lament-
able firo at Lord Ashburton’s, which destroyed
about thirty of the finest works of Italian

art. These productions could not bo replaced;
aud wo might well look upon such a calamity
with as great a dread as we looked upon
earthquakes and other convulsions of nature.
In conclusion, he said that such a society as tho
Art-Uniou of London was deserving of support; I

aud the meeting should endeavour to promote
j

its action, and so continuo to develope art by
every means iu their power.
Mr. Godwin, in seconding the adoption of tho

report, said that he had not intended to tako any
part in the proceedings, but, for old acquaintance
i^ako, at tho request of his colleagues, he had
much pleasure in seconding the adoption of the
report. He remarked that, for the many years
during which he had taken part in tho manage-
ment of the Society, ho had been always struck
with astonishment that, year after year, they
were able to collect uniformly from all quarters
of the world a sum never varying very much from
about 11,OOOZ. or 12,0001. a year, and that
he thought this a most satisfactory guarantee
for the firm position of tho institution. He had
not purposed saying more than this, but, happen-
ing, on the way to the theatre, to bo reading an
article in the Quarterly Review, just published,
professing to describe the progress of art in

England, which stigmatised the Art Union of
London as being upheld only as a matter of

greed, by those who made a gambling affair of

tho so-called promotion of art, he could not
lose tho opportunity of indignantly repudiating
any such accusation. Either prejudice or
ignorance had prompted this writer. He knew
not and cared not who he might be. In this

article he utterly ignored the fact that many
amongst the first artists of the day,—Calder
Marshall, Frith, Pickersgill, and others,—had
over and over again stated in public the largo

measure of gratitude they felt towards this

Association for aid in their first straggles for

fame. It was with lands furnished by this

Society that years ago Wjon, Woodington,
and others, sought and found men and means
to establish the art of fine bronze-casting, which
befoi’e did not exist in England. The art of

raedul-dio engraving was mainlykopt alive by tho
Art-Union, winch, year after year, commissions
the production of a fine medal commemorative
of some British painter, sculptor, or architect;

and especially but for this Society there would
bo absolutely no demand for pure line engraving.
He protested against a writer who ignored all

these facts, and could see in the Art-Union only
an association for gambling, being taken as any
authority on tho state of art in England.

Professor Donaldson proposed, and Mr.Butter-
wovth seconded, a vote of thanks to the honorai'y
secretaries, for their energy and zeal in pro-
moting the best interests of the Society; and,
after a prospective vote of thanks to tno ladies
who were to preside at the wheels, and to the
chairman, tho distribution of prizes was pro-
coeded with. Warm testimony was borne on
every hand to the zeal and assiduity of Mr. T. S.

Watson, the resident secretary.

Tlie following is a list of the principal prize*

holders :

—

200J.—Sraelhurst, H., Stafford.
150L—Harris, X. H., 15, Coloman-street

;
Wiildr, Rev.

J. E., Cheltenham.
1001.—Haivan, —

,
Maidenhead

; "Weinholt, Miss, Bhire-
newton; Barry, H. J., 19. Hanover-square.
75L—Fisher, It., Highbury Park

;
Hall, J., 101, Fore-

street
;
Hamilton, F-, Greymouth, N.Z.

;
Laver, A., San

Francisco; Sargeant, J. M., Demerara.
6V..—Bennett, C., Dartmouth-street

;
Humphreys,

J. W., Bow-street Police; Revillo, Hon. R., Maidstone
;

Smith, R. R. Royston,
50/.—Brennan. J. Maidstone; Hincks, Capt., Montreal

;

Hotham, C., Adelaide; Pearce, J. Chesterfield; Wood-
gate, A., Halifax, N.S,

•1-5/.—Aberdeen, E., Boscobel-gardens
; Battersby, J.,

23, Coleshill-street
;
Burton, H., Newport, Mon.; Fuller,

J., Cambridee; Hawker. W. C,, 17, Cloudcsley-square

;

Holloway, W., St. Paul's Churchyard; Pooley, C. J.,
Manchester; Roberts, Mrs. R. W., Kingston.

40/.—Adkiii, Mrs., Lewisham; Clifton, Dr., Islington

;

Diprose, .1., Kennington Purk-road
;

.Terfard, H., Clap-
ham; MoKechnie, J., Loehee

;
Binipson, W,, Dunfermline

;

Surrey, 3. A. T., Newbury; Whissou, H. P., Jr. St. Jamea’a
Club.
35/.—Anderson, F, B., Hessle

;
Bond, F. W., 157, Lea-

denhall-street
;
Collier, J., Salters’ Hall; Friend, It. E.,

Hammersmith; Oell, C,, Robe, S.A.
;
Godfrey, G. W.,

1-12, Fleet-street; Noades, W., Goods Olllec, King's-
erosB; Stewart, Dr., Alton; Wilson, Col., Beckeuhamj
Young, C., 29, Minciiig-lano.

301.—Bishop, C. W., Doctors’-commons
; Brady, C., 5,

Lower Berkeley-street
;

Brewer, J., Newport, Mon.
;

Drory, J. F., Lille; Hill, U., Walworth; Uowitt, W.,
Leeds; Kinder, T. W., Robe; Scott, G. B., Robe;
Mills, A., Walworth; Potter, H., Sutton, Surrey;
Rainey, E,, Spilsby

;
Warreu, F., 131, High-street,

Croydon.
25/.— Broad, G, J., Diss

;
Clerk, Major-Gen., 6, Uobart-

place
;
Dixon, J., "Whitehaven

;
Edman, F. W., Sheffield;

Graham, P,, Oxford-street; Griffin, F., Traffic Depart-
ment, King's-cross

:
Hull, George, Crowhurst-road

;

Heagli, —
,
Port Elizabeth, C. of G. H.

;
Littleeott, Miss,

Hushali; Moss, G. W., Greymouth, N. Z,; Palmer, W.,
52, Florence-road, New-cross; Parker, T. J., Geehmg.

2''/,—Cort, W. G., Blackburu; Cruttwell, W. C., Frome

;

Feather, U., Pontypool; Fox, Mrs. T. 3,, Orpington;
George, G. F., Siugaporo

;
Lobley, J., Hanley

;
Maiiorel,

•lost-S Barcelona; Mayman, J,, Munster-street
;
Phillips,

W. J,, St, Peter’s square
; Rabbeth, J. E., Putney;

Rother, C., Bingen; Tiffany Si Co., New York
;
Wright, C.,

Barnsley; Wylde, R. G., South iteusingtou Museum.
151.—Ansoomb, R,, Bermondsey

;
Booker, A., Edmon-

ton; Coke, R. G., Chesterfield; Cruicksliank, W. J.,

Yokohama; De Lisle, F. E., Buenos Ayres; Duns, R, F.,
South Kensington; Forsyth, K., 27, Stockweil-greeu

;

Q^PPyi Lr., Falmouth; lliudlc, F. G., Darwen
;
Kcnch-

ington, M., 67, Lombard-street; Marner. H. G., Hornsey-
roHcl

;
MeCleun, Miss R,, 10, Kent-villas, Dalston

;
Murray,

D. G., Shanghai ; Neale, J., Birmingham
;
NichoU, G. W.,

Greymouth, N. Z.
;
Reece, W, H., Eilgbaslon

;
Rossiter, S.,

Moonta, S. A.; Smith, U. P,, Sheen Mount; Talbot,
Mrs. A., 103, Guildford-streot

;
Varley, J., Leeds;

Uatson, E., Admiralty; Wright, Miss G., Queenstown,
C. ofG. II.

10/,—Allen, C. J., St. John’s Wood; Barron, —,-10,

Hanover-street
;

Brown, J. J., King's-cross Station;
Bruton, A., 77, Belsize-road; Buckley, E., Queenstown,
C. of G. H.

;
Cockburn, W,, Kensington

;
Garret, W. R.,

War Office; Gould. F., Kingston
;
Hudson, C., Grecn-

wieh
;
Johnson, C. W., Southport

;
Joyce, H., Chiebester-

street; Molineux, H., Sail Francisco; Myers, W., Skipton;
Penny, J. 8., St. John’s Wood ; Robertson, A., Montreal;
Schofteld, J., Potter’s Bar; Short, Satn, Rotherhithe;
Stuart, G. C., Bank of England, Cork

;
Waddiugton, H.,

Skipton
;
Ward, R. J., Lincoln; Wright, W., Preston

Bank; Yurdley, D., Stourbridge.
EnliHed to a t'amro “ Da/ictny Girl Repoiviy.”

—

Bpurling, P,, 13, Copthall-eourt.
i/ro»?e Totenfey Vane.—Buckley & Co,, Birmingham;

Fell, W. H,, 73, Wenlock-road
;
Goostadji,, A., KufTa-

chec; Holberton, J. L., Brierly-hill
;
Hunter, Miss, 95,

Grosvenor Park
;
Leedham, I. 'f., 418, Kenniiigton-road

;

Mendcy, E. 8., 100, Fenchnreh-street
;

Nairno, Mrs.,
Quebec; Peyton, J., 22, Pall-mall; Peacocke, C. J.,

Falsgravo; Playle, M., Brentwood ;
Sichel, G., Burghers-

dorp.
An .E/ty ifeifdJ/foji.—Hiscock, H., 303, Ed^are-road;

Kingsbury, W., Stock Exchange
;
Mathews, B., Kentish-

town : Riles, Mrs. EedhiJl; Taylor, S., Leeds; Watson,
C. M., Biillaratt.

A Statuette " IVood-Nympk.”—Barnes, G., Queenstown,
C. G. H. ;

Bepg, A , Dundee ;
Boucant, J. P., Adelaide;

Bouts, D., Graeechurch-street
;
Bull, W. B., Newport

Pagnell
;
Burton, J,, Lee

;
Carr, J,, Sheffield

;
Davfidson,

D.
,
Kadina; Duniey, J., Cranbrook

;
Edwards, W., 39,

Hutland-street
;

Evans, C., Merthyr; Gasae, Rev. C.,
Rushall

;
Guuihleton, IV. E,, Queenstown, Cork

;
Milne,

Miijor-Gen., Sbanklin
;

Nicholson, Miss, Sunderland;
Oakden, R., Hurst-Uill; Rogers, J. A., Manchester;
Smithers, C. J., Leadenhali - street

;
Soames, Mrs.,

Brighton
;
Truelove, E., Encounter Bay, S.A.

Copy o/ the Parian of IlJt.U. Priiiceti Louite .

—

Anderson, E., Kennington-oval; Ayre, R. M., Hsyley;
Barwick, E., Mildmay Park ; Buy ley, W., Sutton, Surrey

;

Blarney, M. H., Charing-eross
;

Butt, W. A., Liltfe-

hamptOQ; Campbell, J., t'uenos Ayres; Carbonell, J.,

Regent-street
;
Muriel, V. Da De D. 'M., Jerez ; E^•e^ett,

,
G., 188, Strand; Fletcher, E. W., Islington; Freer, G.
E.

,
Diss; Fressingfield, C., Red Lion-squaro

;
Gegau,

G., Maidstone; Hill, James, 23, Great St. Helen's;
Horne, W,, Quebec; Houston, A. D., Liverpool-
road; Hunt, L. M., Cullum-slreet

;
Hutchings, E.,

Dudley; luderwick, E. 8 ., Tregunter-road ;
Ingle, John,

Willingham; Kerr, J., Greymouth, N.Z.
;
Lake. J., Fore-

street
;
Lansdell, If. Uckfield; Lawton, J., Uppermill;

Macdonald, Mias, Fothenngfon
;
Mayer, H,, Coiiduic-

street; Mash, G., Kilburn; MTCelvie, D, B., Greenock;
Parkes, A, T., Tring

;
Peacock, J. T., Christ Church,

N.Z.; Pfiel, R. F. (per King & Co.); Pidgeon, C,,

Rending; Pope, G., Waltham ;
Perley, H. F.. St. John,

N.B.; Rutledge, "VV., Warnambool; Saviil, R., Water-
ford; birett, G. B,, Buckingham; Stearns, E., Enfield;
Steer, C. W., St. Anne’s Bay

;
Sluart, D. F., Port Eliza-

hetb. C.G.H.
;

Taylor, E., 41, Cheapsicle; Tennant, R.
B., Gruenwieh

;
Thomson, W, J., St. Helen’s; Tozer, E.,

Southwark Bridge-road; Turner, J., Liddtngloa-place

;

Wncher, J. J., Herno Bay; Wilson, J. "B., Melbourne

;

Wood, R. J., Lewisham; AVood, T., Oldham.
Siaull Sroi.ze Tazza.—Bennett, C,, 12, Cohurn-road;

Clark, 8., Alexanrtra-road
;

Clarke, E, T., Lyndhurst-
road; Crawford, T. S., Newcastle-on-Tyne

; Golightly,
J., University College, Durham; Hanbury, P., Ii2, Lom-
bard-street; Helps, T. AV., Dean’s-yard'; Kaine, Rev.
D., Dunchureh

;
Mason, L. J., Junior Carlton Club;

Moon, Miss, Addiscombo; Pritchard, A, J,, AVest
Bromptoo; Randall, T. W., Maidstone; Rowe, C., Cole-
raine, Victoria; Scott, Archibald, Lloyd's; Smith, E.
R., Rotherhithe; Stephenson, AV., Nottingham; Stapp,
Airs,, Tufnel Park; United Club, Buenos Ayres; AVyse,
A., Plumtre-road

;
Young, Rev. 0., Brighton.

A Mansion destroyed by Fire. — The
country seat of Mr. Morrison, "M.P., at Malham,
Yorkshire, has been destroyed by fire. Tho
books and the pictures were saved.
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NEW PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
Doncaster.—'The New Corn Exchange has been

opened. It fronts the old com market, in the

Market-place, occupying a position between the

two wings of the existing market-hall,—a spa-

cious building used as a meat-market and for

hucksters’ stalls. The external elevation is of

Classic character, and in a measure corresponds

with the building with which it has been incor-

porated. The Tuscan order of architecture is

employed for the columns and entablature of

the entrances, and the Doric order for the upper
story. This has projecting columns of red
Mansfield stone, surmounted with entablature

and balustrade. The main entrance is recessed,

and has columns of polished granite on both
sides. Immediately over this entrance the stone
front is sculptured, the subject represented

being a Genius blessing the special industries of

the country. To each of four circular windows
are shields, supported by ornamental corbels, on
which are carved the arms of the four connty
towns which chiefly trade at the market, viz.,

York, Lincoln, Nottingham, and Derby. Passing
into the building, a large, lofty, decorated, and
well-lighted apartment presents itself. The
main room is 93 ft. long by 84 ft. wide, and
spanned by six semicircular lattice ribs, without
crosa-ties, giving a clear and uninterrupted
space, from the floor of the building to the apex
of the roof inside, of about 63 ft. The lantern

light runs the entire length of the building, and
additional skylights spring out from this, and
cover the roof, giving a lighting surface of be-

tween 4,000 and 5,000 superficial feet. The
main ribs of the roof are supported on each side

by coupled iron columns, having ornamental
capitals, bases, and bands; and these columns
are connected laterally again by semicircular

cast-iron double riba, with ornamental soffit-

plates to connect the ribs. Galleries run along
both sides of the building, and across the front
entrance

j here also under this latter gallery are
offices for settling and other purposes. At the
opposite end are two retiring-rooms, with the
necessary conveniences adjacent, and between
them a recess, which gives depth and side to

the platform and orchestra. The general interior

of the building is decorated, the groundwork
being a bronze green, and the embellishments,
such as foliage, capitals, bases, mouldings, crest,

ings, &c., being in gold, and picked out with
mauve and vermilion. The building is warmed
by hot-water pipes. The lighting apparatus,

'

which is by Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham,
is not yet fixed : it will be supplied and fitted

by Mr. John Smith, Doncaster. The architect

is Mr. Watkin, of Lincoln, whose plans for the

extension of the Doncaster markets obtained
the first prize of 1001. in a competition some few
years ago. The builder is Mr. Athron, of Don.
caster. Mr. Slater has supplied the hot-water
heating apparatus

;
and the gasfittings for the

entrance, offices, &o. Messrs. Rankin, of Liver-
pool, were the contractors for the ironwork;
Messrs. Walker & Wright for plumbing and
glazing

;
and Mrs. Joe Wright for the painting

and decorations.

Hartlepool. — The foundation-stone of the
Hartlepools Exchange has been laid. In April,

1872, the directors of the projected Exchange
Buildings at West Hartlepool invited twelve
local architects to submit designs, and the new
Exchange Company, Limited, chose a definite

scheme for the erection of a block of buildings

in Mainsforth-terrace, near the railway station,

to be designated “ The Hartlepools Exchange.”
The selected design was that bearing the motto,
“ On ’Change,” the author of which was Mr.
G. G. Hoskins, of Darlington, architect. The
building will have three principal frontages, in

Italian Gothic, and will possess a tower, with
angle turrets, breaking the line of the north
facade. The materials proposed to be used are
red pressed bricks, which will be relieved with
stone dressings. The Post-office authorities
having had copies of the plans submitted to
them, and expressed satisfaction with the in-

temal strnctural arrangements, negotiations
have since been concluded by which the new
post-office, so much needed for West Hartlepool,
will form a separate department of these new
bnildings. The North-Eastern Banking Com-
pany will also have a branch office here, and
most of the other offices in the building are
already secured, on promise, by private firms in
the town. The same architects also submitted
designs for a club-house for the Exchange Com-
pany, to be erected on a site facing the Ex-
change

;
and in this case also, Mr. Hoskins got

the prize. This building will be in the same
style of architecture as the Exchange. A few
shares for the new club-house remain to be
taken up. The directors, before commencing
this undertaking, assured themselves that both
buildings could be carried out for the estimated
coat. The contractors for the whole of the
works are Messrs. T. Robson & Son, of Dar-
lington.

Lowestoft .—The new public hall, situate on
the London-road, Lowestoft, has been opened
with a grand banquet, at which about 200 ladies
and gentlemen were present. The architect of
the building is Mr. Oldham Chambers.

DEiTH OF M. DE CATJMONT.

M. De CAUjroNT, who a short time since
received a tribute of respect in our columns, is

now no more. He died at Caen, on the 16th of
April. Active to the last, we find him present
at the Scientific Congress of France, which
opened at Pan on the 31st March, and re-

ceiving the highest compliments from the Pre-
fect of the Basses-Pyrenees (the Marquis do
Naduillac). M. De Caumont was, indeed, the
originator of these congresses

;
and he it was

who inspired the wonderful spirit and compre-
hensive scope of action which, for so many years,
have sustained them in vigour unabated. These
congresses are models for imitation : they aim at
work, and do it in earnest.

As we before intimated, the Bulletin Monu-
mental is now conducted by M. Do Cougny

;

and two parts have appeared which promise
that in his hands this first of all French arch®,
ological serials will be conducted with an intelli-

gonce and spirit worthy its illustrious founder
nd director.

EARLS BARTON CHURCH.
The restoration of this very interesting church

is being proceeded with. The chancel has been
finished for some little time, and is now beino-

used for service. It has been found necessary
to take down the south sido of the nave owing
to tho dangerous fractures in the piers, and the
very great inclination of the whole towards the
south. When the bases were taken up it was
found, as is too often the case, that they rested
on a bad and soft bottom, while the solid rock
might have been built on by going 2 ft.

lower. The new foundations rest on tho rock,
and it is likely that those of tho grand Saxon
tower are equally secure, for it is as upright as
when first built. Unfortunately, in Norman
times, a new arch was put in on the east
side, and so badly that the work near it

cracked, and was thrust outwards, to such
an extent that the arch had to be rebuilt
in the next century, and in it were introduced
the Norman billet-moulded stones in a pointed
form. The nnsatisfactory ruinous appearance of
this arch is in great contrast with the sturdy
Saxon work around it. Great care was taken
during the taking down of the arches of the
arcade to prevent any dislocation to the loose
work near the arch, which was thoroughly
secured by shores, and by a bed of concrete
round it to keep out wet from penetrating down,
wards. When the arcade is up again and the
clearstory, tho new roof will be put on. They
are of oak, and of fifteenth-century date. The
works are being carried ou under the direction

of Mr. R. Herbert Carpenter by Mr. Allen, of
Tithingborough, Mr. Lucas being clerk of works.
The restoration is also under the care of the
Architectural Society of Northampton, and to
them its being taken in hand is mainly due.
Much, however, yet remains to be done

;
the

aisles, roof, and walla are in an nnsatisfactory
state, and reseating is also necessary.

Bristol Cathedral Nave Restoration,

—

The anniversary of the commencement of the
work of adding a nave to Bristol Cathedral has
been held. The celebration commenced by
divine service in the cathedral, and the congre-
gation was a large one. After service there was
a public luncheon at the Royal Hotel, at which
a large number of ladies and gentlemen were
present. Mr. Street, the architect, reported
that the work was progressing satisfactorily, and
that in about two years, should the funds be
forthcoming, the nave would be available for

divine service. The secretary’s report stated

that the amount expended was 27,006i., and
36,0071. in all had been contributed and promised.

ON THE CHURCHES OF BRITTANY,
NORTH COAST.*

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

Not far from Landernau, in a dreary and
desolate situation, stands the celebrated clmrcli

of Notre Dame de Folgoat; it is a fine Second
Pointed building of rather singular plan, and
consisting of a nave and aisles under one ex.

ternal roof, with two western towers, a short
choir and aisles, and a long and important,
looking south transept at the extreme east end.

The church has three very magnificent porches,

adorned with sculpture executed in the black
Kersanton stone. The north-west tower ig

crowned by a spire of great beauty, 160 ft. high-.

The long double belfry windows are richly

shafted and moulded, and above them is a
pierced open gallery. The pinnacles at the
angles of the spire are octagonal in plan, and.

are kept well within the square of the tower, sO'

that they do not break the outline too much.
The east window consists of a very fine large
rose, with a pierced arcade beneath it, below
which is the holy well, which gives the reason for

the erection of this church. The interior is

rather disappointing, as it is very dark and low,
and the vaulting has either never been con.
structed, or has fallen in. This church, how-
ever, is rich in ancient furniture, and possesses
one of the finest rood-screens in France : it is

vaulted in three compartments, two of which
contain their original stone altars, with richly

panelled frontala. The high altar is old, and is

of great size, nearly 14 ft. long
;
it is ornamented

with a series of flat niches with ogee canopies
richly cusped and orocketed and divided from
one another by pinnacled buttresses. The
mensa, which is an immense slab of black Ker-
santon stone, is supported upon a very richly

carved cornice. There are no remains of tables

or reredoses to any of the altars in this church,
and it may be doubted whether they had any.
There is a fine double piscina near thejhigh altar.

f

I cannot better conclude this paper than by
an account of the ancient episcopal city of Sb.

Pol de Leon. This town is of great antiquity.

It appears that there was a Roman settlement
here as early as the second century, called Cas-
tellum Leonensi, but it was either abandoned or
depopulated at the commencement of the sixth

century; for when St. Pol visited it in the year
530, he found only the remains of the earth
ramparts, and the only inhabitants he could
discover were a sow with a litter of young pigs,,

a swarm of bees in a hollow tree, a bear, and a-

wild bull. St. Pol, who was an Euglishman
from Cornwall, founded a monastery here, and
died on the Isle of Batz, opposite to Roscoff, in

the year 570, after having been previously con-
secrated bishop. The city of St. Pol de Leon
was frequently in tho hands of tho English
during the Middle Ages, and this may accounb
for some architectural peculiarities which I shaTI
have presently to point out. The cathedral of
St. Pol de Leon is a fine church consisting of
a navo and aisles, western towers, transepts, a
long choir and aisles, terminating in a chevot
with radiating chapels. The western arch of

the crossing carries a large zanctus bell-cot of
stone, and is flanked by two lofty octagonal
turrets. The western towers are surmounted
with stone spires of dissimilar design, pierced
with many cusped openings, the belfry windows-
are long and shafted, the western end, not a
very striking composition, has a gallery for giv-

ing the episcopal benediction from
;
and one of

tho doorways under the tower is called the
“ leaper’s door.” The clearstory of tho nave ia

supported by flying buttresses, and a large
cliapel dedicated to St. Michael projects from
the south side aisle. The south transept end
contains one of the most magnificent rose win-
dows I have ever seen. It is of fully-developed

decorated work, and is said to be composed
entirely of granite. The apse is not very striking
externally. The effect upon entering this cathedra)
quite astonishes one. The nave is like the best-

English late thirteenth-century work, and very
ranch reminded me of Wells. The length of the
church is given in a History of Brittany which
I have seen as 260 ft., and the height to the-

vaulting only 53 ft.; hut, to judge from the
effect produced by the interior, I should have
thought that the height was at least 13 ft. more,
and the length greater by nearly 100 ft. It is

one of the most pleasing interiors I have ever
seen, and all the parts seem to harmonise most

• From a paper by Mr. Brew-ir. See p. 32'), ante.

t OF this church we gire a view aad further parti-
culars.—

E

d.
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admirably. The proportions are singularly

satisfactory, and although the height is ample,

there is none of that exaggeration of loftiness

wbicb is to be seen in some Continental churcbes.

Tlie transepts are rather later than the nave,

and the choir again later still
;

in fact, the

choir is said not to have been completed before

the year USl. It is a very fine example of late

Second Pointed work, with richly-moulded

arches j
in fact, I think that one of the features

which give this interior such a thoroughly satis-

factory effect is the great richness of the mould-

ings in every part of it. The arches of the apse

are not stilted, as is the usual plan in Prance,

'but are very acutely pointed. The aisles and

chapels are all simply but effectively vaulted.

This church is rich in ancient furniture. The
choir-stalls, which are said to date from the

year 1430, are remarkably fine, and rather like

very excellent German work than either French

or English work. They are in a remarkable

state of preservation. There are ancient stone

screens surrounding the whole choir, and cut it

off from the aisles; and short and very pretty

little altars project at right angles from them
;

some of these altars are plain, and others are

ornamented with arcades.

The piscinas attached to those on the south

side of the church are cut in the side of

the altars. Several other ancient altars exist

in the transepts. They are remarkably small in

size, only about 3 ft. long, and are supported

upon brackets. All along under the aisle-win-

dows of the nave are ogee-headed recesses,

intended either foi* tombs or altars
;
but as they

possess neither inscriptions nor sculpture, and are

now quite empty, it is most difficult to conceive

what they were intended for. I should have

thought that they were tombs, were it not that

many of them have aumbries attached to them.

This church possesses few of the peculiarities of

Breton architecture, and I should be inclined to

think that its architects were Normans. Its

architecture bears some resemblance to that of

the cathedral at Constance. Another peculiarity

is the fact that granite is not much used, and
the Kersanton stone not at all. The whole of

the interior is of a fine white stone, probably

Caen stone ;
whereas at Dol, which is of pretty

much the same date, nothing bnt granite is used.

The apse and chevet, again, are uncommon
features in Brittany; and although it is true

the choir is later than the nave, there is such

a harmony about the whole church, that I think

the same general design was carried through

from the first, only the detail varied to suit the

taste of the age. A modern monument, in the

Gothic style, covers the remains of William de

la Marche, the last Bishop of St. Pol de Leon.

Ho died over here shortly after the great Uevo-
intion, and was bnried in Old St. Pancras Ceme-
tery. His body was, however, removed to his

cathedral church some ten years ago. The
diocese of St. Pol de Leon is now united to

that of St. Brienc, where the present bishop

resides. St. Pol de Leon contains another very

remarkable church,—the collegiate church of

Notre Dame de Kreisker. This building consists

of a nave and one-aisle transepts, a rather

shallow choir, and one side chapel. Over the

crossing is a lofty tower and spire, 260 ft. high,

and a large north porch. This church dates

from the years 1345 and 1399
;
and it is said

that Mary, the wife of John IV., Duke of Brittany,

sent over for an English architect to consti-uct

the spire

!

Now, the peculiarity of the matter is that
the spire is exactly the part of the church
which is entirely unlike English work

;
whereas

the columns and arches ^vhich divide the nave
from its aisle, and other portions of the interior,

bear a strong resemblance to English work.
The columns are octagonal, and have octagonal

moulded capitals, not of the best English

time, but very like what one sees in churches

in the north of Kent. The east window,
again, bears a strong resemblance to that

of Lincoln Cathedral, except that it has only

six lights instead of eight, and has an ugly

transome cutting it through, about 2 ft. below the

springing of the tracery. The tower and spire,

about which all the guide-books rave, are simply

an exaggerated imitation of St. Pierre at Caen,

and are, I fancy, the work of a native architect

who had seen that fine spire, and thought he
could improve upon it : so he lengthened the

belfry windows, increased the projection of the
cornice over them, and enlarged the proportions
of the pinnacles to such an extent that there is

not room for them to stand upon the tower, but
they overlap it in a most awkward way, and are

tied into the spire by huge stone braces, having a
most disagreeable appearance. The consequence

is that this spire is simply an architectural

exaggeration, and although rather striking at

first sight, like all such works, after a little study

it ceases either to charm the eye or to satisfy

the mind. It is far from improbable that did

the spire at St. Maria du Mur at Morlaix still

exist, it would throw some light upon the history

of this one, as the spire of that church was
erected more than fifty years earlier than the

Kreisker one, and it is possible that St. Maria du
Mar may have been a copy of St. Pierre at Caen,

and this a copy of St. Maria du Mur. There are

two other churches in St. Pol de Leon, but I will

not occupy time by describing them, or the

many interesting little village churches which

abound in this district. Of course the churches

which it has been my pleasant task to describe

to you cannot be compared to the magnificent

edifices of the same class in other parts of

Pi'ance, but they are the modest and earnest

works of a pious, industrious, and thoughtful

people, who, though labouring under great dis-

advantages, and against nearly insurmountable

difficulties, always poor, always a prey to the

foreign invader, in a bare, barren, and bleak

country, and with only coarse materials at hand,

managed to stamp a certain character of

originality and genuineness upon their work,

which must commend them to oui* respect and
admiration.

In the debate which followed, Mr. Cooke, R.A.,

Mr. Brooks, Mr. Paley, Mr. Phene Spiers, and

others, took part.

The Chairman (Professor Kerr) complimented

Mr. Brewer on his paper, and i*emarked that

although Mr. Brewer was not a professional

architect, yet ho possessed a power of describing

architectural works which he had rarely heard

equalled in that room. With regard to the

drawings which were exhibited, he could only

repeat what had already been said by several

gentlemen, that they were second to the works

of no architectural draughtsman living with

whom he was acquainted, for picturesque feeling

and artistic representation of detail. He hoped

that they might see them transferred to the pages

of some of the architectural journals.

DUBLIN IMPROVEMENTS AND DUBLIN
REQUIREMENTS.

Duhlin has actually diminished in population

during the last few years, but, in some respects,

she has advanced; several of her citizens have
proved themselves patriots in the real meaning
of the word

;
they have conferred immense

benefit on their city and on their fellow citizens,

as well as upon the country generally.

The visitor to Dublin may see evidence

of what we state in the rebuilding of the

cathedrals ; and in the greatly increased

accommodation for shipping, obtained by the

opening of the Spencer Dock, and the recent

additions to the quayage, at the mouth of the

Liffey, afford additional evidence that all

Ireland is not engaged in political agitation,

that many thinking men are'expending capital to

the best advantage, and that the interests of

their country are rightly appreciated by some
public bodies and by individuals whose energetic

industry has enabled them substantially to

benefit their own and future generations.

Such works have in many instances been
comparatively noiselessly designed and carried

out to completion, whilst other public authori-

ties have been either at variance amongst them-
selves, or engaged about measures foreign to

their province, instead of carrying out matters

urgently demanded, either for their public

utility or for the promotion of public health.

The Dublin press teems with correspondence,

reports of meetings, &c., about the New Gas
Bill for Dublin, by which it is sought to

compel the citizens to purchase the business

and plant of the present Gas Company for a
sum scarcely, if at all, short of a million of

money, which is more than one hundred per

cent, over its valuation, according to the esti-

mate of leading experts.

Powers of taxation, should the Committee of

the House of Commons approve of the project,

will be thereby conferred on the corporation, so

that whatever deficiency occurs in the manage-
ment of the gas business in its new form, will

be at once met by increased taxation on the un-

fortunate citizens. This is a matter that should

meet vrith more consideration on the part of the

Imperial Legislature, for it is truly of national

importance, inasmuch as the too frequent sop

thrown to a body ever more ready to take up

anything connected with a passing political ex-

citement, than steadily to pursue measures of

puhbc utility, such as the enlarging or rebuild-

ing of our bridges, the remedying the present

unhealthy state of Dublin, or the carrying out of

improved main drainage, for which large sums

of money have been already expended on legal

and other expenses.

It is not easy to see where taxation is to end

in Dublin proper
;

at present every one who
possibly can lives outside the city boundary,

consequently the pressure of taxes (yearly

increasing) is becoming more and more a

pauperising element. Many a time of late have

the clergy, the medical profession, and the visit-

ing officers or members of eleemosynary societies

of Dublin, seen the half-famished and half-

starved room-keepers without a particle of fuel

to cook their food or warm their wretched tene-

ments, whose walls ran with rain or snow water,

to say nothing of the impossibility of obtaining

the necessary hot water for cleansing, washing,

&c. It is not to be wondered at that such a

state of things should exist when the price of

coal, of meat, and the heavy taxation compel

every one to avoid adding to his expenses by

employing labour (an article also so highly

enhanced in price) unless on works of absolute

necessity.

Such a state of matters should therefore

induce our rulers to pause before increasing the

burdens of the people of Dublin by enabling a

body with taxing powers to undertake a com-

mercial concern, which has, it is said, proved so

unremunerative, though it numbers amongst its

most active managers some of the very best

business men of the corporation who now seek

to add to their other so numerous public engage,

ments.
How would the prosperous undertakings of

our Guinnesses and Roes, and Jamiesons and

Pirns, Findlaters, and others, be esteemed if

their able and responsible proprietors sought

fictitious props for their businesses ? Or what
would the public think of individuals or a com-

pany getting power from Parliament to under-

take new lines of business when they bad found

theii' previous occupations too onerous for them

to carry out ? Moreover, we think the public

have hardly taken the trouble to read the pro-

posals of the Dublin Corporation contained in

the new Gas Bill, which asks for pensions for

the present directors and staff, whilst several of

the same pensioned officials are to be retained

as [directors in the new rdgime if Parliament

grants the powers asked for.

We were surprised to read the following in

the Dublin daily papers on April Blst, 1873.

Professor Haugbton, in his lecture to a crowded

assembly on the previous Saturday, stated :

—

" They should take time by the forelock, and before

these diseases visit the country, calmly consider what

would be done in an outbreak. In Dublin we were per-

fectly unprepared for an ootbreak. It would not do to

be roused now and then by the scourge of pestilence to

remember the duty they owed to their neighbours. "NVe

should not only do oor duty to the poor, when the poor

get sick, hat when they are living about our stables and

back lanes, endangering our lives and the lives of our

children."

In the adjoining column we re,ad that the

Public Health Committee (of the Corporation)

met on Friday, and,

“ From the report laid before the committee, jt ap-

peared that bnt four deaths from zymotics within the

city were registered during the past week, and that

dunng that period,—throng the absence of those con-

tagious or infections diseases in which chemical disinfec-

tion of premises is considered necessary,—no occasion

occurred for the adoption of that process. In these

reports the sanitary condition of the population has,

during the past six years, been without a precedent.

Having disposed of the business submitted, the com-

mittee adjourned at two p.m."

Turning to the Registrar-General’s (Ireland)

Report for the week referred to, as we thought

for the moment that possibly the learned pro-

fessor might have been mistaken in his remaik
about the state of Dublin, as surely the Public

Health Committee must have accurate data to go

upon, we find that seventeen persons were
registered as having died from zymotic diseases,

although “no return of deaths in the South

Dublin Union Workhouse had been received

during the week.” To form some notion of the

impoi^nce o£ the absence of the deaths that

occurred in the workhouse named, we have only

to quote the registered deaths of the district in

which it stands, as given in the previous week
and in last week (which latter did not contain

any list of deaths from the workhouse) :—No. 1,

South City District, April 12th (without work-
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house return), 19 (annual ratio) per 1,000;
ditto, April 5th (with workhouse return), 60
(annual ratio) per 1,000.
The Dublin sanitary anthority did not consider

chemical disinfection of premises necessary in a
single case, though the registered deaths from
zymotic disease numbered 17, but, according to
their own official report, only 4. How is it that
the balance,—13 deaths,—has been overlooked

;

and why in the four cases was no disinfection
practised, to say nothing of the other thirteen ?

In tlie Saunders’s Newsletter of the 2nd of
January last there appears an advertisement
of an auction, to take place in James’s-street,
Dublin,—“ Highly important to capitalists, dairy-
men, graziers, Ac. Sale of valuable leasehold
interest in commodious premises, a very lar^o

• number of very superior milch cows, horses,
over seventy tons of hay, upwards of 200 tons of
')nan/urc, chums and churning-machines,” &c.
Now, as the 200 tons of manure had been gathered
during part of November and December, it would
be an interesting subject for the consideration of
the Dublin Civic Sanitary Authority to ascertain
how much had been aunuallyj collected in the
one dairy-yard advertised in an average season
of the usual length (loss than six months), when
in less than two months over 200 tons had been
aconraulated. Moreover, it will be necessary, in
the next place, to obtain correctly the number
of dairies in Dublin, and the average number of
cattle in each, then to compute the number of
provision dealers and others holding service in
Dublin city, and to add the sum of all to the
number of dealers in and collectors of manure,
and lastly, the number of Corporation dep6ts of
filth, covering collectively several acres of land in
the city, before we can enter into the feelings of
those who declared that in the week ending
April 12th there was no need for the disinfection
of premises in any instance in Dublin.

Is it not matter for ^vonder, looking at all this,
that it is found, that during 1872 there were
registered in Jfuhlin but 8,499 births and 8,973
deaths '!

Surely if the Gas Company of Dublin has
proved unsuccessful, though managed by several
members of the corporation, it is not by banding it
over bodily to that body that better results will
be attained when such sad results have followed
the improved sanita^ measures administered by
that body with tho increased powers of the Act

THE nUYTON QUAllRT SCHOOLS,
KNOWSLEY, NEAR LIVERPOOL.

The first stone of the schools we here
illustrate was laid by Lord Derby last year.
Huyton Quarry, a rural village, is in the neigh-
bourhood of Knowsley, and some six or seven
miles from Liverpool. Tho building is in
the Gothic style of the thirteenth centurj'. It
is erected on a convenient site on the main
road from Huytou Quarry to Huyton Park, and
at the comer of two roads. The building is
approached from the public road by a laro-e
porch constructed of timber, with rustic GotlSc
panelling above the arched doorway and also
at tho sides. There is a lofty school-room,
with side aisles, divided from the rest of the
building by arches and columns, having a clear-
story above and six large tracery windows. At
the east end, and raised a few steps, is a deep
recess, lighted by a large triplet window, this
part of the building forming a chancel to be
appropriated to the religious services of the
church on Sundays. The west end of the
building is lighted by two traceried windows,
imd a large rose-window above, while the
aisles are lighted by windows of a lancet
shape coupled together. Adjoining the chancel
IS a class-room, under a separate roof, which
forms a transept to the main building, and on
the opposite side cloak • rooms and lavatory
will be provided. The buildings are heated
with hot-water pipes, the heating-chambers
being under the class-room. The dressings
are of Stourton stone; the main body of the
building, inside and outside, of grey brick

; and
the arches, quoins, and bands are of Grundy’s
patent moulded bricks

; the whole being pointed
with black mortar. All the roofs are of
pitch pine,—open timbered, cusped, aud curved
with pi-incipals resting at the feet upon carved
and moulded corbels. Tho roof is surmounted
by a neat open-timbered bell-turret and weather-
vane, and all the gables are to have metal finials
The roofs are slated, in two shades of colour,
and the ridges have crested ridge-tiles, of Gothic
pattern.

The contractors are Messrs. Cassidy, Foxcroft,
& 'Williams, and the architect is Mr. H. H. Valci
whoso plans were selected in a limited competi-
tion, aud under whose superintendence the work
was carried out. The total cost is estimated at
a little over 1,000L*

THE COLLEGIATE CHURCH OF FOLGOAT,
BRITTANY.

One mile from Lesnevin, and standing iu one
of the bleakest and least inhabited portions of
Brittany, is the fine Church of Notre Dame de
Folgoat. It is not a little remarkable to find
such a splendid church in such a remote and
unfrequented neighbourhood, but the wonder
ceases wlien the history of the building is related.
Tho fact is, this church was the result of a vow
made by John de Montfort that if he conquered
his rival with whom he was at war for the duke-
dom of Brittany he would build a church over
the grave of a pious idiot who had inhabited this
spot. Thei-o is much beauty in tho singular
legend of this half-witted being, and it bears
with it a moral which might well be studied in
these days of intellectual pride. This is not,
however, the place to relate such a history, so
we will simply mention that John do Montfort iu
fulfilment of his vow commenced the erection of
tho church of Folgoat, which was completed in
the year 1423, pretty much as we now see it.

Judging from the date of its erection, one
would not expect to find the architecture of tho
chui-ch of Folgoat very pure, but it must be
remembered that Gothic architecture in Brittany
was nearly a century behind tho same archi.
tectnre in the north of Franco or England, and
this accounts for the comparatively early appear-
ance of many portions of this fine church.
Tho plan of the Church of Folgoat is very

singular. It consists of a nave and aisles, under
one external roof ; two western towers, one
crowned by a spire and the other left unfinished

;

a chancel of moderate length, with an aisle to
the north

; and a largo and deep transept to the
south. This transept is higher aud wider than
the nave of the church, and about 70 ft.
long; it is placed in such a position that
its side-wal! forms a continnation of the east
front of the church. It is, in fact, in a similar
position to the easteim transepts of Durham
Cathedral or Fountains Abbey, only there
is at Folgoat only one transept, whereas at
Durham and Foimtains there aro two. Lead-
iog into this transept on its western side, and
attached by its side-wall to the south aisle of
the nave, is a most magnificent porch, and
joiuir^ this, in sneh a way as to fill up the
remainder of the west wall of the^transept, is a
large sacristy in two stories. There is a shallow
porch on tho south side of the nave, and a similar
one at the west end. The latter is, however, in
ruins.

_

The north-western spire of this church is of
8in^lar_ beauty, and it is difficult at first sight
to imagine that it is not a century earlier than
the date given for its erection. However, upon
closer inspection, the detail will be seen to be
quite Flamboyant in character, of which style it
is a most beautiful and charming example.
The other portions of this church most worthy

of notice are the beautiful porches before men-
tioned and an external fountain at the east end,
directly below the high altar. The porch which
leads into the south transept is indeed a remark-
able work. The doorway leading into it is
adorned with tho most elaborate carving, and
the arch is finely and delicately cusped; the
sides of the porch itself arc occupied with large
niches, containing life-sized statues. The poroh
is about 30 ft. deep, and is vaulted in stone. The
porch leading into the south aisle has a double
canopy over it,—the inner one ogee and the
outer atraight-sided. The arch is richly cusped.
There are no statues in the j'ambs, but there are
niches filled with statues in the large and elabo-
rate buttresses which flank this doorway. There
is also a statue in rather singular costume upon
the central pillar of this doorrray. The western
doorway is very similar to the one last described;
but the porch over it fell down some years since,
and it is difficult to understand exactly how its
canopy was arranged.
The holy well at the east end is a pretty piece of

(^thic architecture, but has received some addi.
tions at a later period. A singular feature about

• Writing oDthia subject, Mr. Vale adds The view
you gave ot the Hague Church has brought me a letter
trom America abeut a church required from same desicn.
1 owe tho Builder my best thaaks."

”

this church is the way in which the parapets are
carried over the gables, forming a kind of stair-
case over the gable walls. This will be best
understood by reference to our illustration, in
which tho sacristy gable is represented. Near
to the south porch is a Calvary, which is evidently
not m its original condition. Tho lower portion
consists of the base of a cross, which is hexagonalm plan, very similar to 'Waltham. The upper
portion of this structure is of much later work,
and has probably been brought from some other
place and put here after the destruction of the
upper part of the original cross.

.
^^^®nor of the Church at Folgoat is very

inferior to the exterior, and, owing to the want
of height and the absence of the vaulting,

;

which was never constructed, the general effect
IS poor. Notwithstanding these defects, how-
ever, the archmologist will find much to interest
him, for the church not only contains a very
perfect stone rood-screen, but as many as si.x of
its ori^al altars. The rood-screen consists of
three richly-vaulted compartments crossing the
nave of the church. The centre is pierced by a
doorway leading into the choir, and the other
two contain original altars.
The high altar is a noble example of ancient

church fuimitui-o. It consists of a solid base-
ment, finely moulded, and the podium is adorned
with a series of flat canopied niches ornamented
with tracery in their heads. Above there is a
very elaborately undercut cornice, which sup.
ports the altar-slab. This altar is of very large
dimensions, measuring more than 12 ft. long
and above^ 4 ft. deep. The reredos does not
exist, and it may be doubted whether it ever had
one, for the great east window, below which it
is placed, and which by the bye is a fine example
of late tracery, the upper portion forming a
noble rose of very elaborate design, comes quite
do^vn to the altar-slab. The other altars are
very similar to the high altar, only rather more
simple m design. There is a fine old statue of
the Madonna on one of the altars under the
rood-screen, and a great deal of modem glass,
which is not so satisfactory as it might bo
although it must be acknowledged that the great
rose in tho large eastern window is treated with
much skill, and has a very brilliant effect when
seen over the rood-screen from the west end of
the church.
The Church of Folgoat, like so many others in

Brittany, is built entirely of granite and Ker-
santon stone. Now although this latter material
is highly praised for its enduring qualities (tho
sculpture at Folgoat is as sharp as if it were
carved yesterday), and it seems to be capable of
being carved into the most delicate and intricate
forms, yet it has one ten-ible defect, and that is
its detestable colour. It is so like cast iron that
mitil one gets one’s eye within a few inches of
it it is difficult to convince oneself that the
rood-screen and many other portions of the
Church at Folgoat are not reaUy of that most
inartistic material. Nor is the grauite of which

church is built of a much better colour than
the Kersanton stone, and when we mention the
fact that tho whole building is pointed in very
white mortar, and the roof covered with verr
black slates, our readers can realise the fact that
the Church of Folgoat depends entirely upon its
fine architecture for its beauty, and gains
nothing from colour.

Opposite this church is the ancient college,
which is a most valuable and interesting example
of the half-domestic and half-ecclesiastical work
of the fifteenth century ; its chief ornament is a
very bold and charmingly.designed octagonal
turret. It is really a shame that the French
Goyei-nment, to whom this valuable relic of
antiquity has belonged since the Revolution, does
not do something to preserve it from its present
state of ruin and degradation. It is positively
now let out as a cheap lodging-house for beggars !
And it stank so vilely, and was so filthy, that we
wore unable to explore its interior, which, if we
may

j udge from the staircase which we saw,
must be interesting.

We feel sure that if this matter were only
properly represented to the French Government,
which is generally so liberal in matters where
art is concerned, sometliing would be done to
preserve this beautiful example of Medieeval
architecture from destruction.

A Prencli Inventor .proposes to photograph
despatches to microscopic fineness, and blow
them through a tube sunk in the Straits of
Dover. When at their destination, the despatches
could be enlarged again.
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SCULPTURE TECHNICALLY
CONSIDERED.

At the Society for the Encom-afremeut of the
Pine Arts, on April 24, Mr. Cave Tliomas gave a
lecture on “Tho Technical Processes used in the
Production of Sculpture.” The lecturer said
there appeared to be no subject on which the
public generally was less informed than the
modo of producing works of art in marble and

had no idea of the material
difficulties which besot the sculptor, and the
losses to which he is liable by labour thrown
away upon impure marble and by accidents in
casting. Ho then adverted to the very com-mon and erroneous impression that the transfer
ot the sculptor’s original model to mai-ble was
the great difficulty in plastic art; whereas it
was the model in clay which required all his
knowledge and genius, and that the copying of
this m marble was mainly mechanical, and
mtrusted to skilled w'orkmen, the master merely
supervising, and finishing with subtle touches of
the chisel. He then explained the methods of
waste and piece moulding, of pointing and
Cdfl^ing the marble, of bronze-casting, and of the
collateral processes of copying sculpture by
mechanical means

; of modelling in war, of elec-
trotyping and rf^ousstl work. In the discussion
winch followed, and in reply to a suggestion
put forward that the superiority of the Grecian
sculpture was iu the main due to the presence
of the material, Mr. Thomas said that the mate-
nalB for both Egyptian and Roman sculpture
were locally abundant, and that nevertheless
Egyptian and Roman sculpture were inferior to
Jie Grecian, and that therefore the cause of the
jrecian superiority must bo sought deeper. That
he Greeks understood the principles of educa.
ion more completely than any other people •

^th them education was a formative and plastic
proportionate and symmetrical system for

fie development of men in flesh and blood. The
breeks did not award crowns for excessive feats
f strength; but to perfect moderation, balance
nd beauty, intellectual and physical, and that
re could never expect a grand epoch of Bi-itish
rt till we also commenced with education, and
dopted the true system. If our educational
^stem were right, true art would foUow. The
icturor stated that when first impressed with
le force of this great truth, he resolved to
evotc himself to the enunciation of the true
)rm which education should assume, and that
0 hopes to have accomplished this in a work
hich will soon be before the public, and
ititled ^e Proportionate or Symmetrical
yatem of Education.” The lecturer was fre-
xentiy applauded, and a cordial vote of thanks
as passed.

landscape drawing degenerating whilst there are
SO many able masters remaining,

“ So excellent in arc, ami atill so risinu
That Christendom shall ever speak their virtue."

aE SOCIETY AND THE INSTITUTE OF
PAINTERS- IN WATER COLOURS.

iBoxrr Water-Colour Societies have a capitalow of pictures this season, but, as might have
en expected, they differ very little from those

I former years so far as the greater number of
eir members are concerned. A little variety is
ren to the one by the superexcellence of Mr
Pinwell’s drawing of “The Great Lady”

with its curious mixture of modem and^mval appearance (splendid colour and the
hcacy of manipulation by which so much
eadth and power are attained make this quite
nspicuous oven here)

; by the clever auto-
ahic work “The Picture” (236) of Mr. Alma

thoroughly to identify
uself with Enghsh artists, jumps at once into
3 front rank of water-colour draughtsmen •

a by an unusually ineffective if not a weak
iplay on the part of the figure painters gene-
ly. At the other,—the Institute,—by a
.gularity of the same or similar nature to Mr.
iwell’s, attributable in this case to Mr. James
Linton, representing “a great gentleman”
affing the beggars’ feet on “ Maundy Thurs-
7 ; by some wonderfully good workmanship
Mr. Andrew C. Gow’a

; and by the fact of
Corbould and Mr. L. Haghe being in

^h more force than has lately occurred,
fho importance of these exhibitions is only
ond to that of the Royal Academy, and it is
nty it should be made so much the second.
3 world’s recognition of British productions
ongst iron, coal, and calico, included from
? ago some credit for a speciality in art, the
-er-colour view in more senses than one, was
1 13 Of the boasted and beat-acknowledffed
antages of tho island, and there is no fea?of

A box and a brush or two with nature, and
tho clever landscapist at last becomes masterOne half the drawings collected for this season’s
show are so like the moiety of what tor years
gone have delighted; astonished or not, "for
there is nothing either good or bad, but think,
ing makes it so,” when perfect representation
ministers to taste only, and not judgment,-that
It seems superfluous to give notice of their
beauty.

The new school of figure painters whose aim
though too often confined to minute elaboration
now promises some better results presently-
and such good means may find proper nse when
It numbers amongst its scholars more who in-
dicate even to the e.xtentAIr. E. J. Gregory, at
the Institute, does originality and thought.
To speak of the elder Society first. Sir John

Gilbert s ready and forcible method of depiction
makes it an easy matter for him to maintain a
greatrepntation. Bythe dashing,sketchy style that
signa ises his processional compositions, like the
one illustrating the chapter in history of “ Mary
Queen ^of Scot’s Surrender to the Confederate
i^ords

(
11 /); or m his emphatic pronunciation

of the strong traditional colour cavalier ardour
is susceptible of when “ Getting Guns into Posi-
tion (2o’l.), for instance, midst the blaze of
trampets, jibbing of horses, waving of feathers—
all colours bnt white, and the struggles of strong
arms that would anatomise an enemy

; or in themore settled arrangements of “A ’council”
(4/4), and pictnresque composure of “ A Kni-^ht
arming ’’ (279),-Sir John GUberfc is betokened to
be one of the most prolific, if not one of the most
iiiventive of illustrators. Mr. Frederick Taylor
will ever be associated with hunting scenes.

.® “FulICiy in the Fens” (21S)
with hounds, horses, and red coats

; with the
presence of air and idea of motion, which his
admirable descriptions always convey.
Mr. Carl Haag’s largo drawing, designated
Ifie Swooping Terror of tho Desert” (G8)

bears the impress of such probability as poai^
tive knowledge only gives

; he dignifies by superb
treatment an ordinary episode of travellers’ ex
penence before crossing tho Desert becamecommon route. An exhausted camel has at-
tracted, the insatiable vulture, and its Bedouin
owner is taking careful sight to shoot the bird ofprey

; the wife and child, who have been to seek
for water evince as much horror of the visitor as
the conscious camel, so intimating that the
vulture does not wait for a dead feast. Very
seldom have the resources of pure water-coloiipamtmg met v^th a more convincing exponent
than Mr. Oarl Haag. With such help as sensa-
tional interest, and the rare opportunity of em
ploying brilliant colour that Eastern fact so often
offers, it might be safely predicted that this
artist would turn his chances to magnificent
account A portrait, “Abdullah,” one of SaidPashas body-guard (1-13), corroborates the eyi.
deuce of truthfulness and vigour that oharao-teme the ^eater work. Mr. E. W. Topham's
pencil, like Mr. Samuel Lover’s pen, used to tellm pretty lines the poetry ot Irish peasant life.Spam 13 the locality now where agreeable
httle phases ot the wide world’s behaidour are
obscryed by him. There is something really
Irish m the title of his admirable rendering of
Andalusian or Valentian incident, " Listeniu..
to her Lover’s Letter” (17). Did ever hallu!
cinated damsel fail to listen to her lover’s letters ?Writing IS a trade in Spain. la not that singu-
lar_^ Mr. Topham’s donna employing the oldBcnbe and reader, knows better the meaning ofthe words, words, words, than any spell but hers
can give them; but the incident has afforded
material assistance to the making of a clever
pleasant picture. It is a bold assertion, when
tfie tender passion inspires so raanyan apprehen.
Bion of it, when the theme has been written anddrawn upon until, butfor its everlasting interest.
It must have been classed centuries ago with the
worn-out, the thread-bare subjects to be shelved
from farther version by pen or brash; to
say that never was the old, old story better
told^^than by Mr. J. D. Watson. “Tho Meet-
ing (-Id) IS just such as tho refined instinct
of lady authors, years ago, would have chosen
for visible definition of what their endeavour
was to describe, when heroes and heroines who
ruled and reigned in village dominion, wore
destined to become one. It is a lovely drawing
and more by reason of its nnaftected-perhapa
aeoidental—grace than by any effort to force its

appeal shown ni presentment. Mr. Watson’s
other oontnbutions to the o.xhibition are charm-
ing, by reason of their refinement, with no loss
ofnnturalucSB; but there is nothing by him orothers that can compote with this delightfully
suggestive story of true and chaste love. “Earfrom Home” (9), by Mr. W. Goodall, shows
a sleeping little vagabond in a favourable lio-ht

:

very mooly drawn, and exemplifying the effects
of stared manner. It might have been by Mr.

f: ’ 1-7 "La Jolie Bre.tonne (IM) at tho Institute, if tho hands were
mBproportionate and leas well drawn. A beautifulW and some masterly adaptation of bines inthe drapery make Mr. P. Goodall’a drawing agreat acquisition nevertheless. “ From over

wither Y “ *’"PP’with a parrot on lus shoulder to astonish an3 Mtouishiug mother
;and Feeding Time,” by Mr. E. K. Johnson (131)

ta- 1 .
BJtnirers, no doubt, if effort atfinish tends to any account.

fr™’-""'
"School in tho Cloisters”

XV mVf^ "t learning. Mr.W. C. T. Dobson B head of “ Sappho ” (136)mth a wreath of laurel.Ioavos admirably done
IS far better than “ The Camellia ” (34) which
w ‘ira'riog; and

n wrii
,“iaa of “Sophia Western”

(159), though admirably finished and an abstract
representation of a delectable being, is no

Childs Head” (211), by Mr. E. Lundgren, issweetly pretty, as Mr, Lundgren’s dSswinvs

reek
^ “‘l-era we will speak nelt

COOKERY AT THE INTERNATIONAL
exhibition.

TllEiiE arc two main points involved in the
consideration ot the food question—one thefood-produomg resources of a country or dis.
triot and tho other the capability or skill of thepeople to utdisa its resources. It is remarkable
that it IB not tho countries or districts that areblessed woth the nohest soil or the finest cli-mate, that tave always the best crops, the best

mitted that some of the oonntiea far north inScotland send tho finest beef that is supplied tothe London market. Devonshire, Hereford, and
other Ei^hsh counties come after Aberdeen,
shire with respect to produce

; but the common
people of these southern counties have not
reahsed as the Scottish people have done—so it
18 stated on good authority,—tho economic valueand nutritive virtues of well-boiled broth, or thenutriment that there is in the Sootoh dishespomdge and brose, that are only simple anti
inexpensive preparations of oatmeal.
The lectures on cookery given twice daily byMl. Bnekmaster at the International Exhibition

but it may be doubted
whethei the practical lessons given are likely
to reach or benefit tho classes for whom it may
t^airly bo presumed that they are designed Wodo not offer it as an objection in limine, but
with the reverse of a desire to cavil, may suet-
gestthat the restrictions as regards admission
under wbeh the lectures are given must neces-
sarily hmder their popular usefulness. Thisweek the lecture given from twelve to one
o clock has been on “Poor Man’s Soup,” “ Cabbage Soup,” and “Omelettes.” The lecturefrom three to four has been on “Maccaroni,
with Cheese and Batter,” and “ Maccaroni, with
Tomates Sauce. Last week, the second lecture
given tins week was taken first, and the second
related mainly to the preparation of Pot au fev,with a practical illustration on the making of
omelettes. ^

It can scarcely be expected that maccaronim any variety of its preparations, will become
speeffily naturalized amongst us, or enter lartrelv
into the domestic cookery of ordinary Entriiah
hfe, and there is no good reason why herMajesty s Commissions should not take an ad
mission feo from those who seek instruotion asto the mysteries ot preparing " Maccaroni withTomato banco, or even of “ Omelettes,” but inproviding excellent practical lessons on "popular coekojT ” they need to adopt a more popular
course. There may bo practical difiioulties tobo snimounted, and wo certainly do not urgethat there should bo free admission to all MrBuckmaster s lectures

; but wo do strongly urge
that, under suitable conditions and regulations
a number, as large as possible, of workmen’swnes and daughters should be there to hear and
see when he shows how to make “Poor Man’s
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Soup,” “Cabbage Soup,” or even Pot au Jeu.

Lessons on the preparation of such dishes are

not likely to be of much use to the class that

can afford to pay for season tickets, Jo pajj

in addition, sixpence for admission to the lec-

ture, and another sixpence for reserved seats and

the privilege of tasting the dishes prepared in the

presence of the company. » The proof of the

padding is in the eating, and if either Mr.

Macgregor’s suggestion, referred to in a former

number, of admitting 1,000 girls, scholars, or,

better still, pupil teachers, from the London

School Board schools, to the Lectures on Popular

Cookery, or any other plan be adopted likely to

ensure the attendance of a number of women or
euouiu , 1 it.

girls really of the working classes, we hope the

nf “tARtim?” will he graciously con-
privilege of “ tasting

ceded to them.

In his interesting lectures, Mr. Backmaster has

abundantand efficient assistance, and all themate-

rials and accessories he needs for the complete

illustration of bis subjects. Having mounted his

rostrum, where a variety of objects have been

arranged to his hand for illustrative purposes,

he is waited upon by four dapper female cooks,

appropriately attired, who watch his eye and

band, and hang upon his lips, suiting their actions

to his words. He vindicates his mission man-

fully as a teacher of practical cookery, and con-

tends that there is greater dignity in a house-

wife, or a woman of any class, being able to

cook economically a wholesome, palatable dinner

than in being able to fashion and manipulate

flounces. His object, he stated, was not to show

how to prepare costly, high-class dishes, bat to

point out defects in our domestic cookery, and

to suggest remedies. He could not help it that

Pot aa /eu was a French name
;

it was an ex-

cellent, economical dish, that could be produced

in England under any name they pleased. It

could be prepared either with Sib. or 61b. of the

silver side of the round—that was the best ;
or

of lower-priced pieces, such as half an ox-head,

or pieces of flank, shin, &c., with 21b. or 31b. of

good bones. The meat should be firmly tied, as

was done by “ Charlotte ” and his other hand-

maid, who had each charge of a capacions

saucepan. The vessel must be scrupulously

clean and empty. The meat and bones having

been placed in the pan are covered to about

2 in. over the top with pure, soft water. An

onion is next peeled, and put down to roast.

Another onion is peeled, and garaished with a

dozen cloves, stuck round its centre. The other

vegetables are then scraped and sliced, a few

words being interspersed concerning their re-

spective characters and qualities. These con.

sisted of two carroU, a parsnip, two turnips

(these can scarcely be peeled too thickly, while

potatoes cannot be peeled too thinly, as far as

the mere cuticle goes), half a head of celery, a

leek, and, for a flavouring bouquet, a sprig ot

marjoram, another of thyme, a small bunch ot

parsley, two bay-leaves and a clove of

the last being one of the most valuable of

kitchen vegetables, although requiring to be used

with great caution. The Baucepan, which has

been simmering on the cooking stove, is then

carefully skimmed, and the carrots added ten

minutes before the other vegetables, the other

igredients beuig a dessert-spoonful of salt,

for

EFFECTIVE GKATE.

The great difficulty is solved, viz., how to get a

healthy, cheerful fire, freeing the room from

draughts, which will impart a genial heat with

from one-third to one-fourth of the coal com-

monly used.

The Kev. Thos. Wolatenoroft, rector of Syde,

near Cirencester, has just taken out a most

simple patent (No. 1,020) which can easily be

applied to all open firegrates, improving the

appearance of the grate, at a cost of a few

shillings, and is particularly adapted to those

attached to outside walls or over cellars.

The patent consists in cutting off the supply

of air to the fire from ivithin the room by putting

a spring plate from the ashpit to the lower bar,

under the front of the grate, and supplying the

air from without by a tube 2 in. or 3 in. in

diameter and 3 ft. or 4 ft. long. The portion of

the tube protruding through the wall is sunk into

the ground, or is otherwise protected from strong

winds or currents acting upon it. The tube con-

ducts the air to the chamber thus formed under

the firegrate, and care is taken to make this

chamber complete by stopping up all joints or

cracks under and around the firegrate, so that

the external air cannot possibly pass into the

chimney except through the fire.

After the fire is kindled the hack is covered

with small coal, coke, or cinders, which cause the

fire to hum first in front, and in a few minutes

all the thin layer of small coal or cinders becomes

of a cheerful red heat,—the air in the room is

quickly warmed and maintains its heat on

account of the fire drawing its supply of air

from without. The only requisite for keeping

the fire bright is an occasional poking so as to

clear the bottom of the grate from ashes to allow

of the action of the air npon the fuel. The

bottom of the grate must always be covered

with fuel but only a thin layer : the grate bars

in front are, in fact, unnecessary, for a fire can

be kept burning brightly as small as the palm of

one’s hand. James D. Curtis,

Commander Royal Navy.

fixed in the cast end, and the wall has been refaced

in the same manner as that on the south side.

The reredos is not yet finished. It is presented

by Mrs. Crampin, and will be from the hand of

Mr. Thurlow, sculptor, Saxmundham.

The church is wanned by one of Goldsworthy

Gurney’s radiating stoves, which is placed in the

south aisle, near the organ. The lighting with

gas is by means of jets round the capitals of the

columns in the nave. There is also a corona

light suspended from the roof.

Several stained-glass windows now appear in

the church : one, a two-light window, on the

north side of the chancel ;
another at the east end

of the south aisle ;
a third is the east window

in the south wall of the chancel aisle; and a

fourth, geometrical, is the one next it. Besides

these, there is a two-light window in the east

end of the north aisle, with figures of angels.

This was painted and presented by Mary and

Bessie McKean, and is a thanksgiving offeringfor

the recovery of a relative from illness.

The outlay, including that of the chancel, was

l.’JOOl. The contract was taken by Mr. Grim-

wood, of Weybread. Mr. Vino, of Eye, was the

Bnb-contractor forthe stonework ;
andMr. Gibson,

of Fressingflold, for the plumber’s work.

SAXMUNDHAM CHURCH RESTORATION,

allspice. The whole is then put to simmer

three or four hours, but should not be allowed

to boil. An earthenware pot serves the purpose

as well as a metal saucepan.

The contents of Mr. Buckmaster’s pots on

one day are warmed up for the company to

taste on the day following. In referring^m

to the aims and objects of the school, Mr. Buck-

master quoted the proverb, “ God sends meat,

but another party “ sends cooks.” His num^ous

and respectable audience relished bis soup, beef,

and omelettes, and his lecture, too highly to

suspect for a moment that he or bis assistants

were in the service of the said other party
;
and

although all present might be in accord in ap.

plying to them the adjective olever,_not one, we

feel assured, could dream of attaching the sub-

stantive.

New liighthouse on Holyhead Break-

water.—The Trinity House, London, has just

given notice that the lighthouse on the break-

water at Holyhead, which is rapidly approaching

completion, will be opened in the eai-ly part of

June next. The light which will be exhibited

will be a red flashing one, showing every fifteen

seconds. The lighthouse is elevated 66 ft. above

the level of high water.

The pariah church of St. John the Baptist,

Saxmundham, has been partially restored under

the superintendence of Mr. Phipson, the architect,

and re-opened for divine service. The galleries

and pews have been swept away, and the latter

are replaced by benches made entirely of New
Zealand Kaurie wood, which is very hard, of

beautiful grain and colour, and free from knots.

The gallery at the west end has also been taken

away, and the tower arch is opened to view.

The organ, which formerly stood npon this gal-

lery, is now removed to the south aisle. It has

been repaired by Mr. Walker, of London, and a

new pipe, “ Kei'aulophcn,” has been added.

Both the aisles are divided from the nave by

arches, four in number, on either side. The
columns are octagonal. On. the south side, the

columns, formerly surrounded with pews, have

been cleaned down, and in one or two cases re-

newed. Space has been saved by the removal

of the south porch, and the main entrance to the

church is now through the tower which faces

the entrance to the churchyard, and the doorway

is led up to by a broad flight of stone steps. An
oak screen separates the tower porch from the

nave. A further saving of space has been

effected by the removal of the vestry from the

west end of the north aule. A new vestry, of

Decorated work, is now placed on the north side

of the chancel. The removal of the vestry and

south porch has the effect of lengthening the

church. The south chancel aisle has been thrown

more open to the chancel by the introduction of

two Decorated arches with circular piers, caps,

and bases. A new three-light window has been

inserted in the west bay of the south aisle, re-

covered by the removal of the porch. The walls

are faced with wrought flint work, and the but-

tresses are all restored
;
the tower has also

been restored. The south aisle has been newly

roofed
;
the timbers are of pitch pine, varnished.

The spandrels in the knees, next the wall of the

nave, are filled with tracery characteristic of the

Perpendicular style, which has been followed

throughout the nave and south aisle. The win-

dowB are all of a late period, and both in the

south wall and in the clearstory have elliptical

heads with tracery. Most of these windows had

to be entirely renewed.

The chancel had been shockingly defaced by

the cheap repairs of the last century. A four,

light window in the Decorated style has been

READING GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

The old Tudor Grammar School of Reading

seems doomed. It is the only architectural

domestic example left remaining to the town of

the olden time, when it formed part of the

hospital of St. John, and in the time of King

Henry VII., being empty, was apportioned and

endowed as a free grammar-school for tho sons

of tradesmen in the town.

Owing to systematic neglect and mean patch-

work repairs, those in anthority considered it not

sufficiently grand or extensive enough for the

requirements of this age, and accordingly a new
and extensive one has been built a mile distant,

the old one 'now being occupied in various tene-

ments by a dingy.looking species of the working

classes.

In this age, when the revival of the Gothio

style throughout the length and breadth of the

country is causing the owners of ancient build-

ings to do their ntmost to preserve them, it

seems mysterious that in an increasingly pros-

perous town like Reading there has not been

aroused that spirit of regard for the memory of

the many ancient men who received their educa-

tion within its walls as to cause them to make
effort to uphold their time-honoured school,

instead of seeing to hasten its demolition.

It is fifty yards from the town-hall, near the

centre of the town, and any projected improve-

ment of the latter need not in the least interfere

with the restoration of the school, for any

purpose that the Town Council can readily

find for the public benefit, instead of being

ref^arded as a disfigurement which it now is. The

situation is such as few public buildings possess.

The north and south fronts have an extensive

open area beyond them, while the outline of the

building, with its octagonal bell-tower on the

north side, is sufficiently interesting to a stranger

as to cause regret that one of the few links

connected with the past is to be removed through

the want of a leading spirit to stir up the in-

habitants to preserve, at a comparatively small

cost, what may prove a public benefit in the enfi.

J. B. ’Watts.

DECAY OF IRON ROOFS. :

Sir,—I have as yet seen no explanation of the

cause of the scale of paint and iron falling off the

roof, as mentioned by Mr. Raymond. 'Will yon

allow me to give you the result of my experiejg

and observation during seventeen years I have

designed and carried out railway works ? The

matter is very simple : in both wrought ami

cast iron a skin is formed upon the surface in the

process of manufacture into the shape required'

In wrought iron this skin will come off soonei

or later in scales, even if the iron is painted. Ii

cast iron it is thrown off in a granular rust.

This skin is of no material value, and wonk

be better removed as soon as manufactured, if h

was not for the cost of doing so
;
when it u

removed and the iron is painted, there will he nc

recurrence of the scaling, as far as I havi

observed.

Lead paint should not be used
;
an iron oxidi

paint being cheaper and in every way preferable

Wm. Peachey.
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MANSIONS OP OLD ROME.

!
At the last meeting of the Architectural Abso-

I ciatioD, a paper was read by Mr. R. P. Spiers,

on this subject, illustrated by a large number of

I
sketches, drawings, photographs, and engravings,

i The title given to the paper, “ The Palace of

I

Soaurus,” indicated the intention to take as a
I
guide the well-known work of M. rran(;ois

I
Mazois,—" Le Palais de Scaurus, ou Description
d’une Maison Romaine.” The convenience of

I
tbo form into which this author has thrown his

I

information, and the exact and peculiar nature
of hie studies, were noted. The form,—letters

,
from an imagined prince of the Suevi, the son
of the Ariovistns defeated by Cmsar (De Bell,

i
Gall., lib. i.), to a friend remaining in Gaul,

—

is, of course, one of the many ingenious adupta-
jtions of the Abbe Barthelemi’s idea of sending
(350 B.C.) the Scythian Anarchasis to travel
.and observe in Greece (Barthelerai’s work was
first published in 1788). Mazois had projected
an extension beyond the Roman residence,—the
only part treated of in the work published in
1819,—to the forum, theatre, arena, and the
temple. This, up to his death in 1826, he had
not found time to execute. The exact and
peculiar nature of his studies make his “Ruines
de Pompei ” the finest work on that subject yet
published. The details of the private life and
of the arts of Rome were, by living for years
among their relics, thoroughly realised by him,

—

not merely treated with laboured detail derived
from old, even if contemporary, writers. The
illustrations from the Scaurus of Mazois, copied in
tlie section on “Roman Architecture ’’ in Gwilt’s
Eucyolopasdia of Architecture, and elsewhere,
and thus made known still more widely, owe
some of their charm to this fact. Mr. Spiers
exhibited to the meeting the plan of the so-
called restoration by Mazois of the Palace of
Scaurus, enlarged to a scale of 16 ft. to an
inch, and called attention to it, as one of
the completest e.xpositions to be found any-
where of the general plan of the palace of
an immensely rich man in the last days of
the republic and later. Of the actual palace
of the real Marcus Scaurus, mentioned by
Pliny, nothing is known. Its site even is

doubtful. Mazois placed it, after discusdon of
authorities, on the Ccelian Hill. The Iplen-
dour of its decoration, incidentally alluded to in

Roman winters,—notably the 38 ft. high Lucullian
black marble columns,—led Mazois to conceive
a palace on the grandest scale of size and
finish. In all bo followed actual examples at
Pompeii as far as they would carry him, and
added the special details from different sources,
mainly from the precise descriptions of luxurious
arrangements furnished in abundance by the
ancient authors.

After treating each part of such a house in
detail,—the public section, the family section,

rooms for the master, for his wife, halls for
games, baths, picture-galleries, libraries, ser-
vants’ dwellings, stables, and the rest,—Mr.
Spiers drew the attention of students to the
value of the study of Roman architecture,— of
what is known as Classic architecture generally,
—in training the mind to properly appreciate
symmetry and regularity in the disposition of
buildings in which the expression of dignity or
jf refined elegance is to bo produced. The
irrangetnent of the courts of a Roman house,
3apable as it is of modification to suit climate
ind varied conditions, might usefully be kept in
mind by English architects designing modem
residences. In the houses in Paris and its

aeighbourhood, the eSect of the careful study
3f Roman building shows itself to the instructed
jye in a certain dignity and ease and finish in
general idea as well as detail, never out of the
lini of French architects in their most vivacious
works.

Treating of the decorations so specially asso-
jiated with Pompeii, bat discovered in Rome
ind elsewhere in Italy, when excavations strike
the ruins of early buildings, Mr. Spiers said :

—

“ In the construction of vaulted halls, centres
would seem to have been placed under the chief
ribs. Boards were laid from centre to centre,
rho ribs were formed of the Roman bricks,
which, being not more than from 1 in. to 2 in. in

ihickness, and 2 ft. square, were more like tiles.

Betsveen these and on the boards were laid thick
dabs of wood, which formed the moulds for the
joffors, and then the whole was filled in with
JOnerete. On the removal of the centres and
ooarding, tbo sofilte of the vault was coated with
stucco, and painted. Sometimes when there
were no cofiers, aud when the vault was going

to be painted or enriched with mosaics, a layer
of tiles was placed on the boards, which formed
a more solid and better constructed ceiling.
The paintings with which the halls and rooms

were adorned may be divided into three classes :

the first and highest being the pictorial repre-
sentation of groups of figures, which I would
call the ideal based on nature

;
2nd. The repre-

sentation of animals, foliage, plants, &c.,

—

i.e.

the real based on nature; 3rd. The represon.
tion of imaginary perspectives of imaginary
architectural features,—the ideal based on con-
ventionalities, fantasies, and conceits.

The first are of the most importance, and an
inspection of any good engravings of those
formerly existing in Herculaneum (a second-
class Roman town) will give some idea of the
standard of art which was reached by the Greeks
at this time. It must be remembered, Ist, that
they were executed in fresco,—a style of paint-
ing which demands celerity in execution, aud
the drawing of which cannot with facility be
corrected

;
and 2nd, that they were drawn by

men esteemed only second-rate artists,—for
provincial clients. The second class of paintings
rank quite as high in their own particular style
of work. The imitation of nature is perfect,
and the freedom from the conventionalities of
limited powers remarkable.
Both of these classes of painting, however,

exist in our own day. It is in the third class
that we find a stylo of decoration peculiar to the
Greeks and Romans, wliich has never to any
considerable extent been attempted since. The
walls above the dados of halls and rooms were
often painted with representations of porticoes
and courts, so arranged that at first sight they
seem as if one could look out of the room
into them. They have the effect of large
mirrors, and give great effect of size. It
is true that in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries the walls and ceilings of
great halls were painted with columns and
balustrades, and figures disporting themselves
beyond; but the eye is rarely deceived by those
and the imagination carried beyond the wall or
ceiling on which they are painted, as it is by
these Roman pictures. Besides, the knowledo-e
of perspective possessed in later days enabled
the Italian and French painters (who generally
executed these works) to establish one point of
sight aud work everything from it, with the con-
sequence that there was only one point of sight
from which the pictures ought properly to be
viewed. But in Pompeii and Herculaneum the
architectural perspectives seem to have been
done instinctively, perhaps without plan of any
kind, and have many points of sight

; the lines
converge to these various points, and curiously
enough do not always seem to do so until after
critical examination. Of the exact meaning of
such perspectives I have no definite knowledge

j

they would seem to be based on some recognised
frequently recurrent architectural objects, and
probably the ornamental features of the solaria
or open terraces, with gardens (hanging gardens)
common in such mansions,—forming agreatpor-
tion of thereof space,—supplied the chief subjects.
I cannot but think, however, that the necessity
for rapid execution in fresco has sometimes led
to the execution of forms of such wild fantastic
kinds as in more sober and reasoning moments
would have been discarded at once.’’

STEAM LOCOMOTION ON COMMON ROADS
A PAPKR has been read at the Institution of

Civil Engineers, Mr. T. Hawksley, president, in
the chair, “ On the Rise aud Progress of Steam
Locomotion on Common Roads,” by Mr. John
Head, Assoc. Inst. C.E. It was divided into four
parts :—Ist. On road locomotives for conveyance
of passengers, also locomotives for use on tram-
ways; 2nd. Road locomotives for conveyance of
goods, heavy weights, &c., also steam rollers

;

3rd. Locomotives for use in agricultural opera-
tions, steam ploughing, &c. ; 4th. Locomotives
for military purposes. The author commenced
by reviewing the history of the road locomotive
from the time of its introduction, about the year
1827, up to the present time, showing the energy
and talent which had been displayed by Gurney,
Hancock, Scott, Russell, and others of the early
inventors, and the great difficulties which
appeared to beset them in their endeavours to
introduce steam on common roads. It was
stated that there were only two feasible ways of
applying steam power to tramways,—first, by
means of a self-contained steam car running

upon four or more wheels
; and, secondly, by a

detached engine, drawing one or more cars.
We may here remark with reference to an

application from Mr. C. Gilpin, M.P., addressed
to_ the Metropolitan Board of Works for per-
mission to try a new steam tramway car on the
line of rails between Vauxhall Bridge and Victoria
Station, that a committee of the Westminster
District Board of Works, by whom the subject
has been considered, report that they have grave
doubts as to the power of the Metropolitan Board
of Works to make a special bye-law or order
under the “Locomotives on Roads Act, 1865,”
sanctioning the use of steam locomotives, and
are further in doubt whether any permission
from

^

the Metropolitan Board of Works would
override the Tramways Act, by which the use of
steam cars on tramways is prohibited; and
being, moreover, of opinion that running locoma-
tives through the streets of London in the day-
time is dangerous to the public, they decline all
responsibility in regard to the proposal to run
steam tramway-cars along the Yauxhall-bridge.
road. At the meeting of the District Board°on
Friday, this report was adopted.
Mr. Cawley has withdrawn his Locomotives

on Roads Bill, which was on in the Commons
for second reading, and has announced that ho
will move for the appointment of a Select
Committee to inquire into the whole subject.

POROUS TILE ROOFS.
I.v reply to an inquiry in our pages as to the

best mode of rendering porous tile-roofs water-
proof, three separate correspondents recommend
the use of the composition patented under the
name of enamelling paint, and sold by T.
Griffiths, of Liverpool. The letters exhibit a
little too much friendly feeling, if not concert,
but wo have reason to believe nevertheless that
the material named might answer the purpose.

EWELME AND CHAUCER.
It seems a sort of profanity, if one may

excuse the term, to visit Ewelme and ignore-
Chaucer.

The founders of the alms-house described by
Mr. Watts were, in their day, great people—viz.,
the Duke of Suffolk, whose tragic end is so
graphically recorded by Shakspeare in his
“ Henry VI.,” part 2, and Alice, his wife, be-
lieved to have been Chaucer’s«^randdaughter.
This couple lived at Ewelme in great splendour
aud their benevolent plans for founding and
endowing the old charity in question were most
efficiently carried out by themselves, and re-
spected, if not augmented, by their successors.
The sight-seer’s lion of Ewelme, however, is

the church, which contains two of the very
finest tombs in England. They wero the work
of Duchess Alice in her last and long third
widowhood. She was the daughter of Mr.
Thomas Chaucer, landowner, M.P., envoy, or
ambassador, and court official, but nevertheless
a parvenu, for wo cannot really prove who was
his father. He married a lady named Bur",
hursh, of an old baronial family, with whom he-
acquired his estates at Ewelme and elsewhere.
His mother’s name was Rouelt.

Tradition and every probability make him the
son of Geoffrey Chaucer, poet, courtier, envoy
or ambassador, and landowner in a very smalt
way. He married a lady named Philippa, whose
surname we do not know.
These tombs illustrate the whole subject.

They show the arms and alliances of Burg-
hursh, Duchess Alice’s family on the mother’s
side; they show the arms and alliances of an
Earl of Salisbury who was the duchess’s second
husband; ditto, ditto, of the Duke of Suffolk,
her third husband. These tombs prove nothing
whatever about Chaucer, but they say a good
deal about Rouelt, the name of Thomas Chaucer’s
mother, and of her family alliances.

Sir Payn le RoueltVas a king-at-arms • that
is, he was a professional herald of very high
standing, with two daughters, one of whom,
named Philippa, was mother to Thomas
Chaucer, above named : thus the duchess would
have all this love of heraldry in her very
blood. The other daughter, Catherine, became
a governess in John of Gaunt’s family; even-
tually Duchess of Lancaster and mother of all
the Beauforts. This was a great alliance, con-
necting plain Alice Chaucer collaterally with the
Lancastrian monarcha, Hemy IV., Henry Y.,
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and Henry VI .

;

while throagh the Beaiiforfcs

she was related iu blood to the rival Yorkist line.

Her son, the second Duke of Suffolk, married n

sister of Edward IV.

;

her grandson, the Earl of

Lincoln, was recognised heir to the English

crown, and this tie of blood endeared him to

the Tudor line, for Henry VII. also was a

Beaufort.

It has been objected, if Duchess Alice was of

kin to Geoffrey Chaucer, why does the fact not

appear, when she had so evidently the oppor.

tnnity to prove it ? I fear that she was too

pions, and preferred to ignore one whom the

priests condemned. We have a similar case

with Shakspeare’s granddaughter, who, from
Puritanical motives, ignored her progenitor.

Briefly, the case stands thus :

—

<5eoffrey = Philippa, Philippa = Chaucer
Chaucer, (name unknown), Kouelt. (Dame

maid of honour unknown),
to Philippa,
Queen of

Edward III.

Thomas Chauccr=Burghnrsh.
i

1. 2. 3.

Alice Chaucer=Philip. Earl of Do la Polo,

Salisbury. Duke of
Suffolk.

It is to be hoped that some Record-search

may yet supply the missing link.

A. Hall.

THE CHURCH OF ST. CLEMENT,
BOURNEMOUTH.

O.v Tuesday in last week this church was
consecrated by the Lord Bishop of Winchester.

The plan of the building consists of a nave, with

one broad aisle on the north side
;
a chancel,

40 ft. in length, separated from the nave by a

lofty stone rood-screen. On the south side of the

chancel are the sacristy, organ-chamber, and
choir-vestry, each of which communicates with

the other, and with the adjoining clergy-house

by means of a covered cloister. On the north

side of the chancel is a chantry chapel, having

cpen stone screens at the west and south sides.

The style of architecture adopted is of the latter

half of the fourteenth century. On the oak

choir-stalls are representations of the Annun-
ciation and the Nativity, and the figure of the

founder, Mr. Edmund Christy, offering the

church “ to the glory of God and in honour of

St. Clement.”
The Communion-table is approached by a

flight of white marble steps, with encaustic tiles

designed by t^e architect for this work. Both
here and elsewhere in the church the emblem
of St. Clement appears.

The church cost 6,0001., and holds about 500

persons. Mr. Sedding, of Bristol, is the archi.

tect
j
Mr. Toogood, of Bournemouth, the builder

;

and Mr. Green, of Manchester, executed the

carving.

KING EDWARD THE SIXTH’S GRAMDIAR
SCHOOL, SOUTHAMPTON, RE-OPENED.

The ancient Grammar School at Southampton
has been re-opened, after the re-building of the

main portion of the institution, and some reno-

vation of the rest. The Mayor and Corporation

were present officiaUy, as well as the Bishop of

Winchester, Mr. Cowper-Temple, M.P., and a
large party of ladies and gentlemen.
The new school buildings and cloisters have

been erected by Messrs. Brinton & Bone,
from designs furuished by Mr. R. Critchlow, of

Southampton, architect. On the site of the old

school-room, which was dark and ill-ventilated,

being only 9 ft. high, there has been erected a

room 15 ft. high, and with an'angements for

ventilation. These include the fitting of the
windows on a principle invented by Mr. Critoh-

low, by which the opening of the lower sash
opens the higher also, thongh the former may be
in effect closed, and at the same time leave the
vpper one so far open as to provide ample means
of egress for fetid air. There are sliding venti-
lators in the lower walls, and open ones near the
ceiling, and the fireplaces have been bnilb of a
height equal to that of an ordinary boy. The
room built in 1860, which was a mere well, with
a light on the top, has been improved, windows
having been put in the walls, and fireplaces for
the purpose of ventilation introduced. The Ian-
tern has been removed, and a perpendicular
window inserted in the eastern wall, light being
obtained throagh it from Frenoh-street. A
class-room in connexion with both the rooms
has been built, as well as a porch common to,

both rooms, and a new hat and coat room. The
latrines, too, have been rebuilt, as hitherto

nothing could be worse than the sanitary

arrangements in this respect; an air passage,

fitted up, and to be used as a lavatory, separates

them from the schoolroom. The walls are of

glazed brick, set in cement. The floors are

paved with slate, and they are to be fitted up
with the best self-acting sanitary appliances at

present known. Some new and commodious
dormitories have been fitted up in the upper
part of the new buildings, where, too, the para-

;

mount necessity of proper ventilation has not

been forgotten, tho partitions dividing the
sleeping.place being entirely open at top, and
fire-places are fixed on both sides. The cloisters

at the east end of the quadrangle are 45 ft.

by 25 ft., the width being hero extended to

admit of the place being used as a hand fives-

court. The south cloisters are 126 ft. long, and
10 ft. wide, and are terminated at the west end

by a perpendicular window of tliree lights, con-

taining iron stanchion bars, with fleur-de-hjs

heads. The cloisters are formed by a succession

of arches, piers, and buttresses, built of red

brick. The roof is constructed with beams, to

admit of gymnastic appliances being fitted, and
the floor is of Bishop Waltham glazed red dia-

mond tiles. The quadrangle has been levelled

and drained, and will be gravelled when funds
admit, and the dwarf wall at the west end com-
pleted.

THE EMIGRATION OF WORKMEN.
That some better idea may be formed as to

the extent of emigration of a given particular

trade from this country, I quote from a return,

very recently issued, of the number of miners

and quarrymen who have left this country in

passenger-ships in each year since 1861 :
—

Tear. Number.
1862 1,720

1863 3,220

1864 3,266

1865 5,643

1866 6,030

1867 5,641

1868 8,500

1869 9,913

1870 4,769

1871 6,272

1872 5,569

Total in eleven years of 59,543

These are the sort of men that England can
ill afford to lose, at any rate in such large num-
bers as above.

I may add, that of my own knowledge numbers
of the most skilful persons are quitting Man-
chester for the United States, several of them
having left during the past week, from the
Royal Exchange, Ellis & Hinchcliffe’s, &c.

E. G.

CHESTER WORKHOUSE COMPETITION.

Mr. Culshaw, architect, of Liverpool, in bis

report as referee in the workhouse competition,

placed the design bearing the motto “ Castrum ”

first, that with the motto “Alpha” second, and
“Cestria” third. The design “ Castrum” is by
Messrs. W. Perkin & Sons, architects, of Leeds.
The guardians have not confirmed Mr. Culshaw’s
award, and there is much sharp writing going
on in consequence.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Oxford.—At a meeting of master builders, held

in the Town-hall, to consider the request of the
operative masons for an advance of wages and
other privileges, it has been unanimously agreed
that they were not in a position to comply with
the request, owing to their having taken con-
tracts and entered into engagements upon the
understanding that the last arrangements would
settle disputes for a reasonable time. They also

expressed an opinion that the masons were
adequately paid for their labour, and condemned
the practice of making repeated and unreason-
able demands, which, they considered, tended to

stop and even banish trade, and injure the
relations between employer and employed.

Rotherham .—A meeting has been held by the

masons of this district to consider what course

should be pursued in order to obtain the reduc-

tion in the hours of labour which some time ago

they demanded. The reporters were excluded :

from this meeting; and on the same evening
i

the master builders held a meeting, at the White i

Hart Inn, to consider the demand of the men,
which was for a reduction in the hours of labour i

from 55^ hours to 50^ hours per week. The ;

masters considered that for tho Rotherham :

district, which, for many reasons, is not on. an :

equality with Sheffield and other places, this i

was an unreasonable demand ;
but their meeting :

was adjourned in order that the matter might i

be farther considered.

Liverpool. — An aggregate meeting of the

operative house carpenters and joiners of Liver. .

pool, Birkenhead, and vicinity, was held on
Thursday in last week at the League-ball,

,

'

Whitechapel, “ on business of importance to the K

trade.” The week’s working hours of the men
are at present fifty-five, the rate of payment";!

being 62d. per hour. The men sought to reduce

the hours to fifty, and increase the rate of wages;

to 8d. To this the masters would not agre^
and at a meeting in Hope-hall a resolution offerJ

ing, on the part of the men, to agree to 52^-1

hours, at 7id. an hour, was passed. To this the t

masters declined to agree, but renewed a previousj
offer of an advance of a ^d- in summer and ^d. 1

in winter. It was then resolved that the masterSfli

should bo seen individually on the subject; but

this did not lead to any satisfactory result, and t

the meeting was to consider tho best course to

adopt under the circumstances. Mi*. Sutherland i

occupied the chair
;
and there were nearly 1,000 I

persons present. The Hope-hall resolution was
almost unanimously negatived. The chairman.)

expressed his gratification at this result, as he

said there was no telling what the end ofa strike

might be. From what he could learn bethought i

the masters, although they would not concede

-

the diminution of hours, would bo perfectly
,

willing to give a rise in wages. A resolution to .

the effect that the meeting, in order bo finally

settle the dispute between the employer and
employed, agreed to withdraw their demand for ;

a reduction of hours, and to ask only for an

.

advance of Id. an hoar in the rate of wages was i

carried, only one hand being held up against it.

It was then resolved that the meeting determine:

to cease work on Wednesday, April 30, if their

;

demand bo not acceded to on or before that

date? The resolutions to bo communicated to

.

the Builders’ Association. .
,

Dwrlington, Stockton, and Middlesirough.—The

.

Darlington joiners made another demand for 38."

additional wages per week, and have intimated:

that unless their requirements are complied with:

by the 20th of May, they will take other steps

to secure them. The masters are unwilling to I

grant the required concession. They consideri

that they yielded a trifle too easily to the re-i

duction iu the hoars of labour, from 56^ to 50

hours, asked for last year, and they are now
taking steps to resist the present demand. In

Stockton, failing compliance with their demand i

for 38. per week additional, and an hour’s less i

work on Saturday’s,—that is, to enable them to
'

knock off at twelve o’clock instead of one

—

joiners have already come out on strike, and

:

there is a general suspension of building opera-

1

tiona, which will probably become still more i

widely diffused unless a settlement is effected.)

In Middlesbrough, also, there is a pro.=>pect of a

rupture arising out of similar causes. Indeed,^

the present demand appears to be only tho initia-

tive step in a general movement on the part of

the building trades, in the north of England, for .

additional wages, or failing that, shorter hours

of labour. Houses are in great demand I

throughout all the North of Engl.«nd, but more i

especially in the Tees-side towns. In Middles*’

brough alone something like a thousand new
houses were erected last year, and the demaad
for house accommodation remains unabated. In

Darlington and Stockton the domiciliary require-

ments of the population are equally ui-genfc.

Work is, therefore, plentiful, and wages are

better than they have ever been before.

Edinburgh.—At a joint meeting of the Edin-

burgh and Leith operative masons held in St.

Mary’s-street Hall on Wednesday in last week,

a letter, which had been received from the

Master Builders’ Association, was submitted,

stating that at a general meeting of the Edin-

burgh and Leith Master Builders’ Asrociation,

it was unanimously agreed to accede to the

operatives’ demand, namely, 7id. per hour, to

commence on 3rd May. It was unanimously

resolved to return thanks to the Master Builders’

Association for complying with the demand.

As there are a number of employers not con-

nected with the Association, tho meeting antho-
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rised the committee to take immediate steps to

get them also to concede the increased rate.

Strikes at Vienna .—A correspondent of the
Eastern Budijet, at Yiemia, says, writing on
April 18th,

—

“Tho workmen here seem to bo taking adrnntageof tho
Oitraoriiinary demand for labour caused by tlio Inter-
nationiil E.Thibition, and by the enormous esten.sion which
has taken place of late in the size of the capital, to claim
an increase of wages. Hitherto strikes have been almost
unknown in Austria, which is, to this day, chiefly an
Sgriciiltural country, with a large population of peasant
proprietor*. There are only a few places which can pro-
perly be called manufacturing districts, and the produc-
tion of the country is, on the whole, insufficient for its
wants. The industrial development of Austria, however,
has of late years become so great that the demand for
labour far exceeds tho supply ; moreover, the quality of
the labour differs very much according to the nationality
of the workman. Skilled labour is almost entirely con-
fined to Germans, The Slavs are, as a rule, employed on
tho commoner kinds of work only, Tho Gorman thus
earns considerably more than tho Slav; but he is more
exacting, as his wants are greater. But as national ques-
tions are all important iu Austria, and social questions
almost insignificant, any coalition of workmen became
impossible, and strikes were avoided. A strike has taken
place in the machine-factory of Herr Sigl, where there
are 2,fiO0 workmen, with wages rising from 4s. to 1 Is. a
|day. Herr Sigl, however, shut up his factory directly the
men began to strike, and they havo now all returned to
their work."

EMPTY HOUSES IN ISLINGTON.
pHour a return prepared by Mr. Layton, vestry

clerk, for the use of the general purposes com-
mittee of the vestry of Islington, it appears that
there are at the present time 2,131 empty houses
in the parish, of which 1,011 are in Upper
Holloway ward, -123 in Highbury ward, and
691 in the other six wards. The assessed value
of such empty houses amounts to 70,383?.

THE VENTILATION QUESTION.
1

_

Sir,—

I

t is no-w many years since the qaea-
tion of warming was ventilated without showing
satisfactory progress. It seems to me that a
Solution might be arrived at, if only a small
amount of goodwill could be dug out of certain
competent quarters.
The means of warming are simple and well

snown
;
only one difficulty meets them all, and

ffiat is the following question,—Should the educ-
tion of the vitiated air be made from the ceiling
5r from the floor ? Let this be answered and
jhe rest will settle itself. I have seen a costly
iining-hall where the air was educted by shafts
crom the floor. And in the Bxdlder of the 19bh

April, p. 315, Dr. Demarqnay proposes this
method for hospitals. Certainly this is the way
to get a genial, quiet warmth iu the room. On
/ho other hand, it cannot remain unnoticed that
n a theatre the vitiated air is at the ceiling.
Sence tho puzzle ! for an eduction from the
jeiling attracts a direct current from the mouth
)f induction, and no heat will remain in the
•oom. Henoe the question, the room being con-
liderod like a gas-holder, will an eduction°from
.ho floor leave the air sufficiently pure for
ireathing ? An afSrmative answer implies
KJOnomy, a negative is perplexing.
It only requires a few easy experiments, say

it the barracks, and who can make them better
.han the Society of Architects ? Why are they
notionless P Is the question beneath their notice,
)r too easy, or too useful or philanthropic !

" T.

EEPUDIATION OP AN ARCHITECT’S
CERTIFICATE.

HIIL AKD OTHERS V. THE GUARDIANS OF THE
POPLAR UNION.

Tnrs important ease, the trial of which, in the Court of
Ixcheqiier, at the last sitting in the Guildhall, was fully

'I*
.5«tW-r, when a verdict was found for the

ilaiutilFs for 7,0001., with leave to the defendants to move
or a new trial upou a point of law, came before tho full
jourt on Thursday, the 17lh, in sittings in Banco, before
he Lord Chief Baron Kelly, and Barons Bramwell
*i|ott, and Pollock. '

The plaintiffs, it may be remembered, were tbe builders
nd contractors for the new Poplar Workhouse, aud sued
he guardians for the balance of their aocount, and
Dteiiied judgment in their favour.
Mr. Prentice, Q.C., now moved for a rule to enter tho
erdict for the guardians

;
or for a rule for a new trial on

ae ground of misdirection to the jury
; and also on the

round of rejection of evidence by the Lord Chief Baron
tthe trial.

The contract, which was under sea], was to build theonse for tbe sum of 32,00(1., and the architect had given
IS eertxficat* lor that sum, and large sums bad been paid,

guardians disputed despite
noir architect s having also given his certificate for that

works, which the guardians had not ordered
1 TOting or given orders for.
Mr. Prentice now informed the Court that tho guar-

fn^'ous to pay to the contractors all thatas nght andjust, but they considered that their architect

had acted imprudently in giving a certificate for some
thousands of pounds more than ho ought to have done,
and that they were justified in repudiating it, and at
liberty to re-open the question as to tho amount due, by a
new trial.

Long arguments between tho learned judges and the
defendants' counsel led to tho defendants obtair’"™ •>

unless the

3 counsel leu to tuo ueienaancs ODtaming a rule
a rule that will eventually be made absolute,— -J plaintiffs shall show sulfioient cause why it

should bo discharged, or a new trial refused), on tho
ground that tho certificate of the architect was not con-
clusive on the defendants, ns it included tho value of
works and sums for which the guardians were not liable

;

that some of lUo extra work was not ordered in writing by
the architect; and that the learned judge misdirected the
jury on the above point, and in telling them that tho
certificate was binding and conclusive on tho guardians,
and that they could not contradict the same.

It next remains for the plaintiffs’ counsel to argue the
points referred to

; but the impression prevails that a new
trial will lake place. Tho 7,OUOL are paid into Court, but
the contractors cannot draw them out until tho matter is
finally disposed of.

PROJECTIONS BEYOND LINE OF FRONT.
At Southwark Police Court, Mr. Lilley, a corn mer-

chant, 19, London-road, was summoned’ before Mr
Partridge, by order of St. George’s Vestry, for obstruct!
ing tho pavement in front of his premises, by the erection
of a pent-house.
Mr. Arnold, solicitor, appeared for tho defendant.
Mr. Uiscoke, the surveyor to tho Vestry, said tho

defendant had a pent-houae erected on wooden sup-
ports, and covered with corrugated iron, which was beyond
the line of frontage indicated by Mr. VuUiamy, the super-
intending architect of tho Metropolitan Board of M'orks
He had neglected to comply with the order of tho Vestry,
aud hence the present proceedings.
Mr. Arnold contended that bis client had not infringed

tho rules laid down or the line of frontage indicated by tho
superintending architect of the Metropolitan Board of
Works. The magistrate had inspected tho locality, and
had seen that tho adjoining houses on either side of Mr
Lilley s had pent-houses strongly built, and projectin'’
further on the footway.

^ ’’ “

Mr. Uiscoke informed his worship that they wore
erected before tho passing of the Act ifi 1852, conse-
quently tho Vestry could not interfere with them.
Mr, Arnold considered it was a great hardship on the

part of his client to have to pull down his pent-house,
while his neighbours on each side were allowed to retain
theirs.

Mr. Hisooke observed that Mr. Lilley should have
applied to the District Board of Works before he erected
the pent-house. Instead of that, he sot the law at
defiance.
Mr. Arnold denied doing that, and regretted that his

mient had not in tbe first instance apphed to the Vestry
He trusted, however, that his worship would not compel
him to pull down the pent-house.
Mr. Partridge observed that it might seem hard that the

defendant should be compelled to puU down bis pent-
house while his neighbours had theirs; but it was clearhe waS’ wrong, as he was of opinion his pent-house was
beyond the general lino of frontage laid down ly the
superintending architect. He accordingly ordered it to
be taken down.

COLOUR OF TIMBER.
SiH,—In reply to your correspondent asking for infer-

mation respecting the preservation of timber, wa bee to
inform him that Sir William Burnett’s process, which
has been in successful use for upwards of ihirty years
does not alter tho natural colour of the wood in any way!

Bubnett & Co.

duced in the side 'walls, surmoanted by plaster
caps. Ribs divide the ceiling into recessed
panels, in which are placed two patent sun-
burners, to light tho hall, of forty-two jets each

;

into the ascending shaft of the sunlights are
connected ventilating trunks in the roof. At
the west end of the hall is a gallery, and at the
east end an apsidal termination, in which is placed
the platform, raised about 30 in. from tho floor,
the latter having arise of 15 iu. from end to end.
Accommodation is provided for about 800 per.
sons in the hall. The entire cost of the library,
public hall, and Masonic hall is about 4,000?.
Messrs. Gibbons, of Ipswich, were the builders.
Mr. J. G. Balls, of Lowestoft, was the sub-
contractor for the stone work, aud Mr. Scarlett
for the plumber’s work. The gas-fittings were
executed by Mr. J. W. Ling.

OPENING OF THE NEW PUBLIC HALL
AND LIBRARY, LOWESTOFT.

Perhaps few towns in the Eastern counties
have progressed more than Lowestofc in building
operations, which fact is mainly attributable to
its position as a fashionable watering-place.
Entire districts have, during the past six years,
been transformed from pasture and arable to
streets and houses. The Local Improvement
Commissioners have jnst determined to lay out a
People's Park on the North Common. To supply
the want of a library and public hall, a few
months ago a company was formed. A plot of
freehold land was purchased on the London,
road, and Mr. W. 0. Chambers undertook the
architectural arrangements. Contracts for the
building were entered into, and the commence,
ment of the erection has just been celebrated by
a foundation-stone being laid. The style of
architecture selected for the front elevation is
Italian, faced with white brick and stone dress-
ings. All the windows are semicircular; but
the principal features in the facade are pilasters,
with Corinthian caps, supporting a projecting
comice of stone and brick, over which is placed
an ornamental parapet, relieved with finial ter-
minations. As the building is divided into two
portions, a large open porch extends over the
two entrances, one half being devoted to the
Freemasons, who have, independent of tbe
company, erected at their own expense a spacious
hall for the meetings of tbe Masonic lodges of
the district, with ante-rooms, kitchen, and other
accommodation for the ciaft. The other half of
the building contains a large library, amusement,
room, committee-room, «fec. The public hall is
in the rear of the library. Pilasters are intro-

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
ScarlorQuoli. — Christ Church is to be ex-

,

tended eastward by the erection of a chancel,
: which the church does not at present possess*.
The contemplated improvements include a
uniform system of sittings. A new tesselated.
flooring will be laid down. Out of the three
stained windows required two have already been
promised by parishioners in memory of departed
friends, and it is hoped the thh-d one -will be
forthcoming. The entire cost of the improve,
ments will be 1,200?., and of this 800?. have
already been promised. It is also hoped to be
able to erect a good organ at some future day.

Hanley Castle.—St. Gabriel’s Church, Hanley
Castle, has been consecrated. The site for the
new church was presented by Sir Edmund
Lechmere. It consists of about an acre of land
in Robertaend-road, is adjacent to the high-road
leading from Hanley to Malvern, and is very
suitably situated as regards distance for the
scattered population of the parish. Tho archi-
tect is Sir Gilbert Scott, R.A.

; the contractor,
Mr. Wm. Porter, of Malvern Wells

; and Mr.
Buriinson, clerk of the works. The church is
built in the Early English style, and consists of
chancel; nave, with aisles separated therefrom
by four obtuse pointed arches, and clearstory
above

;
tower and spire at the north side of the

chancel. It is built of Cradley stone, with Bath
stone dressings and facings. Tho lower stage
of the tower will serve as a vestry, underneath
which is a_ chamber for the hot-air apparatus.
Tho tower is of three stages, supporting a broach
spire, with gables and duplicated lights. The
roof of the church is steeply pitched and slated,
with foliated crosses at the gables, and open
timber work of Memel deal supporting the
roof internally. There are three entrances to
the church,—at the west end, at the north-west
angle, and in the east wall of the tower. In the
great east window are five lancet lights under
one drip-Btone, with quatrefoil tracery in the
head. The west window has four lights,—two
and two. Along the clearstory are cinquefoil
windows, and in the aisles duplicated lights.
Godwin s encaustic tiles adorn the pavement.
There are about 400 sittings, all free and unap.
propriated. There is a small peal of six bells. The
teredos is from a design by Sir Gilbert Scott.
It is of alabaster, and is formed of three com-
partments, the centre one bearing in inlaid work
a Latin cross, elevated on degrees, and sur-
rounded with the emblems of the Crucifixion.
The side compartments bear figures of St*
Gabriel and St. Michael. A retable, also of
alabaster, forms part of the reredos. There are
carved oak sedilia, and a credence niche, on the
right of the altar. The altar-rails are of brass
and iron, and by a telescopic arrangement of the
upper bar tho entrance to the altar may be closed
or opened. The font occupies. a position in the
south-west of the building. It is carved in Bath
stone, stands upon a cluster of Purbeck stone
columns, and is surmounted by a carved oak
canopy. The church is lighted by four pendent
corona), three equi-distant in the nave, and the
fourth in the chancel. The chancel floor is laid
with encautio tiles of a suitable pattern. The
cost of the edifice will probably exceed 5,000?.

Bath.—The foundation stone of St. Paul’s
Church, which is intended to replace St. Mary’s
Chtpel, Queen-square, and is built nearly on the
site, has been laid by the Hon. Maria Brodrick,
sister of the late Lord Midleton, a former rector
of Bath. The church, we are informed, is to bem the Gothic style of an early type. It at
present consists of a nave, -with circular-ended
chovet, but provision has been made for future
extension, with organ-chamber and temporary
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vestry. Tbe entire length of the nave, including

chancel, is about 97 ft.; the width, 38 ft. (in-

ternal dimensions). The height to the top of

the cross is 63 ft. 6 in., and 28 ft. 9 in. to the

wall-plate, and it is arranged to accommodate

700 persons. The exterior of the walls will be

finished in hand-dressed freestone
;
the interior

will be clean-worked ashlar, relieved with strings

of red stone from the Bishop’s Lydiard quarries.

The passages are to be laid with Godwin’s

encaustic tiles, those of the sanctuary of a

snperior description. The trusses to the roof

will be 'curved and moulded, and supported on

ornamental carved stone corbels. The roof is

to be covered with the best Bangor countess

slating, with terra-cotta ridges. The doors are

to be of oak. The principal entrance will be

from the Bristol-road, where a double-ordered

doorway will be approached from stops on each

side. Over this doorway is a group of windows.

The other entrances are,—one from Chapel-row,

on the south side, and one to the vestry from

the north. The south elevation towards Chapel-

row is divided into five bays, and the church will

be lighted from this side by five two-light win.

dows. The east end, that facing towards Queen-

square, has five lancet single-light windows, each

with two columns with ornamental caps and

bases, with arched stones composed of Bath and

Bishop’s Lydiard stone alternately. There will

be an ornamental stone cornice running round

this east end, as also along the Chapel-row

elevation. There will bo five nave arches, and

the columns supporting the same will be of blue

Pennant stone, with ornamentally carved caps

and bases. The whole of the work is being

carried out from the designs and under the

superintendence of Messrs. Wilson, Willcox, &
Wilson, architects ;

and the contract has been

taken by Mr. Joseph Bladwell, at a sum of

3,2401., but this does not include any of the

internal fittings, such as the pulpit, font, choir-

benches, seats for the congregation, &c. It is

proposed, when funds permit, to erect the aisles

and a campanile tower, with an entrance from

Queen-square.
Hastings .—It is proposed to enlarge the new

church in St. Aiidrew’s-road, by the addition of a

north aisle; and the board of directors of the

Gas Company ain willing to facilitate the pro-

posed enlargement by giving np a small piece

of ground for the north-east comer of the new
aisle.

Cheveley .—The church has been reopened,

after restoration, under the superintendence of

Mr. J. D. Sedding, of Bristol, architect. The

works have been completed by Mr. R. Tooley, of

theChnrchRestorationWorks,Bury St. Edmund’s.

The cost will bo about 3,0001. The greater part

of this is borne by the rector. The Duke of

Rutland, who is the principal landowner of the

parish, offered to restore the south transept,

which work will cost 3001 The chancel has been

taken down and entirely rebuilt, with an open-

timber hammer-beamed roof. The stonework of

the east window has been restored, and the

triple-lights are partly filled with stained glass,

which, in the completed form, will represent the

Crucifixion. At present, the centre light is

wanting. The reredos is of alabaster, having in

the centre a Decorated Latin cross of white

statuary marble, with dove-coloured marble for

a back-ground. On the left there is a repre-

sentation of the Expulsion from Eden, and on

the right the Nativity. The flooring is laid with

tiles of ancient design, from Godwin’s, of

Logwardine. On the south side of the chancel

a new organ-chamber and vestry, in keeping

with the rest of the structure, have been attached,

whither the monumental slabs from the chancel

have been removed. The side-walls of the south

transept had to be rebuilt, and a new open-

timbered roof put on. The plaster on the walls

of the north transept has been removed, and the

old oak roof restored. The tower has been re-

stored. It was found necessary to thoroughly

underpin one of the piers. The belfry ha’

been supplied with new windows. The plaster

on the exterior of the walls has been

knocked off, and the plinth-work pointed up.

The seats will be open benches, in oak, with

carved poppy-heads. The flooring of the aisles

of the church consists of Peak’s Tunstill tiles

(black and red), worked in patterns; and new oak

doors have been provided throughout. The
windows have been principally glazed with cathe-

dral glass. The church will he warmed with heated
air, when necessary, by an apparatus supplied by

Mr. Gidney, of Derebam ;
and to prevent the

walls being affected by damp, the earth ha?

been cleared ’away from the foundations, and a

drain inserted to take away the surface water.

The contractor was Mr. Tooley.

Qlossop .—An elaborate memorial-stone, of

ecclesiastical design has been placed in the

parish church over the family vault of the late

Rev. Christopher Howe, who died September

15tb, 1849, and was the oldest vicar of Glossop

of whom there is any record. lie held the

living for upwards of half a century. The
inscriptions, made in black and red letters, are

surmounted by a cross, on which appear the

Latin words, “ For in heaven there is rest,”

whilst in the centre is placed the sacred mono-

gram of Jesus UomUium Salvator', first engraved,

and afterwards gilded, with ornamental emblems
grouped around. The railings are of Sheffield

manufacture, and terminate in the pattern of a

mitre, on six of the bars, which will subse-

quently be gilded, in order fn'ly to complete the

design. Mr. W. B. Clarke, of Strangeways, was
the sculptor.

Putney .—Tbe ceremony of laying the founda-

tion-stone of the new church of All Saints, at

Putney, has been performed by her Royal

Highness the Princess Christian of Schleswig-

Holstein. A large company, numbering upwards
of 1,500, bad assembled on the spot, within the

area, covered by a circular tent. Messrs. Adam-
son are the builders, and Mr. G. E. Street the

architect. Baron Pollock, chairman of the com-

mittee, stated that the site was the gift of Earl

Spencer, the lord of the manor. The church

was to bo free and open. The amount subscribed

was 3,2001., and 2,OOOL more were required.

Nunbumholme.—The parish church of Nun.
bumholme, at the foot of the Wolds, a few miles

distant from Pocklington, has been reopened,

after restoration, by the Archbishop of York.

The church was in a deplorable condition before

its restoration. The roof of the nave was of

post-Reformation date, flat, and poor in character,

and ready to fall, from decay. The chancel had

a miserable shed-roof, covered with pantiles.

There was no chancel arch. The seating and
fittings were of the meanest description. A
chancel-arch has been put up, and new tie-beam

roofs have been erected. The walls and windows
have been restored, and the steps arranged so as

to give elevation to the holy table. The church

has been reseated with oak benches, with carved

poppy-heads. The chancel is seated stall-wise,

in oak, with desks for the clei-gy against the

jambs of the new chancel-arch ; these are

arranged so as give the suggestion of a low screen,

without obstructing the view. A pavement of

Minton’s encaustic tiles has been laid down in

the chancel. The chancel is hung all round with

diapered hangings, and the altar-cloth, of red

damask silk and velvet, is richly embroidered

:

the work has been designed by the architect, and

is being carried ont by Miss Dawkins, of Old-

field, Hampshire, a skilful amateur embroidress,

who offered her services. It is the gift of Miss

Rose and Miss Laura Morris. Seats for children

are placed in the tower. A new south porch and

doorway have been added, in place of a wretched

hovel of brickwork, which used to serve as a
porch. The whole of tbe exterior has been

placed in repair, and the ground levelled where

it needed it. 'The external effect is improved,

but it still suffers from the plain and unsightly

tower. It is a part of the scheme to carry up
this tower to a proper proportion to the dimen-

sions of the church, and to finish it with a belfry

and an embattled parapet surrounding a low

tiled roof, which will be surmounted by a cross

and vane. This work is delayed for want of

farther funds, about 1701. being still required.

The total cost of the restoration, if fully carried

out, will be 1,1001., towards which Lor'& Mun-
caster has contributed -IDOt., and further has

promised an additional 501. towards completing

the tower. The architect is Mr. G. G. Scott,

jun., of London. The contractor and builder is

Mr. Thomas Grant, of Pocklington, and those

who have worked with him are Mr. George

Grant for the woodwork, and Mr. J. Richardson

for the stonework and masonry.

Fall of a New Bridge.—Ford Bridge,

situated near Titley, on the Presteign Railway,

has fallen. The bridge has been some time in

course of erection, and was an immense structure.

Great damage has been done by tbe fall, the

river Arrow having, in consequence, overflowed

its banks and inundated the country for a con-

siderable distance. The houses in the neigh-

bourhood were greatly flooded, and a large

number of fish were killed by the lime from the

bridge.

STAINED GLASS.

St. LuTie's, Livet-pool.—An addition has just

been made to the painted windows which are

gradually taking the places of the ordinary glass

in this church. A new window of stained glass

has been put up on the north side of the >

church, to the memory of Mr. John Rimmer,
,

who for several years held the position of church.-j

warden. The subjects depicted in the window,

which is divided into six lights, aro illustrative* i

of the Christian graces, Faith, Hope, and .

Charity, and the virtues, Justice, Mercy, and :

Meekness. The figure of Charity occupies the i

centre of the upper light, with the words

“Charity never faiicth; ” on the one side of her

is Hope, and the legend, “ Be not moved away
;

from the hope of the Gospel ;
” and on the other-

Faith, and the words, “Without faith it is im.

possible to please Him.” Underneath each of

these figures there is an appropriate group, repre- .i

senting works in harmony with the graces. Under
Faith is the sacrifice of Isaac, the youth bound i

on tbe altar, the angel staying the hand of the

patriarch, and the ram which was ordained as

the substitute; below Hope is Noah’s first

sacrifice after leaving the ark
;

and beneath

!

Charity is Dorcas distributing garments to the '

poor. The three lower lights are also occupied i

with representative figures,— Solomon in his

regal robes, the loving Shepherd bearing a lamb ’

in his arms, and Moses with the tables of the

law. The corresponding tableaux underneath ]

these are the famous judgment of Solomon
;
the

charge to Peter, “ Feed my sheep,” and the

refusal by Moses of the crown of Egypt. Messrs^. =

Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake, of Bloomsbury^
were the artists.

Woodditton Church.—The west window of j

this church has been filled with stained glass, byf

the directions and at the expense of MissDobito,

of the Woodditton Church Hall. This gift is a

memorial of her late father and mother and two

brothers. The window is of tho Perpendicular

era, and has three lights, divided into six

openings, and the historical subjects are the Six

Acts of Mercy, enumerated in Matthew xxv, ;

35, 36. The work was designed and executed '

by Messrs. Favell & Ellis, of Cambridge.

Cirencester Church.—A window has beeo

:

placed in this church, given by Sir Cecil Beadonj :

K.C.S.I. It is intended as the first of a series

with which it is proposed to fill the windows of i

the church, the idea being to illustrate the life

of our Lord in the large windows of the nave, in

the same manner as the life of St. John the

Baptist is being illustrated in St. John’s Chapel,

The window now given consists of four lightSj :

illustrating the infancy of our Saviour. The first

:

light represents the Annunciation (St. Luke i.

26-38). Tho second light represents the salu-

J

tation of Elizabeth by Mary (St. Luke i. 39-45),

.

The third light portrays tho Virgin Mary wor-

:

shipping tbe Infant Saviour (St. John i. 14).

'

The last light is the announcement of the birth

of Christ to the Shepherds (St. Luke ii. 8-14).

St. Paul's, London Docks.—Messrs. Cox & Song, i

of Southampton-street, Straiidi have recently

placed a large three-light wi^idow in St. Panl’s
'

Church, Dock-street, London Docks. It has i

been erected by tbe vicar, in memory of Sir i

John Franklin, who was one of the fonnders of

the church ;
and as the church is principally

,

attended by sailors, nautical subjects from the i

Bible have been chosen. The subjects are illus- •

trations of the following passages He re- :

buked the winds and the sea, and there was a

calm”; “He that hath ears to bear let liim :

hear ”
;

“ Fear not, from henceforth thou shalb^l

catch men”; "0 thou of little faith, where-.|

fore didst thou doubt?” The centre light is i

about 23 ft. high. A portion of the windo^ «

was exhibited in the late International Exhibit

tioD. The style is thirteenth century.

Canterbury Cathedral.—A stained.glass win-

dow, by Clayton & Bell, baa been placed in tho i

south-eastern transept of Canterbury Cathedral, .

to tbe memory of the late Dean Alford, Its i

main features consist of three large circles, each

containing five others, one concentric, and font

smaller ones disposed around it. Each of these

larger circles is devoted to scenes of our Lord’s

Temptation, theactual Temptation occupying tbe

principal inner circle, and illustrative or con-

trasted subjects being represented in the four

subordinate circles.

Christ Church, Oi/ord.—After tbe murder ot

Mr. Frederick Vyner, by Greek Brigands, in 1870,

his friends and contemporaries at Christ Church,

O-xford, determined, with the permission of the

dean, to put up a painted window as a memorial
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ito him in Christ Church Cathedral. The com.

mitteo appointed with that object,—Lord Hose-

t berry, Mr. E.W. Hamilton, and Mr. J. R. Dasent,

—

I state that the window has been completed by

I Messrs. Morris & Co., and put up in its place in the

I
cathedral. The position selected was the second

I window northwards from the altar, where four

I

largo lights have been filled with the figures of

: Samuel, David, St. John, and Timothy, a subject

I
from the early life of each being represented

I
beneath the figures. A suitable inscription has

I
been placed on a tablet on the adjoining wall.

ffiliscjllancs.

Coal Supijly.—At Monday’s sitting of the
House of Commons’ Committee of Inquiry into
our Coal Supply, Mr. Booth, manager of the
Claremont Collieries, Ashton-undcr-Lyne, gave
evidence at some length. lie stated that in his
district the men would work only when they
pleased. They would play on Monday and
Tuesday, and then it was impossible for them
to make up the loss during the remainder of the
week. Witness attiibuted the recent great rise
in the price of coal to the demand suddenly
overbaking the supply, to the increase of colliers’

wages, and to the much less quantity of coal
produced. Tbo Mines Regulation Act too had
caused greater expense in getting the coal. In
tlie majority of cases, notwithstandiug the
higher wages, the condition of the colliers had
not improved, either in the matter of clothing,
habitations, or general mode of living. It is

consolatory under present circumstances, to
find it said that never in the history of the coal
trade were so many now collieries opened out in
South Yorkshire as at the present time, and
that the high wages and ]u.xurioua indolence of
the colliers are causing a rush of stout youths
from other employments to the coal diggings.

Piercing the Pyramids. — A party of
American scientists are still worrying the poor
Sphynx, and pegging and digging away inside
of the Pyramids in search of the toenails of more
of the Pharaohs and other articles of interest.
A letter from Cairo says :

—“Our next bore will
be through a peculiarly placed stone in the floor
of the entrance passage, which may be corking
up another passage, as it has been found that the
coffer in the king’s chamber could not be intro-
duced by the present known passage. [Was it

ever “ introduced” at all by any passage ? Was
not the Pyramid built around it,—layer by
layer, year by year, of the life of the Pharaoh,
as was the ancient practice, till he died, when
the Pyramid was completed, and the sarcophagus,
or rather its duplicate below, became his tomb ?]
.... We have spent many nights at the Pyra.
mids, and have made many important discoveries.
We have opened up two small passages leading
from the Queen’s chamber to—we do not now
where. These will have to be explored further.
We have also discovered in the ascending
passage to the ‘ Grand Gallery ’ some very
strange Masonic symbolism, which still remains
a mystery to ‘ Pyramid students.’ "

—

Sacramento
Union.

Cornish Industry developed.—About three
years since a company with a heavy capital,
knowing of the deep beds of good fire-clay which
abound in the locality of Hingstou Downs, pur-
chased a sett, erected kilns, and commenced
fire-brick burning. Since then other companies
have been formed, one of which, with a capital
of 200,0001., is combining with brick-burning
general smelting, the extraction of mineral oils
from shale, and the manufacture of bitumen,
asphalte, and other substances

; extensive works
for this purpose being in erection. There are
now, says our authority, the Cornish Telegraph,
four fire-day firms in full work, manufacturing
the clay into fire-bricks, gas retorts, tiles, cru.
cibles, and various other articles; while a fifth
company has nearly completed the erection of a
large Hoffmann’s kiln on their own estate for
the same purposes. The total number of opera-
tives already employed at these various works
amounts to nearly 400. The celebrated Stour-
bridge clay gradually becoming exhausted, great
demand is being made on the Cornish fire-clay.

Competition, Walthamstow. — A limited
competition has just taken place for schools at
St. James’s Walthamstow, to accommodate 400
children, four architects being invited to com-
pete

;
one declined. Ultimately the plans by

Mr. John Ladds were accepted, and will be car.
ried out.

Mr. FlimsoU and our Seamen.—It is to

be hoped that Mr. Plimsoll’a Bill for the protec-

tion of our jolly tars from rotten ships and over-

loaded cai'goes will be supported by memorials
in its favour from all quarters and in every
available form—from congregations of every
denomination'; from corporations, chambers of
commerce, and associations of our countrymen
of all sorts

;
and, above all, from our country,

women
;
praying Parliameut to lose no time in

passing a short Act to prohibit deck-loading, and
over-loading in general, and to prevent ships in

disrepair, or otherwise not sea-worthy, from
going to sea. In the promotion of this important
movement, a 'noble example has been set by
the working “ Miners’ Association of South
Yorksliire,” who, without any capital to speak
of, any lands, any special interest in favour of

our seamen or against our ship - owners, but
clearly from generous and brotherly feeling,

have made the princely grant of 1,0001. to the
Piimsoll Defence Fund.

Report on Works executed in the City.

—

The annual report of Mr. Haywood, engineer
and surveyor to the City Sewers Commission on
the works executed during the year 1872, has

' just been issued in a printed form. The setting

back of frontages, the various trials of asphalte

in different forms, and wood pavement, the im-
provement of footways, and the widening of the
public way on the western front of St. Paul’s

Cathedral, are prominent items in the list of

works in progress or completed. Tal de Travers
asphalte appears to maintain its good position

among the forms of asphalte in course of trial. A
hope is expressed that when the western front

of St. Paul’s is open to traffic it will lead to

the removal of the remainder of the iron railings

from around the Cathedral.

Discovery in Puimess. — For some time
past a number of mou have been engaged
removing the earth from the limestone which
exists at the Butts, Dalton, about two miles
from Furness Abbey, with the view of quar-
rying it. "While thus engaged recently, they
came upon a large square block of stone,

weighing nearly a ton
;
and on removing this

they found a vault or grave about 6 ft. long,

4 ft. wide, and rather more in depth, with bones,
some human, others those of an animal, probably
a horso, and a bronze pike.head and double-
edged sword. A large slab of stone, completely
covering the landward side of the vault, having
been removed, this revealed a small semi-
circular-shaped crevice, running inwards, but it

was too small to admit of its then being ex-
plored.

The Royal Society.—The president (Sir
George B. Airy) and council of the Royal
Society had their customary conversazione on
Saturday night last, at Burlington House.
There was an unusually numerous attendance
of the fellows of the Society and of other
learned and scientific bodies of the metropolis.
Seven rooms belonging to the Society were
thrown open, and abounded with scientific
instruments of the newest invention, besides
some recently-obtained antiquities, and many
objects of interest, among which was an eleva-
tion of the external facade of the Palace of
Chosroes, at Mashita, in Moab, restored and
exhibited by Mr. James Fergusson, F.R.S. The
suite of rooms thrown open were lighted by
Messrs. Gardner, of the Strand, with oil-lampa,
fitted with Silber’s burners.

Coal on Lord Houghton’s Estate.—The
Hon. Robert Ashburton, son and heir of Lord
Houghton, has turned the first sod of an intended
coal pit, situate upon the Fryston estate, which
is the nearest pit to the port of Hull and the
German Ocean. The company present to witness
the ceremony was very large, including Lord
Houghton, who delivered a speech upon the coal
question. The Fryston Coal Company have
rented some 2,000 acres from his lordship, on
the North-Eastern Railway, about two miles
from Pontefract. The coal, it is supposed, lies

150 yards from the surface, and is 5 ft. in
thickness, and the proprietors hope that, by
moans of excellent machinery, 300,000 tons of
coal will be brought to the surface per annum.

Hop Offices and Show-rooms in Denman-
street. Borough.—A building for these pur-
poses has been completed under the superin.
tendence of Mr. J. W. Reed, architect, for Mr. G.
Gibbons, at a cost of about 3,500?. The building
is a similar one to that to "be built adjoining to
it, and for which tenders appeared in the Ru:7der
of April 26th.

Russian Lighthouses, — It is intended,

according to a plan prepared by tbe Russian

Admiralty, to build successively lighthouses in

all the Russian seas. A commencement has

already been made in 1872, and tbo whole of

the projected number will be finished by 1885.

During the fii’st three years, lighthouses are pro.

posed to be completed in the Baltic, Black Sea,

Sea of Azov, and the Caspian Sea. In 1875, the

works will be begun in the "White Sea. A yearly

credit of 100,000 roubles for five years, for the

erection of lighthouses in the North Polar Sea
and the Pacific, has also been asked for. Alto-

gethei*, the sums to be expended for this purpose
are said to be very considerable.

Tramways ia London.—The Committee of

the House of Commons appointed to consider

the Bill for confirming the provisional orders

granted by the Board of Trade for several pro-

posed lines of tramways in the metropolis have
met under the presidency of Sir F. Goldsmid, and
passed the following resolution :

—“ The com-
mittee are of opinion it is inexpedient that a
construction of tramways in the City (including

Blackfriars Bridge) or over Waterloo Bridge,

should be sanctioned by Parliament, mor^-espe-

cially having regard to the fact that no consent

has been given to it by the corporation of the

city of London or the trustees of Waterloo
Bridge.”

Schools for the London School Board,—
On the recommendation of the Works Committee,
it has been resolved that the following tenders

for tho erection of schools be accepted :—Of
Messrs. Hensbaw & Co., to erect for 7,840?. 10s.

a school to provide accommodation for 1,062

children on tho Walworth-common site, a further

expenditure of 900?. being sanctioned for the
necessary boundry walls and tar paving

;
of ill’.

G. S. Pritchard, of 103, Paul-street, Finsbury,

to erect for 5,919?. a school to provide accom-
modation for 833 children on tho site in Central-

street, Finsbury
;
of Messrs. W. H. & J. Mans,

bridge, of Bangor Wharf, King’s-road, to erect

for 9,915?. a school to provide accommodation
for 1,355 children on the site in tbo New North-
road, Shoreditch.

Proposed New Building for Airedale
College.—At a special meeting of the consti-

tuents of Airedale College, to consider the report

and recommendations of the Airedale section of

theYorkshire Colleges Amalgamation Committee,
it has been resolved “That in accordance with
the recommendation of the Airedale section of

the Colleges Amalgamation Committee, supported
by the General Committee, the said General Com.
mittee be requested to take immediate steps for

the erection of a new college, with power to pur.

chase land for the purpose, if necessary, and to

report to the annual meeting.” The meeting
regretted that the scheme for amalgamating the

two Yorkshire colleges had failed, and thanked
Sir Titus Salt for his generous aid.

An Ancient Glass Cup.—An interesting

archaeological discovery has just been made by
a peasant while ploughing in the neighbourhood
of Arles, Bouches-du-Rhone, consisting of an
ancient glass cup. It is composed of two por-

tions : one in simple ordinary glass, forming the

vase, whilst the second is an ornament in red

glass superposed. This latter forms a series of

ovals, united by knots curiously interlaced. On
one of the sides is a Latin inscription, which has

been deciphered, “ Divus Maximianns Augustas.”

This object, therefore, belonged to the Emperor
Maximianns Hercules, who resided in Gaul for a

considerable time. As was rather usual, the cup
has no foot.

Screws in Plaster.—It sometimes becomes
desirable to insert screws in plaster walls, with-

out attaching them to any woodwork ; but when
we turn them in, the plaster gives way and our
effort is vain. 'The plan suggested is to enlarge

the hole to about twice the diameter of the
screw, fill it with plaster of Paris, such as is

issued for fastening the tops of lamps, and bed
the screw in the soft plaster. "When the plaster

has set, the screw wiU be held very strongly.

A Testimonial to an Assistant Eu-
gineer.—Mr. J. G. "Warner, assistant engineer,
on his retiring from tho services of the Metro-
politan Railway Company, was presented by the
officials, employes, and friends, on Thursday, the
24th nit., with a gold watch and chain

;
also a

purse of twenty-five sovereigns. The chairman
presented the testimonial with a few appro-
priate remarks, to which Mr. "Warner made a
‘suitable reply.
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Keble College Chapel.—The foundation,

stone of the new chapel of this, the most
modem of Oxford colleges, has been laid, in

the presence of a large and distinguished

gathering of the friends of the institution.

When the college was formally opened in 1870 a

temporary chapel formed part of it, but it was
imderatood that a fitting edifice would take its

place as soon as the funds were forthcoming to

erect it. These hare now been supplied by
Mr. W. Gibbs, of Tyntesfield, who has taken the

entire expense of the work upon himself, devoting

no less than 30,0001. to worthily carrying out his

intention.

The New Police Station at Swindon.

—

ThiSj,new station is almost completed. The
building is constructed of local stone, orna-

mented with Bath stone dressings. The resi-

dences of the superintendent and inspector are

on either side of the entrance. The west portion
of the building is composed of three constables’

dwelling-houses, and in the centre is a large

Potty Sessions Hall, with raised bench for the
magistrates and a dock. Connected with the
hall are retiring-rooms, also guard and waiting
rooms, and superintendent’s office. The cost of

the building is about 3,500i. The contract has
been executed by Mr. n. Dyer, of Ramsbury.

The Derby Memorial Statue at Preston.
Active preparations are now being carried on for

the erection of this statue in the- Miller Park,
Preston. The belvedere, which stands on the
site on which it has been decided the statue
shall be fixed, is being pulled down, and in a few
weeks the work of erection will be commenced.
There are many persons in Preston who protest
against the razing of the belvedere, and contend
that it would be far better if the statue of Sir

Robert Peel, which stands in the Winckley
Gardens, was placed at one side of the belvedere
and the statue of the late Earl of Derby on the
other.

Dlectiou of a Borough. Bngineer and
Surveyor for Halifax.—At a special meeting
of the Halifax Town Council in committee, held
for the purpose of selecting a suitable person for
the office of borough engineer and surveyor,
there were three candidates, viz., Mr. Escott,
borough engineer, Burnley, who obtained four-
teen votes

; Mr. Hardwick, assistant borough
engineer, Bradford, ten votes; and Mr. Bryson,
borough surveyor, Newcaatle-on-Tyne, four votes.
This result was afterwards made known to an
open council, and the choice of Mr. Escott was
confirmed. The salary is 4001. a year.

Her Majesty’s Opera.—The annual trans-

formation of Old Drury into an opera-house was
carried out for Mr. Mapleson this year, as pre-
viously, by Messrs. Bracher & Sou, builders,

under the directions of Messrs. Nelson & Harvey,
architects. The stage has as usual been cut
back, which much improves the “ acoustics ” of

the house. The auditorium is fitted with the
usual tiers of boxes, and the pit is transformed
as stalls : the whole is draped with the amber
satin hangings which formed a well-known
feature at Her Majesty’s Theatre. The house
has a very handsome appearance.

Spring Drains and Gas Tar.—Mr. Mechi
writes to the Agricultural Gazette as follows :

—

An agricultural friend assured me (when dis-

cussing the filling up of drain-pipes by the roots

of trees or plants) that where the drain-pipes

have been well coated with gas tar there is no
risk of choking with roots, for the roots turn
away from the tar, evidently sensible of their

danger. I hope this hint may prove useful, for

I know that no spring drain is safe near trees,

fences, or even strong-rooted weeds.

Practical Surveying.—A professor in an
American college had taken his class out, on a
pleasant afternoon, to exeroise them in practical
surveying. The next morning they were to be
examined on the same. The first pupil was called
up. Said the professor, “ How would you go to
work to survey a lot of laud ? ” (Deep thinking
but no answer.) “ If a man should come to you
to get you to survey a lot of land, what would
you do ? ”—“ I think,” said the student, thought,
fiillyi I should tell him he had better get some-
body e Ise.”

New Bridge at Leith Harbour.—A new
iron swing-bridge is in conrsb of construction at
Leith Harbour, at a cost of about 30,000i. The
bridge, which is to extend from the West to the
East Harbour, will have a total length of 214 ft.

The structure weighs about 700 tons, and will be
worked by hydraulic power.

Accident through the Falling of a Brick.
A serious accident has happened to a boy whilst
playing in Elm-court, Elm-street, Gray’s Inn-
road. Some houses in the coiirt were in course
of repair, and a pail of cement which was being
drawn to the top of one of them by a pulley,

struck against the coping, causing a brick to fall

upon the boy’s head, fracturing his skull, and
severely lacerating his scalp.

Institution of Surveyors. — The next
meeting will- be held on Monday evening, May
5th, 1873, when a paper will be read by Mr. W.
Hope, entitled “ Sewage Farming,” and the dis-

cussion on Mr. Menzies’s paper entitled “Arterial

Drainage Works, Water Supply, and Sewage
Drainage Works executed at Windsor, between
the years 1867 and 1873,” will be resumed.

The Shakspeare Oak on Primrose-hill.

—

It has been resolved to inclose the tree planted

by Mr. S. Phelps, on 23rd April, 1864, or

Shakspeare’s day, within an ornamental iron

palisade, and erect a tablet in connexion with it.

A design is in preparation, the estimated cost of

which will be about 200J., to be raised by sub-
scriptions of 2s. 6d. and upwards,

Nature and Value of Prisoners’ Labour.
A Government return, in reply to an address of

Mr. Kennaway, dated August of last year, to

the House of Commons, has just been issued.

This document gives the nature and value of

prisoners’ labour and other interesting informa-
tion, from each prison in Great Britain during
the year 1871.

New Board-room for the Holbom Board
of Works.—A committee of the whole Board
having recommended that a public hall should
not be erected, but that a Board-room should be
built, at a cost of 500L, and that the surveyor
be requested to prepare plans, the Board have
adopted the report of the committee.

TENDERS
For new oDlcea, at Basford, near Nottingbani, for

Messrs. Charles Cox & Sods. Quantities supplied by
Messrs. Hovenden, Heath, &, Berridge :

—

Fish & Son £1,395 0 0
Hopewell 1,387 6 10
Synam 1,370 0 0
Dennett d; Co. (accepted) 1,359 0 0

Tenders for new roads, Camberwell

£liike'i-road.
Cole
Harriss
Batch
Hare
Riley

Canlerbury-road.
Harriss
Batch
Hare
Cole
^ley

Clifion-ereicent.

Cole
Batch
Harriss
Haro
ROey .

Cole
Harriss .

Hare ....

Batch ....

ROey ....

Batch ....

Harriss .

Cole
Haro ....

RDey ....

Batch ....

Cole
Harriss .

Hare ....

Riley ....

Qloucegter-road.

£176 0 0
.. 172 0 0
.. 172 0 0

129 0 0

For new clergy and school house (Quebec Chapel), in

Upper Berkeley-street, Portman-square. Mr. Clarke,
ajchitect. Quantities by Mr. Sydney Young :

—

Brooker & Son £2,259 0 0
Browne & Robinson 2,120 0 0
Wright (Brothers) & Goodchild 2,116 0 0
WicEs, Bangs, & Co 2,100 0 0
Dove, Brothers 2,073 0 0
Messrs, Roberts 2,059 0 0
Harris & Sons 2,056 0 0
Morter 3,023 0 0
Cooke & Green 1,930 0 0
Maraland & Son 1,875 0 0

For the erection of the new church of St. James, at
Welland. Mr. J. West HugaB, architect. Quantities
supplied :

—

Warner £3,576 0 0
Coleman 3.548 0 0
Hawkins 3,250 0 0
Griffiths 3,189 0 0
Everal 3,188 0 0
Wall & Hook (accepted) 3,086 0 0

For new clnb-room, «Stc., at the Six Colin Campbell
Aldershott. Mr. Henry Peak, architect :

—

Martin, Wells, & Co. (accepted) £187 0 0

For additions to the Railway Tavern, Liphook, Hants,
Mr. Henry Peak, architect :

—

Trigg (accepted) £207 10 0

For large room, and other additions, at the Onslow
Arms, Crunleigb, Surrey. Mr. Henry Peak, architect:—

Holden & Son (accepted) £355 0 0

Accepted for Chorley Town-hall. Messrs. Ladds i
Powell, architects

If Briok Facings. If Stone Facings.
Warbnrton £16,300 £17,160

Vaults under Market-hall, fish-stalls, and other works
for the corporation of the borough of Birmingham. Mr.
W. Hale, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

JeiTery & Pritchard £5,618 0 0
Hardwick & Son 6,.135 6 0
Davies, Brothers 6,207 0 0
Holmes 4,785 2 9
Corbett (too late) 4,745 9 5
Messrs. Webb 4,741 0 0
Briggs & Son 4,559 0 0

'

Mountford 4,549 0 0
George 4,547 0 0
Garlick 4,614 0 0
Horsley, Brothers 4,441 0 0
Edwards 4,420 0 0
Wilson & Son 4,380 0 0
Cresswell & Sous 4,275 0 0
Moffatt -1,088 0 0
Matthews 4,008 0 0
Surman & Son (accepted) 3,991 0 0

For the erection of new Board School, at Linsladc,
Leighton Buzzard. Mr. J. T. Laurence, architect. Quan-
tities by Messrs. Paice, Brothers :

—

Edwards £2,011 0 0
Mead & Osborn 1,945 0 0
SneU 1,870 0 0
Smith & Fincher 1,788 0 0
Wiight, Brothers, & Goodchild* 1,775 15 0

* Accepted.

For Overton-cum-Fyfield Schools, Marlborough, Wilt-
shire. Mr. C, E. Pon'ting, ai-ohitect;

—

Mailings £1,100 0 0
Barrett 1,023 0 0
Nightingale (accepted) 1,008 0 0
Pope 955 0 0

For now premises, Bury-street, St. Mary-axe :

—

Patman & Fotheringham
KiUby
Ennor
Perry & Co
Brass
Williams & Son
Newman & Mann
Haj-ues
Conder
Ashby & Sons

,.£3,300
3,240 0 0
3,207 0 0
3,300 0 0
3,187 0 0
3,174 0 0
3,136 0 0
8,130 0 0
3,097 0 0
2,968 0 0

For [villa residence, at Underhill-road, Dulwich, for
Mr. E. Brown. Mr. R. Peters, architect. Quantities by-

Mr. A. J. Gate :

—

Watson, Brothers (accepted) ... £1,275 0 0

For repairs at the Plough, High-street, Notting-hill.
Mr. H. J. Newton, architect:

—

Shurmur £179 0 0
Taylor 167 13 0
Mears 160 0 0
Brindle & Co. (accepted) 160 0 0

For additions to a warehouse, in Watling-street, City,
Mr. Herbert Ford, architect;—

Hensliaw i Co £1,398 0 0
Meyers & Sons 1,380 0 0
Lawrence & Sons 1,374 0 0
Brass (accepted) 1,332 0 0

For schools and master s noose, at uemah-road, for tha
Crojdon School Board. Second contract. Mr. Charles
Rutley, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Hearle £3,034 0 0

For external repairs to thirty-nine houses, City-road,
for Mr. John Murray. Mr. Eutley, architect :

—

Kerrage £629 0 0
Hearle 409 0 0
Johnson 365 0 0
Haynes & Co 356 0 0

For alterations to No. 78, Norfolk.terrace, Westbourne-
grove, for Messrs. Chapman. Mr. C. Rutley, architect :—

Hearle £195 0 0

For additional workrooms for the American Leather
Cloth Company, at their North Woolwich Works. Mr,
Charles Rutley, architect :

—

King & Son £450 0 0
Hearle, 409 0 0

For mansion and stable, at Dulwich, for Mr. A, Bes-
semer. Mr, Chas. Barry, architect. Quantities sup-
plied :

—

House. Stable.
Lucas, Brothers £8,126 £2,166
Stimpson & Co 7,986 1,997
Colls 7,398 2.033
Peto, Brothers 7,409 1,989
Brass 7.390 1,976
Downs & Co 7,336 1,959
Browne & Robinson ... 7,249 1,953
Perry & Co 7,150 1,847

For Harrow Public HaU. Mr. C. P. Hayward, ai-ehi-

tect. Quantities supplied :—
Minna, if Plus, if

tiles used. tQes used. .

Patman & Fotherincham £38 £5,633 —
Stimpson & Co 24 6,290 —
Dove, Brothers 17 4,876 — '

Saunders — 4,750 —
Woodbridgo — 4,650 ,,.,..£25

-

Lander — 4.525 18
Kendel — 4,521 18
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0?i (hi Dclevniinaiion of ccrtaiii'Ancient

Archittclural Terms.

HE exact im-

,

port of ancient

architectural

terms
matter of no

small import-

ance. The
interest of the

subject ^is by
no means con-

fined to the

professed stu-

dent ofarchae-

ology. Few
persons reah

ise how far

we owo to the

elegant pre-

cision of tho

Greek lan-

uage many of the words that aro daily current

1 our workmen’s mouths. Tho term “ triglyph,’’

3r instance, at once betrays its origin and
enotes its meaning. It is one proper to classic

tylo. The kindred word “architrave” is con.

Santly used by every joiner. The bricklayer

-ho sets back a plinth is not aware that the

ord ho thus employs is applied by Xenophon
) denote the materials used in the military

'alls of Babylonia, and that “plinths toasted

1 the sun” were the predecessors of the small

lie-shaped, well-bumed, bricks of the great

Loman builders, as well as of our own more
bapeless and less enduring “ stocks.”

The interest, and indeed the utility of the

(Search is enhanced by the fact that, in our
vn, and probably in most other, languages, our
lohnical terms aro partly native and pai-tly im.

orted. In the former or vernacular words the

srivation is generally to be traced. In the

(reign terms, on the other hand, it frequently

iffers dislocation in the process of time. The
•ord “plinth,” which we have just cited, is a
)od example of this change of meaning.
In speaking of any of those technical terms in

hioh we may think we trace a direct link be.

veen Oriental and European languages, we are
>t unaware that the general set of philological
5mion in tho present day tends to discourage
ay attempts to show the existence of snch a
)nnexion. A couple of centuries ago men who
ere erudite, if not scientific, attempted to
3rivo many English words from Hebrew sources,

id great nonsense they wrote accordingly,

othing is more established in language than
10 fact that similarity of sound does not denote
[entity of meaning, of root, or of structure,

nt a scepticism of this kind may be pushed too

ir. Even ivithout resorting to the possible

Tpothesis that some ancient and extinct tongue
as the common parent of the 200 Turconian.

le 100 Aryan, and the 9 Semitic languages,
hen we find similaxly-sounding words, in very
tfferent dialects, denoting the same architec-
tral element, we can hardly doubt that, how-
rer it may have come about, there is some
jtual relationship between them.
Of all ancient architectural descriptive writing
lere is no example that is at the same time so
etailed and so obscure, from the want of clear

definition of terms, as the account of the Temple
at Jerusalem, which is contained in the last few

chapters of the book of the Prophet Ezekiel.

Wo shall confine our remarks exclusively to the

architectural inquiry
;
but it is necessary to re-

mark that the idea almost universally enter-

tained that the dimensions given in this descrip,

tion are so vast as to bo inapplicable to any
actual building, is entirely founded on mis-

translation. We are not asking our readers to

accept this statement on our own authority

alone. Tho Greek writers of the ancient Alex-

andrine translation of the Old Testament, called

the Septuagint version, the Latin translators of

this same version made under the auspices of

Pope Sixtus V., and, to some extent, the Latin

Vulgate, fully bear us out in tho assertion.

The first thing done in this most ancient

specification is to fix the unit of measurement,
which is the cubit, called Ameh in Hebrew. This

dimension is the length from the elbow to tho

end of tho middle finger, and the English word
s taken from tho Latin name for that part of

the body, being probably derived from the habit

of leaning on the elbow. Like most auciont

measures which are derived from tho dimensions
or movements of tho human body, tho cubit

varies in length among different people. It is

one-fourth of the height of a well-proportioned

man. With the Greeks, the unit of height,

at the best period of art, is such as to

make their orguia, toise, or human height,

very closely correspond with our own fathom,

being only i in. longer than 6 English feet.

Thus tho Greek cubit is hard upon 18
English inches, or in exact decimals 18'13125 in.

Tho Russian fathom, or sajene, is equal to 7
English feet. It is divided into three arschenes>

so that if tho cubit were a Russian dimension,

it would be 21 in. long. Egyptian cubits, marked
on the Nilometors, have been measured by Mr.
Greaves at 21-84'7 in., and by Sir Gardner
Wilkinson at 21‘4 in. Tho derah, or land mea-
sure, now in use in Egypt, gives a cubit of

20'7 in. The ordinary Egyptian cubit is stated at

1'719 ft. English. Tho Roman cubit is 17‘‘l'06in.

The Jewish cubit is defined by the writers in

the Talmud as being equal to the length of 48
barley-corns. If wo take these grains as they

are taken for the starting-point of English long

measure, that is to say, in an average ear of

barley, from the heel of one grain to the top of

tho third grain, on the same side of the ear, we
find the Jewish cubit is equal to IG in. English.

All the dimensions taken within the precincts of

the noble sanctury at Jerusalem are, in point of

fact, commensurate with English feet and inches,

In the measurements given in the book of

Ezekiel a half cubit is added to every six, givim

a great cubit of 17'33 in., or ’063 in. shorter

than the Roman cubitus.

The fii'st architectural term which meets us

is one which we must represent in English

letters as Rehh. In Greek it is called pro-

teicliisma, in Latin antemurale, the exact

English of which would be “ forewall ”
; a good

word, but not one to be found in our dictionaries-

As to the meaning of the original expression we
are not left in doubt. It designates what we
should call a superb plinth; a step or footing to

the great external wall of the temple incloaure

104 in. in height, and with a set-back of the

same dimension. As an architectural feature,

the effect must have been very grand. There

is some reason to conjecture that this colossal

plinth was mado of whole stones. At all events,

there actnally exist several hundred feet of a
master-conrse in the south wall of the great

inclosnre, the thickness of which varies from

70 in. to 73 In. There is reason to believe that

this course is not now in an undisturbed condi.

tion. If its upper and lower arrisses wero

destroyed by violence, and the stones after-

wards reworked and reset, on the restoration of

the wall (which was evidently the case with

much of the masonry), the loss of depth would
bo accounted for. There are two colossal mono-
liths in the entrance to the eastern or golden

gate of the Haram which present a similarity

to the groat course ou the south wall, and are at

the same level
; but their full depth has not been

ascertained.

It may be observed that a plinth of this

description, but only 3 cubits in height and in

set-off, is described by Josephus as surrounding
the tower Antonia.

The next word of a technical nature is one of

very ordinary occurrence,—“ Shor,”—which is

translated Pyle, porta, and yate, but which is

better represented by the English word “gate-
way.” In the present instance a word which we
have borrowed from the Greek, to denote a large

and architecturally imposing gateway, such as
those so often met with in Egyptian temples,

namely, " pylone,” would not be inappropriate.

Tho entire structui-e of the gateway, including

an internal vestibule, three recesses on each
side, and an inner, as well as an outer, doorway,
is comprehended under this term.

The next word which we have to determine is

one involving some difficulty. It is by no means
sure that we have an exact equivalent for it in

either Englieb, French, or Italian. It may be
represented by tho word yol or iol, and it

appears in the Hebrew to be the root of the next
term, iolam, or alum

;
for it is spelt both ways.

As to the latter, there can be little doubt that it

is best rendered by the Latin word vestihulum,

which literally means an apai’tment mthia or

before a door, where the outer garments, worn in

time of cold or rain, are taken off by the wearer.

As the jol, wherever it is mentioned, is spoken
of in the same connexion with the alam ; it is

perhaps best rendered by the word “ doorway,”
which we regard (with Viollet-le-Duc) as essen-

tially consisting of threshold, jambs, and lintel.

Threshold alone might perhaps be a correct

equivalent for the word; but the idea of a

narrow division forming the boundary of the

gateway is certainly implied.

Tho second word, alam, is applied to the ves.

tibule of the gate, to the lofty portico or pronaos

of the temple, and to the 'peristyle or cloisters,

of two bays wide, which suiTounded both the

sanctuary, or raised platform, and the great

outer court. On tho south this cloister was three

bays wide, as is described by Josephus. It is

spoken of in the Book of Kings as composed of

three thurim, ranks or rows, of stone- pillar^

with a roof on cedar beams.

The next technical word that occurs is T/io,

in the plural Thaim. This the Greek translators,

and those of Pope Sixtus V. have left untrans-

lated. St. Jerome renders the term by the word
thalamus, which is Anglicised by “ little cham-

ber.” The feature in question was a recess on

the side of the vestibule
;
but there is no men-

tion of any side-door. Tho entire structure

described seems to have resembled, to some
extent, an entrance-gateway, with a carriage-

road in the centre, between two footpaths. But

as carriages and horses were not to be admitted,

the central road was the common entrance. It

led through a long vestibule, and the side-

walks were divided into recesses, preventing

thoroughfare, and adding to tho strength of the

entire gatehouse, which, as we know, from the

account of the siege, was eminently adapted for

the purpose of defence.

The word ail, which next occurs, is probably

another form of that which wo have before spelt

as -iol. It is translated “/rous” by St. Jerome,

and “sub divo” by the Papal writers. It dis-

tinctly implies a landing, or small platfoian, im-

mediately outside the gate. Wo have thus all

the terms which are necessary to describe the

plan of a gateway (iiTespective of the elevation).

distinctly fixed. As to the latter, we find the

word seph to be the equivalent of door, the valvo)

of the Romans, here given as ostium in Latin,
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and as thuroma in Greek. This word Las a

wide and altogether unsuspected currency in our

language, in the form borrowed from the Arabic,

of cypher ; a name given to letters in the ancient

cabbalistic books, with reference to their nu-

merical and transcendental value, as the doors

of knowledge.
In the alam wo can hardly bo in error in

recognising a connexion with the Greek word
(Tide, the Latin aida, and the English hall.

Whether a similar connexion may be traceable

between the Latin nf.-ium and the Hebrew etser

is more doubtful, but the signification, at all

ovonts, is the same. Each of the four courts of

the Temple, which had, Josephus says, according

to the Jewish law, a peculiar degree of separation

from the others, is designated by this term; the

special word nazireh, or sanctuary, being re-

striated to the court of 100 cubits square in

which the holy house itself stood. This was
sun'onnded by a separate boundary, called canon
in Hebrew, and diorizon in Greek. No exact

Latin equivalent exists.

The four coui-ts exterior to the sanctuary were

(1), the court of the priests, in which stood the

great altar. In the Temple of Herod the

division between the temple court and the altar

court does not appear to have been maintained.

The limit of the priests’ court was defined by
the rjisus, or ledge, a dwarf stone wall of a cubit

in height.

Without the court of the priests was (2), the
court of Israel, which Maimonides calls the

atrium principtimn. These two courts are not

to be confounded with the ambulatories, paths,

or treads respectively 'occupied by the priests

and representatives of the whole body of Israel-

ites, in the pcrformonce of the ritual service.

These latter were each only 11 cubits wide, and
extended across the altar-court to the east of the
altar. On the first was a suggestum, or bench,

on which stood the priests who blew the trum-
pets at appointed intervale in the sacred rites.

Tho chief court was surrounded by a peristyle,

or double cloister, aud was raised 7^ cubits

above the outer court which surrounded it.

Below and around the chief court was (3),

what Josephus, reckoning from without, calls, in

his work against A pion, “ tho second court,” and,

elsewhere, ” the court of the women.” It was an
area into which, he tells us, both sexes were
admitted. The men passed through it, into

their own court within. Tho women were
provided with a podium, or ramp, called by
the Talmud Chil, and in the Bible, by Jeremiah
a.a well as by Ezekiel, Chel, around the second
court, which was 10 cubits wide, and
protected by lattice-work. It is not stated

whether this podium was roofed
j but, aa the

peristyle around tho chief court, and also that

round the great court, were roofed, it is pro-

bable that this wonieu’s gallery was likewise

protected, like the slaughter-blocks in the altar

court, by a roof, “ from the sun and from the

(4.) The exterior court, the first court of

Josephus, and the great court, outer court, and
conrt of the Gentiles of the sacred aud rabbinical

writers, was that which was immediately within
the peribolus or fortress-wall of the great Temple
enclosure. It was surrounded by a peristyle or

cloister. The north, west, and south cloisters

were rebuilt by Herod j the latter being the
famous Royal Portico, of which Josephus gives

such a distinct account. It is by no means clear

that its dimensions, before the timo of Herod,
were so magnificent as those determined by that
splendid builder. This great cloister had three
walks, of which, at all events, the central one
extended from the deep valley between the
Temple mountain and the city on the west, to

the precipitous ravine of the Kedron on the east,

Josephus is clear and distinct on this point, as
well as on the fact that the north cloister also

reached to the verge of the profound Kedron
ravine

; though he speaks of the side-walk
of the royal porch as if it were of less
length. The reference is somewhat obscure
(Ant., XV., 11. 5), as to measure, but as to
the features of the ground there can be
no mistake. llegalitbio masonry, of the
very oldest type, and marked in some places
with Phccnician letters, is bedded on the live
rock at a depth of 103 ft. at tho north-east
angle, 108 ft. at the south-west angle, and 158 ft.

at the south-east angle of this colossal peribolus.
No measurement of the area inclosed by this

great wall is given by any ancient writer. It is
spoken of in terms of awe, which its actual
height, notwithstanding the veil of more than
20 ft. of d<^bris poured around its base, impresses I

on the mind. Before the second, and still more
before the first, destruction of the Temple, the

great height must Lave been prodigious. The
writer of the book of Ecclesiasticus speaks of it

as “the sublime elevation.” Josephus says,
“ the depth was frightful.” In fact, the bed of

the Kedron is 100 ft. below the lowest point

which we have mentioned, so that the height

from the pathway of the cloister to the bottom
of the ravine, at the south-east angle of the

inclosure was 258 ft.; and the roof of the centre
aisle was yet 100 ft. higher, giving a clear depth
of 358 ft. to the torreut. As to the length of

the latticed wall called Soreg, in Hebrew, and
Thringos or Trvphax, in Greek, which separated
tho first from the second court, we have ample
testimony. The length of 500 cubits on either

side is attributed to it in the Middoth. This
same distance is probably indicated by Josephus
by the round term of a stadium. In the book
of Ezekiel this length is given no less than six

times, “ 500 cubits east and west, and 500 cubits

in width, to divide the holy places from the ante-

murale, which is in the order of the House.”
That last phrase is added to distinguish the

antemurale within the peribolus, to which fre-

quent reference is made in the Talmud, from
that portion without the great wall to which we
called attention at the beginning of this notice.

Bearing on this part of the question, is a passage
cited by Constantine L’Empereur, in the preface

to his version of the Middoth,— “ The mountain
of the Temple was to the noi’th of Jerusalem;
and the mountain indeed was much larger than

the space of 500 cubits square, but beyond that

its sanctity did not extend.”

The determination of architectural phrases
which wo have above attempted has been some-
what algebraical in its method. That is to

say, by putting untranslated words in their

proper places, and then comparing the different

passages, we arrive, with considerable certitude,

at the real sense in which they were employed
by the writer. But comparison is of the essence

of this method. One word exists which only, so

far as we have discovered, occurs once. Wo
hesitate to make even a suggestion as to its

import. The Greek translators have not trans-

lated it. The Papal translators have not trans-

lated it. They have simply written tiik.\.el in

Greek or Latin characters. If we turn to St.

Jerome for light we find darkness. For what
tho other translators have regarded as a noun,

ho treats as a verb. Ho says, vidi, I saw. “ I

saw, also,” says the English Vulgate, “ the height
of the house round about.” This is consistent

with our copies of the Hebrew, but the writers

of tho Seventy had evidently another text before
them. With the bare suggestion that a clear-

story may he meant, we commend this verse,

—

the 8th of the -list chapter,— to Oriental

scholars.

The words denoting door-posts and lintel do
not occur in the description wo are citiug, but
they are too important to omit. Pldiai is tho

word used by the Septuagint to denote door-

posts; and the importance of inquiry is illus-

trated by the interpretation given of this word
by Dunbar, who makes it, in the singular, “the
vestibule, tho threshold, or lintel,” as if these

terms were equivalent; aud in the plural, “the
posts of folding-doors.” Hyperthunum is the

Homeric word for lintel. Superliminare is the

Latin term used by Pliny. Limen, pastes, aud
superliviinare are classical terms for threshhold,

jambs, and lintel. The idea conveyed by the
Hebrew word translated “jamb” or “door-post”
is that of a division, as if between the inner and
the outer, or between indoors and out-of-doors,

as we have it. Tho word translated “lintel” in

the Middoth bears a relation to that used by
Amos (ix. 1), similar to that which obtains in

the Latin. No difficulty is likely to arise from
the use of these terms.

We may thus, by the careful determination of

the exact sense of the ancient technical terms
used by a writer 2,330 years ago, comprehend
a remailcable passage in ancient and sacred
literature, which has been long considered unin-
telligible, but which, by this guidance, comes
out with all the detail of a specification. It is

the most ancient record of the kind, going at all

into details, with which we are acquainted.
Our mode of determination, which is simply the

comparison of each passage in which the same
technical tenn is used, from which its import
necessarily becomes apparent, fails with refer-

ence to the word which only occurs once. It is

a subject for future investigation to determine
whether there is not here (Ezek. xli. 8) the earliest I

reference to a clearstory. 1
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The close coiTespondence between this ancient
.|

description of this unrivalled building and tho
|

results of the recent Ordnance Survey is close
j

and striking. Maimonides, the great Jewish
writer of the twelfth century, tells us that the

|

description given by Ezekiel was used for tho
I

guidance of the rebuilders of the Temple in the
i

reign of Darius. We do not venture to hope I

that the very obscure language of the English
!

Vulgate will be made perfectly intelligible by
^

our explanation. But we do believe that those

who can read the Greek version will understand

it readily by means of the above given determi-

nation of terms. It would be a useful servicej

to many if the managers of the Palestine Ex-
ploration Fund were to publish a good transla-^

J
tion of the Septiiagint version of tliis passage, j

which often differs from the Hebrew. I

Tho colossal and unique ruin of the great
^

peribolus of the Sanctuary was unknown at the
,

. time when Dr. Lightfoot wrote his account of 1

the Temple. It is one of the moat prodigiouajl

discoveries which has been made in modern
times. What sort of builders were those who
ran around their fortress wall a master-course of

72 in. in depth, and who raised into place stonoB !

one of which attains the measured length of

38 ft. 9 in. English ! 1

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

SECOND NOTICE.

Among works at the Academy which may be •

considered under the head of domestic rather
J

’

than of civil architecture, may be classed the i

designs,—of which there are two or three,— for '

new offices for the London School Board. Mr. .

Bodley’s design (1,158), which is to be erected on ;

the Thames Embankment, is a production in the »

Jacobean style, or what may be called a Gothic

architect’s version of, that style. The architect,
,

it must be presumed, has been drawn aside from, i

his usual style by considerations of locality and i

association, unless we are to regard this as part ;

of tho movement in favour of the Jacobean aud I

Queen Anne fashions, of which there is other

evidence in this room. The building will not be i

without a certain picturesque character, but it ia 3

pierced with largo windows to such an extent ag i

to leave a somewhat thin and weak aspect. The ’

?

building wants unity, too, and we feel obliged to i

say that a good architectural opportunity has i

not been made the most of. Mr. J. 0. Scott’s i

design, for the same object, is a rich and solid- •

looking front in E:u'Iy Geometric Gothic, with a .

large use of deeply-moulded foliated arches

;

some of tho details a little overpower the rest, i,

the facade wants combining more into one whole.|i

And what are wo to say to Mr. Norman Shaw’s ,s

“ New Offices, in Leadenhall-streeb ” (1,1G7) ? j
The first impression is, “ What a capital draw.

|
ing!” and our admiration is thus enlisted at D
once in favour of a design showing much bold- '

ness of treatment, especially in the manner in 1

which the two massive piers which give stability
j

to the whole are carried up unbroken through
the whole of the stories, affording a point

for tho indulgence of fantastio fancies in window- *

frames between them. There is tho picturesque '

in this design in a high degree; but why sacri-

fice everything to the picturesque ? "Why should j

the maiu piers stop in such an awkwax'd manner j,

against the curve of the principal cornice, as if
,

the building was erected by some one who did

not know bow to do that kind of thing without

making a botch of it ? Why place all the oma-

'

ment, in a comparatively narrow, crowded street,
j

in tho upper part, and leave the ground story ,

so pointedly plain.'' And why affect so un-

|

necessarily the manner of a bygone age P Mr.
^

Shaw is an architect of genius
;

he is one 7
of the few who appear to know wherein

'

lies the “poetry” of building; yet we feel

sure that, with his talents, he could give UB

this poetical and picturesque element without

so entirely contradicting the tone and feeling of

Lis own day. We feel bound to admit, never-

theless, that such a building is a welcome con-

trast to the average respectabilities of “office”

designs. In the “ Premises in Ludgate-oircus,”

by Messrs. Woodzell & Collnitt (1,136), cha-

racter and picturesque expression have been

obtained without sacrificing strictly architectural

effect. The treatment of the centre portion of

the front, in one lofty 'arch rising from the

ground and^terminating in the centre gable, is

very bold, though not original
;

the several

stories of windows included under this arch are
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sufficiently varied and contrasted in design
;
the

setting back of the upper story by a railed bal-

cony, at the springing of the main arch, gives

opportunity for a deep shadow at tins point,

I

which will add materially to the effect. The
whole design is a very satisfactory instance of

the application of true Gothic principles to
modern street architecture : we will only point
out that the system of running one large arch
through the whole design as described, though
almost ensuring a good effect, is to be used
with caution, as too frequent a use of such
“large” treatment would result in destroying
the scale of a long street. The “ New Curriers’
Hall” (1,169), by Messrs. J. & T. Belcher, is a
simple and suitable domestic Gothic building,
in a manner which is more effective, however,
in a line drawing than in execution,—a fact
which is sometimes forgotten; great part of the
expression of such a building must depend on
the mere treatment and bond of the masonry,
which is often manipulated in drawings in a

I

manuer not realised in the actual building. One
I
of tho moat singular whims of architectural

! archgeology we have seen is exhibited in Messrs.
Stevenson & Eobson’s three designs for London
Board Schools (1,200), which seem to be in-

;
tended to keep up the genius loci by adopting
the old London architecture of the locality they

I happen to be built in,—a view of the matter
which has committed the authors to reproducing
in one case a somewhat grim typo of eighteenth-
century building.

Among designs for “domestic” architecture,
in the stricter sense of the word, wo have a small
villa at Bexley by Mr. Edis (1,125), which is very
pretty, but which we should say we had seen
several times before; perhaps its author is adopt-
ing the type as a desirable one for repetition in
the district. His competition sketch for proposed
schools at Battersea (1,126) is a good and suit-
able design, picturesquely grouped

;
and the

“Hotel at Boscombe Spa, Bournemouth”
(1,159), is interesting as an instance of tho appli.
catiou of the simple domestic English style to a
hotel, a class of building which, even when on a
comparatively small scale, is too often as com-
pleto a combination of pretentiousness and
dulnoss in aspect as can be accomplished. Tho
design referred to hero really looks an inviting
home-like place, with its brick and tiled walls,

and the timber aud plastic work in tho upper
story. Perhaps the expression verges too much
on tho farm-house type; but it is, at all events,
a desirable variation from the regulation hotel.

The “Devonshire Laboratory, Cambridge”
(1,149), is a very uice drawing of a most unin-
tex’osting-looking building. Mr. Pearson’s “View
of House near Crickhowel, South Wales ” (1,147),
should be looked at, both as a drawing and as a
happyexampleof thecombioationof something of
the stern castellated outline suitable to a hilly situ-

ation, with an entirely domestic aspect and expres-
sion in details—in the treatment and placingof the
windows. Mr. Cockerell’s “ Mansion at Ballarda,”
built for Mr. Goschen (1,178), is a character-
istically treated house, somewhat heavy, in that
early eighteenth-century manner again, with
heavy gables in reversed curves. Perhaps
the style is the taste of the client rather than
of the architect, which we all know is the case
sometimes in the designs of dwelling-houses.
Mr. Gibson’s “Interior of Hall and Staircase,
Nutfield Priory” (1,177), is a remarkably good
water-colour drawing of a late Gothic interior,

satisfactory, but presenting no marked charac-
teristic. Mr. I’ Anson exhibits a drawing of his
nowbuildiogfor the “ Merchant Taylors’ School”
(1,180), a red brick building of a plain Gothic type,
with white stone dressings

; and Mr. Street, who
seldom exhibits designs in domestic architecture
scuds a drawing of the now parsonage at Wigan ;

a house with a stone lower story very solidly
treated

;
tho upper story, slightly corbelled out,

being formed mainly with brick and timber, the
brickwork arranged at various angles between
the posts. The general effect is satisfactory.

Wo must regret the freak of corbelling out the
cbimuey-stack directly over the opening of the
garden entrance ; it may look better from the
other side, but in this view tho effect is most
anuoyigg to the eye. The large “ Building for
Messrs. Cox & Sous, in Maiden-lane, Strand”
(1,186), by Mr. Nicholl : au elaborate Gothic
design, shown in a good pen-and-ink drawing,
fails in effect from want of any groupino" or
leading motive in the composition. It is merelv
so many windows in a wall, ornamentally treated.
We may conclude our remarks on the class of
domestic buildings by a reference to Mr. Brooks’
“ Schools, Parsonage, &c., St. Colutnba” (1,211),

concerning which, whatever may be thought
about somo of the details, no one can dispute
that it is a remarkable evidence of an eye for
effective and picturesque grouping and outline.
The few drawings which illustrate decorative

and ornamental work, include a carefully exe-
cubed water-colour drawing of the “ Interior of a
Pompeian House” (1,154), by Mr. Longdeld,
from sketches made on the spot, and in the
Museo Nazionale, Naples : the effect is very
cool and pleasant to the eye, and might furnish
hints for interior treatment in our own resi-
dences, with modifications necessary for our in-

clement summers. Sir M. D. Wyatt sends the
original working drawing for the chimneypiece in
Clare College Hall; and Mr. Moyr Smith two studies
for wall decoration, “ Homeros ” and “ Epitha-
mios” (1,150 and 1,160), consisting of figure,
subjects in white, slightly shadowed, on a gold
ground; but the drawings, which are small, are
hung too high for the figures to be fairly judged
of. Mr. Talbert’s “ Entrance to'a Vestibule Hall”
(1,198), is an excellent specimen of decoration
of the classic type, perhaps a little sombre, or it

looks so in the drawing ; tho effect is pro-
duced largely by low tertiary tones, little real
colour being used. Over this is a “ Design for
a Fountain” (1,199), by Mr. Armstead, the
subject from “Comus;” a square centre block
of marble, is occupied by a small and very
spirited baa-relief, representing the moment
when “Comus” presses the enchanted enp on
the lady ; the centre is surmounted by a bronze
figure of Sabrina, with swans at her feet, and
holding her vase of magic ointment

;
two lower

oval pedestals on each side support bronze
figures on sea-horses (not a very novel concep-
tion), and from a deep surbase moulding in
these pedestals the water issues forth iu a wide
circular sheet, the pedestal below tho surbase
being treated with a kind of reminiscence of
aquatic vegetation, iu a regular series of tall

leaves. This would have a very good effect; the
bronzes are perhaps tho least happy portion of
the design which, as a whole, is a very pleasing
one. The designs for wall decoration by Mr.
Newmau and Miss C. S. Newman are mere re-

productions of Mediroval crudity of form and
colour. It is really astonishing that such a
design as No. 1,209 should seriously be offered
to US as an adequate illustration of the solemn
associations raised by the words, “Tho harvest
is the end of the world, and the reapers are the
angels.” Much of what is called “religious,” or
“ church ” art, certainly degrades the Bible
rather than exalts it. Mr. Spiers exhibits
almost the only sketches of architectural remains
in this year’s collection; the north portico of
the Erechtheum, and the monument of Lysi-
crates, in his well-known style. It is sad to
contemplate the sketch of the last-mentioned ox-
quisite monument, in its present state, battered
and defaced, the beautiful finial a shapeless
lump, sordid-looking buildings intruding close
upon it, and girls hanging clothes to dry, as a
background to the most typical remnant of the
beauty and refinement of Greek architecture.
This is what we must all expect to come to,

however, modern Greeks, or modem Gothics,
even our modern “ Queen-Annists fortunate
shall we be if 2,000 years hence there is

enough of interest lefc in any of our buildings to
furnish the barbarians from foreign shores with
matter for a sketch.

EOTAL ACADEMT EXHIBITION.
The first essential towards securing favour-

able opinion of a Royal Academy Exhibition is,

decidedly, flue weather : the perplexity of parasol
proprietorship iu the bright, genial days when
the sky is clearest and the sun not quite at its

warmest, only so far checks the easy access
through passages to the realms of pictured
delight as to remind the happy anticipator that
there is never aunsliine without sunshade ; that
there never can be bright happiness for some
unless it sometimes carries a parasol with it.

But ou a wet day, to wait one’s turn for giving
into custody your lately best friend, pro tern.,

when every one else is engaging the attention of
the civil officers who take tho charge, all hope of
placid enjoyment is left behiud with your
umbrella, and your patience has been too much
tried to allow of fair play for a happy disposition
to be pleased, however winsome the sight of
pretty things m.ay be, when so much of the time
allotted for special pleasure has been absorbed
by this particular vexation in arriving at it.

However, the passages are considerably short-

,

enod since the handsome building unmasked its

entrance, and a cab fare to tho doors of it might
encroach on the extra milo since last year. The
realms remain, and will remain, a dominion of

British art. Year after year the mimic presenta-
tion of whatever the sun lightens and shadows
darken is to bo found amongst the hundreds and
hundreds of pictures the walls display and will

display
;
and yet, with such a vast amount of

learning visible, too little is taught or recorded
by the painters of to-day, simply by reason af

their having or showing so little sympathy with
to-day. Pictorial newspapers and photography
have, in a measure, cut the ground from beneath
the feet of those who would tread the old course
of illustrating the times in which they live, so
far as depicting actual events as they pass : raw
facts to dispute an artistic appi’ehension and
treatment of them are likely to deter when the
object is to give all possible truth to them, but
in picturesque form

;
for divergence ever so

slight from what is known to be truth would
belie any attempt to adapt it, and make the
result worthless, compared, perhaps, with that,

when speculation and appropriate use of proba-
bilities have been left at disposal

;
and in giving

with all possible truth a probable version of

what is exactly known to nobody, the doubtful
becomes clothed with positive fact enough to
hide it : and all doubt that tends to good in

pointing for painting a moral, or adorning moral
precept in tale, should have the benefit of doubt
shared by worse delinquents, no doubt, than
itself.

Pictures at the Royal Academy are past all

doubt of goodness with the multitude. Let all

be said that may be said of this year’s show, ten
of every dozen visitors who see it will derive
the same pleasure and belief in its being a
thoroughly good one, as usual, though the
nature of its charms may vary : sometimes great
pictures may have concentrated this recognition;
at others, as now, the beat of the year’s produc-
tion is seen in a diffused form of excellence

; but
the fact remains all tho same, that in its recur-
rence the Exhibition of tho Royal Academy is

only to be judged per se.

A cursory view of its 1,600 constituent items
would lead to the belief that no great demand
could have been made on half their catalogue’s
motto “ Ingenium tho hard work necessary to
furnish the supply of so many hundreds of
instances is far more apparent, and leas deni-
able. "Labor et Ingcniuni,” mulcted of some of
its classic and sonorous meaniug, very well
designates respectively those who find it hard
work to paint, and those whose ingenuity makes
it easy business. Long since it was part of the
painter’s task to find and grind colour, to make
preparations of oils and gums (now but the
shopkeeper’s share of art profit), and cunningly
to devise means by which he could teU in out-
ward show the worth of his thoughts and
learning that, like hidden jewel-mines’ wealth,
needed but implements to be made known. The
means were found, the treasure divulged, and
set, to become precious for ever. Paint, more
than purpose, is ascendant now, and how to
apply rich means is the question of to-day, as
opposed to the old yearning request for means
to apply.

Executive skill, based on such acquirements
as knowledge, taste, and the sense of what is

delightful and beautiful, marks the production
that many hands have helped to sign, in deed
that conveys great property, but with a spend-
thrift’s carelessness, a blindfold liberality.

English art now is equal to any demand on its

appliance, and yet fritter may make small
things of it. It is this very demand that, in-

flueucing the supply, cramps whilst enlarging
it, the nature of tliis supply.

Fashion is exacting, aud in its tortuous course
and binding influences must ever have much to

answer for in what effects it may impose on art

;

portrait.painting inevitably illustrating its real
temporaa-y status for after-opinion more than
any other practice could, whether portraying
the time or its people,—whether, as in the case
of Mr. W. P. Frith, it takes the comprehensive
view, and faithfully represents “Derby Day,”
“Railway Station,” “Fundgn Gambling Resort,”
or when applied to convincing delineation of
individuality, such as Mr. Millais, Mr. Watts,
Mr. Wells, aud others are handing down for
posterity’s knowledge aud consideration, with
the present benefit of allowing some of us, at
all events, “ to see ourselves as others see us.”
One of the most striking characteristics of

the portraits Mr. Millais paints, is their freedom
from all appearance of trick or adoption of
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7ecipo in bis method of worklug
;
his faoalfcy for

imitating anything and everything paintablc

makes observation very independent of rules

and regalations, of prescribed flesh-tints and
favourite shadow-colour, and of this hue’s em.
ployment for another’s contrast. The little

child seated in the garden nursing her kitten,

with spring flowers, gay crocuses, for quiet

company, which certainly suggests likeness to

Reynolds’s children, more from the mob-cap and
Dolly Varden costume of “Early Days” (29),

than from any real resemblance, is intended for

contrast, no donbt
;
bat there is little need to

add such to prove the perfect realisation of very

great age that the iiicture “Mrs. Hengh ” (21)

presents ;
nor to typify old-fashioned rusticity

by the charming portrait of the young lady who
is collecting the “New-laid Eggs” (260), in

order to emphasise the gay magnificence of

brocade, lace, and jewels, that fails to interfere

with the predominant attractiveness in another
beautiful head splendidly copied, “ Mrs. Bis

choffsheim” (228). There are more portraits

than ever this year, including some fine speci-

mens
;
and though there are not many works

ilhiatrating history, poetry, or romance, there

are numerous instances of the pleasing or other-

wise affecting class of narrative pictures. The
portraits, as exhibiting the current chief claim
on painter’s time, would need separate consider-

ation
;
but for the present,—had wc a wife, we

would thauk Mr. G. Pope to paint her picture, if

she were at all like “Mrs. Hartwell” (209),

but then we should crave, on our own side, to be
something like “ The Hon. Francis G. Baring’’

(32S), one of the most admirable portraits ever
painted

;
and if Mr. H. T. Wells were fortunate

in his sitter, the sitter was fortunate in bis

painter. Never was gentleman and soldier

better presented ; it is a jewel of a portrait.

Having already, however, given space to

figecial department, we are obliged to stay onr
say of Royal Academy pictures until next week.

THE GOVERNMENT AND IMPROVED
DWELLINGS FOR THE POOR.

The Special Dwellings Committee of the
Charity Organisation Society have been engaged
al their last two weekly meetings in discussing
the question whether the State, ought not to

nudortake the erection of improved dwellings
for the industrial classes. The discussion arose

8ut of the following resolutions, brought forward
hy Mr. J. S. Scorr, a member of the com-
niitteo :

—

“ 1. That as th? very extensive clearances of late years
til Loudon, whercl'y overcrowdinp has heen so much
au^ravateJ, hare becu conducted under compulsory
j.iwers conferred by Acts of Parliament, it is incumbent
u^ioa the State to provide the neeeaanry facilities fur the
reconstruction of iWellings.

2. ’That this coaiiniltee recommend that Parliamentary
fciactioii be obtained to the appointment of Improvement
CijmujUaioners, to act uuder, and in conjunction with,
»li^ President of the Local Government Board, or the
Home .Secretary, with power to purchase buildings
• wiihm tie Metropolitan district), that arc unfit for
human hubitatiou, or otherwise eligible as sites for
dwellings for the poorer classes, and to proceed to erect
such dwellings. The Commissioners to have limited bor-
jc>w5ng powers. The buildings erected under the authority
01 the Cuuimussioncrs to be managed by them, and sold,
uuilcr appropriate restrictions, from time to time,, and
file amounts realised on such sales to be reinvested by
the said Commissioners in like manner as before

;
any

altiinato profit or loss on the sale of the said buildiugs to
carried to the account of the Metropolitan Board of

IVcrks, or of any existing charitable fund which may be
doeuK'd by Parliament to be available for this purpose."

At- the meeting of the Committee on Wednea-
d.ty week, when the subject was first brought
forward, Lord Napier & Ettrick presiding, there
was a numerous attendance of members, in-

eluding Lord Elliott, the Hon. W. Cowper-
Ti'mple, M.P.. Sir Charles Adderley, M.P., Sir
Cliarles Trevelyan, Sir Leighton Baldwin, &c.

Mr. Storr had forwarded copies of his resolu-

tions to a number of Peers, members of the
House of Commons, and others, known to be
interested, in the question, and the replies of
several were read previously to the commence,
mer.t of the discussion. The various opinions
elicited are of interest from the position and
standing of the writers.

Amoiiat other letters read was one from Sir
John Lubbock, M.P., who states that he is not
convinced that it is the dutv of the Govern,

merit to provide dwellings for tho working
cliff 'CS."

Tho letter of Mr. Thomas Brassey, M.P., was
emphatic in its condemnation of the Government
>i-in<v c.alled upon to undertake the erection of
such dwellings. He remarks,— “ The interven-
lioii of the State in matters of local government

,

is not popular in the present day. I should,

however, be glad to see the Government invested

with compulsory powers to condemn overcrowded
dwelling-houses unfit for the poor. I am also of

opinion that State loans for the purpose of

building workmen’s dwellings might be granted,

but I should hesitate to give my support to a
comprehensive scheme for rebuilding the houses
of the working classes being undertaken by the

Government. I cannot believe that it would be
an advantage that the State should be the

universal landlord of the working men of

England, and I should oppose such a proposition

as I should oppose the proposal that the Stale

should purchase and work the railways of the

United Kingdom. I quite agree with you, how.
ever, that Parliament may have given its con-

sent too readily to Acts empowering railway
companies to pull down tho dwellings of the

poor -withont securing for them adequate
accommodation in lieu of the houses thus

destroyed.”

The Marquis of Salisbury in his reply says,

“ I shall be happy to consider any scheme which
you have to suggest for the purposes named in

your letter, but I need hardly say that the
practical difficnlty of entrusting to Government
the duty of providing houses for the workinj

classes is very great.”

Earl Russell writes to say that ho cannot give

an opinion ou so complicated points of law as
those involved in the resolutions

;
but he quite

agrees with the spirit of the resolutions, that

tho law on the subject requires material

alteration.

Archbishop Manning says :
—“ I am much

obliged to you for the copy of your resolutions

on the compulsory destruction of dwellings.

Having had experience of this in many parts of

London from which the poorer classes have been
swept out, I am convinced that, though in the

main beneficial, such wholesale destruction has
caused both loss of life and hardships to many
who from poverty have felt it very sensibly.

Some such provisions as you propose I believe

to be necessary. Enough has not yet been done
to provide fitting houses for our working classes.

Tho efforts of individuals have done much, but
some more public and adequate provision ought
to be made. Tour resolutions seem to me to go
far to meet tho case.”

Mr. Storr introduced his resolutions in a

speech of upwards of an hour’s duration, re-

marking in the outset that, year by year, in the
metropolis, we were expending from the public
treasury many millions sterling in pensions,

workhouses, hospitals, and reformatories, and
sanctioning a still farther expenditure in Thames
embankments, railways, sites for law courts, and
other large public improvements, which were
driving out and rendering houseless hundreds of

thousands of the poor classes, who had either to

go into the suburbs, scattered and removed far

from their work and their employers, or other-

wise to pack themselves still closer in the already

over-crowded districts. Lord Shaftesbury esti-

mated that 60,000 poor persons had been so

disturbed for various public works in London
yearly since 1853, which gave a total of 1,000,000
np to the present year. Having complained that
the Government were inert on the snbject, and
that largo numbers of the labouring classes

were being destroyed year by year by diseases

which could be prevented by the Government if

they had but the nerve to grapple with the ques-

tion, he alluded to what had already been accom-
plished by the several metropolitan associations

for providing houses for the poor, showing that

up to the present time tho Peabody trustees had
erected buildings for 8-17 families, consisting of

3,407 persons, occupying 3,328 rooms, at an
average rental of Is. lOd. per room per week

;

the Metropolitan Association for Improving the
Dwellings of the Industrial Classes had erected
six blocks, accommodating 507 families

j
the

Improved Industrial Dwellings Company had
provided accommodation for 9,000 persons, which
bad caused an expenditure in buildings of

250,0001.
;
and by these efforts, aided by those

of other societies, houses had been found for

about 20,000 persons
;
but, nofcmthstanding these

efforts, and however much it might be agreed that

reliance could bo safely placed upon the law of
supply and demand, supplemented by intelligent

beneficence, the conclusion was, he thought,
absolute that the difficulties connected with the
housing of the poor, and of the working-classes

jenerally, in the metropolis, were of such mag-
nitude, and the case was of such great

,

urgency as to be beyond the reach of private
I

enterprise, and to call for the interference
I

of the State, or Municipality, if London had
one. Tho population within the metropolitan

district was rapidly approaching four millions,

and they had as yet only erected new
houses for 20,000 persons since the year
1854, when tho first two associations for the

purpose came into being. In continuation, he
observed that, during his interview with Arch-

bishop Manning on the previous Monday, the

Archbishop took pains to make clear to him his

conviction that the minds of tho lower orders

were becoming more and more impregnated with

a sense of the indifference of both the Govern,
ment and the upper classes to much that con-

cerned their material well-being, and that they
laboured under a feeling that injustice had been
done to them, especially in the matter of their

houses being taken from them. He (Mr. Storr)

regarded the condition of the houses of so many
of our people in London as a disgrace to our

profession alike of Christianity and civilisaticta,

and a common danger to the public health, and •

the security of the State. The legislation of

recent years had on the one hand intenselyl

aggravated the great evil of over-crowded
dwellings, aud on the other provided but per.

missive, tentative, and comparatively futile

means towards tho condemnation of bouses unfit

for human habitation, and the re-building of

lofty houses in their stead. Ho then proceeded,

to suggest the only I’emedy that conld, as he
thought, prove adequate to the vastness and
urgency of tho case. This consisted of the

sketch of an Act of Parliament, with clauses,

appointing commissioners with powers as set

forth in the resolutions. Under such an Act he
believed that all the evils of the present condi-

tion of the people’s homes would, in a few years,

be remedied, and the multitude would not be
slow to feel that they were living under a Go-

vernmont that concerned itself practically in

matters that lay at the root of their social state.

We should have stronger men and women, and
in the long run less to pay for prisons and pri.

souers, hospitals and sick, workhouses and
paupers. Whilst as for education, with good
houses to go to when the day’s work was done,

tho people might learn the greatest lesson which
any education could teach them, that home was
sweet, and that home influeuce was the best

foundation on which to build the proper training
'

of both body and mind.
The Chairman, at tho close of Mr. Storr's

remarks, said the committee must feel greatly

indebted to him for the pains he had taken in

laying before them the interesting statements
which he had made upon such a vitally important
question.

A prolonged discussion followed, in which
several members took part, bub it appeared to

be the opinion of many of the speakers that

before urging the Government to take any such
steps as those indicated by the resolutions, they
should make themselves thoroughly acquainted
with the results of what bad been done by the

local authorities in Liverpool, Edinburgh, and
other great cities with the view of preventing
overcrowding and promoting improved dwell-

ings.

Sir Charles Trevelyan had great doubts whe-
ther the duty of providing improved dwellings

should bo thrown on the Government or Parlia-

ment.
Sir Leighton Baldwin was also opposed to

the Government being asked to undertake the

proposed duty. What, however, he thought
might bo done in the way of legislation was to

give to local bodies more legislative powers than
they at present possessed, not to destroy, but to

restore dwellings. He thought the actual work
of building better houses for the poor must be
left to private enterprise and beneficence.

The Rev. G. M. Murphy thought that all the

requirements of the case would be met by
Government being asked to give every possible

encouragement to private individuals disposed to

erect dwellings for the large numbers of those

whose houses had been destroyed by public

The Hon. W. Cowper-Temple, M.P., said they

were all agreed as to the existence of the great

evils which had been so ably laid before them
by Mr. Storr, but he doubted the soundness of

asking the Government to undertake the remedy.

All he thought they could do was to stimulate

the local authorities, and continue to rely on the

efforts of private bodies and organisations. The
commission which Mr. Storr proposed would not

have either the power or the authority to carry

out the gigantic work involved in the question

under discussion. Moreover, he believed that,

4-4'
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OS a role, all the existing local authorities would

•raise their Toioes against the creation of such a

commission as that proposed. Ho could not

bring himself to believe that the State would be

willing to undertake the snggeated duties, nor

indeed did he think it was competent to do so.

As to the work being imposed upon, the Govern-

ment, how could they think that a minister

whose time was so much occupied in subjects of

orave imperial importance could be expected to

undertake or to be responsible for all the details

•and minutiaj involved in such a complicated

-aocial question as the one under discussion ?

Ee felt that the -wisest and moat prudent course

Tvas to enlarge the powers of municipal and

local authoritioB, so as to give them a greater

•scope for the erection of the required buildings,

-and to trust to those beneficent organisations

under the influence of which so many dwellings

'for the industrial classes were being erected.^

The discussion was continued for some time

longer, and was ultimately adjourned until

Wednesday last, when it was resumed by Dr.

SosB.

At the meeting on Wednesday last, when the

disoussion of the subject was resumed, Lord

•Napier, of Kttrick, agaiu presided, and amongst

those present were the Lord Provost of Glasgow,

and Mr. Garrick, the city architect, with Mr.

Marwick, the town clerk of Glasgow, who
attended as a deputation to explain to the com-

tnitteo the steps which had been taken by tho

corporation of that city to improve its sanitary

condition, and promote the erection of better

houses for the working classes.

Dr. Ross, the medical officer of health, having

opened the adjourned discussion, and stated his

cpinion to the effect that the proposed Improve-

tnent Commissioners should nob be Government

•officers appointed by them, but should be ap-

pointed jointly by the Metropolitan Board of

Works, tho Corporation of London, and the Local

Oovernment Board j

—

The chaiman called upon the Lord Provost of

Glasgow to state to the committee what were

the powers possessed by tho corporation there

with regard to the destruction of houses unfit

for habitation and the building of dwellings for

tho industrial classes.

Tho Lord Provost then went into tho history

of tho population of Glasgow for some years past,

when, in different portions of the city, the

inhabitants were huddled together in dwellings

not fit to live in. This lod to an Act of Parlia-

ment being obtained enabling them to expend

l,250,000h in porchasing property unfit for

human habitation, and to pull it down, and either

•to build upon tho sites themselves or to sell

the sites for others to build upon. They had

already purchased property and sites to the ex-

tent of 1,000,0001., and resold to tho extent of

400,0001., and on what they had resold they had

made a considerable profit. The result was

that whole streets bad been widened and

improved, and large numbers of improved

dwellings had been erected for the labouring

classes. Hitherto they bad not gone on tho

principle of building themselves, although they

•did build a number of lodging-housos at once,

immediately on obtaining their powers.
_

They

adopted the principle of selling the
^

sites to

builders upon certain restrictions, letting it be

known that certain houses would be requii'ed,

and the Consequence was that whole streets

of now and comfortable houses and rooms

had been erected. According to the arrange-

ments in the new blocks or flats of build-

ings, one room was let at an average of

•oh a year, and two and three rooms at lOh

and 121. a year. Under the terms of their

Act, in taking down houses which they had

purchased for improve-ments, they did not dis-

possess more than 500 persons at once, and this

was not done until they were assured that new
dwellings for that number had already been

built, and were ready for occirpation. The most

satisfactory results had already been shown in

tho altered condition and sanitary improvement

of the City; and their calculation was, these

improvements -would not cost them more than

from 150,000h to 20O,000L

Mr. Garrick, the city architect, Glasgow,

corroborated the Lord Provost’s-statements, and

Mr. Marwick, the town clerk, and who had for-

merly held tho office of town clerk of Edinburgh,

explained what had been effected in a similar

manner in the last-named city.

The chairman then suggested an adjournment,

as tliey hod been favoured -with most valuable

information upon ivhich they might profitably

reflect before coming to a decision on tbe resolu-

tions, and the discussion -a-as then further

adjourned to Wednesday next.

OPENING OF THE VIENNA EXHIBITION.

The Emperor of Austria opened the Exhi-

bition at Vienna on the Ist of May. The Prince

of Wales was in tho place of honour on his

right, and the Crown Prince of Prussia on his

left. The Crown Prince of Austria was with the

German Crown Prince’s son, and the Princess of

Prussia with tbe Empress. The Archduke Charles

Louis, tho “protector” of the Exhibition, ad-

dressed the Emperor his brother. There was a

brilliant assemblage, and the ceremonial was
accompanied with music, led by Strauss. The
actual ceremony of the opening occupied less

than twenty minutes, and tho whole proceedings

were over in less than two hours.

FROM VIENNA.
Hay Isi.

S[R,—I am here in Vienna, and having a few

minutes to spare, it has occurred to me to write

you from this very beautiful city, where expec-

tation on tip. too waits the events of to-day,

—

the opening of this mighty Exhibition,—in which

men, who are men. with willing hands and active

brains, will exhibit to the world all tho varied

results of humau skill, thought, and imagina-

tiou, and who, desiring to earn something more
than “daily bread,” labour not “nine hours”
only, but often the long night through, to

secure that which money cannot purchase, nor

patronage bestow.

Having been associated with every E.xhibition

since 1851, I am able to compare the present

with those of the past. The novelty of 1851

took the world by surprise, and the utilisation

of iron ‘and glass on so grand a scale secured

public favour for tbe building, which, when
filled with tho varied contributions of tbe whole

world, mado this, the first of Exhibitions, a

great success.

Dui’ing the past twenty-two years tho world

has not been idle, and all connected with the

present building deserve great praise for the

efforts made to meet the requirements of all

nations. Passing through the building as I do

daily, I am more than pleased. All approve the

plan and arranyement.

The exhibits aro all good, many of them truly

magnificent. The statuary and pictures in the

Fine-art Court, as also witliiu tho Exhibition,

are aloiie worth a journey to Vienna to see,

apart from the suiToundings.

The Machinery Hall runs the entire length of

the building, and is filled with very beautiful

machines, small and large, all tending more than

ever to prove that science is the providence of

man, and that the day will come when the fulfil,

ment of bis duties will consist in simply guiding

the mechanical and chemical forces of nature,

while providing those necessaries, and even the

luxuries, his condition of life may require.

I once held the opinion that there were no

men like Englishmen, and no place like England.

I have a notion that many of my countrymen

aro of the same opinion still. It would be well

for those who think so, to work a little overtime,

saving the extra money for a trip to and from

this place : the whole distance may bo done in

forty.eight hours. A month since I worked

here, all the Saturday, and left tbe same after-

noon, or rather evening, about 6 o’clock, and on

Monday night at 8 o’clock I was at Victoria

Station.

Last Saturday night I left Charing-cross at

‘8-15; at 7 o’clock the next morning I was in

Paris, where I spent tbe day seeing poor Paris,

the Louvre, &c. I left Paris at S'35 Sunday niglit,

passing through Nancy, Luneville, and other

places, still bearing evidence of tho struggle

between the Prussians and French.

At Strasbourg I bad plenty of time for re-

freshment, and to see this quaint old place, with

its wonderful clock
;
yet with all this I was in

Vienna soon after 9 o’clock on Tuesday morn-

ing, having lost bat one working day. It is

wonderful what may be done in a very short

time if we only try, and I do hope many of my
countrymen will try to visit Vienna during the

summer.
I think a certain sura should be voted to assist

foremen and others having charge of works in

the United Kingdom to come out here. Know-
ledge is power, and the knowledge they would

gain -n’ould make our common country more

powerful to hold her own in the struggle for

manufacturing supremacy that will surely come.
The Germans, working with pipes in their

mouths (a thing I decidedly object to), may
look a heavy listless race, wanting the energy to
irapulsivoness so common to our people

;
but

their productions are not to be despised. They
are steadily gaining ground, and are even now-
competing with us in manufactures that, a few
years since, the English alone supplied.

I advise those of my friends who can sparo
tho time to run direct to Cologne, vid Brussels,

stop at the H6tel Disch, or any other good hotel

for tho night, and tho next morning take the
steamer up the Rhino to Mayenoe, then on to
Vienna by way of Salzbourg, the scenery there
being very grand.

As regards lodgings, they are not so difficult

to obtain, neither are they so dear, as they are
represented to be. We had our Exhibition
prices, the Viennese have theirs. As I shall bo
much hero during the Exhibition, I shall bo
pleased to bo useful to those of my countrymen
who may come, or desire to come. If you
approve, I shall be pleased to write to you occa-

sionally on Exhibition matters. Meantime, I
trust yon will accept this hasty communication
in the spirit in which it is offered. The drams
are beating and I am warned to prepare for the

opening. George Jen.vixgs.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE INSTITUTE
OF ARCHITECTS.

The report of tho conncil read to tho
meeting, May 5th, shows that since the last

annual meeting, “ fifteen Fellows (live of whom
had passed from tho ranks of tho Associates)

have been elected, whilst the list of Associates

has been increased by thirty new names. Pour
gentlemen have been admitted as contributing

visitors, and five passed candidates in the pre-

liminary aroliitectural examination have been
enrolled as students of tho Institute. These
additions are, on the whole, above the usual
average

;
while in the case of the Assooiarto

class, tlie accession lias been greater than any
which has occurred for many years.” The
report continues ;

—

“ To provent any future excess of disbursements over
receipts, the council propose thiit an annual budget shall

bo prepared, giving an estimate of the income and
expenditure for each year. It has also been arranged
that henceforth the conference and the architectural
examination shall take place in alternate years, that the
conference shall be open to the public press {by which
means the expense of publishing papers read at the con-
ference mar be saved), and that the nrchiteotural exami-
nation shall only be held when an adequate number of
candidates present themselves, so that the examination
may be made as far as possible self-supporting.

The labours of the Professional Practice Committee
have been chiefly directed towards the consideration of a
proposal revived during the discussion which followed
Mr. Banister Fletcher’s paper, ‘On Arbitrations,' read
in January lust, and which pointed to the advisability of
establishing a professional court of arbitration, ' presided
over by one or more members of tho architectural pro-
fession, for the purpose of adjudicating on questions
arising out of disputed eases iu professional practice.’

Concurrently -with this suggestion, tho measures pro-
posed in Lord Selborne'a Bill, fur the constitution of a
Supreme Court of Judicature, attracted the attention of
the council, who, after taking the opinion of Mr. F.
Ouvry, hon. solicitor to tbe Institute, came to a conclu-

sion that the real object aimed at by the profession would
be virtually and ell'ectually secured if Lord Selborne’a

Bill should pass into law.*
This being the case, a petition to the House of Lords

was drawn up by the Council, pointiug out tho incon-

venience and espenso which, under the existing adminis-

trutiou ofjustice, attend the investigation and settlement

of questions afl’ecting the practice of architects and sur-

veyors, and advoeating the expediency of establishing such
tribunals and powers of reference as are contemplated ia

the Bill. At the request of the council the Lord Chan-
cellor himselfhas kindly consented to present this petition,

which it -is hoped may have the eft'eet of supporting his

measure, in regard to that department of law, at least,

which most directly affects professional intertsts.

The Committee for the Conservation of Ancient Monu-
ments and Remains have met, on several occasions, -when

their assistance has been required to promote the objects

for which that coiuiuittee was formed. At the instance of
Mr. Beresford Hope, M.P., Past President, their atten-

tion has been specially direeted to the proposed destme-
tiiin of certain churches in tho City of London (designed

by Wren, Hawksmoor, and others), which seemed likely

to be removed un-ler the provisions of the Union of Bene-
fices Bill. The Committee felt that these interesting

examples of n-ational architecture should not be con-
demned without an eH'ort to save them, A memorial has
therefore been drawu up and presented So the Parlia-

mentarv Committee appointed to considtrr the subject,

which, while it admits the important objects of the Bill,

and the pecuniary considerations involved, expressly
urges the advisability of preserving such churches as St.

Mary's Woolnoth, St. Michael’s. Comliill, 8t. Mary-le-

Bow. St. Mary Aldermary, and 8t. Bride’s, Flert-screet,

or (if their removal be inevitable) of re-erecting them
els t where. Finally, the memorial prays that before either

of these churches is removed, the President of the Insti-

* See Clauses 56 to 56 ami 81 to 83 inclusive, as well as

Clauses 81 aud 33 in the schedule of the Bill.
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tute, for the time beinR, may be permitted to attend and

lay before the Commissioners, in person, such reasons

as may be adduced for its preservation or re-ercct_»on.

Professor Donaldson, Past President, has already given

evidence before the Parliamentary Committee on this sub-

ject, and the value of his testimony will no doubt be duly

appreciated."
"In his opening address for the present as well as the

previous session, the President has taken occasion to

urge the claims of the Architects’ Benevolent Society on

the attention and assistance of our individual members.
Tho Council regret to find that this appeal has, either

from inadvertence or some other cause, failed to earn

that response which the charity deserves from followers

of a profession for whose benefit it was organised. A
proposition has recently been made which, it is hoped,

will promote the objects of the charity, while it realises

another project that has more than once been entertained.

It is proposed to hold an annual dinner, at which mem-
bers of the Institute and their friends, including amateurs

and patrons of architecture, shall be present. The social

character of such a gathering will no doubt bo appreciated

by many who have few similar opportunities or meeting
their brethren in art, and may teud to encourage that

eiprit de eorpi which is as valuable to architects as to

men of any other profession. It will also afi'ord an occa-

sion for enlisting subscribers to the charity bv the same
means which are adopted in the ease of other benevolent
institutions. The lltn of June has been appointed for the

dinner this year, end the President of the lustilute will be

requested to take the chair."

We will give on another occasion a list of the

office-bearers elected at the annual meeting.

INAUGURAL MEETING OF THE
ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL AND

SANITARY ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.

On Friday, the 2nd inat., the inaugural meet-

ing of the newly-formed Association of Municipal

and Sanitary Engineers and Surveyors was held

at the Institution of Civil Engineers, West-

minster, London, Mr. Lewis Angell, Mem. Inst.

C.E., of London, and engineer to the West Ham
Local Board, as chairman pro tern., presiding.

There was a large attendance, including engi.

neers and surveyors from the following places :

—

Ealing, Grindley, Portsmouth, Bristol, South,

ampton, Kingston-upon-Thames, Hornsey, Old.

bury, Tranmere, Warwick, Leamington, Maiden,

head, Boston, Sheerness, Bii-kenhead, Lancaster,

Wellingborough, Totteuham, Basford, Lough-
borough, Congleton, Eton, Barnsley, Maidstone,

Hanley, Bromley, Macclesfield, Stockport, Ches-

hunt, Hereford, Ramsgate, Woolwich, &c.

The chairman gave a brief history of the for-

mation of the society. He had felt for years

past the need there was for some organisation

amongst sanitary engineers and surveyors serving

under local authorities
j
and a few other members

of the profession being of the same mind as him.

self, a meeting was held at the Institution of

Civil Engineers, London, on the 15th of last

February, when it was decided to form an asso-

elation, the objects of which should be “ the

promotion and interchange among its members
of that species of knowledge and practice which
falls within the department of an engineer and
surveyor engaged in the discharge of the duties

imposed by the Public Health, Local Govern-
merit, and other Sanitary Acts

j
the promotion

of the professional interests of the members

;

the general promotion of the objects of sanitary

science.”

A meeting was afterwards held in Birming-
ham, where a number of additional names, as

members of the Association, were obtained, and
the number of members stood at present at over

100, and that day they were assembled for the

purpose of holding the inaugural meeting of the

Association. He also reminded the gentlemen

present that although town clerks, medical

officers, and others, serving under local autho-

rities had their various associations, engineers

and surveyors had, up to the present time, been
disunited, and had now banded themselves

together for their own and the public benefit.

Tho proceedings of the previous meetings
having been confirmed, it was decided that the

Association should be managed by an executive

council, composed of the engineers and surveyors

of West Ham, Reigate, Ramsgate, Ealing, Hert-

ford, Kingston-on-Thames, Southampton, Ports-

mouth, Brighton, Tottenham, and Boston
j
and

also a representative from Middlesbrough,
Shields, Hull, Manchester, Salford, Leeds,
Birkenhead, Leicester, Bristol, Derby, and
BaiTOw-in-Furuess, to which would also be
added the secretaries of the various districts of

the Association, when they are appointed.
The chairman, in reply to a question by Mr.

Marshall, of Tottenham, said he would suggest
that tho Association should also take in the
engineers and surveyors from Scotland and
Ireland.

It was decided that one-third of the conncil

should retire annually, and that it should beJ

determined by ballot who should retire, and
by whom their places should be filled. Retiring

members of the council would be eligible for

re-election.

The London and County Banking Company
were selected as the bankers of the Associaton.

Mr. Jones, of Ealing, who has been acting as

hon. secretary, was elected secretary.

As to whether or not assistant surveyors

should bo eligible for membership in the Asso-

ciation, the council were left to decide.

Mr. Angell was unanimously elected president

for the ensuing year, on the proposition of Mr.

Lemon, seconded by Mr. Thornbum
;
and Mr.

J. Lemon, of Southampton was unanimously

elected vice-president, on the proposition of Mr.

Pritchard, seconded by Mr. Thornburn. Both
gentlemen suitably acknowledged the compli-

ment of election, Mr. Angell also receiving a

hearty vote of thanks for his efforts in pro-

moting the Association.

Mr. Robert Rawlinson and Mr. J. T. Harrison

were elected vice-presidents, letters of concur-

rence having been received from them.

It was decided that the first annual meeting
should be held in Birmingham in May, 1874.

The Chairman then read an inaugural address

on professional and sanitary subjects, and the

meeting shortly afterwards terminating, the

members repaired to the London Tavern, where
they dined together. The Association promises

to bo useful.

THE PROPOSED REMOVAL
OF NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE.

We understand that the Select Committee
appointed by the House of Commons to consider

the provisions of the Bill promoted by the

Metropolitan Board of Works for making a new
approach from Charing-croas to the Thames
Embankment have agreed to the preamble

declaring it desirable that the road should run

through Northnmberland House. A clause has

been introduced referring the approval of the

elevations of the houses on the line of the new
street to the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects,—a step which will doubtless lead to dis-

cussion. Mr. T. H. Wyatt, who was present as

a witness, accepted the duty on the part of the

Institute, should the recommendation become
law. If this be a good step in respect of the

Metropolitan Board of Works, our informant

remarks, why not for the Corporation of London ?

and if for the Corporation, why not for the

Government ? We shall be curious to know
more of this arrangement. The Gothic or

Classic tendencies of succeeding Councils may
be made to have a curions effect on the archi-

tecture of London.

WITHINGTON CHURCH, GLOUCESTER.
The parish of Withington, situated in the

county of Gloucester, in the Cotswold Hills,

and about seven miles from Cheltenham, con-

tained at one time a nunnery founded in the

Saxon times, about the eighth century, and con-

nected with the see of Worcester.

The present church, dedicated to St. Michael,

was founded at a later period, and contains

several interesting specimens of various styles

of Gothic architecture from the Norman to the

Perpendicular,—the Norman of which the north

and south doorway in the nave are good examples,

as are also the arches and piers supporting the

central tower j the Transition period from
Norman to Early English exemplified by the

north and south chancel windows, tho lower
window in the tower, and some remains of

arches in the west front ; the Geometric by
windows in tbo south transept; and the Per-

pendicular by the clearstory and south windows
of the nave, and the east and west windows of

the nave and chancel. The church consists of a
long and lofty nave, and central tower dividing

it from the chancel, with a transept on the south

side only ; the tower is 74 ft. in height, and con-

tains a peal of six bells. Encased in the sowtb

wall of the nave was found an elaborate canopied

monument for a recumbent statue of fifteenth-

century work, but the figure had disappeared.

There were also found entrances to a rood-loft

and other remains of antiquity, including apiece

of Roman tesselated pavement.
The walls and roofs having become in a very

dilapidated condition, especially those of the

tower, it was determined by the rector, the Hon.
and Rev. G. G. C. Talbot, to undertake the

restoration of the building with the aid of sub-

scriptions from the Incorporated Society for

Building Churches, the Diocesan Society, Dr.

Warneford’s fund, and from private friends.

Designs were obtained from Mr. David Brandon,

which have since been carried out at a cost of

about 3,0001., and the church was reopened for

divine service on Tuesday, the 15th ult. The
Earl of Eldon, to whom the south transept

belongs, subscribed the sum of 3001.

The chancel has been taken down except the

east wall, and rebuilt as it originally was, in-

cluding Early open - timbered oak roof, and

a vestry, with space for the organ, has been

built on the north side. The nave roof, of

Perpendicular work, which w'as ceiled under-

neath the tie-beams, has been thrown open to

view, and the boarding covered with new lead.

The plastering has been removed from the in.

ternal faces of the walls, and the masonry
cleaned down and repointed. The dilapidated

stonework of the windows, doorways, and strings,

has been repaired, and made good with new
stone. A font of Caen stone, a new pulpit,

and a reading-desk, have been substituted for

the old ones, and the whole area of the church
has boon re-seated. Nearly the whole of the

work has been executed by the local work-
people of the village of Withington ;

Mr. W.
n. Knight, of Cheltenham, having assisted in

superint^ending the carrying of it out.

The organ, originally built by Mr. Nicholson,

of Worcester, has been considerably enlarged by
him, and a heating apparatus has been con-

structed by Messrs. Marshall, of Cheltenham.

THE ANTIQUITIES OF ROME.

Mr. j. H. Parker says these are in danger

and makes a fresh appeal for help to save them.
The cost of sites now would be moderate, as

compared with what it will be a few years

hence. Upwards of 2,000 houses are now
building in Rome, and many more will be

wanted, as well as manufactories and ware-

houses : the price of laud is therefore pretty

sure to rise.

PROPOSED RESTORATION
OF GATESHEAD PARISH CHURCH.
A MEETING of the churchwardens and

parishioners of Gateshead has been held in the

vestry of St. Mary’s Church, for the purpose of

considering the desirability of making certaia

alterations in the interior of the church. The
rector of Gateshead, the Ven. Archdeacon Prest,

presided, and informed the meeting that the

question of restoring the mother church had
been taken up by the churchwardens. The
alterations which it had been suggested should

be made were the I’emoval of the present closed

pews, and the substitution of open seats, but
retaining the carved oak bench-ends; and the

entire removal of the galleries over the south

and north aisles. The roof of the aisles were so

low that, with the galleries at present existing,

it was often very uncomfortable and unhealthy

for persons sitting in them and below them, on

account of the vitiated air, especially at evening

services, when the congregation was large. It

was also contemplated removing the organ-

gallery at the west end of the church, and
placing the organ in an organ-chamber to be-

erected on the north side of the chancel; the-

chancel, in the event of this alteration being
carried out, to be occupied by the choir. The-

transept-galleries would also be removed, and
the whole area of the ground floor opened ont as

far as the tower, whilst the arches and pillars

would be cleared of the paint, plaster, and other

colouring, and restored. Mr. Crichton said he
thought they would require from 3,000Z. to

4,000Z. to carry out these suggested alterations.

Mr. R. W. Hodgson said the first step for them
to take was to get an architect of taste and

ability in such matters to report upon what was
necessary to be done, and to give an estimate of

the cost of carrying out his recommendation,

Mr. Ralph Carr-Elliaon suggested that they

ought to have some alteration of the exterior of

the tower in order to convert it from its present

nondescript appearance into a good fifteenth-

century tower. They need not carry out this

part of the scheme at the present time, but it

was best when they were about to restore the

church to have a plan that should bo harmonious

throughout. After some conversation, a com-

mittee was appointed for the purpose of con-

sulting Messrs. Austin & Johnson, architects, as

to the alterations that may be desirable.
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THE MARYLEBONE SQUARES.

Two large and historical mansions in the north

-of London are now in the hands of the builders,

' and being enlarged, viz., Montagu House, in

Portman.square, and Manchester House, in Man-
chester-square ;

and the present, therefore, seems
'a good opportunity to set down a few notes about
the neighbourhood in which these houses are
situated. At the beginning of the eighteenth
century Marylebone was a village entirely sepa-

rated from London, and the ground to the north
of the Oxford-road was chiefly occupied by fields.

The manor of Marylebone was granted by .Tames I.

to Edward Porset in 1611,andafterward8 passed
into the family of Austen, by the marriage of

Arabella Forset to Thomas Austen. In 1710,
John Holies, Duke of Newcastle, purchased the
manor of John Austen, afterwards Sir John
Austen

;
and his only daughter and heir. Lady

Henrietta Cavendish Holies, marrying Edward
Harley, second Earl of Oxford and Mortimer, it

passed into that family. The only daughter and
heir of the Earl and Countess of Oxford, Lady
Margaret Cavendish Harley, married William,
second Duke of Portland, on July 11, 1734, and
took the property into the Portland family, where
it still remains, the present didm being lord of

the manor. The various names of those noble
families are all represented in the streets of the
neighbourhood. Lady Henrietta Cavendish
Holies gave her names to Henrietta-street,

Cavendish-square, and Holles-street; her husband
to Harley-street, Oxford-street, and Mortimer-
street; and their daughter, Lady Margaret, to

Margaret-street. Bentinck, Duke, and Duchess
streets, and Portland-placo, take their names
from the Duke and Duchess of Portland. One
of the titles of the Earl of Oxford was Baron
Harley of Wigmore, after which place Wigmore-
street was named. Welbeck was an estate of

the Duke of Newcastle, and Bulstrode the family
seat of the Duke of Portland, and both places

'

are represented by Welbeck and Bulstrode
streets.

In the year 1715 Cavendish-square and the
neighbouring streets were planned out, but they
wero not completed until several years after.

There is an engraved plan (dated 1719) “de-
sign’d and delineated by John Prince,” and
“ ingraven by Sutton Nicholls,” which is entitled
“ A Design of y*^ Buildings already begun in y®

Parish of St. Mary la Bonne, belonging to the
Right Hon'-’*' Edward Lord Harley and y* Right
Hon. Lady Henrietta Cavendish Holies Harley.”
In this plan the whole of the north side of the
square is marked as to be occupied by one
mansion, which was to be built by the mag-
nificent Duke of Chandos, called by his contem-
poraries the Grand Duke and the Princely
Chandos. The scheme was not, however, carried

out, for the duke died of a broken heart, caused
by the death of his infant heir while being
christened, in the midst of the greatest pomp
and magnificence. This side of the square was
still unfinished in 1761 ; for at that date, we
read in Dodsley’s “London and its Environs,”
” In the centre of the north side is a space left

for a house intended to be erected by the late

Duke of Chandos, the wings only being built;

however, there is a handsome wall and gates
before this place, which serve to preserve the
uniformity of the square.” It was at first

intended to place a statue of Queen Anne in the
centre of the square, and in the plan above
referred to this statue is marked; but the
scheme was not carried out, and the site remained
vacant until 1770, when the leaden equestrian
statue of William Duke of Cumberland, “the
butcher of Culloden,” which has lately been
taken away, was erected by General Strode.
The statue of Lord George Bentinck, some time
leader of the Conservative party in the House
of Commons, at the south side of the square,
opposite Holles-street, was set up soon after his

death, in 1818. The square was formerly en-

closed by a dwarf brick wall, surmounted by
heavy wooden railings, and these were allowed to

decay, so that in 1761 they made “ but an indif-

ferent appearance.”
Harcourt House, the large mansion on the

west side, was built by Lord Bingley, the founda-
tion-stone being laid in 1722, and was purchased
after his death by the Earl of Harcourt, who
had previously built a house on the east side of
the square. It was afterwards bought by the
Duke of Portland, whose descendant still in-

habits it.

Among the celebrated inhabitants of Caven-
dish-square may be mentioned Lady Mary
Wortley Montagu

; Princess Amelia, daughter
j

of George II.
;
George Romney, the painter of

such exquisite porti*aits as to become a danger-
ous rival to Sir Joshua Reynolds

j Marshal
Beresford

; Matthew Baillie, the fashionable
physician; and Thomas Hope, the author of
“ Anastasius.” The Princess Amelia’s was the
large house at the corner of Harley-street, after-
wards inhabited by Hope and Watson 'Taylor.
Romney was always referred to by Reynolds as
“ the man in Cavendish-square.” The house he
lived in had been previously inhabited by Mr. P.
Cotes, R.A., tho portrait-painter, who built it,

and was subsequently rented by Sir Martin
Archer Shee, P.R.A.

St. Peter’s Chapel, in Vere-street, the fame of
which must ever be associated with the late
lamented Frederick Maurice, long its minister,
was designed and built by Gibbs about 1724.
It was for some years called Oxford Chapel.
William, second Duke of Portland, was married
at this chapel, on the 11th of July, 1734, to
Lady Margaret Cavendish Harley. Rysbrack,
the sculptor, lived and died (1770) in Vere-
street, on the right-hand side of the street going
from Oxford-street. Gibbon lived in Bentinck.
street ; Martha Blount

;
Edmund Hoyle, of whist

celebrity; Mrs. Piozzi; and Lord George Gordon,
in Welbeck-street : Turner, the painter, in Queen
Anne-street : and Sir Philip Francis in Harley,
street, previously to his taking a house in St.

James’s-square. Lord Byron was bom in Holles-
street, and a tablet has been placed on the front
of the house (No. 21) by the Society of Arts, to
record the fact.

In the view of Hauover-square by Sutton
Nicholls, dated 1754, Cavendish-square is showii
as standing almost alone to the north of Oxford-
road, and surrounded by fields, with an un-
interrupted view of Hampstead and Higbgate.
At this time Harley-street extended very little

way to the north, and Harley-fields were resorted
to by thousands who went to hear Whitefield
preach there. Soon, however, more streets were
built, and about the year 1764 Portman.square
was laid out and commenced. The north side
was first built, and it was nearly twenty years
before the whole was finished. This square takes
its name from that of the proprietor of the land
upon which it was built, viz., William Henry
Portman, of Orchard Portman, in Somersetshire,
who died in 1796, and was the ancestor of the

' present Lord Portman. Orchai'd-street and
Somerset-street retain the memory of tho seat
of the family.

The Portmans were a family of distinction in
Somerset, as early as the reign of Edward I.,

but its most distinguished member was Sir
William Portman, Lord Chief Justice of England,
who died in 1555.
Portman.square was built on high ground,

with an open prospect to the north, which gave
it a name as a peculiarly healthy part of London.
Mrs. Montagu called it the Montpellier of
England, and said she “never enjoyed such
health as since she came to live in it.” It is one
of the largest and handsomest squares in London
for its general effect, but the houses have no
architectural character. They were, however,
built with due consideration for tho require-
ments of the wealthy, and were inhabited by a
large number of the “quality” at their first

building. In 1822 the following members of
the nobility were living in the square :—Lord
Clifford, Lord Teignmouth, Earl of Beverley,
Lord Lovaine, Lord Kenyon, Lord Petre, Earl
Manvers, Earl of Scarborough, Duko of New-
castle, Countess of Pomfret, Lady Owen, Earl
Nelson, Dowager Duchess of Roxburghe, Earl of
Cardigan, Dowager Countess of Clonmell, Dow-
ager Countess of Harcourt. In this same year
the model fox-hunter and country gentleman,
Thomas Assheton Smith, lived at No. 5,
and the Right Hon. Hugh Elliot at No. 40.
Lord Garvagh, the possessor of the celebrated
“ Aldobrandini Madonna ” of Raffaelle, now in
the National Gallery, lived at No. 26 for many
years.

The square still keeps up its distinguished
character, for it appears by the “Directory”
that in the present year eleven titled persons
live in it.

M. Otto, the French ambassador, was living
in Portman.square at the time of the short-lived
Treaty of Amiens. Peace had long been wished
for by the people, and the preliminaries were
signed at Lord Hawkesbury’s office in Downing,
street on the Ist of October, 1801. On the
arrival in London of General Lauriston, first

aide-de-camp to Napoleon, with the French rati-

fications, he was greeted with enthusiastic cheers
by a vast concourse of people. Some of the

men took the horses from his carriage and drew
him to M. Otto’s house with tumultuous expres-
sions of joy. A general illumination took place
on the evening of the same day. The chief in.

terest of Portman.square centres in the dark
brick house standing by itself in a garden at the
north-west comer, which was built by the once
celebrated Mrs. Elizabeth Montagu (Dr. Doran’s
“ Lady of the Last Century”), and inhabited by
her and her nephew and heir, Matthew Mon-
tagu. The house has remained in the family up
to the present time, when the lease, having fallen
into the hands of the ground landlord, Lord
Rokeby has had to vacate it. It was built by Mrs.
Montagu, who watched its progress with much
interest. In the year 1781 she moved into what
Mrs. Boscawen called, her Chateaio PoHman, just
six years after the death of her husband, Edward
Montagu. Mrs. Montagu was a woman of
great note in her day, but lier fame had died
away, until Dr. Doran a few months ago revived
it by the publication of some of her letters
under the title of “ A Lady of the Last Century.”
With the help of this interesting book we will

now note a few particulars of Mrs. Montagu
and her home. Elizabeth Robinson was born at
York in October, 1720. She was a lively girl,

loving fun and pursuing learning, so that the
Duchess of Portland nicknamed her La
Fidget. In August, 1742, she married Edward
Montagu, M.P., a mathematician of eminence,
and a coal-owner of great wealth, after which
event she became more sober, and told her
friend the Duchess that her fidgetations were
much spoiled. She became a power in the
literary world, and was one of the chief leaders
of the Blue Stockings. Her house in Hill-street

became a favourite resort of statesmen, poets,
and wits, and the young aspirant for fame felt

that he had his foot on the first rung of the
ladder when he was invited to her table. Dr.
Johnson thought Mrs. Montagu exerted more
mind in conversation than any person he
ever met with, and ho said that in conversing
with her, “you may find variety in one.” The
great Lord Bath thought there never was a more
perfect being than Mrs. Montagu, and Edmund
Burke was inclined to agree with him. Hannah
More describes her as having “ the sprightly
vivacity of fifteen with the judgment and expe-
rience of a Nestor” ;

and Cowper, when he had
read her “ Essay on the Genius of Shakspeare,”
no longer wondered that she stood “at the head
of all that is called learned.” Edward Montagu
left his wife a widow, after thirty-threo years of

married life, well provided for, with 7,0001.
' a year, and she soon afterwards entertained
thoughts of leaving her old house in Hill-street.

The building of the new house in Portman-
square was a constant source of pleasure and
interest to its owner. In one of her letters Mrs.
Montagu says, “ I will get the better of my
passion for my new house, which is almost equal
to that of a lover to a mistress whom he thinks
very handsome and very good, and such as will

make him enjoy the dignity of life with ease” ;

and in another she writes, “ It is an excellent

house, finely situated, and just such as I have
always wished, but never hoped to have.” The
satisfaction did not wear off, for we find her
afterwards writing, “I am a great deal younger,

I think, since I came into my new house, from
its cheerfulness, and from its admirable con-

veniences less afraid of growing old. My friends

and acquaintances are much pleased with it.”

In this last particular she was quite correct, for

Walpole, who was not over-prone to praise the
hobbies of others, wrote as follows to Mason :

—

“ On Tuesday, with the Harcourts, at Mrs. Mon-
tagu’s new palace, and was much surprised.

Instead of vagaries, it is a noble, simple edifice.

Magnificent, yet no gilding. It is grand, not
tawdry, not larded, embroidered, and pomponned
with shreds and remnants, and clinquant like

the harlequinades of Adam, which never let the
eye repose an instant.” In 1781 Mrs. Montagu
moved her furniture from Hill-street, and three
years previously she had “bought a large glass
at the French ambassador’s sale, and some other
things for my new house, pretty cheap.” One of
the rooms in the new house was ornamented in a
novel manner with “feather hangings,” and Mrs.
Montagu begged all sorts of birds’ feathers from
her friends. She tells one correspondent that
“ the brown tails of partridges are very useful,

though not so brilliant as some others,” and
another she asks for “the neck and breast
feathers of the stubble goose. Things homely
and vulgar are sometimes more useful than the
elegant, and the feathers of a goose may be
better adapted to some occasions than the plumes
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of the pboBnix.” Cowper wrote some lines in

1788 on this unique room where Mrs. Montagu
held her court, commencing as follows :

—

“ The birds put off their every hue
To dress a room for Montagu ;

The peacock sends his heavenly dyes.

His rainbows and his starry eyes ;

The pheasant, plumes which round infold

His mantling neck withdowny gold
;

The cock his arch’d tail’s azure show;
And, rirer-blanched, the swan his snow;
All tribes beside of Indian name.
That glossy shine or vivid flame,

"Where rises and where sets the day,
VVhate’er they boast of rich and gay,
Contribute to the gorgeous plan,

Proud to advance it all they can.

’This plumage neither dashing shower
Nor blasts that shake the dripping bower,
Shall drench again or discompose,
But screen’d from every storm that blows.

It boasts a splendour ever new,
Safe with protecting Montagu."

The Bluo-stocking gatheriiigB did uot much
thrive in the new house, for many of their chief

supporters had passed away; Mrs. Montagu’s
breakfasts, however, were continued, but they
became more sumptuous and the rooms were
often overcrowded. In 1788 Mrs. Montagu
adopted a fashion introdoced from France by
the Duke of Dorset of giving teas. Three years

before Cumberland had written an essay in the

Observer on the assemblies at Montagu House, in

which be lightly satirizes the hostess as Vanessa,

and her assembly as the Feast of Keason.

Cowper afterwards more politely wrote ;

—

“ There genius, learning, fancy, wit,

Their rutiled plumage calm refit."

In ISOO Mrs. Montagu died, and many mourned
the loss of “ an affectionate, zealous, and constant

friend, as well as amoat instructive and pleasant

companion.” She was succeeded by her nephew,
Matthew Robinson, who, on being made her heir,

took the name of Montagu. There is an amusing
anecdote in WraxaU’s “Memoirs of his own
Time,” relating to the confusion as to this gentle-

man’s name after ho entered the House of

Commons. There was some difficulty in distin-

guishing betweenMatthew Montagu and Montagu
ilatthcw until “ General Matthew himself defined

the distinction. ‘I wish it to be understood,’

said be, ‘ that there is no more likeness between
Montagu Matthew and Matthew Montagu than
between a chestnut-horse and a horse-chestnut.’

”

We have hitherto only mentioned tho house;
but the garden that suiTounds Montagu House
has a history as well. Mrs. Montagu made a
practice of collecting together tho little chim-
ney-sweeps of London every May-day, and
giving them a treat in her grounds, as she said

they should at least have one happy day in the

year. After her death the Turkish ambassador
occupied the house for a time and erected a
kiosk in the gardens, where he smoked in state,

suiTounded by his suite. The house itself has
just now been enlarged in the very worst style

of London street architecture.

The two squares to the north of Portman-
square do not deserve the name, as they arc

mere oblong slips with houses built in dreary
uniformity. They are fortunately out of the

way, and few people see them. Mrs. Montagu’s
name survives in Montagu square, street, and
place

;
and Bryanston-square takes its name

from Bryanston, neai- Blandford, the seat of the

Portmau family. In 1820, Queen Caroline, on
her return to England, took up her residence for

a short time in Portman-atreet as the guest of

Lady Anne Hamilton, her lady of the bed-

chamber. Orchard-street owes some lustre to

Sheridan, who made it his first London residence

after his marriage with the beautiful Miss
Linley. Here he wrote the “Rivals” and the
“ Duenna.”

Manchester-square was built soon after Poi-t-

man-square, on a site that had previously been
proposed for a square with a church in the
centre, to be called Queen Anne’s-square. The
ground, after lying waste for a time, was pur-
chased by the Dake of Manchester, who com-
menced building the large house on the north
side of tho square in 1776. In 1788, on the
sudden death of the duke, Manchester House
was purchased by the King of Spain as a resi-

dence for his ambassador. It afterwards became
the property of the Marquis of Hertford, one of

the friends of George IV. when Regent, and that
prince made a daily practice of calling at the
house in his incog, carriage, a practice to which
Tom Moore refers in his “Diaiy of a Poli-
tician” ;

—

Through Maucheater-squaro took a canter just now,
Met the old yellow chariot, and made a low bow.”

The marchioness was the great attraction.

and Moore, in another place, introduces her into

his verse :

—

“ Or who will repair
Unto Manchester-squarc,
And see if the lovely Marehesa he there ?

Or bid her come, with her hair darkly flowing
All gentle aud juvenile, crispy and gay.
In the manner of Ackermaun's dresses for May y

Manchester House was for a time occupied as

the French embassy, and Talleyrand lived there.

It is now being enlarged for occupation by Sir

Richard Wallace, the son of the late Marquis of

Hertford. William Beckford, the magnificent,

once notorious as the proprietor of “ Fontliill,”

aud author of “ Vatbek,” lived at No. 12 in the

square in 1829.

Duke-stroet takes its name from the Duke of

Manchester, and Hinde-street from Jacob Hiode,
a lessee of part of Marylebone Park in 1765 and
1772.

Here we must bring to a close our notice of

three of tho eighteenth-century scpiares, which on
their first building were considered to be at the
extreme limit of the town, but are to-day in the
very centre of London.

PERSEPOLIS AND THE PERSIAN KING
OF TO-DAY.

It may often have occurred to some that the
history of the world might be, not a little in-

struotively, divided into two eras or divisions

;

the one, wherein each separate nation or tribe

with a distinct language, manners, and in-

dividuality, did its own work in its own way

;

aud seemed to bo bent on resisting to the
uttermost all attempts at amalgamation with
other nations, or, as wo should say, to protect

itself against all help and reciprocity of ideas.

In short, to keep itself to itself, and to bo its

own inner world. It was this idea of isolation

that made the nations in past times what they
were, and such as histoiy baa recorded. In
these modern days those old ideas are being
completely reversed. The nations of to-day,

however isolated, seek, as a general rule, to give
aud to take

; aud there is hardly row left a
single nationality, uot excepting even Japan,
that is not seeking to interchange with the

whole world, both goods and ideas A sort of

universally levelling process is at work all tho
world ovei’, and a system of things, the absolute
reverse of the old way of work, from which all

our art “precedent” is taken, is and must be
tho final and inevitable result of it. The sub-
ject is well worth a little cogitation, and a few
words about it may interest a reader here and
there. In a few weeks’ time there will come to

see London, for the lii-st time in tho world’s
history, the living representative of, in old

barbaric times, tho greatest potentate on
earth. Talk of historic fame and ancestral

lineage in these modem days ! Why they are
nothing to it

;
all are comparatively of yester-

day : we know all about them, where they come
from, and can more or less vividly realise to oui*-

selves what they once were, aud their place in

the then system of things. But here, with this

appearance of the dead past in the very present,

we are utterly at a loss to conceive how such
things could be. Nothing, it is certain, in the
antique history ever surpassed the strange posi-

tion of the great monarch of Persia. To see
liim was to catch sight of a present deity, to

fly from him was impossible, and to resist his

power equally impossible. It was the very
romance,—far more so than in old Egypt, or
Imperial Romo,—of concentrated power and
empii’e. But we must not dwell on these
fancies without a practical and architectural
purpose. For so peculiar a state of things as
existed in tho old Persian monarchy it was
necessary that there should be the material and
artistic means of working them out, and of dis-

playing them; and it is here that tho subject
becomes practically interesting.

In these modern days, when to come and to

go is so easy, it has come to pass that the same
sort of “apparatus” is common almost every-
where. A king’s throne, for instance, is at beat
but a state armchair, pretty much alike every,
where. In London, Paris, Vienna, it is tho same
thing, a grand piece of furniture, aud which
might have been made in either of these cities

in any workshop j for, wherever manufactured,
it would equally answer its purpose. And the
same may be said of the building, or room, in

which it is placed. All is in process of being made
alike after one pattern,—even kings’ thrones,

and the rooms they stand in. But in ancient

Persia it was necessary to do something special
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for the purpose, and it was this necessity that

gave birth to the vast masses of architecture

which are yet to be seen in the ancient capital,

Persepolis. It is not a little to be regretted that
we have but feeble records of these great works,
and but little idea of what they were, or looked
like, when in their primitive and perfect state.

In Sir Ker Porter’s l»ok, and in the more elabo-

rate work of M. Coste, may be gathered a good
deal that is interesting, bat not enough, by a
long -way, to enable any one to realise the old
idea. These mins, almost like a scene raised by 'j

the wand of a magician, stand on a. vast platform,

:

level, and raised from the general surface of the

suiTOunding country. They consist of tall

columns and remains of walls and doorways,
nob a little difficult to make out and to restore.

in the mind’s eye. The whole of the roofing is

utterly gone. It was probably of wood. The
main supporting beams, from column to column,!
certainly were

;
but in all probability tho main'

and leading idea was that of vast tents, wlicreinl
hangings of some kind or other were a most
important and striking part of the work : indeed,
it was the idea of a tent solidified, so to speak,
and made “architectural.” The central idea of
the whole was to provide a throne, and its

covering, and a platform on which it might

'

stand, so that this throne and its surroundings '

might be visible to the multitudes gathered
together before it and at the foot of it on the V
surrounding plain, and so that these multitudes
might be visible to the great king when crowded
together before him. It is this peculiar archi-
tectural arrangement which enables us to realise, %
to a certain extent, the idea of the vast multi- ^
tudes which at times were gathered together

[

before the throne of such mighty potentates as t

Xerxes and Darius, when the individual was J
everything, the multitude nothing,—a position

^

now, fortunately, much changed. All that we have
,

spoken of is, indeed, to a certain extent, proved by J

the sculptures which remain, aud of which speci-

mens brought here by Sir Ker Porter may be J
seen in the British Museum. These sculptures

(j

are nob fanciful and invented things, be itob-'O
served, but simple copies in stone of the real

men and their ways, as they were visible at the
j

time to the eye of the copying sculptor. The '

solemn and immovable guards portrayed in stone '

on the sides of the great flights of stairs which I

led up to the platform on which the throne stood .

are really nothing more nor less than the por- ,

traits of the men who stood, on state occasions,
^

on those stairs, so that we may yet see a little- ;

into the mystery of this great act of state and
'

visible errrpire, as it once existed. All this may 'ij

be realised, with no little clearness and vividness, ^
in the pages of M. Coste’s book, and will be ^
found not a little striking and suggestive, when ^
compared with some other of the plates repre. {|

senting things as they yet are at Ispahan, oncejl
the modern capital city of Persia, aud wherein j
the throne arrangements are almost a copy,')!

although on a smaller scale, of the grand and >1

magnificent works at Persepolis,—Istaker, in
,

the land of dreams ! The visit of the modern ?

Persian king, the successor of the great king of
|

a remote antiquity, makes these things of poetioji

interest. That such things as these should have
at the present hour any living reality at all is

not a little to be wondered at. Modem thought f]

and doings are leaving all such ways far behind t,

them. To-day reads and dreams of them, but f

“improves” them well out of existence. ^

It may be nsefnl to give a few details of this
^

unique palace, and its arrangements, bearing in
'

mind that tho central idea of all was to provide.
aplatform for a t/irone, and a suitable tent.lik©

covering for it, and fitting space for guards and I
a brilliant court. But the main thought was,— I
and it is necessary to bear this in mind,—to

.

provide a throne, so placed that the greatest^

possible number of human beings might see it :

'

and its ocenpant at the same time. For this

purpose it was raised on an artificial, or partly .L
artificial, platform, three sides of which are i

constrncted in masoniy of long blocks. Each ,

separate block of building on it would seem also

to have had its separate, though lower, platform

on which it stood. There were two distinct

flights of steps or staircases, the first leading

to the lowest platform, and to an entering

colossal gateway, flanked by the well-known
winged human-headed bulls. This arrangement
is extremely ingenious, for those ascending the

great double-flighted staircase mast need have
tamed to tlie loft, and then again to the right,

before finding themselves in front of the gate-

way, and with the second staircase, with its

double flights of stairs, before them. These
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stairs led to the second great platform whereon
the throne itself stood, in a hall, or pavilion,

—

a sort of tent-like arrangement, fancifully

restored by M. Coste, sapported by thirty-

six columns, six on each side. In the centre of

this columned hall the great king’s throne was
placed. It would be impossible to devise any-

thing more thoroughly well adapted for its

purpose, or more artistically arranged. It may
help to show what architecture can do when it

has to meet an idea, and to supply a practical

want, that want being first well defined. In
these days kings must go forth to meet their

people; in old Persia, the great king came
to the door of his palace, literally, and his

people in their multitudes came to him.
Wo have not space to describe ever so shortly

the rest of the buildings on this strange and
romantic spot of the earth’s surface; it must
suffice to say that they are the remains, without
doubt, of a vast palace, all at one time con-
nected together, each with a separate purpose, to

accommodate the king and his multitudinous
court. But the idea was, and it is that which
guided the whole arrangement, to provide a
raised and visible throne for the “ King of kings,”

as he named himself, “and Lord of Asia.” And
what makes all this more than ordinarily inte-

resting at the present moment is, that it is not a
mere dead antiquity, a thing wholly of the past.

It is in trath more or less yet living, not a little

altered iu details, but still a liviog reality. In
the Print Room of the British Museum may be
seen, by the very curious prints and evidences on
paper, the persistency with which things in the
East continue and repeat themselves from age
to age. In these records may be seen represen-
tations of the court of the gi’eat king’s successor
in the last century, before Westeim influences

and curiosity had done more than discover the
existence of matters so remote from itself. In
these records may be seen the Sophi of Persia
surrounded by his conrt, by the princes of his

family, his prime adviser, his captain of the
guard, and a whole multitude of retainers, dimi- '

nished as to numbers when compared to the

:

Darius and Xerxes days, but still there in form
and idea. It is in all probability the same to

this day, and the fact makes the coming of the
Persian Shah to London city a subject of no small
interest. At home he in very truth, though on
a reduced scale, and with many short-comings,
acta out the part of tlie antique Persian of

the past. Here in London ho will see what it

is to be removed so many centuries from himself
and the things which belong to him. Never
before, it is certain, did two ideas more opposite
meet together.

GLASS MAKING IN THE MIDLANDS.
Tuk glass trade appears to have been intro-

duced into Stourbridge as early as the year 1557,
by a little band of Hungarian refugees, who
established themselves on an eminence just out-
side the town, known to this day as Hungary-
hill. Hennezel, Tyttery, and Tyzak were among
the loaders of these enterprising exiles, and it

was doubtless owing to their ingenuity that the
existence ofabundant fireclay, adapted for glass-
pots, together with the liberal supply of mineral
fuel then known as “ sea-coal,” first suggested
the advanta.ge8 offered by this district as an im-
portant centre of glass manufacture. The
descendants of the first-named Hungarian, who
adopted the name of Ensell, established, and for
some years maintained, a monopoly of the trade
in the vicinity of Stourbridge. A local historian,
writing in the last century, remarks,—“Broad
glass has been niado here for several generations,
ever since it was first brought into England from
Lorraiu ; and crystal glass has long been made
here; but the art of cutting and engraving it

was not long since brought from Germany to

Loudon and from London hither.”* In the yeai'

1688 there were twenty-eight furnaces in opera-
tion at Stourbridge

; but iu the reign of

William III. there were only seventeen, although
the produce of glass at the latter period was
nearly equal to that of the former.

In tho year 1760 the glass manufacture of
the Stourbridge district was in the hands of the

following producers :—Broad glass aud bottles,

Pidcock, Hill, Rogers; smooth enamel glass,

Grazebrook, Denham
; flint-glass, best ordinary,

Grazebrook, Denham, Bradley, Barrar, Rogei’S,

Honeybourne, Russell, Little
;
phials, Pidcock,

Grazebrook, Denham, Barrar, ^gerSjt Russell

* Schinner, a, forei^ artist, was the first snccosaful
engraver of glass at Stourbridge, A.D. 1660.

t This was a grandfather of Rogers, the poet.

and Honeybourne. In the year 1789 the names
of Bradley, Ensell, Grazebrook, Hill, Waldron,
Scott, Kier, and Jones were mentioned in Tun.
nicliff’s survey of the principal manufactures.
The name of Bradley was associated -with the
Stourbridge glass trade as early as the year
1691, and there is little doubt that Bradley Hall,
an ancient half-timbered mansion, near Kings-
winford, was originally tho homestead of this

family. The production of glass, however, up
to a comparatively recent period, lacked the
advantage of scientific enterprise which had
long before been applied with success to other
leading industries in the neighbourhood.
About the year 1830, Mr. Benson, of Dudley,

aud Mr. Dovey, of Stourbridge, successfully
introduced the application of steam power to

tho cutting and grinding of glass. The repeal of
the glass duty in 1815, produced for a time a
considerable increase in the number of the
smaller flint-glass houses known as “ cribs ”

;

but the present tendency is in the direction of

concentrating the business in tho hands of a few
extensive factories.

In the Stourbridge district (which includes
Amblecote, Wordsley, and Dudley) there are
now the following glass-works :—Flint-glass, 10;
bottle-glass, 2; plate-glass, 1; total, 13. These
establishments at present afford employment to
1,200 men, 150 women and gii-ls, and 350 boys.
The sand used iu tho manufacture is almost
exclusively obtained from Fontainebleau.

Cast plate-glass is produced at Smethwick
at the works of the Birmingham Plate-glass
Company

; crown, sheet, and rolled plate-glass
at the gigantic establishment of Messrs, Chance,
Brothers, & Co.

;
and at Stourbridge, by the

Stourbridgj Glass Company (Limited). In
1838, Mr. Robert Lucas Chance successfully
introduced the manufacture of Bohemian sheet-
glass into this district. The process of grinding
and polishing sheet-glass was perfected by Mr.
James Chance, and the glass thus manufactured
became known as patent plate. We are indebted
to a report by an eminent member of this firm
for the following record of improvements in

the glass trade of Smethwick during tho last

fifty years :

—

3.

The substitution, about tho year 1830, of

carbonate of soda as the alkaline ingredient in

,

glass in tho place of kelp, and subsequently for

crown aud sheet glass of sulphate of soda in the
place of carbonate.

2. An increase in the size and improvement
in the workmanship of the plates, sheets, and
tables prodneed.

3. An improvement in the colour of the glass
by the use of purer materials aud modifications
in the process of melting.

4. Numerous improvements in the flattening

of sheet-glass, resulting in the removal or diminu-
tion of many imperfections.

5. The use of the diamond in the process of
splitting cylinders in the place of a red-hot iron,

0. An increase in the size of the melting-pots
and furnaces, with the view of economising coal

and labour.

7. The adoption, in the casting of plate-glass
of various mechanical contrivances. The origin
of some important improvements of this class is

due to the present manager of the Birmingham
Plate-glass Company.

8. The use of the same pot for the two pro-
cesses of melting and casting platev - glass,

superseding tho old method of transferring the
contents of the melting-pot into the vessel used
for casting.

9. The substitution of small coal or slack in
the melting processes in the place of the large
coal or lumps.

10. The application of Siemen’s regenerative
process to the melting of glass, by which the
amount of smoke is greatly diminished, the
colour of the glass is improved, a greater con-
trol is obtained over the furnace, and a saving
of fuel is effected wherever by this process slack
can be substituted for largo coal or lumps.
These advantages are to some extent counter,
balanced by the increased cost of the furnace
and its increased liability to get out of order.
The process, however, as applied to glass-

making, is so new that there has been scarcely
time as yet to overcome the difficulties which
have presented themselves.

Messrs. Chance are widely known for the pro-
duction of dioptric apparatus for lighthouse
illumination. Mr, Alan Stevenson remarks :

—

” Nothing can be more beautiful than an entire

apparatus for a fixed light of the first order. It

consists of a centml belt of refractors forming a
hollow cylinder 6 ft. in diameter, and 30 in. high

;

below it are six triangular rings of glass ranged
in a cylindrical form, and above a crown of

thirteen rings of glass, forming by their union a
hollow cage composed of polished glass 10 It.

high and 6 ft. in diameter. I know of no work
of art more beautiful or creditable to the bold,
ness, ardour, intelligence, and zeal of the artist.”

More than 150 of these dioptric lights havo
already been produced by Messrs. Chance, for
almost all parts of the world.
With reference to the three firms mentioned,

tho following statistics may be given to show
the extent of their aggregate business :—Wages
paid yearly, 120,0001.

;
coal used, 165,000 tons

;

sand, 10,000 tons; alkali, 4,500 tons
;
chalk and

limestone, 3,500 tons
;

glass produced, 17,000
tons; workmen employed, 2,500.
The industry is and has for some time been

steadily increasing in this part of the country.
With reference to the various qualities of pro-
duction, it may be well to quote from the
official report of Mr. George Wallis ("South Ken-
sington Museum) on the glass shown in the
Wolverhampton Exhibition of last year- :—“ Tho
productions of the original seat of the glass
trade in England,—Stourbridge,—were so tho-
roughly represented by Messrs. T. Webb & Sons
that it is scarcely a matter of regret no other
manufacturer contributed, since this firia carried
out tlie representation of decorated and table
glass in a most effective manner. The forms of the
articles were all well considered, and thoroughly
adapted to the use of the vessels. The details
and decorations, whether engraved, cut, or blowu
on, give evidence of the most perfect mastery
over the material, and a distinct perception of

the best art qualities, as well as when to stop in
tho matter of decoration,—always a most difficult

point to attain. Some of the specimens of
‘ flashed ’ glass were very delicate, alike in form,
colour, and detail of ornamentation. It would
bo very difficult to particularise, were it desii'-

able to do so, where everything presented com-
mendable features, and it is sufficient for the
present purpose to say that in no previous
Exhibition has there been so perfect a display
made by any one house. It is needless to remark
on the quality of the metal or its purity of colour,
since in these respects it is all that can be de-
sired.” Mr. T. C. Barnes, in his report to tho
Society of Arts, on the glass at tho Paris Exhibi-
tion, remarks on tho products of Alderman
Copeland, that his dessert-dishes are beautiful
in colour and richly cut. His claret-jugs and
wines are executed in a very fine style of work-
manship, and of a superior colour, which is

much enriched by. cutting. This practical
authority further adds;—“We in England are
makiog straw-stemmed wine-glasses from 1 oz.

to IJ oz., whereas the foreigners make their
lightest wines about 3 oz., using twice the weight
of metal that the English workman does. I
myself (working on the borders of Staffordshire)
have made an antique jug 10 oz. in weight,
which is capable of holding an imperial quart.
I have seen no French or foreign work so light
as this, bub it has been far exceeded by other
English makers.” The Staffordshire glass-
makers have undoubtedly shown of late con-
siderable progress in the design and execution of

their wares. In the pure crystalline clearness of

material they are certainly unsurpassed. Thi;
Venetian style is ably executed, and denotes u
clear conception of the original, although it must
be confessed that in the minute details it is all

done by hand. In the subtle combination of the
lotite with tho dulce, the Staffordshire and other
English glass-makers are foremost in the race of

rivalry.

Property in London.—A large block of
property, having a frontage of 110 ft. in St.
Mary Axe, aud 81 ft. in Camomile-street, has
been laid out for the erection of five warehouses,
of which four will be at present built, covering
an area of about 8,800 ft. This has been taken
of the Skinners’ Company by a City merchant,
who intends to develop a class of building
specially convenient for trading purposes. Mr.
Chatfeild Clarke is the architect. The following
tenders have been submitted :—Messrs. Myers tt

Sons, 12,9871.
;
Mr. Higgs, 12,3781. ; Mr. Brass,

12,365J.
; Mr. Conder, 11,993L ; Messrs. Wil-

liams & Son, 11,8741. ; Messrs. Axford & 'WhiU
lier, 11,700Z. ; Messrs. Ashby & Sons, 11,559;
Mr. Hart, ll,470i.

; Messrs, Downs & Co.,
11,290k; Messrs. Merritt & Ashby, 11,099k;
Mr. Pritchard, 11,094k ; Messrs. Newman &
Mann, 11,065k; Messrs. J. & F. Coleman,
11,037k

;
Messrs. Browne & Robinson, 10,880k
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VILLA RESIDENCES, CRYSTAL PALACE
PARK ESTATE.

In tlie session 18G8.9, the Crystal Palace

Company obtained an Act of Parliament autho*

rising them to grant leases, for a period of

ninety-nine years, of certain outlying portions

of their freehold estate for the erection of villa

residences.

That portion of the estate abutting upon
Laurie Park and Sydenham, on the south-east,

has already been let, and a number of good

residences are now in course of erection upon it.

Our illustrations show three of these already

finished, as fair specimens of the whole, the

others being of similar character. When com-
plete, they will form a picturesque fringe of

gabled houses bounding the freehold estate of

the Company.
The houses are all faced with red brick, the

windows and other dressings are of Bath stone,

roofed with green Whitland Abbey slates or

Staffordshire tiles.

The examples illustrate (No. 3) a house built

for the late Dr. E. L. Bryan, at a cost of 3,5501. j

a smaller house (No. 2) built for Mr. James
Ilendrey, at a coat of 2,2001. ; and a third, built

for General Bayly, at a cost of 3,3461.

These have been designed and superintended

by Mr. John Norton, the architect to the Crystal

Palace Company’s Estate.

CHURCH OF HOLY EVANGELISTS,
BAVENO, ITALY.

Ox May 1st, a church erected at Baveno, on

the Lago Maggiore, at the sole cost of Mr. C.

Henfrey, was opened for divine service by the

Right Rev. Dr. Nixon, lately Bishop of Tas-

mania. It is in the late Byzantine style, with a

few Lombard features. The plan is octagonal,

like that of San Vitale, at Ravenna, with an

eastern apse and north and south porches.

These porches have granite columns, resting on

lions sculptured in white marble, as at Genoa,

Ancona, and Trent. The walls are constructed

of grey marble and reddish granite, in alternate

courses. On the sides of the octagon not occu-

pied by the porches or the apse there are triplet

windows, with black marble colonnettes, the

base and capitals being of white statuary

marble. The same arrangement exists in the

clearstory.

In the interior there are eight monolithic-

columns of granite, with grey marble capitals

and bases. Every part of the interior is

covered with rich decoration, the roof and upper

part of the walls with elaborate patterns in

positive colours, executed in tempera and oil,

the lower part being lined with slabs of green

serpentine, rosso di Levante, and grey marble,

from Carrara. The pavement is of that sort of

mosaic known in Italy by the qame of “Vene-
ziano,” and a tolerable imitation of the pave-

ment in Byzantine churches.
j

In semicircular spaces over the doors there
j

are two mosaics, representing the Nativity .

and the Crucifixion. These and the reredos,

which has geometrical patterns, were executed by

^^lyit^tij of Venice,

The windows are all filled with stained glass,

by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, in their best stylo.

The lectern is of brass, by Messrs. Cox & Co., of

Southampton-street. The church and its deco-

rations were designed by Mr. R. P. PuUan, and

carried out by Italian workmen, with the two

last-named exceptions.

The church, the dedication of which is to the

Holy Evangelists, is situated in the grounds ad-

joining Mr. Henfrey’s mansion, on the finest part

of the lake, opposite the Isola Bella, and is a

conspicuous object in approaching Baveno from

Pallanza or Stresa.

ARCHEOLOGY IN FRANCE.
The general assembly of delegates of the

learned Societies of France recently met at the

Sorbonne, under the presidency of M. Jules

Simon, Minister of Public Instruction. Assis-

tance to Archmological and Historical Societies

was rendered as follows :

—

Pour la section d’histoire et de philologie, un prii de
l.COOfr. a et4 d^ceni^ a la Society arcnSologiqne de
Montpellier; 1,000 fr. a la Soci^td aichdologiquo de
Touraine

;
1,000 fr. a la Socidtd de I’Histoire de

NormaDdie.
Pour la section d’archdologie : Socidtd archdologique

de Lorraine, a Nancy, 1,000 fr.
;
Societe d'fimulation du

Doubs, Besanfon, 1,000 fr.; Socidtd dduenne, a Autun,
1,000 fr.

RESIDENCES ON THE CRYSTAL PALACE PARK ESTATE, SYDENHAM.
0-round Plans.
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THK AKOHITEOTtJBB AND AHT OF THE
PBESENT.

Sir,—It is a singular anomaly of our existing
modes of art that our artists—especially our ar-

chitects—should possess so little confidence in

their own inventive capabilities, and, with a
questionable devotion to art, pin their faith to
precedents and types. This very indirect means
of acquii-ing success, if it were not also the most
fashionable, being pursued by the leaders of ar-
chitecture of the day, conspicuously our church
architects, would be looked upon as a verystrange
procedure if applied to any other scientific pur-
suit or art. The medical practitioner would little

dream of referring to past methods of cure with-
out knowing the diagnosis of the patients, nor
would he consult old doctrines on pathology or
therapeutics in preference to modem experience.
The engineer is not satisfied with the condition
of his science at a remote age. He demands the
latest results and experience. Again, ancient
models of the poetic art exist and excite our ad-
miration

;
but what would be the result if onr

modem attempts were but the reproduced
thoughts and sentiments of them ? Translations
and copies are known and appreciated as such;
we do not demand originality in them, but in our
modem art we ask for at least such a measure of
skilful adaptation, if not invention, as will at any
rate place our works in the rank of a fine or
liberal art, and not a mechanical one, which is
simply skilled reproduction or repetition. Do
our works of architecture meet this demand ?

The answer is obvious to all candid observers.
Take our church architecture : what is it but the
art of reproducing, if not the letter, the types,
examples, and sentiments of a Medimval period P
Our most costly churches are, with few excep-
tions, Medifoval in their idea, their arrangement,
and their ritual. They are simply modelled after
our old cathedral types, in which the avenue
system of arrangement, with all its drawbacks,
prevails.

There is no notion of altering this plan so long
as a fictitious ritual is required, though it is
manifestly false throughout,—false for the pur-
poses of a Protestant church, false to the idea
of congregational worship in tho present day, and
lastly, false in character and design. The most
simple, and certainly the noblest mode of meet-
ing the requirements of our day in tho matters
of church accommodation,—namely, that in
which a large central hall, or area, domed or
otherwise, forms tho leading idea,—is utterly re-
jected aa«unorthodoi, if not heretical, and any
architect who proposed such a plan would be
condemned to ecclesiastical censure or quietly
ignored. Chnrch architects are, however, not alone
to blame. Their clerical supporters are tied hand
and foot to traditional custom. As an able
writer in tho Spectator observes, the clerical
body, as representative of the modern Church,
is distinguished for its super-conservatism of the
past

; and there is an immobility characteristic
of the Church of the day which rejects all
advances, even at the risk of losing its prestige.
This spirit, however, is sadly out of accord with
that which animates the Christian Gospel, which
looked forward to a future, and everywhere
ignores the past and its crystallisation (if I may
so term it) of prejudice and custom. The immo-
bibty of ecclesiastical art is only a reflex of this
stubborn opposition to progress; thongh, as a
class, by no means uuinfluential, our church
architects for their own sake would do well to
lead tho van to a more truthful and progressive
condition of their art.

Let us for a moment turn to secular architec-
ture. Here a different aspect is presented. We
discover a great deal of confusion, it is true, yet
amid all the discordant elements there are indi-
cations of thought and invention. In no other
branch of constructive art do we find more
originality than in our largo railway stations,
factories, and hotels. However unpleasing they
may often be through their requirements and
size, or however wanting in the agreeable blend-
ing of the useful and ornamental, there is yet
to bo found in them traces of contrivance and
design which indicate a thoughtful working out
of the problem yet to be learned by our conven-
tionally trained artist,—namely, how to utilise
our scientific knowledge, or how to adapt, with
economy and onr sense of the beautiful, the
materials at our disposal ?

Sir Gilbert Scott’s great work at the Midland
Station, for example, is an illustration of this,
and our modern engineering works show the
true spirit of art, though they sometimes lack
Its charms.

Another fact is forced upon us, that our most
successful works in secular art have emanated
from minds least trammelled by custom, or the
conventional training of an architect’s office;
and frequently, where professional men are
engaged, much of the success or originality may
be traced to the ideas of the employers, or their
interference in matters of necessity. Every
practical architect knows the value of many such
a suggestion, however he may have spurned it at
the time.

It is not difficult to adduce instances of this
both in ancient and modem practice. Our
Middle-age builders were ecclesiastics, engineers,
masons, smiths

;
in fact, were not tied to an

architect’s drawing-office
; while some of our

foremost modern buildings, such as the Albert
Hall, and other works at Kensington, which
attest both originality and adaptation of means,
are the works of military men. Not a few of
our greatest inventions in building and art
appliances are the work of men least trammelled
by modem art notions or customs.
There is unquestionably a tendency amon"

every professional class to run into grooves;
the bias of class interest is strong, and it re-

;

quires some courage and more mental superiority
to overcome class prejudices. The prejudices
of fashion also hinder a truthful following of
art. It is this which has operated so powerfully
against original thought in every calling, but
more especially among architects. Their educa-
tion, however, has done much to encourage a
sentimental rather than an intellectual regard
for their art. The writer does not underrate
the value and importance of a studious course
of historical example and precedent, from which
a useful generalisation may bo dra'wn. Like
reading, such study may become a stimulus to
thought

;
but, like a course of reading, it should

also come after, never precede, the acquirement
of fundamental knowledge, and a duo exercise
of the facnlties. Tho mistake made is in the
relative value to bo attached to experimental
and scientific and historical studies. The proper
order is reversed,—the accidental or the mere
sign and symbol of knowledge, being ignorantly
placed before the actual facts and meaning. As
at present pursued, the student must be a pro-
ficient in all the logical processes of thought,

—

which is an impossibility,—and ho therefore
becomes a mere pedant,—a smattcrer in a few
styles, or an expert delineator of examples
and detail. His office training is confined to
drawing and copying, as a rule, and his pnpilage
is passed before a knowledge of the natural
properties of materials, or their conne.xion
structurally and practically, is acquired.

The_ consequence of such an irrational mode
of training is obvious. The mind, unacquainted
with actual and practical knowledge of mate-
rials and modes of construction, resorts to those
types and forms which have been crammed into
it regardless of any test or principle. Hence
the designs which he makes are invariably the
results of an ilUregulated process of combining
the conventional types of a past age, aided by
the imperfect experience he has gained of actual
requirement. The traditional custom and routine
of his office,—which are generally his master’s
predilection,-are accepted without proof as an
article of faith. From first to last an implicit
and unquestioned faith is placed in precedent,
and the architect who has the largest and most
accessible store of precedents is the most suc-
cessful, at least in one field of practice,—the
ecclesiastical.

It must be noted that this conventional train-
ing leads to “ draughtsmanship,” or copyism,
rather than_ to “ design.” Like school educa-
tion, which insists on classical attainments, the
student is crammed with signs or forms before
he understands the properties and uses of things—a species of book learning, or tho medium of
words and names becoming to be regarded as
the ttlfiniafitia of knowledge. Instead of begin,
ning with tho ‘'facts” of knowledge, and the
exercise of the perceptive faculties, the student
is hurried through a series of generalisations, or
symbolic language, without the required pre-
paration.

_

Nature and philosophy, as well as the evolu-
tion of civilisation itself, point to a lau' of
progression, or a process of education which
must be accepted, which Comte, Dr. Spurzheim,
Herbert Spenser, and a host of our foremost
thinkers of modern times have laid down and
are elaborating

;
a process to which modern art

and religious thought curiously stand, forsooth,
in strange and direct opposition

;
bub which

process indicates a gradual evolution from the

empirical to the scientific, the metaphysical to
the positive, and from the simple and abstract to
the complex and concrete.

So long as it advanced in conformity to the
above law, art was pre-eminently original and
truthful

; bub directly it accepted the traditions
of men, and an indirect appeal to nature, it
failed. Ever since it has been a dead and
obsolete art. G. Huskisson Guillaume.

EMIGRATION OF WORKMEN.
Sir,—My anticipations as to the extent of the

emigration of our working people daring the
present season have already received a striking
confirmation from the returns just issued by tho
Emigration Commissioners for the port of Liver-
pool. Prom these it appears that the numbers
and nationality of those who left that port for
the United States and Canada during the past
month of April, under Government supervision,
were as follow :—English, 14,8i6; Scotch, 750;
Irish, 6,2.32 ; foreigners, 11,025

; total, 32,853’.
Of this number only 1,603 were cabin passengers,
leaving 31,250 as steerage passengers, all of
whom may fairly bo assumed to be working
people. Ill addition to these, there sailed 561
passengers in “ short ships,” making a total of
33,414 emigrants, being an increase on thecorre-
sponding month of last year of 3,897 from this
one port alone. Towards this total Great Britain
and Ireland contributed 21,828, and of these I
find that Miss Rye sent out to Canada a
party of seventy-three young girls from the
workhouse of St. George’s, Hanover-square, and
other places, there to be drafted off into tho
families of settlers, who very gladly receive
them, as a part of their families. Ladies who
find great difficulty in obtaining good servants
here, or, as intho neighbourhood of manufacturing
towns, any servants at all, are objecting verv
strenuously to this action on the part of Miss Rye*;
but that lady has very graphically shown, in a
recent letter to tho Times, that tho fault, if tbero
be any, lies rather with the mistresses, who for
the most part neglect to train such servants as
they have. In any case, the girls are well pro-
vided for. But largo numbers of boys are being
sent out also from our town refuges, &c. A short
time since I had a conversation with an employer
of labour on this matter. He was excited. “ Sir,”
be said, ‘‘ I have just received an application for
a subscription from the managers of a boys’
refuge, for the purpose of sending a number of
thorn away to Canada

;
and here I am unable to

get juvenile labour in sufficient quantity to do
my work, and moat of my neighbours are in the
same condition. To send working people out of
the country is almost equivalent to commercial
smciile.” Throughout the manufacturing dis-
tricts tho same cry is raised everywhere, with
little result. The emigration goes on, but,
doubtless, with advantage to tho boys, who join
the girls in their new homes in the backwoods,
and in the end become respectable citizens of
their adopted country.
Another and much more important section of

the great total must be mentioned. A second
party of English tenant farmers from tho south
and midland counties to the number of some
180, have gone out to join the pioneer party
on the Pacific railroad, at their new settle-
ment of Yeovil, in Nebraska. A notice of
the departure of the pioneer party is to be found
in the B^(.ilder of last year, and the circumstance
is, to those who can see, a "sign of the times.”
Thcse_ emigi-ants aro farmers of land who are
dissatisfied with their prospects here, and have,
in the first instance, deputed their clergyman to
select a spot for a nen' colony of English farmers
in the midst of the prairie. This has been done,
and the settlement is taking place.
But why are these people dissatisfied ? Surely

there never was a time when prices of all farm
produce ruled so high as now. With beef and
mutton at Is. to Is. 2d. per lb.

; butter, Is. Gd.
to Is. 8d.; com and hay above the average,
farmers ought to be making money. Bub such
is not the case vdth those who occupy small
holdings. Why ? Because rents are exorbitant.
Twenty.fivo to thirty yeans ago, iu the south of
England, land of fair average quality let at a
rental of 303. per acre per annum, even at a
short distance from towns

j but now, in the
neighbourhood of some towns in the West Riding
of \ orkshire, 4Z. to 42. lOs. is the sum paid. In
Lancashire it is even more. I have recently had
a case reported to me of a small farmer in the
neighbourhood of Manchester paying 82. per
acre for his land, but being unable to make both
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ends meet, has recentlj given it up, and the land

is absorbed in a larger bolding. This state of

things is doubtless the condition of the majority

of those who have joined this colony, and many
"more besides, who are leaving their native soil

for onr colonies and the United States, where
they can become the possessors in fee simple of

their own farms with even less capital than it

has required to work rented farms in England.

Surely this system of grinding depression is one

of national suicide, when it has for its result the

depopulation of our country.
" Far, far away, our children leave the land.”

If ever there was a time in our history, when
those heart-rending lines of Goldsmith were
applicable, sorely it is now :

—

“ III fares the land, to hast'ning ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates, and men decay

;

Princes and lords may flourish or may fade :

A breath can make them, as a breath has made;
Silt a bold peanantry, their country'/ pride.
When once de/iroy’d, can never be tupoUed.
A time there was, ere England's grief began,
When every rood of ground maintain'd its man.
For him light labour spread her wholesome store,

Just gave what life required, but gave no more.
His best companions, innocence and health.
And his best riches, ignorance of wealth.
But times are alter’d, trade’s unfeeling train
Usurp the land, and dispossess the swain !

”

And trade, in spite of present appearances, will,

unless properly regulated, lead on to the ruin of

OUT country. The people must be called back to

the land. The very root and foundation of all

permanent national prosperity lies in agriculture.

That fact history abundantly attests. Are we,
then, to become so blind to our national interests

that we shall permit the tillage of the soil to

wane and decay, while onr farmers are deported
to other lands, there to obtain that fructification

for their labours denied to them here ? Surely
we have men of influence who will forget for a
time their own self-interest, and urge upon the
Government and the country the paramount im-

portance of this great subject. E. G.

PROVERBS FOR GENERAL CIRCULATION.
As great ability may be dissipated in the

elaboration of error as would, by more fortunate
direction, have enunciated the truth.

Men may be perfectly competent to search
after truth, and yet strike into the wrong path.

It should not be forgotten that the discovery
of error is as necessary as that of truth, and that

we perhaps owe as much to the fault-finders as

to the truth-seekers.

Men would be quite right in worshipping gold

if they only knew gold from glitter.

Alternation will decrease as moral and physical
rectitude increases.

Who is onr neighbour now that the electric

wire has made ua next-door to the antipodes ?

We shall fill the world with antiquities if the
mania for collecting continues.

Society is frequently more criminal than the
criminal.

Detectives are poor substitutes forpreventives.

Pew know the soperhuman power of real sanc-

tity, but it is ever in imminent danger of

martyrdom.
There is yet night in the world into which the

snn of truth has not dawned : nevertheless, what
wise men have foretold will come to pass.

Men with the weightiest brains are not always
the best swimmers in the sea of life.

A man must carry a good deal of cork if be
would make sure of always keeping afioat.

If men in general were liars, in vino veritas

would be an argument for drinking.

He is scarcely a desirable friend whom you
must make drunk to make truthful.

One of the great misfortunes of the present
day is that the public will only hear him upon it,

and no one else.

Ton may take the altitude of a man’s tastes

by his stories and his wit, and of hia understanding
by the remarks which he repeats.

A man who finds new arguments often has to
wait for new understandings.
A quick surrender saves much battery.
No money is better spent thanw’hat is laid out

for domestic satisfaction.

Self-censnre is often oblique praise.
Tell a man of any handsome thing which has

been said of him by another, but do not repeat
the unhandsome.

If a man talks of his misfortunes, depend upon
it they are not altogether disagreeable to him.

If the world be altogether adverse, lie down
before it throws you.

Do not throw up the game upon losing a trick.

Do not talk from a desire of distinction, but
either to please or to instruct.

He who is acenstomed to throw for thousands
will scarcely count his dice for sixpence.

Look out for the best aspects of a man, as

you do for fine views in the country.

Do not neglect doing a thing immediately good
for fear of remote evil.

Remember that you can never tell where
deviation from truth will end.

There is more mischief from carelessness

about trnth than intentional Ijdng.

Do not endeavour to render children prema-
turely wise, for it is useless labour.

Men who are angry upon one ground will

often acense upon another.
Let him be content who holds a middle place.

Professional success depends upon a man
concentrating his whole mind upon a particular

subject, but to study this per se is isolation, not
concentration.

E.xaggerated praise does a man more mischief
than violent censure.

A man is fortunate if his enemies too violently

censure, and his friends moderately praise him.
Rare talents require uncommon opportunities

for their display.

If you have talent, and wish to try the readiest

way to offend, display your superior ability in

conversation.

Of all government, that of the tongue is the
most difficult.

Beware of the man who is fond of pitting

people against one another.

Avoid a contest if possible, for you can never
be sure how a contest will end.

The parts of a truth often lie so wide asunder
that it is difficult to attain to a full view.

There would he a marvellous i-eformation if

the world would only throw open its iron gates to

Love.
Accuracy is the foundation of all good art.

Art has little power to teach, but it is a
faithful index of what has been taught.

There is wrong nature as well as right, but
nothing in the universe can be unnatural.

The best art selects the best nature for its

model.
The highest as the lowest art aims to he

natural, but only at the naturalness of the ideal,

the perfect, the beautiful.

LONDON STATISTICS.

From the annual summary of births, deaths,

and causes of death in London, and other large

cities, 1872, we condense the following ab-
stract :—The great cities of the world are every
year growing greater. Vienna and Berlin have
increased rapidly. Paris, for reasons too ob-

vious and deplorable, has remained nearly

stationary since the war
;
but the population

amounted at the last census to 1,851,792, and
the capital of Franco is, after violation by a mob
in the face of her enemies and of her own citi-

zens, still the queen of continental cities. Rome
is to be nn longer a city of ruins for poets to

sigh over, but the living capital of the Italian

nation, in sisterly union with Florence, Naples,

Turin, Milan, and Venice. In no land, however,
are the cities greater than in the English
empire. The cities of India are flourishing.

The United States are emulating the land of

their origin. But England maintains its ascen-
dancy; and her capital is the greatest the

world ever saw. Babylon, Thebes, Rome
were never so popnlous as London, which has

now within its widest boundary upwards of four
million souls ; and had in the middle of 1872,

within the limits of the weekly tables, 3,311,298.

Cities are the radiating centres of civilisation.

And in English cities many economical as well

as social advantages are enjoyed
;
these advan.

tages, too, have undergone no diminution in

recent years, otherwise the increase could not
have gone on, without their inhabitants exhi-

biting signs of deterioration, of which no trace

exists in the returns. But there is a limit to

the growth of every city. Some of the canons
of the law of limitation are self-evident: a
city, for instance, is limited by its water-

supply, by its supply of food, by its supply of

fuel, by its security from enemies within or

without, by its powers of purchasing various

requirements, by the attractions it offers in

competition with the attractions of other places,

and the prices at which these attractions can

be purchased. London, in the midst of other

centres, attracts and repels varions kinds of

population in various degrees, and its resident

population at a given moment is the result

of the equilibrium established at that moment
between the various conflicting forces.

The estimated increase of population in the

year 1872 was 44,839; and the registered births

exceeded the deaths by 46,307 in registration

London.
London, with impure wells and without sewers,

was a city of plagues up to the seventeenth

century, and was called in the eighteenth cen-

tury one of the graves of the nation. The
removal of impurities is now carried out to some
extent, with the best effect ; but difficulties in-

crease, and new engineering agencies have to

be brought into the field. The demand, in truth,

for new methods of saving and invigorating

life is as urgent as the demand for new imple-

ments of human destruction.

There is, physically, a limit to the number of

people that can live on a given space ; in

crowds they are in each other’s way, and in

crowded homes poison each other. The limit

varies. London, unlike Venice, has no prac-

tical limit of area. As far as houses are con-

cerned, by adopting the system of vertical

superposition in stories, so prevalent in the

Continent and even in some towns of Scotland,

the cubical dwelling space on the same area

may be augmented
;

but happily that system
has not hitherto prevailed in England. Lofty

houses, throwing dark, damp shadows on the

streets, each with a common staircase, by
which impurities are distributed to many
families, however grand to look at, can scarcely

fail to be unhealthy to live in.

The population in England is less than one
person to an acre of ground

;
in twenty of the

great towns of the United Kingdom the popula-

tion to an acre is 29 ;
in London within the

limits of the weekly tables it is 42. But the

population is unevenly distributed over the

London area of 78,080 acres ;
for while, in the

large districts, the persons to an acre are in

Lewisham, for instance, 5, in Woolwich 10,

Wandsworth 11, the proportions run up to 200
in Holbom, 219 in St. Giles’s, and 237 in West-
minster. In some of the sub-districts the den-

sity of population is still greater : in Berwick-
street, Westminster (St. James’s), in St. Andrew
Eastern, and Whitecross-street, Holbom, there

are 429, 410, and 418 persons to an acre. 150

persons to an acre in London is, however, a
limit beyond which the density of population

lias not been extending during the last ten

years
;
and in denser districts there has been

a tendency of the population to decrease.

The population has decreased in St. George’s,

Hanover-square, in Westminster (St. James’s),

and in Marylebone
;
in all the central districts

about the City, in Holbom, the Strand, and St.

Giles’s; in Shoreditch, Whitechapel, and St.

George’s in the East—where the density, if we
exclude the river area and the parks, exceeds

the above standard of density.

That the London area is not yet covered is

evident from the fact that if the whole area

except the river had a uniform density of 150

persons to an acre, the population would amount
to 11,304,300. That such a limit will ever be
touched is not probable, as the difficulties of

healthy habitation increase with the numbers.
It is a well-established law that, other things

being equal, the insalnbrity of a place increases

with the density of its population, and that the

fevers generated in crowded dwellings have a

tendency to spread among the whole of the

population. The State, therefore, while it has

no right to prevent people in any numbers set-

tling in or near London, has a right to prescribe

such conditions of residence as are required in

the interests of Public Health.

What is at the present hour especially wanted .

is the breaking down of the restricted barriers i

of London, and the extension of municipal '

organisation to the well-considered boundaries .

laid down in Sir Robert Peel’s Metropolitan

Police Act, which seems to have taken the pro-

spective increase of population into account.

Any narrower boundary, while the population is

increasing within the great circle at the rate of

75,000 annually, could only be temporary,

whereas it is desirable to make the change once

for all, or for at least the next hundred years.

And it is evident that within this limit the

water supply, the drainage, the lighting, the

house regulations, and all other municipal

regulations, shonld be under the supreme con-

trol of one municipality, with a great adminis-

trator at its head.

If the whole of the people, amounting in 1871

to 3,885,641 on a circle with a radius of fifteen
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miles, can be administered for police parposes

from Scotland Yard, can they not be associated

together in one community for the purposes of

local government, with the City for the central

point of its administration ? A city is a co-

operative society for the supply of coramou
wants

;
and as the police now discharge the

duties of defence which were formerly left to
bouseholdci's and to parish constables, as com-
mon sewers carry away impurities which
were formerly got rid of by each householder,
so water, light, and perhaps heat, and force, to

a certain extent, may be provided by a sound
municipal organisation.

STRIKES IN GERMANY.
,
At Westend, Berlin, the entire body of masons

and bricklayers have ceased work. They demand
Bhorter hours, and, including the so-called “ blue
Monday,” two thalers (Gs.) per day.
In Sachsenhausen, near Erankfurt-on-the-

Maine, the bricklayers employed on railways
now constructing have likewise struck.
On account of a refusal to raise wages, the

bricklayers of Harburg, and the carpenters of
Zurich, have refused to work any longer at the
old rates.

The strike of the joiners at Ilanau has been
settled.

On the other hand, the journeymen joiners at
Graz demand an increase of 20 per cent., and
threaten to cease work in case of non-com-
pliance with their desires.

ACCIDENTS.
Fall of a Chapel in Whitechapel.—The German

Church of St. Boniface, situate in Union-street,
close to Whitechapel church, has been destroyed
by the falling in of the copper dome which
covered the building. The chapel is now a com-
plete wreck. The building was formerly a
circus, after which it was turned into a Baptist
chapel. It was purchased for the German
Catholics about eight years ago.
Breaking of an Iron Casting at Oldham.—An

accident attended with fatal results has occurred
near Oldham. Some workmen were making
alterations in a cotton-mill at Butler Green,
when an iron casting snapped in two and caused
the floor of one of the rooms to fall in, carrying
with it the woikmen, two carding engines, and
ether machinery. One man was killed, and
another was severely injured.

Falling of a Bridge and Temporary Inundation
at Presteign.—Oa the 20th ulb., the railway
bridge over the river Arrow, at a place called
the Forge, fell into the river. For a year or
more a branch lino has been commenced to con-
cect Presteigu with the Knighton and Great
Western lines. The railway at the Forge
Srosses the river at right angles, and the abut-
nents of the bridge giving way through a heavy
lush from the previous raius, and possibly other
musos, fell into the river, and suddenly inter-
:ered with the coarse of the stream, thus causing
in inundation over a considerable district. The
vater surmounted the dibris, and making new
joorses on each side, flooded the cottages, gar-
iens, and lands in various directions. Cart-
oada of trout, grayling, and eels of large size
vero spread over the fields, gardens, and roads.
Several days elapsed before the material could
36 removed from the river bed so as to bring
:he stream into its usual course.
Fall of Quay Wall at Bristol Floating Harbour.

—The foundation of about GO ft. of the quay
vail, between Guinea-street Lock and Prince-
itreet Bridge, Bristol, has given way, and an
mmense mass of masonry slid down into the
larbour. For about a week the water had been
mt of the Float, and the wall thus lost a support,
fho breaking extends from the junction of the
lew and old wall right to the corner of Guinea-
street Lock. The huge mass of masonry seems
30 have fallen in one great block, scooping up
ts clayey foundation and the bed of tho harbour
u its descent, and it now lies in a slanting posi-
-ioQ, with a mound of mud and clay over its
lase. The mass looks strong and compact, with
3nly one or two fissures iu it, and the coping
stones are scarcely disturbed. The masonry
i^aries from 4 ft. to 6 ft. in thickness, and in
ts fall has taken with it from 20 ft. to 30 ft. of
ihe earthwork at the back. About 100 work-
neu are employed, under the superintendence of
Hr. Howard, the city dock engineer, in remov-
ng the ddbrij-’, and taking measures to nreveut

any extension of the damage. A coffer-dam will

be constructed, and the wall rebuilt on a more
secure foundation.

Fall of a Scaffold in Dundee.—An accident
has occurred iu Dalfield Walk, Dundee, by which
a number of workmen have been somewhat
seriously injured. A house in that street is at
present undergoing repair, and, to enable the
workmen to point the walls, a scaffold of planks
was placed on what are technically called
“figures.” About half-past eight o’clock the
centre “figure” suddenly gave way, and the
whole scafibld, with four men sitting on it, fell

to the ground. The men fell on the pavement,
and were veiy seriously bruised.

Oldham.—On Tuesday a chimney of a new
factory belonging to Messrs. Henthorne, which
had partially given way, was being repaired,
when it suddenly fell, killing one of the work-
men. Two others had a narrow escape.

THE PURIFICATION OF SEWAGE AT
BR.UILEY WORKHOUSE.

The Poor-law Guardians for the Bramley
Union having, a few months ago, decided to
adopt the process patented by Mr. Fulda, of
Leed,s and Harrogate, for the treatment of the
sewage at their new workhouse, at Armley Hill
Top, the works considered necessary by the
patentee have just been completed, and in-
spected. The apparatus required for the pro-
cess seems to be very simple. It has also the
merit of being inexpensive, the coat of the plant,
including three brick reservoirs or tanks, an
agitator, and a two-horse engine, being under
320J. The plant has been constructed under
the direction of Messrs. C. S. & A. J.
Nelson, of Leeds, the architects of the work-
house, and in accordance with Mr. Fulda’s
recommendations. Tho building has about
eighty inmates, and the whole of tho sewage
is passed along drainage-tubes into a receiving,
tank about 30 ft. long, 6 ft. wide, and 6 ft.

deep, at a point about 150 yards from the
south-west corner of the infirmary. Irom this
tank it flows into a well, where, by means of an
“ agitator,” worked by the engine, which is in
an adjoining shed, lime and sulphate of soda in
certain quantities are mixed with it. The
sewage thus prepared flows into a second long
and narrow tank, and again into a third. In
both these tanks the process of precipitation is

carried on, and tho effluent water is passed off

into a watercourse at the corner of the estate,
whence it flows through a neighbouring farm.
At present there are not more than two or three
water-closets on the workhouse premises, the
building being principally fitted up with earth-
closets. As it flows into the first tank the
workhouse sewage is objectionable enough, how-
ever, but a sample of the effluent water taken
from the second tank was almost equal in
appearance to the water supplied for daily con-
sumption to the people of Leeds. Mr. Fulda
and one or two gentlemen present drank of it

without hesitation; but, although bright in
appearance, a faint smell could be detected.

RAILWAY ITEMS.
Tlte Midland Hotel.—The Grand Midland Hotel

forming the frontal to the extensive terminus of
the Midland Railway system in Euston-road, is '

now OQ the point ofcompletion, and is so far ready
to receive visitors, that; it has been opened for
use. The main walls have been erected for some
years, and all traces of dampness, arc said to
have long since disappeared. There are 250
public and private sitting and bed rooms. Tho
principal apartments are decorated in a costly
hiid artistic manner. Sir G. G. Soott is the
architect.

Fares on the District Railway.—Lai'ge printed
placards have been posted at the various stations
on the Metropolitan District Railway announc-
ing that a revision of mauy of the fares on the
line had come iuto operation, tho directors hav-
ing been compelled to take this step owing to
the high prices of coal and materials and°the
“ rigid manner in which tho Inland Revenue-
office enforced the passenger duty on third-class
trains.” Tlie suddenness of the announcement
has taken the public who travel on the line by
surprise, aud a great amount of dissatisfaction
has been expressed. Tho fares now charged for
single journeys are in many cases tho same as
those previously charged for the double journey.
The company, it may be remembered, last year,

took advantage of the opening of tho Exhibition,
at South Kensington, to raise their fares.'and this
seems just to be a repetition of the dodge,'^not-

withstanding what is said about the rise in coal
which has been a stalking-horse to all sorts of
greedy raisers of prices.

A Ship Railway.— General Hutchinson of West
ward Ho ! has designed a carriage for transport-
ing ships by railway across the Isthmus of
Panama. The railway would connect Puerto
Caballos on the Atlantic with the Bay of Fonseca
on the Pacific, a distance of 168 miles. It has-
already been proposed by an eminent engineer
to transport ships across the Isthmus on car-
riages requiring curves of at least 2,000 ft.

radius, which large circle would necessitate
costly cuttings. General Hutchinson improves
upon this plan by inventing a carriage which
would admit of 300 ft. radius, and thus enable
any Company to utilise the sixty-seveu miles of
railway already existing. The general’s inven-
tion embraces also an engine of immense trac-
tive power, as the load to be moved might fre-
quently weigh 2,000 tons, and a novel method of
fastening the rails. The engine would he fur-
nished with numerous driving-wheels, worked
by piston-rods projecting from both ends of each
cylinder. Would not toothed rails and wheels
in this case really be required ?

IMPROVEMENTS IN VICTORIA PARK.
Sevekal improvements of an important cha-

racter have just been completed in Victoria-
Park. The great lake has been cleansed and re-
filled with water, and advantage has been taken
of this opportunity to erect a new concrete wall,
with granite coping around it. All tho unpro-
tected portions of the lake have also been fur-
nished with wiroguard netting which, amongst
other advantages, will prevent dog-washing and
swimming, a nuisance which has for several
years past been considered a great source of
annoyance. A further improvement consists in
the islands on the lake having been re-covered
with new g^een turf, as well as all the surround-
ing slopes. A number of new shrubberies have-
been planted, as also the erection of several
ornamental rockeries, producing a very pleasing-
effect.

°

COMPETITIONS.
Chorlton.road Congregational Church, Man-

Chester.—The design submitted by Mr. H. J.
Pauli, of Manchester and London (Pauli <fc

Biokerdike), in a limited competition for this
church, has been selected by the committee for
execution. The site adjoins the present church,
which was erected twelve years ago

j and th&
two buildings will be connected by an open
arcade. The new church is to accommodate
1,200 adults, and the present building is to be
converted into Sunday schools. The style ia
English Gothic of the Geometrical period.

Great Malvern.—In a limited competition for
the proposed memorial church at this place, the
plans of Messrs. J. D. Barry & Sons, of Liver-
pool, have been selected. Mr. Middleton, of
Cheltenham, was consulted by the committee, to
advise them in the matter.

THE LATE SIR WILLIAM TITE.
Sir,— I have read with much pleasure and

interest your memoir of the life and active
career of my valued friend and preceptor, the
late Sir William Tite. Having been a school-
fellow, and afterwards fellow pnpil with Sir
William’s nephew, the late Mr. Arthur Green,
and with Mr. Steinmetz, whom I regret to have
lost sight of for many years, I can confirm, from
personal recollection, the account given by the
latter of Sir William’s authorship of the designs
for the Royal Exchange. The design was in a
very incomplete state when I first joined the
office; and while I was there the working draw-
ings and details were prepared with the able
assistance of the late Mr. Trotman.
You have omitted to mention (except as the

resting-place) one important work of Sir Wil.
Ham’s, viz., the Norwood Cemetery, of which my
father, the late Colonel Gant, was the originator
and chairman. Sir William was also engaged
iu the valuation and surveys of all the property
taken by the Blackwall Railway Company, and,
if I recollect rightly, of the London portion of the
Eastern Counties line. He also held the office
of surveyor to many of the City companies, for
whoso estates be was largely concerned.
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^With respect to tlie late Xr. Trotman you have

•scarcely said euougli; and I am sure Sir William

would have been the first to do justice to bis

memory. He was for many years onr friend s

“right hand,” not only on the Royal Exchange

buildings, but on the Southampton Railway

station
;
also the Vauxhall and Blackwall termini,

the Norwood Cemetery, and, in fact, every work

of importance which Sir William had in hand,

for many years, and in many of which I also

took a humble part, being many years junior to

Mr. Trotman.
Of Sir William’s long-continued and warm

friendship, few, I think, can boar more ample

testimony ;
for, although my absence from

London, and residence abroad, prevented onr

meeting, except at long intervals, for many
years

;
still, the letters which I have received

from Sir William within the last two months

display the warm-hearted and gonial kindness

which he always evinced when we were daily

together tMi-fi/ years ago.

Saul. C.astle Gant, C.E.

STATUE OF THE LATE LORD DERBY
FOR WESTMINSTER.

The bronze statue of tbe late Earl of Derby,

by Mr. Noble, destined to be placed in Parlia-

ment-square, Westminster, has been cast at the

foundry of Messrs. Young, in Eccleston-street,

Pimlico. The statue, including its plinth, is

9 ft. 6 in. in height, and represents the Earl in

his robes, as if addressing the House of Lords.

His left-hand holds a despatch, and his right-

hand and arm are outstretched. The portrait is

•considered satisfactory by the late Earl’s friends

and family.

The preparation of the mould bad been a work
of much time and labour j it was buried, in an

Inverted position, beneath the floor of Messrs.

Yonng’s casting shop, so as to be cast in a single

piece. A large trough was placed over tbe base

of tbe mould, and in tbe bottom of this trough

were three holes, stopped by plugs which could

all be raised by one movement of alever handle.

When all was prepared, a huge cauldron was
taken to the furnace, filled with four tons weight

of melted bronze, and then conveyed by a

travelling crane to the side of the trough. The
cauldron was then titled, and the glowing metal

poured into the trough. Lady Constance

Stanley then ascended upon a platform prepared

•for the purpose, and, with the assistance of

the Duke of Richmond, depressed the lever by
which the plugs were raised. The metal mshed
down from the openings through those prepared

to give it entrance into the mould, from which

the air was driven out in flaming streams, and,

in a few moments, the casting was complete,

save for the time required for the cooling of the

metal.

When completed the statue will be placed

•upon a quadrilateral pedestal of granite, each

side of which will bear a bronze bas-relief, in

commemoration of some leading incident in the

career of the deceased statesman. The subjects

selected are,—a speech in tbe old House of

•Commons, on tbe slave question, in 1833
;

a

meeting of the Cabinet
j
a meeting of the Lao.

cashire Relief Committee; and the inauguration

of the Earl as Chancellor of Oxford. In each
bas-relief tbe principal figure will be sun'ounded

and thrown into prominence by those of fellow,

workers whose names, like his, will live in

history.

AMERICAN ARTISTS.

At the Royal Academy dinner, last week,
the American Minister, General Sohonck, made
a delightful speech, and in the course of it he
said,

—

Althongh as a young and new people it has
been mainly onr task thus far to clear the forest,

to build railways, to dig canals, and to develop,

in a thousand other ways, under o'Ur free institu-

tions, onr abundant natural resources, yet it is

true that, even from the beginning, something
also has been done for those fine arts which it is

the object of this institution to cultivate and
encourage. You have remembered that, in
Benjamin West, we had the honour to furnish
an early president of this Royal Academy. In
that time, and after, we gave to painting the
eminent names also of a Copley, a Gilbert
Stuart, a Newton, a Leslie. Later still we have
had a Chnrch, a Bierstadt, a Cropsey, a Leutze.
On your walls here now, among the beautiful
works which surround us to-night, are pictures

by Tilton, Benson, Broughton, and Miss Lea.

In sculpture, we have had Powers, Clevenger,

Storey, Hill, Connelly, Hosmer, and Rogers.

And others there are too—not a few,—some of

them known abroad as well as at home, but
whoso names do not at this moment come into

my mind. In remembering these, onr candi-

dates for art fame from the New World, while

you are doing homage to your own great and
successful artists, and to the many who have

distinguished themselves in countries with an
older civilisation and refinement than ours, you
do but justice to the universality of art. Art
has really no conntry, but is of the world. And
yet there are reasons why the alliance in every-

thing should be, and naturally is, closer between
Great Britain and America than any other two
nations. It is not identity of language, a com-
mon literature, similarity of institutions alone

which must constitute tbe ties between ns.

These are strong. But a stronger and more
uniting influence, springing in part out of these,

is to be found in that common sympathy with

which we reach forward into the future, seeking

in the career to be run by each of us much the

same hopes, the same improvements, the same
arts, the same progress. It is these mutual
sympathies, interests, and hopes which are to do

more for friendship between us than anything

else—more, if we will only cultivate them.

THE WAKEFIELD PARISH CHURCH
RESTORATION.

An effort is now being made to complete tbe

restoration of the ancient pari-sh church of

Wakefield. Commenced in 1857, under the

superintendence of Mr. G. G. Scott, architect,

the work so far has been carried out in sections.

First the tower was re-cased, and the spire re-

built, at a cost of 6,600Z.
;

next the chancel,

including the filling np of the east win.

dow -with stained glass, the renewal of the

carved oak screen, the laying down of a tile

floor, and the erection of a rei'edos, at a cost of

4,000Z.
;
and recently, when it was decided to

complete the restoration of the interior, 4,200?.

were readily subscribed, but 2,000?. more are yet
needed ; and to contribute towards tho raising

of this sum, a bazaar and exhibition were
projected which have been opened by Lord
Houghton, and are to last for a fortnight.

The site of the old Saxon church at Wakefield

has not been foiind, bat it is thought to be at

the north end of the town. The present edifice

stood on the site of the old Norman church,

which was built by William, Earl of Warren,
dedicated to All Saints or Hallows, and given

by him to his convent of Lewes. On the site of

the old Norman edifice a second structure was
erected by William de Melton, Archbishop of

York, in the year 1322 or 1329. This church
was also dedicated to All Saints or All Hallows.
The church had fonr altars. The great altar

was dedicated to All Saints, the south altar to

St. Mary the Virgin, the north altar to St.

Nicholaa, and tho altar in the middle of the

church to St. Potor. The tower of tho present
building, now encased in stone, was the only
remains of that structure. 14G9-70 the body of

the chnrch was rebuilt, but no reason was
given why the erection of 1329 was taken
down. In 1724 tho south side of the church
was entirely renewed, and the north side and
south end bad also been rebuilt within the last

eighty years.

AN OPINION ON COMPETITIONS.

ARCHITECTUR.AL ASSOCI.ATION.

At the last meeting of tbe Association, on the
2nd instant, a letter was read from Mr. Edmund
Sharpe, presenting ten copies of each of his

published books to tho library, in order to afford

fuller provision for the calls of conntry -memberB
for these works, in consequence of the recent
altered regulations. Mr. Sharpe also promised
to contribute a similar number of copies of any
works published hereafter by him. The thanks
of the Association were very heartily voted for

this splendid contribution in aid of the service-

ableness of this, the only architectural lending
library.

The rest of the evening was occupied in a
discussion on “ Architectural Competitions.”
Mr. T. Blashill opened the debate, maintaining
that such competitions cannot be made beneficial

to art, the public, or tbe profession. Tins view
of the case was combated by Mr. Ridge, who
held that competitions afford special opportuni-

ties to young men possessed of ability a'ndknow:

ledge, for making their mark at tho proper tim<

in their professional life,—for obtaining actna

practice and important works that would not

come otherwise to unknown men. The valne o;

accurate study and hard work, and of sustainec

interest in real fine architecture and similai

considerations, were also enforced by him and b;

succeeding speakers. On tbe other hand, thi

corruption of judges, the menu incidents of uu

fair contest, the neglect of genuine serviceable

ness to employei’s, owing to indisposition t(

attend to the minutite that make up real arcM

tectural success, •u cro urged ; and all the oths

accepted arguments against the practice wit:

its delusions, and disappointed hopes, and wastet

energies.

Mr. R. P. Spiers, Mr. Bell, Mr. Baniste

Fletcher, Mr. T. H. Watson, and others, tool

part. Mr. Blashill replied before the vote wa
taken, pressing for the sake of his argument th

case a little furiher, and contending tha

success in architectural competition, notwitl

standing that examples may bo adduced of me
who seem to owe much to it, lias rarely been i

any case an unmixed good,—a good sufE

ciently nnmixed with ill to render it in an

proper sense beneficial. Every occnpatioi

he contended, was best pursued steadib

and high honours had better be slowly woi

Few young men, just launched into practice, ai

able to take charge of a very large and inrpo:

taut and complicated building, with its almos

endless calls for apeoial construction, and fo

knowledge and management of men an

things. Fewer still can undertake such a tas

and have only moderate success in it; an

thereafter win lasting recognition by the sobc

industry which must underlie every valuabl

architectural practice of the average type. An
iu the case of older men, no isolated success i

competition, however seemingly (or reallj

brilliant, can make iip to a man for years fuR <

disappointments, and for the lost opportuuitic

of obtaining in actual conduct of business tlu

training in the real work of an architect’s li!

which is not to bo dispensed with wisely (

safely.

On tho vote being taken, the anti-oon

petition side was not found well supported ; ar

the views of junior architects, as far as tl

majority of this meeting could express ther

seemed to bo that, with all their faults, comp
titious are not hopeless ;-^that they might I

reserved for monuraontal and similar building

and might he properly conducted ;—and thi

then they would bo useful “ to art, to the publ

and to the profession.”

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Lotulon .—The first of a series of nieetinj

organised by the carpenters and joiners -

London was held on Thursday night iu lai

week at the Earl Grey, Mile-end-road, Mr. [

Davis in the chair. The Chairman said tl

agreement with the masters last summer wc
acceded to nnder protest, and tho carpenter

committee were pledged to the trade to can
out to a successful is.sue the original terms (

their memorial, namely, “nine hours and uint

pence.” It was moved :
—"That in the opinio

of this meeting the memorial fonvarded to tt

Master Builders’ Association for aii advance <

wages of one-halfpenny per honr, to come ini

operation on the first Saturday in June, is a fa'

and just demand ; and, farther, that this mcel
ing pledges itself to support the committe
pecuniarily and otherwise in oanying out tli

same.” The two carpenters, Taraplyn au

Pile, who are at present out on bail in relatio

to tho case of reputed intimidation andviolonc

that took place at Messrs. Smith & Taylor’

at Pimlico, next addressed the meeting in refu

tati'in of tho charges brought against them.

Bristol .—The carpent^ra and joiners hav

struck work for an advance of |-d. per hour ii

their rate of pay. The determination to resor

to this extreme measure for enforcing thei

demands was arrived at by tho men at a larg

meeting on the previous Tuesday night, and oi

Wednesday morning they gave a day’s notice t'

their employers. Several small firms grantei

the concession, but all the large employers re

sisted t)ie demand, and on Wednesday nigbt thi

men left off work. The masters held a meetin'

at tho Athenseum, to consider what courS'

shonkl be adopted. Mr. Brock, of Temple

mead, presided, and there were present betweei

30 and -10 builders, who employ flora 400 to 50(

bauds. It was stated by several that they hai
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men at work wlio hail not struck, and who were
so satisfied with the present rate of pay that

they did not intend to strike at all. After some
:
discussion, it was unanimously resolved that

nothin" had transpired to alter the decision at

I the meeting hold on March 13. It was also

resolved to advertise in the West of England
and the district for men to fill the places of

those out on strike. It was stated in the course

,
of the discussion that there are still 190 men
at work who have not gone ont, and that the
number of those on strike did not exceed 250 or
200. The masters generally seemed to think
that it was usoloss to entertain the thought of
arbitration, for it was only nino or ten months
since the last arbitration, and no sooner had
Mr. Lewis Pry given his award than the men
again became discontented, and wished to have
-flomo other changes made. The meeting was
the largest that has been held in the trade for

a very long time, and much unanimity prevailed.
Swansea .—The stono-entters and masons of

this district having some time ago given notice
to their employers that they would require an
inoroaso of three shillings a week in their
^ges, the ma-tei*s, when the notice expired.
Intimated their willingness to concede the men’s
4emand. Work has therefore continued witli-
ont interruption.

Liverpool .—Between 2,000 and 3,000 joiners
have come out on strike, in consequence of the
refusal by the masters to agree to their demands.
The advance demanded by the workmen was
4s. 6d. per week, but the employers would only
«Ooncodo half that snm. The men had originally
•demanded a reductioo in the hours of labour,
from 55 to 50

j
but* they had abandoned that

claim.

York .—The progress of the works in connexion
with the restoration of the south transept of
York Minster has been brought to a sudden stop
cy a strike of the masons, upwards of 20 in
number, who are demanding an advance in the
rate of their wages. The strike has not come
upon the Dean and Ohaptor as a suiprise, inas*

'

much as there were probabilities early in the
year of such an unfortunate event occurring at
the present time.

Rotherham. — The stonemasons who struck
work in consequence of the masters’ refusal to
.grant them the reduction in tho hours of labour
which they demand, from 55^^ hours to 49^ hours
per week, have hold a meeting at tho Black
Horse Hotel, High-street. It was reported that
no coramuuication had yet boon received from
tho general body of employers, and it was deter-
mined to continue firm in the demands made.
It was also reported that two firms,—Messrs.
Holt, Parkgate, and Messrs. Dobbs,—had decided
to accede to the demands of tho men, and in
consequence of this about eight men resumed
work at once. It has been alleged by some of
the employers that the men working in Rother-
ham are inferior in ability to those of Sheffield
and other towns in the district. This tho men
deny

;
and they state that their wages arc SOs.,

while the men in Sheffield receive 32s. per week.
They, however, do not ask for an increase of
pay, but merely wish to be placed on the same
basis as the men in Barnsley, Sheffield, Atter-
oliffe, Wakefield, and the district generally, with
respect to working hours. The men bolong to
the union of Operative Stonemasons. It has
branches and lodges in all parts of the country,
and they are now being supported out of its

funds.

South Shields .—Tho builders’ strike has ter-
minated, the masters conceding the men’s terms.

St. Andrews .'—Tho masons’ labourers applied
for an advance of wages from 4d. to 5d. per
hour. An advance of id. per hour has been
mutually agreed to.

Perth .

—
'The fi'ters, blacksmiths, joiners, &o.,

at the Caledonian Railway engine-slieds, Perth,
have memorialised the directors for an increase
of ten per cent, on their wages.

Anti-Trade Union Movement .—It is stated on
good authority that a movement is on foot
amougst the employers of labour throughout the
country for opposing tho trade-uni 'us. A con-
fereuco of employers held at Westminster
Palace Hotel, London, was attended by the
representatives of firms employing a million
workmen. Tho proceedings were piivate, but
resolutions were passed for carrj’ing out the
main object, to organise for the protection of the
interests of employers against the adverse action
of trade-unions.

A Result of Increased lYages .—According to
tho stipendiary magistrate at Longton, the pre-
sent high rate of wages leads to greater

drunkenness. Addressing one of the men
brought before him, he said drunkonnesa had
increased fifty per cent, since wages had ad-
vanced. Men were earning a great deal of
wages, but instead of saving money and investing
it, they spent it on drink, and in paying fines in
police courts, while if they were careful they
would soon become rich men. In another case
tho defendant caused some amusement by
intimating, as the result of illness, a decreased
capacity for tho innocent absorption of drink.
He said, “ If I get three or four quarts now it

makes me tipsy,” and he spoke in a tone of
regret.

A QUESTION AS TO SEWERS.
Sin,—I shall eateemit a favour if some ofyour oorre-

apoudonta will say,—lat. AVhether the lofty ventilatinsr
shafts to the sewers in Liverpool are a socooss, where I
may find any account of them, and if any such are used
in London, where, and with what results ? ‘iiid. Whether
tho charcoal filters introduced by Dr. Stenhouse for deo-
dorizing sewer-gas as it escapes from air-shafts, are still
couaidered a success, and if they are used in London ?
My experiopce has been, certainly in elevated positions,
that the foul gas eseapos as freely with as without them

A. B.

SPECULATI7S HOUSE BUILDING.
8ih,—

T

here is a great question that I hope will soon be
taken up by some of the societies,—that is, the present
system of speculative house building, as there is scarcely
a week passes hut some of your correspondenta give cases
of “scamping.” The comic and other journals often hold
up to ridicule the houses and suburban villas of this
speculating age, which ought to be looked upon ns serious
One of the oflicers of health in a very great district,-

1

forget which, but I think in the neighbourhood of Man-
chester,—was of the opinion that the corpornfion or its
officers did not use sullioient energy and condemn half
the property that was being erected even in Hottinghara.
Three times this winter in the lower part of the town, and
near the Trent, although they are “ villas,” tho waters

I

have risen to a great extent
;
and in the part of the town

called “The Meadows ” the refuse from the a,shpits and
j

the excrement from the closets wore floating about the
back premises; and two or three times every year the

1
kitchens in nearly every house are uninhabitable, as there

j

are often 4 ft., or even 8 ft., of wafer in them, as was
I stated at a recent meeting of the town council to alter and
amend the Enclosure Act, which is undoubtedly verv
faulty, L,

THE PROPOSED NEW SCHOOLS AT
OXFORD.

TnE delegates appointed to procure a design
for new schools, to be erected on the site of tho
Angel Hotel, have issued their report. They
state that in tho instructions issued by them to
tho architects they enumerated among other
requirements— (1), five rooms for paper work,
each containing space for 100 examinees, with
30 square feet for each person, giving a total of
15,000 square feet

j (2), fourteen rooms for exa-
mination vivd voce, each with an area of 1,000
square feet; (3), covered space, as colonnade or
cloister, to accommodate 400 or 500 persons,
assembling at the same time for examination

;

(4), private rooms for examiners, an office for the
clerk of the schools, residence for the custodian,
&o.

; (5), the chief entrance to be in the High-
street, with another from Merton-street. The
architects whom the delegates invited to send in
designs were Mr. Blomfield, Mr. Deane, Mr.
John 0. Scott, Mr. Street, and Mr. Waterhouso

;

but the last two of these declined. Designs from
the other three were received in January last,

and were shortly afterwards submitted to the
surveyors for valuation

;
and, at length, after

careful examination both of tho elevations and
of tho internal arrangements, the delegates
unanimously determined to recommend to Con-
vocation the adoption of the design sent in by
Mr. John O. Scott. The cost of executing this
design, as first sent in, was estimated at 4.9,0001.

;

but on the suggestion of the delegates Mr. Scott
has made certain alterations, which will probably
reduce the cost of his work by 1,5007. or 2,0007.
Tho delegates, in conclusion, recommend the
approval of Mr. Scott’s design.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Jarrow-on.Tijne .—The new schools erected by

order of the Hedworth, Monkton, and Jarrow
School Board, on the Grange estate, have been
opened. The Grange Government School is

said to be the first in the north, which has been
erected specially under the pi'oviaions of the
Elementary Education Act passed by the present
Government. Tho school is designed to accom-
modate 400 boys, 300 girls, and 300 infants—

a

total of 1,000 children. 'The contract for the
whole of the works, except the fittings, has been
carried out by Mr. Richard Wylam, of Jarrow,

who has had associated with him as sub-con
tractors, Mr. Place, of North Shields, for slating ;

Mr. Collie, of Newcastle, for ironwork and
plumbing; and Mr. Holmes, of South Sbielda,
for painting and glazing. Mr. Bowman, of New-
castle, has supplied the woodwork of, and
fixed, the fittings, the standards being supplied
by Mr. Somerset, of Newcastle. Mr. J. J. Liah,
of Newcastle, is the architect. The cost of tho
whole, exclusive of site, has been 5,0007.

Liverpool.—The sites and buildings committee
have recommended the acceptance of tho
amended plans of Mr. Cook for the proposed
enlargement of the North Corporation Schools;
and tho acceptance of Mr. Boll’s terms for
negotiating for the purchase or the temporary
use of si es or buildings, at the rate of 107. lOs.
for each site purchased, and 27. 23. for each site
or building temporarily hired : the acceptance of
the tender of Messrs. Burroughs & Son, amount-
ing to 8,0837., with 3207. additional, if the build-
ing bo faced with stone, for the erection of the
schools in Chatsworth-street; the acceptance of
Mr. Joshua Henshaw's tender, amounting to
7,4307., for the erection of the Queon’s-rood
Schools, the building to be faced with stone

;
tho

acceptance of the tender of Mr. Thomas Ray,
amounting to 5,7977., less 4817. ISs. for furni-
ture, for the erection of the Roscomraon-street
School. The recommendations were agreed to.

Roigate .—The foundation-stone of St. Luke’s
National Schools, South Park, has been laid. The
erection of this school for 150 children, will com.
plete the educational accommodation of the
borough according to the standard of require-
ments of the Elementary Education Act, 1871.
Tho contract has been taken by Mr. Grutohfield,
of South Park, for 5207., from plans gratuitously
prepared by Mr. Marshall, of Sir. Glutton’s office.

The school will be a mixed one at first, but will
bo so built that it can be subsequently divided,
if found necessary, to form sepai-ato schools for
boys and girls.

Salisbury.—The now Free School at Salisbury
baa been opened. The building was designed by
Sir. Harding, surveyor, of the Canal, the con.
tractor being Sir. Plowman, of Barford Saint
Martin. The style is plain Gothic, the material
used being red brick, with stone windows and
dressings. It contains two school-rooms one
above the other, capable of holding 263 children,
with class-rooms, lavatories, and other offices, two
square playgrounds inclosed being at the rear of
tho premises. The cost has been about 1,5007.
Norwich .—The new schools in St. Miles’s, bnilc

by tho City School Trust, are now completed and
in full working order. They consist of a school on
tho ground-floor for 200 infants, with a class-room
adjoining. On the upper floor there is a school for
girls, and a class-room for the same number.
There are separate lavatories and offices in every
respect well fitted. Tho rooms are heated ndth
hob water. Internally, tho walls are clad with
matched boarding and plastering

; book-closeta
aro provided for each class, and there are desks
and gallerie.s by Mr. Haw’es. Externally, the
schools are built of red brick with stone dress-
ings, and there is a bell-turret over the prin-
cipal entrance. Mr. J. W. Lacey, of this city,
was the sole contractor; Mr. E. Steward, the
clerk of the works ; and Messrs. Boulton & Co.
supplied tho heating apparatus. The total cost
of the building, including architect and clerk of
works, was 1,6307., being at the rate of 47. per
child. The original estimate of the architect,
Mr. J. B. Pearce, Norwich, was 1,6407.

London. — Lord John Manners has laid the
foundation stone of new schools in connexion
with All Saints’ Church, Kensington Park. His
lordship said the Duchess of Took was unable to
carry out her intention of being present to per-
form the ceremony.
Blackburn .—A new school has been opened

at Blackburn, in connexion with All Saints’
(Rusbton Memorial) Church. During the last
three years school extension in Blackburn has
been notable. In that period five new schools
have been erected, and one school enlarged, at a
total cost (including sites) of 15,6707., 11,5007.
of which have been raised by subscriptions
from churchmen, and the major part of the
remainder has been given by church societies.
In the same period one new church (All
Saints’) has been built at a cost of about
5,0007., and two churches (Livesey and Sleek-
gate) are now in course of erection, towards
which, including sites, 5,6007. have already been
raised by private donation from churcbmen, and
1,4507. have been promised by church sooieties.
Tlius the church people of Blackburn, during
the last three years, have subscribed a round
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sum of 20,000Z. for school and church extension.

In addittion to this 'we may mention that Mr.
Thomas Dugdale, of Witton, has built a school

in that township, at his own expense, which he
allows to bo used for church day and Sunday
school purposes. Exclusive of this, extra accom-
modation has been provided for 2,900, and every
church in the town has now good schools in

connexion with it.

TVest Felton .—The foundation stone of a new
school has been laid here. The school, which is

to be built from the designs of Mr. W. H.
Spanll, architect, Oswestry, will accommodate
130 children, and, with the master’s bouse, will

cost 960Z. Messrs. Morris & Chaplin, builders,

Oswestry, are the contractors.

VARIORUM.
Concerning the frescoes in the Houses of

Parliament, the Art-Journal says:—“Repeated
visits to the Poets’ Hall would show the walls,

under certain conditions of our variable climate,

streaming with water
;
and this has been ofvery .

frequent occurrence in spring and autumn. In
all the reports and notices that we have seen of

these frescoes, this great fact has been ignored,

or, being known, has not been considered
;
and,

independently of all other causes, how much
further need we search for a source of destruction

to a delicately-coloured wall, than its suffusion

by moisture, supposing even the water entirely

fi’ee from chemical admixture ? Thus, allowing

the absence of compound cbemical action, what
delicately painted lime-surface could withstand
the destructive effect of the continuous opera-
tion of damp ? The question has been the sub-

ject of much inquiry, both by individuals and
committees. Some years ago a committee was
appointed to investigate the causes of the
injuries to these paintings, but we could never
learn that any satisfactory conclusion had been
arrived at. Indeed, it is a curious fact that the

theory of damp is generally repudiated by many
artists who profess perfect faith in the acclima-
tisation of fresco.’’ The Gardeners' Chronicle

writes as to the removal of soil from building
land,—“In these days, when small estates are
constantly falling into the market as eligible

building sites, there is much need for an energetic
protest being entered, in the interests of horti-

culture, against the common practice of certain
speculating builders. During the past quai’ter

of a century many small properties of this

character, which formed a portion of the suburbs
both of the metropolis and of thriving provincial

towns, have, in consequence of the rapid increase

in population, first been built close up to, as in-

creased house accommodation became necessary,

and then gradually absorbed as building sites.

As soon as the builder takes possession of one of

these, he resorts to practices inimical to the best
interests of horticulture. He first of all disposes

of the surface turf, which is always in request

;

next he sells a spit or two in depth (sometimes
more) of the fine fibry loam which invariably

underlies the turf; and then, if gravel forms the
subsoil, this is excavated and sold likewise, or
rather all the best of it, the refuse being kept
for the formation of paths, Ac. Should clay form
the subsoil, this is dug out till the gravel is

reached, and the latter removed, and the excava-
tions are filled in with any rubbish that may be
obtainable, and the clay, or other unsuitable
article becomes the upper surface or garden
ground. Such is the history of the formation of

many a suburban garden in the neighbourhood
of London, as well as elsewhere,—a history
BO well known that it has given rise to the
proverbial saying,—a bricklayer’s garden.’’

The Dean of Canterbury, in the Bible Edu-
cator, for May, has these observations :

—

“ The art of writing is of the very highest
antiquity among the Semitic nations themselves.
All the words connected with the art, ' to write,’

‘book,’ ‘ink,’ are Semitic, and nob Egyptian,
and, as Ewald remarks (Qesch., Isr., i. 77), are
common to all branches of the family, so that
they must have been their common property
before the original stock broke up into distinct
branches. The names of the letters, too, are
Semitic, and were curried by Cadmus,

—

i.e., the
Oriental,—and the Phoenicians to Greece, whence
all European nations have received them. Weber
has even shown that the Hindoos borrowed their
alphabet from the Semite.®, thus carrying back
the invention of letters to a most remote an-
tiquity. But tliongh the Phoenicians taught the
art of writing to the nations of Europe, they did
not invent the alphabet

j
for the names are all

derived from pastoral occupations, and not from
mai’itime affairs. Aleph, the Greek alpha, is an
ox; Gimel, a camel; Fau, a tent-peg; Cheth, a
cattle-fence; Lamed, an ox-goad; and though
Nun is a fish, and Tzade a fish-hook, no letter is

named from any part of a ship. It is certain,

too, that the Canaanites at a very early age
possessed the art of writing. The Kheta, gene-
rally understood to be the Hittites, appear in

Early Egyptian monuments as a nation of scribes.

In exact accordance with this we find a Hittite

town, captured by Joshua, calldd Kirjathsepher,
‘ Book-to^vn,’ or, as the Seventy render it, ‘the
city of scribes’ (Josh. xv. 15). In verse 49 it

is called Kirjath-sannah, which Fiirst renders
‘ city of writing ’

;
whilst its other name, Debir,

probably means ‘ parchment,’ or the city where
that material was prepared. There is little

doubt that the Canaanites, as far as civilisation

and the arts which minister to refinement and
luxury are concerned, had attained to a far

higher level than the Israelites
;
yet the latter

carried with them into the wilderness the art of

engraving on jewels, of embroidery, and of

working in gold and silver. Settled in the land
of Goshen, on the confines between Egypt and
the Semitic races, and aided at first by all the
influence of Joseph, the powerful minister of a
monarch of the twelfth dynasty, when Egypt
was in the very height of prosperity, it is uu.
reasonable to suppos6 them destitute of arts

which undoubtedly flourished in both the regions
between which Goshen lay.”

P:ist£llanea.

Xatioual Health Society.—At a meeting of

the National Health Society, held at the rooms
of the Association for the promotion of Social

Science, Mr. Edwin Chadwick in the chair, Dr.
Carpenter read a paper on the “ Causes of In-
fant Mortality.” He said the wholesale destruc-
tion of infant life in the manufacturing districts

was worse than the slaughter of the innocents
by Herod. Near a large sewage farm, where
the sewage of 45,000 people was used in manur-
ing the soil by irrig.ation, the mortality of infants
was not one-twelfth, and this showed that the
development of vegetable life, together with pure
milk, tended to preserve life. The densely-
populated area of the metropolitan district was
more healthy than were many other places. Mr.
Chadwick said the paper was one of the greatest
importance. In Croydon, by rough sanitary
regulations and improvements, the mortality had
been reduced from 28 to 17 per 1,000. He
thought Dr. Carpenter would have done well to
have noted the infant mortality among the
Society of Friends, which was extremely small.
The duration of life among that body, owino- to
temperance and other causes, was nearly double
that of the country at large. It was also a
noticeable fact that the deaths of women in

childbii'th were but one in 700 among the work-
ing classes, while they were one in 70 among
the higher classes. Dr. Bikkers readapaper by
Dr. Coronel, of Friesland, a member of the sani-

tary Council of Holland, and secretary to the
Sanitary Council of Friesland, “ On the Origin
and Progress of the Ladies’ Association for Pro-
moting the Sanitary Condition of the People” in
Holland. A pamphlet has been issued by the
N.ational Health Society (9, Adam-street,
Adelphi), on the “Effectual Prevention of Epi-
demic Diseases : an Account of Means adopted
by the Sanitary Aid Association of the Borough
of Hastings. By a Member of that Association.
Read before the Society, 6th March, 1873.”

Proposed New Hospital for Skin Diseases.
A movement originating with the anthoricies of
the useful but very restricted Hospital for
Diseases of the Skin, in Leicester-sqnare, has
been got up for the erection of a proper hospital
for such diseases, capable of containing beds for
at least 100 in-patients. The want of such a
hospital, it appears, is most ui-gent, and the
sooner supplied the better. Indeed, a separate
hospital of sufficient dimensions, to which the
various loathsome and contagions diseases of the
skin can be confined, is absolutely essential; for
general hospitals are not proper places in which
to treat such diseases, and indeed, as a rule,
they do not receive them

;
and the ho.spital in

Leicester-square, started by Mr. J. L. Milton,
and carried on for ten years by him and other
unsalaried medical men, has become far too re-

stricted in its dimensions, although 20,000
patients have been treated in it since it opened.

Working’ against Time.—The writer of f

paper on “ Louis Napoleon ” in the Conihill gWei
the following anecdote :

—“ "Wednesday, April 19
1851 : I called early this morning on Madame R
Her brother is the architect who superintendf

the work at the Elysee. His story to her was
that at seven in the morning of Good Friday the

Emperor and the Empress met him at the

Elysee, and she told him that she must give f

ball on Monday to the Duke of Cambridge
; thai

there was a difficulty in doing so at the Tuileries

and that he must get ready the Elysee for it. ‘But,

be said, ‘there are 3,000 cubic yards of stone ii

the court, there is no staircase, the walls an
mere wet stone and mortar; nothing, in fact, ii

finished except the roof
;

it is impossible ;’ anc

he looked towards the Emperor for protection
‘ C'cst U7i caprice de femme,’ said the Emperor
‘ I am sure,’ said the Empress, ‘ that nothing ii

impossible to yon.’ So he promised it. Thi
workmen who bad gone home were sent for, anc

4H0 of them were kept at work from that timj

until Monday eveniug, when the ball began
They were well fed, and a little brandy was
added to their wine. When they left off they hac

been at work for nearly eighty-two consecutive

hours ; that is, from the morning of Good Fridaj
until the evening of Easter Monday. In that

time, besides fitting up the existing rooms, thej

had built three kitchens and a new ball-room ii

the garden, 90 ft. by 35 ft. and 30 ft. high. Al
night they had 700 lamps, and thirty men carry,

ing torches. One of their difficulties was the

presence every day of the Empress, ordering
interfering, and not understanding technical ob.

jectioDS. On Monday morning the Emperoj
came. He looked with dismay at the court,

still covered with the 3,000 square yards oi

stone, and at the gap where the staircase was
to be. Lacroix then explained to him that he

meant to employ these vast masses of stone in

building up a vast straight outside staircaaej

from the court to the first floor, protected by a

roof of glass. This was done by seven o’clock

that evening, and while it was doing 400 loads

of rubbish were carted out. The poor architect

w.as nearly killed by the incessant worry, want
of sleep, and fatigue. ‘ He seemed to me yester-

day,’ said Madame R., ‘ to have grown ten

years older in four days.’ ”

Interesting Discovery at Stoke Bisliop-

Mr. J. F. Nicholls, of the Bristol City Library,

states, in the Bristol Times, that an interesting

discovery has recently been made atLittle Sneyd
in the parish of Stoke Bishop, on the hill over,

looking Sea-mills Station. Beneath the ancient

Scotch firs that crown the eminence, men in the

employ of Mr. J. Evens have found (about 6 in
beneath the surface) a stone, pentagonal in'shape

having on it some rude sculpture and a RomaE
-inscription. Together with this they discoverec

a portion of a skeleton, the bones honeycombed
by lapse of time.

“At tlie apes of the stone is a rude star, beneath this
a semicircular line, within which is the head aud bust ol
a liumaa figure, cowled, with either a rayed glory ora
crown on the upper portion of tho head, and eardrops in

each ear, the lower portion of each drop being an open
ring. On the right of the bust is tho figure of a dog,
rampant, with his paws against the semicircle. On the
left, on the same level, is a cock. A few inches beneath
each animal is a leaf (cordate), with its point towards the
centre of the stone, on which is sculptured in Romao
capitals the word SPES ; beneath this are the followins'
letters:—C SENTi. Tho whole is enclosed in an incisett

lined pentagon.’’

At the first glance the figure might he taken for

the head of the Virgin ; bat from the supporters
Mr. Nicholson is inclined rather to look upon it as
meant for ..Escnlapius, to whom both the dog and
cock were sacred: this god is also represented
with a crown. The ear-drops, he thinks, do not

militate against this theory. It is a well-esta-

blished fact that costly and handsome ornamentB
of this kind were worn by the men in the luxu-

rious decline of the Roman empire. The inscriQ
lion remaining, he thinks, meant " Spes Con-

senti.”

Building Prospects at Dumfries. — At
present there is not much prospect of the

building trade in Dumfries being brisk this

summer, after the buildings in course of being

erected are finished. For some years past at this

season there were usually a number of vdllafi,

dwelling-houses, and other buildings to be con-

tracted for, but nothing of any consequence has

yet been heard of this spring. Owing to tho

increased prices of materials and high wages,
building on speculation is not profitable

;
and,

tnoreover, the masons’ strike last year put a stop

CO preparations for building at the Lovers’-walk,

and probably has deterred building speculations

elsewhere.

—

Dumfries Standard.
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A New Building for tlie Medical School
at Owens College, Manchester.—A meeting

of the subscribers and friends of the medical

school in connexion with Owens College has been

hold in tlie mayor’s parlour of the Town-hall, for

tho purpose of receiving a report from an
executive committee on the progress of the sub-

scriptions for the new building to be erected for

tho convenience of tho medical students in con.

nexion with the college, and to inspect plans and
consider future proceedings. The report stated

that the building contract has been let for the
snm of 12,0181., to which must be added 2,5001.

for extras and fittings, so that -1,0001. at least

are still needed to complete the work. Professor
Roscoe said the council of the college had chosen
a site for the building which he thought a very
excellent one : it was on the north-western
boundary of their land facing Copeland-street,
Some time ago some of the committee went
round to all the medical schools in London
where there was anything worth seeing, and
with the hints thus obtained they had succeeded
in producing plans which ho believed would
turn out to be very satisfactory. The meeting
expressed its satisfaction at the completeness of
the building plans, and heartily recommended
the scheme to tho support of the public.

Grosvenor Club for Workmen.— The new
Grosvenor Club for workmen has been inaugn-
rated by the Marquis of Westminster. Among
those present were the Earl of Ducie, Lord
George Hamilton, M.P., Sir Charles Trevelyan,
Sir Harcourt Johnstone, M.P., Mr. W. II. Smith,
M.P., Mr. Brassey, and Mr. Hodgson Pratt.
Tho working men of the south-western district

have already a building in which arausoment and
information are provided for. On tho ground
floor are a large reading-room, dining, and sup-
per rooms; on the basement, a billiard-room

;

and on tho first floor a hall or concert-room, in

which 300 persons can meet; and a library.

On the second floor ore three class-rooms. The
mstitntion was, in fact, opened on tho 23rd of
November last, and baa already nearly 1,000
members, who subscribe 2s. 6d. per quarter.
The site for the building, which is at tho end of

the Buckingham Palace-road, was given by the
late Marquis of Westminster at a nominal rent,

and tho bnilding has been erected principally
by subscriptions, to which the working men
themselves have not contributed very largely.

The Marquis of Westminster before leaving
informed Mr. Pratt that bo would contribute
IjOUOl. to the fuud for the erection of a largo
ball for tlie club.

Trains and House-Vibration.—The Court
for the consideration of locxis standi sat in a
Bomraittee-room of the House of Commons, under
the presidency of Mr. Bonliam-Carter, chairman
of Ways and Means, when tho Metropolitan and
SL John’s Wood Railway Bill came before them
in objections to the locus standi of tho following
petitioners against tho Bill :—238 inhabitants of
SL John’s Wood, Madlle. Titiens, and Mr. A. H.
Orowther. Tho main object of the Bill is to

give power to widen the line from Baker-stroet
to St. John’s Wood for heavy traffic. The fifth

clause provided that the company should under,
pin or strengthen any building within 100 ft. of

the railway. Tho inhabitants near the line

illeged by their counsel that already they were
jhaken in their beds by the vibration of the rail-

(I’ay, and in their petition state :

—

“ Your petitioners are seriously annoyed and disturbed
snd the property of many injured by tho vibration caused
by the passing trains. The conveyance of heavy goods
ivould be positively dangerous to their dwellings, and so
disturb them with increased noise as to make it impossible
br them to sleep in their beds."

rhe case of Madlle. Titiens against the Bill was
that she bought, on a part of the surplus land, a
douse from the company, and that it was part of
the contract that the company should not carry
heavy trafllc on tho line. The Court allowed the
petitioners locus standi against clause 23 of the
Bill, and as much of the preamble as related

thereto.

Oxford Main Drainage.—On the Ist and
2nd inet. Major Tulloch, H.E., one of the inspec-
tors of the Local Government Board, held an in-

quiry at Oxford upon a petition from the local

Board for power to take lands for the purpose of

irrigation, &c. Mr. Bailey Denton, C.E., Mr.
S. W. Leach, C.E,, and Mr. W. H. White, C.E.,
Engineer to the Board, were examined on behalf
Bfthe Oxford Board, and Dr. Odling, Dr. C. C.
Bode, Rev. J. C. Clutterbuck, and Dr. Sankey,
an behalf of the visitors of the Littlemore Lunatic
A-Sylum, who are the principal objectors. '

The Assyrian Expedition.— Mr. George
Smith, of the British Museum, who has gone to

Assyria as the special correspondent of tho Daily
Telegraph, for tho purpose of making explora-
tions, has sent a telegram from Mosul, in which
ho says :

—“ I am happy to inform you that my
researches up to the present time in Mesopotamia
have been crowned with much good fortune, and
that I have obtained results of real value and
interest. ... I have recovered part of the
series of tablets containing most curious and
ancient Babylonian legends, as well as sylla-

baries of great utility, a bilingual collection of

proverbs, and some astrological and mythological
tables. ... I excavated at Nimrond for

seventeen days, and explored there the North-
west Palace of Esarhaddon, the Temple of Nebo,
and also some entirely untouched portions of tho
South-east Palace. I found spacious halls and
fine chambers, the walls of which were orna-

mented with bands of plain colours. One of my
most recent discoveries is that of a perfectly
new text of the annals of Tiglath-Pileser. I am
at present digging hard to obtain, if possible,

the remainder of this highly important piece of

history.”

Leicester-sqiiare.—A committee, consisting
of the leading tradesmen in Leicester-square,
was some time ago formed for tho purpose of

improving the present condition of Leicester-

square. The fifth annual dinner in connexion
with tho committee has been held at M. Vargues’s
Paris and Europe Hotel, at which a large number
of gentlemen interested in the movement were
present. Mr. J. C. Pawlo occupied tho chair.

Ho referred to the difficulties of the improve-
ment of the square, and mentioned the plan
proposed by tho Metropolitan Board of Works
of bringing a street from Tottenbam-court-road
to tlie square. Another project for its improve-
ment was that of building a large Continental
hotel in the present open space. Ho was glad of

any scheme of improvement. Tho Board of

Works bad not proved able to deal with it, and
it was necessary that most energetic action
should bo henceforth taken by tho committee.
It is expected that tho lawsuit in progress with
regard to the hoarding erected by Mr. Talk will

soon be concluded, when a radical alteration in

the aspect of the square is expected.

Society of Engineers.—At tho ordinary
meeting of the Society of Engineers held on I

Monday evening last, Mr. Jabez Church, PrG.si-
'

dent, in the chair, a paper on charging and I

drawing gas retorts by machinery, was read by ,

Mr. John Somerville, of Dublin. Working the Best
I

& Holden’s machine at his gas works, gave the .

author an opportunity of seeing its defects. He
therefore designed another machine, embodying

'

improvements upon tho other. Ho uses two '

separate machines, one for drawing, and another
‘

for chai-ging, tho retorts being served at both
ends, and the machines following each other up
in their work. The author gave the results of

working by these machines, which showed that
tho cost of carbonising coal was 6d. per ton with
the machines, and Is. Ijd. by manual labour.

This was taking the price of labonr in Dublin,
but by adopting London rates of wages in the
calculation, tho saving effected would bo much
gi-eater.

Restoration of Chester Cathedral.— Since
a new impulse to the work of restoring this

cathedral was given at the beginning of last

year considerable progress has been made, but
two great tasks remain to be accomplished.
First, the internal repairs and decorations of the
choir, and the bringing of it into visible archi-

tectural combination with the great south
transept

;
and, secondly, the external restoration

of that transept. This latter work has now been
begun on both the east and west sides. The
total subscription list at the end of 1872 realised

47,0001. To this must be added a recent supple-
mental grant of 5,OOOZ. from the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners for substantial repairs. In addi-

tion to this total sum of 52,000Z., it is estimated
that 18,0001. -vrill still bo required.

Baths and Washhouses at Bedminster.

—

The new baths and washhouses, built by the
Corporation on the Mayor’s-paddock, New-cut,
Bedminster, have been opened without any
formal ceremony. The entire cost is between
15,000Z. and 16,0001. The charges will be, in

summer-time, 2d. first-class and Id. second-class

;

and in winter, with tepid water, 4d. and 2d.

;

the only difference being that first-class bathers
are supplied with two towels, whilst the second-
class bathers have only one.

Physical Geography.—Eton and its masters
may be congratulated on the award of the Prize
Medals of the Royal Geographical Society for
the present year. The Gold Medal, for Political

Geography, was awarded to S. E. Spring Rice

(16) 5 and;A. C. Cole (18), and R. C. Reade (19),
are honourably mentioned in Physical Geogra-
phy : all three being of Eton. The Gold Medal,
for Physical Geography, has been given to W. C.
Hudson (18). We observe with surprise the ab-
seuce of Westminster, Charter House, Mer-
chant Taylors’, Christ’s Hospital, &c., in the list

of the selected
;
and, worse still, we believe there

was no candidate from any of them. Are these
schools disregarding the signs of the times ?

A Rothschild's Hosxiital at Geneva.

—

Baron Adolphe de Rothschild, who lives occa-
sionally in a villa near Geneva, intends to endow
and build there, at his own expense, a hospital
for diseases of the eye. He will give about
20,000Z., 8,OOOZ. for the ground, buildings, and
fittings, and the revenue of the remaining 12,0001.
for its yearly support. Suitable grounds have
been purchased, and the new building will be
completed and opened in the middle of next
summer. The hospital is to be fitted for twenty
in-door patients, with rooms for out-patients, and
for clinical demonstration.

Proposed Park for West Ham.—At a
meeting of the London Common Council, a
petition has been presented from the inhabitants
of West Ham and Stratford, Essex, praying
the Court to contribute 12,0001. towards tho
purchase of a park at West Ham, owned by
Mr. Gurney, in order that it may bo dedicated
to the use of the public. That gentleman and
his family are willing to give 10,0001. towards
the purchase ; 3,0001. more had been promised by
different gentlemen, and the balance was sought
to be obtained from the Corporation. The
memorial was referred to tho City Lauds
Committee.

Baths for Marylebone.—The Commissioners
of St. Marylebone Baths and Wash-houses have
instructed Mr. H. Saxon Snell, architect, to
prepare the necessary working drawings for the
construction of a new first-class swimming-bath
adjoiniog their present premises, but fronting
tho new street which forms the continuation of

Seymour-place. The bath will be 74 ft. long
and 26 ft. wide. The roof is to bo partially of
glass, and supported on elliptic cast-iron ribs.

The estimated cost is under 4,0001., and tenders
will shortly bo invited for carrying out the work.

Restoration of Kirkstall Abbey.— The
Yorkshire Tost says that a scheme is at last in
contemplation to remove some of the vandalisms
which disfigure the noble pile of Cistercian ruins
at Kirkstall. Tho representatives of the late
Earl of Cardigan, who own the monastery,
having evinced a desire to dispose of the place,
the leasees have resolved upon purchasing the
property, and they purpose to restore the abbey
to some extent. Sir Gilbert Scott baa been
instructed to report upon what should be done.

Selenitic Mortar.—On Wednesday evening
last, at the invitation of the members of the
Provident Institution of Builders’ Foremen and
Clerks of Works, a lecture was delivered by
General Scott on the “Method of Treating Lime
by the Selenitic Process.” The lecture was
illustrated by experiments which demonstrated
the peculiar action of sulphate of lime in

counteracting the slaking of lime and the valu-

able results which this produces when utilised in

the preparation of mortar for building purposes.

The lecture was largely attended.

New Hospital at St. George's.— The
foundation-stone of a new hospital for pit acci-

dents, to be erected by the Lilleshall Company,
has been laid at St. George’s in presence of a
large company. The hospital will be erected
from a design partaking of the Elizabethan and
Tudor styles of architecture, and will acoom.
modato six beds in its present form, with pro-
vision made to add another wing if necessary.
There will be thirteen rooms in all, and the cost
of the building will be about 3,000L Mr. J.

Fogarty, of London, is the architect; and Messrs.
Millington & Son are the contractors.

Proposed Chiu'ch, Hornsey.—The Rock
informs us that the Rev. Canon Harvey has
announced that he has been offered 2,000Z. and
two acres of ground for a new church in the
vicinity of the Green-lanes.-

Ancient Monuments Bill.—Sir J. Lub-
bock’s Bill has been read a second time.
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The Fire in Blackburn.—An appeal is

being made to the public on behalf of the family
of the late W. P. McCallum, engineer, who lost

his life at the fire which took place at the

Canterbury-street Works, in this town, recently.

Mr. McCallum was heroically assisting Mr.
Superintendent Joy to extinguish a fire which
threatened to bo extensively disastrous, and
was killed, along with him, by the fall of a
portion of the building. Contributions may be
forwarded to the Manchester and County Bank,
Blackburn ;

or to Mr. J. Thompson, the mayor.

Caterham Asylum for Imbeciles.—For
some weeks past rapid progress Las been made
with the additional blocks in connexion with
the above asylum. During the last few weeks,
however, one of those difficulties now so com-
monly known as “strikes” has been threatening,

but last week, on assembling at the Asylum
Tavern, it was intimated on behalf of the con.
tractors that no alteration would be made, and
those that were discontented could take their

money, and seek employment elsewhere. With
the exception of some eight or ten, all resumed
their work.

Opening of Greenore New Harbour.

—

The Dundalk line of railway and harbour have
been opened. The guests at the opening num-
bered 1,000, and inoluded the Lord Lieutenant
and Countess Spencer, Lord F. Cavendish, Lord
R. Grosvenor, Lord Newry, Lord .Crichton, with
several members of Parliament, and of the no-
bility and gentry of Ireland. The Lord Lieu-
tenant expressed a strong opinion in favour of
the new route, as it could not fail to develop the
resourcesof the north-western counties ofIreland.

Hev. Dr. Hannah's Chapel.—The chapel
which the Wesleyans intend to erect in the
parish of St. Peter-at-Gowts, as a memorial to
the late Dr. Hannah, is about to be proceeded
with forthwith. The committee invited designs
from the following architects, viz., Mr. Watkin
(Lincoln), Mr. Botterill (Hull), and Messrs.
Bellamy & Hardy (Lincoln), and, after a careful
consideration, have selected those submitted by
Messrs. Bellamy & Hardy.

Proposed Public Hall for Ripley.—^A
company has been formed for the purpose of
purchasing certain freehold land (already so-
cured) in Ripley, and on the site of which it is

proposed to erect a Public Hall and Temperance
Hotel, with British Workmen Publio-house,
baths, and suitable rooms for Good Templar
Lodges, &c.

Bath Abbey Church Restoration. —A
meeting of the committee has been held at
which it was stated by Mr. Gill that something
like 3,OOOL would still be wanted to complete
the third and last portion of the work, and a
discussion took place as to the best mode of
realising the sum required, and appropriate
resolutions as to it were passed.

National Hospital for Incurables at
Oxford.—Ou Wednesday his Royal Highness
Prince Leopold performed the ceremony of lay-
ing the foundation-stone of a National Hospital
for Incurables, dedicated to St. John the Evan-
gelist, at Cowley Sfc. John, near Oxford. At
present about 50,000Z. have been raised.

Irish National Monuments.—Mr. Glad-
stone has informed Mr. Agar-Ellis, in the Com-
mons, that the Irish Church Commissioners were
now making inquiries with the view of taking
steps for the preservation of the Irish national
monuments. When those inquiries had been
concluded, the information procured would be
laid on the table.

Testimonial for Opposing the Chelsea
Waterworks Bill.—A handsome marble time-
piece has been presented to Mr. A. Marks, and a
purse containing about 701. to Mr. Watts, by the
inhabitants of Long Ditton and Thames Ditton,m acknowledgment of those gentlemen’s services
in opposing the Chelsea Waterworks BDI,

New Gasometers at Battersea.—Five new
gasometers, with 7i million additional feet of
storage space, are being planted by the London
Gaa^ Company at Battersea, between the two
stations on the railway-lines crossing the York-
road. One is completed, and a second is in
progress.

American Institute of Architects.—We
have before us the Proceedings of the Sixth
Annual Convention, and will take an early oppor-
tunity to refer to them.

Obituary.—We regret to see the death of
Mr. G. L. Taylor, eighty-four, and that of Mr.
S. S. Teulon, sixty-one, announced.

TENDERS
For rebuOding the Portman Arm^:, Edgware-road, for

Messrs. Combo & Co. ; and iiitings to ditto for Mr.
Riebardson, Mr. H. R. Cotton, 'architect. Quantities
by Mr. A. J. Gate

Extra if

Portland
House. Stone. Fittings.

Newman & Mann £4,336 £16 £3ti
Cross & Sou 4,177 33 467
Brass 4,100 40 613
Thompson & Smith 4,066 30 450
McLaehlan 4,045 19 566
Manley & Rogers 3,9'J9 34 700
Scrivener & Whito 3,975 38 625
Patriclc 3,873 35 676

±or alterations to the Angel and Crown, Edward-street,
Bethnal-green, for Mr. Writer. Mr. Edward Brown,
architect :

—

Aldous £479 0 0
Impey .467 0 0
Blackmore & Morley 3C3 0 0
Marr 368 0 0
Higgs (accepted) 317 0 0

For alterations at Messrs, Tattersall’s stables, Rnights-
bridge

Wagner (accepted).

For proposed honse and stables at Shooter’s-hill, Kent,
Messrs. Drury & Lovojoy, architects

House. Stables.
Gerrard £6,979 891
Bullivant 6,905 877
Sabev&SoE 6,833 933
Nightingale 6,825 920
Kirk 6,795 920
Macey 6,790 897
Axford 6,695 860
Bayes & Eamago 6,655 866
Dove, Brothers 6,615 850
Gibson, Brothers 6,511 ......... 862
Tongue 6,480 810

For block of administrative olScas, &o., at St. Luke’s
Workhouse, City-road. Mx. H. Saxon Snell, architect.
Quantities supphediby Messrs. Lausdown & Pollard :

—

Bridgmau & Nuthall £10,-129 0 0
Patman & Folherbgham 9,590 0 0
Perry & Co 9,686 0 0
Newman & Manu 9,535 0 0
Mansbridge 9,517 0 0
Henshaw fit Co 9,497 0 0
Perry, Brothers 9,177 0 0
Brass 9,355 0 0
Sawyer 9,339 0 0
Eikiugton 9,195 0 0
Howard, Brothers 9,010 0 0
Manu 8,975 0 0
ChappeU 8,625 0 0
Wall 7,991 0 0

For villa residence, with studio, Stoele’s-road, Haver-
stock-hill, for Mr. Edwin Hayes. Mr. T. Butterbury,
architect :

—

Liuzell & Son (accepted) £1,700 0 0

For additions and alterations to Greenside Villa, Park-
road, Haverstock-hill, for Mr. W. Miluer, Mr. T.
Butterbury, architect :

—

Kelly, Brothers £1,486 0 0
Maiuey i Rogers (accepted) ... 1,418 0 0

For repairs at the Prince Albert, St. Martin’s-laae.
Mr. H- J. Newton, architect

Brindle £179 10 0
Shurmur 174 0 0
Taylor (accepted) 119 0 0

For finishing mansion, and building stables, &c., at
Crookham, Hants, for the Trustees of the late Mr. Ware.
Mr. Mason, architect t—

Dimond £1,018 0 0
Bird 908 0 0
Boyce, 890 0 0
Pettigrew & Moyes 688 0 0
Blackmore ik Morley.; 848 0 0
Martin 5: Wells 7b0^ ..0 0

For additions to premises, High-stroet, Margate, for
Mr. K. Mannings. Mr, F. Warburten Steut, architect

Bushell £684 0 0
Paramour 660 0 0
Cook lit Green 659 0 0

For the erection of the Duke of York Tavern, Rother-
bithe, for Sir Henry Mem & Co. ilr. F. Warburton
Stent, architect

CoUs & Sons £1,831 10 0
Turner & Sons 1,847 0 0
Ebbs & Sons 1,836 0 0

For repairs to twelve houses. Elm-grove, Hammersmith.
Mr. J. Watkins, architect :

—

Sharp £292 0 0 '

Warr 2-44 0 0
Biggs 200 0 0
Buxton 193 0 0
Watbng & Bolton 193 0 0
West 176 0 0
Roome & Barton 150 0 0
Snrridge 1'15 0 0
Johnson 137 0 0
Jaques 135 0 0
Williams 120 0 0
Sill Ill 0 0
Bulford 86 0 0
Norriss (accepted) 57 0 0 I

For the erection of twen^-two almshouses in Bath-
street, St. Lake’s, for the Gift Estate Committee of the
parish of St. Luke. Mr. Thomas E. Hill, architect;—

Stephenson £4,790 0 0
Garrad (accepted) 4,474 0 0

For the erection of a swimming-bath at Isleworth, for
the Isleworth Swimming-Bath Association (Limited),
Mr. R. C. Brown, architect;

—

Wiles £1,344 0 0
Brunsden 1,312 0 0
Webber 1,20(J 0 0
Hiscoek A Son (accepted) 1,130 0 0

For repairs and painting on the late John Martel's
estate, Merton, Sturey. Mr. D. Haylock, architect

•

Picking £135 0 0 I

Juster ... , 123 0 0
Adkins 120 0 0
Cooper (accepted) 105 0 0
Jewell 40 0 0

1

For frestoring and enlarging warehouse at Millwall,
Mr. Wm. Eve, architect:

—

Heiser.... £973 0 0
Galt 890 0 0
Nightingale 827 0 0
Shefifield (accepted) 705 0 0

For enlarging counting-house at 107, Leadeahali-streefc,.
Mr, Win. Eve, architect:

—

Parrett £275 0 0
Nightingale 257 0 0
Shetlicld 188 0 0
Heiser (accepted) 162 0 0

For new show-room at 107, Leadenhall-stroet. Mr.
Wm. Eve, architect :

—

CoUs £204 0 0
Heiser 172 0 0
Parrett (accepted) 105 13 0

For new stables at Derwent Lodge, Addison-road,
Kensington. Mr. T, Laurie, arehiteot. Quantities by
Mr. H. P. Foster;

—

Hibbins . £542 0 0
Foster 818 0 0
Postlethwaite 737 0 0
Bird 694 0 0

For new Catholic Church, Workington, Cumberland,
for the Rev. Cuthbert Clifton. Mr. E. Welby Pugin,
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr, R. O. Harris :

—

NichoUs £12,200 0 0
Hughes 10,800 0 0
Tates 9,900 0 0

For restoration of chancel, parish church, Barton-le-
Cogeles, near Grantham, for the Rev. T. S. Sandys. Mr,
E. Welby Pugin, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr.
Barber :

—

Farmer & Brindley £660 0 0
Jackson -425 0 0
Rudd & Son 415 0 0

For new chancel. Catholic Church, Dover, for the Rev.
James Laws. iMr. E. Welby Pugin, architect. Quantities
supplied by Mr. E. 0. Harris ;

—

Fitt (accepted) £390 0 0

For new church, Farnworth, near Bolton, for the
Building Committee. Mr. E. Welby Pugin, architect.
Quantities supplied b)' Mr, Barber

First Design.
Sheppertou £6,700 0 0
Hughes 0,300 0 0
Watts 6,250 0 0

Quantities supplied by Mr. i..

Haigh £5,600 0 0
Horton 6,030 0 0

For repairs, &c., at 21, Gloucester-road, N.W. Mr. Wi
Paice, architect :

—

Bangs & Co. (accepted) £172 0 0

For works at 1, Gloucester-road, for Dr. Blackstone.
Mr. W. Paice, architect

Ponsford £326 0 0
Bangs 320 0 0
Cook 310 0 0
Yarberry 295 8 0
Shaw 283 0 0
Heltbrunaer (accepted) 273 0 0

For three carcasses on the north side of the Viaduct,
for Mr. Richard Tress

Deards £9,144 0 0

For Contract No. 1

W. H. White, engineer.
BuLmer.
Chappell ..

Shaddock..

Oxford Main Drainage
Quantities supplied ;

—

£26,38-4 0 1

0 0

Marriott
Ambrose
Dover
Nowell
NowoU ik Robson .

Munday
Morris

Vickers & Crane....
Fhirniss

Pearson
Neave & Son
Ritsou

2-l,4<.X)

24,800 0 0
22,500 0 0
22.-W3 0 0
22,000 0 0
21,750 0 0
21,244 0 0
20,378 0 0
19,676 IS e
18,000 0 A
17,980 0
17,8 0 O

Reynolds
Moore
Marshall

,

Troheorne
Acock (accepted) .

Fry
Thompson

17,777
16,995
16,500
16,485 0 0
16,-t42 0 0
16,200 0 0
15,930 0 0
14,760 0 0
14,750 0 0
12,916 0 0
12,5/9 14 0

!

For erection of additional printingworks and chimney- •

shaft at Kirby.street, exclusive of engineer’s work; also •

for additional story on No. 6, Kirby-street, Hatton-
gnrden, W.C., after allowance for old materials upon
iresent site, for Messrs. Watson & Hazell. Mr, J. Wj .

leod, architect

Stains & Bon...

If in If all at

Sections. one time,

,.£6,096 £6,0(

Downs & Co.
Bamford

4,996 ....

5,030 ....

Henshaw & Co 4,902 4,882
Hoare & Son 4,851

Kirk 4,949
Scrivener k White...., 4,576 .... •1,526-

Hawkes 4,453 4,403

Niblett k Son 4,320
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Anoilitr Visit to the Royal AcwUmy
Exhibition.

UITE truB it is that the

dearth of great things gires

all the more value to what
comes next in estimation

j

and if the scai'city of what
may be taken for superlative

examples of the work of lead,

ingmembers of the Academy,
or of those most capable of

supplying leading pictures,

be too apparent to leave

doubt of it, it produces a
result of partial good fortune

in the prominence of com-
paratively remarkable pic-

tures that would take but
second rank in more exalted

society. For these have the
chance now of a memorable dis-

tinotion in the absence of any.
thing betterworth remembering,
and thus will advance the posi-

tion of their painters. Extended
opportunity of arguing what the
real attraction may be is another

•4 delightful advantage. Splendid landscapes
* by Messrs. Linnell, P. Graham, Vicat Cole,
3. Moore, and others, seem to suggest an in-

ireased consideration for this section of de-
nctors. Mild imaginative work, forcible reali-
sation ofcharacter-study, pathetic and humorous;
.nd general excellence of workmanship through,
mt, must be amongst the prevalent causes for
mpressions left upon the observer of this
lummer’a treat at Burlington Eouse, and the
act of its being so really enjoyable, with no
lolp or little from previous sources of similar
injoyment, should gratify, and to some degree
lualify, the disappointment that the feast should
lonsisb more of entr6es than removes,—light
tishes in lieu of more solid food.

There are some few of the Royal Academicians
rho remain faithful to a belief in tbe dignified
>ui’poso3 of art

; and whatever difference of
ipinion the definition of “high art” may in-
'olve, there can be little doubt that its noblest
ixemplifications exist in furthering the lessons
md direction of Scripture, so well done formerly
Then the church gave the painter his chief
imploymcnt. It would be saying too much to
assert that any one of the illustrations of Holy
Yrit to be found in the chief gallery (III.) now
Tould obtain a very wide acceptation as
horoughly satisfactory examples of their class.

Sve would he so, but the artist’s ideal (and Mr.
t. Elmore’s is a very beautiful one) has more of
larth’s than heaven’s association

; the more
lefensible, perhaps, as it is “After the Expul.
ion” (282). Mr. B, Ai-mitage enlists the
’espectful attention of all for his earnest and
slever representation of “ Christ Reproving the
?hariseos ” (187) when they would have had it

'bought that the day of rest should be one of

leprivation
j Mr. G. P. Watts is not so fortunate

la to secure gi’eat interest for his version of
‘The Prodigal” (281). Mr. J. R. Herbert
lud Mr. C. W. Cope have each a “Mary
Magdalene” indicative of their respective power
iud different styles (302—309), but to this

iepartment the present exhibition owes no very
^eat share of its strength, though it helps to
^ary and contrast the numerous instances of less
oftily applied talent. I

Whatever may betide for varying Royal
Academy exhibitions, it may safely bo predicted

so fju- as Mr. E. M. Ward is concerned that

historical painting will be represented so long as

ho contributes to them. Britain and France are

one to him
;
and in less time, and with fewer

qualms,—not only of conscience,—it is to bo

hoped, than it costs some others
;
he is naturalised,

and as much at homo on either side of the

Channel, with no sign of having suffered by the

journey. It is in France on this occasion that

Mr. Ward sets up his easel, trims his palette,

and succeeds in interesting, by his recall of old

stirring incident, those who liave read of it : and
even with the fact to his disadvantage, that the

history of France that stirs most just now dates

from 1870. But historical incident may bo like

wine, and requires the rest ofmany years before

its value becomes matured for judgment and fit

for draught : if it be so, the thought is father

of the wish that there may be a Mr. E. M.

Ward ready at the right hour. It reflects

ill on humanity that violence, treachery, in.

gratitude, and any evil passion that possibly

forms part of its deepest shadow, should have a

fascination for visual recognition that the show

of sweetest virtue can never claim ; and it is not

to be denied that the best and kindest of people

who can never see or hear of anything dreadful

without shuddering, really enjoy a shudder some-

times. The dramatic painter’s occupation would

bo gone if there were no pleasure in being

shocked occasionally, and tbe pages of history

most thumbed were not the horrid ones.

Were it not for this unacknowledged affection

for strong facts that invite the deepest colouring

of imagination, who would not, if it were pos-

sible, forget the “Eva of St. Bartholomew ?

”

Who can care very much for such a vacillatiug

impotent as Charles IX., whose royalty alone,

—

and that was bat nname,—saved him from being

a thief of halfpence,—mean, in honest estimation,

as tbe meanest
;
or Cathcrinode Mediois, unless

for her traditional beauty and love of the fine

arts ? She would have had loss latitude in

modem times, or have killed urbane, clever Mr.

Mills before his time had she left him room to

talk of the rights of women according to her

views of them
;

for no man was more con-

scientiously actirated and led by honoater con-

viction than Mr. John Stuart Mill. Mr. Ward
has painted a very striking picture (207) of the

caitiff king’s visit to the old hero after his

attempted assassination, directed by the amiable

Catherine or Catharine, who now accompanies

her sons, the King and Due d'Anjou, to condole.

The figure of the royal puppet is admirably

expressive : looking askance at the unbuckled

sword that has done the State so much service,

he seems to say, and it is almost possible to

hoar tbe words,—“My father, you have the

wounds, but I the pain.” This he said at the

moment when the massacre of the Protestants

was arranged and impending. Two days after

the poor old admiral was stabbed to death and
his body thrown out of w'indow, that the mob,
who loved him not, might do as they liked with

it. Mr. Calderon painted, some years ao-o, a
very fine picture of the same epoch, of wide
stage-room for dramatic effect. It is scarcely

necessary to say, that to look back indicates a

stoppage on the road of progress
;

it tolls,too, by
finger-post, that little progress has been made. Mr.

P. H. Calderon painted and paints admirably : he
draws carelessly sometimes : witness the pon-

derous arms of his charming lady-mother, who
is saying “ Good Night ” (li) to a darling, with a
summer seven o’clock’s glow to qualify her

notion of time for her baby-boy, who has kept

awake to see how mamma looks before stepping

into her brougham, that is to convey her to a
dinner-party. Moonlight was never better

painted, seldom bettei' imitated, than in the

clever narration of funny incident, to those not

immediately related, of guardian, husband, or

father disagreeably surprising a guitar-tinkling,

bouquet-offering admirer of barred attraction, by
present chase and promised chastisement for his

“Serenade” (181). Half the point of the story

is lost in the complete Iiabilimont of the angry
pursuer, for it does not tell of the hour, and in

the certainty of his catching the donkey, who
has already dropped a shoo, to say nothing of

the poor attractiveness of the attraction, the

caged bird of song. An ordinary opportunity

for the use of such good means as are undeniably

possessed by Mr. Calderon should not suffice forhia

application of them, any more than more method
should bo trusted for right meaning generally.

Such splendid acquirements as “ Victory” (315)
shows should get for him who has got them more
than the triumph of a temporary success. Re-
duced to the level of a present day’s apprehension,

this demonstration of a play on the gamut of

female sensibility proper to tho occasion is but
precedent, and its like may be found in more
civilised times. Noble dames of ancient story,

who were awfully fond of fighting,—and may the

shade of Dr. Watts reduce and again reduce the

light of such pleasure for ladies,—are witnessing

from a grand stand the athletic sports of the

period. From the battlements of a castle a
bevy of fair women and children, well composed
as well as discomposed, wait the issue of a sortie

to repel an attack, such as in feudal times was
as common as an application for settlement of a

butcher’s bill is now. Some are glorying in the
prowess of their lovers

;
others foar for dear lives

;

tho widowed dame, who knows of old the cost of

chances, contrasts the carelessness that certain

young heroes show,—long-haired, fringed-broweel,

fifteenth-century specimens, who think it a lark

that their fathers should have to fight for their

home, whilst swallows are quietly making nests

in its embrasures, to tjpify, perhaps, tho

grateful recognition of help that small and
poor dependence sometimes gives with tho

selifishness of a gratitude that would make
the most of tho benefit, and the least of the

benefactor. There is nothing in common be-

twoen the splendidly-dressed dames and maidens
—fair samples of tournament times, when
amongst the recommendations of a husband was
the number of widows he had made,—no likeness

at all shared with tho soft, dreamy dears that

bask about “The Fountain” (72). Mr. G. D.
Leslie’s ladies are lovely if lazy, ineffable beings

of languor, who live and breathe in perfumed
atmosphere, and whose diet must be vegetarian,

rose-leaves probably, for beef would bo their

death. The interested interesting lioness who
waits the issue of the deadly combat of Mr. H.
Hardy’s fierce lions (129) before fixing her affec-

tion, gives a better idea of the spirit that rules

the more heroic of the heroines that wait and
watch for “ The Victory.” “ After the Victory ”

(91), by Mr. J. Faed, tells with great pathos of

a soldier’s death, an item in the cost of battle

lost or won. A letter has just arrived that tells

of the loss to mother, wife, and bairns. The
elder woman bends over tho hearth made deso-

late, and is silently giving way to her grief,

inattentive to the inquisitiveness of the grand-

son, a little fellow, too young to guess the cause

of it, and even to tho demonstration, of misery’s

bitterest visitation to the loved and loving one,

wife once, now widow, who, in paroxysm of

lamentation, seems lost to all sense but that

of overwhelming sorrow. Tho orderly room
has such show of frugal comforts as makes it

clear prosperity had given some promise of a

happy return for the soldier
; and the evidence of

housewifely care helps to convey the sentiment

and point the force of the affliction. It is so

;ood and unaffected a rendering of matter-of-

fact text, that if the story of the picture be a
painful one, it is so well told as to release it of

all other influence than a very wholesome teach-

ing of war’s exaction, and that let death com©
when and in what form it may, there are those
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to be left, perhaps, ^^•Lo can never be prepared
for ir. Even the bravest, who voluntarily face
death in stern acceptance of a known duty,

and are willing to face it to the last, are turned
by the consciousness of its cost to others

—

the dread they can appreciate, though they have
it not. Jlr. J. Pettie’s three warriors with ” The
Flog of Trnco ” (-101) ;

the old burgomaster,
young captain, and scarlet-cloaked officer, are
wonderfully expressive of readiness to die

;
but

the clamour of starved women and wailing of

infants have quite persuaded them as to the right

direction their valour should take
;
no better fed

than the mo.-t attenuated of the sickly garrison,

the last to complain, the first to be blamed for

failure they least account for; these and suchlike
heroes make a greater sacrifice than loss of life

could be, with but the embers left for the fire of

tlieir courage to keep aglow. Elected by their
fellow-sufferers to carry deed of capitulation,
they are leaving the besieged town, attended to

the gate by a troop of women, who are loud in

their thanks and blessings for salvation from
further experience of a siege's horrors. This is

certainly one of the very best pictures to bo
seen this year, and will add very much to Mr.
Pettie’s reputation,—evidently a growing one.

“ Le Roi est Mort
;
Vive le Roi !” (663), is the

quack cry of remedy,—of substitute,—for many
blessings gone, that may be replaced. Mr. Marcus
Stone gives a literal and artistic presentment of

the proverb : for an old king lies dead on
stately couch

;
and those who courted him, fol-

lowed his beck, and kissed tho strong hand so
long as it could lift or fell, turn their backs to

dead majesty, and cringe to the successor, a
timid little boy, who, “ if every inch a king,”
can bo but a small one after all, for whom toys
and toffy are riches; and the right of appoint-
ing his own hour for going to bed is the acme of
liis known power. The trite story is very well
told, down to tho warrant of the noble hound’s
superiority compared with the human cur’s

j
for

the last regard paid to royalty’s cold clay comes
from a dog in Mr. Stone’s clever picture. It is

relief to accompany Mr. J. C. Hook, and nnder
(“lear sky watch the waves that move or sleep;
inhale the best breath for voice of thankfulness,
and see that out of doors lives The Majesty.
Mr. Hook’s pictures are the most natural pos-
sibly

;
Le should never step beyond the agree-

able
;
cormorant-fishing is not in Lis way, and

is in his way if he would remain free nature’s
disciple.

The next best thing to finding a remarkable
picture by Mr. W. P. Fi'itb, of the class that may
be denominated “Episodical History,” or His-
torical Episode, is to perceive in the lighter and
slighter views he takes of life’s course his relaxa-
lion,—recreation between the whiles of more
exacting study. Such pleasant, pretty work as
ladies playing at billiards, with gentlemen
looking on, secures success fur “ The Winning
Hazard” (221), though, as many a dancing
dandy knows, tlie impulse of the ball does not
always meet the pocket : and, then, archness
and archery had, long ago, affinity, before
Sbakspeare’s lover made “ wofiil ballad to his
mistress’s eye-brow ”

; so no wonder Mr. Frith’s
‘'English Archers, Nineteenth Century” (99),
pull the long bow, if they assert anything that
beyond showing the charms their pretty
faces, gracefnl attitudes, and unexceptionable
“ get up ” present, their aim can be other
than dreadful to those who cannot afford to be
targets. Poor, impressionable young men have
no business to look at them. It was national
and natural and nice to represent “ A London
Flower-Girl ” (276) as far more handsome than
one of Boulogne (271), though they both carry
evidence of earth’s summer favour. In the
actual art of painting few can rival Mr. Frith.
It may be judged of Mr. T. Faed, too, that
he is busy at something great, his contri-
butions here being of small account to the
summing up of his fame. “ A Lowland Lassie”
(222) blithely tramping it with a basket of
vegetables on her head, accompanied by little

brother and sister,— one on either side,
is deftly done. Her hands, though, aro very
big. “A Skye Lassie” (2-17) is less striking,
but more natural still. “ Happy as the Day’s
long would betoken that cooiish weather and
no walking have made this lassie,—or youngish
“mither,” — tempomrily unconscious of her
bunnions: her boots are honid story-tellers
else. She must suffer in the opinion that is
particular with regard to pretty feet.

Mr. A. Moore shows the value of good feet,
“ Follow my Leader ” (146) would be poor bid-
ding without. It is quite in conventional string

that Mr. Moore’s damsels rim : sense of artistic

adaptation has outstripped all natural appear-
ance, and the artist’s chief aim is at originality.

—he out-Leslie’s Mr. Leslie, and his ladies are
not half so lovely.

Mr. G. A. Storey paints after Dutch example,
and capitally well, too. “ Scandal” (158) gives
the school of its belonging, that taught tho
method of producing its day-light effect. This
is a very clever picture, and, with other evidence
besides, tells that Mr. Storey is not at his best
yet.

Mr. E. Nicol contributes several “studies”;
but his pictures aro so good usually that his

slighter work, if it bears his name, must be
thought less of than it really deserves. Mr.
H. S. Marks seems to have devoted all liis energy
to close imitativenesB. “What is it?” (195),
that his spectators behold from tho bi'idge that
crosses clear river’s run, suggests that ho with
them halts to ask the purpose of his art : lie

paints so nicely that it must be wished his capa-
bility being showr,—that his next year’s picture
shall bring proof of “ what it really is.”

“ The
Ornithologist ” (380) is an ornithological wonder,
and it would be a clever bird that could top tho
flight of this, to show exactly the stuff of birds,

and how well they can be stuffed.

We have promised ourselves more half-hours
at the Royal Academy E.xbibition.

A PROVINCIAL \HSITOR IN LONDON
STREETS.

To tbe occasional visitor to tbe capital, de-
sirous to note what changes or improvements (if

any) have manifested themselves in tho more
familiar thoroughfares during the last year or
two, the completed facade of the Burlington
House extension, now first cleared of contractors’
hoarding and scaffolding, will naturally be tho
first point of interest. Any expectations that
may have been formed as to the realisation of a
high architectural ideal in a building specially
connected with science and art in tbeir higher
forms, will, however, meet with a little disap-
pointment. The one striking feature in the
Piccadilly front is the large entrance-archway
in the centre, which is a snccess. The panelling
and goneral treatment of the soffit of the arch is

satisfactory, and to a certain extent original;

but here tho originality of tho structure ends.
In regard to general style, no doubt, the archi-
tect was tied to follow, to a gr-eat extent, at
least, that of Old Burlington House forming
part of the northern side of the quadranf'le.
But in such a building something of novelty and
effect in the combination at least of the well-
worn architectural features might have been
realised. Wishing to see architectui’e vindicate
her place among the living arts, one would have
preferred to find iu a building erected as the
home of our leading artistic and scientific bodies,
more of tbe picturesque or poetic element in

architecture than is here observable.
The large building nearly completed, at the

corner of Piccadilly and the Ilaymarket, which
is to be the head quarters of our leading
resiauratciij-s, and the “criterion” (it may be
supposed) of excellence iu all that relates to the
fine arts of eating and drinking, is a stately
composition enough in its way; the centre
entrance seems to have been to some extent in-

spired by the archway in the Burlington build-
ings above mentioned

; the attic is somewhat
heavy for the rest of the building. It is not
difficult to imagine why this design should have
been selected in the competition : the establish,
ment is a vast advertisement, and the building
exactly carries out the idea. It was a happy
thought to indicate externally the special pnr-
pose of the building by covering it with a pro-
fusion of ornament of tho kind usually found on
wedding-cakes

; and the London soot will before
long bring out the points of the work in a
piquant manner. The best portion of the orna-
meutal detail is in the panels under tho third-
floor windows; these are boldly treated with
pierced scroll-work of good and free design.
Tbe portrait statues of the proprietors, affixed

to the front, with the names “ Spiers and Pond ”

over them, in gilt letters, form an interesting
addition to tbe architectuinl design, and it is

gratifying to find so much of the nobler and
ideal type of humanity preserved in tbe persons
of those employed in a somewhat prosaic trade
in the nineteenth century.

Crockford’s Auction Hall, in St. James’s-street,
also nearly completed, is one of those solid, heavy
buildings with big columns, in the Roman style.

which seem to say in so many words, “ See how
much solid masonry we can afford to indulge in !”

If the characteristic of too large a portion of

modern society be, as some cynical people say,

wealth without intelligence, such buildings as

this at least reflect the spirit of their day, and.

are, so far, truthful architecture. This kind of

architectural expression is too often found in

buildings erected as banks, and it is on that

account the more gratifying to find, iu the small

front of the National and Provincial Branch
Bank in Piccadilly, a design totally free from
vulgarity or ostentation, and in which the
details are treated with no little refinement and
originality. Tho design is of the Classic variety,

with columns running through tho first and
second stories, the angle portions of the wall
treated similarly as pilasters; both colnmns and
pilasters encircled by a broad band in the
centre. A peculiar character obtained by the
use of sharp straight lines and square edges, is

kept up throughout the ornamental detail, which
is both refined, and for the most part effective.

Tbe treatment of the capitals of the ground floor

columns is worth notice as novel and elegant.

Altogether this is a very nice little bit of work.*
Turning our steps Citywards to note what has

been done in the regions more strictly devoted
to business, we recognise in the new “ Ludgate
Circus” an admirable site for the effective

grouping of street architecture. At the north-

east angle a pretty good Gothic building has
been, some little time since, erected

;
and the

north-west angle is now newly occupied by the
large building for “ Cook’s Tourist Offices.” Any
hope that such a site may be adequately treated

is much dashed by the aspect of this most recent

contribution to the architectural enseinble. How
much is suggested by a building for such a pur-
pose : how much of foreign architectural associa-

tion and detail might be suitably worked in, as
expressive of the purpose of a structure in which
the business of “ touring” to all parts of Europe
(or of tho world) was to be arranged ! And this

noble site, with three frontages, and all these

associations, could inspire its architect with
nothing better than a tame collection of pedi-

mented windows and wreaths of stone festoonery

;

the one detail in which any significance is at-

tempted being in the plum-pudding shaped lump
meant for the “ globe ” over the door, flanked by
two cherubs, Cupids, or some such cattle. It

really is deplorable. Next to this architectural

effort is the building by Messrs. Woodzell &
Collnitt, the drawing of which was noticed in

the review of architecture at the Royal Academy,
and which quite bears out, in execution, what
was there said in cjmmendation of it. Opposite
to this an inhuman block of “bole-in-the-wall”

brickwork lies heavy on the soil, a further con-
tribution to the new architecture of tbe London
streets. On the west side of Bridge-street, near
tho river, the Economic Life Assurance Com-
pany are going into an economical building,

which, however, is by no means in the “ cheap-
and-nasty ” style. The materials are mostly
brick and terra-cotta, treated in a kind of

Lombard-Gothic manner; the brick reveals

showing bold roll mouldings at the angles. The
terra-cotta is chiefly applied in quoins and in

ornamental arcliivoks of a somewhat too ex-

uberant description. There is rather a lack of

refinement, but the whole intention is praise-

worthy. Further up, on tbe east side of

Famngdon-street, is a great development of

Geometric Gothic of the orthodox type, in the
shape of a largo block of building at present
only half-way up, and therefore nob to be
rashly criticised. The sense of satiety which
one experiences, however, in coming across

this now well-worn type of Gothic, so admirable^
a style in itself, is instructive, as indicating .

how surely every style, good or bad, must
j

pall upon one in the end, when used merely
arcbasologically. Ludgate-hill presents nothing

to tbe visitor for comment, except the front of

Messrs. Triibner’a publishing • house, and an
interesting specimen of the cork-cutting style

of architecture at the corner of Old Bailey. It

is in the east end of Victoria-streeb that the tug

of war comes. Passing over a largo block of

half.finished building between this street and

Bucklersbury, we come at the corner of the

latter to a just completed fa<jade of French
Gothic type, which has considerable merit, so

far as the scaffolding still remaining at tho time

these notes were made would allow a fair view.

The pointed arches over the windows are deeply

* The premisea erected ia Piccadilly for Messrs.

Sotheran. Baer, 3; Co., have been before fully described

and Oluatrated in the Builder.
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recessed, but with square window-heads under

them, the space over the window decorated with

carved rosettes cut into the stone; wall-diaper

is used in the outer spandrels; the arches are

carried on dark marble shafts. An interesting

comparison may be instituted between this and

the building adjoining it,—a long row of shops

and offices, also refined and original, though in a

different type. This is a palatial Italian build-

ing, the main story consisting of a deep arcade

of circular-headed arches, carried on semi-

octagonal piers, panelled on each face. The
window-heads are again square, and the spaces

over them filled in with flat ornamental carving,

showing much grace and variety of design; in

the story over this the pilasters are well and
piquantly treated ; the attic dormers ai’e some-
what heavy, and the elaborate iron railing run-
ning from one chimney-stack to another, looks

very odd and out of place. This is a building,

however, characterised by much refinement and
good taste, and taken, as it is now, in tho bloom
of fresh-hewn stone, may very well be prefei’red

to its Gothic neighbour just referred to: the
question is, how will it bo when a few years of

smoke have done their work ? Tho details are
too delicate, the projections too slight, to stand
against that for long. We should suggest to the

arcliitect to gild tho centre portion of tho span,
drel ornament over tho principal windows ; it

is in the style of flat conventional ornament,
which will very well bear such treatment. It

is unfortunate that uo attempt has been
made here to contend against our enemy plate-

glass, upon which the whole structure will

apparently have to stand, as usual in shop archi.

tecture. Opposite to Bucklersbury is a long
line of harmless architecture, apparently all by
the sarao baud, exhibiting the stock features of

pilksters, pediments, and wreaths, without a
• suggestion of anything further being necessary
to raal^Q a respectable street building. The
buHdfpg at the corner opposite tho Mansion
HouSo'^rected some time ago), shows that the
archite^. appreciated the opportunity afforded

- for a' sanAut feature at this angle
; but the type

jef GoLhld exhibited is by no means very refined,

'^monj^jie narrower time-honoured thorough-
;,.fareB' or |‘the City” par excellence, there are

/few iio\V'' architectural features, the most note-

jv<^rthy^eing Mr. Norman Shaw’s offices, which
aSb- 8^ well illustrated in his drawing in tho

. Ac^idfcmy. The building scarcely looks so well

in execution as in tho drawing
; a greyer brick

would surely have beon preferable for tho piers,

or, at all events, a brick with more tone and
texture than those somewhat raw-looking “patent
red.” There is an awkvvai-dness in the carved
stone panel in tho upper portion of tho centre,

which follows tho plan of the window, curving
outwards in tho centre portion, and as the
stone thus has no straight bearing between
the brick piers, and uo visible support but tho
wooden framework below, there is a certain air

of instability about it not satisfactory to the eye.

This building, however, will certainly make a
feature in the street, and one which every new-
comer, probably, will turn to look at. No. 1-19,

Leadenhall-street, is a neat design, a kind of

mixture of modern French and “ chamferesque,”
well dominated by a strong cornice across it,

with attic over; a mere strip of building, but
showing sensible aud careful treatment. No. 71
is a work of tho same class, with much more
decisive aim at originality, and iuto which colour
as well as form enters. The design is in that
hard straight-lined manner, rather resembling
cabinet-work, which is affected by a certain
school of modern architects

;
it is a mannerism

to a great extent, and wants dignity and truly
architectural character

;
but it is in this instance

well treated, and has a consistent effect. The
polychromy consists in the employment of red
brick and two tints of stone—a drab and a very
delicately-tinted blueish-grey stone. The effect

is exceedingly good now that the building is

new; but it certainly cannot last very long.

The small square granite sticks, upon which the

whole design stands, are an unsuccessful com-
promise between architectural effect and the
demand for light

;
the building could not really

depond for all its support on these, although it

is made to appear as if it did. Tho bauds of

grey stone across the piers of the middle story

are decorated with fluting and rosettes; the
attic aud dormers are rather hea-y. There is,

however, distinct aud definite character in this

building.

Ileturning along Victoria-street, and past the
terrace of “harmless” buildings before men-
tiouodjone may n)tice in the block called “Albert

Buildings” (south side of the street), a some-
what picturesque treatment of a character based
on French Gothic. The shops on tho ground-
story are divided by pilasters which give a solid

bearing for the superstructure
;

the first-floor

story, with its wide segmental arches, including

two smaller openings under them, has a not uu-
pleasing air of “ Viollet-le-Duc ” about it. There
are two cantilever cornices on the face of the
building, aud in the raised centre portion the

cantilevers of the main cornice are continued
through, aud a similar cornice is repeated as a
crown to the raised story, so that hero there ai’e

three rows of cantilevers one over another;

this is too much, and overweights tho design.

The treatment of the string over tho groniid-

floor, with an overhanging carved moulding
curved ou tho under side, is good, and suitable

to street architecture, where there should always
be some ornament near the eyo to attract the
passer-by on tho pavement. The attic is heavy,
a defect which the new town buildings seom
generally to run into. Near this building, a few
steps from the main street, the new premises for

the Mutual Co-operativo Society, present an
example of a well aud broadly-treated classic

(Roman) design, of more than average merit.

A large “ order ” of two columns, upon a simple

rusticated basement, flanks the centre portion,

running through the second, third, and fourth

stories, the fifth story of the design being occu-

pied by a largo arch springing from the archi-

trave over these columns
; the space between the

columns is treated as a bay with a flat segmental
curve on plan. The wings of the design are

flanked by pilasters, connected with tho centre

by a tolerably heavy cornice, which is stopped
over the columns. The ornamental detail is nut

I novel in type, but is executed in a manner to

retain its effect, depending rather on plain sink-

ing than on siirfaco work. Tho front is farther

enlivened by ornamental iron balconies d la

Fran(;ais. Though in an old style, this deserves

to be called an original design, and is treated

with a pleasing breadth aud simplicity.

In tho western portion of Victoria-street,

buildings are at present springing up, but slowly
and separately, and in the main there is no high
average of architectural merit among them. The
most noticeable is tho building standing alone on
the north side, with the monogram, “ P. R. P.

and S.,” over the door; and the heads of a lion,

a bear, a wolf, and a ram, carved in the space
over the ground-floor windows : tho moaning of

which mysterious animals the deponent did not
gather. The building is a very good solid-looking

construction, of brick, stone, and terra-cotta,

with heavy squai'a stone pillars on the ground
story

;
brick piers are run through the two next

stories, and terra-cotta wall-diaper introduced
in the spaces between the windows. Tho heavy
bracketed cornice, abruptly stopped in the centre
under a dormer, has rather an awkward look;

bub in the main this is a very satisfactory

“front,” aud the carving, especially the conven-
tional foliage of the upper capitals, is exceedingly
good and suitable to its position. A warehouse
fronting to Earl-street, bub at present seen from
Victoria-street, in which considerable use is

made of moulded brick and terra-cotta diaper,

looks very well, has been carefully studied, and
' is worth attention. Further down on the south
side is a sample of what to avoid, in the shape
of a fearful buffi brick building, with yellow
brick dressings,—a combination odious to tho
eyes, even as regards tone, let alone design

; a
scraggy griffin aud a couple of garlands adorn
the pediment at the top, with the date, “ 1S73,”
carefully placed over, as if it would interest

posterity to know the precise year when such a
thing was erected. Next to this is a brick

building apparently prepared for cement decora-
tion ac salient points; this may prove a good
idea; the use of cement, rightly treated as a
partial decoration, is quite worth experimenting
upon more than has been clone at present. Next
comes another yellow biick affair, with white
stone dressings, and a mighty development of

keystones; aud next, again, a very “ streaky

”

building of parti-coloured brick is getting into

shape, and is faced on the opposite side by a
collection of pilasters and consoles in the ortho-

do-x manner. On the whole, things in this

neighbourhood are not very encouraging to

future architectural ]*rospeots, aud it would seem
that some at least of. the dregs of architecture

have settled at the lower extremity of Victoria-

street. There is nppareutly, however, a new
epoch just started in modern architecture, which
as yet has scarcely gob beyond tho drawing-

paper stage of development
;
but on some future

occasion tho “ Visitor ” may find his occupathm
in chronicling and characterising the develop-

ments of the Jacobean and Queen Anne styles,

which are apparently to form tho next chapter

in English niueteeuth-eentury architecture.

MACHINES AND HARDWARE IN THE
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

When the opening of the Exhibition was
noticed in the Builder of April 19th, it was
stated that a good many finishing touches still

remained to be given in certain departments,
aud more serious arrangements had yet to bo
made in others. Tho niachiuery.in-motion

department in particular was in au unready
condition, but may be said to be now in complete
working order, several important exhibits having
been added since that time, and now all that U
to bo expected in this important department may
be seen at work throughout the day, or partially

at intervals.

In Room V., western side, a powerful, beauti-

fully.niado machine, by Greerson, Ormerod, &
Co., of Manchester, has been erected to show
the working of Beaumont A Appleby’s Patent
Diamond Prospecting Machine for deep-bort

holes, capable of boring, by a “crown” studded
with eight or ten real diamonds, a hole in gratiite

1,000 ft. deep in three months
;
with two single

drills, forming part of such a set as is used in

tunnel-driving machines. Tho machine has been
shown in motion, and works very smoothly, but
its capabilities can no more be judged of, under
the circumstances, than the quality and flavour

of tho preserved meats, fruits, &c., of which
such an enormous variety is disjdayed, can be
determined from tho labels, or from examining
the outsides of the tins. Tho drill-head, liow-

ever, is to bo shown in operation, as used in

mines, quarries, and railroad-cuttings.

Harris’s Disintegrating Machines, one for

grinding flour, tho other for pulverising ores,

minerals, clays, manures, &c., cau only be shown
in operation partially’ and at intervals, an in-

superable difficulty existing in tho impractica-
bility of either conveying enough of raw material
to satisfy their rapacious maw, or of carrying
off their produce. Mr. Marsden, of Leeds,
avoids the practical difficulties just referred to

by exhibiting models, with the latest improve-
ments, of Blake’s stone-breaking and pulverising
machines. A full-sized maohino was exhibited
at the International Exhibition of last year,

which was attended, in showing it at work, with
the inconveniences named. The models now
exhibited are well made, and of sufficient size to

show clearly the working and capabilities of the
machines without producing au embarrassing
quantity of detritus.

lu the same room Tilghraau’s machines for

carrying out the sand-blast process for engraving
glass, stone, ic., by steam-power, is also at work
at intervals. In the engraving machine sheets
of almost any length can be dealt with; the

sand-blast in it is directed from above upon the
glass. In the perforating machine tho blast is

sent upwards by the action of a vacuum. lu
engraving, some beautifully delicate speciraeus,

from lace, <tc., are executed in the presence of

the visitors. In the perforating machine, roses,

stars, Maltese crosses, and a great variety of

complex geometrical designs are cutout with the

greatest rapidity and precision.

Noxt tho sand-blast macliiueis the maccaroni-

,

making machinery, which was put to work for

,

the first time on Monday week. The attendants
ai*e picturesquely dressed in the Neapolitan cos-

tume, in which white and scarlet are the pre-
vailing colours, the nether extremities of the

workmen being encased in tight-fitting buff

lacing boots, with patent leather lips. The
mill in which the dough is worked is a ponderous
machine, being a circular trough in wliich a
heavy grinding stone attached to a vertical

shaft, and itself placed vertically, revolves and
works the moistened semolina into a thoroughly
homogeneous plastic condition. The prepared
dough is then pressed through tubes, and con.
verted into pipes, after which it is dried and cut
into any length that may be desired.

The machinery of the sugar bakers and boilers,

is now in active operation, some of the rotary
and eccentric movements of tne copper paiis-

effected by very ingenious mechanical con-
trivances, prodneing motions admirably aclap'ed

for tho purposes they are designed to serve.

The same may bo said in so far as the excellence

and suitability of the machinery employed is

concerned, of the exhibits of the manipulators of
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cliocolate, coffee, cocoa, aud the makers of

aerated and soda waters, and lemonade.
The machinery and apparatus for mustard-

making of Jfessrs. S. A- J. Col man, are now in full

operation, and are, in the character of the work-
manship and materials of the fittings, the in-

gennity of the machinery, and the excellent
taste displayed in tlio eutiro erection, highly
creditable to the firm, who do not need to be
referred to any Continental exhibitors as patterns
of taste, but rather set an example to them. The
mechanical appliances employed in the sncces-
sive processes of bruisiug, pounding, sifting, &c.,

are well worth attention. The firm does not
claim or e.xercise the right to sell goods in the
building.

In Room I., west galleries, the most attractive
objects are the marvellous Jaccpiard loom of Mr.
T. Stevons, of Coventry, and his artistic pro-
ductions, which are among the highest triumphs
of textile art, and probably unequalled for the
delicacy and perfection with which they are
executed. We can conceive of collectors, biblio-
graphers, or others, of future ages, glorying in
the number and beauty of their specimens of
this department of art manufacture. Tbe great
loom was employed, when we saw it at work, in
the prodnetion of sashes, of rich and elaborate
design, that required the use of no fewer than
16.000 cards

!

Among the specialties in the present Exliibi-
rion, the cooking-stoves, and other culinary
utensils, of which there is a large show and n
j'reat variety exhibited, are well worth careful
inspection. Mr. Sidney Leoiii, who makes an
extensive display, publishes a very important
letter, in fac simUc, from Mr. Nixon, Ilouse
•Governor and Secretary of the London Hospital,
who testifies that the saving from a year’s work-
iiig of Mr. Leoni’s cooking arrangements at
ilie hospital was 10,000 lb. of meat, and about
58.000 cubic feet of gas, together about
3131. 123. This was in the first year of its nse,
in the second year, the 1872-73, the saving has
amounted to 5001. Several practical demon-
drations have been given of the capabilities of
the family kitchener. In twenty minutes, and
with a consumption of 12 ft. of gas, a breakfast
was prepared for five adults and three chil-
dren. It consisted of two pints of coffee, 1 pint of
lea,

J- lb. of bacon, J lb. of oatmeal for porridge,
and six rounds of toast. In one hour and a half,
with an expenditure of -IS ft. of gas, a dinner
M'as cooked for twelve adults and three children.
It consisted of 6 lb. leg of mutton, -I lb. sirloin
of beef, 5 lb. potatoes, (3 largo cauliflowers, and
2 large fruit-pies. To 100 ft. of ordinary gas,
from 33 to -W parts of uir are added by the pro-
cess : reflectors are also emj)loyed to take the
utmost value out of the heat evolved. In the
same class Messrs. Billings & Co., of Hatton,
garden, have a variety of cleverly-contrived,
well-made cooking-stoves for roasting, baking,
boiling, grilling, and toasting. From a stove,
36 iij. by 18 in., with a hot-plate, 22 in. by 16 in.,

the following results have been obtained :—

A

joint weighing 0 lb., a large family jyie, two
ducks, two sorts of vegetables, fish and soup,
li-avc been cor>k*-d in t.vo hours, with a consump-
tion of -10 fc. of gas, cobtin:; from l^-d. to 2id.,
according to the rate per 1,000. J. Wright, of
D-irminghiun, also shows a number of excellent
round and square gas-cooking stoves for use,
with atmospheric gas and atmospheric burners.
Mr. Wright has nl.so numerous other useful con-
trivances for culinary operations of different
kinds. Among oiher exhibits of stoves and
ranges, is a very good display of handsome
stoves, heated by coal or wood, by Messrs. Mur-
dock & Co., of Cannon-street; the Treasure
Range, by T. Constantine, of Kingaland, in
which coal seems to bo economised to an im-
portant extent; and ^llessrs. Bailey’s, of Hol-
born, compact, ciieap, and useful cottagers’
stoves. Among the more imposing exhibits, in

Room XXIII. well worth attention are,—the
superior improved ranges of Brown & Green, of
Bishopsgate-street; tlie cooking apparatus of
Benhara & Sons, of Wiginore-street

; and of
Edwards it Son, Great i^Iarlborongh-street

; the
Eclipse Range of T. Nock, Birmingham

;
the

Devon Tor Range of J. W. Gray, Torquay
;
and

the Worcester Range of Messrs. Jones & Rowe

;

with numerous others, of which limited space
prevents mention.

If Room X.'CIir., with its appliances ft)r cook-
ing, marks, as it does, great progress, during the
hist quarter of a ceutiu'y, the evidence of pro-
gress iL the East and l\est Quadrants is no less
marked, and impresses the visit a- with a sense
of the magnitude aud importance ofnew branches ‘

of industjy that have sprung into existence
during that period. In the West Quadrant, the
Exhibition may be said to commence with Pro-
fessor Frankland's valuable illustrations of the
ingredients contained in water taken from various
sources of supply, and his illustrations of adultera-
tions of food, that are worth fuller comment than
can now be devoted to them. The exhibits of
preserved meats, fish, poultry, soup, fruits,

vegetables, Ac., are quite bewildering iu number
and variety. The number of exhibitors is also
large, and, curiously it may seem, some of the
largest exhibi'oi's hail from Scotland, and even
from as far north as Aberdeen.

Passing on to the Albert Hall, it will be found
that, in the interesting display of steel and
cutlery goods, that part of the E.xhibition has
been finished by the filling up of the cases and
the wall-space appropriated to Mr. Wra. Mitchell,
the eminent pen-maker of Birmingham and
London. There the visitor is again reminded of
a distinct aud new industry that has sprung
into existence in the lifetime of the present
generation. Mr. Mitchell’s exhibits show steel

pens of numerous kinds in all stages of progress,
from the crude steel to the polished, finished pen.
The case containing examples of the various sorts
of pens has about 100 varieties, varied alike iu

price, shape, and capability,—one or other fit,

and more than fit, to execute any kind of cali-

graphy that was ever done by either the best-
dressed and finest-pointed crow-quill or by the
most flexible barrel ever taken from a svvan’s
wing. The well-known Perry, and a firm from
Boulogne, make also good displays of steel pens
of various kinds.

In this room the trophy of the Husquarna
Small Arms Manufacturing Company, Jonkoping,
Sweden, is well worth attention, as an excellent
piece of cabinet-work,— excellent alike in design,
material, and workmanship. The collection of
swords, as used in every branch of the service,

of chain-armour, Ac., by Messrs. Wilkinson &
Son, of Pall-mall, commands attention, as do also
the swords, lances, javelins, fencing-foils, Ac.,
displayed by Messrs. Mole A Sons, of Birmingham.

In locks, keys, and safes, Chubb A Son are
conspicuous for the exquisite beauty of the
workmanship shown. Messrs. Hobbs, Hart, A
Co. and Mr. S. Chatwood also make good displays
of their work. Messrs. Spear A Jackman, of
Sheffield, have a case and space so filled with
saws, files, edged tools, agricultural, horticultural,
engineers’, smiths’, aud mining tools, as to gratify
a degree of interest in their inspection far
beyond what is likely to be awakened by the
catalogue entry. Messrs. Unwin A Rodgers, of
Sheffield, hold their own, which is saying a good
deal, in the fine display they make of table
cutlery, armour, dirks, and knives of all sorts.

Messrs. Howell A Co., of Sheffield, show well in
files, in “homogeneous” cast steel for boilers,

tubes, circular cutters, Ac. W. Gilpin, sen., A
Co., of Cannock, Staffordshire, have an admirable
display of beautifully-finished garden tooD,
choppers, augers, hatchets, axes, adzes, with
other carpenters’, shipwrights’, masons’, plate-
layers’, aud other tools. Although a prominent
aud excellent display, we do not find Messrs.
Gilpin’s exhibits entered in onr edition of the
official catalogue. Messrs. Pearce, and Messrs.
Taylor, Brothers, of Sheffield, have each admirable
displays of files, the latter firm showing saws
also, and machine and other knives. Messrs.
Stevenson, Mawhood, A Co., of Sheffield, are
great in joiners' tools, in mortising irons, gouges,
chisels, Ac., with smiths’ and other tools, very
artistically prepared and arranged, aud formino-
groups of really beautiful as well as useful
objects.

Time would fail to tell of all tlje effective dis-

])l.ays made in this department, chiefly by
London, Sheffield, and Redditch firms. Kirby,
Beard, A Co. show largely in fish-hooks, har-
poons, and needles of various kinds, and some
exquisitely beautiful needle-cases. W. Bartlett
A Sons, of Redditch, show a great variety of
hooks, harpoons, eel and trout spears, and
needles, of almost all sorts. Thos. Newton, of
Walsall, takes the lead in his display of bridle-

bits, stirrups, bridoons, spurs, curbs, and what
may be called equestrian cutlery, or metal fui’-

niture. Messrs. Mappin A Webb show a variety
of good cutlery for domestic and private use

;

and Mr. J. Neal, of Edgwaro-road, makes an
Qxci'llent display of table-cutlery, spurs, Ac.

Whatever may be asserted of other departments
'Of the Exhibition of 1873, it may not bo said
with truth,—so we feel,—that the exhibition of
steel and cutlery is a failure, or that tbe depart-
ment is feebly or inadequately represented.

THE THEATRE IN THE ALEXANDRA
PALACE.

The stage for dramatic and operatic perform-
ances, which is situated in the north-east tran-
sept, is of very large proportions. It is 60 ft. in
depth, while its extreme width is 85 ft. The
proscenium-opening is 36 ft. in width by 37 ft.

in height.

Above the stage are the flies, consisting of
two tiers, and above them again is the grid-
iron floor, from which are worked the varions
cloths, borders, gas-battens, Ac., used in the
different representations. The height from the
stage-level to the gridiron.floor above is 77 ft.,

and the extreme height to roof 90 ft.

A spiral iron staircase, 5 ft. in diameter, com-
municates from scene-dock to upper flies, afford-

ing the quickest possible access to all the
working machinery of stage and barrel-Ioft, aa
also for the development of large transforma-
tion and other scenic effects.

Beneath the stage is a large cellar, capable of
receiving the heaviest sot scenes that may be
required. The depth is 22 ft., and, in connexion
with the machinery for the requisite working of
the stage, it may be noticed that for its safe
working, and in order to prevent accidents
by persons falling through the stage when
the traps are opeuing, what is termed a “lock-
iron,” the invention of Mr. Walford Grieve, has
for the first time been introduced. For this

invention, and for some other contrivances in

connexion with the same, Mr. Walford Griere
has obtained a patent.

Great caro has been taken that the stage of
this theatre should be unexceptionable. In order
to arrive at this result, the machinery and appli-

ances of theatres, not only in England, bat on
the Continent, have been studied and examined.
The consequence is that there are many features
in this part of tbe building which have not been
seen before in this country, aud the whole
economy of the scenic art will here be carried
out, it may be hoped, without that confusion,
noise, and delay which so disfigure the drama,
even in many of our principal theatres.

The dressing-rooms, wardrobe, lavatories, and
other conveniences, are situated at the rear of
the stage, from which they are divided by a par-
tition wall and corridor extending across the
entire width. They consist of basement, ground
floor, and story above, approached by spacious
staircases, the number aud size of the apart-
ments on each floor being uniform.
The front of the stage on each side of the

proscenium has been handsomely decorated.
Ornamental pilasters and mouldings, with carved
capitals, from which spring an archway extending
over the proscenium, and which is filled by a large
painting executed by Mr. J. Absolon, of the So-
ciety ofPainters in Water Colours. The designs for
the modelled ornamentations and coloured deco-
ration have been supplied by the architects of
the Palace themselves.
The auditorium space in connexion with the

theatre will be that portion of the main avenue
immediately in front, with the south-east tran-
sept opposite, thus forming one huge parteixe
for spectators, with reserved stalls situated
directly behind the orchestra, which is slightly

sunk below the ground floor of the theatre, doing
away with the usual obstructions to the view of
the audience. The galleries immediately adjoin-
ing will also be thrown into the theatre. Wliile
the theatrical performances ai'e taking place,
the theatre will be screened off from the rest of
the Palace, aud during the afternoon perform-
ances it will be darkened by an ingenions con-
trivance, thus allowing the various scenes to

have their full effect.

The whole of the drawings for the construc-
tion of the stage have been supplied by Messrs.
Thomas Grieve A Son, and the works have been
carried out under the personal snperintcudence
of Mr. Walford Grieve. The theatre has been
stocked with scenery quite sufficient for all

general purposes, and which has been painted
by Messrs. Grieve A Son.
The opening of the Palace is fixed for the

21th inst.

The Frescoes in the Royal Gallery.—In
answer to Viscount Hardinge, in the House of

Lords, tbe Duke of St. Alban’s said that a report

on the state of the frescoes had not yet been
received from Mr. Abel. That gentleman was
testing Mr. Wright's process, which would neces-
sarity take time. As soon as the report was
received it would be laid before their lordships.
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THE MIDLAND HOTEL, ST. PANGEAS.

Tfi.\T portion of tlis costly Gothic atructurf

in tho Eustoo-road known as the Midland

Grand Hotel, which has been in coin-se of

erection for some years past, and which i.s

from the designs of Sir Gilbert Scott, has

been opened, as wo have said, for business.

The architectural character externally of thi.s

building is well known, and has already been

.described. It is the eastern portion only which

was opened, but this alone contains between
250 and 300 apartments, including ladies’ and
.gentlemen’s coffee and reception rooms, dining-

rooms, billiard and smoking rooms, and private

sitting-rooms and bedrooms. The principal

dining-rooms, coffee-rooms, and other public

rooms will be in the western portion of tho

bnilding, now in course of erection, and when
this is completed this hotel will be one of the

iargosb of its kind in the United Kingdom, and
have accommodation for upwards of 800 visitors.

The wisdom or otherwise of tho expenditure

incurred we will not now discuss. The interior

of the structure partakes of the same strictly

Gotliic character which distinguishes the exte-

rior. This is specially observable in tho spacious

corridors, upwards of 330 ft. in length, which
run the whole length of the hotel on the several

floors. These several corridors contain hand-
somely-sculptured arcades, with marble columns.

The sides of the floors of the corridors arc laid

with encaustic tiles in rich and varied colours

and patterns, and the ceiling of the first-floor

•corridor is richly decorated in panels on a pale

blue ground iu gold and varied colours. The
-whole of the interior is most elaborately and
lavishly decorated, apparently without the

eiightest regard to cost. Tho spacious and
massive staircases, of which there are throe in

number, are not the least striking in tbeir struc-

tural arrangements as well as in their decora-

tive and ornamental character. All these several

staircases are painted and enriched. They are

all open to tho top of the building. A descrip-

tion of the principal circnl.ar staircase iu the centre

of the bnilding will apply to the other two so

far as regards both their structural features and
ornamentation. Tho area of this staircase is

20 ft. by 15 ft., and on tho first-floor landing

there are two circular marble columns, with

bold capitals, from wliich spring three massive

arches in Portland stone, whilst on the floor

above there are also open Gothic arches springing

from blue and Devonshire marble columns, and

in their general character being uniform with

the columns on the first-floor landing. Around
an ornamental lantern-light over tho staircase

•at the top of the building there is n richly,

painted and gilt ceiling, and in angular compart-

monts, with the figures of gri^ffins at each angle.

The whole of the rooms, on tho first-floor move
especially, are luxuriously decorated and fiuislicd,

but the principal state-room, as it is designated,

otherwise the ladies’ large coffee-room, must
•specially bo noticed as tho most gorgeous apart-

ment in tho entire building. This splendid

apartment is divided in tho centre by two orna-

mental metal and gilt arches springing from
double marble columns, surmounted by richly-

gilt capitals. On each side of the columns are

Gothic canopies svipporting allegorical painted

figures, representing music, poetry, and the

cha^e. The walls are decorated witli dark green

tapestry, with enrichments iu gold and red

diaper. Tho ceiling is divided iuto geometric

combinations of a circular form, and tho gilding

and docorations^ave on a pale blue background.

Tbo Indies’ small coffee room, or reception room,
adjoining tlie last-named apartment, is also mo.st

luxuriously decorated, the walls being enriched

with ornamental woodwork, gilt and relieved in

varied coUmrs. The ceiling is painted in ara.

besqne, with figures representing the seosons.

It is unnecessary to say more of the rest of the

apartments in the hotel, than that tliey areal!

very highly decorated.

The contractors for the building are Messrs

Jackson &, Shaw; the decorations, of which wi-

havo spoken, have been executed by Mr. Frederick

Sang. The cost of the building, when fioished.

is set down at something more than 300,0001.

irrespective of the furnishing, which, it is said,

will amount to about 100,0001. more. It is-

'confidently stated, however, that practically

tho Gunipany will obtain a fair return on tbif-

large outlay by tho rentals of vaults and other

premises on the site originally purchased by
them in Somers - town. This, however, i:

yet to be seen. It is understood that, ii

the first instance, they purchased the site anu

property at a comparatively low figure, a con-

siderable portion of it consisting of back land

and inferior street cottages ; and that the new
thoroughfares which they have constructed in

the neighbourhood, and the large and spacious

vaults uuder the whole of the station area which

they have erected, have for some years been pro-

ducing a very large annual rental, thus con.

tributing towards the erection and completion of

the building which has been inaugurated.

THE HOUSE OF THE LATE THOMAS
HOPE.

A niiiEF forgetfulness led, in tho araclo

in our last number, on “ The Marylebone
Squares,” to the error of reckoning Thomas
Hope, the author of •“ Anostasius,” among the

celebrated inhabitants of Cavendish - square.

The house (now divided) at the corner of

that square and of Harley-stroet, occupied

during the last century by tho Princess Amelia,

and in tho present one by Mr. Watson Taylor

and Marshal Beresforrl, wa-s, during .an interme-

diate period, tho property of his kinsman, Mr.

Henry Hope, also belonging to that branch of

the Scotch family of Hope which settled at

Amsterdam in the earlier part of the seventeenth
century. Hence the mistake. Mr. Thomas
Hope’s own house, however, stood within a
stone’s throw. It was a large mansion, entre

cour et ./Wdiii, facing Duchess, Mimsfiold, and
Queen Anue streets, originally built during the

last century on a fireproof plan by a Countess
of Warwick. Afterwards it wasonlarg-d witli

picture and sculpture galleries by Mr. Hope
at the beginning of tho present one, and by its

contents became a veritable mnsGum; while its

fittings and furniture,—designed by its owner in

tho revived Classical style, of which lio was
then tho devoted votary,—were tho first formal

protest in recent ages in javour of tlie application

of art to domestic use. This mansion has long

been replaced by small, common.place street-

houses, and its memory cliicfly survives in its

proprietor’s suniptaous folio on •’ Household Fur-

niture and Internal Decoration,” iu which it

is described and figured in illustration of the

principles of industrial art.

THE GOVERNMENT AND
IMPROVED DWELLINGS FOR THE

INDUSTRIAL CLASSES.
The adjourned discussion, before the Special

Dwellings Committee of tho Charity Organisa-

tion Society, of the resolutions proposed by Mr.

Ston-, with respect to the Government being

called upon to uudertivke tho erection of dwell-

ings for the industrial classes, was resumed on

Wednesday last, Lord Napier in the chair.*

The discussion wae renewed by Dr. Liddell

who stated in the outset that he could not agree

with tho resolutions of Mr. Storr. A Board of

Commissioners, appointed ns suggested by the

resolutions, ivould nob obtain the confidence of

the ratepayers, and he was convinced that no

Goverumeiib whatever would undertake the for-

mation of such a commission. He contended

that tho required work was altogether for local

Boards and private and beneficent enterprise.

But he was of opinion that the Legislature

might advautiigeously bo called upon to bring

into existenoo an additional sanitary power with

reference to the demolition of uninliabitable

houses. The several private associations had
doQC much in tho birilding of improved dwell-

ings, bub they had done nnthiog as regarded the

removal of houses not fit to live in ;
and ho held

ohafc tho Legislature might fairly be asked to

liive further powers to local and other Boards
for this purpose. With reference to the con-

demnation of nninhabitahlo dwellings, too much
power was now centred in the hands of the

medical officer of licalth of a district, who had n

disinclination to condemn houses totally unfit fur

tinman habitation, for fear, on the one hand, of

>,dving offence to the ratepayers, and, on the

other, of doming into collision with the local

Boards themselves, who in many cases placed

themselves iu opposition to the views of tin

•nrdical officer. What was, therefore, wanted,

-vas the constitution of a central Board ol

Health, whose aid shonld bo called in in the

ases of houses not fib to live in, and the re-

huildiug of better dwellings. It was true that

* The resolutions, tosT-ther with the discussion upen!

them, cippeared in the Guilder of Saturday last.

wo had already the Local Government Board
and the Metropolitan Board of Works, but

neither the one body nor the other had powers
at present of dealing with the subject. His
proposal was that the Metropolitan Board of

Works should be armed with the same powers
as to tho demolition and reconstruction of

dwellings as the guardians and local bodies, and
that one or more medical officers of health

shonld be appointed, who shall give their assist-

ance to the existing medical officers, and that

tho medical officers to be so appointed should be
constituted a court of appeal.

Tho Rev. Mr. Denton was opposed to Mr.
StoiT’s motion, on the ground that it would lead

the community to rely upon the Government
rather than upon themselves. He attributed

ono of the evils under which the industrial

classes in the metropolis were suffering to

the demolition of their dwclliugs and ovei’-

crowding, to the evasion of a standing order of

the House of Lords, that in all railway and
other Bills of a like character, the promoters
should state the exact number of houses and
persons they intended to displace within a given

area. Tho reason why so many of the poor had
been removed and rendered houseless by public

works within tho metropolis, without the slightest

compensation, was, that they had no rights in,

their holdings like leaseholders. It was worthy
of remark that railway companies in the metro-

polis avoided, as a rule, going through the pro-

pevty of those who were entitled to compensa-
tion, and carried their lines, oven by a Circuitous

route, through districts in which the poor re-

aided, who were thus turned out without the

slightest oonipeusation. Ho strongly urged tho

importance of tho standing orders of Parliament

being complied with, and of railway companies
boirig compelled, even at the threshold, to declare

in all their Bills for new works, tho number of

houses which they proposed to remove, and the

number of persons they intended to di.spossess.

The Rev. R. J. Simpson was under the impres-

sion that in tho face of existing evils as to

housing the industrial classes, it was nowise any
lunger to leave the subject in the hands of local

Boards and private assoeiationB, and that some
such resolutions as those proposed by Mr. Storr,

asking the Government to interpose, were highly

desirable.

Dr. Greenlull suggested that Mr. Storr’s

object would be attained by tho Legislature ex-

tending the borrowing powers of existing build-

ing aasociiitionp, accompanied also by their

being armed with compulsory powers to pur-

chase and take down inferior property, and
build new dwellings for the industrial classes.

He moved an amendment to that effort.

Mr. Freeman, member of the Metropnlitau

Board of Work.'=, forcibly urged the desirability

of some great central authorify being constituted

iu the metropolis for the carrying out of the

required work. Tho Metropolitan Board of

Works had not power to grapple with tho evil.

The Corporation of Loudon ought to open its

arms, and lio saw no remedy but in legis ativo

sanction being given toacomprehensive measure
appointing a gTcat central authority, with

corporate and municipal powers over the entire

metropolis. Liverpool, Manchester, Glasgow,

and other groat comniunities had already these

powers, and he did nob see why the metropolis

should not have them also.

After some further discussion the chairman

said he was strongly in favour of Mr. Storr’s

resolutions, that the Government should be
oalled upon to take action; fur the evil,

which had been clearly laid before tlicra, was
beyond tlie power of local bodies or private

offurts to remedy. There could be no doubt that

Bomo snch great central miniicipality as sug-

gested by Mr. Freeman was desirable; but wliab

security had they that such a ceutrnl metropo-

litan municipality would obtain Parliamentary

sanction witliin a reasonable period ? And in

the mean time immediate action and some tem-

porary measure were necessary, and he looked

upon the Government appointment of Co'i.mis-

siuners, as proposed by Mr. Storr, to be highly

desirable.

Mr. Kaye Shuttleworth, M.P., was strongly

opposed to Mr. Storr’s resohitioiir!, which he was
sure Parliament would mver sunction, and he
(Mr. Shuttleworth), as a member of Parliament,

would never vote for any such measure as tho

resolutions iudicated. It had been suggested

that the Government were not prepared to deal

with the reform of tho municipality of the

metropolis; but he had only to refer them to

be speech of Mr. Gladstone the night previously



to shov7 them that the Government were pre-

pared to deal with thia great London question,

and he advised the commitlee, before coming to

a decision on the resolutions, to defer it until a
deputation which was about to wait upon Mr.

Bruce on the question of a reform in the munici-

palitv, on Saturday, had heard the Home Secre-

tary’s statement.

A conversation of some length followed, and
ultimately Mr. Storr consented to adjourn the

discussion of bis resolutions, as suggested by Mr.
Kaye Shuttleworth

;
and in compliance with a

request from the committee, the Chairman con-

sented to accompany the deputation to the

Home Secretary on Saturday (this day), and
communicate to Mr. Bruce what had taken
place before the committee during the discus-

sion of this question.

Before the meeting broke up, the following
resolution, moved by Mr. Bosanquet, and
seconded by Mr. Storr, was unanimously car-

ried :
—“ That it is desirable, in the interests of

the labouring classes, that extensive improve-
ments, such as have been carried out io other
cities under local improvement Acts, should be
made in London.”

SCHOOL BOARDS.
Dnjjield.—Mr. Henry Adamson, tlie clerk of

tho works at the new schools, attended, and
reported that the contractor for the bricklayer’s

work was not doing his work satisfactorily. He
was not building the corners and angles solid,

according to the specifications, but was leaving
them hollow. He had remonstrated, but to no
effect. This had been going on for three weeks.
He stated that Mr. Gage, the bricklayer, said he
had been told by Mr. Crouch, an architect, that
if he left the angles hollow the Educational
Board would not find fault. He had deferred
communicating with the architect in order to

save expense. Tho chairman advised him to

communicate with the architect immediately-,

and lay a full statemeut of the case before him.
Leeds .—The new schools which the Board

propose to build on Saville-greeii, and the plans
for which were approved, will comprise two
departments, viz,, one for boys and girls

(mixed), and the other for infauts. The entire

accommodation will be for 469 children. The
plan is in the form of the letter with prin-
cipal infants’ school.room, 50 ft. by 26 ft., and
three class-rooms, fitted up with galleries and
desks

;
[and boys and girls’ school, 50 ft. by

30 fb., and three class-rooms. Separate entrances
will be provided for boys, girls, and infants, aud
each entrance will be fitted up with lavatories.

Each department will have a covered playground,
with out-offices, tho latter being fitted up with
Moulc’s patent earth-closets. There will also be
largo playgrounds at the front, and at the back
will be yards. The building material will be
red brick, with stone dressings and moulded
brick strings and labels. The several gables and
tympana arches will be filled in with patent
brickwork. The roofs will have framed prin-

cipals, with curbed braces and hainmer-heams
ceiled on the upper aide of tho collar, aud
covered externally with dark Westmoreland
slates. The building will be lighted with sash-

windows, tilled in with Hartley’s fluted plate

glass. The walls around the schools and class-

rooms will bo boarded to a height of 4 ft. 6 in.,

and will have a moulded top-rail. Ventilation

will be secured by means of flues running up
alongside the amoke-flues in the chimney-shafts.
There will also be air-trunks running trans-

versely across the several rooms, with valved
openings, and communicating exteraally by
means of gablets, filled in with louvre boarding.
The whole of the site will be enclosed in

boundary-walls and palisading, with entrance-
gates to each department. The plans are by
Mr. Adams (of Messrs. Adams & Kelly’s), archi-

tect to the Board.
Leicester .—The clerk said he had received the

specifications for the Elbow-lane Schools from
Mr. Tait, and he wished the Board to give him
authority to advertise for tenders.—Mr. Barra
moved that the matter stand over for the pre-
sent, on these grounds, that the Board had not
taken any steps to fill the present schools. There
evidently required a school for the North Bridge
District, but as to the school in Elbow-lane, be
bad a doubt as to its ever being filled at all.

—

Tho chairman observed that in looking over the
School Board Chronicle he found, to bis sm-prise,
that the schools which the London School Board
were building did not exceed in cost those which
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were being built in Leicester. They seemed to

run parallel, or, if anything, a trifle lower, aud
he was astonished that such should be the case.

If in London they could build at the same cost

as they were doing in Leicester, he thought that

Leicester ought to be somewhat lower. Ho did

not think it was tho fault of tho builders, but it

was possible that their designs might require a
little closer looking into.—Mr. Barrs said the
secret of the matter was this,—the specifications

were laid on the table, aud not gone into before
the committee at all. In the present instance,

there were twenty pages of matter, and they
slipped through them in ten minutes.—The Rev.
A. A. Isaacs said the whole matter had been
before the architects’ committee, aud fully gone
into.—The motion was then put aud carried.

FALL OF A FACTORY CHIMNEY IN
OLDHAM.

An accident, unfortunately attended with loss

of life, has occurred at the new works of Jlessrs.

Abraham Stott & Son, Osborn Mills, off Foather-
stall.road, Oldham. In connexion with this mill

a large chimney 165 ft. high had been built, but
it was found necessary to straighten the pile,

which leaned considerably over on one side.

The owners therefore entered into a contract
with two brothers named Gradwell, who were
chimney-buiklers living at Newton Heath, to

“saw” the chimney. Mr. Stott, on observing
the two men at work, saw that, instead ofmerely
sawing out some of the mortar, a whole course of

bricks had been taken out, and one of the men
was on a scaffold about a third of the distance
from tho ground engaged in this work. The
owner at once remonstrated with the other man,
but he declared the one plan to be as safe as the
other, and took Mr. Stott to a rising ground to

observe the safety, when, as if in ridicule of his

assertion, the whole chimney toppled bodily over,

except about 30 ft. at tho base, and the poor
fellow on the scaffold was buried under thousands
of bricks. Adjacent to the chimney was the
boiler-house, a large new building, and a portion
of the bricks falling on this, it is now a complete
wreck. It was some time before the workman’s
body was recovered. The chimney was a
“cavity” chimney, aud was seven bricks thick
at the bottom. The cavity was thirty yards
high and a yai’d in thickness. The chimney
was 16 ft. in diameter at the^base and 7 ft. 6 in.

at the top.

An inquest was held, and, according to the
evidence adduced, tho deceased and his brother
had persisted in doing the work by cutting a
hole in the side of the chimney, where the bend
was most marked, and removing a layer of bricks
on the highest side, temporarily supplying its

place with a series of wedges of wood and iron.

In this way they had sapped the whole of the

ni>per two-thirds of the erection. Mr. E.
Whittaker, a builder and contractor of great
experience, gave it as his opinion that the
chimney was built on sound principles hut in a
faulty manner. The material, too, was decidedly
inferior, the bricks being many of them soft and
the mortar improperly mixed, consisting too
largely of sand. The fall of the chimney he
attributed solely to the conduct of the men them-
selves in cutting so large an aperture through
the brickwork, and removing a course of bricks,

perfectly needlessly.

After hearing this evidence, the jury intimated
that they were satisfied, and returned a verdict
that the “ Deceased was accidentally killed by
the fall of a mill chimney.”

A NEW CHURCH AT LORDSHIP LANE,
DULWICH.

On Thursday, Isb inst., the memorial-stone of

a large and handsome new church now in course
of erection in Lordship-lane, Dulwich, was laid,

with much ceremony, by Mr. Richard Thornton,
of Sydenham-hiil, in the presence of a very
numerous body of spectators. Mr. C. Barry is

the architect for the building, which, in its

architectural features, is Gothic. The materials
used in the erection of the edifice are, externally,

white patent brick, with Kentish rag stone for

facings and dressings, the walls of tho interior

being faced with ornamental and varied coloured
bricks, arranged in different patterns. The
church, when completed, will consist of a
chancel, organ-chamber, and vestries, together

with nave and aisles, with a tower and spire

172 ft. in height. The church will have an open
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roof, the interior being of pine, stained and f

varnished, and the exterior of ornamental I

coloured slate. There will be prominent columns
i

ill the chancel, consisting of rouge royal marble,,
l

whilst the walls of the nave and other parts of i

tho interior will be ornamented with Pither’s ‘i

patent bricks. The seats (which are to bo open),. 'I

stalls, and general interior fittings are intended i:

to be in harmony with the architectural character i;

of the building, and there is also to he an clabo-
:ii

ratcly-carved pulpit in Caen stone, ornamented '!

by marble columns and capitals. The total li

length of the church, when finished, will be i||

120 ft., but it is nob intended to complete the i!

whole at once, the present contract comprising U

tho erection of the chancel, organ-chamber, por- i)(

tion of tho tower, aud the principal part of the i

nave, and the west end will be temporari^
dosed by brickwork. The builders are Messrs i

Downs, of Union. street, Borough, aud thei
amount of their present contract is 7,8001.

At the close of the ceremony, Mr. Thornton,
who had laid the memorial-stone, and who tukeai
a deep interest in the building, gave a banquet
at his residence, the Hoo, Sydenham-hiil, the
company numbering upwards of 200. Mr. Barry^
the architect, was amongst the guests on the
occasion, and, referring to the pulpit, stated that

i

he should be disappointed if the church were not
provided with a handsome one. The cost of such
a pulpit as he contemplated would be about 60?.,

half of which sum he would give himself, pro-
vided a gentleman coold be found to give the
other half. Upon this, Mr. Crocker, a gentleman
present, signified his intention of sharing the
cost of tho pulpit with Mr. Barry. During the
festive proceedings, a contribution of a thousand <

guineas was announced fi'om Mr. and Sirs. •

Thornton, and tho amount towards the object
subscribed during tho day was 1,500Z.

A DESERVED TESTIMONIAL.
Mu.MARSn.\LLFo\VLi;R, whowill ill a few days-

complete his eighty-fourth year, has been ati i

active magistrate for the North Riding of the '

county of York for forty-five years, and chair- '

man of the petty sessions of that district since !

its formation. He has been a magistrate of the :

county of Durham, and chairman of the Stockton :

bench for thirty.five years. He has been chair-

man of the Board of guardians of the Stockton
Union, including the large town of Middlee-
bix)ugb, for thirty.five years. He has been
Admiralty Commissioner of the river Tees since ;

it was formed. He has been an acting trustee ;

of the Stockton Savings Bank for fifty years, '

and chairman for the last twenty years. He has :

presided over various other Boards and trusts =

with the utmost regularity, and given his :

gratuitous services and benevolence to every
local institution for the public good, and has been :

the unwavering friend and unvarying counsellor •.

of rich and poor over three-score years past. Ho
has fought a hard fight against the causes of

disease, crime, and intemperance. His purse,
,

like bis breast, has been open to the calls of i

distress, and he has blushed to hear his good I

deeds recoguised.

Tho time has now come for his northern friends •

and admirers to perform an act that might more ;i

properly have been relegated to tho Crown, and li

before this good old English squire is gathered 1

to his forefathers the Durham and Yorkshire- :!

men, rich and poor, have determined to recognise t

the merits of their friend by a public testimonial, ,

aud Marshall Fowler has agreed to it, on con- •

dition that tho subscriptions shall be devoted to •

the building of a wing of the new Stockton .

Hospital. The Marquis of Londonderry and I

Mr. Farres have each put down 100 guineas, and ,j

large sums are being added daily. The miners, ^
tradesmen, and artizans will supplement the- >»

testimonial offering, so that this good old English t

gentleman’s wish to add a wing to the hospital »

shall be carried out in hie lifetime.

Institution of Surveyors.—At the ordinary •

general meeting, held on Monday, May 5th, a

paper was read by Mr. W. Hope, entitled
“ Sewage Farming.” A discussion ensued upon i

Mr. Hope’s paper, and upon that read by Mr. .

Menzies at the last meeting, entitled “Arterial
Drainage Works, Water Supply, aud Sewage '

Drainage Works executed at Windsor.” After '

a long debate, the discussion was adjourned to •

the next meeting. A vote of thanks was unanf- •

mously given to Mr. Hope for his paper.
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i: THE PRESENT POSITION OP GOTHIC
ARCHITECTURE.*

I It mast be a matter of a very considerable

•diflaoulty for those engaged in a combat to form

'• <L clear perception of what its ultimate issue will

be. The circumstances of the case, the din and

i excitement of the battle, are altogether opposed

('•to any calm and collected exercise of the judg-

( ment. In like manner it is difficult for archi-

ij tects practising at the present day, amid the

i.confnaion caused by many rival styles and

schools, to predict with any degree of certainty

t( which of the antagonists will come off victorious

in the strife.

It is ono thing to assert that the particular

style of our adoption is sure to become the archi-

tecture of the future : it is quite another to

stand aside from the throng and then calmly

and dispassionately mark the course of each of

the various streams of thought that are flowing

past us, to estimate accurately the relative

strength of each so as to arrive at a sound judg-

ment as to wliich is destined to become the main
•rivei’, absorbing the rest, and making their

watei'S contribute to swell its own mighty

current. This is no easy thing to accomplish

;

but it behoves us now and then to make the

attempt, so that we may ascertain whether we
are pursuing the true path of progress.

After describing the principal circumstances

which have been the means of moulding a

revived architecture, and of bringing it to its

present state of development, the writer con-

tinned,

—

Other minor causes have been at work, but I am
compelled to leave them unnoticed, and to turn

to the more immediate consideration of our sub-

ject. The important question will here naturally

suggest itself : has our revived Gothic realised

in any great degree the high hopes and bright

anticipations which in its earlier days were
formed of it ? Is it in a fair way of becoming
in due time our national architecture of the future,

afit exponent ofthe expansive culture of this nine-

teenth century ? This is the great question, but

it is one which there appears to me to be much
difficulty iu answering decisively.

There can be no doubt but that tbo confluent

streams which have joined the main river of our

English Gothic, have materially deflected its

original current, and given to it a direction

which its earliat advocates neither intended nor

•foresaw. It is by no means certain, however,
that this strange mixture of styles is a necessa-

rily evil thing for tho future of our art. Many
noble lessons, and many fresh and exquisite

combinations of form may be drawn from the

magnificent examples of Pointed architecture

with which most portions of the Contineut

abound. It would be folly to reject these, and to

confine our studies to our own insular type of

Gothic. Such a course, even if pi-aoticable,

wonld prove fatal by its exclusiveness.

But if the prevailing system of eclecticism in

architecture has its uses, it has also its abuses,

and it must be confessed that the latter are

snaking themselves very apparent just now.
The frequent and capricious changes which liave

characterised Gothic work of lato years do not
augnr well for its future supremacy. We see

on all sides a restless craving for novelty and
sensation. New phases appear quickly upon the
scene, live their little day, and are then cast

aside for no better reason, apparently, than to

make room for something more fresh and
striking.

Our very advantages are apt to become a

I

.snare to us. Modern science has placed the

I
art-treasures of the world before ns, and, like

1
children, we turn from one beautiful plaything
to another, unable to be content with either.

Tho fact is, as it appears to me, architecture

is in great danger of becoming merely a thing of

.fashion and caprice, much in the same way as

millinery is. Unfortunately, the results are

widely different. Our creations will survive the

transient fashion of the day, and will, if designed

upon no higher principles, remain only as menu-
ments of the rage or folly which happened to

obtain at some particular date. If our ai’chitec-

•ture aspires to something more noble than this,

it must rest on a more enduring foundation. It

mast be founded on, and must express in its

features, the immutable prinoiplos of truth,

fitness, and beauty, if it is ever to become a
living art to us in the same deep sense that both
Greek and Jledimval art were to their founders.

• From a paper read by Mr. W. M. Mitcbell, at a meet-
inc of the Architectural AsBoeiation of Irelaud, April
21th, 1873.

PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS.
Continuing our notice of works exhibited by

the two societies, we would add to our observa-
tions in the Old Gallery that Mr. P. Walker
contributes a very choice little study of what
must be a choice nook in “ The Village ” (230).
It is BO exquisitely done that, small as it is, it

conveys a notion of space and reality that many
a larger drawing fails to give. Space and real

appearances are the leading characteristics of

Mr. J. W. Whittaker’s magnificent drawing, “A
Misty Morning among the Welsh Mountains ”

(6), and of Mr. Thomas Danby’s equally fine

and clearer view of "Merionethshire" (127).
The poetry of closing evening effect gives the
chief charm to Mr. A. W. Hunt’s principal land-

scape, the title "Working Late,” applying to

carting hay (120) ;
but the mastery of the effect

of soft shadows from the high hills that sub-
merge and balf-hido, betokens that Mr. Hunt
must have worked early and late in his observa-
tion of nature to become so able to express bis

knowledge. It would require a knowledge,
indeed, nearly equal to that exhibited in their

production to expatiate on the merits of the many
superlative specimens that this collection

numbers in the landscape portion of it.

To change ground here, it must be allowed
that if not so strong as the senior society in
making land, sea, and sky

;
mountain, plain,

and dell show some of their natural aspects
within doors, the Institute of Painters in Water
Colours nevertheless includes some superlative
practisers of the art.

Perhaps it is to celebrate his inauguration as

President of tho Institute of Painters in Water-
Colours that Mr. Louis Haghe makes an extra
display,—eight drawings, and all of size and
importance. Interiors of " St. Mark’s, Venice"
(43), of " St. Bavon’s [misprinted in catalogue],

Ghent” (89), showing a tomb ; of "St. Peter’s,

Rome” (166), the transept; and some of

his well-accoutred, real-lookiug soldiers and
citizens, in "A Flemish Cabaret” (126), or
shooting at butts, "Cross-bow Practice” (215),
are of the best. No one can beat Mr. E. H.
Courbould at stippling

;
applied to flesh-painting

it is really marvellous. Tho precision and pink
purity with which features, fingers, and so on, are
made out, the rich spread of splendour that
purple and gold colour for the siibatantial part
of it, and cerulean and crimson and emerald for

what is supposed to be visionary, invest this

version of “Enid’s Dream” (86) with a share
of the very best peculiarities of a style that, in

spite of some extravagance, does not appear to be
easily imitated. A fusion of the manners that
mark Mr. Jozef Israel’s somewhat slight though
heavy method of colouring such subjects as a
Dutch frau,with no pretension to any good looks

beyond what light and shade would give to the
ugliest

; and the interesting anticipation sug-
gested in its title, “ Preparations for the Future ”

(196), would help; and the brilliantly bright
prettiness that permeates everything belonging
to or surrounding “La Jolie Bretonne” (by Mr.
F. Goodall, R.A.), would seem to be perfectly

impossible
;
and yet how desirable would it be

if such demarcation were not so absolute. Mr.
H. Carter’s study, "Contemplation” (32), and
again, "On the Sands, Sebeveningen ” (76),
have much in common with Mr. Israel’s works.

Mr. -T. D. Linton’s row of mendicants under-
going the "Maundy Thursday’s” proceedings,
already alluded to, gives a series of physiogno-
mies that he must have searched for in many a
casual ward; each is a distinct and marvellously
well-defined character: the lady—queen, duchess,
or dame of other high degree,—affords very
strong contrast, by her loveliness and magnifi-
cent attire, to the sorry, sordid group her husband
is tending. There is a beautiful tone pervading
this composition which subdues, without affect-

ing, too much the richness of colour that quaint
Medimval costume, cloth of gold, jewels, damasks,
&c., offers employment of. It is a very excep-
tional production, and will keep Mr. Linton’s
name in memory nntil one surpassing it shall

take its place.

In "Norse Pirates in the Mediterranean,”
revelling after a victory that has brought rare
spoil to compensate slight wounds, one of the
leaders is having his arm dressed by an old

woman, whilst his Thais lolls amongst valuable
trophies of the robbers’ success, admiring the
glittering splendour of a bracelet, part of her
share in it. Another female is stretching for-

ward to regain a scarf displaced by the wind

;

and these, with the figure at the tiller, putting
out all his strength to alter the vessel’s course,

are the chief components of a very attractive

and original picture, by Mr. E. J. Gregory (52),
with beautiful colour and finish to lend interest

and probability to romantic circumstances. It

is rather puzzling to make out the size and shape
of the boat, and where they could stow the
women in case of a scrimmage, nevertheless.

Mr. Andrew C. Gow could scarcely carry
elaborate finish further than in " The Labora-
tory” (237). The experimentalist in Vandyck
dress stands the general minute completeness of

every item surrounding him, without losing a
tithe of his proper significance. The drawing of

the head, hands,—in fact, of all,—is so good, so

thorough, that by natural result the man is quite

the chief object, where every other object is as
clearly visible. A larger work, introducing six

or eight figures, in last.century dresses and
habits, a soldier son or nephew relating his

experiences of battle to his wondering friends,

is just as remarkable, or more remarkable, for

tbe manipulative skill exhibited. " The Attack
Described ” (62), with wine-grouts spilt on
the polished surface of the table, and broken
tobacco-pipes and paper matches to map out
forts and advancing brigades, is a well-lighted

and nowhere-slighted picture.

Mr. C. Green’s workmanship is always very
careful and effective. Tbe quiet, unassuming
presentation of a seated female figure, bringing

back tho fasliion-book idea of " Ninety Years
ago” (188), is very agi'eeable, and very dex-

terously done. There is more evidence of his

cleverness in apprehending character with as
much of the nice method of delineating ordinary
incidents that adds extraordinary interest in " A
Deputation,” perhaps to resent co-operative

movement. Astring of busybodies is about to be
ushered into the presence of a bothered authority,

and the variously-expressed importance of each
member of it, so far as each member’s opinion

of himself goes, provides ample room for capital

depiction of individuality (257). “ Facing the
Storm” (10), is a Swiss mother, with her child at

her back, in a creel, clinging to the rocks, in

spite of the wind, by Mr. J. Absolon. >Ir.

Absolon’s pleasant little personages, of an orango
and pink complexion, that makes them so easy
of i-ecognition and of welcome appearance when
interspersed for a difference from weightier
things, are of frequent occurrence on this occa-
sion, vide "Italy” (19), “Going to Bed” (29),
" A Waif ” (68), one of the best, and " Morning ”

(236), for instances; and Mr. J. H. Mole’s

natural transcripts of country and coast scenery,

with pretty peasant children for habitants, are
as numerous and nice as ever. Mr. Hubert
Herkomer’s peasants are unlike these, as far

apart as miles and miles can leave nationalities

to be unlike. The poor old country folk at their

scant meal, “ Abendbrod ” (233), or such as are
the customers of “An Alpine Cheesemonger”
(252), however powerfully and well sketched,
cannot count prettiness amongsttheir attractions.

" A Wallachian Girl ” (23), byMr. A. Bouvier;
“A Wounded Comrade” — cavalier soldiers

rescuing the drummer-boy (78), by Mr. C. Catter-

mole; “Tho Convalescent” (82), unnecessarily

more ill-looking than ill-favoured, by Mr. H. B.
Roberts :

“ Washing Casks at St. Millo,” by Mr.
R. Beavis (99) ; “Italian Shepherd Boy” (160),

and " Vesper Bells” (204), by Mr. Guido Baoh

;

and "Joan of Arc at her IVial,” a life-size study
very powerfully coloured, by Mr. J. M. Jopling,

indicate the variety that exists here.

Mr. Carl Werner sends two of his interesting

studies of Easteim fact (34 and 72) ;
and of Mr.

C. Vacher’s drawings, the most imposing is “Tho
City of Tombs, Desert, South of Cairo” (143),

with the Pyramids of Memphis in the distance.

Mr. H. G. Hine has painted the sea with a gra-

dation of beautiful tints that look very exactly

copied. “ Durlstone Head, Dorset” (18), is one
of his best examples. Mr. W. L. Leitch is seen

to great advantage in bis noble drawing “ Ben-y-
Gloe—Early Morning ” (56), and Mr. E. Warren
in " Epping Forest,” with big beech-trees casting

dark shadows on ferny ground (66).

Mr. J. Mogford, Mr. J. Orrock, Mr. P. Mitchell,

Mr. Harry Johnson, Mr. J. G. Philp, and Mr.
J. C. Reed, are now amongst tho best-known
members of the Institute who paint landscape,

and, like the older helpers, Messrs. McKewan,
Fahey, D’Egville, Telbin, Rowbotham, and
Whymper, do much to maintain its reputation
for excellence in this department.

St. Gabriel’s Cburcli, Hanley Castle.

—

The tiles used in this church were manufactured
and supplied by Messrs. Minton, Hollius, & Co.
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PRIVATE GAS-MAKING.
Numerous inventions have been patented, if

not perfected, to enable consumers of artificial

light to produce their own supply, independently
of gas companies

; but, for one reason or another,
these projects do not seem to have ever made
much way with the public, or to have got exten-
sively into use. Another of these sets of appa-
ratus has been fitted up since the opening,
in a apace adjoining Eoom X5VI., Western
Galleries, of the International Exhibition at

South Kensington, that is weU worth attention.

It is a portable apparatus for making gas in

connexion with an ordinary kitchen-range.
The essential feature of this gas-making appa-

ratus is the utilisation of the raw material in

gas that, under the ordinary system, is now
wasted by passing up tho chimney

5
it is, in

fact, an instrumentality for the consumption, or
rather the conversion, of smoke, from a noxious
and offensive, into a useful agent. The dense
columns of smoke that ascend from the funnels
of steamers, from the chimneys of factories, and
from now-laid household fires, are so much
wasted carbonaceous matter. The principle of
filr. Feamley’a invention is to seize this matter
and to convert it into gas, fit for either illu-

minating, cooking, or heating purposes. This is

accomplished by ^st baking the coal in a retort
placed over the open fire, which is supplied with
fuel by the coke from the retort.

It is stated by the inventors, Messrs. G. B.
Pearnley & Son, of West Brompton, that the
apparatus may bo constructed with range, oven,
boiler, &c., or may be adapted to an ordinary
kitchen-range. It can be made quite portable,
constructed of wrought and cast iron, or may be
permanently set in brickwork. The retort and
purifier are of a novel shape and arrangement,
and such, it is stated, as to generate the gas
quickly, and to purify it thoroughly. The retort-
door is made secure by screwing up without
luting or packing. The space available for cook-
ing purposes is not impaired by the gas-making
apparatus. The range has an oven at one end
and a boiler at the other. Over tho oven there
is a hot-air chamber, into which the fire can
be passed by an arrangement of the dampers.
Saucepans may, of course, be placed on the hot

,

plate over this chamber, and the flat top of the
retort may be applied to the same uses. Un-
comfortably high temperature in the kitchen we
should suspect as a possible result from tho use
of the apparatus. It is stated that any domestic
servant may manage it without interfering with
ordinary duties; that the apparatus emits no
smell

; and that the safety-valves provided
render accident impossible. It is further stated
that, at a small extra cost, an addition may be
made to the apparatus by which a stream of
pure heated air may be sent, by simply turning
a tap, into any room of the building in which it

is fitted up, and the temperature regulated,
>vithoub fires or hot-water apparatus, to any
degree desired. For greenhouses and oonserva-
tories this use of the apparatus would seem to
be peculiarly well adapted. It may also be
apphed to the distillation of water by self-acting
apparatus.

In the exhibit that Messi-s. Pearnley show at
South Kensington, the gas generated in the
retort over the fire of a kitchen-range is passed
along to the condenser, in line with the range

;

it descends through that to the gauge-tap be-
eath, where the tar is deposited

; thence tho
gas passes upwards through the purifier, from
which it is carried to the gasholder in the rear.
The apparatus is stated to be capable of pro-
ducing a sufficient quantity of nineteen.candle
gas daily, to supply ten lights for six hours. The
coat of the gas, if the apparatus is fitted to a
kitchen-range, is stated to be threepence per
1,000 cubic feet

; when constructed for tho
manufacture of gas alone, without range, &c.,
tho cost of the apparatus will be loss, but the
cost of the gas produced will be 23, 2d. per
1,000 cubic feet.

We do not insinuate that the inventors " pro-
test too much,” but venture to think their
apparatus well worth the inspection and scrutiny
they challenge.

THE LATE MR. S. S. TEULON,
AJICHITECT.

Increase of Surveyor’s Salary.-The salary

oJJS?
Clerkenwell was increased from

3001. to 3dOJ. per annum at the last meeting of
the vestry. Some objection was offered to the
proposal on the ground that the surveyor when
he applied for the previous rise, promised never
to apply agam, but the opposition was defeated

Mr. S.v5u:Er, Sanders Teuion, whoso de.ath
we regretfully mentioned in our last, was the
eldest son of Mr. Samuel Teulou, of Greenwich,
where he was bom on March 2nd, 1813. Ho
was of French descent, an ancestor of the family
having settled in England after tho revocation
of tho Edict of Nantes, which drove so many of
the Huguenots out of France, Jlr. Teuion was

'

articled to Mr. George Legg, and afterwards
was for some time in the office of Mr. George
Porter, of Bermondsey. About the year 18-iO
Mr. Toulon received the first premium in a com-
petition for some almshouses for tho Worshipful
Company of Dyei’s, which were afterwards
erected under his superintendence, and from
this time may be dated the commencement of
the large and importaut practice which he
rapidly obtained. Among the new churches
built by him may be mentioned those at Battle
(Nethorfield), Sussex; Berwick, Cambridge,
shire; Birch, Essex; Birmingham (Edgbaston
and Ladywood)

; Burringham, Lincolnshii'e

;

Croydon (Christ Church), forArchbishop Sumner;
Fosbury, Wilts

;
for Mr. R. C. L. Bevan, Hastings

(Holy Trinity) ; Lincoln (St. Michael’s on the
Mount)

;
Riseholme, near Lincoln, for Bishop

Kaye; Sutton (Benhilton), Surrey; Watford
(St. Andrew’s) : Wells, Somerset (St. Thomas’s),
for Mrs. Jenkyns, as a memorial of her husband.
Dean Joukyns

;
Woodchester and Uley Churches,

Gloucestershire
; and in and near London,

—

St. Paul’s and St. Stephen’s, Bermondsey

;

St. Andrew’s and St. Thomas’s, Lambeth; St.
Mark’s, North Woolwich; St. Paul’s aud St.
Peter’s, Greenwich

; St. Thomas’s, Caradeu.
town

; Sfc. Paul’s, Hampstead, and St. Stephen’s,
but just completed, close to his own residence at
Hampstead.
Amongst many church restorations, the most

important have been Horsham, Sussex; Sf.
James’s, Colchester; Littleport, near Ely; South
Weald, Essex; and Sandringham, Norfolk. Of
churches of comparatively modem date which
have been re-cast by Mr. Teuion, in which he
was particularly successful, we may mention
Holy Trinity, Leicester

; the parish churches of
Windsor; Sunbury and Ealing, Middlesex; St.
George the Martyr, Queen-square; St. Andrew’s,
Holbom

; and St. Mark’s, Kounington, the last
only formaUy re-opened a week before his
death.

The mansion at Tortworth Court, Gloucester-
shire, for the late Earl of Ducie, was one of
Mr. Teulon’s largest domestic buildings, erected
about 1850-52; and more recently Bestwood,
Nottingham, was erected from his designs, for
the Duke of St. Alban’s. He also mado very
extensive alterations and additions at Shadwell
Court, Norfolk, for Sir R. Jacob Buxton, hart.

;

at Elvethani, Hants, and at Perry Hall,
Staffordshire, for the late Lord Calthorpe

; and
at Woodlands, Ryde, Isle of Wight, for his son,
Col. the Hon. Somerset J. G. Calthorpe.
Mr. Teolon carried out various farm buildings,

cottages, and other works, under the direction
of the Office of Woods on her Majesty’s Sunk
Island and Windsor Park Estates, aud has built
many schools and parsonage.houses in almost all

parts of England. He was an early member of
the^ Royal Institute of British Architects, of
which ho had been a Fellow for more than a
quarter of a century, and had served on the
council for four years. His health had been
for some time failing, and for the last three
months there had been no hope of his recovery.
His death occurred at his residence, Tensleys,
Hampstead, on the 2nd inst., at the compara-
tively early age ofsixty-oueyears and two months.
He was buried on Tuesday, the 6th inst., at
Highgate Cemetery, the first part of the funeral
service having been said in his own remarkable
church,— St. Stephen’s, Hampstead.

Illustrations of several of his works will be
found in Qur volumes.

British. Department of the Vienna Exhi-
bition.—The Prince of Wales, Prince Arthur,
and the Crown Prince of Denmark attended the
celebration by the English workmen held in
honour of the completion of the British Depart-
ment of the Exhibition, The Prince of Wales,
in replying to a toast, especially dwelt upon the
good conduct and sense of order displayed by the
English workmen, and thanked Mr. Owen for the
care he had exhibited on their behalf. The ex-
pense of the entertainment was borne by the
Piince.

THE NEW BUILDINGS ON THE HOLBORI
VIADUCT.

The vacant land on the north and south side
of the Holbom Viaduct %rill shortly be covere'
with several new buildings of an imposino' chs
racter, and a number of these aro now activel
in progress, Tho new station and hotel o
the south side of the viaduct, for the Londoi
Chatham, and Dover Railway Company, has bee
commenced, and at the east end near the Oh
Bailey, the elevation has already been carried n
to tho first floor. When completed, it will b
one of the largest railway hotels in London. Th
Viaduct elevation will be 85 ft. in height, whils
pavilion towers at each end will bo carried to .

height of 110 ft. above the street level. Th
extreme length of the viaduct frontage from eas
to west will be 240 ft.

Amongst other structures iu progress one 0
the most prominent and extensive is the larg
block on the north side, nearly opposite to thi

railway station aud hotel, which has for somi
time been in courso of erection for Messrs. Jenks
Holt, A Co., cabinet makers and upholsterers
and which has this week been covered in. Thi
building, which has three frontages, occupies ai
area of nearly 10,000 ft., or about a quarter o

^ acre in extent. The viaduct elevation is 55 ft
in length, the west frontage, which runs imme
diately parallel with the London, Chatham, anc
Dover, and Metropolitan Railways, is 133 ft. ii

length, whilst there is another frontage to Snow,
hill 110 ft. in length. Architecturally the principa
elevation is that facing the viaduct, which is 65 it

in height to the top of the dormers. The frontaerj
from the ground-floor to the firat-story windows
is of Portland stone, on polished granite bases
Immediately above the ground-floor is a massivt
carved comice, and at the east end is the prin.
cipal entrance to the offices. On each side ol

the entrance there aro broad fluted pilasters,
and the key-stono of tho circular.headed door,
way consists of a colossal sculptured figure-head.
There are also double pilasters at the south-west
angle of the ground-floor uniform with those at
the south-east angle. There are eight double
windows with circular heads in the first floor,

with panels in Portland stone between them,
ornamental iron columns dividing each window!
The second-story windows vary from those in the
first story, having quadrant corners instead ol

being circulai-.headed, bub aro otherwise uniform
with the story below, having double pilastere
between each window, and also ornamental iron
columns. The third-story windows are uniform
with those in the second. Immediately ovei
the third story there is a comice supported by
trusses, and above these are lofty dormers carried
into a mansard roof. Tho elevation from thd
first story to the top of the building is of white
Suffolk brick with Portland stone facings and
dressings. The west frontage, mnning parallel
with tho railway from the Viaduct to Snow-hill,
though not BO imposing as the Viaduct elevation,
is nevertheless a prominent feature in the struc-
ture. Largo windows for the display of articles
arc carried along the ground-floor, whilst in the
several stories above there are eight clustered;
windows in the centre, and four windows of a
similar chai-acter on each side. The ground-;
floor of the Snow-hill frontage consists of five;

lofty divisions, intended for shops or warehouses,
whilst the three several stories above each con-:
tain twenty continuous circular-headed windows.-
A considerable portion of the building will bo:
occupied by Messrs. Jenks & Co. as their show-'
rooms and workshops, whilst the rest of the pre*t
mises are intended to be let as offices, &c. Messrs.i
Tress & Innes, of Queen-street, Cheapside, are the:
architects

; and Mr. Edward Conder, of Kings '1

land-road, is the contractor.
° "*

Considerable progress has been made with thei
foundations of tho new City Temple, which isi

in course of erection on the south side of tbei
Viaduct, adjoining Sfc. Andrew’s Church. Thisi
edifice will have a frontage to the Viaduct 75 ft.'

wide, and will extend 150 ft. southward in depth.1
The foundation walls are between 3 ft. and 4 ft.^

in thickness, and are nearly 40 ft. below thei
level of the Viaduct. They are now nearly com»c
pleted, and ready to receive the auperstracture.!
The edifice will have a tower rising to a heightt
of 130 ft. above the level of the Viaduct. We
understaud that the foundation-stone of the build- c

ing is to be laid on the 19th of May. The esti-.

mated coat of the building is about 30,OOOZ.
There is also another block of buildings at the :

corner of Snow-hill, adjoining St. Sepulchre’s
Church, in a forward state, and preparations are 1

being made for the erection of the buildings on :

both sides of the Viaduct.





SEIIINARY AT PADERBORN.
We hare on several occasions called the atten-

tion of our readers to the works now being
carried out in Westphalia from the designs of
Jlr. Guldenpfennig, of Paderborn. To those we
have already illustrated we now add another.
The subject of our illustration is the “ little

seminary,” or preparatory theological school,
erected some sis or seven years ago in Paderborn.
In this building ilr. Guldenpfennig has closely
adhered to the old traditional domestic archi-
tecture of the neighbourhood. As will be seen
from our illustration, this school is built in a very
simple but picturesque and effective style. It is

chiefly of rough stone, and the roof, which is

broken up with many dormer windows, is covered
with common pantiles. In plan, the building
consists of two portions placed at right angles to
each other, and thus forming the letter |_. The
designs of the two wings, or limbs, are not
similar, as one has only a single story above the
basement, whilst the other possesses two. The
lower or basement in each case forma a large and
well-lighted schoolroom, while the upper story is

used as a dormitory.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY : ITS DARK SIDE.

Tilts ancient structure, renovated on the
north and west sides by Sir Christopher Wren,
in a style not accordant with the grandeur of the
true Gothic, has been latel}' embellished by the
restoration of its majestic chapter-houso on the
south side, so that now the whole south i-ange,
uumutilated by the intrusion of different styles,
presents the most perfect aspect to those who
may take the trouble of viewing it from an
upper floor in Great College-street, or some other
lair of the dismal surrounding cathedral closes.
The wretched condition of all the vicinal

slums, from Millbank to Stratton-ground, is
perhaps not inconsistent with the* state’ of
chapter property, as it stood about thirty years
back in great cathedral towns

; but since then

extensive clearances have been made in most
English cathedrals, and moat notably in Dublin,
where St. Patrick’s was restored by the munifi-
cence of Sir A. Guinness, and Christ Church by
the Dean and Chapter.)

If there is any quarter of the metropolis
worthy of improvement, surely it is this locality,
which includes within a small area the majestic
Houses of Parliament, the Abbey, Westminster
Hall, and St. Margaret’s Church.

lo open out the Abbey there is comparatively
but small outlay needed. The continuation of
\ ictoria-street from the end of Strutton Ground
(where it diverges towards Westminster Bridge)
through the still vacant plot of building ground,
and onwards through Great College . street,
straight into Abingdon-atreet, would issue out
clear of the Victoria Tower, striking in upon the
open plot on the river embankment, and giving
direct access to the Millbank line of traffic. This
open route would not exceed 600 yards in length,
and might pass chiefly through church property,
needing but the purchase of five or six old houses
and back yards, besides a little of the dean’s
country garden, with a rectification of the wall-
line upon the new street, which here ought not
to bo less than 90 ft. wide.

^

By thus clearing away the old slums, a splendid
view of the best side of the Abbey could be
attained, and at the same time an open and more
direct route to the Houses of Parliament, while
this change would give free intercourse with the
new river embankment, tending towards Chelsea,
and give a stimulus to buildings of a better order
in the dull and morbid triangle between Millbank
Penitentiary, Bridewell, and the Houses of Par-
liament.

There is no other quarter of London so sacred
and so illustiious, from its advantages of river
scenei-y,—the venerable Palace of Lambeth, the
bridges, and the seven palaces of St. Thomas’s
Hospital, nor is there any other improvement
which, at so small an outlay, and within so short
a period, might be effectuated to beautify our

Quo.ndau.

[

ROYAL ALEXANDRA THEATRE, PARK
I STREET, CAMDEN TOWN.
I The north-western district of London is now i

I
about to have a theatre of its own, and it seems ;

strange it has not had one before this.
The site of the Royal Ale.vaiidra Theatre is t

close to the great thoroughfares, Park-street,
Regent’s Park, and the High-street, Camden. -

town
; and is, moreover, contiguous to the main i

roads to Hampstead, Highgate, and Holloway,
to each of which places there is constant com- !

munication by omnibus, rail, or tramway.
The front of the theatre is very simple, and I

is in Park-street, and has entrances to the boxes
stalls, and pit. These are approached by two long

:

corridors, floored with tiles in geometric patterns.
Above these corridors are two conservatories
with refreshment-bar and other conveniences.
The interior of the house has a light and i

tasteful effect
; the tints are so delicate as to •

appear almost white. All the ornaments are
raised and gilded. There are sixteen pendants i

or baskets of cut glass, within which the gas is
•

placed; these drop from a broad border com- i

posed of a baud and leaf pattern, perforated so '

as to admit of ventilation, as is also the centre •

ornament of the ceiling. As these lights are
;

placed, no obstruction can possibly occur to mar •:

the effect of the scenery. The fronts of the '

dress-circle, private boxes, and balcony, are
white, with raised gilded ornament. The height

i

of the proscenium is 37 ft. by 32 ft. wide. The !

height of the house from the pit to the ceiling is

44 ft. The auditorium is 66 ft. by 63 ft. The i

stage is 35 ft. deep.
The contracts for the various parts have been

carried out by Mr. Vaughan, builder; Messrs.
Pashley & Newton, decorators, Red Lion-square;
Messrs. Audas & Leggott, upholsterers, Hull;
Messrs. Berry & Son, Regent-street, Westmiu-
ster, gas-fitters. Mr. J. T. Robinson, of Haver-
stock-hill, is the architect. Mr. T. Thorpe Pede,
responsible manager. Mi-. J. H. Watson is clerk
of the works, and undertook the construction of

‘

the stage.
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PNEUMATIC FOUNDATIONS:
AMEttlCAN SOCIETY 01' CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At a meeting of this Society, held at the rooms
in New York, February 19th, a paper by General
W. Sovy Smith, of Maywood, 111., on “Pneu-
matic Foundations,” was read.
The first two bridges on pneumatic pile foun-

dations erected in tho United States were, one
over the Santee River, on the North-Eastern
Railroad, built in 1855 5 and the other over the
Great Pedee River, on the Wilmington, Columbia,
and Augusta Railroad, built in 1857.
The air-lock used in sinking these piles was

invented by Alexander Holstrom. It was a
cast-iron cylinder, 6 ft. in diameter and 4 ft.

high, closed at top and bottom by cast-iron
plates, through which were man-holes opening
downward for entrance, and bulla’-eyes of glass
for light ; two goose-neck pipes passed through
the sides and bottom,—one for the introduction
of air, and the other for the discharge of water
when it would not escape through tho material
underneath tho pile. A windlass was attached
for raising the earth within the pile, all of wliich
was removed by hand. There were four air-
pumps, set in a single frame, of such excellent
construction that they served for the sinking of
their foundations,—those of the Third Avenue
Bridge, New York, across Harlem River, and of
tho Leavenworth Bridge, across the Missouri
River,—and are now being repaired for use for
sinking tho piles for the Little Rook Bridge,
across the Arkansas River.

Construction of the pneumatic pile piers for a
bridge over the Savannah River, on tho Charles-
ton and Savannah Railroad, was begun in the fall

of 1859. Tho air-lock used was 6 ft. instead of
4 ft. high, and, to save weight, the cylinders were
of wrought instead of cast iron. Two defects were
soon apparent,—one, practically no natural light
was admitted into the pile through the bulls’-eyes
in the air-lock plates, those in the bottom being
covered -with ^rt most of the time

5 another,
tho air-lock was too small to stow the material
raised, so that, when discharging tho same, work
in the pile was much delayed. To overcome
these defects, an air-lock was made of less
diameter than the pile, so that an annular space
was left between the two, in the plate crossing
the top of tho latter, in which bulls’-eyes were
introduced. Through the side of the air-lock was
a pipe or trap, inclined at an angle, to discharge
readily any material put into it, and arranged for
closing at either end. The outer end being
closed, the trap was filled with material, the
inner end was then closed, the compressed air
thus cut off from the air-lock liberated, and the
outer end opened, when the material would pass
out. By reversing the process, the trap was
made ready to receive material again. By this
modification, no artificial light was required
during the day, and at night it could be reflected
into the pile, without the inconvenience of
candles or lamps burning in a compressed
atmosphere. No detention occurred from this,
or from voiding the material raised, and nearly
thrice as much work was done in the same time
as with tho Holstrom air-lock.

It was soon found that the sandy material
through which these piles were sunk could be
raised by the escaping compressed air through a
dfeoharge pipe, and delivered outside in a con-
tinuous stream. Forthis the mouth of a flexible
tube, fitted to the lower end of a fixed pipe, was
thrust into the wet sand, and moved from place
to place, as the material disappeared. The ratio
of work done to that with the old air-lock,
which before was as 28 to 10, now became as
38 to 1. Tho improvements thus introduced
have been generally used since, by Gen. Smith,
In sinking foundations by the pneumatic process.
For the flexible tube, one iron pipe sliding into
inother, with a hempen gasket between, has
been substituted with still better results,

—

thereby seven men have excavated six cubic
Tards per hour for several hours

; by hand, two-
thirds of a cubic yai’d per day per man is about
the rate.

The late war interrupted this work, and also
prevented consideration of a plan submitted to
tho United States Lighthouse Board in 1860, for
the erection of a lighthouse on Frying-pan Shoals,
or a similar position on the coast,—embracing
the sinking of a caisson, from 30 ft. to 50 ft. in
^meter, to any required depth, less than 100 ft.,

inside of which a masonry foundation of dove-
tailed stones was to be laid.

Soon after the war, tho plan wag adapted to
therepairingof Wangoshance Lighthouse, located
at the western entrance of the straits of

THE BUILDER.

Mackinac, upon a rockj- reef two miles and a
half from shore. It is a brick tower 24 ft. in
diameter, 84 ft. high from water surface to focal
jilane, and stands upon a foundation 24 ft. square,
consisting of a crib, filled with concrete and
rubble masonry

; this crib was surrounded by
others filled with loose stones, all framed together
into one pier 100 ft. square.
At this time the timbers, put in place in 1848,

were decaying under the action of seas, as heavy
as any upon the northern lakes, and the ice

; the
utter destruction of the pier was threatened. It
was proposed to protect the tower from waves
and ice by surrounding it with a strong sea-wall,
66 ft. long and 48 ft. -wide on the outside, 8 ft.

thick, and semicircular at tho ends. An annular
pneumatic coffer-dam of boiler iron was built up
in place around the tower, largo enough to inclose
the wall. It was provided with two air-locks,
each having a rectangular trap, through which
materia! and workmen passed

;
and a windlass

driven by steam. The dam was suspended by
chains from beams resting upon the woodwork
of the old pier, and, with stones, loaded some-
what in excess of its buoyancy. For 6 ft.

below the water surface, the crib timbers of
pine, 13 in. by 12 in., built up solid, and
strongly drift- bolted with round 1 -in. iron
bolts, had to be cut through. The reef then
reached was made up of boulders varying in
size from a hen’s egg, to 10 tons weight : the
large ones, when found under the edge of the
caisson, were first split with plugs and feathers,
or undermined, drawn into the caisson, and then
split. In some instances where large stones
rolled against the dam, and kept it from sink-
ing, the dam was allowed to rise, and tho
stones were rolled inward. The dam -was sunk
to a depth of 12 i ft. below tho water surface,
and 6 ft. below the foundation of the tower,
which, though not upon bed rock, as ex-
pectod when the work was begun, was where
the boulders (which had lessened in size as the
depth increased) were most perfectly compacted
together, and below the scouring action of the
waves, from which the dam was protected by
the remaining portion of the cribs. The bottom
of the dam was then sealed with two successive
layers of the quickest setting Louisville cement,
each 6 in. in depth, and set under water, which,
when the air pressure was reduced, entered
through holes left for it in the layers.

It was found the 12 in. of cement thus laid
would not, after four days’ setting, resist the
pressure of water outside ; hence the first throe
courses of masonry, each 2 ft. thick, were laid
in a compressed atmosphere. The stones were
dowelled together with iron pins, 2i in. in
diameter

; the end of each pin was drilled 1 in.

in diameter, 3 in. deep, and sawn, so that when
in place, and a taper bolt was driven therein,
the dowel was permanently enlarged.
When the wall was finished, the space between

it and the tower was filled with concrete, and
covered with flagging. The coffer-dam, which
might have been removed for use elsewhere,
was left in place.

Work could only be done in tho six months,
beginning with May, and frequently it was in-

terrupted by storms. During tho first season,
the chamber to receive the dam was excavated,
the machinery was put in place, the dam built,
and sunk 4 ft.

; during the second season, the
sinking was concluded, and seven courses of
masonry' laid

; and during the third season,
the work was entirely finished. An average
force of forty men was employed. The entii“c

cost, including a new dwelling for the lighthouse
keeper, was less than 200,000 dollars. This is

the first instance of the sinking of a pneumatic
coffer-dam or caisson, in this country.

After the completion of this work, General
Smith, in 1869, proceeded to put down at
Omaha, for a bridge across the Missouri river,
the first pneumatic piles sunk west of the Alle-
gbany mountains, and to a depth greater than
ever before reached—82 ft. below the water-
surface. The material was very difficult to
penetrate. It consisted of a fine silt, stratified
with layers of coarse sand and tough blue clay,
the latter not more than 2 ft. deep, and with a
stratum of pebbles or gravel 1 ft. 6 in. to 2 ft. deep
next to the bed-rock. The first pile went down
vertically. The second, after sinking 27 ft.,

took an inclination which could not be corrected
in the next 20 ft. by the various means applied;
which, although they failed here, in many other
cases have succeeded at a depth of from 40 ft.

to 50 ft. Generally the moat effective method
is to excavate the material under the pile, and,
with heavy wooden wedges, firmly wedge up the
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lowermost edge
; then, by letting the air escape

suddenly, bring the atmospheric pressure and
the weight of the pile to bear like a blow. In
this case the silt came in so rapidly as to carry
the wedges before it. Another cylindrical sec-
tion was put in place, thus adding 10 ft. to the
length of the pile, making it 16 ft., and with
the air-lock, 22 ft. above the earth.surface A
strong frame of 12 in. by 12 in. timbers was laid
down for a fulcrum; blocks and falls were
attached to the air-lock, and a severe strain was
put upon the pile. The material was again
excavated, and instead of the wedges, a strong
beam, cut to the segment of a circle, put down
The pressure was let off, and tho pile descended,
but without any correction of the inclination,
although the timbers of the fulcrum were brokenA pine strut, 8 in. by 8 in., 11 ft. long, was set
at a slight angle, its top against tho leaning pOe,
and its foot against the pile already in place,
without avail; and at last the cylinder broke off
27 ft. below tho surface, where there was a
_

cold shut” in the metal. With 15 ft. of sandm the cylinder, 45 lb. air-pressure to tbe squaremch did not lift the piece broken off
; but 27 Ib

were sufficient after the sand was removed.
This is tho only opportunity ho has had to

measure approximately the friction on a cast-
men pile. The friction per square inch of sur-
face in contact, before the sand was removed
was peater than 1-77 lb.

; and after, it was less
than 1-39 lb. This friction must vary with the
depth of material, and is diminished when tbe
earth is loosened by the] passage of air-currents
through it. The case instanced differs from that
of a pile in place, under a load. An important
subject of inquiry is, what should bo taken as
the safe resistance of such a pile, in sand, to
sinking alone, where no bed-rock can bo reached,
as along the lower Missiasipi, and on the Gulf
coast, it may be desirable to sustain structures
upon piles or caissons, resting wholly in and on
sand. Tho next two piles were put down without
great difficulty,—one at the rate of 10 ft. per
day. To cause the piles to sink, they were
loaded by filling the cylinders -with stones
except a central passage or well-hole. Frames
built within the cylinders kept the stones in
place. After reaching a certain depth, it was
necessary to increase the downward pressure
on the pile, by allowing a portion of the com-
pressed air to escape. The pile would then sink
Irom w ft. to 4 ft. at a time. The top of the
bottom cylinder was covered with a cast-iron
ffiapbragm, tlirough which there was a man-
hole, closed by a valve opening inward, which
when shut, prevented more .sand from enterinr^
the pile while sinking, than would fill the lower
cylinder,-thereby tho tendency to " lurch ” and
the disturbance of outside material was lessened.
At this stage of tho work Gen. Smith was

succeeded Mr. Thoo. E. Sicldes, who successfully
employed levers in forcing the piles down, and
corrected the inclination by drilling holes through
the higher side, at different heights, through
which tho compressed air escaped, loosened the
outside material, and thus lessened tho friction
against the pile. Gen. Smith then sank tho
piers for the railroad-bridge across the Missouri
river, at Leavenworth, Kansas, three in number
(two in tho river and one on the east bank),
upon which, and a stone abutment, three spans,
each 340 ft. long, were erected. This was
finished in two years after its commencement.
The difficulties encountered were similar to those
at Omaha.
Tho following conclusions are deduced from

an experience of fourteen years, in sinking'
pneumatic pile foundations :— °

1. The greatest difficulties to be overcome
are :—1. In keeping the pile vertical. For this
it_ should bo made to follow the excavation,
without a reduction of air-pressure; and, 2 .

In righting the pile when inclined : for this,
wedging under the bottom, or propping the top
on the lowermost side, and drilling through the
uppermost side, are the best means yet tried.

2. The " air-lift,” as described, is the cheapest
and most efficient method of removing sand ormud from within a pneumatic pile or caisson.

3. A strong and reliable pier can be always
built of pneumatic piles, their number, diameter,
and the thickness of metal being determined bv
the conditions of the case.

4. In cold climates, these piles may be frac-
tured by frost

; to prevent which a filling below
the frost line, from 2 ft. to 5 ft. deep, of asphaltic
concrete, is recommended.

5. Where suitable timber and stone are to be
obtained at reasonable prices, a single pneumatic
caisson can be sunk with greater certainty, and
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at leeg cost, than a pier of three or more
pnenmatic piles, where it has to be sunk for a

considerable depth through a soft material to a

•hard one. A pier of masonry on such a wooden

caisson, cellular, with its walls well drift-bolted,

and its interiotf carefully filled with concrete or

rubble, is the cheapest and best bridge founda-

tion yet devised.

6. Concrete does not “ set ” well under air-

pressure ; the water was let in through a pipe

inserted therefor in the cement, to cover the

successive layers as pu1; down
;
usually, cement

5 ft. in depth would seal the pile; the remainder

was added in the open air.

THE LONDON SCHOOL BOARD.

Mr. C. Reed, M.P., brought up a report of the

works committee on the 21st alt., which was
received. It contained the following as to

tenders :

—

1. The committee have invited tenders for the

erection of a school to provide accommodation
for 1,062 children on the Walworth-common
site. [We gave the respective amounts on the

5th ult.]

The committee, as in some previous cases,

thought it necessary, before recommending the

acceptance of any tender, to make such modifi-

cations in the plans as would reduce the cost of

tho building, and a second tender has now been
sent in by Messrs. Henshaw & Co., amounting
to 7,8401. 10s., based upon the plans as altered.

This sum is exclusive of a further provision of

OOOh, which it will be necessary to make for

boundary walls and tar-paving; but as the
great cost of these latter items is caused by the

unusually large area of the site (over three-

quarters of an acre)
,
the committee are of opinion

that they should be considered distinct from the

building itself. They therefore recommend that

the amended tender of Messrs. Henshaw & Co.,

of the wharfs, City-road Basin, N., amounting
to 7,8401. lOs., for the erection of these schools,

be accepted, and that a furtherprovision of 9001.

be sanctioned for the necessary boundary walls,

and for tar-paving the site. Total cost of site,

4,3651. 78. 8d. Cost of building per child,

71 7b. 8d.

2. The committee have also invited tenders

for the erection of a school to provide accommo-
dation for 833 children on the site in Central-

street, Finsbury. [The respective amounts were
given in our lists of 12th ult.] The committee
recommend the acceptance of the lowest tender,

that of Mr. G. S. Pritchard, of 103, Paul-street,

Finsbury, E.C., amounting to 5, 9191. Total

cost of site, 4,3701. 5s.; cost of building per

child, 71. 28. Id.

3. The committee have also invited tenders

for the erection of a school to provide accommo.
dation for 1,355 cliildren on the site in New
North-road, Shoreditch. Subjoined is a list of

the amounts :—F. and F. J. Wood, 11,9831.

;

J. B. Axford, 10,9101. ;
Dove Brothers, 10,8251.

;

J. Hearle, 10,6721. ; W. Henshaw & Co., 10,3431.
;

J. Perry & Co., 10,3391.; G. S. Pritchard,

9,9931.; J. High, 9,9651.; T. Ennor, 9,9301.;

W. H. & J. Mansbridge, 9,9151,

The committee recommend the acceptance of

the lowest tender, that of Messrs. W. H. & J.

Mansbridge, of Bangor Wharf, King’s-road,

N.W., amounting to 9,9151. Total cost of site,

4,1321. Is, 6d.
;
cost of building per child, 71.

6e. 4d.

4. The Board have already accepted the

tender of Mr. W. Webster, amounting to 6171.,

for the necessary excavation for the foundations

for the Board offices. In order that no time

might be lost, the committee have further in-

vited tenders for putting in the concrete foun-

dations, 5 ft. thick, over tho whole area of the

site, and also for getting in the footings and
building up the external walls to a height of 6 ft.

The amounts of tho tenders for this work we
have already given.

As it was necessary to give seven days’

notice before a tender could be accepted, and
the eomraenoement of the work would thus
have been delayed for three weeks, till after

the adjournment, the Board, on April 9th, as a
matter of emergency, authorised the committee
to instruct Messrs. Dove, Brothers, to com-
mence this part of the work without waiting for

a formal vote, and they now ask that the sanc-
tion then given should be confirmed in the
usual way.

Mr. C. Heed also moved resolutions in accord-
ance with the recommendations in the report.

The committee reported that Mr. W. G. Doolin,

who was appointed a tracer in the architect’s

department by a resolution of the Board of the

12th February last, has now resigned, and they

therefore recommended that Mr. Thos. Chandler
be appointed in his stead, at a salary of 2os. per

week, subject to one month’s notice on either

side, such appointment to date from 28th [April].

THE NEW MUNSTER BANK, DUBLIN.

The new building for the Munster Bank in

Dame-street, adjoining Palace-street, is pro-

gressing, and will be ready for occupation in

September. The plans and drawings selected

were those sent in by Mr. T. N. Deane, and the
works were commenced in the October of 1870,
and had advanced considerably, when a much-
desired corner-house became the property of the
company. This rendered it necessary that the
entire plan of the building should be altered.

During the necessary alterations in the plans, the

works had to remain in abeyance for a consider-
able time, but were resumed in March, 1872.

The style is Italian. Externally it bears a likeness

to the new museum buildings in Trinity College,

also erected from designs by Mr. Deane. The
west wall does not square with Palace-street,

but this could not be avoided without the sacri-

fice of much valuable space. Tlie architect had
not to provide a dwelling-house in connexion
with the banking office, or to provide for kitchen,
pantries, &c. The edifice is principally built of

finely-chiselled limestone from the Ballinasloe
quarries. The upper cornices are composed of

Drogheda limestone. The east front faces
Dame-street, and consists of two stories. On
the lower story there is a triplet of arched win-
dows, flanked with clusters of pillars, with
carved Portland stone capitals on polished
Aberdeen granite shafts. In tho upper story
there are four arched windows similar in cha-
racter and decoration. The upper comice is

enriched with caiwed panels, corbels, and string-

courses in Portland stone
;
and the piers are

adorned with medallions in the same material.
The principal entrance and vestibule are at the
north-west angle at the comer of Palace-street.

The arched doorway is supported by clustered
pillars, with foliated capitals, and there is an
arched window above it. At the west end is a
triplet of wundows similar to those in front.

The cash office is 75 ft. long by 37 ft. wide,
and 42 ft. from the floor to the ceiling. It is

lighted by the five gi-eat windows in front, and
by four at the back, in Trinity-lane. An arcade
of arches, resting on pilasters of Caen stone,
with carved capitals, surrounds the apartment.
Besides the windows above mentioned, there are
two in a^southem apse, from which is approached
the strong-room, bnilt of granite, fire-proof, and
furnished with massive iron doors. From the
apse is also the entrance to lai^e vaults in the
basement story, lighted with gas, and supplied
with heating apparatus. These vaults will be
used for keeping plate or other valuables en-

tmsted to the bank. The cash-office ceiling is

being executed by Messrs. Hogan & Son, who
have contracted for the entire stucco work
required in the building. The furniture and
fittings of the cash offices are being made by
Messrs. Strahan. The directors’ and manager’s
rooms are situate at the Palace-street side, and
will be approached by a stairway in Portland
stone. The stone carvings on the several
capitals, panels, string-couraes, &c., are being
executed by Messrs. Good & Sharp.

Mr. Thomas Butler is the clerk of the works.

HOMES IN AMERICA.
The system of living in hotels and boarding-

houses in the great cities of America will strike

an English visitor as antagonistic both to health
and comfort, as well as generally unnecessary

;

and the renting of furnished houses or apart-

ments by the wealthy part of the community as

tending to recklessness and restlessness in habits

of life. In these curiously-crowded abodes,
where there is perpetual coming and going, be
will meet everywhere the same dried-up society,

warped, mentally and physically, with sitting

over stoves, passing from one furnace to another,

,

until the time shall come for burning. Delicate,

refined, and over-heated ladies, suffering much
from the claims of “ society ”

;
and nervous,

excitable men, rushing from business to pleasure,

ever ready to lend a helping hand to some one
or something,—but never at rest.

The dwellings themselves '[vill strike any one
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coming from England as very home-like, and ii

many respects more admirable than his own
The beautiful doorways, the massive woodworl
and carved panellings, which give a sense o

solidity and repose on first crossing the thresh

hold, will always be remembered; the unusua
depth and length of the reception-rooms n

streets where the frontage is necessarily narrow
giving of itself a feeling of retirement am
removal from the outer world which is oftei

found inconsistent with the habits of the occu

pants. The absence of the pretentious wall

papers that disgrace so many English houses

and the arrangements for heating and wate
supply, and the domestic appliances for savin'

labour, are as remarkable as they are enviable.

But how is it, one is inclined to ask, that, witl

all these charming accessories and comforts, th
home is so readily deserted for the lecture-hall

and that the inhabitants of the most comfortabl
modern houses in the world seldom live in them
The answer seems to be that “ they are not thei
own property,” and that a nomad habit of life i

growing up in our cities, of which an Arab wouh
be ashamed. He is a restless, moving creature
but he has at least a bouse or a tent of his own
from which he can dispense hospitality. Thi

New Yorker seems instinctively hospitable ant

chivalrous in bearing, but he displays these iioblt

qualities under unfavourable conditions; how
for instance, can a man dispense hospitality, ii

the true sense of the word, who is numbered ant

lives in a pigeon-hole ; and how can he display

that gracious ease of bearing that he .inherit

from his Celtic fathers, when be has to plougl

his way daily to Wall-street in a pair o

rubbers

!

It is a curious reflection that the majority ii

New York have no home, and no time to enjoy i

if they had one
;
but surely the day is not fa

distant when a reaction will take place evei

here, and the feeling and the wish to posses
something to hand from father to son will be a
eager an ambition as a “ salary grab.”
With reference to the facilities that exis'

(outside the schools) for the study of line-draw
ing, I saw the other day at Boston some speci

mens of the reproduction of etchings and en
gi-avings by the heliotype process, which will d
more to aid stndenta than anything yet pre

duced in this country, giving facilities for ex
amining fac-similes of the best masters a
moderate cost. If, with such aids, they do no
shortly excel in line-drawing, the reason mus
be far to seek.

At Boston they were not only studying th
works of Albert Diirer, but at the Lowell insti

into Professor Waterhouse Hawkins was exhibit

iug the “ shorthand of pictorial art ” in a won
derful way. Drawing on the black-board thi

outline and anatomy of a whale 20 ft. long

the speaker, in explaining the structure of th
creature, made half his remarks pictorially, am
showed the power of the pencil as a means c

expressing ideas quickly to the mind. It aug
gested, too, the possibility of a method beini

some day established of expressing form in i

less clumsy way than by syllables and words,
subject too prolific of suggestion to do mor
than hint at here.

The value of appealing to tho imagination ii

a pictorial form is only half understood, am
there is an opportunity for its development b;

American artists which should not be lightli

thrown away. Henry Blackbern.

BEGIN AT THE BEGINNING.

In these days of novelty, a practice hal

become popular of beginning a note at the eru

of the paper. The sheet is folded as heretofore

but instead of the writing commencing on th

right-hand pago and contmuing overleaf con

seoutively to the fourth page,-the sheet is openet

out, and the left-hand page is made the Aral

and the fourth page the second, so that whel

it is refolded the connexion is cut off. Then
turning the paper inside out, the writing goe:

back to the third page, and finishes on th
second. Could confusion be better planned;

Consider the waste of time, when the sheei

happens to be cut up the back, or, as frequenUj
i occurs, into smaller divisions, for the convenienc*

! of printing, and the difficulty of connexion

especially when tho note is closely written oi

.
thin foreign paper, and in a hand at best of timei

,
not very legible. Confusion worse confounded ii

the result. Common sense demands a stop to suci

abackward, crab-crawling progress, and a retun

to the straightforward course, which will relievl

many a puzzled, time-driven Tr-anscriber.
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A NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOE COWLEY,
IN pXPOEDSUIRE.

TiiE foundafcion.gtone oE St. John the Evan-
gelist National Hospital for Incurables has been
laid by Prince Leopold, in the presence of a
large number of spectators. The objects of the
proposed hospital are to offer a well-regulated
Home, with suitable attendance and sympathy,
to those afflicted with incurable and it may be
lingering disease, and unable to find elsewhere
thu comforts they require, and also, and
especially, to assist the relations of those who
can contribute small payments. It is further
intended to attach to the hospital a chapel-of-
ease for the district of Cowley St. John. A
convenient site of four acres has been given,
situate near tho Magdalen Cricket-groimcl. The
hospital originated in a gift by a gentleman, who
placed 1,0001. in the hands of Miss Saudford for
the purpose. Probably not less than 50,00OZ-.

will be required for its completion, but the
building will bo carried on gradually, as the
funds may allow. The edifice will consist of a
Iarg(i quadrangle surrounded by a cloister, with
rooms for the accommodation of single patients
and patients in pairs, with wards allowing them
to look into the church which is to bo built in
connexion with the hospital. By this arrange-
meut the helpless patients will bo enabled to
hear and sec a religious service conducted when
they are unable to leave their rooms. There
will be every facility for the extension of tho
building, which will be in tho Early Perpendicular
style, while the church will be in tho Early De-
xtrated style. It is proposed to accommo-
date 150 patients, with a large staff, and tlie

church will bo spacious enough to contain 1,000
persons. The architect is Mr. C. Buckeridge,
)f London and O.xford, and the builders arc
Messrs. Honour & Castle, of Osuey.

PREVENTION OP FIRES.

Sir,—A fire (of no great importance) occurred
n Oxford recently, at which, excepting the
occupants of tho house, I was tho first, and for
a time the only, person. The fire broke out in
an outhouse, with no means for communication,
by staircase or otherwise, with tho rooms above
it, and, when waiting for the fire-engine, I was
much astonished by the volume of flame which
issued from the doorway while tho fire seemed
to make but little or no progress into the rooms
above. At tho time I thought the place must
have been arched over with brick or stone, but
n exaoiination after the fire, I found that the
space between the plaster of the ceiling and the
flooring above it, had been filled with sawdust,
and this, I believe,—by preventing for a time
an upward draught, and perhaps also the flaming
of the timbers when they did ignite,—seemed to
have held the fire in check, to some degree, for
a time, although the ceiling was not more than
7 ft. from the floor, and therefore fully e.xposed
to the fire which raged below it.

Perhaps some of your readers will tost my
opinion on this subject by expei-iments on a
amallor scale

;
but at present I feel certain that

filling-in with sawdust between the joists of the
tipper floors would materially check the burning
in a house on fire, especially at the first out-
break

;
and this would be far more effective if

the sawdust was sprinkled with alum-water, and
flried before used. The sawdust would add but
little to',tho weight on the ceiling; it would bo
useful

; and is often used for deadening the
Bound between room and room

;
it would prevent

the harbouring of mice or rats beneath the
floor,^ ; and often prevent effluvia from the
kitchen, &o., finding a way to other parts of the
house. In ground.floors or places liable to damp,
such a check to ventilation might be injurious.

G. A. Rowell.

THE EXTINGUISHMENT OP FIRE.
Sin,— In the latter part of the summer of the year 1858,

boiinj then in New York, I was a witness to the trial of a
steam fire-engine, built iu Philadelphia, said to be the
fiuest steam fire-engine made in America. The occasion
of the trial was a fire in a large block of buildings in tho
Bowery, and tho superiority of the steam orer the hand-
engines soou made itself inauifest. Since that time steam
"^C-engincs have come into use in England. On Sunday,
the 27th ultimo, I was witness to one of the greatest fires
which has ever occurred in Man hosier, when the work-
thops of tho Lanca^hire and Yorkshire Railway at Miles
Platting were completely destroyed, together with their
conteiiis, Consisting of now and running locomotives, car-
riages in more or leas forward stage of completion, vidu-
^le tools, limber, oils, &c., said to bo of 15'i,00(i;. value.
Here, again, I witnessed the performance of ouo solitary
ateam hre-engine, the superiority of which over its hand

assistants was very marked. But why, I should like to
ask, docs Manchestorallowitaolfbut one steam fire-engine?
Why, in fact, should all not be worked by steam power ?

In fires of any magnitude, tho small stream thrown on the
fire by the haud-power engines serves mostly to increase
the flames, instead of quenching them, as is really the
case with the water thrown by the Btesm-engino. In my
opinion, if half a dozen steam fire-engines had appeared
upon the scene at an early stage of the fire, with the
plentiful supply of water there to be obtained, the value
of tho property saved would have been equal at least to
the value of tho engines themselves, and a great industry
would not have been dislocated, men’s tools destroyed,
and the usual appeals made to the public to reinstate in
tho name of charity. Cannot wo get a law passed, com-
pelling al! factories to bo built in smaller compartments,
with good substantial party-walls, and iron doors of com-
munication where necessary, and then urge corporations
and insurance companies to adopt the best means and
adequate to eitiuguiih fires at an early stage of their
growth. Surely half a dozen steam fire-engines would
not be too many for Manchester and Salford. E. Q.

CAUTION TO BUILDERS.
SiK,—The contract for tho restoration of the parish

church, Kirbystephen, Westmoreland, gas let to Mottet
Little, Builder, of Penrith. Mr. R. J. Johnson, of the
firm of Austin & Johnson, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, was tho
architect. It was commenced in May, 1.S70. lii December,
1371, tho architect gave the builder a certificate for 20i)L
on account of work done, which tho builder gave to the
Rev, Dr. Simpson, tho vicar, who declined to pay it. Tho
architect gave a statement to the vicar, showing what was
due, which he made to about with 3 M. to complete.
The contractor finished the whole in May, 1873, and sent
in his detailed account in June. In the meantime the
vicar gave the contractor 1001,, but declined to pay more.
Tho architect also refused to give any account or state-
ment

;
therefore tho builder took proceedings to recover

Lis account of 8161. 38. 6d. In tho latter part of Sep-
tember the architect gave a statement certifying for only
1601. It came before Justice Quain, at the Court of
Queen’s Bench, where the architect by aliidavit claimed to
be the sole arbiter under the agreement. The judge said
he could not act as such; he was only architect, and
ordered it to be referred to arbitration, and Mr. T. C,
Forster was chosen (mutually), who appointed it to bo
heard at Manchester on the 18tli of March last, where the
same technical point was raised, that the architect was sole
arbiter, which Mr. Forster decided in his favour, thus re-
versing tho decision of Justice Quain, and saying ho had
no power in the matter. Council argued that there were
four accounts, which were signed by the builder and
clerk of works, for 1651., which formed certificates

; but
the architect had for upwards of twelve months, after
being signed, altered without consulting the builder. lie
had also altered the whole of his own account given to the
vicar, Dr. Simpson, in 1871, and takes refuge under tho
clause in the agreement that he is to have power over all
things in regard to the work, and his decision is to bo
final. Thus the builder has to do whatever the architect
orders, and ho decides that nothing is to be paid for it, but
admits it is not shown on plana, or specified. Having
myself been the victim of an ngreeiuent, I think I urn in
duty hound to publish the circumstances as a warning to
others. It is monstrous that a builder should he com-
pelled to do work which is not in his contract, and the
proprietor to be able coolly to tell him he admits it is
done, and iu a proper manner, but by a technical point
in the agreement he can get clear of paying for it.

Moffbt Little.

CURE OF SMOKY CHIMNEYS.
Sib,—

I

noticed an injiuiry, a short time ago, from a
correspondent, who desired some information ns to tho
beat treatment to adopt for a smoky chimney. It is almost
needless to observe that there is no complete and uni-
versal remedy for this evil any more than for the other
physical ills which alUict mankind. Everything depends
upon the exciting cause, and it is absolutely necessary
that this should be discovered before applying any means
of relief. I have, however, lately made use of au inven-
tion called an mjecfetir by its author, a Frenchman (M
Fapier, of 7, Polygon, Somers-town), which is con-
Btructedon a scientific principle, and appears to answer
Its purpose remarkably well. Its chief recommendation
IS, that unlike most inventions of the kind, it is not an
unsightly object; it stands only 6 in. above the top of tho
flue, so that it is scarcely visible from the ground; it is
fixed readily and is not expensive. It is difficult to
explain the principle without a model or a diagram; hut
it may be briefly said that it consists in creating a strong
upward current at the top of the flue. Tho iniecleur has
been fixed at the Tower of London, St. Bartholomew’s
Hospital, and other places, 1 understand, with entire
success. The circumstance of the inventor being a
foreigner, and that he is uuacquaiuted with our language
and the English mode of business, will, 1 trust, be sulfi-
cient excuse for you to depart from your usual practice
by publishing this letter. j. jj.

0-\K.

Sir,—Can any of your readers who have floored houses
with oak tell mo what are the best sizes, and what is the
best way to cut oak timber? I want to cover some
3,000 square feet or thereabouts of flooring (orfliuarv
wood deal stuff), with a thin layerof polished oak, in the
same fashion asraany|of the French and other foreign floors
arc; and I had the timber all ready cut this time last
year, and lying in block. What am I to do with it ? for I
wish to floor my own rooms with my own timber, and do
not at all care to order a lot of tbe pai-quetrie advertised
What sort of pattern should I use ?—tho simpler the
better. Would not herring-bone do? and if so, what
size must tho trunks of the trees bo cut into? Should
the stuff be all cut out at once—say i in. thick, or left in
plank, or what should I do ? Also, ought nails or screws
to be used to tack it donn with

;
and how about polishing

tho uppei surface ?

Can I use a common circular-saw for sawing paling or
will It require to be cut in a liner manner ? Pray excuse
these numerous questions: but, being quite ignorant,—
and my architect too,—about' such matters, I request
information from those who are really competent tu
afivise. J. n. HaiG. I

THE WAY TO VIENNA.
Sir,—I am very much obliged to your correspondent

Mr. George .Jennings, and he has as well the cordial
thanks of many others connected with tho building trade.?
and with whom I am acquainted, for his letter in this
week's issue replying to the query aslted through the
medium ofyour excellent paper a few weeks ago.
The further favour of future letters, written from

Vienna and concerniog that city and its Exhibition, will be
perused with much interest by a very large class of your
readers, especially those to whom Murray is a stranger
and whoso general knowledge concerning Austria is
naturally limited.
No doubt Mr. Jennings will inform us whether a pass-

is necessary or not?. Of course we know thar,
theoretically speaking, an Englishman can travel in many
continental countries without one. But, practically, b-
can only do so on proof of h s nationality, and tho rub at
times IS how to' prove oneself a Britanni'o subject, if un-
provided with a passport and no British consul hapueiis
to reside in the place.
-\wkward things happen sometimes, and although I

flatter myself that I look tho very opposite to “ a con-
spirator, yet I shall not readily forget how a few yeirs
betore the late war I was apprehended in one of tho
niarkets at Lyons on suspicion of being one, and how
after being marched a mile or two between four secret
pobce, r was thrown, or rather pushed, into prison.

Fortunately, I bad in my possession n passport for us.»
in another country, and after a good deal of humming and
hahing over this I at length got ofl’, but not wi houl much
delay and some little trouble and annoyance.

Perhaps, too, Mr. Jennings will be so good ns to tell us
how long the journey takes from London to Vienna, sup-
posing that the Cologne, Rhine, and Salzburg route be
taken

;
ami also as to how lettero and papers should be

addressed for strangers at Vienna. Those who experi-
enced tho inconvenient delays that were daily occasioned
at tho “ Poste Restanto" during the two Paris Exhibi-
tions, caused altogether by tho inability of that office to
cope with tho extra pressure made by tho immense influx
of strangers, would be glad if another such edition of
that sort of thing could bo avoided. Cau English
people have their correspondence addressed to some
other place? Uabri- Hems.

TIIE BRITISH MUSEUM PURCHASES
AND COLLECTIONS.

Ox tbo vote, iu Supply, of 102,1611. for tlif>

Biitisli Museum, in the Honse of Commons.
Mr. Walpole, who was imperfectly heard, said
the collection of Roman coins was now complete,
and was, he believed, tJie finest in the world.*
The trustees had lately, with the sanction of the
Treasury, purchased one of the finest collections
of w'orks of art that had ever been brought into
this country. Amongst them he might mention
a beautiful bust of Juno, a bronzed head of
Venus, and an Etruscan sarcophagus of terra-
cotta. Mr. Bowring remarked that there was a
general impression that from the crowded state
of the Museum the accommodation for the
Natural History collection was very insufficient.
Mr. Mundella suggested that the trustees of the
Museum should lend duplicates of work.s of art
and of books to the museums of large provincial
towns. Mr. Walpole said, with respect to the
Natural History collection, they were taking an
increased vote this year for buildings in South
Kensington. With respect to the suggestion of
the lion, member for Sheffield, the trustees had
again and again considered that question, and,
apart from the difficulties of unequal distribution,
they were of opinion that, so far at least as
regarded duplicate copies of books, it was of the
highest importance to have all the editions under
one roof. The vote was agreed to.

THE COAL SUPPLY.
In tho Select Committee of the House of

Commons on Coal Supply, Mr. Pease, M.P. for
South Durham, and a member of the committee,
has been under examination. The honourable
member, who said he had been connected with
the trade for the past twenty years, furnished
some elaborate statistics of the coal-production
of his district, and the more recent rise in price
and wages. Wages had risen from GO to 75 per
cent., and the cost of materials from 30 to 40
per cent., and the latter, ho said, must have tlie
effect, as much as anything, of keeping up prices.
As in other districts, demand had exceeded sup-
ply, and the rise of wages followed tho advancem price. High wages liad a tendency to induce
the men to -vi-ork less time, but the Mines In.
spection Act coming into operation at the same
time as the increased demand, had to some
extent i-etarded production. From his own
observation, he could say the rise of watres had
greatly improved the comfort and position of
the men. The condition of their houses was
improved, and their little gardens better looked
after. In some of their liomes which he bad
recently visited he found books and other evi-
deuces of the occupants applying their money
to a good uae._ Ouo man kept him half au hour
to look over his collection of insects, and every-
where he saw signs of great improvement. The
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deposits in one of their building societies, con-

eisting of 268 menibers, amounted in 1872 to

3j900?. Most of the men, too, belonged to co-

operative stores, and were subscribers to the

Hartley accident Fund. From 1866 to 1872,

Lis firm had built 525 houses for their men, and

they had now 206 on hand. In order to make
provision for a considerable increase in produc-

tion, they must now have more workmen, and

the only way to get them was to provide com-
fortable residences. Two-roomed houses were
not a sufficient temptation : they must be four-

roomed, two upstairs and two down, and those

they were providing. He did not think there

would be much difficulty in getting men as long

as the present rate of wages waa kept up, or it

maintained the same relative proportion to that

•of agricultural wages. There was a decidedly

improved desire amongst the colliers for ele-

mentary education, though the adult evening

schools had not quite succeeded, owing to the

distaste of the men to grapple with the diffi-

culties of learning to read and write after a
hard day’s work. The average attendance at

the children’s school, however, had increased

from 1,-I82 in 1870 to 1,740 in 1872, and every-

where the desire to educate the children was
increasing. As far as he conid see, there was
no wish on the part of the unions to prevent the

men from working full time if so disposed, nor

was there the remotcot disposition on the part

of the Masters’ Association to limit the output,

•or keep up prices by any such methods.

STORIJfG RAIN-WATER.
Sir,—In reply to the query of your corre-

spondent, “ G. M.,” on the above subject, there

are thousands of instances in Southport, Lanca-
shire (where rain-water seems to be highly

valued), where all the rain-water from the roofs

of the houses and other buildings is collected

and conveyed by means of down-pipes and
earthenware pipes into water -tanks formed
Mndergroundf—say, under a pantry or portion of

scullery,—which, from my observation, appear to

act very satisfactorily in preserving the water
cool during summer months and from frost

during winter, and purify it some way, so that,

when filtered before use, it can even be used for

•drinking purposes. I have myself been deceived,

thinking I had been drinking siiring-water. I

think they are constructed as follows:—The
•ordinary foundations of the pantry (sunk in the

ground 5 ft. or 6 ft. for the purpose) are lined

inside with brick (-Ij in.), built in cement
;

tlie

•bottom puddled, if the ground requires it, and
paved with brick on edge, or two flat cour.scs in

cement. The bottom and sides are then plastered

with a f-inch coat of Portland cement, carefully

finished. The whole is arched over with brick-

work, leaving a man-hole, of course, in the top or

the side-wall, as may bo most convenient, for

access. Ventilation must be provided for, also

•overflow connected with trapped drain. The
water is to be raised by means of a pump in the

scullery for supplying slop-stone or forcing up
to a cistern in attics for supply of batln, &c.

The water-tanka can easily be constructed with
two or more chambers for filtering purposes,

—

the suction-pipe to pump being in one chamber
4ind inlet from down-spouts iu another.

A Water.

D

iUNivKR.

THE LABOURERS’ COTTAGES BILL.

Tue Labourers’ Cottaires Bill, introduced by
Mr. Whitwell and Mr. Wren-Hoskyns, has now
been printed. It provides that land vested in cor-

porations of boroughs may be laid out in site.s

•for dwelling-houses suitable for the occupation
of artizans and labourers. The plans drawn up
by command of the Council of a borough must be
submitted to a public meeting of burges-es. If

approved, they have to he sent to the Home
Secretary, who shall have the right to confirm or
reject them, or to suggest such alterations as may
seem good to him. After the approval of the
Home Secretary, the land is to be offered for
sale, either by public auction or by private con-
tract, in separate parcels, the Council deter-
mining the conditions of price and payment, and
the class of houses to be erected. The pur-
chaser of a site must have a house built and
ready for occupation within three years. The
time may be extended by permission of the
authorities

j
but if the house is not completed

within the extended time, the site may be for-
feited by resolution of the Council. A schedule

contains a form of conveyance by which a site,

when sold or disposed of by the registered

owner, shall be transferred. It is expressly

provided that any married woman who shall be

owner of a site may sell and dispose of it in all

respects as if she were unmarried. Sites are

not to ho subdivided; but several persons may
become joint owners. If passed with the
necessary modification.s, the measure will be
of real service to the class for whose benefit it

has been drawn up. Fairly comfortable dwell-

ings are the first condition of success in any
attempt to improve the circumstances of arti-

zans and labourers. This Bill greatly facilitates

the acquisition of such houses without under-

mining the self-respect and independence of the

occupiers.

POROUS TILE ROOFS.

A co.vTiNG of the following mixture, namely,

—

equal parts of finely-sifted Portland cement and
finely-powdered brick or pieces of tile, well

mixed together to the consistency of paint, and
laid on the tiles with a brush, in dry weather,

care being taken to damp the tiles, to promote
perfect adhesion, would render them impervious

to rain, and last a long time, for small cost.

P.

LONDON ROADWAYS.
Toe Westminster District Boai'd of Works

have decided to recoat the carriiige-way of Vic-

toria-street, at a coat of about 450?., and apply
to the Metropolitan Board for permission to stop

up the thoroughfare for four days, in order that

a steam-roller may be used in the work. They
have likewise decided to recoat Parliament-

street, at a cost of about 300i., and ask for per-

mission to close Parliament-street and the streets

abutting thereon for three days during the Whit-
suntide recess of Parliament in order to use the

steam-roller in the work, the traffic to bo diverted

by Whitehall-place along tho Thames Embank-
ment.

WINCHESTER GUILDHALL.
On Wednesday last, the new guildhall for

Winchestei* was opened by the Lord Chancellor.

The building was designed by Messrs. Jeffery &
Skiller, of Hastings, and built by Messrs. Bull it

Son, of Southampton, at a cost of between
11 ,000J. and 12,000?. It is to serve also as an
assembly-room for tho citizens, as a local

museutn, and as a reading-room. The styde

adopted is Geometric Gothic
;
tho heads of the

principal windows contain bas-reliefs of six

principal events in the history of the city, and a
sculptural group in the clock-tower represents
Henry I. presenting the charter of incorpor.ation

to Florence do Lnnn, the first mayor in the
year llSl. Florence de Lnnn is also the subject
of one of the four statues supported on granite

columns on the face of the building. The otbera

represent King Egbert, King Alfred, and
Henry III., of Winchester. The building is not
regarded locally with unmixed satisfaction.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
FolJcestone .—Cberiton Church, Folkestone, has

been re-opened after a restoration and enlarge-

ment, during -which operations the tomb of the
granddaughter of Sir Walter Raleigh was dis-

covered, the date being 1716.

Nottijigliaui .—The new Church of St. Thomas,
on Park-row, has been consecrated by the Bishop
of tho Diocese. The edifice was formerly a
Presbyterian chapel. It recently became un-
used, and it was obtained and adapted as a
church. To form an idea of the transformation,
we may state that it was a large oblong room
with square walls, I'l in. thick, pierced by a
double row of windows on three of its sides

;

a flat plastered ceiling
;
a boarded floor, fitted

with cquare pews breast high; a large square
pulpit in the centre, and a gallery at one end.

With the additions of a north and south aisle,

moulded arcades, an iipsidal chancel, with
elevated tiled floor and low screen, open benches,
an inlaid mosaic reredos, and draperied com-
munion table, and a painted ceiling and some
stained glass windows, the gift of Mr. G- Sparrow,
the interior now presents to view something like

the appearance of a church of the Basilican

type. The windows will be filled with painted
glass, and colour and gold will decorate the
walls of the church. The ceiling of the nave

is divided into a series of square and circula

panels, fitted with combinations of fruits am
flowers mentioned in Scripture, and divide

from each other by painted and gilded borden
Prom the centre of this ceiling hangs a ga
corona. As the building has been enlarge'

externally to the extreme limits of the grounc

and will sooner or later bo blocked out fror

view by erections on the adjoining land, n

attemiit has been made to ornament the dea

walls on the three sides of the same, but i

the street facade a row of new stone window
has been inserted. The architects are Messn
T. C. Hine & Son

;
the contractors, Messrs

Marriott, Wartnaby, & Scott; gasfitter, Mj
Rhodes

;
stained-glass artists, Messrs. Heator

Butler, & Baynes; makers of the clearstor

windows, Messrs. Wheeler & Co.

Great Hoi'mead.—The little village church c

St. Nicholas, Great Hormead, has been n
opened, after having been closed for nearl

twelve months, in. order that it might underg

restoration and repair. The architect for tl

restoration was Mr. A. W. Blomfield, tl

diocesan architect. All that he thought nece

sary has now been done, except that the tow*

remains as yet untouched. On account of tl

dilapidated condition of the chancel, it vn

found necessary to rebuild it entirely, and tl

nave has undergone an extensive restoration. 1

fact, the exterior of the church, with the exce;

tion of the tower, has a new look about it. TJ

plaster which formerly disfigured it has het

removed, the flints refaoed, and the stonewo;

renewed. The whole work has been done 1

Mr. Gibbons, of Buntingford, -who was the co

tractor for tho restoration of tho churches

Ansbey and Barley, and is now carrying out t!

reparation of Aspeuden Church, all four church
within a few miles of each other. The c

chancel and vestry, which were in a very dila]

dated condition, have been taken down, andi

new chancel, 2 t.ft. by 16 ft. 6 in., with an orga

chamber and vestry attached, has been erecte

The general walling is built with local flin‘

Bath stone being used for tho windows and !

dressings. Tho east window is in three ligh;

with tracery of geometrical design. An op
roof of stained deal plastered between t

rafters, and covered with red tiles, finished wi

an ornamental ridging, has been put upon t

chancel. New leaded roofs are provided for t

nave and aisle, the old slates having be
removed and the timbers repaired, so as :

retain their original appearance as far as pi

sible. The roof on the north aisle is new, in Oi

A now porch, -with an entrance doorway, a
with an open roof of stained deal, covered wi
lead, is erected on the south side. The wholel

the walling throughout the church is rebuilt

refaced where necessary. The brick buttresst

cement repairs, and all other unsightly work
recent date, are removed. New windows ha
been inserted in the aisles and clearstory-wal
their design being copied from thoso previous

existing. All the windows are glazed -wi

rolled cathedral glass, and are fitted with slidb

iron casements, for the requisite ventilatic

New parapet walls, ^^ith moulded stone copin

and string-courses have been built to the na
and aisles. Internally the walls are re-plastere

and the stonework to the arcades and elsesvhel

throughout the building is cleansed and restore

The chancel-floor is laid with Maw’s eucausi
tiles, and a reredos has been supplied by t

same manufacturers. Peake’s 6 in. red a:

black Staffordshire fioor-iiles have been used £

the passages in the nave and aisles, and newdt
floors are laid throughout the body of t

church. The old square high-backed pe^

are replaced by carved choir seats executed
waiuscot oak. All the sittings in the chur
have been re-arranged, the seats near t

tower being new, and accommodation is pi

vided for children by seats in the tow»

New oak doors are hung to all tho eutrano

with wrought. iron hinges of foliated desig

For heating the church a Porritt’s stove h
been fixed in the centre passage of the nav

the iron grating of which is level with the pav

ment, and the flue from the same is carried i

in the north-east angle of the tower. T
restoration of the tower is to bo proceeded wi

at once. The cost of the restoration has bei

about 1,900?., and 250?. are required for tl

repair of the tower.

Knee^all .—The restoration of this church wi

commenced a year ago by Mr. H. Clipshatn, i

Norwell, under the direction of Mr. Ewan Chri

tion, of London, and a sum of 9001. has be(

expended upon the nave and south aisle rooli
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walle, paving and flooring, heating, &c. This
work has been accomplished through the liberality

of Earl Mauvers, supplemented by the vicar,

parishioners, and others. The chancel was
nndcrtalcL'n by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,
at a cost of about 205L

Wakefield.—The mayor has laid the corner-
stone of a new church about to be erected at
Wrenthorpe. The inhabitants of this rapidly,
growing village have heretofore worshipped at
the old church at Alvertborpe, and at a school
which stands in their midst. A vicarage has
already been built, and the ground secured for

the church is in convenient proximity. The
edifice is to seat 300, and it will cost about
1,2001. Tho architect is Mr. T. W. Mickle-
thwaite, of Westminster; and the contractors
are Messrs. Thickett, of Ilorbiiry.

Weekley.— St. Mary’s Church, Woekloy, within
the past twelve months, has been restored, and
is now reopened. The total cost of the work
has been nearly 2,0001., and the whole sura has
been defrayed by tho Duke of Buccleuch, the
owner of the parish. The restoration has been
carried out with a view to re-using as much of
the old material as possible, and in conformity
with the ancient character of the edifice. The
eoutli porch and vestry have been rebuilt. The
plastering which defaced the exterior walls has
been removed, and the masonry has been ro-
pointed with black mortar, pai'apets strength-
onetl, and tho interior walls replastered. A new-
cast window is placed in tho chancel, and
generally that part of tho church is renovated.
In cleaning the north cbaucol wall an Early
English window was discovered, and it has
been retained. There is a similar window at
the west end of the church. The floor of
the chancel is laid in Godwin’s encaustic tiles.

The church is reseated throughout in oak, and
tho floor laid in bhick and red tiles. For wai-in.
ing the church Purritt’s system of heating has
been iutroduced. Tho work has been carried
out under the direction of Mr. A. W. Blomfield,
M.A., architect, Loudon; and by Mr. J. Thoinp*
sou, contractor, Peterborough. Mr. Buckley, of
Kettering, executed the plumbing work.

Steeple Gidding.— On Easter Tuesday this
church was reopened, after having been restored
at the sole expense of Mr. J. M. Heathcote, the
patron of the benefice. The work has been
carried out by Mr. J. Thompson, of Peterborough,
from the plans of Mr. A. Blomfield, architect.
Tho east window has been filled with stained
glass, the work of Mr. W. II. Constable, Cam-
bridge Stained-glass Works.

Southend.—The new chancel of Southend
church has just been opened. Ifc forms an-
other instalment of tho rebuilding of tho old
church (which is, however, of comparatively
modern date, and iii the qiiasi-Norraau style).
The work was commenced some years a"o
By the addition of a wide-gabled north ai^o
01 three bays; then a similar aisle was built
ou the south side, with the foundations of
a tower, leaving between them the old low,
flat-ceilinged nave. Recently a large chancel
has been added, with chancel aisles, vestry, and
organ chamber. The work has still a singularly
aafinishod effect, for, in addition to the low
nave, there aro low transepts between the
ohaiicel and nave aisles, which are only high
enough to admit of the springers of new transept
arches being built. But it is to be hoped that
before long these defects may be remedied. The
walls are of coursed Kentish rag, with Bath
stone dressings. The work has been executed
by Mr. Saunders, of Maldou, under the late Mr.
W. Slater, and under Mr. R. Herbert Carpenter.
Ht-mington {Northa'nts).~^t. Peter’s Church

has been reopened. It was chiefly interesting
as having been, with the exceptiou of the towe^
rebuilt iu 1G6G with tho old materials of Bewley
Hall, the residence of the Montague family. A
portion of tho hall still remains, near the church,
t5ut up into three tenements, in one of which is
n magnificent chimney-piece, described in tho
county histories. The nave windows are square-
beaded, mallioned and transomed. The roof is
open, with arched principals, having pendants
at the intersections. The old chancel had dis-
appeared

; but on taking down the east wall of
the nave, numerous moulded stones were fonod,
cE Norman and First Pointed work, including
capitals and bases of columns, thus leaving no
aoubt that a church with aisles had previously
Jtooii here. The new chancel arch is desigoed
u harmony with the fragments, and rests on the
indent capitals and portions of base which are
nsorted m the new jambs. The chancel is of
lew design, of Second Pointed date, and is built

in Ancaster stone ashlar-work, with richly-
moulded windows, priests’ door, piscina, &c.
Under the east window is a rerodos, of three
recessed arches, in which is represented the
Crucifixion,—Our Lord, St. Mary and St. John
in the centre arch, with the two Marys and
Salome and St. Joseph, Nicodemus, and the
Centurion on either side. It is painted on slate,
in oil-colours, on a diapered gold ground, by
Mr. Daniel Bell. The chief features of Hemington
are, however, its stalls, which were brought from
Fothoringhay, but whether from tho chancel of
tho collegiate church when it was destroyed, or
from the castle chapel when palled down by
James I.’s order it is now not easy to say. Tho
ends are highly carved, and the tops end with a
great crocheted curl, like tho head of a pastoral
staff. In tho ends and ou the misereres aro carved
tho badge of tho ducal family of York,—the
falcon in a closed fetterlock, a single boar, and
coupled boars, &c. These were in a deplorable
state, cut and broken, and whitewashed, and
used to make up the sides of tho common square
pews. They have been carefully restored, under
the architect’s inspection, by Messrs. Pepper &
Son, of Brighton. Somewhat similar stalls, also
from Fotheringhay, are at Tansor Church. The
expense of the restoration has been borne by
the Duke of Buccleuch, and has been carried
out by the late Mr. W. Slater and by Mr. R.
Herbert Carpenter, the builder being Mr.
Margotts, of Kettering, and the clerk of works
Mr. Lucas. The stone carving is by Mr. Harry
Hems, of Exeter. The neighbouring church of
Luddington will now be restored by the Duke
of Buccleuch, under Mr. Carpenter.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Halifax.—Tho new school connected with

Harrison-road Independent Chapel has been
opened. The building, the foundation-stone of
which was laid on the 17th of August, 1872, is
adjacent to the chapel on the lower side, and has
a frontage to Ormerod-street. It is of stone, and
the idea of the architect has been to make it

uniform in external appeai-ance with the chapel

:

there has not been luuoli expenditure in orna-
mentation. The building is iu two stories. On
the ground-floor are ten class-rooms. The school-
room, niedsuriug 75 ft. by 35 ft., will accommo-
date 500 scholars. A terra-cotta fountain will
be placed iu the middle of the room, both as an
ornament and for use. Such fountains, we are
informed, have been introduced iu some schools
in America, and have proved a remedy for boys
who leave the school to get a drink about once
every ten minutes. A gangway has been erected
from the school to tho chapel, so that the
scholars can pass from one to the other without
going into the street. On the same floor as the
school are a library, superiutendenta’ vestry, and
a hoist, the last-named being intended for use
between the kitchen and the school-room when
tea-parties are held. The various works have
been executed by the following firms Archi-
tect, Mr. Dearden ; masonry, Mr. J. W. Wilson

;

joining and carpeiRry, Mr. Hy. Dearden
; slating

and plastering, Messrs. Taylor & Firth
;
plumb-

ing, Mr. Joseph Barker
; whilst the hot-water

appai*atus has been supplied by Mr. E. Lumby.
Upper Tooting.—Some simple school buildings

for the district of St. Mary Magdalene’s,
Trinity-road, have just been completed. Tlie
main materials used are grey stock bricks, with
a few bands of red bricks, and no stone has been
nsed, except where necessary for stability. The
roofs are ceiled with lath and plaster at the
back of the collars and rafters, which are
stained. E.xteriially the covering is of Bangor
slating wi’h plain red ridge tiles. The pTan
comprises two schoolrooms arranged in tlio
shape of an L. ^'ith a lean-to porch. There is
a small hell-turret, formed by carrying a portion
of the roof on brackets to serve as a canopy to
the bell. Tho coat of the school has been about
4001. The works have been executed by Messrs.
Dove, Brothers, Mr. Edmund B. Ferrey beino-
the urcliiteot.

°

Bala (^NoTth La’les). — The Bala schools
have recently been completed, and have been
built from tho designs of Mr. Fe.-rey. In
plan they consist of a boys’ school, 50 ft. by
20 ft.

;
girls’ school, 32 ft. by 15 ft., with class-

room, 1/ ft. hy 12 ft. There are gabled porches
to the two first-named rooms. A master’s resi-
dence is immediately attached, comprising, on
the ground-floor, parlour, kitchen, scullery, and
pantry, with three bedrooms on the upper floor.

The walls are built of rough limestone, procured

in the neighbourhood, and, in the case of the
boys’ and gu-ls’ schools, are plastered internally.
The roofs are of stained deal, and of open con-
struction. Externally they are covered with
Porbraadoo slating, the ridges being formed of
terrii-metallic ridge-tiles. The windows are prin-
cipally square-headed, with stone muilions and
trausomes, and aro fitted with wrought-iron
casements, moving on centres. The dressings
are of Wrexham sandstone. Tliero are spacious
playgrounds to tho boys’ and girls’ schools, with
tho necessary offices. Tho total cost, exclusive
of fittings, has boon about l,200i. Tho clerk
of the works was Mr. R. Woodcock, and the
builder, Mr. David R iborts.

Nemchurch (Lancashire).—The new "schools
here were opened on the 10th inst. The building
is in the Gothic style of architecture. The
foundation-stone was laid on the 31st An^ust,
1872, by Mrs. Patrick, of Cloughfold, when
there was a procession and meeting. The school
has cost 1,'lOOi. exclusive of site, which was given
by Capt. and Mrs. Patrick, of Cloughfold. There
is accommodation for 250 scholars. The schools
are built of atone, and the building is open-roofed.
There is a large general school, 59 ft. by 19 ft
and an infant school, 30 ft. by 18 ft. There are
two class-rooms, 10 ft. by 12 ft.

; two large
lobbies for stores, hats, &c.

;
two large rooms

below the infants’ school and lobby, for boilers,
tea, stores, &o. Two large playgrounds are to
be fitted with gymnasium and swings, well fenced
with wall and railings. The whole of the work
lias been done under tbepersonal superintendence
of the architect, Mr. Harry Percival, of Now-
church. The contractors for the various works
are as follow :—For wood, slate, plaster, iron,
&c., Mr. James Roberts, of Rawtenstall; stone
and brick labour, Messrs. G. Parkinson & Son,
of Newchurch; hot-water apparatus, William
Henson & Co., Blenheim Works, Pendleton

; gas,
Mr. Homer Maxwell, Waterfoot

;
boundary walll

ing, &c., Messrs. Rostron & Rothwell, of New-
church.

Creech (Somerset).—The new parochial schools
at Creech St. Michael, which have coat 8001.,
are now open. Of the total cost of the building,
200i. have been raised by small contributions
iu tho parish and neighbourhood. Mr. J, H.
Spencer, of Taunton, was the architect, and Mr.
J. Diuham, the contractor. The site was given
by Mr. Foster. The stylo of tho building is
an adaptation of domestic Gothic, and^the
material Moukton stone, with grey briok dress-
ings. The walls are lined internally with
coloured brickwork, and the roofs opon-tirnhered,
varnished. The accommodation is for 170
children.

STAINED GLASS.
Ripon Cathedral.—A stained-glass window

has just been placed in this cathedral to com-
memorato the recovery of his Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales. Tho subject of the win-
dow is the restoration to health of a nobleman’s
son at Capernaum. Messrs. Ward & Hughes, of
London, were the artists. There are three
medallions. In the upper one is represented
the sick chamber; in the centre one, the meeting
of our Lord and the nobleman; and in the lower
one, the recovery. Beneath the medallions is
the text, “Thy son liveth.” (St. John v. 50).
The window is the gift of the Rev. Henry
Mildred Birch, one of the canons rosidenliary,
who was formerly tutor to his Royal Highness.

’

Llnndrillo Church.— A. stained-glass “window
has just been placed in the east end of Lland-
rillo Church, Colwyn, North Wales. The window
is one with five openings and tracery, the sub-
ject chosen being that of the Crucifixion, which
occupies the compartments of the three inner
lights

;
in the centre is tho figure of our Saviour

on tlie Cross, with the weeping Magdalen em.
bracing the Cross beneath

;
on one side are the

two Marys; on the other St. John the Centurion.
Above and around the Saviour is a cloud of
glory and angels adoring. The two outer
lights are filled in with ornamentation of fifteenth-
century character. The window has been de-
signed and executed by Messrs. Heaton, Butler,
& B.ayue, of Garrick-street, and preseuted by
Mr. Edward Brooke, of Caen Wood.towers, Hioh-
gate, on recovery from a painful illness,’ whTch
compelled him to resign the office of Sheriff of
London and Middlesex, to which he was elected
last Midsumraer.day.

TT otton Church.—The window which sur-
mounts the chancel arch at the east of tho nave
of the jiarish church of Wotton-under-Edge has
been filled by stained glass, tho gift of Mrs.
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Adoy, as a raeraorial of her late husband. The
window consists of three lights : the centre is

9 ft. by 3 ft., and bears Christ as the Good
Shepherd ; that on the I'ight, St. John the

Evangelist
;
and that on the left, the Virgin Mary ;

these are 7 ft. by 5 ft. each. The work has been

done by Hardman & Co., of Birmingham, under
Mr. C. P. Pritchett, architect, Wotton-under-

Edge.
Christchurch and Bournemouth. — The east

•n’indovv of the Priory Church has been filled

with stained glass by the Shute family, in

memory of Mr. Thomas Deane Shute, late of

Barton, near Christchurch, and Bramshaw, in

the New Forest. The -window is of five lights,

filled as follows :

—

Espriusals

of thf*

B.V. M.

The
Visitation

The
Ascension

The
Purilica-

tion.

Marriage
at

The Pre-
eoiitalion

iu the
Temple.

St. Joseph
trarned

by
Angels.

The
Cruci-

The
Adoration
ol'Kings.

The
Dispute ia

the
Temple.

The
Birih of

the
Virgin.

The
Aununcia-

The
Nativity.

Tho
Adoration

of
Shepherds

The
Flight

ilgypt.

The tracery is filled with souls ascending, angels

receiving, angels with palm branches, angehs

with harps, vigilia, ora, tho dove, the paschal

lamb, the myrtle, and pomegranate. The lights

have a border composed of the crown and the

Jleur-de-lis, and the whole of the medallions are

surmounted with a white lily, emblematical of

the “ pure Virgin.” The colour of the ground-
-work of the window is blue. Tho work has been
performed by Messrs. O’Connor, of Berners-

street, O.^ford-streeb. The greater part of the

old stonework has been removed and replaced

with new by Mr. John Preston. One of tho four
“ obtusely arched dwarf-looking windows ” in

the north choir aisle has been filled with stained

glass by the Rose family. The design is by
Lady Rose, and the window is a memorial to tho

late Sir George and Lady Rose. The window is

of four lights, w’hich axe filled thus :

—

An Angel. St. George. St. Elizabeth
of Hungary.

An Angel.

Blessed are
the dead.

Which die in

the Lord.

I was an hun-
gered and
ye gave me

I was a
stranger and
ye took me

Naked and
ye clothed

me.
aud ye visited

To the glory
of God

memory of

The Rt. Hon.
Sir George
Henry aud
Lady Rose.

By their sur-
viving chil-

dren Frances
Countess

of Morton,

Lord
Strathnairn,
Sir W. Rose,

K.C.B.
A.D. Ih73.

There are representations of tho Scripture

texts. The tracery, -which consists of eight

divisions, is filled with red and white roses in

the three divisions right and left. The work
has been performed by Messrs. Burlison &
Gr^ills, of Newman-streeb, O-xford-street, assisted

by Mr. John Preston, stonemason, and Mr. C.

Burry, plumber, Christchurch.

h'ippen Parish Church.—The two large win-
dows on either side of the pulpit in this church
have been filled with stained glass. Each
window has two upright lights and a central top
shape. In the four lights are represented, “ The
Announcement of the Angel to the Shepherds,”
“ Tlie Baptism of Christ,” “His Crucifixion,”

and “ His Ascension.” The portions over and
under the illustrations consist of geometric and
foliated bordering and ground-work, all of deep
colouring. In the centre of the lower panels
are Scripture texts alluding to the scenes
depicted ; and in the top central shapes the
Lamb and Banner and the Pelican are repre-

sented. Messrs. Baliantine &. Son, Edinburgh,
were the artists by whom the work has been
designed and executed. These windows have
been erected by Mr. James Scott, of The Hollies,

Tunbridge Wells, in memory of Lis wife, and
her father and mother.

Cavendish Church. — Two windows in the
south aisle of this cliurch have just been filled

with stained glass, at the sole expense of Mr.
George Bocock. The windows, which are in

juxtaposition, one facing tho east, the other the
south, have been designed and executed by
Jlessrs. Cox & Sons, of London. The one faciug
the east,—a four-light Perpendicular window,

—

has received much more elaborate treatment
than the other. In the two centre lights are

represented tho Resurrection and Ascension,
and on the dexter and sinister sides of these

two lights are figures representing St. Barnabas
and St. Stephen respectively. Tbe bases below
these two figures are composed of ornamental
glass, bearing a shield with cross and monogram
of the saints defined

j
and. the whole of the sub-

jects arc surmounted by rich canopies, under
which are cherubim and seraphim holding
scrolls, on each of which is inscribed Aljeluia.

The tracery of this window introduces very
sacred emblems. The window facing the south
is Geometrical in design, and consists of three

lights, which are filled with grisaille glass,

containing medallions. The medallion in th<!

I

centre light contains tho “Agnus Dei,” snr-

rounded with the passion-flower
;
and on the

top of the light is a diadem, on the sides of

which, a few inches below, are the Greek letters,

Alpha and Omerja. Each of tho side-lights con-

tains two medallions representing the Evange-
lists. The woi'k of fitting in tho windows has
been executed by Mr. Jacob Rice, plumber and
glazier, Cavendish.

FROM SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.— A deputation from tho city

waited upon Mr. Cardwell, at tho War-office,

with regard to the new dwellings for married
soldiers now in course of construction on the

Castle Rock. The Lord Provost stated that
there was a very strong objection to these build,

ings in Edinburgh, which -vi’ould grow if nothing
were done to remove the evils complained of.

The buildings were at once unsightly, spoiling

that splendid view painted by Turner in his

picture of “Edinburgh” from the Grass-
market, and they were deficient in a sanitary
point of view. Ho hoped the Government
would do something in the way of adornment
of the dwellings. Mr. Councillor Gowans
remarked upon tho want of sanitary appli-

ances, and submitted some alterations recom-
mended by tbe town, which would at once make
an improvement in that respect, and would
materially improve tho aspect of the dwelliugs.

The cost would be about 2,0001. Mr. Cardwell
said the matter had been referred to the Dean
of Guild Court before commencing the buildings,

and no remonstrances had been made. Mr.
Bailie Tawse said that the present considera-
tions did not come within their province at all

to decide upon as a court, but as individual
members they had objected to the proposal.
Mr. Cardwell, replying to the deputation, said

that the Inspector-General of Fortifications

would meet them on tbe spot at an early date to

receive any suggestions they might make, and
to see what could be done. Since then, Sir

Frederick Chapman, inspector of hospitals, has
gone to Edinburgh, and, accompanied by the Lord
Provost, Sir George Douglas, aud the colonel of

Engineers, has made a long inspection of the
site aud the building itself. He expressed great
regret that the town had not spoken soon
enough, and stated, that if it had done so when
the buildings were first proposed, they would not
have been pnt up, and others would have been
substituted. Sir Frederick ia to send down to

Edinburgh the plans of such ornamentation and
improvement as he thinks may be added to or
made upon the buildings, on the understanding
that the Government will pay a part, and the
city another part, of the expense of the altera-

tions and additions, as he thought that perhaps
both the Government and the city were to blame
in the matter.

VARIORUM.
Messrs. PARTinDGE& Co. have sent ns a packet

of smart little story-books,—“Never Give Up ”

(by Nelsie Brook), “Puffing Billy” (by Mrs.
H. C. Knight), “Two Christmas Days and the
Christmas-box” (by Mrs. Balfour), and several
others. These all have a good purpose, seeking,
while they amuse, to indoctrinate the youno-
mind with a horror of the vice of over-drinkino-

The more widely they are read the better.

Nothing but good can can come of their circu-

lation. A new edition has been published of

the two parts of Weale’s Rudimentary Series,

devoted to “The Elements of Euclid” (Lock,
wood A Co.) Part I. contains the books 1, 2.

and 3; Part 11. ,
books -i, 5, 6, 11, and 12.

Mr. George Browning has published a salient

little “ Memoir of the late Emperor Napo-
leon III.,” and a poem, entitled “Rip Van
Winkle,” which bears upon it (Croft & Co.,

Paternoster-row). “ Porcelain,” observe

Cassell’s Popular Educator for May, “diffei

from glass in tho great preponderance i

silicate of alumina in its composition. It coi

sists mainly of clay, which is infusible, ar

some alkaline silicate, which fases and bine

the clay together, rendering it impervious ^

moisture. The fineness of tho ware entirel

depends on the purity of tho clay, &c., froi

which it is made. The glaze which cover

porcelain is produced by dipping the “ biscuit

ware into water in which is suspended fineh

ground felspar
j

the porous mass absorbs tl

moisture, leaving the surface covered uniform!

with the felspar. It is then exposed in segga,

to a very high temperature, by which the felsp?

is melted aud the glazed produced. Stouewa:

aud common “ pottery-ware ” are glazed I

means of common salt. The ware is dipped :

sand and water, placed in the furnace, into wliu

has been thrown moist salt. The hea' quick:

converts the salt into vapoui'. In the presem
of tho steam, the silica on the ware decompos;
the salt, forming a silicate of sodium, whio
glazes the article, and hydrochloride acid, whu
escapes.” Iron tells the following intcrestii

story :
— An English gentleman, travelUil

(near Sinai), was struck with the small bk
stones he found in the dried - up watei

courses which in the rainy season convey tl

thousand streams that hurry to the sea, an
having the curiosity to bring some home, he soc

discovered that they were turquoises of no con

mon order. This determined him to mal
further researches. Eventually he has built i

house near the junction of the Wady Kenuc
tho Wady Makatteb, or the written valley, ai;

the Wady Meghara. Here, aided by the friendi

I

tribes he has taken into his pay, he has di

covered the old turquoise mines of the auciei

Egyptians, the rocks that they worked for t!

stones, the very tools they used, and the!

polisliiug aud grinding places. Being a man i

much energy, he has brought to bear upon tl

fortunate discovery tbe advanced knowledge

:

our times, and he is obtaining and sending ow
to this country some of the finest specimens s

turquoises that exist. In such a lonely spot, ;

naturally has not confined his attention to tl

subject only, but lias traced out the system i

fortifications by which the Pharaohs protccfcc

their works and workmen, and, what ia sti

more wonderful, has come upon the remains ^

vast ironworks,— so vast, indeed, that raai:

thousand people must have been employed upi

them, unless the plant used was on quite i

grand a scale as that of our largest furnaces-

tho North of England.” The Leisure Hoi

for May contains six hitherto unpublished poeii

by George Herbert, recently discovered by t

Rev. A. B. Grosart, an authority on early EnglL
literature. Three of these, “ Euen Soog,” “ T
Knell,” and “ Love,” are equal to most of I

published pieces. The Sunday at Home includ

a memoir of the late Sir Donald Macleod, C.I

by another old Indian, Major-General Edwas
Lake, R.E.

glisctllanta.

New Working Men's Club Buildings f
Walsall.—The memorial-stones of a buildingi

Freer-street, intended for the Walsall Workil

Men’s Club, have been laid by the Mayor a

Capt. Coath. The funds for the erection of t'

building <ire to be provided by a limited liabilii

company, in 2,500 shares of 11. each, and, 1

addition to a concert-hall capable of affordk

accommodation to between -lOO and 500 peraOE

rooms are to be provided for reading, refrer

ments, billiards, and smoking, together wibhi

bowling-saloon 50 ft. by 8 ft., a bath-room, tbri

bed-rooms for the manager and family, ai

kitchens, sculleries, cellars, lavatories, aud d

necessary offices. The erection is to be of ri

brick, with Penkridge stone dressings, the fro'

being relieved in effect aud construction I

Pointed Italian brick arches. Tbe contract pri

is 1,9491., and the cost of the site 2751. T
architect is Mr. Reynolds, of Preston, late i

VValsall, who has supplied the plans and desigs

gratuitously, aud the builder is Mr. J, Adkins.;

Almshouses for Wolverhampton. —
Wolverliiimptoii lady is willing, it is said, 11

provide six houses as almshouses for aged peopli

if thirty-four other such houses can be pr

vided, so that together, or in different parts •

the town, there shall be forty houses, iu whit

aged people m-nyUve rent free.
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Report on the Sanitary Condition of
[)oncaster.—The Doncaster Tovrn Clerk has

eceived from Dr. Simon, of the medical depart-

aent of the Local Government Board, the report

if Dr. Thorne on tho prevalence of infectious

liseascs in Doncaster, and on the sanitary con-

lition of the borough. In a letter accompanying
he report, Dr. Simon requests the town clerk

vill, in a short timo, acquaint the Local Govern-
nent Board with tho steps which the Town
Council pi’opose to take to carry out tho recom-
nenclations of the report. Dr. Thorne comes to

ho conclusion that the large infantile mortality

3 generally explained by the imperfect sanitary

.rrnngements
;
the prevalence of enteric fever

,nd of epidemic diarrheea by the conditions

avouringoxcremontal pollution of air and water;
nd the spread of scarlet-fever and small-pox by
ho absence of means of isolation and of proper
lisinfection. Ue recommends (and first of all)

hat the town should be provided with a proper
rater-supply, which should supersede all pol-

ated and doubtful private sources. The public

rells should not be used for domestic purposes,
nd if utilised for watering the streets, they
boulcl be kept locked. All public sewers not
entilated should be ventilated at once, and
entilated sowers with offensive odours examined,
'o prevent the escape of sewer-air into dwellings,

11 connexion between the honse-pipes and the
Bwers should be cut off, and the waste water
llowed to flow over a properly trapped drain

ilet. Efficient means should be adopted to

ispose of the excrement and refuse, and action

hould be taken to prevent the numberless
uisances due to pig-sties. Appended to the
Bporfc is Dr. Letheby’a analysis of the Doncaster
fell waters, the London waters, and the proposed
ew supply. The latter is said to bo in every
espeeb well suited for a town supply.

St. Peter’s, Wolverhampton.—A consider-

ble portion of the intended decorations of the
hancel of this old collegiate church has just

een cempleted, and tho result is said to bo
itisfactory. The subjects painted on the
anels, commencing from the west, and their

onora, are as follows. Tho names marked with
n asterisk are those of prebendaries of the
'ollegiate Church :

—

North Side.—“ The Sower,”
ho llev. the Earl of Buckinghamshire;* “The
’arcs,” Mr.Thorueycroft

;
“ The llid Treasure,”

Ir. A. Sparrow
;

“ The Pearl of Great Price,”

ilr. C. Hander
;
“ The Draw-net,” Mr. Herrick

;

Tho Lost Sheep,” Bov. "Willinm Birkett ;*
' TJie Charge to Peter,”— St. John, xxi., tho late

Irs. Cooke and Mr. Kettle. South Side.—“The
?ulciits,” Mr. George Ward

;
“The Great Sup-

lor,” Mr. Henry Ward
j
“ The Labourers in the

Vineyard,” Mr. Twentyman
;

“ Tho Prodigal
»un,” Miss Neve ;

“Tho Lost Piece of Money,”
iiss Hinckes

;
“ Tho Triumphal Entry into

'emsalcm,” Mr. Griffin. Tlio apse roof has been
ilded and decorated at the expense of Mr.
’urke

;
and the figure of “ Our Lord in Majesty,”

n tho west wall, is tho gift of several contri-

lutors. Tho artists are Messrs. Heaton, Butler, &
layne, of London, and the sum of 450k will be
ibout the cost. A stained-glass window will be
klaced in the chancel, by Mr. A. Staveley Hill

nd his sisters. Tho new decorations have, it is

generally remarked, rather thrown into shade
ho east end of the chancel, and the next step
rill be to improve it. One donation has been
iffered towards providing a new reredos.

Labour Sentences instead of Time Sen-
lences.—The adoption of a system of sen.

©nciiig prisoners to perform a given quantity of

lard and useful labour instead of a fixed term
)f detention, irrespective of their industry and
'eformation, has recently been advocated by
Dolonel Angus Croll, late sheriff of London and
iliddlesex. The principle is, indeed, partly being
icted upon under the “mark system” of penal
servitndo sentences. But Colonel Crol! proposes
ts extension to the inmates of county and
jorough gaols. The ratepayers, after being
robbed, have to pay nearly 30k for a year’s
Joard and lodging of every prisoner on tho
iverago. Therefore, as well remarked by Mr.
Pallack, in the Daily News, if a thief can make
aoots, chairs, coats, cloth, or other useful arti-

des, let him be compelled to do so by all means,
Joth for his own benefit and as some compensa-
-ion to the injured ratepayers.

Association of Municipal Engineers and
Burveyors.—We are asked to mention that
Messrs. Bawlinson & Harrison were elected
aoQorary members, not vice-presidents, as stated
in our notice last week.

Tlie Ryde and Newport Railway.—A dis-

agreement has arisen between the Ryde borough
surveyor, Mr. G. H. Stayton, and the Ryde and
Newport Railway Comijany, as to the manner in

which the company are diverting the water-

main at the Whitefield crossing on the Ashey
road, rendered necessary by the construction of

tho new line. Mr. Stayton required the com-
pany to make and lay down the new main in

lien of the present one, also the 2-iu. branch
main, and to have tho same ready for use, as

required by the 19th section of the Railway
Clauses Act, before the existing main is dis-

turbed. This the company, objected to do. Mr.
Stayton also required the company to construct

and maintain a good and sufficient culvert (4 ft.

by 3 ft.) over the main, so as to leave the same
accessible for the purpose of repairs, as con-

tained in tho 22nd section. Tho case was
brought before the county bench of magistrates

at Newport, and after the examination of Mr.
Stayton, Mr. J. E. Greatorex, borough engineer
of Portsmouth; Mr. H. C. A. Tiniins, the resi-

dent engineer of the company; Mr. A. M. Bell,

the contractors’ engineer, and others, the bench
gave a verdict in favour of the corporation on
all the points in question.

Unfit Houses.—At the Surrey Sessions, the
chairman (Mr. Hardman) and a bench of magi-
strates were engaged all day in liearing an
appeal against an order of the Vestry of St.

Giles, Camberwell, for the demolition of two
houses in Alpha-street and sixteen houses in

Bexley.place, the same being unfit for human
habitation and incapable of repair. Mr. Craw-
ford, M.P., and Mr. Laxton were for the appel-

lant, and Mr. Besley and Mr. Lyon for the
respondents. This is the second time that

“Torrens’s Act,” as it is called, has been put in

force in this parish. On the former occasion

the owner of the condemned houses appealed
from tho decision of this court to the Court of

Queen’s Bench, but her Majesty’s judges unani-

mously confirmed that decision. In the present

case, after bearing much evidence on both sides,

Mr. Hardman dismissed tho appeal with costs.

The houses will, therefore, bo demolished, as it

was agreed beforehand that the decision of this

court should be final.

Associate Institute of Highway District
Surveyors.—The annual meeting of this asso-

ciation was held last month at the Railway
Hotel, Wells, Somerset, to transact the ordinary

business of the association, and also to receive

the report of the delegates as to their interview

with Mr. J. Stausfeld, at tho Local Government
Board, in February last. It was proposed by
the chairman (Mr. James Bateman), and carried

unanimously, that a meeting be held in June
next, at Swindon, Wilts, to take into considera-

tion the present position of highway district

surveyors. A cordial vote of thanks was passed
to tho secretary, who was again elected. Due
notice of tho place and time of meeting will bo
given, and the^ttendance of all district sur-

veyora is earnestly requested. Information may
be bad of the secretary, Mr. E. White, Chew
Magna, Bristol; or of Mr. James Bateman,
Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey.

The Dudley Town-hall.—The extensive
alterations which have been carried on at the
Dudley Town-hall buildings, under the superin-

tendence of Mr. Isaac Barradalo, of Leicester,

architect, approach completion. Accommodation
is now provided under the same roof for all tho
public offices. A staircase from the magistrates’

clerk’s corridor leads to the police-court and
witnesses’ room adjoining on the first floor. The
public entrance to the court is from Priory-
street, where there are spacious waiting-hulls
and atone stairs. The magistrates have a sepa-
rate entrance and staircase. The council-

chamber is in the new wing, and is lighted by
large traceried triple windows, and two single-

light windows at the end, filled in with diamond-
shaped cathedral glass, and in each quatrefoil

head there is a wizard’s pentagram in different

colours. The roof is open-timbered, stained and
varnished.

Subterranean Fire.—A fire has been raging
underground in Holborn, South Shields, over an
area of 300 square yards, amongst the pan-ash
and small coal, beneath valuable properties,

several of which have fallen, causing the death
of three persons lately. The fire has now burst
through the surface, spread to a builder’s ware-
house, biirncd it down, mined other properties,

and is still burning.

Tlie Steam Road-roller.—Tho Kensington
Vestry have received a report from the Com-
mittee of Works, stating that the steam road-

roller had been at work for 196 days, during which
time it had rolled 147,113 superficial yards of
granite, and 22,273 yards of flint, in all 169,380,
giving an average of about 864 yards per day.
The cost was as follows for the twelve months
ending 14th February, 1873 :—Repairs, 15k
11s. 4'd.

;
oil, &c., 22k 7s. 7d. ; fuel, 74k 5s.;

wages, 232k ISs. lOd.
;
watching, 521.176. 7d.;

incidentals, 12s. Id.
;

total, 398k 98. 5d. In ad-
ditiou to these expenses there are 46k Os. lOd. for
a spreader

;
labourer, 36k 18a.

;
ditto, 5Z. 2s. lid.

;

watching (say half), 26i. 8s. lOd.
;

total,

lllZ. lOs. 7d. The Committee finding tlio ex-
pense of watching the roller to be nearly 10 per
cent., recommend that arrangements be made
for housing it.

The Municipal Museum, Faris.—This new
Institution, Rue Sainte-Catberine, will be opened
to the public, it is expected, in July next. One
compartment comprises fragments of architec-
ture and sculpture coming from the excavations
made at all the points of Paris by the city

engineers (antique altars and statues, relics of
temples, triumphal arches, and other monuments
of the Gallo-Roman period). There is also a
museum of decoration and furniture, consisting

for the most part of articles obtained from tho
demolition of old Paris edifices, such as dooi’s,

windows, panels, sign-boards of trades and cor-

porations, street-knockers, weather-cocks, and
other details of Medimval and Renaissance
architecture

;
and a technological museum, com-

prising the tools and utensils employed by the
different classes of Parisian society during the
Middle Ages.

Mr. W. Bragge.—Mr. William Bragge, C.E.,

F.S.A., who has just given to Birmingham his

rare and costly Cervantes Library, has been
appointed a Knight Commander of tho Order of
the Rose by the Emperor of Brazil. When Mr.
Bragge was engaged in various engineering
works at Rio Janeiro, he had frequent inter-

riews with the Emperor, and was appointed a
Chevalier of tho Order of the Rose in 1854.
When tho Emperor recently visited Sheffield, ho
honoured Mr. Bragge with a visit to Shirle Hall,

carefully examining every part of an English
private mansion, and has courteously acknow-
ledged the hospitality of Mr. Bragge by tho
special honour mentioned above.

Destruction of Bricks.—The brick croft

of Messrs. Benton & Woodiwiss, railway con-
tractors, Gorton, is a very extensive one, and is

worked by Mr. G. Foster, brickraaker, who does
not employ any “union” men. On Saturday
afternoon there were abont 50,000 finished bricks
on the croft, and these were laid out to dry.

They were all in good condition at six o’clock in

the evening, but at eleven o’clock nearly 40,000
of them had been spoiled by having been trampled
upon. Information was given to the police, and
three men, all members of the Brickmakers’
Union, have been apprehended by Inspector
Bourke, of the county constabulary, on suspicion
of having been concerned in the outrage.

Catoptric Street Lamps.—The terrace of
Trafalgar-square has had its old lamps replaced

by the catoptric street lamps invented some
time since by Mr. Skelton, and which are now
fast coming into general nse. Three of these
lamps have also been put up in St. Martin’s,

place, to the improvement in the lighting of this

usually dim part. The bottom of the lamp is

closed in by four segmental panes of glass
;
one

of these is fixed to a binge, and has a stout wire
projecting at the opposite part beyond the lamp
frame. This one pane is pushed aside by the
torch-pole when the lamp has to be lighted, and
closed up again by tho pole when that has been
done.

The Mortar of the Great Pyramid.—At a
recent meeting of the Chemical Section of tho
Philosophical Society of Glasgow, Dr. Wallace
read a paper “ On the Mortar of the Great
Pyramid.” This mortar consists almost wholly
of gypsum or hydrous sulphate of lime; a spe-
cimen, analysed by the author containing as
much as 92'83 per cent, of this hydrous suI-

phate.

Bixilders’ Benevolent Institution.— An
election of four pensioners (two males and two
females) will take place at Willis’s Rooms, King,
street, St. James’s, on Thursday next, the 22nd
inst. There are four male and eight female
candidates.
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Street Architecture in Leicester.—A pile

of new basinesa premises, erected for Messrs.
Jacobs & Kennaxd, inHorsefair.street, Leicester,

has been opened. The design is by Messrs.
Millican & Smith. From the front pavement
the interior has theappearanoe of a bazaar

j
and

from a distance it looks much like a public hall.

The building is said to be one of the most costly

contributions which private enterprise has made
to the Leicester street improvements.

Local Improvements.—Mr. Stansfeld, in

reply to Sir J. Bailey, in the Commons, has
declined any Government responsibility for local

works undertaken in compliance with the Poblic
Health Act, 1872. Government advanced small
loans in furtherance of these works, but declined
any responsibility as to their construction.

Restoration of St. Michael's Church,
Lawlish.—At a committee meeting held at the
School-room, on May 8tli, the Kev. 0. Manley,
vicar, in the chair, the plans submitted by Mr.
St. Aubyn, architect, were highly approved of,

and passed. The work is to be carried out by
a public subscription, about 1,000?. having been
already promised.

Election of Surveyor, St. George’s Union.
The Board had three candidates, viz., Mr.
R. H. Burden, No. 307, Osford-street

; Mr. H.
Saxon Snell, 22, Soiithampton-buildings, Chan-
Oery-lano

; and Mr. E. Power, district surveyor’s
office, southern division of the City of London,
1, Walbrook-buildinga. A ballot was taken,
which resnlted in the election of Mr. H. Saxon
Snell.

For the erection of warehouse, for Messrs. Henry
Brace & Co., "WulaaJl. Mr. Ralph Chamberlain, erehitect,
Quantities supplied :

—

Less old Materials.
Adkins £6,437 0 0 ... £ 40 0 0
Rowley & Co 6,280 0 0 ... 200 0 0
Rowley, sen 6,268 0 0 ... 60 0 0
Stockton & Son 6,213 0 0 ... 50 0 0
Trow & Sons 5,650 0 0 ... 100 0 0
Moore 6,509 0 0 ... 200 0 0
Taylor (accepted) ... 6,277 0 0 ... 130 0 0

Crewkeme Cemetery Competition.—The
Board have selected the designs for new chapels
and lodge furnished by Mr. George Nattress, of
Great James-street, Bedford-row, London, sub-
ject to the instructions furnished to the competing
architects. There were thirty competitors.

Society of Engineers.—Arrangements have
been made for a visit of the members on
Monday, the 19th inst., to the works of the
Albert Bridge at Chelsea, the Thames Embank-
ment at the same place, and the Wandsworth
Bridge.

Pall of a Bridge in America.—A bridge
in Illinois has given way while crowded with
persons looking at a baptism in the river be-
neath. Fifty persons were supposed to have
perished, and twenty-four injured.

Gas used in New York.—The amount of
gas consumed by tho city of New York alone
each year is estimated to be not less than
4,000,000,000 feet.

For re-building Noa. 424 nnd 428, Edgware-road, for
Mr. Henry Phillips. Mr. R. H, Moore, architect :

—

Brass £2,577 0 0
Manley & Rogers 2,516 0 0
Patrick & Sou 2,498 0 0
Cross & Son 2,470 0 0
Scrivener & White 2,440 0 0
McLachlan 2,386 0 0
Thompson & Smith 2,379 0 0
Merritt & Ashby (accepted) 2j338 0 0

For new conservatory, bath-room, &c., at No.
Maida Vale. Mr. P. IVilliinson, architect:

—

Stimpson & Co £567 0 0
Thompson & Smith 636 0 0
Cordwell 425 0 0

For first portion of engine-factory, for Rotheroe &
Baetin, at West Drayton, Middlesex:

—

Crockett £1,050 0 0
Mercer 953 0 0
Vaughan 900 0 0
W'oodbridge 900 0 0
Reavell 895 0 0
Fassnidgo (accepted) 889 0 0
Trevenn 867 0 0
Blsckmore & Morlcy 848 0 0
Gibson, Brothers 845 0 0
Riches 745 0 0
Hook 710 0 0

For the erection of sewage works at Whitley, Coventry,
W'arwickshire, for the Uenerai Sewage and Manure Com-
pany, limited :

—

Marriott (accepted) £7,416 0 0

For cottage hospital, Prior’s Lee, Salop, for the Lilles-
hall Co. (Earl Granville). Mr. Joseph Fogerty, archi-
tect

Ashby £2,396 4 0
Nevett, Brothers 2,577 0 0
Marrion 2,390 19 6
Millington (accepted) 2,295 17 6

For stables, groom’s residence and outbuildings,
approaches, and boundary walla, Eden Park, Beckenham.
Mr. J. Fogerty, architect :

—

Foster (accepted) £1,850 0 0

For vineries, &c., Brizton, for Mr. W. McArthur, M.P.
Mr. J. Fogerty, architect :—

Andrews £1,323 0 0
Lascellcs 1,072 0 0
Candler (accepted) 1,020 0 0

For house, Moore Park, Surrey, for Rev. Dr. Rogers.
Mr. J. Fogerty, architect :

—

Dubbin £1,200 0 0
Smith 1,150 0 0
Dunsmore & Knight (accepted) 1,025 0 0
Watson, Brothers 977 0 0

TENDERS.
JUialeading Correspondent*.—With reference to lists of

tenders for new roads, Camberwell (p. 356, anie), the sux-
veyor to the Camberwell Vestry obligingly informs us
“ that the said tenders were received by the Vestry on the
24th of June last, and that the whole of the works com-

S
rised therein are, with one exception, completed." We
0 not hesitate to say that the lists were sent us by Mr.

Riley, the contractor for the work, who ought to have
known that he was misleading.

For works at the Nottingham Arms, Nottingbam-street,
Msrylebone, for Mr. Bull :

—

Gorvin £170 0 f>

Heslop & Pollard 160 0 0
Sherman 1.1,2 0 0
Langmead k Way 130 0 0
Moultrie (accented) H5 0 0

Lockiiigton (too late).

For alterations and additions to No. 11, Finsbury-plsce
City, for Messrs. Roberts k Sons. Mr. W. P. Griflllh
architect :

—

Yardley £697 0 0
Lidstone 599 10 0
Bamford 647 10 0
Hunt 400 0 0

For repairs and painting Nos. Ill and 112, Stoke New-
ington, for Mr. Harrison. Mr. W. P. Griffith, archi-
tect

Baldwin £198 10 0
Bamford 180 0 0
Devereui i-t; 0 0
Cornwell ; 130 0 0

For the erection of public baths and washhouses, forwe parish of Paddington, on land situate in Queen’ s-road,
Bayswater. Mr. Lewis H. Isaacs, architect. Quantities
supplied by Mr. L, C. Riddett :—

Aitebeson & Walker £25 018 0 0
Bowles 23,677 0 0
Crocket! 23,260 0 0
Ring & Sous 22,237 0 0
Chappell 22,229 0 0
Thomson & Smith 2I 987 0 0
Elkington (accepted) 2l’300 0 0

For school. Old Castle-street, Bethnal-green. Amended
tender recommended to be accepted ;

—

Parsons, Brothers £4,920 0 0

For schools, &c., for the district of All Saints', Newing-
ton. Mr. Robert Parris, architect. Quantities bv Mr.
T. Nixon :—

Newman & Mann £5,082 0 0
MitebeU 4,966 0 0
Sbarpington & Cole 4,921 0 0
Morter 4,873 0 0
Crockett 4,847 0 0
Marsland & Son 4,633 0 0
Nixon & Son 4,558 0 0
Downs & Co 4,429 0 0
Cullum 4,396 0 0

For new schools, Odessa-road North, Forest Gate, Essex,
for the West Ham School Board. Mr. J. T. Newman,
architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. R. L. Curtis k
Son ;

—

Trevena £9,980 0 0
Read & Son 8,793 0 0
Abrahams 8,748 0 0
King & Son 8,695 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, & Co 8,619 0 0
North 8,625 0 0
Niblett 8,692 0 0
Rivett (accepted) 8,493 0 0

For mansion and offices at Warren Corner, near Farn-
ham, Surrey, for Mr. George Wilkin. Mr. Shoppee,
architect. Quantities by Mr. Sidney Young

Honshaw £5,990 0 0
Brass 5,927 0 0
Macey 6,650 0 0
Conder 5,633 0 0
Birch 5,57s 0 0
Jackson k Shaw 6,422 0 0
Goddard & Son 5,384 0 0
Crossley (accepted) 6,378 0 0

For general repairs, painting, ko. to the New Corn
I. Mr^ G. B. W. Barnes, architectExchange, Mark-lane.

General Work. New Lobby.
Howell £865 0 0 87 15 0
Mansfield 850 0 0 78 0 0
Hayward k Son 659 0 0 72 13 0
Pitman & Cuthbertson*,,, 548 0 0 71 10 0

• Accepted.

For the erection of a block of ten cottages at Cwmbran,
lear Newport, for the trustees of the Cwmbran estate.

Christopher ... L475 0

For the erection of vagrant wards at the Union W<wi
house, Bronaley, Kent, for the Guardians of the Broml^
Union. Mr. Martin Buhner, architect;—

Ginham £1,217 10 0
Masters 976 0 0
Payne k Balding 929 0 0
Haisman 880 0 0
Copping 850 0 O
Lacey 84S 0 0
Ritson 833 0 0
Blake k Eamplin 799 0 0
Gill 782 0 0
Booker 760 0 0
Lauranee (accepted) 725 0 0

For new Catholic church, Greengate, for tho Rev. H
Beswiek. Mr. E. Welly Pugin, architect. Quantitie.
supplied by Mr. R. 0. tfarris ;

—

Jackson £6,660 0 0
Haigh k Co 6,210 0 0
Southern (accepted) 6,850 0 0

For new Turkish and vapour-baths, Buckingham Palace
road, London, for Mr. Ross. Mr. E, Welby Pugin, archi
tcct. Quantities supplied by Mr. R. 0. Harris :

—

Allen 3,408 0 0

For new Catholic church, Workington, for the Rev
Cuthbert Clifton. Mr. E. Welby Pugin, architect. Quan-
tities supplied by Mr. R. O. Harris :—

Estimates of reduced design.
Nieholls £8,700 0 0
Hardwick 8,550 0 0
Watts 8.532 0 0
Wilson 8,500 0 0
Watkin 8,450 0 0
.Taekson 8,300 0 0
Yates (accepted) 8,275 0 0
Smith 8,250 0 0

For a mortuary chapel, for Mr. W. J. Wslmesley.,
Westwood House, Wigan. Mr. E. W’’elby Pugin, arcMl
tect:

—

Hardwick £2,200 0 0
Williams 2,050 0 0
Jackson 1,999 0 0

Forpressed vagrant wards, Woolwich Union. Me
Church & Rickwobd, architects :

—

Elliott £4,998 0 0
Blake 4,700 0 0
Lacey 4,100 0 0
Kirk 3,793 0 0
Lonergan (accepted) 3,790 0 0

For alterations and repairs to No. 18, Clare-stroet,
Clare Market. Messrs, Ebbetts k Cob, architects :

—
Carmody £160 0 0

For Walsall Tube "Works. First section, exclusive 0:

iron work, chimney stack, furnaces, &o., for Messrs. Gill;

Hildick, k Co. hfr. Ralph Chamberlain, architect :

—

Rowley, jun. & Lynex £1,409 0 0
Trow & Sons 1,269 0 0
Taylor (accepted) 1,220 12 0

For alterations and additions to 19, Addison-road, Kea-
ngton, lor Mr. H. L. Harper. Mr. T. Lawric, archill

tect :— .

Sbarpington & Cole £3,613 0 0 I

Stimpsou k Co 3,470 0 0
;

Scrivener k White 3,317 0 0
Foster. 3,140 0 0 |

Rankin 2,900 0 0 i

For alterations and additions to 26, Belmont-hill,
Lewisham, for Mr. J. Ford. Mr. T. W. Cutler, archi-

tect :

—

Stimpson & Co (accepted) £530 0 0

For erecting a new rectory and offices at Ewhurst, near]

Cranleigh, Surrey, for the "ftev. Mr. Barlow. Mr. IV. H-]
Fletcher, architect :— j

Green & King £4,050 0 0
Sherborne 3,874 0 0 I

Stimpson k Co 3,865 0 0 !

Browne 3,650 0 0 •

Wellicome k Oakley 3,266 0 0
Pink,.., 2,996 0 0 1

For stable at Woodthorpe, Beulah-hill, Upper Norwooij
for Mr. Berrall. Mr. G. P. Fry, architect : —

j

Stimpson & Co. (accepted) £375 0 0 1

For repairs to 1, Hinde-street, and 58 and 59, Maryle-
bone-lane, for Mr. Berrall. Mr. G. P. Fry, architect :

—

Stimpson & Co. (accepted) £542 0 0
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YOL. XXXI.—No. 1581.

Brilliant Archiicdural Discoi'cries in

Eastern Syria.*

BOOK of real

travel; adven-

ture, and dia-

covery, beai’ing

tlio rich fruits of

culture and study

in natural his.

toi’yj geology,

local histoiy, to-

pographical de-

scription, and
arcbitecturo, il-

lustrated by the aid of the camera, written in

good English, and perfumed by a rare and deli-

cate modesty,—such a book as this does not
often do credit even to the press of Mr. Murray.
It is, we know, against all rules of general
criticism thus to commence a notice of a book on

: which it is not intended subsequently to fall

I

foul. But we confess to writing undor the charm
' of a perusal at a single sitting, and we may be
allowed for once to speak before the impression
has had time to evaporate.

It is not in the present year that Canon Tris-

tram has to win his spurs, either as an explorer
lOr as an author. It is fourteen years since he
Ifirst visited Palestine, and his " Land of Israel ”

I is no doubt known to many of our readers. We
jhave been of lato rather over-dosed with the
iHoly Land. A subject of essentially unrivalled
interest, it has been selected as a theme by
Writers who possessed no special fitness for the
task of its description

; or who, at all events
have not displayed much ability either to satisfy
the intelligent curiosity, or to fill and warm the
imagination, of their readers. On hearing of a
new work on Palestine, one is apt to become
conscious of a faint scent as of a sermon

j and,
whatever may or may not bo the value of
Sermons under their natural circumstances, they

j

are, at all events, generally intolerable in print,

i The difficulty experienced by the reader in their

j

perusal leads to the reflection of the ease, or at
all events the absence of skilled labour, which
must have attended their production. Though a
Doctor of Laws and a Canon of Durham, Dr.
Tristram has not by any means given us a
volume of sermons on Eastern Syria. Nor can
wo fail to pay a respectful tribute to the admir-
able taste of the few simple passages in which ho

! has reminded us of the academic hood.
One main reason of the charm of the book we

; take to be that the writer is a practical naturalist.
I Unless Solomon, .<®sop, and Lord Bacon are all

.terribly mistaken, there is no such training, for
: the man who seeks a higher culture than schools
oan’give, as the study of natural history. It
has at once the advantages of a hobby and of a

t onrriculum. It teaches eye and hand, awakens
I industry, and stores the memory with golden
I
wealth. For an exploration of an unknown, or

: almost unknown, country, such as the pages in

;
question have so graphically brought before us,

: it is, perhaps, the first qualification; for it in-
I spires a research that can never absolutely fail,

and rarely be without valuable result. It tends
to keep up the interest, the courage, and thus
the health of the explorer. It assures him, day
by day, that something, however small, is

: secured for our common stock of knowledge, by

p.. Moab. Travela and DiscoverieB oi
Side of tha Dead Bea and the Jordan. By I

his toil and patience. And it not only leads to

the record of zoological and botanical details

that are in themselves of use, but it further

tends to the more thorough comprehension of

the geographical and architectural features that

may be committed to the portfolio or the note-

book ; and, above all, fills the mind of the

traveller with a wonderful appreciation of the

picturesque.

The points which make Dr. Tristram’s work
a subject for comment in our pages are, of

course, principally those which relate to the

architecture of the country, a portion of which
he is the first European with eyes in his

mind who has trodden. We may add those

which relate to its engineering. As to this

we have a new proof of the wonderful energy
and enduring skill of that mighty race who
made Syria the frontier when their empire
marched with tlllit of the Parthian monarchs.
Prom south to north through the land of Moab,
on the map which is inserted to show the

route taken by Dr. Tristram and his com-
panions, runs the well-defined double wall of

the paved Roman way, connecting the fortresses,

or central points, of Kcrac, Rabbath, Diban,

Beth Meon, and Elcaleh. The pavement still

exists, as it does on well-known portions of the

ancient Roman roads in Italy; but it is broken
up, and the flag-stones often stand on end. The
width between the parallel walls is five yards.

Across level country the road stretches as

straight as an arrow. About eight miles to the

west of this gi-eat military road a parallel line,

also Roman, has been traced by our travellers

for about a mile and a half, leading to an
interesting and extensive ruin, known by the

name of Um Welecd.

Next to the Roman roads, the chief engineer-

ing features of the country are those which are

connected with water storage and distribution.

To understand the importance, as well as to

account for the extraordinary number, of ancient

cisterns, we must boar in mind the physical

features of the couutry. It is not, like the

valley of the Nile, a land “ watered with the foot,”

or by the use of the n’aura, or water-raising wheel.

Like Palestine, it is a land of hills and valleys,

and “drinketh water of the rain of heaven.”

But it is not fed by that rainfall, as it gushes
from springs and trickles in brooks. When the

needful supply comes down, it is with such
violence that it sweeps through the country,

delves deep clefts in the marl, and rushes

through ravine^ to the Salt Lake, that receives

the entire drainage of the district. Thus the

construction of cisterns was an essential pro-

vision for tho supply of the dense population

that once tilled and fertilised tho now deserted

district. On tho Moabite stone, if wo can rely

on the translation of M. Clermont Ganneau, is

inscribed the memorial that the king of Moab
ordered every man to build a cistern for himself.

Dr. Tristram gives us a view of a tank at Ziza,

a town which, under tho later Empire, was one

of the most important places of Roman Arabia:

this is constructed of solid masonry, and
measures 140 yards by 110 yards, or more than
three times the area of the Great Birkefc Israil,

at Jerusalem. The depth does not seem to have
been ascertained, but the surface of the water
was 17 ft. 6 in. below the edge of tho tank. The
masonry is magnificent. Tlio courses run about

2 ft. thick, and many of the stones are 6 ft. long.

This tank has been excavated at the angle of a

wide shallow valley, just below the rising ground

,
occupied by the town. At its north-east angle,

' above the top, are very perfect openings for

sluice-gates, in massive masonry. In a line with

these gates, and also at right angles to them,

are great walls, each supported by a sobd earthen

embankment. The wall at right angles extends

for some distance, beyond which the embank,
ment is continued in the same line across the

plain, so as to dam back any floods that might,

come down the valley. Higher up, in the
middle of the embankment, was another set of
sluice-gatos for letting off the surplus water
when the tanks were full. Stone breast-works,

backed by embankments, are found farther up
the valley, constructed so as to turn the rainfall

into tho central channel.

As to architectural remains, Dr. Tristram is to

be congratulated on discoveries of unusiial im.
portance. The long period of time during which
this once fertile country has been inhabited may be
divided into well-distinguished historic chapters,

of almost each of which some distinct illustra-

tion Las been secured by the labours of the
expedition. To commence with the most ancient,

—the non-historic if not pro-historic period,

—we are told of a region of dolmens and mega-
lithio remains. The dolmens consist invariably
of four stones, three set on edge, at right angles
to one another, and the fourth, from 6 ft. to

10 ft, square, fixed as a roof. In Moab they
appear to bo confined to the district between
Hesbbon and tho Callirrhoe, although many
similar structures are found in the bare parts of

Gilead. They always occur on the sides, never
on the tops, of hills. Irby and Mangles observed
a group of twenty-seven dolmens in their route

from Eg Salt to Nablous. These consisted of

two parallel upright stones, with one flat roof.

Ml-. Fergnsson cites another considerable group
at a place called Kafr er WjIs, not far from
Tibneh. Dr. Tristram remarks that the three

great classes of pre-hiatoric monuments, viz.,

dolmens, stone circles, and cairns, exist iu

great abundance in three different parts of tha

country, but are never found together. The
cairns are found exclusively in the east, on the

spurs of the Arabian range
;
the stone circleSj

south of the Callirrhoe
; and tho dolmens, north

of that valley. Tho existence of contemporary
tribes, distinguished by different religious or

funereal customs, living near to one another, is

inferred from the observation. In our own country
the co-existence of a burying, dolmen-building

race, and of a barrow-raising incremating race,

who paid small respect to the monuments of

one another, seems oven more distinctly indi-

Gated by the anomalous relations between these

two distinct forms of funereal memorial.

Advancing to historic, though still very early

times, we find traces of the Amorite inhabitants

of the country in the sites and names of some of

the cities, and in the use of basalt as a building

material
;
tho large blocks of which were fitted

together in mortarlesa walls, as in the uncoursed

Cyclopean work of better.known regions. Thus
on Jebel Shihan, the highest point of the moun*
tain plateau, from which the Roman road descends
to cross the valley of the Anion, a spot which
Dr. Tristram identifies with the city of Sihon,

the Amorite king, are found numerous inclosures

walled with blocks of unaqnared basalt, selected

and fitted with extreme care, and resembling the

Cyclopean remains in the Hauran or Baahan.

They cover many acres. The side walls of the

road are constructed of the same material ; the

use of which is more remarkable from the fact

that limestone is the native rock of the country,

and is used in all buildings which can be referred

to the last 2,000 years. A fortress on this bill is

built chiefly of limestone, although blocks of

basalt, taken from more ancient buildings, have
been intermixed. A Roman temple near the

fortress, of wliioh broken shafts and Ionic capitals

remain, was built of limestone. It is very inte-

resting to trace back the dim and half-ahrouded

links that connect, in this region, the earliest

Semitic records with the relics of prehistoric

times. “ The Remnant of the Giants,” at the

time of the invasion of Palestine by Moses and
Joshua, was found lingering in the neighbour-

hood of Cyclopean wafis and megalithic tombs.

Ar of Moab, or Rabbath, Kir-Kerea or

Kerak, Dibon, Hesbbon, and Elealeh, are other

ancient cities of which the sites seem clearly
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dotermineil. Great interest attaches to anything

which may throw light on the sitaation of the

four cities of the plain, which were overthrown

by the great geological convulsion in the time of

A.braham. The contribution which Dr. Tristram

brings to our knowledge on this subject, is a pro-

posed identification of Zoar, the fifth of the con-

federate cities, with Ziara, a large pile of mins
on a bold headland, “overhanging the head of

the Dead Sea.” Although this identification

cannot be said to be absolute, it yet has a good

prirn'l/acie value. We are the more inclined to

accept it from considerations which scorn to us

as yet to have been disregarded by most investi-

gators of this interesting district.

Eela, or Zoar, is spoken of as the least of the

cities of this ancient pentapolis. It was above

the plain, in which the other four were situated.

Of these four more important cities, no shadow
of a trace has been found. We must keep in

view their designation, “cities of the plain;”

which does not altogether preclude the idea

that, like every other city in this region, they

occupied ’• tells ” or eminences, although they
may have been comparatively low. But the plain

itself is now sought for in vain. The plain of

Jordan, “ as thou comest to Zoar,” that was “ well

watered everywhere, before the Lord destroyed

Sodom aud Gomorrah, as the Garden of the

Lord, like the land of Egypt,” is looked for in

vain from the mountains of Moab. A small

fringe of oasis, or fertile pasture, skirts the

salt tide in fjlaces. To the north of the

Dead Sea, beginning to widen at about four

miles’ distance, and rapidly expanding to a
width of some fourteen miles eastward of

the Jordan, lies Es Scisaban, or the Plain

of Shittim. South of the same lake lies an
area of similar country, covered first by cane

brake, theu by a belt of rushes, then by a strip

of tall, reedy grass, next by a belt of scrub,

affording -only browsing for goats
; then by a

zone of rich, park-like land, yielding under cul-

tivation, barley, wheat, millet, tobacco, and
indigo; and, immediately on the gravel talas of

the hills, by a scanty undergrowth, in which
the osher, an asclepiad, is most conspicuous.

At some period of time, no one doubts,

before the Ghor, or valley of the Jordan, had
sunk to its present abnormal and unique
depression of 1,300 ft. below the level of the

Mediterranean, the gulf of Akaba, the eastern

of the two horns of the lied Sea, was the
embouchure of the waters of this great line

of drain. The plain grammatical sense of

the book of Genesis, no less than Moslem
tradition, implies the existence of a valley, now
nowhere to be found, before the great convul-

sion that overthrew Sodom. It points in plain

terms to a difference in the physical condition of

the district before and after that overthrow.

The vale of Siddim, vallis Salsa o{ the Septuagint,

contained pwtet hituminis. No asphalte pits or

wells are now known. The translation of St.

Jerome is precise : in vallem silvestrem, quw
nunc est Mare Solis. The term Shaveh, trans-

}ated“dale,” only occurs in this passage of the Old
Testament, and is applied first to the depression
running from Kurcyat, nr Kiriathim, down the

vale of the Arnoa, towards the Dead Sea; and
again, apparently, to the prolongation of the same
feature on the opposite coast. If Sodom was
situated on or near the spot where Arnon on the

east, and Kedx’on on the west, foil into the

original course of the Jordan, tho whole descrip-

tiou is perfectly clear. But if either the Persian
invader, or the patriarch Abraham, had to make
a detour round the actual north or south ex-

tremity of tho Dead Sea, the passage cannot be
I’eadily explained. There is thus good reason to

suppose that in tho overthrow of “ omnetn circa

regioneyn ” we have the account of a phenomenon
such as that which, on a smaller scale, but with
not less awful surprise, occurred at Lisbon in the
earthquake of 1755 ;

when the quay, covered
with terrified fugitives, sank to an unfathomed
depth below the Tagus.
From this ancient date of Syrian cities, the

stride to tho most clearly-indicated period, that
of the Idumean dynasty, and the Boman protec-
torate, and subsequent direct rule, carries us
over a period of 2,000 years. Dr. Tristram has
discovered and described Machmrus, the famous
fortress of Herod, built to guard tho Arabian
frontier. Masada, the stronghold on the western
shore of tho Dead Sea, has been previously
known, Machmrus, now called M’Khaur,
stood on the summit of a cone, which is the
apex of a long flat ridge, running, for more than
a mile east and west, nearly half-way between
the valley of the Arnon and the Callirrhoe.

The whole of the ridge was fortified; but the

key was an isolated and impregnable circular

work, of exactly 100 yards diameter, on the very

top of the cone. The peribolus can be clearly

traced, its foundations standing several feet

above the surface. There exist a well of great

depth; a large and deep oblong cemented
cistern, with the vaulting of tho roof still re-

maining
;
and two dungeons, one deep, and with

its sides scarcely injured. Tho absence of any
traces of cement on the walls, and the existence

of holes in the masonry, fitted for the reception

of staples of iron and wood, show that this was
a dungeon, and not a cistern. Dr. Tristram has

added a most important identification to the

very small number of sites that can be oer-

taiuly connected with the events recorded by
tho Efangelists, in thus visiting and describing

tho spot whore the messenger of Herod
Agrippa “ w’ent aud beheaded John the Baptist

in the prison.”

Under protection of the fortress lay a city, the

ruins of which cover a larger area than any

visited by our travellers,—^ square mile of

undulating hillocks. A small Doric temple

faced the sunrise, and an old Homan road wound
from the city to the castle. This prodigious pile

of stones stands at a height of 3,800 ft. above

the Dead Sea, and the distant walls of Jerusalem,

aud the hill country of Judea, are plainly visible

across the valley. With this fortress, in the

fourth year of Vespasian, fell the last fragment

of the independeuce of .Judea.

Of Roman rule and influence tho traces are

numerous. We have mentioned the Doric temple

at Machrorus. Similar fanes exist at Um Weleed
aud at Zebib, of the first of which Dr. Tristram

gives a plan. We have mentioned an Ionic

temple at Jebal Shihan. A fortified temple, of

the Corinthian order, forma part of the ruins of

Kustul. At Medeba a round temple seems to have

been converted into a Christian church, and
many Corinthian capitals strew the ground. Two
columns are yi t standing among tho wide-spread

ruins of this ancient Moabite city, which seem
to have nndergono an attempted restoration by
tho Saracens

;
for here, as in the dome of the

Rock nt Jerusalem, capitals of different forms,

each far too small for the column on which it is

placed, have been fixed on tho shafts, and a block

of stone has been laid acrorg them, which yet

maintains its place.

From Roman times we thus come down io

those of the Khalifate, and of the Latin kingdim
of Jerusalem. Chief among these may be named
the virgin fortress of Kerac, where Dr. Tris-

tram’s party were imprisoned by the savage

Mudjelli, or Turkish ruler of the place; and
had the honour of occasioning tho march of

tho Pasha of Jerusalem, with horse, foot, and
artillery, to a rescue that was happily effected,

in consequence of the wise precautions of the

valued friend of the expedition, Mr. Klein, of

Jerusalem, before his arrival. The walls of the

double Castle of Kerac are more massive and
imposing than those of Avignon, which they

recall to tho mind. The arch that faces the

tunnelled entrance to this rocky hold is of tho

elliptical form used in some of our finest railway

tunnels. Dr. Tristram makes one of tho very

few slips we have noted in saying that this fine

castle was built under King Folk, and strength-

ened under Godfrey of Boulogne. Kerac was
the seigneurie of Rene de Chatillon, iu right

of his second marriage ;
and the Hons rampant

which flank an Arabic inscription built into

the wall of the castle, no doubt recall

the golden lion of the Chatillon escutcheon.

Of work of tho Christian times, we can only

further notice the wide-spread ruins of Um
Rasas, of which a photograph is given, as is the

case with regard to the square, solidly-built

tower, standing np to the height of six times its

width, near the same spot, which is tho scene of

a legend of the Jinns and the Gboules.

We have reserved to the close the discovery

which, to the architect, is the crown, of the

whole successful expedition, and a tacit reproof

to tho Palestine Exploration Society. Near the

eastern limit of the plains of Moab was said to

exist a ruined khan, which no one had visited,

and which was not worth the trouble of a visit.

Dr. Tristram had no idea of accepting Arab
dicta as to matters of the kind; and a sharp

canter of an hour aud a quarter from Ziza

brought him within view of a magnificent ruin,

unnamed in the maps, and unknown to history.

What a moment for him ! We envy him the thrill

it must have caused him. A square quadrangle,

170 yards long on each face, rose with round

bastions at each angle, and five deroi.bastions

,
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between ; the curtain being 18 ft. high. On the

south face was the ouly entrance, a gateway,

flanked by two octagonal towers, with a fretted

fa(jado of 52 yards long iu the centre. Ou the

wall is wrought a bold pattern of Vandykes, or,i

as Dr, Tristram puts it, “ like a continued W, with

a large rose boss between each angle,” above

and below. The cut we are kindly enabled tc

reproduce will show the nature of this ornamenta-

tion.* “ Theso patterns stand out boldly from the

plane of the wall. Every side of their surface,

and all the interstices, are covered with fretted

work, representing animals, fruit, and foliage, in

endless variety.” Tho birds and beasts are cor.

rectly drawn, and do not die away in arabesque:

Upwards of fifty animals are represented, in ab

sorts of attitudes, enclosed in cornices ano

mouldings of conventional patterns, and the in.

terstices filled iu with very beautiful adapfatiouf

of foliage. The quadrangle was divided intc

three courts, the central parallelogram being

G6 yards wide. Seventeen or eighteen chambers

on either side of the entrance served for guard.’

rooms. A largo open hall, flanked by chambers

with vaulted biick roofs, formed the chief apart

ment of this noble palace, for the further detaili

of which wo refer our readers to the work itself

and to the admirable woodcuts which give plaui

elevation, and details, of this long-forgottei

woi'k of Oriental magnificence.

We are disposed to agree %vith Mr. Fergussoi

in attributing this unique relic to tbo Persiat

sovereign Chosroes II.,—a determination whicl

gives the date A.D. 611—G27. It appears never

to have been entirely finished. There is m
trace of Christian symbol in the enrichmenb

The presence of the animal forms shows that i

is not Saracenic. It is different from anyi

thing Roman. Unlike the capitals of thi

Kubbet es Sakhrah, and of the Masjid el Aksa
at Jerusalem, those of the inner palace liavt

been wrought for the places they occupy ;
indeet

much of tho ornamental work has been carvee

in situ, that is to say after the stones were set

Thus the value of tho discovery, as supplying ai

example of the architecture of an age and a styL

hitherto unknown, is of the first importance. Thi

exquisite details of the fretwork are well dis

played by woodcuts from the photographs taker

by Dr. Tristram’s party. They will suggest ti

many tho origin of architectural forms to bi

found ill India, Venice, and elsewhere, ano

ought to lead to some dissertation. We reproi

duce a restoration of ono frout of this hitherti

uiiknovn Persian palace, made by Mr. Fergusson

Dr. Tristram deserves the thanks of thi

architect, the naturalist, the geologist, thi

historian, and tho geographer, and we lay down

the pen only to glance afresh over his most iute

resting pages.

ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

Amongst notes to be added to those alroad;

made is one to tell of tho present positivt

attractiveness of what may be seen at Burlingtor

House; for the crowds that fill tho spacioui

galleries are more than three.fifths of the fairer

sect of those who love pictures,—it need scarcoh

bo said how composed the remainder may be)

and although it is a weak trust for judgment t

be led by what a pretty critic says of lesspretti

faces that are to be found in the picture)

than her own,—“She never saw anything S'

lovely!”—it would be a mistake to think thi

Royal Academy Exhibition this summer not i

very attractive one.

A seated figure of a Grecian maiden wreathini

bays for some happy victor’s head is exquisiteh

indicative of Mr. F. Leighton’s art, that in its beS'

form idealises without destroying nature ami

probability : tho girl is very beautiful,—with sucl)|

classic graces more often to be found epitoiniseef

in cold marble than in the warmth of geuiaij

colour,—that it must be guessed she is thut

Victoria of him for whom she is “ Weaving thiii

Wreath” (261), being laurel-crowned herself

this highly.finished study is the single picturn

Mr. Leighton contributes, but a design for muran

decoration,—an allegory of “ The Industrial Arh
of Peace” (1,270), companion to the already;

exhibited “Arts of War,” forming part oft

projected adornment at the South Kensingtor

Museum will fully account for this. Of al

things in the world, — excepting dragons ana

comets,—allegories are the most contentious in

the many-minded apprehension of their meaningi

and purpose. Taken as a display of academic

learning and inventive adaptation of variouii

• See p. 403.
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attitudes in tbo several models that go to its

mould, this composition deserves all praise : the

ladies who are engaged to adumbrate the peaceful

arts that help them to give no peace j the hair-

dressing ;
dressmaking,—looking-glass worship

tliat mako women idols and men idolaters, are

charmingly expressive and arranged (what a

feast they would make for Ur. Poynter’a dragon

before More had left not much of him), but the

hard work of factory-mill lessened by art ;
the

^reat head-work that has reduced band-labour’s

difficulties in mining
;
weaving

;
printing

;
plough-

ing—the earth and ocean; holding friendly con-
' verso with those from whom hundreds of miles

of deep sea divide and do not divide us : the

bread-making, in fact, to feed mind as well as

body, should bear some pai-b in an exposition

of the industrial arts of peace.

; Mr. Leighton’s Monochrome is a notable

^work, though music, poetry, and perfume are

^macle uppermost in his idea of peaceful art : of

'industrial, he is one of its best expositors
;
to no

,,"better example could those who ask for combi-

nation of tbe real and ideal refer, so far as the

trefinemeut a classical refinement gives, than to

Mr. Leighton’s best pictures. Many stories have

been told about dragons, beasts of insatiable and
epicurean appetite, and these have been swal-

lowed so generally, and enjoyed so much, that

Mr. E. J. Poynter must be considered quite kind

to provide a new one for all who are fond of the

marvellous : besides, the dragon is a national insbi-

tntion with Britishers, who kuow it to be more
than the coin of the brain, if the head of the

sovereign does give currency to the tale of the

.dragon St. George pub a finis to. Mr. Poynter,

no doubt, has found some very black-letter pre-

cedent to the popular edition, by which the true

and particular account of the “ Fight between
More, of More _llall, and the Dragon of Want-
ley ” (511), comes down to later date, for there

is nothing at all burlesque in this relation : tho

dragon is real enough to vitaliso the report of

tho deadest cracker ever told to verify fights of

fable, and, had it been a very old representation,

eneb a portrait of the period would put a full

stop to any sentence condemning it to dis-

belief, further than would imply just a little

doubt, if half a dozen Life Guards of more
degenerate days would get the better of sneh a

little difficulty as the dragon of Wantloy, in less

time than it had taken this concentrated force

of a phalanx—the champion More, of More
Hall. Mr. Poynter’s genius has given breath

to the concatenations of crocodile, Chinese

fireworks, and lion’s paws, and shown how to

Invest them with life,—as well as with and to

his best knowledge, of tho best method in killing

them. The picture is painted to fill a panel

at Whaimcliffe Park, near Wharncliffe Chase,

the scene of the legend, and to servo as a
jiendant to the same artist’s “Perseus.” There
are entious animals enough loft in Egypt,
bases for exaggeration to mako monsters of,

to account for the boast of Crusaders begetting

Mediceval belief in dragons. Even cattle and
sheep, and such harmless things, are ugly

there
;
and Mr. P. Goodall is a more trustworthy

authority than the first-class traveller of former
days, who took toll with a vengeance.

“ Subsiding of the Nilo ” (292) leaves such a
view of blank promise of pasture for gaunt
herds, such a show of what inundation has

hidden for a time, and killed to regenerate

;

the damage that no dam of any age could pre-

sent; that the pyramids, best monuments of

such stability as the world can show’, and the

wide expanse of calm, smiling sky, that would
seem to smile the more if any vaunt could bo

made of this same stability—in Mr. Goodall’s

noble picture are quite a sermon on the text

“Faith.” Landscape, native figures, camels, and
‘ cattle are all so well depicted here that it would
.V be quite a question as to tho category of deno-

minational professorship Mr. Goodall’s name
ahould come under. He asserts a right to all,

but more widely, that tbs true artist, like the

true author, can tell thoroughly well of all

he observes. Tho thorough system adopted by
parent passes to son, and if the “ Capri Girls

Winnowing” (372) is early show of it, the pro-

mise of great distinction for Mr. H. Goodall is

more than half performed. It is a lovely pic-

ture, and not nearly so easily to be identified

with tho source of its style as Mr. C. Ilunter’s

seascapes are with Mr. Hook’s. “Trawlers
waiting for Darkness” (386) is an extraordi-

nary instance of example’s dictation
;
not but

what the power must have been ready, waiting
its direction. How often is power misspent
through the want of this guidance.

That pity which is akin to love has done

more for many an object of it than would bo

possible to other regard, excepting that of love.

Genius, eccentricity, and a sad end to them,

with tho pity it excites, do for the marvellons

boy Chatterton what the amber does for the

substance, fly or moth or accidental matter, that

it surrounds and beautifies. Mrs. E. M. Ward’s
admirably studied and painted pictures are

always looked for at Royal Academy exhibitions,

and she has never painted better, nor studied

more thoroughly, than in adding to the interest

felt for the “ Bristol Wonder,”

—

“ The marTellous boy who perish'd in hia pride.”

Mrs. Ward shows him at work in his study, an

attic ho had appropriated under his mother’s

roof, where, in solitude, be delighted to lock

himself up with his books, papers, parchments,

paints, and drawing materials, to be surprised

sometimes, ha\'ing, in his eagerness to become

busy, forgotten to turn the key. The church of

St. Mary Redcliff, seen through the window,

fixes the locality, and makes the story unmis-

takable. “ Mrs. Edkins (his foster-mother)

relates :—When she could get into his room she

would. Onco he put his foot on a parchment on

the floor to prevent her taking it up, saying,

‘ Ton are too carious and clear-sighted; I wish

you would bide out of the room. It is my room.’ ”

This is tho moment of Mrs. Ward’s illustration,

that, by capital personations of the angry, sullen

boy, and good-tempered inquisitive Mrs. Edkins,

and with the brilliant skill with which interior

effect and carefully selected articles of still life are

imitated, is a perfect realisation of the incident.

Sun-rays from a'rift inthe storm-laden sky stream

light through the window that seems to be-

token the gleam of promise that dark clouds

smothered so soon. As well harness Pegasus

to a Pantechnicon van as attempt to curb

genius. So think many. If genius were the

uncontrollable gift that some of its appear-

ances leave room for supposing it to be, it is

beneficially ordained, indeed, that tho gift should

be a rare one
;
but the supposition is about as

absurd as would bo ingratitude for the bright-

ness and warmth of glorious sun-light that

occasionally burns a house down, through a knot

in the glass that admits it. From Tycho Brahe’s

time to now, comets have defied all opinion of

their purpose, their use, their intended influence.

Short record of astonishing appearance, disturb-

ing effect, and sudden exit, is the tale of all

comets, and of Chatterton among them. Mrs.

Ward will find numerous admirers of her very

interesting subject amongst those who think

more of the mind than of its warp; of its error

being more induced, perhaps, than innate ;
and

whilst deploring its wrong turn, deplore as much
its want of that kind help for right direction,

—

and, for the rest, who would think

—

“ The painting ia almoat the natural man
;

For, since dishonour trallios with man’s nature,

He ia but outside ; these pencill'd ligures are

Erea such as they giro out

—

If they thou^t ever so severely of Chatterton,

tho artist’s “pencill’d figure” is worthy of

better consideration, and they will like him

better now
;
and let their displeasure go “ not a

frown farther” than yesterday’s thought tem-

pered by to-day’s consideration will allow.

Looking at just such pictures as polite

behaviour, in company of many who are looking

too, will permit, we come to a nice one.

Mr. J. Tissot has devoted much patient

labour to the exquisite elaboration he exhibits

connected with genteel sailor-life, and the

attractive effect a smart lieutenant or first

mate uniformly has on lasses or young ladies

who love sailors (by “ uniformly ” it is not to be

inferi’ed that more than due allusion is made to

the becoming wear of true blue; though it goes

without saying, and is the most natural thing in

the world, that many of its wearers are manly,

handsome gentlemen). Mr. Tissot’s scenes are

as puzzling to some as the second act of a French

comedy would be to any one who had not seen

the first and did not know the language. The
“ Last Evening” (lOS) most certainly affects the

damsel who is looking at nothing, but taking

binocular view of a separation from the good-

looking officer seated with her father, who sails

to-night, and is hearing stipulations for her

happiness and advantage. She is wondering

how Walter will bear losing sight of her. She

knows she never can live without him : tho sea

and ships are horrors to her, and her mother

thought the same before her. Walter thinks the

governor hard but reasonable, as he listens to

the old adjuration to patience ;
and memorandnra,

that “ if a girl is not worth waiting for, she is

scarcely worth the thinking of.” This is as clear

for one reading as all the very cleveidy repre-

sented adjuncts that form the descriptive

locality for the story.

A commoner mind would have depicted tho

need for a sea voyage more plainly to “Tho
Captain’s Daughter” (121), hub it is thought

wise to keep her in ignorance that her health is

a cause for anxiety, and Mr. Tissot only whispers

this. How long that intensely-loving lover will

manage to keop the secret, his worship knows
or does not know. The girl ia lovely : not only

by reason of the face bringing the knowledge,

but of the knowledge the face and the action of

the beautiful hands express; for she knows
better than she can bo told how vague are the

hopes entertained for her. It was not for tho

sake of painting intricate idgging, masts, and
spars, and many other things, and giving such
value to matter of fact—that, for the vulgar, is

the great charm of the picture—the picture was
painted at all. Old experience in black is tho

doctor, and he is giving a very honest opinion.

Mourning still a similar loss, he adjures the

stout captain to care for prevention. Mr.
Tissot’s interesting story is too pleasantly told

not to leave it a sure thing that the dear girl

will be so benefited by the voyage that next

year we may see her mamed to her handsome
lover, and just in time for the ball that will be
given on the occasion.

ARCHITECTURE AND DECORATIVE ART
IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

To make an Art-Exhibition every year, on so

large a scale as the galleries of tho International

Exhibition building demands, is, as we have duly

pointed out before, scarcely possible. In regard

to the higher branches of art especially, it is

useless to expect that picture galleries of this

extent can be filled annually with modem paint-

inga of at all a high average. But although a

first hasty walk through this year’s Exhibition

will convey the impression that there is in the

art department a mass of things not worth look-

ing at, a more careful inspection shows that

there is enough of good art to be discovered, of

one kind or another, to furnish matter for mucli

enjoyment and some study, though intermixed

with much of an inferior kind.

The collection of architectural drawings in the

gallery of tho Albert Hall, though not numerous,

ia good in point of quality, so far at least

as draughtsmanship is concerned; and includes,

with some well-known works, some which wo
have not seen illustrated before. Mr. Worley’s
“ Interior of Exchange Hall” (2,904), part of a

competition design for Stockton Exchange, is a

good water-colour of a rather fine room, with no

very special character about it. Tho “ Wesleyan

Chapel, Tunbridge Wells” (2,905), by Mr. C.

Bell, [is a very good design of its class, Early

Gothic, with a side entrance and stair turret to

gallery, treated in an original manner*; tho

drawing a line one, in sepia for the main build-

ing, and the background and accessory buildings

in black ink. Captain Mant’s (R.E.), “design

for High School, at Kolhapur” (2,908), is better

than many engineering designs we have seen

;

it is an adaptation of Moorish architecture.

Mr. Rowland Plumbe’s “ Bryant and May testi-

monial Fountain” (2,913), if not wafeWesa, is

certainly not below the ordinary merit of

drinking.fountain designs. Messrs. Satchell &
Edwards’s*' Wesleyan Chapel, Stoke Newington”

(2,915), looks, perhaps, rather better in tiro

drawing than in reality, bub it is a build-

ing of considerable merit and originality;

the treatment of the tower, with its heavy,

almost unbroken, brick buttresses, and tbo

high narthex roof forming a kind of transept

to it, realises a solid and dignified effect. A
pretty bit of domestic architecture (half timbei*)

ia shown in “ Roselands, Millbrook” (2,917), by
Mr. Young

;
and Mr. Hall’s church at Dorchester

(2,918, 2,925) will bear inspection. Mr. Weir’s

“ Wesleyan Chapel, Clapham” (2,928), is a fino

drawing of a very weak design. “ A Cottage Resi-

dence,” by R. A. Came (2,929), is very good, both

as to drawing and design. Mr. Howard Sayo’s

beautiful drawing of the Aberystwith College

(2,934) is much better seen here than at tho

Academy last year, where it was hung too high.

It is quite a study in pen-and-ink drawing of this

type. There is also a colonred drawing of

Victoria-terrace at Aberystwith. Mr. Morrison

Mamock’s drawings (2,931-5-6) should bo

looked at as beautiful specimens of elevation

line drawing, rather in the French style of
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execution. The “ Sketch of half-timbered House
with Shop" is in every way praiseworthy.
Messrs. George & Vaughan’s “ Enti-ance-lodges,
Rousdon, Devon" (2,937), are a little too
ostentatiously rustic and “cottagey." “Design
for Suspension-bridge between Putney and Ful-
ham ” (2,945) is entirely spoilt by the bird-cago
erections on the top of the piers, intended to

give “lightness," no doubt, bub only resulting in
clumsiness. Such things as the piers of a sus-
pension-bridge cannot be treated (architec-
turally) in too broad and solid a manner. “De-
sign for a Gentleman’s House” (2,914), by
Cole A. Adams, is good in its way : a strongly-
coloured red-brick structure, with angle-tower
decorated with sgraffito work in its upper
stages : and “Chorley Town-hall, 1872" (2,919),
by Mr. A. Bickerdike, is a successful attempt at
what may be described as Gothic grouped and
composed in a Classic manner. A “Design for
a Town Church" (2,930), interior perspective,
by Mr. E. Mount, is a good monumental-looking
interior, with double pier-columns, and a
“ blind” triforium decorated with wa]l-i>aintings.

In stained glass there are only a few contribu-
tions this year. The window by Messrs. Gibbs,
on the south-east staircase, “ The Consecration of
Solomon’s Tcinplo,” is one of the usual patch-
works of coloured dresses and architectural
canopies, without a single suggestion in treat-
ment other than what has been done a hundred
times before. On the north-west staircase three
domestic windows, by Messrs. Cox & Sons, suggests
Borne originality of treatment in a simple manner.
The upper one, of a Renaissance type, shows
refined treatment of floral ornaments in panels
on a light diaper ground

; the two lower ones, in .

the Gothic manner, exhibit small figure subjects
from Chaucer, Shakspeare, Milton, and Tennyson,
with medallion portraits of the poets, the greater
part of the space, however, being occupied by
geometrical diaper in small squares, and with a
happily-toned border of conventional leaves in
low green tints : the whole effect is very pleasing,
though tho figure portions are not the most satiL
factory part. A window adjoining, illustrating
tho “ Good Shepherd,” is a total failure in the
heads (life size), which are coarse and inexpres-
Bive to a degree, illustrating onco more the un-
suitability of stained glass to represent any but
the most conventional and unomamental type of
figure. Some panels of ornamental diaper ad-
joining show a tolerably rich, but not refined,
effect of colour. The window for St. Peter’s
College, Cambridge, by Messrs. Morris & Co.
(south-west staircase), claims more special
notice, as marked by an individuality of style
and treatment, and as the work of an artist who
is put forward as tho one new light in stained-
glass art by a school who are much given to
praise one another. This is a triplet window,
containing full-length portrait figures of three
benefactors, or former “ heads ” (wo presume), of
St. Peter's College, in red furred gowns, and
standing on a strip of flowered carpet, crossiu"
the window over the transom. All the glass]
exceptingthe figures and their armorial bearings
in the spaces below, is leff (after Mr. Morris’s
recent manner) in quarries of neai-ly white
glass, with a very alight grisaille diaper. This
method, by which the figures stand out in a
blank space, must be designated as a whim
which may or may not have a good effect, ac]
cording to circumstances. In tho present instance
it is, perhaps, the best way in which tho window
could have been treated, if tho colour of the
dresses of the figures is obligatory

; for ic is
difficult to see what colour accessories could har.
monise with them, without rendering the whole
design very sombre and heavy. The faces of
the figures are better drawn and delineated than
in most similar cases, though the exaggerated
stoop forward of the right-hand figure is not
happy; the effect of the mass of dull red in the
dresses is anything but pleasing, and it would
surely have been better to have idealised the
costume a little. If the window is to be placed
at some distance, and high up, it may look better
than here; as it is, we cannot regard the effect
as very happy. The centre figure, with the big
cowl over the head, seems even studiously
nngaiiily, but the design is at all events free
from vulgarity, which is a good deal to say as
stained glass designs go. A curious contrast to
this IS a German window, on the N.E. staircase
commemorative of the late Teutonic successes in
arms ; a mailed figure leaning on a shield bear-mg the Prussian eagle, and holding a battle-axe-
a crimson drapery forms the background, but
the head is relieved against a kind of blue lattice
work. Everything here is purely conventional •

the colour is better than in many German
windows we have seen (we intend no very extra-
vagant commendation)

; and there is a certain
dignity in the design. Placed at a proper dis-
tance, and in a good prononc^ scroll-and-wreath
modern Renaissance building, it would fall into
its place well enough.

All the decorative furniture, &c., worth speak,
ing of is collected this year in Room XIX., and
a very nice collection it makes, tho average
quality of the work, in proportion to quantity,
being better than in either of tho two previous
years. In regard to tho furniture proper cabi-
nets, and so forth), there is more elegance of form
and less of that stiffness and angularity of line
which has previously characterised so much of
the Gothic furniture. Among good things in
this style, are one or two small angle cabinets
(2,639 and others), of good and somewhat now
design. A sideboard by C. Sevan (2,620), of
plain wood, with polished shafts, and bas-reliofs
illustrative of com and wine carved on the cup-
board doors, is a piece of work in very good
taste, and well executed, witbont any show or
glitter; the only mistake is in the rather coarse
blue and white flowered tiles at the back, which
do not at all harmonise with the tone of the
wood, or with tho style of the whole thing. We
call attention to this, because tiles are inserted
into everything just at present, and more judg-
ment ought to be exercised in the selection of
them, otherwise this source of effect becomes a
mere trick. A dining-room chair, by the same
hand (2,621) is equallypraiseworthy, simple and
yet effective, and thoroughly suited to its pur-
pose. A chair and cabinet of inlaid marble
(2,623-4), by F. Dalan, are very well executed,
but tho material is quite out of place in a chair,
which ought always to appear, though solid,
easily movable, and with a certain elasticity.
The ebonised cabinet (2,631) is not improved by
the introduction of Mr. Moyr Smith’s tile-paint-
ings. A small standing oak fire-screen (2,631 a)
exhibited by Messrs. Cox & Sons, is really a
new idea and a pretty one. It consists of a
centre-piece and two unfolding loaves, each
framed with sash-bars, and filled with three
panes of stained glass

;
tho finish at the top is

not good, but otherwise it is a very pleas-
ing thing. The oaken sideboard (2,638)
designed by Mr. Talbert, is a very good solid
architectural-looking object; the effect of the
inlaid conventional flowers is excellent; but
here, again, the tiles are out of keeping with the
rest, and injure the effect. Messrs. Cox exhibit
some brass church furniture in their usual style,
and with their usual excellence of execution, but
presenting nothing for comment. An ebonised
cabinet with canopy, by S. J. Nicholl (2,630). is

the most original piece of furniture design
exhibited; the “composition" and ontline are
very good

; it is decorated with conventional
leaf patterns on a gold ground, somewhat resem-
bling in freedom and flow of line the ornament
often found in Persian porcelain. Among articles
of furniture of the Reuaissance type, the cabinet
by Fourdinois (2,625) is the most elaborate,
with numerous delicately-carved figures

; the
mixture of inlay with carving (a light wood for
the flesh-tints of tho figures, and a darker one
for the drapery) is, however, a questionable
expedient. Tho large oak bookcase (2,610), by
Venter, of Brussels, is a good piece of oak
carving, mostly guiltless of sandpaper, in the
Brussels taste, with panels carved in relief
somewhat in the Grinling Gibbons manner;
the decoration has little reference to tho object
of the article. The inlaid marqneterie cabinet,
by Saleur and Vanderschuren (2,632), is a good
specimen of a class of work in which the labour
is very much out of proportion to the artistic
result. Somo wise person has taken the trouble
to paint two tables, one in imitation of inlaid
wood, and another in imitation of inlaid marble
(2,621, A and B)

;
they are really wonderfully

well done, and quite cheat the eye at first
glance; their author must have spent much
time and labour over them, which it is to be
hoped he will leam to employ to better purpose
in future. With these, in artistic value, may be
classed the iulaid marqneterie table (2,622), by
N. Corpatau.x, a most elaborate piece of work in
the worst possible taste as to design and colour.
The Duke of Edinburgh lends a Cingalese cabinet
and chair (2,635-6), the former curious from
the effect of the mottled wood of which it is

composed, and both for the oddly “ Classic ”

character of some of the ornament; and an
Indian chair of pierced ivory, silver mounted

:

this latter is an odd instance of the utterly
wrong application of ornament; the whole of

the framework, and even legs of the chair, are
composed of thin ivory, pierced in an almost
gauze-like perforated pattern. It is to bo pre-
sumed there is some solid substructure to give
the required support, but the look of the thing
is as if it would crush like an eggshell if any one
were venturous enough to sit down on it. The
terra-cotta chimney-piece, by Doulton & Co.
(2,624 A), is a very good piece of terra-cotta
work, so sharp and defined in the frieze of birds
and flowers under the shelf, as to suggest the
idea that it must have been tooled up after-
wards

; but it is a great pity that manufacturers
cannot get better designs to lay their material
on : the present, as a design, is simply worth-
less. Under this chimney-piece is a specimea
of damascened work, by Zuloaga (Spain), whose
work of this kind we noticed last year, in the
shape of a large salver (2,675), of really splendid
workmanship and design

;
and four brass trays-

(2,666), with flat incised ornament, by J. W.
Singer (Frome), are very good specimens of this
kind of work

;
and a brass enamelled salver^

with a radiating pattern of somewhat Moorish
character, by Lopec (France) (2,664), is a very
beautiful piece of work.
There is too great a run, as we have

hinted, on tiling. It seems to be accepted
now that wo may do anything on tiles

;
for

instance, there is a series of designs here, by
Mr. Marks, for the “ Seven Ages of Man,”
executed on tiles, in which one feels that the
design is quite thrown away on a material in
which its merits cannot be realised. Then^
Messrs. Simpson Sons exhibit great panels of
painted tiles, with extraordinary depictions of
animal life in fearful and wonderful colours,

—

things utterly abhorrent to any rightly-consti-
tuted artistic mind. Mr. Coleman, whose painted
plaques, with female figures, we admired in last
year’s Exhibition, sends a similar one on a larger
scale (2,466), but the figure is not so successful

;

it is too large in tho body, and too small in the
extremities. Mr.Moyr Smith’s design “ Homeros,”
the drawing of which is in the Academy, is here
executed in tiles, and is, at all events, in a
manner and execution, suitable to tile painting,,
which cannot bo said of much of the work of
this kind. The contributions from Minton’s art-
pottery studio seem more marked by good
e.xecution than good art. Two small vessels
(2,621-a, 2,657), carved in stone by Lieut.-Col.
Pollock, present a novel effect from the subdued
silver-grey lustre of the surface, which is carved
with birds and flowers on a small scale in low
relief. They would be valued by artists as
accessories in a still-life painting.
Two mosaic life-size figures, designed by

Mr. F. W. Moody, and worked in the Kensington-
School of Art by F. H. Cole and others, are
exhibited,—“Raffaelle” and “ Blondel" (2,560-1).
Of these the latter is the best in pose and com-
position, and baa most character. The drapery
in the Raffaelle is somewhat stiff in line, and the-
face ishardly a success, but would probablyappear
better at a proper distance

;
these are almost

too near tho eye to be fairly
j
udged of as mosaics.

The specimen of artificial mosaic pavement, by
Messrs. Rust & Co., in the Albert Hall gallery,
should be looked at by all architectural visitors
who have not yet employed or noticed this very
beautiful manufacture, which gives a tone and
texture of surface for floors and dados much
richer than tiling. Some of the geometric colour
designs in this are very good.
We may mention in this place the remarkahle-

fac simile (produced by the aid of photography)
of tho Bayeux tapestry, which is hung round tha
gallery. In the way of illustrative manufacture
this is quite an achievement, giving the texture
as well as the lines of the original : the interest of
the tapestry itself, as an example of early attempt
at the portrayal of human figures in action, ia
well kno^vn, and the intention and grouping
is full of spirit in many places, in spite of the
childish character of the dmwing

; as a study of
tone in colour it is suggestive enough to the
decorative artist of the present day. From
tapestry to lace is an easy transition ; and we
may conclude oar jottings on decorative art by
mentioning that there is some pleasing lace
design to be seen in the Gallery and in.

Room XIX., among which we are glad to see
examples of moro stndiecl and geometric design
than is common in this kind of work; much of

what is called good lace appearing to consist, in

point of design, merely in a kind of aimless
mingling of forms to produce a pretty and
intricate ensemble. E-xceptions to this are the
designs marked 2,722-3-4 (in Room XIX.), which
are very systematically worked out; the last-
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Mmcd however, is a copy of old Preooli lace, I in 1857, the result of carefol studies
name ,1

, mi,;„ .s/iTTcvonfl fnl.Epr dfinifitfid. and who IS related to
•made at Lady Molyneux’s school. This, which

is in squares of alternating geometric patterns,

very much resembles in style of treatment the

lace which is now made by the natiyo Brazibann,

and which in point of real good taste and

artistic effect is much superior to “ Bnissels,”

though a far less delicate manufacture.

We reserve some remarks as to the foreign

pictures that are worth looking at
5
which really

are not “ few,” though certainly somewhat “ far

between.”

PICTURES BY PHILLIP AND CRESWICK.

The idea of making the International Exhibi-

•tion an opportunity for collecting together the

works of deceased painters of the British school

is a good one, and has resulted in giving an

interest to the picture-galleries this year which

they would scarcely have possessed otherwise.

In regarding the collected works of any one

Artist, we are able often to form a far bettor

idea both of his strength and his weakness

than from acquaintanco with a comparatively

fimall number of specimens which accidental

success has popularised
;

and even prac-

tised art-critics may find their judgment of

A painter materially modified, for better or

worse, by a study of all his principal works in

juxtaposition. lu carrying out in future exhi-

bitions the idea thus started, the selection, we
Ai'o told, is to be made with care, and the choice

•of a painter’s name for this kind of illustration

as to be regarded as a testimony to the real

posthumous value of his works. It may also, how-
ever, have the effect in some cases of exploding

a reputation which has been insufficiently baaed.

The paintings by Phillip and Creswick col-

lected in Galleries XVI. and XVII. number
about 330 (including sketches and unfinished

pictures), of which considerably the larger pro-

portion are by the former artist. The juxta-

position is an unfortunate one for the landscape-

painter, for his quiet brown tones are quite

killed by the bright colouring and “full” paint,

ing of the Spanish scenes of Phillip. In a

general way, tho mixture of landscape with
figure subjects is nob disadvantageous to cither

;

but where one painter has worked in such com-
paratively quiet and delicate tones, the manifest

injustice of placing his pictures amid a number
of others painted in a much higher key ought
to have been avoided, and the landscapes placed

separately. The collected works of Phillip exhibit

to a remarkable degree tho change which may
•come across the tone, style, and predilections of

the same painter in the course of an artistic life-

time. The earlier works of Phillip,—mostly

scenes and incidents of Scottish life,—are a kind
of faint echo of David Wilkie, with a truer feel-

ing for colour, certainly, but also a feebleness of

character and humour remarkable in one who
could afterwards paint works characterised by
so much vigour of style and point in composition.

'These earlier works, therefore, we cannot regard

as “John Phillip,” bat only as tho preparation

for him. Ho found his real powers and capa-

bilities, both as to execution and expression,

when he made Spain the land of his artistic

adoption. But in his Spanish pictm-cs there are,

again, two distinctly-marked periods, tho point

of change being almost precisely referable to

tho year 1860. The Spanish pictures painted

before that year include some of those by which
the artist has been most popularised through
exhibition and engraving,—such as “ Tho Gipsy

•Sisters" (1,217 in the E.xhibition Catalogue),

“The Letter-writer of Seville” (1,223), aud
others. In these and kindred works tho painter

•Seems merely to have seized on the outward
materials which are presented to the painter in

Spain, the glow of dark cheeks and bright black

•eyes, the colour and picturesquoness of dress
;

and his style of manipulation is of that kind of

hard and brilliant polish and finish which takes

the popular eye, and leads to a demand for

engravings. It is ouly in the pictures painted

aince 1860 that the artist shows evidence of

hav’ing penetrated into the national character to

fiuch an extent as to throw the inner spirit of it,

as well as the outward form, on the canvas.

His manner of execution too, subsequent to tho

above date, is much altered ;
the colours become

richer and more harmonious, bub less bright

;

the manipulation changes from the polished

emoothness of the earlier works to a manner
arougher in appearance, but with far more rich-

ness and variety of texture. The one exception

in point of character, perhaps, among the earlier

pictures, is the admirable “ La Carita,” painted

reverend father depicted, and who is related to

have been surprised and scandalised at the

result of the sittings he gave, till the artist

explained that it was his “prudence” which

was intended to bo illustrated. Of the later

series one of the earliest and cleverest as a

study of character is “Doubtful Fortune”

(1,203), where a young Spanish lady is having her

fortune told from cards held by a sturdy half-

savage-looking gipsy girl, with matted bl^k

locks, who screws up her eyes, and fairly grins

in her endeavour to decipher what is “ on the

cards.” Among the larger compositioua, the fine

one (perhaps his best work) “La Gloria” (1,311),

should be compared with the first sketch for the

work on the opposite wall (1,229) j
the manner

in which the composition has been altered is

interesting. In the sketch tho perspective of

the composition is sharper, the foreground group

occupies a larger part of the canvas, and the

gay scone in the courtyard beyond is backed by

an arched gateway so placed as to seem a kind

of triumphal arch over the principal background

figures. In tho finished picture the dancers are

more fully shown, and the work is probably

more taking to the popular eye; but breadth

aud effectiveness of composition as well as feeling

have been somewhat sacrificed. The large pic-

ture of “ The Early Career of Murillo ” (1,329),

is not altogether a good subject for the painter ;

there is some want of concentrated interest in it.

As a composition it is very carefully worked out,

r.f fiia “aihann.” who has probablvand the figure of the “ Gitana,” who baa probably

been acting, with her little boy, as a model,

is very characteristic, with her sensuous exu-

berance of form aud stupid gaze at the pic-

ture. Certainly superior to this, however, in

point and expression, as well as in power

of execution, are the two scenes at tho

State lottery, “ Loteria Nacional,” “Reading

the Numbers” and “Buying the Tickets”

(1,212 and 1,235 5
the order should have been

reversed in hanging). The contrast in the

former, between the look of the fierce, desperate

man who has drawn nothing, and the evil-look-

ing female who lowers from behind, and on tho

other side tho gay, thoughtless couple who have

been lucky, is finely given; and in “ Buying the

Tickets ” there is a fine stroke of satire in the

action of the little girl devoutly kissing the hem

of the priest’s garment, while that worthy is at

the same moment carefully inserting his ticket

between the leaves of his breviary. The figures

on the left in this picture scarcely explain them-

selves sufficiently, or else are insufficiently con-

nected with the subject. Among the smaller

works a conspicuously excellent one is “ A Chat

round tho Brazier” (1,307), where the priest,

demonstrating an argument by the help of his

pipe, and the fat, jovial-looking dame opposite

to him, form a contrast full of genuine humour

;

the rest of the figures find their place well in the

composition, and help out the point of it. ‘ The

Wine-drinkers” (1,313) is a perfect picture of

luxurious indi^lgence
;

and among the single

figures a somewhat similar success is achieved

in “El Cigarillo” (1,-100), representing a portly

damsel reclining lazily back, and slowly puffing

out the smoke between her fat lips, in a of

languid intensity of enjoyment.
^

Tho unfinished

pictures, which are all together in Room XVII.,

are of much interest, and show that the artist s

talent and power were improving to the last.

The large picture, “ Selling Relics at the Church-

porch,” is one of the best and most carefully

composed in the collection, both as to grouping

and colour; the woman contemplating her pur-

chase with a smirk of satisfaction at the bargain,

and the pomposity of manner in the stout old

lady struggling into the church-door with her

back to the spectator, are excellent items m
this work; not less so the beggar’s dog, un-

painted, and merely indicated by a few masterly

strokes. “Off Duty” (1,-15S), “Mendicants

receiving Relief at a Convent (1,-161 : the

child’s face exquisite), " The Seamstress '

(1,451), an admirable composition of two figures,

are all worth attention ;
and one of tho cleverisb

things in the gallery is the rough sketch called

“ Winnowing Corn ” (1,462), a simple but most

effectively grouped composition of three figures;

the action of the young woman winnowing, the

sway and movement of her body under the

dress, are given in a most masterly manner.

“ Dear me, what a wretched daub ! Some

amateur, I suppose,” was the comment vented

in our ears by Wo respectable persons of broad-

cloth variety, at the moment of making
_

our

note. Will it ever be any use letting the British

public into a picture-gallery ? Before quitting

Phillip it may be mentioned, that the artist is

represented also by a fair proportion of portraits,

most of which, however, are early works, and,

decidedly weak in treatment. That his subse-

quent neglect of portraiture was not from want

of power to treat it in later years, is evident

from the simple but striking likeness of “ Sam.

Bough, A.R.S.A.” (1,287), who is shown sitting,

palette in hand, before his easel, a figure full

of character, and looking certainly about as wild

and untrimmed as the bleak northern moors

which ho has illustrated in his powerful water,

colour drawings.

Of our late distinguished landscape-painter,

it is more difficult to know what to say, in

reviewing an exhibition of his collected works.

While we observed that Creswick suffers by
immediate juxtaposition with Phillip’s pictures,

it may be doubted whether the collection of bis

pictures in a separate apartment would not have

exposed him to a disadvantage of another kind,

resulting from their comparative sameness of

tone and treatment. There is, in fact, scarcely

enough in Creswick to sustain our interest

through a large number of his works. That there

is a beautiful feeling in nearly all of them is

unquestionable ;
the reason they do not affect

ns more we take to be the lack of what may be

called intensity of aim in any direction. He
seldom rises to the poetry of landscape, to any

expression of its metaphysical sense and beauty;

the interest of bis pictures is mostly realistic,

and yet it is not realistic enough to impress us

powerfully from that side. This is what causes

tho comparative failure in effect of such land-

scapes as “ A Place to Remember” (1,197) and

“England” (1,209). The latter is a realistic

representation of au every-day English country

scene; but, for a realistic representation, the

tone aifd texture of foreground, water, and trees

is not sufficiently wrought out and discriminated.

It is possible to affect the mind strongly by such

minutely finished realistic study as Brett’s

“Among the Granite Boulders,” in the Academy,

or by such a powerful grasp of the broader

elements of light, shadow, and tone in landscape

as is to be seen in the magnificent works

by Dupre and Corot at present in Old Bond-

street
;
or by such comprebeneive convention,

alism as that of Cox and De Wint. But it is nob

possible to do so by representations which evade

the ultimate rauge in both directions, and which

are a compromise between poetry and realism.

And this is the case with a large majority of

Creswick’s works. In “ A Place to Remember,”

the details of colour and tone are subordinated

to tho general effect ; a system adopted by
Turner in many of his grandest works,—but then

with Turner tho general effect is always broad

and powerful enough to compensate for this

;

with Creswick it is not so. That ho could on

occasion rise to the poetry of nature is evident

from such works as “ Evening ” (1,390), and, so

far as composition is coucemed, “ On the Clyde”

(1,2-18), and “ On the Greta” (1,260), two of his

most individual works as to motive and tone.

But it is equally certain that he did not often

rise to it
;
and a majority of his pictures convoy

the idea of being landscapes composed according

to a rule, and marked by a mannerism of treat-

ment which is broad indeed, bub is not the less

a mannerism, evident enough when a number of

his works are brought together
;
which, indeed,

extends itself in some degree to details, as in

the “ inevitable dog ” with his tail on one side,

which forms a foreground object in so many of

his pictures. Tho works of Creswick, in short,

are monuments of a very refined taste, a great

love of the natural scenery of England, and a

power of embodying very pleasant reminiscences

of its quieter and milder aspects. But this does

not make a great landscape-painter ;
and the

reputation of Creswick must bo held to be rather

impaired than enhanced by this collected exhi-

bition of his works.

The Development of Persia. — Baron

Reuter, says the Echo, has obtained great powers

for the development of Persia. To him belongs

the power of making railways, of remitting im-

port duties, of mining [and utilising the forests],

of making canals, a bank, gas-works, telegraphs,

posts, &c., &c. We can hardly see, indeed, what

is left to the Shah. Wo should be very sorry to

lose Baron—we had almost written Shah

—

Reuter 5
we hope he will administer the realm

of Persia from the capital of the country upon

which bis energy has already conferred much
benefit, and in which his name is a household

.
word.
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LONDOX GOVEENMENT.

An influential deputation was introduced to
Mr. Bruce, Home Secretary, on Saturday last,
by Lord Ebury, with the view of renewing the
interest felt by the Government in the great
question of Metropolitan Government. Lord
Napier and Ettrick followed, and the Lord
Provost^ of Glasgow afterwards gave some
interesting particulars of the improvements
which had been effected in his city. Mr. J. A.
Storr spoke of the neglect experienced by the
lower classes for want of a central body

; and
Mr. James Beal presented a memorial signed by
700 owners of property in London, and reminded
Mr. Bruce that the Administration were really
pledged to deal with the question.

Mr. Bruce, in his reply, fully admitted this,
and regretted that the opportunity had nob yet
occurred. The Government considered that
when the qiiestion was taken in hand it should '

be the leading question of the Session. The
question was novel, for it was one of the creation
of a municipality which would constitute a
government in itself of great importance

j
and

the institution for the first time of a municipality
for a city of more than three millions of people,

? “^icipality which should fairly represent the
intelligence and wealth of London,—was a work
of no ordinary character. This would be an
institution of immense power, if it fairly repre-
seated London, and it would be in the highest
degree unwise not to create a body equal to the
task. Of course, there would be difficult ques-
tions, and matters of great anxiety, and the
subject could not be dealt with by Parliament
without ample time being given. The Govern-
meat had not yet found the time to make this a
foremost question of the Session, but he wa^ not
without hope that it might be made the first
measure of the next Session, for he was bound
to say that he^ did not know of any other more
important subject which could arise.
Much credit is due to Mr. Beal for continued

perseverance.

British exhibitors have to thank the private
liberality of the Commissioners, who subscribed
to pay for its erection, out of their own pockets,
as they have done in many other cases. The
lavatories are the work of Mr. Jennings, and
excite as much admiration amongst foreign
visitors as any part of the Commission House
An Imperial personage who inspected them, ob-
served, on leaving the Prince’s lavatory, every
detail of which is really admirable, “It is in
arrangements like these that the English are un-
approachable by any other people—ila sent ab-
solument sans rivaux a I’egard do tout ce qui
concerue le confort et la proprete.” The hand-
some iron railing environing the whole of the
Commissioners’ domain has been presented by
the Coalbrook Dale Company.

THE VIENNA EXHIBITION.
The rotunda of the Exhibition buildin" in

Vienna is over 2 10 ft. high
; each pillar sup-

porting the heavy ceiling is large enough to
contain a small summer-house. Seen from the
floor, people in the first gallery appear like
dwarfs; the Victories decorating the panels of
the jute lining of the ceiling, which, seen from
below, appear like half.grown girls, are in reality
figures 21 ft. long, and are consequently four
times tho natural size. During the opening
ceremonies, at the moment when the imperial and
princely personages made their appearance, over
7,000 persons were assembled in tho rotunda, but
notwithstanding this, there were empty spaces
of from 120 ft. to 180 ft, long, and 30 ft. to 36 ft.
wide. Tho colossal lion, sent for exhibition by a
Parisian firm, which, with the pedestal, is of the
height of a middling.sized house, does not look
at all imposing, but has merely the appearance
of having been expressly made for the decora,
tion of the rotunda. The extraordinary dimen.
Bions of the greater, and those of the smaller,
lantern, as well as the imposing light arcades
with the gigantic windows, all of which must be
Been to be appreciated, are sufficient reasons for
the fact that, even during rainy weather, it is so
light in the rotunda that pencil-notes may be
read easily, and without straining the eyesight.
With all this grandeur, these gigantic propor-
tions have no heavy and oppressive effect.
At tho dinner given to tho British exhibitors,

Mr. Scott Eussell, when his health was drunk,
claimed a .tribute of admiration and gratitude
for his colleagues, Herr Engerb, the engineer,
and Herr Haaenhauor, the architect. When
everybody had said his building would tumble
down, Engert made it solid as a rock; and
when everybody declared it hideous, Hasenhauer
stepped in and made it beautiful.
At present, things do not look very bright in

Vienna, either inside the Exhibition or out. The
foolish inhabitants, by putting on preposterous
prices, have aided other less avoidable causes in
irightemng strangers and keeping them away.
Gradually, however, we have little doubt, the
attractiveness of the E.xhibition will overcome
these obstacles. A great mistake, however, has
been made at starting.

The house of the British Commission, a cor.
rugated iron building, has been fitted up in
charniing style by the wise liberality of various
manufacturers and decorators. Behind this is
the “Exhibitors’ Club-room,” a buildino- con-
etructed by Mr. Hemming, and for which the

EDINBUKGH AECHITECTUEAL
ASSOCIATION.

The closing meeting of this Association was
held in tho Kooms, 37, Goorge-street, on Wednes-
day evening, the 14th inst., the president (Mr.
John Paterson) in the chair. After the admis-
sion of new members and the consideration of
financial and other arrangements of the council,
the following office-bearers for next session
were elected;—Mr. John Bryce, as president;
the retiring president and Mr. Thomas Hender*
BOD, vice-presidents

; Messrs. Dick, Heron,
Maepherson, and Somerville, members of the
council, in room of those retiring.

The secretary reported that fifty-six new
members had joined the Association during the
session, and a valuable addition of books had
been mado to the library, including gifts of their
works from Mr. Fergusson and Mr. Sharpe, also
donations of books, drawings, and casts from
friends interested in the Association, among
them a number of original drawings and triid
sketches of tho Soott Monument, by Kemp.
The president then read his valedictory address,

in tho course of which ho congratulated tho
members on tho number of papers read aud tho
interest which had been maintained throughout
the session. The remarkable circumstance of
the restoration of one cathedral and the fixing
of the design of another for this city in one
year was interesting to them, showing an advance
of the public taste which promised well for the
future prospects of architecture.
Mr. Shiells moved, aud Mr. Henderson

seconded, a vote of thanks to the president for
his address, and votes of thauks were also
accorded to the retiring office-beaj’crSi

each of a length or span of 50 ft., making, with
the first bay, a total length or waterway of
350 ft. These latter girders are supported by
cast-ii-on piles or columns. The lower parts of
them are 2 ft. in diameter, and screwed through
the gravel bed of the river into the rock. The
upper parts are 1-4 in. in diameter, and are
braced together transversely with wrought-iron
struts and girders. All the girders are formed,
of wrought iron, aud so secured together as to
form a continuous girder, bolted down fast to the
large 0 ft. cylinders, and lying loosely upon
friction rollers, fixed to the upper ends of the
inrermediate piie-supports, and upon the stone
abutments. The roadway is formed of twolayers
of bitumenised timber, bolted down to trans-
verse wrought-iron girders, which arc riveted up
at both ends to the horizontal main girders.
The bridge has been designed by Mr. M. 0.
Ta,rbottoQ, M.Iust.C.B., who has been the con.
suiting engineer to the company from the com.
mencement. The resident superintendent of the
works is Mr. Phillips, of Carnarvon. Mr. W.
Smart is the contractor for the masoni*y.

GUNTHORPE BRIDGE. NOTTINGHAM.
The foundation-stone of a long-desired bridge,

to connect the villages of South Notts, has
been laid. This bridge is situate at Gunthorpe
and East Bridgeford, about half-way between the
Trent Bridge, Nottingham, and the bridge over
the Trent at Newark, there being at present no
intermediate bridge between those two points in
tho river. The bridge is being built by a private
company, composed of the principal landowners,
gentry, aud farmers of the neighbourhood.
The construction of tho bridge is simple, aud

will afford a good example of a cheap bridge,
considering the great width of tlio river aud its
liability to floods, on a very large scale.
The abutments will be of stone, carried down

to the red rocks and marls which underlie the
bed of the river, and will rest upon a concrete
foundation. The stone used is to a large extent
derived from the old Trent Bridge, Nottingham,
which has lately been taken down and removed
by Mr. Smart, the contractor for the Guuthorpe
Bridge. Much of the old stone has been sold for
the restoration of churches and other similar
work, and has been brought in most opportunely
for this new bridge, it being of a character suit-
able for bridge building.

The approaches to the abutments from the
roads on both sides of the river will be earth-
work embankments, pitched with stone, and
properly fenced. All the rest of the bridge will
be of iron. The total span of the bridge between
the abutments is 350 ft., and this large opening
is crossed, in the first place, by a pair of iron
girders, 100 ft. span, on the bowstring girder
principle, resting on the north abutment at one
end, and on a pair of cast-iron cylinders at the
other. These cylinders are each G ft. in diameter,
sunk into the rock in the deepest part of the
stream, and filled with Portland cement concrete.
After this are five other pairs of iron girders,

IMPROVEMENTS AT THE
HIGH-LEVEL RAILWAY STATION,

CRYSTAL PALACE.
A NEW entrance to the High-level Station oi

the London, Chatham, aud Dover Railway Com-
pany has been for some months in progress, and
will be opened to the public in about a fortnight.
The entrance is from the Farqubar-road, by a
flight of steps, leading to a light ii-on bridge.
This is covered by a galvanised iron roof, and the
whole forms_ an important addition to this ex.
tensive terminus, which may now be said to be
equal to any local station in tho completeness of
its arrangements. The new entrance will prove a
great boon to the residents in the Farquhar and
other roads on the south side.

BUILDERS* BENEyCLENT INSTITUTION.
An election of four pensioners (two men ant

two women) on the funds of this institutior
took place on Thursday, at Willis’s Rooms, St.
James s, ^^the president, Mr. Edwin Lawrence
(Lawrence Bros.), in the chair. There were
eleven candidates—four men and seven women,
There were eight female candidates up till

within the last few days, but one of them (Mrs.
Ann Williams) is dead. The poll opened at
twelve o’clock, aud closed at three p.m

; when
the scrutineers (Messrs. Stirling & Hall) an-
nounced the result of the voting to be as fol.
low^ :—Males—Francis Sandon (7 th application),
2,378; Daniel Thomas (6th application), 1,186;
Richard Grove (1st application), 112; John
Thomas (1st application), 910. Females—
Elizabeth Trevethan (Gth application), 2,656;
Eliza Lambert (5th application), 1,720; Arabella
Hambrook (Jth application), 3,153

;
Sarah E.

Bear (4th application), 625; Elizabeth Silcock
(2ad application), 2,752 ; Jane Rumens (Isfc

application), 1,282
j
A. M. Williams (1st appli-

cation), CIS.

The chairman therefore declared the suc-
cessful candidates to be Francis Sandon,
Daniel Thomas, Arabella Hambrook, and Eliza-
beth Silcock. This makes a total of forty-seven
pensioners now on the funds of the institution,
tweniy men aud twenty.seven women; the males
receiving 251. and the females 201. a year.
Votes of thanks wore passed to the president,

the scrutineers, thetreasurer (Mr. George Pluck-
nett, of the firm of Cubitt &, Co.), and the
secretary (Mr. A. G. Harris), for tho interest
they severally take in the welfare of the Iiisti,

tution
; and the president expressed his regret

that Mrs. Trevethan was unsuccessful, it beint^
her sixth application. He trusted that she would
be successful at the next election, which does
not take place, however, till six months hence.

Check to the Tramway System.—Th
Select Committee on Metropolitan Tramway
have refused their sanction to the laying dowi
of tramways in Marylebone-road, Euston-road
George-street, Tottenham Court-road, and Far
ringdon-road. The committee have sauctionet
a line over Westminster Bridge, passing, by waj
of the Thames Embankment, to a terminus ii

Whitehall-place.
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ARCHITECTURAL REMAINS ON THE EAST SIDE OE THE DEAD SEA*

A NEWMASONIC HALL IN CAMBERWELL.
A COMPANY of Freemasons has been formed

for the purpose of erecting a new Masonic ball
dri Camberwell, specially adapted to the reqiiire.
moots of the craft, in connexion with the lodges
of the south metropolitan district

;
and the plans

-of the building also include a large hall for the
general use of the public when it is not engaged
for Masonic purposes. A favourable site has
been secured for the erection of the building, in
the Camberwell New Road, between the post,
oflioe and county-court, close to the station of
the I-ondon, Chatham, and Dover Railway Com-
pany. The site possesses a frontage of about
<0 ft., with a depth of 150 ft. The plans have
been prepared by a well-known architect, and
member of the craft.

The front of the building, in Camberwell New.
road, will be of red brick, faced with stone
dressings. The large hall will be approached by
A corridor leading from the vestibule. It will
be 64 ft. in length by 37 ft. in width, and at one
end will have a raised platform, and at the back
of this a small room, where there will be every
accommodation for dressing, so that the hall
will be well adapted for dramatic performances,
concerts, and other entertainments of a similar
character. The lodge-room, which is 28 ft. by
2f2 ft., will bo fitted in the most approved
Masonic style, and in strict accordance with the
rules of the craft. In communication with the
•lodgo-room there will be a reading-room, 18 ft.

by 13 ft., fitted with a library, and well supplied
with newspapers and magazines. On the oppo-
site side of the building there will be a dining,
room, 32 ft. by 18 ft., in connexion with which
there will be a Board-room, 19 ft. by 12 ft., for
the transaction of purely Masonic business. The
basement story will contain the modem cooking
appliances, as well as a range of wine-cellars
•and larders. The hall will be capable of accom-
modating about 700 persons, and the estimated
cost of the building is about 3,0001.

The Newspaper Press Prind.—The dinner
on Saturday, the 17th instant, in aid of this
valuable Institution was a great success in every
way. Mr. J. A. Froude, M.A., who presided,
made an admirable speech, and the contributions
from the 210 gentlemen who supported him on
•the occasion, amounted to something over 1,200Z.
'The other speakers were the Hon. E. Ashley,
Col. Birchall, Lord Houghton, Mr. A. Trollope,
the Marquis of Lansdowne, Mr. Newdegate, M.P.,
Sir Erskine Perry, Mr. Godwin, and Sir Julius
Benedict. Considerable prominence was given
to a concert in the course of the entertainment,
in which Mr._ Maybrick and Miss Blanche Cole
particularly distinguished themselves.
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OFFICE-BEARERS AKD NEW LAWS :

ROYAL INSTITUTE
OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

At the annual general meeting the following

office-bearers were elected :

—

Fretident.—Sir G. Gilbert Scott, E.A.

77cr-Prrsiifsn/».— Messrs. Horace Jones, John Gibson,

and G. Vulliamv.

Ordinary ifember$ of Council,—Messrs. G. Aitchison>

B.A.
;
J. Belcher, T. Talbot Bu^, T. C. Clarke, H. Daw-

son, C. H. Cooko, E. H. Martiaeau, Harry Oliver, W.
Pupworlh, E. A. Gruning, W. M. Teulon, E. J. Withers

;

andW. M. Fawcett, M.A., E. G. Paley, E. Salomons,

country members.
Honorary Seeretarij.—Mr. F. P. Cockerell (foreign

Correspondence).

Seci'elary.—Mr. C. L. Eastlake.

.-iHi/itors.—Messrs. Joseph Jennings, Fellow, and
Thomas Morris, Associate.

Hon. Treaiurer and Banker.—Sir W. E. Farquhar.

Hon. Solicitor.—Mr. F. Ouvry.

Attendance of Past Vice-Presidents at Council.

The following resolution was come to:—“That

the council be empowered to invite past vice-

imesidents of the Institute to attend the meetings

of the council, and to take part in the delibera-

tions, but without a vote.”

In reference to the proposed grant in aid of

the art classes, which the committee of manage-
ment have been compelled to abandon for the

present, it was explained that the classes, if

resumed, would be conducted on a different

system, and that no further application would

be made for pecuniary assistance from the Insti-

tute. On this understanding it was resolved

“that the snm of SOI. be granted out of the

funds of the Institute, towards liquidating the

liabilities incurred by the art classes committee

in their endeavour to carry out the scheme
originally proposed.”

An annual budget is to be prepared and

circulated previously to each annual general

meeting.
A dinner (for architects and amateurs of

architecture) is to take place at Willis’s Rooms,
on Saturday, June 21st, Sir Gilbert Scott in

the chair.

THE WANT OF ART CULTURE.*
To those who look on art as the embodiment

of a principle which is deepest in our nature—as

the grand medium by which the sublimest ideas

aud most exquisite sensations are conveyed to

us, and through which we hear most distinctly

the eternal truths which have their archetype in

nature, and tlieir answering chords in the human
soul—the full recognition by the authorities of

Liverpool of its dignity and value, and the sue-

cessful revival of the annual exhibition after so

long a slumber, will appear as an important

event, more especially if they consider that arb-

edneation is the great mental want of the town,

and that there is, perhaps, no place in the

civilised world that needs its refining and ele-

vating influence more. “Indeed!” I fancy some
one exclaiming, “ Liverpool in especial need of a
refining and elevating influence—Liverpool, the

second city in the empire, and so renowned for

lier progress from almost nothing, within the

memory of man ?” Yes, I repeat it—there is no
j)lace that needs the spiritualising influence of art

more than Liverpool. The progress for which
she is remarkable has been a material, not an
intellectual progress; and her chief features at

this hour, despite the efforts of Roacoe and others

to educate and intellectualise her, are not her
literary or scientific inatitations, but her com.
luercial. This is stamped npon her form and
aspect, as i8_a low, unintellectual character of a
man on bis head and face

;
and may be seen from

an external view of the town as you approach
it from a distance, or walk through its chief

thoroughfares.

Such a view shows at once that the chief fea-

tui-es of Liverpool are those generated by her
commercial development, viz., her docks and
river-wall, her warehouses, enormous custom,
house, railway sheds and hotels, and a thousand
other objects of great utility : these are the ma-
terial embodiments of her yearnings and desires
—the symbols and expression of her most earnest
aspirations

; her heart and soul are in them, her
life-blood flows through them, and they are
among the wonders of the world.

Of London, the most remarkable building or
architectural group in the distant view is St.

• From a paper on “The Late Eevival of Art in Liver,
pool,” bv Mr. .Samuel Huggins, read at a meeting of the
Liverpool Architectural Society.
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Paul’s Cathedral
;
in Paris it is the Church of

St. Genevieve or Notre Dame
;

in Rome it is

St. Peter’s and the Vatican
;
in Venice and Flo-

rence and Pisa it is some church or palace or

baptistery
;

in Spanish and German cities it is

cathedrals, as, indeed, is generally the case at

home; in Constantinople and Mahommedan
lands the most remarkable buildings are either

mosques or tombs, and even in China and Japan
' they are pagodas. Bat in Liverpool, unlike all

other places I can recollect, the chief features

are commercial and mrmicipal edifices—custom,
house, town-ball, exchange, public offices, blocks

of mercantile houses, and last, but not least,

lines of warehouses, which form a sort of westeim
wall to the town, and which, for size, had they
been built on the banks of the Nile instead of

the Mersey, would have dwarfed the Pyramids.
A church dome or two and a few spires are

visible enough, but they are nothing compared
with those objects I have named, and to which
may be added the tall chimneys of manufac-
taring works, which, of all objects that break
the sky-line and soar into the welkin, are the
most remarkable. By these the spires are not
only rivalled, they are totally eclipsed in dignity

and power. I could point to some of these—to

one, more especially, in the neighbourhood of

Vauxhall-road—which must raise greater emo-
tions in most minds than any of our steeples or

monumental erections.

We are in the nineteenth century in regard to

physical science and to literature
;
and in regard

to some other things perhaps in the twentieth

;

but in art we are in the tenth
;
nay, there were

cities in Italy, if not throngbout the Continent,

that were in a much better condition with re-

spect to art in the tenth aud eleventh centuries

than what we are now in
;
and there was no

place of the population and importance of

Liverpool, at any period either in the ancient

or modern world, in this state. We consider

onrselves in the zenith of civilisation; but there

were communities not far removed from the

time called the Nadir of the Human Mind in

the West—the darkest point of the period during

which took place what modern philosophy has

termed the sleep of the human intellect—in

which art developed itself, and, in spite, not

only of the general ignorance, but of actual

persecution of art by the iconoclastic rulers of tho

Eastern Roman Empire, under tho belief of its

corrupting Christianity. In the eighth century,

under the auspices of tho Popes and of Charle-

magne, great stir and progress were made in the

arts, which exhibited tho germs of those original

and sublime conceptions that distinguish tho
schools of the Middle Ages aud the sixteenth

century.

Bear in mind that the soil from which sprang
these great schools must have been, not merely
the love of art in a few isolated artists—men
before their age,—but the love of art in the

people, and the interest they felt and manifested

in art matters. What must this interest have
been in Florence in the thirteenth century when
the people walked in procession to conduct
Cimabue's picture of the “Madonna” to its

place in the Church of Sta. Maria Novella,

where it was afterwards visited by Charles of

Anjou, and with such rejoicings that, says tra-

dition, they changed the name of the street to

Borro Allegri (Merry Borough) ? How fertile

must tho mentJil soil have become a generation

or so later, when it is said that pictures painted

by Giotto in different cities of Italy became the

seeds of so many schools of painters ? So arose

some of the greatest schools tho world ever saw.
There was more art-life and arb-stirring even
among the people of the old city of Cologne,

remote from Roman traditions, and not long

after the irruption of the barbarians upon the

Roman empire, than we find among ns at this

day. About a thousand years ago an early

German or Germano-Christian School of Paint-

ing arose there, and continued distinct till

the thirteenth century— a school with which
the contemporary Italian and Byzantine Schools,

it is said, would not bear comparison.

It is true we have the highest form of art in

the highest form of literature in our libraries,

—

I mean that eldest sister of painting and sculp,

ture, poetry, which is but the same spiiib of the

beautiful in our life—the same expression of

human affections, sorrows, and aspirations

breathed throngh another vehicle ; but it must
be confessed that the poet on canvas or in

marble is a more interesting teacher to the

general mass of mankind than the poet in song :

perhaps he is the most interesting and attrac-

tive of all. Art is more tangible than poetry,
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and better adapted to act upon the ordinary

mind, and will operate upon minds incapable

of following the flights of the poet. Paintii^
and sculpture are probably necessary as step,

ping-stones, along with music and architecture,

to lead tho miud to the highest form of art

poetry, and prepare it for her highest ministra-

tions. And, if the mission of art is not super,

seded by poetr}', it cannot be by any other

branch of literature or by physical science,

which latter alone, and without the aid of art,

leaves a greater number of faculties in the mind
unexercised. Besides, its influence comes lower
down—reaches a lower stratum of society, than
the teachings of philosophy ; and, if it did not,

it would still be an indispensable means of edu-

cation, considered in -its full significance: it

appeals to and refines the lowest, and is neces-

sary to the highest ranks, which, without it,

would remain comparatively rude and savage.

The fine arts have been truly said to be to a
highly commercial and opulent state of society

what chivalry was to the feudal system : they
wear down its asperities, correct its selfishness,

relieve the stemneBS of its action, enliven the
dulness of its repose, and mitigate tho fierceness

of its enjoyments. Where the arts are well
understood fashion cannot be so monstrous or
fantastic as where they exert no salutary

dominion over the fond love of variety.

I feel it would be only just to say that the
desideratum I am complaining of is not confined

to the good old town of Liverpool : deficiency in

art-culture on the part of the public, including

the highest ranks, is the great characteristic of

our country, which has been behind all her Conti-

nental neighbours,—not only Italy, but France,

Spain, Germany, Belgium, Holland,—in ber
patronage of and devotion to art,—behind all

the great European nations except Russia;

though her intellectual soil is rich enough to

produce individual men who might compare with
Michelangelo or RaffaelJe. In fact, the union of

art and philosophy so much boasted of in th&

schools of ancient Greece and modem Italy, and
which is essential to the highest prosperity in

both, has yet to be consummated in England.
Many of our highest names in literature have
been deficient in art-culture and ignorant of art.

Man, tho Scripture tells us, walketh in a vain

shadow and disquieteth himself in vain; which
he does when in search, for their own sakes, of

wealth, of fame, of power
;
more especially when

he employs bis entire faculties upon them. But
he walks in no vain shadow, I think, when in

search of the beautiful, either in nature or art
;
all

is not vanity and vexation of spirit under the sun
to him who can hold communion with these, and
enjoy their simplest offerings. Of no branch of
art,—painting, sculpture, architecture, poetry,

music,—can we grow weaiy. These, inasmuch
as they partake of the infinitude of nature, on
which they are based, can never lose their charm
while we are true to them, or pursue them in a
right spirit, in earnest love and confidence. The
pleasures they bestow are the most exalted, as
well as the most enduring, of all that was ever

called pleasures in this world ; which neither

disappear with the bloom of youth, ebauge with
the vicissitudes of fortune, nor sink with our
frail bodies to the dust. The bright dreams of

youth, of an Eden and Elysium laid up in the
womb of the future, must fade into tho clay

hamlets of reality; but those reared by imagina-
tion from the bright pages of truth and nature

are a perpetual solace to the heart, and spread
a continuous and pervading charm over the whole
of existence. They are the great objects to
which all else should be made subservient

;
they

are not means or an instmmenb of life, but an
object of life with something divine in them.
There never was a trne artist but what might
say, at the close of life, in reference to art, what
Coleridge said of poetry, that it had been to him
its own exceeding great reward

;
that it had

soothed his afflictions, multiplied and refined his

enjoyments, and given him the habit of seeking

the good and the beautiful in all that met and
surrounded him. Nay, it is worthy of note that,

while many favourite pursuits of men,—as

shooting, hunting, fishing, horse-racing,—are

unworthy of men, since they involve the torturing

and destroying of creatures which have as much
right to life and happiness as ourselves, and

which, as lords of creation, we are bound to

protect, the pursuits of art, as of literature, are

worthy nob only of men, but of the greatest

men,—of superhuman beings, of angels, of demi-

gods
;
and it is not difficult to conceive that such

pursuits will be renewed in a future and higher

state of existence.
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TnE PRESENT POSITION OP GOTHIC
AKCHITEOTUHE.*

One of tho most promiucnt defects in oiir

present system of working is tke want of some
united action between us. Every architect now
doeth whatsoever seemeth good in his own eyes

(provided his clients allow him) in the matter of

style, and too often indulges in what is fantastic

and eccentric, in the hope of being original. In

the case of men of great ability, this unlimited

freedom is not so objectionable, as they have tho

faculty of seeing what is appropriate and in

harmony with the spirit of their designs. With
less skilful designers, however, the results arising

from this condition of things are too often

glaringly crude and incongruous. Now, if some
recognised agreement existed amongst us as to

the best path to pursue, this condition of things

could not exist, and we might entertain a reason-

Bonable hope of seeing a general movement of

progress all along the line, and not, as at pre-

sent, fitfully and in various directions. Although

it is undesirable, if indeed it he possible, that

the individuality of the designer should be lost;

nevertheless, there exists among certain schools

a peruicious habit of placing the artist before

the art in the case of a few favourite men. This

is manifestly wrong : the elevation of the art

should bo our first consideration, the indivi-

duality of tho artist second. We need, there-

fore, I think, some generally accepted code of

laws and precedents to govern and direct our

efforts. Let us, for example, agree upon some
particular phase of Medimval art; and taking

that as our point of departure, extend and
develop it until it becomes capable of answering

all the numerous requirements of our time. Let

us, as the style expands, engraft upon it such

features from other sources as we may see fit,

carefully keeping them subordinate to, and in

harmony with, the ruling principles of tho

master style.

There is another point in which the Gothic

school runs into extreme, and that is in the

quality of what I must term “quaintness" for

want of a better title. That this quality is pos-

sessed in a very lai'ge degree by most Mediaaval

buildings, is unquestionable—indeed, appears to

be inseparable from them. It must be remem-
bered, however, that this is mostly the result of

accident and of the mellowing effects of time;

and that, do what we will, wo can never impart

to our new buildings tho picturesqueness of the

old work.
Quaintneeshas a constant tendency to degene-

rate into mere ugliness, and it is to be feared

there is much truth in the accusation that there

exists an incredible worship of tho ugly amongst

us. Just at present, too, to the best of my judg-

ment, this strange mania is rather on the increase

than otherwise. The “ old china style,” if I

may so term it, is spreading amongst us, and we
see men search every quarter of the globe for

examples of quaint, curious, and ugly objects to

copy from. The present attempts to introduce

tho long, square-headed windows and broken

pedimeiited gables of Queen Anne’s reign, the

lumpy furniture of the Cromwellian era, and the

ingenious but semi-barbaric ornament of China

and Japan, indicate the extravagant lengths to

which a certain school is inclined to go in its

search after novelty.

While the progress of the revived style has

been, on the whole, continuous and well marked
with respect to ecclesiastical architecture, it

must be confessed that we have not made nearly

BO much advance with onr secular buildings.

Here we are more left to our own resources, not

having so many examples to guide us, and being

obliged to initiate buildings in tho new style of

a type and for purposes unknown in those more
primitive times. In some of the country man-
sions recently erected, however, tho style has

been adapted to the requirements of tho case

with the utmost felicity. It is in our civic archi-

tecture that our failures have been most con-

Bpicuous. Too many of our hotels, railway

stations, club-houses, &c., are but shells of the

type of ordinary town-house, with a thin out-

ward veneer of Gothic detail altogether wanting
in the true sentiment of the style. It is here,

too, that those vagaries of which we have been
speaking are to be found in tho greatest abund-
ance, and where there is most need of some
more settled and acknowledged art-authority to

direct it.

• Prom a paper read by Mr. W. M. Mitchell, at a
meeting of the Architectural AsBOciation of Ireland.
See p. 333, ante.

In one very conspicuous instance our revived

Gothic has not been found equal to tho occasion.

I allude, of course, to Mr. Street’s designs for

the new Law Courts. If ever there was a signal

opportunity for displaying the capabilities of the

style, this was the one
;
and I think I speak the

general verdict of the profession when I say that

the result is a failure. The building, if executed
as designed, will be feeble and disjointed, lament-
ably wanting in that grandeur of conception and
unity of parts which should characterise a great

public edifice. I say this with regret, and with
a high respect for Mr. Street’s great talents,

and for the eminent services be has rendered
Medimval art. Let us not, however, be too

much discouraged by this failure : it does not

prove that the revived Gothic is nnsnited to

modem wants, still less that it is worked oat. I

believe the style to bo still young and full of

vigour; but wo must look around us and note

our shortcomings well, so that we may rise

through our very failures to higher things. The
most urgent need of the style at present, then,

ap2
iears to be more uniform and combined

action on the part of its professors, guided by a
recognised and accepted series of art-canons,

with sufficient infiuence to curtail the vagaries

and eccentricities that at present disfigure it.

Thus we shall form a common platform on
which to work in the development of that ideal

architecture which earnest men strive for in the

hope of seeing it realised in the fulness of time.

NOTES FHOM AMERICA.
The writer, a few years back, might have been

seen attired in his broadcloth, neatly gloved,

and with glossy hat, wending bis way to Charing-

crosB, and anxiously looking for the omnibus to

take him to his domicile, where a delicate meal
had been prepared for his appetite. What a con-

trast ! Now he is suitably attired in a good strong

pair of grey woollen pants, with a warm woolly

hat, and a stout heavy pea-jacket, booted in a
manner worthy of 0. Smith, late of the Adelphi,

and accoutrements to match, viz., agood Spencer

rifle, a revolver, and a tomahawk axe. His

worldly goods consist of a blanket, sundry pairs

of socks, and two shirts, home-made, and, whac is

more,*never requiring any starch. These, done

up in a knapsack, and safely strapped to his

back, comprise his outfit for several months.

His companions are of various nationalities. The
boss surveyor is English by birth, Americanized

by education; your humble servant is a pure
unadulterated Cockney; tho four chainmen seem
to be half Dutch and half Irish

;
the cook is a

French Canadian ; and two others,—I do not think

I could tell where they were born, for they speak

the Canadian French, know a little German, and
can “gab” the Indian tongue. So we set off

with a couple of tents, a few iron pots for cook,

ing, and onr surveying-apparatus, and start for

TCn.nfm.a and Missouri,—places that have a tough

name, but really do not deserve it. Both places

are now rapidly filling up, and will eventoally

become important states in the American Union.

Before I proceed further, perhaps a few words

to intending settlers might not be amiss ; for I

have seen, and that with great i>ain, many heart-

rending scenes of the useless class of my coun-

trymen coming out as clerks, shopmen, &c., and
who are looked upon and treated with a great

deal of contempt. What is wanted, and will be
sure to do well, are muscle, sinew, and a will to

do hard laborious work. I have met colonies of

poor wretches from various cities of the eastern

states, who have come out with all sorts of mur-
derous weapons, women with fancy dresses and
gilded earrings, who have thought of taking up
land as a sure road of heaping up “piles” of

stamps (or money, as you English folks would

say), but alas ! with no knowledge of farming.

Instead of that useless kind of trash (hard word,

you say, but it is really used among the settlers),

the things wanted are, agricultural implements,

with n little ready cash,’provisions to last for a

few months, and a real good sound constitution ;

one which does not mind catching the ague, and

can bear up even if it does have a touch of the

malarial fever,—occurrences of no unusaal cha-

racter.

TTHTnana is a prairie country ;
thickly studded

with buffalo herds, though settlers seem to be

driving the animals further west. To read of

the fearful exploits of a buffalo hunt (in'ray ex-

perience, which is limited), and to see one in

reality, are two very different things. Killing a

good stout, fiery buffalo with a Spencer

rifle, is about the same sport as one wo^d see

in “ fixing ” a savage bull on Woking Common

—

a good deal of riding, lots of prancing, pawing,
and bellowing, but with a good level aim, it is

a great deal less excitement than what I was
used, years back, to witness in Old Smitbfield

Market. The true Kansasian is a fine, noble,

free-hearted fellow ;
his pride is his horse and

his little “ land claim.” True, he is ignorant of

books, knows nothing of a city life, but he
thoroughly understands the country in which he
lives and is a pretty good judge of cha-

racter, and, for the information of a rowdy, is a
dead shot. But a word as to the Kansas girl

:

reared on the borders, having never seen as
many as fifty people together, and unknown
to a “dry goods” (linendraper’s) shopman,
while herknowledge of the world scarcely reaches
beyond the humble cabin and the surrounding
prairie, her privileges and rights are to be
truly happy, chew gum, and go barefooted.
She never shudders or starts at the name of

Indian, for she has been handled and caressed

by the brawny arms of the “red brave” when
a baby ; and the bowlings of the wolves
and bellowing of the stampeding buffaloes are

as familiar to her ears as “mother’s songs.”

With all this rough-and-ready kind of life, there

is a line where modesty commences, and must
be respected. If her Jim is not in the way, she

can herself sling an axe or sight a rifle with
very little compunction or hesitation ; so hunters
and sportsmen know how to govern themselves
accordingly.

You may travel for days in the prairie without

the sight of a single tree, hill, or the ap^Jearance

of a single human being. Now and then a herd
of a himdrcd buffaloes tramping along the

monotonous plain, shaking the earth like an
earthquake, with their roaring and tramping

;

but occasionally a valley is seen, mostly between
two hills, and then the sight of true border
settlement is had to perfection,—the little log

cabins here and there dotted in the perspective ;

the occupants toiling miles and miles away from
a neighbouring settlement, in the hope of pro-

viding a home for their children (in many cases,

it might truly be said, for their grandchildren).
The sight of a surveying party is about as sen-

sational an affair as a circus in a far-back country
village. The news of their arrival spreads like

wildfire
;
hospitality is offered

;
farmers, hunters,

and scouts wait on you ;
and the tales of some of

the early settlers are not only interesting, but
show the hardships of a pioneer life,—the
scalpings, murders, and robberies by the Indians

makingoneshudderattherecital. The “scout”
is an individual not to be passed over lightly.

With the cunning of a detective, hardy in

constitution, and the bravery of a lion, he
ferrets ont and traces up the Indian robbers,

who go in largely for stealing horses and cattle.

The profession is not an enviable one, and,

making due allowance for a little exaggeration,

it is in reality a calling most dangerous to life ;

for the crack of an Indian rifle may settle a
knotty question of “lawful apprehension”
without the aid of a judge.

Kansas and Missouri occasionally engage
“Judge Lynch” to try and settle sundry little acts

of abstraction, and the horse and cattle copers

(i.e., cattle-stealers) are generally taken to a free

“ full-dress necktie social.” The border settle-

ments are usually guarded by the United States

cavalry and artillery, and the Indiana just now,

though not in Kansas or Missouri, are giving

them a deal of trouble. Humanity desires them
not to be killed and hunted like wild beasts,

—

the settlers go in straight for a general annihi-

lation. The contrast with the Indians of Canada
and those of the United States is so wide, that

there must be a leakage somewhere in tho

governing powers of the United States, which
should be repaired. The ministers, particularly

those of the Episcopal Church of England (with

the forms altered in accordance with the United
States governing powers), declare the Indians can
be civilised, but do away with post agents, &c.
The settlers, on the other hand, declare them to

he a cunning, lying, thieving, and murderous
class of beings, who should be swept from the
face of the earth. Queucus.

The Columbia Fish Market Tramway
Bill.—All opposition having been withdrawn
against the scheme for the extension of the rails

of the Great Eastern Railway into Columbia
Market, the Bill will now proceed as an
unopposed Bill of the Corporation of the City of

London.
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the form of the letter E, one commonly adopted

at that period; it is also recorded that it cost

40,0001., a very large snm in those days.

This hall seems, from a letter to be found in

the “ Pastor Letters,” to have become in his

time, about 200 years later, in a very ruinous

condition, and was taken down and replaced by
a new hall

;
this building had but little archi.

tectural character, and not being substantially

constructed it fell into decay, and was taken down i

(except the vaults) by the present owner some
years back, and has been succeeded upon nearly

;

the same site by the new mansion of which the i

south front is shown in our illustration.

The general form of the plan has to a great

.

extent been limited and governed by some fine (

timber trees which closely surrounded the site, •

as well as by an ancient avenue of elm trees, one i

mile in length, which formed the approach to the s

old halls from the main road to Lynn.
The walls throughout are constructed of local

bricks, faced with deep coloured rod bricks from :

the adjoining county of Suffolk. The coi-nices,

quoin stones, the plinths, string courses, and
dressings round the doors and windows, are
executed in Little Casterton freestone from the
quarries near Stamford, in the county of
Northampton, and the roofs are covered with
green Bangor slates.

On the ground story are arranged the entrance
hall and principal staircase, the drawing-room,
dining-room, serviug-room, billiard-room, mom- .

iug-room, and library, the bosiness-room, garden i

entrance, &o., of which the dimensions are i

shown upon the ground plan, as well as the ;

usual office arrangements for a country man- •

aion.

On the first floor there are eight bedrooms,
,

three dressing-rooms, nurseries and bath-rooms,
,

also housemaids’ closets, linen closets, and
twelve bedrooms for the use of the establish-

ment. This story is 11 ft. high, that of the
ground floor being 14 ft.

In the basement (from which there is a lift to

the upper stories) are provided cellars for wine,
beer, and coals, a clothes-cleaning room, and
other offices, also a chamber for a heating appa-
ratus, which, by means of hot-water pipes,

gives warmth to the corridors and principal

staircase, and from thence to the principal

rooms, by means of ventilators in the skirtings.

The warming arrangements have been carried

out by Messrs. Feetham & Co. of London.
The floors of the corridors tlironghout are of

fireproof construction.

In the upper part of the tower, whence
extensive views over the surrounding country
cam be obtained, are placed large cisterns for

rain and well water, to supply the house and the'

fountains in the gardens.
The works are being carried out by Messrs-

Trollope & Sons.
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FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION.

Ik the course of the evidence given before the

committee on the means of protecting the metro-

polls against conflagration (Society of Arts), Mr.

William Swanton, of the metropolitan salvage

corps, expressed the following opinions :

—

Q .—What structural arrangements for large

warehouses does your observation suggest as the

best for the prevention of the spread of fires ?

A.—I have never doubted the advantages of

brick piers, groined brick arches, and concrete

floors, as the beat description of incombustible

and fire-resisting oonstructiori for any' building,

especially those containing large bulks of produce

and manufacture ;
still the space required for tliis

kind of construction is such an objection tliat it

is seldom met with except in vaults. Tlie next

best description of fireproof construction is that

where, though the floors are supported by iron

columns, these columns are filled in with con-

crete, and surrounded by the same material and
cement, to a thickness of about 6 in., so that the

.protection afforded to the iron prevents its being

affected by the heat to so great an extent as it

otherwise would be, and if the joists are of

T-iron, ordinary hoop-iron taking the place of

old-fashioned laths, tho space between the joists

being filled in with concrete, though timber

flooring may cover the whole. This I consider

a thoroughly good and incombustible mode of

building, and one wliich would prove fire-resist-

ing to a very great extent, even in ordinary

private dwellings. If tho spaces between tho

joists were filled in with concrete, say 6 in.

thick, instead of shavings and sawdust, as is now
generally to bo found, very much protection

would be provided, and it would not only prevent

a building burning so rapidly as is now the case,

but at the same time it would allow far more
opportunity for the inmates to escape than now,
owing to the rapidity with which a building

burns when once on fire.

Q .—What do you consider the best materials

for the construction of staircases ?

A.—The question as to what material stair-

cases should bo constructed of I have long since

considered, and I cannot agi'ee with many who
approve of stone staircases, except for external

purposes. Of course there are warehouses and
other buildings where a massive stone staircase

leads to landings in the centre of a block, on

which are good iron doors leading to the various

rooms or floors filled with goods, and perhaps

occupied with workpeople, the entrance being

from the street and ending at the roof. Nothing
can be better than this kind of staircase, where
it is perfectly independent of the floors and
their contents, because the probability is that

auy of these floors might be burnt out, and tho

staircase by no means affected by tho heat on
account of the protection afforded to it by the

iron doorj at the same time I am strongly op-

posed to stone staircases under almost any other

circumstances for inteimal purposes. And I

fully believe that if the ordinary timber stair-

cases, as at present constructed, were filled in

with good concrete before tho tread is fixed,

they would form about the best and most fire-and-

water-resisting description of staircase that has

at present been devised, and would, in my
opinion, be the next best to brickwork itself. I

know well how nice a good stone staircase looks,

and is for nse, when no fire happens, but I also

know the fearful consequences of a nice-looking

stone staircase suddenly giving way without any
warning when it is heated and water is thrown
upon it in extinguishing a fire.

Q.—What do you consider the best materials

for the construction of roofs ?

A.—The best description of roofs I can con-

ceive are those covered in with stout slate, with
about 1 in. of fine concrete between the laths

and the slate. This would not only resist any
fire from an adjoining building, but would, under

most circumstances, withstand any use to which
the roofs might be subjected by firemen and
others.

Q,—What precautions do you recommend as

respects the flues of furnaces ?

A.—1 cannot conceive that any difference of

opinion ought to exist as to heating furnaces, or

the precautions necessary to avoid accidents by
fire from them, so long as all timber is kept
well clear of the heated parts, and properly,

constructed flues only used. Furnaces are as

safe as any other description of heating appa-
ratus.

Q.—What precautions do yon recommend as

respects open fireplaces ?

A.— So far as open fireplaces are concerned,

there is no doubt that, with ordinary care,

nothing can be more safe, and accidental fires

should not occur from anything in respect (»£

them, BO long as the hearth-stones are not placed

upon timber, and no such material is allowed

within a reasonable distance of the fittings and
flues

;
and no question ought to arise as to the

advantage of open fireplaces in reference to

ventilation over every other description of heat-

ing.

Q .—What precautions do you recommend as

respects gas lights ?

A.—Eespecting gas and the risk of fire from

its use, I have no doubt that it is the most safe

mode of lighting, so long as proper care and
attention are given to it. Having every light

safely fixed, and properly protected from con-

tact with any inflammable article near it, and
having every room in which it is used fitted with

a ventilator into the flue of such room, there

need not be any apprehension on that head,

Q.—What do you mean by concrete ?

A.—It may be made of many kinds of mate-

rials. What I refer to is that made with ordi-

nary fine ballast and lime.

Q.—Would it not be better adapted to resist

heat if made with clinkers or things of that

kind, which had been burned ?

A.—I am not so sure about that. It might

be more binding, but I believe the small ballast

I speak of would not be greatly affected by heat

any more than that made of cUnkers. It simply

introduces the idea of using a new description

of material we know little or nothing about,

instead of using that which has been proved to

answer the purpose so well.

Q.—What would bo the effect of a great fire on

concrete ?

A.—The effect of fire on concrete is scarcely

perceptible in ordinary fires, especially where
the ceilings and floors consist of this material,

but in seriously largo fires it would, under groat

heat, split into irregular forms, but not uutil

being nearly red-hot, and subject to the action

of cold water being thrown upon it
; even then

tho result cannot be compared to ordinary stone.

Colonel Beresford.—At the great fixe at Cotton’s

Wharf it terminated in a floor in Alderman Hum-
phrey’s premises, termed Hay’s Wharf. The
floor was full of bamboo cancs, which wero hum-
ing with an intense heat, but it had no effect on

the roof, which was filled in with concrete. The
roof was perfectly lurid, but the fire did not pass

it.

Q.—With regard to the construction of build-

ings, are there not] some sandstones which will

stand fixe, and not split like gi’anite ?

A.—I do not think buildings constructed en-

tirely of granite would bo specially susceptible

of fire beyond those of any other stone. I con-

aider stone in general exceedingly objectionable,

and inclined to split when a fire occurs
j
almost

any description you can name.

Q .— It is said that in Paris, where, during the

Communistic incendiarism, they had a good many
fires, some of them, particularly that at the

stables of iho Omnibus Company, were stopped

by asphalte. Is it a fact that there are two sorts

of asphalte in use, the bituminous or inflammable,

and one that is not inflammable—the Val de
Travers ?

A.— I believe it is dfficult to find any asphalte

that is not somewhat inflammable. I know of

none
;
but I think a great deal of the immunity

from fire which Paris enjoys is due to their

system of building, and many other arrange-

ments we have not in London. They have no
hydrants, but almost every soldier understands
extingnishing fires, so that there the means of

putting out a fire at once are far preferable to

ours in London, without taking into account the

services rendered by the military generally in

respect to fires. Then, again, in the buildings

they use iron “ winches,” filled in with concrete,

so that every floor is comparatively fireproof.

As a rule, in English buildings, as the work pro-

gresses, the space between the flooring and the

joists is made a sort of dnst-holo, or receptacle

for shavings, sawdust, &o., arising from the

work
;
therefore, if once a fire happens, you have

all the materials ready introduced and thoroughly

prepared ready for a very rapid combustion.

Q .—Some time after the large fixe at the City

Flour Mills it was noticed that many of the iron

joists were still in their places, not twisted.

Do yon know whether they were filled in with

concrete, which had dropped out ?

A.—They were, I know, fitted in with stone,

not concrete. A great deal of the action of a

fire upon iron materials of that kind depends

upon the cubic contents of the building and the

length of the iron in use. The shorter the iron

the more likely is it to remain in its place

without twisting. Had that building been
divided into two, as it should have been, the

action of the fire on the girders and rafters

would have been very much lees than has proved

to be the result.

AECIIITECTURAL COMPETITIONS.

One or two of the points made by Mr. T.

Blashill, in his carefully-prepared paper on this

subject, read at a recent meeting of the Archi-
tectural Association,* may perhaps with advan-
tage bo given in his own words :—

•

I.—As to the System of Cotnpetitions generally.
“ No doubt, ai’obitectural competitions have

been invented as a means of escape from
the evils and uncertainties attending the dis-

tribution of patronage. A perfectly fair com-
petition should ensure the selection of the best

man in each particular case, and of course the
best man would have a right to the employment.
Now, judging by what we see in ordinary life,

does the public want or expect to get in each
case tho beat,—that is, the most able man? and
has such a one a right to expect that each
work shall, after proof of his superiority, be given

to him ? I believe nothing could be more mon-
strously absurd than the position into which
such ideas would lead us.

In ordinary transactions between the profes-

sional man and his client, it is found convenient

to treat the matter of remuneration as being
fixed beforehand, the question being as to tho

quality of the services, which are always in a
great measure uncertain, to be rendered in return

for it. Now, a client does not seek out the

greatest genius available
;
he goes to some one

whom he knows, or whom a friend may have
employed

;
to a neighbour, or to the nearest

person of good repute. But he is almost certain

to prefer before all these a person whom he has
already himself employed, if even with some-
thing short of perfect satisfaction. It may be
difficult to say how far he is influenced by the

talent or the merit of tho candidate, and how far

by mere whim or liking, but everybody worth
knowing is greatly influenced by the latter, and
I believe the terms of confidence created by
this mode of selection are on the whole bene-
ficial to both parties, and to the work. They
aro certainly so far satisfactory, that people

in general prefer to act upon grounds of pre-

ference rather than upon strict measure of

capacity. They know that ordinary business

is quite within the range of ordinary men, and
they trust people whom they like and know
to be fairly trained and practised.

Fancy a man making every fresh business

transaction the occasion for a cold-blooded

selection of the best man within reach, dis-

regarding old associations,—honest, but perhaps
ineffectual efforts to excel,—the struggles of

moderate capacity,—-the sentiment of neigh-

bourhood,—in order to put his work into the

hands of the brightest practitioner he can heai’

tell of, and getting ever snob a little bit more
for his money. You cannot imagine a more
detestable animal than this, or one more likely

to be robbed through thiok and thin.

Now, a committee man will generally be
allowed to have done his duty in his public

capacity, if he does as well for his constituents

in the matter of patronage as he would do for

himself. There are, however, influences brought

to bear which complicate this question. Privately

a client might go to a friend, or the relation

of a friend, and (blood being thicker than

water), even a relation of his own, knowing
nothing of his capacity, while one could

not defend his acting in the same way in a
public matter. But even in cases of tho grossest

favouritism or bribery, the check is not gene-

rally sought in any system of competition like

our own, but in publicity if the nature of the

transaction admits of it, and in the dangerous
character of tho business, if it is secret and
corrupt. In any case a disappointed rival can
have little right, except in bis quality of rate-

payer, to meddle in the matter.”

“I believe we shall never effect any improve-
ment in our own condition, until we see the
necessity of treating matters relating to archi-

tecture on the same principles as we would
treat any other matter of business. Indeed,

nothing bat the firm conviction that all the

world outside our own circle is in the wrong,

can make it prudent to neglect this rale. By

• See p. 372, ante.
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adopting it, we place onrselves in proper relation

with the people with whom we have to deal
j by

neglecting it our position becomes exceptional
and therefore false. We lay ourselves open to

misconception and suspicion, and our conversa-
tion and literature become encumbered with
complaints and accusations against onr clients

and our brethren, to an extent unparalleled in
any other profession.”

II.—^5 to some Results of Competition not
'beneficial to Art.

" We have seen ideas adopted which, from
looking well on paper, have taken the public
fancy, to a degree not at all warranted by their
effect in actual execution,—ideas of the draughts,
man merely as distinguished from those which
are developed in the mind of one who to
study materials and construction, and to think
of the purpose of each part of the building he
has to design. I commend this question par-
ticularly to those who may advocate the com-
petition system, because it is one somewhat
difficult to decide ; but it is worth our
consideration that while in former times pro-
gress was made by study of buildings actually
erected, we now study pictures of buildings
never to be erected, and the effect of this must
be prejudicial to that form of art which is

practised by ourselves.”

III.—-Is to the Selection of Architects hj Public
Bodies.

“ Our public bodies have no idea of giving up
their patronage, which, in the eyes of the worst
of their members, is a legitimate source of
influence, and in the eyes of the best of them
is a duty which they are elected to do, and not
to delegate to an assessor. Indeed, apart from
competition, there is no doubt that our public
bodies are able to choose their architects with as
much fairness and discretion as they exercise
in the choice of other persons whom they em-
ploy. Will any one say, for instance, that the
Government, which can make peace or war, or
select the Viceroy of India, could not be tmsted
to select the architects of the offices where the
bookkeeping part of their business is conducted ?

And this applies with equal force to the case of
a burial board, with their pair of cemetery
chapels and lodge. Nepotism is an evil which
the public understands and can guard against,
so far as it wishes to do so; but nothing favours
it so much as a competition in which the nephew
can use in secret that influence which he would
not venture to use openly. If, however, this

system continues to prevail, we must still hear
of people mancGuvring for nominations to com-
pete, with the snbsequent finessing, and the
canvassing of committee-men, and the squab-
bling over the award, till at length parties
withdraw from the contest, some of them with
reputations (or perhaps only tempera) so ruffled
that they cannot settle down into their normal
shape without letters and pamphlets more or
less damaging to everybody concerned. Vastly
more dignified, as it seems to me, is it to have
a short and sharp quest after a job if you are
younger, or to have the job come to you if you
are older; after which most of your brethren
not only let you carry it out in peace, but would,
if needful, give you (at least in London) their
cordial sympathy and help.”

CONCRETE BUILDING UNDER "WATER.
At a meeting of the Institution of Civil Engi-

neers, May 13th, Mr. T. Hawksley, president, in
the chair, a paper “ On the Delta of the Danube,
and the Provisional Works executed at the
Snlina Mouth,” by Sir Charles Augustus Hartley,
was read. The provisional piers consisted of
three rows of piles, the outermost rows being of
close piling, on either side of which stones of
less than a cubic foot in size were thrown from
barges and allowed to take their natiu*al slope
up to the water-line. During the five years
which succeeded, the waves broke down the
ridge of stonework to the level of from 3 ft. to
4 ft. below the water-line, and the sea and inner
slopes were reduced to 2} to 1, aud to 1,
respectively. The problem was, how best to
build in an open sea-way a solid wall mile
long, 10 ft. thick, and of neatly the same height,
from an irregular foundation of pierre perdue to
the level of the fast.rotting timber superstruc-
ture. At first, the wall was built on a roughly-
leveUed foundation, by lowering masses of unset
concrete, within movable timber dams fitted in
lengths of from 15 ft. to 30 ft., to the framework

of the piers. The earlier trials were unfortu-
nate, from the proportion of cement mixed with
the sand and gravel being insufficient to insure
the stability of the blocks under water, and
some 35-ton blocks at the pier-head, where the
proportion of cement to gravel was only 1 to 4^,
succumbed to the force of the winter gales.
Ultimately, by the end of the summer of 1868, a
length of 2,791 ft. of the north pier was suc-
cessfully completed, the proportion of cement to
the sand and gravel being 1 to 3 in the immersed
portion of the wall, and 1 to 6 in the part above
water. But although the progress of the works
had been hitherto satisfactory, increasing diffi-

culties and expense were met with in the rougher
water seaward, and this induced the author, in
the spring of 1869, to adopt an alternative
plan for consolidating the seaward end of
the piers, by carrying up the wall from a
foundation on the rockwork carefully levelled
by hand. Accordingly, a perfectly level
bed at the depth of 5 ft. over a width of
12 ft. on the river side of the sheet piling, was
executed by Russian divers for the next 1,247 ft.

of the north pier. To afford greater security to
the foundations, four S-in. oak planks were
spiked to the open piling which formed the
inner row of the provisional piers, the lowest
plank being fixed at 7 ft. 6 in. below the water-
line. On the foundation thus prepared, blocks
weighing 18 tons each, composed of one of
cement to seven of sand and gravel, were lowered
from the timber platform above to their destined
site by powerful ” goliaths.” As each block was
5 ft. wide, and the distance between the quin,
tuple rows of piles was 7 ft. 6 in., the interval
between the blocks along the line of works was
2 ft. 6 in. The blocks were lowered when ten
days old, and the spaces between them imme-
diately filled up with newly-made concrete,
which ultimately consolidated the whole mass.
In 1869 the consolidation of the north pier was
carried out to 3,200 ft. from the shore, and the
south pier was consolidated for a length of699 ft.

on the plan first adopted at the north pier. In
this year steam machinery was erected on shore
for the construction of blocks of from 10 tons to
20 tons each, which were afterwards tlirown
from pontoons at random on the outer elope of
the rock-work adjacent to the head of the north
pier, where the waves were found to level down
the ordinary pierre perdue. In 1870, the remain-
ing length of 1,-43S feet of the north pier was
consolidated, and a new iron lighthouse was
erected and fitted with a fourth-class dioptric
light. The consolidation of the sonth pier was
also completed up to the high-water line in 1870,
but its crown-work was not finished till the
summer of the following year.
The total sum expended on the Sulina piers,

of which the north was 5,332 ft. long, and the
south 3,457 ft., amounted to 185,352i. on the
30th September, 1871, when the works were
entirely finished.

THE CHANCES OF ANOTHER BUILDING
STRIKE.

The building operatives of London, particu-
larly the carpenters and the masons, though
not acting in concert, are acting w’ith a
view to enforce another increase of wages, if
possible this season. Some time since the
master builders received a notice that a demand
would be made upon them for compliance at a
date not many weeks distant. Meetings are
being organised and held weekly, for the further-
ance of the object, nnder the name of the
“ Advance of Wages Movement”

; but the word
“strike” is as yet kept prudently in the back-
ground. To speak plainly, the dernier ressort
cannot and will not be attempted by the build-
ing operatives of London unless their present
organisation assumes a far different complexion
and shows a greater vitality and tone than what
it seems capable of at present. The chances are
all against the success of another building
strike in London this year. A partial attemp”
might take place

; but such another strike as
that of last year is impossible. The demoralisa-
tion and the hardship that the last contest worked
to the operative ranks is too fresh in the minds
of both union and non-union men, and they will
not be moved to action by any mere call on the
part of those or a section of those who led them
before, and would be likely to lead them again,
in the event of another strike. The provmces
would give little or no support to a second strike,
and the distinct trade societies of the carpenters,
joiners, and masons would not sustain by their

funds any strike which was attempted withoa
their approval. Any sti-uggle precipitated ii

London at present would have to be carried or

by voluntary aid external to society funds, anc
by the levies of those workmen making commoi
cause with the strikers.

The building trade is somewhat better at thi

present moment than it has been for somi
months past; but though this fact might afforo
an encouragement, it would at the same timi
afford no guarantee that fresh demands could hi

enforced at a lapse of eight or nine months afte
a settled agreement had been concluded, and*
proposition acceded to that any future disputei
should be referred to arbitration. What did the
building operatives of the metropolis gain b’
their last struggle ? Less time and less wage?
They are now offered by the master builders the
option of making more time, and consequentl-r
more wages; but this they decline, on the plei
that “ overtime ” is one of the greatest evils o
the building trade. Now it is an incontroi
vertible fact that there are hundreds of carpen’
ters, joiners, masons, and other workmen, ever
among the society-hands, working nightly ii

London overtime, for regular and what arecallet^
irregular firms, or non-sooiety shops. The
societies are powerless to abolish overtime

; the.v
wish to see it put down, yet they prudently
allow their own members to work it. Overtime
will always exist for workmen who desire t<

increase their income; and no matter how trad*
societies may attempt to control it, the exigencies
of modem life and public wants will necessitata
overtime being worked. Let our building
operatives be wise in time, and avoid strikes
for even when successful, the gain is bull
temporary. A few may be benefited, but thd
many are certain to suffer, and the future oil

trade and the prosperity of the nation feel thej
evil effects. Trade-unions are not evils in them.1
selves,—they have their great use

;
but, unfortu-

nately, their abuses have more than counter^
balanced the good they have accomplished fox
the benefit of their members. How many car.-

penters or joiners are there who lived through
the forced idleness of last year’s protracted
strike can conscientiously say that they have
made good since or recovered what they lostj
Idleness ruins, drink ruins, strikes ruin, and thel
last is a species of intemperance which com-:
monly embi*aces all and works ruin to many.
Wo wish the artizan classes of this empire

every good they can fairly and honestly attain j
and as to setting class against class, it has never
and will never find any favour at our hands. W4.
cannot look with any other feeling than regret
upon the occurrence of either a lock-out or a
strike; for we believe both to be unnecessary.’
Whatever obstructs or retards the industries of
a country, and tends to beget an ill-feeling
between the employer and the employed, cuts at:

the root of all social good and is cumulative in:
disaster.

Our monition to-day to the workmen of this
metropolis is a kindly one. Let them take it in
the spirit with which it is offered by those who!’
have known their position long and well, whoi*
have gauged all their resources, and who wish-'
to save them from inflicting a suicidal wound of#
a dangerous kind to their own and the nation’sii
most vital interests.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Lambeth.—'There was a large gathering of thel'

friends of the students of the Lambeth School of:'

Art, in Miller s-lane, Vauxhall, on the occasion of n

the yearly distribution of prizes and certificates, il

The Rev. Canon Gregory presided. In the course if

of his opening remarks, as reported by the South 1|

London Chronicle, he said it was eighteen years !'

since the school was founded. In their early I

days the school encountered many difficalties, il

until they were fortunate enough to secure the t|

services of their friend, Mr. Sparks, as head i

master. Since that time their history had been ;

one of progress and development. They were i'

then met for the second time in that second ;•

rootn, their old premises having become too i

strait for them
; and even with this increased •-

accommodation, he must say that the art-school -

was well used as well as well taught. But they ;

had not quite got rid of the housing difficulty, ,•

for, although the money had been paid, some i

200h had been advanced by himself and others, r

They were anxious to raise this 200L, and were J

endeavouring to raise funds by way of lectures '

and concerts. In conclusion, he said that none li

had taken away the gold medal this year,
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but several had gained silver medalg. Mr.
George Leslie, A.R.A., then delivered an interest-

ing address upon the spirit which should animate
artists in their work. Opening with a criticism

by Mr. Redgrave upon the lecturer’s remarks on
art at the St. Martin’s-lane school recently,

—

that these schools of art were not to make artists,

but to produce in the people who attended them
a taste for art,— Mr. Leslie deplored the division

of labour whereby artists were confined to one
branch of art, and which tended to destroy that
unity of design in buildings and other under,
takings which was the distinguishing feature of
many ancient works. In conclusion, lie said,
with all due deference to Mr. Redgrave’s opinion,
ho must beg to consider the students as artists
in the true sense of the word,—artists of the
same family to which it had been his prude to
belong

; and when he saw such drawings as they
had before their eyes, no one could say that those
capable of such performances were not hon<X fide
artists.

Sheffield .—Tlio annual co7iversazione of this
school, and the opening of tho exhibition of
pictures in connexion therewith, have taken place
at the school. Amongst tho company were tho
Mayor and Master Cutler, the Mayor of Rother-
tem, Mr. Cole, C.B., Mr. A. Robertson (Presi-
dent of the School of Art), Mr. B. Wake, Mr.
Co-x: (Pall-mall), &o. Mr. Sounes, the head
master, in his annual report thus spoaks of what
bho students had accomplished :

—

" An idea of tho Buceessful working of (ho school during
the past year will perhaps bo formed best by quoting from
tho report made by the examiners at Sontli Kensington,
upon tho works of tho students sent to Loudou for adjudi-
Jntion as usual in April last, and by comparing the prize
List with that of last year. The report says, ‘ considerable
reraatilily in the range of subjects, wliich were pursued
lenerully witha success above the average, has secured
lor the schools an increase in tho number of awards.’ The
erizos, compared with last year, are In 1871, 33 prizes,
1 national prizes, 4 free studentships; in 1872, 36 prizes,
? national prizes, U free studentships. In the second
jrado eiaminatiou in 1871, the number of passes was 85
ind prizes 17; in 1872, passes 100, and prizes 32. There
las been a better competition than usual for tho local
noney prizes, and for tho lirst time since 1805 they have
ill been awarded. The number of local prizes isO; in
1805 it was only four."

A.t eight o’clock most of the company proceeded
:o the largo studio beneath the “ cast” room, to
aritnesa tho presentation of i)nzo3 to the success-
:ui students by Mr. Colo. The chair was occn-
ned by the president of the school, who briefly
ntroduced Mr. Cole, who said the president had
isked him to give an opinion npou the state of
the Sheffield School of Art. Ho should attempt
.0 do so from a somewhat superficial view. It
vould be agreeable for them to know that the
ichool of art had earned more State money in
L872 than in 1871. In 1871 it received from
Government 2G71. upon the results of the work,
md in 1872 it had received 321Z. There had
)6en a slight decline in numbers : last year
there were 272 pupils, and in 1871 there were
27‘1 pupils. But there had been a much larger
lecline in foes. From some mysterious reason
ho fees had declined about lOOL last year. In
L871 they amounted to 9001.; and in 1872 only
reached 800Z. With respect to their position
vith other schools throughout the country, that
ivas shown by the prizes leceived by the head-
naater. Tlioro was a system by which one prize
)f 501., two prizes of -lOZ., three prizes of 30Z.,
ind several prizes of lOZ. were distributed in
recognition of the work of the schools. Their
lead-master, as in the preceding year, had
:akon a 30Z. prize. It would no doubt bo satis-
‘actory to thorn that out of 122 schools Sheffield
it least took that position. They were in a low

however, in regard to drawing in Sheffield.
iVith regard to science, it was beginning to
limmcr a little in Sheffield. The number of
itudents had nearly doubled last year

;
there

vero 171 students in tho various elementary
iohools. They were nibbling at science. In
i.871 there were less than 90 students; and, in
1872, tho students obtained from the State as
he result of their learning 92Z. There were 34
itudents learning something of chemistry

; some
ew leartiirig mathematics; some few botany;
Jufc, in a town like Sheffield, which depended so
uuch on mineralogy, how many did they think
ivero having an inkling of minerals ? Should
16 say 100 ? No. There was not one. It was
he same with regard to metallurgy. Sichwas
he state of tho progress in science ttnrl art.

Opening of a New Dock in Limerick.

—

fhe Lord Lieutenant and Countess Spencer
lavein lugurated the opening of the new graving
lock at L' mi'rick, which has just been finished,
ifter five yeara’ labour, at a cost of 20,000Z.

HOUSE PROPERTY IN LEEDS.
An UDusually large sale of house property

has taken place in Leeds. Tho property in
question constituted the estate of the late Mr.
Wm. Croysdalo, situated at Richmond. hill and
Pottery.field, Leeds, and comprised 270 dwelling-
houses and shops, a residence known as Richmond
Hill House, and tho Sussex Tavern. Mr. John
Hepper (Messrs. Hepper & Sons) officiated as
auctioneer

; the solicitors for the vendors
(Messrs. Barr, Nelson, & Barr) were represented
by Mr. F. Barr; and the surveyors, Messrs. Bell
& Thornton, were also present. The property
was divided into twenty.seven lots, and, with
one exception, they were all sold, tho aggregate
amount realised being 24,015Z. The unsold
lot,—a parcel of land,—was not put up to com-
petition. The property had been previously
valued by Mr. J. Bell, sen., at 24,019Z. only 4Z.
more than the sum actually realised.
The following shows the rental of a few lots,

the number of years’ purchase which the pur-
chasc-money represents, and tho price paid :

—

Rental.
Purchase.

Sold
for.

14 Cottages in Sussex-
atreet, Salop-row, and
Salop-strcet

£ 6. d.

81 18 0

£.

14 Cottages iu Balop-row
and Salop-street 81 IS 8

14 Cottages in Salop-row
and Salop-street

A Shop and 13 Cottages
81 18 8 12? 1,080

in Sussex • street,
Salop - street, and
Derljv-atreet 83 8 4

A Shop and 13 Cottages
in Derby-street aud
Lcicester-street 85 Id 0

13 Cottages in Derby-
street and Leicester-
street

A Sbop and 13 Cottages
in Sussex-street, Lei-
eester-street, and Sur-

shop and 13 Houses
ill Sussex-street, Sur-
rey-street, and Eller-
by-strect

80 12 8 12}

The Sussex Tavern, Sus-
sex-slreet and Keut-
slreet OO 0 0 38

11 Cottages in Keiit-
alreet, Ellerby-street,
and Sussex-street 109 -1 0 Hi 1,270

TEE ST. GOTHARD RAILWAY.
We were enabled to give some early details

respecting this great undertaking, and we now
take from tho Greuzjpost the following particulars
with regard to the machinery used in the con-
struction of the St. Gothard tunnel. The
machines in operation may be divided into two
classes : the buring-machines proper, which work
in tho tunnel itself

;
and the apparatus and

mechanical means outside tho tunnel. The latter
supply the motive power for tho former. The
boring- machines are not moved by hand; it

would be likewise impossible to drive them by
steam-engines, as an engine posted in tho interior

of the tunnel would soon fill the whole space
with smoke, and not only make it impossible for
men and animals to exist in such an atmosphere,
but would soon extinguish its own fire. Nothing
was seemingly left but to place steam-engines
outside the tunnel, and to conduct tho steam
generated in them in pipes to tho boring-place.
But this also was impossible of execution: tho
steam would have beeu condensed in its progress
through the pipes, and eventually changed
again into water. Professor Coliadon, of Genova,
proposed therefore the application of compressed
air as a motive power. By means of the latter,

tho engineer is enabled to conduct power with
little loss to almost any distance. Before the
tunnel, now, great air-reservoirs have been con.
structed, in which the air is compressed to the
twentieth part of its volume, by a force of 300
horse-power. This power is supplied by immense
water-wheels, driven by the wild waters of the
Reuss and the Tessin (Ticino). The compressed
air is conducted in pipes to the place of opera-
tion, where it enters into a cylinder, and,
expanding in the latter, moves its piston with
great rapidity backwards and forwards. The
piston is connected with the cutter, which pene-
trates deeper and deeper into the rock with each
stroke. Tho boring-maohines, of which there
are several, bore together fifty to si.-cty holes.

As soon as the latter are made, the machines,
which move on rails, are run back, and the
miners fill the holes with powder or dynamite, and

,

fire them. As soon as the mines are exploded
a valve of the air-conducting pipes is opened,
and the force of the compressed air rushing out
drives all the smoke in an instant out of the
tunnel. After the dtfbris of the explosion have
been cleared away, the labour of boring begins
afresh. The tunnel, which is to connect
Goschenen direct with Airolo, will be 14,00{>
metres, or a little over three hours long, and is

G,000 ft. below the summits of the Gothard
group of mountains. What a superincumbent
weight ! The contractor of tho work, M. Favre,
has undertaken the work, which was estimated
at 53 million francs, for 50 millions, and
promised to finish it in eight year.s.

THE BRIDE STONES.
Sir,—

T

ho relics, mentioned in the Builder,
No. 1575, are described in the “ Mona Antiqua
Restaurata,” of the Rev. Henry Rowlands,
second edition, A.D. 1766. The stones are in th&
parish of Biddulpb, in tho county of Stafford, on
a rising ground in the break or opening between
the Cloud and Woof-Lowe, two of the hills run-
ning through Staffordshire, Cheshire, Derbyshire,
and Yorkshire, into Scotland. In this work
they are engraved with apparent accuracy, and
as follows :—A pavement leads from the west,
composed of broken pieces of stone, in. thick,
laid on pounded white stones, 6 in. deep, tinged
with black, caused by ashes and oak charcoal
possibly. The sides of the cave were composed
of two unhewn free-stones, about 18 ft. long,

6 ft. in height, and 14 in. thick, each broken
into two pieces.

A partition stone was placed across these two
long stones, about

'
‘ m. high, and 6 in. thick,

A circular hole was ma^.
'

' this stone, 19i^ in.

iu diameter. The height fron the pavement to
the covering was 5 ft. 10 •’

. Stones covered
the whole relic, and tw similar monuments
were in the vicinity. A ' the west entrance, or
opening, of tho cave or passage, were four
pillars, two on ear’ side, rough, square, and
tapering, 2 ft. thii-’

,
and -I ft. 3 in. broad. Fur-

ther west is, or is, a circle, composed of eight
stones, from ’

c. to 6 ft. broad, of various
heights aiu’ japes, distant about 6 ft. from
each othe* jU a semicircular form. Within are,

or wer^, 6VVO stones, where the earth is black,
and ’.lixed with ashes and oak charcoal. The
circle is 27 ft. in diameter. 20 ft. eastward is,

or was, a standing stone, and another at a
similar distance beyond. I hope that the now
proprietor will cause this ancient relic to be
preserved. CiiR. CooiiE.

POROUS TILE ROOFS.

For this evil there is a most simple and cheap
remedy. Give tho tiles a coat of coal tar, which
can bo obtained at a trifling cost from any gas
works. One coat will answer tho purpose; two
is better. There is not the slightest objection
as a matter of taste to the colour of the tar—

a

dark brown colour, just the colour of an old
tile roof stained with age;—but if a red or grey
colour is desired, sift fine sand of either colour
over tho roof whilst the tar is wot

;
it will

adhere firmly. I speak from experience.

K. K.

THE LONDON AND MIDDLESEX
ARCHiEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The general meeting of this Society was held
on Thursday iu last week in Lincoln’s-inn Hall,

which bad been lent them for the occasion by the
benchers. The chair was taken by Lord Talbot
de Malahide, who in bis opening remarks referred
to the proposed vandalism of destroyingNorthum-
berland House, which was now the only remain,
ing nobleman’s residence of its class.

Mr. E. W. Brabrook, F.S.A., then read an
interesting paper “ On the Hon. Society of
Lincoln’s-inn,” in which he shortly traced the
history of the society from its commencement.
As affording a contrast with the present day, he
quoted from Fortescue that the young benchers
iu those days could live in London comfortably
on 25Z. a year.

A paper by Mr. W. H. Spilsbury, the librarian,
“ On Lincoln’s-inn and its Library,” was also

listened to with interest by the members.
A third paper, by Mr. Coote, “On the Inns of

Chancery,” was for some reason omitted.
The members then visited the library, spacious

kitchen, old hall, and chapel of the Hon. SocietT
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of Lincoln’s-inn, and proceeded over tte way to

Bolls Chapel, where another paper explanatory

of the antiquities of the building and office, by

the Bev. J. S. Brewer, il-A., the preacher at the

Bolls, was read.

Mr. Bloxam gave some explanations about one

of the interesting features of the chapel, the

monument of Dr. Young, who was Master of the

Bolls in the time of Henry VII.

The members then went to Gray’s-inn, where

a paper “ On the History of the Society and the

Building,” by Mr. W. Dombhwaite, was read.

Some of the old manuscripts and books, the

few remnants of the Great Fire, were admired,

especially a copy of the Bible in Latin, in

diamond type and illuminated on vellum about

the thirteenth or fourteenth century. The

librarian called attention to the reminiscences of

Lord Bacon, who was their chief glory, and who
lived for many years in the square close by. A
visit was paid to the chapel of Gray’s-inn, after

which most of the members partook of a collation

at the Old Bell.

OAK.

Sir,—

I

n reply to your correspondent,—

a

herring-bone pattern for floors will do very well.

Cut the oak out directly in lengths, -1- ft. long,

6 in. wide, i in. thick, and boil the timber, if

possible, in a brewer’s boiler, or any large

boiler that will contain it. This will get rid of

the sap and season it
j
then stack it in any dark

chamber, with plenty of air, taking care it is

placed perfectly level, with ^ in. pieces of wood
between each board, to allow the air to pass.

In six months it will be ready for use. Then
plane it smooth, and fix it down with long fine

brads. The finer the saw you use in cutting the

timber the less will bo the labour after in

planing it. K. K.

A PBOFESSIONAL TEIBTJKAL.

At the meeting of the Boyal Institute of the

Architects of Ireland, held on the 17th ult., the

following resolution was passed :
—

“ That this Institute having taken into consideration the

important bearing of the proposed Judicature Bill of the

Xord Chancellor on professional practice, suggested to its

notice by the Birmingham Architectural Society, and by
report of recent proceedings at the Architectural Associa-

tion of London, desires to second warmly any efforts which
may be made by the Royal Institute of British Architects

to further the establislinient of such tribunals as pro-

posed—viz., equity courts presided over by members of

the architectural profession
;

and that this Institute

desires that the provisions of such a Bill should be ex-

tended to Ireland, where the administration of justice in

professional questions has been especially unsatisfactory.”

“BEGIN AT THE BEGINNING.”

Bib,—" Transcriber" does not state his ease very

•clearly; at least, I for one never saw a letter written as

he describes it. Ifwopagea sheet of note-paper in the

old straightforward way, but write thereon in tne modern
style, the pages are tilled in the order, 4, 1, 2, 3, which is

rarely varied. The reason is, I think, found in the use of

the copying-press. The bulk of business letters written

on note-paper do not extend beyond two pages. If these

were numbered 1 and 2, as of old, press-copying would be
troublesome, and either require two operations, or leave

the copying-book in confusion. Hence it became usual to

follow page 1 with page 4, in order to get the two pages
together for copying. But as this was reading backwards,
the modem practice has been to commence on page 4,

continue on page 1, and follow with 2 and 3 if needful.

For business purposes this is most convenient
;
but for

private or uncopied letters, I should adhere to the old-

tashioned way
;
while for matter intended to be printed it

is too bad ever to write otherwise than on one tide only

cf every eheet or tlip of paper. Copyist.
*,* The gist of the matter is that the writing, whether

in business or private notes, ia backed, and the new style

adds to the confusion. Few correspondents of the press

think of the trouble this gives, though, as we have often

said, “ it is too bad."

HOUSE AGENTS AND HOUSE AGENTS.

^77 .. LEVINSK.1 V. BRYANT.' gmOOl^ j

™***

This action, brouglit in the Lord Mayor’s
Court, before Sir T. Chambers, Q.C., Deputy
Eecorder, -vvas to recover 171. lOs. commission,

•at 6 per cent., on the letting of now premises.

The plaintiff stated that, in August, 1872, Mr. Bryant
had a house being built in Wilson street, Finsbury,
where he, the plaintiff’, was a dealer in cigarettes and
prints, and the defendant told him if ho could find a

tenant for it, he would give him the usual 5 per cent,
•commission. He found a tenant named Stevens, and iu-

troduced him first to Mr. Bryant, and Mr. Stevens took
the house at a yearly rental of 350L When he, the

laintiff, asked for his commission, Mr. Bryant referred
im to Mr. Newson, his house agent, who, he said, had

made all the arrangements for letting the house, and to
whom he had paid his commission, and perhaps Mr. Now-
son would give him something. Witness said ho had
nothing to do with any arrangements as to letting the

house, all he had to do was to find a tenant, and ho had

done so. When he applied to Mr. Newson, that person

utterly repudiated him.
The defendant now denied promising the plaintiff any

commission, but only promised him a present if be pro-

duced a tenant at once. When the plaintiff introduced

Mr. Stevens, he (defendant) asked 350?. perannumfor the

premises, and be then told the plaintiff that if Mr. Stevens

agreed to take them that day or the next, he would make
him a present, as it would save the expense of employing

a house-agent afterwards. Having had to pay Mr. New-
Bon to negotiate and let the house, the sum of 12L lOs.,

he objected to pay twice, hut sent him to the agent to see

if bo would give him anything.

A strong point was raised that the plaintiff not being a

house-agent, was precluded making house-agents’ charges.

The learned Judge, in summing up, told the jury there

could be no doubt but that the plaintiff introduced a cus-

tomer for the premises, and was perhaps entitled to some-

thing for his trouble; but it was a question whether he

could recover for commission as house-agent.

The J ury gave a verdict for the plaintiff for five pounds,

which will recover coats, on the lower scale, a matter

that will add some fifty pounds to the verdict.

BEADING GBAMMAE SCHOOL.

SiB,—Alas ! I fear it ia too true that the announcement

in the Builder of last week is likely to prove correct: that

our old Tudor grammar school in the Forhury (which

dates from the time of Henry Til.), ia doomed, and will

soon be a thing of the past. This I much regret, in com-

mon with many of my fellow townsmen. Surely the

numberless associations connected with this old building

ought to bo sufficient to protect it from entire demolition.

For a small outlay, it may be so altered as to make an

excellent free library and news-room for the use of the

public,—a thing, indeed, the want of which is a standing

disgrace. It would thus bo carrying on in its old age

that good and excellent work for which it has been so

noted in the past,—the advancement of learning, and the

cause of civilisation. An Old RisadinCt Boy.

CAUTION TO BUILDEES.
Sib,—

U

nder the above heading, " Moffet Little ” recites

a case which is, perhaps, of more frequent occurrence

than he thinks. But perhaps the other side of his case

would open up facts which would alter the complexion

very much. The point I wish to raise is—Whether this

"solo arbiter" of the architect cannot very easily he

upset if it can be shown he is acting unfairly ? I have

always felt it to be very dangerous to a builder to sign

such a clause; but, having signed it, I have also held

strongly to the opinion that me arbiter must be reason-

able and equitable, failing which he could be displaced.

Another point in this case ia, whether the arbitrator

(Mr. Foster) could admit the “sole arbiter" question
' after being, as your correspondent leads one to think,

settled by Mr. Justice Qunin. A table of what an arbiter

under such circumstances can and cannot do (like Mr.

Banister Fletcher’s tables of what tenants are bound and

are 7io< bound to do in the way of dilapidations), wouldbo
very useful, and perhaps lead some of those gentlemen

who still adhere to the sole arbitrament of their own
works to modify their demands. H. A. W. R.

CEMENTS.
Sib,—

A

while ago I engaged to lay some cement on

ironwork, where it was necessary that the article should

set quickly.

I ordered and paid for a barrel of Portland, charging

the dealer to send mo good cement, and explaining the

purpose for which it was required very fully. When I

opened the barrel sent a short time before it was wanted,

the article proved to be Roman.
As the case was very urgent, and my time limited, I

explained to the gentleman for whom I was doing the

work that I considered the cement sent would answer our

purpose quite as well as Portland, as it seemed to be very

good, being free from all symptoms of damp.
Accordingly, about halt the barrel was mixed with

about one-twentieth part of good red sand, and applied

just in the same manner as the Portland would have been.

It was found after being on twenty hours to be literally

no harder than when first applied, thus causing very

serious loss.

May I request some of your correspondents to answer

me the following questions :

—

For general purposes, where colour is not an object,

will not Roman cement of good quality answer quite as

well as Portland, and set as quickly, even under water ?

Did I not act in the way most men would have done, as

the dealer's place was four miles away. I had paid him
cash (l-ls.), and presumed the article sent was of that

value ?

TALL HOUSES AND SHORT ONES :

A KNOTTY POINT OF LAW THEREON.

In the County Court of Morpeth, last sittings,

a case was tried involving several knotty points

as regards damage caused by tall house rain-

spouts flooding the roofs of short houses.

The plaintiff, Mr. Kelly, of Cowpen Quay, sued

his neighbour, Mr. Guthrie, for damage done to

his house by the overflow of rain from the

defendant’s spouts on to his roof.

The case was tried before a jury, and a long array of

legal gentlemen were retained.

The evidence, however, showed that the original inten-

tion of the owners of the land on which the streets were

built was to sell the sites for three-storied houses, and the

defendant had fallen into this view and built several
;
and

after he had done so no one else would take the ground
for three-storied dwellings, and the owners of the land

were glad to let it for two-storied bouses, so that the

defendant’s houses treated the short ones with contumely

and disrespect. The short houses, however, left one of the

gable ends of the tall house unprotected, and it was partly

blown down by a storm. After this the gable was not run

up to its former height, but was "hipped” and roofed.

Subsequently the house now owned and occupied bv the

plaintiff was built againt the defendant’s gable end, the

plaintiff, of course, paying the usual charge for the party-

wall. Both the caves and spouting of the defendant’s house

projected over thereof of the plaintiff's house. The spout-

ing was defective, water overflowed from it, and as a

consequence, during the heavy rains of last winter and

the snow thaws, the water had come down upon the short

house roof in deluges and done the alleged damage of

50?,, the sum sued for.

The evidence was as usual very conflicting, and the sur-

veyors called on each side as to the amount of damage
were equally at variance.

The Judge, however, summed up in favour of the short

house, and the jury mulcted the tall house ia lOJ.

damages.
Verdict for lOL, with costs.

COMPETITIONS.

St. Luke's, Camlridge .—A new districb cliurcb

is about to bo erected for this increasing neigb-

bourbood. The committee invited the following

architects to lay sketches before them ;—Mr. E,

Barr; Mr. E. Bays, Cambridge; Mr. Fawcett

Cambridge; Mr. J. Norton, London; Mr. Smith,

of the Adelphi ;
and Mr. R. B. Bowe. Ultimatelj

they selected Mr. Smith to cai-ry out the work,

Chester Workhouse.—In a letter addressed tc

the chairman of the Board, Messrs. Murray &

Thomas, the authors of the plans “ We Fight tc

Win,” call attention to a report in which Mr
Culshaw states that the majority of the plani

sent in cannot be executed under 42,0001. Thej

gay :
—" Our plans being approved of by tbi

guardians, and. amongst the thirteen selectee

designs, we were very much surprised to hea:

such a statement had been made, whilst we an

prepared to carry out the works for the sun

named in our estimate,—viz., 27,0001.,—whicl

is under the specified amount by 3,0001. Wi

may further add that Messrs. J. Parker i

Son, contractors of the Liverpool Exchange

Municipal Offices, Dale-street, and the Roya

Exchange, Manchester (now in course of erec

tion), are prepared to undertake the work at th

sum stated in our estimate. In common fairnes

to ourselves, being the lowest in estimate, W'

consider ourselves entitled to the first premium.’

It was unanimously resolved to refer the lett©

to the building committee.

NEW LANDLORD AND TENANT
AGREEMENTS AS TO BUILDINGS ON

FARMS, &c.

The North Biding of Yorkshire Chamber o

Agriculture have inaugurated new conditions c

holdings between landlord and tenant which ai

deserving of notice.

Several discussions at previous meetings c

the Chamber led the council to delegate to the:

chairman, Mr. E. T. -Cayley, of Wydale Hal

who, besides being a large landed proprietor,

;

a barrister-at-law and an able conveyancer, 1

frame an amended form of agreement botwet

landlord and tenant
;
and last week Mr. Caylc

submitted his form of lease, which contaii

twenty clauses, and the main alterations froj

the form of existing leases relating to the tenu]

of the land and tenant-right. These are pi-u

cipally a year’s notice to quit from either sid<

the reservation of the winged game to the lam

lord
;
the tenant to have the right to take liati

by coursing and rabbits by ferreting and diggin,

and to use wire-netting to exclude rabbits.

After providing for the preservation ai

replanting of fruit-trees, non-breaking-up

pasture, getting materials for repair, &c., tl

10th clause says, that after a notice is given

quit, a white corn crop is not to be grown (

more than half the tillage ;
but the tenant is

be entitled to a following _crop, according to tl

custom of the country.

The next important matter is compensatii

for “unexhausted improvements in buildings

'

otherwise”; and the 16th clause recites, “Tl

landlord or on-coming tenant is to allow the oi

going tenant the then value, as ascertained t

valuers, of any liming, claying, marling,^ '

durable improvement ;
and of any drainin

buildinf', or permanent improvement, which tl

tenant may have made, with the consent of tl

landlord in writing, for which he shall not ha'

been previously compensated, by reduced rer

length of time, or otherwise.

The 17th clause provides for the removal i

buildings erected by the tenant without conaer

if nob taken by the landlord at a valuation,

'

three months’ damages to be made good.

The tenants look upon these proposed ne

ageeementa as a step in the right direction, b

as being some long way off their interests

many of the new clauses.
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BOROUGH SURVEYOR FOR HARWICH.
8ir,^I cannot avoid calling your attention to an adver-

tiaeineut in your last edition. There must surely be some
miatako about it. I And, by referring to the last census,

that Harwich is a borough, with muuicipal and Parlia-

mentary limits, returns a member to represent its inte-

rests in Parliament, and has a population of between six

and seven thousand. Harwieh wants a surveyor, &c.,

with ^practical knotrledge (jf sanitary matters, who must
devote his whole time to his duties, and shall receive the
largo salary of 80i. per annum. I wonder whether there
are any perquisites allowed? It would be wrong of me
to say any more, Mr. Editor, or to criticise iu an unkind
spirit that which I must feel to bo a mistake. Ko doubt
BDout it. The figure 1 in front of the 8 has been omitted.
180^ would probably be the correct figure. I feel quite
glad that I have hit upon it, and the Harwich Board will

at once rectify it. C, J,

THE INSTITUTE DINNER.
Sir,—

I

shall bo much obliged by your allowing me to
state in 3'our journal that tho Institute dinner (for archi-
tects and amateurs of architecture) has been unavoidably
postponed until Saturday, the 2l8t of June, when it mil
po held at Willis's Rooms, at half-past six for seven p.m.
Oenllenien desirous of being present on the occasion
ihould forward their names as soon as possible to the
iBStiiiite. Tho price of tho dinner-tickets will bo one
gtunca each. Chaeles L. Eabxlake, Secretary.

SEWERAGE WORKS.
Oxford.—The question of the drainage of

Oxford, which has engaged the attention of the
Authorities for upwards of twenty years, may
low be looked upon as practically settled. At
.ho last monthly meeting of the local board, the
Irainagc committee presented a report recom-
aending the acceptance of the tender of Mr.
X. T. Ayoock, of Norwich, for the construction
if tho first section of the street drainage works
or the sum of 15,0001. After a lengthened dis-

lUBsion, the board resolved to accept tho tender
if Mr. Aycock. The surveyor’s estimate for the
'ntiro cost of the works is put down at the sum
if 85,OOOL, namely, for tho town sewerage and
utfall, 60,000J. j for the pumping station,

0,0001.
j
for tho pumping main and overflow,

',0001.; for other drainage works, 5,000J.
; and

or incidental expenses, 3,000J.

Chester.—The sewering committee having re-

immended that the mayor be authorised to

ffi-v the common seal of the city to the duplicate

onveyance of Mr. Viggar’s land, Sealand, pur-
based for the outfall woi-ka, and to tho agree-
lent between tho council and the county jus-

ices, with respect to the carrying of one of the
iterccpting sewers through the county gaol at

he castle, this was agreed to by tho council,

'he same committee, at a meeting on the 12tb
[ay, opened the tenders for tho now system of

iterccpting sewers, which were as follow :

—

Gilbert £30,770 0 0
Fry' 29.759 0 0
Nowell 28,600 0 0
Smith & Fawkes 27,659 0 0
Marshall 27,000 0 0
Chappell 27,0 0 0 0
Foarsoo, Lee, & Co 26,250 0 0
Sleight 24,588 0 0
Over, jun 23,267 0 0
Hughes 23,902 0 0
Chester 22,840 0 0
Thane 22,400 0 0
Benuison & Speucor 21,879 18 0
M'inter 31,330 14 0
Roberts 20,838 0 0

After some discussion Mr. Roberts’s tender
as accepted by the council.

NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE.
On the consideration of the Charing.oross and
iotoria Embankment Bill in the Commons,
Lord Elcbo said that, while admitting that
oases of such architectural pretensions as this

lansion must give way to public improvements,
e recommended that some superintending body
hould be appointed to act in union with the
ret Commissioner of Works, in order to save
e metropolis from disfigurements, such as

annon-street and Charing-crossrailwaystations,
d the various railway bridges across the
lames, as well as to prevent changes of the
ind recently made in Kensington Gardens.
Mr. Bouverie said the Committee on this Bill,

lile regretting the necessity for removing one
the few remaining specimens of princely man-
ona in London, found the advantages of a
rect route from Charing-cross to the Embank,
ent so overwhelming that they gave the pre-
renoe to this over all the other Bills. The
uke of Northumberland, although he had Par-
amentary protection, gave his assent to the loss
c the mansion for the sake of public con-
Bnience. The new street also received the

approval of Mr. Wyatt and Mr. Barry, and one
effect of its construction would be to hide the
iron railway shed which had been alluded to.

The plans would be submitted to the Institute
of Architects, and the street would be one of
the finest in the metropolis.

The motion was agreed to.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION’S
VISITS.

On Saturday, the 17th, the Architectural
Association visited St. Luke’s Church, Redcliffe-
square. South Kensington, now approaching
completion, and made a careful examination of
the works. The president (Mr. Mathews), Mr.
Thos. Blashill, Mr. S. Flint Clarkson, and other
leading members of the body, were present. The
architects, Messrs. G. & Henry Godwin, met them
on the spot, and gave some particulars of the
building, and of the difficulties which had to be
overcome, especially in respeetto the foundations.

It is a largo church, nearly 150 ft. long, and
the nave has a width of 35 ft. 4 in. from centre
to centre of main columns ; but, as wo shall take
an opportunity to give some illustrations of the
building, we need not now go into particulars.
The majority of the party ascended to the top of
tho spife, ou which the cap-stone has since been
placed. The Association afterwards visited the
works of Messrs. Corbett &M‘Clym®nfc, and went
over a number of their houses ou tho Rodcliffe
estate.

It has been decided to have at least another
week of holiday study on English ground before
going further a-field. Grantham, Newark-on-
Trent, Southwell, and the parish churches and
other buildings iu the neighbourhood, will, it is

to be hoped, give pleasant occupation to a proper
number of excursionists during the third week
of next August. Mr. Edmund Sharpe will, of
course, direct the expedition, and, as before, will
map out the route in detail, after carefully going

I

over the ground. When all tho arrangements
aro made and put forward, the middle of July
will be named as the time by which those who
wish to take part must finally make up their
minds and send in their names.

CHURCH.BUILDING NEWS.
Llanfachreth (near Bolgclly).— The church

here has just been reopened after having been
rebuilt. The old tower, however, has not
been touched, but remains as before. The
edifice palled down possessed no archmological
or architectural interest whatever, and was
in a dilapidated condition. In plan the new
building consists of a nave, 46 ft. 6 in. long
and 20 ft. 6 in. in breadth, with a south porch,
and a chancel of proportionate length, together
with a vestry on the north side of it. The walls
are built partly from the materials of tho old
church and partly of new rough local stone.
The dressings are of Wrexham freestone. E.x.
temally, the roofs are covered with Portmadoc
slating. A bold arch supported on corbels
separates the nave from the chancel. The seats
ai-6 all made of pitch-pine by tho contractors
(without extra cost), though deal was specified.
All the benches are open ; those to the chancel
being of rather more elaborate desigfn, with
traceried fronts. The nave has an open stained
roof, the chancel a panelled wood ceiling. The
pulpit is of pitch pine, with partly open traceried
panels, and stands on a stone base. The font is

of Wrexham stone. The nave is paved with tiles

of different colours, banded with slate
; there

being a handsome encaustic tile pavement to the
chancel. The altar-table, communion-chairs, and
railing, are to the architect’s design. The total

cost has been upwards of 1,200L, the greater
portion of which has been defrayed by Mr. John
Vaughan, of Hannan Park, and the Hon. T.
Pryce Lloyd. Mr. Ferrey, of London, was the
architect. Mr. Alfred Guy was clerk of the
works; and Messrs. Jonathan Smith & Le-wds
Evans, of Dolgelly, were the contractors.

Cheddar.— The parish church of Cheddar
(St. Andrew’s) has been reopened after having
undergone a restoration, from designs by Mr.
Butterfield, architect. The cost of the work has
been about 3,500i. The original estimate of
Mr. Butterfield was 3,CHD0J., but the estimate
has been exceeded to the amount of 500Z. The
church, before the restoration which it has just
received, was in a seriously dilapidated state.

Its main chancel arch, and the arch and walls on

the south of it, had all fallen outwards, and the
walls above them were dangerously cracked and
out of the perpendicular. These, with a large
part of the south chancol, have been entirely
taken down and rebuilt. 'The whole church has
been largely repaired, and its stonework, where
defective, renewed. The tower windows, which
were built up, have been opened, and the pierced
stone parapets and pinnacles of the church have
been taken down, repaired, and reset. Many of
tho pinnacles bad disappeared. The roofs, which
leaked in every part, have to a large extent been
repaired, reboarded, and covered with new lead j.

a new roof of timber and lead has been put upon
the vestry. Remains of strong colouring wero
found upon tho walls beneath the whitewash iu
all parts of the church. The remains of paint,
ing on the timber ceiling of the nave were clear,
and tho ceiling has been repainted in bright
colours, in imitation of the old work. The
chancel ceiling, beneath an old roof of a higher
pitch than that of the nave, is a new one, and
of a different character. This also has been
painted, so as to oarry on the colours of the
nave roof eastward. The walla of the chancel and
the wall on tho west side of the chancel arch are
inlaid with lines of constructional colour, with
some addition of painting. The remains of old
glass which were scattered throughout the win.
dows of the church, and which had already been
much moved and patched, have been collected
into the large windows of the south chapel
already mentioned, and have been pub together
and harmonised on a new flowered ground. The
entire church has been reglazed. The church
has been entirely refloored and repaved, and a
great amount of earth has been cleared away
both within and without the walls. The old
nave and aisle seats have been retained,
and new ones iu oak added. The chancel
fittings are new, bub some old oak panel-
ling has been used up in parts of them. The-
old screens to the two side chancels have
been refixed. The church has been lighted by
coronas and brackets for gas, and has been
heated. A new east window, painted, has been
presented by a lady to tho church. The subject
is the Ascension of our Lord. The window is

the work of S. Gibbs, of London. The expense
of tho restoration has mainly fallen on the
Marquis of Bath and the vicar of the pariah, the
extent of which will be about 3,5001., and this,

irrespective of the repair and improvement of
the organ, at a cost of 65J., and the entire re-
fitting of the church with new gas-fittings, at a
cost of 902. ; the old standards being removed,
and coronas substituted.

Ashhury .—The parish church of St. Mary,
Ashbury, near Shrivenham, has been re-opened,
after restoration, by the Bishop of Oxford. The
church, like many others in the neighbourhood,
shows signs of the successive ages of architec-
ture, the earliest portion of the building, dating
back to the twelfth century. The Norman
tower, with zigzag mouldings on the south side,

had been built up, but it has now been opened
at the special request of the Incorporated
Church Building Society. The upper part of
the tower (Early English), being much dilapi.
dated, has been rebuilt. One of the bells has
been re-cast and re-hung, and a new belfry-
chamber made, the floor of the tower being
curtained off as a vestry. In the south transept,
which belongs to the Decorative style, a monu-
mental arch has been discovered, under which
probably the founder of the chapel was buried.
The pews put up in the last century have been
demolished, and open seats substituted, showing,
the pillars of the nave, which were built in the
Perpendicular period. A new pulpit of free-
stone, carved, has been placed in the room of
the old one. There is a reredos of the same
material iu the chancel. The floor of the
chance! is laid with Minton’s tiles, at the cost
of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. Tho memo-
rial window in the south transept was erected
to the memory of the late vicar, the Rev. W.
Chambers. The central subject represents
Christ preaching the Sermon on tho Mount.
Another subject represents Moses keeping the
flock of Jethro, his father-in-law, tho Priest of
Midian. A third contains a representation of
Boaz and Ruth. The fourth window represent®
an angel “ flying through the midst of heaven.*''

The church is warmed by Parrebt’s stoves. The
architect employed was Mr. J. W. Hugall, of
Oxford ; and the builders Messrs. Wall & Hook,
Brimscomb, near Stroud. The total cost of the
restoration, exclusive of the chancel repairs
(defrayed by the rectors, the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners), is nearly 1,100Z.
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BiUihorpe.—The work of restoration at Bils-

thorpe Church ia processing. Mr. Iline, the

diocesan surveyor for the county of Notts, is

the architect j and the huilder is Mr. Young, of

Lincoln.

EUingshall.—The foundation-stone of a new
chnrch to bo built on the site of Holy Trinity

Church, Ettingehall,has been laid. The building

is to be in plain Early English style, and will

consist of nave, north aisle, chancel, and tran-

septs, with an organ-chamber and a vestry on

the north side of the chancel. The materials

are Gornal stone, with Bath stone dressings.

Inside the roof will be open-timbered, covered

outside with tiles. The total length of the

building will be 90 ft. The nave will bo 25 ft.

wide
;

the chancel and transepts, each 20 ft. 3

the width across the transepts, 61 ft.
;
and the

height to the wall-plate, 22 ft. Accommodation
will be provided for 500 persons, including l-t7

children. The cost, exclusive of spire, will be
2,760L The architect is Mr. Griffin, and the
builder Mr. Horsman, both of Wolverhampton.

Weston-super-Mare.—The chapel of the West
of England Sanatorium has been opened. This
little edifice is adjacent to the new wing of the
Sanatorium. The building measures 58^ ft. in

length by 20 ft. in width and ft. in height,

and will accommodate 150. The style of archi-

tecture is Early English, the east end being
apsidal. The three windows in the apse are
filled with stained glass, representing " The
Passion,” “The Incarnation,” and “ The Ascen-
sion.” Below the centre light is the reredos, in

the centre niche of which Christ is represented
in the act of blessing the Eucharistic cup. The
curve of the apse is enriched throughout its

whole extent and depth, from the window-sills
to tho basement, with carved diapering of sunk
double qnatrefoil, bordered on the top by a
frieze

;
the ends of this wall - screen being

finished with columns of black marble with
carved capitals. Tho credence-table is also of
polished black marble. The floors are paved
with encaustic tiles. Tho roof is Early Gothic.
At the west end is a gallery connected with the
Sanatorium, enabling patients who, from bodily
infirmity, are unable to descend to other parts
of the chapel, to attend the service with con-
venience. The six side-windows are filled with
stained glass, representing the six acts of mercy.
The pulpit ia of carved stone. The organ was
built by Mr. Sweetland, of Bath.

Saffron WaidcTi.—Mr. Butterfield’s report upon
the condition of Saffron Walden parish church is

being circulated in pamphlet form, and an active
effort is being made to increase tho subscription,
list. It is necessary to raise the sirm of 4',0Q01.,

and 2,6001. have been already promised.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Wombivell, — Tho foundation . stone of a

Wesleyan chapel has been laid at Wombvvell.
The site is a plot of land, 5S0 yards in extent,

situate between tho parish church and the Ship
inn, and having a frontage to the road leading
through Wombwell to Watb. The building will

be in the Italian style of ax’cbitecture. The
chapel, which will be of stone, will be 42 ft.

long, 34 ft. 6 in. wide, with school, vestry, and
class-rooms at tho back. Over the entrance to
the chapel will bo a gallery to accommodate
about 130 children, the body of the chapel being
constructed to seat about 220. The pews will
be of pitch pine, varnished. The estimated cost
will be about 1,300?.

Melton Moivbray.—The opening of the new
west doors of the parish church has taken
place. During the eaily part of the restora-
tion these doors were almost the only means
of entrance, one part of the church being
entirely cut off. Therefore, the completion,
or nearly so, of the main part of the church, that
admission might again bo obtained through the
principal entrance, was regarded as a notable
event. The doors are made of oak. The work
of restoration, so far as at present completed, has
been at an outlay of 6,500?. The restoration of
the tower, however, is said to be much needed.

Nuneaton. — The new Wesleyan Chapel in
Abbey-street has been opened for divine service.
The work has been executed by Mr. Fox, of
Stretton-under-Fosse, from drawings by the Rev.
J . P. Johnson, of London, altered by Mr. W. S. Bur-
ton, of Leicester, architect,and the total cost of the
building is to be about 1,500Z. The shape of the
chapel is a parallelogram, of Gothic design, and
built in the Early English style. The windows
are to be glazed with tinted glass

j there are no

galleries, and the chapel is calculated to seat 400
persons. The rostrum, seats, and other internal

wood fittings, are of deal, stained and varnished.

The building ia warmed by apparatus supplied

by Mr. Grundy, of Tyldcsley, near Manchester

;

tho fencing round the chapel has cost 701. ; and

the gas-fittings are from the works of the Skid-

more Aa’t Company, at Coventry.

Northampton.—The Wesleyan Reform Chapel,

Wellingborough-road, has been opened for divine

service. It is built on tho site of a former but

smaller place of worship. The work of rebuild-

ing was commenced in October. It affords

sitting accommodation for about 300 persons
3

is seated with open pews, of modern construc-

tion, iu the body of the chapel, and has also a

small gallery at the back. On either side of tho

pulpit it is lighted by two long arched windows,

between which there is a centre circle light; and

at the entrance by windows of a squar'e pattern.

Artificially, it ia lighted with a star-gas pendant,

and brackets placed at intermediate points on

the walls and gallery spaces. Underneath the

chapel there is a school-room, to be used for

Sunday-school leaching, and which will accom-

modate between 200 and 300 children. It is

also intended to use this room as a sorb of

teraperance-hall for the neighbourhood. The
total cost of the building has been about 750?.,

towards which 216?. 13s. lOd. have been raised.

Darlington.—A Free Church at Middleton.

One-Row has been erected in the centre of the

village. It is to be used by the Protestant

denominations, and has been formally opened by
the Rev. E. Boaden, of tho Free Methodist

Church. The chapel is plain and commodious,

built of red brick, with stone dressings. Tho
ceiling is partly open to the roof, the exposed

timbers being stained and varnished, as are also

the open pews and other woodwork. The whole

of the works have been carried on under the

superintendence of Mr. Richard Robinson, archi-

tect, Darlington
;

the contractors being for

brick, mason, and plaster work, Mr. John Robin-

son
3

carpenter’s and joiner’s work, Messrs.

Laverick & Foster
j
plumber’s work, Mr. John-

son, Tubwell-row 3
slater’s work, Mr. J. Atkiu-

sons and painter’s work, Mr. W. Roberts,

Darlington.

Preston.—Tho corner and memorial stones of

the New Wesleyan Chapel, Marsh-lane, Preston,

have been laid in the presence of a great

gathering of spectators. The Italian style of

architecture has been adopted, and the edifice is

to be of brick, relieved with ornamentation of

stone. The structure will be surro\mdcd by a

palisading, and is approached by several steps

to a portico. This comprises three arches, the

columns being relieved with ornamental caps

;

and above this is a triple window. There are

three large pediments crowning the front of the

building, a smaller pediment spanning each of

the right and left wings. The facade is con-

siderably relieved by pilasters, panels, and
recesses of an ornamental character. On each

side there are recesses for the windows, a block

cornice running from end to end. Tho total

height is 40 ft. externally, which is reduced to

about 33 ft. in the interior. Opening out to the

portico is a vestibule, on each side of which

access is gained to the lower and upper portions

of tho chapel. The ground floor is divided by
two aisles, and about 450 people will be afforded

sittings. The pews will be a mixture of yellow

and pitch pine, stained and vamishecl. There

will be no pulpit, but the preacher will address

his auditory from a rostrum or platform, which

ia surrounded by ornamental railings, and behind

is tho communion-table. A gallery with about

300 sittings is also to bo erected, and bobiud the

communion there will bo the organ-chamber

and choir-pew. The roof will be a segment
in form, and panelled and enriched with

plaster cornice and moulds. In the rear of the

building are a class-room and minister’s vestry
5

and behind a small yard and usual conveniences.

The tenders have been let as follow :—Masonry,

David Tullis & Son 3
brickwork and excavating,

John Dalton
3
plastering work, Messrs. Jones A

Martin
5
joiners’ work, R. Paul ;

slating, Clark-

son & Son
3
plumbing and glazing, J, and R.

Park & Co., all of whom are of Preston. The
estimated cost of the chapel is 2,500?., and the

land having been purchased at 500?., the total

coat is calculated at 3,200?.

Macclesfield.—A site for a Wesleyan chapel

has been purchased in Cumberland-street, oppo-

site the south entrance to the Park, and upwards

of 3,100?. have already been promised towards

the new chapel fund. The style of architecture

has not yet been decided upon, but the con-

templated expenditure will be 6,000?. In a fert

weeks, if funds are forthcoming, tho foundation,

stone will be laid.

Middlesbrough.—The new Unitarian chnrcl

and schools in Corporation-road, Middle.sbrough

have been opened. The architecture of Christ

Chiu'ch is early Gothic, and the total cost of the

edifice and schools is estimated at about 2,250?.’

a great portion of which has been subscribed

Mr. Clephan, of Stockton, is the architect.

Congleton.—A bazaar has been held iu the

Town-hall, Congleton, for the purpose of assistiuf

to provide a fund for the erection of a new Cou
gregational Church in tliis town. A site hai

been purchased for a new church in AutrubuB

street, and Mr. Sugden, of Leek, architect, ha:

been commissioned to prepare plans and eleva

tions. It is expected that the outlay will bi

about 4,000?., towards which about 2,000?. are ii

hand. The receipts of the bazaar amounted b

upwards of 250?.

Chalford.—The memorial-stone of a new Bap
tist chapel has been laid at Chalford, Gloucester

shire. The style of architecture is Romanesque
the walling being of freestone quarried iu thi

hill on which the building is being erected. Th
cliapel is to seat 450 persons, and will cost abou

1,600?. The architect is Mr. Tait, of Leicestei

and tho builder Mr. Drew, of Chalford.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Ardiviclc .—A new girls’ school in connexia

with St. Thomas’s Church, Ardwick, has be^
opened, in the presence of a large assembly, b;

the Bishop of Manchester. In tho year 187'

large new school buildings were opened in th

parish to accommodate 400 boys and 300 infantf

The cost of the buildings and the site wa
4,200?. In consequence of the passing of th

Education Act it became necessary to provid

additional accommodation for the girls, who ha

hitherto been taught in the old school buildings

The new infants’ school also being quite fille.

with scholars, an additional class-room wa
found desirable. A site between tho new school

and tho church offered itself. Upon this sit

have been erected a commodious school-room ft

300 girls, a class-room for 80 infants, and

covered play-room, which can be converted in(

an additional school-room in a few days, slioul

it be required. The total cost of the site an

buildings will be about 4,000?. Of this sm
about 300?. will be required for the purchase t

the chief-rent. Towards this sum about 2,100

have been raised. At one end of the large rooi

there is a lavatory and cloak-room, and this an

the class-room, which is situated at the otb(

end of the large room, are heated by warm a
generated from two “Manchester School Grates:

The heating apparatus is a simple contiivanc

patented by Messrs. Shiilito & Shorland, 1

Manchester. Tho builder of tho school is M
Robert Ellis, of Ilulme, from tho designs t

Messrs. Rnyle & Bennett.

Middlesbrough. — The foundation . stone 1

Roman Catholic Church Schools has been la:

at Eston. The site on which the building will I

erected is on the Middlesbrough. road, at tl

corner of Graham-street. As a church it wi

accommodate about 400 persons. The architeci

are Messrs. Hunter & Carr, of Middlesbrough.

Golcar.—The opening of a new Church-soho:

at Westwood Edge, Golcar, has been celebrate

by a tea-party and public meeting. The schoc

which is in a plain Gothic style, has been ereo^

at a cost of 650?., and it is capable of accoo

modating 250 children.

Llandegleg.—New schools for the parish (

Llandegley, Radnorshire, have recently bee

opened. A commodious house fur the masti

forms part of the works, which have beeu carrie

out by Messrs. Ingram & Jones, from thedesigr

of Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker, architect.

gooks

Human Longevity: its Facts avd Fictions. B
Wir.llAM J. Tnojis, F.S.A., Deputy Librariai

House of Lords. London : Murray. 1873. :

Mr. Thoms’s painstaking researches into allege

cases of ceutenarianism. are well known, an

they now form an interesting volume, in whif

some of such cases are completely disprove:

others shown to be doubtful, and a few t

them established. Mr. Thoms has not goi

into the inquiry with a predetermination 1

disprove every such case, as has been done 5
e
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1 that his results are all the more just and

'[valuable. Ho has proved that some such cases

c do occur, but that in still more a tendency to

exaggerate and excite astonishment and rover-

•I enco amongst acquaintances has induced supposed

I centenarians and their friends not only to go

j
“ beyond the score,” but far beyond even the

’ century, which is so seldom, and ever so little,

I exceeded. We do not despair, as we have before

said, of the lengthening of man’s days to 100

Ti years as a much more common limit than now,

h by sanitary means; and certainly the average is

» I
considerably lengthening already

;
but we suspect

Ji that beyond that extreme point no merely sani-

[(I tary improvement is over likely to lengthen man’s

i" days, or to stave farther off those natural causes

>• of decay under which the frame once composed
II and consolidated goes on to become constricted,

i| ossified, and at length incapable of vital move-
t-lment. As ono of the Gregorys remarked in a

^ physiological work, it is the continued operation

a of the very causes of life itself,—which build up
p the organism and then consolidate its tissues

ulthatgoon to constrict and wither it away ;
so

<}that nothing short, one would think, of retro-

(igressive intervals of constrictive-life suspension,

I far more potent and actual than *' nature’s sweet

kt restorer, balmy sleep,” would bo requisite to

ij retrograde and counteract those constrictive pro-

cesses which otherwise inevitably result in decay
and total cessation of life in the llosh.

Mr. Thoms’s volume includes a searching

t

inquiry into some of the more remarkable
instances of human longevity and suggestions

for testing reputed oases, illustrated by the

L examples given. Of course among others we
rhave hero old Parr's pretensions to 152 years of

k age discussed, much to their disadvantage, and
Ualso those of Henry Jenkins to 1G9, in both of

k which cases Mr. Thoms declares that not a tittle

[’of evidence in their favour exists.

I We shall conclude with a case for his inquiry

which happens to have just been announced in

|i the newspapers as follows :

—

“ Lady Smith, widow of Sir Edmund JarafS Smith, the

l[ eminent botanist, who was knighted by George IV.,

Hreached her 1UJL& birthday on Sunday. On Monday a

I dinner was given to 100 of the oldr-st people in the towu
I' of Lowestoft, where Lady Smith lives, and a grand dinner
>jwa8 also held in the evening to further celebrate the

M event. The town was decorated with bunting.”

it; As Mr. Thoms is quite as willing to establish

1

1

the truth of such a case as to disprove it, inquiry

||at so opportune a time caimot bo held to be
[loffensivo; while, on the contrary, the evidence,

1. which may be complete, in its favour, may
[j obviate all doubt in the minds of those open to

»i conviction.

i

' The (Soldier’s MauiiaZ of Saiiitatio7i, and of first

Help in Sickness, and when Wounded. By
I Deputy Surgeon. General Ciiarlks Alex.vnder

i Gordox, M.D,, C.B. London : Bailliere, Tin-

[ dall, & Cox, Strand. 1873.

)i This manual is intended for perusal and re-

J ference by officers, nou-oommissioned officers,

it and privates of the active forces; militia, yeo-

fi manry, and volunteers, for homo and foreign

)t service, for peace and for war. It contains a

>; great deal of useful matter, simply arranged

I in alphabetical order for ready reference
;
and,

i: without being intended to supersede profes-

ci sional aid, it is well adapted to aid profes-

<1 sional men themselves in their care and cure
' of coming evils in the soldier which require

professional treatment. It contains much good

M and valuable advice as to cleanliness, drink, air,

:i food, itc., and might bo of great use amongst
il others besides soldiers,—in the navy,and amongst
ii Bailors in general, for example;—or a similar

>; book might be readily adapted for various uses.

VARIORUM.
The Sanitarian, a monthly journal : A. N.

Bell, M.D., editor. Barnes & Co., New York
and Chicago. No. 1. Vol. I. This is a pro-

mising now journal, and will show how sanitary

! Boienco progresses in the United States. The
i present issue contains an elaborate paper, by

the editor, on the New York Quarantine Bsta-

blishment, illustrated by maps, and views of

hospitals, &c. There are various other papers,

on Sanitary Science, infant mortality, results of

sanitary improvement, &c.” “ Hints to Sani-

tary Legislators. By Vigilans. London : Baily,

Comhill.” “ It is unquestionably possible [as the
I author remarks] to strengthen and improve the

physique of a race; it is possible to save and
prolong life ; it is possible to increase health
and strengthen the constitution

;
and it is pos-

I Bible to enable the mass to subsist comfortably

on the proceeds of their industry. But this can

only be effected by the rulers of the State, and

by the Government itself taking the matter in

hand with a firm determination to carry out

the requisite sanitary measures couto qui coute.

If the following pages should in any way serve

to forward the progress of this desirable object,

by inducing members of the Legislature to con.

sider the subject, tlio intentions of the author

will have been accomplished.” 'While treating

of pure water and filtr.ition, the process of

making Atkins’s filters is thus described :
—

“ The heut and purest animal charcoal is pulverised into

a floe dust-like powder, and to this is added certain pro-

portions of Norway tar, mixed with a combination of

other combustible ingredients, equally finely powdered.
The combined material is then ihorougFily well mixed with

liquid pitch, end the amalgamation is kneaded into iv

paste capable of being moulded into blocks or slabs of

auy size.”

“St. Pancras: Report of tho Commissioners

for Public Baths and Washhouses, 1872-73.”

In presenting their eighth annual report to the

vestry, with the usual statement of accounts,

the reporters state that the year now completed

has been the most favourable for bathing and

washing yet experienced during tho five year.s

this Institution has been open. The receipts

are 432Z. lOs. Ijd. more than on any previous

year ;
and the increase has been continuous in

every way since the opening. The balance-

sheet shows that the total revenue from all

sources has been 3,4.031. 10a. 5d.
;
and the ex-

penditure for instalments and interest on tho

balance of loans, is 2,0501. Ss., while the total

expenditure is 4,2 181. Is. 8d., showing tho work-

ing expenses to be 2,1911. 16s. 8d., making the

profit on the year 1,2711. 13s. 9d.
;
and had it

not been for the unusual increase in the cost of

fuel, this amount would have been still more.

“Electricity and Magnetism. By Deeming
Jenkin, P.R.S.S., L. & E-, M.I.C.E., Professor of

Engineering in the University of Edinburgh.

London : Longmans, Green, & Co. 1873.” This

treatise, though ono of a series of text-books of

science, adapted for the use of artizans and
students in public and other schools, is not to be

classed with the general run of such treatises,

inasmuch as one special purpose of it is to

initiate tho outer public into the inner modes of

thought and talk among savans themselves, and
not to adhere rigidly to the ordinary text-book

style. As the author remarks
“ In England at the present time it may almost be said

that there are two sciences of electricity—one that is

taught in ordinary text-books, and tho other a sort of

floating science known more or less perfectly to practical

electricians, and expressed in a fragmentary manner in

papers by Faraday, Thomson, Maxwell, Joule, Siemens,
Mnttliiossen, Clark, Turley, Culler, and others. Tho
acioiieoof the schools is so dissimilar from that of the

practical electrician that it has been quite impossible to

give students any sufficient, or even approximately suffi-

cient, text-book The plan followed is as follows ;

—

First, a general synthetical view of the science has been
given, in which the main phenomena are described and
the terms employed explained. This general view of the

science cannot he made very easy reading, although it

will probably be found easier by those «ho have no pre-

conceived notions about tension, intensity, and so forth,

than by students of old text-books. If this portion of the

work can he mastered, tho student will then be readily

able to understand what follows, viz., the description of

(lie apparatus used to measure electrical magnitudes, and
to produce electricity under various conditions.”

“Notes on BocIb and Bedding, bisfcorical

and anecdotal. By James N. Blyth. Simpkin,

Marshall, & Co.” This small volume contains a

good deal of interesting matter in regard to

beds and bedding, ancient and modern.
“ Honiton Lace-raaking, illustrated. London :

The Bazaar (Newspaper) Office, Wellington-

street.” “Full and practical instructions for

acquiring this beautiful art,” with patterns

illustrated, are given in this useful little treatise.

gliscjlknja.

Whitby Piers and Harbour Commis-
sioners.— At a meeting of the Piers and
Harbour Trustees, an important plan, prepared
uiider tho instructioua of the Local Board was
taken into consideration. This plan is for the
formation of a new quay by the side of the
harbour to Bogbole, in connexion with the North-
Eastern Railway, and near the termini of the
Scarbro’ and Whitby and Middlesbro’, Redcar,
and Whitby Union Railways

;
and also for the

opening out of a new road at the end of Baxter,
gate, as an approach to the railway. The plan

comprises a 75 ft. quay, and a 30 ft. road. The
plan, with a little modification, received the

approval of the commissioners, and, it is hoped,

will also meet the views of the North-Eastern
directors, who are expected to visit Whitby at

Whitsuntide.

National Healtli Society.—This society

held its seventh meeting this season at the rooms

of the Social Science Association, on May 1st,

when the subject of “Infant Mortality” was
considered in a paper by Dr. Alfred Carpenter,

of Croydon
;

tho means also by which consti-

tutional weakness is developed were discussed

at some length. The author urged that every

man is entitled, at birth, to a full measure of

health, and that any departure from that standard

is to some extent depriving him of bis birthright.

Ue considered, therefore, hereditary or constitii-

tionnl weaknesses as mortgages effected by tho

profligacy or the ignorance of our ancestors, and
that it became the duty of tho society to show
tho way in which such mortgages could be paid

off. Ho pointed out that Darwin’s observations

had demonstrated how errors became imparted
to progeny, and that hereditary diseases were
errors propagated in tho descendants of those

who committed such errors. Ho then pointed

out that it was shown statistically that 81 per

cent, of our population were hurried into another

world before their time in consequence of such

errors, and that the wholesale destruction of

infant life which went on yearly in Christian

England was far beyond the destruction which

was perpetrated by King Herod before the com-

mencement of the Christian era. Ue then showed
that such destruction was not a necessary con-

tingency, but could bo materially reduced by
corporate action, illustrating his point by refer-

enco to the sub-district of Beddington and Wal-

lington, in which is situated the Croydon sewage
farm. Dr. Cai'pcnter observed that in London
one in six children born, died before it reached

tlie age of ono year ;
whilst in Beddington, in a

population of 3,000 persons, most of whom lived

within half a mile of the sewage-farm, the death-

rate was only 1 in 13V.

Uniformity of Valuation Bill. — Mr.

Stansfeld’s Bill for tho uniformity of valuation

classes rateable property as follows :— 1. Houses

or buildings without land otherwise than gardens,

where the gross value is under 201., maximum
rate of deduction to be one-fourth ;

2. Houses

and buildings without land other than gardens

and pleasure - grounds valued therewith for

inhabited house duty, where the gross value is

20Z. and under 401., maximum dednetion to be

one-fifth
;

3. The like, where the gross value is

•lOZ. or upwards, maximum deduction one-sixth ;

4. Buildings without land which are not liable

to inhabited house duty and aro of a gross value

of 201. and under -iOl., maximum deduction one-

fifth; 5. The like, of a gross value of 401. and

upwards, maximum deduction one-sixth
j

G.

Land with buildings not houses, one-tenth
;

7.

Land without buildings, one-twentieth ;
8. Mills

and manufactories, one-third. The following are

all placed together, viz., brickyards ;
mines and

quarries
;
rights of fishing, fowling, shooting, and

sporting; tithes and titlie rent-charge ;
railways,

canals, docks, tolls, waterworks, and gasworks ;

and rateable hereditaments not included in the

foregoing classes; and the maximum rate of

deductions lor all these is to be determined in

each case according to the circumstances and tho

general principles of law, as amended by this

Bill. Tho maximum rates of deductions above

prescribed aro also not to apply to houses or

buildings let out in separate tenements; the rato

in such oases is to be determined by the assess-

ment committee.

Society of Biblical Arcliteology.—It is

intended shortly to publish a series of transla-

tions of all the important Assyrian and Egyptian

texts which exist in the various collections of

England and tho Continent, and thus place before

the English student the remains of undoubtedly

the oldest and most authentic literature in the

world, the foundation of all history, archmology,

and Biblical exposition, tbe contemporaneous

records of the nations and writers of the

Bible. The selection of the records will not be

confined to those bearing directly on the text

of the Bible, but embrace the entire range of

Egyptian and Assyrian history and literature.

TRe Annual Conversazione of tbe President

of the Institution of Civil Engineers is to take

place on Tuesday next, the 27th inst., in tho

West Galleries of the International E.xhibition.

The invitations have again been issued in tho

names of the President and Mrs. Hawksley

;

and the distinguishing feature of last years’

reception,—the presence of ladies,—is to be

repeated. The machinery will bo shown in

motion, and will be explained by the different

exhibitors, aided by members of the Institution.
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Tlie New Deaf and Dumb Institution,
Bristol.—The new premises now boing built for
tlie Deaf and Dumb Institution at Bristol, near
the Queen’s Hotel, Tyndall’s Park, is in a for-

ward state. It is being erected from designs by
Mr. J. Sevan, of Bristol, architect, and the
work is beir^ done by Mr. Gay, contractor. The
new institution is designed to accommodate
abont seventy children (double the number of
pnpils now under instruction). The style is

domestic Gothic. The building will consist of a
basement and three stories. The principal
entrance in the middle will be approached from
the Queen’s Hotel-road by a flight of steps; at
the back of the entrance. hall will be the prin-
cipal staircase, and behind that a large room for
meals, with a school-room over. A wing on
either side of the entiance will provide rooms
for the committee and matron, apartments for
the teachers, and day-rooms and dormitories for
the first-class and other pupils,—the boys occu-
pying the right and the girls the left wing. A
room at the top of the house is set apart for sick
inmates. The basement contains the usual
domestic offices and bathing and lavatory accom-
modation for the children. At the back of the
building is a largo playground. The master’s
residence stands at the end of the Institution,
and will overlook the park. The bnilding will
be of local stone, with freestone dressings. In
addition to the estimated value of the present
house, •1-,000Z. will be required for the new build,
ing, the purchase of the site, and extra furniture

Mr. PlimsoU, oiu* Seamen, and our Ships.
It is to be regretted that Mr. Plimsoll has met
with difficulties, even with the Board of Trade,
in his endeavours to secure the safety of our
ships and our seamen

; for he complains that
i^ormation has been refused by the Board to
aid him in the saving of lives, while this very
information was freely given to underwriters in
order to aid them in making their investments !

Nevertheless, the influence of coming legislation
IB felt, and “is working wonders,’’ according to
Mr. Plimsoll, in the repair of ships, and notwith-
st^ding “the cry of the Board of Trade for
delay.” Why should there be any delay in the
sa-nng of lives ? As to overloading, aud espe-
cially deck-Ioading, Mr. Plimsoll has put into
pnn^d form, and is circulating, a speech of

Canadian Parliament recently,
^hich js important and instructive. It shows
the deplorable extent and the awful character
of the results which followed the removal from
the Statute Book, in 1S62, of the prohibition
wbicb previously existed against the practice of
deck-loading. The Commission is at work.

College Authorities and the
North-east of London.—The vestry autho-
nties of St. Luke’s have issued a pamphlet

stating objections to the proposalm the Endowed Schools Commissioners that the
Dulwich College authorities give 10,000Z. to each
of the parishes of St. Luke and St. Botolph,
towards the erection of schools, under Edward
-illeyn s will, for the benefit of the lower middle
class

;
and urging that while 135,000Z. have been

expended for the benefit of 322,000 sonls on the
Booth of the Thames, and educating a little over
600 boys, the sum of 20,000Z. is very inadequate
to the educational wants of a population on the
north of the Thames estimated at •175,000 souls
for whose wants at present no college has been
provided. They are the more earnest in their
opposition to the scheme of the commissioners
because it is notified that the next step which
the latter propose to take is to erect more
schools on the Surrey side of the water. It is
intended to hold several public meetings in the
north-east of the metropolis on the subject.

Proposed Museum for Sheffield.—At a
recent meeting of the Town Council, the mayor
moved, “That it be an instruction to the Free
Public Libraries Committee to procure plansand estimates for the erection of a publicmuseum on the site immediately adjoining the
Central Library building, and to submit the
Bame for the approval of this Council.” AfterBome discassion, Mr. Robertshaw moved as an
amendment, “ That the Free Library Committee
be mstrncted to take mto consideration the best
means of utilising the land adjoining the Free
Library buildings, and report to the Council
thereon. The committee, he said, might then
consider, not only the utilisation of this land, but
whether they could get more land, and then
they conld erect a municipal-hall and a museum
S?' ^ majority of
ly to 14 m favour of the amendment.

Alterations at the Islington Workhouse
Schools.—At a recent meeting of the local
Board of guardians, the clerk presented Mr,
Higgins’s bill, as surveyor for alterations at the
schools. It amounted to 291. The contract
amounted, Mr. King said, to 500Z. Mr. Wilt,
shire said the surveyor’s charge was 6 per cent,,
and a first-class architect would only have
charged 5 per cent. He observed that a charge
had been made on the value of old materials
which ought not to be allowed. Mr. King said
the School Visiting Committee had carefully
examined the account, and they considered if

satisfactory. It had been settled that architect!
were entitled to charge a commission on utilising
old materials, as their skill was required ir

dealing with them. The amount was only 51
He moved that the bill be paid. After some
discussion, in course of which Mr. Wiltehire
moved as an amendment, that a commission ol

5 per cent, be paid on 4-12Z., the amount of the
two contracts, the motion of Mr. Wiltshire was
carried.

Alexandra Palace.—The opening of th
Alexandra Palace and Park on (this) Saturday
the 24th instant, will be an event of importance
as adding a new place of amusement and reorea
tion to the metropolis, and especially as providinj
for residents in the great and rapidly growiuj
northern suburbs an establishment offerinj

similar attractions to those so long enjoyed a
the Crystal Palace by their southern brethren
The natural beauty of the Alexandra Park
heightened as it is by judicious and tastefu
planting, would alone suffice to attract myriad,
of visitors, and the extent of the grounds (vvhicl

embrace 220 acres) renders them a valuable
addition to the existing lungs of London. Thi
great^ organ, by Mr. Willis, built under thi
superintendence of Sir Michael Costa, is one o
the largest and finest instruments in the kiug
dom. A first-rate orchestra has been formed b’
Mr. Weiat Hill, the conductor of the company’"
music, and an efficient choir of 300 voices wil
assist in the oratorios and other gi-eat perform
ances which are to be given in the Palace.

A Town Lig-hted by Air Gas.—Grea
Marlow has been lighted by way of experimen
with air gas, by charging common air with vapou;
of mineral oil by means of Kromschroder’i
patented apparatus. The result is said to have
been satisfactory; the new gas having one-hal;
higher illuminating power than the old. It was
also stated that the new gas burns more slowlj
than coal gas, so that 100 ft. of it will go at least
twice as far as 100 ft. of coal gas. It is said tc
store and travel quite as well, and can bo pro-
duced at half the cost. The gas is inodorous and
not explosive. A gallon of petroleum makes
about 700 ft., and 70 ft. of air make 100 ft. of
the gas. If all this be correct, it remains to be
seen whether gas companies are to appropriate
the advantages to themselves, or will at least
share them with the public. The inventor of
the apparatus proposes to provide cheap gene-
rators on a small scale for house cellars.

International Fruit, Flower, and Vege-
table^ Bxh.ibition. — A great horticultural
exhibition is to be held in the beginning of
September at the Manchester Botanical Gardens,
under the patronage of her Majesty, who has sub’
scribed 25Z.,and of other members of the Royal
family. The council of the Manchester Botanical
and Horticultural Society have subscribed 400Zi
towards the necessary expenses. A committee
has been appointed, and subscriptions are
solicited. A liberal sum will be offered in prizes,
and the committee believe this will be the
greatest horticultural show of its kind ever seen.
Fruits of foreign growth, as from France, Italy,
Holland aud Belgium, Austria aud Prussia,
Turkey and Egypt, and from the United States
of America, will be brought together, and placed
side by side with fruits grown in our own land.
There can be no doubt but that such a display
will be both instructive and attractive.

Officers of the Royal Academy.—Mr. J. P.
Knight having retired, after many years’ service,
from the post of secretary, the cooncil have
determined, we understand, to seek by adver-
tisement a new secretary outside the walls of
the Academy. The position is one which should
command the services of a man of ability. The
keepership is also vacant, Mr. Charles Landseer
having resigned the appointment. This will
doubtless be again filled by an Academician.
Some changes in the library are talked of with
the view of relieving the principal librarian, and
affording additional facilities to readers.

Congregational Church and Schools
Leek. — Extension of Buildings.— A new
range of buildings has just been completed
here : comprising on the ground-floor a lecturej
room, 45 ft. by 22 ft., with entrance, «to.

; and,
above that, four commodious class-rooms, com.
municating with the present upper scboolroom.
The new building is stone-faced, as the rest, and
finished at each end by a gable and substantial
buttressed chimney. On the lower story it has
two cusped three-light windows into the lecture-
room, and a door-case, with pointed, segment^
moulded ai'ch, resting upon short columns, with
carved caps in the jambs

;
the upper story gives

a diversified skyline by three gablets, with a
cusped two-light, and circlet over in each. Mr.'
T7. Sugden, of Leek, is architect of all th©
buildings.

The Trades Movement.—The cai’pentersi
employed by Mr. W. Brown, builder, Loudou-i
road, Lynn, have struck for an advance of 6d*
a day wages. It appears that Mr. Brown has a
contract on hand to be completed by a certain
time on forfeiture of 51. a day, and consequently
engaged some Norwich hands at 6d. a day abov©
those regularly employed : hence the dissatisfac-i

tion and strike. Twelve men employed at tha
ironworks of a large firm near Wolverhamptoa
left their duty suddenly at the end of the week,
because they could not get an immediatal
increase of wages. The furnaces were thus out
of blast for four days, and the puddlers andi
millmen idle. The offenders were brought before,
the magistrates, when they expressed contrition,i

and a^eed to pay 10a. each as compensation for:

mischief which cost their employers lOOZ.

The New Telegraph Cable Ship.—Thai
first ship that was ever constructed for the spooiali
purpose of laying telegraph cables has arrived:
in the Thames. She has been constructed fon
Hooper’s Telegraph Works (Limited), by Messrs/
Mitchell & Co., of Newcastle. The length of the
vessel is 350 ft., beam 55 ft., depth 36 ft., and
the registered tonnage 5,000 tons. She has ant
unusually large beam in proportion to her length,
it being an important object to have the circular
tanks for the stowage of the telegraph cables of.

as large dimensions as possible. The cable-tanks-
are three in number, and consist of circulari
cylinders extending from the inner bottom ta;

upper deck, and of as large a diameter as thej

beam of the ship would permit. Their structure-
is incorporated with that of the hull itself, in
such a way as to give mutual support.

Royal Architectural Museum.—The Goldr
smiths’ Company have forwarded to the council;
of the Royal Architectural Museum a donation'
of 50Z. to help the institution in its work, in

.

return for which the council undertake toex-i
hibit the designs for the plate for which the;
Goldsmiths’ Company offer prizes. The art-i

workmen’s [evening modelling and drawing;
classes have been well attended, as many asi
sixty entrance-fees having been paid. This re-:
suit is mainly owing to the very practical i

instruction imparted by Messrs. Brindley and t

Redfern, two members of the Museum council, I

who have generonsly taken the duties of honorary
)

instructors, while the council are seeking funds
i

to provide for a permanent paid teacher.

A New Club-house for Liverpool.—Wo
understand (says the Liverpool Albion) that a ;

munificent gift is about to bo made to the Con-
servative party in Liverpool. A millionaire <

alderman has just effected the purchase of the i

property and ground at the jnnetion of North ;

John-street and Tictoria-streeb at a cost of nearly
;

30,0001., with a view to erecting there a building ;

adapted for the purposes of a club, which he is i

to hand over to the Conservative party as a t

free gift for political purposes.

Value of a House in. Pall-mall. — The i

freehold mansion, land-tax redeemed, known as ;

Adair House, Pall-mall aud St. James’s-square, i

lately in the occupation of the Dowager Lady
j

Adair, recently deceased, was sold by auction, i

on "Wednesday last, by Messrs. Rushworth, i

Abbott, & Co., of Savile-row, and produced the i

large sum of 35,500Z. If we remember rightly, '

a larger sum was offered for it by the adjoining i

club, when they were arranging to build their

house.

Fortmadoc.—A new church, to accommodate
•WO persons, will shortly be commenced at .

Portmadoc, North Wales. The building is to b©
carried out under the supervision of local archi- i

tects, Messrs. Roberts & Morrow, from draw- '

ings by Messrs. Axmann & Perrott, of London, :

architects.
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Bolton and its Toion

Hall

HE new Town Hall, at

Bolton, of which we
give plans this week,*

and which is to be for-

mally opened by H.R.H.
the Prince of Wales on

Juno 5th, will be com-

pleted by that date so

far as the principal

apartments are con-

cerned, although in

many minor points

there will be a good deal

still incomplete, the in-

tendeddato of the open-

ing having been un-

avoidably anticipated

by a month or two, in

accordance with the en-

gagementsoftho Prince
and Princess. The building occupies an exceed,

ingly effective site, in what is called “ Town
Eall-square,” with a wide area in front, and a
very fair amount of open space on the other
three sides : the buildings flanking this square
iare unfortunately, at present, of a comparatively
1mean and common typo

j
and it is to be hoped

that in time they will be rebuilt with such a
degree of stateliness as to form a more suitable

Bnrronnding to the new building. We could
scarcely recommend, however, the adoption of

the same stylo or manner, for such rebuilding,

as that which has been adopted in the Town
Hall, which is the usual “ school ” type of Roman
design, with an engaged order of colomns or
pilasters, running through two stories, and with
the usual character of window-dressiugs, pedi.

ments, and so on. The symmetrical disposi-

tion of these features always gives, though
not a novel, a stately effect, when arranged
on a largo scale, as in the present caaoj and the
building will retain this effect, at all events
until weather and time shall have told on it.

We shall, however, give a view of the exterior

next week, and onr readers can form their own
judgment.

In regard to the interior, the plan is in moat
respects praiseworthy, especially in regard to

I the manner in which the corridor communication
is carried right round the building, as will ho

I

seen on the plane
j which in other respects, as

to tho arrangement of the various compartments,
will sufficiently explain themselves. The great

I deficiency is the want of what may he called

a grand or “ state ” staircase in connexion with
tho main entrance. There is no lack of stair-

case accommodation, but there is no grand or

effective route from the principal entrance to

the mayor’s state apartments. The basement
is occupied by waterworks’, treasurer’s, and
rate offices, and other municipal offices, and by
the police accommodation and prisoners’ cells

;

a large part of the basement under the great
hall being utilised as a drill and muster room
for the police force. This portion of the base-
ment has to be lighted almost entirely by gas,
bat in nearly every other part of the offices the
windows are ample, and the light is very good :

the building being elevated on a very high rusti-
cated base, this story is entirely above the

' See p. -Ifle.

ground, and the principal business entrances for

the public are on the ground level, and very
conveniently placed for access to those offices

where the chief pressure of business will occur.

The corridors and the floor under the great hall

are fireproof (on Dennett’s principle), tho rest

of the floors hoarded. The first-floor corridor

is laid entirely with Minton’s tiles, in a simple

and suitable pattern, forming a succession of

panels
j in the ground-floor corridor the same

motive is carried out with the border tiles only,

the rest being flagged, excepting the principal

entrance and the corridor immediately adjoining,

which is laid with a more elaborate tile design

(not completed at the time our notes were
made). The walls are flnished with ordinary

plaster, the principal rooms being decorated in

colour. The roof of the great hall is (construc-

tionally) an ordinary queeu-post truss, the
visible ceiling being formed by heavy coffered

panels in plaster moulding and bracketing. The
roofs are slated throughout with Velinhelli

slates.

The large hall, without making much pretence
to architectural grandeur, is a very cheerful-

looking and effective room, as finished and
decorated by Messrs. Simpson & Sons. The
deeply-coffered ceiling, already mentioned, has
an undeniably good effect on the eye, and its

hollows and projections will servo to break up
and disperse any echo which might have been
returned from a perfectly flat ceiling wlien the

hall was used for music; though it is matter for

regret to see so much labour and material fpent

in mere lath and plaster cradling. A gallery,

capable of accommodating two ranks of seats,

runs round three sides of the room (very much
on the same plan as what is called “ the balcony ”

in St. James’s Hall, Piccadilly), the under side

of this gallery being bracketed out from the

wall in the form of a cove, which makes the

fiuish to the lower stage of the design, consisting

of wall-pilasters and arcades. Above the gallery

the wall is divided by shallow pilasters running
from the surbase to tho comice, with tho usual

slice of architrave, balanced on the top of each
pilaster, which seems inevitable in buildings in

this style, and carrying an arcade which cuts

into the cove of the main ceiling. The pilasters

are made a good deal deeper against tho end
opposite the orchestra, with tho view, probably,

of breaking up a return echo. Tho space occu-

pied by the orchestra (subtracting the large

amount required for the organ), is not very
great, and will not accommodate a band and
chorus of adequate numbers (if this is considered

a desideratum), but perhaps speaking rather than
music will be the chief use to which tho hall will

be put. The room is calculated to seat an
audience of 1,800. Tho material, bard plaster,

with which tho walls and ceiling are almost

entirely finished, will make this a room with a
decided tendency to echo, and rather reverbera-

tive than sonorous
;
but as the hall is not on the

largest scale, this will not be so disadvantageous

as it might otbex'wise be. Tho decorations of the

walls and ceiling are in tho main effective,

though there is in this, as well as in other parts

of the building, too liberal a use of gilding on
the ceiling for refinement of effect; the best

portions are tho pilasters and wall panels of the

upper portion of the room,—the former a deep

red with foliated scroll ornament of a good type
and the latter diapered in gold on a warm cream
ground. The treatment of the doors, with panels

in black and gold on stiles of a warm morone
tint, is very effective per se, bat rather too pro-

nounced for tho rest of tho -work, Round the

frieze of the hall are inscribed the following

texts :
—“Except the Lord build the house, they

labour in vain that build it : except the

Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but
in vain.” “Blessed aro the nations whose God
is the Lord, and the people whom He hath chosen

for His own inheritance.” We confess to a con-

,

viction that the feeling of the said passages is

singularly out of keeping with the style of their

decorative surroundings, and to a decided dis-

like to see words which, if they mean anything,

mean something very deep and serious indeed,

thrown in as part of a decorator’s ordinary stock-

in-trade
;
with a more refined and intellectual

style of design, they might go very well indeed.

The figures of angels blowing trumpets in the

spandrels are, on Messrs. Simpson’s own autho-

rity, “boldly drawn” (whatever that may
mean) • we should be disposed to call them
absurd. The semicircular windows over the
cornice are filled with stained glass in panels
painted in grisaille, furnished by Mr. Barnett, of

Newcastle-on-Tyue
; tho work answers its pur-

pose, but might have been better. The arches

at each extremity of the longer sides, not
pierced with windows, are treated as recesses

occupied by four groups of plaster figures, each
consisting of a female figure and two children,

and representing tho four Seasons
; these

are modelled by Mr. Paul, and though not
“high art,” are well-intentioned and pleas-

ing. “Winter” is the best composed and
most original. On tho whole this hall may
be characterised as a successful piece of

ordinary decoration, appealing rather to the eye
than the mind. We should mention that the

surbase at the back of the gallery is faced by
parquetry in various coloured woods by Messrs.

Arrowsmith, who have also executed a more
elaborate parquetry plinth and dado to the
Council Cliambcr

;
the whole of this work is

exceedingly creditable to them, both in regard

to good taste in arrangement and excellence of

execution. Above the parquetry wainscot the

wall of the Council Chamber is decorated

in panels with scroll ornament, and with a
frieze above, with diaper ground on which
at intervals ai’e introduced small panels con-

taining figures emblematic of various Bolton
industries. The ceiling, which is divided into

panels with a sepai’ate design in each panel, is

the best part of the decoration here, and the best

perhaps in tho building. The decorations of the

mayor’s banqueting-room display again in the

ceiling that over - use of what may be called

“gilded v^ctation,” which is not in good taste,

though it gives what is called a “handsome”
appearance to a room ; tho rest of the decoration

in this room is well balanced and effective, and
the figures on tho ceiling and frieze representing

the “planets,” tho “months,” and the “four
elements,” aro some of them very elegant, and
a great deal better than the “industry” figures

in the Council Chamber. As to Ihe “ silhouettes

of edible animals ” round tho walls, a whim in the

decoration of dming-rooms which is becoming a
fashion now, we should say that they were very

fitted to amirse children, but out of place on any
other consideration. The double columns near

each end of this room are a warning instance of

‘‘ constructed decoration.” They stand on nothing

below this floor, and carry nothing, not oven a
‘soffit,” but are planted straight up against tho

ceiling. The effect is not good. The Mayor’s

Reception-room (not yot decorated) may be
made a very effective little chamber, considering

its situation, plan, and lofty proportions ; but it

is deficient in light, its single windows being
screened by the colonnade in front, an instance

of tho result of using southern styles in a
northern climate. The Sessions Court is well

arranged and well lighted, with two tiers of

windows and a skylight of obscured plate glass,

with embossed ornamental design. Tho various

communications with the court, for magistrates

police, the jury, aud the public, are conveniently

arranged, and quite independent of each other.

The business-rooms in general Lave an ample
provision of light, and the conndors as much as

is possible with the plan of building, and, on the

whole, perhaps as much as is necessary. Each
pf the longer passages is commanded by a stair-
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case window opposite each end, so as to give a

through light.

The principal contracts for the building have
been carried out by Messrs. Ellis & Ilinchcliffe, of

Manchester, whose work includes the ordinary

particulars of a general building contract, with
the addition of the approaches, which are being
newly paved, &c., under the superintendence of

Mr. J. Proctor, the borough Surveyor. Of the
external work we will furnish oue or two particu-

lura next week, when we propose to give the
view of the exterior. The bells, including one
large bell for striking the hours and four qirarter- '

bells, are by Messrs. Warner & Sons. The clock,

manufactured by Messrs. Potts & Sons, of Leeds,
is from designs and plans by Jlr. E. B. Denison.
It will ring chimes at the quarters in a some-
what similar manner to the Westminster clock.

The dials arc 12 ft. in diameter, the centre-piece
being 8 ft. diameter, in one casting of half-inch
plate-glass ; they will bo illuminated at night.
The whole of the internal decorations are, as we
have said, by Messrs. W. B. Simpson & Sons,
except the decoration of the corridors, which is

by Mr. Ileyes, of Bolton. The sculpture in the
tyiupaumu, which constitutes the chief external
decoration, is by Mr. Calder Marshall. The
locks and door-furniture are supplied by Messrs.
Smith, of Birmingham, and are of excellent
quality. The kitchen-range and tiling, and the
grates and chimney-pieces on first floor, arc sup-
plied by Mr. Wilson, of Manchester; those on
the ground-floor by Messrs. Pattison, also of

Manchester. The tiling is entirely supplied,
we believe, by Minton, Hollins, & Co.

;
but

the only portion laid by them is that in
the principal entrance : the rest has been laid

by Messrs. Bournes & Son, of Leeds. The
ornamental cast-iron work has been furnished
by Messrs. Macfarlane, and includes a particu-
larly good and appropriate pattern of stair-rail-

ing. The warming and ventilation of the build-
ing has been carried out by Messrs. Hadon &
Sou, of Ti’owbridgo, who have also supplied the
hoists, &o. The great hall is warmed by hot air,

admitted through perforations in front of the
platform. This seems rather a one-sided (or
one-ended) way of heating a large room, and
would have a tendency to keep one end of the
room too warm while the other is too cold. Per.
baps the [position for the inlet is chosen on
the principle, that in rooms for hearing in,

the system of admission and expulsion of air
should tend in the same direction a.s that in
which sound is to be propagated, and thus the
words of the orator or the notes of the vocalist
are to be borne on a blast of hot air to tbo
furthest corner of the apartment. This is the
only portion of the building which is warmpd with
hot air, the heat in the other rooms and tho cor-
ridors being supplied (in addition to ordinary
fii-eplaces) by a hot water circulating system
and hot-water coils, which latter are liberally
supplied, under the windows of the larger rooms,
the banqueting-hall, council chamber, i'c. The
inlet for ventilation (besides windows) is by
ordinary wall gratings, communicating with the
rooms. The outlet fur the great hall is through
part of the small ornamental coffers along the
margin of the ceiling, and thence into the main
tower, which thus unites the useful with the
ornamental, and becomes the principal venti-
lator. All the rest of the used-up atmosphere
in the building is taken to four ventilating shafts
which rise above the roof, over the four corners
of the large hall, and form external features.
These will have a hot-water coil inserted in them
to insure a curi’cnt upward. The water arran^^e-
ments of the entire building have been supplied
and carried out by the Bolton Waterworks Com-
pany, and by Mr. R. Hayworth, of Manchester,
plumber, the supply including a S-in. main for
working the bellows of the organ by hydraulic
pressure. Mr. Hayworth has also furaished the
speaking-tubee, which form a communication
between tho principal rooms of the buildiu".
The fittings of the court and council chamber
are supplied by Messrs. Dovestone, Bird, & Hull,
of Manchester; the lightning-conductors and
terminals by Messrs. Hibbert & Son, of tho
same town. Thp gas supply is laid on by the
Bolton Corporation Gas Company (the corpora-
tion having recently become proprietors of the
prmcipal gasworks, originally a private enter-
prise), under the superintendence of their
manager, Mr. Veevers; the chandeliers in the
great hall,—eighteen in number,—are furnished
by the Midland Architectural Metalworks Com-
pany, of Coventry, as also that in the mayor’s
reception-room

;
that in the Borough Court

by Messrs. Messengers, of Birmingham; and

those in the mayoi-’s dining-room by Messrs.
Wingfield, of the same town, who have also sup-
plied the corridor lamps

;
the pendants and

brackets in other rooms are also supplied by
these two last-named firms. The organ is being
built by Messrs. Gray & Davison.
The building has been erected from the de-

signs and plans of Mr. W. Hill, of Leeds, Mr.
Woodhouse, of Bolton, having acted as resident
and assistant architect

;
and the work has been

executed under the immediate superintendence
of Mr. Jepbson, as clerk of the works. The
totals of the principal contracts are as follow

rA = £11,373
General contract -<11= 45,15)

CC = 13,390
Additional sum 200

Approaclics 1,734
BelJa 1,105
Purquetcrie 646
Decorations 5,30i)

Sculpture in Tjmpanuni 1,000
Grates, Ranges, audCliimney-
pieces 896

Clock 581
Tiling 2,000
Heating Apparatus 752
Boilers ana Hoists 360
Lightning Coiidueiors 150
Fittings in Court and Council
Chamber 1,130

Organ 3,000

The total cost, including purchase of site, will

be about 150,0001.

Having thus discharged our conscience of the
business statistics in regard to the New Town-
hall, we may be at leisure to look round us for a
few minutes and notice anything else that may
call for remark in connexion with the architec-
tural aspect of Boltou. The general look of
things is not, we must confess, either interesting
or exciting; such “ picturesque” effect as there
may be in the older streets resulting rather from
a general embrowned smokiness than from any
more captivating qualities. The approach to
Bolton, by the way, from the Wigan side, is by
no means devoid of the picturesque, and the
landscape is not so blackened and defaced as in

the immediate vicinity of some other manufac-
turing towns. Tho street architecture, however,
may certainly be pronounced, in the main,
capable of a good deal of improvement. The
principal architectural work of recent date is

Mr. Paley’s large church at tho end of Deane’s,
gate, which derives tho more effect from the
sudden and rapid fall of the street here towards
the east, leaving the church on a high-level
promontory. It is a cross chiircli, in the Late
Geometric style, with a north-west tower of
very dignified design and treatment, the detail

of the upper portion verging more towards the
later Decorated or Curvilinear style. The whole
treatment is broad and simple throughout. Tho
walls are entirely of ashlar masonry. The nave
is lofty, and with a wide arcade on rather slender
piers, giving a look of ample space. There is not
a detail in tho building, as far as we noticed,
that is nob repeated from Mediaeval Gothic

;
but,

as a specimen of modern Gothic of the “ con-
servative” school, it is very good indeed. Be-
sides this, the buildings by Mr. Woodhouse,
already named as resident architect for the
Town-hall, form the best items by far among
the newer work. The Gas Company’s Offices,

closely adjoining Town-hall-square, is a very
good building of the French Gothic type, of
red brick, with stone bands. Tho windows are
very well treated. The office portion is well
discriminated from the mere working portion
in the external design. The whole of the internal

fittings are in good keeping, and are effective in

design without ignoring utility. The front of

Bradford-buildings, in Mawdsley-street, by the
same architect, is another well designed
and effective red brick building. A new
bank in Deanesgato is getting up, from the
designs of Messrs. Canliffo & Freeman,—

a

builffing of light-tinted freestone, with grey
granite shafts, and showing a very good
type of conventional foliage carving iu the
capitals, and other decorations

;
but the “ style

”

is scarcely developed in the present stage of the
building. Bolton possesses a park also, to be
attained by a walk out to the north of the town,
through very grimy and uninviting streets, and
past waste land of a desolate-looking character ;

but theparkitself is well situated on a slope rising

from the banks of the small stream, the Croal,
“ upon ” which the town is situated, or would be,
if the stream were large enough for any town to

be supposed to be situated on it. The park is well
laid out provisionally

;
that is to say, there are

tbo materials for a very pretty place, but it

wants more flowers and ornamental gardening.
The terrace along the top forms a fine promenade,

affording a view not only of the smoke of Bulton,

but on a clear day (as we were credibly informed)
of the estuary of the Mersey in the distance.

This portion of the gi'ound is further diversified

by a kind of temple or tribune, with pillars and
arches in front, which forms a conspicuous object

from the railway below, where passengers gene-
rally wonder “ what it is ”

;
hut if they got out

and came up the hill, they would be no nearer
finding out. Eetumiug along the Chorley-road
(the “ West-cud” of Bolton, bordered by a neat
type of houses, and neater gardens), we may
notice a little off the road the Wesleyan Chapel,
another of Mr. Woodhouse’s works, the treat-

ment of the west end of which is highly
creditable to its architect, both in regard
to the play of line in the buttresses, and
the provision for effect of light and shadow
in arches and window recesses; this is o

better little bit of modern Gothic design than
one often meets with in a provincial town, and
we may congratulate Bolton on possessing a local

architect of more than average ability. Further
in, in St. George’s-road, is tho Congi-egational

Chapel, by Mr. Oliver, of Newcastle, who is not
unknown as the architect of a good many
Dissenting places of worship, but who has done
better things than this; it is too flat, and desti.

tube of relief and shadow in reveals and mould-
ings. The market in Bolton, the main portion

birilt a good while ago, is an e.xcellent specimen
(internally) of what a general market should be.

in regard to light and ventilation
;

tho fish-

market, a more recent erection, is equally

suitable in this respect, and shows a little more
attempt at external architectural expression of o

suitable nature; the old market being a mere
“classic” screen externally. From the fish tc

the river is a natural transition
;
not that there

is much connexion between them in this parti-

cular case, but it may interest the admirers ol

the great Thames Embankment work to know
that similar schemes have been carried out
almost simultaneously in other towns

;
and

Boltou also has its embankment scheme. The
river aforesaid, which “washes” tho town of

Bulton (no ordinary task), runs in a deep narrow
channel through a part of the town, between
the houses; that is to say, it “runs” now, but
it appears that it formerly crawled throughmud
mud, and in droughty weather approached to c

state bordering on stagnation, endangering the

health of loyal inhabitants on its banks. Where'
upon the corporation of Bolton, with a wise con.

sidemtion of the fitness of things, laid each of the

banks with a smooth stone pavement, sloping down
on each side, and leaving in the centre a deeper
channel, down which, even in dry weather, the

“silver Croal” now rushes in an impetuous tor-

rent, at least 2 ft. wide. As to tho “ silver,”

however, that is but a poetic epithet, for the
sewers discharge into it. Seriously, however,
this embanking was the most sensible thing that

could bo done with the stream, and when there

is a heavy rain, a most efficient “scour” is at

once secured
;
aud such a piece of sanitary work

is none the less meritorious for being on a small
scale. The question of sewage is being mooted
here too, and its “utilisation,” we understand, is

to be attempted. But there our notes on Bolton
must close for the present.

REFERENCE TO PLANS.

Ground Pluit.

1. Clerk of tho Peace and
Borough Prosecalor.

2. Magistrates’ clerk.

3. Magistrates’ rooms.
4. Sessions court.
5. Jurors’ retiring-room.
6. Jurors’ waiting-room.
7. 'Witnesses' rooms.
8. Ladies’ retiring-room.
9. Ante-room.

1. Refreshment-room.
2. Waiting-room.
3. Grand Jury room.
4. Sessions court.
5. Coromittee-room.
6. Committee-room.
7. Mayor’s parlour.
8. Council chamber.
9. Town Clerk’s ollices.

10. Gentlemen’s retiring-

room.
11. Borough Treasurer’s

offices.

12 & 13. BorougnSurTeyor'B
offices.

14. Solicitors' room.
15. Barristers’ room.
16. Large hall.

17. Staircases.

oorFlan.

10. Mayor's reception-
room.

11. Mayor's dining-room,

13.

Spare room.
13. upper part of large

hall.

14. Staircase.

15. Lavatories, &e.
16. Place for organ.

Mumficence,— Sir Josiah Mason, who has

already built and endowed an orphanage at

Erdington, near Birmingham, at a coat of more
than a quarter of a million, has now arranged to

erect and endow a scientific college in Birming-

ham, on which will probably be expended at

least an equal amount.
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MNEAE PBRSPEOTITB SIMPLIFIED,

This useful and compreliensive little book*
is a translation of tho work on Perspective which
tho Ministcre des Beaux Arts in 1870 directed to

bo supplied to all tho public libraries and schools

of France, pursuant to a recomraendation made
in tho previous year by M. Dumas, late Minister

of Public Works, who then stated that the

author of this work, M. V. Pellegrin, late Pro-
fessor of Topography at the Military School of

St. Cyr, “had been able, by dint of research and
ability, to condense into a small number of

pages tho laws of perspective, and to extract

from a confused mass rules which are very
simple and easily applicable to every possible

Base.” This kind of commendation in regard to

i work of instruction, and the practical recog-
aition of its value by Government, is not usually
lightly bestowed in France

;
and we are not

jnrprised to find that the work, small as it looks

h bulk, quite bears out tho character thus given
:o it. A treatise which undertakes to give all

ihat the painter needs of the theory of p'erspeo-

ive, and its application, within the compass of

ifty duodecimo pages, aud with the aid of one
sheet of small diagrams, would be a welcome
aovelty to the student, and perhaps an object of

lome contempt to the teacher of perspective in

ihis coiintiy. But we have always been of
pinion that the study of this necessary technical
»rauch of painting has been e.xtremely hampered
n English treatises by the want of a compre-
lensive and simple illustration of its leading
>rincipIo, and by the multiplication of intricate

Uagrams and problems, which serve no purpose
)ut to deter aud mystify the beginner with a
lemblanco of difficulties which really do not
ixisfc, tho whole of the various problems of
)erspective including in reality nothing more
ban tho application of the same rule to different

jircumetances,—an application which in many
sascs, instead of requiring a jumble of lines
ind figures to elucidate it, appeals, iu fact, to

lothiiig more occult than what may he termed
irdinary common sense.

The author, avoiding geometrical problems in

lie first instance, goes at once into the practical
[uestion of the apparent sizes and proportions
)f figures on different planes of a picture,

Ind gives simple methods of determining their
relative height and scale

;
having contented him.

jelf with simply stating at the outset tho broad
sroblem of perspective to be, “ to reproduce on a
piano surface objects having the three dimen.
lions height, length, and width, and to give to this

plane surface (the canvas) the appai-ent depth
)f nature.” What is to be noted in this portion
^f the treatise is the close connexion kept up by
die author between the theory and the practical
working out of a picture, which in many such
works are kept so far apart that it is some
time before a beginner is enabled to bridge the
gulf thus fixed between theory and practice

:

indeed, M. Pellegriu almost assumes practice to

take precedence of theory, for he adds that while
perspective enables us to accomplish the object
just indicated, “ there is still necessary the first

sketch of the picture,—the composition,—a work
entirely of feeling, which tho artist throws on
tho canvas, having nothing to guide him hut his

inspiration.” A certain amount of ege for per-

Bpective, on the part of the student, is thus
assumed in the first instance

; and certainly,

where this does not exist, it is probable that the
most systematic instruction will be of little avail.

Tho first section of the book having dealt with
the treatment and placing of figures in a picture,
the second and longer section is devoted to that
class of problems which in England we are more
accustomed to consider as “perspective,” in.

eluding tho explanation of the rationale of

‘'distance” and “ vanishing ” points, &c., which
is given iu a remarkably clear and simple
m inner

;
and without a single superfluous

sentence. Tho 'whole of the problems and
examples dealt with throughout the book are
illustrated, as wo observed, in a single sheet of

twenty.four small and simple diagrams, all given
on 80 many tinted spaces of similar size (about

2i in. by in.) supposed to represent the
artist's drawing-board, and in which all the
main points, as the base line, the horizontal
line, the distance points, &c., are indicated
m each diagram by the same reference letter,

however their relative situations may differ, so
that the comparison of one problem with another

* Tho Theory and Practice of Linear Porapectire,
applied to Landscape, luteriora, and the Fi^'ure, for the
Use ol Artists, Art-Studeuts, &c. Translated from the
French of Y. Pellejjrin. London: Bickers & Sou.

is much facilitated. In each case the diagrams
are as typical (so to speak) as possible, and
illustrated by the smallest possible number of
lines, so that the fact of the universal appli.

cabiliby of the same principle in perspective is

almost forced upon tho student’s mind
;
while,

at the same time, the succinct brevity of the
explanations, though furnishing all that is neces.

sary, compels the student to think as he pro.

ceeda, and leaves him to acquire the art of

readiness in perspective drawing in the only

possible manner iu which it can be acquired,

viz., by the putting in practice for himself, in

actual drawings, the theories which are here
presented in their simplest and broadest form.
Nothing could give abetter idea of the thoroughly
practical nature of this little book than the

manner in which the author disposes, at the close

of the work, of the question of lines which are

not perpendicular to the plane of the picture,
“ as in a mountainous road, or the slope of a
roof; the lines of these will terminate, as has

already been said, in some point of the picture

on a line parallel to the horizon The
theoretical determination of these lines is very
simple, but I do not think it of sufficient utility

to bo sought after. It appears to me in this

case that the perspective, estimated from senti-

ment only, suffices, considering that on whatever
ground a building is situated, the walls are

always vertical, and the lines of windows hori.

zontal, as also the lines of tiles and the lower
edge of tho roofs

j
and that, consequently, the

general rules are there for aiding the artist to

correct any error he may have made in appre-

ciating the perspective.” There is much common
sense, too, in the observation in regard to tho
supposed necessity for a technical study of the

drawing of shadows, which does not, M. Pellegrin

thinks, “ form such an important part of per-

spective as might bo supposed. In fact, would
it be possible in any picture whatever to deter-

mine geometrically the shadows of the objects of

which it is composed ? And, further, would
tho result obtained, however mathematically
correct, bo real from an artistic point of view ?

”

He promises, nevertheless, to endeavour to find

a few simple and practical rules on this point to

be added to the present work as an appendix.

We do not hear whether this appendix has yet
appeared

j
it is not added to the present English

edition.

Wo regret to have to mention one serious

drawback to the value of the present edition as

a text.book in Euglish schools
;

it has been very
badly translated. Wo have not the French
original at hand, but we have no doubt that so

clear-headed a man as the author is wrote clear

aud intelligible French
;
many sentences in the

translation are by no means clear and intelligible

Eoglish, and it is quite evident in many cases

that this _has [arisen from the literal translation

of a French idiom instead of the substitution of

the corresponding English one. The English
preface is signed “ G. D.,” and we therefore pre-

sume that tho bearer of those initials, as there is

no other translator's name, is to be credited with

the work. We know no more of “ G. D.,” than
he does of French and English idiom, but we
counsel the publishers, if a second edition of the

work should (as we hope) be demanded, to have
the translation revised by some one who under-
stands both.

ON TASTE IN COLOUR.*

In I'ooms to be lived in, avoid simple white
for colour of walls and paint (as in too many
drawing-rooms)

j
avoid also any extremely

dark treatment. The walls of rooms should be
such backgrounds as -will best suit the com-
plexions and dresses of the larger number of

people. Delicate white intensifies by contrast
any unpleasantness or want of perfection; ex-

treme dark would make people look white and
ghastly. Neutral colours will be found the best,

—generally some gray or cool colour that will

contrast with warmth of complexions. On no
account let an absolutely pure colour be used
for general surfaces. Nature provides no such
colour in pigments. Her yellows are greenish

or reddish, and so on. Nor does she use it

to any extent in inanimate nature. So much
so that you will find that if you have much
difficulty in describing a colour, you may be
certain it is good : the mox-e difficulty the more
beauty. Nature trusts mainly to gradations

of tone, using vivid colour in small quantities

only, as in the touches on bright flowers

• Notes of an address by Mr. D. W. Wyufield, at the
Arehitevtiiral Association.

and butterflies. This teaching of nature will
be found seconded in the pictures of the
greatest artists, and in the good old decorated
interiors of, for example, Italy and Flanders.
In following such teaching, you will, however,
need to consider the object to which (in domestic
work, say) the rooms are to be devoted. A
drawing-room, it is agreed, should be light,

festive, and gay
;
a dining-room at once more

sober, aud with more depth and warmth, as
befits its uses. You must also consider the
light and shade ; openings, and the positions of
them

;
for these may (or may not) effect for

you contrast of tone, and may even touch tho
question of the good sense of your whole scheme
of decoration.

Mr. Wynfield gave suggestions for treatment
of,

—

1. A Drawing-room.—Walls.—A light neutral
gray, fawn colour, or pale green (not dark, but
not white). Dados are suitable for all rooms,
even drawing-rooms. They may be made of
wood, painted as the room doors, or of stamped
leather, or of tho French paper imitations of
stamped leather. A frieze does not interfere
with the heads of sitters, and adds much interest

if it has its sentiment or story. If flowers form
part of your decorations, have no relief, no
imitation of Nature’s light and shade. A wall
must be a wall : if, neglecting this, you intro-

duce illusions to the eye, tho sense of solidity

will not be suggested. 'The Japanese decorate
on correct principles, with truth to the idea
derived from nature, and truth in art, adaptation
of representation to materials aud method.
Woodwork.—Have no graining anywhere; its

aspect, however well executed, is repulsive.

Real woods are always beautiful. Plain painting
may be darker or lighter than the general wall
surfaces

; both will look well. The doors may
have stencilled decorations in angles of panels

—

birds, or butterflies, or plants, or any beautiful

natural objects will supply motives (a decoration
used in rooms by Mr. H. S. Marks, Mr. Leslie,

&o.). Ceilings should rarely bo wholly white,
except of balls or where tho light is defective.

Papered ceilings look well. The use of gold is

generally satisfactory
;

it reflects a warm tone
on everything below. Put a good amount of
colour on a ceiling,—not, however, making it so
dark as to bring id too close to the eye. The
Carpet must be either lighter or darker than the
walls. It is always lighter at a ball, where white
dresses abound. This is following out the artist’s

rule, to make either background or foregi'ound
run into the figure. If this is not done iu paint-
ing, a woman in white satin, for instance,
against a dark floor and dark walls will look like

a cut-out figure stack on, aud the same sort of
result would occur in rooms. As iu ordinary
life, dresses are dark in colour

;
where a light

wall tone has been recommended, the carpet
will have to bo darker than tho walls. Not
too vivid in colour, however, and,' of course,
no flowers, ferns, birds’ nests, and suchlike fear-

ful things. Furniture and hangings should not
bo too much alike in colour

; have, say, tho carpet
one tone, the coverings of the furniture another,
and the curtains and other hangings a third.

Have summer and winter hangings and furniture

coverings ; those fur the former light and cheer,
ful, the others with more warmth, aud suggestive
of comfort and home life. A table-cloth, occa-

sional chair, or a rug, may supply a bit of effec-

tive contrast with prevailing hues of hangings,

&c., and a spot of vivid colour in a vase or some
small barging will complete the formal decora-
tion of the room.

2. In a Dining-room,—used for its principal

purpose mainly by gas or lamp light,—the living

figures are seen in more detail around the lights.

And decorated walls and woodwork will thus be
sunk into the background among half-lights.

More pronounced decoration will be allowable in

consequence (and deeper, warmer tints are
pleasanter here).

3. As to Colour in Churches.—The lecturer

said, in answer to a question, that the applica-

tion of distinct colour is not always a gain. He
regretted at times, in revisiting cathedrals, the
loss of light and shade,—the realisation of a
vision or dream in purity of stone,—seen in
visits aforetime. A building rich in varied
forms often loses especially by applied colour.

If colours must be used (and in cases where it

is not thus out of place) pretty colours should bo
avoided

;
all violets, greens, and so on. Much

of this sobriety in colour may have been safely

and wisely dispensed with in the Middle Ages,
when the dresses of the people and priests made
the centre of the building a mass of brilliant
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colour
} but there is little colour from these

sources in a moderu church. And without this

proportion,—this balaucing of colour,—there

must be failure. Proportion is at the bottom
of all good colour,—of all beauty, in fact.

Mr. Ildmund Sharpe, following Mr. Wynfield,

Tirged, further, the avoidance of violent colour

in church-decoration. The use of colour at all

is very doubtful, where there is much play of

form,—at any rate, where forms are abundant
colour should be sparing. Probably, it should

be confined simply to flat surfaces. In Lichfield

Cathedral, in time past, when the colour was
taken off the vault the sense of space was at

once wonderfully increased. As soon (said Mr.
Sharpe) as the vaults and dome of St. Paul’s are
painted and gilt, that charm,—that air and
space,—giving St. Paul’s an apparent height
and size beyond St. Peter’s,—will all be gone.

Mr. R. P. Spiers held by Mr. Wynfield's prin-

ciple of using neutral tints, brightened here and
there by bright points of colour. La Sainte
Chapelle (Paris) and Notre Dame de Bonne
Secours (Rouen),—two well-known esamples^of
strong colour,—fail to satisfy,—especially in

respect of the discords from the light passed
through the strong stained glass. The buildings

would have been more impressive (and pleasing)

with the walls perfectly plain. In domestic
bnildings, ceilings with much colour seem
doubtful. Some quiet colours on the cornice,

and stencilled patterns to lead it into the ceiling,

will connect all with the walls, and leave the
pleasing sense of light and space. Horizontal
lines, in the way of divisions to wall-space,

augment the apparent size, including the height
of rooms. Tho dado and frieze,— so uniformly
done away with of late years,—are a real loss in

this way. The Roman and Greek arrangement
of a dado about 3 ft. high of dark colour, a
lighter portion above, and a frieze about a foot

deep under the ceiling, has much to recommeud
it. The division of the height of a room into two
sections :—the lower section carried to, say, 5 ft.

from the ceiling, of darker colour, used as a
ground for pictures (pictures, rods, &c., above
it), and the upper section fighter (a very deep
frieze, in fact),—this arrangement is fur some
rooms even more suitable, and has a little more
of tho charm,—simple as it seems,—of novelty.

ON RESULTS OF A RECENT
INVESTIGATION INTO

ANCIENT MONUMENTS AND RELICS.
ROT.\L INSTITLTE OF BRITISH AKCniTECl'S.*

There is a class of monuments in theHcbridos
hardly noticed by previous investigators, upon
which I have so far arrived at no power of
definition

; but, as my attention is still engaged
on the subject, I venture to enumerate them
amongst others, without connecting them with
any of those I have undertaken to describe.

Their condition, arrangement, and appearances
are so similar to what are described by Mr. E. H.
Palmer, Fellow, of St. John’s College, Cambridge,
as found by him in the desert of Tib, that I adopt
his words in describing them, though the descrip,
tion he gives is sometimes applicable only in part
to some, and in part to others j bnt every feature
in his description is to be found in one or other
of the Hebridian relics, the natural physics of
tho localities also agreeing in description. After
passing a place called Agulah, he describes the
wady he is traversing as finding “ its way
through a very narrow winding gorge, with
grand precipitous sides, into Ain el ‘ Elya.”
Here is a spring of running water, and the valley
opens out into a large plain covered with hills

and vegetation. Shortly after leaving this place
we came to a group of nawiimis, on the hills to
the left of the wady, which were more perfect
than any we had hitherto seen in the peninsula.
They consisted of two detached houses, on sepa-
rate hills, and a group of five on the side of a
higher eminence. At least three out of the five
were apparently untouched. Their dimensions
averaged 7 ft. high by 8 ft. in diameter, but one
was fully 10 ft. high and 8 ft. diameter inside.
They wero circular, with an oval top. In the
centre of each was a cist, and beside that a
smaller hole, both roughly fined with stones

;

these w'ere covered with slabs of stone, over
which earth had accumulated. Some human
bones which we found in the cists at first led us
to the conclusion that they were tombs

; but the
small size of the cists, and the evident fact that

From a paper ty Mr. J. S. Phen^, F.S.A.. read
May 19th.

,

they had never contained perfect skeletons,
proved that idea to be en-oneous. In the smaller
oist the earth showed signs of having undergone
the action of fire, and in one or two small pieces
of charred bone and wood were found. The
country all round is covered with them, every
hill-side having some remains of nawamis upon
them. Close by the nawamis were some stone
circles." Time will not permit a recapitulation
of the similar features in North Britain

;
but the

curtailed tomb cist, and the place for cremative
operation within a small structure, have been
already before you, while the buildings them-
selves agree exactly in description with some of

the detached as well as grouped dwellings in the
Hebrides, as shown on the diagrams.
Of what appear to me monuments for sacrificial

purposes, I beg to draw attention to mounds I

have discovered in North Britain, having the
distinct outline of animal forms, in some in-

stances, indeed, quite as clearly defined as those
in America, of which latter good illustrations

will be found in the Smithsonian Contributions
to Knowledge. In every case, so far, in which I

have excavated these mounds, I have found
human remains, generally accompanied with
evidences of cremation, and in every case also

with remarkable stone structures, often of large,

or iHegalitliio description. The forms are mostly
serpentine, but in some cases fish-like ; and, in

some, approacliing one of the figures of the
American mounds, which resembled that of tho
winged sphere of Egypt. A natural deposit

api^ears to have been generally taken advantage
of, and either ca'-yed away, leaving the remainder
in the form desired, or heaped up and added to

for the same purpose. In some cases both these
processes have evidently been resorted to.

Several of these monnds time has not yet
permitted mo to examine by excavation, and
I have selected the more widely distributed,

as well for my own comparison of the
most distant with each other, as to allow the
broadest inquiry. At the same time, on this

point, I deprecate opinions formed by any who
have only made a partial examination, and who
may thus have come to a conclusion from tho
e.xamination of any one specimen that may affect

in their minds the whole question.

It must be remembered that Dr. Borlase dis-

covered such a mound on Carnbro’ Hill, in Corn-
wall

; and this, together with the custom of
planting such elevated spots, gives ground for
supposing that others, perhaps not few in
number, have existed in England, the features
of Avhich have been obliterated by such process,
while the habit of altogether levelling is too well
known by the recent cases at Stonehenge, and
Dorchester, near Oxford, to say nothing of the
noble preservation of relics in Wiltshire, by
tbe liberality of feeling displayed by Sir John
Lubbock, to leave any doubt that invaluable
scientific treasure of this class has been de-
stroyed in England.

This, indeed, has touched the very remarkable
mound near Loch Nell, which is as distinctly in

the form of tho Egyptian Urmus as any of the
sculptures in Egypt, tho only deficient portion
being that which could have been removed with
tho greatest facility, from its loss important
dimension, the debris still lying strewn on the
most convenient spot, and the area so thrown
open to the agricultnrist facing the south-west,
while the marks of the plough upon it ai’e still

visible, though betraying many years of disuse.
This mound is situated in one of the most

secluded glens of the district around the triple-

peaked mountain Cruachan. The well-known
cry of the Campbells,—“It is a far cry to

Loohow,”—intimating the remoteness and se-

curity from incursion of that district, we may
naturally infer that here monuments of a Pagan
religion might have remained unmolested when
even the distant isle of Iona was subjected to
spoliation.

Tho mound, as illustrated, shows to the west
of the bead a great cairn. The west was a
direction peculiarly selected for burial with
many ancient nations, as indicative of tbe course
of the departed spirit, emblemed by the setting
sun.

If, as I find reason to assume, mountains were
distinctive features of adoration,—though,
curiously enough, not included in the objects
enumerated in a valuable work now publishing,
“The Scottish Highlands: Scottish Clans and
Regiments,”—then the position of the whole
figure, which has clearly been connected with
sepulchral, if not sacrificial rites, has the same
tendency, being west of Cruaeban

; while a local

Gaelic tradition asserts that persons were led i

to execution walking along the ridge to the

head,—that is, east to west. These facts, to.

gether with the extremely important position ol

the mound as a theatre, the action npon which,

of whatever character, could be seen by many
thousands, have led me to the conclusion that i1

was an erection for sacrifice. When I firai

observed it, there was what appeared to me tht

remains of an altar on the summit ; but the frag,

ments now lie around which showsomo of the

largest stones to have been reduced by blasting,

On opening it in company with a party of able

scientific and professional men, we found a

spacious megalithic chamber within
;
this wag

composed of three large blocks of granite, placed

somewhat in the position of a triangle. In this

were remains of bones reduced by cremation tc

very small dimensions, mixed with charcoal and
charred earth, so as to require separation by
washing. Amongst the charred vegetable matter

were shells of hazel-nuts and some relics. A
flint instrument was found here, a flake of chal.

cedony in an adjoining tomb, and a stone celt

in another
;
the two former not being local

materials.

I am impressed with the idea that there is

still a chamber to the east of the large eastern

block of granite, bnt tho great chamber itself

was a grand specimen of sepulture and cre-

mation.

The spine of the form appeared to have been
distinctly constructed of blocks of granite, and
on each side these blocks bad rows of smaller

blocks, tapering away in reduced size as they

receded from the main column.
The district for many miles has grand sepul-

chral remains, extending even beyond Berigonium
and through Glen Lonan, towards Cruachan, a

feature almost always attendant on tbe mounds
of this class which I have discovered, and which
are also in each case accompanied by what are

generally called Druidical stones, either as

monoliths or circles, or both.

This great serpentine form has also a serpen-

tine avenue leading from its head, as shown in

diagram B, while aroirnd the head is a partial

circle of stones of the same kind, which puts

beyond all question the connexion of the cairn

and the reptile form.

The enormous labour displayed in the forma-

tion of tho great cairn, or disk, formed of large

boulders arranged with the greatest symmetry,
and covered over with a uniform coating of

earth, shows us that the constructors would not

have left their labonr unfinished for a little work
by cutting away the mound, if the latter were no
part of their design, so as to continue the circle

of stones completely ronnd, as is usual in such
monuments

;
whereas they are complete, except

where tho disk fits on to the head. If simply
a cairn were wanted, like others in the neigh-
bourhood, any spot than the one selected would
have been better.

In the particular case of this monument, it is

remarkable that the locality round Loch Aw©
abounds in Gaelic legends of mytbic serpents^

the great Python of the neighbourhood being
overcome by one Fraocb, who is also styled?

“Son of tho Light,” but who died from the

effects of the encounter.

A similar mound was opened by me in the
noble park of the Marquis of Lothian at Mon-
teviot, in Roxburghshire. The form, though'

clearly shaped into an animal outline, is more
that of a fish than a reptile. The plan and ele-

vation of it are shown in diagram H, where it is

placed in position for comparison with some of
tho American mounds. The noble marquis
kindly gave me permission to inspect it, and also-

placed some fine Border lads at my disposal,'

under bis intelligent master-forester, Mr. Weaver,
who took great interest in tbe proceedings, the-

marquis himself giving me information which I

was very glad I was in ignorance of before.

I was attracted to thismonnd (which has been
shaped out of a natural water deposit) from its

evidently manipulated form. When I obtained

permission to excavate, the marquis gave m©
also some facts which relieved my only difficulty.

Here at least there were no Druidical remains ;

hut on my asking for the records of the estate

to be examined to find if there was any mention

of the mound having been worked in modem
times, it not only appeared to have been un-

molested, but a Druidical circle, bearing the

name of “ Harestanes,” was reported as having

been near this spot.

On digging beneath what appeared to me to

have been tbe site of an altar, the ground was
found to have been disturbed in a vertical direc-

tion beneath it, as the natural “walls” of the
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former excavation were found in their original

state in each direction. No relics were found

here. But I then adopted a plan I had used at

Letcombe Castle, in Berkshire, and which was
used subsequently at Maiden Castle in Dorset-

shire, in which cuttings were mado in directions

south and east from the centre. The results of

my excavations at Letcombe are given in the

proceedings of the Oxford Architecural and His-

torical Society for 1872, pp. 2, 3, and 65; and
those of the excavations at Maiden Castle, by the

British Archmological Association, were fully

reported in the Times, and in the “ Journal ” of

that Association. In this case, nearly equidistant

from the spot I had first selected, were found

—

one to the east and one to the south—a human
akeletou

;
the bones were not burnt, bub were in

a similar condition to those at Letcombe and
Maiden Castles. A mound near tbis, but on the

opposite side of the Teviot, has a curious legend
attached to it, as follows :

—

“Forty paces from the Stabric mire,*
Bits David Leslie in his golden chair."

David Leslie was, as we learn from Border
minstrelsy, a leader in the Battle of Philipluiugh,

®nd much too modern for my inquiries. There
is, however, one feature of interest in connexion

l^rith his history, which rather tends to point out
the locality I am describing as one retained in

the memory of the old inhabitants as sacred, no
doubt in connexion with the stone circle of Hare-
Btanes. David Leslie is represented, when in a
"dilemma, as being accosted by an ancient man,
who, it would seem, abode near this mound, and
who advised him how to operate so as to over-

come his enemy, and by following whoso advice

he was successful. This aged man is clearly a
mythic personage, as he is represented as figuring

in fights over a period of more than 105 years,

—

from the Battle of Solway Flow to that of Dun-
bar.f No result attended the excavation into

ibis mound, which I opened at the suggestion of

the marquis, to see if any explanation of the
legend could be found

;
but near it, somewhat to

the northward, wore the remains of a circular

-tumulus, with evidences of a small cist, like

those I have described as in the Cumbrae tumulus.
While mentioning this locality, I can hardly

avoid referring to tho immense urn exhumed by
me as the result of some fragments disturbed in

ploughing^ on a farm on one of tho estates of

Lord Lothian, in the same county, which is in

tho occupation of Mr. J. Shicll, who aided my
search for tho cistvaen. The urn I had the
honour to exhibit, together with other British

pottery at the conversazione of, tbis Institute

last year. Its unusual proijortions, and the large

mass of bones which had been subjected to cre-

mation, show it not to have been the receptacle

of the remains of a single person, and its position

was so peculiar with respect to the conical hill,

the D union, which stood between it and the triple-

peaked Eildona, that I am impressed with the
idea that it was a sacrificial urn.

Diagrams Daleth and lie illustrate the last

monument I shall mention. It is the last I have
discovered of this class, and has tho cbarac-
teriatics of a mound, formed out of a natural

hillock distinctly shaped by labour, and an era-

hankmenb which has been erected by material
from the adjacent shore. It is at Skelmorlie, in

the grounds of Mr. John Graham, on the estate

of the Earl of Eglinton and Winton.
TJie embankment (now severed by a modern

(roadway) was originally about 400 ft. long, and
the oval summit of tho hillock 110 ft. from east

to west, and 90 ft. from north to south. This,

.as well as tho Great Cumbrae tumulus, lies

westward from tbe grand Druidical station of

Guff Hill, near Beith, and the district had
formerly a very ominous name,—“The dead
man’s yett,”

—

i.e., “Tbe dead man’s gate.” Due
eouth of this is an interesting cromlech, referred
to by me in the " British Archmological Journal ”

for September, 1871, p. 357. And the locality

has retained to this day the features of some
remarkable tradition, for to enter it has been
said from time immemorial to be going out of

tho world, although the populous town of Largs
is in the centre of the district. “Out of the

world and into the Largs,” the common expres-
sion, has no meaning in it, if “ largs,” as

described by a single writer, tliougb often quoted
by others, means “slopes.” There is no such
word as “largs” in Gaelic, but there is Las'-ag
which, by the transposition of the g, becomeg

* A muddy stream of that name, forty paces from the
mound.
t The Chandos Classics.

t Tho origin, also, of several of the iuvestigations re-
ferred to.

La(r)gs, the meaning of which is “flame” or
“ blaze,” and agrees with tho remarkable evi-

dence of cremation tbis monument discloses. I

dug down the sides of the hillock at the cardinal

points to examine if the strata had been dis-

turbed, and if any axcbmological features pre-

sented themselves. This labour was without

result. I then continued the trenches on the

summit, so as to meet in the centre; and at a

depth of about 2 ft. came upon a paved platform

80 ft. long and 5 ft. wide, curved as a true

segment, extending from the north-east to the

north-west points of tho compass, wbicli,

curiously enough, at that latitude form the

points of the sun’s setting and rising on the

longest day. Tho platform had been intensely

burned, and tbe earth beneath it, to a consider,

able depth, was changed by the action of tho

fire. The interstices of tho stones, which latter

were smooth sea boulders from the shore, were

filled with charcoal and black earth; on washing

the latter, abundance of small particles of bone

were revealed. Tbe victims must have been

many to have covered an area of 400 square feet

wit-h tho almost cousumed remnants of their

bones.

It must be admitted that, to those coming
from a southern clime, the lengthening of the

day in summer must have been the one object

of note
;
and, on reaching such a barrier as the

Clyde, I can well understand that pi-ogress might

be arrested, while, if at Midsummer, the retro-

gression of the sun would be a hint to tho

wanderer to retrace his course, and tho interval

of the sun’s disappecranco on the longest day
would be a matter of special record, and no
doubt of sacrifice. I may state that the part

of tho hillock on which the platform is was quite

unsuited for a beacon, being screened both to

seaward and landward
;

in the latter case, by
much higher hills. Time will not permit me to

refer to some curious and useful purposes for

which, I am sure, some of the monoliths I have
examined in the north-west were erected

;
but

that tho effects which I observed could have
been misunderstood by tho erectors of them I

feel is impossible : indeed, they must have been

erected for tbe special purposes I found they

fulfilled. Nor can I refer to the remarkable
orientation of the dolmens and cromlechs in the

north of Ireland, and at Ach-na-cree-beg, in

Argylesbire, some of tbe features of which have
been published in my papers, in the “ British

ArcluEological Journal,” and in my lectures at

Belfast and Paisley; but I cannot conclude the

notice of sacrificial monuments without referring

to a representation of one of the circles at

Stanton Drew, in Mr. Pergusson’s “ Hude Stone

Monuments.” It will bo seen at once that it

forms an illustration of adaptation of the circle,

with head and nimbus both formed by the posi-

tion of the stones, and placed superior to a

serpentine body formed by the either natural or

artificial sloping of the adjoining ground, while,

whether formed or selected, tho position is again

one of almost east and west, as also are those

of Loch Nell, Skelmorlie, Monteviot, and. as far

as I have looked at tho bearings, of all those

which I have noticed. Does it not appear that,

while former antiquaries have endeavoured to

place the atones of this monument in a position

corresponding with their ideas of traditionary

serpent-worship, the real design was overlooked,

which was that shown in the diagram ?

I cannot close tho last portion of my subject

without a glance at the historical evidence in

favour of sacrificial monuments in Britain.

Ccesar says the Gauls (ergo the Britons) “ have

figures of vast size, tho limbs of which, formed
of osiers, they fill with living men

;
which, being

set on fire, tho men perish enveloped in the
flames.” *

Ccosar, it is to bo observed, gives no account

of tho form of tbe figures ;
but, as he informs us

respecting a deity which he identifies with Mer-
cury, on tho groimd, apparently, that he is a

god of journeys, and of whom he says, “ they

have many images of him,” persons have appa-

rently jumped to the conclusion that the figures

were representations of tho human form,—

I

repeat, jumped to the conclusion, because the

monstrous things sometimes represented as great

wicker men, which could not have stood by
themselves, and, if they did, would have tumbled

down directly the torches were applied to the

lower parts, certainly are not arithorised by tbe

text. But, as it is simply beyond belief that

* “Alii immani magnitudine simulacra habent, quorum
contexta viniiaibus membra viyis hominibus complent,

quibus auccensis, circumventi llamma esauimautur
homiues."—B. ri., eb. xvi.

Cmsar could have stated this without foundation

it would be interesting if -n-e could discover what
he did mean, lb appears to me the conclusions

formed were near, and yet very wide of the

mark. Strabo’s statement that in these figures

were “ wood for fuel, and several kinds of wild

beasts,” clearly shows that the figure could not

have been the baskot-idol in our popular repre-

sentation, but rather an arena. Now, if we can
unite these two features, we shall probably

approximate towards tbe mark, still more so if

we can show that the two united come under
tho special description Caesar gives of the British

deity already mentioned.
In the immediate neighbourhood of Cresar’s

land is such an image, 2i0 ft. high, and on so

steep a slope of a hill (about 50°) as to look

almost upright; this figure, fenced round in the

manner customary with the Britons in their

defences in tho woods, and which is still retained

in a more simple form by the hurdle-pen, in

Sussex, would have represented an almost
upright human figure, and at the same time an
arena. Moreover, it would have agreed exactly

with tho word “contexta” as the “interwoven”
work would have surrounded the limbs.

I think it will bo found that in the gladiatorial

shows of Rome beasts and men were not mixed
till after pretty general knowledge of Britain

and British customs had been acquired ; and, as

already pointed out, this custom is reported to

have been found in Britain.

But the deity that Cmsar mentions as the one
of whom the Britons had images is thus de-

scribed by him,—“They consider him their

guide in travelling and on their journeys, and
believe him to have very great influence over

the acquisition of gain and mercantile transac-

tions.” If, then, we find a figure having tho

former features, and also possessing the symbols
of journeying, and placed, moreover, in the

centre of that locality which had the greatest

mercantile dealings with tho Continent, we have,

I think, a strong case.

An enormous figure, having all these charac-

teristics, at Wilmington, in Sussex, has been
erroneously attributed to tbe idleness of tbe

monks of an adjoining priory, who, it is asserted,

thus portrayed a pilgrim. It was not the result

of idleness, for it is a derice of great care and
arrangement. It is not the work of the monks,
still less a monkish representation of a pilgrim ;

for the monks would have considered the nude
form indecent, more especially in a religious

devotee
;
yet the staves indicate that it was a

traveller, and to that extent it agrees exactly

with Cmsar’s description.

To this we may add that there is no known
figure in Pagan mythology that agrees with that

description ;
but its precise representation is

found, and, I believe, found only on the gnostic

gems, of one of which, for comparison, I give an.

illustration.

The Wilmington figure towers to an immense
height

;
and when the spectator is only as high

as the breast, on looking north, the whole of the

country between him and the mid- Surrey hills is

carefully commanded. The bill-side had been most
fully brought to a surface, and tho material so

cut away thrown into a chine on the west, as

shown by tbe section.

It was so formed that it would discharge the

rain from its surface in every direction, probably

the cause of its long duration. Tho head is

above 21ft. in diameter
;
and if tbe figure were

kept clean, as in the case of the white horse in

Berkshire, it could easily have been used for a

day signal station, two of which, with the aid of

tho chalk, would be found enough to communi-
cate even with London. But tbe -whole district

over which this figure towered was an enormous
wood, sacred to two deities, known as Andred
and Andras,—in other -words, to the powers of

nature. These deities are often described as one,

A wonderful stone in the park of Mr. Charles

Hill, at West Hoathly, known as “ Great upon
Little,” from* the smallness of its base, has been
traditionally connected with the worship of the

latter deity, and I have little doubt it was so.

This stone had till lately the autographs of Fox
and Pitt upon it, and is in a beautiful, but weird

and Druid-looking glen. This stone is shown on
diagram Z, in comparison with one in Northern
India; but the work of art at Wilmington tells

more of the perfect idol, and its Colossus-like

form speaks also of the great veneration of its

designers for the object represented, and re-

minds us of the form of that at Rhodes, itself a
great seat of mercantile transactions in its day.

Even now, whatever were its former uses, it

acts as au enormous gnomon, and at noon the
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Fun is exactly over its head, and the whole figure
disappears, while the most casual observer could
easily trace by the shadows, as they lessen and
deepen in tone, the hours before and after noon.
The gnostic gem shows the sun and moon in con.
nexion with the figure ; and it is strange that,

while the surrounding heights, whioh comprise
the Beachy Head range, are covered with British
tumuli. The part of the coast near to the figure
has an immense crescent or lunar.shaped em-
bankment, generally called Koman, but which is

certainly a British construction.

Numerous derivations have been suggested for
the name or names of the deities, none of which
appear to me satisfactory. The title seems, I
thiuk, compounded of the Celtic possessive
pronoun an, and dreos. This expression would
probably include both divinities, and signifies
“ their blaze.”

A British um was lately found, almost at the
moment of my last visit, on the farm of Mr.
Thomas Lambe, with bones and charcoal

; and
large numbers of bronze celts and other British
relics have been discovered from time to time at
some distance from, but in full front of, the
figure.

SCHOOL-BOARD PUPILS AND COOKERY.
A PEW weeks since it was stated in the Builder

that Mr. John McGregor, of the Temple, well
known as “ Rob Roy,” a member for Greenwich
of the London School Board, had proposed to
take IjOOOfemale pupil-teachers and scholars from
the London School Board schools, to hear and
witness Mr. Buckmaster’s lectures and demon-
strations on practical cookery, at the Interna-
tional Exhibition, Mr. McGregor is carrying bis
wlsely-conceived and generous design into effect.
On Saturday last a select party of about forty
pupil-teacbers and scholars from the Greenwich
School district were conducted by Mr. McGregor
to the Exhibition, carefully chaperoned by him
there, and passed into Mr. Buckmaster’a lecture,
theatre on Cookery, where good places and
“tasting” privileges were secured for them.
Mr. McGregor, with considerate kindness, mar-
shalled his interesting charge ont of the E.xhibi-
tion and homewards as well as into it. The pro-
ceedings greatly interested the young people,
there is good reason to believe, but it may be
doubted whether a tithe of the advantages con-
templated, and within reach, were realized by
the visit. The youngsters had to take “ pot-
luck,” so to speak, as regards the subjects of the
lecture. These were somewhat unfortunate as
for working-men’s children. The programme of
the day embraced “Spinach,” “ Cauliflower, au.
gratin,” and “Croquettes of Potatoes.” It is
rather sad to think that these girls—future
mothers, it may be,—should have listened to Mr.
Buckmaster with interest, and that they should
Lave watched keenly every neat movement of
“ Charlotte” and Mr. Buckmaster’s other clever
assistants, but that they should be left to regard
the whole performance as extraneous to them-
selves and the families to which they severally
belonged. The working classes, and even many of
what may be called the middle class, are terribly
exercised by this great “food question.” It may
be feared that information as to how to cook
“spinach,” or howto treat blossoms of “cauli-
flower au gratin,” with “Parmesan cheese”
(23. Gd. per pound), or even the way to make
“Croquettes of Potatoes,” will bo regarded as
not quite offering a stone for bread, but as offer-
ing a bubble. Spinach is a very small item in
the stores of the greengrocer, and it is rarely
seen on the table of the working man. Cauli-
flower the working classes do consume, but not
with Parmesan cheese. Potatoes they use largely,
but it would be much more useful, and better
for London School Board children, to know how
to pare, bake, or boil them than to know how
to make “Croquettes of Potatoes.”

It is to be regretted, we venture to think,
that the occasion of the visit of these young
people from the London School Board should
not have been turned to account specially, Mr.
Buckmaster could have given them lessons of
real practical value on Pot-au-feu (notwithstand-
ing its French name), on Poor Man’s Soup, Cab-
bage Soup, and even on Irish Stew, and on the
making of a plain and inexpensive, yet savoury,
dumpling.

It is to be hoped that Mr. MacGregor, in
carrying out his generous design, may be able to
so arrange that the lectures by Mr. Buckmaster
to London School Board children will communi.
cate, d la Bentham, “the greatest possible good
to the greatest possible number.”

ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.
Since Adam gave denomination to beast and

bird, before Paradise was lost to the peerer, and
the wide world outside was made common home
for man and beast and bird alike, no human
means since has distinguished each from each,

—

fierce lions and cunning foxes, tigers and tamed
brutes, the soaring eagle and the piping bull-

finch, polar bear and pet spaniel,—in fact, all

animal creation, from elephant to tom-tit,—so
plainly as Sir Edwiu Landseer’s art. The com-
bative stag and the timorous rabbit,—flocks oud
herds,—all follow at his bidding to prove him
Adam’s counterpart hi the control that was a
gift,—the gift of mind to fashion rule under that
of the Ruler.

Interminable courses of beef and mutton, with
goat-flesh for a change occasionally, are the food
of common belief in what constitutes animal-
painting of the present day : a picture of a pet
horse or funny dog is quite enough to come
under its category. Pythagoras become the
saint of all that see no soul in a dumb brute’s
eye

!

Mr. H. W. B. Davis has made his cattle-piece
an interesting picture by mere copyism, but its

verisimilitude includes all the poetry that in
nature belongs to it. In “ Summer Afternoon ”

(453), some kine resort to a shallow pool, whereon
water-lilies repose in lazy luxuriance, and the
kingfisher and wagtail know it to be a pleasant
haunt

;
the sky is hazed with heat, and the

midges hum whilst the bigger flies worry the
poor cows, that breathe audibly their sighs of
trouble

; toss their heads, rub their bitten limbs,
or lash from their flanks the tormentors. One
would need to sit down and pnsh one’s hair
back to recall anything of its kind better done
than this : the creatures are so well drawn, and
painted with such force and reality.

Mr. H. Hardy’s fighting lions have already
been mentioned : they are sure to get all the
credit they deserve.

If Mr. Briton Riviero is not spoilt by praise
he may become a great artist, though he has to
unlearn as well as to learn. “Argus” (464),
the faithful hound of Ulysses, recognising bis
master, even when coming death had glazed his
eye, must depend much on typo explanation :

the dog looks more as if narcotised than near
nature’s measured call

;
but it is a clever picture

nevertheless. “All that was left of the Homeward
Bonnd ” (986) is a girl lashed to a bit of broken
mast

j
the raft for a dog, too, that shivers with

starvation and consciousness of predicament

:

in that respect, leas happy than the child,

—

dead, or in a swoon. The dog is the more
interesting object here, and a disagreeable one
at best. A boat or a bit of rock visible to make
it likely that a haven awaited the sufferers would
change the impression this picture leaves,—

a

painful one, though it is not seen at first or
second sight if tho poor little maiden be dead
or not. However, partial success in such an
attempt as this puts forth is worth tons of such
platitude as smiles from the walls of some of
the galleries.

A cynic,— one, perhaps, of the many hundreds
of disappointed painters who had hoped to
improve the character of the present exhibi-
tioD, so far as his offered great help promised,

—

would be more likely to find in Lis visit a shil-
ling’s worth of contradiction when thinking of
the proverb, “ Success may be deserved, but not
commanded,” than to tako its value out in dis-
covering where success, if not attained, has been
deserved. There is ever a smell of the expired
additional lights of old Vauxhall in the announce-
ment of so many thousands of pictures, surplus
of the Royal Academy budget; in number right
to the unit unquestionably; but is it their room
or their company that makes the wanting of the
one polite excuse of the other ?

It is necessary to be cruel to be kind some-
times, and if it were plainly stated, as it safely
might be, that the best of a choice was pre-
sented, no silly doubts could be entertained of
the justice shown, any more than the capability
of judging could be denied to those whose
troublesome task it is to make this choice. But
the same names for supplementary help appear
again and over again in the catalogues

:
grim

pictures of destruction, with no great recom-
mendation of construction, such as Mr. F. W. W.
Topham’s “Pompeii” (550), Mr. H. B. Roberts’s
“Homeless" (540), or “The Rush for Water

:

Scene'during the Ramadan in Morocco” (-iSS),

by Mr. J. B. Burgess, are well placed. “The
Introduction of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu to
the Kit.Kat Club ” (495) is very clearly and

cleverly told by Mr. A. C. Gow, though he just
as clearly and cleverly shows it should have
been told in water-colours. The story goes that
Lord Kingston, at a meeting to choose “toasts” for
the year, determined to nominate bis daughter,,
a tyrant of eight years old, as a candidate
vaunting her superior attractions compared with
those of any lady on the list. The rules of the
club making it necessary that those beauties
who aspired to the hiccough of honour should
have been seen and approved, the small evil was
sent for, and came in a quake and her best frock..

Tbisis an historical picture !_vcry small aud finely
done.

,

“The Path of Roses” (517), by Mr. W. F.
Yeames, is a pretty conceit of earliest wedded
life : the happy pair stand in the porch to be
pelted with flowers : flowers strew the walk loft
open for bride and bridegroom, with a pleasant
string of maiden mischief on one side of it, and
a band of minstrels on the other. Circum-,
stances look uncommonly promising, and let us
hope they may be happy : a pretty state of
things it will be, after all the expense, if they
are not.

Mr. H. Le Jeune’s children are more charm-'
ingly delightful than ever, from his having
adopted a peculiarly light scale of colour, but a
very winning and pretty one.

“Mending the old Cradle" (600) is themotive
for some admirable handiwork, by Mr. A. Stocks^
and gives such tone and strong colour to domestic
happiness, that the painter must be answerable
for the coDseqaences.

“Toddles” (601), by Mr. J. Morgan, takes the
next step in these natural proceedings. As
usual, the amenities and troubles of childhood’s
growth form variously the subjects of many
pleasant pictures

;
from the pink baby, “ The

iate Arrival ” (625), in addition to a large, little

family, by Mr. F. D. Hardy, down to the pretty
“ Simpletons ” (960), Mr. S. L. Fildesbas placed,
in a stationary 'boat, with a pretty bit of Thames
scenery for a background, and very smooth-
water for tho reflection his spoony lovers give
if they are incapable of taking any themselves t

the sedate pug-dog sits in judgment of their
frivolity; but they would not give one of the
many rushes at hand for more wisdom just now j

not one for other opinion than their own, and of
each other. Mr. T. Webster’s “ Truant ” (269),
being “run in” by three special constables for .

the occasion, is too well aware of the stern
nature a mild look may hide, not to be restive and
recalcitrant at sight of the old schoolmaster
ready with his cane ; he is, however, one of the
boys with many friends, who secure for Mr.
Webster a very large circle of admiring ac-
quaintances.

Mr. F. D. Hardy, again, shows an older child
than tho pink of babydom : little people grow
very wise and very early wise in London’s 'back
streets. In “ Looking for Father” (164) whore
father is too often to be found

;
on cold nights

when mother’s cough is bad and strike has
lessened the little store garnered for more home
comfort than home affords now: the tavern’s
warmth and cheer; the loud talk that drowns
thought, are for father the Lethe of troubles he
is too weak to face : and poor little Madge will

watch for an hour through the gap in the curtain
before father staggers out of tho doorway that
leads to the workhouse as surely as to the
house of entertainment for man and beast.

Mr. W. Q. Orchardson depends too much on a :

dexterity that used to be but one of bis qualifica-

tions; it is the only recommendation now of such
flimsy forwardness as a long lady with a small
head owning a blood-hound with a 'big head shows.
Wandering in a wilderness of snn-flowers, the
first likely enemies to be met with are the ear-

wigs; but “ The Protector ” (194) is capable of

dealing with greater things, and so is the painter.

“Cinderella” (354) posed in contemplation of

her baptismal ashes, gives no idea of what fairy

dress could make of her; or her godmother,

—

further than to give her a name. “ Oscar and
Bain ” (208) are two rough terriers very cleverly

sketched.

Mr. Eyre-Crowe is to be lauded for the com-
pleteness with which he works out his pictures,

though, to be original, be goes beyond probability,

“Brothers of the Brush" (234) are four house-

painters, at work for a wager, one would think,

to colour tho front .of a house down in five

minutes; for they wriggle and writhe, with
desperate determination, on a long ladder, that

should have had its maker’s name upon it,—it is

such an unbending, strong one, which two com-
panions are steadying, one at its foot and tho

other from the roof of the narrow strip of edifice
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ihafc fluch energy and free play of eight lively

arms and legs must make nothing of in no

time. Photography could not have more clearly

dedned what is represented here. The camera’s

help is suggested too plainly not to be answer-

able for some of its real and unreal appearance :

the perspective, with that strange perversity of

fact veHected, suggests this. Mr. Crowe has

four or five exhibits
;
but this is the best. “At

the Pit-door” ((i2G) only means dreadfulness,

eo far as Exeter Ilall teaching implies. Warm
admirers of a popular actress are getting warmer
in their efforts to secure front seats at the

theatre of her triumph, and a variety of per-

sonages are acting a struggle. Here is laid bare

the difference that must ever separate talent

from genius. A Leech or a Tenniel would make
more of such a subject iu an hour than any
pains-taking for three months could bring as its

reward for labour merely on the part of those

who must copy what they see, and not see at a

glance what thero is to copy.

Ml’. E. Long is a very earnest and ambitious

painter, and sliows that he studies
;
but “ The

Moorish Proselytes of Archbishop Ximeues, Gra-

nada, 1500” (1)28), are likely to be regarded as

insincerity shonld ever be. It is poor change,

the paper words of false note for the ready cur-

rency even of copper coin. Convicts to a Peni-

tentiai'y are not inviting subjects for depiction.

“Tlio Poor of the Village” (Oli), “ au they be

honest,” are better worth consideration, though

Mr. J. Israels, a Dutch painter, deliglits in dinge

.and heavy gray too much. Ugly peasants are

liuying food from theproprietor of afishing-boat.

It seems to be at solemn sacrifice of principle

that they would eat. The poor of tho village are

of tho men'icst so long as they have the where-

withal to buy food at all. Give us the sunny

aide, the silver lining of dark cloud, and with

the tinkle of tin pots and a song to the baby, a

hope that pleasanter belief in sea-side peasant

life may be fou' tied on our own hook.

STRAINS IN IRON BRIDGES -A.ND ROOFS.

Two books como to our hands simultaueously,

bearing almost the same title,* on a subject

which has of late years often been written upon.

One cause of tho frequency of the appearance

of such books may be tlie high and ab.sbruse

manner in tvhich strains iu girders have been
treated by some authors. A master of tho

higher matlunnaticB too often overlooks tlio

fact tliab those whom he writes for are not all

equally as learned a.s he i.s, and when he writes

on such a subject as the strains in girders,—one

that i.s interesting to a multitude of j)eople,

workmen as well as scholars,—his highly tnatlie-

Tnatical analysis of them is very imperfectly, if

•at all, understood by most of those whom bo
would wish to instruct; and, indeed, this subject

of strains is one of those which can be explained

in a better and clearer w'ay by other and more
wimple methods. Another cause is, that writers

•sometimes lose sight of exactly whom they wish
to address, and in trying to accommodate what
they have to say to the greatest possible

mumber of readers, they adopt mixed methods
of reasoning,—a, b, c, for the novices, and
higher pabulum for more advanced students,

whereby they make, perliaps, as much as half

the book unintelligible to one portion of the
community, and tho remainder uninteresting to

others. The two authors whose books are before

os treat the subject, wi*h more or less success,

without the aid of the higher mathematics,

—

Mr. Shreve algebraically, and Mr. Cargill gra-

phically. The graphical method has some ad-

vantages in plainness of perception to the senses,

but is tiresome iu intricate cases, while the
•algebraical method is more comprehensive, but
less perceptible iu the process of reasoning.

Mr. Cargill says, “it cannot be denied that a
method of arriving at any desired result in the

•field of science which appeals to the senses as

well as to the mind, must be more congenial to

the comparatively untrained intellect than that

which calls into play the mental faculties only.

In the former case wo perceive, and therefore

understand ; in the latter, whether we under-
derstand or not, we perceive nothing.” But
surely tho first part of the case is over-stated, for

we certainly perceive many things which we do
not understand

;
and so with diagrams of strains,

the lengths of lines indicate the intensities of

• " Btrenpth of Bridges and Hoofs.” By Samuel H.
fihrevo, A.M., Civ. Eng. D. Van Nostrand, New York.
1873.
“ Strains npon Bridge Girders and Roof Trusses.” By

Thomas Cargill, C.E. E. F. N. Spon, London. 1873.

forces, bub it is only by a process of abstract
reasoning that we perceive that they do so; and,

indeed, the diagram is merely a memorandum,
made evident to the senses, of the truth of that
which we must have understood before we could
have made a memorandum of it. And we con-

ceive that pupils may easily be led into snper-
ficial habits of reasoning, by regarding lines

on paper as jiroving anything of themselves.

In commerce there are “men of straw”; in

the engineering and architectural professions

there are “ men of paper,”—those, namely, who
iu designing a structure, begin by drawing lines

on paper, not having previously considered fully

and exactly what they wish to draw, but trusting

that, somehow, a few lines laid down will suggest
others that ought to follow. So with diagrams
of strains. They should be made as memoranda
of the processes of abstract reasoning, and not
as primarily demonstrating anything. In the
simplest form of the principle of the composi-
tioii and resolution of forces, two forces acting
in different directions, and meeting in one and
the same point, may bo met and held in equili-

brium by one force acting in a certain direction,

the intensity and direction of which are graphi-
cally represented by the length and direction of
the diagonal of the parallelogram drawn about
the lines represeuting the two component forces

;

but this inteii-sity and this direction are not
proved because they are represented by the
diagonal of tho parallelogram, but because of

abstract necessity. Diagrams are very useful in

these calculations
;
but it is quite possible that

by too frequently relying upon lineal representa-
tion of forces, a habit of working without thought
may bo contracted. “ Never be a man of paper,”
was tho warning of an engineer to his pupils.

Before entering upon the general question of

strains, Mr. Cargill niake.s some remarks on the
elasticity of iron, from which we quote tho
following:—“Under ordinary circumstances, an
iron bar, after supporting a considerable load,

will not return to its original length, but will

undergo a penuanenb alteration iu that direction.

This permanent increase of length is termed the

‘set,’ and its amount depends upon the force

applied and the nature of the material. When
a bar is subjected simply to its safe working-
load there is no appreciablo sot

;
but as it

becomes necessary to test bars in order to a-scer-

tain the quality and strength of tho iron, a heavy
strain must be applied, and the set is, to some
extent, an indication of the character of the
material If the weight bo too great,

and tho set of a corresponding magnitude, the
elasticity of tlie iron is injured.” In this we
agree. It has alwaj’s seemed to bo folly to

apply excessive tcst-loads in trying tho strength
of materials, for it by no means follows that
because a bar may have borne a given strain

once it will bear as much a second time. It is

true that if the indicators are sufficiently deli-

cate to show the actual elongation under a given
strain, and that strain bo repeated with the
result that tho bar returns to its original length
after the force is removed, the test-load can
hardly be too high

;
but imperfections of

obsers'ation in making the experiments will

probably always render these extreme tests

undesirable. “ There are some peculiarities

attending the set of iron deserving of atten-

tion. In the first place, it is not produced
instantaneously, but some time is required
for it to accoutre its full amount due to a
given weight or stniin. When once this has
taken place, and the weight has been i-e-

moved, the second application of it, or of any
smaller weight, produces no further set or
permanent elongation iu the material. Should a
considerably gi-eater weight be applied, then the
bar will undergo another elongation or set, due
to the greater strain upon it.” That which
follows is inconsistent with this. “ Ic appears
as if a certain duration of time were necessary
to enable the material to adapt itself to the
particular circumstances of each case, for if a
heavy weight be suddenly and rapidly applied to

a bar it will break, or rather snap at once, with-

out undergoing any elongation of its length
; the

strain is induced so quickly that the elastic force

has no time, to use a common phrase, to exert
itself.”

Now, any elastic material,— as distinguished
from those notoriously brittle, for all materials

are more or less elastic,—will resist for a moment,
without rupture, a greater force than it will bear
during any considerable time, and the statement
should have been that it appears as if a certain

duration of time were necessary to overcome the

cohesive force of the material, and that in a

sudden application the strain is induced so

quickly that the elastic force recovers itself

before the strain has bad time to injure it.

Mr. Shreve treats the case differently, and
more comprehensively. He keeps up through-
out a harmony of discussion and symbols, and
the case is stated gradually, beginning with the

simpler and proceeding to the more complex
forms, the same formulas being adopted tlirough-

out, with such modifications only as the different

cases require, each case being considered as a
part of tho whole. After the discussion of the
strains in each form of truss an example is

given, worked out in detail, showing the appli-

cation of the formula. His statements are all

deduced from the few simple axioms that lie at

the bottom of all principles of construction, the
foremost of which is that of the lever, the
second the resolution of forces, and the third the
equality of moments of forces in structures in

a condition of equilibrium. (The moment of a
force at any point is its amount multiplied into

its distance, measui'cd at right angles to its

direction, from the point about which the
moment is taken.)

1. (.>f the Level-.—If a weight be borne by a
beam, or truss, resting at its extremities upon
two supports, these supports may be considered

as reacting with two upward pressures, whose
sum is equal to the weight

;
and tho weight

borne by either support, or the reaction of

either support, is to the whole weight as the
distance from the centre of gravity of the

weight to the further support is to the whole
length of the beam or truss.

2. Of the Resolution of Forces .— If three forces

acting at one point balance, three lines parallel

to their directious will form a triangle, whose
sides will bo proportional to tho forces.

3. Of the Equality of iloments .—The moments
of the forces acting upon a body in equili-

brium which tend to turn it in one direc-

tion about a certain point, are equal to the

moments of the forces which tend to turn it

in tho opposite direction,—the forces and the

point being iu the same plane. The direc-

tions ill which the forces act which are brought
to boar upou the members of a truss, are hori-

zontal, vertical, and inclined. Tho strains in-

diiced in the inclitied or diagonal braces may bo
resolved into horizontal and vertical strains by
tho application of the principle of the resolution

of forces. In a truss subject to a uniform
constant load throughout its length, and a
uniform movable load, the borizontal sti-ains

are greatest under a full load, but the verticnl

strains are greater when the truss is partially

(but more than half) loaded—the load extending

from one abutment,—than they are under a full

load of equal density, and the greatest vertical

strain in a trass subject to a rolling load is the

strain at nuy point produced by the constant
truss weight added to the strain from the rolling

load when it reaches that point, and covers the

greater part of the truss. This greater vertical

strain from a partial load is, apparently, an
anomaly, but it is shown by Mr. Shreve to be so

in fact. Mr. Cargill says that to correct this

inequality, the platforms of bridges have some-
times been loaded with ballast, to iucreaso the

dead weight, and to lessen, comparatively, the

effect of the rolling load. He does not, how-
ever, approve of this, but suggests a better

system of bracing. Both authors give consider-

able space to the discussion of the strains iu

roofs, as well as iu bridges, but while the one
treats of roofs separately, the other treats the

strains iu them as part of the general subject of

stiains in trusses; both, however, treat the sub-

ject theoretically only, and although a student

may ascertain pretty accurately from either the

amount and nature of the strains in trasses,

he must look elsewhere for the strength

necessary to be given to them. This is no dis-

paragomeut of either book. The first thing
to be done in designing a bridge or a roof is to

ascertain the amount and the nature of the
strains in the several members. A reference,

then, to the records of trustworthy experiments
on the strength of materials will enable any one
who has had sufficient practical experience in

the working and use of materials to assign to

each member its proper dimensions; bat this

practical acquaintance with materials is abso-

lutely necessary before a proper structure cau
be designed, because there ai’e many things to

be considered which cannot be taught in books
or lectures, and the merely theoretical man cau
no more design proper structures than tho

merely practical man can
;
and of his works wo

know too much to our sorrow.
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LOXDOX SUBDKBAX TAYEKXS.

The habits of a nation arn changed by the
gi’owth of its cities

;
and when London was com-

paratively small, this country was known as

“Merry England,” a designation that would be
very inappropriate if applied to it in the present
day. In the time of good Qaeen Bess, the
citizen after his day’s work could stroll out into

the country and come home again to bed after

enjoying the healthful smell of the hayfields;

but now it is a day’s journey to get out of sight

of streets and chiinncy-pots. Even at the begin-
ning of the present century grass was to be found
within easy walking distance, and John Thomas
Smith relates in his “ Book for a Rainy Day,”
that in 1772 all beyond Portland Chapel, iu

Great Portland-street was country. Smith’s
mother was recommended to rise early and take
milk at the cowhouse : so she used to cross the
Xew-road and walk to a place called William’s
farm near tho “Jew’s Harp House Tavern and

ably well supplied with inns
j
but they did not

add to the safety of travellers. Those who now
pass these houses in a yellow omnibus will find
it diflicult to realise the state of things repre-
sented by the following particulars. Opposite
the “ Bull and Gate ” Squire Greenwood was
robbed by W. Yates, H. Morris, and B. Fink,
who, after frightening the village, got clean off;
but were afterwards taken and hanged at
Tyburn, in May, 173IJ. Tho “Bull and' Last ”

was kept by John Young, who was hanged at
Keimington, for the robbery of Thomas Swinton,
in May, 1730. Thomas Theobalds was taken in
bed at the “ Flask ” for a robbery at Squire
Matthews’s, near Higbgate Church, on the 13tli

of August, 1731.

“Copenhagen House” stood alone in the fields
upon which tho New Cattle Market has lately
been built, lb is called “Coopen Hagen” in
Camden’s “ Britannia” (1G95), and was, accord,
ing to tradition, the residence of a Danish prince
or ambassador during the Great Plague of 1665.

Tea-gardens,” on tho borders of Marylebone 17S0 Lord George Gordon’s rioters passed the
Park, where Speaker Onslow was at one time ' house, on their way to attack the seat of Lord
in the habit of spending his evenings, till he i

Caen Wood, and at this time a party
was discovered and made too much fuss with to soldiers were sent to occupy tho place until

suit his quiet habits.

The public-house in Albany-street, with the
odd sign of the “ Queen’s Head and Artichoke,”

the riots were quelled.

The “Dun Cow,” at Kolloway, was built in

1601, and on the view of the house that is now
was at the time that Mrs. Smith took her mom-

;

before us is the following MS. note relating to

j walks a little old tavern in a meadow entered
i

^be notorious trequeuters of the place ;
—

from the New-road by a turnstile. The sign was
j

^bis house last yeai’, the 20th of October,

a weather-beaten portrait of Queen Elizabeth,
;

^ ^ person whom I took for an honest man

:

and the report was that the house had been kept conversation was agreeable, and he was very
good-looking. Since many times I have thought
of my fortunate escape, for he was no other than
the notorions Turpin. A little after he left me
he stopped Lady Dolin’s chariot and robbed her
of 12h and her watch and rings. This is the

originally by one of her Majesty’s gardeners.
Londoners of old lived a much more out-of-door
life than they do now, and round London were
numerous wayside-inns and tea-gardens, which
were highly popular, and much frequented. In

, .

the main thoroughfares leading out of town there
;

public inn in Holloway. I find Turpin is

were public-houses with seatsand tables in front,
|

staying near Hackney. 8 May, 1731.”

;it which substantial tradesmen and their families
i

site of the Great Northern Station at

were iu tho habit of regaling themselves iu the
!

King’s Cross was formerly a lonely spot. Near
same manner as is now common on tho Boule-

' “Red Lion,’’ Battle Biddge, John Everett, of

vards of Paris. These seats and tables may
,

St. Pancras,^ the highwayman, stopped Mrs.
still bo seen in some places, but they are now ^a»ly’s chariot, for which crime he was hanged
only used by the w'orking classes. Tyburn, on February 29tb, 1730, Robert
We have before us drawings of some of the

j

tho landlord, being evidence against him,

old inns round London taken at the beginning ^

Rail s Pond takes its name from a former
of the last century, with MS. memoranda rela-

j

of a public-house near Newington Green,

tive to their history
;
and in the following notice

I

John Ball, who kept the “Salutation
of these inns, most of thorn now either destroyed ^bout the middle of the seventeenth century, ..

or swallowed up by the ever onward tide of ' much frequented by the lower orders to

London growth, we have incorporated this infer- .

^bc sports of bull-baiting, duck-huntiug', ic.

Illation. Some of tho inns obtained a sinister
!

The ancient village of Islington was long famous
reputation from their landlords being in league

j

'—
with or harbouring highwaymen.

j

“ The Queen's Head and Crowu in Islington town,
The “ Chalk Farm Tavern,” now rebuilt in the !

Bore, for its brewing, the brightest renown. "

midst of shops, was, only a few years ago, in so ' These two houses were both situated in the
retired a situation, that the field near it was Lower-road, and there was a tradition that tho
thought to bo a specially appropriate place for

j

“ Queen’s Head ” was once occupied by Lord
the fighting of duels, and many a weary man

j

Treasurer Burleigh. It was a fine specimen
lias rested his limbs upon a bed in this hoiiso

|

of the domestic architecture of the reign of
as his life was fast ebbing away. Farther north

,

Henry VII. The “Crown” was pulled down
was “Belsize House,” formerly a family man-

[

previously to 1810, and the old “ Queen’s Head ”

sion, but turned into a place of entertainment in !
in 1820. The “ Pied Bull,” situated in the

1720. At that date twelve “ stout fellows com-
jdetely armed” were employed as a patrol
between this place and the town. Iu June, 1722,
the appearance of nobility and gentry at Belsize
was so great that they reckoned between 300
and ‘100 coaches ; at which time a wild deer was
hunted down and killed in the park before the
company, which gave nearly three hours’ diver-
sion. About tliirty years after this the house
nas again inhabited by gentlemen. It was re-
built, and the Right Hon. Spencer Perceval
lived in it for a time.
The “Upper Flask Inn” at Hampstead was

once a famous house. Hero Clarissa Harlowe
lodged when she attempted to escape from
Lovelace, and the Kit-cat Club met iu one of
the rooms during the summer months. Sir
Richard Blackmore refers to the place in his
poem, “ The Kit-Cats —

“ Or whet'n, A]iollo-like, thou'rf pleased to leail
Tby sens to feast ou Hampstead's airy head

;

Hampstead that, tow'ring in superior sky,
Xow vrilh Parnassus does in honour vie."

The house was afterwards converted into a
private residence, and George Stoevens, the
Shakspearian editor, lived iu it.

The " Two Wrestlers,” at Highgate, was an
old bouse which, from a date over the chimney,
is supposed to have been built in 1502. It is
said that Charles II. and Rochester were ob1i"ed
TO make it their abode for one night in October
1,664, when they were out on one of their rovimr
excursions. It afterwards became a favourite

Upper-street, was built about the reign of Eliza-
beth, and tradition claims it as the residence of
Sir Walter Raleigh, and the first house in England
where tobacco was smoked. The “ White Con.
duit House ” was built about the year 1641, and
was for many years quietly situated in the fields.

It took its name from a stone conduit which was
close by and is shown iu the engravings of the
house. It was originally a small ale and cuke
house, at which time White Conduit rolls were
nearly as well known as Chelsea buns. The
wheel-pond close by was a noted place for duck-
bunting, and the house was long a favourite as
a semi-country resort. The original tavern was
taken down in 1832, and rebuilt, and iu 1819 the
gardens were let on building leases. The author
of the “ Beauties of England and Wales” writes
as follows of some of these suburban places of
entertainment :—“The adjacent tea-gardens and
taverns of Highbury, Canonbury, the Wliite
Conduit and Copenhagen Houses, all in fine open
situations, and furnished with bowling-greens,
&c., afford a diversity of entertainment to
numbers of the middle and lower classes from
the metropolis in their hours of relaxation.”
Thomas Lord, one of the attendants at the White
Conduit Cricket Club, subsequently established
the Marylebone Club, and gave his name to the
famous ground at St. John’s Wood.
The “ Canonbury Tavern,” bowling-green, and

tea-gardens, were kept by the widow Sutton
from 1785 to 1808, during which period their
fame was widely spread. “ Sadler’s Wells ”

Music House, subsequently Sadler’s WellsJ.J.UUOO, csuuseuueuLiy oaujer s ivOiJS
rc.-iort of highwaymen. Kentish town was totor-

|

Theatre, was once celebrated for its chalybeate

spring. The manor of Highbory formerly be.
longed to the Knights Hospitallers of St. Johr
of Jerusalem, and “Highbury Barn Tavern’
takes its name from a barn which was attachet
to the prior’s house.

Hackney was a fashionable village in thi

sixteenth and sev'enteenth centuries, and its inn
were numerous and of some renown. Thi
“Three Cranes,” in Church-street, was a publii
hostelry in the early part of the fifteeutl
century, and took the name of its sign from th(

machine for raising weights, and not from thf

bird. Tho men engaged in building the towei
St. Augustine’s Church, as it was then called, ii

1410, were paid at this house, and from thh
comie.xion the machine used by the builders was
taken as a sign. On the 17th of December
1729, Benjamin Keys and John Johnson foliowee
John Stainer, with the Norwich mail-bags, fron:
this house, and robbed and murdered him beyonc
Clapton, his body being found in a pond there on
the next day. Tho “ Cock,” at tlie corner ol

Sylvester-row, Church-stroet, was hero iu 1651
at which date a token was struck by the land,
lord. In a room in tliis house a party of Papisf
conspirators met, on the 2ud of October, 1661
to waylay and assassinate Ciiarles II. on his
return to town from Sir Thomas Vjner’s man.
sion, afterwards called tho “ Black and White
llon^e.” The men w'ere baulked in their design,
from one of their companions being known tc
the landlord, John Braine, who sent to inform
Sir Thomas. In the mean time they escaped,
but lefD their swords behind them. There is a
token of tho “ White Hart,” in Marc-street,
dated 1668. Colonel Okey, the regicide, was
taken prisoner at this house, after having been
concealed for three weeks by Ann Nicholis, who
liad been an old servant of his while bo lived at
Barber’s Barn, in the same street.

Tho “ King’s Head” changed its name several
times. Previously to the restoration it was called
the “ Cromwell’s Head,” but afterwards tho
landlord, one Owen, was ordered to be imblicly
wliippod and pilloried for having sucli a sign.
Having thus been tauglit wisdom, he put up a
portrait of one of tho I’rinces of Orange, which
ho had bought, and called it “ King Charles’s
Head.” Tho “ Blue Post Tavern and Tea-garden,”
in Wells-street, past which “a coach to London”
ran “ every day,” was originally called the
“'lemplars' House,” but tho reason for such
namo is not known. It was the once magnificent
mansion of Henry Percy, Earl of Northumber-
land. The “ Pie Tavern,” in Mare-street, was sup-
posed to be the oldest house of entertainment
in Hackney, and in 1431 the Prior of St. John’s
granted a hostelry called the “ Pie” to one John
of Banbury, on the condition of bringing bait to-

him as ho passed to his house. Mare-street was
then called Gaveston-streer. The house was
pulled down to form the ‘‘ Grove ” many years
ago. At the “ Green Dragon,” afterwards called
tho “Northumberland Arms,'’ Bagnigge Wells-
road, the infamous Catheriuelluys was taken with
Tom Billings for the murder of her husband^
ttic landlord, John Blakely, being one of the
witnesses against her. She was burnt alive at
Tyburn, on May 9, 1726, and Billings was hanged
at the same time.

The “Pindar of Wakefield,” in Grav'a Inn-
lane, was destroyed by a hurricane in November,
1723, at which time the two daughters of tho
landlord were killed by tho falling walls. The
house was rebuilt in 172 I.

Behind the “Half-way House,” Hampstead,
road, I'ainous for its “prime cakes, twopenny,
and ale,” Parson Kinncrsly robbed Squire
Thrupp of 5u0L after wounding him. He was
placed in Newgate for this crime, and died there
in April, 1729.

The Manor of Tothele, Totenhall, or Totten-
ham Court, is mentioned in Domesday Book, and
in the year 15G0 it was demised to Queen Eliza-
beth for ninety-niue years, in the name of Sir
Robert Dudley. It afterwards became the pro-
perty of Isabella, Countess of Arlington, from
whom it was inherited by her son, Charles
Fitzroy, Duke of Grafton. In 17GS it was vested
in the Hon. Ciiarles Fitzroy (afterwards Lord
Sonthampton), and a few years afterwards
Fitzroy-square, Grafton-street, <ic., were built

upon part of the site. Tottenham Court is

described in Dodsley’s “London and its Envi-
rons” (1761), as “a pleasant village, situated

between St. Giles’s and Hampstead ”
; and Gay

had previously mentioned it in his verse as a
rural place :

—
" MTion tho sweet breatbiBg spring unfolds the buds,
L'>ve flics the dusty towu for shadv woods,
Then Tottenhani fields with roving" beauty sw.arm.
And Hampstead balls the Citv virgins warm."
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Tlif! “ Manor House ” was transformed into a

public bonso and tea gardens in the seventeenth

century, and from the parish books of St.

Giles's, for 1G15, it appears that three persons

were lined a shilling a-pieco ‘‘for drinking at

Tottenhall Court on the Sabbath dale.” The
sign of the house was the '“Adam and Eve,” and
the tavern at the corner of Boston and Hamp-
stead roads still retains this sign. Edon.street,

which is the first turning from the Hevv-road on

the west side of the Ilatnpstead-road, was built

on the site of the gardens. Hogarth has intro-

duced this tavern into his picture of the ‘‘March

to Finchley,” and Broughton aud Slack e.rhibited

here thoirpngilistic skill. It was at one time well

and reputably attended, but the Gooseberry
fair in 'rottenham-Court-road brought together

so many persons of the lowest class that early

in the eighteenth century it had obtained a very

ill name as a resort of vicious ebaractors, and
soon after the fair in 1730, seven footpads were
taken at this place. Tlie “King’s Hoad,” to

which Miss Morris was taken against her will by
one llussel, was close by the “Adam and Eve.”

For assisting in this abduction, Maiy Hendron
and Margaret Pendergrass wore hanged at

Tyburn in May, 1728.

The notorious James Dalton was taken pri-

soner at the “Bull’s Head,” Tottenham Court-

road, for the robbery of Dr. Mead by stopping

his coach in Leather-lane, Holbom, in December,
1729. The man committed above fifty robberies

in and near London, and was evidence against

Jonathan Wild and Blaeskin, but at last he got

his deserts, and was hanged at Tyburn on May
12, 1730. The “Farthing Pie House,” Now-
road, at the corner of Norton-street, was so

called because mutton pies were sold there at

that low price. It was afterwards called the
“ Green Man.” In a pond near the house, Mr.

Huddle, the landlord, found the trunk and
limbs of a Mr. Hays, wrapped in two blankets,

on March 26, 1720, and shortly after the mur-
dered man’s wife, who committed the crime, was
burnt at Tyburn, as mentioned before. The
house was visited by many opulent freeholders,

and Wilkes frequented it to obtain votes when
he was a candidate for tho county of Middlesex.

The painter Wilson often played skittles here.

Tho " Hose of Normandy ” tavern, gaming-
house, and bowling-green was a very old place

of entertainment, joined to the bettor known
Mnrylebone Gardena. Long’s bowling-green, at

the “ Rose,” at Marylebone, is mentioned iii the

Londoii, (Jazetia for January 11, 1691, as half a
mile distant from London, and in 17-tG robberies

were so frequent, and thieves so desperate, that

tho proprietor of tho gardens was obliged to

have a guard of soldiers to protect the company
to and from London. Shellield, Duke of Buck-
ingliam, is said to hare btu'ii a constant fre-

quenter of the place, and Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu is supposed to liavo referred to him in

her line :

—

“ Sorao iliikps at Marylione Low! time away."

The gardens are also made by Gay the scene of

ono of Macbcath’s debauches in the “Beggar’s
0])<“r!i.”

Tho taverns and tea-gardens of Paddington
and Bayswater were long in high repute. Tho
“ White Lion,” tho “ lied Lion,” the “ Pack-
horse,” and the “ Wheatshcaf,” were all old

houses, and with the latter tradition couples tho

name of Ben Jonson. Knightsbridge again, as

tho chief entrance to London, was well supplied

with inns. These places were many of them
favourite resorts by day, but at night they were
frequented by highwaymen, and a MS. annotator

• of Norden’s “ Speculum Britannia” suggests

that “ no good man walk there too late unless

ho can make his party good.” Knightsbridge
was a sort of Gretna Green of the seventeentli

and eighteenth centuries, and tho couples who
were yoked together were e.>:cellent customers

to the Laverns of tho place. The “World’s
End” is referred to by Pepys, Congreve, and
many of the old dramatists. “Jenny’s Whim”
was a favourite resort of a rather later date. It

was on the site of St. Georgo’s-row.

The “Mulberry Garden” at Pimlico, which
stood on the site of Buckingham Palace, was a
favourite place of entertainment in the reign of

Charles II., where tho gay world were fond of

spending their evening hours. Tho most interest-

ing recollection of it to us, however, is that of

John Dryden sitting there eating the tarts he
loved.

We must now bring this notice of suburban
inns to a close, not from lack of materials but from
lack of space, bcc.^use an account of all tho inns

that onoe surrounded Ixjndon would fill a volume
leather than an article. We will, however, men-
tion in conclusion two inns of ranch interest at

Fulham. The “ Golden Lion” was erected

about Henry VII.’s reign, and in it, according
to local tradition, Bishop Bonner lived for a

time. Tradition adds that a subterranean path
communicated with tho palace. At the “ King’s

Arms” a party of Londoners are said to have
taken refuge at the time of the fire of London,

and that event was commemorated at this house

on tho 1st of September for many years.

BHSSIA, KHIVA, AND ART PROGRESS.

It would bo difficult to find an artistic

and architectural problem more carious than

that of tho Russian one as it now is. Mr.

Cobden travelled, as is well known, over the

wholo of Europe, for the purpose of instructing

the world in the principles of free trade, and
seems to have been more especially interested

in Russia. Russia is in wliat may be con-

veniently termed a middle age state of progress.

In no other country in Europe can we find such

another parallel to our owu Middle Ages. In

this island, now-a-days, so different from the

past, no Peter the Hermit, nor Thomas h Beckett,

could hope to find many sympathisers or helpers

;

nor can there bo any possibility of “ building

cathedrals” on a great scale as of yore. The
feelings of men have changed, and the wealth of

building has gone into otlier channels. But in

Russia, as Mr. Cobden has noted, the whole

nation is yet in the fervour of church building,

and no small portion of the national industry

is employed in the making of silver and gilt

church ornaments, in the casting of statues

and ‘columns, in the burnishing of domes and
cupolas, and in marble carving for the “ orna-

mentation” of cathedrals and churches; and,

be adds, that the most gorgcoxis products of the

Russian looms are destined for tho hangings of

altars and for the vestments of priests. Wo
need say nothing at present of the art-style in

which, or from which, these things are exeented.

Some future world’s exhibition may perhaps

show ns typical examples of those curious things

—of tho past still in the present. Wo simply

note facts.

It would seem almost impossible to transport

oneself into a distant time so as to tlioroughly

realise it, and though s-o much study has been
given to tho “ Middle Ages,” yet is it all but

impossible to understand the intensity of feeling

which brought into existence those great cathe-

drals and churches which nowadays, in architects’

offices, form the “ precedent” by which to go to

work, aud without w'hose guidance and help

nothing well could be done ! But in Russia this

is, in reality, all now going on, in a natural way.

Books of precedent cau be done without, and the

new church would seem to grow, naturally, out

of the one last built, and Mr. Cobden, even with

his somewhat liard commercial eye, could not

but be struck with the individuality of some of

the work done. One of his building accounts is

curious. He saw by the side of a great church,

“sparkling with ornaments,” at Nishni Novo-
gorod, where the Great Fair is held, a very

simple, unpretending mosque, so entirely without

ornamental details, and so pZabi, that he could

not but ask his Mahometan guide how it was,

with but whitewashed walls, and without fixture

or furniture of any kind but the green floor-

cloth and pulpit of wood. The answer he got

was, “Why should wo have arty ornament
here ? ” It must bo indeed something not a

little curious to see a building going on from
pure necessity alone, and with not only no
borrowings from fashionable surroundings, but

all going on in absolute opposition to them all,

and per se.

We can hardly imagine a place anywhere
wherein tho art of it can be in a more puzzbng
state than in Russia. The Middle Ages in the

present ! All sorts of experiments are said to

have been made by the late Emperor to foster

this and that manufacture, and Mr. Cobden
noted that no country in the world ever suffered

so much from attempts to force a manufacturing

system foreign to it into artificial life, as in

Russia. Nowhere else has the experiment been

made on so largo a scale, upon a corainunity so

unprepared for the experiment. It is indeed

wonderful to think how persistently some men
will go on in error. Art - manufacture now
well-nigh rules the world, and the Russian has

been trying, by dint of machinery of English

manufacture, to do that which it would almost

seem England alone cau do. All those miracles

of mechaniatn which a cotton-mill alone can ex-

hibit are hero to be seen, borrowed from
England, by tho side of other machinery of the

moat primitive design and construction. The
ploughs are on the model of those in use in the

days of Cincinnatus, and the scythes and reap-

ing hooks may havo been tho instruments of the

ancient Scythians. What a curious thing it

would be to see a nation working out its own
capabilities in its own way only^ Russia, like

all other countries, has its own natural art in-

dustries, leather work, coarse linens, cordage,

coarse woollens
;

and, not least, articles of

icooii, in the manipulation of which the Russian
is not a little original and ingr-nious. The in-

genuity of the common people in tho working of

wood, says Mr. Cobden, is truly remarkable.
Every nation to its own individuality must,

surely be the guiding liglit of the future. It is

by the woi'king out of its own special capaci-

ties and individualities, that nations, artistically,

are to “ progress,” and not by the transplanting

of exotic productions into them. In Russia tins

is to be noted in a most remarkable degree.

Aud, again, would there not seem to be a
power peculiar to itself in Russia, to elaborate

an art and an arebitecture of its own. What a
pity it is that all governments are above noticing

such matters as these. It was the steady aim of

tho late emperor to “ improve ” bis people out of

themselves,—to bnrroio from other nations, espe-

cially from England, all he could
;
and never

before, perhaps, was so much capacity and
wealth thrown away in the vain attempt to

make men other than what nature made them.
Mr. Cobden laments this, as well he might, and
points out how well the Russian can do his ouoi.

work, and how painfully bo does the work which
is artificially forced on him,—his owu work in

his own materials, that is.

To go but a step further with this singularity of

the Middle Ages in the present. Russia, says Mr.
Carlyle,—great, silent Russia, without, as yet, a
voice,—nought but the voice of its cannon, and
the noise of the tramp of its Cossacks,—whatu’iR
it say, when it does speak ? Well, wo must
patiently wait. But at least wo may see what
Russia does, and there can be no sort of mistake
or ambiguity about it. Russia is progressing,

and is going on further and further, and the
curious artistic question is,—of course, looking
steadily at art,—What is Russia taking into

those distant regions, and how far will it oust

out of existence what it finds of original matter,

aud what will it put in the place of it ? Khiva
is further off by a long, long way tlian the Middle
Ages. The “ walled town ” and its strange ways
take ns almost as far back as the days of old

Canaan, so wonderfully do things continue in the
far East ! Will Khiva gain anything through
Russian “ occupation,” and ic/iat will it gain ?

CONVENT CH.iPEL OF THE ASSUMPTION.
KENSINGTON-SQUARE.

We give an illustration of the chapel of the
Convent of tho Assumption, Kensington-squai'c.

The plan consists of a nave, 27 ft. wide, without

aisles, lighted by a lofty arcaded clearstory of

single lancets, with a barrel-roof rising from
half-vaulting over the clearstory windows. This
portion of the church is devoted to the nuns’

choir, and accommodates at present the young
ladies under their tuition, but whom it is in-

tended to place hereafter in the aute-chapel.

Beyond the choir extends the chancel, 20 ft.

deep. A simple arcade, carried on slender

polished granite shafts, surrounds tho high altar

:

and above this rises a vaulted ceiling in polished

woods of two coloiU’S. To tho right of the
chancel extends a small apsidal chapel, aud to

the rear are ai’ranged sacristies for the almoner
and the sisters. At present, these portions of

the design alonearo finished, but it will combine,
when complete, a tribune at the end opposite
the altar for strangers, and a lofty bell-turret.

It is, moreover, hoped shortly to replace the
present temporary altar, by one, as shown in our
drawing, in Caen stone and alabaster, the altar

itself and tabernacle being in silver parcel-gilt,

and enamelled and jewelled. The entire cost of

the buildings, as at present completed, has not
exceeded 2,700Z. The contractors for the work
wei'e Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, of Earl-strcet,

Westminster; the carving having been executed
by Mr. Earp, of Lambeth

;
and the ornamental

metalwork supplied by Messrs. Hart & Peard.
The architects are Messrs. Goldie & Child.
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SMOKING AND THINKING.

Al' an artistic symposium not long ago wo ob-

served three or four young gentlemen working
hard for architecture, not one of thorn yet of age,

who were smoking “ like furnace,” to misuse an
expression of Shakspeare

; and the question oc-

(jiirred to us, “ Does tobacco impair the tliinking

faculties ? Sniokmgis a habit so common that this

inquiry may excite some surpxnse. Since tobacco
has got into literature, the praise of the pipe has
been both sung and said, and not a little fine

writing has been expended in eulogy of it as the
solace of the w’cary brain, and the companion
of the thinker in his meditative hours. The very
frequency of the practice gives interest to the
inquiry, and we propose to lay before our readers
some data which will enable them to answer the
question. And, first, it must bo recollected that
whatever theory may bo held as to ultimate
Causes, the act of thinking is a mechanical one,

dependent for its duo performance upon certain
physiological conditions. The brain is tho in-

scrument of thought, and is a highly complex
machine, of w’hich the blood is tho motive power.
Tho process of thinking destroys a certain portion
of the molecular structure of tho brain, wbich
has the power of repairing this waste by select-

ing appropriate matter from the vital fluid with
which it is at short intervals regularly bathed.
Uonce it will bo apparent that the healthy con.
dition of the brain depends upon tho quality of
tho blood, by and from which it is sustained.
That which injures or enfeebles tho blood, must,
us a matter of course, affect the health and
activity of the brain. If, then, wo ascertain the
physiological effect of tobacco upon tlio life-

fluid, we shall be in a fair way for deciding tho
»inestion, especially if w’e find individual cases
confirming the views thus anuved at. There is

nothing stronger in medical evidence than tho
agreement of physiology and pathology.

Dr. Richardson has so clearly explained the
influence of smoking upon the blood, that it will

be best to quote his graphic account. His
scientific eminence entitles liis evidence to re-

Bpect, and lovers of tho weed must recollect

that it is a smoker to whom they are listening :

—

“ On tho blood the prolonged inhalation of

tobacco produces changes which are very
marked in character. The fluid is thinner than
is natural, and in extreme cases paler. In such
instances tho deficient colour of tho blood is

communicated to the body altogether, rendering
the external surface yellowish, white, and puffy.

Tho blood being thin, also exudes freely, and a
cub surface bleeds for a longtime, and may con-
tinuG to bleed inconveniently, even in opposi-
tion to remedies. But the most, important
ohango is exerted on those little bodies which
float in myriads in tho blood, and are known as
tho red globules. These globules have naturally
I double concave surface, and at their edges a
l)orfectly smooth outline. They are very soluble
in alkalies, and are subject to change of shape
xnd character, when the quality of the fluid in
which they float is modified in respect to
Jensity. Tho absorption, therefore, of the fumes
jf tobacco necessarily leads to rapid changes in
them

;
they lose their round shape, they become

aval and irregular at their edges, and instead of
liaviug a mutual attraction for each other and
running together, a good sign of their physical
iiealth, they lie, loosely scattered before the eye,
kud indicate to tho learned observer, as clearly
is though they spoke to him, aud said the words,
:hat the man from whom they were taken, is

physically depressed and deplorably deficient
30th in tnuscHiar and mental power.”
Tobacco modifies the circulation in the brain,

>s in otlxor portions of the body. Hence, it

(vould be remarkable indeed if it did not exercise
lome influence upon the mechanism of thought.
‘ A sincere, self-obscrving smoker cannot fail,”

Jays M. Meunier, ” to recognise that tobacco
jreates a new nature, more disposed to dreaming
;han action.” Although a great smoker himself,
10 considered the habit was inimical to the
ivatioual miixd. His frequent diatribes against
.his mart aux pouples excited much raillery

; but
the habit of twenty years was long too strong
tor him. So close was the connexion between
work and smoko with M. Sleuuier, that the
unouut of intellectual labour he had performed
was chronicled by tho extent of his consump.
don of tobacco. When, at last, after many
fruitless attempts, he put his conduct^in harmony
with his opinions, it required several weeks of
undivided attention to break the chains of habit
which bound him. The mode by which nicotine
liCts upon the blood-vessels explains the apparent

contradiction that it should be able to excite into
momentary activity an organ which it lias en-
feebled and stupefied. Tho excitement and
over-activity, which it causes in the contractile
apparatus of the walls of tho blood-vessels are
quickly followed by a general fatigue which is

ouly a modified paralysis. Thinking, as we have
seen, is closely related with the cerebral circu-
lation. When, by continual usage, the muscular
tissue of tho blood-vessels has become gradually
benumbed, the blood, in place of its natural
rapid flow, circulates slowly and sluggishly, and
the functional energy of the brain is diminisbed.
But with a new exhibition of tho stimulant, the
muscular contractility is again sthnulated, the
circulation becomes quicker, tho brain, abuii-
dantly and regularly bathed by the life-flood,

takes up agaiu its functions, tho brain-power
increases, ideas flow with greater rapidity; but
tho activity tlms produced cannot last. With
this stimulation disappear the brifiiaut results
which it had produced, and tho organ falls into a
relaxed condition, from which only increased
doses can temporarily rescue it.

One of the results upon tho brain is tlie loss

of memory. Many authors have noticed this fact.

The case of TAbbe Moigno, tho celebrated
editor of Lvs Mondes, is curious. Ho bad often
been in tho habit of taking snuff, which had
always led to prejudicial results. After various
temporary renunciations, ho had returned to its

use. In 1S61, whilst engaged in some mathe-
matical labours, ho took from twenty to twenty-
five grammes daily, aud found himself continually
having recourse to the snuff-box. The effect
was a rapid e.xtiuction of the faculty of memory.
Ho hud learned several languages by their
root words, of which he knew from 1,200 to

1,500 of each tongue, but he found tliat his
power of recalling these words was gradually
diminishing, and recourse to the dictionary
became each day more necessary. Struck with
this fact, he resolved to abandon the tabatiere
and cigar. Writing after six years’ experience
as a non-smoker, he says,— ‘‘It has been for us
the commencement of a veritable resurrection of
health, mind, aud memory

;
our ideas have

become more lucid, our imagination more vivid,
our work easier, our pen quicker, and we have
seen gradually return that array of words which
had run away. Our memory, in a word, has
recovered all its riches, all its sensibility

That tobacco, especially in the form of snnfT, is a
persona] enemy of memory, which it has destroyed
little by little, and sometimes very promptly, can-
not be doubted. Many persons with whom we
are acquainted,—M. Dubrunfaut, the celebrated
chemist, forexample,—haveron the same dangers
and escaped them in the same fashion, by
renouncing tobacco, which we do not hesitate to
say harms the greatest part of those who employ
it, since for one smoker or snuffer who uses it

there arc ninety-nine who abase it.”

Memory depends upon tbe vigour and health
of the nervous system; it is likely to be
impaired by whatever causes unhealthy excite-
ment and nerx-ous waste. Hence if the smoker’s
memory fail it may bo considered as one symp-
tom of general injury of the nervous centres,
from which arise other ills. The perceptive facul-
ties become coarser, and this leads to hallucina-
tions. Blatin quotes from Ehrhart some carious
cases of this nature. M. X., forty-six years old,

uervo-sanguine temperament, and in apparent
good health, had often experienced embarrass-
ment in speech and motion after indulgence in
tobacco. One fine day in the country, when the
air was calm, and the sun was shining brightly,
he was astonished to see a heavy rain-shower
which appeared to bo driven towards him by a
violent wind. He extended his hand. No drops
were falling, his clothes were quite drj’, but at
the same moment he was struck with violent
palpitation. He threw away his cigar, the
violent beatings of his heart ceased, and the
vision disappeared. Many times this pheno-
menon recurred. He abaucloned tobacco, and
the accidents quickly disappeared. Thinking
himself perfectly cured, he commenced agaiu to
smoke, but tbe palpitations and visions re-

appeared. Complete abstinence was his ouly
safety.

The step from temporary hallucination to
chronic lunacy is not very great, and we find on
record the case of a man who became insane,
and whoso recovery was due to a lucky accident
which barred him from access to his usual
indulgence. Druhen narrates another note-
worthy case. A middle-aged man, in good
health aud of steady habits, was sent by his

employer to Paris, charged with papers of con-

siderable value. The importance of the trust
preyed very much upon his imagination, and led
to an attack of melancholy mania. He was
under medical treatment about three weeks,
during which time his usual desire for tobacco
disappeared. On his recovery he again com-
mcnced smoking moderately. A few months
after another attack commenced, and he began
to talk once more of the (imaginary) risks and
dangers he liad encountered in his journey to
Paris. Druhen saw that ho was upon the brink
of insanity, and his first prescription was “No
tobacco.” Under this regime the man has since
enjoyed the best health.*
These facts, although cuinous, aro not entirely

dcci-'dve, for iii judging by individual cases there
is always a risk of niistakiug the exception for
tho rule. There are, however, data of a more
absolutely convincing natm-e which we commend
to the careful consideration of young smokors
and their parents.

In 1855 M. Bertillou divided the IGO pupils of
tho Paris ficole Polytcchniquo into smokers and
non-smokers, with a view of testing this ques-
tion. The results in the examinations of the
twenty who stood highest, and those next to
them, have been thus stated :

—

Smokers. Non-Smokers.

a 14
10 .10
11

. H
11 (>

13 7
15 r.

16 4
17 3

102 58

An examination of this table -will show that
whilst the non-smoking pupils exhibit a steady
upward tendency, the contrary is the case with
the smokers. Although tho majority in numbers,
they were the minority in. intellectual attain-
raents. Tho contrast is most instructive, and
demonstrates conclusively the deadening influ-

ence of this popular narcotic upon the functional
activity of the brain. If tobacco wore, as its

apologists sometimes claim, the handmaid of
thought, a very different result must have en-
sued. Dr. Murray, of Newcastle, who is not an
opponent, but a defender of smoking, says, “ My
own personal experience and observation among
medical students, is supported by the results of
examinations for law and divinity, smokere having
been found behind non-smokers in mental calibre.

So long ago as 160G, a medical writer said tobacco
is not safe for the young, and should be called
youths’ bane.” Sir Benjamin Brodie, from tho
result of experiments upon animals, affirms that
tho oil of tobacco acts by destroying tho func-
tion of the brain. This, of coui’se, refers to its

administration as a poison
;
but who can think

with coolness upon our youth, voluntarily sapping
tho vigour of their brains—tho only organ in
which we excel (?) the brute creation—and thus
wearing out their nervous systems ere they have
fairly entered upon the important duties of life ?

It will be seen that medical science and sta-

tistics confirm by ci posteriori evidence that
which physiology would lead us to expect on
djirion' grounds. It would be folly to suppose
that the brain, with all its minutely wonderful
mechanism, should not be injured by continual
contact with blood weakened and deteriorated

—

poisoned—by contact with the deadly principles
evolved in smoking tobacco.
Smoking is now so common amongst persons

of unformed constitutions, that the facts here
detailed acquire a grave importance. If juvenile
smoking continues and extends, we may look for
generations endowed with weaker brains and
duller intellects in a continued series of degra-
dation. Let those who would not have our brave,
bright, English lads degenerate into a race of
dyspeptic dullards, warn them, as they wish for
the full exercise of that power to think, which is

their greatest privilege and glory, as they hope
for clear heiids and unclouded brains, to resist
the dreamy seductions of tobacco.

Enamelled Bricks. — It is reported that
works are now being erected in Pittsburg to
manufacture pressed bricks with enamelled
facings. The enamel is made of various colours,
to suit the tastes of architects or builders, and is

impervious to water or acids, having a surfaco
that can be cleaned like glass.

* “Druhen, duTabac,” 1867, p. 58.
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THE SALUBRITY OF HOBART TOWN,

OR HOBARTON, TASMANIA.
An important paper " On the Climate and

Vital Statistics of Tasmania,” by Dr. E. Swar-

breck Hall, Fellow of the Royal Society of Tas-

mania, and an honorary member of several

London societies, has been printed by the

Colonial Government, along with certain tables,

being, as the general tide states, the “ Re-

sults of five years’ Meteorological Observa-

tions for Hobarton, with which are incorpo-

rated the results of twenty-five years’ observa-

tions previously published by the Royal Society

of Tasmania, and completing a period of thirty

years.”*

The paper by Dr. Hall gives the results of his

long medical experience in the colony
;
the facts

and figures, as he urges, " establishing a health

character for the climate not to be surpassed by

any colony under the British flag.” Hobarton,

it appears, is annually becoming more and more

a sanatorium for invalids from the other Aiistra-

lasian Colonies and India.

">’ocity," says Dr. Hall, “could be niore advan-

tageously situated oa nauitary grounds, but man a cure

has so far done little to obviate those hygienic drawbacks

which the concentration of a city population will always

produce, whatever may be the climatic and local advau-

tages, unless special care bo taken. The ozone table

shows how pure the air is generally. Of records of this

kind I only know one other place in the world, of which

we have ozone returns, which can compete with Tasmania

for aerial purit}',—that is Madeira
;
aud the registers lor

it available are not nearly so extensive as for Tasmania.’’

The city is about two miles iu length and a

little less in breadth, and the population can-

not be considered dense; iu fact, a great pro-

portion of the houses stand isolated iu their own
grounds with gardens around. By the Census of

1861 there were, on the population of the whole

island, 5’12 persons to every inhabited house; the

Census of 1870 includes stores with houses,

80 that a similar calculation for that year cannot

be made; but the houses in Hobarton have in-

creased in the nine years’ interval more than the

inhabitants. From visitors, and the vessels in

port, the mortality of Hobarton is abnormally

augmented considerably. Dr. Hall gives a

notable list of persons in the colony still living,

though more than 100 years old. One old lady,

10 1 years of age, who is known to the Doctor, was

in the habit of riding over the country, Peruvian

fashion, till she was 100.

Dr. Hall, by the way, gives an instructive

instance of the prevalence of typhoid fever in

the Queen’s Asylum so long as bad arrangements

as to the removal of sewage prevailed and the

disappearance of it on the alteration of these

airangements.

CLEANSING AND VENTILATION OF THE
LIVERPOOL SEWERS.

In the local Health Committee, Mr. Deacon

(the borough and water engineer) has presented a

printed report on the condition and ventilation of

the sewers of the borough. With reference to the

removal of deposits, the report stated, that since

August, 1871, when the work was systematically

commenced, the length of sewers cleansed had been

25 miles, at a cost of about 2001. per mile. Tht‘

work of cleansing the remaining 14 miles, all

much in the same condition, would occupy about

fourteen months, and the cost was estimated at

5,0001. The total estimated cost of cleansing

ail the sewers once would be 13,4001. It bad

been found, however, by a large number of

examinations lately made, that the deposits

removed within the last eighteen months were,

in most cases, accumulating again, often rapidly,

and the detailed information obtained led the

engineer to the conclusion, that while, at the

present rate of cleansing, the work would not be

performed once in less than live years and a

quarter from the commencement, iu 1871, at an

average cost of about 2,5551. a year, at the end

of that time it would coat at least 2,0001. a year

to maintain a reasonable standard of freedom
from deposits. Assuming the average expendi-

ture of 2,5551. per annum, for five years and a

quarter from the year 1871, to be inevitable, and
that when the proposed works had been caiu ied

out, an expenditure of 7501. a year would be
necessary to maintain the sewers in good con-

dition as regards deposits, then capitalising

1,2501. per annum, i. e. the difference between
the 2,0001. and 7501. per annum, it was found
that 25,0001. might be expended in the works
proposed on economical considerations connected

* Compiled from the Papers and Proceedings of the
Royal Society of Tasmania. By F. Abbott, F.R.M.S.
Barnard, Government Printer, Hobart Town.

with cleansing alone, and altogether apart from
other sanitary aspects of the case.

After alluding to the various plans of ventila-

tion which had been considered, the engineer
gave it as his decided opinion, that the death-

rate, so far as it was ioflnenced by emanations
from the sewers, would invariably be reduced
by opening the sewers freely by shafts in the

streets, thus preventing the passage of sewer

air into the houses. He recommended that from

every soil-pipe connected with water-closets in

liouses, there should be carried up to a point

above the roof of tl.e house a pipe not less than

4 in. in diameter. In districts where water-

closets of this kiiul exist, the draught would
then be entirely down the street-ventilators and
up the soil-pipe sliafts

;
the private drains as

well as the sewers would be thoroughly venti-

lated
;
and the total movement of air would be

greater than could be attained by any other

means. Such work would, of course, have to

be perfonned, so far as the private shafts were
concerned, at the cost of the house-owners. The
report concluded with a summary of recom-

mendations.
The cost of thorough ventilation of the sewers

throughout the town is estimated at 18,0001.

PROVERBS FOR GENERAL
CIRCULATION.

Toe present age is very much shocked at

Galileo’s treatment, but another age will be
equally shocked at the treatment of more
modern Galileos.

Take care that the man who really furnishes

the nation with great ideas has the credit of

them.
There are pick-braina as well as pick-pockets.

The experience of a collector is, that tho

cleverest men seem to have the least money.
Grateful country

!

If the tiger fails in his pounce, the deer

escapes.

The skilful will fence with and parry a deadly

thrust.

A thoroughbred dog will not yelp, even if yon
pluck him up by the ear.

A snarler will be sure to set other dogs

snarling, and perhaps biting.

If you mean to bite take care you do not miss

your mark.
Every desire is a viper in the bosom, which

while he is still he is harmless, but which
kindled may sting.

Resolve and keep your resolution, choose and
pursue your choice.

Long habits of idleness and pleasure are hard

to be cured.

Depravity is not easily overcome. Resolution

will sometimes relax, and diligence will some-
times be interrupted, but never despair of nlti-

mate success.

Throw life into a method, that every hour may
bring its employment and every employment have
its hour.

Vanity makes one mind nurse aversions and
another actuate desires, till they rise by art

much above their original state of power, and
become despotic.

Compare what you have done with what you
might have done.

Keep your friendship in constant repair.

A great man will never be a disappointed man.
Little men ai’e for ever impeaching the great.

Love is not love that alteration finds, or bends
with the remover to remove.

We are all endeavouring to walk, dance, or

balance ourselves upon tight-ropes, and the

higher these are stretched, the more numerous
the spectators.

If well balanced you will walk erect and he in

less danger of falling.

The English are apt to mistake magnitude
for grandeur, and to think they are doing

wonders, when they are only increasing the

dimensions of trifling and commonplace things.

Beware of substituting quantity for quality in

education.

The moral and physical worlds endure on the

co-operative system. Man cannot avoid co-opei-a-

tion
;

his only alternative is to co-operate for

good or for evil.

In an age of mediocrities a man a trifle higher

than his fellows is often mistaken for a great
man.
One great impediment to a rapid dissemina-

tion of new truths is, that a knowledge of them
would convict many sage professors of having
long promulgated error,

A man may be so mneh of everything that he
is nothing of anything.

A man may learn to ride several hobbies at a :

time, but it will prove more astonishing than i

useful.

RESISTANCE OF WOODS TO STRAIN.

Pbokessor R. H. Thurston, of the Stevens i

Institute of Technology (U.S.), communicates to

the JoJimal o/ the Franklin Institute a description

of an apparatus devised by him for determining

the torsional resistance of materials, and also the

results obtaiued by submitting specimens of dif-

ferent woods to experiment. By mechanism

the force producing torsion is transmitted

through the test-piece, and moves a pencil which
' traces upon paper a curve the ordinates of which

are proportional to the torsional moment, while

its abscissus represents the amount of torsion to

which the specimen has been subjected, thus i

indicating the relative stiffness, strength, and
resilience of the material experimented upon
very perfectly. The test-pieces were seven,

eighths of an inch in thickness at the middle or i

smallest part. Some of the conclusions drawn
from the results are as follow:—White pine :

yields quite rapidly as the torsional moment
increases. The maximum strength of the test,

piece was 15i foot-pounds, and it was twisted

completely off at a total angle of torsion of ISO".

The substance is thus shown to have little .

resilience. Yellow pine has much greater

strength, stiffness, and resilience. The sap.

wood is equally stiff with the heart-wood, but

sooner passes its limit of elasticity'. Spruce is :

less stiff than white pine even, but possesses
i

greater strength and resilience, its moment of

resistance reaching 18 foot-pounds and twisting
' through a total angle of torsion of 200’. Ash I

seems to be weaker and less tough than is gene- •

rally supposed. Its most striking peculiarity is

its very rapid loss of strength after passing its

limit of elasticity. Spanish mahogany is very

stiff and strong. It is deficient in toughness and >

resilience, losing its power of resistance very

rapidly after passing the limit of elasticity.

White oak has less torsional strength than either

good mahogany, locust, or hickory, but is

remarkable for its wonderful toughness. It

passes its limit of elasticity at 15°, but loses its

resisting power very slowly. The latter re-

mains unimpaired to a torsion of 70°, and yields 1

completely at 253°. Millwrights are evidently

correct in holding this wood in high esteem for i

strength, toughness, and power of resisting

heavy shocks and strains.

THE GOVERNMENT AND IMPROVED
DWELLINGS.

At the adjourned discussion by the Special

Dwellings Committee of the Charity Organisation'

Association on Mr. Storr’s motion in reference to

the State assisting in providing improved dwell,

inga for the industrial classes, the following modi-

fications of the original motion were adopted :

—

“That as the extensive clearances of late years

in London, whereby overcrowding has been so

much aggravated, have been in a great n^easure

produced by the compulsory powers conferred

by Acts of Parliament, similar compulsory powers

should be given for acquiring sites in districts

mainly occupied by the industrial classes, in

which the ordinary sanitary requirements are

found to be impracticable, in order that they

may be laid out for building proper dwellings for

the same classes on a comprehensive plan.

That pending the creation of a central muni-

cipal Government for London, it is expedient'

that the Corporation of London and the metro-

'

politan Board of Works should be empoweredy i

either separately or conjointly, to collect infor-

mation as to the parts of London most requiring

reconstruction, and to apply to Parliament to

acquire sites in such parts compulsorily or others

in suitable localities by agreement, and grn.

dually to dispose of them to companies and indi-

viduals, under proper restriction, for the erection

of dwellings for the industrial classes, and for

power themselves to erect such dwellings to a

limited extent in case it should seem to them

expedient.

But that in any Act for the general govern-

ment of London, provision should be made for

the immediate transfer of all such powers, and

of all assets and liabilities acquired or incurred

I

under them to whatever governing body may be

constituted.”

The (NJminittee then adjourned over the Whit-

suntide holidays to Wednesday, June 11th.
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PBOPOSED STATUE OF SIB ’WILLIAM
TITE.

The Chelsea vestrymen have had under their

consideration a proposition from Sir Charles

Dilke, hart., the member for the borough,
addressed to the chairman of the Board, as

follows :

—

“Dear Mr. Livingstone,—I think that, aa Sir William
ite was the beat known of the originators of the idea of

I Chelsea Embankment, some sort of memorial to him
might, with propriety, he set up there. If this suggestion
meets with the approval of the vesfry, I shoula, as a

E
arishioncr, well acquainted with Sir William Tite, both
i his public and private capacity, be glad to bo allowed

either to contribute 1001. for the construction of a mural
granite memorial drinking-fountain, if the Chelsea Vestry
could find a suitable site, and decide to erect one, or as
I.believe the Metropolitan Drinking Fountain Associa-
tion contemplate replacing the detached fountain which
formerly stood at the bottom of Oakley-street, I would
give 1001. to cover the additional expense which might be
caused by constructing such detached fountain in a me-
morial shape, and inscribing Sir William Tite’s name
thereon. I am. Sc., Charlbs W. Dilke.
A. Livingstone, Esq., Chairman of Chelsea Vestry.”

The Chairman remarked that the offer of Sir

Charles Dilke was a very generous one, and he
trusted the vestry would take action in the
matter.

Mr. Birch said a preliminary meeting had
already been held upon this subject, and that
meeting considered Sir William Tito had done
much for the parish and that great improve,
ment the Chelsea Embankment. The Chelsea
Embankment was entirely due to Sir William
Tite’s exertions, and the meeting ho referred to
were unanimous that a memorial should be
erected to so great a benefactor to the parish,

and so eminent an architect. He would be glad
to move that 100 guineas bo devoted towards a
memorial of Sir William Tite, and he was quite

ready to give his five guineas to the same end,
and ho was confident other members of the
vestry would follow his example. He would also

move that a reply be sent to Sir Charles Dilke,

M.P., thanking him for his offer, and asking him
if he would allow his subscription to go with
others which would bo collected, in order that a
statue should be erected to Sir W. Tite on the
Chelsea Embankment.

Jfr. Cox, buvldei’, seconded tbe motion
5
and

after an amendment had been proposed and lost

the original motion was carried by 27 to 6 ; and
Mr. Birch then moved that at the next vestry
the sum of 100 guineas should bo appropriated
for a nioDuraent to Sir William Tite, and a com-
mitteo formed to collect further subscriptions
and to carry out the design

;
and Mr. Lahee, the

vestry clerk, cheerfully consented to act as hon.
secretary.

In connexion with the above, it is stated that
the Members of the Metropolitan Board of

Works are also taking action, so that it is liighly

probable the late Sir W. Tite will have a statue.

THE LEICESTER MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
COMPETITION.

A CERT.iiN number of architects have conde-
scended to respond to the second invitation from
tho authorities of Leicester for designs for
Municipal Buildings. We hold to the opinion
we have before expressed, that the author of
the design selected in the original competition
ought, in justice, to Lave been employed to
prepare designs to meet tho altered site and
arrangements.

THE NEW COURTS OF JUSTICE.

Mu. Gregory, in the Commons, has called the
attention of the House to the delay in tho con-
struction of the New Coarts of Justice, and
moved that such delay was prejudicial to the
administration of the law, and to improvement
in procedure.

Mr. Ayrton, in course of a long speech, said it

was nob until the 27tli of February, 1873, that
the Oflice of Works was put in a position to
invite tenders for the purpose of constructing
the buildings. Those tenders were received on
the 25th of March last

;
and after having been

carefully considered, the very lowest of them
was found, in the judgment of the Office of
Works, to have greatly exceeded the sum which
had been prescribed. He contended that no
time whatsoever had been lost, and that there
was no justification for the charge of delay. As
he had pledged himself not to bring forwai-d tbe
estimate until the course intended to be taken
had been decided upon, any hon. member would
have an opportunity of taking the opinion of
the House on the subject before any expenditure

was incurred. He thought this was the best
footing on which to place the question.

Mr. Beresford-Hope said the right hon. gen-
tleman had given the House a very discursive
and interesting lecture, but he had not met the
point which had been raised. He thought that
the architect had been made a scapegoat of, for

the benefit of those who sought, in connexion
with the new courts, only to consult their own
convenience and comfort.

While much disappointment is felt in conse-
quence of the delay in providing proper courts
of law, tho general objection entertained in

respect of the design for the principal front pre-
vents any strong expression in favour of imme-
diate progress. We should be false to our trust

as representing the public if we were to urge
tho Government immediately to carry out that
design. Mr. Street, by unwisely persisting in

retaining an arrangement next the Strand which,
if pub into stone, could nob fail to be unsatis-
factory in effect, ties the hands of a large
number who would otherwise gladly aid in en-
deavouring to prevent injury to the building
by unwise economy.
We renew our entreaty that a model should

be immediately prepared, or, if already pre-
pared, submitted to publio scrutiny.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.
The Vestry of St. Marylebone are about to

consummate a long-projected improvement at

the east end of the parish by the continuation of

High-street and Thayer-street through James-
street to Wigmore-atreet, and so on to O.xford-

street, thus clearing away a cul-de-sac in James-
street, long a squalid dirty locality, and a source
of great nuisance to the neighbourhood, and
opening out a line of thoroughfare from tho
Regent’s Park and Marylebone-road to Oxford-
street. It is proposed to construct the street

60 ft. in width, and lay out the surplus land
suitably for private residences of first-class

character embracing all the modern require-
ments. Tho works will be commenced imme-
diafcely, under the direction of Mr. Eales,
architect, and an early completion of this

important improvement may now be looked
forward to.

The vestry havo also under consideration a
plan by Mr. Eales for another very great im-
provement at the west end of the parish, long
needed, viz. the levellingup, widening, and opening
out Little James-street,—or “ Little Hell,” as it

is more familiarly called in its locality,—also

Charles-street, Lisson-gi'ove, into Devonshire,
street and Salisbury-street, making a continuous
thoroughfare fronr tho Marylebone-road to New
Church-street, and opening out the east end of
Manning and Suffolk Places. This, with the
new schools about to be erected by the London
School Board in Bell-street, will bo a great im-
provement, morally, socially, and sanitarily, and
therefore most desirable to be carried into effect

as speedily as possible.

ST. MARK’S CHURCH, WALWORTH.
This church, of which the foundation stone

was laid last week, will be built in East-street,

Walworth-road. The principal entrance to the
church will be from the front in East-sti-eet, or
what would be the west end of the nave if the
building was placed with the chancel at its east

end
;
this, however, will not be the case, owing

to tlie shape and position of the site. Over the
entrance will be four lancet windows, and above
them a large traceried rose-window, 11 ft. in dia-

meter. On the apex of the gable of the roof
will be a bell turret for two bells rising to a
height of 100 ft. from tbe ground.
The nave will be 37 ft. wide and 98 ft. long,

with aisles on either side, only 7 ft. wide. This
departure from ordinary proportions of nave and
aisles has been adopted, in order that the stone
piers or columns, supporting the arches, may
not obstruct the view of the pulpit from the
congregation.

The now church will contain 600 sittings in

the nave and chancel, in benches, with sloping
backs, and there is a space for 150 in the
narrow aisles on chairs, which will bo so disposed,

that the pulpit can be seen from ail.

The chancel will be 32 ft. deep, the choir in

part nearest the nave will be 37 ft. wide, the
organ will be placed in a recess at one side, and
at the back of the instrument will be the vestry,

about 12 ft. wide by 17 ft. long.

The sanctuary will be 12 ft. deep and 30 ft.

wide; over the altar will be a S-light tracery
window.
The roof over the nave will be wagon-shai-ei

and boarded, tho height of its apex will be
50 ft.

;
tbe exterior height to the ridge of the

roof will be 65 ft. As thero will be no clear-

story, the aisle walls will be 27 ft. high, in which
will be placed lancet windows.
The nave will be separated from the aisles,

by octagonal stone piers, 2 ft. 4 in. diameter,
supporting pointed arches of red brick. The
walls will be faced both outside and inside, with
yellow stock bricks. The arches to the doors
and windows will be of red brick

; tho di-essinga

will be of Bath stone.

The style of architecture, of which the details

will partake, is English Gothic of the Geometric
period.

The contract has been taken by Mr. Thomp-
son, of Camberwell, for the sum of 4,7781. ;

and
it is anticipated that the total cost of the build-
ing will not exceed 71. per sitting, including the
expenses of heating apparatus and fittings for

lighting. Tho architects are Messrs. Henry
Jarvis & Son.

ST. MARY THE VIRGIN, CROWN-STREET,
SOHO.

The new chancel is now completed, and forms
the first division of the work of rebuilding the
old church, from the designs of Mr. R, Herbert
Carpenter and the late William Slater. The pro-
portions have been made as large as the site

would permit, the clear inside width being 36 ft.

Tho east end is in Crown-street, and the south
side is next a narrow court, while the north side
adjoins the lofty clergy-house. The general
idea has been to support the groining on massive
buttresses, with thin walls between, the but-
tresses showing both inside and outside, thus
gaining an effect of solidity ; the bays being
necessarily much narrower than, the span, tho
groining is sexpartite and domical, constructed
of red bricks with atone ribs. The height from
the floor to the crown is 60 ft., and to tho ridge
of the high-pitch roof above is about 85 ft. Tho
walls, both inside and outside, are of red brick,

with stone stringcourses, windows, &c. The
eastern group of five lancet. lights are placed
at a height of 30 fc. from the floor, and allow
for a reredos on a grand scale, of which the
central figure of ” Our Lord reigning from the
Tree,” is being executed in white marble, by
Miss Grant. The side windows on the south are
coupled lancets, with a sexfoiled circle over. On
the north the organ will stand, which is now in
hand by Messrs. Walker, and under which tho
vestries are entered. A small window in the
oratory of the clergy-house is arranged high up
in the north-east bay. Tho altar-table is raised
twelve steps above the level of the future nave.
The steps and pavement generally are of red
Mansfield and Portland stone, but inside the
sacrarium tho floor is Minton’s mosaic

;
and tho

altar itself stands on three steps of Derbyshire
and Devonshire marble, with a re-table wall
behind of alabaster and marble, executed by
Mr. Forsjtli, as are also the sedilia. The con-
tractors were Messrs. Gibson, of Southall, under
Mr. Boulder, as clerk of works.
The rebuilding of tho north side of the navo

and tlie north aisle is already commenced, as
well aa the schools, which will adjoin the clergy-

house and the north aisle. Mr. Gough, o2

Chelsea, is the contractor.

PRIZE WORKS
CHOSEN UP TO THIS DATE FOR THE

ART UNION OF LONDON.
From the Royal Academy.—“ Grctchen Leav-

ing Church,” R. Thorburn, 1501.; ‘'Missing,”

Miss B. Thompson, SOL ;
” Emissaries of the

Long Parliament,” <tc., E. Opie, 70L ;
“ Just

Awake,” A. Stocks, 601. ;
“A Highland Pine

Forest,” F. S. Reynolds, 52L lOs. ; “A Mountain
Tarn,” R. Farren, 52L 10s.; “Among the Lilies,”

F. G. Cotman, 50L; “ Hambledon Common,
Surrey,” A. Powell, 45L; “A Creek on tho
Shannon,” A. Hartland, 40L; “A Rich Corner,”

W. S. Jay, 40i. ;
“ Glyder Fawr,” W. L. Kerry,

35L j “Pleasing Reflections,” N. 0. Lupton, 351.

;

“The Angler’s Nook,” A. J. Stark, 30L; “Dawn
in November,” E. Jennings,” 301.; “Contested
Authority,” N. Tayler, 26L Ss.

;
“ Tho Missing

Playfellow,” Miss E. Ciacy, 25L; “December

—

Derbyshire,” F. Foottit, 211. ;
“ The Thames at

Hampton,” A. A. Glendeninff, 201,
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From the Society of British Artists.—“The
Ballad," J. J. Hill, 1001. ;

" The Seaside,” B. J.

Cobbett, 851. ;
“A Day after the Fair,” W. Hems-

ley, 601.
;
“ Grandad’s Vanity,” Wells Smith, 501.

;

Highland Cattle by the Side of Loch Leven,

Ballaclulish,” C. Jones, 45Z.; “ Sunday Morning,”

E. Eedgrave, E.A., 451. j
“ A Wild Night on the

Yorkshire Coast,” J. W. McIntyre, 40Z.
j
“A

Short Cut," A. F. Patten, 35Z. ;
“ Left in Charge,”

Edwin Eoberts, 35Z.
;
“I see you,” F. Morgan,

311. 10s. ; “A Dewy Morning,” T. F. Wainewright,

301.; “Returning from LalDOur,” J. Peel, 301.;

“St. Michael’s Mount, Cornwall,” J. J. Wilson,

301.
;
“ Harrop Tarn, Cumberland,” A. Cottrell,

261.; “Queen Guinevere,” &c., Mrs. Charretie,

261.; “ On the Lesser Neath,” J. B. Smith, 251.

;

“ Distant View of Barmouth Estuary, North
Wales,” B. Rudge, 201.

From the Nem British Institution.—“ Baron
Munchausen relating his Adventures,” R. Hil-

lingford, 1401.
;

“ The Tamar at Endsleigh,”

A. B. Collier, 501.
;
“ Waterfall, Vale of Neath,”

J. B. Smith, 311. 10s.
;
“ Lower Lake, Ugbrook

Park, Devonshire,” W. C. Jay, 251.; “ The Hill

of night, North Wales,” A. de Breanski, 251.

;

The Pandy Falla on the Maucho, North Wales,”

J. Godet, 201.

From the Crystal Palace Picture Gallery .

—

“Court of the Fish-Pond, Alhambra,” J. Dobbin,

301.; “Returning Home,” J. C. Thom, 301.;
“ View of St. Remo,” E. Myers, 201.

From the Society of Painters in Water-Colours.
“Early Morning Effect on Ben'*Nevia,” H. B.
Willis, 1001.

;
“ Low Tide on tho Shore, Tor

•Cross, S. Devon,” Collingwood Smith, 421.

From the Institute of Painters in lUaler-

Colours. — "lu Hartingcombe,” tho late G.
Shalders, 451.

From the General B.chibition of Water-Coloxtr

Braivings.—“Coming from the Spring,” C. S.

Lidderdale, 401. ; “Cornfield, Godaiming, Surrey,”
A. Powell, 201.

From the Royal Scottish Academy.—“Near
Broadford, Skye,” Rev. R. G. Fraser, 401.

j

“Loch Ranza, Castle Arran,” W. B. Brown, 451.

ARCHITECTURE IN CHICAGO.
The rebuilding of Chicago, sinco its destruc-

tion by "wbat the Yankees are pleased to call the
champion blaze of creation," has proceeded

with such rapid strides, that nearly the whole
city is already restored. Night has been turned
into day in the endeavour to rebuild the city

;

and since the last flame was extinguished, hardly
a moment seems to have passed when the noise

of chisel and hammer, of saw or axe, could not
be heard in some of the many vast edifices that
have been erected since the catastrophe.
The Americans are not to be beaten forsi;e

in anything. Their continent is the vastest, their

xivera are the mightiest, their mountains the
highest, their forests the biggest, their buildings

'the roomiest in the world, and their aspirations are
higher and more ambitious in proportion. Then
the rapidity with which they do everything is

extraordinary. Surely the earth does not revolve
more quickly in the new than the old world!
No sooner is an idoa started, than it is carried

into execution. They never seem at a loss in the
gravest emergency. The board which was dis-

played on the site of one of the burnt houses on
the day after the fire, with the words, “Ail gone
but wife and children. Energy 1 roughly
painted on it, is a fair specimen of the dauntless
spirit that seems to animate every individual

person in the nation. In one sense originality

is their forte, but this is mainly displayed in

their efforts to make money in their commercial
enterprises. The man who invented “ wooden
nutmegs,” was a genius. He who makes fresh

oysters of flour paste and tapioca and salt water,
is worthy of a public statue in his honour, if

ever such originality deserved such a recognition.

But in matters not immediately affecting
their “commerce,” their supply of originality is

very scanty. The style of their buildings will
illustrate our meaning. Tho first object of an
American merchant is to have a house wherein to
carry on his business

; his chief aim then is to
have it as convenient as possible

;
his next

wish is to have it as big as possible : no matter
about its architectural appearance as long as it

fulfils these two requirements. Certainly in a
few of the more important public buildings, the
Americans like to have a little ornamentation,
but their originality in the matter of architecture
seems very limited. In the May number of the
Land Owner of Chicago, a journal “devoted to
real estate interests,” the world is presented

with a series of fourteen of the designs which
were sent in by Chicago architects in the com-
petition for the New City Hall and Court House,
for which in all about fifty plans were sub-

mitted.

The drawings represent merely the per-

spectives of the various buildings, so that it

is impossible to judge as to the accommoda-
tion afforded inside. In this respect, how-
ever, many of the plans are very far from
perfect. In regard to the lighting, for instance,

in most of them many of the inner rooms are

lighted by corridors, and do not receive any
direct window-light. This is a great defect in

such a building as a County Court House and
City Hall, and is remedied in one only of the
plans submitted,—and this has been selected as

the most suitable. Here tho plan of the building

is in the form of a Maltese cross, the principal

entrances being at the four extremities of the

cross. Herein lies, so far as can be ascertained

from the fourteen illustrations submitted in tbe

Land Owner, the only original or novel idea in

tbe design of any of the buildiugs. Tbe engrav-

ings themselves are, however, executed in tbe

worst style of art, and we must charitably sup-

pose they do not fairly represent tbe ideas of the

Chicago architects, though such expressions as

the following, which are sown broadcast through,

out the number, would lead to a very different

opinion concerning their merits. Speaking of

the plans, the editor says:—“Our artists have
been extremely busy for the past month at work
on these plans, and wo present our readers in

this issue with the first series of them, engraved,

at great expense, expressly and exclusively for

the Land Owner. A journal which has never

yet been baffled in its endeavom’s to please the

public certainly could not be kept out of Ken-
tucky block, even if the newspapers of smaller

circulation were forbidden to enter. "We have
no fear that our enterprise will not be appreciated,

and that our large outlay to engrave these plans

will bo amply repaid by tbe public estimation of

onr work.”

In another place we read,

—

" There is not a buUding on tho Continent of Europe
that compares with the ‘Eichange’ building, on the
Court House-square. And what is Pitti Palace when one
has seen Mr. Schweitzer’s block, at the corner of Madison
and La Salle streets ? Buckingham Palace is a mere shed
beside some of our grand buildings that were commenced
in tho air, and settled gradually to the earth by the
accommodating Jack-screw. Could Michelangelo return
to earth, and visit Chicago, he would mourn because bis

lost eyesight would not enable him lo see that marvellous
work of architect Boyington, the Pacific Hotel, and as
the old man wept while running his fingers over the
Torso in the Tati'-sn, because he could not seo it, even so
be would burst into tears while picking bis way through
tho narrow doors of this great architectural wonder. . . .

The woodcuts in the Lund Ow7ier are fine. They were
engraved by masters of tho art, than whom no worse
butchers ot costly box-wood ever lived in any age, and
into whose brains Ibo spirits of all wood-choppers con-
gregate, as soon as released from earth "We
say it positively, there has never been anything produced
in Europe that compares with our woodcuts.”

Wo may be wrong, but we doubt if the
majority of the engravings in the Land Owxier

are woodcuts at all. They look like the produc-
tion of some patent Yankee dodge, which
enables so many pages of paper to be covered
with “ illustrations ” in the shortest imaginable
apace of time. If they are really woodcuts, the
editor is not far wrongin stigmatising bis artists

as real “butchers of costly boxwood.” It is

impossible to judge as to the detail of tbearchi-

tecture. The various styles of the fourteen
designs may be classed as,—Gothic, 1 ; Classic,

3 ;
the others are to all appearances an agglome-

ration of various styles, incongruously jumbled
together.

The windows are generally arranged in rows,
without the least attempt at ornamentation or
variety of design, just like the windows that are
placed in so many rectangular holes in the walls

of a Birmingham, Sheffield, or Manchester fac-

tory,— all built to let in an equal amount of

light, and that is all. But, sotting aside the
utter unintelligibility of the detail as here repre-

sented, there is not one of them that presents

in any degree what may be called an effective

appearance as a whole. Novelty there is none.
There is hardly a design that does not represent
the following leading features :

— Tho four
comers of the square building are in nearly
every case surmounted by one or more pinnacles

or domes apiece. Some of the drawings repre-
sent smaller additional towers on each side of

each entrance. Half of them have a tower or

dome springing from tbe centre. In one case a
colnmn, surmounted by a winged beast, takes
the place of a tower. The rest have a principal

tower,—some two,—springing from some other

portion of the building, all meaningless in

design, and evidently piled up with the simple
object of making something high. Several of

these towers resemble an extinguisher, which, in

some cases, has the apex cut off, and railings

placed round its upper edge. A gigantic needle
protrudes from the summit of one. The solitary

Gothic design presents us with two weak imita-

tions of the clock-tower of the Houses of Par.
liament; while the architect of one of the Classio

edifices has made a long shot at the dome of 1

St. Paul’s Cathedral, aiming at the sublime, and
producing the ridiculous. There is only one
design that dispenses with the extrinsic aid of 1

showy pinnacles, and presents a single tower of :

any merit
;
and this is the only building that is

not approached by one or more flights of steps.

One architect would have his main entrance
reached by two narrow semicircular flights of I

steps, guarded with railing.s, similar to those one
sees leading from the street into the limited'
“ area ” of one of our London houses.

Such is an outline of the general appearance
of Chicago buildings, and we are bound to say
they are not very satisfactory. Buildings may
be run up fast enough, but architecture is not i

to be produced at tbe same pace. Our words are

not intended as reproof, but advice.

DROVERS’ HALL AND ASYLUM.
The first portion of this building, which is

being erected on the north side of the Cattle

Market at Islington, between the large buildings

of the corporation now used as dwellings, is

nearly completed, and will shortly be opened by
|

the Lord Mayor.
It will, when finished, consist of fifteen suites, '

of three rooms each, on two floors, for aged and
infirm drovers, also committee-room, &c. ;

and
in tho rear is a ball, 60 ft. by 33 ft., and 27 ft.

high, intended for a reading and club-room, i

where the men who are occupied in the adjoining

market may hold their meetings.

The interior of tbe hall is lighted by circular-

headed windows, under an arcade formed of

PetbeFs ornamental pressed bricks, resting on :

coupled pilasters of white bricks, with stone'

'

foliated caps and bases, and these again resting

on a dado of ornamental tiles, executed by tbe
Architectural Pottery Company, between a plinth

and suibase of Portland cement.
Tho ceiling is wagon-headed in stencilled i

panels, and partly open-timbered, stained and >

varnished, each truss resting upon tbe coupled i

pilasters. A raised dais at one end will afford >

the opportunity for tbe delivery of lectures and i

other means of improving this class of our
fellow-creatures, who need it not a little.

The architects are Messrs. Lander & Bedells,

of John-street, Bedford-row
; and the contractors

are Messrs. Mansbridge, of Camden-town.

THE LONDON SCHOOL BOARD.
Me. Chaeles Reed, M.P., chairman of

'

tbe Works Committee, brought up a report •

to the Board, May 21st, which was ageed to,

including the following as to tenders :—

•

“Tlie M'orks Committee invited Tenders for the erection •

of a school to provide accommodation for 1,066 children,
on the site in Kolls-road, Southvrark. The following were
the respective amounts ;

—

J. Tyerman
\V. 1’. Nixon & Sou

£3,990
8,898

J. H. Tarrant 8,594

Scrivener & White 8,3-10

Newman & Mann 8,260
B. E. Nightingale 7,998

The Board architect, hoTrever, was subsequently instructed

to make certain modifications in the plans, so as to reduce
the cost of the building, and a revised tender has now
been obtained from Mr. B. E. Nightingale, of Albert
Embankmeut, Lambeth, amounting to 7,718L, which the

committee now recommend the Board to accept. Cost of

site, 1,6001. Cost of building per head, 71. 4s. 9d.

Tenders have also been invited for Ine erection of a school

to accommodate 1,109 children on the site in "West-street,

Hackney. Subjoined is a list of the amounts :

—

A. Sheffield £7.975
Q. Limn 7,960

W. Shurmur 7,750

J. Sewell &S.m 7,530
J. F. Sargeant 7,480

J, Perry & Co 7,460
Wicks, 'Bangs, * Co 7,390

T. Ennor 7.172

Parsons, Brothers 6,998

As a tender of Messrs. Parsons, Brothers, however, was
accepted last week for the erection of the Old Castle-

street, Bethnal-green, school, and as a previous tender

has already been accepted for the enlargement of the

Hornsey-road^ Holloway, school, Messrs. Parsons have

decided to withdraw from this competition in order to

devote the better attention to the two schools already ia
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their hands. The committee accordingly recommend the
acceptance of the next lowest tender, that of Mr. Thomas
Ennor, of 1, Devonahire-place, CommerciaUroad, E.,

amonnting to 7,172L Cost of site, 1,6021. Os. 3d. Cost

of building per head, 61. Os. 2idt
“

At the Board meeting, held at the Gnildhall,

on the 2Sth of May, Mr. Charles Reed, M.P.,

brought np the following report, which was
accepted :

—

“On the 16th January last, the Board instructed tho
Works Committee to obtain tenders for the erection of
the New Offices to be built on the Thames Embankment
site. Invitations have accordingly been sent out to

eighteen builders, four of whom have been unable to
tender. The amounts of the tenders are as follows

Georce Myers & Sons .... £31,600
Scrivener & White 20,710

Dovo, Brothers 20,576
Clarke & Braeey (late Axford &
Whillierl 20,336

J. Sewell & Son 20,001

19,683
Newman & Mann 18,741
J. Perrr A Co 18,617
J. M. Macoy 18,293
Cooke & Green 18,231

Tho 'committee recommend tho acceptance of

tho lowest tender, that of Messrs. Cooke & Green,
of Marlboroagb.street, Blackfriars-road, S.E.,

amounting to 18,281i. The time fixed for tho

completion of the building is the Slst of March,
187-1. Amount of tender already accepted [for

excavation on the site, Gl7i.
;
for putting in the

concrete foundations, ic., l,575i.

ALEXANDRA PALACE AND PARK.
The long-talked-of opening of the Alexandra

Palace took place, as we notified it would, on
Saturday last, without any ceremonial, and with
less bunting than might have been used on such
a bright day, and, for that part of London, so

^nportant an occasion. A very largo number of

persons were assembled, and a concert by eminent
artists was given, which doubtless afforded
pleasure to those who could hear it. This, we
are hound to say, was not our case, or the case
of a very large proportion of those present. In
time, however, the directors will doubtless
find out how to arrange tho building for

the conveyance of sound. The theatre, which
wo have already described at some length, was
not p\it to use on the opening day. A flower-

show served to brighten up part of tho nave. A
few good pictures and statues have been col-

lected
;
and there seem to bo plenty of dining-

rooms and so forth for the refreshment of the
outer man,—not the inner, as some folks erro-

neously say. We may have opportunities to look
into the arrangements hereafter.

A view of the exterior of the building will be
found in a previous volume of the Build&r, and
it is entirely the fault of the managers that we
do not give a view of the interior in our present
issue.

ACCIDENT IN MANCHESTER.
Sir,—

A

new danger menaoeB ua in our streets. Time
was when, the Iron Duke being in power, and serious
opposition oflered to his measures, he threatened to quell
it by placing a cannon in every street o! the metropolis.
The threat thus made was, however, enough to provoke, as
it did, more powerful opposition still, and the Iron Duke
was removed, “hoist with his own petard.” Since his
time, Englishmen have seldom, if ever, experienced the
peculiar feeling incident to "looking into the cannon's
mouth” in the streets of their own towns; and in the
latest instance even, which I am now about to relate, tho
"pleasure,'' if one may call it so, of that operation, was
denied to tho spectators mainly becanse they were at the
time unaware that the instrument under notice was
possessed of “ canuonical ” properties.

Those of US who happened to be in tbo principal busi-
ness portion of the city of Manchester about three p.m.
on Tuesday, May 13th, were startled out of our usual
pMpriety by (he sound of a violent explosion as of a large

B
’eco of ordnance, proceeding from the neighbourhood of
eanspate. Being market-day, a large crowd was soon

collected on tho spot where the “ accident” had occurred,
and the first circumstance which claimed attention was
the removal in cabs to the infirmary ofsome nine persona,
all of whom were burnt, some badly

; and of these, one, a

E
lumber sixty years of age, and another, a boy of fourteen,
SVC since died of their injuries. On investigating the

matter, it appeared that at the junction of bt. Mary’s-
gato andDeansgate, where the latter thoroughfare has been
recently widened and paved, the gasfitters to the corpora-
tion of the city were engaged in effecting an alteration to
their street main which runs at that point under the
flagging of the sidewalk. From some fault in Ihe main
itselt, water collects therein, and to remedy this defect,
It was proposed to attach to it a large iron tube 9 ft. long
and 4 ft. internal diameter capped at both ends, and which
18 technically termed a “ syphon pot,” although it appears
to partake of neither the character of syphon nor pot, but
rather of a tank or reservoir for the waste water. The
hole was dug reedy for the “pot,” which lay lengthwise
'“the street alongside at a distance of about 10 ft. from
the hole. The caps were "luted” and screwed in posi-
tion, one end being secured by four bolts only, and the

"pot” was then connected with the “main gas-pipe ” by
means of a IJ-in. iron pipe, for the purpose of ffiling and
" testing as to the leakage of the joints.’’

This was a very interesting operation to spectators,
manr of whom flocked around as closely as the slender
single-rope barrier would permit, which was very close
indeed. The removal of a screw plug in the upper side
of the "pot” allowed the escape of air, which was sup-
posed to be driven out by the inflowing gas

;
and when

this was done to the satisfaction of the foreman, he
screwed in the plug, and allowed the gas to accumulate
pressure within, wMn, lighting a piece of tarred rope, he
appUed it around tho joints of his “caps,” and pro-
nounced them all satisfactory. Directing a workman to
disconnect the supply-pipe from the main, he jumped into

the hole in the ground. The workman did as directed,
and the instant tlie pressure was taken off, the explosion
I have named takes place, forcing off the four J-in. bolts
which held the cap in position, and projecting the cap,

—

itself weighing some 10 owt.,—a distance of 40 ft. along
the street, and producing the injuries to the persons (afl

of whom were spectators) already mentioned.
People in Manchester are asking where the common

sense of the gas authorities was to permit the testing of
so dangerous a contrivance in the middle of a crowded
thorouglifare, at tbo busiest part of a market-day, to the
destruction of human life and person, when tfie work
could have been belter done after tho work was all fixed
in position. Aceidenii have occurred before with tho
work of the same men as were employed here, and this

should have made all concerned doubly cautious in their
proceedings. Let us hope, at least, that we have seen the
last improvised “ cannon ” in our streets. E. Q-.

Erraium.— In letter on “Extinguishment of Fires,’'

for "finett steam fire-engine in i^erica,” read “first
steam fire-engine in America.”

CEMENTS.
Sib,—

I

n reply to your correspondent’s question in your
last issue, Roman cement should have answered his pur-

f
ose, though it is not ultimately so strong as Portland.
t has, however, for special cases, two advantages over

the latter cement—namely, that of being very quick
setting, and of attaining its maximum strength in a short
period.
The best Roman cement is of a brown colour, tho

ordinary black Roman being inferior in quality. It
should set in about ton minutes.
Your correspondent should have used clean washed

gritty Bond, and if his Roman oement had been good, tho
result would have been satisfactory, Expehience.

LAND LAWS.
Bib,
—
"Whilst tho debates on the English land laws

occupy the attention of our Parliament, might not Lord
Cairns and Lord Selborue be pleased to remember that
many highlj^ intelligent and noteworthy witnesses in
actions of ejectment relating to mart d'ancestour may
labour under consumption,—a very general disease in
Great Britain,—and usually die at the age of thirty-five

years, or a little later. Should such necessary evidence
of life’s duration be utterly ignored and forgotten by the
two Houses of Parliament iu so important a question of
English welfare, and seenrity for invested capital ? No
witness cun be everltviug, or always found if emigrant.

M. W. H.

COMPETITION COMMITTEES.
Sib,—

I

f you are not tired of hearing of (he tricks of
competition-committees, it is perhaps as well you should
be posted up with their latest doings. In tbo beginning
of last year a body of gentlemen advertised for designs for

an idiot asylum at Starcross, near Exeter, oll'ering the
munificent reward of lOL for the best design. I dare say
you will say no matter what treatment I receive for taking
any notice of such a tempting bait. However, relying on
the known straightforwardness and honour of one of the
committee, I did prepare designs, which obtained the
premium aforesaid, Mr. Rowell, of this town, being
among the unsuccessful competitors. Now the building
is about to be eomtnenced, this committee coolly give my
designs to Mr. Rowell to prepare working drawings, &c.,
and to carry out, although not only was he an unsuccess-
ful competitor, but had before "given the committee de-
signs which proved unsuitable, hence their advertisement.
Neicton Abbot, j John Chedleigh, Jun.

COMPETITIONS.

School Board, Wellington, Salop .'—In a limited

competition for the proposed new schools to be
erected at Hadley by tho Wellington School

Board, the plans of Messrs. Bidlake & Plecmin",

of Wolverhampton, have been selected. The
plans and specificatifc have been approved by
the Educational Department, and the architects

have been instructed to obtain tenders.

Scliools at Yeovil, Somersetshire .—There were
eighteen sets of plans sent in by various archi.

tects
j
these were at first reduced to five, and

then to two. Eventually the Board decided to

adopt the plans marked “Practical,” which
proved to be by Messrs. Reads & Goodison.

The work is, we believe, to be at once carried

out under their direction.

National Health. Society.—The annual
meeting will be held, atl, Adam-street, Adelphi,

on the 12th of June, at three o’clock, to receive

the report of the executive committee, and to

elect the general and executive committees.

After the meeting Dr. R. Liebreich will read a
paper on “ School Hygiene.”

OFFICIAL ECONOMY.
Sir,—

Y

ou are aware that the new Home and
Colonial Offices are now rapidly approaching
completion, and the masons are engaged in care,
fully carving and cleaning down the stone front.

Will it be believed that Mr. Ayrton not only
proposes to keep up the houses in Parliament,
street, which are closely attached to the new
building, but has actually just relet one for a
dining-room and restaurant ! The effect, of
course, will be that the carving and stonework
will be inevitably choked and stained with soot
during the ensuing winter, and ten times the
value of the rent obtained will be lost in per-
manent blackening of the building. This is

economy with a vengeance.
I should think the architects would have some-

thing to say as to the First Commissioner’s
speech of last Friday in the House of Commons

;

anything more offensive than bis expressions
towards Sir Gilbert Scott and Mr. Street caa
hardly be imagined. A. B. C.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Bedford.—The carpenters and joiners are agi-

tating for an increase of wages. The present

rate of pay is 5d. an hour, or 25s. per week, and
it is thought by some of the meu that, in view
of the increased demand for labour in preparing
for tho Royal Agricultui’al Society’s show nest
year, the scale should be raised.

Middlesbrough .—The joiners have sent a cir-

cular to their employers asking for an advance
of 3s. per week, and reduction iu the hours of
labour from fifty-three to fifty-two per week.

Oswestr'y .—A strike has taken place amongst
the stonemasons engaged in the restoration of

tho parish church. They have been receiving

288., but now demand SOs. Their hours were
sixty-sevenand a half, and they ask for a reduc*
tion of ono hour. The contractor declines to

accede, and twenty-fivo hands have left work.
Birkenhead .—The stonemasons of Birkenhead

and the neighbourhood have struck work for au
advance of wages from 33s. to 363. per week.
Some of the employers have since conceded the
request of tho men. Most of the builders of
Birkenhead are still standing out against tho
demands of the joiners, who struck for an
advance of 4s. 6d. per week. A meeting of
employers in the building trade (Mr. Henry
Fisher in the chair) has been held in the Park
Hotel, Birkenhead, to consider the demand of

the masons for an advance of 3s. per week,
when it was resolved to adhere to the offer

made by the master masons’ committee of Liver-

pool and Birkenhead on the lat of May last, viz.,

7Jd. per hour for fifty-five hours per week in

summer, or 11. 148. 4id. ;
8d. per hour forforty-

six hours per week in winter, or 11. lOs. 8d. per
week. The secretary to the meeting was re-

quested to communicate this decision to tho
operatives’ association. A counter motion, that
no advance be made, but that the wages remain
at 33s. per week, as at present, was lost by a
majority of ten to five.

Oldham .—The masons who have been ont on
strike for anj advance of 3s. per week, have
decided to go in on the terras offered by the

masters, Is. 6d. per week advance at once, and
another advance of a similar amount on the Ist

of August. When the whole of the concession

has been obtained by them, tho men’s wages
will be 338. per week.

Darlington.— A dispute has been for some
time pending between the Darlington joiners

and their employers. The men asked for fifty

hours per week at 7id. per hour, the previous
rate being 6fd. The advance was given by a
few firms, but the majority declined it, hence a

large number of men have struck for the advance.

The building trade is just now very active in

Darlington. As the masters have previously

offered 75d., it is thought that the difficulty,

considering the small difference which now exists,

will be got over.

Wigan.—An arrangement has been entered

into between the carpenters and joiners and
their employers, whereby the wages of the men
are to be advanced from G}d. to 7d. per hour all

the year round, 55 hours to constitute a week’s
work in the summer, and 47i for the thre&
winter months from 12th of November to 2nd of

February. For the first four hours’ overtime

8d. per hour is to be paid, and afterwards time
and a half is to be allowed. The working rulea

at present in force are to be accepted with the

foregoing alterations, which are to date from the

1st of June,
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Oi-eenock.—The building trade labourers of

Greenock and the district hare issued to their

employers a demand for an advance of id. per
hour, on and after the 5th proximo.

The Brichnakers' Strike .—At the Clerkenwell
Police-court Walter Connor, a brickmaker and
moulder, of 9, Yictoria-grove, High-street, Stoke
Newington, appeared before Mr. Cooke to answer
the complaint of Messrs. Stroud, the well-known
brickmakers, of Islington, Brentford, and else-

where, for having entered into a contract of

service with them, and, having entered upon
such service, did, on the 28th ult., unlawfully
neglect and refuse, and has ever since neglected
and refused, to fulfil the said conti’act, contrary
to the statute, &c. After evidence had been
taken, Mr. Cooke delivered judgment. He
said :

—

Tliiais a summona taken out hy Messrs. Stroud, brick-
makers, under the -Ith section of the Masters and Servants
Act, against Walter Connor, -whom they allege to have
employed as a labourer, to lirst dig up material, and then
mould the same into bricks. The facts lie in a small com-
pass. By the custom of the trade, a few days before

,

Christmas in each year, the employer and the employed
meet together, and without any written, or even verbal,
contract, a sum of a few shillings is paid by the former to
the latter, which represents the rate of amount, which
varies each season, to bo paid for each quantity of bricks
made through the season. The person so employed then
forms a gang of men, who are engaged, paid, and, if
necessary, discharged by him. This gang work at digging
the materials until the spring and following three or four
months, and then mould what has been dug during the
winter months. It seems that the defeudant, wishing to
vary the amount per 1,000 of bricks, declined, with his
gang, to continue work unless paid * higher price, and
thence this summons was taken out. The law upon this
matter is not dilEcult. I take it to constitute the relation-
ship of master and servant there must be a personal con-
ti’act to serve, and not merely a contract to do specific
work. If there be a contract to serve, the fact of
remuneration being governed by the labour performed, as
payment by time or piecework, will not govern such
relationship. The three essentials appear to be exclusive
service, payment of wages, and a contract between the
parties. The application of this law to the facts in this
case are not free from dilEculty, inasmuch as the judges,
upon facts very simDar, have differed very much in
opinion.

Mr. Cooke dismissed the complaint, but said lie

woald be prepared to state a case if called upon
to do so. Mr. Mead said he would ask for a
case, and would give the proper notices and
sureties in time.

SEWAGE MATTERS.

of the Board of Health at Cleckheaton, the
following resolution, moved by Mr. Arthur
Anderton, was carried:—“That we at once
advertise for tenders for the construction of the

Moorbottom, Northgate, Mooorend, Church-
street, “Whitechapel-lane, and Whitcliffe drains ;

and that we borrow the requisite amount of

money from the Public Works Loan Commis-
sioners, or from any other available source, at

the rate of interest not exceeding per cent,

per annam.”
State of the Noncich Seicei'age Works .—Norwich

spent 120,000?. about the sewerage works
;
then ,

between 3,000?. and 4,000?. ;
and at the last

council meeting the mayor said ho was afraid an-

other 15,000?. or 20,000?. might bo necessary. The
city engineer has reported upon the new sewers,
and it seems that one section is very defective,

—

“in a very bad state,”—“a great quantity of

water finds its way into the sewer throngh the

cracks and defective places in the brickwork.”
It was impossible for the engineer, Mr. Thwaites,
to give an estimate of the cost of the works
required; but there was no alternative but to go
forward with them, let the cost be what it may.

Disposal of Seivage .—A Parliamentary return
just issued shows the progress of the local

authorities in dealing with the sewage of towns.
In forty-two instances the sewage is disposed of

by means of a farm. Fifty-four localities have
adopted filtration, and thirty have used some
method of precipitation. It would, therefore,

appear that filtration is more generally accept-
able than any other method, and that precipita-

tion has the fewest instances of practical

operation. Among the sewage farms complaints
in regard to the “ effluent water” are reported
to have arisen in only three cases. Filtration

has nob been so successful, complaints having
been made in twelve instances. Towns should
seek, in the first place, to get rid of their sewage
inoffensively, profit being held as a secondary
consideration, though it seems grievous, and
cannot be finally safe to make sheer waste of the

excreta of towns. The return, however, seems
to show that sewage can be got rid of de-

cently by known and practised methods. We
may rescue our rivers from being made foul and
unwholesome

;
and if we wish to encourage this

process, we must be careful not to ask too

much.

irrigation at Uroydon .—It appears that the
directors of the Croydon Irrigation and Farming
Company propose to wind up the concern, not as
the result of any failure in the system of sewage
utilisation there carried out, but in consequence
of the enormous rent demanded by the Croydon
Local Board of Health. The directors had “ an
anxious and protracted negotiation” with the
Board, in order to get a reduction of 1,600?. in
the annual rent of 3,600?. payable, but without
success. The directors say they exceedingly
regret that the Local Board are so hai'd and
exacting, considering the large amount which
the shareholders of this company have spent,
and which has had the effect of benefiting the
ratepayers of the town of Croydon. An approxi-
mate statement of the company’s assets and
liabilities shows an estimated balance of 1,434?.
returnable to shareholders on the winding-up of
the company, after a fine of 500?. to the Local
Board on the surrender of the lease has been
paid.

Sewage Irngation at Brac?c?ei/.—Mr. Hope,
of the Romford Sewage Farm, has issued a long
report respecting the sewage irrigation of
Brackley, in which he states that with regard to
the various methods that have been suggested
for purifying sewage, all have failed with the
one exception of its application to land by sur-
face irrigation. Pumping is evidently a thing
which, in the case of very small towns, must be
avoided if it is possible to do so, because the
expense of wages and certain other items is
out of all proportion in a small place. Brackley
IS favourably situated in this respect as compared
with many other places; but, in Mr. Hope’s
ju gment, after a most careful inspection of the
locality, there is only one place where the sew-
age can be applied by gravitation, and it is upon
wliat was roughly estimated at about 47 acres
o an on the right of the Buckingham-road,
before passing over the river. When (at a cost
pio a. y of 2,000?.) the operations have been
earned out, the inhabitants of Brackley will
have entirely freed themselves for ever fi-om all
^fficulties as regarded sewage, and he con-
tended that the sewage farm would be a profit-
able speculation.

Cleckheaton Drainage.—At a special gathering

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Oldham.— St. Andrew’s Church has been con-

secrated by the Bishop of Manchester. Its dimen-
sions are as follows :—Nave, 70 ft. by 28 ft.

;

aisles, 12 ft. 6 in. wide
; chancel, 22 ft. long and

the same width as the nave; south transept,
28 ft. by 16 ft.

;
tower, 9 ft. square inside placed

:

in the angle between vestry and north aisle.

The organ-chamber and vestry are one on each
side of chancel. The roofs are open to the apex,
and are plastered between the principals, the
height of nave and chancel being the same, viz.,

47 ft. 6 in. The building is of brick with stone
dressings. The tower has only been carried
high enough to form a porch over the entrance

;

but it is to be completed as soon as the funds
will permit. The total cost of the building as
now erected is about 4,400?., a large amount
being expended in foundations, owing to the
awkwardness of the site. The pulpit, reading-
desk, font, and tiling of chancel, were gifts from
various friends. Tlie architect was Mr. John
Lowe, of Manchester, and the work was nearly
all done by Oldham tradesmen.

Atlow .—The chief stone of a new church has
been laid hero on the festival of SS. Philip and
James, to whom it is to be dedicated. The old

church was a ruin of old limestone and sand-
stone, the walls out of tfie perpendicular and
dangerous. The ceiling had partly fallen in, and
the damp of the side-walls and floor was so
great as to render it very unpleasant for the
parishioners to remain in the building. On being
advised of these matters, the Bishop of Lichfield

granted a licence for the use of the school-room
in the parish for the offices of religion. The
architects of the new edifice are Messrs. Stevens
& Robinson, of Derby. Mr. Benjamin Buxton,
of Mayfield, is the contractor. The amount of
the original contract was 642?. for walls, roofs,

wood flooring and seating, and to this has been
lidded 30?. for the chancel-arch, &c. The pulpit,

font, communion-table and rails, encaustic
tiling for the chancel and aisles, are not included
in the contract, and the architects’ and legal

expenses have to be provided for, so that an
additional sum of 100?. is needed to complete
the work,

Crowthome .—The church of St. John Baptist,

Crowthorne, has been consecrated. Crowthome
is in close proximity to Wellington College, and
the new church has been built as a chapel of ease
to St. Michael’s Church, Sandhurst, which is

about three miles distant. The new church was
designed by Mr. Arthur Blomfield, the cost thus:

far being 2,000?. A chancel is still required,:

and this will cost about 800?. At present there
is no pulpit, but a brass eagle lectern has been
presented by the Rev. A Carr, of Wellingtoni

College. The building is composed principally

of red brick, with Bath-stone dressings, and in

the interior there are three arches on either sidel

of the nave, composed of red and black bricks. i

The arches rest on six pillars, surmounted with
stone caps. The seats are open.

Wilstead .—The church of this parish, having
for some months past been undergoing restora-

tion, has been re-consecrated by the bishop of

the diocese. The works just completed consist

of a new chancel, with a vestry and organ-
chamber on the north side

;
a new chancel arch,

and a porch to the south door. There is also a
new pulpit of Ham Hill stone. The whole 1

church has been re-floored, and seated with open
benches of stained and varnished deal, and the

stonework throughout has been cleaned and re-

paired. The font has also been cleaned and
removed to its original position near to the.

south door, as well as elevated upon steps and
fitted with an ornamental cover. Porritt’a'

underground stove has been adopted for warm,
ing. The new work in the chancel is built of
the old materials, and faced like the rest of the
church with local stone of a brown colour. The
dressings are of Aneaster stone. The chancel isi

furnished with choir-stalls and desks of oak, i

and there is also a low chancel-screen of the
same material. The general works have been
carried out by Mr. Osborn, of St. Neots, from
the drawings of Mr. Blomfield. The cost has
been mainly defrayed by Lord John Tliynne, i

who, besides contributing largely to the general'

restoration fnnd, has added as his own special

offerings an east window, representing thei

Ascension, and a reredos, the centre panel of
which, above the altar, represents the Last
Supper, whilst the side panels (with special i

reference to the dedication of the church to All I

Saints) represents saints departed of all nations,

ages, and classes, waiting in faith and patience i

for the coming of our Lord. Tho east window ^

and the reredos were both designed by Messrs.

Clayton & Boll. Messrs. Powell, of Whitefriars,

executed tho work on opaque glass, in a species

of mosaic known as “opus sectile.”

Lincoln.—The new church of St. Martin has
been consecrated and opened for Divine service. '

It is in tbo Early Decorated style, and capable of
holding 1,000, although at present only seated i

for 650. The church is erected on what was
known as “Burton’s Show-paddock,” in New-'
land. It consists of a nave, with nortli and i

south aisles, chancel, vestry, organ-chamber,
south porch, and a tower at the south-east angle
of the church. In the clearstory each bay is

pierced with three-light windows, with traceried i

heads and detached shafts, having moulded

'

caps and bases. Under the clearstory windows
runs a braiding of gas in the evenings, from :

end to end of each side of the nave, round the
pillars there are three light burners, whilst

'

the chancel Las four brass standards, and the
altar two brass pyramids of burners. The
aisle windows have three lights, with geometrio
traceried heads, moulded jambs, and carved caps.

The chancel has an apsidal termination, is

lighted by seven single-light windows, with
cusped heads, having both internal and external
columns, carved caps and bases. The ground '

floor of the tower forms the organ-chamber, and
also one of the entrances to the church. The
nave architecture consists of five bays on each
side, having circular piers and responds, with
moulded and carved caps and bases, the arches '

being double chamfered. The nave has an open-

timbered roof, the principals having curvilinear

ribs, with trefoiled blade. The contract for the i

building was taken by Mr. Geo. Johnson, of

Nottingham, Mr. W. Goodbarn being clerk of

works, and Mr. Beckett, of Nottingham, tho

architect.

March .—A public appeal has been made for

funds to carry out the proposed restoration of

the old parish church of March, dedicated to

;

St. Wendreda. A thorough restoration of the

entire fabric is imperatively necessary. A sub-

scription have just been started; and already

nearly 1,000?. have been promised. The work, it

is estimated, will cost 3,500?.
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Alton .—The committee for building the pro-

osed new district church of All Saints, have

ast issued a statement of facts, calling the at-

jntion of the parishioners and inhabitants of

dton to the great need of further church acconi.

aodation at the extreme western end of the

own, called New Town, which is nearly three-

uarters of a milo from the mother-church, and
Iready contains about 88 bouses. The new
istrict church, which they propose to erect, will

e built to seat above 300 persons, at a coat

exclusive of the site, which has been given by
ue of the committee), of 2,000Z. Subscriptions

ave been already promised, amounting to 1,06-lZ.

Woodley {Sonning Parish, Oxford and Berks).

—

ho church of St. John the Evangelist, Woodley,
as been consecrated. Mr. H. Woodyer, of

rrafham, near Guildford, was the architect. The
;yle is Transition. The material is flint and
;one. The edifice consists of a nave, with one
sle, a chancel, organ-chamber, and vestry,

riple arches between the nave and the chancel

re supported on columns of dark Forest of

ean stone, and filled in with ornamental iron-

ork
5

in the centre is suspended a decorated
roes. There is a recessed and sculptured

jredos of Caen stone, combined with English
ad Italian alabaster and marble, representing

le Crucifixion in the centre compartment
j
on

ae side, the Centurion and Roman soldiers, on
le other, Joseph of Ariraathma and Nicodemus.
his is the work of Mr. Nicholl, of London. The
ainted east window by Messrs. Hardman, of

irmingham, represents the Ascension, in the
sntro

j
on one side, the Last Supper, with

t. John leaning on the breast of our Lord
;
on

le other side, the Angel in the Revelation show-

]g St. John the heavenly city. There is an arch
ito the organ-chamber, and oak screen beneath
i; but the organ still remains to be obtained,

here are three bells, from Messrs. Mears, Lon-
on, and these, by machinery made by Mr. G.
lelchcr, will bo rung in the chamber above the
orch. The sittings throughout the church will

6 free and unappropriated. The churchyard
as been fenced in by a brick and flint wall
gainst the road, and an iron paling round the
Bst of the inclosure. Tho works have been
arried out by Messrs. Green, and Cox & Brown,
f Sonning, and Messrs. Wheeler, of Reading,
'he clerk of the works was Mr. Cooper, of

Iroydon. The late Mr. Robert Palmer, of

Sonning, gave 6,0(X)Z. towards restoring and en-

owing this church. About thirty years ago he
uilt All Saints’ Church in the same parish, and
wenty years ago he restored the parish church,
rhich took a large sum. He paid nearly the
?holo cost of Earleigh Church, all in Sonning
‘arish, besides supplying them all with schools,

nd erecting six almshouses. Mr. Palmer died
ist December, and loft 5,000Z. to the Berkshii’e

lospital. Mr. Richard Palmer, his brother, now
olds the estate, and will provide everything that

i necessary for finishing and endowing Woodley
Ihorch. The building and everything connected
?ith it cost 4,600Z. without the ground, which is

lose to Woodley-green.

Withyconibe, near Exeter .—The church of St.

ohn the Evangelist, erected some eight or nine
’ears ago from the designs of Mr. E. Ashworth,
f this city, has just had several additions made
0 its chancel. A new reredos has been erected,

nd a large painted east window put in. The
eredos is mainly of fine Painswick stone, and
onsists of an arcading of fine bays, springing
rom polished Devonshire marble columns and
larved capitals. The bases of these columns
est upon a broad plinth, 2 ft. 9 in. in height,

"he spandrels between the arches are covered
rith diaper of a type similar in detail to some
if the early diaper over the wall arcading of the
hapter-house at Westminster Abbey. The
vhole is Burmonnted by a moulded and carved
lornice, the apex of each gable over the arcading
>eing capped by an ornamental finial. The
bliago used in the cai’ved work is all of a scrip-

ural and symbolical character, and represents

he vine, ivy, oak, passion-flower, apple, trefoil,

Sec. Tho extreme height of the structure is 9 ft.

1 in., and the entire wudth, 23 it. The reredos,

;he gift of Mrs. Baldock, has been carried out

3y Messrs. H. & F. Burridge, of Exmouth. The
xirving is the work of Mr. Harry Hems, of this

jity. The marble work has been supplied by
Messrs. J. & E. Goad, of Plymouth, and the
painted decoration is by Mr. Hudson, of London.
Ihe east window, immediately above the reredos,
has also been beautified by the insertion of
painted glass. The window is divided into five
lights, and the subject is the Ascension. The
form of our Lord occupies the central light, and.

is shown in the act of ascending in a vesica of

glory, whilst immediately beneath him arc angels

bearing scrolls. In the other four lights are

shown tho Virgin Mary and the eleven apostles,

in groups of three figures in each light. In the

centre of the tracery, in the upper part of the

window is our Lord in the act of pronouncing
the Benediction, also the Agnus Dei, and minis-

tering angels. The lowermost panels of the

window are filled in with subjects illustrative of

various incidents in connexion with our Lord’s

re-appearance after his resurrection. The window
has been made by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, at a
cost of 200Z.

Fordhavi (Canibs .).—The church here has

been further restored. Au organ-chamber has

been built, the clearstory windows and battle-

ments restored, the nave gable and chancel arch

rebuilt, and a new window inserted, different in

size and shape from the old one, which had been

long closed up. This has been filled with stained

glass, at the expense of Mr. Winch, of Petersham,

in memory of bis wife. The subject is au angel,

flying in the midst of heaven, holding tho ever-

lasting Gospel, &c., and was executed by Mr.

Constable, of Cambridge. The west window has

been restored, and filled with stained glass, and

the roof and inner walls and tower arch restored,

at a cost of about 350i. About 300Z. of this sum
was given by tho Rev. Tansley Hall, rector of

Boylestone. The subject of the window is the

Transfiguration, as given by St. Luke, and has

been executed by Messrs. Clayton & Bell. A
private chapel, forming an aisle on the south

side of the chancel, to correspond with the organ

chamber, baa boon built by the lay rector, Mr.

W. Dunn Gardner, with a view to retain the old

symmetry of tho church. This, and the further

restoration of tho windows, and walls, &c., of the

chancel cost about 6501. In making these altera-

tions and repairs, some eai-ly English work was
discovered, sadly mutilated, probably done, or

rather undone, in the time of the rebellion.

Many of the old stones were found in different

parts of tho building undergoing restoration.

They consist of three sedilia, graduated as if for

a priest, deacon, and sub-deacon, and two pis-

cinao. Sufficient of the old work remained to

enable the architect to carry out tho restoration

in imitation of the old work. This cost about

401. The arches of the piscinae are adorned with

the tooth ornament. There is a stained glass

window, placed in 1873, at the expense of Mr.
Robert English, in memory of his daughter,

executed by Mr. Constable. The subjects de-

picted are, the Annunciation, Presentation, and
Adoration. This window is placed at tho south-

east end of the south aisle.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH BUILDING
NEWS.

London .—Tho foundation-stone of a new
church has been laid by Archbishop Manning in

Great Preecott-street, Tower-bill. After tho

religious ceremonial a meeting was held to pro-

mote tho erection of the proposed building, at

which tho Earl of Denbigh presided. A letter

of apology for non-attendauce and of sympathy
for the undertaking from the Duke of Norfolk

was read by the chairman. The principal

speakers were Archbishop Manning, tho Earl of

Denbigh, and tho Right Hon. William Monsell.

There were present tho Marchioness of Lothian,

the Countess of Denbigh, the Lady Herbert of

Lea, the Hon. Mrs. Pereira, &c. The new
chm-ch is destined for a Roman Catholic popula-

tion of over 6,000.

Oxford .—The Homan Catholic Bishop of Bir-

mingham (Dr. Ullathome), assisted by a large

number of Roman Catholic priests, has per-

formed tho ceremony of blessing the foundation,

stone of what is intended to be a spacious chapel,

for the use of the Roman Catholics of Oxford.

The site of the new building is the west aide of

St. Giles’s-road, within about a hundred yards
of tho RedclilFo Infirmary. By the removal of

three houses fronting tho street a large piece of

ground is opened, upon which the now building,

which is to be dedicated to St. Aloysius, has
already been commenced. The church will,

when fully completed, consist of a nave, tran-

sept, sanctuary, and side chapels, with a tower
and spire. It is only contemplated at present

to erect about half the building. This is the
sanctuary, part of tho nave, the transept, and
side chapels. Round the sanctuary will run a
small aisle, which it is proposed shall eventually

open into five small chapels. The ordinary posi-

tion of a church is exactly reversed here. The

altar will be at the west end, and east of the
transept will be three chapels, one filling each
arch of the nave, which in their turn will be
surrounded by three more; so that, in fact,

there will be six chapels occupying what would
in most churches be considered as the south
aisle. The material to be used is Bath stone

throughout, and tho internal carving will be
rich. The exterior of the building will bo equally

imposing, the height of tho ridge of the roof

being 80 feet. Accommodation will now bo
provided for about 400 sittings, and when fully

completed 800 will be the number of seats. The
entire cost of that portion about to be com-
menced is defrayed by the legacy of a lady
whose name is not mentioned.

Stokesley .—The new chnrch of St. Joseph has
been opened for Divine service. It is situated

at the east end of Stokesley, behind the Spring
Field Villas, and near the Stockton and Mid-
dlesbro’ road ends. The church and presbytery
Lave been built at a cost of 1,5001. Tho donor
who has presented this gift wishes his name to

remain unknown. The architects were Messrs.

Goldie & Child, of Kensington, and Mr. J. F.

Graggs, of Stockton, was the builder.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Malton .—The Bower memorial schools at

Norton have been opened. The building is

Gothic in style, and has been erected from the

design of Mr. Smith (Smith & Broderick), of

Hull, at a cost of over 1,3001. The site cost a
further sum of 450Z. The building is divided

into three separate schools,—for boys, girls, and
infants; the largest of which is 76 ft. by 18 ft.,

and the smallest 58 ft. by 18 ft., in the interior,

and the three will afford accommodation for

about 600 scholars. Towards the cost of the

schools Government has given a grant of 500?.,

and tho rest has been partly raised by subscrip-

tion, tho whole of the cost not yet being defrayed.

The contracts for the erection of the building

were in the hands of Mr. George Oldfield, builder,

and Mr. Samuel Brotherick, joiner, of Norton;
and tho whole of the plumbers' work has been
done by Messrs. R. & J. Read, of Malton.

Tpsivich,— The new Board schools are ap-

proaching completion, and, according to the

Suffolk Chronicle, are as follow :—Wherstead.
road, Argyle-street, Trinity-street, and California.

The two first-named are the large schools, each
being designed for the three classes,—boys,

girls, and infants. Wherstead-road School is the
largest school, intended to accommodate 800
children of all classes, about 300 of which are
infants, the remainder of the space being equally

divided between boys and girls. Mr. Butter-
worth’s design was selected by the Board as the
best, and the contract was given to Messrs.

E. & E. C. Gibbons. The work has been under
tho superintendence of Mr. Oliver Gibbons. The
site is on a portion of the meadow on the west
side of the Wherstead-road, nearMessrs. Bennett’s
brickyard. The schools thus face Bath-street.

The front elevation consists of three gables cor-

responding to the three schools, and the boys’

and girls’ schools, which stand at the north and
south respectively, come within 10 ft. of the

road, and each contains a three-light Gothic-

headed window, the red brick gables being
relieved by the introduction of black bricks.

The centre gable is recessed other 10 ft., from
which a porch, 10 ft. by 9 ft., projects. Above
this are two small Gothic windows. The total

frontage to the Wherstead-road is 136 ft., of

which 116 ft. ai-e occupied by the schools. They
are enclosed from the road by a dwarf wall and
iron fencing, with five entrances and ornamental

piers. The boys’ and girls’ schools are fac-similes

of one another. The principal schools are

L shaped, the long leg of the L being 55 ft. by
20 ft., and the short one 21 ft. by 20 ft., an
arrangement which is thought to be advantageons
the master or mistress being placed at the

corner. The desks, to accommodate 150, are
arranged in three rows, each a little higher than
the other, on the outer side of the long leg

of the L inner side of the short leg.

The rooms are both light and lofty, the average
height being 19 ft. The angle of the L is in

each case filled np by a class-room, 20 ft. square,

and fitted with a gallery, accommodating fifty.

At the back of the principal schools is another

class-room in each case, with cloak-room, lava-

tory, porch, &c. The schools are warmed with
hot air, by an arrangement of stoves, the inven-

tion and patent of Messrs. Wright & Co., of

Rotherham, as to which Sir William Armstrong,
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president of the Society of Engineers, has made
some flattering remarks. The ventilation of the
schools is provided for by Amott’s and Shering.
ham’s ventilators,- and the walls are hollow, to
secure the better ventilation. Tbe casements in
the lantern of the infants’ school can be opened
and closed simultaneously, and the opening regu.
lated as desired by an ingenions patented con.
trivance. The walls are dadoed 4 ft. up, and the
remainder rough stuccoed and blocked out. From
the centre of the building rises a belhturret and
spire 70 ft. in height

; the turret being octagonal.
The spire is encased with lead. The schools
altogether occupy something like 100 rods of
ground, of which about forty are occupied by
the buildings, the remainder being divided into
two playgrounds. The whole of the playground

^ enclosed by a wall 6 ft. high. The total cost
is about 3,600Z. The Argyle-street schools
have been turned out by the same contractors,
at a cost of from 2,600h to 2, 7001., the ai-chitect
being Mr. H. M. Eyton. The appearance of the
front is monotonons, owing to the absence of
entrances, which are at the side. In the centre
gable is a three-lighted window, the heads of the
lights being cut off. Surmounting this part of
the building is the bell-tower, octagonal in shape,
of brick and atone, the spire being supported by
eight columns of Mansfield stone, two of which
imn partially down the front of the gable, and
are supported by a stone corbel. Springing
from the columns are small trefoil arches, and
the spire is relieved by small gablets. The
windows along the rest^of the front are all
simply square windows, with the top comers
rounded off, the top part of the arches being
filled in with ornamental brickwork. Like the
Wheretead-road school, the buildings are in
three blocks, the infants’ school being in the
centre, the girls’ and boys’ on the north and
and south side. Nearest the road in the infant
school is a class-room, 30 ft. by 16 ft., behind
which is the infant school-room proper, 30 ft.

by 50 ft., which is fitted with a gallery to accom-
modate 120 infants, and twogroupsof three desks,
which will accommodate 42 children. At the
back of this school is another class-room, IS ft.

by 17 ft. 6 in., which will hold 44 infants, the
total accommodation for infants being some-
where about 200. The boys’ schoolroom is, like
the Wherstead-road school, of an L shape, being
66 ft. by 20 ft. in the long leg, and 19 ft. by
20 ft. in the shorter

; and in addition there are
two class-rooms, 18 ft. by 16 ft. The girls’
room is oblong, will accommodate 126 girls,
and in addition there are class-rooms of the
same capacity as those on the boys’ side. All
three schools are lighted by lanterns in the roof.
The rooms have all plain open roofs, and the
walls are not plastered or dadoed, but simply
coloured. The warming is by Bacon’s patent, a
system of small hot-water pipes, which run along
where tbe skirting generally is, the place of
skirting being taken by a grating. The desks
with which the school will bo fitted will bo of
American birch, and the woodwork inside the
building is stained and varnished deal.
Trinity-street School is the name by which the
infant schools in St. Clement’s have bceu known
by the Board, though the street is named by the
Local Board, Olive-street. The buildings are
recessed from the road about 10 ft. The main
room is 60 ft. by 20 ft. and there are two class-
rooms each 18 ft. by 20 ft. The entrance is by
a porch and two lobbies, which are paved with
Staffordshire tiles. The inside work is stained
and varnished, and the walla will be colonred a
light grey tint. The warming is done by means
of two stoves open to the main room, with hot
plates at the back to warm the class-rooms, and
there is an arrangement by which the foul air
from tbe room is drawn off under the floor into
tbe fire. The building has also a turret or spire

;

the turret is octagonal in shape, and the spire,
which is covered with zinc, is relieved by small
gablets. There is a playground attached, 83 ft.by^ ft. The design for the schools was that
of Mr. A. Hubert, and Mr. W. G. Cunnold was
the contractor; the total cost, including extras,

be about 737i. California Schools arewm the designs of Mr. James Bntterworth, Mr.
Henry Luff being the contractor. The schools
are bmlt on a site on the left side of Spring-
road leaving the town, and consist of three prin-
cipal rooms. The general room, which is 40 ft.
by ^4 ft., and a class-room at the back 20 ft. by
16 ft., compose the main building, while another
clMS-room for the younger infants forms a wing.
The general room will be fitted with a galleiy,
a^d there are two groups of desks for those,
children who are eufficiently advanced to take

writing lessons. The rooms are all lofty, and
well lighted and ventilated, and wai'miog appa-
ratus similar to that in the Wherstead-road
schools has been adopted.

Newcastle .—The iilana for the new high school
which have been sent in for competition, have
been on private view. The following are the
local competitors :—Messrs. Lewis & Son, Messrs.
Scrivener & Son, Messrs. R. Chapman & John
Snape (Sandbach), Mr. George Rhodes, jun., and
Mr. John Birch. Plans have also been sent in
by Mr. W. H. Noble, Sparkbrook, Birmingham

;

Mr. J. S. Moye, London; Mr. T. W. Chalmers,
Stafford; and Mr. J. Candall, Leamington.

VARIORUM.
"Report of the Committee on the Treatment

and Utilisation of Sewage, re-appointed at Edin-
burgh, 1871. London: printed by Taylor &
Francis, Fleet-street.” This is a pamphlet re-
printed from the report of the 42ud meeting of
the British Association for the Advancement of
Science, held at Brighton in August last. It
contains the results of inquiries into various
modes of dealing with sewage. Among the
methods brought to the notice of the com-
mittee, that of treating sewage by Messrs.
Weare’s process at Stoke Union Workhouse, of
which we have already spoken; the precipitation
and conversion of the deposited matters into
cement at Ealing; and the system of intermit-
tent downward filtration at Merthyr Tydfil, have
appeared most important; and they have accord-
ingly been investigated, the results appearing in
this report. A process known as Whitthread’s
patent has been also examined by experiment on
a sufllciently large scale, and the result is given.
The committee having reported upon the sewage-
farms at Tunbridge Wells and Earlswood at the
last meeting of the Association, it was thought
advisable to inspect them again, as the works
were incomplete when the committee last visited
them. The observations at Breton’s Farm had
been proceeded with uninterruptedly, and are
described. These investigations have now ex-
tended over a period of more than two years;
and the experience thus gained from the con.
tinuous records of the flow, and sampling for
analysis, of the sewage and eOinont water, of
the application of the sewage to the various
crops, of the results of such application upon
the produce grown, and the degree of purifica-
tion effected in the sewage, will, it is hoped,
prove valuable to sewer authorities and others
interested in the question of sewage farming.
Being fully impressed with tbe importance of
those investigations, the committee paid special
attention to render them as complete as possible

;

but it was felt that to perfect them, especially
as regards the important branch relating to the
effect of the application of sewage upon the
crops grown, it would be necessary to continue
them, for at least some months longer.
Leisxire Hour says,—"Railways are well repre-
sented in tho Legislature. In the House of
Lords there are -l-S, and in the House of
Commons 122 directors, many of whom are on
the boards of two companies, while some share
in the directorate of three or four companies.
There are besides many of the other members of
both Houses who are extensive shareholders, and
are thus interested. With sneh an army of sup-
porters the companies have little difficulty in
securing tho success of the measures brought
forward in their interest, while at the same time
it is not BO easy to carry great measures of
reform in the public favour.”

The Terrible Bridge Accident in Illinois.
The New For/c Times in describing the occurrence
says :

—

"There was n sharp, quick crash, a heavy rumbling, and
a prolonged, soul-rending shriek from 500 beings. The
main western stringer [of the north span of the bridge
broke like a reed, tipping 300 persons into the stream, and
falling 60 ft. with crushing weight upon them. The fall
dislodged the stays from the abutments. The shock ran
along the whole length of the bridge like a flash of
electricity, and span after span was drawn from the piers
and sank to the water's surface, till tho whole five hung
like immense bags holding a bruised, bleeding, frightened,
and frantic mass of men, women, children, and horses.”

There were stretchers still clinging to the abut-
ments which were not loosened by the fall, and
these some grasped to save their lives.

Value of Land in 1688 and 1873.—

n

annual value of land in England and Wales
estimated to have risen six times since 16:

Mr. John Macdonnel, in his recently publisl:

book on tho land question, tells us so, and tl

this rise has been going on of late is proved
a glance at the property-tax returns, which sh
that between 1853 and 1870 tbe annual value
the rent-beai’ing area of tho United Kingdom:
creased from 47,559,0001. to 56,540,OOOh At t

same time, even during the present centui
there have been great fluctuations in ren
Daring the French wars they rose enormous
After the peace they foil 10 to 33 per cei

Under the influence of the Corn Laws th
again rose, to decline shortly after the
measures had been repealed. From 1852 to t

present time they have steadily risen. As
urban land, a square foot in Victoria-street le

for IJ. stei'Iing. A piece of ground in Holbo
bought in 1552 for 1601. now yields 5,000J.
year. A wharf in Castle Baynard bought f

2,OOOZ. in 1670 lately realised 110,0001. An ac
of land in South Kensington, which was sold f

3,2001. in 1852, fetched 23,3501. in 1860. "V

are told that the price of an acre of the me
valuable uncovered land in the City of Lond'
after tho Great Fire in 1660 was 30,0001.,
about one-third of the value when built upc
At the present time the highest rate for such u
built land may bo taken at 1,000,0001. an aci
and such value constitutes fully three-fourtbs
the value of tho property after it has buildki]
upon it .—Land and Water.

Building ia Vienna.—Prices of honsc-pp
perty have been steadily on the rise, and i

more than one instance tho builder of a sing
sumptuous mansion in one of the "Rings” hi

made a profit of seven or eight thousand pounc
in the course of a year or two. But to any oi
who knew the Vienna of half a dozen yeai
since it has been a standing puzzle whence tl

population camo who pay the fancy rents f(

houses and apartments in tho new quartei
which are springing up everywhere. Th
recent panic goes some way to answering th

question :
— " Vienna was living on gamblin

gains, and builders were drawing bills on th

expectant prosperity of the future, as Englis
Chancellors of the Exchequer reckon—wit
more justice—upon the elasticity of our revenuei
It was the new building companies that wen
with a crash the other day, threatening to bur
everything else in their ruins. One or two c

them came to the ground altogether. Th
shares of others were depreciated in fonr-and
twenty hours, 20, 30, 50 per cent.” It is scarce!
a secret that some of the best known financier
of Austria have gone bo deep into stone an
lime, and building operations generally, that ii

the event of a crash they are likely to b
crippled, their’ great resources notwithstanding.

The Liverpool " Underground Railway,'
The entire of the timnel between Brunswiol
Station and Stanhope-street, says the Icca
Journal, is in working order, and the three line
of rails are laid down to St. James’s Station
From that point to tbe end of the tunnel ii

Back Bold-street, the whole of tho brickworl
roof has been completed, with tbe exception o)

about 120 yards ; but a considerable amount ol

blasting through the solid rock has still to be dona
The contractors, however, hope to have a loco-

motive driven right through to Ranelagh-streol
before the end of July, and the tunnel opened
for regular traffic before October. Tbe line now
being completed forms only part of the great
scheme for connecting Cheshire with Liverpool
and its docks by sub-river and sub-city tunnels.
The route from where the new line branches off

at Cressington Park is very direct to Manchester
and the engineeer of the Hue guarantees that
the journey from Manchester shall be regularly
run in about forty. five minutes, thus eclipsing
the speed of the London and North-Western
Railway’s fastest trains. The contractors for

the entire works are Messrs. Kirk & Parry, of

London, and Sleaford, Lincolnshire. The im-
mediate superintendence of every department
of the station, tunnel, and line construction is

entrusted to Mr. Knight, and the engineering
and designs for the stations directed by Mr.
Morton, C.E.

Destruction of the Theatre in Malta.—
News of the burning of this theatre has been
received in London. During the reheai’sal of a
new opera, one of the scenes caught fire, and
in a few moments the whole of the interior

of the building was in flames. The place was
completely burnt out.
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A Nm Clia'picr in

Art.

may seem bold, if not

paradoxical, to announce

the opening of an entirely

new chapter in the history

of art
;
and yet it is an

announcement which ap-

pears to ns to be justified.

Recent discoveries, not in

one field alone, but in seve-

ral, are at once so novel

and startling in themselves,

and so suggestive of the

probability that they are

only the precursors of more
of the same kind, that they

demand the serious and

unprejudiced attention of

those who seek to view art

from the high stand-point

of its relation to ethnology.

The first of the recent

acquisitions of modem
research to which we have

) refer is the very remarkable terra cotta sar-

ophagus which has just been added to the

reasures of the British Museum. It is one of

he articles purchased (or rather that wo trust

rill be purchased) of the indefatigable collector

nd discoverer, Signor Castellani. The extra-

rdinary peculiarity of this sarcophagus lies in

he fact that it preserves with groat fidelity two

ntirely different ethnological types, and that it

epresents a relationship between the races thus

ypified of which wo arc, as yet, quite at a loss

D offer any historical explanation.

Of the two ethnological types thus reproduced^

ne is Greek, and Greek of a period not later

han that represented by the Phygaleian marbles,

'he pure classic outline of the faces is unmis-

akable. So is the graceful fall of the folded

eplum. The round shields borne by the war-

iors are like those with which we are so

uniliar. The helmets are representations of

elicate work in metal, and the cuirasses also

Bern to be intended for bronze, and not for the

rmonr of boiled leather, which takes the very

identations of the human form. The propor-

ions of the figures are squat, the heads are

mall, and the drapery resembles that depicted

n early Greek vases.

The second typo wo may perhaps be justified

1 terming Phcnnician. It is, at all events,

Lsiatio, and, in our opinion, Semitic. The nose

] aquilino, the chin prominent, the mouth nar-

ow, but with protruding and freely opening
ps, on which a perpetual smile seems to dwell,

'ho beard and whiskers are so trimmed as to

iresent a crescent on each side of the face,

jiving the effect of the profile that is sometimes
Iravm within the disc of the moon—the moon
jod, not crowned with the crescent, but wear-
Eg the crescent as a sort of bonnet or helmet,

fhe figures thus characterised are totally or

learly nude.

But the most remarkable consideration remains
io be noted. It is that the Greek figures appear
u the subordinate rank. The nobly-draped
vomen are standing as if in attendance on the
leated Asiatics, who appear to be enjoying them-
selves without restraint. If the Greeks are not
'laves, the only explanation that occurs would

bo that of honour shown to some foreign visitors

of importance
j
but in almost each instance the

Phosnicians occupy the post of honour’.

On the lid of the sarcophagus a nude, spare,

and boldly-modelled man reclines on cushions,

which have been adorned by a sort of tesselation

in the clay before it was burnt, as in the Henri

Deux ware. A pai’tially-draped female, of the

same type, squats, in Indian fashion, by his side*

We can hardly doubt that we have the portrait

of the person for whom the sarcophagns was

made, together with, perhaps, that of his wife.

Modelled relievi adorn each side of the sar.

cophagus, and it is in these that the two types,

of which we are speaking are brought into

relation. At the foot is a medallion, containing

six figures, two of which are armed with the

round shield, and are evidently Greek wai’riora.

At the back of the sarcophagus is a representa-

tion of two Phesnioian figures, seated on a couch,

who are apparently the same as the full-sized

figures in the round on the lid. On either side

of the couch stand two draped Greek females,

holding different implements, and apparently in

attendance on the feasting Asiatics. On the

head of the sarcophagus are four figures, seated

on thrones, and apparently weeping in great

distress. These are also Greek. Lastly, on the

front is a relief containing numerous figures, the

centre of the group being composed of two
warriors, like those at the foot of the sarcophagus,

fighting hand to band. A nearly nude Phmnician

male stands on each side. The subject of the

two last relievi wo take to be the mourning at a

funeral, and the performances of combats, by way
of funereal games. Whether the feasting scene

be a funereal feast or the representation of an

apotheosis, or state of happiness after death,

may be doubtful
5 but the appearance of the

nobler type of mankind, engaged either as

gladiatorial combatants or as attendants on a

feast, and the depiction of these scenes by artists

whose sympathies are evidently with the non-

classical type, are subjects of the deepest interest,

and excite a curiosity which it is not easy to

gratify.

The sarcophagus was discovered in a tomb,

but not buried in earth, at Cervetri, the ancient

Cmre, in Etruria. This city, which had historic

relations with Asia Minor, preserved its iudo-

pendence until the time of the siege of Rome by
Brennua, after which its people enjoyed the

privilege of Roman citizens, in gratitude for the

hospitality which they offered to the Romans
who fled thither, with the sacred fire. This

fact seems to limit the possible latest date of

the tenu cotta to some 2,260 years ago, as there

is no evidence of any Roman influence in the

art displayed. The possible anterior limit it is

more hard to assign. The letters are of a type

which it is difficult to know whether to attribute

to the Phoenician or to the early Greek alphabet,

the mu and the theta holding most closely to the
latter, and the pi to the former. They are
boldly laid on in a sort of black paint. The
inscriptions have been road by Mr. Murray, a
gentleman whose appreciative knowledge of

Greek art is an honour to the British Museum,
as follows :— (1) Mi vela vesnas me vepe tursi

Icipa, and (2) Thania Velai Mathiai Unata. The
presence of two forms of the S, Mr. Murray
remarks, shows the presence, in the dialect

employed, of the Phoenician element of a double

sibilant. The ethnological peculiarity, however,

strikes us as likely, when explained, to bo more
determinative of date than the forms of letters,

which certainly have a very wide range, both

geographically and chronologically. Some special

local peculiarity, such as the presence of a Greek

slave, accustomed to the work of the studio, in

Cffire, may possibly have been the cause of the

anomalous representation of types to which wo
refer. But even if such an artist had used

portraiture for the principal figures, and added

the remainder of the groups in a conventional

style, it is hard to understand why ho should

have represented his own countrymen in the

inferior position.

A niLxture of nude and draped figures in the

same composition is to be found in many Indian

sculptures, of the same date and character

as that elaborate gateway of the Sanchi Tope
wliich was exhibited two years ago at South

Kensington. In these we are perhaps justified

in regarding the former as representing gods, or

happy souls, and the latter the living mortals of

the country. If this bo so, the absence of drapery

in the figures we term Phcenician may possibly

have a similar import. But, in any case, the

definite portraiture, which is unmistakable in

the figures in the round, marks clearly to which
of the two types the monument properly be-

longed.

Closely connected with this fact is the very

small size of the sarcophagus
;
the occupant of

which must have been less than 5 ft. high, if,

as there is every reason to conclude, the body
was laid straight in the receptacle hollowed out

as if for the purpose. It is suggested that the

remains were those of a female, and even that

they were, according to the inscription, those of

Tannia Unatia, the daughter of Velius Matiuiiis.

This might account for the small size
; but on

the other band the gaunt nude figure reclining

on the mattress and cushion forming the lid of

the sarcophagus, seems to be naturally regarded

as the person in whose honom- it was modelled-

We are far from despairing of the solution of

the riddle, but at present it is one of great per-

plexity. Nor is the fact that the two descrip-

tions, which have appeared in two of the best,

informed of our contemporaries, are altogether

silent as to the peculiar significance of the

physiognomical characters of the work, calculated

to direct that attention to the subject which it

unquestionably deserves.

Not directly connected with the Castellani

sarcophagus, but belonging to the same category

of ancient and recently-discovered terra-cotta

figures, are to be named the objects lately found

at Moab, and collected by Mr. Shapira, of

Jerusalem, which have been purchased by the

Emperor of Germany for 1,0007. A rather

acrimonious controversy has raged about these

objects, in which wo scarcely thiiik that the

experts of this country have shouTi themselves

so much alive to the real interests of art as have

those of Germany. Imputations of forgery have

been very freely cast upon those who are not

in a position readily to defend themselves. There

is no doubt that the manufacture of mock
antiques is a bi’anch of rascal industry that is

not confined to Flint Jack and his pupils in this

country, or to tho dealers in earthen lamps,

and bronze symbols of a well-known character,

in Southern Italy. How beautifully the antique

spoils that have been rusted by the tufa of

Pompeii, or preserved in tho air-tight embrace

of the lava of Herculaueum for 1,800 years, may
be simulated, let those who take an interest in

that graceful branch of art judge for themselves

byavisit to Mr. Gardner's showrooms at Charing,

cross. There will be foundmany anobject stamped
with tho cachet of tho Italo-Greek work of the

First Christian Century, of which it has all but the

actual verity. But in all these matters, whether

they are arrow-heads, phallic charms fabri.

Gated for tho purpose of deceptive sale, or classic

objects simulated for tho elegant adornment of

our drawing-rooms, there is to be remarked the

constant presence of one characteristic. They

all hold to that which is known, and generally to

that which is well known. The forger is, eo

no7nine, a copyist. lie is never an inventor. He
would, in that case, indeed, be an original artist.

We all know the story of Michelangelo and hia

Cupid. How he wrought the statue, and then

. broke off and buried the arm ; and how, when
the earth, perhaps with some aid from sulphuric

acid, had given a false air of antiquity to the
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fragment, lie produced it, sold it as an antique,

and afterwards—as in the sic vos non vobis of

Virgil—produced tho arm. The very Cupid,

some experts tell us, is now to be seen in the

Court of the South Kensington Museum. But
Michelangelo was a sculptor of the rarest powers.

He studied the antique till be was thoroughly

imbued with its spirit. He thus produced a
work in which that spirit breathed, and by means
of which, with the aid of artifice, deception was
easy. And even then, when the whole figure is

examined, a sculiitor would never hesitate as to

whether it came from the chisel of tho great

Florentine, or from that of a Greek artist. Thus,

the experience that we have as to plastic for-

geries leads to the conclusion that quaint, grim
forms, new to onr eyes, such as those which have
been brouglit to light in Moab, aro the last

things on which a forger would venture. The
genius of tho man who could now originate

figures, at once totally dissimilar to any known
type, coarse, rude, and often repulsive in appear-

ance, but imbued with the very spirit either of

astrological or of phallic worship, would be of a
very high order. No such genius would stoop

to such barbaric poverty of execution, combined
with such depths of a religious sentiment, once
predominant in the race, but now abhorrent to

the ideas of the age, as marks the objects pur-

chased for the Berlin Museum.
Without attempting, with the deductive

analysis of Comte, to trace back the religion of

the earlier tribes of man, first to astrolatry, and
ultimately to pure fetichism, it is indubitable

that, in very early times, sud over a great range
of peoples and of districts, two grand elements
marked the religious thought of the time, and
were constantly reproduced in symbol, and com-
memorated in worship. How deep a truth, in

those rude, wild times, underlay the primary idea
of those archaic objects of reverence, we do not
now know. Perhaps we may never know. But
the two main ideas, in themselv-es, were these :

first, that of the constant, ever-present, irre-

sistible power of the unseen Euler of tho world,

evinced, sometimes, in the destructive energy,

as in Typhon, but more generally in the repro-

ductive, of which Indian mythology gives the
most litoral version

;
and, second, of the divine

wisdom, order, and rule, of which the chief

symbols and exponents were the planets. The
extreme antiquity of planetary worship becomes
more apparent with every fresh message from
the long-forgotten past. The antiquity of the
week is very gi'eat, and wherever the week is

observed we have the evidence of study of the
stars. The nainea now given to [the days of the

week, which connect them with the planets, are
first mentioned, if we are not in error, by Dion
Cassius ; but there is good reason for supposing
the connexion to be as ancient as that special

division of time itself. It is common to trace

the establishment of the week back to the

Exodus, and to regard it as an institution of the
Law of Moses. But, to say nothing of the
very first chapter of the Book of Genesis,

we find the week referred to as a well-esta-

blished measure of time in the days of Jacob,
4-86 years before the Exodus. Again, the seven
lamps of the golden candlestick aro said by
Josephus to refer to the seven planets, and ho
even mentions the decani, or ten divisions of
each,—a matter which is purely astrological. In
the same passage this author connects the four-

fold structure of the veils of the temple 'with

the four elements, and the twelve jewels of the
ephod with the twelve months, or signs of the
zodiac.

The septenary division, not only of time, but
of general philosophical system, appears to have
a direct reference of astrological considerations.

The order in which the days of the week, con-
secrated to the several planets, follow one
another, is far from being ai’bitrary or casual.

It betokens acquaintance with astronomical
phenomena, and an attempt to reduce these
phenomena to system. It is not inconsistent with,
although not a direct evidence of the knowledge
of, tho Pythagorean system. Archimedes, 250
years before our era, considered the position of
the sun to be intermediate between the inferior
and superior planets, the earth not being counted
amongst either. Scaliger gives a complicated
series of triangles, by the intersection of which
the planetary sequence of the week is arrived at.

But that idea of the seven-branched candlestick,
which places the sun as the central lamp, and
the three superior and three inferior planets, in
the respective ordere of their apparent velocity
of motion, on the left and on the right, gives the
exact sequence of the week, if we take the lamps

in alternate order. Thus the sun is finst kindled,

then the moon, or nearest lamp on the right;

then Pyrolia, or Mars, the nearest on the left

;

then Stilbon, or Mercury, the second on the

right
;
then Phaethon, or Jupiter, the second on

the left; lastly, He.spera, or Venus, the third on
the right

;
and Phaiiion, or Saturn, the last on

the left. Kegarded in this simple order, we find

the sequence of the week thoroughly to bar-

monise with formal, though not with physical,

astronomy.
When wo observe that not only the days of

the week, but the series of years, and of weeks
of years, are divided by the radix of seven, at

the same time that the seventh day is specially

consecrated by the religion that adopts this

division of time, a close connexion with astro-

logical, or at least with astronomical, law becomes
apparent. The gravity of the character inva-

riably assigned to the slowly revolving orb of

Saturn, the tint of black which is assigned to it

in the scale of colours, the connexion between
the genius or deity of the planet, and the imper-
sonation of Chi'onos, or Time, the father of Zeus
Pater himself,—are in remarkable accordance
with the expression “Antiquus dierum,” which
we find applied to the deity in that one of the
Hebrew sacred books which contains the most
direct reference to the doctrine of numbers.
A close relationship between the early religion

of the Jewish people and tho planetary worship
is again to be traced in the account given of the
incantations of Balaam. The erection, three
times over, on the summit of as many mountains,
of seven altars, and the double offering made
upon each, is a distinct instance of planetary
worship. We might therefore rationally expect,
if we recovered any trace of the early idol wor-
ship of Moab, to be able to recognise some sign

of planetary powers. This expectation is fully

satisfied by the terra^ cotta figures collected, and
yet in course of discovery. In some of them
may bo recognised symbols of Astax-te, Ishtar,

or the moon
;

in others of the sun ; in very
many seven stars or seven punctures, or an
accentuation of seven features or points upon
the human figure, are notable. One, a female
deity, has the sun in place of one ai’m, and the
moon in that of the other.

It is as to the inscriptions, however, that the
most uncompromising controversy has raged.

These may be divided into three categories.

First there are the Hamath inscriptions, originally

questioned as to their authenticity, which is now
admitted, but still in doubt as to their ideo-
graphic or phonetic character. Mr. Dunbar
Heath has detected in these ancient sculptures
marks closely resembling tho cartouches of cer-

tain Egyptian kings
;
and his patient comparison,

leading to the identification of certain symbols
in different inscriptions or portions of an inscrip-

tion, must be held to be the first step towards
the decypherment of a hieroglyphic character
totally distinct from the hieroglyphics of Egypt.
Hamath, we need hardly add, is to the imme-
diate north of Palestine.

A second group of sculptured characters
occurs on certain slabs and lintels in Moab. They
are less complex than the Hamath inscriptions,

to which they do not present any sensible resem-
blance. But they mainly consist of rude repre-
sentations of the idols formed in terra cotia

;

and
probably will be found to be dedicatory or pro-

phylactic inscriptions invoking the protection of
the planetary powers for the buildings of which
they formed a portion, or for their builders or
owners.

The third group of characters consists of those
ancient, but not unknown, forms which seem to

have been the common ancestors of the Hebrew,
Phcenician, Greek, and modern European alpha-
bets. They are found painted on the foundation,
course of tho Great Temple peribolns at Jeru-
salem, incised in various ruins througbout
Palestine, carved on the unfortunate Moabite
stone, and impressed on numerous vases of
burnt clay. It is as to the authenticity of tho
latter that the chief opposition has been raised;
the ground of disbelief being stated to be the
different antiquity of the forms of letters found
upon the same object. We are not about to

step from onr chair to become advocates on
either side. But we may remark that it is

hardly conceivable that any forgers should have
taken the trouble to cover rude jars, before
baking, with very numerous impressed letters,

the number of which must increase both the
labour of execution and the risk of detection,

while the Belling value of the object itself is

quite incommensurate with such an amount of

misdirected skill, Again, in one of these in.

,

seviptions which has been condemned, as we
think, over hastily, by one of our most learned

authorities, who divided the letters into four

categories, of different dates, we ourselves ob-

served that certain characters which even the

magnifying-glass could not aid us to discriminate

from one another, were referred to different

categories. While caution should be used, it is

evident that the method adopted by the Germans,
of fii'st acquiring objects which axe primd, facie

of such great interest, and then patiently setting

to work to describe and decipher them, is far

preferable to our own cheaper method of en-

couraging discovery by simply denouncing it as

forgery. 1

We have been led to dwell too long on the

terra-cotta objects recently discovered in Etruria

and in Syria to speak of the noble and unrivalled

bronzes which Signor Castellani has been the

means of enabling our national museum to

acquire. As to the high character both of the

skill of the founder and the art of the sculptor

that these objects display, we may find another

opportunity of bearing witness.
[

NOTES IN THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

nCTVRES, DRAWIN'GS, &C.

We have already commented on the collection'

which makes the chief pictorial attraction of this

year’s Exhibition,—the works of Phillip and
Creswick. Among the other paintings byi

British artists there is not much to call for

special remark, a large proportion being of very

mediocre merit, and some of the best too well

known, or too recently exhibited, to bear fresh,

criticism. Among the exceptions may be men-'

tined E. W. Cooke’s “Catalan Bay, Gibraltar”

(743), certainly one of the best and most
telling works of a painter who has of late

years fallen a little too much into the groove

of common-place realism. Poynter’s spirited

Roman military subject, “ Tho Catapult ”

(758 a), is a good specimen of bis treatment

of figures in energetic action
;

and Pettie’s

“Conspirators” (332) is one of the very best

illustrations of the 'peculiar powers of this very

unequal artist. “When Leaves fall and Cold

Winds come” (947), by G. Mawloy, should be

looked at as a beautiful unpretending work, full

of the true poetry of landscape; and, in a con.

trary view, Storey’s “The Children at Break-:

fast” (957), four little things perched like spar-

1

rows on a very high bench, painted with a

genuine feeling and sympathy for child-nature.

The same painter’s “The Danaides” (1,010), isi

a fine study of semi-nude figures, very carefully

drawn and painted in the slightly conventional

tone which this artist adopted in his nude I

studies (a class of subject which he seems
entirely to have discontinued of late)

;
tho i

sombre tone of the landscape of “Hades” har-i

raonises completely with the expression and feel-

ing of the figures, but it must be admitted that'

the work scarcely rises to the imaginative height

which such a subject demands. Lucas’s

“Autumn” (1,017), not without power, is over-;

done, to the extent of becoming “ stagey.” Of
that interesting class of small landscapes, notable

chiefly for their feeling and composition, two by
J. R. Lee (997 and 1,003), one by Cottnan

(1,092), and one by J. A. Houston (1,0G2), are'

very pleasant specimens. G. F. Watts’s “ Gala-:

had” is not one of his best works; the head,

and bust by him, under the title of “ Pygmalion’s
'

Wife” (1,026), is splendidly painted in regard

to the texture and reflected lights on the neck

and bosom. " An Afterglow ” (1,077), by J. 0.'

Thom, is a small picture, with much of feeling
,

and poetry of light and composition. A repre-^

sentation of “ Dr. Guthrie Fishing in Lock Lee’J

j

(1,097), by Sir G. Harvey, P.R.S.A., is a melan.

choly specimen indeed of tho kind of rubbish

'

which appears to pass for “ art ” with our canny

cousins across the Border. j

What is good in the water-colour room (there

is a good deal that is not) is mostly by well-

known Lands, in their usual manner. We may .

remark how uniformly interesting and powerful'

are Mdme. Bodichon’s broad, freely-handled

sketches, rather than drawings, of landscape

and sea. One work which must not be passed

over, however, is the study, or series of studies,

by the late H. Tidey, for a drawing of Pygma-
lion and the Statue (486-7-8). The large-size

study (in pencil) represents tho vivified statue

doubtfully patting forward one delicate foot

over the edge of the pedestal, feeling her way
the enraptured sculptor standing by with hands
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Clasped 07er his head ; from the two smaller

Coloured studios it appears that the artist aimed
at representing the very moment when the first

flush of life bad begun to overspread the cold

marble, and had scarcely reached the extremi.

ties of the limbs, or of the long flowing hair,

which is just turning from snow to gold. The
subject was one exactly suited to Mr. Tidey’s

peculiar powers of execution, and had he lived

to complete it, ho would probably have equalled

or surpassed bis famous drawing of “ Queen
JIab.” While alluding to the water-colours,

attention may bo drawn to Hr. MacCallum’a
Sketches in Egypt (1,515-39), to be found in

Room XVIII., and which are of much interest.

In Room IX. are placed some works by
deceased British artists, including six of the

beautiful little works of the late G. Mason.
The “ Harvest Home” will be remembered in

last year’s Academy
j but the exquisite little

picture called “Evening, Matlock" (765), has

not been so recently popularised} nothing could

bo more characteristic of the painter’s peculiar

genius, few things more subtle and delicate in

tone, than this simple composition, with the girl

and sheep coming down from the upper portion

of a rising field into tho brown twilight shadow
of tho low foreground. A number of works by
the late Mrs. Carpenter may be passed over in

discreet silence
;
but some of those of the late

A. Raukley (most popularly known, by his rather

tame picture of “ Dr. Watts and his Littlo

Friends’’) surprise us by a degree of power of

tone and feeling which would seem to warrant
a higher placo for this artist’s name than we are

accustomed to hoar given to it. “ The Doctor’s

coming,’’ the interior of a Gipsy tent, where a

mother sits, in a wild paroxysm of grief, at tho

head of her child; “The Gipsy Mother,’’ a
single figure

;
and “ After Work,’’ are all pic-

tures decidedly rising above tho comraon-place

or mediocre in art. Tho manipulation is scarcely

equal to tlie composition, perhaps, as far at least

as variety of texture is concerned
;
they are

pictures on the old chiaroscuro ideal
;
but there

is no lack of power.
Now as to the foreign pictures. There are a

few interspersed among tho English works, of

which one byLegab (France) “ A Recollection of

tho Mill of Gravelle ’’ (320) should be noticed
;

it

is a fine twilight composition of massed trees,

with tho old grey straggling building seen
through them. The Meisaoniers, too, which were
recendy at Bethnal Green, are exhibited here on
separate soroens

;
an honour of which they are

well worthy, and which, indeed, works of such
delicacy of detail almost require. Among the

Belgian paintings in Room XX., but a small pro-

portion can be quoted as of any marked merit.

Tho “Undine” of Van Lerius (1,635), whose
“ Godiva” has popularised him in England, will

hardly add to his reputation
;
the exeention is

not up to the mark of “Godiva” ;
the poetic

element is utterly wanting. His “Elaine”

(1,683) is inferior oven to this; a total failure

as to conception and feeling. “The Studio,”

by Saoro (1,630), showing an artist and his friend

discussing some very every-day matter amid a

conclave of bronze and marble deities, is a clever

idea, of which, however, more might have been
made. Of the two or three other figure subjects

that are at all worth notice in this room, are

Bource’a “ Waiting tho Arrival — Beach at

Behevening” (1,741), noteworthy forthe thought
bestowed on the composition and relation of the

groups of figues
;
and “Dancing the Bolero”

(1,765), by Dillens, which is clever, especially in

composition and lighting, but otherwise not
nearly equal to some of Phillips’s Spanish pic-

tures. Among landscapes, Rotfiaen’s “Village
of Meyritigen and Wotterhorn ” (1,616), sustains

his reputation as a powerful and studious painter

of mountain scenery
;

Assolberg’s two little

views in “The Campino,” “Morning” and
“Evening” (1,654-5), are most interesting

studies of nearly the same scene under different

aspects of light
;
and Heyraans’s “ Meadow in the

Campitie ” (1,690), and Coosoman’s “ Interior of

a Wood ” (1,720), are works remarkable for tone

and feeling, and a total absence of “ paintiucss ”
;

the latter especially, a small study of dark ragged
woodland scenery, painted very solidly, some-
what after tho manner of Dupre. The “ Scheldt
near Antwerp,” again (1,721), shows what Hey-
mans can make out of grey water and two
boats. There aro other small landscapes worth
attention (1,660, 1,747, 1,768), and Bossnet’s
architectural pictures, as masterly as ever, should
be looked at, espi-cially the “ Moorish Tower on
the Tagus” (1,670), one of the best things be
has ever done of tho kind,

Tho most characteristic productions of foreign

art, however (mostly in a small way), will bo
found in Room VI., dedicated to “ Bavaria, Italy,

Germany, Saxony, and Holland.” The Bavarian
paintings hare a general commonplace tone

which renders them as a mass uninteresting, in

spite of an average of good execution. Cohen’s
“ Villa d’Este, Tivoli” (30), is a fine combina-
tion of trees and architecture

;
and Meermana’s

“Regensburg” (88), an old “sohloss” and
moat in deep shadow, with masses of brown
trees relieved against a faint evening sky, is a

work full of poetry. Marc’s “Decameron”
(46) will have admirers, melodramatic though it

be
;
and Franck's “ Wine-house in South Tyrol”

(80), as a study in the opposite direction, the

realistic of lowlife,—of a “boozy” Auerbach’s
tavern existence, — is clever and pointed

enough. Among landscapes, Weber’s “ Twilight
”

and Heffner’s “Close of Autumn” (73 and 78)

are good specimens of imaginative treat-

ment of common themes; the former remind-
ing us of Lamoriniere, whose works, always
thoughtful and refined, we miss from this

year’s exhibition. Langko’s two views near
Munich (9 1, 95), and Professor Lange’s “Lake
of Lowerz” (98), are all landscapes above the

average in feeling and execution : the latter

with red snnlit cliffs standiog over a dark lake,

though a littlo “ painty,” is undeniably powerful.

The small collection of Italian pictures is of

some interest, if only from the peculiar idiosyn-

cracies of style and treatment displayed. The
little pictures of Professor Fattori, of Florence,

are very original in motive and treatment

:

“Evening” (121), cows and thin bare trees on a

dark plain; “Repose” (125), a woocll.and glade,

with black swine and the swineherd in various

attitudes of somnolence; “Landscape” (129),

with two or three cows slowly making their way
through long green grass under the shade of

trees. These and one or two others, with a
manner of treatment which borders on the
humorous, have nevertheless real merit and
originality of style, and show that the Professor

has his own way of looking at things. Molinari’s
“ Sappho ” is a mistake ; bat in his pictures of

the life of the Carapagna,—“Leaving School”
and “The Punishment” (147, 156),—ho is

thoroughly original, reminding us a little in

manner of some of the Dutch school in paintings

of low life; his tumble-down misshapen lumps
of buildings are most characteristic. Ciardi’s

“lu the Fields” and “ Returning from the

Fields” (143, 157); Ciardeilo’s “Confidantes”

(163); De Tivoli’s “Ruins of the ClaucHan

Aqueducts,” standiog up red in the sunlight in

the foreground (155), are all works interesting

in their way, and with a nationality of manner
and tendency sufficiently distinguishing them
from the works of any other nation represented
here.

The small number of paintings (chiefly from
Dusseldorf) included under the very large and
vague term, “ Germany,” contain two works
worth a note, though for different reasons. Tho
first is a special compliment to ourselves,

being a portrait of “ The English tourist ” (121),

in full travelling suit, portly aud well-fed, stand-

ing in the midst of a Swiss mountain scene, con.

soientiously “doing” the mountains, lorgnette

in one hand, and “ Mnrray ” in the other. This
is sent over to us by the kind consideration of

the artist (W. Simmler), that we may

—

“ See ourselves as otliors see us

but the species portrayed are, we fear, too thick-

skinned to be reached in this mode. Let us ask,

by the way, does no other soil grow the same
kiud of animal, or its equivalent ? The other

work referred to, “ The Sea Shore” (189), is by
E. Diioker, of Dusseldorf, whose grand landscape,
“ The Bed of a River,” was the finest thing of

tho kind in last year’s exhib.tion (whore, by an
odd mistake, it was classed with the Russian
pictures). Tho tone of this work is peculiar,

and the sea is of a perhaps scarcely admissible

brown, but the painting of the shore and shoal

water in the foreground is splendid, and the whole
thing has that power and unity of feeling which
only genius can impart to a painting. If this

artist, little known in England, has attained in

the average of his works anything like the

elevation of these two, he is one of the finest

landscape-painters living. “ Saxony,” which
occupies the next place on the walls, introduces

us to another very fine work,” “ Verona ” (195),

by Clionlant, of Dresden: the view is taken

from the river, the sluggish turbid water of which

forms tho foreground, crowded with a number
of heavy black barges, above which rises a

congeries of white low-roofod houses in all kinds

of fautasbic groupings, crowned by the tall

Romanesque cathedral. This is one of the

finest paintings of an architectural subject, on

a large scale, that we have seen. “ Saxony ”

presents nothing of note besides, and Holland is

to bo credited only for some very good small

landscapes, of which the best are Van Beest’s

“ Strand at Schereniiig ” (222), Desiree’s
“ Sunset in Gelderlaud ” (230), Vogel’s “ Land-
scape” (217), and Liernur’s “ On tho Sea Shore”

(215) : the last curiously reminding us, in feel-

ing and manner, of the works of our talented

countryman in the same “line,” Mr. H. Moore.

On the staircase adjoining this gallery is hung,

among other things, a largo painting, by Baron
Gudin, of “Byron on the Brig of Don,” near

Aberdeen (a great deal of the “brig,” and a

very little of Byron, it will be understood), of

which we will only say that we regret to see

such a namo to such a work. Some foreign

artists seem to think that any “ English ” sub-

ject is sure to please tho English, however
handled. We have not all come to that yet,

however.
A whim of this E.xhibition has been the

collection of drawings, sculpture, <ic., by officers

in the army and navy, in Room XVIII. There

are very accomplished amateurs among the

members of these professions, whose works

might claim hanging-space anywhere ; but

taking the collection as a whole the result is

not remarkable : even in cases where the exeou-

tion is of a high class there seems to be in the

main, as it struck us, a remarkable lack of feel-

ing for artistic eSect, the side on which the

amateur generally miiy bo supposed to have the

best chance of success. Col. Grealock’s sketclies

of celebrated cavalry charges are spirited enough
in intention, bub the horses’ legs aro wonderfully

put on. The works in statuary by Lient.-Col. F.

Baring, however, aro quite above the araatenr

average. The officers seem to succeed best, as a

rule, in drawings of buildings, of which thei'e

ore some also in the Albert Hall Gallery, of un-

questionable excellence. Among the subsidiary

attractions of the Exhibition are to ho found,

also in the Gallery, the collection of etchings, by
some of our finest artists in that branch of

execution. There is a whole collection of Mr.

Whistler’s, the peculiar excellencies of which
are well known. The small etchings by Mr.

Jesse (3,220) are very powerful, and recall in

style and handling some of those executed by
Blake as book-illustrations. Mr. E. George’s

etchings of architectural subjects on the Moselle

(3,233) are good in another manner
;
and Percy’s

“At the Opera” (3,224), a half-length figure,

shows what delicacy of texture and tint may be

attained in this medium, more suited as it is in

general for slighter work. The frame of five

etchings by Messrs. Cope, Hook, O’Neil, Millais,

and Slocombe (3,256), is most interesting; that

of Mr. Slocombe, a master in tins art, is

admirable for its light and atraojphere, and should

bo compared with his “ Illustrations to Sophocles

and Ovid” (3,228). There are plenty of other

specimens of tho art that are worth looking at.

The collection of engravings aud photographs

here will repay attention
;
among tho latter are

some of Mrs. Cameron’s ellectivo figures and
groups from nature.

The show of sculpture this year is small in

quantity, and includes a good deal that is not

remarkable in quality. Torelli’s “ Young Masac-
cio” (2,033) is a finely-finished statuette in the

usual modern Italian manner, with all the

texture of the dress minutely and elaborately

worked npon it. Fontana’s two busts, called

respectively “Coquetry” and “Summer”
(1,914-15), are very elegant and finely modelled.

In the latter the full, >Gt delicate, lips given
peculiar character quite in keeping with the ideal

subject. The same sculptor’s figure of the

youthful “ David ” (1,91 3) strikes us as weak and
nerveless. Another very cliai'ming head by Braga
(tbe Italian sculptors seem to have a fancy for

these ideal busts) is that called “ Bashfulness ”

(1,878), a very sweet face, drooped a little for-

ward, and with kerchief tied round under the

chin. The most original work exhibited is cer.

tainly that by Mr. Lawlor,“The Itinerant ” (1,969),

perhaps suggested by Scott’s wondering “glee-

maiden ” in tho “ Fair Maid of Perth ”
: a young

girl reclines on tho ground, with a mandolin, one
knee up, the face turned to one side, with an
expression of weariness and dejection. The pose

of the figure and tho composition of the lines

of limbs and drapery have been carefully studied,

and it looks well from every point of view. The
scale is about half life-size. The ai-tist’s other
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TV'ork, “Artemisia,” tliougli delicately modelled,

is not at all equal to this one. Among the

Italian heads we may notice two more, Argenti’s

“ Happy Memories ” (1,861), as an antompt only

partially successful, to realise a very momentary
and fleeting expression of pleasure on the

countenance ; and Pessina’a “Prayer” (2,006),

a very beautiful np-turned face, with parted

lips, quite realising the expression suggested by
the subject. It is worth while to look at these

Italian heads (of which there are a good many
more), as specimens of ideal treatment in sculp,

ture purely by the medium of facial expression.

The execution of most of them is very finished,

and both in execution and expression they belong

to ahigher walk in art than those leering, grinning

busts which Carrier and others of the French

school have unhappily affected. Among the

specimens of child-sculpture, to which modern
artists seem to have been a good deal led, are

some very pretty works,—notably the one called

“Innocence” (1,890), by Dal Negro, a figure of

a little chubby maiden, who, “ prodigal enough

to unmask her beauty,” is funnily quarrelling

with her only garment, unconscious of any con-

veutionalities. Braga’s “LaVergognosa” (1,876),

which might almost have been intended as a
companion to the last-named, a coquettish little

girl, with her head on one side, laughing silly, is

scarcely so successful, as the sculptor has tried

to seize an expression of face too pronounced,

and at the same time too momentary, to be quite

suited for marble. Thei'O are two little works

in one of the adjoining galleries worth a word,

because each embodies that unusual thing, an

“idea.” “ Tlio Orphan,” by Paganuoci, is a

little boy’s head and bust, the face thin and sad,

looking down, with one hand on the ohcek, and
an expression of premature care. It is a very

touching little work. In the same gallery a

small statuette, in terra-cotta, by Dillens, of

Brussels, gives an ideal representation of

“ Echo.” A nymph, with long hair floating down
her back, is standing, with mouth open, and a
wearied expression, as if aimlessly and fruit,

lessly calliug out about nothing. This is a very
little figure, and might easily be passed over;

but the artist has succeeded in embodying bis

fancy, which is an original one, and value in

such cases does not go by size.

Wo have thus vapidly indicated what there is

that is worthy of particular attention among the

fiuc-art works of this year’s International Ex-
hibition, and hope that our remarks may both
save om- readers some trouble in hunting the

be.st things through a mass of inferior ones, and
insure attention to some small and out-of-the-

way works which, nevertheless, do not deserve

to be passed over. We take this opportunity,

however, of again expressing an opinion that to

attempt an exhibition of fine art on this scale

every year is a mistake, which can. do no good
to art, nor to the public taste, nor (in the

end) to the promoters of the E.xhibition. No
doubt, there is a certain proportion of works
which we are glad to look at, but there is a
much larger proportion which arc of no good at

aVi to any one, and would scarcely bo hung in

any other exhibition
;
and this state of things is

likely to get worse instead of better. The first

Exhibition was talked down upon by artists on
account of the low average standard of the

paintings, though we had in that year those

clever contributions by Italy in sculpture and
painting which siirprised every one, and the
splendid display by Franco of the leading names
in lier beautiful, if somewhat narrow, school of

landscape art. The next year the average
standard was lower

;
this year it is much lower

still
;
and so it will go on, if the exhibition be

made an annual affair; and we would seriously

ask, what is to be gained by the mere process of

lining a long wall every year with so many
furlongs of pictures, good, bad, and indifferent ?

Let the picture-exhibition be made a triennial

one, and duly notified as such on the Continent,
and the leading artists of each school would have
time to devote to something worth sending

;
and

ill such a case the exhibition might afibrcl the
most admirable opportunity for comparing the
pio/ress and the respective merits of different

schools of modern painting.

Institute of Arcliitects.—The royal modal
aud others will be presented at the closing
meeting of the Institute, on Monday next, June
9th, and a paper by Dr. J. W. Hayward, “ On
Health and Comfort in House Building,” will be
read. The Institute co)ire}-sa:ione will be held
on the 3cd of July.

A LOOK THROUGH LOW LEYTON.
WrxniN' the last month wo have been to Low

Layton, or Leyton as it is now termed, and we
repeated the journey to assure ourselves on one
or two matters. This somewhat scattered aud
straggling town, situated at a slight elevation

above the river Lea, or Ley, from which it is

supposed by some to take its name, is improving
of late years in buildings, and, of coarse, in

population. The ancient village, though it must
have been small, yet appears to have been one
of importance, and its history is, in a measni’e,

mixed up with that of Loytonstone, Stratford,

Walthamstow, and other adjoining districts.

Whether Low Leyton has been the Durolitum of

Antoninus is very doubtful, wo think, though urns
and other Roman remains have been unearthed
hero for a century back. The manor belonged
once to the Abbey of Stratford, bub at the

dissolution it was given to Lord Chancellor
Wriobhealey. Since that period [it has passed
through numerous hands.

We must leavo notice of its antiquities for

some other occasion, desiring just now to speak
of matters of more immediate interest.

The almshouses date back to 1658, and are
the foundation of a worthy citizen of London,
named John Smith. Built with red brick, and
roofed with tiles, backed in their entire length
against an arm of the churchyard, and one end of

them abutting the body of that ground, they
present, with their little gardens in front, a pic-

turesque appearance. Appearances, however, in

this case, are very deceptive
;

for, on closer

examination of their interiors, each almshouse is

but a single room, with only one window in

front. There is an absence of ventilation and
other healthful arrangements in these eight
almshouses, so called, and nearly all the
inmates of these eight small rooms, who are aged
women, were ailing when we visited them. It

can hardly be otherwise. The only “accoramo-
datiou” for these eight houses is one small com-
partment situated in the centre of the row. The
inmates of the rooms on either side of this closet

suffer grievously from the smell arising. The
trustees of tho charity or the vestry are bound
to remodel these almshouses, as a matter of
decency, sanitary precaution, and improvement.
The charity is a small one, and the benefits

accruing to tho poor aged and infirm inmates are

small. The sum of 38. 6d. per week, and a ton
or less coal in the year, are not sufficient. From
Advent to Easter a 4 lb. loaf is distributed to

each inmate weekly. Formerly, we hear, it was
given all the year round; but some years ago
this benefit, we learn, was transferred to an
adjoining district. A suspicion exists in the
town that the full benefit of Smith’s trust is not
enjoyed by the present-day recipients of his

charity
;
and it is represented that other donors,

subsequent to Smith’s death, left suras to be
added to the charity. The subject is worthy of

inquiry, that the truth may be stated, and sus-

picion set at rest; indeed, the whole subject of

charitable trusts needs another Government
Commission, for it is to be feared that many
benefits have been filched from the poor from
time to time.

In a sanitary direction and with minor improve-
ments, the Local Board, or rather the vestry
authorities of Low Leyton, have for the last two
or three years been doing something

;
candidly

speaking, we cannot say they have been quite
successful in what they have attempted. Tho
drainage of the town is imperfect, and of course
defective

;
and the outfall sewer, anent which

some hubbub was created several months since,

is not at all what it should be in design or exe-
cution. Probably the local engineer’s hands
wore tied, and it is not at all unlikely that his

plans were in a mea.sure frustrated, and himself
b.adgered by the wise vestrymen, or a majority
of the noisiest of them. If common report be
correct, a great amount of talk takes place in

the vestry-hall, and a very small amount of

practical work. The outfall sewer and filtering-

chambers are not ambitious pieces of sanitary

engineering. We have come to this conclusion
from an examination of them, and tlieir sur-

roundings, entrance, filtering.beds, and outfall.

The entrance culverts to the filtering.charabers

deposit of course their unmitigated cargo of

sewage matter, yet after passing through several

chambers with their netting, the final clearance
chamberreceives more than the effluent water that
should pass out clear through the outfall cul-

verts. Despite of netting and ballast the
“blacks” turn up in large quantities, or in

other words, floating patches of escaped and

unprecipitated sewage escape through the out.
fall culverts. Where, think you, does the outfall

empty itself ? Into an open ditch,—another
open foul sewer, once a running stream, but uoyt
a stinking oozy ditch. We have not traced it to

its source to find where it receives its first foul-

ness
;
but from the Low Leyton Outfall, where it

receives an addition to its filth, we have followed
the course of this ditch through the fields

for a considerable distance. Well, then, the
outfall water, which is not very clear, mingles
with other foul water, meanders along through
the low marsh lands of the Lea, towards Temple-
mills and Stratford; but the current on its way
intersects several other cross ditches, some oi

which carry a portion of the outfall drainage ol

Leyton into the river Len.
If the Vestry Board of Low Leyton have not

a high opinion of their own dignity and import,
auce wo do not know what other vestry has
They have commemorated their service to

humanity by having an Aberdeen granite slal

or tablet inserted in one of the brick piers oi

the gateway at tho entrance of the outfall works,
Tho names of tho whole of the vestrymen, clerk,

engineer, and all are epitaphed in sunk and gili

letters. The tablet lacks one adornment. A
space should have been allowed at top for a

death's-head and cross-bones. It would then be

symbolical of their labours, aud in a future age
it might be utilised in the village church as a

polygrapbic memorial of the great departed.
Perhaps the members of the Board will grow

wise in time. We do not wish to be too hard
upon them, but if they would take an hones!
advice lot them at once mend their ways,—road-

ways and pathways,—and perfect tho drainage
of the town, which is very defective. The class

of houses at present erecting in the town are ol

tho usual cheap speculative build, though a large

portion of the land is freehold. Many of the
houses of tho poor are unsanitary within and
without, and the accommodation is bad. The
water supply is mostly from pumps

; in the high
parts it is good, but in the low it is unfit to drink.
Tho town from its situation is liable to periodical
attacks or outbreaks of zymotic disease. In the
winter months the marsh lauds below the town
stretching each side of the river are covered
with water, and from these rise and float thick
mists sufficient to render a personatafewyards in-

visible. A quasi London fog, in fact, often and for

long periods, envelops the marshes in the winter,
and extends over Low Leyton. The old build-

ings and mansions of the gentry in the neigh-
bourhood are good specimens of red brickwork in

tho stylo common in the reign of Anne, showing
good moulded brick ornamentation on the front.

Some years ago many persona of title and rich
City merchants resided here, but the rapid ex-
tension of East London has driven them more
inward to Essex, or altogether away, aud the
lands they occupied are now being intersected
with new roads, and are being built upon. Low
Leyton and neighbourhood contain at present
many nursery gardens, in which flowers, plants,

and shrabs are reared for Covent Garden wants
;

aud if there be any trade indigenous to the dis-

trict, nursery gardening would seem to be the
only staple one. Some of these nursery gardens
are well worthy of a visit, as a good deal of
horticultural craft is displayed in their manage,
ment. Near to tho town, tho well-known Sir.

Barclay, of the banking firm in the City, has
very fine gardens, but of course those are for

private use, and tho pleasure afforded. One of

the urgent wants of the town is a ready mode of
communication with the City. Either by Strat-

ford or by the Lea Bridge-road, is a round-about
journey, involving much loss of time. The so-

called railway station at Leyton is at a distance
outside the town. A new road is required
across the marshes and the river, to commence
alongside of Church Farm, and to take the-

direction of Hackney, or South Hackney
;
and a

branch of railway from Hackney Wick could be
continued to accommodate the town, passing on
to Snaresbrook, and other unserved villages.

The tramway line from Clapton could be con-

tinued along the Lea Bridge-road, to serve the

town and other places, aud a tram line from
Stratford in tho opposite direction, could meet
it in the town.

These low marsh lands already alluded to on
either side of the Lea, between Hackney and
Leyton, are, wo believe, in portions manor, com-
mons, and common lands, aud a difficulty would
no doubt be experienced in securing any part

of them for irrigation purposes. In view of the

future of the drainage of Low Leyton and sur-

rounding districts, these lands should bedi-ained.
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lovellecl np, aud utilised at least to some extent

bv irrigation. The several open ditches that

receive the outfall drainage of Leyton should he

covered in, the river Lea saved froai further

pollution, and a proper system of main sewerage

perfected for Low Leyton and surrounding

districts
\

PUBLIC WORKS IN EGYPT : CAIRO.

An official report, just published, upon the

public works of Egypt, with more particular

tefcrenco to Cairo, gives some interesting infor-

mation relative to this subject. The present

Viceroy of Egypt has done more, it is stated, for

the improvement of his capital during the past

four years than was ever done before in so short

a space of time; and the many admirable public

works which ho has carried out are spoken of

with the greatest admiration. Gas has been laid

down in all the principal streets of Cairo, and
they are now better lighted than are those of

many of the capitals of Europe. Water-pipes

have also been laid down in all the principal

thoroughfares, from which a plentiful supply of

good water is distributed to all the houses whose
owners desire it, and are prepared to comply
with the necessary regulations. New streets, of

oonsiderablo width, have been opened through

tho most densely-ci'owded quarters, where for.

merly the alleys were so narrow that the pro-

jecting lattice-windows from opposite sides

nearly touched each other, and where, owing to

the want of ventilation, an epidemic which once

peourred was not eradicated until the population

was decimated. A large open space, called the

Ezbekiah, situated in a fashionable part of the

oity, was formerly traversed by a seething ditch,

end disfigured by mounds of rubbish and small

'Greek and native drinking-booths. This space

has been lately enclosed with iron railings, the

heaps have been cleared away, the ditch is filled

in, and a pretty artificial lake formed, which is

regularly supplied with fresh water from the

Nile. The remainder of the enclosure is taste-

fully laid out with gravel walks, flower-beds, &c.,

and there aro also in the grounds kiosks

for bands of musicians, for theatrical repre-

eentations, and entertainments of a similar

order. The land outside this enclosuro is

feeing built upon, iu accordance with a uniform

plan, arcades and shops forming tho base-

ment of handsome houses. A tract of land,

between the Ezbekiah and Boulac, has been laid

out in carriage-drives, and the land has been

given by the Viceroy to any applicant who would
undertake, within a given term, to erect on it

buildings on an approved plan. The German
colony has just completed and inaugurated a

Protestant church
;
aud a piece of land has been

granted to the English colony, in order that they

may erect an Anglican church. An opera-honse

for Italian operas and ballets, a theatre for

French plays, and a hippodrome for horse exer-

ciso aud acrobatic feats have also been built at

the expense of the Viceroy. The singers, actors,

and performers required for these several esta-

blishments are 'engaged iu England, France,

and Italy, and during the winter season high

salaries are given. Another work of consider-

able importance has been the construction of a

carriage-road to the Pyramids, and anotlier to

Heliopolis. All these now roads and streets are

bordered by neatly-planted trees, chiefly acacias

and sycamores, and an agreeable boulevard op-

pearauce is thus imparted to them. The cou-

struction of railways is also a work not by any
means neglected in Egypt

5
in fact, altogether

there are at present about 750 miles of railroad

working in tho country. Shortly after the com-
pletion of the Suez Canal, the Egyptian Govern-
ment caused a line to bo laid down from Benha
to Suez, fit Zagazig and Isma’ilia, thus running
parallel with tho now canal, from which the

engines and passengers wore supplied, and the

expense of sending water-trains consequently

saved. The rails of tho old lines through the

desert have since been taken up and utilised.

On tho left bank of the Nile, there is a railroad

from Cairo aud Rhoda. The northern torniinus

is at Einbuba, a place directly opposite Boulac,

a suburb of Caii'O; and trains are taken across

the Nile on a railway ferry. This ferry, how-
ever, is only available during a portion of the

year, owing to the rise and fall of the waters of

the Nile. A large iron bridge has lately been
erected over the Nile. On the right bank it is

situated uear to tho palace called Ivasv-ed-

Dubbara, and on the left bank it lands at

Gezirah, a small district which was formerly au
island, but wliich was lately joined to tho main-

land by tho artificial filling up of the left branch
of tho Nile. It has subsequently been found
that the water of the two branches, by being
diverted into one bed, has caused damage to the

banks, quays, and to some houses, amongst
which is the Boulac lluscuni. It has, therefore,

been decided to re-open tho former stream.

Another bridge has been constructed on dry land
at a convenient spot to connect the future island

with the mainland again; and a caual will be
dug aud made to pass under this new bridge.

A carriage-road connects these two bridges,

which road leads from Cairo to the pyramids, in

an almost direct line. It is significant to notice,

also, that the Viceroy possesses a wel'-conducted
printing establishment at Boulac, for Arabic
works. Many valuable publications have issued

from this press. His Highness has also built a
large paper-mill in close vicinity to this esta-

blishment, at a cost of about 80,0001.

ALESSANDRO MANZONI.
All Italy is in mourning. One of her

greatest has gone to his rest. Manzonl, whose
mind assimilated more than other writers’ to that
of Lis great predecessor, three centuries back,
the immortal Dante;—Manzoni, the loved and
venerated by all bis countrymen, has after a
long life of patient waiting for his country’s
freedom, a long life of domestic cares and losses,

in which ho has survived all dear to him, lived to

see the unity of Italia, an event that seemed to

him ever as a poetic dream, and at the advanced
age of eighty-nine gone to his grave.

Born iu Milan, 178 1, he owed his first educa-
tion to his mother, the daughter of the illustrious

Beccaria. His life is learned in Lis writings.

The man to whom Italy owes so much, for his

pure, elevating teaching through his works, whoso
name will be written in golden letters among the
regenerators of his country, remained through
his long life far from public cares, taking no
active part in the struggles that occurred; ho
was not among the imprisoned or exiled when
his Lombard compatriots were persecuted, not
because of any servile submission to the stronger,
but because his own greatness stood so con-
spicuous that he could not be attacked without
offending the whole civilised world. Ho remained
in his native city, Milan, daring the five days’
straggle, hoping always to see the flag of inde-
pendence float over his beloved city. A pure,

religious spirit guided him through all. Ho
wrote not much, but the little ho wrote was of

the best, the most instructive and enlightening.

His “ Promessi Sposi,” read in every laud, in

every tongas, is his best known work. His
poems and sacred hymns are known to all Italy.

His Jiifo of I'rederick Borromeo is celebrated.

His love for the French nation was very great,

and among his writings will be found many
valuable works on the history of the French.
His retiring modesty equalled his genius. His
luring religious spirit shines forth in his great
character of Don Cristoforo, in his great
romance.

His fervent love for his country, and his own
deeply religious mind, made him always cling

to the belief iu the existence of tho same in Lis

countrymen.
After the publication of his great novel, he

ceased writing romances, aud even disapproved
of that kind of literary work. It may bo re-

mnrked how few good romance-writers have
existed or exist in Italy. Our social habits may
require tho aid of romances, while those of

Italy’s more favoured inhabitants, by clime and
nature, are supplied by the evident romance of

everyday life.

Manzoni’s works are read and prized by every
Italian who can read. His death occurred on

May 23i'd. His last prayer was for his king and
country.

Telegraphic despatches announcing his death
wore immediately sent to the King, the Royal
Princes, and the Parliament.

The body of Manzoni, which had been em-
balined, was interred on the 2yth of May, with
groat honours. Ilis death, though long expected,

has produced a general regret. All seek to do
honour to his memory.

New Town-hall at Wresham.— Sir Watkin
Williams Wynn, M.P., has opened a new public

hal! and corn-e.xchange at Wj-exhara, including

clnb-rooms, a magnificent concert-room, and
,
every convenience.

CRUSHER FOR CONCRETE, CEMENT, AND
ASPHALTE.

The introduction of machinery as a substitute
for manual labour has been for generations past
a sore subject with many of those more imme-
diately interested. That the supcrcessiou of the
one by the other has caused disturbance in the
channels of industry,—that it has caused distress

in some instances, in many, it may be,—is not to
be disputed. On the other hand, however, it

would be easy to show that the use of machinery
has, in many cases, greatly reduced the pi’ices

of divers necessaries and luxuries, has conduced
to the welfare of the great body of the people,
has originated now industries, and has opened up
and made available mines of ^N’ealth and sources
of advantage that would have remained closed
but for its use. Many machines, indeed, do
their beneficent work without tho displacement
of any manual labour at all, but have caused
rather its creation

; as, for instance, the steam
road-roller, a comparatively recent innovation,
that produces a result greatly desired, it may be,

before its introduction, but a result scarcely
dreamt of or attempted to be produced as within,

the power of men and horses. Stone-crushing
machines for the production of “road metal”
may bo objected to by “ Luddites,” if any sur-

vive, but these machines have really performed
the feat of giving good roads to countries and
districts in •which the roads were, before their

introduction, impracticable for most of the ordi«

nary purposes of commercial and civilised life.

Any one visiting tho Montpellier Iron Works,
Walworth, will find that tho machines produced
by Messrs. J. C. Cole & Co. aro capable of doing
a great deal more than breaking blocks of granite
into small cubes to be used as road metal. A
large machine just completed is to be sent to
Berlin for employment on the streets in grinding
to powder the Neufchatel asphalto with which
they are paved. It has been ascertained that
the asphalte loses much of its virtue in the
course of transit, when it is ground in tho quarry,
and in Berlin it is to be delivered in blocks, and
ground down by one of these machines stationed

in or near the street in which the material is to
be used. The machine occupies a very small space;
it is 8 ft. long by 5 ft. wide, and 6 ft. high, and may
be driven by either steam or horse power. Tho
disintegrating parts of the machine, which aro
strong and simple, are different from tho arrange-
ments in any other machine employed for stone-

crushing. They consist of strong metal teeth of

pyramidal form, the bases of the pyramids being
fixed upon two parallel shafts, and the teeth work-
ing into each other. From the crushing-machino
the stuff passes hy a sloping shoot with a jigging

motion to tho grinding metal discs, beneath
which it is reduced to powder. Iu tho crashing
machine the asphalte is liable to clog, and
scrapers are introduced to prevent this effect.

Between the grinding discs, carious though it

may seem, this tendency to clog does not appear,
and the asph.alte is driven out rapidly at the
edges, cool, and in tho condition of a fine powder.
The machine reduces twenty-five tons of bitumi-

nous rock asphalte to powder in a day of ten
hours. It weighs about six tons.

Another interesting machine has just been
completed in the same works, that differs in

construction, and is destined for quite a different

use, from tho asphalte-crusher. This is a double-

action stone-breaker, for tho production of

material for making concrete and cement, and
reduces granite, limestone, quartz, or any other
mineral, to pieces of a quarter of an inch
irregular cube, or any other desired size. It has
two hoppers aud cruahing-chambere, one on
each side of the cross central shaft, which has a
lieavy balance-wheel at each enil, and is driven

by a belt. On tho outer sides of the two
crushing-chambers there are toothed surfaces of

chilled iron, that are acted upon by the two
toothed moving surfaces attached to tho main
shaft. The attachment of a cam to the shaft

gives an effective eccentric action to the crushing
surfaces, that may bo best described as a
“chewing” motion; being a combination of
forces applied vertically aud horizontally. Tho
shaft makes from 200 to 220 revolutions per
minute, and, as each jaw does duty at every
revolution, it follows that cmshing-force is

exercised in the two chambers from -iOO to 440
times per minute. It was interesting to notice,

as evidence of the strength and simplicity of tho
machine, the condition of a piece of wrought
iron that had accidentally got into it while at
work. The iron is deeply maiked with the teeth

of the grixding-faces, but could not get through
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the narrow egress at the bottom of the crushing,

chamber, and the effect was simply that it

stopped the machine, and caused the belt to slip,

until the power could be turned off, and the

innovating substance removed.

ON CHURCH RESTORATION.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION,

At the last meeting, held on Hay 30th,

Mr. W. White, P.S.A., read a paper on "The
Restoration of Adisham Church, Kent.” The
village is about six miles east of Canterbury, on

the road to Dover. The church is cruciform on

plan, with a central tower, and an Early English

chancel of considerable size and excellence. Mr.

White traced the history, and detailed the features

of the church, and the fresh light gained in the

course of the recent restoration under his

superintendence. He called attention to the

position selected for the pulpit (on the west side

of the south-east pier of the crossing). The
popular notion that the north side (the gospel

side) is the proper traditional place for the

pulpit, Mr. White disputed, urging that the

sermon is another matter, and that old pulpits,

undoubtedly in situ, as in Devon and elsewhere,

are on the south side. A comparatively modern
upper story has been removed from the tower,

and a steep pyramidal roof constructed, covered

•with deal shingles Burnettised. This covering

does not cause such hazard to roofs, in case of a
slip, as would plain tiles (used in the other new
roofs)

;
and the colour is no^w very pleasing,

calling to mind the old shingled roofs of churches

on the Rhine. A late Medimval segmental
pointed arch under the pointed east tower arch

has been removed; and its work in keeping the

piers in their places is now performed by an old

screen and large oak straining pieces, resulting

in an improvement in the view of the chancel,

heretofore disfigured by the arch inserted for

stability without regard to beauty. The large

tower piers make the arches comparatively

small (12 ft. 3 in. in the clear). The incon-

venience from this has been in part overcome by
seating the nave (which has no aisles), with
fairly wide spaces next the side walls. An old

stone bench table round the side walls remaining
in a considerable portion of the nave, is exposed
by this arrangement, which was, however, mainly
follo'wed in order to keep the seats, as much as

might be, in the space opposite to the tower
arches (the central passage in the nave has not

been omitted). Theground on which the church
stands falls rapidly towards the east end, and the

chancel floor was below that of the nave, no
doubt so arranged from motives of convenience

and economy. After convincing himself that

this was original, and that the proportions of the
church would suffer by alteration, Mr. White
succeeded in obtaining the retention of the

step down eastward, raising, however, the

extreme east end by steps. He expressed an
opinion that frequently old churches have suf.

fered greatly in general effect by the diminution
of height in their chancels in the raising of the
floor in a way not contemplated in the original

design. The position of the good-sized organ on
the side of the chancel (not in a recess) was
found to carry the organist’s seat nearly to the
centre line. This difficulty was got over by
placing the organist at the opposite side, and
the organ is played by trackers under the floor,

with advantage in use, as he can hear the choir

without being disturbed by near sound of the

instrument. In making some general remarks
on the subject of church restoration, Mr. White
advised under rather than over restoration—the
maintenance of ancient features not abaolntely

injurious to the uses of a building, even though
not of special beauty in themselves. At the
cost of much personal trouble the old timber
porch on the north of the nave was got together
again, and forms an interesting feature, though
considered quite hopeless by the workmen.
Well-intentioned people, anxious to make neat
work, require to be carefully looked after : some
early fourteenth-century caps, gray with age,
not perfectly true in form, would have been
reworked, and made geometrically accurate but
for imperative orders. Decayed work should
not be restored, as its authenticity is rendered
doubtful. Much of the motive for the preserva-
tion of such work will be gone if confidence is

taken away in its being what it was at first

For determining the date which should be fol-

lowed for new work, such as new roofs, &c., no
universally applicable rules can be laid down. I

The character of the parts of the building to

which they will be put must regulate the treat-

ment in each special case. In this restoration
the chancel roof follows the character of the
Early English architecture below. In all cases
the general effect, the attainment of a religious

and solemn character with real harmony in

design, should bo the great consideration
;
and

with this the following out of any mechanical
rule of mere conformity of style to that of cer-

tain old features might be in conflict.

OPENING OF A NEW STATION ON THE
SOUTH-EASTERN LINE-

On Sunday, 1st June, or more correctly, on
Monday last, a new suburban station was opened
for public service, that is situated about midway
between New Cross and Lewisham Junction

stations of the South-Eastern system. The new
station has nothing pretentious about it in an
architectural point of view. It is formed in a
deep, wide hollow, and has three double plat-

forms, each long enough for the heaviest pas-

senger trains, and that accommodate seven lines

of rails, two of which are, however, for shunting
and engine-turning purposes. The platforms are

covered, forabout half their length, with very neat
and substantial timber roofs, covered, in flat

section, with galvanised iron, corrugated. Access
to the platforms is by a bridge and three stairs

(all covered), that are, by a happy thought,

legibly numbered 1, 2, and 3 at tbe top of each.

The booking-office and waiting-rooms are on a
level, considerably higher than the platforms,

and rather lower than the public road. The
structure is of timber, but well finished within.

It, as also the roadway leading to it, is on
“ made ground,” with which concrete, judi-

cioualy applied, is combined. Tbe new station

accommodates ninety trains up aud down, per
day. The number of trains up and down that

pass the station are about 200 per day. It is

expected that this station will prove a great

convenience to the residents, and a great saving
to the company, by enabling them to run
“shuttle” trains, and saving the carriage of an
enormous proportion of dead weight.

FRIENDLY RECOGNITION.
Mr. Wyatt PAPwoRfH, who has given valuable

services to the Royal Institute of Architects, has
been wise enough to get married ; and some of

the members, his personal friends, thought it a
good opportunity to recognise those services : so
they made a little subscription, and on Friday,
in last week, the testimonial, which had taken
the place of some plate selected in accordance
with Mr. Papworth’s wishes, was presented to

him at the residence of Mr. Chas. Fowler, who
has acted as honorary secretary in the matter.
There were exactly fifty subscribers.

THE ENDOWED SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS
AND THE SIR WALTER ST. JOHN’S
SCHOOLS, AT BATTERSEA.

The Endowed School Commissioners have just

issued a scheme for the future management; of

the Sir Walter St. John’s Schools at Battersea,

which, if eventually adopted, will involve the
erection of new school buildings at a considerable

outlay. Under the proposed scheme there are
to be two schools, viz., an upper school and a
public elementary school. The governors of the
upper school are to sell the site and buildings

formerly used for the purposes of the school,

bub now let, and apply the proceeds, and a

further sum, not exceeding 4,5001., to be raised
:

out of the capital funds of the trust, in the
purchase of a new site, and in the erection of

school buildings suitable for 250 scholars, and
the school is to be a day - school exclusively.

In addition to a fixed stipend of 100k per
annum, the head-master is also to receive pay-
ment, according to the nomber of boys in the

school, at the rate of not less than 21., nor more
than 41., yearly for each boy. The entrance-fee
is not to exceed Ik, and tbe minimum tuition-fee

is to be 6k, and the maximum 12k a year. The
governors are to hold the present site and
buildings for the purposes of the public

elementary school, the tuition-fees not to exceed
Jd. per week. The vestry and parishioners of

Battersea held a meeting in opposition to the

scheme, as violating the intentions of the ^

founder, and interfering with the education of

the children of the poor, for whom alone the
schools were intended. A committee was
appointed to consider the scheme, and to draw
up a report for presentation to another mooting
of the parishioners.

BOLTON TOWN HALL.
We publish this week an exterior view of the

new Town-hall in Bolton, of which we gave plans
and a description last week. The columns are
omitted on the back (west) elevation

;
the base-

ment, cornice, and other details being, however,
carried round with little or no modification; and
the two halves of the structure are precisely

symmetrical, except that on the south flank

columns square on plan ai-o substituted for

circular ones.

The basement, up to the level of the ground-
floor string (which formed the first contract), is

of Bolton stone
; the tower is of the same stone

;

the principal front is of Halifax and Darley Dale
stone, the north and south fronts of Hudders-
field, and the west front of Longridge stone.

The tower, which rises 200 ft. from the ground,
will be, owing to its comparatively elevated

position, in the highest part of tbe town, a con-
spicnons object for a considerable distance round
the country. Tho general aspect of tbe build-

ing, and the nature and arrangement of the site,

are snch as to give an impression of the dignity
and importance of the structure, aud leave no
doubt on the spectator’s mind as to its office as
the municipal centre of the town.

The realisation of the town-hall scheme is the
result of very long struggles and aspirations)

commencing more than half a century ago, on
the part of a rising town

;
though of course the

idea of the present building was only fairly

taken up during a more recent period. Tbe
original limit of cost was fixed at -40,000k,—

a

sum which, as our readers are already aware,
has been far exceeded in the execution of the
design finally determined on. We may hope
that this augmentation of expenditure repre-
sents a proportionate increase in the prosperity
of Bolton, and typifies further progress in the

same ratio. We add to tho plans already given,*
that of the Basement,

THE CICERONE FOR ITALY.

Dr. Bueckh.\rdt, the original anthor of the
book f thus designated, has been long recognised
in Germany as an authority on the history o£

art. Tbe present work, intended as a practical
guide for the student of painting in Italy, is now
made accessible to tho Eoglish public through
the translation given to us by tbe widow of the
late Ai'thur Hugh Clough, poet—and something-
more. In its original form the work was a hand-
book of architecture, sculptyire, and painting j

the translation includes the portion devoted to

painting. The plan of the book is to give a con-
cise history of the varioos schools of painting in

Italy up to the close of the seventeenth century,
especially pointing out the characteristics of the
leading painters, their influence on the art and
on their successors, &c. ; and enumerating tbeir
principal works, and tbe places where they may
be seen and studied. The object of the work
being something beyond that of a mere guide-
book (as the term is commonly understood), tbs'

arrangement of the subject is according to
schools, and not according to localities; but a
double iudex, of places and of painters, gives a
reference to the page and (by means of marginal
letters) the paragi’aph, where information is to

be found as to the locality of any painting men-
tioned, and the paintings of any locality ; so
that the ordinary office of a guide-book is also

fulfilled, at least for those who do not travel 4 la

tourist—doing so many picture galleries in

a day. The English edition is printed in

double columns, in a small but clear type, aud
thus a very great amount of information is

compressed into a volume small enough to carry

conveniently in the pocket. The office of the
editor. Dr. Von Zahn, has been exercised in

regard to the second edition, the author having
been occupied with other duties, and he has
supplemented the work by contributions from
other and more recent sources of information,

* See pp. 417, 426, ante.

t The Cicerone; or, Art-Guide to Painting in Italy.

For the tJae of Travellers. By Dr. Jacob Burckhardt.
Edited by Dr. A. Von Zahn

;
translated from the German

by Mrs, A, H. Clough, London : J. Murray. 1673.
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1 . Detectives (police department).
. Chief constable.

3. Receiving-olliee.
4. Police clerks.

5. Cells.

. Police waiting and dining room.

SCALE OF

7. Police parade.
8. Borough analyst.
9. Porter.

10. Medical otBcer of health
11. Inspector of nuisances.
12. Pay-office, Borough treasurer.

13. Rate-ofTice, Borongh treasurer.
14. Waterworks stores.
15. Waterworks offices.

16 . Hydraulic engines for organ.
17. Kitchen.
18. Wanning apparatus.

19. Store-room.
20. Lavatories and W.Cs.
21. Entrances.
22. Staircases.
23. Corridors and passages.

BOLTON TOWN HALL. Plan of Basement.

with the view of bringing it up as far as possible

to a level with the latest and fullest information
on the subject which is available. Among the
writers who have thus become coadjutors in the
work are the late Herr iliindler, Messrs. Crowe
and Cavalcaaelle, Dr. Frizzoni, Dr. Bode, and
the editor, the quotations from each being
enclosed in brackets, and diatingniahed (except
in the case of the editor’s own additions) by
their respective initials. As indicative of the
full and precise information conveyed, it may be
mentioned, that in many cases, in addition to an
analysis of the character and composition of a
work, &c., is added an editorial note of the time
of day when the beet light is on it, no unimpor-
tant item of information in the case of many
paintings and frescoes placed with little regard
to facilities of lighting. Mrs. Clough’s transla-

tion is, with the exception, perhaps, of a few
unimportant sentences, characterised by a clear

and expressive English style andidiomj does not,

in other words, read like a translation,—a kind

of praise which cannot always be bestowed in

such cases.

The volume is, however, as we have hinted,

more than a guide-book ;
and whilst giving tes-

timony to its efficacy in this respect, it would
be scant justice to mention such a book at

all without adding something as to the value

of the higher art-criticism contained in it,

which would render its perusal a matter of

pleasure and profit to many who have not
the intention or opportunity of studying
Italian painting on its native soil. Dr. Burck-
hardt’s criticism is very broad and philosophic
in its tone, and based upon serious considerations

of the nature aud end of painting as an art,

apart from the mere estimate of technic excel-

lence. Some of the reflections occurring inci-

dentally in the course of the work give, in a few
words, the key to much which is habitually mis-
understood or left out of consideration in the
popular judgment on works of art; and, if

rightly apprehended, would lead to a much more
intelligent study of painting on the part of the
average of readers who may make use of such a
book than at present exists,—in England, at all

events. We note, for instance, in the opening of
chapter v., in which the prominent motives of
the “ Renaissance ” are ably characterised, the
following observation on the superseding of the
church type by that of realism :

—

“ Instead of general types of faces we have individuals

;

the traditional system of expression, of gestures and
draperies, is replaced by the cnffieaa variety of real life.

.... In this sense a work of art^ves less than the
church requires or might require. Iffie religious expres-
sion claims absolute supremacy if it is to be successful.
And this for a simple reason, which is not always openly
acknowledged: this imprettioti it ettentiaUy negative in Ut
character, andcomista in excluding everything thalrecalla
profane relaiiona in life; if these are carefully and on
principle introduced into art, as now becomes the case,
the picture will no longer appear to be a religions
picture."

How much weak talk about "
eccleBiastical " and

“ religious ” art would be appraised at its true
value, if the idea in the sentence we have
italicised were once generally laid hold of, must
be evident to some at least of our readers. We
commend to the attention of the dilettanti of the
“ ecclesiastical ” school, again, the note on p. 90,
in which the question as to whether Perugino
“ really felt as his creations feel” is summarily
dismissed as “ quite out of place, and an infringe-
ment on the eternal rights of poetry ” :

—

“ Many confused ideas prevail concerning the * pro-
fession of faith ' of the artist and poet, according to which

it would be required that he should constantly carry his
heart on his tongue, and in every work give out as com-
plete a programme as may bo of his individual thought
and feeling. But as artist and poet he needs no other
aentiment than the very strong one which is needed to give
his work the greatest possible perfection,” &c.

It is perhaps almost hopeless to expect the
popular mind of England, which seems incapable
of rising above the mere moralities of art, to com-
prebend this view of the subject ; still the oftener
it is repeated the better, especially as in opposi-
tion to the overwrought and unreal aentiment
about “art and religion” with which we are
perseveringly dosed by certain critics. On tho
other hand, “the entire absence of moral eleva-

tion” (a very different thing from “moral
teaching ”) in the figures of Corregio, for example,
is duly recognised by our author as a distinct

and important deficiency in works of art claim-
ing the highest ground. “ One is tempted to
exclaim,—I myself could have conceived this
from a higher artistic point of view.” Veiy
suggestive also are the observations on allegory
and symbolism in art (p. 39), as apropos of the
Giottesque school

;
in the course of which it is

observed that “ a work of art ought never to he
founded on a metaphor

; that is, an idea trans-
ferred to a new fictitious reality, which gives a
necessarily false result in a picture.” The
author recognises, however, to tho full, the im-
portance and grandeur of Giotto’s symbolic
work, and the distinction which he draws
between “symbolism” and “allegory” should
be noticed.

In his criticism on, and characterisation of,

the greatest names of Italian painting, Dr.
Burckhardt is particularly interesting and com-
prehensive ; and perhaps the nature of the
power which Titian possesses over tis could
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hardly be better stated in a few words than in

the following sentence ;

—

” The divino quality in Titian lies in his power of
feeling in things and men, that harmony of existence
which should be in them according to their natural gifts,

or still lives in them, though troubled and unrecognised;
what m real life is broken, scattered, limited, he represents
as complete, happy, free. This is the universal problem
of art; but no one answers it so calmly, so simpV, with
such an experience of absolute conviction" (p. 185).

This is finely as well as truly said
;
and we may

add the remark further on in regard to a special

class of subjects with this great painter :

—

*' Titian has also in certain nude figures solved other pro-

blems of a lofty existence, and at the same time achieved a
triumphinthepictorialreprescntation.” (After some refer-

ences to the two famous “Venus" pictures in the Ufflzi,

the author proceeds.) “Figures of this kind so often

mislead modem, especially French, painters. "Why are
these forms eternal, while the moderns so rarely produce
anything more than beautiful nude studies ? Becaate the

motive and import, and the Hpht and colour! andform, arose

and qreiB together in the mind of Titian. What is created
in tills manner is eternal. The delicious cast of the
figures, the harmony of the flesh tints with the golden
hair and white linen, and many other special beauties,

here pass altogether into the .harmony of the whole;
nothing obtrudes itself separately” (p. 186).

There is matter here for reflection, both for

those who paint pictures and those for whom
they are painted. We may add, however, that

some of the modern French painters may be said

to have realised, to some extent, this unity of

conception in the embodiment of the poetry of

the nude figure ; Ingres, for instance, in his ‘
‘ La

Source,’* so full of delicate sentiment expressed

in delicate form ;
Gerome occasionally, though

in quite another key; Watts, iierhaps we may
add, in his “Daphne.” Our author does not, how-
ever, allow his enthusiasm for Titian, “ the

gigantic figure in the centre of the Venetian
school,’* to run away with him

;
while observing

that there is no intellectual element in the

school which he (Titian) does not “ somewhere
exemplify in perfection,” be adds, with the

caution and impartiality belonging to a true

critical spirit, “ he certainly also represents their

limitations.”

Dr. Burckhardt’s characterisation of Eaffaelle

comes much nearer to the old orthodox idea of

this painter, than to that view of him which a
school of earnest but rather narrow criticism

among ourselves has to a great extent indoced,

—for the present, at least. “ Eaffaelle,” indeed,

he says, “spreads his beauties before us with
such directness that every one who sees his

pictures, can find his way without a guide, and
can carry away a lasting impression. The
following suggestions are intended to clear up
the sometimes hidden reasons of this impression.”

In respect, indeed, of this clearness of object and
aim, Eaffaelle is in painting what Handel is in

music
;
and it must, perhaps, remain always a

subject for difference of opinion in criticism,

whether the artist who appeals to the simpler

and more widespread sense of beauty in material,

or he who (like Michelangelo and Bach) gives

up his innate grandeur only to more recondite

study, deserves to be called the greater or the
more valuable in the world of art. That the

permanent popular verdict and feeling in regard

to Eaffaelle, however, will always be in the main
nearer to that of Dr. Burckhardt than of Mr.
Euskin, is our own decided conviction. Through
the long and elaborate description and criticism

on the numerous works of Eaffaelle we cannot
follow our author, but may quote the following

sentence from his final summing up of this

painter’s status in the history of the art :

—

“To Rafluolle, of all men, there is least occasion to for-
give anything, or to help him out by assuming something.
He accomplishes tasks of which the intellectual premises,
not by his fault, lie far removed from us, in a way which
seems quite natural to us. The soul of the modern man has
in the region of the beautiful in form no higher master and
guardian than he. For the antique has ouly come down
to us as a ruin, and its spirit is never our spirit."

The interesting remarks on Leonardo we must
pass over merely with the observation, that the
author reduces the authentic (completed) works
of this artist to a minimum, considering that
Italy contains (not counting the coloured draw-
ings), only a single genuine _(ijws(ved picture by
Leonardo, the portrait of Isabella of Arragon,
wife of Galeazzo Sforza, in the Ambrosiana, at
Milan. The whole of the chapter on Michel-
angelo is admirable, and should be read with
attention. “Of all that makes life dear to us, there
comes oat little in his works and in regard to
Ills forms, “no drawing, however grand, no ex-
pression of power, can make us forget that cer-
tain extremes of breadth of shoulder, long necks,
and other such forms, are arbitrary, and some-
times monstrous. Certainly, when m presence
of hia works, we are always disposed to allow
Michelangelo a right and a law peculiar to him-

self.” The author does not fail to point out
what we noticed in reviewing Mr. Tyrwhitt’s
work on “Christian Art,” some little time since,

that Michelangelo, though it has been a fashion
to speak of him as the great “ Christian ai’tist”

of the Eenaissance, had, in fact, “ severed him-
self from all that may be called ecclesiastical
types and religious tone of feeling.” “ He revels
in the Promethean pleasure of calling into ex.
istenceall the capabilities of movement, position,

foreshortening, and grouping of the human form.”
After observing that this artist first of all con-
ceived the Creation “ not as a mere word, but
as an action,” it is remarked that “in the whole
domain of art there is no other example of such
an intellectual living expression of the super-
sensual by a perfectly clear and speaking
sensuous act,” as is embodied in the representa-
tion of the Creator giving life to Adam. Dr.
Burckhardt is not blind, however, to the ques-
tionable nature of the influence which Michel-
angelo’s genius exercised (such as genius of so
abnormal a character always must exercise) on
those who succeeded him. “After his death,
all principle in all the different arts was over-
thrown; every one strove to reach the uncon-
ditioned, because they did not understand that
what in him appeared uncontrolled in fact took
shape from his inmost personality.”

We must here take leave of a book remark-
ably interesting in its class, and replete with
information conveyed in a method both syste-

matic and agreeable to the reader. We are
indebted to the translator for furnishing ns a
pleasurable task in going through a work in

which we meet everywhere the evidence of a
thoughtful and cultivated mind, and an enthu-
siasm tempered by a true spirit of criticism.

We can recommend the book to all who wish to

study intelligently the relies of the great epoch
of painting which remain in Italy, and join -with

the author in wishing “to those who may read
and approve him, and take liim as their com-
panion across the Alps, the calm joy of soul

which he tasted in Eome, the remembrance of

which comes back to him so powerfully even in

looking on the feeble copies of the great master-
pieces of art.”

SEWAGE AND DRAINAGE WORKS AT
WINDSOR CASTLE.

The “separate system” of drainage, whereby
the channels for carrying off the rainfall are
distinct from those for conveying the sewage,
has been applied to the new drainage works
which hav’e just been completed in connexion
with Windsor Castle. At the same time further
measures have been takenfor equalising the levels

of the riverThames at different periods of theyear,
so as to increase navigation facilities, and prevent
the danger and injury caused by the annual
flooding of the low lands along the banks. The
works altogether have taken six years to com-
plete, and have now, under the guidance of

Mr. W. Menzies, surveyor of Windsor Park, and
Mr. Leach, engineer to the Thames Conservancy,
been brought to a conclusion.

In carrying out the works for regulating the
level of the river, it was considered necessary not
to alter the general level of the water, but to

maintain it at its average summer level. The
subsoil water on each bank is kept at about
5 ft. from the surface, so as to give as much
benefit as possible to the pasturage and trees on
the Royal estate. Old Windsor lock and weir
have been rebuilt on their old sites, the

waterway of the weir being increased, when all

the sluices are raised, from 555 ft. to 647 ft., for

the river to pass through. Its sill, also, is built

1 ft. 6 in. lower than formerly, thus giving greater
facilities for letting off winter floods. At the
same time the sluices and hatches have been
built higher, so as to admit of the summer level

being kept at an increased height of 1 ft. The
bed of the river has been also dredged to a
uniform depth of 5 ft.

Self-acting tumbling-bays have further been
constructed contiguous to the weir and lock, so that
whenever the river rises more than 15 in. above
the summer level, it can immediately flow off.

Similar works have been carried out at Bell

lock and weir, and Romney lock and weir, the

result of which is that the river can bo main,
tained 1 ft. higher than its original summer level,

while the floods can bo reduced 1 ft. 6 in. The
levels formerly varied about 10 ft.

;
their greatest

variation is now 7 ft. 6 in. : the floods conse-
quently which used to cover so large an area of

land on each bank of the river will be controlled

to such an extent that, as last winter’s experience

proved, they will nob extend over a tenth part of
the land they formerly submerged. The total

cost of these works was 16,629J.

The works for the supply of water to the whole
of the Castle Estate have been simultaneously
executed. The water is procured from a well
sunk near Old Windsor Lock, the spring supply-
ing which seems to be unfailing. The water is

raised into the cisterns, the highest of which is

274 ft. above the river, by utilising the water
falling over Old Windsor Lock to turn a water-
wheel. This power is supplemented by an
8-horse power engine to he used in case of acci-

dent. The water-pipes extend nearly a dozen
miles in length, and carry sufficient water to
supply all the houses in and near the park.
The total cost of these works was 8,529i.

But the most important, beca”'fi the moat
novel, of the works, are those wnich have been
carried out for draining the castle and adjoining
buildings for the inigation of the lands, and for
the utihsation of the sewage.

Formerly all the sewage and drains ran into
the Thames direct, or into the Windsor town
sewer. Since the Thames Conservancy ordered
the diversion of the foul matter from the river, it

was determined to utilise the sewage for in-iga-

tion, and to discharge the surface-drainage into
the river direct

; and the Crown buildings have
now a system of drainage distinct from th^e town
system.

An equalising reservoir, to contain 20,000
gallons, has been constructed to hold this

sewage, which is carried in 18 in. pipes, with n

fall of 3 ft. to the mile, to a small piece of land
of about eighteen acres, which has been laid

out for irrigation. The levelling and preparing
of this land were performed at the large cost of

801. per acre.

The water-supply of 1,000 persons and 500
cattle is about 150,000 gallons a day, the surplus
supply unutilised being directed into the lake at

Frogmore.
The principal feature in connexion with these

works is the pumping-engine, which is thus
described by Mr. Menzies :

—

“ The engines were constructed by Messrs.
Easton & Anderson in such a form that they
can be worked either by compressed air or st^am,
a boiler being placed in the engine-house for the
purpose. To supply this compressed air, the
turbine wheel at the waterworks acts upon a
piston and cylinder, which forces the air into a
pipe 2 in. in diameter and 425 yards long, lead-

ing up to the sewage pumping station ; and great
economy is thus obtained, as coals will not be
requii'ed except in special cases. A self-acting

float in the sewage reservoir stops the air-engines

when the tank is empty, and a safety-valve at

the turbine-house then blows off, and at the same
time stops the whole compressing machinery,
while the pumping of the water for the Great
Park goes on as usual. The maximum amount
which it was calculated the sewage pumps would
ever be called upon to lift would be 200,000'
gallons a day of twonty-four hours. This was
estimated on the supposition that the whole of the

150,000 gallons of the water supply used at the
Crown buildings came down the foul drains

;

that there was a heavy rainfall on the dung and
manure-pits and fanns at the royal farms, which
drain into the system ; and that there was a

quantity of subsoil water which would pass into

the main drain when it was submerged in flood

time, notwithstanding all the precantions we
could take to exclude it. Each set of pumps at

the sewage reservoir was, therefore, planned to

throw 10,000 gallons an hour, whether worked
by steam or compressed air, but in a case of

emergency double the quantity could be lifted

by putting steam to work on one set of pumps
and air on the other, or the boiler alone at the
same place is sufficiently powerful to drive both

sets of pumps for the greater part of the day
when working at 50 lb. pressure to the inch.”

The cost of these works, including compensa-
tion, machinery, embankment, and levelling,

part of the charge for rebuilding weir, &c., is

18,1191, which brings up the total charge for all

the works referred to, to 41,80SJ.

The apparently enormous expenditure is

repaid by the substantial nature of the works,

and the lasting benefits that will eusne from
their execution, as well as in the direct profits

that will be made by the increased value of the

lands and houses in and adjoining the estate, in

the proceeds of the irrigation farm, and the

saving of labour in pumping and carting water,

to say nothing of the improved sanitary condi-

tion, not only of the immediate neighbourhood,

but of places further down the river.
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IE MEXIOAU METHOD OF MAKING
HARD LIME FLOOES.*

iME years since, the writer had occasion to

Northern Mexico, to examine and work
5 silver-mines j

and, while passing through

Mexican villages, noticed the exceedingly

and polished lime floors and roofs of the

es.

. tho village of Salinas, where our party

lined some three weeks, the horses passed
' through the honse into the inner court-

over one of these floors without leaving an
ntation, or injuring it in any way. Some
' after, having occasion to construct some
lings at La Yguana Mines, an attempt was
0 to imitate these floors and roofs. Attri-

ng the peculiar hardness and smoothness of

floors to the inherent good qualities of the

used, no inquiries were made as to the

ican method of working. A good quality of

stouo was selected and calcined in the ordi-

• way. Shortly after burning it was slaked

dry powder, and afterwards used as required,

jor w.as laid with a foundation of about 3 in.

rokcii stone, over which was evenly spread

it 2 in. of mortar, formed of two parts of

a sharp sand and one of lime. The lime was
swelled greatly in slaking, and was not

.1 hydraulic.

ae floor, made as above, was a total failure,

the end of four weeks the leg of a chair

Id indent it. As soon as the surface was
aged it began to crumble

j
and soon broke

It would probably have been about as hard
ur ordinary lime mortar if allowed to set a
oient length of time before being used,

nowing that tho Mexicans used the same
erials with better success, their superior

was called into requisition to lay all the

lining floors and roof of the same building.

7 used the same sort of lime and sand in

it the same proportions, and opon the same
. of foundation. The result was a floor as

. and smooth as a piece of polished marble,

a horse could trot upon without injury,

brief account of the method of making
e floors may not be uninteresting,

ae limestone used was a hard, compact blue

3rial, in some places sufficiently hard to

:g fire on the drills used in running a drift

ugh it for mining purposes. It often con-

s iron pyrites in small proportion. This
calcined in kilns cut out of a very soft lime-

.e, that likewise is found in that section of

itry, and which, on account of its whiteness

softness, is called ” cal loche.” I believe

s never used for making lime by the
leans.

fter calcination the Hme was removed from
kilns, and slaked as soon as cool. Some of

as used within a day or two, and some
ainecl a month or more in barrels. All the
k made with it seemed to be equally good,
1 making the floors, a layer of broken lime-

.e, three or fonr inches thick, w’as first laid

fly over the surface of the ground, the stone

g about tho usual size for macadamizing
Is. Over this a mortar of about two parts of

i to one of lime was carefully and evenly
tad to the thickness of in. to 2 in.

j
this

allowed to remain for about twenty-four
CB, or until the surface had become quite

It would probably tako longer in this

late, where the air possesses a greater amount
loisture than in Mexico,
he floor was then thoroughly pounded all

.• with a tool composed of a block of wood
it 1 ft. square and 3 in. thick, having
landlo rising from the middle, so that
.an could stand while using it. Tho whole
ace was beaten over with this ram until it

again as soft and moist as when first laid.

} operation of ramming brought the water in

mortar to the surface so as to form a layer

emi-fluid substance on top.

ho floor was again allowed to dry, and again

ten over each day for about a week, when
operation brought only a slight amount of

.ture to the surface.

nmediately after the last pounding the whole
ace was powdered with a thin layer of red
.*6, evenly sifted on, and then polished as
3WS :

—

L smooth, nearly flat, water-worn stone, a
e larger than the fist, was selected from the
of the stream which ran through the place,

. with this tho whole floor was laboriously

Prom a papor by General T. G. EUis, C.E., read at
ting of tho Amencan Society of Civil Engiaeprs.

gone over, rubbing down, and leaving the sur-

face of the lime as smooth as a piece of polished

stone, the red of the ochre rendering it of a rich

brown colour.

In less than a week the floors made in this

way were sufficiently hard to bear the weight of

a horse without indentation. Roofs were made
in the same manner, without the colouring

matter, which was added only to give the floors

a better tint than the gray of the mortar.
These roofs were perfectly waterproof, and were
unaffected by son or rain.

In the city of Monterey, sidewalks in the prin-

cipal streets are made in the same manner, and
some of them have lasted for years, wearing
through like a block of stone.

Tho great durability and strength of these

floors and roofs are entirely owing to the pounding
operation above described, as the same materials

were tried in the ordinary way without success.

The writer has not had occasion to make use
of this process in this climate, but gives a
description, hoping that it may be of value to

others who may have occasion to lay floors of

lime in arcbitectui-al or engineering works. He
has never beard of this method being employed
in this country

;
although it seems singular that

it should be used so generally by a neighbouring
nation, and be wholly unknown to our builders.

The following correspondence grew out of the
above ;

—

From Estevan A. Fuertes, C.E., Member of the

Society.

A paper read before the Society, upon a Mexican
method of consolidating mortars, described as of

extreme hardness, suggested to my mind that,

perhaps, its author might be mistaken in attri-

buting its main durability and hardness to the
slow system of consolidating the road-bed and
its cover.

My doubts have grown out of the circum-
stance that the author says (without seeming to
attach much importance to the fact), that ochre,
or a similar pigment, was mixed with the
mortar.

I think that the colouring matter, believed to

be of secondary importance, is the main ingre-
dient which determines the superiority of the
cement described

;
and instead of its being ochre

it was underburnt brickdust.

If I am not tho ono who is mistaken, the con-
sideration of this subject will bring up for dis-

cussion the method of obtaining a cheap and
superior cement, that, I believe, has not been
used much in this country.
The hydraulic engineer has much need of

studying the causes which induce the “setting
of mortars,” because it is almost certain that the
resistance of such materials as bricks, Umes, and
cements, depends upon their conditions of crys-
tallisation.

I am aware of only two methods of hardening
the silicates usually employed in hydraulic
works, viz., the gradual chemical change (crys-
tallisation in the slow, humid way, as in sub-
merged foundations, <ic.), and the quick vitri-

fication under the influence of intense heat, as
employed in briok-making.

It is notorious that under-burnt brick resists

very badly the influence of atmospheric wear,
especially near salt water. I have crumbled in

my Land an under-bnmt brick, one year after its

exposure to sea spray, and gunpowder was
manufactured from the nitrate of potassa formed
upon its porous substance

;
but the same clay

burned with chalk, making a double salt of
carbonate of lime and silicate of alumina, or
rather a sub-crystalline double silicate of lime
and alumina, after being ground, made a cement
susceptible of receiving a splendid lustre, and
withstood the action of the spray and of the
waves without apparent change.
Both the limestone and the brick had been

used separately as building material in a burying-
ground near the sea-shore, where the experi-
ments were conducted in 1861. Eighteen months
of exposure for the stone, and twelve months for
the brick, were sufficient to render both materials
useless

j
but when burnt, ground, and mixed,

they stood much better than the finest and
distinctly crystalline marbles.

At the end of three years, or more than the
sum of the times of durability of each material,

I left the place where the experiments were
made, and then the cement had not changed
where the surface bad been left rough, nor
tarnished where it had been polished.

A cement called “ Revocado ” by Spanish'

engineers is made by mixing in several proper,
tions fat limes with sand and under-burnt brick-

dust. The usual proportions are measured by
equal volumes of the three materials

; but when
the cement is to be nsed for stopping roof leaks,

cementing cellars, or where blows upon the
cement are not anticipated, the proportion of
sand is greatly diminished, and even suppressed
altogether.

The Spanish learned the compounding of this

cement from Biscayans probably
j
and I doubt

if tho Romans had anything to do with its

introduction in Spain, because the ruins of
ancient water-channels '^vith “revocado” exist
in the Basque provinces, where neither Romans
nor Moors ever penetrated. The Biscayans, in
their turn, are the most ancient people with
w'hom we are acquainted, it being probable that
they preceded the Pbcenicians.

I have seen Spanish “revocado” in Mexico,
and it is natural to suppose that the Spaniards
introduced tho ai’t in that country during the
Conquest.
Now, may it not be possible that tho oolire

referred to by Gen. Ellis is only powdered brick,
used to make the excellent and hard “revocado” ?

The description given of the method of con-
solidating the mortar, &c., and even tho employ-
ment of wooden compressors, explain accurately
the process still followed in Spanish countries to
form the floorings of plazas, public walks, &c.

In many cases, immediately before the cement
becomes set, its surface is polished with a
smooth cobble-stone until it acquires a high and
lasting lustre.

From Gen. Ellis, in reply to the above.

Having read tho remarks of Mr. Fuertes upon
my recent paper relating to hard lime floors, I
apprehend that ho did not give sufficient atten-
tion to the process therein described.

In no case was the red pigment mixed with
the lime and sand, as he supposes, but was
solely used for a surface-colouring after the
hardening process was completed. Roofs and
sidewalks of equal hardness were also made by
the same process of successive poundings without
tho colouring matter, and finished by polishing
in the same manner as the coloured floors.

Tho pigment used upon the floors was not
brick-dust, but a red earth found in the vicinity,
probably a fine clay coloured with sesqni-oxide
of iron. Bricks were nob used in that part of
tho country; “adobes” taking their place in
building.

It will thus be seen that the material of which
the described floors and roofs were made was
not the same as the “revocado” used in Spain
and Southern Mexico, described by Mr. Fuertes.
Is not the term revocado essentially the same in
meaning as the more common Castilian word
revoque, one being the participle and the other
the noun corresponding to tho Spanish verb
revocar, the nearest English equivalent to which,
in an engineering sense, is to rough cast ? This
implies an admixture of coarse material in the
mortar. “ Revoque ” was known to the Romans
as “ parietis Unimentum.”

Mr. Fuertes is, I think, in error when he attri-

butes any rapidity of sotting, greater hardness
when set, or improved hydraulic qualities, to the
mixture of burnt or under-burnt brick in any
proportions with lime. The experiments of
Smeaton show conclusively that the only gain is

the slight amount of moisture that the brick will

absorb from the lime and favour its d/rying.

The only way in which hydraulic properties
can be given to a compound of silicate of alumina
and carbonate of lime is by bnrning them to-

gether after being mixed, as in the production
of artificial cement. This is exactly what was
done in the case Mr. Fuertes recounts; clay and
chalk were burned togecher, and, if in proper
proportions, would form an excellent artificial

cement. It is not remarkable that neither
should be a good building material by itself.

If the “ revocado ” of the Spanish possesses
any quick-setting or hydraulic qualities, it is

probably not owing to the admixture of common
brick, but to some qualities of the lime, or per-
haps what Mr. Fnortes has taken to be brick was
artificial “trass,” formerly much used, which
was burned like brick, and, when added to
mortar, gave it hydraulic properties.

I think it highly probable that the process of
pounding ordinary lime-mortar for many succes-
sive days in order to give it hardness, and after-
wards polishing the surface, originally cami*
from Spain to Mexico, and is probably an
ancient practice. The only matter of surprise
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is that it has not become more generally known
and need.

Note hy the Printing Committee.

Is this “ pounding process” of the Mexicans
anything more than a simple yet effectual

method of freeing the mortar of its surplus

icater, and thereby insuring a condition in which
the lime can pass to a crystalline carbonate, at

the same time compacting the whole mass into

the best possible state ?

WATER IN ROME.

In the course of a lecture last week on Roman
antiquities, delivered at the Royal Institution,

Albemarle-street, Mr. J. H. Parker said,—The
celebrated Aqua Marcia has recently been again
brought into Rome, and is rapidly coming into

use, being considered the finest drinking-water
in the world, always cool even in the hottest

weather. At its source it is so intensely cold

that, in the hot summer weather of Italy, a glass

tumbler put suddenly into it will break in the
same manner boiling water will break a tumbler
in frosty weather in London. The company
which has now brought this excellent water
again into Rome consisted chiefly of English
capitalists, and the late Mr. James Shepherd, an
Englishman, has the chief merit of the direction

of the works. The engineers found it expedient
to adopt the old plan of the Empire. For the

first ten miles of its course, as far as Tivoli, it is

carried in a stone specus, and on arches where
necessary, just in the old manner. But after

descending the hill at Tivoli (avoiding the cas-

cades by a considerable detour), where it arrives

at the level of the low hills of Rome, it is

carried in large iron pipes in order to avoid the
still greater ddtour which the old aqueducts
took to keep clear of the streams that cross the
line, and fall into the river Anio. The water of

that river, which falls into the Tiber about two
miles above Rome, is always distinguished from
that of the Tiber itself by being clear, and con-
trasting strongly with the muddy, yellow water
of the Tiber. The water of all the early aqueducts
was that of springs which fell into the Anio, and
were intercepted and forced to flow through
Rome.
The earliest was the Aqua Appia, made

B.C. 312, the sources of which are in the
meadows of Lucullus, about seven miles from
Rome, at a low level ; one of the springs is in the

fine old stone quarry on the bank of the Anio,
called the caves of Cervaro, from which it is

believed that the great tnfs. blocks for the great
wall of Servius Tullius had been taken. This

was, therefore, an old stone quarry made
centuries before the time that the earliest

aqueduct was made.
The course of this earliest aqueduct was

entirely subterranean, and at a considerable

depth until after it had entered Rome and bad
passed for a mile under the Cmliau Hill when it

had to be carried across the deep valley from the

Cffilian to the Aventine, where Mr. Parker found
it during his excavations in 1868, carried over
the Via Appia upon the Arch of the Porta
Capena; and a portion of the specus remaining
in one of the towers of that gate, now a gardener’s
cottage. He traced it again in a subterranean
stone quarry under Santa Sabba, and from
thence under the Aventine Hill to its mouth
near the Marmorata and the Porta Trigimina on
the bank of the Tiber.

The Aqua Virgo was made by Agrippa in the
time of Augustus, and came from the same
meadows about a mile further from Rome, where
also several springs are collected in a large

central reservoir, and then carried in a specus to

Rome. Both of these streams bring a great deal

of clay with them, the soil of the meadows being
clay upon the tufa rock.

The specus of the Appia is filled up with clay

to thedepth of 2 ft., orone-thii-dits whole height,

as may be seen in the stone-quarry; this clay is

a deposit left by the water, and was probably
the cause of its being abandoned, as it was too
deep to be destroyed by the Goths or other
enemies. The Virgo was restored to use by the
Popes, and is now called the Aqua di Trevi,
having for its mouth the celebrated fountain of
Trevi. The AnioVetus was another spring that
fall into the Anio below Subiaco, and twenty
miles above Tivoli

; its course was almost entirely
subterranean, though it can be traced by means
of the wells that fall into it. The Marcia also

comes from the same neighbourhood below
Subiaco, but the spring there forms a small lake
about half a mile from the river. The Tepula

and the Julia come from the Alban Hills, near
Marino, and are added to the Marcia at the great
piscinm or filtering-place, where all the earlier

aqueducts emerged from the hills at the level

required. From that point the arcades are made
to carry them across the Campagna until they
enter the wall of Rome. They are then carried
upon the high bank of the Tarquins as far as the
Pnetorian Camp, and thence across the Pome-
rium to the centre of the great Agger of
Servius Tullius on the Viminal Hill, where they
were found with inscriptions relating to them on
two Cippi during the excavations of 1870 made
to enlarge the railway station

;
there was a large

reservoir at that point from which the water
was distributed. 'The Claudia also comes from
Subiaco, just above it, and was also a copious
spring intercepted. But the Anio Novus is part
of the river Anio itself, two miles higher up,
wliere a fine cascade falls over the rock in a deep
rocky gorge. Here great engineering works
were made in the time of Claudius and Nero. A
great wall, 12 ft. thick, built of large blocks of

stone, was erected across the river at the lower
part of the gorge, forming a dam of 100 ft. high
and 12 ft. thick, to enclose a portion, perhaps
100 yards long, between the dam and the natural
cascade

;
the water was made to fall over the

dam, which thus became the cascade
;
but at

one end of it a speens was made below the level

of the surface of the water, so that the water
must always flow through that specus, and con.
sequently through Rome, before any of it could
fall over the cascade. This magnificent and
most useful piece of engineering continned in

use for centuries. It was destroyed in the four-

teenth century by an ignorant monk, who was
annoyed by a temporary flood in the upper
countrj', which overflowed the meadows near his

monastery, and, to relieve that, he made a hole
at the bottom of the great dam. The force of
the water soon carried all before it, and caused
a great flood over all the lower country, even to

the Tiber, and did immense mischief—even the
walls of Rome were injured.

Mr. Parker said that he had not time to de-

scribe the thermje, or great public baths, to

supply [which most of the aqueducts were made,
but he could not conclude without mentioning
that the opinion commonly entertained, that the
ancient Romans were ignorant of the fact that
water will rise to its level, is entirely a popular
delusion. At every half-mile of the aque-
ducts, on their course from the foot of the hills

to Rome, each aqueduct fonns an angle, to

break the force of the water, and at that angle
a great reservoir is made, with a piscina or

filtering-place at one end. Each piscina consists

of four vaulted chambers, two above and two
below. The water enters into the top of the
first upper chamber; it then falls through a hole
in the vault into the first lower chamber, then
passes through small holes in the intermediate
wall into the second lower chamber, then rises

again through a liole in the vault into the second
upper chamber, and then follows its course at the
same level as it originally entered, depositing its

mud in the lower chamber as it passed. Each
piscina is therefore made upon the principle of

water finding its level.

They used the large stone specus instead of

ordinary pipes, because they could not depend
either upon their leaden pipes or their ten-a-

cotta pipes to resist the force of such a stream
of water. Nothing but the concrete stone was
strong enough.

At the present time, the cast-iron pipes of the
new company are bursting every day in the
streets of Rome to such an extent that the
managers of the company fear that this expense
will be ruinous to them. This seems to show
that the old Romans were better engineers than
we are.

Rational Gymnastics.—A tract has been
issued by Bailliere & Co., of King William-street,

Strand, titled “Rational Gymnastics reviewed
in their relation to the Health and Education of

the Younger of both Sexes, being the Subject of

a Lecture delivered before the National Health
Society ;

by Augustus Georgii, formerly Pro-

fessor of Anatomy and Sub-director of the Royal
Central Institute for Gymnastics at Stockholm,

&c.” The author proposes that physical, no
less than mental, education be equally extended
to and compulsory for both sexes ; and that

normal schools be established for teaching gym-
nastics as an art and a science, in connexion

with suitable anatomical and physiological in-

struction.

THE ROYAL ARCHITECT, “CHAUCEI

Sir,—The presumed son and family ofJ
poet, Geoffrey Chaucer, having lately forme^
subject of an article in the Builder (No. 15

p. 351), it may possibly be interesting to y
readers to be told that the poet himself camj
near to being formally appointed arcbiteci

King Richard II. as the language of bis age j
mitted. That is to say (on the authority of

life by William Godwin, 4 vols., 1804), that

was in 1389 appointed to the office of Clerl

the Works
;
and a Latin document is cited

which the works at Westminster Palace,

Tower of London, and at vai-ious other pla

specially named, are placed under his C5

together with another document in which th
is assigned to him “ capellamnostram collegial

Sancti Georgii infra castrujn nostrum de ll’j/n

sore, que minatur mine,
It will be new to some readers to find t.

not only was St. George’s Chapel at Wind
built, but it was threatening to go toruiu, in

fourteenth century.

The poet did not hold his office, it wo
appear, longer than about twenty months. W
regard to bis special qualifications for it, i

history is silent. He was entitled to the ass:

anco of a deputy, for whom a salary was p
Tided by the Crown. His own salary was
per diem,—equivalent, it is reckoned, to 657
year in modern money. He had been, a'

previous period, comptroller of the customs

;

the port of London.
With regard to the term Clerk of the Wor

it may not be generally known that the arc

tect to the Corporation of Loudon was o:

officially known as “ Clerk of the City’s Work
until within the last thirty years. Previouslj

that time expressions like the following were
be heard in common use at the Office of Wor
Guildhall. “Is the Clerk of the Works inj

“The Comptroller sends his compliments to

Clerk of the Works, and would be obliged by
stepping over if disengaged

;
or, perhaps,!

thundering tone, “The Clerk of the Works
wanted immediately in the Court of Aldermj
&c. The Royal “ Clerk of Works ” appears

the reign of Charles II. to have grown i

“Superintendent and Surveyor”; for so

John Denham, another poet, is described

Evelyn. G. M

A NEW TEMPERANCE HALL FOR
BURY.

The teetotallers have now begun to buil

new temperance-hall in Henry-street, Bi
The height of the building in front will be 35
It will be 35 ft. wide, and 84 ft. long. It v

be two stories high, and the frontage in Hen
street will be of seconds brick, with stock bi
dressings and Burnley stone cornices, sills,

In the upper story in the front will be twe
windows, while on the lower floor there will b

window on each side of the main entrance,

the ground floor there will be a room 33
square, suitable for “ Good Templars” to ra

in, and in it there will be a borse-shoe sha
gallery. It will be fitted up with all fund'

necessary for conducting meetings. Behind
lodge-room there will be a room 33 ft. wide
17 ft. long, which it is intended to let off for t

use of Oddfellows or others as a club-room. (

the first floor there will be a large assembl

room, 33 ft. wide by 65 ft. in length, having'

it a platform at one end, and a gallery at tl

other. The height of the room will be 22 :

Under the platform will be a room for the pr

paration of tea, and at the back there will I

three retiring . rooms. The inside will 1

finished plainly, the timber fittings being simp!

varnished ; the walls will be coloured and finite

with stencilled ornaments.

It will be erected from plans prepare^ t

Messrs. Maxwell & Tuke, architects.

The contracts for the different portions of tl

work have been entered into as follows :—Bricl

work, Mr. Samuel Smith; joinering, Mr. Cbaih

Green
;
plumbing, Mr. T. Caton ; stonework, M

James Hill; slating, Mr. John Kay
;
and plaste.

ing, Messrs. Lomax & Sons.

The entire cost for the erection of thebuildiu

will be 1,6001.

The Albion Tavern.—According to theCii

Press, the freehold of the Albion Tavern hf

just been acquired by the directors for tl

shareholders, who are thus possessors of tl

freeholds of both this and the London Tavern.
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THE NEW LARGE RESERVOIR AT
OSWESTRY.

Tnis undertaking is now in a fair way of being
aced in such a position as to justify the addi-

)nal expenses to be incurred. The original

timatcs for the work varied from about 800J.
l,900h, and to make the “big hole” at the

ount upwards of 1,800L has already been
pended, which, with the cost of the land, 2001.,

ikes a total of 2,0001. “The hole,” as stated,
s been made eufficiently large to store six
Jlion gallons of water

;
and after great pecu-

iry loss on the part of one of the contractors,
d sacrifice of time to his surety, and after a
•mal opening two years ago, no sooner was the
iter let into it than the steps gave way, and
5 water was of the colour and nearly of the
laistency of mud. The wet weather coming
,
the banks, or “'batters,” all fell in, and, as

eserwoir, it was perfectly useless. It has re.
lined in this dilapidated state until the work
\ been commenced upon it. Mr. J. Ward has
dertaken to make a long puddle wall, to

jp out the water from the springs and drains
the adjoining land, to remake the dilapidated
jks and drive piles into them, and to line it

ido with G in. of concrete, for 1,3501., by the
;h of September next. A number of men are
y engaged upon it. When this reservoir is

apleted there will bo a storage in the three
ervoirs of ten million gallons of water. Siip-
ling them to be all full, tliey would supply
h person in Oswestry with ton gallons of
•e water a-day for twenty weeks. The total
t will then bo, in round numbers, 3,5001. On
lalf of the corporation of Oswestry, Mr.
orge Owen, C.E.

;
Mr. John Morris, builderj

I Mr. W. H. Spaull, architect, have consented
inspect the works during their progress.

MONUMENTAL.
?nE statue of John Bunyan which Mr. J. E.
jhm was commissioned by the Duke of Bed-
d to execute for the town of Bedford is far
'anced towards completion, and pi’oraises to

1 fino work. The pose of the figure, which is

heroic size, is easy and natural
;
the hands

d a book
j
and the face upturned to heaven

;g08ts the inspiration to which Banyan’s
aarkablo proclnction is often attributed. The
Is of the short cloak of the period, carefully
delled, serve to give variety and elegance of

m to the back of the figure. When completed,
model will be produced in bronze, and will

ad on a pedestal, which should not be too

y, in St. Peter’s-green, and will bear relievi

three of its sides. Mr. Boehm has just now
shed arecumbent statue of the late Duke of
at, intended for St. George’s Chapel, Windsor,
. has in progress, amongst other works, an
jant bust of Mrs. C. J. Freake. A statue
the late Earl of Derby, which has been
cuted by Mr. Noble, was nnveiled on Tuesday
Preston by Colonel Wilsou.Patten, M.P. On
same day Lord Houghton unveiled a statue
ihe late Sir Robert Peel, which has been
odin St. George’s.square, Huddersfield.

)iIPLETION AND OPENING OF THE
S'EW GLOBE BRIDGE AT PECKHAM.
'he new bridge over the Surrey Canal in the
amercial-road, Peckham, which has been for
le time in course of erection, and respectiug
ch difficulties and misunderstandings have
jspired, already mentioned in the Builder,
at length being satisfactorily completed,
taken over from the contractor by the Cam-
well Vestry, who have officially declared it

a for traffic.

'he bridge has been erected on the site of the
bridge, which was a narrow, inconvenient

:k structure, only 12 ft. in width, whereas
new bridge is 40 ft. in width. The abut-

its arc of solid brickwork, built in cement
a foundation of concrete, carried 2 ft.

5w the bed of the canal, and are faced above
water-level with red pressed bricks, and

te dressiugs. The roadway over the bridge
arried by nine segmeutal-arched girders of

lught-iron, and is protected on each side by a
t-iron ornamental parapet railing.

'ho approaches are by easy gradients from
l-street and Commerciahroad, but the com.
nieatious with the tow-path are by sharper
i gradients, supported by retaining walls, on
ich an ornamental hand-railing is fixed.
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The bridge has been erected from designs
furnished by Mr. James Dredge, C.E., of
Buckingham-street, Adelphi

; the contractor
being Mr. S. S. Peach.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
London .—A strike is imminent.
Vvhitehaven .—The journeymen joiners have

addressed a circular to their employers, inti-

mating that at a meeting held by them on the 7th
ult. the following resolution was agreed to,

—

“ That wo solicit you for an advance of Ss. per
week on our present rate of wages, knowing all

ti'ades of the surrounding country are on the
advance, and the prices of victuals and other
materials being so high we think it a just
demand.” The notice for an advance was to
expire on the 7th of June. The present rate of
wages in Whitehaven for journeymen joiners is

about 3O3 . weekly.
Oswestry .—The stonemasons who have been

on strike at the parish church have gone to work,
a compromise between the contractor and the
men having been effected. Twenty-eight of the
men demanded a rise from 28s. a week to SOs.,

and a reduction of one hour a week. The terms
on which the men returned are 29s. a week, being
an increase of Is., while the hours of labour
remain unaltered.

Montgomery.—The strike of the Montgomery,
shire joiners at Forden Workhouse has termi-
nated in a compromise. The men demanded an
increase of 3s. and a diminution of two hours in
the week. The contractor offered them 23. rise,

but no alteration in time. This they refused

;

but they have now agi'ecd to the contractor’s
terms, and work is resumed.

THE POSSIBLE STRIKE.
Sir,—

I

n a recent article entitled “The Chances
of another Building Strike,” the writer states
that we “are acting with a view to enforce
another increase of wages.” The facts, so far
as the masons are concerned, are these :—We
have given the employers six months’ notice to
fulfil an agreement entered into last summer,
viz., that if trade was at all good this season, we
should have one halfpenny per hour advance.
That was part of the compromise accepted by
the masons in settling the dispute of 1872. The
description of the demoralisation, mistrust, and
suffering of the men cei-tainly does not apply to
our trade

; for the result of the lock-out was a
gain of over 100 new members to three London
lodges. Their pay for the time lost was IGs.
per week.

Again, it is stated that “ to strike without
the Society’s approval, we should not be sup-
ported by its funds.” I beg to state that should
the employers not fulfil the promise given last
year, we shall certainly take measures to obtain
the advance on the date given in the memorial,
the sanction of the Society having been obtained
some two months since. In addition to that,
we have now a large local fund sufficient to
make up a weekly payment of 11. per man.
The article goes on to say that “ thei-o are

hundreds of masons working overtime, and the
societies are powerless to stop them.” I defy
the writer to pi’ove the case in a single instance,
unless they are being paid time and a half.

* * * *

Henry Bro.vdhurst, Stonemason.

THE COOKERY CLASS AT SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

Sir,—

T

he visit of School Board girls to the
class for Popular Cookery at the Exhibition was
noticed in your last number with some kind and
judicious remarks. If the children of our poorer
friends are to profit much by the excellent
teaching given on such occasions, it will un-
doubtedly be desirable, as you point out, that
the viands they are taught to prepare should be,
in^ general, what they will be most likely to meet
with in their ordinary life.

But on this first occasion of an organised
effort in this direction the object of our visit was
rather to test the amount of interest which would
be excited, without special provision for the
particular audience, and to see how much of
attention would be given at the time, and the
recollection afterwards of the information im-
parted. In all these ways the first experiment
was very satisfactory, and the written accounts

of it since sent to me by the ten pupil teachers
who were present show that our object was fully
attained.

Nothing “ advertises ” so speedily as a num.
her of young girls talking of an event, and I am
sure that when the next and more methodical
step is taken, whereby selected girls may attend
a series of five or six lessons properly arranged,
wo shall have many eager applicants for this
useful education. But already enough is surely
evident to prove that a permanent “ School of
Cookery ” should be at once established, where
young women could learn from good teachers,
and could then be admitted to practising classes
and examinations, and to certificates, and even
diplomas, if suoli a grave Greek word is proper
to denote women who can boil potatoes.

In seven cruises, far away and entirely alonej
I have learned much of cooking, but with dire
sufferings sometimes, which a few preliminary
lessons would have saved. J. MacGregor.

SUDDEN DEATH OF AN ARCHITECT.
We regret to have to record the death of

Mr. T. B. Jones, of the firm of Jones & Solomon,
Whitehall-place, which occurred suddenly on
Sunday evening last, at the house of a friend.
Mr. Jones was in company with some profes-
sional friends on Saturday afternoon, and con.
versed in his usual manner. The writer of this
was almost the last person who spoke to him
when he left for home between six and seven
o’clock. On the Sunday afternoon he went
to pass a few hours with a personal friend
at Chelsea, and during a conversation, without
uttering a word as to the attack, ho merely leant
back on liis chair, closed his eyes, and expired.
His stillness was instantly observed, and medical
aid procured with all possible haste; but of
course with no avail. Mr. Jones had long com-
plained of suffering from disease of tho heart,
and at the inquest, which was held on Tuesday,
that fact was established

; the verdict was,
therefore, in accordance with it. He was about
forty-two years of age, and leaves a widow and
four children to lament his loss. At the time of
his death ho was engaged upon tho working
dx-awings of the lai-ge asylum about to bo built
at the expense of Mr. Holloway, at an estimated
cost of 70,000J. Tho funei-al will take place in
the Brompton cemetery on Saturday, the 7th
instant.

RENOVATION OP ST. GEORGE’S HALL,
BRADFORD.

This hall is undergoing a *' spring cleaning,”
and is to be repainted and gilded from floor to
ceiling. The organ is to be put into a state of
efficiency, the ventilation and warming-apparatus
is to be improved, and the system of lighting to
be altered. Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson have
prepared the drawings for tho decorations, which
will be carried out by Mr. Henry Briggs, of Biad.
ford. Their general character is based upon tho
Pompeian style, and the work will be treated in
broad, firm tones of colour. Hitherto tho paint-
ing of the hall has been in light shades, which
very soon became obliterated by smoke and dirt.
The great object of the present scheme of
decoration, has been to give the hall an entirely
different character, still preserving its architec-
tural features.

The wall round the area is to have a dado,
4 ft. in height, in black, divided into panels, with
gold and small scrolls at the comers, the base
below being in maroon. From the top of tho
dado to the cornice underneath the stalls, the
walls will be in Pompeian red, divided into
courses, with fawn-colour lines. This part of
the wall also will be divided into panels, in the
centre of each of which will be a wreath,
enclosing a blue ground, on which will be
inscribed in letters of gold the names of tho
great composers. The divisions of these panels
will correspond with the trusses which carry tho
front of the stalls. The groundwork of the face
of the stalls and the cornice beneath will be in
cream coloui-, and the ornamental work will b©
enriohed with pale green bronze, picked out
with blue and gold. The partition at the back
of the stalls will be in Pompeian red, as also
will be the walls round the galleries and the
orchestra. The front of the gallery will be treated
in almost exactly the same manner as the front of
the stalls, and the supporting columns, caps, and
brackets will be in pale green bronze relieved
with gold. The mouldings round the gallery
walla and windows will be in cream colour, with
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a blue fret and light maroon rosettea undemeatli.

The windows and the railinga will be bronzed,

and the seats and woodwork will be painted

fawn colour and varnished. The general colour

of the great comice round the hall will be cream,

the trusses and moulding in pale green bronze

picked out in gold. The ceiling will be similarly

treated, the groundwork of the panels being in

blue-grey, and the beams and mouldings in cream

colour relieved with blue and gold. The pilasters

at the orchestra end of the hall will be cream

cohiur, the groundwork of the panels being blue

and the rich scroll ornament and suiTOunding

moulding in gold. The masks in the centre of

the pilasters will be in bronze and gold, the

capitals will be in bronze, and the figures sup.

porting the lights will be bronze relieved with
gold. The general colour of the organ will be
cream colour. The pipes will be pale green
bronze, diapered in gold, and the trellis work in

the panels will be regilded. The cornice and
capitals will be picked out in bine. The orchestra

front will be treated in cream colour, black, blue,

bronze, and gold. The saloon, con-idors, stair-

cases, vestibule, and ante-rooms will all be
repainted and decorated in uniformity with the

hall.

The hall will be lighted by four large patent

Bun-bumers from Messrs. Strode, of Regent’s

Pai'k. These will be snrrounded by large up-

right flues carried directly through the roof, and
will be so disposed that the products of the gas

will pass at once into the open air. Separate

flues will also be provided round tbe centre one.

New heating apparatus -n-ill bo supplied by
Mr. Clapham, of Keighley.

FIRE-PROOF FLOORS.

SiE,—I read occasionally the Builder, and
have never noticed any remark having been

made on the construction of fire-proof buildings

by the use of Cones. There are two sizes of

these, 9 in. by 4^ in. and 4i in. by 4 in. They
are hollow, like garden-pots, made with pure

red earth, and resist heat. They were used at

Buckingham Palace. Willt.^ji Whitehead.
*#* Some years ago these floors, as con-

structed under the late Mr. Nash, were described

in our pages.

THE BUILDING STONES OP TEE NORTH
OF IRELAND.

At a meeting of the Belfast Architectural
Association, Mr. J. Lanyon in the chair,

Mr. W. Gray read a paper on "Tbe Building
Stones of the North of Ireland, geologically

considered.”

Mr. Gray referred to the connexion between
geology and architecture, and showed 'that it

was important, if not absolutely necessary, for

an architect to know something of geology, so

that he might be the better prepared to know
where to find and how to use his materials, so as

to secure variety and beauty in his designs, and
strength and durability in his structures. Mr.
Gray then gave a general description of the
geology of the North of Ireland, and of the
various strata exposed, noticing more par-

ticularly the formations which are capable of

yielding building stone, referring to each bed in

descending stratagraphical order. The marked
peculiarity of the North of Ireland is the occur-
rence of extensive beds of trap rock, so well
known in connexion with the Giant’s Causeway.
The same rock extends over an area of about
1,200 square miles, not in one solid bed of rock,

but in a number of iiTegular beds, each ha-ving

been originally poured forth as volcanic lava,

mud, ashes, &o., either in the worn surface of

the chalk or under water. Mr. Gray explained
that the trap rock usually made damp walls,

not because the stone admitted wet through
its substance, but because of the defective

mode of jointing the masonry
j
properly built,

the trap would be impervions to wet. Below
the trap there occorred a whole series of
stratified rocks, such as the chalk, greensand,
lias, and new red sandstone. Between the
greensand and lias is the proper position for
the oolite series, including the Bath and Portland
stones : but in the North of Ireland this series is

entirely wanting. The new red sandstone yields
the Scrabo and Dundonald stone, which is also
represented at various other points, such as the
Gas Works, Belfast; Dunmurry river, Money-
more, and Moira. Under the new red comes
the carboniferous series represented by the sand-
stones of Dungannon, Cookstown, Duncriven,

Donegal, and Ballycaatle ; all of which come
from the upper portion of the carboniferous
system, the lower portion yielding the limestones
of Armagh, Castle Espin, Tubbermore, Dundalk,
&c. The old red sandstones occur below the
carboniferous, and are possibly represented by the

sandstones of Cushendall, and, doubtless, some
beds in Tyrone. The silurian formation occurs
chiefly in County Down, and furnishes the com-
pact stone of Ballygowan quarries, and tho slate

of Greyabbey. Mr. Gray then described the
various descriptions of granite, particularly the
very excellent examples from Castlewellan,

Ne^vry, Bessbrook, Goi'awood, and Donegal, and
demonstrated that we had in our locality a
variety of granite which in quality or quantity

are equal, if not superior, to the granite of any
other place in Great Britain.

THE NEW FISH MARKET, OLDHAM.
This new Fish Market has just been opened.

The Corporation, more than twelve months ago,

determined to erect a small market for the retail

of fish adjoining the present market, and conse-

quently decided to advertise in competition to

architects for drawings, two premiums being
offered. The designs of Messrs. Mnngnall &
Littlewoocl, architects, Manchester, were selected,

and they were instructed to prepare the working
drawings. The building was commenced in

February, 1872, and is now completed. The
size of the market is 80 ft. in length by 40 ft. in

width, with ground-floor and basement, the

ground-floor being set apart as the market,
which is lighted chiefly from the roof, with
north ligBts. The roof has three bays, the con-

struction being a combination of cast and
wrought iron, and timber. The market is fitted

up with stalls formed of polished stone hearers

and Sicilian marble tops, with moulded nosings.

The framing above the stalls for caTT3-ing the

poultry and game, Ac., is of wrought iron, of

simple construction. The stalls are divided so

that they can be let to twenty tenants. The
contractors for tbe construction of the buildings,

except ironwork, were Messrs. Greenup & Watts,

of Manchester. Messrs. Mabon & Co., of Man-
Chester, were contractors for the ironwork to

roof and gates, &c. j
Messrs. Wolstenhulme &

Rye, the ironwork for ground-floor
; the marble

and stone fittings were by Messrs. Pattensons, of

Manchester; and the wrought iron in connexion

with fittings, Messrs. Hibbert & Co., of Man-
chester. Mr. Diivid Jackson, of Oldham, has
carried out the flagging. The total cost of the

market has been about 2,2001., and about 5001.

for fittings.

THE DESIGN FOR NEW SCHOOLS IN
OXFORD.

In a convocation held on the 23rd ult., Mr.
Scott’s design for the nejv schools to be erected
in the High-street was submitted for approval.

Mr. Fyffe, of tbe University, as reported in tbe
local Journal, entered into a lengthy criticism of

tho plans. He objected to the smallness of the
quadrangle, necessitated by the proposal to erect

a complete building on the site now available,

rather than providing for gradual completion.

Tho quadrangle would be only one-sixth the size

of that at Magdalen, one-bnlf the size of Lincoln

quadrangle, and yet the buildings would be much
higher. The courts of Whowell’s buildings at

Cambridge showed wbat would be tbe gloomy
results. The cloisters, too, wonld be both nar.

rower and lower than those of Magdalen, and
their unnecessary introduction was probably the
reason for a top-heavy elevation. Of details

there were more than in all the colleges put
together. Not a feature but was a reduction
and a parody of something else in Oxford. As
to the court, progress from door to door was only
possible by " cannoning” off a pillar. The design

made no provision for extension. The elevation

towards the High-street embraced with other

elements that of a church. It did not harmonise
with the other academical buildings of the High-
street, bat faintly only with St. Mary’s. Mr.
Fyffe went on to suggest how the ground avail-

able might have been more satisfactorily treated,

his essential point being prospective and not

present completeness.

Professor H. Smith warned members of the
difficulties they would incur by tbe rejection of

the design. One architect of name had given
. as bis reason for refusing to compete,—the treat-

ment of the previous design. He urged the

following points :—Do not mistrust first itnpr<

sions; do not reject ornament because it is ui

less
;
do not compare schools with colleges,

the one “ we live and lounge and smoke of t

other we are temporary visitants. Coiisidi

also the difficulties of the ground, and of gatti

more, and the necessity of a front to the Hig

street. There is no complaint as to the araon

of examining space
;
in short, the design is go

in itself, but there is a stronger reason -i

accepting it,—it would be difficult to get

better.

The Principal of St. Mary Hall would vi

against the design, as a “ complete plan on
incomplete space.”

Dr. Acland desired to follow his first impr
ston, which was that the design was nnwort
of the object and of tho site. He compai
it with the Examination Buildings at Burlingl

House. The better way of getting a desi

would be to select and trust some one m:

He criticised tho condition of tbe High-street,

All Saints' Church nnspired, the new bnildii

opposite unworthy of Manchester warelioua

and a huge gap below to be filled up by a fatjs

entirely unworthy of tbe external expression

the interior work of a university. We shoi

follow in preference one of our serions, simj
unpretending academic fronts.

Mr. Rogers knew nothing about art, he t

thankful to say. It was high time to get rid

" eminent architects.” Oxford had suffei

long enough from them, and from the imbecil

which characterised their productions.

The design was rejected by fifty-fonr vo
against twenty.

COMPETITION.

Deaf and Dumb Asylum, Margate .—The p
minms offered in this competition have b(

awarded as follows :—100 guineas, 1st, Mesi
Drew & Bower, of Margate

; 50 guineas, 2

Mr. Thomas Henry Watson, London.

ACCIDENTS.
Caution as to Balconies.—These, especially

old houses, are often traps for the nnwj
A shocking and fatal accident has happened
Mr. James Simon, an architect, son of Mr. S
jeant Simon, the member for Dewsbury. 1

Simon was visiting at the house of a friend n
Tavistock-square, and while standing upoi
balcony outside a first-floor window, and lean

over it, the front gave way, and he fell upon

'

rails of the area below. Mr. Simon attemp
to save himself by springing forward, but,"
fortunately, he was caught by the sharp pou
and they entered his abdomen, and caused fe

ful injuries. Wounded as be was, Mr. Sin

managed to extricate himself from his terri

position, and he was at once conveyed to Z
veraity College Hospital, Gower-street

;
but

case was hopeless, and after lingering for th

days he died. Mr. Simon was about twen
eight years of age, and a man of talent t

promise. Shortly before his death he was p
paring for the press a volume on a subj

connected with his profession.

A Music-hall burnt down at Derby .—The “
S

Music-hall and Theatre of Varieties,” Der
has been burnt. When the fire was first notu

the whole of the inside of the building, whiot

some 50 ft. high, was on fire. The flan

spread with such rapidity that in leas than^

hour the entire building was gutted and •

stroyed. The roof, which consisted of galvani

iron, fell in with a tremendous crash, slior

after which the boundary walls also gave ways
fell in. The hall, -was capable of bolding seve

tbongand people.

Fall from a Scaffolding in SwanseaX^
scaffolding of a Wesleyan chapel in course

erection in St. Hclen’s-road, Swansea, gave «
and three 'U'orkraen, who fell from a height

26 ft., were seriously injured. One sustoii

concussion of tho brain, and is not expected

recover. The building was blown down ic

storm some time ago.

Fatal Accident to Halil Pasha .—The Lew

Times announces the death of Halil Pas

Grand Master of Artillery, at his town residen

at Pera. His Excellency has been rebaildi

his konak, and he took an active personal p

in the superintendence of the work. As he s

going over part of the building, some matei

became dislodged, and, falling upon him,

stumbled, when, before he had time to reco'

himself, he was knocked down by a fall of la
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tones whicli doscended on his head, and killed

lim on the spot. Halil Pasha was educated at
7oolmch, and, speaking our langnage fluently,

lO was well known among our countrymen. He
.ad a strong predilection for English workmen,
if whom he had introduced a considerable nura-
ler into the Imperial establishments under his
KlIBOtion, as well as for English manufactures,
le used to say, indeed, that he considered him-
elf an Englishman, and, what was more, an
Unglish mechanic.”

POWER OP SURVEYORS’ CERTIFICATE.
Bin,—About two years ago wo constructed a main sewer
ir the Toxteth Local Board of Health, along Aigbarth-
md, near Liverpool; and during the execution of the
ork several of the properties on the line of road were,^0 orders of the owners, and under the cognizance of
^Surveyor to the Board, connected with the main sewer
four putting in branch drains. The whole of these
anches were put in during the progress of the work, at
notions sanctioned by the surveyor, and were therefore
)en to his further inspection, and for all of which wo
we been paid, except in one instance, and being unable
I get paid for this, wo have had the matter tried in the
Bunty Court

;
the defendant, who is a member of the

)Ove Local Board, refusing to pay unless the surveyor
irtified that the work was properly done. At the trial
.e surveyor, who was present on behalf of the defendant,
ad that he knew from defendant, and also from us, about
.e dram before it was done, and that he knew something
id been done, “ but could not say whether the work was
me or not done," and he withheld his certificate until he
»8 satisfied (hat the work was done properly, although
) had passed the whole of our accounts for work in con-mon with the sewer and drains against both his own
Dard and the private individuals. Of course, wo were
msuited,

’

Now wo beg to submit the above case to you, and to ask
lat course wo should take to obtain this valuable docu-
ent, the “ Certificate" ? Are we to open up the sewer,
show the surveyor that the drain is there, when either
mselfor his clerk of works was constantly on the works
len the contract was being executed, and if they
i not, to have seen this drain as well as the others that
.VO been paid for ? Joax Axwell & Sox.
Liverpool,

A ’WATER-TIGHT FLAP.
Sir,—

A

mong your numerons readers possibly there
»y be a man of genius who knows how to make a water-
fht basement llap ? If so, I recommend him to make
lown his whereabouts. I have had considerable experi-
ce in paying builders, and I have the honour to employ

. architect with five letters attached to his name inti-
ating that bo is in connexion with some distinguished
istitute, but each and aU “ give it up " after a series of
perimeuts in attempting to keep the wot out of a base-

IXQUIBEB.

SEWER VENTILATION.
Tins is an important subject, often treated of>

id with many suggestions, in our columnsj
iring the last thirty years, but still in an
isettled and unsatisfactory position. The
ithdr.awal of the sewer-gases through rain or
her pipes to the bedroom or tipper stories of
iTises is one of the many suggestions referred

,
as also is the construction of special shafts

c districts or towns, to carry the gases up
yond the imminent risk of befonling the air of
r sleeping-apartments, and even to “ consume ”

em on the way, by help of furnaces, or, at
isb, by rarifying them, to hasten their depar.
re into the general atmosphere thereby. The
composition of sewer-gases by deodoidsers in
e sower-gratings is another mode of gettino-
1 of these vile effluvia; and some or all of
Bso suggestions have been tried

j but still the
.estion how best to get rid of our sewer
lanations is an unsettled one.
A contribution towards this very desirable
d important end has been recently made by
r. R. J. Johnson, of Peckham, builder, who has
tented an apparatus forrarifyingorconsuming
wei-.gases by means of heat while passing
rough iron or other suitable pipes either in
unexion with house-drains, and running up
hind grates or ranges to the tops of houses

;

ill connexion with the sewers, through special
afts provided with furnace arrangements, on
3 plan of his apparatus.
It is probable that the solution of the problem
ly be both mechanical and chemical in com-
lation

; that some such apparatus as Mr.
hnson’s, combined with proper chemical means
r really decomposing, and so consuming, the
wer-gases while thus under the favourable
lueuce of adequate Heat, may effect the pur-
se in viewT, but this would not be very practic-
le in bouse arrangements, and could only
ply, on the great scale, to districts or towns,
it be proved that heat applied in the way pro-
sed will not merely rarify, but will, cbemicaliy,
^roughly, and without faU, decompose the
iDcb-gases, then no harm might arise from
miting forth the proceeds more or less on a
el with house-roofs; but this is a chemical

question. That heat in combination with
chemicals can, with fitting apparatus, bo made
to thoroughly decompose, or “ consume,” such
abominations as sulphuretted and pbosphoretted
hydrogen, &c., there can be no doubt

;
but

whether any heating apparatus can be so applied
to dwellings as practically to decompose, and so
destroy, such emanations must be tried aud
proved by actual experiment.

BUXTON EXALTED.
Buxton of the Peak ” and its neighbourhood

have found another panegyrist. Mr. James
Ballantyne, whose poems are as well known in
Scotland as his painted glass, having been freed
by its wells, its baths, and pure fresh air

“From painful, wrenching misery,"

has filled two columns and a half of the local
Aduert/ser with his song of admiration. Speaking
of Haddon Kail, he makes a spirited offer to the
owner of that interesting domain ;

—

“ Wo pass through village and through town.
And many scenes of old renown
Where Druids prayed, where Romans fought,
And where brave Britons freedom bought.
Aud now we reach old Haddou Hall,
A glorious pile beloved by all;
Alas ! what pain it must impart
To every lover of Old Art,
To see this palace, once so gay,
Neglected—crumbling to decay.
The grand oak panels, friezes, walls,
That grace these grand baronial halls,
Left to the grubs and devastation
Without attempt at preservation

;

The gorgeous tapestries, too, wasting

;

The whole to utter ruin hasting.
Come, wealthy Duke of Rutland, come,
And make this Hall once more your home

;

Or, if you won't, give it to me,
And such a glorious fane you'll see
That all the Rutlnnds would be faiii
To have it for their home again."

ChatsicoHh delights him, and thus he sings ;•

'* But come, another Hall we'll seek,—
Chatsworth, the ‘ Palace of the Peak';
Behold it 'mid its vast surroundings,
With forest, hill, and river bouiidings,
The verdant parks, the herds of deer.
The birds in myriads warbling clear

;

The Derwent as it rills along,
Melting in floods of liquid song

;

The mountains clothed with forest trees,
Bergingand dancing in the breeze;
The gardens,—gems of Paxton's skill.
Have ne’er been matched, and never will

;

Then enter this rich home of art,
Crowded with gems in every part

:

Ancient and modern works combined
Delight the and charm the mind.
Sculpture and painting each come wooing,
As it each for yonr love wore suing

;

As if, like rival swains, they strove
Which should first win your virgin love

;And while on these bright gems you gaze,
Emitting such transcendent rays,
Tou cannot fail to love the art
That fills these halls in every part

;

CeUings and walls, and flowers all blending,
Each to each other beauty lending.
Wood, jasper, marble, silver, gold,
In varied forms these charms unfold

;And while from fairer climes they come.
When placed beneath this genial dome
They seem, each in the proper place.
The Palace of the Peak to grace."

If ever we visit the writer’s house, we shall
expect to see on his sideboard a wide-spreading
salver of silver, legibly inscribed,

—

“From Buxton to Ballantyne.”

All these and similar means arc to he used, as soon as
possible, in conjunction with the Department of Science
and Art, South Kensington; the Society of Arts; the
Universities of Cambridge and Oxford; the Working
Men 8 Club and Institute Union

;
the City Companies •

Unions of Mechanics’ Institutes; Trade Organisations;
Co-operative Societies

;
and aU other bodies desirous of

promoting the technical and general education of the
working-classes."

Theobjectinview,—the promotion of Technical
Education,—U an excellent one, but the present
movement will require a good deal more talking
about before there will be any chance of its being
properly carried out.

GOOD SEED.
Sir,—

T

he Builder has sown much good seed,
and people are content to eat of the fruit of the
plant, without asking to whom they owe it. The
limes, in a recent excellent article on the state
of things in France, reprodneed one of the sound
proverbs lately published in your pages,—“ Woe
to the nation that forgets its benefactors.” Yon
will not mind, I am sure, how often it is said.
I hope it may have world-wide currency, and so
prevent much evil,—“Woe to the nation that
forgets its benefactors.” Senex.

TRADES GUILD OF LEARNING.
A CONFERENCE is to be held on Saturday, the

1-tth of June, at the Society of Arts, Adelphi, for
the purpose of establishing this guild, and
determining its constitution

;
the chair will be

taken at eleven a.m. by Mr. Morley, M.P., and at
three p.m. by Mr. Mundella, M.P. It is stated
that a number of gentlemen have engaged to
attend, “ but whether the movement is carried
further will depend upon the attendance of the
working men themselves at the conference.”
The means proposed are :

—

The formation of classes for practical instraotionin
various trades, in art workmanship, and in scientific know-
li'dp, both theoretic and practical, connected with those
trades. 2. The delivery of courses of lectures, aocom-
aanied with questions to and from the students, and
•ollowed by voluntary examinations. 3. The holding
periodical discussions, ODnperjtazioni, and social meetings.
4. llhe giving prizes for essays, poems, songs, &c., to oe
read, recited, and sung at stated feativaJs ol'the guild. 6.
'The formation ol libraries aud reading-rooms, halls, and
clubs (where the classes, lectures, Ac., could be conducted)-
the establishment of museums, exhibitions of painting and
sculpture, industrial exhibitions. — ' *

LANDSLIPS AND NEW BUILDINGS.
NoBswoETirr v. The Eb dent’s Canal Compant, audTub Rbqext s Caxal Compant o. Noeswoetut.
These cross-actions have fora considerable time past

engrossed the attention of builders leasing Crown lands
on the banks of the Regent's Canal, as well as the legal

S
rofcssion and the law courts, and so important had the
lapute become, regarding the law of landslip, as toneces-

sitate the two cross-actions being stated in the form of a
special case, for the opinion of the judges in banco
the Lord Chief Justice of the Court of Common Pleas
(Bovill), aud Justices Grove, Keating, and Brett.
The digest of the case submitted to the learned judges

was, that Mr. Norsworthy leased Crown lauds abutting on
the Regent's Canal, and here he had constructed a terrace
of houses with gardens. As far back as February, 1867 a
landslip of the gardens occurred that precipitated the wall
and part of the earth into the Regent's Canal. As the
Regent's Canal Company had nothing to do with the
Crown lands abutting their property, and considered thev
were in no wise answerable for the mishap, and the canal
itselfbeing stopped by the fall of the wall and the earth
they at once claimed damages of the buOder and lessee
(Mr. Norsworthy), and urged that the cause of the land-
sup was by the percolation of rain-water through the
terrace-gardens, and the additional weight imposed on
the banks of the canal hy the new terrace and the wall •

and action was taken to recover damages.
’

The answer to this claim was an action brought by Mr
Norsworthy against the Canal Company, for that it was
through the percolation of the water from the canal that
the Crown lands had become a water-bed, aud rendered
unsafe to buUdupon.
An arbitrator having been appointed, that oflicial

examined practical men produced on each side, and his
award was ‘‘ that the damage was not caused by any act.
neglect, or default of either party."

^

A long array of counsel now argued from each point of
view, and the learned judges not liking the case, endea-
voured at an early stage of the argument to get the
litigants to agree to a eiel proceiaue, i.e., an order to stay
proceedings. '

Having had so much expensive law, the builder was
averse to this unsatisfactory mode of settling the dispute,
and so were the Canal Company, and each side agreed to
have it out."

^

The Court at length gave judgment for both sides,
holding that neither Mr. Norsworthy nor the Regent's
Canal Company had mado out any case, and confirmed
the award of the arbitrator.

_

As to the ruinous costs, Mr. Norsworthy can claim his
action brought against him, and the Regent's

Canal Company can claim theirs in the action brought
against them hy Mr. Norsworthy.
Such is the result of " going to law ’*

!

NEW PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOR CHESTER.
A NEW project is being matured at Chester for

the management and improvement of the King’s
Sohoj], including the erection of new school
buildings. The scheme has been approved of
by the Committee of Council on Education, and
by a public meeting recently held, at which
arrangements were made for collecting subscrip-
tions.

Upon the tables of the Council Chamber,
where the meeting was held, were copies of
the design by the architect engaged, Mr. Arthur
BlomfielJ, M.A. According to the plans of this
gentleman, which have met with general ap.
proval, the school buildings will occupy, almost
exactly, the site of the late episcopal palace, as
erected by Bishop Keene, and added to by Bishop
Blorafield and others; including the old Gateway
of the Abbey, the upper floor of which will bo
restored, aud converted into a head master’s
class-room. The principal front will be tosculpture, industrial exhibitions, art-workshops. Ac • and lu T x 7 VX.

the utilisation of all such existing agencies. 6. The insti-
-^orthgate- street and St. Werburgh-Street

; and,
tutioa of scholarships and eihibitious for promising pupils
in primary schools, to enable them to attend higWr
schools, iDstead of being sent to work at an early age-
end, in exceptional cases, to send them to college, 7. The
employment of a visiting or organising agent,

while in keeping with the Cathedral itself, will
also harmonise, save in the colour of the stone,
with the new Town-hall on the opposite side of
the square. The main entrance will be at the
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angle of the two streets, and the building will be

set back at this point, so as to still further

open out the view of the Cathedral from North,

gate-street. Supposing the design to be carried

out, there will be, in passing in to the right

under the groined porch, on the left of the pidn-

cipal stau'case, a class-room, about 27 ft. by 21 ft.,

lighted by three windows from the open play-

ground on the north-east; a lobby on the right

of the staircase leading to the south wing, where
the cap and cloak room and other offices are

situate ;
and thence, by a flight of steps, a descent

to the groined cellar of the late palace, which,

being an interesting relic of the abbot’s house,

has been retained, and will be appropriated to a

lavatory, with the addition of a boys’ yard on

the north side. Returning to the entrance-hall,

a lobby, flanked on the left hand by tlie porter’s

rooms, leads into the covered but well-ventilated

playground, measuring about 52 ft. square
;
this

would bo mainly of uso during wet weather, and
between lessons for the purification of the class-

rooms. The large open playground would form
a continuation of the covered one, and occupy a
large part of the garden of the old palace

;

bounded on the north side by Abbey-square, and
on the west by the cloisters and Abbott’s-ball.

To the westward of the covered playground
would be another room, 27 ft. by 13 ft., at pre-

sent also allotted to the porter, and lighted by
one good window to Nortbgate-street, and by
two small openings and a doorway through the

south wall of tbe Abbey-gate. The staircase to

the head-master’s class-room would be at the

south-east comer of the old g.ateway
j
this would

form a commodious room, 32 ft. by 28 ft. plea-

santly lighted both from Noithgate-strcet and
Abhey-square. Through a door at the top of

this staircase, the head-master would have access

to the great school, about 82 ft. by 34 ft., having
six windows to Northgate-street, four towards
the playground on the east side, and two in the

angle in St. "Werburgh-street. A door at the

west end of the gi-eat school would lead through

a lobby to another good class-room, over the

one upon the ground floor, and to the south

wing, occupied by a long corridor, and three

other convenient class-rooms—the great staircase

in the angle leading back to tbe entrance-ball.

Mr. Blomfield’s estimate for the building is

12,000J. But sinco he gave it, building mate-
rials have risen in price, and for labour some-
thing must be added. There are 3,0001. for the
existing palace, and to the 15,000L may be added
5,000i , so that the sum required is estimated at

20,0001. Towards that there are already 9,OOOh,

and of this 7,000?. are available for building,

—

that is, 5,000?. given by the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners and 2,0001. from Owen Jones’s Charity.

It is thought safe in beginning to build if 5,000?.

more can be added to tbe amount in hand.

THE PROJECTED SCIENTIFIC COLLEGE
FOR THE MIDLAND DISTRICT.

We have stated that Sir Josiah Mason, who
has already built and endowed an orphanage at

Erdington, near Birmingham, at a cost of more
than a quarter of a million, has now arranged
to erect and endow a sciemifle college in Bir-

mingham, on which will probably be expended
at least an equal amoimt. All the arrangements
for this munificent gift have been completed,

according to the Derby Advertiser. The site has

been secured, and the deed of foundation duly

enrolled in the Court of Chancery. Tho first

clause in tho deed furnishes a brief sketch of

tbe founder’s life. He was born at Kidder-

minster (February, 23, 1795), and from his

earliest youth was engaged in earning his liveli-

hood. He was first a shoemaker, then a baker,

and then a carpet-weaver at Kidderminster.

He was introduced into his present business of

steel split ring and key-ring making, in Bir-

mingham, “by his good friend, Samuel Har-
risen, the first inventor of steel splitrings.” He
added to it the manufacture of steel pens. In
1842 ho entered into partnership with Mr.
G. R. Elkington, as electro-platers and gilders,

under tho firm of “ Elkington & Mason,” and
then in the business of copper smelting, under
the firm of “ Mason & Elkington.” This part-
nership was dissolved in 1858. During his long
experience as a manufacturer, Mr. Mason
became deeply convinced of the want of, and
necessity for, “thorough scientific instruction,
specially adapted to tlie practical, mechanical,
and artistic requirements ” of the Midland dis-

trict, and this want he has determined to devote
a portion of his remaining property to supply.

The institution is to he called “ Josiah Mason’s
College,” or “Josiah Mason’s College for the

Study of Practical Science.” A preparatory

school may be added to tho college, and the in-

struction to be given is strictly confined to

subjects specially adapted to the “ practical,

mechanical, and artistic requirements” of the

Midland district, more particularly the boroughs
of Kidderminster and Birmingham. Regular
systematic mstmetion is to be given in matbe-
matios, abstract and applied

;
physics, both

mathematical and experimental; chymistry,

theoretical, practical, and applied; the natural

sciences, especially geology and mineralogy,

with their application to mines and metallurgy
;

botany and zoology, with special application to

manufactures
;

and physiology, with special

reference to the laws of health. The English,

French, and German languages will also be
taught. Tho trusteed have power to include

mechanics, architecture, and all other neces-
sary subjects. Provision is made for lectures aud
classes, open to all persona, “ without distinc-

tion of age, class, creed, race, or sex.” Pre-

ference is to be given to candidates, “other-

wise eligible,” who have been, or are at the
time inmates of Josiah Mason’s Orphanage.
Tho college will bo open to qualified persons
of all classes who have to rely on science,

art, or manufacture for a livelihood, “espe-
cially the moro intelligent youth of the middle
class.” Tbe site selected for the college is in

Edmund-street, Birmingham. It is in the centre

of the town, and close to the Townhall, the
Central Free Libraries, tho Midland Institute,

tho new Post-office, and the proposed Corpo-
ration buildings. Tho land therefore is of the
greatest valne, and tho founder has already

laid out upwards of 20,000?. on the site alone.

AN ORDER OF THE GUARD.
I>f a country where patriotism is keen, there

will always be men on “the watch” in all

matters affecting its welfare, and in affairs quite

distinct and apart, very frequently, from their

own professional vocations,—men who, for the

most part, have no desire to enter tbe arena of

politics, bub who are gifted with the genius of

prerision in special directions,—“seers” in the

true sense of the word
;
with the clearer pre-

vision, perhaps, because not paid to perform the
special duty, or because their attention is un-
broken by the calls of routine, theirthonghta
are unhampered by the mass of detail, as the

attention and thought of the officers of any
special department of the State inevitably must
be. Such men are not unfrequently of great

service to the country, but are nevertheless

generally overlooked and neglected by the ruling

powers. No one can predict where this fore-

sight, where this spirit listeth, till it manifests
itself. It is, therefore, for the recognition of

such men, and for the purpose of enrolling them
as a corporate body under one banner, that I

solicit a little space in your widely-circulating

journal, to propose an order of “ The Guard.”
I feel convinced that the annals of such an order
would be filled with records of great and glorious

services to tho State. Videite.

guohs
Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archrsotoyy.

London : Longmans & Co. 1872. Yol. I.,

Part II.

Thk second part of the first volume of the
Transactions of tbe Society of Biblical Archas-

ology contains a number of interesting papers.

The first is on Cypriote inscriptions, by Samuel
Birch, LL.D.

;
and there are others on Cyrus,

the Son of Cambyses, King of Persia, by J. TV.

Bosanquet, F.R.A.S.
;
on Assyrian Mythology,

by H. F. Talbot, D.C.L.
;

on the Origin of

Semitic Civilisation, by the Rev. A. H. Sayce,
M.A. ; on Jerusalem, by W. Simpson, F.R.G.S.

;

on the Base Length of the Great Pyramid, and tbe

Dimensions of the Royal Coffer, by S. M. Drach,
F.R.A.S. ; on Egypt, before the Reign of

Ramses III., by Dr. Eisenlolir
;

and various

others. The volume is illustrated with maps
and numerous examples of Cypriote, Egyptian,
and Assyrian inscriptions, &a.

On Coal, at Home and Abroad. By J. R. Leif-

child, M.A. London : Longmans.
This volume relates to the consumption, cost,

demand, and supply, and other inquiries of pre-

sent interest in reference to coal
;
and is a re-

print of three articles contributed to the

Edinburgh Review, with an Appendix. Mr
Leifchild is the author of other works on coal

and mining. The first article relates to the

consumption and cost of coal
;
the second to the

mineral itself, and the coal-fields of North

America and Great Britain
;

and tho third

chiefly to coal mining and its accidents in the

North of England. The author also offers a

forecast as to the future cost and supply of coal

of interest to the general public.

VARIORUM.
The current number of tho British WorJemar,

gives an interesting notice of a self-taughi

wood-carver, Marshall George Strapps, now act-

ing as postman in Wisbeach. It serves to sho^i

what may be done by perseverance. He is en-

gaged at this time on a very elaborately carvec

chair, which, judging from an engi-aving of it, i;

superior to what we usually obtain under sucl

circumstances, and not to be confounded witl

the cathedrals formed out of corks and similai

trivialities sometimes put forward by adtnirin(

and ill-instructed neighbours. The chair is 6 ft

in height, aud includes numerous subjects fron

the New Testament illustrating the life of th<

Saviour. Not the least satisfactory part of thi

relation is, that Mr. Strapps (though he has hac

a family of fourteen children, nine of whom an
living) has contrived to save money enough t<

buy the little house in which he lives, as well ai

a plot of building land through a builcliuj

society. According to Nature the “ Fish

mongers’ Company have presented to Mr. TV. K
Parker, F.R.S., well known for his valuable re

searches on the Forarainifera, the shoulder-girdle

and skull in vertebrated animals, the sum of 50?

in addition to an allowance of 20?. a year for th
next three years, in order to enable him t

pursue such parts of his work as relate to th

anatomy of fishes.” This is a good preceden
for other of the great City companies to follow

Mr. Richard A. Proctor, B.A., Hon. Seo. o

tbe Royal Astronomical Society, has contribute)

an article on “The Approaching Transits o

Venus,” to the June number of Cassell’s Maga
zine. Part VI. of 0?cZ and New London
occupied chiefly with St. Paul’s, and is a:

interesting number. The Art Journal says,—
“ Tbe Royal Academy diploma of Sir Joshui

Reynolds—then Mr. Joshua Reynolds—was sol

last month, and purchased by Messrs. Graves <

Co., for ‘ the small sum’ of 6?. Why it was no

purchased by tho Royal Academy for tbei

library is a mystery not to be explained. It i

dated the 15th December, 1793, and is signed b;

George III. It was sold at the sale of a oiiriou

collection of ‘remnants,’ the property of Joshu
Reynolds Gwatkin, Esq., deceased, tho greai

nephew of the painter who is England’s chiefes

glory in art. Messrs. Graves purchased at th

same sale a matter even more curious. It is

small book, bound in vellum, containing tvvent;

pen-and-ink sketches of much merit, picturin]

Windsor Castle, Holyrood, and other places, an
is the noto-book of the secretary of James II

then Duke of York, in which wore entered th

expenses incurred en route from London to Edir

burgh—the Royal party, including the Duke’
first wife, Anne Hyde, leaving London on th

27th October, 1679 ;
the cost of the journey t

Edinburgh being 832?. 11a. 74d. In u pocket c

the note-book was found a lock of hair, of a ligh

brownish tint, and on the paper that encloses i

is written in Sir Joshua’s baud, ‘ Lady Walde
grave,’—the Lady Waldegrave of whom h
painted a portrait. His picture of her threi

daughters is his chef d'ceuvre. She was after

wards Duchess of Gloucester, lb is recorded h
Mr. Tom Taylor, that when Sir Joshua wai

working at the portrait, he asked the lady for s

lock of her hair, that he might get the tra(

colour with accuracy. She gave it, and after i

lapse of 112 years the identical lock is tliui

accidentally discovered.” “ More-street, nov

Moor-street, Liverpool
;

its Origin and earlj

Associations. By Henry Ecroyd Smith. Brakell

printer, Cook-street, Liverpool.” This n?print

from tbe Transactions of the Historic Society o;

Lancashire and Cheshire, contains some particu-

lars of interest in the history of an old street ir

Liverpool. We thank Mr. H. E. Smith.

Gift of a CHitirch,.—On Wednesday mornint

Earl Fitzwilliam laid the foundation-stone of :

new church, bis lordship’s own gift, at Went

worth, near Rotherham.
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Tte Sewage Farm at Fazakerley, Liver-

ool.—Tbo farm of 200 acres acquired by tbe

^est Derby Local Board, for the utilisation of

5wago on the irrigation system of Mr. William

ope, of the Romford sewase farm, is being

fonght into operation. The amount paid for

le land, compensation to tenants, Jegal and
her charges, was 36,0001. ;

and the cost of tbe

msbruction of a culvert, the levelling and laying

it of the ground, the bringing the sewage on
the farm, and other expenses, was estimated

I 22,700i. Borrowing powers for 58,7001. were
itained, the principal to be repaid in thirty

jars, and 4^ per cent, was paid for the money,
bout the middle of last year operations began
, the farm, under tbe superintendence of Mr.

ope, who was assisted by Mr. Orridge (sur-

yor to the local Board) and Mr. William Avis
uperintendent under Mr. Hope). Of the 200
res of land, 180 are intended, at present, for

rigation by sewage. About 165 acres are

ready drained, nearly 80 acres have been
veiled, and 45 acres have been cropped with

ions, carrots, mangolds, beans, turnips, and
bbages. The remainder of the land, with the

ception of the 20 acres, will be cropped as

on as the levelling is finished, and the 20 acres

a intended in time to receive the sewage of the

stern or least populous part of the district

;

t, of course, additional land will have to be

quired. Eighty men are labouring on the

ound at various points. The farm is intended

utilise the sewage of 17,000 persons.

The Condition and Ventilation of the
Lverpool Sewers.—A special meeting of the

ical Health Committee has been held for con.

lering the report of the borough engineer upon
a condition and ventilation of the sowers. Dr.

tylor occupied the chair, and the mayor was
io present. Some of the recommendations of

s report were adopted, and a discussion took

ice as to the sixth,

—

‘That the system of drainage in question having been
t into good condition, gratings bo lixed on the man-
los in the streets; or, in the absence of manholes, that

itilatiug shafts in the streets bo constructed at distances

: greater than 100 yards."

:. Trench, the local officer of health, was against

e recommendation, and stated that Mr. Raw-
ison and other well-known scientific men had
ndemned it. The borough engineer, however,
id he had been in communication with the

ntlemen named by Dr. Trench, and that the

neral opinion was in favour of the system

opted in Loudon. Ho quoted the subsequent
inion of Mr. Rawlinson in favour of his pro-

sal, and in course of which Mr. Rawlinson
d said,

—

‘ In reply to your questions, I beg to say that I cou-

icr mam sewer ventilatiou of the utmost importance,

—

it, in fact, sewers without ventilation are unwholesome
vegp-gas retorts, which gas, in its concentrated form,
ieudly. Main sewer ventilators to the open streets, as

Loudon—one such ventilator on each 100 yards in

igth,— should be provided."

r. Forvvood referred to the introduction of

rchimedian screws, and said that if they were
opted throughout Liverpool, 17,600 would be
juired, and estimating them at 111. eaoh, the

;al cost would be 193,6001. The meeting was
an adjourued.

Tlie “ Opera Comique.”—Every now and
en the theatrical critics of the daily papers
kc it into their beads to vary the ordinarily

od-natured style of their notices by “pitch-

5 into ” some piece produced under circum-
inces that do not happen to please them, with
edifying unanimity. This has been the case
th the opdra bovffe now played here, “The
onderful Duck,” very cleverly imitated from
0 “Canard il, Trois Bees” by Mr. Charles
imb Kenney. Judged of from the op<^ra-houffe

iutof view, it deserved better treatment, and
Jess we are mistaken, this opinion will be
stifled by a long run. It was poorly played,
th some exceptions, on the first night, but
e cast has been strengthened, and the actors
Ir. George Honey, Mr. Odell, Miss Patty
iverne. Miss Rose Bell, and others) are getting
'Id of their parts, which enables them at the
me time to take hold of the audience. Mr.
enney has executed his part of the business
Imirably. There is a good deal of real fun in
to piece, and some of the music is so charming,
id is now so well sung, that the audience are
>t satisfied with hearing it twice. “ The Won-
Jrful Duck” will have a flight, notwithstanding
le arrows that were feathered from its wing.

The Twenty-second Annual Report ol
Amalgamated Society of Engineers, &c.

—

The General Secretary, Mr. Allan, states in his

remarks that during the year the council has
opened thirteen new branches—eleven in Eng-
land; one in Scotland; one at Kingston, in

Canada; and .one at San Francisco, California.

So that at the close of the year the society had
351 branches, with 41,075 members, 5,294
having been been admitted during the twelve
months. They have been enabled to add to

their previous balance no less than 41,9871.,

thereby making their total accumulated fund at

the end of December last 158,3131. or 31. 17s. Id.

per member, being the highest amount per

member they have been possessed of (except in

1866) since the formation of the society. The
total income during the year amounted to

105.3731., to which must be added 116,326i!.,

that being the balance in hand at the commence-
ment of the year, making a grand total of

221.7041., and during the same period tbe ex-

penditure amounted to 63,3901., thereby leaving

a clear balance of 158,3131., as stated, in favour
of the society. The sum of 15,3771. has been
paid as donation benefit to unemployed members,
including 6,0001. expended in trade disputes.

In support of sick members 18,5631. have been
expended. In eleven cases of accident, &c., 1001.

have been paid to each. The funeral benefits

have amounted to 6,2731.

Results of tlie High Price of British
Iron.—At tbe last weekly meeting of iron,

masters in Wolverhampton, it was notified that

a consumer of finished iron, carrying on business
in the midst of the iron-rolling mills of that

district, had made arrangements to import from
across the Atlantic 1,000 tons of strip-iron made
in America; further, that the firms who manu-
factured railway-axles in America are selling

axles at 31, per ton under the prices, in American
markets, of the leading railway-axle companies
of South Staffordshire. In West Yorkshire all

sorts of prices have been asked and given during
the past week when any iron could really be met
with. The dearth of the metal, however, has
been almost unprecedented. Prices of Cleveland
iron are simply nominal, although work has been
resumed in the meantime, with the view of

arbitration. In the Scotch market there is sub-
etantially no charge as regards values, but that
is a sign of weakness rather than otherwise.

Merchants and consumers fail in obtaining lower
prices ; for the ironmasters insist on their pub-
lished quotations, knowing that very soon con-
sumers will be forced to buy on the beat condi-

tiona which the state of the supply will admit of.

Sanitary Report on Whitechapel.—The
Board of Works, Whitechapel District, repoi-t on
the sanitary condition of the district for the
quarter ending March 29th, 1873, by Mr. John
Liddle, medical officer of health, has been issued
in a printed form. The total area of the White-
chapel District is 406 acres, or 1,965,040 square
yards

;
and the population at the last census,

according to the report, was 76,332. The water
area of the district is 23 acres. The density of

the population is therefore 25‘7 square yards for

each inhabitant. The deaths, excluding those of

non-residents and those which were the result of

accident, wore, for the quarter, 2,023, which
gives a death-rate of 26'4 per 1,000. This rate
of mortality, however, varies in different sub-
districts. Thus, in a block of buildings, bounded
on the north by the south side of Royal Miut-
street; oa the east, by the west side of Dock-
street

; on the south, by the north side of Hog-
yard; and on the west, by the oast side of

Glasehouse-street, the rate of mortality was 43‘3

per 1,000,—a sad difference. We hear of a
recent outbreak of illness in the district.

Tlie Whiteliall ApproacRea to tlie

Thames Embankment,—An opinion appears
to bo entertained in the Westminster Board of
Works, that additional approaches are needed
from Whitehall to the Thames Embankment.
At a special meeting, a proposition has been
made, having for its object the opening of an
approach by way of Derby-street, but after con.
siderable discussion the consideration of the
subject was adjourned.

A Right Suggestion.—We are glad to hear
that a movement is on foot, with a view to the
presentation of a personal testimonial to Mr.
Henry Cole, C.B., on his retirement from the
duties he has so long successfully performed at

South Kensington. A preliminary meeting of

gentlemen interested in the promotion of it is to

be held, this, Friday, June 6th,

Exeter Cathedral. — The London fund
towards the restoration of Exeter Cathedral now
amounts to about 1,200J., and it is proposed to

close that, as also the Oxford fund. The amount
originally required for the restoration was
35,000?., viz., 25,000?. for the choir and that
part of the edifice east of the organ, and 10,000?.

for the nave. The sum promised through
the Chapter amounted to 21,100?., which, with
the city fund, would make a total of nearly
31,000?. Over 4,000?. are still required. To the
contractor has been already paid for work done
14,779?. It is proposed to do much more work
than was at first contemplated. The bishop’s
throne will cost 500?. and the organ 800?.,

—

double the outlay originally intended. In addi.

tion to this, there are special funds for the
restoration of the Lady Chapel at the sole cost
of Lady Rolle, of Bicton, tlie four memorial
windows to the late Bishop Phillpotts for the
Lady Chapel; the memorial window for the
east end, and two pulpits, the cost of which will

be 1,000?., as a memorial of the late Bishop
Patteson. The entire restoration when com-
pleted will thus cost about 40,000?.

Ravensthorpe Main Drainage.—On the
11th of May an inquiry was held at Ravens-
thorpe by Mr. Robert Morgan, C.E., one of the
inspectors attached to the local government
office, for the purpose of receiving evidence
touching a proposal for putting into force the
Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, with reference
to taking about IJ acre of land for sewage outfall

purposes. The scheme adopted by the Local
Board comprises the complete main drainage of
the district into a receiving-tank, and hence the

sewage will be pumped with an ultimate view to

utilisation by irrigation. The natural difficultie.s

caused by the low level of the ground, and
liability to floods from the river Calder, have
hitherto deterred the board from undertaking
the work. The cost of the scheme, including

main outfall sewers, tank, overflow, and pumping
works,^is estimated at 6,700?. The engineer,

Mr. Malcolm Paterson, of Dewsbury, and others,

gave evidence at the inquiry. A provisional

order from the local government office, author-
ising the purchase of the site, has been received
by the Board.

Archseological Discoveries at Humble-
don Kill.—The summit of Humbledon Hill,

about 300 ft. above the level of the sea, about
half a mile west of Bishopvvearmouth, has been
chosen as the site of a high level reservoir for

the use of the Sunderland and South Shields
Water Company, and in the course of the need-
ful excavation for the works, several interesting

remains were discovered. Two sun-dried urns
have been found, which were in an inverted
position, and filled with bones, in fragments.
These urns are supposed to be of ancient British
origin, belonging to the Brigantes. The wheel
has not been used in their manufacture. Ex-
cepting on the neighbouring heights of Tun-
stall Hills, and at Trimdon, no instances Lave
occurred in the county of Durham of the finding

of urns of a similar kind. The urns have been
presented to the Borough Museum by the direc-

tors of the Water Company.

Drinking-Fountain and Cattle-Trough
Association.—The fourteenth annual meeting
of this association has been hold at Willis’s

Rooms, with a larger attendance than on any
previous occasion. The Marquis of Westminster,
president of the association, was in the chair.

The committee’s report for the past year stated

that the year’s subscriptions (annual) amounted
to 1,315?. odd, and the donations to something
over 2,149?., besides a legacy of 600?. from the
executors of the late Mrs. Jane Lyon. Tbe ex-

penditure 6xceeded2,962?. The committee have
in some cases to pay as much as 30?. a year for

the water consumed in a single trough ; and they
point out that, without the liberal support which
they solicit—the society depending entirely on
voluntary subscriptions—it will bo “impossible
for them to sustain and extend a work, the bene-
ficent effects of which are experienced by many
millions of human beings and animals every
year.”

A New Memorial Hospital.—The friends

and congregation of the late Rev. W. Penne-
father having determined to erect a memorial
of him, it is proposed, if the fund collected

should admit of it, to found a hospital for

women and children,—in other words, to extend
and enlarge the plan of the present children’s

nursing-home at Mildmay Park, Islington.—T/te

,

Rock.
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Moving a Girder by the Stui.—A girder
of the bridge now constructing at Kuilenborg
(Holland), which rested about 2 in. too far

on one of its piers, has (according to the
Chron. de Vlnd.) been moved into its proper
position by a means not unknown in this

country. By a variation of temperature of

the girder, which is about 465 ft. long, 1“ C., it

was found to expand about l-14th of an inch
j
the

difference of the temperature of the air by night
and by day amounting to 18° C. In the morning
the girder was securely fastened at the end,
where it rested too far forward, and in the
evening, when in consequence of the rise of
temperature during the day, it had moved for-

ward about 1 in. at the opposite end, it was
fastened to this, but set free at the other, so

that it might contract during the night. By re-
peating the proceeding, the girder was got into
its pi’oper position.

Proposed Press Cable between America
and Great Britain.—A large meeting of the
members of the New York Cotton Exchange was
held in New York on the 11th ult., to discuss
the proposition of the Jov/mal of Commerce, that
the press of America should combine to lay an
ocean cable for telegraphic purposes, and to
devise means for encouraging such an enterprise.
The President of the E-tchange occupied the
chair. Appropriate resolutions were passed.
Mr. Graner said that one million sterling would
be sufficient to make and lay a cable, and that
amount could be raised in a week. Messages
could be sent for 25 cents a word, and then pay
an enormous profit. Merchants could then
transact a much larger part of their business by
telegraph, and be sure of prompt dealings.

New Fuel.—Mr. L. Banks, of Hull, proposes
a new manufacture of fuel. The invention
relates to the combination of the following
matters :

— 1. The refuse which accumulates
round the mouths of coal-pits. 2. Small coal.
3. Turf, peat, or such like matter. 4. Mineral
pitch. 5. Coal-tar. 6. The scum or refuse from
cotton seed after obtaining oil-cake therefrom.
The coal-tar and the mineral pitch are prepared
by being mixed whilst hot, and after being boiled
in the ordinary manner in equal proportions.
The two are then run together; before use they
are reboiled and mixed with the other ingredients
before named. The whole are then compressed
together by steam-power or otherwise, and the
composition is then ready for use.

Damaging the Rnius of Dudley Castle.
At the local police-court two boys were sum-
moned for imlawfully damaging the ruins of
Dudley Castle. A watchman in the employ of
the Earl of Dudley stated that he saw the two
defendants upon the highest portion of the triple
gateway. He called to them, and immediately
afterwards he found that a man had been
seriously injured. A largo stone, weighing up-
wards of 20 lb. had struck him and rendered him
insensible. As it appeared to have been an
accident, a penalty of Ss., damage Gd., and costs.
With the alternative of fourteen days’ imprison-
ment, was inflicted. It is just such sixpenny
damages, however, that cause our interesting
historical remains gradually to disappear alto-
gether.

Shop Architecture in Newcastle.—New
business premises have been erected in Clayton,
street for Mr. Barrass Grant, hatter. The work
has been carried out from designs by Mr. George
Lambton, architect, Newcastle, and superin-
tended personally by him. On either side of
the shop is a comice, carried by Corinthian
pillars, with carved capitals, the cornice being
broken above the pillars, on the top of each of
which is a raised chamfered block. Over the
rear of the shop is a gallery, reached by one of
Macfarlane’s spiral staircases

j
the balcony

railing, by the same maker, is of simple design.
The fittings of the windows are of brass.

_

Report of the Ladies’ Sanitary Associa-
tion.—The fifteenth annual report of this Asso-
ciation has been published at their office,

22, Bemers-street, Oxford-atreet. It states that
many ladies have joined the Association during

past year, and that its publications are
becoming more extensively useful. In all,
46,500 tracts have been issued, making a total
of 823,340 since 1857, which cannot fail to have
much extended the public knowledge on sanitary
subjects. The committee earnestly urge the
co-operation of friends in the distribution of these
tracts and the collection of funds.

Society for the Encouragement of the
Fine Arts.—Mr. H. C. Selous delivered a lecture
on Form and Motion” before the members
of this Society, on Thursday evening in last

week, when Dr. Doran, F.S.A., presided. The
lecture was illustrated with diagrams, showing
the form and action of the various portions of
the human body, and considerably interested the
audience. It is complained, and with some justice,
that long speeches, often entirely irrelevant, are
made here after the lectures, which only serve to
remove the good impressions produced by the
lecturer and chairman.

Attempt to Blow up a Statue.—A Dublin
correspondent telegraphs that an attempt has
been made to blow up the statue erected to the
memory of the late Yiscount Fitzgibbon, on
Wellesley Bridge, Limerick. A baiTel of gun-
powder had been placed on the pedestal, and
ignited by a long fuse. The statue is happily
not much injured, but the explosion displaced
the top stone of the pedestal. No arrest has
been made. The statue was erected after the
Crimean War, Viscount Fitzgibbon having fallen

at Balaklava.

Milton Abbas Cottage Hospital. — This
institution was recently built by Baron Hambro,
for the welfare of the people on his estate of
Milton Abbey. The hospital gives assistance in
case of sickness (not infectious) and accident,
and midwifery cases are admitted. Patients
may be recommended for approval of the medical
officer by subscribers of 10s. ;

and those ad.
mitted are required to contribute towards their
own maintenance. There is no restriction as to
religious visitation.

Dover Harbour.—The engineer’s report on
the Dover breakwater, or western arm of the
harbour of refuge, a work which he describes as
begun a quarter of a century ago, shows that at
the end of March, 1873, the expenditure had
reached 67I,4'34i. There had also been 14,6461.
expended upon the substructure of the fort for
the War Depai-tment. Will some one who knows
bo so good as to say when the harbour will be
finished, and how much must be expended before
that consummation will be arrived at ?

“ Smoking and Tliinking.”—We are told
that the article under this beading, which
appeared in our last, had already been published
elsewhere. The MS. had been in our hands many
months, and the author of it now informs us,

with apologies, that, supposing we had given up
the intention of printing it, he sent a duplicate
to another journal.

Oxford Arcliitectural Society.—The mem-
bers and friends of this Society made an
excursion on Saturday before last to Rollright
Stones, Lyneham Camp, and the churches of
Shipton-under-Wychwood, Chipping Norton, &c.

TENDERS.
For sundry repairs and painting to the Great Synagogue,

St. James’ 8-place, Aldgate. Mr. S. Joseph, archi-
tect :

—

Ternell £725 0 0
Hum 646 0 0
Kinymont 62S 6 0
Hopkins 4ft7 0 0
Keeps (accepted) 480 0 0

For supplying fittings and fixtures at the new Testry-
hall, for the parish of St. Giles, Camberwell. Mr. E.
Power, architect :

—

Sage £1.'150 0 0!
Drew 1,190 0 0
Sadgrove 1,105 0 0
Shapley 820 0 0
Ramsey 780 0 0
Tonson & Williams 772 0 0 !

For house at Anerley, for Mr. .A. W. Chauner. Mr. W.
G. Bartleet, arcmtect. t^uanuuea Uy Messrs. Stoner &
Ashby :

—

Pritchard £1,767 0 0
Wood 1,686 0 0
Downs 1,696 0 0
Blake & Eamplen ],540 0 0
Adcock & Rees 1,452 0 0

For eieaTstions for warehouse, Blacklriars. Messrs.
Smith & Seymour, architects :

—

Green 1,500 0 0 }

Goodman 900 0 0
Mansbridge & Co 700 0 0
Batch 695 o 0
Hilton 500 0 0
Hubbard 377 0 0
Irons 360 0 0

!

For the erection of a house at Orpington, Kent, for Mr.
G. Alien. Messrs. T. & W. Stone, arcmtects. No quan-
tities

Lathey, Brothers £1,220 0 0
Goodman 1,220 0 0
Kiddle & Sons 1,180 0 0
Payne &. Balding (too late),

For TiUa residence, Plot 12 E, Crystal Palace ParV
Estate, Sydenham. Mr. J. Norton, architect:

—

Tayl< r & Sons £2,690 0 0 I

Oliver 2,621 0 0 I

Coles 2.417 0 0 !

Sand & Simpson 2,300 0 0 i

Blake & Ramplen 2,379 0 0 '

Keastand 3,225 0 0
Elliott 2,197 0 0
Tibbett 2,055 0 0
Aitchison & Walker 2,025 0 0
Moore 1,997 0 0
Blackmore & Morley 1,990 0 0

For erecting workshops and chimney.shart in rearo;
No. 13, Greek-street, Soho, Messrs. Lee, Brothers, &
Pain, architects :

—

TOly £2,013 0 0
Pain (accepted) 2,010 0 0

For alterations, &c., to the Rectory House, BrinklOT
Newmarket. Mr. Frederick Thomson, arciiitect,
tities by Mr. W. Barnett

Bell & Sons £1,097 0 0
Taylor 993 0 0
Thoday 930 0 0
White 795 0 0
Mason & Son (accepted) 714 10 0
Mason & Fell 062 10 0

For repairs at Duke of Abercorn, High-street, Kensingi
ton. Mr. H. J. Newton, surveyor :

—

Brindle £150 10 0
Shurmur 149 0 0
Taylor (accepted) 147 0 0

For alterations at the ToUington Arms, Homsey-roai
Mr. Waghorn, architect :

—

Steed £449 0 0
Carter 390 0 0
Terroy 345 0 0
Chapman 343 0 0

For infants’ school and dormitory at the StockwaQ
Orphanage, Claphnm-road. Mr. J. Cubitt, architect

-

Keyes & Head £1,273 0 0
Thompson 1,147 0 0
Eider 1,053 0 0
Tarrant 1,030 0 0
Colls & Son 1,036 0 0
Hart 1,029 0 0
CuUum (accepted) 998 0 0

For a farmhouse and homestead at Quiubury Farm,’
Braughing, Herts. Mr. Eobt. Hutchinson, architect :— -

Ginn £2.479 0 0
Glasscock 2

,
1«0 0 0

Ekins 2,348 0 0
Lawrence 2,338 0 0
Cad 2,300 10 0
Lord 3,295 0 0
Cornwell 2,238 0 0
Dover 2,193 0 0
Wiidman 2,171 0 0
Alien & Smith 2,079 0 0
Gibbous 1,937 0 0

For now buildings at King-street, Covent-garden, foi

Mr. Henry Butler. Mr. Alfred Cross, architect :
—

Patman A Fotheringham £6,748 0 0
Candler 6,670 0 0
Newman A Maun 6,616 0 0
Perry & Co 6,300 0 0
Maebachlan 6,297 0 0
Clemence A Sons 6,200 0 0
Howard & Co 6,175 0 0
Hart A Co 6,071 0 0
Wilson, Brothers 6,979 0 0

For new stable in Montague-street, for Mr. Stanlqji
Mr. Sandall, architect:

—

Howell £212 0 0
Croaker 189 0 0
Green 149 15 0
Liniield 149 0 0

For lodge to The Cedars, Enfield. Mr. T. J. HiDi;
architect.:

—

L. A W. D. Patman £375 0 0
Bayes A Eamage 363 0 0
Fairhead 363 0 0

For additions, Ac., to premises, High-street, Barnet, foil

Mr. Schlencker. Mr. T. j. uiii, arcmLeet :

—

Paterson £285 0 0
Miller 277 0 0
Baughau 260 0 0

For a house. Church-road, Upper Norwood. Mr. 9,
DybaU, architect :

—

Stevenson £3,006 0 0
Newman A Mann 2,836 0 0
Mauley A Rogers 2,627 0 0
Daymond 2,553 0 0
Safiey A Son 2,426 0 0
Wright (accepted) 2,349 0 0
Coles 2,286 0 0
Bryan (too late) 2,280 0 0

For proposed additions at St. Mary's schools, Padding-i
ton, for the Rev. John Wall Buckley and others. Mr. T,

E. Parker, architect. Quantities supplied :—
Temple A Foster £519 0 0
Ebbs A Sons 500 0 0
Morsman .190 0 0
Cross A Son 480 0 0

Oldrey 420 0 0

For proposed additions at Munster House, Fulham, for

Messrs. Blandford, Hemming, A Williams. Mr, Thos, E.

Parker, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Goodman , £4,028 0 0
Webber 3,97-t 0 0
Smith 3,937 0 0
Stimpson A Co 3,900 0 0
Smith A Alder 3,818 0 0
Cross A Son 3,837 0 0
Adamson A Sons 3,796 0 0
Aviss A Co 3,786 0 0
Wigmore 3,700 0 0
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Staffordshire Pottery and Porcelain.

0 T T E RT and Porcelain

Manufacture in Stafford-

shire dates from the

middle of the sixteenth

century, but for nearly

two hundred years after

its introduction the produce of the industry was
of small extent and of the rudest type. Tobacco-

pipes, urns, glass-house pots, and butter-pots are

mentioned in the old county records as the

earliest descriptions of pottery made in Staf.

fordshire. Dr. Plot, whose account of the

infant manufacture is very elaborate, remarks

(A.D. 1680) :
—“As for tobacco-pipe clays they

are found all over the county, near Wrottesley

House, and Stile Cop, in Cannock Wood, whereof

they make pipes at Armitage and Lichfield, both

which, though they are greyish clays, yet bum
very white. There is tobacco-pipe clay also

found at Dailaston, near Wednesbury,* but of

lato disused because of better and cheaper

found in Monway Field, which is of a whitish

colour and makes excellent pipes, as also doth

another of the same colour dug near the s

water pool in Pensnett Chase, about a mile and
a half south of Dudley; and Charles Biggs, of

Newcastle, makes very good pipes of three sorts

of clay, a white and a blew, which he has from

between Shelton and Hanley Green, whereof the

"blew clay burnes the whitest, but not so full as

the white, i.e., it shrinks more. But the best

sort he has from Grubber's Ash, being whitish

mixed with yellow. It is a short briile sort of

clay, but bumes full and white, yet he some-
times mixes it with the blew before mentioned.

But the clay that surpasses all others in this

county is that at Amblecote, on the bank of the

Stour, in the parish of Old Swyuford, yet in

Staffordshire, in the hands of that judicious and
obliging gent, (sic) the worshipfull Harry Gray,
of Eufiold, Esq I say the most
^rejarrablc clay of any is that of Amblecote, of

a dark bleivish colour, whereof they make the

best pots for the glass-houses of any in England.

Nay, so very good is it for this purpose, that it

js sold on the place for sevenpence the bushelh
whereof Mr. Gray has sixpence and the work-
man one penny, and so very necessary to be had
that it is sent as for as London, sometimes by
waggon and sometimes by land to Beaudley
[Bowdley], and so' down the Severn to Bristol,

and thence to London. .... Otherpotters’

clays for the more common waxes there are at

many other places, particularly at Horseloy
Heath, in the parish of Tipton

j
in Monway

Field, where there are two sorts gotten, one of a
yellowish colour mixed with white, and the other
ileicish Of these they make divers
sorts of vessels at Wednesbury, which they
paint with slip made of a reddish sort of earth
gotten at Tipton.+ But the greatest pottery

* I’ipe-makme was at that time, and for a century later,
unportant industry in Wednesliury.

_ + The Tessela referred to were no doubt common red
jara and pitchers,

they have in this county is earned on at Burslem,

near Newcastle-under-Lyme, where for making
their several sorts of pots they have as many
sorts of clay, all dug round abont the towne
within half a mile’s distance.’’ The garrulous

historian goes into a most minute account of

the process of manufacture, which is very
curious, and would be worth quoting did space

allow
5 but the extract given sufficiently answers

our present design, by showing in what parts of

the county the pottery trade was at that period

located. The concentration of the industry in

that part of North Staffordshire to which it gives

Its name probably took place about tbo com-
mencement of tire last century. Burslem was
the first centre of tho trade which rose to any.

thing like importauce. As early as the year
1650 tho place was called the Butter rottery,*

owing to the erection of a factory of some pre.

tensions, for making buttor-pots. These pots

were cylindrical in form, and, by the provisions

of an Act of Parliament in 1670, were required

to be 6 lb. in weight, and to contain not less than

141b. of butter. This piece of legislation was
due to a fraudulent practice by certain makers
in the Moorlands, by making these pots thick at

the bottom, in order to increase their weight.

They were made of the coarsest clay, and dis-

played tbo rudest workmanship. About the

year 1670 the rude article was further im-

proved by a partial glazo, and soon after the

vessels were further improved by coarse medal-

lions of tbo reigning sovereign attached to

either sido.t At tho close of the seventeenth

century, glaze, of salt and lead, had become
common in tbo earthenware manufactures of

Staffordshire. At that period, according to Pitt,

the historian, a great variety of useful aud orna-

mental articles, in large dishes, jugs, and candle-

sticks, were manufactured at Burslem, exhibiting

some pretensiouB to design and workmanship.

It was not long, however, before a purer clay

from Dorsotshiro aud Devonshire, was brought

to North Staffordshire 5 but this was used only

for washing or lining the insides or ornamenting

the outsides of ware with flowers and figures of .

various kinds
;
and these white ornaments were

sometimes founded upon a red body, well glazed

with lead ore, The white clays of Devonshire •

and Dorsetshire, mixed with a due proportion of i

calcined flint, wore used in the manufacture of :

“ white stoneware.” This proved an era of some i

importance In the history of the Potteries, :

although at the time siich a result was quite i

unexpected. The clean appearance and durable '

quality of this white ware soon ensured for it a i

considerable demand on the continent of Europe. i

The first articles produced of this description
i

were circular pieces, or such as were n;ade on the i

thrower’s wheel, and finished in tho lathe, '

Plaster moulds, up to that time, had not been :

used. The only kind of moulds then kuowu seem
j

to have been made of brass, or a sort of clay ]

known among potters by the name of “ Tough <

Tom.” Balph Daniel, a potter of Cobridge, (

was the first, in conjunction with Aaron Wood,
{

to introduce plaster moulds, the idea having c

been borrowed from the potteries of France, j

The gypsum mines of Derbyshire supplied the >

material iu ample abundance, and complete table
j

services of bai'leycorn, mosaic, basket-work, and i

otherfancifulpatternswere produced. According t

to Pitt, tho introduction of plaster moulds marked c

an era in the trade, and tho variety of produce £

was very considerably increased. In the year t

1815, there were twenty ovens in the parish of c

Burslem, all of which glazed their wares with c

salt, an operation usually performed simulta- c

ncously on Saturdays, at noon, producing an t

effect which strangers have compared, not s

inaptly, to the emissions of a volcano. The c

* Burslem is marked Butter Pottery in several old maps,
^

but neither Speed nor Camden gives it that name. 8

t Some years since a vase was dug up near Burslem, -

ornamented by a basso-relievo medalGon of Queen Anne,
and surmounted by a crown. J ^

,
historian already quoted remarks that various

f improvements in the body, glaze, and workmau-
r ship of the ware immediately followed the intro-

2 duction of stone-glazing, the manufacture of

3 white stoneware having by this time extended
f itself along the whole range of the line on
t which the varions strata of coal presented them-
; selves, at or near Tuustall, Shelton, Cobridge,
5 Hanley, Stoke, Lane-end, and Mere Heath.
F The first Staffordshire potters of whose works
[ any reliable record has been preserved, were two
L Dutchmen, Elers by name, who brought the art

! from Holland, and established a small factory at
Bradwell, near Burslem, as early as the year

: 1690. Pitt, differing from most historians, dis-

putes tho claim of tho Elera to this distinction,
' owing, as he remarks, to the “very improved

state of the manufacture of Crouch ware at
Burslem, in the reigns of William and Mai'y, and
Queen Anne, as well as on account of the unfit,

ness of their oven at Bradwell from its small

dimensions for this manufacture.”* For half a
century following tho introduction of white
stoneware, tho lead ore glazo continued to be
used, and small factories sprang up in all parts

of tho district. Manganese rubbed under or

upon tbo glaze with a sponge, produced what is

called “ Tortoise-shell ” ware. “ Agate ” ware
was produced by the application of ground
zaffer, and became largely in request for knife-

handles, snuff-boxes, and other articles which
were sent from the potteries to Birmingham, to

be fitted with hinges, hoops, and springs. By
an application of calcined copper, iron, and other

metals, “ Cauliflower ” and “Melon” wares were
introduced. Lead ore, with a small proportion

of ground flint, delicately applied, produced the

celebrated cream-coloured ware. This was
originally made by Edwin Booth, of Tunstall, in

1750, and in the following year it was improved
by Mrs. Warburton, of the Hot-lane, near

Burslem.

About this period, Thomas and John Wedg-
wood, leaving the employ of their father, as lead

or glaze potters, commenced on their own
account the manufacture of white stone ware.

In this enterprise they achieved marked success

improving the outline of the articles and tho

purity of tho wai’e. A larger manufactory was
soon afterwards erected near tho Brindleys’

famous windmill, where flint stones were re-

duced by a rapid process to fine powder. This

factory was condemned by the populace as being

too extensive, and by some was known as
“ Wedgwood’s folly.” It is a suggestive fact

that this was the fii'st earthenware factory in

the Potteries not roofed with thatch. A con.

siderable improvement in salt glazo was made
soon after by William Littlor and Aaron Wedg-
wood. Littlor, as Pitt observes, bad noticed bow
nearly tbo white stone ware apinoached to

porcelain, and about the year 1750 ho left

Burslem, aud commenced a porcelain manufac-

tory at Longton, near Stoke. He so far suc-

ceeded as to excite the astonishment of tho

potters
;
but it proved an unprofitable article,

aud the manufacture of it was discontinued.

Aaron Wedgwood, who married Littlor’s sister,

was a maiiufactnrer of white stoneware, and

joined his experience to that of Littlor in the

attempt to improve salt glaze. The rosidt of

these experiments was the addition ofingredients

of easy fusibility, with certain proportions of

ground zaffer, and the flint and clay of which

the body of tbo ware was composed. In this

compound, when in a liquid state, the ware was
dipped, by which it imbibed a thin coat or

covering of the liquid; and this, when exposed

to the fire in the usual method of glazing with

salt, produced a fine, smooth, glassy surface,

quite free from the small inequalities which are

observable in all the pieces of ware glazed with

salt alone.

* In 1796, some well-preserved specimens ofthis Crouch
ware were dug up in the neighbourhood of Burslem.
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The comparatiTC imperfection of the pottery

trades down to the middle of the last century

is sufficiently indicated by the earnings of the

workpeole at that period, which were too scanty

to admit of the supposition that the craft dis-

p’aycd any considerable skill. In tho year 1750,

5=. to Gs. represented the average weekly wages
of an experienced journeyman potter, and a

modeller was satisfied with a shilling a day. It

is clear from this that the Staffordshire potters

at that period were exclusively occupied in the

production of the cheapest and simplest forms

of earthenwai'e, making not the slightest pre-

tensions to rivahy with Chelsea and Sevres.

But a master-spirit was already maturing the

genius, which, to quote the fitly-chosen words of

his epitaph, soon “ converted a rude and incon-

siderable manufacture into an elegant art, and
an important branch of national commerce.”
• For anything like a biographical sketch of

Josiah Wedgwood, even if spaco admitted of it,

this is not the place
;
but the story of this man’s

life is so interwoven with tho industry in which
ho won his fame, that one or two of the bolder
outlines of his career may be given as repre-

senting really so many iini^ortant epochs in the
history of his art. Tho son of a potter in

humble circirmstances, Wedgwood was the
youngest of a family of thirteen. He began
life as a “thrower” at the age of eleven, but
soon after, a disease settling its dregs in the
lower part of the leg, rendered amputation
necessary, and he was no longer able to follow

his employment. But, as Mr. Gladstone remarks,
“ iu the wonderful ways of Providence, that
disease which came to him as a two.fold scourge,

was probably the occasion of his subsequent
excellence It seut his mind inwards, and
drove him to meditate upon the laws and secrets

of his art. The result was that he arrived at a
perception and a grasp of them, which might
perhaps have been envied, certainly have been
owned, by an Athenian potter We find

the works of his earliest youth already beginning
to impress a new character upon his trade : a
character of what may be called efficiency com-
bined with taste, and with tho best basis of

taste,—a loving docile following of nature.”
Soon after attaining his majority, ho commenced
business in partnership with a practical potter
named Harrison, and when the term expired ho
linked his commercial fortunes with one
Whicldon, but this did not last long, Wedg-
wood’s expansive mind and energetic spirit

rendering the yoke unequal. About the year
1760 ho joined himself as a partner with Mr.
Eichard Bentley, a kindred sj)irit, who excelled
especially in the rendering of classical art, and
into the service of the new firm came Chisholm,
the I’enowned chemist, and Flaxman, ihe world-
famed modeller of jilastic art. With such asso-

ciates, it was no wonder that a new life dawned
upon the scene of Wedgwood’s labours, and that
a rude attempt at ornamentation, whether in

outline or finish, gave place to the highest excel-

lence of artistic beauty. From the Etruscan,
Portland, or Barbcriiii vase, down to the cheapest
article of domestic use, Wedgwood’s productions
alike exhibited a remarkable advance in beauty
of form and decoration. On this subject we cannot
do better than quote the beautiful words spoken
by Mr. Gladstone at the opening of the Wedgwood
Institute in the autumn of 1S63 :

—“It would
be quite unnecessary to dwell on the excellence
of such of the works of Wedgwood as belong to
the region of fine art, strictly so called, and are
not in the common sense commodities for use. To
those all the world does justice. Suffice it to

say in general terms that they may be considered
partly as imitations, partly as reproductions, of
Greek art. As imitations they carry us back to

the purest source
;
as reproductions they are not

limited to the province of their originals, but
are conceived in the genuine and free spirit

of that with which they claim relationship. But
it is not iu happy imitation, it is not in tho sue-
ceseful presentation of works of fine art, that
the specialty of Wedgwood really lies. It is in
the resuscitation of a principle,—of the principle
of Greek art; it is in the perception and grasp of
the unity and comprehensiveness of that prin-
ciple. That principle lies in severe and perfect
propriety,—in the imcomproraising adaptation of
every material object to its proper end. If
that proper end be the presentation of beauty
only, then the production of beauty is alone re-
garded, and none but the highest models of it are
accepted. Ifthe proper end be the production of
a commodity for use, and perishable, then a plural
aim is before the designer and producer. The
object must first be adapted to its use as closely

as possible
j it must be of material as durable

as may be; it must be of moderate cost; then
it must i-eceive all the beauty which can be
made conducive to, or concordant with, the use.

And because this business of harmonising use
and beauty, so easy in the works of nature, is

arduous to the frailty of man, it must be made
the object of special and persevering care. To
these principles the works of Wedgwood habi-
tually conformed.” Wedgwood’s remarkable
enterprise not only raised the products of hia
industry to the highest type of excellence, but
to it was also due iu a great measure the opening
up of cheaper aud more direct facilities of traus-

port by means of the Grand Trunk Canal, which
linked the Mersey to the Trent, Tho effect of

his combined labours during a quarter of a cen-
tury was to raise a half-civilised district of 7,000
people, partially employed and poorly paid, to a
prosperous and skilled community of 20,000.
The wilderness, as if by a stroke of magic, was
suddenly transformed into a fruitful field.

Large and well-arranged factories sprang up in

all directions, superseding the low, miserable
workshops thatched with straw, which had
hitherto been characteristic of the trade

;
and

multitudes of intelligent and highly-skilled art-

workmen flocked to a scene which gave such
fair promise of employment to their best
talents.

To tho experiments of Wedgwood are due the
following species of earthenware and porcelain
for various useful and ornamental purposes ;

—

Terra cotta, basaltes, or black ware, white bis-

cuit, jasper, bamboo, and porcelain biscuit, all

of which are capable of receiving a high polish,

are proof against acid, and possess high qualities

of endurance. To each of these materials
Wedgwood gave the purest typos of art, antique
vases and busts dug up from tho buried ruins of

Pompeii and Herculaneum affording in many
instances the models from which he worked. A
few years before Wedgwood’s death, in 1795,
the art of printing upon glazed ware various
artistic devices was invented and perfected by
an ingenious engraver, of Liverpool, named
Carter, and as an instance of the success of this

process, it is stated that from his factory in tho
Potteries, Wedgwood was accustomed to send to
Liverpool “a wagon-load of cream-coloured ware
every fortnight to bo printed on this new mo-
tbod,” In a few years, however, many on-
gravers settled iu the Potteries, and tho im-
pressions taken from copper plates upon thin,

soft paper were transferr^ to tho ware on the
oi'iginal plan. Subsequent enterprise largely
improved upon this method, simplifying tho
process, and so reducing the cost as to bring
this beautiful form of decorative art within
reach of the humbler classes.

Josiah Spode, of Stoke, who, in Wedgwood’s
days, was a successful producer of blue-printed
and other earthenwares, commenced, in the year
1800, the manufacture of porcelain, which was
at once pronounced superior in quality to auy
previously made in England, and which even
surpassed in transparency the world-famed
Sevres ware. The material of this new ware
contained a large admixture of bone and feldspar.
His enameller, Henry Daniel, introduced, in

1S02, the present method of ornamenting china
in raised unburnisbed gold. In 1806 Spode’s
factory had become the most extensive establish-
ment of the kind in Eiu’opo. At Mason’s factory
in Delph-lane, ironstone china was first produced,
aud in the early part of the century it was very
largely worked up into jugs, jars, vases, dinner-
services, and other kindred wares. Enoch Wood,
of Burslem, whose works occupied the site of five

old factories, established, in connexion with his
factory, a museum filled with specimens illustra-

tive of the rise and development of the potter’s
art in Staffordshire—a labour of love, wliich
did much to promote tho progress of the in-
dustry, and won for him tho patriarchal title of
“father of tho Staffordshire potteries.” Other
prominent manufacturers of that period who, in

various ways, advanced the excellence of the
industrial products of the district, and whose
names still survive in connexion with the trade,
may be mentioned Eidgway, of Shelton

;

Davenport, of Longport
; Bourne, of Fenton

;

Dimmock, of Hanley
j Hicks, of Shelton

; Minton,
of Stoke; Meigh, of Hanley; and Copeland, of

Stoke; to some of whose works I shall refer
more fully by-and-by.

The present number of potteries in Stafford-
shire is as follows :—Burslem, 61; Fenton, 16;
Hanley, 56; Longton, 71 ;

Stoke, 12; and Tun-
afcall, 24; being a total of 240. At a moderate
computation these factories employ in the aggre-

gate 27,000 workpeople, of whom over lO.OOOi

are females. The increase of population in the I

pottery district affords a sufficient indication of

the growth of the trade. In 1738 the inhabitants

of the potteries numbered 4,000; in 1811, tho

number had risen to 31,000; in 1838, to 63,000;
and in 1864, to 123,000. The estimated value of

j

the earthenware productions of the potteries is !

2,500,000?. per annum, of which sum fully one-half i,

is disbursed in wages. Tho quantity of prepared
clay annually consumed is nearly 200,000 tons. Mr,

n. Coghill gives the following statistics respect,

ing the proportions of clay required in the manu-'t

facture of earthenware and china :

—

JHurtheiiu-are,

F('T

cent.
Dorset and Devon clays 28
Cornwall clay 26
Flint 2!)

Cornwall stone 17

ino
I

Chhia.
Per'
cent.j

Calcined bone, or phos-
phate of lime 43

Cornwall stone 30
Cornwall clay 27

100

The annual consumption of coals In the trade;

may be computed at -150,000 tons. To stain thei

clay, aud print the ware, about 67,000 lb. oxide;

cobalt are used, about 1,100 tons of borax and
boracio acid to glaze it, and 12,000 oz. of gold to

gild and embellish it. The manufacture of cliinai

in tho potteries annually requires 4,500 tons of j

calcined bone, tho greater part of which is im-.

ported from South America. The exports ini

1850, according to tho Board of Trade returns^

amounted to 999,448?., being an increase of 50 per-

cent. since the year 1836. The.snbsequent four.|i

teen years showed a proportionate advance. In.

1864 the total exports amounted to 1,422,130?.^^

and the home market absorbed 1,487,870?. The!
French treaty has benefited this trade only to a
very slight extent, the annual requirements of

that market being only some 50,000?. in value

and it has been well observed by a local pro-

duoer, that the French potteries are too ex-

tensive to admit of any great requirement iu then
shape of porcelain, manufactured in this country. J

A detailed account of one or two of the leading I

representative establishments will afford a more-J

accurate idea of tho existing importance and i

characteristics of the ceramic art in tho Stafford.!!

shire potteries than could bo given by mere'l
statistics or by general observations. We will r

commence with a sketch of the great house of :

Minton & Co., at Sboke-upon-Trent.*

These works were established in the year 1789
by the late Mr. Thomas Minton, a native of -

Shrewsbury. Mr. Minton was a practical en-i

graver, and clever at his art, as specimens of his i

work in etching and engraving recently found
bear ample testimony, llis commencement was i

at a time very favourable for progress. The.
labours of Wedgwood had paved the way to

success, and called for increased production, for

an import trade had been converted into an
export one. English pottery then commanded a
high mnge of prices, and it may be interesting to

remark that the old “ willow pattern,” copied

from an old Chinese plate, was first introduced
at these works, and was then sold at 5s. 6d. per
dozen plates, 'wherea.s the present pi’ice averages ;

about 23. The productions of this house were

'

for a number of years principally confined to

useful articles, and, being of a good, durable

material, without much reference to artistic

decoration, soon commanded a good position in '

the home market. Mr. Minton died in ISSff, il

and was succeeded by his second son, Herbert^
who achieved great eminence as a potter. He '

invoked the best aid at his command, both i

English and foreign, and the specimens in i

almost every variety of style shown at the ij

E.xhibition of 1851 may be referred to as proofs
’*

of his success. On that occasion the first speci- if

mens of Minton’s “majolica” ware, now so

justly celebrated, were shown, and also, for the l{

first time, a combination of Parian statuary with •

decorated porcelain for dessert.services. Theser- ii

vice of this class attracted universal admiration,
:j

aud was purchased by her Majesty, as a present to

the emperor of Austria. Mr. Herbert Minton was i

commissioned by her Majesty to make the i

presentation, but as great coolness bad arisen
|

between the two courts, on account of a speech -j

made by Lord Palmerston, some delay and diffi- ^

culfcy occun'ed in obtaining an audience, but it :

was at length satisfactorily accomplished
;
the ;

present was graciously received, aud cordial

relations were soon afterwards resumed. To

Mr. Minton the public is indebted for the revival J

* For many interesting details here given we are ;

indebted to the courtesy of Messrs. Minton, through

their representative, Mr, J, Stringer, of Stoke-npoa* ii

Trent.
|
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)f the art of making encaustic pavements, now
n such general demand for churches and other

3ubhchuildings,and without which oven ordinary

Qwellinga of any pretensions are scarcely con-

laidered complete. It will illustrate the character

iijf the man if wo state that for many years ho
[pursued this branch of business at a very con.

jiiderahlu loss
;
and when on one occasion he was

[arged by his partner to give it up, his cbarac-

[teristic reply was, “I will make encaustic tiles if

Lhey cost me a guinea a piece.” Mr. Minton re-

eved during the Paris Eshibition, at the hands
)f the Emperor of the French, the insignia of

die “ Grand Cross of the Legion of Honour.” He
Jied in 1858, and was succeeded by his nephews,
tfr. Colin Minton Campbell and Mr. Daiutry
Filins, who, however, in 1868 dissolved partner-

ihip, the encaustic tile department devolving on
!£r. Hollins, all the other branches being carried

)n as usual by Mr. Campbell in conjunction with
118 cousins, Mr. T. W. and Mr. Herbert Minton,
io that the old name is not likely to become
ixtinct. The manufactures of the firm embrace
learly every article of the potter’s art, so much
10 that any one embarking in the retail trade

night from these works alone completely furnish
lia shop, from the richest ornament to the
neaucst kitchen requisite. The money expended
!n perfecting those varied manufacturers has
leen enormous, and tho annual value of the ware
iroduced averages 105,000Z. The number of

lands employed is between 1,600 and 1,700, and
imongat them there are upwards of 600 females,
.he latter being largely engaged in enamelling
ind ” transferring.” There is only one lady
iesigner in tho establishment, and she boldly
jhallenges competition with tho sterner sex.

There are two clever German painters. All the
rest are English, some of them superior artists,

vho derived much advantage from their course
)f study at the school of art conducted at the
building erected as a memorial to the late

Herbert Minton. Among tho chefs d’ceuvre

of this establishment may be noted : a pair
of largo vases, turquoise ground, decorated
with birds and flowers, purchased by Baron
Rothschild. A pair of candelabra, with figures

jf Highlanders supporting hunting trophies,

oxecuti’d by royal command. Tho large majolica
fountain, under one of the domes of the Exhibi-
tion (1862) building; candelabra, 8 ft. high, in

the same material
;
and several great artistic

works in parian.

The late William Taylor Copeland, founder of
the famous house wliich boars his name, com-
menced business at Stoke in 1S33, succeeding
the Spode family at the factory established by
Josiah Spode in tho preceding century. The
present ^m of W. T. Copeland & Sons produce
articles in every branch of ceramic manufac-
ture :—porcelain, china, earthenware, majolica,
encaustic tiles, slabs for mural decoration, and
parian. The last-named material Avas invented
by this firm, about the year 181-3, and from it

have been produced many rare and beautiful
works of art. Gibson, Foley, Durham, Marshall,
and other eminent sculptors have, from time to
time, modelled for Messrs. Copeland, and the
reproductions have faithfully reflected in almost
every instance, the true spirit of the artist’s

design. Classic subjects largely enter iuho this
description of manufacture, the Greek Slave,
the tinted Venus, Cupid, and Paris, being amono'
tho more widely-known representations. A
miniature bust of tho Princess of Wales,
tfor tho Art Uuion of London, is perhaps
the greatest success achieved by Messrs.
Copeland during the last few years

;
the deli-

cate delineation of outline, and the great
naturalness and beauty of expression being re-
markable evidences of the perfection attained
in this description of art-workmanship. The

I number of hands employed by this firm is

^ upwards of 850. The annual produce is

i 7,500 packages, varying in value from 5Z-. to
! 501. each, exclusive of tho more elaborate and
f
costly works of art.

I The High Price of Steel.—One of the

4
leading firms in the steel trade has Avithin the

I last few d.ays received letters from the United
I States countermanding a large number of orders
on account of the high prices which now prevail

t here. These orders are being replaced in
' America, and both manufacturers and workmen
in England are likely to feel the effects of the
grasping and idling policy which has been

‘ recently pursued, with such insane heedlessness,
; both in the coal and in the iron trade.

THE BUILDER.

THE DESTRUCTION OP ALEXANDRA
PALACE.

Whekever plumbers are employed on roofs

of important edifices, a Avatch ought to he set

over them : there are such reckless men among
them, that wherever they are so employed,
tliero is the utmost danger to the edifice. At
twelve o’clock, when dropping Avork and dinner
aro tho sole ideas in the head of the work,
man, doAvii ho throws hia Jiot iron, as if it

were burning Jiim, and off he goes from his

brazier, leaving everything to clianco. So must
it have been in tho present instance; and from
twelve o’clock at noon on Monday last Ave must
date tho origin of the lire at the Alexandra
Palace, which, in one short hour—the workmen’s
dinner hour,—destroyed half a million of money’s
Avorth, and many pleasant hopes in the North of

London.
The dome roof—the very centre and key of

the Avhole building—was the spot where the
plumbers were at work, and there ibAvas, accord-
ingly, where the fire originated. It is said to

havo been first observed about half-past twelve,

but tins we cannot understand
;
for tbo writer

of this, about half-past twelve, saw great
volumes of smoke already pouring up high into

the sky from the direction of the Palace, Avhilo

ho Avas in Holloway, four or five miles aAvay

;

and by half-past one nearly all had disappeared
from his view, and tho Alexandra Palace Avas

an unroofed j-uiu. Thero was a want of Avator;

and the height of tho dome (some 150 ft. or so
above tho floor) was too gr-eat for the ascent of

Avhat Avater there was.
The valuable tapestry and lent pictures were

all saved, but the collection of rare and valuable
pottery and p.irceluin, it is said, and Messrs.
Defries’s costly crystal chandelier, Ac., havo
perished with tho multitude of other valuables.
The exhibitors have suffered sadly.

The fire Avas still buruiug when Messrs. Kelk
& Lucas, and two or three other directors, toge-

tlier Avith Mr. Griiuing, held a meeting in the
afternoon, and decided to carry out their pro-
gramme of the season as far as the out-door
fetes go, and to rebuild the Palace as quickly as
practicable; and next day a meeting of the com-
pany was held, when their architect (Mr. John-
son, of Meesom & Johnson) AA'as instructed to
provide a neAV design for the re-building, Avhich,

we hear, the directors aro resolved to have
completed within a year.

Only one death is as yet known to havo
occurred, but two or three persons aro missing,
and several have been injured.

Tho deepest syinpatliy is felt generally for
tho directors and the company, AA-hile tho inhabi-

tanls of the northern district consider the de-
struction of the Palace a national disastei*. The
Palace, we learn, Avas insured to the extent of

120,000Z. only ou Tliursday or Friday in last

Aveek.

Within the main walls of the gables or pedi-

ments are 9-inch brick walls. Several of these
have lately fallen, causing much dismay, and
those Avhicli remain up are expected to come
clown also, possibly through the behaviour of the
iron rods, Avhich, if Ave mistake not, tie them to
the outer walls.

A LESSON FROM THE FIRE.

The directors of the Alexandra Palace Iiave
paid a heavy penalty for their economising the
salary of an engineer,—an officer who should
have had the responsible charge of tho water
supply of the edifice, as well as of the communica-
tions of the establishment, and of other engi-
neering details. It has been a penny-Avise
•iaving Avith a vengeance ! It is no reply to say
that the manager is a professional man. The
onerous duties proper to that office are ample to
take up the whole attention of one man, and are
such as to render it out of the question that he
should exercise the entire reflective vigilance of
an officer who has only professional duties to

discharge. The manager of such an establish,
ment is, in fact, the person aa'Iio has charge of
the public attractions. The anxiety and stress
of mind involved by such a function are not
small. Three weeks is stated, by some of those
who have the largest experience in these matters,
as the average life of a new attraction. The
novelties have to be not only provided, as far as
forethought and research go, but to be placed
‘.‘>1 scHne. The general supervision of staff, and
maintenance of the Avhole concern in going order,

,

80 fully occupy the thought as to leave no room
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for the discharge of the entirely independent
functions of the engineer. The confusion which
attended the railway arrangomouts on the open-

ing of the palace is another instance of the want
of a proper officer.

We may be asked if Ave are not regarding a
disaster, Avbicb all of us deplore, from a too

exclusively professional point of view. We
reply that we conceive the safety of the public

to depend, in no small degree, upon the general

enforcement of the proper status of professional

men. People constantly endeavour to save
tangible payments, in the shape of fees or salary.

But they do so, ou tho broad average, at aheavy
cost to themselves. Wo know the adage that

the man Avho is his own lawyer has a fool for a
client. How many thousands, spent annually in

litigation, might havo been saved by the expen-
diture of perhaps a less number of six-and-

eightpenny fees? Whatistheresult,—on temper,
health, and length of life,—of tlie eaviug of the
fee that should have gone to the medical man ?

It is the same in the two sister professions of

the architect and the engineer. People con-
stantly think that they can save money which, it

seems to them, is bo easily earned by the pro-
fessional man. They aro little aware of tho
long course of study and experience that enables
“ the man of art,” in whatever line, at once to

put his finger on the Aveak place. Of late years
there has been more disposition to dispense with
the proper responsibility of tho architect and
engineer than even Avith that of the lawyer or
the doctor.

Tho misfortunes thence arising have been
numerous and great

;
and we are not yet, it may

be, at an end of the dangers to public safety that
spring from the same fertile cause. Tho chief

of the Fire Brigade expressed to the reporter of

one of the daily papers his astonishment that so

large a building should have been erected in

such a situation Avithout better provision for a
supply of AA’ater. We doubt if there lias been,
iu tins case, any professional man so thoroughly
in the position of architect or eugiueer of the
building, in the first instance, as to be now
exposed to the condemnation thus uttered, or to

bo liable to be asked the question how he came
to construct, of papier mdeh^ and Avood, an
enormous fire-trap that would ignite Avith a
single spark. Tho way the fire .spread in the
dome Avas a marvel.
We do not deser\’e the title of civilised men

if Ave alloAv such great disasters as the fire at

the Crystal Palace and the fire at the Alex-
audra Park to succeed one another without de-
riving some benefit from lessons AAritten in such
characters of flume. Who is to blame? is the
first question. After a little fuss tho reply is

generally, ‘‘Providence. It has been au nnavoid-
able accident !

” Here, however, is one distinct

cause to be inquired into, namely, absence of

proper professional responsibility. Will it be the
same in tho next great fire ? If so, Ave may be
said, indeed, to tempt misfortune.

THE NEW ST. STEPHEN’S CLUB
BUILDING.

Tjae new building for the St. Stephen’s Club,
opposite the clock tower of the Houses of Parlia-

ment, and which has for some months been in

course of erection, is now beginning to display its

architectural features, the princip.al elevation at

the angle of tho Embankment and New Bridge-
street having already been carried up to ihe
extreme height of the ground floor, and within
the last few days the iron columns above,
indicating the lofty height of the first floor, have
been fixed in their places. Before the ground
level of the Embankment and New Bridge-street
was reached tho works in tho basement and sub-
basement, Avhich are carried to a great depth
below the street level, occupied a considerable
time. These portions of the structure are not the
least interesting features in it. The sub-base-
ment will contain extensive cellars, together
Avith a steward’e-room, and several other apart-
ments, whilst in tho upper basement there AA'ill

bo clerks’ rooms, dressing-rooms, committeo-
room. and lavatories, and in connexion with this
upper basement there Avill also be a subterranean
communication Avith tho Houses of Parliament,
passing under New Bridge-street, and a similar
communication with the Metropolitan District
Railway and Avith the steam-boat pier.

The style of arcliitecture selected for the
building is the French Renaissance, and the
elevation, carried along the Embankment and
into New Bridge-street, is about 160 ft. in length.
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the bailding oxtonding backn-ards to a depth of

SO ft. The elevation mil consist of the gi'ound-

floor, and first, second, and third floors, with
dormers, the materials used in the frontage

being Portland stone, with bases and shafting of

red and grey polished granite, and similar

polished granite columns will also be freely

introduced in the ground-floor and several floors

of the elevation. The principal central entrance

on the ground-floor on the Embankment portion

of the frontage will bo 20 ft. in width. On the

first-floor over the main entrance there will bo a

large central window, with a niche on either

,

side for the reception of a statue. The windows
on the first-floor are nnnsnally lofty, being 13 ft.

in height. The elevation will have a bold and
massive main comice, and above there will bo
a lofty mansard roof, with ornamental iron

casting.

The principal entrance from the Embankment
leads into an entrance-hall nearly 70 ft. in

length, at the rear of which is the main stair-

case, circular in form, and which leads up from
the ground-floor to tho several stories above.
The ground-floor contains the library, a spacious
apartment about 60 ft. by 20 ft.

; a morning-
room of almost similar dimensions, bat nearly
square in form, being 49 ft. by 46 ft. ;

together with a small reception-room. At tho
northern angle of this floor a range of arches
gives access to the District Railway. The
first-floor contains a large coffee-room, and
members’ and strangers’ rooms

;
on the second,

floor are the members’ billiard-room, strangers’

billiard-room, smoking-room, and card-rooms

;

whilst the third-floor contains the kitchens, and
apartments for the enipfoi/4s of tho club

; and
above are a number of bedrooms. Tho kitchen
floor on the third story is intended to bo fire-

proof.

The building, which is being erected for a new
club, consisting of several members of Parlia-

ment and others, is expected to bo ready for

opening by the commencement of next year’s
Parliamentary session.

Mr. J. Whichcord is the architect
;
and ilessrs.

Peto, Brothers, are the builders.

PUBLIC WORKS IK EGYPT.—SUEZ.
A SHORT report has been published npon this

subject, aud is prefaced by a description of the
chief public buildings of Suez. One of the most
important is tho ” Suez Hotel,” a large, square,
whitewashed building, consisting of a ground-
floor and upper story, and measuring exter-
nally 200 ft. by 120 fL The first European-
built house is occupied by tho agent for the
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Com-
pany, which is built much upon the model of the
hotel, although on a smaller scale, showing a
frontage of 110 feet, and running back 100 ft,,

%vith a central court, 50 ft. by 45 ft. Adjoining
;

these premises, is the British post-office, which
was also built by Europeans

;
while the next

conspicuous building is the Egypti.an post-office,

a moderately largo structure, 50 ft. square,
though neither very imposing in appearance nor
commodious in design. A new and handsome
Government House has also been built in Suez
for the Egyptian Government, at a cost of over
30,000?., by Messrs. Dussaud Pr^res. This
building, in size and style, thongh somewhat
maiTod, it is mentioned, in external effect, by
want of elevation, and perhaps, too decidedly
French in style for the locality, is the most im-
posing edifice that Suez has yet seen. It con-
sists of two large wings, united by offices, and a
spacious entrecourt, covering in all a space of

333 ft. by 133 ft. Each wing Ls 133 ft. by
83 ft., and consists of two stories, counting as
one of them the ground-floor. The western wing
is appropriated to tho personal accommodation
of the governor, and the eastern wing to that
of the Divan and Government offices. The
Khedive, some time since, granted a concession
for the distribution to the town of fresh water
from tho fresh-water canal to a company under
French management, which erected, for tho pur-
poses of its concession, at a distance of about a
niilofrom tho town, a system of waterworks,
with filters and steam-pumps for high-service

j

the cost of such works being, it is stated, about
30,000?. The water company, however, has not
proved a success, financially speaking, owing to
the disinclination of the inhabitants to pay th(
necessary charges. This, it is to be hoped, will
be remedied. The construction of important
docks has also been a woi-k of importance af

Suez
J
aud in a report to which we refer, a ful

description is given of the construction of a
largo dry dock at Suez, although, as the
matter is now rather old, there is no necessity
for ns to go over the ground again. It may be
mentioned, however, that the studies and ex-
amination of tho ground for this dock were
begun some year.s ago by M. Stcecklin, an
“Ingenieur des Pouts et Chaussees” of Franco.
After tho j)laus bad been prepared by this gen-
tleman, and approved of by the authorities, the
Viceroy coutraoted with the Messageriea Impo-
riales Company to build the dock for 7,000, OOOf.
Tho latter company employed as their sub-con-
tractors Messrs. Dussaud Pi'^res

;
and in the

course of tho work a further sum of 1,500,OOOf.
was paid to the sub-contractors in commutation
of native labour, which was to have been supplied
to them by the Viceroy, but which was found not
to answer practically. "With some other items,
this sum made tho whole cost of tho dock to
amount to about 350,000?. The dock is 410 ft.

long, by 90 ft. wide at the top, and 400 fc. by
70 ft. on its floor. The width between the
entrance piers is 80 ft. Subsequently, by com-
mand of the Khedive, Messrs. Dussaud sub-
mitted a design for a port capable of receiving
an unlimited expansion without interference
with the use of the completed portion of it

while a new portion was being added. The
design for this port—now in course of execution
by Messrs. Dussaud Bros.—iucludes tho forma-
tion of a large quay on the south, for Govern-
ment purposes, and a jetty on the north, of
exactly half tho width of the present central
" molo.” This extent of port will afford 102
acres of water surface, and nearly 50 acres of
quays. The length of the quay front, including
the eastern quay, will be 3,250 metres (10,630 fb ),
which will afford twonty-Iive berths of 400 fc.

each for ships to lie broadside on, and leave
600 ft. over for stairs, lighters, and small craft.

It is stated that the question of protecting the
new port by batteries has been before the Khe-
dive, but for the present left undecided. As
Egypt has no naval force which could cope with
European ships of war, it is not improbable that
shore batteries will bo added in the conrso of
time to the port. This would involve the build-
ing of cover for the men for manning the bat-
teries and the protecting of the line of railway
communication with the town.

THE PURCHASE OF SITES AND BUILD-
INGS FOR IMPROVED DWELLINGS FOR
THE POOR.

The Special Dwellings Committee of the
Charity Organisation Committee resumed its

weekly sittings on Wednesday, after tho Whit-
suntide holidays. Lord Napier was in tho chair.
The subject for consideration was that of

"
sites,” divided under four heads. The first

portion discussed was “ the desirability of recom.
mending improvement associations to apply for
compulsory powers for tho purchase of sites.”

Mr. Vigers observed that, from his experience
and knowledge as a surveyor and a purchaser of
land and property for rebuilding upon, and for
other purposes, he could say it was altogether
impi*acticable for improvement associations to
apply for such compulsory powers with respect to
sites on which inferior property already stood. The
wisest course to pursue iu his judgment was for
the associations to look out merely for vacant
laud on which to erect dwellings for the poor.
He was perfectly satisfied that they would have
a difficulty in raising up houses for the indus-
trial classes on land costing more than os. per
foot, and, without endeavouring to purchase
sites compulsorily on which buildings at
present stood, he was convinced that eligible
land was to be purchased iu various parts
of tho metropolis. In proof of this he might
say that he had recently purchased land in Black-
friars for 43. per foot, and in the neighbourhood
of Grosvenor-road, Pimlico, for 2s. 6d. per foot.

On the other hand, if the associations obtained
these compulsory powers, and attempted to pur-
chase any block of inferior property as a site, he
was persuaded they would have to pay a mneh
higher rate for the land, because, in the first in-
stance, a jury would take into consideration the
rental received for the property, however in-
ferior, aud beyond that there would be the usual
10 per cent, allowed for compulsory pirrchase,
and therefore with tho value of the laud itself,

they would have to pay a much higher price
r.han Ss. per foot. He at once admitted, that iu

the event of these powers being obtained, he

should advise any client of his to ask for the
amount involved in a compulsory purchase, aud
entertaining these views, be thought the obtain- ;

ing of sneh powers would be followed by a failure
of tho object which they had in view, and that

,
tho high price which they would have to pay -

for land on which to erect buildings, would
uot bo compensated by the low rate of interest '

to bo paid for the borrowed money.
Dr. Greenhill, on the contrary, was of opinion '

that if the Government would allow the improve-
ment associations to borrow money at a low rate,
they would be enabled to purchase sites with :

inferior buildings upon them, on advantageous
i

terms.

The Rev. Mr. Simpson thought, after the :

explanation given by the first speaker, that if i

the owners of this class of property, who were ’

grinders of the poor, insisted upon an artificial 1

price being paid for bouses unfit to live in, for :

which they obtained such high rents, it would 1

not be practicable for the improvement associa- •

tions to press for these compulsory powers of I

purchase. At the same time ho thought it ought ;

to be placed on record that if there were no diffi- .

culties in tho way tho purchase of such pro- •

perty by private improvement associations was ;

desirable.

Mr. Storr agreed with Mr. Vigers that they '

ought not to give moro than Ss. per foot for land '

on which to erect workmen’s dwellings, whereas (

if they bought up rows of inferior houses they •

would have to pay at least at the rate of lOs. .

per foot. His notion was that it was altogether •

impracticable for private associations to be armed
with these powers, although he thought that .

public bodies should possess them.*
Mr. Bosanquet thought that the only way of

'

preventing the owners of this inferior class of
'

property from placing an artificial value upon it .

would bo by enforcing the provisions of Mr.
Torrens’s Act.

Mr. Blake Humfrey was opposed to private
associations being armed with these powers, but ,

he thought the Government ought to be able to «

say to tho owners of such property, “ You shall 'i

not only be compelled to sell it, bat shall sell
it without patting an artificial value upon it.”

The following resolution on the subject was i

ultimately adopted That this committee,
having already approved of the policy of con- .

ferring compulsory powers on tho Corporation ;

of London and the Metropolitan Board of Works,
or other municipal authority, for tho purchase ^

of sites for the erection of dwellings, do not
recognise the expediency of extending similar •;

powers to private associations, except in special
cases.”

The following heads wore next discussed, at
considerable length, bub ultimately adjourned

jto Wednesday next : — Amendments to Mr. I

McCullagh Torrens’s Act, and especially re- I

introduction of omitted clauses, compelling local
i

anthoritios to rebuild
;
Reservation of Sites in.

'

Railway and improvement Bills
; Powers to

!

limited owners to sell lands for dwellings for •

labourers.
!

THE PRESTON STATUE TO THE LATE
EARL OF DERBY. ,

The statue of tho late Earl of Derby, which *

has just been placed in tho Miller Park, at
’ ^

Preston (advantageously situated in a sloping
i

position on the banks of the river Kibble), was
'

executed by Mr. Noble. i

The statue is made from a block of Sicilian or i

Campatella marble. The marblo base is about
1 ft. in height, and tho figure itself 11 ft., the

!

whole weighing between 5 and 6 tons. The
!

oripnal block from which the statue has been cut I

weighed 18 tons. The attitude assumed is well
jadapted for giving full expression to the counte-

nance of the deceased, and tho form and features !

of tho Earl are represented with considerable t

exactness. He is dressed in his usual attire in
'

the House of Lords, and depicted in the act of
taking part in a debate. His rightband contains
a scroll, and his robo of rank, as an earl, is

thrown carelessly behind him, and forms a
covering to the three volumes in which his chief
literary works are comprised. The uppermost >

represents his translations from Horace and t

other Classical authors, whilst the other two
volumes contain his translations of Homer’s ;

“Iliad,” and the words on these may bo seen by
the spectator at a distance.

,

• "WTicther desirable or not it ia tolerably certain that
Pnrliatneat would not grant th^ required oomnulsory
powers to private associations.—

E

d,
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Tbo poJosfcal upon wLicli tlio figure stands is

.3 ft. 6 in. in boighfc. The first base is of a

usticated character, being made from Pctor-

load granite, and measui'es 10 ft. square. The
text cour-se is made of llubslaw granite, and is

! ft. 6 in. square. The remaining parts are

iomposcd of Kcnnay granite, and measure, re-

pectively,—third course, 7 ft. square
;
fourth,

1 ft. -iiu.
5
the die, 4 ft. 5 in. by 4 ft.

j
the frieze,

I ft. 4 in.; and the caps in proportion. The
usticated base is unadorned, but the remaining
onrse.s are artistically moulded. The die itself

reigha 7 tons, and the pedestal, as a whole,

0 tons, the pedestal and statue together weigh-
ng about 4G tons. Messrs. Macdonald, Field, &
k)., of Aberdeen, produced the minor part of the

rork.

iWAUD OF PRIZES, ROYAL INSTITUTE
OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

Sir Gilbert Scott, R.A., in his capacity of

*reBidcnt, presented the Royal Gold Medal to

ilr. T. H. Wyatt, at n meeting of the Institute

m Monday, the 9th in.st., and made an address,

o which we may hereafter refer, Mr. Wyatt
espondiug in suitable and effective toiuns.

The other prizes and premiums presented
Fere as follow :

—

Soane Hfeclallton.—Wra. Frame, of 10, Young,
itrect, Kensington-sqnare.

Medal of Merit to J. H. Eastwood, 77, Chan-
!6ry-lane.

Institute Silver Medal, and Five Guineas .

—

i.. II. Kersey, of Kingswood Lodge, Lewisham,
oad, Lewisham.
Medals of Merit to Tlios. Garratb, of 15,

?riuco’3.row, Buckingham Palace • road, and
Lrthur Hill, of 22, George-stroet, Cork.
Essarj Prize (Medal of Merit).—Alfred Jowors,

M', Y ictoria-road, Kilburn.

Puijin 'Pravelling Studentship, 1873 (Medals of
Merit).—P. J. Marvin, of 20, Camden-street,

lamdon-town
;

R. C. Page, of 15, Clareudou-
itreot, Warwick.square.
Pu’jin Travelling Studentship, 1873 (Konour.

ible Mentions.—Thomas Garratt, of 15, Prince’s-

raw, Buckingham Palace-road; Walter L. Spiers,

of ziy Bernard.strect, Russell-squaro.

A ^per, by Dr. Hayward, on tho ventilation

or^u^s was afterwards road.

ARC%|ECTS AND SANITARY SCIENCE.

W'l^iw ^re.srnt last evening at tho Royal
Institute,j(of British Architects, after a length-

enqflSibsfnee from England, the pleasure afforded

mo by witnessing the presentation of the Royal
Gokl Jle’dal by tho hands of one long and greatly
Bsteemed friend to another who has won the
respect of all his colleagues, was followed by the
opportunity of hearing tho instructive paper
on “Warming and Ventilation,” read by Dr.
Hayward, which I listened to w th peculiar
interest, the subject being akin to that ti’eated

of in my paper on “ The Essentials of a Healthy
Dwelling,” read before the Institute, Jan. 30,

1862, and, partially so, to another, previously
read, Jan. 21, 1852, which was translated and
widely circulated in France, by order of tho
Government of that country, with a prefatory
introduction, which in many respects is so con-

firmatory of Dr. Hayward’s remark on the im-
portance of his subject, that it may interest

some to read tho following quotation :

—

“Get ouvrago a'idrea-se a tous les bommpa debipn, u
tous les aiuia du pays. II leur ost olfert comme uii siRne
de la sollicitude qui s'lSvoille Tivement dans une nntre
contr^e pour Tamidioration du sort des classes ourriores,
commo un exemplo doiit ils sauront s'iuspirer.

Quel est Ic mi'deciii qui iRoore pourtant quo lo dofaut
de lumiore, un air vici6, un milieu liumide, un entourage
sale sont autant do causes qui s^par^es et a plus forte
taisoii rcuuies, contribuent plus que toutes les autrea a
abr^ger la Tic et a la rendre miat^rable, eii allligeant eeux
ui a'y oipoaent d'uno foule il’inflrmites personnelles ou
6rMitairc8? Quel est le moraliste qui n’ait reconnu

quo I’i'ime bumaiiio elle-meme so degrade sous riutlu-

ence prolongJe de tellos conditions ? Quel est I'homme
d’dtut qui u'ait gomi do voir les hupitaux ct le.s prisons
«iicombri?3 dcs malbeureux qu’ellcs engendrent ?

"

The observations mad.e by Mr. Wyatt, refer-

ring to some remarks in Dr. Hayward’s paper
which were derogatory to architects, on the
difiBculty which they frequently experience in

obtaining that consideration for sanitary subjects

which their great importance demands, has
recalled to my remembrance a resolution which
I had the opportunity of proposing at a Congrea
International do Bienfaisance held, in Brussels
in 1856, when tho representatives of about

twenty different countries, convened under
Royal authority, unanimously declared

"it to be of public utility that theworting classes be
culightoned by all possiblo means in regard to tho im-
provement and tho keeping of their houses in good order.
That tho instruction of the young, in the labouring classes,

ought to comprise all which rolute.s to the cleanliness of
their persons and their dwellings, to tho benefits resulting
from good rentilation, and tho evils resulting from
humidity. Lastlj', that the study of the acieiioe of pre-
serving health is onewhich ought to bo reuJered accessible
to all.’*

In order to the carrying out of this resolution,

the importance of sanitary science as an essen-

tial branch of a complete education, and most
valuable to all classes, has been urged in this

and other countries where education is felt to

be of primary importance.
Hexry Roberts.

THE POSSIBLE STRIKE.

We aro requested by the Central Association

of Master Builders to state that the assertion

made by Mr. Broadhurst in our last impression

(p. -151) that 9d. per hour had been promised to

the masons, and “was part of tlio compromise
accepted by the masons in settling tho dispute

of 1872,” is utterly and entirely without foun-

dation.

On Wednesday last a very large meeting of
master builders from all parts of tho country
was held at tho Westnriuster Palace Hotel, for

tbo purpose of forming an association of the
employers throughout the kingdom, in order to

resist tho demauda being made by tho men for

an increase of wages of jd. per hour. The meet-
ing was presided over by Mr. Hanneu, of Lou-
don. lu reference to a statement lately issued
by the masons as to alleged promises on the
masters’ part to grant the rise naked for this year,

it was said that the statement i)ut forth was
not true. Some of tho employers urged that, if

the masons of London called the men out from
any firms, and commenced partial strikes as

they did last year', the only way of meeting
them and resisting the evil was to resort to a

general lock-out siainitaneously throughout the
whole country. In consec(uenc0 of the absence
of some of the provincial firms through accident,

it was resolved not to pass any resolution till

tho general opinion of tho trade was taken. It

was therefore resolved to call another meeting
in about a fortnight's time.

In the evening of tho same day, a crowded
meeting of operative masons was held at the
Fulstaff Music-ball, Old-street, St. Luke’s; Mr.
Spencer in the chair, and eventually the follow-

ing resolntion was unanimously adopted :

—

“ That this meeting of tho masons of London
having considered the letter received from tho

Master Builders’ Association, desires to express

its regret at the propositions thevt-in contained,

and pledges itself never, under any circum-
stances, to return to tho one o'clock on Satur-
days, and further declares its full determina-
tion to firmly adhere to the terms of the memorial
sent in by the 'committee.” The effect of tho
adoption of the above resolution is that unless

tho master builders concede the half-penny per
hour advance ou the 19th of July ne.xt, tho whole
body of masons will cease work on that day.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Bristol .—The carpenters’ strike is likely to

assnrao a more extensive form. At a recent
meeting of the men, they passed the following
resolution :

—
"That in the event of tho employers, at their meeting

on rridiiynest, not coming to an arrangement satisfac-
tory to our united committee, they shall be empowered
to call society men out of those shops where tbo em-
ployers have only given a partial advance.'*

The masters met at tho Athenmum, and after
talking the matter over for upwards of an hour,
separated without arriving at any decision, the
only resolution passed being to adjourn the
meeting for a fortnight. Tho Rev. Preben-
dary Percival has given a decision as umpire
between the operative labourers of Bristol in all

branches of the building trade and their em-
ployers, in reference to the rate of wages paid
them. The men asked for an increase on the
present pay, in consequence of the rise in the

cost of the necessaries of life. Mr. T. Kelly and
Mr. Cronin addressed the umpire on behalf of

the labourers, who were stated to number
2,800; and Mr. J. Foster, Mr. Brock, and Mr.
Yalland for the masters. Mr. Foster said that

tho state of the building trade was extremely
dull at the present time, and he anticipated tho
dulness would coutinue. Mr. Percival’a award
by agreement between the employers and men,
is to remain in force for a twelvemonth. Tha
decision is as follows :

—

" The College, Clifton, Bristol, Juno 2nd, 1873.
Having carefnlly weighed all the facts bearing upon

tho matter in dispute between the master builders of
Bristol and the operative labourers employed in tho
Bristol building trade, so far as they have been made
accessible to me, I have coma to the conclusion that,
whilst on tho one hand tho labourers may fairly claim a
somewhat larger advance than a fartbing per hour; on
the other hand, tho circumstances do not seem to warrant
anything beyond a halfpenny.
Consequently, I hereby give it as my award that

from tho present date the labourers should receive an
advance or a halfpenny per hour upon the rate of payment
which was current on the Ith of February last.

(Signed) J. PuBcrvAi..’*

Shejfeld .—The Sheffield brancli of the Amal-
gamated Society of Engineers have addressed a
circular to their employers, stating that they
find themselves compelled to place a higher
value upon their labour, and they desire that
the minimum rate of wages should be advanced
from 328., as at present, to 34s. a week, with tho
condition that those workmen who are now
receiving 34s. or upwards per week should
mutually arrange with their respective employers
as to their future rate of payment. They also

request that ordinary overtime should bo paid at
the rate of time and quarter for the first two
hours, and time and half for all worked after

;

but in the event of working all night, time and
half for tho total number of hours worked as
overtime. Should a workman bo required to

work on Easter Monday, Whit Monday and
Tuesday, and the day following Cbristmas-day,
ho should bo paid at the rate of time and half

for each hour worked. Should any workman bo
called away from home between tho hours of

10 p.m. and G a.m. on the following morning, he
should be paid at the rate of double time for each
hour worked

;
and if required to work between

12 p.m. on Saturday night and 6 a.m. on Monday
morning, ho should be paid at tho rate of time
and three quarters for each hour worked. The
code of terms also sets forth that in tho com-
mutation of timo each should be considered by
itself; that all workmen requhed to work out
shall be paid Gd. per day extra, if within two
miles; if over two miles, and can retui'n home
at niglit, Is. por day extra; if required to lodge
out, shall receive 2s. per day extra, Sundays
included; and where night-shifts are necessary,
forty-five hours should constitute a week’s work,
at the same rate of wages paid to day-men for

fifty-four hours. Tho men wish tbo concessions
to take effect from Saturday, tho 28th instant,

and ask for a reply to their communication by
tho 12th. It is said to bo certain that a strike

will take place if their demands are nob
conceded.

THE NEW WORKHOUSE FOR
WHARFEDALE UNION.

The ceremony of opening the new workhouse
for this extensive union has just taken place.
The new building has been erected on about six
acres of land, situated in the Newall Carr-road,
about half a mile to the north of Otley. Tho
block of buildings forma a conspicuous feature in
the landscape for many miles round. In the centre
of the site stands the main block, two stones
high, and upwards of 150 ft. long, with a clock-

tower surmounting tho principal entrance. Tho
entrance-ball divides tho building into two
wingo, occupied respectively by the males and
females, and on each side are the requisite

' apartments and rooms for the master and
raati'on. From end to end of this block runs a
central corridor, from whicli the various wards
are readily reached. Tho aged and infirm in-

mates occupy tho front portion, the children aro
placed in tho two ends, and the ordinary able-

bodied men and women have their rooms at the
back. Opposite the principal entrance, and in
the rear of the chief block of buildings, is a
dining-hall, serving also as a chapel. Imme-
diately adjoining are the cooking kitchens,
larders, and other domestic oflices. At the back
of the building aro paved yards, where the
inmates may take exercise, and also sundry
workshops, wash-kitchens, ire.; and still further
in the rear stands the infirmary, also two stories

in height, and upwards of 110 ft. long. In the
cjntre of this block are the necessary officc-ra’

and administrative rooms, and on each side
respectively are tlie male and female wards, the
whole being well lighted and ventilated with
windows on both sides. Running parallel with.
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the Xewall Carr-roacl, and afc right angles to the

buildings already described, stand the entrance
block of buildings, one story in height, and
upwards of ICO ft. long. The group is set back
some little distance from the road, and broken
up in outline. The general entrance is through
an archway, filled in with wrought-iron gates.

Here are the porters’ rooms, ofBces and rooms
for the accommodation of the board of guardians

on the one side, and for male and female

vagmnts and probationers’ wards, <tc., on the
other. The whole of the works in connexion

with the new workhouse will entail an expendi-

ture of something like 14,0001. Tbo contract

for the buildings was let for 10
,
0001 ., but to this

must be added the cost of the boundary-walls,

entrance-gates, and railings, tho formation of a
large culrert to convey the contents of a tribu-

tary of the Wharfe which flowed through the
site, and sundry articles in connexion with the
fittings and furnishing. The buildings through-
out are erected of local sandstone, quarried from
the Farnley Hall estates. Tho architects were
Messrs. C. S. & A. J. Nelson, Leeds and Derby

j

and the contractors for the general works,
Messrs. Bootbman & Broomhead, of Leeds and
Newcastle. The stoves and chimneypieces were
supplied by Messrs. Heaps & Robinson, of

Leeds, who also fitted up the cooking apparatus.
The entrance-gates and railings were the work
of Mr. J. Exley, of Otley; and Mr. M. Hobson,
of Bramhope, acted as clerk of works.

SANITARY MATTERS.
Bradford-on-Avon .—A “report on the Drain-

age of Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts,” by Mr. A. W.
Estridge, C.E., Jhas been issued in a printed
form, by order of the local commissioners.
(Day, printer, Bradford). Mr. Estridge gives
an account of the existing drainage and sanitary
condition of the town, which are very bad,
although the town stands on elevated groond.
Tho old midden and cesspool system prevails,

and the nuisance is excessive. Sewage distri-

butes itself in open channels, and saturates
tho ground. One closet for three, four,

or five houses, is a common occurrence, and
there are instances of even eight and more
houses with but one closet for all. Mr. Estridge
proposes a scheme of improvement for the inter-

ception of all refuse from the river; the collec-

tion of all sewage into one outlet
;
the obtain,

ment of means for flushing; and the ventilation
of the sewers

;
all at a total cost of 3,250Z., to be

borrowed of the Public Works Loan Comrais-
sioners, entailing an annual outlay of only about
1901., for thirty years.

Utilisatio7i of Town Bejiise.—A reprint from
tho “Journal of the Liverpool Polytechnic
Society,” March 17th and May 26th, 1873, has
been issued, “ On the Utilisation of Town
Refuse, by G. F. Chantrell, Hon. Sec. of the
Microscopical Society of Liverpool.” It con-
tains an account of Mr. Chantrell’s Patent
Refuse Collecting System, with diagrams of
dust-boxes, charcoal filters, <io. The object of
Mr. Chantrell’s patent is to do away with open
middens, substituting portable receptacles, re-

ducing the weight of refuse one-third. It is

related to the Rochdale system,

MEMORIAL CHAPEL AT CHISELHURST.
After the funeral of the late Emperor of the

French, the Empress determined upon having a
mortuary chapel built, wherein to deposit his

remains until the place where they shall finally

rest has been selected. The plans of the pro-

posed new building having been prepared by
Mr. II. Clutton, architect, and approved of, some
progress has been made in tho work, which is

being done by Mr. Brass, builder. The site of

the chapel is immediately adjoining the Roman
Catholic Church of St. Mary, at Chiselhurst, in

a south-west direction. The Empress has just
now privately laid the foundation-stone of the
building

; Prince Louis Napoleon accompanying
his mother. The new chapel will be in the
Mediceval style, the outer walls being com-
posed of Bath stone, and the interior of Caen
stone. The dimensions of the interior will be
12 ft. by 24 ft., the height being 18 ft. There
will be three windows at the side, and one at the
end, groined arches being employed in tho con-
struction of the roof. At one end of the chapel
an altar is to be placed, and a recess is to be
made at the side for the reception of a monu-
ment, or other purpose, at any future time.

Immediately in front of the recess referred to,

and in the centre of tho building, the sarco-

phagus,—the gift of her Majesty Queen Victoria,

—which will contain the body of the Emperor,
will be built. The tomb will be of polished

Peterhead granite, bearing the inscription,

“Napoleon III. R.I.P.” The pavement will be
tesselated, and by cutting away a portion of the
wall of St. Mary’s Church an entrance is to be
made to the chapel for the special use of the
Empress, who will bear the entire cost of the
new building. The granite to be used in the
erection of the sarcophagus is not expected to

arrive till August. The new chapel is dedicated
to “ Our Lady.”
The coffin of the late Emperor now lies almost

obscured by the floral decorations and other
tributes of affection that continue to bo placed
upon it

;
among the more noticeable of which

are some palm decorations recently sent from
Italy by Cardinal Buonaporte.

OPENING OF THE NEW PIER AT
REDCAR.

The new pier which has just been completed
at Redcar has been formally opened. The
structure runs out from the shore at the east end
of the town, in an east-north-east direction, a dis-

tance of 1,300 yards, and is directly in a line

with Graffenberg-street. At the shore end are
collectors’ offices—one on each side,—it being
intended that those who walk on the pier shall

pay toll
;
under their roofs are ladies’ and

gentlemen’s waiting-rooms. The width of the
pier is 20 ft., with the exception of some forty
yards or so at tho e.xtrerae end, where it is con-
siderably wider, the additional space being taken
up with seats, which run round the end in a
double row in the shape of a horse-shoe. These
seats will accommodate about 600 persons, and
are screened from the wind. They niu round
on the outside of the screen as well as the inside.

The pier itself is supported on cast-iron piles,

9 in. iu diameter, and the rock into which they
are driven gives a good foundation. To these
piles are attached iron columns, placed in pairs
30 ft. apart ; and, slanting inwards, an additional
stability is given by strong wrought-iron bracing.
Upon the top of the piles are cast-iron spandrels
connected transversely by the flooring timber
joists. Along each side of the pier is a wrought-
iron palisading, with recesses afc intervals for

seats, and at night it will be lighted with
eighteen lamps. A landing-stage, to be avail-

able afc all times of the tide, is in course of
construction in connexion with the pier, for the
use of passengers by the steamboats which ply
along the coast, or those who engage the pleasure-
boats. The original contract was 6,25UZ., but
the wind-screens and other extras will involve
an additional expenditure of 1,000Z. The capital

of the company was 10
,
0001 .

Messrs. J. E. & A. Dowson, of London, were
the engineers; and Messrs. Head, "WrightsoD, &
Co., of Teesdale Ironworks, South Stockton,

were the contractors.

UNVEILING OF SIR ROBERT PEEL’S
STATUE AT HUDDERSFIELD.

The ceremony of unveiling the statue of Sir

Robert Peel, iu St. George's-square, Hudders-
field, already alluded to, was performed, by
Lord Houghton, under most favourable cir-

cumstances. It should be stated that the
money was subscribed for this statue more
than twenty years ago, and that, in conse-

quence of internal dissensions among the

inhabitants of tho town over matters of detail,

the funds had remained iu the hands of the

bankers, being substantially increased from time
to time. In 1869 tho committee offered tho

erection of the statue to competition. Four
London sculptors of eminence sent in estimates,

including Mr. Thced, and the work was even-

tually intrusted to Mr. Tiieed at tho sum of 950Z.

for the statue and 501. for the pedestal. The
statue, which in itself is 9 ft. high, is cut out of

Sicilian marble, single block, and weighs 3^ tons.

The likeness has been considered, both hy the

present Sir Robert Peel and Mr. Cardwell, to be
successfully obtained. The robe is that worn
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. In Lis left

hand the deceased statesman holds a scroll, to

which he is pointing with the right. Including

the pedestal, the statue is 20 ft. high. The
pedestal has been executed by Messrs. Macdonald
& Shield, of Aberdeen, in grey Aberdeen marble,

and some two" or three Yorkshire stone stepa >

have been added by Mr. Cocking, ai-chitect,

Huddersfield, to increase its elevation. In front
of the pedestal there is a bronze relief ofi
“ Feeding the Hungry,” also from a design by '

Mr. Theed, which is a reference to tho benefit

conferred upon the working classes by the repeal i

of the Com Laws. At the back of the statue is

the celebrated extract from a speech by Sir
Robert Peel :

—

“It maybe that I sliall leave a oarao sometimes re- ’

membered witli espressions of goodwill in the abodes of i

those whoso lot it is to labour and to earn their bread by •

tho sweat of their brow, when they shall recruit their
exhausted strength with abundant and untaxed food, the
sweeter because it is no longer leavened with a sense or’
injustice.”

The ceremony of unveiling was made the-i

occasion for a public demonstration, and this ;

took place with the most successful result.

SCHOOL BOxVRD FOR LONDON.
At tho Board meeting, held in tho Sewers-i

Court, at the Guildhall, on tho 11th inst., Mr. •

Charles Reed, M.P., chairman of the Works
i

Committee, brought up the following report,.

which was agreed to :

—

1. The Works Committee have invited tenders i

for the erection of a school, to provide accommo- i

dation for 1,136 children, on the site in Lower.;
Mansfleld-place, Marylebone. The following <

were the respective amounts :

—

Manley & Rogers
iT. Grover
W. Crockett
Kelly, Brothers
Dove, Brothers
Scrivener & White
tv. H. &. J. Mansbridge
K. Mann
T. Niblett &, Son

£12,677 0 0
12,183 0 0
11,650 0 0
11,630 0 0
11,537 0 0
11,339 0 0
11,336 0 0
11,187 0 0
10,140 0 0

The Board architect, however, was subse-;
quently instructed to make certain modifications
in the plaus, so as to reduce the cost of the i

building, and a revised tender has now been :

obtained from Messrs. T. Niblett & Son, of
No. 37, Bii'kbeck-road, Hornsey-rise, N., amount-
ing to 9,5561., which the committee recommenic
the Board to accept. [Cost of site, 2,780Z.j.'

cost of building per head, 81. 83 . 2d.]
2. Tenders have also been invited for the •

erection of a school, to accommodate 566 chil-l

dren, on the site in George-street, Marylebone, >

the amounts of which aro as follow :

—

J. McLachlan £6,110 0 0
F. Mark 5,994 0 0
Merritt & Ashby 5,910 0 0
G. S. S. Williams & Son 6,872 0 0.

Dove, Brothers 5,818 0 0
G. Wall 5,810 0 0
Scrivener & White 5,606 0 0
J.Kirk... 5,555 0 0
T. Niblett & Sou 6,4W 0 0

In this case, also, it was considered necessary v

to make some reaucuon in the cost of thail
building, and the committee now recommend i|

the acceptance of the reduced tender of Messrs, i

T. Niblett & Son, of 37, Birkbeck-road, Hornsey-
j

rise, amounting to 4,7901. [Cost of interests s

akeady purchased, 4,7031. Ss.
j
cost of building, -i

per bead, 81. 9a. 3d.]

Mr. E. R. Robson is architect of both thess-

;

schools.

DR. LANKESTER AND THE DEMOLITION 'j

OF DWELLINGS.
At the last meeting of the Camberwell

j
Vestry, according to the South London Chronicle, ;

a report of the Sanitary Committee of the
:)

vestry was read, which recommended,

—

“That the vestry clerk be instructed to write to the 1

vestry of St. James’s, Westminster, expressing regret?
|

that the medical officer of health for that parish should 0

have given evidence against the vestry's order for the 1

demolition of houses unlit for human habitation, and in i

opposition to the testimony of three other medical ollicere i|

of health, and which order was confirmed by the dismissal J

of tho appeal with costs.”
\

The houses in question were in Berkeley-court i

and Alpha-street.
j

After some discussion, in the midst of which t

Dr. Lankester, the officer of health for St. /

James’s, was not without his defenders, the 1

motion for the adoption of tho reiiort and <

recommendation was agreed to with five dis- ij

sentients.
^

There must surely be some misunderstanding
here, as we do not think it likely that authorities '

such as Dr. Lankester, Dr. Liddell, Dr. Iliff, and t

Dr. Bristowe, would so vitally differ in opinion 11

on a subject, fairly and equally laid before each 1

and allot them. Mr. Reynolds, the Camberwell 1

surveyor, went with the majority in the case.
'
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EESTOEATION OF AN EGYPTIAN TEMPLE.

A C

A Scolptare oa the inner face of the intercolumnar wall

lately brought to Eiigland by ilisa Harris.

B Section of an intercolumnar wall, measured and drawn

from those in the British Museum. The white line

shows the fracture that was occasioned by an attempt

to divide the stone into two pieces. The part on the

right of the white line does not exist in Miss Harris's

slab. The lighter margin of the contour of this

section shows the extent of the smooth surface, the

darker shade the surface worked with the pick,

proving that these stones were most accurately joined

to the columns, the probable width of which is

indicated by the dotted line.

C Shows the appearance of the cobra snakes in the front

view, taken from the intercolumnars in the British

Museum.

This intercolumnar wall is precisely the same height and

section as those in the British Museum, Hos. 30

and 22.

Sketch Elevation of Temple, and Plan of Front.

*
RESTORATION OF AN EGYPTIAN

I

TEMPLE. :

Ouit drawing represents a slab of liard stone,

perhaps basalt, lately brought to England by
Miss Harris, of Alexandria. It is 2 ft. 7^ in.

wide and 4 ft. OJ in. high. At the top is a row of

eleven vultures. Lower down is a single line of

hieroglyphics, which may be translated, “The
king’s prenomen, living for over; Icing of Upper
and Lower Egypt, lord of t^ie land, lord of the

buildings, Nectanebo, living for ever, beloved of

all the gods.” Under this inscription is the

figure of the king on his knees, looking towards
the spectator’s right hand, presenting some
offering, which is no longer visible. Under the

place where the offering was once represented
«,re a few hieroglyphics, the name of the offering,

probably frankincense. Below the king is a
broad ornamental border.

This slab, from its shape and sculpture, lets us

understand that it was made for a dwarf inter,

columnar wall, and was part of a small temple,
which, from the known proportions of the
Egyptian temples, we may suppose was about
14 ft. high. Our interest in the slab is increased
by the knowledge that we have in the British

Museum two other slabs or inter-columnar walls,

which probably belonged to the same diminutive
temple, while there is a fourth now in Bologna,

but found in Rome, 1709, of which there is an
engraving in Ficoroni’s “Vestigia di Roma,”
published at Rome, 1744.

The Harris slab (H) has been split in half,

and therefore shows sculpture only on one face;
those in the British Museum being nearly entire

have sculptui'0 on both faces. From them we
learn that we exhibit the back of the slab H,
which faced towards the interior of the building ;

because in all cases where the rows of vultures

and of cobra or hooded snakes are represented

on these dwarf walls, the vultures appear on

the surface towards the interior, while the snakes
are always on the outside as guardians of the

temple. From this circumstance, and that the
figure of the king is looking towai’ds the right,

it is quite certa.in that the Hairis slab occupied
the intercolumnar space marked H on the plan,

or the right-hand corner of the portico viewed
from the outside. Of the two slabs in the
British Museum, the one marked 22 occupied
the next intercolumnar space, that on the right-

hand side of the entrance, and No. 20 that on
the left-hand of the entrance. The slab marked
V on the plan, on the left-hand corner of the
portico, is the slab now in the Museum of
Bologna. Thus we have two slabs for each side

of the door
;
and if we suppose that this little

temple liad four columns, it will have had, with
its two side walls, five intercolumnar spaces

;

one of these was the doorway, and four were
filled with the four above-mentioned slabs.

The temple, as we have said, was about 14 ft.
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high, as it stood on a floor, or base, and with its

lateral walls, nearly 25 ft. wide. Now Hero-
dotus (ii., 175) tells us that he saw at Sais a
small monolith temple, of which the outside
front measure was 14 cubits in width, and 8
cubits in height, and that the inside measure
was 12 cubits wide by 5 cubits high ; or, if we
turn these measures into English feet at 21 in. the
I'oyal or longer cubit, then the outside measure
will be 24^- ft. by 14 ft., aud the inside measure
21 ft. by 8 ft. 9 in. Herodotus thought this

little temple of one single stone, as it was
declared to be, was as remarkable a work of art

as any of the great temples of Egypt. From
the measures furnished by Herodotus we learn
the thickness of the outside walls, which were
of 1 cubit each, and also the thickness of the
entablature and floor united, which were toge-
ther of 3 cubits. Wo include the floor, since,
if the temple seemed to Herodotos to be of a
Bingle block, it must have stood on a floor of
its own. Let us, therefore, draw the front of a
temple according to the known proportions of

those in Egypt, giving to it Herodotus’s mea-
surements, with four columns and an entabla-
tore, all of ^itablo thickness, and giving to the
floor what remains of its height which will bo
about three-fourths of a cubit. With this re-
storation of a temple, wo shall then find that
our four slabs supply us with the four iuter-

columnar spaces of the required size, and we
may say with confidence that they formed part
of the small temple described by Herodotus.
It was not, indeed, a monolith temple, as he was
told, but each wall aud each column may have
been of a single stone, and the whole so squared
and fitted together that the joints were not seen.
The earliest name on these slabs or inter-

columnar walls is that of Pharaoh Hophra, or
Psammetichus III., who reigned about B.C. 501-
566, about 100 years before Herodotus visited

Hophra, we must suppose, left the
ornamental sculpture unfinished. This was very
often the case with the Egj-ptian buildin^-g.

Hophra’s reign was followed by civil war, then
by the Persian occupation of the country, and it

was not until 100 years after Herodotus’s visit

that the sculptures on the other slabs were
finished in Nectauebo’s quiet and prosperous
reign of eighteen years.

The Museum has also two small obelisks of
black basalt, which, when perfect, may have
been about 12 ft. high, aud when set on pedestals
would bo of tho right height to stand as orna-
ments in front of this temple. They bear the
name of Amyrucus, a king who was reigning
when Herodotus was in Egypt, during an interval
of liberty gained from Persian domination.
Our restoration of the temple has tho stones

which ai'e now in Europe distinguished by a dark
shade. S.i..MUEL Sh.\.ki’e.

JosKPU Boxomi, Ll‘1.

NOTES FROM AMERICA.
Texas .—The most delightful work, next to a

survey on the London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway in England, has been to the writer—

a

short ti-ip in Texas. The natives semi-civilised
;

the country filled with superstitious legends, but
abounding with some of the most beautiful
scenery that can be imagined or wished; the
land fertile

;
the climate in the autumn must in-

vigorating. The towns are laid out on the Spanish
system—a piazza, or a broad green; a town-
hall, court-house, and in the centre a gaol.
Magnificent trees shade the whole square, and
the singing-bii-ds render the scene most de-
lightful. The streets are lined with teams laden
with cotton and hides, and, what is more, silver
and gold to handle,—a pleasant thing after the
ragged, greasy gi-eeuhacks. But the scenes on
the square are various. On one corner a group
of niggers singing, heavily laden with the curse
ofthe world—“bad whisky ;’’ a crowd of “ coic-

ho7js” selling hides, and swearing in a manner a
Texan alone can do. Then the never speculating
Yankee, perched on an old box, selling in a
manner after the fashion of a Sheffield Cheap
John.

^

Oambliug seems to be a commercial
pimsuit, and a hell is fitted up gorgeously : tlie
drinking-bar, with its “ chemist” retailing tho
vile poison that maddens the brains of the
gambler

;
the roulette-table, tho wheel of for-

tune, which wheedles the nigger’s money to the
last cent.

;
the faro bank and other card-tables

loaded with gold and silver; tho speculators
investing in games which your writer never
heard of, and none the worse for not knowing

;

and all the time a harp and violin are scratching

forth music. But emigration, it is hoped, will
eradicate all these evils, aud allow the country
to be peopled with a respect for the Supreme
Being, who has formed a country, indeed, of
milk and honey, if labour be properly and com-
mercially applied. Waco is a county town of
about 3,000 or 4,000 inhabitants, the best town
the writer has visited, full of enterprise. A
neat BUSi>en8ioD-bridge of nearly 600 ft. has
been erected across the Brazos River; four
churches, good school-buildings, fine stores, and
several banks; also a railway terminus. St.
Louis and Chicago are about building two lines
of railway for the purpose of carrying the cotton
from Texas

;
and Texas, 1 think, will be the real

commercial State of the southern parts of the
United States.

Kansas.—Timber is very scarce in these
prairie countries, and is only found near streams
and ravines : so fuel is very scarce, and as a sub-
stitute the husks and Indian com are used, which
make a tine glowing fire. In the unsettled por-
tions of the prak’ies, far away from the settle-
ments, are “trails ” running in every conceivable
region along tho “ divides ” worn through the tall

grass by the hoofs of the bisons
;
and by watching

these ugly-lookiog animals from a distance, they
can be seen travelling like a single file of dairy
cows returning home at night from pasture.
Kansas is fast tilling up, aud a good many towns
are now built, which at the time of the American
War were nothing but prairie lands. Tho
sunsets are most beautiful, and can hardly be
pictured by pen. Tho balmy nights !—but tho
loueliness is terrible. And, oh, the wind in an
open prairie ! it can be only likened to a storm at
sea. The richest timbered country is Southern
Kansas, but the best watered are Northern Kansas
and South Nebraska, being easiest to farm: but
better protection is required of the United States
military for tho settlers from depredations of the
Indians. QuEficUs.

MEMORIAL BRONZE STATUES
OF THIRTEENTH, SIXTEENTH, AND

NINETEENTH CENTURY^ SCOTCHMEN.
Sir,—

I

t is a curious fact that we liave at this
time three bronze statues in embryo iutemled to
honour the memory of three representative
Scotchmen, three centuries dividing the career
of the three. Tlie last and most likely to be
soon erected in Edinburgh is that of the present
period, in which Livingstone so graphically illus-
trates the “derring do’’ of the heroic *Bruce,
and the stern candour of Kno.\', “ who uever
feared the face of man.”
The artistic skill of Mrs. D. 0. Hill has enabled

her in fact to produce such a statue of Living-
stone as rolls the three three-ceutury divided
Scotchmen into one. This life-like statue, now
proposed to bo cast in bronze, is truly suggestive
ol all that is good and groat iu this most hei’oic
of the Scottish kings,—born 1274, and died 1329.
And there is also vividly shown the fiery zeal of
the great Scotch Reformer, for enlightening his
rude barbaric countrymen of the period iu v°hich
he lived,—1505-1572. Even viewed in such a
light, this graphic Scottish statue of the great
mi.-sionary explorer of African ^vild8 cannot
satisfy either the Scottish people or their
visitors, when they gaze upon tho questionable
tower reared to honour the memory of Wallace,
and when they too plainly see the unquestion-
able dishonour douo to the memory of Knox at
his very grave, where the grim sarcastic leaden
statue of Charles II. on horseback rides rough-
shod over all the associatious of the spot.
Stotnesquo memorials of both Bruce and Knox
will yet be erected in the stylo and costume of
their respective periods. Dr. M'Crie, in his Life
of Knox, says,—“ A Popish author has iuformed
us that Knox was gratified with having his
portrait drawn, aud has expressed much horror
at this, seeing bo Lad caused all the images of
tho saints to be broken.” There are even Pres-
byterians of our day who hold that “Protestant
idolatry is manifested by this desire for a statue
to John Knox in Edinburgh,” yet such have not
been able even to I'ear

“ The taper spire that points to heaven

over the stunted floreal pinnacles of the Knox
Kirk, built some twenty years ago, alongside the
old house of Knox, so prominently jutting into
the grand vista east and west of the old historic
High-street. Surely, if the house and kirk of
Knox aro to stand where they are, the modern
kirk should be ornamental, and the old house
saved from its venerable uncleanliness.

J. K.

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM.
I BAVE only

j
ust seen in the Builder of the 4th

of January last Mr. Waterhouse’s design for this
building, and I regret to learn, by your editorial
notice, that from motives of economy the two
central towers of the facade are to be omitted.
They appear to me a principal feature of the
design, and to omit them will destroy the
symmetry of what promised to be a handsome-
and successful building.

I presume it is not suggested that Mr. Water-
house’s design is of an unusually costly character,
but because the price of work has risen (I sup-
pose from the natural laws of supplyancl demand)
we are to pare down and spoil a public building.
We are told sometimes that the rise in prices I

is an evidence of our wealth. At all events, we
f

are tho wealthiest nation in the world, and were
never more prosperous than at the present time.

But, sir, a parsimonious policy is not always i

cheapest in the end. On this very same site tonj
years since we erected a building, very substan-
tially, on a cheap plan, but which was so in-
yeterately ugly that tho public would not staudi
it, aud the Government was compelled, though

'

resisting to their utmost, to pull it down.
Look, again, at oor National Gallery, where

the unfortunate architect was so pinched and
hamjjered about cost that he could only give u.s

(no iault of hia) a building that wc arc ashamed
of, and which we have long ago decided must I

come down. *

But, sir, here is a consoling reflection for the
authorities, and which I hope will weigh with
them, regarding the matter from a £. s. d. point
of view.

It must he twenty years ago that we found
that the British Museum was full to running over,
and that an additional building must bo provided
to hold our collections. For twenty years we
have been debating and discussing about this
additional building, and at last we have decided
on ir. Well, then, liave we not saved twenty
years’ interest on our outlay ? Say only at 3 per
cent, per annum, there is a saving of GO per cent.
I am sure, sir, that the authorities will appreciate

I

this, and I yet hope that (accepting the fact of
the rise in prices which the rest of the com.
munity are compelled to accept), they will take
15 per cent, out of the 60 saved, aud give us the
building as designed by the architect, unmuti-

Old Kicxsinciton.

A GIGANTIC BRIDGE OVER THE FORTH.
Amo.xgst the several railway and other Bills

which have been before the Parliamentary Com-
mittees during the present session, one is in con-
nexion with the construction of a stupendous
railway bridge over the Firth of Forth, at
QueensfeiTy, at a proposed outlay (includin«-
the I’aihvay), of 1,250,0001., being something
more than foui- times the cost of the bridge
over the Tay, now in course of construction,
and which up to the present time has been
regarded as the largest bridge in the world.
As the Bill for the proposed bridge over
the Forth received the sanction of the Com.
mittee of the House of Commons last week, a
notice of some of its chief features becomes in-
teresting. The proposed bridge, which has been
designed by Mr. Thomas Bouch, will be no less
than 150 ft. in height, and will contain nearly
100 spans. The largest span in the centre will
be 1,550 ft. in width, or nearly a third of a mile
in extent, dimensions which are without a
parallel for any si^lar piece of architectural
construction, and the smaller openings or spans
will all be 150 ft. in width, being consider-
ably beyond the average dimensions of the
largest spans in ordinary bridges. The highe.sb
engineering evidence on the design was laid
before theParliamentaryCommittee,and amongst
the engineers of eminence who bore testimonym favour of the proposal, were Mr. G. F. Bidder,
Mr. Hawkshaw, Mr. Barlow, and Mr. Harrison,
all of whom deposed as to the practicability of
its construction, the sufficiency of the estimates,
and as to its safety aud suitability for carrying
r^way traffic. On these points, a joint report,
si^ed by all the above-named engineers, was
laid before the Committee, in which they state
that having examined the plans of the proposed
bridge, in connexion with storms of -wind, as
well as the effects of passing loads over it, and
also in regard to temperature, they all agree in
being satisfied that the bridge, when completed
according to the designs and dimensioDB, aud
with the matei-ials submitted to them, will bo
found amply sufficient not only for the kfety of
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the ordinary traiBc, but also to meet the strains

due to extreme gales of wind. As to construc-

tion, the engineers iu question state that the
moat important point is the sufficiency of the
foundation and anchorage, and in reference to

that question the information afforded them
gives them complete confidence; whilst having
regard to the varied and powerful means which
are now at command for the erection of such
structures, they believe that the execution of

this bridge, although of unusual magnitude, is

quite practicable, and capable of being carried
out with success by modern sldll.

THE PUBLIC BUILDINGS OF BUCHAREST
(TURKEY).

An interesting report has just been published,
regarding the improvements made in the public
buildings of Bucharest, also giving information
relative to other improvements effected in the
city. Bucharest covers a space of more than
twenty English square miles, and has been
gradually built haphazard, every man having
placed his house as he pleased, without the
slightest regard to the position of the dwellings
of his neighbours. This neglect of the unities of
construction has formed an agglomeration of
bnildiugs which is certainly peculiar. Con-
siderable progress has been made of late in
paving the streets of the city, and the principal
street is now paved with Aberdeen granite, and
cubical stones from Italy, and is kept moderately
well watered in summer. This street (called
the Podo Mogochoi) contains the principal shops
and hotels, many of the best private houses, the
Prince’s residence, and the National Theatre,
one of the largest buildings in the town, the
whole being interspersed with hovels and un-
built spaces, the effect of which is iiuything but
seemly. Of late years great progress has been
made in building new houses iu Bucharest, but
this has scarcely kept pace with the increase of
the population. What is termed “ The Palace,”
was built nearly half a century ago, and was
sold to the Government, having been originally
intended for a private residence. Its only re-

deeming feature is said to be the throue-room.
Prince Charles of Hohenzollcrn has done much
towards rendering his habitation internally com-
fortable by introducing improvements from time
to time

;
but at best it is not a very regal resi-

dence. It has been attempted to convert a
monastery on the outskirts of the city into
a summer residence for the court, but hitherto
this attempt has not been altogether successful.
There are IGO buildings in Bucharest which arc
used as churcbos, but none have any pretensions
to architectural beauty, or even to much antiquity.
There are ten synagogues, of which the largest
is a modern building erected at considerable
e.xpense, and decorated in a somewhat pre-
tentious fashion inside and out, after the
Saracenic style of the new Jewish temples of
Wc.stern Europe. The Academy ia the most
imposing of the modern buildings of Buchai-est.
Id forms one side of the commencement of a
boulevard, which it is proposed to carry through
the town from east to west. This edifice con.
tains the university, which is divided into four
faculties,—philo.sophy, law, medicine, and the
sciences; and possesses a good laboratory and
collection of physical apparatus. The large
theatre of the uruv«rrsity ia occupied by the
senate during the Parliamentary session. The
Academy also contains a public museum of anti-
quities and natural history. Bucharest boasts
two public gardens of considerable size, which
are of comparatively recent construction. One
id in the centre of the town, is about a mile in
circumference, and is principally resorted to by
the townspeople who have no carriages. The
other public garden is

j ust outside the town, aud
ia the fashionable drive. Amongst the new
buildings, a handsome edifice has been erected
on the boulevard fur a hotel, which will eclipse
all its rivals in point of size and imposing appear,
unco. Bucharest has lately been lighted by gas.
The water supply drawn from the Dimbovitza is

partly pumped by steam, and distributed through
iron pipes to some public fountains and private
dwellings

;
but for the most part it is doled out

by small carts in a filthy state, and at con-
siderable expense. The municipality, however,
has for some time been in treaty with foreign
companies for an unlimited supply of filtered
water, the want of which is much felt. The
sanitary state of the city ia far from satisfactory,
and the authorities are not so active as they
might bo iu introducing improvements in tbis
direction.

ST. IfARY’S SCHOOL, HULIIE,
MANCHESTER.

The foundation-stone of this school was laid
on the Gth inst. The school will have accommo-
dation for i:il scholars. The building consists
of a school.roora, 36 ft. by 19 ft. 6 in.

;
and two

class-rooms, 18 ft. by 14 ft.; also lavatory and
cloak-room, &c. The elevations have a hipped
gable to the class-room, and a hipped gablet over
the centre bay, the windows in both these rising
higher than the others. All the windows have
arched heads j and buttresses divide the eleva-

tion into bays. The principal elevation has a
hipped gable, from the centre of which rises an
ornamental chimney-stack having an inscription

stone in the centre of gable. The whole of the
wall.s are faced extei'ually with white header
bricks, with arches, string.course.s, and other
dressings of stock bricks. The interior is of
selected bricks. The rooms are warmed by open
fireplaces, and the alternate windows have part
opening for admitting fresh air, while the vitiated

air has its exit through openings in the ridge,

the roof being a high-pitch open to the apex, and
plastered between tbe principals. Mr. George
Napier Hulrae is the contractor, under the
superintendence of the architect, Mr. J. Lowe,
Manchester. The total cost, includiug boundary
walls, will bo about 8301.

THE VE-\'TILATION OP THE .SEWERS OP
LIVERPOOL.

Sn;,—Iu a recent issue you favoured us with
an extract from the report of the borough engi-
neer on the ventilation of the Liverpool sewers
recommending “the introduction of open gratings
iu the streets, and the carrying up of a pipe not
less than 1 in. diameter, from every soil-pipe, to
a poiut above the roofs of the houses, so that in
the districts where these water-closets exist, the
draught may be down tho street ventilators and
up tho soil-pipe shafts.”

In a large borough like Liverpool, it is inr.

portaut that the scheme adopted should be
effectual, as small boroughs may be induced to
follow the example of their larger brother

;
and

in that view I propose to discuss its merits.
The open gratings will provide for the intro-

duction of fresh air, but iu some cases they will
act as outlets, according to levels aud other local
circumstances.

The proposed outlets by the house-drains are
however open to very serions objections :

—

1st. The gases from the sewers will take the
shortest route, and rush into the houses, when
the pan or valve closets are used, instead of
passing up the 1-in. outlets as proposed.

2ud. By this scheme every house will be in
connexion with every other house, as now.

3rd. It will have a tendency to invite the
entiy of sewer gases into the badly-drained
bouses, and so increase the death-rate rather
than diminish it.

In most schemes for ventilation, the chief
object has been to disconnect tlio house-drains
(for ventilating purposes) from the main sewers,
and to prevent the sewer gases from entering
the houses

;
hut in the scheme proposed, there

is an ingenious but expensive attempt to do that
which most sanitary authorities have condemned.
The great objection always raised against

sewers, that there is no isolation, will by this
scheme be still further increased, as the current
of the gases will be in the direction of the
houses from the sewers of deposit, and if there
be the slightest defect iu the house-drains or the
soil-pipes (a very common thing), they will
hecome outlets into the houses from the main
sewers. Further, the principle of ventilating
main sewers by the house-drains is radically
wrong, and should in no case bo adopted.

Sewers should be ventilated, as they have
been in other towns, eiitirehj separate and distinct
froiii the house-drahis.

House-drains should also be ventilated, sepa-
rate aud distinct from main sewers, by 4-m.
pipes from the soil-pipes, or by other means.
We are told that 18,000J. ai’e to be expended

on ventilation, bub I trust, iu tbe iuterest of
sanitary science, the proposed scheme will not
be adopted. James Lemon,

Borough Engineer, South.ainpton.

Leicester Municipal Buildings. — The
drawings submitted are now on view. We are
asked to mention that the author of the design
under motto “ Simplicity” gave no address, and
therefore could nob be communicated with.

LONDON SCHOOL BOARD SCHOOLS,
OLD FORD-ROAD.

These schools, which have been built near tho
Old Ford Station, will shortly be opened.
Tbe nominal accommodation is for 730

children, but the actual number which could be
accommodated is 841, allowing 8 ft. superficial

of floor-space for each infant, and 9 ft. for each
girl or boy.

Owing to the position of the site the entranoes
to all the divisions of tbe schools were obliged
to be from the same road, but they are separated
as far as possible from one another.
The general schoolrooms are 22 ft. wide and

45 ft. long, with windows on each side, which
allows a current of air across the rooms and an
equal distribution of light. The window-backs
in the wall opposite the desks are 8 ft. high, to

allow of maps, &o., being huug below them.
The windows behind the desks ai'e the usual
height above the floor.

'J'he ceilings throughout are plastered to a
level surface, no beams being visible.

The general arrangement of the gp-ound floor

will be seen by the accompanying plan. The
first and second floors, for the boys’ and girls’

schools respectively, are similarly arranged, with
the exception that there are two class-rooms at
the ends of the geuoral rooms, each 20 ft. by
18 ft.

Cap and bonnet rooms and lavatories are
placed at the entrances to each department, on
a level with tho general schoolroom,
A classroom for drawing is on the second

floor, entered by tbe girls from their schoolroom,
and by the boys from their staircase.

There is a room for the master or mistress on
the first floor, immediately over the managers’
room.
The staircases are of Y'orkshire stone, with

wrought-iron handrails.

The desks and seats for the children will be
arranged iu pairs. The infants’ and babies’

rooms each have galleries with low backs to the
seat.<!.

The upper parts of the doors between tho
school and class rooms are glazed, to enable the
head teachers to supervise the whole of theii'

respective departraeuts.

Captain Douglass Galton’s ventilating stoves
are placed in the general school-rooms

;
each

story is 14 ft. high from floor to ceiling, and the
walls are coloured a light green tint. All tho
windows havo straight heads with sashes double
hung.
There is a covered play-shed in the infant’s

playground, paved with Wright’s tarred paving,
which is laid in all the playgrounds. The building
ia faced with picked stocks, with red brick
arches and diapered patterns of red, white, and
yellow bricks to the gable-ends, aud Bath-stono
dressings are used iu tho window and door-
heads.

The contract for the building, including fittings

for heating and lighting, was taken for 4,987L
by Mr. Tairant of the New Kent-road

;
this

gives about ol. ISs. per head, taking the actual
accommodation at 841 children.

Tho architects are Messrs. Henry Jarvis & Son,
of Trinity-square, Southwark.

USEFUL NOTICE.

Dit. Dudfield, the medical officer of health
of the parish of St. Mary Abbott’s, Kensington,
has issued tho following sanitary notice, -which
may bo usefully read elsewhere :

—

“ Parishioners aro earnestly requested not to deposit
animal or vegetable refuse in their dnst-bins, the decay of
such matters, especially in hot weather, when few ashes
are made, causing oftensive smells iajnrious to hedth. AU
such refuse being, after alight drying behind the fire, com-
bustible in ordinary grates, may and should bo burned,
small quantities being placed on tho fire at a lime.

_

Parishioners aro further requested to have their waier-
ciaterns cleansed frequently, and particularly during the
summer months. The wnste.pipe, if connected with a
drain or soil-pipe, should be eliectually trapped, other-
wise the water will become polluted by foul air, to tbe
great danger of health aud life. In all 'cases, when prac-
ticable, however, the waste-pipe should be abolished, aud
an overflow or warning pipe substituted. Cisterns should
be carefully covered, to exclude dirt. TV’ater-cIosets
should have an independent water-supply. A ventilating-
pipe, at least li in. m diameter, should be arranged so as
to carry off into the open air the gas generated in the
soil-pipe of the water-closet and the waste-pipe of the
sink. The main drain of the house should also be venti-
lated and mapped, .so as to prevent the entrauce into any
part of the house of sewer-gas.
Impure air and polluted water being fertile sources of

disease, especially ordiarrheea, which is so fatal in summer,
and of communicable diseases, such as typhoid fever, &c.,
the importance of the aboye recommendations must he
obvious."
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STRENGTH OP CEMENT.

i’liOFpsOR BAUScniNOEU, of the Polytechnic
School of iluiichen, has lately made experiments
(in the technical laboratory of that institution)
trith mortar of Perlmoseii Portland cement and
water-lime

; and ho publislies his results in the
Zeitachrift des Bayer. Inyen.- iind Arch.-Vereinn.
Cubes of pure cement, as well as of mixtores

rf one part cement with sand or rubble up to
ive parts, were submitted to pressure. The re-
lifitance of pure cement was found to be greater
ban the mixture of the proportion of 1 : 5 ; it
liminislies very slowly, even if as much as three
>art8 sand (even coarse rubble) are added.
/obes of water-lime and coarse rubble were
ouod to resist pressure best, mixed in the pro-
lortions of 1 : 2 or 1 ; 3 ;

pure water-lime offer-
Qg the least resistance. The resistance to
iressuru in a mixture of the proportion of 1 ; 4
i nearly as great as in that of 1 : 1.

Cubes of brickwork, made of common bricks
nd mortar of one part water-lime and three
arts fine sand, after hardening for ninety days,
^ere next tried, when it happened that the mortar
smained firm, whilst the bricks were crushed.
Slabs of one part cement and two parts fine
md, about i; in. thick, also, after setting for
inety days, were likewise experimented upon,
ud the results sliowed that the strength per
luare unit increases with the dimensions of the
*038 section, but it is also determined by its
•rm, and diminishes somewhat with the thick-
;bs of the slab.

Similar experiments with cement prisms like-
ise showed that the strength of rupture of
>ment increases if it is mixed with sand iu the
roportion of 1:3, and even that of mortar
ixed in tlio proportion of 1 ; 4 is greater than
tat of pure cement.
In the trial with slabs made of one part
iment and tsvo parts fine sand it was found
at they possess equal strength whether they
St on all four corners or only on two edges,
id that tho resiBtanoe waa neai-l.v proportional to lollow them to their futurethe square of th.okness of the slabs. Tho slabs but this is boyond ourprovSite tried after hardening for 105 days- the I

province,

isms after 90 days.
I

=—= r——
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CIVIL AKD MECHANICAL ENGIXEEllS

towns gather round the jovial, hearty auctioneer
and soon the tree which but a few short months
ago waved in grace and beauty in the primeval
forest, has become the prized possession of the
cabinet-maker.
The parchase of mahogany is very much of a

lottery, and no sooner has the manufacturer got
his logs into his wood-yard than he is anxious to
see if ho has secured a bargain. The log from
which our chest of drawers was made was found
of excellent value, as part was suitable for cutting
into veneers, and the rest was of good quality
and colour.

‘

The other wood nsed was pine or fir for the
insido of the drawers. This was got from the
shores of the Baltic

;
but instead of enlarging on

this, let us look at the workman.
In general the cabinet-maker is a hardiforkino-

and intelligent ti-adesman. He passed six years
as an appenticeship, and entertains a high
opinion of the requirements of his ci-aic. He
requires to be neat-handed, and interested in his
work. He has an excellent stimulus to activity
and application, being paid not by the length of
time he labours, but lor each piece of furniture
he produces.
When our chest of drawers was commenced

to be made, the workman had handed to him a
slip of paper giving a rough sketch of the article,
with the sizes and mouldings marked on it. Ue
then wont to the cutting-oot shed for the suit-
able woods, and this in workshops without
machinery is the roughest and most exhausting
part of the cabinet-maker’s work. Next followed
the smoothing or planing, shaping, dove-taiHin>,
and, not least, tho veneering. To an ordinal’
and uninstructed spectator, for some days little
progi-ess seemed to be made

;
but this was not so,

for the disjointed pieces, wlienall prepared, were
soon glued together, and they assumed the
familiar and useful form of a chest of drawers
and required but a coating of polish and a hearty
rubbing to fit them for their adventures in the
world. It would bo an intoresting task, iu fancy'
to follow them to their future homes aud uses-

PROM AUSTRALIA.

.
7 —— jjjLcuuo [luuiisulug an

ipincal formula as soon as a sufficient number
experiments are available for the purpose.

|IE STORY OF A CHEST OF DRAWERS.
UV A CABLVET-MAivER.

' Trade i$ ibe golden girdle that encircles the globe."

Duri.no the past twwity years the attention
the jniblic has been greatly directed to manu-
tni-cs of all kinds. One result has been that
nng that time marked progi-ees has been
de in taste. The producers in the different
des have been stimulated to greater variety
i excellence in their designs, and their exor-
ua are receiving substantial appreciation and
houragement. This interest extends itself
?n to the raw aud uninviting materials, and
Che processes of manufacture, and hence our
Instrial Museums. Availing ourselves of this
Img, wo propose briefly to ti-ace the history
an ordinary chest of drawers, made of ma-
fany and fir.

jet us glance at the procuringof the materials.
iT^bcr of wood-cutters have tracked their
y into a dense forest of the West Indies, and
re at tho river-side they have reared their
lie hut. Around them the scene is one of
lat life and beauty. Bright birds and flowers,
K rainbow hues, the serried trunks of stately
be entwined by green tendrils, and over all
‘ feathery palm-tree,—“ a forest above a

, 1

'®^'
-

wood at times resounds with the
ij'S of its many tenants, and anon the most
jimn stillness prevails. Amid all the wood-
Iters resolutely proceed with their arduous

i, k. They first select a good mahogany tree near
»l riverside, and by the aid of axe and saw and
•>ng arm they lop off tho branches and cut
I'pugh the compact trunk, which is generally
tin 12 ft. to 15 ft. in circumference. The logs
ij then floated down the river co the nearest
<|t, and then the lumberer or wood-cutter can
Int his gains. If the shippers purchase them

; I Britain, they are sent to Liverpool, the prin.
U mai-kot in this conntry for mahogany and
:ilar_ woods. Here a brisk and profitable
ae IB earned on by wood-brokers. The

1 hogany logs are assorted into lots, cata!o<nies
sent throughout the kingdom, and in a week

'v a company of tradesmen from the various

SOCIETY.
Thk annual meeting of tho above Society was

held on Friday, the 6th inst., at the Board-room,
/, Westminster-chambers. The report showed
that the Society hiid been working successfully
during the past session, and that the number of
members was still increasing. Cordial votes of
thanks were passed to the president, Mr. C. W.
Whitaker, and tho other officers

; aud the fol-
lowing members were elected office-bearers for
Session 1873-74 :

—

President, Mr. C. H. Kew.
WiUcocka and W. F.

Members of Council, Messrs. E. H. Brewster J A

Honorary Treasurer, Mr, W. C. Street
Auditors, Messrs. H. Sandall and G. Cruickshank
Honorary Accountant, Mr. J. Wagstaff Blundell,
becreiary, Mr. Edward 8pecd.

PROPOSED SANITARY AND BDUCA.
TIONAL EXHIBITION.

Ik connexion with tho Social Science Con
gress to be held at Norwich, from the Ist to the

,
'=0 “ Exhibition

of Educational, Sanitary, and Domestic Appli.
ances, based on the experiment which proved so
successful at Leeds in 1871. Thespaciona
Drill Hail has been placed at the service of the
Association. The object of the exhibition is to
bring under the notice of the public generallv
and particularly those who are interested in
social, sanitary-, and educational questions, the
latest scientific appliances for improving the
public health and promoting education. Amouff
these may be mentioned: -All matters relating
to house construction, connected with which are
building materials, light, warming, ventilation
and interior ornamentation; flues, fireplaces
stoves, boilers, furnaces, gas apparatus

; cis’
terns, baths, piping, filters, fountains, lavatories
and all things connected with the supply and
use of water; drain pipes, tnbes, sinks, traps
troughs, closets, urinals, filters, and all plaL
diagrams, sections, models, and specimens of
sewage and drainage contrivances

; in fact all
sorts of appliances, appertaining to the advance-
ment of sanitary science, the promotion ofedu-
cation, and the improvement of the health and
domestic comfort of the community at large.

Melhoume .—One of the landmarks of the city
of Melbourne in its early history has beenremoved
by the pulling down of the Scots’ Church, which
stood for nearly thirty-two years on the site at
the corner of Collins and Russell streets. In the
beginuing of 1869 the necessity for additional
accommodation, suggested that a new church
should be built. Steps were accordingly taken,
winch resulted in the design of Messrs. ReedA Barnes being accepted, and the subscription
list already shows a sum of 12,000J. towards the
necessary expenses. The Australian Illustrated
News presents its readers with a fair engraving
of the bnilding, which is of good design, though
the tewer and spire are rather attenuated.
Ihe site IS one of tho finest in Melbourne. Being
at the top of a hill, the building will form a
striking feature in any distant view of the city
The stylo is Early English. The church is cruci-
lorm m plan. It consists of a nave, 42 ft.
by 102 ft., and two narrow side aisles, 10 ft.
6 m. wide. Tho transepts are 30 ft. wide, and
18 ft. 6 in. deep. There is an apse formed at
the north end of the nave, in which is placed
the minister’s platform. An organ-chamber is
projected from the west transept, which is
to be fitted up for the choir. The sittings
are all contained within the nave, the side
aisles being used only as passages. A tower,

““ ® ^
-11 tt. high, stands at tho salient angle. Tho
church will seat 950 or 1,000 people, and
will cost about 20,000L About the close
or tho year 1871, a number of gentlemen
having investigated the style of accommo-
dation afforded iu the cheap lodging-housesm Melbourue, resolved upon undertaking the
erection of a model lodging-house for the poorer
class uf citizens. The Society for tho Promotion
of Morality cordially gave their support, and a
sub-committee having been appointed to act,
steps were taken to form a company, having a
capital of 5,0001. in 400 shares of 121. 10s. each,
for the purpose of erecting and fumishiug a
house for men exclusively, having 200 beds
baths, reading-room, smokiug-rooms, and other
appurtenances. The whole of the shares have
been taken up. The Government of the dav
granted a site for a building. It is intended tha't
the scheme shall be self-supporting, the interest
on the paid-up capital being limited to 10 per
cent. The plans for the building, furnished by
Messrs. Crouch & Wilson, were adopted. The
Easteru^ Arcade in Melbourne is approaching
completion. Six months previously, the ground
on which the arcade stands was a heap of ruing
and debris from tho Haymarket Theatre, which
was destroyed by fire some twelve months be-
tere. At this time the services of Mr. George
R. Johnson, architect, were called in, and he
prepared the plans of this structure, which was
commenced in July. The frontage to Bourke-
street will comprise a hotel and shop on the
ground floor, with extensive cellarage under,
neath, aud a large liall, 83 ft. and -10 ft., on the
first floor, suitable for drawing-room entertain-
ments or public meetings. On the second floor
will be the bedrooms, kitchen, &c., required for
the hotel, and a photographic studio. The front
IS in Bourke-street. In the arcade proper will
be, on the ground.floor, thirty-six shops, with
cellars underneath, 22 ft. by 12 ft., and on the
first floor or gallery level will be twenty-eight
shops, 18 ft. by 12 ft., two of which are fitted
up especially for florists, having glass roofs. The
gallery will be 9 ft. wide, with light ornamental
iron railing. This will form a promenade, and
13 SO constructed as not to obscure the light to tho
shops on the ground-floor. All round the gallery
are Donc columns and entablature, from which
springs tho largo circular roof of the arcade.
IhiB 18 carried on laminated girders, steamed
an bent, similar to what Mr. Johnson introducedm the Prince of Wales Opera House. There is

^
bght the whole length of the arcade

14 ft. wide, the sides of which are filled in with
glass louvres, giving both light and ventilation.
The under side of the circular roof is panelled
and filled with five-pointed stars, glazed with
stamed glass. The gallery is approached by
tour wide staircases, leading from either comer
of the arcade, where there will be also drinking,
lountains for the accommodation of visitors. The
frontage to Little Collins-street will comprise a
hotel and restaurant, and an extensive photo-
giuphic studio, constmeted specially for MayallA Sons. The restaurant is approachable from tho
gallery floor for the convenience of the tenants
'Ihe total cost of the building will be about
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17,0001. The contractor is Kr. George Corn-

well, who also bnilt the Uaymarket Theatre,

which formerly occapied the site.

—The first stone of the Catholic College

of St. Francis Xavier, Kew, was laid on the 8th

of December. The site of the college is a short

distance outside the village of Kew, oS the road

between that municipality and Hawthorn. It is

in the midst of a beautiful park of /O acres,

purchased for 10,OOOL, on easy terms, from

Mr. Patrick Momane, of Melbourne. The archi-

tect is Mr.T.A. Kelly. The main block will be

a parallelogram, and projecting central and side

blocks will complete the design.

Fitzroy .—Building is spreading rapidly in the

suburbs as well as in town. The National Bank

of Australasia, which is being built at the comer

of Smith and Webb streets, Fitzroy, was to be

opened for business in a few days. It has a

frontage of 40 ft. to Smitb-street, and of 67 ft.

to W^b-street, and from the footpath in Smith,

street to the top of the parapet is 39 ft. The

front of the main building to both streets is of

the same stone as that used at the Melbourne

Town.hall, and is of uniform colour. The style

of architecture is that used in the palaces of

Rome. The lower story has rusticated joints,

with semicircular heads to the windows. The

upper windows have also semicircular heads,

with moulded architraves and cornices. The

lower portion of the building is rock-faced blue-

stone ashlar, surmounted by a well-finished deep-

fluted string of Malmesbury stone. The size of

the public office is 34 ft. by 24 ft., and is 17 ft.

high. The ceiling is dl'.-ided by iron girders,

covered by plastic mouldings, into three com-

partments. The floor in front of the counters

and screens is to be of Minton’s tiles. The strong

room is large and lofty, and fireproof. For the

customers of the bank 34 ft. by 12 ft. are allotted.

Mr. R. Huckson is the builder, and Mr. L. Terry

the architect.

Qeelong.—When the gas-mains were laid in

Geelong, some ten or twelve years since, a mile

or two of paper pipes were put down as an

experiment. On December 13th, when laying

on a service-pipe for Mr. Gale’s balloon, some of

them were unearthed, and found to be in as

good condition as when first laid down, while

the iron pipes near the same place were nearly

corroded through.

Ballarat.—The Toiim-hall at Ballarat bids fair

to be more costly to the city than was thought

would be the case. The Courier states that

“ Mr. Cowland, the contractor, claims 3,5001. for

delay occasioned, as he alleges, during the pro-

gress of the contract. The city council has a claim

for a very large amount,—some 1,5001.,—against

Mr. Cowland for fines and penalties due on foot of

said contract ;
and, on the suggestion of the mayor

and the ex-mayor, the matter has been referred

to arbitration,—Mr. Edwin James being the

council’s arbitrator, and Mr. R. Tunbridge arbi-

trator for Mr. Cowland.”

Brunsuiicfc.—The Wesleyan denomination in

Bninswick have just completed a new edifice, an

engraving of which appears in the Illustrated

Australian News. Mr. Percy Oakden, of Bal-

larat, was the architect. The church was for-

mally opened on the 6th of February. It is

only calculated to seat 800 persons, though

attended by nearly 1,200 at each service. The

building is of brick, on a 8tone_ foundation.

Dark red bricks, of which the front is principally

composed, harmonize with those of a lighter

colour, arranged in patterns, used as quoins, or

in the arches over the openings. Externally, the

front is divided into three compartments, the

centre one corresponding with the width of the

main building, rising to the height of 53 ft.,

the gable being filled with a large window,

pierced with four lights, with quatrefoil opening

above. The northern division of the front is a

porch, also gabled, with an open arcade of two

arches. The soutbern division is occupied by a

bell-tower, square at the base, and becoming

octagonal in form as it rises. The upper portion

is open, the roof being sustained by arches

springing from iron columns. It iises to a

height of 90 ft., and is finished with a wrought-

ironfinial. The interior of the church measures

72 ft. by 63 ft. The floor slopes for about two-

thirds of the distance from the front towards the

pulpit, the remainder being level, so that the

seats, which are disposed in curves, with the

pulpit as a centre, rise gently. The church

internally is divided into nave and north and

south aisles, the aisles being separated from the

nave by arches of colom*ed bricks rising from

iron, columns with bronzed foliated capitals.

These arches support the clearstory wail, which

is pierced on either side with circular windows at

a high elevation, thus providing for ample ven-

tilation. The contractor was Jlr. Robert Roberts,

and the clerks of works, Messrs. Boase & Stan-

ton. The total cost of the building is 5,0001., of

which the congregation have raised 3,0001.

Adelaide .—In the illustrated paper already

named there is an engraving of the central hall

of the new Post-office, Adelaide. The two

entrances to it, the one from King WilUam.

street and the other from Victoria-square, are

arched with pilasters on either side, and have

deeply-coffered ceilings. There are five steps

of Mintaro slate, each in one length, leading

from the pavement into a small lobby, and then

access is gained by four steps into the public

ball itself. This is 90 ft. long by 35 ft. wide,

aud runs the height of the two stories and

a portion of the roof, being 65 ft. from floor

to ceiling. It is paved with Minton’s en-

caustic tiles in simple patterns, and lighted

by a half-dome roof, the sides of which

are formed of glass, framed in light iron-work.

The principals are of large boiler-plate girders,

and the ceiling is sunk and enriched with panels

and centre-pieces containing ventilators. The

room will bo lighted at night by two ornamental

lamp-pillars of four burners each. The balcony

gives access to the whole of the upper story,

there being fourteen french-polished cedar doors

opening into it from the various offices and

rooms. A basement, 8 ft. 6 in. in height,

extends under the whole of the building, and is

divided into storerooms, workroom.^, lavatories,

reading-rooms for the letter-carriers, and a resi-

dence for the keeper. Mr. R. S. Thomas is the

architect for the building, and be estimates the

total cost at 56,0001. The whole of the contract,

including the fittings, has been carried out by

Messrs. Brown & Thompson.

THE CONTRACTS FOR BOLTON
TOWN HALL.

We add to the particulars of the new Town
Hall, Bolcon, already given, the following list,

from the Bolton Weekly Journal, showing the

amount of each contract. It may serve as a

guide, to some extent, in determining on similar

undertakings :

—

LIGHT AND AIR, AND THE LONDON
SCHOOL BOARD.

Thk- Tice-Chancellor, Sir R. Maliiis, at the suit of

Mr. J. H. Clarke, against the London School Board, to

restrain that body from building, bo as not to interfere

with his ancient lights to certain small teneinenU in

Winchester-court, RentonviUe, of which Mr. Clarke is

lessee, has given a judgment.

The bill filed by Mr. Clarke against the School Board

sets out that the Elementary Education Act, 1870, under

which the School Board is constituted, incorporates the

Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, and gives to the

Board the power of taking lands compulsorily, inth

certain restrictions, viz., that the Board must olUain an

order of the Education Department of the Privy Council

authorising them to put their compulsory powers in

force, and that no order so made should have any validity

unless confirmed by Act of Parliament.

The Board had duly put in force their compulsory

powers by taking a piece of land, about 53 yards square,

north of Winchester-court, and were proceetling to build

a schoolhouse upon it. Part of the schoolhouse-wall i^s

within 4 ft. of the windows of some of the plainlitt s

houses, and it was not disputed that the effect of this

would be to block up and darken the plaintitl 's light.

It was urged, however, on the part of the Board that

they had already purchased the freehold interest in the

plaintift"s houses, and that it was only the exorbitant

price asked bv Mr. Clarke which prevented their coming-

to terms with him. They were, however, taking the

necessary steps to obtain powers to purchase hts interest

,

compithori/u, and meanwhile they maintained they were

entitled to build upon the land, which they had acquired

in the manner thev were doing, and that they intended to

pay Mr. Clarke, the plaintiff, a compensation to which

alone he was entitled, and not an injunction.

In giving judgment, the Vice-Chancellor, Malins, said

the case involved questions of very great iinportancwl

Everybody knew the important public purposes for which

the School Board had been constituted. lu order to

carry out these purposes, compulsory powers hud been

given them, which, however, were to be exercised with

certain restrictions. Now, it could not be contended that

an adjoining owner, who was a private individual, would

he entitled to build within -1 ft. of his neighbours

“ancient lights;” it was, however, maintained the

Board that they could do anything upon the land which

they had dulv acquired, short of touching the neighbour s

soil, and that his remedy was only in compensation. II

they could build within 4 ft. they could build within -4 in.,

and the proposition amounted to this, that, by exercising

their right of blocking up a man’s windows they coiUd

I

Description of Contract.

Ellis & Hinchliffe Basement story

Haden & Sons 1 Warming and ventilating

Ellis & llinchliffe
I

Masons, orick-setters, &c.

W. C. Marshall Tvmpanum statuary

Ellis & HinchlilFe
j

Carpenters, joiners, &c....

W. Potts
I

Clock
Warner & Sons ...! Clock bells

Haden & Sons
1

Steam boiler, pipes, Ac....

Haden A Sons Hydraulic hoist and lift...

Piping for gasfittings

12,020 0 0

52 16 0
14.690 0 0
1,000 0 0

12,975 0 0
680 0 0

1,060 0 0
16S 0 0

Bolton Gas Co.

Minton, Hollins, A. ,, ,, ^

I

Tiling of Great Hall floor

Hibbert A Co ' Lightning conductors

Ellis A Hinchliffi

Gray A Davison ...

Dovestou, Bird, A

Alteration, Large Room..
Organ

Arrowsraith A Co.

C. Smith A Sons ...

WL Wilson A Co...,

J. A H. I’altesons

W'. Wilson A Co....

W. Wilson A Co.,..

Broadbetit

Boro’ Court, Ac., fittings

Parquetrie.GreatHall.Ac.'

Door furniture A fittings

Kitchen fisturee
Chimney-pieces A grates

Chimney-pieces A grates

Kitchen ranges, Ac
Safety clock - we _
21. iOs. per weight, and
16s. perewt

Brown A Laiiioiit Blinds

George Smith ACo. 22 lamp-pillars ...

•’ oruament lamp-brackets

£.

practically turn him out of bis house, though they could

not take it. To that proposition he, the Vice-Chancellor,

could not agree. lu Hutton v. South-Western Railway

Company, and other cases which had been cited by the

learned council in support of this contention, the damage

plained of was sustained in consequence

expressly made lawful by Parliamentary powers,--of the

auplication to the Legislature, for which the public had

notice,— and to the granting^ of which they might have

ibjected, and the judge
’ ’ '

118 0 0
160 0 0

2,000 0 0
5,300 0 0
1,781 0 0
150 0 0
45 0 0

2,220 0 0

igea had proceeded on the rule ^
‘convenience;’’ th'at as the defendants had the right TO

do the thing complained of, and as the damage could be

better ascertained after it was done, the injuoctmn should

not be granted. But in this case he (the ^ ice- Chancellor)

couldnot hold that aTnanpractically turned out ofhislioiMe

must wait until the lengthy proceedings for the ascertaip-

ment of compensation under the 68th section ot the Lands

Clauses Consolidation Act, 1815, were worked out, and it

could not be said that Parliament intended to take away

rights in this manner. The School Board were to exercise

their powers in a reasonable manner, and were to fix upon

property where those powers could be exercised without

doing injury to adjoining owners. It was important that

public bodies should beWt within the strict exormse^

their Parliamentary powers; and although the Boaw
might ultimately acquire this land, and had alreadj

ofl'ered a reasonable sum for it, the plaintiff was entitled

to insist upon his rights; and, considering that the Seboo

Board had taken an unreasonable view of their right ol

dealing with adjoining owners, he (the judge) was bound

to give the plaintiff the protection he legally demanded.

Injunction granted, with costs, against the London

School Board.

1,130 0 0

850 0 0
296 y 0
372 0 0

Macfarlaiie A C'l

Smith A Son '. Master keys ..^^.......each

Smith A Son-!!.”'.’.' Brass rail, Gt. Hall, perfl.

Wiiilield
1

Hall lamp ..

Messenger Design for pendants .

Winfield !!! Design for nracket-lights

D. Waddingtoi
D. Waddingtoi

]
Chairs for Great Hall.

!
Furniture, Receptiou-
room

Doveston, Bird, „
Co Furniture, Magistrates

.Tames Lamb Furniture, Dining-room

Arrowsmith A Co,' Furniture, Mayor Parlour

James Lamb Design of Borough Court

Dining-room chairs .

Chairs for Mayor, Ac..

Winfield Design of 3 pendants

Messenger A Son i Pendant design

James Laiub ' Design for carpet...

James Lamb Chimney-piece aud fire-

' grate

Burstall A Taylor, Lion figures for portico.

William Heyes ... Painting

Gray A Davison .... Hydraulic engines, Ac.

Corporation Gas)
j

Gas pendants for Gt.Hall

Department ... )
[

Temporary star-lighta

Joseph Marsden.
Joseph Marsdeu.

. I

Ground. floor fittings ..

.; First-floor fittings

OWNERSHIP OF LAND.

A VEKT suggestive question, in respect to the acquisi-

tion of lands and bouses by churchwardens, overseen,

and others in parochial trusts, is now under coiisideratiOT

of the Solicitor of the Treasury, Mr. Gray, Q.C,, brought

before that official by the Local Government Board ana

the Uile-end Town Board of Guardians, and the case la

the following very extraordinary one.

In lS-Wi-47, representatives of the several north-eastern

parishes of London were delegated to provide a joint

district asylum for vagrants, and to carry out that idea

they got a loan from the Government Works Loan Com-

missioners and purchased a building in White Horse-lane,

but which fell through, although Mile-end Old Town

advanced money to carry out the scheme. The joint com-

fn eviBt Hfipr a ten vears' sittiliB. and 81

275 Irt

201 17
440 0

1,099 18

mittee ceased to exist after a ten years' sitting, and a

that time they had a balance in hand, but no portion o

the money borrowed, or the interest upon it bad then or

since been paid.

A gentleman of the name of Kelday, one of the

churchwardens of Hackney, acted as secretary or clerk ti

the above committee, and has set up a claim to the PJ®
perty intended to be purchased, or purchased, for tm

vagrants’ asylum, on the ground that he has held undtt

puted posseuioii of it for more than twenty years Soim

of the land, it appears, has been let by Mr. Kelday oi

lease, and new buildings have been erected on it.

The Mile-end parish now contend, and the Goyerament

too, it seems, that it is a strange thing that an inJividua

should be allowed to take possession of half an acre o

land and use it as his own private property, in defaance no

only of the parishes on whose behalf he was eniployeo

but also of the Government authorities from whom
money was obtained to purchase it. They further con

tend that the mere fact of the legal documents relating t'

the land being left iu the hands of the secretary to th

committee do not confer upon Mr. Kelday any title to to

land, and that his possession of it, or leasing it, is no

legal.

In the meantime the hailding lessees of the ground arf

as it may be supposed, in serious jeopardy and a hi.
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ilK VAPOUK OR GAS POE CENEEATING
STEAM.

Mr. R. 'W’.\r.KER has ohtaincci letters patent
or the invention of a new method of applying
itmospherie gas, spirituous vapour or gas, and'
mpregnatcd combustible vapour or gas as a
leating medium for tho generation of steam or
)ther purposes. Ilis mode of manufacturing the
^vapour or gas is by means of pumps or other
ippliauces, by which the air or atmosphere is

;

0rccd through a perforated or inlot pipe placed
a a receiver, which is partially charged or filled

rith naphtha, petroleum, methylated spirit, or
il, which are to be heated or otherwise, as may
'6 requisite for increasing or lessening the
trength and volume of the vapour or gas. In
hia receiver is placed a certain plate or plates,
a a position relative to the perforated or inlet
'ipe, and to tho level of the liquid. Tho air,
feer impregnation as before stated, passes from
lie receiver into one or more expanding and
ontracting vessels or regulators, which aro
lado of vulcanised india-rubber, or any other
hch elastic substance. By the contraction of
^080 regulators or vessels it is forced into the
:ipes, aud thence regularly through the burners
or ignition. The claim includes tho combination
E “ air-forcing,” “air-impregnating,’' “ impreg-
ated.air delivering,” aud “ impregnated. air
onsuming (or utilising),” contrivances or appa-
itus set forth, including particularly the use
nd application of the invention to the furnaces
r boilers of marine, loconrotive, and stationary
ngines.

NE\7 METHOD FOR TUB UTILISATION
OF SEWAGE.

A MEETING has been held of gentlemen
itercsted in tho promotion of a company in
reland for the purpose of carrying into ellect
•r. Auderson’s process of deftccation of sewage,
3 practised by tho General Sowago and Manure
onipany, Limited, at Nuneaton, Warwickshire
nd other places in England. Lord Talbot de
laliiliide occupied the chair.

The Chairman stated that the question of the
tilisation of sewage w'as not new to him. He
ad given much attention to it, and had felt
anfideut from the lirat that the resources of
jienee would lead to some method of deriving
aluable products from sewage. Heretofore a
ast number of schemes had been started fertile
urposo, almost all of which had proved failures.
Dr. Cameron said that he might state, both

)! Dr. Reynolds and himself, that when they
•ere first called on to investigate the process in
uestion they were prejudiced against it. They
ad very gloomy forebodings, and thought that
icy should have to report adversely. However,
:ter they liad made their investigations, they
•rived at tho conclusion which they had already
sported to the directors of the company, that
10 proce.«s afforded every probability of a com-
.ercial success. The quantity of sewage pro-
iced in a city like Dublin, with a population of
quarter of a million, was enormous. By means

' the process in question this sewage couW be
ade to yield an immense qu.antity of manure,
e had calculated the actual money-valuc of tho
iwage of Dublin at 100,0001. There was reason
' believe that Parliament -would sanction „
heme for tho purpose of applying sewage as a
anure to the soil on a large scale, and, that
;ing so, they were bound to render it as

'

)ouous as possible. He believed that the pre-
nt process afforded every probability of success
tho way of rendering sewage innocuous. The

'St of producing the manure would be about
•s. a ton. This would be sold by retail vendors
from 11. to 11. 5s. per ton, and its money-

,luo to farmers would be about 11. 10s. a ton.
Dr. Reynolds said tlio process consisted in applying to
> sewage clay treated with oil of vitriol, aud miied with
ittlc water, in tho proportion of 6i ewt. of thevitriolised
ly to every 100,000 gallons of the sewage. To that
xturo ewt. of slaked limo is added. After a few
iirs_ a precipitation forms at the bottom of the receptacle
l(taining the sewage, leaving a clear liquid at the top.
•d preeipitiitiou is (ha manure, and both it aud tho
uid are perfectly devoid of odour, and inollensve. The
•id may bo used for irrigating land, or allowed to escape
1 the sea. Dr. Reynolds gave an experimental illustra-
'D ofhis statement, by applying to a vessel lilted withiluid
vage.talienfromono of the sewers of tho Lifley, apropor-
'Q of the prepared clay. The claritying of the fluid and
•raatioti of tho precipitate at the bottom became visible
lie the proceedings were going on, though not complete
their termination.
fhe chairman asked Dr. Cameron to give an account of
at he had seen on the occasion of his visit with Dr.
ynolds to the General Sewage and Manure Compaiiv's
'rks at Nuneaton.
Dr. Cameron said, that the only difference between« they saw there and what had been now shown experi-

,

mentally by Dr. Reynolds
process was carried on with i

that at Nuneaton tho
-

,

reservoirs, &c., on a largo
scale. The Ituid there was used for the irrigation of
fields. It was proposed that when it was nut required
for that purpose it should be discharged into a rive
the sea.

Mr. Alma, ono of the Blackrock Commissioners, stated
that tho Board of which he was a member had sent Mr.
Baines, C.E., to report upon the works at Nuneaton.
Mr. Barnes was present, and would be happy to afford his
testimony on the subject.
Mr. Barnes gave a most favourable account of the

efficacy of the process in producing results altogether
innocuous in a sanitary point of view. The water pro-
duced after the deposit of the precipitate was perfectly
pure. The mechanical arrangements at Nuneaton were
not as perfect as he thought they might be, but that was
a matter of detail. Tho sewage produced at that plsca
was anything but favourable as a test of the process. Ho
was perfectly satisfied that tho process was one capable
of being successfully applied. In reply to a question
Mr. Barnes said that if fluid, such as was the residuum
after the deposit of the precipitate formed by the process,
were discharged into the sea, he did not think it would bo
111 the least degree injurious to the bathing.
The Chairman said they were deeply indebted to Dr

Cameron and Dr. Reynolds for their valuable lectures,
and bo was sure be was only acting in accordance with
the wishes of the meeting in ollering them their very best
thauks,

“POWER OP SURVEYOR’S
CERTIFICATE.”

would respectfully suggest that tho writers of
the letter published in your issue of tho "Lh inst. under
the aboTO heading consult their legal advisers, instead of
trying to got “cheap advice" through your valuable
columns. An Old Sidscbibeh.

UNVEILING THE NEW REREDOS IN
GLOUCESTER CATHEDRAL.

The ceremony of unveiling the new reredos
presented to Gloucester Cathedral by the Free-
masons of the province, at a cost of 1,000
guineas, took place on Thursday in last week.
^Ve have already (Feb. 22nd, p. l-iG), given a
view and description of the reredos

j but we
may repeat, that it was designed by Sir Gilbert
Scott, the cathedral architect; is 17 ft. 5 in. in
width'; and contains seven niches, filled alter-
nately with statues and sculptured groups, the
subjects being—“Moses bearing the Tablets of
the Law;” “The Nativity;” “St. Peter;”
“The Ascension;” “St. Paul;” “ThoEutomb-
raent of the Saviour;” “ David bearing tho
Harp.”

^

Tho central group, “The Ascension,”
is 5 ft. in height, and tho side groups are about
•i ft. 3 in. high. Over tho figures and groups
aro finely-wrought canopies; above these are
three open pinnacles, with statues and angels,
and surmounting the central pinnacles is a cross
2/ ft. from the floor. The groups and statues
were by Mr. J. H. Redfern, sculptor. The other
portious of the work were executed by Messrs.
Farmer & Brindlej".

The Rev. C. Raikes Davy, P.C., tho Free-
masonic Grand Chaplain of England, preached
the sermon. His text was from Psalm xc. 17,
“Let the beauty of the Lord our God be upon
us; aud establish Thou the work of our hands
upon us

;
yea, tho wox'k of our hands, establish

thou it.” The Rev. gentleman excited tho
curiosity of the ladies by propounding for his
own reply the question, “ What is Freemasonry ?

’

But ho went on to say,—Our coreinonies are
ouly the keys to our treasure. From the lessons
which they inculcate the well-informed Mason
derives instruction. The teachings of our lodges,
likethe Adyta of the ancient temples, arc hidden
from the eyes of the uninitiated. But as to the
possession of a secret unknown to the rest of tlio
world, we profess nothing of the kind. It is
true that all our affairs and transactions aro
conducted in secret, but we do not on that
account pretend to be better or wiser than our
fellow-creatures. Let us look at tho present
state of society in general. The diffusion of
knowledge is a remarkable feature of the times.
Literature, taste, and art, and philosophy and
science, may elevate and enrich the intellect.
They may wield an almost magic sway over the
minds of men; but they -will not sanctify the
heart, nor change the natural disposition. So
far these attainments are no foundation on which
to build for eternity. “ Other foundation can
no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus
Christ.” From the building of Solomon’s Temple,
its woudroQS architecture and its magnificent
structure, we are led to the foundation-stone of
the Spiritual Temple—Jesus Christ himself,—
that bright and morning star, whose rising
brought health and salvation to mankind, and
light to those that sat in darkness and in
the shadow of death. Yes, Christ is set before
us as the foundation-stone, the corner-stone, the
topstone, of our Masonic structure. Wo are

taught to look to Jesus as the captain of our
salvation

; to look to Him as our incarnate God
and Saviour

; to look to Him as Christ oui*
Prophet, Christ our Priest, and Christ our King,
Such are Freemasonry, its (principles, and its
teaching. Tho heart of the true Christian is
the abode in which God delights to dwell. To
turn human souls to become this dwelling-place
is one principal use of the Church material. By
the Word preached within its walls is unfolded
ancl displayed the great stoiy of tho Cross on
which the Prince of Glory died. By it is infused
into_ the minds of the people the love of
Christ. They aro made to know the power
of his death and resurrection. This is the
work of human preaching with the power
of the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven.
Let os rejoice heartily that this material house,

—

this palace of the Lord God,—has been thus so
greatly beautified. Let us pray God to make it
a spiritual house,—a house of living stones, that
the inner palace may also grow up under the
teaching of the Holy Ghost the Comforter. Let
us remember how it is that the stone is shaped
before it is fitted foi- the builder’s use,

“ Every stone by blows is squared.
By the bammer rude prepared."

May we be built up in the walls of the heavenly
Jerusalem, and there abide for ever. “ Let the
beauty of the Lord our God be upon us ; and
establish Thou the work of our hands upon us ;
yea, the work of our hands, establish Thou it.”
Some of tho Masonic brethren, deep in the

lore of the craft, ventured upon a criticism,
implying that the sentiments of the preacher
were drawn from the Templar degree, rather
than from the broad ground of pure Masonry

;

but the general public know nothing of the-
distinction.

CARCASSES, NON-PRODUCTIVE
BUILDINGS, AND PAROCHIAL BUILDERS.
The suburban boundaries of London, that bare beenmuck overbuilt,—i.e., theparishea of Kensington, Fulham,

Battersea, Ac.,—for several years past have been undermuch diiliculty in regard to the assessment and collection
ol rates imposed upon new buildings, for newroads pave-
ment, and other parochial burdens

; and it is well known^at veiy large buildings, unlet, in the rich parish ofKensington, have had legal sequestrations allixed to their
doors lor non-payment of rates. In some parts, at
Notting-hOl street after street of new houses belonged to
the parisli, if tho builders or mortgagees did not answer
to the summous alBxcd to the unfinished or unoccupied
premises. The roads, however, being actually impassable
for foot, horse, or carriage traffic,—yet “ dedicated " to
the parish —and tho “parish" crushed tho little
builders by demands for roads never made, and, what was

Ttreets
impassable to reach the new

The parish of Fulham has been “wise in time," and lastweek a shrewd committee of tho vestry saw the short-
sightedooss of their neighbour, Kensington, and, on sur-veying the large extent of non-productive property, haverecommended “that rates should not be charged upon
untinished houses, commouly known by the name of
carcasses. The vestry adopted this report, and th©
builders hare at once sot to work to finish some liuudreds
of houses, unroofed.
Battersea parish has no less than 3,000 empty houses,and tenants are afraid to take eight-roomed houses at the

for fear of back rates aud the toll
of the Government bridge at Chelsea.
Pimlico lyestminste.r, and Chelsea are overcrowded,

and cannot, for the above causes, supply tenants.

ACCIDENTS.
Gas Explosion in .Vanclioster.~At the Pleasant

Inn beer-houie, York-stveet, Chectham, Man-
chester, an escape of gas being suspected, the
landlord incautiously took a light to the gaselier
in tho front room. He had no sooner done so
than the gas instantly ignited at the bottom, and
running up the pipe, a volume of flame filled
tho room, and a terrible explosion took place.
The front part of the building -was entirely shat-
tered, the windows and walls being thrown into
the street a distance of several yards. Mr.
Melville turned off tho gas at tlie meter while
his clothes were in flames. His wife and he
were much burnt. The damage is estimated at
between 3001. and 4001., covered by insurauce
in tho Sun office.

Fatal Fall of a Wall at Manchester .—Two
bricklayers were employed iu pulling down a
wall at Butterworth’s Mil), Mancliester, where a
large fire had occurred a day or two previously.
One was ou a ladder, a second was underminin'^
the wall, and a third was watching, ready to
give an alarm

; but before he could do so the
wall fell, and the two men who 'wore worklncf on
it were killed.

°

Festrnction of a Mansion hy Fi-'e.—Alderdale
Lodge, the residence of Mr. Buckley, M.P. for
Stalybridge, and situate about three miles from
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Ashfcon-under-Lyue, has been destroyed by fire.

The gardener had taken a light into the cellar to

discover a leakage of gas, and an explosion

ensued, blowing out tnost of the windows to the

building, and setting fire to the bouse. The

fire brigade, who were quickly on the spot,

could do no more than save the offices. The

damage will amount to several thousand pounds.

Fatal Fall /rom the Top of a Monument.—ln

the neighbourhood of Cupar Fife, Miss Laird,

daughter of the Rot. John Laird, minister of

the Free Church in that town, went along with a

brother and a cousin to a monument, 100 ft.

high, erected to the memory of the late Earl of

Hopotown, on the top of a hill. The column is

pierced by a spiral staircase, and surmounted by

a cupola, about 15 ft. in height. The footing at this

elevation consists of a square stone slab, and is

protected by a stone parapet only 3 ft. high,

which parapet, being circularly built, leaves the

four corners of the rectangular slab jutting

outwards for several feet beyond the circular

column. Having noticed some acquaintances

coming up in the direction of tho tower, the

attention of the party was for a moment diverted

from [each other, and on Miss Laird’s brother

turning round he was horrified on seeing his

sister standing on the outside of the parapet, on

one of the comers of the slab referred to. He
cried to her to come back, but the poor girl

seemed snddenly to become giddy, and made a

clutch at the edge of the parapet. She'missed

her holding, and fell over and down to the ground

below. Tho poor young lady never recovered

consciousness, and died without uttering a

syllable. To leave it possible even for careless-

ness to meet with such a fate seems cnlpablo.

Accident in the Vienna Exhibition.—A portion

of the staircase to the balcony of the Russian

Pavilion has fallen in, injuring four persons,

including two Austrian officers.

COMPETITIONS.

Ifoimtem Chapels.—The sub-committee ap-

pointed by the Carlisle Diocesan Church Exten.

sion Society to adjudge the premiums under the

above scheme, have awarded the first (twenty

guineas) to the designs of Messrs. Paley &
Austin, of Lancaster, bearing tho motto “In
montibus,” and the second (fifteen guineas) to

those of Mr. C. J. Ferguson, of Carlisle, bearing

tho motto “ Delta."

Leicester. — The design of Mr. Tait, of

Leicester, has been selected in a limited compe-

tition for a new Nonconformist church, to bo

erected at Belgrave, the northern suburb of this

town.
Wesleyan Chapel and Schools, Feierborough .

—

In a limited competition for the above building,

the plans submitted by Mr. John Johnson, Lon-

don, have been selected. Tho proposed chapel

will accommodate upwards of 1,000 adults, and

the schools 550 children. The cost of the works

will he about 4,500?. The style of the building

is Italian.

St. Petersburg.—The competition for bridge

designs (Neva Bridge), at St. Petersburg, is de-

cided. The commission have awarded the first

premium, 6,000 roubles, to “Westminster” (sup-

posed to bo Mr. Page : arched design)
;
second pre-

mium, 3,000 roubles, to 11. M. Ordish “ Max Am
Ends "

;
third premium, 1,500 roubles, to “ B. S.”

(a Russian). Eighteen designs were sent in.

A WATER-TIGHT CELLAR-FLAP.

ly reply to “Inquirer,”—his object maybe
accomplished thus ;—Let the section of the curb

bo 6 in. high by 4 in. wide. Let it have a rebate

inside underneath, say 1 in. high by 2 in. wide.

Let the curb, when made, be properly bedded on

good brickwork with Portland cement, and so

that the under-rehate shall be made good with

the cemeut. To effect this, screed may have to

be used, Wlien this shall be done, no water

will be able to pass under the curb into the

basement.
Tho top of tho curb will have to be rebated

for the flap 2k in. deep by li in. wide. Let the

inner angle of the rebate have a i-iu. water-

channel all round, i in. deep, with plenty of i-in.

holes to convey the water from the channel to

the outside of the curb. Let the top of tho curb
be weathered i in. and its lower outer edge be

^ in. or perhaps i in. above the ground level

;

then the water cannot re-enter the rebate, but
will run away through a small draiu-pipo laid

allround the curb below the level of the i-in.

water-channel, and having an outlet discharge-

pipe laid with a proper fall. Tho bottom of the

rebate to receive the flap will then have a ^-in.

fillet, weathered towards the water-channel, on
which the flap will rest.

Tho flap would bo best made of li-in. boarding

properly prepai'ed, ploughed, and tonguecl, and
in two thicknesses, crossing each other at right

angles, and screwed together from the underside

with stent 2-in. screws, and the under-side of

the flap when cleaned off should bo covered with

galvanised iron tui’ned up round the edges of

the flap, which should be rebated IJ in. by i in.

to receive it, and tho iron turned into a groove

in the edge of the flap, and also properly nailed

all round tho edges.

If made by a competent workman the result

will bo successful. Hexry Ambrose.

MONUMENTAL.
A MEMORIAL of Sir Joseph Paxton has been

unveiled on the terrace at the Crystal Palace.

The memorial, which has been erected by private

subscription, consists of a colossal marble bust,

8 ft. high and 4 ft. 6 in. at the base, carved in

Cai’rara marble by Mr. W. F. Woodington. The
pedestal is 11 ft. square at the base, and 31 ft.

high, making the total height 39 ft. from the

ground. The lower part of the pedestal is in

Portland stone
;

the upper part in Portland

cement, in imitation of red porphyry. In the

base four incised slabs of Cornish serpentine will

be inserted, the first containing a diagram of the

principle on which the building of the Crystal

Palace is constructed, and the other the following

inscriptions :
—“ Joseph Paxton, bom at Milton-

Bryant, Beds, 3rd August, 1803 j
died at Rock-

bills, Sydenham, 8tb Juno, 1865.” “The Crystal

Palace was opened by Her Majesty Queen
Victoria on June 10th, 1854.” And “ Si monu-
mentum q«$ri3 circumspice.” The whole monu-

ment is designed by and erected under the care

of Mr. Owen Jones. The carving on the base is

by Mr. Smith
;
tho masonry and cement work

are by Mr. Charles Bool and Mr. Enoch Bool.

BUENOS AYRES.

Improveiients are being made in the suburbs

of this city. Flores has a new theatre now
in progress, and the proposed waterworks

will, we bear, bo shortly carried out. Not-

withatanding the high price of materials in

England, tramways, gas, waterworks, and tele-

graph works are still going on, tho name of Mr.

George Bower, tho contractor, being connected

with most of them. The Mutual Gas Com-
pany is making progress, and the works are

expected to be the finest in South America.

This company holds a valuable contract

with the municipality for ten years, for

4,200 lamps, at about 10?. 15s. per lamp per

year. The city is still making rapid extensions.

For the new extension of tho Rio Cuarto Rail,

way, there are thirteen proposals. The contract

is likely to fall into tho hands of Mr. Thomas
Thomas and bis associates. ^A Frenchman
has lately imported wooden houses of about four

rooms each, and erected them on the Flores-road.

The cost, with duty, comes to 400?., but like a

similar speculation of iron houses by an English-

man, they have proved a failure and a loss.

THE COTTON WINDOW, GUILDHALL.

The stained-glass window presented by Mr.

Alderman Cotton to tho Corporation of the City

of London, and erected in Guildhall, has been

formally unveiled, before the City Lands Com-
mittee. The alderman’s active and well-known

connexion with the Lancashire Cotton Fund first

suggested tho subject of the window, which has

been executed by Lancashire artists and work-

men, and supplied by Mr. William Ramsey.
The story is that of the Cotton Plant. The

different stages from its growth to its finalapplica-

tion to clothing are illustrated by twelve medal,

lion pictures, showing, Ist, Sowing; 2nd, Grow-

ing
;
3rd, Picking

;
4th, Packing in the Field

;

5th, Loading at New Orleans ; 6th, at Sea, in

American Clipper; 7tb, Discharging in the

London Docks; 8th, Carting through St. Mary-

axe; 9th, in Transit on the Rail; 10th, Man-

chester, Piccadilly, the Cottonopolis ;
11th, Manu-

facture in Cotton-mill ;
12th, Wearing, being

Family Group. The colour of the ground-work

is lavender ;
the borders are ruby, with an

amber ribbon, in colours, ruby, amber, and

lavender ; the Gothic scroll-work being brownish-

white.

ARCHITECT TO THE CHILIAN
GOVERNMENT.

Sir,—

W

hoever the successful candidate may
;

}, I feel sui’Q he will not object to giving “ the

ofession” a few particulars of his experience i

in Chili, through the medium of your columns.
i

Tho construction of bnildings, in countries ;

subject to volcanic eruptions, has occupied my
attention for several years, and if I mistake not •

it is an ordeal that many of the “ successful
i

candidate’s ” bnildings may have to go through.,!

I hope, therefore, that we may have the plea-**i!

sure of reading a little of his experience in due

time, and I am sure the profession at largo wiUj

feel greatly interested. H. T. P.,

Ono of tho Xinety.five Unsuccessful Candidates.
!

CONTRACTS.
i

\VAKT r. STALLIBR-VSS.

According to the Laiv Journal, this was am
action to recover 300?. deposit paid on a contraofc

for the purchase of an estate sold by auctiom

subject to conditions, among others—1. That the

vendor should deliver an abstract of his title ini

seven days, all requisitions not delivered within!

fourteen days after delivery of the abstract to

be considered as waived
;
and 2. That if the

purchaser made default in the conditions, hia

deposit should be forfeited. An abstract was
delivered, showing that tho property had been
devised to trustees (of whom the defendant was
the survivor), upon trust to pay the income td
Frederick Stallibrass for life

;
and after his

death to sell, and divide tho proceeds among hift

children. The abstract also showed that

Frederick Stallibrass was still alive. The pur.

chaser made no requisition within tho fourteen

days. At the trial of the action the verdict was.

entered for the plaintiff. A rale having been

obtained to set aside this verdict,

The Court held that the condition as to waiver

of requisitions and to forfeiture applied to thel

case of a defective title, the defects in which

could bo supplied on requisition, bub had no

reference to such a case as this, where there wae
really no title at all in the vendor j

and they

discharged the rule accordingly.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Liverpool.—The church of St. James-the-Less

in Stanley-roacl, has been consecrated. Thi|

buildiDg was erected some ten or twelve yean]

ago, and consisted of a south aisle 70 ft. long bj

20 ft. wide, and a chancel 20 ft. squai’e. Fo^

some time this has been found to be inconve'

niently small, and the accommodation has beer

increased from about 250 to 750 kneelings bj

the enlargement of the edifice according to th«

original design. This has been done by tht

erection of a nave 30 ft. wide, and chancel 35 ft

long by 2 t ft. wide, organ-chamber and vestries

and small west gallery. The whole area of thi

church is paved with red and black tiles, ant

seated with rusb-bottom chairs, except a portioii

of the south aisle, which still contains somefT

the old open benches. The roof to the nave

chancel is continuous and unbroken, except bj

the lesser width of the chancel. There is ni

chancel arch or jamb to obstruct the view, but

the junction will be marked by means of a roodi

screen of carved oak, in seven compartments os

arched openings, filled in with open traceryi

The lower part of this screen is already fixed]

and tho centre opening protected by wrought]

iron gates. The chancel is divided into three bays’

the first two having an arcade of moulded bricl-;

on each side, resting on polished red granite pillars]

and filled in with screens of open tr.acery worki

The third, or eastern bay, forming the sacrariutrl

within the altar-rail, having three sedilise anc]

pUcinm on the Epistle side. The sedilim are con'

structed in the thickness of the wall, of Caei;

stone, with red marlde shafts and carved caps

and bosses. The chancel is raised three step:

above the nave, and the altar is set upon a dau

of three steps, with one more at the altar-rail. TWi

chancel is furnished with stalls returned ogainaS;

the wood screen, with snbsellm for the ohoin-

The eastern wall of the chancel affords a groundii

work for a reredos. Instead of there being

single large window there are two two-lighi

windows with pier between, and a pentagonan

circular window in the apex. The bosses to tbi

chancel arcade are carved with emblems of thi

Passion, and upon the caps of the two principa

granite pillars are carved representations of tht
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atombmont and the Resurrection. Much of
le carred work is at present only in block
mcealod for tho occasion under a profusion of
itural foliage and flowers arranged and applied,
lie arcado of tho nave is of moulded rod and
aok brick of two orders, resting on red stone
liars. The inner arches to all the windows
id other openings aro of red pressed brick, as
sll as tho lower part of the walls and the bands
wall heads and spring of windows. The nave
Jlbo lighted by means of wrought iron coronco,
spended from the points of the hammer-beams,
d the chancel by three floriated brackets on
ch side. The only portion of the exterior
lich comes into view is the cast end of tho
ancol, with a nicho in tho centre pier for tho
jeptiou of a figure of St. James-the-Leas. The
irk has been executed by Mr. Burroughes,
im the designs, and under the supervision, of
jssra. W. & J. Ilay, of Liverpool, architects.
Lightcliffe.—Contracts for the new church
VO recently been let as follow Masons,
issrs. Luke & Wm. Crowther, of Rastrickj
•peuter and joiner, Mr. J. Christy, of Hudders-
•d

;
plumber and glazier, Mr. R. P. Stafford, of

-lifax
5 slaters and plasterers, Messrs. A. Ban-

ift & Son, of Halifax. Mr. C. Mawer’s tender
carving was accepted. The chnrch which was
ligned by Mr. W. S. Barber, of Halifax, will
in tho Perpendicular style. Tho ground plan
es nave, aisles, chancel, with side-aisles and
un-chapel, and sacristies on the north, bap-
lery opening from the second bay on tho
th , and north-west tower. The navo, in five
's, is to be 71 ft. 3 in. long, and 23 ft. 9 in.
lo

;
width of aisles, 9 ft. 9 in.

j and depth of
.ncel, 32 ft. 6 in. The tower, which is 12 ft.
.are, rises to a height of 74 ft., and has an
agonal turret at its north-west corner. It is
:our stages, tho first having a two-Iight win.
7 facing west, and the entrance-door (which
a carved niche over it) on tho north face.

i belfry stage has coupled two-light windows
each face. It is to hold a peal of eight bells.
i great west window is a four-light one, with
3ery. The windows to the aisles aro three-
it and two-light ones. On the south side the
itisteiy is 12 ft. by 8 ft., and is lighted by two-
it windows. Tho east window is in five
its, with head tracery. All the floors will bo
[ in encaustic tile-work. Tho roofs are open-
berod, that to the chancel having a carved
nice. Tho shafts to the navo arches are
agonal, with flowers carved on the capitals,
thing has yet been done as to the introduc-
1 of stained glass. The foundations of the
.rch are in course of being laid, and ere long
work of its erection will be pushed forward.

J cost of tho building itself is borno by Major
iter, of Cliffe Hill.

•'

’oulton.—The foundation stone ofa newparish
rch has been laid in the village of Poulton,
the high road from Cirencester to London’
W. Butterfield, of London, is the architect,
tho contract has been taken by Mr. Restall,
lisley, the builder of the schools. Tho church’
ch will_ be dedicated to St. Michael and all
jels, will, we understand, be a very plain
icturo, and will not cost more than 2,OOOZ.,
ch amount about 1,-lOOZ. have been already
jcribed.

^admgleij.—The restoration of the church
been proceeded with so far as the funds at
lent available will permit. The works already
juted include new open-timber roofs to the
Band aisle, facing with stone tho clearstory
1 on north aide

; rebuilding a portion of aisle,
adding battlements to same; also restorino-
nsiderable portion of the stonework generally,
works have been carried out by Mi\ John

ley, of Cambridge, architect, the contractors
g Messrs. Joseph Worboys, of Comberton
Tomson, of Cambridge. The plumber’s

c was executed by Messrs. Pavell, Ellis, &
3, of Cambridge. The chancel will probably
be in course of restoration in a short time.
ysall.—The ancient church here has recently
jrgoTio considerable repair, and has been re-
led for Divine worship. The church had
i allowed to fall into a dilapidated condition,
nuoh so that it was considered unsafe to
r it. The south wall had become 1 ft. or
3 out of plumb, and would probably have
3 down at no very distant date had not pro-
ingB been taken to prevent this. The work
done by Mr. G. Hitchcock, builder, of Hazle-
1 . Some few alterations have been made in
interior of the church. The old pews have
I removed, and chairs substituted, and addi-
vl accommodation has been obtained byng tho old schoolroom near the belfry. A

new pulpit has also been obtained, together with
a communion-table, lectern, and harmonium. Tho
old porch, which formerly went down with two
steps, has been much improved, and tho floor of
the church has been reflagged. The whole of the
sittings are now free, and accommodation is pro-
vided for about 200 people.

Shrewsbury .—It is proposed to build a new
chancel to St. Michael’s Church, in this town.
At present there is only a shallow apse, and
there are not enough seats for the choir, and the
whole of the east end of tho church is incon-
veniently dark. The estimated cost of tho now
chancel, together with the warming of the whole
church, is about 500J., of which nearly iOOl. arc
already promised.
Lawford (near Rughj).— St. Peter’s church

has been entirely rebuilt from designs by the
lato Mr. 'William Slater, and by Mr. R. Herbert
Carpenter. With the exception of the Norman
doorway, the north arcade, and two curious
lancets in the chancel, there was nothing of
interest in the old church, excepting the timbers
of tho navo and chancel roof, which have been
repaired and re-used. The church has a nave of
five bays, with north and south aisles, a long
chancel, with organ.chamber and vestry, on the
south side. It seats 300 persons. Tlio walls
are built in coni'sed Attleborough stone, with
Attleborough stone dressings. The tower stands
at the west end, and is of entirely new design,
tho former one being bub late and poor in cha-
racter

5
the parapet and turret are of the usual

embattled Warwickshire type. The contractors
were Messrs. Law, of Lutterworth, under Mr.
Thompson, as clerk of works

;
the carving Las

been executed by Mr. Harry Hems.
Dorking .—The foundation-stone of the tower

of the new parish church of St. Martin has been
laid by tho bishop of tho dioceao. This towor is
now being restored by Messrs. Goddard, of
Farnham. The hon. sec. of the present building
committee was also secretary to the restoration
committee in 1835, when the late pariah church
was built, and the two churchwardens under
whom the present ^v’ork of rebuilding is being
carried out filled the samo office (though at dif.
ferent periods) while tho chancel was being
restored in the years 1866-68. The rebuilding
of Dorking parish church was commenced on tho
lat of August, 1872, the coat being defrayed by
public subscription. Mr. Henry Woodyer is the
architect:, and Mr, William Davidson tho clerk
of works.
Uyde.—Tho foundation stone of Holy Trinity

Church, Gee-cross, Hyde, has been laid. The
church, which will cost about l,800h, is estimated
to seat comfortably 300 persons. About 1,1001.
have already been subscribed. It will bo built
of stone, with mnllioned and traceried windows,
and will be, of course, provided with a chancel,
nave, transept, organ-ebamber, vestry, &c. A
belfry with spireletis to bo situated in tho angle
between tho chancel and transept. The style of
the building will be the Decorated Gothic. The
site was given some years since by Mr. T. W.
Tatton, of Wytheiishawo, and is almost on tbo
top of the slope going up to Werneth Low. The
architect is Mr. Medland Taylor, Manchester.

Grindale, Bridlington.—Tho foundation-stone
of a new church has been laid here by the Rev.
\' Groamo, of Sewerby House, patron of
the living, who provides the whole of the money,
2,0001., which the building will cost. The church
is to be erected on the site of what was really a
modern chnrch, having been built so recently as
1830. The ne^v building will be in the First
Pointed style of architecture, and will consist of
nave, chancel, vestry, porch, and bell-gable for
two bells. It will be built of Whitby stone, and
will seat about 150 persons. The building is
being erected from the designs of Messrs. Smith& Brodrick, of Hull and Bridlington Quay, by
Mr. John Renard, of Bridlington Quay.

Ashbourn-.—At a meeting of the inhabitants it
has been unanimously resolved that the spire
and parapet of the tower of Ashbourn Church be
repaired, and that a committee be appointed to
collect subscriptions for the purpose, and com-
municate with Mr. Frith, of Coventry, who has
recently repaired the tower and steeple of
Stratford-on-AvonChurch, and has examined the
spire of Ashbourn Church, and sent in an estimate
of the probable cost

; and to submit Mr. Fiith’s
report to the opinion of some other person com-
petent to judge of the matter; and obtain such
further information as they may think necessary,
and report thereon to a future meeting. A com-
mittee has been appointed. It is estimated that
the cost of tho repairs will be from 400?. to 500?.,
and this will include only such repairs as are

necessary for the safety of the church and spire.
A list of subscribers was opened in the room
when several liberal sums were promised.

*

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH BUILDING
NEWS.

Wednesbury.—Tho foundation stone of a new
church for Wednesbury has been laid. The
building will occupy a site adjoining the parish
church, on Church-hill, a portion of tho old,
Roman Catholic chiirch having been pulled down
to make room for tho new bnilding, which will
be in tho Early English style of architecture,
faced wRh red brick. The windows will bo re,
lieved with box-grained stone, and the columna
of the arches and outside the nave and chancel
will be of Painswick stone. The roof will be
open groined. The building, when completed
will accommodate^|700 persons, being sitting,
room for nearly 500 more than tho old one.
There will be no pews, and the fittings will be
very plain. Mr. Gilbert R. Blunt, of London, is
the architect

; Messrs. Barnsley & Sons, Bir-
mingham, are tho builders

; and Mr, Carow is
the clerk of the works. Until the new chnrch
is erected, the service will bo conducted in the
portion of the church that has not been pulled
down. The Rev. Mr. Bathurst, the pastor, we
believe, provides the ^eater portion of the cost
of the edifice, which will amount to 5,000?.

Harrogate .—A new church has been opened
here for divine service. Tho edifice is dedicated
to St. Robert. The new chnrch adjoins St.
Robert’s Presbytery and Schoolroom. It is bnilt
of brick, with an admixture of stone. The
style observed is that which prevailed in tho
thirteenth century. The principal front is in
St. Robert s-street. The doorway is deeply
recessed, with a circular window in the pediment
displaying an ornamental cross, and this is snr-
moanted by a group of four lancets, with shafts
of red Rainton stone. From amidst these, from
a sculptured corbel, rises an enhanced shaft,
terminating some feet below the apex of a gable
in a bracket to support a statue, which in its
turn is surmounted by a canopy lifted con.
siderably above the roof. The semi-octagonal
baptistery projects on the one side, and the bell,
turret, containing tho staii-s to the organ-loft, on
the other. By this means additional breadth
is given to the fa9ade. The chnrch consists of a
wide nave, flanked by aisles, and a chancel of
tho samo height and width as the nave. The
columns of the navo are of light red sandstone,
and carry arches, finished in brick. Above these
and connecting the corbels of the roof, runs a
continuous string-course of brick and stone, and
a clearstory of unadorned lancets, placed two in
each bay, which light the entire structure. In
tho treatment of tho altar end, under deeply,
recessed arches, resting on pilasters with ca^ed
capitals, are two windows, each of two lights,
the heads pierced with quatrefoils, while above
and between them is a circular window of rich
design, all three being symmetrically united
under a trefoil-headed arch. The capital of the
central pilaster supports a cross of large dimen-
sions, its arms extended in front of tho rose*
window, which thus encircles the conspicuous
figure of Christ crucified. The plain corbels of
the nave give place in the chancel to others of
ornamental design, from which spring shafts of
Rainton stone to meet tho principals of the roof,
which thronghont are arched and coupled with
tie-beams. The aisles are lighted with lancets
similar to those in tho clearstory. Each aisle is
terminated with side-chapels, which are entered
under lofty arches, and are half octagon in plan.
The three stone altars were presented to the
church. Tlie architect is Mr. George Goldie, of
London, who was also architect of the Church of
St. Wilfrid. The estimated cost, exclusive of
the altars and internal fittings, was 3,500?. ; but
the total cost will be much more. The chnrch
will seat 600. Mr. John Wood, of Leeds,
builder, was the contractor for the whole. The
high altar was the gift of Miss E. Baillie, of
Leeds. It is executed in Caen stone, carved
with polished granite shafts, and slabs of Devon!
shire marble. In the centre of the teredos rises
a canopy, surmounting the tabernacle, which is
of metal, enamelled and set with precious
stones. The extremities of the reredos are
ornamented with statues of angels carrying
groups of candles. The whole rises to the
height of about 20 ft. Rising above the lofty
canopy of the tabernacle is the representation
of the Crucifixion. The design is in the mean-
time marred by the powerful light from the
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adjacent white windows, and especially the rose-

window behind it,—a defect which the heads of

the church hope may be remedied by some

generous benefactor filling the windows with

stained glass. The altar on the right of the

high altar is dedicated to St. Joseph, a_ statue of

which saint, sculptured in wood, and executed at

Munich, fills the niche in the centre. Sculptured

Caen stone and marbles complete the design.

This altar is the gift of Mrs. Jackson, late of

Leeds. The altar on the left of the high altar is

dedicated to “ Our Lord of the Sacred Heart,”

and is somewhat similarly treated in Caen stone,

with inlays of English alabaster and Devonshire

marbles, and a statue (in colours) of our Lord in

the upper portion. A small carved tabernacle of

alabaster fills tho centre of the altar. This altar

is the gift of Mr. Swales, of Rud Farlington.

Tho floors of tho sanctuary and side chapels are

laid with mosaic tiles, and the whole of the church

is floored with black, white, and red tiles, in

patterns. The carving of the chancel has been

completed
;
but the remaining portion of the

church is left in block. The windows throughout

are of cathedral glass, tho small squares therein

alternating in colour with tinted green and

creamy white.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Peckliam.—Pour memorial stones have been

laid in connexion with a new Wesleyan chapel

wh'ch is being built in Lordship-lane.

Hanley.—The new Wesleyan chapel here has

bo n opened for divine service. The building,

which is Gothic in character, was designed by
M 'ssrs. Scrivener & Son, architects, Hanley.

Tiiere is accommodation for 300 persons. The
length is 60 ft., and the breadth is 33 ft., with

schoolroom underneath of the same proportions.

The building is of blue and red bricks, with stone

di-essings, and the roof is covered with blue and
red tiles ornamentally an-anged. The chapel is

seated throughont with open benching, stained

and varnished. The roof is open timbered, and
there is a gallery at one end of the chapel. Tho
rostrum is of pitch pine, with a polished oak

rail, and the panels, like those in front of the

gallery, are filled in with scarlet cloth. The side

windows, fourteen in number, are of tinted glass.

There arc also two vestries, and a porch entrance

from Keeling’s-lane. Mr. R. Hammersley, of

Buckniill-road, is the builder, and the contract

was for 1,3551.

Fenton.—The new Wesleyan chapel, the foun-

dation-stone of which was laid in April last year,

has been opened for divine service. The new
edifice stands on the site of a plain old one which

accommodated the Wesleyans for about sixty

years. The style of the building is Italian. It

is of red brick, with bricks of other colours

sparingly introduced for relief, and Hollington

stone dressings. The accommodation is for

about 700 persons, and a portion of the sittings

are free. The ground-floor is approached through

inner and outer vestibules, fitted with swing

doors to avoid draughts
;
and the galleries, which

extend all round the building, are entered by two
staircases from tho inner vestibules in front, and

a staircase at the back, intended more especially

for the choir and school children. At the rear

of the chapel there are a spacious class-room and

a minister’s vestry. The central portion of the

front gable contains the two entrance doorways,

and a five-light window with traceried head.

The interior is arranged so as to secure ample

light and ventilation, and the acoustic properties

of the building are said to he good. The ground-

floor and galleries are fitted up with open pews
with inclined backs. The interior woodwork is

of pitch pine and red deal, stained and varnished.

The building is warmed by hot air. It has been

erected by Mr. Newbon, of Longton, from the

design of Mr. G. B. Ford, architect, Burslem.

The stonework has been executed by Mr. Sherratt,

of Longton ;
and the gasfitting, plumbing, glazing,

and painting, by Mr. Peake, of Fenton. The
cost of the building has been 2,1851. Us., inclu-

ding lighting and heating apparatus.

A Public Hall for Tonbridge.—It has
been resolved, at a public meeting, to establish a
limited company, with a capital of 5,0001., in 51.

shares, for the purchase of a site and erection of

a public-hall for 500 persons. The site has a
frontage of 46 ft., and the hall will he 35 ft.

wide and 70 ft. to 90 ft. long. A committee has
been appointed, and nearly 600 shares have
already been guaranteed.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Worthing.—The foundation-stone ofthe Broad,

water schools has been laid by the Bishop of

Chichester. The contractor is Mr. W. Softly.

Tho contract amount is S55Z. The three new
schools for Broadwater and Worthing will cost

nearly 3,OOOZ., towards which, tho sum of 2,5001.

has already been obtained.

Wheathampstead.—ln order to meet the re-

quirements of the Education Department to

provide additional accommodation for eighty

children, a new school is in course of erection at

Gustard Wood, and the first stone has been laid.

The building will contain accommodation for

100 children, and will be similar in construction

and design to the existing national schools. The
plans have been prepared by Mr. Edward
Browning, of Stamford, architect, who made the

plans for tho national schools, and for restoring

the church.

Ross.—The foundation-stone of the new Board

schools, in Cantelupe-road, has been laid by
Mr. Thomas Blake, chairman of the School

Board. Numerous articles were deposited

beneath the stone, among which was a copy of

the Hereford Jour.ial, Hereford Times, School

Board Chronicle, and other papers
;
also a dupli-

cate of the Board’s seal, a list of the workmen
employed, and two coins, one of very ancient

date.

Befford-cum-Besford.—A now school has been
opened here. It is situated between the two
villages of Dellord and Besford, and is capable

of affording accommodation for 100 scholars. In

connexion with it is a teacher’s residence. Mr.

Hopkins, of Worcester, was the architect j
and

Mr. Smith, of Eckington, the builder. The
work, however, has not been thoroughly com-
pleted for want of funds. A fence is needed
against the road, and on the west side of tho

school; and to complete the work it is estimated

that a further sum of 601. is required.

gtrolis ^Icccibtb,

The Art of Grafting and Budding. By Ch.\.rles

Baltet. London : Robinson, Southampton,
street.

The volume under notice is a translation of M.
Charles Baltet’s French work “ L’Art de Greffer,”

and is said to embody all that is known on the sub-

ject. The various methods of graftingaud budding
are described at length, with numerous illustra-

tions, an enumeration of the trees, shrubs, An., to

which each mode of operation is boat applied;

and other information. The art of grafting and
budding has for many years been so extensively

and successfully practised in France that French
gardeners are now far in advance of all others in

this branch of horticulture.

The Workman's Magazine. Edited by Henry
Solly. No. G. June, 1873. Kent & Co.,

Puternoster-row, London.
This new sixpenny monthly magazine appears

to be going on well. The present issue contains

a paper on “ Wages,” by H. Shaen Solly, and
others on “ The State Management of Railways,”

"Common Sense about Health,” "England in

2085,” " Things New and Old,” and others,

besides intelligence as to w’orkmen’s questions,

reviews, correspondence, <to.

VARIORUM.
In the Contemporary Eevieio (King & Co.),

which, by the way, is edited by an architect,

Mr. Herbert Spencer comments valuably on the

want of common sense in much every-day work;

—

“ Yon rise in the morning, and, while dressing,

take up a phial containing a tonic, of which a

little has been prescribed for you
;
but after the

first few drops have been counted, succeeding

drops run down the side of the phial—all because

the lip is shaped without regard to the require-

ment. Yet millions of such phials are annually

made by glass makers, and sent out by thousands

of druggists: so small being the amount of sense

brought to bear on business. Now, turning to

the looking-glass, you find that, if nob of the

best make, it fails to preserve the attitude in

which you put it
;

or, if what is called a “ box ”

looking-glass, you see that the maintenance of

its position is insured by an expensive appliance

that would have been superfluous had a little

reason been used. Were the adjustment such
that the centre of gravity of the glass came in

tho line joining the points of support (which

I

would bs quite as easy an adjustment), the glass

would remain steady in whatever attitude you*

gave it. Yet year after year tens of thousands'

of looking-glasses are made without regard to so

simple a need. Presently you go down to break,

fast, and taking some Harvey or other sauce with

your fish, find the bottle has a defect like that

which you found in the phial : it is sticky from'

the drops which trickle down and occasionally

stain the table-cloth. Hei’e are other groups ofi

traders similarly so economical of thought, that

they do nothing to rectify this obvious incon-

venience. Having breakfasted, you take up thei

paper, aud, before sitting down, wish to puti

some coal on the fire. But the lump you seize:

with the tongs slips out of them, and if larg«y;

you make several attempts before you succeed'

in lifting it—all because the ends of the tong^

are smooth. Makers and vendors of fire-irons

go on, generation after generation, without

meeting this evil by simply giving to these

smooth ends some projecting points, or even

roughening them by a few burrs with a chisel.’i

A writer iu the People's Magazine describe®

a Japanese bridge :
—“ When we came in sight

of the Fuji-kawa (river), wo found we had tc

cross it by a suspension-hridge built entirely of

bamboo. The Japanese are naturally very proud

of this work ;
and they may well be so. It i*

the only one of the kind in the country, th^

river being too broad aud swift to allow o<

bridges being built, except at enormous costi

At this place their ingenuity is displayed to per-

fection, audit is a sight well worth seeing. Thel

surrounding scenery is very pretty, the river

running down a lovely valley, the hills covered

with trees on each side, of great height, risiogi

abruptly from tho hanks. One feature connected

with the scenery of Japan is worth inentiouingp

viz., that the foliage does not strike Europcant

as strange or tropical ;
they would generalljl

recognise all the trees, the most notable pecu:

liarity being the bamboo growing amongst
well-known trees, with occasionally a palm o:

banana here and there
;

the chestnut, hazel-

lime, and beech are plentiful, but the wax-tret

is very tropical iu appearance. The bridge Wf

had to cross was about 100 ft. above the river

and its width a single span of 60 ft. It is raadt

by the bamboo being twisted into a sort of rope)

and a single plank is laid on it to walk over

upon. The bridge shakes and sways very muol

as any one crosses, aud, there being no railing el

any sort at the side, it looks more unpleasant t(

cross than it really is. The best method o)

getting over is to look straight to your front and

walk quickly; to double across is perhaps bettor'

though, of course, nothing can prevent ih

swaying from side to side iu rather a di.sagreef

able manner. The bridge is about -1 ft. wide,—,

not a hit too much for any ono -who may po.ssibly

lose his head, as the river rushes below over huge

rocks in a very uninviting way.” Chainhers'r

Journal says :
" We have mo e than once made

known that stone in quarries and coal in minet

could be ‘gob’ out by machinery with great

economy of time and labour. Even advantageoac

improvements, it seems, cannot bo adopted al

at once; bub a beginning has been made, and

for some months past a machine worked bj

compressed air has cut out the coal iu a collierj.

near Glasgow. This machine is to be iutrO’

duced into the mines of Northumberland and

Durham; and should it pass into general use,

the mines would become less unwholesome thari

at present, through tho escape of the compressed

air, and the greater part of the coal-minen'

would have to find some other employmenb

There are 360,000 men and boys employed ii

British coal-mines ;
not more than 60,000 wil.

be wanted when every mine has its mariiinei

Another advantage is the avoidance of the waste

which takes place where coal is dug by hand;;

this waste at present amounts to about 15,000,000

tons a year. With the machine, the waste would

not be more than -i per cent, of the whole qiian-;

tity of coal produced.”

Compensation to Workmen. — Mr. H
Palmer, in tho House of Commons, asked thi

President of the Board of Trade when he in

tended to introduce his promised Bill respectmg

compensation to workmen for injuries in theiil

employment. Mr. C. Fortesouc admitted that

the subject demanded early attention, but coult

nob promise a Bill this session. The question o>

the liability of shipowners for injuries done t«

their seamen was embraced in the reference tc

the lloval Commission on unseaworthy ships

and it 'would be better to await the report oi

that Commission.
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A Substitute forCliurcli Bells.—At a time

lien efforts are being made in different parts

the country to raise peals of church bells,

anggostion on the subject in the Choir is

jporlime. Dr. Ferdinand Kables, of Malvern
Ouse, South Hackney, writes suggesting the

)e of steel bars as a substitute for cast bells,

bey are, ho says, introduced in the United
iatcH and Germany with great success, and
Duld form a new branch of industry should the

anufacture of them be taken up in this country,

ticro is not only a large area for them in Eng.
nd, but a great demand may be expected from
e nourishing colonies of Canada, Australia,

ew Zealand, and India, as soon as they are

lowii in those regions. The following outlines

ill explain their particular merits, combined
ith cheapness of production :—Steel bars pro-

ICO a very pui’e, distinct, and particularly

elodious sound, with many other great advan.
ges over church bells of moderate size. The
iwer of a clear and sonorous sound can be ob-

ined equally well, if not supenor, to that

,st from bell-metal or steel. Their weight will

I light in comparison to the present ponderous
oduclions. They will not burden the steeple

much, and, consequently, will give more scope
r architectural design, and have the merit of

p-sounding. Their winding and hanging up
ill not be BO difficult, dangerous, and expensive,

ley are not liable to crack, as is often the oc-

rrence with bells, and are therefore adapted
: use iu any climate. By a simple and me-
anical contrivance they are more easily set in

ition. The coat, compai’ed with manufactured
st bolls, is so trivial that small churches and
apels, nnd especially mission stations abroad,

II bo enabled to secure a peal. Three or four

el bars, forming a peal whose weight would
t exceed 100 lb., could be manufactured for

1. or 12J., whereas only three cast bells of the

me power would at least amount to 501. or 60h
ley cau be made of any dimension, weight, and
fwer of sound. Every note or harmony cau be
[oducedmore easily, and the tuning is obtained

ore precisely than in cast bells. In addition

their being a cheap and effectivo substitute

r church bells, they are also equally applicable

places where large bells are required, such as

ickyards, on board of vessels, steam-boat piers,

ilways, and manufactories.

The Widening of Bristol Bridge.—The
present extreme width of the structure is 55 ft.,

and it is proposed to widen it 11 fc. The extra

width will bo on the Welsh-back side. For the

purpose of these improvements, the city has
purchased the row of shops at the Welsli-back
comer of the bridge, and the toll-house at the

other end near tho Ecdcliffc-street comer, and
the contractors have been engaged since April
in removing these premises, and making pre-

paratioiis for the alterations which are to follow.

The work is under the direction of Mr. F. Asb-
mcad, the city engineer, and the contractors for

the masonry are Messrs. Brock & Bruce, of

Temple-meads. The masonry work, according
to our authority, the local Times, is well advanced,

but the iron work is not yet commenced. To
effect the alterations, coffer-dams have been sunk
at tho four piers, and it is expected that the
work will he finished iu about six months from
tho present time. The new side of the bi’idge

will correspond with that opposite. Tho columns
are to he of granite, and there are to be wrought-
iron girders, and cast-iron cantilevers for can-ying

the footway. A wrought-iron girder will be
thrown across the corner where tho fishmarkot

is now held, and an increased width of approach
will be secured at this spot.

Tlie new Reredos for Exeter Cathe-
dral.—The new reredos for tho choir of this

cathedral is now in course of completion from
the design by Sir Gilbert Scott, at an esti-

mated cost of 1,6251., by Messrs. Farmer &
Brindley, sculptors, London. The expense will

be defrayed by Dr. Blackall and the llev.

Chancellor Uarington conjointly. The summit
of the reredos rises to a height of 22 ft. abovo
the floor of the choir, tho materials used in its

construction consisting of marble and Derbyshire
alabaster, with precious stones. Tho centre
compartment of the reredos is occupied by a
sculptured group in alabaster representing the
Ascension, the figure of the Saviour being 3^ ft.

in height. The figure of St. Peter, to whom tho
cathedral is dedicated, has likewise a prominent
position, while on either side of the Saviour
appear angels. Tho Transfiguration and Descent
of the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost are

also represented. Tlio reredos occupies about a
third of the space at the east cud of the choir.

The central compartment alono will coat 9001.,

and it has been found that the estimate of

1,0251. for the whole work will bo considerably
exceeded.

A Box-making Machine.—Mr. Womiersley,
tho Can'ow Works, of Messrs. Colman’s

gantic mustard and starch business, has in.

nted and patented a piece of mechanism for

[proving and facilitating the manufacture of

lall wooden boxes, varying from 9 in. to 24 in.

length, with a proportionate depth. Of such
•xes an enormous number are required in the

irrow business. By the new machine there is

it only a great saving in time and labour, but
e box is much more finished and easily ren-

Ted air-tight. The machine cuts transversely

to a wooden board, of a width and length that

.ry for differeut-sized boxes, three rather deep
grooves, and at the same time bevels the
ugb ends of tho board. This done, the board
n bo folded or bent together until the groove
close, with or without gluo added, when there
e produced the four sides of a box, only a
ttom and a lid being wanted to complete it.

ails are knocked in crosswise at each of the
itred corners, a bottom and a lid are quickly
.iled on, and then there is completed a box
thout any gaping cracks at tho corners. The
aebine was made at Carrow, by Mr. Keymcr,
ider Mr. Wormersley’s direction, and will be
hibited in tho London International Exhi-
iion.

Wells Cathedral.—The restoration of the
5St front of this cathedral is progressing. The
uth-west side, up to the small north-west door,

ay bo said to be finished, and has much tho
ipearance of a new building, though not a bit

new stone, it is asserted, has been used
'yond that which was absolutely necessary,
le constant attention of Mr. J. T. Irvino (who
so superintends tho work of restoration going on
Bath Abbey Church) is given to insure careful

id substantial reparation. The new contract
ith Mr. White for completing the restoration at
'oils includes the remaining portion of the west
ont, and the whole of the sculptured work
ixcept the figures), with the small lias columns
1 the north and eastern sides of the base of the
arth-west tower, and the tower itself.

Healthy Tynemouth.—The public health
of this borough is said to bo so good that, for

the first time since its cemetery was opened the
fees taken during the past month were not
equal to meet the ordinary working expenses.
The Newcastle Daily Chronicle says:—“There
is no doubt but North Shields is one of the
healthiest seaports in the kingdom. It is ad-

mirably sewered. Its streets are kept clean
and wholesome, the principal thoroughfares
being sluiced in dry weather, and the sewers
washed out with saltwater. The middens are
cleared out regularly by a staff of men employed
under the superintendent of police and the in-

spector of nuisances. The result of this is that
the public health is brought up to tlio highest
standard amongst seaports in the kingdom, and
the town is kept clear of epidemics. True, a
little more has to be paid in rates, but the
young ones of the household are protected from
danger, and the working men of the town get
better results out of their own lives by being
enabled to carry on their employment more
regularly.”

Fire Detectors.—An experimental display
of some of Professor Grechi’s instruments for
signalling the commencement of fires iu any
room, or in interspaces difficult of access, has
been made in one of the corridors adjoining tho
Machinery Court at tho luteruational Exhibition
at South Kensington. Small straw fires, inflamed
with petroleum, were ignited, when the instru-
meats caused the alarm-bells to ring, and notified

the particular locality by the full oV a numbered
disc. A lantern was also lighted in one compart-
ment by the falling of a smalt weight upon glass
globules of sulphuric acid. The principle of the
apparatus is this : a double spiral of zinc and
platinum is soldered to a disc carrying an index
and a small wire contact.maker. When the
spiral expands by the heat the contact-maker is

turned by the motion of the spiral, thus putting
in action a current from an electrical battery,

by which the alarum-bells and signal apparatus
are put in action. The instruments are very
roughly made, and cost about 2$. a-piece.
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Utilisation of Coal-dust.—A new building
material is found in coal-dust. The mixture is

composed of one-sixth cement and five-sixths

coal-dust. In the Waverlcy hydropathic 'esta-

blishment at Melrose the experiment was tried.

A series of thick aheet-irou plates are stiffened

at the edges with angle iron, the plates being
attached to uprights of X iron, and being
kept in the proper position by pins, the plates
are fixed so as to bo readily raised as tho
building progresses. After the requisite pro-
portions of mine-dust and cement have been
mixed together, and the whole thoroughly
saturated with water, the mixture is flung in
between the plates, and large pieces of slag or
etono bedded in itj thereafter another bed of
concrete, which fills the interstices between
tho larger pieces, and thoroughly fixes them ;

another layer of stones oi slag is then added,
and so on, till the space between tho plates all

round tho building is filled. After being allowed
to stand for a night, the concrete will be hard
enough to allow of the plates being lifted in tho
morning.

Ancient Wall-iaainting at Henstridge,

—

A curious old painting has been discovered on
tho north wall of the parish church of Hen-
stridgo, under innumerable coats of whitewash,
and has been laid bare as well as was possible.
The picture occupies a space of 8 ft. by 9 ft.

G in., and exhibits a gigantic figure of St. Chris-
topher, bearing on his shoulder a small figm-o

of tho Saviour, whose hand is rai.sed in the act
of blessing. The feet of St. Christopher are iu

water, and around them aro fishes. In tho
background are a windmill, packborse laden
with corn, and .a dog, with a man carrying on
his bead a sack. There is also a lofty rock,

surmounted by a church, and on a projecting
ledge stands a monk with’ girdle and rosary,

holding out over tho water a lantern hung to
tho head of a stick. The whole picture is sur-

rounded by a border of lotus leaves. It is said

to be too much injured to bo preserved, Lnt it

will bo accurately copied.

A Mental Almanac.—With the title of “An
Infallible and Instantaneous Mental Almanac
for any Year in any Century of tho Christian
Era. By W. Eelton, Insurance Secretary,” a
jiamphlet has been xmblished by Pitman, of

Paternoster-row. This is an ingenious and
curious “ method of finding by an easy mental
process, and without referring to tables, the
day of the week corresponding to any day of

the month, or the day of the month correspond-
ing to any day of the week, throughout any
year” of 5,000;—in short, a calendar carried
in the head, by learning and remembering only
less than thirty common words, significant of a
fow fixed numbers. We give an example :

—

Queen Victoria ascended the throne on the 20th
June, 1837 : what was the day of the week ?

Year 4
Juno 0
Day of Month ... 20

Cast the sevens out of 24= 3, or Tuesday.

Monte Video Harbour and Land Recla-
mation.—Mr. Charles Burn, C.E., has published
a project for tho construction of a sea-wall
round tho south and east sides of Montevideo,
commencing at the Gasworks and ending at the
Aduana. The enclosed space between the sea.

wall and tho shore will ho filled up, and by this

means about 450,000 square varas of building
land will be reclaimed from the sea, estimated
to be worth 5,250,000 dols. Along that portion
of the sea-wall on the south side, facing the
sea, will be a road and promenade, planted with
trees, at present much wanted in Montevideo,
and along the promenade will be built first-class

residences. At the end of the sea-wall, oppo-
site the Callc 25 de Mayo, will bo rim out a solid

stone pier, with five landing jetties. Mr. Burn
is known as the author of a treatise on the Con-
struction of Breakwaters, and was tho projector
and engineer of the Amsterdam Harbour and
Ships Canal.

American Engineering. — An elaborate
Trade Circular has been sent us, consisting of
something like a treatise on Bridge Engineering,
profusely illustrated, and titled “ Phocnixville
Bridge Works : Clarke, Eeoves, & Co. Office,

No. 40, Walnut-street, Philadelphia. Second
illustrated Album of Designs. Philadelphia

:

J. B. Lippencott & Co. 1873.” It is something
more than a mere trade circular, this, and con-
tains matter of use to English engineers and
others with reference to American modes of
working.
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Opening* of Wrexliain Public Hall and
Corn Exchange,—The new Public Hall and
Com Exchange, Wrexham, which has been con-
verted ont of the old Yorkshire-hall at a cost of

about 5,0001., has been opened. The new ball

will seat over 1,500 people. The larger ball is

SO ft. long by nearly 50 ft. wide, and lighted from
the top. A balcony runs all round, capable of hold-

ing 400. A stage is erected at one end, and behind
axe green-rooms, lavatories, cloakrooms, and other
conveniences. Running round the hall on the
ground-floor are suites of offices and store-rooms

;

on the fii’St floor are also offices and refreshment-
rooms ;

while on the third floor is a suite of

rooms, including billiard-rooms, reading-room,
&c., which will be taken by a gentlemen’s club
about to be formed in Wrexham. There is on
this story a small concert-room. The architects
were Messrs. Holden & Co., Manchester

;
and

the contractor is Mr. W. E. Samuel, Wrexham.

Sugar a Test for Potable Water.—From
an article on “ Tbe Discrimination of Good
Water and Wholesome Food,” in tbe Pharma,
ceutical Journal and Transactions, we find the
following simple directions given for testing
water, whether it is good and drinkable :

—

“ Good water should be free from colour, un-
pleasant odour, and taste, and should quickly
afford a good lather with a small proportion of
Boap. If half a pint of the water be placed in a

'

perfectly clean, colourless, glass-stoppered bottle,

a few grains of the best white lump sugar added,
and the bottle freely exposed to the daylight in
the window of a warm room, the liquid should
not become turbid, even after exposure for a
week or ten days. If the water become turbid
it is open to grave suspicion of sewage contami-
nation

;
but if it remain clear, it is almost cer-

tainly safe. We owe to Heiscb this simple,
valuable, but hitherto strangely neglected test.”

The Gas Supply of the Metropolis.—At
a recent meeting of the London Gas Consumers’
Association, the report of the half-yearly meeting
of the South Metropolitan Gas Company, which
has for the last twelve months supplied 16-candlo
gas, free of meter rent, at 3a., being a nct-charge
of 2s. lOd. per 1,000 ft., was read. It stated
that,

—

‘‘notwithstanding the reduction in the price of gas last
year to 3a. per 2,000 ft. and the increased cost of coals
and all other materials and labour, the profits of the half-
year amount to 15,836/., against 16,06W. of the cor-
responding period of 1871 ; the increase of the coat of coal
having been met by extra receipts for coke during the
half-year under review."

It was contended that all the London companies
could afford to supply gas at the South Metro-
politan rate, a saving in the cost of gas to con-
sumers amounting to 7l5,520i. a year.

Cookery.—An experiment for the purpose of
practically testing a system for the preparation
and expeditious distribution of meals ready for
cooking, is about being made at the Australian
Meat Agency Company’s Department of the
International Exhibition, South Kensington

;

when several hundred meals will be prepared
and despatched uncooked to various parts of the
metropolis previously agreed upon. The object
is to enable good and nutritive meals to be
placed at the disposal of working men at
their respective homes, or places of employ-
ment, whether indoor or out-door. A com-
mittee is being formed, for tbe purpose ofob-
Berving and reporting on the proposed ex-
periment.

Cost of Eiltering Sewage.—The coat of
filtering town sewage is shown in a return pre-
sented to the House of Commons as follows :

—

Melton Mowbray, parish and Local Board, popu-
lation 5,000, filter beds of gravel, surplus water
being passed through charcoal before pub into
tbe river. Cost of works, 5151. 3s. Id., viz.,
2151. 33. for the purchase of land, and 3001. for
making tanks and building offices at the same.
Other expenditure, — besides 1791. interest,
annually, on cost of new sewer, for thirty
years,—111. 15a. for clearing out the tanks.
Receipts during the year, nil; number of years
in operation, nine. No nuisance has arisen
from effluent water.

Tbe Architect of tbe Hoyal Exchange.

—

VVe have received some letters from Mr. H. M.
Grellier, reiterating his statement that Sir Wil-
liam Tite “merely adapted his father’s designs
to the requirements of the Gresham committee,”
and calling upon us to publish the letters. We
have already expressed our opinion on the
subject, and do nob consider it necessary to
return to it.

Tbe Camden Society.—The report of the
council of this society, read at the general meet-
ing on the 4th of June, 1873, has been issued in
a printed form. It announces the books pro-
posed for issue during the present year, which
are three,

—

a military memoir of Col. Birch, the
Parliamentarian Governor of Hereford

j Letters
from London to Sir Joseph Williamson, Pleni-
potentiary at the Congress in Cologne in 1673 5

and a Chronicle of English History, Henry Til.
to Elizabeth. The books issued last year were
a memoir of Bedell, Bishop of Kilmorej Mayor
of Bristol’s Calendar, temp. Edward IT., and con-
tinuation

; and Debates in the House of Commons
in 1625. The Society is prospering.

Worcestershire Architectural Society.

—

It is in contemplation to have an excursion of
the members of this society either the last week
in this month, or on the 3rd of July, when it is

proposed to visit the churches, and other objects
of interest, at Preston, Much Marcle, Kempley,
Dymock, and Donnington, starting from and re-
turning to Ledbury. Much Marcle is a flue
church, with good sepulchral effigies ; and at
Kempley church the walls are covered with
the most valuable examples of twelfth-century
wall painting, hitherto discovered in England.
They have recently been brought to light by the '

vicar, who removed the whitewash with his own
hands.

Proposed Visit of the Shah to the Inter-
national Exhibition.—A committee, consist-
ing of the Prince of Wales, the Duke of Edin-
burgh, the Duke of Sutherland, Earl of Car-
narvon, Tiscount Sydney, and Sir Thomas Bid-
dulph, met on Saturday at Marlborough House
to consider as to the f^te to bo given to the Shah
ofPersia. It was decided that the entertainment
should consist of an inspection of parts of the
International Exhibition, and of a grand con.
cert at the Royal Albert Hall, and that the
admission to the Exhibition should bo by season
tickets only.

A Writing Machine.—Among the novelties
to be seen just now in London is a “ writing
machine,” of American invention, which, it is

confidently predicted, will come very shortly
into general use. It is made in the shape of a
small pianoforte, with three rows of keys, and
the person using it “ plays ” it with both bands.
A series of hammers strike against a band of
riband, so prepared that an impression of the
letter used is produced on the roll of paper
which passes over the riband. The pifico of the
machine is at present 2ol.

A New and Powerful Magnet.—A magnet
of extraordinary carrying power has been con-
structed by the well-known French physicist,
M. Jamiu. Whilst artificial magnets have not
hitherto been made to carry more than four or
five times their own weight, this magnet is able
to sustain upwards of twenty-two times its

weight. It is constructed of a great number of
thin well.magnetised plates, instead of the thick
plates generally employed.

The Discovery ofRemains at the Railway
Excavations, York.—A collection of skulls has
been obtained from tbe excavations made by tbe
North-Eastern Railway Company. There are
about a dozen skulls obtained from that source
already in the Museum of tbe Yorkshire Philo-
sophical Society; and it is proposed to add the
recent find to this collection. The skulls are
evidently very ancient.

An Open Space in the City.—In the
centre of Old Smithfield an open space or park
has been laid out and opened at the expense
of the Corporation of the City of London, who
have, in addition, erected there a costly drinking-
fountain. The open space is called Smithfield
Park. Though not large, it is well laid out with
plants and flowers. A view of the drinking
fountain wo have already published.

Metropolitan Water Supply.—In reply to
Mr. Agar-Ellis, in the Commons, Mr. Stansfeld
said it rested in the first instance with the
Metropolitan Board of Works to enforce a con-
stant supply of water to the metropolis, and if

they failed, the Local Government Board would
then take tbe matter in band. No steps had
yet been taken in the matter.

Literary Fund Dinner.—The total receipts
at the recent dinner presided over by the Right
Hon. W. E. Gladstone were 1,4081., and leave a
clear addition to the fund of more than 1

,
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The Royal Horticultural Society.—Tl -

annual exhibition of this society has been he
j

in their gardens at South Kensington. Tl,

assemblage was a large one, as also were tlU
number of flower exhibitors and tbe variety

specimens. Tbe flowers and fruits were arrangu
in a large teat at the bottom of the grounds,
number of prizes were awarded.

Cameo Cutting.—We are glad to hear thn

her Majesty the Queen has commissioned M
James Ronca to execute four cameos for tl,

Tictoria and Albert Order : two will be on ony:
and the others shell. Our readers may rememba
that Mr. Ronca recently executed a fine came;
on onyx for tbe Art Union of London.

New Cattle Market at Windsor.—A nei|

cattle-market has been opened at Windsoj
under tbe auspices of Mr. W. Mason. The sii^

is on the west of the town, near the terminus
the Great Western Railway. A good cattlq

market in the royal borough has long beeil

wanted.

Health.—A course of six lessons on health lu

working women is about to be given by M-LS
Hoardon, on behalf of tho National Heal™
Society, at the Portland British schools, Littu
Titchfield-street, Great Portland-street. Woriff
ing women applying at tho schools can ha^j|

tickets gratis
J and they slwwZcl apply.

Chapel of the Assumption, Kensingtoif
This building, illustrated in our last issue,

warmed by an apparatus set up by MeB3t,f
Bacon & Co. I.

Arundel Society.—The annual meeting ^
fixed to take place on Tuesday next, the 17t«

TENDERS
For St. Laurence’s School, Ilulme, Manchester, (

clusiTS of the plastering and painting. Mr. Herbert!
Tijou, architect :

—

Adams & Marshall £1,958 0 0
Ward 1,800 0 0
Southern 1,700 0 0
Thompson 1,672 0 0
Herd (accepted) l,036 0 0

For alterations and additions at the Archway Tarertl
Highgate. Mr. H. J. Newbon, aruhitect. QuautitieBl/l
Mr. H. W. Lamb ;— '

Hockley £1,309 0 0 !

Taylor ... 1,122 0 0 i

Shurmur 8 i3 0 0
Brindle (accepted) 794 0 0

For new warehouse, Queen’s-road, Nottingham, ft

Messrs. Charles Cox is Sons. Messrs. Hovcndec,
& JJerridge, architects

Lynam £9,805 0 0
Fish is Sons 9,723 0 0
Dennett is Co. (accepted) 9,635 0 0

For painting exterior of Alexandra Orphanage 41
Infants, Horntey-nse :

—

Cox £]« 0 0
Thomas 138 0 0 i

Burford 137 13 C I

Southcott 129 10 0
Boden (accepted) 86 0 0

For warehouse in Southampton-street, Leicester. Mj •

E. Burgess, architect. Quantities by Mr. L, C liiddett?*!}

Loveday £3,07i 0 0 I

Bland 2,737 0 0
Osborne, Bros 2,696 0 0 1

Tomlinson 2,635 0 0 I

Tyera ... 2,600 0 0
Major (accepted) 2,174 0 0

For infant school, Percy-street, South Hackney, for th' (
Ecr. R. D. Tyssen, rector of South Hackney. Mr, £^4
Low, architect;

—

Forrest (accepted) £-125 0 0

For Memorial School, Littleton, Middlesex. Mr. E
Low, architect :

—

Knight & Son (accepted) £600 ( li

For two houses and shops (shop-fronts not incladed) >1

High-street, Staines, for Mr. 'T. P. Harris. Mr. E. Low.i;.

architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. F. Johnstonei— m
Turner £2,338 0 0
Smith 2,190 0 0
Collvier 2,173 0 0
Sawyer 2,089 0 0

Messom (accepted) 3,0-18 0 0

For new bank and shop premises, Edgware-road 1

Praed-street. Messrs. Bird & Walters, architects
Hill & Sons £3,338 0 0
Higg: ... 8,666 0 0
Lelhey, Bros 7,900 0 0
Newman k Mann 7,875 0 0

Adamson A Co 7,789 0 0
Henshaw A Co 7,433 0 0

Brown 7,393 0 0
WiUiomsASon 7,162 0 0
MeLacblan 7,090 0 0
Mark 6,818 0 0
Temple A Foster 6,W7 0 0
Ebbs A Sons 6,512 0 0
Thompson A Smith (accepted).,, 6,367 0 0

c I
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‘^eicester Mimicipal Buildings Competition.

g
UB Competition for

the proposed new
Municipal Buildings

one of those in-

which we so often

see at present, of

sanguine, and hope-

of the architectural

cnerally, and of the

very unsanefactovy and doubtful

lefit, to either aide, presented by the compe-

ion system. In the first instance no less than

ty designs were sent in, and a selection was

,de, but circumstances having led to a change

site, a second competition was invited, with-

t any regard to the fact that an architect had

3n already chosen. To this there have been

enty-five respondents
;
some of the designs

iv sent in being entirely new, others (by

mer competitors) being modifications of their

jt plans and designs
;
but in all cases, as far

we observed, involving entirely new drawings,

nsidering the number and elaborate character

some of tho drawings which go to show a

glo design, there has been an amount of woi'k

ae on speculation in this instance, which, viewed

proportion to the amount of the “prize ” offered

10 limit of cost of the building is 30,0001.), it

somewhat melancholy to contemplate. The

ntributions of these latter twenty-five rivals

ve been reduced by selection to the number of

3 , which have been liung for exhibition in a

om in the Free Public Library in Leicester j

0 fifteen rejected sets of drawings forming a

apelesa mass piled against tho wall opposite,

le fortunate (?) ten it is proposed further to

reduce” by the aid of a professional reducer

ecially invited for the occasion j and when

ey have been cut down by this agreeable

OCCBS to tho number of either five or three

re did not quite gather which, for on this poinif

linions seemed to differ), the corporate wisdom

Leicester will proceed to disentangle tho

rtunate one from among the survivors.

So much for the modus operandi. The site

)W fixed upon is a fairly good one, though not

immediate contiguity to any one of the prin-

pal thoroughfares j if a town so quiet and im-

kssive-looking in its aspect and street traffic as

eicestcr can be rightly said to have “thorough-

ires” at all. The site is bounded on the west

p- Bowling-green- street, on the north and sonth

7 Horsefair-street and Bishop-street respec-

vely : a trio of street titles of characteristically

aried associations. Indeed, it may bo noticed

lat among towns with any history at all there

I generally some leading principle to be detected

1 tho naming of streets ;
sometimes, as here,

1 connexion with occupation carried on in their

icinity, sometimes from associations of locality

xiating long before the land was built on, or any

treet formed at all. Tho three above men.

ioned ai*e all secondary streets; Horsefair-

treet, however, is dignified by the small shabby

heatro with its olassio “oompo.” front and

troken panes, close opposite to the north-west

iorner of the new site. A proposed new street,

0 bo driven through from Horsefaii'-street to

Bishop-street, along the east side of the site,

vill, therefore, give the aspect for the principal

front of the building, more especially as the

ground falls in that direction ; and the buildings

adjoining the site on this side are of such a

naturo as to encourage the idea of their being

possibly removed altogether shortly, and some-

tliing like a square or place formed. Until this

is done, there is no effective point of view, in

any direction, from which the new building could

be seen to advantage
;
and the tower and other

accessories contemplated by most of the com-

petitors would require some such extended open

ground before them to he properly seen.

We will take the ten designs in the order in

which they were bung on the walls, the numbers

being those with which they were first labelled

when the whole were sent in. It should be pre-

mised that the competitors had the option of

sending in either under their own names or by

motto, a system which has agood deal to recom-

mend it. Thefii'st designwe notice isNo.l, signed

“ Simplicity.” This is in most respects a very

meritorious one, both in regard to plan and archi-

tectural treatment. The required accommodation

for the new building may be classed under three

heads,—first, the courts and their accessories,

judges’, barristers’, and witnesses’ rooms, &c. ;

secondly, the rooms for municipal business, in-

cluding council-ohamber,mayor’s and town clerk’s

apartments, and other offices ;
and thirdly, tho

police department, including, besides other ac-

commodation, a constable’s house, with separate

entrance, and an open or partially open parade-

ground for the police. It is in tho various ways

of disposing, on the site, the courts, municipal

offices, and the parade-ground that the main dis-

tinction of tho various plaus lies. In the plan

under notice tho building forma three sides of a

quadrangle, the courts occupying the south wing,

and the offices tho more northern portion of the

building. The Borough Court is kept well

within the building, and the accessory rooms

aro for the most part conveniently placed and

arranged. Tho room for witnesses, however,

should surely have been on tho same level as the

court, instead of being on tho first-floor. The

whole of the plan is well and completely

arranged, in such a way as to make the most

of the space, and with little regard to minute

symmetry ; it is in fact an entirely Gothic

plan in principle, and this character is com-

pletfcly carried out in the architectural design,

in which each portion is treated separately and

characteristically, so that any one knowing the

contents of the building might distinguish from

a glance at tho exterior the disposition of the

various departments. Such a mode of treat-

ment, if even moderately well carried out in

detail, almost ensui'es au interMting and pic-

turesque result, which is certainly the case with

this design, especially in regard to its principal

front, the predominant feature in which is a

large and boldly-treated, though simple, square

tower at the north-east angle, marking the

entrance to the municipal offices. The style is

Geometric Gothic, remarkable rather for correct,

ness and good taste than for any novelty in the

treatment of detail. There is au ample supply

of entrances and staircases
;
the staircase lead-

iug to the public gallery of the council-chamber

opens out of tho comer of the parade-gronnd

(facing west), not a very convenient position
;

and the ground-floor corridor, which at first

sight appears to give a communication all round

the three wings, is practically intercepted by a

portion being cut off as a private corridor in

connexion with the courts- This is nob a very

' good principle, and the private corridor has been

better managed in some other plans
;
but on the

whole there is little to find fault with in this

plan, and the elevations and perspective view,

which are rather slightly and ineffectively drawn,

show, nevertheless, a true perception of archi-

tectmal treatment, combined with an entire

absence of any straining after effect, which is

unhappily rare in competition drawings.

No. 4, by Messrs. Goddard & Spiers, is a plan

of a more symmetrical and palatial tendency,

with a “grand entrance” in the centre of the

east side, and a wide corridor running the whole

length of the front, tho legal department occupy,

ing the northern, and the business department

tho southern half. The principal court is well

situated, and the judges’ room, reached by a

private passage from the main corridor, running

behind the court and interfered with by nothing

else, is very well placed. The grand-jury room

occupies tho north-west angle, with an angle bay

forming a feature in the design
;
the council-

chamber and mayor’s room are also well marked

on tho external design
;
the plan in the main is

a good one of its kind, and possesses the advan-

tage of one decidedly principal and dignified

entrance for the judge and attendants, which is

rather a want in the last-named plan. Two
alternative designs, Gothic and Classic, are

given; the former, a simple treatment of “plate

tracery” Gothic, is the best, excepting the

central tower, which is by no means good; the

Classic design has a tower which is an improve-

ment on its Gothic companion.

No. 8, “ Bosworth,” covers a great deal of tho

site with building, leaving only a somewhat

small and cramped parade-ground at tho south

end of the site. Tho principal entrance is in

the centre of the east front, and lends to an

entrance-hall and principal staircase, to the muni-

cipal rooms, immediately adjoined by another

octagon staircase "for the offices”; there is a

waste of room in all this, and as the two

staircases open out of the same con'idor on

the ground floor, and land iu the same corridor

above, in close proximity to one another, one

of them is manifestly unnecessary, or at least

wrongly placed : the two coiirts are situated in

tho centre with a closed corridor between them,

and tho judges’ rooms, at the other extremity of

tho largo court, also separated by a private

corridor : the arrangement of this portion is

good. Tho public corridor communication is

continued right round tho building, an ai'raugc.

ment always beat in such a building where tho

site will admit of it, but which generally is

not economical in regard to space, and has

been obtained at some sacrifice in the preseub

case. The plan in tho main is one that w ould

work well, though there is what may bo called

a lack of “ specialty ” about it : the design is

Gothic, of red brick, with white stone di-ess-

ings ; tho angles are emphasised by pavilions,

with rather exaggerated angle tun-ets corbelled

out ;
the details ai'G not refined

;
tho composition

is entirely synimetrioal, with little regard to the

disposition of tlie plan ; the windows of the

mayor’s parlour, for instance, balancing those of

the School Board offices, with not tho slightest

variety in design.

No. 13, “ Gontranando Incrementum,” is a

very elaborately got up design, or rather two

designs, marked A and B, presenting alternative

plans, and Gothic and Classic designs respcc-

lively, the drawings being numerous, and pre-

pared with much labour. Design A, evidently

intended as the preferable one, shows in the

main a good plan, symmetrically disposed to a

certain extent, with the different departments

well arranged and disposed, and the entrances

and staircases very well placed and distinguished.

The courts are placed internally, and everything

connected with them is well planned, excepting

the judges’ room, which is so placed that the

judge would have to cross tho public corridor

from his room to the court. The plan is, how-

ever, somewhat wasteful of space, and in con-

sequence tho parade-ground is disproportionately

small. The design is Gothic, of the usual

“Early” variety, rather heavily treated; the

ornament consists chiefly of horizontal lines of

panelling
;

tho council-ohamber (on the east

front, first floor) is well marked in the external

design by fenestration
;
tho north-east comer is
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occupied by a large tower, tlio lower throe
stories of which are utilised as “ stroDg-roomp,”
which furnishes a valid motive for massive plain
treatment, and small windows in this portion

;

the upper portion, with spire, is dispropor-
tionately decorated in relation to the rest
c f tlie building, and is moi'e elaborate than
artistic or original. Design B chiefly differs
from the other in reversing tlie relative positions
of tho large and small courts, and in a some-
what more palatial arrangement of the first-
floor plan

;
hut it is not so good as the other,

and the Classic design accompanying it strikes
us as decidedly poor. Tho author deserves
credit for his plan, and has been most industrious
in getting up his drawings. The frame of small
sketches, partly of interiors of tho principal
rooms, is good

;
but in the main the design

cannot claim tho highest rank.
No. IG, “ Duvicta.” Tho plan hero is a com.

plete quadrangle, the parade - ground being
enclosed iu the centre

; tbo arrangement of
staircase entrances and arcbitectural features
generally being entirely symmotrical. This is just
the style of planning which looks exceedingly
well on paper, but in execution is only suitable
for buildings for veiy monumental or ceremonial
purposes, and where there is ample space at
di.^posal. In the light of getting the greatest
accommodation out of a given space of ground
no style of plan in general can be more wasteful
than this

; and the present plan is no exception :

besides whicli, the ovcr.effort after symmetry has
resulted iu inconvenient placing of "many of the
rooms in regard to one another, and the quad-
rangular arrangement throws both tho courts to
tho outside. The plan, considered as a plan for
effect, is a fiue one, but fails from a practical
point of view.

No. 17, by ifessrs. G. G. Scott, jnn., and J. 0.
Scott, is on the whole a very compact and well-
arranged plan, covering tho ground to the east
and north sides; the parado-gronnd occupying
the south-west quarter of the site. The courts
adjoin the parade-ground, with the judges’ apart-
ment placed between them with bay projecting
into the parade-ground. The principal entrances
are from tbo new street, in the centre of the
east^ front, nearly opposite tho judges’ private
corridor, and from near tho north-east angle.
The mayor’s and town clerk’s rooms are on the
first floor, and well . placed, and the council
chamber, the position of which is also well
marked on the external design. The treat-
ment of the roofs at the angles is effective,
but the tower near the north-east angle is
unhappy in outline and composition. The style
IS Gothic j built of brick with white stone
dro.°sings, a combination requiring much refine-
ment of treatment to prevent it becoming vulgar
in effect. There is one odd discrepancy between
plan and design

j theperspectivo shows apparently
a deeply-recessed arcade or arcaded portico in
the centre of the east front, carried on detached
piers; hut on referring to the plan these piers
are found to be close against the wall, and all

. but attached to it, and the apparent portico is a
mere wall arcade.

No. 25, by Hr. R. S. Wilkinson (Torquay), is
a peculiar and somewhat doubtful-looking plan.
Tho courts are well placed

;
and tho arrange-

ment of some of the accessory rooms for wdt-
nesses, &c., shows originality in planning; but
the corridors are mostly narrow, and the plan
generally a little labyrinthine in arrangement

:

the route from the principal entrance to tho
judge’s retiring-room is curiously circuitous. As
a plan, it could scarcely he recommended; and
the desi^ (Gothic), though well and effectively
drawn la the principal perspective view, is
heavy in treatment, and presents no features of
any special interest.

No. 20, by Hr. F. J. Uames, though appearin'^
compact, and making the most of the space, is a
defective plan in detail: the judge’s room is
small and meanly placed, and lighted only from
the top

; the town clerk’s and mayor’s rooms are
not well placed, and the rooms belonging to the
former are divided from one another by one of
tho public corridors. The courts are conveniently
placed near the principal entrance (which is in
the centre of the east front), and the staircases
aro_ roomy and well discriminated. In the
design there is no little merit. It is in theQueen Anne style, which, corrupt and unsatis-
factory as It IS m many ways, has a character of
Its own which has been here thoroughly appre-
ciated and consistently worked out. The mate
nals are bnck and stone. The design is for themost part, symmetrical, and the repetition of the
rather plain and bald type of window is not very

interesting, though a certain breadth of result is
obtained. The angles are entirely unacceutuated.
But the treatment of the centre portion is very
clever and picturesque, the main entrance with
a lofty and deeply-recessecl archway some-
what profusely decorated with the details be-
longing to tho style; the barristers’ entrance
and the municipal staircase-window forming
subsidiary features to left and right, each with
its own characteristic treatment; this centre
portion being further emphasised by a wide
projecting balcony carried on very heavy
stone brackets. A low square tower, with an
open stage in tho roof, marks the entry to the
municipal buildings, near the north-east angle.
The author sends a very good drawing also of
the interior of the council-chamber, a wainscoted
room with a semicircular arched ceiling, deco-
rated in panel-work. We should scarcely wish
to see so importaut a building erected in this
style. It may be urged that it harmonises with
the character of the Leicester streets

; but that,
perhaps, should be rather a reason against than
for it

;
for the town sadly wants enlivening in

regard to its architecturo
;
and if this design

were carried out, something should, at all
events, be done, by a more striking treatment of
the angles, to take away a little of the work-
house look which from some points it would
inevitably present. Nevertheless, we must eon-
gratulate Mr. Uames on his generally able treat-
ment of tho style he has selected, and on the
excellence of his drawings.
No. 22, by ilr. F. W. Roper, is a good plan,

neither above nor below the average of those
submitted (the plans in this competition, as we
have perhaps inferred, are in tho main much
better than the architectural treatment). The
design is certainly the most original here, taking
originality to mean " success/ui novelty.” The
walls are divided into solid broad massc-s of pier
between the windows, scarcely broken up by .any
ornament, and the windows are placed so that
those between each pier are combined under an
arch and gable springing from and uniting the
upper portion of the pier

;
the motive is not new,

but the manner in which it is carried is novel
and effective. The tower in tho centre of the
east front is well composed, and a great deal of
dignity is added to it, by combining it in tho
lower stages with what is really a portion of the
lower building, carried slightly up, and with high
lean-to roofs as shoulders flanking the tower.
This is a mode of treatment which requires great
care to avoid an unpictiiresque lumpiness of
effect, but it has here been cleverly accomplished.
The defects of the building He in the details,
which are a kind of mixture of Jacobean and
Gothic, and in some instances ought certainly to
be reconsidered. If this building is ever carried
out, we should suggest to the architect to try
another perspective of bis principal front at a
considerably sharper angle, when he will perhaps
find that the vertical gi'ouping of piers and win-
dows requires some modification to insure an
agreeable result from all points of view.

No. 0, by Messrs. Ordish & Traylon, of Lei-
cester, is a very elaborately-prepared design,
with a good deal to recommend it, at all events
as far as the plan is concerned. One feature is
peculiar to it—that of a wide principal entrance
corridor running across from front to back of
the building, the entrance in the east front being
meant as the “administrative,” that in the
west front as the “public” entrance. From this
a narrower public corridor branches to right
and left, running longitudinally along the build-
ing. The town clerk’s entrance is placed near
the north-east angle on the north front; tho
borough surveyor’s entrance near tho south-east
angle. The plan, taken as a whole, is a well-
arranged one,—one of the best of tho set. The
design is rather a medley, presenting a cro.ss
between Elizabethan and Jacobean, with remini-
scences of Gothic. We can hardly call tho result
happy. The tower is set back from the front,
and could not from any (at present) available
point group with the lower composition, as it
does iu the perspective view exhibited. It is
a peculiar tower, and is clever and ebarae-
teristic, but not veiy pleasing, especially in sky-
line. There is a novelty in the manner in wliieb
the large clock face is set on, which wo should
think better suited to a smaller tower

;
it is a

little too odd and piquant to be done on a large
scale. There are two slight but effective little
sketches iu Indian ink of tho iuteriors of the
court_ and the council-charaber. Tho authors
certaiuly deserve credit for this design, which,
with decided drawbacks, shows also decided
ability.

On the whole, we are inclined to think tb{
the ten designs so far selected, none wool J, w
carried out, answer the purpose better ou
whole, and give more equal satisfaction to ar
tects and laity, than tho one first mentioi
“ Simplicity,”—so far, at least, as general des
grouping, and character, aro concerned,
plan would require some modifications, and
drawings are not full enough or finished ono
to enable us to judge well of the proposed tr
ment of the architectural detail. Some otl
show more originality, and in particular
should be very glad to see so original and clc
a design as No. 22 carried out, and perhaps
would be tho next best for a selection, tboi
one or two others are better in plan. Sue
design, however, it must be admitted, wc
very probably be rather interesting to architc
as a clever experiment in character and c
position than pleasing to the general pul
One or two of the best plans are uufortunal
accompanied by elevations which it is impossi
to wish to see built; and the one we have m
tioned above (No. 1) seems the only one wb
combines excellence of plan and design iu nes
equal proportion, and which would be a build
likely to please all parties.

Among the less fortunate fifteen is a v
good Gothic design marked “ F.R.I.B.A.,” i

dently, from its beautiful drawing, tho work c

practised band, and much superior to most
the Gothic amongst “the ten.” It may hi
been rejected on the score of expense. 1
design marked “ Sirius ” shows in the perap
tive view a picturesque treatment of Gothic
the modern manner; and “ Commo ilfaut’i
in many points a good design. Tho rest, as
as we were able to observe, present no vi

special excellence of architectural treatment,
i

On the whole, however, the average of me
in the drawings sent in fur this competiti-
seeras to us to be, in proportion to nnmbo
higher than in some more important com]
titions wo have had occasion to notice,
regard to plan this is decidedly the case.

NEW MERCHANT TAYLORS’ SCHOOL,
The first stone of a new building, to

erected witbiu the precinct of the Chartcrhoui
for the Merchant Taylors’ School, was laid i

Monday last by the Duke of Edinburgh, iu t:

presence of a concourse of some 800 peopi
among whom clerical and City magnates we
most conspicuous. The occasion was made u
of for a great deal of unjustifiable aelf-glori
cation on the part of the Company, and of i

undeserved sneer at architects by the Archbishc
of York, who, iu replying to a toast, remarki
that from the experience wo had bad of arcl
tects’ estimates the cost to tho company of tl

proposed now hjildings and alterations might 1

set down at the least at 150,0001. The actu
estimate for tho new buildings and alteratioi
was stated to bo •10,0001-., and even taking iiJ

account the cost of tho ground, the toti
expenditure would not reach the amount mei
tioned by the archbishop. The clergy are as
body prone to abuse their privilege of immuuit
from public contradiction by making loose state
ments. As a rule their utterances can do bu
little harm

;
hut when a high Church diguitar

on a public occasion assails the character of i

body of professional men, and by iinplicatioi
the good faith of the architect of a particula
building, it is incumbent upon the profession t
resent the aspersion as being ungenerous an«
unfounded.
Merchant Taylors’ School (which will b(

superseded by the new building, of which the
first stone was laid on Monday last), is situated
in Suffolk.lane, a narrow thoroughfare, between
Canuon-street and Upper Thames-street, in the
parish of St. Laurence Pountney. It formed a

part of a large house or palace, called the iVfanoi

of tho Rose, otherwise Pulteney’s Inn, originally
built by Sir John Ponltney, five times lord mayor,
in the reign of Edward HI., and successively
the residence of the noble families of Exeter,
Suffolk (whence the name of Suffolk-lane),
Buckingham, and Sussex. It is chiefly memo-
rable, however, as having been the scene of the
alleged treason of William de la Pole, Duke of

Suffolk, in 1447, as related by Holingshed, and
dramatised by Shakspeare in “Henry VIII.”
Charles Knevet, the pei’fidious surveyor to the
Duke of Buckingham, who had “ lost his office

on the complaint o’ the tenants,” being, as
Holingshed relates, “partly provoked with desire
to be revenged, and partly moved with hope of
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jurd,” at the inatigation of Cardinal Wolaey,

inly accused the duke of treason. On the

10" interrogating him as to his knowledge of the

ke’a designs upon the succession, the surveyor

>lies in Shakspeare’s words (which are almost

) same as Holingshed’s),

—

“ Not long before joar liighuess sped to Erance,
The duko being at the Rose, within the parish
Saint Lawrence Poultney, did ol'me demand
M'bat was the speech amongst the Londoners
•Concerning the French journey ; I replied.

Men fear’d the French would prove perlldious,

To the king's danger.”

—

Henry V'lll., act i., ac. 2.

On the attainder of tho Duke of Buckingham,

) Manor of tho Rose was forfeited to the

own
;
but four years after the duke’s cxecu-

D, it was granted (I7th Hen. VIII.) by patent

Henry Courtenay, Earl of Devon, who bad'

Bn recently created Marquis of Exeter, and

.8 then in high favour with the king. Henry’s

?our was not of long continuance. In 1538,

urteuay was suspected of high treason, and in

39 was beheaded on Tower.hill, and bis pro-

rty fell to the Crown. In the following year

B estate in the pariah of St. Laurence Pountney
lB granted to Robert Radcliffe, Earl of Sussex,

whoso family it continued until tho year 1501,

len the earl’s grandson sold it to John Hethe,

izen and cooper, who divided tho estate into

0 moieties, one of which was purchased by
ohard BobyJ, and the other by William Beswick.

ityl was agent for tho Merchant Taylors’ Com.
toy, and he conveyed his purchase to them on

'e Ist of May, 1501. The other portion in-

iided the site of Nos. 3, -1, and 5, Laurence
luntney-hill, and the buildings known as

vureiico Pountney.place, situate in a quadrangle

itvveeu Merchant Taylors' School aud Duck’s
pot-lane.

All trace of the ancient building upon the site

1
Merchant Taylors’ School has disappeared

;

e present school and master’s house were

eoteJ in 1075, Sir Christopher Wren having

jen, in all probability, the architect, as ho

as employed by the Company about this time,

id built for them the almshouses and chapel

unded by Bohun, otherwise Boone, at Lee, near

lackheath. There are, however, remains of

e basement story of a part of the manor of

e Rose under tho bouse No. 3, Laurence
puntney-bill, now used as a carpenter’s shop,

i very good preservation
;
there is also another

orbioQ to the westward under a house in Suffolk-

ine- In the crypt under No. 3, Laurence

ountney-hill, boarders at the Merchant Taylors’

chool were accustomed, at the beginning of this

antury, to perform plays at Chriarmas.

In tho building in Suffolk-lane Merchant
aylora’ School has been carried on since its

istitutiou in the reign of Elizabeth. The origiiial

uildiug was destroyed in tho Great Firo, but it

'•as rebuilt, as already mentioned, in 1675, and
eraains to this day substantially unaltered, tho

Illy alterations of any moment being the addi-

ion, in 1829, of two ro ms, formed out of pai't

f the cloister, for the accommodation of the

iritiugaud mathematical masters, and the sub-

titution, a few years ago, of iron casements and
ilace-glass to the windows of the upper school-

oom, for the thick wooden frames aud lattice-

lanes of Wren’s time. There is an excellent

ixtorior and interior view, in water-colours, of

he school, by J. D. Harding, the former of which
las been re-produced in chromo-lithography.

The present school-buildiug being found in-

idequato to meet the requirements of the modem
lystcm of tuition, and being moreover unpro-

rided with a playground, the company entered

nto an arrangement with the governors of the

!)hartcrhouse to purchase a portion of the Cliar-

;erhou3o estate in Goswell-street, on the removal
Charterhouse School to Godalming, for the

purpose of trau-ferriug their sclioul to that site,

)f providing ampler means of instruction, and
incre.Lsing the number of tho scholars. The
ground thus acquired consists of about five acres,

and cost the company 90,0001. The frontages

n>-xb Goswell-street and Wilderness-row have

been let on building terms, and will re-coup the

company a portion of this e.xpendituro. One
effect of this utilisation of the ground is the

widening of Wilderness-row 20 ft., which will

enable it to be used for carriage traffic, for

which it was before unadapbed. A new road-

way will also bo formed across the northern
extremity of Charterhouse in continuation of

Old-street, which will afford a sensible relief to

the traffic proceeding westward at this point.

The property purchased by the Merchant
Taylor’s Company consists of the Upper Green
or play-ground used by the elder boys, with the
school which stands on tho north side of the

greon, tho schoolmaster’s house (so called to :

distinguish it from the master’s house), and the

buildings in the school-master’s court, The pur-

chase also includes the assistant master's bouse

aud day-boys’ lodge, in. Rutlaud-place, Charter-

house-square.

Tho Schoolmaster’s house Avas rebuilt in 1825
by Mr. Edward Blore, at the same time as

tho residences of tho Poor Brethren of Charter-

house, in the Preachers and Pensioners’ Court.

This house is built of white brick, with stone

dressings, and is Perpendicular in style, as are

tho rest of the buildings. Adjoining the School-

raa3tei’’8 house, on the south, was the oldest

portion of tho school, which has boon pulled

down, and upon the site of which the new building

for Merchant Taylors’ School will be erected.

Tho old school Avas divided on the ground.floor

into two portions, the northern part being appro-

priated to tho head-master’s boys, and the

Boutliorn portion being used as a writing-school

and day-room for the junior boys. It is probable

that this formed part of the buildings erected

by Thomas Sutton
;
but it had been so frequently

repaired and addod to, that it had lost all its

distinctive character, at least externally. The
wall next tho Sohaolmastcr’s Court had been cased

with brickwork some time in the last century, and
new dormers AA'ere a few years ago added by
Mr. P. C. Hardwick. On the Avail over the fire-

place in the head-master’s school-room are

the arms of James I., worked upon the wall

in wet plaster, AA’hich have been preserved.

The AA-riting-school was a square room, Avith four

columns supporting the floor above, singularly

ill-adapted to its purpose, being lighted only

from one side by narrow windows, placed at a

great height from tho ground. The ceiling was
of plaster, and contained tho arms of various

benefactors
;

it had, however, been restored at

various times, and all its interest destroyed. In

the rear of tho Avriting-scbool, and lighted by
windows looking into the Preachers’ garden,

was the Hall, Avhich Avas used by Charter-house

boys for all meals except dinner, and as a

sitting-room for the senior boys. It bad been
modernised by Mr. Hardwick, and contained

two masaivo chimneypieccs, one apparently be-

longing to the oi'iginal fabric, but of inferior

design; and the other copied from an old chim-

neypiece in another part of the building.

At right angles to the school, and occupying
tho south aide of the schoolmaster’s court, is the

building known as “ Gown-boys’,” from its having

been used by the Foundation scholars, who are

distinguished from the other boys by wearing
gowns. This is a handsome building, erected,

some tAventy years ago, by Mr. P. C. Hardwick,
and Avill be converted into class-rooms in con-

nexion with the new school. Tho School-

master’s house will also be used for the same
purpose, with some additions to form a library

and lecture theatre.

The now building, of which the fii’st stone was
laid on Monday last, will occupy a site about

100 ft. long by 56 ft. wide, and will have its

principal frontage on the east towards the Upper
Green. It will be approached by a flight of

steps, and will consist, on the ground.floor, of

a spacious entrance-hall in the centre, 26 ft.

wide, with a school-room on each side, 62 ft. by
40 ft. A corridor on the west side of the new
building will connect the lecturo-tbeatre and the

class-rooms to be formed in tho Schoolmaster’s

house, Avith those in the building known as

“Gown boys’.” On tho upper floor Avill be a

hall, 93 ft. long by 50 ft. wide, for tho purpose

of assembling the Avhole school, and occupying

the entire extent of the noAv building. Tliis Lai!

will Lave an open-timbered roof, carried upon
principals continued down to the floor, and
without buttresses or horizontal ties. Exter-

nally, the new building will bo faced with red

hricka, with Portland stone dressings, and small

panels of terra-cotta. The roof, which will be

covered with green slate, will have a central

tlSche rising 50 ft. above the ridge, of oak, aud

the upper part covered with shingle.

Tho estimated cost of the new buildings, and

of the alterations to tho existing buildings, is

10,0001.

The architect is Mr. Edward I'Anson, the

surA'eyor to the Merchaut Taylors’ Company.

Mr. Henry Sliaw.—The death is announced

of Mr. Henry Shaw, F.S.A., of No. 103, South-

ampton.row, aged seventy-two. It took place

on the 12th instant, at Broxbourne. Mr. Shaw
was an able draughtsman, and aeveml of hi.^"

works on antiquarian subjects are avoU known. i

EA>STERN ART : ITS VALUE AS AN
INDIVIDUALITY.

Noav that what is generally called the “ East”
is being “ opened out,” and made more or less

familiar to this Western Avorld, so different

from it, there may bo some interest in a thought

or two on the art of two such entirely different

individualities,—so opposite in natui'al instinct

and tendencies. It would certainly be a very

difficult thing indeed to fix upon a subject fuller

of materials for thought aud speculation than

this iutercliange of the “East aud West” of the

world. The difficulty is to see best Avhere to

begin, and what to select in a short space most
typical of diversity, where all is uiiliko. But
without waiting for ptrfection of method may wo
not affirm that the first aud most strikingitem of

difference between the East and the West in

these modern days, is in the presence and almost

complete domination of mctchinenj, and tho

power of intermediate mechanism in almost
everything, especially in art, in European, or

whatare called somewhat vaguelyand iudefinitoly

civilised communities,—like England, or France,

or Germany; while in Eastern countiio', such

as Hindostan, China, and Persia, there is an
almost total absence of native machinery : there

is nothing between the hand of man and the

materi.al he works npon, but the all but indis-

pensable tools with which tho work is done. No
one can well paint a picture, however skilful he
may bo, with his finger; a brush or fool is neces-

sary, something for the hand, imperfect for all

purposes, and tho object wrought upon. It is

the same with AA'caving. A macliiuo, if formed
but of two sticks and a fcAv strings, and a shuttle,

is absolutely needed for the Avork to be done.

But in both these cases, bo it observed, and they

are fairly typical examples, the hand of the work-

man operates directhj on the object to be worked
on. It is not, therefore, that in the East there are

no tools nor machinery, but that tho intermediate

machinery is guided directly by the hand of the

operative and executive Avorkman, Avhatever he

may be, and whatever the degree of his skill.

But in this Western and more highly.favoured

half of the world this mere tool machinery has

groAvn up into an almost living and self-AA'orking

monster. In the simple loom of tho East the

workman using it acts through it directly with

his hand on the fabric produced, while in ono of

those “ miracles of mechanism,” a Lancashire

cotton-loom, the AA'orkraan has but to stand by it

to see it do its work, almost like a thing of life,

and to occasionally join a broken thread. The
very shuttle itself, that second hand, is moved
by the machine. It would bo impossible to draw
a Avider line between two things both designed

for tho same purpose and meant to do the same
work. In the oue caso the machine is a help,

and a help only ; in the other, it is the worhman.
In tho one, tho AA’orkmau is still there at his

work ; in the other, be may be, and sometimes
really is, aAvay altogether, so perfectly self-

acting is the machine.
It may, perhaps, be difficult to make the

significance of this power of the machine, as

taking the place of the human haiul, quite visiblo

to many who have not gone a littlo into the

subject, bub if any such Avill look with a littlo

attention into the Eastern fabrics, as they may
so readily be seen at the S uth Kensington

Museum, at the International Exhibition, and at

the fine collection in the India House Museum,
they may be convinced of it beyond all possibility

of doubt or dispute. It Avill bn recollected that

some time since a vast collection of the “fabrics

of India ” were collected together by Dr. Royle
for the purpose of teaching our Western mann-
Facturers what it really is that the vast popn-

lations of India want. The texture of the stuff,

whether of cotton or silk, tho coloitrs used, and how
combined, and lastly, the patte)'ns or desiyns ;

—

these are all to be seen in tho India House
Museum ; and we once met a representative of

a great Manchester printed cotton firm for whom
expressly these specimens of Eastern work were
gob together, and he assured us, strange as it

will sound to some, that a number of the most
beautiful of these Hindoo fabrics could not by
any possibility be wrought by mere machinery,

however complicated and perfect in miraculous-

ness of mechanism; “for,” he said, “it is in

reality hand work, and shows, as you look at it

•ind examine it, mind in it.” This, he said, his

machinery, perfect as it Avas, Avould not and
•ould not do. What a le-^son, then, is here !

Will tho converting the Eastern man into a

Western man be wholly and in every way a gain ?

Is there nothing to be said for the necessity of
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hand work P Machinery and the power of it is
now advancing at a pace never before dreamed
ofj—it seoms to bid fair to do pretty nearly all

things. But is that wholly a gain ? wo may well
ask. Nay, so far did this man go,—and he
thoroughly understood the matter, as manufac.
tarer and salesman,—that he affirmed that the
whole of the finer and costlier work in the E-^hi-
bition was quite useless as “precedent” to go
by; absolutely nothing could be done with it.

It was the common cottons only that could be
profitably manufactured here for tbo Indian
market, and the price quoted day by day by
magic telegraph! But still all this time, and
in spite of all, the East, as we are assured, is
gradually and most surely being "opened out.”
We are getting to know more and more about it,
and the multitudes of peoples who live in it, and
the what it is they want, day by day, so that
in time these Eastern races,—Hindoos, Chinese,
Japanese, Persians, the "Wandering Tribes,”
and even the Khivites,—will and must know
something about us, and must take our goods,
roads or no roads,—and become, in spite of
themselves, "Westernised,” in art, as elsewhere.
But still it is not all gold that glitters

;
go a

little below the surface, and things change, not
a little strangely. Like the characters on the
miraculous sabres, they change while yon are
looking at them. Even Cobden himself, who
travelled far to knock down barriers, and to
open roads all the world over, was sometimes,
in spite of himself, taken quite aback by the
look of things when he saw them closely. At a
groat fair or market in the confines of Europe
and Asia, he was not a little struck by the
intense pictoresqueness of things. All sorts of
peoples, costumes, and tongues, the spirit of
trade and barter manif^-sted, satisfied even him

;
but so strong was his "Manchester” instinct,
that he could not but regret that this vast host
was not supplied from hence with "cottons.”
If it had been so, as we must suppose it one
day will be, then all this almost infinite variety
will bo at an end,—all must become alike; for
these printed fabrics are run out from the magic
machinery not by the yard, bub the mile, and it
18 sameness and quantity that do the work of
the "market.”

It would, perhaps, be useless to argue for a
moment against such a course of things and
such a prospect, but nothing is to bo gob with-
out paying for it one way or another. In these
multitudes of Eastern races there is almost an
infinite variety, and a prolific pouier of design, as
tbo_ Indian fabrics testify, coming from the
brains and hands of widely separated indivi-
dualitiea._ But run the work through a machine
by the mile, and all this is destroyed in precise
proportion as the "trade” is successful. As a
matter of mere business and commercial exten-
sion and modern progress, the prospect is indeed
almost boundless, and there would seem to be
little doubt that the power of production of so
industrious a community as exists in England
could supply, as Cobden hoped, the whole world.
But what becomes of the fmo facultie.s of those
races who can work so characteristically for
themselves ?

There is another very singular merit in these
productions of the Eastern mind and hand well
worth more than a passing thought, and it is the
more interesting just at the present moment,
when a great representative of the far East is
on a visit here to see, it may be presumed, what
it is wo can teach him. We refer to the really
marvellous way in which the Oriental mind,
from whatever cause, works in colours. No
matter what the object may be, or for wbat
puriiose, or how plain and simple the colours or
the "design.” The softness and harmony of
the whole is complete and well-nigh perfect.
The very brightest colours may be employed,
bat the result is the same. There is no
vulgarity—to use a somewhat indefinite but
expressive term ;

— the colour, beanty, and
harmony are comjjlete. And this is not the
result of an elaborate system of teaching, or a
fancied knowledge of what are termed "prin.
ciplea” of colour. The Oriental has a natural
eye for colour, and the arrangement and har-
mony of colours. It is really the gift of nature,
and would almost seem to be the result in part
of his life under the bright and beautiful skies of
the perpetually suu.lighted countries in which
he has been placed. The sun does half tlie
work, and colours all things round aud about
him. He lives in it. Night, as well as day,
helps him. Ho may, with literal truth, be said, in
the language of advanced science, to grow up aud
work neder the " potential energy ” of the sun ’
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May we not, therefore, in the face of those
considerations, out of so many more that might
be adduced, question the wisdom of a good deal
of what is now going on in the name of " ira-
provement.” Are we not stifling some fine
faculties and powers of work by putting all
things possible between the rollers of a machine ?
And not only doing that oui’selves, but compel-
ling everybody else all the world over to do so
too, as far as it is possible to them. Mr. Carlyle
once affirmed that the future " epic ” of the
modem man must and would be " Tools and the

tools first, and then the man after
them

; and thus it really and literally is. The
substitution of the word 7nachine for tool would be
more correctly descriptive, perhaps; for it is not
the mere simple saw, or hammer, the tool in the
hand of the man, that is doing all, but the self-
moving saw, and the self-guiding saw or saws,
the vast self-acting machine, that the future
epic must commemorate. Nay, we may almost
ask, in some poetic wonder, where is the wa??,
wherever you look for him ? He has been there,
for he made the machine, and has supplied it

with materials to work on
;
but where is ?ie, in

the work or the final result ? The man of the
East, whether wise or no, does not come here to
teach us anj'thing: he comes liei'e to pick up as
much " Westernism ” as he possibly, in the time,
can

; but not, let us hope, to forget, in its "lories,
the precious gifts that have been bestowed on
himself.

THE QUESTION OF SITES
FOB LABOUEERS’ DWELLINGS IN THE

METROPOLIS.
This subject was again discussed at the

weekly meeting of the Special Dwellings Com-
mittce, on Wednesday last. General Cavannah
took the chair, in the temporary absence of Lord
Napier, the chairman.

3IETROPOL:t.\N IMPnOVEMEXTS AND RAILWAY ACTS.

Mr. Vigers brought forward the followin"
resolution:—"That the committee deem it ex-
pedient that all metropolitan improvement Acts
or railway Acts involving the removal of large
numbers of the poorer classes, shall contain
special clauses providing that all persons having
the power vested in them under such Act shall
be bound to clear sites to a corresponding ex-
tent, to be set out in such Acts, for the erection
of dwellings for the poorer classes, and that
such sites shall be purchased, cleared of build-
ings, and offered for sale, before any part of the
land for such improvements or railway is cleared
of its buildings.” He did not desire that the
particular number of bouses or the number of
persons who were to be displaced should be
stated in the clause which be incroduced into any
particular Act, but only the area of the site cor-
responding with that to be taken for any metro-
politan improvement or railway.

^

The Rev. R. J. Simpson seconded the resoln.
tion, stating that he agreed with Mr. Vigers that
it was notdesirable to fix any hard.and-fast line.
What they wished was to enunciate a certain
principle. Without stating anything as to the
exact number of persons to bo removed by any
particular improvement, he thought it desirable
that where a large number of persons were to be
displaced provision should be made for them
before the improvements were commenced.

_

The Rev. Mr. Denton thought the resolution
did not go far enough. They had seen instances
in which railway companies had displaced
thousands upon thousands of persons, and yet
had not made provision for even a thousand. He
thought that where so many persons were dis-
placed by railway works or improvements, pro-
vision should be made for them on sites adjoining.
The Rev. R. J. Simpson said it must be borne

in mind that in the immediate locality of these
improvements there was often inconvenient over-
crowding, and therefore it would, in many cases,
be impossible to provide sites adjoining.

Mr. Liddell thonght the resolution was vague.
Ho wished to ask who were to erect the dwellings ?
Certainly not the railway companies themselves,
for they could not be expected to do so. The
resolution also stated that "such sites shall be
purchased and cleared.” Ho should like to know
by whom ? He did not thiuk that the public
outside would consider them good men of busi-
ness in proposing that such au indefinite clause
should be introduced into any Act of Parliamenr.

Mr. Tigers observed, that all he wished was
that the clause should be general in any future
improvement or railway affecting the metropolis.

It was not for them to particolarise the clanai
inasmuch as it was altogether impr.icticabl
The exact wording of the clause could only t
drawn in reference to any special railway c
improvement Act which might be applied fo
and that would have to bo settled by Parliamen:
Adverting to the complaint which had be©
made against Mr. Denton, that they did not giv
compensation to poor persons whom they dii
placed for new works, Mr. Tigers observed thal
ho differed from Mr. Denton in that respect
He could state from his own experience that th;
only persons who did not pay compensation wa'
the Metropolitan Board of Works, their pleil
being, that in the improvements which the\
made they were dealing with the public money
As regarded the railway companies, it war
within bis knowledge that the railway conn
paniea did pay compensation to the poorer classes
whom they displaced, and beyond that, they hac;
been the means of confenntig great benefita
upon them, by removing them from houses ano
localities not fit to live in, and where they had
been oppressed by grasping and unscrupuloui,
landlords.

The Rov. Mr. Denton, on the other hand,i
stated that be, too, had had some considerable:
experience of railway companies in his ueighJ
bourhood, and ho could not agree with Mr.'
Tigers. He knew of an instance in the case
of the Metropolitan Railway Company wher^
upwards of 2,000 poor persona were displaced,!
and he (Mr. Denton) had great difficulty ini
screwing 5s. per head out of the railway com^
pany. '

The discussion was continued for some time, ini'

the course of which it was urged by severali
members present that the resolution was not'
eufficieutly explicit. It was also urged by Mr. i

Liddlo and others that it was most unwise to

,

attempt to compel railway companies or other;
bodies making improvements to provide sites forv
dwellings in the neighbourhood of such railways
or improvements. !

Col. Gardner strongly urged the importance
'

of the clause expressly stating that sites should^
be provided, and houses built upon them, and.^
made ready for occupation, before the railway '

companies or the Metropolitan Board should be :

permitted to proceed with the works wliich

I

would displace any particular number of ;

;
persons.

Lord Napier and Ettrick (who had now i,

arrived) said ho quite agreed with the last 1

speaker. Ho had always held that construction i!

ought to precede demolition, and the fact of its i

not having done so hitherto had led to large i

numbers of persons in the metropolis being \
yearly thrown out of their homes. The houses

\to be built on acquired sites, in lieu of those to J

be demolished, ought to be ready for occupation
]before demolition commenced. This might be

hard upon railway companies or other public >

bodies, but, in the interests of the poorer classes,
it ought to be insisted upon.

Dr. Ross observed that all they could ask for '

was^ that the railway companies or other public
bodies should be compelled to provide sites and
offer them for sale for building upon. They could
not expect railway boards or others to atop their
works until new houses were actually erected
and occupied. ‘|

The resolution, modified as follows, was ulti- I

mateiy adopted ;
—"That the committee deem i

it expedient that all persons empowered to re-
move dwellings of the poorer classes under
metropolitan improvement, railway, or other
Acta, shall be required to clear sites to an extent
proportionate to the number of persons proposed.',
to be removed, for the erection of new dwellings

'

for the said classes, and that such sites shall be
purchased, cleared of buildings, and offered fca;

sale* before any part of the land for such
improvements or railway is cleared of inhabited
dwellings.”

POWERS TO LIMITED OWNERS OP LA.VD TO SELL
FOR BUILDINGS.

Mr. Wilkinson next brought forward the !

following resolution, which, after some discus-
i

sion, was carried :
—"That associations or com-

|

panics formed for the purpose of erecting
j

labourers’ dwelling-houses, should be enabled to '

purchase land from limited owners under the 1

agreement clauses of tlie Lands Clauses Con-
solidation Act, with appropriate provision for
securing the character and purpose of the

;

dwellings to be erected.”
|

The committee adjourned to Wednesday next. '

Under conditions similw to those contained in the
Act of 1872.
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STATI0NEE!3—ALL.

’he dinner given hj the Lord Mayor
.terlow), as rnaater of the Stationera’ Com*

on Saturday evening last, was remarkable,

master having gathered around him men
lent in the State, the church, art, science,

literature, several of whom made excellent

iches. The quaint, post fire, hall, with two
hree good pictures, and a magnificent tree

ts quiet garden, never dreamt of by the

aming crowd up and down Ludgate - hill,

rested greatly many who were visitors for the

. time. The tree was amusingly alluded to

he Master when ho welcomed as their prin-

,1 gnest the patron of their Company.
Archb'shops of Canterbury have been

ons of this Company ever since its first incor-

ition, more than two centuries ago. “ In
year IdDO,” said Sir Sidney, “a society was
aed called the Brotherhood of the Text
ters, or Stationers, and in 155G a charter

ncorporation was granted to the company
• called the Stationers’ Company. But with

; charter and its attendant privileges were
osed very serious obligations iu reference to

control of tho printing-presses, not only

jondon, but throoghout the United King-
i. They were required to ascertain every
so in which there was a press, and to keep a
ster of them, besides learning tho natui'e of

publications printed at it. At the time of tho

r Chamber, the Archbishop of Canterbury was
of its most important aud active members

;

our records show, that during the exist-

0 of that body, the archbishop constantly

b warrants down to the master and wardens
tho Stationers’ Company, requiring them,
ler pain of forfeiture of all their rights, of

alties from the Church, and punishment by
State, to seize the publications which were
med to be seditious, to bring them into tho

den which yon see outside these windows, and
n them; and I do not doubt that tho tree

bh is now flourishing with such beautiful

en leaves was very much strengthened and
;ered by tho ashes of tho publications so
nt.”

i'lio Archbishop replied with much humour
1 such command of face as would make the
tune of an actor,—without a smile or a move-
nt to show that he knew he was saying any.
ng funny. Tho best speech of tho evening,

vever, was that made by the Bishop of Win-
;ater, who, responding for tho House of Lords,
nted out where the company resembled that

ly, and alluded gracefully to tho fact that,

ile other guilds had changed their'character,

one was admitted a member of the Stationers’

mpauy who was not in some degree connected
the craft. When we say, trusting to

mory, that there were gathered round the
rd Mayor, Sir Arthur Helps, Lord Houghton,
) Archbishop of York, Sir John Gilbert, Sir
inry Thompson, Messrs. John Walter, E. M.
ird, .Joseph Durham, Sidney Cooper, Henry
le, F. Leii>htoa, Calder Marshall, J. G. Nichols,
lorgc Leslie, Tlios. Hughes, Harrison Ains-
rth, Winter Jones, E. B. Stephens, John
irray, Shirley Brooks, Serjt. Parry, Dr. Doran,
j Editor of the Edinburgh, the Editor of the
Mrterly, and several other distinguished men,
I shall have justified the assertion with which
I began these remarks.

THE TRADES’ GUILD OF LEARNING
CONFERENCE.

Ox Saturday last there were two conferences,
nvened by the provisional committee for the
bablishment of a “ Trades’ Guild of Learning,”
r the purpose of determining the basis and
nstitution upon which such an institution

ould be established. Tho morning sitting

as presided over by Mr. Samuel Morley, M.P.,
id a considerable number of representatives
working class organisations and clubs

ere present, as also many other supporters,
nongst whom were Mr. Mundolla, M.P., Lord
yttelton, Lord Edward Fitzniaurice, Jf.P., Sir
ntonio Brady, Mr. Joseph Dodds, M.P., Mr.
homas Hughes, Q.C., M.P., Mr. Alexander
rogden, M.P., Mr. W. M'Artbur, M.P,, Mr.
jhn Whitwell, M.P., tho Lord Mayor, the Right
.on. W. Cowper-Tcmple, M.P., Lord George
.amilton, M.P., Sir John Bennett, the Rev.
anon Robinson, the Rev. Canon Ridgway, the
-ev. Henry Solly. The chairman observed that
:ie object sought to be obtained by this Trades’
luild of Learning, was to adopt the best method

of extending the advantages of university edu-
cation, not only to the working classes, but to

all classes; and he believed that if there was
one class that needed this more than another it

was the middle class. The following resolution

was adopted, ‘‘That a Trades’ Guild of Learning
be now established, and that the persons present

pledge themselves to render it the best support

in their power. Mr. Muudella, M.P., presided

at the afternoon sitting, which was well at-

tended.

Our strongest sympathies being in the diroo-

tion advocated at tho conference held on Satur-

day last, at the Society of Arts, we should bo
glad if we could find more encouragement in

what took place than we did. There seemed
throughout the entire conference to be a won-
derful diversity of notions,—we use the word in

contradistinction to what wo would term ideas,

among those called on to speak, or volunteering

to do so. It strikes us that some of the pro-

motors of the Trades* Guild of Learning have
not yet got a clear idea of what they really

desire to establish, and carry into effect. The
trade representation at the conference was very
small, the representatives attending connected
with trade societies being the few who are

generally prominent in every new movement, no
matter what may be its nature.

A Trades’ Guild of Learning, in the opinion of

one of the speakers, who wished the movement
success, though he was afraid they would
fail, ought to bo a guild in tho Moditnval sense,

and bound together by solemn pledges, and
enjoying some exclusive privileges. In fact,

tho gentleman believed that a tie was required,

on oath, or its approximate, similar to that
existing and binding together such bodies as the

Freemasons, Odd Fellows, Good Templars, and
BO on.

Another advocate proposed a scheme which,
if possible, would have the effect of relieving

the country of its school boards and manu-
facturing skilled artizans, without much cost

or trouble. As the detail of this scheme was
not given, wo are left to conjecture how it could

be accomplished. One speaker proposed that
the power of the new guild should be brought
to bear upou the youth particularly, idle

apprentices, and others who were to be found
banging around our street comers, and in

other open places, and to compel or drive them
into the classes opened for their instruction.

The grown youth who is not desirous of obtaining
that knowledge which will make him more skilled

in his trade, will hardly be improved by any
driving process. The speaker who said that
technical instruction ought to be in connexion
with the workshop, came the nearest to the
mark, with some modifications, if tho scheme of

technical instruction is to be ever successfully

carried out. “ Make every workshop a normal
School of Art,” vve have written long since, and
more than once in these pages. \7e also can com-
mend the observation made by Mr. Webster,

—

“It is as necessary, or nearly so, to learn to

draw as it is to learn to write”; and he
saw no reason why ‘‘every lad at school, or
receiving instruction, should not be taught
drawing as well as writing;” we commend
it the more so, as we have urged the same
thing for these twenty years past. A good
groundwork is laid when elementary educa-
tion includes drawing. Make your protdg^

or trade student thoronghly understand the
example, and practically apply it himself,

if only by the use of a model : then true
technical instruction will be imparted, and
skilled labour made manifest. To carry
out this in respect to all branches needs
something more than talking and lecturing to

young men,—it needs teachers and workers,
educated workers who can teach and not
merely talk. We have but few good lecturers

in our midst, in the Faraday sense, — a
lecturer whose every essay was a practical

lesson of instruction that became riveted

in the mind of his hearers. To make technical

instruction really useful a fair elementary educa-

tion is a first necessity. Among some of the

speakers at the conference it seemed to be taken
ns granted that a trades’ guild of learning would
make artizans in general masters of a universal

knowledge in technical matters. This is a some-
what absurd idea. As there is an organisation

and a division of labour, there must also be an
organisation of technical instruction suited to the

different branches of trade. The trade classes,

if ever established ia connexion with the work-

shop system or apart, will have to be confined
with a special view to the one branch of trade to

be developed by a higher instruction in technical

matters. A high degree of excellence can never
be obtained by any one man in several branches
of skilled labour as far as the manipulating pro-
cesses ai’e coucerned, though he may theoretically

acquire a knowledge of the practice of several.

The objects as specified in the draft constitu-

tion of the guild, as submitted to the conference,
wore good

;
but the means by which these objects

are to be obtained opens a very wide field,

through which wo do not see at present a very
clear road without a great clashing of interests.

What the guild proposes by the aid of several
existing institutions is being partly done, or
attempted to be done, by these same bodies.

For instance, the Department of Science and Art
at Kensington are doing, in connexion with their
numerous schools of art in affiliation, much
useful labour throughout tho three kingdoms.
The mechanics’ institutes and working men’s
clubs Lave been doing something in this way for

years. The City companies ara beginning to

show signs of aiding in technical education and
skilled labour

;
but the trade-uuions, pure and

simple, are doing nothing. The universities can
only be means to an end by a system of lectures,

or perhaps affording degrees for a few highly
educated, who will probably abandon trade
instead of being an acquisition to their fellows.

Next arises the financial difficulty. Will there bo
available funds forthcoming to buoy up the great
experiment until it is firmly rooted in the soil as
an institution ? Will branch guilds spring up
rapidly to aid the parent body ? Will the dif-

ferent trade and other organisations appealed
to devote a pei'-centage of their funds to caiTy

out the objects sought ? These and other ger-
mane questions wo would like to ask; but
we know it would at present be impossible

to get answers. We fear the trade-unions

in general will render very little aid. They
have not as yet shown any interest in the
movement. There are, however, one or two
sources from which financial help might bo
legitimately expected. Firstly, there are tho
City companies, with their enormous wealth, tho
bond, fide accumulation of trades’ guilds. Instead
of being auxiliaries, they ought to be the chief

promoters of - a trades’ guild of a proper nature.

Wo have sketched out already what the City
companies could and should do, and perhaps
it would be wiser for them to do it at once, than
allow the thin end of the wedge to be driven by
another party, who may possibly succeed in ob-
taining a portion of their funds without their

agreeable consent. We should be glad to find tho
Trades’ Guild of Leaiming succeed in perfecting

the institution they have launched. But thero

are immense difficulties iu the way, and our
impression, still is, as we said a few days ago,

that it will need much more talking and working
before tho guild is a living and healthy reality.

TRADES GUILD OF LEARNING.
Sin,—As I have for so many years been an

advocate of education, and more especially of the
education of the workman, I am nob likely to be
suspected of any sinister motive, in opposing
the present project. I have a strong conviction

that, notwithstanding the good intentions of

the promoters of {this scheme, it tends to-

wards a misdirection of energy and a con-

founding of purposes. We do not appear
in England to have a faculty for organ-
ising, discriminating, and rightly dividing func-
tions. It is at one time all physical training,

now all science, then all technical education.

The bog, the whole hog, and nothing but the
hog. Now the trades’ guilds of old had spe-

cial functions, and immense advantages would,
no doubt, accrue to all crafts if the ancient
and special functions of these guilds were
revived,— viz., that of collecting all information

having reference to the technicalities of tho
various crafts and providing for their improve-
ment, by the appointment of fit persons to in-

vestigate processes, to communicate the results

of these inquiries, and to answer questions sub-
mitted to them. The guilds might also gradually

become tribunals to which disputes between
masters and workmen could be referred. These
functions were allotted to the guilds in my paper
on the Organisation of Education which ap-
peared some twelve months since in these
columns. The educational function should be
entrusted to working men’s colleges, aud I

proposed in that paper that the art-schools of
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tho Science and Art Department ehould be
expanded to working men’s colleges. The
special functions of general education and
technical inquiry and study would then be
distinctly divided, and each would be better
attended to and performed.

Charles Burton clearly pointed out in his
articles on “Technical Education,” which ap-
pcared in “ Art, Pictorial and Industrial,” that
technical education and technical institutions on
an extensive scale were more a necessity of

foreign countries than our oum. For other
nations,—to emulate tho industry of England,
and being comparatively without workshops, had
to improvise workshops. England Las, and has
had for centuries, the best of all technical
colleges,—her great workshops. lie also pointed
out in that journal tho mischief that is likely

to ensue from an indiscriminate provision for
technical education. There are degrees and
special functions even in the various crafts, a
wholesome division of duties. The science and
mental direction properly belong to the masters.
Skill of hand and eye, of handicraft, is another
and distinctfimction, and belongs to the workman.
You are hastening, by your misdirected efforts,

to confound these separate and distinct vocations,
and to increase the causes of bickering between
master and man.

'

Another curious inconsistency appears to me
to crop up in the discussions on these matters,
viz., the solicitude evinced to confer the advan-
tages of a university education on the workman,

—

the advantages of that education, observe! which
has long since been pronounced unsatisfactory,
and quite out of harmony with the times. No,
sir, the education of the workman must be some-
thing quite different from that, not only for his
own, but for the country’s, sake, in which it is

predicted he is to take a more prominent political

part. What it should be, I some time since
endeavoured to set forth in a lecture delivered
at the Working Men’s College, which was, I

believe, fully reported in the Builder.

W. Cave TnoMAs.

nEALTHFUL DOINGS IN DUBLIN.
It is an augury for good to find men of all

sbaclea of political opinion, aud of all creeds,
uniting for the promotion of a useful and legiti-

mate object, and one essential to the well-being,
morally as well as physically, of a nation.
There is no law to prevent a combination

against dirt, aud that the law officers of the
State cannot prosecute for such, is the oijiuion
of the Irish Chief Justice. This is simple
justice, but this does not state the whole case
as regards the advocates and agents of sanitary
reform in all. their relations with society, for

actions have been actually threatened against
members of the Dublin Sanitary Association for
their efforts towards the common good.

Fortunately for these gentlemen, their oppo-
nents were not quite assured that they had law
on their side, or probably threats would have
been followed by actions.

The experience of this, the first, year of the
existence of the Dublin Sanitary Association
shows the necessity for carrying out the recom-
mendations of the working committee of that
body,—namely, to give the medical officers of all

districts, in town and counf)‘y, the legal status
of sanitary or health officers at all times, not
alone, as at present, during the existence of
epidemic disease, or during threatenings of such
visitations,

The opportunities afforded to the district

medical officers of Ireland for the acquirement
of information as to the beginning of epidemic
disease, as well as of the prevalence of endemic
disease, is unequalled by anything in other parts
of the United Kingdom, or probably in other
countries.

In Ireland, the district medical officer is well
acquainted with the people, is to a very large
extent their medical attendant, and is in most
cases, and should Always be (as the law directs)
the local registrar of births and deaths.
We are not surprised to learn, therefore, that

the late Irish Poor-Law Commissioners were
very favourable to the union of duties of pre-
ventive medicine with those of a curative nature,
in the person of the Irish District Medical
Officer

; aud tho Local Government Board of
tho present day have, we understand, recom-
mended to the Legislature that such a union of
offices should he carried out in the new measure
proposed for Ireland.

The Eoyal Dublin Society and the Dublin
Sanitary Association hare given the public the.

opportunity of hearing several important matters
connected with public health, treated, by medical
aud other professional men, in a popular way,
during tho early mouths of the present year, in
the Lecture Theatre of the Dublin Society.

This one fact comes out in strong relief, viz.,
that wherever sanitary defects exist there are also
to be found demoralisation and degradation, and
there will also be found a people ready to revenge
themselves on those who are better off than they
are, for wrongs real or imaginary. To meet
this evil two things are needful first, a firm
attitude by those in authority, and a determina-
tion to put tho law vigorously in force against
all transgressors; and, secondly, a determined
and continuous sui>port of those who are striving
to bring modern culture, thought, aud science,
to bear on the acknowledged sanitary defects
under which the people of so large a portion of
Dublin labour.

It is, therefore, with the best hope for the
future that we have received accounts of the
first annual meeting of tho Dublin Sanitary
Association, beldiu that city on the 11th of June,
and we will now only express the hope that
Parliament may notice the admonitions and act
on the suggestions of the several speakers on
the occasion referred to, who, in tho faco of
great difficulties, have succeeded in arousing
considerable attention to the physical,—and
therefore the moral,—degradation of tlio in-
habitants of the very parts of Dublin that poured
forth its thousands on Saturday night and Sunday
morning last, as regardless of tho day that then
dawned as they were of the lives aud property
of their fellow-citizens.

The Dublin Sanitary Association, though in
its infancy as to time, has already enlisted under
its banners the county and university members
of Parliament and one of the city members of
Dublin, many leading members of the medical
and legal professions, and a large number of the
chief mercantile men, with, also, some member’s
of tho fair sex.

Some curious facta have como out at the
meeting* just held; amongst others it appears
that the amount devoted to expenditure under
Sanitary Acts in Ireland, when compared with
the valuation, was represented by one-eljlitU of
a farthiu'j in 1871.

TEE NEW PUBLIC BUILDINGS AT
BILSTON.

These new buildings have been formally
opened. They are in the Italian style of archi.
lecture, having a frontage to Liobfield-street of
95 ft., and to Church-street of 74 ft. They have
been erected in brick, stone faced. The Town,
hall will afford accommodation on the ground
floor for the Town Commissioners, consisting of
board and committee rooms, waiting-room, town
clerk’s, surveyor’s, and collectors’ offices. On
the first floor is a large room, 72 ft. by 43 ft., for
public meetings, with orchestra gallery at the
west end, and several retiring . rooms. The
public entrance to the Town-hall has been carried
up as a tower, forming a prominent feature on
approaching the buildings from Oxford-street.
The Free Library buildings, though uniform in

frontage with the Town-hall buildings, are
distinct therefrom. The entrance is from Lich.
field. street, and the accommodation on the
gronnd.floor comprises a reading-room, 26 ft. by
20 ft.

; and library, 22 ft. by 17 ft. 6 in., with
reference library on the first floor, the second
floor being ftsed for class-rooms. A porter’s
residence is provided in connexion with the
Town. hall buildings. The entrance-halls are
laid with Minton tiles, and the assembly-rooms
heated with a hot-air apparatus.
The total cost of the buildings is abont 5,0001.,

exclusive of tho price paid for the land. That
portion appropriated for the Free Library has
been paid for by the Free Library Auxiliary
Committee, they having succeeded in raising
1,0001. by voluntary subscriptions, and the pro-
ceeds of a bazaar held last year, in addition to
which the committee is now fitting up the Free
Library buildings at a cost of about 3001. The
fittings are made of oak and mahogany, all

French polished.

The works have been carried out by Mr. Nelson,
builder, Dudley, from the designs and under the
superintendence of Messrs. Bidlako & Fleeming,
of Wolverhampton, architects.

* An Analysis of tbe Population, Acreage, Expenditure
under fSuni'ary Acta, and Medical Charities Act, &c., in
Ireland, by D. T. I. ilauusell, M.B., M.E.I.A. Dublin ;

1873.

THE CASTLE OF BARNARD CASTLE.

Baunard, or Bernard’s, Castle, so called froi
its founder, Bernard do Baliol, stands in a con
mauding position on the left bank of the Teei
here tho boundary between Durham and Yorl
shire. It is a large castle, aud was long a vet
important one, both from its position on th
frontier of tho bishopric, and from the power (

tho great barons who built and maintained it.

Tho castle crowns the summit of a steep an
in part precipitons shelf of rock, which rise

aboat 100 ft. above the river, and has a pre
jecting shoulder, by means of which tho nortl
western quarter of the fortress is protect^
naturally by a cliff. The romatndor of the arc
was covered by a deep and broad artificial difccl

now mostly filled up, which intervened hetwee:
the east and north sides of tho castle and th
contiguous town, to which it gave name, and th
people of which, in the times when tho cast!

was maintained, looked to its lords for protec
tion. The north front of both town and castl
received afurtherdefonce from the Percy-becka
stream which flows into tho Toes about 450 yaw
higher up.

The area of the castle, within the walls, i

rather above 8 acres. In plan it is oblong
having four uucqiial sides, averaging aboa
293 yards north and south by 133 yards east an
west. The east or town side, the longest, <
slightly convex, and measures 336 yards

; th
west, or that upon tho river, 245 yards ; th
north end, 160 yards ; aud the south end. 111

yards. The Tees Bridge springs frpm the rocl^
bank, below the centre of the western front, am
was commanded from the battlements.
The area is divided into four wards, of whicl

the “outer” covers rather more than its southen
half, and tho “townward ” about tho eastern hal
of the remainder. The other, or north-westen
quarter, is again subdivided pretty equally inti

a “middle” ward, and a northern or “inner’
ward. The whole area and the several wardi
are protected, where necessary, by walls ant
ditches. The curtain along the cliff seems ti

have been a mere parapet, save where, as in the

inner ward, it supported interior buildings. Thi
walls generally vai'y up to 30 ft. iu height, anc
from 4 ft. to 5 ft. in thickness. The outer clitcl:

of the place, also the town ditch, commenced iu a

deep ravine close north of the keep, was carriec
along the north front, skirting what are callet

“the Flats”; thence along the east front

between the wall and the town, and thence
round the south end, and so beneath a part of

the west front, until it is lost in tho steep ground
near the bridge, having been altogether nearly
700yards in length. From this ditch brancheda
second, which traversed the place east aud westi
from the town ditch to the river bank, ana
which, placed to the south of a cross-wall, was
tho defence of the three northern wards from
tho outer ward.
Another ditch, commencing in the ravine below

the keep, runs north and south, and joined the
preceding ditch, and thus protected the inner
and middle wards from the town ward. Finally,
from this branched another and still shorter
ditch, which ran east and west into the river
bank, and formed the defence of the inner from,
the middle ward

; so that each curtain had ita

separate ditch. All the ditches are shown in
Grose’s plan, bub the town ditch, though to be
traced, has been filled up and built upon. The-
deepest and broadest of the whole, and it is a
formidable excavation, is the ditch proper to the
inner ward, something of the elevation of which
is due to the heaping up here of its contents.
These ditches seem all to have been dry. They
are traversed at their ends by the curtains, and
in three places, where the north curtain closes-

the end of the iunerward ditch, and where the

other end ran out upon the river elope, and
where the east curtain closes the great cross

ditch, are arched openings in the curtain at the

level of the bottom of the ditch. Grose also

shows a fourth arch in the wall of the middle
ward. These were either drains or posterns-

They are so nearly buried that only the tops of

some of them are seen. Grose calls tlicm.

doors, and they may be so. They seem original.

The enceinte of the outer ward seems to have
been a mere buttressed and embattled wall, of

no very great strength. This ward could only

have been held by a very strong garrison. It

was probably designed, like the Scottish

barmkin, to afford a refuge for the towufolk and

1

their cattle, sufijxtsitig the town to be taken by
an enemy. In the event of a serious siege it

would probably have been abandoned, Loland



loaks of a fair chapel and two chantries in the
rat area, with monuments said to be of the
aliols. They were probably in this ward,
here was a gate from the town in the east

:ont, opposite tho market-place, probably at

lie present entrance, and an inner gate, at the
orth-west corner, of which some traces remain,
nd which led into the middle ward. The draw-
ridge of this gate is replaced by a causeway of

arth, closing the end of tho ditch. The slight

efence of this outer ward is consistent with the
tanzas in the old ballad of the “ Eising of tlie

i'orth —
“ That Baron to bis castle fled,

To Barnard Castle then fled bee.
Tbe uttermost walles were eatbe to win.
The Earles have won them presentlie.

The uttermost walles were lime and briebe
;

But thoughe they wan them soon anone,
Loug e’er they wan the innermost walles.
Fur they were cut in rocke of stone.”

?he Baron was Sir George Bowes, who held the
lastle for eleven days against the Earls of
'Northumberland and Westmoreland in 1569, and
hen, according to some accounts, capitulated on
air terms. Probably Percy beck was then so
lamed.

Tho town ward, occupying the north-east
{uarter of the area, much less extensive than
ihe outer ward, was more strongly fortified.

Jpon its east curtain are the remains of a
•cctangular building, projecting inwards from
.he wall, and known aa Brackenbury’s Tower,
riiere was also a square tower at the north-east

I

uigle. On the north front is a half-round
ower, projecting from the wall, and serving to

Hank a large roimd-headed doorway, evidently a
rnaiu entrance from tbe north, independent of

ihe town. The arch of this portal is composed
if three rings of voussoirs, set in chamfers, of

Bsoellent ashlar, but without ornament. The
jambs are also chamfered. They have a plain

impost also chamfered, but with a sort of bead-
moukling underneath. There is no portcullis.

This seems to have been the middle or inner
doorway of a regular rectangular gatehouse, the
lines of the side walls of which are indicated by
toothings on each side of tho door. There are
remains of similar lateral walls within. With
the gatehouse, the drawbridge is, of course,
gone, and the ^tch has been filled up.

West of tbis Norman gate, and standing on
the counterscarp of the ditch of the inner ward,
opposite to the keep, a shoulder in the curtain is

occupirrl by a smnll rectangular tower, in sub-

stance Norman, from whence the curtain, of

great height and strength, closing tbe north end
of the ditch, runs up to the keep. In its base,

in the bottom of the ditch, is seen the upper
part of one of the round-headed openings already
noticed. . This is of 4 ft. span, and more like a
postern than a drain.

The area of this town ward is occupied as a
Idtchen-garden, and part of it is locked up, and
entry refused. The curtains seem substantially

Norman. Grose shows the remains of a draw-
bridge between tbis and the middle ward, and
no doubt there must have been some such com-
mnnication.

The middle ward seems to have contained
stables and offices, now destroyed. Its com-
munication with the outer and town wards have
been mentioned. It bad also a drawbridge,
superseded by an earthen causeway, at its north-
west comer, leading into the inner ward. It is

difficult to say whether the ditch was here run
out upon the face of the cliff, and has since been
filled up, for a cottage has been built on the
slope outside, and effectually conceals the point
for examination. Grose, however, indicates a
doorway in the ditch here, as at the other end,
and in the crosswall dividing this from the town
ward.
The inner ward is the most perfect and really

curious part of the castle. It is in level about
30 ft. above the rest, commands the whole area,

and predominates grandly over the Tees. It

contains the keep, northern tower, the domestic
buildings between them, the curtains and but-
tresses, and the remains of the gatehouse. The
keep caps the north-east angle, and is half within
and half without the curtain. It is a very grand
piece of masonry, built of blocks of coarse red
grit of moderate size, square and coursed, with
rather open joints. It is circular, about 40 ft.

diameter, and about 50 ft. high to the base of

the parapet, now gone. It rises from tbe rock.

Its base for abont 6 ft. batters slightly, but above
that it is cylindrical. It is absolutely without
ornament, and there is not even the usual cordon
to mark the top of the base. The loops are of

unusual length, and slightly dovetailed at the
lower end; never cruciform. The original open-
ings are mostly square-headed, and without
mouldings or labels. One large window, high
up, towards tlie north, is round-headed, and
probably original. Towards the town ward is a
five-light late Tudor window, an insertion.

Probably the parapet rested on bold corbels, but
if so tliey are gone. There are no stmt-holes nor

indications of a brctasche. Though circular

above and towards the field, the interior face is

capped by a bold spur, a pyramid cut diagonally,

with the apex dying into the round wall about
fonr.fifths of the way up. This spur contains a
mural chamber. It is much shattered.

Tho keep is cylindrical within, and has a base-
ment and three upper floors. All its original

openings seem to have been either flat or round-
headed. There is no original pointed arch; that
over the main door is clearly an insertion. Tho
basement is on the ground level, about 20 ft.

diameter, the walls about 10 ft..thick, and it is

covered in with a flattish dome of inferior rubble,
but probably original. On tbe south side are
traces of a fireplace, of which the vertical tunnel
remains in the wall. The entrance-door is on
the west side, and so also is the main door. It is

much broken, aud has at present a late flat-

pointed arch, but it seems to have been round-
headed. It opened not, as now, fi*om the court,

but from the passage-room leading to the pos-
tern. In the outer wall, a couple of yards
to the right of the door, is a recess like a
sepulchre in the keep wall, and in it is laid a
stone coffin, probably found in the outer ward.
The recess may have been a seat; it can scarcely
have been a tomb. The entrance-door has no
portcnllis. In its left jamb a flat-topped mural
passage, 3 ft. wide, leads into a garderobe which
projects outwards between tho keep and the
curtain, and has a short exterior loop. The
shaft of a garderobe in the floor above so drops
that it is evident that here, as at Corfe, there
was a wooden partition.

Entering the keep, on the right a door leads
up half a dozen steps into the north side
of what is called tlie guard-chamber, a barrel-
vaulted room, 14 ft. east and west, by 7 ft., with
a loop to the south. This looks very much like

an oratory, though it is a passage-room. It is

contained partly within the spur buttress, and
is evidently the cause of that appendage. From
near the west end of the chamber a second door
leads by a mural stair, 3 ft. broad, to the first

floor, a circular chamber, 21 ft. diameter, with
walls about 8 ft. 6 in. thick. This stair opens
by a narrow, round-headed door in the jamb of
a doorway, also round-headed, which seems to
have led from this floor into the “great chamber,”
the withdrawing-room of the hall. In tbe oppo-
site door jamb, a similar door leads by a mural
passage to a garderobe above that already men-
tioned.

The first floor was evidently the state-room.
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It lias traces oi a fii'cplace to the south side, but
tho hood is goue, and opposite to it is a round,
headed window of 4 ft. opening, looking up the
Tees. Another window, probably of the same
pattern, looked towards tho tower ward. This
has been altered to suit a Tudor fire-light, flat-
topped window. This seems to hare been called
“Sly Lady’s Chamber.”
In the left-hand jamb of the north window,

now much broken, another narrow door opens on
a mural stair, 2 ft. Giu. broad, which, following
the curve of the wall, and lighted by small
loops, led up to the battlements, opening, on tho
way, upon the second floor, of which the floor
and roof, both of timber, are now gone. This
floor al80

_

had a fireplace, and a sort of magnified
loop, which did duty as a door, and opened upon
the battlements of the hall, and led also to a third
gardcrobe, corbelled out above the other two.
This has an open vent, while the shaft of the
other two descends within the wall to a sewer,
the arched mouth of which is just visible at the
foot of the wall, outside.

There seems also to have been a squai’e-headed
opening in the stab-, to give a way to the ram-
parts of the ward-curtain, which was 2 ft. 6 in.
wide, having a parapet of 3 ft., and a rerewall of
2 ft. As the parapet of tho keep is gone, the staii'
terminates abruptly at tho level of the rampai't
wall, where the wall is 7 ft. 6 in. thick; and
from hence is a good view of tho castlo and
town, and of one of the most lovely reaches of
the Tees. In 1592 this keep was roofed with
lead. The roof was probably always flat.

Mortham Tower capped the north-west angle
of the ward, rising from tho rock high above
the river. It is a mere fragment. It seems to
have been of irregular plan, built to fit on to
the hollow bend of an existing wall. When it
was built, it was thought prudent to strengthen
the wall by stout exteriorbuttresses. TheorTginal
wall is Norman. The first built part of the tower
seems to have been Early English, and its com-
pletion Decorated.
The space between ilortham Tower and the

keep was occupied by the hall and withdrawing,
rooms, the latter being next the keep. The hall
wa.s on tho first floor, as shown by its two win.
dovvs in the curtain. These are of two lights,
with a transom, and trefoiled heads, and an oval
quatrefoil in the head. They are placed in recesses
with plain segmental arches, and aide seats of

,

They are of the beat Decorated period,
and evidently insertions into an older wall, which
has also been strengthened with Decorated
buttresses.

Between the hall and the keep were, on the
ground-floor, passages leading on the left to what
was probably a cellar below the hall, and on the
right into the keep, while at its end is a small
square-headed postern in the curtain, still in
use. Above this passage was the withdrawiu".
room, placed between the hall and the state floor
of the keep ; and the window of this room, in
the curtain, is the well-known bay which dis-
plays in its soffit the “ bristly boar” of Bichard
nr. The window is projected over the postern,
upon bold corbels, and is mainly of good Per-
pendiculai' date, but the superstructure has been
altered and debased by some very poor Tudor
work, similar to the window in the keep, and
possibly due to Sir George Bowes. This was
called “ The Great Chamber ” in 1592.

Its gate-house occupied the south-west angle
of this ward, and was built on the edge of the
cliff.

^

The remains of it are very scanty. The
curtain between it and ilortham Tower seems to
have been a mere parapet, cresting the cliff.

The curved curtain connecting the gatehouse
with the keep, and covering the two landward
faces of the ward, is tolerably perfect. It is
strengthened by an exterior buttress and a small
tower. This latter, which is placed near the
angle of the curtain, towards the keep, contains
a basement and upper chamber, both vaulted,
though of the latter, which was at the rampart
level, only some fragments remain. This tower
13 rectangular, but the angles ai-e chamfered off.
It has no internal projection, and outside, against
each of its three faces, is applied a Decorated
buttress of 2 ft. 6 in. breadth, by 3 ft. G in pro
jection at the base. Each is of three stages,
and dies into the wall near its summit. Between
this tower and the keep is a large buttress, ap-
parently hollow, possibly for the pipe of a gardt
lobe. Ihis also is a Decorated addition. Near
It the curtain has a flat Norman pilaster strip,
but of three sta^s. It is 4 ft. broad, anddumn^hes from 18 m. to Gin. projection. It
also dies into the wall near the top.

It is not unlikely from the aspect of the inner

ward that this was a fortress of the tenth cen-
tuiy, composed of a cliff on two sides, a ditch on
the other two, and a centre more or less nearly
circular, and artificially scarped

; in fact, a motte,
upon which stood the original stronghold. The
outer ditches may be of the same date, but from
their figure and plan they are more likely to have
been a later, probably a Norman addition. Their
contents are thrown inward so as to form a ramp
behind the wall.

It is evident that the whole area of the castle,
as it now stands, was inclosed by the Normans,
and tho walls throughout and nearly all the
ton ers are latish in that style. Here and there,
apreafl over the whole enceinte, are remains of
Norman work. The pilaster strips on the inner
curtain, tho arches in the several ditches, the
square tower and gate on the north curtain,
Brackenbury’s Tower, and much of the wall
towards the town are original. In the inner ward
the base of Mortham Tower, and tho half-round
mui-al tower near tho north gate, are probably
English. The keep, the fiagments of the hall,
the south-east tower of the inner ward, and most
of the remains of other buildings ai*e evidently
Decorated. The original walls were mostly of
sound rubble, vrith ashlar dressings. In the
Decorated work ashlar was more freely used.
Tho castle must have undergone almost a

rebuilding in the Decorated period. The Norman
architect evidently treated tho whole inner ward
as a shell keep. Later builders added part of
Mortham Tower, and the Decorated artist, more
ambitious, raised the round tower as a keep,
added,—probably rebuilding,—the hall, and com*
pleted Mortham Tower, and strengthened or
restored tho curtain in various places.

Here, as was much the practice in the North,
the round-headed arch and the flat lintel were
largely employed in the Decorated period. The
general style of the work is much to be admired.
Strong, sound, massivo, very plain, of excellent
execution, it is in admirable taste, and in good
keeping with a military structure. The keep,
though not one of the largest, is one of the finest
round towers in England. Its proportions are
good, its materials of proper size and rich colour,
and its very plainness is iudicative ofstrength.
There is but little Perpendicular work

; pro-
bably it was of a lighter character, and has fallen
and been removed.

Whatever maybe regarded as the value of the
material evidence of its earthworks, the notion
of Bernard Castle occupying the site of an earlier
stronghold is unsupported by records. The
present town is thought to have risen on the fall
of Marwood, a place the very site of which is
now forgotten

; neither is it a parish, being
included iu tho vast parish of Gaiuford, the
church of which is eight miles distant. From
Domesday no aid is to be derived, seeing that this
valuable record does not include Durham, nor is
there any mention of either Marwood or Gain-
ford, still less of the castle, in Hugh Pudsey’s
Domesday of Durham, the Boldon Boob, com-
piled in 1133, fortius is confined to the bishopric,
within which the Baliol fee was not at that time
included.

otiier additions in the style prevailing at t

period. Edward I., however, granted it to Gi
Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick, who cared litt
for episcopal claims, which took the form of pr
tests from several successive bishops.
The castle remained in tho Earls of Warwic

Beauchamps, and Nevilles, for five descents, ai
here Thomas Beauchamp founded ^n August
Priory about 1381. How it came to be held f
a time by the Earls of Westmoreland of tl

other line of the Nevilles does not appear,
finally, however, vested iu Richard Duke (

Gloucester, who repaired it, and left h
cognizance upon it, as has been stated. On h
death it remained in the Crown until it was sol
and after various vicissitudes became the pr
perty of the ancestor of the Duke of Clevelam
It was dismantled in 1630, when the spoil of tl
great hall was carried to Raby.
The bridge across the Tees is a fine one, <

two lofty pointed arches, said to have bee
rebuilt in the last century. The arches ai
moulded in three sets-off, and beneath, each arc
is supported by five bold ribs. If modern, th
old type is well followed.

In the adjacent church there are some ol
parts. There is a good ornate south door wit
flanking columns and capitals, round-headec
with_ a chevron moulding on the arch. Th
opening is wider than usual.' The style is lat
Norman. The base of the tower is set round witi
several short Early English buttresses. Abou
12 ft. west of the tower, in the churchyard, ar
laid several large blue gravestones of a quality
not now used. They seem to have carried brasses
are much worn, and have evidently been remove(
from the interior of this church or the casth
chapel. Under one, on which remains i

merchant’s mark, is buried Sir John Hullock, a
Baron of the Exchequer, who died July 31st
1829, and his wife, who died November 18th

(j, T. C.

A WOODEN HOUSE FOR NORWAY.

Guy de Baliol received from William Rufns
the Barony of Bywell, in Northumberland, and
either from that king, or his father, the lordship
of Gainford, of which he gave the church to St.
Mary’s, at York.

Bernard, his son and successor, was a distin-
guished adherent of Stephen, but lived into the
reign of Henry II., and was one of those who
broke up the siege of Alnwick, by the Scots, iu
1174, before which time he probably built Ber-
nard Castle. Ho also seems to have built the
church, or rather chapel, of Barnard Castle
town, and gave it also to St. Mary’s. He was
succeeded by another Bernard, father of Hugh,
father of John de Baliol, founder of Baliol
College, Oxford, and of St. John’s Hospital, in
Barnard Castle town, and regent of Scotland,
He was bom in the castle. He married Devor.
goil, a co-heir of Alan, Lord of Galloway, from
whom their son, another John, inherited the
deadly claim to the throne of Scotland, which
he made good, after a fashion, in 1292. He lost
his English estates, and died at Chateau
Gaillard in 1314.
Edward, his son, became King of Scotland,

1332, but was expelled in 1311, and died child-
'“38 in 1363.
On the attainder of John de Baliol, Bishop

Bek claimed Barnard Castle, probably unjustly,
as belonging to the See. As early as 1301 he
had seized upon it, and he held it for some time,
and to his tenure are attibnted the keep and

About the closeof tho year,—Chrlstmas-day,-
tho readers of tho Times had the advantage of
long account of a certain wooden house ereett
in Devonshire, which had been imported fro'
Norway; and a great deal was said in recon
mendation of this mode of house-buildino-.

In our present number we give, for the sal
of comparison, illustx'ations of a house designei
few years ago, by an English architect for

Norwegian gentleman, the owner of seven
timber farms, and intended to be erected for hi
own occupation on one of his estates near Chris
tiania. The drawings were made under his pej
sonal superintendence as to details; and th
arrangements of plan are therefore similar t

what would be necessary ordinarily in a siuiila
situation. But the architect is chiefly respon
sible for the double height of verandah and th'
top room, or belvedere, and other ai-chitectui-a
features. The construction was to be of loca
materials,—that is, the timber of the estate au(
the chimneys of brick

j but as it was to bi
carried out by local workmen entirely, the cosl
is not known.

It must hardly bo assumed, however, as was
assumed by tho writer in the Times, that a

wooden house is so great a novelty in England as
to make it necessary for gentlemen to go to
Norway to get them designed or built, any more
than it was necessary for the Norwegian gentle-
man to employ an English architect. We know
of a large timber mansion built by this same
English architect in Cornwall,* at a cost much
less than the same would have been in stone;
and one, larger still, is being built in Gloucester-
sliire by another architect, Mr. Christian. It is

but tho partial revival of a good old English
stylo which had died ont from various causes,
after having achieved some fine results, many
examples yet remainiDg iu the midland counties
particularly; but elsewhere it was and is a
common method of house-building, whether for
mere shelter or for ornamental purposes.
The architect of this Norwegian design is Mr.

C. Forster Hayward, F.S.A.
As our illustrations do not include a scale, we

add the dimensions of some of the rooms ;

—

Drawing-room (Datjligstue), about 18 ft. C in.

by 16 ft. in clear; sitting-room (DagliclidmeT)
about 16 ft. by 11 ft.; dining.room (Spisek-
dmer), about 16 ft. by 14 ft.

; kitchen (Kiokken),
about 16 ft. by 14 ft. ; hall (gallery over), about
25 ft. by 20 ft.

* Oldreanick, nuar St. Cermaas.
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A WOODEN HOUSE FOE NOEWAY. Mr. C. Forster Haitward, E.S.A., Architect.
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NATIONAL PEOVINCIAL BANK OF ENGLAND : ST. JAMES’S BRANCH, PICCADILLY.
Mr. John Gibson, Architect.
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NATIONAL PROVINCIAL BANK
OF ENGLAND, ST. JAMES’S BRANCH,

No. 212, PICCADILLY.
The present premises of this brancli in

Waterloo.placo having become too small for the
increasing business, the directors decided to
erect a nevr building, noticed with commenda-
tion at page 378, ante, and of which we now give
an illustration. It has been recently finished
and was opened for the transaction of business
on the IGth instant. It is situated on the
aouthem side of Piccadilly, a few doors from
Elegcnt. circus.

The front, which is of Portland stone, has a
(vidth of 31 ft. towards Piccadilly, and is about
59 ft. high. The ground and basement stories
iro devoted to the purposes of the bank. The
)ankiDg.room is 6U ft. long, 25 ft. wide, and
L8 ft. high, the back portion being lighted by a
iquaro skylight, having an inner light glazed
vith specially.designed matted sheet-glass. The
)ublic space is paved with Minton’s tiles.

The counter, desks, screens, and so forth are
>f Spanish and picked Honduras mahogany; and
-he glass in the screens, as also in the front
vindows, swing-door, and fanlights, is British
date, handsomely embossed. The manager’s
oom and_ desk are screened off in the front of
-he banking-room. The entrance-lobby is of
itone, the doors being of Honduras mahogany,
'eneered with Spanish, a night-door cloainw over
he swing-door on the inside, shutting off com-
nnnication with the bank from the entrance,
obby. The principal strong-room is on the ground-
loor, and is brick-arched above and below, and
3 secured with an iron door and gate, a night-
lolt communicating with the resident’s room,
’he inside of tho strong-room is fitted with an
aner iron-room, deed-cupboards, etc., and the
orraer is lined throughout with half - inch
ardened wrought-iron plating, tho walls having
r-ironwork built longitudinally into their thick-
ess. A lift communicates with the basement,
1 which are the book-rooms (one 25 ft. long by
1 ft. wide), which will also be used for tho
aception of customers’ plate, «&o. These are
tted with iron doors, gates, and shelving, which
'Oi'k was contracted for by Messrs. Chubb.
Tho clerks’ lavatory and cloak-rooms are

ae front part of basement.
The basement and ground-story are brick and
le-arched. Tho banking-roora is heated by a
eating-apparatus and coils, executed by Mr.
hipson, and the artificial lighting is by standards
1 the counter and desks, the two ornamental
amers in tho ceiling being intended merely to
'eate a current for tiie purpose of ventilation,
portion of the upper part of the building is to

5 devoted to chambers or a private residence.
Tbe building has been carried out from the
reigns of Mr. Johu Gibson, of Westminster, by
essrs. George Myers &. Sons, who have also
:ecuted the banking-room fittings. The total
ist of the works have exceeded 9,000J. The
one carving was executed by Mr. Daymond.
r. James Dewey was clerk of tbe works.

DRAINS, CniMNETS, AND WATER.
SUPPLY.*

It is not my intention to enter into a pro-
nged dissertation upon any of tho subjects to
liich I have now the pleasure to refer, believing
at tbe object of our meeting will be better
tained if each member of the profession will
ing before his colleagues the result of his
perience, whether successful or otherwise, in
y department of our art with which he may
ve had opportunity to make himself par-
iularly conversant. Our failures may even
rve to point out to those who come after us tho
cks and shoals on which we have been wrecked,
well as those laws ot Nature which should be
)re fully investigated by tbe patient searcher
ier_ her divine truths. As our health, our
ppiness, and our very vitality depend mainly
on the air wo breathe, it is all-important that
our dwellings, while we seek to be protected
)m the vicissitudes of our climate, we should,
th warmth and shelter, have a plentiful supply
air unpolluted by the exhalations arising

ini the indispensable outlets which discharge

^y the foul water from the site of our abodes.
Tho question of house-drains claims oui- first
-ention, and it is a singulai' fact that, simple
tho subject of drains may appear to tbe

K
Geoghegan, at a meeting

tlie Architectural Association of Ireland, Mar 29tli
0. -Hr. it, 5>. Swan in the chair.

'

general public, less attention has been bestowed
on this branch of onr art than on almost any
other. It is true the designer of a noble edifice
may gain no extra laurels, from tbe fact of the
drains being perfectly free from smell, and
abundantly sufficient to carry off all refuse
matter from the property; that the chimneys
draw, and that the service of water is abundant.
But let it only bo whispered that tho nasal
organs are offended as you enter the vestibule;
that smoke is not in the ascendant, or that
water finds its level, and tho unhappy designer
may bind his brow with willow, and pursue hie
professional career under the shade of the
blighting upas. The effects of bad drainage are
so various and deceptive, and the causes so
numerous and subtle, that I will confine myself
to such points as may appear to be sufficient to
represent in tbe main tho leading principles on
which drains should be constructed, and the
defects most commonly to be met with in their
execution, leaving tbe results to be dealt with
by all who have to bear the responsibility of a
domestic circle.

Presuming that the site of the intended build-
ing has been sufficiently provided with land
drains, to carry off all water from tbe founda-
tions to a proper outlet,—no matter of what
nature the subsoil may be, whether gravel, stiff
clay, loam, or rock. Any drain intended to
carry off foul water from scullery, closet, or
sink, should be formed of impervious and
smooth materials, and circular in form when
practicable, preference being given to fire-clay
tiles, glazed, carefully stanched in tho sockets,
and laid to a proper fall of at least 1 in. irj

10 ft., although a greater inclination should be
preferred. Tho junction with tho main outlet
or sewer should be formed with a stench-trap at
or near the outlet, to prevent the return of
noxious gases into tbe dwelling

; and as a trap
of this description, no matter of what dimen-
sions, will become filled up at times, a con.
veuient cleaning cover should always be provided
for removing obstructions without disturbing
the drains at any of the joints. For this pur-
pose the dip stone ti-ap or syphon may be used

;

but I have found more satisfaction in adopting
a trap formed as a sketch which I have he.
quently used, being less likely to get out of
order, and more simple in its construction, the
outlet being covered by dipping into the water
The scullery trough should be outside the house,
and any connexion therewith should also bo
provided with a water-trap,— the cii-cular cast
metal Ordnance trap, with strong hinged cover,
having niany advantages over the ordinary bell
trap, being easily cleaned, and preventing sand
or other matters from passing into the drain,
and the cover being capable of lifting without
removal.

It is desirable, in all cases, to provide that the
w.c. drains should not communicate with scul-
leiy drains, or any others, in order that tho flow
of water may have no back outlet in case of
leakage, deposits of soap, grease, or vegetable
refuse, the great object being to remove the soil
as quickly and effectually as possible from the
closet. All bends in soil-pipes are to be avoided
and the pipes kept outside of tbe house where
practicable. A bell crank driven into the wall
has often been found to pierce the pipe, and
cause the house to smell. In no case should a
dram be allowed to pass under a building where
it can be avoided, experience having shown the
fatal effects of the neglect of such precaution.
I he most ti-iflmg leakage of bad water from tbe
joints will in time saturate tbe subsoil, leaving
It surcharged, to exhale its noxious fumes
through tho superstructure, or to find its way
into the foundations, which are usually laid dry
proceeding along untQ it drops into the spring
well, which not unfrequently is placed under-
one of the garden walls, for the convenience of
Biipportirg tlio pump. If the buildiug be erected
on rock, the fissures become filled with the foul
matter, and impregnate the well

; and to this
cause alone many cases of fatal consequences
have been justly attributed during the prevalence
of cholera. Many ofus have been the witnesses of
the sad results of such apparently trifling errors.
And tbe medical profession have lately decried
the system which leaves so vital a subject in the
hands of unskilled or careless operatives. I
would, therefore, for the honour- of our noble
art, ask my hearers this evening to consider
nothing beneath their notice, with which it has
been shown that their professional reputation
may bo called in question, before valuable lives
may have been sacrificed to the neglect of what
are sometimes improperly called little things.

One of the most common errors in ordinary
house-building is tbe position of the well with
relation to the drains and foundations. Let us
suppose the course of footings laid dry without
mortar, the well placed for convenience imder
the centre of a garden wall dividing two houses,
and the drains laid above the level of first
course of footings, the joints being seldom
water-tight, and we have then a perfect con-
duit in the foundations, depositing the leakage
of drains into the well. Many of us have been
required

_

to report upon defective drainage
where this system had been pursued, and in
some cases, I regret to say, not until most
serious results had called for a professional
opinion on the property.
The lead suction-pipe, from the pump to the

well, has often been found the means of escape of
sewage from the drains into the well, the water
i-unning in the bed of the pipe, which it is
difficult to stanch round with clay so as to pre-
vent escape.

^

When the rainwater pipes are allowed to dis-
charge iuto the drains, they act as foul-air shafts
for carrying off the gases generated therein
which, if confined, often force the water up.
ward out of the metal trap, and so give
admission into the dwellings. In all cases
joints should be stanched

; upright pipes
should be carried up high above windows and
roof, as any aperture in the load gutter or
behind parapets, will be tbe means of allowing
the bad air to enter the sleeping apartments. A
very novel and ingenious means of ventilating a
foul drain has been resorted to by a non-pro-
fessional friend with success. Ho simply made
a communication from the drain to the kitchen
chimney, by a small pipe inserted under the
ceiling of the kitchen, and the draught of which
driving off from the drain the foul air, and being
earned away with the smoke, acted as a very
pci'fect disinfector.

It is a singular fact that the sense of smell
cannot always bo depended upon where the
presence of a foul drain is suspected. One
member of a family may become the victim of
its fearful effects, while others aro utterly un-
affected by it; and of this many instances mu-st
have been met with in tho ordinary practice of
architects and medical men. It is not for ns to
enter into the subtle causes of the extreme re-
finement of some natures as compared to others.
Let the poet sing :

—

Oh ! why were farmers made so coarse, or clergy mad.

A kick that Bcarce could move a horse, may kill a souni
Divine. ’ ^

The esoeption proveB the mie , and we shouli
regard such sensitive mortals as warning beacon
to save onr stronger frames from impendin.
dangers. '

Houses which for years bad been perfectly
free from the effect of drains have been suddenh
found to bo completely uninhabitable from
causes little suspected by the inmates. A
single hole made by a rat through the ole
brick drain has been the means of forming- a
communication into the foul deposit of many
years lying beneath the house, while the inmates
were ignorant of the very existence of suet
a disagreeable neighbour; and even in the
public footpaths of certain fashionable localities
tbe abominable smell coming up through rat.
holes leading into the common sewers have been
for years a positive nuisance to the inhabitants
while no proper means have been taken to
remedy so glaring a defect.
No foul drain should be allowed to cross a

pipe conveying soft water to a tank, as in cases
where the rain-water had become foul it has been
found to owe its origin to escape from the joints
of tbe foul drain, and thus delivered iuto the
^ank.

The ludicrous array of capricious forms of
chimney-pots in all countries exhibit a lament-
able want of attention to all the fundamental
laws which regulate the draught of smoke. From
the Venetian trumpet,—an inverted bell-shape—
the flat or hooded tops, with rectangular lateral
openings, of the north of Italy and Switzerland
the London cowls and elbows, the French zW.zao:
tubes, to the Irish mitred slate pots, we have an
assembly of mteresting objects, all for the same
purpose, but widely differing in their develop-
ment. The range extends “ from grave to gay,
from hvely to severe.” To know the cause is
half the remedy, we have learned in our school,
boy days, Ust 'beatas homo qui ne$cit causas
re^ym; therefore a careful investigation of the
origin of the failure should be made in all cases
before applying a remedy. It is well here to
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observe that the defects of chimneys arise as

frequently from natural as from material or

constructive impediments, and I shall endeavour

to place before you some of the most ordinary

errors to be met with in domestic chimneys,

with some hints to be attended to in every-day

practice, and such suggestions as_ to a remedy

as have been found most valuable in execution,

A chimney may be expected to smoke if an

abundant supply of fresh air be not provided for

the fireplace, a down-draught being created by

the warm apartment drawing its supply of air

down the flue, to the serious obstruction of the

smoke while making its way in the opposite

direction, A strong wind crossing the top of

a flue where the di-aught is feeble will prevent

the exit of smoke, and induce puffing at times.

Adjacent high buildings or hills divert the course

of the wind currents, and cause them to strike

down upon the top of the chimney, and render

the discharge intermittent. The draught is

rendered sluggish by soot lodging in the flues,

rough or damp surfaces, slates lying across the

top, birds’ nests, or other trifling casualties.

The altitude almost invariably determines the

power of the draught. The atmosphere becom-

ing more rarefied as we ascend from the earth’s

surface, the pressure therefore is diminished in

proportion as the top of the chimney becomes

elevated. A high chimney in a building will

cause a lower shaft to smoke, the air being

drawm down the latter to supply the former;

and if this fact be borne in mind, we need not

be surprised to hear of the usual complaints^ of

return buildings smoking, their flues being

c'enerally lower than those of the main building :

the action in this instance resembles that of the

syphon, if we regard the latter as inverted in

order to establish the theory.

It sometimes happens that the smoke from a

back chimney will ascend, and be delivered

freely from the top, and immediately form a

curve and descend down the front flue of the

same ’building; and this singular fact may be
|

accounted for simply by a little knowledge of

the science of house ventilation. Any opening

in the chimney between the bottom and the top

will admit a cross current of air, and obstruct

the smoke. Many chinmeys owe their failures

to careless workmanship, projecting stones in

the flue angles, or being wide in one part ^d
narrow in another : the gathering over the fire-

places should be specially attended to. Kitchen

chimneys are frequently injured by inattention

to this important provision. Damp and foggy

weather will afiect a flue, the atmosphere being

more charged with moisture at such times, and

vapours will therefore ascend with difficulty.

Drafts across a room from doors to windows

injure the efiective power of the flue, and too

much fuel will cause the chimney to be over-

loaded, and the smoke cannot get away quick

enough. External chimneys, or those in outside

walls, waste a great deal of caloric, and do not

succeed as well as those within a building. When
fresh air is let in from the outside under the

fireplace, a powerful draught is experienced;

but the consumption of fuel becomes too rapid.

Flues formed round on section are better than

square or oblong, the angles forming deposits

for soot, which reduces the smoke-area.

Horizontal flues deposit soot very freely, the

particles being found attached to the upper

surface, which fall upon the bottom in flakes as

they become heavier. The draught being slug,

gish, such flues are not to be depended upon, and

when a descending flue must be resorted to, a

rarefier to expel the cold air should be provided,

and for this purpose a jet of gas has been found

best for the purpose and least troublesome.

Metallic surfaces attract the particles of soot,

and walls or divisions across flues have the same

i'ffect in a lesser degree, and to this may be

attributed the success of the very long flues

constructed to contaiu the deposits of chinmeys

from lead and silver mines by which a vast

amount of valuable metal is annually saved.

Confining the mouth of the flue will improve the

draught, as the blower will prove. A fire-place

the same width as the flue will have a strong

current upwards, and by inclining the back of

the grate into the room instead of forming the

slope in the opposite direction, with a very

narrow aperture for smoke, the heating power of

the fire is greatly increased. Each grate should

have a separate flue, and all hobs or other wide

"•rates are objectionable, as the air escapes up

the chimney at each side without catching the

smoke in the current.

I need not here observe that the open fire-

place is perhaps the most luxurious and least

economical mode of warming an apartment, a
greater amount of actual heat may be obtained

by one-fourth the consumption of coals if burnt

in a well-designed close stove, and w’hen the

external sides of metal stoves are lined with

glazed ornamental tiles (as is customary in Ger-

many) the atmosphere is not affected by contact

with the iron.

A fire of wood or turf will require a grate of

larger dimensions than one. of coal, and the

chimney should be properly proportioned thereto.

The tops of chimneys should be curved outwards

to assist the exit of the smoke, a flat top being

found injurious when the wind is blowing across

it. A basement or ground-floor may be made
the means of heating moderately the entire

house, if the flues are made to pass backward

and forward under the paving in a similar way
to those of the flues heating a Turkish bath. The
lower strata of air being heated will ascend, and

each succeeding body of cold air, in like manner,

until the entire cubical contents of the building

becomes generally warmed. If this system were

commonly resorted to we should find a corre-

spending reduction in the amount of the coal

expenditure, which has lately been a matter of

rather serious consideration. Factory chimneys

will require special provision in proportion to

the power of the machinery, the consumption of

coals being in well-constructed furnaces about

G lb. per horse power.

It has of late years been the custom to form

these flues wider at the top internally than at

bottom, and with very good results. The reason

for so doing has not been fully investigated

;

but it is evident that the friction of the smoke

I

becomes diminished in ascending against the

sidesof thechimney. If weconsiderthatiiiawell-

I

constructed marine engine the draughtis power-
'

fill enough to maintain perfect combustion and

;
expel the smoke while a vessel may be going

' against a head wind at the rate of twenty miles

an hour, it will at once be evident to our common
sense that a smoky chimney must mean a clumsy

and ill.contrived means of wasting fuel, and

rendering our habitations anything but habitable.

The science of combustion is understood, but

the details of working out the principles are

usually left to the cai*e of unthinking or incom-

petent hands.

Domestic Water Supply.—Tha cistern which

receives the supply from the main for household

purposes should never be allowed to supply the

pan of a w. c. direct, or to overflow into a soil-

pipe, even if a trap be provided at the outlet,

the foul air being kno^vm to escape up the pipe

as the water descends, and lying on the top of

the water, vnl\ become absorbed by its poisoning

the water. Of this a familiar instance occurs

where tobacco-smoke has been found to be con-

densed on the surface of water, and singing-

birds poisoned by drinking it. Each w. c. should

have a separate supply cistern, if not taken

I
direct from the main, as may be where the con-

stant high pressure is laid on.

In cases where old cisterns have been allowed

to supply closets, the best means of overflow is

to let the pipe discharge out on the roof, or into

a rain-water pipe
;
and where supply is taken

from the valve to the pan, a small air-pipe from

the former slionld be carried outside the house,

and a large floating ball chained to the valve

may then be made the means of overflow, when
the excess of water lifts the ball and allows the

surcharge to escape without allowing the bad

air to return from the pan or soil-pipe.

For cold water, a slate, stone, or cement cistern

is preferable to one of lead, copper, or iron. The

water when veiy soft decomposes the iron
;
if

hard, it often destroys the lead, and the copper

may be alTected injeither case, and requires to be

kept particularly clean. It has been found that

when soft water is admitted into a cistern which

formerly was used for hard water, the calcareous

deposit left on the sides and bottom by the former

is dissolved by,the latter, and this fact will account

for the old pipes and boilers becoming foul where

a change is made in the supply from hard to

soft.

All the cocks for high-pressure service should

be made self-closing to prevent waste, and it

seldom happens that the ball is made large

enough to have floating power to shut off in

cisterns, the result being that a constant running

may be noticed in most cisterns causing enormous

waste, and consequently extra cost on the ordi-

nary consumer, as the charge must invariably be

made in some quarter. If water companies took

means to prevent sneh reckless extravagance,

the poor could have the benefit of haring a

plentiful supply at lower rates. A high-pressure

safety-cock should be supplied outside of each

house, worked by a chain and lever, in case of

accidents from leakage or bursting. The supply,

pipe for ordinary dwellings must not exceed ^ in.

diameter where the service is constant; and all

external pipes should be protected from frost by

felt, sawdust, hemp, or other casing.

Kitchen boilers should have their circulating

cisterns made of galvanised iron, or have lining

of tin, copper, or lead—the hot water acting

upon the cast iron it becomes charged with rust,

and unfit for drinking or for baths. A safety-

valve should in all cases be provided for the

kitchen boiler where closed in, and for this pur-

pose I would suggest a small piece of sheet-lead

bolted with plate and washer on the top of the

cistern, in order that any pressure from within

should cause the lead to bulge, and open before

extreme expansion by steam could occur. The
supply-cocks from the boiler should be made to

work two wavs, so that if cut off from one ser-

vice, the other should be left open, as it frequently

happens that baths and conservatories are heated

from the one house-boiler. The supply for the

house should be taken from a pipe above the

boiler, so that it could not be left empty at any

time. And the cold-water service should never

dip into the top of the boiler so as to leave any

air space above the water, this being the common .

cause of noises and reports.

All water for drinking purposes should be

filtered unless when taken from a perfect spring,

river water containing organic matter largely,

the well being seldom free from contamination,

and the roof water tainted by the soot in the

gutters. For this purpose a very simple and in-

genious apparatus has been sent here for your

inspection, which I consider will meet with

general approval from the public. I am also

glad to have to notice a very simple and effective

w.c. apparatus, with supply-cistern attached,

which can be set up at a very moderate cost,

.

and which has the advantage of being perfectly

free from all connexions with metal surfaces,!

which materials should never bo allowed to come]

in contact with water or soil from a house closet.]

In stables also, all metal troughs and drains

should be avoided, the waste water generating!

ammonia when allowed to lie in metal, from

which cause horses have been known to become

blind.

The invention now exhibited for allowing only

a certain quantity of water to bo let off every

time a closet is used, appears to answer its pur-

pose well, and has been designed to meet the

new regulations of the water companies for pre-

vention of waste, the modes of adopting the

apparatus to existing cisterns being extremely

ingenious and simple.

I have also here a full-size wm-kiug model of

the invention which I have patented for pro-

tecting the old lead pipes from bursting

high-pressure water or from frost, and which,

after being three years in operation, has proved

to be of extreme value for its purpose, and

perfectly self-acting, and is known as “ Geogbe-J

gaii’s Patent Regulator.”

This apparatus admits the high-pressure water

supply into the highest story of any building,

filling the cistern or tank, and instantly causing

by its own action the main inlet situate inside

the house to be perfectly closed, the cock open-

ing as the water is used through any of the

closets or cocks throughout, thus saving the

alteration of all existing low-pressure pipes,

cocks, &c., in old buildings, and preventing the

waste of water by moderating and regulating

the pressure. The supply-pipe being exhausted

by means of a self-acting valve when the cis-

tern has been filled, no damage can occur to

the pipes where exposed.

The water at high pressure being admitted

through the valve of the apparatus, passes up to

the highest cistern to be supplied, from which

all other branch pipes may be taken at ordinary

pressure. An air-box, 11 in. by 11 in., is placed

in this cistern, inverted and firmly secured by

straps and screws to the top of the cistern, the

warming pipe being united to the air-box, is

carried down and attached to the lower cham-

ber of the regulator, which is divided from the

upper by a diaphram, a tube being fixed in the

centre for the guidance of the spindle to which

the ball is secured, and which also allows the

water to pass from lower to upper chamber

under floating ball. As the cistern becomes

fiUed, the air confined in the inverted box being

condensed by the pressure of the head of water

rising 4 in. or 5 in. above the open bottom, is

forced down the warming-pipe into the lower

chamber of the apparatus, depressing the water in
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same, and cansing it to ascend in upper cham-
ber, in which the ball floats connected with the
high-presauro valve. As this cock closes, it

raises the balance tube charged with mercury
above the horizontal position, allowing the mer-
Dury to fall over to the other end of the tube,
the momentum of which acting upon tho lever
of tho exhaust, causes it to open after the main
inlet is closed, and thus empties the rising main
from the regulator up to the cistern.

As water is drawn off from tho cistern, the
jondensed air becomes liberated, the ball again
iesconds, the exhaust cock closes by weight of
iever, and tho inlet opens as before.

A GUNPOWDER PILE.DRIVER.
At a meeting of the American Society of

Uivil Engineers, in New York, on March 5th, a
laper “ On Shaw’s Gunpowder Pile-driver,” by
Samuel R. Probasco, C.E., of Brooklyn, N.T.,
Ta.s read.

This pile-driver was set at work in October,
.872, on a line of sheet piles for a reservoir-dam
n tho valley of Parsonage Creek, Long Island,
flic material to bo penetrated was sand and fine
'ravel, cemented together in places, so as to be
lard and difficult to move with a pick, and like
‘hard pan.” Clay was found below the water-
evel of the basin,—some borings showing it at
.5 ft. below the surface. The lower stratum
vas tough and tenacious, and the whole material
vas under water. The machine in form resembles

ordinary pile-driver : a cast-iron block, called
” gun,” resting on the head of the Jiilo, is

ored out, and receives, without wiudage, a
vrought-iron piston attached to another cast-
on block, called the “ram, which is lifted by
xplosion of powder in the bore. When the piston
aves the gun, a cartridge is thrown in, which,
xploded by the heat freed by the piston in its

lesceiit, throws the ram upward again, and
orces the pile downward. Tiie area of tho pis-
on is adjusted to the weight of the ram,
?hich also is adjusted to the work to be done,
loda powder cartridges, in cylinders of oz. to

i oz., coated with black lead and paraffine, are
aed. The coating is expected to keep tho
owder dry, lubi'icate tho gun, preserve the re-
uisite tightness, prevent escape of gas, and
auBO the entire force to be exerted on the base
f tho piston. The piston is made a little

mailer than the bore of the gun, and has on
;s lower end a steel ring which fits tho boro
loaoly. The performance was as follows
i.t first several explosions xvere necessary to
ibriciite tho gun, which leaked gas so that the
irn would not go to the requisite height to move
10 pile. After a few shots tho piston moved
p regularly, and in its descent, fired the charge,
)rcing tho pile down and itself upward.
When tho resistance is slight, this machine

lay be economical, bi»t when, as iu this case,
required 300 blows from cartridges, cost-

ig 2t cents, each, to force a pile down
5 ft. or 16 ft., it cannot be called so. The
as from the e.xplosious cut passages in the
ng at the eud of tho piston, and thereby mucli
issoned the power of the machine. The gun
ecamo hot from the rapid discharges, and the
ire enlarged, whereby more gas escaped.
Seven piles were driven with it,—each costing

lore for powder than the contractor got for piles
i place,—when the machine refused to work. On
lamination, the steel ring was found furrowed
y tho powder, and the piston (diameter, 5 in.)

» bent by striking the bottom of the gun as to
3 useless. Tho wir-cushion relied upon to pre-
3nt this was lost by the furrowing of the ring.
Tho inventor, on being consulted, decided that

10 excessive consumption of powder was duo
t the piston being too small for tho ram,
eighiug over 1,700 lb.

Tho boro of the gun was then enlarged to
loeive a piston of 7 in. in diameter, and ten
iles more were driven, when the machine was
;ain laid aside.

The result of this trial was similar to the first,

scept that the piston was not bent. Tlie gun
3t BO hot as to fire the powder before the ram
ached its place. Altogether, seventeen piles
ero driven to a depth of from l-l ft. to 19 fc.,

quiring from 200 to 300 blows of li oz. car.
•idges. An ordinary pile-driver was then em-
loyed, with a hammer weighing 1,8001b., and
tiling 8 fc. to 10 ft. Id this way eleven piles
ere put down, 15i ft. in ten hours, costing per
ilu no more than 100 blows from tho powder-
lacliine. These 100 blows at best would put
le pile down but 10 ft.

Tho piling was spruce, from 10 in. by 10 iu.

to 10 in. by 11 in., 20 ft. long, with 2 in. square
tongue and groove.
The piles were bevelled at the point on three

sides, leaving the grooved side untouched. The
groove was driven on tho tongue of the pre-
ceding pile. The heads were protected with a
light band. Seven piles were driven without
shoeing; the eighth split, and showed tho neces-
sity of protection at the point. A cast-iron cup-
shoe, weighing about 40 lb., with a groove in it,

and made with three bevels and one plain aide,

was found to stand the work.
The tendency of tho tongue of tho pile to

work up was obviated by twisting a chain tightly
about the pile and tongue; a lever, with rope
attached, was used for this purpose, the force
being applied as the blow was delivered.
Soventy.five piles were driven in this way to a
mean depth of 15J^ ft. By experience, G in. more
depth has been attained, which is about the
maximum penetration in this kind of material,
and this can only be done with the best of
sound, dry spruce.

THE DRAINAGE OF WINDSOR.
Sni,—In an article in your impression of last

Saturday on the Windsor Castle Drainage Works,
the public are led to suppose that in couaequonco
of the alterations to the weirs the flood waters
are now sufliciently under control, and great
satisfaction is expressed at the success of tlio

arrangements made for regulating the height of
the water. As an inhabitant of tho district
which was more than ouce flooded last season to
a much higher level than has been the case for
many years (see a sketch at the time published
in tho Illustrated London News, " Y’iudsor and
the Floods ”), may I bo allowed to suggest to
those in authority that they should not congra.
tulate themselves upon the success of their
works until they have at least so far regulated the
height of the river as to keep the water out of
our homos, and our roads and lanes open for their
proper traffic, and not for punts and boats ?

Oxi-oitu Ro.vd.

PROPOSED MEMORIAL OF THE LATE
SIR WILLIAM TITE.

This project is making progress. A committee
of the Chelsea Vestry has been appointed to
make the necessary arrangements, and wo are
informed that they are desirous of receiving
suggestions and promises of monetary aid from
the public and private friends of the deceased.
Sir Charles Dilke, tho member for the borough
of Chelsea, who, as well as his father, was a
personal friend of Sir William, has taken the
subject up warmly, and has promised a contribu-
tion of lOOZ. Mr. C. Lahee, the vestry clerk of
Chelsea, acts as honorary secretary, and will be
glad to receive communications addressed to
him at the Vestry-hall, King’s-road, S.W. We
will gladly do anything we can to advance tho
object in view.

COAL AND IRON.
Mk. .T. Lothian Bell, president of the

Iron and Steel Institute, in the course of
bis evidence the other day, before the Coal
Supply Committee, said the sole cause was
the extraordinary demand. As prices rose the
labourers obtained higher wages, and, they in-
sisted upon working a shorter number of hours,
which they were able to do iu consequence of
getting higher wages. By opening out new
collieries and working those already existing
more industriously, the coal-owners were able
to keep pace with the demand for a time, but
in 1850 the Cleveland ironfield was discovered,
and some time afterwards it was found to ex-
tend close to Middlesbrough, and a railway was
constructed to connect it with South Durham.
The production of iron went on increasing at a
rate which soon made itself felt. Anterior to
1850, 111,000 tons of pig-iron were made in the
north of England, and the total consumption ot
coal for iron, purposes was under half a million
tons a year. In 1858 the amount of pig-iron
manufactured was 512,000 tons

;
iu 1863

838,400; 1867, 1,156.953; 1870, 1,695,377
;
and

1872, 1,968,972. The number of puddling fur-
naces in 1850 was 250. It increased in 1861 to
7)46; 1863, 662; 1866, 1,168; 1868, 1,215 ;

and
1872, 1,680. In 1860 the price of small coal wa.«
as low as Is. 5cl. per ton, and of coke 7s. 4d.

;
in

1865, small coal fetched Is. Hid., and coke
83 . 8.^d. Up to the end of 1871 coke only
brought lOs. 6d. a ton. No portion of the com-
munity could be more surprised at the enormous
change which then took place in the price of
coal than the coal-owners themselves. This is
shown by the fact that some of them agreed to
sell coke for a period of which three years have
yet to run, at lls. a ton, having very little idea
that before tlie end of 1872 coke would be sell-
ing a^20s. a ton, and shortly afterwards at 45s.
In 1872 the quantity of coal raised in the county
of Durham was not sufficient to meet the
demands of tho district, and it is actually a fact
that largo quantities of coal were imported into
Newcastle. The whole output of Prance is not
half as largo as that of Northumberland and
Durham. The French coal-fields are small, few
in number, and difficult to work. All over
Europe they are raising coal as cheaply as we are
here, but they .are raising it in much smaller
quantities. I do not think wo have anything to
fear from foreign competition either in reference
to coal or iron. pi i'ri''

“

At a recent meeting, it was stated by
Mr. Landale, managing p.artner of tho Loch-
gelly Iron and Coal Works, Fifeshire, that tho
men worked from four to four and a half days a
week. For some years, as a rule, they had
always had one idle day a fortnight—tho Monday
after pay-day. Latterly they had taken another
day, iu order to prevent the coal ownei's from
accumulating stock. A considerable number of
tho men, about tvvo-soveuths, declined to work
more than three days a week. The restriction
upon tho output of coal was due partly to the
action of the men themselves, aud partly to tho
miners’ associations.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting held on Friday evening, June

13th, attention was called to the fact, that all
the prizes awarded this year at the Institute
had been won by members of the Association,
the Soane Medallion and Institute Medal, and
medals of merit for essay, drawings, aud designs.
The Pugin Studentship and medals of merit in
the competition for it, aud certificates of honour-
able mention, are also all held by members of tho
Association, who have furnished all tho success-
ful candidates in this year’s architectural
examination (proficiency — both artistic and
scientific sections) ; seemingly a proof that tho
Association contains a good share of the young
men of the profession who are likely to be even
better knoivn hereafter. Visits Lave recently
been made to manufacturing premises, to see the
processes of girder building, and other engineer-
ing matters at Messrs. Moreland & Sons’ works,
in Old-street, and to see glass-blowing, stained-
glass painting, and glass mosaic working, at
Messrs. Powell’s, Temple-street, Whitefriars.
Both these large establishments were in full
work when the visits were made, by a goodly
number of members. A paper was read by Mr.
F. Chambers, at the meeting (13th inst.), to
which wo shall return.

LIGHT AND AIR.

DICKINSON V. HAKUOIT'LE.

In this case, before Vice-Chancellor Malins,
the plaintiff aud defendant (according to the
Law Journal) n-ero owners of adjoining houses
in a street in Newcastle-on-Tyne, the plaintiff
carrying on the business of a tobacconist. At
the top of his house was a garret, having at one
end a window looking eastward over the de-
fendant s roof, and at tho other a window looking
westward. Tins room had formerly been used
by the plaintiff’ for drying tobacco, a through
draught being created by opening the two win-
dows.^ The defendant recently commenced
re-building his house, and proceeded to erect a
gable roof, the top of which would be consider-
itbly above the plaintiff’s east window; but tho
part fac ng the window was intended to be
sloped downwards, so as to join the plaintiff’s
wall a little below the window. It was admitted
by the defendant that the roof, when so raised,
would interfere, though not materially, with the
plaintiff’s east window, and the defendant
offered to place two dormer windows in the
plaintiff’s roof at his (the defendant’s) expense.
The plaintiff declined tho offer, and filed this
Bill, to restrain the defendant from proceeding
with his building in sneh a manner as to inter-
fere with the light and air as theretofore enjoyed
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Tby tie plaintiff tirougi his east vrinclovr. The
cause now came on upon a motion for an

injunction.

Mr. Glasse and Mr. Mecld for the plaintiff;

Mr. Cotton and Mr. A. G. Marten for the

defendant.
Vice-Chancellor Malins said it was well settled

in all these cases that the Court would not inter-

fere by injunction, unless there was a material

diminut ion of light and air. Here the plaintiff

would have a sufficient quantity of light for any
purpose for which the room was likely to be
used, and he could create just as strong a
draught of air as formerly. It was important
that the owners of houses in towns should have
a reasonable power of improving their property,

and a man had no right to prevent his neighbour
exercising such a power. Where the Court was
satisfied that the interference with the plaintiff's

light and air was trifling, and could be compen-
sated for by damages, it would not prevent the
improvement of property by granting an in-

junction. In the present case, there was no
ench diminution as would justify an injunction,

and therefore the motion most be refused.

THE CHANCES OF ANOTHER STRIKE.

Sir,—

O

n pages 125 and 127 of the rerbafini

report of our interview with the employers last

July will bo found the statement to which I

alluded in my letter. In answer to one of the

deputation, Mr. Lucas says:—“ Fes, you shall,

if the trade will admit of it. Yon will have
any price tjou like.”

Other paragraphs are equally clear, and
still stronger was the promise implied through-
out the whole of the discussion on that point.

H. Broadhurst, Stonemason,
*** The masters are equally positive that no

such promise was given.

In reply to an application on the part
of the carpenters to the Master Builders’

Association, that their delegates might be
permitted an interview, in the hope of satis-

factorily adjusting the dispute, Mr. Matkin, the
secretary of the Carpenters’ Association, has re-

ceived a reply from the Masters’ Association,
stating “that the masters are determined to
adhere to their refusal to comply with the men’s
demands for the extra halfpenny per hour, and
that, therefore, any meeting between them
would be useless.”

SEWER VENTILATION.

Sir,—As much attention is now being given
to sanitary science, I was pleased to see in your
last issne a proposition, by the borough engineer
of Southampton, to discuss the merits of sewer
ventilation as proposed by the borough engineer
of Liverpool, therefore I should like to make a
few remarks upon the subject. House ventila-

tion in districts where honses are of uniform
height is certainly recommendable ; but where
this system of bou«e.boilding is deviated from,

I consider the ventilation of house-drainage, as
proposed in Liverpool, highly objectionable, from
the nuisance arising by the sewer gas escaping
from the ventilating-sbaft of a lower house
entering into a dormitory or other window
(which are often found) in the gable-end of an
adjoining and higher house

; but where this evil

can be avoided (which could be done by carrying
the ventilating-pipe along the roof and up the
chimney-stack), ventilation of house-drains
ought to be indispensable

;
and I am of opinion

that, instead of having a ventilator to every soil-

pipe, as proposed, and thus entailing great ex-

pense, one pipe would be sufficient, provided its

bore be at least equal to half that of the one it

ventilates, with the additional proviso that it be
inserted at the end of the drain, or at the end
of the ramification of the drain. From experi-
ence of, and attention given to, such matters, I
never found the indraft of a sewer, by means of
Btreet.ventilators, so great as the outdraught.
Referring to the objections stated by Mr. Lemon,
that “ the gases from the sewers will take the
shortest ronte, and rash into the houses when
the pan or valve-closets are used, instead of
passing up the 4.in. outlets, as proposed. I fail

entirely to concur with the reason of such argu-
ment, for it may fairly be assumed that no
closet-pan is attached to the drain without first

having a syphon placed immediately beneath it,

and thus trapped would prevent an escape of
gas into the house, and find its exit by the ven-

tilator applied for the purpose. The objection
raised by Mr. Lemon would entirely be avoided
by a system of trapping; and if the diaphragm
of every trap communicating with a house-drain
had a dip of at least 2 in. in water, it would be
sufficient to prevent an escape of sewer.gas into

the bouse, especially as the pressure would be
greatly diminished by the ventilators. For my
own part, I think it advisable to prevent the gas
from the sewers having access to the house-
drains, allowing the sewers to have ventilating-

shafts to the street-surface at distances of 100
yards apart, and cutting off the connexion, as
far as the gas is concerned, between the sewer
and house-drains, which could be done by insert-

ing a syphon in the latter with inlet pipe
attached. At a convenient distance from the
house-frontage, by adopting this method, both
the houses would be disconnected in ventilation,

as well as free from the inhalation of their

neighbours’ gases. Oxtoed.

SEWER VENTILATION AT LIVERPOOL.
At an adjourned special meeting of the local

health committee for the purpose of further con-
sidering the report of the borough and water
engineer upon the condition and ventilation

of the sewers in Liverpool, Dr. Trench, the
medical officer of health, advocated the archi-

medean screw principle as the best for venti-

lating sewers.

Mr. Forwood moved :

—

“ That the ayateni of drainage, in question having been
ut into good condition, gratings be fixed on the nian-
oles in the streets, or, in the absence of manholes, that

ventilating-shofts in the streets be constructsd at dis-

tances not greater than 100 yards; that advantage be
taken where practicable, of any tall shafts as up-cast
shafts; and that in very confined places where, owing to
special difficulties in connexion with the condition of the
sewer, mephitic air is expected to accumulate unduly,
Archimedean screw ventilating-shafts of the largest size,

and similar shafts without the screw, be used ii" practi-

Thig wag seconded and carried. It was also

agreed :

—

“ That the manufacturers he required to abate the
nuisance arising from the discharge of hot water into the
system of sewers in question, and that manufacturers be
prohibited from injecting steam into the sewers, and be
required to turn it into the air.”

After a brief discussion, the committee agreed
to adopt the following recommendations :

—

“ That immediate consideration be given to the practi-
cability of requiring owners of existing property to venti-
late their drains by pipes carried up to the tops of bouses;
that the regulation with respect to compelling owners of
property about to be built to wet-trap their drains, and
thus cut off air communication with the sowers if they
refuse to ventilate them, be added to the form of permis-
sion for drainage at present in use; that, in conjunction
with the removal of all drains from the interior of collars
in courthouses, and the change from intermittent to con-
stant water service, the drains in cellars of front houses
adjacent to such courts, be cut off', when the owmers are
willing to dispense with the water supply within the
cellars ; and that the influence on the sewers be taken
into consideration whenever the repaving of a street pre-
sents an opportunity of rendering the pavement imper-
vious,’

The report of the borough and water engineer,

Mr. George F. Deacon, upon the condition and
ventilation of the sewers, ordered by the Health
Committee to be printed, has been issued in a
printed form (Benson & Holme, printers. Castle-

street, Liverpool), and a copy of it is now before

us.

BRICKMAKERS’ PRICES.
Srx,—Will some correspondent send yon the prices

given to brickmakers for making bricks and draining-
pipes, inclusive or exclusive of coals, at a few places

;
also

ihe prices at which bricks and draining-pipes are sold ia
the yards ?

lu the present uncertain state of labour, and also of
prices of coals, the owners of private yards are qnite
powerless to make the demands ofthe men meet a reason,
able price of production and sale. Not a Bsick.

STBEET DISFIGUREMENT.
Sir,—

A

dvertisement of all kind is a fair and necessary
thing; and if the eye does occasionally slarc at a news-
paper page half-filled with notices about a certain
despatch-box, the buying up of old clothes, or what not

;

and if further one’s nerves are certainly shaken now and
then by the alarming designs and colours which modern
advertisements on London walls sometimes assume, it is

after all a mere feeling of passing curiosity that is roused.
One moves on, and next day the walls are covered by
fresh ones.
When, however, it is attempted to advertise per-

manently by means of a whole house-front, as done at a
certain magic tov-shop (No. 478) in Oxford-street, 1

would ask, air. whether reasonable limits have not been
passed, and whether no authority can prevent our street
architecture, which in its present grimy state is at all events
modest in its ugliness, from being fully exposed by such
attempts at coloured symbolism, On stepping from
Mudie’s Library, I qnite recoiled at tho sight oppo-site,
and I advise debcately-nerved people to avoid it by a

detour. A. C. G.

WALLS OP A RACKET COURT.
Sir,—

I

should feel much obliged if any of your readers
would inform me the best materials with which to plaster
the walls of a closed racket-court and form the floor.

E.

COLOUR OF GAS TAR.
Sib,—

I

should feel obliged if any of your corre-
spoudents would recommend me something to mix with
gas tar, so as to change its colour. I wish to cover a
quantity of rough deal fenciug with the tar, but do not
like tho colour. E. S.

IRON NETTING FOR PLUMBERS’
FIRE.POTS.

Sir,—^Witb reference to tbe late Alexandra
Palace calamity, a lady friend of mine sug-
gested yesterday tbe possibility of tbe said
braziers or fire-pots being covered with an iron
netting, on the Davy safety.lamp principle,,

whilst tbe men are away at meals, so as to pre-
vent any sparks or pieces of charcoal, &c., falling

on the inflammable roof. Why is not a call-man
retained to summon tho men to dinner, and
watch the said fire-pots till they return, and not
trust to boys, who naturally look rather to the
passing amusements beneath the roof than
attend to the destructive agent ?

S. M. D.

ARCHITECTS AND COMMITTEES.
Sir,—What is the proper course to take under

the following circumstances ? The Bolton School
Board advertise a competition for two Board
schools, on selected sites, offering apremium of lOL
for the best, and 61. for the second best. The plana
are sent in (five architects competing), designs
are selected, a premium of lOL to be given to

each, as they were considered of equal merit

;

resolution passed that each of the successful
competitors should carry out his design at tho
usual commission. Suddenly, opposition ia

organised to prevent schools being built, which
seems, at present at all events, likely to succeed.
Have I, as the successful competitor, any

claim upon the Board beyond tbe premium ?

Not a word was said in tbe conditions as to

whether or not they would employ the successful
architect, but still they have made no secret'

that they would, and that was the object of the'

competition, so that, being a public body, tbe]^

could not bo considered to be showing any
favour or partiality. S. H. i

THE ROYAL ARCHITECT, GEOFFREY .

CHAUCER.
Permit me to remark that the St. George’s

Chapel at Windsor repaired in the reign of!

Richard II. was not the same building as w©
now have it, but a previous structure, the pre-

sent edifice having been built by Edward IV. I

should say that the building which Chauceif
worked on was that built by Henry HI., in

1216-1255. I

Geoffrey Chaucer, as clerk of the works, bad
23. a day; but his predecessor, William of Wyke-
ham, who has left his name on Winchester
tower, had but Is. a day when he filled the same'

office in the previous reign. A. Harl.

A PATENT STONE-POLISHING MACHIN^
A LARGE nnmber of the principal builder^S

a,rchitects, and engineers of Scotland met ra-

1

contly in the works of the North British Patentil

Stone-Polishing Company, Dairy, Ediuburgli, in I

order to witness the trial of a patent machinej
invented by Mr. Wm. Adams, fur the workin^K
and polishing of freestone, marble, and graniW^
About eighty persons assembled. The invention I

of Mr. Adams, it is explained by ihe TTrefcly I

Scotsman, was purchased about three years ago fe

by an American company, and has since been at V

work with tbe most successful results in the

United States. It was tried upon freestone, 'I

granite, and marble, says our authority, with i

most encouraging results, and was declared to

be the best machine yet introduced for working :

the surface of stones.

A limited liability company has been formed i

in Edinburgh, who have acquired the patent- :

right for Scotland, and have erected premises at

Dairy.

Mr. Adams’s machine consists of two platforms

nr tables, standing parallel to each other, and

'resting at either end upon a double crank shaft.

These shafts are joined by strong connecting-

bars, one of them being connected with tho
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eam-engino or other driving power. The
onoa aro laid on edge, face to face, upon each
’ the platforms, and as the machine works the
atforma are alternately raised and depressed
ith a motion like that of the engines of a
iddle-wheel steamer. Tho stones are thus
bbcd against one another, and receive the
ost delicate polish. Each platform has an up-
fht back, which can be moved backwards and
•wards by means of screws to suit the thick-
sees of tho various stones, besides being pro-
led -with adjusting screws, in view of the
ighness and inequalities of the atone. Sand
(I water are supplied from above by means of
limplo apparatus invented by Mr.Wm. Beattio,
ihiteot, Edinburgh, and fall between the sur-
!es of the stones, rapidly cutting off tho raised
i rough portions, and reducing them to a
ooth and uniform surface. The inequalities
one stone correct the inequalities in the other
i in a short time, varying according to the
rdncss or softness of the stone, a polished
face almost mathematically true is imparted
both the rows of stones. Tho advantages
imed for this invention are its extreme sim.
jity and the fact of its requiring no steel tools
other implements which .would necessarily
uire to be frequently sharpened and uphold
much expense. The operation is so rapid
t a load of freestone can be worked from a
irry face to a finely-polished surface in a
ce of time varying from ten to twenty
mtes, according to the bardnoas of the stone,
mite and marble can, it is said, bo worked in
at one-third of the time taken by the ma-
les presently in use. The machine is also of
ght and simple description, and can he fitted
li wheels so as to be moved about from place
place. Tho machine was tried with four
:o Plean quarry stones, which were taken
after the lapse ef about twelve minutes,

I a true and polished surface. Another pair
tones from Polmaiso Quarry, in Stirlingshire
0 finished in thirteen minutes and a half, and
quality of the work excited tho admiration
II present. At the close of the proceedings
amber of gentlemen expressed their entire
ffaotion with the working of the machine,
united in according a vote of thanks to the
mtor, Mr. Adams. Orders formachines were
:n by firms iu Glasgow and Aberdeen.

L NEW WINDOW IN WBSTMINSTEE
ABBEY.

ESSRs. Clayton & Bell have just now
pletod tho fixing of a window in the north
sopt of Westminster Abbey, in memory of
officers, men, and boys who perished in the
law. The following is a list of the subiects
ided:

—

10 Sea giving up its Doadj Building the
I the Passage throngh the Bed Sea

; the
tof Solomon} Building the Ships of Tyre •

h delivered from the Whale
; Christ stilling

Tempest
; Christ walking on the Sea •

St teaching from the Ship
j the Miraculous

ighb; and the Shipwreck of St. Paul,
brass plate is in preparation, to be laid in
lavement in front of the window,* and two
p memorial brasses, by the same artists,
rding the names of all who were drowned
10 occasion, will shortly be fixed in St. Paul’s
edrnl. The plate in tho Abbey will be
ibed :

—

*‘Tli© stained TVindow above
commemorates the founderiog

of H.M.S. Captain on September "tb, 1870.
when Captn, Hugh IBurgoyne, V.C ,

Captn. Cowper Coles, C.B.,
with 4t) Oflicers,

and 402 Men and Boys,
perished off Cape Finisterre,
in the sorvice of their country.”

•e window is made in direct imitation of old
j to such an e.xtent, indeed, that parts of
lesigii aro represented as if woni away, aud
: parts as if corroded by time,—a principle
)U8ly open to discussion. The general effect
ry harmonious and agreeable.

le Poet Cowper’s Window.—The memo-
vmdow to tho poet Cowper has been placed
reat

_

Berkhampstead church. The public
mptions fell short of the cost by more than
but this was made up by some of the in-
ants, including Mr. William Longman,
1., to whose exertions the success of thene 13 mainly due.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
RisJiton, near Accrington.—The ceremony of

laying the corner-stone of “a new Church of
England,” has been laid at Rishton, a tlirivin"
township near Accrington, by Mr. F. W. Graftoiq
of Heyaliam Hall, Lancaster. Tho church is
estimated to cost 5,0001., towards which Mr.
Grafton has given the donation of 1,2001., and
the other promised subscriptions make the
amount into 3,0001. The Rev. Canon Birch, of
Blackburn, presented a silver trowel to Mr.
Grafton

j
and that gentleman, in addressing the

spectators, said that his sympathies bad been
aroused towards that place through the Rev. J.
Allott, tho minister, informing him that several
of the members who were masons had built a
large portion of their schoolroom free. He wished
the Church of England to be free from tho ex-
treme parties within it, and that it would become
more the church of the people and a true national
church. He also hoped that tho church would
be opened free from debt, and that they would
not have to resort to a bazaar to accomplish that
end. The architects of the new church, which
will be dedicated to St. Peter, are Messrs. May.
cock & Bell, ofManchester.

Littlehury.—Tho first stone of the chancel of
tho church here has been laid by Lady Bray,
brooke, wife of tho patron of the living. The
architect is Mr. Edward Barr, of Saffron Walden,
and the contractors aro Messrs. Whitehead &
Jacklin, of Royston. The whole cost of the
chancel is borne by the patron, as also of the
new vestry, aud half the cost of the organ-
chamber.^ The stained-glass east window will
be the gift of Lady Braybrooke, together with
the reredoa.

Olney .—It is pi-nposed to continue the work of
restoring the parish church, commenced by the
Earl of Dartmouth iu the chancel, on a liberal
scale. The west end section will be the first
work undertaken. The estimate for this
including the western bay of the nave and aisles^
but exclusive of the seating and of tho enclosure
to the western doorway, is 3fi5Z. The seating
and enclosure would cost about 1751. The roof
would be restored with the rest of the roof of
the nave. The estimate for the whole work, in
accordance with a plan furnished by Sir Gilbert
Scott, if done at once, is 4,0001.

Cambridge.—St. John’s Church, situate in
Wellington-Btreet, Newmarket-road, has been
dedicated.- The building is to serve the double
purpose of a children’s and mission church.
The gable abuts upon the street named. There
is accommodation within its walls for some 300
persons. The building consists of a nave, ft.
by 26 ft. clear of walls

; chancel, 21 ft. by 14 ft.

;

on the north side of chancel is the organ-chamber,
and on the south side a small vestry; the side
walls are 12 ft. from floor to plate

j
the roof is of

Memel timber, trussed with iron ties to collar
beam, with ring, rod, &C.5 the ceiling line is on
tho top of collar, making the total heio-ht 20 ft
in the clear: the church is lighted on each side
with four lancet-headed windows. Externally
the edifice is simple, showing a roof running
through at the same level from east to west • the
front elevation consists of porch on either side
and one three-light plain lancet window in the
centre, over which there is a small bell-turret
terminating with a cross

;
the total height from

ground-line to top of cross being 45 fb. The
style adopted throughout is Early Pointed! The
building is of white brick, with red arches and
Bath stone sills and weatherings. The floor of
the nave is of wood, with cocoa matting in the
aisle and seats; and the church is warmed with
hot-air by Messrs. Blake & Co., of Coventry.
The cost of the fabric and fittings is about 8001.
Ihe plans and specifications were given Mr. C.
Day, of Bedford, builder (brother-in-law of the
vicar’s churchwarden, Mr. Cawley), and the
work was carriod out by Messrs. Hicks, of Cam.
bridg0._ The windows, which arc at present
filled with Hartley’s patent glass, are to be filled
with stained glass the gift of Mr. F. Leech. The
organ, whioh is of ample scope for the buildino-
was built by Mr. Tmstara, of Bedford.
East Rudham .—On the loth of October, 1870

the ancient tower of East Rudham church, which
had long given symptoms of decay, fell down
and rendered the edifice, which was also in a
very unsatisfactory state, quite unfit for the
purposes of Divine service. The chancel has
been supplied with a new roof, but not having
been ro-built, it was not considered necessary to
re-consecrate the chnrch. It is unfortunate that
the restoration or rebuilding of the church has
not been m some way under the direction of an
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arclimologist. It was one amongst the moat
interesting of Norfolk churches, and was worthy
of a true restoration. As it is, the fine propor-
tions are, fortunately, not lost, but many details
are gone altogether, and the scantlings of the
roof are meagre, thin, and unsatisfactory. The
cluirch greatly needs furniture, and presents a
cold and naked appearance. No provision has
been made for warming the church, though one
has been made in tho roof for ventilation. The
cost of now fitting up a warming apparatus will
bo fully one-third more than if it had been
erected during the re-biiildingof the church.

Huntington.—The vicar and churchwardens
have formally deposited in the north-west angle
ot the wall of the new nave of their parish
church a parchment record of the work of i-estora-
tion carried on to comple-
tion. At the foot of the document are given the
names of the comraitteo, architects, masters, andmen engagod in the work. Last year the edifice
consisted of chancel, nave (with a wooden bell-
turret on the roof), south porch, and a brick
vestry recently added. The restoration com-
prises—rebuilding tho nave

; a new north aisle •

the rebuilding of a side chapel on the north of
the ohancel, of the former existence of which
evidence was found on taking down the nave
which will provide an organ-chamber as well as
a vestry; and building the basement portion of
a new tower and spire, which forms the south
porch and entrance to the church. The comple-
tion of the tower and spire, unless sufficient
funds can be obtained, will have to be left to
future efforts. The chancel, which is fifteenth-
century work grafted upon thirteenth-century
as shown by the sedilia in its south wall and
arcade of the former chapel which was discovered
18 retained, but lengthened.

’

HaZifai^The chief stone of St. Angnslmo’s
Ohnrch, niihfns, has been laid with Masonio
oeremomal The building has boon designed by
Mr. Richard Goad, of London, architect, and the
style is to be Gothic of the latter part of thir
taenth century. The nave will be 83 ft. in
length and 27 ft. in width, and the aisles, 11 ft

slightly projecting transepts,

00 ^1'? church 18 to be 41 ft. long by
ft. -wide, with an apsidal east end, bavin"

chapels and vestry on either aide. A towe^!
-

1

ft . square, is to be placed on the south-west
corner of the sontb aisle. The material of thebody of the chnrch will be of hammer-dressed
stone_, from the quarries of Northowram, and the
dressings will be of Ringby stone. The internal
faemgs of the walls are to be lined with red andwhite backs, m patterns. Tho roof will be of
stained deal, framed with panels. The vestry
roof will also be of the same material, and all
the seats will bo open. It is proposed to have
lotty windows m tho clearstory, as being suitable
for a town church, to insure sufficient light in
the nave. The nave, aisles, and transepts are

erected at present, at a cost
of

6,500J
leaving the chancel and tower until

sufficient funds are received for their erection,
Sojttftsca-iyft/i-Mitrroiu.— Emmanuel Church

has been consecrated by the Bishop of Ely. The
first stone of the edifice was laid on Whit Tues-
day of last year. Tho contractor for the work
was Mr. Bennett, of Lynn, for 2,0001. It is
estimated that the sittings will hold about 400
persons.

Oxfnrd. 3fc. llary Hall chapel has been re-
opened, baring been, Binoo Midsummer last, in
process of repair and improvement, under tbe
enperintendenoe ot Mr. J. C. Bnokler, of Oxford
The east and south windows have been repaired'
and a reredos added of Painswiok stone The
east window has been filled with painted glassby Mr. C. E. Clutterbnck, of Stratford, London.
It contains fifteen small representations of
events dlnstrative of the life of the Virgin Mary
from the Annunciation to the Ascension. The
south windows have painted quarries, by Messrs
Lavers, Barrand, A Westlake, London , and the
north by Messrs. Powell, London. New seats
and a screen, m English oak, were furnished by
Messrs. R,atteo & Kelt, ot Cambridge Tho roof
has been boarded through the entire length
with intersecting ribs over tho eastern part Ind
carved bo.sses, by Messrs. Eattee & Kett By
tho removal of two seta of rooms (one ot whichwas in the roof), space has been gained tor anorgan gallery The organ is by Messrs. Gray A
Davison London. The whole block of bnildin-
of which the chapel forms the top story, was
built cliiefly at the expense of John Sanndera,
Pnnoipal of the Hal], from 1633 to 1644 and
Provost of Oriel, from 1644 to 1653. The sum
expended has been between 1,100J. and 1 200Z
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rather more than a third having been (hitherto)

met by Bubecriptions of Aularians past and

present. The builder was the late Mr. J.

Jisher, of Oxford.

STAINED GLASS.

Convent, Mill UUl.—Mr. Thomson, of South-

wark, has been executing Bome stained glass

windows, imcler the direction of Mr. Goldie, archi-

tect, tor tho chapel of an extensive Franciscan

convent, after the designs ofthe latter gentleman,

at Mill Hill, Middlesex. Eschewing positive

colour, the effect is obtained by contrasted tints

of varied rolled cathedral glass. The subjects,

being tho great saints of the Franciscan order,

are drawn with conventional grace and beauty,

combined with tho simplicity of treatment of

the Early Italian artists, who in their time

worked so thoroughly, and have no shading, the

requisite amount of form being obtained by
delicate hatching. Canopy-work is wholly

ignored, and the figures are relieved by a back-

ground of diapered quarries.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Edin'biirgli.—The public bodies interested in

the restoration of St. Giles’s Church have con-

curred in nominating a committee, to whom have

been delegated full powers in reference to the

IDrocuring of stained-glass windows for the

restored choir. The committee consists of the

Chairman of tho Restoration Committee ;
Dr.

TVilliam Chambers, of Glenormiston j tho Lord

Justice-General, the Lord Provost, Dr. Amot,
and Sheriff Thoms. There seems now to be

Greenock-built and other steam vessels having

to leave the Clyde for Leith, London, and other

ports. The length of floor of the now dock is

500 ft., width at bottom 70 ft., and at coping

80 ft.
5
the entrance is GO ft. wide at tho coping,

with a depth of 20 ft. of water at high tide. The
dock is formed on an improved principle com-

pared with the present docks of Greenock, and
the caisson for the entrance, which is the patent

of Mr. Kinipple, renders unnecessary the heavy

swing bridges and expensive opening and closing

machinery, and has increased facilities, only one

man being needed, instead of fifteen or twenty

as at Leith, to set the machicery in motion. It

may bo opened or closed at all times of the tide,

aud although weighing 250 tons is so ballasted as

to have a gravity only of a few tons, being nearly

in a floating state. The caisson when in its place

serves as a bridge, 15 ft. wide, and prevents tho

necessity of a cofferdam. Tho water can be

retained in dock at any level, and thus a wet
dock may at any time be formed of sufficient

size to accommodate six ordinary-sized vessels

afloat. The engine-bouse is placed underground.

The whole works will cost ovct GO.0001. The
dock will bo opened to receive shipping within

a few weeks. It is the first of a series of docks,

quays, and breasts on tho Garvel Pai'k estate,

purchased in 18G8 for 80,0001.

goolis gcccitft.

Medical Charities Act, in the various Pro. i

vinces. Counties, Rural and Urban Districts in

Ireland; along with the average Salaries of n

tho Medical Officers, Poor-law Valuation, total ^

Poundage on Valuation, aud Poundage on Medi. if

cal Salaries.” This Analysis was prepared in i|

anticipation of the introdactiou of a Public J

Health BUI this session for Ireland, and has !

been obtained from the latest available returng. ^
-“Criminal Returns: Metropolitan Police.*^

These returns (for last year), show as usual the '»

influence of education in excluding the people i

from the criminal lists. It is remaikable, how-'1

ever, that the most numerous class are not thoss'li

who can neither read nor write, but those who •

can read only, or read and write imperfectly.?i

Of the latter, 1,387 males, and ISG females, were"'

tried and convicted, and of the former, only 329 i

males, and 17G females. Doubtless, the fact that i'

a very large proportion of the whole population

can now bo classed with the latter, and a rela.“ij

tively small one with the former, helps to explain I

this. Only 113 males and 8 females, tried and i

convicted, could read and write well
;
and only _i

5 males and 1 female Lad superior iustruction.

tiscillants,

A Course of Water-Colour Painting. With
Twenty-four Coloured Plates, from Designs

by R. P. Leitcu. Cassell, Petter, Galpin,

_
London.

prMp'e'or of “tile ' ooni[lotion
°
of“tho“”natTonai

' This is a very nseful littlo book, as well oaloulated
^

, T. i o ofr.ir'h vvhnf. ih nims nr. na fiiion n. tinnk nan he.
monument to Prince Albert. Some delay was

occasioned by a change of plan in reference to

the pedestal, and the consequent necessity of

raising a supplementary subscription to meet

the extra cost of Peterhead granite. There was

also tho question of the most suitable site for

the monun«nt. Tho Weekly Scotsman under-

stands that the foundations of the structure are

to bo commenced immediately. From tho nature

of tho ground in Cliarlotte-square, it will bo

necessary to go some 11 ft. or 12 ft. below the

surface, and to put in a mass of substantial

masonry in order to secure adequate support for

the superincumbent weight. The pedestal itself

has been for some time in course of formation

at Macdonald’s G'anite Works, Aberdeen. It

will consist of enormous blocks of polished red

granite, some of them the largest ever produced

from tho works. The erection of the sculptures

will follow in diift-timo after the pedestal is

placed. The subslaiary groups and bas-reliefs

Lave long stood complete in the bronze. Mr.

Steell has meantime been touching aud re-

touching the great equestrian statne which is to

form the centre-piece of the memorial. He
expects to be ready with this figure as soon as

the pedestal is ready to receive it. Mr. Steell

has been selected to execute a statue of Robert

Burns for the Central Park, New York. The

proposal to have such a memorial thus follows

closely upon the erection of tho Scott statue.

The committee, it is said, were influenced

in their selection by the general admiration

which Mr. Steell’s Scott statue has excited in

New York. The new statue is to be executed

in bronze-
;
the price, exclusive of pedestal, to

be 2,000 guineas. This offer, communicated
through Mr. Duncan, of the Crown Office, Edin-

burgh, was accepted by Mr. Steell. The statue

is to be on a colossal scale, but the sculptor

is left entirely to his own discretion in regard to

posture aud style of treatment. There is no

restriction as to time. There has just been

erected over a grave in the south-east corner of

the Grange Cemetery, a monumental memorial

of the lute Mr. John Mitchell, for many years

Bupcriiitendeut of the Edinburgh Fire-Brigade.

Tho monument, which has been executed by

Mr. T. M'Ewen, sculptor, LoLhian-road, is in the

form of an obelisk, 8 ft. in height. The whole
structure— base, die, aud needle alike,

-

worked in red Peterhead granite, highly

polished.

Greenock.—The new Garvel Park Graving
Dock baa been formally inspected by the

Harbour Trust of Greenock, preparatory to its

being opened. This dock is said to be the
largest work of the kind in Scotland, and is

expected to have the effect of attracting acldi-

tioiial ships requiring repairs to the Clyde, while
preventing in future the necessity of large

effect what it aims at as such a book can be.

Any person who has acquired a reasonable power
over tho black-lead pencil, and will steadily

work out the examples Mr. Leitch here gives,

conformity with the instrncliong accompany-

ing them, will find that he, or she, as the case

may be, baa also acquired a considerable power
over the colour-box, aud would be able to turn

to good account a few lessons afterwards from a

live master.

London (illustrated) : a Complete Guide to the

Leading Hotels, Places of Aynusement,

Loud-n : Henry Herbert. 1873.

Altuoucih, in plain truth, a directory and trade-

book, this smart volume, smiling in green and
gold, with illuminated leaves, contains a useful

outline account of what there is to be seen in

the metropolis by the passing visitor, aud a
number of views of the public buildings.

VARIORUM.
“Collins’s Elementary Science Series. Prac-

tical Plane and Solid Geometry. By Henry
Angel. London: Collins & Co.” Tln.s small

treatise is prepared specially for students in

science classes in connexion with the Science

and Art Department, by the science-master of

the Islington School of Science and Art, who
has taught the subject for several years to large

classes of artizans. The aim of the writer has

been to show the principles upon which con-

structions are based, thereby helping the student

to avoid the cram system of which examiners

jnstly complain. “Cook’s Continental Time
Tables and Tourists’ Handbook, with Sectional

Maps.” This is the first issue of a useful

tourists’ time-table, got up by’ the wf-ll-kuown

Cook & Son, of Ludgate-circus. The more
immediate purpose of the present issue is

for distributioQ among railway officials and

others interested for correction and revision

before issuing a second edition. “ The Waste
of Wealth. By William Hoyle. Loudon: Simpkin,

Marshall, & Co.” This is a paper read before

the Statistical Society of Manchester in January

last. The author estimates the national waste

or loss from follies of fashion, extravagant

Government expenditure, costliness of law, waste

of sewage, game laws, excess and luxury in food,

tobacco, and drink, at 491,000,0001. per annum.
He shows what could be done with such a sum
in the way of sanitary and other improvement.'a.

and remarks that the first thing to do is to make-

the public familiar with the subject. There

has been prepared and printed for the Irish

P(3or.Law Medical Officers’ Association, by the

Hon. See., D. Toler T. Maunsell, M.B. Dub.,

M-R.I.A,., “An Analysis of the Kopulatiun,

Acreage, Expenditure under Sanitary Acts and

The Bradford Waterworks.—The two re-

servoirs whicli are to bo constructed at 0.xen^

liope,—the oner on the bed of the Leemingandi
the other on that of the Leoshaw stream,—for

storing compensation-water to keep the mills in

the Worth Valley going, are now in progress,

but will not be completed, it is believed, for two

years yet
;
and under tho Act no water from this

quarter can be sent to Bradford till these two.

reservoirs are certified as finished. The high:'

level service of Bradford has been, aud will bej

until these works are completed, wholly depcm
ent upon a comparatively small drainage areaj^

tho water from which is stored in Stubden
Reservoir and in that at Horton Bank. A catol]^

water conduit will bo constructed between:

Haworth Moor and Sawood, along tho hill-side,,

for a distance of four aud a half or five miles-;

The water so collected will be conveyed in the!

conduit to the mouth of a tunnel which is being':)

constructed through the hill which divides the

valley of the Hewenden Beck from that of the

Worth, and will thus be conveyed to Stubden’i

Reservoir. It is to provide compensation-water
|

to the Worth Valley mill-owners that the twO',

huge reservoirs at Leeming and Leeshaw are

,

being constructed. The contract for the two-

amounts to GO.OOOL, and has been taken by
Messrs. Crabtree Brothorsifc Sugden, of Keighley-

The tunnel, which is known as Oxenhope Tuimel^i

has now been in course of construction byt

Messrs. Pearson, of Bradford, for nearly t'wo.

years, and is a large undertaking. It is 4,000 ft.

in length, and passes chiefly through rock.

The Reredos iu Gloucester Cathedral.—
A correspondence between the Rev. Thomas C.

Price, vicar of St. Augustine the Leas, Bristol, !

aud the Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, on the
;

subject of the new reredos just erected in ^

Gloucester Cathedral, was published on Satur-i

day. Mr. Price expresses his sorrow that the?

Freemasons have been permitted to erect a
[

reredos filled with images, of which the centrali

and principal one is “ a representation of oorl

blessed Lord Jesus Christ, God and man,” and.'

that the bishop is to be “ one of the performer9<:

in tho solemn pomp and ceremony of its un-

veiling, thereby giving publicly before the;.

Church the sanction of the highest official to this

desecration of the house of God.” In supportof:'

bis views, Mr. Price refers to the homily againsbr,

peril of idolatry, and quotes a passage from

Tertullian, aud the decree of the Emperor;

Vuleus aud Theodosius, in aid of his earnest

entreaty to the bishop to refuse to take any part

in tbe proposed ceremonial, and so free himself

“from all complicity in such a flagrant violation'

of tbe second Commauclment, aud in the seandak

and offence wliieli will be caused throughout the;

diocese.” The bishop, in his reply, says, “1

concur with you aud tbe venerable homilist in oi.

sincere disapjjroval of all idolatry. As, however,'

I have no reason for thinking either (a) that thc|

Freemasons or the D^au and Chapter entertain,

the purpose of worshipping aud honouring the;

statuary to which yon allude, or (b) that the

figures will be provocative of idolatry in others^;

I do not feel it uecessary to refuse to take part]

in the ceremonial.”
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Decorations of the Pump-room, Bath.

—

Tho Baths and Pump-room Committee of the
Bath Town Council “in view of the approachiug
exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society,”
having some time since recommended that the
various works comprised in the specification of

;he surveyor of works for decorating tho Grand
Pump-room and filling the windows with plate
^ss, should be undertaken, tho Council adopted
die Committee’s report. The amount asked for
?vas 2301. The work has been done. Tho whole
juilding, including the vestibules, has been
jaiuted, tbo interior walls being coloured cobalt
)lue, as well as the cove and ceiling. The
!ornice and columns aro painted in an antique
vory colour. The frieze is a brigliter blue, with
irabesque pattern and chocolate, the avchi-
.ectural portions being coloured red and Idue.
Che capitals and abaci are gilded, and the lower
lortions of the columns are of a darker colour,
10 as to assimilate with tho oak dado. The
trehitravo moulding is of ivory tint, as also is the
lornico, beneath which is a pattern in light blue.
Cbo panels contain, or will do so, patterns with
lesigns surrounding them. The alcove is to he
iled with Minton’s tiles, to coiTcspond with the
vails. The designs of tho decorations are by
tfr. C. E. Davis, the surveyor of works to the
lorporation, and tho work is being executed by
ir. Backhouse, painter. One of tho panes of
he old glass, says our authority, tho local
Vironiclc, was found cut by a diamond in the
ollowing inscription,—“ Edward Stroud, glazier,
;]azed the Pump-room, December 23, 1795.”

The Excavations in Rome.—Mr. John
lenry Parker, C.B., gave bis fourth and last
cctnrc “ On tho Archmology of Rome,” at the
loyal Institution, London, on tho 3rd instant.
?be excavations formed tho subject of this
ecture, and Mr. Parker alluded to tho vigorous
nanner in which the Italian Government is

an-yiijgon excavations in the Forum Eomaimm,
n the P.alatine Hill, and in several other places,

p conformity with the anxious desire of Parlia.
aent, which votes 1,2001. a year for tho purpose,
pith the ultimate intention of making a second
’ompeii in the middle of the city. ilr. Parker
:avo a detailed account of some of tho chief
xcavations recenily made. Among other dis-

loverics, he said that under the arch of Sep-
imius SeveniB two marble walls had beenfound,
vith sculptures of the time of Hadrian, repre-
lenting a procession carrying books to tho
emperor, supposed to be in honour of his can-
elling tho inynenso debt of the city ; and on the
omb of a boy, aged eleven, who lived in the
iimo of the later Republic or early Empire, are
ascribed some Latin and Greek verses, for
phich he obtained a imizo at school, in free com-
.etition, as stated in an account of his life

ppended by his sorrowing parents.

The proposed Public Hall and Street
mprovements in Stafford.— At a recent
leeting of the town council, it was reported that
t a meeting of tho Treasury Memorial Com-
littoo, held on tho previous day, tho borough
irveyor submitted another plan for the erection
f a public hall. The surveyor’s idea was to
urchaso the shop, house, and land belonging to
Cr. T. Turner, which has a frontage to the main
ireet, and adjoins tho Guildhall, and make a
loroughfare direct from tho Markeb-square to
-Ibion. place. St. Mary’s-lane would be con-
derably widened, the cottages abutting it being
ought for that purpose. Upon part of the land
) acquired would bo built the pix)posed public
ill and the butchers’ market. Tho committee,
ter considering the plans, resolved that, “ in
maequenco of the new plan produced by the
trough surveyor, the committee do not con-
der themselves prepared to report on the plans
'iginally submitted to them by the council,
id beg to refer the matter back for fui-ther

structions.” Tho council had some discussion
1 the subject, and it is understood that the
immittee are further to consider tlie question.

The Metropolitan Water Supply.— A
iport of the examination made during the month
’ May of tho water supplied by the Metropolitan
impauics, before and after filtration, at their
orks, has been issued in a printed form. The
ate of tho river supply is said to have been good,
be water companies state that they have pre-
tred their mains for constant supply, and have
iw 900 miles of such mains continually charged
ith water ready for constant supply along their
hole course. Hydrants, however, as preferable
' fire-plugs for fires, with constant supply, have
)t yet been in any case supplied.
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The New Synag-ogue, Manchester.—Tho
foundation-stone of a new “ Portiigeso Syna-
gogue ” in Manchester has been laid. The
Portuguese community of Manchester comprises
about thirty families, and thirty unmarried
members. The synagogue is intended to afford
accommodation to 200 men and 100 women, and,
incase of future requirements, will be capable of
extension. Its site is in the Cheetham Hill-road,
where, when completed, it vrill have its frontage.
The cost of the building is estimated to exceed
3.0001., exclusive of any outlay on the school,
which it is contemplated shortly to build. The
style of architccturo adopted is Mooresque, the
principal feature in the front being tho entrance
in brickwork and stone, ornamented with vitrified

marble bosses; the remainder of the elevation is

of brickwork, with stone dressings. Tho interior
has an open wooden roof, with galleries sup-
ported on marble columns. The reading-desk is

in the centre. Tho ark] in the east, and in a
recess, with largo circuljir window above, will be
filled with stained glass. The whole of tho
interior is especially designed for future painted
decorations. Mr. E. Salomon is the architect,
and Mr. S. Wavburton, the builder.

Safety of Mines.—In 1871, Mr. Herraon,

'

tho senior member for Preston, feeling the
disasters that had befallen the miningpopulation,
decided to offer 2001. for the beat essays on the
means of preventing such catastrophes,—150Z.
for the first prize, and 50L for tho second. Tho
re.sulfc was that about 300 essays were sent in.

Mr. StaveleyHill, Q.C.,M.P., Mr.T. Hughes, Q.C.,
M.P., and Mr. Rupert Kettle, accepted the post of
judges, and they Ijavo just completed their task.
In their award tho judges write that they have
agreed upon bracketing as of equal merit for
tho first prize the essays by Mr. Robert Eloin,
of G3, West-street, Sheffield, and Mr. William
Galloway, of 3, Duke-street, Portland-placo,
London. They place as next to these an essay
by Mr. Hopton, of St. Helen’s

j
and were of

opinion that the essay by Mr. Bainbridge, of the
Duke of Norfolk’s Colliery Office, Sheffield, is

entitled to high commendation. Mr. Hermon
has increased the amount to be distributed to

2751.,

—that is to say, two first prizes of lOOZ.
each, ono second prize of 50Z., and one third
prizo of 25Z.

The Rosario Railway.—The first sod of
the most important railway that has been pro-
jected in the states of the River Plato has been
laid by the Governor of Buenos Ayres, at the
village of Almagro, near Buenos Ayres. The
Rosario Railway, with its various branches, will
represent a total of 500 miles. The line will
start from Almagi'o, and running through, the
little town of San Martin, close to Pilar, near to
Capilla del Senor, and thence, in a straight line,
will make Rosario the second city in tho Argen-
tine Republic in commercial importance, at a dis-
tance from Buenos Ayres of about 186 miles. By
the terms of the concession, this trunk line will
have branches to the various towns and ports
on either side of the route. The country through
which the trunk and branches will pass is ad-
mitted to be the richest and moat thickly popu-
lated in tho whole pi’ovinco of Buenos Ayres.
The line, with branches, has been surveyed and
pegged out. The following gentlemen comprise
the engineering staff that effected this part of
the work :—Mr. John Robinson, chief of the
staff, Mr. Malcolm Graham, C.E., Mr. George
Sbortrede, C.E., Mr. Arthur Henry Le Breton,
C.E.j Mr. Henry Hoggar, C.E.

Carlisle New Post-office.—Tho Carlisle
Athenmum, which wa.s some time ago sold to
the Government, is now undergoing the process
of conversion into a post-office. . Before the
new work is begun, says the local Joiimal, the
building is to bo completely gutted, and nothing
but tho bare walls left standing. The lecture-
room is to bo the future sorting-office, a room
46 ft. 6 in. by 56 ft. 4 in. Tho floor will be
raised to the level of the entrance passage. The
rooms used as a museum will be formed into a
telegraph and instrument room, open to the roof
and lighted there with landing lights. This will
do away ^vith the large sale-room at present
above. In front of that will be the public office.
The entrance for tho letter-carriers and clerks,
with all the mail.bags, will be at the back of the
building. Messrs. Hutton & Bell, of Carlisle,
are the contractors for tho whole of the work.
Mr. Rowland is clerk of the works, which are
being executed under the general superin.
tendence of Mr. James Williams, architect to
the Office of Works, London.
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Proposed Lecture Hall and ScRool of
Art for Leicester.—At a recent meeting of
the Leicester town council, a report was read from
the Museum Extension Commilteo appointed to
consider a resolution of a pablic meeting held
on the 27th of January last, and cordially com.
mending to public support a proposal to raise
the sum of 3,0001. towards the expense of pro-
viding, in connexion with the museum, a large
Iccture-hall and suitable accommodation for the
School of Art, such sum to bo offered to tho
corporation of Leicester on condition that they
expend an additional snm of at least an equal
amount on the accomplishment of the two sub-
jects. The committee recommended the council
to entertain the proposal of the public meeting,
and to inform the propo.sed subscribers that as
soon as tho snm of 3,000Z. has been deposited
witli the borough treasurer, application will be
made by tho council to the Lords of Treasury
for their sanction to the council contributing the
like sum towards the proposed museum exten-
sion, and that permission be asked to provide
such sum out of moneys arising from the sale of
real estate. The council, after some discussion,
adopted the committee’s report by a large
majority.

Technical Education : Museum of Trade
Patterns.—Some years ago a capital plan was
suggested by Mr. William H. Ablett, for the
furtherance of technical education, in the forma-
tion of Museums of Trade Patterns, the establish-
ment of which would serve as a connecting link
between technical education and its practical ap.
plication to manufacturing industry. Assistance
of tho most valuable kind could bo afforded to both
artizans and manufacturers by the Museum of
Trade Patterns, which would give an opportunity
to all interested in any particular branch of
manufacture to inspect samples of goods made
abroad and elsewhere, showing where we aro
excelled by our foreign competitors, and where
our own weakness lies. Thousands of workmen
in this country see nothing else but their own
productions and those of their fellows from one
year’s end to another. Mr. Ablett’sidea appears
to bo that it would bo desirable to establish a
Museum of Trade Patterns in London, with the
view of serving as a model, and of rendering
assistance to tho provincial towns which mi^ht
be inclined to adopt the plan.—Abridged from
the Macclesfield Courier,

Society of Arts general Examinations,
1873 .—Among the prizes and certificates
awarded to candidates, tho Prince Consort’s
prize of 25 guineas was awarded to Thomas
Richard Clarke, aged 21, formerly of the Salford
Working Men’s College, and now of the Birkbeck
Literary and Scientific Institution, accountant’s
clerk, who obtained the following first-class cor-
tificates in the present and three preceding
years :—1870. Arithmetic, first-class certificate j

geography, first-class certificate, with first prize,
and Royal Geogi-aphical Society’s prize

;
English

liistory, first-class certificate. 1871. Metric
system, first-class certificate, with first prize.
1872. Book-keeping, first-class certificate, with
first prize

;
English language, first-class certifi-

cate. 1873. Logic, first-class certificate, with
second prize

; political economy, first-class cer-
tificate, with second prize.

Baths aud Washhouses for Paddington.
The foundation stone of the intended baths and
washhouses for Paddington has been laid in the
Queen’s-road, Bayswater. The new building
has been designed by Mr. L. H. Isaacs, of
Verulam-bnildingB, and will be erected by Mr.
Thos. Elkington, of Golden-lane. Tho contract
price, exclusive of tho machinery, is 22,5951.,
and the building will contain a first-cla-ss men’s
swimming-bath, a second and third class men’s
swimming-bath, a ladies’ swimming-bath, and
about seventy-two private baths. In addition
to this, there will bo a laundry department, pro.
viding accommodation for sixty washers, and for
the necessary operations in connexion with
drying and ironing. These departments are
exclusive of the Board-room aud offices, which
will be erected for the commissioners and the
servants of tlie establishment.

Baths for Derby.—On Saturday last, new
public baths, the gift of Mr. Bass, which have
been erected at a cost of 5,0001., were formally
presented by him to tho mayor and corporation
of Derby as representatives of the town. The
baths are situated in the Recreation Ground,
which was also the gift of Mr. Bass. Mr. Bass
has also offered to give 5,000Z. towards building
a free library if the town will provide a site.
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Proposed Tunnel throu^li the Kooky
Mountains.—A scheme is now on foot for run-

<iing a tunnel through the Eocky Mountains.

This may seem a prodigious enterprise, but the

projectors are sanguine of the most complete
success. The idea is to tunnel the mountains
from point to point about one mile below Black
Hawk to the Middle Park, running in a north-

westerly direction. The tunnel to be run will,

it is presumed, cut many rich veins of gold and
silver, and thus a great mining interest be de-

veloped. Money for the prosecution of the
works will be furnished by English capitalists,

who are sanguine of the ultimate success of the
entei'prise. The tunnel, if completed, will be
twelve miles in length.

The State Purchase of Railways.—

A

special meeting of the Society for the Encourage-
ment of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce has
been held in the Society’s chambers, John-
street, Adelphi, when a paper by Mr. William
Galt, “On the Purchase of Kailways by the
Stale,” was read, and partly discussed. After
the reading of the paper, which was a long and
elaborate one, advocating the State purchase of
railways. Lord Derby expressed doubts as to the
prudence of burthening the State with some-
thing like sis or eight hnndred millions more
debt, and of placing such a vast amount of
additional patronage in their hands. The dis-

cussion was adjourned, and afterwards continued
on a subsequent day.

Essays for the Encouragement of Thrift.
Sir Joseph Whitworth has offered prizes of the
value of lOOi., to be obtained through the
Society of Arts, for the best essays on the
“ Advantages that would be likely to arise if

railway companies and limited companies
generally were each to establish a savings-bank
for the working classes in their employ.” With
this offer he has transmitted a series of observa-
tions as to the principal subjects which the
essayists should consider. The council have
accepted this offer, and appointed a committee
to arrange the details for obtaining the essays.

Tlie Royal Italian Opera.—If crowded
houses may be taken as proof, Mr. Gye must
have reason to be satisfied with the season of
1873, which is to be further empliasised by a
state visit in honour of the Sbab of Persia, on
this, Saturday night, when the house will pre-
sent (we remember two previous occasions of
the same kind) an aspect rarely to be sees. The
Eoyal Box will be formed in the centre, and
nniforms and court dresses will make colour
goneral. The Floral Hall, where accommodation
has been provided for a large number of visitors,
will also present a brilliant scene.

A New Gaol for Bristol.—At a special
meeting of the Bristol town council to consider
a communication from the Home Secretary call-
ing upon the corporation to provide a new gaol
for the city, it has been resolved, by a large
majority, “ That in the opinion of this council,
acting as the prison authority, it is expedient
that a new prison, adapted to the purposes as
well of the city gaol as of the house of correc-
tion, be forthwith built upon a new site.”

New Reservoir at Pontefract. — The
Pontefract Town Council have resolved to con-
struct a new reservoir connected with the Cor-
poration Waterworks in that town, capable of
containing one million gallons, for the further
supply of the inhabitants. It is to be situated
on Park Hill, a short distance from the town.
The reservoirs will bo constructed according to
plans and specifications which have been drawn
up by ilr. George Malcolm, C.E.

Bridge over the Neva.—In a paragraph in
our last as to this competition, it was stated that
the first premium of 6,000 roubles was awarded
to “Westminster,” “ supposed to be Mr. Page;
arched design.” Messrs. Whitaker & Perrett,
No. 23, Abingdon-street, Westminster, inform us
that they sent in the arched design marked
“ Westminster.”

London, School Board.—A new school for

the accommodation of 750 children is to be
erected by the School Board in Stanhope-street,
Marylebone, and the tender of Messrs. Scri-

veners <t White has been accepted for the exe-

cution of the work, at a cost of 6,1421,

Cleansing in Westminster.—The Board
of Works for the Westminster District (St.

Margaret and St. John) have accepted the
tender of Mr. Cookaon for street cleansing,

watering, dusting, &c., for three years, at the
sum of 6, 8001. per annum.

The Widening of Bond - street. — An
opportunity for beginning this on the site of the
Clarendon Hotel has offered itself, but has not
been taken np, we are told, by the Vestry in the
manner that might have been expected. This is

to be regretted. It may not be too late even
now.

The Alexandra Palace Company.—An
advertisement in our present issue shows the
terms on which the directors are willing to
admit a certain number of new shai’eholders,
and may be worth attention.

St. Stephen's Club.—With reference to our
recent notice of this building, it may save
trouble if w'e add that the carving and statues
are in the hands of Mr. E. Wyon, the sculptor.

TENDERS
For erecting retort-house and ovens, for Sutton Gas

Company (Limited). Mr. C. E. Mead, managing
director :

—

Potter & Ferrige (accepted) £397 0 0

For alterations and additions to “The Elms,” Carshal-
ton-road, Sutton, for the Sutton Water Company. Mr.
£. Locke, architect:—

Keal £303 0 0
Dawson 263 0 0
Martin 271 0 0
Eogers 263 0 0
Potter & Fcrrige (accepted) 267 0 0

For alterations at 134, Lcadenhall-strect, Mr. E. B.
I’AnsoUj architect

Kihhy £470 0 0
Martin 425 0 0
Staines Sc Son .103 0 0

For lecture-hall and offices, 8 t. Matthew's Church,
Croydon. Mr. A. M, Blomfield, architect. Quantities
by Mr. Mullett :

—
Peskett & Taylor £1,163 0 0
Adamson & Sons 1,010 0 0
Burrows & Brooker 975 0 0
Bayes & Eamege 941 0 0
Nightingale < 928 0 0
Cole 926 0 0
Crossley 009 0 0
Jarrett 898 0 0
Wright, Bros., & Goodchild 885 0 0

For extension of sewer to the Southampton-road, Fare-
ham, for the Fareham Local Board of Health. Mr. J.
Kosevear, engineer :

—

Plummer & Gamblin £163 0 0
H. & W. Evans I68 0 0
Cole 147 0 0
Chapman (accepted) 137 0 0

For the extension of water main to the top of Soulh-
arapton-road, Fareham, for the Local Board of Health.
Mr. J. Rosevear, engineer:

—

Chapman £263 17 8
Darby (accepted) 249 10 0
Cole 215 0 0

For re-seating, &c., at the Union Chapel, High
Wycombe, Bucks. Mr. Arthur Vernon, architect :

—

Pierce £499 0 0
Cooper 333 0 0
Loosley 309 0 0
Spicer (accepted) 285 0 0

For alterations and additions to the Rectory House,
stables, ic., and new labourers’ cottage, Llangimider,
South Wales. Mr. Andrew Edwards, architect :

—

Watkins (accepted) £425 0 0

For alterations and additions to “ The Elms,” Holm-
wood, Dorking, for Mr. D. Punnett. Mr. W. H. Punnett,
architect:

—

Pearce £524 15 0
Bobbins (accepted) 437 0 0

For schools at Llauverchva, Monmonth. Mr. E. A.
Lansdowne, architect :

—

Bevau & Son £2,340 0 0
Jones & Allen 2,208 0 0
Burgoyne 1,998 0 0
Cock, Bros 1,993 0 0
Phillips 1,960 0 0
W. Jones 1,957 0 0

Burnley Surveyorship.— Four gentlemen
were selected from eeventy-six candidates for a
personal interview with the committee for the
above office, vacated by Mr. Edward E. S.
Escott, on his appointment to the office of
borough engineer of Halifax, namely Mr. W. B.
Bryan, of Nottingham; Mr. Bell, of Bolton;
Mr. Dawson, of Salford : and Mr. Richards, of
Wolverhampton. Mr, Bryan obtained the ap-
dointment.

For alterations and additions at the “ Duke of York,”
Homerton. Mr. H. J. Newton, architect :

—

Brindle £680 0 0
Shurmur 641 0 0
Taylor 477 0 0
Hockley 470 0 0

For repairs, &c.. at the ‘'Compasses.” Ebury-street,
Pimlico. Mr, H. J. Newton, architect

Shormur £174 0 0
Brindle 166 0 0
Taylor 153 0 0
Hockley (accepted) 140 0 0

For an 80-quarter malt-kiln, at Beverley Station, fc

Mr. W. GIossop. Mr. Robert Clomp, architect. Accepts
tenders :

—

Excavator, Bricklayer, and Flaiterer.
Dalton £1,434 16 6

Slater.

Wyldo £230 17 6

JItlaeon,

Hague £86 0 0

Carpenter and Joiner.
Grassby £1,482 12 10

Smilhe and Fonndert.
Dossor, Young, & Co.* £408 9 6

Plumber and Glazier.
Goldesbro £47 10 0

• The tenders for wrought-iron work for tramway
ranged Irom 24s. to 56s. per cwt., and the former, by Ml
Perkins, has been accepted.

For the erection of a villa residence at Wood Green
for Mr. Goodman, Mr. W. Cross, architect ;

—

Wells £1,520 0 0
Sharp 1,610 0 0
Ward 1,-490 0 0

For Church Cottage, Yaiey, Suflblk. Mr. E. Boy.;
architect :— 1

Day £665 0 0 I

Grimwood 625 0 0
Taylor 563 0 0 1

For villa residence in Holly Park, Crouch-hill.
William Smith, architect ;— I

Slatford £1,138 0 0
'

Aitcheson & Co 1,035 0 0
Carter 030 0 0 I

Stevens 918 0 0 I

Blake & Co 876 0 0
Johnson 839 10 0 1

Channing 835’ 0 0
Bluckmore 4 Morley 824 0 0
Sharp (accepted) 790 0 0

For manager’s house, stabling, &c., at Messrs. Job
Brinsmead & Sons’ pianoforte manufactory, Kenttsj
town (fecoud contract. Mr. Chas. E. Evans, architect s*

Manley & Rogers (revised esti-

mate accepted) £1,500 0 0

For erecting a detached house at Wandsworth. MoasB:
Lee, Bros., & Pain, architects :—

Avivs & Co. (accepted) £2,683 0 0

Mr. Kennir :—
Mardell £315 0 0
Matthews 280 0 0
Sharp 274 0 0

For residence. Green Lanes, Stoke Newington, for
G. C. Boor. Mr, William Smith, architect :

—

Hill (accepted)* £1,'W0 0 0
* Exclusive of stoves, mantelpieces, &c.

For repairs and alterations to villa residences, Wooi
Green, for Mr. H. 8. Friend. Mr. William Smiti
architect :

—

Dnnford it Langbanx’ £163 0 0 j

Blackmoro & Morloy 153 0 0
Coombes t Son 138 0 0 ’

For alterations and additions to 71, Brompton-roii
Messrs. Lansdown & Pollard, architects :

—

Wagner £250 0 0

For constructing additional class-room and painting ft

the Licensed Victuallers' School, Upper Eenuington-lane
and painting, ic., at the office of the Morning Advertitet^
Fleet-street. Mr. W. Nnnn, architect :— {

Wagner £671 0 0

Erratum .—In last week’s list of tenders for schoo^
Lower Mansfield-place, Keutish-town, for T. Nibletti
Son, 10,140t., read 11,0401.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
(the matter is closed ao far na we ore concercsd}.-

Co.—W. A.—C, B.—H. a—C. de C.—8. ft Co.—E. W. P.—J. ]

E.—A. W.—J. R. T.—C. B. E.—H- G.—C. H. S.—C. E. C,—

G

W.—W. C,- H. B.-L ft P.—E. E- S. E.-C. L.—C, H. B.-
•A. E,—A. V.—C. P.—W. ft P.-J. B.—T. W.-U.-A. B. U.-

-Q. P. D.—C. A. W. ^
compelled to decline pointing out booka and giflS'

addreoaes.
\

All alatementa of facts. Hats of tenders, ftc,, mutt be occoinpuillk
by the name and address of the aeuder, not neces^vrUj
pablication.

-Tbs Tesponsibilltv of signed articles, and papers reodt
public meetings, rests of course with the authors

6ITTJATIONS W.UfTED,—Advertisements of this elassarein«rl»«:

at the following rate, viz. :

—

Bin lines (about fifty words) or under 2s, fid. i

EUch additional line (about ten Words) Os. (id. :

Halfpenny stomps occeiited for amounts under Sa.

Bath and other Building' Stones of OaHtl

QuaUty.—RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & C0(

Limited, Quarrymen and Stone Morchantar

List of Prices at the Quarries and Depdta, alsdt

Cost of Transit to any part of the United!

Kingdom furnished on application to

Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts,—[Advt.] '

STONE BROTHERS,
Bath Stone Merchants,

supply direct from their own Quarries

Box Ground, Corsham Down,
Faeleigh Down, Combe Down,

AND Stoke Ground.
Prices on application at Bath-stone Office, Bathi-

London Depot, G.W.R. Mileage Station, Paddington, t'

Stone DresBings prepared ready for fixing. [Adti..:
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The Three' Cathedral'S

Dedicated to St. Paul in

London*

F tbo members of the

Fioanco ConimifctGe for

the completion of St.

Paul’s had held a couocil

to consider the beet mode
of popolarising their great

Bcheme, they could scarcely

have determined upon an

undertating more likely

to forward their object

than that which the chair-

man has just accomplished,

unassisted by their deli-

berations. We allude to

the publication of a new
and interesting volume on

the cathedral and its pre-

decessors, by Mr. William

Longman, entitled “ The

Throe Cathedralsdedicated

to St. Paul, in London.”

This work, by bringing

into prominence Old St‘

Paul’s, or Paulcs, or PowUs’

3 it was sometimes written pn old times,

ives the present structure on its site a much

oser association with the worthy citizens of

le days of yore than it possesses, in itself, for

lOBt minds. In looking upon Wren’s building,

e art) apt to think, only, of those merchant

rinoes who, so to speak, “ onmo over ” with

harles II. We are apt to forget that those who
came over ” with William the Conqueror found

Saxon church on the same spot, dividing

onours, indeed, with the Saxon edifice at West-

anster ; and that in Plantagenet, Lancastrian,

ork, and Tudor times, the London citizens re-

liccd in a fabric that was more lofty by 50 ft.

lan Salisbury Cathedi-al, and that, with its

radual enrichments, became more beautiful in

)me of its details, especially in its roee-wiudcrw,

it in the eastern end, than any other that could

B named. But Mr. Longman reminds us

linntely of these facts, and of many more : so

unutely, in truth, that whoso lingers over his

Blnmo is n(?t likely to look at St. Paul’s ether-

ise, again, than as closely linked with the

lemory of all the old worthies, whose footsteps

ore away the stones of its predecessors. This is

gain to the interests of the fabric, in its pro-

mt need of pecuniary aid; for while only the

nnpathy of olaasicista is evoked by its present

3pect, that of Medimvalists, if the unwise divi-

.011 is to be kept up in terms, will be attracted

iwards it by the recital of its ancient reality,

lisfortunea, and associations.

Five times has fire attacked the cathedral

liuvch of old London
;
and thrice that fire has

Bsoended from the heavens above. The first

axon church was destroyed by fire “ in the

ime of the Conqueror’s reign.” The Norman
hnrch that slowly began to rise up during the

piscopate of Bishop Manrice, was still in course

f erection when it was ravaged by fire. Not
ntil two centuries had passed away was the

difioe completed, and then, notwithstanding

A History of tho three Cathedmls dedicated to St.
am in London, with reference chiefly to their structure
nd architecture, and tho sources whence the necessary
mds were derired. Bv Wniiam Longman, F.S.A. Lon-
on-: Longmans, Green, A Co. 1S73.

the wide mtige in the architecture this interval

involved, the national progress of ideas demanded

variousalterations, which were gradually effected.

When thus perfected, tho spire was struck by

lightning in 1144. Leland records against this

date, “ This year Paule’s steple was sot on fier

with lightening on Candilmas Even, but after

quencliid by the Morow Mesao Prest of Bow,” or

priest' from Bow who said tho e.arly morning

mass. Stow, mentioning this same calamity,

says tho fire was put out by the labour of many
well-disposed people, ” the same, to appearance,

qnenched with vinegar;” but when they had all

returned to their houses, “praising God,” it

burst out again, more fervently than before,

destroying both timberand lead, till it was more

effectually extingnisbed by the mayor and people.

Eighteen years elapsed before all the damage
was repaired. Tho fourth fire took place in

1561. It occurred in a tremendous storm. The
church of St. Martin, Ludgate-bill, was first

struck, aird then the lightning was seen to

flash into an opening in the spire of the cathedral.

For four hours the fire blazed, running along

the roofs, devouring the timbers, molting the

bells and lead, crumbling the stones, and filling

the walls with a mass of smoking ruin. Queen
Elizabeth gave a thousand marks out of her own
purse towards the re-roofing of the edifice, as

well as warrants for a thousand loads of timb.r

from her woods, or elsewhere; but no attempt

was made to restore tho spire. King James
found the fabric in an indifferent condition, and

placed it in the hands of Inigo Jones, as we
know

;
and after a time came the fifth great

fire, that resulted in its total destruction, and
the erection of Wren’s building.

Mr. Longman has picked out a new path for

himself in bis account of tho fabric, while he

has not neglected to avail himself of the efforts

of previous historians. One of his first steps iu

a new direction is to challenge the correctness

of tho old views of the bnildiug (inoloding

Hollar’s), and of the dimensions gcneially quoted.

And another is to furnish a set of drawings

representing the cathedral as it really cxiste'^

before tho last fire. The cost of the successive

buildings, and the modes in which the necessary

sums have been got together also furnish him

with special aims. All this is not done without

tho assistance of several collahorateurs. Mr.

Edmund B. Ferrey has drawn up a list of the

discrepancies in Hollar’s plates to Dugdale’s

“ Old St. Paul’s.” He points out that one view

of the choir shows the outer mouldings of the

arches almost touching tlie triforium floor, and

another leaves a considerable distance between

them
;
that eleven bays are shown in views of tho

choir, and twelve in the plan; that the figure of

Thomas Kempe and the tomb of Roger Niger

are placed in different positions on tho ground

plan to those in which they are shown in the

views
;
that whereas in the view of the north side

of tho choir, St. Faith’s Church has but four win-

dows shown, the ground-plan gives seven on the

same side
;
that tho buttresses of St. Faith’s

are made to project 9 ft. G in. from the wall,

while those of the cathedral above project 12 ft.;

that six steps are shown iu tho ground-plan as

leading to the presbytery over St. Faith’s, while

the interior view gives but five
;
and so on

through half a dozen further disagreements.

The warden and fellows of AU Souls’ Cullegej

Oxford, have permitted tho publication of copies

of Sir Christopher Wren’s original drawings;

and Mr. Gardner, of St. John’s Wood, has ren-

dered service by placing his remarkable collec-

tion of prints and drawings of London at tho

author’s disposal. Out of this mass of informa-

tion, and with the aid of all this scrutiny, Mr.

Longman gives a minute description of “Panics”

—not the Saxon church, but the second edifice,

the old St. Paul’s, in a word, that Mi'. Harrison

Ainsworth has shown us so attractively in the

world of fiction, and that most persons thought

Hollar and Dugdulo liad shown them faithfully

in reality. It "was surrounded by a wall fnrnished

with six gate-houses opening out into Ludgate-

street, Paternoster-row, Canon-alley, Cheapside,

Watling-street, and Carter-lane. Within this

boundary, north-west of the cathedral, stood the

Bishop’s Palace
;
and on the sonth side of tho

chief building was the chapter-house. Tho
preaching cross was also within the churchyard,

as well as a oharnel-bouse, with a chapel over it.

The east and west sides of tlio enclosure were
claimed by tho citizens as places of assembly
for various purposes oomieeted with their “folk-

motes,” and the defence of the city. The cathe-

dral, which consisted of a nave, choir, and lady-

chapel, all with north and south aisles, and tran-

septs with aisles on the western and eastern

sides, measured about 596 ft. in length, accord,

ing to Hollar, but 690 feet, according to Dug-
dale and Stow, the latter of whom takes Ms
statement from a survey made in tbo time of

Edward 11., to which be had access. Probably
tho caligraphy of the scribes of those old times,

which wo know to have been often full of themoso
puzzling flourishes, may have led to the acci-

dental substitution of tho figure 6 for 5 ;
for,

taking the lower estimate as the correct one,

the building would still have been 66 ft. longer

than Winchester Cathedral, which is the longest

in tho kingdom. It measured lOt ft. in breadth,

including the aisles. The external height from
the ground to ridge of outer roof to choir was
142 feet, aud to the top of the steeple 285 ft.

The spire measured 20S ft., or 204 ft., if taken

from the top of the parapet of the tower. Mr.

Edmund Perroy, who is the authority for these

figures, brings forward a new statement. Ho
thinks that the height of the choir must have

been greater than that of the nave. His reason

for this assumption is thus stated :

—

"Taking the fliameters of the piers to the nare aod
choir as data where tho ground-plan (the only plate
showing the cathedral, which is drawn to scale) aiiled me,
I eudearoured to build up the ‘ elevations,’ i.e., using tho
diameters of the piers (as also other approximate moans)
in the same way as classicists calculate their proportions
by ‘ modules.’ Assuming tho tolerable correctness of
Hollar's represectatioua, tho result of these researches
was to prove that the choir was higher than tho
uave._ .... There is, also, this further proof of the
additional height of the choir. In order to preserve the
proportioaa iudicated in Hollar’s internal views, it is

iieces.snry to raise the ridge of tho vaulting considerably
above that of the wall-ribs. If the vaulting had been
treated in the more usual English manner, the choir muat
have been made even higher than shown."

The argumeut is not very conclusive, but wo
let it stand foi- what it is worth.

Built close against the cathedral, on the south-

west aide, was the parish church of St. Gregory.

Under the choir was tho Church of St. Faith,

and adjoining this was Jesus Chapel. These

two establishments were iu the first instance

above-ground, like St. Gregory’s, but were
transferred to the crypt, to admit of tbo

enlargement of the cathedral in 1256, which

arrangement caused Fuller to describe St. Paul’s

as “ tiTily the mother church, having one babo

in her body,— St. Faith’s, and another in her

arms,-—St. Gregory’s.” Besides these churches,

there were several chapels in or near the cathe-

dral. Two were in the building, on tho north

side; one of which was known as Sherrington’s

CbajieJ, because founded by him ; and the other

tho chapel of the Holy Ghost. Another was in

a cloister on tho north side of the church, called

Pardon Churchyard. Prom the fact that tho

erection of tho fabric had proceeded slowly,

—

through two centuries, indeed,—the style of

architecture, whi.'b was Norman to begin with,

gradually changed to Early English, and thence

to Decorated. Standing at the west end, and
looking eastwards, the eye was captivated, on
the right hand and on the left, by an arcade of

twenty-five arches, whereof twelve were in the

nave, supported on Norman pillars, and twelve

were in the choir and lady-chapel, supported on
clustered columns ; and standing between tho

piers of the central tower, the eye could follow

. northwards and southwards, on the right hand
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and on the left, arcades of five arches. Ovcr
each arcade were a triforium and cloarstorj-.

Across the choir, at the west end, was a rioli

screen
;
and high in the gable of the east end

was the beautiful rose-window wo have men
tioned. Around were the tombs and monumeut!-
of many illustrious persons.
One chapter of Mr. Longman’s work is devoted

to curious customs and incidents connected with
Old St. Paul’s. We are thus reminded of the
horse that climbed up to the top of the steeple,

among other matters; of rope-dancing on the
battlements; of a Dutchman on the weather,
cock

;
of a man whose car was nailed to a post

close to the bishop’s palace, and then cut off,

because he had made “a fray in Powlles
Chyrche”; of lawyers conferring with their
clients at the various pillars; of lotteries; of
assignations; gossipings; brawlings; and pick-
pocketings without number. Mr. Longman is

probably wrong, however, when ho thinks the
door was laid out in walks,—“ the south alley
for one purpose, the north for another,”—for,

though, doubtless, desecrated in the manner
described, they must have been laid out with
very different intentions. Dean Stanley’s recent
researches at Westminster have recovered a lost

expression, “middle tread,” for a central dis-

liuguishing mark in an ambulatory, for the pur-
pose of aiding the regularity of a procession ;

but no evidence is brought forward as to the
e.-cistence of anything of the sort here. The
whole of the nave is spoken of as the "middle
aisle,” and called PauTa-walk. It a2>peara to
have been used, after the Reformation, as an
exchange for the transaction of business, and
promenade for the dissemiuafon of news. A
dozen old writers concur iu picturing it as the
resort of half the idlers in the metropolis, in.
eluding those mirrors of the times, Sbakspeare
and Ben Jonson. In 1G58, Francis Osbom,
writing of the reign of King James, said,—" It
was the fashion of those times, and did so con-
tinue to these, for the principal gentry, lords,
commons, and men of all professions, not meerely
mechanick,. to meet in St. Paul’s Church by
eleven, and walk in the middle ile till twelve,
and after dinner from three to six, during which
time some discoursed of businesse, others of
newes.” Weever, in bis " Funeral Monuments,”
could not refrain from complaining of the walk-
ing iu the middle aisle during service. Boys,
nursemaids, and children made it a regular play-
ground, especially on Sundays, when they kept
tbe fim nj} till dark. Proclamations appear to
have had no result in abating the nuisance. So
unlike a Christian cathedral had the building
become, that a proposal was set on foot to con.
vert it into a synagogue.

It is curious to note the effect of this disregard,
combined with the change of taste in architec-
tural matter’s, as time went on. One Master
Farley importuned King James for eight years
before he could induce him to take any measure
for its preservation, and then another eight years
elapsed befoi’e mnch was done. Charles I. issued
a new commission, which was more popular.
Sir Paul Pindar, a London merchant, who had
been sent as ambassador to Constantinople in
the preceding reign, contributed as much as
10,0001. towards the repair of the fabric, and
subscriptions flowed in from all parts of the
country. In seven years, the sum of 89,4891.
was collected, of which nearly 10,0001. were
awarded to persons whose houses were too close
•o tbe cathedral, and were consequently de-
molished, and about ,68,0001. e.xpendcd upon the
nave, choir, and west end. But the national
troubles soon caused the cessation of this
liberality; and the small sum of 151. only was
received for the restorations in 1643. When
Charles 11. ascended the throne, the edifice was
found in absolute ruin, and fresh steps were
token in its behalf. Another subscription was
started, and a book prepared to make record of
the promises and payments, os in the previous
reigns, which book is still preserved in the
Kbrary of the cathedral. King Charles, wc may
read in it, promised 1,0001. a year, to be paid
quarterly. Mr. Longman quotes a dozen of the
most interesting signatures

; but wo must pass
on to note Wren’s professional opinion of " the
Gothiek rudeness of the old design.” When be
was appointed architect to the fabric, be did not
at first propose to take it all down; but at
very early stage of the proceedings he suggested
that it would be well to cut off the inner corners
of the cross, and "reduce this middle part into
ft spacious dome or rotunda, with a cupola or
hemispherical roof,” and place upon the cupola
a lantern with a spiring lop. Before anything

was done, however, came the Great Fire, and
when Pepys went out to see the extent of the
calamity, he saw the "body of the quire fallen
into St. Faith’s.” In his surveys of the doomed
building, Wren speaks of some of its features
a.s a lienp of drfo'nvities, and of the fabric
generally as Undesigned- and ill-buiit. However,
the old masons were speedily avenged

; for
scarcely was bis own cathedral finished, than it

came under the fire of adverse critics. Strype,
in his edition of Slew’s Survey, discharged one
of the first shots. “ Let anybody take a view
of St. Paul’s from any of the neighbouring
hills,” ho says, “and he will instantly discern
that the building is defective, and that the form
of a cross is more favourable to superstition than
to beauty

;
he will easily see, at least, that the

dome, in its present circumstance, is abundantly
too big for the rest of the pile, and that the
west end has no rational pretence to finer or
more splendid decorations than the east.”
We have said the mode of gathering together

tte large sums of money acquired for the exe-
cution of the successive buildings takes a special
jjlace. The Saxon church was endowed by its

founder with the Manor of Tillingham, in Essex,
which still furnishes funds for the repair of the

2)resent edifice
;

but there is no record that
there were any means taken to defray the cost
of building, besides those furnished by the
founder, Ethclbert, King of Kent. The funds
for the second edifice were contributed by “good
people,” whose bounty was stimulated by letters
of indulgence. Bishops wrote letters to the
clergy under their charge, recommending the
work to tlieir congregations, and granting indul-
gences to those who persuaded others to con-
tribute, as well as to those who contributed
themselves. A whole boxful of these letters
is preserved in the library

;
but there is no

account of the sums raised. The means for tbe
third cathedral were to be raised by contribu-
tions, a projiortion of tbe commutations of
penance, by a charge upon bishops of fifty

pounds before their consecration, and a similar
sum, instead of glove-money. The king’s pro-
mised 1,0001. per annum appears to have
dwindled down to two sums, viz., 5271. Is. 3d.,

out of fines and forfeitures, and 1,6271. 9s. 8d.
out of arrears of impropriations.
Mr. Longman has a word or so for the future

of St. Paul’s, or, as he expresses it, following
the wording of the documents of Wren’s day, the
“adornment” of the building. He advocates
variety of colour, and gilding. The variety of
colour should be produced in the dome, and in the
cupolas of the side aisles with mosaic work. He
adds, cautiously, " whether the form of marble
incrustation introduced by Baron do Triqueti,
which seems admirably adapted to flat and even
surfaces, under certain circumstances, would be
suited to St. Paul’s Cathedral, is a question for
the architect

;
but it can hardly be doubted that

it deserves his consideration.” No extravagance
in design representing peculiar ideas as to
woi’shij) or doctrine will be approved. The
pavement will form an important feature in the
general treatment. The question of scnlpture
is not gone into, nothing but a slight general
glance at the materials at command being given.
The recovery of the Prince of Wales, and the

national thanksgiving in consequence of it, gave
birth to the feeling that it was desirable to make
some permanent record of the public joy. Hence
the renewal of the long dormant scheme to pro-
ceed with the adornment of the national cathe-
dral. The amount subscribed for this purpose
up to March of the present year is quoted by
Mr. Longman as about 5G,000h
There are upwards of fifty illustrations in tbe

book, some of which are taken from prints in
the Gardner collection, and others from Wren’s
drawings, as we have hinted. Wo reproduce
two as specimens,* and we may look at Mr.
Longman’s volume on another occasion from
a different point of sight.

Sanitary Matters in Bedfordsliire.—At a
recent meeting of tbe rural sanitary authority
Bedford, fully reported in the local Times, a
report from Dr. Prior, the officer of health and
borough analyst, was read, disclosing a bad state
of matters in several cottages infested by enteric
or tyiihoid fever. They are situated beside a
graveyard, and it is feared the well-water sup-
plying them percolates partly at least from the
graveyard. The reporter was requested to
aualyse the water and report again.

ARCHITECTS AT DINNER.
,

The annual dinner of the Institute of Britis

Architects took place on Saturday last at Willis

Rooms, King.street, St. James’s. Sir G. Gilbe.

Scott, R.A., presided, and amongst the gentleme
present were Lord Elcho, M.P. ; Col. Hogg, M.J
(Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of Works)
Sir Francis Grant, P.R.A.

;
Sir J. Gilbert

Messrs. A. Waterhouse, C. Barry, T. H. Wyat:
B. Ferrey, Hawksley, C.E., G. Vulliaray, ]

C. Penrose, E. Sharpe, H. Currey, D. Brandol
E. Christian, E. I’Anson, Horace Jones, C. ]

Eastlake (secretary), J. Turner, R. J. Witben
F. P. Cockerell, Matthew Wyatt, &c. Mi
Ayrton, M.P. (First Commissioner of Workt
was unable to fulfil bis promise to attend.
The chairman, after grace, said,—The firi

toast among loyal Englishmen is, and alway
was, and always will be, the same—our Sov*
reign; and if this is constantly and entht
siastically drunk in every company, how mua
more ought it to be so drunk by a societi

like ours, which, by the special permission of tt

Queen, calls itself the Royal Institute of Britis
Architects,—by a society which is commissione
by the Queen annually to advise her as to tbi

appropx’iation of an honour which she hersei
has awarded to those who are cousidered by tbi

Institute most worthy of it iu connexion wit
oar own art. I therefore propose to you tht

health of our great and gracious patron, thl

Queen.
The toasthavingbeen enthusiastically honouref

the chairman proposed the health of H.R.H. thi

Heir Apparent, of the Princess of Wales, whoi
everybody loves, and of all the Royal Familyl
which toast was also heai’tiiy received.

Mr. Horace Jones proposed “The Army, thl

Navy, and the Volunteers.” Whilst giving t

theii' neighbours and friends full credit for thei
skill and valour, Englishmen held that Fame ha:

written upon her roll no greater deeds of ski]

and valour than our army and navy had achievec
There was a third force which claimed a shar.

in the toast, in connexion with which many o
them could perhaps recollect having played 1

part in fruitless campaigns at Wimbledon or thi

Surrey hills. Nor was it to that alone that then;

owed the “fellow-feeling” that “made them
wondrous kind.” There was amongst the voluni
teers a system of almost fervent competitiooi
and he honestly and earnestly desired tha
the system of competition amongst arebiteobd
might produce no more heart-burnings than i!

bad produced amongst volunteers. He referred
as an illustration to the competition between thtj

three kingdoms for a well-known shield, whiolij

he trusted might this year again return to thq
metropolis ; and in conclusion coupled with thtj

toast the name of the donor of that sliield—Lorci
Elcho. '

Lord Elcho, M.P., in responding to the toastj

said he was not aware until a few minutes pre<
viously that he should have to return thanks f(Hi(

the defensive forces, and ho was told, strange faj

say, that he of all men later in the eveninil
would Lave to fill Mr. Ayrton’s place, and return
thanks for the House of Conmions. He con<

eluded his name was coupled with the army notf

because he was a member of that jmofeeaion, but
in consequence of the fact that he had been that

day at the review at Woolwich; and from his)

personal observation ho could say that at least

one branch of tbe army— viz., the Ai’,illery,—,i

was iu a state of extreme good health and.

thorough efficiency. Nothing could have beettj

more perfect than that review; and he hopedf
tbe Eastern Potentate who witnessed it woulAi
return to his own country greatly impressed
the power of the army, and especially of the.

Artillery, of England. At the close of tha
review, the Shah had tbe choice of thirty-six;

guns, which were mauccuvrod by the Royaljl

Horse Artillery, offered him, and he chose onoji

of them, which would return with him to i

Teheran. Many persons thonght that a greatr

deal remained to be done to make the armyr

I>erfect, hut as regarded the Artilleiy, the:

country might congratulate itself, not only on '

its efficiency, but also on the increase which hadi

taken place daring the last twenty years. With-i

out wishing to do any injustice to tbe efforts'

which had been made by the Secretary of State;

for War, he must say that he considered every-

1

thing to bo extremely unsatisfactory, and more i

especially with regard to the branch of thei

service of which he Lad been for fourteen years

a member. There were at tbe present moment i'

2,000 volunteer commissions vacant, and there i

were 11,000 fewer volunteers than there wereSee p. 603.
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st year. He was not sorry for this, because
3 believed the first thing that would teach this

ition that there was something rotten in our
ilitary organisation, was a falling off to a very
0 it extent in the volunteer force. Architects

ho had to design a beautiful building know
lat it must not only bo beautiful, but suitable

r the purpose for which it was designed

;

30V0 all things, it must rest upon a solid foun-
ition, the stones must be kept together by
ortar or cement, and the building must have
es in various parts of it to keep it together,
'ell, our system of military organisation most
5 beautiful, but he knew that in the opinion of

ilitary men, this new structure which was being
.ised, had no foundation, no cement, no mortar,
id no ties. There was ono thing only that
)uld give foundation to the building, but the
•chitects wore afraid to ask tho Ilouse of

ommons for it, viz., some form or other of com-
ilsory service. Having " a streak of silver

:a” between us and our neighbours, we could
3t require compulsory service for the army,
ipeoially as the men were sent out to India,

imaica, or the Cape. But something of the
;ud was required for the reserve forces to check
le competition between the militia and the line,

id to make the volunteer force what it is not
DW,—a force upon which the country could
3pend at a moment’s notice.

Mr. C. Ban-y proposed the toast of “ Art and
oience,” coupled with tho names of Sir F.

rant and Mr. Hawksley. Few words were
3edful to ensure to tho toast a most cordial

jception, but the toast itself, and the names
asociated with it, demanded some few words
•om him, which it would be almost dis-

iSpectfu! for him not to utter. Taking Art first,

i the greatest, which it would naturally

3 iu that room, he could not help alluding to

le position which Sir Francis Grant so worthily
3'd for many years, as tho representative of

:t, in this country, and by virtue of his office of
resident of the Royal Academy, as the represen-
dive of art everywhere. Having the plea,

ire of knowing Sir F. Grant personally,

0 know that although he was a painter he
ad also sympathies with architecture, which
ould especially recommend him as the respon-
3nt to tho toast. Sir Francis Grant had a
iry parallel character to that of the late pre-

dent of that Institute, Mr. T. H. Wyatt. That
arallel consisted in tho kindness and urbanity,
3 well as talent, which enabled men holding
igh positions to get over all tho difficul-

es of those positions, which prevented them
•om losing any friends, but, on the contrary,
aabled them to gain friends, and thereby to
ajoy tho very highest pleasure they could
3ssibly have in the exercise of their art—the
jtompt to make that art more perfect, more
onoorable, more honoured, and at the same
mo more genial. The other branch of tho
)ast was worthily connected with the name of
[r. Hawksley, who not only was a man of

miuent science and an eugineer, but who
ad d’ dicated himself more particularly to a
ranch of his profession, which was of the
reatest possible utility, viz., that of supplying
10 people with pure water, and securing for

lem good drainage; and therefore they owed
iin a peculiar and personal debt of gratitude
)r his labours. He (Mr. Barry) had the honour
f entertaining Mr. Hawksley a few nights ago,
nd that gentleman was called upon to return
banks for the toast of science and art

; but
dien he came to the question of art he became
lore diffident, and expressed a sentiment upon
rhich many gentlemen in that room would feel

trongly, viz., that both science and art ought
0 be more intimately connected with their
aily life and professional studies than they
eemud to have been. When he looked upon
ho grand opportunities which the engineers in

bis and other countries had, and must have,
ud always would have, both as to the magni-
ude of works they had to deal with, and the
omparatively unlimited means to which they,

imple architects, were almost strangers, he
ould not but regret that the study of art as
uch was not more recognised in the early
iducation of men who had to fill posts such as
hat of Mr. Hawksley, and did not form greater
)art of tho continuous study of their lives

ilongsido those peculiar and technical studies
vith which they were at present identified.

Sir Francis Grant, in acknowledging the toast,
laid :— I assure you I feel very highly flattered
ly the compliment paid me in oonuectiug my
lame with art, and that compliment is especially
valuable as coming from a body of architects,

for I feel that we are brethren and fellow-

labourers in art. Mr. Barry has very justly said

that although I am a painter I can appreciate
architecture. I honestly confess that I think
there is no department of art more important
than,—perhaps none so important as,—archi-
ture. The painter may paint upon a piece of

canvas a fine picture to adorn a gallery; the
portrait.painter may band down to posterity the
likenesses of the illustrious men of his day, and
the landscape-painter, if he has something of the
genius of the famous Constable, can represent
the beauty of the green fields of dear old Eugland,
which must be so refreshing for the eye of tho
wearied man of business to look upon as it hangs
on his walls. The sculptor, if he be a clever
man, may give life to inanimate marble, and
may create a beautiful figure to adorn some
corridor or gallery which has already been
rendered chaste and beantiful by the genius of

the architect. Bub when we contemplate gi’eat

works of architecture, for instance, West-
minster Abbey or St. Paul’s Cathedral, or
any of tho other great works which are well
known to exist in this country, we cannot but
feel that the best exertions of the painter and
sculptor are dwarfed into insignificance in the
presence of thoso mighty and magnificent
monuments. I am glad to be allowed to

compliment the architects of this country upon
the vast improvement which is now taking place
in tlie architecture of the metropolis. A few
years ago it was a reproach that London was
only a huge assemblage of brick houses aud
warehouses. Now, wherever we go, whether to

the City or to tho West End, wo see noble
structures which do honour to the country, and
I firmly believe that in twenty or thirty years,
through the exertions of the architects of this

country, London will be a city of which the
country may well bo proud.

Mr. Hawksley returned thanks on behalf of
science, aud, after some humorous remarks,
stated that he had never been able to see any
reason why engineering should be divorced from
arcbitecture. He bel eved that by-and-by tho
occupatioQ of the engineer would again be
united to that of the aroliitocfc. He looked
upon his profession and the gentlemen engaged
in it as the ephemerisms of the hour. They
were called into existence simply because science
had discovered something of which tho archi-
tects of the former ages had no kuowledge, aud
iu which up to the present hour they had taken
probably very little interest. New modes of
construction had been discovered by engineers
because metallurgists had been able to present
them with materials which architects had been
not only not accustomed to use, but even almost
up to the present period disinclined to use. Had
architects been disposed to work otherwise than
in bricks and stone, or with cement and mortar,
he believed that engineers would never have
sprung op as a separate and distinct body of
scientific men, and architects would have been
the great bridge-builders of the day. Ho was
sure that if architects would only pay attention
to what chemistry had done for the metallur^ic
arts, and would apply themselves along with
their other beautiful studies, to the uses to which
the new materials and the new modes of work-
manship could be ajiplied, there would then be
no long r any distinction between the occupa-
tions of the engineer and the architect. He
honoured art in its every branch, and, although
ho was no artist himself, yet iu the execution of
any works which he might be called upon to
perform his first thought was how to do those
works BO that they might not be a disgrace to
artistic taste. It had been well said that it was
the business of the architect to beautify the
town, and that it had become the business of the
engineer not to beautify but to “uglify” the
country. He hoped engineers had far removed
themselves from that disgraceful position ; but
as they removed further from it the closer they
would get to the architects, and he hoped the
time was not far distant,—and he was convinced
it would ultimately come,—when the engineers
and the architects would no longer be distinct
races of professional men.

Mr. Vulliamy next proposed “ The Two Houses
of Parliament,” coupled with the name of

Lord Elcho, who, in returning thanks,
observed that ho believed he was taking
tho place of one of her Majesty’s Ministers,
the right hon. gentleman who was at the
head of the art of this country, viz., Mr. Ayrton,
and perhaps he ought therefore to speak
a little as Mr. Ayrton would do. Now, some
heretical persons had held that it was desirable

that the gentleman who held the office of First

Commissioner of Works should have some know-
ledge of art, and that the appointment to that
office should not be made a matter of mere party
or political convenience. He absolutely disputed
such a doctrine, and if they would look to the

result of what had occurred of late years, they
must be satisfied that he was right iu holding
that position. Some people held that it would
be desirable to have conapetition, that architects

should be invited to send in designs for public
buildings, and that the public should have an
opportunity of judging of such designs when
they were settled and arranged. He absolutely
disputed such a proposition as that. In the case
of the Natural History Museum, after the design
had been adopted, subsequent to a careful exam-
ination by Mr. Fergusson and other distinguished
architects, the architect died, and it was put
into the hands of another gentleman. The public
had seen the original design, but they had no
opportunity of seeing the substituted one

;
for

it was only exhibited iu tho House of Commons
at the close of tho session. 'The public com-
plained : he thought the public was unjust. But
prices had altered, and tho design had to be
amended, and now a building was going to be
erected, the design of which none of the public
had seen.* Ho knew that there were complaints,
but he did not think it was desirable that the pub-
lie, who had no I'iglit to form an opinion upon such
matters, should have an opportunity of judging
of this building. (“Question.”) Upon the Now
Post-office large sums were being expended, yet
neither tho public nor the House of Commons
had seen the design. That was the way ia

which these questions had to be dealt with by
the present First Commissioner of Works. A
memorial had been prepared by the luititute of
British Architects—in every word of which ho
cordially agreed,—aud presented to the Fir.-t

Lord of the Treasury. It was to the effect that
it was desirable upon these questions of great
public works, whether by corporate bodies who
had to go to Parliament for Parliamentary
powers, or works requiring grants of public
money, that the selection of the personwho had to

choose the designs, should not be lefc to political

or party convenience or interest, but that there
should be a permanent body in this country which
shonld bo the adviser of the person who was at
the head of public works, on all matters relating
to art. That he believed to bo a sound and in-

disputable position. The Royal Institute of Ar-
chitects was so sensible of the abominations that
were perpetrated in the metropolis in the way
of architecture—whether by railway bridges, or
by ghastly stations, such as Chaving-oross or
Cannon-street—that they thought it absolutely
necessary that something like the foreign system
should be introduced into this country, that
there should be exercised over great public
works some system of Parliamentary control such
as was recommended by the House of Commone
Select Committee in 18G0, and that there should
be models and designs exhibited for the public
to form their opinion upon before they were
executed in brick or stone. (“ No !

’') If there
were such a body, composed of the president of
that Institute, the President of the Society of
Engineers, the President of the Rfiyal Academy,
the Chairman of the Metrojjolitan Board of

Works, and a representative of the City, he
would ask his dissenting friend whether he was
prepared to say that such a body would not be
likely to bring about a better state of things than
the haphazard happy-go-lucky, ramBhackle state
of things which existed at present. If Nor-
thumberland House was to be pulled down, it

was in a great measure owing to the evidenco
given by this Institute of Architects, for he wa«
able to say, as a prelude to better things, and in

hope that the memorial to which ho had referred
would be adopted, that what weighed most with
the committee was the evidence given before
them by such men as the late President of the
Institute and Mr. C. Barry. Ho considered that
good had been done by the agitation, aud he
hoped that not only Committees of the House of
Commons, but Her Majesty’s ministers, might
be induced in future, upon questions affecting
the architecture and the beauty of the metiu-
pnlis, to consult intelligent, eulightened, and able
tuen, such as those whom he saw around hinn
.\s regarded the House of Commons generally, he
thanked them for having drunk its health.
.Uthougb that body was diffident in its opinion
upon art, and eccentric in its action, if it were

* The readers of the Bidlder, at any rate, are acquaiutuJ
with it.
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aslcecl to vote upon tlie question, lie believed it

would decide in favour of the cBtabliehment of

some such course as was suggested by the me-
morial of tho Institute,

The Chairman next proposed “The Visitors,”

and said he had hoped that the First Commis-
sioner of Works, who had been perhaps some-
what harshly treated in tho last speech, would
have been present. He should then have divided

the visitors into two classes,—Mr. Ayrton, as the

representative of the Executive
;
Lord Elcho, as

representative of the House of Commons; and
Col. Hogg, as representative of tbo Metropolitan
Board of Works, would have ^mbolised the
authorities of this country. Mr. Ayrton being
liowever absent, he (tho chairman) did not
venture to eay anything upon that subject,

etcppt this, tlat in all ages of tho world the
remains of the architecture of every great
period and of every great country had become
representative of the Govornmenta, tho autho-
ritied, and the potentates of that country and that
time

; and he would venture to express a hope
that the existing authorities would take care
that this reign of Queen Victoria, and the present
period especially, should be handed down to
future ages, to glory and honour, by the imperish-
able and noble works of architecture which it

should produce. The second olaes of visitors to

whom he would refer were those whoropresented
very eminent and important bodies,—^the presi-

dent of the Royal Academy, as representing art

;

Sir .John Gilbert, as another representative of art,

he being the president of the Society of Painters
in Water-colours ; and Mr. Hawksley, as' the repre-
sentative of the constructive portion of art. He
earnestly hoped that those in authority as guides
and directors in art, and those who were agents
in carrying it out, would make it their great
object and study that the architecture, tho nit,

and the constructive power of this country
should hand down our age to future generations
to houonr, as represented by the works whioh he
trusted this generation would be tho means of
creating. With the toast he coupled tho name
of Ool. Hogg, M.P.

Colonel Hogg, in responding to tho toast,

expressed the pleasure which he, in common
with tlie othor visitors, experienced in beiug
present on that occasion. He bail been done
the high honour of being asked to propose tho
next toast, “ Prosperity to the Royal Institute of
British Architects,” coupled with tho name of
the distinguished president. Sir G. Gilbert Scott,
a man who had pre-eminently made the name
of the British architect famous thronghout tho
world, and who bad devoted his genius and
talouts to the great and noble work of 'restoring

to their pristine etato of beauty those great and
ancient fabrics, the magnificent abbeys and the
grand old cathedrals, which were erected by the
piety of our ancestors to the honour and glory
of God. Great and noble were such works for

any architect to bo employed upon; but to come
down to humbler subjects, what would the
iuhabitants of a civilised couutry be without
araWtects ? They might have to ^vande^ over
the country like Bedouins, or have nothing but
wigwams to live in. There was a peculiar con-
necting link between tho Board over whom he pre-

sided aud architects, especinllyin London; for that
Boaid had to effect improvements which they
thought might conduce to the benefit of the
cifciaens at lai^e, of course with due regard to
ccouomy and to the preservation of anoient
monuments, which no man revered more than
himself. Animated as he was by constitutional

feelings, bo would never be the man to lay

sacrilegious hands upon any old monument if ho
did uot think the public convenienceimperabively
demanded it. With regard to the Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons 'Whioli had
been referred to, he trusted tho architects
would not lay the flattering unction to their
souls that their ovidence alone carried the Bill

;

for it was the combined aud valuable testimony
which was given from all quarters that made a
hostile committee give a verdict in favour of the
B;!!. A clause had been inserted which required
that the elevations in the new street sliould be
submitted to the Council of that Institute; and
he flit bound to say that he considered that olauso
utterly unnecessary, that it was pubin with very
little consideration, and without any evidence
whatever. Tfio MetropoMtau Board would,
however, carry out that provision loyally, and
the two bodies, lie believed, would so fulfil the
duties imposed upon them as to make them
creditable to London. One of his reasons for
entertaining a decided objection to this clause
wa? that the architect to the Board was a member

of the Institute, and was a man renowned in his
profession. In proposing this toast he could not
forbear paying due tribute to the dead. Amongst
their rauks they had bad one who was a valuable
colleague of his own at the Metropolitan Board,
and he was sure be was not doing wrong in

saying how deeply they all deplored tho loss of

Sir William Tite. Ho was glad to congratulate
tho Institute on its increasing numbers, and he
hoped that they might continue to increase.

The Chairman (who was loudly cheered) said :

I rise most sincerely to thank you. Colonel Hogg,
for the kind way in which yon have coupled my
health with this toast. I would say very little

on this score, for the more any one knows of
this Institute the more convinced ho will be
that it has a single object in view,— to raise the
arts. I think I need hardly say any more, as it

might appear like boasting of ourselves, nearly
all present being members of tho Institute. I

tlmnk Colonel Hogg very much for haring
spoken in such laudatory terms of the president
of the sister Institute to that which has sig-
nalised itself by some extraordinary works. I

may mention the doable work of purifying our
great river and making it a great ornament to
this metropolis. Had I been president of this
Institute at the time when the question of
Northumberland House was brought forwxird, I
should not have agreed with Colonel Hogg. I
regret very much the decision that has been
arrived at, for we have few enough public
buildings in this country to bear the loss of one,
though it may not be in itself a building of very
extraordinary merit. I think tho great object
we should have in view is to preserve anything
like a public building in this metropolis, and I
would destroy none unless compelled by great
necessity. Beyond that I would add nothing,
but having said very little about the visitorsitis

but justice that I should add two or three words.
Guo thing that I would say is this, that whatever
faults our Government may have fallen into in

respect of public buildings, they are not all to

be saddled upon our present First Commissioner
of Works. He had nothing to do with tho
building of the Post Office; it was all arranged,
I belLavo, entirely by his predecessors

; aud I

think a great many othor things have come from
tho Treasury and other sources, through him as
their representative, which have not been his
own acts. So far as I am concerned myself, I
must say that I owe him a debt of gratitude for
his urbanity, courtesy, and kindness.
Mr. Cockerell proposed tho health of the

kindred provincial societies, which were effec-

tually aioing the Institute in raising the status
of tho profession. Ho >rished also to recom-
mend tlie Architects’ Benevolent Society to the
attention of tho members of the Institute.

Mr. I'Anson briefly replied on bohalf of the
provincial societies, and warmly pleaded the
claim.s of tho Benevolent Society, detailing one
or two pitiable cases in which assistance had
been app ied for and granted.

Mr. Ewan Christian also appealed on behalf
of tho Benevolent Society, urging that its sphere
of usefulness was considerably restricted by
want of funds.

Tho Cltairman said he thought all present
could not do hotter than respond to the sugges-
tions of Mr. I'Anson aud Mr. E. Christiau. He
would RU'wesfc that each member of tho In.sti-

tiito should increase his subscription to the
Benevolent Society in proportion to his ability

to do so.

The proceedings then terminated.

FROM THE VIENNA INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

After spending twelve days in carefully study,
iiig the various works shown in this great Exhibi-
tion (and great end consequently tiring to ono
who has to study its contents it is), I commence
to fulfil the duty for which yon have sent me
here

;
namely, that of calling the attention of

yonr readers to whatever I regard as of interest

or importance to ray fellow architects.

The day was when the architect designed not
only the jdans for a building, but also the pat-
terns of the various household utonsi’s—of fur-

niture and brns.s woi’k, of vessels of clay aud of
iron, and of hangings and rugs,—and while tliat

day has long sinco passed, it is yet again recur-
ring, and houses in which the taste of the archi-

tect is displayed in the fornitnre and fittings are

not nnw unknown amongst us, and their uumber
is every year increasing. It is then highly
desirable that we arcliitects make onrsolves I

familiar with whatever is new aud artistic in
the way of furniture, hangings, floor-coverings,;

and whatever constitutes tho furniture of an'
artistic house.

In this, my first report, I shall call attention'
to a series of Hctle things that appear snggestive^
of improvements rather than attempt a review
of what is offered in competition for honours in-

any one class
;
and my own feeling leads me toi

shun the ordinary method of review in most
cases, and that for many reasons, but notably!
for these :— First, a review should be instructive;
to those who have not specially studied thei
class of objects considered. Secondly, the re-i

viewer should give a reaeou for the faith that isi

in him; and, Thirdly, reviews are becoming such?
absurd nonsense that to all thinking persons
they are often worse than displays of folly/

But reviewers are only human. A man in s'

strange land, without friends, gladly forms ani
acquaintance with a fellow-countryman

;
a friend.<l

ship springs up; it becomes strong after dinnerjv
and as the reviewer (although generally a man.
of great literaiy ability, and with the marvellonsi
quality of being able to write an interestingi'

article alike on anything or nothing) is often-'

strangely ignorant of tho subject of which he'
has to treat, the undue and unwarrantable!
influence to which he has been subjected leadal
to praise (in some cases lavish aud oft repeated)!
being heaped npon displays of manufactured!!
goods whioh are meretriedous rather than meri.’B

torious in chai*acter, while those which are newi!
and of great excellence are passed unnoticed.

I am obliged to make these remarks, for my '

observations will at times appear so contrary to '

those made in some instances by the daily presa-i

that they could scarcely be regarded as coi'recfc,.lj

were I not to say what I have said. Without for >

a moment insinuating that undue pressure, or '

anything but just motives, brought about such'
remarks as,—“Mr. has a carpet or two-
that would be obliged to anybody who will
inform them where they cau meet with their’

match.” Speaking of quite an ordinary and
i

common-place Brussels carpet, such as can beil

equalled, if not surpassed, in almost every shop !

iu London, a reviewer says,—“ The carpet in 1

this room is a contribution from the ateliffiti

of , of , and is a chef-d’cetivre in its

way.” Again, speaking of the space allotted to i

one exhibiting firm which the reviewer plonses-l

to call rooms,—“In one of these rooms stands!'

an inlaid cabinet,—cheap, very cheap,—only ;i

four thousand guineas ! but nevertheless one of

the modern wonders of the world. Austrian, n

Italian, and French oabinetiuakerB, past-masters^
of their craft, come up to it, gaze, walk round it i

breathlessly, and finally take off their hats to

it.” Such overdone reviews as these can only ,

have an injurions influence both upon the indus-
trial arts of England, and upon tho exhibitors

who are thus noticed.

One notable instance of ignorance on the part
of a reviewer occurs in the expressions bestowodf:
upon manufactures exhibited by a small English '

manufacturer, in such a manner as to lead any W
person visiting the Exhibition to regard them asfj
home productions, while they are the finest works :i

of the East. Not only so, but I learn from reliable*!

authority that nearly everyone of these beau-h
tiful Eastern carpets was professionally selected V
for the Exhibition by a well-known ornamenti3t,4
at recent IntornationHl Exhibitions. Unless ourji

reviews are of a different character from someli
that have already appeared, the progress of our |i

art manufactnres will bo difficult, if not impoeJ#’

Bible. If a manufactarer can employ an kl

eminent ornamentist to select, and, by his

ence procare, the finest works of India, Persia, !

and Turkey; and these are to be brought into ‘<1 !

competition with English works, and our rc-‘ -!

viewers are to lavish praise upon them as '!

native productions, all competition must come ;|

to an end. ' !

I have been obliged to make these obserro-: i

tions, as I have before said, or I should appearto <1

contradictory in my remarks as to be perplexing' ii

to those who have read some of the ciuTenb 1

reviews of what I am to write of; and I ask 1

that it be borne in mind that I write as an 1

architect, and nob as an ordinary correspondent, :t

nor as a manufacturer. My observations will I

have reference, almost exclusively, to the art ':

and utility of the object; for utility must always
!

be combined with beauty in the case of art'clts I

of furniture, rather than to any other mcrit.s

that the works reviewed may possess
;
and I 1

shall not especially consider the method or per-

fection of the manufacture.

I have said that this paper shall be general; '
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it where shall I commence in an E.'chibition so

rgo as that which I have to consider ? Shall I

gin at the east, or the west ? Entering at the
stern end of the baikling, at my left is Turkey,
my right Japan. In Japan I find interesting

binets, and many objects of many kinds; but
lat hero attracts mo is the simplicity and
jtness of structure which these cabinets pro-

at,—their picturesqaeness being duo rather to

inaiiit disposal of parts than any elaborate

latmcnt of detail.

Most of these cabinets consist of only straight

•ces of wood, — a treatment by which a
iximum amount of strength is gained with the

jfit possible expenditure of material
j
for wood

len cut with the grain can be much more
inder than if cut crosswise or obliquely, if the

ne strength is required. But besidos the
nplicity and justness of construction displayed

many of these works, I cannot help admiring
3 total absence of polish on most of these
ods. All the best of those works are nn-
lished, yet a few have been rendered bright,

order to meet the caprice of a European
ite. The treatment of some of these
jinets is strange to us, but quaint, rate-

Ring, and, in most cases, beautiful. Inlays

an irregular character are inserted into

3 woi'k, and, especially barks of various

ids. Smooth barks, as those of the beech,

—

bh the common and the silver beech,—mid
igh barks, both dark and grey, as that of the
ung oak, and of analogous trees, and those,

ion used in combination with a just framing,
iduco a very artistic and desirable result.

Some of the plain wood cabinots are mounted
th ornamorit brass,—with large hinges, olabo-

;o corner-piecca to the doors,—with attractive

JutchcoDS; but a cabinet which especially

leresta me is one of plain wood, of well-marked
•lin, with ornamental brass hinges, corner-

sees, and escutcheons, and also a series of brass

ciihir ornaments, which are studded irregularly

or the surface of the work. Into these circular

fupositions, which chiefly consist of conven-
nally-treatcd flowers, little birds aro iutro-

ced, and those little birds aro tcudorly wrought
.horn, stone, pearl, or whatever is appropriate

Itlie colour desired
;
yet these aro not strong

I

effect, nor largo and glaring, but, on the con-

^ry, are so subdued in their treatment that you
fist look at the work closely before they aro

parent.

j n another case I observe a work in unpolished
>od with open grain, having the spray of a
int in gold laquer clinging to it in a truly

namental manner. Mark, the treatment is

namcntnl
;
the plant is “ displayed,” and that

the most artistic manner. There is no attempt
ulo at producing an imitative rendering of the

int
;

it is not naturalistic, neither is it coarse

;

is tender, refined, ornamental, and yet it clings

the surface as a convolvulus to its stem.

This is curious, that in Japanese work the

luifest grain of certain woods is very pleasant
.1 Bonio cases the Japanese render the grain

peoially apparent by eating away the paren-
.yma of the wood), while in our fuvnituro it is

ii>ei'.'i]ly to rao unpleasant
;
but the reason of

is is wo 80 use wood of strong grain as

:
cause the form of the object to be hidden or
ipareutly destroyed, while the Japanese never
' 80

;
wo use a figured wood throughout, while

ey almost invariably frame a wood of strong
aiu with a wood of homogeneous character,

doss the object has a simple shape—as a cube
I,parallelogram.

Tho Jiipanese also exhibit several works in

,)od of close grain, with n pattern, or flower, cut
ion them in tho most simplo intaglio. There
no elaborate cutting away of the ground so as

' leave tho figure in relief, and no sacrifice of

moral effect by tbo beatow.al of that attention

lou ih'tail which should be expended upon the
seriiH-: of the object as a whole

;
but, on the

ntrary, the figure is tho result of a vigorous

bjflo cut, having tho sectional form of the

•ter V.

1 am only going to touch subjects in this letter

a butterfly touclics tho flowers,—I can only

>end a moment on a subject, and make super-
•ial remarks.
in going through the Turkish Court, I was
ruck with a wooden spoon, the handle of which
rminuted in a hand with two fingers raised, and
e fourth in contact with the thumb,—the band
'mbnliaing the blessing of the Deity as por-
ayeil in oldXediroval windows and manuscripts.
I the centre of the spoon-handle aro two Byzan-
no lilies, and these rest upon a circular disc
om which glory-rays proceed. In the Exhibi-*

tion of 1S62 in London, I believo that every
wooden spoon sent by Turkey,—and there were
many sent,—was of this symbolic character, and
the symbol is this :—The Creator, whose purity
is represented by the lilies, and whoso glory by
tho rays, blesses tho food partaken of when the
spoon is used. But here is tbo remarkable fact.

Constantinople, from whence they are sent, has
been IMohamniedan for centuries, and this sym-
bolic spoon must, have originated in Christian
Byz.antine art. This shows, in a most interesting
manner, how a traditional form may descend,
even through many generations, when the spirit

of tho form has been not only lost, but would
not bo-aliowed to exist were the significance of

the symbol understood.

In going through the European courts, I boo
many fabrics, vases, ito., bearing circular.

Oriental-looking ornaments, and some of thesu
are very beautiful

; but their origin is traccablo
to a known source. Every Japanese prince
has a crest or badge, wliich is not only
wronght upon articles in bis personal use, but
which all his retainers aro obliged to wear. The
gardeners hero at theExhibition, the carpenters,

the paperhaugers, and, indeed, all the Japanese
workmen tliat I have seen here, have a badge of

this description on their backs, and those badges
are almost invariably circular. The love of tho
heraldic insignia would engender in tho wealthy
admiration for circular compositions; and a
desire on tlio part of tho poor to possess what,
in its distant effect, at least, would appear like a
crest, would cause them to give preferenco to

circnlar compositions, of an ornamental cha-
racter. In this way I believe 've can account
for the prevalence of circular ornaments in the
Japanese poi'tiou of tho Exhibition, and we
Europeans have cop'ed from the Japanese.
The Japaneso show metal vases and teapots

of interesting character, but notably vases,

which consist of belts of various metals. Thus
wo have tho lower portion formed of a dnik
bronze, with silver inlay

;
them a band of tea-urn

bronze; then comes green bronze,—like richly-

corroded copper, in which verdigris is largely

present ; then brass of splendid rich low-yollow
tone

;
then white metal, and so on

;
and all

these bands aro carefully riveted together, the
rivets being of white metal, and coniapicuous,

yet small, aud thus colour-harmony is achieved
in tho formation of a metal vase. Tlie form of
those interesting vases is that of a well-shaped
Spanish onion, surmounted with a widely,

spreading funnel-shaped orifice.
;

I am lengthy and discursive, but I like to

gather scraps rather than write of objoots from
which wo can learn nothing.

TEE IlOYAL GOLD MEDAL.
Os presenting the Royal Gold Medal for

Architectnro to Mr. T. H. Wyatt, Sir Gilbert

Scott expressed the great satisfaction he felt in

being present. Ho was glad it happened that

the award, sanctioned by her Majesty, ooincidod
with tho retirement of Mr. Wyatt from tho office

of president. Mr. Wyatt’s family, as all know, had
supplied membea's to their own profession as well
as to the art of sculpture for at least a century.
There were ten, to his own knowledge, who had
thus distinguished themselves

; aud he and his

brother Sir Digby Wyatt had worthily main-
tainecl the reputation of their family. Another
generation was beforo them, and ho hoped that
their name might be handed down to future
generations with, if possible, greater honours.

Tho one characteristic which particularly dis-

tinguished Mr. Wyatt, he considered to be his

high bearing and gentlemanly feeling, by which
honour aud dignity were imparted to the pro-
fession. His woi'ks, tho president coutimied,
compriso numerous churches anti restomtions of

churches. In the former class I will only men-
tion one example, viz., tho church at Wilton,

erected by him for the late Lord Herbert; a
work which has the merit of introducing into
this country tho early style of Lombardy, witli

ail its magnificence of material aud workman-
ship. Tho other work I would refer’ to is a
restoration of the noble minster of Wimborne,
which is, I believe, a great success. Mr. Wyatt
has also erected public buildings and institu-

tions, including tho fine Exchange in Liverpool,

and four assize courts, besiiies lunatic asylums,
hospitals, and gaols. After some further ob^•e^vn-

tions to the same effect, the president expressed
the great pleasure with which he acted as the
hand of the Institute in presenting to Mr. Wyatt
this mark of their regard and admiration.

,

Mr. Wyatt, in reply, said,—Sir Gilbert Scott
aud Gentlemen,—Though I certainly nave Lad
considerable practice during the last three years
iu expressing my gratitude to tho members of
this Institute for acts and expressions of good-
will and approval, yet I do not feel that on this

occasion words come to ray aid as I should wish
'to express my deep sonsc of this your last and
most generous act,—the bestowal of the highest
professional honour it is in your power to give.
But, gentlemen, if words fail me, I am not tho
less grateful. To you, Mr. President, I am.
specially indebted for the personally kind and
flattering way iu whioh you have spoken of my
works, and the partial and generous intei'pveta-

tion you have ])ut upon my actions. I know
well how little these works iu themselves deserve
the honour, aud no one can know so well as I
do how much I am indebted to others for what
there is of merit in these works,—I may, I
believe, say with truth to faithful and attached
asaistauts who have been long with me. In
judging these works, however, critics should
bear in mind the relative advantages tlrat tho
younger architect of the present day has had
over us of a passing generation. But, sir, if I

cannot conscientiously claim merit on the score

of realised works, I can and do claim it on tho
ground of an earnest attachment to my pro-

fession, and a constant desire to raise in public
estimation tbo cliaract‘'r of that profession.

Like one of my predecessors in this honour (Mr.
Forgusson), I was intended to he a merchaut,
and spent two or three of my early years in tho
Mediterranean, trying to leam tho beauties of
cottons, coffees, and calicoes ! I utterly failed

iu the attempt, and then my father sanctioned
my trying my hand 'at that profes-ion which had
always been my ambition. I need hardly say
that a lengthened journey home through Italy

aud France confirmed my wishes and aspira-

tions. From tho first, sir, I felt that if it was
not iu my power to realise great aud meritorious
works, it might be in my power to win the con-
fidence and personal regard of my clients, of
those who entrusted their interests to my care.

I further believed that I might, by consiatcub

and honourable conduct, also win the approval
and goodwill of my professional brethren. I am
thankful to say that in the first of these objects

I havo fully succeeded, aud am proud to feel

that in your award of this medal I have not
failed in tho last. You have been good enough.
Sir Gilbert Scott, to apeak of the numerous
members of my family who havo been archi-

tects and sculptors. I cannot bub feel a pride
in being a member of a family ^7h06e tastes
and pursuits had associated them with art

in any form. The woi’ks of some of these
(one in particular) have been criticised -with

much virulence, and little consideration for

the taste and fashion of tho day, which
may have dictated much that ho did. I can
only hope that in soino future gcneitntioii,

when our works ai’e measured by some other
standard than our own approval, and our own
prejudices, they may bo more mercifully dealt
with. One word more, sir, and I have finished.

It has been thought by some. I believe, (by one
at any rate) that as president I should not
have accepted this medal so kindly proposed by
tho council for your approval. Independently of
there being abnndent precedent for such a re-

commendation, I felt that this question had to

pass the ordeal of the approval of the Institute

generally
;
and that I had no right to suppose I

could by a safer guardian of my own honour
tliau you wonld be. I was the president of this

fnstitute, and not of the council merely, and if the

Institute coufirraed that proposal, I innst be re-

lieved from all responsibility. Gentlemen, it did
meet with your ccrrdial and generous approval,
r.nd I have now only to say how gratefully I

accept such a mai’k of your approval, so
graciously sanctioned by Her Majesty.

We must mention an interesting snpplement
to the incidonb just now described. About fiftv

of Mr. T. H. Wyatt’s personal and professional
friends made a small subscription, aud purchased
some plate, which, after beingproperly inscribed,

was presented to him on Saturday last. Sir
Gilbert Scott, in tho nauio of the subscribers,
expressed tho kindly feelings it was intended to

convey, and Mr. Wyatt, in liis response, showed
how fully ho appreciated them. Mr. C. C.
Nelson, who is always ready to give his time for

a friendly purpose, was thanked for the jiart he
had taken in the matter. There were presenc
on the occasion, besides those already mentioned,
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Messrs. Christian, I’ Anson, H. Carrey, E. Sharpe,

Geo. Godwin, Cockerell, Horace Jones, Hansard,
Boulnois, Charles Barry, and others.

GOLDSMITHS’ WOHK.

The gold casket containing the address from

the City of London to the Shah of Persia is of

oblong octagon form, with a raised domical top,

surmounted by the civic arms. “ At the four

comers of the base are kneeling camels, on

whose backs the casket rests.” The sides, corners,

and lid are composed of pierced work in Persian

character, with parti-coloured enamel back-
grounds, ornamented with flowers composed of

pearls and other precious stones. No opportunity

to see the casket was given us, and we decline

informing the public on the authority of the
manufacturers that it is “ without doubt the
finest work of the kind that has ever been pre-

sented by the corporation on any similar

occasion.” The notion of employing four camels
to carry one little box is rather absurd than
otherwise.

PROPOSED NEW RAILWAY ACROSS
LONDON.

In addition to the several railways which
already intersect almost every part of the

metropolis, a new project is broached of another
line to extend across tho middle of London from
the eastern to tho western districts. It is pro-

posed ^to construct the line upon a novel prin-

ciple. Unlike tho Metropolitan and the Metro-
politan District Railways, it is not to be
an underground line, but to be carried over and
through the various thoroughfares on a high
level, on a principle which it is calculated will

not involve more than a third of the co.st of tho
underground lines. The proposal is to construct
a viaduct on wrought-ii'on girders, supported on
screw piles, by which a very small quantity of
land will be required. The length of the proposed
line is six miles, stretching across the centre of

the metropolis fiom east to west, and the esti-

mated cost of tho imlertaking is 2,500,0001.
Mr. Hamilton Fulton ij the engineer who has
designed the line.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
London. — At the usuul weekly meeting

of this Board, the tender of Messrs. T. G.
& E. Howard, of 34, Upper Gloucester-
placc, Marylehone, amounting to 5,3951., for

the erection of a school to provide accommo-
dation for 570 children, Grove-road, Forest-hill,

was accepted, and also the tender of Mr. J.

Tyerman, of 27, Cranmer-road, Brixton, amount,
iog to 5,2001. for the erection of a school to pro-
vide accommodation for 802 children. Orange-
street, Southwark.

Sheffi,eld.—A report has been presented by
the architect and surveyor to the Board, show,
ing the progress made in the building of the
twelve schools contracted for by the Board. It

stated that tlie Attercliffo and Newhall schools
were completed, e.xcept colour-washing. The
Netiierthorpe school was roo'ed, and in a for-

ward state. There was a difficulty at first in

getting wall stone. The Pliiladelphia school was
also roofed

;
but the work was delayed by a strike

of slaters. The Walkley echod was progressing
satisfactorily, the walls having been can-ied up to

the window-sills. There had been some delay in

commencing the Attercliffe School, on account
of the street drainage, and the depth of tho
foundations. At Grimesthorpe the masons were
waiting until the level of the streets shall be
determined. The Darnall, Lowfield, Crookes-
moor, and Carbrook schools have been com-
menced, and the one at Pye-bank would be pro-
ceeded \vith shortly. The report was ordered
to be entered upon the niinutes.

Leicester .—The arcliitects’ committee report
that they have received the following tenders
for the erection of the school in Elbow-lane, and
they recommended the Board to accept the
lowest tender (that of Mr. H. Bland), subject to
the sanction of the Education Department :

—

Mr. T. Dmhiiry £4,«00 0 0
Messrs. T. i H, Herbert 4,797 0 0
Messrs. Neale & 4 r,77 10 0
Mr. W, H. Kellett 4[fi63 0 0
Mr. T. Bland 4^590 0 0
Mr, J. J. Sackree 4,.ir>3 0 0
Messrs. Osborne, Bros 4,45.3 0 0
ICr. H. Bland 4) 117 0 0

The tender of Mr. Bland was accepted. The
Sites Committee were requested to take imme-

diate steps, by advertisement or otherwise, to

obtain a suitable site in the neighbourhood of

Maynard-strect. Mr. Barrs said that unless a
school was soon built on that site, they would
have exceeded the accommodation for the 6,000
which they agreed for on one side of the town.
The population on the Maynaid-street side was
increasing very fast.

Derly .—The clerk reported that the Educa-
tion Department had expressed their approval
of the plans for tho new schools in Nun-street,
forwarded to them for their inspection. He also

reported that he had advertised in the Derby
papers, and in the Builder, for tenders for the

erection of tho schools. The clerk also reported

that the opening of the new Gcrard-street

schools had been fixed for the 14th of July.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION IN
THE TOWER OP LONDON.

The last visit of the session was made on
Saturday afternoon, thus bringing to a close the

half-holiday inspections of important works and
public buildings, carried on regularly from the
beginning of the year. The Tower of London
was visited by one of the largest musters of the
session, and the reserved sights, not seen by the

'

ordinary sight-seer, were shown. The party was
guided by Mr. Hepvvortb Dixon, and farnislied

by him with historical allusions as each notable

spot was reached. The White Tower, from roof

to basement, including, of course, the round,
arched, barrel.vaulted chapel; the Bell Tower;
tho Council-chamber; Raleigh’s Walk

;
the new

sadly bepewed and begalleried church, with its

fine Blount Monument (now being cleaned) and
itsCholmondeley tomb (deserving careful restora-.

tion), and many another bit of the Royal Ward
came in for a share of notice. The armour was
inspected under tho guidance of Mr. Plancbe,
Somerset Herald, who followed through tho
chronological series that owes its present in-

structive form,—indeed, a large part of its

interest,— to his re-arrangemcnt uf the aforetime
confused storerooms.

The collection,—not too rich anywhere, and
very meagrely furnished in the early portions,

—

traces roughly tho main changes iu plate armour
adopted in order to r<’pel tho varied weapons
that are here grouped round the coats they
sought to deface,—tho whole caixied down to the
days when metal armour of all kiuds became
out of date. Mr. Plancbe had reason to lament
at each step tho poverty of our national collec-

tiouB in these illustrations of our national
history,—alluding to the dispersion of the Uey-
rick collection with much regret. The highly
combustible annexe, liable any day to complete
destruction, probably involving the ruin of all

the curious and unique specimens we ’ already
possess, was remarked on, as also its narrow
limits, which will not properly contain tho suits

in their regular series. Notwithstanding all the
defects and fallings short of what it might be,

there are too many precious things here to allow
any one to contemplate with an easy mind the
ruinous risk run day by day. Sanguine people
may indeed be comforted by concluding that so
obvious a blunder must, in the nature of things,

after so many recent warnings, be corrected at

once.

THE FREE PUBLIC BATHS, DERBY.
The Free Public Svvimming-baths given by

Mr. Bass, as we have already announced, have
been opened, after presentation to the Mayor on
behalf of the town. There arc two baths, which
arc both swimming-baths—one for men and the
other for boys. Tliey are constructed at the
south-east point of the Holmes, at the junction

of the Mill Fleam and the River Derwent. The
baths are each 109 ft. long and 50 ft. wide, the
depth of the men’s bath being 4 ft. at the
shallow end, and graduating to 5 ft. 6 in. at the
deepest end

;
the boys’ bath being 3 ft. at the

shallow end, and graduating to 4 It. 6 in. at th*'

deepest end. Attached to the men’s bath there

are fifty.seven covered dressing-boxes made
partly to close, and other offices and con-

veniences, each box being fitted with seats aiul

peg-rails. The boys’ bath has covered bathing,
sheds to accommodate seventy-two boys, fitted

with scats and peg-rails, and the oustomarv ^

offices. The whole of the bathing.sheds and
dressing-boxes are of cast-iron, panelled, witli

the m<'iiogram M. T. B. on each panel. The
baths are entirely separated from each other.

The attendant’s office is at the north-west end.

and commands a view of both baths from win.
dows looking on to each. The bnilding and the
entrances and walls in the front are constructed'

of coloured bricks, in an ornamental mannerj
There will bo two mural drinking-fountains at

the entrance to each bath, and a clock with tws
dials, one facing tho playground, and the othen
the new baths, will bo fixed in the attendant’si

office. The swimming-baths are each lined with
white glazed bricks set in Portland cement, and
the bottoms are laid with Seyssel asphalte. A
foundation of concrete is laid under the w'hole

of the baths and buildings. The margins round
the baths are 8 ft. 6 in. wide, and are laid with,

tooled York stone. The original scheme foi

water supply was to take the water from ths

"basin” at the Long Bridge by a O-in. conduit
through a filter into the baths, which are built,

at sucli a level that the water would x'un iu at:

one end at the bottom and out of tho opposita|
end at the top, tlms ensuring a constant supply
and change of water, but owing to the iuteri

ventiun of the Canal Company, who considered
their interests would be affected, the scheme
was abandoned, and each bath is now filled once
a week with clean filtered water, which thel

Derby Waterworks Company, owing to the:,

extension of their works at Little Eaton, are

enabled to do at a mere nominal rate. The two
baths hold, together, about 260,000 gallons.

The whole of the works have been designed
by Mr. Geo. Thompson, the borough engineer
and snrveyor, and carried out under bis super,

intendence, the entire cost being about 2,500Zi
Mr. Robert Bridgart, of Derby, was the con*
tractor for tho whole of the works, excepting
tho ironwork, which was performed by Messrs;
Stace)’, Davis, & Co ,

of the Pliosnix Foundry,

-

Derby.

STRIKES IN GERMANY.
A cvmous symptom of tho present social con.j

dition of Germany is tliat to the many sub'i

divisions which arc distinctive of German news.'

papers, another has lately been added, thaii

called "Strike News.” The space devoted tt

this subject is generally pretty considerable)

Amougst the latest cessation of work we notice

that of the workmen of the glass manufactory oi

F. Siemens, in Dresden, who demanded a rise'

of 15 per cent., which was refused. Tho naili

smiths in Riibenan (Saxony), ceased work about'

six weeks ago. The masters have been obliged

to grant a rise of 20 per cent.

PROPOSED TESTIMONIAL TO MR. HENRY
COLE, C.B.

A PRELiMlN.VRY meeting of gentlemen, inte-^

res’ed in the promotion of art and the industrieai

of this country, desirous of recognising in somffl

personal form the services of Mr. Henry Coley

on his retirement from the direction of the South
Keusington Museum, has been held. There werff

present Sir M. Digby Wyatt (in the chair) ; Messrsi;

John G. Crace
;

J. M. Dodd
; P. Le Neve Fostery

George Godwin
;
P. Graham (Jackson & Graham)p

W. Holland (Holland & Sons)
;

J. C. HorsIey,‘i

R.A.
;
H. A. Hunt, C.B.

;
T. Peard (Hart, Peard/j

& Co.); J. Scott Russell, C.E.; G. Trollope

i

(Trollope & Sons)
;
H. Woollams (W. Woollame;

& Co.)
;
and letters of adhesion were receivedi.

from Earl Cowley; Mr. Edwin Chadwick
IMr. E. W. Cooke, R.A.

;
Lord Elcbo; Profi'seorn

Huxley; Mr. Beresford Hope; Lord Henry
i

Lennox; Sir Stafford Northcote; Sir Richard:
Wallace; Lord Clarence Paget; Marquis of

'

IVestininster
;

Sir G. G. Scott : Sir W.

'

Pairbairn
;

Sir Samuel Morton Peto
;

Sirr

Titus Salt; Sir Joseph Whitworth; Messrs-i;

Colin Campbell (Minton & Co.); J. Fowler, !

C.E.
; S. M. Hubert; J. Hawkshaw, C.E. fii

Lewis & Allenby; A. J. Mundella, M.P. 7 I

John Penn; .John Webb; Elkington & Co. ;i

C. J. Freake; Hunt & Roskell
; S. C. Hall, F.S.A,,-

J

C. & T. Lucas; J. C. Macdonald; E. J. Poynter,..!

A.K.A.; George Smith; and many others.

It was agreed that the gentlemen present, and :

those in the above list, should form a provisional 1

uomiiiittee, with power to add to their number. 1 .

Mr. J. G. Crace was requested to act as honorary r

secretary
; and it was unanimously resolved ;— •

"That baring learnt that Mr. Henry Cole has resigned

the direction of the South Kensington Museum, this

irieetinj; is of opinion steps shnuld be taken to ol'tiiin a

I't'cognitiun of his useful, energetic, and varied labours, 1

lind of tho eminent services ho has rendered to his

ODuntry.”

A meeting will probably soon be held so as to

bring the proposal before the public.
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SNTERIOR OF WREN’S FIRST DESIGN (AFTER THE GEE.AT FIRE) FOR ST, PAUL’S CATHEDRAL,

Vievj f/-om the Nave.

[Bee p, 497, anle.

BIRD’S.EYE VIEW OF OLD ST. PAUL’S, SHOWING THE SURROUNDING WALL, GATES, AND STREETS.
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THE POPULAR ESTIMATE OP
AKOHITECTOEE.

Ox this subject, Mr. F. Chambers lectured
at the Architectural Association a few days ago.

We give some portions of his very acute address,

and put them under headings, in place of their

original connexion :

—

1. As to Doctors and Architects.—There is

some analogy between the profession of medicine
and thac of architecture. They profess to pre-
serve the sound mind in a sound and healthy
body ; we, to fit that body with a dwelling suited
to its wants, and to adorn it as far as it is

capable of ornament. They aim at repairing
the ravages of time and disease upon the
earthly body; we desire to preserve and con.
serve the dwelling we have designed, that it

shall endure and increase in beauty as in age.
The doctor is an expert,—be has inmost know-
ledge of the details of the construction he has
to work upon; for ns, also, a knowledge of the
anatomy of the dwelling is still more necessary.
The medicus is not the chief workman, he deals
with a thing created. The architect is, as far as

man can be, a creator. The house first conceived
in the mind grows into being at the touch of his

wand,—a thing of beanty perhaps, but possibly

a Frankenstein,—an abortive monster, to hurt
and pain him years after its birth, to I’emain an
incubus upon him, haunting him, upbraiding him
even in his dreams. Ho cannot scratch it out,

erase it ; not even a recording angel can blot it

out, unless it fall of its own instability, or the
merciful fire-spirit destroy it. The medicus
guesses where he cannot see, and if he makes
mistakes he shifts the blame; the architect dare
not guess,—a false step once made is fatal to
his fame. The doctor blunders and stumbles in

the dark recesses of viscera and cloacre, the
patient dies, but the much-euduring Mother
Nature bears the blame. Not so with us ; for

every incident that befalls a dwelling, it is the
architect that is dragged jn-isoner to the bai\
It is on our defenceless profession that the favour
of Jthe press has a special tendency to burst.

Whether it be a question of snow melting on the
roofs, percolating the slates, and spoiling the
newly-decoi'ated drawing-room ceiling; of the
pipes bursting from the late hard frost, and
inundating the bedroom in the pleasant dawn of

a dark December morning; of the swarm of
saltatory parasites that detract from the mid-
summer night’s repose of Broadstaira or of
Eastbourne

;
if the water supply be defective,

or the gas flickers
;

if brick walla on clav fouu-
datiouB crack

;
if the cook has caught cold from

sleeping too soon in the new wing, or the groom
has typhoid fever, probably from sleeping in an
underground closet about the size of a ciatenj,

it is always the architect that is transfixed by
the spasmodic sentences of the irate pater,
familias. It certainly is the popular impression
that every dwelling-house has been designed by
an architect, and therefore that he is the
proper victim to crucify for every evil that
befalls a house. He it is that stands like

an evil geuius behind the plumber mending
a pipe, and guides his hand to give a dig at an-
other near it that shall soon develope into a
burst. He puts the pipes where frost assails

them; arranges the roof to retain the snow as it

melts, in a sort of hopper’, from which its only
escape is throngh the ceiling; or imitates nature
by contriving a series of slopes that result in an
avalanche on the conservatory just as the azaleas
are in bloom. It is the architect who places
the nursery over the best bedroom, in order that
the pattering of pink feet may encourage in our
visitors the good habit of early rising. He
locates the kitchen so that the preliminary sniff

of cookery may give the guests that general
prophecy of the vienu so provocative of appetite,

and the w.c. so that its soft echoes resound on
tho boudoir, and its nT'rfr add a perfume to the
staircase. Whose fault but his that the coal-
cellar is well lighted and ventilated, and the
larder is a veritable black hole; that the kitchener
makes a torrid zone of the kitchen; that the
staircase compels a single file ? Now these
things have no counterpart in the profession of
medicine. The doctor is accepted as a sort of
prie.st. He is supreme; he dictates. If he is

wrong in his diagnosis,—alas ! human skill is not
omniscient,—ho did his best. Who can avoid
the inevitable ? His position is firmly taken :

he has respect. The supreme ignorance of the
laity in physiology raises him

;
they look, up to

him, and his decrees have the force of a fiat.

But everybody is the critic of the architect.
Man is a building animal ; the instinct of build.

ing is strong in him, as in the beaver or the ant.
His earliest play in infancy is to build a mud
hut, his first toy a box of bricks. His latest
aim, if he prospers, no matter what his occupa-
tion, to build himself a dwelling. TTis; enthu-
siasm takes tlio form of building, from the huge
stones piled up in uncouth circle to mark the
site of a battle won, or the spot where lies the
body of the dead chieftain, to the college which
commemorates Keble, or the gigantic sewer
with which a ti’anscendental admirer of Well-
ington proposed to make his name and fame
immortal. Above all, the religious zeal only
fully satisfies itself in building a shrine, a
temple, or a tomb. Sacrifice to God has done
more to cover the earth with works of beauty
than all other impulses to build. Destroy
tho temples, cathedrals, tho churches, the
shrines and crosses in the market-place and
tho wayside, and you may walk through tho
ruined cities as in a garden where the first frost
of winter has swept eacli blossom from its stalk.

And this religious zeal makes of its devotees
students and art critics. It is the fashion to
assume a knowledge if they havo it not, to affect
the air of a connoisseur, and vex and worry and
goad the victim who has ventured to design tlio

church or the village school, until he envies the
peaceful life and calm dignity of tho parish
boadle. Tho doctor has Ills assured position;
the architect has none.

2. As to a Client's AppreciatUyn of Sendees .

—

Tiave you the consciousness of having done your
utmost for a client, of having really succeeded
to your own satisfaction, in fulfilling even tho ex-
actions of your own over-sensitiveness, and then
opening the letter which you blindly expect is

a little compliment thrown in as a make-
weight to the hardly - earned commission:

—

“Dear Sir, — In the house which I have built
at so much cost and trouble, under your direc-
tion, I at least expected not to have been
annoyed as I have been in the first month of my
occupation. My cook complains of tho great
distance at which you have placed the dust-bin

;

of the draught iu the larder, which gives her
cold whenever she has to fetch the meat. One
of the large plate-glass sashes in the drawing-
room is smashed to atoms by the wind slamming
the door. The W.C. on bedroom floor has been
choked with a scrubbing-brush, which was
accidently thrown down it

;
but surely you

should have guarded me against such a casuaitv.
The painters’ work is positively scamped. I
find, they havo not touched the inside of tho
keyholes, and have left that part of the window-
frames where the sashes slide, and which thev
supposed out of sight, without a trace of paint.
I certainly looked to you to save me these
annoyances, and must confess to some dis-
appointment. I hope yon will at once come
down,” &e., &c.

3. Why Architects'are not honoured.—Becanse
of their unrecognised status,— their imperfect,
irregular training,—the want of appreciation on
the part of the public of their art and of their ser-
vices, and the want of division of labour amongst
them. The contrast between the nature Of the
several distinct and very different works which
they profess simultaneously to undertake.

•4. As to Education of Architects.—What can
be more promiscuous, more uncertain, than the
change which directs most boys into that groove
of which the architect’s ofiico is the first station ?

What decides the eventful question, Shall the
boy be an architect ? Earely the bent of his
taste and fancy; more rarely some evident
proclivity and aptitude generally, much as a
boy is made a priest, because there is the chance
of a living to be batl : so the boy is destined to
the T-square, because there is a connexion dimly
looming in tho future, or the interesting draw-
ings duly sent home at the holidays,—sweet
studies of decayed bams and waterbutts,—show
such taste for drawing; or, “ My son has some
fancy for carpentering, sir, so I have thought of
making him an arcliiteot. There is not one in
the family.” A month’s trial to see bow the
boy likes it. A new experience,—such fun in
the office,—the managing clerk, a comical fellow,

who sings such capital songs when the governor
is out,—it is all fresh to him. and the work so
smooth,—he v:ill be an architect, and the prs-
miura is paid, and the thing done. Alas ! will

he be an architect ? There is the mb ! He will
trace drawings, and see them not; copy specifi-

cations, and no more read them than if they
were sermons. Go forth unto the buildings that
are rising, and as a traditional joke say to the
foreman of bricklayers,— “That’s not bond.”
He will see stock bricks and iron girders in all

variety, and to him they will remain stock brie

and nought besides. The principles of constn
tion, the life-lcng fight against tho forces
nature, tho balance of equilibrium he sees ui

cares not to see
;
and the three or five ye:

pass in pleasantry, and perhaps a pretty drawi
or two;—and behold our architect-elect ! apt,

fitted to undertake the work,—to build t

houses, tho churches, the theatres, tho scho(
of his genei-ation. ... If there were t

same system in the nurture of that faca]
which is to develop into the genius of the arc]

tect, which obtains in the culture of mcdicinej
of law

; if, iu the first place, a year were pass
in the builder’s workshop, in the practical wo
of the operative trades, and the evenings in t
school of the art-designer

;
if periodical exan

nations took place under the direction of sod
recognised corporation : let tho second year 1

passed iu tho actual siiperintendsnce of buil

ings in progress
;
tho third year in tho study

the practical requirements of each variety
building,—the dwelling-house, the factory, tl

church, tho school, the hospital, the hotel, tl

town-hall. Let him study, also, those questions
jurisprudence which now disturb and binder o
every step,—Building Acts, sanitary la^ts, righ
of light, rights of adjoining owners. All throuj
this cuiTiculum let the fine art, the msthet
element, be constant; let every pocket contain
pencil, and from the thumb-nail and the 8hi|
cuff let Jiim every evening transfer his sketch*
ornament, or some quaint conceit, to the sketc
book. Let the workshop bo what the hospit
is to the young doctor; tho office, the surgerj
the building in progress, the clinical studies fc

the bedside of his patient. He will at the ei

of his probation have acquired a knowledge >

the art of building; he will bo fitted for betb
or worse to fill any of the many posts whic
the increasing demands of men for every variet

of building arc constantly creating.

5. As to the 2Iany Occxtpations of Architects.^

Are architects lowered in the popular estion

tion,—degraded, so to speak, of the high eatan

which of conrse we all think they are entith

to, by reason of the multiplicity of their calliuj

of their uudertaking to do so many things t

different, so contradictory in fact, in the.

character and dignity ? A man has his brain fu

of visions of the best form of ceiling for tl

hall, the wall-surface of the new staircase, li

that delicious bit of masonry which is to be t!

new drawing-room bay-window
;
ho receives

.

note like this :
—“ Dear Sii’,—The smell we hav

noticed once before in our library certainly^
creases ; it is evident there is something wron
in the drainage. Knowing the multiplicity *

your engagements, I hesitate to trouble you wit
this matter, bub if you are unable to come dow.
at once and thoroughly investigate tho whol
system of drainage, I must apply elsewliere ft

that assistance which I feel, ic., <fec. P.S. Iti
not the slightest use your sending Mr.— - (you
managing clerk). I cannot have that coiifideno

in his judgment.” You all know what tint

means. It means that yon must give up, no

one day perhaps, but many days, to an in

teresting investigation of the ancient ctiusCn^
tions of our forefathers in the shape of drainn

under a couutry-house, whose every owner fo:

two hundred years has added a cesspool or two

to the ring, which, like the pearls around tli(

emerald, encircle the ancient dwelling. Yoa gc

down, at every sacrifice, but with the certaintj

tliat you can never make a charge which will a(

all repay you for the work; that the end of if

may be utterly disastrous and unsatisfactory i

that the accursed smell,—born, perhaps, of the

devastation of rats,—may elude you like the

will-of-the-wisp, and, beaten in the library,:

reappear,—horror of horrors !—in the nursery oi,

the boudoir; and yet you must do it, or you

may find some other man has stepped into your

shoes. He will (under cover of the smell)'

proceed to throw out the bay-window, to add the

billiard-room, and the beautiful new staircase^

and all those charming creations you had sol

happily carried out in prospective; and, worse;,

than that, in six months’ time, you read in the

city press :
—

“

We hear tljat Messrs. X. & Co.

(X. being the drain-porsecuted client aforesaid):

have purchased a largo iflot of land in New
Victoria-street, and are about to build new pre-(

mises on a truly magnificent scale, which will'

prove a great ornament to om- city. We under-*;

stand the designs have been prepared by Mr.

Malaria, the architect, whose sanitary inveatiga-|

tions are so well known,” «S:o., &c. Where are

the limits of our knowledge to be fixed ? An.|

architect is indeed in theory the representative.;
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omni-sciciicc,— called upon to build a brewery,
)rinting.bonso, a college, a hospital. He must
primed at once with the varied requirements
d internal organisations of each building

;
a

lit in detail is a fault indeed. I built a largo
ovisiou-warehouse a few years ago. My client

d, “I want my smoking-room to be the best
London.” I thought at first,—having a

.'atnees that way,—of parquetry floors and
}d walls, oak bench-ends, deep ingles tile-

:ed, and all the accessories that would tell up
:
presenting to my client the perfection of a
loking-i’oom. Utterly wrong

;
it bad never

tuck me that it was not a room for the smoking
Ihis leisure hours of Partagas and Intimidada
it the City merchant desired should excel all

jers, but for the smoking of bacon and hams :

ICO a new study and exploration of all sorts

haunts, dim with the fumes of oak-shavings
d the scent of salt pork. How strangely
jse diversities accrue ! You pass from an hour
poted to the choice of drawing-room papers
th Madame to take account of the dilapida-

B accrued to a dozen dens in Petticoat-lane,

u climb down from the spire of one of Wren’s
arches, where the rusting of iron cramps has
cessitated the reinstatement of the columns of
3 lantern, and pass on to Powell’s, to select

} stained glass for the library windows of

ne country-house
; make affidavit of the

ary to right of light of a scullery window in

ictors’ Commons; and run .down to Southall,

report whether so many thousand pounds can
lent on the security of the lease of a brick-
Id. It is impossible that any man can do
these things well. Michelangelo designed

laces, carved statues, and painted the ceilings,

n one fancy Michelangelo giving evidence as
rights of light, investigating the origin of a
un-smell, reporting on the mortgage value of

mckfield ? These multiplicities have originated
»ra the complexity of our society, but they
mid no longer be encouraged. The excellence
attainment in one department is imperilled

the exigencies of all.

NEW WORKHOUSE AND INFIRMARY
BUILDINGS AT BURNLEY.

Laiige new workhouse and infirma,ry buildings

0 about to be erected at Buniley, aud the
indation-stoiio has been laid with ceremony,
9 local autliorities taking part in the pro-

edings. Burnley, which is one of the most
ling manufacturing towns in Lancashire, is

uated in tlio north-eastern portion of the
untv, on the borders of Yorkshire. It now
atains a population of nearly 100,000, and its

labitants have increased to the extent of

,000 within the last fifteen years.

The new buildings and grounds in connexion
11 occupy an area of ten acres. The buildings

temselves will consist of three distinct blocks,

Imely, the entrance block, the main workhouse
Hiding, and the infirmary building. The several

Hidings, which are in the Italian style of

chiteoture, will form a prominent structure.

)ie entrance block, which consists of one story

ly, is at the east, and contains the porter’s

Ige, also receiving wards for both sexes,

jether with clothing-rooms, furnishing-rooms,

th-rooms, and other conveniences. The doors
d windows have arched heads, the windows
ntaining shafts, with foliated capitals. At
ch angle of the elevation there are two turrets,

iich form the bath-rooms, having pyramidal
ofs.

The main block is three stories in height.

»e elevation of the block contains a projecting
utre, with a square tower rising to the height
70 ft. The central portion contains the

ministrative department, whilst the right and
ifc wings are intended for the male and female
jmates respectively. Immediately around the

trance-hall, in the central portion of the block,

e the committee-room, the master’s offices, and
ionis for paupers’ clothing, together with a
mtral .staircase leaebng to tho upjjer portions

j
the building. Beyond the entrance-hall is

ke dining-room, which is also intended to be
;ied as a chapel, with separate entrances for

tales and females
;
and corridors connect it

*ith the kitchen, pcullery, store-rooms, and
ikehouse, which are in the rear. Right and
fc of the entrance, in front of the building, on
le gi-ound-floor, are day-rooms for the aged and
abecile of both sexes, whilst tho day-rooms
ir the able-bodied, and boys and girls, are
laced at the back. At the rear there are also
ork-yards, and airing and exercise grounds.

Altogether, there are eight staircases to the fi.rst

and second floors, leading from the several
wards, and all projecting from the main building.
The centre of the first floor contains the masteris
and matron’s 'bedrooms, whilst the dormitories
for tho different classes of inmates are placed
over their respeotivo wards. Corridors run the
entire length of the building on each floor, and
contain gratings for light and ventilation. There
are also screen-gates to ensure a proper separa-
tion of tho sexes, and glazed openings in the
corridor walls to allow of complete supervision
of the wards.

The infirmary block is at the west side of the
site, and consists of two stories. It contains,

on the ground-floor, kitchen and nurses’ room in

the centre, and sick wards for males and females
to the right and left. There is also a dead-house
at tho north-east angle. Tho elevation contains
a gabled projecting centre and wings, and
generally corresponds with the main block.

The workhouse includes accommodation for

500 inmates. Tho whole of the buildings are of

stone, supplied from the Tubber-hill and Burnley-
lano quarries. The estimated cost of the build-

ing, exclusive of land and boundary-walls, is

17,0001.

Ml'. Waddington, of Binmlcy, is the architect;

and the contractors are Messrs. Heap, of Burn-
ley, for the masonry

;
Mi*. Roberts, of Eawten-

stall, for tho joiner’s and carpenter’s work; Mr.
John Shuttleworth, the plastering

;
Mr. Stan-

worfch, tho slating ; and Messrs. Belton & Son,
tho painting and plumbing.

THE PEST HOUSES IN THE NORTH AND
PITMEN’S HOMES.

The North-coimtry papers, in their advertising
columns, evidence the pleasing fact that mine-
owners in the counties of Durham and Northum-
berland have at last determined to improve the
state of the pitmen’s homes, and the worse than
barbarous condition of colliery villages. Tenders
arc now wanted for building a great number
of workmen’s cottages

;
and tbo following graphic

description of the state of colliers’ homes, by a
speaker at tbo late Miners’ Conference, barely
sets forth the disgraceful tenure of miners’
houses :

—

“ We can get a house aud firing in tlie county
of Durham for Gd. a fortnight, but that was
simply the name of it. He could take them to

pitmen’s houses where there was more than 501.

woi'th of furnitai'O standing, and if there
happened to be a bib of carpet 2 ft. wide want-
ing, they might possibly fall into a hole that
would bury them. He knew of a boy lying in

bed with a broken leg, and an umbrella had to

bo pub up to keep the rain off him ; and men
bad to rise of a night to bale the water ont of

their houses. These were the kind of houses
they had in Durham, and the system was killing

thousands of miners, their wives, and children.

Ho trusted tho day was not far off when there
would be deceut dwellings for the pitmen, which
the men would be too happy to pay a fair rental
for.”

Another miner said “ that the houses given by
the employers had been a curse to the workmen
of Durham. They were of such a character that
it was impossible for a man or woman to set a
moral example beforochildren, and, for morality’s
sake alone, the system ought to be altered at

once. The whole tenure of miners’ houses was
unsatisfactory, and mostly tho manner in which
tho tenancy was used influenced the independence
of the working men.”
Some time since the Buildet' called attention

to tho state of the Licensed Victuallers’ houses
in this quarter, that were, in tho majority of
cases, as reported by the police, unprovided even
with W.C., and in a dilapidated condition. This
was not only in villages, but in towns, and
strangers from decent districts would be horrified

to find tenements in so deplorably wretched a
condition as to be totally unfit for human habi-
tation. Irish cabins are palatial buildings com-
pared to Durham’s indecent hovels. All the
laws of health appear to be set at defiance. No
provision for drainage, or ventilation, and no
convenience of any character supplied.
The medical men, undertakers, and church-

yards reap a harvest from this violation of
physical lasvs, on which health and comfort
depend; and it is no secret in Dui'hain that
thousands who might have reached an average
age have been cut off in cbildhood, aud hundreds
of thousands have been tormented unnecessarily

' by diseases.

The mortality amongst children is something
frightful, from the poisonous atmosphere. During
the last three months no less than 1,373 children
under the age of one year have died in tho
county ! The average duration of bfe amongst
the miners themselves is 26 years, as against
10 years amongst mechanics and agriculturists.
The Homo Secretary has at last taken action

against the capitular city of Durham itself by
ordering the removal of ashes and night-soil
deposited together from time immemorial in the
ashpits of tho houses. It scarcely seems credible,
but the citizens are actually complaining of the
expense and annoyance of the removal of this
filth, and having to do away with cesspools and
provide decent conveniences.

NOXIOUS BUSINESSES.
A SELECT committee of the House of Commons

sat last week for the purpose of taking evidence
with regard to the subject of noxious businesses
in relation to the health of the people, more
particular reference being made to the metro-
polis.

Mr. Whitmore, the medical officer of health
for Marylebone, was the first witness examined.
He bad inquired into the subject of public
slaughter-houses, and what was their effect upon
the health of those who lived in proximity to
them. Judging from the statistics referring to
the matter, he found that disease was not more
prevalent in the immediate 'v'icinity of these
slaughter-houses than in other localities, and his

own opinion was that these businesses were not
necessarily injurious to health. They did not
bring about them any deleterious businesses.

The offal of the animals from these slaughter-

houses was sold to the poor for food, and it was
a great boon to them. Bullock’s liver, for

instance, was a very nutritive food. There were
some slaughter-houses in Mai-j’lebono which
were not quite situated with a due regard to

sanitary regulation. Sometimes these slaughter-
houses were placed too near dwelling-houses,
and the Act passed in 1814 with regard to
this subject was not generally complied with.
Where there was not a distance of 50 ft. between
the slaughter-house and the dwelling-house he
generally enforced more stringent sanitary
regulations. From a sanitary point of view, ho
should regard the existence of ten or twelve
public abattoirs as a greater nuisance to the
parish than the present system of slaughter-
houses.

The medical officer of the Fulham district

stated that he did not consider any alterations

in the present system were desirable. He was
not aware that disease was caused to the people
who lived near the slaughter-houses. He had
only heard of one or two complaints of the
slaughter-houses during an experience of nearly
twenty years. He usually inspected these places
at the time of slaughter. His official position
did not render it necessary that ho should give
up his private practice, and ho devoted to the
performance of bis public duties such time as
was requisite. Tho local authorities did not
sanction the licensing of the slaughter-house
unless it was certified by him to be a fit and
proper place for that purpose. His sanitary
authority was the Fulham District Board of
Works. What they called noxious trades did
not spring up around slaughter-houses. There
wore forty-three slaughter-houses in the district

of Fulham. His opinion was that the health of

those who lived near these places wa.s not
injuriously affected.

Mr. C. Legg, member of the Metropolitan
Board of Works for Bermondsey, then gave
evidence as to whether fellmongering, leather-
dressing, and tanning could be considered
noxious businesses. He put in a report from
Mr. Keates, analytical chemist, who stated that
none of the operations of fellmongering, &c.,
were attended with any disgusting or obnoxious
smell. The trade was not a noxious one. Mr.
Legg stated that of late years great improve-
ments had been made in fellmongering, with the
view to bring it still further from tho possibility
of being classed in the category of a noxious
trade.

One might suppose that there were 7io noxious
businesses.

Antiquarian Relics near "WTiitby.—Re-
cently several fine specimens of Roman weapons,
utensils, and implements have been dug up on
tho moors near Whitby, adjoining the Guisbrough
highroad.
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SCALE or FEET

UPSALL CASTLE. Plan of Ground Moor.

UPSALL CASTLE.

Our engravings illastrate this mansion, now
in process of erection for Captain Edmund
Turton, on the slopes of the chain of hills form-

ing the northern boandary of the great vale of

York, and commanding a view at once of great

beauty, variety, and extent. The site is on

the actual enyplacement of old Upsall Castle.

The owner had long entertained the project of

reconstructing a residence on this spot, com-

Lining the charms of position with the memories

of the past, and has gradually prepared the way
by the erection of extensive farm-buildings,

bailiff’s and labourers’ cottages, and lodges, and

by laying out a garden. The building, as now
erected, is constructed of hammer-dressed
coursed wallstone of a warm-coloured sand-

stone, from quarries on the estate, with ashlar

dressings, fi’om the Leyboum and Whitby quar-

ries, and grey granite sills, Ac., from Dalbeatie.

The great archway forming the principal en-

trance is a noble and massive work, entirely in

polished granite j the shafts in red, the jambs
and arches in grey. Granite is to be used in

the internal arches of the hall and staircase, and
the stairs themselves will be constructed of oak,

carved with heraldic newels. The joiners’ work
of the principal rooms will be of pitch pine,

walnut, and oak combined. The farm-buildings,

bailiff’s lodge, &c., were carried out under Mr.
Goldie’s designs, some years ago. The work at

present is being executed by Messrs. Weatherby
A Rymer, of York, builders, under the direction

of Messrs. Goldie & Child, of London. The
present contract amounts to about 7,0001,

Upsall Castle has many historical recollec-

tions. Whether the first castle was built by
Roger de Mowbray or Hugh, lord of Upsall,

remains a mooted point
;
Hugh, at all events,

was lord of Upsall, and was succeeded (1297)
by his son Richard, and (1315) by Galfred and

by Hugh. We then come to the ownerships of

the Lords Scroope, of Upsall and Masham, a
younger branch of those of Bolton, who for up-
wards of 200 years lived here in feudal grandeur.

We may enumerate two earls and twenty barons,

one premier, one chancellor, one archbishop,

four treasurers, two chief justices, two bishops,

and five knights of the garter. Of these we
may mention William, created Earl of Wiltshii-e,

who was beheaded at Bristol for being connected
with the rebellion when Henry of Lancaster
landed, September, 1399. In the reign of
Henry V. we have another Henry Lord Scroope
immortalised by Shakspeare (see Henry V.,

act ii., scene 2) :

—

“ Wbat shall I say to thee, Lord Scroope ?”

He was the key of the king’s council, and knew
the bottom of his soul, though several historiaus

say that the real cause of the rebellion was
Richard, Earl of Cambridge. Then Archbishop
Scroope, who was beheaded and buried in York
Minster

;
and afterwards Thomas le Scroope,

fifth baron, 1459. He left three sons, who
d.s.p., and three daughters. Mary, who, 9th
Henry VII., 1493, married Sir Charles Danby,
hart., succeeded to Upsall. From her it

went to her sister, Elizabeth, wife of Ralph
Fitz Randolph ; and from her to her sister

Agnes, wife of Sir Marmaduke Wyville,

of Burton Constable. We now find Upsall

Castle in the possession of the Constables.

How it came so we have no record to bring

forward. John de Constable lived here, and
being a firm Royalist, had to flee to Holland,

when the castle fell into decay, whilst the estate

afterwards came, at the Restoration, to William

Constable, Viscount Dunbar, who left it to his

nephew, Cuthbert Tunstall, who sold it to Dr.

John Turton, Physician in Ordinary to the King,

1797. He died in 1806, bequeathing this estate,

to Edmund Turton, of Brasted Park, Kent, who

died in 1857, and^was succeeded by his son,i|

late an officer in the 3rd Dragoon Guards, wholi

married the Lady Cecilia, elder daughter of theil

4th Earl of Milltown.
Several coins have been found on the ancient J

site. A silver peimy, Edward III .

;

a lead coin,
j

of the Empress Plautilla; several copper coins i|

of Carausius, the founder of the British fleet;

:

several coins of Charles I. and II. ; sixpence of 'i

Queen Elizabeth
; silver penny of Henry V.

;

and a copper halfpenny of William and Mary.
|

In the ruins were stones bearing masona* i!

marks, already noticed in the Buildej'.

The grounds and gardens have been laid out il

under the surveillance of Mr. Broderick Thomafl. i

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OP ARCHITECTS.
!

The ninth annual meeting of this Society was ;

held at the Royal Institution, on Monday, June i

16th. The' report of the retiring council 'waa-

1

read, referring to the work done by the Society 1

during the 'past session, the more prominent :

matters being the efforts made to promote the I

education of architectural students, and the 1

technical education of the workmen of the build- .

ing trades, the arrangement of building con-^

'

tracts, and the endeavours that are being made <

to induce the City Council to adopt such build- i

ing regulations as would have the effect of a

Building Act, Ac. The thanks of the Society •

were tendered to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. J.

Murgatroyd (on bis retirement from office), for

his valuable services since -the formation of the

Society. The following gentlemen were elected ,

officers for the ensuing session: — President^ i

Mr. J. Murgatroydj Vice-President, Mr. W. R-

Corson; Hon. Secretary, Mr. John Holden. :

Council :—Messrs. Isaac Holden, A. W. Mills, 1

G. T. lledmayne, E. Salomons, and T. Wor- i

thingtou.
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NOTES ON FOREIGN PUBLIC WORKS.
From several official reports which have been

issued concerning important places abroad, wo
glean a good doal of interesting information
relative to public works, which, judiciously
epitomised, will not be devoid of interest to the
English reader. From Kdnigsberg (Germany)
we learn that a new E.TChange building on the
south side of the river Pregel has been built, the
estimated expense of its construction being about
75,OOOZ., which has been raised by the mercantile
community. Waterworks for supplying KOuigs-
berg with fresh water, which is greatly needed,
have been commenced, and it is hoped, by this
means, the frequent reappearance of the cholera

^
will be prevented. It is stated that in the con.
Btruction of these waterworks there is a great

!

want of engineering experience, and even a differ-
ence of opinion as to the more advantageous use
of clay or iron pipes for the purpose. The esti-
mate of the expense was originally 90,000Z., but
subsequently it has become evident that as much
as ISO.OOOZ. will be required. It is hoped, how-
ever, that these waterworks, when finished, will
become an additional source of revenue to the
town. Other public worics of KOnigsborg ai-e

town clinics and other buildings for medical
purposes, as well as the erection of very exten.
sivo military baiTacks. Tho construction of
harbour works at Pillau is being gradually carried
out, but tho progress is slow. Chaussees are
being constructed all over the province, and
there are several important railway extensions
being carried out. There ai-e, hoVever, it is

mentioned, many difliculties in the way of
private compauies who undertake to build rail-
ways, especially in the Russian dominions; and
although tho East Prussian South Railway is

able to pay its expenses and the interest on its
obligations, it is not able to pay dividends to the
shareholders. It is anticipated, however, that
as soon as tho Gragewo-Brest line, which will
branch o2 to Odessa and Moscow, is finished,
this ^railway will pay well. The population
of Konigsberg has greatly increased of late
years, and there is a corresponding continual
increase in house-rent. Konigsberg being a
tirst-rato fortress, the difficulty of building

I
houses outside tho gates,—within tho range of

I tho fortress,—is extreme, and, in fact, permission
> from the military authorities to erect any species

' of building is most difficult to obtain, the condi-
C tion being always laid on tho builder that on
I requisition from the authorities such building
must be immediately pulled down. Few are
inclined to risk such an undertaking

; and tho
space of ground within the walls, although large,
becomes less available for now buildings; Gie
consequence being that tho inhabitants are in-
conveniently cramped up, to the serious detri-
ment of their health.

The next report refers to Guatemala, whence
we learn that the present Government is very
anxious to construct a railway between the
capital and the port on tho Pacific coast (San
Jose), and has entered into a contract with a
Mr. Kelly for this purpose. Tho lino will be
about eighty miles long, and it is expected will
be of great benefit to the commerce of the
country. Arrangements have been made for
connecting the principal cities and towns of
Guatemala by telegraph, which will also extend
to the frontier of the neighbouring republic of
Salvador, where for more than a year past they
have been in possession of this indispensable con.

i venience. It is stated tliat Europeans can live

I

and work in perfect health in Guatemala, a con-
I siderable portiou of that Republic consisting of

!
elevated table-lands

;
while property is secure and

( tho roads are safe. For all articles of taste and
i
luxury, Guatemala sends to France or Germany.

_

Fronr Syra (Greece) we learn that public
I iinpruvementa are much wanted in that town.
I The streets are for the most part irregularly and
I badly paved, and hitherto the system of building
,
pursued has been very careless. Latterly, how-

1 over, a plan of the town has been drawn by
i

the Government engineers, which the native
builders are now obliged to follow

; but great
I

difficulties are experienced in any attempt at
' improving tho appearance of the town in regard
,

to its buildings, owing to the negligent system
1 heretofore adopted. There are some tolerable
I roads leading from the town to a few small

villages in the vicinity, where many residents of
' Syi*a have country-houses, whither they repair
during the hot season. At present the town is
very poorly lighted with petroleum lamps. A
contract, however, has been entered into by
the municipality with a French company

lighting it with gas, and the necessary
works for this purpose wero quickly com-
menced. The water-supply is occasionally
very scarce, the town chiefly depending on rain-
water collected in cisterns from the roofs and
terraces of tho houses. Water of good quality
for drinking is brought into the place in jars
from springs at a considerable distance. The
harbour of Syra is in need of improvement. At
present it is tolerably well sheltered from all

winds, except from the south-east, and a mole or
breakwater for the protection of the port against
this wind has been in course of construction for
many years. Unfortunately little or no progress
is made towards the completion of this work.
Plans for the improvement of Syra are being
continually mooted. Recently an eminent
French eugineer was consulted by tho Govern,
ment on the subject, and more especially as to
tho best method of building quays terminating
the mole or breakwater already commenced, and
the construction of a dock; but there appeal’s to
bo little probability of these works being carried
practically into effect for some time to come.
At Palermo (Italy) several impoi'tant public

works are being carried out. Prominent amongst
these is the breakwater, which, with the exten-
sion of the mole, will give great additional space
and security to tho port. Another important
work is the construction of a short railroad con-
necting tho present railway terminus on the
south of the city with the port on the north. It
will run I’ound the walls, aud will be about three
kilometres in length. This is described as a work
of great public utility, which will have a bene-
ficial influence upon the trade of the port. The
port of Palermo, it is stated, is quite inadequate
to meet the requirements of its actnal com-
morce. To remedy this, the mole, which is

already 190 mitres in length, is to be extended
about 100 mitres

;
aud to iucrease the space for

anchorage a breakwater is also in course of con.
struction in a line with the mole. The break-
water is to be 230 mitres in length, and it is

.

intended to connect it at its southern extremity
with the city by a bridge of stone about
200 mitres in length, which will require a con-
siderable time for its construction. From Italy
tho next report takes us to Spain. We note that
the Spanish Government has granted a conces-
sion to an English firm of contractors, Messrs.
Chadwick, Adamson, & Coleix, to construct a
harbour of refuge in .the Bay of Bilbao, in
accordance with tho plans of Mr. C. B. Vignoles,
the English engineer.

^

It may be stated generally that tho plan con-
sists in constructing two vast breakwaters, one
running from a point near Santuno, on the south-
western, and the other from Algorta, on tho
north-eastern side of the bay, both being con-
siderably outside tho “ bar,” the destruction of
which would thus be effected, and a liarbour
formed whoso dimensions aud position would
render it, according to tho opinion of authorities
on the subject, one of tho finest ports of refuge
in the world. In the whole extent of the Bay of
Biscay there is no existing port which can fairly
be considered a harbour of refuge. The conces-
sion for that in tho Bay of Bilbao includes no
subvention whatever from the Spanish Govern-
ment, and leaves the cost and risk of construction
entirely to the company undertaking it. On the
other hand, the terms of the concession are of
tho amplest description. Fifteen years are
allowed for the execution of the work. Still
continuing our remarks about Spain, we learn
from Teneriffe (Canary Islands) that consider-
able improvements in the roads of that district
have been, effected of late, tho macadamising
system being adopted. Some years since an
association was established at Santa Cruz,
Teneriffe, for the purpose of building dwelling,
houses for the humbler classes, and it has been
most active in its exertions in canying out this
object. Numerous small, neat, and convenient
houses have been constructed

; larger edifices
have also been erected, and, being not devoid of
architectural merit, have greatly added to the
appearance of the town. The labours of this
association have, in fact, been of the greatest
benefit in the construction of commodious houses.
A society has been for some time jjast engaged,
in tho Island of Palma, in bringing supplies of
water from tho mouDtain-springs to La Dehesa,
and as much as 4,000Z. has been expejided in the
work. It is significant also to note that in this
island what is described as a rather beautiful
building has been constructed “for cock-fighting
and for balls,”—a queer, conjunction, certainly,

—

and a theatre has also been built, of small dimen-
sions.

THE BUILDING TRADE AND THE NEW
YORKSHIRE COLLIERIES.

The building trade at the present time is per-
haps receiving more benefit from the opening
out of the numerous new coal-fields than any
other branch of industry, excepting, of course,
tho business of mining and sinking. Building
operations are inmany instances greatly retarded
by the high price of labour and material ; and
there can be no doubt that investors as a rule
are turning their attention to other modes of
utilising their capital than laying it out in cot-
tago property. Another matter highly favour,
able to building operations is the opening out of
new coal-fields which are removed from the
bulk of the population or in localities where the
existing cottage property is fully taxed with
occupants. This is just now especially the case
in South Yorkshire, where more new schemes
are being projected than were ever beforeknown
in the history of tho coal trade. It is, perhaps,
also worthy of remark that tho engine-houses,
offices, aud other necessary erections are now
built in a style which a few years ago was almost
foreign to tho surface-plant of most of the
largest collieries. In what may be termed the
midland coal-field, which comprises an area of
over 500 square miles, new sinkings are
being made in large numbers, which will
provide a good deal of work for operatives
engaged in the building trades. A glance at
a few of the most prominent and largest of these
undertakings may not be without interest. At
Wath-upon-Dearne, about six miles from Barns-
ley, a large colliery, which, when opened out,
will be second to none in the district, is in the
course of being sunk. The Barnsley bed is the
one proposed to be worked, at a depth of 30U
yards from the surface, and an average thickness
of 8 ft. G in. Three shafts are being sunk, viz.,

two drawing and ventilating shafts, each 15 ft.

in diameter, and a pumping shaft 10 ft. in dia-
meter. In addition to the lining of the shafts,
bnilding operations have already begun, and a
range of buildings 90 yards in length, consist-
ing of offices, a residence for tho under viewer,
aud other buildings are in the course of
erection. The structures are of stone which
is obtained from Newhill Quarry, wliich
the company have purchased. A huge boiler,
bed, to take in eight boilers, 30 ft. in length and
7 ft. in diameter, is fast approaching completion.
A chimney, 156 ft. in height, is also about to bo
erected by the firm, which is to bo termed “ The
Wath-upon-Dearne Main Colliery Company.”
The outlay will be very great, as tho surface-
plant is being constructed to raise 1,000 tong
per day when the colliery is in full working
order. Near to Worabwell, about two or three
miles nearer Barnsley, fair progress is being
made with the sinking at the Mitchell’s Main
Colliery, where a fine engine-house and surface-
plant has been put down. An additional shaft
is also being pub down by the Manvers Main
Company, and also by the Holmes Colliery Com-
pany, near Rotherham, in all of which districts
tho building trade is very active. During tho
past week,' Messrs. Newton, Chambers, A* Co.,
the owmers of tho Thorncliffe and Chapeltowii
Collieries, where the serious riots occurred
a few years ago, have begun to sink two of the
largest shafts in tho South Yorkshire district to
tho Silkstone coal. Already a number of houses
are in the course of erection, and it is said the
company intend to build between 100 and 200
in all. The Bai-row Hematite Company, who
recently purchased a large area of coal, have
commenced sinking operations at Worsborough,
near Barnsley, and intend running the Silkstone
seam, which underlies the Barnsley bed at a
depth of 380 yards. A good deal of work foi'

builders will be found at and near Worsborough,
as the property iu that district is all fully occu-
pied. Many other large collieries will shortly be
opened out on estates where the coal has
reoently been secured. In the West Riding
district, the same state of things may be met
with. In the newly-developed coalfields around
Pontefract and Featherstoue, a good population
is being got together iu a district which a few
years ago was only known as an agricultural
country. Cottage houses have sprung up very
rapidly, and will doubtless do so for many years
to come.

At Loscoe Messrs. H. Briggs, .Son, & Co

,

Limited, have recently opened a new colliery,
which was christened about twoyears ago by the
Emperor of Brazil, whilst on a visit to Yorkshire,
the “Don Pedro Colliery.” The pit will require
from 300 to 400 men aud boys to work it, and
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ilr. Tadman, of Wakefield, is now engaged in
the erection of a batch of houses which, when
completed, will amount to 108. The company
have now five collieries at work, which are
capable of raising from 12,000 to 13,000 tons of

coal per week. The collieries which have been
at work for some time, have of late made con-
siderable extensions in their premises. The
newly.formed Dodwarth and Silkstone Coal and
Iron Company are erecting a new engine-house
and chimney at Dodwarth Station Colliery, in

addition to which over 100 new coke-ovens are
either in the course of erection, or are about to

be built. Several batches are finished, or nearly
so. At the new colliery belonging to ITessrs.

Craik & Co., at Smithies, near Barnsley, a large

outlay has recently taken place. A substantial

engine-house and other buildings have been
erected, in addition to nearly forty new coke-
ovens. The well-known Oaks Colliery Company
have recently lighted a large row of new ovens,
whilst the Blackie Main Colliery Company, the
High Eoyd Company, the Silkstone Fall Com-
pany, Limited, have all just added largely to
their numerous coke-ovens, as have also one
or two of the owners of iron-works and blast-

furnaces.

ANOTHER LESSON FROM THE FIRE.

Sir,—It is a matter of general thankfulness
that the rapid combustion of the late Alexandra
Palace did not in the loss of a colossal proi)erty
involve more hideous calamity in the shape of a
proportionate loss of life. It has now been seen
how some half million sterling may be laid out
in preparing a fools’ Paradise, to bo transformed
into “a veritable Pandemonium” at shortest
notice, in broad day, and with no better scene-
shifter than a careless plumber. The lesson
has been costly ; thank Heaven ! not so costly
as it well might have been.
With deep regret for the heavy loss sustained

by the proprietors, with admiration of the true
British pluck that has moved the directors to
restore the ruins, mingles a painful concern for
the future. People are anxious to know how
far the building is to be simply replaced as it

was (that is to say, laid ready for a second fire)

;

how far the lurid light of recent disaster will

deter those responsible from making another
cage of dry fuel for 20,000 pleasure-seekers.

Besides want of water (remarked on in your
able article), there are two conditions for making
a big fire out of a small one,—plenty of air,

and plenty of combustibles. As to air, the
large area, height, and broad surfaces of an
Exhibition building must always give facilities

that the first breach in the roof can but render
perfect. As to combustibles, certainly wood and
paper are what we generally use for lighting our
fires. But when kindling is the thing of all

others to avoid, common prudence requires that
such substances (if employed), should be pro-
tected, so far at least as not to become ready
agents of destruction.

Had the floor on which the burning stuff from
the dome fell been of planking rendered unin-
flammable by Bumetising, it would not have
served as fuel to the flames. Had the woodwork
of the dome itself been similarly prepared, the
lire, we may be morally certain, would never
have happened. Entertainments might be going
on within the building at this moment, and the
ghastly ‘‘ Illumination of the Ruins ” need have
found no place in the programme. I mention
Bnrnetising as the process I happen to know of.

I am concerned not so much with processes as

with results.

Of course, the old, old question crops up. The
“ha’p’orth o’ tar” question. Confessing to my
own opinion that such a question is but secondary,
where hundreds,—thousands,—of lives may be
at stake, I submit that the matter will bear
examination from a strictly commercial point of

view. Could the proprietors compound with
some conjuror for the restoration of their palace
as it stood some fortnight since, immediately on
receipt of the sum it would have cost to fire-

proof every stick and rag in it in 1862, with
S per cent, interest to date into the bargain,

—

could we for a moment imagine such a contract
duly fulfilled on both sides,—how different would
be the financial position ! Alas ! no magic can
change the past

; but sharp experience should
change the future. With property of enormous
value, ordinary precaution dictates either ade-
quate policies (if to be had) in the regular offices,

or else eometbing equivalent to self-insurance.

The difficulty of insuring so huge and costly a
building is of course increased tenfold by its

being the only one of its class. At the present
stage of matters, it seems premature to specu-
late how far what was a difficulty may prove to
have become utterly impracticable. Still, if

anything could smooth the way for insurance, or
lessen rates of premium which at best must be
exceptionally high, it would be the exclusive use
of uninflammable stuff in the reconstruction.
Indeed, it is quite conceivable that the annual
interest on any consequent additional outlay
might be more than met by reduction in pre-
miums. Should insurance companies not afford
adequate protection, the imprudence of replacing
the structure with combustible matter need
hardly be pointed out. Charles E. Coxder.

THE THREATENED STRIKE.
Sir,—In your last week’s impression, Mr.

Broadhurst seeks to justify his assertion that the
master builders liad promised an increase of

wages to the masons this year by quoting a
remark of Mr. Lucas at the conference of last

summer, to the effect that the masons should
have “any price they like.” How is it that Mr.
Broadhurst does not ask for a shilling an liour

for the masons on the same authority, as Mr.
Lucas had said a minute before, “ You bad better
have a shilling an hour ” The masters might
claim that a reduction of wages had been notified,

for the sentence quoted did not end as Mr.
Broadhurst would lead you to suppose. Mr.
Lucas added,—“but if terra-cotta is used
instead of stone, you will not get your present
wages.” After this not much reliance can be
placed on Mr. Broadhurst’s statement that other
paragraphs are “equally clear.” The “other
paragraphs ” relating to this question are, in

fact, point-blank refusals on the part of the
masters to entertain the constantly-repeated at-

tempt of the masons to extract a promise of arise
in tbe spring. The chairman said,—“ How can we
fix wages for next summer ? Who can do it ?

”

Mr. Trollope said, on another occasion,—“ We
cannot bind onrselves to what may happen in

March, it is simply impossible;” and a few
minutes later he repeated, “ we cannot bind the
future as to a rise of wages.” Mr. Lucas, also,

said, in reply to a further appeal, “ How is it

possible for us to settle wages for a future time ?

Y'ou cannot do it.”

Mr. Broadhurst, however, once more retni-ned
to tbe charge, and I regret to have to trouble
you with a longer extract. Mr. Broadhurst
said,—“What is the objection to your saying
that we will pay you, to save any deputation, or
any circular, or anything of that kind, ne.xt

spring the 9cl. from the 1st of March ? .

The Chairman: I can only say, that if yon
asked for 9cl. in March, knowing the trade that
is being done in London, it is simply prepos-
terous and, of course, we are not asking
you to recommend that that sliail be the proposi-
tion for the next si.x months (that is, the reduced
hours and the S Vd.). That would bo an utter
waste of time on our part. We are asking you
to accept that frankly, as one that is to guide us
until some considerable change takes place in

the building trade, justifying any advance or
reduction. That is what we expect in meeting
you in this way, and that you will say frankly

whether it is to be so or whether it is not, and
that you will not allow us to waste our time in

imagining wo have made a proposition which
you are only going to accept for a few weeks or

a few months.”
As this is the last occasion on which the sub-

ject is mentioned during the interview, I will

leave it for your readers to say whether it would
not be easier to build upon these extracts a
charge of want of faith on the part of the
masons in demanding a rise so soon, than to

pretend that they imply a promise so strong as
to have been the inducement to accept the terms
offered.

In justice to the masons, it should be added,
that Mr. Broadhurst’s statement, made in

your impression of the 7th inst., that the
masons “have given the employers six months’
notice to fulfil an agreement entered into last

summer, viz., that if trade was at all good this

season, we should have one halfpenny per hour
advance,” is entirely incorrect. The masons
have given notice that they require a rise of one
halfpenny an hour, and have based the demand
ou the increased cost of living, without any
reference whatever to an agreement which they
knew perfectly well had never been made.

Bexj. Haxxex. Chairman.
The Central Association of Master Builders

of London, June 2‘3rd, 1873.

THE GOVERNMENT OP LONDON.

Mr. J. S. Storr has contributed a paper to
the current number of the Fortrvightly iJerieio,

entitled “ The Anarchy of London,” which will

help on the coming change in the government
of the metropolis. Come it must ; it is but a
question of time, but unfortunately circum-
stances concur to make that time long. We
quote a portion of the paper :

—

“If nothing else can be done, and if Mr.
Stansfeld and Mr. Bruce are incapable of >

originating a new and efficient scheme for i

London, they might at least make an effort to
extend to the metropolis the Glasgow City

'

Improvement Act of 1865, which has produced
such beneficial results, social, sanitary, and
moral, in that city. Up to the passing of this
Act the population of Glasgow had been living
huddled together in masses, 50,000 persons
being crowded into eighty acres. Many of the <

houses were built without regard to light, air, or
decency, and naturally had become mere dens of
thieves, paupers, aud prostitutes. Tbe muuicipal
authorities came to the conclusion that it was
necessary to root out the evil. They applied to i

Parliament, under the above-mentioned Act, to
borrow a million and a quarter

;
scheduled the i

bad parts of the city, and obtained powers to
•

pull do%vn aud rebuild, or sell any portion, as
circumstances suggested. In order to provide :

the necessary funds for those improvements,
they obtained liberty to levy a rate of fid. in tbe
pound. At the end of the first year this was -

reduced to 4d. for two following years
;
then to

3d., and is now on the point of being reduced to
2d. Instead of advertising publicly the districts ^

they intended to demolish, with Scotch canniness •

they employed a surveyor to buy up 'quietly’ a
large amount of property before they did any-
thing, and thus avoided having to pay the
increased prices which would have been de-
manded by the owners had they begun to
improve before completing the purchases. They .

thus succeeded, with scarcely any litigation, in i

buying to the amount of ono million sterling,

property, of which they subsequently resold,
under restrictions, nearly dOOjOOOZ. worth at a i

considerable profit upon its original cost. Having ;

secured the fee simple of the plots required, they
.j

commenced by removing fever dens, and other j

nuisance-swarmiug, disease • breeding colonies, i

widening old ,streets, and driving new thorough- i

fares through the blind courts and alleys of their n

ancient city. At the outset the corporation built it

two blocks of dwellings for tbe expropriated ll

families
; but it was not found necessary to j

proceed further in this direction. Builders,
j

learning that the corporation were willing to J

grant leases for 500 years at moderate annual ij

ground-rents, with the right of pre-emption at ri

22.V years’ purchase, during the first three years, I
rushed in, took whole pints, and built houses on lU

the plan laid down by the municipal surveyor.
The two lodging-houses erected by the corpora- -I

tion, one for males and one for females, holding |
350 and 150 respectively, bad paid them 10 per j
cent., and the only obstacle to the corporation ti

doing more was their objection to becoming -S

landlords. Before the passing of the Act of fl

1865, although under their general Acts the
-Ij

corporation had power to demolish houses which lU

were unsafe, they were precluded from con- •

demning dwellings in a bad sanitary condition,
,

and could have done nothing without the powers i

of compulsory purchase they thereby obtained. .

Tbe result: was, in its financial, sanitary, and i

moral aspects, alike successful
; brothels had 1

been reduced 15 per cent., the haunts of thieves
and chronic disease were broken up, and even
the wbisky-shops were lessened in numbers.
The example thus set by Glasgow was, two i

years later (1867), followed by Edinburgh. An il

Act was brought in mapping out the portions of 1

the city to be removed, laying down new lines tl

of thoroughfares, sweeping away whole streets i

of houses, 200 to 300 years old, and empowering
the corporation to borrow 350,OOOZ., on the

security of a rate of 4d.inthe pound for twenty.
one years. Like tbe Glasgow Act, it had a I'j

clause limiting the number of poor to bo removed i|i

at one time to 500. An adequate provision was '
/

thus made, but not until then were clearances

effected. The work was thus gradual in its ?*,

operation, and the inconvenience consequent on H
removal was thereby mitigated, if not rendered J

quite inappreciable.

If we turn from the two largest cities of Scot- -I

land to our own metropolis, wliat do we find ?

A few semi-charitable associations, founded by
private enterprise, or by the munificence of a ;•
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I stranger, to whom the miseries of our London
poor were nearer at heart than they would seem
‘to be to our great landowners and employers of

I labour. These institutions may be briefly

ennmerated. With a population rapidly approach-

;
ing four millions, of which, as we have seen, one

I
million has, in the space of twenty years, been
turned out of their houses by metropolitan and
other improvements, we have the authority of

the Lord Mayor for -stating that decent accom-
modation has been provided for only 20,000
persons.

a. The Peabody gifts to the Poor of Loudon,
amounting in all to 100,000^, by means of which
blocks of buildings have been erected in various
parts of London and the suburbs, have, up to the
present time, provided accommodation for 817
families, consisting of 3,107 persons, occupying
8,328 rooms, at an average charge of Is. lUd. per
room per week.

h. The Metropolitan Association for Improving
Ithc Dwellings of the Industrial Classes has
Ifd^ctcd, in the most crowded parts of London,

blocks of buildings, accommodating 507
families, consisting of about 2,000 persons. This
society does not confine its operation to London
»and tho suburbs, but has erected cottages and
^dwellings at Ramsgate and Bristol. Its financial

jBnocess has been uninterrupted. Last year a
i dividend of per cent, was declared, besides a
I sum added to the guarantee fund.

I c. Tho Improved Industrial Dwellings Com-
tpany, under tho able direction of Sir Sydney
jWaterlow, Mr. Walter Morrison, M.P., and
I others, has already invested 250,000Z., and pro-
i Tides accommodation for 9,000 persons. This
society, which offers a favourable example of
management to others, pays its shareholders a
guaranteed interest of 5 per cent, per annum,
(and might with advantage bo stud ed by pro-
imoters of similar undertakiugs.
I d. Tho Artisans, Labourers, and General
iDwelliugs Co-npany, under the presidency of
(tlie Dean of Westminster, has now been in
iexistence six years. Its share capital is upwards
of 52,000Z., whilst more than 13,000Z. have boon
(deposited at a fixed rate of interest of 5 per cent.
'Tho shareholders received for the past year

l6 per cent. This company also extends its

jOporations to large manufacturing towns, bub
(its most important act has been the purchase of

lland in the ueighbiiurbood of Clapham Junction
'Station, where Lord Shaftesbury last year laid

ithe first stone of what he then called the
(‘workmen’s city.’ Tho directors iu thoir
(report draw attention to the fact that the
•average death-rate in the houses erected by
(them was only 6 per 1,000, whilst it averaged
in surrounding districts 25 per 1,000, and in

(some instances more. This is in a great measure
I to be attributed to tho absence of cesspools from,
:and tho careful drainage of, those newly-erected
buildings.

1 If to these efforts wc add those of theMaiquis
of Westminster, Miss Octavia Hill, and Mr.

• Bullock Hall, which are all the more deserving
ofadmiration and praise because they have been
(carried on so unobstrusively and so sytematically,
wc come to the end of our short list of the
|(|aadequate attempts to cope with this great want

;

I of our times.”

I ENGLISH WORKMEN AND PERSIAN
i SECURITIES : A CAUTION.

The visit of the Shnh of Persia to England
is of more significance than idle curiosity, par-
'ticularly as affecting the interests of our skilled
lartisans, for it appears that the Persian Monarch
and his Ministers intend profiting by the ex-
ample of the Khedive of Egypt and the Sultan
of Turkey, by extracting from this country a
number of our best workmen, in order to in-

(Struct his unskilled subjects iu our staple indus-
tries, arts, and mysteries.

Already agents have felt their way, and are
busy in taking steps to enlist mechanics by
seductive offers of wages and golden promises of
speedy fortunes in a land “ flowing with milk
and honey.”

Like onto the engagements entered into with
Egypt, Tui-key, and Russia, binding contracts
fur almost an apprenticeship term of years,
added to the signing away of English nation-
ality, and agreeing to foreign naturalisatinn,
will be exacted

j
and if the Anglo-Persian work-

I men reap the like whirlwind their forerunners
iu Egypt, Turkey, and Russia did, their engage-
imentswith our distinguished visitor will afford
ample leisure to regret ever leaving the English
shores.

As littlo is known of Persia, we open up the
country by a digest from authentic documents
sent by English consuls in Teheran, Bushiro,
Bagdad, and Tabreez, in the shape of replies to
inquiries made by the Earl of Clarendon, Secre-
tary of Foreign Affairs, respecting the condition
of the Persian Empire, and its industrial classes,
and more exhaustive and trustworthy particulars
could not he found on those subjects. English
workmen would do well to ponder over the
consuls’ information, both with respect to
Asiatic and other foreign states.

Mr. Jenner, the consul at Teheran, gives five

reports from Ispahan, Shiraz, Koum, Hamadan,
and Kermanshah, drawn up for him by intel-

ligent natives, as well as Europeans. He is

inclined to infer from Lord Clarendon’s despatch
that tho information sought for is required with
a viow to ascertaining which are tlio countries
best adapted for the reception of an immigration
of the surplus of the working classes of Great
Britain, in so far ns the term “ working classes

”

applies to that portion of the population which
earns its livelihood by manual labour.

[It may bo advisab'o here to observe, that
other consols take tho like view of Lord Claren-
don’s object

j
and the diplomatic investigations

render tho reports still more valuable to the
working classes of Great Britain.]

In tho manufacture of carpets and shawls, the
Persian workmen excel tho English. One or two
skilled workmen from each English craft might
succeed iu making a fortune, if they could iu-

duce Persian employers to pay them
;
but a

dozen or two would glut tho market. No immi-
gration composed of workmen seeking employ-
ment as individuals, would lead to anything but
disappointment and ruin.

Tlie cost of living upon tho pittance which
satisfies tho Persian workman is so small, and
the j-ate of wages, which is proportionately even
smaller, so uuremunerative, that no British
workman could for a moment compete with tU«
native labourer. Oue way in which a successful
emigration to Persia viight be possible to those
engaged in it, would be ” self-sufficing colonies,”
composed of from 500 to 1,000, or more, mem-
bers of both sexes. These might thrive, if

engaged either iu working some of the numerous
mines to bo found scattered all over Persia; or
in manufacturing cotton stuffs, of a quality
corresponding to that of the chinfzes which
form the chief articles of importation to Persia;
or silk stuffs for use and exportation, for both
of which manufactures the raw material could
be procured in abundance, and at cheap rates
upon the spot.

Colonies engaged in the above, or other pur-
suits, and so constituted, like those of Germans
in Odessa, or of Swedes and Norwegians in tho
United States, as to be enabled to till their own
land, make their own roads, and provide in every
respect for thoir own -wants, would, in the
opinion of many persons qualified to judge, meet
with success. But before such a colony could
bo established in Pei'sia, it would be necessary
to overcome many prejudices on tho part of its

rulers, which at present a e so deeply rooted as
to render success almost hopeless.

Tlie winter diet of a workman consists almost
entirely of bread, rice, and bad cheese, with a
small quantity of tea in tho form of a decoction

;

and tho summer diet is of bread, or “ eayfe,” or
summer produce, i.e., melons, cucumbers, vege-
table marrows, egg plants, and various forms of
edible gourds. The average wages changed to
English money, are about Did. a day, and tho
workman can ja!;t manage to keep body and
soul together.

As to dwellings. In Persian towns, large
caravanserais, built in former times to accmi-
modate a far more numerous population, are
generally to be found. These buildings, though
mostly in a more or less ruinous condition,
can still furnish shelter for a large number of
workmen, who are lodged at the rate of from
Is. to 3s. a month. As for furniture, a rough
felt for sleeping, and a cooking-pot, suffice for
their requirements. The courtyards of mosques,
and sheltered corners, form refuges for a large
numberof thestill poorerclasses. Of thewerkmen
who are married, some possess a small piece of
land, which helps them to maintain their families,
and in some cases the wives and children add
a trifle to the family pittance by sewing, or
by, more frequently, oarpet-makiog or rough
weaviug. Aims to the poor give further aid,

and once a year, for a period of three days, the
poorest man may sit down to a comfortable
dinner, which is furnished by the devotees of

“Hassan and Hossein,” which is equivalent, in'

Persia, to saying, “By all who can afford it”
“ In short,” the Consul says, “though the exist-
ence of tho working classes in Persia is, accord-
ing to English ideas, miserable in the extreme,,
still I have no reason to believe that tliero is

anything like the suffering they are exposed to
at home (in England).”
The air of Persia is constantly pure, and the-

sun almost always bright. Drainage is most
imperfect. Dead animals are cast upon the road
to be deodorised by the influence of the sun,,

and the public streets are made the receptacles
for everything that is nob wanted in the houses.
Cholera, smalUpox, and typhus fover are the
chief epidemics

; but as a rale they only make
their appearance when everything has been done
to give birth to them, and “they cannot be
attributed to the visitation of God. but to the
imbecility of man.”

In the manufacture of shawls and carpets, in
brasswork, in enamol on gold and silver, in every
species of ornamental work whore a good effect
is sought for rather than excellency of finish, the
Persian work may be said to be good. Every-
thing is done by hand, and left unfinished,
rather from an ignorance of tho higher principles
of artistic work, than from any real iucapacity,
save in respect to the shawls and carpets, which
combine an artistic sense of the harmony of
colours with a wonderful perfection of finish,

and durability. The above remark may almost
always be applied to the work of Persian arti-

zana. The ignorance of tho workmen is not
altogether the result of their want of oppor-
tunities of improvement. The love of tradition
is very strong, and the only change to be noted
is that which is produced by the gradual
deterioration which, by a nniversal law, comes
upon nations which do not progress. What is
thus said upon the higher branches of work,
applies equally to the lower. Everything in
Persia follows a geometrical I’atio, in its decay.
There is, however, one numerous and power-

ful fraternity which is never tired of attempting
to surpass. Those who belong to it—and they
form, in two oi- three instances, tho population
of entire districts—arc ever striving to excol.
They devote every leisure moment to this pur-
pose, and are stimulated to con.'stant endeavour
by the fame of those who have attained to
eminence in their difficult art. Few Persians of
any position but have arrived at a certain skill
in this accomplishment, and prime ministers and
even sovereigns have owed the greater portion
of their celebrity to their extraordinary aptitude
in this respect,—that is, “ penmanship.” The
Mirzaa are, indeed, tho only “ class of workmen
who take a pride in their work, and endeavour
to excel from the sense of honour they have in,

executing it.”

During “ Bushiro” no work is ever done, and
workmen only receive rations on these days
from their employers.
There are also ten entire holidays in the year,

on which neither salaries nor rations arc drawn.
The hours of labour are from about one hour
after sunrise to noon, when men break off to dino
and rest for about a couple of hours, when they
resume till sunset. All classes of labourers live

very much alike, in the most frugal manner,
and a man who earns his half kran may be
taken as an average specimen. His food will
bo a lump of dates before going to work, some
bread (unleavened) and salt fish for dinner, and
some boiled rice for supper. The men who
earn higher wages possibly wear a bettor shirt
.md turban, but nothing more

; whatever they
save is usually converted into ornaments for their
women.

Mr. Surgeon Hakin, writing at Lingah, says,
as to remunerative opening for British work-
men, unskilled, or the reverse,—to commenca
with unskilled Europeans, "I do not think they
could at all compete in the market at the rates
now ruling for native labour; and in the hot
season I much doubt if they could continue
work for any length of time without injurious
effects to their health.

In regard to skilled workmen, there may
eventually be openings for men in tho boiler
repairing and engineering line, where, as super-
intendents and foremen they would perhaps be
able to make a fair living, as they would not bo
likely—for a long time at least—to meet with,
native competition.”

Mr. Hakeem, surgeon, of Bassadore, states,
that tho only articles of food obtainable are
meat, rice, fish, wheat, dates, and “dholl.” But
r.he meat is generally of an inferior quality,,
owing to scanty pasturage.
With regard to the question of healthy lodg-
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ings tho scanty population of Bassadore live in

small houses made of sandstone and mud, and
huts made of date-leaves. These houses and
huts stand at considerable distance from each

other. There are always breezes blowing from
•one direction or another. Those coming from
the north-east and north-west are most prevalent,

the former blowing in tho mornings and the
latter in the evenings. At times the north-east

or north-west winds keep blowing for days
together (varying from three to seven) in a strong

gale. The gronnd is elevated, and the soil is in

some parts rocky, in others calcareous and
sandy

;
so that, as far as drainage and ventila-

tion are concerned, they are in the most satis-

factory condition
;
but to find here a place free

from malarious poison is almost an impossibility.

The port of Lingah is most filthy. The houses
ore crowded together, without any regularity,

leaving very naiTOw, dirty, and sharp-winding
lanes, most of which allow one man to walk
through them. The walls of tho surrounding
houses closing in these lanes are very high,

and give to the houses an appearance of dun-
geons for prisoners. These high walls cut off,

to a great extent, the excess of fresh air
;
and

there are no arrangements for the removal of tho
night-soil, &c. : each house, especially those
further removed from the sea, has a hollow dug
in the privy, in which the dirt collects year
after year, and charges the atmosphere with
various noxious and poisonous effluvia, which
prove a fertile source of the different low forms
of fever, outbreaks of cholera, &o.

The dangers attending the action of these
miasmatic and poisonous effluvia are, that
persons who have resided nnintermptedly for

several years in such regions become ancemic
and sallow in countenance, weak, and emaciated;
they lose all energy and freshness of mind and
intellect

;
become liable to congestions and en.

largement of the internal organs, especially the
liver and spleen

;
and, if not removed in due time

to healthier regions, they are apt to succumb to

the fatal effects of febrile and other low diseases.

Consul-General Herbert, at Bagdad, gives
valuable information on all points, and states

that the artizans and industrial classes bear the
proportion of about 60 per cent, to the other
classes. Tho latter may be said to comprise
Government employes, ulemas (i. e.—professors of

religion and law), landholders, merchants, petty
traders, dependants, and beggars.
The honses occupied by the artizan and labour-

ing classes vary in accordance with their means.
Some are comfortable, but all are badly veu-
tihited, and those of the poorer people are very
inferior. All houses are built on the same prin-
ciple, whether of stone, brick, or m\id. The
form of the house is a square, or parallelogram,
surrounding a court into which the rooms open,
and there is seldom any opening to the outside
of the building except the entrance-door. The
roofs are flat, and on these the ocenpants sleep
in the summer, whilst they also use them for the
purpose of spreading on them any article or
produce which they desire to dry in the sun. In
the centre of tho court-yard is a sunk aud
covered cesspool, into which the refuse-water
and off-scourings of the honse are permitted to

run through a small hole in the ground, and
mrst houses are provided with a well, from
which, however, the people seldom drink. The
houses consist of only one floor, none having an
upper story.

As regards the nature of their engagements
with their employers, there is no investment of

capital in their case, and no manufactories.
A master artizan works himself with his

journeymen and apprentices. The labour mar-
ket is well supplied, and artizans are, for the
most part, so comfortably provided, that they
are indifferent to extra work, and are content
with that which they know must come to them.
They are unwilling on. any occasion to hurry
themselves, or put themselves out of their way
to accommodate a customer. Tho consul is of
opinion that there is no opening in this country
at present for the introduction of foreign labour,
and that English artizans and workmen should
not be encouraged to come independently to this
country !

But the country offers the most promising
openings for capitalists, both agricultural and
commercial; and should it be possible to attract
to it the attention of such, their services would
offer occasions for the employment of Englishmen,
as superintendents, engineers, overseers, and
skilled workmen, and probably in the course of
time for that of subordinate workmen and
labourers.

Tho purchase power of money, as compared
with England, is very difficnit to estimate

;
but

tho consul is of opinion that, in the hands of
people foreign to the country, it is not greater
than in England, if so great.

In tho present state of the country a foreign
workman coming to Bagdad would find difficulty

in obtaining lodging, unless in a position to hire
a house for himself, and this could be done in

the principal towns at the rate of from 101. to
301. a year. The honses are ill ventilated, the
drainage is very bad, and miasmatic dirt, over-
crowding, and air-poisoning are the rule through-
out all tho towns of Turkish Arabia in Persia.
Even in Bagdad, the capital of the province, the
state of the streets is disgracefxd, and the lanes
in tho more remote parts of the town are always
in a most disgusting state.

European piece goods are in great demand.
Many useful articles in copper and tin are pro-
duced, but their finish is bad. So also with
goldsmiths’ and jewelry work. Embroidery, in
gold and silver, is admirably done and is very
enduring. Great quantities of elegantly-formed
vessels in porous earthenware, which are very
useful in a hot climate, are made, but they are
very brittle, and again their finish is very rough.
So also with a certain kind of glass bottles. The
state of the field labourers is very wretched.
They are almost invariably overwhelmed with
debt to the farmers or landowners for advances,
and are consequently miserably poor, and in-

deed but little removed from the condition of
serfs.

The consul says:—“Still, this country offers

most promising opening for tho employment of
commercial and agricultural capital, and on this,

as forming an opening for English artizans and
industrials, and the improvement of the condition
of native labourers, I would wish to lay great
stress."

The country, soil, and climate are well adapted
to the produce of wheat, barley, and all kinds of
cereals,—cotton, jute, hemp, the sunflower plant,

and fibre-producing plants geucrally,—sugar,
indigo, and opium.

Persons or corporate bodies investing money
in land would need machinerv', and would neces-
sarily employ Englishmen, and as their works
advanced, the number of these would Increase.

Selecting those trades likely to he reernited
from England, the rate of wages are per day :

—

Blacksmiths, Hid.; bricklayers, lid. to Is. 6cl.;

carpenters, Is. 6d.; goldsmiths, 28. lOd.
;
and

coppersmiths, Is. lOd. Other building, iron, or
engineering trades are not known. Food appears
to average half London prices.

Almost every Persian is married before he
reaches tho age of twenty years. The women’s
apartments are separated from the rest. Water
is scarce, but the religious law allows all running
water to be considered pure which is a span in

depth,'and flows sufficiently’^rapidly to carrj- away
a handful of straw strewn on the surface.

Apprentices commence to learn their trade at

eleven years old and remain with their masters
until they reach man’s estate. Hours, sunrise
to sunset, less two hours for meals and prayers.

Wages:—Masons, 6d. per day; carpenters, 6d.

;

blacksmiths, 6d.; painters, 6d.

Tho labonring classes strictly follow the orcli-

nances of their religion by abstaining from wine
or other intoxicating beverages, forming in this

respect a strong contrast to the upper classes,

who are much given to drinking. Wine and
spirits are cheap aud good. Strangers on arrival

are attacked by low fever. Lodgings are found
with difficulty, and rents have nearly donbled
during the last five years. Ventilation, cleanli-

ness, and drainage are unknown.
Persians at Tabreez are capable of turning out

good and creditable work, biit slovenly and
clumsy. Being paid by tho day, they protract
their time as long as possible. Their country,
men prefer cheapness to every other quality, and
whoever works for lower wages will receive
employment in preference to superior skill.

The untrustwortbinesB of the Persian character

is seen in every class, grade, or calling
;
and

although the labour is low priced, bad workman-
ship and waste of time make it nearly as dear as

it is in Europe. The only occasion when they
endeavour to display enperior skill is when
employed by some authority from whom they
hope to receive a reward much in excess of the
value of their labour.

The tools they use are all brought from Russia,

they are of a bad and cheap description, and
would hardly find purchasers in anyotherpart of

the world. None of the modem fabrics of Persia

,
are at all equal to those produced in former

times. The carpets, felts, and silks have very*
much deteriorated,—the handsome enamelledil
bronzes of Ispahan are no longer to he found. I

The inhabitants of the cities of Persia are

!

relieved of many of the Government imposts*

,

levied on the village communities. The car-4,1

penters, masons, and silversmiths are each
under their own chief, who is usually in thd
employment of the governor and nominated by.
him

; any disputes among the members are sub.
niitted to his decision, from which there is no
appeal. In general, a Persian prefers to suffen
any injustice rather than appeal to the Govern-
ment tribunals.

Persia offers no field for European workmen,—-
least of all for English, who are, as a rule, the
most iudisposed to adapt themselves to tbd
manners and habits of other nations. Some
few Germans have from time to time endeavoured
to exercise their trade at Tabreez

;
but notwithJ

standing their thrifty habits and modest expec-
tations, they seldom succeeded in gaming moret
than a bare livelihood. The natives prefer to(

employ their own countrymen, who work much
cheaper aud sufficiently well for their require-
ments.

Since the above was written every one hafi

heard that, through Baron Reuter, vast under-
takings will shortly commence in Persia, in which
English capital, as well as an army of English
labour, will be required. Shareholders will do
well to look forwai'd a little, aud learn whafc
their security may be worth under a succeeding
sovereign.

SANITARY PRECAHTIONS IN
WESTMINSTER.

The Westminst-er District Board of work^
have adopted a re))ort from their surveyor, MrJ
R. R. Arntz, with respect to house-drainage,'

which contains the following valuable sugges--

tions :—All inlets to house-drains and outlets tc
the main sewer to bo thoroughly trapped • soil-i

pipes to be the only inlets to drains
;
ventilating

pipes with tight joints to go up into the open ain

clear of the topmost windows (they are T-shaped
in the plans submitted by Mr. Arntz to thd
Board)

;
all othor inlets are to be trapped, b(

that no foul air can enter the house from tht)

drains
;

all drains to be tight-jointed
; neither

rain-pipes, water-pipes, nor soil-pipes are to bcl

used as ventilators
;
water-pipes, whether from

cisterns, sinks, or baths, shall discharge into thd
open air ; if at the top of the house into rain,

water pipes. All drains shall have a fall of nol

lees than 1 in 60 (1 such in 5 ft.)
;

all drains shal '

be of stoneware or terra-cotta pipes laid in con-

crete and jointed; branch drains shall be 5 ini

in diameter at the least, if they are of a length
not exceeding 100 ft., and tho width shall b«l

9 in. if they are of a greater length. In com/
bined drainage the main drain shall bo 9 ini

wide at least, if the length is between 10 ft. and
20 ft., and over that distance 12 in. wide. Nd
draiu shall go under a dwelling. The surveyor’s
plans provide that ”

it shall not be possible tc

draw water from any cistern or pipe supplyiogrj

a water-closet for any othor purpose than thel

supply of such water-closet.

LARGE CASTING AT KIRKSTALL
FORGE.

The Kirkstall Forge Company have just madea
largo casting for tho establishment of Messra.i

Cammell & Co., Sheffield. At these works was
erected some years ago one of the hydraulic

forging presses invented by Mr. Haswell, of'

Vienna, engineer, and made at the Kirkstall;'

Forge. The power of this press is 1,250 tons.tl

and it has latterly been used for the purpose of !

bending armour-plates. Under the enormous)]

force that was used a short time ago in bending
a plate 12 in. in thickness, the top cross of the.

press was broken, and it is to replace the broken:?

cross that a new and stronger casting has been’l

made. The new cross is about 11 ft. in length:!

from centre to centre of the pillars, the body

being 9 ft. 6 in. long by 6 ft. broad. The thick-i

ness throughout is 4 ft., or 9 in. more than tbatli

of the old cross. For five weeks the men,/

working overtime, were occupied in making tbet:

mould in loam. For the casting about 45 too8(

of metal were prepared. The melting of tlioi!

pig iron occupied five hours. An extra fant*

had also to be erected. Tho metal was.

poured simultaneously out of two furnaces, a; i
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oservdir, and three ladles, and this operation

ras completed in fifteen minutes. When finished,

iio casting will weigh 38 tons, or about 8 tons

acre thau the cross it is intended to replace.

THE CITY EXTENSION OF THE
METROPOLITAN RAILWAY.

‘ The works for the extension of the Metro-
olituii extension from Moorgate.etreet to Ald-
atc are immediately to be commenced. The
ne will pass under Finsbury.circus, which lias

Iready been boarded off, and a number of men
iro employed in excavating. The railway will

Iso pass under Blorafield. street, and Fiusbury.
jhapcl and Moorfields Roman Catholic Chapel,
''hich stand at the two opposite corners of the
ircus

;
bnt it is stated that neither of these

01 be affected by the works. A large number
? houses and other buildings wdll, however, have
) bo removed in order to admit of the line

eing carried under Bishopsgate-street. In
lese are included the London Provident Insti-

ition Savings Bank, and in anticipation of the
»movnl of tho building new premises for the
usincss of the bank have been erected in St.

[artiu’s-lane, a description of which has already
ppeared in the Builder.

TEE “TABARD,” SOUTHWARK.
^ixTHOUGn every one interested in antiquities

ust regret the proposed destruction of the old
Tabard Inn,” yet that act would not bo such a
rrible piece] of vandalism as has been repre-
oted by one or two of the daily papers, which
live described that bailding as being “pretty
!uch what it was in Chaucer’s time

;
” whereas

ie fact is, no portion of tho existing inn is of an
ikTlier date than the time of Charles II., tho
liginal building having been destroyed by tho
[•eat fire in Southwark in the year 1676. And
•en if ample testimony to this fact did not
ist, tho architecture of tho “Tabard lou” will

lelf convince anybody who will carefully
amine it that it is not of an earlier date than
,e reign of Charles II.

We said the same thing in Maj-, 1865, when
.0 property was about to be sold as now,* and
e repeat tho hope we then expressed, that
hen tho time for tho removal of the old build-

g does come, an inscription, properly shrined,
ill be made to tell all comers that here stood,
Tho Tabard ” immortalised by Chaucer.

SEWER VENTILATION.

I

Sir,

—

I eononr in the main with your corre-
indent, “ Oxford bub he has misunderstood
ly meaning. It was because the house-draius
Wid not be trapped, if the Liverpool scheme
|kd been adopted, that I objected to it.

In the Builder of tho 30th ult. an extract of

fo engineer’s report was given as follows :

—

In districts where water-closets of this kind
fist, the draught would then be entirely down
le street ventilators, and up the soil-pipe
^fts."

In my letter of the llth inst., “I recommend
|atth(3 house-drains should be disconnected, for
jnrtilating purposes, from tho main sewers ”

; of
imrsc that can only be done by trapping them.
I Daring the time I was engaged on the Metro-
l)litan Main Drainage Work, I spent many days
! the main sewers, and thus had every oppor-
,mty of observing the working of the street
intilators, and from the experience thus and
ibscqueutly gained I make the folloudug recom-
itions :

—

,
1. That open gratings may be used in the
reels, without any nuisance whatever, in
j’Operly constructed sewers with a constant
no.

'2. That in sewers of depos/f, similar to some
Liverpool, special means of destroying or

issing away the noxious gases thus generated
loald be adopted either by the use of charcoal-
ays in the up-cast shafts

j
or by archiinedian

row ventilators
; or, by connecting the sewers

itii existing tall ehimney-sbafts, with open
I'atinga as inlets at tho lower levels in each
fle.

.House.drains should also be trapped outside
10 hwrsps. Soil-pipes should be placed outside
0 houses and not inside, and should be ven-

* Vol. xsiii,. p, 370.
ve in an earlier volume.

The history of the place we

tilated. Waste-water and rain-water pipes
should discharge on open gratings with a syphon-
trap under, and thus all continuous connexion
with tho drains would be cut off".

These are very simple precautions, and if

properly carried out, sewer-gases may be effec-

tually kept out of our houses.

Jaxes Lemox, C.E.

Sir,—

T

he importance of this question is a sufllcieut
aj>ology for any discussion on the merits of proposed

The proposal of the Liverpool borough engineer to
make tho drains of every house answer the purpose of
sewer-ventilators is not a now idea; but I think, as a
general principle, is as efficient and as practicable a
means as any scheme yet proposed. It must be borne in
mind that, however noxious the gases generated and con-
lined in tho sewers may be, a constant moans of escape
renders them practically harmless

;
simply because as

fast as the gaseous products arise they are liberated. It
is tho confinement in tidal-looked and other systems of
sewers which is the evil. It follows, therefore, that the
greater the proportion of outlet is, the more effectual is

the remedy; and it is also obvious that a distributed
number of small openings, as the egress aflbrded by every
house soil-pipe is more effectual than a few large venti-
latiug-shafis placed at greater distances apart along the
main line oi sewers; in which latter case large areas,
drained by secondary sewers and pipes, are little affeoted
by the main draught through the principal sewers to tho
shafts. I think this is a snllioieiit reason why any system,
to be eO'ectual, should afford a well-distributecl number
of outlets.

Again : sulphuretted hydrogen, aud all tho lighter
gases, ascend to tho higher districts

;
and if the draught

created by shafts, aud other means of suction, is conllned
to the main sowers, only a large portion of conllned gas
•at tho higher levels must remain.
But the means proposed by the Liverpool engineer are

far from being tho best. The borough surveyor of South-
ampton, Mr. Lemon, is right in nuestioning the mode
suggested. Even the friction of a long •1-in. pipe would

:
retard tho escape of gas, and a great portion would rush
through the trap.
I will simply observe that ventilating pipes, carried np

from soil-pipes, are praetiea'ly unnecessary, from the
principle al>ove urged, and that every soil or waste pipe
should be simply disconnected e.xternully to the houses by
means of ventilating syphons, I agree with Mr. Lemon,
however, that tho sewers also should be ventilated sepa-
rately. G. iIrsKiesox GciLLAriiE.

WATER ! WATER

!

Mr. Fred. Richard WiLsoy, wlio has been
appointed sanitary inspector of Alnwick, under
the Public Health Act, has divided tho union
into twelve districts, and has just presented
hia report on tho first of them, “Amble.”
The following paragraph from it shows that 700
people arc badly off for water:

—

“ The crying want of this place is water. One source is
the adjacent burn, into which part of the sewage of the
place gots. This burn is dry iu summer, and receives
intermittently the pumpage of Togstou Lit, higher up.
The poor people think it pretty pure when they get the
water from this burn at a point above where their sewage
discharges into it ; but in Ibllowing the course of tho burn
I find that higher up it is fouled by sheep and cattle as it
traverses the fields as a ditch, and that it receives tho
sewage froraTogston Hall aud Togston House. This latter
fact is, I believe, not known. ‘ Quite a scum aud settling
in the water’; ‘Nothing but dirt’; 'We have to seek
the holes of cows’ feet-marks to get it'; ‘It must be
bad’; ‘Weean get slop-water for darting on here, but
not to make any use ot

' ;
‘ I’ve seen us go to Bondicar

[a mile distant] at eleven o'clock at night : not a drop iu
the burn when it is bodily dry in summer,’ wore some of
tho many expressions with which I was saluted, and evince
the straits these poor people are put to for water. The
laboriooB work of conveying water fur the whole of this
pit village is mainly done, iu all weathers, by children."

We described the miserable shortconiings of
parts of this district in 1865.*

ARCHITECT’S CHARGES FOR PLANS, &c.

Ix tho Halifax County Court, Mr. William Henry
Howarth, architect and snrveyor, HaUfai, brought an
action to recover from Messrs. Stott, Brothers, manufac-
turers, Brighouse and Bailiff Bridge, tho sum of 481. Ss.,
for preparing plans, &c., for the erection of a mill. The
particulars of the case, as stated for the plaintiff, were
that, having heard that Messrs. Stott intenefed to build a
mill, plaintiff went to see them, ou 28th October, 1871.
One of tho partners told him that Mr. Bull was their
architect generally, but they were not going to employ bim
any more. He was asked what he would charge, and
plaintiff replied that he would do it as reasonably as any
other architect. The plaiutiii' ultimately agreed to prepare
the plans and specifications, and to superintend the work,
at Li per cent, on the total cost. He afterwards waited
on defendants with the plans, and one of them said, ‘‘ Oh,
I didn’t think you had gone so far as that ; Bull hai baeu
to us latel}’, but we have not engaged any one yet." On
the Ist February, 1872, plaintiff received a letter from the
defendants stating that they bad never given him any
instructions to make the plans, aud that as he appeared
to be pushing the matter upon them, they would have
nothing furiher to do with him. This action was there-
fore brought to recover the sum for the work done.
The plaintiff having been examined iu support of the

statement, Messrs. B. W. Jackson, W. Gray, aud M. H.W ardle, architects, were called to prove that the charges
were fair and moderate.
Mr. William Hqldsworth, contractor, Bradford, said that

on one Thursday in December, 1871, he met tho defendant

See vol, xxiii.

James, aud on asking him who was the architect of their
mill, James replied that Howarth was the architect.
Tho defence was a denial of any agreement with the

plaintifl'. Ho was distinctly told that Mr. Bull was tho
architect for the mill. They never heard anything moro
of the affair until the plaintiff sent in the plans on tho
18th of November.
Mr. Bull, architect, Halifax, -said he was employed to

prepare plans for the mill in November, 1871, and he first
had some conversation with the defendants about tho
plans on the 25th October.
The jury returned a verdict for tho plaintiff for the full

amount claimed.

APPRENTICESHIP SERVICES.
Adamsox V. Eobixsox was an action brought at tho

Darlington County Court, by Messrs. Robert & Swain-
Bton Adamson, of Gainford, Guilders, to recover 221. 10s.
from tho defendant, a farmer and innkeeper of Summer-
house, under an apprenticeship indenture, for damages
for loss of the defenaanfs boo's services as an apprentice.
It appeared that tho apprenticeship-deed was not made
as between the parties, although it was signed by them
all. The question arose as to whether the father of the
apprentice was liable by tho covenants for the son’s re-
fusal to serve the plaintiffs. The Court declined to hold
that anyperson not named or described in the commence-
ment could bo considered as a party, and held the deed
invalid, as it would be very unequal justice to find tho
defendant in this action bound by general words, when it
appeared that the defendant would have no remedy
against the plaintiffs for any damage, however serious,
which might have resulted to him from a breach of tho
agreement on their part. For these reasons the judga
was in favour of the defendant, giving the plaintiff the
option of a nonsuit.

BOX-MAKTNG MACHINERY.
Ekadixo lately the description of abox-making machiuo

in your valuable journal, invented and patented by Mr
Wormersley, of the Carrow Works of Messrs. Coleman’s
mustard and starch business, is no more than was
made and fitted up nearly twelve years ago by myself
when omplqyed at Messrs. Cox & Son’s wnod-oarving
works, BeJvedere-road, who had the manufaeturing of a
large number of boxes known as postal-boxes, for tho
conveyance of watches, photographs, jewels, or any light
article by post or otherwise. The boxes and outside
covering were the invention of n Mr. Wilson, C.E., and tho
first experiment was tried by G. Greenshields in a common
wood-turuing lathe. Afterwards it was placed in my
hands to improve and fit up the machinery ffir the cutting
of the boxes. The machine consists of at least from
twenty to thirty cutters, driven by overhead motion,

; with gutta-percha straps, and arranged to bo set to out
any size box, of any length, width, or depth, as
might be required. The wood, after being cut down
in widths the depths of boxes, in long lengths, if
necessary, is passed tranverselv through the machine,
cutting itsV grooves, aud bevelling its ends, severing it
from the long length, tho two sides and two ends toge-
ther in each piece one after the other afterwards passing
through a second machine, preparing similar grooves on
each edge to receive top and bottom. This done, tho
outsides are covered with a thin canvas paper of the
shape required, the tops and bottoms cut and bevelled
ready by the machine also of the size required. The box is
folded, the contents put in, whatever they may be, and the
box is sealed up like an ordinary envelope. After the
machine is once set to its proper size, two boys could cut
from eight to ten gross of boxes per day. Drawings and
particulars of the machinery can bo had on application
to the maker. Jambs Brewrs.

WORKING PATENTED INVENTIONS
IN AUSTRIA.

_
Sib,—We have just received the following communica-

tion from our agents at Vienna, regarding the time for
working inventions in Austria.
“ Please notice, that although the Ministry ofCommerce

here have hitherto not refused a single petition for exten-
sion of working time fora second and fora third year,
they have now suddenly intimated their inteutiou to stop
granting third year’s grace, to grant second year's grace
only m exceptional cases, and not to grant any extensions
of working time on patents now being issued."
The above is very imporUnt at the present moment, so

many patented inventions being within tho walls of the
^hibition bnOding which were not made in that country,
although patented there.

Eodbbtsox, Bboomax, & Co.

LIGHT AND AIR CASE AT THE
“ CRITERION.”

Tub last edition of the many disputes which have
occurred during tho building of the “ Criterion," Picca-
dilly, for Messrs. Spiers & Pond, is an action brought
against the owners of tho building on the much-vexed
question of obstruction of light, and came before Mr.
Baron Bramwell and a special jury, in the Court of
Exchequer.
The plaintiff, Mr. Adams, resides next door to the" Criterion," and is lessee of a pictiire-galJciT.
About four years hack Messrs. Spiers & Pond, the

preaeut defeudauts, occupied the adjoining house to the
gallery, as dining and refreshment rooms, and, desirous
of enlarging and improving their premises, they built a
high wall a considerable number of feet above tho eleva-
tion of the picture-gallery, and this cut oil’ considerably
the light from tho ptoture-galle^, so as to make it, as
alleged, nearly valueless for exhibitingpietures or painting
thorn. ®

The plaintiffwas supported by a number of witnesses.
The defendant’s counsel did not deny the darkness or its

cause, but contended that tho plaintiff had failed to prove
that he had had ticenty years’ enjoyment of the light iu
question, and which proof was necessary to eeUblish his
right to the light, or to recover in this action.
Witnesses were called to prove that, previous to Mr.

Adams’s tenancy of the premises, they had been used as
the “ Piccadilly Saloon,” and that up to 1800 the skylight
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oTcr the present picture-gallery was only a small one of

6 ft., and had previously been eorered with cauras; and
Mr. Adams had enlarged it to 144 ft. dimensions; and
that since I860 the plaintiff had made many Other altera-

tions in the building, both in respect to the aspect and
size of the windows,
The jury, having gone over both buildings, answered

serera! legal questions put by the judge, and they ulti-

mately, on points of law, found for the defendants, and
the judge granted leave to plaintiff’s counsel to more to

set the verdict aside. This result leaves the dispute very
nearly where it stood at lirst.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Bath .—The masons ancl labourers are engaged

in a dispute with their employers. The masons

ask fur a halfpenny per hour and a reduction of

tlie hours of labour by one hour and a half. The
labourers demand an increase of a halfpenny

per liour. The masters offer an advance of a

farthing per hour, and a reduction of the hours

of labour. If a strike takes place some 2,000

operatives will be thrown out of employment.
Bedford .—At a conference meeting of the

carpenters and joiners, as reported in the local

Times, the following employers attended :—Mr.

C. Day, Mr. John Hull, Mr. R. Carter, Mr. T.

Spencer, and Mr. G. Haynes ; Mr. Freshwater,

Mr. Cnnvin, Mr. Foster, Mr. L. B. Moore, &c.,

being absent. Mr. C. Carter proposed that Mr.

H. Adams take the chair, which was agreed to.

Mr. Carter also proposed that 6d. an hour bo
asked for

j
that the time be 56^ hours, with no

lunch-time
;
and that three months’ notice be

given. Mr. S. Lamb seconded this. Mr. T.

Crowthor moved as an amendment that they
ask for 5id. an hour at once, retaining the
pr< sent time of 58^ hours, and at the end of

three months 6d. per hour for 5Gi hours, leaving

off woi'k at one on Saturdays. Mr. E. Pheasey
seconded the amendment, which was carried

without any rppo.sition. It was then resolved

that this resolution should be forwarded to the

masters, and that another meeting should be
convened for the purpose of receiving their

answer.

PATENTED APPARATUS AND ROYALTIES.
GOODWIN V. TALL & COMP.VXY (lIMITEd).

Sir,—In 1868 I bonght a patent apparatus of

Mr. Tall for erecting buildings in concrete which
cost me over 2001. I continued building with
this apparatus in different parts of the country
till 1872, when Mr. Tall sold his business to a
company. I continued to supply Tall & Co. with
iron work as I had done Mr. Tall. I applied to

them for payment of an account of 7U. for work
done, when they claimed a set-off for royalties

for buildings erected in King-street, Borough,
with the aforesaid apparatus, never having
asked me for such a thing before : thus the

action.

Judge Bramwell ruled that such a demand
could not stand good unless a written document
could be produced signed by the purchaser; and
contended that if a person purchased a patented

article he did so with the expectation of being

allowed to use it. The plea of royalties was over-

ruled, and a verdict for the plaintiff returned, on
the 2nd inst., at Queen’s Bench Court, West-
minster.

What makes the action of so much importance
to the above company is, if they had succeeded
in gaining a verdict they would have b.ad a
claim upon all persons using the same machines
and who have been doing so for years, the same
as myself. H. Goodwin.

BCHOOL.BDILDING NEWS.
Holhom, London .—The foundation stone of a

new school in connexion with the church of
St. Alban the Martyr, Holborn, has been laid by
Lord Eliot, on a site which bad been selected in

Baldwin’s Gardens. These schools are being
built in the midst of a dense population of
about 8,300, almost entirely poor ; they will

be the only freehold school premises in the
parish, the area of which is about 500 by 200
yards. The total cost will exceed 6,500L when
completely fitted, of which the site, including
conveyance, oo:<t 2,000Z.

;
work already done,

1,000!., leaving about 3,500Z. to be provi 'ed
within the next six months. The architects of
the building are Messrs. Miieham & Kennedy,
and the work will be carried out by Messrs.
Cubitt & Co.

Gloucester.— St. Mark’s new schools, erected
principally through the liberality of churchmen
of the diocese for the two-fold purjjose of meet-
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ing the educational requirements of the populous
and destitute district of St. Mark, and to avoid
the necessity of a school board in this city, have
been formally opened. The schools, according
to the local Chronicle, have been erected on the
Heathville Estate, at the junction of Sweetbriar
and Sherborne streets. Accommodation is pro-

vided for 500 children,

—

200 infants, 150 boys,
and 150 girls,—in three separate schoolrooms,

each 60 fc. by 20 ft., and to each of which is

attached a class-room, 20 ft. by 20 ft. The rooms
aro lofty, those for the infants being 14 ft. high,

and tho?e for the boys and girls an average height
of 16 ft. The girls’ and infants’ rooms are
gi'ouped together (that for the infants on the
ground flooi', and that for the girls above), access
being obtained from a large playground by an
entrance-hall common to both. The boys’ rooms
are approached from the street by a roadway
12 ft. wide, enclosed on each side by a dwaif wall

with iron palisading, thus keeping them separate
from the girls and infants. The boys’ school

and class-room stand in the centre of the boys’

playground, part of which it is contemplated to

use for gardening purposes. The schools are
built entirely of red brick, are covered with
Bridgwater tiles of a dun colour, and have nob
the slightest pretension to architectural effect,

but are built with strict regard to economy. All

the rooms have boarded floors and plastered
ceilings, the main timbers of the roofs being
stained and varnished. The internal walls are
struck, jointed, and coloured of a straw colour.

The windows are constructed with cast-iron

frames and casements. In each schoolroom
there aro two, and in each class-room one, of

Mr. J. Carter Hyde’s warming and ventilating

grates, the principle of which is to admit a
supply of warm fresh air, the cold air being
admitted by pipes to the chambers at the back
and sides of the grate, warmed by contact there-

with, and admitted into the rooms from apertures
at tho sides of the grate. Tlio foul air is con-
ducted b/ pipes from gratings in the floors to

the ashpit, and by passing through the fire is

consumed. No fittings are as yet provided. The
contract price for tho buildings and boundary
walls, which enclose upwards of a quarter of an
acre, was 1,4131. The contract has been carried

out by Mr. J. Meredith, from the designs and
under the superintendence of Messrs. Medland &
Sou, architects.

TARIORDM.
A PAPER on the Ventilation of Buildings, by

Mr. W. F. Butler, read before the Society of Civil

and Mechanical Engineers, has been published
in a separate form (Kell, Brothers). Without
contributing to the discussion anything actually

new, it includes a considerable amount of infor-

mation, and may be usefully circulated.

^isctllancH.

The Pire at Alexandra Palace.—The in-

quest has been hidd on tho body of the man who
had the charge of the zineworkers on the roof of

the dome, but was not himself on the roof on the
day of the fire, and was struck by a piece of

burning timber below, which had been wafted
to a distance by the wind, on falling on the

spot where he was standing looking. No light

whatever seems to have been shed on the actual
causa or origin of the fire. Only one witness
examined (Moore, a police-sergeant, who gave
the alarm) seems to have seen the smoke so

early as half-past twelve, about which time it

was witnessed at Holloway by the writer of this,

as we stated before the inquest took place. A
flower-woman on her way to Finchley, as she
tells us, saw the smoke at twenty minutes past
twelve. Tho architect, Mr. Moeson, was
asked whether he did not think it possible

the fireworks of the Saturday night, thirty-six

hours before, could have set fire to the dom^
to which he replied in the negative. Two zinc-j

workers said, of course, that Z/iei/ could not have
done it. They took their red-hot irons out of

the fire at the dinner-hour (twelve o’clock), and
cooled them (?) in water: one said he put bis in

the fender of the firepot, but where the other
put bis does not appear to have been asked him
They say they first saw the fire from the fields,

about twenty minutes or a quarter to one o’clock

Tho coroner’s jury in their verdict state that,

“how the said building took fire there was nut
sufficient evidence to show.”

[June 28, 1873.

A Step in tlie Right Direction.—At th

last sittings of the Chelsea Vestry, a committe
reported that they had viewed the house
Nos. 110, 121, 123, TValton-street

; and, unde
the powers of the Artizans’ and Labourers’ Dwe)
lings Act, 1868, they recommended the vestr

to order the demolition of the whole of thos

tenements, as being totally unfit for huma:
habitation. Mr. Bird said he never conceive'

such disgraceful places existed in Chelsea or ah;

other place, and there was no alternative but t

order their being razed to the ground. Repah
ing or patching would he useless. Mr. Jaoksa
said in one of the houses the dust-hole was in th'

middle of the floor, and all the rooms were in :

most filthy condition.

The High Price of Coal and Labour.-
At the annual genera! meetings of John Brow
& Co. and Charles Cammell & Co., Sheffiele

Mr. Ellis, chairman of the former, stated thd

the extra cost last year from coal and wage
alone amounted to no less than 120,0001. Froi

the rise in wages here Coutinoutal makers won
able to undersell ns

;
and daring the last si

montlis he had found it utterly impossible t

obtain orders for steel forgings, apriugs, &ci

on the Continent, at prices which would leav

any profit. The high rate of wages had almot

shut them out of the Continental and America
markets.

Archseological Discovery.—An intorestin

discovery has recently been made on Barbae
Hill, between Devizes and Swindon, iu reforeno

to the antiquity of “ the Druidical camp ” t

that place. During some excavations a labonre

turned up what appeared to the uninitiated .

round and clumsy circle of stone. Mr. Helboc

an archmologist, recognised in it the shape of '

corn-mill, thought to bo of tlie third century. TU
stone, it is said, bears a close resemblance to th

Fosrician Stone of tho Chaldeans. Mr. Helbc

is to present it to the Devizes museum.

Self-acting Preserver-Valve in Pires.H

Mr. Stewart’s self-acting preserver-valve, for th

protection of life and property from firo, is s

constructed with fusible metal, that when, fixe

in ceilings, or elsewhere, the heat of an incipiqi

fire melts the fusible metal, and opens the valvei

so that streams of water pour out upon the-6

to quench it, while the action of the water

alaruni.bulls in motion. The object is the .prt^

tection of buildings of every description, ii

well as ships.

Letting Down a Shaft.—The shaft, 125 f

high, connected -with Me.s.srs. Farmer’s lat

vitriol factory, at the rear of Kenuiugton Pari

is no more. Mr. Taylor, a builder at Brixtox

having taken the whole of this property fi;

building purposes, it was found necessary to tat

down this shaft, which was effected by unde
mining, and carried out, we aro told, withoutan
nceident, and as easily as if it hail been lowers

with a rope.

A Monster Tent.—Mr. D.vvid D.ivies, c

Llandinam, principal proprietor of the Ocea
Collieries in the Rhondda Valley, South Walet

has just entertained 3,010 colliers and thei

wives at Llandinam to dinner and tea, onthi

occasion of his son, Mr. Edward Davies, attaiej

ing his majority. The party altogether noni

bered about 6,000. Tlie entertainment took plad:

in a tent, [250 ft. by 80 ft. It contained thrett

quarters of a mile of tables, and a mile andij

quarter of seats.
j

The National Gallery.—In reply to M ,

Berwring, in the Commons, Mr. Ayrton said thaj

tlierehad been some difference of opinion betweei

the trustees and the architect as to whether thi

covering of the iron flooring in the new building;

Ilf tho National Gallery should be of tiles or d
wood. The architect was in favour of omffll

mental tiles, but tho trustees preferred wood-

and as the latter were to have tlie care of th

buildings it was decided that the covering shoulfj

be of wood. I

Hyde Park-corner. — Complaints bavin

been made by Lord Lonefnrd and others to thi

Metropolitan Board of Works (as well as i’*

iinr columns) of tho blocks to traffic at Hyd'

Park-corner, and the danger there to life an

limb, the Board, at the suggestion of th

Cliairman, who said he was prepared with

plan to relieve the evil, refer'ed the matter t-t

'he Works Committee, with a view to the cor

struction of a new road or roads at the spot h'

question.
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The Girard Avenue Bridge, Philadelphia.

jA. bridge is to be built over the Schuylkill,

it Girard Avenue, which will, when completed,

.’orm the chief highway to that portion of Fair-

nount Park in which it is intended to place the

ouildings of the International Exhibition of 1876.

For the following details we are indebted to the

Pennsylvania Engineer and Manvfacturtyr. The
contract for the work has been given to the

t’hcenix Ironworks, at Phoenixvillo, Philadelphia,

rhe bridge will be 100 ft. wide, which is stated

|.o bo wider than any bridge yet constructed. It

ullows of seven lines of carriages driving abreast

m the roadway, and has two lines of side-walks,

bout 15 ft. in the clear. The design being that

lO perishable material shall enter into the con-

truction of the new bridge, it is specified that

ipou the iron floor-joists shall be laid corrugated

pon plates, and that these be covered with

ephaltc concrete, which, while forming a per-

ectly water-tight surface, shall yet be tolerably

laatiu. Upon this is to come a pavement of

ranite blocks laid in cement. The side-walk

?ill consist of slate or flags, laid in cement, and
ordered with bright-coloured tiles. Between
he side-walks and the roadways will bo placed

:on railings of ornamental design, secured to

he granite curb-stone. The balustrade in the

uter line of the side-walks will have bronze

anels worked with elaborate designs. The
iers and abutments will be constructed of

laine granite. The dressed work abutments
rill be constructed of such stone as will give

ontrast of colom*.

The Exhibition Commissioners and their

jand at South Kensington.—In answer to

lir H. lloare in the Commons, Mr. Ayrton said,

hat being ex officio one of the commissioners, ho

lad made inquiries with respect to the leasing

or building purposes of certain pieces of land

renting Keusington-gardens, and lying between
Jueen’s-gate and the Albert Hall. The com-
lission, in the exercise of their discretion, adver-

ised the laud in question, and it appeared that,

a doing so, they had acted entirely within their

luthority. It was quite a misapprehension to

uppose that they had specifically dedicated, or

)lcdged themselves to dedicate, the laud to any

mblic purpose. They had let land for the

Libert Hall, for the Horticultural Gardens, and
or Government purposes; and in doing so they

lad not exceeded their authority. The Attorney-

jeneral said be had no acquaintance with the

barters, but it was his duty to know the Act of

Parliament, into which ho had looked, and from
vhich it could be seen whether the commis-
ionera had acted under their authority. It

lepended on whether they had discharged cer-

ain liabilities prescribed by the Act. As to

his he really had no knowledge. Sir H. Hoare
ntimated that ho should take the opinion of the

louse on this matter.

i Exhibition of Leather-work at North-
^ptou.—The construction of the building for

'he forthcoming exhibition of leather-work at

Northampton is being rapidly proceeded with,

kir. Duiiklcy has the contract for erecting the

[luilding on the site offered by the Corporation
;

jbat is, on the south side within the cattle.market
Imclosure. The design prepared by Mr. A.
ffilne, and accepted by the committee, is for a
kooden building 364 fb. long, or from the east to

'ho west wall of the market, by 30 ft. wide;
lieight of walls, 15 ft.; and to ridge of open
I’oof, 25 ft. On the outside the roof will be
jjovered with tarred felting, and inside will be
Ivhitewashed and pricked with stencilling.

Che inside walls will be canvassed and covered
:vitli paper. The building will be lighted by a
(jontinuous lantern-light in the roof, and arti-

tlcially by gas, and will also be ventilated by
iuclined openings in the woodwork of the roof,

.irranged to admit a free current of air, but to

ixclude damp and moisture from without. The
'loor, part of which is already down, wi'l be laid

i>n joists placed crosswise, and will be thus
•aised from the earth.

New Turkish, Baths, Leicester.—These
Jaths, which have been recently built in the
(Friar.lane by a company, have been thrown
.)pen for public inspection. The flooi's are made
of quarries and marble, and the walla of white
ind coloured bricks, with polished pillars and
larved stonework. There are separate dressing
ind cooling rooms, and four heated rooms of
lifferent degrees of heat, the highest of which
s to be 20u°. In an adjoining room are two
iihower-baths, and other apparatus of a like
.lature, including a bath of cold water.

Safe Travelling 100 Miles an Hour.

—

This is not more than is promised by Messrs.

J. H. & J. Eeynolds, of Brixton, should the

various railway companies adojit an invention

just patented by them in England, and for which
they are obtaining a patent in the United States

of America. This invention is an addition to

engines, carriages, and permanent way, to enable

trains to reach their termini, it is said, in from
two-thirds to one-half of the time usually occu-

pied. A part of the invention consists of a

middle guide of wrought-iron, supported on
strong standards or brackets. This mid-line

is to stop the engine or carriages from going off to

the right or left, or moving upward or down-
ward, and even in a collision the carriages

are not to be heaped on each other, but kept

on the line. The greater security would, they

eay, enable its staff to run trains at a much
higher rate of speed than is possible at present.

This iiivention, they add, in no way resembles

the Mont Cenis line, in which the centre rail

was for the sola purpose of enabling trains to

pull themselves up an exceedingly steep incline.

Opening of the New Town Hall and
Bank Bark, Warrington.—Warrington has
been en fete on the occasion of the public open-
ing of the New Town Hall and Bank Park. The
purchase of Bank Hall (lately the Warrington
residence of Colonel Wilsou-Pattcu, M.P.), and
surrounding grounds, was effected by the cor-

poration more than twelve months ago. A
private gentleman (Mr. George Crosfield), con-

tributed 9,500i. towards the purchase of the
property, and the corporation of Warrington
entered into negotiations, and the land, 13 acres
in extent, was sold to them for 13,0001., and
the mansion and grounds for 9,000Z. Colonel
Patten agreed to deduct from the purchase
money the sum of 3,0001., and this, with the

sums contributed by Mr. George Crosfield,

enabled the corporation to purchase the park,

or recreation ground, without cost to the town.
Nothing has as yet been done with the old

mansion, but alterations will shortly be com-
menced, so as to adapt it to the purposes of

a town-hall and offices.

Derby Masonic Hall.—Tho Marquis of

Hartiiigton, M.P., Provincial Grand Master of

Derbysliire, has laid tho foundation-stone of a
new Masonic Hall in course of erection in

Gower-strect, Grecn-hill, Derby. The ban-
quoting-room on tho ground floor is 45 ft. by
30 ft., in front of which are committee and
retiring rooms, at the back tho Tylers’ residence,

with necessaiy offices. A stone staircase leads

to tho ball on the first floor, which is 58 ft. by
30 fb.

;
at the end there will bo a semicircular

recess, with a half-domed ceiling, to receive the
organ. The ceiling is flat, divided into enriched

bays, being coned at the sides and ends
;
in the

centre there will be a counter dome, with stained

glass allegorically illustrated. The front of the

building is of white stone, broken up with red

Mansfield pilasters aud Corinthian caps. The
top is finished off with a balustrade and carved
scroll. Mr. Sheflield, of Derby, is the architect,

under whose superintendence the work is being
carried out. Mr. George Woodiwiss is the
builder.

Excursion of the Yorkshire Architec-
tural Society,—The members of this society

have had an excursion to Doncaster and its

neighbourhood. The first church visited was
Ai'ksoy, lately restored by Sir G. G. Scott. The
party then went to Kirk Sandal, where they also

inspected the church, with its Norman remains
and old rood-screen

;
next to the church of

Barnby Dun, where the north-west mortuary
chapel, with its screens, were inspected. The
next stopping-place was Fishlake. Tho vicar,

the Rev. G. Ornsby, kindly received the members
to luncheon. They afterwards inspected the
church. Proceeding next to Hatfield, they in-

spected that chui'ch. The expedition then re-

turned to Doncaster, when a cold collation was
served at the Angel Inn. Doncaster parish
church was then visited. The vicar guided the
party over it. This concluded the day’s pro-
ceedings, tho party returaing to York in tho
evening.

Lord Leicester and Agriculture.—At the
anuiversary dinner of the Noifolk Agricultural
Society, the Earl of Leicester, lord-lieutenant

of the county, offered a premium of 2001. for the
best essay upon the improvements which have
taken place in the agriculture of the eastern
district during the last twenty years.

Prevention of Floods.—The object of the
Patent Self-acting Flood-gates (invented by
Mr. J. F. Smith, of Leicester, architect) is the
prevention of floods caused by the stanking np
of the water-coui’se by permanent weirs for

mill, navigation, and other purposes, and tho
intention is to remove the weirs and place in

lieu thereof a row of these gates right across
the river, and so make a movable and self-acting

weir. Where the current is very rapid, by
increasing the number of gates any amount of

water may be allowed to run away as fast as it

comes. Among the advantages of this invention
are said to bo its small cost and its simplicity,

and its not interfering with mill-owners’ rights,

or the navigation of rivers, and scouring and
cleansing the beds of the rivers. Floats rise and
lift the gates from their cills, and water escapes
beneath the gates. It is estimated that at least
ten times the volume of water will flow beneath
the gates in the same time as would run over
tho top of a weir. As the top water subsides,

the gates fall and stop the issue of the water.

The Sheffield Architectural aud Archaeo-
logical Society.—A joint excursion of this
Society and the Sheffield Naturalists’ Club to
Bolsterstone and Bradfield has taken place.

Bolsterstono Church, which is being built by
Mr. Fawcett, was visited, then Broomhead Hall
and the moors above the hall, where several
interesting archaeological remains occur. Time
did not allow of these being visited; but the
party managed to see the Bardyke, which marks
the site of a battle between the ancient Britons
aud the Romans, and also the supposed remains
of an ancient Druidioal circle. Bradfield Church
was inspected, and the old Saxon camp near it

explored. It is supposed to have formed an out-

post of the ancient kingdom of Northumbria.
The party afterwards returned to Sheffield.

Mr. Bedford aud Mr. Fawcett were tho con-
ductors of the excursion.

St. Saviour’s Church, for the Deaf and
Dumb.—This church, which has recently been
built in Oxford-street, has been opened for
Divine service. The building is of brick, with
Bath stone facings. We gave a view and par-
ticulars of it in our volume for 1871, page 726.
Mr. Arthur Blomfield was the architect. The
principal portion of the congregation were deaf
mutes, and the service was interpreted to them
by signs by the Rev. S. Smith, the chaplain.
The Bishop of Carlisle preached a sermon,
which was translated by means of the nimble
fingers and expressive gestures of Mr. Smith.
Among those present w’ore the Princess Louise
and the Marquis of Lome, to witness the in-

teresting and curious scene. The amount re-

quired to complete the chapel and build a resi-

dence for the minister is 2,000J.

Improved Cabs for London.—The jndges
appointed to award the prizes given by tlie

Society of Ai-ts for tho improvement of London
cabs met at the International E.xhibition. There
were present the Duke of Beaufort, Lord Arthur
Somerset, Lord Alfred Churchill, General Eard-
ley Wilniot, Mr. Cole, Mr. Cassels, and Mr.
P. Le Neve Foster. The judges inspected
the various cabs exhibited, and agreed to the
following course of proceeding, viz., that the
cabs should be tried in competition in their

various features and in motion in the West
annexe of the Exhibition, on Friday, June 27tli.

On a future day after this trial, the cabs will

go in procession to the City and back
;
they will

then be exlubited in Palace-yard, and evidence of

their merits and defects will be taken publicly
at the house of the Society of Arts.

Will of Sir William Tite.—The will, with
one codicil, of the late Sir W. Tite, K.C.B., M.P.,
was proved, on the 7th iuat., by Dame Emily
Tite, the relicS, Robert Farre Dalrymple, and
Francis James, the executors, the personal estate
being sworn under 400,OOOZ. Tho only legacy of
public interest is one of 1,000Z. to the Institute

of British Architects (as wo said would be the
case), to be invested and the income “applied
yearly in such manner as the president and
council for the time being of tho said Society
shall deem best calculated to promote the study
in England of Italian architecture.”

Society for the Euconragement of the
Pine Arts.—The fourth and concluding conver.
sazione of the session took place on Thursday,
June 26th, at the Gallery of the Society of
British Artists, Suffolk-street, Pall-mall East,
and a pleasant evening was spent. The six-

teenth session will commence in January, 1874.
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Accident. — Whilst some workmen were
engaged in polling down buildings to make
extended dock quay-room at Middleton,' near
Manchester, a sad accident occurred. Two of
them were getting up the foundations of a
demolished hoose, when owing to the oscillation

caused by a passing coal-train, the gable of a
shop fell ont upon them, killing one on the spot
and seriously injuring the other. Two who were
working with them in the shopescaped nnhnrt.

^storation of St. Xicholas’s Clinrcli,

Newcastle.—Sir Gilbert Scott has reported on
this subject to a local meeting. He proposes to

alter as little as possible the architectural cha-
racter of the edifice, and to bring it into a state

of repair with the smallest loss of original work-
manship and material. He suggested the divi-

.

Biou of the work into sootiona. Kesolutions in

accordance with this report were unanimously
passed, and an executive committee appointed.

Sussex Arclimologioal Society.—At the
committee meeting of this society, held on the
19th of June, the place of the annual meeting
was decided to be at Winchelsea, on Thursday,
August 1-lth. By the kind consideration of the
general manager of the South Coast Railway, a
train will run specially to Winchelsea, as the
station there is beyond the limits of the South
Coast traffic.

For aohoola for St. Mary's, Sydenkam. Mesara. John
Giles &. Gough, architects. Quantities supplied :

—

Thorne* Co £3,210 0 0
Sheffield 3,14© 0 0
Eankin 3,066 0 0

For a pair of almshouses at Leighton Buzzard, for the
trustees of Wilkes'B Charity. Mr, Frederick Gotto,
arohitect :

—

Agutter £256 0 0
Gibbons 255 0 0
Cook 224 0 0
Garside * Holdstock 218 0 0
Dawson 210 0 0
Gibbs (accepted) 200 10 0

For the erection of chancel and one bay of nave of the
church of St. Augustine, Lynton-road, South Bermondsey.
Messrs. Jarris & Son, architects :

—

Thompson £6,336 0 0
Cooke & Green 6,171 0 0
Tarrant 6,951 0 0
"Whitaker 6,825 0 0
King & Son 6,811 0 0
Henshaw & Co 6,127 0 0
Shepherd 6,036 0 0

Excavations in Lincolnshire. — The
mains of the church and conventional buildings
of Louth Park Abbey have been disinterred by
Mr. W. Allison, who has laid bare the entire plan
of the chtirch, chapter-honse, cloister-court, and
other buildings. The abbey used to belong to
the Cistercian monks. The church proves to
have been 2'1'9 ft. in length, only 20 ft. shorter
than the parent abbey of Fountains.

Trades’ Guild of Learning.—The Council
appointed at the Conference recently held at the
Society of Arts, met on Saturday at the rooms
of the Working Men’s Club and Institute Union
at No. 150, Strand. There was a large attend-
ance of members. Mr. H. R. King, bookbinder,
treasurer of the London Trades Council, was in
the chair.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The pro-
vincial exhibition of the above society is opened
at Bath, and, notwithstanding the fact that the
city is engaged in an election contest of unusual
interest and severity, tho arrangements are
carried out with due dclat. The citizens have
subscribed l,900i. for a prize fund.

TENDERS
For villa residence, with large music-room (exclusive

of eicavation), at Karrow-on-the-Hill, near London.
Mr. Sidney E. Stevenson, arciiitect :

—

Kindell £2,205 10 0
Lander 2,197 10 0
Jelly (accepted) 1,850 0 0

For building a corn-warehouBe at the Standard Wharf,
for Messrs. Barnes, Bros. Mr. A.dkina, arohitect :

—

Epps £1,297 0 0
Whiting 1,115 0 0
Foad 1,094 0 0
Shrubsole (accepted) 1,026 0 0

For various paintioe required to be done at the Royal
Hospital for Incurables, Biitney. Messrs. Chas. Gray
Bearle & Son, architects

Beaumont £309 0 0
Shaw •. 295 0 0
Pitman * Cuthbertson (accepted) 270 10 0

For additions to seed-stores. Abbey-square, Beading,
for Messrs. Sutton * Sons. Quantities supplied. Messrs.
"VVm. & J. T. Brown, architects:

—

Sheppard £2,371 0 0
Strong 2,333 o 0
WoodruJli' 2,329 10 0
Barnicuat 2,320 0 0
Matthews (accepted) 2,295 0 0

For house and shop, Minster-street, Ecadiog, for Mr.
Oliver. Quantities supplied. Messrs. Wm. & J, T.
Brown, architects :

—

Sheppard £1,027 0 0
WoodrulTe 978 16 0
Matthews 977 0 0
Barnicoat 975 0 0
East 932 0 0

For new brewery and offices at Sudbury. Mr. G,
Scatnell, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. CortiS'
k Son :

—

Brown £5,775 0 0
Tooley 5,746 0 0
Mason 6,606 0 0
Grimwood 5,445 0 0
"Warnford 5,100 0 0

For rebuilding Nos. 67 and 58, Lombard-street, and
12, Geovge-yard, Lombard-street. Citv. for Messrs. Abbott
S: Co. Sir. Bartleet, arohitect ;

—

Brass £9.947 0 0
Pritchard 9,160 0 0
Ashby & Son 9,074 0 0
Wood

; 8,980 0 0
Condor (accepted) 8,866 0 0
Kilby 6,704 0 0

For repairs to Paradise House, Stoke Newington. Mr.
T. Archer, architect :

—
Pritchard £273 0 0
Boyce

105 0 0

For cottages and entrance-lodge at Kent County
Lunatic Asylum. Messrs. John Giles & Gough, architects
Quantities supplied

Hensbaw. 2,300 0 0
2,238Cozens

Gai & Godden...
2,229 0 0
2,190
1,995

1,902

0 0

For sinking weu and supplying pumps at Bent County
Lunatic Asylum. Messrs. Jo’'” «• 1- > •

tects :

—

John Giles & Gough, archi-

Tilly (accepted) £3,267 10

For adilitions to relieving offices, Newington Work-
house, for the guardians of St. Saviour's Union. Messrs.
Jarvis k 8on, architects:

—

Brindie k Co £.590 0 0
Norman 503 0 0
Tarrant 512 0 0
LivwTcncc 627 0 0
Oldrey 510 0 0
Kent -194 0 0
Biggs 460 0 0
Eobina k Co 440 0 0
Battiey 412 0 0
Castle 393 0 0
Lacy 387 0 0

For Yauxhall New Flour Mills, for Messrs. Mnmford.
Mr. E. H. Badger, architect !—

Myers & Son £12,176 0 0
Wilson, Bros. . 11,954 0 0
Crocket & Dickinson 11,910 0 0
J.&F. Coleman 11,890 0 0
Eider & Son 11,810 0 0
Hill k Son 11,740 0 0
Brass

. 11,263 0 0
Nightingale 10,678 0 0
Trollope f. 10.583 0 0
Macey 10,579 0 0
Heushaw & Co 1(>,373 0 0
Jerrard 10,284 0 0

For works at 10, Eathbone-place. Mr. N. E. Jennings,
architect :

—

Etliss £032 0 0
Hocking 735 0 0
Nightingale (aeoepted) W7 10 0

For new warehouse for Sir P. Tait, Southwark-stroet,
Messrs. Fowler & Hill, architects:

—

Dove, Bros £6,575 0 0
Browne k Eobiuson 6,350 0 0
Carter 6,290 0 0
Obver 6,249 0 0
Hart,, ,. 6,130 0 0
Berry .. 6,095 0 0
Nixon 5,990 0 0
McLachlan 6,848 0 0
Taylor .. 6,687 0 0
Chappell 5,496 0 0

For rebuilding first portion of Botolph "UTaarf, Upper
Thames-street, London, including river-wall work, for
Messrs. Lesley * Wilson. Meesrs. Snook & Stock,
architects:

—

Greenwood & Sons £27,000 0 0
Coleman 20,151 0 0
Crockett k Dickinson 35,977 0 0
Eyder&Sou 25,860 0 0
Perry* Son 23,300 0 0
Mun'day 22,760 0 0

For a block of offices in Clement’s Inn, Strand. Mr.
Raphael Brandon, architect. Quantities supplied by
Mr. Fredk. Johnstone:

—

Myers £9,980 0 0
Darby . 9,573 0 0
Bird... . 9,186 0 0
Macey 9,182 0 0
Jackson & Shaw 8,875 0 0
Dove, Bros 8,406 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. D.—C. D.-JI. E,-J. H.—C. S.—KL—W. F. B.—H. N,

J. H. C.-T. E.-Q. R.—J. K.—T. U. H.—W.-B. E. N.-
Mrs. K—I. R, U,—W. P,—Q, E.-J. C. T.—J. H., Mancherter
chaige).—J, M. B. (isannot get what she wants stone jinnp).—W:
(seep, 47)3, ante).—" Slmpiidty " (may baqulte satisied with whaf
have already sold}.—G. II. 8. (aest week).

compelled to decline poiating out bools and
addresses.

All stotements ot (acts, lists of tenders, Ac., must be eccompK
by the name and address of the sender, not uccossari^

For repairs, painting, &c., to tho baths aud washhouses
in Endell-atreet. for the n)4rish of St. Giles. Mr. Geo.
Judge, jun., architect:

—

Mason £1,181 0 0
Cowland S85 0 0
Lartor 844 0 0
Derby 780 0 0
Patman & Co 691 0 0
Perkins 649 0 0
lYarna C12 17 0

SITUATIONS tVANTED,—-Advottisemaits of this close are imii

at the following rate, viz. :

—

8li lines (about fifty words) or under Ci, 6d.

Each additional line (about ten words) Os. Cd.

Halfpenny stamps accepted for amounts under 5e.

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Tse

iroNiALS left at the Office in reply to Adverti

ments, and strongly recommends tluit Cop;

ONLY should be sent.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the cum
week’s issue later than THREE o’clock p.]

on THURSDAY. ’

Bath and other Building Stones of B<i

(JnaHty.—RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & C
Limited, QuarrTmen and Stone Meitjhan
List of Prices at the Quarries and Dep6ta, a)

Cost of Transit to any part of the Unit.
Kingdom fumished on application to
Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.—[Aovr.'

STONE BROTHERS,
Bath Stone Merchants,

supply direct from their own Quarries :

Box Ground, Cobshait Down,
Paeieigh Doivn, Combe Down,

AND Stoke Ground.
Prices on application at Bath-stone Office, Bat
London Depot, G.W.E. Mileage Station, Paddingtoc

Stone Dressings prepared ready for fixing.[Adv.

BiHs of Quantities, Specifications, 9^
Lithographed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAM'MOIfi
29, Charing-cross, S.W., with accuracy
punctuality. Plans and Drawings Copic
Traced, or Lithographed.— [Adtt.]

pOLLINGE’S PATENT HINGE
V.'' MznufacturerB,

illCHELHORE & REAP,
Borough Road, London, S.BL

niustrated Sbect on applioation.

J. L. BACON & C(
MANUFACTURERS OF

IMPROVED HOT - WATE!
APPARATUS,

FOR WARMING AND VENTILATING

.

Private Houses, Chnrchea, Schools, HospitCr
Manufactories, Greenhouses, &o.

OFFICES AND SHOW-ROOMS

|

476, NEW OXFORD STREET, London, W.t

From FARRINGDON ROAD. 'i

Publishers of a Pamphlet on " Hot-Water IIeatiDgj’4

W. T. ALLEN & COMPANI
201, UPPER THAMES STEB^

LONDON, E.C.

Manutacturees or
^

LAMP PlLLAllI

GAS LAMPS,

EOUNTAlNg
GATES,

RAILING-:
&c. ic.

GAS and WATER-WORK'
ENGINEERS. '

CONSTRUCTIVE lEONWOR :

ATolumeoftheNEWEST DESIGN
forwarded on receipt of 6a. in stamp,

and allowed on first order. 8ol6ui;|

porters of Barbezat’s French Irt
'

Work.
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Sanitary EnyinecTxng.

T has always seemed to us

that everything connected

: with this subject should be

of tho best quality, whether

papers, reports, or books
j

and when a book is written

with tho title of “Sanitary

Engineering,” we look es-

pecially to see whether it

is worthy of the occasion,

and whether it will in

every way in which it

deals with the subject

tend to promote the public

health, so that future ge-

nerations may be enabled
to live more healthily than it

is possible for us to do under
present an-angements. In
Hr. Latham’s book,* the

physiological data upon
which all sanitary engineer-

ing ought to be based are

well stated by the author-

Tho oxygen contained in the

ah’ wo breathe combines with
8 elements of the blood, and, so long as life

ists, the air and blood are continually flowing
Tarcls each other. “The products of the
Idation of the blood are expelled by the lungs
d skin as carbonic acid and water. A portion,
0, of the inspired oxygen combines with the
rogen aud other elements of the animal
sne; and, after this combination, the products
) eliminated from the system in the excre-
na. It is the oxygen of the atmo.sphore alone
lich has the power of oxidising and removing
) waste of animal life. The nitrogen is merely
3Sent as a diluent, which modifies the stimu-
ing effect of the oxygen. Air once used loses
vitality, aud becomes unfit to sustain life

r, too, that is loaded with decomposing matter
1 not sustain life in health, because the
ygen of the air is absorbed or used up by tho
;anic matters which are present when uuder-
ng decomposition. Air, carrying decomposing
tter and the germs of disease, is also directly
orioiis, because it becomes the vehicle which
iveys into the human system tho organic
ments undergoing decomposition. .

tier is the agent used for conveying nutrition
every part of the animal system

j aud, after
illing this mission, it becomes the vehicle for
iveying away all those soluble compounds
lich have subserved their pui-poso in the
imal economy. . . . Deleterious matters
Jsent in water, as a rule, act more speedily
\SL those present in the air, because, when con-
ned in water, they pass at once by the rapid
jcess of venous absorption into the system.
-• . If the various processes carried on in
\ vegetable kingdom are now considered, we
,.11 find, when studying the physiology of
:etable life, that oxygen, which is of such
|u importance to the animal creation, is,
'ply as oxygen, of no special service to the
ijetablc kingdom

j bub it has been arranged,
the good order of Providence, that all the
;nta, whether air, water, or food, that have
.'Served the use of animals, and have ceased
ipromoto animal life, have, by this very

a Guide to tlie Construction
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process, been made fit agents for the support of
vegetable life. The vegetable kingdom utilises

those waste elements which have been cast off

by the animal kingdom, and, after utilising them,
retains only those substances which the air or
water had originally taken up from the animal,
and in its turn again gives up tho air, water, and
food, in a fit and healthful state for the use of
animals,” and so the cycle is complete. “ The
preservation of tho health of every class in a
community is equally important to the rich and
poor. It is important to the wealthy that the
poor should be kept in health, for tho influence
of infection, once introduced into the dwellings
of tho poor, often spreads far and wide, and is

no respecter of persons. It is important to the
poor man, as his health is his wealth.

Sanitary laws and regnlations are intended to

give power to communities which single indi-

viduals cannot possess, viz., tho power to

promote general measures calculated to secure
or improve the state of public health, but local

authorities are not always imbued with tho true
spirit of humanity

; money considerations are
with them often of greater importance than the
question of life aud health, and it not unfre-
quently happens that political capital is made
out of sanitary agitation. The advocates of
filth and dirt appeal to tho breeches-pocket,

—

too often with success The authori-
ties in many towns appear to overlook the hard
fact, that while they remain inactive, disease and
death do not.”

The author quotes from the ninth report of
the Medical Department of tho Privy Council
the results of sanitary works in twelve (wliy
only twelve ?) towns in England, in which the
reduction of typhoid fever and of consumption
since sanitary works have been carried out has
been very considerable. Summing up the popu-
lations of these towns given in the table wo find

them to be 301-,800, or an average of 25,-100 each.
The reduction of typhoid fever rate has varied
In these twelve towns from 10 per cent, (at

Rugby) to 75 per cent, (at Salisbury), the
average of the whole having been -i/i per cent,

j

and tho reduction in the rate of phthisis has
varied from 11 per cent, (at Merthyr) to 49 per
cent, (at Salisbury), and lias been on the average
30 per cent. The death-rate, however, whatever
it is, does not mark the chief benefit of sanitary
works : it is tho prevention of sickness which is

tlie chief thing, and for every person who dies
from a preventible disease, like typhoid fever
twonty.cight other persons (on tho authority of
Dr. Lyon Playfair) suffer sickness from which
they recover. Tho author estimates the probable
effect of sanitary works in this way First,

the saving in the cost of funerals, which he sets
down at 51. each

;
secondly, the saving by reason

of the escape from sickness, with its cost,

including the value of the labour lost, which he
estimates at 11. each case

; thirdly, the value of
the labour saved to the couutry by the prevention
of premature death, for every adult male 10s.
per week, and for every adult female 5s. per
week, or a mean of 7s. 6d., over and above the
cost of maintenance. The author made such a
calculation in the year 1808, taking the town of
Croydon as an example, where, up to the end of

the year 18G7, 196,0001. had been expended in
sanitaryworks, viz., 70,0001. for water, 75,0001. for

sewers and irrigation works (includiog public
batbs, abattoirs, and general improvements), and
50,0001. for land. By taking the difference in

the rate of mortality before and after the works
were carried out the author estimates that the
expense of 2,439 funerals had been saved, making
12,1951. j 60,9/0 cases of sickness prevented,
60,9751.; and as much as 166,9291. in value of
labour, making altogether in the thirteen years
previous to 1868 a saving of 240,0991., which
exceeds, very considerably, the whole amount of
money expended.

The practical part of the hook, however, is in

some parts somewhat vague
; as, for instance,

“ In all cases in which rainfall is admitted into
sewers, it is found by experience that only a
certain percentage of the rainfall finds its way
into tho sewers, the other portion being either
evaporated or absorbed In experi-
ments made some years since by Mr. Dickenson,
on the rainfall in the district of the Colne, he
found, on an average of seven years, that from
April to September, inclusive, 93 per cent, of
rainfall was evaporated, aud 7 per cent. ab.
sorbed, equal to 1,192 tons of water per acre
evaporated, while but 91 tons per acre were
absorbed or filtered into the ground; aud from
October to March 25^ per cent, of water was
evaporated, equal to 360 tons of water per acre,
and 1,052 tons per acre were absorbed.” Now,
Mr. Dickinson did not find any quantity of water
or percentage of rainfall that was evaporated, at
all. What he did was to fix a Dalton’s rain-
gauge in a loamy soil containing a considerable
quantity of sand and gravel, and to find the
quantity of water that percolated to the depth
of 3 ft. What became of the remainder is

matter of speculation. Probably most of it was
evaporated, but in scientific affairs it is prefer-
able to state facts, and leave it open to indi-

viduals to make their own deductions from
them, the author pointing tho way if he pleases.
As there is more than one river Colne in England,
it would have guided persons interested in this
question if it had been stated that these experi-

ments were made at Watford. In the same
vague way the author says that “ in a district in

Warwickshire ” he made provision to lead off a
rainfall of 1 in. in 24 hours, together with one-
half the maximum quantity of sewage in 6 hours,
taken at 5 cubic feet per head in 24 hours, and
that the sewers were found to be by no means too
large. Considering that he had stated on tho
previous page that the metropolitan intercepting
sewers are constructed to convey rainfall at the
rate of i in. in 24 hours, it would have been of
some interest to know what were the author’s
reasons for making the sewer sufficient to carry
off a rainfall of 1 in. in 24 hours ; whether it was
because there was no opportunity of making
storm.overflows, as is done in the London
sewers; and if so, whether the sewer has been
in use for a sufiiciont length of time to prove
that that is a sufficient capacity for sewers (at
least in that locality) intended to carry off all
rainwater as well as sewage, and if not, what
provision, if any, was made for the remainder.
It appears that Mr. Latham has carried out
sewerage works at Dantzic, and wo are told that
the “geological formation” is principally sand,
and the district very fiat, and that tho author
made provision for carrying off i in, of rainfall

in 24 hours, together with 2 cubic feet of sewage,
per head, in 8 houi’s.

As to the quantity of water supplied to towns,
“taking an average of 120 towns in this countryj
tho author found that tho volume of water sup.
plied for public purposes averaged 25 gallons per
head. In some cases the quantity was greatly in
excess of this average, for as much as 56 gallons
per head was supplied, while in some towns it

did not exceed 10 gallons per head.” The supply
of water to towns in this country is divided into
that supplied for domestic purposes, that for
trades purposes, and that for puT^oses, the
whole of which together amounts to about what
the author states. As to the 66 gallons per
head, we were not previously aware that more
than 50 gallons are anywhere supplied—tho
Glasgow supply being, we believe, about 50 j

but in a table showing the volume of sewage of
towns the author states that at Croydon the
“ dry-weather flow” is “56 gallons per head,
due to water supply.” Considering how Croydon
is supplied with water,—that is, by pumping, we
believe, chiefly if not wholly,—this seems a very
large supply, and as water-closets are there in
general use it might mislead some persons into
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the supposition that so much water is required for .

the water-closet system.

The author has found that iu small sewers and

drains, such as those of 6 iu. and 9 in. diameter,

a mean velocity of not less than 3 ft. per second

should be produced. Sewers of from 12 in. to

2-1 in. diameter should have a velocity of not

less than 2i ft. per second; and in sewers of

larger dimensions, in no case should the velocity

bo less than 2 ft. per second. Ilaving stated

this, ho says :
—” But in practice it is found that

velocity increases in a current as the fluid par-

ticles of the stream are removed from its sides

or bed : consequently the velocity at the bottom

of a channel, or over the invert of a sewer, is

the velocity which is really effective in scouring

it, and such a velocity is always less than the

moan velocity.” That is so, except that in such

a case as this there is no " practice ” as distinct

from theory. But what follows seems to be wrong.
” Por all practical purposes, in the case of

sewers, the velocity along the invert of the

sower will be four-fifths of the surface velocity,

or nine-tenths of the mean velocity given in the

tubli'S.”

We do not 'suppose the author means
to say that, in respect of surface, mean, aud

bottom velocities, the velocities in sewers differ

from the velocities in similar channels con.

veying water
;

if so, the author should have

given us some explanation of that
;

and the

experiments and deductions most to be relied

upon show that in ordinary cases the least,

mean, aud greatest velocities may be taken as

bearing to eacli otlier nearly the proportions of

three, four, and five. These proportions hold

good for velocities from 1 ft. to 4 ft. per second.

So that instead of the bottom velocity being

four-fifths of tho surface velocity, it is only

three-fifths, and instead of being niue-tenths of

the moan velocity, it is only tbree-fourtbs of it.

If the author had understated the bottom

velocity, instead of overstating it, the error

might have passed unnoticed ; but as the bottom

velocity is that upon which the scour depends,

it should be pointed out. Besides, the author’s

own figures are inconsistent with each other.

If the bottom velocity were really four-fifths of

the surface velocity, it could not ’bo at the same
time nine-tenths of the mean, but would be

eight-ninths of it.

A table of experiments made by the author on
the quantity of water absorbed by sewer-pipes

is given, and another table of the “bursting
pressure and tensile strain ” of earthenware

pipes. If for tensile strain we read tensile

strength, wo see the very great variation in the

tensile strcngtli of the material of 21‘4 lb. per

square inch in one case, and 429'5 lb. in another,

a range, says the author truly, sufficiently great

to show its uncertainty and variableness.

In laying sewer-pipes it is essential that they

should be solidly bedded, and to this end “ a

recess should be out in the floor nf every pipe-

sewer trench in order to receive the socket, or

otherwise each pipe is merely supported from

socket to socket.”

In jointing sewer-pipes with cement, it is very

important to prevent it getting into tho interior

of the pipes, and “ the best mode of jointing

socket-pipes, under all circumstances, the author

has found to consist in forcing into the socket of

every pipe several strands of tarred gaskin, of

sufficient diameter to fill the socket tightly.”

An extremely interesting table is given of

experiments made by tho author on “the amount

of absorption aud the strength of bricks,” and it

is stated, although it does not appear in the

table, that'acommon stock brick, with frog, made
at Croydon, had an original thickness of 2-58 in.

;

but was compressed in tho hydraulic press to

1-08 iu. in thickness “before it failed”; and
another, a picked stock brick, with frog, made at

Reigate, had an original thickness of 2'62 in.,

aud was compressed to 1T4 in.
;
and a perforated

pressed white gault brick, with frog, made at

Arlaey, was compressed from 2'GO in. in thickness

to 1-23 in. “before it failed.” The pliability

of these bricks is remarkable.

T’mber used in sewer-work is treated of,

as to the manner of using it, and the strength

of timber in general is quoted from the experi-

ments aud formulae of Barlow, but the second

case is misstated.

Iron and other metals are also treated of, and
a very fair description is given of the charac-

teristics of cast iron of various kinds. Speaking
of the difficulty of casting pipes as thin as is

required merely to resist the internal pressure

to which they are to be subjected, the author

says “ it will be found that any pipe which can

be cast sound in the foundry will hear the ordi-

uary pressure to which it may be subjected iu

practice,” and that “ all pipes are made of con-

siderably greater thickness than that required to

insure their stability when subjected to a given

bui-sting pressure.” But this is true only of

very small pipes, 3 in. and 4in. diameter ;
larger

pipes are constantly cast of thicknesses adequate

to resist the internal or the external pressure to

which they are to be subjected, according to the

situations in which they are to be placed, and

with reference to these requirements only, there

being no difficulty in the foundry.work in com-

plying with the demand of the engineer in this

respect. For instance,—passing over inter-

mediate sizes and tbiclniesses of metal, and

taking an extreme case as an illustration,—

a

pipe 3 ft. diameter can be and has been cast

in. thick. Tbe use of such extremely thin

pipes in ordinary cases cannot be commended, of

course (although the thickness was quite suitable

for the situation in this case) because sometimes

large pipes are under more risk of injury from

the external pressure than from the internal

pressure they have to bear. Notwithstanding

what we have just quoted from this author,he goes

on to lay down a riilo for the thickness of pipes to

bear internal pressure, in the following fashion.

He assumes the tensile strength of cast iron to be

15,000 ib. per square inch, and says the weight

of water is 62'41'9 lb. per cubic foot. Then
follows the formula, involving these two elements,

one of which is around number, which, although

sufficient for tho occasion, is not even near the

exact strength in many cases, and the other is

an over-refined statement of tbe exact weight of

water, which is by nearly all engineers reckoned

to bo 62 i lb. per cubic foot, that being suffi-

ciently near for all practical purposes. Tho
incongruity of the thing is striking.

In describing a planked foundation for a

sewer in bad ground, the author says that three

lines of “die square” timber, 5^ in. square,

were laid longitudinally in the trench, upon

which were laid closely wattled hurdles, and in

some parts of the work 3-in. planking, which

was proper enough, perhaps, under the circum-

stances
;
but we adviso those who require guid.

ance in such matters never to specify that the

timbers are to be die square, but only square, if

square they must bo, for which, however, there

is no necessity. There seems to have been a

good deal of water in the ground in which this

sewer was laid, and the method of getting rid of

it was a good one. Upon tho planking sewer-

pipes were set vertically, at intervals along tho

trench, and filled in w'ith clean gravel, their tops

being a little above the level of the invert of the

sewer. Concrete was then filled in upon the

planking, and round about the pipes. The open

gravel in the pipes afforded a more open

way for the water, and it rose through the

pipes iustead of forcing its way through the

concrete. Small land drain.pipes being laid

from the tops of these vertical pipes into the in-

vert of the sewer the water was in that way
carried off, leaving the sand behind. This was
at Redhill, a work done under tho author’s

direction.

Square junctions of sewers are bad, and It is

shown that by checking the velocity of the flow

of sewage, deposit takes place at or near tbe

junction, and chiefly on the upper side. The
several kinds of apparatus for flushing sewers,

described by tbe author, are very ingenious, but

we cannot help thinking that there is some-

thing radically wrong in a system of sewers that

require artificial flushing. Either that is ad-

mitted into them which ought to be kept out, or

they are too large, or of a wrong form, or are

badly laid; but granting that sewers require

flushing, from whatever cause, the author gives

some valuable information on the subject. To
the ventilation of sewers Mr. Latham is known
to have paid great attention, and he goes fully

into the subject here
;
but we recommend all

persons who may contemplate the nse of char-

coal, or other absorbent of sewer gas, in venti-

lating shafts, to be fully satisfied that the outlets

of sewer gas into the atmosphere are not ob-

structed by its use, because if in any case

that results from the use of charcoal or other

substance, more harm than good will be done

by it.

Gullies and traps are fully illustrated by the

author, and tide valves, penstocks, and inverted

syphons are treated of, and there is an excellent

chapter on the subsoil drainage of the sites of

towns. House drainage, “the crowning point of

a system of sewers,” and water-closet apparatus

complete the book.

FROM THE VIENNA EXHIBITION.

Much of our British fnrniture, and a large

portion of that from foreign countries, is sc

situated that the most casual observer oannoi

fail to see it. For the most part it is arranged

into groups occupying the centre of the nave

I am Sony to say that in my opinion but litth

pi'ogress has been made by our cabinet-maken

since the last International Exhibition in Paris

but of this I am nevertheless certain, that thi

British famiture will favourably compare witi

that from any other nation. Yet in much o

this there is a great want of true structura

qualities, and in many objects are features whid
are only consistent in works formed of stone.

Wood is a material having a “ grain.” TK
presence of grain in a material gives strength L

one particular direction. If wood is cut wit

the grain it is relatively strong
;

if across thI

grain it is weak in comparison. In order, thei

that the maximum strength be attained with tb

smallest expenditure of material, wood shoul

always be “worked” with the grain. Ston»

even if in small pieces, can be so arranged as t

span large spaces, the arch affording a means c

our so doing
;
but if an arch is cut iu wood it

:

essentially weak, aud can only be satisfactoril

used with the view of giving form to a space, c

as a decorative feature. It must never appet

as a part of the structure. Columns an

pilasters, with their capitals, are better reserve

for works in stone. Whatever is of wood shouh

by its very appearance, reveal tho material c

which it is formed, and mast not look like i

wooden model of work intended for fabricatifl

of stone.

Furniture that appears otherwise than

wooden formation, can never be satisfactorj

and in considering the various exhibits in tb

class in the present Exhibition, I shall regai

them as works which ought, by their form, ai

by the treatment and arrangement of their part

to manifest tbe material of which they a|

formed. It is not necessary that the strnotutl

be in all cases as apparent as in “ Pinned” Gotb
j

furniture; yet, on tho other hand, all “broken,

structural members must be condemned as u

satisfactory. I cannot admit the argumei’

when considering works in reference to nation

progress, that they arc in a style that requires,

false expression of structural qualities ;
for wh

work in tbe style? It is no excuse for a bj

act that it has been done before, and that soil

prefer evil to good. It is no excuse for thi

many having stolen before. It is our privile

to study the works of the past
;
but it is c

duty alike to cull all that is good, and to shun i

that is bad. Yet when we have discovered'

works of the past both what is good and what

bad, we must not then blindly copy what c

forefathers created
;
for our wants are not

:

theirs, and our knowledge of materials, a

methods of working them, should be greater tht

those of our ancestors.

Our failures in nearly all manufactures;

which art is combined with industry, result fm

want of simplicity in the result achieved. M
do too much. We confound together tlie ideii

of complexity and beauty. Whereas that wbij*

is beautiful is generally of simple appearan^jj

In furniture, in carpets, in brass work, iu almoj,

eveiy branch of manufacture, indeed, we

stitute complexity for beauty; whereas extreffl

plainness would more nearly achieve the res'i

at which wo aim. In the little Japanak

“ colony ” here there is a flagpole of consideraltj

height, and one or two little erections,—o-ji

being a sort of small house or temple, the othj

a covered dais for the performance of mTia|

To me it appears that much is to be leavn.i

from these; for in each case we have a moji

simple utilitarian structure of plain light-colooR

unpolished wood
;
but on the ends of projectiij

rafters or beams, or on parts of the legitimtj

and necessary stracture there are sparingly

persed little bits of tho most exquisite carvir|

which act as enrichments of a rightly construotir

work in tho happiest manner possible. T

flag-polo is a simple well-finished, clean-lookit-.

plain pole
;
but about 5 ft. from tbe base p

jects a member to which the flag-ropes O
attached, this member being a splendid bitb

bold carving.

In many works in the E.xhibition I notr

excess of finish, and respecting finish also i-

may learn from the Japanese treatment of wo

A piece of furniture should be an object of ut

tarian val ue, properly constructed, and so treat

as to contribute to tbe general pleasmg effect;'

the room. If detail is excessive in tbe work, t
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general effect is almost sure to bo sacrificed, and
the object will do little towards furnishing tho

I room. What is wanted is a certain spirited
refined boldness in the cutting of tho wood,
whereby the work shall be vigorous and beautiful

I when viewed closely, and yet an effective adjunct
to tho room when viewed as an article of furni.

r ture. We can, 1 feel sure, loam from the

I

Japanese in respect to the judicious mode of
i' enriching woodwork with appropriate and cffcc-
" tive carving.

i I cannot but think that the elaborate carving
of pictorial figure-subjects iu wood, especially if

H
the wood has even a slightly perceptible “grain,”

i

is simply folly. Wood is a bad material for the
display of the sculptor’s art; he should work in
marble, in stone, or in bronze. Wood is soft,

11

and especially liable to injury'-, and besides this,

l|
works of great finish and delicacy do not accord

Rwith tho general purpose of household furniture,

C which consists of objects to bo used, and not
simply looked at, and those sculptured works of
excessive finish certainly do not contribute to
tho desirable general effect of the piece of furni-
ture of which they form a part. Were I to be
the possessor of certain cabinets in which e-vqui-

1 site carving is supreme, I should take the panels
out of the doors and frame these as I should
marble bas-reliefs, and hang theca upon the wall,
substituting panels, either plain or of simple
treatment, for those which were but misplaced
displays of tlie sculptor’s art.

The enrichment of furniture may often be
materially aided by the application of well-con-
trived hinges, lock plates, and metal corner-
pieces j but these should be i^laced on plain
members, and servo as enrichments to them,
and should yet give strength to the structure.
To the painting of subjects or ornaments, on

the sunken panels of cabinets and other works
of furniture, I seo no objection. On the con-
jtrary, they may couvert a work of furniture into
a poetic expression of thought

; but the treat-
ment must be conventional, bold, and flat, in
order that it be truthful, and accordant with the
purpose which it has to serve. The picture
must not usurp a primary place, as it is here
jecoiulary to the general effect of a work of
which it forms hut a part. The good decorator
pud the true will always avoid obtruding that
Hvhich should be secondary upon primary notice,

p a wall is to be bung with pictures, it must bo
kecoudary to the pictures which are to be placed
jupon it, and it should also bo secondary to all
jworks of furniture which are to stand in front
^f it. Iu like manner, a work of furniture as a
ftvhole, should bo secondary to tho paintin"a,
hnd the parts of tho i)iece should be secondary
po tho entire work. I do not much like the
^Introduction of p.'rcelain plaques into works in
p^ood, especially into those intended for general
Jomestic use. Earthenware never looks like
aai't of the structure; it is too obviously a some-
;bing applied which is beyond utility, and is too
leparatc from it. All ornament is unnecessary
ind useless from a strictly utilitarian point of
Mew

;
but art, grace, beauty commence where

utility ends. Art, when applied to utilitarian
ivorks is most satisfactory when it brings
ibout the enrichment of what is necessary, and
ices not apply beauty in the form of something
;hat is apparently altogether superadded to the
Useful. It is for this reason that I do not quite
tike the introduction of slabs of earthenware,
nowever well treated, into furniture.

’

I For the same reason, I object to ormolu orna-
jments when applied to furniture. These are
(never satisfactory, and are rarely good speci-
imens of careful workmanship. Space is being
|toidly consumed, and yet much is unwritten
Wch ought to be written before I corn-
ioience to apply the principles enunciated to
the works of furniture shown in the E.'chi.

ibition. Yet we may, perhaps, let these
(remarks suffice, for they touch on the leading
points which demand attention when awarding
'merit or demerit to works of furniture, and I
'have expressed these my opinions iu order that
ireaders may judge of the soundness of my cen-
•aures or praise. I have no confidence whatever
lin a review unless the reviewer gives a reason
ifor his opinions.

I come now to the Exhibition; and first, as to
tconetructive qualities iu furniture, as iltustra-
itions of what is fairly correct and truthful, I
.would name most of the furniture by Collinson <t
'Lock, the display of Battam, Ileywood, & Hanks,md a suite of Gothic bedroom furniture by Jack-
'3on & Graham

; but I must except the bedstead

ru
suite, as it is structuitilly wrong.

The cauopy is large aud heavy, and, owing to

the mode of support, looks as though it would
drop upon the sleepers, and in construction the
cauopy is very faulty. There is very much that
is good in tho way of structure about a suite of
bedroom furniture by Morant, Boyd, & Blauford

;

but the projecting moulded portions below the
larger panels should be removed, as they are
only a drag on the structure, and achieve no
ornamental effect.

For excellence of inlaying, the place of highest
merit must unquestionably bo given to Jackson
& Graham

; yet even their most elaborate pieces
show a little feebleness in effect, although ex-
quisite in detail, or are overdone. The attain-
ment of repose should be the chief effort of the
designer. Where there is nothing but enrich-
ment, even if the ornament is of the best, tho
eye fails to find rest or the mind repose. Tliero
is but little inlaid furniture in the Exhibition
that I could point out as of just treatment and
desirable quantity.

I am obliged to express myself similarly
respecting carved furniture from almost every
country. The elaborate work of Fuurdinois is to
me only a wonderful and pitiable example of the
misplacement of rare talent, and in no single
instance do I find justness of structure skilfully
combined with tho bold and appropriate carving
of such parts of a judicious and necessary
structure as arc calculated to produce desirable
enrichments.
As many exhibits occupy such conspicuous

positions in the Exhibition as to command
notice, I should perhaps say a -word upon them.
As a display of articles possessing the greatest
number of desirable qualities, I should give
good places to Collinson & Lock, aud Battam,
Heywood, & Hanks. The former firm shows a
chimney-piece formed of wood, into which
panels arc introduced, with little subjects in
colour, painted on a gold ground. This work is
good, and while there are little faults in some
parts of tho exhibit, there arc many excellent
qualities. There is nothing garish, nothing
obtrusive, nothing overdone. In Jackson &
Graham’s furniture, tho presence of the arch
broken in the manner of the Itenaissance is to
be regretted; but for delicacy of inlay, this
exhibit is matchless. I like the unpolished wood
of which the furniture by ilorant, Boyd, &
Blauford is formed, and the application of brass
fittings

;
but to the porcelain plaques in the

doors I take some exception, and I do not think
that the cold grey slab of the washstand accords
with .the cool indigo colouring of the earthen
plaques. Cooper & Holt show one or two good
things, but the Gothic sideboard is rather over-
done in every way, aud is somewhat too archi-
tectural.

Tho furniture exhibited by France is altogether
too architectural, aud is generally overdone with
excessive cawing. It is, for the most part,
meretricious, rather than meritorious, and in
nearly all examples structure is ignored, and
detail usurps a primaiy place.
Tho Austrian furniture is no better than that

of France, and it is much to be regretted that
hero also a meretricious prettinoss takes the
place of more desirable qualities.

Italy sends only wbat is bad; Russia little
that is good. Our own display is far in advance
of that from any other country in true art
qualities, and yet it is behind what might
reasonably have been expected, some of our
best firms being altogether unrepresented.

THE HOURS OF LABOUR AND A WORD
ABOUT CAPITAL.

Three con-espondents addressed us last week
on the subject of labour and capital. One
signing “ G. E.” says :

—“ I find the masters
want the men to resume work until one o’clock
on Saturdays, as it does not pay to open the
works and start the machinery for so short a
time as at present. Now, sir, would it not be
more beneficial to both parties for the working
hours to be 10^ per day for five days of tho week,
aud Saturday to be a whole-day holiday ” ?

Thetwootherwriters,— one a mason, thesecond
a joiner,—take higher ground, and urge that
they ought to have Saturday as a whole holiday
without any increase in the hours of work on
other days. They add that they could get any
number of their mates to pass a strong resolu-
tion to that effect at any time,—unanimously.
We have very little doubt about it. It seems to
us that it would be very agreeable indeed to
have a whole holiday every Saturday. In fact,

if our friendly correspondents were to say that

if they began work on Tuesday morning and
left off on Thursday afternoon it might bo even
pleasanter still, we should scarcely feel called
onto contradict. But can we afford it? Or
if employers were willing to pay men for
doing nothing tho same as if they were at
work, could the country afford it ? How would
a people who amu-.ed themselves half the week
stand, in the long run, iu competition with a
people who felt it necessary to attend to the
injunction, “ Six days shalb thou labour” ? We
ore not preaching. We do not want to contra-
dict. We are only speculating aud inquiring.
It is amazingly pleasant to do nothing at times
and get paid for doing it; but wo fear this can
scarcely be reasonably hoped for by the bulk of
tho population,—at present.
Our joiner correspondent, who mentions that

he has IG?. in the Savings Bank, and is there-
fore himself a capitalist, makes a foolish obser-
vation. He says, “If what the workmen want
cannot be had otherwise, the masters mwit give
itp some of their capital.” This reminds us of a
little fairy tale which we once dreamt. It
ran somewhat thus :—There was onco a nice
old gentleman, who, through the cleverness of
his father before him, and by dint of bard work
himself when he was younger, had managed to
obtain a wonderful plant that produced every
week a certain number of loaves of bread. Bub
this wonderful plant, which was iu a big tub,
required to be watered, and manured, and
trimmed, aud otherwise attended to, in a manner
which was beyond the strength of tho old gen.
tleman himself: so ho called in some of the
people living near, who had never been able to
get such a tree for themselves, and offered half
a dozen of them a loaf a-pieco each week if they
would cultivate the tree under his directiou.
The loaves that remained satisfied him; and
so thiugs went on very smoothly aud ideasantly
for some time. One day, however, it occurred
to these good people that they were not very
well fed, and that it was desirable they should
each have two loaves a week; aud the old gen-
tleman, when he was told of this, quite agreed
with them as to the desirability of what they
asked for, and told them he was very sorry they
could not have it, because the tree did not produce
so many loaves as would be needed. However,
his helpers were very resolute about it, and one
of them said, if the plant did not produce loaves
enough to meet this demand, he must hand over
to them the trfo; or, to use tho words of our
correspondent, tho joiner, must give up some of
his capital. But the old gentleman was rather
a sturdy fellow, and was not disposed to let
others take away what belonged to him, and
what he and his father had worked for : so he
made some inquiries, and finding there was
another country where the people were quite
able aud willing to cultivate his plant for him,
and let him keep some of the loaves himself, he
one night quietly packed up his tub, and carried
it right away with him, and for a long time tho
poor people who had frightened him and his
bread-gipiug plant away, m'ssed very sadly the
one loaf each which he had been able to let them
have for what they did to help him.

If our correspondent will think over the matter
again, he will probably arrive at the conclusion
with us that it is a risky thing to tell persons
they “must give up some of their capital.”
People are nob usually disposed to give it up i

and to urge that it must be taken away from
them without their will is to advocate nothing
less than robbery.

SOUTHWARK INNS AND THE EARLY
DRAMA.

We have been looking with some care into tho
mysteries, past and present, of tho old Tabard
Inn, Southwark, and have taken note of the
outside and the inside of it, all round aud every,
where. We pried into all the little quaint rooms
opening out from the galleries, and looked into
and out of all the -wandows, and, what is perhaps
more, went into the subject on tho spot of the
architectural details and chimneypiece mould-
ings. We have already asserted thar old Geoffrey
Chaucer with bodily eye never saw this inn as it

now stands. Chaucer dated from 1328 to 1400

;

Shakspeare from 1564 to 1616
;
Sir Christopher

Wren laid the first stone of St. Paul’s Cathedral
in the year of grace 1675, so that we may fairly
rake that <^ate as a well-defined and accurately,
settled Renaissance art date. There is no evi-
tience whatever of any style of architecture in
'this inn. Renaissance or Gothic, older than this
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last-named date. Tlio lianclrail and balusters

roand the gallery, out of which the small quaint

bedrooms open, and the chimney-pieces, with

their square moulded frames abore, and with

other mouldings visible hero and there, cannot

possibly be older than Wren’s time. Chaucer,

therefore, could never have seen the Old

Tabard in its present, or even past and more
perfect architectural state. In the old days of

stagecoaches and ponderous wagons, before r.ail-

ways were thought of, this place and others like

it had a real use and purpose, and were in their

days just what a railway-station is in ours.

That the veritable Tabard might have stood, and
did stand, on this very spot is more than likely,

and that the arrangements and plan of the inn

may have been the same is also probable

enough; so that we have here a ghostly sort of

idea of what the Old Tabard was in Chaucer’s

day, and certainly we may here see the “ ground
plan ” of his Canterbury Pilgrim starting-placo.

The Gver-memorahle “ride” then started from
this very spot, so that it is worth note, and
remerahrauce, and memorial. The original

house,—a Gothic house it must needs have been,

and there is no vestige of Gothic of any date

there now,—is said to have been built by the

Abbot of Hyde, who bought the site in 1306.

Erery trace of his building has certainly dis-

appeared long enough ago.

Wo have said that we wandered into all the

rooms, passages, and nooks and corners of the

place, and could but wonder at what “ improve-

ment,” as time goes on, will do. Somo of the

rooms, which have been evidently oak panelled,

are now covered over with tawdry, vulgar,

paper-hanging, and common oil-colour as usual,

so that the idea of the rooms is quite gone.

This iun and others like it have another
interest well worth a thought. It is to be re-

membered that they were, in days of yore, the
scenes nob nnfreqnently of the “ Miracle and
Morality ” plays, and of the first representations

of the great plays of Shakspeare. It seems,

now-a-days, difficult to realise such scenes ; hut
tliere can be but little doubt that, in the yard of

this very Tabard Inn, the strolling companies of

actors played out in their own fashion the

great tragedies and comedies of Shakspeare. Ifo

scencyg was thought of
;
the actors did all the

work. The upper ten thousand occupied those

galleries, from which they looked down on the

strange scene below them
;
while the common

people, the “groundlings” occupied the court-

yard immediately in front of, and on a level

with, the actors. A slightly raised platform,

even, must have been a rarity from the difficulty

of moving it and fi-ving it. Indeed, to venture

on a practical and plain explanation of the

matter, it conld have been but little more than

an ordinary street performance, such as we now
see it, with a carpet or cloth, or oven straw,

for the performers, and payment required of the

audience.

It is a curious subject this of the early

stage. Shakspeare was a travelling actor,

and literally “ spread his carpet” wherever he

could. In the inn-yards, as in this Tabard Inn,

all was ready prepared,—an audience almost

certain, and as much of a building as was needful

;

the performances taking place, be it observed,

hy' daylight. Shakspeare’s imaginative powers
were considerable, that is quite certain; but it

may be doubted, indeed, whether even he could

have imagined our opera-house out of the Tabard

Inn ground and galleries

!

It is impossible to speak of this Tabard Iim
without noticing the fact, not perhapv geoei-ally

I'emetnbered, that there are a number of inns in

the Southwark High-street like it, and some of

them in a yet more perfect state. There is the

Old White H.art Iun, with its double gallery
;

aud tbe George Inn, with its quaint courtyar'd,

now filled up with railway vans, and the building

covered more or Ie.ss with huge bills and posters,

not a little surprising to those who for a moment
can forget the present, and live in the past in

these fast disappearing places. We would here

call attention bo one inn, especially, in Commercial-
street,Whitechapel, asomewhatneglected locality,

so that things in it rest a while. Here, the
building is in precisely the same state it was
in when first built. Tbe gallery is complete on
three sides of its little courtyard, aud it would
bo difficult to select a place more convenient for

the purposes of the strolling actor than it is.

It gives a far better idea of such a place in its

complete state than the Tabard Inn, with its

many alterations.

There is another inn of this old build in

Aldevsgate-street,—the Four Swans, we think it
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is,—also in very complete and unrestored condi-

tion, with its galleries complete, and its court or

“ ground ” in a very primitive state. It is used
by market gardeners and other country folk

:

the railway has nob as yet quite ploughed it up.

It is a little out of the way.
To return for a moment to the Old Tabard, so

puzzling to the restoring architect. Two of its

sides only remain, as wo have said. We were told

that the gallery once ran round the back of the

inn, but if so it disappeared long ago. There is a

second yard at the back of the building, wherein

new buildings are fast pushing the old ont of

existence. The south side of tbe inn is modem,
but some of the old quaint rooms remain, and to

go into the little “ parlour,” the like of which

Dickens so delighted to paint, shows no small

contrast to the modern fashionable “restaurant”

arrangement. If “comfort” bo the one thing

needful in English existence, then commend ns

to the old warm dark wainscoted room, with at

least the possibility of avoiding the multitude of

draughts for which the modem arrangement is

00 remarkable and abominable. These old

quaint rooms are worth visiting, if not study,

by the architectural student, as they evidence

what a “ comfortable ” room is, and how it should

be. The chimney-pieces are remarkably good,

and well designed, whoever did them, and are put

into proper corners, and the windows are not too

large. It is possible, of course, to make a room
too dark, bub it is also quite possible to make it

too light and garish.

There is one other item connected with this

iun, old-fashioned and oat of date as it is, that

may serve as a lesson to perhaps not a few. It

may be impossible to find a building or

group of buildings, more “picturesque.” Stand-

ing in one comer, with galleries and high

tile roof opposite, a true picture of a building is

before you, quite ready for the painter. No
imagination is required : it is all before you,

—

the architect or builder of the structure has

built up a picture ready for the canvass. He
probably never heard of picturesque architec-

ture, or knew even of the word “ picturesque ”
;

but, nevertlieless, he accomplished a great

artistic feat, for ho produced, without, perhaps,

knowing it, a built up picture. There is little

or no architecture left : it all lies in the mere
masses of quaint building, for, with the excop-

tion of the galleries, and a supporting Tuscan
column or two, there is no architectural feature

or detail left. It is a something curious to

dream about as to what a Dutch painter would
do here, with nothing but the building as it now
is,— a broken-down cart, a few fowls,—of which,

by tho bye, there is hero a splendid collection,

in real fine farmyard condition, and a quaintly-

dressed woman or two. What a picture, wo say,

he would make of it all, aud what a sum it would
bring ! But then it takes a Dutchman to do it

!

So the poor old Tabard must needs, all things

considered, die out, leaving not a “sign”
behind

!

ITALIAN COLOURED DECORATION.

ARCniTECTUa.VL ASSOCLtTlON.

At the last meeting of the session, held on

June 27th, the following members were elected

as officers for the session 1873-4 ;

—

jPreiidevl.—EdwardJ. Tarver.
Vice-Fretidenii.—Jo^n S. Quilter, E. C. Lee.
Committee.^Q. H. Birch, T. Blaahtll, II. C. Boyes,

T. W. Cutler, J. Johnson, J. B. Mathews, W. Ravena-
croft, R, P. Spiers, J. f-ulman, Aston Webb.
HonoV'iry Trtitv,rer.—J. Douglass Mathews.
Honorary Solicitor.—Francis Truefltt.

Aiiditori.~E. B. I’Anson, H. Stannus.
iiirariun.—Walter L, Sp'ers.

Amintaut Libraruiu$.—K. E. Pownsll, L. A. ShufTrcy.

SecretarieK.—Bowes A. Paiee, S. F. Clarkson.
Honorary Jtrrjiitrar.—John 3. Quilter.

CoUeeior.—Edamud Marshall.

At the same meeting the names were an-

nounced of the successful applicants for the

five-guinea money prizes offered as an encourage-

ment to architectural sketching. It was thus

that the committee of the Association determined

to expend the small “prize fund” furnished by
members and their friends this session, to be

distributed in any way that might seem to pro-

miae good results. Messrs. E. C. Tates, R. C.

Page, and E. J. May have been presented with

the prizes, which are given with the understand-

ing that the recipients will spend their holidays

ill sketching, and exhibit tho sketches at the

October conversazione.

A paper was read by Mr. E. C. Lee on “Italian

Coloured Decoration,” treating of the Early

Greek work in Italy, and the method and
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manner of the decorations at Pompeii; also o
the Early Christian art in mosaics at Roms
and Ravenna. &c., the magnificent works hi

mosaic and marbles at Monreale, Rome, am|

Palermo. The paper was illustrated by thi|

drawings made during an active student’s tim’j

in the south of Eui'Ope last year, aud entirebj

the fruit of personal study of the works hi

question. After the reading of the paper, I

Mr. Lonsdale said that tho mosaics at Monreal^

excel those in the Royal Chapel at Palermo, in

omphaaia, aud especially in what may be calleJ

architectural expression. For instance, then
is a broad archivolt indicated at Monreale t

the pier arches
; at tho chapel, tho mosaic sub

jeots are br.mght close down on the arol

moulding. The mosaics in a mosque in Con
stantinople (called “ Tho Mosque of Laments
tion,” situated at the far end of Stamboul, nea
the Water-gate), ho, however, thought superio

oven to those in Sicily and those at St. Mark’s
They are probably of the thirteenth centurj

with good and spirited drawing in the figurer

There are some little domes, subdivided, wit

lines carved on plan, having the appeai’ance c

shells, and in each cove is a figure,—the who!
effect being very charming. These mosaics wi^

not long be seen by the traveller, for a Grce:

collector is obtaining by parts the subjects thd

please him (particularly the beads), bribing fc

tho purpose the priests who bavo tho charge o

tho building. Such works, so rare and in sue

danger, and needing careful drawing, shoulo

one would think, be published by the Arundii

Society, or in somo similar way.
Mr. Crace, having carefully studied the mosqir

referred to by Mr. Lonsdale, could bear test;

mony to the beauty of its mosaics, and tli

destruction being wrought upon them. RJ
marking on the matter of outlines to mosaici

ho said that they ai-e rarely black throughout i

the best examples ; the warmth of flesh tint, fo

example, is given even more by tho warm re

margins than by the tone of the surface. The go;

grounds at St. Paul’s are chilled by the margin
with much loss of general effect. Outlined wit

red, the general tone will be warm
;
with indij]

blue, the very sympathetic gold assumes ;

cold, smoky tone. Turning to another eubjec

he said that, in thinking of Pompeii, it is tc

often forgotten that it was a mere holiday cit;i

with seaside villas, the resort of pleasuri

seekers, and formed (probably for the most parti

their temporary abodes. This will account f(

the trifling treatment in tho decorations, the al;

sence of gravity and dignity, the whimsicalitie;

the odd perspectives, the effort to extend tl

apparent boundaries of rooms by calling in the aii

of illusions, adding to the prevalent sensation o

life lived as much in the open air as poss?

ble. It is not to be concluded from tht

that the bouses in the other cities of tl

time necessarily contained wholly similti

features. The large use of white lines amonp
tho evenly - balanced strong colours indulge?

in by the decorating artists of Pompej
served a two-fold purpose. They rendere-

possible the use of these masses of strong colons

that could not otherwise have been brought s

nearly into contact, and they were also useful fc

defining. The knowledge 'shown of haodlin

the brush should not escape the student ol

Pompeiian work. Hero, in the actual executial

(the handwork of design), are to be seeil

emphasis and sharp precision, adjustmenil

throughout of the handling to the colours anej

their part in tlie design, sometimes almost iii

relief, aud with little blended shading any’

whore ;—indications of thetr.ained eye andmind^

and hand driving home the idea of thedesigil

with force so different from that of a mechanioai!

execution.
j

Mr. Stannus referred to the probable sag'

gestion of tho treatment of the wall surfaceil

adopted at Pompeii by an arrangement found irii

the Ptolemaic temples of Egypt (as Dendera anci

Philm),—where tbe spaces between tbe coluranul

are filled by low screens. These screens woulo

form a dado in the inside ; tho open space wonlo’

be the portion filled at Pompeii with blue skji

and with fanciful suggestions of landscape o;i

buildings. He instanced a modern English honsi'j

where this idea has furnished the motive for thi;

wall decoration. Above a tallish dado are seeil

the bits of near and distant landscape thatraighii

meet the eye in glancing over real screen!

between tho piers of a much-pierced wall. ThiJi

might, he said, be looked upon as Pompeiiai

leading followed temperately.

This meeting brought the business of iJ

prosperous session to a close.
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SUAH NOTES.
’ Tjie Shat hag not had two finer sights than
; thoso provided for him at the Royal Italian
i Opera House by Mr. F. Gye, with its elegant

i
glass reception-room, and at the Royal Albert

|i Hall, in both cases without cost to the country.

I

The appearance of the Floral Hall, during the
gathering of the guests, and the appearance of
the house from the stage, were sights to bo

I

romombered. The Lord Chamberlain has
K natural ly addressed a warm letter of thanks to
Mr. Gye for the successful evening. As to the
Albert Hall, it never looked so well. The sight,
indeed, was so overpowering that the Shah, who
had brought in tho Princess of Wales, lot her arm
drop, and was obviously, to those near, “taken
*back,” stumbling afterwards to his seat as best

11 he might. Tho militaiy bands which filled tho
‘Orchestra and the pretty uniformity of tho
female chorus (who by the way did not sing
cpiito so well as they looked), added much to the
beauty of the remarkable scene. Bad weather
quenched some of the external glories of tho
€ry8tal Palace

j but there was still much that
must have delighted him. It is to be hoped
the foolish admiration that has been e.xpressed
for tho diamonds of tho Shah and his suite will not
tend to increase amongst Englishmen the un-
manly and barbaric custom of wearing jewels
and gewgaws. Dross is already frightfully over-
done by the fairer half of creation, often to the
ruin of those they depend on : in fact, in tliis

respect wo have nearly reached the state into
which France had fallen just before the late tre-
mendous collapse of that country, from which it

has so marvellously recovered. The derivation of
the title Shah is still matter for speculation. An
examination of the whole class of titles to which
it belongs,—Cfosar, Czar, Kaiser, Al-cazar, and
BO on, with probably Jar, or Jehovah, at tho end,
—would give interesting matter.

THE NEW CHURCH, LECTURE - HALL-
AND SCHOOLS, IN WESTMINSTER
BRIDGE ROAD.
The foundation of the now church and schools

at tho angle of Westminster Bridge-road and
Kennington-road, intended as the perpetuation
of Howland Hill's Chapel, in the Blackfriars-
road, which is about to bo taken down, was
laid on Thursday week. The now buildings,
which will occupy a site covering 2,6S0 super-
ficial yards, will involve an outlay of 25,000h

jTlie church is to bo called Christ Church, and,
lin addition to the church itself, the block will
jincludo schools, cla-ss-rooms, and lecture-hall.
I'Tho buildings will cover the entire area of tho
leite, except a small space at the acute angle
jjunction of tho two roads, and near this point
Iwill rise an imposing tower and spire, 21 ft.

isquare at the base, exclusive of buttresses, and
|220 ft. in height, which has been designed as an
lAnglo-American international monument, com-
imeraorative of the abolition of slavery, and one-
Ihalf of the estimated cost of this portion of the
Jbuildinghas been subscribed in America.
1 The church itself will stand upon the central
land chief part of tho land, occupying nearly the
jwhole of the frontage in Westminster Bridge-
jroad, and a considerable portion of that in the
iKeimington-road. The structure may be gene-
(rally described as an irregul.ir octagonal centre,
of 55 ft. intorual span, with four cruciform
iarms, each arm consisting of a lofty central
tfoof, with side-roofs, in tho usual form of cloar-
tatoried nave and aisles. Tho arm fronting the
|£eniiington.road is the longest, and coutaius the
iprincipal entrance. The octagon is carried in-
tternully by eight stone pillars and arches, and is

icontiuued upwards with corresponding external
igables. In each of the lesser sides or faces of
tho octagon two coupled clearstory windows are
ehown, each containing three lights. These
eight windows will light the internal central
apace of the church. At tho apex of the roof,
ftbovo the octagon, oak timberwork, covered
Iwith oak shingles, will rise to the height of
I'lOft. from the ground, and this will serve as a
yentilation-turrot, in connexion with the open-
'^gs in tho groiiied wood ceiling uudenieath.
Tho style is the Geometric.

Internally, the moulded piers supporting the
•Wches of the central octagon will be of white
Mansfield stone, with moulded bases 4 ft. high of
•polished blue stone. In front of each pier will
he a detached shaft of Purbeok mai'ble, carried
|Cp to the roof, and these will sopport the wall-
ribs of the groined wood ceiling, covering over

the central octagon, already alluded to. The
height from the floor of the church to the apex
of this groined ceiling will be 60 ft. There will
be galleries in the nave and transept arms of the
building,—those in tho former extending over
the entrance vestibule below. The gallery fronts
will be 6 ft. distant from tho piers of tlie
octagon, so that the complete proportions of the
latter, together with the moulded arches above,
may be freely seen. Spacious stone staircases
will bo provided for the galleries, and the walls
enclosing them will be carried up externally with
octagonal-pointed roofs. Tho communion floor
will be 4^ ft. above the level of the main body
of the interior, ascended by a central flight of
polished blue-stone steps. On either sido will
be the pulpit and prayer-desk, standing on
stone bases, with a similar projection in the
centre as a base for a lectern. The space for
the choir will be arranged for with stepped plat-
forms, and together with tho organ will be
screened from the chiu’ch by perforated stone
tracery about 3 ft. or 4 ft. above the communion
floor level. Tho church will accommodate 2,500
persons.

The lecture-hall and schools will bo erected
on the Kennington-road portion of the site, with
class-rooms underneath the schools, and the
several apartments in this block will be adapted
not only for day and Sunday schools, but also
for tea-meetings, lectures, exhibitions, concerts,
and public meetings. There are also retiring-
rooms and other accommodation in various parts
of the buildings.

Messrs. Pauli & Bickerdike are the architects,
and the contractor for tho foundations of tho
building is Mr. W. Higgs, of Lambeth. The
contract for the erection of thf» superstructure
has not yet been entered into

; bub tenders will
be very shortly invited, to include, wo under-
stand, alternative quotations of prices for Bath
and Portland stone.

THE STATE PURCH.'VSE OF R-VILWAYS.
The discussion on Mr. William Galt’s paper

“ On the Purchase of Railways by tho State,’.’

was resumed at tho house of the Society of
Arts, Adclphi, on Thursday evening of last
week.
Tho Marquis of Clanricarde jmesided, and in

opening tho proceedings e.xpressed bis general
concurrence in the scliemo of Mr. Galt, not-
withstanding all that had been urged against it
by Lord Derby, and by others, whoso opinions
were justly entitled to weight. He felt con-
vinced that the transfer of railways to the State
would result in great benefit to the country, and
ho agreed with those who argued that as to tho
alleged financial difficulties in tho matter, they
could easily be removed. He could not coincide
with Lord Derby in thinking that even in a time
of national depression the possession of tho rail-
ways would bo either a burden or a loss to the
State, for ho believed they would always bo of
the highest value to the oountry. He thought
foreign Governments had amply sliown us the
wisdom of assuming the management of the
railways. Difficulties would bo readily sur-
mounted, and tho result would be highly bene-
ficial to the country.

Mr. Saywell spoke against the scheme of Mr.
Galt, bub admitted that many reforms in railvvay
management were needed, and that some
Government control over tho companies was
highly necessary and advisable.

Mr. Hyde Clarke, on tlio other hand, con-
tended that the companies had altogether fulled
in the proper administration of the lines. He
described the financial operation as tho simplest
matter existing, and ho argued that State pur-
chase could not bo much longer delayed.

Other speakers followed, among whom
Mr. Brooke argued in support of Mr. Galt’s

plan, urging, among other things, that the pre-
sent high prices of provisions were mainly due
to the excessive fares charged by the companies
for the carriage of goods.
The discussion was then again adjourned.

TRe Late Mr. Macready.—Tlie sale of the
property of the late William Charles Macready,
consisting of his books, pictures, objects in
marble and bronze, ornamental furniture, and
other articles, will take place at Christie’s on
Tuesday and Wednesday next, the 8th and 9th
July. Among the books are many presentation
copies, with autographs, and copies of plays
mark'cd for the stage by Mr. Macreadv.

SOMETHING ABOUT SOHO.
The old proverb, “Birds of a feather flock

together,” is constantly illustrated by the in-
habitants of a large city, who usually congregate
in different districts according to their position
in life. In London the lawyers have settled in
Lincoln’s Inn and tho Temple, the booksellers in
Paternoster-row and its neighbourhood, the
weavers in Spitalflelda, aud the watchmakers in
Clorkenwell. Districts of private houses, too,
are given over to different classes of inhabitants :

thus the streets north of Cavendish and Port-
man squares wore at one time called “ Libtlo
Bengal,” from the largo number of retired
Indians who dwelt there.

There is abvays a floating population of
foreigners in London. The Germans turn to the
east end ; the Spaniards, Portuguese, Russians,
Norwegians, Swedes, Danes, and Asiatics to the
neighbourhood of tho Docks

;
and the French

and Italians to Soho. For two centuries Soho
has been tho foreign quarter par excellence of
London. It is the spot to which French and
Italians first come on their arrival in this
country; for as London is the centre of England,
so theyloA on Soho as the centre of London,
When it was a fashionable part of town,
foreigners lived there, aud now that its glory
has departed, they are there still. The earliest
foreign settlement was made by a Greek colony
about the year 1680, who founded the Greek
chnrch in Crown-street, which, after passing
through many vicissitudes, is now being rebuilt
for the service of the Church of England. Tho
subsequent waves of colonisation have boon
French, the chief of these being the arrival of
the Huguenots in 1685, after the revocation of
the Edict of Nantes; of the Jmw/rJs in 1789,
after the Reign of Terror

;
aud, lastly, of the

Communists in 1871. The late troubles of
Franco have been largely felt in Soho, aud the
parish has now a greater French population than
it has had for years. Tho changes that succes-
sively took place in Paris were all represented
in this district of London. When the Empire
fell, its friends sought an asylum hero

;
when

Trochu turned out of Paris the aged and infirm,
and the dissolute women, many of these “ useless
mouths” came here; when Paris capitulated
Soho was agitated to its centre, aud the inhabit-
ants wore anxious to learn news of their friends
which they still dreaded to hear

;
and lastly^

when the Communists were defeated, those who
succeeded in escaping found here a place of
safety.

Maitland, writing early in the eighteenth
century, says:— “Many parts of this parish
abound with French, that it is an easy matter
fora stranger to imagine himself in France”;
and the same words might bo used 7Jow, for it is
still a sort of petty Fiance. Most of the shops
are thoroughly French, and they have evidently
been established solely for tho supply of tho
foreign colony. Here are French schools for
the education of tho young, and wine-shops
and restaurants where an Englishman who
entered would be looked upon with surprise.
The newsvendors sell Frenclx papers aud fill

their windows with the Petit Journal pour Rire.
The names of the shopkeepers aro many of
them French, and the names of their trades are
written up in that language, so that when walking
through the streets, and seeing around us
boulangers, bottiors, cmjfeurs, A'c-, we may easily
fancy we are no longer in England. It is said
that tlie organ-men find hiTO that tho “ Marseil-
lai.ge” is the tune that brings tho most coppers,
and it is ground out accordingly for the edifioa’
tion of the inhabitants. John Thomas Smith, in
his “Life of Nollekena,” doscribes the French
C/iaiiye as “ an old house with pillars before it,

then standing on the site of tho entrance to the
present chapel in Moor-otreet. It was a place
much frequented and indeed surrounded by
natives of Franco who came to England after
tho Edict of Nantz. Here they met, and com-
municated with each other upon their several
concerns

;
and hence arose tho establishment of

the numerous ii la-mode beef sLoi'is for the con-
vonionoo of tho neighbourhood.” Now the
restaurants answer the puijmseof the “ Clian<^e ”

aud many of them are the rrndi'Zvoiis of
various parties. Hero have been arranged a largo
number of the plots that have shaken tlie Con-
tinent, and here if anywhere the exile may
fancy himself again in his native land, for here
everything is arranged in the way he is used to,
and no English notions are allowed to intrude.
There are few tablea-d’hoto at these hotels and
restaurants, and dinners are mostly served
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Cl la carte. In consequence, the various occu-

pations of eating, drinking, smoking, card-

playing, and animated talking are all carried

on at the same time. The natives of dif-

ferent countries vociferate and gesticulate

in their respective tongues, so that at first

entrance the room appears a very modern

Babel. Four years ago (in the autumn of 1869)

a correspondent of the Times, being in search ol

a good cliuuer, thought he had found what he

sought at one of these restaurants, and, in conse-

quence, wrote a very appreciative accouut of a

dinner, which, ho said, was better than he could

have obtained at a West-end club, and which

cost him a considerably less amount than he

would have paid at his club. It is doubtful

whether the concomitants of smoke and noise

would be agreeable to many Englishmen, but,

at all events, Mr. Kettner, of Church-street, has

had the letter reprinted in large letters, and has

placed two copies of it in his window. The French

quarter is chiefly coufined to Soho, but it extends

northwards to Rathbone-place and Cliarlocte-

street, and southwards to Leicester-square,

where the inhabitants sun themselves and
fancy they are walking on the Boulevards or in

the Champs Elysees. Foreigners are found as

far west as Regent-street, and on the east as far

as Drury-lane. The population consists chiefly

of a fixed French colony, who are employed in

businesses and workshops of various kinds,

and besides these are a large number of ever-

changing inhabitants. The Italians who greatly

frequent this district are principally opera-

singers, artists, couriers, &c., and these are

essentially a shifting population. Here live the

Italian peasants from the neighbourhood of

Monte Casino who sit to our painters as models '

for Madonnas and brigands, till their faces

become too well known. Besides those who
live here, most of tho foreigners who lodge in

other parts of the town are pretty sure at some
,

time to find their way to Soho. The majority
'

of the population are industrious and well-

disposed, hut the district is a centre to which

,

resort large mrmbers of tho dangerous classes.

Disreputable women pour out in the afternoon

and evening from the different streets into

Coventry-street, Regent-street, the Hajmarket,
and Leicester-square. “ Petroleuses whose
doings have caused tho deepest horror to be
felt wherever they have been heard of, and Com.
munists whose hands are dyed in blood, have
found a shelter here, and here is printed the

infamous paper Pvre Ducheiie. Soho has been

a city of refuge for the promoters and sufferers

in every European revolution for the last half-

century or more, and, like the Cave of Adulium,

it shelters “every one that is in distress, and
every one that is in debt, and every one that

is discontented.’’ All these elements, however,

are dangerous to tho well-being of the country,

and the London City Mission have commenced a

good work by opening in Greek-street a SaZnn

des j^trangers, where the friendless and dis-

tressed foreigner may obtain help and counsel.

Missionaries visit the restaurants and attempt

to counteract the poison that is prevalent. One
of the means adopted for bringing about a good

spirit among these foreigners is the arrangement
of social meetings. At one of these for Italians

there were present no less than ten men who
had been condemned to death for political

offences. In August, 1871, an entertainment

was given to foreigners attending the services of

the Foreign Londou City Missionaries by Mr.

Leaf, at Park-bill, Streatham, at which sixteen

nationalities were represented. Great amaze-

ment was caused in the neighbourhood of Soho
when cards of invitation were handed round to

all classes of the community. Republican and
Monarchist, Orleanist and Imperialist, Cora-

munist and Italian Revolutionist, were there,

and one of the Italians had been imprisoned

eeventy-seven times, and three times condemned
to death for political offences. During the day
Germans sang chorales and part-songs, and
Italians danced the tarantella and other national

dances. When the day was nearly done, and
the party, who had thoroughly enjoyed them-
selves, were about to separate, Mr. Leaf said a
few words, which were received with great
enthusiasm. “ Shouts of every description rang
out on all sides : the hochs of the Germans, the

Iravos of the French and Italians, with indescrib-

able yells of delight from the Manilla men,
mingled with the English hurrah, made up a

moat extraordinary medley of sound.” Before
leaving, each person received from Miss Leaf, at

the hall-door, a bonquet of flowers and a book;
and thus ended a worthy attempt to bring about.

brotherly love in tho midst of the discordant

elements which were all at hand.

We will now pass from the present to the past

state of the district. In the middle of the seven-

teenth century it consisted of a succession of

fields called Kempe’s-flolds, Coleman’s Hedge-
fields, and Dog House-fields, and the place was
known by the name of Soho as early as the year

1632, and in 1636 some people were living at

the “brick-kilns near Sohoe.” These dates

dispose of Pennant’s assertion that, on the death

of the Duke of Monmouth the admirers of that

unfortunate man changed the name of King’s-

square to Soho, or So-hoe, because that was the

word of the day at the battle of Sedgemoor

(1687). The fact probably being, that Soho was
taken as the watchword on that field because it

w’as the name of the place where the Duke lived.

Soho seems, for many years to have been

esteemed a vulgar designation
;
but at last, like

Piccadilly, which encroached upon and finally

pushed Portugal-street out of existence, it

became the only recognised name. The ety-

mology of the word is diflicult, but the following

seems a plausible explanation. “ Soho ” was the

old equivalent of “Tally-ho,” and the Soho-fields

probably took tbeir name from the fact that they

were the commencement of open country after

passing St. Giles’s-pound, where the hunters

met on their way to Marylebone, Bayssvater, &o.

This view seems to be corroborated by the name
given to one of these fields, viz.. Dog-house,

because if the kenuels were kept here nothing

w'as so likely as that the neighbourhood should

obtain the hunting name of “ Soho.”

The parish was carved out of that of St.

Martin’s-in-the-Fields in 1678, the thirtieth

year of Charles II. ’s reign
;
but the church was

not erected until some years after. The inha-

bitants had previously laid the foundation of a

chapel-of-ease in Kempe's-fields, which, after

the formation of the parish, was proceeded with

as a church. The building occupied some years,

and at last it was consecrated in a hurry, before

everything was finished, by Bishop Compton, on

March 21, 1685-6. It was dedicated to St.

Anne, the mother of the Virgin Mary, in honour
of the Princess Anne, daughter of the reigning

sovereign. It is not known who was the archi-

tect of the church
;
but it is believed to have

been the work of one of the pupils of Sir Chris-

topher Wren. The exterior is peculiarly un-

sightly, and it has been said that tho steeple was
constructed in imitation of that of a Danish
church, to do honour to the Princess Anne, who
was Princess of Denmark. The present tower is

not the original one, but was erected by Cock-
erell in tho year 1806. The interior is not without
merit, and the ceiling is remarkable for its rich

ti'acery. A year or two ago an entrance was
made to the church from Princes-street by the

reduction of the churchyard-wall and the forma-

tion of a flight of steps. One of tho first seat-

holders was Catherine Sedley, the mistress of

James II., who, in this same year 1686, was
created Countess of Dorchester, and had a

house furnished for her in St. James’ s-square.

In 1756 the unfortunate Theodore, ex-kingmf
Corsica, was buried iu the churchyard under the

name of Baron de Newhoff, of Chapel-street, at

the expense of an oilman, who said “ he would

for once bury a king.” Horace Walpole erected

a tablet to bis memory. There is also a tomb-

stone in the churchyard to William Hazlitt,

who died in Frith-street, with a bombastic in-

scription, written by an unwise admirer of the

great critic. There is an interesting view of

“ King’s or Soho square,” by Sutton Nicholls,

dated 1720, in which Rathbone-place is marked
as Rawbone-place, and a windmill is shown at

the top, where Windmill-street is now. When
Xollekens, the sculptor, was a little boy his

mother often took him to walk by the side of a

long pond near this windmill, and a halfpenny

was then paid by every person at a hatch

belonging to the miller, for the privilege of

walking in his grounds. Percy Chapel, which
has lately been pulled down, was built on the

site of the windmill, and the sprin?, which sup-

plied the long pond before it, was hidden in the

cellar of a house behind the chapel. Percy

Chapel was built for the Rev. Henry Mathew,
afternoon preacher at St. Martin’s, who lived iu

Rathbone-place. This gentleman was a patron

of artists, and many celebrities were to be met
with at his house. William Blake, the artist,

would read and sing his poems there, and he
was always listened to with profound silence.

Flaxman decorated Mr. Mathews’s library with

models of figures in niches, and Oram, the

assistant of Loutherbourg, painted the window
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in imitation of stained glass. It is said thatil

the three rebel lords, Lovat, Kilmaniock, and
Balmerino, resided in Rathbone-place at differenfcii

times. Tho north side of the Oxford-road waa::

then unbuilt upon, and between Hanway-yard.j

and St. Giles’s there were thirteen large audu

flue walnut trees. Pennant gives a very badi'

account of the neighbourhood. He says, “I'

remember it a deep hollow road, and full ofti

sloughs : with here and there a ragged house,'

the lurking-place of cut-throats : insomuch as I

was uever taken that way by night, in myi
hackney coach, to a worthy uncle’s who gave me
lodgings at his house in George-street but I went
in dread the whole way.”
Between the years 1671' and 1G81 the district,

of Soho was surveyed by Gregory King, am
eminent architect of those days, who projected

the square aud adjacent streets, and Dr;

Rimbault suggests, with ranch show of reason,!

that the old name of the square, viz., Kiiig's-

square, was given to it by this architect, and not
in honour of the sovereign. The reserved por-

tion of the square was originally laid out with,

great care, and in the centre was a fountain,:

with figures at the base emblematical of the

rivers 'Thames, Trent, Humber, aud Severn, the.

work of Gains Gabriel Cibber. Nollekons said

that ho “often stood for hours together to see

the water run out of tho jugs of the old riven

gods . . . but the water never would run out oft

their jugs but when tho windmill was going

round at the top of Rathbone-place.” The
statue represents Charles II., but has been
claimed for James II. aud the Duke of Mon-i

mouth. When the square was first built, and
for some years after, it was one of the moat
fashionable parts of London, and at one time

four ambassadors lived in it. In 1681 there

were eight inhabitants, of which six wore thd

Duke of Monmouth, Colonel Rurasey, Mr. Pilcher;

Mr. Broughton, Sir Henry Inglesby, and the Earl

of Stamford. The Duke of Monmouth’s raausioi*

was on the south side, and some way back froa

the footpath. “ The gate entrance was ol

ma.ssive ironwork supported by stone piers, sur.i

mounted by the crest of the owner of the hoitaej

and within the gates there was a spacious

courtjard for carriages.” The house, whick

is thus described in Smith’s “Nollekens and^

his 'Tiinep,” was haudsomely decorated within.)

The panels of the walls were elaborately carved;’

as were the chimney-pieces. “The staircaBei

was of oak, the steps very low, and the landing,

places were tesselated with woods of light and

dark colours.” The house was purchased bjt,

Sir James Bateman, and his son Lord Batemam
let it to the Comte de Guerchy, the Frenchu

ambassador. Afterwards, the place was let oni

building leases, and Bateman-bnildings were:

built on the site. In 1690, Evelyn went with!

his family “ to winter at Soho, in the greatj

square”; and Addison makes his friend, osi

rather everybody’s friend, Sir Roger de Cover-’

ley, the Worcestershire baronet, live in Soho-i

square, “when he is in Town.” The great.

.
admiral, Sir Cloudesley Shovel, was lost off the!

;

Rocks of Si'illy on the night of October 22nd,:,

!

1705. His body was found, and buried by the’,<

fisherman, but was afterwards brought tot

London, and lay in state at his house iu this

square previously to its being inten’cd in West-J

.minster Abbey. Gilbert Burnet, Bishop of,

Salisbury, lived here iu the year 1709, and the!

notorious Duke de Ripperda, who was born a

German, was fora time Prime Minister of Spainyi)

and died a Mussulman, lived here in 1728. Wtf

have already mentioned how fashionable a placei)

Soho-equare formerly was, the following is a listn

of some of the noblemen who lived there in thei

seventeenth century :—Lords Berkeley, Byron;

Carlisle, Falconbridge, Foley, Gainsborough, .j

G i'imestone, Howard, Leicester, Macclesfield,:

Mansel, Morpeth, Nottingham, Onslow, Peter-i

borough, Pierrepoint, and Pigot. Aldermam;

Beckford, twice Lord Mayor of London, lived in

a house at the east corner of Greek-street, aii4|

on the occasion of his second mayoralty, he

feasted the poor of the parish at his bouse-i

Field.Marshal Conway, Horace Walpole’s coire-’

spondent, occupied a house which is described

as on the south side of the square, and at thei

right-hand corner from Greek-street. A hous0 '-

at the south-east comer of the square has a fiuei

staircase with noticeable railings. George Col-,

man the elder lived at the corner of Bateman-

buildings. Carlisle House, originally the Towny

mansion of the Earl of Carlisle, and afcerwardsi

occupied by the notorious Mrs. Cornelys, waS!

situated at the corner of Sutton-street. It WES'

originally of considerable size, and has sinoei
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been divided into two or three houses, and the
banqueting-room at the back, with its figures of
Jlinerva, and other heathen deities, is now
used as St. Patrick’s Itoman Catholic Chapel,

—

a chapel, by-the-bye, which Nollekens, the
sculptor, attended on fine Sanday mornings.
Mrs. Cornelys was a Gorman, who came over to
England about 1756, and a few years afterwards
commenced her career at this house. She seems
thoroughly to have undei'Stood the I’equirements
of tho dissipated portion of society, and for
some years she catered for them with success.
Her first move seems, according to the following
newspaper cutting, dated February 18th, 1763,
to have been an attempt to conciliate the ser-
vants of her patrons:—“On Saturday last,
Sfrs. Cornelys gave a ball at Carlisle House to
tho upper servants of persons of fashion, as a
token of the sense she has of her obligations to
tho nobility and gentry, for their generous sub-
scription to her assembly. The company con-
si.sted of 220 persons, who made up fourscore
couple in country dances

;
and as scarce anybody

was idle on this occasion, the rest sat down to
cards.” Balls, masquerades, and concerts were
continually given by her to subscribers, and
brilliant companies attended them. On the
27th of Februarj', 1770, a magnificent mas-
querade was given by the gentlemen of tlio
'i'nesday Night’s Club at Carlisle House.
The Duke of Gloucester was there, as were
nearly half tho peerage. The celebrated Miss
Jlonckton, known to some of the present
•generatiou ns Old Lady Cork, “appeared in the
character of an Indian sultana, in a robe of
cloth of gold and a rich veil. The seams of her
habit were embroidered with precious stones,
and she had a magnificent cluster of diamonds
on her head. Tho jewels she wore were valued
at 30,000i.” Mrs. Cornelys decorated her house
at considerable expense, and took care that the
alterations should be described in the public
papers:—“It is said tho alterations and addi-
tions .... performing by Messrs. Phillips and
Shakespeare, together with all the new embel-
lishments and furniture adding thereto by Mrs.
Cornelys, will this year alone amount to little
less than 2,000k, and that, when finished, it will
be by far tho most magnificent place of public
entertainment in Europe ”

(1765). Another
paragraph reads,—“ We are told that Mrs.
Cornelys, amongst her other elegant alterations,
lias devised the most curious, singular, aud
superb ceiling to one of tlie rooms that ever was
executed, or even thought of.” The “ Circe of
Soho-square,” as she was called, occasionally
gob into trouble, and in 1771 she was indicted
before tho grand jury for keeping a disorderly
house

;
yet in this same year she had devoted a

portion of tho profits of her first harmonic
meeting to the purchase of coals for the poor of
the parish. The opening of the Pantheon took
off many of her chief patrons, and in 1772 she
was made a bankrupt. She was still, however,
giving her entertainments in 1777 ; but her
visitors had greatly fallen off, and in 1779 the
establishment vvas managed by Mr. Hoffmann, a
confectioner of Bishopsgate-street. For nearly
twenty years it struggled on as a “Temple of
Eloquence,” and as a “ Town Ranelagh.” Mrs.
Cornelys retired for a time into obscurity, then
^peared as a “vendor of asses’ milk,” at
Koightsbridge, and at last died in the Fleet
Prison, on August 19th, 1797.
On the opposite side of Sutton-street stood

Falconberg House, afterwards the infamous
White House, and now occupied as a portion of
iMessrs. Crosse & Blackwell’s large establish,
iment. Here lived Mary Cromwell Lady Falcon-
|berg, Oliver Cromwell’s third daughter. She
died on March 14th, 1712, and left this house
jand all other property in her power, away from
|her husband’s relatives. Sutton-street takes its
[name from Sutton Court, Chiswick, the country,
peat of the Falconberg family. The White House
lhad a very unsavoury notoriety for many years,
land one of its chief attractions to a certain class
[consisted in its having a courtyard within the
ilarge gates, so that visitors might drive in and
|alight unsecu.
Next door to the old White House is a large

.and handsome mansion, till lately occupied by
Messrs. D’Almaine, the pianoforte-makers, and
now belonging to Messrs. Crosse & Blackwell,
it was formerly tenanted by a Duke of Aro-yl!
afterwards by an Earl of Bradford, and tlien by
ibpeakcr Cnslow, who held his Parliamentary
ilevees m the principal drawing-room. The
ceilings of this noble house were painted by
Angelica Kauffmann and Biaggio Rebecca,

lerh.ips the house with the most pleasing
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associations is the one with large windows in the
south-west corner of the square (No. 32) now
occupied by the Dental Hospital. It was the
chief rallying point of the scientific men of the
world for the many years that Sir Joseph Banks
occupied it. George III. was never more tho-

0^ England than Banks was kinrr
ot English science during the forty-one ycarl
he was President of the Royal Society. Sir
Joseph, hke Lis royal master, had a will of hie
own, and insisted on having his own way • buthe gave up hie whole life to the advancement of
science, and heartily welcomed all distinguished
^reipers under his hospitable roof. Wlienever
Cmai, the Tahitian, who was brought to Enolaud
on the return of Captain Cook’s second expedi-
tion, lost himself in the London streets, he used
tocallmif'Sir Joseph Banks! take me to Sir
Joseph Banks !

” and some passer-by was sure toRnow the worthy baronet’s residence. Miss
Banka, Sir Joseph’s sister, lived with him and
his wfe, and she was well known in society as a
character. Two anecdotes of her enable us to
call up a pretty vivid picture of her personal
appearance. Her dress was quite out of the
fashion and she frequently told the following
story of herself Wanting a particular song, she
was told by the woman who vended her stock of
ha fpenny ballads at the Middlesex Hospital
^tes, that if she went to a printer in Long-lane,
bmithfteld, she would probably obtain what she
required. Cff she trudged to Smithfiold, where
the printer gave her a book containing a number
of songs. Upon her expressing her surprise
(when the man returned her eightpence out of
her shilling), at the number of sono-s for the
money, the man said, “What, then, are you not
one of our chanters ? I beg your pardon.” Somuch for her appearance out of doors

; the other
anecdote relates to her dress indoors. Miss
Banks and Lady Banks, in compliment to Sir
Joseph who took great interest in the production
of wool, had their riding-habits made of that
material, and wore their habits on all occasions,
iney went to visit a friend in tho country, who
had invited a large dinner-party to meet them,
and sat down in their riding-habits. The next
morning they appeared at breakfast in the same
costume, and till their visit was ended they
always a-ppcarecl, to every one’s astonishment, in
these habits. Miss Banks so approved of this
stylo of dress, that she gave her habit-maker
orders for three habits at a time, which were
called Hightum. Tightnm, and Scrub. The fi-st
vi'as her best, the next her second best, and the
third her every-day one. Miss Banks could be
a little cru.sty when she was put out, and on one
occasion, when a distinguished man came to
boho-sqnaro a quarter of an hour before dinner,
time, aud caught her putting away her “things,”
she gave him a very sharp answer. The visitormade tho innocent remark, “ It’s a fine dayma am,” to which Miss Banka answered “I know' '

J. Know
nothing about it

j you must apeak to my brother
upon that subject when you are at dinner.” Sir
.TnodnVi "Ronl-a _ __ ..

. -j ciic ill, umuer. oir
Joseph Banks possessed a very fine library, and
unequalled botanical collections, which are now
in the British Museum. His librarians were
first, Dr. Solander (whose chief propertv was
said to consist in the possession of a 'large
number of dress waistcoats), then Dr. Dryander
usually known as “ Old Dry,” aud, lastly,
Robert Brown (the Botanicorum facile Pnneeps
of Alexander von Humboldt), to whom Banks
^tb a hfe interest m his library and collections,
ihe Linnoan Society, whose librarian Brown
then was, moved to this house from Gerrard-
street about the year 1822, and continued in it
until 1857, when they transferred themselves to
their present quarters at Burlington House.
At the north-west corner of the square is the

world-famed Soho Bazaar, which owes its great
success to the business-like habits of John
Trotter, the brother of Sir Coutts Trotter. The
building was previously used as a huge store-
bouse for the reception of supplies which Mr.
Irotter liad under his care when he held exten-

TJf
with the commissary.general.

Alter the great war, the commissariat had ^rown
to such an extent that it was formed into a
special Government department, and these store-
houses were em]itied. Trotter’s active mind
suggested to him the idea of establishing in the
house a bazaar which was then an entire noveltym Europe, and his humane heart made him
turn lb to benevolent purposes by careful regu-
lations. The bazaar turned out a much greater
success than was expected. We must now dis-
miss the square, and pass on to the considera-
tion of the claims to our interest of some of the
streets of Soho.

Peter Conningham chides Pennant for stating
that Greek-Street was originally called Grig,
street; but there is no doubt that it so appears
upon some of the old maps and engravings, and
Dr. Rirabault thinks it probable that it was so
called after the Christian name of Gregory King
the surveyor. However, Sir John Bramstoni
K.B., who had a house here from 1685 to 1694,
describes it in his Autobiography as “Greeke-
street in tho Soho.” The name is supposed to
be derived from the Greek Church in Hog-lane,
now and since 1762 called Crown-street; but
there does not seem ever to have been any
enti-ance to the Church from Greek-street, so it
must remain a moot point whetlier Greek is a
con-uption of Grig or Greg, or whether Gri'>-
was a corruption of Greek. The church in
Crown-street was originally raised by the Greek
refugees, who settled in Soho-fields about 1680
under the_ leadership of the Archbishop of
Samos. Bishop Compton took great interest in
the little colony, and under his auspices the
clmrch was dedicated to the honour of St.
Mary the Virgin’s death. About the year 1700
it fell into the hands of the French Protestants,
with whom it remained for about thirty years.
Hogarth has represented the 61d church in his
picture of “Noon,” and the figure coming from
R 18 said to have been a good likeness of the

Thomas Herve, who was minister from
l/27to_1731. After the Huguenots left the
church it passed successively into the possession
of several sects. In 18 (9 it was on the point of
being converted into a low dancing-saloon, but
happily was purchased by the Rector of St.
Anne’s, refitted, and solemnly dedicated in honour
of St. Mary the Virgin. It is now being rebuilt
from the designs of Mr. R. Herbert Carpenter
and the late Mr. William Slater. Pennant
observes that “ Mr. Wedgwood vindicates the
propriety” of tho name Greek-street, “by
making it the repository of his figuline ware,
founded on the chastest Grecian models, and
executed in the truest Attic taste.” Sir Thomas
Lawrence lived in the street from 1799 to 1804
and Gainsborough’s “Blue Boy” was the son of
a wealthy ironmonger who lived at the corner of
Greek and King streets. Jonathan Buttall, father
and son, were friends of Gainsborough, and after
much controversy, which is still going on in the
pages of Notes and Queries, there is reason to
believe that the famous portrait was not taken
as supposed, from young Buttall, although the
picture, as well as many other of Gainsborough’s
drawings, was in his possession for some years.
Buttall ran through his father’s property and
was made a bankrupt in 1796, in which year his
possessions were sold, with the exception of the
“ Blue Boy,” which was withdrawn because no
one would give sixty guineas for it. Frith-street
takes its name from Mr. Fry tb, a builder; but
in an old engraving it is called Thrift-street.

Carlisle-street was originally called Merry
Andrew - street, then Denmark - street, then
King’s.squarc.street, and lastly it took its
present name from the Howards, earls of Car.
lisle._ King’s-square-court, a little passage
leading out of Carlisle-street, still retains its old
name. At the comer of this court Agostino
Carhm, the sculptor and keeper of the Royal
Academy, lived and died. Giuseppe Ceracchi,
Mrs. Darner’s master in sculpture, worked in
Carlini’s studio, when he first came to England.
He

^

ended his career under tho guillotine in
Paris in 1801. The painter David, with whom
he bad lived in intimacy, was called to speak to
his character, but declared that he knew nothinrr
of him beyond his fame as a sculptor.
Dean and Compton streets were both named in

compliment to Henry Compton, Bishop of London
and Dean of the Chapel Royal. At the house
aftenvards divided into 42 and 43, Dean-street,
lived and died Francis Hayman, one of tho first
members of the Royal Academy, and well known
for his designs in illustration of Don Quixote.
Hayman and Quin the actor were inseparable
friends, and were frequently drunk together. One
night in attempting, arm-in-arm to cross the
road, they both fell into the kennel. After
lying there a minute or two, Hayman began
struggling. “Hollo! what are you at now?”
stuttered Quin. “ At ? Why endeavouring to
get up, to be sure,” replied the painter, “for
this doesn’t suit my palate.” “Poll!” replied
Quin

;
“ remain where you are. The watchman

will^ come by shortly, and he will take us both
No. 75, now occupied by Messrs. Robert

& William Wilson, wholesale tin-plate workers
was formerly the residence of Sii- James
Thornhill. This is a noble old house, with
handsome rooms and a fine staircase, the floor of
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which IB laid down with marble. Tho walls are

painted to represent columns, with tigares

leaning over a balustrade. These are supposed

to been the wk of Hogarth, and the

figure of a lady to represent Jane Thornhill, to

whom Hogarth was married at Paddington on

Harch 23, 1729, when she ran away from her

father’s house, then in Covcnt-gai-den. The

staircase is now floored over, and as a

storeroom. George Henry Harlow, the paintei

of the memorable picture of the Kemble family,

died at Ho. S3, on the dth of February, 1S19, m
hia thirty-second year. Another artist who lived

in this street was old Nollekens, the father of

the Koyal Academician. The little theatre,

which was lately so successfully managed
_

by

iliss Oliver, has passed through many ^cissi-

tudes. It was long known as Miss Kellys

Theatre, and has since borne the names of Soho

and New Eoyalty. . ,

Wardour-street is supposed to have received

its name from Lord Arundel of Wardour. Its

greatest inhabitant was the illustrious Flaxinan,

who lived at No. 37, from 1781 to 1/87. The

great sculptor was chosen as a parish officer, and

%hn Thomas Smith often saw hmi, ns one ot

the collectors for the watch-rate, with uik-bottle

in bis button-liole, collecting the rate. George

Morland’s father, who was a clover pamtCT ot

heads in crayons, lived m Cbapel-street, War.

dour-street. Princes-street takes its name from

Prince Henry’s military garden,
_

which was

situated near where the street now is.
_

,

Newport-street and market take their names
^

from Newport House, the residence of Mont]oy

Blount, created Karl of Newport by Charles I. Sir

Joshua Reynolds, before be went to Leiccster-

square, lived on the north side of the street, and

“Fccdera” Rymer on the south side. Carte,

the historian, lived at “Mr. Ker’s, at the Golden

Head.” Horne, the poulterer, or Turkey

merchant,” according to his son, Horne Too^e,

had a shop in Newport-mavket ;
and Orator

Henley “ orated” there before he moved himsell

to Glare-market. .

The last place that we have to mention is

Gerrard-street, which has many pleasant associa-

tions. It takes its name from Charles Gerard,

the first Earl of Macclesfield, who died in 1694.

When Prince Henry’s military garden was closed

Lord Macclesfield obtained possession of it, and

after erecting himself a house he let the rest ot

the ground for others to build a street. Ibo

disreputable Lord Mobmi was living at Maccles-

field House when he fought his famous duel with

the Duke of Hamilton, a duel in which both

principals were killed. Oue of the earhest of

the distinguished men to inhabit the street was

Drvden His house was on the south side, and

is now numbered -13. The Society of Arts have

placed oue of their tablets on tho front of tbo

house to point it out to passers-by. InDrydon s

dedication to Lord Leicester of “ Don Sebastian

he calls himself a poor inhabitant of his lord-

ship’s suburbs, whose best prospect is on the

o-arden of Leicester House. Tho house now

occupied by the Westminster General Dispensary

(No 9) was once the Turk’s Head, where

Johnson and his literary friends founded, m
1764 “ The Club,” known as the Literary

Club’” BiuOB GBvriok’B death. The members

met every Monday eyening at seven o clock for

sapper. In 1772 the day of meeting was

chanced to Friday, and dinner took the place of

supper Tho club remained at this house until

1783, when the landlord died, and the tavern

was discontinued. Edmund ^urke, one of the

members, lived in this street. J . T. Smith often

looked down from his >Yiiulow at dawn of day to

see whether tho great orator bad left his drawing-

room, where night after night after he had left

the House of Commons he was seen seated at a

table covered with papers, attended by an

amanuensis, wbo sat opposite to him.

A step from the north to the south side of

Gerrard-street takes us out of the parish of

St. Anne’s, Soho
;
therefore we will here end our

notices of a district which has been famous for

nearly two centuries, during a portion of the

time as a fashionable neighbourhood, and daring

the whole time as the chief foreign quarter of

London.

THE NEW RECTORY HOUSE BUILDINGS,

NEWINGTON.

Dti’itiNG the last few months the erection of a

new rectory-house in connexion with the parish

church of Newington has been in progress, and

the building has so far advanced that it is now

ready for covering in, which will be effected in

the course of next week.

It is situated in Kennington Pai’k.road, the

site being that formerly occupied by Canterburj’

House The new structure, which partakes oi

a mixed Gothic style of architecture,
_

is a

prominent feature amongst the buildings in that

t^horoughfare. It is built of red Fareham brick,

with Bath stone dressings. The Kennington

Park-road elevation is 48 ft. in width, and 35 It.

in height to the comice, above which there is a

lofty central pointed dormer or gable, 19 ft. in

hei-'ht, terminating with a cross, with a smaller

doimer of similar character on each side, the

extreme height of the elevation being o4 It.

The central portion of the cornice is ornamented

with Minton's encaustic tiles in panels, and in

the other portions of the cornice on each side

there are also encaustic tiles of a similar

character, but of smaller dimensions, and

diamond-shaped. The principal entrance to the

building, which is at the north-west angle of the

elevation, has stone piers on each side, from

which springs a Gothic arch, also in stone, over

tho doorway, with an outer arch above it ot red

brick Over the entrance there is a projecting

I cornice, in brick, with a band of ornamental tiles

' running across the centre. The windows are all

triplet with stone heads, mullions, and transoms,

and those on the ground floor are arched over

with brickwork. There are two other principal

elevations, uniform in their general character

with that just described, that on the north side

having two prominent gables, whilst that over-

looking the grounds of the building, at the

opposite side of tho Kennington Park-road

frontage, has prominent bay windows at the

south-east angle, projecting from the mam body

of the elevation, and carried up to tho top ot tne

building.
. • a

The interior of the building is spacious, and

oontama Boveral largo and handsomo apart,

ments. The basement is devoted to the domestic

offices, and contains a commodious kitchen,

butler’s pantry, larder, &c., together with man-

servant’s bedroom, servants’ room, and other

conveniences. The ground - floor contama a

spacious dining-room, 24 ft. by 16 ft., and a

corridor, 8 ft. in width, separates it from the

drawing-room, 22 ft. by 16 ft
;
at the rear of

which there is a study, 14 ft. by 16 ft.,

tof^ether with several ocher apartments. _lne

firab-floor contains several bedrooms, dressing,

rooms, and bath-rooms, divided by a corndor

uniform with that on the ground-floor. The

second-floor contains the servants’ bedrooms.

The architect is Mr. Ewan Christian; and

Messrs. Downs & Co., of Union-street, Borough,

are the contractors. The estimated cost of the

building is about 3,0001.
. «

The intended new parish church, in lieu ot

the old one, which is about to be taken down for

the widening of Newington-butts, will be erected

on a site on the north side of the new rectory

,

and immediately adjoining it, three houses in

Kennington Park-road, with the land and

gardens attached thereto, having been pnr.

ohased for the purpose. The principal frontage

of the new ohnroh will be in the Kennington

Park-road; and tho edifice will he nnnsua ly

large, covering an area ot 19- ft. m length by

73 ft. in width. Mr. Christian is the architect

for the church, as well as the new rectory-house.

Death-rate, St, George’s, EanoTer-sijuare.

Dr. Corlield, the medical officer of St. George’s,

Hanover-square, reports that for the week ending

the 17th ult., the death-rate in the parish was

only 9'2 per 1,000. During the five weeks ending

the^ 21th ult., the death-; ate was only 15-42

per 1,000.

AS TO LABOURERS' COTTAGES.

Recently Dr. Acland, the Regius Professor of

Medicine, Oxford, delivered another of his lectures

on Public Health, in the large theatre of the Uni-

versity Museum, the special subject of which

was “ Labourers’ Cottages in Town and Country,

Past and Present.’ ’ In commencing his lecture

Dr Acland said he should betray the trust which

was imposed upon tho Professor of Medicine—

a

trust probably at no period so grave as at the

present-if he were not to say at once that it

was his 4rm eonviotion that the ™ ^
bodily frame of man, and the care ot that bodily

frame was scarcely second to the care of the

snirit, of which the frame was but the casket.

Reverting to the further consideration
of the ques-

tion of the prevention of damp m cottages, Dr. Ac-

land showed a specimen of a Chinese brick sent

him from a palace in Pekin, and he regretted that

the expense attending the carriage, as well as

the manufacture, would not permit the more

frequent use iu England of the bricks with

glazed surfaces, some of which lie exhibited and

explained. He spoke of the quantity of water

that was absorbed by bricks, and illustrateil the

statement with an interesting experiment ami

the detailing of an anecdote. The effect of the

anecdote was that a woman once told him that

if she threw water upon her bricks to wash

them, it never came off again. That was, he

said, because it was absorbed in the brick
;
and

he remarked that often it was evaporated there-

from, and entered into the lungs of all who were

in the house. He enforced that nearly all the

water that -was absorbed in tho bricks of a floor

often came out again, and was injurious to tho

health of the inmates of a house. - Another

public source of disease was lead-poisoning,

caused by reason of water being made to pass

through lead pipes. He showed and explained

what ho said was an admirable invention for

doing away with this evd in covering the interior

of the pipe with a coating of tin. Dr. Acland I

said that all this showed the importance of small I

details. The whole subject was made up of de-

tails. It also showed them that there were

certain principles which ought to be observed in

building construction. The only reason why

the evils of which be had spoken existed, was :

the ignorance of some, the wilfulness of others,

and the inattention of the Legislature, and, he .

would add, the unwillingness of the people :

to learn. The journals had found great fault

in this matter, but he had not seen oue jour-

nal with sufficient intelligence to appreciate -

the facts. Great fault had been found with the :

Government, who had been charged with dilato- i

riness iu sanitary matters. The Royal Sanitary

,

Commission had been blamed because it did uoti

send assistant cominissionora into every town

and district to inquire into the existing state or

things which was well known to all. They had

only to look at what was the remedy. Thei

Government had done something to produce a

remedy, which, if only the people would use it,

would bring all these troubles to an end m a

short time. The population of this country re-

quired air ;
they were a free-breathing people-’

Within the last century six-million acres hadi

been enclosed—land upon which tho whole ofi|

the public had a right to assemble for recrea-

tion. Whilst the population bad trebled, all

this had been taken away. He did not impugn;

the operations of the Enclosure Commissionei’s.

We were beginning too late to understand tliat;|

these pub ic acres were not for individuals on

individual corporations, but for the people at

large That matter now rested with the people..

In the y^ar 1871 a Bill passed through Par-.

Lament, which was so little noticed, that the

fact of its third reading was not even mentione^

when it passed through the House of Lords, bjl

which all tho chief offices in relation to the

public health were united in the Local Govern--

meat Board, and in the following year, by fa

Act only found fault with for its pettiness an^

narrowness, by which medical officers of healti

were appointed for the whole country. By tha'.

Act every portion of the country, every cottagft

every hamlet, every village, and every towr

was necessarily under the sanitary supervisiOD

of a medical man. Having described in detai:

the duties of a medical officer of health unde:

the Public Health Act of 1872, the Icarnecj

lecturer said we were going through a greaij

revolution in sanitary matters. Things wWn

gi-adually sinking into the hands of the peopl^B

Now it was the people’s business, and those wbRp

had for many years been imploring the peoplqj

for their own sakes, to seek these matters

might now hold their peace. The matter restet^

with the people themselves. '

The Chapter House at Westminster.-lK

the Oommoiia Mr. B. Cochrane asked the Firsi

OommisBioner of Works whether it was inteiiae.|i

to complete the Chapter House at Wcstminstetl,

' • iginal design of filling tc |i

and to carry out the orig*-— o _
w

windows with stained glass, and restoring aom.|

of the paintings on the walls. In reply,
,

Gladstone said it was notin his power at pr

sent to give a complete answer on the pom’i

When the dean had sufficient lime to mak

known to the GoTomment the whole of tns view

on the Bubjeet ot the Abbey, they would rcceiv

the earnest consideration of the Gorernment. «
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lUBCH OF ST. PHILIP NEKI, AEUNDBL.

Tins remarkable church, erected for his Grace
e Duke of Norfolk, E.M., aod of which we give

L engraving in our present number, is com-
)8cd of a nave, 97 ft. long and 33 ft. broad

j

fo aisles 12 ft. broad, and the same length as

e nave, transepts 91 ft. across by 27 ft. ; a

rge chancel, three aide chapels, sacristies

ffleient to accommodate easily 200 persons ;

ree confessionals, baptistery, and a tower
hich is eventually to be surmounted by a
ire, rising to a height of 280 ft. It is devoted,

B need hardly add, to the Homan Catholic faitb.

Entering at the line west door, we find our-

Ives under the organ gallery, which occupies

6 westernmost bay of the nave and aisles, or a
•eadth of 57 ft. To our left ia the tower
itrance, and to the right the baptistery, an
hagonal structure. The remaining five bays
the south aisle communicate alternately with

iree confessionals. The aisles are lighted by
iree-light tracery windows, at present devoid
stained glass. The south transept contains

. the gable wall a niche and canopy, 32 ft. high,

dding a statue of St. Philip, the patron of the

lurch ; and on either hand a two-light window,
led with stained glass, commemorative of the

;o and death of the Saint. In the south-east

imer of this transept is the door leading to

le sacristies, which are singularly complete,

xissing the transept, and to the east

it, ai’e the chancel and three side

lapols, one on the south and two on the
)rth side. The clustered columns and arches
n the entire round of the chancel, the apace
ihind forming an aisle. This arrangement
•oduces good effects of light and shade. In

e spandrels are twenty-two medallion heads of

itriarchs and high priests of the old and new
w, commencing with Adam, and ending with
us IX. Above are eleven two-light windows,
presenting the nine choirs of angels. "When
B say that each figure in these windows is 9 ft.

gh, and that their magnitude is not percep-

3le without carefully comparing sizes, some
ea of the general dimensions of the structure

ay bo gained. At present the altar in the

lancel ia only of a temporary character; but
is intended to erect one in the chancel, ami
10 in each of the three chapels, in character

ith tho church. In the north transept is a five-

,^ht tracery window, depicting the principal

•ents in the life of the Virgin Mary. Looking
am the chancel steps westward, tho eye is

imediately arrested by a fine circular window,
^ ft. in diameter, intended to commemorate
.0 mysteries of the Rosary, Below this is an
gan, which is spoken of as one of the finest in

Dglond. The spandrels of the nave contain

edallion beads of twenty-four English saints,

le clearstory windows have double tracery,

it at present they are only glazed with plain

.thedral glass, and this applies to all the

indows e.\cept those in the chancel and two
ansepts. Tho west end aud tower doorways
0 rich in carving and sculpture. There are

aaller aud simpler ones in tho transepts.

A view of the exterior, with its pinnacles,

dng buttresses, gables, and floche rising to a
light of 140 ft., we have already given.*

ianding as it does above the town, it has an
iposing effect, from many points appearing tho
incipal object in the landscape. There are

^er sixty niches outside the building
;
but at

‘esent none of them contain statues. The
hole of the church is groined with Bath stone
id chalk, and we may add that the effect of

le cLalk against the Bath stone, as lovers of

''estminster Abbey can testify, is most pleasing,

bewails are exteriorly of Box Hill, and interiorly

Corsham Down atone, with a brick core.

Messrs. Joseph A. Hansom & Son, of London,
•0 the architects ; and Messrs. Myers & Sons
10 contractors. The stained glass and metal
ork are by Messrs. Hardman & Co., of Birming-
im ; the sculpture is by Messrs. Farmer &
rindley

; and the organ by Messrs. Hill & Son.

la the fleohe is a fine-toned bell, weighing half a
|>n, by Messrs. Taylor, of Loughborough. Mr. J.

{eed is the clerk of the works, and Mr. Addis
Jie builders’ foreman.

i New Theatre in New York.—A 200,000-

ollar theatre, it is reported, is being built on
'.roadway, New York, of which Mr. Dion Bouci-

iiult takes a ten years’ lease, at the rate of

15,000 dollars per annum.

* Yol. SIX., pp. M, -40.

THE BUILDER.

THE JERSEY BANKING COMPANY’S NEW
PREMISES AT ST. HELIER’S.

This building is being erected by Messrs.
Fallaize aud Tostevin, of St. Helier’s, Jersey.
It occupies an excellent site, at the corners of

New-street, and Library-place, and has been
designed by Mr. John Haywai’d, of Exeter,
architect, who carried out the restoration of St.

Ouen’s and Trinity churches, Jersey. The style

of architecture chosen by the designer is new to
the island, as applied to secular buildings, and
is Early Geometrical, with a deal of Early French
Gothic in its type.

Tho building as a whole is of native granite,

the walls being of the pink, aud the quoins of

the gray variety. All the dressings to the
windows, the cornices, Ac., are of Portland
stone, and the whole of the carved and sculp,

tured work will bo ex(?cutcd in the same mate-
rial. The columns in front of the mullions of

the various windows are of polished red Abcr-
deen granite, but which the Jersey Express docs
nob thiuk any bettor than their own native
granite.

All the capitals upon these columns will bo
carved, and the label moulds stopped by
carved bosses and corbels. The treatment of
the ornamentation upon the grouud-floor win-
dows will bo similar to the upper ones, excepting
that the foliage upon tho capitals will be some-
what more ornate upon the lower row. Between
the two floors there will bo carved and enriched
cornices running the entire length of tho build-
ing. This, when executed, will be a iDrominent
feature upon the two fronts. Immediately over
the doorway is a tympanum, within which will

be carved a shield, bearing upon its field the
arms of Jersey, with bunches of emblematic
foliage, tho rose, shamrock, and thistle springing
from either side. The carved work is in the
hands of Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter.

TEMPLE RELICS FROM GOLGOI.
The enormous collections made by General Di

Cesnola for the Metropolitan Museum, New
York, are being gradually unpacked aud ex-
hibited in temporary quarters, and are excitino-

wonder, incomplete as the arrangement yet is.

The Nation (N.Y.), in bringing the exhibition
before its readers, reminds them that on tho
night of March G, 1870, the American Consul
was informed of the unearthing of a colossus
and some minor pieces in the environs of
Athienau (an inland town at tho back of Lar-
naca), where the French antiquary De Yogue
had already dug with slight result. Immediately
leasing the ground iu the name of his chief
dragoman, our representative began his explora-
tions, and by excavating towards the valley,
instead of uphill, from the trenches of De
Vogiie, he quickly struck the foundations of the
ancient temple. This sanctuary soon yielded its

whole contents to the Incky explorer, amon"
which were a thousand statues. It was a small
shrine, only 30 ft. by 100 ft. in the length of its

aides, buried about two yards deep in a hard
clay apparently partly formed from its own walls
of unburnt biick

j
no part of the building above

the foundations was preserved, aud bases of
columns were found only at the doorways

;
its

earthen walls, wooden pillars, and perhaps
wattled roof, had decayed, while the statuary,
sharply broken as if by an earthquake or a
sudden iconoclaam, was mostly adjustable with
ease, and perfectly fresh in surface. Into this
limited quadrangle the hieratic art of Plicenicia,
Egypt, Greece, Assyria, and probably Persia
had settled through an incalculable period of
time, sometimes sharp in type and definition,
sometimes mutually mingled, with the most
incalculable inflections and disturbances. This
populace of images now bodily in New York is

the noblest part of the booty from Cyprus. No
figure distinctly assignable as the divinity-in-
chief has been found

; the supreme patron
cannot even be named with certainty, but every-
thing points to the worship of Aphrodite. This
remains conjectural, bub meantime the honours
of the statuary are borne off by figures not
divine, but those of priests or worshippers.
Upon these, differing as they do from all sculp-
ture elsewhere obtained, and of periods incal-
culably remote, the attention is fixed, in a perfect
maze of curiosity, study, comparison, suggestion,
reminiscence, and surmise.
One head, that of the colossus par excellence,

especially excites wonder and conjecture. From
its enormous almond eyes, which, if properly

placed, would hang in the air between 30 ft. or
40 ft. above the ground, it is hard to say how many
centuries look down upon to-day. The fra^-
ments of the statue to which it belonged
have not been identified with certainty, aud
it is seen as the enormous capital to a
very modest shaft. Its necessary altitude-

would seem almost too great for the height of so
small a building, and although it was found

' within the walls, it may possibly have been
before reversal a watcher without the door. In
this head the Cypriote type, which we soou learn
to trace by a comparison of the other sculptures,
is seen in its blankest distinctness and most
exaggerated measure. The colossus in question
has long flat eyes, receding forehead, aud acute
facial angle, tho weakness of the chin disguised
by the ample fan of a beard, which, though
covered with a bag, reveals the four ringleted
locks in which it ia divided

; the nose is swelled,
slightly aquiline, and pointed; Assyrian curia
appear under tho edge of tho cap, which is that
of a large number of tho statues, aud similar to
the one worn iu Cyprus to this day. It is a close
bonnet, fitting to the head, and running up to a
point

;
in this case, the jugular flaps, which

might be drawn down over the ears, are returned
closely over the cap; in other statues the same
jugularies arc tied in front with an ornamental
knot, and the point is often decorated with the
head of an animal. The mouth of the giant is

fixed in a half-moon smile, common to most of
the statuary. This eternal rictus of a thin flat

lip on all tho archaic faces present begins, after
a detailed examination of the museum, to haunt
the mind. From its rigidity it is, even when
unrnalicions, not reassuring. It bears a slight
resemblance to the expression in archaic Greek
sculpture; but what is very curious is that, for
a perfect correspondence, we must go completely
over to the early art of Italy. It is Etruria, in
figures such as those mortuary recliniug ones
from Cervetri, preserved in the Campana room
of the Lonvre, which yields us these receding
foreheads, acute profiles, and all- promising
amiability. This corre.=;pondeuce is an item of
evidence in the theory skilfully maintained by
Mr. Stillman, of the identity of the Etruscans
with an ancient race of builders and sculptors,
who carried the tide of primitive art eastward
t hrough Greece, the other Mediterranean islands,
and Asia Minor.

THE WORKS ON THE RAILWAY TUNNEL
UNDER THE MERSEY.

The important railway engineering works for
connecting Liverpool directly with Birkenhead
by means of a railway under the Mersey, are
now actively in progress, and when the works-
now going forward are completed, there will be
railway communication between Cheshire, Wales,
and Liverpool, vi& the sub-marine route across
the Mersey, without change of carriage, which
may be regarded as an important achievement
in railway engineering. This is, indeed, the first
instance of a railway being carried under the
bed of a wide navigable river on any large scale,
and the tunnel now in course of construction may
therefore be regarded as the pioneer of railway
submarine engineering. When this project was
first broached, strong doubts were expressed as
to the possibility of its being carried out with
safety in consequence of the immense volume of
water flowing into and out of the Mersey, and it

was believed by many that there would be in.

superable engineering difficulties in driving the
tunnel at a sufficient depth below the bed of the
river, but these doubts have been proved to be
groundless. The crown of the tunnel will be at
an average depth of 30 ft. of solid rock below
the bod of the river. On the Birkenhead side of
tho river a working shaft 37 ft. in length, and
8 ft. in width, has been sunk to the intended
depth of the railway level of the tunnel, which is

95 ft. below high-water mark. TJie tunnel from the
Birkenhead station to the shaft on the margin of
the river, will contain two lines of rails

; bub
under the river there are to be two single tunnels
with one line of rail in each. The object of this
is to promote better means of ventilation

;
and

it has also this further advant^e, that it gives
a greater space between the crown of the tunnel-
arch and the rivor-bed than would be otherwise
secured. Each of the tunnels will bo a mile in
length from shaft to shaft

; bat the actual width
of the submarine tunnels will be three-quarters
of a milo in length, being the breadth of the
Mersey at that point where the tunnel will cross
under the river from the Cheshire to the Lan-
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cashire shore. The tunnels will be 15 ft. high
from the railway level to the crown under the

river’s bed. Although, as has already been
stated, the tunnel will pass through very hard
sandstone-rock, of which there will be an average
depth of 30 ft. between the bed of the river and
the crown of the tunnel itself, it will be faced
with Staffordshire blue bricks set in Portland
cement, in order to prevent the possible percola-

tion of river.water
;
and whilst tlie works are in

progress pumps will be kept going on both sides

of tho river. As the tunnel passes entirely

through the sandstone-rock the excavating opera-

tions under the river will necessarily be heavy,
and these are intended to be carried out by the
Diamond Boring Machine Company. This appa-
ratuB is said to be capable of excavating about

16 yards per week, and it is expected that a
heading 9 ft. high and 9 ft. wide, will be driven
under the river to the extent of 1,300 yards
within the next twelve months, and that both
tho aub-river tunnels will be completed and ready
for traffic in the summer of 1875. On the Lau-
•cashire side at Liverpool, the tunnels, by means
of the Mersey line under tho town, will be con-
nected with the new joint Midland and Great
Northern station about to be opened in Liver-

pool. The engineers under whose superin-
tendence the project is being carried out, are
Messrs. C. D. Fox and J. Bruideea.

SELF. TUITION.
UY A JOINER.

Scarcely any one ever resorts to the practice
of self-instruction who can command the means
to employ a tutor and the time to take advantage
of hia assistance. It is very agreeable to be
taught by a competent instructor, and pleasant,
when one is puzzled by a difficult problem, to
turn for assistance to one who can explain it

satisfactorily. Still, the pupil whom tho school-

master generally finds easiest to teach is the one
who applies himself to master the why and the
wherefore of his exercises

; and therefore we
mnst come to the conclusion that self-tuition

imprints more lastingly on the mind that which
we take upon ourselves to learn. The student
-who has no person to help him over his difficul-

ties must give his subject more attention, and,
having once mastered it, retains it for ever.
Wbat wo have explained to us evapoi-ates soonest
from our minds

; but what wo find out for our-
selves will obviously remain with us, to be ready
at memory’s beck, because we were compelled,
in order to master it, to give it the necessary
repetition, without which there will be no lasting.

There is a close resemblance between the
accumulation of wealth and the attainment of

knowledge, and most men have a yearning for

both. But to win either one must be possessed
of patience and perseverance,—virtues iudis-

peneable to those who desire wealth or know,
ledge, and with many seemingly very difficult to

attain. Our store of knowledge, as of wealth,
will be in proportion to the amount of our patient
industry. How many will say that their want
of success in attaining knowledge is to be attri.

buted to their want of patience, and not to that
of intelligence ? Many exhibit a laudable desire,

manly and honest, to learn some favourite art,

but have a great dislike to the drudgery neces-
sary to go through in order to accomplish their

object. Some take up a book with great deter-

mination, but after a little while begin to lose

patience, and throw it down in despair. It would
be well at such a time to call to mind the maxim
“ That which is easily gained is generally
thought the least about.” Young men who
have a wish to add to their knowledge by means
of self-tuition should bear in mind what has
been accomplished by those whose names are to

be found in the foremost ranks, and should take
a lesson from the biographies of those of whom
it has been proved that they raised themselves
in the world, in wealth and honours, by simply
teaching themselves. It has been said that one
needs only to know the alphabet to learn what-
ever else one wishes. If this be so, a man who
knows how to read well may feel assured
that a great power is at his disposal for
the attainment of information. It is iu the
reading and careful digestion of what a person
has read that the whole secret lies. Many who
would make excellent progress by reading
sparingly and carefully skim over the pages as
if their solo object was to get to the end of
the book as soon as possible. They are satisfied
with an idea of what has been written. They
never stay to consider the point of a sentence

even though the words where the pith of it lies
are in italics before them. A dictionary should
be consulted on every occasion where the mean-
ing of a word was only partly understood, and
the Greek or Latin roots sought out, and the
knowledge thus obtained applied to the passage
under consideration. One ofthe chief difficulties
to be got over is the frequent repetition of hard
technical words which necessarily occur in books
of self-instruction, but these can only be mastered
by patience and the practice I have just men-
tioned. An impatient, careless reader is sure to
get tired and disheartened over such words

;
but

let such a one recollect that a very important
step will be made iu advance by the proper com.
prehendiog of a single page or even a paragraph.
If it take a week to master a page or a para*
graph he should let it have a week, and then
ask himself what progress he has made. If it

take a year to attain a thorough knowledge of a
wished-for accomplishment he should let it have
a year s constaut study. Words derived from
foreign sources will leave but a slight impression
on the mind if their origin as well as tbeir
meaning have not been sought after. The
history of one word will often throw such a
light upon what the student is studying that it
will both please and gratify him, and stimulate
him to exertions increasing aod unbegrudged.
The stem or termination of one word is the stem
or termination of many, and the study of words
themselves, their origin, transformation, cor-
ruption, and the tracing of them to their several
sources will be found invariably as pleasant an
occupation as the reading of a romance. I might
say, more pleasant, because it would lack ex-
citement and yet contain as much novelty.
Philosophers have thought it worth their while
to write volumes upon words alone, and he who
in his studies will pass a single one satisfied with
the sound of it and what he has understood from
the context will find it impossible to succeed
in self -tuition, and he will lose some of the
most pleasing facts in literature by neglecting to
inquire all about it.

Meu who work by the aid of rules which they
have picked up, and who put them into practice
every day without inquiring into the why and
the wherefore of such rules, are never sure that
they are right

;
and when by the aid of these

they have accomplished their allotted task, they
are often known to express surprise at how true
the rules have worked. Had they been masters
of the why and the wherefore of the rules pre-
viously, they would never tremble for fear of not
applying them exactly as they had been taught.
How often do we hear the superficial mechanic
exclaim, when something comes his way that he
had partially learned, but never gave a single
thought to after the first effort at comprehen.
sion,—“Wait, now. Let me see. Oh! wbat
makes me forget it ? I know the rule

;
for that

So-and-so showed me how to do it ” ? and after
two or throe attempts to recall the words in
which it was explained, he has to confess that
he has forgotten them, and excuses himself
with the sighing remark that he has very bad
retention. It is not tho memory that is at fault
in hundreds of cases like this. The failure
occurs through the neglect of turning the problem
over in the mind until the why and the where-
fore of its construction are thoroughly under-
stood. One who will never rest satisfied until
he is master of the whole fact need never
burthen his memory with the exact words which
explained itj for, knowing the fact, be can
demonstrate it in words of his own, which will
be sure to recur to him on recollecting the truth
alone.

alone, he must feel that words only must be hii

guide. Yet that tliey are but words must als

be another reflection
;
but to make these word

convey to his understanding a knowledge of th
facts (which they will surely do if examiner
properly) which they are meant to demonstrate
one has to follow the course which a teacher c

others is obliged to follow. He must “read
mark, learn, and inwardly digest.” He mus
adopt the repetitions of the tutor, fancy thi

attitudes and gestures the writer would emplo;
if he were demonstrating his lessons by word o
mouth, and when through all this he succeeds ii

solving the problem, and looks back at all hil

trouble, he will think something about what br

has attained. This is self-tuition, and witbou'
it, to a great extent, no person will advance ii

knowledge even by the aid of a tutor. The
tutor’s duty is to explain that of the pupil, t<

sift his explanations, compare, and re-examine
until no doubt remains. But the great advan.
tages of entire self-tuition are, that it will maki
us confident,—sure of what we direct. It wil
lead us to be satisfied that the course we have
adopted in carrying out this or that plan ir

correct. We are enabled to handle the rules,

and, if necessary, make new ones, for by self.

tuition the mind is made as sharp as a needle’s
point, and the will rebels against advancing
unless everything is clear before it, new ideas are
formed according as we understand the old, and
as we undermine the darkness with which we
are struggling, volumes of light will tumble iu

upon us in periodical avalanches, if I may use
the word, which will cause within ua a tumul.
tuous joy, the more gratifying because our know.(
ledge has been achieved by our own individua;
exertions.

But apart from these advantages, derived from
self-instruction, it points out the path whicb
loads to a commendable life, by giving bene-
ficial and bealtby employment to the mind,
Also, when we compare the little we know with
the much the writer of the lessons has laid

before us, we are sure to become more humble,
and self-conceit will not fail to get a wholesome
check whenever it rises to the surface. It will

also make us lay more value upon our leisure
time, and teach us to economise it, and utilise

every spare hour or half-hour. I once read of a
man who boasted that he added thousands ol
words to his vocabulary, by studying them orrl

the way between his residence and the placeJ
where he did business. There are numbers of'!

working men who get by heart useless and
vulgar songs and airs, which theykeep singing and
whistling at their work to the great annoyance

heir mates, when thev could havo their

The business of an instructor is to simplify
technicalities, and by oral demonstration, atti-
tude, gesture, and constant repetition, cause his
pupils to comprehend what he is tiying to
explain. If he be clear and explicit, and we
^rive at the knowledge of the fact with him, it

is ten to one that we take it as a conclusion
which we were expecting, and for which we
paid money, and a notion takes possession of us
that this is a natural consequence, and that we
are under no obligation to the tutor or to the
words he used for our knowledge. This makes
us careless, and prevents us from setting the
proper value on what we have just received for
our money

;
and because we gave money for it,

—

perhaps a trifle,—we think as little about the
Imowledge as of the trifling sum expended upon
it

j
and although the subject may be a most

important one to remember, it is often lost sight
of because it seemed to us so easily obtained.
But if, on the other hand, one comes to the

conclusion to try what he can learn from books

often of their mates, when they could have their
minds occupied with the contemplation of some
useful problem. There is no mechanic or labourer
who has not his mind unocenpied for hours
every day, which could be turned to the improve-'
ment of bis mind, without retarding his work.
It is easy for a joiner to try np his stuff and
think, and not very difficult for a mason to workr
a moulding, or square a block of stone, and do'
the same. I need not point out the advantagesi
derived from this practice, in a moral sense; fon
he who is generally in a state of mind bent upon:
self-improvement will find that he cannot sparei
any for the purpose of thinking ill of his neighJ
hour.

Those who earn a living by daily mental labour;
will, I believe, find it more difficult to follow the
plan of self-tuitiou than those engaged in a

mechanical calling. The constant drag upon
,

the brain day after day, and the monotonou^
repetitions required in most commercial occupa-
tious, create a distaste for the resumption of''

bi'uinwork during leisure hours
;
and many have

dispositions so constructed that a single irregn- il

larity or thought of an existing error in their

books or calculations will occupytheir attention,
to the exclusion of wbat they may have a wish
to study. But there are men who can leave w

their business heads at their respective offices, 'i

and resume their studious ones without the

difficulties I have mentioned, and thus triumph
over the obstacles which would dare bar their

advancement. There are hundreds of examples
in history of men -vvho, although following a

mental occupation, were nevertheless successful

in self-tuition. The consequent inscribing of '

their names upon the rolls of fame, and the Id

attainment of wealth and honours, were the I i

results of patient application persevoringly ij

pursued.

From the ranks of manual labourers, too, '!•

mechanics and others have sprung,—men who Ii;

have been successful in self-tuitiou, and whose '

lives should be studied by those 'vvbo are dis- i ;

V-i
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ifcisfied because knowledge will not tumble in

poll them by merely glancing at a book. I

lall take one for example, and in order to

ionomiso space, leave the reader to seek for

.hers in their biographies. Ben Jonson, it is

.id, worked at the building of Lincoln’s Inn
ith a trowel in liis hand, and a book in his

)okot. This is very suggestive. TJie ignorant

id the idle of that time, as of to-day, sneered

)rhaps at his thoughlFul countenance, and
lOUght light of his studious habits; but his

ime lives to be honoured by his countrymen as

'Bweot recompense for labour done. While
vziug on the expressive exclamation which for

l epitaph is inscribed on his tomb, I thought
myself that the life of this great man was an
:amplo of patience and perseverance ;

that he
lulcl allow bis mind to dwell npon the beauties

literaturo, and direct it so as to benefit by the

ift of his thought, even though employed in

0 not very congenial occupation of laying

headers and strotchera.” To be sure, be was
lasessed of genius, but genius has been defined

1
patience.

Much has been said on the subject of providing

ubs where working men could meet to have a

lat together, read the newspapers, play baga-

lie, cards, &c., during their leisure-time; but

though I am not altogether opposed to such

aces of resort, still I am of opinion that much
duable time can be wasted in them. A course

self-tuition will answer more effectively tbo

irposes which it is supposed these will acliieve
;

r, to learn, one must study attentively, and
0 best place to do this will bo found to be

le’s own home. The most that can be done for

mng men at such places will bo to supply them
ith periodicals, newspapers, and often frivolous

irapauy, keeping which leave no solid benefits

shind. Periodical reading is novel reading, and
instant newspaper reading not much better,

he former details the romance of days gone by,

id the latter records that of to-day. Wading
iTOugh tlie horrid details of a murder actually

iramitted will only create a fooling of pain at

-0 utmost, and the report of a scandal ainl its

tondant gossip takes up valuable time—at

ast, valuable to all working men, who have so

uch noed of extending their knowledge for

leful purpo-ses. Novel reading excites the taste

ir mystery, and leads irs to view mankind as

le author does, which, in most cases, is pur-

Dsoly intended to ho incorrect
;
and the more

reposterons it would seem, the better for tho

lie of the book, lie who is persistent in novel

lading will find it will nob lead to either

vppy or beneficial results, and unless for

ositivo rela.xation, feasting upon the works
: even our best writers is absolute waste

! time. If one’s observation be close (and self-

lition will make it so), one can imagine novelty

aongli by studying for recreation the acts of

lose with whom one comes in contact. City

ioroughfares will supply ns with vanity,

•ivolity, mendicancy, profligacy, misfortune,

ad ignorance, on the one hand
;

industry,

onesty, perseverance, tact, modesty, and all the

ihor ingredients that go to compose a novel, on
le other. A couple of hours’ ride or walk into

le country will introduce a man seeking recrea-

on to a rural scene and rustle life, if he be fond
f such scenes. A gentleman’s demesne, with
'8 broad lauds and pictures of wood and water,

ill and dale, will supply him with materials for

descriptive sketch
;
and after he has contem-

lated these, he can then start with his pair of

ivers, lordly or lowly, his villain, honest man,
lown, sage, and all the tag, rag, and bobtail

hat go to make up tho small fry of a novel

;

nd before a writer would have time almost to

loint bis pen, one could be, in fancy, at the end
f a hundred similar scenes such as a writer of

ictioii could lay open to his view. And all this

aahioned from people and places which one may
lavo met and seen. From the people specially

. man could choose characters enough to amuse
lim, and, by tho aid of his mimicking powers,

aako them talk and strut before him on fancy’s

tage until satisfied. And this without the

abouv aud excitement caused by rushing
hrough a novel with his brain on fire and his

>reath in his mouth.

Tramways in Brompton.—A strong oppo-
lition is organised,—and with good reason,

—

igaitist tho proposed formation of a tramway
ilongthe Brompton.road through Koightsbridge.
-f the projected Bill should become law, the
•oad in parts will be impassable.

THE LEEDS SCnOOL-BOARD
SCHOOLS.

At arec.-nt meeting of this Board, Mr. Woolley
read the report of the Sites and Buildings Com-
mittee, which recommended acceptance of the

following tenders for the school buildings aud
boundary walls of the Burley-road school:—
Excavators’, bricklayers’, masons’ work, and car-

penters’ and joiners’ work, Messrs. Longloy

Brothers, -I, <5921. 9s. Gel.; smiths’, founders’, aud
ironmongers’ work, Messrs. Heaps & Robinson,

36Gi.
;

slaters’ work, Mr. W. Pocoek, 329J.

;

plasterers’ work, Mr. W. Gariick, 145Z.

;

plumbers’, gas-fitters’, glaziers’, and painters’

work, 3171. 18s. 9d.; total, 5,S80Z. 8s. Sd. The
committee also recommended increase of the

clerk of works’ salary from 2J. 23. to 21. lOs. per

week, and confirmation of tho appointment of

Mr. W. H. Thorp, architect’s assistant, at a

salary of 80Z. per year. Mr. Woolley, in answer
to a question, said the accommodation at the

Burley-road school would bo for 705 children,

and the average cost per head, including avchi.

tect’s commission, would be 81. ISs. Id,, which
was less than any of ilieir other schools, excepting

Jack-lane. The report was adopted.

At a subsequent stage of the proceedings, as

reported by the Yorkshii-e Post, the chairman
asked Mr. Woolley for some particulars respect,

ing the progress of the new schools. He said

that he had been at Salbairo in the present week,

when ho went over the very fine schools there,

and he observed that the school-rooms were long

and very narrow. The schoolmaster told him
that he was very glad that the Leeds School

Board had made such a stand in favour of

broader schools, for he felt the inconvenience of

the narrow system.

Mr. Woolley said that the Board would be
glad to hear that their action in regard to the

width of schools was appreciated by a teacher

at Saltairo, who had had practical experience of

the narrow scliools. With regard to the three

schools that were being erected, he was glad to

I

say they would be ready for occupation in a

j

short time. The Bewerley-street School, he

j

thought, would bo a model school, both with

I

regard to avchiteoture, workmanship, material,
' aud accommodation, and it would be at a reason,

j

able cost, as ho would be able to show them by
' figures. From a statement which had been

I

drawn up with regard to the cost of the six

schools actually building or contracted for, and
1 which was partly read by Mr. Woolley, the

following is given :
—

School.

Children
accommo-
dated.

Total cost of
buildings.

Total cost per child,

including commis-
sion, at 10 sejuaro

feet per child.

Total cost of
school and

site.

Total cost pet
child at

10 square feet.

£. a. d. £. s. d. £. B, d. £. S. d.

Bewerley-street, Ilunslet

854 9,083 15 8 10 12 8 10,-461 9 8 12 5 0

Primrose- bill. North District 675 6,380 17 1 9 8 9 7,801 6 7 11 10 9

660 5,802 14 9 8 15 10 8,386 -4 5 12 14 1

579 5,068 1 4 0 7 9 3 6.209 0 0 9 2 10

140 3,936 2 0 8 15 4 4,559 8 G 10 3 1

Burley-road West 705 6,17-4 8 3 8 15 1 7,905 18 11 -4 3

The Rev. J. H. F. Kendall, commenting on

Mr. Woolley’s remarks, said he hoped Bewerley-

street School would not be a model school, for

several reasons. It appeared that it was going

to cost over 12Z. per child, and only tho other

day he received a communication from Middles-

brough of a very excellent school there that

was going to be built for -II. lOs. per bead. The
large rooms were too broad for their length, and
the class-rooms were too big compared with the

large rooms. Another thing, there was no com-
munication internally between the three depart-

raents, and he thought that a defect. He also

thought tho covered playgrounds were going to

be much more expensive than they need be.

SALE OF HOUSE.PROPERTY IN LEEDS.

Seventeen lots of surplus property purchased

in connexion with the street iraprovemeuts of

the Leeds Town Council were offered for sale by
auction, on behalf of the corporation, by Messrs.

Hepper &. Sons, of East Parade. Eight of tho

lots were sold for an aggregate of 11,5381. Ss.

Lot 1 was a corner site at the junction of

Kirkgate with Call-lane, having a frontage of

29 ft. 8 in. to the former, aud -13 ft. 5 in. to

the latter street, comprising an area of about

82 square yards. This lot is at present used as

a licensed public-house. Sold for 501. per yard
j

total, -4,1001.

Lot 3 was a shop, house, and yard, having a

frontage of about 14 fc. to Kirkgate, in tho occu-

pation of Mr. G. Walker, 6G square yards. Sold

for 271. per yard
;

total, 1,7821.

Lot 4. A shop site, having a frontage of

27 ft. 6 in. to Call-lane, 56 square yards. Sold

for 151. per yard; total, SIOI.

Lot 7. A shop site, having a frontage of 20 ft.

to Call-laue, 9-4 square yards. Sold for 141. 10s.

per yard
;

total, 1,3631.

Lot 8. Tho workshops, brewhouse, and out-

buildings, situated in the Regent Inn-yard, con.

taining 102 square yards. Sold for 61. per yard;

total, G12Z.

Lot 9. A corner site, overlooking the Corn

Exchange and the junction of Call-lane, Market-

street, and Duncan. street, having a frontage of

69 ft., about 78i square yards. Sold for 191. lOs.

per yard; total, 1,5251. 179. 6d.

Lot 16. A plot of land, lying between the pro-

perty of Mr. Walter Ste-<d and Albion. street,

having a froi.tage to such street of 22 ft. 6 in.,

9 square yards. Sold for 251. per yard
j

total,

2251.

THE NEW BOARD SCHOOLS IN ROSS.

The ceremony of laying the memorial stone of

tho new Board schools for tho parish of Ross,

Herefordshire, has taken place in the presence of

a large number of spectators. The stone was
presented by Mr. George Pearson, architect to

the Board. After the Education Department

had approved of the plans drawn up by Mr.
Pearson, twelve contracts were sent in, the lowest,

that of Mr. William Bovvers, of Hereford, at

4,6971., being accepted. The money for erecting

the building and purchasing the site will be

borrowed at 3^ percent, interest, payable in equal

annual instalments spreading over fifty years-

Sorae time in March the contractor commenced
the work, and the foundations have been put in,

and tho work fairly advanced. The site is in

Cantilupe-road, and comprises an ai’ca of 3,200

square yards, purchased for 1,0001. The
surface was much out of level, the difference

between tbo levels in the Cantilupe-road an-d

Henry-street being 12i ft. The site having been
quarried a fow years ago necessitated a portion

of the foundations being carried a depth of 17 ft.,

being more than the height of the schools to the

wall-plate at tho Cantilupe-road level. The
foundations are in concrete. The walling is of

local stone with shoddy face, and pointed with

black mortar. The dressings are to be of Cor-

sham Down Bath stone. A tracery window to

the board-room will add to the ornate appearance

of the edifice, and there is a bell-cot 60 ft. in

height. The dimensions and accommodations

are as follow :

—

Boys’ School 61 by 20")

,, Classroom 20 by 181
Girls’ School 61 by 20 ),.,«

Classroom 20 by 18 j
Infanta’ School 80 by22l

,,
Clftssrootn 20 by 22/

Total, at 12 ft. superficial area for each
child 420

The boys’ and girls’ halls, used as cloak-rooms,

will be 20 ft. by IS ft. There will be retiring,

room?, lavatories, and the usual out-offices, with

sanitary arrangements. The open spaces will

be appropriated for playgrounds, and there will

be covered sheds for open-air recreation.

Englisli Artizans and the Vienna Ex-
hibition.—Ten artizans, representing various

trades of the town, and selected by the Birming-

ham Chamber of Commerce to report upon their

respective industries at the Vienna Exhibition,

have left for Vienna.
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DBFECTI7B DRAINAGE OF PENGE.
TLOODIXO OF HOUSES.

* The inliabitants of Penge have, for some time,

been in a state of much consternation arising

ont of the defective drainage of the district, by
which several of the houses have been flooded,

doing considerable damage; and last week a
public meeting of the ratepayers was held on
the sub] ect, when it transpired that the evil was
traceable to the misconstruction of the sewers.
Amongst those present were several members of
the Lewisham Board of Works, in whose district

Ponge is situated.

Hr. Elkington, one of the members present,
and who stated that he laid down the sewers in

the National Freehold Company’s estate, near
Penge, observed that as the sewers were now
constructed, it seemed as if there was an attempt
on the part of the designer to oppose the uni-
versal laws imposed by nature. He had been
trying, for instance, to make a quart go into a
pint-pot, and attempting two or three times to
make water go up a hill. The sewers had not
been laid down on a right principle.

On the part of many present a strong hope
was expressed that an improved state of things
would soon be brought about. The hamlet was
rapidly increasing, and already the lower part
contributed a large amount of money to the
Lewisham Board of Works. In answer to an in.

quiry, it was stated that an independent surveyor
who had been appointed to examine the sewers
had already commenced the duties, and was now
at work.

WALLS AND FLOORS OF RACKET
COURTS.

Sir, — In answer to your correspondent,

*‘H. D. E.,” respecting the best materials to

plaster the walls and floor of a closed racket
court, I beg to suggest trowelled Portland
cement for the walls, and the same material,
left rough with the hand-float, for the floor. I

used this to the whole of the internal walla of

the New Standard Theatre, Bishopagate, six

years ago
;
and I have no doubt the worthy

proprietor. Hr. J. Douglass, will allow your
correspondent to inspect, and form his own
opinion as to its suitability. D. J. Tuhei:.

Sir,—In answer to “H. D. E.,” as to walls of

a racket court, good Portland cement,—Messrs.
Bazley, White, & Co.’s best special,—rendered
in one coat ;

fine sand, trowelled to a fair surface,

half and half in one coat, thoroughly saturating
the brickwork before applying the cement

j
and

for specimens of same done by me, eight open
courts and one closed, at college, Harrow-on-the-
Hill

;
six open courts, Hailybury College, Hert-

ford Heath, and other courts
;

Prince's Club,
Hans-place, Sloano-street,—all good specimens :

they have stood the hard balls these twelve
years, a good test. William Pulham.

SEWER VENTILATION.
Sir,—

T

he question of sower and house
drainage ventilation is a matter of grave impor-
tance. It has not hitherto received that amount
of attention and anxious inquiry which it fairly

demands, and I am glad to find a discussion
opened in yonr columns by a gentleman of
Mr. Lemon’s standing, who must have had con.
siderable experience in this subject. Many
towns are quite at a stand, and the great evil of
non- or badty.ventilated sewers and drains is in
full force, in consequence of there being no
fiatisfactory solution of the difficulty.

Respecting sewer ventilation, I am in a
position to record a snccesafnl experiment by a
gentleman in the midland counties, who o^vna a
large factory in a populous town. A connexion
was formed from the main sewer to a factory-
shaft, 80 fc. high, by about 200 ft. of 6.in. atone,
ware pipes, the joints being in cement ; and
when I tested it, it was producing marked effects,
by withdrawing at least 100,000 cubic feet of air
every twenty-four hours. The result is eminently
successful, and the action is energetic and con-
stant, as proved by the “test.pipe.” Such a
volume withdrawn continually must cause a
great change of air in the sewer in the locality
of the connexion. The action of the chimney,
shaft does not cease with the closing of the
factory, but is continued (of course with
diminished power), not only during the night,
nt for days after, which action is proved by a

simple test. So long as the temperature of the
air in the chimney is higher than that of the
external air, so long will there be a circulation
resalting from the different densities of warm
and cold air.

I believe there are now some half-dozen or
more of these shafts in operation in the same
town, and they are all equally effective, and
work without interruption.

Objections have been made to this system.
Some allege that these gases are not destroyed,
and that they will descend and again prove a
nuisance. This is a mistaken idea; for the
heat of the air in the base of the chimney would
destroy much of the noxious quality of the gases,
and the smoke, which is principally carbon,
would absorb a great deal

j but, independently
of these agencies, the high temperature of the
asce7iding air of the shaft causes so great a rarefi-

cation that it acquires a buoyancy which causes
it to rise so high that it is carried ” clean away,”
and then the oxygen of the air soon converts the
noxious gases into perfectly inert compounds.
The provisions for the disposal of such emana-
tions are so complete that we need not fear any
evil consequences when so discharged into the
air. All gaseous matter becomes so thoroughly
mixed with the vast ocean of air, and so diluted
and changed in its properties, as to become quite
harmless. Geo. H. Stayton,

Borough Engineer, Ryde.

NEW DOCKS AT SHARPNESS.
A BRIEF description of these docks will be in-

tcresting. The new entrance to the docks will
be at what is known as Holly Hazel Pill, and
outside the entrance will bo a couple of open
timber piers, running ont nearly to the low.
water line, the heads of which will be about
•100 ft. apart. The entrance itself will be 60 ft.

wide. Next to the entrance is the tidal basin,
550 ft. long and 300 ft. wide. Then comes a
lock 320 ft. long, with three pairs of 60 ft. gates

;

the sills of the two next the tidal basin being at
the same level as the entrance, and the other
2'i. ft. below the top water of the canal. The
lock is made of such a length as to enable the
large-sized vessels to pass into the canal, and by
having three pairs of gates, the ordinary sized
craft will pass thi'ongh with a considerable
saving of water. Next to the lock is the dis-

charging dock, 2,200 feet in length, of varying
widths, and occupying an area of 13^ acres.
The depth of water will vary from 28 ft. Gin.
to 2-1 ft., but will remain at one level. The
dock gradually narrows towards the swing,
bridge, connecting the rails and roads on both
sides

;
beyond this is the cut to join the existing

canal, which will be about 720 ft. in length.
For the accommodation of vessels requirin" re-

pairs at Sharpness, a graving dock is also being
constructed. This will be about 350 ft. long,
with a varying width of from 50 ft. to 80 ft.

INTERESTING DISCOVERT IN
WORCESTER CATHEDRAL.

A DISCOVERY', which is likely to prove interest-
ing and instructive, Las just been made within
the ancient precincts of the College-hall, known
to archffiologists and antiquaries as having
been the refectory or dining-room of the monas-
tery formerly connected with the cathedral, and
in modern times appropriated as a school-room
for the college boys. The cathedral authorities,
anxious to enlarge the accommodation of the
school, had given directions for the removal of
the somewhat unsightly orchestra at the east
end of the hall, and during the progress of the
work, as described by the local Herald, some of
the plaster having fallen off, a small piece of
moulding was observed underneath, which led
to the discovery of a reredos of great antiquity
and magnificence. To remove the whole of the
plaster was a work of some delicacy, great care
being necessarily required not to injure the
moulding. In the space thus cleared there is a
central panel in the form of a quabrefoil, 11 ft.

6 in. in height, containing, it is believed, the
figure of oui Saviour, but it is in so mutilated a
condition that this cannot with certainty be
ascertained. On one side of the figure there is

a shaft in the later Norman style, with capital
and base, but on the other side the upper por-
tion of the corresponding column is gone. The
spandrels appear to have contained emblems of
the four Evangelists, their ontlines being suffi-

ciently revealed to load to that conclusion. The
whole of the emblems, as well as the central.

figure, have been chipped flush with the
that is, the reredos has been sacrificed by s(S
Vandal plasterer, who wished to make a smofl
wall. On each side of the central panel there!
two niches with groined canopies in a good s^
of preservation, but the figures, for which
were clearly intended, have disappeared. Ab0
these niches, again, there are indications ).

richly - crocketed canopies, with, pinnacles
buttresses, the whole indicating elaborate pro
and costly workmanship. It is thought pj
bable from the patches of colouring and i
tarnished lustre of the gilding, which still si

vives the destroying hand of time, and the si

more ruthless hand of man, that the discovff
is one of considerable importance in an arch
ological and historic point of view, as indicate
one of the earliest and most splendid specime
of art connected with tho cathedral.

It should be added that on the south side!
the reredos there is an aumli7-\j or receptacle]
the wall containing an oak shelf curiooi
honeycombed with ago and rot.

THE MANCHESTER TOWN-HALL
CONTRACTS.

The question of tho Town-hall contracts i
been considered at some length by the Ms
Chester City Council. The town-hall sub-co:
mittee reported that tenders for the completl
of the town-hall had been received as follow j

G. Smith & Co., Loudon, 131,371?.; Ma'
Foggatt, Clieetbam-hill, 105,833?.; R. Neill
Sons, Manchester, 97,8501.; and T. Clay & Sc
Droylsden, 93,5001. Mr. Waterhouse, the ard
tect, reported that his estimates for furniahil
the building in accordance with his designs, a
the summary of specification already read
them (except that for the windows red deal
substituted for teak), amounts to 114,05]
Before tho quantities were taken, in fact,
August, 1870, his rough calculations for tl

work amounted to 91,370Z. 7s. lOd., which, owt
to the rise in labour and material, would pi
bably be represented by 103,0001. at the prese
time. This showed a discrepancy of 11,00'
between his present and former rough calco;
tions. The committee resolved to recommei
to the council to accept the tender of Mesa-
Clay <& Son. After a discussion the report
adopted unanimously.

i

THE PROPOSED TESTIMONIAL TO
!

MR. HENRY COLE, C.B.

Sir,—The proposed testimonial to Mr. Hen.
Cole seems to tne of such exceptional interest.-
all classes, that I do not he.sitate to offer n
own very cordial expression of approval. Fon
is not only in the decorative arts and art mnw
factures that his influence has been so loi

potent, but, as it seems to me, his indomitab
energy and thoroughness have benefici^
affected every branch of ai-t, science, and comiak
school education. 1

No one familiar with my name in conned
with the institution of which Mr. Cole is tl

head will suspect me of crediting the manag
ment with infallibility; but whilst I am aws*
that many of the positions originally and do^
matically assumed have, in the light of h:
creased knowledge and experience, been sad
cessively abandoned as untenable, so much hi!

been accomplished in other and newer directior)

that these early failures must count as nothimt
in comparison with tho magnitude of later suef

cesses. The South Kensington Museum hs;

been brought to its present magnificent proj^
tions in the teeth of sneh virulent opposifciott

and persistent ridicule as would have disoouit

aged and disgusted most men, and againeii

which no ordinary man could have succesafullif

worked. It is now in itself a monument fo[

national pride, which should ever be associalet)

with the name of its founder, and in the prq
sence of which all personal envy, malice, ani:'

uncharitableness (and there has been too milOl')

of each) must for ever stand abashed. Th^
cause of popular art has triumphed, and art it

the narrow sense of architecture, painting, ani

sculpture—the exclusive art of wealth an{;i

nobility, the art which is alone the great man’;^

possession—no longer proudly claims its falsi',

pre-eminence.

By the labours of more than twenty yearp'

Mr. Cole has proved that the true mission oi

art is not to minister to the luxury of the few!

but to ameliorate the condition of the many

.
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at it aliould enter into the humblest life, and

'deem poverty itself from some of its most

voltiog and squalid wretchedness. Therefore,

trust that whatever form the proposed testi-

'onial may bo made to take, it will be limited

T no class restrictions, bat be at once an
aphatic, unanimous, and adequate expression

tho nation’s gratitude through the voice of

e people. C. He>-ev Whitaker.

We wish to draw attention to the fact that a

seting will be held at Willis’s Rooms on Friday,

0 lltii inat., at three o’clock, to consider the

bject. The Marquis of Westminster will

esido.

aOPOSED INCREASE OP DOCK ACCOM-
MODATION AT CARDIFF.

A SPECIAL meeting of tho Chamber of Com-
erce, says the Bristol Times, has been held for

ie purpose of considering the desirability of

creasing the dock accommodation of the port
' CarditT. Mr. Batchelor read a paper, in which
i elaborately detailed a scheme f^or constmeting

}w docks on the waste land between Cardiff

id Penartb. To carry out this scheme, ho
itimated that a sum of about 750,000i. would

) required, and tho bulk of this amount he
•oposed should be supplied by the various rail-

ay and other companies having an interest

I the development of the port. The remainder,

jonb 250,000i., he suggested, could be raised

f the public. Several members of the chamber
rpressed their concurrence in the scheme, and
was unanimously agreed that the present

aount of dock accommodation is totally inade-

lato. The chairman, however, thought the
me had not yet arrived for increasing tho

Mommodation to the extent proposed by Mr.

atchelor’s scheme, and he expressed his opinion

lat tho new basin in course of construction

ould meet the present requirements. Ulti-

lately, the following resolution was carried

am. dis.

:

“That, in the opinion of this meeting,
is absolutely necessary that additional dock

acominodation should be provided with the

ast possible delay.”

TRADE DISPUTE ANENT BACK-DAY
MONEY.

On Tuesday the whole of tho masons em-
loyed by Messrs. Robson & Son, of Durham,
icked up their tools from the now works of the

[ale Training College, and their stated grievance

that employers have no right whatever to

jtain what is known in the North as “ a running,
a-day-iu-band.” Tho “Dorum" masons con-
snd that whatever the custom may be in other

aunties it is not in accordance with trade usages
i their own city, and they are determined to

jsist its introduction.

Messr.s. Robson, having received the legal

oticc from their men, determined on their side

) maintain the principle of a back day in hand,
ad the men have since got work elsewhere.

|ad times

!

HE METROPOLITAN BOARD OP WORKS
AND COMPENSATION.

In the Sheriffs’ Court for the county of Mid-
lesex, a two days’ protracted inquiry has occu-
ied tho attention of a special jury and a
Iwmidable array of Q.C.s to determine what
bmpensation should be allotted for nearly the
^traction of a whole street.

1 The evidence and arguments would occupy
[.early tho full space of the Builder, but the
jollowing digest of the case contains the facts

Is elicited.

' Messrs. Tubbs & Lewis, the plaintiffs, are
jlastic web manufacturers, in Old-street and
Yilderness-row, and their warehouses are of

iireat magnitude, employing some 500 bands,
.nd tho Metropolitan Board of Works required
ilio claimants’ premises for a new street, cntfcing

hrough the line of warehouses. The plaintiffs

claimed no less than 70,0001. for damages and
I’alue of their lease, and the surveyors for the
itfetropolitan Board of Works endeavoured to
mt down the claim to the lowest valuation,
:'9,822L As usual in cases of this nature, eur-
'eyors on the other side valued the damage
'lomewhat differently from the defendants, and
vssessed it at about 63,741h
The jury went over the property, and the

assessor, Mr. Manisty, Q.C., very considerately (

leftthe valuation in the liauds of the jury, who,

after a deliberation of nearly an hour, awarded
the sum of 45,05'4i. as compensation for the

buildings.

DECLINE OF IRON SHIPBUILDING IN
ENGLAND.

The unmitigated rise in the prices of iron,

coke, and coal, added to tho extra wage of

labour and redaction of hours, is being felt.

The employers in the iron sliipbuilding trade

at Sunderland, on the Wear, have been com-
pelled to give notice to their hands for a reduc-

tion of wages to the extent of 10 per cent, on
all the different classes of “iron men,” and of

sixpence per week on the wages of shipwrights

and joiners. It is a fortnight’s notice expiring

on Saturday week.
The trade, usually so brisk on tbe “Wear,”

is now in a very depressed state, there being

few orders for new steamers in the mai’ket.

That this altered state of the shipbuilding

yards in the North will speedily reach the

Southern and Western ports seems likely
;
for

on Monday morning last Blackwall and the Isle

of Dogs were far from being so active as of late,

and there has been a rumour iu this quarter

that shipowners are finding iron ships too

expensive to charter or freight, and intend

returning to tho wooden vessels and ancient

masts and rigging.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Bxeter.—The carpenters and joiners have re-

sumed work, after having been on strike for two
montlis, for a reduction of tho hours of labour
from 58 to 54 per week, and an increase of 5UL
per hour in wages. They now go in to work for

56i hours per week, and each man is to bo paid
according to his skill.

Bristol .—The operative labourers employed at

the extensive buildings of the Midland Railway
sheds, Barton-hili, have struck work, tho reason
being that ooe man employed by the firm re-

fused to become a member of the Labourers’

Union.
Leamington. — The Leamington Builders'

Association mot to consider whether a confe-
rence should be held with the operatives, who
have been on strike three months. The men
demand that 54 instead of 56i hours should con-
stifcute a week’s work, and an advance of wages.
The meeting was opposed to a conference.

Sheffield.—A mass meeting of engineers, who
are agitating for an advance of 23. per week,
and a certain provision in the scale of payment
for overtime has passed a resolution, declining
the masters’ suggestion that arbitration should
be resorted to. A strike was the inevitable
result,

Lydbrool:. — Tho masons working on the
Severn and Wye branch of railway, now in
course of construction at this village, sent in a
formal demand for an advance of wages to tho
extent of 6d. per day. The present wages are
5a. a day, or SOa. per week. The rise, if granted,
wi'l bring them up to 333. per week. They
assert that if it is not complied with by Satur-
day they will then cease to work on the line.

THREATENED STRIKE.

The Master Builders’ Association, in defer-
ence to an earnest appeal from the Labour and
Capital Department of the Social Science Asso-
ciation, have issued a circular to the committees
of the masons and carpenters, consenting to

receive a deputation from the men, with the
view of discussing the matters in dispute, so as
to avert, if possible, the impending great struggle
between capital and labour. The members of
the Social Science Association have addressed
circulars also to the committees of tho men, as
well as to the masters, inviting them, in the
interests of all parties, to use every effort to
endeavour to settle the dispute, either by arbi-
tration or mutual compromise. Wo warmly
endorse the recommendation.

Sir,—I have a particular aversion to contro-
versy by correspondence, bub it is necessary for
me to trouble you once more in order to clear
myself from what would appear to be a gross
misstatement. I fully exonerate Mr. Hannen
and the committee of employers from any inten-
tion to wilfully misrepresent anything that

occurred at our interview in July last, and I
am sure Mr. Hannen and the other gentlemen
will give mo credit for equal respect for the
truth. I do not think Mr. Hannen has damaged
my quotation by giving the remainder of the
paragraph

;
for if, since last July, terra-cotta

had taken the place of stone, masons would nob

be seeking an advance of wages, but would most
probably be searching for other sources of em-
ployment

j
but inasmuch as terra-cotta has not

taken tho place of stone, I might fairly be ex-

cased for holding the promise good. Permit me
to give in full one other paragraph to which I
have previoosly referred. In reply to question,

Mr. Lucas says,—“When you make a demand on
me for 9d. in March, I should try to get a few of

those fellows that are working for 6d. down
in the north. With all your power, yon will not
keep men at 6d. in one part of the country,
within a few hours by rail off London, when they
can get 8id. or 9d. here, if it can be [shown]
they will be fairly treated

;
but if they increase

largely there, and there is plenty of work here,

you will get an increase there is no doubt.” As
Mr. Hannen supplied a quotation for me, I will

return tbe favour. I admit Mr. Trollope said it

was impossible to bind themselves to what may
happen in Mai’ch; but his reason against a defi-

nitive promise was the uncertainty of our com.
mercial prosperity, and instanced the promise
made to the building operatives in 1865 for an
advance of wages, to commence in the spring of

1866, and the difficulty they (the employers)
experienced in making good their promise,
tlirough tho financial failures of that memor-
able year. Myself and colleagues saw the force

of Mr. Trollope’s reasoning, and were content to

bide our time; but, happily for us, the spring of
1873 has not witnessed commercial calamities

like those of 1S66. Terra-cotta has nob super-

seded stone ;
the men of the north are still

clinging to their native districts ; in many
instances they have (this summer) had their

wages increased and working hours reduced,
numbers of the towns working forty-eight hours
and a half weekly for wages varying from SOs.

upwards. If the above facts do nob constitute

promise, it is strongly implied. Our impression
of their meaning was this :

—“ Do not insist on.

absolute promises, bub should trade ba good, no
doubt you will get the advance.” Personally, I

would willingly submit to the decision of any
impartial person whether or nob I can be charged
with misrepresentation. For myself, I am
deeply pained that any misunderstanding should
have occuiTed. Still more grieved am I that up
to the present time no peaceful solution of our
differences has been found, knowing that the
beat interest of both parties is seriously menaced
by the prospect of a strike.

H. Buoadhurst, Stonemason.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
Newcastle .—The Snow-street School-Building

Committee recommended the acceptance of Mr.
Whichello’a tender for 9,600Z. for the erection of
tbe Snow-street Schools. In reply to Mr.
Luckley, it was explained that Mr. Whichello
had originally tendered for 9,450?., but had
afterwards discovered that he had made a
mistake of 1,000?. On the architect (Mr.
Johnson) having effected certain alterations in

the plans, Mr. Whichello had submitted tho
present tender. The tender was accepted.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF
IRELAND.

An ordinary general meeting was held at tho
Rooms of the Association, 212, Great Brunswick-
streeb, Dublin, on Thursday evening, the 26th
ultimo, the president, Mr. J. J. O’Callaghan,

in the ohair.

Mr. R. C. Millar read a paper on “ Levelling,”

explaining the level, and mode of using the
instrument. In tbe discussion which followed,

Mr. J. Longfield, C.E., described a field-book

very much iu use in America, in which there

are but three columns in place of five, and the
redaction of the levels is done as the survey
proceeds.

As this was the final meeting of the session,

a ballot then took place for tbe election of a
committee and officers for next session, Messrs.
Allen and Swan being scrutineers, which
resulted as follows :

—

President.—Mr. J. J. O’Callaghan.

Vice-President.—Mr. .W. M. Mitchell.
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Committee.—ilessra. Chas. H. Brien, TIios. II.

Longfield, Daniel J. Freeman, R. S. Swan, J. L.

Robinson, Geo. 0. Henderson, Wm. Batler,

W. G. Doolin, and R. D. O'Brien.

The members of the committee so appointed,

who were present, then retired, and on returning
submitted the following list of officers to the

general meeting, which unanimously confirmed
their election :

—

Treasurer.—Mr. Daniel J. Freeman.
Librarian.—Mr. W. G. Doolin.

Auditors.—Messrs. J. Holmes and W. Fennell.

Hon. Secs.—Messrs. Thos. H. Longfield and
John L. Robinson.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Hastings and St. Leonards .—The chief stone

of the new church to be erected in Priory-road,

on the West-hill, has been laid. Mrs. Mendham,
(sister of the Rer. W. T. Turner, Ore), has pur-
chased a site, and completed arrangementsfor the

erection, at her own cost. The spot chosen is just

north of Belle-vue-terrace, at the point where
the new Plynlimmon-road joins Priory-road.

Messrs. Jeffery & Skiller, the architects, designed
a building in the Early English style, comprising
nare, aisles, chancel, tower,, and vestry, and
affording seats for 310 persons. Mr. John Howell
was chosen builder, and his men commenced
work in January last. The walls had reached
the floor-level about Easter, and it was then
intended to lay the memorial stone ; but a
legal difficulty having arisen as to the patronage
of the new church, a delay occurred until the
matter was satisfactorily settled. The walls,

meanwhile, had been proceeded with, and have
now attained a considerable height. At the east
end the work was suspended. The commemo-
rative stone was placed just above the floor-liue

of the chancel, below the east window.
Winkleigh .—Considerable progress has been

made this year with the restoration of All Saints’
Church, under the architect, Mr. J. F. Gould, of
Barnstaple, and his clerk of works. Exteriorly,
the church is almost complete, little i-equires to
be done, and already a greater part of the
glazing is put into the new windows

;
the glass

being supplied by Mr. Pepper, of London. Some
time, however, must elapse before the interior is

thoroughly restored ; but a good deal of the
work is in a forward state, and although no seats
are yet to bo seen, and the marble and alabaster
pulpit is not in position, nevertheless much of
the heavy constructional work has been got over.
The oak work of the various roofs appears to be
nearly complete. The roofs are rich in carved
work, some of it old, but much new, and these
are being made more elaborate by the chromatic
decoration that is being applied to them. This
is now in the hands of Mr. J. Thorne, of Crediton,
decorator. The carved bosses, wall-plates, crest-
ings, angels, and the front faces of the ribs,

—

these lay very close to each other,—are painted,
whilst the body of the roof is left plain. The
decoration of the north aisle is almost complete,
and the Loosedown aisle is now in the hands of
the artist

5
the nave has yet to be commenced.

The floors are all laid ready to take the seating,
and the tiles for the avenues, supplied by Messrs.
Minton, Hollins, & Co., of Stoke-npon-Trent, have
arrived. Most of the carved wood and stone
work in connexion with the outside and inside of
the church is complete

;
and the carving of the

oak seat-ends, of which there is an unbounded
selection of designs,—scarcely any of the bench-
ends being alike,—are being proceeded with.
The decorative treatment the inside walls are
undergoing is a revival of ancient sgraffiti work.
The colours used in tins ornamental plastering,
at Winkleigh, are Spanish brown, for the ground,
with light grey Bridgwater lias lime surface.
This work upon the north aisle walls, and the
north wall of the nave, is flnished, the ornamen-
tation taking the form of running bands of
varied designs. The architect has been assisted
in the manipulation by his clerk of works, Mr.
George Vickery. The sculpture of the tympanum,
over the south-west doorway, is now under con-
eideration, and the subject having been decided
upon, we believe it is to be at once proceeded
•with.

^

The bells, by Messrs. Mears & Stainbank,
of Whitechapel, arrived several months ago, and,
to the number of six, were hung in the places
they are to occupy in the tower. It is deemed
advisable, however, not to ring them until the
church is finished, and the new work has had
time to settle. Mr. J. Dondle, builder, of Barn-
staple, has the whole of the carpenter’s and
joiner’s work in hand

j
and the seating is beino-

made principally at his workshops in that town,
and under the eye of the architect, who also has
offices at Barnstaple. Mr. Harry Hems has in

hand the contract for the sculpture and the
carving, in wood and stone. Mr. Pinckard, the
donor of the funds for carrying out this work, is

represented by the Rev. "W. T. A. Radford, M.A.,
of Down St. Mary.

^['entl^'orth .—The foundation-stone of a new
church, to be erected by Earl Fitzwilliam, in

memory of his lordship’s parents, has been laid at

Wentworth. Mr. J. L. Pearson, of London, is

the architect, and the contractor, Mr. W. G.
Booth, of London. The edifice will be -tO yards
in length, and will be built of Dunford Bridge
and Dai'field stone. At the west end will bo a
porch leading into the nave, which is 46 ft. wide.
There will be north and south transepts and two
side aisles. At the east end of the church will

bo the chancel, 19 ft. by 25 ft.
;
and a vestry,

12 ft. by 17 ft. The space between the nave and
the chancel will be occupied by the organ and
choir on one side, and on the other by the pew
of the Fitzwilliam family. Over that portion of
the church between the nave and chancel a
tower will be raised to the height of 87 ft.;

from the tower a spire will be carried to the
height of 96 ft., making the total height from
the floor-line 103 fr. There will be a large clock
on the north side of the tower. The stonework
inside will he of dressed ashlar.

Great Gfansden.—lho old church, of Great
Gransden has been reopened after restoration.
The roofs throughout (excepting that of the
south porch) have been taken ofl; repaired, and
newly leaded; the old north porch has been
replaced by a new one, with provision for the
heating-chamber

; and a new organ-chamber
and vestry are added on the north side of the
chancel, with a large arch opening into the
chancel, the vestry being separated from the
organ-chamber by the old rood-screen. The
windows of the aisles and clearstory have been
repaired, and reglazed with glass of agreeable
tints, and ample provision is made for ventila-
tion. A new floor above the apex of the tower-
arch is added for the ringers, and lighted by
new quatrefoil windows on the north, south, and
west aides of the tower. The tower, now no
longer needed as a vestry, has been thrown open
to the church; the arch is the origiual one, and
under it is placed the font. The whole of the
internal stonework has been cleaned and re-
faced. A new stone string-course is added the
whole length of the nave on both sides, and
moulded stone corbels to the nave roof. The
internal walls have been faced anew with stncco.
Original oak open seats have been utilised, and
new ones made to correspond. The seats and
nave piers up to the springing of the arches had
at some time or other received a coat of thick
black paint

;
this necessitated in the case of the

seats the steeping of every portion in strong
solutions to effect its removal, and in the case of
the piers the actual reworking of the stone.
Round the walls of the aisles is a panelled dado
or wainscot. It has a moulded and battlemented
capping about a foot above the top of the seats.
The floor of the nave is paved throughout with
red and blue tiles, in various patterns; the
chancel being paved with Maw &. Co.’s tesselated
pavement, and the altar-space of the same
material, but more costly. The entrance to the
churchyard lias been improved by the new
boundary-wall being brought nearer to the road,
and new stone piers, •with dwarf stone -wall and
low ornamental fencing fixed upon i--. The
whole of the works have been carried out (under
the superintendence of Mr. G. Yialls, architect,
London) by Mr. Brown, of Lynn

; the stone-
work having been executed by Mr. Wade, of St.
Neot’s. The original contract exceeded 2,500h,
but as the work proceeded it was found that
considerable additions -would have to be made
to render the restoration complete, the carrying
out of which brought the total cost no to
<5 1 CT? ^

University College Architecture.— The
following is a list of prizes presented in Pro-
fessor T. Rayter Lewis’s class on June 27th
Fine Art (senior class). Donaldson silver medal,
H. Saxon Snell, jun., of London; certificate’
Frederick W. Sturge, of Gloucester. Junior
class. Prize, Frederick W. Sturge, of Gloucester;
certificate, H. Saxon Snell, jim., of London.
Construction (senior class). Donaldson silver
medal, W. H. Haynes, of London. Junior class.
Prize, H. Saxon Snell, juu., of London.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Faringdon.—A schoolroom just erected on fr

Lcchmere-road has been opened. The work h
been carried out by Mr. Williams, of Abingdc
from the plans of Messrs. Lansdowne & She
land, of Swindon. The entire cost has bei

about 8001. Tho style is Early Gothic, a
there are two entrances—one for boys and 0
for girls, — and two separate play-grount
The building has been erected in the form i

the letter T, and it is well-lighted and ventilate

From the roof are suspended four star bum©
of six jets each. The roof is open timber, staini

and varnished. The school is built of lot'

stone, with Bath stone dressings. A Ian
clock has been presented to the school by Messj
Abel, jewellers, Market-place. Mr. Waltet
M.P., was present, and addressed the meetingj

Burford. — The foundation stone of a no
school and achool-honse at Burford, has bei

laid by the Hon. Miss Rushoub, sister of Lo.
Northwiok. The edifice, which is to be ereotc

from designs by Mr. Ernest A. Day, of Wd
cester, will comprise a school-room, 32 ft. 1i

18 ft., and a class-room, 16 ft. by 12 ft., -wii

a bouse for master and mistress
;
tho who!

with the play-grouiid and garden, occnpyiii
half an aero of ground, which Lord Northwifi
(at whose solo expense the school will be bm;
and maintained), has purchased from the reotc

of Burford, besides a portion of half an a05
of glebe land on the Lockyey, which H
lordship has also given. Mr. Page Manson,

;|

Tenbury, is the contractor for the brick, stom
and plaster work

;
the woodwork will be execute

by his lordship’s staff of carpenters, under tl

superintendence of the foreman, Mr. S. Doveri
The site is central and convenient, being oloJ

to the rectory and the church.
Aldeburgh.—On opening tenders for buildiil

new schools here, according to plans and speoh
cations, prepared by Mr. Barnes, of Ipswic
the tenders received were found to be fon
•viz., from Mr. Luff and Messrs. Gibbon
Ipswich

;
Smyth & Sons and Wright & Son, 1

Aldeburgh. The lowest (l,2 43i. Ss. 2d.) wh
that of Messrs. Smyth & Sons, and this w*
accepted. Tho pi-omises of cash to tho pres^
time amount to about 1,300L, i.e., supposi®
the present National Sehools realise the si^

expected: thus it is hoped everything is jm
vided for the successful carrying out of ti

proposed scheme.
Dartmouth (Devon).—The School Board of tl

borough of Daitiuouth ai'e building their firf

school, for l iO boys, 1-10 girls, and 85 iufaiita,J

an open part of that town, called the Highft
street. The foundation-stone was laid by M
Murk Fox, J.P., i£c., the mayor, who attonde
with the council and its officers in state for thi

purpose, on Wednesday, the 18th ulb. Then
was also a public luncheon, over which Mr. T.

’

Matthews, chairman of the School Board, pr(

sided. Mr. Thomas Liclsbone, of Dartmouti
diocesan surveyor, is the architect; and tt

Messrs. Winsor, Nunn, & Rowe are the contrac
tors. The coat of the buildings, after deductin
the value of some old materials re-used, i

1,6371. 1-is. The buildings are to be complete
in six months.

IJublkatiuns.

Effective Sections of Girders. By A. D. DaWiVAH
tC.E. No. 25, Walbrook. 1873.

Arcihtects have often felt the want of ready
calculated sections of girders, suitable for a 1

spans and all kinds of building. Mr. A. I
Dawnay, to meet this want, has just now isaaeni

a sheet of them which can scarcely fail to h
found useful. The iron used is supposed to b*

eqnal to a tensile strain of 20 tons per sqnar?

inch, and the girders are designed withth'
plates and angles most readily obtainable. ;

Flan of the Temple Church, London. By T
Goodm.\n', Cliff-town, Southend, 1873.

Mr. Thomas Goodman has published a plan cci

the Temple Church, as the first of an inteudei'

series of illustrations of the round churches
handed down to us from the Order of Knighfcj

Templars. Tho plan has been executed bji

actual mi- asureraent, so as to distinguish thI

more ancient portions of the church from thii

rest, and also to afford a comparison of th

;

building with others of the same class. Th
author says it has been “ prepared with grea;

care,” and, after some examination, we fall)
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nit the correctness of this assertion. It is a

7 interesting plan of a supremely interesting

ilding.

Iqe Leisure ITour has some pertinent obaor-

tiona on “The Spirit of Unrest.”—-“There is a

'erish spirit about which, while it seems to

jmote a kind of activity which some admire,

really not the spirit of strength, and is no

Ti of healthy growth. It is well to be wake-

i, but there is a wakefulness which is a symp-

n of disorder. It is well to pursue an occupa-

n, but there is an eagerness of pursuit which

sorbs us with excessive intensity. It is well

light the candle, but it is unwise to burn it at

th ends. It is well to work, but it is possible

r work to pass into such a strain to toil that

e workman ia consumed before he baa any

;ht to be worn out. And ia not the spirit of

ese times one of unrest ? The temper in

lich men live and work seems to become more

iportunato, and to spread its contagion. It

vades even those places which have long

ijoyed repose. There is, no doubt, still some

fference between the pulse of life in town and

tlje country ;
but the difference is gradually

sappoaring. We take pride to ourselves for

lying covered the face of the land with rail-

ays, and by means of the wire brought remote

stricts into immediate communication with

10 metropolis and each other In

riving to bo masters everywhere, we make

irselves universal servants. And our boast of

berty ia seen in the creation of a new species

' slaves. We are ground by the machinery

ith which we affect to supersede or assist

hour, and wear ourselves out in the proaecu-

on of that which ia intended to save us from

'ouble.”

Pisrtllattta.

Trial of Street Cabs at the Interna-

Lonal Exhibition.—A trial of the street cabs

'hich have entered the competition set on foot

y the Society of Arts, baa taken place at the

atemational Exhibition, in the vacant ground

n the western aide of the building, and was

onducted by the committee by which the

wards are to bo made. The trial was merely

reliminary to others that are to follow. Im-

irovemeut of tho Hansom seems to have been

ho object on which most of the competitors

lave set their hearts, though why this should bo

0 wo can hardly see. To get rid of the two-

pheeled cab in all its forms as a dangerous

luisauce would bo more desirable. The writer

if this has several times seen the cabman, and

nee the passenger, pitched out of it headforemost

ver tho horse, on occasions when the animal

uddenly stumbled and came down, throwing up

)ebind and forward round the wheels the body

if tbo cranky and dangerous “safety” vehicle.

Jesides, it is either insufferaby draughty, or close

md stuffy. No doubt as a close box tho pitching

rut of the passenger might bo prevented at the

;ost of the window-glass,—and of the victim’s

'ace ;
but the whole thing is an abomination. In

ho competition there are but few four-wheeled

sabs. The most noteworthy example possesses,

b is maintained, the great advantage of being

ised, open or closed, with scarcely any trouble,

md without any complicated mechanism likely

:o got out of order. The judges will give their

iwards ou a future day, but of course, in a

matter like this, the ultimate decision will rest

PFith the public.

Ships' Lights and Board of Trade.—Mr.
Earvio, manufacturer of ships’ lights, has had

printed at the Glasgow City Steam Printing

Works, and circulated, a letter to Mr. T. Gray,

assistant secretary, Marine Department, Board

of Trade, showing bow the abortive results

of tbo recent ship light competition were

occasioned ;
also the past blundering and incom-

petcncy of the Board of Trade regarding ship

lights. In this letter Mr. Harvie shows why be

declines from self-respect to take any part in

the renewed competition which has been called

for. As we have here only one side of the

i^ueation, of course we are not in a position to

express any opinion on it.

Dorchester Borough Surveyorship.—It

is stated on good authority, says the Dorset

Chronicle, that Mr. John Wood has relinquished

the office of surveyor under the Town Council.

Several of the former candidates for the post

have been communicated with.

Outbreak of Eever at Wrington. — An
alarming outbreak of fever has occurred at

Wrington, according to the Jiristol Times. The

medical officer of the Chard Sanitary Authority

says, that when residing at Wrington, and during

the years 1868, 1869, and 1870, the vestry, at

that time tho sewer authority, defeated every

attempt he made to put the village in a sanitary

condition. In vain he pointed out to them that

the whole village was a subterraneous hotbed of

SQwage deposit, requiring only a little stimulus

to cause it to again break forth into a severe

epidemic, such as the one which visited it in

1866, in 1868, in 1870, and from which it is now

suffering. About 150 cesspits and the cleansing

of two slaughter-houses ran into the water-

courses, and the effluvium at times was sicken-

ing and pestiferous. The very village pump,

which is now supposed to be the cause of some

of the fever, in 1870 had sewage soaking into it,

and tho same may be said of many of the wells.

Mr. Scarth, the present rector, who came into

the living in 1871, would not reside at the rectory

until he had succeeded in obtaining a perfect

system of pipe drainage. This was finished in

November, 1872, but up to the present time very

few of the houses have been connected with it,

and a bouse drain even connected with a sewer,

if improperly trapped, is a certain producer of

fever—a mere distillery of poison. This is only

one of many villages, in a most unsanitary state,

in the Axbridgo Union. An independent officer

of health should be appointed.

Society foi* Improving the Condition of

the Labonring Classes.—The annual meeting

of this society has been held at Willis’s Rooms,

the Earl of Shaftesbury in the chair. The

report read by the secretary, Mr. C. Payne,

stated that tho society had been exceedingly

successful in all its operations. The chairman

said the society was a model one. Its promoters

had proved that houses could bo erected at a

certain cost, in which the poor could live in

comfort and decency. Their example had been

followed by tho Peabody trustees. Sir Sydney

Waterlow, and by many workmen’s societies.

It bad been found that the adapta'ion of houses

was a cheap way of providing good rooms for

the poor, enabling them to live in tenements

without disease, disorder, or overcrowding.

Tho great mass of tho people desired improved

dwellings, and ho was certain that wholesome

houses enabled the poor to earn more money, as

they were less liable to illness. This society

and other organisations were doing, and had

done, much good, but he felt they had scarcely

commenced, and certainly had hardly touched

the great evil of overcrowding. What was

wanted were dwellings for tho very poor, whose

incomes were about 10s. or 129. a week. The

well-paid artisan had plenty of house accom-

modation, but the very poor were crowded

together in ill-ventilated rooms—two, three, and

even four families in one room. The Right Hon.

Cowper-Temple, M.P., Canon Conway, and others

addressed the meeting.

Public Abattoirs forLondon.—Dr.Letbeby,
medical officer for the City of London, was
examined’recently before the Select Committee

of the House of Commons on noxious busi-

nesses, and gave evidence strongly in favour

of the abolition of private slaughter-houses and

the Bubstitutiou of public abattoirs similar to

those of Paris, Berlin, Edinburgh, and Glasgow.

He recommended that tbo Whitechapel butchers

should repair to Deptford, M'here the Corporation

of London had plenty of space, and ho suggested

that the north-western and western portions of

the metropolis might for the present be served

by the abattoir's in the neighbourhood of the

New Cattle-market, Copenhagen-fields. When
asked whether the metropolitan butchers would

uot feel that a certain resposibility was taken

off their shoulders if animals were slaughtered

at public abattoirs, be replied that the most

I'espectable men in the trade now dealt largely

at tbo Dead Meat-market. Dr. Letheby added

that be saw no reason why an immediate sani-

tary reform might not bo carried out by utilising

Deptford and Copenbagen-fields until abattoir's

in the outskirts of the metropolis could be

provided.

The North Cambridgeshire Cottage

Hospital.—Miss Trafford 8outbwelI has just

announced an additional gift to this hospital of

5,0001. to the endowment fund, and an annuity

of twenty guineas during her' life. Miss South-

well has contributed in all 16,0001. to the

hospital besides her annual subscription.

An Order of Merit, Scientific, Artistic,

and Literary.—Earl Stanhope, in the House

of Lords, on Friday in last week, moved an

address, praying her Majesty to institute an

order of merit for those who bad deserved

well of their country in literature, art, or

science. The order of the Bath, his lord-

ship remarked, had no doubt been greatly

extended, but its civil department was confined

to persons in the public service. It bad not

always been so, for Sir Joseph Banks bad in

his day received tho red ribbon. The absurdity

of the present rule might be shown by a single

illustration. The Queen had been advised to

gr.ant the Bath to Professor Owen, because be

held a salaried appointment under tho Crown;

bub he apprehended that it would not bo in her

power, under existing rules, to confer a similar

distinction upon an equally eminent man. Sir

Charles Lyell. As for the contempt which was
sometimes poured upon stars and ribbons, ho

could only say that similar language might just

as well be applied to the flag of England. Earl

Granville, while very much agreeing with the

noble earl, saw great practical difficulties in the

way of carrying his motion into effect, and

adduced a few weak arguments against the

motion, which was negatived without a division,

after Lord Houghton, as a sort of compromise,

had urged the farther extension of the Order of

the Bath.

Tlie Musical Educationof the Blind.—An
enthusiasbicand crowded meeting, on behalf ofthe

Royal Normal Academy of Music for the Blind,

has been held in the Mansion House, under the

presidency of the Lord Mayor. Amongst those

present were the Marquis of Westminster, Lord

Shaftesbury, Sir Rutherford Alcock, Sir T.

Gladstone, Sir H. Johnstone, M.P., Mr. Alfred

de Rothschild, and various other iufiuential

gentlemen. Letters of apology for non-attend-

ance were received from Mr. Edwards, M.P.,

who enclosed 1001., tho firm of Messrs. Roths-

child enclosing 3001., and others, enclosing sub-

scriptions. The Lord Mayor, in course of his

address, remarked that tho experiment was nob

a new one, as for some time a small college had

been established at Sydenham, and he entirely

agreed with those who had watched the growth

of the college that it should be so enlarged as to

be able to accommodate those who applied to it

throughout the United Kingdom. It was hoped

that when the college was out of debt it would

be made almost self-supporting by the payments

of the scholars. Appropriate resolutions were

unanimously passed in favour of the object in

view,—the opening of a subscription-list, and

aiding the committee to raise 25,0001. required

for the establishment of the college on a perma-

nent aud enlarged basis for the h'gher and

musical education of tho blind. The committee

have already collected 6,0001., and about 1,0001.

more were collected at the meeting.

The Practxire of Cast-iron Pier Cylinders.

Mr. J. C. Trautwino, in a communication to the

Jowmal of the Franklin Institute on the fracture

of cast-iron pier cylinders, says;
—“It is not,

perhaps, generally known to the profession that

cast-ii'on cylinders, composed of sections bolted

together through inside horizontal flanges, and

filled with concrete, as is usual when employing

them for bridge-piers, &c., have, in several

instances in the United States, split or cracked

asunder entirely around the circumference,

under the influence of severe cold weather. The

reason of this, I presume, is that tho outer and

more exposed cylinder tends to contract to a

greater degree than the inside and more shel-

tered concrete, and that tho hold which the

inside flanges have upon the solidified concrete

in which they are embedded, prevents the con-

traction from taking place without rupture of

the cylinder. Unless suitable means bo applied

to prevent this, the efficiency of such cylinders

may be much impaired. It has been suggested

that an inside lining of vertical wooden staves,

projecting inward as far as tbo flanges do, will

be an effective remedy. Other methods will no

doubt present themselves. My object is merely

to give greater publicity to an important fact.
’

Devon New Police Offices and Barracks,

to be used as the head quarters of the Devon

Constabulary, have jnst been completed at

Exeter, at a cost of about 5,OOOJ. The entire

building, as well as the external fittings, have

been carried out from the designs of Mi*. E. H.

Harbottle, of County Chambers, Exeter, archi-

tect. The clerk of works was Mr. James jerman,

of Exeter. The builders were Messrs. Moasa, of

Exeter.
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Greetland and West Vale Mechanics’ A Water-Sa-w.—In a report on the me-
Hall.—Tho foundation-stono of a Mechanics’ chanical inventions shown at the International

I-..7 1 mi 1

Exhibition, d propos of the sand-blast, the Rev.
Institute has been laid here. The work was com
menced in March last, and has progressed rapidly.
The total cost, including land, is estimated at

2,900?., and the building is to comprise a largo
hall for public entertainments on the first floor,

having an orchestra, gallery, and waiting-room
accommodation. The ground-floor is set apart
for news-rooms, class-rooms, offices, and other
conveniences. On the lower level of the base-
ment are to be the keeper’s residence, fire-engine

rooms, and cellaring. The lower end of the
structure will be left unfinished for the present,
but it is intended at some future time to erect a
shop and dwelling-house at this point. The style
of architecture is Italian, freely treated, and the
edifice is being carried out from the designs of
Messrs. Horsfall, Wardle, & Patchett, Halifax.

The Hoyal Academy.—The conversa::ione
on Wednesday evening last was a brilliant
gathering, and a great success. A list of the
persons presentknownin the ranks of art, science,
literature, wealth, and fashion, would fill a page.
Priends of the Academy look with some interest
for the result of the election of a secretary.
Amongst the candidates, we hear of Mr. John
Piggott, jun., Mr. W. Leverton Donaldson, Mr.
J. Leighton, and Mr. Critchett. Tho architec-
tural class appears to be making fair progress
as to numbers. Some of our student readers
should inquire into the regulations and scope of
the class, and see to what extent it might be
useful to them. When facilities are provided,
and not taken advantage of as they should be,
the ardour of those who would strive to increase
such facilities is repressed, and harm is done.

says the Newcastle Courani, suggests
that there may be a property in water which
has not been utilised. " While standing,” he
remarks, “ near a new steam-boiler, which was
being tested under water-pressnre, and when
the load was near its maximum, a small and
(except when the snn shone npon it so that the
light was decomposed) imperceptible jet ap-
peared : the writer was about to pass his finger
across it, when the workman said, ' Don’t do
that, sirj a boy had his finger cut off with one
of those jets.’ Might not a jet of water be used
as a saw ?

”

The Hecent Conviction of Carpenters
for Conspiracy.—A memorial has been ad-
dressed to the Home Secretary asking him to
take steps to procure the release of the three
carpenters convicted at the Central Criminal
Court for intimidating a fellow workman in the
employ of Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, builders

;

but a reply has been received to the effect that
the right hon. gentleman regrets that there is
not sufficient ground to justify him in acceding
to the prayer of the memorial.

For alterations and additions, Buckhnrst, near Wokin?.
ham, for Mr. O. T. Murdoch. Mr. Edward Fewer, arclu-

Quantities supplied;—
Perry, BrotSers
Bamicoat
Shrives & Son
King & Sons
Silver & Sons
Brass
Scrivener & White
Newman & Mann
Fish
Colls & Son
Simpson
Hibbias
Adamson & Sons (accepted)
Niblett & Sons (withdrawn)

..£7,237 0

.. 7,021 0

.. 6,946 0
. 6,672 0
. 6,584 0
. 6,481 0
. 6,474 0
. 6.44-4 0
, 6,310 0
. 0,287 0
. 6,209 0

17c

(5.095

5,646 0 0

For rebuilding the premises of the London and Counl*
Bank, Aldersgate-street. Mr. C. Jocelyn Parnell, archt
tect. Quantities by Mr. James Scholield :

—

Moreland & Co £9,175 0 0
Cooke & Green 8,790 0 0 ^

Simpson 8,727 0 0
Perry & Co 8,395 0 0
Rider & Son 8,342 0 0
Condor 8,295 0 0
Hill & Sons (accepted) 8,234 0 0

Chestor Cathedral.—Tlio Dean and Chapter
held, as usual, a Chapter meeting last week,
when, in conaei^nenco of the absence of their
architect, Sir Gilbert Scott, their deliberations
in regard to the future work of restoring the
cathedral were considerably limited, bub the fol-
ItJwing resolutions were agreed to, and orders
given :—That the present roof of the choir
should be decorated according to designs sub-
mitted by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, and approved
by Sir Gilbert Scott

j and that the walls of tho
choir should be scraped, No decision as to tho
position of the screen separating the choir from
the nave was come to, but it is understood that
the dean and chapter are unanimously in favour
of restoring the screen to its original position,
and ‘ ’ - - - -

The Palace of the MiJeado of Japan
destroyed by Fire.—The New York Tribune,
of June 13thj describes the burning of the great
palace of the Mikado of Japan. It was caused
by a lady-in-waiting to the Emperor’s bride
having knocked over a mageer of charcoal,
which fell on the Emperor’s bed, and a fire
destroying a building valued at 2,000,000 dolls,
was the result. Native troops and firemen were
at hand, and preserved order, but could do little

Kensington Vest^-hall.—It is proposed
to make certain alterations and additions to this
building, to form now board and committee
rooms, and generally to improve the office accom-
modation. The vestry, at their ordinary meeting
on Wednesday last, issued instructious to Mr.
Alfred Williams to prepare plans, &o., for tho
contemplated works.

The Statue of Sir James Outram for
India.—The bronze equestrian statue, by Mr.
J'_H. Foley, R.A., of Sir James Outram, com-
missioned for India, has been set up on a tem-
porary wooden pedestal in Waterloo - place,
Pall-mall. It weighs seven tons. In a few

structure,

removing the present Iroavy and unsightly weehs beah^'ed L7

Building Accident at New Reservoir,
Malvern,—At the last Local Board meeting the
surveyor gave an account of an accident at the
new reservoir to an arch, from the too quick
striking of tho centre, the arch not having been
turned forty-eight hours. More centres to carry
on the work were on their way from Warwick to
Malvern at tho time of tho accident. He had no
idea that the centre would be struck so quickly
by the contractor, or certainly would not have
allowed it. He considered the materials used
were of a first-class nature. Mr. Haddon, archi-
tect, and a member of the Board, said he found
the design perfect. Ho thought tho contractor
deserving of censure for not properly centreing
the arches. There was not sufficient concrete
used, but that did not affect the cause of the
accident. Mr. Archer thought the mortar was
not of sufficient strength, nor the concrete pro-
perly made.

Proposed New Midland Institute and
Coal Exchange for Yorkshire.—The mem-
bers of the Midland Institute of Mining Eugi-
neers, says the SJieffield Independent, have been
desirous that a building large enough to accom-
modate a number of persons, should be erected
in some part of the Yorkshire coal-field. The
council of tho Association or Institute have
the matter under consideration, and it is not
unlikely that an appeal will be made to the
district coal-owners for tho purpose of erecting
a building which will also act as a sort of coal
exchange, with offices, &c., at which the repre-
sentatives of the various collieries can meet and
transact their business. At present there is no
public building to represent the trade, and
basmess has chiefly to be transacted at hotels
and inns in the vatioua towns.

Iiarge Bricks.—Colonel Andrew Derrom, of
Paterson, U.S., has taken out a patent for form-
mg bricks into very large blocks, to be used in
the erection of buildings in sections.

TENDERS

For buildiiig St. Luke's Churcli, Cambridge,
William Smith, architect :

—

Fast £3,462 0 0
Sharp 3,310 0 0
Clark 3,350 0 0
Boll & Sons 3,199 0 0
Brown 3,176 (5 0
Horaman 3,100 0 0
Loveday 2,958 0 0
Thoday (accepted) 2,888 0 0

Mr,

For bailding new schools, at Lene, Lcicestersliiro. Mr,
William Smith, architect

Richardson (accepted) £353 0 0

For restoring church, at Hargbam, NorfoUt. Mr
William Smith, architect:

—

Ward (accepted) £470 0 0

For ten cottages, Angel-road, Edmonton.
Kennard & Buck, architects

Messrs,

Slegg (accepted) £1,200 0 0

For buildings at the London Jute Works, Ponder's*
end. Messrs. Kennard & Buck, architects :

—

Linzell & Son £2.410 0 0
Bayes A Ramago
Rist & Brown ...

Field & Sons
Crook ic \VaIl

2.374 0 0
2,2 6 0 0
2,170 0 0
1,97'

Ditto, in concrete (accepted) 1,325 0 6

For new Wesleyan chapel, at Eaunds, Northampton
shire. Mr. W. Ranger, architect;

—

Perkins £3,730 0 0
Fletcher 2,(i89 0 0
Richardson, Brothers 2,8‘JO 0 0
Strether & Lovell 2,784 0 0
Smith & Sou 2,770 0 0
Coates 2,753 0 0
Vickers 2,7-10 0 0
Holdsworth 2,349 0 0

For tho reconstruction of Matthews-road, Walton-on-
Thames. Mr. James Bateman, surveyor:—

Gardener
Nicholson & Goddard
Farley .

Stewart
Pratt

For now addit;
Mr. R. Russell,
titles supplied :

-

Nightingale, Brothers
Cook
Scragg & Waycott .....

Holdsworths
Barnes*

ns to Rose Bank, Ac., at Reigate, for
Mr. J. F. Mathews, architect. Quan-

ilicox (accepted) ..

..£2,451 1 0
2,42.5 0 0
2,227 9 0
2.087 10 0
1,970 0 0
1,928 10 0
1,050 0 0

* House and carriage-drive only.

For erecting new schools and master’s house, at Dal-
ham, Suffolk. Mr. E. R. Blatchley, architect :

—

Rowling rSc Sharp £470 0 0

For works. Grange Park-road, Leyton, for Mr. Read,
Mr. J. Knight, surveyor:

—

Bulford (accepted) £315 10 0

For nine warehouses, in Dantzic-street, Thorniley-bow,
and WelUstreet, Manchester, for Peverley & Blakey.
Messrs. Edmund J. Sherwood & Richard Thomas, jun.,
architects. Quantities supplied. (Tho excavating and
basement stories already let to Samuel Adshcad for the
sum ofl,335L) :

—

Warburton
Clark ...

Joseph Thompson ....

Southern
Foggett
Wilkinson
Greenup & Co
Davison
Thomas
John Thompson
Rutherford
Wood
Johnson
Herd
Scarlett, Brothers.....
Holt ..:

Neil & Sons
Adshead (accepted)

..£10,450 0 0
0 0

9,710
9,650
9,335 0
9,317 0
0,200 0
9, <100 0
8,997 0

8,560 0
8,5-47 0
8,500 0

For the erection of a villa ^sidence, at Lower SydenA
ham, for Mr. G. Gough. Mr. W. 3. Sams, architect ;— 1

Bjth £350 0 0
EatJiey 770 0 0
Nighliugale 7-46 0 0
BJackmore & Morley 0'J3 0 0
Wagner (accepted) 677 0 0
Aitchinson k Walker 675 0 0

For villa, on Plot 12 E., Crystal Palace Park listate,.?

for Mr. Evans. (Revised tender.) Mr. John Nortoa^A
architect. Quantities by Mr. S. J. Thacker

4

Tibbitt, jun. (accepted) £.,687 0 0

For works, Canal-road, Hoiton (Contract 1), for >

Messrs. Dottridge A Barr. Mr. C. S. Aubrey, surveyor;— •

Bulford (accepted) £7a9 0 0
'

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
0. E-—J. L.—B.—II. P.—Professor L.—KevesL—A. L.—F. U. M.-« •

(Juondiaii.— J. & Co.—H. Sun, A H.— S. i T.—E.—H. C —J H.— •

H. R. W.-A. W.-F. M. C. (otTer would he uaelesa).

couipelled to decUue pointing c

addressee.

All stateniente of facts, list* of tenders, *c,, must be acc
by the name and tHldresB of the aeuder, not ueuessarily for

books and girfng 1

SITUATIONS WANTED.—Adverlisemeutsofthisclassaretiuertod. 1

t the following rale, viz. :—

Six lines (about flfty words) or under 28. 6d,

Each additional line (about ten words) Oa lid.

Halfpenny stamps accepted for amounts mider Ss.

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Testi- i

iroNiAis left at the Office in reply to Advertise. ‘

ments, and strongly recommends that Copies ;

ONLY should be sent.

Advertisements cannot he receivedfor the cunent '

week's issue later than THREE O’clock p.RL I

on THURSDAY.
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Ancient Pottery.

'EAT ia the antiquity

of the potter’s art
;
too

great, indeed, for com-

putation. There were

potters at work in

ancient Home; in

olden Etruria ; in he-

roic Greece; and be-

fore those dim old

times in Babylonia,

Assyria, and Egypt.

They were busy with

their clay, and wheel,

and cleverhandsjwhen

Alexander was con-

quering the woidd
;

when Cyrus sat in his

chariot, victorious;

whilst the fifty Greek

princes were building

the good ship Argo, by

the side of the blue

sea at loloos ;
whilst

Nebuchadnezzar
browsed in the fields

;

when the Queen of

Sheba came to Solo-

mon, with her spices, and gold, and precious

stones
; whilst Job sat shaven, with his mantle

rent, on the ashes, discoursing with Eliphaz,

Bildad, and Zophar
;
when Samson showed

Delilah “ all his heart ”
;
when Jacl put her left

hand to the nail, and her right to the workman’s

hammer
;
whilst Joseph wore Pharaoh’s ring on

his hand, and ruled all the land of Egypt ;

whilst Rebecca stood at the well, dipping her

pitcher into the water for the steward and his

camels
;
in a word, long before those peaceful,

pastoral days, when Abraham sat at the door of

his tent, in the heat of the day, looking

out upon the radiant plains of Mamre, dotted

with his flocks and herds, men-servants and
maid-servants, camels and asses. In all this

time, and in all these places, scarcely two
potters worked alike. The Scriptures make
frequent mention of these industrial artists, and
always as though they were free to fashion their

clay as they chose, to finish their work or throw
it away, to make vessels of honour or dishonour,

to form them or break them. Jeremiah tells

US ho was commanded to go down to the house

of the potter, and continues, “Then I went
down to the potter’s house, and, behold, he
wrought a work on the wheels. And the vessel

that he made of clay was marred in the hand of

the potter; so he made it again another vessel,

as seemed good to the potter to make it. Then
the word of the Lord came to me, saying, “ 0
Honso of Israel, cannot I do with you as this

potter?’’ saith the Lord. “Behold, as the clay

is in the potter’s hand, so are ye in mine.” In

consequence of the licence thus given by the

nature of the material, every man’s work must
have been, in some slight particular, idiocra-

tical. At this distant day, keramio critics can
not only distinguish the pottery of one ancient

people from that of another, but, in the case

of Roman and Greek work, assisted by inscrip-

tions, they can occasionally name the pottery in

which it was executed; and, though still more
rarely, the name of the artist who made a par-
ticular specimen. We will follow one of these

skilful critics, Dr. Birch, through a work on

keramio prodneta, which he first issued a few

years ago, but has now enlarged and revised, en.

titled “AHistory of Ancient Pottery.”* We must

follow him warily, however, because he has to

take for his premises the insufficient, and some-

times inaccorate, descriptions given hy travel-

lers, English, French, and German, supplemented

by references to piles and piles of archmological

journals in various languages, only verified

occasionally by the sight of specimens in avail-

able mnseums.

Dr. Birch’s first chapter groups together

Egyptian and Oriental pottery. After deducting

a somewhat lengthy account of brick and brick-

making, of terra-cotta sarcophagi, and inscribed

cones, we may obtain a tolerably clear idea of

the diversity of purposes for which the ancient

Egyptians employed pottery, and of the nume-

rous forms it assumed to meet tho calls upon its

services. Where wo should take a cask, the

ancient Egyptian thought of a vase
;
and whore

we should require a casket, he thought only of

another vase of another form. Where we should

employ a bucket, or a hod, or a pot, or a pan, or

a pail, he took always his vase or clay vessel.

Half-bnried in the floor of his cellar stood the

great jars that held hie supply of salted geese,

salted fish, or meats ; and resting in stands, or

rings, stood open-mouthed vases for oil, honey,

and wine. In conical jars bo kept his dates and

figs; in cylindrical jars his paints. He made
vases to hold the mummies of his sacred birds,

and to hold the entrails of the dead ; and he

formed toy- vases, two inches high, for playthings

for his children. Araphoroa, or two-handled

vases, he used for incense, or matters to bo

carried in procession, or as offerings to the gods
;

three-handled vases for water; and jugs with

one handle for milk, and water. His daughters

kept tho cosmetics for their wheat-coloured skin

in a jug with a spout to it
;
but we will not look

beyond this sacred mystery. Wo feel, as the

Doctor evidently wishes hia readers to feel, that

every purpose had its specially-shaped vessel
;

but wo also feel, as all his readers will do, that

the illustrations should have been selected and

arranged so as to show the different forms and
assist the inquirer in distinguishing them. We
are told, too, of deep dishes for bread, roast

meats, and water-fowl
;
of pots for ointments or

salves
;
jars for spices and drugs; drinking- cups;

but they all remain, like dissolving views,

blended with one another, for want of more
definite illustration. There are, it ia true, several

specimens figured, some singly and some in

groups
; but they do not convey tho special

information that a student first wants, and
without which he must grope about in the dark.

Here and there, too, a note adds to the confusion

of ideas, instead of explaining difficulties. Still

describing Egyptian pottery, Dr. Birch says,

“ Different clays were applied to particular uses.

The cruse, or ancient Egyptian lecythns, a vase

adapted for holding a small quantity of liquid

probably oil to feed lamps, or medicaments, of

which only a small quantity was required, was
of a brown or black paste. These vases seem to

have been in use in Palestine, one having been

fonnd amidst the rnins of Tyre ;
and their clay

and varnish enable us to comprehend the nature

of tho Semitic potteries. Some are of a light

red-coloured paste Other vases, as well

as jugs or bottles, with oval bodies and narrow
necks, are made of a black clay; and one speci-

men, with a compressed globular body, has a
lustre indistinguishable from the lustrous glazes

of Nola and Vulci.” And then, as we think wo
have mastered these facts, onr eye is attracted

to a note which contradicts all we might infer

from the mention of this last specially-glazed

* History of Ancient Pottery, Egyptian, Assyrian,
Greek, Etruscan, and Roman. By Samuel Birch, LL.D.,
E.8.A., Ac. New and revised edition, London: John:
Murray, 1873.

Egyptian vase, saying, “This unique vase is pro-

bably Greek.” To the seasoned arcbeeologist, of

course, such stumbling-blocks would he mere
pebbles in the path. We speak only in tho

interest of inquirers.

In the chapter on Assyrian Pottery we
come once more upon the glowing accounts

Mr. Layard brought home from Nineveh con-

cerning the terra-cotta tablets, cylinders, and

prisms of the Assyrians, telling the history of

the groat monarch, Tigleth-Pileser, or detailing

the campaign of Sennacherib against the King
of Judah, or the dedication of the Birs Nimrud,
by Nebuchadnezzar, to the seven planets. Here,

again, we have lengthy mention of bricks and
brickraaking. All that Sir H. Rawlinson, Rich,

and Porter observed in the course of their respec-

tive travels is set down anew, with reference to the

potter’s gradual progress. “ The state of the arts

in Baby Ion and Egypt,” the Doctorremarks, “helps

to elucidate some obscure points in the history

of brickwork. At the large temple at Warka,

Mr. Loftus found an edifice built of cones 3^ in,

long, laid horizontally, apex and base alternately

and embedded in a cement of mud and straw.

Some of tho cones dug up on tho platform had

straw still adhering to their sides. The clay o

these bricks was of a dingy yellow, but many
had their bases dipped in black or red paint. By
means of these colours they were arranged in

ornamental patterns of diamonds, stripes, and

zigzags.” Of Assyrian pottery proper, there is

a group figured, as well as the small heart-

shaped vase Mr. Layard found built into tho

back of a wall at Nimrud, and a bowl found in

the same groat centre
;
and that is all.

Greek pottery is the real stronghold of the

Doctor. Ho devotes half his substantial volume

to its history, and gives it upwards of seventy

illustrations. There are 20,000 specimens of

Greek vases ranged on the shelves of European
museums for him to handle; or, as some
reckoners have it, 50,000. Of these 2,000 are in

the British Museum, ready to band. Here,

again, a few illustrations to the point would
have been of service. It is not enough that h©
has told us of the great tubs, or casks, called

piihoi ; of amplioreis, or casks of a small er size

of phialai, or saucers ; of pinahes, or plates
; of

chytroi, or pots; of oinoclioai, or jugs. He
should have shown specimens of all these articles

of pottery. To be sure there is a pithos figured

;

but it is only a representation of that to which
Diogenes retired, found figured on a fragment

of a lamp. Only a handle of an amphora is

illustrated, and so on. We feel the real valueless-

ness of all classifications when we come upon
such a passage as this, albeit it is illustrated

with a very attractive group of vases :
—“ Tho

next style has been designated by vai-ious

names, as Carthaginian, Corinthian, Egyptian,

Phoenician, aud Doric. It is, however, better

to comprise all these varieties in the general

term of Archaic Greek.” Perhaps it is better

to be clear of the possibility of a wrong guess

;

but is this the measure of our discernment in

these matters? A Rickman, ready with “An
Attempt toDiscriminate” iSic., is clearly wanted in

this department of antiquities. However, not to

dwell on weak places, wo pass on to hear what
Dr. Birch has to tell us of the patchings and
mendings of tho numerous vases found in ancient

tombs in Sonthern Italy :

—

“ Almost all tkose id the musenms ofEurope have been
mended, aud tho most skilful workmen at Naples and
Rome have been employed to restore them to their pris-
tine perfection. Their defective parts have been scraped,
tiled, re-joined, and supplied with pieces from other vases,
or else completed in plaster of Paris, over which coating
tho restored portions are painted in appropriate culoure,
and varnished so as to deceive the inexperienced e3’e.
But, either through carelessness, or else owing to the
diflerence of process, the restorations have one glaring
technical defect : the inner lines are not of the glossy hue
of tho ancient glased ones, aud there is no indication of a
thick raised line, which follows the original outline in the
old paintings. Sometimes the restorer has pared away
the ancient incrustation, and out down to theduU-coloured
paste of the body of the vase. In aume rare instances, a
figure hae been painted in alight red or orange oil pamt
on the black ground, or in black paint of the same kind
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on an orange ground. But in all these frauds, the dull
tone of colour, the inferior style of art, and the wide dif-

ference between modern and ancient drawing and treat-

ment of aubieet, disclose the deception."

All this is sail. Pietro Fondi manufactured
sham ancient vases at Venice and Corfo. The
Vasari family, in Venice, followed suite. Even
Wedgwood ia impeached. There is a “ Flint

Jack,’' it appears, in this department of anti-

quities, as in most others. But are we sure
tliat more than emulation was intended by either

of these firms ?

Considerable pains have been taken to arrive at

tbo correct age of Greek vases, by comparing them
with paintings on the walls of tombs, coins, and
other phases of art. Vases of the Doric style,

with maroon figures upon yellow grounds, are
ascribed by different authorities to the three or
five centuries, B.C. Black-figured vases are
indicated, by the subjects represented on them,
as belonging to the sixth century B.C. Those
with red figures are ascribed to the same date.
Vases with monochrome paintings, in which
there is no distinction of sox, have been assigned
to the ninth century B.C., after which date the
painter Eumarus made the innovation of distin-
guishing the sexes. Vases with three-quarter
faces are supposed to be about the age of
Pericles, B.C. 464; those with full faces, of the
time of Alexander of Pherce, B.C. 369-4, because
full faces appear on coins of that date. Those
exhibiting expression of countenance are as-
signed to the days of Apelles, B.C. 313. Trans-
parent draperies are supposed to indicate the
ago of Polygnotua, or B.C. 436. But all these
dates are disputed. The Due de Luyncs, with-
out committing himself to figures, adopts this
succession : First, the Doric or Phcenician vases-
then those that are covered with a coating or
eugobe, like these, of which the black is false,
and the glaze pale

;
next, those with vigorous,

massive, archaic, black figures
j then imitations

of these, more brilliant and better finished;
after these, those with red figures, or with
black outlines" and figures on a white ground

;

and lastly the bizarre imitations by the pottej-s
of Lucania, ilessapia, and the Bruttii. And, of
course, this classification is equally open to
question. As soon as we come to inscribed
vases, much of this uncertainty vanishes,
because the characters are almost conclusive
testimony. The dialect is another guide. With
these aids, then, if we cannot distinguish the
actual goblet from which Heracles quaffed his
“ solemn draught of true religious wiue,” before
he

_

set out to rescue Alcestis, or the cup
which held the magic drink Medea gave to
Jason, or those that Hebe filled with ” nec-
tarous mnomcl,” we may, at least, without
fear of error, refresh our eyes with vases made
700 years B.C., showing the hunt of the boar of
Kalydon, or the nuptial dance of Ariadne, or
the combat over the body of Achillea, and bun.
dreds of kindred subjects. There are two kinds
of inscriptions—painted and incised. They were
placed anywhere—on the legs of figures, on the
various objects represented, or over or under
them, or on the handles, or foot, of the vessel.
Instead of writing on a vase, as a Staffordshire
potter might do, “ For a good boy,” the Greek
potter wrote, “The boy is handsome,” and in-
stead of “ A present from Margate,'’ he wrote
on the prize vases, “I am a prize from Athens.”
The artist put hia name often to his work; so
did the potter. “ Such never made Euphro-
nios,” wrote a potter depreciatingly of a rival.

“The son of Ergotimus, Encherus, made it,”

wrote another, more reverently bringing in hia

father’s name. “Hail, and drink this,” is

written on a cup. “ Drink, and do not lay me
down,” is on a boat-shaped vessel found at Valci.
Another, with foliage painted on it, says, “ Nicko-
laos is handsome

;
Dorotheua is handsome

; seems
to me that the one and the other is handsome.
Memnon to me is handsome and dear.” One
vessel is inscribed “The most beautiful female.”
May we set this down as an offering to a bride
elect ? “I am the cup of Kephisophon

; if any
one breaks me, let him pay a drachm

; the gift

of Xenokrates,” wrote a careful potter, at the
dictation, probably, of a more careful purchaser.
About fifty names of potters have been observed.
Sometimes the potter was also the painter. But
as a rule, after the potter had formed a vase on
the wheel, an artist took it in hand, who traced
the subject to be painted in outline, and then
handed it to the painter, who. Dr. Birch thinks,
executed

_

the whole subject in outline, and
returned it to the artist when incised lines were
required. Then it was given to a modeller, who
added such parts as were moulded. Then to a

fireman, who took it to the furnace, and brought
it back perfected. A fireman, for the furnace,

and packers, to pack up vessels for exportation,

were also employed, it is supposed, in large
establishments. There were potteries in several

places in Asia Minor, in the Grecian islunds,

Corfu, Athens, Korinth, Delphi, Patrai, Megara,
Laconia, and in some other parts of the continent
of Greece, and in several of the old cities of Italy.

To the fast part of this section of his work,
we must admit, to be fair, Dr. Bircb bas given
exactly the kind of illustration we require for

those portions previously mentioned. Prom
twenty to thirty small diagrams make clear, to

any capacity, the difference between, we will

say, a prochoos and a kotylisJeos, or an olpe

;

or

between a lekythos and bomhyHos, which no
verbal description could do. He has given
exactly the kind, wo repeat, but nob a sufficient

quantity. There are still many vessels alluded
to in the text, as mentioned by ancient writers,

the forms of which must remain hopelessly
obscure in the minds of most readers, for the
want of illustration. Some vases are illustrated,

we mast add, without sufficient reference to them
in the text, to permit of their identification.

Concerning Etruscan pottery there ia not so
much to be said. The remains are scarcer; the
field smaller. As in the Greek examples, it is

the silent tomb that has treasured up most of
the specimens that have come to light. We are
not to infer, however, that the vessels found in

sepulchres were always made for the purpose of

b- ing deposited in them, for it ia clear that they
were simply buried with them as part of a
national custom. There are four colours found,

—

brown-ware, black-ware, red-ware, and yellow,
ware. But the Etruscans never attained the
excellence in pottery that they achieved in gold-
smith’s work and engraving on gems.

In a much more copious and certain fashion is

Roman pottery treated. From bricks and tiles

up to the dainty cap inscribed BIBAMVS PIE,
“Let uB drink piously,” or AMO TE CONDITE,
" I love thee, 0 stored One,” the subject is well
investigated. Here, as in the Greek section,

the Doctor can speak with authority oat of his

own scholarship and knowledge, instead of
merely standing at the stirrup of a traveller, as
it were, and gleaning from his talk such observa-
tions as relate to the pottery he has seen in the
distant laTids he has visited. There are as many
tiles mentioned as would pave a palace-court

;

as many lamps as would be required in a
triumphal procession; sufficient vases to serve a
banquet, or stock a villa

; and so on, in equally
wholesale quantities, through the various forms
of pottery. Homely, indeed, read some of the
inscriptions found on the amphorae mentioned,

—

“The best Dripping,” “Pickle,” “Grease,” dro.

Pleasanter to read is a legend on the neck of one
found on the Aventine Hill, Fabriles Marcellce,

n[ostr«’] ad felicitufem, “The w'^rkmen of our
Marcella to wish her joy”; or on that of another
found in the gardens of the Villa Farnese,
“Mamertine wine from the cellar of L. Pnrellus
Gemellus.” Far from being prized in Imperial
Rome, earthenware was looked down upon as a
very inferior article. “ Gold,” says the satirist,

“has driven away the vases of Numa, and the
brass vessels of Saturn the urns of the vestals
and Etruscan earthenware.” The bright coral-

coloured ware we admire so much went “out of
fashion ” in Rome. “ In the early times of the
r.-pnblic,” tbo Doctor summarizes, “even persons
of wealth used only pottery at their meals, as
well as for other domestic purposes

; but the
increase of wealth caused vessels of bronze to be
made for many uses for which pottery had been
formerly deemed sufficient. In warmth and
comfort, however, homely earthenware must
have far surpassed the frigid magnificence of
services of plate. Under the Empire, glass was
used, even by the poor, for driuking-cups, while
the rich disdained meaner materials than gems,
precious metals, moulded or engraved glass.

Earthenware was left for the service of the gods,
and the tables of the poor.” This was not very
respectful towards the celestials, but perhaps it

was prudent; and perhaps, also, incorrect.

There are four varieties of unglazed Roman
pottery,—yel'ow, red, grey, and black

;
and in

these such wide differences of colour as to con-
stitute a fifth variety, if not a sixth. The yellow
varies from almost a greyish-white to a reddish
hue; and the red from a salmon-colour to coral.

Pliny mentions eight seats of the manufacture.
“ The services used at a Roman eotertainment,”
continues Dr. Birch, “ presented the same spec-
tacle as those of persons possessing wealth and

,

taste at the present day, to which the potteries

of Staffordshire, of Sevres, Dresden, and China
contribute their respective portions. The most,

exquisite enjoyment was derived from tho con-;

templation of a variety of the products of the
human mind and hand, which please by their

association and improve by their presence.” We'
are tempted to pass along the tables and lift up^

some of the chief vases to discern the potters^

names. Perhaps, we think, we may find onel

made by the father of Virgil, who was a potter, Li

Here, let ns say, is a bowl of red Samian wa^e,^

bearing the name of Divix, by tbo side of a"

figure holding a cap. Here is a red glazed cup

inscribed in raised letters, BIBE AMICE DE
MIO, “ Drink, 0 friend, from my cap.” Herel
is a red plate, with white beans dressed in oili

upon it, for which Martial said the entertain^

ments of the wealthy might be refused. Herc^
is a smaU black vase, inscribed REPLE ME'
COPO MERI DE ET, “ Fill me up, host; wineii

is wanting.” It would be easy, in this way, tc[

dream through a summer’s day.
j

Celtic, Teutonic, and Scandinavian vessek)

hold a %'ery different place in the author’^
regards. Three illustrations, and leas than 9^

score of pages of letter-press, suffice for all thd
no’ ice that is accorded them. They have comef
to the front within the last few years, and, aD
yet, have made themselves no place in th«l

esteem of an antiquary whose sympathies are sef

entirely with the South. A gallant hero, iai

northern story, boasted that neither the wife)

he loved nor the arms he boro were fit for any!,

other man. And the same might be said of hie

pottery. Northern vases are urns, low, wide!

mouthed, and sturdy. They have no long

graceful necks, no inviting handles, no ready
lip

;
no story, nor legend. At the most they are

adorned with a herring-bono pattern, and 8

couple of clumsy ears, or perforated with holc^

for thongs, by which they were slung up in thel

rude huts of their owners. But for all thafc

those who stand by at the opening of the ole

graves on tho moors and bills, whence these

urns are chiefly obtained, as far as oar own
country is concerned, view them with as mud
rapture as a Roman antiquary would pour onk

over a “ find ” in a catacomb, or a European
light upon a vase of ancient Jewish pottery ir

Palestine. The southern pottery ably representti

the southern sunny life, spent in gaidens andi

vineyards, gatherings and games, and conquests •)

and the crude northern ware is equally commmi
nicative concerning the rude life of its ownorsi'

their strong rough hands and ways. As we loot

upon the last we realise the cold, the mists, thd.

bogs, the sunless forests our Celtic ancestorsi

bad to deal with, and in its want of beauty seoi

the reflection of their homes in their embankedii
camps, their continual defence, and poor re-j

sources. "We can find in it neither pride oil

work, nor possession, nor indeed any knowledge!
of letters, for neither potter nor proprietor hasJ

placed his name upon any specimen that has jet)

been found.

In conclusion. Dr. Bircb says truly that thel

pottery of a raco may be compared with thosel

fossil remains by which man endeavours to learn;j

the age of the earth, for it bears with it internali

evidence of the stratum of human existence tci

which it belongs. “ A duo knowledge of thei|

great distinction of the various products of thel"

art of pottery amongst the ancients is esaentiali

to a perfect knowledge of the relative antiquity;

of races and sites. The use of letters is com-o

paratively recent, the glyptic and graphic .arts-

only exist in these 'later forma as exercised ow
unperishable materials ; but in every quarter ol:

the world fictile fragments of the earliest efforts-'

of the human race lie beneath the soil, fragilal

but enduring remains of the time when the

world was in its youth.’' And so ha sets ufl^

down in the fax*-off days “ when all the worlds

was young,” in the centuries anterior to thosa.

in which Mr. Chaffers and other writers oU'i

Mediaeval pottery take us up. More method,:^

and a more systematic selection of the illustra^*

tions would have made the work perfect. As it

is, a multiplicity of facts are gathered together,-,

much as a heap of shards might be preserved!

by a careful curator, certain that all are valo*l

able, but having no special place for them to be

seen to advantage in. Nevertheless, it would be -

difficult to point to a more worthy authority on

tho subject.

The Ceme Abbas Highway Surveyor-ti

ship.—There were ten candidates for this vacanti

Burveyorship, and at the last meeting of the.

Highway Board, Mr. Richard Hawkins, of Piddle-.'

trenthide, was appointed.
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1 LECTURES AND LESSONS ON ART.

! Mr. F. W. Moodv is as the voice of one crying
ji the wildernesa. In the midst of an age sunk
ji Gothic barbarity, worshipping the grossest
irtistic materiaiisra, and overrun and bewildered

jy swarms of ignorant and self - confident
jribics, blind leaders of tho blind, who rejoice in

iglineSB and abortion for their own sake, one pro-
jhet, at least, is to bo found who has not bowed
ibe knee to Baal, and who, true to his high
oisaiou,

—

“Among tho ftiithlesB, faithful only he,”—

lolds aloft the light which will guide us to all

itistic truth. If wo are betrayed into speaking
omewhat “ in Cambyses’ vein,” this must be
ooked on with indulgence as a humble and very
lossibly unsuccessful attempt to emulate the tone
,nd stylo of our enthusiastic author. Mr. Moody’s
irst volume of lectures,* delivered at the South
Censington Museum, now laid before the public,
night in fact bo shortly described as an asser-
lon of the superior excellence, beanty, and re-

inemont of every branch of art of the Cinque-
ento period, accompanied by a general onslaught
pon everything and everybody else, interspersed
tith rules for drawing tho acanthns-leaf. This
}, at least, tho general impression likely to be
lade upon weak minds by a perusal of the
ook. The more particular impression para-
aount above the rest is, that all “critics” are
'Orn idiots. Indeed, the wrath of Mr. Moody
gainst all persons whom ho comprehends under
his term has in it sometliing of tho sublime, in
:s intensity and persistence. We should be sorry
0 have to oouut how often the obnoxious term
j flourished before the reader’s eyes : we only
emember it comes wherever the hard words
ccur, and that is very often indeed. It is some
onsolution to those who are thus gibbeted, to
:now that they have no lack of companions in
lisery, as it is evident that the w’ord “ critic,” as
sed by Mr. Moody, signifies any one and every
no who is unfortunate enough to have ideas or
redilections about art diverse from those iucul-
atorl by him.
The eight lectures contained in the volume
ow published deal with “social and physical
coidents,” “ modem theories,” and “ education,”
1 the first three

;
the four following are devoted

j the consideration of the principles of composi-
ion and application of ornamental art

;
and tho

nal lecture deals with “ material.” Tho remarks
n the peculiar hiudrances, in modern life, to the
ultivation of an artistic feeling and sympathy,
rising from social organisation (or want of
rganisation), as well as on tho influeuce of
liinate, are what most of us will agree with,
nd are indeed points which have been remarked
pon often enough before. Lecture II., “ On
lodern Theories,” is in the main an attack on
he realistic school in art, and contains much iu

rhich we heartily concur. Tho idea that if an
rtist wishes to paint a Scriptural subject “ ho
oust set out at once for the Holy Land, and
here, b}* the aid of the best commentators,
ndeavour to find the exact scene he has chosen
0 illustrate,” &c., is, in regard to the highest
leal object of art, the appeal to the feeling and
maginarioii, unquestionably an absurdity; and
fe may sympatliiso with Mr. M<;ody when he
irofesses himself “really ashamed to state any-
hiug BO obvious as that the beauty of a story
loes not consist in its truth in the sense that the
acts related actually took place; and that half
be stories of the old mythology are allegories
which are as true now a.s ever they were.” It
ts only (air, however, to distinguish between tho
jpTeatrnent of what is accepted as pure myth, and
(vbat comes mure or less perfectly under tho
flomain of historical fact. Modern criticism and
j’.opographioal research have brought Eastern
ncene.s and onstoms, for instance, much more
|rividly home to us than was the case two or
:bree generations ago, when a dromedary and a
palm supplied all the localisation that was
demanded or thought of

;
and if the object of a

painter is to bring before modern spectators
ISOtuothing of the reality of what they accept as
a.geiuiiue historical fact, he will certainly gain
power towards this end by a study of local

icharactcristioB, s eiiio and human. And this kind
of object in painting is not by any means useless
or contemptible

;
it comes with a force of its own

to many minds which would be entirely oniiu-
pressed by an assemblage of ideal and idealised

1

I
* Lectures and Lessons on Art ; being an Introductionm » practical arid CDitiprchensive Scheme. By F. W.

'Moody, Instructor in Decorative Art ut South Keusiugton
Museum. London: Bell & Daldy.
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figures, of no special character or race, however
noblo in expression and composition. The niii^take

of those who have been termed “pre-Raffaellites”
(a word which might as well be dropped,
now that the most distinctive and objectionable
mannerisms which disfigured the movement have
been dropped also by all its ablest adherents)
lies in regarding this realism, a very important
and powerful element in a certain class of
paintings, as the “ be-all and end-all here,” and
ignoring the fact that there is a higher ideal of

painting, appealing entirely to the imagination
and feeling of intellectual people, and in which
facta are of quite secondary consequence, or are
only made use of as tho bare material or occa-
sion for the display of a great idea. In regard
to this highest ideal art mere correctness of
accidental facts is of no consequence

;
and

Thorwaldsen retorted with perfect justice against
those who objected to bis being employed to,

carve saints and apostles, because he did not
believe in them, “Neither do I believe in tho
gods of Greece,” whose imaginary being had
furnished motive for some of his finest works.
Regarding the ideal and the realistic as tho two
opposite jtoles of art, Mr. Moody gives us in the
continuation of this chapter a “ scale of art,” in

which the various characteristics of each of
these opposite branches are tabulate 1, with a
certain degree of truth, but with a bias which is

amusingly displayed in the lino devoted to
colour, which is described on tho “realistic”
side in the words “tendency to be poor”;
“accidental and staring”: a description whicb,
iu our author’s point of viow, we presume in-

eludes Rossetti and Madox ! And this bias
is still more pronounced when we are told
(page 35) that “ if a pre-Rtiffaellite says his

system is true, and all others false, you havn but
to admit bis existence and classify him, and you
at once see that he will be of no use to you, for
he can teach you nothing.” We have an idea
that some of the artists includ'd under that
awkward title could teach Mr. Moody a good
deal. In the remarks as to the supremacy and
importance of the Imraan figure as tho highest
medium of expression in art, and the influence
which tho study of it has in raising men’s tastes
above any mere peculiarities of fashion in art
(page 30;, we are, on the other hand, entirely
wi^h him

;
and we must quote also with satis-

faction the note (pag-" 28) in which reference is

raa 'e to the absurdity of the artists and critics

of the realistic school in landscape claiming
Turner as of their school, and classing his
wonderfully poetic creations therewith : a species
of critical blindness which is almost incon-
ceivable on the part of persons possessed of
ordiuary senses and perceptions.

Lecture III., on “ Education,” is, to a great
extent, an attack on what is termed “ tho
academic system,” and contains a good deal of
not very new, but perhaps not the less necessary,
truth, especially as to the general want of in-
telligent direction in schools of art, and the
consequent waste of time on the part of multi-
tudes of pupils in stippling up drawings to a
higli finish for mere show, learning really no-
thing, and doing no valuable art-work. It is

suggestive that the last protest of this latter
kind which we had occasion to notice came from
a disciple of the opposite school * from Mr.
Moody.
The lecture No. IV., on ornamental art, is a

plea in favour of the value and importance of
aymmeti’y and even distribution iu ornament, a
point on vvhich a protest is much wanted, as a
balance to tho erroneous declamation of the
modern worshiitpers of Japanese art, concerning
which it is here roundly said that “ it requires
no intellect to design in this style.” This is

true enough; but an eye and feeling for colour
it does require to emulate the effect of Oriental
ornament in this respect; and it is unfortunate,
moreover, that while Mr. Moody thus attacks
the shibboleth of one artistic set, he is at the
same time ready with a shibboleth of his own,
with as little reason. Even granting it to be
true that we are to “ dismiss from our minds all
notion that it is necessary or desirable that
ornament should have an illustrative or didactic
purpose” (which is rather too sweeping a prin-
ciple), it by no means follows that “to con''etnii
a piece of ornament because it is made up of
nondescript dolphins, of labels, and winged
griffins, and make jokes upon so incongruous an
asseinblago, shows that the critic has not yet
coninienced tho study of art.” We suppose it is

Tho Eev. St. John Tvrwhitt, in his “Lectures on
Art.”

in pursuance of the predilections here hinted at
that Mr. Moody has tagged his own book with
ornamental head and tail pieces of griffins with
the corners of towels in their mouths, and such
other things, of which we must say roundly that
we never saw such trash admitted as decorative
adjuncts into a book published by a professed
ornamentist. We do “condemn” such weak,
commonplace “ motives ” iu design, and are
prepared to “ make jokes ” on them, in defiance
of Mr. Moody. It is on the same principle that
the panels on tho wall of the School of Science
have been designed

;
and we must say that we

have seldom se n a large amount of ornament
spread over a wall with so little of novelty, inven-
tion, or interest as in this case. It might with
equal justice be retorted on the author that “ it

require* no intellect to design in that style,” for
it is nothing more than the working up of old
and incongruous details of cinqueceiito orna-
ment. Mr. Moody, in denouncing the narrow,
ness and prejudice of a school of designers in
opposition to himself (among whom are some
very able men) shows to the full as much
narrowness and prejudice in his turn, and with
just as littlo reason.

The suggestions on the treatment of drapery
in Lecture V., and those on the elonu-nts of
ornament in Lecture VI., are useful and sug.
gestivo as starting-points for young designers to
work from; and perhaps starting-points are all

that can bo usefully given in such matters
; for

all that is to be of any value must be worked
out from the student’s own feeling, on the basis
BUiigested to him. A disproportionate import,
ance seems to us to be attached to the correct
drawing of tho acanthus-leaf in Lecture VI.,
several pages being devoted to it. It would be
more germane to the matter to have suggested
some broad principles as to the invention and
treatment of conventional leaf-ornament of a
new type; but the author rightly recognises that
the Greek acanthus-leaf is no mere imitation of
nature, but a generalised symbol of a class of
vegetation. We may, however, have many such
symbols, derived from many different types in
the vegetable world. In proof, we suppose, of
the superior excellence of Italian and Classic
ornament, we are told in one of these lectures
that it is almost impossible to get workmen to
execute Italian ornament well, whereas plenty
can be found to execute Gothic oruatneut.
Perhaps some Gothic architects would tell a
different story; but it is odd that the
author really cannot see that tho fact, if it

is one, is simply due to tho present prevalent
taste for Gothic, which leads tho nitijority of
art-workmen to study its forms in jircfer-
enco to others. Twenty or thirty years ago
the case would have been just the reverse.
The conclusion of Lecture VI. gives ns a list of
things that are useful and suitable as parts of
ornamental design, and a pretty bo.x of toys it

is; as “ tools, musical instruments, arms, masks,
sceptres, fasces, ribbons,” and a great deal more,
with the concluding observation that “the
thyrstis and ornamental details all form orna-
ment of a very high order in Roman, Cinque-
cento, and, I may add, in Oriental art, as well.”
Against which last passage is appended a defiant
note that “ critics gravely* assert that such
things, more especially architecture, ought not
to be represented at all. We seem to havo
reached a climax in the philosophy of art,” &c.
&o. In reg.ird to the common employment of
architectural details in some kinds of ornament,
especially stained glass, we have often “gr.ively
asserted,” and we gravely assert a^rnin, that
such a treatment is an entire mistip|ilioation
and we will judge Mr. Moody from no worse
works than his own. If the stained gla^s Aviu.
dowB exhibited a year or two .ago in the [uterna-
tional Exhibition, and now (we believe) on one
of tho staircases at South Kensington, do not
convert their spectators to our view of the sub-
ject, nothing will.

The chapter on the “Proper Distribution of
Ornament” (Lecture VII.) presents us ut the
outset with an illustration of “an example of
advanced architecture,” in order to show the
ar.ndent how and where ornament slmuld be
distributed. We should like our readers to see
this specimen of what is reengnis d as “ad-
vanced architecture” by Mr. Moodv : somo
of them would certainly symparhise ‘with our
feelings on re idiug iu the same paragraph
that “architecture will form tho subject
of a series of lectures.” Before that time
arrives, let us trust that Mr. Moodv’s views
.as to Avhat constitutes “advanced archi.
‘lecture” will be modified; and that he will
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arrive at a truer perception also of tlie

genesis of Gothic architecture than to describe

it as a style wliich “ discarded square, massive

for.'ns for those which imply flexure and

ramiacation,—qualities completely at variance

wich those of stone”; a remark which implies

about as total a misapprehension of the subject

as could well be compressed into a single sen-

tence. In some other matters in this and the

next lecture, as to the painting of elaborate

pictures on ceilings, where they cannot be pro-

porly viewed, for instance, and as to the imita-

tion in one material of construction only suitable

for another material (arches in wood, panelling

in stone, &c.), it seems to bo considered enough

argument to say that all artists, in all ages,

have done it ;
which, if true (and it surely is

not), only proves that there has been a great

deal’of bad taste and bad art in the world.

We fear the result of a perusal of these

lectures mu->t be the conclusion that their

author, wliile making violent and in some

respects just attacks upon the prejudices of a

certain school, is himself possessed by prejudices

as strong, and antipathies as narrow, as any of

the members of that school. It was charged

against one of our chief historians that he was

“°too sure of everything”; the chief Govern-

ment Instructor in Art seems to us open to the

same charge ;
and ho would bo likely to do more

for his pupils, and encourage a broader and

deeper feeling for art, if he could only believe

that there are genius and excellence in other

schools than the cinque-cento, and if ho wore

not quite so certain that he is right and every-

body else is wrong.

NOVELTIES AT THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

Recently a very interesting addition was

made to the Exhibition at South Kensington in

the opening of the Queensland Annexe, which is

in itself a complete and compact, although a small

exposition. The products of this rich and fertile

section of our Australasian Colonies have been

admir.ably arranged in a court opening from

Room Xir., on the eastern side of the Exhibi-

tion buildings, in close proximity to the School

of Cookery. In describing the locality, the

thought occurs that it is scarcely creditable tliat

the daily ” Key” should retain, to the embarrass-

ment of visitors, the effete titles of certain

courts. The “ Belgium Supplementary Court,”

improperly so called, is this year appropriated

in three divisions to the colonies of South

Australia, New South Wales, and Victoria, a

small space in the central room being devoted to

New Zealand. The Queensland Exhibition is

located in what was formerly the entrance to the

“East Machinery Annexe.”

To Mr. Dahitree, Agent- General for the colony

of Queensland, praise is duo for the collection

and arrangement of colonial products in this

court
;
and credit must also be given to his able

lieutenant, Mr. Kennedy, for his ready politeness

in communicating all the information that

inquiring visitors may desire.

Tiie first class of exhibits to attract attention

ou entering the Queensland Annexe are the

varieties of indigenous timber produced by the

colony. They arc very numerous, and strike one

as being in a sense peculiar. They include woods

that may be useful for scantlings in land bnild-

iiiga, or in shipbuildings ;
many of them, of tine

grain, are beautitully marked, and admirably

adapted to cabinet-making purposes
;
but.ou tho

whole, they give tho idea of being rather in-

tractable, and of being all hard to work. There

33 nothing among them that comes near in

qualify, for the purposes to which such woods

are applied, to Miraraachi yellow pine, to red

])ine, pitch pine, D.mtzic, or Memel. The

Queensland timbers have, notwithstanding this

obj*‘ction, a variety of decided merits. The

country, from its vast area and the diversity of

soil, climate, and altitude of its lands, has a

greater variety of timber probably than any

or.lier of the Australian colonies. The Eucalipti

tribe is now established as well entitled to

confidence, when applied to building purposes,

for its hardness, toughness, and durability. Tho

Eucalyptus pilularis reaches a diameter of from

21 in. to -to in., and a height of from 60 ft. to

80 ft. It furnishes excellent timber for house

carpentry. The Euc. hmnastoma has a diameter

of from 2 ft. to 4 ft., and grows to about 90 ft.

in height. It furnishes first-class timber for

shipbuilding and wheelwrights’ purposes. Nu-

merous other trees of the same family give good

timber for various uses, some of them being very

durable underground and in water. The conifercc

include some very fine trees, of the real cha-

racter of which, however, a true idea cannot be

conveyed from specimens in a small exhibition.
|

The Araucaria Bidivillii (Hook), or native Bunya
Bnnya, has a diameter of from 2^ ft. to 4 ft., and

reaches a height of more than 200 ft. The wood
is strong and good, and full of beautiful veins,

and is capable, it is stated, of beng worked and
polished with great facility. The cones, that

grow with their apex downwards, are very large,

and are used as food by the natives. Another

tree of the same species, the Araucaria Cuning-

luxmii, has a diameter of from 3 ft. to 5 ft. G in.,

and attains a height of 200 ft. This tree covers

immense tracts of land, both along the coast and

in the interior. The timber it produces is used

extensively in the colony for building and other

purposes. Sawyers get from 65s. to 70s. per

1,000 ft. for cutting it, some of the trees yielding

as much as 10,000 fc. of saleable timber. Nume-
rous other trees, or sections of them, are shown
in the Queensland Room that are suitable for

house or shipbuilding, or for railway timber, or

for ornamental purposes. The Queensland Ex-

hibitiou contains a large number of admirably-

executed photographs, some of them coloured,

that give an excellent idea of the scenery of the

country, and of the habitations of the colonists,

and many of their pursuits. Tho Exhibition

includes an excellent selection of examples of

the productions of tho colony in cotton, maize,

wheat, and other cereals, sugar (ihirty-two

samples), capital manufactured tobacco, silk,

hides, boots and shoes,—a very interesting well-

filled case, wool, Angora goat’s wool, gums,

rucks, soils, including numerous varieties from
cretaceous rocks and alluvial soils; a fine show
of serpentines, rough and polished

;
varieties of

copper and till ores
;
metamorphio ores

;
palaeo-

zoic marbles, various in vein and colour, s me of

them very beautiful
;
lead ore

;
Devonian slate

and soils
;
Queensland coal, mezozoic coal ; a case

of very lustrous opals, in a crude condition,

emeralds, rubies, and other gems; numerous large

agates, that are almost as common in Queens-

land as pebbles aroiii some other places. There

is also a good display of preserved meats, wine,

and other products of the colony, and an excel-

lent display of preserved beasts and birds.

Among the varieties of Queensland coal, the

Allora seam is got at only 45 ft. from the surface,

and requires no pumping. It contains 6D'31 per

cent, of carbon. Among other curiosities tho

E.xhibition has some beautiful coral accretions,

emus’ eggs, &c.

As apology for the lateness in completion of

the Australian Exhibition, the proverb may be

quoted, that “it is a far cry to Loch Awe.”
Good though the apology may be, it does not

neutralise regret that our colonists should ouly
,

make their display when the exhibition is half

"vcr. Queensland, as we have stated, is on

view. South Australia is in a forward state,

and, if we mistake not, Victoria is ready for the

public; but New South Wales, alleged to be the

oldest and richest of tho Australian colonies, is

still in a very backward, unfinished condition.

The manifest cost in time, labour, and money
that ha-i been incurred by the colonists induces,

naturally, great regret that they have not been

bett-^r up to time. Thousands of visitors to the

Exhibition have paid their first and last visits,

without having had the chance of seeing what

our Australasian colonies are capable of doing,

and of examining their marvellously rich pro-

ductions.

We have been favoured with a private view of

the space devoted to South Australia, New South

Wales, and Victoria, and transcribe a few notes,

made on the occasion of the visit.

In the South Australian department there is a

very fine display of metallic products, particu-

larly in copper, bismuth, tin, and the native ores,

from which these metals are extracted. The

Moonta mines exhibit great wealth in purple and

yellow ore, bell-metal ore, purple sulphide, and

quartz, chloride of copper, and copper pyrites, of

which pieces will be shown above a Eon weight.

The South Australian exhibit shows also an

abundance of iron ore, red, brown, and hematite,

specular and micaoeons, with a quite wonderful

variety of wines, spirits, liqueurs, and even beer.

They make also a good show of tallow, as may
be supposed, and their show of wool, iu fleece

and iu cases, cannot, we venture to think, be

surpassed in the world. One of their exhibits, of

a totally different character, is a drawing-room

table of mosaic inlaid marble work, very

remarkable from the variety and number of the

pieces, and marvellously beautiful in the com- •

bination of the varied specimens. The fleeces '

shown by Mr. C. B. Fisher are well worth atten- •

tion, as are also the cases of dried apricots and I

raisins, and, especially, the wheat and Hour,
,

which are very fine indeed. The panoramic :

view of the city of Adelaide is an interesting
;

object in this Exhibition.

Passing from South Australia, the middle com. . .

partment, devoted to New South Wales, with a i

small corner to New Zealand, is not yet ready •

for inspection. New Zealand is so far well repre- .

sented in the cases that show the uses to which ,

the Pliorniiwn tenax, or New Zealand flax, can ,

be applied. The case has specimens of fine i

damasks, diapers, huckabacks, table - cloths,
,

sheets, towels, ropes, cords, twine, thread, and !

almost everything, indeed, that can be made out ;

of a fibrous product ; they are of such excellent ’ •

character as should incite Belfast to look to its i

laurels.

In the Victorian section visitors will find one r

of the most interesting objects in the whole i

Exhibition in the cabinet exhibited by Mr. Peter' '

M'Lean, cabinet-maker, formerly of Dumfries,
,

now of Melbourne. Mr. M'Lean has expended !

many years of his life upon this elaborate buffet- .

It has five compartments immediately over the :

base, and three compartments above these, each i

enriched with carvings iu alto-rolievo. The- i

work is a pictorial history of the foundation and 1

progress of the colony of Victoria. The extreme •

:

panels of tho under portion represent the abori- -

ginalinhabitants : at one end a chief of the Tarra*- •

Yarra tribe, ensconced in a shield panel of i

decayed gum-trees, native birds and animals, .

suakes, iguanas or lizards, and wombats
;

tho :

other end-panel contains a female native, carry- .

ing a pioraninny, and is enriched like the other.

The pilasters at the outer comers represent'!

native trees. On the two receding doors, on
each side of the centre panel, are representa-

tioiis of an emu on the one, and of a kangaroo';

on the other. The principal panel in the centre

repi'esents the first step in the civilisation and
settlement of the colony, by a tableau depicting .

the encampment of Mr. Batman and party,

about 1835, and their meeting with Buckley, a

castaway seaman, who had been many years -

with the natives, of whom a group is shown en- .

camped in the distance. The mouldings are- :

enriched with entwined English and native ivy,

which is also carried round tho outline of the--

:

upper portion. The pedestals at the ends of tbe

upper portion have a carved figure of Peace at 1

one end, and of Plenty at tho other. Each figure

is ensconced in a panel enriched with fruits and i

flowers, an I the iusides are veneered with native ;

woods. Tbe pilasters of the doors arc also en.

inched with fruits and fluwer.3, and the friezes of :

the cornices with native flowers, surmounted by ;

full-sized cockatoos in position, playing with .

wreaths of ivy. Tlie centre, between composite .

coluinn.s in carved w -rk, I'epresents tho progress ;

of civilisation in the development of pastoral,

mining, agricultural, and horticultural interests,
,

art, and commerce
;
and above there is a semi-

circular panel, in which a solar eclipse is repre-

sented by a variety of native woods, inlaid. The :

arch is surmounted by a native eagle-hawk.

Tbe line arts are as yet too young in Australia i

to possess numerous distinctive examples of re-

markable excellence
;

Victoria, nevertheless,

has its fine-art section, which includes landscapes*:

in oil, photogi-aphs, lithographs, ohrumo-litho- -

graphs, water-colour drawings, pen-and-ink i

sketches, specimens of heraldic painting, &o.

Iu miscellaneous art there are numerous exhibits :

of great merit in maps, engravings, book-bind-

ing, of first-rate character
;

printing, culonial-

made paper, electrotyping, stereotyping, clocks, '

die-siukiug, and other departments. In the i

section for wood, and manufactures from wood,

there is a very large number of exhibits, the ;

raw material including imported as well as ;

native timber, but the furniture, pianofortes,

casks, blinds, fishing-rods, drawing-boards, &o., .

are all of colonial manufacture. In metals and i

minerals a rich display is made ; the varieties, '

including iron ores, pottei^’s clay, tin, antimony, ’

copper, lead, blucstone, granite, freestone, lime- '

stone, flagging slate aud coal, with specimens of

pottery ware, bricks, tiles, terra cotta, &o. :

Numerous specimens are also shown of gold and <

tin ore, quartz, carbonates of copper, wich cases ;

of native dianaonds, sapphires, rubies, topazes,

emeralds, garnets, aquamarines, and numerous

other gems.
During the last week the Russian Court,

situated opposite the entrance to the School

of Cookery, has been opened to the public. The i
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isflian collection of exhibits ia quite a multum
parvo. If they had been arranged strictly

cording to their respective classes, they would

ivo been dispersed to various remote parts of

e Exhibition buildings. Brought togetherinto

le room, like the Indian exhibits, and arranged,

they are, in a series of little groups, they

rnish an interesting epitome, and command a

igree of concentrated attention that could not

,V6 been given to them if they had been
jpersud.

Under the first division, fine arts, there is

me excellent statuary, including a number of

ry spirited bronze statuettes, embracing pas-

ral, sporting, equestrian, and other subjects,

lis little collection is in itself well worth a

ait. Belonging to the second division, manu-
ctnres, the Eussian Court contains a number
snperb examples of gold brocade, silver

'ocade, gold brocade with silver lilies, silk

ooade in ancient and modern Eussian. and in

rsantine and other styles; military ornaments
dress, shoulder-straps, sword-knots, girdles,

id decorations. In one case the ribbons of

’enty.fivQ different orders are displayed, and
laplcts with prayers beautifully interwoven. In
0 same division there is a fine display’ of iron and
eel, of cutlery and edge tools, files, arms, and of

.rgical instruments, equal in finish to the pro-

ictinns of Sheffield and Birmingham. Class 12,

ibstancca used as food, is well represented by
trophy of potato grit, samples of wlieat, flour,

e, barley, sugar, dried and crystallized fruits,

,ncy broads, mushrooms, shrivelled green peas,

anna and the insect that produces it, groats,

)tato-fIonr, dried fish, chsese, rapeseed oilcake,

jseed oil, turnip oil, tobacco, and numerous
•her curious products.

The Exhibition includes some specimens of

•t-metal work in chased boxes, cups, caskets,

>d vessels of various kinds, alike beautiful and
irinus. An iron tray inlaid with brass, richly

id delicately chased, is a very fine example of

•t-metal work. Eeverting to another class,

lere is a great display of wines, spirits, liqueurs,

uit essences, preserves, and other products.

Scientific inventions include a very delicate

iflferential barometer, invented by Professor

ienclelmff.

This little assemblage of products is well

orth a visit. The room is decorated with
avoy's patent felted fabric.

PEOM CA^IBEIDGE.

rarities were overhauled. What a noble gallery it

is, nearly 200 ft. in length, and well proportioned
as to height and width. It ia curious to notice

here that Milton commenced “ Paradise Lost,”
in a dramatic form : the personcB are jotted

down at the head of the MS. The MS. of
“ Lycidas ” is also here. In this library, too,

hangs a plan of the Great Court of the
college, believed to have been made in the time
of Henry VIII.* The walls are shown by double
lines, not coloured in, and the references are in

Latin. Thorwaldsen’s statue of Byron, with its

over largely-developed feet and ankles, as if in

bravado against the real circumstances, and
several very fine busts, had to be looked at in this

library. Bacon, Newton, and Barrow are three of

the great names of Trinity. The ceiling of the

Hall has been decorated in colour, in parts a little

wildly, and the decoration of the walls is to follow.

The specimens for the latter already exeonted
promise well. Here Mr. Arthur Blomfield has

the direction. The windows, from designs by
Mr. Holiday, will aid the generaleffect. Amongst
the old glass is a portrait of the ill-treated

Eichard III., damned to everlasting fame by one
William Shakspeare. The new buildings at

Trinity Hall (quite distinct from Trinity College)

are making good progress, under Mr. Water-
honse, and will probably be less criticised than
those of King's, where in astone-frontedbuilding
Sir G. G. Scott has introduced Hampton Court
chimney-shafts, very well executed, by the way,
wholly of red brick, producing a little disagree-

ment of effect.

The chapel here, of world-wide fame, the
Saxon work at St. Benedict’s, aud the Norman
work at St. Sepulchre’s, were duly examined

;

the story of Hobson’s choice was told at his

Conduit
;
and the decaying mulberry-tree asso-

ciated with the name of Milton duly gazed on
;

and then all were glad of rest and refreshment.

The dinner which naturally follows these

outings was held at the anoientest of Cambridge
hostels, the Bull, with its print-covered walls.

Mr. Chas. Hill, F.S.A., presided, and was helped

by Mr. Fi-ancis Bennoch, Dr. Diamond, Mr.
Godwin, Mr. Henry Stevens, and other members
of the club, in his endeavour.^ to thank their

good guides xvho had enabled them to see so

much in a short time ; and it was explained that

Mr. S. C. Hall, Mr. Joseph Durham, A.E.A.,
Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Butterworth, and some other

stanch supporters of the State of Noviomagus,
had been kept by other calls from their accus-

tomed places.

TnE little semi-antiquarian club, the Novio-

lagiaus, of which onr readers have before now
card, spent a joyful d.oy or two in Cambridge
ist week. Mr. Clay, M.A-, of the University

rpss
;
Mr. E.ogers, of Peterhouse; Mr. Aldis

bright, of Trinity, the demolisher of Simonides;

nd Professor Meyor, of St. John’s, were amongst
neir distinguished guides, and many interesting

bings of course xvero seen. The newness of

Bveral parts of the town is striking. Sir G. G.

oott and Mr. Waterhouse have each had a long

iningfl, and are still “ carrying on.” The Chapel

f St. John’s, by the former, and the new buildings

t “Keys,” by Mr. Waterho 'se, one front of which

i illnstrated in onr presentniimber, are amongst
heir best works. Portions of the latter, especiahy

la the Tree Court (a capital picture altogether),

iemiiid one of Chambord & Blois. There is a very

l:ood window by Heaton, Butler, & Baynes, in the

[
liapel here

;
but of the teredos, with its mosaics,

ffe can scarcely speak so warmly. The now lodge,

Is the master’s residence is called a comraodions

[milding of red brick and stone, from the draw-

ings of the same architect, is nearly finished, at

he cost of some 10,0001. The interior decora,

•ion-', Mediaeval of course, are slightly gloomy.

I A clever window, though a little over-green,

.be work of Morris, Moore, & Co., has been set

bp in the Chapel of Peterhoose College, in

jnemory of Mr. Druco, a rising barrister, who
'ell f\-om his horse, and was killed a year or so

ago. The Munich glass in the windows of the

pbapel is not benefited by the contrast. Some
other glass in this same college, also by Messrs.

Morris, is very agreeable in colour and senti-

iment. Amtmgst the MS. treasures of Peter-

jlinnsi’ ia a codex, with reference in it to the
reigning king, Charlemagne, and with a blank
for the name of the queen, which serves to date
it, as nearly as may be, A.D. 775. The illus-

Itnitions include representations of atigular-

lioaded openings, etraight.lined arches, so to

fspriik, ns well as semi-circular arches, and are
'Very interesting. Trinity College, of course, oc*
loupied the visitors some time, aud several of its

THE GLASGOW BAEEACKS AGAIN.

This ill-stan*ed contract has at length, it is

hoped, reached its propanatory stage towards
much-dcsired oblivion. A court of arbitration

is now sitting at the Westminster Palace Hotel,

in such mysterious seclusion that an awe-struck

worshipper by book and pen was only permitted,

“ With ’bated breath and whispering humbleness,”

to gaze upon it for a moment, and then dis-

appear, confounded, among the heathen non-
arbitrabingworld. The Glasgow “ne’er-do-weel”
is an epic iu itself. Look at its rising, its

culmination, and its decline. It first began with a
squabble in a contractor’s office

;
then went into a

court of law
;
then into the surveyor’s depart-

ment of the War Office, to disturb the dolce far
niente of the Olympic deities there; then into

the House of Commons, to vex the placid soul of

the War Minister
;
and finally into the “ thre-

menjoua” Star-chamber of arbitration!

The arbitrators are Mr. Horace Lloyd, repre-

senting the jus civile, Mr. Henry Arthur Hunt,
and Mr. R. M. Ordinb, C.E. The question which
they have to try is the dispute between the

Secretary of State for War, ns advised, and Mr.
John Kirk, of Woolwich, respecting the contract

for erecting barracks at Maryhill, near Glasgow.

As the proceedings were about to commence,
Mr. Clulovv, from the solicitor’s side of the War
Office, told the writer that he should most
strongly object to any person taking noto.s as the

representative of the professional press. His,
dislike, he said, was founded on the circumstance
that “ he once gave a reporting geutlomau some
facilities ” which that graoe-forsakea outcast
“ misused,” and, consequently, he, Mr. Clulow,
had ‘‘ mode up his mind to never again allow a
reporter to be present at any avl)itration iu

which be was concerned if be could possibly

help it.” • Mr. Clulow was reminded, in tremb-
ling nooente, that the much humiliated, half,

frightened being who was then quivering beneath
bis storm-laden frown, had nothing whatever

to do with the ungrateful wretch who had so
scandalously “ misused ” the omnipotent lawyer’s
“ facilities and earnestly begged that Mr.
Clulow would be merciful. With iiim all reporters
must ia future professionally die. Upon re-enter-

ing the room, after a few minutes’ absence, Mr.
Clulow had used the “misused” to some pur-
pose. Mr. Lloyd told the writer that, “ one of
the parties had objected to him

;
and, when that

was the case, he always allowed the objection;
so that the gentleman would have to retire, as no
reporting would be permitted.” He did retire;

and, in retiring, reflected upon the grandeur of
power, aud the strong temptation to “ misuse”
it, as Mr. Clulow’s unmannerly reporter did. If
the powers of the earth had carried out the.

lex talionis all round, afterMr. Clulow’s draconic
fashion, what an angelic profession the law
would now be ! Mr. Kirk’s representative did
not object

;
and one would think that, if any side

had anything to conceal it would be the con-
tractor’s. But the contractor blows through the
other end of the speaking-trumpet. “ Let day-
light well into it,” says he. “ Oh, no

;
not for

the world,” says Mr. Clulow; and Mr. Clulow is

the legal representative of the public in the War
Department

!

On Tuesday, the 2-ifch ult., Colonel Barfctelot,

himself an old dragoon, complained to the Secre-
tary of State for War, in the Hous-t of Commons,
of the neglected state of the unfiiiisbed barracks.
Mr. Cardwell, in an answer that must have been
humorous, replied that the barracks “ was one of
the properties which, havi'ig fallen into Chancery,
had become an eyesore. The contractor failed

to do his duty, and that led to suits in Chancery.
The litigation, however, had now come to an end,
and arrangements were being made for a new
contract.”

These Glasgowbarrackswere intended to be the
model infantry barracks of the day. Every-
thing had been studied and worked out with the
greatest care

;
and, the contract ouco signed, all

was confidently looked forward to, to go as
merrily as a marriage-bell. The Government
had purchased thirty acres of ground at Gariocb,
by Maryhill, near the song-famed Kelvin-grove,
about two milesand a half north-west of Glasgow..
Of this quantity eight acres were to be built upon
to afford accommodation for between 600 and
700 rank and file, with a full complement of
officers, maiTied men’s wives and children,

officers’ servants, &c. There were also to be
staff - sergeants’ quarters, married quarters,

ohapel-school, and an entirely new feature in

barrack life, an out-pensioners’ department. The
canteen was to be very complete, and to

partake partly of the clmracier of the co-

operative store, with regard to quantity aud
prices. There was to be a gynmasiurn, well
found in every respect, having, iu conjunction
with it, a racket - court, a flves-court, aud a
skittle-alley. The married people were to be
ent:roly by themselves, with an infant-school

close to them
;
whilst the serjeants were, also,

to be “liable” to very superior lodging and
amusements. There was, furthermore, to be a
prison,—the home of the dreaded *' Provo.,”

—

small but compact, with offices, detention-room,

a labour-yard, aud a dozen cells. The walls
were to be of local sandsi one, except the dress-

ings, <io., wliich were to be of freestone. Asphalto
was to be used whenever praotioable, together
with fire-proofing and rolled-iron joists. Thero
was to be a hospital, too, as perfect in its way as

such a building could be made, whilst the whole of
the ground was to be enclosed by a i-ubble-stono

wall, turroted for e.xternal dL-fence. The whole
of the buildings were designed under the diroc-

tion of Lieut. -Col. Murray, EE., and his branch,
of the War Di-partment

; the Army Sauitary
Committeo taking charge of tho warming and
ventilating p-art. Tiie contract 'vas for lOO.OOOi.,

and ground was brukiui in 186i), ibe intention,

being to have had the bamii'ks road y for oceupa»-

tion sometime in the summer of 18*2.

The first great “split” was upon “ ruVihle.”

What is rubble.^ C.iptuin Percy Smith, R.E.,

the officer in charge, held oneopiiiion, Mr. Kirk
another; and this is a question the arbitrators,

will have to settle,—-with several oLhers.

The Alterations in the Shire-hall, Here-
ford.— Sir Johu Walshnni raised a liiugh at the
Prestcign Quarter Ses^ions. by tib.aecving that
althougfi somo 4001. or 5001. Imd b' cn spant in

altering the Crown Court of tho Ilervf'ord Shire-
hall, with a view of improving its acoustic pro-

perties, they were now fuuni as bad us ever.

.1
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CHESTER WORKHOUSE COMPETITION.

At a meeting of tbe Cheater Board of

gnardians on the 5th, tbe design sent by Messrs.

Perkin & Sons, of Leeds (“Castrnm”), was
selected. The chairman said, in proposing it,

—

“ In reply to our advertisernents, we received between
thirty and forty different aeta of plana. The building

committee went throngb those plans, and reduced the

number to thirteen. These were afterwards handed over

to Mr. Culshaw for his decision as to the three best plans,

and he, after careful consideration, selected ‘Castrum,’

•Cestria,' and ‘Alpha,’ and recommended next to these

two. plans of local architects, signed respectively ‘ Rus-

ticus ’ and ‘ Wheatsheaf.’ I am sorry that one of those

plans was not adopted, for being tbe production of local

men tbe committee were naturally anxious, if their plans

anited. that they should win. We had, however, em-
ployed Mr. Culshaw, and we were bound to adhere to his

decision. Mr. Littler, Mr. Carter, Mr. Parry, and
myself, who were api^ointed on the sub-committee to

examine the specifications, went through them line by
line, and we had no hesitation in saying that the one we
selected is by far tbe best. The specification is most
strict, and is as much against the builder as any I have
ever gone through."

We fail, by the way, to recognise auy merit

in tbe last-named fact. The specification should

no more be “against tbe builder” than against

tbe committee.

A CHURCE OVER A RAILWAY.
The Marquis of Westminster and tbe Hon,

and Rev. Robert Liddle, the incumbent of St.

Paul’s, Knightsbridge, with full Masonic honours,

on Wednesday in last week, laid the foundation

of a church immediately over the Metropolitan

District Line, running from Sloane-square to

Victoria Station,

It may not be ont of place to here observe that

the underground railway baa left the " cuttings ”

in a very unsightly and dangerous condition, and
the parishes of Chelsea and Pimlico, although

forced to sell streets of houses for tbe lines, have,

wherever the Metropolitan District Railway cuts

through, been left with tenements suggesting a

“siege in chancery.” The late Marquis of West -

1

minster learnt too late the mischief to his

tenants
;
and only when the project of the West-

end Junction Railways that were to destroy some
4,000 houses on the Grosvenor estate, and some
tens of thousands of houses from Soho up to the

East Eud, with a destroyal of Christ’s Hospital

for a central terminus, reached a committee of

the House of Commons, did the new Marquis
take steps to back up the remonsfrances of his

tenants. One clause in tbe West-end Railway
Bill empowered tho company to poll down a
whole city of houses, on condition of a corre-

sponding number being erected. The railway
committee were so befogged as to believe that

the railway engineers intended building up the
same number of houses they would pull down
ere the turn-out ofsome 10,000 Grosvenor tenants

and lodgers. A slight history of that which was
in store for London revealsthe fact, that Christ’s

Hospital was actually sold for over one million

of pounds, and the House of Commons committee
agreed that the East End of London should be
demolished. And, moreover, the Government
supported this slaughter.

Tho “ West-Enders ” now stepped in, and
with a help that saved their Eastern brethren.

Mr. Boodle, the solicitor to the Marquis of West-
minster, took steps to prevent the destroyal of

the Grosvenor estate, reaching from the Marble
Arch to Regent-street; and the Marquis, in the

House of Lords, assisted by Lord Cairns and
others, put a stop to the line on the south side of

Oxford-street. A million of money, hard coin,

was offered to the Marquis of Westminster for

his interest in the razing of the booses. Mr.
Boodle and the parishioners requested their

superior landlord to make a clause iii the Rail-

way Act that before one house was pulled down
another should be provided for the outgoing
occupiers. This provision was a “nailer.”

Promises would not build, and where were
building sites to be found ? The way being
thus cleared, a sale of the surplus lands over
and by the side of tho Metropolitan District

lino has taken place, and the Marquis of West-
minster has purchased the upper ground, and
is giving it 'away for the foundation of

churche.s.

Mr. R. J. Whitehems, the architect of the
new chnrch, and Mr. Laidler, the clerk of the
works, as well as the builders, Messrs. Cowlands
have had a bad foundation to surmount. The
concrete is 20 fc. below tho pavement line, and
the nearest depth to the crown of the railway
arch from the floor line is 13 ft.

If ever the railway company have occasion to

widen, heighten, or alter their line in thi.s

section, the architect of the new chnrch of

St. Paul’s has placed a rock against tho future
engineer.

The Marquis of Westminster, in a pithy
address to the parishioners, explained the posi-

tion of affairs, and said he believed that tbe
worshippers in the new church would not feel

tho vibration from the trains, and as it was the
first church built upon a railway, he hoped
other sites might be utilised for the like good
purpose.

Tbe contract for the shell of the church is

for6,000i., and Mr. Liddell has promises of large
suras for the interior.

SCHOOL BOARDS.

Reading .—The committee recommended that

the sum of 5,540J. 9s. 6d. be expended in pro-

viding a new school - bouse in Coley - street,

including the purchase-money of the site, arc>ii-

tect’s commission, and other expenses. The con-

tract of Messrs. Wheeler, Brothers,for 4,193 i.'lOs.,

was received for acceptance, subject to a deduc-

tion of 471., if local tiles were used. They also

recommended that a sum not exceeding 5, 119/.

15e. 6d., be expended in providing a new school-

house at Katosgrove, including the purchase,

money for the site, the architect’s commission,

,

and other expenses. The plans had been
approved by the Education Department, and
the borrowing of the money sanctioned as pro-

posed. The report was unanimously adopted.

Dronjield .—It was resolved that tho following

contracts for the erection of schools and master’s

house at Cross-lane, Dronfield Woodhouse, be
accepted. The Cross-lane school, Dronfield:

—

Masons and bricklayer’s work, Messrs. Clubley &
Stringfellow, 3,100/.; joinering, Mr. J. Biidger,

I,081/.; slating and plastering, Messrs. Harrison
& Chadwick, 350/.; plumbing and glazing, Mr.
J. B. Corrie, 430/. ;

making a total of 4,964/.

The Dronfield Woodhouse school and master’s
honse : — Masonry and bricklaying, Messrs.
Clubley A Stringfellow, 1,560/.; joinering, Mr.
J. Badger, 489/. ;

slating and plastering, Messrs.
Harrison & Chadwick, 160/. ;

plumbing and
glazing, Mr. J. B. Corrie, 163/.; making a total

of 2,372/.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
London .—At a meeting of the committee of

Master Bnilder-J, held on Wednesday, the 9th

inst., four members were balloted for to meet
the masons at eleven o’clock on Monday next,

and the joiners at three o’clock on the same
day, to discuss the proposal for an arrange,

ment made by the committee of the Social

Science Association. The same four masters
who met the masons last year were appoin'od.

At a crowded meeting of journeymen
masons, Mr. H. Broadhurst (in the chair)

stated that they had received a very important
comniunication fnirn the Master Builders’ Asso.
ciation, which be hoped would lead to a peace-

able settlement of the present dispute. He then
read a letter from the Master Builders’ Associa-

tion, staring that t' ey had received communica-
tions from the Labour and Capital Department
of the Social Science Association, and also from
tbe carpenters, asking that a conference might
take place between the masters and the men, so

as to avert, if possible, tlie threatened strike.

In accordance with this request, they were
willing to receive deputations both from the

carpenters and masons. Mr. Spencer said he
thought they ought to be very thankful to the
Social Science Association and the Master
Builders’ Association for the kindly spirit they
had shown, and he moved,—“That a deputation

be appointed from the meeting to wait upon the

employers.” Mr. Nisbet said that the employers’

letter wa.s an invitation to meet to consider the
recommendation of the Social Science Associa-

tion that the qnestion be settled by arbitration.

It w 'uld be very important, therefore, for the
meeting to draw a distinction between sending

a deputa ion to disenss the qnestion of arbitia-

tinn, which would b«\very different from sending
them to discuss the question on its merits, and
the points in dispute. The chairman said the

communications provided for a f iendly settle-

ment, if possible, before falling back on arbitra-

tion. Mr. Kiniiaird and other speakers addressed

the meeting, strongly opposing any power being

given to a deputation to go and agree to h

settlement by arbitration. It was then resolved

that a de;Mitation of five be appointed to wait,

upon the Employers’ Association. It was further

resolved that “The powers entrusted to the

delegates be reserved.” The names of the

delegates were Messrs. Broadhurst, Nisbet
Kinnaird, Spencer, and Bowman.

Bristol .—Tho operative labourers have ap.

pointed a sub-committee to draw up a gonei^
code of working rules for the future guidance
of tho men and masters

;
the rules are to be

submitted to the Master Builders’ Association.
Bedford .—Tbe carpenters and joiners, reports

the local Times, have considered the terms
offered by tbe employers, viz., a rise of a half,

penny per hour, with an hour for breakfast, n(

lunch-time, and leave at one on Saturdays. Th?
men agreed to accept the terms, with the excep.
tion of the extension of the breakfast hour fi'om

half an hour to an hour, as they prefer leaving
work at 5.30 to 6 in the evening. They alsd

give notice that another halfpenny per hour wil'

be asked for in tho spring of 1874, as it is con-
sidered that the advance already conceded is noi
suflicient now that the number of hours foi

work has been reduced from 58^ to 56. Tli(

stonemasons of the town have recently held d
meeting, at which it was rssolved to apply t<

their employers for a rise of a penny per hom^
the present rate being 51d. The bricklayere
also intend moving in the same direction, theii

wages being hitherto about tho same as the rate
paid to the carpenters, so that each branch of

tho building trade will be affected in turn hjl

the new movement on the part of the workmen;

WATER AS FUEL.

A PATENT for “ An improved method or procese
and apparatus for securing the combustion of

fuel and the utilisation of the gases arising
therefrom ” has been obtained by Mr. J,

Rainsden, of Lightcliffe. His apparatus is now
in operation, and is thus described bv th«!

Halifax Oiiardian :—Mr. Ramsdsn burns steanu
and the means used to effect its combustion are
very simple. As tbe appliances are so far merely
for experimental purposes, they are of a miniai
ture description. Ou a bed, about 5 ft. square;
stands a small double-cylinder steam-engine of

ordinary construction. The boiler which sup-
plies tho motive-power is a mere toy, bcingi

about 2 ft. 6 in. long and 15 in. or 16 ini

diameter, of the single-flued Cornish pattern/
the floe being about 6 in. diameter. Instead oi

the ordinary furnace-fire bars fi)r burning coal^

there is a coil of small iron-piping which takes
three tarns round the inside of tho furnace or
flue. In this pipe are drilled eighteen small"

holes of about one-sixteenth of an inch diameter.;

These holes a’'e so arranged that when steam is

admitted to the coil it rushes out through them^
forming a circle of jets which meet in tho centre;

of the furnace. Across the front of the fire.hol0)|

or furnace runs another small pipe with two
more jets directed into the flue. Immediately
in front of these two latter jets are two bras®
nozzles, the orifices of which are scarcely dis-i

cernible, connected with a vessel containing;

petroleum. There are cocks to regulate the

'

supply of petroleum and steam. As tho boilers

must necessarily be cold to begin with, and aa:i

steam is the fuel to be burned, recourse is hadi'

to a small auxiliary boiler in which a little steam a

is generated by ordinary means. This generator;^

is temporarily connected with the coil inside tbe:

furnace, a tap is turned, and the steam rusheae
out of the jets. At the same time another tapil

is turned, and the petroleum issues from the I

nozzles. Alight is then applied to the petroleum»;|

and instantly the steam is decomposed andil

ignited, and the fnrnace is a roaring blast ofg
flame. In a few minutes Bt>am is up in the:'

boilo
,
and becomes independent of the generator 3

first used. The result is startling and wonderful-

i

•The effect of the rush of steam f om the jets is i

to draw the petroleum through the nozzle.s, and i

petroleum or any other bydro-carb u having the ?

power to decompose steam, the interior of the )

flue becomes a furnace of great heat. So intense r

is this heat that, although steam rushes through
the coil, it becomes almost white hut in a very t

few minutes. A not less important feature of '

this invention is its adaptability to 'lluminating n

purposes. The large quantity of inflammable "

gas generated would, if not interoepf ed, escape p

iinoonsumed. To utilise this waste Mr. Ramsden
brings tbe steam-engine into nperation, geared to i»

a small rotary fan, sending it into a clused vessel

containing petroleum. From tnis receptacle it '

is conducted to a gasometer, and used exactly in
'

the sanie manner as ordinary gas. Tliis gas has :i

no smelt, and literally no siimke. Its cost., adds i

ourauthonty, is ridiculously small. Mr. Ramsden .

contends, and with a show of reason, that it can- ;

not cost more than 9d. a thousand.
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THE TEMPLE OF JERUSALEM AND
TREE WORSHIP.*

After the text of my work on “ Tree and

jrpent Worship” had been completely printed

[, and the sheets were in the hands of the

nder, it occurred to mo that I had once dreamt

something very like the gateways at Sanchi

ling connected with the Temple at Jenisalem.f

consequently turned back to the passages in

tsephus and the Talmud bearing on the subject,

ad them with more care than I had hitherto

me, and having protracted these descriptions

t paper, I very soon arrived at the conclusion

at I was not mistaken. An erection very

milar to the Sanchi gateways certainly stood

front of the Temple as re-erected by Herod,

id was meant to have been a reproduction of

16 brazen arrangements of Solomon’s Porch, as

fecuted by Hiram of Tyre.J

The passages in Josephus bearing on the

ibject are the following :

—

“The Tprnplehad doors at tho ertrance, with lintels

lOve, estendinp to a height equal to that of the Temple,
ley were adorned with coloured veils or curtains, on
lich purple flowers, with trellis-work, were embroidered,
poo this, Imt'lower than the crowning moulding of the
ill, a golden vine was spread out, with its branches
aging down from a great height, and executed with
ch a profusion of material aa to strike the spectator

th astonishment, as well from the art displayed as Irom
I magnitude.”§

Tho corresponding paragraph in the “Wars of

16 Jews” is as follows :

—

“The first gate of tho Temple was 70 cubits high by
cubits broad

;
but this gale had no doors, for it symbo*

led the heavens, every way open and everywhere visible.

8 front was covered with gold all over, and through it

e first part of the house itself, which was the largest,

u everywhere visible, as well as those parts abont the

ner doors which were also covered with gold

.it the gate ofthis Temple, as already mentioned, was all

ivered with gold, as was the whole wall about it. It

so had golden vines upon it, from which clusters of
apes hung down equal in height to that of a man.’'||

Those passages aro too rhetorical for tho pur-

oses of a restoration, and the heights, as usual

ith Josephus, arc very much exaggerated,

he Talmud is, in this instance, at least, much
ore exact and detailed. Its description is as

tllowB :

—

“Tho gates of tho propylon were -10 cubits in height and
cubits broad, and above these were five richly-carved

•ams of ash or oak. Tho lowest of these extended
cubit either way beyond the pillars of tho doorway,
bile the one next above this was 1 cubit longer either

ay than that below it, so that the upper beam of all ex-

'lided to 30 cubits. Between each beam there was a row
r course of stones.
Transverse beams of cedar (in the Venetian edition of
le Talmud it is said ' of stone ’) were carried from the
all of the Temple to this portico, or propylon, to sup-

ort it”~literally that it might not start from the per-

endicular. “Golden chains were hung to the beams of
le portico, by which tho candidates for the priesthood
•cut up to see the crowns, because it is said by Zachariah,
i. It, ‘And the crowns shall be to lielcm, ic,, for a
lemorial in the Temple of the Lord.'"
“A golden vino was spread over this gateway of the
emple, and was carried upon the supporting beams.
Whoever vowed a leaf, or grape, or bunch of grapes,
rought and suspendedit from it [the vine]. Eliezer, the

DO of Zadok, says, it thus happened the 300 priests were
)ld oil’ as necessary on occasions when it bad to be
emoved.’'fy

From tbeso paragraphs it seems perfectly

vident that the object therein described was not
door or gateway in the ordinary sense of the

erm, but a frontispiece or propylon, partly in

rood, and partly in stone, standing by itself in

ront of the main building. When protracted

rith the dimensions given in the Talmud it does

i

iot seem that it could in any essential respect be
lifferent from the representation of it in tho

iimoxed woodcut. In so far as the restoration

JS concerned, it is not of the least consequence
ijivhethcr the transverse beams of support were of

*itone, as the Venetian copy has it, or of wood, as

.hey are said to have been in all the more
lodeni editions I liare had access to. If of

'ood, they would have been mortised into the
(five beams. If of stone, the ends of them are

: the square blocks over the pillars seen between
the beams.
' The pillars were certainly in stone, and it is

Iprobable that the square block represented as

_ * Forming Appendix I. to the second edition of my work
‘on “ Tree and Serpent Worship.”

i’ t True Principles of Beauty in Art, by the Author,
ip. 295.
r J The translators of the Vulgate, and of our English
•Iveraion of the Bible, were so entirely ignorant of archt-

ijtceturo or of architectural terms that it is impossible to
irestore Solomon’s Porch from their translations. Our
‘knowledge of the subject has so immensely increased of
late years that, with the assistance of a good Hebrew

5 scholar, I would have no hesitation in undertaking it,

.with great confidence of success.
.1 § Autiquities of the Jews, xv. 3.

|]
Bell. Jud., V. A

^ Middoth of the Mishna, iii. 7, 8. Professor Chenery,
than whom no ono is more competent, bus kindly assisted

; ' me by revising this translation, and aoproves of it as it
' HOW stands.

the centre of them was also carried back to tbe
I

wall. Indeed, without these constantly recurring ;

points of support, the whole could not only have

been, but would have looked frail and unstable
|

to an unpleasing extent. With them there is no i

difficulty either in the construction or in artistic

effect.

The golden chains that hung from the beams
are easily understood. Their forms are repeated

BO often and in such variety in the stone archi-

tecture of the East, that many other varieties

might have beeu chosen besides those repre-

sented in the diagram. Nor is the vine a diffi-

culty. As, however, the drawing is meant to

explain tho construction, not to illustrate the

beauty of the object, I have represented the vine

realistically and without leaves, though aware

that its treatment must have been conventional,

and leaves an indispensable accompaniment. It

would, however, be easy to add these, and to

double the number of bunches of grapes if

necessary 3 hut, as it stands, the diagram is pro-

bably sufficient to explain the form and con-

struction, and to show that it really was only a

gigantic and elaborately-adorned trellis placed

in front of the Temple to support the Sacred
Vine.*
From various indications it is easy to perceive

that such a form'of architecture must have been
familiar to the Jews at the age of Herod, even
supposing that the frontispiece of Solomon’s

Temple was not of a similar construction. There

are, for instance, in the British Museum, a series

of imperial coins of Cyprus, all of which repre-

sent, with more or less distinctness, just such a

gateway, as forming the entrance to the Temple
of the tutelary goddess of that island. The
annexed copy of a coin of Septimius Severus is

* Tho vine is used realistically, as in this diagram,
an architectural ornament to the doorway of the Temple
of Baalsamin at Siah, belonging to the time of Herod
(Da Vogiio, |“Syrie Centrale," Elates II. and III.), and
both realistically and conventionally in the recently-
discovered Palace of Chosroes at Meshitu (“ Land of
Moab,” by Dr. Tristram, woodcuts 32, 38, and 39),

Where are the connecting links between the two Y

Coin of Septimius Secerns.

even more like the gateways at Sanchi than that
at Jerusalem, inasmuch as it is attached to a
circular enclosure, which, making allowances for

the defects of coin representations of architec-

ture, may fairly be assumed to be intended for a
similar temenos.
In this instance there seem to have been five

beams, as at Jerusalem, bub the two upper and
two lower are joined together without any inter-

mediate blocks, and it is only the centre one
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which is separated from the others by these oha-
laoteristic features whethei' in wood or stone.

The interest of this form of gateway with
reference to the present work arises, in the first

instance, from finding an almost forgotten form
of architecture existing at Jomsalem and in

Cyprus, which attained its highest development
at Sanchi, but which now prevails in China and
Japan and the Indo-Chinese countries to an
almost unlimited extent, though long ago for-

gotten in the West.
The form is alone sufiicient to prove that these

gateways were originally always executed in

wood, but wo have also numerous representa-

tions of them in the bas-reliefs at Sanchi and
Amravati, which are unmistakably wooden erec-

tions, without any admixture of the more per-

manent material. The example at Jerusalem
may thus be regarded as a transitional example,
being composed partly of wood and partly of

stone, and the Sanchi Gateways still therefore

maintain their positions as the first examples
known to have been wholly oxecuted in stone.

It is also curious to observe how nearly the

Syrian and Indian examples approach each other

in date. Herod began to rebuild the Temple in

the eleventh year of his reign, nineteen years
before the Christian era, and finished it in eight

years. This gateway would certainly have been
one of the last adornments added, if, indeed, it

is not wholly subsequent ; but at all events we
may assume that it belongs to the tenth or

twelfth year pt'eceding our era. The South
Gateway at Sanchi, as explained in the text, was
erected during the reign of the fii’st Sata Kami,
A.D. 10 to 28. The two examples are conse-

cjuently certainly within forty years of one
another. They may bo even more nearly ecu-
temporary.

Tho great interest, however, of this Gateway,
as connected with our present subject, is rather

mythological than architectural. At all events,

it certainly does not seem to be stretching tho

argument too far to say that the Sacred Vine,

which was the principal cause of its erection, was
a reminiscence of that Tree Worship which,
under the name of tho Asheerah or Groves,
played so important a part in early Jewish
history anterior to tho time of Hezekiah. What-
ever its meaning may have been, this Vino cer-

tainly was the principal object that met the eye
of the worshipper on approaching the Temple of

Jerusalem, and it was for its display that this

richly-adomed Gateway was erected. Nor can
it be said that an image, to which it was con-
sidered a meritorious religious act “to vow a
leaf, or a grape, or bunch of grapes,” and which
was entrusted to tho charge of 300 priests,* was
a mere architectural adornment. Whether it

symbolized the heavens, as Josephus seems to

insinuate,+ or whether it bad any deeper or

more recondite meaning may be left for future

investigations. In the meanwhile, however,

there is certainly more in it than has hitherto

been “dreamt of in our philosophy.”

James Fergussox.

OFFICIAL E.EP0KT UPON BRICKMAKING.
Some interesting iufonnation is contained in

the reports, just issued, of the factory inspectors

with regal'd to brickmaking, which, until the
passing of tho Act of 1871, did not come under
the supervision of these inspectors. Brickfields

in England, it is stated, are for the most part

small
;
but ucar the banks of the Thames, as

far down as the mouth of the Medway, and up
that river to Maidstone, there are a nearly con-

tinuous series of larger fields, in which the

Factory Act Extension Act has for some time
past been satisfactorily observed. Several in-

stances of hardships suffered by children are

mentioned, and amongst them that of one gen.
tleman, now managing director of important
works, who computes that, working from five

a.m. to nine p.m., he, while under nine years of

age, lifted 45,000 bricks per week, each brick
weighing ten pounds, or over three tons per
1,000. He was frequently so exhausted that he
had to bo carried on the “moulder's” back to

and from his home, three miles’ distance. Objec-
tion was taken to the operation of the Factory

* Tho commentators ore generally agreed in considering
lliia expression as by berbolical, and suggest 30 instead ol
300. There is. however, no mistake in tho words of the
text, nor, so far as I can see, any improbability in the
number assigned.

t Tbe expression in the “ Wars of the Jews,” v. 4,
it must be oonfessed, seems to refer rather to the curtain
Avliich hung from it than to the structure itself, but the
words quoted above from the “Antiquities'* seem to
refer to the gateway.

Act in regard to the brickfields, on the ground
that this was an open-air occupation, carried on
during only iiart of the year, and liable to con-

stant interruptions by wet weather; and the

weight of the objection founded upon the effect

of the weather has been in some measure recog-

nised by yielding a concession to brickmakers
to work occasional overtime. The factoiy in-

spector, however, states that the wonder is that

even this concession should have proved suf-

ficient. On a fine day the work is carried on
with almost feverish activity. Sunburnt men
desperately run theii* top-heavy ban'ow-loads

hour after hour under the heat of the sun ; the

little barrow-loader (happily now not a child

of seven or eight years of age) is busDy at work,
while women quickly rougb-shape the lumps of

clay, and supply the moulders next to them.
On a wot [day, however, all is changed. The
scene is desolate. Not a brick is made. Before
the application of factory-law, the custom was
to make up for this enforced idleness during wet
days by some fifteen or sixteen hours’ hard work
when the weather was fine; and the question

was, could brickmaking be profitably carried on
if these hours were cut down to those which
constitute a Factory Act day. Apparently tho
answer has been given in the affinnative, it

being shown that when work was thus pressed

forward it was not simply to make \rp for bad
weather, but for sheer idleness and time wasted
in dissipation. The “ brickies,” it appears, are

not tbe most scrupulously steady class of men,
and possess a lively appreciation of the delights

of “ beer and skittles.” The amount of beer
they consume seems almost fabulous. One
master has allowed ten pints of beer a day to

each “ setter.” Many of the master brick-

makers are publicans, and some even liave

public-houses in their own fields, in order that

they may extract profit out of tbe idle hours of

their men. With i-egard to the usual length of

day worked by these men, it is stated ou good
authority that 10| hours will get out of a mau
all the good work that is in him ; and this is

suggested by tho fact that a large brick company
in the Kent district are erecting a great number
of cottages on their ground, rather than impair
the efficiency of their operatives by allowing

them to travel some distance to and from their

homes. A large brickfield is not a place which
facilitates inspection by the officer appointed
under the Act. The huts or “stools” may
perhaps bo miscellaneously situated ou some
tawny fiat, in or around which a greater part
of the juvenile labour is carried on. Each of

these is, practically speaking, a separate “ fac-

tory,” in which the gang, possibly composed
chiefly of the family of the “ moulder,” is hired,

paid, and controlled by him. He, in his turn,

receives so much per 1,000 for the bricks, and is

obliged to get his profit as he can. All business

is transacted at a central hut, called the “ office,”

whence the foremen start upon their rounds
through the “ stools,” and here tho moulders
attend, should they have to bring children to be
registered, or school-books to be inspected.

With regard to the brickfields of Essex, Suffolk,

and Norfolk, they do not appear to be of sufficient

dimensions to rank under the Act as “factories.”

The inspector who visited them states that he
found labour “in its undisguised form,” severe

for men, and cruel for children. The youngest
child he found was a boy six years of age, who
worked in July from 4 a.m. to 8 p.m. ! Pug-
mills are not general iu Essex aud Norfolk; the

earth is trodden by children, -who are kept to

work tempering a heap of clay from morning till

night. They also serve the maker with clay,

being obliged to lift quantities nearly equal to

their own weight. They have also to wheel
away tho bricks aud place them on the “ bakes ”

;

and the inspector states that he has seen double-

made barrows, capable of taking off fifty bricks

at a time, wheeled away by two cluldreu, one in

the shafts, the other acting as leader, and vigour-

ously pulling, harnessed like a little donkey. It

is very unsatisfactory also to note in connexion
with these brickfields, that the wages are paid in

the public-house. The landlady calls out each
man’s score, the week’s earnings simply change
hands from landlord and biickmakerto the land-

lady, and tho poor children have to wait for their

small portion until a balance is struck. Habits
of drunkenness are thus fostered at a very early

age. With regard to the excessive intemperance
of these brickinukers generally, a remarkable
statement is made, viz., that ns much as 15s. a
week is paid by one man for drink, whilst 53.

represents the sum given to the wife for the

support of the household.

ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL.
specimens of the ikon work.

General views of St. Paul’s are numerous
enough, but representations of its varied and
multilarious details are scarce. We propose from
time to time to give a few specimens which -wil]

serve to show the beauty of many of them. The
ironwork, illustrated by the accompanying en-

gravings, from drawings fi-om the original in

St. Paul’s Cathedral, is tho work of the cele.

brated Smith M. Tijoue, who executed all the

beautiful ironwork in the cathedral. It is to be
I'egretted that we have so little information oi

this artist. Both in design aud workmanship
the wrought.iron work here as a whole is not

surpassed iu this country. It seems more thar
probable that Sir C. Wren himself gave sketches
or suggestions for this work, as be did for the

other details in the cathedral.

Tho larger di-awing represents one quarter ol

a panel, filling tho upper part of one of the

doors to stalls, and drawn to one-third full size;

tho smaller one represents a portion of the

chancel railings : a scale is shown to this last

for convenience.

GONVILLE AND CAIUS COLLEGE,
CAMBRIDGE.

The new buildings at Gonville aud Caius,

of which wc give an illustration of the King’s
Parade front, were completed about three years
ago, and consist px'incipally of fellows’ and
undergraduates’ rooms on three aides of the

first court, with frontages to King’s Parade^
Trumpington-street, aud Trinity-lane.

For tho benefit of the general architecturail

effect of tho new buildings inside tbe court, the

fellows relinquished the retirement of their

private garden, which is now surrounded by o

low balustraded wall. The first court, or Tree,

court as it is sometimes called, is thus made
twice as wide as it would otherwise have been
with great advantage to the buildings

; the

general effect of which is very good.

Tbe external walls are built of CastertOD
stone, with dressings of Ancaster. The style

adopted may bo culled Jacobean, with the addi.

tion of a French element or two.

The demolition of tbe old buildings which
occupied the site, involved the disagreeable

necessity of removing one of the three celeJ

brated old gates of the college, the Gate of

Humility.” A new doorway, however, occupies

the exact position of the old gate, and, it must
be said, the antiquarian interest of the latter

had been so greatly destroyed by successive

reparations iu compo that very little of the!

original work remained.
The new buildings were carried out nndeii

Mr. Waterhouse, whose work included a partirf

renovation of the master’s lodge, and an addi-:

tion to the chapel of an apsidal end. Thd
windows of the latter are filled with stainedi

glass by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, from>

cartoons by Mr. Henry Holiday
;
and the reredoai

has lately been enriched witli mosaic ligore-'

subjects by the same firm. The general con-:

tractors were Messrs. Trollope.

SEWER VENTILATION.
Sitt,—While practical men are debating what is tbe I

best way to ventilate eovrere and drains, it may be weU '

to ask a question which does nut appear to have a place,

in tbeir thoughts.
Dues not the vent lation of sewers and drains tiicreoi*!

rwy consideraily, and to a danqerout txtent, the amount i

of evaporation and evolution of noxious gases 'f

If a stagnant or a tide-locked sewer is considered as a .

retort producing foul gases, surely it is much more so
when uot only is free egress ali'orded to those gases, but •

increased means aje given for their formation.
No doubt the Btagoant atmosphere of a sewer is

saturated with its vapour, but a current of air is more >

favourable to evaporation, and will be highly charged '

with vapour (too highly charged, it is evidently thou^t, I

to be trusted to issue from shalls near uttic-windowsl. It

is clear this system of diluting a poison by diffusing it in

tbe air wo breathe cannot be trusted too far. Only a lew i

years since we thought wo could diffuse safely in our •

rivers all the liquid and solid contents of our sewers, but i

who will advocate that plan now? The Thames was a i

notable example to be avoided, but did not tho fact of its

being so well ventilated contribute much to the.obuoiious i

condition of tbe surrouudiog atmosphere ?

I have an opinion as to the direction in which the solo- I

tion of the whole problem may be found, but as it does

not assume a practical form I refrain from oocupyiug .

more ofyour apace. F. H. M.

New Masonic Hall for Guisborough.—
The foundation-stone of a Masonic Hall has

been laid, with tbe usual Masonic ceremonial, at

Giiisborough.
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TILLAGE OnUROHES*

I HAD the houour, last October, of reading
leforo tho Church Congress at Leeds, a paper
m “Modern Town Churches.” The subject on
ebich I have been requested to address you,
Ithough it follows naturally as a sequel, must
leceasarily be of a narrower compass, and of
ess vivid interest. I shall, therefore, I trust,

« pardoned if tho remarks 1 have to make upon
he present occasion are somewhat desultory in

heir character
;
that they will also be in part

omewhat technical will not, I hope, need an
.pology before an Architectuial Society.

But although the churches of our great towns
arm a subject of more c.voiting interest;

Ithough tho neglect from which our city p02>u-

itions are suffering renders tho theme one of

be widest practical importance, and the oiipor-

unities which such buildings afford for grand
Sects, stimulate strongly the architectural

maginations, there is yet a point of view from
I’hich the village church has an interest all its

wn.

It is not therefore unnatural that our village

hurches should be the esi^ecial pride of our
ational architecture. Our cathedrals, with
ome noble exceptions, are surpassed by the
Teat churches of Continental cities

;
our abbeys,

hemselvcs centres of agricultural life, which
.•ere once the glories of England, have passed
way, but tho village churches still remain, so

ar at least as the hand of the restorer has
pared them, as the finest monuments of the
rchiteotural genius and the practical juety of

he past generations of Englishmen. The village

) next to tho family, tlie simplest and least

rtificial of all the forms of social organisation,
nd it has continued on, through all the charges
diich religion and politics have undergone, in

ho main unchanged. It still consists essen-

ially of tho same elements which constituted

ho little j)rimitive community from which it

akes its origin, and it forms to this day, as it

id at tho first, the unit of all political associa-

iion. There is, moreover, as far as I kuow, no
lountry in Europe where the village has retained
10 much of its jn'imitive importance as England.
[Jowhero has tho influence of the gi’eat towns
jeeu until quite recently so little felt. Tho
lluglishmaii is after all essentially a country,
ban, and country life is not more the birth-

light of tho gentleman than it is tho aspiration
if the successful man of business.
Tho village church has, besides, a peculiar
tcrest of its own. It is the only public build-

ng which a village, as a rule, possesses. It is

he central point of tho common life, the building
Irhich typifies the oneness of the littlo com-
munity. Cities have beside their groat churches,
r their catliedral, their town-halls, their market-
alls, their assize couits, their theatres, all con.
ected in diSerent ways with the common life to
i^hick they minister aud which they symbolise,
ut tho village has only its church and its

iliurcliyai'd. Here alone all meet on equal
srms, and with an equal right, as members of
lie littlo society, of which the church forms
aturally the centre.

These reflections may serve to invest our
ubject with a proper diguity. They are con.
iderations which were never absent from tho
linds of those who first founded and created
ur aucieut parish churches. They are not
Iways,—I regret to say,—so prominently in
lie minds of their successors ; and this will lead
a at once to a consideration of a very practical

haracter, and one which is too much over-
mked. I mean the great importauco of the
hoice of site. The old builders placed their
hurches with wonderful skill. In tho flattest,

lie least accentuated country, they always
aoceeded in giving their building something of
liaraotcr aud importance, from a judicious
election of tho ground. They almost always
jund some little knoll, some slight elevation,
•liich might give to the church an advantage
mrthy of its character, and impart a certain

mount of dignity to the simplest erection,
his point is far too much neglected now. As a
ule, tho architect, the man who ought to bo ablu
0 judge of such matters, is not called in until
he site has been secured, and ho has then to
lake the best he can of it. Tho site is too often
ome useless corner, which can be bought cheap,
r be presented without sacrifice. The archi.
ects, too, I am bound to say, fall in only too
oadily with such a system, and design their

From apaperread by Mr. G. G. Scott, M.A., at tho
leeting of the Lincoln Diocesan ArchitocturAl Society,
) Louib.

buildings as if every site was an absolute plane.
Should the site possess a decided slope, or any
marked configuration, it is specified that the
earth is to bo removed from the elevated por-
tions, and deposited to fill up the lower ground.
Tho building so erected has the effect of a toy-
church, set down upon a littlo tray in-epared for
it. You feel that the designer would have set
it down upon the level if he could, or you may
very easily fancy that the whole thing has been
bought, as it stands, from a wholesalo dealer in
ready-made churches. The look of an old
village church is something quite different; the
building and the site hero belong to each other

;

the church seems to grow upon the hill side of
the laioll, gi’asping, as it were, the ground with
its great buttresses, like the spreading roots of
an old tree. You could not readily imagine it on
any other site; it belongs to the place just as
much as the aged yews which grow beside it.

Much may be done by hell) of a well-chosen site,

oven with a poor building, and this is one point
w’hich I would urge, especially upon those who
do me the favour to listen to me to-day, because
the choice of site rests in moat cases with the
promoters of church building, with tho clergy
and gentry, rather than with the architect. It
is jjerfectly astonishing what a diffei'ence may be
made by a judicious choice of site in the effect
which a building will produce, and in no case is

this so important as iu village churches, whore
we have no imposing dimensions to give dignity
of themselves, and where nevertheless the im-
portance of tho building, ai the centre of the
whole village, renders it necessary to give to it

tho utmost accentuation that wo can.
A central tower placed at the intersection of

tho transepts is seldom advisable iu a village
church, except where, from some i)eculiar cir-
cumstances, the monumental character takes
precedence of the practical consideration of
convenience, yet that form of it, which is fre-
quently found in Normandy, where the tower
stands over tho chancel, and tho sanctuary
proper lies east of it, is often very suitable, aud
is always beautiful, if only one ^loint be attended
to,—tho eastern limb must not be too short.
Indeed, our sanctuaries are generally made too
short : they are too often cramped to the niiiii-

iiium which the bai'e necessities of administra-
ting the communion require, and even the
clergy, if there are several, have often great
difficulty in avoiding an unseemly jostling. This
and many other faults of our modern churches
are encouraged, I am sorry to say, by the
Church Building Societies

;
and until they alter

their system, and give their grants on the total
area of tho chm-ches, instead of on tho number
of fixed pews which can be squeezed into them,
it is, I fear, useless to preach improvement in
this respect. It is none the less our duty, as
architects, to protest against a system to which,
more perhaps than to anything else, tho uusatis-
factory character of our uew churches is to be
attributed. It may be laid down as a general
rule, that our modern chancels are too short;
too short for a .well-proportioned architectural
effect, as well as for the proper performance of
the ceremonies, and it is certainly the worst
possible policy to curtail them still further, both
in appearance aud in actual area, by adopting
what is called theapsidal termination. I should
bo tho last to deny the marvellous beauty of a
complete chevet, with its jirooessional path
sweeping round it, and its I’adiating chapels
leading up to a fine climax in the Lady Chapel.
Bat there are several things to be borne in mind
when one comes to the question of smnll apses.
One is the great difficulty of roofing them satis-
factorily. They really require groining. I do
not think that even those French ones which
have timber roofs aro ever quite jileasing, and
the attempts which have been made to accom-
modate English types of roofing to apses, are iu
my opinion great failures. Then, again, you
require very much greater height to give dignity
to the interior. Tho great cast windows of our
English type may spring at the level of the roof
eaves, aud sweep boldly into tho gable; the'
highest point of the windows of the apse must
be someway below the eaves. Unless, therefore,
the height is very much greater, tho effect has
nothing like the dignity of the square end. The
internal appearance, too, is always meagre where
the light is admitted, as necessarily in au apse
with a wooden roof, at a much lower level thau
that of the highest part of the interior. I know
that considerations of artistic effect weigh but
little with ' architects who are thinking of the
graceful sweep of their compasses upon the
plan, and clients to whose cars “ ajise ” aud

!

“apsidal” have a pretty ecclesiological jingle;
but I think the fact that you require greater
height, and therefore greater exijense, to pro-
duce an equal result, ought at least to a{)pear
to oar common sense. It should further be
remembered that in an apsidal chancel, the apse
must be in addition to the length, not in deduc-
tion of it. The chancel should most certainly
be as long as a squai-c-ended one, with the apse
in addition.

In refitting an old church the high screen is,

no doubt, more imperatively required than in a
new building. In a new church convenience
may often be allowed to over-ride tradition.
There would be less objection artistically to a
low screen if we -were allowed to erect above it
a rood-beam and rood. By itself a low screen
looks insignificant and wanting in dignity, and
is but a very poor and enfeebled descendant of
tho Iconostasis and the Jubo. There is no doubt
the chancel-screens had in all ages a practical
purpose—the protection of the chancel from
thoughtless or profane intrusion. This, too, was
tho purpose of tho introduction, under Arch-
bishop Laud, of altar-rails and gates. These
were ordered to be sufficiently close to prevent
tho entrance into the sanctuary of dogs, which
if we may judge from pictures, were as fre-
quently to be seen iu Engli.sh churches as they
still aro in some Uighland kirkc. We have
almost abandoned the use of close and gated
altar-rails, and no one will regret the change

;

but this makes it only the more necessary to
have an effectual fence at tho chancel
arch. It is not seemly to see, as one often
does, the sanctuary invaded by a party of
ladies and gentlemen, however ecclesiological,
criticising the reredos, and handling curiously
the embroideiy of the frontal

; bringing to mind
tho lino which ends, ‘-whore angels fear to
tread.” Aud the necessity of a proper fence to
tho chancel will become mure felt as our churches
become more used. I hope the day is not very
far distant when it will be quite the e.xception to
fiud a parish church locked up. It is told of
Thomas a Becket that when ho was withdrawing
iuto his cathedral followed by the murderous
bauds, the clang of whose armour was audible
along tho cloisters, a monk who was with him
closed the door by which the Archbishop had
entered tho church, and began to lock and bar
it. Tbotuas stopped him at once. “Tho church,”
said ho, “ is not a castle

; it shall never be baixed
up upou ray account,” and ordered the bolts to
be unfastened. Upon what trivial grounds, for
what paltry considerations, is that too generally
done now which St. Thomas, even in the extreme
necessity of self-defence, forbade. It is pleasing
to observe that the number of churches, even in
this country, which are habitually kept open is
everywhere upon the increase, but it is certaiuly
undesirable to leave tlie chancel and sanctuary
wholly unprotected from careless intrusion, or
even worse. It is further to be hoped that the
naves of churches may bo made more and more
serviceable fur other purposes than those of
direct worship. I was present upon ono occa-
sion at a missionary meeting held in the nave of
Ely Cathedral

; and every one present must have
felt that the sun-oundings gave a tone of dignity
to the assembly Avhich a conccrt-ball or the ball-
room of au hotel, would not have supjdied. And
if the education of this country should unfortu-
nately become separated altogether from any
true religious teaching, I do not think that any-
wheresowellasinthe naves ofour churches could
the children be assembled for thatdefinitely Chris-
tian instructionwhich the imbl ic schools bad ceased
to supply. The iufluonce of the place would go
a long way to take off from the dryness of school,
work, and would be the best possible set-off
against the obvious disadvantage of the divorce
of secular aud religious education.
There are some principles common to all

periods of art which modern arcliitects, in mere
capiico, or iu fretful striving after novelty, some-
times venture to de{)art from. Ever since civili-

sation commenced it has been the rule to finish
the interior of the building with all possible care.
Every ancient bui'ding, whether of Egyptian,
Greek, Roman, or Medimval times, was carefully
faced iuternully with wrought stone or plaster,
and decorated in colour, or it might be encrusted
with marbles and mosaic. The notion of leaving
the interior of the building as rough and rugged
as the exterior generally must be, has, from a
very early date, been abandoned by civilised man.
It has now been revived. The fashion to which
ignorance and necessity obliged our rude fore-
fathers, is now adopted by many of ua of choice.
This queer reaction against modern refinomenu
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RAIN-WATER TANKS.

]. Filtering beds.

2. Air-vent.

surf'ACe:

3. Rain-water inlet.

4. Rain-water pipe.

5i Overflow.
6. Trap.

would perhaps be intelligible as a mere reaction,

'

if it were not oddly enough confined to church

architecture. It is very difficult to see why the

interior of a church should be made, as it often

is, to resemble an ancient cairn, or a modern
grotto. We see new churches whose interiors

are faced with rough stock brickwork, relieved,

perhaps, by lines of red and black, after the

manner of the so-called Turkish Baths, and others

where the rudest rubble is pointed with the

blackest of artificial mortar, ingeniously com-

bining the harshness of barbarism with the

disingenuousness of civilisation. It is a duty to

protest against making our churches the field for

the exhibition of such vagaries. Let those who,

satisfied with feeble refinement, can find no
relief, but in still weaker affectation of bar.

barity, confine their tastes to their own drawing-

rooms. Let them build their own rooms with

rough brick or uncoursed rubble if they like it,

but let our churches be spared. Unfortunately,

the evil is not confined to new buildings. Num-
bers of fine old churches have been stripped in-

temally, and reduced to a nakedness compared
with which Puritan whitewash is decency.

In many small churches the stained glass must
always be the principal point of the decoration,

but so much is spent at the present day upon
reredoses, that it is evident that there is I'oom

for the introduction of higher art than glass

painting admits of. The money which is spent

upon many a reredos, even in small country

churches, would have procured a real work of

art full of instruction as well as of beauty,

neither of which is generally afforded by the

altar-pieces at present in fashion. Indeed, the

aim of most reredoses seems to mo to be, to ex-

press as little as possible with as much parade as

possible, with most of them it is as bard to

describe of what they consist, as it is to ascertain

what idea they are intended to convey. They
are not exactly arcades, and not exactly panels,

not exactly walls, and not exactly niches. They
have about them something of tho shrine, and

something of the sideboard, something of a tomb,

and something of a mantelpiece ;
sometimes yon

are surprised by a little bit of half Byzantine

Mosaic, and sometimes by an ingenious arrange-

ment of Minton’s pauing tiles. Nothing comes

amiss provided it makes a certain amount of

show, does not hide any part of the east window,

and expresses nothing in particular.

LEAKAGES IN WATER-PIPES.

AMERICAN SOCIETY- OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At a meeting of this society, held in New
York on March 19th, Mr. Joseph Whitney, C.E.,

of Cambridge, Mass., presented the subject of

“Leakages in Water-pipes,” illustrated by
specimens of defective water-pipes from the

Cambridge Waterworks. He desired to make a

simple statement of his own operations and
experiments. The great and growing increase

in the consumption of water is a matter of the

first importance in the management of water-
works. Scarcely a report relating to waterworks
is issued which does not refer to it, and as some-
thing quite unaccountable, still no systematic

effort is made to ascertain its cause. Some
years since bis attention was called to the sub-

ject in Cambridge, where, for three years pre-

ceding the water-pressure had been growing less,

thus causing muo1i inconvenience and insecurity

In case of fire. This was ascribed to the great

number of users from one main, an 8-in. pipe,

in a particular house : tho water scarcely rose

to the second story, by night or day. After in-

quiry, a series of observations were made
with syphon-pipe and pressure-gauge, to deter-

mine the cause. These were made in the morn-
ing, when the consumption was nearly nothing

;

and in one case by shutting off certain sections

from the main, say a 4-in. or O-in. pipe, a large

leak was revealed where the pipe, laid in a street

filled with oyster-shells, had parted. In another
case, when the gate was closed, the water in the

syphon at once rose IG ft., equal to about two
stories of an ordinary house,—-the pipe, about
600 ft. long, and laid upon a marsh, was ex-

amined, and the leak found in a joint, where the

two parts had been entirely separated by a set-

tlement of one section. These and other leaks

detected similarly were closeil, and thus, with,

out any increase of size in the main, an addi-

tional head was secured of 35 ft., which gave a
full supply to each house in that locality. Ob-
servations were afterwards made upon the

water in the reservoir, in the night-time,

which showed still a leakage. By continued

experiments upon the pipes throughout the
city, nearly 200 leaks of from 1,000 to 2,000
gallons each per hour were found. The neces-

sary repairs were made, and thereby the average
daily consumption per head was reduced from
85 to 35 gallons, which is not more than one
half that in most cities. Leakage of this cha-

racter may exist a long time without being
known

;
thus, it may start when the water is

first let on, and the water find a passage through
some blind channel into the sewer; it will not
he seen at the surface, unless thus upward and
outward is the easiest coarse.

It is quite probable that this subject concerns

other cities than Cambridge, and furnishes a

satisfactory reason for the great increase in the

consumption of water, and the corresponding

growing demand for supply, which more or less

embarrasses public authorities. It is said that

in the city of New York, the consumption is

about one hundred million gallons per diem
;
if

so, he was sure at least fifty millions were wasted
through unrecognised leaks into the sewers and
surrounding rivers. In Boston, more than
seventeen millions of gallons are supplied, where
eight millions should suffice. It is a fair pre-

sumption that one half these great amounts
being but waste, its corresponding cost in

the construction and operation of water-works,

may be saved : surely examination, complete
and exhaustive, should be made to determine
whether this is presumption or fact.

Refresliments at Public Places.—Perhaps
the biggest price ever paid for a refreshment
contract has just been given by the restaura-

teur of the Crystal Palace, who has commuted
the payment of 2jd. a head on every visitor to

the Palace into a fixed annual sum of 25,0001. !

As this must, of course, come out of the pockets

of the refreshed, the question, after all, arises

whether the inducement to the public to go to a

place where they would be well and reasonably

led, would not bring a greater return to pro-

prietors than an annual subsidy such as that

mentioned.

I

RAIN-WATER TANKS.
1

Ip you think the above illustrations of a
rain-water tank, with filtering compartmeu^:
which I am now constructing, of any servioo

to your correspondents on this subject, they are

at your disposal. I believe the principle of its

construction is not an nneommon one, although

I know no example of its application

Tnos. Dixiyiddy.
,

THE CRUCIFORM
SUN TEMPLE AT CALLERNISH,

ISLAND OF LEWIS.

The perfect preservation of this curious and
remote prehistoric circle of standing stones, with

its avenue from the north and its rows of standing

stones towards the east, south, and west, afford*

as graphic an illustration as Stonehenge of suu

worship in these islands of the sea
;
and may

not such a perfect cruciform erection throw “ a

dim religious light” on the present “orienta-

tion” of our Christian worship and symbolism
in church architecture ?

The following description, with measure<

ments and observations made on the spot, mayr

he of some interest to the tourist and the’

archseologist. “These phantom forms of auti-i;

diluvian giants,” from their dread weird-likel

character, seem to have been left untouched byl

the many generations of islanders who have

passed away. Since the ancient heathen wor-;

shippers left this “high place,”—abed of peat<

moss 5 ft. thick, only recently cleared away byl

the proprietor, Sir James Matheson, had growip

year by year around the base of these standingi

stones. From a measurement made 150 years

Ago, by Martin, it would seem that less than the

sixteenth part of an inch was about the yearly

crowtli of this peat-moss; but many years may'

have elapsed before the formation of moss begairl

upon this knoll, after it was left desolate.
|

The only relics of the forgotten worshipperS|

found when the peat moss was entirely removed!

were two curious, built, sunk altar-chambers onr

the east side of the great gnomon or centre stonol

of a circle, having a built drain also from the same
flowing towards the east. The standing stones

are not hewn or dressed in any way, but are)

great upright blocks of gneiss, the prevailingi

rock from Butt of Lewis to Barra Head. The'

dimensions of the great stone gnomon arff[

16 ft. 2 in. high, by 4 ft. broad, and 1 ft. thicki

placed in the centre of a circle 40 ft. in diameter,.)

formed of twelve stones averaging from 10 ft. ta

13 ft. high. From this circle a row of stonesi!

projects eastward 38 ft.
;
another row soutliward!

69 ft., and another towards the west 13 ft.!

Then we find the giu.nd meridian avenue from'

the north, extending in that direction from the!-

circle 270 ft., formed of a doable row of stand-i

iug stones 27 ft. apart. Walking up this avenue'

at twelve o’clock noon, and looking towards the

great centre stone while the meridian sun throws'

his rays right athwart It, one can hardly fail to!

see the great object for which this rnde memorial^

was erected. Whatever aspirations may have

attended the use of the curious built chamberai

with their drain towards the rising sun, they

certainly convey a graphic idea of what the

Bible tells us about the sacrificial worship pait^:

to Baal.

ilartin gives an account of the extinction om
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1 thft fires in the Western Islands, as in Ireland,

Baaltino-clay, i.e., the day of Baal’s fire : only
payment of the tithes to the Druids were the

•08 rekindled in each family, and never till

“ On this day malefactors wore burnt be-

?een two fires : hence when they would express
man to bo in a great strait they would say,

—

le is between two fires of Bel,’ which in their

gnage they express thns, Edir da hin heaul,

Bel. Those contiguous fires were also used
t purifications and expiatory punishments.

—

artin’s Western Islands of Scotland, p. 105.

are we have an idea of the use to which these
'0 sunk ahar-ohambers might have been put
prehistoric times. Their position and con-
motion seem adapted for these ancient rites.

Edinburgh. J.vmes Keriu

ROPOSED aquarium: for HASTINGS.
At the monthly meeting of the town council
Eastings, on the 4th inst., an important

30mraondation, presented by the Roads Com.
Ittee, was adopted. Owing to the increased
iffic to and from the pier, it has been thought
'Cessary to widen the roadway and parade, by
tending the sea-wall to take in the recess now
isting opposite White Rock. place, within two
lodred yards of the pier. A report, prepared
the borough surveyor, Mr. W. Andrews, put
cost of a wall of stone and concrete at

)00h As a triangular space, about 600 ft.

ig by 50 ft. wide (tapering to 10 ft.) would bo
closed, and as additional sub-space could be
d to the westward under the existing parade,
r. Alderman Ilawell suggested that a base-
ant floor-space might be created, in which an
uarium, tepid salt-water baths, or similar

quisites for a marine resort, might be formed,
le proposal having met with the unanimous
aont of the corporation, the committee recom-
mded that a premium of lOOJ. should be
'ered for the boat design for utilising the
aoe, whilst providing for the widening of the
adway and parade. A discussion arose as to

e restrictions which should be put upon the
mpetitors. It was stated that the committee
sired to leave the matter entirely open, the
ancil itself forming an opinion whether the
m would be likely to cause damage, by
rowiug the sea on the adjacent parade, or

)uld be injurious to the lodging-houses oppo-
by tbe adaption of any erection which

ould be higher than the present level of

0 parade. Tlte preparation of details was
mitted to the surveyor, with instructions to

vertise in the Builder and other journals for

signs and plans.

Railway Company. All along from opposite
Clerkonwell workhouse,—that worn-out, decrepit
disgrace of the parish,—a well-built lino of

houses and shops is arising. In some of the
front elevations adjoining the corner of Exraouth-
Btreot variegated courses of brickwork and a
little ornamental setting may be observed. This
is more e.speoially the ca-e opposite the newly,
erected fire-engine station at the corner facing
the House of Correction, Coldbath.fields. Along
the north-eastern front of the prison wall somo
houses have been built, and preparations for
more are in progress.

There is an opening here for a very serviceable
improvement. It must be mentioned that there is

a large carriage traffic from the West, along
Guildford-streeb, Russell-square, by the south-
western side of the prison wall, up Baker-street,
Lloyd.square, to the roads converging at the
Angel, Islington. When anything special is

going on at the Agricultural Hall, the steep
ascent of Baker- street is literally crowded by
the carriages of all the world of London, royalty
downwards. Now, at the junction and crossing
of King’s Cross-road, opposite the Union Tavern,
there is a very nasty dag’s hind-Ieg turn, which
often capsizes uinnindful cabs. Whereas, if a
curve were taken from the prison corner, over
the jutting tongue of Baker-street, the danger
of the place as it is at present would be entirely

done away with. The ground is at present ui

covered, the railway company having erected
monster hoarding, and let it out as a pictured
advertising station.

THE TUNNELS IN THE MERSEY.
Sir,—In the " Tunnels under the Mersey

’’

described in your paper of the 5tb, would it not
be an improvement if the two tunnels were
made inclined, in opposite directions, sufficiently

to enable the trains to run by their own weight,
without steam, or even without an engine
attached, and so keep the tunnels clear of
steam ? j. M.vcke.nzie.

railway waste lands.
The Metropolitan Railway Company have at
igth begun to dispose uf that portion of their

.0 t6 land which lies along the King’s-cross-

kd. A large strip between Baker-street, Lloyd-
aare, and the steps leiwling np to Granville,
nare. has been taken by Mr. Kellond, builder,

Paddington, and ihe workmen are “putting
i foundations in.’’ That expression in this

30 must be taken with the proverbial grain of

t; for, instead of putting “in,’’ it is putting
m ’’ that is being done. All this ground was
>ken up to make the tunnel for the railway,

i it has been lying waste for the last fifteen

sixteen years. It has long served as a play-
)uncl for the juvenile street-arab and king-

pb population. For years it has been a kind
no-man’s land, the police declining to interfere

I one side, because it was “private property
|d the company’s servants declining, on the
ler side, to meddle, because it “ was the busi-
ss of the police to maintain order for tbe
hlio.” In tbe corner immediately adjoining

I".
Dt'.an’e, the Uuion Tavern, there is a dwarf

Irrel-veiitilating shaft for the railway, which
II have to bo carried np as the houses rise.

•The first batch will consist of five eight-roomed
uses on the south side of Granville-eqnare, to

|Uaoe those that werei’emovod for tbe railway,
ere are to be about forty houses in all, mostly
the small tenement character, with the exoep-
n of the eight-roomed ones, which are intended
be let for 501. a year. This rebuilding will

ilitde the filling up of the gaps in Baker-street
-d Granvillf-plaoe, which, on account of the
'wds of disorderly idle boys, have long been
Qsor 8 to the locality.

It is satisfactory to find that a change for the
^ter has come over the policy that so long
led the laud management of the Metropolitan.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
At the meeting of the Board held last week,

a report was presented from the Building Act
Committee, on a letter sent to them by Mr.
Hayward, district surveyor of St. Martin-in-tlie-
Fields, and Sb. Anne, Soho, in respect to tbe
erection of a wooden scaffolding or framework
for advertising purposes in West-street, Upper
St. Martin’s-lane. The committeerecommended
that the necessary proceedings be taken to test
the question of the legality of such erections.

Mr. F. Fowler moved the adoption of the
report, considering it highly dangerous that
boards should be put up on the fronts of houses
for advertising purposes.

Mr. Lawrence said these boards were very
inflammable, and might lead to serious conse-
quences.

After a discussion, the report was adopted,
and proceedings ordered to be taken.

St. Paul's .—A letter from Mr. Daw, of the
Sewers Office, Guildhall, was read, containing
the following :

—

“I Qin directed by the Corntnissioners of Sewers of tbo
City of Loudon to acquaint your hon. Board that, after s
negotiation extending over sereral years, they have
arranged with the trustees and the ecclesiastical author!
ties ol the Cathedral Chiiruh of St. Paul for tbe injjirovioj
and widening of tbe public ways at the north-west ani_
south-west ends of the churchyard, by laying into the
public way all the land shown on the plan, and whiebis at,

present enclosed hy tbe cathedral railing. This railing
will he removed from around the open area, and a lin'

kerb of the same level as the footway paving, with o;

mental granite posts, will he placed around the part not
laid info the public way. thus nflbrding not only a large
additional accominodation for tbe carriage trallic, iiur

also giving increased opportunity f>)r viewing the splendid
western front, of this metropolitnn church. This improve-
ment, the importance of which, for the general con-
venience of the public, the Commissioners consider can he
scarcely overrated, is settled to ho completed for the sum
of lOjOUOL, exclusive of professional expenses. ’’

The Educational Officer of the Society of
Arts (Mr. C. Critchett) in his report to th&
Council on proceedings in connexion with educa-
tion during the past year, says :

—

“One of the principal objects of the conference held
lavt year was to endeavour to enlist the aid of other
public bodies, notably of the ancient and powerful City
companies, or Trade Guild.s, of London in this under-
taking. It was known that many,—though not all,—of
these companies possessed large revenues, and it had been
observed, especially of late years, that most laudable
anxiety had been shown by those to whom the responsi-
bility of administering these revenues had been com-
mitted, that they should be made use of, to a considerable
extent, for the public advantage, and particularly for
encouraging, in some mode, tbo trade or craft which waa
now, or had been at some recent period, the occupation,
of most of the members,* Under these circumstances,
and knowing the earnest desire felt by the courts of somo
of these companies to use the wealth committed to them
for really laudable objects, and not to squander it, as had
been too often done in former and unenlightened times,
in useless if not injurious charities, the Council made an
appeal to these guilds to aid them in this undertaking, I
cannot but feel that, considering that the whole system ia
new, and that notwithstanding every effort to make it
public, it is as yet but little known

;
that, moreover, it is,

or was till recently, perfectly untried, and that conse-
quently its success had not been assured,—I say, con-
sidering all these circumstances, I think the City com-
panies have, on the whole, very fairly responded to the
appeal made to them. Tbe Fishmongers’ Company,
always amongst the first in every truly liberal under-
taking, has given us a donation of fifty guineas, aud the
Mercers, Drapers, Vintners, Salters, Coachmakers, Spec-
tacle-makers, and Cloth-workers have all given contri-
butions. The last-named company, the CToth-workcrs,
have it in contemplation to take a much more important
step and to establish scholarships in their own branch of
manufacture, but as the details have not yet been settled
I am unable to say exactly what will be done; but I
believe it has been determined that the Society’s techno-
logical examinations shall bo made use of as the means
of deciding upon the merits of the respective candidatoa.
for these scholarships."

WHAT IS IT COMING TO?
Six,— I send you the following advertisement clipped

from a local paper published in a town not 65 miles from
London, merely expressing my wonder as to what the
advertiser feeds upon, and what kind of a being he must
be to be able to dn all ‘‘ that lot" for the money,—" in
tovm or country,” and to “ scale,” too! Eevxal.

“ House !—Houses ! 1—PaorERTT ! ! !

A Four, Six, or Eight Koomed Uou-e, in Town or
Country, for l.'is, Drawings accurately prepared (to
scale) in accordance with tbo bye-laws for the same, con-
sisting of Ground and Chamber Plans, Elevation, and.
Sectr n. Tracing, Ss. ; Specification, 78. 6d. eilra. Private
House Drain Plans, each -Is. 6d. Drawings and specifica-
tions prepared for Now Works, Alterations, or Repairs.

Mr.
,
Surveyor, &c."

“BOX.MAKING BY MACHINERY.”
Sib,—

H

aving seen a jetter signed “James Brewer" in
your paper of (he ‘2Sth ultimo, with reference to Machinery

r Box-Making, hinting that be had invented something
iiilar to my machine iwelve years ago, will you do me

the favour to insert th.- following facts ?

I immediately took steps to a-.certain whettier there
was such a machine to ho seen, and sent to Mr. Brewer to

ir where it was. This Mr. Brewer could not tell,

neither could he show the party any drawings of the
machine ai slated.

I beg. in coueliision, to say that I shall protect my
patent rights to the fullest extent.

Joshua Womebslex.

GOODWIN u. TALL & COMPANY, LIMITED

-

SiE,—We have just read Mr. Goodwin's letter, which
appears in your impression of the atJth ult. Tbe inac u-
rai ies which that 1 tter contains are so glaring that they can
onl. bi* attributed to the fact o' Mr.Good win being a layman
instead of a lawyer, and having consequently entirely
misunderstood the judge's -umming.up. The shorthand
writer’s notes of this summing-up are n iw bef.ire us, and
they do not contain one word a' out a written document
bring necessary to establish the right to royalties. At the
conclusion of th-* Company’s ease Mr. Goodwin’s counsel
rai-^ed that point, hut it was over-ruled by the judge. The
judge simply alluded to the uiibusiness-like manner in
which Mr. Tall erried on his business, and to the special
circumstances of this particular case.

Mr. Goodwin failed on one of tho other points of the
set-off, and had to pay such of tho costs of the action as
related thereto. His object in inserting the letter in your
columns is manifest

;
aud we think it right to mention,

that in the event of any other persons disputing their
royalties, tbe Company will fitht the qu- stion as
vigorously as before; and we believe that in other cases
where the transaciion was arranged in a more business-
like juanuer, with better success.

Ashubst, Moeris, a Co.,
Solicitors fur Tall & Company, Limited.

THE ROOKS OP LONDON BRIDGE.
Sib,—

I

have lately been informed that a considerable
fund has accumulated in the City from an obsolete
annuity, which was instituted for the purpose of supply-
ing the rooks about London Bridge with slicks with
wiiich to build their nests. As rooks have long since
deserted that husv spot for more quiet quarters, the
supply of sticks was st.jpped, hence the accumulation of
funds. Can the money not bo applied to tho purpose of
supplying “ sticks ” or “ stocks ” with which “ humans "

might build a “ rookery” fur their own habitati'ii P The
po ir of the City are not well treated by those who hav»
chvrge of the distribution of the City’s charities. I know
an old lady, seventy-four years of age, more than sixty of
which have been spent in and around the ward of St.
Michael Bassishaw, who ia tho widow of a freeman, now
dependent upon tbe gifts, &e., of the ward, which have been
at times reduced by her being compelled to leave the
ward on account of the pulling down of dwellings to make
way for offices, &•.. and Ihe very gills are almost .swallowed
up by the rent of a single room, it beiug a condition that
tbe recipient shall reside in the City, aud, if possible, ia
(lie ward. Why cannot they bo allowed to live out of tho
City P G.

* As an instance of this may be mentioned the course
of lectures recently delivered under the auspices of the
.-Stationers' • ompany, by Mr. Ellis A. Davidson, and tbe

. Arthur Kigg, on tbe arts of printing, type-loiuiding,
paper-making, engraving, and wood-cui ting. The demand
for tickets was bo great th^it the lectures were repeated.

I
*-

,
.

i
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PROFESSIONAL INQUIRIES.
SiE,—Having received estimatea for works in the

country, the committee appointed wish to have the list of

-quantities priced out and placed with them, and not

leave them in the architect’s hands. Is it usual for the

committee of a public work to have them or get them
attached to the contract, which they could at all limes

Bee, or is it the custom to leave them altogether in the

architect’s hands ?

When a schedule of prices is delivered, is it usual to

put the price of the material at per foot or yard only, or

carry out the prices in lull, adding them up at the end of

•each column, so that the total should snow the exact

amount at whicli thetenderwas sent in? The following

are copies ofth • conditions affecting the question :

—

“The quantities are to be taken conjointly with the

drawings and specifications, in framing the estimate.

The contractor to send back one of the bills of quanti-

ties he is supplied with priced, so as any additional work
required may be executed upon the terms of contract, or

any work named in quantities, and not required to be
done, may be deducted at tbe pr’co allowed."

Supposing a tender sent in for a lump sum, would the
contractor, assuming there be an error in quantities in

tis favour, have to make a deduction from his tender ?

IxqriEEE.

ST. MARY’S, NEWINGTON.
Sra.—In your notice of the new rectory now in pro-

gress for 8t. Mary’s, Newington, it is stated that the
church, also, ia to be erected from my designs. That is

not aoj Mr. -tames Fowler, of Louth, having been
appointed architect by the committee to carry out a
design sent in by him in competition with five otlier gen-
tlemen. I made a report upon the designs submitted,
but the committee have nothing to do with the rectory
house. Ew*ir Chbistiax.

KITT’S COTT HOUSE.
For tbe first time, on tbe evening of tbe 6th of

May,—when the Ancient Monaraents Bill was
accepted by tbe House of Commons,—I happened
to visit this ancient relic, a kistvaen, as Dr.

Borlase believed it to be, on a bill about a mile
nortb-east of Aylesford, in Kent. It is engraved
in Dr. Stukeley’s “ Itinerarium Curiosum,”
second edition, folio, and in Higgins’s ” Celtic

Druids ”
; also, moro accurately, in tbe London

Arcbicologia, page 116, where the large stone,

Been by Stow, the antiquary, A.D. 1590, re-

curabent seventy paces north-west of this

relic, is engraved also. This stone has dis-

appeared, bat the four stones of the monument
remain intact. In Stukeley’s plan this recum-
bent efone is described as the general’s grave,
and Dr. Stukeley also referred to another stone
in the vicinity, marked in his plan as the cofiin

stone. The writer in the " Archmolngia,”
vol. ii., describes the covering stone of Kitt’s

Coty as being 11 ft. long and 7 ft. wide.

It rests on three stones, about 6 ft. 6 in.

from the gronod. The two side atones are
described as being respectively 8 ft. wide and
2 ft. thick. The centre stone, placed about
midway between the two side stones, is about
€ ft. 6 in. high, 2 ft. 10 in. wide, near the top

;

5 ft. 6 in. in the middle
;
and 5 ft. at the bottom.

It touches the covering stone and the sid-^ stones
also. The recumbent stone may have been a
fourth supporter, or, perhaps, an upright pillar

Btaudiiig apart.

The " Iter Curiosum ” contains a view also of

the fallen cromlech of Kitt’s Coty, which I saw
in a field near tbe road. It is not engraved in

this volume of “ Archmologia,” but the stones at

Addington, some miles westward, which I saw,
are engraved in it accurately, and these relics

are described also. Che. Cooke.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Chesterton .—The need of a charch in St.

Luke’s district is so urgent that t\ committee
decided to commence building at once, and to

continue as funds come in. The lowest tender,

—

that of Mr.'fhoday, of Cambridge,—was accepted.
Tbe chancel and three bays of the nave (omitting
the norf-h aisle) are to be-built for 2,8S0J., in white
Cambridge brick, with stone dressings. The
number of sittings will be about -l-SO. This is,

of course, only n first instalment. It ia desirable
that tho north aisle shonld be built with this

first portion, and the number of sittings thus
greaMy inorejised. The estimate for the entire
church, omitting tower and spire, is under 5,5001.

Stafford .—The work selected some time ago
for a memorial of the late Mr. Thomas Salt was
a further restoration of the Norman Church of
St. Chad, Stafford, which the late Mr. Salt de-
sired to see completed, as he had himself pro-
moted and greatly aided its commencement.
Plnnv for the purpose have been furnished by
Sir G. Gilbert Scott, who restored St. Mary’s
and Castle Church some thirty years a<vo. There
has been ranch delay in maturing the arrange-

ments for commencing the work. Sir G. G.
Scott’s principal clerk, Mr. King, attended re-

cently on behalf of the architect, who has lately

been suffering from over-exortion, aud in con-
saltation with him the committee determined at

once to proceed with the work as soon as tenders
can be obtained, though, from the limited amount
of tbe funds in hand, only a portion of it can be
undertaken at present. This portion will consist

of a thorough restoration of the nave, outside and
in, with the removal of two houses which now
obstruct the view of the west end of the church
from the street, and the erection of a suitable

entrance-gateway. These works will, according
to the architect’s estimate, quite exhaust the
money in hand, which at present scarcely ex-

ceeds 7001. The coraraittee are desirous, if they
had the means, to include in the restoration the
re-erection of aisles which formerly existed, and
without which the effect of the restored nave
will lose moro than half its power, because it

will be necessary, when the arches and pillars

have been renewed, as at present intended, to

block U]) the openings again with temporary
brickwork. This would be avoided if further
contributions camo in at once for the erection of

aisles.

Cookham .—The new church at Cookham Union
is in the Early English Gothic style of architec-
ture, and is dedicated to St. Mark, and designed
to seat about 200 persons. It consists of a nave,
north and south transept, and chancel. The
outer walls are of rag stone, with Bath stone
dressings. The roofs are covered with plain

tiles, relieved by ridge crests. The walls inter-

nally are stuccoed. The roof is of open timber
work. Tho seats in the body of the church are
of stained deal, whilst the furniture of the
chancel is of oak. The windows are filled with
cathedral glass, of two tints. The west end of

the church is finished with a bell-cot of Bath
scone. The organ ia built by Mr. H. Jones, of

West Brompton. The church is supplied with a
heating apparatus by Mr. W. Blowfield, of

Maidenhead. The ironwork of the Communion-
rails and elsewhere was executed by Mr. Tuck,
of Maidenhead. The church was erected from
the design of Mr. C. Cooper

;
and Mr. W. Wood-

bridge was the builder. The sole cost has been
borne by Mr. Uibhert. who also gave the organ.

Cheavi .—Tbe foundation-stone of the new
church of St. Philip, Cheam-coratnon, has been
laid. The site was liberally presented by Mr.
H. Lindsay Antrobus, and the plana were pre-
pared by Mr. R. H. Carpenter, architect. Tho
lowest tender (that of Messrs. Shearburn, of

Dorkintj) has been accepted.
Thombury . — Littleton Church, Thornbury,

having become unsafe for use through age and
disrepair, it has been resolved to take it down
and build another. The new church will be
built on similar plans to the old one, under the
direction of Mr. Pope; indeed, the materials of

the old building will be used in the construction
of the new, whilst the seats and internal fittings

of the place will bo used most probably as they
are. It, is estimated that the rebuilding will

cost 1,2001.

Qreenhithr .—Steps are about to be taken for

tho restoration of the tower and nave of Swans-
combe old parish church. The cost of restora-

tion, amounting to 1,7611., is defrayed by Pro-
fessor Erasmus Wilson, formerly of Greenhit-he.

A memorial window, designed by Mes.or8. Wailes,
of Newcastle-on-Tyne, will be inserted in the
east end of the north aisle by the committee.
The architect is. Mr. .Tabez Bignell, of London;
and the builder, Mr. W. Gumbrell, of Dartford.
Balcomhe .—The ohnreh here has been re-

opened after restoration. The additions have
been erected by Mr. Danev, builder, from designs
supplied by Mr. Ewan Christian, at a coat of

about 2,.1001., including fittings. To provide
sufficient accommodation the architecthas caused
the north aisle to be turned into the nave,
adding to it a chancel, thus extending not only
the width but the length of the church. A new
north aisle and vestry have al^o been built, the
vestry being separated from the chancel by an
organ chamber, and the old organ having been
removed from the west gallery under the tower.
This gallery has also been removed, and in its

place is the font, the tower being now made
into a baptistery. The seats which are open
benches, are partly new, and are of stained deal,

but the seats for the choir, in the chancel, are of

oak. The chancel is paved with encaustic tiles

of a dark colour, while the ai-'les are of ordinary
red paving-tiles with a black border. The new
work is all in the early fourteenth-centnry style.

The pillars and arches are composed of local
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sandstone dug from the quarries in the neigh-
bourhood. In the chancel arch the smalt shafts

are of red Devonshire marble, and the corbels

are finished with carvings and crowned heads.
The centre has the simple old roof, but both the
new aisle aud the chancel are of open timber
with trussed rafters, sealed with plaster in the
aisle, and with board over the chancel. The
church is now calculated to seat about 300
peop'e, and is heated in winter by means of

Hayden’s patent warm-air apparatus. The rere-

dos has been enlarged in character with tbe new
chancel by having let in a centre panel. This
reredos was the gift of Mr. J. Hankey, who also

presented the additional centre panel. This
panel is of russet marble, with a border of

alabaster and coloured marbles. On it ia a cross

of Italian alabaster and a gold mosaic circle in

nimbus. An additional piece of burial-ground
taken from the adjoining park, has been given
by Mr. John Hankey.

Eastwick.—The small church of Eastwick has
been rebuilt and reopened. It was at first

intended to restore the old fabric only, but as

the preliminary work of restoration progre85e6
it was discovered that certain portions of the

church were so much decayed as to render tht

entire reconstruction necessary, and hence th<

church, with the exception of the tower (whiol
has been newly faced) was rebuilt, through th(

liberality of Mr. J. Hodgson, of Gilston Park, al

a cost of something like 3,0001., from designs o:

Mr. A. W. Blomfield. The church, which ii

built of flint, with Casterton stone dressing*

outside, and Ancaster stone insid", is 50 ft. long

by 20 ft. wide iu tbe nave
;
the chancel is 34 ft

by 14 ft. 6 in. wide, and the tower reaches th<

height of 50 fc. The whole of the woodwork ii

of plain English oak, grown within twenty milei

of the church. The sittings aro made toaccotm
modate 135 persons. A new coloured east win!
dow has been placed in the church by the rector
tbe Rev. John Reeves Purcell, in memory of hil

mother. Tbe subjects illustrated aretbeCruoi
fixion, the Resurrection, and the Ascension. Tht
font is of Caen stone, with red Mansfielc

columns, and the pulpit is built of AncasteJ
stone, with Mansfield dressings. A new ohanoec

organ, by Beverley, of London, has also beet
added to the chnrch at a cost of 150 guineas
The who'e of the work has been done by Messrs
Green & Son, builders, of Sfanstead.

Butt'/rton .—The new chnrch of Bntterton
near Leek, has been opened for divine servioei

The order of architecture is Modern Gothic, am
there is one side aisle. The stained east windov
is the gift of Mrs. Byrom, of Leek. Mr. Christiai

was the architect, and Messrs. Bassett & Wilson
of Sbeen, were the builders. The contract, ini

eluding bells and other extras, amounted h
about 1,7001.

Beckington .—The Church of St. Gregory, a
Beckington, has undergone a restoration, ant
has been reopened for divine worship. Thi'

interior walls have been divested of their coating

of plaster and whitewash, and have beet

“pointed” throughout. The old windows have

given place to new tracery ones, which, with

two exceptions, have been filled with tintet

cathedral glass. The north aisle roof, whioH
was formerly flat, ia a new and open one, whik
the other portions of the roof are repaired am
retiled, and tbe floor, doors, and benches art

entirely new. There is a new pulpit of Ball

stoue, simply carved. The tower, which hati

been closed for a considerable time, has beer

opened, and the groined roof renovated. Thi

organ has been removed to a chapel on the south

side of tho chancel. Over the tower or wea'

entrance them is a new painted window, the gift

of Admiral E lyell, C.B. It consists of doubli

lights, representing incidents in the life of tht

Saviour, commencing with the Nativity anc

ending with the Ascension, with figures of angek

in the tracery. A new four-light paintet

window has been placed in the wall on the nortl

side of the chancel. It contuina figures of th(

four evangelists. Both windows are the wnrl

of Messrs. Horwnod, Brothers, of Frome. Thf

latter window, together with a reredos in three

panels, has been presented bv the rector, thi

Rev. Sainsbury Longford Sainshnry. Tht

reredos is the work of Mr. Earp, of Kenningtoni

Tho centre panel contains an alabaster cross or

a groundwork of mosaic, and the other panel*

contain sacred monograms. The chancel root

has been divided into panels and illuminated bji

Messrs. Horwood, Brothers, from designs aapr

olied by the architoct, Mr. James St. Aubyn, o

London. Four lamps have been placed in tbi

chancel, by Mr. J. W. Singer, of Fromo. Then)
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nen' heatin" apparatus by Messrs. Rimiug-

'

& Son, of Slcipton. The contractors were
grs. F. P. & G. Brown, of Fromo. The total

has been about 1,0001., exclusive of works
rt. The organ has been rebuilt and enlarged

•Ir. n. J. Prosser, of Road. The instrntnent

been illuminated by Messrs. Grant, Brothers,
ihapmanslado.

SENTING CHURCE-BUILDING NEWS.
oekton.— The new Unitarian Chapel, the
dation-stone of which was laid in November
has just been opened. The chapel will

mmodate 300 persons, and provision has
t made for the erection of a gallery to seat
more. The chapel and schools have been

; from the designs of Mr. E. E. Clephan,
ktou, at a total cost, including land, of

Oi.

iwerhij.—The plans for the proposed chapel
school, which are to stand on the site of the
ent buildings at Steep-lane, have been pre-

d by Messrs. Horsfall, Wardle, & Patebett,
.alifax, and are in the Italian stylo of archi.

jre. The school is to be built Brst, and when
is completed service will be held in it until

shapol is rebuilt. The principal front gives
antrance doorway, approached by an easy
t of five steps. The doorway has pilasters

acli side and pediment over. On each side

square-headed window. In the second stage,

the door, is a triple window having circular

ling, and on either side a single circular-

led window. On either side of the building
range of five square-headed windows on the
floor, and five circular-headed ones to the
nd. The vestibule has an entrance to the
)ry at each end. The chapel proper will bo
by 39 ft., having galleries all round, and

ding accommodation for over 500. There
be no pulpit but a rostrum, having in front
baptistery and communion. In rear of the
tel is the school, 50 ft. by 26 ft., and having
3t communication with the chapel. Over the
ol are class-rooms.

sdford.—The chief stones of a now Wesleyan
)el have been laid at Southend, a new suburb
Jedford. The edifice, the style of which is

ly English, says the Bed/ord Times, is to be
t of Warrington hammer-dressed st me, with
li stone dressings for the window mullions
dour jambs, and surmounted by a bell

•et. Thu entrance porch will have a frontage
Offa-road, and the building set back from
pthill-rofid. The interior walls are to be of
tod stucco, with 4 ft. 6 in. wainscot; open
•tie roof up to the collar-beam, where it will

Jailed
; open seats stained and varnished,

ing backs, providing seats fur 260 persons,
third of thorn free

;
rostrum iu-^tead of

)it, with doorway in tho rear, leading to the
Kil-room, which, capable of accommodating
Y children, may be thrown open to the
Del if required. The building will bo lighted
four windows, on either side, of cathedral
s, and a stained four-light window at the
h end. The estimated cost of tho whole,
uding the site, is 8501., of which a largo pro-

ion has been raised. Mr. C. Day, adds our
lority, is the architect, and, in conjunction
i Mr. L. B. Moore, the builder. The chapel
bo I ght.ed by gas.

ettunliall Wood.—The new Congregational
pel hios been opened. It has a frontage of
b. to the main toad. Tho style of architec-
' is Gothic, of the geometric period. The
ing and dressings are of Codsall sto m, the
ler rock-faced, the latter tooled. The in-

.al dimensions of the chapel are 66 ft. lonf
13 ft. wide, and 27 ft. high to tho ceiling. A
ery has been erected at tho end ov^r the
atice-lohbies. Tiie roof is in a single span,
oeiled at a level with the collar-beams. Tlie
n timbers which are exposed to sight are
ned and varni.shed, the spandrels being
:ed out iu colour. Tho pri cipal front is

led, having a central entrance, and over are
d'uhle-light tracery-headed windows, with
8e-win<!ow iu the centre. At the nortli-east
le is a turret, carried up to a height of 70 ft.,

upper stage of which has arched openings on
four sides springing from stone shafts, with
^ed fciliiited capitals, surmounted by a cornice,
a which the spire springs. A clock is to be
d in the turret, tho dial being placed in the
niiig of the U|)per stage. The side window.s
the fhap'd are double liglit, with tracery
ds. The whole of the glazingis with cathedral
ed glass. Theaccommodatioa is provided

for about 400. Yestries and lecture-rooms are
arranged for, bub it is not intended to erect them
at present, a temporary vestry having been
built. Tho contract for tho building, including
heating, boundaries, and other expenses, is aboot
2,0001. The builder is Mr. Cockerill, and the
architects are Messrs. Bidlake & Fleemiug, all of

Wolverhampton.
Buxton .—The new Wesleyan Chapel, Devon-

shire Park, has been opened for divine service.

The building is a Gothic structure, and is situate

a short distance from the Palace Hotel. It is

intended to seat about 700 persona, with accom-
modation for a number of Bath chairs round the
pulpit. It has an open roof, and all the wood-
work is either stained and varnished, or var-
nished. The windows are bordered with crimson,
coloured glass. In the chancel there are three
memorial windows to the late Rev. Thomas
Shaw, John Milligan, and Mrs. Fisher. The
coat of the buildings and fittings is, we are told,

about, 5,0001.

Peckhain.rye .—A Wesloyan chapel is being
erected in Barry-road. The building will be
Early Gothic in style. The principal elevation

is towards Barry-road, and tho entrance is by a
projecting porch in the centre of the elevation.

'

Oq each side of the entrance there are two small
doable lancet windows, and over the entrance
there are two three-ligbt traceried windows,
with a large traceried rose-window above them,
and at tho apex of the elevation three small
lancet windows. The arches over the doorway
and windows will be of Luton brick, and the
dressings of Bath stone, the main portion of tho
elevation being of yellow stock brick. At the
south angle of the elevation the tower with spire,

rises to a height of 105 ft.
;
the tower, 14 ft.

square at its base, being carried up to a height of

30 ft. There is an octHgonal turret at tho north
angle, 12 ft. iu diameter and 50 ft. in height
from the ground level, containing gallery stairs.

Tho lower portion of the side elevations, con-
tainingthe aisles, has si.x square-headed windows,
above which are si.x tracery-headed windows to

the galleries. Buttresses, coped with stone, are
carried up between the windows to the full

height of the aisles and galleries. The building
is carried up above the gallery roof to a height
of 40 ft., and contains six clearstory windows on
each side. The entire length of the edifice, in-

cluding the chancel, is 120 ft., and its width
52 fc., and the extreme height to the apex of the
roof 60 ft. The chancel, which is apsidal in form,
contains three traceried windows. Internally
the structure contains a nave, aisles, galleries,

chancel, and vestry. There are iron columns,
with cast-iron capitals, from which spring stone
moulded arches. The interior will have an open
timber roof of stained deal, and open stall-seats

and pulpit composed of similar materials, the
walls being of stucco work. Schools, uniform
with the chapel, are intended to bo erected ini-

mediately adjoining the latter. Tho contract
price of the chapel, exclusive of the galleries
and spire, and schools, is 4.5501. The architect
is Mr. Charles Boll, of London; and the builders
are Messrs. Nntt & Co.

Macclei^field .—The foundation-stone of a new
Baptist chapel, about to be erected in St. George’s-
street, has been laid. The chapel, which is to

cost 2,500i., will be 51- ft. long, and 40 ft, wide.
The basement will be built of Togsnose pitoh-
faced wallsbones throughout, and will comprise a
schoolroom, 37 ft. by 33 ft. 6 in., and four class-

rooms and inffint-rooms, besides accommodation
for heating apparatus, and tea-meetings. The
chapel, which is to be in the Italian style of
arohiteoture, will be built of brickwork, with
stone dressings, and will have a double-entranco
doorway facing the street, with semicircular
heads and pillars; the approach will bo by ten
stops, leading to a lobby and staircase. On the
chapel-floor the minister’s and deacons’ vestries

will be arranged
;
every available space is to be

engaged for seating accommodation, and the
galleries will occupy three sides of the building,
a singers’ gallery to be erected immediately over
the vestries. The pews have stall ends, leaning
backs, and bookboards. The front of the chapel
will bo set off with stone pilasters at each
corner, moulded cornice, and frieze over the
eiitranoe-door, in addition to which will be a tier

of five windows above with pilasters, griller
cornice, blocks and arches, to be finished with
three small spirelets. The chapel, which is to
accommodate between 500 and 600 people, will

he well lighted in every part. The architects
tire Messrs. T. HorstieUl & Sons, Halifax, and the
builders are Messrs. Burrows & Moseley, Mac-
clesfield.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Bradford.—The new buildings of the Bradford

Grammar School have been opened by Mr. W. E.
Forster, vice-president of the Council. The cost
of the structure has been about 8,0001., and
accommodation has been provided for 400 boys.-

Mr. Forster, in the course of his remarks, said
he believed the work of the Endowed Schools
Commission would be found to have been muoh
more successful than was anticipated. He
referred to Eton as an institution having a
tendency to abolish class distinctions, at any
rate in education. He rejoiced in the provision
for the teaching of religious subjects in the
Bradford Grammar School, and thought the
religious difficulty had been dealt with by the
Government in the best way, viz., that such
instructions should be confined to lessons from
the Bible, while at the same time parents were at
liberty to withdraw their children from aach
instruction if they so desired.

Tibherton.—The now parish school, which has
just been built from the designs by Mr. W. J.

Hopkins, architect, has been opened for use.

Ipswich.—The formal inauguration of tho
schools which have been erected by the Ipswich
School Board took placo last week, when the
schools on the Wherstead-road and in Argyll-
street were visited in state by the Mayor and
other members of the Corporation, the members
of the School Board, and of other public bodies.
They have been erected, as we have before
described them, by Messrs. E. & E. C. Gibbous,
from the designs of Mr. Butterworth

; Mr. Oliver
Gibbons having the superintendence of the work.
The cost of the block of schools was about
3,6001., and the number of children they are
intended to accommodate is 800,—boys, girls,

and infanta.

Caterham.—The new schools at Caterhara,
which have been built under the School Board,
have been opened. They consist of a boys’ and
girls’ school, to accommodate 125 in each, with
class-rooms attached. Residences for the master
and mistresses adjoin. The whole cost was
about 2,500J. The architect was Mr. R. Martin,
of Caterham.

Torrington.—The School Board school build-
inga have been opened. The site is a piece of
ground iu the centre of the town, in continua-
tiou of the new terrace recently built by the
Okeliampton Building Company, and facing the
newly.erected villas on the Rolle property. The
style of the elevation is simple and of an Early
English treatment, and the buildings comprise
an infant school to accommodate 100, flanked on
one side by a school for boys, and on the other
side by a school for girls, each of the latter

giving accommodation for 120 children, making
a total provision for 310. Tho exterior facing of
the walls is of local stone, and the dressings are
of stone procured at Hamden Hill. The slate

on the roofs is partly Deiubule and partly Welsh,
laid in alternate longitudinal rows, the lighter

hue of the one relieving the sombre dulness of
the other. The building is surmounted by a bell-

turret at the junction of the roofs, containing a
well.tonedbell. Theextreme point of thisstructure
is at least 4-0 ft. from the ground. The infants’

room is lighted by two large four-light windows,
and the boys’ and girls’ schools by throe-light

windows in the gables, with side windows over
the desks. These desks, which are of pitch
pine, are ranged longitudinally with the building,
and have a very neat appearance. There is a
gallery also fitted with desks. The dimensions
are as follows :—Infants’ school, 40 ft. by 20 ft.

;

girls’ and boys’ schools, each 44 ft. by 18 ft.

Tlie total coat of the buildings, exclusive of the
laud, for which alone 170L were paid, has been
about 1,300Z. The architect was Mr. Alexander
Lauder

;
the engineers, Messrs. Garton & Kiug,

of Exeter
j
and the builders, Messrs. Medlund,

Grant, & Eastmond, of Torrington.

Marston.—The South Marston new National
Schools have been opened. They are built in

the Early English stylo, of local stone ; and have
a bell-turrot rising to a height of 40 ft. The
interior consists of a schoolroom, 37 ft. by 18 ft.

;

a classroom, 14 ft. by 14 ft., with a gallery for

the infants.

Stnkesley.—New schools have been opened at
Skiimingrove. The site was given by the late

E irl of Zetland, and the Messrs. Pease in-

structed Mr. Fmncp, of Mr. Marske, to design
sclmols to accommodate about 300 children. The
total cost of the schools will bo about 1,5001.

Tenburij—The foundation-stone of a new
school and school-house at Burford has bsen
laid. The edifice, which is to bo erected from,
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designs by Hr. Eraest A. Day, of Worcester,
will comprise a school-room, 32 ft. by 18 ft.,

and a class-room, 16 ft. by 12 ft., with a suitable

house for master and mistress; the whole, with

the playground and garden, occupying full half

an acre of ground, which Lord Northwick (at

whose sole expense the school will be built and
maintained) has purchased from the rector of

Burford, besides a portion of half an acre of

glebo land on the Lockyey, which his lordship

has also given. Jlr. Page ifanson, of Tenbury,
is the contractor for the brick, stone, and plaster

work; the wood-work will be executed by his

lordship’s carpenters, under the superintendence

of the foreman, Mr. S. Dovery. The site is

central and convenient, being close to the rectory

and the church.

Nottingham.— The memorial-stone of new
school and class rooms in connexion with Addison,
street Congregational Church has been laid. The
schools are being constructed from designs pre-

pared by Mr. Gilbert, and will consist of a main
room, 46 ft. long by 25 ft. wide, with five class-

rooms. There will also be rooms for coffee and
tea meetings, &c. The building, which will be
of Bulwell stone, with dressings of Ancaster
stone, is intended to form part of a group of
which it is intended at some future time a new
chapel shall constitute the centre, in place of the

present iron edifice.

Jump .—The foundation-stone of a new Church
of England school at Jump, near Wentworth,
has been laid. The building, which is to be
erected at the sole cost of Mr. George Dawes,
will, when complete, accommodate about 220
children, and the expenditure will amount to

about 6001., including the cost of the school

itself and the master’s residence. The erection

will be of rnbble-stone. Mr. V. Broadbent, of

Hoyland, is the builder.

STAINED GLASS.

Holy\cell Church .—A new east window, con-

sbructed by Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham,
has just been placed in this church, to the]

memory of the late vicar, the llev. H. B. i

Walton. The subject is “ The Crucifixion,” and
the cost of the window, which has been defrayed

by subscription, was 110 guineas. The glass

from the old window will be utilised at the west
end of the church.

St. Saviour's, Eastbourne. — A stained-glass

window has recently been put up in the north
aisle of this church. The design illustrates the

scene described in St. Luke, x. 38— 42:
“Jesus answered and said,*' Martha, Martha, thou
art careful and troubled about many things

;
but

one thing is needful, and Mary has chosen that

good part, which shall not be taken away from
her.” The work has been executed by Messrs.

Clayton & Bell, of London.
Church of Alvechurch .—A memorial window

has been placed in the east end of the chancel of

the parish church, to perpetuate the memory of

the late Venerable Archdeacon Sandford, rector

of this parish. It comprises three lights, and
the subject chosen for delineation is the Passion

of our Lord. Each light represents two events
;

the central portrays the Crucifixion and Ascen-
sion. The work was executed by Mr. Gibbs, of

London.
Donyait Church .—The east window of this

church has just been filled with painted glass,

as a memorial to the Kev. Wm. Hyde, a late

rector. It consists of four lights, divided by a
transom in the upper tier. The subjects are the

Adoration of Christ by the Shepherds and the

Baptism of our Lord by St. John, each subject

embracing two lights. Through the lower lights

runs one subject only, that of the Last Supper.
In the centre tracery-light is the escutcheon cf

Hyde, and in the sides are angels with scrolls.

The ornamental portion of the window consists of

canopy-work, suitable to the subjects, and in

harmony with the architecture of the window.
The work has been executed by Messis. Bell &
Son.

St. Ifary's, Beverley .—A stained-glass window
has been placed in the south side of the nave
aisle of this church, by the widow and three sons
of the late Mr. T. F. Charapney, solicitor. D
consists of three lights and tracery, of the
Perpendicular or fifteenth century style of

archirectare. The dexter light contains the
subject of the Adoration of the Magi. Tlo-

centre light represents the departure of the
mother of Jesus, weeping, from the scene of

the Crncifi.xion, supported by the beloved dis-

ciple So. John, and followed by other spectators.

The third or sinister light illustrates the Saviour
in the Temple expounding the law to the
iloctors. The work has been carried out by
Messrs. Hardman & Co., of Birmingham.

Chagford Church, Devon .—A stained-glass
window has just been added to the parish church
of Chagford. The window was designed and
executed by Messrs E. & S. Beer, of Exeter.
The subjects treated are, in the first light,

Michael and the Archangel, and in the second,
St. George and the Dragon, both being nnder
decorated canopies, whilst in the principal opening
is a cross interlaced, w'ith the sacred monogram.
It is a memorial window, put up at the cost of

Mr. E. S. Baily, of Whiddon Park.
Linslade Church, Buckinghamshire.—The east

window of this church has been filled with
stained glass, the gift of Mr. James Hadley, of

Watford, formerly a parishioner and church-
warden. The window is one of four lights, with
one large tracery piece and several much
smaller. The subjects are four principal events
in the life of our Lord, with their types above.
They run thus, beginning on the dexter side,

—

the “Nativity,” with the “Finding of Moses”
above it. Then follows the “ Baptism of our
Lord,” with its figure above, the “ Passage of
the Israelites through the Red Sea.” The next
subject is the “ Crucifixion,” which is made to

balance in its drawings with the other subjects.

Its type is “ Tho Brazen Serpent in the Wilder-
ness.” The last subjects are the “ Resurrection,”
and over this Abraham’s sacrifice, and the ram
caught in the thicket by his horns. The largo

tracery.piece has a figure of St. Cecilia, attended
by angels. The colouring throughout is quiet,

and non-architectur.al canopies are placed over
the subjects. It is the work of Messrs. Heaton,
Butler, & Bayne, of London, the artists who
stained the west window of Berkhampstead
Church. There is no dedicatory inscription on
the window, as there ought not to be in that
pai't of the church. The inscription is written
on a white marble slab below tho chancel, in the
body of tho church, and runs thus:—*‘The
stained glass in the east window of this Church
of St. Barnabas was set up by James Hadley, to

the glory of God, and in affectionate remem-
brance of his only daughter, Elizabeth Sarah
Ann, who died at Watford, Octob. 16th, 1872,
aged 16 years, and was buried at Old Linslade,

—

Blessed are the pure in heart.”

Sheepstor Church., Dartmoor. — A memorial
window to the late Rajah Sir James Brooke has
been opened in this church. The rajah’s last

residence,— Burratnr,— was in the parish of

Sheepstor, and in the churchyard of that secluded
moorland village his body lies.

VARIORUM.
“Tse Trial of Sir Jasper,” by Mr. S. C. Hall,

F.S.A., is the title of a temperance tale in

verse, announced to be published by Virtue &
Co. The prospectus promises twenty-five en-
gravings from drawings by Messrs. E. M. Ward,
R.A., Mrs. E. M. Ward, Alfred Elmore, R.A.,

Thomas Faed, R.A,, W. C. T. Dobson, R A.,

Sir Noel Patou, R.S.A., Sir John Gilbert. A.R.A.,
George Crnikshank, John Tenuiel, W. Cave
Thomas, Gustave Dore, Birkett Foster, G. H.
Boughton, P. R. Morris, N. Clievalier, Walter J.

Allen, II. R. Robertson, E. Shi-rard Kennedy,
John Morgan, James Orrock, H. Auelay, and
F. D- Hardy. This alone will make the book a
remarkable shilling’s- worth. The author writes,

—

“ Wp ask— and have—the ai"! of Arf, to show
The height and depth o' thia—ihe ' ouniry’a cufso :

To tell, with erupbaait* what all should know :

For iVrt can Rive a lining force to Verse.
Here are the .4rtist-AiHs

; impress!' e teachers :

Si>'''al Reformers : tiiifh and holy Preachers,
Whose painted seriiinna he wh i runs may read :

Who spe k the ton^u- of all mankind indeed.
Blessed he they who use God-given powers
To till the soil—to plant the pregnant se d

That lends the moral desert fruit and dowers.”

Mr. Hall has undertaken a good work.
A writer in the Garden gives some instrnc.

rions for forming a small ont-door fernery. Hi-

says, “There are few email gardens where an
opportumry does not exist fur the niaking of a

ptcCiirepqno hardy fernery. Often, if tliere i-

no better place, the mbbish-hole or nook max
be turned to good account. If there be nothiiiL-

else, a space behind the bushes, and between
'hem and the boundary-wall, will be found
useful. Send a little walk by one of the largei

oushea into one of these, unseen jilactes; make n

tiny winding valley, letting the walk throughi
'merge at another convenient point. Tiie mail

point I wish to show by my sketch is, that in

this tiny vale a good effect may be obtainei.

without resorting to the masses of brick rub:

bish, &c., that one sees in so many gardens!

Steep flanks of impossible rock are by no mean'
necessary for ferns; on the contrary, they d'

not thrive so well on such structures as ii

such a place as is here represented. They are

indeed, perfectly at home on lowish banks, if th

soil be suitable, and there are enough rocks anc-

stones used to keep the ground moist wheix

needful. A more picturesque effect is secufS]
by a few well-chosen bait-buried atones than b’

the quantities of ill-chosen or ugly ones thai

are so frequently used. Indeed, if the choioci

lies between the common style of rocky fernerj

and the level ground, it is much better to clioos<![

the latter. In the hardy fernery it is too mued
the fashion to pi mt ferns alone, as if tliey onl’

enjoyed such a position. There are many level’

hardy flowers which are wood-haunters ant

shade-lovers as well as ferns, and by plantioj

these among tho ferns, a much more iuterestii^

result, and a much higher beauty, are produced
than if we only plant ferns. Such noble plant

as Cypripedium spectaiile and Trillium graiidi

Jlorum thrive better in tho moist free soil an*

tho partial shade suited for ferns than h

ordinary borders. Saxifrages, primroses, lily c
the valley, snowflakes, and hardy cyclamens an
a few of the many plants that will associat

beautifully with ferns, and that will lend a higl

degree of interest at all seasons to this miniatur

garden. We get from Cassell’s Fopula
Educator for July, a few lines about the extrao
tion and refining of copper :—“ The extraction i

effected by exposing the ore heated on th<

hearth of a reverberatory furnace to the actioi

of the air. The copper becomes a sulpliidt

whilst the iron becomes an oxide. Tliis oxide i

removed with the quartz, as a fusible slag

During this process the furnaces emit a densi

cloud, known as copper smoke. It contains fume
of arsenious, sulphurous, sulphuric, and bydrd
chloric acids, and is consequently estrernel;

deleterious. After the ore has been subiuitte

to this calcining process for some time the heai

is rai-jed, and the fusion of the ore determined

The copper sulphide, mixed with some iron sal

phide, sinks to the botton of the furnace, form
ing the m itt, which is then drawn off into wates

by which means it is granulated. This coars

metal is again roasted, and the remaining iroa

thus oxidised; ore rich in silica is added, an»l

the whole fused. The oxide of iron and thil

silica form a slag
;
and the copper in the forn

of a subsulphide—fine metal— (CugS), is drawi

off and cast into pigs. It only remains to fre'i

tho metal from the sulphur
;
this is accomplisheu

by submitting the pigs to a beat in a rtiverbera

toiy furnace just insufficient to fuse thorn. Thi

metal at the surfiico thus becomes oxidised, ana

when fusion takes place this action occurs

—

Cu^S ^'2Cu0 = S02 + 4•Cu.

Thus the copper is obtained. It sti 1 require

to be refined. For this end it is again fused

in order to oxidate the last traces of foreig)

metals, which are removed as slags; and to re

ducg any oxide of copper, the trunk of a younf
tree is thrust into ’lie molten mass, the gase

liberated from it deprive the oxide of copper o:

its o.xygen, and thus the metal is procun d in it

pure state
;
this last proce.ss is termed poling

The appearauce of copper is well known, bul

when pure, as produced by the eli'Ctrotypinp

process, it possesses a beautiful pink colour. It

is very tenacioUB, ductile, and mall<-able. I|

melts at about 1,090° Cent., and is capable al

some volatilisation, impartinga gi-een tint to thil

flame. At ordinary temperatures air has ml

action upi n copper, but if heated a cupric oxidt

is formed, winch, as it con'ruc's mure slowl’i

than the metal beneath, comes off in sc-des. I

'

ignited, finely divided copper will burn likd

tinder into the black oxide.”

The Mill Memorial. — The Mill Momoriai'

Committee have resolved—“That a statue o7

Mr. John Stuart Mill be erected in some puhlii

situation or building in the metropolis, and tli-ut'

I he fund be further devoted to the founda ion oi

cholarships, open to tlie competition of butt'

exes, iu mental science and political ooonomyi'

r otherwi.BH in the proinotiun of mi-ntal ant

ocial Boieiice, subscribers bi-ii.g at libi-rty tv

mention their preference as to which of thesil

objects their d>>tiatiou8 shall be apiJied to.” Thi

i-xeciitive committee, includes Mr. S'ansfeldl'

\1.P., Sir John Lubbock (lion, treasurer}, anc

other men of influence.
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nie Discovery at Worcester College Hall.
Noake, the historian of Worcester, says of'

s discovery that after a close examination of
details, he is inclined to agree with Mr. Hop.
IB, the architect, that it is not a reredos at

In the first place, ho supposes that the
stei CO of a reredos and altar in a monastic
ectory would be unique. Secondly, there is

trace of an altar there. Thirdly, there are
thcr sedilia nor a piscina, both of which
tally accompany an altar. It is true t^ere is

aumbry, or cupboard, with a basin-like ex.

mtion at the bottom of it, which at first view
ks like a piscina, but on closer inspec-
a it seems that the basin had been roughly
oped out after the removal of one of the tiles

ich cover the bottom of the cupboard. I'or

at pnrpose this was done does not appear,
i if ever there was a hole communicating
ough it to the ground, this, of course, would
re been a piscina, though nob necessarily for
lesiastical purposes. There is, therefore, no
id reason, he thinks, for supposing that an
ir ever stood in the college hall, or that the
mtiful and interesting relio just discovered is

rthing more than a fine specimen of wall

joralion, designed to grace and adorn that
1 of the apartment at which the prior, sub-
or, and chief officers of the monastery sar, on
ighor level or dais, raised some feet above

I rest of the floor. The entire thing is Early
glish, in which somo features of a transitional
iracter may bo traced. It is to be hoped
t in the wholesale destruction of antiquities

ich has been made of late, and is still taking
ce at the cathedral, this fine old relic is nob
imcd to be of the number, and that the scnlp.

e may be left alone, just as it is—neither
bored nor destroyed.

>pening of the Isle of Man Narrow
uge Railway.—There are at present in

etructiou in the Isle of Man two lines of
way, one leading from Douglas to Peel, and
other from Douglas to the south of the

.nd, leading to Castletown, and one to Port
n. These lines are of peculiar interest at
present time, from the fact that they con-
ute, in Great Britain, ono of the largest, if

. the largest, systems of railway communica-
n constructed on the narrow gauge system,
ntracts were entered into by Messrs. Watson
Smith, for the construction of lines from
uglas to Peel, and from Dublin to Castletown
1 Port Erin, undertaking to complete the line

m Douglas to Peel by the lat of July. Accord-
ly, that portion of the company’s lines has been
mally opened. The day was observed as one
holiday and rejoicing throughout the whole
nd. Amongst the well-known persons who
k part in the proceedings were the Duke of

therland, the Hon. Francis Stanley and Lady
in'ey, Mr. H. E. Loch (Lieutenant-Governor
the island), Mr. John Pender, M.P., Mr.
nrge Stewards, and a large number of the
cials and members of the legislature in the
ind.

Phe Easter Island Idols.—A block of

ne from Easter Island, Polynesia, has been
josited in the Jardin des Plantes at Paris. It

resents the head of an idol, rudely carved,

I weighs 3,000 kilogrammes. The nose
ne is a yard in length. This must be one of

se depicted in our illustration in the volume
the Builder for 1870, p. 10. Mr. Martin

pper, it may bo remembered, with reference
ihese gigantic stone figures, suggested the idea
ftt such figures, on a small island in the midst
<a wide ocean, where no similar stone appears
j exist, seemed to indicate that the Pacific

Hnds thereabouts formed but the tops of the
lls of a submerged continent, which at one
re existed there as dry land. In our own
misphere we seem to have something like the
ferae of this, the present continental land
ring been recovered from the ocean which
‘wed over it in the glacial or winter era, as we
ly call it, to a height of many hundreds of

leaving only island highlands above water,
nt as, at present, and in an era not glacial, but
6 a perpetual summer, the Pacific islands stud

I) ooeau which covers an ancient continent.

Mr. Hodgkin,—We mention with great
jret the death of Mr. Hodgkin, who has en-
aved for many years illustrations for the
iilder. Ho died last week, of consumption, at
13 comparatively early ago of 51. Mr. Hodgkin
'i8 a very estimable man, always to be relied on. j

Memorial Chapel for Trent Coflege.

—

On the “ speech day ” at Trent College the
foundation-stono was laid of a new chapel, in

memory of the late Mr. Francis Wright, who
was the principal founder of the college. During
the five years that the college has been open the
church accommodation for masters and boys has
been only of a temporary character. The new
chapel will be built to correspond with the archi-

tecture of the college, and to be a prominent and
ornamental object. Up to the present time about
2,5001. have been either received or promised.
Plans of the proposed edifice have been prepared
by Mr. Robinson, of Derby, but the builders
have not yet been appointed, nor has it been
definitely determined what amount it will be
judicious to expend

j
but the total cost will pro-

bably be nob less than 3,0001. It is proposed
that the building shall be 73 ft. long and 30 ft.

wide. There will be an entrance-corridor and
north and south corridors, a library or vestry,

an organ-chamber, and two transepts. The nave
will be in one span. There will be open benches
of pine. The building itself will be of red
brick, to correspond with the college, with stone
dressings and tile roof, ribbed and boarded, and
will accommodate about 300 persons.

The Cadger’s Latch.—The house yard-gate
hero is fastened with a common latch, dropping
into the common figure 4 hasp. It was the
custom of hawkers, beggars, and other species
of the genus Cadger to lift the latch, walk into
the kitchen, and have all the game to themselves.
I interfered with the procession of cadgers
through the gate. A second figure 4 hasp is

driven in above the original, with the face
downward, and so far distant that there is just
room, and no more than room, for the latter to
slide out between them. The latch goes np and
down furiously, the gate is kicked and thrust,
but never opened, for not one of the cunning
rogues has cunning enough to lift the latch very
gently, so as to slide it out from between the
hasps that catch it either way if it travels

a hair’s breadth too far.—^Abridged from The
Gardener’s Magazine.

Rhayader Workhouse Competition.—At
the last meeting of the local Board of Guardians,
the report of the Local Government Board’s archi-
tect was received ujion plans delivered in com-
petition for the new workhouse buildings by
Messrs. Haddon, Brothers, Mr. E. H. Lingen-
Barker, and Mr. Stephen W. Williams. The
matter had formed the subject of discussion at
the meeting held on the 4th ult., but was post,
poned iu order to obtain the opinion of the Lncal
Government Board as to the merits of the three
plana. Mr. Lingen-Barkor’s plans were placed
first, it being stated that they were not only
better arranged, but capable of being carried out
for less money than either of the others. The
second place was awarded to Mr. S. Williams’s
design. After some discussion, the matter was
again postponed.

Hiram Powers.—This well-known sculptor
has died at Florence. lie wa'* born at Wood,
stock, Vermont, U.S., July 29th, 1805, was
waiter at a hotel, traveller for a tradesman, and
apprentice to a clockmaker at Cincinnati. He
received his first instruction in modelling from a
Prussian sculptor, and in a short time learned
to form busts and meclallions. At Washington,
Mr. Longworth enabled him to start, in 1837,
for Florence. He produced, in 1838, his figure
of “ Eve,” followed by the “Greek Slave,” ex-
hibited in the London Exhibition of 1851.
Among Mr. Powers's other works may be named
“ IlPenseroso,” “The Fisher Boy,” California,”
“ America,” statues of Washington and Calhoun,
busts of Chief Justice Marshall, Adams, Webster,
Van Buren, and others.

Mr. A. O’Connor.—We are sorry to hear
that Mr. Arthur O’Connor, the well-known glass-
painter, is, through long mental and bodily ill-

ness, in very distressed circumstances. Several
gentlemen, to whom the circumstances of Mr.
O’Connor’s painful position are known, have
formed themselves into a committee for the pur-
pose of receiving subscriptions in aid of Mr.
O’Connor and his family. Mr. Stanley Lucas,
84, New Bond-street, acts as bon. secretary.

Wood Pavement.—A movement has been
set on foot to cover the whole of Pall-mall with
the Improved Wood Pavement recently laid in

the Strand, on Ludgate-hill, Chelsea Suspension
Bridge, St. James’s-square, and King William,
s reet. Neighbouring inhabitants appreciate
its quietada.

Story’s Statue of “Jerusalem.”—Mr. W.
W. Story, the American sculptor, whose studio
has for many years been one of the things to be
seen in Rome, recently deposited for a short
time, at Holloway’s Galleries in Bedford-street,

Strand, a figure of “ Jerusalem.” Tho statue is

on its way to Philadelphia, where it is to bo
placed in the new building of the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts. It is cut in a fine block of
white Carrara marble, slightly toned, and stands
on a pedestal of grey marble from the same
extensive quarries. The city is represented by a
female figure clothed in flowing drapery, having
the phylactery on her head with a letter on it,

which, perhaps, was used because it is the initial

of Shiloh.

Organs for Clifton.—The great transept
organ at St. Paul’s Cathedral is now being
removed by Messrs. Brjeeson, Brothers, &
Morten, previously to completion at their factory
and re-ercction in the Victoria Assembly Rooms,
Clifton, Bristol. London will, therefore, lose

one of its largest organs, and this instrument
will again be devoted to orchestral music, as at
the Panopticon, for which Institution it was con-
structed in 1853. The large organ in Christ
Church, Clifton, lately much damaged by the
falling of the pinnacles from the tower during a
storm, has now been completely restored and
considerably enlarged by the same firm, who
have also erected an organ in Medimval case in
Emmanuel Church, Clifton.

A Government Mining Engineer for
Central India,—After making upwards of
twenty bore-holes, and sinking two shafts, the
Government has been successful in finding coal
of an excellent quality for locomotive purposes,
in the central provinces of India. One shaft

has proved 52 ft. of coal at a depth of 149 ft.

;

and the other, 32 ft. at a depth of 180 ft.

;

whilst every one of tho bore.boles has revealed
coal. Tho mineral extends over a surface area
as much as 60 miles in length, by from 15 to

20 miles in breadth. To develop and superintend
the working of this wide district tho Indian
Government has appointed Mr. Walter Ness to

bo their mining engineer.

Accidents.—During a very heavy storm and
gale recently, a partially erected house at Bryn-
byfryd, Pentre, fell to the ground. The walla
were up ready to receive the roof. The loss is

about 50Z. Five men have been somewhat
seriously injured at the Clippens Shale Oil

Works, near Johnstone, in Scotland, by the
falling of a large archway of brick built over a
kiln. The building was scarcely completed. The
men were seated at their meal inside when the
catastrophe occurred. Tho walls stand intact.

The accident is attributed to the state of the
weather and tho softness of the mortar.

Relief for London 'Bas Horses. — Some
clever mechanic has invented a drag by which
he can stop in a very short time a vehicle

going at full speed, and ho stores up the im-
petus and renders it available for starting the
vehicle again so soon as the drag is removed,
something on the same principle as Captain
Moncriefl uses the recoil of the gun to restore ib

to its proper position. The inventor deserves
the medal of the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals.

Destruction of a Synagogue by Fire.

—

It is announced in the Jewish IVorld that the
synagogue at Bordeaux, one of the finest possessed

by the Jews of France, has been totally destroyed
by fire. Some neighbouring houses were at.

tacked. The damage done, some consider, will

amount to several hundred thousand francs.

The temple was repaired and redecorated three

years ago, at a cost of 190,000 francs. The
building was insured for 140,000 francs. The
ill-fated strnctnre was erected in 1810.

Removal of a City Cburcb.—A vestry of

the parish of St. Martin Outwich has been held,

to consider a letter from tho Bishop of London,
having reference to the removal of the church,

the benefice being united to that of St. Helen,
Bishopsgate. The bishop required that the
bodies under the church should be removed,
and the church taken down. It was resolved

to close tho church at once.

Tke Conversazione of tke Royal Insti-
tute of British Architects, held on Thursday
evening in last week, passed off very agreeably.

Sir G. G. Scott, as President, received the
visitors. There was a fair collection of works of

art and industry.
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For additions to the Norfolk County Lunatic Asylum,
Thorpe, near Norwich. Mr. R. M. Phipson, architect

Newell £9,783 0 0
Wilkin & Curtis 9,738 0 0
Lacy 8,350 0 0
Hawes (accepted) 8,280 0 0

For additions and new fittings to stables, Watford,
Herts. Mr. Fredrick Sparrow, architect:

—

Waterman (accepted) £13i 10 0

For additions to Johnston Hall, Pembrokeshire, for

Mr. B. Carrow. Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker, architect:—
Thomas £399 0 0
T. Sl J. Lloyd 393 6 6
Edwards 370 0 0
James (accepted) 329 10 0

For alterations to warehouse, Buccleuch-street, Barrow-
in-Furness, for Mr. Henry Whiteside. Mr. Howard
Erans, architect

Hird £388 10 0
Gradwell . 386 8 6
SadolerSWood . 380 0 0
Waddington & Son (accepted) 379 10 0

For bnilding stable and now lantern light, fbr Mr.
Dixon, Swan Tavern, Lancaster-gate. Mr. G. Western,
architect. Quantities supplied

Stable. Light.
Hearn £890 16 0 £42 8 0
Temple & Foster 785 0 0 30 10 0
Oldrey (accptd.) 761 0 0 35 0 0

For board schools at Reading. Mr. Joseph Morris,
architect. Quantities supplied:—

Coley School, for 638 children.

Stephenson
Claridge
Gibson Bros
Wheeler Bros, (accepted)
Simpson
Matthews
Sawyer
Moore
Clacy
Groomo

201 0 0
4,330
4,295 0 0
4,193 0 0
4,176 0 0
4,169 0 0
3,993 0 0
3,856 0 0
3,316 0 0
3,034 0 0

Ka'esgroce School, for 678 children.
Stephenson £4,638 0
Claridge 4,284 0
Matthews 4,073 0
Gibson Bros 3,990 0
Simpson 3,837 0
Moore 3,559 0
Sawyer 3,404 0
Grooine 3,474 0
Clacy 3,340 0

Acceptedfor the Separate Trade*.
Higgs (bricklayer and mason),,. £1,719 10
Po^ey (carpenter) 1,136 0
Margrett (smith) 631 19
Harriss (plumber, &e.) 199 0
Harris (plasterer) 103 0

For public-house, at Woodcote, Oxon. Mr. Joseph
Morris, architect. Quantities supplied:—

Geater £405 0 0
Godwin . 383 19 0
Goodey (accepted) 378 0 0

For rectory house, All Saints, Wokingham. Mr.
Joseph Morris, architect. Quantities by J. E. & A.
Bell:-

Poiriey £3,625 0 0
Woodroffe Sj'lOo 0 0
Silver & Son 3,395 0 0
Woodbridge m,. 2,989 o 0
Pilher •

_. ^.2.958 0 0
* Accepted, subject to alteration.

For house, lodge, and stables, at Winkficld, near Ascot.
Messrs. Roper & Ogle, architects. Quantities by J.
Kenne^ :

—
Hobson
Burlbrd
Woodward
Watson
Sbarpingtou & Cole....

Nye
Henning A Son

..£3,464 0 0

.. 3,342 0 0
.. 3,170 0 0
.. 3,116 0 0
.. 3,"67 0 0
.. 2,933 10 0
.. 2,783 0 0

For re-building three warehouses in Wood-street, City,
including sub-basement, part of fittings, Ac. Mr, Her-
bert Ford, architect:

—

Scrivener A White £12,930 0 0

Conder ... 12,344
Kilby .. 12,329
Browne A Robinson ... 12,270
Perry Bros, (too late) ... 12,210
Scimpson A Co. (too Ute) .... .. 12,194
Colls A Hon ... 12,"10
Henshaw A Co ... 12,010
Perry A Co .. 11,837

... 11,4W
Gammon A Son
Adamson A Sons (too late)

Downs A Co

11,308 0
10.7e3 0
10,760 0

For Welsh Wesleyan chapel and school, Llandudno-
Mr. George Felton, architect. Quantities not sup-

Humphreys £1,790 0 0
Griffiths 1.713 0 0
Hughes A Jones
Williams

1,7' 0 0
1,487 0
1,450 0
1,356 10

Williams...
Roberts (accepted)..
Pritchard

Amended Tenders.
£1,412 0 0

.. 1,4<I0 0 0

.. 1,348 0 0

For intercepting drain connecting drainage of buildii

with public sewer, at North t-urrey District Schoc
Anerley. Mr. A. G. Hennell, architect;

—

Goddard A Nicholson £322 16 0
Hums 235 0 0
Goodard 233 10 0
Amer 230 0 0
Brooks 229 0 0
Cole 222 10 0
Hubbard 230 0 0
Potter 216 0 0
Rigby 203 0 0
Taylor 199 13 0
Jackson 195 0 0
Alcock 185 0
Woodhams (accepted) 175 0
Riches 172 10 0
Gardner 149 0 0
Fowler A Cluck (withdrawn) 107 0 0

For new warehouses, St. Bride-street. Mr. Alb'

Bridgman, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Shepherd £1,825 0 0
Perry 1,8"0 0 0
Ennor 1,668 0 0
Bracher A Son 1,660 0 0
Elkington 1,440 0 0

For the restoration of Rowner church, Hants. S

Frank E. Thicke, architect. Quantities by Mr. G. i

Mumby :

—

Chase £1,093 0 0
Cooper 992 0 0

j

Senior 969 0 0
Ring .. 915 0 0 '

Kapley A Sou 856 0 0 i

For alterations, repairs, painting, Ac., to Shoredt
Town HaD. Mr. Robert Walker, architect ;

—

Double Sasbs

Helbronner A Co £2,290
Marsland A Sons 1,470 £195
Toms 1,437 lUS
Cohen I,2i0 2i0 i

Bishop 1,197 163
Bolting 1,160 .......... 187-

Wagner 1,150 107

Warr 1,083 17S

'

Sawyer (accepted) 970 192

Hunt 948 133 i

For enlargement of building at tho Royal Masm
Institution lor Boys, at Wood Green. Mr. J. W. Dc
son, architect

Fish £2,987 0 0
Humphreys 2.750 0 0
Aleard 2,726 0 0
Anley 2.714 0 0
Ceneii 2,675 0 0
Webber 2,577 0 0
Turkington 2,529 0 0
Gould A Co 2,510 0 0
Johns 2,480 0 0
Tingell A Co 2,427 0 0
Cohen 2,400 0 0
Hames 2,397 0 0
Callcy A Son 2,395 0 0
Robins 2,390 0 0
Mann 2,390 0 0
Botting 2,377 0 0

'

Wagner 3,375 0 0
Warr 2,339 0 0
Boyce 2,135 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
B. y. P.—M. C.—P 3. C.—R. R. x.—yf. P. A Son*.—E. f

F. T-—W. T.—G. J.— J. M.—CaptAiu M.—A. O. Mr. i

U. P. (n-e cannot aasist. We constantly advise that only copie

testlmouiaii should be sent to advertisers).—Constant Reader i

solid oue. o{ oouree).—T. W. (the bnilding stones used in Kew4
land are numerous, and Iiave b^en inentioned in our pages).—C-

(the commission is usually charged on the amount uf the lot

tender, though this is often very unjust to tho architect).— filino;

(doubtfuli.—H. B. (advertise it. if really good).—A Liverpool Ar

tect (cancelled ; having appeared elsewhere).—Country Bmlder (t

our correspondoot bos a right to make a charge, it (acta are corrsi

stated, teems clear ; his being able to recover it at law is anol

matter, and would depend ou various circumstances).—J. L. (sl

have attention).

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giv

addresses.

All statements of facts, lists of tenders. Ac., must be accompu
by the name and address of the sender, not iieccssanlyt

'

publication.

NuT2.—The responalhlUty of signed articles, and papers rtac

public meetings, tests of course with the authors

rA
SITUATIONS WANTED.—Advertisements of thtoclassarelnWii

at the following rate, viz. :

—

Sis Hues (about fifty words) or under 2s. 6d. I

Each otldilioual line (about ten words) Oa Gd, 1

Halfpenny stamps accepted for amounts under Ss,

TTie Publisher ca/nnot he responsible for TEff.’

iiONiALS left at the O^ce in reply to Advertii

ments, and stron-gly recommends that Copi

ONLY should he sent.

Advertisements cwrvnot he receivedfor the ewre

week’s issue later than THREE o’clock p.]

on TlfURSDAY.

Bath and other Bnilding Stones of Be

Quality.—RANDELD, SAUNDERS, & C
l.iTnitx.H On a.iTtnnpn and Bfcone Merohanl

New Dock Works at Stockton.—The in-

creasiDg trad© and shipping at Stockton-upon-

Tees have led the Town Ckiuncil of that borough
to determine upon the construction of a new
dock, and with this view they have resolved to

instinct an engineer to report upon several

B hemes which have been proposed for making a

dock at Portrack Slake, a suburban district on
the banks of the Tees, about a mile from the

town.

Worcester Diocesan Architectural So-
ciety.—The first excursion for the season of

this society has taken place in the neighbourhood
of Ledbury. The programme included tho

churches of Preston, Much Marcle, Kempley,
Dyniock, and Donnington, with tho entree to

Homme House and its grounds, as also to the
parsonage-honse at Much Marcle, by permission
of Colonel Money-Kyrle and the Rev. A. W.
Chatfield.

Hardening tke Surface of Steel.—Mr. G.
Armes, of Rochester, New York State, has
shown that the surface of steel may be hardened,
without hardening the mass of the metal, by
placing the steel,—a cylinder for example,—upon
an engine-lathe, and, while it is in motion, bring-

ing into contact with it an emeiy wheel, rotating

at a velocity of above 1,800 revolutions a
minute.

The Coal Famine.—The continuous strikes

and dearness of labour have led in the mines of
Blanzy (Nord) to the adoption of a self-acting

coal-boring machine, which excavates the same
quantity as twenty men. The inventor is, we
believe, Mr. Robert Winstnnley, the younger,
who patented his invention two or three years
ago. Tho machine is reported to work ad-

mirably.

The Sewerage of Pemberton.—The local

Board have approved of the sewerage scheme
submitted by their engineer, Mr. Williams, and
resolved to apply to the Local Government Board
for power to borrow 18, -1001. to carry the same
into effect

;
and that the engineer be instructed

to proceed with the detail plans and sections to

be submitted for the approval of the Local
Government Board.

Hebuildingof the Church of St. Nicholas,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.—It has been resolved
to rebuild Sc. Nicholas’s Church, Newcastle, on
the old site, if funds to the amount of 5,0001. can
be guaranteed. Already upwards of 4,0001. have
been realised, exclusive of the old materials.
Mr. Drewett voted against the old church being
pulled down.

The Port of London Sanitary Committee.
In the Court of Common Council a report has
been adopted, at the recommendation of the
Port of London Sanitary Committee, suggesting
the appointment of a medical officer at a salary

of 4001. per annum, and an inspector at a
salary of 1201.

Whitechapel Baths and Washhouses.

—

The committee have reason to believe that the
vestry of Whitechapel will undertake the future

management and maintenance of the baths, if

handed over free from debt, and in thorough
repair. Upwards of 1,3001. have already been
subscribed.

Wesleyan Schools and Chapel for Clap-
ham.—Messrs. J. Nutt & Co., builders, are
ereccing new schools (Wesleyan), to be con-
nected with a chapel to be erected hereafter in

the High-street, (^lapham, and the foundation-
stone was to be laid on Thursday by the Earl of

Shaftesbury.

Stained-Glass Memorial for St. Cuth-
hert’s, Darlington.—One or more stained

windows (including the east windosv), are to be
erected in St. Cuthbert’s Church, Darlington, as

a memorial of the late vicar.

TENDERS
For alterations and additions to a canon’s house at

Norwich. Mr. R. M. Phipson, architect :

—

Newall £1,786 10 0
Hawes |,570 0 0
Rogers 1,260 0 0
8pinka.(accepted) 1,250 0 0

For building Stownpland vicarage, Suflfolk. Mr. E. M.
Phipson, architect:

—

Crowe £907 0 0
Andrews A Son 884 0 0
Gibbons 872 0 0
Luff (accepted) 868 0 0

For alterations to Rose Back, Sudbury, near Harrow,
for Mr. M. Nixon :

—

Shapley £308 0 0
Waters 272 0 0
Longmire A Burge (accepted) ... 235 0 0

UilXllLtrU, ^UCLl 1 J*
IXICIA ...w— —

List of Prices at the Quarries and Depfits, ^
Cost of Transit to any part of the Unit

Kingdom fumiahed on application to

Bath Stone Office, Corabam, Wilts.—[Adtt.j
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The Local Government Board and

possible Disease.

N iraportanfc Minute has

just been issued under

the signature of Mr.

John Simon, the modi-

call officer of tbe Local

Government Board,
calling attention to tbe

march of tho Asiatic

cholera towards our

shores, and containing

suggestions as to the

itary precautions which are most incumbent
n us in the contemplation of such a calamity

ts aiTival. The Minute is extremely full and
irin indicating tho one main element of danger
nfection from cholera. But it may be said to

3ven more eloquent in Its silence than in its

3ch. While speaking in tho name of the Local
remmont Board, it contains a more incisive

4emnation of the waste of time, waste of

lortunity, and neglect of legislative action for

.oh tho intelligent part of tho community
oudly called a year and a half ago, than even

,

repeated remonstrances contained in our
1 pages have implied.

'he responsibility for local defences against

lera, both as regards wator-sapply and as

ards local cleanliness and refuse removal, is

ted, Mr. Simon remarks, in the local sanitary

horities, urban and rural. “ These autho.

es ai'o all by law so constituted as to repre-

t, in their respective areas of jurisdiction,

I will of the local ratepaying population
j
and

h such population has had almost absolute
ans of deciding for itself whether tho district

.oh it inhabits should be wholesomely or

wholesomely kept.”

n this instance, grave with the weight of

:ial authority, is summed up the main defect
tho action of the Local Government Board,
measure of national defence has been dealt

h by throwing an infinitesimal responsibility

each independent district. If disease were
)able of such distinct local restriction that
•h sanitary district would bo alone the sufierer

m its own neglect, something, though very
le, might bo said in defence of this principle,

ch Union might be said to have a sort of right
pay tho penalty of its own disease, if it chose
1 is generally tbe case) rather to run that
lat risk than to augment its local rates. But,
fortunately, no such cordon can be drawn.
6 black sheep could infect the whole flock,

3n if all the other sheep were white, which is
• from being the case in the present instance,

county, or great engineering district, nine-
iths of which were in a carefully protected
•te, would bo exposed to great and possibly
-al danger by the condition of the remaining
ith, left as a seed-bed of disease. The evil,

we have before stated, lies in the treatment
sanitary measures on non-sanitary principles,
le health of the country has been postponed ‘

to the political views of a certain school. It is

little to the purpose to discuss how far those

views are right or wrong. They are matters of

speculative policy, embraced, by those who hold

them, with a mild and self-contented fanaticism;

and the main arguments in their favour arc

either based on metaphysical statements which

are open to endless contention, or supported by

predictions of good results which yet remain

altogether in the cloudy regions of unfulfilled

prophecy. But let that pass. It is precisely

because of the controversial nature of these views

ohat we insist on the practical folly of their

application in a case of tho present urgency. It

is to act in the same way as if, on the threat of

an invasion, the Ministry were to omit the items

of army and navy from the estimates of the

year, to save that great outlay on their budget,

and to intrust to every parish the duty of

organising its own local defence. It is a return

from the organisation of our police force to the

old system of “Charlies,”—venerable watch-

men, provided with lanthoms and i-attles,—and

private patrols for those who chose to afford

them. This is what, in other words, Mr. Simon
points out as the result of the legislation of

1872, as regards the protection of tho public

health.

“It is greatly to be wished,” the Minute

continues, “that the former of these alter-

natives,” that is, the wholesome keeping of each

district, “had, from long ago, been the desire of

every local constituency in the country no

sentiment can be more irreproachable. It does

not, however, strike us as one that is altogether

novel. We have heard something like it before.

We have some faint idea of having echoed such

a sentiment, in one plirase or another, for at

least a quarter of a century. We feel a sor-

rowful and respectful sympathy for tho writer

who, aware on the one hand of the great

danger which he has to face, and knowing,

better than most men, how tho precautions

which science suggests have been persistently

and wilfully neglected, is yet precluded, by
official decorum, from doing more than indicate

tho ineffective state of the law. “It is greatly

to be wished,” wo may add, that the.President

of the Local Government Board had realised,

“long ago,” the fact that there is such a danger

as pestilence, and that the heavy responsibility of

a Minister wbo professes to take measures in

protection of the public health, is not to be

shuffled off on to the shoulders of 600 or 700
local “ authorities,” to whom new ^titles have

been given, but to whose ever sluggish action

Government has refused to apply that stimulus

which would have been at onco so simple and so

certain.

No one who is familiar with the subject can

doubt that, by the introduction into tho Act of

1872 of the principle of reporting, not to local

authorities, who only care to save money, but to

an official superior, who, in his turn, should have
been placed in relation with the medical officer of

the Local Government Board, a constant, steady,

intelligcntly-ditected pressure would have been
brought to bear on the local authorities through,

out the country ; the result of which would have

been a very different state of prepai’ation for the

reception of the Asiatic contagion, or any other

scourge with which wo may be visited. “ It is

certain,” says the Minute, “ that in very many
places the conditions of security are wholly, or

almost wholly, absent.” That is the judgment
of the Local Government Board, expressed in

the Minute which it issues for the guidance of

tho public, as to the results of Mr. Stansfeld’s

Bill ! We had the unusual advantage of tbe

thorough arousal of the public of the countiy to

the danger of onr sanitary condition. We had
the advantage of a state of opinion which would
have welcomed any efficient measure, and would

have sanctioned any necessary outlay. We were

begged to leave the matter to the Minister, on

the ground that he was thoroughly aware of the

danger, and was taking the jiroper steps to

obviate it. With more or lees hopefulness we
were reduced to Hobson’s choice. The Govern,

ment passed their Bill ; to them has been left the

responsibility of carrying it out
;
and they now

calmly tell us, that “in very many places the

conditions of security are wholly, or almost

wholly, absent.”

“ It is to be hoped,” the Minute proceeds,

“that in all this largo class of cases the autho-

rities, under present circumstances, will do

everything which in tho romainiiig time can be

done to justify the trust reposed in them by the

Legislature for the protection of the public

health.” It is mentioned in Holy Writ, as tho

great merit of Abraham, that he was one “ who
against hope believed in hope.” We wonder

whether the quotation occurred to the mind of

the writer of this despairing iliuute. We take

exception to one phrase here used. It was not

in tho local authorities that the Legislature

reposed trust. Parliament may lio open to much
criticism, but hardly to satire so keen as this.

It was in the Ministers that Parliament reposed

trust, and it is upon them, and not on local

guardians, that the responsibility falls. Parlia-

ment did no more than place in tho hands of the

Ministry the powers which they declared to be

ample for the protection of public health. In

onr opinion they asked far too little. In uu-

questioned fact they have made no efficient use

of what they obtained. The justification of the

trust reposed in them by tbe Legislature is

therefore a problem for the solution of the Local

Government Board. Mr. Simon confirms the

justice of our least favourable anticipations of

the working of a measure which has left the

conditions of security, in very many places,

“ wholly, or almost wholly, absent.”

The ninth paragraph of the Minute is devoted

to another of those remarks which aro at once

so true and so old, and which, as addressed to

the local authorities, so much resembles the

pouring of water on the back of a duck :
—“ It

is important for tho public very distinctly to

remember that pains taken and coats incurred

for the purposes to which the memorandum
refers cannot, in any event, be regarded as

wasted trouble and expense. The local con-

ditions which would enable cholera, if imported,

to spread its infection in this country, are con-

ditions which day by day, in the absence of

cholera, create and spread other diseases,

—

diseases which, as being never absent from the

country, are, in the long run, far more destruc-

tive than cholera ; and tho sanitary improve-

ments which would justify a sense of security

against any apprehensive importation of cholera

would, to that extent,—though cholera should

never reappear in England, give ample remu-

nerative results in tho prevention of those

other diseases.” Not a week passes over our

heads without some fresh illustration of the

truth of this statement. Human life is a costly

product. The resistance value, to use the terms

of the political economist, of the humblest

labourer can not be set down at less than 300Z.

or 4001. He must have cost that to the country,

—

probably more. When we add the cost of edu-

cation, and thus ascend step after step of the

social ladder, the cost of life increases. Again,

even in cases of diseases that are not fatal, there

are great waste and cost,—loss of time, medical

attendance, and too often diraioished vigour of

constitution. All this has been urged over and

over again. We apprehend that it is about as

useful to present here a view to tho majority of

the local sanitary authorities, in order to induce

them to incur expense for sanitary purposes, of

their own motion, as it would be to read to them
the choicest dialogues of Plato, in the original

Greek.

The statement of the medical officers of the

Local Government Board is of value in another
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respect. It tends to diminish, so far as the
voice of experience can do so, one formidable
cause of danger in cases of epidemic diseases,

and especially in the case of cholera, namely,

—

panic. One great evil attending the discussion
of tlio subject is, that the statements which
ought to lead people to be wise in time, too
frequently only cause them to be foolish when
it is too late. Panic is the natural sequel of

negligent and stupid confidence
;
and the argu-

ments which are calculated to remove the latter

often have no other elTcct than to increase the
former. But it is well to have it distinctly

stated, with all the authority of modern science
and of official status, that “ cholera in England
shows itself so little contagions, in the sense in

which smallpox and scarlatina are commonly
called contagious, that, if reasonable care be
taken where it is present, there is almost no
risk that the disease will spread to persons who
nurse and otherwise daily attend upon the sick."

Advice of this kind is of serious value. It tends
to prevent that demoralisation which is so often
the accompaniment of pestilence. The two
highly contagious diseases named by Mr. Simon
may be called, the latter the terror of the
parent, and the former the terror of the phy-
siciau. They differ in this respect,—contagion
in scarlatina, is of the most subtle kind. It may
be conveyed, and in our own knowledge no
doubt has been conveyed, in a letter from a
house containing a patient. But it appears to
depend exclusively on the transmission of some
particle, however invisibly minute, of the skin
thrown off by the patient during recovery. If
thi,3 be prevented, no infection,—using the
terms as distinct from contagion,—or trans-
mission of distinct particles of matter need
be feared. Tims, too, the danger of con-
tagion does not arise in the early stages of
the disease. Small-pox, on the other hand,
though practically less contagious or infectious
than scarlet fever, is communicated no one
knows how, or, at least, no one knows exhaus-
tively how. It is, therefore, more formidable to
the medical man, because he does not know how
to make himself secure against its spread. But
he does know an almost certain preventive
to its fatal virulence, and he can tell when this

preventive—the use of vaccination—has been
employed. Small-pox, too, like scarlet fever,
rarely recurs. The patient who has once suf-
fered an attack very rarely experiences a second.
Cholera has no such self-compensating power.
It recurs again and again, perhaps with in-

creased facility of attack. Bub we have the
advantage of knowing that, in this country, the
contagion of its very destructive spread may be
jireveuted by sanitary measures. There are
certain causes which, especially when the
weather is hot and close, and fruit is abundant
and cheap, tend to produce self-generated
cholera. In some seasons the predisposition to

this form of disturbance seems to be far more
active than at others. The absence of ozone in

the air and a low electrical tension are so
closely connected with the virulent activity of
cholera as to suggest certain precautionary or
remedial measures. Thus the wearing of silk,

which confines the electricity of the body, and
raises its tension, is a valuable safeguard. But
the one great infective power of cholera is found
to reside in any fluid that passes from the per-
son of the patient, or in any water that is in
any way contaminated by such fluid. It is here
that the infection of cholera is so directly

checked by the precautions of sanitary science.

The use of disinfectants in the sick chamber, in
the drains, and in every spot that can possibly
be contaminated as above mentioned, is the first

point. The careful watching of the source
from which any water used for domestic con-
sumption is derived is the second, and is one of
equal importance. Those unsuspected filtra-

tions from drains, sewers and dust-heaps, which
so often make their way to the spring, the well,

or the pump-cistern are the sure carriers of

choleraic poison. As to this, in the present
state of medical science, no doubt is entertained.
That peculiar mode of contagion is the specific
danger of the cholera as regards its communica-
tion. Knou-n to be the case, it may be watched
against as successfully as are the different
methods of contagion by which scarlatina is

propagated. But the care must be as watchful
and minute in the one case as in the other.
With regard to disinfectants, we can hardly

take upon ourselves a responsibility which is
studiously avoided by the Minute of the Local
Government Board. We are at a loss to under- I

stand why, in such a paper, the question which 1

every one who reads it with care will first

put should be left entirely unanswered. The
first practical service which a central medical
authority might bo expected to render to the
public would be, one would think, to name the
most effective, most certain, least costly, and
most accessible disinfectants. We may mention,
in raising our voices to demand efficient informa-
tion on this point, one great advantage which is

possessed by the old-fashioned and somewhat
cumbrous disinfectant, chloride of lime, namely,
that its pungent and wholesome smell is of
great advantage in proving its presence. It is

one of those chemical articles which are con-
spicuous by their absence. It is of no use to
say it is used when it is not, and, in nine cases
out of ten, this is a matter of very great import-
ance. Goody’s disinfecting fluid is an article of
extreme value. Its cost is, to some extent, an
obstacle to its free use, but we are able to bear
testimony to the truth of the power which it is

stated to possess. The use of carbolic acid,

again, has most rapidly spread, as a disinfecting
agent of great power,—and one which, under

,

certain circumstances, and under experienced
medical direction, can he used on, and within,
the living subject with success. Chlorine, the
gas used in bleaching, and evolved from chloride
of lime, is a powerful disinfectant. Dr. Domett
Stone has just published a very simple recipe
for its production, which cannot be too generally
known. It may be made by mixing in a bottle
two tablespoonfuls of common salt, two tea-
spoonfuls of red lead, half a wineglassful of
sti’ong oil of vitriol, and a quart of water. The
bottle to be kept tightly stopped, in the cool,

and in the dark. A little of the fluid exposed in

a saucer, sprinkled about, or soaked in sheets of
old linen and bung up, rapidly destroys offensive
or dangerous effluvia. A new disinfectant has
lately been introduced, and is highly spoken
of by the same authority, under the name of

chlorozone, which is a permanganate from which
oxygen and chlorine are simultaneously liberated,
in the nascent state. The action of these two
powerful gases is thus combined, and it is stated
that, both for deodorising and disinfecting, it is

sustained for a considerable time. This fluid is

in use in several hospitals, and Las the great
advantage of being the cheapest disinfectant, it

is said, in the market. We are not attempting
to pronounce an opinion as to the relative merit
of these several safeguards to human life. Each
is good, and reliable, and wo hardly like to bring
before our readers the broad hints which the
Local Government Board has thus given them to

take care of themselves, without at least indi-
cating in what manner they may be able to
do so.

It is, indeed, one thing to make such proper
provision for the sanitary condition of the country
as can only be effected by a certain amount of
initiation on the part of the Government, and
another baldly to recommend the purchase and
use of disinfectants. That any serious effort to
perform the first urgent duty will ho made by
the present members of the Local Government
Board experience forbids us to hope. If any-
thing could induce the adopting of the sound
motto, “ Sanitary reform must be conducted on
sanitary principles, and not as a matter of elec-

tioneering politics,” it might be thought to be
the utterance of such a note of alarm as that to

which we are now calling attention. But we
fear, from the experience of the last eighteen
months, that it is far more likely that the Minister
will be content with the issue of this Minute,
and may even regard it as a meritorious public
service, rather than read in it, as a clear-sighted
man must do, his own condemnation for occasion
wasted and opportunities neglected. Such as it

is, however, we desire to give every aid in our
power to its publicity. And there is this to be
said further, that no sanitary an-angements of a
public nature can be adequate to allow any one to

dispense with the caution and the care of private
sanitary arrangements. First among the latter

ranks the use of disinfectants. However perfect
be the order of water supply and of sewage,
chemical agency must always be requisite under
certain conditions. That chemical agency can
be best applied by the householder; and if such
be the general rule of sanitary appliances, the
need becomes tenfold urgent when any infectious

disease appears or is likely to appear. Had all

our local poor-rate guardians suddenly become
converted into sanitary reformers

;
had they

taken alarm for their own lives, or had they for

once counted the cost of preventible disease

;

had the medical profession furnished a well-

ordered and hierarchical body of inspectors, and I

engineers and architects been consulted with a
liberal wisdom throughout the land, still would,
it be needful to cry,—Disinfect. We commend
Mr. Simon’s Minute to the tlioughtful reflection

of all serious and prudent men.

THE HEW CURRIERS’ HALL BUILDINGS.
The new hall and buildings for the Curriers’

i

Company, in London Wall, which are now in

course of erection, will, when completed, be a
striking feature in the neighbourhood. The
materials used are stock-brick with Bath-
stone dressings. The building will have a
spacious basement, with two stories above and'

dormers, and the entire height' of the principal:

elevation to the top of the dormers will be dO ft,

from the street-level, the width of the elevationi

being 50 ft. The principal entrance, as well as

the elevation generally, will have an imposing
appearance. The entrance is supported on each'

aide by massive piers, with stone bases and:

capitals. The inner part of the arch over thel

entrance is of stone, with an outer arch above of

brick, the whole surmounted by a pediment,
containing the arms of the company in thel

centre. On each side of the entrance there are

ornamental lamps. There are two double and
two single windows in the right side of thel

ground-floor entrance, and one single window on.

the left side, all having brick arched headings/
with stone mullions and jambs. The upper
windows are very lofty, those in the first stoiyi

being 15 ft. in height, divided into compartmental
A large central oriel window projects 18 in.

beyond the main frontage. It is divided into

fifteen compartments, and is formed in com-
bination with the two central windows on thel

ground-floor.

The interior of the building is very com.:
mofiious. The basement contains the house-
keeper’s apartments, wine and other cellars, and
domestic offices. The ground-floor will consist

of the clerks’ offices, waiting-rooms, and other'

apartments. The “ hall ” itself, which is, ofi

course, the principal apartment in the building,;

is on the first floor. It is approached by an
ornamental staircase 9 ft. in width, and formed'
chiefly of carved and twisted oak, with a massive'

oak hand-rail. The dimensions of the ball are

33 ft. by 20 ft., with retiring-rooms on each side.!

The windows in this apartment, which include;

the large oriel window already described, are:

filled in with stained glass containing the arms'

of tho company, together with those of thei

several masters and benefactors of tlie company.
The chimney-piece will be a special feature in

the apartment, consisting chiefly of old carvedf

and twisted oak, and in the higher central per-)

tion will bo placed the arms of the company/
consisting actually of those which were dug up
after tho Great Fire of London. On each side.

of the company’s arras there will be twisted'

columns in oak, and above these an ornamental,

comice, surmounted by a Gothic termination,,

with small carved oak columns and finials on;

each side. There are also double columns in oak

in the lower portion, on each side of the fireplace.'

Surrounding the walls of the apartment there is

an oak dado, and the ceiling is in panels con-:

sisting of geometric patterns. It may be stated;

that tho furnishing of the hall is intended to

harmonise with its interior artistic decorations, i

and that the designs for the furniture have been:

supplied by the architects. The second floor'

will contain the apartments of the hallkeeper or

'

beadle of the company.
The vacant ground in front of the hall, which ;

contains an area of about 5,200 superficial feet,

is intended to be covered with buildings;

harmonising in their architectural character '

with the building now in progress, and when i

these are completed the entire block will highly

improve the architectural character of the neigh-

bourhood. Messrs. J. & J. Belcher, of Adelaide- I

place, London Bridge, are the architects, and ;

Messrs. Perry, Brothers, the contractors.

Pall of York Station Roof.—A train of

carriages was being shunted into York Station,

)

when, owing to defective coupling, a horae-box f

left the metals and came into contact with four :

of the pillars, knocking them down and breaking i

down a portion of tho roof to the extent of

50 yards by 30 yards, which had covered the '•

departure-platform of the station. A portion of

the roof alighted npon a train standing with i

carriages, but no persons were injured.
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THE tendOme column, pahis.
The average Gaul is apt to consider liis

decoration,—Order of the Rouge et Noir of
Monaco, or Golden Scimitar of Tunis,—as of
more importance in society than his coat. Were
Paris to be engulphed to-day in some great
cataclysm, it is probable that the Parisians
would first erect an Arch of Triumph on the
morrow, and then think of lodgings. At any
rate, they have housed a few public services in
barns, left the ruins of the Commune painfully
apparent in nearly every outskirt, boarded up
the heap of stones that was the Ministere dea
Finances, made the Tuileries more unsightly
than the pctroleurs left it, and concentrate
their energies on the useless column which every
Frenchman is supposed to contemplate with
swelling pride and patriotism. Scarcely was
the restoration voted before the central square
of the Place Vend<3me was screened from public
view, and the inclosure thus made invaded by
upwards of 100 masons and engineers. By the
courtesy of an official superintendent the writer
of this was admitted within the penetralia, and
furnished with some notes relating to the
re-edification of the column, which may possibly
be of some interest to English readers.

The masonry work is only just commenced.
There are more difficulties in the way of this
part of the undertaking than most uninitiated
outsiders imagine. It is imagined that the
foundation and pedestal base can be built like
an ordinary wall. This is impossible. Ej'om
motives of economy it is intended to utilise the
stonework of the old column, at least all those

\
portions of it which have not been excessively
attenuated or deformed by the demolition. Two.
thirds of tho materials can be so used

;
the

remaining portion of the work will have to be
executed as at the first erection of the column.
But even among tho two-thirds judged serviceable
there are only two steps absolutely intact. The
others require to be repaired, and will be replaced
or rejointed by means of cement in the Place
VendCme itself. But this reparation is not the
most difficult operation. The interior of the
column is formed by Luge square blocks of stone
pierced at intervals with large holes, into which
are soldered cramp-irons that hook the outer
bronze plates by a species of horseshoe eyelet
attached to the inmost surface of tho plates in
the foundry. Tho problem to be solved now is

one that requires the nicest precision. Tlie
masonry of the column must be reconstructed in
such a manner that every hole in every block of
stone shall correspond with the eyelet of the
bronze plate which is to cover it. To render
errors all but impossible it has been decided that
the raising of the stone frame and the fitting of
tho metal cover shall proceed at the same time.
Thus the column will rise clothed, not as before,
first naked stone, then dressed in the legends of
the Napoleonic era. II. Normaud, one of the
architects employed on the re-edification, has
succeeded in disinterring tho plans which served
in 1810 for the primitive construction of the
monument. Thisgaide indicates manyprocesses
to bo avoided, their results being proved by
experience to have rendered the old colnmn less
stable than it might have been. Thus the
dilatation of the metal was not sufficiently
allowed for in 1810. In 1873 another method is

adopted. It has already been said that every
I metal plate is fitted in the interior with two or

three ledges pierced vertically, and thus forming
eyelets. In raising the columns brass tenons
will be mounted in the stonework to correspond
with the eyelets} and each tenon will be pierced
vertically to correspond with tho holes in the
metal ledges. These holes will be shaped ovally,
so that the bolt which passes through both may
be moved by the dilatation of the metal without
endangering the monument. The tenons will be
in close contact with the column

5 therefore in
order to pass the bolt through their holes and
those of the metal ledges a small groove will be
cut in the stone, thus leaving tho corresponding
holes uncovered. In this wise all soldering, &o.,
will be avoided, and the expansion, which in a
spiral circumference of 268 metres might amount
to 30 centimetres, will be reduced to the smallest
possible figure, by this fractioning of the metal
coat and its disposal. At this moment the
architects are studying the quality of the
materials already amassed, in order that the
complement may be as far as possible identical
in nature. Ic is probable that the qnarry used
sixty-three years ago is now exhausted

j
but this

matter is of slight importance.
The completed column will be surmounted not

by the little bare-legged Cmsar placed there in

1861—G5, bub by the old statue, relegated to

Courbevoie, of tlje Emperor in grey redingote and
jack-boots, with the arms crossed in tho legendary
attitude. The statue is considerably injured, but
nob irreparably. The new column is not likely
to be inaugurated before the end of the year.

Faris.

COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOR MUNICIPAL
BUILDINGS FOR THE BOROUGH OF

LEICESTER.

Mr. T. H. Wvatt has reported on the ten
designs referred to him, and has selected five of
them “for the ultimate choice of three by the
council,” having special reference to this clause
in the instructions: — “The cooncil beg to

reiterate that the practical every-day con venience
of the building arrangements should bo tiie

principal consideration in judging of the merit
of each set of plans, tho limited outlay preclud-
ing excessive architectural display.” Mr. Wyatt
says :

—

“ Of the five necessarily rrjeeleJ, I hare set aside two
1 the ground of non-compliauce with iiiiportaiU clauses

the instructions issued to architects, viz., the desfffn

I

hearing the motto, ‘ Contranando Increnieiitum,’ lor
I having the open parade ground for police only -WU square
I yards instead of ‘about 70Q or 800 yards,' as required,

[

in addition to other defects which I thought important;
I and the design marhed ‘Simplicity,’ for not having the
• ground-lloor story (^containing the borough court and

I

other offices attached to this department) ‘ level with the

E
oint marltcd A on plan of tho site,’ but, ou the contrary,
aving it raised aorao 11 ft. or 12 11. above it (practically

I one story). I especially regret having to do so in this
' case, for in an architectural point oCview the elevations,
i &c., are incomparably the best of all, and the town will
’ thus lose ihe opportunity of realising a most picturesque
' and rejtneil public building

;
but I fed that, as a matter

! of equity to the other competitors, I have no choice.”

! The five designs placed alphabetically are by
Messrs. Goddard & Spiers, Mr. llames, Messrs.
Ordish & Ti-alen, Messrs. G. G. Scott &
J. 0. Scott, and Mr. Wilkinson, ou each of

which ho gives a short report.

In accordance with a wish expressed on tho
part of tho council, he has nut attempted to

specify the order of merit, though ho says he
has formed a very decided opinion in his own
mind as to which of tho five sots would, with
the least amount of important alterations, give
a convenient and satisfactory result.*

Tho following table is appended :

—

Cubical Quantities in each of the Five Sets referred to Corporaiiov

.

Designs in Alphabetical Order. Cubic Feet.

Prices at which each
Design would work
out to realise the
amount in next

column.

Amount approxi-
mate (0 sum
proposed to bo

expended.

Sum allowed by
iusfnicfions to

architects.

Goddard & Spiers 1,04.3.761 7d. £30,.ITS 0 7 £30,000 0 0
Hames 928,333 7id. 29,977 8 5
Ordish & Tralen 980,232 7 id. 30,633 5 0
Scott 953,580 7id. 29,799 7 6 .

Wilkinson 1,166,782 6^d. 30,381 19 0
,, „

ARCHITECTURAL COURTS, SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

Two remarkable courts for the South Ken-
sington Museum, filled with equally remarkable
objects, have been opened. VVeshall endeavour,
before long, to give a complete idea of them.
It is not enough to say that each court is 135 ft.

long, 60 ft. wide, and has a total height of 83 ft.

They certainly constitute one of tho bravest
things done at South Kensingtou, and completely
realise Brobdingnag.

THE BUILDING TRADE IN LONDON.
Tee conference between the committee of

master builders and the deputations from tho
masons and carpenters failed to have a good
I'esult. A compromise as to the time when tho
^d. per hour advance should bo made seemed
possible, but tlie employers insisted on tho
necessity for making tho pay-hour on Saturday
one o’clock, instead of twelve, adding, that the
men, if they chose to do so, could stop work at

twelve o’clock, but they would not be paid until

one o’clock. The deputation said, white they
had power to effect a settlement upon the wages
question, they had no power to agree to any
increase in the hours of working; and they also

further considered that the trade, as a body,

would repudiate, under any circumstances, an
alteration in the working hours on Saturday.
The employers then proposed that both the
wages question and the one hour time on Satur-
day should be referred to an independent arbi-

tration. This proposal was declined by the
deputation, on the ground that they had no
instructions to consent to any arbitration, and
also knowing that the trade, as a body, were op.

posed to outside arbitration upon trade disputes.

At meetings of the men, held afterwards, the
proceedings were reported, and the offers of the
masters were rejected. It is understood that
certain firms will bo struck against on, this,

Saturday, without further notice, unless con-
cession is made by the employers in the mean-
time.

The question at issue,—one o'clock as pay-hour
instead of twelve,—is so very small that the
public fairly ask why should either party be
obstinate when the evil result of obstinacy may-
be BO great. Why not split the difference

and say half-past twelve ? We have made
some inquiries, and find that the difficulty is

caused in this way :—Money cannot be had
from the bankers on Saturday morning till a
quarter past nine, even if the bank be near.

A large amount has to be changed into silver,

divided into parcels, and sent off to the various
jobs, and there again divided for each individual.

In many cases, as we are assured, it simply can-
not be done by twelve o'clock. An obvious
inquiry is, Why not obtain the money on Friday ?

But this involves leaving large sums,—in some
cases thousands,—all night at the place of bnsi-
ness, and the masters, naturally enough, object
to the risk.

A meeting of the masters is to be held on this
Friday, 19th, and the sub-committce will report
the result of the conference held with the masons’
and carpenters’ deputations, and will recom-
mend the line of action to bo taken thereon bv
the employers. It has been decided by the
committee that they will receive no more depu-
tations from the men, unless they come prepared
either to settle points in dispute or to have the
whole question referred to arbitration.

On Wednesday last, a meeting of the London
and Provincial master builders was held at tho
Westminster Palace Hotel, Mr. Hannen in tho
chair. Nearly 100 provincial associations of
master builders were represented either per-
sonally or by letter.

The immediate object of the meeting was the
establishment of a general association of tho
master builders throughout the country, having
for its object the protection of its meinbcTS
against all unjust demands of the workmen.
A long discussion ensued, resulting in tho

establishment of a General Association of Em-
ployers in the Building Trade for the essential
protection of its members

;
the adoption of a

code of rules for the government of the associa-
tion; and the appointment of a council.

THE PROPOSED MUSEUM AND FREE
LIBRARY IN SOUTH LONDON.

The preliminary steps for the erection of a
museum and free library in South London are
now being taken, and on Thursday, the 3rd
instant, a meeting was held at the Westminster
Palace Hotel to take into consideration and
determine upon the purchase of a site in tho
New Kent-road, near the Elephant and Castle,
having a frontage of about 250 ft., and a depth
of -100 ft., thus occupying an area of nearly two
acres and a half.

Mr. Samuel Morley, M.P., treasurer of the
land fund, presided, and said that he was very
much interested in the undertaking, and sliould

,
contribute towards the funds for the erection
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of tlie building. He obserred that the museum
and free library would, of course, cost a largo

sum of money, but it would tell morally,

socially, politically, and in other ways on tlio

mass of the population in the midst of which it

was proposed to erect it.

The proceedings at the meeting were confined

chiefly to the suitability of the site which had
been offered, and it appeared from the state-

ments made that the gentleman who owns the

land does not care to part with it, except on the

understanding that it is required iu the interests

of the people of South London, and that for that

purpose ho is willing to part wich it for 8,OOOZ.

It was agreed that no site in South London could

be more central or convenient, inasmuch as the

Elephant and Castle was the converging point

alike for omnibuses, tram-cars, and railway

trains, and situate about a mile from the river,

it bad right and left of it the densely-populated

portion of South London. Several speakers

m*ged that, as it possessed these advantages,

they could not do better than purchase it, but it

was ultimately agreed that a number of influen-

tial and practical gentlemen should pay a visit

to the proposed site, and give their candid
opinion as to its desirability for the purposes of

a museum and free library before any final

decision was come to for its purchase. The
chairman, accompanied by a number of other

gentlemen, agreed to inspect the site witli

the object named. It was inoid.mtally stated

at the meeting that it had been roughly esti-

mated that the building to' be erected on the

proposed site would cost 50,OOOJ.; and Mr.
Clements, the honorary secretary to the uuder-

taking, said he had not much fear but that they
would be able to build the museum for South
London much sooner than the Government
built the Bethnal-green museum.

VISIT OF BUILDTXG OPERATIVES TO
WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

On Saturday, July 12th, the workmen of Mr.
V. nibbins, of Surbiton, were conducted over
Westminster Abbey by Dean Stanley and Lady
Augusta Stanley. The party were shown the
building in which Parliament first assembled,
then, by Poets’ Corner, through the several

chapels, and back by the main building to the
Jerusalem Chamber, halting frequently on their

way at the tonrbs of monarebs, statesmen, and
poets, listening with evident attention to the
short but pithy dissertations on the lives of

those enshrined therein. Tea was afterwards
provided for the visitors.

Mr. Mark H. Juilge (foroman), in proposing a Tot« of
thunks to the Dean and hia Jalj for their kindness and
liberality, said the xiait w iuld he remembered by all as
one of interest and instruction. By such visits as these
they were brought face to face with the past history of
their country, and they learnt of the vast amount of
thought and labour that had been expended in building
up the English nation. This would draw them out from
themselves

;
it would make them forget the line that

separated class from class, and “ class
" would be lost in

" country.”
Mr. Conelley (plasterer) seconded this vote ofthauks,

which was warmly adopted.
The Rev. Deau acknowledged the vote, and said it gave

him great pleasure to assist them in acquiring a greater
knowledge of the pas', for such knowledge to a great ex-
tent led to the wise action of the present. It was very
gratifying to him to see workmen with an intelligent
desire to know more of their ancestors, and he should be
ever ready to help them as far as lay iu his power.

DWELLINGS FOR UNSKILLED
LABOURERS.

At a recent meeting of the Special Dwellings
Committee of the Charity Organisation Society,

Dr. Greenhill said, that the question of

providing suitable dwellings for mechanics
might bo considered to be in great measure
solved, but no sufficient answer bad yet been
found in this case. Benevolent individuals had
done something, aud were on no account to be
discouraged, especially as they were never likely

to be numerous. Building societies bad suc-
ceeded in some places ;

but these were not likely
to prevail to any great extent, or to provide for
tho lowest class

;
indeed, it was often anything

bnt a boon for a poor man to be the owner of

his house. Then there were societies. He
believed that these were tho best agency. Com-
panies, charging rents of oa. to 10s. per week,
could be carried on upon a strictly commercial
basis ;

but when the rents were from Is. to 5s.,
it was almost impossible to make now buildings
answer commercially. He knew of no instance
as yet. Some encouragement should be held

out to them. In France, the late emperor
exempted improved dwellings below a certain
rent from rates and taxes, for a term of years.

He thought that something of the same kind
might be done in England. Then societies and
individuals might be further encouraged by loans

on favourable terms. In 1SG5 he had had an
interview with Mr. Gladstone, then Chancellor of

the Exchequer, and had been encouraged to hope
that money would be advanced by Government,
at per cent., for this purpose, but the interest

ultimately required was 4 per cent. Govern,
ment might give more encouragement than this.

There should bo a power of calling in the money
with six months’ notice at any time, if the
Government was not satisfied with the way in

which it was being applied. This sounded arbi-

trary, but was really only a proper security for

the right use of the money, and the power would
not be exercised without real occasion. Then,
too, the legal expenses of a loan might be made
as small as possible. At present the conditions
were, he would not say vexations, but very
tedious, complicated, aud expensive. It was
necessary to apply to three different Govern-
ment offices,—the Public Works Loan Commis-
sioners, tho Board of Works, and the Treasury.
The fees and legal charges, too, were so numerous,
that the cost was certainly made a maximum,
instead of being, as he thought tho special cir-

cumstances waiTanted, reduced to a minimum.
He would like to see the loans available either
for repair and adaptation of existing premises,
or for erection of new ones, under suitable

regulations for securing that the work be pro-
perly done and be maintained. No doubt there
were objections, and some verj' valid ones, to

such encouragements
;

but the case was so
difficult and exceptional that the ordinary rules
of political economy ought not to be pressed.

It was, no doubt, possible to provide tenements,
bccanso the people were now living somewhere,
but something decent aud healthy was wanted,

—

something that would not disgrace a Christian
country. He would move “ That it is expedient
that encouragement be given by Government
for providing proper tenements for the poorer
classes (1), by the exemption from rates of
tenements below the rent of 4b. or 5s. jier week

j

(2) by giving greater facilities for obtaining
loans from the Government for building or
pi'oviding tenements at 23. or Is. 6d. per week.

Mr. Gatliff thought it necessary to have a
distinct movement to provide for this class of
persons. The cost of building under the Metro-
politan Building Act was such that it could not
bo done to pay commercially; but from bis
experience in dealing with upwaids of 500
shareholders for the last thirty years, he felt

sure that there were p’enty of persons who
would be content with the same interest as the
funds paid if their money was employed for this

purpose. He agreed that the Government
might be called ou to lend at less than their
present rate. The present terms were 4 per
cent, and forty years to repay. II. la. 6(1. per
cent, per annum was required to pay off the
principal in that time

;
it was necessary, there-

fore, to earn more than 5 per cent, with the
money on these terras. The exemption from
rates, he thought, would be strongly opposed
from all sides. The Baroness Burdett Coutts
had invested 100,0001. iu this work, and the
Peabody trustees had 500,0001. to spend, the
yearly returns from which were to be devoted to

the same object
;

if, then, only the pooi’est class

were admitted to their houses, they would form
a nucleus for the movement, and would not come
iuto competition with more purely commercial
schemes. A client of his, at Hammersmith, had
tried providing single rooms for the occupatiou
of families. He had built them about 15 ft.

square, four rooms on a fioor, with washing
accommodation on the landing. Each room
was provided with kitchen-range, gas, two iron
bedsteads, and two bex’ths in the wall for
children

; but be was obliged to charge Ss. 3d.
per room to get 4 per cent, on the outlay, and as
this was above the average rent for a single
room in the neighbourhood, though the accom-
modation was far superior,, they had not let.

Improved accommodation was not appreciated.
Mr. Bosanquet stated that, under the 35 & 36

Yict., c. 79, the Public Works Loan Commis-
sioners were authorised to make loans to sani-
tary authorities at the rate of not less than
Sj per cent., or at such other rate as in the
Judgment of the Treasury might be necessary,
to enable the loan to be made wibliout loss to the
Exchequer, on the security of any fund or rate

applicable to sanitary purposes.

Mr. Cowper-Temple said that it was vain to '

expect any exemption from rates for such 1

dwellings. Exemption would only establish a ;

focliug against these dwellings in any district, :

instead of in their favour, as the committee «

would desire
;
but it was very important that I

there was a precedent for Government loans at

3^ per cent, for sanitary purposes. This was ;

sanitary work of the best kind
;

they could,

therefore, fairly ask for loans on the same footing. •

Tho tediousness of the present process might (

also fairly be brought before the notice of tha i

Government for improvement.
After further discussion, Dr. Greenhill could ‘1

not agree with Mr. Gatliff as to the expediency j

of companies restricting their dividend. He ^
feared it would only prejudice the movement.*!.
He was prepared to withdraw the first part of I

his motion.

The resolution was then put and agreed to in i

the following form:—“That in the opinion of :

this committee it is expedient that encourage- •

ment be given by Government for providing
;

proper dwellings for the occupation of labourera 8

earning wages not exceeding BOs. per week, by •

giving greater facilities than now exist for '

obtaining money from tho Public Works Loan i

Commissioners for building or providing such i

dwellings.”

THE SHRINES OF THE HOLY LAND.
Last Monday evening the Marquis of Bute '

lectured at the Tower-hill Catholic Schools,
,

Chamber-street, Great Prescott-street, Minorie?, V
The subject chosen was “The Shrines of the >

Holy Laud.” The Hon. the Master of Herries ^
took the chair, and, in introducing the lecturer,

,

said that the object was to inaugurate the More i

and Fisher Institute, which had been founded for :

the improvement of young men in the neigh- .

bourhood of tho Docks and Tower-hill, which t

name was taken after that of the Bishop of I

Rochester and Thomas More. The subject chosen i

for the lecture was of no second-hand acquaint. •

ance with the Marquis of Bute, but was the !

result of personal observation of the countries 5

he was about to describe.

The Marquis of Bute, who on rising was 3

louldly cheered, said he was sure that in i

speaking to a Catholic audience about the Holy '

Laud he would stand excused if he confined [

himself to one side of it, about which little was i

heard iu this country, namely, the actual !

appearance which the places presented to the i

pilgrims who resorted there. He would nob .

eutcr into any of the discussions or contro-
veraies which had been raised about particular

places or events, or into any matters of that
kind, historical, sublime, or ennobling

;
or the i

reason why it was called the Holy Land. He
would very briefly describe the appearance of

'

the sliriues to which pilgrims resorted, and
would keep himself to the three chief holy
places in tho Holy Land,—Nazareth, where
ouv blessed Lord was conceived and lived

as a boy; Bethlehem, where He was born;
and Jerusalem, which He selected in order
to work redemption in the midst of the
earth. As concerning Nazareth, although the
greater part of Christ’s most divine life was
passed there, it was now least resorted to. It

was a country in the North of Palestine through
which travellers passed going to or coming from
Jerusalem. The town of Nazareth was perfectly

small and quiet, and had lost all tho fame which
was formerly attached to it. In that town, he
believed, the chief of the inhabitants were
Christians. The Church of the Annunciation
was built like an old castle, in order to keep off

the attacks of unbelievers. It was a great

square building, with windows high op, aud
rather handsomely decorated within iu the

Italian manner. The roof was supported by
four great pillars. The shrine of thoAnnuncia-
tion was in a sort of cave or cellar. The walls

were covered with silk, and the floor was
paved; on the left was a pillar, broken through,

and one of the rubbishing traditions asserted

that the fracture was caused by the wing of an :

angel
;
on the ground beneath the altar was a

cross, to bo kissed by pilgrims, because it was
on this spot that the Blessed Virgin stood at the i

unspeakable moment when she became the ;

mother of our Lord. Over that there were :

three little lamps fastened on the table, aud
behind them three courts of arras,—-those of

Godfrey de Bouillon, who refused to b-j King of

Jerusalem, because, as he said, Cliris": Wiis the

only Son of Zion; five golden cro8.s"8 on a silver

ground; the Order of the Cross and St. Francis j ;
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and that of tlie Five "Wounds. Betlileliem was
eituated about two hours’ walk south of Jeru-

salem. Tho road leading to it was, in the
estimation of all Christians, holy, because of

tho Virgin having passed over it so many
times, carrying our Lord, and for this reason
those pilgrims who were strongcnough never rode,

but walked. Tho Chnrch of the Nativity was
one of the most magnificent in the Holy Land,

—

the last work of restoration having been done at

tho expense of Edward I. It had an enormous
convent like a citadel attached to it, which was
divided between the Roman Catholics, the
Greeks, and the Armenians. Pilgrims had to

enter, as was usual in such places, through a low
door covered with iron plates. The Catholic altar

and tabomacle were most gorg-^ously decorated.

Perhaps of all the places in tho Holy Land this

was approached with the greatest devotion,

because it was the one which excited people the
most. Jerusalem was essentially the Holy Cityj

Most of the pilgrims caught their first glance at

it from the north, and it was there that King
Ricliard refused to look upon it because he was
unable to deliver it from the pollution of the
unbelievers. The Church of the Assumption,
remarkable as the place where the Virgin was
raised from the dead, seemed to be a matter
of little importance, so great were the other
things that were round about it. At the Chnrch
of the Holy Sepulchre, the large square before
it was paved with stones, which were all cracked,

•owing to the number of Christians who had been
burned alive upon them. Immediately opposite
the church was the mother-house of the Knights
of Si^. John, a building in a state of great ruin.

In shape it w’as like the Temple Church, in the
metropolis, which was built in imitation of it.

Tho sepulchre was a little ugly building with
a dome shaped like an onion. The sepulchre
itself, the actual and real tomb of Christ, from
which He rose, was in the inner part, and was a
place about 6 ft. square, tho ceiling of which
was entirely covered with gold and silver lamps.
Before a sort of marble slab, which covered the
couch or localis upon which the body of Christ
lay, Christians knelt and prayed. This was con-
tinually being washed with ottar of roses, or rose-

water, and tliere were in it little drills through
which tho tears of believers trickled. This was
the great centre towards which Christendom
had turned, and it was there that occurred the
quickening of His body, of which tho Scripture
gave no description, and of which man could
form no conception.

COMPLETION OF THE "R^ANDSWORTH
AND FGLHAM BRIDGE.

THE WANDSWORTH BOARD OF WORKS AND THE
BRIDGE COMPANY.

The "V^andsworth and Fulham new bridge,
which lias already been described in the Builder,
•is now completed, and will shortly bo opened for

traffic, along with the new roads connecting it

with Chelsea and Falham on the north, and
Tork-road, Battersea, on the south. At last

week’s meeting of the Wands'worth Board of
Works a letter was read from Mr. Jennings,
flecrotory to the Bridge Company, submitting a
proposal to tho Board to tho effect that it would
be a great convenience to the public if notice-
boards indicating that the route by the bridge
was the direct one to Chelsea, Brompton, and
the West End, were affixed to some of the lamp-
posts at a few of the principal corners, and the
letter expressed tho willingness of the Bridge
Company to place only notice-boards of such
size and design as the Board might approve. It

appears that the local committee saw no objec-
tion to this being done

; but on tbo matter
coming before the Board last week, tho chair-
man and one or two other members strongly
opposed tho lamps being used for any such pur-
pose, the chairman remarking that it was not
altogether out of regard for public that the
application was made, but rather that the bridge
should pay. He added that the bridge was a

j

toll bridge, and if the Board acceded to the

;

application, he did not see how they could refuse
a similar application from any tradesman who

I might desire to extend his trade by directing
1
people to his shop by notices on the lamp-posts,

i
It resolved itself into a question of principle
whether it was desirable to allow the lamps to

I

be used for any such purpose. Some members
I pre.sent contended that the application ought to

I

be granted to meet the public convenience, bnt.
I the Board ultimately resolved that the permis-
!

sion asked for be not granted.

I

ENMORE CHURCH, NEAR BRIDGWATER.
This church has recently been re-opened, after

the whole of it, with the exception of the tower,
bad bean rebuilt. A north aislo, 15 fc. wide,
and 38 ft. 6 in. long, has been added, a sufficient

portion at the west end being divided off by an
ornamental wood screen, to serve for a vestry
and organ-chamber. The lofty tower, of the
Perpendicular period, has been sub.stantially

repaired at the expense of Mr. Broadmead, of
Enmore Park. As there was evidence to show
that the top of tho angle stair turret was incom-
plete, and had originally possessed pinnacles,

these have been restored, and the other pinnacles
of thetowormadegood. The chancel arch has not
been disturbed, although the rest of the body
of the edifice has been entirely rebuilt. The
old Perpendicular windows, and many of tho
ancient oak benches, have been re-used, and tho

'

rood-screen repaired aud reinstated. The beau-
tiful south porch doorway has been re-inserted,

and its missing base replaced. The new nave,
with porch, and the chancel, are on the old

foundations, built of rough local stone, aud Ham
Hill dressings. The new roofs are of the
Somersetshire type, having pointed barrel-boarded
ceilings, with moulded ribs at intervals. The
chancel has a tile pavement, designed by the
architect. The Jacobean pulpit has been cleaned
and fixed on a plain Ham Hill base. The chancel
benches are of oak, with moulded and shaped
ends. Tho reredos is of Corsham Down stone,

the cost of it being jointly borne by the rector
and by Mr. Jaggars, of Enmore. There is also a
new font, of Corsham Down stone. The warm-
ing of tho church is contrived by means of one
of Porritt’s underground stoves.

Tho total cost -will probably be about 1,5001.,

a considerable portion of which has been de-

frayed by Mr. Broadmead
; the rector also

contributed handsomely to the cost of rebuilding
the chancel.

Tlie architect is ilr. PeiTcy, P.S.A.
;
and the

contractor is Mi*. Maurico Davis, of Laugport,
Somerset.

FEMALE TEACHERS OF DRAWING.
PARIS.

The first examination of female candidates
took place last week at tho Ecole cles Beaiix-
Arts. The tests are severe, and the competition
lasts more than a week. In the first jilace, tliey

are required to execute in si.x Iiours, including
luncheon-time, a piece of ornament from the
plaster, and their success or non.siiccess deter-
mines their admission to compete this year.
Those admitted are required to produce an

entire figure after the antique, such as the
“Diane Chasseresse,’’ the “Diane dc Gabie,”
or the “Venus de Milo,” three sittings of six

hours each being allowed for each work. After
tlii.s proof of tho aspirants’ classical attainments,
they are required to produce an ornament
derived from forms of tho vegetable kingdom.
The trials terminate with oral examinations, the
pupils being required to correct a given design,
point out its good and bad features, and quote
the principles of art in each case, and rules
observed or violated, before a jury. The suc-

cessful candidates are assured of employment.

THE FIRE.RESrSTING QUALITIES OF
BUILDING STONES.

In a paper on the " Fire-withstaudingQiialities
of Building Scones,” Dr. Adolph Ott, of New
York, who has paid much attention to this sub-
ject, remarks :

—

As a class, limestones, from this point of view,
are the worst building material of any of the
natural stone.'', as they calcine -with great
rapidity when exposed to a high temperature,—

a

fact which has lately received abundant con-
firmation at Boston and Chicago. Amongst
limestones, too, it should be observed, the varie-
ties known as “ dolomites ” are tlie worst, as
the presence of the magnesia in them lowers the
degree of temperature requisite to the accom-
plishment of the calcination and disintegration
of the stone.

Referring to tho property of granite, gneiss,
and other nearly-related primitive rocks to crack
and fly when exposed to tho radiant heat of a
neighbouring fire, a fact which has also received
abundant verification at the recent great fires

in America, Dr. Ott attributes the peculiarity
to the expansive force of the water, which all

these rocks contain in their fissures.

Amongst uatunil stones, Dr. Ott gives the
highest place in regard to fire-withstanding
qualities to the sandstones, whicli are compo.sed
almost wholly of qiiarfz, a material fusible only
at e.xtraoi dinarily high temperatures. Artificial

stone.=i,—such as those formed of Portland and
other cements,—also rank very high for building
purposes in this respect, as their composition,
silicates of lime and alumina chiefly, renders
them quite as capable of resisting tho action of
fire as tho sandstones themselves.

SHEFFIELD CONGRESS OP THE BRITISH
ARCUriSOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The following will be the proceedings of tho
Congress :

—

Monday, —Assemble at
tho Cutlers’ Hall at 2’30 p.m.; rece]ition by tho
Mayor and Corporation with an address; visit

to the Shrewsbury Monuments in the parish
church, to Sheffield Manor, and to Broomliall;
his Grace the Duke of Norfolk entertains the
Congress at dinner at the Cutlers’ Hall, at
7'30 p.m. Tuesday.—By railway to Peauohief
Priory and return to Sheffield

j
by railway to

Worksop Priory, and drive to Steetley and
Thorpe Salvin. Wednesday. — E.xcursion to
Roche Abbey, the Church of Laughten-en-le-
Morthen and St. John’s

;
visit to Rotherham

Chnrch and the Bridge Chapel. Thursday .

—

Excursion by special train to Berry Bridge for
the Roman Station at Stark

;
thence by road

through Huddersfield to Almondbury, Castle-
bill, Woodsonie Hall, and KirUburton, and return
by Shipley Station. Friday.—By railway to
Conidboro, to view the Castle and church; drivo
to Edlington and Tickhill Castle, and thence to
luncheon at Doncaster, at the invitation of tho
Mayor and Corporation. Saturday.—Carriage
excursion to the i-eniarkable earthworks at and
near Brndlield, and to tho chm*ch

;
thence by

Bolterstone to Wortley and Wharnclifle Lodge
aud Chase. Papers to be read each evening.

CONDITION OP THE METROPOLITAN
POLICE CELLS.

The report of a sub-committeo of the Social
Science Association on this subject has been
issued in a iwinted form. It states tliat the
total number of police stations in tiie Me-
tropolitan district is about 150, and in the
City, 6. On the whole, tho committee are of
opinion that, with the impoi-tant exception of
the darhness of the cells, which does not
apply in the district of the City proper, the
condition and arrangements of the Metropolitan
police-cells do not require material alteration,
and tliat they are, as a matter of fact, far le.'sg

open to unfavourable animadversions than somo
recent statements in the public prints have im-
plied. The want of light (except in the City) is

the one main defect which the committee com-
mend to tho attention of the authorities con-
cernod. Except in this respect, the general
management of the police stations appeared to

the committee to be creditable to ail parties
coucomed.

OPENING OF THE FIRST LONDON BOARD
SCHOOL.

Ox Saturday last, at Old Castle-street, "White-
chapel, the formal opening and handing over of
tho first school actually built by the London
School Board took place. Tho Board had pre-
viously adopted and taken under its auspices up-
wards of seventy schools of various magniende,
but the Old Castle-street School was tho first of
which tho site had actually been bought and the
building erected by the Board itself.

Immediately after Lord Lawrence’s amval,
Mr. Charles Reed, M.P., led his lordship over the
’uterior of the new building for a careful aud
thorough inspection.

Mr. Charles Reed then opened the formal busi-
ness by informing his lordship that it was Lis
(Mr. Reed’s) duty, as chairman of tlie Committee
of Works, to hand to him ihe key of this scliool,

the first of 73 now building, and rising rapidly
to completion. These schools were being built
under the provisions of the Elementary Edu-
cation Act of 1870, for the reception of
102,000 children, — tho number -which was
declared to be in immediate need of the
means of efficient instruction in the metro.
poUs. The Bo.arcI had at the present time 156
schools, wich an ample staff of teachers aud
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pnpil-teachers, ready to occupy tho new scliool

buildings, and all the children of these schools

were paying a weekly fee. The Finance Com.
mittee had reported the cost of these operations

to be up to the present time not quite five-

eighths of a penny in the pound in each year,

and the outlay upon sites and buildings was
spread over 50 years; the money raised bearing

interest at the rate of 3^ per cent, per annum.
This particular school was intended to meet the

wants of a most densely-populated part of tho

metropolis, situated, he might say, on the

boundaries between the City and the Tower
Hamlets. It had been built by Mr. High, upon
the design of Mr. Biven, and was capable of

accommodating 396 boys, 390 girls, and 480
infants. Mr. Reed, in conclusion, congratulated

Lord Lawrence upon his being able, after three

years of laborious work, to witness the aceom-
plishment, so far, of a great educational

enterprise.

SCHOOL BOARDS.

London.—Mr. C. Reed, M.P., brought up the

report of the Works Committee, which was re-

ceived, and which stated, in reference to the

transfer of the Shakapeare-walk Female Charity

Scliool, York-place, Ratcliff Highway, that on
the 11th June last a resolution was passed for

the purchase of a site for a school in Brewhouse-
lane, Wapping, into which the children at pi-e-

sent in the Shakspeare-walk School could be
transferred. Tenders had now been invited by
the committee for the erection of a school to

accommodate 32 i children, the amounts of which
are as follows :

—

Manley Rogera
Scrivener & "White 4,370
A.Killby 4,200
Newman & Mann 4,276
Wicks, Bangs, i Co 4,254

W. Brass 4,221
A. Sheffield 4,167
J. Perry & Co 4,000
T. Ennor 3,980
W. Shepherd 3,836
W. U. & J. Manshridgo 3,749
W. T. Nixon A Son 3,736
W. Crockett 3,720

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

Some slight alterations in the plans have since

been made which will reduce the cost of the
building by 3601., and as a provision of 300?. is

made in tho contract for the erection of a house
for the mistress, the net amount of the reduced
tender of Mr. W. Crockett, of King’s-road, St.

Pancras, will thus be 3,060?. The committee
recommend the acceptance of this tender, a
further provision of 300?. being made for the
erection of a house for the mistress. Cost of site,

1,-100?.; cost of building per head, 9?. Ss. lOd.

Tenders have been invited for the erection of

a school to accommodate 707 children, on the

site in Richard-street, Poplar, the amounts of

which are as follows :

—

A. Eillby
J. Sewell & Sou
Wicks, Baags, & Co.
J. Hearlo
G. Limn
T. Ennor
J. Perry jt Co
J. High
A. Sheffield

J. Kirk

The committee consid

£6,380 0 0
6,290 0 0
6,246 0 0
6,236 0 0
6,180 0 0
6,090 0 0
6,COO 0 0
6.906 0 0
6,673 0 0
6,8i0 0 0

it desirable to make
certain alterations m me pians of this school,

which will reduce the cost of the building by
510?., and an amended tender has now been
obtained from Mr. J. Kirk, of Warren-lane
Wharf, Woolwich, amounting to 5,300?., which
the committee recommend the Board to accept.

Cost of site, 4,089?. Os. 4d. ; cost of building per
head, 71. 9b. lid.

Tenders have also been invited for the erection

of a school to accommodate 588 children, on the
site in James-street, Camberwell, the amounts
I f which are as follow :

—

Newman i; Mann £6,923 0 0
Dove, Brothers 6,375 0 0
Scrivener & White 6,843 0 0
W. Brass 6,655 0 0
E. B. Gammon & Sons 6,229 0 0
G. Stephenson 5,523 0 0

In this case also the committee have reduced
the cost of the school by 560?., and they now
recommend the acceptance of the tender of
Mr. G. Stephenson, of Beaufort-street, Chelsea,
amounting to 4,962?. Cost of interests already
purchased, 1,422?. 16s. ; cost of building per
head, 8?. Ss. 9d.

On the 18th December last, Mr.M. P. Manning
was appointed architect for the school to be
built on the site in Cottage-row, Bermondsey,

upon the usual terms of payment, viz., a com-
mission of 5 per cent, on the cost of the building.

Tho school was originally designed to accommo-
date 1,500 children, but in conseqirenco of a
reduction in the deficiency of the school accom-
modation in the district, it was subsequently
decided to build for 1,000 children only, and the
architect was instructed to replan the school

accordingly. A further alteration in the plans

was also necessitated by the discovery of a sewer
running across the site. The committee accord-

ingly recommend that a fee of 50 guineas be
allowed to Mr. Mauniiig, in addition to the usual

commission, for the extra labour incurred in

consequence of the above alterations.

On the 12th June, 1872, tho Board approved
tho amended "rules for the planning and fitting

up of Board schools.’’ Rule 19 provides that

the words, "School Board for London—Public

Elementary School,’’ and the name of the school,

shall be placed in a permanent and legible

manner on the face of each school-house. Tho
committee consider that the words "Public Ele-

mentary School ’’ are unnecessary, as it may bo
taken for granted that every school provided by
the Board is a public elementary school. They
therefore reconinicnd that this alteration in the

"Rules” be sanctioned by the Board.
The committee also recommended the appoint-

ment of Mr. C. W. Stephens, as a senior

draughtsman in the architect's department (in

lieu of Mr. H. W. Dale, resigned), at the same
salary, viz., 140?. per annum.
Tho committee lastly recommend that the

salaries of the undermentioned officers in the
architect’s department be increased as follow :

—

Chief draughtenian Mr. T. J. Bailey £310 to £230 per an.
Senior ,, Mr. J. Howes ... 140 to 160 ,,

Junior ,,
Mr. J, Harlaud 80 to 100 ,,

,, „ Mr. W. Murray 80 to 90 ,,

,, ,, Mr, J. Lackie 80 to 9<1 ,,

„ ,, Mr. W. A. Green 80 to 90 ,,

Tho committee’s recommendations were ac-

cepted. At a subsequent meeting of the Board,
it was resolved that the tender of Messrs.

Aitchison & Walker, amounting to 6,070?., for

the erection of a school to provide accommoda-
tion for 822 children, in Bell. street, Marylebone,

be accepted
;
and that the tendei-s of Messrs.

Sidefaottom, Edwards, Coleman, & Co., and
Hammer, for tho supply of 15,000 desks, at

prices varying from 17s. 6d. to 1?. Is. each, bo
accepted.

Glaisdale.—The Local Board appointed Mr. E.

Smales, architect, to prepare plans for the new
school and superintend the works in connexion
with its erection; the architect to do the work
for 2^ per cent., as he had agreed to do. The
appointment stood between him and Mr. Arm-
field, architect, who named 5 per cent, as his

commission, and it was decided in Mr. Sinales’s

favour by the casting vote of the chairman.
Northampton.—The tenders for the erection of

the Spring-lano Schools were received. There
were eight in all, viz., Mofsrs. J. Ireson, W.
Redshaw, D. Ireson, Dunkley, H. Martin, J.

Watkin, and Claridge (Banbury). The highest

was for 5,207?., and the lowest (accepted) that

of Mr. Joseph Ireson, 4,050?. Mr. Walker, the

architect for these schools, in answer to a ques-

tion, said he supposed that they would be com-
pleted in six months. With respect to the

Vernon-terrace Schools complaint was made of

the architect’s delay. The Clerk said he under-

stood Mr. Bland would advertise in the local

papers and the Builder in the current week for

lenders. Mr. Wright proposed that the matter
should be referred to the sites and building com-
mittees to take the eaidiest steps to obtain

tenders, and to make auy communication to the

architect they thought necessary.

Stainla7id.—The Board proceeded to the

selection of plans, four sets of which had been
sent in, for the proposed new Board school at

Bowling Green, 'fhe Chairman moved that the

one signed " Incognito ” be accepted. This was
seconded by Mr. Mellor. Mr. Sykes observed
that it was certainly the best in its internal

arrangements. The plan was passed without
opposition. Mr. Ainley then observed that if

the plan was passed by the Educational Depart-
ment he supposed it was proposed to build a
school on the Bowling Green, to accommodate
300 children, at a cost of 1,500?. On examining
the plans, he did not think for a moment that a
school to accommodate that number could be
built for that sum. One architect in his speci-

fication said the materia's were to come either

from Elland Edge or Crossland Moor. If the

stone were brought from those places, instead of

being 1,500?., it would be double.
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THE NEW COURTS OF JUSTICE.

Mu. W.IIT, in the House of Commons, asked

the First Commissioner of Works whether the,

revised designs and plans prepared by Mr,‘

Street for the New Courts of Justice had been

received and approved ; and whether he anticu

pated being in a position to announce to the,

House before the close of the session that the,

contract had been signed and the building

handed over to the architect.

Mr. Ayrton said that the Treasury liad ap.

proved of the contract entered into to carry out;

the revised designs and plans proposed by Mn,
Street; but he was not prepared to state the;

exact time when the contract would be sigura
Ho was not able to fix the day when the buildifl

would be handed over to the contractor, and stui

less would he bo able to fix a day when tift

session would be brought to a close, so that m
could not state whether ho should be able ij

iutimate before the close of the session that t]^

building had been handed over to tho contractor^

The best opinion that he could form, hower^
was that the contract would bo signed in about 8

mouth from that day.

CHESTER "WORKHOUSE COMPETITION.
Sin, — Having recently carried out a contract under onf

of tlio competitions for the new Cheater Workhouse^
had some idea, providing the same architect were 5ucew||
ful, of sending in a tender for the erection of this buira
iog, in consequence of which I have watched for then
suit with some degree of interest. I laid that a desiffl

has been selected by the committee, and T also notfH
that, in proposing llie nialtcr in due form, the chairi^B
thought well to make the following " rather reraarkaOT
statement:”—“Mr. Littler, Mr. Carter, Mr. Parry, and
myself, who were appointed ou the sub-committee to

examine the specifications, went through them line bj

line, and wo had no hesitation in saying that the one
selected is by far the best. The specification is most
strict, and is as much against the builder as any 1 have
ever gone through.”
Now, it appears to me that the foregoing remark,-

which was quite uncalled for, has a material teiHleney to

instill into the minds of all honest builders feelings ol

iodignation and contempt. "\7ho tho goiitletnan is, ot

what he is, I do not know, but I have certainly coma]
to the conclusion that he cannot be very well acqimintedi
with the respectable portion of the trade at least. I niayl

add that, any man of ousinese, before sending in a tender,'!

would, for the sake of protection, deem it necessary noi|

only to insert a strike clause, a bud-weather clause, andt

an arbitration clause, but a clause also which would pro-il

vent Mr. Chairman and hia colleagues from eiceedingl

their duty. A Twenty I’EAEa’ Subsckibeb.

ANTIQUARIAN VISIT TO
BERKHAMSTEAD.

Tnis town, which possesaca much that iai

interesting to archmologists, has been visited^

by an excursion party of gentlemen froimi

London. The party proceeded to the Castltfl

Grounds ruins. After taking a survey and aj

walk round, the Mount was ascended, and oort

the top Mr. G. T. Clark gave a discourse on thsll

ruins.

Mr. Parker, C. B., made a few remarks supple-.j

mentary to wbat Mr. Clark had said.

The party then accompanied the Marquis ofj

Hamilton to his mansion, where his lordship and:'

the Countess pointed out many objects of

archccological interest, one of which, dated 1611,

'

had b.en discovered in the recent alteration^]]

there made. Mr. Parker said the house was of

the Elizabethan style, and it could be made a
very good Elizabethan house. The rector,

request, also read in the hall an extract from hisv

book, the “Antiquities of Berkhamstead,” de-.

scriptive of the house, as given by Camden, tbel

historian, who called it " Berkhamstead House.”;

The company thence repaired to the King's:'

Arms Hotel, where luncheon was provided. Mr.l

Clark presided. Mr. Cobb invited the company i|

to the Rectory, where there might be seen <

Cowper’s well, and a painting of his birth-place
(

by Mr. Win. Claridge, of Berkhamstead. Thel

company thereupon visited the Rectory andi

grounds which were very interesting.

Under the guidance of Mr. J. H. Parker, the

church was next visited. Many of the changes;!

made in the restoration by Mr. Butterfield were

strongly condemned by Mr. Parker, as out of

keeping with proper restoration. The rector.-

gave information in reference to the brasses and i

tombs, and pointed out the tablet in memory of

the poet Cowper in the chancel, on which are i

lines by Lady Walsingham. On tho invitation i

of the Rev. B. Bartrum, the Grammar School, c

which was founded by Dean Incent in the reign

of Henry VIII., was visited.

The party then separated, having spent a very

interesting day.
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MESSRS. TRUBNEE’S PREMISES, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON.*

D ^
piioc:

l_E OF FEET

t-UDBATE HIl_l_

GRCJND PLAN

PLAN or BALLERY

AND OFFICES

SEW WAREHOUSE IN LUDGATE-UILL.

The now premises of Messrs. Triibner & Co.

:cupy a site purchased from the City Sowers
ommission, being part of the surplus land
smaining iu the hands of the Commission after

ideniiig Ludgate - hill. A large building,

•ected some years ago for the purposes of the
iltou Club, and which is at the rear of this

•te, was also bought, and the whole now forms
a extensive range of premises laid out as a
ttblishing and bookselling establishment.
The shop on the ground floor of the new
uilding, and which is devoted to the ordinary
'holesale and retail trade, is 16 ft. high, and has
gallery running round at the height of 8 ft., so

} to divide the wall-space into two equal parts,

very portion of which can be reached without
lie use of ladders,— a point of great practical

oportauce where the stock of books arranged
shelves amounts to about 30,000 volumes,

'he fittings generally are of Honduras mabo-
any, French polished. The wall-space where
rposed is finished in Parian cement. The
>bhy, giving access to the ground floor from
lUdgate-hill, has a pavement of white marble,
rith a centrepiece iu encaustic tiles by Messrs,
law & Co.

The basement walls are built in Portland
euieut, and the floor is of Barnett’s asphalte,
ud on concrete in order to secure dryness, as
his story was required to be used at once for

he storage of books, which occupy the whole
pace except that used as a receiving depart,

neut, which has an entrance in Little Bridge,
itrect. Nearly every portion of the basement
8 well lighted by means of Hyatt’s illnminating
frating (an American invention which is used to

»ver the front area) and by glass slabs in the
bor of the shop.

The departments for Government contracts
;ind for foreign and American exports occupy
d»e ground floor of the rear premises, the
|iepai-Lmeut for books in the Oriental languages
jbeing on the gallery of the shop before
UUaded to.

J

The counting-house, with the office of the
jBelgian Consulat-General, is on the first floor
[above these departments. The stories above

* See Illustration, p. 567.

are fitted up for the storage of bound and
unbound books.

All the several stories have commuuication by
means of lifts in addition to the staircases, and
the various departments communicate with each
other and with the conntiug-house by means of

speaking-tubes.

The front elevation towards Luclgate-hill

consists chiefly of Portland stone and white
Suffolk brickwork, tuck-pointed with red mortar.
The ground story has pilasters of red Mansfield
srone, on plinths of blue Forest of Dean atone,

and surmounted by figures of elephants, which
carry the corbels that stop the ends of the
cornice. The cast-iron story-posts are fluted,

and form the reveals to window and doorway.
The shop front is recessed 2 ft. from the line of

frontage in order to afford space for persons
standing, and to give better means of lighting

the basement. The iron revolving shutters are
fitted in the transome below the upper light.

The general character of the design is round-
arched Gothic, with an Oriental tendency in

several of its parts. The octagonal shafts to

the windows are of red Mansfield stone, hollowed
on each face. No cornice, in the ordinary sense,

is designed, but the upper story is ma’^ked by
coupled windows and projecting octagonal shafts
carried on corbels and supporting pinnacles with
domical caps, an ornamental parapet running
between them.
The works have been carried out from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
Blasbill, of Old Jewry.chambers, architect, by

I

the contractors, Messrs. Ashford & Brightmore.
I

The carving was executed by Messrs. Farmer &
I

Brindley.

THE NEW RAILWAY STATION AT
PRESTON.

PiiESTON, which is perhaps the most important
town on the railway route between London and
the North, as regards the traffic which converges
there, has hitherto possessed a most inconvenient
station, altogether inadequate to the large num-
ber of trains belonging to the London and
North-Western and other leading companies
which arrive at, and are despatched from it

daily. A change, however, is at length about to

be made, and the London and North-Western

and Lancashire and Yorkshire Companies, who
are the joint owners of the station, and the
several lines radiating in different directions
from it, have determined npon the construction
of a new and greatly enlarged terminus and
buildings in connexion therewith, which, when
completed, will make the Preston Station one of
the largest and most important in the country.
The plans for the new station and buildings,

which include the erection of a hotel, have been
prepared by Mr. Baker, engineer in chief of the
London and North-Western Company, and the
works will be carried out under the superintend-
ence of Mr. Carr, the resident engineer at
Preston. The works, which in their entirety are
of considerable magnitude, were commenced on
Monday last by Messrs. Cooper & Tullis, the
contractors

;
and here it may be stated that

Messrs. Cooper & Co. were not the original con-
tractors. The works were to have been con.
structed by Messrs. Brooks & Garside, of Bolton,
but circumstances led to new tenders being
invited, and it is understood that the fresh con-
tract is considerably in excess of the former one,
in consequence of the cost of labour, and
buildings of every kind having augmented in
value iu every direction.

The station, as enlarged, will occupy au area
of upwards of six acres in extent, aud will be
carried under and across Fishergate, the prin-

cipal street in the town, by a stupendous iron-
girder bridge stretching along that street over
the railway. The enlargement of the station
involves the removal of the engine and carria"e
sheds to the west of the approach to the present

i

station from the south, together with other

i
buildings belonging to the company as well as

j

to private owners, which will he demolished for
the purpose of widening the line, and providiug
the required space for the enlarged station. The
earliest portion of the work will consist of cbo
demolition of the existing bridge or tunnel by
which the railway is at present carried under
Fishergate in a northerly direction

3 and when
this is done, the line will be widened at this
point by the construction of eight lines, instead
of only two, as at present, together with tho
erection of the large bridge over the railway
already referred to. Mr. C. D. Burgh, who is at
present executing the great iron-girder bridge
over the Tay, at Dundee, two miles and a half in

'O

I is

Wf
. 1 :'
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length, is also the contractor for the bridge at

the Preston station. The girders of the bridge

will measure 125 ft. long, 8 ft. deep, and 2 ft.

thick, and will weigh about SO tons each, and

six of them will be required in the construction

of the bridge, the piers of which will be of solid

jnasonry. Thcro will be separate and distinct

booking offices, with waiting-rooms, refreshment-

rooms, and other offices on the east and west

sides of the lino respectively, the passing traffic

north and south being divided from each other.

There will be a main central platform 1,100 ft.

long and 24 ft. wide, running the entire length

of the area of the station, together with four

other platforms running parallel with it. There

will also be access to and from the station both

at the north and the south. The station will be

covered in by an elliptical roof, in several divi-

sions, consisting chiefly of iron and glass. This

3-oof will be about 700 ft. in length, or nearly

two-thirds the length of the entire station area.

The hotel will be a prominent feature amongst
tho rest of the new station buildings. It will be

situated on a plot of ground belonging to the

company at the south-west angle of the entrance

to the station, with which it will be directly con-

nected, the principal facade being on the south

side of Fishergate, with a large area in front, a

portion of which will be ornamentally laid out

as a garden, whilst the remaining portion will

bo set apart as a cabstand. The building will

be in the Italian style of architecture, tho

materials being red brick, with stone dressings.

It will be large and commodious, and has been

designed to contain accommodation for more
than 200 visitors.

The entire cost of the station, including tho

buildings and hotel, will be about 12O,000L

THE DOCTOR AND THE ARCHITECT.

Sir,—In your impression of June 28th you
])riut some portions of a paper on “The Popular

Estimate of Architecture,” which, although it

seems to be in a popular stylo, and somewhat
funny, yet deviates a little from exactness in

one respect. With your customary fairness I

know you will allow me to say a word or two
about Mr. F. Chambers’s reference to a profes-

fc'ion equally honourable as his own, although

it always seems to please the public to fling a

jest or sarcasm at it, and anyone is sure to raise

a laugh if he crack a joke at the Doctor’s ex-

pense. Tho analogy Mr. Chambers draws
between the science of medicine and the art of

design is rather a lame one, and will not bear

discussion; but it is to his bold description of

what he considers the science of medicine that I

wish to take special exception. He says, “Tho
medicus guesses where he cannot see, and if he
makes mistakes he shifts the blame

;
the archi-

tect dares not guess,—a false step once made is

fatal to his fame. The doctor blunders and
stumbles in the dark recesses of viscera and
cloacto ; the patient dies ;

but tho much-enduring
Mother Nature bears the blame.” I put it to i

the candour of your readers, sir, whether these

are not, speaking gently, rather thoughtless

words ? “ The medicus guesses where he cannot

see” conveys the idea that in Mr. Chambers’s
opinion medicine is a very uncertain art, because,

perhaps, he thinks physicians are not active

onongh in their treatment. They leave too

much to Nature, he believes, as he afterwards

says she bears the blame of their errors.

Mr. Chambers has never heard the motto
of one of our oldest physicians,—“ Nimia
diligentia,”—or he would not find the fault

he does. Sydenham, the great English Hip-

pocrates, says, “ I often think that we forget

the good rule ‘ Festina lente,’ that we move
more quickly than we ought to do, and that

more could be left to Nature than we are in

the habit of leaving to her.” To imagine that

Nature always needs the aid of art, is an error,

and an unlearned one too. If it were so, she
would have not provided for the human race as
much as its preservation demands. Sir John
Forbes, in his work on “Nature and Art in the
Cure of Disease,” insists on this view, which may
explain to Mr. Chambers why the physician has
no 33eed to guess, and likewise disclose to him
what is often the highest point of art in the
treatment of disease

; viz., a masterly inactivity

which declines all uncalled-for interference with
the operations of Nature, yet guides and directs
them towards the desired end. This is art under
the influence of reason, and not mere “

hit or
miss,” as Mr. Chambers evidently imagines.

He further says, “The doctor blunders and

stumbles in the dark recesses of viscera and
cloacce, the patient dies,” &c. (is this inevitable ?).

This is at once untruthful, and needlessly

coarse. A well-educated physician cannot be
said to “blunder and stumble,” guided as he is

by the ever-increasing 'ighb of science and
modern discovery. He cannot always be bril-

liant. He is compelled often to “make baste

slowly.” We have not yet arrived at the pitch

of catting off heads and putting them on again

;

nor can the most skilful “ Medicus,” as Mr.
Chambers chooses to call a plain doctor, supply

brains to those who do not possess them, a line

of practice which would be rather remunerative.

What Mr. Chambers exactly means by a

,

medical man “stumbling in the dark recesses of

viscera and cloaca) ” I cannot precisely fathom

;

but he should know that medical men do not in-

invariably diagnose from the excreta of then-

patients, and that the “ ars urinarura ” is an

:

extinct ono now. Anyhow, the idea pervading

Mr. Chambers’s sentences is one which proves

him to have a very low estimate of the science

of medicine, and that his respect and courtesy

for its practitionei'S is very small indeed. Why
does he imitato Jifenenius, in the play of “ Corio-

lanus” ? Ha-S ho “ an estate of seven years of

health,” that he will “make a lip at the physi-

cian” ? (Act ii., scene 1.) I sincerely hope he
has

;
for then he can “ throw physic to the

dogs ”
;
but surely ho need not wish to send the

doctor after it. No one dispassionately com-
paring ai-chitecture with medicine can doubt
winch has done most for our race,—for this

ought to be the measure applied to everything,

and every man; unless we live to do our race

real good and permanent service, we had better

not live at all. With Mr. Chambers’s remarks
about the education of architects I fully concur.

It is, as he says, “promiscuous” and “ uncer-

tain ”
;
but still I am inclined to think that in

!

the exercise of an art pure and simple,—such as

architecture, poetry, painting, or tho like,'—

a

learned training is unnecessary. Inherent talent

is the . artist’s best pass; but for the “medi-
cus ” remains tho plodding, hard work, —
the wear and tear of brain (men's lives being
of greater worth than any building) belong-

ing to a learned profession. I would finally

remind Mr. Chambers that to a physician

an error is a fatal occnri-ence w-hich no amount
of subsequent skill can atone for. He cannot
shift the blame, or throw all tho onus on to

nature. The doctor has his assured position,

says Mr. Chambers; and if ho had not, how
could he have the confidence of his patients ?

A good architect has the confidence of his

clients, and rightly; but tho amatterer in either

art or medicine, of course, has :ione. But medi-
cine secures fit men for practical work by
searching examinations, and grants to them
only licences and diplomas. Were this system
of test applied to our architects in embryo we
should hear less of failures and mistakes. I

trust I have not said too much, but the subject

is a very interesting one. I have not either

intended to be unjust or unkind in my estimate

of Mr. Chambers’s remarks. I read them as a
casual reader, but if I have offended in the

letter, he must believe the spirit of my animad-
versions is friendly. If he turns to bis Goethe
he will read :

—

“ Der geist der medecin iat leieht du fassen

;

Ihr durchstiidirt die gross und kleino WcU,
Um est am Eude gehu zu laasea
W'ie'a Gott gei'iiUt.”

—

Fau$t.

George Gray Jarvis

(Formerly Student of Guy’s Hospital).

THE NEW SCHOOL BUILDINGS AT
RUGBY.

The chapel and gymnasium buildings are the

result of the late tercentena):}', when subscrip-

tions were raised among old Rugbeians for

improving the school buildings. The racket-

court and the new schools had already been
built,—the former by a geueral special subscrip-

tion in the school, the latter at the cost of the

masters under Dr. Temple, chiefly on tho site of

some houses which were purchased and pulled

down. The racket-courb is 65 ft. by 32 ft., and
30 ft. high to the plate, -with five courts against

three of its outside walls, and an open gallerj

above an entrance-porch and dressing-room on
its fourth side. The gymnasium is 100 ft. by
45 ft., and 23 ft. high to the wall-plate, with a
crypt beneath it for workshops. An entrance,

porch, dressing-rooms, and two staircases to

galleries which run round thi-ee sides of the
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’ building are placed together at one end.

glazed lantern in the centre of the roof receive

the clirabing.mast. The fittings of the interic

are by Mr. Maclaren, of Oxford. The chapa
which had already been several times enlarge
and altered, was chiefly the work of Mr. Penrosf

who has built the school infirmary. As it ri

quired further enlargement, it was resolved ti

take down the greater part of it, and to rebuil'

it on a larger scale. The two westeim bays bsI

porch of the old chapel have been retained, wStl

slight alteration. The whole of the two-ligh

window-B, as well as the three-light east wiiidoTtl

in the new part, are features from the old chapej

They have been preserved and built into tbj

new walls on account of their containing md
morial and other stained glass. The building^

have been designed hy Mr. William Buttcrfielii

architect. The original Rugby School builo

iuga are of white brick and stone. The ue-

ones are of red brick and stone, and of whifl

and red brick and stone intermixed.

PROPOSED NEW DOCKS AT CARDIFF.!

A PROJECT has just been brought forward fi

the construction of new docks at Cardiff, whioi

are stated to bo urgently necessary, in consr

quence of tho inconvenience arising from tt

insufficiency of the present dock accommodatior
Another reason for their construction is, that si

so many additional collieries are opening in ti

district, tho output of coal -will shortly be moe
larger than it has been during the past few yeari

At a meeting of tho Chamber of Commerce hel

last week on the subject, Mr. Bachelor, one e

the members, explained the plans for construo.

ing these new docks on a quantity of waste Ian

on tho margin of the river, situated betwefii

i Cardiff and Penai th, in the neighbourhood t

the new railway now making between those tw
places. It appears that to carry out this proje(;

a capital of about 730,0001. will be required, as
it is proposed that the bulk of this amount^
the extent of 500,0001., should be raised by th

several railway companies interested in the di

velopment of the port, and that the remainiB
250,0001. should be raised by the public. SevM*
members of the chamber warmly suppoi-ted tl

proposal as explained by Mr. Batchelor, it bein

admitted that the existing dock accommodatid
is totally inadequate to the requir-ements of tl

port. It was ultimately resolved that, in tl

opinion of the ineoting, it was absolately neoM
sary that additional dock accommodation slioni

be provided witli the least possible delay. TE
plans submitted by Mr. Batchelor were thoa

which the chamber thought it was desirable t

have carried out, and a committee was appointee

to take the necessary preliminary steps in oi-ite

to carry out that object.

VENTILATION OUTLETS.
Sir,—In answer to your coiTcspondent seekiu?

information ou the above aiibject in your column;

a few weeks a^zo, I beg to extract the folIowi4

from Dr. Parkes’s “Practical Hygiene,” 2nc

ed., p. 117 :

—

“ Outlets. The place for the outlets is a inMi

important consideration, as it will determinefln

great measure the position of the inlets. 1

there are no means of heating the air passii?

through them, they should bo at the top of thi

room
;
if there are means of heating them, th^

may be at any point. If not artificially warmedi
the highest outlet tube is usually the point o:

greatest discharge, and sometimes the only onej

(n.) Outlet Tubes ^vithout Artificial Heat.M
They should be placed at the highest point o

the room; should be enclosed as far as possiWo

within walla, so as to prevent the air bein|:

cooled
;
should be straight, and with perfectly

smooth internal surfaces, so that friction may bt'i

reduced to a minimum. In shape they may bfi

round or square, and they must be covered above'

with some apparatus (the cowl, lie.xagou tube

:

&c.), which may aid the aspirating power of tht

wind, and prevent the passage of rain into thfi

shaft. The louvred openings are not ihe best.” i

My own opinion is, that they should be at the
i

top of the room under all circumstances; anci

that there is no subject more important for the

physical prevention of tubercular diseases in

particular,—the consumption that decimates oni

pojmlation,—than the satisfactory solution oki

the problem of ventilation and warming, and it£!

enforcement where control can be exercised. !

J. Ward, M.D. 1'
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WINDOW AND GRILLE : NATIONAL PROVINCIAL BANK OF ENGLAND, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE; BRANCH.

Mr. John Gibson, Architect.

WINDOW AND GRILLE

:

NATIONAL PROVINCIAL BANK OF ENGLAND,

newcastle-on.tyne.
I

In our last volume we published a view of the
I

building erected for the Newcastle-on-Tvne I

branch of the National Provincial Bank' of i

England,* from the designs of ilr. Gibson, and
j

alluded particularly to the large windows on ilie
|

• SpG Tol. S.VS., p. rjjl.

ground floor. In our present number we give
;

a view of one of these windows, with its wrought I

iron grille, adopted iu lieu of shutters, as pro -

1

misecl on the previous occasion. The column,
on each side is of polished red granite.

FOREIGN SPECS.

The .‘shareholders in the company for building
,

markets and abattoirs for the city of Berlin,

,

many of them English, have come to grief. Ibe

I

company appears to have been robbed, as usual

I
we might almost say, right and left by agents.;

:
If Englishmen, instead of sending their money:

I

abroad, were to employ it at home, they would:
' not merely play a more patriotic part, but would

find it pay better five times out of six. With'
' mauy the promi.se of a good return is, unfor-l

tuiiately, everything. If Russia, for example,;

were to offer 10 •per cent, for money wherewith

to damage this country in the East, there are ;

plenty of Englislmn. n who would lend it.
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IN AND ABOUT THE REGENT'S PARK.

It was a happy thought of the man who first
lalled tho parks the langs of London; without
hem this groat city would have but poor means
if oxygenating its life-blood for the sustaining
if the ceaseless throbbings and muscular exer-
ions of its mighty heart

;
and it is therefore

mpossible to over-estimate their value to those
it its inhabitants who can in them alone obtain
he fresh and health-bearing breezes their over*
voiked bodies and minds so much need.
llegent’s Park is now situated in the midst of

he town, and yet it is only a thing of yesterday,
-a creation of the first quarter of the nino-
eenth century. It is essentially a people’s pai'k,
nd has never been a fashionable lounge, like
;>t. James’s Park used to be, and like Hyde
’ark is and has always been. Tlic inbabitants
f London owe to George IV. the greatest iui-

rovement of their cif.y that has ever been
ffected, hardly excepting the more recout and
nposing improvement of the embankment of
heir river, and it is right for his fume that
legent-street and Regent’s Park should bear
is name, and perpetuate his claim to their
[ratitudo in this particular.

I

The great borough of Marylebone takes its

lame, not, as might be supposed, from “ Mary
Ihe Good,” but from thelittle brook, which once
an from Hampstead by Primrose-hill through
klarylehone Park to Marylebone-laue, crossed
bxford-road.near Stratford-place, and Piccadilly
fear Hay-hill, and tiien ran through St. James’s
[’ark by Buckingham Palace to Tothill-lields,

[,nd fell into the Thames at a place called
Ixing’s Scholars’ Pond, a little below Chelsea.
|.'his was the Tybourn, and the manor was some-
limes called by the same name, bat the church
)oing dedicated to the Virgin in the year 1-lUO,

it came to be spoken of as St. Mary-le-bourne,
Ifterwards corrupted to St. Marylebone. An
inonymou.s writer in the Gentleman's Narjasine
or ISOSJ rashly affirms that the church is called
a old writings Santa Maria dc Ossihus, but the
lopographcr Lysons proves this assertion to be
ncorrect, and shows that in the Valor of Pope
licholas, written in the reign of Edward I., it

s called Ecclesia de Tyboriie, and in records ul

he reigns of Henry VIII. and Edward VI., it is

ailed Tyborne, alias Maryborne, alias Mary,
lournc. Ill the last century this place was a
mall village cut off from London, and in 1728
bo Daily Journal informed the public that
‘many persons have arrived in Loudon from
heir couutry-houses in Marylebone.” However,
lOuses gradually encroached upon it, and there
v'as reason to fear that all fields around would
u course of time be swallowed up, and divided
mongst the builders. The first sign of this
bango was the proposed plan of a now road
roin Islington to Paddington through Maryle-
)ono Fields, which was made in the yeai- 175d,
.nd about twenty years after Marylebone Gar-
leus were closed, the site being now occupied by
ieaumont.street, part of Devoushire-street, and
lart of Devonshire-place. John Thomas Smith
tates that the orchestra stood on the site of the
louse No. 17, Hcvoushire-place. When the Mary,
ebone.gavdcus were closed in 1777 or 1778 they
lad been occupied as a place of public entertain,
nent for considerably more than a century. In
Pepys’s Diary, under date 1(368, thevo is the
Blowing notice of the place :

“ Then we abroad
0 Marrowbone, and there walked in the garden

;

be first time I ever was there, and a pretty
lace it is.” Balls were given by the nobility at
bese gardens

; and Elizabeth Robinson, after-
ards the celebrated Mrs. Montagu, was one of
he gayest aud fairest of the reveders. Dr.

Doran relates, in his “ Lady of the Last Century,”
that before the dancing began the ladies’ fans
were thrown upon the table, and the men then
drew them for partners, each taking for his own
the lady to whom the fan which he had drawn
belonged, and which he again presented to her.
The manners of society in the last century were
very different from those of to-day, and few
things strike us now as more odd than the
general practice among our ancestors of fre-
quenting public gai-deuB, and the easy abandm
they adopted there. In the Marylebone-gardens
there was a large plunging - bath used by
fashionable naiads, who, donning a bathing dress,
took headers and gambolled in the waters. Lord
Dupplin wrote a couple of verses on Miss
Robinson’s achievements in this way. J. T.
Smith, in his ‘‘ Book for a Rainy Day,” gives a
chronological account of the doings at the
gardens, and prefaces it with the following
information. “ The carriage and principal
entrance was in High-street

; the back entrance
was from the fields, beyond which, north, was a
narrow winding passage, with garden-palings on
either side, leading into High-street. In this
passage were numerous openings into small
gardens, divided for the recreation of various
Cockney florists, their wives, children, and
Sunday smoking visitors. These were called the
French gardens, in consequence of having been
cultivated by refugees who fled their country
after the edict of Nantes. I well remember my
grandmother taking mo through this passage to
Marylebone-gardens to see the fireworks, and
thinking them prodigiously fine.” Persons were
accommodated in these French gardens with tea
equipage aud hot water at Id. per head.
When James I. granted the manor of Maryle-

bone to Edward Porset in 1611 ho reserved the
park in his own hands, and hero he entertained
foreign arabirssadora with a day’s hunting, as
Queen Elizabeth had clone before him. In’tho
Boai'd of Works accounts for 1582 there is a pay-
nieub ‘‘ for making of two new standings in Mare-
bone aud Hide Parkes for the Queeues Majestic
and the noblemen of Prauiieo to see the hunt-
inge.” In 161-6 Charles I. granted Marylebone
Park to Sir George Strode and John Waudesford,
by letters patent dated O-xfoid, May G, as security
for a debt of 2,318i. 11 s. Od. due to them for
supplying the king with arms and ammunition.
After the death of Charles no attention wms paid
to the claims of these gentlemen, but the park
was sold by the Parliament to John Spencer on
behalf of Colonel Thomas Han-ison’s regiment
of dragoons, on whom it was settled for their
pay. The money paid was 13,215Z. 63 . 8 cl.,

including 130L for the deer (124 in number
of Several sorts) and 1,77-1'i. 83 . for the
timber, excluding 2,976 trees marked for
the navy. At this time Marylebone Park was
disparked, and it was never again stocked with
deer. At the Restoration, Sir George Strode
and Mr. Wandeaford obtained possession of the
park (with the exception of the great lodge and
sixty acres of laud, whicii had been granted for
a term of years to Sir William Clarke, secretary
to the Duke of Albemarle), and held it until
their debt was discharged. The park was sub-
sequently leased to Henry, Earl of Arlington, in
1668, aud to Charles Bertie and others, in trust
for the Duke o' Leeds, in 1696. Several new
leases were granted, and the last of these to
fall in was that of the Duke of Portland, which
expired in 1811. A survey of .the estate, then
Called Marylebone Park Farm, was made in the
year 179-1, by cirder of the Treasury, under the
direction of Mr. John Fordyce, when it was

found to contain 543 acres and 17 perches. It
was at first intended to build entirely over the
open fields, but we owe the Regent’s Park to the
admirable suggestion of Mr. White, of Devon-
shire-place. This gentleman drew up a plan for
Mr. Fordyce, the surveyor-goneral of the Crown
lands, in which he proposed that only the lower
part of the site of Marylebone Park should be
built upon; that the buildings should terminate
northwards with a grand crescent of half a mile
in span, in the centre of which, fronting the end
of Harley-street, should be erected the new
parish church oi Marylebone, to which there
should be an approach by a street continued
from Harley-street; that the remainder of the
ground should be restored to its original pur-
pose, aud converted into a park of three milesm circumference. This scheme was afterwai-ds
modified, but the thousands who enjoy the rus
ia urbe of the Regent’s Park should remember
that all honour is duo to ‘‘Mr. White, of Devon-
ahire-place,” at whose suggestion a healthful
resort was provided for the inhabitants of
London in place of rows of bricks and mortar.
Before passing from the old to the new park, it
will be necessary to say something about the
manor-house and the old church of Marylebone.
The manor-house stood at the south end of the
park, near the site of Devonshire-mews, and was
used in olden time as a palace where those dis-
tinguished persons who were invited by the king
toassist at astag-hunt were entertained. Itwent
out of the possession of the Crown when the
manor was granted by James I. to Edward Forset,
and was probably then in part rebuilt, although
when it was pulled down, in 1791, it retained
traces of the architecture of Queen Elizabeth’s
time. It was wholly of brick and was sur-
mounted by a large turret containing a clock and
bell. There are four drawings of the house in
the “ Crowle Illustrated Pennant ” at the British
Museum, by Rooker. The first of the series is a
view of tJie principal front, which consisted
of a very largo body with two wings, a pro-
jecting porch, and a deep dormer roof; the
second shows the back or garden front,
which was flat, with a bay-window at each
end, and five gables to the roof. The third
drawing taken from the hall shows the grand
staircase and the balusters decorated with
richly.carved foliage; and the fourth exhibits
the teseelated decorations of the staircase itself.

For many years previously to its destruction the
house was occupied by a highly-esteemed boys’
school, which was kept first by Monsieur De la
Place, and afterwards by his son-in-law, the
Rev. Mr. Fountayne. Mr. Fountayne was a
man of some note in his day, and his son became
Dean of ^ ork. He was a Iriend of Handel and
other celebrities, and it is told of him that he
once made a very ma.l a propos speech to the
great composer. He was walking round Mary-
lebone Gardens with Handel, when, upon hearing
some music which he could not understand, ho
observed, “This is d stuff.” Handel at
onco answered, “ It may be d stuff, but it is
mine.” Mrs. Fountayne was little esteemed by
J. T. Smith, who speaks of her in his “ Book for
a Rainy Day” in the following uncomplimentary
terms:—“She was a vain, dashing woman, ex-
tremely fond of appearing at Court, for which
purpose she borrowed Lady Harrington’s jewels.
Indeed, her passion for display was carried to
such an extreme that she kept her carriage, and
that without the knowledge of her husband, by
the following artful manoeuvre. As the scholars
were mostly sons of persons of title and largo
fortunes, she professed to have many favourites,
who had behaved so well that she was often
tempted to take them to the play, which so
pleased the parents that they liberally reim-
bursed her in the coach and theatrical expenses,
though she actually obtained orders upon those
occasions from her friend, Mrs. Yates, by which
contrivance she was enabled to keep the vehicle
in which they were conveyed to the theatres.
Mrs. Yates, however, was amply repaid for her
orders by the number of tickets %vhich Mrs.
Fountayne prevailed on the parents of the
scholars to take at her benefits.” Mrs. Foun.
tayne had an old parrot, clad in a flannel jacket,
which was so accustomed to hear its mistress’s
general invitation to strangers who called to
inquire after the boarders, that it began crying
out, as soon as they entered, “Do, pray, walk
into the parlour and take a glass of wine”

; but
it often showed a want of discrimination by
inviting all comers alike to regale themselves in
the parlour.

The old church of Tybourn, dedicated to St.
John, stood in a lonely place near the highway,
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close by the site of the present Stratford-place.

It was subject to the depredations of robbers,

who frequently stole the images, bells, and orna-

ments, 80 that, in the year 1400, Bishop Bray-

brooke granted a licence to remove the church

farther north, to the High-street, opposite the

present Beaumont-street. The new church wa,s

dedicated to the Virgin, and was then called

St. Mary-le-bourne. Its interior is shown in one

of Hogarth’s plates of the “ Rake’s Progress,”

where the rake is introduced at the altar with

the rich old maid. This church, being in a ruin-

ous condition, was taken down, and a new one

built in its place in 1743, which, in 1817, on the

day of the consecration of the new church in the

New-roacl, was converted into a parish cbapel by

Act of Parliament.

Regent's Park occupies 372 acres (and its

terraces and canal 80 acres additional) out of

543 acres of the old Marylebone Park. When
the new park was laid out, much expense was
saved by the building of terraces round the

enclosure and by the letting some part of the

land to certain gentlemen who were willing to

build villas for themselves within the grounds

they were to rent. These and the gardens of

the Royal Botanic Society and tlie Zoological

Society do not injure the general effect, but

rather add to the beauty of the place.

Soon after the expiry of the Duke of Port-

land’s lease, which madeibpossiblefortheCrown

to do something with Marylebone-park, the

building of the new ilarylebone church in the

New-road, opposite York-gate, was commenced.

The first stone was laid oi» July 5th, 1813, and

the church was consecrated on Feb. 4th, 1817.

It was designed by Thomas Hardwick, and cost

G0,000l. The interior, though spacious, is not

equal in architectural design to what the portico

and general external appearance would lead a

visitor to expect. Cornwall-terraco was built by
Decimus Burton, in 1823, and Hanover-terrace,

by John Nash, in 1825. The Colosseum, which

is now empty and falling to decay, was built by

D. Burton, in 1821, for Mr. Horner, a laud sur-

veyor, who made sketches for the panorama of

London from tlie top of St. Paul’s, which were

afterwards carried out by Mr. E. T. Parris and

his assistants on 46,000 square feet of canvas.

The excellent panoramas of London and Paris,

the Swiss cottage, and the mountains seen from

its windows ; the stalactite caverns, the diorama

of Lisbon, and numerous other attractions, made
the Colosseum, for many years, one of the most
favourite resorts of the sightseer. Unfortiinately

it was an ill-paying speculation to the pro-

prietors, and at last bad to be closed.

The hospital of St. Katherine’s, at the Tower,

founded circ. 1148 by Matilda, wife of King

Stephen, and augmented by Eleanor, Queen of

Edward I., and by Philippa, Queen of Ed-

ward III., was removed to the Regent’s Park on

the construction of the St. Katherine’s Ducks.

The present hospital and collegiate church was

built in 1827 from the designs of Mr. Ambro.«e

Poynter. The tomb of John Holland, Duke of

Exeter (who died in 1447) and his two wives, and

a pulpit of wood, a gift of Sir Julius CiEsar, were

both removed from the old hospital. Great com-

plaints have' been made at various times on

account of the removal of this charity from a

poor neighbourhood to a rich one. Does it do

its full amount of good ?

Practical zoology has always been popular

among all classes of the community, and few

places are so thronged on a public holiday as the

Zoological Gardens. Upwards of 20,t'OO persons

visit them on Easter and Whit Mondays. On
these occasions there is a great press at all the

gates, and at Easter of the present year a new
entrance was opened opposite Primrose-hill. The

Zoological Society was iostituted in 1826, and

two of its principal founders were Sir Humphry
Davy and Sir Stamford Raffles. The inner

circle of the park surrounds the Botanic

Gardens founded by the Royal Botanic Society,

which was incorporated in 1839. The conserva-

tory in these gardens was designed by Mr.

Decimus Burton, and has lately been enlarged

by the addition of an east wing. The west wing
is not yet put in hand for want of sufficient

funds. The grounds are very tastefully laid out

BO as to deceive the eye into the belief that they

are much larger than they really are.

The Royal Toxophilite Society have a ground
for practice at the Archer’s lodge

;
and in the

winter the London Skating Club are allowed to

flood this ground, so as to form a shallow lake of

ice for skating on. The various villas dotted about

the park are Holford House, St. Dunstan’s, St.

John’s Lodge, The Holme, and South Villa.

Holford House formerly belonged to Mr. James
Holford, but is now a Baptist College. St.

Danstan’a Villa was built by Mr. Decimus Bur-

ton, for the Marquis of Hertford, who, when a

boy was taken by his nurse to see the figures

of Gog and Magog, at Old St. Dunstan’s Church,

in Fleet-street. At the sale of the old materials

of this church, the marquis bought for old

acquaintance’ sake the clock and these two

figures, which struck the hours and quarters,

and placed them in his new home, which he

called in their lionour St. Duustan’s. The
ornamental water in the park is very prettily

arranged, and tliose who make use of the boats

that are now provided for them, find it pleasant,

though circumscribed. It has been long a

favourite resort of skaters, and on January 15,

1867, a fearful accident occurred through the

breaking of the ice, by which about 200 persons

were immersed, and nearly forty of them lost

tbeir liv'es. The depth of the water has since

been reduced to about 4 feet.

Of late years the park has been, in common
with the other metropolitan parks, considerably

improved. It has been tborouglily drained, so

that the dampness of the clayey soil is greatly

obviated. Mounds have been raised in various

parts, and shrubs planted upon them. A portion

of the central avenue has also had its sides

opened, and laid out as elegant Italian

gardens, which are well supplied with the

flowers of the season, and kept in order with the

greatest elegance and taste. The trees are

healthy but small, and need attending to, so

that their growth may bo increased. Tlie soil

is probably poor, but some means should be

tried in order to see whether a finer growth of

tree may not be obtained. There are no fine

trees in the park, and in many places the

avenues require thinning. Forest gardening is

much neglected in this country, and when a tree

dies, or is blown down, a stripling of the feeblest

description replaces it to grow to its full size

long after all who saw it planted are dead and

buried.

This park is always full, but on Sundays and
holidays it really swarms with pleasure-seekers,

who find in its trees, grass, and flowers a very-

fair substitute for the fields of the country.

Still the numbers that are now to be found there

are not unexampled in the same place, for it is

on record that 50,000 persona have been at one

time in the Marylebone Fields, on a fine Sunday
evening, to hear the preaching of Whitfield.

STAINED GLASS.

St. Margaret’s, Liverpool .—This church, situ-

ated in Prince’s-road, has just been enriched by
the addition of three more stained-glass windows,

from Messrs. Clayton & Bell, of London. Thir-

teen of the twenty-six windows in the church

are now filled in this manner; and as another

has been already promised, there is good reason

for supposing that in a few years the remainder

may be in like manner completed. Two of the

new windows are over the choir, and contain

figures of the Evangelists; the third is in the

north aisle, and consists of figures of St. Hilda,

St. Werrburga, and St. Ebba. The funds for

this window have been raised by subscriptions,

and it has been placed in the church in memory
of Sister Alice, who died of fever nearly a year

ago, contracted while visit-ing the poor in the

district of St. James-the-Less. The painting of

the roof, nave, and aisles in St. Margaret’s is to

be proceeded with immediately, Mr. Robert
Horsfall, the founder of the church, having pro-

mised 2,000i. for this purpose.

Bampton Church .— A memorial window has

just been placed in the east window of the

chancel, to the memory of the late Mr. R. W.
Southby and Mrs. Southby, of Bampton. The
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subjects are various scenes in the life of our

Saviour, including the Crucifixion and Resur-

rection, executed by Messrs. Lavers, Barraud,

& Westlake, of Bloomsbury. From the chancel

the window is seen to great advantage, but from
the western portion of the nave the effect is

marred by the Norman arch at the entrance to

the church.

Ross Church.—The Ogilvie Memorial-window
fund amounts to 2201., and it is expected will

reach 300L The principal subjects of tlie pre-

sent window will be re-composed, with additions,

so as to cover the whole window. The work is

being executed by Messrs. Baillie & Mayer, the

design of the tracery being gratuitously supplied

by Mr. R. E. Purchas, of London. Mr. Hards,

of Ross, mason, lias contracted to complete the

work. The reredos has, for the present, been

abandoned, on account of the insufficiency of

the funds.

Rothhury Church.—The east chancel window
of this church has been filled with stained glass,

by the directions, and at the expense of, Mr.

James William Dixon, of West Lodge, Clapham
Common, Surrey. The window is of the early

period, and is in three lights. Tlie design com-
prises the following subjects :—In the centre

opening is represented in the upper part tho

Lamb and flag, below which is the resur-

,

rection of our Saviour, with the disturbed

Roman guard, an angel in a panel bearing a

scroll, “ I am the resurrection and the life.”

Then follows a group illustrating the crucifixion,

with the three Marys, St. John, and Mary Mag.
dalene at the foot of the cross, finishing with an
ornamental panel of rich design. This opening,

like the other two, is enclosed by a border of

foliage. In the dexter is represented the rai.-^irg

of Lazarus, in the upper group, the angel under

which is bearing a scroll, ” Thy brother shall

rise again.” In the lower group is shown the

Nativity, with text, “ Unto us a child is born.”

A panel similar to the centre one finishes this

opening, 'which is enclosed within a foliage

bolder. In the sinister side openingis shown, in

the npper panel, the raising of tho widow’s son at i

the gate of the city of Nain, the text below, borne

by an angel, “Young man, I say unto thee,

arise.” The lower panel contains the Adoration

of the Magi, or wise men’s offerings, with text,

“We have seen his star in the East,” finisliing

with a panel corresponding with the other two. i

The inscription across the three openings at the

base of the window, reads, “ Dedicated as a

thank-offering to the glory of God. Amen. Byl

James William Dixon; A.D. 1873.” The work
is by Messrs. Baillie & Mayer, London.

Paignton Chtirch.—The four-light window at:

the west end of this church has just been filled

with stained glass, illustrating, under rich

canopies, the Acts of Mercy. In the tracer^

are angels bearing scrolls. It is tho work A
Mr. Pepper, of Easton-road.

St. Mary’s, Halifax.—The east window of thjsi

church has now been filled with stained glass,

from the works of Messrs. James BallantineA

Son, Edinburgh, at the cost of Major Stocks, of

Upper Sbibden Hall. The window is to thei

memory of his late father, Mr. Michael Stocks,:

the founder of St. Mary’s Church; and tho I

subject is the angel announcing to the shep-

herds the birth of Christ. The window is in five

lights. The centre light contains the figure of

the angel, which, of course, is the prominent

feature of the window, whilst below, on either i

hand, are five shepherds with their flocks. This

is the fourth stained window which has been

inserted in this church,—two having been placed

in the north aisle, and one at the west end of

the south aisle. It is also in contemplation to

fill the west window.
Bristol Cathedral.—The south transept window

:

of this cathedral has just been filled with painted

glass, a memorial of the late Mr. T. 0. Tyndall, i

of the Fort, Clifton. It is a window of six*

lights and tracery. In the latter has been re-i

presented a subject illustrative of Rev. vii. 9,—

,

the Lord in majesty, with adoring saints and

angels; and in the main lights six scenes fromi

our Lord’s life,—namely, the Nativity, “ Con-

sider tho Lilies,” the Last Supper, Bearing the;

Cross, the Eutombment, and tlie Angel andi

Mary at the Tomb. The panels are formed in

canopy work. In the smaller tracery pieces i

have been introduced tho sliields of Tyndall and i

Elton, and the two coats impaled. The worki

has been carried out by Messrs. Bell & Son, of
,

Bristol.

Tamworth Church.—Mr. F. Willington has

placed three stained-glass windows in the clear-;

story of this church. The stone work has been
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jno bj Messrs. Mitcbell, of Taraworth, under
le direction of Messrs. Milehani & Kennedy, of

nndon. The glass has been made at the works
Messrs. Morris. The first window from the

ist end of the church represents the marriage
' Edith, the foundress and patron saint of the
mrch, with Sigtrig, King of Northumbria. In
i6 two inside compartments are seen Sigtrig

id Edith : the former is putting the ring on her
ft hand. In the outer compartments are seen
thelstan taking Edith by the right hand to

ve her away
;
and Ella, Bishop of Lichfield, in

golden cope, blessing the marriage. Athelstan
as the brother of Edith. The second window
presents Edith, whose nunnery was (according
Speed) in the Castle of Tamworth, as a lady

ibess, witli a cro/.ier in Iier hand, her nuns
ound her, and the Virgin and Child, the Virgin
iiug the patroness of the Benedictine order,

le third window has a doable subject—William
e Conqueror, resting on a mighty sword, pre-
uts the Castle of Tamworth to Marmion

;
his

md is stretched across the window to present
e deed of gifts. The third and fourth com-
yrtments represent Marmion asleep, and Edith
riking him witli her orozier in revenge for the
juries done by him to the nunnery. At the

p of each window is a panel having reference
the design. In the easternmost, a gallery, the
nblem of Sigtrig

;
in the second, the tower of

Hth's Nunnery
;
in the westernmost, theCustlo

Tamworth. On the canopies arc written the
.mes of the persons represented below. In the
uare compartments beneath are the shields, or
ats of arms, of the persons represented, or
tiers connected with the county and place.

CHE WORKMEN’S CLUB MOVEMENT.
OI’E.NING OF GllOSVENOR CLUB, riMtlCO.

The Marquis of Westminster presided on
ednesday in last week at the formal opening
an institution the establishment of which is

•derstood to be the first attempt in this country
connect church life with social life, through
B medium of a club, in such a way as to enlist
3 influence of the church in support of the
lb without patronising it or in any way com.
omisiug its independence. The institution is

George-street, North Audley-street, iu the
ar of St. Mark’s Church, with which it has
ternal communication. The Marquis of West-
inster offered the ground at a low rent, to be
Id in trust for the beuefit of the parish and
gbbourhood, making it a condition tliat there
ould be erected a biiildingtocontain rooms for
ssion purposes, for the use of working men, as
dl as for parooliial, sauitary, provident, and
ler civilising objects.

On the site offered, which has a frontage of
ft., with a depth of 64 ft., there has been

)cted in brick, with some stone mouldings, a
ty building with Gothic fatjado, which is re-
ved by two oriels embracing windows of the
it and second floors. The building, designed
Mr. Withers, has cost 6,000Z., of which 1,0001.
ve yet to be raised. This new institution,
lich is a continuation of the block of industrial
ellings erected largely through the exertions
the Rev. J. W. Ayre, the vicar, contains a
ge number of rooms. In the basement is a
chen which it is intended to utilise, not only
connexion with the club, but in effort to pro-
le the poor with good and cheap mid-day
als. On the ground-floor is a large room for
ssion services, mothers’ meetings, and other
rposes connected with church work. On the
it-floor is a still larger room, a club-room,
•ich is divisible by three movable partitions
0 four coinpai-tmeuts,—for papers, refresh,
mts, bagatelle, &c. There are several smaller
ims, some of which it is hoped will bo hired
benefit-clubs, while others are arranged in
tes for occupation by persons employed in
) work of the Chnrch and the schools; and at
1 top are two large rooms, lighted from the
if, suitable for class-rooms. It is hoped that
) receipts from tenants, from the club, and
ra the letting of the rooms will meet the
Qual charge upon the building. There are
•ee equally prominent entrances to the facade,
3 one of these is reserved exclusively for the
ib.ronms, which will be quite isolated by the
ernal arrangements

; and the other two
irauces give access to the church rooms and
ise allotted to tenants.
We may here mention that the annual meeting
the members of the Working Men’s Club and
Jtitute Union has been held in the Hall of the

Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi. The
meeting was not very numerously attended, but
amongst those who did attend were a number of

ladies, and a sprinkling of working men. The
Marquis of Lome occupied the chair, and on the
platform were Lord Lyttelton, Sir H. Johnstone,
M.P., Mr. Mundella, M.P., Mr. T. Hughes, M.P.,

and Mr. W. Johnston, M.P. Mr. Hodgson Pratt
read an abstract of the report, from which it

appeared that 74 new clubs had been reported
to the council during the year, raising the total

number to 535. In London the number had
increased from 52 to 76, and 15 of the new
clubs had affiliated themselves to the Union. As
regarded the metropolis, the principal event of

the year had been the opening of the Grosvenor
Club in Pimlico, which had its origin in the
liberality of tbo late Marquis of Westminster.
It has about a thousand members, so that it is

quite self-supporting.

ST. JOHN’S GATE, CLERKENWELL.
Sib,—

A

bout thirty years ago the first appeal
to the public for the preservation and restora-
tion of this memento of former times was pub-
lished in your journal. The Times, Athenicum,
Gentleman's ilfayaziue, and other leading organs
of tbo press kindly urged the claims of the
structure, ou historical and architectural grounds.
During the whole of the period, to the present
time, the protection of the gate has been under
my care, and each occupier, impressed with the
importance of not mutilating its remains, has
avoided injuring its ancient character. The
result has beeu, that the interest in the building
has been increased,—not only its associations,
but pecuniary value,—and the press and the
public will be gratified to learn that their endea-
vours for its preservation have not been without
reward. The English order of the Knights of
St. John have, by purchase, regained possession
of the freehold, and the gate will no longer be
humiliated as a tavern, so that

—

“ (lin and Leer long sold here,
Will be discarded without a tear."

The modern knights, imbued with tho same
love of order and charity as their ancestors, will

complete the restoration of the old gate
;
and

when restored, it will no longer bo hidden from
the public gaze, but face an important thorough,
fare, viz., the new street now being formed from
Old-street to 0.xforJ. street. Permit me to
thank you, sir, the press, and the public, for the
energetic aud disinterested assistance in rescuing
this building from spoliation, if nob from destruc-
tion. The success of the movemeut will teach
a lesson to all lovers of early history, that by
fighting for the maintenance of British relics,

the time may come when they will bo, if nob
restored to their former uses, at least preserved
forages yet to come,

W. Peitit Gbipfith, F.S.A.

PROFESSIONAL INQUIRIES.
Sib,

—

Tho committee alluded to by “Inquirer,”
having entered into a contract the provisions of
which are unusual, one can hardly say what is

usual under such provisions. The following
replies may, however, meet hisobject :

—

Question 1.—“ la it usual for the committee
to get the bills of quantities attached to the
coutract which they could at all times see, or
is it the custom to leave them altogether in the
architect’s hands ?

”

Answer.—It is not usual for a committee to
have access to the contractor’s priced bills, but
this coutract expressly states that they “are to

be taken conjointly with the drawings and
specification in framing the estimate.” They
are, moreover, to be sent back priced as a basis
for settling the extras and omissions. They are,
therefore, as much part of the contract as draw-
ings and specification

;
and, in the absence of any

stipulation that they are to be deposited with the
architect for his use, the committee can surely
claim to have access to them.

Question 2.—“ When a schedule of prices is

given is it usual to put the price of the material
at per foot or per yard only, or carry out the
prices in full ?

”

Answer.—Prices in a schedule are put at per
foot or yard only,—to carry them out, “adding
them up at the end of each column,” would be
to make a priced bill of quantities, which is not
the same thing as a schedule of prices.

Question 3.—“ Supposing a tender sent in for

[
a lump sum, would the contractor, assumin'.'

there be an error in quantities in his favour, have
to make a deduction fi-om his tender ?

”

Answer.—Usually no cognisance would be
taken, as between committee and contractor, of
errors on either side, but here the quantities ai'e

made part of the contract, and in the absence of
a clause providing for the case of discrepancies
between di'awings, specification, and quantities,
there is a fine opening for a dispute. I h.ave no
doubt that the contractor could claim /itil pay-
ment for all errors that are against him, aud
uniat allow the amount of errors iu his favour
less a fair profit on each item. B.

THE CHAPTER-HOUSE AT
WESTMINSTER.

SiB,—With reference to the question lately
addressed by Mr. Baillie Cochrane to the Prime
Minister on the subject of the decoration of the
Westminster Chapter-hoiise, will you allow mo
to ask whether, in the opinion of those compe-
tent to judge in the matter, it would be really
advisable, taking the Captam and “ Rogers ”

windows recently placed in the Abbey as indi-
cating the point which the revival of the art
of glass-painting has reached in this country, to
launch into any expenditure for the pre.-ent ou
this particular head of decoration ? For my
part, seeing what consequences have already
resulted from tlie introduction into the church of
modern stained glass, I cannot conceal from
myself tho fact that the effect of such expendi-
ture would bo not only disappointing but posi-
tively disastrous.

The subject is really deserving of the most
serious and prompt attention

;
as regards tho

interior of the Abbey itself, it is a vital ques-
tion. Confident, therefore, that Sir G. Gilbert
Scott can never approve of the sight of those
rich mouldings, with which the Abbey abounds,
being snatched from us one by one by shutting
out daylight, I cannot but hope that tho atten-
tion of the Dean and Chapter will be directed,
with the view to a remedy, to those terrible
losses of the effects of liglit and shadow, which
the true artist laments, that have been alreadv
effected by tbo introduction of modern- memorial
windows. Solicitus.

ARCHITECTS AND THEOLOGY.
Sib,

—

The other day I heard Mr. G. G. Scott
read, at the Lincoln Architectural Society, his
paper on “Village Churches,” part of which
was published in last week’s Builder, and I wish
to be informed if Mr. Scott is a Roman Catholic,
or Anglicau ? I have not the slightest prejudice
against the former, and shall think just as well
of Mr. Scott whatever the reply may be; but I
think the truth might as 'well bo known. Mr.
Scott wants high chancel screens to fence off

tho clergy and their chancel from the laity,

urges the sacreduess of the chancel, and advo-
cates the setting up of the rood. The rood, I
need scarcely say, consists of the body of Christ
upon the cross, with figures of saints at the foot,
a group which, having become a banner of the
Romanists, our bishops will not allow to bo
raised in our churches. Mr. Scott said,—“ Pugin
somewhere lays it down that the man who says
he likes Gothic architecture and does not
approve of high screens, is simply a liar. The
expression is forcible, but true.” I can scarcely
believe that Pugin ever “ laid down ” such a
thorough stupidity ; and on the other hand, I

am unwilling to give up the belief that, if Mr.
Scott reads it a second time, by the light of the
logic he learnt at college, he will withdraw his
endorsement. Pkotestant.

PROVINCIAL CHURCHYARDS.
Sir,—

W

hether I am of a melancholy disposi-
tion or not, I like co wander amongst the graves
in old church-yards, there to chew the cud of
reflection over the ashes of departed worthies.
The northern counties of England possess many
such sacred precincts,—Lancashire especially,

—

whero lie the remains of many whose names no
Englishman would “willingly let die.” But
what shall bo said,—what language ought to be
used,—to characterise tho condition of many of
these graves, shamefully neglected and befouled as
some are ? I strolled the other day into Roch-
dale Churchyard to find the grave of “ Tim
Bobbin” heaped upon with ashes from a neigh-
bouring cottage, from which issued ragged and
dirty children asking ‘‘largesse.” In some church-
yards,—the one facing the Town-hall, Oldham,
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for instance,—there was, when I was there

last, every inch of the surface covered over with
cinders, not a blade of grass, a tree, shrub, or

any living specimen of the vegetable world, to

he seen. This fashion of covering up all walking
surfaces with cinders has been adopted in the

various new schools recently built, where
children playing easily kick it np, and thereby

become so dirty in a short time that their

mothers scarcely know them. If the managers
would add to the cinders some good Portland

cement, a surface might be made which would
be clean, w.iterproof, and pleasant.

E. G.

“ STORY’S STATUE OF JERUSALEil.”

Sib,—Referring to your paragraph as above
in last week’s Builder, I take the liberty of

informing yon that the letter which is placed on
the phylactery on the bead of Mr. Story’s beau-
tiful statue of ” Jerusalem " is the Hebrew
equivalent to sli

;

is termed “shin”; it is the
initial of the word “ Shadie,” meaning “ Al-

mighty,” and does not refer to Shiloh (as you
suggest). This “shin” is placed upon every

phylactery nsed by the Jews during the recita-

tion of our morning prayers, to remind us of the
omnipresence of God. Joseph Lahbebt.

CONCRETE SYPHONS ON THE CANAL
“QUINTURO SELLA.”

In consequence of the short time (four

months) which was allowed for the construction
of the extension of the branch canal, Quiuturo
Sella, from Mortara to San Georgia, and the
scarcity of bricks, the Canal Cavour Company
determined to accept the proposal of Signor
Giuseppe Frattini (who has successfully intro-

duced his use of concrete into Italy, for the
construction of hydraulic works) to build all the
syphons for the passage of existing irrigation

channels under the new canal in cement con-
crete. The Jowivial of the Society of Arts says,

these syphons, which vary in diameterfrom 0'25

to I'OO, are circular in section, and are moulded
on a wooden cone about 6 ft. in length, which
is drawn forward as the woi-k proceeds. Three
syphons, of oval section, 2'00 in width by 1'60

in height and 20 metres in length, have also

been constructed by Signor Frattini, and are
probably the largest works of this class which
have ever been made.
The cement used is that known as “ Ciment

de la Porte de Franca,” made at Grenoble, the
quick-setting (d prise prompte) being mixed with
the slower.setting quality, in certain propor-
tions, according as it is required to hasten the
setting of the work. The ballast and sand
should be clean, and when easily obtained, the
granite chips from a stone-cutter’s yard add
considerably to the strength of the work. A few
hours after completion, such work, struck lightly

with a hammer, was found to ring like a bell.

A GIGANTIC TIP.

Nothing to do with horse-racing. No quiet
intimation of the winner of any “ coming event.”
Nothing to do with bribery, from the new
Canadian Loan to the feeing a policeman.
“ Nought o’ t’ sooart.” The “ tip ” I refer to is

Lancashire for “Rubbish may be shot here,”
and is situated adjoining the Queen’s-road, Man-
chester, where it crosses a little valley near the
Rochdale-road. The road here was first formed
by making it on the usual embankment, and
railed in, leaving the valley some 20 ft. to 30 ft.

deep on either side. The land belongs to the
corporation, and they invite the delivery of all

kinds of rubbish: literally, every kind is re-

ceived,—the contents of middens, night-soil,

garbage from the markets, road - scrapings,
builders’ rubbish, old tin-ware,—anything which
has bulk, no matter what,—for the purpose of

levelling up this valley, which is of very con-
siderable area, so as to make it "good building-
ground for working people's cottages." As soon
as enough surface is formed on which to build a
street, a street is built, and tenanted

;
but many

of the tenants do not stay in them long, nor do
they leave of their own accord, being in such
cases carried out. They go to “ that bourne
whence no traveller returns.” I visited the
spot on Sunday, July 13th

;
and as I ap-

proached it by the Queen’s.road, the wind,
which blew over it towards me, filled my mouth
and nostrils with one of the most abominable

stenches it was ever my misfortune to come in
contact with. I became ill, with vomiting and
pimging, and was glad to get away again as
quickly as possible. I stayed there, however,
long enough to observe that the poor unfortu-
nates who live in its precincts must have but a
sorry time of it, and to believe that the medical
men had no sinecures there. What ought to be
said, however, in deprecation of the conduct of a
wealthy corporation, who, for the sake of gain,
deliberately set sanitary laws at defiance, and
make an otherwise healthy district a hot-bed of
disease,—at a time, too, when cholera is approach,
ing ns from the Continent ? Pray, sir, give ns
your powerful help towards remedying this

great evil, and beg of the Government,—if neces-
sary, a sanitary commission,—to investigate and
determine, as some time since in Liverpool.

E. G.

THE COLE TESTIMONIAL.
The meeting at Willis’s Rooms, on the llth,

was entirely successful. The Marquis of West-
minster, who presided, gave a pithy account of
Mr. Cole’s career. Lord Houghton moved, with
his usual skill, and Lord Granville seconded,
the first resolution, Mr. CoHn Minton Campbell
supporting it:

—“ That it is desirable, on the
retirement of Mr. Colo from tho direction of
the South Kensington Museum, to recognise in

some permanent form his great services to tho
public.”

Lord Clarence Paget proposed, and Mr. Godwin
seconded, a motion,— “ That public subscriptions

bo invited to carry out the foregoing resolu-

tion.” Both wore carried unanimously; and
then, on the motion of the Duke of Suther-
land, seconded by Mr. J. G. Grace, a largo
committee was appointed. A well-deserved vote
of thanks to the chairuian, moved by Sir Digby
Wyatt, and seconded by Mr. Horsley, R.A.,
closed the proceedings. Several large subscrip,
tions were announced in the room, including
Mr. C. J. Freake, 1001.

;
Mr. H. A. Hunt, C.B.,

1001. ; Sir Joseph Whitworth, 1001. ; but it was
clearly understood that even shilling subscrip,
tions would be gladly accepted.

That no time might be lost, the committee
held a meeting immediately after the close of

the general meeting, and elected an executive
committee of eighteen.

A meeting of the executive committee was
held at Grosvenor House on Tuesday last, when
Mr. Grace was elected hou. secretary, and it

was determined to invite co-operation in all the
principal provincial towns. The subscriptions

already promised amount to about 9001.

NEWTON’S OBSERVATORY.
Sir,—

I

do not know whether you have noted
the removal of the observatory from the top of
Sir Isaac Newton’s house, near Leicester-square,

but unfortunately it is the fact. It is said that
it has been exported to America. The house is,

I believe, in all material points bnt this, intact.

We reproach the new countries with a want of

veneration, but surely the seeds of this failing

must have been sown in Old England. Would
not such a relic have been preserved, reve-

rently preserved, by any other people in

Europe? ViGILANS.

THE NEW BRIDGE HALL, BARNSTAPLE.
The Bamstable-bridge Trust, having funds,

considered it advisable to buy the adjacent
property running down the Strand, upon the
left-hand side of the bridge on entering the
town; and, having secured some 140 ft. by
70 ft., demolished the miserable old houses that

occupied the site, and have, in their stead,

erected a pile of buildings, affording a river

front. The edifice is intended to supply a want
long felt in Barnstap'e for convenient municipal
offices; Messrs. Gould & Son, architects and
borough surveyors of Barnstaple, prepared the
plans embodying the ideas of the Trust. The
contract was let to Mr. J. W. Hunt, builder,

Exeter. The contractor commenced the work
in November, 1862, and the edifice is now so far

complete that the scaffolding has all been taken
down, and the boarding removed. The interior

is in a forward state. The style of the building

may bo termed Early Geometrical, and the river

frontage consists of a fa(;ade some forty yards
in length, broken by four gables of varied height

and pitch, and by a small turret of teak, covered
with lead. The angle of the building at the

corner, adjacent to the bridge and strand, ai

facing the square, is semicircular. The Strai

front comes flush up with the pavement, and
similar in elevation, although varied in detail,

the river front. The materials used in the co
struction arc mainly Bridgwater brick, rcliev

throughout with dressings of Bath stone. T
plinth forming the basement is of Pilton stone
a material looking like granite, and the roc

are slated. The principal hall is 50 ft. loi

25 ft. wide, by 50 ft. high, and has an ope
timbered roof, varnished and stained. The tow
part of the building, at the west end, is used
bonded cellars, and for this purpose four exte
sive vaults are provided. Upon the exterionj

the building there is a fair sprinkling of carvi
in the Early English style. The carved wo
upon the river front, and upon the side of t

building next to the bridge, is complete; I

that upon the Strand elevation, and upon t

angle towards tho square, is, we believe, to

left iu block until funds admit of its bei

carried out. The carving has been execute^
Mr. Han’y Hems, of Exeter.

FALL OF BUILDINGS.
Fall of a London Warehouse.—Great ala

was recently created in Watling-street and ueij

bourhood, by a loud report proceeding fr

No. 7, Watling-street. It was found thatll

back floors of the building, stored with a lai

quantity of valuable woollen goods, had fallen

from roof to basement. Fortunately no oue w
upon the premises at the time. The hon
which is a very old one, was undergoing repai

and some interference with the foundations, it

believed, led to the accident.

Falling of Vaults at the Market-hall, Birmft
ham.—For some time past a number of wo
men have been engaged in constructing n
vaults, and enlarging the old ones, unrlemw
the Market-hall, Birmingham. Misfortt

seems to have attended the progress of !

work
;

for, a week or two ago, some of I

arches of the vaults gave way. These wore •

paired, and the ordinary work was continu
Three of the new arches near to the Worcest
street end of the hall, however, have since gb
way, and the roof of the vaults, which forme
portion of the floor of the hall, about 30
square, fell in. Fortunately there was no i

injured, the workmen having previously lef^

SECRETARYSHIP OP THE ROYAL
.

ACADEMY OF ARTS.

The election of a secretary to succeed*'
Knight, R.A., took place on Thursday, the h
inst., and Mr. Eaton was chosen. There w
upwards of a hundred candidates, and the e

test was a severe one, Mr. C. Critchett, edo
tional officer of the Society of Arts, being suco

WATER SUPPLY.
The report for June, of Mr. Frank Bolt

Water Examiner, is very interesting. We le

from it that the New River Company h
provided additional steam power, mains, £

high-service reservoirs, which were required

the high-pressure constant supply of the Met
polls Water Act, 1852, and after the passing

the Metropolis Water Act, 1871, they undertt

the construction of a new service reservoir'

Highgate (336 ft. above Trinity high-wa
mark), as a further addition to their power
affording effective constant service.

The East London Company turned on '

constant supply on March 25th. The own
of houses have been compelled to amend tt

fittings, and the district is now under ra

improvement.
The Southw.ark and Yauxhall Company ••

constructing covered service-reservoirs at Nr

head, to contain 18,000,000 gallons, and erect'

additional engine.power for high-preesnre C:

stant supply.

The 'West Middlesex Company are giv

constant supply to a number of houses, on i

application of the owners, who have provic

fittings according to the Board'of Trade regu

tions of the 10th of August, 1872.

The Grand Junction Company have comple

a high-service reservoir near Kilbum.
The Lambeth Company are actively carry-

out extensions and improvements in their wo:

At Molesey, the construction of reservoirs
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r proceeded with, to contain 110,000,000 to

)00,000 gallons of water, with pumping,
les, to fill them to a level of 12 ft. above the

the precautions relative to waste-pipes,
lined in the following clause of the Board of
e Regnlations, 1872, is carried ont in its

T-ity, it will confer a great boon on the con-
T, by preventing contamination from the
j generated by sewage, which otherwise are
imely liable to flow back into the cisterns,
jecome absorbed by the water :— '

gulation 14.—“No overflow or waste pipe,
• than a ‘ waming.pipe,’ shall be attached
ly cistern supplied with water by the com-
,
and eveiy such overflow or waste pipe

ing at the time when these regulations
I into operation shall bo removed, or, at the
n of the consumer, shall be converted into
ficienb ‘ waming.pipo,’ within two calendar
hs next after the Company shall have
I to the occupier of, or left at, the premises
hich such cistern is situate, a notice in
ng, requiring such alteration to be made.”

GLAZED ROOFING TILES.
Having advertised in your columns and also in

met for (finsed tiles for roofiue, but without success,
uld feel obliged if any of your numerous readers
bo kind enough to furnish me with such informa-

s would enable me to procure them without delay.
A. Twbedalb.

.RDS OP THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEER.?.

e following premiums have been awarded :

—

A Walt Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books,
Chnrles Augustus Hartley, for paper on “ The Delta

1 Danube, and the Provisioual Works executed at
lima Mouth."
. Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books
les Deaa, for memoir on “ The River Clyde.”
Watt Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books, to
Head, for paper on "The Rise and Progress of
Locomotion on Common Roads.”
Watt Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books, tom Anderson, for description of “ The Aba-el-Wakf
Factory, Upper Egypt.”
Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books
ilmm Thomas Thornton, C.B., for essay on "The
VO Advantages of the 6 ft. 6 in. Gauge, »nd of the
•Gauge for the State Railways of India.”
. Teltord Medal, and a Telford Premium, in hooks,
one! William Henry Greathed, C.B., R.E., for his
It of the Praetico aud Results of Irrigation in
orn India.”
. Telford Premium, in books, to John Milroy, C.E.,
iper on "Cylindrical or Colutnimr Foundations in
ete, Brickwork, and Stonework."
V Telford Premium, in books, to William Pole.
, F .R S,, for “ Notes on the Rigi Railway.”
Fho Manhy Premium, in books, to Thomas Sop.
un,, M. Inst. C.E., for psper on " The Mont Cenis

HE ALBERT MEMORIAL CHAPEL,
the occaaion of her Majestyand the Princces
ice visiting the Albert Memorial Chapel,
le purpose of inspecting Br.ron Triqneti’a
3 of the late Prince Consort, wliich is the
ling work of the costly decorations that
the interior of this interesting building,

Hndsor Express thus described the edifice
low appears :

—
0 sarcophagus is of oblong shape, adorned with
iculptured bas-reliefs. On its top is the statue of
iDce, sculptured from the finest statuary marble,
pg angels hold a pillow on which rests the head of
ince, who is attired in a MedijEval suit of armour
Irt of mail

;
the chain and badge of the most noble

of the Garter are on his breast
;
his right band

a sword partly drawn from the scabbard, while at
; reposes his favourite hound. An inscription cut
narble, and gilded, runs thus Albert, the Prince
t, born August 35, 1819; died December 14. 1861.
in the Roval Mausoleum, at Frogmore. " I have
thegoodfight. I have finished my course.’” Few
are aware of fho magnificence of the interior of
l»pel. Its adornment has been in progress for
•
years, much of it at the coat of the Royal children,
an mosaics cover the beautifully-arched ceiling with
Bsse.s of gold and colour. The windows are filled in
ained glass, and toll the story of the Prince Con-
ances'ry. Again on the west wall are placed, in
, the figures of those sovereigns and distinguished
TOniiected with the building'of the castle and the

1
but even more remarkable are the works of art

adorn the walls beneath the windows. Here Baron
ti displays some splendid specimens of a compara-
now art, namely, that of marble new inlaid work,
rou’ul the building runs a tableau of Scriptural

ts, the figures being about life-size. The most
marble has been selected to adorn the chapel,
only wants its marble floor to render it complete.”

>ods in Somersetshire.—Mr. Grantham’s
t on tho floods in this connty in 1872—73,
lid unoH the table of the House of Commons
iday lust, and ordered to be printed.

• Have previously rocoived Telford Medals,

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
lifarlhoroiigh .—Ogboum St. Andrew’s church,

in the hamlet of Rockley, has been opened for
divine service. It is built of Sarsen stone and
flint, with Bath stone breastwork, and hollow
walls, 14 in. thick, at a cost of 1,300^.

;
the con.

tractor being Mr. Barrett, of Swindon. The land
was given, and a large portion of the funds
found by Mr. W. Tanner, of Rockley House

;
the

interior decorations being principally the work
of Mrs. Tanner.
Mitcham .—The chief stone of a new church,

Christ Church, Singlegate, Mitcham, has been
laid by Mrs. Harris, of Gorringe Park, Mitcham.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris having expressed their in-
tention to build a permanent church, the vicar,
with other gentlemen, formed themselves into a
committee, and in December, 1871, passed re-
solutions to co-operate in tho erection of a per-
manent church “capable of enlargement.” Mr.
and Mrs. Harris then, through their surveyor,
Mr. Green, of Chancery-lane, wore put into cor-
respondence with Messrs. F. & H. Francis, the
architects, who submitted plans, one of which
was selected, the estimate of cost being 2,600Z.,
including heating and lighting, and to accom-
raodate 400 adults and 150 children. Ground
belonging to Emmanuel College, Cambridge,
with adjoining land, forms the site. A preli-
minary statement was issued by the committee,
dated the 14th May, 1873, showing a balance iu
excess of cost over subscriptions of 5891. 15s.,
this being attributable to the difference between
the estimated building cost of 1872 and the pre-
sent, the former being 2,G001., and the latter
3,225?., exclusive of lighting aud heating. All
preliminaries being arranged, the chief stone, as
we have said, has been laid.

Alton .—The Lord Chancellor has laid the
foundation-stone of a new church at Alton,
Hants. His lordship on the occasion said, that
the outward fabric of a church should be as good
and as beautiful as it was possible to make it

—

not for the sake of such outer beauty, but for
the sake of the symbol represented in the work
they were seeking to accomplish by the erection
of such a building.

Kington .—Some excitement has been caused in
Kington, on account of the apparently dangerous I

condition of the parish church. The north part
of the edifice has been taken down in order to
enlarge it, and from the appearance of the north
side, especially the pillar which supports the
chancel arch, it was thought that it would be
unsafe to hold public worship in it. Tho state
of the pillar and foundation had not been noticed
till about ten o’clock on Sunday moroing, and
the congregation were coming up to church,
when they were told by the vicar and church,
wardens that there would be no service that
day. Workmen were at once engaged to pre-
vent the wall from settling down any further.
After examination by the builders, and by Mr.
W. A. Coombes, one of the architects of the
Royal Ecclesiastical Commissioners, it was con-
fidently stated by them that there would be no
more settlement, and that the church will be
perfectly safe and fit for public worship.

Otiudie.—The chancel of Barnwell St. An-
draw’s church has been re-opened, after under-
going repairs and alterations, under the direction
of the Rev. G. W. Huntingford, the rector

;
and

Mr. Edward Browning, architect, Stamford.
The floor has been concreted and ro-paved with
Maw’s encaustic tiles

;
a new atone screen has

been erected, dividing the church from the
chancel, with perforated crosses, and surmounted
with brass ornaments and rails

;
in the centre

of the screen are two brass gates, and in the
sanctuary part of the chancel are two brass
standards, each containing eleven lights

j in the
choir part are some brass standards for lights

j

in the centre of the communion table is a brass
cross, inlaid ivith a topaz set in gold, and on
each side of the cross are two candlesticks, filled
with large wax candles. The reredos is hung
with drapery, and part of the floor carpeted.
The old monument which stood in the chancel,
to tho memory of Nicholas Latham, the founder
of many charities, has been removed aud
restored. In taking down the monument, a
piscina was discovered, which has been restored.
On the north side of the chancel, a new chapel
is built, which is called the Latham Chapel. It
is divided from the chancel with an oak screen.
The builders for the work were Messrs. Halliday.
& Cave, of Oakham

;
the brass work, bangings,

and carpets were supplied by Messrs. Jones &
Willis, of Birmingh.am

j the painting, graining,
&c., by Mr. Daniel Stevens, of Barnwell.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Stanfoi'd-on-Teme .—The new school for the

united district of Standford and Orleton has
been opened for the scholars. The school was
built from the designs of Mr. E. Day, of Worcester,
architect

; tho masonry and carpenter’s work
being done by Messrs. Bradbonrne & Lewis, of
Clifton-on-Teme, and the ornamental stonework
by Mr. Forsyth, sculptor, Worcester.

Highworth .—Thenow national schools at South
Marston have been opened. South Marston is a
district chapelry of the parish of Highworth,
containing about -100 inhabitants, and three miles
from Highworth. The new schools have been
erected on a plot of laud forming one corner o£
Mr. Bell’s Park, near to the old school, and iu
about the centre of the village facing the Shri-
vonhara road. The buildings form a group in
tho Early English style. Tho walla are built of
the local stone, faced with Swindon stone, tho
dressings of the doors, windows, bell tun-et, and
chimney shafts being of Corsham Down Bath
stone. The internal arrangements consist of a
school-room, 37 ft. 6 in. long, by 18 ft. broad,
with a class-room, 14 ft. square

;
the height of

both rooms being 15 ft. 6 in. to the ceiling.
There are distinct entrance-porches for the boys
and girls, with cap and bonnet rooms attached.
The school and class rooms are fitted up with,
Colraan& Glendinning’s Eastern Counties patent
desks, which aro contrived to allow of their
being used as desks, either flat for working, or
sloping for writing and drawing, or they may be
converted into a backed seat, or two of them
placed together form a convenient table for tea-
meetings, &c. The desks stand on a stepped
platform, and on their being removed and
placed against tho side walls, by means of
binged flaps in the floor of the platforms, an
infants’ gallery is provided, the flaps forming
the backs of the scats. Cutting-out tables,
mistress’sdesk, cupboards for work, books, music,
&c., black-boards, and other modern appliances
for teaching are provided, including a box of
models forming a small museum of natural and
artificial objects. Tlie works have been carried
out by Messrs. William Drew & Sons, of High-
worth, from the designs and under the superin.
tendence of Mr. James Schofield, of London,
and have been erected and completely furnished,
at considerable cost, by Mr. Bell. They are
designed for 120 children, reckoning 8 ft. super,
for each child, according to the reqairements
of the Committee of the Privy Council on
Education.

Bescot. — New schools for Darlaston and
Wednesbury are proposed to be erected. They are
intended to provide education for the popnlatiou
of Fallings Heath and portions of Wednesbury,
King’s Hill, and Darlaston, and will materially
lessen the need for a School Board for Darlaston.
The new buildings, when completed, are esti-
mated to cost 1,200?., of which 980?. have been
already subscribed, inclndinga donation of 500?.
from the Mills family.

Ipswich .—The schools which have been erected
by the Local Board, and described in the Builder,
have been inaugurated by the opening of the
schools on tho Wherstead-road and in Argyll,
street, which were visited iu state by the Mayor
and other members of tho Corporation, the
members of the School Board, aud of other public
bodies.

Torrington (Devonshire). — The new school
erected by the Local Board has been opened.
The site is a piece of ground in the centre of the
town, in continnation of the new terrace recently
built by the Okehampton Building Company,
and facing the newly-erected villas on the Rolle
property. The style of the elevation is simple,
of Early English treatment, and the buildings
comprise an infant-school to accommodate 100,
flanked on one side by a school for boys, aud on
the other side by a school for girls, each of tho
latter giving accommodation for 120 children,
making a total provision for 310. The exterior
facing of the walls is of local stone, and the
dressings are of stone procured at Hamden-hill.
The slate on the roofs is partly Delabole and
partly Welsh, laid in alternate longitudinal rows,
the lighter hue of the one relieving the sombre
dulness of the other. The building is sur-
mounted by a bell-turret at the junction of the
roofs. The extreme point of this structure is
at least 40 ft. from the ground. The dimensions
are as follows Infants’ school, 40 ft. by 20 ft.;

girls’ and boys’ schools, each 44 ft. by 18 ft.

The total cost of the buildings, exclusive of the
laud, for which alone 170?. were paid, has been
about 1,300?. The architects were Messrs.
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Garton & King, of Exeter; and the buildere,

Messrs. Medland, Grant, & Eastmond, of Tor.
rington.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Edinlurgh. — At a couferenco which the

Chalmers Memorial Committee have bad with
Mr. Steell, that gentleman explained that the

delay in the execution of the statue had arisen

from his attention having been very much occu.

pied with the Albert Memorial
;

that imme-
diately on that work being sent to the foundry,

which it would be in a very short time, this

monument would have his first and undivided
attention. The committee had submitted to

them designs for the pedestal, and expressed a
favourable opinion of one which, in the plain

massiveness of its character, seemed to be in

keeping with the object in view. As tending to

enhance the appearance of the statue, it was
resolved to obtain estimates for the execution
of the pedestal in Peterhead granite.

At a recent meeting of the Edinburgh and
Leith Engineers’ Society, Professor Fleeming
Jenkin was unanimously appointed president,

and Mr. Alan Brebner, C.E., and Mr. Alexander
Leslie, C.E., vice-presidents for the ensuing
year. The secretary at a subsequent meeting
read the third annual report, which stated that

the condition of the society generally during the

past year had been very satisfactory, giving the
council good hopes of continued prosperity in

the future. Fifteen members had joined during
the year, and six had resigned, so that the total

number on the roll at present was sixty-four,

as compared with fifty-five at the corresponding
date last year. The financial statement showed
a balance in favour of the society of 3-il. 10s. 9d.
The report was approved. The chairman
delivered the closing address. He then pro-
ceeded to read a i)aper on “Our Lighthouse
Systenn” After noticing that the first light-

house of modern times was that at the mouth of
the Garonne, which was erected by the French
in 158-1, he gave an interesting sketch of the
building of many of the Scotch lighthouses, and
stated that there were now sixty-four of these,

which had been raised at a cost of 900,0001. He
also described the different reflecting and re-

fracting lights in use, the various burners and
oils employed, and gave other details regarding
lighthouse apparatus.

Glasgow .—The Kibble Crystal Palace, in the
Royal Botanic Gardens, baa been opened as a
place of public amusement. The palace will

supply a want long felt in the city. Not
only will it be devoted to orchestral concerts,

but it will also be used for lectures, flower
and other shows,—and, in short, everything
that appertains to the amusement of the
public. Some time ago the subject of
providing suitable hall accommodation for the
nse of the organised trades, was before the
Glasgow Trades Council, but in consequence of

various other important matters coming up, was
not pushed forward. Another effort is to be
made to raise the necessary amount of money

—

17,0001. or 20,0001.,—which it is estimated will

be requisite to complete the proposed building.
Should the funds be procured, it is intended to
have a hall equal in size to the City Hall, two
smaller halls suitable for labour exchange, refer-
ence library, and reading-room, and a suite of

about twenty rooms, in which committees of the
various trades could hold their meetings.

Jedburgh .—It is understood that the Marquis
of Lothian, acting on the recommendation of Mr.
Anderson, architect, Edinburgh, has further
resolved to remove the belfry from the tower of

Jedburgh Abbey, for the safety of that part of
the building, and it is expected that buttresses
will be put up to support the north wall of the
tower. The octagonal part of the belfry is of a
much earlier style of architecture than the
greater portion of the tower, and seems not to
occupy its original position.

Dundee .—The chief stone in commemoration
of the restoration of the Old Tower, Dundee, and
the presentation of a peal of bells just erected
in the structure, was laid on the fl-lth of May, in
the presence of a large assemblage. The restora-
tion of the tower was begun about three years
ago under Sir Gilbert Scott, and the original
details of the architecture have been reproduced.
The cost of the restoration, which will amount to
about 8,0001., has been defrayed chiefly by the
inhabitants, while the balance is to be paid by
the Town Council. In a document placed in the
foundntitin-stone, it is stated that the tower was
founded in 1189 by David, Earl of Huntingdon,

in commemoration of his being saved from ship-
wreck in sight of Dundee when returning from
the Holy Land, where he had been on a third
crusade with Richard I. of England. Tlie new
bells required were provided by six local gentle-
men, the cost being about 7201. The memorial
stone was laid by Provost Cox, and the bells were
then set a-ringing in honour of her Majesty’s
birthday. A commission for the Carmichael
Monument, which is intended to occupy a pro-
minent position in front of the Dundee Exchange,
was intrusted, after a competition, to Mr. John
Hutchison, R.S.A. The design on which the
selection proceeded was a statue under life-size,

and, as the work is intended to be executed on a
colossal scale, the artist is now about to com.
menoe the large model from which the bronze
castings will have to bo made. In i-epresenling
the old engineer, Mr. Hutchison has aimed at
being thoroughly realistic. He has not thought
to invest the plain, homely Scotsman with any
artificial graces of classic drapery, but has
reproduced him in such attire as he was accus-
tomed to go about in, and in connexion with
objects suggestive of bis special claims to public
recognition. He sits in a posture slightly
stooping, with head bent forward, and eyes
gazing right in front, with an intent expression,
indicative of mental pre-occupation. The statue
is to be placed on a pedestal of red granite.

Aberfoyle.— The foundation-stone of a memorial
cottage, to the memory of William Glen, author
of the well-known Scottish song, “ Waes me for
Prince Charlie,’’ has been laid at Craigmuck,
Aberfoyle, for the benefit of the poet’s widow
and daughter. Mr. Simpson, architect, Stirling,
has given his services gratuitously.

CratlAe.—A memorial window has been put in

at the parish church of Crathie, by direction of
lier Majesty, in honour of the late Dr. Norman
Maoleod. The wiudow is opposite the royal
pew. The stained glass, according to the
Weekly Scotsman, is not well adapted to its

present position, and the figures are too large for
the small hillside church, besides darkening the

'

interior to a very inconvenient degree. It is

believed that the present glass will be replaced
by some other design, and that a lighter and
brighter stylo of decoration will be adopted.

VARIORUM.
“Hodge Podge’’ (Williams & Norgate), is a

newspaper in rhyme, so to speak. Advertise-
ments, accidents, Ilou-e of Commons, reviews,
are made the subjects of Bjronio verse, and
formed into a continuous poem. The work
displays a considerable amount of cleverness and
some boldness of thought. “ A lOi. Tour

:

with Sketches of Travel and Sport. By Cairn
Sorgh (Wyman A Sons, Great Queen-street),’’
introduces the country of the Ardennes, and
shows how an agreeable month can be spent at
small cost, by those who choose to “ manage.”
Some notes of fishing and shooting are intro-

duced, and the whole is very pleasantly written.
“ God’s Providence House : a Story of 1791.

By Mrs. G. LinntEus Banks. London : H. S.
King & Co.” has now taken the shape of one
compact volume in the Coruhil] Library of
Fiction. This of itself shows that the story has
already passed the ordeal of criticism, and we
can of our own knowledge add that it is a very
clever and interesting book, soperior to tho
ordinary run of novels. The scene is laid in and
near the quaint old city of Chester, the cha-
racters are marked and natural, and the intoi-est

of the story is maintained from beginning to
end. “ Sewage : Intermittent Downward
Filtration separately or in combination with
Surface Irrigation. By J. Bailey Denton, C.E.
Edinburgh : Edmnnston & Douglas.” This is a
reprint of a paper read at a meeting on “ Rivers
Purification,” held at Edinburgh in January
last. In reference to the trial of Mr. Bailey
Denton’s process at Merthyr, at the instance of
the Lords Justices of Appeal in Chancery, he
says :

—

“ The results of intermittent filtration at Merthyr show—First, that crops of an ordinary agricultural character
can be grown on the surface of the filtration areas at the
same lime that the sewage is applied to them; second,
that the return by the sale of crops, calculated on the io'al
amount of money expen'itd in the necettary toorles, exceeds
that derived from any instance of surface irrigation yet
recorded

;
and, third, that the process may be carried out

without nuisance, or, in fact, without the escape of any
objectionable odour recognisable twenty yards frem the
lace of application. Hcuce the objections anticipated

y the Rivers Pollution Commissioners have been seve-
rally met and refuted. I should also state that the
Merthyr filtration areas have now been in use about two
years, and that the purifyiog power of the soil remains
unimpuired."

Mr. Denton states that, comparing ordi

surface sewage irrigation, per se, with a
bined system of irrigation and intermi
filtration, in the way explained, the ori

outlay will bo found to be somewhat greati

the latter case than when either procei

adopted by itself; but the retarn per acrei:

case of the combined system will be four

exceed very largely that from irrigation or

:

filtration alone.

gliscillattca.

Serious Explosion of Gas at Halifa
The residents in Colbeck-street, Hansoiy
near Pellon-lane, Halifax, were lately sta

by a sharp explosion at about half-paafc

o’clock at night, and much exci'ement
caused thereby. It was found that an expL
of gas had occurred at the house No. 5, and
the damage done was serious. The liooj

question had stood empty for nearly ^

months. The gaselier had been taken d
and the main being not tuimcd off, and the

]

not plugged, hence the escape. A match
been struck, and the gas, which had perine

through tho house ignited, and a terrible

plosion occurred. The force of the oxpk
was upwards, and the result was that the v
of the windows to the two front bedrooms '

blown out. The stonework was sent flyin

all directions, the spouting and coi-nice

whirled into the street, and portions of the (

skin of the walls to the adjoining houses
stripped off. By the fall of the heavy si

the area railings were bent and battered i

directions, and tbebead-stone over the door
broken. Thereof, of grey slate, judging .

its disjointed and broken condition, appea
have been lifted bodily up, and then to

fallen back again into its old position,

houses on either side were much shaken,
had the plaster knocked off the walls in

places. Workmen wore employed to make

:

the damage, but so shaken was the froafci

that it became necessary to take part <

down, in order to re-build it in a firmer

Opening of a New Reservoir at Dari
ton.— The new reservoir belonging to the S

ton and Middlesbrough Waterworks Coni'

has been opened by Mr. H. Pease (chairmi

tho company), at Fighting Cocks. The .

quantity of land covered by the reservoir if

acres and a half; tho length at water :

500 ft., breadth 310 ft., giving a water arc

three acres and a lialf. The mean dept

11 f
.,
and the greatest depth of the pi

trench is 31 ft., being 17 ft. below the nai

surface or land, the height of the embankt
being 17 ft. Provision was made for'

reservoir storing 11,030,000 gallons of w
the weight of which is 50,000 tons. The v
has to be raised from the Tees at Darlingtij

the reservoir, which is 50 ft. above the lev!

the river
;
but tbo fall from Fighting Cocl

Middlesbrough is 100 ft. The pumping eng

which arc situated above Darlington, near*

Grange, are four in number, each of 100-h

power. The water is conveyed to Fighting Q
by three mains, the pipes being 12 iu., 1'

and 24 in. in diameter. The new reservoiE:

hold a little more tlian double the qnantit

the two old ones. Mr. Robinson, of the fin

Robinson & I’Anson, has been the c-uginee

the work, the contractors being Messrs. Robh

& Marshal], and Mr. Hawksley the consni

engineer.

Hyde Park-comer.—The solicitors to

Marquis of Westminster have suggested tof

Metropolitan Board of Works that the wide

of the upper part of Grosvenor-place at

junction with Piccadilly would foim a cotnf

scheme in connexion with that now under

consideration of the Board, for improving

traffic accommodation in the neighboarhoc

Hyde Park-corner and Hamilton-place ;
!

state that his lordship is prepared to under

at his own cost, to the extent of 2.000k,

part of tho scheme which represents i

widening of Groavenor-place, provided a j

for the deposit of the excavations be given'

of coat in the Green Park within a reason

distance.

New Hospital at Beccles.—Thefonnda

atone of this new building has been laid.

R. King is the builder, and Mr. J. L. Clem;

the architect.
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JTorks at Alderney. — The Duke of

nerset has called attention in the IIoubg
Lords to the report of the select committee
last session on tho works in Alderney, and
red for any minute or report which will

'lain tho intention of the Government
regard to tho maintenance of theso
ks. Tho question, ho said, was whether
se works were to be given up, and the
)0,000i. already spent on them entirely lost,

whether they were to be repaired in some
r. Viscount Halifax, in reply, said ho was
py to be able to inform the noble duke that,

ir duly considering the report which had
n drawn up by the engineer of tho Admi-
y, the engineer of tho War Office, and the
1 engineer, who had inspected the works in

stion, the Government had come to the con-
lion that Alderney might, in case of war, be
ood place of observation, and that it would
be well for our commerce if it fell into the
ds of tlio French, or into the possession of
other foreign nation, and they bad therefore
ided to maintain these works. He Lad been
in to understand that the works could be
t up for between 5,000Z. and 7,0001. a year,

that the necessary repairs could be carried
for between 100,0001. and 150,0001. The
:e of Cambridge suggested that the repairs
ht be carried out to a great extent by means
lonvict labour, and thus the expense might
;rcatly reduced.

lachine-laid Roadways and Tire-proof
.Idings. — Mr. It. Stone, the patentee,
a’ ranged to lay down, by a self-acting

hiiiQ, a specimen of bis wood pavement and
ireto foundations in King William-street,

,
leading from London Bridge to the Bank.

I process, as described by the patentee,

>8 the gravel and cement direct from the
:b, lifting them 20 ft. in the air, whence
' fall into a ganging hopper, nnder which is a
vbecl which mixes the particles while dry,
passes them on to a wet wheel, which

ixes them. From thence the material
es through a feeder into a working
3or, and by a leveller is brought under
Her carrying a pressure-power of 2001b. to

square inch. While in a fluid state the
le body is compressed into a solid slab, more

E

ble, ho says, than stone, warranted water-
f and never to crack or give way. Tho cost
id to bo 35 per cent, less than the ordinary
of laying roads, besides being laid in less

i one-eighth the time. Tlie patentee’s com.
tiou roadways, mixed with chemicals and
lared Portland cement made from Halkin
utaiii aTid flint stone, laid plain or fluted,

noiseless and not slippery, exceeds granite,

ays, in durability, and at less than half the
Fire-proof floors and ceilings are laid

ar Hr. Stone’s patent processes,

itchiugbain Countiy Hospital, Bungay.
Hallows Country Hospital has been opened,
a large block of buildings situated near the
vay station at Ditebiugham, and has been
ted in connexion with the House of Mercy
hat parish, and under the auspices, and
ily by the exertions, of the rector of the
sh, the Rev. W. E. Scudamore, and his coad-
rs the Sisters of Mercy. The edifice itself

he exterior presents no very imposing ap-
ance, being built entirely on the ground-
. The rooms throughout are lofty and well
;ed and ventilated. There are two large
le—one for male and the other for female
jnts— containing six beds each. Between
beds are screens, on which the artistic

5 of the “ Sisters ” (whose handiwork they
is displayed. The walls of the room are
her adorned with suitable prints and illu-

ated texts
;
shelves of books are also to be

. There are couches and easy chairs for the
if convalescents, whilst a table in the centre
he room is spread with scrap-books and
irials for various games. Besides these
U there is the surgical ward, the surgeon’s
i, tho dispensary', the operating-room, lava-
ts, private rooms for the nurses and sisters,

Bstic offices, and the hospital chapel.

:. Giles’s, Newcastle-under-Iiyne.—The
plition of the late structure has disclosed the
[that there have been already three edifices

ted to the tower,—one, of course, contem-
ineous with it. In removing the rubbish,
’8 to get the level of the floor for the new
ling, some specimens of tiles, supposed to
Is old as the twelfth century, were taken

National Health Society. — The first

annual report of this Society, read at its general
meeting on 12th June, has becu issued in a
printed form (Office, 9, Adam-street, Adelphi).
This society was begun in July, 1871, by a few
friends, who met together at the house of Dr.
Elizabeth Blackwell, “to consider the propriety
of forming an Association for promoting Sanitary
Knowledge,” and a resolution was passed to
form “A National Health Society, whoso object
shall be tho promotion of health amongst all

classes of the population.” Mr. Toulmin Smith
is the secretary. The society has already been
engaged in useful work, and the committee hope
to arrange, for tho coming autumn, sets of Lec-
tures at Islington, Kensington, St. John’s-wood,
and Stamfurd-hill, or where they may find that
circumstances render it advisable. They invite
assistance from all interested in this wide field

of work, whether as lecturers or teachers, by
the reading of papers, the teaching of classes, or
the formation of teaching centres in different
neighbourhoods, and will thankfully receive
gifts of books, reports, and appliances for the
library, and for teaching.

Rotlierham.—A numerously-attended public
meeting has been held in the lecture-hall of the
Rotherham Mechanics’ Institute, for the purpose
of considering what measures should be adopted
to carry out tho projected restoration of the
parish church in this town. The chairman said
that the object of the alterations in the church
was increased accommodation,—the making of
such accommodation as would be available. At
present tho nave, galleries, and ground floor

accommodated just 800 persons, but if the plans
of Sir Gilbert Scott were adopted they would be
able to find accommodation for 1,130 adults.
The cost of the alterations would amount to

5,0001., exclusive of the architect’s charges and
the “inevitable extras,” which would, no doubt,
increase that sum to 6,0001. Sir Gilbert Scott
was down last week, and ho found that much
more must be spent upon the exterior of the
edifice than upon the seats, and he also found
that the spire had very much decayed in the
interior. The exterior was repaired some ton
years ago, and was now in very good condition.
Resolutions in support of the object of the meet-
ing were adopted.

St. Helen's Town-hall.—A meeting of the
St. Helen’s Improvement Committee was held on
the 10th inst., in order to receive tenders for the
erection of a local town-hall. Oar readers will
doubtless remember that Mr. Urrason, of Liver-
pool, who originally tendered for the work, and
whose tender was accepted, was eventually
obliged, in consequence of the delay in com-
mencing the work and the enormous advance in
the price of building materials, to decline the
tender unless an advanced price was given. The
corporation, however, were indisposed to give
this advance, and the consequence was that
fresh tenders for the work were solicited. Tiiese
were opened at the meeting. Nine builders
tendered, viz., Messrs. Grindrod & Hargreaves,
Tomkinson & Son, G. Rome, Jones & Son,
Roberts & Robinson, T. Urmson, Burroughs &
Son, all of Liverpool

; and W. Harrison and G.
Harris it Sons, of St. Helen’s. The tenders
i-anged in aggregate cost from about 30,7581. to
28,31Gi. It was ultimately decided to recom-
mend the council to accept the lowest tender,
that of Mr. G. Rome, of Liverpool, the sum
being 28,3161.

York-gate.—In compliance with a resolution
of the Metropolitan Board of Works of the IGth
of May last, their Works Committee have con.
sidered the letter from Mr. J. R. Planohe,
Somerset Herald, on behalf of the British Ar-
cbmological Association, calling attention to tho
desirability of the preservation of York-gate,
Victoria Embankment, and of its ntilisation as
an additional means of communication with the
Embankment. The committee are of opinion
that the Board should refrain from touching
the gate. They therefore recommend “ That
Mr. Planche be informed, in reply to bis letter,
that the Board are not prepared to take any
action with reference to the gate.” The report
was agi-eed to without discussion.

Regulations of House Drainage.—The
Board of Works for the Westminster District,
under the guidance of Mr. R. R. Amtz, their
surveyor, have issued a useful paper of conditions
for the regulation of house drainage, and Mr.
Amtz supplements it with a sheet of plans and
sections.

The New Reservoir at North Malvern.

—

The Malvern Local Boai’d have written to Mr.
Hawksley, C.E., asking him to give his opinion
as to the future security of the new reservoir at
North Malvern, when constructed according to
the plans of the town surveyor. Mr. Hawksley
stated his terms to be ten guineas per day and
travelling expenses. The contractor of the tank,
Mr. J. n. Clark, of Warwick, has stated to tho
Local Board that ho has surveyed tho reservoir
works, and, “ setting aside the whole company
of amateur builders, and that august body, the
British public, to neither of whom he addressed
himself on building subjects,” he states that, so
far as thirty years’ experience gives weight to
confidence, he had not the slightest doubt of the
structure, when finished, fulfilling all the inten-
tions and expectations it was designed to. He
was glad to hear that they proposed calling in
Mr. Hawksley to give bis opinion.

Mahogany.—The official statistics which
record our trade in mahogany of late years are
not devoid of interest. Referring to tho imports
of this article, we find that in 181-8 the amount
imported into this country was 31,668 tonsj and
in 1852, 41,090 tons. The imports for the
following years are steadily maintained, and,
indeed, the trade seems to bo characterised by
an absence of fluctuation. In 1861 tbo amount
imported was 53,798 tons, which is the highest
amount we note as being received in this country
in one year

;
for subsequently to 1861 the im.

ports appear to have somewhat declined. With
regard to the sterling value of these imports, we
find that the amount was in 1836, 419,936h, and
in 1861, 568,91GJ. From theso figures it will be
seen that the import trade in mahogany is rather
a valuable one.

Wisbeach.—The Wesleyan Chapel, a large
structure erected about forty years back, has
been re-oponod, after undergoing a complete
renovation of its interior. New pewing and
other fittings have been provided, and the large
galleries which formed a complete amphitheatre
in the chapel, have been removed and lower
and lighter galleries inserted on three sides
only, a new end wall, with appropriate archi-
tectoral features, being erected behind the
pulpit. The windows have been reglazed with
tinted cathedral glass; those behind the pulpit
with grisaille glass. The ceilings and walls
have been decorated in distemper, from tho
designs of the architect, Mr. Tait, of Leicester.
The public liall, a large building in tho Greek
stylo of architecture, is about to be renovated,
under the direction of the same architect.

St. Luke’s, Chesterton, Cambridge.—We
mentioned in our last that this church was about
to be proceeded with. The mode of selecting
an architect in this case was somewhat unusual.
There was a large committee, consisting of about
forty members. Six architects were named, but
instead of giving all these architects the trouble
to make special drawings for tho proposed now
church, they w’ere simply requested to send a
portfolio of drawings of some of their works,
and it was then left to a sub-committee to

examine and report as to whose style of work
they preferred. Mr. W. Smith, of tho Adelplii
was ultimately selected. If a committee cannot
agree upon any one name, the above course
seems a sensible one. At any rate, a great deal
of lost labour was avoided by it.

Works at Harrow.—The contractors com.
menced excavating for the foundations of the
public hall on Tuesday last, and must get it

finished by Christmas next. We learn from
the Harroiv Gazette that the first of tho
Lyon tercentenary commemoration buildings
has just been begun,—the gymnasium, which
is to be erected in the rear of the old school
buildings, and quite close to the racket-courts.
The builders are Messrs. Kindell & Lander.

The Natural Science Schools will be begun
very shortly, on the plot of ground to the
north-east of the new schools. We understand
the contract of Messrs. Woodbridge & Lander
has been accepted.

New Cemetery for Darlington.—Owing to
the increasing population and development of
this borough, the town council have found it

necessary to provide a new cemetery at the
north end of the town, a site for which has
been presented to the town by the Messrs.
Pease. At a council meeting held on the 10th
inst. a resolution was passed appointing Mr.
G. G. Hoskins, of Darlington, architect for the
chapels and lodges.
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Stockliolin Wood Trade.—We leavn from
Stockholm that the rise which has taken place
there of late in the price of charcoal must
necessarily afiect the exportation of wood
goods

} while another not inconsiderable in-

fluence on this branch of export must be the
operation of several large steam works esta-

bliahed in Stockholm for the manufacture of

carpentry goods. This manufacture is becoming
one of very great importance. The goods
chiefly made are mouldings, panelling, door and
window sills, window-sashes, doors, entire

dwelling-houses, and other buildings. In this

manufacture many parts of the raw material
which would otherwise bo wasted are utilised.

Connexion of Workmen's Questions with
Politics in Spain.—A meeting of 3,000 work,
men was held at Alcoy, au important manu-
factnring town in the province of Alicante. The
men resolved upon a strike. The next day they
proclaimed the Commune. Kiots ensued, and
some manufactories were reported to have been
bnrDt, as well as the town-hall and other build,
ings, and the mayor of Alcoy and other officials
killed and wounded,—the bodies of the dead
being dragged through the streets, and other
atrocities committed. At Barcelona, too, an
attempt was made by workmen to imitate the
Alcoy movement by burning the churches and
other public edifices, but it was scouted by the
mass of the workmen themselves.

Fire at Wliitechapel.—The extensive works
of Mr. Little, builder, situate in Size-yard,
Eigb.street, Whitechapel, have been on fire.

Owing to the large quantities of timber that
became ignited, the reflection was visible in all
parts of the metropolis. On the arrival of the
engines, the attention of the firemen was directed
to a large stack of timber that the flames had
not reached, and their efforts to save it from
destruction were successful. Had it been other-
wise, the fire must have extended to the pre-
mises of a wholesale rag and waste-paper
merchant, in which case the houses in Old
ilontague-street would have been placed in great
danger.

The Bradford Sewage Works. — These
works are about to be handed over, according to
previous arrangement, by the Bradford Corpora-
tion to the Peat Engineering Company for the
defecation of the sewage by that company for
twenty-one years, without cost to the Corpora-
tion. The system adopted to purify the sewage
IS said to be that of filtration through charcoal,
or more properly through a mixture of clay and
peat burnt together and afterwards pulverised.
The works are now practically completed, and
Mr. Neill, the contractor, has handed them over
to the Corporation.

_
"Steam Superseded.”—"We have spoken,

an a preceding number,” gays the Journal du
Havre, “ of an extraordinary discovery an-
nounced by Qalignami's Messen'jer of Paris,
it being nothing less than an agent destined
to entirely replace steam. The inventorsW this process are MM. Brachigny and J.
Deschamps, domiciled at Rouen, 9, Rue de
Sotteville. They pretend, by the aid of their
apparatus, which works without coal or any
Other combustible, to replace the present
machmes, whatever be their power. Their in-
yention. they say, is equally appUcable to land
industry and to navigation.”

^ranery ot lUustration.—The tenancy
Mr. and Mrs. Geman Reed is about to expire
the Gallery of Illustration, which, after the 3:
of the present month, will cease to exist as
place of public entertainment. Mrs. Reed •

are glad to bear, will resume her entertaiume
as usual next season, and has already had seve
offers of premises situated in the centre of tov
and better adapted to give effect to her adm
able productions. We may add, that on t
31st instant, the last day of performance at t
Gallery "Mildred’s Well,” "Our Garden Part'
and Very Catching,” will be given twice.

‘

The Princess Mary’s Village Home.—At
Addlestone, in Surrey, the foundation-stones have
been laid of three additional cottages in the
ViUage Home which has been founded under the
patronage of the Princess Mary of Teck as a
refuge for little girls,—the childi-en of convicts.
The home is bnilt in a large field bought between
two and three years ago by Mias Cavendish.
The home now accommodates seventy children
out of 300, to whom it is intended to extend the
benefit of the institution.

Surrey Archseological Society. — The
annua! excursion of this society has been held,

the route selected being a fresh one to the
majority of the members. The rendezvous was
Wallingfcon Station, near Croydon, and the order
of the day was to proceed thence, in wagonettes
provided for the purpose, to Carshalton Church

;

from there, by Merton Abbey, to Merton Church,
and then to Csesar’a Camp at Wimbledon, wind-
ing up with a visit to the residence of Mr.
Peek, M.P. This programme was faithfully

canned out, and, in the result, afforded a day’s

excellent entertainment.

Proposed Brestoration of Heigate Parish.
Church.—An influential meeting has been held
in Reigate to consider the propriety of restoring

the parish church, and to hear the report of the
architect, Sir G. Gilbert Scott, on the subject.

The Bishop of Winchester presided. The
architect’s report, which estimated the cost of

the various necessary works at 6,3001., was read,

and appropriate resolutions promotive of the
object of the meeting were unanimously passed,

including the appointment of a committee to

collect subscriptions and carry out the work of

restoration.

Extension of Hallways.—A company has
just been registered under influential auspices, to

assist the French in constructing certain public

works of European utility. It is named “ Toe
French Railways General Extension Company,
Limited,” and has been founded with a capital

of one million, of which three-fifths have been
subscribed by the founders. It is proposed to

build a railway direct from Calais to Marseilles,

for which concessions and subsidies have been
obtained from the depai'tments traversed, and
hereafter to engage in other enterprises.

Cliininey Sweeping.—The following may
be of use to persons living in the country :—

A

chimney, with a sharp bend, for many years
caused great inconvenience. As it could not be
swept from the bottom with the ordinary country
apparatus, a cord was attached to the rod, just

below the brush, and passed through the ring of

a 20 lb. weight, placed on the floor, and it was
swept with the greatest facility. The weight
was placed so as to make the required curve,
and the cord held by an assistant.

—

Senex,

Northamptonshire Architectural Society.
On the 22nd and 23rd inst. this architectural

society will hold its yearly meeting, in conjunc-
tion with the Architectural Society of the
County of Leicester, at the town of Coventry.
During the two days there will be a public
temporary museum at St. Mary’s Hall, Coventry.
The programme of the proceedings includes a
public meeting at St. Mary’s Hall on the 22nd
inst. in the morning, with a paper by Mr.
Fretton on the antiquities of Coventry.

Opening of the New Leeds Bridge.

—

The mayor of Leeds, on the lyth inst., formally
opened the new Leeds Bridge, at the bottom of

Briggato, erected in place of the old and dan-
gerous one, which for many years occupied the

site. With its approaches, the new structure

—

a bridge of a single span,—has been erected at

a cost of 15,0001.

Sculptiores for Newcastle. — Mr. D. W.
Stevenson, of Edinburgh, has completed four

colossal figures, which are to be erected in fi’ont

of the new police courts, in Pilgrim-street,

Newcastle-on-Tyne. The figures represent Jus-

tice, Truth, Mercy, and Peace. They are each
ft. high, and carved in freestone,

Persian Hallways.—The English engineers

have completed the survey of the first fifty

miles—viz., from Teheran to Kasvin—of the
proposed line of railway from Teheran to Resht,

on the Caspian. Part of them have left for

Resht, to commence surveying thence towards
Kasvin,

Silbury Hill.—The Bristol Times reports

that Silbury Ilill, Wilts, a mound of little value,

except in an arcbmological point of view,

although covering an area of 7 a. 3 p., with a
height of 135 ft., has been bought by Sir John
Lubbock for 500i.

TENDERS
For alterstioDS and additions to No. 83, High-street,

Clapham. Mr. Robert F. Notley, architect :

—

Ball £775 0 0
Phelps & Rice 753 0 0
Bnelling 74-t 0 0
McLaohlan., 729 0 0
Clement (accepted) 680 0 0

For new stahlin^j &c., at Down Place, near Guildford, i
‘ U. Mr. Henry Peak, architect. (

for Mr. W. F. Ft
Quantities sunnlied

Pollard & Son
Garnett
Lynn & Dudley
Barnes
Strudwick
Jnrrett
Mason
Nye
Loc
CoUiver
Goddard
Sawyer (accepted)
Wa

.. £2,923 i 7

.. 2,537 0 0

.. 2,600 0 0

.. 2, -119 0 0

.. 2,393 0 0

.. 2,390 0 0

.. 2,339 0 0

.. 2,355 0 0

.. 2,340 0 0

.. 2,200 0 0

.. 2,184 0 0

.. 2,170 0 0
!,149 0 0

,. 1,950 0 0
1,399 0 0

For villa residence for Mr. George Wells, Bedfort
Quantities supplied. Mr. John Usher, architect :

—

Carter £3,026 0 0
Spencer 1,809 0 0
iloll 1,835 0 0
Foster 1,790 0 0
Cunrin 1,707 0 0
LitchQeld 1,765 10 0
Freshwater (accepted) 1,725 0 0

For new workhouse buildings, Wellington (Salop)!
Union. Messrs. Bidlake & Fleemiug, architects :

—

Oliver £13,953 0 0
Dovatt 13,283 0 0
Ev-erull& Morris 13,281 0 0
Simpson 13,092 0 0
Paterson 12,614 0 0
Millington 12,663 0 0

12,142
Moore ..

Chapell ..

11,748 0 0
11,231 0 0

For Hadley Schools for the Wellington (Salop) Scho(A
Board, including boundary-walls, outbuilding.s, play.'
ground, &c. Messrs. Bidlake & Fieeming, architects

Espley & Son £2,835 0 0
Whitcomo 2,749 0
Olivei

Millington & Son..
Moore ..

Birrcll..

Paterson & Sons .

:,679 3 6
2,549 8 4
2,636 13 6
2,634 0 0
2,470 0 0
2,104 0 0
2,431 18 6

For four cottages, at Pirton, near Hitchin, Herts, for
Mr. Stall'ord Allen. Messrs, liabershou & Pite, archi^
tects :

—

Leathcrdale & Son (accepted) £583 0 0

For the erection of a residence and stabling at Short4(
lands, for Mr. J. Hcrby. Mr. Charles J. Shoppeew
architect :

—

Crossley (accepted) £1,715 10 0

For alterations and re-seating Christ Church, Woburn- rl

square. Mr. Henry Hall, architect. Quantities sunplietba
by Mr. 8. J. Thacker :~

Alleralions,
Tibhitts

Aicchison & Walker
Phillips Si Son

Henshaw & Co
Patman & Fotheringham
Hill Si sons
Hobsou

2te-)eaii»g.

Aitchison & Walker
Phillips & Sou
Cox 3; Son
Simpson
Ax ford

Hobson
Patman & Fothcrit
Henshaw & Co..
Hill 3: Sons ....

£1,675 0 0
1,655 0 0
1,625 0 0
1,398 0 0
1,223 0 0
1,193 0 0
1,184 0 0
1,175 0 0
1,16-1 0 0

. 1,1-45 0 0

Lnghai

£1,767 0 0
1,625 0 0
1,619 0 0
1,425 0 0
1,360 0 0
1,268 0 0
1,256 0 0
1,230 0 0
1,174 0 0

For a first-class swimming-bath, for the Comniissiona^Jil
of the St. MaryleOone Baths and Wash-houses,
H. Saxon Snell, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr, i

K. "W. Grilliths and the architect :

—

Lacy £-4,852 0 0
Bridgman, Nuthall, & West 4,769 0 0
Harris & Sons 4,763 0 0
Simpson 4,700 0 0
Howard, Brothers -I, -450 0 0
Wall 1,390 0 0
Temple & Forster 4,324 0 0
Newman & Mann 4,320 0 0
Perry, Brothers (accepted) 4,250 0 0

For new schools, Wraysbnry. Mr. Fredk. W. Albury, r’

architect :

—

George £1,910 2 6 l

Cades 1,900 0 0 \

Gibson 1,800 0 0 i

Kelley 1,799 0 0
j

ReaveU 1,750 0 0 I

Wright & Co 1,725 0 0 i

Watson 1,687 0 0

For .alterations at the Rose Bank, Fulham, for Generd
McMurdo, C.B. Mr. Geo. Saunders, architect:

—

Wagner (accepted) £317 10 0

For the erection of schools and class-rooms for 400

children, with teachers' residence, at Downhara Market, :

Norfolk, for the Downhani Market School Board. Messrs. ;

Mumford k Tennaut, architects:—

BrowE £3,850 0 0
'

Fast 3,799 0 0

Bennett, Brothers 3,642 10 0

Bardell, Brothers 3,470 0 0

C. Bennett 3,449 0 0 ‘

Hubbard (accepted) 2,999 0 0
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laddrcBs at the commencement of the ficssion,

*jay be suggestive to glance at the general

[ing of these communications, and the indi-

[jns which the Institute reports in general

vej in regard to its relation to modern archi-

lural progress.

he first consideration which suggests itself is

|o the proportion of time devoted to different

<868 of subjects j and here wo find the pre-

iderance greatly in favour of what may be

|ed specially " practical papers.” Out of the

labor of communications above quoted, eight

10 under this class
;
two belong to what may

:ermed the “literary” typo of paper, one is

ely ai’chmological, and the remaining four

le deal with archibecturo as an art. In the

ceding session, it may be observed, the prac*

1.1 was still more markedly prominent
;
nine

ners out of fifteen coming under that category,

|1 tho sessional proceedings only presenting

eo papers which could fairly be classed as

rchitectural ” in the sense here used; two of

ioh, again, being the essays on Barking Con-

it and Manor House, which gained the Peek

ae, might be as correctly termed “archaeo-

deal”; a classification which leaves but one

rely architectural paper for that session (that

Ur. Brewer, on “ The Revival of Gothic Archi.

jture in Germany and Holland”). This ten-

ucy towards the purely practical and engineer-

r side of the profession in tho Institute papers

11 appeal' satisfactory or otherwise, in propor-

lu as we regard architecture in the light of a

•SinesB carried on by persons whose duty it is

insure the convenience, comfort, and health of

eir clients and the public, or as an art the

jeot of which is to produce beautiful ornament

id impressive coups d’teil in our streets and

[uares. Business men, and writers of nows-

iper articles, will no doubt take the former

ew of the matter, for which there is much
' be said

;
tho more so inasmuch actual know-

dge and experience in practical matter are

lore easily formulated and communicated to

ihers than talent or originality in artistic de-

gn. Nevertheless, we are inclined to think
tat the scale has dipped a little too much on
Ke practical side of late in the Institute pro-

;rammes
;
and that a somewhat larger proper-

tion of papers in relation to architecture as an

art, either in its past or its possible future

developments (especially of illustrated papers),

might be of value in eliciting new ideas, as well

as in giving a greater interest to meetings, tho

tendency of which of late has been to become

rather “ dry.”

Of the practical communications, four have

dealt with the impoi-tant subject of the warming

and ventilation of buildings. M. Pauli’s remarks

on the ventilation of hospitals, dpropos espe-

cially of the hospitals at Ghent, planned under

his direction, went to advocate the use of tho

system of impulsion of pure air into buildings,

in place of tho more ordinary ventilation by the

exhaustion or escape of vitiated air. This paper

called forth a critical notice by Mr. Barber

(engineer), in which the merits of the impulsion

system, especially in obviating draughts from

crevices, doors, &c., were admitted, while it was

contended that the system of exhaustion or

“ aspiration,” must, from its comparatively

simple and economical character, form in gene-

ral the most ready and obvious means of ven-

tilation. Mr. Barber’s ovni paper “ On the

warming of public buildings,” discussed the

merits of four classes of warming systems,

—

hot-water, steam, stoves, and gas-stoves; the

peculiar advantages and difficulties of each

system were shortly and comprehensively stated,

and a plea was put forward, based on what the

lecturer had seen carried out in Denmark, in

favour of a more extended trial being given to gas

as a heating agent for private dwellings, and its

possible advantages in point of economy as well

as convenience. This is a suggestive and sen.

sibly-written paper, and worth the attention of

those interested in the subject ; a phrase which

may be said to include all who build houses for

themselves or others. The paper by Dr. Hay-

ward, of Liverpool, which in its complete form

is not yet in tho hands of members, was a pro-

test in favour of the systematic ventilation of

all dwelling-houses by air passed from the out-

side, through a heated chambei’, conveyed thence

to the several apartments, and then collected

into a general exit shaft. There is much that is

ingenious in the details of Dr. Hayward’s plan,

and it is satisfactory to find a medical man
giving such practical attention to a subject so

intimately connected with the healthfnlness of

dwellings
;
but his scheme, complete and sym-

metrical as it is, was felt to be open to practical

objections, and savoured somewhat too much of

sacrificing everything else in a house to the ven-

tilation. Any one, however, who has a “ hobby ”

of this kind, is likely to do good rather than the

reverse by drawing attention to it
;
and it must

be admitted that an over-attention to ventilation

is not tho besetting sin of modern domestic

arcbitectural practice.

The papers on “ The Valuation of House

Property in London," by Mr. I’Anaon, and on

“Arbitration,” by Mr. Banister Fletcher, will

have a permanent value in regard to the

subjects of which they treat, as the opinions and

experiences of gentlemen well up in their

respective subjects. In the latter paper and

the discussion following it, the desirability of

referring disputes connected with the profession

or tho building trade to those who are able to

understand the details of the case themselves,

rather than to those who can only give a legal

opinion npon facts supplied to them, and which

they only imperfectly understand, is well

brought out. The two remaining practical

papers approach nearer to the subject of archi-

tectural practice properly so called : that read

by Mr. Statham on “Architecture practically

considered in reference to Music ” points out the

unsuitable construction and plan of many of our

large halls and other buildings for music, and

offers suggestions for a new treatment of these

in some cases ; at the same time admitting the

difficulty which might be experienced in com-

577

bining satisfactory architectural effect with

practical suitability in such cases. The prac-

tioe, it may be remarked in passing, of taking

some one class of buildings intended for a

special purpose, and going systematically

through its requirements, is one which might be

advantageously carried out oftencr than it is

;

and we might have valuable papers on such

subjects as picture-galleries, theatres, conser.

vatories, or any other class of structure re-

quiring special treatment for a special end, by

those whose attention had been particularly

directed to it; and it may be observed that

novelty and oiiginality of architectui'al treat*

ment might very well result from a more

intimate consideration of what is really required

in any particular class of building. The last on

the list of practical papers is Mr. Seddon’s on

“The Shoring of Grosmont Church Tower,” a

very useful contribution, giving the methods

employed in dealing with special difficulties

in one of the most responsible tasks in which an

architect can be engaged,—the preservation and

reconstruction of an old and interesting but

decaying edifice.

Of tho two contributions of what we call the

literary type, Mr. Roger Smith’s paper, which,

meets us first in the list, “On Professional Esprit

de Corps,” is quite up to the mark of the literary

paper in point of style, and has the merit (not

always belonging to papers of this class) of deal-

ing with a subject which has not been much

handled, and on which there was a good deal to

be said. That the feeling referred to in tho

paper is by no means as prominent in the archi-

tectural as could be wished, and as we see it in

some other liberal professions, is unquestionable

;

and the reasons in favour of a change in this

respect were brought forward in a forcible and,

at the same time, temperate spirit. One point

especially, that was touched upon, deserves con.

sideration from every architect anxious for the

honour and dignity of his profession,—the duty

of exercising a careful discrimination in regard

to the choice of pupils who intend ultimately to

follow that profession. Much of the unsatis-

factory status of the profession in England, when

we get below the first rank of eminent men, may
be traced to the readiness of too many architccte

to accept any pupil with whom an adequate

premium is oflbred, regardless of the considera-

tion whether ho is one likely to become a credit

to the profession, or to prove in any way suited

for it. A hint thrown out in tho discussion on

this paper also deserves consideration; that an

architect who wants an opinion on a special sub-

ject, such as iron construction, should be able to

submit bis calculations, just as a solicitor submits

a case to counsel, endorsed with the amount of

fee, to some professional brother competent to

give a definite opinion. Such a division of intel-

lectual labour might be of the highest advantage

in the carrying out of great works : in faet, it is

resorted to occasionally at present, but only in

an “ under-tbe-rose ” kind of way, and not aa

paiT of a professional system. The other paper

which we class among the “ literary” contribu-

tions, though its author, perhaps, would not

concur with us, is that of Mr. J. B. Waring, on

“The Laying Out of Cities.” This is partly in

relation to some suggestions offered by the author

in regard to the rebuilding of Chicago, on a plan

of concentric circles : to which were also added

some general principles in regard to design in

architectm-e. The “concentric circle ” scheme

is not new ;
and as to the principles of design

nobody can say that they are not perfectly true j

but when we meet with such vague sentences as

that “ convenience and utility depend mainly on

the whole block of building, and include atten-

tion to comfort, facility of access to various

parts, sound and light,” we must say this is

about as true (and as profitable) as to say in a

word “ that a building ought to be conveniently

planned,” which no one will dispute. We must
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regard this as one of those neatly expressed
collections of truisms which may serve to pass
away an evening pleasantly, and be described as
" an elegantly written paper,” but which cannot
claim much real value as contributions to the
study of architecture.

The one archmological paper of tho session, by
111’. J. S. Phen&, “ On the Result of a recent
Investigation into Ancient Monuments and
Relics,” is one of some interest, referring chiefly
to remains illustrating ancient rites of sepul-
ture, &c., in Great Britain, chiefly in Scotland
and on the border.

Coming to the papers on strictly architectural
subjects, we may characterise as a contribution
of a very useful and interesting kind,—Mr.
Heathcote’s paper on “ Old Halls in the Neigh-
bourhood of Manchester,” which gives us infer,
mation, in a very readable form, concerning
some specimens of domestic architecture pos-
sessing much local character and interest, with
which the author has himself become acquainted,
and which are probably not very much known
to architects whose practice lies mostly in the
south of England. The paper is illustrated by
a map of the locality, showing the relative
positions of the buildings referred to, and by one
or two neat and pleasing lithographic views,
which remind us of a wish we have before felt,
that the illustrative element found a larger place
in tho printed reports of the Institute proceed-
ings. One drawing is generally worth pages of
description in relation to any architectural
subject

j
and we should presume the Institute

are not so near the margin of their funds or
their revenue that they could not afford to illus-
ti-ate a paper of this kind a little more fully than
is commonly the case. Mr. Cole’s paper on

Sgraffito Decoration ” was a communication
also of a class of which we would gladly see
more._ Tho various ways of producing and
applying ornament to buildings are so infinite
(we may say), and every competent illustration
or suggesstion as to the practical process or tho
msthetic treatment of ornamental work is so
certain to be interesting, that it is surprising this
element of ornamental design should have been
kept so much in the background during recent
sessions. Without admitting all that was said in
favour of sgraffito on this occasion, and without
by any means giving our adhesion to the peculiar
type of ornament brought forward, we must cha-
racteriso this as one of the most intercstiug papers
of the session, and hope that subjects of this
fascinating description will find more place in
future programmes. An interest of another
kind, but as purely related to the artistic side of
arcliitecture, belonged to the paper read by the
veteran honorary member, the late Mr. Taylor,
who came forward,—a representative of the past
generation of Classic architects,—to give anew
his impressions and facts as to the buildings in
Rome, which he was one of tho first to
familiarise English students with. To the
younger men of the present generation, bred up
almost exclusively to Gothic work, some of tho
information in this paper must have been as new
as when it was first given to tho world. Mr.
Brewer’s full and well-written paper on “The
Churches of Brittany,” is one of the same class,
dealing with masterpieces of Gothic, as Mr.
Taylor dealt with those of Classic, architeotnro:
but here, again, we cannot but feel that, to those
who may have neither visited the country, nor
been able to bo present on the occasion of the
lecture, a few illustrative sketches would have
centupled its value in the printed proceedings,
and it would have been bettor worth while to
have condensed the paper itself for the sake of
getting these in, than to have printed at full
length descriptions of buildings which only make
the architectural reader’s mouth water, and which
a few lines with the pencil would have illustrated
better than a page of print.

Taking the past session in the main, wo find
its contributions characterised by practical com-
mon sense, and an absence of pretension for tho
most part, which is as it should be. We may
be allowed to express a hope that in the forth-
coming session these qualities may be equally
conspicuous, in combination with a somewhat
larger fuller attention to, and illustration of
the artistic side of the noble art of architectural
design. Two other points may be noticed as
calling for improvement

: it would be well if the
distribution of the papers to members followed
more closely upon the date of their being read
The paper of Mr. Phen&, for instance (the last
one printed), read on the 19th May, does not
reach the members in its printed form till about
the same time in July. Two months are cer-*^

tainly a longer time than need he occupied in
getting out a paper of these dimensions; bat
wo may surmise that the fault often rests as
much with the authors, who are tardy in fur-
nishing illustrations, revising manuscripts, and
correcting proofs, as with any one else. The
other point, which we have frequently noticed,
is an unfortunate deficiency in correctness and
force of grammatical construction and style in
the wording of the reports of debates, &c.
These are necessarily, in most cases, much
abridged, and we ai’e conscious of having read
very curious English in not a few cases in these
reports, and have caught sentences innocent of
nominatives, or varied by involutions of con-
struction which ought not to be allowed to
occur. The character of architects as masters
of English composition does not, wo fear, as a
mle, stand very high

; at all events, the central
institution should set a good example in these
respects, and pay due regard to purity of stylo
in the use of the English language. In this
point the late president, at least, was sans
reproche, and his address at the opening of the
session, though propounding no very striking
and original views, was expressed, like every-
thing we have heard from him, in language as
well composed and idiomatic as it was direct and
to the point.

COAL AND THE COMMITTEE.
Tite report of the committee on coal may be

regarded under two aspects : ono is, that of its
intrinsic value, as bearing upon the protection
of the consumer from any future rise in price, of
a nature at all similar to that which occurred
last winter

; tho other is the simpler view of the
result of tho inquiry as regards the accumulation
and record of facts. It is under the l.atter aspect
that we now desire to regard the subject.
We may mention, in the first place, that one

feature of very great promise has been elicited
in the course of the evidence. So important is
it, that we much desire to have some practical
confirmation of its accuracy. And that the more
so, because it would show a far-sighted wisdom,
and a real appreciation of the ultimate interests
of their class, on the part of the working colliers,
which is very sharply contrasted with their
adherence to other views of a directly opposite
tendency.

The point to which we refer is the expression
of the opinion that the men, as well as the masters,
hope for the introduction of coal-cutting ma-
chinery. For masters to do so, and for the
public to do so, is just, wise, and natural; for
the men to do so is no less just and no less wise,
but it is far less natural. It is stated, and with
justice, that the hardest, most painful, and most
dangerous labour, is the “ holeing” or “getting ”

of the coal. This is, in fact, the forlorn hope of
the attack on tho fortress of which we seek the
spoil. In all mining, including railway tunnel
work, the piercing of the headway or first
opening is the part of tho operation, which
limits the time, and to a great extent regulates
the cost, of the operation. But in collieries there
exists the special feature of the shallowness of
the bed of material which it is desired to extract.
As the thicker and richer seams, in which mining
is easy, are successively exhausted, it becomes
yearly more and more important to work those
which are thin, so as hardly to allow of the intro-
duction of the body of the miner between the roof
above and the floor beneath the carbonaceous
deposit. Here, therefore, the labour becomes
awkward and painful, the miner often actually
lying on his side and working out the coal before
him by horizontal blows of his pick. To intro-
duce a machine which should perform this very
painful duty is thus, mechanically and financially
considered, a very great desideratum. For the
industry of the collieries, considered as a whole,
no desideratum «can be more important. By
taking off the pressure from the throttle- valve
of the work, all the other branches of the industry
of the colliery will be stimulated, and the general
outcome of the enterprise can be increased
almost at will.

But it is precisely against any improvements
of this nature that the face of the working man
of this country has hitherto been most firmly
and constantly set. From a national point of
view no error can be more lamentable. But we
speak, not of what ought to be, but of what is.

It will be a bright day for the whole field of
British industry when the main body of any
branch or class of workmen shall come to con.
sider it desirable to obtain machinery to perform
the limiting work of that industry, leaving to

human toil only the portion of the labour whi
demands, at the same time, human skill, a
practised judgment. But no one can be practical
very familiar with English workmen witho
being aware how thoroughly exceptional suet
state of things would be. It is the most da
gerous part of the work which is generally me
jealously claimed by the workman as 1

special task. Not only so, but in very mai
instances improvements which have the sc

object of diminishing risk, or even of certain
averting danger to human life, are most stre
uously resisted by those whose lives would be,
all human probability, prolonged by the i

troduction. It is unnecessary to cite tl

safety.lamp as an example. Not an exploaii

I

occurs in a colliery without evidence, or at j

events suspicion, of a careless and wilful negle
of the well-known rules of self-prcaervatioifli
the part of the miners. In some cases t!

injudicious use of powder causes explosioi
But, in the great majority of instances an opi

light, or an unlocked safety-lamp, betrays t'

actual, murderous neglect which has clad a di

trict in mourning. This tampering with dangc
or rather courting of danger, as a protcctow
the rate of wages paid to him who faces it—

I

this is the real explanation of tho strange ph
nomenon—is nob confined to the coal miner,
existed, within onr own experience, in the i

less hazardous profession of the diver. Wht
the metal helmet, supplied with air by means
an air-pump, was first introduced, it rested i

the shoolders of the diver. It formed, in facty

sort of portable diving-bell, under the pvotectac

of which this workman could walk about on tl

bottom of the sea, without being confined to 1i

small area covered by the actual bell. So long i

be remained upright, he was safe, and enjoyed
great convenience. But if, by any chance, 1

should fall, the water would rush in, the a

would be expelled, and the helmet, intended
his safety, would become the instrument of t
death. It was, we believe, the work, either }

whole or in part, of that worthy and conscientics
public servant, the late Major-Gen. SirC. Pasle
R.E., to introduce a great improvement on tl

original diving-helmet; and to insure the life t

the diver under almost any contingency. Th
improveraentconsisted in a water-tight macintof
dress for the diver, which terminated in cot

tinuouB boots or stockings for the feet, was bout
tightly round the wrists, and was screwed, by
set of flange pieces, under the neck-piece of tl

helmet. The diver, thus attired, could assun
any attitude under water. Two of Sir Charlt

Pasley’s divers, engaged on the wreck of tl

Royal Qeorije, at Gosport, actually came to bloii

on the subject of some spoil they were resemn
from the wreck, and one of them knocked ti

other down,—at the bottom of the sea, be:
understood,—without any ill results. With li

original helmet it would have been all over vrit

the diver in such a case. To the introduction^
so obvious a means, not only of comfort but o

security, the professional civil divers raised ev^
kind of opposition in their power. They foun
out that any man could dive in Pasley’s helme.

They felt that their craft was thus thrown opei

to a considerable extent. And they preferredt
keep it close,—life in hand.
A similar opposition was raised to the intro

duction of certain safeguards, mechanical in odi

instance, and electro-magnetic in anotlieil

against the inhalation of the minute jiartiolai

that are produced by a certain process of grind!

ing steel tools. The grinders formed a specia

class, readily to be recognised by their uiihealfchj

appearance, no member of which was said even

to exceed the age of forty. Limited in this

stern method, they enjoyed a comparatively higl.

rate of wages; and they steadily resisted tho8(

efforts to remove the deadly character of theiil

occupation, which would have had the effect oi

throwing open the craft to more numerouE
followers.

We have no doubt that the special experience

of many of our readers will suggest paralle.

cases of danger. The special difficulty of hk
craft is often the point most cherished by th(

craftsman. He rejects the offer of insurance,—*

not of what we call life insurance, or the pay-

ment of a sum at death, but actual prevention

of danger,—because it removes that grim

sentinel who stands at the door of the trade,;

and thus, in the opinion of the craftsman, keeps

up his rate of wages.

From this experience we fear that the state.'

ment that men, as well as masters, look forward

to the introduction of coal-cutting machinery

with desire, is too good to be tzme. If not, it
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Id be made as oxfcensirely known aa poa-

I. Not only is it dne to tbo honour and
it of the minors that suoh should be the

,
but the result will be very rapid and satis-

jry. If our own mechanical engineers are
. to take the hint, it need only bo given in

E

ica to bear almost immediate fruit. If the
tive industry of our Transatlantic cousins

ly assured that their inventions will coin-

i

l a sale in this country, we shall not have
ait many months for good coal-cutting
ines. Wo are reminded of one of tho most
ious and beautiful instruments which it

fell to our lot to handle, which America
to this country not many mouths ago. We
Lofe say that it was one applicable to coal-

ng, although but small modifications would
or that the case. Bub tho very original

)ination of drill and spiral spring to which
refer was a surgical iustrumonb, chiefly

icable to dental surgery. By its means an
itor, giving motion to tho drill in tho
lary way, by a treadle, could direct the
b at any angle or at any distance as easily

it were a pencil
;
and thus could remove a

ion of a tooth with far more ease and celerity

by the ordinary method. We are not to be
that a state of engineering proficiency that
produce so perfect a machine for perforating
ith in tho head of the living man can need
hiug but certitude of remuneration in order
’oducc a mechanical “getter” for coal,

ivertiog from that part of tho report which,
ear, is too good to be true, to the earlier

iments, we find only four merchants enume-
l among the thirty-seven witnesses examined
:o tho committee. Of the rest, fourteen w’ere

irnraent inspectors or official witnesses, nine
jsented colliery proprietors, seven repre-
}d the working oolliera, and one witness
e as to the iron and steel trade. From the
)f witnesses, which thus includes no carrier,

ailway manager, and no member of any
of persona specially interested in direct

ibution, it would appear d priori what
d bo tlie nature of tbo facts likely to be
ted. We do not conceal our opinion that tho
ly has thus been given to the special branch
hqniry in which tho family consumer is

^
directly interested. The general state-

ts which such a body of witnesses was able
[VO may be of great value, but they are not
o which directly go to the explanation of so
^en and disproportioned a rise in price as
' winter witnessed. The out-put of coal in

p
is stated as being some 8,000,000 tons in

Lnce of that in 1871, the latter being now
In at 117,18(3,278 tons. This is very close

1), although not quite amounting to, tho out-
which, in 1865, Mr. Jevons estimated would
^at for the then future year 1871. For 1872
put-put of the coal-fields in Great Britain is

sd at 123,386,758 tons, which is somewhat
poess of Mr. Jevons’s estimate for that year,
[n wo find so close a coincidence, over
. a length of time, and in figures of so serious
kmounb, we cannot but remark that it is

Ordinary that we should have been taken
wares. The Coal Commissioners of 1871
ill in their power to produce a confidence,
;h the result shows to bo, as we predicted at
time, a false confidence. Year after year the
ttical calculations of Mr. Jevons Lave hitherto
ed remarkably close on the truth. All that
learn, theu, from this part of tho labours

:

ho committee is, that a well-kuown rate
icrease has continued for so many months
e. Persons to whom the subject is new may
iider that tho statistics now put forward are
dng aud novel, and explanatory, to some
nt, of the panic of last year. But our
(era will find little but that which may re-

h their memory, aud carry their observation
-tlo further than our later articles on the
ect. In 1861, our output of coal was
millions of tons. The rise to 123 millions
)na iu 1872 was foreseen, foretold, and ought
avo been expected. All that we are told of
great activity of the iron trade; the develop,
t of new dislriots, such as that of Cleveland;
liability of interruptions to our supply by
al or by physical causes, was well known
ire. It is summed up in the rate of increase
inioled and predicted in our pages. Why it

lid have led to the trebling of the price of
lehnlil coal iu London last winter is the part
ae story where the connexion fails, and as to
ill we are all deeply interested in obtaining
rmation.

7e must not blink the ugly facts, that all the
on which any prudent engineer can feel
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that we are authorised to count as existing
within practical reach in our known coal-beds,
going down to a depth of 2,700 ft., at which
level a temperature of 122° Fahr. is coustant, is a
total of 39,000 millions of tons of available, and
22,000 millions of possibly or partially available

coal
;
and that, in the event of the maintenance of

that rate of increase of consumption as to which
Mr. Jevons’s calculation has been so remarkably
verified, the last ton of the 39,000 millions would
bo extracted in seventy-three years from the
present time.
As against that menaced exhaustion of our

supply may be set the probability of the limita-

tion of supply by the increase of cost. Between
these two limits, we showed some time back,
the ratio of price and quantity must adjust itself.

This, no doubt, is what it is now doing. But the
point which it chiefly concerns us to understand
is, how it should be by such violent and sudden
movements that a foreseen compensation should
take place. Unforeseen causes may produce
sudden results. But there have been no nnfore-
seen causes at work. On the contrary, every-
thing has been clearly seen beforehand. Some
of us may have had the misfortune to be called

Cassandra-like in our predictions. It may have
been hoped everywhere that there w'as a screw
loose in tho calculations. Unfortunately they
have not proved to bo excessive. This is all

that can be urged, and this is no reply to tho
inquiry why the disturbances should have been
so violent.

Mr. Elliot, who, as a member of the Coal
Commission must have been fully aware uot
only of the facts of tho case, but of the extent
to which they were foreseen, urges that the
strike of thirteen weeks in Wales threw the
supply in arrear of the demand, and that it has
never since been able to overtake it. Mr. Bell,

the President of the Iron and Steel Insititute,

on the contrary, attributes the entire rise to the
development of the demand for iron manufac-
tures, and for chemical works. The experience
of these gentlemen, it should be remembered,
is derived from rather different sources. But
with regard to the effect of the strike, it should
bo borne in mind that it was, to a certain extent,

self.compensating. The great demand for the
South Wales coal was that made by the South
Wales Ironworks. One supply ceasing, the
other industry stopped. We all remember how
tho furnaces were blown out. Indeed, the great
strength of the strike consisted in the fact that
some ten thousand colliers, by abstaining from
work, could keep four or five times that number
of ironworkers idle. This was tho great ele-

ment of pressure which the leaders of the
Union endeavoured to bring to bear on the
country. The conne.xion of this with tho coal

supply of London is extremely obscure. We
do not say that it does not exist. We do not
say that it is not direct. But we do say that,

if so, it is of extreme importance that it should
be detected

;
and it is most unfortunate that it

is just this point of connexion between known
facts, as to which we look in vain for definite
information.

The coal taken for domestic consumption in

18G9 was estimated in round numbers at
18 millions of tons. If we add the consumption
for gas and water works, and for railways, we
bring tho amount up to 28 millions of tons. The
output for that year was 107 millions of tons,

ten millions of which were exported, and the
balance went to ironworks, smelting, roanufac-
tnres and steam navigation. At the same rate
of distribution, the demand for house coal in

1873 would have been under 21 millions of tons,
and as the rate of increase for domestic con-
sumption will rather follow tho ratio of increase
of population than that of increase of activity of
manufacture, we may safely say that 20 millions
of tons of house coal are in excess of the demand
of last year. This coal, for the most part, is

supplied by certain well known beds
;

it comes
from sources specially work- d for the domestic
consumer

;
it is sent to London and the other

great centres of consumption by definitively
organised services, and is taken to our doors by
a specially arranged and generally a very eco-
nomii'al mechanism.

It is with this special mechanism,—this pro-
duction aud distribution of less than 20 per cent,
of the produce of oar coal-fields,—that the
alarmed householder is chiefly coucerned. What
reply is it to him to tell him how the iron of the
Cleveland district is increased in production ?

Does the manufacture of that iron demand
the Wall’s End or the Silkstone coal that
the citizen burns to cook his dinner or to warm
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ins drawing-room ? Has the iron -master
suddenly offered such a price to the household
coal-merchant as to induce him to leave his

regular customers in the lurch? We are not
assuming that such is not the case

; but, if so,

it ought to bo known. As far as our own c.xpe-

rience goes, coal differs from coal as much as

other minerals diflbr among themselves. All

coal will burn, but that which burns in one
furnace, or for one purpose, will not, without
loss and waste, burn in another. That the con-

sumption of steam coal, indeed, has a rela-

tion to tho production of house coal, is prirrnX

facie to bo expected. What we want to know is,

what that relation is. The comparatively small
amount of coal used for domestic consumption is

suoh as to render sucli an inquiry imperative, if

not easy. 'And it is hero we cannot too dis-

tinctly repeat, that London has been looking to

tho committee for special information, while the

committee has been only busied in collecting

general information, which is anything but
new.
Mr.RobertTcnnant, who offers the thoroughly

sound advioe to the coal-dealers that they are kil-

ling the goose for sake of the golden egg, gives

evidence as to rise in prices at the pit's mouth
from 1871 to 1873. Tho West Yorkshire average
shows a rise from 5s. 8d. in 1871 to 13s. Id. in

1873. The Durham average rises from 7s. 5d.

in 1870 to ISs. in tho month of June in tho
present year. Uonsehold coal in Loudon, in the

same period, rose from 18a. Gd. to -15s., and we are
far from admitting the latter to be the highest

price paid last winter. But take it as such. In
1870, we may take it that tho conveyance and
distribution of coal bought at the price paid at

the pit’s mouth in Durham cost, including coal-

merchant’s profit, 11s. Id. In 1872 and 1873,
the sum left for those purposes, after paying a
double price to the coal-owner, was 30s. This is

a fact which it is hard to explain on the general
grounds of the continued activity of British

commerce ; and neither we, nor the oonsumer
of coal, nor the British public at large, will bo
content, or ought to be content, till this part of
the case is explained.

THE FUTURE OF SOUTH KENSINGTOI^
MUSEUM.

A RUMOUR reaches us that Mr. Lowe intends
to place South Kensington in tho hands of tho
governing body of the British Museum! If

there be any truth in this alarming statement,
an immediate and strong protest should be
made. This would be a step backward with a
vengeance. Tho British Museum is a grand
institution, with noblemen, gentlemen, and
scholars connected with it, but the principle
which has ruled, and does rule, there, is entirely
opposite to that which has made South Ken-
sington the most useful, delightful, and popular
institution in the kingdom. At the British
Museum, the inquiry apparently always upper-
moat in the minds of its managers is, how seldom
can we let tho public in, how can we keep them
away ? Holiday-time is coming, can’t we close the
doors for a wash-up ? The reading-room is getting
veiy popular; can’t we disgust aud drive off by
annoying regulations some of those who are usincr

it P At the South Kensington, on the other
hand, it is impossible to deny that the one ruling
desire displayed is to attract and interest the
public. The work has been done, not as if by
Government officials at fixed salaries, whether
they worked much or little, but as if by private
speculators, whose sole chance of payment de-
pended on the popularity of the establishment.
Open it every day

:
get a constant succession of

fine things. What, still many who cannot get
here because of their daily avocations ? Yery
well, then, open it at night : and at night it is

open, to the delight and advantaare of thousands
to whom otherwise it would bo unknown.
The writer of this, when a boy, once, with the

temerity of ignorance, entered the British

Museum, on a Saturday which ho had set apiub
for it. Sir Henry Ellis, who was then the Chief
there, very speedily came up to him with, “ How
dare you, sir, enter onr house on a Saturday ?

”

and the intruder with a whispered protest
against the pronoun, was glad to escape from
the threats of the irate knight. We do not
suppose that the expulsion would be effected irv

the same brusque manner now; but the prin.
ciple of exclusiveness and personal considera-
tion still rules in Great Russell-sfreet, aud it will

be a sad day when that is brought to bear on
South Kensington, and puts out the liglits.
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NOTES ON FOREIGN PUBLIC WORKS,
In" fclie Builder of June 28th, wo gave some

interesting information under this bead, which

may usefully be supplemented by further facts

of a similar character. Thus, from a report on

the state of Algiers daring the past year, we
learn that 3^ millions from the war contribution

have been allowed for public works, of which

the most important are tho routes from Algiers

to Constantine, traversing the south of Kabylia,

which will be of great service both as a military

road and as a means of opening out the country
;

also the route from Bougie to Setif, through the

gorge of the Cfiabet-el-Akhir ; from Bougie to

Tizie-Ouzon, uniting the great and little Kabylies,

&c.
j
together with the completion of the har-

bours of Oran and Phillippeville. From. Cher-

bourg, we learn that public works may be said

to be at a standstill
;
even those which had been

voted not having been commenced. The eon-

fitruction of a lino contemplated for important
strategic communication between Cherbourg and
Brest, has not even been traced, and, in fact, a

spirit of enterprise in carrying out public im-

provements seems much wanted. It is stated,

however, that the labourer has no difficulty in

finding employment here, and his wages, as well

as those of the artizan, have materially increased.

Referring to another French port,—Havre,—we
note that no change has yet taken place with

regard to the improvement of the port. The
want of funds has prevented tho works for

widening tho entrance of tho harbour and com-
pleting the quays which have been commenced}
and alchongh the new Bassin de la Citadelle has
been of great service, additional quay accommo-
dation is much needed. Other improvements
are also required. Tho docks, some of which
are in the centre of the town, are quite unpro-

tected; and it is mentioned that hardly a night

passes without some one being accidentally

drowned therein. Again, hardly any porcion of

the quays is provided with covered sheds, and
valuable goods have to lie out exposed to the

wet. Considerable building operations are taking

place in tho town, and the quarter nearest the

sea, which was formerly occupied by fortifica-

tions, is being quickly covered with dwelling-

houses, most of which are of a greatly improved
character, architecturally speaking. The erec-

tion of a new English church, the foundations

of which were laid before the late disastrous

war, is being actively carried out, and it is

anticipated that the building will be completed
by the end of the year.

Our next remarks will refer to Italy. Prom
Venice we learn that, with regard to the im.
provement of the port, the works for deepening
and widening the channel leading from the har-

bour to the sea at Malanocco proceed regularly
;

and the large steam-ships which now come up
to tho port can reach the city without the

necessity of lightening. A Bill will also be
presented by the Minister of Marine of Venice

to Parliament, for the construction of a second
graving-dock of lessor dimensions than one in

construction for ships of war, but capable of

receiving corvettes. As it is proposed to oou-

struct it with the saviugs from 11,000,000 of

livres which have been voted for W’orks re-

quired to improve the arsenal, there is little

doubt that the matter will receive the sanction

of Parliament. This dock will be open for the

reception of merchant-ships as well as ships

of war, which will be of great benefit to the

port, as merchant-ships requiring the nse of

such a dock to effect their repairs are obliged

to be taken for that purpose to Trieste or to

Malta. Railway works are also bein? actively

carried out in this part of Italy. The newly-

projected lines of railway from Venice, Castol-

franco, Basseno, and Trent, by which the dis-

tance of Venice from the Brenner will be

shortened by 58 kilora., and a new line from
Venice to Portoguaro will no doubt be approved

by tho Minister of Public Works
;

and, con-

aidering that tho construction of these new
lines will be beneficial to commercial and
public interests, there is little fear of their

being thoroughly carried out.

We get some information as to public works
in Peru. With regard to the National Exhi-
bition building at Lima, the plan of this was
sanctioned by vote of Congress in 1809, and
subsequently the fonndatiou stone was laid.

The Exhibition palace is described as one of

the moat graceful and stately buildings in the
capital of Peru. It stands at the distance of

about a mile from the Plaza Principal, or

principal square, where are also the Cathedral,

and the Government House. The latter was
the first palace built by Pizatro after his

settlement in Lima. The Exhibition grounds
and garden behind the palace stretch for

a length of above 600 yards alongside the
Lima railway track. In front of the palace is

a large space, 225 metres long by 172^- metres
wide, to which there are three entrances. Gene-
rally speaking, the Exhibition palace and grounds
are very fine. Of Callao (Pern), we learn that the
sanitary condition of that city is anything but
perfect, and to remedy this imperfection a

sewerage scheme has been drawn up by Mr. T.

C. Clarke, C.E. Mr. Clarke’s plan consists of,

first, a main outlet for sewerage
;
second, pump-

ing station for lifting the sewage; 3rd, line of

main sewage; fourth, branch sewage; fifth,

flushing and ventilation of sewers. The expense
of can-ying out these works is estimated at

92,0001. odd. The station for pumping (to be
worked by a windmill, with an auxiliary steam-
engine), is to be placed at the Callao side

of the river Runac
;
and by this provision is

made for 750,000 gallons of water per diem, for the

inhabitants of Callao, which cannot fail to prove
highly beneficial, as an adequate water-supply
has hitherto been greatly needed. Mr. Clarke’s

plan generally has been received with favour by
the municipality of Callao, who will doubtless

carry it into practical effect. Dock construction
is also a feature of the public works of Callao.

A large mole and dock are being constructed
under the superintendence of Mr. J. Hodges,
C.E., nearly 1,000 men being employed upon
the work. Railway enterprise, again, in Peru,
is most active. It is estimated that new lines

are now in course of constrnction in the country
to the length of nearly 1,500 miles, costing, on
a rough estimate, about 30,000,0001. Many of

these lines are being constructed by Govern-
ment, and cannot fail to prove of great benefit

to the trado and commerce of the country.

There are already working a few English rail-

ways in Peru, but their operations cannot be
said to be of much importance. It is calculated
that there are now in the country railways traced
with an aggregate length of 2,979 English miles,

and a total value of 7l,67l,875L, and that to

every ten square miles, and for each thousand
inhabitants, there is one English mile of line.

This certainly speaks well of railway enterprise

in Peru. Not only does the State take a most

;

active interest in tho matter, but private indi-

viduals are also suffi'iiently enterprising to

engage in tho construction of new railways, and
an immense amount of capital is invested in

this way.
Sweden, as we all know, is chiefly renowned

for its mining industry; but it appears that few
or no public works of any importance are being
carried out in that country. It may be noted,

however, as interesting to the building trade,

that of late years a profitable trade has been
carried on in Sweden by exporting wood in a
manufactured state, such as prepared flooring,

window and door frames, &o., which have been
in great demand, and not only shipped to the

United Kingdom, but to Australia, and these

have realised remunerative prices. The manu-
facturo of wood for paper-pulp, which is quite a
new product, has already assumed large dimen-
sions as an industry of the country. Daring the

past year also large investments have been made
in the purchase of forest property, both in Nor-

way and Sweden, by Norwegian capitalists, the

prices given being high. In consequence of the

high prices ruling for Lome firewood and coals

from the United Kingdom, attention in Sweden
has also been directed of late to the desirability

of utilising the peat, which is found in great

quantities in certain districts of the country. In
one district, not far from the capital, a bog,

estimated to contain 15,000,000 cubic feet

of peat, is about to be worked as fuel. The
construction of new railways is also being

carried on with a moderate degree of activity

in Sweden, and great national improvements are

anticipated to ensue from the greater conve-

niences afforded to trade by improved means of

transport and communication.

Romney Marsh.—The appointment of ex-

pendibor and engineer of this level has been
obtained by Mr. H. D. Good, for several years

one of the principal assistants to the borongh
ourveyor of Brighton. There were 75 candidates.

The late expenditor, Mr. J. Elliott, retires on
account of ill health, on a superannuation allow-

ance of 200L per annum.

ART-UNION OF LONDON PURCHASES.
The following works have been selected h

prizeholders since the publication of our fin

list :

—

From fhe Foynl Academy .—Tho Monk's "Walk, J. (

Thom, 2001.
;
la the Lledr Talley, JTorth Wales, J. 9ye

150L ; Ou the Lledr, North Wales, R. Harwood, 75{,

Windsor Castle from the Canal, J. Adam. 60/. ; St. Coti
bert’a Monastery, G. C. Stanfield, 60/. ;

In the Path to tl

Warren, C. Hancock, 60/.
;
Rogues in Bond, J. Ritchi

50/,
;

Evening after Rain, J. Parker, 60/.
; An Irii

Weaver, A. Stocks, SO/.
;
Street in Cairo, H. Pilleau,42/

Pat Humphrey’s Pride, J. Crey, 35/.
;

Holiday on tf

Heath ; Summer Day, late W. S. Rose, 30/.
; A Bst

Slum in Venice, J. O'Connor, 30/.
;
Good Words for tl

Young, J. B. Bedford, 25/. : The Green Pool—Bettws.'
Coed, F. Talfourd, 20/.

;
On the Lledr, near Bettwj-i

Coed, P, Talfourd, 20/.

From the Society of Brifith Arfiefa.—Niehrueke, V
St. Nieola, E. A. Pettit, 75/.; Fishing - boats Grott
Out. J. J. Wilson, 76/. ; Mountain Burn, ArgyleshiiS
C. "Ward. 40/.

;
Little Em'ly, vide “ David Copperfiela

T. Roberts, 35/. ; Solitude. Walter H. Foster, 30/,
j Scei

on the Brathay, near Amhleside, C. Smith, 3 ’/.
;
froidi

tho Common—Winter, G. A. Williams, 30?.
;
Evening^

the Upper Thames, W. Gosling, 30 ?.

;

Music in the Wooo
D. Pasmore, 2ol.; Evening, J. Dauby, 25?.; The Pa
Through the Wood, Alfred Cole, 25/.

;
Oh, What

Tangled Web, Ac., A. J. Woolmer, 20/. : Hard Words,
W, Haynes, 20/.

From fke New BrlHuh TmtUntioii .—Folkestone Beaoh
November, E. Sampson, 55/.

;
Near Edenbridge, Kei

late W. a. Rose, 40/. ;
A Prince Rupert Cavalier, P, ;

Morris, 20/.

From the Cryetal Falace Picture O.iHery.—Tiow^
Dartmoor, T. Pyne, 40/.; By tho Side of tho Streami
P. Stark. 35/.

^
From the Water Colour Society .—Sunrise on the 3

Hill, Hastings, ColHngwood Smith, 30/.
“

From the Royal Scoitiek Academy .—Lochranza Castl
Arran, W. Beattie Brown, A.R.S.A., 45/.

THE PROPOSED MUSEUM IN SOUTH
LONDON.

In the Builder of last week we gave the ji

ticulars of a preliminary meeting held at t

Westminster Palace Hotel respecting the pi

posed Museum and Free Library in South Londc
when a number of gentlemen were requested!

pay a visit to a site which bad been offered’

New Kent-road, near the “ Elephant and Castlei

for 8,000i. On Thursday, the 17th instant, t,

site in question was visited by tho gentlem-

appointed at the meeting to ascertain if it W
suitable for the purpose. Amongst them we
Mr. S. Morley, M.P., and Messrs. Bevingta
Clements, Shaen, Clapham, the Rev. G. Murph;

and Mr. Kerr, the secretary. Subsequently
meeting was held at the rt-sidence of the Re)

Mr. Thompson, when matters of finance ai

other general subjects in connexion with tl

proposed institution were discussed, and it w
ultimately resolved that no purchase of lai

should bo entered upon until a fund of lO.OOf

has been promised, and that tho donors sbt

decide upon the site. A sub-committee was
appointed at the meeting to arrange forar
construction of the committee, with the view-'

carry out the above-named resolutions.

THE DRAINAGE OF DUBLIN.

The national poet of Ireland never wrot

more truly than when he characterised the fa!

of Ireland as a wayward fate, weaving ever bf

web of discord. Without politically speaking c

her tyrants, who were said to have joined i'

hate, while their opponents never joined in lovi

we might point out that the only tyrants Irelao'

has at present to contend against are native

born tyrants, who are ever and anon eithe

opposing or obstructing measures designed fd

her sanitary and social elevation. When nc

actually engaged in opposing measures of reforc

and city improvement, a number of her civi;

representatives are carrying on a partisan wa^

fare, in which the cause of the quarrel is that i

huge jobbing transaction is intended, eacl

party fighting tooth and nail* for their friend

Eventually one after another of urgent pnblii

improvements falls through, or is postponed tt

an indefinite time, to be taken up again at ai

increased e.xpenditure.

An “astounding discovery” w,a3 madeafev
days since by the Main Drainage Committee, or

opening tho tenders of the different contractor,

who proposed to execute the Dublin man

drainage works. The engineers who furniahC'

the Dublin corporation with statement!

estimated the cost sometime since at abou

300,0001. A perusal of the diff^"^ent tender

will be instructive; they include well-know.

English and Irish contractors. Newell & Rob

son, of We.stmineter, for the entire work

96S,800L; Ellington & Son, Glasgow, for con

tract No. 1, 479;9-l9h; Doherty, Dublin, fordittc
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.8,152Z.; for contract No. 2, 178,647J.; for con-

act No. 3, 178,355L
;
or for the entire work,

'5,1512
.

5

Meade & Son, Dublin, for con.

act No. 3, 251', 1851. 17s. lid. (mark the

’s. lid. !) }
Wardrop & Son, Dublin, for con-

act No. 2, 278,3002.; Pearson, of Kennington-
OSS, London, for the entire work, 968,0002.

;

©bater, London, for the entire work, 935,3332.;

essrs, Pickering, BlackfriarSjforthe entire work,

;0,9002. ;
Smith, Pinlayson, & Co., Westminster,

r the entire work, 890,0002. ;
Furness, for the

itiro work, 973,0002. : and Jameson, Wilson,

Co., for contract No. 1, 392,0262. The
ghest tender, or we may say tenders, reach to

larly a million, and tho lowest to three-quarters

that sum. The lowest is more than double
bat the corporation expected would be the

nount.

The projected main drainage works of Dublin
we been determined on for several years, and
e amount of progress made might almost be
ritten down as nil. As soon as the model cor-

»ration of tho British empire made the recent

Boovery, through their main drainage conr-

itteo, they came to the following resolution:

—

'• That in tho opinion of tlio committee these tenders,
e lowest of which is very nearly three times tho esti-

ste, are so excessive, and beyond the capacity of the
iiaens to bear, that wo make a special report to tho
uncil; but, before doing so, we call on the engineers to

the such reports as they may tlunlc ht in explanation of
0 extraordinary cost.”

The upshot most likely will be, the adjourn,

ent of tho work sine die.

The engineers will, of conrso, report to tho
ommitteo; and the Main Drainage Committee
ill report again, and all concerned will keep
1 reporting, and the ratepayers will have occa-

on to report, in view of an increase of taxa-

on ; but tho most serious report of all will

ost likely bo the mortality report in tho
egistrar-General’s returns.

THE CHESTEE WOEKHOUSE
COMPETITION.

We continue to receive letters of complaint on
lis matter, but cannot give them space. Messrs,
elaon, of Leeds, authors of “Alpha,” urge
ith some justice that “ the building committee

y obtaining tho specifications from the authors
f ‘ Castrum ' about a month or five weeks after

bey had got those of ‘ Alpha,’ gave the authors
f ‘ Castrura ’ an opportunity of getting to

now on what grounds the Board applied to

bem for a specification after having already
btained and examined a specification from the
uthors of ‘Alpha,’ and thus placed the speci-

cation first obtained by the Board at a very
reat disadvantage.” The author of tho design
larked “ Simplicity ” has sent a protest to the
loard, as might naturally be expected.

ACCIDENTS.

Fall of Three Rouses at Abergavenny.—

A

ortion of three large houses, recently erected

1 Frogmore - street, have fallen. Luckily
hero were only the foreman, a mason, and two
ids, at work on tho building. They fell, but
rere fortunately extricated without any serious

njury. The portion of the building which fell

raa made of concrete, and it is thought that it

lad not become sufficiently cemented, and from
ain must have got loose in the body. The
milder, Mr. White, has thus incurred a loss of

iver 5002.

Accident on a Bailway Fmbanhment at

Portsmouth Dockyard E.vtension Works.—A tem-
)orary line of rails has been constructed across
he entrance from the steam basin to the float-

ng basin at a height of about 25 ft. It is to

)0 used for the conveyance of material from
me side of the basin to the other, is about 100
rards in length, and is supported by wooden
nles with iron girders, with the exception of
jomo 30 ft. from one side of the embankment,
rhe line has never before been used, and a ques-
iion will necessarily arise as to the right of the
men employed at tho works to use it nntil it

had been properly tested and certified. A train,

Qonsisbing of an engine and five trucks, loaded
with earth, backed on to the line, passing safely
over that portion which was properly supported,
but when about 15 ft. from the side of the em-
bankment, and on that part beneath which there
were neither timbers nor girding, tho lino sud-
denly gavo way. Two of the trucks, which,
with their contents, weighed about five tons

each, foil with it, and dragged the other three
tracks with the engine. Four men were on the
driving-box of the engine, two of whom either

jumped or were thrown on one side, and so

escaped with serious injuries. The engine-driver
and the rope-runner, however, fell beneath the
engine, and were so frightfully injured that
when removed from the debris they were quite
dead.

Fall of a Platform at Hanley.—At a comer-
stono laying ceremony at Hanley, in. the Pot-
terles, a platform, upon which were a number
of ministers and others, foil to the ground. It

was 3 ft. high, erected against tho wall of the

chapel for the Welsh Presbyterians. While the
Eev. J. Hughes, of the Established Church, was
speaking, the platform went down with a crash.

Tho Mayor of Hanley and several ministers fell,

but not to tho ground. Fortunately no person
sustained injury beyond a shaking.

FOEEWAENED, FOEBAEMED.
“An important minute has just been issued by tbo

medical officer of tho Local Government Board, calling

attention to the march of the Asiatic cholera towards our
shores, and containing suggestions as to the sanitary
precautions incumbent upon us in the contemplation of
such a calamity.”

—

Siiitder, July 19, 1873.

How to escape tho foul disease

That is surely travelling o’er the seas,

Is a thought for men to ponder

;

Once planted, forsooth,—the foul plague-
spot,

—

Conditions of life aro heeded not,

And the world looks on in wonder.

In wonder, aghast ! and pain and woe.
To see the rich with the poor laid low

—

The West with the Eust-ender;
And to feel that the curse which thus begins
To punish Society for its sins,

Is from God—that Ho is the sender.

Stir! stir! There is work for all to do,

—

The thriving many, the pampered few,
And the heads of tho State,—don't doubt

it,

—

If they can but act with resolute will

To check the dominant growth of ill,

In order to utterly rout it.

There are lepers and lazars about the town.
Dragging humanity down and down,
To a lower and lower condition;

And they may not be cured by virtuous freaks
Of vestries, or bigots, or dreamers, or “ beaks,”

In however high a position.

There are sowers to cleanse and lands to
drain,

—

An incubus now upon health and brain,

—

And fields to be sown for tho reaping;
And refuse to clear and hovels to raze,

Where men never see the light of the days,
Like vermin in darkness creeping.

There are shoeless urchins, and dirt-grimed
swarms.

Endowed with graces might rival tho chai’ms
Of many a titled beauty,

That a little Christianly thought could save
From fell disease, and an early grave,

If Society did its duty.

Oh, yes
;

there is work to bo done, God
knows !

In diminishing human ills and woes.
But the “hands” are few in number;

It is so much more pleasant to loll at one’s
ease,

—

To herd with tho drones, than strive with the
bees,

—

In Bemi-uncousciouB slumber.

Infatuate dullards ! Soon or late

A wail on the air, a blast at the gate.
Will scatter yonr pillow of roses

;

And the heaving rocks move to and fro.

And the pent-up waters gush and flow,
But not at the touch of Moses :

They will come when least dreamt of with
tumult and roar,

To wither your Lopes, and surge round yonr
door,

In the hour of your pleasure and riot

;

And, the prophets despised that came to warn.
There’ll be gnashing of teeth on that fatal

morn
Of the Lord’s avenging fiat

!

G. Linx.eus Baxrs.

SCHOOL BOAEDS.
London .—Mr. C. Eoed, M.P., on a former

report of the Works Committee, moved :

—

“That a Bum of 100 guincaB {in addition to the usna
oommiasion) be paid to Mr. M. P. Manning, the architect
for the Cottage-row (Bermondsey) School, for tho extra
labour involved in replanning the school.”

He explained the circnmstances which had
involved the extra work

;
and the resolution was

then agreed to. Mr. Eeed then brought up
a report of the Works Committee, which was
received, and which contained thefollowing as
to opening of permanent schools:

—

Qintracla .—On the 13th of November last, the Board
accepted tho tender of Mr. John High, amounting to
8.9952., for the erection of the Old Caatlc-street (White-
chapel) School. Acting under the resolution of the
Board of tho 6th of November last, the committee have
since sanctioned extras on the contract, amounting to
168L la. 9d., and thoynow recommend that the orders for
these extras be confirmed by the Board;—

Accommodation of School 1,272
Total cost of site £11,683 0 2 = £9 3 9 per head,

,, building 9,163 1 9 = 7 4 0 ,,
On the 28th of March last the Board accepted the

tender of Mr. W. Higgs, amounting to 3532. lOs., for tho
erection of a wood an3 iron building on land adjoining
the Harwood-road (Fulham) site, Extras have been
sanctioned by the committee, amounting to 332. 16s., for
strengthening tho structure with iron tics, and also for
extra foundations, which were necessary in order to make
tho building secure. The committee recommend that
these orders for extras lie confirmed by the Board. [The
recommendations were agreed to.]

Tenderi.—The Works Committee invited tenders for tho
erection of a school to provide accommodation for 822 chil-

dren, on the site in Bell-street, Marylebone. Thefollowing
were the respective amounts:—W. Wigmorc, 7,9092.;
G. S. 8. Williams & Son, 7,8562. ; G. S. Pritchard, 7,860L ;

T. Niblett A Son, 7,8042,
j

.1, Grover, 7,715 ;
Scrivener &

White, 7.0762. ;
W. H. & J. Mansbridge, 7,5702. ;

Aitchi-
aon 4 Walker, 7,5652. The committee considered it

desirable to make certain alterations in the plans of this

.school, which will reduce the cost of the building by
1.4052., and an amended tender has now been obtained
from Messrs. Aitohison 4 Walker, of Portland-yard, St.

John's-wood, N.W., amounting to 6,0702., which the
committee recommend the Board to accept. [Cost of all

interests, 8,4702. os. 9d.
;

cost of buiidiug per head,
72. 153. 4d.]

Ipswich.—Mr. Westhorp said the committee
as to the St. Mary Elms School hud examined
the plans and specifio-ation. Ho was not quite
satisfied with the elevation, bnt the committee
bad not conferred with the architect, as they
were waiting for tho return to Ijiswich of the
chairman, Mr. Eansome. The matter stood
over. A certificate that 532. 193. 3d. was due
on the Trinity School was presented by tho
architect, Mr. Hubert, at the last meeting

; Mr.
Cowell, who had examined the bills, &c., moved
that that amount be paid to Mr. Cunnold, the
contractor : carried. There now remains due
on the school 392. It was also resolved that
Mr. Hubert’seommisaion, amounting to 372. 7 s.

should be paid.

Carlisle.—The plans committee reported that
they met the architect on the 7th iust., and in-

structed him to reduce ns far as possible tho
cost of the proposed new schools by changing
the material to be used and altering the eleva-
tion. It appeared that the total cost might be
so reduced as to be about 3,0002. The architect
also suggested that if the committee desired to
reduce the cost still farther, they might build of
ooncrete instead of brick. Tho committee then
instructed him to examine buildings of this kind
at Workington, and to report to this meeting of
the Board. Mr. Birkett presented the following
report :

—

“Gentlemen,—By your request I inspected some con-
creto buildings in Workington yesterday. The walls of
this material can be made very thin, and if properly
executed are perfeolly watertight, and of exceedingly
sound construction. The price is about the same as brick-
work, but as less material may be used (1 ft. thick of con-
crete being as servicealile in a wall as 1 ft. 6 in. of brick,
and no stone heads, cills, arches, or other dressings being
required), I roughly estimate, not having had time to go
carefully into the cost, that a saving of 4502. or SSti/.

might be elTeoted by using this material, over and above
my reduced estimate. I do not, however, (hink tho
appearance of these buildings good, they have an uncoo-
structive, cast appearance which is displeasing to me. I
should certainly prefer a brick building, which I think
would also (except for cost) be more satisfactory to the
public. If, however, on account of the excessive price of
other building material, and of the difficulty of obtaining
skilled workmen, yon think it desirable to build with con-
crete, I shall have no difficulty in at once carrying out tho
work.—I am, Gentlemen, your obedient servant,

Dahiel Bibkett.

In reply to members the clerk said that the
original price, according to the tender, would bo
4,4502., and the first reductions made by the
architect amounted to 1,4312., leaving the cost
about 3,0002. After a brief conversation it was
decided to consider the items of reduction in
detail. First was the substitution of machine-
made red brick in the interior for white fire-

brick. This reduction was viewed with favoor,
and its consideration raised the question whether

, brick or concrete should be the material used in
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building. Mr. Hannah expressed himself in

favour of concrete, cemented with Portland

cement and painted. Both Mr. James and Canon
Prescott objected to concrete, both on account of

the annual expenditure which would be required,

the inferior appearance which the school would
Lave, and the undurable nature of the material.

After some disouseion it was decided that the

whole matter should be considered in committee.
CaldbecJt.—Aletterfrom the EducationDepart-

ment was road, approving of the sites of the

Caldbecb, Hesket-new-Market, and Fellside

Schools. It was resolved to advertise for plans

for the respective schools. Steps were ordered

to be taken for the purchase of the Fellside

School site. The other sites are free, owing to

their being portions of the common and waste
lands belonging to the parish.

OPENING OP NORTHAMPTON CATTLE.
MARKET.

The now Cattle-Market and the Exhibition of

Heather Work, in the new hall already described,

have both been opened by the Right Hon. George
Ward Hunt, M.P.
The day was observed very much as a holiday

among the workpeople of the town, and the local

Mercury and Herald give lengthened reports of

the proceedings.

The principal entrance to the market is be-

tween two lodges on the north side, the one for

offices, and the other as a residence for a market
attendant. Between these are two sliding gate-

ways, each 20 ft. long, divided in the centre by
a large pier, which is surmounted by a gas-

standard. Inside, to the right, on the west side,

are the covered pig-market and large beast,

sheds, and behind these, close to the boundary,
wall, are the borse-stand and horse-run. The
extreme left side, to the east, is wholly occupied
with sheds for beasts. lathe open area arc the

pens for beasts and sheep
;
roads run from north

to sonth and from cast to west. A central

object is a largo fountain, and behind it, in a
straight line, is the entrance-tent of the Leather-
Work Exhibition, the building for which extends
from east to west of the inclosure. The exact

area of the market is five acres. The ordinary
level of the land has been raised between
3 ft. and 4 ft., and surfaced to form a founda-
tion for the 'pavement, with local stone and
sand. All the roads have been made in a
durable manner. On the 9-in. covering of local

stone, courses of stone and slag were laid
;
then

a course of Hartshill granite, and finally of

gravel. For the ground.work of the pens
aspbalte was intended to be used, but its dura-
bility was questioned, and blue bi-icka were sub-

stituted. They are bedded in mortar and grouted
in Portland cement

j
in the sheep-pens they are

laid flat, and in the beast-pens on edge, of a
herring-bone pattern. The pig-market is paved
the same as the sheep-pens. The ironwork of

the sheep.pens is bedded in York stone. They
are 2 ft. 8 in. high, and are of two different

sizes, two-tbirds of the entire number being
10 ft. by 9 in., and the remainder 18 ft. by 10 in.

They occupy a total space of 128 ft. by 90 ft.,

are divided into 24-1 pens, and afford nccommoda-
tion for 5,280 animals. The ironwork of the
beast-pens is of course of a much stouter descrip-

tion. The main pillars are 4 ft. 8 in. high, and the

size of the pens 18 ft. square, and 18 ft. by 12 ft.

They occupy a total space of 144 ft. by 76 ft.,

are divided into seventy-two pens, and will

accommodate 1,296 bead of cattle. The pig
market is 208 ft. by 30 ft., and is divided into

forty pens of similar construction ns those
for sheep, and gives space for 500 pigs.

There are a number of sheds for beasts and
horses on the east and west sides, averaging
35 ft. by 16 ft., and 35 ft. by 12 ft. respectively.

The beast-sheds will accommodate about 150
animals, and the horse-sheds between fifty and
sixty. Loose horse-boxes are also provided at

each corner of the market. The horse-run on
the west side, behind the pig-market, is 382 ft.

by 62 ft. It was pitched first of all with local

stone 9 in. thick; then followed 3 in. of broken
stone, a quantity of slag, and topped with 3 in.

of sharp gravel. The horse-tie, 304 ft. long, is

fixed on the west boundary wall
;
the standing

place between it and the run is 12 ft. wide, and
is pitched with 4-in. granite cubes. In the
centre of the market is the large fountain,
which is constructed of Mansfield stone, with
red granite polished columns. It stands 9 ft.

high, and will throw a jet to an altitude of
between 15 ft. and 20 ft. Six of Macfarlaue’s

self-acting drinking troughs, from 25 ft. to 30 ft.

long, are also to be placed at different points of

the markets. Gas is laid in, posts for lamps
having been fixed both in the open and covered
markets. Besides the entrance at the north,

there are also entrances from tho east and west.

Within the inclosure there are five acres, but
the market proper does not quite cover the
whole, as the space at the southern extremity,
on which the Exhibition building stands, about
a fourth or fifth of the total area, has been left

for future appropriation if required. The
surveyor, Mr. E. F. Law, prepared the plans
for the construction of the market. The ten-

ders for the construction were as follows :

—

Messrs. Halliday & Cave, Greetham, Oakham,
15,8003.; Richard Dunk'ey, Blisworth, 11,4441.

;

Edmund Roberts, Weedon, 12,5503. 14s. ;
Law-

rence D. Moore, Harpur-street, Bedford, 13,6703.;

John Watkin, St. George’s-street, Northampton,
11,7703. ; T. & R. Coaford, Northampton, 12,6003.

Mr. Dunkley’s tender was chosen. Previously
eight tenders were received for making the new
roads and iron fences, and the lowest, Mr. R.
Dunkley’s, at 2,4413., was accepted, on condition

that that portion of the road marked on tho plan
“not to be constructed” be made by Mr.
Dunkley at any time, if required, at the same
ratio of prices as the other roads included in the

tender. The market is finished according to

the original plan, the only departure from it

being tho substitution of blue bricks for the

pavement instead of aspbalte.

ARCHITECTURAL EXAMINATIONS.
At tho last meeting of the Institute of British

Architects, tho secretary stated that, of the
twenty candidates who had presented themselves
for examination in the proficiency and prelimi-

nary classes of tho architectural examination,

the following gentlemen had passed, viz. :

—

In the Proficiency Examination (Artistic Sec-
tion), H. G. McLachlan, F. P. Johnson, H. H.
Stannus, and J. W. Rounthvvaite. (Scientific

Section),—Josiah Conder, F. P. Johnson, H. H.
Stannus, and J. W. Rounthwaito.
In the Preliminary Examination,—W. C. Field,

n. Branch, John Cowell, C. T. Holmes, H. M.
Mavor, W. W. Roberts, R. T. Conder, H. W.
Moore, W. J. N. Millard, H. R. Perry, L. T.
Waller, and W. S. Jackson.

PROJECTED PIERCING OF MONTMARTRE.
Residents in Paris, making mountains of most

of their raole-hills, after the approved Chauvin
fashion, have long been in the habit of regarding
the steep north-western slope of Montmartre as
a very perilous precipice indeed, albeit, the
declivity is in reality far less abrupt than was
that of Holboru-hill. Many schemes have been at
different times set on foot for piercing the
miniature Cenis. The Communist Wedel, shot
at Satory, had spent his life perfecting a plan,

according to which the railroad was to have for

points of departure the square Montholon, pass
under the butte Montmartre, and abut on the
Bois de Boulogne. Another project, framed by
the committees of the ninth and eighteenth
arrondissementa, consists in the estabUshment
of a line which shall commence at the
Place Pigalle, plunging under the butte, after

a few hundred yards, and terminate in the
centre of the plain of Clignancourt. The
advantage of this latter scheme is that it could
be realised in a shorter time and at less expense
than the first. There is yet another project,

elaborated by M. Baudter, C.E., and for the
adoption of which the Montmartre quarter is

now petitioning. The line would commence at

tlie lower level of the Rue du Martyrs, and the
sta'ion would be established in the Rue Lebas,
whence the tunnel would extend under the whole
length of the Montmartre slope to appear on the

other side beyond Clignancourt Church, and
thence continue to St. Ouen. Communications
in this quarter of Paris are scarce and primitive,
and it is expected that the Municipal Council
will not decline to do something for so democratic
a quarter. Some of the narrow streets built on
the side of the butte would disgrace the worst
part of a third-rate fishing town.

Hambledon.—The schools at Frietb, in the
parish of Hambledon, Bucks, have just been
considerably enlarged and improved, under the
directions of Mr. H. Lovegrove, of London. Mr.
T. Corby, of Great Marlow, was the builder.

A VISIT TO THE SCHOOL BOARD
SCHOOLS AT DEPTFORD.

The London School Board had not been many,
months elected before mutterings both loud and
deep were heard because of their alleged do-,

nothing policy. Reports of their discussioffi

were palpable enough in tho newspapers, hut.

there were no signs for a time of schools being

built, or of the children that needed the inter*!

position of the Board being sent to school. We
will not ask now whether this impatience waa'

reasonable. The Board had a great work before,

them, and considered it necessary to bestow,

thought and care upon the foundation of

their work. These preliminaries disposed of;*

the Board has entered, after due inquiry as to

tho most desirable sites, Ac., upon the importani
work of providing the additional school accoou
modation required in the various educatioujdi

divisions within the scope of the London Boar«
These divisions ai-e ten in number, the operations

iu which are directed, under the supervision of

the Board, by as many divisional committeeat
The ten divisions are further subdivided iuto sub^

districts, and, ultimately, into 450 blocks. There
are now in progress, under the orders of tho'

London School Board, 73 new school-building^

for the accommodation of 100,600 scholars. Tho.

divisional committees have in their employment
117 visitors to carry out the purpo.ses of the ActU
The School Board division of Greenwich ia

much more extensive in area and population thait

even the far-reaching Parliamentary borough^
Tho educational division extends from th%
Thames on the north, to Penge, Sydenham, ani
Eltham, on the south, and from Hatcham, on tba!

west, to Plumstead, on the east. The complete
division is, for administrative purposes, parcelled'

out into five subdivisions. One of these, the.

western, to which the following notes raainlyi

refer, embraces the town of Deptford, and the.

districts of New Cross and Hatcham. For the

Greenwich division there are ten visitors em^
ployed; three of those are engaged iu the.

western subdivision exclusively. This sub-

division is further separated into nine blookSf

duly set out upon tho London Board’s office

maps.
The following, according to the educationai

C!?DSUs, taken under the direction of tho London
School Board, are some of the principal facta

bearing upon the additional elementary school

accommodation required for the ten divisions

comprised in the London School district. ThS
total number of children in the district from
three to thirteen years of age is 681,101

;
of

these that are not attending school, there are

176,014, and that have not valid excuses for not
attending, there are 60,940; half of the childr^i,

represented to be at work, or 19,099, should be'

at school
;
the total number requiring accommo-i

dation is computed at 478,718 ;
there is existingi

and projected accommodation for 350,920 chili

dreu, and it is proprosed to provide schools for

100,600 additional, or for 451,520 in all. Iu
some subdivisions there is au excess of school
accommodation that is not available for the)

adjoining subdivisions in which there are defl-'

ciencies, more or less. The City of Londoni
division is the only one of the ten that has an;

aggregate excess of accommodation (for 1,418), i

iu all tho subdivisions, taken together. Not-
withstanding this it is thought desirable, thel

distribution being unequal, to provide accommoi
dation for 500 additional children in ihe City cf

London division.

In the Greenwich division there are 52,32T:

children from three to thirteen. Of thesO'

10,767 are attending schools at which the fees'

are at the rate of 9d. per week or upwards;
1,196 are attending public institutions, 40,358

'

require accommodation iu elementary schoolfijl

29,320 are attending such schools, and 11,028 are .

not attending
;
after deduction of those who are .

ill, disabled, too young (that is under five years i

of age), working, or in the country, there is a

residue of about 4,000 who are not attending i

school through neglect or inability of parents or

guardians. It is proposed to provide additional i

accommodation in the Greenwich division for 1

6,650 children.

The School Board has now been fairly at work >

in the weatera subdivision for twelve months ,

past. In a general way the Board schools are i

each of a triplicate character, the three divisions >

being respectively for boys, girls, and infants and

babies, the last class being of children fi'oni .

three to five years of age. On reaching the age i

of five years the babies are promoted, and

become “infants.” On attaining the age of
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en years, they are aRain promotecl, and
arated into “boys” and “girls,” and tanght
reafter, class! fled, according to their respective

es, and to their attainments and capabilities,

'he Board has now established in the western
Deptford subdivision three of these complete
nentary schools, and has cither already built,

resolved to build, five school-houses for the
Dmmodation and instruction of the boys,

B, infants and babies, they hare already
heroil together, and that may hereafter seek
lission, or be required, under the provisions of

Act, to attend school. Two of the new
7ol-houscs are roofed in, and will be ready
occupation in a few weeks : another, at

ider-street, Hatcham, is progressing
;

at

jhes’s-fields the foundations of another have
n laid ; and the arrangements for the erection

choola at Tauner’s-hill, Wottou-road, and in

3r localities, are in a forward stale. These
jols, supplemented by the existing school
mimodation, having public, denomina.
al, and jirivate schools only in view, will, it

xpected, suffice for the educational wants of
itford, New Cross, and Hatchani, for a few
ra to come.
n the beginning the School Board has corn-

iced the organisation of schools in anticipation

:.he erection of suitable buildings, and have
}d wisely in hiring, temporarily, the most
able premises available for the commence-
it of real work, waiving for a time the sine

non, under Article SIa of the Government
ication Department, that each child should
e 8 square feet of floor space, and a minimum
80 cubical feet of space. These proper
uircniients tho Board is hastening to provide,
if the new buildings uow so near completion
ho Deptford, or western, subdistrict of the
enwich division, are a fair sample of others,

s satisfactory to be able to state that a
ral allowance of floor, and certainly of cubical
ce, is to be provided fur tho children in the
r elementary schools.

•no of the new schools in the western sub-
sion is in the Creek-road, Deptford, and is

first, wo believe, that will bo opened that is

lb from the designs of Mi*. E. 11. Robson,
hiteefc to the London School Board. Jlessrs.

^ko & Green, of Southwark, are the con-
fetors, and tho cost will bo somewhere about
bOZ. The style is intended to harmonise with
ating builtliugs, and structures that have dis-

beared that formerly abounded near tho rivor

e of Deptford, that were erected about tbe
ie of Queen Anne. External appearance or

isiderations of stylo have not, however, been
iweil to hamper or interfere in any way with
ivenience or accommodation. Tbe principal
ade, bO ft. in length, faces tho Creek-road to

I north
;

the buildings also include a side

ig, with an east front, 150 ft. in length from
I Creek-road front. The south and west sides
the school grounds are inclosed by boundary-
11s, the space between such walla and the
lool buildings, 12S ft. long by G3 ft. G in.

ie, being devoted to separate playgrounds,
•tions of which are in each case covered, for

7S, girls, infants, and babies. The playgrounds
I also supplied with cap and cloak rooms,
;.s, and lavatories, for each class. The accom-
dation provided is for 210 boys, 210 girls, and
) infauts and babies. The principal build-
fronting Creek-road, has the boys’ covered

.ygronnd on the ground floor, communicating
arched openings with the open-air play-

rand. The first floor contains the boys’
ioolroom, 56 ft. 5 in. by 22 ft., and two senior
sst'ooms, 2'1 ft. G in. by 22 ft., and 22 ft. by
ft. 6 in. The accommodation for girls on tho
iond floor is precisely similar in extent. On
) ground floor there are towards the north
nt a living-room aud bedroom, with other
ivenionccs, for the care-taker, and a mana-
r’s-room. Behind these, in tho side wing, are

) babies’-room, for children from three to five

ars of age, 30 ft. by 2(5 ft. Gin.; next to it

3 infants’ schoolroom, 40 ft. by 2G ft. G in.

;

d be5’ond that an infants’ classroom, about
ft. () in. square. The infants and babies will

altogether on the ground floor, which will

laid with wooden blocks, 4 in. square, end
)od up, upon concrete. The boys’ entrance is

)ni the principal north front, and the girls’

d infanta’ eutrauces, each separate, are from
e east front. The rooms arc fitted with
)yd’s patent ventilators, that operate by the
at of the stove. The vitiated air is carried by
separate flue and discharged from an iron
ating under the neck of the chimney-stacks,
le buildings are not pretentious in ornamenta-

tion, but are sightly and substantial, buili of

good stock brick relieved with picked red brick.
Tbe principal front has double ogee gables, and an
appropriate cornice is carried round between its

first aud second floors. The roof is relieved bv
dormer windows at the front and tympanum
windows on the inner side.

Tho children of each class may be said to be
already collected and under instruction, that are
to occupy these spacious rooms. In two of

the classes,—boys and girls,—tbe full comple-
ment are ready, and in the class of infants a
good nucleus. Mr. Richmond, an efficient School
Board master, with an assistant and five pupil
teachers, is now conducting, with much success,
a boys’ Board school that occupies temporarily
the schoolrooms connected with the Congrega-
tional Church, High-street, Deptford. This maybe
called a “ first-class ” school, the maximum fees of
3(1. and 4d. per week being paid. There are 270
boys on tho books, and no room for any more in the
promises now occupied. The average attendance
is more than sufficient for the full occupation of
tho boys’ portion of the new premises. Miss
Baird, an accomplished trained teacher, from
Dundee, assisted by four pupil teachers, con-
ducts a board school for tho girls that are to be
transferred to tho new building in Creek-ro.ad.

Applicants for admission to this school have to

be sent away every week, from inability to

accommodate them in the “ Alliance Hall.” A
number of the girls are taught in the rooms of

an adjacent private house, that are, in a sanitary
point of view, totally unsuited to the purpose.
There are 216 scholars on the books; the fees
arc 2d. and 3d. per week, books being also pro-
vided by the Board in this as in all the other
Board schools. Miss Baird will nearly, if not
quite, fill her rooms in the new building from its

opening. The remaining school from which the
children will be transferred to Creek-road, is the
infants’ school and babies’ nursery, as it may
pro[)erly bo called, uuder tho able direction of

Miss Gray, assisted by four pupil teachers. The
temporary premises occupied by this school
were the dancing and retiring-rooms of an old
public-house iu Copperas-lane. Miss Gray’s
present premises are totally inadequate for the
accommodation of the children for whom admis-
sion is asked. She has 187 on the books, and
an average attendance of 148, which is higher
than in some of the other schools.

Of an entirely different class to any of the
schools referred to, and the moat important and
interesting of any school established in the
western subdivision of Greenwich is that opened
for boys, in Hales-streot, High-street, Deptford.
The temporary premises occupied are in close
proximity to some of the most disreputable
quarters, and the lowest class of the population
of tho town. The school is kept in a large,
grira-looldng room, with its floor about 4 ft.

below the street level. Tho first lessee is Ned
Wright, the converted burglar, who holds reli-

gious services, and conducts a Sunday school in
the room. The permanent home of the Board
school for this special class of both boys and
girls will probably bo in the new buildings in

Uughes’s-fielda. There are 181 boys on the
bonks, out of whom an average attendance of
106 is obtained. The most slender attendances
are on Monday—the pence day—and Friday.
The fee is one penny per week. The boys are
of the street Arab, gutter childreu, unmistak-
ably worse than neglected class. The school
opened with 82 boys, of whom only nine knew
their letters. Anyone who saw those 82 boys,
every one poorly clad, some nearly naked, most
of them bare-headed, bare-footed, unkempt, and
dirty, when they were admitte(3, might have
been tempted to use tho despairing apo-
strophe :

—
“ Cna hope look forward to a macliood raised
Dn such foundations ?

”

Anyone visiting the school now will answer the
inquiry by a confident affirmative. Mr. Run-
ciman, the master, is a fine young Scotsman,
who has utterly lost his native accent, full of
life, zeal, and energy, “ to the manner born” for
the important work he has in hand. Tu less than
six months he has brought on many of these poor
boys from learning their letters to reading with
e.xpressioii, writing neatly, casting out bills of
parcels (luickly and c(jrj'<;ctly, singing sweetly,
with light aud shade well marked, and to other
humanising and civilising attainments. This
school is, in fact, the begiuning of the work of
civilisation among the class of children that
attend it. The School Boai’d has no better work
to do anywhere than here, and nowhere have
they more hopeful and impressible material upon

which to operate than here. This class of boys
is, indeed, almost preternaturally acute, and
remind one of the declarations of the overlookers

at the Chatham Dockyard,—“We can make
clever skilled labourers of these men (the con-

victs), in half the time we could of the men who
never go wrong.” At theyir.st lesson in drill that
they received from Sergeant-Major Sheffield,

the Board’s drill instructor, out of above ILO
buys there were not half a dozen that either

provoked the order to “ fall out ” for misconducr,
<'r to be relegated to an awkward squad for

clumsiness. With the greatest alacrity and pre-
cision they took open order in four files, the
“ front rank man ” “covering” the three behind
him. First movement, as you were; second
movement, attention

;
stand at ease

;
aud other

changes were gone through with rapidity aud
neatness, the sergeant acting as fugleman.

Visitors to the Halea-strent School, or others
of its class, will have littlo difficulty iu making
up their minds on the moot point as to free

schools or fees. Both classes of school arc
needed in a complete system. A great majority
of the scholars in the ordinary Board schools are
not of tho neglected class. They have, lor the
greater part, been drawn from private, and some
from public, schools, juany of such schools being
inefficient alike in accommodation and teachiug.

The Board is improving greatly, indisputably, the
general character and efficiency of elementary
instruction, bub very many of the scholars that
have he(?u brought together in their schools ai’e

manifestly, from their appearance, the children
of parents in fairly comfortable circumstances,
who live in cleanly homes, and are surrounded
by wholesome family influences. It would he
riding the principle of human equality to dcath
to insist upon the Board schools being “com-
mon ” to all classes, or to contend that the
childreu of cither sex that belong to the class
taught at Hales-street School should be drafted
into the ordinary Board schools. The class is

special, and demands, we venture to think,
special treatment, in separate /ree schools. The
association of such children with the other
classes referred to, mere instinct pronounces
moat unbefitting.

The question of fees and arrears of fees, is not
in a satisfactory state in the Deptford, any more
than in other of the school districts. Masters
and mistresses are forbidden to allow arrears of
fees, and when they do permit arrears, they
do po at their own risk. Some of them who
have their hearts thoroughly in their work, and
have faith in tho parents that they will make the
arreai’s good, do take upon themselves the risk,

aud also take iu children under three years of
age, on the generous and humane consideration
that one or other of the elder childreu in a
family could not attend school unless they were
ullowed to bring the younger with them. The
ordinary or legal mode of dealing with childreu
whose school pence are not paid is to send the
child home on the second week. The Board
visitor finds tho child at homo, and it may be
that a summons issues ag.ainst the parent for not
sending the child to school. The child may be
sent back, and the same process be gone through
ad infinituDi, unless the Board exercises tbe
powers conferred by tho much-vexed 25th sec-
lion, of remitting fees, or tho powers conferred
by the 26th section of providing free schools.

I The other Deptfor(l school erected by tho
London Board is a Gothic structure, from the
designs of Messrs. Elliot & Watren, of Westmin-
ster. Mr. W. Shepherd, of Bermondsey, is con.
tractor for this school

;
and Mr. Nicol is clerk of

the works to the Board for it, and also for the
Creek-road school. This school will accommo-
date the western part of Deptford, aud a portion
of the New Cross district. The principal front
is to the east, and faces, at a short distance
from it, tho North Kent railway, near tho en-
trance to the New Cross Station. Hero, as at

Creek-road, the accommodation for boys and
gu'lsispneciselysimilar. Theirroomaare situated
in the principal block of the building, tho boys
on the first, and the girls on tho second floor.

The infants’ aud babies’ rooms are on the
ground floor, in a back wing running along
Edward-street, to a point near its junction with
Woodpecker-road, The boys and girls have
each a principal school-room in the centre,
38 ft. 4.^ in. by 21 ft. 6 in., and two class-rooms
at the ends, one 37 ft, 3 iu. by 20 ft., tho other
27 ft. 3 in. by 20 ft. Tbe infants’ school-room
is 60 ft. by 38 ft., with a class-room 28 ft. by
18 ft. The babies’-room is 28 ft. by 18 ft., aud
communicates with the large room of the infants’
school. The covered playground of tho boys
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occupies the ground floor of the main building,

and is 10 ft. 6 in. in height ; the boys’ rooms are

16 ft. 6 in. from floor to ceiKugj and the girls’

15 ft. The different classes of school are well

supplied with lavatories, cloak and cap rooms,

and other necessary conveniences, and spacious

covered and open playgrounds are provided sepa-

in.tely, one for the boys, the other for girls and
infants together. The principal front is agree-

ably relieved by the two staircases which project

from the front; the boys’ staircase, to the west,

is in a rectangular tower, the girls’ staircase has

an oriel front; each is covered with a high-pitched

roof, with metal finials. The front has some
very good ornamental brickwork, in dog’s-tooth '

comice, tartan panels, and friezes, in which
quatrefoil panels of freestone are introduced. A
cast-iron eave gutter is moulded, and does duty
effectively as part of the cornice. The head
master and manager have rooms in the western
wing.

The teachers and scholars that are to take

])08session of this bnildiug also in the course of

next month are now at work in tho vicinity in

lemporaiy promisee. The boys’ and girls’

schools are carried on at present in the large

room under the new Wesleyan chapel in New
Cross-road. Mr. Collins, the indefatigable and
accomplished master of the boys’ school, will

have occasion, on the day he takes possession of

the new school, to write upon the lintel, as is

done upon the Paris omnibuses when they are

fafl, ” complet.” Ho has 350 scholars upon his

books now, and an average attendance of

upwards of 250, which will fill all the three

rooms. Many of his scholars, however, come
from the directions of Old Kent-road, Hatcham,
and Peckham, and if the new Board school in

progress at Hatcham achieves anything like the
reputation that Mr. Collins’s school has done, the

pressure upon him may be somewhat relieved.

He has an assistant-master and six pupil teachers.

The fees are 2d. and 3d. per week, in this and
the adjoining girls’ school, which is under the

management of a very zealous, persevering, and
painstaking young lady. Miss Simpson, who
iiails from as far north as Morayshire. At present.

Miss Simpson, like Mr. Collins, is “ cabined,

cribbed, confined,” and, in the new premises, will

have her discomforts greatly diminished, and be
surrounded by circumstances much more con-

ducive to success in her work. Miss Simpson
has 250 scholars on the books, and an average
attendance of 160. She has the help of an
assistant-mistress and four pupil-teachers. The
third division of the new school, tho infants and
babies, is at present located in an erection close

to tho entrance to the new schools from Wood-
pecker-road. This school occupies tho most suit-

able of any of tho temporarypremises thatwc have
seen. The rooms are light and airy (they were
put up for a wire-worker), but have the disad-

vantage of a thin front wall, and too much glass,

which make them cold in winter. One of the

rooms is, moreover, on an upper floor, which is,

a serious disadvantage in premises occupied by
infants and babies. Miss Young, the clever head
uf this department, will, doubtless, be very
pleased in removing her interesting charge to

more eligible premises, and in being able to

admit the little applicants whom she has now to

reject most unwillingly, from want of space to

accommodate them. Miss Young has 250
children on her books, and an average attend-

;iuce of 160. She has the assistance of four

pupil teachers. The fees are Id. per week.
From a tour of inspection and inqnirj-, and

the collection of much trustworthy evidence, we
have excellent reasons for believing that in

Deptford the London School Board are doing
some good work, wisely and well.

POSITION AND PROGRESS OF
ARCHITECTURE.

Now there is a lull in the storm of adverse
criticism so recently directed against English
architects and architecture in some sections of

tho periodical press, it seems desirable to en-

deavour to pi-esent a fair and unbiassed view of

the matter, such as can be freely accepted by all

iiot determined to abide by foregone conclusions.

It is difficult to arrive at the motives which
have actuated these attacks, the special features
of which are well known to readers of the
Builder. Nothing new has been said, bub what
iu a less perverted and less exaggerated form,
and in a friendly generous spirit, might have
been welcomed as a contribution to a better
order of things; but what has marked these

criticisms throughout, baa been an offensiveness

and hostility which, in their persistence, might
almost have deen deemed organised, their chief

object appearing to bo the desire to create

opprobrium iu the public mind against a profes-

sion upon which the dignity of a country so

much depends as represented by its architec-

tnre. The at all times easy task of fault-finding

and ultra-criticism seems to have been one quite

con amove, and accomplished with great zeal and
satisfaction

;
bub what has been the gain to

English art thereby it would be difficult to

decide. Indeed, we shall nob be going too far in

saying that, bub for the usual result of all over-

stated cases in failing to produce the impression
intended, the one conviction sought to be pro-

duced was that English art, as seen in its ai'chi-

tecture (though other branches have not been
spared) had reached a point of “degradation”
and effeteness which indicated that the time had
arrived to write “ delenda est.” We leave, how-
ever, these critics for the more immediate pur-

pose of this article, with the one remark, that in

nothing is the unfairness and want of generosity

in their motives more seen than in the fact that

the numerous rejoinders to which architects have
from time to time addressed themselves, as seen

so abundantly in the pages of the Buildei-, have
been wholly ignored

!

Wliat, then, are the real facts of the case as to

the present status of architectural art in England,
and the past conditions which have produced it.

The question is not whether modern English
architecture has failed to reach a point satisfyiDg

the highest e-xpectations, and equal to the art-

excellence of past periods, but whether, looking

at tho stops of its development, it has been equal

to the opportimifcies presented. Historically, it

must be remembered that our modem architec-

turo dates its growth from a period of almost

absolute dearth of true art in England, and can-

not even yet be said to have had a half-oentury’s

existence. The reign of Gcorgo IV. witnessed
the first attempt at the “revivals” by which
architecture in England has since been chiefly

characterised. The actual study of ancient

Classic remains, and the publication of Stuart &
Revett’s “Athens” gave the impetus to an
attempt at a genuine “ Classical revival,” which
for purity of spirit and the love and reverence
manifested for Greek art of tho purest type, and
not as given to us through Romau and Renais-

sance forms, gave a promise which it is greatly

be regretted,—looking at the ability and genius
it evoked in minds of the finest temper,—was
not encouraged to its due] fulfilment either as to

architecture or sculpture. Then came the
“ Gothic revival,” which, with far more vigorous

and, in a sense, natural chances of adaptation
and success, soon attained great hold, and has
left an impress upon Euglish ai-t which cannot
die out, but which cannot altogether be regarded
as having solved all the problems demanded by
modern, as contrasted with Mediajval, require-

ments. It cannot bo denied, however, that

these revivals have carried English art into

many successful and beautiful results, such as

had not for a long time appeared as products
of native genius. A third movement may now
be said to have taken place in what may be
termed an “Eclectic revival,” in which, while
neither Classic nor Gothic forms,—pure and
simple, — have ceased to compete fur public

favour, the vast extension of modem art-

knowledge has brought about a possession

of almost world -wide forms of art, which
with astonishing and the most elastic adaptation
have appeared in recent architecture

;
enough to

puzzle the future archmologist as to our precise

period in history, and much of which might bo
classed under the heading of “ Curiosities of

Architecturo.” Nevertheless, the fact remains
that there has been a rapid growth iu all art

matters, and if results have not been altogether

consistent and satisfactory-, yet the causes for

admiration and congratulation, looking at the
circumstances of the case, far outweigh those of

ceneureand dissatisfactiou
; and stagnation, much

less retrogression, is tho last charge that can bo
made. Under the conditions which have pre-

vailed thronghout these developments of modern
English architecture the surprise is not that
results are so had, but so good as they are. Nor
can it, we think, bo safely contended that the
architects of the present time are inferior to

those of the previous generation now passing

away, and if soemingly so, it is due rather to

the ripening evils of a bad system, than any
lack of ability ; for in extended art knowledge,
in the general level of accomplishments, in great

facility of picturesque design, and in a decora-

tive skill till recently all but untried, our arebi
tects, in the new buildings of ail sorts whicl
have sprung up in all parts of the country, havi
shown no falling off, but quite the i-everse. Anc
it may be added that in other parts of the work
English architects have been to the fore, anc
more than held their o^vn.

But our architects would be tho last to afiirn

that past progress and results have been wholly
satisfactory to the lover of art, or for the entiri

honour of the country, or that present tendenoiei
are likely to prove more so. To none are the evili

which have afflicted the development of their ar

so patent as to themselves : none are less anxioui

to avoid a healthy criticism, and none wouU
more thoroughly welcome such changes in od

whole system of art-culture as would promiso j-

riddance from influences which may be said ti

have choked much true art, aud which have goiw

a long way in producing tho failures which havt

attended our art-progress.

The unanimity which now marks the con
elusions of thoughtful men in the profession a<

to the one thing needful to give arcliitecture it

true status among us is a hopeful sign that <»

movement cannot long bo delayed in the righ:

direction. B. .

LODGE'S, ROUSDON, DEVON.
In our present number we give illustration

of two pairs of cottages, erected to form lodga
at the east and west entrances to Ronsdojj
Devonshire, for Mr. H. W. Peek, M.P.
Each pair of cottages is arranged under om

roof, covering the road and forming a shelter^
gateway at each end of tho grounds. Thi
windows over the gateways command
approaches. i

The rooms are large and the aGcommodatioi
very complete. The walls of the lower storit

aro of large flints (quarried on the estate), wiff

Bath stone dressings. All the external woo4
work is oak. The roofs are of red tiles, and%
upper story is weathor-tiled iu tho old EngllJ
manner.
Mr. Moass, builder, of Exeter, has carried oui

the four lodges for 2,8001.

Messrs. George & AMughan, the architeofcn

have erected, at the cost of Mr. Peek, theparirf

church of St. Paiicrus, Rousdon, adjoining th

site to bo occupied by the mansion.

ST. MICHAEL’S BUILDINGS, CORNHILL
This property belongs to the city of Londor

Real Property Company. Some very old liouset

until recently, stood on tho site on which thr

large block uf buildings is now being erected
In excavating for the foundations, a very curiod'

old crypt, aud some Early Norman arcadfi|

were found, as mentioned by us at the timi
There were also evidences of a very severo fifil

on the crowns of the old arches, and no doub^

this must have been “ the “ great fire

London,” as tho building then being puUei
down must have dated back to that period.

The new block of buildings has three fronts, th(

one represented in the accompanying engraving

being in St. Michael’s - alley, Cornhill. Thtl

other fronts are in Bell-yard and Corbett-court:

They are in red Suffolk brick, with bands ol

blue Staffordshire bricks, and Portland stonej

with terra-cotta cornices and dressings. Tkd
Corbett-court front is supported on piers of

polished red and grey granite, and the Bell-yarct

front on piers of the same material, and maa^
sive iron columns. The building consists of twU
tiers of vaults formed ofiron and brickwork, and
four floors of offices, with housekeeper’s roomaj

Iron enters very largely into its coneiructiodj

and the landings and passages are all of York,

shire stone, carried on cast - iron ornamental
bearers. Tho staircase is of ironwork, with-

handsome balustrade, and has stone treads, anil'

is so constructed that each step can bo lakenl

off and replaced, without the slightest inter-t

raption to the traffic or derangement of tho

construction.

The building is being erected from the designs

and under the superintendence of Mr. Ed-,vin A.i

B. Crockett, at an estimated cost of about of

13,0001. The builders are Messrs. W. Henshaw.

& Co.; and the clerk of works is iH. C. L.

Jones.

Repaving BlacMriars-road.—The Metro--

politan Board of Works have granted a loan ofi

3,0001. to the St. Saviour’s Board of Works for

the purpose of repaving Blackfriars-road.
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Mr. Edwin A. B. Crockett, Architect.ST. MICHAEL'S BUILDINGS, COENHILL.
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OUAL AND IRON IK AMElilOA*

I
In the latc-r of the two Tolumos now before

i:a, containing the tliird and fourth annual reports
fthe Geological Smwey of Indiana, made during
he years 1871 and 1872, Mr. Cox states in his
nti'oduction, as to the prosperity and rapid
xtension of the mining and manufacturing
adustries of the state of Indiana, that districts

hat were but yesterday covered by a primeval
orest, or only broken here and there by the
uiot pursuits of the husbandman, have been
wakened by the whistle of the locomotive and
je puffs of the stationary engine ; coal-begrimed
liners throng the streets of mining villages of a
ear’s growth, and the work of mining and ship,

ing coal is pushed forward with an energy and
cal that are iinprececjented in the West, acd far
atstrii'piug tho liopes of the most sanguine
tilitai’ian.

Tho number of mines in the block coal region
las greatly increased in all the couutios, and
le demand for coal is still greatly in excess uf
ie supply.

Tho benefits derived from this invaluable
jssil fuel are not confined alone to the limits of

le coal-field, but by meaus of the numerous
lilroads which penetrate its domain, all parts
F tho state, as well as the leading cities of the
eighboLiring states,—Chicago, St. Louis, Cin-
iunati, and Louisville,—have their manufactures
dmuliited by this most valuable of all minerals.
At the present rate of progress of mining in
ndiana, a few more year's will develope an end-
'jss chain of mines over the entii'o area of the
baUfield from "Warren county on the north to
so Ohio river on tho south, with a belt of blast-

arnacos girdling the zone of block or irou.
molting coal.

The old iron furnaces are all in blast, and
laking good yields of iron.

An account uf tho manufacture of spiegeleisen,

pecular or glittering iron, on the Bessemer
rinciple, is given in the report, by Hr. Hugh
lartnmnn. Professor J. W. Foster, of Chicago,
1 letters on the new era “ dawning upon the
rcat industrial resources and mineral wealth

”

f tho state of Indiana (first published in the
few York Tribune), gives, especially in his letter

n “ American Bessemer Steel Hails,” dated
hicago, lltli March, 1872, an explanation of
10 Bessemer process of steel-making.
In this comprehensive description of tho
sLmpde process,” Professor Foster says that the
t) or 13 per cent, of spiegeleisen which is

llowed to flow into tho mass of decarbonised
•on in the " convertor,” is, up to the present
me, mostly manufactured in Germany, and
rought from there to Indiana.
Having been employed in that country dui'ing
series of years with an Irou Works Company,
jpocially producing tho above-mentioned kind of
on, Mr. Hartmann gives an explanation of the
lanuer in which tho manufacturing of the
negelcisen is, at the present time, produced.
Tho spiegolcisen, specular or glittering iron,

a pig metal which breaks into more or less

rge miiTor-like facets, and was formerly pro-
uced by charcoal, out of manganiferous iron
es, its singular peculiarity being duo to the
rasenco of 10 to 12 per cent, of manganese, on
liich the Bessemer process depends for its

iccess. The hot-blast fui'naces were of small
atlines, but always in splendid working con-
iiion. The stacks of the well-known Meisener
tahlberg Iron Works, and others in that
iciuity, were built as follows :

—

Total heiglit of furnace 35 ft.

Height 01 tuyeres above bottom 1 ft. 3 in.
Height of hearth 5 ft.

Height of boshes 91t.5in.
Diameter of tunnel head 3 ft.

Diameter of boshes 9 ft.

Diameter of upper part of hearth 3 ft. 8 in.
Diameter of lower part of hearth 1 ft. H in.

They were conducted with hot-blast air of
•om about 300® to 480“ F., the air forced into
10 furnace through two tuyeres of 2h in. to

in. diameter, under a pressure of 1:^- lb. to

; lb. pur square inch. Tho average consump-
on of charcoal, per 100 lb. pig metal, was
bout 118 lb. to 120 lb.

j
the average daily pro-

action during the year, 0,000 lb., or 41 tons.
:i tho practical working of the furnace the
•athic ores yielded about 38 to 40 per cent, of

But, on account of the devastation of tho
jrests and of the scarcity of hard -wood suitable

*^^®porls of the Geological Survey of Indiana. By
1̂
,: Geologist, assisted by Professors Collett,

obbs, and Warder, and Dr. Levette. Indianapolis State
nnter. 1871-18/3.

for conversion into good charcoal, this fuel, soon
after the year 1851), proved insufficient for tho
large production of spiegeleisen wanted; there-
fore, they were compelled to make great efforts
in replacing the charcoal by coke made from
well-prepared bituminous coal, as a reducing
agent, there not being in tho iron-manufacturin”-
region a coal sufficiently free from sulphur and
other deleterious materials to allow its uso in a
crude state. Tho spiegeleisen made with char,
coal was a very valuable metal, due to the purity
of tho ores, entirely free from sulphur and phos-
phorus, and wc all know that no metallurgic
skill has thus far been able to expel these dele-
terious ingredients from any ores or coke, or
prevent them from passing into the pig-iron.

The first development of the spiegeleisen
manufacturing, by means of coke, was attended
by many difficulties, Avhich at times seemed
almost insurmountable. The first trials of all were
met with many and great difficulties, calling
forth the highest skill of the engineers, aud at
tho same time with many expressions of doubt;
and when at last it was definitely known that
tho science of metallurgy had overcome the
greatest obstacles, there still remaiued in tlie

minds of ironmasters an aversion to tho new
metal. The iron had to be introduced into the
market, and its merits ma^le known, and iron-
masters, reluctant to experiment with a material
of such different quality from that they had
been accustomed to use, must bo induced to try
the now metal. The first thing was to test its

value, aud bring it ,to the favourable notice of
the ironmasters. Experiments were made, aud
proved that its freedom from sulphur aud phos-
phorus, on the one hand, and the presence of
manganese on tho other, produced a metal
unequalled in value by any known to commerce,
except the small quantity produced by moans of
charcoal. Quantities of the new iron were soon
introduced into the rolling-mills and other
works, aud the unanimous verdict of all who
tried it was to tho effect that it was prel'erablo
to tho best iron previously known, and tho only
kind which would enable Besserner steel manu.
facturers to bring into execution his (Bessemer’s)
maimer of manipulating. Ever since that time
the demand has exceeded the supply.

In describing the millstone grit district of tho
coal country in Indiana, the reporter describes a
curious production of nature apparently, called
the “Jug Rock,” from its supposed resemblance
to a jug, an illustration of which is given as a
frontispiece. In the vicinity, a high ridge of
millstone grit terminates within a few yards of
the East Fork of White River, from tho top of
which there is a projecting mass of conglomerate
sandstone. Called the “Pinnacle,” which stands
170 ft. above the level of the stream. Cyclopean
blocks that have broken off lie around the foot
of the ridge in every conceivable position. On
tho north side of this ridge, the conglomerate
has been cut through by disintegrating forces,
which left, at some distance from the main
ledge, the tall mass of rock, named the “Jug
Rock.” It is 42 ft. high, and supports, on its
top, a flat projecting layer, which is called the
“ stopper.” Just above the bulge of the jug are
irregular lines of sti-atificution, known as false
bedding. Tho lower port is thickly set with
quartz pebbles.

THE BROMPTON AND FULHAM ROAD.
As a continuation of the great central east

aud west boulevard of Piccadilly, this leading
route runs on to Knightsbridgo, in a s outh-west
direction, alongside tho Green Park, and by
Hyde Park-corner, so far as Wilton-place. The
open expanse is all that could be desired

; but at
this point, and as far as Albert-gate, it is con-
stricted by the advance of six or seven shops, on
the south side, as far as Charles-street. Thence
to Brompton-square the mean width is over
lOU ft., having on tho north side a raised terrace,
formerly planted with lino trees, lately and
ruthlessly cut down. Opposite the Oratory the
“ Bell aud Horns ” public- house divides the noble
Cromwell-road continuation from the Fulham-
road, which latter at this juncture is reduced to
30 ft. of driftway aud 18 ft. of footway, and here
the road takes a due south tendency, for about
300 yards, t'a a b-erpenfine form, as far as Marl,
boro -road. Private houses aud forecourt gardens
form the border on the south side, aud two
conterminous parallelograms (called Alexander-
squai’e) on tho north side, the mean width of
roadway being 33ft., and of tho two side foot-
ways 20 ft. (53 ft. in all). From Marlboro’-road,
for half a mile, again in a south-'west direction,

the width of the road and footways average.-*
64 ft. The only constrictions of free thorough-
fare that cull «br improvement are those noted
above, and which ai’e bordered, except at twi>
points, by open groxxnds or forecourt gardens.
Now nothing could be easier than to rectify

the narrow juncture at this point by simply
excising from the projecting front gardens a
width of 10 ft., to bo added to the straightened
road, commencing and determining with an
acute angle. On the salient side there are in
all eighteen houses, which might be compen-
sated for a reduction of 10 ft. at most; on the
opposite, north side, the public square should be
dealt with in a similar manner, so as to secure a
public thoroughfare of at least G4 fc. equable
width. In dealing with tho square, however,
there need be in reality no apparent diminution
of extent; for the external range of trees might
bo preserved, and a footway of 10 ft. formed,
bounded by tho present iron railing, thus
forming, as in Piccadilly (which was donu
through the Builder) an umbrageous and agree-
able promenade.

°

It does appear strange that an open and great
leading thoi'oughfare should be spoiled by so
short a strait. We know that the capacity of a
pipe or tube is limited to its narrowest con-
striction; and so of the anpustaria atljacent to
the “Bell and Horns.”
Now it must bo taken into account that all the

front gardens along the Brorapton and Fulham
roads have been covered with shops in advance
of tho houses, and that tho sixteen frontages
herein referred to, with perhaps not a dozen
more along tho whole range of two miles,
remain unappropriated. If left much longer
these also will be shopiK'd, aud no improvement
of road can be made afterwards.
Some of us can remember the Brompton and

Fulham roads shrubbed and wooded suburban
outlets; ay, even the New aud St. Pancras
roads to tho City (about forty years back) a
timbered and sylvan rural boulevard. Now it is
a continuous street of five miles from Edgware-
road to Moorgate-street, the border garden.s
being wholly utiEu-ed and built over. Q.

BRISTOL SEWAGE "WORKS.
Mu. R. R.\wlinson, C.E., held an inquiry on

the 17th instant on behalf of the Local Govern-
ment Board relative to the application of tho
Bristol Board of Health to borrow 20,000b, the
excess of the estimate for making sewers iu
Bristol Many difficulties being incurred in the
execution of the work, tho origin.al estimate was
exceeded, and tho sum of 20,U0Ub was needed
in order to meet the extra cost.

Mr. Ashmead, surveyor, handed in a report as
to tlio making of the estimate and the carrying
it out by tho contractors. In March, 1867, it
was estimated that the sewerage works for tho
city would cost 27.000b The works were nob
proceeded with until 1871, and then the cost of
materials was higher than previously. The
foundations fur the drains were also found to be
bad in some places, and extra work had to be
done under the order of the surveyor, the result
being that by the time the walls were completed
the original estimated cost had been exceeded
by 20,000b, the sum it was desired to borrow.
Mr. Rawlinaon remarked that it was not a
pleasant thing to have an estimate exceeded by
20,000b in this manner, but it did not follow
that the money had been improperly spent.
It appeared that, with the exception of work to
the extent of 200b or 250b, the whole of the
work was according to contract. There were no
orders in writing given by the surveyor to the
contractor for the performance of extras, as they
should have been, according to tho contract.

Mr. Rawlinson said that no doubt these extras
might be litigated to any extent, but whether
the town council or the contractor would be the
better, or whether they would be both plunged
into the quagmire together, he was not prepared
to say. He had been an ougineer all his life,

and he might look at one side of the question
while another person regarded it differently

;

but if contractors were always to be held hard
to the contract, it would be severe upon the
strong ones, •while the weak ones would entirely
fail, and their security would have to be called
upon. Mr. Rawlinson further stated that he
should recommend that sanction be given to the
borrowing of the money, for he had heard nothing
to make him adverse to it. If the surveyor felt
that he had not reported the matter sufiiciently
to the committee, no doubt ho would do so in.
the future. The inquiry then closed.
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VENTILATION OF SEWERS.
The diagram represents one of a series of >

fans placed in the line of a sewer, with an air-

;

pipe from it, supposed to be in connexion with
|

the atmosphere above the houses. By causing
'

the sewage to fall into the fans on one side near
the top, and to escape on the other side at the
bottom, they are made to rotate, draw air out of

the sewer, and force it up the piiies into the
atmosphere. The fans, therefore, are self-

acting; and, if properly constructed and fixed,

will not get out of order. If, in addition to the

usual drain communications, pipes are laid from
the open air into tho sewer, at points midway or

nearly so between the fans, it is evident that the

air-currents, established along the sewer by the

rotation of the fans, will remove the gases as

they emanate from the sewage. Thus the power
of the water flowing in tho sewers not only

carries off the sewage, but by falling into tho
fans, with air-pipes to and from the sewers in

connexion with the atmosphere, it is made
available for ventilating the sewers as well.

John Puillius.

THE ENORAEOUS GROWTH OP IIA.CKXEY,

AXD ITS SANITARY CONDITION.

The annual report, for 1S72, of Dr. Tripe,

the medical officer of health for Hackney, which
has just been issued, gives some interesting

statistics as to the great increase in building

and the population of Hackney, as well as its

present sanitary condition. The statements

contained in the report may be regarded as the

more authoritative, from the fact that Dv. Tripe

is also President of tho Meteorological Society.

It appears from tho report that an enormous
increase lias taken place in the population of the

district of late years, and that wliereas in 1801

there were only 1 inhabitants, the popu-

lation had increased to 124,951 when the census

was taken in 1871. These returns show that

during each of the seven decades up to 1871,

the population baa increased, within the respec-

tive ten years of each decade, to the extent of

about 40 per cent. Since 1871 building has

being going forward in the neighbourhood at a

most unexampled rate, showing that tbe expaii-

sion and increase of the population in this portion

of the east of the metropolis is still rapidly going

forward. Tbe chief sanitary work performed

during the year in accordance with the Sanitary
,

Act, consisted of the examination of the rooms, t

yards, outbuildings and cisterns, or water-butts,

of 6,126 houses, which were either occupied by i

two or more families, or by persons belonging I

to the poorer classes. In these 6,126 houses '

there were 26,111 rooms, excluding washhouses,

in which 8,812 families resided, and 45,652
persons. The number of houses in which nui-

sances were discovered Avas 2,517, which was
about 42 per cent, of the number of bouses
inspected, and 3,290 of these houses required

'

some works to be effected, or disinfection to bo
performed, to render them safely habitable.

The report next refers to the writer’s com-
munications with Mr. Ayrton and other parties

respecting tbe lakes in Victoria Park, and the

improved regulations for bathing, and states that
j

after a good deal of correspondence, the lakes

haveliecn cleansed, and are no longer injurious

to health. It also further states that the medical

officer had had an interview and correspondence
with the secretary of the Regent’s Canal Com.
pany as to the cleansing of the canal and basins

leading thereto. Tlio medical officers of Shore-
ditch and Bethnal-green joined him in the appli-

cation, and the result was that tho canal and
basins had been cleansed. During the past year
the mortality had been unusually small. The
sanitary state of the parish generally avos good,
several prosecutions for carrying on offensive

trades having led to their mitigation or abolition.

NEW WESLEYAN CHAPELS FOR THE
METROPOLIS.

A NEW Wesleyan chapel is about to be built

in Oakley. terrace, Old Kent-road, Camberwell,
and the memorial stones, two in number, were
laid on Thursday, the 17tb, by Sir Francis

Lycett and Mr. Lightfoot respectively. The
building will be in the Romanesque style. It

Avill be built of yelloAv stock brick, interspersed

with r-ed, and Avith ornamental stone capitals.

A flight of stone steps leads up to tho entrance,

and over the doorway, Avhich lias n massive cir-

cular projecting heading, aa-iII be a handsome
arched Avindow. Galleries will run all round
the interior, which Avill be fitted with open pcAA's

and a platform pulpit. The building Avill hold
1,000 persons. Underneath tho chapel Avill be a
spacious schoolroom, Avith tea-room and super-
iiUendent’s room adjoining. The entire cost of

I
tho building, including the site, Avill be 6,5001.

Air. C. Bt'll, of the Strand, is the architect, and
Alessrs. Wright & Goodchild,of Croydon, are the
builders, their contract amounting to 4,515L

Sir Frauois Lycett incidentally stated iloring

the proceedings that tho Alctropolitan Chapel
Building Fund, aided by other grants, was about
to be made use of for tho purpose of erect-

ing fifty chapels in the metropolis Avithin

ten years, and that Avithiu the last three years

eleven chapels had been built, and sites had
been secured for twenty additional chapels in

different parts of London, several of which
would shortly be proceeded Avith. The sum of

170,0001. had already been spent in the erection

of these chapels and the purchase of sites for

others.

NEW POLISH NATIONAL AIUSEUM.

Ne.a.r the little town of RappersAvyl, on the
Lake of Zurich, rises tho steep rock Avhose

summit is crowned by the ruined castle, the

cradle of the house of Habsburg. It has lately

undergone complete restoration, aud is intended

to be the seat of the new “ Polish National

Museum,’’ founded by Count Platci*. In the castle-

yard an iron and brouzed monumental column,

surmounted by tbe Polish eagle, has been erected,

to indicate to the visitor the future desbioation

of the building, and to denote likcAvise tbe fact

that Polish “ nationality ” has found an asylum
ou the liospitable soil of Switzerland. In a long

succession of halls and rooms is aiTanged a col-

lection of archmological and numismatical

mementos of Polishhistory—sculpture, paintings,

weapons, old manuscripts of kings and distin-

guished men of the Polish nation
;
amongst the

latter of which wo find the correspondence and
,

testament of Kosciusko, and the monster i

address {120 ft. long, and covered with 100,000
!

signatures') of the English people to the Poles in i

the year 1831. Tho collection also contains ,

Polish standards and colours of different ages,

the glass di-inking-cnp presented by the city of .

Dantzigto King John Sobieski, and other equally i

valnablo objects. The catalogue numbers at .

present but 500 different articles, nearly half of i

tliem relating to tho revolution of 1S30; but ,

relics of Polish history continue to flow in almost

daily from all parts of the Avorld.

PRESENTATION TO THE CHAPEL OP
THE NEW LAAIBETH WORKHOUSE.
Tue new Lambeth workhouse, which has now •

for a considerable time been in course of erec- i

tion, has been at length completed, and is in.

tended to be opened shortly. At tho meeting of

.

the guardians last week, a letter was read from t

Mr. Henry Doulton, son of the lato Air. Dnulton,-,';

who had been chairman of the Board for many|;

years, and who died recently, to tho effect that ^

the family were desirous of placing an organ in

tho chapel of the new Avorkbouse as a metnoria||:

of the deceased. The offer was unanimou8l3^
accepted, and the organ will at once be erected,

and placed in the chapel in anticipation of its
,

opening.
j

STATUE OP SIR JAAIES OUTRAAI.
jA FINE equestrian statue, in bronze, by .1. IT. I

Foley, R.A., has been erected temporarily in

Waterloo.place, between the Guards’ Alonument
and the Duke of York’s Column. The monnsi
ment represents Sir James in tho act of suddenly '

reining in his charger, and leaning with his i

right hand on the horse’s quarter, looking back,,^

as in a moment of excitement, gazing eagerly at i

some object that has attracted his attention!'

behind him.

Tlie expression of his face is very fine, and the i

attitude most effective, being unstrained, bold,

and life-like. The horse is finely modelled, toofli

the neck conti-aoted, and tbe head curbed quickly
'

in, the partially-open mouth and expandinai!

nostrils being particularly true to nature.

The general appearance of the statue is i

extremely good from all points of view, and

that is very high praise. The work is cast bv
Alessrs. Masefield & Co., and is sharply defined,

the veins on the horeo’s neek, fnr instance, and

the flowing main and tail, being, ns details 1

ought to be, bold, and yet unobtrusive.

RAIN-WATER TANKS.
Sill,—I have had rain-Avater tanks with filter.a

beds on the principle described and delineated -

by Air. Dinwiddy, constructed and in use for >

many years, but instead of the small receptacle
for the uufiltered water, I provide a space of

'

larger size, equal to, if not greater than, that pro- r

Tided for the filtered supply. Air. Dinwiddy
;

would find his receptacle fill faster in a hcavy^;

shower of rain than the Avater could get through •

a good compact filter, and thus be liable to -J

overfloAV. I divide an oblong tank into two '

nearly equal divisions, that for receiving the r

rain immediately from the pipes being the i

largest. Across the bottom is a trench sunk in ;

tho floor, and filled with sand and gravel
;
from ;

the bottom of this trench, or filter-bed, rises the i

partition which separates the two qualities of ’

water, having small holes close to the bottom,.!

tlirongh which the water gets from one side of :

the filter-bed to the other. The water is thus )

made to descend through a bed of sand and i

gravel on one side of the partition, and ascend i

through a similar bed ou the other. As the

pnrity of the water depends greatly on the slow- •

ness of this movement, the larger reservoir for i

tbe unfiltered water is thus a great advantage, '

and also prevents disturbance of the filter-beds,

which would inevitably (;ccur in a narrow, con- '

fined space, such as that shown in Air. Dinwiddy’s

plan. Wir>Li.\M IIav.

PROFESSIONAL INQUIRIES.
SiR^—AVill any of yoar readers inform me if there is •

anythinc unreasonable, or out of the usual course of tho

profession in an architect providing bills of quantities for f

certain works, and notifying the sarveyor'a fee at the end

of tho said bill ?

Also, pravidfd the bnilder requires a second set of draw- i

ings and specification, is tho architect justified in making

an extra charge fop same, or notifying tbe same on >ho '

bills of quantities? -L
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"AKOHITEOTS AND TnEOLOGY."
|3iB,—It appears to me that the criticisms made
[ your correspondent “ Protestant,” in last

lek's guilder, on Mr. G. G. Scott’s paper read
loro the Lincoln Architectural Society (where

!

,t gentleman alludes to chancel-screens), are
le of tho mark. Mr. Scott most carefully
)lainerl his reasons for protecting the chancel
'm profanation by a high screen, and added
jkt “ there would be less objection, artistically,

|a low screen, if we woi’e allowed to erect over
(a rood-beam and a rood.” Mr. Scott may
iisibly have referred to the rood complete, but
pir ooirespondent has assumed the term neces-
ily to imply the representation of the Cruci-
on with tho figures of St. John and St. Mary
the sides. Whereas, a broader meaning for
I term is simply a cross (Saxon, rode), and
re are many churches in England where
:se have been erected within tho last twenty
irs either over the chancel-ecreen or on a
im

j so there is no noveltij hero. With respect
the crucifix and tho attendant figures, it is

iculb, perhaps, to got over the prejudice
sting in many minds on account of their use
Eloman Catholic churches. I fail, however, to
that any doctrinal point is involved in the

iption of tho rood complete, and nothing can
0 greater dignity and impressiveness to the
oshold of tho chancel. For every msthetio
son, and from a coramon-sense point of view,
ligh chancel-screen, designed so as to be as
m os possible, is most desirable. Screens are
Suable aids to the architect: they afibrd scale
3the interior, servo to connect one part with
t other, and, in the case of tho rood-screen,
.jtainly give the appearance of extra length to

j church. There is no room for doubt on this
ter point, because iu those cathedrals where
ly have been swept away (Durham, a notable
iance) tho building appears shorter than
lore the alteration. I am, of coarse, aware
.t these cathedral screens were not per-
ated : still, the same principle holds good,
ere is a successful modern chancel-screen of
»5S to Mr. Street’s noble church of All Saints,
fton, which is surmounted by a floriated cross

y 5 but, considering the elaborate character
she accessories, the crucifix, &c., would, archi-
•turally speaking, be an improvement. Really,
trchitects of the English communion are to bo
dged in tho narrow grooves dictated by
ra-Protostantism, they will have to dispense
pgether with many beautiful ornaments to
[irches perfectly harmless in themselves, and
ose only fault (if fault it be) is that they are
jo used iu Roman Catholic churches. Pugin,
h his characteristic acuteness, readily saw
artistic value of high screens.

Edmund B. Fkrrev.

THE BOROUGE SURVEYORSHIP OF

I

SOUTHAMPTON.
fnE special committee, to whom Mr. Lemon’s
cer requesting that his position for the future

bo considered, with the view of making
di mutual concessions, without increase of
pry, as would satisfy tho council and himself,
3 referred, lias reported that, at a meeting of

}
committee, tho following propositions were

jmitted by the surveyor :

—

l8t. Increase of salary to Mr. Morgan to 130?. per
um

;
2nd. Appointment of -writing-elerk at a salary of

per week; 3rd. Borough surveyor to bo allowed a
suiting practice as a sanitary engineer out of the
ough.”

rhe surveyor added the following reasons why
said his applications should bo acceded to :

—

Ist. The execution of capital works to the value of
104?, including the Schools of Scinco and Art; 2nd.
l.C. works, lO.oflOi.

;
3rd. Saving by Mr. Guillaume’s

uy per annum, 100?. ; 4th. Saviuc by srwago works at
Iform. 800?.; 6tli. ElRcient performance of general
ios

;
6tli. Largo and important works at Portswood, in

future
; 7lh. Large saving by private improvements.’

Che committee saw no reason for departing
m the existing aiTangeraeuts made upon Mr.
tnon’s appointment as to private practice. At
urther meeting of the committee Mr. Lemon
^e tho following propositions :

—

The borough surveyor may have consulting practice
of the borough, the necessary staff for official work
y to be provided by the board. 2. To go back to the
le arrangement rs with my predecessors, viz., 250?. permm salary

;
to be paid extra for all new works and all

tters in connection therewith, with private practice ol
kinds wiiliout the borough. 3. Increase of salary on
10 conditions as to staff in ifo. 1 j

three years’ arrange-
Dt in every case.”

Che committee resolved unanimously that,
on condition Mr. Lemon would agree to con.
ue in hia office as at present for three years

at least, from the present time, they recommend
the Urban Sanitary Authority to increase his
salary 1001. per annum. It was also resolved
unanimously to recommend the increase of Mr.
W. B. Morgan’s (the assistant surveyor) salary
30Z. per annum; and, further, having regard to
the duties in the snrveyor’s department, they
recommended that Mr. Lemon be authorised to
employ a clerk in his office at a salary not ex-
ceeding 30J. per annum. Mr. Lemon stated that
he accepted tho condition referred to in the
resolution relative to himself.

THE DISPUTE IN THE BUILDING
TRADE.

Although it is by this time a twice-told tale,

we must record that at a general meeting of the
members of the Central Association of Master
Builders, held last week, at 2, Westminster,
chambers, Mr. B. Hannen in the chair, the
following resolutions were declared to bo carried
by a majority of the meeting ;

—

"1. That, considering all the circumstances of the
trade, the association recommends its members to con-
tinue to pay wages in shops and yards at twelve o’clock
on Saturdays

;
and at out-door jobs, the payment ofwages

to take place as soon after that hour as practicable,
according to distance.

2. That wages at the rate of 9d. per hour be paid from
and after the first Saturday in August next.”

Tho adoption of tho above resolutions con-
cedes the full demands of the men, and averts
the threatened strike. We have received a
number of letters which serve to show that the
action of the Association is not regarded with
very friendly feelings throughout the country.
The following will servo as an example.

“SAVE ME FROM MY FRIENDS.”
Sir,

—

“ 111 fare.s the trade, to threat’ning ills a prey,
Wheve wealth increases, and the men decay.”

I have ventured slightly to alter Goldsmith

—

the " men ”
fairly representing tho present

condition of a large class known as “ small
builders.” I unfortunately belong to that class,
and have been laying the flattering unction to
my soul, that tho Master Builders’ Association
was defending the interests of the trade in gene-
ral, but I have suddenly awoke to the great fact
that they are defending the interests of the trade
in particular, in other vfords, of tho “wealth”
which increases.

It now transpires that these gentlemen who
get all the cream of the trade and of the prices,
finding themselves too busy to resist the demand
of the men, without arbitration accede to their
request,—a request which they, with the class
of work and the prices they are fortunate
enough to obtain, can perhaps afford to pay,
but which, with the hard-fought competition of
small works among a class who do not always
pay 203. in the pound, is simply ruin to the man
who tries to conduct a respectable business,
paying a full price for the labour he employs,
rather than be suspected of “ oppressing the
hireling in his wages.”

An Enemy to Comdinations.

BUILDERS AND THEIR MEN.
Last week, James Fitzgibbons, a labourer, residing at

56, Devonshire-street, Lisaon-grovo. was summoneif to
Morylebone police-court by George Bjfield, of 5, Egbert-
terrace, St. Georga’s-roart, Regent’s Park, contractor,
For that be did unlawfully molest and obstruct the said

George Byfield by following him from place to place with
a view to coerce the siiid George Bjfleld, against the
statute, &c. Complainant proved that he was a sub-
contractor under Messrs. Welbourne, the builders, to do
certain brickwork at Kilbum, and that ha employed
defendant, amongst others, as labourer, and that on
J une 25, when the men were going to breakfast they came
in a body and asked for an increase of a hairpeuiiy per
hour upon what they had previously received, making in
the whole 6d., which he refused to give, when the defend-
ant, with others, said they had work in the country and
wanted their money, which was not given them, and that
on the next morning the defendant and four or five others
came about ten o’clock and again asked the complainant
for their money, which he refused to give them until one
of the Messrs. Welbourne returned. Themes after using
some threats, went away, and did not return until half-
past one, when the defendant was taken to the police-
station, and tho inspector refused to take the charge but
advised a summons. Mr. Pain, in cross-examination,
ehcited that tho men only came for moner that was
actually due to them, that they were employed only by the
hour, and that he had a right t i discharge them at anymoment by paying up to the end of the hour then broken
into, and that on tho 26th, when defendant and others
came, complainant told them to wait until one of the
Messrs. Welbourne came, and that they asked for money
so as not to stop on the premises, and that ho gave them
Is. to get some beer. At this stage Mr. D’Eyncourt sug-
gested to Mr. Pain that he had carried his cross-examina-
tion quite far_ enough, and as it was admitted the men
could be dismissed at any moment by the master, it Wi.s

nothing but fair the men should have the same privilege
and that they ought then to have been paid. And that
although there might be faults on both sides, he did not
think that this was a case to which the Act applied, and
dismissed the summons.

CHURCHES OVER RAILWAYS.
SiR,--l8eein your journal of tho 12th instant that tho

Marquis of Westminster, on the occasion of laying tho
foundation-stone of a new church at Kiiightsbridge, is
reported to have stated that this was the first instance of
a church built over a railway. Will you allow me to stato
that such is not the case, as I myself watched with much
interest similar difficulties cleverly overcome some four or
five years back, on tho building of St. Paul's Church-,
St. Leonard’s-on-Sea, immediately over the Hastings
Tunnel,—this in very shifty, bad soil. The depth from the
bottom of the foundations to the crown of tho tunnel must
be about tho same as in the ease you referred to. Tho
architect was Mr, John Newton. - There is uo vibration
experieuced, and no settlement baa occurred. K.

AN ARCHITECT’S CHARGES.
At the Sussex Assizes, held at Lewes last week, a case

(Hill V. Money) was heard before Mr, Baron Pigott, and
presented some features of interest to the profession Mr
Garth, Q.C.. appeared for tho plaintiff; Mr, Diiv, Q.C.'
for the defendant. The action was brought by an archi-
tect residing at Brighton, against a surgeon practising
at Brighton, to recover for work and services rendered^
and on an account stated. Tho plaintiff, Mr. John Hill
said, th.at hearing the defendant had taken a piece of
ground of the Brighton town council, he spoke to him ia
reference to what he meant to do with it. In September,
1870, he wrote to him a letter (produced), in which he
offered to prepare plans and specifications, take out quan-
titles, and generally to superintend the work, for a eom-
mission of li per cent., the commission usually charged
by the profession being 6 per cent. Dr. Money subsc-
quently brought him a sketch for a single house, on
which he prepared plans and specifications, which were
approved. The Doctor then brought him fresh
sketches of buildings to occupy tho land, from which
plans were prepared, which wero also approved
of. The Doctor afterwards said he would have three
houses erected in carcase, and for these witness got out
plans, specifications, and quantities, and advertised for
tenders. The lowest tender was 2,582?., which tho
defendant thought was too much, and then instructed
witness to furnish him with plans of tho houses finished,
the height of the rooms to be reduced, and tho character
of the buildings to be altered generally, so as to diminish
the cost of erection. This necessitated an entirely new
set of plans, specifications, and quantities. When these
were prepared, a Mr. Kemp, a builder, of Brighton, took
the contract at S.filrl/., to be paid by acceptances. He
had to employ Drake’s Concrete Company, of London, to
do tho walls

;
but as they required cash, Messrs. Drako

arranged direct with Dr. Money, and tracings were sup-
plied to them, for which ho charged 16?. 10s. Cross-
examined by Mr. Day : Had been in busioess nearly a
year when he begau working for Dr. Money. Defendant
never gave him any idea that he was only prepared to
spend 4,000?., aud that tho plans must bo prepared accord-
ingly. Messrs. Drake commenced their portion of the
the work under the builder, but afterwards arranged
to be paid by Dr. Money. One or two minor itemsm the account having been admitted or withdrawn
by the learned gentlemen engaged in tho case, tho
charges ia dispute were resolved into two, viz,, 10? 10s
for the tracings supplied to Messrs. Drake, and
25?. 15s,, being at tho rate of 1 per cent., or two-thirds of
the commission originally agreed upon, on tho carcases of
three houses which plaus bad been abandoned by defend-
ant. Mr. Henson, an architect, with offices in Brighton-
said ho had heard tho evideoca of the plaintiff. His
charge of U per cent, was very moderate. The rule of
the profession was, that if plans were prepared by an
architect and not approved of, they wero not charged for
if he carried out tho work on substituted plans

j
but if d

client brought skotches from which an architeet’prepared
plans, ho would certainly charge for them. The charge
of ten guineas for tho tracings supplied to Messrs Drake
was rather high

;
half that sum would have been enough

Mr. Day, in a caustic speech, ridiculed the idea of the
defendant emploving a young aud unknown architect
to do what ho liked with a piece of ground, without
saying how much ho intendeij to spend; or of an
architect, who understood his business, preparing plans
and being quito ignorant of the limit of cost be
was to go to. He also condemned in strong terms
the conduct of the plaintiff iu serving Dr, Money with
a debtor's summons, knowing full well that a gentleman
in the defendant’s position would agree to almost
any compromise rather than bo made a bankrupt.
As regarddd tho fracings supplied to Drake and Co., ihe
fact was tboynever required them, and the plaintiff could
give no date or evidence that he hud ever suppbod them.
Messrs. Drake simply continued the work on the same
drawingswich which they commenced, lookingafterwards
however, to Dr. Money for payment instead of to Kemp
The different plans were prepared by plaintifl’at his owo
suggestion, ho being, as was perhaps natural, anxious to
get business. The defendant was called, and deposed
that the various alterations made ia the plans were pro-
posed by the plaintiff. When the work was about two-
thirds completed, it was arranged for him to pay Messrs.
Drake direct, and there was no necessity for fresh plans.
When he was served with a debtor summons, he paid 51?.,
gave a bill for lOO?., and agreed to leave the balance for
reference. Tho learned judge said that this was one of
those cases which ought never to be brought before
juries for settlement. The jury, after a short consulta-
tion, returned a verdict for tho plaintiff for 25?. 15s

,
but

disallowed the item of 10?. lOs. Baron Pigott peremp-
torily declined to certify for costs.

^

St. Alban’s Abbey.—The restoration o' St.
Alban’s Abbey, before long, it is said, will have
to be suspended, as the greater pi.rt of tho
15,0001-. already collected fiir repair, Los been,
expended, and subscriptions c me in u.ore s'owly
than was hoped by its promo'.ers.
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“THE TUNNELS UNDER THE
MERSEY.”

SiSj—In yoar issue of the 12th a correspondent

fiuggests it would be an improvement if the

tunnels under the Mersey were made inclined in

opposite directions, and I suggest in furtherance

of that object, and for its successful application,

and free from all objections, that at a distance of

about 200 yards from the end of each tunnel at

the lowest level, there be a reverse gradient to

overcome the diflerenco in levels at each

terminus, between the arrival and departure

platforms, and thereby obviating the necessity

of steps between those platforms.

Stud. Inst. C.E.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Pipe-and-Lyde.—The dilapidated, but interest-

ing old parish church of Pipe-and-Lyde has
been undergoing almost total demolition, in pre-

paration for a rebuilding or restoration. The
nave and tower have been entirely razed to the

ground, but the materials will, as far as possible,

bo made available in the building which is to be
put up, aud in which all the original features
will be reproduced. The corner stone of the
new tower has been formally laid by the bishop
of the diocese. The restoration is being carried
out from plans prepared by Mr. Kempson, archi-

tact, by skilled workmen, under the immediate
personal supervision and direction of the vicar,

the Rev. F. T. Havergal. A new school has
lately been built in the parish at the cost of Mr.
Havergal.

Lindmo .—The foundation-stone of St. John’s
Church, Lindow, has been laid. The church,
which will bo built from the designs of Mr. J.

W. Beaumont, of Manchester and of Wilmslow,
will consist of a nave, 52 ft. long, 30 ft. wide,
and about 37 ft. high to the ridge inside. The
entrance to the nave will be by a porch at the
south-west corner, and in connexion with this

porch there will be a bell-turret with wooden
belfry, about 42 ft. high. The chancel will be
18 ft. long by 16 ft. wide, raised two steps above
the nave, and on the south side of the chancel
there will be an organ-chamber and vestry,
Tinder which will be a vault for the heating
apparatus. The nave will be divided by a
central passage, 4 ft. wide, with benches on
either side, containing sittings for 234 adults and
22 children. The building will be of the Early
English style. The roof of the nave will be
divided into five bays, all the timbers showing,
and the space between the spars plastered. The
chancel will have a boarded roof. The exterior
facing will be of Kerridge parpoiuts, with
Alderley stone dressings, and the interior will

be faced with plaster. The total cost of the
building will be about 2,000h The contractor is

Mr. Benjamin Haywood, of Alderley Edge.
Walsall. —The building committee interested

in the erection of St. George's Church have
resolved to commence the work forthwith, and
have accepted the tender of Mr. Adkins, of this

town, for the erection of the nave and aisles,

and the putting-in of the complete foundations,

for 5,1601. Fur the erection of the entire

building, less the tower, there were originally

eeven tenders, the lowest (Mr. Adkins) being
7,375^., and the highest 9,0001. The total of the
contribntions promised is now nearly 4,0001.

Helperthorpe.—St. Peter’s, Helperthorpe, on
the Yorkshire Wolds, has been opened for divine
service. The church is one more addition to the
numerous list of churches founded, rebuilt, or
restored at the sole cost of Sir Tatton Sykes,
Bart., of which two others, Lutton and Kirby-
Grindalythe, are in progress, and a new one is to

bo founded at Duggleby. The church, which is

in the Early English style, and elaborately deco-
rated, is from the pencil of Mr. G. W. Street, R. A.,
and consists of tower (with steeple and stair,

bearing the effigy of St. Peter), porch, nave,
chancel, and vestry, the whole of the windows
being filled with painted glass, by Clayton &
Bell. The edifice, which is very prominently
situated, is approached by a lytch-gate (at the
entrance to a graveyard, not yet consecrated),
ttnd surmounted by a Latin cross. Foliated
crosses also mark the gables of the nave and
chancel. The nave both north and south has
two two-light windows, and the chancel on the
south has the same, and on the north one two-
bght window. The bright red tiles make the
chnroh a conspicuous object in the landscape.
The interior is of ashlar work of Whitby stone,
the open roofs of chancel (panelled) and nave,
With the panelled floor of the belfry, being de-

corated in every part. The chnrch is warmed by
hot air. The floors are paved with coloured
tiles. The builder was Mr. Booth, of London,
but the wall surrounding the churchyard was by
Messrs. Simpson & Malone, of Hull.

Longford, near Coventry. — The foundation-
stone of a new church at Longford, to be called

St. Thomas’s, has been laid by Mr. H. W. Eaton,
M.P. The church is to be built from designs
supplied by Mr. John Cotton, of Birmingham,
and will be built by Mr. W. Nelson of Dudley.
It will comprise nave, with aisle on the north
side

j
chancel, with organ-chamber and vestry,

also on the north side. There will be a tower
and spii-e at the north-west angle of the building,

the lower portion of which will form the porch.
It will be built of red brick, the internal facing
being of biiff-colonred pressed bricks, obtained
from Nuneaton. The stone dressings are being
executed partly in Attleborough and partly in

Box-ground Bath stone. The roof, which will be
open, will be covered with brindled-coloured
plain tiles, and the accommodation will be
for 300 persons. The cost of the building will

be nearly 3,000J.

Brackley.—The parish church has been re-

opened. The chief feature of the restoration,
which, so far has only been partial, is the entire
re-seating of the church, with open seats of
pitch pine, in place of the old-fashioned pews.
In removing the old flooring, it was discovered
that dry rot prevailed from the porch to the
altar, and that fungi had floui’ished beneath it

to a great extent. Upon the opening of the
,
flooring the odour was offensive, and it must
have been very unhealthy before the alteration
was made. The tower arch, an example of
Early English work, which had been obscured
by the double disfigurement of plaster and a
west gallery, has been opened up by the re-
movalofboth. The advantage of this improve-
ment is enhanced by its revealing the deeply-
splayed single-light tower window, which has
been filled in with stained glass representing
St. Peter, the patron saint of the church. The
oak roof of the tower chamber is also shown.
The masonry of the arches and pilla''8 has
been uncovered and scraped. The walls of the
church, which are plastered, have been cleaned.
The reredos is the work of Mrs. Thicknesse.
It is appliqud work in imitation of marble and
encaustic title work. The d-sign was furnished
by the architect of the restoration, Mr. C.
Bather, Shrewsbury. The western window of
the south aisle has been filled in with stained
glasa. The design is Christ blessing little

children. The cost of the restoration is be-
tween 5001. and 6001. The work has been
carried out, under the snperintendence of Mr.
Bather, by Mr. William Hawkins, of Brackley.

Moseley. — The new church, at Park-hil4
Moseley, which is being built by Mrs. Anderton,
willaccommodat6 400 persons,—254 in the nave,
50 in the north aisle, 66 in the south aisle,

and 30 in the chancel. An organ-chamber and
vestry are also provided, on the south side of the
chancel. The exterior of the building is faced
with red Hampstead stone, and the dressings
are worked out of gray Ombersley, Box ground,
and gray Bromsgrove stone. The dressing of
the interior are formed oat of Corsham Down,
gray Ombersley, and gray Bromsgrove atone,
the walls being plastered. All the arches, re-

sponds, and piers of arcades are of Corsham
Down and gray Ombersley atone. The two prin-
cipal entrances are m the tower, which is

situated on the north-west aide of the bui'ding,
aud the west wall of the nave. The parapet of
the tower rises to a height of 80 ft., from
tho floor of the nave, and will be completed
without a spire. An octagonal turret, with
circular steps, is provided for access to the
tower, and ic will be finished with a spiral

turret, rising to a height of about 100 ft. from
the ground level. The roofs will be tiled.

The building was commenced last October, and
when completed, will cost about 6,000J. The
architect is Mr. F. Preedy, London

;
the con-

tractor, Messrs. J. Wilson & Son, Birmingham;
and the clei'k of the works, Mr. C. Noble,
Sparkbrook.

Cheshunt.—The pariah chnrch of St. Mary’s,
Cheshunt, which for the last nine months has
been undergoing an extensive process of repair,
restoration, and enlargement, has been reopened.
The work of restoration has necessarily been of
an extensive character. The galleries have been
done away wich. A modem floor in the lower
part of the tower has also been removed. The
west window, which had been bricked up for

centuries, is now restored, and the centre light

is filled in with stained glass presented by Miss
Mardell. The subject is John the Baptist. Thf
other parts of the window are filled in with
cathedra! glass. Two other windows in the
north and south sides of the tower are stil

bricked up. The tower aud chancel archesl

and the arches and coinmns of the nave, havt
been restored. The ancient rood-lufb has beet-

opened out. The nave and aisles have been re
plastered. The nave roof has been taken off

and all the decayed parts replaced with
sound timber. The roofs, which were formerlj
concealed by a plaster ceiling, are now exposeo
to view. The old oak rafters were used again
but all the tie-beams, ridges, and intermediate!

are new. The deficiency caused iu the uumb«
of sittings by the remoral of the galleries bat
been made up by the addition of a new soutl

chancel aisle, containing open sittings for up
wards of 100 persons. Tho new aisle oontaim
four windows. The chancel roof, %vhich is eu
tirely new, has been raised, and a clearstory btl|

been added, containing six two-light windowji
The east window has been restored and enlarge^
A north arcade has been opened out in antioipai

tion of an extension corresponding with that 0)i

the south side of the chancel. There is a neii

pulpit, by Hitch, of London, of carved oak, oii

a base of Caen stone. All the other new car^H
has been done by Mr. Ruddock, of Loudon.
organ has been enlarged and improved b '

Messrs. Speechly Ingra.m, of London, at .•

cost of about 2601. It now stands at the
end of tho north aisle of the nave, bat the prci

posed north chancel aisle is designed as its u^
mate resting-place. The works have beei
carried out by the contractor, Mr. Bell, -ci

Saffron Walden. Mr. Thomas Booth was oleflj

^ of the works. The total amount expended
j'l

about 3,650J. There is a debt of between 900'

and IjOOOJ. on the present contract, which 1

attributed to the great rise in materials an
wages, and also to the dilapidated condition*
the church before the restoration.

Leatherhead .—The parish church, after havnri

been closed for six weeks, has been reopenetj

having undergone some alteiations and repain!

The upper west gallery, where the organ foil

merly stood, has been done away with, and th,

organ itself, having been rebuilt aud enlargel

by Walker & Son, of London, has been placed ij

a new chamber on the north side of ihe clmncai

The old vestry has been pulled down, and a nei

one built, and a new north entrance has bes)

made in place of the old porch. The vestrj'

organ-chamber, i&c., are built of black flints, wit

Doulting stone dressings. Several other ptt
of the interior have been repaired and i-GnovaSI
and all the old high-backed pews have give

place to oak seats of the modern open }iatt6nn

These works have been executed by Mesart'

Goddard & Son, of Farnham, at a cost of abot’

1,300Z. Heating apparatus has been suppli®!

by Mr. Green, of Epsom. The chancel has heej

reseated, and paved with Godwin’s tiles. Thes-

is a new reredos erected, at the cost of tbi

parishioners, to the memory of the Rev. D
ClapsoD, M.A., thirty-five years vicar of tb

church. The reredos, which was designed bl

Mr. A. Blomfield, of Cavendish-square, an

erected by Messrs. Earp, is in alabaster an

marble, with mosaic backtfrouud. There is t

central fignre of our Lord between the tw

disciples of Emmans, aud on each side ar

figures of two angels bearing emblems of th

Passion.

Coundoii.—A now church has been ennsoersieii

at Goundou, near Bishop Auckland. The edifici

is built of stone, obtained from Westerton
in the immediate neighbourhood. The buildin;

is situated on an eminence. Tho archireefc wa
Mr. Ewan Christian, of London, and the con

tractor, Mr. Ralph Sanderson, of Durh.atn. Th

style of architecture adopted is tluit of the Earl;

English, and the edifice consists of a nave an;

north aisle, and a chancel, svhioh is apsidal wit

'

a vestry, and a large porch at the uorth-wes

side. Five small lancet windows in the chance

have been filled in with stained glass, by lli

Wailes, of Newcastle, the subjects being tb.

scenes of the Passion of our Lord. The cost ha

been defrayed by Mr. Colliugwood L. Wood, i

addition to his liberal subscription. The eburc-

will seat 530 persons
j
200 of the sittings apprij

priated, and 330 free. The cost of the ereotio-

of the church, which is dedicated to St. Jamei

has been upwards of 3,000i.

Cheltenham.—A vestry meeting has been heb

to receive a report of a committee appointed t

consider the question of the pariah churcl

restoration. The committee had called in tb
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laistanco of Mr. Ewan Christian, architect to

10 Ecclesiastical CommisaiooerB, who had
iportcd on the snbjeot of the parish church
Btoration, strongly discountenancing any exten.

an of the building, but recommending the
pair and restoration of the ancient fabric at a
ist of about 4,200J., and the erection of a new
lurch on another site if further accommodation
as required. The committee’s report was in

iioordance with tliat of the architect, and recom-
ended the acceptance of Mr. Christian's specifl.

ktions for the restoration and the erection of a
irge church on a site to be hereafter decided
i. The report of the committee was approved
in its entirety. As the now church is expected

I cost from 12,0001. to 15,0001., the total amount
quired to carry out the proposal of the com.
iitteo will bo little less than 20

,
0001 .

Bere Bejis.—Winterbourne Kingston Church
^s been reopened for divine service after a
[Btoration. The entire work has involved the
j:penditure of 1,5001. The church, “ or chapel
I ease,” as Ilutchins designates the building, is

knstructod of flint witli stone dressings. It

ksists of a nave, chancel, western tower, north
ale, vestry, and porch, the work embracing the
Section of the now aisle and vestry, the restora-

m of the masonry of the old walla, tower, &c.,

le building of new buttresses, the clearing away
^ the old roofs, pews, and galleries, and the
ibstitution of plain deal sittings in the nave,
lid oak in tho chancel. The removal of the old

6w8 and replacing them with convenient open
lats has been effected at a gain of eighty-six
Iditional sittings. The roof has been raised
id the tower repaired, whereby, together with
«o general restoration of tho rest of the
irncture and the addition of the north aisle and
estry, St. Nicolas has boon rendered more con-
imient. The stone used both for the old and
'

5w works is Ilam-hill. Tho aisle is divided
lom tho nave by a stone arcade. The reredos,

>gether with a painted glass window, the latter

presenting the subject of the Resurrection, is

tribute to tho memory of the late Mrs. Michel.
' two-light window has also been erected by the
esent family. The east window of the aisle

ill also be filled in with stained glass, to mark
le position of tho Muston aisle, which belonged
t the Rev. N. Bond, the proprietor of that por.
on of the parish. The chanoel stalls are of

nglish oak, and have carved ends. The chancel
•oil has moulded caps and bosses. The old
ulpit and the font have been retained, but the
slls iu the tower have been rohung, and a new
>wor roof and floor fixed, resting on stone
Drbels. The doors of the chm-ch are of oak, in

hall panels. Two curions Purbeck marble
•mbs,—probably of tho thirteenth century,

—

re under the tower. They were in tlie founda-
3u of the north wall that was raised to the
•ound. Five others can bo traced in the
undation of the south wall, which is still

anding. A number of small crosses, of which
le or two remain in the vestry, were discovered
uongst the rubble in tho wall. There also

.mod up during the progress of the excavations
curious holed stone, the use of which is

nch disputed by antiquaries. A similar one
IS been found at Bindon, and is now in tho
issession of Mr. E. J. Weld, of Lulworth Castle,
r. Gordon nills expressed an opinion that this

one was used for the purpose of receiving oil

id wick, lighted in honour of some saint on
irtain occasions. The work of restoration has
;en carried out, according to plans prepared by
r. G. E. Street, R.A., who designed the London
iw Courts

;
and Messrs. Wellspring & Son,

lilders, Dorchester, were tho contractors,

essrs. Clayton & Bell filled in the east window
1th stained glass, and they will fix similar
azing in a window of the nave, besides that in

10 aisle. The remainder of the glazing is of
vthedral glass with a tinted border. The
•rving,—not extensive or elaborate,—has been
tecuted by Mr. B. Grassby, ecclesiastioal

iulptor, Dorchester.

Heiijhington.—At a public mooting, steps have
Jen taken to restore the parish church of Heigh-
gton. A committee has boon appointed, and
.ans, by Mr. Ewan Christian, approved of.

he estimated cost was 1,878Z. bub it was stated
lab at least 15 per cent, would require to be
ided for rise in the price of labour, although
le chairman very much doubted its sufiBciency.
bout 1,4001. have been conditionally promised,
he restoration of the bower, at a cost of 1661.,
was thought, would have to be postponed,

figh pews and galleries are to be removed,
"curding to the plan, and a new north aisle
rected.

Bugsworth.—The chief stone of St. James’s
church, Bugsworth, Derbyshire, has been laid.

The building occupies a commanding site upon
the turnpike road, situated near the Midland
Railway Station. The church stands due east
and west, and comprises nave, chancel, organ-
chamber (on tho north side of the chancel), and
vestry on the south aide. The chancel finishes
with a semuoctagonal end. The total length
inside walls is 74 ft., of which 21 ft. are in the
chancel. The width of both nave and chancel is

24 ft. 9 in. inside, and the height to the ridge of
the roof, 35 ft. The roof is open inside to the
ridge, the principals and purlins being stained
and varnished, while the bays between are
plastered under the spars. The whole is covered
with slates of varied tints, with enriched ridge
tiles. The roof of the chancel is more elaborate
than that of the nave. Tho chancel floor is well
elevated above the nave floor, and will be laid

with encaustic tiles. AH the Beats (numbering
190) are to be free. The walls are built of stone
from the local quarries, iu random walling, and
the dressings to tho doors and windows are of
Darley Dale stone. Tho windows in the nave
are coupled lancets, and the west and east
windows of tho nave and chancel have tracery,
with buttrossoa to the several walls. A small
boll-cot crowns the west gable. The entrance
to the church is by an ornamental wooden porch
on the south side of the nave. The whole is

estimated to cost about 1,400L The contract is

taken by Mr. Geo. Napier, Manchester, under
the superintendence of the architect, Mr. John
Lowe, Manchester.
Barnard Castle.—The foundation stone of a

new tower to St. Mary’s church has been laid.

Such was tho dilapidated state of tho tower that
it was dangerous to ring the bells, consequently,
for the past three years they have been only
chimed. It was found necessary to pnll down the
old tower altogether, and to erect another on its

site. The designs of Mr. Fowler were accepted,
the contract for the work being taken by Mr.
Kyle, of Barnard Castle. The now tower will

be similar in design to the old one, and will con-
tain a muniment chamber, baptistry, and belfry.

Woodbridge.—It has been resolved to rebench
the church, and remove as much of tho galleries

as tho increased accommodation provided on the
ground-floor will allow.

Brighton.—St. Paul’s Church tower is shortly
to bo completed by the addition of a lantern story,
of octagonal shape, the roof of which will be a
spire, covered with oak shingles, and surmounted
by an ornamental finial and vane. The present
height from the ground is about 80 ft., and the
total height of the church, when completed, will

bo about 150 ft. The architect is Mr. R. Herbert
Carpenter, of London, and tho contractors are
Messrs. G. Cheesman & Co., of Brighton. Four
uew bells have arrived from the foundry of
Messrs. Mears, of London, so that there will be
a peal of eight boUs, independently of the
large one.

Stafford.—The committee for the restoration
of St. Chad’s Church have accepted the tender
of Mr. Fast, builder, Melton Mowbray, for the
work of restoring St. Chad’s Church, and im-
proving the approaches thereto, in accordance
with the plans of Sir Gilbert Soott, architect.

The amount of the contract is 9671.

Playford. — Through the liberality of tho
Marquis of Bristol the chanoel of this church is

about to bo rebuilt from plans prepared by
Mr. R. Makilwaine Phipson, the diocesan archi-
tect. It will be in the Early Decorated style of
architecture, with single lights on the south side,

and a three-light east window. There will be a
moulded south doorway and oak door, and at the
angles of the east end buttresses. The roof will

be of open timber, and of a similar design to the
present, which is much decayed and plastered
over. It will be covered with tiles. The east
gable will have a stone coping and a cross. The
benching will be carved oak. An organ-chamber
and vestry will be built on the north side, also at
the Marquis’s expense. This will communicate
with tho chanoel through a stone arch. The
nave and tower are in a bad state of repair, and
it is to bo hoped that Lord Bristol’s generosity
will induce the paidahioners to put them in good
order.

Tottenham Sai*veyorship.—Mr. John A.
Clements, C.E., of Great Queen-street, West-
minster, and formerly surveyor of the western
district of St. Mary, Islington, has been nnani-
mously elected e'’gineer and surveyor to the
Tottenham Local Board of Health.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BHILDING NEWS.
Nottingham.—Memorial stones, four in number,

have been laid of a new Wesleyan chapel, to be
erected in Tennyson-atreet, Burn.street. It will
be capable of seating 1,000 persons, good pro.
vision being made for free sittings; ample
Sunday-school and class-room accommodation
also secured. The committee have selected Mr.
J. Collyer, of Nottingham, as their architect, and
a contract for the building has been signed for

4,6101., with Mr. Henry Vickers, of Nottingham.
The entire coat will be upwards of 5,0001., and
towards this amount 3,0001. have been promised.
The site of the building is at the junction of
Tennyson-street and Larkdale-street. The style
of architecture adopted is Italian. The outer
walls of the sub.story are to be built of rock,
faced Bulwell-stone, and the remainder is to be
carried out with pressed bricks and stone dress-
ings. The front is divided into centre and side,
wings. The central portion contains three en-
trances, which are approached by a flight of
terrace-stops. The sub-story will contain a
schoolroom, 58 ft. 4 in. by 35 ft.

; bandroom,
25 ft. by 20 ft.; four vestries, each 14 ft. by
13 fc.

;
and rooms for cooking purposes, heat-

ing apparatus, &c. These rooms are 13 ft.

high. The internal dimensions of the chapel
are 100 ft. by 69 ft. The ground floor will

seat 800 persons. The pews are arranged
in the amphitheatre form, the pulpit being the
centre of, and being divided by, four aisles, giving
good space for ingress and egress. The pews
will have reclining backs, book-boards, and hat.
rails.

Dedham.—A now Congregational chapel hag
been opened for divine service in the village of
Dedham, in the valley of the Stour. Tho new
building, which stands upon the old site, is in

red brick
;
and consists of a chapel, 60 ft. by

39 ft. 6 in.
;
and a schoolroom, 37 ft. by 19 ft.

6 in., which opens into the chapel by three
pointed arches, supported on Bath stone columns
with carved capitals. The school is separated
from the chapel ordinarily by curtains, so as to
be available for use when the latter is crowded.
There is also a gallery across tho end, to which
access Is obtained by a stone staircase in the
tower. In the rear are a class-room, minister’s
vestry, &c., and an organ-chamber recessed from
the chapel, with a boarded roof to assist sound.
The chapel is lighted by two-light windows in
tho side and a rose window in the south gablo.
It is benched throughout with open benches,
stained and varnished, and the side seats are
radiated, so that the entire congregation faces
the minister. The roof is open to the collar and
plastered, allowing a ventilating space above.
That in the chapel is of hammer.beam oou-
struction, and tho principal beams, which show,
are stained and varnished

;
the school roof has

arched ribs. The building is lighted with gas-
The chapel stands in the main street of tbo
village, next the Grammar-school. The walls are
of red brick with points of black brick, the
tracery of the windows, coping, and other
dressings being of Bath stone

;
the roofs are

covered with blue and green slates alternately,

with ornamental ridges. The front elevation is

gabled, and there is one central entrance, and
another in the tower. The architects were
Messrs. Sulman & Rhodes, London; and the
contractors were Messrs. Saunders & Son, of
Dedham. The contract price was 1,588Z. 163 . 6d.,

but there were heavy extras, a streamlet having
to bo diverted, and a culvert and bridge built, so
that altogether the cost has been about 2

,
100 i.

In addition, the organ has been enlarged, ct a
cost of about lOOi., by Mr. Bullen, of Ipawioh.
The congregation have raised 200J. for the repair
of the minister’s house, and towards the building
fund nearly 1,950L have been contributed. The
building was opened last summer and service
has been conducted in it since, bub it has only
just reached completion.

Tunstall.—^The memorial stones of a new
Wesleyan Chapel have been laid at Newchapel.
The chapel ia to be erected in a central position
in the village, tho gift of Mr. Robert Heath.
The dimensions of the chapel internally are 45 ft.

by 36 ft., in addition to which there is to be a
vestibule in front, and a vestry with orchestra
over at the opposite end behind the rostrum.
The accommodation is for 320 sittings, a portion
of which will be free

;
but at any future time

the accommodation can bo increased by a gallery
across the entrance end. The style of the
building will be of Italian character; the mate-
rials to be used are red brioks, with bricks of
other colours introduced for relief. The rostrum
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and orchestra front will bo of pitch-pine, and
the remainder of the woodwork will be of red

deal, stained and varnished. The whole of the

chapel will have pews with doors, with sloping

backs, book-boards, and hat-rails, except those

which are to be free, which will not have doors.

The roof will be covered with slates, ornamentally

arranged. The windows will be glazed with

ground glass with coloured margins. The
warming will be by hot air. The cost of the

building will be about 1,4001. Mr. Geo. B.

Ford, of Bnrslera, is the architect; and Messrs.

Brindley & Critchlow, of Burslem, are the

builders.

Gloucester.— The New Baptist Chapel, in

Brunswick-road, has been opened. The old

building had long been inadequate to the wants
of the congregation, and it was decided to pull

down the adjacent school-room and enlarge the

chapel. Designs were prepared by Messrs.

Serle & Son, architects, of London, and the con-

tract was taken by Messrs. King & Godwin,
builders, of Gloucester. The estimated cost of the
bnilding is 3,0001., and the work was commenced
when scarcely 2,0001. bad been promised. The
building is now complete. A portion of the
facade of the old building has been utilised, and
relief is given to the stonework by some carving
executed by Mr. Henry Frith, of Barton-street.

The ediSce is 67 ft. in length and 61 ft. wide,

being an increase on the dimensions of the old

chapel of 6 ft. in length by 22 ft. in width.

There are galleries on three sides ;
and the organ

is placed in its former position. The chapel will

now hold about a thousand persons.

Hillhouse {Huddersfield).—The corner-stone

of the Hillhouse Free Wesleyan Chapel has been
laid. The site of the chapel abuts upon the old

Halifax and Huddersfield turnpike-road and the

road leading from Edgerton to Fartown, and
within a few yards of the small chapel that has
been used up to the present time. The plans

have been prepared by Messrs. John K-rk A
Sons, architects, Huddersfield and Dewsbory,
and the works are being carried out under their

superintendence. The style of architecture

adopted is Italian. The front will consist of

two doorways, with arched heads, supported by
double stone pilasters on moulded pedestals.

Above these doorways will be a large three-light

window, the two side-lights having moulded
square heads, and the centre one a moulded
circular head. On each side of this window
there will be an ashlar pilaster, carrying two
circular pediments, the upper one being finished

in the centre with a carved and moulded urn.

On each side of these doorways and three-light

windows there will be four wallstone pilasters

from the plinth to the main comice, with a
single-light window between each. The base-

ment of the chapel will be formed into a Sunday-
school, and will consist of three class-rooms,

assembly-room to hold 350 children, kitchen,

coal-place, and heating-apparatus room. This
school will be approached by an outside entrance

and a staircase from the vestibule of the chapel.

The chapel will have a large vestibule, with

right and left hand entrances into the aisles,

and will for the present have no galleries. The
chapel is calculated to seat 300 people on the

ground-floor, and when the galleries are put in

500. The roof of the chapel will be an open-

timbered one. There will be a ventilating-

chamber formed on the top of the collar-beams.

The chapel and school will be warmed with hot

water and lighted with gas. It will be inclosed

with boundary walls and palisades, and will have

two entrance-gateways. The total cost of the

building, including the laying out of the grounds,

will be 3,OOOZ. The names of the contractors

are as follow :—For the masons’ work, Messrs.

Rothery and Sykes
;
joiners’ work, Thos. Walker;

plasterers’ work, David Tunnacliffe & Sons

;

plumbers’ and glaziers’ work, Lidster & Armit-

age
;

painters’ work, J. H. Stuttard
;

slaters’

work, William Goodwin & Sons
;

ironwork,

George Schofield Son
;

all of Hudders-
field.

Hanley .—The corner stone of the new Welsh
Presbyterian Chapel, St. Jobn-street, Hanley,
intended for the use of the Welsh residents of

the district, has been laid by the mayor. The
edifice is sitnated on the west side of St. John-
street. The plan is a parallelogram, the inside

measurement being 48 ft. by 30 ft., and a school-

room 25 ft. by 19 ft. At the back it will provide
sittings for 260 persons. The pews are to be
made of the best pitch-pine, and constructed
upon the most approved modern principle. The
chapel will have two external entrances,—one in

the turret at the north-east angle, the other at

the south-east,—and there will be also communi-
cation internally with the schoolroom. The
pulpit is to be a combination of rostrum and
pulpit, all made of pitch-pine, with perforated

panels, and the communion will be made to

match. The style adopted is the geometrical
Gothic. The side elevations, being hidden to a
great extent by other buildings, are devoid of any
ornament, each having four windows with pointed
heads. The front elevation will be carried out
with best red pressed brick, and Hollington stone
dressings and tracery. The central part of the
front will have a large triple window, and another
doable-light window on one side, both with
ornamental tracery in the head. The south-east

comer buttress ends in a pinnacle. The north-
east angle will have a tower, in w'hich the prin-

cipal doorway is situated, having louvre light

above, and an octagonal slated roof, with battie-

mented cornice; height to top of finial, GO ft.

All the windows are to be ghized with cathedral,
rolled glass with coloured borders. There are
preparations in basement for heating apparatus
and for boiling water, &c. All the woodwork
inside will bo stained and varnished. The whole
contract has been let to Mr. R. Hammersley,
Hanley, the architect being Mr. Richard Owens,
of Liverpool. It is estimated that the total cost

will amount to nearly 1,2001., and the building is

to be completed by November next.

Bramfionl .—The Wesleyans propose to build a
new chapel at Braniford. The new building will

bo in the Italian style, will accommodate 230 (a

schoolroom and vestry at back will hold 125),

and will be erected nearly opposite the Angel
Inn. The cost will approach 6501. The archi-

tects are Messrs. Cattermole and Eade, Ipswich.
The present chapel has been sold.

Macclesfield . — The erection of a Primitive
Methodist Chapel lias been begun in Higgin-
botbam-street, adjoining Christ Church School,

Newtown, and the memorial stones—four iu

number—laid with the usual ceremony. The
chapel, a gable end of which fronts Blackshaw-
street, the principal entrances being from Higgin-
botham. street, will be built in the modern
English style, of brick, with polished stone
facings. The entrance will be by two gable
doors, the arches over which will be supported
by Corinthian pillars, with capitals. The ex-

treme length of the chapel will be 61 ft., width
49 ft., and 83 ft. from floor to ceiling, 5t ft. to

the ridge, and 64 ft. to the top of the terminals
on the spires. A gallery will run round the
interior of the building, which will be fitted np
with open stalls of red deal, providing sitting

accommodation for abonb 700 people. The ceil-

ing will be divided into five compartments,
having three ornamental ventilators, encircled

by cornices in each ; the whole, it is expected,
will be completed at a cost of 2,300Z., of which
sum about 5001. have so far been subscribed.

Mr. James Kerridge, of Wiabeach, is the archi-

tect, the builders being Messrs. Hammond &
Burgess, of Macclesfield.

Stainland .—The new Independent Chapel at

Holywell Green, by Messrs. J. Shaw & Sons, is

now approaching completion. The spire, which
reaches an altitude of over 120 ft., is now ready
for the vane and finial, and the high-pitched
roof is ready for the placing of the ridge-tiles.

Most of the carving on the exterior has been
finished, and the workmen are now engaged
npon that in the interior. Messrs. Walker, Emly,
& Beales, of Newcastle, are the contractors for

this portion of the work. The interior is divided
into nave with aisles, and an organ recess of

about 20 ft. in depth. Tlie nave arcade is of
five bays. All the ehafts are of polished granite,

with carved capitals. All the windows are to be
filled with coloured grained glass, the great five-

light one being stained. The tower, which is in

three stages, has a clock-dial, and over that

deeply. recessed bclfry-wiodows, with carved
capitals. The roof is of open timber work. The
mason has been Mr. Edwards, and the building
has been constructed of !oc.al stone. The pulpit

will be of Caen stone, with polished shafts of

serpentine marble, and carved capitals. A
large organ is to be placed in the recess pro-

vided for it.

Ilunslet .—The comcr-stono of a new cbapel
and school for the Primitive Methodists at

Hunslet has been laid. The new building, which
is commenced in St. Joseph-street, Hunslet, is

intended to take the place of the old chapel in

Waterloo-road, which will be sold. The entire

cost of the now chapel and school, with a house
for minister attached, is estimated to be 5,200Z.,

towards which the sum of about 2,0001. liav-^ been
prom'sed or obtained. The chapel and school

will be erected from designs prepared byMessr
John Kirk & Sons, architects, Huddersfield an
Dewsbury. The basement floor will bo tl

schoolroom, 51 ft. square, and there will I

attached an infants’class-room, two small claa

rooms, and kitchen. The ground-floor will cot

sist of large and small vestries, also the mai
body of the chapel, 68 ft. by 51 ft. The gallei

will extend round the chapel, supported on ornr

mental cast-iron columns, with the gallery fror

moulded and decorated. Tlierewill be seatin

accommodation for 900 persons. The whole c

the pewing and other woodwork is to be of n
deal, stained and varnished. The chapel wi

;

be lighted by means of ornamental sunligh:
' suspended from the ceiling, and will be warms
with hot air. The style of architecture to 1;

adopted is Italian, freely treated, the principr
front being towards Jack-lane. The whole n

the building will be constructed of brick, wit
Gipton ashlar dressings.

Luddendeii Foot .—A new Baptist Chapel is t

be built at Brearley, from pl.ans by Messrs
Horsfall, Wardle, & Patchett. It will be in tk
Lombardic style of architecture. The site >

close to the turnpike-road, and the principi

front gives an entrance, flanked on either sic

by circular-headed windows. Over this is =

largo four-light window, with circular openin'

in the head tracery. At each side of the chapi'

are six windows. In the interior there is a'

entrance vestibule
;
and the chapel, which wh

have an open-timbered roof, will be 50 fc. Ion

by 40 ft. broad. There will bo a rostrum, wit
the baptistery and communion iu front,

circular arch opens into the organ recess

Vestries are on each side of the organ. In thi

rear of the chapel are schools,—that for tk
boys being 26 ft. by 20 ft., and for the girk

30 ft. by 13 ft. i

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Lindley (Huddersfield).—The foimdation-ston:

of a new Sunday-school, belonging to Zio'

Methodist New Connexion Chapel, Liudley, hd
been laid. The site is nearly opposite tk
chapel, and was purchased and presented b
Mr. Wm. Sykes, jun., besides a liberal sur

towards the erection of the building, which i

design is to be in strict keeping with the chape
The committee obtained the plans from tk
architect of the chapel, Mr. Woodhoiise, c

Bolton. The various works required for the ne'

building have been contracted for, and tk
foundations have been dug.

STAINED GLASS.

Cricklurwell Church .—A double lancet windov
has been recently placed in the south transep
of this cliurcb, in memory of the Misses Lathan:
of Crickhowell. The design is taken from th

35th and 36th verses of the 25th chapter o

St. Matthew. On the small rosette, at the to;,

centre, are represented Faith, Hope, and Cliaritj

by their emblems
;
beneath, on a grizzled back

ground, are four female figures, “ Giving moa^
to the Hungry,” “ Drink to the Thirsty,’;

“Clothing to the Naked,” and “Visiting tk
Sick.” The arti.st was Mr. Charles A. Gibbs, o

London. The stonework was re-built by Mr
Owen, of Crickhowell.

Bt. Mary’s, Lichfiehl .—Two other of the light:

in the east window of this church have recontk
been filled with stained glass. The cliief sub:

ject is illustrative of the “ Crucifixion,” and the

lights just added contain representations of tbt

two thieves on the cross. Above the figures oi'

the crosses aro their guardian angels, the face o;

the one beaming with joy, that of the otheii

clouded from view; and whilst the coloiirec

background employed is the same in both caseai

the one is broken up by the introductinn ol

passion-flowers, the other by briars and thistles/

The snbject in the lower part of the window if

the “ Last Supper.” Three bays of the arcading

forming the reredos have also been filled in with

oil-paintings on slate. The 8ubjf*ct, when com-'

plete, will illustrate the “ Adorati'm of thoMa‘./i.”’

The window was executed by Clayton & Bell,

and the paintings by BurlisonL & Grylis. Three

other stained-glass windows have been recently

added to this chnrch. In the north aisle is one.

to the memory of the late Mr. Webb, the subject

being “The Nativity”; another, at tlie west'

end, cont.aining the figures of Christ, the Virgin.

Mary, and St. John the Baptist, and also ilhis-;
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lating “The Presentation,” “Christ blessing
;tlo Children,” and “ Christ’s Baptism.” In
e north aisle is another window, to the memory
the late Pev. HastingB Gordon, M.A.

j
but

0 subject is treated in so limited a manner,
cording to the Staffordshire AdAiertiser, as to
ike the window somewhat insignificant, jfc

St. Canice's Cathedral, Kilhenny.—A stained-
iss window has been erected in this cathedral,
der the superintendence of Mr. Ilolland, of
e firm of Messrs. Holland, Son, & Holt, War-
ck. The central light shows two subjects,

—

The Good Shepherd,” and “ Feed my Sheep.”
the two other lancets, six of the miracles are
picted. A scroll-work surrounds these de-
;ns; and the medallions at the top and bottom
each lancet, and between each of the principal
bjects, represent heads of the Apostles. The
uduw is the gift of Colonel the Kight Hon.
F. Tighe.

St. Giles’s, Northampton.—A memorial window
s been placed in the west window of the south
le of this church, by Mr. Brooks Gates, to the
imory of his father and mother. The ground-
rk and shading of this window are of a much
hter character than those of the others in the
arch, and the glass is rather a resemblance of
cient than modornwork. Underneath canopies
the three principal lights are figures represent-
' the Annunciation, the Nativity, and the Wise
;n presenting gifts to the Infant Jesus, each
iresentation being overshadowed with angels,
e smaller lights of the tracery-work are filled
with angels carrying scrolls. It is from the
rks of Mr. Powell, Whitefriars, London, the
ne maker having also supplied the large west
idow, and the four coloured windows of the
ith aisle.

St. IVilfred’s, Kibworth.—A new stained-glass
idow has just been placed in the south aisle
this church, making the seventh that has
m put in. The window has been designed
1 executed by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Co.,
London, the same firm who were the artists
the large east window. The subject of

I present window is the raising of Jairus’s
ighter, and is to correspond with the other
racles of “raising from the dead” in the
th aisle. The window is divided into three
npartments. In the centre light is our
fiour taking the maiden by the hand, and
sing her from the bed. In the right coto-
Iment are the three apostles admitted to
.ness the miracle

5 in the left, the parents,
two of the quatrefoils in the head of the
idow are angels with scrolls. This window is

> gift of Mr. John Marriott, in memory of his
leetors and family, long connected with the
‘ish. There is said to bo a prospect of one, if
two, new windows being presented to the

th aisle of the church.

horjraphs of Blinding ConsfrncUon. W. Bus-
miiDGE, Frederick-placo, Plumstead,

>66 are intended by the author as copies for
dents, and consist of details of roofs, doors,
idows, and so on, clearly drawn and litho-
phed, and with full tables of references.
?y are very well calculated fur their purpose.

Public Parks.—A park for tho use of the
abittuits of Ashton-under-Lyno, Stalybridge,
1 neighbourhood, has been opened by the Earl
Stamford and Warrington, who, on the under-
nding that the people would subscribe 10,0001.,
de a gift of 35 acres, valued at over 12,0001.*
-he park committee, thus making a place of
reation for the people occupying over 50 acres
ground. Besides the park there is a mansion
a museum and library, and there are also
nnabiums, bowling-green, large lakes and
terfalls. Through the energy and enter-
ae of Mr. C. Gardiner, the densely-populated
ghbourhoods of Tudhoe Grange and Spenny.
or have been provided with a park, upon a
all scale. The now grounds are about eight
es in extent, and originally formed a portion
Squire Salvin’s estate. The park is within

I minutes’ walk of Spennymoor Station,
mgh still in the rough, the new park has been
aally inaugurated.

National Training School of Cookery.

—

A meeting of promoters of the establishment of
a national training school of cookery on a per-
manent basis, has been held, by permission of
the Marquis of Westminster, at Grosvenor
House. There was a large and influential
attendance, including her Royal Highness the
Princess Louise and Lady Franklin. The Mar-
quis of Westminster presided, Mr. Henry Cole,
C.B., said the meeting had arisen out of what
had taken place at the International Exhibition
School of Cookery, of which he gave details. He
was authorised by her Majesty’s commissioners
to say that they were quite disposed to try the
experiment on the present premises, which
would save them taxes, &o., for the present It
was estimated that the expenses would be lOOZ.
per week. There must he a lecturer, instructors,
and servants, and tho provisions had also to be
fonnd. He proposed that the meeting agreed
generally with the observations of the committee,
and desired to see a national school of cookery
established on the basis of such proposition. The
Hon. F. Leveson-Gower seconded the resolution.
Mr. J. McGregor, of Rob Roy canoe fame,
supported the resolution. He did not think the
proposed school would fail. From a school they
might rise to a college. They should endea-
vour to make the school self-supporting

5 but
that should not prevent them from hoping that
money would bo sent in towards the expenses
before the school became self-supporting. The
resolution was carried unanimously, and a pro-
visional committee was formed to take the neces-
sary measures for establishing the school by
means of shares, donations, and guarantees.
Mr. H. Cole read the names of the committee, at
the head of which stands the Princess Louise.
The principal training schools and school boards
are included. Tho present committee of the
School of Cookery at the International Exhi-
bition was also requested to act in a similar
capacity.

Prom New York to England in Sixty
Honrs.—It seems that the wealthy projarietors
of the principal New York journals are never
tired of spending money in sensational and
unique enterprises, which, if successful, serve as
admirable advertisements for their papers. The
last undertaking of this kind of which wo hear
is very startling. The proprietors of the Neiv
lork Daily Graphic have entered into a contract
with Professor John Wise, a well-known aeronaut,
to build for him a balloon, in which he, Lis
assistant, and six or eight other persons, are to
attempt to cross the Atlantic, with the hope of
reaching England or Ireland in sixty hours from
the time of their departure. The Graphic is to
pay for the construction of the balloon, and all
the expenses of its outfit. The work upon it is
now going on, and the voyage is to be under-
taken on or about the 20th of next month. The
whole cost of the undertaking will be about
2,000Z. There are to be two balloons. These will
give a lifting power of 15,900 lb., a net carrying
power of 9,500 lb., and of disposable ballast
7,500 lb. The balloons, it is calculated, will lose
by exosmose of gas about 15 lb. per hour, and
this would keep them afloat for twenty days;
bnt, as a last resort, the balloons will carry
beneath them a life-boat, stored with water and
provisions for thirty days.

North. Oxfordshire Archaeological So-
ciety. —This society, which is now twenty
years old, had its annual excursion on the 10th
inst., the place of rendezvous being Handborough
Station. The first place inspected was Hand-
borough church. After breakfast, provided by
Dr. and Mrs. Higgs the order was given to march
onward to Northleigh, where tho vicar, the Rev.
R. W. Fiske, met the party and conducted them
through his church, which, like that of Hand,
borough, has been restored (by Mr. Street).
Prom Northleigh the party wended their way to
the eastern part of the pariah, to the valley of
the River Evenlode, where they saw the remains
of a large Roman villa, with a teaselated pave-
ment, constructed over a hypocaust

j the bath
still retaining its leaden service-pipe. Mr. Ear-
waker explained that another Roman villa was
discovered near this, about 1713, in the parish
of Stonesfield, but that its site is again forgotten.
At Stonesfield the rector conducted the party
through his church. At Combe the visitors
again enjoyed the courtesy of the incumbent, as
in each church previously visited. A dinner in
the “ George and Dragon ”Iun, Handborough, was
partaken of by eighteen of the party, who thus
wound up a pleasant excursion, the weather
being all that could be wished.

A Secret of tRe Coal Trade. — Some
remarks upon the condition of the household
coal trade, and the somewhat singular circum.
stance that while all other sorts of coal had a
tendency to lower rates, households were per-
sistently advancing in price upon the London
Coal Exchange, were recently made by a New-
castle paper. A gentleman largely concerned
in trade in the county of Durham, and who has
a thorough knowledge of the subject, gives the
following explanation :

— “ Not more coals, I
believe, are now sold upon the (London)
Coal E.vchange than some 50,000 tons monthly,
or 600,000 annually. This small proportion
of the coals sold on the London Coal Ex-
change naturally suggests the conclusion that
it may be a convenient handle to tho coal
owners and coal merchants to keep alive prices,
as all the remainder go by railway at fixed
prices at tho pit month; and, of course, when
any merchant is dealing in quantities five or six
times those sold upon the market, he can well
afford—it is, indeed, an enormous gain to him

—

to give a high price upon an open market for one-

fifth of the quantity he wants, so long as it

enhances the gain upon the remaining large
portion be has under contract.” It is now said
that the prices cannot much longer be prevented
from coming freely down, in spite of knavish
coal merchants and coal owners.

TRe Steam Quarrier.—This is an invention
for quarrying and removing blocksofrock,andput
into operation by Mr. Sim at his granite quar-
ries, Lochfyneside. Hitherto in connexion with
the system of large blasts of 40,000 to 80,000
tons at one explosion, the innumerable large
pieces of rock got wedged together to such an
extent as to render it a work of great difficulty

and danger to get them moved out from tho mass
of rock on the quarry floor. The quarrier has been
supplied by Messrs. NapierBrothei'8,from a modi-
fication of their patent purchase steam windlass
for the lifting of ships’ anchors. At tho outer
extremity of the area of the quarry floor tho sole-

plate, occupying a space about 6 ft. square, is

bolted down to the solid rock, and the whole
superstructure above this is only, over all, about
9 ft. in length, by 8 ft. in breadth, and •! ft. in
height. Steam is admitted into a pair of 9-inch
horizontal cylinders, and by means of a small
auxiliary drum the chain cables are carried up
to any given point on the quarry face. Arriviug
there, tho chain is attached to the block of stone
required, the purchase windlass is then set in
motion to heave in the chain, and, according to
teat, moved off a block of granite forty tons in
weight with great ease.

Jersey Harbour Works.—We believe that
tho sanction of Her Majesty in Council has been
received by the States for the erection of La
Corbiere lighthouse. The Harbour Committee
took upon themselves to authoiiao the construc-
tion of the causeway leading from the mainland
out to the rock “ La Corbiere,” which, for more
than one quarter of a mile is composed of granite
stones on a face filled in with cement concrete.
According to the Jersey Times, on the rock
itself, a semi-circular roofed shed has been
erected to serve as workshops, stores, and places
for workmen to sleep in. A site has been
levelled for the engine, which has arrived, and
will be fixed in its place next week. The foun-
dation of the lighthouse tower is cut out of the
solid rock, and tho building is expected to be
commenced at once, so that this long-
talked - of and most - urgently - wanted light-

house may be expected to be finished in three or
four months hence, though the lantern and
lenses cannot be ready for at least six months,
owing to the delicate and intricate nature of
their construction, which are, proportionately,
the most costly part of the whole. The engineer
is inviting tenders for tho construction of the
light-keeper’s dwelling.

A New Ventilator.—Captain TVintour, a
resident of Bristol, has invented an apparatus,
consisting of a metal frame with glass, at each
end of a cylinder of gauze wire. The cylinder
slides backwards and forwards in a metal shield,

by means of which it can be easily fixed in any
window, door, or indeed anywhere. The
inventor claims for it that it is specially
adapted for the windows of private houses,
churches, hospitals, and all large buildings; it

can also be fixed in caniages, cabins of ships,
tents, conservatories, and greenhouses. Its
action is to admit air at the sides of the cylinder
only, and remove foul air simultaneously and
imperceptibly without tho least draught, or
admission of dust or insects.
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Royal Archseological Institnte.—The an-

naal congress of the Eoyal Archaslogical Institute

of Great Britain and Ireland, which will be held

this year at Exeter, commences on Tuesday,

29th inst., and will occupy up to the following

Tuesday, August 5. The president of the meet-

ing is the Earl of Devon, and the following are

the presidents of sections :—Antiquities, Mr.

0. Morgan, M.P., F.S.A. Architecture, Arch-

deacon Freeman ;
vice-president, Mr. Beresford-

Hope, M.P., F.S.A. History, Sir John St.

Aubyn, M.P. Papers will be read daily on sub-

jects of local and general interest in connection

with archmology, and the excursions include, of

course, Dartmoor, which will be visited under

the guidance of Mr. G. W. Ormerod, M.A., F.G.S.

Amongst other places to be visited are Totnes,

Bury Pomeroy, Compton Castle, Ford Abbey,
Powderham Castle, &c. The objects of interest

in the city will be visited under the guidance of

Mr. Parker, C.B., Mr. Dymond, F.S.A., and Mr.

W. Cotton
5
and Mr. Freeman is the appointed

guide to the cathedral.

A RfCmarkable Discovery.—The people o^

Clevedon are talkiug of a remarkable discovery

in their town. They have a public weighbridge.
This weighbridge was lately tested by an in-

spector of weights and measures, and found
in good order and quite correct. It has since

come out, however, that for four years at least

this weighing-machine has been registering

16 cwt. instead of 20 cwt. as ton ! The mistake,

it seems, arose thus. By an arrangement of the

machinery, a set of small weights is used in

weighing,—1 oz. representing 1 cwt. On the
16 oz. weight is marked “ one pound.” It seems,
however, that this weight has been mistaken
since the erection of the weighbridge for 1 ton

!

Some of the householders have begun to count
up their losses. A corrrespondent of the Bristol

Times, in commenting on the circumstance,
says :

—

”

It would be well for the public to know
something about their weighbridges : are they
worked by a public officer or let to the highest
bidder ? What security is there for their

correctness ?”

The Sculptures of the Late John CKbsou-
In reply to Mr. Parker in the Commons, Mr.
Ayrton stated that no blame attached to the
Boyal Academy for their not being in a position

to exhibit the sculptures and models of the late

Mr. Gibson in a gallery specially provided fur

them, for the Eoyal Academy several years ago
entered into an arrangement with the Office of

Works, by which they were to construct a suite

of galleries above Burlington House, as soon as

the Academy could be put into possession of

that building. The Academy, instead of waiting
until these bodies shall have transferred them-
selves to other premises, have at considerable

expense carried on the construction of the gal-

leries. He expected the Academy would be in

a position to exhibit the sculptures and models
when they opened their exhibition in May next.

London and Middlesex Archseological
Society.—The annual meeting of this society

was held on Monday evening, at University
College, Mr. J. Hall, honorary treasurer, in the
chair. Mr. Brabrook, hon. secretary, read the
report, which stated that during the past year
twenty • five new members had joined the
society, eleven had retired, and four had died,

making the balance of increase ten. Much
regret was expressed at the loss of the late Sir

William Tite, a vice-president of the society,

who. had made valuable contributions to the
illustrations of the antiquities of London and
Middlesex

; as well as for the late Mr. J. Walker
Baily, whose knowledge of arcbseology and skill

as an artist, together with his valuable collection

of antiquities, had ever been available for the
use of the society.

Opening- of an Art-treasures and Indus-
trial Exhibition at Bradford,—The Mayor
of Bradford (Mr. M. W. Thompson) has opened
the Art-treasures and Industrial Exhibition at
the Mechanics’ Institution, Bradford, the object
of which is the liquidation of a debt of 5,0001.
still remaining on the building. The exhibition
is on a scale of considerable magnitude, includ-
ing works of art and industry to the number of
upwards of a thousand. The collection of oil

paintings and water-colours forms the most
prominent feature of the exhibition. The first

room devoted to snob works contains productions
of local artists to the number of about fifty.

Along the walls of some seven or eight other
rooms are arranged paintings by masters of the
modem English and foreign schools.

[July 26, 1873.

Proposed Public Park for Sheffield.—

A

a special meeting of the Sheffield Town Council
a resolution has been passed to the eliect that it

is desirable for the town council to provide ^
public park for the use of the inhabitants, and
a committee was appointed to report on the
advisability of purchasing the residence and
pounds of the late Miss Harrison, which are now
in the mai'ket, for the purpose of a public park.
These grounds are about eleven acres in extent,
and are situated at the west end of the town.
It is joined on one side by land belonging to the
Water Company, and the town trustees may
purchase this land also, and then a park nearly
fifty acres in extent would be provided for the
town.

Bank Notes and Stamps by Post—The
tollowing notice, to come into operation on the
Ist of August next, has just been issued by
command of the Postmaster-General :

—“With
the view of dimioishing the temptation to which
servaiits of the Post-Office are exposed by the
practice of sending articles of value in unregis-
tered letters, and in order to give greater
security to correspondence of that class, the
regulation respecting letters containing coin
will be extended to all inland letters and packets
not duly tendered for registration wbich un-
questionably contain any of the following
articles, viz., bank - notes, postage - stamps,
jeweli-j, and watches. Any such letters or
packets will, therefore, be subject' to a double
registration fee of 8d.

Tecliuical Education.—The Prince of Wales
has presided over a conference, held at Marl-
borough House, comprising the representatives
of the principal City companies. It was con-
vened with a view of discussing how the latter
might best promote technical education, in con-
cert with the Commissioners of the International
Exhibition. In addition to his Eoyal Highness,
the speakers were the Earl of Carnarvon, the
Lord Mayor, Alderman Stone, and Mr. Henry
Cole. A resolution, cordially sympathising with
the objects for which the conference had been
called, and promising the support and co-
operation of the City companies, was carried.

Proposed Conversion of Two City Basins
in Dublin into Baths.—The Corporation of
Dublin having advertised for tenders for the
materials of two of the city basins, and the sites

for building purposes, a mem'^rial, signed by Sir
W. Wylde as chairman, has been presented to the
Corporation, requesting that the basins be appro-
printed as baths for the people, who greatly
require such an establishment. The memorialists
believe that such baths could be made self-

supporting. The Corporation have referred the
subject to theii- Waterworks Committee to con-
sider it and rei)ort to the Council.

Selby Abbey Church Restoration.—The
Abbey Church of Selby is now much dilapi-

dated, and, in order satisfactorily to restore this

venerable edifice. Sir G. Gilbert Scott was called

in, and has reported to the committee for the
restoration of the church on the most im-
portant of the works which require immediate
attention, together with an estimate of the cost.

What is desired to be at present done is esti-

mated to cost about 12,0001., towards which it

is hoped liberal subscriptions will be rendered.

Epsom.—A new master’s house and extra
accommodation for pupils has lately been added
to the Eoyal Medical Training College. The
style is in keeping with the other portions of the
building, viz., Perpendicular Gothic. Mr. Sliep-

perd, of Bermondsey, is the builder. The gables
on pupils’ entrance were carved by Messrs.
Smith & Finley.

Annual International Exhibitions.—Herf
Majesty’s Commissioners have decided that col.

'

lections of works of deceased British artists to

be formed in 'connexion with the London Inter-:

national Exhibition of next year shall consist of

works by the following artists :—Painters in Oil

—J. Constable, E.A., died 1837; Augustus Egg,;

R.A., 1863; David Roberts, R.A., 1864; David
Wilkie, E.A., 1841. Painters in Water Colours—
J. Coney, died 1833 ; J. S. Cotman, 1842

;
F.

Mackenzie, 1854; S. Pront, 1852; A. Pugia,i

1832
;

J. M. W. Turner, R.A. (architectural,

only), 1851; C. Wild, 1835. Owners of pictures-

painted by these artists are invited to intiinatei

their willingness to lend them to Her Majesty’s,

Commissioners.

Mineral Oil in Australia.—A product of'

South Australia, just dieoovered, promises well,-

Kerosene oil has been made from a substance^

which exudes from the earth in large quantities;

at the head of the Cooroug. Experiments hav^
been made to test the stuff, which in appearano^i

resembles aaphalte, and has been called “ caout-.

chonc.” A ton of it yields seventy gallons of

kerosene, thirty of lubricating oil, and seven of

varnish. Tests have shown that the kero-

sene will not burn except through a wick, unt3

heated to 152°. !

Lord Houghton has accepted the noniina*i

tion as President of tho Social Science Congress
which will meet at Norwich on the Ist of Uctob^i
next. Lord Houghton was President of thfl'

Reformatoi-y Section of the Bradford Congre^
in 1859, and of the Department of Economy
Trade at the meeting of the Congress in Loiul

in 1862. Mr. Douglas, Galton will be Preeidi

of the Health Department at the Norwich m;

Utilisation of Slag.—It is stated

company is about to be formed to work
patent of Mr. Chas. Wood, at the Tees Work^»
Middlesbrough. Mr. Wood’s process, wliiohi,

has before been explained, is to utilise slag foB'|

the making of bricks, concrete, &c. It is alsql'

intended to use the slag sand for agriculturaii

purposes. The Tees Bcorico Brick Company foB|

working Mr. Woodward’s patent is at worfc:

experimenting at Clay-lane. Some bricks oi.

fine quality and light weight, it is said, bay®

been turned out. i

Damage to Chatham Gun Wharf.—The’

damage caused by a late storm to tho sea-wall'

of the Chatham Gun Wharf proves to have beeDi

so extensive that to reinstate it will co8tl5,000b|

or 16,0007. From 9 ft. to 100 ft. of niasonryij

and brickwork were forced outward into i’
'

river, a culvert from Chatham Barracks havi

burst while the tide was full, and a great 1:

of water having consequently collected beli

the wall.

Sculpture, Painting, and Photographyl
for Persia. — Whilst in Paris the Shall!

gave sittings to a sculptor for his bust, and forii

his portrait in oils and photography. He spokej

of patronising sculpture in Persia, and made.!

large purchases of photographic materials for

his own use. All who have applied for conoM^I

sions have been referred to the Grand Vizier.!]

The Shah is understood to have spent 50,000l..l

in jewelry and objects of art whilst in Paris. i

Bronze Doors.—Messrs. Bunnett & Co. have:

just now completed, for the Provincial Bank of;:

Buenos Ayres, South America, some bronzen

doors, of a very exceptional character, mea-ij

suring 17 ft. 4^ in. high, 7 ft. 1 in. wide, and;;

weighing upwards of three tons each. One oil

of. ffioiT" "fJawr UrnCfl WcrkS.!these is^ erected at their New Cross Works,:'

Deptford, and might interest some of our

:

readers.

TENDERS
For the enperstmetnre of Christ Church, Westminster-road, S.E. (Rev. Newman Hall’s). Messrs.

Bickerdike, architects :

—

Forlland Stone Dreuingt and Bath
Combe Ducn Range Work Facings,

Manley & Rogers
Henshaw
Trollope & Son ...

Hill & Sons
Higgs
Dove, Brothers ...

Perry & Co
Myers & Sons
Lucas, Brothers,,,

Church.
,..£29,740

.. 29,756

.. 29,373

.. 29,156

.. 28,562

.. 28,476

.. 26,100
25,675

..£8,320
6,100
8,300
8,200

8,255
7,850

7,357
7,300

26,824 6,704

6,867
6,870
6,500

Combe Down Dressings, and Ditto

Range Work Facings.

Church. Tower.
£26,840 £6,494
26,676 8,290

26,757 6,320

25,260 6,450

25,180 6,321

26,295 6,180

24,600 6,190

23 800 6,893

24,675 6,805

Schools.

£6,244
6,037
6,"35
6,000

6, -290

0,090
6,320

6,988

Column "j
drop courses.

6,278
* Accepted.

is ior all the buildings with Portland stone dressings, and Kentish rag stone facings

TiUl.

:

£44,41£
44,3S(

•44,18t
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Modern Goihic

ArcUUcctXLrd^

HAT much of the pre-

sent prevailing admira-

tion for Gothic arohitec-

tai'0
,
and almost exclu-

Bive practice o£ it, is due

to the influence o£ a

mere fashion of the

day, which, like other

fashions, will run its

course and pass away

;

that Modiasval architec-

ture is not, in its ancient

or its present revived

form, a sufficient ex-

ponent of the feeling or

of the practical require-

ments of modern life

;

that much of the revived

Gothic of this genera-

tion is mere copyism,

rather tobe called archae-

ology than architecture

;

that many of the at-

tempts at “ originality”

in the practice of it have

resulted in mere eccen-

tricity and uncouthness,

and that no “ new style ”

ue realised by direct and pretentious striving

' novelty ; these are propositions which will

or ought not, to appear in the light of new
js to readers of the Builder. The publication

critical essay,* however, by a professed ad-

and practitioner of the Gothic style of

itecturo, in which this view of the subject is

atedand enforced with considerable literary

py, is a sufficiently marked sign of the times

fl for some special notice.

e object of the book is stated by its author

j,
“ not to examine the claims of superiority

(its rival styles that have been made for

ic architecture
;

but, starting with the

nption that on the whole popular feeling is

} favour, and that there is good reason why
puld bo so, our purpose will be to inquire

lit is that the Gothic revival has not produced

^ favourable effects on modern art that might
1
beou looked for j to point out certain mis-

3 in our practice which may account for the

fe ; and to suggest certain remedies.” It is

l.tted, however, that it is necessary to con-

r, in the fii’st instance, the principles on
ih a style should be chosen, in order to justify

jaasumption that wo are right in selecting

lie as the stylo on which to base our modern
jitectnro. These principles, as laid down in

Jackson’s pages, are what most persons who
thought on the subject at all are familiar

gh with. The characteristics of every dis-

i and individual style have been the same
dones—“truth, honesty, and simplicity”:

use materials in the way nature has best

i them to be used ; to consult in every build-

the habits aud sentiments of contemporary
-ty these have been the charac-
itics of genuine architecture in every age
country.” Wo cannot find our style by

tfodern Gothic Architecture. By T. G. Jackson,
of Wadham CoUege, Oxford. London

ry 8. Kong & Co.

simply going over existing styles and selecting

what seems the best
;
becanso all true styles are

good in relation to the circumstances and influ-

ences under which they arose, and not (or only

partially) otherwise. We cannot succeed by
merely adopting and imitating even the indi-

genous stylo of our own country in its most
perfect epoch, because manners and habits of

thought affect architecture as well as climate,

and these have materially changed with ns. To
attempt to revive the art thus would be as in-

effective as the attempt to revive “ classic
”

literature by the Ciceronian Latinists of the

Medici period (an attempt which has been more
than once referred to in our own pages as an exact

counterpart of the modem Mediceval revival).

What we really need to revive is “the practice

of architecture in Great Britain according to

true and natural principles,” and the application

of those principles would result in an architec-

ture that would bo Gothic, “ because modem
society is nothing but Medimval society grown to

matnrity,” but which would differ from Mediasval

Gothic as much as we differ from our forefathers

of 600 years ago. As we caiinot, however, apply

the said principles without having something to

apply them to, we must take the indigenous

native style, and, by working it in regard to our

modern wants and habits, we shall nneon-

sciously evolve and bring to maturity a style of

our own, expressive of those wants and habits.

These may be now ideas to the nonprofessional

public, to whom Mr. Jackson’s book is partly

addressed
5
they are certainly not now to arclii-

toots. The point de ddpart theory, as we may term
it, has been urged over and over again, though it

has not always been so logically and clearly put
as here

j
yet wo have seen no fruit from it yet.

The reason of this, in our author’s judgment, is,

that we have fallen into an entirely wrong and
unreal method of regarding and carrying on
architectnral design, and we must get clear of

our error in this respect before we can hope to

achieve anything of value. It is to affording

some now suggestions in regard to this part of

the subject that the book is mainly directed.

The errors that lio nearest the surface in the

revived practice of Gothic are dealt with in

Chapters II. and III., under the heads “ For-

malism and Purism,” and “Affectation of Origi-

nality” respectively; titles which explain them-

selves. What is said in Chapter II. in regard to

tho efforts that are made to restore details of Mcdi-

mval manner, grotesque carvings, stiff archaic

drawings, lead-light windows, &c., is well put
;
in

regard to the latter point the distinction is rightly

drav\'n between tho use of small leaded panes

merely as a Medicovalism, and the legitimate

use of leading in ornamental design, so as to

give the window a decorative treatment. The
author, however, like moat writers who attack

these abuses of precedent, has a tendency to

overdraw bis censure, and to magnify to its

utmost the particular fault ho wishes to expose.

The chapter on the “affectation of originality”

is more free from this defect, and is very well

wiitten and very sensible
j
and the distinction

between the “ orginality of vanity,” and the

“orginality of genius,” is a happy one. “A
would-be original author or artist works in a

violent and extravagant style to cover the

commonplace of his matter.” Hence, in archi-

tecture, arises that which is here justly called

an “ ignoble manner ” of building; “mouldings

and chamfers made on purpose to be stopped
j

projections devised for the sake of corbels and
brackets to carry them : the whole plan abound-

ing in queer breaks, starts, and irregularities,

without anything unusual in the requirements

of the building, or the site, to occasion them.”

The originality of genius, on the contrary, is

distinguished by breadth and simplicity; but

it is to be remembered, in looking for this, that

a very high degree of originality is the gift of

but a very few; that the majority of artists

must be content if, without inventing new
styles or new treatment, frhey can improve a
little on their predecessors in some special

point, or offer a little better or newer combi-
nation of old materials. In the struggle after

so-called originality, it must be remembered also

that outsiders as well as the architects are to

blame, a fact which Mr. Jackson appears to

recognise in his perfectly true remark (after

describing rather eloquently the beauty of some
of the simpler buildings of the genuine Mcdijs-

val date) that " there are few men who pre-

tend to tho possession of good taste who would
listen with patience to their architect if he
wore to put tho design of such a building on
paper, and propose to reproduce it for them in.

brick, stone, and timber. The cry would be
that the design had nothing in it ; that it

was bald, plain,” &c. Architectural competi-

tions, where each draughtsman vies with liia

neighbour in producing a dashing aud brilliant

effect, have done much, we fear, to foster this

taste in. design
;
but in justice to the public

it might be observed that the plain, un-

adorned class of building referred to does nob

look half so well on paper as in e.vecution,

especially after it has stood some time, and
been weather-stained and coloured by the hand
of nature. The predominant failing, however,

of the modern “ original ” designer lies in his

vain attempt at a design which shall be “ all

bis own,” and owe lothing to nature or to his

predecessors. Tho results we are tolerably

familiar with ; but it may bo questioned

whether our author does not again overstep

the mark in his assertion in regard to these

obtrusive productions, that “ the most insipid

aud lifeless Classic work never approached

them for baseness. Classic at its worst was
always “genteel,” bnt perhaps that very word,

in the only sense in which it can here be used, is

itself about tho worst epithet that can be be-

stowed on a building, from an architectural

point of view.

It is in the three remaining chapters, with the

somewhat fanciful titles of “ Disloyalty ” and
“ Arcbitecturalism,” that most of what may be

said to be new in Mr. Jackson’s architectural

gospel is to be found. “ Disloyalty,” we may
explain, means the use of other styles than

Gothic in a dilettante fashion ; tho notion of

Gothic as a church architecture, and of ifca

unsuitability to other and more secular classes

of building. This view, of course, has been

protested against by Gothicists many times
;
the

novelty in this case lies in the ground on which
the protest is made. Eminent practising Gothic

architects have exhorted tho use of only the

genuine Gothic style, on the ground that it was
good enough for anything

;
Mr. Jackson makes

the same exhortation on the opposite ground,

that it is not good enough for our present needs.,

and that only by confining ourselves to the style

as left to ns, and applying it to every class of

building, can we really hope to find out its weak
points and anomalies in regard to modern life,

and to develop it into a modern style suited to

the present day. There is certainly some reason

in this view of the matter; and it follows quite

logically, at any rate, from the premises laid

down in the earlier chapters. The best idea in

this chapter is the claim pnt forward for the

study of Kenaissanco ornament and figure design

as material capable of being worked into, and

affording new suggestions for a further develop-

ment of Gothic. Renaissance architecture is

viewed as baving “used Classic forms on Gothic

principles,”—a view which is manifestly incon-ect

in regal’d to the relation between construction

and design in the two styles, but which in

regard to design alone may be admitted to have

sufficient truth in it to justify in a great measure

. tho suggestion based upon it. “ Give the artist

liberty to study the great masters of Italian

decorative art, and he will no longer paint hia
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•R'iudows and walls with the Mediasval grotesques
which he now places there; let him know that
he may without disloyalty to Gothic art take
Donatello or Michelangelo for his master, and we
shall see no more of those conventional figures,

passionless as dolls, tiresome with their hackneyed
draperies and everlastingly repeated poses, which
we know so well and meet so regularly on every
modem Gothic building.”

The argument carried on in the two con-
cluding chapters, under the same heading of
“ Architecturalism,” raises in reality the most
important question suggested by the author.
The gist of this is (after a short discriminative
criticism on architecture and the imitative ai-ts,

indicating that the former copies principles and
not forma in nature,—a point we hope amateur
readers will take note of), that architectural
design, pure and simple, without the addition of

painting or sculpture (or both) is a dead thing,
scarcely an art at all, and not worthy of special
pursuit and study for its own sake : the inference,
in fact, is that it is a kind of thing anybody can
do. This is the old doctrine which Mr. Ruskin
has preached before, though in less tolerant and
moderate language. The author, indeed, avers
that be does not suggest the study of painting
and sculpture as a mode of escape from a lifeless

architecture, ” but that by combining the three
arts wo shall be most likely to succeed in

restoring our dead architecture to life.” In our
decox'ative details wo are to shrink from the use
of ” architectural ” forms: "let us fly at once to
nature, and instead of making window traceries,

or whittling and chopping our angles of wood
and stone into notchings and scollopings, let

us copy what wo know to be real and true,
and our oion, not borrowed from other times.

One figure in painting or mosaic
really portraying a man or a woman, such as
inen or women seem to us, is worth whole
ranges of arcadiug or blank traceries.” Pos-
sibly it is. But this is in reality shifting the
ground entirely, and raising the question
whether architecture has, or is to liave, a
separate existence as an art or not. The author
is somewhat in a puzzle himself here, and does
not know exactly what he wants. He is severe
(p. 189) on the architect who spends his time in

‘‘laboriously’ collecting sections of mouldings”
from old buildings, and who “notices the
slightest peculiarity iu the profile of a capital”

;

and this erring mortal is exhorted “to model
his ornament after the original, and not after
the copy,”— in other words, to go to nature.
But on p. 41 we read that it is inconceivable
that any person should become even a tolerable
architect at the present day who has not
searched into the construction and omamenta.
tion of old Gothic buildings, acquainting himself
with evei-y part of their design in detail, “ by
actual measurement taken with the utmost
nicety and to a hair’s breadth.” On page 75
we have an eloquent description (before referred
to) of the effect of a grand simple building on
a large scale, with its expanse of wall and
“ mountain of tiled roof above,” and “ no person
of feeling can fail to admire such a picture.”
But when w'e get to p. 187, the author’s mind is

changed, and be asks, is the architect to “ be
satisfied with arranging the plan and designing
roughly the mass of the building, and to be
responsible only for its effect when seen a furlong
off ?

” These are somewhat irreconcilable re-

flections. Undoubtedly the study of the higher
branches of form and expression, as set forth
iu painting and sculpture, will assist the archi-
tcct in designing ornament of a high class.

Nevertheless, Lincoln tower, Lichfield spires,

St. Paul’s dome, are all beautiful things for
which we may be thankful, and which are
a constant source of pleasure, and yet they are
neither sculpture nor painting, but, in short,

“architecture.” The often-repeated example of
Michelangelo, painter, sculptor, and architect
(not forgotten by our author), is scarcely in

point; not only because he was an exceptional
genius, but because it is admitted on all hands
that the construction of his dome is a failure,
and that the dome of the “architect” Wren is

far superior in beauty to that of Michelangelo.
The unfortunate “architect” is pulled about
sufficiently just at present, it must be admitted,

—

one person wanting him to be a painter and
sculptor, another that be should be a surveyor,
and so on. This happy uncertainty as to the
locus standi may perhaps warrant the idea that
there is (nominally at least) a profession too
many somewhere, and that two might advan.
tageously be amalgamated; but, if so, it is not,
we take it, the architect and painter, but rather

the architect and engineer, who should be amal.
gamated,—an idea which lias been before sug-
gested. Our author thinks that we should turn
from an art which is in so melancholy a condi-
tion “towards other arts which are not in so
almost hopeless a state,”—sculpture and painting.

We can only say that we read every day, in

current art-criticisms, lamentations over the
uncertain and unsati>fying state of painting,
and the utter worthlessness of modern sculpture;
so that opinions, at all events, are not unani-
mous on this point. But granting it to be as
Mr. Jackson says, we do not think a neglect of
the constructional aide of architecture, and an
inroad on the fields of other arts, will ensure our
haviug any better buildings than at present. Wo
have had instances of mansions planned and
designed by “artists,” in the more popular sense
of the term, and the result has not been happv.
No doubt the drawing of the figure is a higher
and more recondite form of art-expression than
the planning and grouping of a building, and in

its best forms affects us more intensely
;
but for

that very reason it is not a form of art to be
lightly taken up by those who have not special

genius for it. There are a great many people
already drawing figures who had much better
not do so, and it would not be desirable to mul.
tiply the numbers. On the other hand, there
are those who have a special talent for com.
bining convenience and effectiveness of plan
with picturesque appearance and appropriate
ornament in building, a power which the study
of paioting and sculpture will not give, and
which exists separately. We certainly do not
see why, because this is not so purely poetical
and ideal an art .as the phonetic arts, it should
therefore b0 “daffed aside” as valueless. The
combination of convenient planning and good
construction with picturesque design, is iu itself

a most fascinatiug study, and most architects
with any love for and ability iu their profession
would be very sorry to lose the constructive and
practical part of it. Iu short, we think Mr.
Jackson has altogether fallen into a mistake in

ignoring architecture proper (the art of expres-
sive building) and wishing to make it into

sculpture and painting, which it is not
;
although

these are invaluable accessories to architecture,
which in its turn gives support and effect to them.
Upon the view taken of the foregoing con-

siderations depends also the answer to the
question further raised by the author, as to the
professional theory of architecture. He wishes
to insist that architecture is not a “profession”
at all, on the same footing as the engineering or
the legal profession; but an “art,” on the same
footing as that of the painter or sculptor. If the
view Mr. Jackson takes of the nature and end
of an architect’s duties were accepted as the
correct one, this conclusion as to the professional
status would follow as a matter of course. But
if, as we know, the architect does valuable
service in overlooking the carrying out of a
building in its constructive as well as its artistic

details, and in providing buildings in which plan
and arrangement are so manipulated as to
furnish occasion for picturesque effect withont
sacrificing utility, but rather iu furtherance of
the expression of that utility, ho is certainly
doing what no one else at present can do, and
what requires special ability and special training
and practical experience. Painters and sculp,
tors cannot do this; and engineers, whatever
they themselves may suppose, cannot either, as
their works do abundantly testify

;
and a pro-

fession which gave congenial employment to the
abilities of Wren and Barry, men who never
aimed at being artists in Mr. Jackson’s sense of
the word, may surely claim a right to existence
as an independent study, without the aid of the
more strictly imitative arts.

The essay may do good, however, in pro-
moting more serious thought and attention to an
important subject, aud perhaps in opening the
eyes of general readers to some of the singular
popular misconceptions on the subject of archi-
tecture; and in point of style and tone it is a
thoroughly well-written book, the production of
an educated and cultivated mind. The author
underrates, however, on the whole, the value of
the Gothic revival, and over-rates the results
which are to follow from the adoption of the
theory which he puts forth for the future prac-
tice of architecture; and his commendable
earnestness in bis subject has betrayed him into
letting his feelings run away with him some-
times on the point he happens to be engaged on,

with the result of producing contradictory or
irreconcilable opinions in other instances be-
sides those already pointed out.

WESTERN PUMPING STATION:
MAIN DItAIXAGE.

On Saturday, the 2Gth of July, Mr. Willian'

Newton, Deputy Chairman of the Works anc'

General Purpo.-es Committee of the Metropolitar

Board of Works, laid the foundation stone a.

the Western Pumping Station in the Grosvenon
road, opposite the Thames, and a little east O'

Chelsea Hospital. The works at this station aru

to provide pumping power to lift the sewage au(|

a part of the rainfall contributed by the distriotl

together estimated at 38,000 gallons per minntei

a height of 18 ft. into the Low Level Sewer
which extends from the Abbey Mills Pumpinji

Station to Pimlico. The requisite power will b(i

obtained from four high-pressure condensing

beam engines, of an aggregate of 360 horsal

power; each engine actuating two single-actinf

plunger pumps, and the whole being suppliei^

with steam from eight double-flued Comisl:

boilers, 6 ft. 9 in. in diameter. The engines wil

be arranged in pairs within an engine-hou8<i

fronting the Grosvenor-road, the boiler-hoosrj

being placed at its rear.

Supplementary power to be used in case oi

accident to the principal engines, or on ami

similar emergency, will be provided by an addi|

tional high - pressure non-condensing enginej

erected in a separate building to the rear of thd

main buildings, near the canal. The flues frouj

both sets of boilers will bo connected with d

chirauey-shaft 172 ft. in height, situate betwest
the two buildings.

The intended works further corapriso coal'

vaults, settling-pond, and reservoirs for con-'

deusing water, repairing shops, stores, ant;

dwelling-houses for the workmen aud the superi

iiitendent in charge of the works, all of whicj

will be erected on the plot of land situaW

between the Grosvenor Canal and the railway]

from the Victoria Station, and containing abooi

four acres, a part of which was formerly th'

site of the Chelsea Waterworks, and thj

remainder was reclaimed from the river in 1858

The contracts for biaildings and engines liav;

been taken by Mr. Webster, the former fo

126,9551., and the latter for 56,7801., and th'

works are to be completed in eighteen months.
:

Adopting the official account, after an ex

amiuation of the drawings aud specification;

the principal engine-house will bo set bad
about 16 ft. from the frontage lino of the road)

The length of the building will be 116 ft., anr

its depth 41 ft., the height from the ground u]

to the springing of the roof 50 ft., and to thr,

ridge 71 ft. The style selected for the buildinji

is Italian, of a simple character, the lower storyj

or engine-room floor, being faced with stone ant.

rusticated, having a plain splayed and moulder
pliuth below, and moulded architrave abovttl

The entrance (which stands out 3 ft. in advance,

is the only projection fi'om the general frontagji;

line. The upper story or beam floor is to br

faced with brick, the dressings of the windowr
being of Portland stone. The wall of this story

is to bo pierced on each of the two principal

faces with eight windows, with segmental he^sl

all to the same design, and will be surmounted":

by a cornice of Portland stone, carrying a cast-:

iron eaves gutter. Above this will rise a curvedi;

Mansard roof, with ornamental covering of zinc:

pierced with circular openings for ventilation. i:

The boiler-house will be situate at the rear ofi

the engine-house, at a much lower level, the

cornice from which the roof springs being level'

with the sills of the windows of the engine-roomjj

The elevation of this building will be compM^
tively plain, the whole being rusticated.

chimney-shaft will bo detached, and situate t0 ‘

the north-west of the engine-house, and will also;

be Italian iu character. It will be 172 ft. in.

height above the ground, and 21 ft. in width at

the ground level, tapering to about 15 ft. under,

the cornice at the top. Each aide will be simply

relieved by three recessed panels, arched over a'

short distance below tho entablature which

surmounts tho shaft. The facing will be of;'

Suffolk bricks, with Portland stone dressings.:

Tiiere is to be an internal circular brick shaft,,'

7 ft. in diameter, within the outer casing, the

intermediate space being occupied by a staircase:

extending to tho top of tho shaft. The fonnda*i,

tiona will be carried down to the solid clay, and;

formed by a mass of Portland cement concrete,'

35 ft. square.

The coal-vaults wilt be situate on the west'

side of the engine-house, and placed below the

finished surfaces of the ground, the floor being;

level with the stokehole of the boiler-house, into

which the coals will be conveyed on a tram.-
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ireo linos of trams will be also laid on tbe top
I the vaults, and from these the coals will be

down into the vaults through openings in

D arched roof. Beneath the ooal-vautts, and
rming afoundation for them, will be an arched
Jimber, to be used as a reservoir for condensing
.•,ter.

Du the western side of the ground, and imrae-
l^tely to the north of the chimney.shaft, will

jthe auxiliary engine and boiler house. The
fres will bo situate opposite the workshops,
line.xt the railway, on the east side of the

i

tund, and between them a settling-pond,
ptical on plan, and measuring 112 ft. by G8 ft.,

1 16 ft. G in. deep. The sides of this pond are
||raed of concrete faced with brickwork, the
i>r being of concrete only. The pond will be

I

overed at the top, and divided into two com-
tments, with the object of allowing one to
brown out of use for the purpose of being
.ned. Pipes and valves will admit the water
n the river, and convey it into the pond, and
ICO into the reservoir in the engine-house,
otion has got abroad that this is to be used
the storage of sewage, but this is altogether
)neous.

Bfhe workmen’s cottage will bo situate to the
;th of the stores and settling.pond, but the
beriutendent’s house in the rear, and to the
irth-east of the boiler-house, overlooking the
tolo of the works.
iThe sewage from the western districts will be
aveyed by a circular sewer 6 ft. 9 in. in
Lmetcr from the Chelsea Embankment along

Grosvenor-road to the front of the engine-
use, whence it will be diverted by a double
unnel, one leading to the well under the prin-
jal, and the other to the well under the
iciliary, engine . house, each channel being
inished with a penstock to direct the sewage
^tber point. There will be means for dividing
5 well under the principal engine-house into
0 cotnpattments, and the sewage may be
peted into one or both of them by the use of
^stocks placed in a chamber in front of the
.tre of the building. After passing the pen-
cks, the sewage will enter a chamber contain-
, au open iron cage, by which any large
pstances will be intercepted previous to the
rage arriving at the pnmpa. The iron cage is

bo lifted by machinery in a covered passage
jow the surface of the ground, and the con-
ts there to be emptied into trucks, and carried
ay on the tram, which runs along this passage,
1 is in communication with the trams alrea'dy
erred to.

fhe maximum quantity of sewage to be lifted
estimated at 6,000 cubic feet per minute, the
ght of lift being 18 ft. This work would be
'.formed by three out of the four engines to
jerected, the fourth engine being added to
•w of one being out of use for examination or
•air. The pumps will deliver the sewage into
^nch cast-iron culverts, 5 ft. in diameter, and
|nce into a main, 6 ft. 9 in. diameter, leading
phe upper or eastern Low Level Sewer already
[stmeted, which will convey the sewage to the
^ping-station at Abbey Mills, to be there
lin lifted into the High Level or Outfall
^er, and conveyed to Barking Creek,
fhe works aro being executed under the
petioQ of Mr. J. W. Bazalgette, C.B., Engineer
phe Metropolitan Board of Works

j
and Mr. T.

.rick, assistant engineer. The drawings, now
fore us, aro very clear, comprehensive, and
bplete. The shoring in the e.xcavation pre-
:ed for the engine-house, some 60 ft. deep in
1 ground, is an elaborate and massive con-
potion, putting failure in that direction quite
: of the question.

-Mr. Newton, after laying the foundation-stone,
elt upon the smallness of the death-rate of
ndou as compared with that of some of the
ge towns as proof of the good government of
J metropolis, and iu conclusion gave well-
lervecl praise to the engineer of the Board.
Bazalgette.

Work at tke Temple.—The works required
separate the Temple Gardens from the Thames
ibankment are being executed for tho Mc-tro-
litan Board of Works by Messrs. Gibbs &, Co..
Cheltenham, for about 7,0001. They oompris.
ioncreto foundation, a Portland stone plinth.
luUled, 3 ft. above the line of the paving, ano
ornamental railing, reaching a total height ol
ft., mainly of wrought iron. There are twi
teways leading in from the Embankment
th Portland stone piers, each surmounted b\
’aso. (

THE VIENNA EXHIBITION.
IxV observing the objects which surround the

visitors to this E-xlubition, with the view of
studying art as applied to indostry, I find no
lack of subjects on which to write

; but I do find
great difficulty in selecting those subjects which
it is most important that we consider, for the
claims of many manufactures to consideration
are alike pressing. Shall I consider carpets
Perhaps it is well that I do so, for I shall thus
have an opportunity of calling attention to an
unpleasant fact 5 yet a fact which we must be
prepared to face, which is this, that in this
manufacture, as well as in others, we English
do nob hold that position which wo ought as the
nation producing a much larger quantity of
carpeting material than any other country.
We are nob only beaten by the beautiful

works from the Eastern nations, which arc here
displayed in unusual numbers, and of special
merit, but also by a Viennese firm known as
Philip Haas & Co., for to this firm belongs tbe
honour of taking the great step which has
enabled them to show a work in advance of all

other efforts made by carpet raannfacturers.
This firm has a carpet, the ground of wh'ch is

in cloth of gold, aud the ornament in a rich silk
pile. Tho gold is kept as flab as possible, and
tho ground is so thickly covered with ornament
as to be in every part protected. ' The ornament
is Arabian in character, aud of very excellent
design. The draughtsman who prepared the
pattern had intimate acquaintance with Eastern
art, and it is not too much to say that the orna-
ment is a well-considered and beautiful expres-
sion of Arabian art, alike excellent in the draw-
ing of the forms, tbe colours of the parts, and
the spirit of the composition. The ornament is

wrought in thick velvet pile, and thus protects
the gold ground from contact with the foot when
the carpet is in use

j
and tho pile being of silk

(which is also the case with many of the best
Indian ruga), gives a rich, bright blooraine.as of
effect, with which no other material can vie.

Tho Inilians make silk carpets, and beautiful
indeed some of them are. I have heard that
attempts have been made in England at their
production, but it has been said that the pile
will not stand, and that silk will uot “ work,”
&’0-,— o.xpressions iu which those who are devoid
of the necessary ability seek to shroud their
ignorance

;
and yet here wo have a carpet new,

effective, and beautiful, wrought in the most
perfect manner, and mocking our boasted know-
ledge of the possibilities and impossibilities of
manufacture.

This is by no means tbe only instance observ-
able, or even conspicuous, of Pur taking a second-
class place in reference to manufactures in which
we are the leaders as regards the quantity pro-
duced, and it is nob without some feeling of
humiliation that the English section of the Exhi-
bition must be viewed, as a wliolej for in some
departments of art-industry we ai'e shamefully
behind a nation for which every excuse could
now be made. I allude to France. But in most
branches of manufacture where art is concerned
France requires no sympathy, for she holds up
her head with a nobleness which is beyond all

praise, and leaves us shamefully behind.
Bub to continue our review of carpets, we

may notice that while P. Haas & Co. make the
one great advance iu the manufacture of Euro-
pean carpets, they are not behind in the pro-
duebion of the more ordinary works. On the
walls of tho central transept they show a number
of works, many of which are of considerable
merit. A square carpet on a rich citrine ground
bears upon its surface one of the finest pieces of
Arabian oruament to be found in the entire
Exhibition ;—an ornameiitai composition which
the student of Eastern art will do well to study,
for in it I see no defect of drawing, and no error
iu composition, and tliis I say after making a
critical observation of the work. But while
perfect as an expression of pure Arabian draw-
ing, aud of high excellence as a study of colour,
it fails in one most important particular, and
thus it becomes peculiarly unsuited for a floor
decoration. The oruament all points in one
direction.

The carpets on which the Mahometan prays
has a pattern pointing in one direction, and tlu
devotee sets tho point towaixls Mecca; but what
is right in the case of tbe prayer-carpet is wrong
in the case of an ordinary floor-covering. Ti-
the devotee the pattern of his rug is al\vay^
right way upwards; to the majority of the occii

pants of an ordinary room the pattern of such tJ

carpet would be correctly seen by the few only
;

and it is no more legitimate to place a rng
before the spectator with tbe pattern inverted,
than it is to invert a painting and ask your
friends thus to see it.

In this particular, this otherwise beautiful
carpet is utterly wrong

;
and how a man who

could draw such beautiful ornament should fail

to perceive that such a mode of treatment as
that adopted is otherwise than wrong, I fail to
understand. The only explanation of the error
that can be imagined is that it is specially made
for some very exceptional purpose.
A model carpet is that which is neutral, yet

not “ dowdy,” in general effect; which is min-
gled in “colour-bloom,” soft in appearance,
conveys the thought of flowers, aud is bas-d on
a geometrical plan. A carpet should bo neutral
in effect

;
for at best it becomes bub a back-

ground to the furniture aud objects contained
in an ap.artmont. But neutrality may result
from tho admi-xture of positive colours if these
colours are in very small quantities, or
from the association of tertiary colours in larger
masses. The former will give a general neutral
effect, which, while low in tone, will at the same
time be rich and “ bloomy,” and this effect I
prefer,— this "glowing” or “radiant” fffect of
neutrality. This is the cleverest and the
pleasantest effect, and is that which is most
difficult to achieve. A carpet should convoy tho
thought of flowers, for it is pleasant to associate
flowers with the floor on which wo tread

;
bar-

renness and fertility strangely contrast, and the
verdant or flowery path is that which we like to
tread. But a floor is a fiat surface, and while
the thought of flowers is pleasant, no one with a
rightly constituted mind, would like to walk
through flower-beds nor over the well-arranged
parterre. Heoco, while the decoration of a
caipet should awaken the thought of flowers in
the beholder, it should not imitate a plant nor
any combination of plants, but should be a con.
sistont floor decoration, so skilfully arranged as
to be truly and simply what it pretends to be,
and yet such as will call up the greatest number
of pleasant memories.

I like all carpet patterns to have a geometri-
cal basis, for the manifestation of order in
arrangement of the parts of any works reveals
the working of a thoughtful and order'y mind
in the construction of the work. The planets
revolve in order around the sun, and although
the leaves of plants appear to be scattered irre-
gularly over tlie stems of plants, they are yet, as
any botanist will tell you, dovelo,^ed on a
mathematical plan of tho most orderly descrip-
tion

; and it is blights, cold, and insects which,
by destroying or disturbing parts, render the
law of order more or less difficult to perceive.
Many Indian and Persian carpets very fully

manifest these qualities. The design is con-
structed on a geometrical plan. They have a
flowery character, which is highly pleasant, and
yet the pattern is ornamental and nob naturalis-
tic in its parts. The colours are rich and posi-
tive, but are so blended as to produce a glowing,
or radiant, neutral effect, and thus the carpet
is fitted for its place as a background to furni-
ture. I cannot too strongly recommend my
brother architects, as well as our English carpet
manufacturers, to carefully consider the beauti-
ful works from Persia, India, and Turkey shown
in the Vienna Exhibition

; for some aro perfect
models of what a carpet should be.
The Persian nation, although but imperfectly

opened up to us, comes b,-fore us with a some-
what commercial aspect, and Turkey loses no
opportunity of extending its trade. Persia sends
almost innumerable carpets, and this fact is
noteworthy, that, while all Eastern nations, so
far as I know, liave confined themselves to tho
manufacture of whole carpets only (what are
often called square carpets), Persia sends
carpeting in long rolls of about a yard iu width,
and also separate bordering for attachment to
the “body” carpet. Up to this time Oriental
carpets have never, save in rare and accidental
cases, fitted the rooms on the floors of which
they liave been placed,—they have been snr-
rounded with polished boards, or parquetry-work •

bub now the opportunity is offered us of littinfr

Eastern carpets to our rooms and of covering our
floors as completely with Oriental manufactures
as wo do with English goods. Whether it is
desirable that we thus cover our floors or not is
another matter,—indeed, whether we are right
in covering our floors completely -with any
carpeting is open to question

;
but tbe attempt

is being made at meeting European requirements,
and the manufactures are all that wo could
desire in taste and durability.
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Turning to the British carpets, three firms

make creditable display, yet I cannot say of

either that it has done all that it might. ITessi’s.

Jackson & Graham exhibit carpets in good taste :

one or two of their rugs are very commendable.
Messrs. Templeton & Co., of Glasgow, have the

newest thing in the way of carpets shown in the

British section of the Exhibition, which is a
Chinese pattern with a “ key ” ornament spread

over the ground, and a spray of paaony “ dis-

played ” upon the surface and ruuuing over the

key pattern in a manner familiar to us in so

many Chinese examples. This carpet is, to us,

now in style, effective, well coloured, suitably

bordered, and in every way a succe^ful work.
Besides this, Messrs. Templeton & Co. show
other good, low-toned, carpets; but in all we
look in vain for that rich, mingled, fresh colour-

bloom which we discover in the Eastern works,
or for that powerful expression of a pure style of

ornament which we get in one or two of Haas’s
carpets. Bub besides these carpets Templeton
shows others which are worse than inartistic, for

some are painfully deficient of even the least

manifestation of an exalted form of art.

The third firm that we have to name curiously

makes the largest show on the British side of

the Exhibition, while the factory from which the
goods are sent is very small, if nob one of the
smallest in our kingdom. Here we have enter-

prise at least
;
and some of the carpets shown

are of considerable merit, and can only com-
mand favourable notice; but upon investigation

it is apparent that many of the works exhibited,

if not the majority, are of a manufacture such
as is not produced at the works from which
they appear to come, •but are of Templeton’s
make.

Mr. Jno. Lewis, of Halifax, however, shows
many fine carpets, whether made by himself or

any other house ; and while his works at home
are yet very small, the display made in the
Vienna Exhibit’on is great.

This latter manufacturer, for some reason or
other, exhibited a number of foreign rugs,

although, as far as I can learn, be does not even
deal in such goods. These nigs were exceed-
ingly beautiful, but they have recently been
covered by other carpets of British manufac-
ture.

We have now reviewed the exhibits of three
British manufacturers, and besides these none
make a show which does ua credit, although the
number of exhibitors competing in this depart-
mentis considerable; and of these three there
is but one which fairly represents the productive
power of the firm exhibiting. It would be
difficult, if not unjust, to say to any enterprising

firm that it should not exhibit anything that it

does not produce. If a firm like Messrs.

Ja-kson & Graham is engaged upon the decora-

tion of a house, and the furniture, carpet, and
hangings are designed under their guidance, and
are expressions of their taste and enterprise, it

would bo hard if they were not allowed to

exhibit these various manufactnres, although
they do not manufacture the goois themselves,

or even make the slightest pretension that the

goods are of their own production. But in such
cases it is desirable that the objects shown
should be exhibited in a special class. If the

works are of most excellent manufacture, it

appears to me that no award for such excellence

should be given to the exhibitor. If given, it

should be bestowed upon the producer, if the

exhibitor likes to reveal his name, but the

award for enterprise should be given to the
exhibiting firm

;
and I am not snre that an

award for the excellence of the pattern should

be given unless the name of the designer is

revealed. But if a work is merely bought from
another, and shown by the purchaser as if of his

own manufacture, the case is different, and the
exhibitor does wrong by showing it ; and even
in those oases where the manufacturer produces
one class of goods only, and for the purposes of
success in an Exhibition gets other classes of

goods made for him, I think it would bo well if the

exhibitor were constrained to say which works
he actually produced and which were produced
for him; for otherwise he can scarcely be said
fairly to compete with other manufacturers. To
return to our three exhibitors, Mr. J. Lewis cer-

tainly makes an excellent show, even if his works
are not wholly of his own manufacture, and be
appears to have resolved on leaving behind him
in Vienna an impression of the nobleness of the
English name

;
for on every hand I hear of his

princely hospitality being dispensed with a
bonntifulness which is calculated to make a
lastiug impression on the Viennese mind. *

FATAL FALL OF ENGINEERING WORKS
AT WAPPING.

The works of the East London Extension
Railway at Wapping have been the scene of a
serious accident. The company have projected
an extension of their railway system from the
terminus at the old Thames Tunnel at Wapping,
to the Blackwall Railway at Shadwell. The
work does not exceed half a mile, but is likely

to cost upwards of 200,0001. After clearing

away a portion of a street running parallel with
the river, the engineer, Mr. J. Hawkshaw, was
met by the London Docks, which stand in the
centre of the proposed route, and he has been
obliged, therefore, to coffer-dam the dock, as a
preliminary to cutting and covering in a tunnel.

The portion of street referred to was found to

stand upon a bed of gravel, through which the
waters of the Thames percolated with persistency.
Pending the removal of this water, and the
building of the covered way, the banks on either
side of the cutting have been kept apart by
beams which cross and recrosa each other in a
trcllis-work. The fallacy of all the calculations,

however, has been painfully proved. The con-

tractors employ a thousand men in the works.
A gang of ninety were working in the cutting
nearest the junction, when suddenly a rumbling
noise like thunder was heard, the banks on
either side began to lean towards each other,

and in a moment the great beams running across
splintered as if they were so many matches, and,
heaving upwards, broke in pieces, and the whole
cutting was in a state of chaos, with half a
hundred men in it, struggling for their lives in

the flaring light of the gas-lamps. How the
bulk got ont is known least of all by the men
themselves, but three, if not four, were caught
by the closing earth, and remained in their living

grave, whence they conld not be dug out in less

than a week, the banks having to be propped
up again before a spade could be put into the
dtibris in the cutting. The members and asso-

ciates of the Society of Engineers had arranged
to pay a visit to these works, and, notwith.
standing the occurrence of the accident, Mr.
Hawkshaw’s engagement to conduct them over
the line was courteously fulfilled by the resident
engineer.

‘'SCREW-JACK ARCHITECTURE” IN
AMERICA.

The feat of removing the Pacific Hotel, at

New York, bodily, several feet from its original

site, which excited a good deal of attention a
few months ago, when vague reports of the pro-

ceedings reached us from across the Atlantic;
and the offer of an American to put Northumber-
land House on wheels and remove it to such a
position as would allow of the creation of the
new street between Charing-cross and the Em-
bankinent without demolishing the venerable
structure, will doubtless be fresh in the memory
of our readers. The idea seems so preposterous,

\

though such works have been actually carried out,

that steady-going English people scarcely know
what to make of it. The American buildings are
not, however, erected in the same siabsfeantial

manner as buildings in Euglaud, and are fre-

quently run up in a hurry, without foundations,

so that a house has not always to be raised from a
hole before it can be moved. The rapidity with
which Chicago has been rebuilt is astonishing in

. our eyes ; bub we are accustomed to look at

,

towns and cities composed of houses built of
stone or brick, in a solid substantial manner:
in America the houses are run up as rapidly
ns possible. The following description of the
mode adopted for the removal of small houses
in America, kindly forwarded by an English
architect resident in the United States, may
prove interesting, and will give some idea of the
lightness of many of the buildings which are
burnt down one day to be almost re-erected on
the morrow :

—

“Vague reports have often reached England
of the manner in which the Americana remove
their houses bodily when they change the place
of their abode. Like snails, they carry their

houses almost on their backs, living in them
during the migration, as though nothing unusual
were occurring : but very few people have any
idea of the extont to which the practice is

carried.

When I first arrived in Chicago I saw a large
two-story house standing in the centre of the
street. I was inclined to think this was merely
an assertion of ‘independence’ on the part of

some Yankee, who had chosen to locate himself
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in the middle of the public thoroughfare; but, oi

a close inspection, I found the house was moving
so I stopped to see what this marvel might be.

Along the street, for a distance of 200 ft. b
300 ft., were laid rows of planks, to form i

smooth road on which the house might travel
at the end of this temporary road was a windlass
worked by a horse, a chain from which wai
attached to the house, which was placed oi

rollers, and thus drawn bodily along.

When a building has to be removed in thi;

way, the following plan for raising it and plaoinf
it on rollers is adopted. The house is firs,

undermined, and large beams placed under th
brickwork as it is exposed. Under these mail
supports are placed other beams slightly curve*
at the end on the underside, to act as sledgei

when the building is raised high enough to b*

drawn away. Screw-jacks, about 2 ft. long am
3 in. in diameter, are now brought into requi
aition, and placed under the beams beneath th^

walls of the house, at intervals of 2 ft- or 3 ft

When properly fixed they are turned simultal

neously, and the whole house is gradually raisee
As soon as the jacks are screwed up to their fiii

extent, if the house is not already high enougli
new ones are brought into use, placed on block"

of wood, and by this means the building is raise'

to the desired height. Wooden rollers, aboui

6 in. in diameter and 5 ft. or 6 fd. long, are thei

placed under the sledge pieces, and the whok
affair is made to slide into the road, on to th,

line of planks prepared for it. The windlass
pinned down into the road with iron spikes;

about 200 ft. a-head
;
and as the house is gr*

dually drawn up to it, it is carried furthe.

a-head, and the process continued till the net
site is reached. About half a mile a day is th

average rate of progression for a small houK
Heavy buildings are of coarse not moved dj

quickly.
!

In this way I have seen two or three brio
or wooden houses moving about in one da^
often with the family living in them, as tiiongi

they were firmly planted in the earth. Nofchini

is disturbed, and it is seldom that any aocideri

occurs.’’

Jack-screws are also used forraisingbuildiug
when they are below the street level, or wheni;
is desired to build an additional story. I
England this is done at the bottom of the houw
In America they add to the height of thei;

buildings from underneath. Many large strut!

tures, five and six stories high, have been raise'

in this way, and a basement built beneath them'

But jack-screws are also useful in auothel

way, and since the Chicago fire these littli

articles have been found very serviceable hi

bnilding many edifices, which, withont their aw'
might never have e.xisted.

Chicago, fifty years ago, was a small tradii^i

station, knon’n as Fort Dearborn, where onlyli

few traders’ stations existed, and whose inbabi;

tants were principally adventurous traders anc
Indians. The country aronnd was little bettell

than a swamp, the flat land being inundated by
the Illinois river. Such a soil as this is not weL
adapted for building houses of any desoriptka'

without great core and attention being given to;

the foundations. The Americans generally.!

and the Chicagoans specially, are too anxiouii

to begin business to wait for elaborate foundao'

tions being laid before the superstructure ie.

commenced; so they build the upper part of:

their warehouse or office on jack-screws first,*

raise it, and add the lower stories from linden'

neath
; so that the building may be occupied af

it is being advanced, and the foundations laidi

afterwards. Bat even then, in their endeavour'

to spare expense, the foundations are scampedj
enough is not spent to ensure safety, and oon-:

tinual repairs are necessary, which often cause i

a far greater expenditure in the end than fair

attention and liberality at first would have ocoa<

sioned.

An example of this may bo seen in the offices

of the American Express Company in Monroe-'

street. This building was designed by an arolu-4

tect in New York, who only put in such founda-;

tions as would have been necessary for the samai

structure in New York, where, instead of ai

swampy soil, there is solid rock to build npon^

The consequence was, that when the building

was five stories high, some ugly cracks began toi

appear, which soon became so dangerous thati

the whole of the front bad to be taken down,*

and the rest of the building supported on jack-

screws while the foundations were taken out,

and relaid sufficiently strong at a greater depth.;

False economy this ! which it is surprising oar

far-seeing cousins do not recognise aa more;
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.'Xpensivo than reasonably liberal expenditure

n doing well at first what is to be done at all.

ffais is not a solitary instance of the effects of

uch hasty, careless work. It is a striking

jnetance, but there are many similar cases of

lecay as sure, if not as rapid.

1 Many largo bnildiugs are fronted with fine

nt stone, or, as the Yankees delight to call it,

i‘ marble.” The ” marble,” however, is seldom
inoro than 4 in. thick, no thicker in proportion

ihan the enamel on a “lady’s” face. The rest

!f the wall, which is out of sight, is composed of

loft bricks, thrown together as rapidly as possible,

j

Where iron is used, it is reduced to the mini-

Qura quantity. Iron columns aro made as thin

[8
possible, aud are not calculated to bear more

than a certain weight. If the goods in a ware.

ilOuso supported on iron columns are increased

k> more than a fixed amount, there will soon be a

lonfuacd mixture of merchandise and building

loaterials.

! Cracks .are frequently appearing in houses
mly recently built, which wore run up three,

our, aud even live stories high, without fronts ;

ho iron and atone for the fronts were not ready
:o hand, and, rather than wait for their arrival,

•ho builders erected the other walls, leaving

loothiugs in the party-walls to bond into after-

fvards. The body of many of these buildings

>ank before tbo front was added, and when this

Tas done, a further settlement took place, which
3 manifesting itself in tho appearance of large

Bracks, and in tho breaking away of the front

from the rest of the house.

I This is the case witl^ too many of tho large

stores and warehouses that are being erected in

Chicago at the present moment. They are largo

mough, they are built quickly enough, they are

anmerous enough to satisfy any Yankee who
ihinks those three features are enough to con-

ititute a city of buildings of which any country

may be prond. But their architectural beauties

iro sought for in vain. This, however, could be
dispensed with, if they were well built

j
but

they do not even possess the merit of stability,

whether they aro constructed from the roof

iownwards, or from the earth upwards.

SCHOOL BOARDS.

London..—Mr. C. Reed, M.P., moved, on a

former report of the Works Committee :
—

“ That
the tender of Mr. G. Stephenson, of Beaufort-

street, Chelsea, S.W., amounting to 4,9621., for

the erection of a school to provide accommoda-
tion for 588 children, on tho site in James-street,

Camberwell, be accepted.” He intimated, how-
ever, that a conference between Mr. Tresidder

and the architect of the Board would probably

result in a further modification of the plans, by '

which a larger number of children could be
accommodated by the conversion of the teachers’

room into a class-room, and the average cost per

head would be also reduced. The resolution was
agreed to. On the recommendation of the Works
Committee tho following tenders were ac-

cepted :—The tender of Mr. J. Kirk, of Warren-
iano Wharf, Woolwich, amounting to 6,6661., for

tho erection of a school to provide accommoda-
tion for 806 children, on the site in Canterbury-

road, Lambeth
;
the tender of Messrs. Cooke &

Green, of Malborough-streob, Blackfriars-road,

S.E., amounting to 8,4101., for the erection of a

school to provide accommodation for 1,024 chil-

dren, on the site in Victory-place, Lambeth; the

tender of Messrs. W. H. & J. Mausbridgo, of

North Villas, Caniden-sqirare, N.W., amounting
to 3,8111., for the erection of a school to provide

accommodation for 716 children on tho site in

Tottonham-road, Kiugaland.

THE CLAPHAM AND BRIXTON BATHS.

Ox Saturday the Lord Mayor laid the founda-

tion-stone of some new and extensive baths about

to be erected in Ferndalc-road, Brixton. The
buildings will, it is stated, comprise alargecovered

swimming-bath, 150 ft. by 60 ft., giving 9,000

square feet, superficial, of water for the use of

men, as well as a separate bath, with a distiuct

entraoce, for W(jm6n, of tho dimensions of 65 ft.

by 30 ft.; and additional baths for warm water,

medicated baths, and a set of Turkish baths for

both sexes, so that, as the committee say, “a
complete system of hydro-therapeutic arrange-

menta will be available for the enjoyment of the

strong and hoaUhy, for the promotion of clean-

liness and the art of swimming, as well as

appliauces for the invalid and delicate.” This
scheme will be carried out by a public company

of shareholders and donors. The site selected is

in an open and healthy locality, suiTOundcd by
an increasing population, and is most central for

the purposes intended, being midwaj between
Claphani and Brixton. The water will bo
obtained froman Artesian well now being bored,
whereby a continuous supply of purs water will

bo kept constantly flowing. The first issue of

10,000 11. shares has been made, and more than
half that number have already been allotted.

Mr. Eras. Fowler, the ai-chitect, mentioned that
the men’s swimmiug-baths would be the largest

to the metropolis. Every assistance should he
given to such an enterprise.

THE TRADE BANNERS OF ENGLAND.
From time immemorial, “ banners ” have

played an important part in the history of all

countries, ancient and modern; but England is

more particularly the land of streamers, pennons,
ensigns, standards, flags, banners, and bannerets.

Her poets, painters, historians, dramatists, and
fiction-writers have alike immortalised “ the

banners which the Lord had blessed.”

The amount of devotion, courage, and con.

tempt of life exhibited by our soldiers and sailors

with reference to their colours is sublime and
impressive. It is a kind of adoration of regi-

raoutal colours that has caused our youthful

ensigns to wrap standards round their dying
forms, that they might not surrender them to

the enemy ; and our heroes at sea nail the

“flag of old England to the mast” lest it

might bo shot away in battle. To haul down
the colour is the signal of defeat and sub-

mission, and whenever that rare instance has
occorred to an English ship, onr old “salts”
have wrapped tho flags round their bodies, and
gone down with them to the deep, to prevent
the enemy e.xulting over the prize. It is a
patriotic veneration that our seamen, both naval
aud mercantile, feel to their flags

;
and one of

the grandest spectacles ever seen on water was
the exhibition of the flags of this country, and of

“all nations,” when the” Shah” wont down the

Thames lately. In death, tho colours are

carried on the soldier’s coffin, and the “ Union
Jack” performs the like for the sailor as he is

cast into the deep.

It is not surprising, therefore, that this

English love of banners has extended into the
ranks of the working classes

;
bnt few can have

a right conception of its vast aud costly extent.

Its origin may have dated from the tattered flags

that have led onr armies and navies to victory,

aud which hang up in our cathedrals and public

places, or oni' workmen may have inherited this

love of “crimson silk with golden cross ” from
their forefathers of the ancient City Trade
Guilds, whose banners were followed before the
“Union Jack”—tho “Flag of England,”—flew

on the seas, for its heraldry dates no further back
than the 12th of April, 1606, and then only in

our ships of war, for the Union Jack was not
adopted in the English army till the ParliaK

meutary Union of 1707.

Be it as it will, one fact is apparent, that of

late years there has been a generous rivalry on
the part of trade and benefit societies as to

which should possess the most magnificent
banner

;
and no cost has been spared to obtain

tho best : some idea may bo gathered on this

head by tho fact that in June last, at a demon,
strntion of the coal-miners on tho Durham Race-
course, the banners, mostly now, cost over
12,0001. ! That the trades are desirous of fol-

lowing the art of heraldry is apparent, if it be
true that tho bakers’ trade-union recently applied
to the Heralds’ College for the Bakers’ Arms”
for their banners : whether Garter King of Arms
has such heraldry at Doctors’ Commons, the
bakers are anxiously waiting to learn. If not,

the union intend offering “ a handsome reward ”

for the best design.*

The colliers of the North do not, however,
study heraldry, like the bakers, or seek to adopt
its ancient devices, but in the mines fix and
chalk out their own designs

;
and, haviug once

resolved to have a banner, they obtain an article

of the most respectable aud expressive cha-
racter, thinking what is worth doing at all is

worth doing well, irrespective of cost.

For instance, at the Newton Cap Colliery, near
Bishop Auckland, Durham, tlie pitmen, first

•chose a committee to procure or fix upon a

design. This involved the subject or ideas to

be illustrated. The committee had no trouble

* Arms would not be granted to any but an incorporated
society. They would have to obtain ii charter.

on these points. An old workman at the colliery

sketched a. design for both sides of tho banner,
in which full details were given. This sketch
was handed to Geordie Coxon, a young miner of

artistic genius, and he produced a design truthful

in the whole of the details, aud illustrating the
original crude ideas of the old pitman in a very
forcible manner. The design was highly ap-
proved of, and the painting and finishing of the
banner were entrusted to a Newcastle firm.

Saturday, February 15th, of this year, was fi.xed

for unfurling the banner in public, and the men
aud youths mustered in strong force at the
Nesvton Cap Hotel, where were assembled a
large crowd, the knowing ones passing their

distinguished criticism amidst shouts of appro-
bation.

This banner, which is 11 ft. by 10 ft., is made
of double silk throughout, finished and trimmed
with rich gold-coloured fringe and tassels, with
an ornamentation of fruit, flowers, and foliage.

The heads of the poles aro gilded, and the cords
entwined with silk. The design is on both sides,

and headed, “ Newton Cap Colliery Branch of

Durham Miners’ Association ”
;
and the evils of

tho want of organisation, aud the good results

of a properly and intelligently conducted union
are illustrated in a somewhat amusing but
forcible manner. The first, or leading aide,

contains three separate and distinct illustra-

tions. The two first are side by side,—one
representing the triumph of capital, i. e., a long
plauk resting on a clump of wood (titty-my.

torty), which is placed in tho middle. On one
end is an employer, with a largo box of gold
beside hin\, to give weight. On tbo other end
is an emaciated and toil-worn pitman. Ho is

raised high up in the air, the employer and hia

gold being too heavy a balance for him. The
pitman, from his elevated position, is shouting to

ilia weighty opponent, “Let me hare fair,” and
behind and below him are a number of toil-worn

miners, looking up, with rueful countenanceB,
representing, as imprinted, “ Unorganised and
Plentiful Labour.” The employer, with his box
of sovereigns, replies to the pitman’s appeal,
“ You must yield. You see I am too heavy for

you.” Tho companion illustration represents
“Labour scarce,” and the employer and the
pitman are reversed. A number of the pitmen
have seized on their end of tho plank, and by
their extra weight have brought it down. Hats
are off and waving about, and shouts ascend to
the employer, who, clinging to hia box of gold,

is poised rather dangerously high in the air.

" Wo have you now,” is the pitmen's cry. The
employer responds, “ A truce. Lot us meet, and
try to come to terms.” The third scene ropre-

Bents organised pitmen and employers meeting.
The same plank is iu use. The pitmen’s agent
occupies one end and the chairman of the em-
ployers the other, and each is accompanied with
a number of his respective backers. Standing
on tho middle of the plank is “Arbitration,”
with one foot on each side, to keep it level and
equally balanced. Below aro the following

words,—" Wo agree to settle our differences in

fnture by this means, and let Justice hold tho
balance. Hurrah for Justice !

”

Tho other side of the banner has also three
separate illustrations, which aro in’ reduced by
the following words :

—“ Justice, leading to home-
comfort and happiness, is the true object aimed
at by all intelligent nnionists.” On one side is

the figure of Justice, blindfolded, and holding
her scales. In the centre appears the intended
comfortable pitman’s home. Ho is seated at

table, with his wife and children, in the parlour,

eating their Sunday’s dinner. Conspicuous
among the furniture is a well-filled book-case,

with a glass front, bespeaking a taste for

reading, and the whole scene speaks of comfort
andiuteliigenco. This is explained by the words,

“A happy home: the result of organisation and
arbitration.” Ou the other side ofthe happy home
is seen the employer and workman exchanging
courtesies, and parting with tho nnderstanding
conveyed by the following words,—“Henceforth
let strife cease between ns, and our joint aim be
the true happiness of all.” The banner, headed
by a brass band, was then taken in procession to

the managers and owners of the pit, and to

other colliery owners, after which the pitmen
were regaled by the owners, and speeches of an
amicable nature followed, evidencing that em-
ployers iu the North are taking as much pride
in their men’s banners as tbo pitmen themselves.

It is not frequent that the miners are the
authors of their own design, but when it occui’S

it is something out of tho common style of

iicraldio devices that is produced
;

for at
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tbe demonstration referred to, some 80,000

miners, their wires, and friends were loud

in their applause and laughter at a small

and neat flag carried by the Coxhoe and

Quarrington Hill colliers. Painted on one side

of this banner is a poor, worn out, fleshless,

ribbed shadow of a horse, meekly but almost

vainly endeavouring to draw a large tubfull of

coals, and the horse, straining every muscle, is

encouraged to persevere in its almost hopeless

task by its driver patting and saying to it,

" Come up, Bobby, ten hours a day !
” On the

reverse face of the picture, however, is displayed

poor “Bobby's” exact counterpart, a strong,

skittish, and almost intractable animal, whose
driver is exclaiming, “ Woa, Bobby

j
woa, Bobby,

eight hours a day.” There is as much quiet

humour as signification in this design.

If the miners do not furnish the designs to

the banner-painters, they supply the mottoes
for the designs, and the words are, in some
instances, as pointed as the paintings. For
instance, on a banner of no artistic pretentions,

the Byer iloor Lodge of colliers supply :

—

‘ Saceess to every ‘ Union,’
And every one that's truej

Now we’re bound together.
Let's try what we can do.

Our masters they do tell us,

That if we mean to stand,

We shall do ourselves au injury,

And the trade will leave the land.

lids, is intended for the ten hours system ; and
the third, a miner's boy, who is sound asleep,

with his book on the ground, designates the
twelve hours system.

The East Hefcton pitmen show a tomb, “In
memory of a deceased brother miner,” and a
weeping woman and children kneeling beside it

with hands uplifted in prayer. The grave is

covered with flowers, and an angel is seen
descending, bearing a wreath. The reverse con.

tains a picture of the good Samaritan pouring
oil and wine into the wounds of the man who
had fallen among thieves, i.e., the mine owners !

The Edmondsley banner contains portraits of

the miners’ leaders, and the following

“ Masters and men should both unite,

And this would keep the trade all right

;

Compensation then would take its Sight,
If all were found in union,"

But in that we have advantage.
And that you know is true

;

For if the trade leaves England,
We can leave it too."

One banner has a school scene, and under the
illustration the Addison miners show the neceS'

sity of schools in their village :
—

“ The miner-boys would have to go to school.
The Mines Inspection Bill says so.

To learn to read, and write, and spell,—
This, parents, you must know.”

The Bewick Main colliers go in for illustra.

tions. Their banners show the most important
works of the company they work under, such
as a ship going out to sea, a large factory in full

operation, an engine in the act of crossing a
viaduct, with the aspiration, “ Success to the

coal and iron trade by land and sea.” Portraits

of a master and workman embellish the other

side, together with the maxim, “ He that

oppresses the poor reproacheth his Maker.”
The Browney miners’ banner contains the

figures of a miner and a sinker, with the follow-

ing explanatory lines :

—

" We pierce the ancient strata,

Nature’s geologic roll.

Till we reach Goa's hidden treasure.

The world-wide famous coal."

On the obverse, are the figures of two miners,

with the words :

—

“ Through geologic records,
Great Nature's printed scroll,

We work the famed black diamond.
The heat-sustaining coal."

The Burnbope banner has a boy holding a
placard, on which are the words, “The Mines
Regulation Bill, 1872 : Ten Hours from Bank to

Bank

—

‘ This Bill has passed, and it does say.

The boys to have ten hours a day

;

But in this Bill it does say more,
Though I have not time to tell you all

“Awake, arise, or be for ever fallen;” and,
“ Wealth gotten by vanity shall be dissolved,

but he that gatheveth by labour shall increase.”

The Etherley-lane miners depict what a pit-

man’s home should be, and in time may be. On
one side the spectator is afforded an interior

view of a miner’s cottage, well furnished, and
the inmates wed clothed and fed. The toil of

the day being over, the evening chapter from
the Book of books is being read by a clean,

matronly female, in whose lap reclines a sleep,

ing, happy babe, whilst the contented father

sits opposite, listening to his wife. Below
this “Arcadian” picture are the words, “Princes
and loixls are but the breath of kings, but man
is the noblest work of God.” Lower down is

depicted a careworn, tired miner, going to his

work at tho dark hour of morn, and opposite is

seen a healthy, cheerful, well-clad man proceed,

ing to hia labour at the hour of seven. The
Haswell banner has an elaborate representation

of the Good Samaritan, with the injunction of
“ Go thou, and do likewise :

” and on tho con-
trary side is painted a group of miners return-

ing thanks to Mr. Bruce, the Home Secretary,

for passing the Mines Regulation Bill, whilst
below is :

—

The bond, the free, the'black , the white

;

Ho made them all, freedom gave.
But Man, he made the slave."

The Springwell miners have a scene of mastersr
and men taking counsel together, and,

—

“ See what can be done when we are wise.
What glorious deeds perform, my sutforing brother*

When men unite, in love and right,
’

And cease their scorn of one another.”

The South Derwent men depict a miner stand.it

ing on a stone in a valley, and his master stand«i:

ing on a hill-side, looking down upon him. A .

number of miners are engaged pulling merri^
at tho ropes of a pulley, and by co-operatiOTq
and union are steadily hoisting up the miner to »

the level on which the master stands. Tho iu.
i

scription underneath is :— '

“ Ye proud and wealthy let this them®
Teach humbler thoughts to you

;

Since such a union has its gem,
Caa boast its splendour too,"

Tho Usworth pitmen have a small flag, workeijti

by a lady, of a most costly and elaborate descrip,
j

tion, being gold needlework on thick crimsttM
velvet, edged with heavy gold lace: the cost of I

materials was 1551. ^ i

The Westwood banner bears the inscriptions:—

H

“ Two years we've been established, which surely is ao^
Ion?.

.[
Yet uow the miaera’ union is forty thousand atrong-V-^

“ The union they say is winding its way, aud driviogn
all fear

; ,

The Woodhouse banner is emblazoned with al
horrible representation of an explosion in a pit^

+ Vl A I r.e A..: Af I A-A -
^with the inscription,'

“ The dangers that miners Lave to undergo,
Are many and fearfud by this you may know."

On the obverse is a picture of a lion and a

lamb, and a child leading them, with the under-
neath pitmen’s “ poesy ” :

—

" IVe have met again, roy dear friends,

Hand and heart we have joined.
For our rights we mean to light;

But as our flag waves in the air.

The capitalist ne begins to stare,

And does cry out, ‘ I do declare.

I'm afraid the Union's ofi'for fair.’
”

The Byers Green flag contains figures of several

workmen belonging to different handicrafts,

under which is the symbol of peace—tho lion

and the lamb; “It is well for brothers to dwell
in unity.”

Several banners depict very pathetic scenes
of widows and fatherless children, with quota-
tions :

—“ What mean ye that yo beat my people
to pieces, and grind the faces of the poor.”
“Masters, give unto your servants that which is

equal and just, knowing that ye have also a
Master in Heaven.”
The Derwent banner has the declaration,

Milkwell Bum and Broad Oak colliers depict
a mother shaking a half-dressed sleepy boy, and
saying,—“ Johuny, wake up; are you not going
to the night school ?” “ No, mother, I am so
tired and sleepy. I have been in the pit four,

teen hours to-day.” The obverse shows the

same boy with books and slate under his arm,
and, “John, where are you going to?” “I
am going to school, mother; I’ve only been in

the pit eight hours to-day.”

The Nettleworth men are profuse in designs
and inscriptions, and are rather original. On
the left-hand side of their splendid banner is

the figure of a oheck-weighman, who is saying
to a youthful miner,—' Wait a little longer, and
I will free you.” Close by are seen a pitman
and a capitalist ; near to the latter stands a
girl, imploring the master “not to take all from
our father; give him a fair share of that he
labours for.” Near the girl stands a boy and a
bishop facing, across whose mitre is engraved
“ 1G,000Z. a year.” Tho youth points to the
prelate and the couplet :

—

‘‘ It is vou that robs us of our bread,
Beware, our Saviour is on the other side."

The bishop heeds nob the threatening of the
boy, but points towards the capitalist, and
says,—“ Leave something more for me,” Be-
neath are the mottoes,—“ He that oppresses the
poor to increase bis riches shall surely come to

want”; on the other side is a painting of
Christ in the act of turning the usurers out of
the Temple, with the following admonition :

—

“ My house shall be called a house of prayer,

but ye have made it a den of thieves.”

The Roddymoor flag has a miner standing
near a colliery, singing:

—

" Give me the pick and the mau who can
They turn the black cuul into bricht s

What would our future have been, lads, without it ?

When the lands lay all bare, and north winds blew
cold."

Tlie Seaham colliers have a joint committee
as the principal emblem, and,—“ We want a fair

The above are selected from 130 banneta^:

exclusive of bannerets, on the ground ; and in

point of excellence of subjects, “ Arbitration.

held the chief place. Capital and Labour afforA
another favourite point for the artist’s brush,

{

Beehives, as representing Industry, and thelj

Bundle of Sticks as Unity, whilst “ Goodit
Samaritans” for the charitable element werei
also plentifully illustrated. It will be seen.!

Politics are nearly left out by the Durhaiail
miners; but tho Northumberland banners that'

were unfurled at a great demonstration on the'

Newcastle Town Moor on April 14, this year,ii

make it apparent that the Northnmbei'land!(
miners are alive to the political use that is to be.;

got out of banners ; and Fletcher of Saltoun’sJ
oft-quoted “ Give me the making of the halladst’.i

and you make the laws,” may, perhaps, he.

altered to “ Give me the making of the banners^'’

and you make the laws.”

Thus, tho Northumberland Bloorahill miners^ 'i

banner has on it, “ Equal Rights Together-,” with (I

a representation of a ballot-box, and a gentle- 1

|

man and a working man recording their votesr-

together.

The Newsham Colliei-y has inscribed on it; i

“ We Claim Manhood Suffrage.”

1

Think for yourselves
; |

And let your watchword be
Justice aod liberty ! .

And toil unweariedly to save ourselves."
[

The Seaton Burn miners’ flag has these lines :— -

“ Oh, man of dauntless courage, arm for the fight
; li

Stand out for the wrongs of thousands, do battle for 'I

the right

;

Who do iheir duty bravely, despite opposing ills, 1

Aud tread life's rugged journey as men of wiadom
^

wills."

“The workmen wish to settle all disputes by
j

days’ wage for a fair day’s work.” The external
arbitration.’ On the obverse, tho representation workings of a supposed co-operative colliery,
of ,a night school, containing a master and three

j

and the query,—“ Do you think it would pay
pupils.

^

The first figure, a bright and intelligent well ?” and, “ Oh, yes; 100 per cent.,” are seen
boy, is listening to the instruction of the si^hool.

master, and represents the eight hours system
;

j

Seaham pitmen is
the second, a sleepy boy, with half-closed eye- 1 teresting.

on the obverse. What Earl Vane thinks of his

matter somewhat

The banner of the Dinnington colliers is of t

a rich dark blue silk, 9 ft. by 3 ft., handsomely k

trimmed, with scarlet cords and tassels, and a
deep white silk fringe along the bottom, the

colour of the mountings being arranged to re- k

present the tricolour. On one side is a picture a
of Liberty, below which, is placed the motto t

" Liberty, Equality, Fraternity,”

The Barrington men thus preach on their

flag, “ The poor man’s wisdom is despised, and i

his words are not heard”; “Wisdom is botterthan i

strength ”
;
“ Go and do thou likewise.”

The Burradon men believe that,

—

“ The rank is but the guinea's stamp.
The mau’s the gowd for a’ that."

Tho Byron pitmen have a banner representing f

a colliery, and a miner standing pick in hand, (

with the chains of slavery lying shattered at his

feet. On another part of tho picture is the

“ Sun of Education” spreading its glorious rays,

before which is the tyrant Ignorance retreating ;

into a cloud, and the motto “ Union and Liberty.” -

The banner of the Society of Operative Brick- 1

layers is of mauve silk. In. the centre is an i

elaborate painting representing workmen erect, t

iugahoQse; the picture being supported by two ^

emblematical figures. Above the painting are i
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s inacriptions “ By industry we flourish ”
;
“ In

t labour there is profit ”
;

“ Unity is strength ”
;

t ndustry is the source of prosperity.” In the

litre is an allegorical representation of Justice
tchinij over a body of bricklayers at work.*
The Tyne shipwrights’ banner is of white silk,

:h blue border. Two hands are clasped
ether. A painting represents a vessel ready
I launching from the ways, and a streamer
ng from the mainmast-head, containing the
irds ‘‘Manhood Suffrage.”

Che Tyne bricklayers’ banner is of blue silk,

h deep pink border with the motto ‘‘In God
Hour trust.” On the reverse side is a painting
resenting two officers in the act of relieving
injured bricklayer.

The Sunderland saw-mill opei'atives designed
laniier especially novel and to the purpose,
is made of broad shavings, interlaced and
iged with curled shavings, and ornamented
h large tassels, also of curled shavings of
'ied-coioured woods. On the front of this

rade” banner are the words ‘‘Manhood
Hrage,” and a device representing a crown,
iposed of curled shavings.
?ho iroomoulders’ banner is of green silk. A
turn represents the manufacture and uses of
1 ,—showing the blast-furnaces, the engine-

j

rks, a screw-steamer, a plough, and a paddle-

'

imcr, and a figure of Justice watching over
'

trade.
I

?he shoemakers’ banner is very large, of
e silk, with white and floral border, fringed
the bottom. In the centre is the crest of

cordwainers, flanked by the figures of
spin and CrLspino, and the words, “ Unity is

mgth”; “We relieve our sick and bury our
d”; “United to protect, not to oppress”;
tay prosperity attend the justice of our cause.”
3 whole is relieved with very elaborate and
ntiful scroll-work in gold. This belongs to
don.

stonemasons have several handsome
ipners and devices, of the square, compasses,
A, and trade tools, with the mottoes, “The
•d is our trust ”

;
“ Eight hours the earnest of

•ow era in the history of labour”
j
“ We ore

3 ” ;
“ United wo stand, divided we fall ”

;

tanhood suffrage, our rights as men, and our
^vileges as citizens ”

;
“ People throughout the

Id, join in one social band, and save yourselves.”
the Gateshead pipemakers’ banner has a
jiple of long pipes crossed, the word “ Equity,”
[I underneath the eye of Providence. This was
Lced on a large rolley drawn by a grey horse,
jwhich were seated two pipemakers and a boy,
jo were occupied in making “ manhood suffrage
jies.”

tho Brushmakers’ Society has a banner with
iir trade handiwork and the motto, ‘

‘ A sweep.
: measure the one thing needful.”
The Ouseburn engineers and operative smiths
r/e as their principal banner a model of a steam
inmer, a large wagon belonging to the works
i which are cleverly-constructed models,
fluding a steamer fitted up with both paddle
jl screw, a screw steamer, a steam hammer,
of which are worked by steam, and workmen
lending to the operations. On the white silk
iner are the words, “The representation of

> people, not of a class; brains, not bricks”;
'he future of the people rests with them-
ves”; “By hammer and hand all arts do
,tid.”

jrhe amalgamated engineers’ banner is of lar^e
inensions, with the motto, “Be united and
lustrious.”

The joiners’ banners are of bine silk, with
3p white border, and pictures of carpenters
.'rking at the bench surrounded by their prin.
lal tools, together with the joiners’ coat of
ns, and the mottoes, “ Crede, sede, cave”;
irastice and equity ”

;
“ How good it is for

[ithren to dwell in unity ” ;—device, a crown
ide of shavings.

The painters of Newcastle and districts’ banner
ivery large and elaborate. Two figures at
3 top represent Truth and Jaatice, between
iiich is the eye of Justice. The coat of
jms of the trade and the motto, “Amor et
hedieulia ”

J Cupid is standing before an easel
linting the words “ Manhood suffrage,” and
[e words, “ Bo true to your colours ”

;
“ By

th and perseverance we’ll gain our rights ”
;

pabour and capital go hand in hand ”
;
“ Cleave

, that which is good ”
;
“ Give us jaatice : it is

jT right.”

, Boiler-makers and iron ship.builders of Jarrow

belongs to the London Society of

THE BUILDER.

have several banners with pictures and devices
of their trade, and the mottoes on which are
“ Success to Iron Shipbuilding”; “Let Jarrow
flourish”; “United to support, not banded to
injure”; “Honour Bright”; “Nil Desperan-
dum”

; “We seek no favour, but demand our
right.” A banner bearing the Jarrow iron-
founders’ coat of arras, is elaborately painted,
and exhibits in the background a sea view, with
a ship under full sail, and the words, “ God the
first founder.”
The London trade banners are perhaps more

costly than the provincials, but the designs are
not particularly wide of those of Newcastle. At
the late Hyde Pai'k demonstration they made a
good show, but “ Boreas ” became so shocked at
the tailors’ banner, which beside the painting of
the “ tailor’s ” coat of arms, and the mottoes,
“ Concordia parva) res crescunt,” had, on the
reverse side, Adam and Eve, as they were attired
when they were driven out of the Garden of Eden.
It is stated that when the other trade ban-
ners were unfurled on the Victoria Embankment,
the sun shone brightly, and there was scarcely
a breath of wind, but no sooner was the tailors’

banner hoisted than “Boreas” became furious,
and blew all the banners out of the bearers’
liands, and when they reached Hyde Park most
of them were in tatters, and “Adam and Eve”
were blown out of the picture, as well as turned
out of the Garden of Eden. The London trades
Jiave a great affection for Phrygian caps, bundles
of sticks, and the tricolor.

This wreck will necessitate new trade banners,
and as some alteration will take place, ic may
'oe left to another paper to describe the London
trade banners.

The banners of tbe ancient City trade guilds,
which are now extant, were not made of silk, but
many are of tapestry, with the coat of arms
worked in. The City library contains a valuable
work, with illustrations of banners and ban-
nerets of the City trade guilds of the time of
Charles II., wliich seem to show that our present
trade banners are superior both in design, cost,
and e.vecution.

TWICKENH.AM.
Most large cities have agreeable outskirts, to

the peace and quiet of which the well-to-do
inhabitants can retire from the noise and bustle
of town life

;
but few are in this respect so well

supplied as London. Of late years “the
northern heights ” of Hampstead and Highgate
have come more than ever into favour, and they
are now joined by one continuous line of resi-
dences to our huge metropolis

; and on the
southern side large environs of pretentious and
of modest villas of all grades have grown around
the various stations of our suburban railways.
Formerly, however, it was the Thames that
attracted to itself, like a magnet, the noblemen
and retired millionaires, or still busy citizens.
Palaces and mansions gradually arose along its

banks, and its windings became tbe controlling
centre-line of power which led the outskirts in
its varying course.

Of all tbe outskirts of London, tho one with
the most interesting literary associations is

Twickenham, so especially connected as it is
with the names of Alexander Pope and Horace
Walpole. The houses of both these men were
bizarre, but interesting, as being exhibitions of
their characters. Twickenham is healthy, and
its mild and good air has drawn large numbers
to its site, so that of late years it has grown
greatly

;
but its true fame will ever cling around

the persons and events of the past. Walpole,
in a letter to R. Bentley (July 5th, 1755), claims
great consideration for the place he loved :

“ Nothing is equal to the glory of this village.
Mrs. Pritchard has bought Ragman’s Castle.
Wo shall be as celebrated as Baim or Tivoli

;
and

if we havo nob as sonorous names as they boast,
we have very famous people. Clive and Pritchard,
actresses

;
Scott and Hudson, painters

; my Lady
Suffolk, famous in her time

;
Mr. H., the impu-

dent lawyer that Tom Hei’vey wrote against;
Whitehead, tho poet

;
and Cambridge, the every-

thing. ’ These are but a few of the distinguished
names of those connected with the place; but
Walpole himself made a more ample list, a few
years after this. Ragman’s Castle was after-
wards known by the loss singular name of Lawn
Cottage, but is now no longer standing. Kitty
Clive lived at Little Strawberry Hill, at a house
that her friend Walpole loved to call “Cliveden.”
One who obtained the warmest praise from
Dr. Johnson for her character and talents, both
off and on the stage, could have been no ordinaiy
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woman. Walpole wrote the following inscription
after her death :

—

“ Ye smiles and jests still hover round
;

This is mirth’s consecrated ground.
Here lived the laughter-loving dame,
A matchless actress, Clive her name.
The comic muse with her retired,
And shed a tear when she expired.”

Scott was a celebrated painter of sea-pieces
and landscapes in his day, and was called by
admirers the “English Canaletti.” Hudson was
the portrait-painter, who would now be for-
gotten had ho not been the master of Sir Joshua
Reynolds. In after-life Reynolds had a villa on
tbe summit of Richraond-hill, and Hudson
observed to him one day, “ Little did I think
we should ever have had country-houses opposite
to each other”

; to which Sir Joshua replied,
“ Little did I think, when I was a young man,
that I should at any time look down upon Mr.
Hudson.” Lady Suffolk lived at Marble-hill, a
house designed for her by the Earl of Pembroke,
and Mr. H., “ the impudent lawyer,” was Joseph
Hickey, who figures more creditably in Gold-
smith’s “Retaliation” :

—

“ Here llickcy reclinea, a moat blunt, pleasant creature
;And alancJcr itself must allow him good nature.

He cherish'd his friend, and he relish'd a bumper

;

Yet one fault he had, and that one was a thumper'!
Perhaps you may ask if the men was a raiser.
I answer, No, no j for he always was wiser.
Too courteous, perhaps, or obligingly flat ?
His very worst foe can’t accuse him of that.
Perhaps he confided in men as they go.
And so was too foolishly honest ? Ah no.
Then what was his failing ? Come tell it, and burn ye !

He was— could he help it?—a special attorney.''

Paul Whitehead, “the champion and bard of
Leicester House,” whose heart was inurned in hia
patron Lord Le Despencer’s mausolenm at West
Wycombe, with Pagan rites, lived at Colne
Lodge

;
and Richard Owen Cambridge, the beau-

ideal of a thorough English gentleman, lived at
Cambridge House. So much for Walpole’s
prose. About 175S he wrote some verses called
“ The Pariah Register of Twickenham,” in which
most of the famous residents of tbe parish are
introduced :

—

“ Where silver Thames round Twit’nam meads
His winding current sweetly leads

;

TwiTnam, the Muses’ fav’rite seat,
Twit’nam, the Graces’ loved retreat;
Tliere polish’d Essex went to sport,
The pride and victim ofa court!
There Bacon tuned the grateful lyre
To soothe Eliza's haughty ire.

Ah! happy had no meaner strain
Than friendship's dash’d his mighty vein !

Twit'num, where Hyde, raajestic sage,
Retired from folly’s frantic Stage,
While his vast soul was hung on tenters.
To mend the world and vex Dissenters

;

Twit’nam, where frolic Wharton revel’d.
Where Montagu, with lock dishevel'd
(Conflict of dirt and warmth divine).
Invoked and scandalized the Nine

;Where Pope in moral music spoke
To ih’ anguish'd soul of Bolingbroke,
And whisper'd, how true genius errs,
Preferring joys that power confers;
Bliss never to great minds arising
From ruling worlds, but from despising

;

Where Fielding met his bunter muse.
And as they quafi"d the fiery juice.
Droll nature stamp'd each lucky hit
With unimaginable wit

;

Where Suttolk sought the peaceful scene,
Resigning Richmond to the Queen,
And all the glory, all the teasing.
Of pleasing one, not worth the pleasing;
Where Fanny, ‘ ever blooming fair,’
Ejaculates the graceful pray'r.
And scap'd from sense, with nonsense smit,
For Whitfield's cant leaves Stanhope’s wit,—
Amid this choir of sounding names
Of statesmen, bards, and beauteous dames,
Shrfl the last trifler of the throng,
Enroll his own such names among ?
Oh, no ! enough if I consign
To lasting type their notes divine

;

Enough if Strawberry's humble hill
The title-page of fame shall fill."

This is a goodly list of great names, but several
others remain unmentioned, and these we must
notice farther on. At present we will just refer
to those that Walpole mentions. The Earl of
Essex was supposed to have lived at Twicken-
ham Park, but there is no authority for tho
supposition, although he appears to have visited
Francis Bacon here, when the place was in the
possession of that distinguished man. Queen
Elizabeth visited Twickenham Park in 1592, when
Bacon presented her with a sonnet in praise of
the Earl of Essex. Edward Hyde, Earl of Claren-
don, lived at York House, which was given him
by the Crown on the public announcement of the
marriage of his daughter with James II., then
Duke of York. It was his literary villa, where
he passed the summer months, and was visited
by most of the celebrities of his day. The
notorious Duke of Wharton, called by Pope “the
scorn and wonder of our day,” lived at the
(3rove. Lady Mary Wortley Montagu came to
live at Saville House about the year 1720, Pope
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having used his best endeavours to induce her

to settle at Twickenham. Fielding, the novelist,

occupied two rooms in a quaint, old-fashioned

wooden house in Back-lane, where he wrote his

“ Tom Jones.” The last name on Walpole’s list

is the lovely Lady Fanny Shirley, daughter of

one of the Earls of Ferrers, who lived at Heath-

lane Lodge, and on whom was written the well-

know-n ballad, “Fanny, blooming fair.” Walpole

i)mitted many distinguished inhabitants of the

“ literary suburb ” from his “Parish Register,”

and we will now, therefore, add a list of some of

his omissions.

Richard Corbet, the poet, and Bishop of

Norwich, whose father cultivated a nursery-

ground at this place; William Lenthall, the

famous Speaker of the Long Parliament
;
Robert

Boyle, the philosopher
;
Sir John Suckling, “ the

most light and sprightly of our poets, except

Moore”; and Dr. Edward Stillingfleet, Bishop

of Worcester; all lived at Twickenham. Tho
parish church is dedicated to St. Mary the

Virgin, and is of no great interest. One only of

tho vicara has been eminently distinguished, and

this was Daniel Waterland, one of the ablest

pillars of the Church of England. Tho list of

churchwardens contains one famous name in

that of Sir Godfrey Kneller, “who bragged

more, spelt worse, and painted better than any

<irtist of his day.” Ho was also a most lenient

justico of the peace, and once let olf a thief,

reprimanding the prosecutor for putting tempta-

tion in his way. Pope refers to tliis remarkable

judgment in his lines :

—

“ I thint Sir Godfrey should decide the suit,

Who sent the thief (that stole the cash) away.
And punish’d him that put it in his way."

Sir Godfrey lived at Whitton House, which has

been altered and enlarged, and is now called

Kneller Hall. In the Register of Marriages of

this parish there is an entry of more than

local interest, viz., the marriage of tho famous
sculptor, “ Francis Chantrey, of St. George’s,

Hanover-square, and Mary Ann Wale, November
liSrd, 1809.”

Several royal personages have been connected

with Twickenham. Tradition reports tho Manor
House to have been tho residence of ouo of

Hoary VIII.’s queens, and we know from history

that Queen Anne was born at York House. In

1694 this same queen (then only Princess Anne)
borrowed the house of a Mrs. Davies for a month,
in order that her son, tho Duke of Gloucester,

might have change of air. This young prince

brought his regiment of boys with him, and
exercised them every day on an ait opposite the

house called the Swan Islet, which is now part

of the mainland. It is related that Mrs. Davies,

a wealthy old lady, who lived chiefly on herbs,

without animal food, “ refused to receive 100

guineas which were offered her for her house.”

Louis Philippe, when Duke of Orleans, rented

Orleans House, on his arrrival in England from

New York, in 1800, and it was here, on May 18th,

1807, that his sou, tho Duke of Montpensier,

died. In this same year Louis Philippe wrote to

Dr.Watson, Bishop of Llandaff, a letter, a passage

of which is of great interest, when read by the

light of his after-life :
—“ I quitted my native

country so early that I have hardly the manners
or the habits of a Frenchman, and I can say with

truth that I am attached to England not only by
gratitude, but by taste and inclination. In the

sincerity of my heart, I do pray that I may
never leave this hospitable soil. But it is not

from individual feeling only that I take so much
interest in the success of England, it is also as a

man. The safety of Europe, of the world itself,

tho happiness and independence of the human
race, depend upon the safety and independence

of England.” In 1816 Orleans House was bought

by tho Duo d’Aumaie, who gathered around him
here valuable collections of works of art and rare

books. York House, once the residence of the

great Earl of Clarendon, and long afterwards of

tho Hon. Mrs. Darner, was purchased a few years

ago by the Due d’Aumalo for his nephew, the

Comte de Paris. Another member of the

Orleans family,—the Prince de Joinville, third

son of Louis Philippe,—lived from 1866 to 1871
at Mount Lebanon. “Heroes and kings” are

warned to keep their distance on Bishop War-
burton’s monument to the memory of Pope,
but in these instances the warning has been,

it appears, unheeded. Wo cannot longer keep
back mention of that poet who was tho chief

glory of Twickenham. Ho dearly loved bis

villa, which he called “my Tusculum,” and
spent both his time and his money on the adorn-
ment of his gardens with the greatest content-

ment. Ill 1725 his old niiree died, and he

erected a tablet to her memory, with the follow,

ing inscription :
—“ To the memory of Mary

Beech, who died November 5th, 1725. Aged 78.

Alex. Pope, whom she nursed in his infancy, and
constantly attended for tliirty-eight years, in

gratitude to a faithful old servant, erected this

stone.” Bight years after, the poet’s mother,

Mrs. Editha Pope, died, and besides erecting a

tablet to her in the church, ho raised an obelisk

in a seclnded part of the grounds, with the

touching inscription :

—

“ Ah, Editha

!

Matruin optima,
Muliemm amanlisaima.

Vale!”

Nothing is now left of the poet; the grotto

which cost him 1,000L has been stripped of the

spars, shells, aud gems which adorned it, by his

thieving admirers, thus fulfilling the prophecy
in Dodsley’s “ Cave of Pope” :

—

“ Then some small gem, or moss, or shining ore.

Departing, each shall pilfer, iu fond hope
To please their friends in every distant shore.

Boasting a relic from the cave of Pope
;

”

and his villa itself was ruthlessly destroyed by
the Baroness Howe, widow of the sou of the

celebrated admiral, and wife of Sir Wathen
Waller. The vicissitudes of houses are often

very strange
;
Pope’s own villa had wings added

to it by Sir William Stanhope, and the end of

the villa built by that “Queen of the Goths,”

—

Lady Howe, after she had razed Pope’s to the

ground, was that its wings were taken down
and the central portion divided into two
houses. Ouo of Pope’s friends, James Craggs,

the Secretary of State who succeeded Addison,

and died at the early age of thirty-five, lived at

the Grove. The poet wrote his epitaph for the

monument iu Westminster Abbey, and tolls us

that Craggs was,—“ Praised, wept, and honour’d

by tho muse he loved.”

We now come to the most noted of all the

habitations at Twickenham, viz., the gimcrack
villa of Horace Walpole, the registrar of the

village. The original house was built by the

Earl of Bradford’s coachman in 1698, and was
called by the common people “ Cliopped-straw

Hall.” It was inhabited by several men of note

before Walpole bought it ; one of the eiuliest of

these was Colley Cibber, and tho latest Pore

Courayer. In 1747 Walpole took the remainder

of Mrs. Chenevix the toy-woman’s lease, and
the next year bought the fee-simple. He then

gradually rebuilt tho house according to his

notions of Gothic, and filled it with curiosities,

after which it attracted all tho fashionable

world to it as one of the sights of the kingdom.

It thus became a very different place to that

which Mrs. Chenevix left. Walpole described

Mr. Ohenevix’s library as “ furnished with three

maps, one shelf, a bust of Sir Isaac Newton,
and a lunar telescope without any glasses.”

There was a small house on the estate wliich

Walpole bought, in which Richard Franklin, the

printer of the Craftsman, lived; aud it is not a

little curious that William Palbeney, Earl of

Bath, Sir Robert Walpole’s great opponent, and
one of the chief writers in tho Craftsi,ia)i, sbonld

have written some verses in praise of Straw-

berry.hill : they commence,

—

“ Some cry up Guunersbury,
For Sion aome declare

;

Aud some say that ivich Chiawick Houao
No viUa can compare.

But ask tlie beaux of Middlesex,
Who kuow the country well,

If Strawb'ry Hill, if Strawb'ry IZill

Don’t bear away the bell.”

Nicholas Amburst, the editor of tho Craftsman,

died at Twickenham; aud although 10,000 or

12,000 copies wore sold weekly of this paper,

which brought his party into power, he was
allowed to die poor, and to bo buried at the

expense of Franklin. One of the chief distinc-

tions of Strawberry-hill was the printing-press

which Walpole set up in 1757, and at which he

printed some good books and much rubbish.

His last printer, Thomas Kirgate, who served

his master for thirty years, was not remembered
in Walpole’s will, in which 100,000?. were be-

queathed in various ways. Kirgate wrote some
stiuizas complaining of his lot :

—

“ Adieu
!
ye groves and Gothic tow’rs,

Where I have spent my youthful hours,

Alas ! I liud in vain :

Since he who could my age protect

By some mysterious sad neglect.

Has left me to complain.”

Walpole bequeathed his house and its con-

tents to the Hon. Mrs. Darner, with 2,000i. to

keep it in repair ; and she, after living in it for

a time, resigned it in 1811 to the Countess

Dowager of Waldegrave. In 1791, six years

after Mrs. Olive’s death, the two Misses Berry,
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whom Walpole described as “ the best informoeft

and most perfect creatures ho ever saw,” cainoi

to live at Little Strawberry-bill; and their

attached friend,—“Albion’s old Horace,” as he
called himself, bequeathed tho house to them at

his death.

Tho list of the distinguished inhabitants of

Twickenham is still unexhausted, but we most
huny over those that have not yet been men-'
tioned. Twickenham Park has already been.'

referred to as the residence for a time of Bacon;
a later occupant was John Lord Berkeley of

Stratton, the distinguished Royalist, who was'
made a peer by Charles II., at Brussels, in 1058.1

His towu-house was iu Piccadilly, on the site (9
Devonshire House, and Berkeley Square and'

Street, and Strattou-street, take their namea.
from him. His brother, Sir Williatn Berkel^tt
an able governor of "^'irginia, died at TwickenJ
ham, and was buried in the church. Marblei
Hill, as mentioned before, was built for Mrs.c

Howard, afterwards Countess of Suffolk, thel

mistress of George II. Tho staircase is madei
entirely of finely-carved mahogany, aud some:
of the floors are of the same wood. There#

is a story attached to this mahogany. A
certain captain had orders from the king to

bring some wood from the Bay of Honduras^,
and bo carried out his instructions in so xmcerrf
monious a manner, felling the trees withot^
permission of the Court of Spain, that a war;

was nearly tho consequence. Marble Hill has;

had several famous occupants; Mrs. Fitzherb^^
was one of these, and tho Marquis Welleal®
another. Soon after the marquis left it it be-i

came the property of General Peel. Little

Marble Hill stands on the site of a cottage onoe<

occupied by Mrs. Clive, before she removed to

Little Strawboiuy Hill. Tho gifted Lady Diamw
Beauclerk, wife of Dr. Johnson’s Topliam Beau-'

clerk, was a later resident, in whose honotqji

Walpole added a postscript to his “ Pariafe

Register,” commencing

—

“ Here genius, iu a later hour,
Selected its sequester'd bower.”

Lord Byron’s grandfather, Admiral Byronj
known amongst the sailors as “foul woatha®'
Jack,” was buried at Twickeoham on April 10,

178S. Dr. Morton, Principal Librarian of tho!

British Museum, and Secretary of the Royal'

Society, died here in 1790, aged eighty-three.

;

Sir John Hawkins, the historian of music and;
executor of Dr. Johnson, lived at Twickenham i

House; and the deluded Joanna Sontbeott lived,

and preached in a small cottage on the Stainea--

road, pulled down a 'few years ago. Of celebrities'

of our own clays, we must not forget that:

Turner, the painter, lived for some x^ears at.

Sandycomb Lodge; or that Charles Dickens
took up his summer residence at Ailsa Parl^
villas in 1838. The Poet Laureate lived at:

Twickenham in 1852, when his son Hallam,,!

called after the hero of "In Memoriam,” was;
born.

Hounslow Heath was once a name of torroff<

to travellers and the neighboixring village of ‘

Whitton was a notorious resort of the highway- ’

men that frequented that place. Dr. Dodd was-i

captured here before his trial for forgery^.

Scarcely more than twenty years ago the little

village of Whitton was still ()uiet and secluded, "

and at the chief house of the place a night 1

watchman was kept, who went round the house t

and grounds every hour, and called ont the 1

time. Twickenham has alw-ays been famous for <

its trees, and the first weeping willow known in

this country is said to have been planted iu

Twickenham Park in the early part of the 1

eighteenth century. In many of the gardeoS'i

there are magnificent cedars of Lebanon. Arch- 1

ibald Lord Islay, afterwards Duke of Argyll,

planted about fifty of these cedars at Whitton-

1

place, and then erected an elegant tower from i

which the outspreading branches might be looked i

down upon. “ It is said that the trees of Mount
Lebanon itself are so shattered by winds and i

storms, that they are surpassed by the ced^s i

in the neighbourhood of London.” Twickenham-

1

has had several historians, but the latest is the .

Rev. R. S. Cobbett, whose “ Memorials of

Twickenham, Parochial and Topographical,” 1

was issued last year. It is a careful work, full i

of information and interest, and we have been •

greatly indebted to its pages for much of the .

matter contained in this article. We cannot ;

better close these notices of one of the outskirtft i

which has grown up by our beautiful river, than i

mth the words of Thomson :

—

" The silver Thames first rural grows
Fair winding up to where the Muses hauut
InTwit’nam’a bowers.”
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THE CONINGTON MONUMENT, ST. BOTOLPH'S CHUPvCH, BOSTON.

Sir G. G. Scott, R.A., Architect.

CHAMBERS IN LEADENHALL STREET,
LONDON.

The subject of our illustration is the street
front of a block of ofBces on the south side of
Leadenhall-street. The general plan consists of
detached blocks, with a corridor running through,
and a large stair in the centre block, giving
access to the whole. On the ground-floor
there is a branch corridor running through
another propert7 into Billiter-street. Each of
the blocks averages about 50 ft. hj 40 ft., and
is four stories high, counting a lofty and well-
lighted basement, which really covers the whole
area, being lighted throughout by skylights.
The whole of the surfaces of the areas through,
out are lined with white tiles. The plan seems
to be very convenient, and the offices, which are

unusually light and well ventilated, are mostly
let, and from what we hear, at very high rates.

The front is built with Portland stone and cat
and gauged Fareham brick. It is an excellent
piece of workmanship. The roof is covered
with Staffordshii-e tiles.

The work has been entirely carried out by
Messrs. Ashby & Horner, of Aldgate, from the
designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
R. Norman Shaw, A.R.A. Mr. James was the
clerk of works. The carving and modelling were
entrusted to Mr. James Forsyth, of Edward-
street, Hampstead-road.

Itmay be interesting to mention speciflcally that
the ground-floor of the back block, simply a
room (under 50 ft. by 40 ft.), lets for 1,000 I

guineas a year, on a twenty-one years’ lease, and
all the rest in proportion. We have reason to I

believe that the favour with which the building

is viewed arises from having good access to all

parts, and the care bestowed by the architect on
the provision of light and air.

THE CONINGTON MONUMENT.
The monument of which we give an en-

graving has been erected in St. Botolph’s

Chnrch, Boston, in memory of the late Rev.

John Conington, Corpus Professor of Latin in

the University of Oxford.
The work generally is executed in veined

alabaster, the subje ct being sculptured in white

Italian alabaster.

The monument was designed by Sir George
Gilbert Scott, R.A., and executed by Messrs.

Farmer & Brindley, of London.
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A BLOCK OF OFFICES IN LEADENHALL STBEET, Mr. B. Noemai. Shaw, A.E.A., Architect.
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NOTES FEOM PARIS.

Hlatucs.—The Government of “Moral Order”
will decorate Paris, if it does not regenerate the
population. Napoleons in marble and bronze
are to be liberally distributed. The two principal
effigies—that of the Rond-point at Courbevoie,
and that of the Column Vend6me,—are at
present at the State dep6t of marbles in the
Rue de I’Universite. It ia the latter which will
surmount tho new column

; it is for the moment
in fifteen or twenty pieces, and looks like a mass
of old iron. It is not broken, however, but
onscrewed, and, despite a few crevices, can bo
saaily put together, provided that no essential
piece is missing. There are only five more
statues of Napoleon in Prance. They are
erected at Ajaccio, Auxonne, Cherbourg, Mon-
toreau, aud Lille. There is also one at Marengo,
jrected in 1B47 by the Sardinian Government.
That of Lyons was palled from its pedestal on
die 4th of September. The forgotten statue of
ihe Empress Josephine is to be replaced on its
'ormer pedestal in the Avenue Jose2)liiue. This
itatuo was preserved from all revolutionary
ndignities on the 4th of September, and placed
u the State depbt, where it remains intact. It
8 3 mistres 10 centimetres high, and was cxe-
luted by the sculptor. Vital Dubray, who devoted
:wo years to the work. It was unveiled iu 1867.
rhe Empress ia represented bolding an exotic
lower in her hand,—an attitude which sym-
Jolises the place of her birth, Martinique. The
oft hand rests on a coronet placed on an antique
ripod. Tho statue ia carved in one block of
vbitQ marble, and the pedestal is in bard stone
rom Is^re quarries. No inscription, scratch, or
Issure has yet disfigured it.

The Ruins of the TiiileTies.—'ThQ demolition of
he two galleries uniting the Medicis pavilion to
ihoso of Flore aud Marsan, and tho materials
|)rovening from tho destruction of these portions
l>f tho Tuilerios, were adjudged three days a<yo,

it the Tribunal of Commerce, to the highest
'idder, tho contest having been, contrary to
;enoral expectation, pushed to au extreme point,
'ho auction took place by candle-light. There
/ere two lots, tho first of which went for 41,000
rancs, the second for 40,000. There was some
alk of forming an anonymous comjiauy to buy
he ruins as an avchasological speculation, but
histheGovorninontrendci'ed impossible. Among
he conditions imposed on tho contractor are
hese,—thedemolitions must be completed within
ho space of three months, and all materials
leaned away within five. The Administration
f Domains reserves to itself the right to
xereiso a minute and contiuuous supervision
ver alt the workmen employed. All objects
ound in tho ruins, whatever may bo their value,
^111 be handed over to tlie Administration, which
au demolish parts of the building or organise
earches as it thiuks fit ou its own account,
feither contractor nor workmen will be allowed
0 enter those parts of the building which are
•Ob being destroyed : to break this rule will be
0 incur a fine of 50 francs. Therefore, if tbo
reasures supposed to be hidden in the ruins of
he Tuileries really exist, good care has been
aken to keep them in the public pocket.
The Hotel de Ville.—The Paris municij^ality

3 rather more prudent in financial matters than
ha Versailles Government, yet it is energetic
nd liberal iu one direction—the H6tel do Ville.
t plan for the rebuilding of the principal part
f the municipal palace has already beou
dopted. Now tho annexe facing tho quays,
vhero tho octroi department was formerly in.
balled, ia being set free from the surrounding
uina. About fifty workmen have been engaged
luring tho last few days in detaching the enor-
noua iron beams that compose the skeleton of
iie roof, and whereof tho greater part ia in sufii-

uently good condition to bo used again. Tho
irchitcct directing the works has given it as his
ipinioii that the edifice need not be entirely
lestroyed. The principal facade, fronting the
Macc de I’llbbel de Ville, maybe retained, as
veil as that of the Rue do la Parchominerie.
['ho reconstruction will cost about oue million
•f francs. It was at first intended to repair tho
innexe and the Hotel de Ville together, but it
3 now announced that the octroi building will
)e completed before the plana of MM. de Per-
'hea and Ballu are put into execution.
New Tramway Carriages.—For some time past

'he Paris Omnibus Company have been demand-
ng models of a simple aud commodious vehicle,
mitablo to tho tramways which are now bein"
aid down in many parts of Paris. One was
Jxhibited at tho Trocadero a month ago; but it
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appears that it was found wanting, since a new
model has been tried this week on 'the rail which
runs from the Pont Solferino to tho Pont do la
Concorde. This last invention will probably be
adopted. It is a happy modification of the
American form. The form is that of an elegant
wagonette, —that most sociable and comfortable
of vehicles; it can be drawn by one or two
horses, and contains twenty-six places, sixteen
inside and ten on two platforms placed at the
two extremities of the carnage. On these plat-
forms travellers will stand aud be able to smoke

;

in the interior are parallel seats covered with
green velvet, as in the ordinary omnibus. A
mineral essence has been adopted for the light-
ing of the carriages. This new model has there-
fore no “knife-board,”— a mutilation of which
few passengers will complain. The platforms
aro excellent substitutes. A curious feature ia
that the driver will stand among the smokers, a
revolving handle within his reach which will act
on a break, and gratify obese ladies by securing
a sudden stoppage. The carriage ia uniform at
both ends : arrived at a terminus, tho shafts are
taken out and affixed to the other end

;
tho con-

ductor occupying tho placo vacated by the
driver. Ventilators are affixed to the upper
part of the carriage. The company is not yet
satisfied, however. A new system, admitting of
forty seats, and the orthodox inipdriales, is to be
tried in a few weeks.
Rreparations for “ La Revanche.”—Apart from

learning German geography, fencing, aud riding,
the Parisian passion for revenge is leading
sober

_

members of tho Institute, savants, and
scientific authorities into the most extraordinary
researches and experiments. M. Mille has jmst
announced himself ns a partisan of “detached
forts,” and M. Millo is, it should bo stated,
the engineer intrusted with tho condoot of the
e-xperiments being made in the plain of Genna.
villiers on the waters and detmtus of dinins as
manm-e. His essays have been thoroughly
successful, and the plain where this manure has
been tried ia a veritable slice of Utopia. Genno-
villiers is a peninsula,—waste laud hitherto,

—

jutting into tho Seine. Those facts have led the
engineer to put forward a panacea, in case of
siege. He proposes that a large belt of forts
should protoct tho peninsula, which should be
manured from the drains. The ground conld
thus be entirely fertilised, and would produce a
sufficient crop of vegetables to supply all the
wants of tbo capital. The Prussians could then
no longer force epicurean Parisians to pay
30 francs a bushel for indifferent potatoes.

BARNACK CHURCH.
The cast window of the chancel of this well-

known church has been filled with stained glass,
as a memorial of the late Bishop Davys, of Peter-
borough. The chancel is of the Late Decorated
stylo of architecture, and sufficient old stained
glass was found in the fine stonework of the
window to givo a clue to the proper treatment
of tho new glass. The colouritig of tho tracery
pieces is rather heavy. Tho windows are light-
coloured grisaille-work, with subjects under low
canopies, running across the window, forming
string-courses of colour, as iu the side.wiudows
of Merton College Chapel, Oxford.

_

The scheme of the subjects is, first, from tho
life of our Lord

; next, illustrations from the life
of St. John tho Baptist, to whom the ehurolj ia
dedicated; then subjects from the life of St.
Peter,'—these last have rel'erenco to tho con-
nexion from the earliest times that there has
been between Peterborough Cathedral and Bar.
nack Church.
Tho two side-windows are also filled with

stained glass, similar ici character to that in the
east window, but they have the figures of the
four Evangelists, and the four writers of the
Epistles, instead of other subjects. The appear-
ance of tho new work is remai-kably like that of
tho old stained glass.

ihe church is best known from its having the
oldest and most interesting tower of any church
iu England. It is Saxon, of primitive form, and
in excellent preservation. In Saxou times it
stood by itself, tho only entrance being by a
doorway, now a window about 15 ft. from the
ground. Prom the stone seats placed round
tho inside, it is surmised that it was used as a
council-chamber by the East Auglians. The
nave and chancel were added afterwards. Tho
tower is surmounted by a beautiful Early English
lantern, and there are some charming bits of
Saxon ornament outside. Besides the Saxon
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tower, there ia a very good font, and a most-
singular sculpture of the Virgin in contempla-
tion. It is much mutilated, but the figures of
tho three persons of tho Trinity, with separate
rays proceeding to the Virgin, can be clearly
made out. The churchyard, covered with stone
coffins, should be noticed. Tho neighbourhood
of the church furnished tho celebrated Barnack
stone of which Peterborough Cathedral was
built. The quarry has been long exhausted.
The three stained window’s are the gift of the

Rev. Marsham Argles, M.A., canon of Peter-
borough, and were exectited by Heaton, Butler,
ix Bayne, of London.

ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
THE JfxVNCIIESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECT'S.

The Report of the Council of this Society,
read at the last annual meeting already referred
to in our pages, says As regards the w’ork-
men, the encouragement that has been given to
tho Building Trades’ Institute for technical
education by the personal exertions of some of
your members, and by the offering of prizes by
the Society, has produced and is producing o-ood
results. The workmen find that in pointin'°out
to them a course of study the architects ar«
their best advisers, and the results of that study
aro at present shown in the returns of the
Government Science and Art Examinations, in
which the Manchester Institute takes a high
rank, and will no doubt iu coming years be more
apparent in the technical knowledge possessed
by the future master builders of Manchester.
The value of the Society as an organised body

has, however, been shown in other respects.
It will be remembered that some years ago a

paper was drawn up with the view of setting
forth the principles that ought to oharacterisc
building agreements : this alone was a step in
advance of anything that had previously existed,
showing, as it did clearly, the rules of equity
that ought to be embodied in such documents.

Latterly, however, from causes 'which it is
unnecessary though not difficult to point out,
the master buildera, as a body, have succeededm inducing or compelling architects in various
parts of tho kingdom to introduce into their
building agreements clauses embodying the
quantities with tlio agreement, and introducing
a third party as referee on all points on which,—
and they may bo many,—the architect aud
builder may not agree. A request to countenance
like clauses lias been made to this Society by the
Master Builders’ Association, and refused. The
original paper on building agreements has, how-
ever, been revised and some improvements intro-
duced, such as fixing the proportion of pavments
on account m regard to the value of work done,—
the proportion -which the amount rotainod in hand
as security for completiou should bear to the
amount of the contract,—tho definition of the
meaning of tho words “completion of tho con-
tract,”—tho responsibility as to insurance, &c.
but your Council has declined to agree to the
incorporation of tho quantities with tho agree-
ment as a rule binding in all cases, because it
must inevitably lead to laxity in taking them out,
and rob the employer of tho security he ought to
feel as to the amount of money lie may have to
disburse

; and they have likewise declined to
admit an arbitration clause, except for such cases
as cannot possibly bo provided for beforehand in
the agreement itself. It cannot be concealed
that the real motives for securing the offices of
an arbitrator or referee are in regard to prices
for extras and omissions, and possibly in throw-
ing such obstacles in the way of an architect
rejecting materials or workmansliip as may cause
him to accept what he might not otherwise feel
disposed to do, rather than have the course of his
work interrupted and inteifered with by the
interveutioQ of a third party. Your Council
consider that a very slight amount of trouble in
framing the agreement, or in determinino- its
basis at tho very outset, would render the appeal
to a referee unnecessary, while still doing strict
justice to both builder and employer.

During the past year the schedule for taking
quantities and measuring up works has been
revised in eonjnnction with a Committee of the
Master Builders’ Association, and reprinted. Tho
Society ia to be congratulated on the fact, that
so well was tlie work done in framing this very
importantdocument, now the recognised authoritv
on these matters for this district, that no
changes

_

whatever have been introduced; the
only additions having been some few explanatory-
paragtaphs.
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SMOKE NUISANCE IN THE SUBURBS.
There are many people looking oat for things

to find fault with, some offering a remedy, others

not. I beg to class myself with the latter kind

of pests. My present grievance is this : The
mode adopted in laying out ground for building

large houses. I will instance South Kensington

and its surroondings. Large high houses are now
erected in wide roads, which houses, for example,

I will call the shell of a nut. The kernel, or

middle of the grounds at back of, and surrounded

by such houses, is covered with low stables.

These stables are inhabited, and the inhabitants

must live, and so sometimes indulge in hot

dinners, and use hot water; consequently fires

are burning all day, winter and summer, which
cause an abominable nuisance to the surrounding
private houses, for no sooner are the windows
ojiened than the rooms are filled with large

blacks, or I may say lumps of soot. Why should

not the stables be fitted up with gas-stoves ? Gas
may be a little dearer than coal, but if it be con-

sidered that the fires are kept alight and burning
coals all day, while gas need only be lighted

when wanted to be used, gas must be cheaper
than coal, would keep the rooms cooler in

summer, warmer in winter, prevent the fear of

sparks flying out, and save much extra washing,
cleaning, and annoyance to the inhabitants of

the houses. As the stables generally belong to

the houses, arrangement for the payment of gas
used could be made with the rent,—if let. Y.

GIVE THEM A HUB.

While sauntering upon the Holbom Viaduct
the other day, I noticed what some people would
consider mischief, namely, the toes and other

lower parts of the bronze statues within reach
having been rubbed, no doubt by idlers both big

and little; and it struck me how much better

the statues would look if such idlers had the
opportunity now and then to rub them all over,

or, better still, if the custodians of such works
of art,—not only on the Viaduct, but throughout
London,—would employ some (even pauper)
labour once a month to softly rub off, by cloth

or brush, the accumulation of dust and soot

converted by rain into mud. No harm, I main-
rain, could happen if properly and regularly

jierformed, but much beauty would be the result

and reward. Y.

FALL OF BUILDINGS.

A Bridge at King's Cross .—The down traffic

upon the Great Northern Eailway has been
thrown into disorganisation by the subsidence
of one of the outside arches of the iron bridge
that crosses the line about 50 yards from the

terminus. The arch subsided to the extent of

S ft. or 4 ft., and completely obstructed the

down main line. Two or three trains were
delayed ;

and pending the removal of the ddbris

it was found necessary to despatch all the down
traffic from the centre platform. The bridge

was almost a new structure. Fortunately no
one was hurt.

*

Houses at Brighton .—Workmen had been en-

gaged in erecting some houses and shops, at the

corner of Kensington Gardens, and while doing

so the other day one of the piers suddenly
buckled and brought down the work, precipi-

tating those engaged thereinto the street below,

whence they were picked up and sent to the
hospital, but, after receiving attention, and
being found not to be much hurt, were permitted
to go to their homes. The builders were Messrs.

Iloatlier. Mr. Hill, the architect, was sum-
moned at the police court afterwards by the

borough surveyor fur contravening the Act in

the erection of the above buildings. The evi-

dence went to show that the buildings had fallen

do\vn the week before and injured several men.
Fined forty shillings and costs.

B.oojing in Leeds .—At the oil and soap works
of Mr. John Newall, Lady Bridge, Leeds, before
the work of the day hud commenced, a portion
of the roof of the building, which is 40 yards in

length, fell in, doing considerable damage to

chemicals and things requisite in carrying on
the business. It seems that one of the cross

beams supporting the roof had given way.
A Building at South Shields .—A large build-

ing, which was composed of brick and stone,

situated in Nile-street, and intended for exten-
sive ale and porter stores and offices, for Mr.
W. H. Dickinson, was being finished, when ai

loud crack was heard. This alarmed the work-
men, who beat a retreat. They had hardly done
so when the building fell in with a loud crash,

and became a total wreck. Two workmen sus-

tained injuries. The cause of the accident is

said to be the giving way of an arch on which
one of the main walla rested. The damage will

amount to between 500i. and 6001.

TJte Front of a Grand Stand .—At the Dun-
fermline race-meeting a portion of the front

boarding of the grand stand gave way, and pre-

cipitated to the ground below about a dozen
persons, all of whom sustained cuts and bruises.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Camhencell .—A new chancel has lately been

added to St. Saviour’s Church, the accomraoda-
tion being foirnd inadequate to the rapidly-

increasing neighbourhood. It differs somewhat
in character from the other portions of the edifice,

being of a later date. The chancel has been
produced from the designs of Mr. Bartleet,

architect, and carried out by Messrs. Woods as
the builders. A new stone pulpit has also been
erected in the place of one of wood, the carving
on the same, and which in the chancel is profuse,

being executed by Messrs. Smith <fc Finley.

B'oodbridge.—Mr. R. M. Phipson, the diocesan
architect, has been consulted in the carrying
out of the alterations already referred to in our
pages. His report estimates the cost at about
1,550Z. A committee was appointed to procure
the necessary funds, and carry out the object in

view.

Hatford .—The chief stone of a new church
has been laid at Hatford. Mr. W. Wiggioton is

the architect, and Mr. J. Falkner the builder.

Britford.—The church, which has undergone
'

restoration, has been reopened, when a piece of

land, the gift of Mr. Jervoise, which has been
added to the churchyard, was consecrated by the
Bishop of Salisbury. During the progress of

the restoration a Saxon arch of stone was dis-

covered in the south aide of the church, not far

from the west end; and thishaving been opened,
forms the doorway to the edifice, a porch of

;
Early English character having been placed on
the outside of the church. Tlie nave is lighted

on each side with three windows, some of which
are composed of fragments of the original

windows, which are of early character, the stylo

being preserved in the new ones which have
been inserted. The designs for restoration were
furnished by Mr. G. E. Street, architect, and
Mrs. Hale was tlie contractor. The cost of the
restoration was over 2,000Z.

St. Lawrence .—The foundation-stone of St.

Catherine’s Church at Mansion has been laid.

The site has been given by the Rev. G. W.
Sicklemore. The architect is Mr. W. E. Smith,
of London; and the builders are Messrs. Smith
& Son, of Ramsgate.

Great Yarmouth.—The amount required for

the restoration of Gorleston Church is about
4,6S0Z.

;
and the total sum, within 300Z. or 400Z.j

has been subscribed.

jBeadinj;.—The foundation stone of a new
school chapel, now being erected at the west
side of the school buildings, has been laid by
Mr. John Walter, M.P. The chapel will be a
Gothic structure, about 70 ft. long, by 30 ft.

wide. Mr. Alfred Waterhouse is the architect,

and Messrs. Wright, Brothers, & Goodcliild, of

Croydon and Reigate, are the builders. The
total cost will be about 3,000Z., and Mr. C. Easton,
of Whitekniglits Park, has given the sum of

500Z. towards the fund.

ARTIZANS’ VISIT TO THE VIENNA
EXHIBITION.

The thirty arbizans sent out by the Society
for the Promotion of Scientific Industry to

report upon their respective trades, as exhibited

at the Exhibition, have returned, and from the
careful selection of the men, and the eagerness
with which they set abont their work, strong
hopes are entertained that a very practical and
valuable volume of reports will be the result of

their visit. Mr. W. G. Larkins, the Secretary of
the Society, undertook the entire responsibility

of the arrangements, both of travelling and of
board and lodgings, and if the cheers the men
gave him, when they bid him good-bye at Ant-
werp on the road home, be any criterion, the
men must have been well satisfied with their

visit. It should be said that the e.xpenses of

eleven Birmingham men were defrayed by the :

Birmingham Chamber of Commerce, and the i

party had the benefit of the experience of Mr.
VV. C. Aitken, who was connected with the i

artizans’ visit to Paris in 1867.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS’ ’

SOCIETY.
Ov Saturday' last the Society visited Breton’s

Farm, on which thegreater portion of the sewage;
of the town of Romford is utilised.

The members assembled at Bishopsgate Station i

at three o’clock, and proceeded by train to Rom-;
ford, where they were met by Mr. Hope, thej

tenant of the farm, who conducted them over =

the whole of the property, about 121 acres in'

extent, and courteously explained the variouai

points connected with sewage-farming.
The members were much struck with thei

variety and richness of the crops, especially!'

w'hen the extreme natural poverty of the soil isi

considered. In one part was Italian rye-grass?
undergoing a sixth cutting, while on the next>
plot was maize or Indian corn; then wheat, well

i

advanced, heavy with grain; and further oa\
strawberries and other fruit, which appeared to.

thrive wonderfully on the liquid manure,

—

indeed, the members considered the strawberries:

to be of a peculiarly fine flavour.

The farm is about three miles from the town,!

and the sewage, some 210,000 gallons per diem,i

flows by gravitation into settling-pits, fromr
whence it runs into a chamber, out of which tbei

fluid is pumped by an engine of 8-horse power!
to sufficient height to flow by means of carriers/

some of wrought iron and some of concrete, toi

all parts of the farm.
While observing the favourable results ofi

sewage-farming, as illustrated by the crops, the
members did not fail to note the absence ofi

offensive odours on the farm, and also the purityt

of the effluent waters, which flowed from the-

under-drains. The results are such as can only’

follow intelligent and scientific sewage-cultiva*i
tiou, as practised by Mr. Hope at Romford.

THE WHITEHAVEN WET ‘DOCK.
;

These works were commenced in May last'

year, by Mr. Phillips, the contractor, and fain'

progress has been made. The erection of tliel

dock walls has been forwarded. The outer'/

walls OQ the north and north-west sides have\(

been completed, and joined at the place locally!

known as “ The Devil’s Elbow.” About tbiaj

jufiction, also, communication with the northlt

shore is afforded by some steps. The arches^
three iu number, at the “elbow,” have dis-i

appeared, and a curved wall has been substi.i

tuted. The west sea-wall, something like 270 ftJ

long, and running very nearly at right angles
^

from the north pier, has been completed, andij

the construction of the inner walls of both thell

west and new north sides has been commenced.!!
This svest dock wall, when completed, will be*
60 ft. wide at the narrowest part, and will belf

surmounted by a parapet, 4 ft. 6 in. high. It

,

has occupied the masons, &c., for about sixi

months. The new north wall will be a parapets
of about 3 ft. 6 in. in height, and a portion oft

this has already been put on. A sample of the )

inner facing of the clock is to be seen oppositeij,

the gates of the shipbuilding yard. It is of,

snecked rubble. The construction of theretomili

wall up to the place where the dock-gates will'|

he situated is iu an advanced state, and con- >

siderably more than one-half may be said to bo :

completed.
j

During the progress of the excavating for the.K

east wall the workmen came upon what is sup-

posed to have been the wall of an old timber-^i

dock. The wall faces seawards, and, whatever ni

it may have been, it contaiii.s many good blocks.'

of stone which the contractor can utilise with i

advantage, as they are of excellent quality for i

dock-work.

The contractor is represmted on the works by
Mr. Charlton, and Mr. Brunlees by Mr. Williams, dj

resident engineer.

Church Builders.—The Rock is informed);

that so great is the esteem felt for the Rev. F..,i

Whitfield, who has just left Wimbledon, that.'

Baron Hambro, of Roehampton. has offered to!::

build a chnrch at a cost of 5,000Z., to secure a-

continuance of bis ministrations. It will, how-
ever, probably end in the establishment of,

another “ Free Church of England.”
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AROHITEOTUEAL ASSOCIATION
EXCURSION.

Tiik programme of the “ No'rark and LichBeld
Ixcursion,” being the fourth undertaken under
le conduct of Mr. Edmund Sharpe, lias been
attled upon. On Monday, August 18th, some
ours will be spent at the splendid parish church
' St. Wolfran, Grantham

j
and Mr. Sharpe’s

.augural address will bo given at Newark,
here the party will put up for the evening,
aesday will bo occupied in visiting village
lurches round Newark,—the notable church at
cant Broughton and the church at Stanton
aing among the number

;
the latter church is a

How of Navonby and Heckington churches in
incolnahire, as far as regards its 6ne Decorated
,rved and sculptured chancel,—Easter Sepul-
ire, altar tombs, &c. On Wednesday, the
ollegiate Church at Southwell will bo reached

j

id on Thnrsday the party will move by rail a
lod way westward, stopping on the road at
ottingham (St. Mary’s Church), Derby, and the
le Norman remains at Tiitbury. “Romantic
jlibourne,” near the mouth of Dovedale, will
mse the travellers on Thnrsday night. Hence,
L early morning riser may roach the Reynard’s
ive and other notable features of the Dale

;

:d later a carriage-ride southwards will carry
erybody to Jfaylield, and to the good cpllection
old stained glass atNorbury Church. Stafford
11 bo reached by rail, and some hours spent at
Mary’s

j
and then to Liohfield. In the even-

g the cathedral will bo open for organ
citals

j as also will the churches at Newark,
lUtbwcll, and Ashbourne, on tho several even-
;b. Lichfield Cathedral, and the collection of
cbitectural drawings by the late Rev. J. L.
itit, which are to be shown to the members in
3 hall of the Bishop’s Palace, will supply
3Upation on Saturday. Tho final dinner will
ce place, and all bo completed so that homes
London and at such. like distances may be
ichcd the same evening. With good luck and
r sunshine tho fifty should find in this pro-
imrae rich material to be carried away in
mories, sketch-books, and cymagrams,

SALE OF. SURPLUS PROPERTY:
REAT EASTERN RAILWAY COMPANY.
Di’iung the last three Weeks a large quantity of
rplus property belonging to the Great Eastern
.ihvay Company has been sold by auction, at
) Mart, Tokenhouse-yard. The property is

ated in the neighbourhood of the company’s
tropolitan extensions, which, with tho e.xcep.
n of the short length between Bishopsgate
1 the intended terminus in Liverpool-street,
:ether with tlie great City station there, have
V been completed. The aggregate value of
I whole of the property is estimated at
wards of 120,0001., producing a present annual
•tal of 5,0001., which tho auctioneer stated
J considerably below its annual value, owin"
the railway company not being in a position
jratib lengthened terms of tenancy,
n opening the sale, Mr. Stapleton (the
itionecr) stated that the property was sold
ng to the Great Eastern Company having
r completed their metropolitan extension
IS in the several districts through which they
sed, aud consequently they had no further
asion to keep possession of it. He added that
reserve pub upon the property by the Com-
ly was so low that he had every confidence in
several lots being sold if the bidding was at
spirited. The first five lots, consisting of^
sea in Carabridge-road and Paradise-row in
ihnal-green, producing a present annual rental
1981., were sold for an aggregate sum of
151. The next six lots offered consisted of
ses situated in Tower-street aud Richmond-
J, Hackney, and producing an annual rental
1501., were all bought in, with one exception,
offers made not amounting to the reserve. The
sold was a house in Tower-street, having a
itago to Tower-street of 58 ft., and a return
itage to a new road leading to London-fields
tion, on the north side of the house, of about
ft., aud available for immediate building

poses. This lot, which in addition to a large
se, contains stable, coach-house, and other
Lmildiugs, with a garden aud conservatory in
i^ear, the annual rental being 631., was sold
7101. Tho largest and most valuable lot
red during the sale consisted of the Hall End
ise estate in Walthamstow, Essex, near
)iug Forest, occupying an area of seven-
1 acres and a half.

has only been erected within the last few
years, was described as “ a very superior
brick building with stone dressings, fitted
throughout regardless of expense, built under
the superintendence of one of our most eminent
architects, and standing back from the road, and
is approached by a carriage drive and handsome
flight of steps, and from every window com-
mands magnificent views of tho surrounding
beautiful and picturesque country.’’ The house,
garden, and pleasure-grounds occupy au area of

acres, and on the west side is the timbered
park land, of 13 acres, the timber being all

included in tho sale. The property was ulti-

mately withdrawn. Its estimated value is

15.0001. Three villa residences, in Rectory-
road, Hackney, producing an aggregate rental of
1561. per annum, were next offered, and two of
them sold for 3801. and I-SOi. respectively, which
closed the day’s proceedings.
The sale was continued on Wednesday, tho

23rd ult., when a further number of houses in
Bethnal-green and Hackney, and also in Stoke
Newington, London-fields, Dalston, Stamford-
liill, and Edmonton, was offered, and nearly the
whole of the lots, sixteen in number, were dis-
posed of at prices ranging from 4001. to 9001,
per house. The aggregate rentals of these
bouses amounted to between 6501. and 7001. per
annum. An estate at Walthamstow, called
Sliern Lodge, aud containing three acres of land,
was also offered, but the biddings not amounting
to the reserve, the property was withdrawn.
The sale was resumed aud concluded on Wed-
nesday last.

Fifteen lots were offered during the day, con-
sisting of houses in Edmonton, Hackney, Beth-
nal-green, and Walthamstow, in addition to a
freehold estate in Edmonton, called Millbrook
House, consisting of 10 acres. The sum of
6.0001. was offered for this estate, on which it

was withdrawn. The property in Edmonton was
chiefly bought in, but that in. Hackney and
Bethnal-green mot with purchasers. The aggre-
gate amount of the three sales is said to amount
to about 75,0001., aud negotiations are also said
to bo in progress on the part of building com.
panics for the several estates withdrawn.

Jock.gateB toot a quarter of an hour to open or shut
; thosam the new locks can be shut or opened in a miaute and »

naif. As ono result of this speedy and eii’eetlve working,
combined with the improved entrance-lock, it may be
mentioned that vessels, instead of having to wait a long
time in the basin, can goat once into the Fluating-harbour,
and thus save several hours which were formerly wasted •

while vessels can be admitted to the basin from the main
channel at an}' state of the tide that will enable them to
got to the lock-gate.

_

Below the entrance-lock is a fine quay wall, with an
inoliued_ plane 212 ft. long, intended to form a landing-
place, either for cattle nr for passengers, and also a float-

J’’*!"
pontoon landing-stage, for passengers only,

-05 It. long, rising and falling with tho tide.”

The contractor for the masonry and earthwork
was tho late Mr. William Judwell, of Birming-
ham

;
for the iron lock gates and pontoon land-

ing-stage, Messrs. Mandslay, Brothers, of Cardiff,
contracted

; for the hydraulic machinery, Sir W. G.
Armstrong & Co., of Newcastle-on-Tyne

;
and

for the iron svving-bridge over the junction lock
theAvonside Engine Company.

THE ART-SMITH OP ST. PAUL’S.
Sir,—

M

y attention having been drawn to your articleon the specimens of the ironwork in St. PhuI’s Cathedra]
which appeared in your number of the 12tb July, will you
permit me to say that, as an unworthy descendant of the
talented artist you mention, I have always understood
that our name was properly spelt without the final “ e.’*

^ViLLiAM TiJOP, Assoc. Inst. C.E,

LEICESTER MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
COMPETITION.

The author of the design marked “ Contra-
nando Incrementum ’’ (Mr. A. Peebles), expur-
gated by the referee on the ground of non.
compliance with Instructions, has sent us a copy
of hia protest against the decision, as the author
of “ Simplicity ’’ had previously, with a request
that we should publish it. The writer justifies
his departure from the Instructions, and points
out moreover that some of the designs rewarded
equally depart from them. We do not hesitate
to say that it is only in extreme cases that we
can be led to take part against the decision of a
professional referee.

-The first premium has been awarded by the
Town Council to Mr. Hames

; the second to
Messrs. Ordish & Traylen; aud the third to
Messrs. Scott.

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT OF THE
PORT OP BRISTOL.

E.xtensive and important improvements in
the dock accommodation, at Bristol, have just
been completed, under the superintendence of
Mr. T. Howard, C.B., at a cost, including the
purchase of property, of rather more than
314,0001. Since the introduction of an increased
size of vessels, and especially long steamers, the
angle at tho juncture of tho old looks with the
river, has been found to be very awkward and
dangerous.
“ To remedy this,” says the local Times, “ as well as to

give increased facilities for admitting a larger class of
vessels, was the object of the new works. The angle
fiyme l by the line ol the old enirance-locks, with the axis
of the main channel of tho river is 63 degrees, while the

igte formed by the new entrance-lock is only

THE SUGGESTED RAILWAYS IN PERSIA
BY BARON REUTER.

feel induced to address a few lines to you on
the subject of the vast undertaking suggested by Baron
Reuter for the kingdom of Persia, in that of establishing
railways throughout the dominion of the State

;
but before

any such undertaking should be commenced, or parties
induced to emigrate or embark in the works, every pre-
caution should be taken to insure their health, commit
and suitable accommodation in the form of residences!
drainage, water, Ac., in order to guard against tho cala-
mities at present existing in the country, from tho awful
neglect ol all sanitary, domestic, and wholesome habita-
tions, and oleanlinesB in the form of drainage, water, aad
so forth, which would otherwise prove fatal to many

W.

STENCH TRAPS.
Sir,—

S

ome time since the question of efficient traps for
drains, Ac,, was ventilated in your publication, and much
was said as to P and S earthen or stoneware traps. I havo
recently given some attention to the subject, and I find
during such a day as the 23rd ofJuly very nearly 1 in of
water had evaporated, leaving l-in. aperture for the esc'apo
ot toul gases from tho sewer, and more every now and
then, which could be perceived by the moving of the sur-
face caused by a current of air trom the sower Also I
witnessed in a watp-closet with a P-trap o great rat com»
through and over the bason

;
the seat and riser having been

taken down. It seems evident to me that the rat must
have removed quite as much water as the size of its body
i ask, therefore, could either trap be considered efficient ?When you hear I am an old plumber, you may say
there 8 nothing like leather ”

;
but why are the old dip-

traps discarded in general, whether it be for in- or out-
door P Or can the more modern ones be improved and
rendered safe if left for a few hours unattended to ?

Ax Old Dip-tbap.

inproved
,, ^ is

23 degrees Iq the junction lock theix- is
placed a pair of tide gates, to exclude the high tides from
llowing into the harbour. The largo lock-gates built for
this work are two pairs of timber and three pairs of
wrought iron. The sluices for filling the locks and for
acouriug purposes arc a great improvement on the old
plan

;
they have been designed so as to be independent ol

the lock-gates
;
and are built in tho solid masonry of the

lock-walls, so that the mud and silt are carried out behind
the gates instead of being drawn up against the silis
during scouring or the ordinary operations of filling the
locks. The gates, as well as the large sluice valves and
achines for opening the bridges, and the capstans at the
er heads for tho use of vessels, are all worked bv

hjdraulic pressure; or, in case of need, by hand. Thi-
j

- ’ very great. The Brunei
I

The mansion, which] -rn^utim^e'bTl^Ta'm^aViner?^

MARGATE DEAF AND DUMB ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

^

Sir,

—

Designs were sent iu for this competi.
tion on the 15th of May last; the unsuccessful
designs have been returned

; and the fortunate
first and second premiates are Messrs. Drew &
Bowers, of Margate, and Mr. Watson.

In a later official advertisement of the society
in the daily papers of the 15tli ult., I notice—aud it is a singular fact—that Boriah Dreio,
esq., is chiirtnan and treasurer, and Mr. Watson,
principal. This may be—and doubtless is the
merest coincidence, aud the designs of these
gentlemen may have been deservedly selected
as the best.

This was a competition in which, it seemed
probable that, even if an architectural rcfei-eo
were not appointed, tho designs,—beinfv for se
well-known an institution,—would be seen and
commented on by representatives of the pro-
fessional press; and this was, iu my case and
doubtless in others, the inducement to cotnpste.
Tho whole thing, however, seems to have been
settled in the quietest manner

;
the sealed

envelopes were returned unopened, in tho
interest,— as was said,—“ of perfect impar-
tiality”

! quite super-Arcadian, indeed !

I trust these few linos will have the attention
of other competitors, and of the committee. I
scarcely think, and hope it is not possible, that
a public competition should be made the medium
to stamp with its mark of merit a foregone con.
elusion : to paraphrase the distich :

" Drew could not draw,
Nor Bowers bow ao luw,
Nor Watson help,

—

To grind our faces so I

”

A COMPETITOB.
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PUBLIC WORKS IN SUPPLY :

LAW COUETS,—NATIONAL GALLERY,—TILUIES

EMBANKMENT.

In Supply, on tho Civil Service Eatimates, on

tte vote of 57,8001. for tho new Law Courts,

Mr. Ayrton, in reply to Mr. C. Bentinck, said

that tho tender for the construction of the build-

ing, after Mr. Sbreot’a design, had been accepted,

but not sealed yet. The speciBcations were being

got out, BO that it was expected that theboildiog

would be begun within two or three weeks.

There wouM be stone groined ceilings in the

central hall, which would require heavy but-

tresses and increased thickness of the wall. He

could not undertake to exhibit the designs pub-

licly, but would be happy to show a copy to any

hon. member, or any one specially interested,

who wished to see them, and who had a reason,

able claim to do so.

In reply to Mr. Bowring, the right hon.

gentleman intimated that Government adhered

to their determination to cover a certain portion

of the new National Gallery with wood flooring.

Further questions were put by Mr. Alderman

Lawrence, Mr. S. Booth, Mr. Goldsmid, and Mr.

Gre'^ory, respecting the new Law Courts, to

which Mr. Ayrton replied that the cost would

exceed the amount sanctioned by Parliament by

a considerable sum, on account of the increased

cost of labour, aud that the accommodation

would not be sacrifleed to bring the cost within

tho estimate. An additional vote would have

to be introduced next year. The work would be

proceeded with as soon as possible, and there

would be no delay on account of the approaching

close of the session. The vote was agreed to.

On a vote of 8,5001. for the acquisition of land

and the embankment of the Thames to the

south-west of the Houses of Parliament, a short

discussion took place. The Chancellor of the

Exchequer explained that some time ago the

Government acquired land in the immediate

vicinity of the Victoria Tower, and cleared it of

a number of old buildings, to save the House

from the danger of fire, and they now proposed

to embank the Thames for a certain distance,

and to erect a building which would act as a

screen between the House and other property on

the banks of the Thames, and that the bnilding

so erected would be available for Royal Commis-

sioners, in respect to which they now paid a con-

siderable sum for rent. There was to be a clear

space of 150 ft. between the proposed new
building and the Houses of Parliament. A
general complaint was that the vote had not

been brought on before, and that there was no

necessity for the building in question, because

there were many unnsed rooms in the House

itself in which commissions might ait.

vote was agreed to without a division.

drawing class, having for that purpose an upper

and northern light. There will bo 600 infants

on the ground floor, 480 boys on the first and

second floors, and 410 girls on the flrst and

second floors. In the school there is a class

room for babies, and another for “ advanced

infants.”

LONDON SCHOOL BOARD TENDERS.

The following tenders for schools were re-

ceived by the School Board for London on the

28th of July :

—

SAUNDERS-BOAD, CHELSEA.

OPENING OF A BOARD SCHOOL IN
BETHNAL-GEEEN.

The opening of the new Board school, Wilmot-

street, Bethnal-green, by the Right Hon. W. E.

Forster, M.P., has taken place. In the same

street are, on each side, rows of the model

Waterlow buildings of the Industrial Dwellings

Company. The schools are of stock brick, with

red brick facing, and moulded brick strings.

There are Bath and Portland stone for beads

and sills, while the roofs are covered with Pen-

moyle green slates. The mullions and tran-

soms are of fir polished. The contract has been

executed for 10,3891., and tho school is almost

all ready for occupation. It is tho largest

school yet contracted for by the Board. The

girls’ and boys’ entrances are entirely separate.

There are cloak-rooms, lavatories, and play-

grounds, and the ventilation is good. There

were present at the ceremony several members

of the London School Board. Mr. C. Reed, M.P.,

Vice-Chairman of the Board, apologised for the

Chairman’s absence, and also for the absence of

the Lord Mayor. The hon. member, addressing

Mr. Forster, stated The school is constructed

to provide accommodation for 1,500 children.

The site, which measures 20,802 square feet, was

bought of the Industrial Dwellings Company.

The architects are Messrs. Giles & Gough, and

the builder, Mr. Adin Sheffield. In addition to

the particulars given by Mr. Reed, it may be

be stated that the ground floor of the entire

block is devoted to infants ; the right of the

first floor accommodates 220 girls, and the left

240 boys. Between these is the Board-room.

The second floor is disposed of in the same way
as the first, but the boys’ and girls’ schools

are divided by a room to be used jointly as a

Kitminmont
Brass
Belham
M'Lachlaa
Cousland
Cooke & Green...
HenshttW
Bobiason

Kirk...'.

Wigmore

£9,003 0 0
8,33t 0 0
8,077 0 0
7,640 0 0
7,248 0 0
7,034 0 0
6.975 0 0

6,895 0 0
6,797 0 0
6,777 0 0
0,700 0 0

ANGLERS-GARDENS, PIN3BHRY.
Cooke A Green £10,247

Sareeant 9,700

Eonor 9,810

Hill A Sons 9,274

Roberts, Brothers 9,204

WilUams 9.199

Kirk ..
9,177

Pritchard 9,087

High 8,693 0 0

JOHANNA-STREET, LAMBETH.
ITixon £7,947 0 0

Gammon &, Sons 7,507 6 0

Cooper 7.320 0 0

Shepherd 7,250 0 0

Downs 7,22.5 0 0

Hiees 7,2'i0 0 0

Newman & Mann 7,050 0 0

Ryder 6,960 0 0

Tarrant 6,941 0 0

Nightingale 6,018 0 0

Cooke & Green 6,822 0 0

Mansbridge 6,740 0 0

CAMDEN-STREET, M.ARTLEBONE.
M'Lachlan . £9,970 0 0

Merritt & Ashby 9,926 0 0

Sewell 9,895 0 0

Ennor 9,875 0 0

Manley & Rogers 9,810 0 0

Scrivener & White 9,602 0 0

Williams & Son 9,235 0 0

Downs 9,1'13 0 0

Cooke A Green 9.114 0 0

High 8,996 0 0

Kirk.. .. 8,993 0 0

Mann 8.743 0 0

Mansbridge 8,358 0 0

NORTBEY-STREET, LIMEHOUSE.
Cooper £4,120 0 0

Shepherd 4,068 0 0

Cooke A Green 3.884 0 0

Thompson 3,830 0 0

Bargeant 3,8U) 0 0

Linn 3,800 0 0

Maasbridge 3,632 0 0

High 3,650 0 0

Scrivener A White 3,.594 0 0

Kirk 3,593 0 0

Kilbf:; 3.570 0 0

Sheffield 3,o34 0 0

Ennor 3,528 0 0

LAXON-STREET, SOUTHWARK.
Bluitt £8,750 0 0

Nixon A Son 6,577 0 0

Shepherd - 6,990 0 0

Hiegs 3,978 0 0

Newman A Mann 6,840 0 0

Tarrant 6,794 0 0

Cooke A Green 6,770 0 0

BOW-COSIMON-LANE.
Kilby £7,980 0 0

Hearle 7,850 0 0

Perry A 7,743 0 0

SeweU 7.530 0 0

High 7.497 0 0

Wood 7,494 0 0

Ennor 7,428 0 0

Sheffield 7,368 0 0

AIHENHAM-STREET, MARYLEBONE.
Merritt A Ashby £7,995 0 0

Sewell A Son 7,938 0 0

Ennor - 7,980 0 0

Scrivener A White 7,867 0 0

Mauley A Rogers 7,797 0 0

M'Lachlan 7.400 0 0

Downs A Co 7,300 0 0

Cooke A Green 7.209 0 0

Williams 7,2S0 0 0

Kirk 7.250 0 0

Hjwh 6,9.03 0 0

Mann 6,893 0 0

Atchison A Walker 6,775 0 0

Mansbridge 6,637 0 0

M.ARLBOROUGH-STREET, LAMBETH.
Shepherd £7,310 0 0

Downs 6.990 0 0

Cooper 6,930 0 0

Higgs 6.878 0 0

Gaintnon A Sons 6,933 0 0

Tarrant 6,930 0 0

Elder A Son 6,8*10 0 0

Newman A Mona... 6.750 0 0

Nightingale 6,710 0 0

Cuoke A Green 6,693 0 0

Mansbridge 6,608 0 0

BROMPTON and FULHAM ROADS.
!

In treating this subject last week, oinissio:-;

was made to notice a palpable default—ffi-

strait at the entrance of Marlborough-road, whio

is the principal traverse street leading t:

Chelsea Hospital. This, excepting only Sloana

street, is the widest and most importaci

thoroughfare leading southward from our gres

south-west arterial road. It is narrowed at tbi

corner opposite the Admiral Keppel, by tb|

obtrusion of two small houses, to the extent (j

20 ft. upon the house line of thoroughfare, havini

only 18 ft. of carriage-way, and 9 ft. of fooi,

way ;
and considering that the small angle shaj

was allowed to be repaired and partly robnij

a few months back, it throws discredit upon tlj

vestry or othora, who ought to have some rega^

for the rectification of a pariah road, half a mij

in extent, aud of spacious width.
;

Tho constriction commences at Walto'

street, extending 90 ft. to Fulham-road, ai

consists of four shops and stalls, and the ti

small houses already noticed, the first sb

extending 6 ft., increasieg to 20 ft., next to b

two corner houses and shops, thus a quad*

lateral 90 ft. long by 6 ft. at one end, and 20 '

at tho other, is excised from Mai’lborough-ror

which if opened out would form a fine aooc

sory thoroughfare and business street, impro

ing the whole neighbour^jood, whilst at prese

the narrow end of tho road is used as the dal

and nightly resort of costermongers’ barror

The sight is deplorable; the blot, ” hiatus uot'l

deflendtis” Q'i

BRITISH WORKMEN.
Having recently been in contact with a tol

able number of workmen, doing repairs s

alterations at a house in which I am somewl'

interested,—men from an acknowledged respiq

able firm,—I was struck with the impro-^

manners, dress, and deportment of tho ” Brit,

workman,” since I had an opportunity]

judging, and since the so-called ” movement!

of the class have created such a sensation. TI
were exceedingly well behaved to me, and

^

peared equally so among themselves, several'

them having the addition of “Sir” to »;

answer required from the others. Here, h:

ever, my admiration ceased ;
for I soon foil

their mental condition had not kept pace Yi

their improved personal bearing,—they Y|

often doing very bungling work, and, for w;

of forethought or consideration, or sometbi

else, making singularly stupid mistakes.!'

should like to know for what we are paj;

increased wages, and why wo are comply

with their demands for extra time to tblj

selves. If it be to give them more leisurcj

be unpvofitably disposed of, and more time,

amusements and reading that do not teni^

elevate them and make them worth more

their employers, it is a lamentable mists

All I can say is, I shall try for the future ti
i

without them as long as I can. A Lad\|

THE MIDDLESEX ARCHiEOLOGICAl
SOCIETY AT HAMPTON COURT. .

The London and Middlesex Archmolog*

Society made a pleasant trip to Hampton Cd
on Wednesday in last week, and held tl

annual general meeting at the palace,

party consisted of members and friends

archaeological as well as of social acquaints

among whom there was a good sprinkling of

fair sex, and the trip was performed on

;

Thames. The Rev. Mr. Hugo, the vice-)

sident, and his numerous charge, missed not!

either of the picturesque, the historical, ori

archaeological element. The principal point n

regard to the last and special subject of

day camo out at the annual general meetinj

the great hall of the palace. Prelimins’

over, Mr. Hugo gave some particulars a

the earlier history of the place, and of i

manor, described in Doomsday Book, as ocen

ing the site of the magnificent palace bu

qnently erected by Cardinal Wolsey and I

Henry Till. Mr. Hugo said that the prevat

notion as to Wolsey having built tho greati

is erroneous, the fabric rolls of the work

still remaining to show that the hall, as we >

see it, is the work of Henry VIII. ;
that

short, wo owe the magnificence of the po

more to the king than to the cardinal. V
the proceedings in the great hall were over,!

Hugo showed the company over the vai
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lOtLei' parba of the bnilding, and a viaifc was paid

k., TD... ; i._
^ „\J L*oo mo liWU

for tho meeting bad been obtained from her
Majesty’s Fir-sb Commissioner of Works, and

iipermission to view the chapel was obtained
iifrom the Lord Chamberlain. The company were
<ifcaken through tho quadrangles and the gardens.
The duty of describing the splendid collection
•.of old tapestry devolved on Mr. J. G. Waller,
I,while that of expatiating on the rare merits of
the wood carving of Grinling Gibbons fell to

:iMr. W. G. Rogers. Mr. Hugo took occasion to
uoint out the beautiful brickwork of Sir
[Christopher Wren in the eastern facade of the
balace, with other traces of the hand of that
^hitect. The marine fossils to be seen in the
baving stones attracted particular notice, and
Wtogother the company thoroughly enjoyed
Ibhat Mr. Hugo very properly called the “many
narvuls of this really wonderful palace.’’

LAMBETH SCHOOL OF ART.
Tins school had a visit from Mr. Marks and

ifr. Hodgson, Associates of the Royal Academy,
)n Monday before last, who had come for the
>urpose of awarding tho "Cresy” prize, of the
innual value of 51. 5s., founded three years ao’o

)y Mrs. Cresy, a resident of South London, who
las long taken an interest in this school, to the
Indents of which the competition is condned.

^

The snbject given on this occasion, says the
ioufli London Chronicle, was “A Victory”; and
welve students sent in illustrations, consisting
tf models in clay and plaster, paintings in ofl
md water colours, and chalk drawing's.
Mr. Marks said he and Mr. Hodgson had

inhcsitatingly come to the conclusion that the
irize should bo awarded to Mr. Frith for his
Totip in clay, on tho subject of ” The Death of
ephtha’s Daughter.” Haviug called Mr. Frith
orward and handed him a cheque for the amount
f the prize, Mr. Marks addressed to him a few
rords of congratulation and encouragement,
ilr. Frith's work, ho said, had a high place in
lia estimation, and its evident honesty and sin.
erity proved that Mr. Frith had been tiying to
.0 his best. He had had experience of teaching
it the Royal Academy, and had found the desire
)f scamping to bo very strong amongst students,
le would warn all art-students against this
endency. He had found that the man who had
nade his way in tho world was not tho clover,
pecious student who would dash at his canvas,
ind paint a wonderfully clever life-study,—ho
vas not the man who succeeded

; on the oon.
rary, it was the patient, honest plodder, who
ras generally set down for a mutf, who made his
nark. There was no royal road to art

j
the only

netliod of reaching eminence was that of work,
—hard, honest work,—and this was equally the
lase whatever branch of art tho student might
elect.

“

Mr. Frith’s group consisted of three figures,—
, female supporting the dying daughter of
eplitha, and Jephtha standing by them 'with his
BCe raised to heaven.

*'7'“ 7 "7“ “ •‘"‘V pam 1,512 ft. long, including 550 ft. of open cuttings
:lto the chapel. Pernuss.on to use the great hall and from the northern to the southern end•for the meeting had been obtained from her makes an nf i ft r?.makes an ascent of 125 ft. Branches connect it

with all tho railways terminating in Baltimore.
The work has been done in barely two years at
a cost of 2,300,000 dollars.

'

Another American Big Thing .—The projected
tunnel through the Rocky Mountains, already
begun, promises to be the chief of all the
engineering wonders of the world. The Box
Tunnel astonished people in its day, but in
fnturo tho Mont Cenis Tunnel itself, the length
of which is more than seven miles, is to be
looked upon as a mere nothing. The Rocky
Mountains Tunnel is to be twelve miles long,
and there will be 6,000 ft. of earth and rock,
or considerably more than a mile, over its
greatest depth. It is hoped that not only will
most of the western railway traffic be drawn
through this “iShort cut,” but that large mining
profits will incidentally accrue, Tho bore is to
be effected by diamond-pointed drills, driven by
powerful machineiy, and it is reckoned that the
tunnel will be finished at the rate of 60 ft. a
working day. The Mont Cenis work was four-
teen years in construction,—this, it is hoped,
will take no more than four.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
Subsidence of GrouTid in Liverpool .—The traffic

b Berry.street has been materially interfered
kith by a subsidence of ground above the tunnel
Irhich is being constructed in connexion with the
lew Liverpool and Manchester line of railway,
'’or two or three days it had been observed that
he street was becoming of unequal surface, but
he subsidence became so serious as to induce
ome persons to call the attention of Super-
atendonb Sibbald, of tho borough police force,
o the condition of the thoroughfare. On an
aamination being made, it was found that the
linking had taken place over an extent of from
jO to 15 yards in length and 14 ft. in width,
IJto extreme depth of the fall being about 6 in!

place has been inspected by the deputy
I^Dgh engineer, Mr. C. Davies, and Mr. Knight,
ne engineer employed by the contractors, and
hesc gentlemen are of opinion that no further
nbsidence need be apprehended.
'^Railway Engineering in America.—In travel-
mg from New York to Washington heretofore,
he passengers’ coaches had to be drao-gf.d
hrongh Baltimore by horses. To avoid this,
he Pennsylvania Railroad managers resolved to
'Uild a new line from Baltimore to Washington,
ailed the Baltimore and Potomac Ruilroad’
'wmg a tunnel under the city of Baltimore to
nako the transit through that place rapid and
asy. The tunnel has been completed. It is

NEW RAILWAY BILLS.
Tbe Private Bill Committee business of Par.

liament, which commenced in March last, and
which has been very heavy in conseqnence of
the investigation into some of the Bills having
been nnusnally prolonged, was concluded during
the latter part of last week, the Bill of the
Metropolitan and St. John’s-wood Company, for
extending their line and also for powers to run
goods trains over their line, being the last Bill
brought before the committee. The powers
sought to run goods trains over the line were
strongly opposed by owners ofproperty in the dis-
trict and several local bodies, but the committee
ultimately sanctioned the Bill. Tho result of tho
inquiries is that 120 railway Bills have passed
through Parliament out of about 198 applica-
tions. Of the successful applications, 35 are for
the incorporation of new companies. Amongst
tho nnanccessful applications was, perhaps, tho
most important Bill of tho session, viz., one
called the Hull, Humber, and West Yorkshire
project. It embraced a proposal to construct a
tunnel under tho river Humber, of two miles in
length, on the pneumatic principle, by the con-
struction of working vessels in the river, por-
tions of which were to be sunk to the bed of the
river, and the water having then been pumped
out of them and made air-tight, the bed of the
river was to be excavated to tho intended level
of the railway beneath it, and the tunnel was
then to be built, the materials being sent down
by the working vessels. Mr. Fowler, C.E., was
the engineer. The Bill was strongly opposed by
the North-Eastern Company, with the view of
preventing the projectors securing access to
Hull, and several eminent engineers were called
on both sides, those on behalf of the opponents
of the scheme contending that it would be an
engineering impossibility to construct the tunnel
under the river as proposed, whilst equally well-
known engineers who gave evidence for the pro-
moters stated that it was perfectly feasible.
After_ an investigation of twenty-eight days’
duration, the Commons’ Committee passed the
Bill, but the committee of the Lords rejected it
at the close of inquiry occupying fifteen days.
It is the intention of tho promoters to renew the
application next session.
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Brick Company, has so far sneoeoded, says the
Darlington Times, that bricks have been made at
eleven o’clock in tho morning, and walled at
half-past three. Those who have charge of the
process are very sanguine of success

; indeed, it
is asserted that they can now permeate a mass
of slag weighing three tons, whereas before they
could only succeed with a comparatively small
quautity. The company have for some time
past been experimenting at Eston, at the fur.
Daces of Messrs. Thomas Vaughan & Co., with
the result stated. Laying bricks in a wall four
hours and a half after they were made is
certainly a novelty in brick-making.

SANITARY.
Fever at Yeovil .—Fever has broken out at

Huish, a suburb of Yeovil, and some deaths
have occurred.

Overcrowding in Whitehaven.—At a recent
meeting, resolutions were unanimously adopted
that in the opinion of the meeting the over-
crowding in the town was calculated to prove
seriously injnrious to the health of the people,
and that it was highly desirable measures should
be taken to provide additional house accommoda-
tion ; that with a view ofcarrying out this object,
the meeting ventured respectfully to urge upon
the Earl of Lonsdale the propriety and advisa*
bility of granting building sites upon reasonable
terms to parties desirous of erecting houses

;
and

that the trustees for the town and harbour be
requested to do all that they can to promote the
movement.

UTILISATION OP IRON SLAG.
It frequently happens that the iron chemi-

oally combined in blast-furnace slags is by no
means insignificant in amount, and it therefore
becomes interesting to know from time to time
what that amount is. It is, however, very diffi-
cult, and sometimes impossible, to decompose
these slags by means of acids. This is particn-
larly the case with crystalline slags, the
vitreous slags being much more decomposable :

indeed, too much so sometimes for utilisation of
the slag as a building material, we fear. A
portion of finely -pulverised vitreous slags,
treated with hydrochloric acid, is dissolved
leaving a silicious jelly, but the crystalline
portion is scarcely affected. It is recommended
that aniraoninm fluoride be employed to decom-
pose the slags.

The process invented by Mr. Woodward* of
Darlington, and carried out by the Tees Scoria

REPORT TO COACHMAKERS’ COMPANY
ON COMPETITION DRAWINGS.

The judges appointed by the court of tho
worshipful Company of Coachmakers and Coach
Harness-makers of London, to examine the
drawings of carriages and parts of carriages
sent in competition for the medals, money prizes
and certificates, &c., offered by the company,’
award as follows, viz. :

^

l8t Prize (the Company's silver medal. 31., and certifl-eate),to Mr. George Fleming Budd {the winner of the^at prize last year), coachbody maker, of No. 3. Cum-berlaud-street lythmg, Worcester, for a set of threedramngs as follows i—lat. An elliptic spring barouchewith working section; 2nd, A “t" aSd undorspringbrougham with working sections; and 3rd. An el/iptiospring landau, with working sections.
^

2nd Prize (the Company's aUver medal, 21., and certifi-

; i?
Brown, foreman, 18, Eingsmead-

street, Bath, for a set of two drawings, as follows —
lat. A mechanical drawing of a landau, to open and shut

des^n fo^'Fcarr*^^'
thereof; and 2nd. A

(the Company’s bronze medal and cortifleate,with H. added by the nght worshipful the master), toMr. George Eitward Holmes, foreman, London. road,

r ®^'Ptic spring barouche
showing the front side and back elevations, with workine
sections, and two views of a self-acting folding step.

*

prizes, the judges award the
certificate of the Company to each of the following.

r 413, Liverpool-road lali.gton, for four drawings, viz. :-lst. An imperialphaeton, showing front, back, and side views. 2nd. Asingle brougham, showing tho same views. 3rd A “C”ami undersprmg barouche, with like views, and under,carnage
;
4th. Drawings of springs and axles

To Mr John P Lake, foreman, I, Philip-stroet,
Westminster, for the drawing of a dress coach, withworking sections. ‘

THOMAS DOGGET.
The ^founder of the celebrated “coat and

badge” prize is universally known, yet his birth-
place is not stated in our encyclopeedias, and but
few facta of his early career are set forth He
was, however, a native of Dublin, havin'^ been
born m Castle-street, in that city. As an actor
we find he visited and p’ayed in his native city
at different times up to the period of 1692, bat
after that period we find no mention of hia name
in connexion with the stage of Dublin. The
name Dogoit, or Doget, has been found by Mr.
Gilbert (see “History of Dublin”) in Anglo.
Irish annals of the thirteenth century, and one
Gilbertus Doget is mentioned in connexion with
an unpublished Pipe Roll of the year 1261
Dogget’s first appearance was made upon the
Dublin stage, bub he subsequently became a
joint manager of Drary-laue Theatre, in con.
junction with Colley Cibber and Robert
Wil^. The latter was a fellow - townsman
of Dogget 8, and also a much-admired actor
in his day. Dogget’s share in the Drury-Iane
management was estimated at 1,0001 • yet be
surrendered this in 1712, owing to a disagree,
ment with one of his partners. He was the
author of a comedy, published in 1696, styled
‘The Country Wake.” It is said that some of
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Congreve’s plays owed much of their success to

the wonderful manner in which Doggct per-

formed the parts expressly written for him. No
doubt an intimacy sprang np between Dogget

and Congreve, while the latter was a student in

Trinity College. The performance of certain

plays by Dogget was made the subject of much
study on the part of Colley Cibber, who, it is

said, prided himself when he was able to snccoss-

fully imitate the former. Dogget appears to

have been of rather low stature, from one

account which we find of him, which describes

him "as a little, lively, spract man.” Oar hero

died in 1721, and, to commemorate the Han-

overian succession, he bequeathed a sum of

money, as we are all aware, to pnrchase a coat

and silver badge to be rowed for on the Thames,
on tho first of August annually by six young
watermen whose apprenticeship expired in the

previous year. The public are already made
cognisant by the daily press that tliero was a

change this year in tho conditions of the race.

The Fishmongers’ Company, who now have and
have had for some time the cliargo of the

arrangements, have augmented the prizes, and
determined in the event of more than six men
entering, they shall row in trial heats from

Putney to Hammersmith to decide which six

shall row from London to Chelsea.

If we mistake not, the Garrick Club possesses

an original portrait of Dogget. Has it been

ever engraved ? Dogget, in politics, was an
uncompromising Whig; and though a good actor

in his day, it is his bequest, like Edward
Alleyn’s, that keeps his memory green.

SALE OF THE METROPOLITAN BOARD’S
LAND.

The Works Committee reported at the last

meeting that, in accordance with the directions

of the Board, the land remaining undisposed of

in Southwark-strcet was put up for sale by
auction, on the 22nd of May last, the total

amount realised from the property sold being

24,310J. The first nine lots consisted of land

already leased by tho Board, at a rental of

816Z. lOs., and produced, before deducting ex-

penses of sale, 21,2501. on an average of 26‘025

years* purchase. As the Board only paid

31. 15s. for money borrowed, capital is worth
27'2 years’ purchase

;
and were the Board free

from Parliamentary restriction, as to holding

surplus lands on improvements, it would do well

financially not to sell land at a less price than
27'2 years’ purchase

;
and looked at simply as a

financial qaestion, the land which was sold for

21,2501. was worth to the Board 22,2081., exclu-

sive of the value of the rack-rents when tho

leases fall in. Put in another way, the value

of the capital produced by the sale is only

7961. 178. 6d. per annum, so that delay in

realising ground-renta might be profitable to

the Board, The report was finally adopted.

|lub!tfaticrns.

Workshop Appliances. By C. P. B. Shelley, C.E.

Longmans, Green, & Co. 1873.

Tins excellent treatise is one of Messrs. Long,

man’s text-books of science, adapted for the use

of artizans and students in public and other

schools. It contains descriptions of gauging and
measuring instruments, hand - cutting tools,

lathes, drilling, planing, and other machine tools

used by engineers, and is profusely illustrated

with engravings
;

tho whole farming a very

useful technical compendium of knowledge of

workshop appliances.

Reports on the London International Exhihition

of 1873. Parts I. and If. London: Pub-
lished for the Society of Arts by Bell A-

Daldy.

The Council of the Society of Arts, having been
informed that Her Majesty’s Commissioners do
not intend to publi.sh reports on the different

departments of tho Exhibition of the present
year, have undertaken that duty. The firs!

part in-dudes reports on machinery, surgica'

instruments, ancient objects, and dried fruits

The second part contains reports on carriages
food preservation, and swords, military arms
and steel.

Long-span Raihoay Bridges, ^c. (Revised
Edition). By B. B.vkek, C.E. London : Spon.
The portion of this work treating on long.spai
railway bridges was first published about sevei

years ago. The revised edition comprises, be-

sides investigations of the comparative theoretical

and practical advantages of the various adopted
or proposed type systems of construction, also

numerous formulae and tables giving the weight

of iron or steel required in bridges from 300 ft.

to the limiting spans
;
to which are added similar

investigations and tables relating to short-span

railway bridges.

VARIORUM.
The Lancet says, as to the Westminster Law

Courts,—"In Palace Gardens, just opposite St.

Margaret’s Church, a square tunnel may be seen

from the road, which carries air to the Court of

Queen’s Bench. At the mouth of it a jet throws
a fine spray of water over the air which enters,

thus cooling the air and saturating it with
aqueous vapour. The cold air enters the court

through perforated zinc, which is fitted under-
neath the seats. The upper part of the court

communicates with a shaft 4 ft. in diameter, in

which a large ring of gas-burners produces a
powerful upward draught. It is obvious that

tho successful working of this system depends
on the exclusion of all air that does not enter

through the tunnel. Until lately, however, it

appears to have been the custom to ignore the

ventilating apparatus, and trust to doors and
windows, which are utterly insufficient for the

purpose.” Tho Leisure Hour gives a word or

two in season as to the want of open spaces in

Dublin:—" Any rich citizen who wishes to do
good, and to obtain a good name, could not
better bestow his benefaction than in supplying
this public want. The name of Sir Benjamin
Guinness has been justly immortalised by his

munificent gift of 150,0001. for the restoration of

St. Patrick’s Cathedral. The name of Mr. Roe
is, in honourable rivalry, associated with the

restoration of Christ Church Cathedral. I heard
an anecdote of Mr. Jamieson, another well-

known citizen, who has also grown rich by the
sale of liquor, his Irish whisky being A 1 in

commerce. When asked what ho was going to

do, after tho munificent benefactions of liia

liquor-selling colleagues, ‘ I am going to build a
lunatic asylum,’ he said, ' for men like Guinness
and Roe !

’ I do not believe a word of the
story, but if Mr. Jamieson wishes to do a good
service to tho people by whom he has gained
his wealth, he could not do it better than by
providing an open space for health and recrea-

tion in the region adjacent to the two restored

cathedrals. The crowds of pale, haggard men,
women, and children crowding the streets of

that quarter would have good cause to bless the
name of any benefactor who would do this

ser%'ice. There is no city of the size so deficient

in open spaces.”

gCisctllania.

Street-Watering.— An estimate, founded
upon private inquiry, tells ns, says the Morning
Post, that " the cost for labour in watering the
streets of London averages about 135,0001. per
annum, tho cost of water being additional. It

is contended that the whole of this watering can
be accomplished in a far more effectual and
advantageous manner by a system of perma-
nently.luid pipes for an expenditure of less than
3,0001. per annum in labour

; while the interest

upon the plant necessary for the purpose would
not exceed 20,0001.,—making the total yearly
cost of watering (exclusive of the water itself),

only 23,0001., instead of 135,0001. An experi-

ment, which has been conducted upon the drive

at the eastern end of Rotten-row, Hyde Park,
warrants the conclusion that, with the perma-
nent system referred to, the services of one man
would be amply sufficient for laying the dust
over the whole of the drives and rides in the

park,—a task which at present engages, as a
rule, twenty men with twenty horses and carts

daily. Taking this area as a seventy-fifth part
of the total distance in London to be watered,
we arrive at the result that about seventy-five
men, without any horses and carts at all, could
water the whole of the metropolis, at the cost for

labour above named. It is not surprising, then,

that the Streets Committee of Commissioners
of Sewers for the City of London should be
investigating the feasibility of the new system,
patented by Messrs. Isaac Brown & Co., of the
British Rivers Irrigation Office, ludia-buildings.

.
Edinburgh.”
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“ The Highlands,” Hailsworth.—This man
sion has been erected upon the site of the formes
house, from the designs of Mr. Ewan Christian:

architect, London. It may be described a:

belonging to tho half-timbered type of Ole

Euglish house. On the 18th ult. a dinner wa?

given by Mrs. Frith, the owner, at the Georgs
Hotel, to the workmen—the emploijis of Messrs
Estcourt & Co., contractors, Gloucester, whf
have just erected her new house. The site upoi
which " The Highlands ” is built is a fine one
Timber is, of course, free'y used in the outwarc
construction

;
the upper part overhangs and ii

corbelled out boldly from the lower floor. Th<
gables are numerous, and the cut red bricl

chimneys shoot upward far above the gables
Tho glazing of the windows was done by Mr
Pepper, of London. Colour is sparingly intro:

duced, in sufficient quantities to give a cheerful

tone. In the front facade of the house the win:

dows are glazed with plate glass in large squares

except in the uppermost panels, in which coloun
and armorial bearings are brought to bear, ant

hence the view is not in any way interfered with

The glazing at the side of tho house next tht

Common, however, is so arranged, by the use o

several light tints, that while the occupants o

the various rooms can see all that takes place

outside, it is impossible from the exterior to lool

within. The floor of the vestibule is paved witK

encaustic tiles, whilst that of the ball and corrido:

is of polished old English oak. The ceilings o.

these portions and of the various suites of roomi
are of open panelled timber. The compartmentr
upon the lower floor arc spacious, and open ou:

on to the terrace in front. The staircase b,'

which the ascent to the upper rooms is made i;

of wrought oak. The architect has been reprei

sented upon the building since its commencemen
by his clerk of works, Mr. John Griffiths. Th^
contract has been carried out by Mr. A. Estcourb

of Gloucester. Mr. Godard has been his foremai
upon the spot. What carving has been execute:

upon the building has been done by Mr. Ilarrj

Hems, of Exeter.

The Atrocities at Alcoy. — Further acs

counts have come of the recent atrocities a
Alcoy. Tho Daily News correspondent says ;

" A strike was organised. The men, numbering
upwards of 3,000, proceeded in a body to theb

masters, and first of all demanded an increase

of wages and a diminution of working hours

The masters, I believe, yielded at once. Bu!

the leaders only wanted a pretext for a riot. Thi

insurgents, numbering 9,000 men and women
prepared to attack the municipality, which ban

taken refuge in the Hfttel cle Vilte. Petroleua

was collected in large quantities, and it is saio

that one individual was immediately seized*

immersed in the petroleum, and then set on fire

Having taken the inmates of the Hdtel de Villt

prisoners, they dragged the principal men t<

tho window, one by one. They then shouted tt

the mob, asking, ‘ Do you want him dead oi

alive ?’ If they replied ‘ Alive,’ the victin:

was thrown out of the window, received on the

merciless bayonets below, and carried about

alive in that state, amid the shouts and insults

of TO'n and women. If tho answer wa^
“ Dead,” the individual was despatched witl

bayonets or knives, and thrown out. The pefcro*:

leum was then applied to all the woodwork
of the building, and the edifice was set on flrfi

and completely destroyed, with all the person!

that yet remained in it. From here they pro*

ceeded to the Alcalde’s house, which they alat

set on fire, after having used the most brutal

violence to the ladies of the bouse. Many otbeil

houses and many other persons shared the same

fate, and when the troops sent from Valencia

arrived in sight of the town upwards of a dozen;

houses and five or six manufactories were in

flames.”

Demonstration against Improvements.^
A great demonstration, we are told, will be

made by the journeymen bakers of London

on Monday next (the Bank holiday) in Hyde;

Park, against the Act to abate the smokC'

nuisance. Would it not be as well to get a fewl

people together at the same time to protest

against improved drainage and a constant supply

of water ? Our readers may remember tbati

some years ago the people employed in a cortain'

large manufactory protested against the im-

provements that had been made in the ventila-!

tion of it, on the ground that the change had

increased their appetite. It is wonderful what

absurdities, even crimes, people will commit in

their ignorance.
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Pine Apple Nursery, Maitla Vale.—TIio

:)uildinga wliicli the Pine-apple Nursery Com-
pany, at Maida-valo, have had erected, may
low be considered as complete, and the Kilbum
rimes gives an engraved illustration of them. The
lonservatory has been designed and constrncted
ly J. Weeks & Co., of Chelsea. One boiler heats
2,000 ft. of pipes. The hot-water apparatus is

ixed on “ Weeks’s one-boiler system.” There
,re twenty-nine largo hothouses so heated, the
ntiro length of which houses, if built in one
ontinuous line, wonld measure over 2,000 ft.

'he hot water circulates through ll,4i7 ft. of
ast-iron pipe, which is upwards of two miles of
liping, and the power of the boiler is so great
hat every part is made thoroughly hot at the
ame time, even in the winter. Many of these
othouses are what are termed stoves, and have
ot-water pipes fixed beneath the beds for
ottom heat. Every house has several valves

!

xed in the pipes, to regulate the circulation of
36 hot water, and by opening or closing these
alvos either side of a house can be boated
sparately, the top or bottom heat separately, the
hole together, or any part, regulated at pleasure,
he work is done in such a mauner that the con-
JTvatory can be kept at a temperature of 60*

ahrenheit, with a thermometer outside below
?ro. The winter garden is also fitted up in such
way that one side may be kept at a high tern.
Braturo, whilst the other side may be temperate,
' even frigid.

JESIsliam and Worlaby Estates.—Improve-
leuts have been effected duting the last four
ears upon the Elsham and Worlaby estates, in
incolnshire and Yorkshire, under the personal
iperintendenco of Colonel Astloy, the owner,
laham Hall has been renovated

; new schools
live been built

j
the mud and thatched cottages

re being replaced by brick and slated cottages
i pairs, with a garden attached to each. The
3mestoads have been enlarged and improved,
ue is in course of erection at a cost of some
0001. TJio parish churches are receiving
tention ; that at Elsbam is being restored,
Bw roofed and reseated by Mr. Wallis, builder,
.arket Easen. Worlaby Church is being rebuilt

Y Mr. Young, of Lincoln. It consists of nave
id aisles, chancel, porch, and tower. The old
laterials are supplemented by Kirton stone
itside, and chalk, dug upon the estate, for tho
itei’ior. The walls are hammer-dressed on
3th sides. Tho tower is to bo capped by a
ated spire. Tho meraorial-stone of this church
aid by Mrs. Astloy, on the 12th ulb.), forms
10 inner sill of tho tower-window. The works
|ion tho estates arc from tho designs of Messrs,
unlop & Bryant, of Westminster, except the
lurches for which Mr. Wm. Scott Champion, of

,

tendon, is tho architect, and Mr. Houghton the
lOrk of works. The district is greatly benefited

y the money spent upon those improvements.

Presentation by "Working Men to the
iaroness Burdett-Contts.—A year since a
mimittce was formed in the east of London to
resent Lady Burdett-Coutts with a “romom-
rance,” provided by penny subscriptions. Tho
immittee, consisting of some sixty men, desired
) give the baroness a picture or bust of herself,
-it this her ladyship declined, preferring to
we a picture of the seven principal men who
id worked the committee. Mr. Sydney
.edges was the artist selected, and a picture
19 been presented to Lady Burdett-Coutts at a
mcheon given by her to the committee and
hers (numbering 100), at Holly Lodge, High-
ite. Mr. D. Godfrey and the band of tho Cold-
ream Guards entertained her company, and
ir Thomas Dakin, as chairman for the com-
ittee, presented the picture. Her ladyship
.ade a suitable reply. The Archbishop of Can-
irhury visited the baroness during the after-
3011. The Highgato Workmen’s Club, with
leir wives, numbering some 400, and the police
ind joined tho festivities. Dancing was sus-
lincd until after eight p.m. of a fine evening.

New Church in Islington.—The founda-
on-stone of a new church, about to be erected
Y the Clothworkers’ Company, in Islington, has
aen laid. This will form the thirty. first church
I tho parish of Islington. It is to be in the
arly English style, and will consist of a nave,
ith north and south aisles, and an apsidal
idiug. The west end is lighted by five lancet
indows and a large wheel-window over them,
here are also clearstory windows. The church
to be surmounted by a plain stone spire,

r. F. W. Porter is the architect, and Messrs,
ove, Brothera, are the contractors. i

Loans for Sanitary Purposes.—In reply
to Mr. Delahunty, in tho House of Commons,
tho Chancellor of the Exchequer said the amount
of loans granted by the Public Loan Commis-
sioners, with the sanction of the Treasury, to
local authorities in England for sanitary purposes
between the 19th of August, 1871, and the Slat
of December, 1872, was not 869,833h, as stated
by the bon. gentleman, bub 8,389?. Amounts
had since been granted for like puri30ge8, to the
extent of 262,579?. During the then present
month, the Treasury bad obtained power from
Parliament to raise a further sum of 1,500,000?.
to enable the Loan Commissioners to grant addi-
tional loans at 3J- per cent, to local authorities in

England for like purposes. Since the 19th of
August, 1871, the Public Works Loan Board bad
granted to the local authorities in Ireland for
sanitary purposes upwards of 12,000?. The
maximum period for repayment of such loans in
Ireland was fixed by law at twenty, five years for
Ireland and fifty years for England. The dis-

tinction was one which he was not prepared to
justify. The Chief Secretaiy for Ireland had
prepared a Bill to do away with the distinction,

and it was only the shortness of the time at his
disposal that prevented him from carrying it

through. He was not prepared to reduce the
rate of interest charged on loans to Ireland,

which would be made a precedent applicable to
loans for other places than Ireland.

Technical Education and the Gold-
smiths.—A statement of annual prizes esta-
blished by the Goldsmiths’ Company, at
Goldsmiths’ Hall, London, fur the purpose of
encouraging technical education in the design
and execution of works of art in the precious
metals, is extensively circulated annually among
workmen and artists, and goldsmiths and silver-

smiths who have marks entered at. Goldsmiths’
Hall. In the month of November last 250?. were
awarded in prizes, and the company, Mr. Prideaux
states, received several designs of great beauty
and originality. To obtain either of the prizes
for design, originality is necessary, and no copy
can be the subject of a prize. The prizes are
awarded in the mouth of November, and objects
of art and workmanship mast be sent by the
competitors to Goldsmiths’ Hall, addressed to tho
care of the clerk, Mr. Prideaux,'in the week ending
the 25th of October. The competitors must bo
British subjects. The company have also re-

solved that a Travelling Scholarship of 100?. per
annum may be awarded by the wardens to a
student who has shown exceptional talent, and
who shall have obtained a prize for design for
three successive years, in order to enable him to
study art in the precious motals on the Coutiueub
of Europe.

The People’s Music HaU, Hanley.—The
wooden building in Church-street, Hanley, known
as the ci'cus, is now closed, tho proprietors,
Messrs. Eogers & Warrilow, having erected at the
rear, and in the new street running out of High-
street to King-street, a new hall, which has been
opened to the public. The building is arranged
after the manner of a theatre, and externally
presents a plain appearance. It is calcnlated
to hold 4,000 people. Tho stage is 36 fo. by
26 ft., and the proscenium is 27 ft. in height.
The building iswell lighted and ventilated. The
cost, including the site, has been upwards of
9,000?. There are two entrances, one for the
pit and boxes, and the other for the gallery.

Mr. T. Eogers, one of the proprietors, has been
the architect, and has also superintended the
erection of tho ball. Previously to the opening
of the hall, the mayor went to it with the
borough surveyor, and one or two suggestions
were made to Messrs. Eogers & Warrilow as to
alterations which were desirable for the safety
of the public, and they readily promised that
these suggestions should have their earnest
attention.

Recent Tkunderstorms.—The north-west
of England and part of Scotland have been
visited by severe storms of lightning and rain,
and much property has been damaged and many
lives lost by the lightning. Sunstroke, also, baa
been remarkably frequent throughout the coun.
try. Besides the usual damages to chimneys,
roofs, &c., some more notable injuries to property
have been done, as at Coldstream, on the Scottish
border, where a statue of the late Mr. Charles
Marjoribanka has been shivered to pieces, and
nearly the whole monument, a column about
60 ft. high, thrown down. There has been an
earthquake at Southport, and waterspouts have
occurred.

The Attempted Charge on Postage-stamp
Enclosiu'es.—The perpetual interference of the
Post-office authorities with the public conve-
nience is distressing. They no sooner propose
and threaten, however, than they withdraw their

annoying “regulations.” This, wo bear, is

already the case with the threatened special

charge for transmitting postage-stampa enclosed
in letters or envelopes. Under the fostering

wing of the postage-stamp system itself, a vast
practice of making small purchases and payments
by penny-post letters and postage-stampa eu-
closed has sprung up and nowprevails throughout
the whole country ; and this, at one swoop, the
Post-office has threatened onco for all to put a
stop to; for what else could have been the result

of their “ new rule,” which, instead of adding
to their revenues, must have most materially
diminished them, like their restriction of small
parcel deliveries ? If they would only go upon
another tack, now, and afford new and extensive
facilities for the safe transmission of parcels or
enclosures ordered and paid for through tho
Post-office, they might do something both new
and worth doing.

Cottage Hospitals.—The hospital [recently
erected iu Moretou-in-thc-Mai'sh has been opened
by the Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, iu the
presence of a large number of patrons and sub-
scribers. The building was commenced in July
of last year, by Mr. G. Davis, of Chipping
Campden, whose tender the committee bad
accepted. Messrs. Blatter & Calloway superin-
tended the work. The building is of stone,

from the quarries of Mr. Gill, of Bourton.on-the-
Hill, the walls inside being lined with brick.

The ground-floor contains matron’s sitting-room,

convalescent-room, accident-ward, two kitchens,

and surgery, with larder, fuel-house, and mor-
tuary. The upper floor contains three wards
for patients, matron’s bedroom, bath-room, &c.
The total cost of the building is 820?. It is pro-

posed to commence with six beds, although
there is accommodation for ten. The total

amount raised is nearly 1,000?., which will cover
the contract and tho cost of furnishing. A
scheme is being matured for the establishment
of a cottage hospital in Frome, and a meeting
will be shortly convened for laying tho matter
before the public.

Crystal Palace School of Art, Science,
and Literature.—The award of prizes to art-

students in the ladies’ division of this school was
made on Saturday. Mr. Louis Haghe and Mr.
H. G. Mine officiated as judges of the water-
colour paintings produced by lady students in

the class conducted by Mr. Edward Goodall.

Tho silver medal was given to Miss Edith
Farquhar

;
the certificate of merit to Miss Mary

Fownes Turner, and special commendation to

Miss Thwaites. Mr. Joseph Durham, A.E.A.,
and Mr. T. Tbornycroft were judges of the
sculpture produced by members of the olass for

modelling in clay, of which Mr. W. K. Shenton
is mas’er. The silver medal was awarded to

Miss Helena Teulon for a model of the “ Venns
of Milo”; tho certificate of merit to Miss
Macduff. The judges also bestowed commenda-
tion on models by both the above-named ladies,

as well as on works by Miss Kate Green and Miss
Constance Hoperaft. The drawings and models
were afterwards exhibited to students and their

friends in the private studio of the school.

ImiBrovements in Purnaces.—According to

the patent of Mr. K. S. Casson, of Eoundoak
Works, Brierly-hill, a preparing or heating
chamber is combined with the ordinary puddling-

chamber, the two chambers being separated by
a high bridge. In the preparing-chamber, the
pig-iron or steel is heated to incipient fusion by
the waste heat or gases passing from the
puddling-cbambor, tho heated pig-iron or steel

being charged into the puddling-chamber by
lifting it over the bridge. The space at the
contracted end or neck of each chamber may
be diminished or increased at pleasure, so as to
regulate or control the combustion of the gases
or flames passing through the chambers, as well

as their temperature. Air may be admitted into

the chambers through the said regulators or
reverberators, and they may be kept cool by
water or steam passed thi-ough them.

Rot in Iron Water-pipes.—The town snr-

veyor of Bath attributes a bursting of the water-
pipes there to the effect of the soil in some parts
of tho city, which converts the pipes into a kind
of plumbago which cannot resist the pressure
of tho water.
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YarmoutK Harbour Works.—Mr. Wm. A.
Lyttle, C.E., referring to the haven works at

Yarmouth, observes that the timber has every,

where been maintained by the port and haven
commissioners in splendid condition j but points

out that timber for such purposes is being dis-

carded all over the world, as being too perish-

able and costly. The harbour of Port Said for

the Suez Canal has been constructed in a rock-

less sand, but not an ounce of timber has been
employed, its place being wholly and most pro-

fitably taken by enormous concrete blocks.

Numerous important works show how concrete,

both in ail’ and water, resists the action of time.

He recommends the adoption of the chemico-
engineering conrse for Yarmouth harbour.

State of the Frescoes in the Houses of
Parliament.—We regret to learn that on a
further examination of the principal wall
paintings in the new Houses of Parliament it has
been ascertained that a similar process of dis-

integration to that detected a year or two ago in

the painting, by Mr. Maclise, R.A., of the
“Meeting of Wellington and Blucher at Water-
loo,” has also become apparent in the opposite
picture, by the same artist, representing the
“ Death of Nelson,” and that traces of decay are

observable in the work of Mr. Herbert, R.A.,

depicting “ Moses delivering the Tables of the
Law to the Israelites.”

Bursting of a Canal.—The Leeds and
Liverpool Canal at Wigan burst last week into

a conduit which passes underneath it at Meadow
Bridge. Two or three tons of clay and several

sacks of 6traw_were thrown into the opening,
but the weight of the water carried all before it.

In addition to the wharfs at the Wigan Dep6t
being drained, it wa.s impossible to work thirty-

three large cotton manufactories, which were
dependent on the canal for the water supply, and
in consequence between 6,000 aud 7,000 opera-
tives were thrown idle till next day.

The Fire at the Fire-Engine Makers.

—

Looking on, as we did, at the fire which destroyed
part of the premises of Messrs. Merryweather &
Son, at the comer of Bow-street and Long-acre,
it was not difficult to imagine it the act of the
fire-demons in revenge for the check some-
times given them by the fire-engines. It was
strange and disappointing to note what a small
effect the water thrown upon the buildiug had
until all the combustible portion of it had been
turned to charcoal.

TENDERS
For repairB at the Prince of Wales public bouse, Riley*

street, Bermondsey. Mr. H. J. IJewton, architect:—
Hockley £180 0 0
Taylor leo 0 0
Shurmur 158 0 0
Rolfe 138 0 0
Brindle & Co. (accepted) 109 10 0

For the erection of three warehouses, Tudor-street,
Blackfriars, for Messrs. Spicer, Brothers. Mr. William
Smith and Mr, William Seymour, joint architects

For two
For corner
warehouse.
£12,938 ..

. 12,300

Wa^er
Webber
Nightingale
Cooke it Green

.

Foster
Tully
Manly &Eoger8
BiiUivant
Sawyer
Elkington
Crockett & Dickinson lo]oo6
Wicks, Bangs, &. Co. 10,169
Mann 9,875
Chappell 9,838
Trevena 9,795
King & Son 9,730
Carter 9,467
Mansbridge 9,331
Oliver 9,318

12,115
11,000
10,770
10,305
10,286
10,045
10,140
10,149

adjoi
warehouses,

.... £8,414

.... 8,703
..... 8,232

7,800
7,490
7,250

6,623
6,650
6,490
6,698
6,221

For buildings at the Charter-house, for the Merchant
Taylors’ Company. Mr. E. I’ Anson, architect. Quan-
tities by Messrs. Campbell & Wallen

Extra for wainscot.
Pritchard
Ashby & Horner ..

Holland & Hannen
Macey
Lucas, Brothers

.. £40,871 £983
40,390 9-12

., 40,300 664

Hiiggs .

Conder
Ryder A Sons,..

Trollope
KiUby
Gammon
Browne & Robinson 34,812

39,824 690
39.814 900
38,966 632
38,803 620
38,657 850
37,485 653
36,297 785
35.763 760

734

For Beck-row schools, Mildenhall, SulToIk. Messrs.
John Toung & Son, architects

Pearson £3,2-19 0 0
Brass 2,908 0 0
Bell & Son 2,776 0 0
Holland 2,718 0 0
Tooley 2.575 0 0
Kendall 2,546 0 0
Robbins 2,405 0 0

For Cross-bank schools, Mildenhall, Suffolk, Messrs.
John Yonng & Son, architects :

—

Pearson £2,707 0 0
Robbins 1,218 0 0
Tooley i.iao 0 0
Kendall 1,150 0 0
Bell Son 1,090 0 0

Alderman Cotton’s Window in the Guild-
hall. — Mr. M'George, chairman of the City
Lands Committee, stated, nt the last Court of

Common Council of the City of London, that
Mr. Alderman Cotton had informed him that if

the window which ho had recently placed in

Guildhall was not considered in keeping with
the other windows in the hall he would remove
it in twelve months and replace it by another
window at his own expeuse.

Enlargement of the City of London
Lunatic Asylum.—The asylum in connexion
with the City of London is about to be materially
enlarged, and the Coal, Com, and Finance Com-
mittee, having presented a report recommending
that the sum of 4,0001. for the proposed enlarge-

ment be provided out of the City funds, the
recommenJaHon was last week agreed to at a
meeting of the City Council.

Poplar Wood.—Many despise poplar as a
timber, but it has one golden quality,—it will

not bum. Some years ago a factory at Notting-

ham took fire on the second-floor, and burnt out

to the top furiously, but not downwards; although
the floors lay a yard thick with bob clinkers and
melted machinery, yet it did not get down-
wards, because the floors were of Poplar.—The
Qai'den,

Six Millions to he Spent on the Liverpool
Eocks.-—Mr. Langton, the Chairman of the
Liverpool Dock Board, announced at the weekly
meeting on Thursday, the 24th ult., that the
Royal assent had been given to the Bill promoted
by the Board for constructing new docks at each
end of the Liverpool Dock Estate, at a total

cost of about six millions sterling.

For proposed nlterations and repairs to St. Andrew’s
parochial schools, Holborn, for the eommittee. Mr.

1, arcniieoi. i^uanuiies not suppliea
Patten ... £316 0 0
Langmead & Way 191 0 0
Bridgman, Nuthall, & West 189 0 0
Bracfaer 189 0 0
Wagstatl’ 185 0 0
Mansbridge 165 10 0
Patman A Co 168 0 0

nington-lane, for Messrs. Whitbread & Co. Quantities
not supplied :

—

Hockley £375 0 0
Bridgman, Nuthall, & "West 365 0 0
Alford i Co 345 0 0

For proposed additions to house at New Steine,
Brighton. Mr. A. Lett, architect. Quantities not sup-

^ Wilson £331 16 0
Bridgman, Nuthall, & West 319 10 0
Griffiths 319 0 0
Titcomb 262 10 0

For rebuilding the Greyhound, Sutton, for Mr. W. W-
Thorn

Stone £3.218 10 0
Deavis 2,ft67 0 0
Richards 2,903 0 0
Cutt 2,835 0 0
Lacy 2,804 0 0
Beal 2,410 0 0

For painting, decorating, &c.. New Grovo House,
Brentford. Mr. John W. Smithies, architect

Phillipsun £337 9 0
Gooch 336 0 0
Foord 223 16 6
Robinson 223 11 0

For building three houses, with shops, at Herbert-road,
near Shooter's-hiD, Keut, for Mr. Robert Webb. Messrs.
W. Gosling & Sons, architects:

—

Blake £1.910 0 0
Vickery 1,755 0 0
Ward 1,687 0 0
Clark 1,392 15 0

Discoveries in Erockester Cathedral.

—

Interesting discoveries, we learn, have been
made at Rochester Cathedral, including portions
of the first cathedral, erected in the year 604,
encaustic tiles covered with rude figures, and
two leaden coffins, one of which is supposed to
contain the remains of Ithamar, Bishop of
Rochester, who died in 655.

For the erection of a residence at Swattenden, near
Crajibrook, Kent, for Mr. R. Appach. Mr. Charles
Smith, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Marshall, Son, & Cramp £6,818 18 0
Dove, Brothers 6,575 0 0
Howell 6,270 0 0
Abnett 6,085 0 0
Adcock & Rees 6,8-10 0 0
Anscomb 6,730 0 0
Avard (accepted)...., 6,581 0 0

[Atjg. 2, 1873.

For taking down and rebuOding coaob-bouse, stable •

&c., at Harden-street, W''oolwich, for Mr. Henry Shersby.l
Messrs. Gosling, architects

Carter (accepted) £273 0 0

For new Wesleyan chapel, Shiloh, Montgomeryabirfl,:
Mr. W. Ranger, architect :—

Evans (accepted) £433 0 0

For alterations to Wesleyan chapel, Caeran, Mont-i
gomerrshire. Mr. W. Ranger, architect :

—

»_Woolley (accepted) £254 10 0

Alterations to St. Matthias Church, Kensington. Mr,l
Henry Conybear, architect :

—

Wigmore (accepted) £903 0 0

For new schools, St. Matthias, Kensington. Mr. Henry
Conybear, architect :

—

Wigmore (accepted) £1,095 0 0

For painting and redecorating St. John's Church.:
Eoxton :

—

Smith £ 193 0 0
Berridge 480 0 0
Philps & Bisiker 459 0 0
Cooke 428 0 0
Richards -121 0 0
Harris 419 0 0
Beensen -116 0 0-

Cohen 385 0 0
Charlton & Martin 375 0 0
Eitches 370 0 0
Flaxraan 370 0 0
Sawyer 347 0 0
Coulson 340 0 0
Holden & Son 340 0 0
Hayward 3-10 0 0
Coutnbs 335 0 0
Church 331 10 6
Gibbs & Moore (accepted) 330 0 0
Allard 256 0 0

For painting and decorating town-hall, Stratforcl.<
Essex;

—

Carr £232 10 0
Rivett 197 12 0
Taylor.. „ 197 15 0
Charlton & Martin (accepted) 187 10 0

For nowparochialsuhools, Chiselhurst. Mr. J. Clai'ke»i
architect. Quantities by Mr. Sidney Young ;

—

Henshaw £3,925 0 0
Dove, Brothers 3,9U5 0 0
Roberts, Brothers 3,855 0 0
Crossley 3,687 0 0
Gammon 3,697 0 0
Carter & Son 3,665 0 0
W'right & Co 3,495 0 I)

Marsland & Son 3,395 0 0
Tongue 3,300 0 0

For additions to Stoke House, Guildford. Mr. licnryi
Peak, architect. Quantities supplied

Loe £G7I 0 0
Mason ..... 671 0 0
Strudwick 667 10 0
West 650 0 0
Goddard & Son (accepted) 649 0 0

For additions to No. 72, Fdgware-road, for Mr. P,1
Bullock. Mr. W. S. Witherington, architect

Mark £705 0 0
Grover 700 0 0
Bird 619 0 0

For erecting new buildings at 37 and 38, LombarA
street. Mr. Robert Walker, architect :— ^

Credit for Extra r

For new old for 4tb I

building. materials, floor.^
Macey £13,613 £48
Myers & Son 13,-494 60
Scrivener & White 13,345 120
Brass 11,387 70
Sewell & Son 10,633 70
Gammon & Sons 10,620 CO
Holland & Hannen ... 10,430 50
Browne & Robinson ... 10,371 60
Ashby & 8od 10,221 -40

Trollope A Son* 10,040 80
Kilby 9,977 60

* Accepted.

,,£520
515

For the erection of Congregational Church at Lrytoi#)
Essex. Mr. T. L, Banks, architect :

—

Lindzell & Son £2,746 0 0
Jefferson 2,450 0 0
Hearne 2.329 0 0
Stains & Son 2,186 0 0
Warr 2.1-49 0 0
Ennor 2,083 0 0
Favitt 1,979 0 0
Hosking, Brothers 1,837 0 0
Robins A Co l,7oO 0 0

For general painting and cleansing of the London esta- I

blishment of Christ's Hospital. Mr. T. Renton, arebiteoti*

Quantities supplied:

—

Patman & Fotheringham £890 0 0
Morby 856 0 0
Shaw 610 0 0
Pitman £ Cuthbertson 749 0 0

Hayward & Son (accepted) 6-45 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. L. (thanks) —A- M. (Information as to concrete will be found in ‘

prevlooi volumes of the Builder ).—J, O.— J. W.— J. 0,— B. S.— !

R. A.—J. W,—T. B,—J. C-—N- B.—A. M,-Mr3, C. U, 8.-G, T, C.—

(

J, H,-W, 3.—S,—A, P.—a N, i W,—M. T.—M, P.-C, K.-C- IL— '

L.—A, P.—W. 0,—Uessrs. W.—U. P.—W. R,—B, E. N.-W, W.— '

E. B, F.

We are compelled to deeUne pointing out book* and fivijig

'

addresses.

All atstements of facts, lists of tenders, 4c., must be /lecompanW J

by the name and addrese of the seuder, not ueccssaiily lor

publics tlOD.

KoTB. The reeponaiblUty of iljned articles, and paper* read at i

publi* nieeliuj^, rests of course with Lhesuthon,
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A Few Words on Form,

I
HE word “form” is ueei

with referenco to art ii

almost as many distinc

senses as the won
“ cause ” is made t'

bear by Aristotle. Thu
we speak of the form o

matter, when we wisi

to distinguish betweei

a solid, a liquid, and i

speak 0

V
I

material form, when wt

wish to denote the em
bodiment of an idea, o:

of a spiritual principle

Form, again, is used

with increasing fre

quency in the niosi

modern English, to denoto style

and this application of the tern
is far from unhappy. But ir

ajsthotio writing it will be mort
correct to regard this importation
from the Greek, through the medium
of the Latin or French, into the

English language, as very nearly synony.
mouB with our vernacular word “shape.”

We find a beautiful illustration of this

lentity in original meaning to be afforded

y the classical name of the Di'eam God. The
atin word /orma is etymologically convertible
ito the Greek word morphe, by one of those
•anspositions which are common among the
freek and Italic races. Thus, even at the pre-
mt day, the Neapolitan lazzarone is heard to
)eak of Garibaldi as Galibardi. Morpheus,
len, is no other than the shaper—the power
lat gives, during the profound repose caused

f Somnua, the Sleep God, “ to airy nothings
local habitation and a name.”
We are, however, in the habit of using the
ord “shape” as equivalent, or nearly so, to “out-
ae. ’ Form, at ail events, includes outline, and
le primary idea expressed by the word may be
ien to be outline, but it also means something
lore. It includes modulation of surface. The
lost accurate use of the word, then, is when it

enotes the appearance of a statue. It is true
lat such appearance, as grasped by the ob-

jrver, depends as much on the angle and degree
f illumination as on the definition of outline
nd accentuation of surface. But with that we
ave not now to do. Form, strictly regarded,
I subjective. It exists, indeed, objectively, but
hat which impresses the mind is the picture on
he retina, or the impression, however it is pro-
noed, on the sensorium. In persona of vivid

lotorial imagination, forms may be conjured up
Imost at will, on the closing of the eyes. We
II know how vividly they are at times produced
a dreams. However tho vision be produced,
rhether by impinging light, or by some opera-
ion of the mind which is as yet obscure, form
3 the shape that we see before us, and this

hape must have surface as well as outline, even
f surface and outline alike are shadowy and
mdefined.

It is worth remark that the different modes
inder which form has been appreciated by those
yho gave its present structure to the English
inguage, and by the classic writers, are evinced
ly the meaning of the adjectives incidentally

derived from the word. Thus with Horace and
Virgil /ormosus is one of the most distinguishing

appellations of the beautiful. It seems to imply
a sort of stately regularity, a noble severity of

form, proper to the image of a god, or the person
of a noble man or beautiful woman. With us,

on the other hand, the word “formal” always
implies something stiff, unbending, and to some
extent unpleasant. The fine old English word
“shapely ’’maybe taken as our best equivalent for

formosus. When wo can choose between a word
of Teutonic, and another of Latin, origin, our

hearts almost always are more stirred by the
former.

Eegarding form, then, in the restricted sense

of shape,—or outline and surface, as visible to

our eyes, we still have to distinguish between
the mass and the detail, between the genus and
the species. In architecture this double applica-

tion of the word is most apparent. It may be
taken as indispensable; nor, when once under-
stood, can it lead to any positive error. Thus we
speak with equal correctness of the imposing
form of a noble building, such, for instance, as
that presented by the Superga, with its shadowy
dome and stately turrots looking down on the
broad valley of the Po, and of the delicate and
massive forms of the mouldings of the cornice, or
the volutes of the capitals.

Form may be properly regarded as the visible

clothing or expression of an idea. Thus we can
at once see how true architectural form, as pre-

sented to the eye by the elevation of a building,

must spring from the plan, as a plant springs

from its seed. For whatever object a building

is erected, it must have, in order to have any
excuse or apology for existence, a definite pur-

pose. Whether it be for war or for peace, for

'

shelter or for luxury, for the workship of the

invisible powers or for the memorial of the

departed, there mast be some object for which
the building is framed. Its adaptation to that

purpose is the craft of the architect. When its

adaptation is such as to strike any observer with
an appropriate sentiment, whether of vast and
rugged strength, of convenience and picturesque

comfort, of dreamy and undefined awe, or of

tender and mournful vigil, the skill of the archi-

tect has risen to genius. In this aptness we may
almost say that genius takes its highest flight.

Ifweexcept thepsoudo-creation of tho mechanic,

—the skill that makes moving creatures with
iron hmbs and joints, that devour coal and
expire heated air and steam,—we have no
such examples of the bodying forth of an
idea, for the fulfilment of a definite purpose, as

is presented by a noble building. The vast
though simple forms that have looked down for

more than forty centuries upon the sandy plain

of Gizeh may be cited as instances. Nothing
on the surface of our planet more powerfully

impresses the imagination than the first view of

these ancient and enormous masses of masonry.
If the outlines be at once reflected and relieved

by the light of a brilliant moon, the angles tipped
with silver, and the shadows deepened into that
of night herself, the effect is at its highest. In
our own country almost as much may be said of

the first view of Stonehenge. The imagination

is troubled by the presence of these enduring
memorials of a mighty but forgotten past. Man,
as the maker of these unrivalled monuments, in

which the material embodiment of the design of

the primeval architect has been attained by such
a costly expenditure of toil and of power, speaks
to his puny descendants, across the long night
of ages, with a voice that is all the more im-
posing from the fact that its words are scarcely,

if at all, intelligible. The grand poetry of the
megalithic age mocks the scale of the modern
critic.

The architect and the mechanic, however,
travel, by different roads, to effect very distinct

objects. The former will soon sink beneath his

task if ho be not fired and informed by the

appreciation of the beautiful. With the lattPi*,

beauty has no relation. That structural beaufy
which is, after all, purely mathematical is the
only boauty wooed by the great mechanist. To
decide upon the mode in which the least quantity
of metal or of wood can be disposed so as to give
the stability, and to communicate the movement,
which he requires is his single task. Utility fa

the only beauty he knows. Elegance of Pnim
means economy of material. Beauty of surface
means the best mode of escaping rust, and of
avoiding friction, even if it be only against the
soft cushion of the atmosphere. Those forma
that, as combinations of lines, curves, and sur-
faces, are positively harsh, meagre, or nnrelievecl

to the eye of the artist, are clothed with tho
structural beauty that arises from the sense of
fitness to the eye of the engineer. The only
beauty of mechanism is either statical or
dynamical. Thns he approaches, more nearly
than other men, to the wisdom displayed in the
organisation of nature; but he is a stranger, in

so far as he is only a mechanist, to the spirit

of beauty that revels in every form of organio
life, and that is at times indulged, in its utmost
intensity, in structures that are all but invisible

to man.

The architect is a more wasteful distributor of

the material furnished by nature. He regaidg

time in a different light from the mechanioian.

With the latter, time and power are functions of

one another. Velocity of motion and the over-

coming of resistance are convertible terms. The
maxim of the mechanic is, that again in time is

a loss in power, and the converse. Unnecessary
weight, therefore, as meaning nunecessary

power, is the great thing that the good engineer

seeks to avoid.

Weight, on the other hand, is the friend of the

architect. Not that, even with him, it may not

at times provo a subtle and unsleeping enemy.
The architect maintains a continuous strnggle

against weight when he uses the arch. But in

other instances he relies on the inertness of

matter, or rather on the constant activity of

gravitation. Time is his foe, as bringing atmo-

spheric degradation and chemical change, and
destroying his works by a ceaseless though itn.

perceptible tooth. In the countries to which we
look for the noblest works of architecture, more-
over, Time has a terrible ally,—an ally whose
power, often perfectly irresistible, breaks up the

structure that would long have defied tho iuruiida

of Time alone, and yields him a ready prey in

the fragments. This terrible foe is the earth-

quake. In Egypt, Italy, Greece, let a building

outlast generation after generation, it will haidly

escape ultimate overthrow by earthquake.

Dealing, then, with massive materials, relying

on weight as an element of stability, and yet

preparing a defence against dynamic agencies

that may suddenly test his skill, tho architect

has an imaginative aide to his labours which is

wanting to the meohanio. Tho very ideas of

repose, stability, defence, shelter, if rightly

translated into structural form, have in them a
certain poetic grandeur. When the aim and
destiny of the most important buildings are

borne in mind, the imaginative association is

heightened. The simple, but sharply accen-

tuated form of the spire has an effect on our

imagination, when it suddenly appears in a
landscape, that is not due to the optical form

alone. Wo know that it indicates a church
; we

instinctively associate the idea of peace, of light,

and of promise, with its heaven-pointiug apex-

The faint echo of an organ steals upon tho ear,

the voices of white-vobed choristers, and the

words that speak of promise of a life t<» come.
It is thus that, in dealing with the form of bia

building, regarded in the mass, the architect

has such scope for the display of genius of aa
heroic order.

Form with the painter, has, necessarily rather

a different moaning. Here again we have to
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remember tbe generic and the epecific import of

the word. In the first sense it is difficult to

rise above wbat may be called technical. The
form of a picture in the broadest sense of the

word, is almost synonymous with its obedience

tothelawsof composition. Itinvolves the even ap-

predation of two elements which we have before

discussed (pp. 659 and 757, vol. xxx.), namely,

character and motive. It is the law which
determines the grouping of the elements of the

picture. No picture can be held to be good in

its general form if the structural linos, when
reduced to the form of a diagram, are ill-com-

bined. The faculty of seeing an object in its

true, and yet its beat light, is the first requisite

for excellence in a painter. If he does this, if

he has the real active appreciation of the unity,

the harmony, and the scale of an object which
he seeks to represent, he will be sure to impress

on his work an appropriate form.

When we descend with the painter from the

motive to the detail of his work, we shall find

the beauty of the minor forms to depend on
three elements. The first is experience. The
painter must see a beautiful form before he can

paint it
;
not, it may well be, the actual form,

but the type. Creative power, in this respect, is

not given to human genius. Thus a painter who
was familiar with the most beautiful forms and
faces of England, but with these alone, would
bo utterly unable to draw a Greek Hero,

Amazon, or god. Phidias could never have im-

pressed upon the marble yet happily preserved

in the British Museum, a grandeur and a glory

that mock all modern art, had he not lived among
a people formed by blood and by climate into

the worthy models for his chisel.

Besides this happy experience, the artist

requires the eye to see,—to grasp the very
fleeting pose or expression that is to be repro-

duced, and the hand to execute. The latter it

is his craft to educate, but the former must be
chiefly instinctive,—capable, indeed, like all

instincts, of development by exercise, but
originally minute. When we have this 'power
and culture of the eye, with no corresponding

cunning of the hand, wo have, not indeed art,

but the criticism and school of art.

In sculpture, the distinction between form,

viewed in mass, and form considered in detail,

which is so wide in architecture, and so conven.

tlonal in painting, almost vanishes. The sculptor

is dependent on the architect in a manner uu.

known to the painter. The latter, indeed,

demands for the shelter and the exhibition of his

works a chamber sheltered from the elements,

and allowing a proper light to enter for their

disjilay. But there is no very special inter-

dependence in the matter. A properly -built

and properly-lighted gallery may serve for the

display of almost any picture. The case is very

rare in which, if the painter were allowed his

choice, he would not hang his work in a suitable

light in a public gallery, supposing such gallery

to deserve the name. But the sculptor depends

more closely on special illumination. The change
of a few degrees in the incidence of light makes
a difference in the effect of sculpture which is

entirely unknown to the painter. Thus, in

general form, in the first place, the sculptor has

to consider the architectural setting of his

subject.

That assured, the limits of sculpture are

narrow. A gi’oup of three figures may be con-

sidered as almost the most complicated arrange-

ment appropriate to sculpture in the round. In

relief, the range is more extensive, but at the

same time the architectural limitation is more
precise. A single figure is generally the favourite

subject of the noblest sculpture
; and since the

form knows no distinction into general and
special, we now have to deal with a fresh order

of considerations. Ethnological type comes into

play. Expression, both of form and face, de-

mands a definite rendering which taxes the

utmost power of the human hand. The sculptor

has to steer between opposed dangers, so subtle,

so disastrous, and so nearly approaching on either

side, that out of the 5,000 or 6,000 years during
which this godlike art has been practised, from
the date of the wooden elfigies of the monarchs
of the fifth Egyptian dynasty, to that in which
we are now expecting the impossible achieve,
ment of a successful colossal seated figure, to

be viewed from all sides— it can only be said to

have been perfectly attained for less than a
century.

There is a primary distinction between the
character of the forms which engage the study
of the architect, and those which are reproduced
by the painter and by the sculptor. In no other

respect is so broad a line drawn between the

three sister arts. The sculptor, in the purest

exercise of his art, is restricted to the reproduc-

tion of animal form, and, in bis noblest works, to

the form of man. The painter adds to a repre-

sentation of animal that of vegetable forms, and
further commands the wide range of the land,

scape. But the architect can obtain but little

pattern from nature. He may find, indeed,

among some of the animal tribes development of

a very high degree of structural ability
;
bub the

most signal instances serve rather as illustra-

tions of, than as examples for, the work of the

human bnilder. Thns, in the beaver he may
recognise a four-footed engineer. The dams
constructed by that sagacious rodent, by means
of trees felled by its teeth, and the double en-

trance, by land and by water, which is con-

structed for the island dwelling of the family, are

analogous to those lake dwellings of the early

European races to which attention has only lately

been directed. In an entirely different sub-

kingdom of the animal world, that of insect life,

we find long galleries excavated by ants, lofty

pyramids reared by termites, chambers built by
the mason-bee, and hung with splendid tapestry,

furnished by the petals of the poppy by the

upholsterer bee. Yet neither in these nor in

the textile beds woven by so many species of

birds, can we find any actual exemplar for the

architect.

More, then, than either the sculptor or the

painter, is the architect the creator, — the

TTOlTjTIjQ.

THE auchhuological institute at
EXETER.

The Exeter Congress of the Archcoological

Institute has passed off very agreeably. There
have been many interesting excursions, accom-
panied by competent men as expositors, and a

great amount of social enjoyment.

The President, the Earl of Devon, made an
address, in the course of which he said :

—“Few
of us can observe such indications of the habits

and physical condition of the earliest inhabitants

of this island as arc afforded by the remains of

their lude dwellings, and by the rude imple-

ments occasionally found, without a sense of

thankfulness that our lot has been mercifully

cast in times of improved knowledge, of advanced
civilisation, and more refined habits

;
or, as I

trust that I may add, without readily recognis-

ing the truth that greater advantages entail

greater social, moral, and religious responsi-

bilities. Again, in examining the remains of

our early castles, and our later domestic build-

ings, we cannot fail to be struck with the con-

trast between the numerous and carefully

studied provisions for attack and defence, indi-

eating a state of society where eveiy man’s band
was against his neighbour, and might held sway
over right, and the indication of a more peaceful,

free, and well-ordered society, afforded in uni-

versal measure, as years pass on, by the gradual
changes in our architecture. And, once more,
the study of our ecclesiastical remains, proving,

as it does, that our ancestors deemed it fitting

to give, for the glory of God and the due cele-

bration of His worship, whatever they had most
to be prized in the natural material or in the

conditions of art, may well stimulate the devo-

tion of their descendants, and elevate and guide

their judgment. Nor, lastly, ought we to doubt
that the study of the past, if properly and
thoughtfully conducted, has a sound mental and
moral influence. Living, as we do, in the full

enjoyment of all the appliances of modem civi-

lisation, we shall yet be led, by arcbmological

observations, to feel grateful to those who have
gone before us for the treasures in art and in

architecture which have been handed down to

us
;
we shall consider what would, in many

respects, have been our condition had our

ancestors done nothing for us, and, unlike the

man who said he would do nothing for posterity

because posterity had done nothing for him, we
shall be the more inclined to endeavour, in our
measure, to leave something behind for the
benefit of those who are to follow us.”

Mr. G. J. Clark, who was one of the main-
stays of the meeting, read an interesting paper
on “The Worthies of Devonshire,” and deli-

vered some excellent addresses on several occa-

sions.

Mr. E. A. Freeman read a paper on “The
Place of Exeter in the History of England.”
Exeter, said the reader, was among cities wbat
Glastonbury was among churches. It was one

of the few ties that directly bound the English-

man to the Roman and the Briton. It was thi

great trophy of that step of English conquesit

when our forefathers, weaned from the tierct;

creed of Woden and Thunder, deemed it enough

to conquer, and no longer sought to destroy;

The first glimpse of thecity showed thetravelle .

that it was one of a class common on the Contii!

nent, but rare in England, and which amonp
west Saxon cities was absolutely unique. Froir.

Winchester onward the seats of the west SaxoE

bishoprics, as a rule, lay low, e. g., Mr. Freeman
mentioned Winchester, Wells, Glastonbury, anq

Bath. Exeter, at the first glance, told anothei

tale. The city, indeed, looked up at height’r

loftier than itself, but the city itself sat on c

height far above railway or river. Exeter wa";

in short a city of the same class as Bonrges (tj

Chartres, and others on the Continent
;
througlj

all ages it had proclaimed itself by the name o]

the city on the Exe. In that respect its con;

tinuity had been greater than that of the city <r|

Northern Gaul. It had never exchanged itj

own name for that of the Damnonian peopU
On the whole, Lincoln was its nearest parallel il

the cities of England. Exeter, then, as a bill

fort city, bad, more than almost any other city g

England, a close analogy with the ancient citie

of Gaul. But the greatest cities had almoE

always been the seat of some bishopric from thi

days of the first establishment of Christianitj

The hill-fort had grown up into a city, aud tht

city had lived through all later conquests; bd

the bishopric was something which, in the Ion

history of such a city, might almost seem

creation of yesterday. Bishops of Exeter ha'

played an important part in local and genera

history; but the city of Exeter had begun 1

play an important part in tbe history of Britai

ages before Bishops of Exeter were heard o

As to when the city first became a West Saxo
possession—when Britain, Caer Wise, the Roma'

Isca, passed into the English Exa^ceaster— b-

could not say. Ho could find no reliable dat.

on which he could answer that question. TUI

first distinct mention of Exeter as a city was il

the davs of Alfred, when it figured as an Euglidj

fortress. In Athelstan’s day the city was partij

English, partly Welsh. John Shillingford totj

them that Exeter was a walled city before tti

incarnation of Christ ;
and although it was ncl

likely to have been a walled city in the senti

that would satisfy modern or Roman engineenj

it was likely enough to have been a fortified pofi|

before Cmsar lauded in Britain. In later age,

Hooker told them bow Vespasian besieged tli

city, and was driven away by tbe valour of tl

citizens. These questions, he added, wer

beyond him
;
but still he knew of no evidence t

fix the point when Isca became Exanccaatet

any more than to fix the point when Isca cam
into being. With regard to the ancient wal.

Mr. Freeman said a few small fragments of larg.

stones were still extant, and might bo remains e

tbe gi-eat wall of Athelstan ; but the best proc

of its original existence was the record of it;

destruction. After some further remarks, M'

Freeman went on to say that thus it wa
that Exeter stands alone as the one grer

English city which had lived an unbroken lif!

from pre-English and even from pre-Romai

days. Whatever was the exact date at whici

the city first became an English possession, i'

was with the driving out of the Welsh inhabitant:

under Athelstan that it first became a pure!;;!

English city.

Mr. Scharf did, as he always does, goon

service. There was a collection of portraits Osj

people famous in the western counties, anwj

amongst them Mr. Scharf pleasantly discourse^

He thought the majority of them fine specimemi

of the school of portraiture that obtained ill

England from its commencement to the preseni

time. With the exception of the City of Londocj

he had never met with so complete a series o

portraits of mayors as in this collection. I

these were not fine works of art, they werv

matter-of-fact representations. He remarked Oii

the different “ periods ” which had prevailed,—',

the skull period of painting, tbe comb perioa

the curtain period, and the poker perioct

There was a period when it was customary tr

have a hat under the arm. In one case a gentle

man wished to have his portrait taken with hi.

hat on, and he was so painted, but with a secom

hat under his arm.

We take a few sentences from Mr. Ormerodi

paper “ On the Hut Circles of the south side c

Dartmoor.” The interior of the huts was froi

9 ft. to 36 ft. in diameter, and 4 ft. high in th:

walls. In the district between Cawsand Ba

aud Rippon Tor he had discovered four village);
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nd lie believed they had been inhabited by
I leople who had been engaged in tin-washing.

^ie described the hut village of Teigncomb,
|tanding between the North and South Teign,
r.nd now containing thirty-one hutsj and also a
iionnd pound, consisting of two iuclosures, the
nter an irregular triangle, and the inner a circle

f about 3i ft. diameter, the outer being about
.(5 ft. The wall (where it is perfect) is about

ft. in diameter, and the space between the
nrcular and the outer wall is divided into six

onrta, in one of which is a hut circle of about
0 ft. diameter. About 100 yards to the south
f this pound were the remains of what he
ailed the square pound. There were no huts
’ithin 100 yards of either of these pounds,
robably the round pound was the dwelling of
le chief person of the village, and the square
ound a cattlefold or storehouse. He mentioned
unierous other huts in the neighbourhood. At
ovoycombe Head there were remains very
milar to those at the round pound. These
.r. Omerod described. On Hamildon were
iveral barrows, one of wich was opened by
[r. Spence Bate, last year, an account of which
as given in the ” Transactions ” of the Devon
Bsociation for 1872. Pour groups or villages

listed along the lino he had taken, separated,
ot by parochial or manorial boundaries,
ut by breaks in the country. At the first

10 chief house was a hut with a chamber;
; the second, the round pound; at the third,

le remains of Boveycombe Head
;

and at
le fourth, the double semicircle at Tor Hill,

ere the chief houses, those at the round pound
id Boveycombe Head being the chief stations,

uts also occurred in many places on and ad.
lining Dartmoor, which would not come within
le limits Le had taken. He connected the
listence of these huts (as already stated) with
le workings for tin. Where the traces of
sarchers for tin were extensive the huts were
imcrona, where they were but slight the huts
ere few. He believed these rude huts were
welliugs of the workers and washers of tin.

8 to the date of their erection, it was useless
1 speculate ou it. If Mr. Ferguson was correct
the idea that the circles and avenues showed
here a battle had taken place in defence of a
.llago in the rear, the huts at Teigneombo
ould have been in existence daring the first

m centuries of the Christian area
;
and as the

streaming” for tin in the district near Chag.
)rd appeared to have ceased by the time of
ueon Elizabeth, the time between those periods
light probably be taken as that when the huts
ere abandoned.
Archdeacon Freeman *' did ” the cathedral,
ud Mr. J. H. Parker led off through the town,
ud gave hia audience the advantage of his
Dowledgo of the subject.
The excursion to Dartmoor, under the guidance

f Mr. Ormerod, was very satisfactory to tho
arty, but was found fatiguing by many,
owderham Castle was visited, and it was here
lat after luncheon Lord Talbot de Malahide
)ok tho opportunity of expressing on behalf of
imself and the members of the Institute the
lanifold obligations which they were all under
iwarcls Lord Devon, not only for hia hospitality,
nd for the lucidity and clearness with which he
ad pointed out the interesting features con.
ected with Powderham Castle and its history,
ut for bis kindness in undertaking the office of
resident of that meeting, the various duties of
’hich office ho had discharged with consummate
bility. He proposed “ Tho health of Lord
ilovon in his own wine, and prosperity to the
louse of Courtenay.”
I To which we willingly add, EIp, hip, hip,—
Lorrah !

^HE NEW EAILWAY FROM MANCHESTER
TO LIVERPOOL.

COMPLETION OF THE LIVERPOOL GRE.\T CENTRAL
STATION.

The large new central station at Liverpool,
vhich has for some time been in course of ereo-
•iou by the Midland, Great Northern, and Man-
ihester and Sheffield Companies, in connexion
rith their new line between Manchester and
Liverpool, which was partially opened for traffic on
Friday, 1st inst., is now rapidly approaching com-
pletion, and is intended to be fully opened in the
Jourse of next month, together with a tunnel of
ibout two miles in length under the south-east
portion of the town, and which will complete the
sntire length of the new railway between the
two great Lancashire towns. A notice of the
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external features of the large new structure has
already appeared in the Builder, and it is only
necessary here to remark in this respect that the
station is one of the largest in the country,
covering an area of nearly 10 acres. The roof

enclosing the station consists of eleven elliptical

spans, and is nearly 800 ft. in length. Tho mag-
nitude of its proportions and tho light and airy

character of its conetrnction are exceedingly
striking, and the London and North-Western
Company’s station, in Lime-street, as well as the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Company’s Exchange
Station, are altogether dwarfed by the new
structure.

The arrangements of the spacious platforms
at the new station have been carried out with
every possible regard to the convenience of pas-
sengers. Easy and convenient access is obtained
to the two spacious arrival-platforms, which are
in direct connexion with each other. Workmen
are now busy in all the multifarious trades
required in the completion of the interior of the
station, which is being highly decorated. Tho
whole of the girders and ironwork is being
ornamentally painted in light blue, the prevailing
colour of the woodwork being a light fawn-
colour. The columns will be copper-bronze,
with a dark base, and the capitals are picked out
with gold. The platforms have all been laid,

whilst the several booking-offices, waiting-rooms,
and other apartments in the station are nearly
all ready for occupation. The refreshment-
rooms, wlxich are very largo, are being elegantly
fitted up, and it may here be stated that their

management has been enti-usted to Messrs.
Spiers & Pond. The works in the tunnel, from
the station to its junction with the new line, and
which, as we have already stated, is the con-
necting-link completing the new line between
the two towns, is making rapid progress.
Already a great portion of the lines have been
laid, and on Friday last an engine, for the first

time traversed its entire length. Extensive
works in connexion with the new lino are also in

progress at the Manchester terminus, and a large

new station, called the Manchester Central, is

about to be erected in Great Bridgwater-street,
between which and Cornbrook-street a new
branch is in course of construction, in con-
nexion with the undertaking.

LARGE NEW CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL
NEAR LIVERPOOL.

A convalescent hospital, upon a large and ex-

tensive scale, has just been built and completed
at Woolton, near Liverpool. The outlay required
has been about 30,0001., and the required funds
for the purchase of the land and the erection of

the hospital have been supplied from tho surplus
of the Liverpool contribution towards the cotton
famine fund in 1862. The total amount of the
Liverpool subscription was 102,6781., and the
sum remitted to Manchester was 62,0001., leaving

a residue with interest of 40,5001. It was re-

commended, with the concurrence of the donors,

that this sum should be appropriated to the
erection of a convalescent hospital in the neigh-

bourhood of Liverpool. The consent of the
Master of tho Rolls was necessary, and that
functionary gave authority to expend 10,0001. in

the purchase of a site, and 17,0001. on the build-

ing, the remaining portion of tho balance to form
a fund for the future necessities of the hospital.

The site purchased was the Woolton Wood
estate, about six miles from Liverpool, contain,

ing twenty acres, standing upon the banks of the

Mersey, and one of the most picturesque spots
about Liverpool.

The structure, which is of Gothic design, is

square in form, the several elevations being
each 200 ft. in length, and it thus covers an
area of 40,000 square feet. It contains a
spacious central building and wings

j
and,

besides basement, consists of ground floor

and story above. Externally, the building is

erected of grey brick, with Woolton red sand-
stone dressings, and bands and figured work
of blue brick. The walls are all cavity
built, so as to ensure perfect dryness. One
of the most interesting features in the build-

ing is what is called the “ Gladstone Hall,”

which has been erected over the dining-hall, and
is precisely of the same dimensions as that

apartment, but more lofty. The “ Gladstone
Hall” has been built out of the penny eubscrip-

tions of a number of working men in South-

west Lancashire, who determined to raise a
testimonial to Mr. Gladstone when he was
defeated for South-west Lancashire. Tho sum
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collected amounted to 1,200Z.; and Mr. Glad-
stone having desired that it should be applied
towards the erection of a convalescent hospital,
the money has been expended ou the building
now just completed. A tablet has been placed
in the hall, containing an inscription setting
forth the circumstances under which it was
built. It is intended to be used for religious
services, together with lectures, and other pur-
poses in connexion with the establishment. Tho
hospital is situated on an elevated portion of
the grounds, from which there is a magnificent
view of the surrounding country and the Welsh
coast and mountains. The grounds have been
artistically laid out, and the sloping ground on
one side of the hospital has been divided into
three terraces, the lower one having been laid
out as a croquet-ground for tho recreation and
amusement of the inmates.

Mr. Thomas Worthington, of Manchester, is

thej architect; and Messrs. Haigh & Co., of
Liverpool, are the builders.

THE FLOORING OF THE NATIONAL
GALLERY.

In return to an order of the Honse of Com-
mons, the correspondence respecting the con-
struction of the flooring of the New National
Gallery buildings has been pnblished. It was
opened by the following letter from the archi-
tect :

—

“January 31, 1873.
The flooring of the present National Gallery iu

Tralalgar-square is formed of wood, the walla are lined
with tlio same material, and a partially similar mode of
construction is provided by the contract for the new
icture galleries, which arc now in. progress under my
irection.

It appears to me, however, to be well worth considera-
tion, whether the floors, in the case of the now galleries,
should not bo mado wholly incombustible, and whether
parian cement or other similar material, should not be
substituted for the wooden lining of tho walls.
The main construction of the now floors is already

designed to be formed of iron beams and concrete arches,
and there will be no difficulty in making it completely
incombustible, if tho First Commissioner approves of tho
suggestion.
With reference to tho walls, a wooden lining is doubtless

convenient for hanging pictures, but in the event of (ire
it would be a source of great danger. If the walls bo
finished with cement, instead of wood, as above proposed,
the pictures could be hung from a strong iron picture rod,
fixed to the walls, as is now done in the principal galleries
at Dresden, and also in parts of the Louvre iu Paris, and
in other places.
The walls of the new picture galleries will bo of brick,

the roofs of iron, slate, and glass, the doors of iron, and
the skirtings and door architraves of marble. If, there-
fore, the First Commissioner should approve of (he pro-
posal to make the floors and wall linings also of incom-
bustible materials, the only woodwork would be the small
quantity necessary to form tho cove of the ceiling, and
tne building would be practically fireproof.

I have not yet made an estimate ot the cost of the pro-
posed changes, but any additional expense caused by
them would certainly be within tho amount of the Parlia-
mentary estimate. Edwabd M. BABHy."

In reply, the First Commissioner informed the
architect “ that the Board desire that the
arrangements on the points to which you refer,

provided in the contract, should bo adhered to.”

In the course of the correspondence, the fol-

lowing report was made by Mr. R. Redgrave,
R.A., on Tile Floors in Picture Galleries :

—

“ I am requested to report my opinion as to

the use of tiles or mosaics, and of wood, as the
flooring for picture galleries.

I consider tiles or mosaics as far preferable
to wood for such purposes.

Ist. The danger of fire is very greatly de-
creased by the use of tiles, &c.

2ndly. Far leas dust arises from tile floors

than from wood.
3rdly. They are far more quickly, easily, and

thoroughly cleansed than wood floors, and the
moisture necessary for such cleansing leas fre-

quently needful than for wood floors. It is also

far more easily and at once removed from tho
surface of the floor, while the water used to
scour wood floors is retained for some time in

the pores, aud given out, gradually injuring

pictures, especially water-colours.

4th]y. The colour of such floors (chosen judi-

ciously by the architect and director of galleries)

enriches the room, enshrining works of art, gives

a sense of comfort and pleasure, taking away
any slight difference that may arise from the
slightly greater conductive powers of tiles over
wood.

I have never had a complaint from tho stu-

dents iu our galleries of cold or unpleasantness
arising from our tiled floors.”

The following remarks were forwarded by
Major Festing, R.E. :

—

“ The advantages which tiles offer in com-
parison with wood for floors in respect of incom-
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bustibility is too evident to need explanation

or comment.
The next advantage of well-mannfactnred

tiles for a public gallery is, tho facility with

which they can be kept clean and in good order.

They are more easily swept or washed with

soap and water than boarded fljors, and are not

stained by oil, paint, &c.

The question of appearance may be an open

one, although I should have little hesitation in

expressing my own opinion on the relative

appearance of the tile floors here, and wooden
floors in any much-frequented public gallery

which I have ever visited.

I have often heard it objected to tile floors,

that they are slippery to people who wear nailed

boots. But I do not think that this incon-

venience is much felt ; at least I have never had
brought to my notice any accident from this

cause.

It is very commonly said that tiled are colder

to the feet than boarded floors. This idea

donbtless arises from the fact that tiles feel

colder to the touch than boards, and if people

went barefoot they would find wood pleasanter

to stand on.

I have made a few experiments, from which I

draw the inference that a person wearing
moderately stout boots would not find tiles

colder to the feet than wood, and this is borne
out by the information given me by one of the

attendants in the National Gallery rooms hei*e,

in which there always are a considerable number
of artists at work on students’ days. He tells

me that ho hears few complaints of coldness of

floor, and that although mats are kept in case

the students wish them, they are very seldom
asked for.

Even supposing the tiles to bo colder to the
feet, I do not think that consideration should

weigh much against the adoption of tile floors.

It would be very easy to supply each student
with a mat or foot-board, or even with a foot-

warmer filled with hot water. The trouble of

doing so would be less than the additional labour
required for keeping a wooden floor in good
order.

We have not yet had enfficient experience of

marble mosaic floors in the Museum to judge of

their value. They are, however, easily kept
clean, and a small piece of floor of this descilp-
tion which was laid near the entrance of the iron

building, and which was there for some years,
stood the wear much better than Minton’s tiles

laid in close proximity to it.”

All that the Trustees of the National Gallery
say is this: —“With respect to the mode of

flooring, although the Trustees and Director
would prefer the use of oak, they leave the
question of material to the decision of the First

Commissioner of Works.”
In conclusion, “ the First Commissioner deems

it expedient to adhere to the contract, so far as
regards the floors.”

THE SAND-BLAST PROCESS.

Thb main object of the inventor of this

remarkable process, of which we spoke when it

was first employed, was to engrave ornamental
and other devices sharply upon plain and coloured
glass, upon stone, and upon metallic surfaces, in

an expeditions and economical manner. The
invention, which applies chiefly to intaglio and
flat relief engraving, is based on the curious fact

that when glass, stone, or metal is subjected to

the impact of a blast of sand, or equivalent hard
granular substance, the detrition of the surface
exposed to its action vi-ill be rapidly effected.

Although the sand-blast acts with energy upon
hard or brittle surfaces, strange to say it .has
little or no effect upon elastic and soft sub-
stances, such as india-rubber, wax, paper, and
lace

;
and it is upon such substances, therefore,

that the patentee relies for protecting those
parts of the glass, stone, wood, or metal which
are intended to be untouched by the sand-blast.

Thus, a piece of lace spread over and cemented
to a sheet of glass will so effectually protect the
glass when exposed to the sand-blast, that the
threads of the network will, after a few seconds’
exposure, bo imitated on the glass by bright
interlacing lines, while the rest of the glass
surface will be reduced to a ground or frosted
state.

The efficacy of the blast depends upon its
velocity. The sand may bo propelled either by
steam, water, or air, hut stf'fl.m is in general
preferred where high velocities are required.
When a large quentity of material is to be

removed, as in the ornamenting of -stone, a

steam jet of from 60 lb. to 80 lb. pressure is

used. In this case the stencil is made of iron

or rubber 5 but when a small quantity of mate-
rial is to be worn away, or the surface merely ,

depoUshed, as in ornamenting glass, a jet of air

of from one-tenth to 1 lb. pressure is preferred.
,

With a low pressure, soft and delicate substances,

;

such as paper designs, lace, leaves, &c., cemented
on glass, may be used. With a steam jet using
two borse-power of steam at 70 lb. pressure,

'

and one pint of sand, 2 cubic inches of granite,

,

•1 cubic inches of marble, or 10 cubic inches

of sandstone, may be cut away per minute.
:

Flat or curved surfaces may be alike acted on
by this process, the blast being in all cases

directed at a right angle to the exposed surface.

The blast process, besides executing ornaments
in relief or intaglio, may be applied for cutting

grooves in quarries and tunnels, for dressing

stone, for catting stone in lathes, for cleaning

scale from metals, for graining lithographic zinc,

and for producing—by the aid of stencils or

photographic gelatine,— pictures, any variety
!

of design, and even the most delicate line

engravings.

The following remarks are from the monthly
scientific summary in Chamhers's Journal :

—

“ Readers will reniember our mention of the surprising
process of glass-engraving and stone-catting l>y means of a

sand-blust, which was invented within the past year or two
by Mr. Tiigbman, of Philadelphia. This process may now
be seen in the International Exhibition.—one of the most
interesting eichts among the machinery in mot-on. The
rapidity with which the design is produced on the surface
of the glass never fails to astonish all who -.vitness the
operation; it seems iustantaneous. A few seconds, even,
suffice for the production of an elaborate design on a

sheet of glass 3 ft. wide. Simple or complicated, it makes
no diiTerence to tho machine : the blast is turned on, and,
pretfo

!

the picture appears. TVith a combination of
steam and sand, intricate designs can be cut in a slab of
marble in the course of a few minutes

;
and a largo

variety of ornamental work hitherto done by the carver
and the sculptor can now be accomplished by a purely
mechanical method. Any one who watches the process
will find no difficulty in believing the suggestion that the
ancient Egyptians may have carved the hieroglyphs on
their atone monuments,—stone of exceeding hardness.

—

byajet of sand. One immediate eliect of tho invention
will be a large increase in the supply of ornamental
window-panes and other kinds of glass at a very moderate

UNYEILING THE CHADWICK STATUE
AT BOLTON.

The town of Boltonhas again been en f4te since

the opening of its new Town-hall, on the occasion

of the unveiling of the statue of Dr. Chadwick,
well-known in Bolton andthesurrounclingdistricts
for his munificent gifts to the inhabitants of tbe
borough. The statue is placed on the Town-ball
square, with its face looking towards the Grapes
Hotel. The figure was designed by Mr. C. B.

Birch, of London, and was cast in bronze by
Messrs. H. Prince & Company, Pheenix Foundry,
Southwark. It has cost, it is said, over 1,000J.

It is 10 ft. high, and weighs a little under 2 tons.

The doctor is represented standing on a pedestal,

23 ft. high, the base being of Cornish granite.

On the front of the pedestal is a bas-relief in

bronze, representing Mrs. Chadwick, having
under her care some orphan children. She is

apparently directing their attention to the
Chadwick Orphanage provided for them by her
husband. The sum devoted by Dr. Chadwick
towards carrying out his benevolent designs in

Bolton amounted to 22,000i.

Tbe Bolton Q^iardian gives the following
particulars of the course adopted to obtain the
design:—“After it had been determined that
the statue should be in bronze and a standing
figure, a snb-committee was appointed to procure
designs and estimates, and Mr. J. Hall was asked
to write to the editor of the Builder, requesting
him to give the names of four artists who would
be likely to compete, along with Mr. Calder
Marshall and Mr. Noble, for the intended statue.

On tbe 22nd of March, Mr. Hinnell was requested
to write to the artists recommended by tbe
Builder, and at a further meeting of tbe com-
mittee on the 20th of April, it was resolved that
Mr. W. Calder Marshall, Mr. C. B. Birch, and
Mr. Geflowski, should be supplied with a tracing
of Nelson-square, photographs of Dr. Chadwick,
and other information, it being intimated that
the cost of the statue would be about 1,0001.

At the Bub-committee meeting on the 24th of

May, a letter was read from Mr. W. C. Marshall,
with proposals to erect a statue for 1,4001., and
it was resolved that all the model designs should
be sent in by the 1st of August. A second
meeting of the statue snb-coinmittee was held
on the 11th of August, when letters were read
from Mr. W. C. Marshall, Mr. Durham, Mr.,

Papworth, Mr. Birch, and Mr. Geflowski, th-

competing sculptors, who had all sent in mode||

designs for the statue, Mr. Phillips asking a littli

more time to finish his designs, which it wa’l

resolved to grant, tbe 25th being assigned asth« >

limit, and his instructions having been sent tw<

months later than those to the other artiste.

:

The Bub-committee then proceeded to inspect th- ;

models at the Mechanics’ Institute, and tb

models were then locked up till tbe 25th. Oi,

the latter date, the sub-committee again met a;l

the lecture-hall of the Mechanics’ Institntei

when Mr. Papworth was allowed to repaint hi l

model, and on the 30bh a general meeting wa>"

held of the whole committee, there being a go(H|

attendance. Mr. W. C. Marshall's estima'e muq
design was l,400i.

;
that of Mr. G. E. Geflowska

l,050i., with three alto-relievos, and withouiJj

8101.; Mr. C. B. Birch, 8501.; Mr. E. G. PapI
worth, 1,2001., with figures in panels

;
Mr. Jos'.l

Durham, 1,0501. ;
Mr. J. Birnie Phillips, No. Ui

2,2001. ; No. 2, 1,6001. ; No. 3 with base dcvoiddl
figures, 1,2001. : if stone be substituted foi

granite, No. 1, 3,0001. ;
No. 2, 1,4501. ;

No. iji

with base devoid of figures, 1,0501. Mr. Mi!

Noble, Mr. J. Bell, and Mr. Woolner declined tltl

compete. This meeting came to no decision, i|i

being thought advisable to defer the selectionH

of the design until the Friday evening followiupfl

meantime the models to be open to the inspectiaij

of the public, the proceeds to go towards thl^

memorial fund. On Friday, September SOtblj

the design of Mr. C. B. Birch was selected, subjecii

to such conditions and alterations as might bli

agreed upon between the committee and thtil

artist.”
J

Mr. Birch had just previously distingnishefil

himself by a group selected in competition bij

the Council of the Art.Union of London,
Wood Nymph,” and we have reason to believii

that on the present occasion he* has fulh'

justified our nomination of him to the Boltou

Committee.

MURAL DECORATIONS IN
WINDERMERE PARISH CHURCH.

Since the restoration of the old parish charoH
of Windermere there has been consideraWH

decoration done in it by way of mural paintujjii

in encaustic, tempera, and oil. The architectuni

of this church is of a very rude and simplj

character, the walls and pillars being mereh
rubble-work covered with plaster, and before tht

decorations were effected the interior presentet*

a very cold appearance. The east windo^i

having been restored by Messrs. Ward i’

Hughes, it was determined to intrust the deooil

rations to the same firm, and Mr. Hughes decided!

that the work should be carried out in freehandrf

The designs are principally bands and scroltl

work in grisaille, heightened with gold. Tin'

chancel has naturally received more elaboratt)

treatment than the nave, and here are twti

paintings on the north and south walls rcRpeC(|

lively so arranged as to form with the eaffrt

window a triptych. The design on the nortit

wall represents the adoration of the Magi, and

.

that on the south the entombment of our Lord!

The idea of the artist was to bring into one

our Lord’s history from His earliest years;

through His cross and passion to His rest in HU
honoured grave. The subject of tbe resunH

rection appearing in a window in tbe church, i(,i

was not thought desirable to repeat it, but on:

the west wall a mural painting has been placedi

above the arch, representing our Lord in gloryi

surrounded by angels, the legend underneatfe*

being “ He shall come with all His Holy angekC^
In the nave the gi’eat feature has been tie

studious preservation and resetting of thet

ancient inscriptions upon tho subject of thet

sacraments. These writings have been carefully '

restored. The roof-timbers have been coveredn

with texts of Scripture, and in this way their^

rudeness is somewhat concealed, and additionalu

height apparently given to the building. There:

are also texts from the Sermon on the Mounts-

arranged on scrolls round the walls of tbe aisles.)

The whole cost of this decoration has beenbornet'

by Mr. H. W. Schneider, of Belsfield.

'Box-making by Machinery.—We have re-

ceived several letters from Mr. James Brewer^:'

denying the correctness of a communication

from Mr. Wormersley in reply to his first letter.!

We must, however, decline going further into

tho matter. As we have already said, the dis-:

pate is capable of easy solution.
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d TUB COMPANY OF TUBNERS OP
i

LONDON.
I At a recent coarfc of the Tamers’ Company,
ijild in Guildhall, the freedom and lirery of the
/i>mpany were succeasively given to the follow-

jjg gentlemen:—Mr. Alderman Cotton, Sir

dirtle Prere, Mr. Benjamin Scott (Chamberlain),
Jid Mr. Horace Jones (City Architect).
luProfeasor Tennant, the master of the com-
^vny, occupied the chair.

0We have more than once of late drawn the
lltention of onr readers to the movement of

Company in favour of technical education,
Wt wo take this opportunity of again stating
hat they propose to give this year their silver

edal and the Freedom of the Company and of

e City of London to any one workman or
iprentice iu England who may send in the
'St specimens of hand-turning for the year,
lere will be two competitions this year, one
r turning in stone, spar, &c. j

the other for
rning in ivory.

Underthe word “stone” is included any natural
bstance of a mineral character, excluding,
'Wever, all those which, like china or pottery,
quire baking or burning. Porphyry, granite,
sper, agate, serpentine, marble, spar, stalag-
ito, alabaster, jet, coal, freestone, tic., are
araples of what may bo used.
Carving is admissible

;
and, if skilfully done,

y additional effect produced by it will be
nsidered, but it must be subsidiary to the

,

rning.

In vases, tazzas, and similar examples, special
gard should be given to beauty of form by
using the lines to run freely into each other,
that where they meet there shall bo no
raptness

; and in each material sufficient

•ength should be given to the various parts to
ar ordinai-y handling.
In the competition for turning in hardened and
mpered steel last year, the successful candi-
te for the silver medal was Lewis Donne, and
r the bronze medal, Henry John Manu. The
oipients of Certificates of Merit were Thomas
•thur Nelson, and Mrs. Mann.
The Lord Mayor of London will present the
izes for 1873 on the 13th of October.

WANT OP WATER-SUPPLY.
Liverpool.—According to a report presented
the Liverpool water committee, the water in

I

ck at Rivington Lakes has decreased 127
lion gallons during a fortnight. There were
u in store 1,795 million gallons; last year at
same period there were 3,180 millions, so that
ailing off to the enormous extent of 1,385
lions was shown as compared with the same
iod of last year. Householders are now on a
r hours’ supply daily.

lull .—At a meeting of the waterworks com-
itee, a report from the engineer, Mr. Dale,

I

read, to the effect that the water in the
rvoirs at Stoneferry was gradually lowering,
ongh the engines at Spriughead were kept
king at full speed. The present storage at
leferry was about one million and a half
oils of water. The chairman said the only
of getting up the supplies in the reservoirs
to shut off those to the town. It was stated
there had been an average daily supply to

io town of five million gallons, and this, he
fcservod, was more than the engines at Spring,
^ad could raise. It was highly important that
fere should be sufficient storage, iu case of fire,

ibis storage was gradually becoming leas, and it

jas absolutely necessary that something should
|) done. He therefore moved that the supply
t the town ho stopped for two hours a day in
loh district. After a discussion, this was
5'reed to.

THE GROWTH OF BERLIN.
! According to the Berlin Fremdanhlatt, the
|ipQlation of that city (reckoning strangers)
mounted on June 30, 1873, to about 930,000
)ul8, as against 826,341 on December 1, 1871,
:ie date of the last census. Of all the cities on
|»® globe, no other shows snob a rapid increase,
ot even London and New York. Berlin oocu-
ies the fourth place amongst the capitals of
urope, and is only surpassed by London, with
^popnlaciou of 3,350,000 souls; Paris, with
,795,000; and Constantinople, with 1,500,000
habitants. Forty years ago, injthe year 1833, ,

•le nine largest cities of Europe had the follow,
ig nombers of inhabitants :—London, 1,624,000,

now 3,350,000; Constantinople, 1,000,000, now
1,500,000; Paris, 880,000, now 1,795,000; St.

Petersburg, 480,000, now 691,000; Naples,
358.000, now 480,000; Vienna, 310,000, now
901.000

;
Dublin, 300,000, now 360,000 ; Moscow,

280.000, now 611,000
;

Berlin, 250,000, now
907.000. It should be added bore that these
numbers include, in the case of Vienna, the
population of the suburbs, while for Berlin the
latter are omitted. If the suburbs of Berlin
were reckoned, the total number of inhabitants
would be nearly a million. In the year men-
tioned above (1833) there existed twenty-six
cities larger than Berlin. Of these, Berlin has
surpassed twenty, and Las only been out-

distanced in the race by one (New York).
Berlin, therefore, as in Europe it is the fourth,

is on the globe the eighth city, as to number of
inhabitants, viz.:—London, 3,350,000; Peking,
200.000; New York, with Brooklyn, &c.,

1,800,000; Paris, 1,795,000; Constantinople,
1.500.000

;
Canton, 1,260,000

;
Calcutta,

1.000.

000; Berlin, 907,000. After these follow
next Vienna, with 901,000, and Philadelphia,
with 800,000.

IRON AND OTHER MATERIALS.
Out of 2,100 puddling-furnaces in the North

of England iron district, about 700 arc said
to be out of blast, and likely to remain so until
coal and iron are lower in price. Per contra,
however, it appears that a revival of activity in
some branches is anticipated after the reduction
of the German tariff in October.

It is a remarkable fact, remarks the Engineer,
that the most abundant material in nature,

—

iron,—is practically the strongest of all known
substances. The following figures havo been
given with reference to this and other sub-
stances :—Made into best steel, a rod i in.

in diameter will snstain 9,0001b. before breaking;
soft steel, 7,000 lb.

;
iron wire, 6,000 lb.

;
bar

iron, 4,0001b. : inferior bar iron, 2,000 lb. ; cast
iron 1,000 lb. to 3,000 lb.

;
copper wire, 3,0001b.

;

silver, 2,000 lb.; gold, 2,500 1b.; tin, 300 1b.;

cast zinc, 1001b.
;
sheet zinc, l,000i.

; cast lead,

55 1b.; milled lead, 2001b. Of wood, box and
locust the same size will hold 1,200 lb.

;
toughest

ash, 1,000 lb.
;
elm, 800 lb.

;
beech, cedar, white

oak, and pitch-pine, 600 lb.
;
chestnut aud maple,

650 lb.
;
poplar, 400 lb. Wood which will bear

a heavy weight for a minute or two will break
with two-thirds the force acting a long time. A
rod of iron is about ten times as strong as
hemp cord. A rope lin. iu diameter will bear
2^^ tons, but in practice it is nob safe to subject
it to a strain of more than about 1 ton

; J- in. iu

diameter the strength will he one.quarter as
much

; i in., one-sixteenth as much ; and so on.

ST. GILES’S AT THE PRESENT TIME.

At the twenty-ninth annual meeting of the
Society for Improving the Condition of the
Labouring Classes, a report of which has been
recently published, Dr. Ross, medical officer of
health for the St. Giles’s district, said I have
peculiar pleasure in speaking because the Society
has been conceutrating its operations in the
parish and district of St. Giles’s, of which I

may be assumed to be a representative, being
the medical officer of healoh for that district

;

aud because I have had ample opportunities of
observing what have been the Society’s efforts

to promote the well-being, physical and moral,
of that locality. There is a remark in the report
to the effect that continental nations are learning
from this Society what they should do iu refer-
ence to the sanitary condition of the working
classes. I can vouch for the correctness of that
statement from this circumstance, that during
the past year foreign scientific gentlemen have
waited upon me, in order that they might go
through Sb. Giles’s and see the state of its

population, and the sanitary regulations in force,

so that they might go back to their own country
and teach the lesson they had learnt here.
Gentlemen have come to me from Switzerland,
from Berlin, and from America, the object of
the physicians from America being to obtain
information which might be useful in rebuilding
Chicago on good sanitary principles. We have
shown these gentlemen that we have in St.

Giles’s, within a given area, a larger amount of
disease and squalor than could be found within
the same area in any other part of Europe.
There they have found 2,000 persons who were
chiefly mendicants, or some of them, perhaps,
worse, living iu common lodging-houses

;
and

although these houses are under police regula-
tions, and the police do their duty well, they are
so unflt for the habitation of human beings that
nothing can be done to prevent the disease and
death that arise in them. Then we have another
class, somewhat above them in tho social scale,

but even worse off iu regard to sanitary arrange-
ments, living as they do in bouses over which
there cannot be any efficient control. These
houses are inhabited by flower-sellers, orange-
sellers, match-sellers, and others, who make
St. Giles’s their head-quarters, and who are
living in the most deplorable circumstances.
They arc constantly liable to disease, the seeds
of which they carry about with them

;
and the

very violet which a flower-girl sells to a gentle-
man may be infected with scarlet-fever, which
may thus be conveyed from her home where it

exists. We little know or think of the variety
of modes in which diseases are spread from these
humble abodes into the houses of the wealthy.
All that can, to a certain extent, be remedied by
adopting proper measures. In St. Giles’s the
annual rate of mortality is no less than 600 iu
excess of the average

;
that is, there are 600 pre-

ventible deaths, or deaths which would not occur
if proper sanitary regulations were carried out.
What lies at the root of this evil is simply the
bad state of the dwellings of the poor. Without
pulling down the old dwellings aud erecting new
ones in that district it is, in my opinion, im.
possible to do anything effectual for the improve-
ment of tho health or the moral condition of the
classes of persons to whom I have alluded.
This Society has done a vast deal in the way of
improvement; hut tho evil is so extensive that
nothing less than some general legislative
measure, some measure giving powers for taking
land compulsorily, and throwing the expense on
tho ratepayers, and the duty of administration
on the local authorities, will meet the necessities
of the case. There must be, aud I hope it will
not be long before there will be, some general
measure of that sort carried out. With regard
to the operations of this Society in St. Giles’s,
I may remark that I have myself taken great
interest in them

; I have also taken part in
bringing those operations under the notice of
the public authorities

;
and I have told them

that they may see in St. Giles’s, in the force of
example, all that is required to enable them to
proceed iu the path of improvement. You have
endeavoured as a Society to improve existing
dwellings; you havo tried to secure the im-
proved housing of the poor in that way

;
and

you have thus done a great deal of good, and no
doubt much good may still be effected by that
mode of proceeding. It has been said that the
poor require to be bettor educated, in order to
appreciate such efforts on their behalf. That ia
true, I know, of some parts of St. Giles’s. We
have there a great many Irish of the lowest
cIhss, and you will find in some of the residences
of the Society inhabitants, half of whom are
Irish and half English, and I would defy you to
guess from appearances which rooms are occu-
pied by the one aud which by tho other. The
Irish occupants have undergone a good process of
training, and the result is that they are as careful
with regard to sanitary arrangements as the
most orderly class of English. Streatbam-street-
buildings, Bloomsbury, are built on principles
well worthy of being generally imitated. Indeed,
I think nothing better could be done in the way
of improvement than to follow the example pre-
sented in that excellent block of buildings. I
am sorry to see that some persons are trying
schemes which are not as good as the scheme
upon which that range of buildings was con-
structed. The Lord Mayor has declared that if

he wished to build a house, he would also have
outside staircases, to protect people from fire and
from the spread of disease. Last year tho
small-pox was imported into that block of build-
ings from a place near the Strand. A family of
five persons was attacked

;
three were sent away,

and two remained in the house. There was
complete isolation,—that is, there was no commu-
uication with any other part of the building, and
the result was, that the persons who were attacked
were recovered, and no fresh case of small-pox
arose in the building. This shows the perfection
of the plan adopted. If, with such facts before
them, architects erect and coustruct dwellings
for the poor with inside staircases, by means of
which disease may be carried from one set of
rooms to another, they will incur deep responsi-
bility, besides showing a great want of judgment.
The population of this metropolis is increasing
at the rate of 45,000 a year, and of these 25,000
are working men aud their families. I do nob
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see how any one society or company can deal

with this accumulating mass. The faster the

population is increased the greater is the risk of

the centre of London being fearfully overcharged
with a poor element. Many houses have been
pulled do^vn recently, to provide sites for the

new courts of law and for railway purposes, and
the poor who have been turned out are congre.

gating around and increasing the value of the
remaining property. The houses in Russell-

place and Coram.place have been lately destroyed.

Considering what sort of places those were, one
can hardly regret that

; but, unfortunately, the

ground cannot be used in providing better dwell-

ings for the poor, and hence similar places may
soon spring up elsewhere. What is wanted is,

I repeat, compulsory powers to purchase land.

Until powers are given, by means of which
sufficient land can be obtained for the erection
of dwellings for the poor, the evil will not merely
grow, but increase

;
for, the more houses are

pulled dowp, the more must the poor be crowded
together, and the greater will be the number of
deaths. Something must be done to secure im-
provement. The burden of doing it must be
boruo in some way. It is a question for the
public whether they will hear it on one shoulder
or on the other,—whether they will be subject
to heavier poor-rates, an increased cost for gaols,

at the same time encouraging a system of idle-

ness and improvidence amongst the labouring
classes, or whether they will assist in the erec-
tion of improved dwellings, by means of which
such evils may be destroyed at their root. Until
this be done, until better dwellings are raised
for the poor, the public will have to pay the
penalty of neglect in the form of rates and
taxation. I believe that nothing short of what
I have advocated will meet the evil to be dealt
withj and I trust that earnest and energetic
efforts will bo made to induce the Government
to pass a Bill vesting powers in some body or
other to raise the necessary dwellings, and to do
on an extensive scale that which has been, to a
certain extent, already done through the medium
of this society.

KENT ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
One of the most enjoyable meetings that have

been held in connexion with this society took
place in the district of Cranbrook, under the
presidency,—first, of Earl Amherst, and subse-
qnently of his son, Viscount Ilolmesdale,—on
Thursday and Friday before last. The weather
was brilliant.

The preliminary meeting for the despatch of
business was held at the South-Eastern Railway
Hotel, Staplehurst, the president of the society
(Earl Amherst) in the chair.

The hon. sec. read the annual report, and a
number of now members were proposed and
accepted.

Carriages were then in readiness, and, shortly
after leaving the hotel, Loddenden, the ancieub
manor-house of the Usbome family, was passed,
and a halt was made at Staplehurst, where,
under the guidance of the hon. secretary, the
church was visited, and where, also, Mr. Robert-
son read a paper on Staplehurst Church.
Once more in the carriages, the party pro-

ceeded to Frittenden, and when about half-way
the wheel of one of the breaks came off, and
caused a slight delay, but no injury was done to
the vehicle itself. The next halt was made at
Frittenden Church. The architectural features
were described by the rector, the Rev. T. W. 0.
Hallward. The Roman remains formed the
subject of an interesting paper by the hon.
secretary.

Sissinghurst Castle was the next point, and
here the Rev. Francis Haslewood, curate of
Benenden, read a paper on the Castle. Mr.
George Neve, the occupier of Sissinghurst Castle,
provided refreshments in a shady part of the
lawn in front of the manor-house.

After a somewhat hot and dusty drive Cran-
brook was reached. The sources of attraction
were the temporary museum and the parish
church, where the Rev. T. A. Carr, the vicar,
read a paper on it. The temporary museum
contained some interesting specimens of an-
tiquity, displayed in the rooms connected with
the vestry-hall.

The dinner took place in the vestry-hall, under
the presidency of Lord Holmeadale, M.P.
The company then adjourned to the George

Hotel, where Colonel Colomb read a paper on
the Royalist Rising in Kent in 16-18, and Mr.
Tarbutt on the Cloth Trade of Cranbrook,

NEW CUSTOM-HOUSE AT GRIMSBY.
Sir Thomas Fsem.antee, chairman of her

Majesty’s Board of Customs, has laid the founda-

tion-stone of a new custom-house, which is being
built in connexion with the Grimsby Docks, by
the proprietors, the Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire Railway Company. The erection

of the new building has been made necessary by
the rapid development of the trade of the port.

A few years ago Grimsby was a mere fishing

village. In 1851, the population was a little

more than 4,000; it is now upwards of 27,000.

The customs revenue, which in 1866 was only

21.0001., is now 94,0001. The development of

the place is chiefly owing to its connexion with
the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire
Railway, of which it is the eastern terminus and
the port. The docks, in which about 1,500,0001.

have been sunk, and which are being rapidly
extended, are the property of the company.
Thera are great imports of timber from the
Baltic, and one of the peculiarities of the trade
is the importation of ice from Norway, to the
extent of 20,000 tons per annum. The total

value of British goods exported, which, thirty

years ago, was 1,000,0001., and in 1871,

10.000.

0001., had increased in 1872 to 18,000,0001.,

and is now nearly 20,000,0001.

The new custom-house is being built on a site

opposite to the Royal Dock Chambers. The
frontage is 74 ft. and the block of building
extends towards the old town. The building
will be two stories in height, and contain ample
accommodation for a largely augmented staff.

The architect is Mr. F. Hadfield, of Sheffield,

and Messrs. Longton & Hemingway are the con-
tractors. The ceremonial was marked in Grimsby
by the proclamation of a general holiday, and
profuse decoration of the streets.

DUGDALE’S ST. PAUL’S, AND HOLLAR’S
ETCHINGS.

It is an observable fact in art-history that
not only do the art and architecture of a
country perpetually, as time goes on, change and
grow, but the mode and language of description
of the special art of any certain age also change.
Ibis a subject not a little noteworthy and in-

structive, and is especially interesting at the
present moment from the contrast which may be
noticed by the ciirious in such matters between
the new and modern accounts and descriptions
of St. Paul’s Cathedral and the old ones, such as
Dugdale’s. Mr. Longman’s new book on St.

Paul’s is one thing; William Dugdale’s book on
St. Paul’s is quite another thing. We do not
here contend that it is the better of the two, but
it is different, and affords another view of St.

Paul’s, and of all things appertaining to it.

The very atmosphere around the St. Paul’s of

Dugdale is different from that round the St.

Paul’s of the present day. We do not here speak
of the simple facts of the building, of dimensions,
and so on, but of the mental impression conveyed
through the two books. Nothing can be well
more unlike. Mr. Longman’s is modern, and of
the day and hour, and shows how all now-a-days
look at St. Paul’s, and thiuk about it, who care
to look at it at all. But Dugdale’s book quite
carries you into another world of things, and of
feelings, venerative and otherwise,—a remark-
able contrast, typifying the times!

It would, indeed, be impossible to find a greater
contrast between one thing and another than
there is between those two books,—Dugdale’s and
Longman’s. Dugdale’a book was printed, as the
title-page informs ns, by Thomas Warren, in the
year of Our Lord God, 1658, and was dedicated
to the Right Hon. Christopher Lord Hatton,
Comptroller to the Household to King Charles.
It is not only, in paper, printing, and typography
(no slight things), the very opposite to the new
book just published, bub the very language of it

seems, as you read it, to quite alter the character
of the building talked about. We may, perhaps,
be calling attention to a but little thought of
matter if wo give an extract or two from this
quaint book of Dugdale’s. Dugdale is not satis-

fied with mere speculations on the date of old
St. Paul's, or even of the heathen temples of
Diana before it, but he goes fairly back to the
genesis of things, and says, “That solemn duties
of publick service, to be done unto God, have
had certain places set and prepared, in such sort
as beseemeth actions of that moment. We want
not instances of the greatest antiquitie, as the
Reverend Hooker well observeth.” “ For it is

evident, saith he, in the sacred test, that

fAdam even, during that small continuance o
his in Paradise, had where to present himself

before the Lord, and that his sons also had, aud
the patriarchs.’’ Thus he goes on through the

whole of sacred history in his quaint and plain

way to instance every text bearing on the sub-

ject of sacred temples and places devoted to

public worship. To read is to bo convinced,
No antiquarian doubts of any kind disturb him;
he goes straight on with his history till he comes
to “the year CLXXXV, after our Saviour’s in.

carnation, in which year Pope Eleutherlus sent

hither into Britain, at the instance of King
Lucius, two eminent doctors, Taganus and
Damianus, to consecrate such churches as had
been dedicated to divers false gods.” What
these eminent doctors did, which is curious, bat

too long to quote, “continued so till the time of

Augustine, in the year of grace DCIIII,, whe
translated the Primacy to Canterbury, and con.

stituted Mellitus first Bishop of London.”
“ It was there this first Bishop of London,”

says Dugdale, “who in the days of Ethelbert,

King of Kent, erected here a church, as by the

testimony of divers historians appeareth, dedi.

eating it to St. Paul, the Apostle and Doctor of

the Gentiles, in the place of a temple of Diana
the Goddess.” A little doubt certainly here

disturbs our good historian, for he cannot quite

bring himself to admit that an idolatrous temple
ought to be made use of as a Christian temple;
but, as he argues, persons may be converted, sc

may places.” Aplaiu, sensible man was Dugdale,

It will be needless to go through the history

of St. Paul’s as given by Dugdale, but it should

be read by all those who would really understand
the history of St. Paul’s. He gives things as he

finds them, and as doubtless they really were,

and his whole account of St. Paul’s is so quaint

and full of curious and almost forgotten matter
that it illustrates Mr. Longman’s Jaook most
usefully, and by contrast shows how differently

times and men wide apart look on things, and or

the very same things. We could go on with

our quotations to almost any length, and all i£

instructive, but must forbear
;
but one or two

more ought not to be passed by, so thoroughly

do they take one into the times in which this

quaint history of St. Paul’s was written. Dug:
dale is careful to name all the “benefactors’'

of St. Paul’s, and is evidently quite grievec

when be comes to blank centuries in whici]

nothing can be found
;

for, as he says in one

place ,
—

"

After this good Bishop and canonised

Saint, Erkinwald, the fourth bishop fromMellitus,

for the space of two hundred and forty years

I have not discovered any other benefactor that it

had than Kenred, King of the Mercians, who onely

granted this immunitie thereto : that it should

bo in all things as free as he himself desired to

be in the day of judgement.” Stout-hearted

men these,—all they said they meant. Nothing
stood between them and the building, which they
determined to build up. They combined theory
with practice in a singularly happy way. They
might dream,—as they no doubt did,—but they
were not content till they had realised, as far as

they could, their dreams. They were veal prac-

tical benefactors, and it is to them, and such as

they were, that we now owe all the great cathe-

drals and churches, which make our otherwise

mechanical island artistic,—and poetic.

It is not to be forgotten that Dugdale is

careful to go through his cathedral thoroughly,

and to describe everything, from the floor to the

cross on the spire,—its size, and even what the

ball at the foot of it would hold
;
the ball at the

head of the spire being so large as “ would con-:

tain within it ten bushels of corne.” “The
length of the cross above the said ball or pomell

XV. foot, and the traverse of the said cross

vi. foot.” All this he tells us was written up in

large characters and hung on the north part of

the quire, so that all might read and under-

stand. There was a picture of St. Paul, to

whom the church was dedicated, “ richly painted,

and placed in a beautiful tabernacle of wood on

the right hand of the high altar in Anno
MCCCXCVIII., the price of its workmanship
amounting to 12 pounds 16 shillings.” Mr.

Longman regrets in his book that there exists no

record of the cost of the old cathedral, but there

are scattered through Dugdale’s pages some very

curious items of expenditure which might guide 1

to a rough estimate of the cost of the old

cathedral. Of the "furniture ” of the church

he has much to say, and notices the “splendor

that it had, by the inward furniture in those

days belonging thereto ; which consisting in a

multitude of glorious jewels, massie plate, rare

and costly manuscripts, samptuoas shrines, richf i
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jstments, magnificent suits of hangings, and
.hor ornaments, as are to admiration,” tho gifts

, pious ancestors, as he explains, who ‘‘stuck

3t at tliat charge for the adorning of this

3USC.” Of the great cross, one Raphe de Clat-

ird gave two acres of land tow'ards the main-
inance of a taper burning before it.

It would be indeed. unfair to talk of Dugdale
id his book on St. Paul’s without mention, and
3 small honourable mention, of his honest and
lie draughtsman, Hollar. If we owe some,
ling, and not a little, to Dugdale, we owe as
uch to Hollar, for without his clever etchings
'GD Dugdale’s account of things in hisowm day
ould be not a little puzzling and tantalising,

is to Hollar that we owe pretty nearly all we
in see of the Loudon of his day, and too much
inour can hardly bo given to the man who has
'faithfully drawn for us the buildings he saw
ound and about him. For ourselves wo have
ways thought those drawings of Old St. Paul’s
Dugdalc’s book, by Hollar, to be likenesses of

.0 building in a peculiarly vivid and truthful

use. We do not mean for strict accuracy of

jtail, but for general idea and honest truthful-

388. There is no imagination in them, but
lere are the hiuldings themselves, just as they
speared to the eye of the draughtsman. We
ould specially note the interior perspective

ew of the Church of St. Faith, of which so

uch has been said, and not without reason,

r a glorious bit of Gothic it was—the real

ork. Hollar shows it with a lifelike reality,

'^e seem to see the colour of the place as well

j the form of it. The dull paper on which it

printed helps this, of course, but there is a
)mething in the etched lines w'Rich shows us
10 actual and life-like look of the place as it

len was. It is a masterly drawing. It would
3 difficult to exaggerate the value of this book
’ Dugdale’s. It is a landmark in tho history

St. Paul’s Cathedral which cannot be too often

fferred to by those who wish to understand the
3aition of things architectural, and who value
10 great cathedral itself as it at present exists,

• who care to compare it and its capabilities

ith the old Gothic structure which it replaced.
• is not tho dull book which many, perhaps, at

first glance might take it to be. It is full of

iiii.int and wise thoughts and sayings, charac-
Ji'istic of the author of it, and of the time in

•liioh ho lived. Books such as this take you
t once into the times in which they were written
nd printed, and that in a way which no modern
ook, however able, can do. Even more than
lis, they speak to us with the voice and manner
F the writers of them. There is truly no history,

hether ofarchitecture or anything else, like con-

uaporari/ history, and more is to be learned ofany
2rtaiu time from such present and living ac-

3unts as are found in it than from any amount of

Fter explanation or amplification. All honour,
len, to ‘‘immortal ” Dugdale, as he is called on
le title-page of his book. We owe not a little to

im and to his able helpmate and illustrator,

[ollar, of glorious memory. Through them we
sally see old Gothic St. Paul’s, and can listen

3 what men in their day thought of it
;
and we

ave its history, and can get insight into the
jelings and tliouglits and aspirations of those

—

nthusiasts, may be—who built it j and it is

something to do this.

as the Blue Blanket, “at whose appearance
therewith not only the artificers of Edinburgh
are obliged to repair to it; but all the artizans
or craftsmen within Scotland are bound to follow
it, and fight under the convener of Edinburgh as
aforesaid.” In Aytoun’s spirited ballad the
banner is thus alluded to. It is brought home
from Flodden by Randolph Murray, the provost’s
son, who presents it to his father,

—

" Saving— ‘ That is all I bring ye,
Prom the bravest of the land.'

Ay ! ye well may look upon it

—

There is more than honour there,
Else, be sure, I had not brought it

From the field of dark despair.

Xever yet was royal banner
Steep’d in such a costly dye.

It hath lain upon a bosom
Where no other shroud shall lie.

Sirs ! I charge you keep it holy
;

Keep it as a sacred thing.
For the stain ye see upon it

Was the life-blood ofyour king 1”

This banner, along with that of the Earl
Marischal,who went down to that same disastrous
battle, is still conspicuous in the library of the
Faculty of Advocates.
Apropos of banners, there was one denominated

the Banner of Revenge, which was first borne
about tho streets of Edinburgh in June, 1567,
to inflame the popular mind against Queen
Mary. In 1601, when Laird Bargeny was slain

by the Earl of Cassilis, the same banner was
uplifted in the streets of Ayr on the occasion of
the laird’s funeral, “whereon was painted his

portraiture, with all his wounds, with his son
sitting at Ins knees, and this ditty written
betwixt his hands, * Judge and revenge niy cause,

0 Lord.’
”

Not a shred of the Banner of Revenge remains,
but tho Bluidy Banner, underneath whose folds

the Covenanters marched to the fights of Drum-
clog and Bothwell Bridge, is still to the fore.

It is of blue silk, here and there a little faded,
and is inscribed in Hebrew characters (gilded),

“Jehovah Nissi” (The Lord is my Banner). The
next line is painted in white,—“ For Christ and
his Truths”; and then come tho words from
which it has received the name Bluidy Banner,
“ No quarters to y® active enemies of y"^

Covenant.” This banner is treasured as an
heirloom by a family in the neighbourhood of
Dunbar.

In tho Museum of the Society of Antiquaries
of Scotland is preserved a banner which did
duty at Bothwell Bridge, and some sixty-six years
afterwards was carried by a cori3s of stanch
Burgher Seceders, associated as a regiment of

volunteers, who were posted at the gates of
Edinburgh College when the Highland army
entered tho city in 1745. The college these
Seceders guarded was not battered domi till

some forty years later on, in order that the
present collep,—the joint design of Adam and
Playfair,—might arise. A banner which belonged
to Mr. W. B. Johnstone, R.S.A.,was in the thick
of the combat at the battle, and also figured at
Bothwell Brig.

At the great reform procession in August,
1832, the Edinburgh trades were anxious that
the banner which had been borne before their

predecessors for 400 years should be unfurled,
but its custodians

sideration of the German War-office which of tho
acquired fortresses were to be retained on
account of their strategical situation, as well as
with regard to the conditions necessary for
fortresses in modern warfare. Considering the
heavy outlay entailed by the construction of new
fortifications, it was thought advisable to raze
only the smallest, weakest, and apparently most
useless fortresses, and to partly enlarge and
partly rebuild according to modem require-
ments the larger and most important ones. It
was decided to demolish the fortifications of
Pfalzburg and Schlettstadt, the former of whicli
was razed in 1872, the latter this year. A vast
quantify of building material was gained by
these operations, which is now being used up for
the reconstruction of the remaining fortresses.
At the erection of the six earthworks (forts),

commenced in 1872, of Strassburg tho materials
from Pfalzburg, and for the three water-forts,
taken in hand this year, those from Schlettstadt
are being used. The fortifications of Dieden-
hofen, Metz, and Bitsch, which defend the
approaches to Rhenish Prussia and the Bavarian
Palatinate, as well as StraasburgaudNenbreisaoh.
which protect the grand-duchy of Baden, will
have to undergo almost complete rebuilding, as
they had been left by the French in their former
condition, without applying the experience lateh
gained in dillerent campaigns to these for-
tresses.

The only exception is Metz, the construction
of outworks (forts), lying a considerable distance
from the enceinte proper, having been begun
before the war of 1870. At the outbreak of that
war, those forts were not quite ready, but thev
were capable of being defended, as the sequence
proved. There are no such outworks to the other
fortresses, Strassburg especially wanting them ;

they ought to have been present in her case
years before the last disastrous war, considering
its importance as a town and a fortress. Tho
detached works (lunettes) lying before tho
enceinte proper could not be consiclered as forts,
since they were situate so close to the fortress
that they could not protect the city itself from
a bombardment.
The forts now constructing, planned by the

German Government for the fortresses of Metz
and Strassburg, havebeen placed in such positions
as to preclude all possibility of a bombardment
of the towns in the first place. All the forts
are situated about'six to eight kilometres from
the city

;
they will all bo armed with long-range

guns, and if the enemy should also employ the
best long-range guns, he will have to place his
first batteries at least four kilometres from the
forts ; and at the present state of the heavy
ordnance question, a bombardment at such a
range is more than doubtful, nay, almost impo.s-
sible. To place batteries for a bombardment,
therefore, it will be necessary first to reduce
a number of the forts.

To protect the garrison of such forts, which
resemble small military colonies of 600 to 800
men, effectually from a bombardment, which the
besieging army would first direct against th(-

forts, perfectly bomb-proof casemates have been
provided for the whole garrison, as well as
embrasures in the parapet for the sentries.
Such a defending force may satisfy all the ordi-
nary requirements of life without once leaving
the bomb-proof rooms; it need nob even cross
the ierre-plein of the forts to reach the ramparts,
bomb-proof stairs beneath the ramparts con-
necting the terre-plein with the latter. Besides,
it should be mentioned that these forts, even
with extensive length of front, are as narrow as
possible, so that the artillery of the besiegers
will find it a very difficult task to hit them, for
any ball which may fly over the front parapet
only by a little either falls into the gorge of the
parapet or flies over it into the ground beyond
the gorge without causing any damage.

For those fortresses which will not bo defended
by such outlying forts, and of which only the
enceinte will be rebuilt according to modern
science, a bombardment may be avoided at the
outset, as the enemy’s light field artillery cannot
cope with the heavy ordnance of the defending
force

;
but if he has brought up his siege train

of heavy calibres, the defender will take up the
combat with the attacking force, and make use
of the ordinary means of defence. But even
then he will be able to confine within the
narrowest limits, by means of a well-directed
and energetic defence from ramparts constructed
after the most perfect modern principle, tho
successes of the siege batteries, and so prevent
catastrophes ofwhich the last campaign furnished
so many exampl^.'s.

A SCOTTISH TRADES’ BANNER.
The trades of Edinburgh possess but one
anner or standard to represent their entire

ody. Tlie populace of Edinburgh has been
oted through many ages for its readiness to

ouse itself in tumultuous fashion, no matter
rhat the prompting cause might be,—religion,

lolitics, or motives of lesser importance. As far

lack as the fourteenth century, these same
litizeus became an impromptu army, each
litizcn possessing weapons which he was able,

eady, and willing to use. These fiery denizens
if Dun-Edin are understood to have risen in

tS2 to redeem their king, James HI., from
'estraiut in the castle which overlooks the town,
ind for the services they i*endered, besides
sertaiu privileges, “ he,” according to Maitland,
'he earliest historian of Edinburgh, “ granted
.hem a banner or standard, with a power to
lisplay the same in defence of their king,
iounti'y, and their own rights.” This banner
vas borne by the loyal burghers of Edinburgh to
•he battle of Plodden-hill, and was brought back
.attered and torn. It was something more than
i banner, it was a talisman in the keeping of the
convener of the trades. To this day it is known

“ Kept it holy,
Kept it as a sacred thing.”

Strange it is that the Blue Blanket, the gift

of a king, should become a terror in after years
to a successor and descendant of that same
king.

When the Protestant faith came to stir up
men’s minds, the working classes of Edinburgh
became a very formidable body. James VI.,

who had more than once experienced their
violence, and consequently knew them well,
says, very naively, in his “Basilicon Doron,”
which he intended as a vade mecwii for his son,

—

“ They [the workmen of Edinburgh] think we
should be content with their work, how bad and
dear soever it be; and if they be in any-
thing controlled, up goeth the Blue Blanlcet
Than this Blue Blanket few trade banners

can boast of a more eventful history.

THE FORTRESSES OF ALSACE-
LORRAINE.

With the provinces of Alsace and German
Lorraine, the fortresses of Thionville or Dieden-
hofen, Metz, Bitsch, Pfalzburg, Strassburg,
Schlettstadt, and Neubreisach, have passed to

the German empire. It remained for the con-
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OLD BATH-HOUSES AND NEW ONES.

Amid the maltitudinous plans and suggestions

for the improvement of this mighty metropolis,

and the consequent “improvement” of those

who at all times and seasons of the year live in

it, there is coitainly not one that can claim to

be more worthy of note and attention than that

of public baths,—public baths, that is, on a scale

worthy of the size of London and the number of

its iudwellers. It is really wonderful to think

of the 'paucity of London baths
;
how far they

are apart, and how impossible it would be for all

to bathe and be clean if the practice of bathing

were as universal as it ought to be. Then,

a^ain, look at the poor places that have been

provided for those who will and do persistently

bathe. Draughts, cold and warm, want of proper

accommodation, and the discomforts of pretty

nearly every kind that can well be, are to be

met with and endured as they best may. It is

the well-known “ Hobson’s choice,”—that or

none. Few cities, or oven towns, in the world

seem to be so ill provided with that which is

one of the first necessities of a healthy life,

—

the ready means of bathing,—as London is. Let

us hope, now that some little attention is roused

to the subject, that it will be fniitful of some sort

of result, if not for the present year, at least for

the next.

A few words and hints on the subject of baths,

ancient and modem, may perhaps serve a good

purpose, and help to practical results.

Some of the ancient accounts to ns poor modern

Londoners seem almost fabulous. The immense
size, mode of construction, materials employed,

and the all-pervading magnificence of the Roman
Thermm put to shame all modern doings in bach-

building anywhere. It is only in a kind of

poetic dream that we can picture to ourselves

such baths as those of Cai’acalla, or such vast

“Thermco” as those must have been of which

the present magnificent Roman Pantheon was

the central hall or the vestibule. Such notions

of baths and bathing belong truly to the classic

past, and do not seem to be even compreheu-

sible, much less capable of practical imitation,

by the present time, with all its wealth and

mechanical resources. We look down, in some

respects, on the old Greeks and Romans, but

perhaps have but small reason to do so, for they

had their “ mechanics ” as well as ourselves

;

but they always, somehow or other, contrived

to make art and architecture grow out of their

necessary mechanics,—an art truly not a little

glorious in itself, and a problem not a little

difficult to solve sometimes, when the work done

is new and untried, and “precedent” is not to

be found.

But turning for a moment from these past

efforts to provide baths for the people, we
would,—for it is instructive,—say a word or two
on what has hitherto been done by ourselves.

We would in the first place assume it as a

practical necessity that any structure devoted

to the purposes of a swimming-bath, for that is

one, if not the chief thing needful, should be a

solid and well-built structure, lightly roofed in,

with good substantial roof
;
properly floored or

paved, and with doors and windows well fitted,

and mechanically perfect, as far as may be, and

all made of proper and suitable materials. A
warehouse is one thing, a bath is another

;
what

is good aud useful, and fit, in the one, is not

uecessaiily so in the other. But if anyone will

look carefully into the mode of construction and
materials, and into tho fittings of some of our

metropolitan baths, it will be found that nothing

can well be more inappropriate or unsuitable,

and even dangerous, than are not a few items of

the modern Loudon bath-house. In one of them,

to cite an instance,—a remai’kable one too, that

in Westminster used by the scholars of West-

minster School,—a new floor has just been laid

down, composed of,—what can the reader sup-

pose ?—nothing less than largo sheets of rough

cast iron

!

It would surely be impossible to

imagine a worse material for the barefooted

tread ; the x*apid absorption of heat by the ever

cold iron surface must be surely enough to do

serious hurt; to not a few ; to say nothing of tho

discomfort of it both to sight and feeling. We
specially mention this because it is one of tho
very last “ improvements ’’’efiected in swimming-
bath arrangements. Nothing can possibly be
worse, as it would seem.

Another evil not a little noteworthy is the
slight roofing common to buildings of this

class,—of corrugated iron thin as cardboard.

Heat cannot be retained by such thin roofing,

and all sense of comfort disappears. A wido
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modem problem truly is there in bath-house

building.

It is difficult to speak on the subject of baths,

old or new, without dwelling for a moment on

the open-air bath. It is hardly too much to say

that one open-air bath is worth three of those

enclosed and shut up in a room. Nothing but

experience can evidence the effect, good at all

times, of the fresh and invigorating and ever-

changing outer air. The proposition to coustruct

baths in the Thames like those on the Seine is a

right good one as far as it goes, and it is to be

hoped that in them the roof will be left more or

less open to tho outer air and sunshine, when we
luckily have it. Bub is it not truly wonderful to

think of how much there is sometimes proposed

to be done in the scientific and expensive way,

when the work is already done to hand by friendly

nature herself, without cost to any one ? There

are not a few places up and down the river

Thames,—as opposite the dead wall of the

Penitentiary,—where an open-air bath might be

bad for absolutely nothing but the keeping the

traffic, small as it is, to the north or Penitentiary

side of the road. It is now, even as things are,

used by the poor Jneighbourhood as bathing-

grouud, but under constant teiTor. Yet does it

do a great deal of good in the way of cleanliness

where no other means for it are to be come at.

But be things how they may, whether out of

public funds or out of private beneficence, we
would earnestly urge the utility and healthiness

of the open-air bath. There is nothing like it.

But it is also,—and the subject is a little new,

—

in their capability of being made so appro-

priately receptacles of fine art and statuaiy, that

we would venture on a few thoughts. It is

curious to reflect on the immense importance

which the old Greek and Roman evidently

attached to their great public baths. It has

been in them, and amid their ruins, that so very

many of the great statues of the “antique,” to

use the favourite Academy Henn, have been

found. Every museum in Europe has been

enriched from these almost inexhaustiblesources.

It seems to have been thought by those in old

Rome who had charge of such matters, that

there could be no more fitting place for a fine

statue than a public bath. Indeed, when we
consider that the Roman Thermas were not

baths, bat gymnasiums, after the model of the

Greeks, we need not wonder at the importance

attached to them. One might almost say that

they were art-schools for the study of fine forms

and graceful action
; they had all appurtenances

for athletic games, and even for lectures and
poetic recitations ! They had also libraries

attached to them. We are expressly told that

they were decorated with the finest objects of

art, both in painting and in sculpture, and had
ever-playing fountains, and the grounds round
and about them were planted with trees like the

groves of the Academy. Surely in all this there

is something worthy of imitation, for why should

not a “ bath ” be a fit object to “ adorn ” ? It is

thought that these great doings of old Rome
began and ended with the Empire? but the

truth probably is that they were normal things

of necessity, and only reached their highest form

of expensiveness and art in the absolute days of

the Roman Ccesara. M. Agrippa, the builder of

the Pantheon ; Nero and Titus, Trajan, Cai’a-

calla, and Diocletian, were bath builders, so that

it can hardly be said that the Roman emperors

did not sometimes do good things. It may help

to give some notion of an old Roman’s idea of a

bath establishment, as contrasted with the

modem idea of one, that the external or bounding

range of buildings in the Caracalla baths, or

therm®, measured just one luile in circuit! So
much in these days is talked of education, both

in Parliament and out of it, that no one can do

otherwise than attend to it, and feel interested

in it ; but we are sometimes inclined to ask.

What is educaticni ? Were the old Romans in the

days of Cicero educated or not, and what sort of

education was it ? Here wc see that the educa-

tion was of the body and the mind at one and
the same time, almost art-education included, in

spite of yourself
;
for the grand “ antique ” was

to be seen in action,—living action. What more
could the draughtsman and the sculptor want or

have ? No studio, or formal school, could afford

such opportunities for study. One can, indeed,

almost reach the very highest idea of artistic

education possible, for Myron himself might be
supposed to not only go to the “Thermae” for

his unconscious model, but ever after to see how
true he had been to nature. If this be not to

educate, artistically at least, what is ? The
antique, and that from which the antique
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originally sprang, were always present to the
eye and mind of the Greek and Roman of old.':

Have we anything as good, or any apprnximB,.j|j

tion to it ?

SHABDEN.
Shabdex, a country-house just completed from'Ii

the designs of Mr. E. M. Barry, R.A., is situatedi.

in a pleasant part of Surrey, not far from'
i

Reigate, on the site of a smaller house which;'

has been pulled down to make way for it. Someil
of the old servants’ offices still remain, and these.!

have been worked into the new plan, with modi.]|

fications.

The external walls of the now house are

double, with a space of about 2 in. between thel^

outer and inner thicknesses. The outer waUslj

are faced with Kentish rag-stone, in level courses./

The window dressings, cornice, aud other archi-i

tccbnral details are of Bath stone, and the win-i

dow cills and copings are of Portland stone.

The staircase is of oak, in short flights, witS
massive oak newels and balustrades. It is

entered from the hall, and commences with a
central flight of steps, flanked by columns, and;

arched recesses, the whole being constnicted of'

oak. The upper part of the staircase has a cova
and a domical ceiling. One side of the staircases

is open to the upper landing. Another side is

occupied by the windows. These are filled with
grisaille glass by Clayton & Bell, with coloured
medallions representing the country pursuits

suitable to the twelve months of tho year. The
other two sides of the staircase are formed by:'

open arches partly filled with oak screens, and
elaborate wrougbt-iron scroll work. ' The latten

has been well carried out from the architect’s

drawings by Mr. Leaver, of Maidenliead.

The garden-room, which is placetUbetween the:

drawing-room and the library, is screened by a

verandah from the southern sun. It has an oaki

dado, 4 ft. 6 in. high, and the upper part of the;

walls is lined with tiles of artistic design byi

Messrs. Simpson. There is an open traceryt

screen of oak between the garden-room and the
hall. The hall is wainscoted with oak to the;

ceiling, and floored with wood so as to be
available as a reception or sitting room. The
ceiling is of plaster, with massive beams mark-)

ing the construction. One of the corners of tbd
bffil is occupied by the fireplace, the other three
comers display family portraits worked into theti

oak panelling so as to form a part of the perma-:|

nent arrangements of the hall.

The dining-room has a dado of oak, with a
carved and panelled recess for the sideboard.

The drawing-room and other apartments are;

finished in a simple, modem style.

There is a warming apparatus underneath thd
staircase. It consists of a room about 12 ft. by
8 ft., full of hot-water pipes. The temperature;
of this room is raised to 100° or 120°, and from'i

it warm-air flues of wrought iron, encased in:

wood, radiate to the various rooms and otheri

parts of the house when warmth is required.''

These flues start from the top of the heating;

chamber, at the bottom of which fresh external!

air is admitted by air-flues from two sides of the!

house. All the flues can be partially or whollyl<

closed by means of valves. The fresh air passesti

tbi-ougb the coils of hot-water pipes, and thence:!

is distributed throughout the house by means of<i

the warm-air flues. The fresh air so admitted;!

ventilates the house both in summer and winter,.'!

and being only warmed by hot-water pipes, is
|

considered much more wholesome than air heateil'i

by contact mth iron at a higher temperature. ‘i

The ordinary water-pipes are placed in a vertical ;|

shaft easy of access from the back stairs, and:

the boiler flue forms a portion of the shaft, thusil

avoiding risk from frost to the pipes.

The walls are built on concrete, and a layer (|

of this material is spread over the whole surface (|

of the foundation, as a precaution against damp.

The roof is covered with tiles of a dark red:,

colour. All the main beams are of wrought 1'

iron, and the wooden floors are pugged and i

double framed. The windows are fitted with. i

wainscot sashes of the usual type, and are glazed i'

with plate glass in large sheets.

The first floor contains the family bedrooms, i;

the best of which are planned in suites, with ;

dressing-room and w.c. attached. The upper >'

story contains the servants’ bedrooms, and one ;

or two extra family rooms.

The builders are Messrs. Holland & Hannen, ;

Bloomsbury. The warming appai’atns was car- :

ried out by Messrs. Haden from the design of

the architect. The carving was executed by ll

Messrs. Mabey ; and the internal decorations are i'

by Messrs. Grace.
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SAXON REMAINS ATTACHED TO

NORWICH CATHEDRAL *

In the reign of Edward the Confessor, Nor-
wich was a flourishing town. According to tho
Doomsday Survey, it possessed 1,320 burgesses
n the time of King Edward, and not less than
iwenty.five churches, among which was the
jhurch of St. Michael, held by Stigand, and
he church of the Holy Trinity, held by twelve
mrgesses^ in King Edward’s time, and by the
Jishop William Belsagus, at the survey of the
;ift of King William. The record of so many
noient churches led Mr. Richard Taylor to
emark (“ Index Monasticus,” page G) that “ in
- town which contained such a multitude of
lurches and chapels as early as the Conqueror’s
irao, it 18 somewhat singular that so few traces
f ancient architecture are discoverable in the
any parochial churches.” The discovery,
herefore, of Saxon remains, which forms the
ubject of this paper, in the west wall of the
loistcrs of the Norwich Cathedral, is in accord-
nee with probability

j
and our late respected

ecretary, Mr. Harrod, states in his excellent
'ork, “ The Gleanings among Castles and Con-
euts of Norfolk” (page 235), that evidence exists
’Inch seems to him to go very nearly to prove
lat the church of Herbert was built on the
to of a yet more ancient one dedicated also to
_iG Holy Trinity. In proofof this he cites from
.emble’s “ Codex Diplomaticus mvi Saxouici,”
el. iv. p. 282, tho following very conclusive ex-
•act. ^Sifled made his will ” when he went over
10 sea” some forty years before Herbert’s time,
id devised, among other things, “ and ic an^ ^

I ^ 1.^441^0, 44i4t.l JC UIJ
ito r^ordivick to Cristes Kirk iiij rccheren and
> into Sancte Marian.” And what and where
as this Christ’s church in Norwich ? It
ipears that this title was continued from the
igin.al monastic church, called in Doomsday
i^ey tho church of the Holy Trinity, to the
ibhedral, built by Herbert, and so dedicated
7 him aud continued from his time to at least
e reign of Queen Elizabeth. Indeed, these
.les seem to liave been convertible, the
10 being used by the upper and the other by
0 lower classes. Harrod observes that, al-
3ugli in the wills of the upper classes the
thedral is referred to as tho church of the
oly Trinity, in those of tho lower it is con-
intly called Christ’s Church. Of this ho cites
imerous instances from wills, from tho Cor-
ration accounts, and the Session and Assembly
oks also. Ho inserts also a very droll account
)m the anecdotes by L’Estrange, published by
e Camden Society, which unmistakably con.
cts and identifies Christ’s Church with the
thedi-al. He refers also to some parallel
les which are very confirmatory

; the Church
the Holy Trinity in York is stated iu the'
'Omsday Survey to be held by Richard, son of
fast, and in the enumeration of his lands in
) Survey, all tho lands held by him in ri^ht
this church are named as held of Christ’s
urch. The priories of Christ’s Church,
ndon, and Christ’s Church, Hampshire, were
:h dedicated to the Holy Trinity. I have
rposely refrained from adducing as evidence
1 statement madobyIngulphus,the chronicler
Croylaud, that when he was installed there
10/G (twenty years before the foundation of
nvich^ Cathedral) he found there 100 “com-
ifessi” or monks, from other monasteries of
om fourteen were from Christ’s Church, Nor-
ih, because doubts have been raised as to the
luineness and the date of his chronicle, so
led. It appears to me that, however little
ue may be attached to this account of the
ji-ation of the monks from Norwich, and
atever may be tho date of the chronicle, it
ves to prove that Christ’s Church was a little
en,^ at some time or other, to a monastic
ablishmeut in Norwich. I pass by also
'inefield’s observation, that this title could not
e belonged to the present catliedi-al, because
vas not then founded by Herbert do Losinga,
' that it belonged to the church of St. John
^rmarket, which he identified with that of
Holy Trinity mentioned in Doomsday Survey,
withstanding there is no record relating to
John’s Maddormarket Church, prior to the
pfceeiitli century. It is important to men.
I that the Conqueror is said in Doomsday
'k to have given to Arfast (1086), fourteen
iaura),_ or tenements, for tho building of
pmcipul see

j and this plainly indicates
C he contemplated tho erection of a see at

BytheRev. J.Gumi: read at a recent meetinii of thefolk and Norwich Archiological Society.
®

Norwich previously to the time of Herbert’s
mstallation. The absence of any allusion by
Herbert in his foundation charter to any per-
siatent monastic church impresses me with the
conviction that the removal of tho monks, if at
all, had taken place previously, and that the old
monastic buildings had been pulled down to
make room for the new cathedral. There was
also the church of St. Michael, as wo have
noticed, mentioned in the Survey. It is admitted
ou all hands that Herbert was installed in it, and
that it stood near Tombland, but it has since
been demolished. It is evident, therefore, that
portions of these Saxon buildings, which were
sufficiently strong and available for convenience
of site, might have been retained and utilised in
the present cathedral or priory

j aud it is my
object in tbe above remarks to show, not merely
the possibility, but the probability that such
was the case, and endeavour to invest witli a
degree of interest such ancient relics which
connect the past with the present. However
interesting such archmological details may be,
the reality of the Saxon remains in the west wall
of the cloister does not depend in the slightest
degree upon them, but it must undergo the severe
scrutiny of architectural knowledge and experi-
ence, audtothese tests I begtosubniit the following
description of the wall in question. It extends
on the west side, covered and masked by the
recently-restored locutory, at right angles* with
tho south aisle of the nave, 180 ft. to the south-
west angle of the cloisters. This entire length
of wall is quite undisturbed, except where it
has been pierced for more recent doorways or
for the junction of walls of buildings, as of the
Strangers’ Hall, at right angles to it. On the
northern extremity of the Strangers’ Hall it has
been cut away for the reception of a quoiniug of
asblar,^ and for an internal Decorated string,
which is let into the old wall about 12 in., with
a return on the north side. On searching with
the spade, Mr. Spaull hit upon the foundation of
the north wall, corresponding exactly with tho
quoining of ashlar and the strings, and marking
the true boundary of the Strangers’ Hall on the
nortli side. The string dies out about 17 ft. 9 in.
against the west wall, and I would suggest that
this was at the termination of the dais, or raised
and most ornamented part of the hall. I propose
to finish the notice of this more recent addition
beforo I proceed to continue the description of
the wall. Besides the discovery of the north
wall, Mr. Spaull observed a staircase, or ratlier
remnant of one, at the soutli-weat angle of the
Strangers’ Hall, which had been previously
overlooked : to discover the use of this will
require further e.Yamination. Now I will return
to the old wall. On the external side, at inter-

on L, -^1 apertures about
-U It. high from the pavement and floor of the
cloisters. These are continuous throughout the
extent of the wall, except where one has been
removed for the insertion of a larger window
above the string-course of the Strangers’ Hall
and another, probably, is concealed by recent
flmt-work adjoming the late Canon Wodeliouse’s
residence. These circular windows are about
the usual size of Saxon work, 2 ft. outside, with
a double splay contracted to 1 fc. in the centrem a wall 3 ft. thick. There is one, and most
important point, upon which all professional
persons who have inspected the work are ao-reed
namely, that these windows have not been'niade
in the wall after it was built, but have formed
part of the original masonry. They are formed
of flint uncut or worked, and scarcely a piece of
freestone can be detected. They were plastered
originally, as also the west side of the wall
except where it has been refaced or repaired*
and here also very rarely any freestone can be
found throughout it, except in recently-repaired
parts, in the coinings and jambs. I will next
direct your attention to the east side of the wallOn ascending the staircase leading from the
locutory, now used as a school, the supposed
dormitory is reached, part of which, abuttino-
on the late Canon Wodeliouse’s bouse, is com
cealed by plaster, but the northern extremity
disc OSes one double splayed circular window,
19 ft. 9 m above tho floor, and on the southern
side of the recent window already mentioned
there is a continuous line of five double splayed
circular windows. The ancient wall may here
be studied to advantage, as there is scarcely any
plaster upon it._ About 7 in. above these
\vindows, stretching the whole extent of the wall
is a line of interlacing Norman arches of the
same pattern as in the three westernmost bays
ot the south aisle of the cathedral. These inter-
lacing arches rest upon corbels set upon the

old wall without jambs, as in the rest of the
cathedral, indicating that the wall beneath had
been built before the interlacing arches were
designed, and there is an evident line of demar-
catiou between the Norman and the wall beneath,
giving an unmistakably more modern appear-
ance to the upper portion. Another and im-
portant point is that beneath the Norman inter-
lacing work there is no appearance of ashlar
work, except at the termination of either end of
the old wall, where, on the northern extremity,
next the cathedral, it has been made good with
freestone, and united with ashlar work to the
wall of the cathedral, and also ou the southern, the
bke finishing of the wall with ashlar may be seen.
Beneath these double-splayed windows there
IS a continuous line of attachment of a floor or
lean-to roof. Apertures in the wall at regular
intervals may be traced to receive corbels or
joists. The interlacing arches were external as
a so the Norman arcades on the south side of the
cloisters abutting on the refectory. Long obser-
vation of similar double-splayed windows con-
vinces mo that they are Saxon, and that we
have here the remnant of buildiug of the Saxon
period. It might have served as an outer wall
of boundary or defence. The double splay of
the window was well calculated for archery as
It commanded an extensive view without ex-
posing the combatant to attack, and the aperture
was too small to admit of the ingress of an
enemy. It has been observed by Rickman that
the early ecclesiastical buildings were framed
for defence against invaders. But it is not
within my province to account for the position
in this place, or for the uses the building mifrht
have been applied to, or, indeed, to point outfits
possible connexion with any other adjacent
buildings. Were history altogether silent on
the subject, or were there no clue whatever to
the pre-existence of any edifice on the founda-
tion of tho present cathedral, still the archi
tectural evidence is so strong that inde-
pendently of any other, it would convince me
01 the certainty of tho Saxon origin of this
piece of masonry. Of the various character-
istics ot Saxon work, iiono is more decisive than
the double-splayed window without the use
of freestone. Herring-bone masoniy is common
to every period, and is had recourse to in buildmg with rough materials at the present day as
well as _m Saxon times. The straight-sided
window IS not uncommon in later work. The
use of flint and stones gathered from the landmay be found in the meanest modern buildino-s.
Short and long, and pilastered work, occurs °iu
towers of Saxon character, and balustered shafts
are all of wrought freestone, and mav have been
(as 1 remarked m an article on Beeston St
Lawrence Church, read at the meeting of the
institute, at Norwich, aud printed in the report]
continued in Norman times by Saxon masons, as
probably is the case at Great Dunham Church
But the difference between circular Norman and
baxon wmdows is very obvious. The Norman is
formed of freestone, well cut and wrought, the
other of rude flints aud stones. The Norman
has a single splay, or none at all; the Saxon has
almost mvariably the double splay; and so per-
sistent IS this character that in the ruined church
of Shottieham St. Martin (so called on the
Ordnance Map) there is a double splay in a
small window in tho north wall, which is only
1 ft. 2 in. thick. It is singular that this
characteristic, perhaps then not generally known
li-oin Its rarity, is omitted in the ” Glossary of
ArchitectuT’e.” In Norwich, from the chau-^es

enlargements churches have undergone “no
baxon characteristics have been retained • the
small churches iu country villages may bo’ said
to abound m them. Pram lingham Earl had at
least before its restoration, most interestino-
relics of this description, pointed out at a mee°mg of our Society by our respected secretarv,
Mr. Manning. In a circular double-splaye'd
window there, he observed the remnant of a rim
of oak, aud also an oak shutter, curiously closed
by leather thongs probably, passed tbrou'»h
oblique holes in the rudest manner,—before gl^s
was in general use. At Coltishall Church
coupled with coinings of Roman tiles, and also
at Witton (Dhurch, near the sea, are to be seen
good examples of these windows over the north
doors precisely corresponding with those under
our immediate consideration.

Tie late Mr. Perkins.—Wo record with
regret the death, on the 30th ult., of Mr. William
Perkins, aged 6o, for thirty years the principal
assistant to the late Sir Janies Ponnethorne
and well known in the architectural profession.
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THE LEICESTERSHIRE AND
NORTHAJIPTONSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL

AND ARCHiEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

The Arcliitectural Society of the Archclca-

conry of Northampton, and tlie Architectural

and Archseological Society of the county of

Leicester, selected Coventry as the place of their

general meeting for 1S73, To that ancient city

accordingly the members of the societies, with

their friends, numbering some fifty or sixty per-

sons altogether, betook themselves, and here

tliey were joined by several members of the

Warwickshire Naturalists’ and Archmologists’

Field Club. The proceedings commenced with

a public meeting at St. Mary’s Hall, the Mayor

of Coventry in the chair. Mr. Fretton read

an interesting paper “ On the Antiquities of

Coventry.” The objects of interest in St. Mary’s

Hall were then pointed out, and a temporary

museum inspected. Next, under the guidance

of Mr. Odell and Mr. Fretton, the churches of

St. Michael and Holy Trinity were visited, and

Their chief architectural features pointed out.

Then the remains of the ancient cathedral

were shown. “Peeping Tom” was inspected,

and Mr. Bloxam considered this remarkable

figure to be of Henry VII.’s time, and to have

been originally in one of the Coventry churches,

probably a hgure of St. George or some other

saint.

After the visitors had partaken of luncheon at

the King’s Head Hotel, they went to St. John s

Church, where the Rev. G. Ayliffe Poole pointed

out the chief architectural features of thebuilding,

and strongly condemned the “ cattle-pens,” as

he termed the old-fashioned high pews. Bablake

Hospital, founded by Thomas Bond, in 1506, was

next visited, and the Boys’ Hospital, founded by

Wheatley, in 1560. The Free Grammar School

was then seen. Mr. Matthew Bioxam gave a short

account of the building. Next, the Carmelites,

or White Friars, on the site of which a work-

house now stands, was visited, and Mr. Bird, the

master, showed the party the monastic remains.

The Carthusians, or Charterhouse, now a private

dwelling-house, was then seen, and Jlr. Wiley,

the owner, conducted the party over the small

remaining portion of the old building. The

cemetery, the Franciscans or Grey Friars’

monastery, and lastly, Ford’s Hospital, a specimen

of timber-work, founded in 1529, concluded the

somewhat lengthy programme of the day.

There was a public meeting at St. Mary’s

Hall, when Mr. Burgess read a locally interesting

paper, entiJed “’The Hunting Match at Dun-

ehurcli, 1605.” “ Bells and Belfries ” was the

title of a paper read by the Rev. G. Aj-lilfe

Poole. Mr. James Thompson was announced to

read a paper on “ Kenilworth,” but in liis absence

the Rev. N. F. Lightfoot read the paper.

Cn Wednesday an excursion took place. Tho

party first went to Kenilworth Castle, where a

minute inspection of the whole remains was

made, under the able guidance of Mr. Burgess.

Next Guy’s Cliff was .visited
;
and afterwards

Warwick’Castle; at both-ylacea the houses and

picture-galleries were thrown^opep to the ex-

cursionists. At Warwick, after Johoheon, the

Dudley Hospital was seen likewise St. Mary’s

Church, and the Beauchamp Chapel. After this,

the party visited Stoneleigh Abbey, where Lord

Leit^h and his brother conducted them through

the°remainiDg buildings of the ancient abbey,

and through the modern rooms of the mansion.

The excursionists then returned to Coventry,

having enjoyed their Warwickshire trip very

much.

numerous and very distinct, and are strongest at

tlie east end of tho enclosure, which was the

most accessible, the steep sides of the hill form-

ing w’ithout much trouble ample protection in

other directions. The interior of the fortified

space contains a considerable number of hut

circles, and these were some few years ago care-

fully examined by a Committee of the Somerset

Archmological and Natural History Society.

They are very like those of Dartmoor, and appear

to have been made by forming a circular

excavation a few feet in depth, the sides of

which were built up with loose stones, and sur-

mounted by a framework of wood, filled with

wattle or wickerwork, and probably thatched

with turf.

.Toseph Burn, hon. sec. of the managing com- ;

mittee, the auditors (Messrs. S. H. Head and J. .

H. Hunter), and the solicitors (Messrs. Jacques,
|

Edwards, & Co.), and the meeting closed with a |

hearty vote of thanks to the chairman.

THE COTTESWCLD NATURALISTS’
FIELD CLUB.

TllD third field meeting of this club for the

present season took place at Weston-super-Mare

for Swallow Cliff, to examine the geology of the

toast line between the two places. The pro-

gramme was attractive, and a goodly muster was

the result. The point first reached in the day’s

excursion was the Camp on Worle Hill, which

immediately overhangs the town. This large and

important work is thought to be very Early British,

aud may mark the site of a town inhabited in

times of extreme antiquity by persons connected

with the large traffic known to have been carried

on in minerals raised from the mines of the

Mendip hills
;
and it is not impossible that from

this height primitive Britons may have looked

down on Carthaginian or even Phoeniciati ships,

drawn up ou the shore of Sand Bay, and taking

in their cargoes of mineral wealth with which tim

region then abounded. The ramparts are very

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

The twenty-sixth annual meeting of the

subscribers and friends of this charity was held

on Thursday afternoon, the Slst ult., and, as

uRiial, was chiefly attended by the honorary

officers of the Institution. Mr. Edwin Lawrence,

the president, occupied the chair. After the

usual preliminary business had been despatched,

the secretary, Mr. A. J. Harris, read the annual

report. This document commenced with an

appeal to those persons w’ho belonged to the

building trades, and who had not yet identified

themselves with the work of the Institution, to

become subscribers at once. A large number of

candidates were anxiously waiting to become

the recipients of their bounty at the November
election. Last year eight new pensioners were

;
elected,—four in November and four in May.
Of the inmates already in the Institution, five

had died. The worshipful Company of Taylors

had generously placed at the disposal of this

Institution one of their almshouses at Ball’s-

pond, with an annuity of 101. per annum, and a

supply of coals. Since the last general meeting

the Institution had had to deplore the loss by
death of Mr. George Spencer Smith, who was

one of the earliest friends of the Institution.

Mr. Henry Manning had also died and left the

Institution a legacy of 5001., which, when tlie

duty was paid, amounted to 4501. The financial

statement showed a total income of 2,9791.

4s. 7d., which included a balance carried forward

from last year.

Mr. Richardson moved, and Mr. James Simp-

son seconded the adoption of the report and

accounts, which was agreed to.

Mr. Waldram moved, and Mr. Richardson

seconded, a vote of thanks to the patrons, and

the addition to the list of the names of Mr.

Edwin Lawrence and Mr. T. H. Poynder. This

was agreed to.

Mr.'^Plucknett, in moving a very hearty vote

of thanks to Mr. Lawrence, for his presidency

during the past year, commented on the neces-

sity of such an institution to the important

trades with which it was more immediately

identified. Ho was sure that the trade had

largely benefited by Mr. Lawrence’s president-

ship; and if all the subscribers were present,

they would heartily endorse that opinion. Mr.

Plucknett concluded, amidst cheers, by propos-

g the resolution.

The words of Mr. Plucknett were confirmed

by Mr. Richardson, in seconding the motion,

which was then carried unanimously.

The Chairman briefly acknowledged the com-

pliment which had been paid him, saying that

his best services were always at the disposal

of so excellent a chanty as that whose anni-

versary they were then celebrating. It was

so excellently managed by its treasurer, secre-

tary, and other officers that his office had been

almost a sinecure. He only wished he had been

able to render more service to the Institution.

Mr. James Simpson moved the thanks of the

meeting to the vice-presidents of the Institution,

and the following gentlemen were elected to that

office for the ensuing year :—Mr. George Baker,

Mr. Alfred Lawrence, Mr. Sapwcll, Mr. "VV.

Griffith, Mr. Mark Manley, and Mr. Philip

Ainstie. This was carried, as was also a resolu-

tion appointing a trustee in, the room of Mr. G.

S. Smith, deceased.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Plucknett, who it

seems also fills the office of treasurer, was moved

hy Mr. Waldram, seconded by Mr. Richardson,

and carried unanimously.

Thanks were also voted to the directors. The

list for the ensuing year is as follows :—Messrs.

G eorge D ines, Matthew Hull, George and Richard

Head, Mark Manley, S. L. Mann, W. Nicholson,

W. R. Rogers, and Thos. Stirling.

' Votes of thanks wero also passed to Mi

INJURED FRESCO.

It would be well if the term fresco were not.

as it commonly is, indiscriminately applied To

every kind of wall-painting, as by thus having li

all the imperfections of other processes heaped

upon it, one of the most ancient and best*]

methods of mural decoration is undeservedly!;

brought into disrepute. Mr. Herbert’s pietureij

of the “Tables of the Law,” recently referred-!

to in the House of Commons, is, I believe,
|

painted in water-glass, not fresco. The termi

fresco is improperly applied to any method of<|

painting but that on fresh mortar. As a rule,,|

our painters have not had sufficient practice and

experience in fresco-painting to master the!

method, and to understand its manipulation,

under different conditions of the weather. A
great deal has been said about the effects of an

English climate on fresco, but it should bei

recollected that the base of fresco-painting is

good mortar, and that good mortar has never

been discarded by the builders, from the Romaa
occupation to the present day. And, if p&r-'

mitted to indulge in a very small joke, we mightl

say, that in England good mortar has always

exhibited the endurance of a “ regular brick.”

W. Cave Thomas,
Author of the “ Methods of Mural Painting.”:

VENTILATION OP SEWERS.
Having read all published in your paper or

the ventilation of sewers, I fear that the whok
question merges in the following incident. Last

year two men were working in a rosiu-still a'{

Crew’s Hole, Bristol, and not appearing at

breakfast, search was made for them, wheii

they were found in a sitting position, apparent™
asleep, but dead ; a candle burning, and

noxious vapour perceptible in the still. At thtj

inquest it seemed that the following were the*

temperatures:—Ou the top of the still, 103.^

Fahrenheit ;
on the ground, only 78“

;
and insidc|

the still, 84®; the consequence was there wai;

no circulation of the atmosphere. The air ii-!

the still, having more specific gravity than]

that above, would not rise
;
and that near thli:

ground, still heavier, could not ascend througli^

the bottom. The air within becoming gradually!

charged with carbonic acid gas exhaled froncli

the lungs of the unfortunate men, they werii||

suffocated. A verdict by jury accordingly.
jj

It is perfectly clear that exposed rain-wateijl

pipes will not ventilate a sewer in the snmmeii|(

as the temperature of a sewer is colder; now

can it in the winter. Being a small tube, sacli

rounded with a cold atmosphere, condeneatioti

would check it before it rose half-way,

thoroughly as Arnott’s ventilators stop when thw

fire is out and the shaft becomes cold. To paB-tj

up hot air or gas when it is surrounded witM

cold air, and not guarded, is a nut which all mailj

try to crack, but will assuredly fail in. The on];:^

method, therefore, is either natural,—nameljli

wind-pressure, by displacement and pressure; oil

artificial, — namely, subtraction. By heateti

shafts causing vacuum by wind-pressure w
|

should gain equilibrium of temperature,

gases would be more dispersed, consequent!.;'

less dangerous, being diluted by pure air; an
,

greater circulation would help impure gases t-j

pass off without becoming poisonous.
|

M. Tossegl. .14

LONDON CEMETERIES.
It is stated that sites for two new cemeteried:

have been selected for the purpose of fonnini '

additional burial accommodation for the wester? i

and southern districts of London ;
and that J!

limited company is in course of formation with th]

view of carrying the same into effect. The site <

chosen are situated at Acton-green, in theparis^

of Acton, close to the Turnham-green Railwai i

Station, for the western districts ;
and at Non:

bury-hill, Streatham, for the southern district
i

of London. The grounds of these cemeteries ar' i

to be laid out by an eminent landscape gardenel i

and will be of an ornamental character. Whet

the crowded state ofthe existing public ceme teri«:

;

is realised, the present movement cannot h.

viewed as premature. The subject is nowunde

the consideration of Mr. P. H. Holland, tb]

Government Medical Inspector, who will repot

as soon as practicable.
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THE DRAINAGE AND HEALTH OF
MARGATE.

Good resolutions by the dozen, made by
e town council since the date of the last

tide upon this subject (^Builder, September
d, 1871), have paved the way to some
finite action in the very important questions

abolishing the old-fashioned used-up cess-

ols and dealing with the sewer system as a

lole; and lately the perception of the cor-

ration has been quickened by a visit on the

vocation of the resident medical men, from
Gwynne Harries, one of the medical

ipectors of the Government Local Board.

Previously, however, to the visit of Dr. Harries

) sanitary committee of the council drew up a

Dort on the condition of the town, which has

5n printed and circulated in the neighbour-

3d, and from which we make the following

eresting extracts :

—

' The physical contour of the town is that of two
eys and two hills. The subsoil is chalk, mostly the

.bie Thanet chalk, but in soma places it is of a hard
1 almost rocky character, standing with ease to a

ght of 20 or more feet perpendicularly under the

rations of the exeaTStor. This cretsceoiis deposit has
n perfjrated to a depth of nearly 500 ft. in the iieigh-

irhood, and is believed to extend to a depth of 1,000 ft.

n the surface. The dip of the stratification is Bea-

ds, and the augle of dip is small.'’

rfae great offence charged against the whole-

leness of the borough,—for of its general

h tone of health there cannot be a doubt,—is

I prevalence of the cesspool system and the

il absence (save on the Royal-orescent and
tfield Bay Estates) of efficient tubular

inago. To this very serious charge the

itary authorities plead guilty, but with ex-

uating circumstances. Here is their- plea :

—

As a matter of fact, independent cesspools attached
Imost every house, sunk from 12 ft. to 40ft. deep in

chalk, receive the aulliage, and owing to the porosity
he chalk, the liquid matter for the most part quickly
les away by absorption and filtratiou into the icter-

?s thereof, arid is thus lost to sight
;
while, at least for

iDCthoncd period, only the solid portions remain
ind. These cesspools (owing to the great dryness of
superficial chalk into which they pass) require only
e opened at intervals of years, often at long intervals

ento twenty or thirty years, and are then found to

,aiu more or less of fluid and somi-solid matter, often
a few feet of tenacious and frequently not very

nsive matter, and it is remarkable that the operations
he cesspool system, fraught as they are with largo

lity in. other soils of a clayey and retentive nature,
; not been found so dcleteriousin this district, and the
n has been mo^t signally exempted from disease and
h in every epideniio visitation which has occurred in

district within the knowledge of the members of this

ncil.”

rotwithefcanding the fact commented upon in

concluding paragraph of the above extract,

feeling was becoming more and more general

ihe district that the cesspool system was
rdone, and that some better system should be
oduced

;
and those who, for the most part,

e disposed to act on the “let-well-alone

ciple, and do nothing, were and are
lually coming to feel that the knowledge of
great sanitary deficiency is extensive and

'

rious, and that many of the wealthier and
er-informed visitors and their friends were
irred from making their customary sojourn
30 town in consequence, and thus it became
irvable that three classes of opinion were
esented in the council, viz. :

—

Those who were convinced that drainage
needed.

Those who were not convinced, but thought
nage expedient.

Those who were convinced of the necessitij

expediency of letting things remain as of

f these, tho two former appear to have been
lys disposed to work in some sort of unison

;

tho “do-nothings,”—that is, tho third of the
e classes,—have hitherto had the numerical
•onderauce, and have thus efibctually stopped
way.
lit we observe from the various newspaper
rts of the doings of tho council, as they
odically appear in the Margate Guardian
Kehle's Gazette, that under the stimnlus of

Gwynne Harris’s presence among them, the
IS of the second class (the expediency men)
being augmented from those of the third,

the introduction of a general and compre-
live scheme of drainage for tho whole
Ugh seems now to be imminent, or, at least,

the matter of a few months’ delay,
le Margate season is oonspicaonsly flat this
the number and status of the visitors being

e beneath the customary average. Possibly,
is in some degree owing to the well-

itioned efforts of the resident medical prac-
uers in publishing a memorial setting forth

“that the sanitary condition of the town is

exceedingly bad,” and adding that “ low types
of disease, caused or aggravated by defective
drainage, are constantly prevalent”; and in com-
menting upon which, the sanitary committee,
while combating its accuracy, take occasion to
remark :

—

“ The publication of this very memorial of the medical
men will contribute largely, anJ has no doubt contributed
largely, to deter visitors from coining to our town, and its

effect most probably has been to cause hesitation in the
minds of some non-resident members of the medical
faculty who have hitherto customarily sent their patients
to our waters.”

We observe that this report of the Margate
Sanitary Committee of the borough is dated
February, 1873, and concludes in these words ;

—
“ The Council are looking with anxiety to tho time for

action in the introduction of a complete system of sewer-
age, and anxious to proceed as soon as they can at all see
with any degree of certainty in what mnnner the sewage
products can be dealt with or utilized. A committee of
seven members of tho Council, who had been sent to
inspect several (in all seventeen) towns which had the re-
putation of being well and efUcieutly drained, by their
report of the 29th August, 1871, did not agree in advising
that either deportation or works of utilization should bo
adopted, and tho Council, after many debates thereon,
resolved to take no immediate action in the matter, or to
venture upon so very large an expenditure w'th only a
prospect of problematical success.”

Tho whole question has, however, been stirred
up again by this official visit of Dr. Harris, and
probably, at no very distant date, we shall have
occasion to comment upon what has been done
in reference thereto. At any rate, we hope so.

SKETCHING IN FOREIGN CHURCHES.
Sir,—As we are now, most of ua, contem-

plating holiday tours, in which probably some
amount of sketching will be accomplished, it

may interest some of your readers to bear the
experiences at St. Ouen’s, Rouen, of a canon
attached to one of our most beautiful cathedrals
(where, I may state, no unreasonable restric-

tions are placed in the way of sketchers). This
gentleman, indignant at the brusque manner in

which one of the members of his family was
treated by the “ Suisse,” was energetic enough
to write to the editor of a local journal,* who
promptly took notice of the complaint in a
lead ng article. I beg to inclose a cutting of
the paragraph relating to it. E. B. F.

ACCIDENTS.
Fall of a Chimney at Felling Chemical TForfc^.

A large chimney at the Felling Chemical Com-
pany’s Works has fallen. Fortunately no lives

were lost, nor any person injured, but the damage
is said to amount to several thousands of pounds.
A contractor from Manchester and a number
of men, who had previously been engaged in
repairing and altering some of tho other chim-
neys in the factory, were working at this

chimney until a short time before it fell. It
was the largest chimney in tho works, being
about 210 ft. high, and has been out of plumb
for some years. The operations going on
were with the object of restoring it to its

proper position. A good many bricks had been
cut out of the chimney at about 20 ft. or 30 ft.

from the ground, and shortly after 4 o’clock
the workmen noticed that lime was occasionally
falling, and from that and other appearances,
it was decided to cease work. The falling of
the lime was followed by slight, and then by
heavier oscillations, and at half-past four the
huge chimney toppled over and fell to the
ground. The buildings in the neighbourhood
were greatly damaged

;
hut the most serious

loss is in the destruction of two acid cham-
bers, and the partial destruction of a third.

Fall of a Ceiling at Brighouse.—The whole of
the ceiling in a bedroom of Mr. William Armi-
tage’s house, Walker’s buildings, has fallen in.

Tho bed was almost entirely broken up by the
weight of the ddbris falling upon it, and other
furniture injured. With the usual stupidity a
cross beam end -was inserted right into the
chimney. On this beam other beams for hold-
ing tho laths wore nailed. The beam in the
chimney had become ignited, and bad been
burning many days, and, having burnt to the
front of the chimney-stack, had set fire to the
woodwork, when the whole gave way and fell.

The damage is estimated at about lOZ., but
several lives were at stake.

Fatal Accident in a Sewer at Eccles. — An in-

quest has been held on the body of an excavator

• Bee Journal de Eouen, du Saiaedi, 26 Juillet, 1873,

who was working for Messrs. G. Gilbert &
Son, contractors, Oldfleld-road, Salford, in a
sewer in Albert-street, Eccles. Preparations
were being made for propping the sides of th&
excavation; timber for side pieces had been
lowered into the hole, and the “ stretchers,” or
cross pieces, wore about to be adjusted, when a
large quantity of earth on one side of the cutting
fell, carrying with it several side pieces of
timber which had been fixed. Deceased and
two other men who were at the bottom of the
sewer, which was about 6 feet deep, were
partly buried in tho fallen earth. One of th©
planks fell against deceased’s chest, and,
although ho was only partly embedded five or
six minutes, ho was quite dead when extricated.
A week before the accident deceased told his
wife that he did not like working in the sewer,
as its aides did not appear to be safe. He did
not, however, mention this to his foreman.—The
jury returned a verdict of “ Accidental death.”

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Stahjhridge.—The stonemasons have struck

•work. They have hitherto been working 55J
hours per week, but demand that that number
be reduced to 48J. A con^'erenco has taken
place between tho men and their employers, at
which the former agreed to modify their demand
by one hour, but the masters wished to pay by
the hour. The men refused, and demanded to
be paid by the day, and the conference broke
up without a satisfactory settlement being
come to.

Blackburn.—Deputations of the journeymen,
joiners and carpenters have waited upon their
employers to see if some arrangement could not
be arrived at in reference to the question of
wages. The majority expressed their willing-
ncBB to pay 7^d. per hoar, being an increase of
id. per hour. This was reported to a meeting
of the men, and it was resolved to accept the
offer.

Bristol.—For many weeks a number of th©
carpenters and joiners of Bristol had been on
strike, in consequence of having failed to obtain
from their employers what they considered a
proper rate of wages. They were getting before
the strike fijd. per hour, and demanded 7d.,
which the masters decliued to give, not seeino-
their way clear to do so. The employers have
now made a concession, for at a largely-attendod
meeting at tho Athenaeum, Mr. W. Brook in th©
chair, it has been resolved that the wages of th©
carpenters and joiners be O^d. per Lour. The
secretary (Mr. Alsop) was requested to forward
a copy of this decision to the executive com-
mittee acting on behalf of the men, and it is
hoped that this concession will bo accepted, and
thus put an end to the strike.

Shefield.—The engineers’ strike still con-
tinues.

English Assistance to Foreign WorTimen on
Strike.—The locked-out building operatives at
Hamburg have received the gift of 1,000Z. from
tho working men in the English coal districts,
and have, on the strength of that support,
refused to resume work.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
London.—The London School Board hay©

resolved :

—

“ That tho tender of Messrs. tV. Wjqmore, of Fulham
amounting to Q,700l., for the erection of a school to pro-
vide accommodation for 795 children, in Saunders’-road
Nottiug-hill, be accepted; that the tender of Mr. J. High)
of Lower Clapton, amounting to 8,698Z., for the erectmn
of a school to provide accommodation for 1,107 children,
in Anglers'-gardens. Islington, be accepted; that the
tender of Messrs. W. U. & J. Maoabridgo, amounting to
6,7401., for the erection of a school to provide accommo-
dation for 799 children, in Johannah-street, Lambeth, bo
accepted; that the tender of Messrs. W. II. & J. Mans-
bridge, amounting to 8,3561., for the erection of a school
to provide accommodation for 1,110 children, in Camden-
atreet, Marylebone, be accepted

; that the tender of
Messrs. W. H. & J. Mansbridge, amounting to 6,6371., for
the erection of a school to provide accommodation for
1,023 children, in Aldenham - street, Marylebone, be
accepted

;
that the tender of Messrs. W. H. & J. Mans-

bridge, amounting to 6,6061., for the erection of a school
to provide accommodation for 1,021 children in Marl-
borough-street, Blackfriars-road, be accepted; that tho
tender of Messrs. Cooke &, Green, amounting to 6,7701.
for the erection of a school to provide accommodation for
784 children, in Laxon-street, Southwark, be accepted;
that the tender of Mr. A. Sheffield, amounting to 7,3681.’
for tho erection of a school to provide accommodation for
920 children, in Bow-common-lane, Tower Hamlets, bo
accepted; and that the lender of Mr. T. Ennor, amount-
ing to 3,2101., for the erection of a graded school, to
accommodate 366 children, in Northey-street, Limehouse,
be accepted.

Manchester.—From the minutes of the Sites
and Building Committee, it appeared that tho



committee had considered the competitive de-

Bigns for new schools in Vine-street, Hulme, and

Eveiy-street, Ancoats, and had recommended

that the Board should adopt Messrs. J. M. & H.

Taylor’s plans for the Vine-street School, and

that the first premium be given to Mr. H. Lord,

and the second to Mr. W. Dawes. The com-

mittee also recommended the Board to adopt

Mr. W. Dawes’s plans for the Every-street

School, the first premium to be given to Mr. H.

Lord, and the second to Messrs. J. M. & H. Taylor.

The recommendation in reference to Vine-street

School was adopted without much comment, but

cn the second recommendation of the com-

mittee being put to the meeting, Mr. Maclure

moved an amendment, to the effect that the

design of Mr. Lord be adopted. The amend-
ment was seconded by the chairman, who said

he should vote in favour of Mr. Lord’s designs,

because they were simple, and in accordance

with the instructions issued to competing archi-

tects. Mr. Alderman Lamb complained that the

nrcliitects had not been fairly treated by the

Board, Finally, the amendment was put to the

vote and lost. The recommendation of the com-

mittee was accordingly carried. The Clerk read

:a letter from the Rev. E. Hewlett, Eector of

St. Paul’s, Brunswick-street, in reference to the

proposed erection of a Board school in Rusholme-

road. The rev. gentleman, in effect, stated that

the new school was unnecessary. The letter

was referred to the Sites and Building Com-
mittee,

Leeds .—The report of the Sites and Buildings

Committee recommended
“ The acceptance of the following tenders for the Cross

Stamford-street School, subject to approval by the Edu-
vation Department:—Carpenters and joiners’ work,
Jno. Benton, 1,116^.; plumbers and glaziers' work,
H. Braithwaite & Co., 2o7t. 38.

;
slaters’ work, W. Pycock

A Son, 263i. 5s.
;
plasterers' work, \Vm. Helmsiey, 160J.

;

ironfounders and smiths' work, Heaps & Robinson, 314i.

;

painters' work, Jos. Walker, 70/. Is. lOd.
;

total,

2,179f. 9a. lOd.”

examination of the substance taken off the
j

on. All such stray or errant suggestions ought ii

picture. He (Mr. Ayrton) had arranged to get to merge into the one simple idea of a monu- •

the assistance of an eminent picture-cleaner,
’ " i.- t-..:. j

who was recommended by Mr. Richmond as best

qualified for the purpose. He had spoken of

Mr. Macliso’a picture, but with regard to Mr.

Herbert’s picture be did not wish to make any

observation until he had communicated with

that gentleman.

The New OJhces in Parliament-sireet. — In

reply to Lord Redesdale, in the Lords,

the Duke of St. Albans said, that the build-

inga in Parliament-street, in front of the

new public offices, would be taken down before

the meeting of Parliament next year, and

that there was no intention to apply to Parlia-

ment for power to purchase property in any of

the places mentioned by the noble lord. The
Earl of Cai-narvon testified to the importance of

seeing after the sites referred to, which be be-

lieved could be had on easy terms, and remarked

that we were constantly in the habit of paying

exorbitant prices for land.

The committee further recommended the ap.

pointraent of an additional clerk of works, and
iisked for power to advertise for and provisionally

appoint such officer, at a salary of 21, 28. per

week. The Bewerley-street School being now
completed, the committee thought it desirable,

being the first school of the Board, that it should

be formally opened by the Board. They had
accordingly made provisional arrangements for

Buch opening on the 8th inst., in connexion with

the laying of memorial and foundation-stones of

the new schools. They recommended that the

Board sanction such formal opening.

Mr. Kendall moved, and Mr. Armitage
seconded,

—

“ That it be an instruction to the Board arebiteot, in

frepariug further plans for schools, to provide, wherever
practicable, m^aos internal communication between
the various departments.”

As an amendment, Mr. Woolley moved, and
Mr. Long seconded,

—

ment useless in all respects but the one purpow il

of properly commemorating the deceased.

At the funeral, at Lavington, there came to :

do honour to him a vast assemblage of clergy-
;

men and the general public. The Dean of

.

Windsor represented the Queen, and the Hou.

C. Wood the Prince of Wales. Several of the

nobility and members of the House of Commons,
were present. After the ceremony a meeting

was held in front of Lavington House, the

Bishop of Chichesterpresiding
;
and it was at'reed

;

that at the place where the bishop met with his

accident a monument should be erected to his

memory. A committee was appointed for carry.;

ing out this object.

A sepulchral monument in Winchester Cathe«<

dral has also been suggested.

The memorial, whatever it be, ought to be of‘

distinctively personal character, and so in-i

separably associated with his name. A memoriali

to mark the spot where the Bishop fell has.

been designed by Mr. Street.

"That in the two-story buildiugs an internal commnni-
cation be made between the schools, and in schools on
the ground-floor such communication be made between
the girls’ and the infants' schools.”

The amendment was lost. Dr. Heaton then

moved, and Mr. Wilson seconded, that the ques-

tion be referred back to the Sites and Buildings

Committee. This was also lost. The division on

the original motion resulted in a tie, whereupon
the chairman gave his casting vote in favour of

it, and it was adopted.

THE NEW OLD STYLE.

Me. Editob,—I have from the commencement
of the Builder been a subscriber and an occasional

contributor to its pages; for I have ever re-

gavded it as the dj-ama is represented by our

immortal bard, as holding up the mirror to

nature; so the Builder reflects the passing

events and productions of the day in architec-

ture. But I must own that as, I suppose, it

would be the endeavour of the dramatist to

avoid whatever is offensive in nature, so the

Builder would not record the deformities, which

crop up day by day, but rather give specimens of

the genins of the profession for our admiration

and instruction. Now, I must own that I have

been taken aback by the illustration in your

number last Saturday, August 2, of the block of

Offices in Leadenhall-street, and I cannot con-

ceive what motive could have induced its author,

a man of acknowledged talent, to rake up a type

of the very lowest state of corrupt erection in

the City of London, of a period that marks the

senility of decaying taste. In the history of art,

it is important to rescue any specimen that

marks a pha^^e of any special time. But to

reproduce such a contortion of every feature

of architecture amazes me, for doubtless the

talented author, in his search for novelty, must

surely be aware that such buildings mark the

absence of high art (and there may be high art

even in the humblest dsvelling), the absence of

the architect, and the ignorant handling of the

mere mechanic, the carpenter, the bricklayer, or

plasterer; and I say this despite the opinion ot

a late writer in the Quarterly, who attributes

the genius of that class in building to all its fine

productions. This elevation seems like the last

somersault or gambol of the agile gymnast, who
seeks at the end of his performance to extort a

laugh from the spectators at whatever cost of

contortion and personal effort. But such a work

of the Gold Medallist of the Royal Academy and

Silver Medallist of the Institute is a sad spectacle

of the abuse of high powers in the artist and

draughtsman, who is capable of nobler-things.

Thos. Levekton Donaldson.

PARLIAMENTARY.
South Kensington Museuyn .—In reply to Lord

Elcho, Mr. W. E. Forster said that Government

were now in communication with the trustees of

the British Museum as to the transference to

them of the control of Kensington Museum, but

that no arrangement had yet been arrived at.

The Frescoes in the Houses of Parliament.—In

reply to Mr. Bowring, Mr. Ayrton said it was
undoubtedly true that for some time past the

surfaces of these pictures had presented an ap-

pearance which detracted from their effect, but

wbat was the exact nature or cause of this

appearance had not been ascertained. There
was very great difficulty in deciding whether it

Arose from actual decay of the picture,

whether it arose from a mere efflorescence on
the surface. Mr. Richmond, R.A., had come to

the conclnsion that it was only an efflorescence

An the surface of the picture, which could be
removed, and which would leave the picture

nearly as good as it originally was when painted.

The question required chemical investigation,

and Dr. Percy was now applying himself in the

PROPOSED MONUMENT TO THE LATE
BISHOP OP WINCHESTER.

Meetings are being held to carry out a very

general desire to erect a memorial of the late

Bishop of Winchester, and various schemes have

been suggested with the view of realising some
favourite idea of the suggeater, sometimes with

very little reference, or appropriateness, to the

purpose ostensibly in view. One of them even

contemplates the cutting up of the bishop’s

diocese into pieces,—an idea against which his re-

latives naturally protest. Sir G. G. Scott suggests

the restoration or improvement of St. Saviour’s

Church, in Southwai’k,—an excellent idea in

itself and by itself, but not a proper channel

into which to divert the feeling and the fund

expressive solely of regret for the loss of a good

and celebrated man.* A third suggests a college

for overworked clergy, and one for mission

clergy,—both valuable ideas, and well worthy
of consideration for their own sakes. A fourth

suggests a scheme in connexion with the African

slave trade and missionary scholarships, and so

OPENING OP ST. CHAD’S COLLEGE,
DENSTONE.

Tins ceremonial has taken place in the pre-i

sence of a large number of members of the

Church of England in Staffordshire and the.

neighbouring counties.

The new schools—of the design of which wff

have already given some account—occupy am
elevated site, which was preseuted by Sir Per-

ceval Heywood, bart. Much remains to bel

done to fib the buildings for the reception ofi

pupils in October. When completed, the school

will afford accommodation for 4'00 students
;
but

it is intended to endeavour so far to complefca

the building at an early date as to receive 100

students to commence with. The building ie,

in the Early Decorated style of architecture,

-

with high roofs and dormers. The ground plan

resembles in form the letter H, there being two

quadrangles, of which one side is left open, thal

connecting central building being the school-

room block. The wings of the western quad*

tangle consist of dormitories and class-ronmS;-

while those of the eastern quadrangle will con^

sist of the chapel and the dining-hall. In faofcf

the college will closely resemble that already

existing at Hnrstpierpoint, where the same class

of boys are educated as it is intended to receive

into the new college. The dormitories—eight

in number—will accommodate fifty boys e.aoh,'

the rooms being lofty, well lighted and ventilated;

and commodious lavatories, &c. being attached:

Libraries and a gymnasium for the masters andi

boys will be placed in the south wing, while

residences for the head master and second inasteH

occupy the ends of the north wing, rooms being

set aiiart for the assistant masters, the chaplain,

the provosts’ visitors, &c. The dimensions d
the great schoolroom are 100 ft. by 32 ft., witbi

lofty open roof, and it will communicate withi

the dining-hall below by means of a wide flight

of stono stairs. At the angles of intersection of

the central and wing buildings are two loftyl

towers, in which are placed large water-tanks

for the supply of the building. The whok'

building is of white Alton stone, with red bands,

and the roof is of tiles. A bathing place will be

provided on the river Churnet, which flows at

the foot of the high ground on which the coUeg®

stands.

* We have received a letter from Mr. F. T. DoUman

DAMAGING MASTERS’ PROPERTY.

At the Mansion House last week, John Bastin,!

a plumber, was charged with an act of wilful

damage. The prisoner was iu the service ol

Messrs. Hill & Sons, builders, and was engaged^

with other workmen, in repairing the rool of the

church of St. Nicholas Cole Abbey. On Thurs-

day week he was detected iu the act of spoiling

and secreting a large sheet of lead, weighing,

601b., about to be used in the repairs. Whet

asked wbat he was going to do with it, ho replied

that he was about to get beer wirh it, as he w«

suffering grcatlv from heat. The value of tm

lead was about 12s., and the prisoner had spoilt,

it very much for the pu'pose for which it wK

intended to be used, by cutting deeply into it

with a saw. He was earning about 21. a week

at the time. The Lord Mayor, after oonsultingl

with Mr. Oke, the chief clerk, said he fearet

there was among some workmen a very loo&l

annoancing his intention to publish illustrations of this . morality'^in dealing with their masters'

tut as the letter has already appeared in the! — - • *- Vi.church

,

it } quite unnecessary for us to print it.
J property. This case was one in point, and hi
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irged the priaoncr, and all whom it might con.
:ern, to let it be a warning to him for the future,
['aking all the circuinstancee into consideration
10 fined him 50e. for the wilful damage, and 5s.,
he value of the lead he had spoiled, with the
Iteniativeof seven days’ imprisonment. Before
ihe court rose the prisoner paid the fines and
/as Hberated.

NAME! NAME!!
1 SiTi,—Ilavirg named every one concerned with
le enlargement and restoration of Cheshunt
hnrch but the architect, perhaps the Builder
ill name as such your obedient servant,

Joseph Cl.^rke.

_

* We print this note, but take the oppor-
mity to say that we do not consider ourselves
ound to publish the name of the architect of
rery work alluded to in our pages, or on all
Jcasions the names of those who have been
mcerncd in the execution of it. We have been
>0 considerate in this respect. The fact is we
ive given a popularity to some of our brother-
rchitects that they do not in any respect
erit, of which good-natured proceeding some
w of them, moreover, have shown when oppor-
iiities occuntd but scant appreciation.

WISBEACH.
The town-hall here was recently reopened,
ter having been pulled down (except the front
ill), and rebuilt on an enlarged and improved
ale and plan.

The buildiugnow comprises spacious and lofty
uncil chambers, magistrates’ and committee
oms, police-offices and cells, lavatories, <S:c.,

—

e whole lighted by gas with sunlight burners.
The works have been carried out by Mr. James
Fest, of Melton Mowbray, from the designs
d under the supei iuteudence of the architects.
BBsrs. Mumford & Townseud.

THE BUILDER.

An experiment is reported in the Manchester
City News as having been tried with Val de
Travers asphalte as a fireproof material for
roofing. The experiment was tried at the works
of the Val de Travers Paving Company at
Ancoats, Manchester, and is said to have been
severe, and entirely satisfactory. Heat softened
the asphalte, but it would not burn, and cold
water immediately rebardened it, so that the
flames did not even soften the asphalte where
the water was thrown upon it. Kepresentatives
of various iuauranco companies were present.

ABCHITECT-CONTRACTORS.
At the Northumberland assizes, before Mr. Jnstioe

Brett, and a special jury, the case of Ilepple t>, Greener,
turned upon the important question as to the right of
conCrucii-no architects to commission upon the works
contracted for.

The plaintiff, Mr. Hepple, claimed 2o0l. as architect’
commission, at 2\ per cent., on works executed to thL
value of 10,000/.; and Mr. Crompton, who appeared for
the plaintiff, contended that the mere fact of his client
being the builder of the works, did not compel him to act
as architect without being remunerated for his services
Had not Mr. Hepple acted as architeef, the defr-ndant
would have bad to retain the services of another gentle-
man, and p^aid him the 2} per cent, on the 10,000/.
Mr. C. Russell, Q.C., said the defence was, that the

works themselves were tendered for, and executed by the
plaintiff, and he was paid for them, and there was nc
foundation for a further claim for architect’s commission
The Jury gave a verdict for the defendant.

•In your remarks in reference to moving buildingsm America, you mention my proposition to raise and
move Northumberland House as by an American. I bee
to say that I am an Englishman, born in Lambeth,
London; but resided in America for some years where I
had (he advantage of learning how to raise and move
buildings on to new foundations.

Henet P. Pitcilbb.

FIREPROOF WOODEN HOUSES.
'' Irdueate or infect wood with fixed salt, sulphate of

soda, common alum, green vitriol. Coat all the wood-work with a thin mortar laid on with a brush. Make this
coat as thick as possible. Poplar will not burn.”—rimer.

Sir,--May I venture to draw attention to the above
some of yonr correspondents to tellmoil the facts therein stated are true

;
or where I could

ibtain further information on the subject ? Decent houses
of wood, if tolerably fireproof, would, in the dearness of
brick bo a great boon to working men. I have bought*
bit of laudcloae to Leeds, and purpose erecting at once a
small house of wood for myself. As probably the preiu-
dice against them will bo great at first, I am therefor©
very anxious to obtain information on the point. B
N.B. Is it true that poplar will not burn?

lEEMASONRY, NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA.
—A building is now being erected in tlio

pital city of the colony of Natal for the uses
the Masonic Lodge, Prince Alfred, No. 956.
16 building is intended to be used at onoc as a
Ige-roora, but when the circumstances of the
Ige will warrant the building of a suitable
leouic Tomple, the former will be converted to
B purposes of a Masonic school. The designs are
Bro. G. Loveday, under whose supervision

J building is uow being erected. A notice of
Is in the columns of the Builder will greatly
lige the Masons in this part of South Africa.

John D. Buhnett.

CHURCHES OVER RAILWAYS.
Sia,—Your correspondent, ” E,” is in error when

stales that St. Paul’s Church, 8t. Leonard’s-on-Sea,
built over the Hastings tunnel. This is not tho case

;
'lue

church 18 on the north side of the tunnel, and quite clear
of It, as can be seen at any time.
By a map of the borough of Hastings, the fi'mres

marked thereon, showing the relative levels of places,
show that there is a considerably greater distance than
100 ft. between tho level of the rails and the floor line of
the church.
A builder, who I believe knows, informs mo that the

soil ou which the church is built is anything but “ shiftv
and bad.”

- o
^

j

Anotber correspondent writes :
—

The church ofSt. Paul is not built upon tho Hastings
tunnel, the south wall of south aisle being nearly 20 11.
from the north side of the tunnel. There is much vibra-
tion at times, but no settlements have occurred.

H. A. E.

MARGATE DEAF AND DUMB ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

ASPHALTE AND WOOD PAVEMENT.
At the last meeting of the City Commissioners
Sewers, a report from the streets committee
8 brought up, recommending that Gresham-
eet, St. Ami’s-lane, a part of the Old Bailey,
wreuce-laue, Bow-lane, and Wood-street, be
ved with asphalto by tho Val de Travers
tnpany

; that Old Jewry, Clement’s-laue,
icli-laue, and Castle. street, Holborn, be paved
jh asphalte by the Limuier Company; and
tt, having considered tho memorial of the
uibitauts, they recommend that Houndsditoh
repaved with either asphalte or wood. They
0 recommended an e.xtension of the wood
/einent in Ureat Tower-street and at the
Tanoo of Seething-lane

; and that o. report
ipared by the engineer upon the condition of
) asphalte pavements be printed for the use of
1 coinmissioners. A memorial (which was
erred to tho streets committee) was presented
Mr Church, manager of the London Omnibus
oipany, and iMessrs. Pickford, carriers, against
1 use of asphalte on any of the public
•roughfares of the City, on account of the
iger and injuries caused to horses by its
iperiuesa. Some discussion took place, in the
irse of which it was moved th.ab wood be laid
vu instead of asphalte, bub eventually the
ommendations of the committee were adopted.
. Church stated while before the coramis-
aora that the number of horses that fell on
3d paving was so few as not to bo worth
ioiug. This is remarkable considering the
oplaiuts made while wood paving was tried on
)rmer occasion, unless indeed we keep in view
t fow horses have just now any opportunity
either running or falling on wood pavement.

8in,—Eefemng to the complaint by “A Competitor"
in your last impression •—
The particulars of this competition now before me are

dated3l8tofMaroh last, and early in April I, intending
to compete, waited oo the polite secretary, Mr. Warwick
at the olDees in Cannon-street, and “ bothered” him by a
lot of questions such as these;—Will you make the fol-
lowing or any similar conditions, viz.,

1. Uniformity in the scale of drawings.
2. Exclusion of colour.
3. Exclusion of gold frames and plate-glass.
4. None or only two or three perspectives.
6. Professional assistance in judging of the plans.
But I found that no promises on any of these points

would be made. Tho secretary accidentally mentioned
one name of an architect, and as I knew he was very
intimate with n leading member of the committee and his
family, and Mr. Warwick expressed a hope that the
number of designs sent in would be very small, I set my-
self to work to find out all I could about the chances of
tho named architect, and from all I learned I drew the
conclusion that I should not draw the prize. Mr. Drewe
has friends, as well as talent, and this is not his first com-
petitive success

;
for do not »he columns of the Builder of

that date .anaoiince by an advertisement that on the 2l8t
of Feb., 1871, two years ago, ho won a competition for a
school at Margate (since built), in which, by a coin-
cidence, his own cousin, or his cousin’s wife, was the
judge. lam glad that in the " Asylum ” matter I have
not the right to subscribe myself,

Another CoitPBxiTOB.

-My attention having been called to a letter in
your issue of the 2Bd instant from ‘‘ A Competitor,” I
beg to state that Mr, Drew“e,” of the firm of Drewe &
Bower, of Margate, is in no way related to the treasurer
of this asylum, Mr. Beriah Drew (the names are spelt
differently)

; and that the same remark applies to Mr.
Watson, the second successful competitor, who is a per-
feet stranger to our principal, the Rev. Jas. H. IV'atson.
A sub-committee devoted nearly a fortnight to examining
the various plana, and agreed to their report without any
difference ot opinion

; but in the interest of ' perfect im-
partiality " it was decided not to present the same to the
general committee until the opinion of some eminent
memher of tho profession had been taken. To this end
Mr. Thomas Henry Wyatt was invited to examine all the
plans. Mr. Wyatt presented a report which enabled the
sub-committee (without giving any further consideration
to the subject) to recommend how the premiums should be
awarded. I wiU only add that it was not till the general
committee had most carefully considered the two reports
that the sealed envelopes containing the mottoes of the
successful competitors were opened, and fAeir namee ateer-
tinned. With this explanation I hope your readers will
feel that the competition was conducted in the most
honourable manner, and that (to use your correspondent’s
own words) the designs ofthe gentlemen referred to “were
deservedly selected as the best.”

W. H. Warwick, Secretary.

,
The publication of three other letters on this sub-

ject
...

THE PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.
The Quarterly statement of this Fund, elated

July, 1873, lias been published at the Society’s
Office, 9, Pall-mall Bast, and by Bentley, of
Burlington-street. The statement ia an inte-
resting one. Besides the reports of Lieutenant
Conder and Mr. C. F. Tyrrwhitt Drake, it con-
tains an account of the proceedings of the New
American Society, and Notes on an Interrupted
French Survey, on our Lord’s Tomb, on th©
Hamath Inscriptions, on the “ Second City " and
the “Middle City,” and on the newly.fonnd
Samaritan Stone; besides tho Report of the
Annual Meeting, and Lists of Subscriptions,
Lectures, ttc.

At the time Lieutenant Conder wrote his
report,

—

“The talk of Jerusalem, and of tho travellers then
crowding in and around it, was the great Shapira collee-
tion. Since last I wrote on this subject (he says) many
important events have occurred. The collection has
struggled through the first stage of disrepute and incre-
dulny, and tho German savanu have distinguished this
valuable and unique series from the clumsy forgeries aocommon in Palestine, ranking it with the Moabite Ston©
and wi^ the Hamath Inscriptions. The expedition eff
Pastor Weser resulted m a great meeting of the Oriental
Society, who elected him a member. The famous names
ol Jiitzig and Rediger are now arrayed with that of
ochlottman in defence of the geouinenesa of the pottery
Mr. Shapira has received the otficial position of an agent
lor the Prussian Geveriunent, and his first series of"911
pieces has just been bought by the Emperor himself at a
price. I bebeve, of over 1,000/."

Mr. Shapira has since been able to lay the
foundation of a second collection, containing-
already oyer 250 pieces, of a character, if pos-
sible, more curious than those formerly found,
and daily almost growing in numbers.
The note on the newly-discovered Samaritan

stone is by Mr. Pritchett, who says -

“In Gaza there have been three Englishmen resident
for eight years in charge of the telegraph station. One
ot them, my friend Mr. Nimmo, received me us usual
into his house, and very hospitably entertained Mr.
Hamilton also. Another, Mr. Pickard, produced tho
Btoue which you mention, and Mr. Hamilton forwarded a
squeeze of it to England. The stone had been acciden-
tally Jound by men who wore digging old foundations out
ot the sand lor building materials, and Mr. Pickard
brought it from thence. There can bo little doubt oE
obtaining more if proper measures are taken,—through
Mr. Hamilton, for iua-ance, who now knows the place
and the people. The stone is carefully preserved bv Mr
Pickard." •'

This is ufc present the only information given
except the squeeze itself, of the stone, forwarded
to the Society by Mr. Dunbar Heath, to whom Mr.
Hamilton sent it. The iusoription is a passage
from Deut. iv. 29-31. It has been suggested
that the stone belonged to a Samaritan synagogue
at Gaza.

THE -asSTHETIC WANT OF_WATER IN
EDINBURGH.

"

Sir,—

I

t is passing strange to note the far
from sober sanitary efforts that are now mad©
in Edinburgh for removing instead of improving
the conveniences so much required near every
crowded thoroughfare. The public are com-
pelled by stern necessity to resort to the houses
or shops of the much-abused spirit-dealers and
publicans, where licensed sanitary arrangements
are too often defective. Oardy loo ! from the
French gavdez Veau !—

“

Save yourselves from,
the water !

”—was of old an Edinburgh cry, when
all the sanitary arrangements of Auld Reekie
were above board.

uo puDiicaiion 01 tnree other letters on this sub- rc>finoi-lon -f

Sui ely, now, with modem
rendered unnecessary by this very satisfactory I

sanitary appliances, it is requisite for
statement from tho Secretary. common decency that the Sanitary Amendment
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Act of Jnly Slat, 1868, should at once be

extended to Scotland. Water enough might

thus gladden our eyes, by giving a fresh charm

to “gardens, fountains, palaces.” Meantime

the enormous waste of water by leaky pipes,

defective apparatus, and otherwise, renders the

costly abortive position of the Ross fountains

upon the buried North Loch an absurdity. Just

fancy the nude naiads sitting on their unsavory

stagnant basins, and think of the old warning,

nasty water-cry of this city,
—“ Qardy loo !

”

recalling to mind the words of the poet Prior :

—

“ I know we must both fortunes try.

And bear our evils, wet or dry."

However, citizens and visitors alike demand in

these days that some effort should be made
daring this holiday season to cover with a

generous spray of water tho graceful naiads,

whose nude forms might then be gazed on with

pleasure, when seen through the water rescued

from utter waste to sparkle in the sun. It has

been proposed to remove this unappreciated

Edinburgh fonntain to the meadows, the site of

the South or Borough Loch, where any such

artificial water display would be as much out of

place over the buried South Loch as at present

it is over the North Loch, amidst grass and

foliage. It is in the dry and dusty streets, and

the excessively over-architectural dreary squares,

circuses, and crescents of Edinburgh, that the

lively, living, leaping spray of clear fountain,

water is wanted. How much would such reju-

venate some of the open breathing-spaces in the

older parts of the venerable dirty town now
undergoing transformation. Why not a Scott

Fountain in Cbambers-street ? * And by way
of wakening up the Knox Memorial Committee,

I would humbly suggest that the great image,

breaker should have an ever-flowing fountain

reared to his memory near St Giles’s Kirk.

J. K.

In my humble judgment, this clause fails to

bit what it is aimed at
j

for the question of

prime importance is not whether the builder

should hand over to the architect or to some
other person a definite amount which ho must

hand over in full to one or another ;
nor yet

whether the builder, with the concurrence of

the employer, or the employer himself, should

pay the architect; but whether the architect

should furnish quantities under conditions which

leave a possibility of disputes between himself

and the builder, or between the builder aud the

employer. However, that may he, the number
of respectable architects who have followed the

system, though not large enough to give it sanc-

tion in the face of such an expression of opinion

as that of the Institute, has been too large for

one to say that it is “ unreasonable or out of the

usual course,”—the usual course, that is, of those

architects who are able to take out quantities.

He asks also, “Provided the builder requires a

second set of drawings and specification, is the

architect justified in making an extra charge for

the same ? ” He is clearly entitled to make a

fair charge if he supplies them, and it is so

much hotter that he should do so than that the

builder should have to make his own set that

this ought to be left in the discretion of the

architect. B.

ASPHALTS ROADWAYS.

Sin,—On Tuesday morning about noon, say

12h. I5ra. p.m., I saw four horses prostrate in

Fenchurch • street
;

all belonged to separate

vehicles of the wagon class, and they lay within

the space covered by about twenty houses. The

first fall caused a block, but there had been no

collision.

As usual, a slight drizzling rain came, and the

roadway was immediately covered with a thick,

unctuous, glutinous mud, far worse than ice for

iron-shod horses. A. H.

WORKMEN’S TRAINS.

giR^—Much loss and inconvenience is felt by
workmen engaged in the City, through the dis-

continuance of the early trains on the District

Railway. The times they run now may suit trades-

men and costermongers going to market, but to

workmen (more especially those in the building

trade), they are of no service. Perhaps it may
be necessary to inform the directors that we are

still old-fashioned enough to commence work at

six o’clock in the morning. To do so many of

us have to walk an hour, some an hour and a

half, to reach our employment, a task sufficient

to take tne “ steam ” out of any man before com-
mencing his day’s work; indeed, many, rather

than do it, submit to the loss of half an hour

every morning, and travel by the train that

arrives at the Mansion House about 6 30, thereby

running the risk of being discharged. This is

not as it should be, because the construction of

this railway has displaced many of our homes,

making it more difficult than ever to obtain

dwellings near our employment, and surely the

company ought to carry us over the “ gap ” they

have thus created. Geo. Wyeth.

PROFESSIONAL INQUIRIES.

SiK,—Your correspondent “ A.” (page 590)

asks “ if there is anything unreasonable, or out

of the usual course of the profession, in an

architect providing hills of quantities for certain

works, and notifying the surveyor’s fee at the

end of the said bill.”

Now, the contract system having rendered it

necessary for quantities to be furnished to

builders, a considerable number of architects,

more especially in the provinces, have adopted

the practice now in question, and, whore there

hn,si existed the necessary amount of skill, no

gi-eat risk of evil has resulted from it. There

-are however, obviously, openings for irregulari

ties in the hands of dishonest and incompetent
persons

;
and therefore the schedule of rules for

professional practice and charges of architects

published by the Institute, and confirmed by the

last general conference of architects, contains

this clause :

—

SIR JOSEPH WHITWORTH’S FRIZES FOR
THRIFT ESSAYS.

Our readers know that Sir Joseph Whit-

worth has offered prizes of the value of lOOZ.,

to be awarded by the Society of Arts, for

the best essays on the “ Advantages that would

be likely to arise if railway companies and

limited companies generally were each to esta-

blish a savings-bank for the working classes in

their employ.” With this offer Sir Joseph

Whitworth makes the following remark:—“I
think it will be admitted as desirable that one-

third of the period of man’s existence should, if

possible, be spent free from tho necessity of

labour and toil. The middle period of life is,

therefore, the time when man’s energies should

be put forth, and the greatest amount of work

should be done that strict obedience to tho laws

of health will permit. The experience of in-

dusbriouB men goes to prove that the most

pleasurable existence is insured by following

this course. It is, therefore, wrong, in every

sense, for the Amalgamated Engineers and other

trade-unions to combine and endeavour to compel

young and middle-aged men, in the prime of life,

to limit and reduce their hours of labour to the

extent now being attempted, and thus prevent

them from saving so much, and laying it by for

that period of life when man’s energies begin to

fail, when work becomes irksome, and when rest

is necessary in order to pass a comfortable exist-

ence. May not the case between the industrious

working man who saves part of bis earnings,

and the man who is reckless and will not save

part of his earnings, be fairly stated thus ?

—

That the man who does not save when he is in

health and strength, robs the man who does

save, because the law compels him to support

those who have not saved, and to bury them

when dead.” There will be two prizes, 70Z. for

the best, and 30Z. for the second best essays.

The essays must be sent to the House of the

Society of Arts, Adelphi, London, addressed to

the Secretary, on or before December 1st, 1873.

“Whenaa architect supplies builders with quantities
on which to form tender# for executing bis designs, he
should do 60 with the concurrence of bis employer; audit
is desirable, when practicable, that the architect should
be paid by him rather than by the builder, the cost oi

such labour not being included in the commission of
6 per cent."

i CoUego-wynd,

Kent County Asylum, Chartham, near
Canterbury.—Tenders have been received for

the above building from a number of contractors

invited by the architects, and that of Mr.

Fumiss, of Victoria-chambers, Westminster, for

the first portion of the work, is accepted, the

amount being 98,5001. The architects are

Messrs. John Giles & Gough, of Craven-street,

Strand.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Woodmancote .—The parish church of thial

pretty little village, situate between Henfield.

and Poyninga Crossways, has been recently re,i

opened after restoration. The original edificai

consisted of three Btyle.s of architecture, but the

restored church has been adapted to one style,

namely. Early English. The present rector!

having determined upon restoring and improving

tho church, set to work in 1869, and called to hial

aid the services of Mr. H. Woodyer, ai’chite<Si

of Graffham, Guildford, whose plans, aft^

receiving the approval of the Bishop of Chiohes^

ter, the Archdeacon, and the Diocesan Associa*'

tion, were accepted by the parishioners. The/

work has been carried on with vigour. The/

additions which have been made from time to

time to the old structure have been removed;

tho chancel has been enlarged ;
tho floor relaid

(with mathematical tiles) and re-boarded
;
a new

oaken screen put up
;
an old gallery removed j'

and the old high-backed pews have been replaced

by modem benches, the seats in which are free

and unappropriated. Several mural tablete

decorate tho interior, but the light, especially in

the chancel, is bad, owing to several large treet

at the north-east end stretching out their long

branches till they rest against the windows. TW
branches might be lopped or thinned.

Abingdon.— St. Helen’s Church has been rei

opened, afterhaving undergone a restoration. Tht

alterations and improvements which have beer

carried out at the church are considerable,

the edifice, previously to the \vork being corn'

menced, was in a dilapidated aud dangerous com

dition. The chancel has been rebuilt, at th(

expense of Archdeacon Pott and his family. Ai

east window has been inserted, and will ulti

mately be fitted with stained glass. The old

teredos has been removed to another portion o

the church, where it has been placed to thl

memory of two brothers, namely, G. A. Gibb

and S. V. Gibbs. Costly hangings have take:

the place of the reredos, and the altar is vested

The chancel, which is paved with oncaustfe

tiles, is divided from the nave of the church

an oak rood-screen, in the centre of which is :

large carved cross of the same material, all nevt

and the side aisles are also separated from th

chancel by decorated screens, composed of oa:

and stone. Temporary seats now occupy th

place in the choir which it is intended to fit u

with benches. The roofs in the chancel am

centre aisle are new, aud are lofty j the forme

has received embellishments, in the shape C

carving, shields, &c. The piscina aud sedilia ai

in keeping with the rest of the work, the wliol

of which has been carried out with a regard ti

the style of the architecture of the church. Ti

roofs of the side aisles, which are flat, areeithe

new or have been improved. There being u

clearstory windows in the chancel, the woof

work of the roof has been extended on each sid

of the walls, so as to form arches. Eventnall

the rood-screen, which separates the east eu

from the body of the church, will have a galler.

erected over it, with pierced parapet of ope

tracery work, with five niches, in which will b

placed figures. The west wall of the churc:

has been rebuilt, and a new window placed t

the memory of the Hyde family, the expena

being defrayed by the late Mr. John Hyde, e

Caldecob House. The supporting columr

throughout the edifice have had fresh bases pc

to them, besides being otherwise improved. Th

font is of white marble, mounted upon Forest <;

Dean stone steps in the form of a cross; it WB

executed by Peyman, and was on view at th

first Exhibition. The old oak pulpit has bee)

utilised and placed upon a atone basis jui

outside the chancel. The seats are all new, e

yellow deal stained and varnished, and of moder.

shape. The church will be lighted by the oh

chandeliers, which have been suspended froi

the roof by illuminated rods, and are no

adapted for gas. In the chancel will be place!

two standards, one on each side of the altar, t

burn gas. The other improvements are to

numerous for detail. The restoration has occ'i

pied about two years. The total cost of tl'

work is estimated at 7,000i., towards whic

between 5,OOOZ. and 6,OOOZ. have been coHectC:

The architect employed was Mr. W. Woodyer,'

Graffham, near Guildford, whose designs ha'

been carried out by Mr. Williams, of Abingdo

builder. Mr. G. Redfern acted as clerk of tt

works. The carving was executed by MessI

Nicholls & Lovegrove.

Cleethorpes .—A reredos has been placed ;

St. Peter’s Church, under the aoperintendenj
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Mr. Fowler, architect, Louth, executed by
r. Biiddock, of London. It is in carved Caen
one with four panels, filled in with glass

osaie, and erected to the memory of the late

lines Dickson by his widow.
Burstall (near Ipswich).—The church of St.

ary has been reopened. Three years ago
storation to the roof of the nave and improve-
ents in the chancel took place, and now the
storation of the nave of the north aisle has
en completed. The roof of the nave, which
IS restored in 1870, has four of the hammer-
ams finished by carved angels, two of which
36 work of Mr. T. Stopher, Ipswich) have just

en fixed. It is to the roof of the aisle that the
)rk just completed has been done. This roof
IS in a very dilapidated condition

j
for its sup-

rt there were unsightly iron rods, but they
ire not equal to the task, and it is questionable
lethcr a heavy fall of snow would not have
ought the whole roof in. All the principals
ire decayed, and these have been renewed,
d, in fact, a new roof put on, with a stone
ping outside, the coat being about lOOh Mr.
Barnes, Ipswich, was the architect, under
lom all the alterations in the building have
en carried outj and Mr. Welham, Hiutlesham,
i butldcr.I

Welton.—A chapcl-of-ease at Welton, in the
rish of Sebergham, near Carlisle, has been
nsecrated. The church is a simple little

ildiog in the Early stylo of Gothic architec-
•0, and may be classed as an economical speci-
iD of those village or mountain chapels of
ich we have lately written. Provision is made
ninety-six sittings, and the church stands on

! south aide of the village, and is built of red
idstono. That for the walling, which was
en by the rector, is from the Sebergham
irry, and the dressed stonework, which is of
laikcr red, is from the well-known quarries
Shalk-foot. It is roofed with Westmorland
:on slate from Mr. Postlethwaite’s quarries,
1 shows externally as one continuous roof,
h a small belfry at the north side of the west
1, and a gabled vestry on the south side. On
' north side it is intended to build a porch, for
ich funds are now being collected. The
idow joints and arches are all of dressed
ue, and the roof is open-timbered. The nave
seated with a simple form of open seats of
nishod pine

; but the fittings of the chancel
' of wainscot, the sedilia being, as the brass-
to on it indicates, the gift of Mrs. Kichardson,
Dalston. The floor is tiled. An arched recess
1 been provided for the organ, for which the
ney has already been raised. The church
been carried out from the design of Messrs.

•y & Ferguson, of Carlisle, architects, at a
b of about 8001.

5

the mason work being done
Mr. Wilson, of Gaitsgill; and the carpentry
.
joinery by Mr. Pearson, of Wigton.

^reemantle.—At a recent meeting of a com-
tee, formed for the erection of a now spire
Freemautle Church, Hants, Mr. Bunney
fced that he had been unable to get the bills

quantities ready, adding that it was his
aion it was too late in the year to begin the
k, it being so near the time when the
ither was likely to be unsettled. A discus-
1 ensued

5 and in reply to a questioji, Mr.
uney said it would take three months to com-
te the work, even if they had favourable
ither. Mr. Ingram inquired if it could nob
idone in two months, to which Mr. Bunney
ilied that it was impossible, in his opinion, as
aust have time to set. It would cost more
ney to begin it now, and, so far as he was
.cerned, he should require 501. more to com-
nee now than if it was begun in the spring,
ch disappointment was expressed at this
ult, Mr. Bassett saying that they might have
'ertisod for tenders in next Saturday’s papers
•he bills of quantities had been ready, and
:gestcd that they should obtain the opinion
ilr. Scott, the architect, as to the advisability
Jommencing the erection now, and be guided
his reply. This was agreed to.

ioxhy.—The church of St. Mary, at this
ce, has for a long timo needed considerable
toration. The east window is damaged, and
figured by being cat through with the ceil-
of the chancel. At the request of Mr. V.
y-Elwes, the lord of the manor, the vicar
3d the principal inhabitants to meet and
ide what should be done. Plans, prepared
Mr. Fowler, of Louth, were examined, and it
8 agreed that, ^vith some few alterations,
y should be adopted. The lord of the manor,
' vicar, and the churchwarden, were appointed
ommittee to receive Bubscriptions, and carry

out the restoration. The estimated cost is

l,300i., and 1,0751. were promised at the meet-
iug, of which the lord of the manor gives 5001.,

the vicar, 2001., and Mrs. Cary-Elvves, 1001.

Considerable alterations and improvements have
been lately mado in this village, and several
pairs of new cottages which give better accom.
modation to labouring men, have been erected.

Cromwell.—The parish church, after having
been closed for some months for restoration, has
been reopened. Both nave and chancel have
been restored internally. The chancel appears
almost as if it had been rebuilt. In removing a
door a portion of the south wall gave way, and
exposed to view two arches belonging to an
ancient chancel aisle, which the rector decided
on rebuilding, and this has been carried out.

The chancel roof and east window are new,—the
new roof being an open ono of pitch pine, and
the east window a large one of a Flamboyant
character, there being one of that sort already
in the chanorl

; and as no old tracery of the
former east window existed, it was decided by
the architect to fill the old head with tracery of
that description. The floor of the chancel has
been considerably raised, and laid with encaustic
tiles from the manufactory of Mr. Godwin, of
Hereford. The architect for the whole was
Mr. H. Parr, of Muskham

;
and the builder,

Mr. H. Clipsham, of Norwell.
Welland.—The loundation-stone of a new

church has been laid at Welland. The walls of
the new building are up to a height of 10 ft. at
the east eud, and 2 ft. at the west end. The
work is expected to be completed in the course
of next summer

;
the total cost will probably be

between 3,5001. and •1,0001. The building will
seat nearly 400. It is Ijeing erected as near the
centre of the parish as possible, namely, at the
junction of the I’oads leading from Worcester to
Gloucester, and from Ledbury to Upton. The
site, the extent of which is about half an acre,
was presented by Mr. Watkins, of Woodside
Farm. The architect is Mr. John West Hugall,
of Oxford

j and the builders are Messrs. Wall &
Hook, of Brinscombe, near Stroud

3
the fore-

man, Mr. Day.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Middlesbrough.—The foundation-stone of a

new Welsh Congregational Church has been laid
upon the site in Marton.road, Middlesbrough, by
Mr. Joseph Dodds, M.P. for Stockton, in the
presence of a large number of spectators. The
chapel, exclusive of land, is to cost 2,1251., about
half of which sum has been raised. The chapel
will be of tho Corinthian order, and will seat
500 persons. There will be a school-room
underneath for 300 children.

Henley.—The foundation-stone of the new
Wesleyan Chapel, in Duke-street, in this town,
has been laid. Messrs. Cattermole & Bade, of
Ipswich, are the architects. The building, which
is commenced, is in the Gothic style of architec-
ture, and will bo capable of seating about 160
persons, and also give accommodation for a
vestry-room, provision being made for its future
enlargement if required, and space reserved for
the erection of suitable schools.

Norton.—Tho corner-stones (four) have been
laid of a new Free Methodist Chapel and School
at Norton, tlie former of which is intended to
seat 300 persons, and the latter to accommodate
300 children. The new building is expected to
coat 800Z. to 8501. The contract has been taken
by Mr. Ward, of Middlesbrough, Mr. Frazer
undertaking the masonry, and Mr. Ventresa the
joiner work.

Quilden Sutton (Cheshire). — A Primitive
Methodist Chapel has been opened at Gnildeu
Sutton. The chapel occupies an elevated posi-
tion, directly in front of the road leading to
Chester, the land having been given by Mr. R.
Smith. The building is of brick, with blue and
white hands and stone dressings. The entrance
is by means of a porch at the aide, and tho front
to the road is that of a gable, with two two-light
windows in the lower portion, divided by but-
tresses, and a circular one above. On the one
side there are three two-light windows, and on
the other side two; the window having been glazed
with rolled glass, except the circular window and
quatrefoils, which are tinted. The bareness of
the plastered walla is relieved by a white label,
running over the pointed window-heads and
round the building, and there is an ornamental
wood cornice at the eaves coarse. For the wood-
work throughout, pitchpine, burnished, has been
used; the seats being open with sloping backs,
and in front, at the carved desk for the minister,

is open arcading. The chapel will accommodate
about 120

,
and, with the addition of the vestry,

which can be utilised by opening the folding-

doors which separate it from the chapel proper,
the accommodation can be increased to 150. The
total cost will be probably 4501. Mr. Rawlinson
was the architect ; Mr. Vernon, the builder

;

Mr. J. Duckets, the stonemason
;
and Mr. R.

Jones, the joiner.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Darlington.—The Skinnergato schools, Dar-

lington, have been reopened. These schools,
which were established about fifty years ago,
and have been carried on in connexion with the
British and Foreign School Society, have lately
been transferred to the local school board, who
have improved them. An additional entrance
has been made from Powlott-street, and two
large playgrounds have been added, covering
together 1,300 square yards. These grounds
have been fitted up with sheds and other conve-
niences for the children. The work has been
carried out under the superintendence of Mr.
Robinson, architect, at a cost of 3061. Of this

sura, however, only 1871. have been incurred by
the School Board, the recreation-sheds in the
playgrounds being the gift of Mr. H. Pease and
Mr. Grieveson, tho boundary wall being erected
by Mr. Arthur Pease. The schools are for boys
and infants.

Heaton.—Tho new Baptist schools, Heaton,
have been opened. The building is a plain
structure of one story. It has been erected on
a plot of ground in close proximity to the Bap-
tist chapel and cemetery, Paradise-street, and is

placed some distance back from the road, being
approached by two flights of stone steps. Tho
main schoolroom measures 52 ft. by 35 ft., and
is divided by a low partition into boys’ and
girls’ divisions. This room has also a platform
at one end, and is made suitable for holding
lectures, meetings, &c., being capable of accom-
modating 400 or 500. In the front of the large

room are two class-rooms for select classes, each
15 ft. by 11 ft., and an infants’ room, 22 ft. by
15 ft. There are also superintendent’s rooms
and lavatory in the rear. The walls of the
class-rooms are wainscoted to a height of 'I ft.

Underneath the school-room is a cottage for the
school-keeper. The whole of the rooms are
warmed by a hot-air apparatus. The total cost
of the school, including the ground, will be about
1,3831. lOs.

STAINED GLASS.

All Saints', Pocklington.—A stained-glass win-
dow, executed by Mr. J. W. Knowles, of York,
has been inserted in the south side of this

church, as a memorial of the late Rev. F. J.

Gruggen, M.A., head master of the Grammar
School in this town. The window consists of
two lights, in each of which is a single figure
standing under a canopy of the Decorated stylo
of architecture. In the dexter light is a repre-
seiitation of Moses, with the tables of the law in

his hand, in the attitude of teaching; and in the
sinister light is “Aaron, robed in the garments
of the high priest, and holding a thurible in hia
hands, as in the act of intercession.” The cost,

including the stone work, is about 401., the
greater portion of which has been promised.

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.
Smoke in Fike-Grates.— T. BlocJcsage. Dated

18th November, 1872.—This invention relates

to ordinary or domestic fire-grates or stoves, and
consists in applying thereto hollow air-conduc-

tors, pre.erably formed of fire-clay, which rest

upon the grate and conduct air into the midst of
the burning fuel.

Manufacture of Parquetry.—S. W. Worssam.
Dated 18th November, 1872.—For the purpose
of edging and grooving tho separate parts, the
inventor combines on one machine two rotary
cutters, one for grooving, the other for edging,
whereby the operations of grooving and edging
are effected at one traverse of the wood. Or, if

desired, a single cutter-block, with suitable cut-
ters may bo emjfioyed for effecting the combined
operations of grooving and edging, or of tonguing
and edging, in which case he employs a double
set of tables and guides, so that two operatives
may work at the same time at one machine. For
surfacing, he takes a square of parquetry and
fixes it to a revolving disc fixed to an axi
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can-ied by a poppet-head. la front of this disc

he fixes a cutter for acting upon the face of the

wood.
Roofs, &c.—J. Riley. Dated 19th November,

1872.—In constructing roofs and other parts of

buildings of corrugated metal the inventor fixes

upon the framework of the roof or other part to

be covered series of rows of hooks, and upon the

nndorside of the corrugated metal and spanning

the corrugations a band or bands of metal, which
when the metal is laid acts as “ eyes ” to the

aforesaid hooks, thereby securing the metal to

the framework. Where the upper edge of each

successive layer of metal overlaps the next upper

serial row of hooks rectangular portions are cut

from the said layer exposing the hooks and
allowing the bands, spanning the under part of

the next layer to engage with the hooks so

exposed. When the roof is covered the metal is

made fast at tho outer edges by screws as

described in the specification.

goohs

The Trustees' Guide. London : Edward
Stanford.

The second edition of “ Cracroft’s Trustees’

Guide,” just now published, contains a lai’ge

amount of condensed and carefully digested

facts, and will be found of great assistance

by trustees and others desiring investments. It

includes particulars of more than a thousand
aecurities.

A Handy-Book on the Ecclesiastical Dilapidations

Act, 1871. By Edwaed G. BtixrroN, Diocesan
Surveyor. 2nd edit. Rivingtons, London.
1873.

In the first edition of Hr. Bruton’s book the Act
was set forth in spirit, but not literally. In the
second, just now published, the author has wisely

given the Act together with a copious

analytical index and tho Amendment Act of

August, 1872. Forms for working the Act are

also printed, and make the little volume addition-

ally useful to all interested in the matter dealt

with.

VARIORUH.
Some particulars of the newlaboratoriesof tho

Natural History Huseum, Paris, are published,

with au illustration, in Nature (for July 17th).

Under tho title "Bargarran’s Daughter,” Mr.
William Gilbert has given, in the People's Maya-
zine, a very interesting and instructive account
of Christian Shaw, who did so much to facili-

tate the manufacture of thread in Paisley, and
BO to lead to the setting up of looms in that

town and other parts of Scotland. The total

number of spindles at present working in Paisley

alone exceeds 120,000. British Battles on
Land and Sea, by Jas. Grant j The Races of

Mankind, by Robert Brown, M.A.
;
The Bible

Educator, edited by the Rev. E. H. Flumtre;
and The Popular Recreator, are amongst the

serials which continue to reach us from Messrs.
Cassell & Co., and are all useful publicatiooa.

—Cassell’s Magazine for August has a pleasant

simple story, called “ Gretchen,” delightfully

told by MSi. Erckmann-Chatrian. Cassell’s

Household Guide shows how to remove stains

caused by scorching:—“For whitening scorched
linen, it is often sufficient to wet it with soap-
suds and lay it in the hot sun. Another method
is, where milk is plentiful, to put 1 lb. of white
soap into a gallon of milk, and boil the scorched
article in it. Another plan is, to squeeze out
the juice of two middle-sized onions, which is

boiled in half a pint of vinegar, with 1 oz. of

white soap and 2 oz. of fuller’s earth : the
mixture is applied cool to the scorched part,

and, when dry, washed off with clean water.”
The Art Journal for August includes an

illustrated paper on Ancient Stone Crosses. The
writer says :

—“There were probably not fewer
than SjOOOcrosses in England, of the kinds already
indicated, at the time of the Reformation

;
and

though they may admit of some such classifica-

tion as that now attempted, they must have
been erected for many other objects and on
many other occasions than have been enume-
rated. There were some crosses, for example,
that were supposed to have peculiar claims on
certain classes

j like one at King’s Weston, in

Gloucestershire, most beautifully situated on
the Severn, at which sailors paid their devotions
after a voyage. This cross was celebrated far

and wide, and a judicious hole was cut in the

stone to receive contributions of those who had
profited by it, or hoped to do so. Indeed, I am
indebted to Canon Lysons, of Gloucester, for

furnishing me with the following extracts, which
show how universal, even at an early period, the

use of the cross was :
—

‘ Tertullian (de corona

miiitw), writing A.D. 199, or 120 years before

the conversion of Constantine, to which period

most writers have been in the habit of tracing

the use of the cross, writes,—“At every com-
mencement of business, whenever we go in or

come oat of any place, when wo dress for a
journey, when we go into a bath, when we go
to meat, when lights are brought in, when
wo lie down or sit down, and whatever busi-

ness we have, we make on our foreheads

the sign of the cross.” And Chrysostom, in

350, says,—“In the private house, in the

public market-place, in the desert, on the high-

way, on mountains, in forests, on hills, on the

sea, in ships, on islands,” ’ &c. This last quota-

tion is extremely suggestive of the great variety

of places where we find them.” The Garden
takes up an old theme of ours, trees in the

London streets, and says:—“What a noble

effect might be created between the Marble
Arch and Netting Hill-gate by an avenue of

trees. They should not be allowed to form a

monotonous row, all of the same kind, elms, or

horse chestnuts, or Oriental planes, as has been
hitherto the too common custom, but should

consist of various kinds of suitable free-growing

trees, among which many of the nobler tree-

forms of the American forests (many of them
with magnificent pinnate foliage) might be
selected, as several of them flourish freely in

the London atmosphere. Of course, the horse-

chestnut, tho elm, the spreading poplars, the

Oriental plane, and even the lime (though its

foliage fades so early in London), should none
of them be neglected

;
bub there are grand

American trees, too little known in oar English

plantations, as well as trees of other climates,

which would in all probability succeed admir-

ably
5
and if, after due trial, they failed, they

might easily be replaced by other noveltiesj the

kinds to select from being, instead of restricted

in number, as some might suppose, so extremely

numerous as to form a positive embuTras de

richesse. Tho charm of merely single trees, in

some of the blackest and narrowest of the City

thoroughfares, is felt at once in early summer
to be a soft aud beautiful relief to the eye, the

impression of the softening beauty being

instinctively felt, even by such as are uncon-
scious of the source of the pleasant influence

which is cheering them on their way.”

misttllanta.

Casting Metals.—Messrs. W. Wilkinson &
G. E. Taylor, of Birmingham, have patented

some improvements in machinery orapparatus for

casting metals. The invention consists of ma-
chinery or apparatus to be used for casting long

or continuous ingots, bars, or strips of metal, to be

afterwards rolled into plates or drawn into rods

or wires. The said machinery or apparatus

consists essentially of a nearly vertical travelling

or endless mould, composed of two series of end-

less bauds of jointed plates supported by and
working over drums or pulleys. The plates of

one series are of a trough form, open at both

ends, and the plates of the other series are flat.

The said two series of endless bands of jointed

plates are so arranged with respect to each

other that, in their descending motion, they are

brought together and constitute an endless

mould, and in their ascending motion they are

separated from one another. The flat plates are

pressed into close contact with the trough-

shaped plates by springs. The two series of

plates are geared together and worked by racks

and pinions. In using the machinery a tempo-

rary bottom is fixed in one of the trough-shaped

plates, and motion being given to the endless

bands of jointed plates, molten metal is poured

into the apparatus through a funnel fixed at the

highest point of the machine. The ingot or bar

formed by the solidification of the metal passes

out at the bottom of the machine, the temporary

bottom of the mould passing out in front of the

ingot or bar.

HolyRead Harbour and Works. — The
Prince of Wales has fixed Tuesday, the 19th of

August, as the day upon which his Royal High-

ness will formally declare the public works at

Holyhead Harbour completed.

Postage of Newspapers.—Some useful ii

formation and valuable hints respecting tt

postage of newspapers for transmission abroai

is given in the Postmaster-General’s report jui;

issued. It seems that last year nearly 600,UOi

newspapers, posted for abroad, had to be stoppe-

in their progress owing to insufficient paymei
of postage. Many persons appear to think thj

a penny, or even a halfpenny stamp, will earn

a newspaper of any weight to any place wha
ever, whereas, as the Postmaster-General point

out, no newspaper can be sent abroad for :

halfpenny
;
and it is only to certain countriei

and by certain routes, and when the weigh
does not exceed a quarter of a pound, that evet

a penny will suffice ; while, as a rule, unless tl

;

full postage is prepaid, tho newspaper cannot li

forwarded at all. As the post-office has gear

rally no means of ascertaining who are tl

senders of newspapers iusuffioient'y paid, copin

are necessarily destroyed, aud thus not only tl,

newspaper but also the sum paid upon it
\

sacrificed. It cannot, says the report, be td

strongly impressed upon persons sending new
papers to their friends in the colonies, aud oth;

places abroad, that the halfpenny rate is appl

cable to inland newspapers only
;
that on new

papers going abroad the lowest rate is oi'

penny, and that when the weight of any sue

newspaper exceeds four ounces, the lowest rai

is twopence. The neglect of another rule,—via

that fixing eight days from the date of publid

tion as the limit within which a newspaper ma
be posted for foreign transmission,—also leads i

the loss of a large number of newspapers, sue

number last year having been more tbi

100,000.

Bucks Arcbseological Society.—This S

ciety, which is in a very flourishing couditia

and has for its patrons nearly all the leadh

men in the county, has taken its annual arch

diaconal trip. The Prolocutor of the Lo^
House (Archdeacon Bickerstetb) acted as cia

rone. The cortt^ge was not very numerous, u

more than half a dozen carriages, at the outsi4

being brought into requisition. Nor was thd

more than a fair sprinkling of ladies. Still, t

expedition was a success, the day being fine, set'

some of the churches being models of antiquii

The first halt was called at Duuton Church, t

whole party alighting, and inspecting all t

objects of interest. The party then proceed

to Stewkley. The vicar seemed to think -

enlargement was absolutely necessary. I

archdeacon, loth to see so fine a church deface

suggested a chapel of ease, but the vicar thougi

the parishioners would hardly take kindly
;

their proposed domicile. Prom Stewkley t

company proceeded to Soulbury, and from So-

bury to Liscombe, where the party partook'

refreshments. From Liscombe House and :

hospitable entertainer, the party went to L

combe Church, aud then proceeded to Linsle

Bchool-room, where the meeting proper may
;

said to have taken place. There was, howea
very little speaking. Dr. Lawford exhibited

number of interesting local relics of the Romi

occupation. After re-electing the vice-prB

dents, among whom are Mr. Disraeli, the Dd
of Buckingham, Sir Harry Verney, Mr. x

Dll Pre, Ac., aud appointing a treasurer*

secretary, the party returned to Aylesbui^'

way of Wing, having spent an enjoyable day. 5I

The Improved Industrial Dwellinji

Company.—The twentieth half-yearly iiieetan

of the members of this company has been held,

the Mansion House, Lord Mayor Waterlow, w,j

is also the chairman of the directorate, presiditi

There was only a small attendance. The repo

for the last half-year was read. In it L

directors recommended the payment of theusf

dividend of 5 per cent, per annum, free •

income-tax, which would absorb 3,347Z. 178., a'.

leave a balance of 2,9391. 128. 3d. Contrafl

had been entered into for the erection of seven!

five dwellings on the sites in Commercial-roa

Whitechapel, and where works were then in pa

gresa. The additional site in Pimlico-roB

offered by the Marquis of Westminster, had bel

secured, and plans of 121 dwellings and fd

shops approved, and steps were being taken,

obtain estimates for carrying out the san

Thirty additional dwellings were also being ba

on the Bethnal-green estate. The buildings-

be erected this year would therefore accomir

date 230 families, or about 1,100 persons. ;

was intended to introduce into these bmldin

some further improvements in the domestic

rangements and conveniences. The report w

adopted, and the proposed dividend declared.

'
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YOL. XXXI.—No. 1593.

The
Wdssli Cathedrals.*

LWAYS haa the Britiah,

or Celtic, Charcb prided
itself upon its priority

to the Komish Church.
St. Peter carried the

Christian religion to

Rome in the second

year of the reign of

Claudius, while Britain,

it is always asserted,

was in possession of the

new faith while the

Emperor Tiberius was
living, some five years

before the apostle visited

the city of the Cmsara.

Gildas is the great
authority quoted in sup
port of this tradition.

He says,—“ We know
that in the latter end
of Tiberius Cmsar’s

reign, when this island

frozen by its distance from the visible

J, Christ, the sun of righteousness, the true
1
,
not from a temporal, but from an eternal

nament, was first pleased to communicate his
'0

,
that is, his precepts, to our inhabitants,

d fast, by some with more or less fervency,
the hot days of Diocletian.” Upon this
ssage the most far-fetched speculations have
-n raised. Who communicated these rays, or
icopts, in this early time P asked the monkish
olar of old, as he transcribed the chronicle,
well as the antiquary of more modern times
le sought out the statement of the ancient
lOrian, Was it Joseph of Arimathea? He
st have left Jerusalem to avoid questioning
the Jews, or we should have heard more of
I, they urge. Or, was it St. James, the son
Jebedeo, who, it was averred, came to Britain
h his mother Salome, about six years after
Resurrection ? Or, Simon Zelotes, who came
ut four years after they did, and perished at
hands of the Druids ? Or, was it Aristo-

is, the brother of St. Barnabas, who was
t to Britannia as bishop about the year 51 ?

was it St. Paul himself ? When St. Paul
m Rome, he was entertained by a noble

lish lady, Claudia Rusina, and what is more
ily than that he was inSucnced by her to
becd to her relations and countrymen in
kam and preach the word of life to them ?
ji uncertainty as to the means of communica-

,

by no means detracts from the honour of
!
fact

; and in virtue of it the British clergy
ained precedence over the Romish clergy at

:

ods they attended in very remote times. To
e minds, the present Welsh cathedrals are
3sted with a certain interest from the force
his tradition. It is supposed there were, at
i, seven suffragan churches in Wales, under
srchbishop at Caerleon. But after the
'Uiitiea endured at the Saxon invasion, eccle-
tical affairs were gradually rearranged, and

cathedrals now represent the reduced
‘er. These four buildings,—Llandaff, St.
id’s, St. Asaph, and Bangor,—are minutely

,

c.thetols of W.10S. London
;

described in a fifth volume of Mr. Murray’s
“ Handbooks of Cathedrals,” which we now in-

troduce to our readers. It comes at a very
fitting moment, as some of the cathedrals have
just now been reopened, after considerable work
upon them, as mentioned in another page.
Are there any structural remains of the small

churches that were first raised by the founders
of the sees preserved in the present buildings ?

None whatever, we must reply, should this

question be asked. All four of the Welsh cathe-
drals were rebuilt in Norman times, and sub-
sequently extended. One of them was com-
plotoly rebuilt at the end of the thirteenth

century
; and another, after being rebuilt in

Plantagenct times, was laid waste in the rebel-

lion of the fifteenth century, and raised up again
in the Late Perpendicular period. The Norman
bishops of Llandaff and St. David’s effaced the
small fabrics raised by their canonised pre-
decessors as effectaally as the Norman prior of

Lindisfarne effaced the Saxon church that suc-
ceeded the temporary structure erected on the
Holy Island by the first missionaries from lonaj
but, as he did, they included the hallowed sites
within the boundaries of their new building?.
In the case of St. Asaph’s Cathedral, the pre-
sent edifice is so small, that it is not unlikely
that the Norman successor of the first British
building covered the same extent of ground. It
IS but 1S2 ft. in length and 68 ft. in breadth,
including that of the aisles with the nave, and
is the smallest cathedral in Great Britain. It
differs from the other three Welsh cathedrals in
occupying the summit of a ridge that rises
between the two valleys of two rivers, the
Clwyd and Elwy. Llandaff, Sfc. David’s, and
Bangor all lie in low, sheltered places. A
Norman bishop was appointed to Bangor, as to
the other Welsh sees, but ho appears to have
been received but coldly, if not in a hostile
manner, by his flock; and, until the recent
restorations, the only structural evidence there
was that he, or his immediate successors,
attempted to improve the structure, was a
Norman fragment in the south wall of the
chancel. Bishop Anian, who was the favoured
prelate chosen to baptise the infant Prince of
Wales, born in Carnarvon Castle, appears to
have built this cathedral from the ground, with
the exception of the Norman fragment men-
tioned, and patches of Norman masonry left
here and there as a core to Decorated work.
But, although there are no structural remains
earlier than the Norman era, there are, in each
case, traditions of much gi-eater antiquity, which
have been duly noted by the author of the
handbook, Mr. King.

The see of Llandaff, for instance, is fortunate
in the preservation of a MS. entitled “ Liber
Landavensis,” which contains mention of grants,
charters, and records connected with it from its

foundation to the year 1131. It is believed to
be the work of Geoffrey, the brother of the first

Norman bishop. Urban. From this we learn
that the first bishop of Llandaff was Dyfryg, or
Dubricius, the prelate said to have crowned
King Arthur. Like most of the Welsh saints, he
was a scholar, and presided over about 2,000
clergy, whom he instructed. One of his scholars,
Teilo, succeeded him. This saint, accompanied
by David and Padarn, went to Jerusalem, and
was there consecrated, according to the legend,
in the place of Sb. Peter. He returned to Llan’
daff, and held supremacy over all the churches
of South Britain till the time of his death, when
his body was multiplied into three bodies pre-
cisely alike, to satisfy three churches desirous of
the honour of receiving his remains. His suc-
cessor was Oudoceus, who, with Dyfryg, made
the third saint associated as the three patrons of
Llandaff. Their little church, famous as it was,
does not appear to have been more than 40 ft.

long, if we follow the dimensions given in the
life of the firat-named patron in the “ Liber

Landavensis.” The same account mentions an
eastern apse. But Urban cleared it all away.
His Norman church does not appear, however,
to have been of any great extent, for it was
speedily enlarged. In the Early English period,
we may see (the " Liber ” ceased its record
before then) it was extended westwards as far as
the west front; then a chapter-house was built

;

then, later, in the Early Geometric period a lady
chapel was added. In the Second Decorated
period the presbytery was rebuilt, and soon after-
wards the walla of choir and nave were repaired.
A north-west tower was added by Jasper Tudor,
uncle of Henry 'VII. This mixed structure is
described in all its parts by Mr. King, who then
gives a history of the see, and a list of the
bishops. This plan of progression is methodically
followed, indeed, throughout the work; and a
ground-plan of each building is given, as well as
views of details.

St. David’s is the largest of the Welsh cathe-
di-als. Like the other three, it has been recently
restored. This was founded by St. David, and
was held in such high reverence that two pilgrim,
ages to his shrine, which was placed within it,

were considered equal to one to Rome. It is a
cruciform building with a central tower. The
general aspect of the interior is that of a Tran,
sitional building. The nave has six bays. Over
the rich Transitional arcades rises a feature not
found in any other church. This is a combina-
tion of clearstory and triforium, forming but one
stage, but consisting of two parts equally well
marked. It is shown in an illustration. Over
the nave is a fine Perpendicular roof. The walls of
the aisles of the nave arc later. They were raised
in the Decorated period

; but only one ancient
window remains

;
the others are either debased

substitutes inserted in the seventeenth century
or modem restorations. The first central tower
fell shortly after its erection, and when it was
rebuilt one of the Norman arches was retained.
Hence, three of the arches are high and pointed,
and the fourth low and round. The sfring
course is, consequently, carried to two levels.
The space beneath the tower was occupied by
twenty-eight stalls, which were removed during
the repair of the tower, but carefully replaced
on its completion. The presbytery has three
bays. Beyond it is a closed chapel, occupying
another bay. And beyond this is a vestibnl^
loading to the lady chapel, which occupies
another bay. The south transept is fitted up as
a parish church. The base of the shrine of St,
David still occupies the third bay from the east
on the north side of the presbytery. It is illus-
trated. On this base was laid the portable
shrine, or feretrum, containing the relics. It
consists of a stone slab, or table, supported on
three arches about 3 ft, from the ground, and
extending from pier to pier. The arches are
scarcely more than 1 ft. high, and in their
spandrels are quatrefoils. Upon the slab upon
which the shrine reposed rises a background of a
triplet of Early English ax-ches, with a solid wall
behind. The back of the shrine projects slightly

into the aisle. It is but little more than a stone
wall, having three round-headed arches, corre-
spending with the position of the three pointed
arches on the presbytery side, with quatrefoils

and squared niches above them, which, though
now closed, may have had their special purposes.
Browne Willis states that the Early English
triplet contained wall-paintings in the days of
Elizabeth. On the south side of the north tran.
sept is another monument of a similar character.
This is the shrine or tomb of St. Caradoc. And
in the centre of the presbytery is the altar-tomb
of Edmund Tudor, Earl of Richmond, the father
of Henry VII. There are many other monu-
ments, all duly mentioned in the handbook; but
these are the most important. This cathedral,
like that of Llandaff, is treated at great length
by the compih r. In these accounts he has had
the advantage of more than one pioneer. Bub
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witli the exception o£ a paper oontributed to the

“ Archceologia Cambrensis ” on each building, he

has had no antiquarian guide more recent than

Browne Willis to assist him in the examination

of St. Asaph’s and Bangor. Tnese two buildings

are dismissed, therefore, much more summarily

St. Asaph bad its book, the “Lyfr Coch

Asaph”; but, with less good fortune than

Llandaff, it has lost it. Not, however, before

some notea were taken from it, which were

used by Wliarton, in 1695, in the compilation of

his ” Lives of the Bishops of St. Asaph. The

building was visited, too, by Giraldus, who speaks

of it as ” the poor little church of Llanelwy.”

Its exposed situation led to a proposal to build

a new cathedral within the walls of Rhuddlan,

where it would be protected from the dangers

that often prevented the attendance of the con-

gregation even on the most solemn festivals.

But before this proposition of Edward’s could

be carried into effect, the Welsh Prince David

resumed hostilities, and St. Asaph’s was burned

to the ground by the English. Within two

years, however, we find. King Edward gave lOOh

sterling to the chapter towards repairing the

damages incurred in the war, and granted the

advowson of the church of Rhuddlan to the

Bishops of St. Asaph. We hear no more of the

proposal to make Rhuddlan the site of the see.

On the contrary, Bishop Anian sot to work to

rebuild the edifice on the old site ;
and the clerks

of St. Asaph e-xhibited a precious book of the

gospels through the dioceses of Coventry, Lich-

field, Hereford, and Wales, as a means of raising

funds for it. Then gradually uprose a cruciform

building, with a central tower 93 ft. high, of

which the nave, transepts, and tower, remain to

this day. The roofs and all the woodwork were

burnt in the wars with Owen Glendower
;
but

successive bishops refitted it for worship, and it

flourished till the time of Oliver Cromwell.

Browne Willis tells us,
—“In Oliver’s days the

post-road was not through Denbigh, but St.

Asaph, and one Milles kept the office in the

bishop’s palace He kept his horses and

oxen in the body of the church, and fed calves

in the bishop’s throne and in the choir. He
i-emoved the font to hia own yard, and used it

for a trough to water horses.” But the suc-

ceeding bishops remedied all this mischief
;
and

in the year 1780 the choir was “ completely

remodelled,” which means that a plaster ceiling

was put up, the east window filled with modern
tracery, and the side windows blocked np alto-

gether. Finally, tho roof of the nave was
lowered, to conceal tho clearstory from within,

early in the present century. “ Such,” says the

Handbook, “ is tho arcbitectnral history of St.

Asaph’s Cathedral. The existing building, which

consists of nave and aisles, central tower, and

transepts and choir, is accordingly of three

periods—the whole of the western portion, in-

eluding the tower and transepts, Decorated, the

work of Bishop Anian and his successors
j

the

chon- Early English and Decorated, with a modern
restoration.” Over and above all this are the

recent restorations. In this cathedral there are

no traces observed of St. Asaph’s shrine, although

there is early mention of the fear that its

exposed situation might lead to the loss of the

saint’s relics. The brothers of Mrs. Felicia

Hemans, in our own time, have placed a small

tablet to her memory in the south aisle of the

nave. The list of bishops given in the Hand-
book furnish a few other associations connecting

this outlying diocese with the wide world. The
celebrated Geoffrey, of Monmouth, for instance,

was one of the early bishops. We have already

mentioned Anian, the confessor of Edward I.,

and William Lloyd was one of the seven bishops

Bent to the Tower by James II.

Bangor Cathedral is also cruciform, with a

central tower, now erecting, but it has, in addi-

tion, one western tower. It had the reputation

of being the meanest in the United Kingdom.

Like St. Asaph’s, it suffered in the wars with

Edward I., and with Owen Glendower, and was
repaired after each devastation, but it does not

appear to have shared the same care in its later

history. When first placed in the hands of Sir

Gilbert Scott, he wrote of it in his first report,

“ while the neighbom-hood has been constantly

increasing in wealth, while it Las become the

resort of tourists from every part of the king-

dom, and has become possessed (to facilitate the

vast amount of traffic which passes through it)

ofsome of the gt’eatest wonders of modern engi-

neering art, its cathedral has gradnally sunk
into such low estate as to become almost a bye-

word,—no cathedral in the United Kingdom
being equal to it in meanness.” The see was

founded by Deincol, who died A.D. 581. Ilis

church probably endured till 1071, when the

Welsh chroniclers record that the cathedral of

Bangor was destroyed by a Norman army. A
Norman building must have replaced it, for we
next hear of King John’s army encamping on

the Conway river, and burning Bangor, and

carrying off Bishop Robert of Shrewsbury from

before the high altar, who was not released for

less than a ransom of two hundred hawks. We
next hear of tho building when Baldwin, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, was preaching the crusade

in Wales. Tho archbishop celebrated mass in

the cathedral, and the bisliop assumed the cross

at bis urgent desire. Then came the disasters

under Edward I., and the subsequent rebuilding.

The new edifice was scarcely a century old

before it was burnt by Owen Gleudower’s troops.

It appears to have suffered to a greater extent

than St. Asaph’s at this time, and to have re-

quired more'extensive renewal. First, the choir

was rebuilt by Bishop Deane at the close of the

fifteenth century ;
then the nave and transepts,

by Bishop Skevington, at the commencement of

the sixteenth, who added the western tower, and

inscribed upon it,
—“ Thomas Skevynton episco-

pus Bangorie hoc campanele et ecclesiam fieri

fecit, A® Partus Virginei, 1532.” During the

civil war, tho woodwork of the interior was

again destroyed ; hut after the Restoration,

there was a thorough refitting, which left the

church “ very lightsome,” down to Browne
Willis’s time. Then came various restorations,

which left the fabric poorer and poorer still.

“The roof of the nave,” enumerates the Hand-

book, “ was altered during the episcopate of

Bishop Cleaver (1800—1806), and all its carved

work was destroyed. A repair of the fabric

was undertaken between the years 1821 and

1827. The stalls were then swept away ; and,

iu the words of Sir Gilbert Scott, “ the most

execrable gimcrack substituted that ever dis-

graced acliiirch.” Tbe carved roofs, described

by Browne Willis, were replaced by plain deal

;

and a heavy closed screen carrying the organ-

loft was constructed, entirely separating tho

nave from the choir. The latter was used ex-

clusively for English services. The Welsh con-

gregation, driven from the worthiest portion of

their own cathedral, were treated like Willis’s

“ordinai’y folks” (i.e., buried in the nave), and

an occasional service in their native tongue

was provided for them in the nave. ’Tlus

was the state of things in 1866, when the

Dean and Chapter resolved to place the build-

ing in tho hands of an architect for restora-

tion. As soon as the new works were com-

menced, it was discovered that the walls were
full of the old materials of the English church

destroyed by Owen Glendower’s troops, and that

there were sufficient wrought stones among the

ddbris to indicate the design of Bishop Anian’s

transepts and part of his choir. As far as it was

possible to do so, every ancient stone has been

worked into tho new building, and made to

occupy its original position. “ This exhuming
and restoring to their places,” wrote the archi-

tect in 1869, “ the fragments of tho beautiful

work of the thirteenth century, reduced to ruin

by Owen Glendower, used as mere rough mate-

rial by Henry VII., and re-discovered by us four

and a half centuries after their reduction to

ruin, is one of the most interesting facts I have

met with in the course of my experience.” The
foundations of a Norman apse were also found,

which showed that the Norman church was
shorter than the present structme. A Norman
string course in the south transept turned in-

wards, 12 ft. short of the extent of the present

transept
;
and beneath the foundations of the

fourteenth-century piers of the crossing, those

of the Norman piers were found. Thus the

extent of the eastern portion of the Norman
church was ascertained.

It is not a little curious that in neither cathe-

dral has any vestige of the church built by the

founder been observed by the recent restorers.

Not a foundation, apparently, has come to light

in either restoration. Not a fragment has been

found reused as rubble. Can it be that the over-

lookers were overlookers in every sense of the

word, and suffered these relics to pass unde-

tected because they were of no recognised or

familiar form; or must we assume that they were

all four without tooling of any distinctive

character; or, were they all bnilt of timber, as

the earliest Saxon churches probably were ?

However, the restorations are not the subject

under present consideration. We are dealing

only with the handbook in which they are

described, and this, it is no mean praise to

assert, is worthy of the rest of the series. The
four cathedrals themselves may not be so gi-and^

so vast, or so rich, as some of their English com-

peers ;
but the manner and method with which

they are treated are precisely the same. Firsts

iu each case we have an architectural descrip,

tion of the fabric, with a sufficiently full account

of its successive alterations and present appear-

ance ;
then a general history of the see ; and^

finally, a biographical list of the bishops, which,

we presume, is as much information on the

subject as any one consulting a handbook u

likely to require or obtain. After perusing iti

pages the reader will have acquired a clear pre.

sentinent of four small churches founded by four

energetic scholars aud teachers in times as

remote as the idyllic days of King Arthur, and

in places as out of the way as could be selected

far distant from one another, but all behind the

ranges of hills that kept Romans and Saxoni

alike out of sight, and all near the wosten

coast. In each case these four sites remaii

sacred, and tho small churches are replaced

after the Norman conquest, with Normar

churches. These in their turn disappear, wit

the exception of the nave of St. David’s, thi

choir arch and north, doorway of Llandaff, whic

are exceedingly rich, and a few immateria

fragments ; and still more superb structures ria

upon the same honoured sites, now associate

inseparably with the memory of the canoniset

founders of the first humble buildings.
_

Llanda:

becomes as severely beautiful as Ripon
; S

David's, as it lies in the valley of tho Alan, oi>

upon the most western point of Great Britaii

save that of Land’s End, becomes as rich £

Decorated work with Pei-peudicular additiot

can make it, and royal pilgrims flock to it, an

its bishops own a palace, close by, that is uusm

passed by any English structure of its kind

St. Asaph’s develops in the same dirooti<Si

only on a smaller scale; and Bangor shares i:

fate in good and ill fortune. Their earlien

prelates attend conferences or synods on tl

Continent, and claim and obtain precedences

place over other bishops, iu virtue of the great:

antiquity of the Celtic Church. This privilegt

however, gradually lapses, and tho Arohbisho

of Canterbury travels through Wales, officiath'

in the cathedrals and preaching the Crusade

Armies come over the hills, and spread into t.

valleys, aud destroy all before them, catbediA

included. Once it is King John’s army, anotht

time that of Edward I., and then, again, Ow'

Glendower’s; but the result is always t

same. Then masons are bi’ought together aft,

their departure, and scaffolds are raised, andtl

buildings eventually emerge from them me
beautiful than before. There are many moD>,

menta in them all, much carving, aud supC;,

enrichments generally. Then comes a scasonj

spoliation, followed by meagre repairs and metl

substitutions, and all are in need of the tlioroufj

and costly restoration each has recently enjoyei

The Handbook gives its readers, too, scores
_!|

details upon which we cannot dwell, but whv

are of considerable interest. A member of t

family of Shakspeare’s old acquaintance, Lul

of Charlcote, in Warwickshire, was one of f:

bishops of St. David’s, for instance, in t^

seventeenth century, and one of his descendaffl

is proud to give the mosaic-work with which tj

window-spaces above the altar have been fillet

and, in a similar manner, the outer world is co

nected with the history of these outlying buii:

iugs in numerous instances. Altogether,

must pronounce it a very agreeable and co

veuient companion for a Welsh tour.

We are enabled to reproduce three_ of t:

engravings w'ith which the volume is fal

illustrated.*

REPAIR, OR PICTURESQUE RUIN. I

Ovenx we to repair, as matter of prinpipi

the ravages of time and decay in the fabrics’

our cathedrals, minsters, and great histone

churches ? or ought we, on ccsthetio groanM,

leave them to moulder and to crumble ?

It may seem, to many of our readere, R:

to put such a question. They will de

that it is, in the sense of the public speeCj

a “ question ” at all. But when we ;

writers in various quarters advocating j

latter of the two courses that we have named,.’

is clear that, in some minds at least, the qw

tion does arise. And as the purport and aim.

the observations to which we now refer are

condemn and to discountenance, as far as

* See p. 6-14,
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jible, a series of operations to -n-hicli some of ns
bavo contributed money, some skill, and nearly

all (speaking of the habitual readers of the
Builder) hearty good will, it is opportune to

reflect for a few moments, and to inquire whether
we should or should not repair. This question
involves, for its solution, the definition of what
true repair substantially ought to be.

We do not propose, in these remarks, to enter
into controversy as to special instances which
tiavo been cited in support of the argument
h favour of leaving decaying structures un-
touched. There is room, to say the least of it,

for wide difference of opinion as to the justice of

the remark,—“ If we said that that great church
[Exeter Cathedral) had been destroyed, it would
36 true, from the point of view of the antiquary
3r the historian.” We may doubt whether “ that

graving for activity from which even the superior
3lergy are not entirely exempt,” “the good old

English housewively passion for neatness and
tidiness;” “the desirability of getting the
jhurches, in which one may spend one’s life, put
m thorough repair by means of funds, a largo
proportion of which is gathered out of other
people’s pockets;” and “an amateurish liking

or dabbling in ecclesiology and architecture, aro
the mainsprings of that mania which has seized
leans and chapters throughout the laud,—

a

nania which has destroyed everything venerable
n every place which it has touched.” We
hink that more worthy motives might be credited
o those who, if unable altogether to emulate
he piety of our forefathers, have been desirou.s to
epair the houses of God in our land. The
itterly barbarous neglect in which some of our
inest ecclesiastical monuments were until re-

lently left (if it bo even now altogether a thing
if the past), had nob even the poor excuse of
3eiDg picturesque. At St. Alban’s Abbey, for

ixample, a public footway led between the
ihurcli itself and the chapel attached to the
3uilding

; and filth, squalor, and neglect long
narked a spot sacred to some of the earliest

Ihristian associations of England. At the very
xtremity of Wales, the grand archiepiscopal
lathcdral of St. David’s was, a few years back.
Dined and desecrated in much the same manner;
he sparsity of the population of that part of the
)rincipality, as contributing fewer scraps and
ifi’al than those which so rapidly accumulate in

ho waste places of more populous towns, being
ho sole cause why an element of the picturesque
ingered in Pembrokeshire, which had altogether
ivaporated in llertfordshiro. Wo speak of the
Jicturosque, but, in cases like these, the word
ihould be distinguished from the pictorial; from
vhich it differs nearly as much as grandiose
[iffors from grand. The true artist, or the
ritio of adequately cultivated taste, will feel
he due importance of preserving the pictorial
leauty of our great ecclesiastical monuments,
t is only the dabbler who sighs for tho
licturesque, so far as it is expressed by the
.ilapidations of buildings of such character and
ignity. In a sketch by Morland, in a good
rater-colour drawing, or a good etching, tho
icturesque is illustrated by tho mouldering
hatch of a cottage, or the broken outline of a
ligstye. But trivialities of this kind, precious
s they aro for the transient gratification of the
aste, and for the service of the lighter branches
f the arts of design, are out of place when we
ome to speak of a cathedral.

What then, we are led to inquire, is tho history
f those noble edifices, by the possession of
i-hich England has so high a claim to rank in
he foreground of tho civilisation of the past ?

Vhat is the true point of view, not only of the
' antiquary or the historian,” bub of the fully-
ultivated man, who reads history as the con.
ribution of the past to the education of the
utnre, and who finds, in the study of mouu-
aental records, valuable notes and illustrations
f tliat great undying lesson ? What was the
rigin of these fabrics ? What was their design ?
Vhat relation do they hold to the civilisation,

nd the needs of tho day ?

Unquestionably the great claim which such
luiidings as Exeter, York, Westminster, have on
he living veneration of Englishmen, arises from
he fact that they are noble mementos of the
tiety of our ancestors. They carry us back to a
ime when religion was not either a matter of
livergent and unimportant opinion, or a profes-
ion limited to a certain order of men, bub when
t held both state and citizen with a firm and
iving grasp. We may say what we will about a
(heap mode of purchasing posthumous credit,
>y willing away, on the death-bed, for the build-
Dg of churches, the money which is almost that

of other people—the money which, so that the
dying man remains silent, is that of his heirs
and next of kin. But it is no mere question of

money that is concerned hero. Princely dona-
tious were made in church-building times by
way of gift no less then by way of bequest.
Noble instances of the same nature occur in our
own day, as our columns bear witness. But
there went to the erection of tho great churches
of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, much
that no money could purchase. The architecture

of those days may almost be called a religion.

It is tho outward symboHsation of the religious

spirit, the religious study, and the faithful devo-
tion to his work, of tho ancient architect. So
thoroughly did the details and ornamentation of

the great churches correspond to the require-
ments of the ritual, and harmonise with the
effect of the religious teaching of the day, that
the visible fabric might almost be said to bear
the same relation to that mystic entity, the
church, that the human body does to its in-

dvvellingand informing spix-it. Thus, in every way,
as paid for by muuificeut charity, as designed
and carried out by religious and thoughtful men
of art, and as adding pomp and beauty to ritual,

our great cathedrals are enduriug monuments of

the piety of our forefathers.

The historic interest of many oE our cathedrals
may be easily over estimated, or, more accurately
speaking, it is often mis-stated, rather than over-

stated. There exist, indeed, historic relations of
tho highest order, as matter of association,—as
in the case of the coronation of our Sovereign at

Westminster
;
bub these may be termed with

propriety rather sentimental than monumental.
Of tho truly monumental order are such build-

ings as the Eleanor crosses, which were erected,

not only for a definite religious purpose, hut to

commemorate a distinct event. But the histories

of our churches and minsters arerather chronicles
of the rule and character of bishop, or abbot, or
local magnate and benefactor, than distinct

chapters of the political history of tho country.
Their actual value, in this respect, rather regards
the philosophy, than the detail, of history. It is

as permanent records of the taste, the thought,
and the general habit of England, in her various
dioceses, at the periods of their foundation,

extension, and repair, that our noble old churches
chiefly illustrate tho history of the country.

It is otherwise as regards the history of art.

Ilcre we have not illustrations, but elementary
facts

;
not mementos, but records. The live art

of those architects whom we term Gothic stamped
its likeness upon its work. Ilere history speaks
with no uncertain voice. The name of prior or
abbot may be forgotten. The brass may have
been torn from his tomb by an iconoclastic

fervour, that had its reward, then and there in

the pocket of the dilapidator. The memory of

knightly and noble benefactor may have proved
as unenduring as that of great churchman.

“ Their bones are dust.
Their good swords rust,

Their souls are with the saints, we trnst

—

may be all tho epitaph left to explain the
mouldering scutelieon, where, bend, or fess, or
bosant, once a famous and well-known blazon, is

now looked at, with unintelligent eye, as an
ornament of forgotten fashion. But in tho
delicacy or sharpness of a moulding, in the
lancet grace, or in tho four-centred magnificence,
of light or of arch; or even, to some extent, in

the relative proportions of plan and of elevation,

we have records that cannot bo obliterated, so
long as the stone retains its form. In the pre-

servation of these structural records, no less

than in the delineation, description, and em-
balming in adequate architectimal works of

literature, consists tho true core of the history

of that art in England.
Such we take to be the main claims of our

cathedrals and minsters on the veneration of

educated men. But we have to regard these
edifices in another light. They aro not mere
monuments. They are great civil structures,

erected for a definite pui’pose. Althougli varied
in its exact bent, that purpose still holds. The
utility of York Minster or of Canterbury Cathe-
dral, though of a somewhat different motive, is

not less at the present day than in the times of
Wolsey or of Becket. Eitual has altered,—not
by the slow, constant change that attends many
political revolutions, but by one gi’eat period of

struggle. With the adoption of Protestantism
under the Tudor monarchs, the structural
motives of the great churches became less

obvious and less applicable. In the aisles

and transepts, the lady chapels, apses, side

' chapels, ambulatories, and rood-lofts of our pre-

.

Tudor churches, wo had the structural adminis-
stration of a ritual which reared numerous
altars, invoked numerous protectors and medi-
ators, and placed much reliance on processions,
as direct means of obtaining divine aid. “ A
worthy priest,” writes John, Sire de Joinville, a
noble who lived in that crusading time when
Gothic art produced one of its most exquisite

gems, the SaiateChapel!c,at Paris,—“A worthy
priest, who was called tho Doan of Maurnpt,
said to us that he had never suffered in his

parish from drought, or from too much rain, or
from any other scourge ; as soon as he had made
three processions, on three Saturdays, God and
bis mother delivered him.” This is an unim-
peachable contemporary testimony to a certain
element of religious creed which, as we before
said, found its echo in the general plan, no
less than in the details, of the church archi-
tecture of the great church-building centuries.

With the reforms introduced by Henry VIII.,
one great featnre of our cathedrals was almost
obliterated. We refer to the rood-loft. At West-
minster the large size of the elevated apart-
ment at the east of the new reredos is known
to but few visitors to tho Abbey. The turret stair-

case remains, but the gallery front, over which
the relics were exhibited by the priest, has been
obliterated. At the parish church of Avebury,
in Wiltshire, one of those ancient pieces of

church decorative architcctm'e yet exists in very
fair preservation. Ibis enough to show what an
important feature of our great churches the rood-
loft must have been ;—far more conspicuous than
pulpit, or communion-table, or any element
known to our contemporary builders.

Processions, exhibitions of host or relics, mul-
tiplied masses having ended, a great change in the
use of tho English churches succeeded, a change
which, for the most part, has loft marks of its

occurrence. So, also, has tho pomp of the
clergy in those solemnities which wore rather
ecclesiastical ^than religious, been shorn to a
great extent of its lustre. Nor, there seems
little reason to doubt, were the changes thus
made in the services and in the arrangement of

the churches unattended by a diminution of

their use. Such is, at all events, tho testimony
of Swift, a wi'iter unlikely to err on the side

of partiality to Romanism. But, whether more
or less thronged, the cathedrals of England have
never ceased to be, in a special sense, the eliurch

of the poor. To tlje poor man, the floor of the
gi'eat minster has always been free, at least on
the Sunday. That adaptation of the opera-box
in which elbow-room, separation from the low-
lier worshippers, and, generally, advantage for

ready display of fine clothing, wore so comfortably
secured that the occupant found it worth while
to pay a yearly rent for what he called his pew,
has never yet thoroughly absorbed and van-
quished the nave of our cathedrals, though
parish churches tell a different story. And of late

years, there is no manner of doubt, a different

tone from that of even tlie beginning of the
present century, is becoming prevalent in society

as to our minsters. Care bus been given to

arrange great services, and St. Paul’s, West-
minster Abbey, and other buildings of this type
are now all too small for the thousands who
crowd what are called the special services, as
distinct from the daily morning and oven song
in the choir.

Wo thus come to this point,—which, indeed,

we have borne in mind all along,—that whatever
may bo the importance of preserving our
minsters as monuments (and we are not among
those who think that this importance can be
easily over-estimated), there is yet a prior claim
which these buildings have upon Englishmen of
the present day. They must be kept in going
order as Christian churches. Eminently tho
churches of the poor,—in the widest and most
catholic sense the churches of the people,—the
decent and reverent solemnisation of the services

of the Church is the object for which they must
first be maintained.

If, then, for this prime reason, it becomes
expedient, in the opinion of those who aro
responsible to their countiymon, no less than to
their own conscience, for the due maintenance
of our great churches, to “ obliterate with
merciless hands and blind hearts all memorials
of service, all signs of wear, scraping ont every
mark, stain, slur, or blot”; if the question arises

between the religious utility of the building, on
the one hand, and the purely picturesque effect

on the other, there can be but little hesitation as
to what tho decision ought to be. It will be on
the side of the painstaking, and not of tho neg-
ligent, custodians of the fabrics.
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Fov ourselves, while we have staked this issue

on the plainest grounds, we do not believe that

the question need thus to be decided. We have,

we think, _shown that it is impossible, in the

present state of society, to leave our great edidees

to uuarrested decay on picturesque grounds.

The question, then, narrows itself to that of the

best mode of preservation, and of needful repair.

And here two suggestions present themselves.

The first is, that all buildings are more durable,

and actually do endure better and longer, when
they are inhabited and put to their proper use,

tlian when they are locked up. Even if the

parish church be only filled once a week, that

degree of inhabitation renders the building far

more able to resist decay than if it were never
opened. When services are numerous, and when
due care is given to cleansing and to warming,
the pi’cservative efiect is more marked. If, then,

it were possible to leave all the stains and slurs

and blots, which some writers so much admire,
altogether undisturbed, it would be but a short-

lived piece of selfishness on the part of the lover

of the picturesque. Unresisted decay would
become more rapid from year to year, and the
structures which we bad forbidden to be repaired

because we wished to indulge the taste by read-
ing the handwriting of antiquity, unruffled by
modem punctuation, on its walls, would, for our
children’s children, be not monuments, but ruins.

First, then, we must repair our great churches
because they are required for the religious

worship of great congregatious. Secondly, we
ought to repail' them, if we regard them merely
as monuments, because they will be more
durable if properly repaired, and if properly
filled, than if they are left in picturesque
slovenliness. All that remains, then, is the
question how best to repair them. How shall

we so arrest the ravages of decay as to preserve
in its most authentic beauty the ancient and
genuine character of our minsters and abbeys,

—

and not only to please our own eyes, but to hand
down to our children, as perfect as may be,

these noble heirlooms, which tell of our pious
forefathers, now with God ?

VIENNA INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.*

The magnitude of the Exhibition is so great
that the careful consideration of any one class

of objects entails upon the student an amount
of labour that is gi'eater than could be sup-
posed. I have been perpetually tired, and gene-
rally very tired, since my arrival in Vienna. I

am anxious to report fairly, and to mete out
praise where praise is duo

j
and in order to do

this I have to traverse miles and miles through
the numerous transepts of the building, and then,

after all my care, I am often humiliated by find-

ing that there are yet other objects belonging to

the gi'Oup that I have been studying that I have
passed unuoticcd. I long for the simpler
arrangement of the last Paris Exhibition.

It behoves the reviewer here at Vienna to bo
careful how he metes out praise or apportions

blame
;
for after ho has spoken of works as the

finest in the Exhibition of their class, he may
find others as fine, if not finer

;
and after con-

demning objects as disgraceful to the Exhibition

and the country which has produced them, he
may find others much more deserving of censure
than those already condemned. The vastueas of

the display renders it impossible that justice can
be done by any one writer : so I claim no absolute
justice for my reports, all that I attempt to do is

—the best that I can.

From my observations at the Exhibition, I

have learned something of tea-kettles, and I

now know that tea-kettles may be more beauti-

ful than they generally are, and more useful

than they usually are
;
and that a tea-kettle may

differ essentially from the form that I am
acquainted with, and yet serve its purpose as

well or better than the forms in use with us in

England. There are here in the Exhibition
kettles of many kinds—perhaps not of all kinds,

yet certainly of more kinds than I haveever before
seen. There are common kettles formed of iron,

tin, and copper. There are kettles with largo
bottoms and with small

;
there are kettles with

long spouts and with short; there arc kettles in

which the spout is attached to the body by a
baud of metal

;
there are kettles which are tall,

kettles which are short
;
there are square ket-

tles aud round kettles, and polyhedric kettles.
There is a kettle in the form of a bird, a kettle
in the form of a mountain, and there is a kettle
with a tea-pot in it, on the principle of a carpen-

• See previous articles.

ter’s glue-pot. There are elegant table-kettles,

swing kettles with lamps underneath, formed of

silver and of tea-um bronze. There are dainty
enamel kettles

;
dainty Japanese bronze kettles;

dainty kettles, formed of china, of red earth, of

black earth. There is a kettle formed of tender
blue and white china, with silver mounts and
handle. There is a large earthen kettle, with a
splendid raised, perforated, bronze lid, and
bronze and gold handle. There are kettles with
two handles placed side by side, and running
parallel with each other; there are two-handled
kettles, with handles apart, yet parallel. There
is a kettle with a handle like a tea-pot, and also

a handle like a kettle, the latter crossing at

right angles with the direction of the spout.

There are kettles from China, kettles from
Japan, kettles from Franco, kettles from Den-
mark, kettles from England, and I know not
from "where else : truly, kettles need not be
kettles, as Paddy would say; they maybe what-
ever your honour pleases.

A kettle, considered as a utilitarian object,

should be a vessel into which water can be
readily introduced, and from which it can be
poured with facility,—it should bo an object so

formed that it can easily be lifted, and, above
all, of snch construction that the w'ater in it will

boil with tho least possible supply of heat.

In a few English houses, a kettle of curious
appearance is met with which is elliptical in

shape, and with a large flat bottom,—the sides

rising up from the bottom (which is of greater
diameter, both in length and breadth, than any
other part of the kettle) in an arched form, like

as if an elliptical basin were inverted upon the
flat base. I think that the credit of this inven-
tion belongs to the Americans, but of this I am
not certain. Here we have a kettle of consider-

able merit, for the largeness of the base gives
an increase of heating surface, and with the
increase of the smface to which the heat is

applied we have rapidity in the warming of the
water; but this kettle is not beautiful,— it is

useful, but it is almost ugly.

Although an artist, I am no advocate of

works intended for utilitarian purposes being
beautiful rather than useful. I say, let all

utilitarian objects be useful,—perfectly useful,

—

and then, if possible, let them bo beautiful also.

I want a kettle, but I am not content to have
even a beautiful kettle if the water is twice the
time boiling in it that it would be in a plain or
even in an ugly object. A calabasb-shell is

beautiful, and in this some savage tribes boil

water, although the vessel will not bear fire.

The water being placed in a gourd, a fire is

kindled and atones are made hot, and these
stones are dropped into the water, and thus tho
water is boiled. Beautiful as the calabash-shell

is, especially if adorned with rich savage-tribo

carving, yet give me the common kettle aud the
simple mode of heating water; but if a kettle

can be equally useful with that which is not
comely, and yet beautiful, I say by all means
let us have tho beautiful object. Thero are few
articles of domestic use which could not be
equally useful while yet beautiful, and in no
case does tins remark more fully apply than in

reference to kettles
;

but in order that the
fulness of this remark he understood, it is neces-
sary to see a series of kettles which tho Japanese
have contributed to the present Exhibition. The
kettles to which I now make reference are not
toy-kettles, nor little fancy table-kettles, but
serviceable kitchen-kettles, varj-ing in size from
a pint to several quarts in capacity. Here we
have kettles which are beautiful,—very beauti-
ful, and yet useful,—eminently useful. Tho
form, in some cases, is excellent. The handle is

well formed and well finished, and the lid is

smooth and ornamentally treated. First, as to
utilitarian qualities. The body of one kettle

shown is covered with rounded excrescences, or,

to use botanical phraseology, with tubercular
eminences, about the size of peas, whereby the
heating-surface is much increased, to say nothing
of the beautiful effect achieved. Another has a
sort of petticoat extending from the sides of the
kettle downwards, in spreading or divergent
manner, and leaving a space between the body of
the kettle and it. This petticoat-like arrange-
ment conducts heat, just as the flanges of the
radiating stoves do, the one conducting from the
exterior and conveying the heat inwards, the
other collecting within and conveying the heat
outwards, but both collecting from the source
of supply and achieving to a degree the equalisa-

tion of temperature. But this cloak, or petticoat,

does not only act as a conductor, but it confines

a quantity of heated air between the body of the

kettle and this shade, and thus prevents the c

tact of cold air with that part of the kettk
which the water is contained. But besides tl

all-important qualities just noticed, wher
special facility is given for the beating of

water, there are other, though perhaps mii

points that should not be lost sight of.
'

bodies of these kettles are rough in their fin

while the handles aud lids are most carefi

treated. In England we hear a great deal

nonsense about bright kettles, and some can
old dames are afraid that their kettles should

on a fire lest they get black, and most cottag

like to see one bright patch on tho side of

kettle, whether it be of copper or of tin. N
as a kettle is an object constructed especii

for being placed on a fire, and as a fire ^

inevitably blacken a kettle if placed upon it

it not only reasonable and right that the bodj

a common kettle should be so formed as noi

suffer injury from the fire aud look well wl

black ? But in these Japanese kettles

handle,—which is to be grasped,—is invaria

smooth and convenient to hold, and the lid

also well finished ; but neither of these pa

comes in contact with fire. The kettle be

eminently a work of utility, it is also beauti;

This is the perfection of art,—the construct

of an object which is perfectly useful and at

same time perfectly beautiful. The Japan
kettles now under review come very near t

ideal perfection, for the rough body, wl
useful, is so shaped that the form is also be
tiful

;
tho shape of the petticoat, or the distri

tion of the dots, highly pleasant; and the banc

while agreeable to hold, is always of beauti

form, ana in some cases is highly ornamen
In certain instances the lids and handles

these rough, yet artistic, kettles are of bror

inlaid with exquisite silver devices. I comm(
to tho consideration of my fellow-countryu

the common, tea-kettle.

THE FRIX DE ROilE.

Toe annual exhibition of works by
candidates for tho Prix de Rome is u

open at the ificole des Beaux Arts, Pa
For tho last four months the Latin Quar
has been taking sides and allotting prizes w
tho same fever that seizes upon the “ horse;

gentlemen on the eve of an important ra

For Art in every form is interested in 1

competition : painters, sculptors, architec

engravers, and musicians, all look Roe
wards

;
even those who have not dared to en

their names as candidates. These mod
aspirers are not numerous. Nearly evf

student at a good atelier has laid formal cla

to the Rome Scholarship after three or fc

years’ apprenticeship. The Administration 1

made the way easy to the tempest of juven

ambitions. The would-be candidate becomes
month before the 1st of April assiduous a

attentive at the evening classes of the ficole

;

takes notes of the lectures, produces a cert{

number of “Academies.” This is the first ste

it softens the professors’ hearts. Then con
the <^preuvo pr^liminaire : drawings are sent

to the committee of examination, and the axith<

of such as are pronounced correct are forma
admitted as candidates for the Pi’ix de Ron
No expense is entailed, not a document
voucher required

;
the examination is absolute

free. The admitted candidates have simply
rise at five o’clock on a cool spring morning, ai

carrying their easels and their breakfast,

generally consisting of a “saveloy” and
penny roll,—present themselves at the Fcole

)

the enirde en loges. The loges or cells are sil

ated on either side of a long stone corridor. T
candidate who has obtained the greatest numt
of marks at the dpreuve prcliviinaire has the rig

to select his prison first, his companions folio

ing in order of merit. Directly all have be
placed in separate loges, the professor appet

at the end of the corridor, and reads in a lo

voice the subject given for the Prix de Ron
It is generally more or less mythological,—pc

haps a piece out of Plutarch, or, if the coi

mittee happen to be in an excessively mode
humour, a passage from Froissart or Comim
After the announcement of the subject the doc

of the cells are locked, the young painte;

sculptors, and engravers are isolated for thr

mouths. An official walks up and down the cc

ridors, to see that no attempt at communicate

is macle. His watch is over, for this year, i

least. The result of the three months’ solitai

labour is before the public, and the Rome schola
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hips have been awarded. The successful can-
idatea are now “des Prix de Romo,” a title

-hich Courbet’s school has derided, but whicli,
Ice all official consecrations, is yet dear to the
gart of the majority of Frenchmen. The
Oman scholarships are supposed to attract the
aly representatives of high classic art to bo
iiind in Franco, and they certainly secui'e a
jrfect technical education. But there are two
rong arguments against the system. It nearly
ways stifles all personal feeling and originality,
has done nothing for the greatest modern

tists of France. Corot, Diaz, Gerorae, Dela-
oi.v, Robert Fleury, Breton, Decamps, Vernet,
id many other names equally familiar, are not
bo found on the register of the Villa Modicis.
mong architects, Baryo, Preault, Ilenriquet
jpont, Viollet le Due,—that is to say, the
knowlodged masters of their profession in
ance,—could never obtain a Prix do Rome.
These facta, however, do not diminish the
izeholders’ sense of their own importance,
ley receive a pompous welcome on arriving at
0 Villa Mcdicis, that palace of the old Floren-
les, beautifully situated on the llonte Pincio,
d overlooking the city and suburbs. A solemn
vst takes place in the great saloon, hung with
3 portraits of all the former Prix do Rome;
?n the installation takes place. Each student
reives from the State 3,GOO francs a year,
om this sum enough is deducted to form a
Dvision of 1,200 or 1,500 francs, which is
tided to the student on the eve of his depar-
:o. Thus, 2G7 francs 50 centimes are received
each Prix every month. The meals are taken
common, and cost per month 100 francs a
id. With the rest of bis allowance the artist
rs for canvass, colours, models, washing,
vice, &o. Thus the Prix de Rome means any-
ng but golden ease. Many students without
vate means are reduced to wearing their studio
use from year’s end to year’s end. The
actor, who is always an artist of merit, a pro-
jor of culture, exercises a paternal survoil-
oe over hia “young friends.” M. Hibert
•Sted on their cultivating r/enre paint-
. The present Director, Leuepvcn, leans
arda academics. During each of the first

56 years the painter must execute a life-sized
re. The fourth year ho must sketch a pic-
3 and execute a copy, both of which produc-
is become the property of the State. In the
1 year ho paints his picture. The architect
ows an analogous rule. Hia first years are
on to the study of details

j tlien he achieves
jstoration; then, finally, a detailed plan and
ject. The sculptor executes a copy in marble,
lies in plaster, and finishes with a statue,
which the Government fuimishes the marble.
' engi-avera are occupied in a more desul-
fashion

;
and, it is rumoured, the musicians

lothing at all. An authorisation to travel is
ly obtained from the Director, above all
ing the dangerous season of summer. In
case the artist receives his 267 franca

lentimes in their entirety, and roams about
y as ho pleases, without guidance, without
jrvision. It is only on returning to France
. the artists discover but too often that
\ialism has marked them, that their talent
been trimmed and stunted by the traditions
tie school

;
that they have become, in a word,

"pions du Beau ”—the pedagogues of the
Litifnl.

OUR POSITION IN VIENNA,
international E.xhibitions are rightly re-

ted as reliable records of bnman progress in
peaceful arts, the interest of such a display
he world’s industries as that at present
g held in the Austrian capital is not of a
re to be exhausted by the criticism of one
nor a hundred. Each reviewer, as he is

•ested or learned in special departments, may
rt favourably or otherwise

; hut it is only
tie aggregate opinions that anything like a
and complete estimate of the whole will be
ined. Indeed, it would be simply madness
iny one individual, however well informed,
tternpt even a superficial review of the
•e Exhibition; and I shall therefore make no
3gy for offering the few remarks I am about
sn, carefully confining myself, to a section in
b I believe I am, by years of observation
practical experience, competent to speak,
r, however, ray contribution to the general
of criticism will not pass unchallenged, for
heme is “ art industries,” and my judgment
t favourable to our own position or proffres-
less therein.

No one in the least degree familiar with
American manufactures will be misled by the
display she makes. With her, well-known names
in every department of art, science, and manu-
factures are “ conspicuous by their absence”;
and if she makes no mark, it is because she has,
of conscious strength, neglected her opportunity,
or is purposely nursing her energies and hus-
banding her resonreea for her own great Centon.
uial of 1876. In the mean time she can well
afford to join good-naturedly in the laugh raised
at her expense.

Blit England must ho adjudged by her works,
as exhibited by her best-known men, and, thus
judged, co7idemnedj for there is not only no
evidonoe of progress since her record of 1851,
but a strong presumptive evidence of decadence
in some most important branches of art indus-
tries. Many of the principal works in the
precious metals, brass, and iron, to be found hero,
have been ou public exhibition anytime during the
last quarter of a century, and have long since be-
come familiar to those who have never seen the
originals, through the medium of photography,
lithography, and woodcuts. All that conld^be said
for or against them has been said a hundred times,
and their presenco at Vienna is an anachronism
and a shameless evidence of self-complacency
or want of enterprise in our leading manufac-
tures which cannot be too seriously deprecated.
Setting the beat of these well-known works
aside, there will be found very little in the English
department at all calculated to advance her
interests or enhance her fame. Objects in the
precious metals are as thickly studded with
jewels as children’s pasteboard boxes with sea-
ahells, or so bedaubed with coloured enamels
that their gold and silver substructures can bo
valued only by their weight. In the latest de-
velopments of “ cups ” and “ shields ” the human
form has become distorted and crushed out of
ail semblance to humanity. Our china, decorated
out of all fitness for table use, has become pic-
tui-e-books of natural history, and all the semi-
monstrous forma of animate and inanimate
nature are reproduced (reckless of the disgust
they must cause) upon our dinner-plates and
drinking-vessels. Glass has lost all semblance
to itself in the admixture of crude and opaque
enamels, and will presently rival in ugliness the
most treasured specimens of its monstrous birth

;

whilst wooden furniture, in its highest phases, has
been made into the vehicle for the display of
preposterous iulays, and rendered utterly useless
for any domestic purpose by fragile and deli-
cately.carved mountings of ivory.

_

Nor does it appear in all this costly elabora-
tion that harmony of colour, beauty of form, or
consistent combination of materials has in the
least influenced or guided the designer or
artificer. Wherever originality is attempted, it
would seem that design has become simply
the elaboration of ornament which subserves
no purpose of beauty or utility

; or, rather, it
might be said that both beauty and utility have
been ruthlessly sacrificed to lavish cost and
ostentatious display.

If we pass from the British to the French
departments, I confess we still find but little evi-
dence of higher aims; and the contents of the
Italian courts, while they might fitly shine re-
splendent in the classic neighbourhood of War-
dour-sfcreet, are utterly unworthy of the position
they at present occupy. But here adverse criti-
cism ends. We must pass throngh the German
courts with increasing interest, until we arrive
in the Austrian section, and there we find on
all sides only models for study and admiration.
Vienna has unquestionably eclipsed all com-
petitors, not only in the variety, magnificence,
and magnitude of her exhibits, hut in the
highest excellence of design and finish. In
every class of goods the same simplicity and
fitness prevail. Her fans and book-covers are
works of art, and yet examples of art labour so
well applied that the utility of the object deco-
rated is in no degree disguised or lessened.
The gilt pier-glasses, cornices, and tables are in
the highest style of decorative art, and are not
less remarkable for their simplicity of construc-
tion than for the exquisite finish of every detail.
The drawing-room, library, or dining-room fur-
niture are all alike characterised by boldness of
design. Here are no far-fetched and antiquated
emblems, suggestive of after-dinner nightmares
or lascivious dreams; no preposterous combina-
tions of materials or violent contrasts of coloured
woods and marbles, suggestive of the patchwork
of our long-deceased grandmothers. Hero is
nothing forced for effect, and nothing sacrificed
for display The same consistency of design,

the same sabordination of ornament to utility
obtains throughout. Strength and massiveness
where stability is required, elegance and light,
ness where easy movement is a desideratum.
Every article is homogeneous, and the best
characteristics of each material are brought out
with the unerring certainty of a master mind.
But it is not my purpose to writo a detail criti-
cism upon Austrian, any more than upon British
manufactures. All I desire is to call attention
to the fact that there are objects of industrial
art within the Austrian section of the Vienna
Exhibition worthy of our most careful study,
and that whilst we are complacently repeating
our well-worn and effete themes of the past, the
world has gone rapidly forward, and left us far
behind in the race : that if England wishes to
hold her place amongst the nations, she must
awaken to a lively sense of her own shortcora.
ings, and brace herself up to more serious efforts
than ever heretofore.
Nor is it to Austria alone that we should look

for instruction. Russia can read us lessons we
should do well to learn. There are samples of
iron castings from St. Petersburg which our
utmost skill and knowledge would fail to pro.
duce, and wliich rival or excel even the bronze
wonders of Japanese art; and from Moscow
thero_ are specimens of silver and gold work,
combining in such a remarkable degree the
highest excellence of artistic design and mani-
pulative skill that it is reasonable to hope some
samples will be secured for our national museum
at South Kensington.

C. Henuy Whitaker.

NEW LECTURE HALL AT LEWISHAM.
A NEW block of buildings is about to be erected

in Brockley-road, Lewisham. They will include
a large lecture-hall, and other rooms and apart-
ments for public purposes ; and the building,
which will bo situated at the comer of the
Brockley and Lewisham high roads, will have a
tower. The proposed frontage is objected to by
the Greenwich Board, in whoso district it is, on
the ground that it is desired to build beyond the
line of the frontage, the other property in the
same street being built I'l ft. from the public
way. The proposal has been before the Metro,
politan Board ofWorks, on the objection raised
by the Greenwich Board, and the Central Board
have declined to allow the proposed building to
bo extended beyond the present street frontage.
The plans generally were approved of, but the
promoters were desired to submit a modified
plan, with the main elevation of the building
carried further back.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.
The Carnhriari Society have been holding their

annual campaign, the scene of their operations
on this occasion being the neighbouring town of
Knighton. The proceedings were opened by
the holding of a general meeting at the Norton
Arms Hotel. Among those present were the
Hod. Arthur Walsh, M.P., the president elect,
and Professor Babington, of Oxford, as chairman
of the out-going committee, in the absence of
Sir Joseph Russell Bailey, hart. The Rev.
E. L. Barneswoll, the general secretary, read
the report for the past year. Professor Bab-
ington said the Association was in a favourable
position, and that there was every prospect of a
successful continuation of its labours. It had
done good service by collecting together a great
number of interesting ohsen-ations through the
medium of its members, and publishing them in
its journal. He referred, too, to the usefulness
of the Society in preserving ancient monuments,
and followed up his remarks by reiterating his
protest against what were designated chnrch
restorations. Mr. Bioxam read a short paper
on the little mountain church of St. Patricio,
about four or five miles from Crickhowell, the
period of whose erection ho attributed to the
time of Henry VII. It consisted, he said, of a
nave and chancel only. Yet, though rude and
of tho most unpretending character as to its
external features, internally the building was
most interesting. There was a singular adjunct
to the church at the west end, apparently more
ancient than the church which it adjoined.
That structure, he imagined, was a rcclusorium,
or domu-s inclusi, the residence of a recluse or
anchorite. At the close of tho paper, Mr.
Bioxam gave a short description of an effigy of
a pilgrim in St. Mary’s, Haverfordwest. The
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Rev. D. R. Thomag gave a brief account of an

inscrijition on an Ogbam stone in North Wales,

composed of the following letters :

—

AIMININI
TOYISACI

An animated discussion followed, in the coarse

of which the diverse opinions expressed by

archijeologists on the general question of Ogham
stones were noticed ;

and as to this inscription

in particular, it was mentioned that the Bishop

of Limerick, one of the high authorities to whom
it was submitted, had given a translation differ-

ing from the Gaelic inscription upon the stone.

The Rev. James Davies read a paper on Wapley

Camp, and its connexion with the resistance of

Caractaens to the Romans. The first excursion

was made nest day, when the arohseologists

visited Castle-cwm-Arran and the British camps

on the hill above Llandewy. Several objects of

interest were visited on the ronte. At the even-

ing meeting there was a limited attendance only.

The chair, in the unavoidable absence of the

Hon. Arthur Walsh. M.P., was taken by Pro-

fessor Babington. The chairman gave a brief

description of the places visited during the day,

and Mr. Bloxam made a few remarks relative

to the abbey at Cwmliir, suggesting that excava-

tions would probably reveal the loading features

of tho structuro. Mr. Williams, of Rhayader,

read a paper on Radnorshii’O churches
;
and Mr.

Bio.xam delivered a brief account of some

monuments in St. David’s Cathedral. The Rev.

D. R. Thomas read a paper on Grants made to

the Monasteries of Merionethshire, from which

it appeared that one condition was that the

prince should bo lodged and fed one night in the

year at one of the abbeys. Mr. Bloxam showed

that tho same practice prevailed in England. A
paper on the Cross of Llowes, near Hay, was

read by Mr. Ernest Hartland, and, after some
formal business, the proceedings terminated.

The Suffolk and Essex Societies made a joint

excursion this year in the Talley of the Stour.

Manniagtree Station was the place of assembly,

and a good number of the Essex members wore

present, but the attendance of the Suffolk

members w'as smaller than usual, the place of

meeting being rather difficult of access to some
who are among the most constant attendants at

these excursions. Lord John Horvey, tho pre-

sidont of the Suffolk Institute, Mr. E. M.
Dewing, Bury, tho secretarv', and other Suffolk

gentlemen wore present. The Essex division

were under the leadership of Mr. H. W. King,

the hon. secretary to the Essex Society. Tho
programme included visits to Lawford, East

Bergholb, Dedham, Great Wenham, Little Wen-
ham, and Raydon, but it w’as foond necessary to

omit the last-named place. The party having

spent a very pleasant and interesting day, re-

turned to Manningtreo Station, and there finally

separated.

RAMSGATE.
The town surveyor, Mr. Ellice-Clnrk, C.E., has

just presented a report to the Local Board on the

ventilation of the sewers. It appears that there

are only seven ventilators on several miles of

sewers, consequently many of the higher sewers

are charged with gases. The report says “ The
immunity hitherto enjoyed in Ramsgate from

anything like contagion spread by sewer gases

is due to tho fact that your town is not yet one

quarter sewered ;
that the sewers as they exist

are of sufficient capacity to take away nearly

all deposit
;
that, in fact, with slight exceptions,

they have been self-cleansing, but that they will

continue to be so without ventilation I doubt

very much.” Mr. Ellice-Clark then quotes Mr.

Latham’s experience at Croydon, remarking,

—

'• Every word Mr. Latham says of Croydon applies

in a singular degree to our own to^vn and sewers.

For some years past, in fact, so far as I can learn,

ever since you have laid sewers down, there has

been a wide-spread feeling against having houses

counccted with them ;
in some instances,! believe,

houses that have been connected with the mains
liavo been cat oft'. Constant complaints are

being made to me as to the abominable smells

arising from tho sowers, either in tho houses or

in the streets, through the gully gratings, and I

wish the inhabitants to bear in mind that although
t'-;e smell from a grating in the street may appear
i::>xious, and bo stopped by tmpping, the gas
thus cut off from an outlet in the gully will

assuredly find its way out through the weaker or
d.'-fective traps in their houses, though b?ing
cliffused over many habitations it does not appear
so foul

j
‘ but sewer gas escaping into the streets,

,

combining with immense quantities of fresh air,

is not nearly so injurious, if it is at all, as w’hen

allowed to escape into the limited atmosphere of

our dwellings
;

all the organic poisons can be

dilated so as to completely palliate destructive

effects, but they may retain all their poisonous

properties when again concentrated.’ There

can be no reasonable doubt that large quantities

ofgases find their way into the bouses connected

with the Ramsgate sewers unless they are well

and thoroughly trapped : hence has arisen the

disinclination to have the houses connected with

the sewers ;
for I cannot believe that this dis-

inclination has been on the score of cost. While

speaking of this disinclination on the part of

householders to connect with the sewers, probably

the idea that sewers were a useless expense in

Ramsgate arises in many instances from the fact

of tho town being on a chalk formation, which

has a large capacity of absorption, and that

fcecal matters were thus dispersed
j
but this is a

groat mistake : nature has been too kind, and

yet not kind enough to us : doubtless a largo

quantity of sewage entering a cesspool would be

absorbed, but sooner or later tho chalk would

become completely saturated, and in a densely

populated town like Ramsgate the whole of tho

formation underlying would, in time, have become

saturated in the same manner. Had we rested

on a bed of clay, through which the sewage

could not have percolated an inch, the abomina-

tion of the cesspool system must have forced

itself upon the inhabitants years ago. That

prejudice against drainage should be deep-seated

in Ramsgate never siu'prised me, after hearing

a medical man, long resident in tho town,

declaring that after using a cesspool for nearly a

quarter of a century, when opened it was found

empty. This certainly looked as if the absorbing

qualities of chalk were equal to anything, and

for some time puzzled me j
but being called to a

house within 50 ft. of the medical gentleman’s,

whore an intolerable stench filled the hoiise, and

where a child had recently died of fever, I found

a cesspool inside the house without any covering,

and full to within 4 ft. of tho flooring. Here
was a case, directly opposed to that of the

medical man's, and the opposite cases still

further astonished me till within a few days ago,

when driving a heading at tho rear of both

premises, I found the ground near the medical

gentleman’s to be ‘made’ to a depth of more
than 20 ft., and there were evidences showing

that the contents of his cesspool had found their

way into this ‘ made ’ ground, wliile that of the

other house did not. This might also have

occurred by tho fact of the cesspool being driven

in the line of a fault or fissure in the chalk (of

which there are many in tlic neighbourhood), and

thus caiTyingoff everything entering the cesspool.

Cases of this description coming to the notice of

persons who either did not care to inquire further,

or were too much engaged in other subjects,

would naturally make thorn believe that nature

had done everything for the drainage of the

town, and that art was trying to undo it. I

have daily experience, however, that chalk has

by no means such a capacity for absorbing as is

generally imagined; for there are numbers of

cesspools full and being emptied every month.

The peculiar nature of the outfall, tide-locked as

it is for several hours each day, readers ventila-

tion a paramount necessity with us, more espe-

cially in the lower portions of the town, where
the gases, displaced by the intake of the sea

water, must find their way into the houses or

out at the street gullies; though, the former

having much lighter traps, the probability is

that all accumulations of gas pass by some
means into the houses either by defective or

small traps, for tho mere placing of a syphon

trap will not insare freedom for a house from
gases entering from the main sewer; the rnah

of water, when flushing is taking place, fre-

quently causes a vacuum which would unseal

two or even three ordinary syphon traps on one

connexion Tiie ventilators placed in

some few places in this town are completely

useless during wet weather, as the charcoal is

not protected from the rain, and in hot, dry

weather, nearly so, by reason of being choked

np wich dust. The ventilator* I have had fixed

for yonr inspection answers in every respect the

two requirements of keeping tho charcoal free

from dust and water, so that ‘ no impediment

is offered to ventilation, as there exists a free

communication between the sower and tho

external atmosphere.’ I therefore suggest that

these ventilators should be placed at distances

* Latham's pateut.

varying from 100 to 200 yards apart throughoufii|

the whole of the town and district. I had ini’

my mind an idea of connecting tho sewers with;'

varions chimney-shafts, such as the ‘Granville.

Hotel,’ but my mind is not fully made up as toi>

tho efficacy of such connexions, for the draught.i

thus caused in the sowers might unseal the '

traps, and thus disarrange all attempts to dis-j

connect the sewers from the house connections.

I shall, at a future opportunity, lay the snbjecti

before yon, after I have tried a few experiments

as to the value of ventilation through large

chimney-shafts, but at present I deem it unad-:

visable to do so.”

LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION •

OP 1874.

The Exhibition next year will include,— Civil

Engineering, Architectural and Building Con-

trivances; Sanitary Apparatus, and Construc-

tions; Cement and Plaster Work ;
and Heating

by all Methods and Kinds of Fuel
;
and com.-

mittees are being formed for the purpose oi

obtaining good representations in these classes,

The commissioners are also desirous of pro-

moting the exhibition of a collection of paints

ings, drawings, or diagrams of a scenic effect,

and on a large scale of important architectural

and engineering works, both ancient and modern.

They have invited tho Institute of Architects tc

assist in carrying out this design, by inducing

their members to contribute representations ol

some of the more important works which have

been executed under their direction.

NOTES OF RESEARCH ON MEN AND
MATTERS.

From time to time there have appeared in the

Builder papers by several writers,—-the presenl

among the number,—on men and matters, com
cerning which very scant materials were obtaim

able. To supplement these papers by addi;

tional particulars is the object of the following

notes :
—

SIR EDWARD LOVET riEttCE, AllCIIITECT.

Some months ago, a notice was published ir

those pages of the above overlooked architect

and with some reason an identity was pointeo

out with the missing Edward Pierce, the authoi

of a work on Friezes, ooncorniug whom, also^

little or no information seemed obtainable. Ii

bunting through a variety of channels, wo came
upon a few more scant particulars of the archil

tect. Daring the viceroyalty of the Duke o

Dorset in Ireland, who was a good patron to th«

stage, a new theatre was determined upon ii

Dublin, the site of which was Longford-streett

adjoining Anguier-street. In the ceremoniaii

attending the laying of tho foundation there waf

an incident worthy of notice, inasmuch as th«

ceremony was not confined to the laying of onf

stone, but comprised tho laying of four. Accord-

ing to Hitchcock, the author of “An Historical

Review of the Irish Stage,” published in 178&
“ The first stone of the new theatre was lai^

with great pomp and ceremony, on Tuesdays

May 8th, 1733, by the Right Hon. Richacl

Tighe, the second by the Hon. General Napie^

the third by William Tighe, osq., and tho fourth

by the Hon. Sir Edward Lovert Pearce, knt.|i

Surveyor-General of bis Majesty’s Works ii

Ireland, and Architect of tho Parliament HousgA
It is stated that a prodigious concourse of peoj^
attended, and each stone was laid with a flouriaii

of trumpets, drums, a band of music, and loud

acclamations. Plenty of the choicest wine was
provided for the gentry by tho managers, and

several barrels of alo were given to the populaoe-i

Under each stone were placed several medalflil

struck for the occasion by Mr. Gritfit, Mr. Elring-i:

ton, and Mr. Layfield, managers of the old theatre,,

and all popular actors at the time. Each of tba-

gentlemen who laid the foundation-stones uiadei

presents to the workmen, and a sumptuouRi

dinner was provided by tho managers for tha,

nobility who attended.

A NATIONAL THEATRE.

The subject of a national theatre and its Gsta-'

blishment has been written upon and warmly

advocated in the Builder, and it is somowhati

curious to find that tlio same idea was enter-i

taioed by others, and measni-es taken to carryi

tho idea into exeention, nearly a century and aj

half ago. The modus operandi mapped out in.i
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ese pages is nearly similar to what we are
oat to quote from Hitchcock’s work already
udocl to. Speaking of the Anguier-street
leatre he says,—“There certainly never was a

K
re noble or disinterested design than that
t formed of building and conducting this

satre. Its principles were the most liberal

d extensive that can be conceived. The plan
st laid down by the subscribers, if properly
rried into execution, would, in a short time,
ve produced the grandest theatrical constitu-
n in the world, even superior to the boasted
henian drama. The proprietors were noble-
)n and gentlemen of the first rank and conse-
encQ in the nation, who, actuated by the
blest motives, agreed to superintend the con.
rns of the stage, endeavoured to advance its

^erests, and fix it on the most permanent and
urishing basis, without the least idea of emolu-
mt or return. A committee was chosen from
Jongst them, a chairman appointed, and every
turday they met to appoint plays, distribute
J parts, and settle the great variety of busi-
BB which unavoidably arises from so great an
dertaking. All the profits and emoluments
cruing from the performances, instead of
ing into the purses of private persona, were
!ely dedicated to the public service. As
3 scheme extended, the beat performers who
Lild be procured were to be engaged, pieces of
doubted merit wore to be revived and brought
•ward, the wardrobes and scenery to be en-
'ged, and evory decoration which the hand of
jte could point out to bo adopted to adorn the
5atre. Such were the outlines of a design
lich promised as splendid dramatic entertain-
mts as Greece or Home ever exhibited. How
rthy of imitation !”

Alas ! the grand design was never realised in
iblin or elsewhere, nor is there any indication
London, Paris, or Berlin that the nobility or
utry in any of these places are willing to sub-
nbe to carry out such a design for the eleva-
n of the drama, and with it morality and art.

is presumable that Sir Edward Lovet Pierce
,3 the architect of Anguier-street Theatre,
•hough we are not authoritatively informed
it the design was his. If he was the urchi-
)t, ho was not so happy in bis work as in that
the Parliament House. The architect failed
two essentials—hearing and seeing. We are
d it required uncommon power of voice to fill

ei*y part of the house, and that on crowded
;bts the greater part of the people in both
lleries could neither hear nor see. Such
pedition was used in the building of this
3atro that it was begun and finished within
1 months.
Sir Edward Lovet Pierce died in 1733, the
no year as the theatre was built, and, wo
liove, some time before it was completed.

I-V-DY ANNE PIERCE.

This lady lived for several years after her
sband, at the family residence at Stillorgan,
inty of Dublin. The demesne is now known
Obelisk Park, so called from a lofty obelisk,
wards of 100 ft. high, erected by Lady Pierce,
1711, to afford employment to the poor during
! scai-city of that period. The obelisk is

loed on a rustic base, and on either sido there
a double staircase, leading to a platform,
icb encompasses the obelisk. A beautiful
iw of the Biiyof Dubliu and the Irish Channel
to be had from the top.

STREET DIRT, OR SCAVENGE.

London at the present time furnishes very
tie valuable scavenge

; but fifty years ago aud
wards the scavenge of London and other
ies was much sought after by farmers aud
irket -gardeners. The various health and
ivns improvement Acts during the last thirty
ara bavo led to vast changes, and our leadino-

oroughfares, at least, are better looked after,

nee tlie advent of tlie asphalte pavement horse
d cattle “ droppings ” in the City are specially

iended to. We can, however, picture to our*
Ives wliat the streets of London wei-e 100
ars aiuco. One of the authorities of that day,
iller, in his “ Gardener’s Dictionary,” writes,

—

fhero is not any sort of manure equal to the
Muisiiig of London streets for all stubborn,
lyey soils, which will be better separated, aud
much less time, with this manure than auy
mpost whatever, and it is extremely well
)rtli procuring for corn, grass, or garden land.”
le ashes of pit coal and the soot of the same
al were also recommended for their special
lalities, which they are still credited with and
issess, to a certain degree, according to the
ronmstances of their use.

THE BUILDER.

The sweepings of our London streets at
present, minus the “droppings,” are not of
much value to the husbandman. With other
heterogeneous rubbish of the ashpit, they are
carted to suburban “shoots,” to raise founda.
tions for future streets and houses, where land
may be had cheap, and dwellings are built to
sell and to kill.

A NEW SYSTEM OF IHKIGATION.
The Duke of Somerset, Lord Chesham, Sir

Henry Montgomery, Sir Erskine Perry, the Hon.
Leslie Euthven, and other agriculturists assem-
bled recently at Stoke Park, Bucks, the residence
of Mr. E. J. Coleman, for the purpose of wit-
nessing a new system of irrigating pasture-land
carried out by Mr. Brown, a Scotch gentleman.
It embraces, first, an increased production of
grass; and, secondly, an improved and more
economical method of consumption.
A force-pump worked by a 12-borse power

steam-engine draws water from the ornamental
lake, and waters the whole area with jets of
“arlificial rain” squirted from small perfora-
tions in lead pipes, which ai'O laid down in
parallel lines 16 yards apart. With a pressure
of GO lb. to .70 lb. per square inch, or a head of
120 or more feet, the engine maintains a shower
upon a plot of about an acre and a halfin extent,
applying 10 tons of water in 15 minutes. And
plot after plot is taken in rotation until the
whole is thus irrigated, the work proceeding for
the most part in the night, so as to avoid any ill

effect upon the herbage from watering under a
hot sun. Six acres, parted off for the present
experiment, are watered every night. Mr. Cole-
man, requiring hay, has hitherto used the system
chiefly for promoting the growth of hay crops,
aud thus the natural herbage has been injured
for grazing purposes. Nevertheless, the appear-
ance of the full green aftermath, from which an
enormous balk of hay 3 ft. high was taken in
June, was surprising when compared with the
adjacent ground, lying withered and bare on its
dry loamy soil. The six-acre portion was dressed
with 5 cwt. per acre of artificial manure, and
theu watered.
Hero is also being conducted another novel

experiment, designed to secure in sheep-grazing
the economy found in the well-known Jersey
system of tethering cows. Two hundred fatting
sheep (togs of the Leicester and Cheviot cross)
are inclosed in a fold which reaches across the
whole breadth of the field, namely, 300 yards,
but with only seven yards space between two
rows of hurdles, so that the area occupied by
the sheep at one time is less than half an aero.
Instead of confining the sheep to this plot until
it is quite exhausted, and then shifting to
another plot of high grass, as in ordinary' folding,
the new plan is to remove both rows of hurdles
one yard forward at least four times per day.
Thus the animals have always access to a strip
of strong, fresh, succulent herbage

;
they never

foul their food
;
they walk and lie only upon

what tbay have already cropped short; they
leave not a blade of gi-ass, or a stem shooting
up into seed as a “bent,” and yet they have
ample room for their natural ranging up and
down in search of new mouthfuls or special
grasses. To ease tbe labour that would other-
wise attach to this rational process, Mr. Brown
has constructed a hurdle in the form of a cheraux
dfi fiHse, consisting of a horizontal central bar,
with spells or bars at right angles, in cross
section like the multiplication sign x

, each side
of the square being 3 fc. across, and the hurdle
9 ft. long. Made of Norway fir, these military-
looking fences are light and yet very durable,
particularly if creosoted wood weitJ used

; and
the process of shifting by rolling each hnrdle
one-fourth of a rotation, or on to its next face,

is so easy and expedition-*, that the shepherd
turned by himself 106 hurdles, being a length
of 300 yards, in seven minutes.
The sheep graze by putting their heads be-

tween the upright bars or slats of the hurdles,
and after ten days ot the folding were evidently
doing exceedingly well. Indeed, Lord Chesham,
who is pre-eminent as a breeder and feeder of
Sliropshires, expressed his high approval of
these hurdles as the very things most suitable
for grazing sheep. The fold had advanced in

ton day.s, about forty yard.s, leaving the grass
uiicropped and untrodden in the portion behind
to grow up rapidly under the stimulus of the
daily showers, in readiness for a repeated visit

of the flock. The earliest eaten grass is already
(in the teu days) a fair sheep bite : and it will b't
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ready for refolding long before the expiration of
tbe fourteen more days which are required to
complete the first course. It is affirmed that,
with “ growing weather,” always at command
by means of the steam pump, a growth of half
an inch to 1 in. per day can be obtained, and
that, with a proper attention to the watering,
the 6 acres in Stoke Park are able to feed double
the present number of sheep, or sixty-six per
acre. At this rate the six a-cres would carry
about 400 sheep for six months, from April to
October

; and the summer stocking for the whole
4i0 acres under the system would be no less
than a flock of 2,600 tegs, shearlings, or other
fatting sheep. Without the watering, manuring,
and hurdling it would probably be overdone
with 260.

Thus upon a tenth part of the area of grass
land hitherto required, the supply of mutton
may become wonderfully increased, leaving nine
times as much grass laud to bo added to the
ai-oa used for breeding flijcks.

The estimate reckons the rent at SOs. per
acre; manual labour, 5s. per acre; coals, lOs.
per acre ; artificial manm-e, 1203. per acre

;

interest and maintenance upon permanent plant,
machinery, aud engine-power, ios. per acre

;
in-

terest and maintenance upon hurdles, 203. per
acre; total. 111. 5s. per acre, for tbe season.
Tbe return is, the keep of 66 sheep for twenty-
eight weeks, which, at 6d. per head per week,
would amount tol-is.per sheep, or 461. -Is. per acre.
Looked at another way, the sheep may reason,
ably be expected to make one pound weight
of mutton per bead every week for twenty-
eight weeks

;
and this, at say 8d. per pound,

will be 183. 8d. per head for the season, giving,
at Mr. Coleman’s rate of stocking, 301., or at
the rate calculated upon in future, 601. per aero.

OUR SILK MANUFACTURES.
The last of the reports on the different

departments of the International Exhibition
yet written for the Society of Arts is one
on tbe " Silk and Velvet Manufactures,” by
Mr. Francis Bennoeb. In summing up big
observations, tbe writer inquires why it is that,
as a rule, the foreign manufacturers excel
iia in all tbe higher branches of silk mana-
facture ? In his opinion the answer is at Land.
“We dye as well, wo weave as well, but, as a
rule, tbe scientific manufacturers of France,
Germany, and Switzerland have their silks
specially reeled in a manner suitable for the
goods required, whereas in England the manu-
facturers are, to a large extent, at the mercy of
importers, brokers, and dealers, who care little

for the success of our manufactures, so long as
they can, without much thought, securo a profit
in their own department of the trade. This is a
fact so patent to the initiated, and so disastrous
in its results, that persons interested will protest
against it, and deny the statement ; but it comes
within the experience of too mauy to be success-
fully disputed, and the largest manufacturers in
the kingdom deplore the humiliating fact.”

Mr. Bennoch refers with great satisfaction to
the works produced by Mr. Thomas Stevens, of
Coventry, and adds,—“Mr. Stevens evidently
possesses a restless spirit, not easily subdued,
and if the tide threatens to leave him for a time,
he digs out a new channel for himself, and thus
he has created a trade peculiarly his own. I
have taken unusual interest in his productions,
not only in the goods, but in the looms pro-
ducing them, and I find that to make a
‘ Forester’s scarf,’ as exhibited, 2.V yards
long aud 6.J in. wide, requires the use of
16.000 perforated cards to make the figure,

which is 1 ft. 3 in. long, and for the plain part
14.000 cards, making a total of 30,000 cards.

The number of threads in the warp of each sc.arf

is 1,800, and there are fifteen different colours
in ’the Bluitos

;
these figures are multiplied by

the number of pieces being made at once; so
that if ten pieces wore making, 18,000 threads
of wai*p would be in the loom. Henco the
involved, and, to tbe nntiainod eyp, tlie inex-
tricable confusion of threads, as shown in the
harness of the loom.”

It requires about six months to fit up such a
'oom, and when it aud the c.ards are all ready
t occupies a month to obtain one complete
i>atcern. Eight pieces are made at once in the
loom DOW at work, and with ten hours’ labour a
'ood hand will make the length of one scarf
’ach d.ay. The cost of the IcKun, tlie draft or
lesign, the cards, and the value of silk in the
-oom, would make a total value of 5001.
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rnE GRIP OF GENIUS OR INTELLEC

TUAL GRASP.
GitASP is t])o distinctive characteristic of the
astor.mmd

j
tho antithesis of feeble, rancorous

esidedncss
; of narrowness, littleness, eccen-

city. He who possesses tJiis grand and mas.
rful quality is not unmindful of, wantonly blind
,
mere individual facts; his vision i.s neither

^eted on, nor bounded by, them. Having the
ip of genius, he binds isolated truths together
rmomously, orderly; extracts from tliem an
sential form, a general principle. This

'i,
^ intellect, or the great mind, is

itipss till It clutches and holds fast the ruling
d immutable principle of the work it is pro.
iutiog; soon discovers what is trivial, acci-
Qtal temporary; and is never fascinated and
issed by either fashion or prejudice. Intel-
tual grasp cliaracterises greatness in philo-
)hy, politics, science, art, poetry, and litera-
•0 ; therefore what the mind so gifted carries
i is for all time-
Sreatness is rare because grasp is rare

;
it is

ly a lew men m any ago upon whom this
'me gift of grasp is bestowed

; or if it is more
quently bestowed than we seem willing to
mb, lb IB because we are unacquainted with all
it grasp accomplishes. The gi-eater proportion
the men of any epoch are too narrowly
;aged m the crowded arena of life over to
!am that there is a wider and higher outlook
,_n their own —a topmost point, viewed from
ich they and their Inbonr.s sink into insm.
cance, into such atomic minuteness as to bo
lost invisible. Mention any really great
rk which^ has been, and continues to be
admiration of mankind, and unraistakablo

ience of this masteriu] quality of grasp shall
apparent,—tlie “Iliad,” antique sculpture,
cartoous of Raffaelle, tho decorations of tho
tine Chapel, Newton’s “ Principia,” Shak-
are s dramas. “ Paradise Lost,” &c. Beside
ks like these, the scattered items of modem
rt appear fragmentary and purposeless, and
ttie admiration only of sects as narrow and
Cial in view, or perhaps narrower and more
tiai m view, than the workers they admire, and
) are taken to bo their representative men and
nen, for they have their at.homes and grand
jpfcions receive and return tho homage of
r own kith and kin in opinion, and dreamm eternal resting-place in the Temple of
10

.
but wherein they will have neither free-

,
mche, nor abiding-place. Minds of this

T have not worked upon principle, have
nkOT_ an aspect for the grand whole and
metrical truth. They never clutch the cen-

.
merely emphasize the accidental

nduahties of things,—they lack grasp. And
mie, fashions, opinions, and individualities
ige their philosophical meanderings, their
Bllmg poetrA' and art, tlieir florid sciencei^ow politics, will sink into oblivion,
it during all this feting, interviewing, and
using of serene intellectual littlenesses, it
sometimes happen that one or two men

njental grasp are silently workung
T difficulties,—men who are seldom seen, or
•en,

_

are passed without those marks of
jnition which should be their due in the
ral pagcanciy and panoply of the time,
r work, nevertheless, ripens into a plentiful
est, and their fame grows and expands
hat ot their more popular contemporaries
dies, shnnks, shrivels, and decays. These
t men lay the solid foundations upon which
ore discriminating future safely builds,—
tho means of power to or save their country •

70t,_as we have said, they, of all men having
ittnbntes of intellect, shall be the most un-
rved ofdl observers of their own day. Nav
for centunes, and when the material value
eir work is fully understood, never receive
le of the homage which is paid in succession
ose servants of the State who are appointed
e comparatively easy task of watching and
lating the results of the greater men’s
?hts.

_

Who now ever thinks or dwells upon
PAst importance of the inventions of Watt
btephenson to this country ? Do we yot
BCiatc the greatness of tho few men who
vered the means by which it was alone
Die for England to maintain her position,
her own,—the men who, immeasurably

'fir century, have con-
tea to the advancement of civilisation ? We
nt a callous indifference, a conceited, irreve-
beariHg, ip respect to the memories of our
'octual giants. It was but

'
yesterday re-

had been removed no one knows whither, and
that his house, though well known, has long
been consigned to neglect and decay. It is true
that the greatness of men of grasp, ‘like Newton,
builds its own monument; that marble and
bronze arc of no moment to such men,—are not
required to perpetuate the memory nf the truly
great. But though public monuments can
neither add to nor contribute to the perpetuation
of true fame, they are important as outward
and visible signs of a nation’s sensibility; and
tbe comparative dearth of public monuments to
our greatest men._ whilst they abound to lesser
benefactors, manifests a defective appreciation
and a low state of civilisation. Ifc is said that
if you scratch a Russian, you shall discover the
Tartar : it is not .said, but it is equally true, that
you have only to scratch an Englishman to
reveal the barbarian,—to find that he is easily
diverted by noise, lond colour, and glitter,—that
quantity and oddity are in his eyes superior to
quality,—that he is always ready to run and see
the great this or the monster that, the dwarf and
the deformity. Ho it is who is now readier to
listen to and be led by palaver than to ponder
or think for himself. He it is who is led or
dnven he knows not whither; it is he who, more
than any other European, is insensible to the
value of intellectual grasp.
Mental grasp is an indispensable quality to a

statesman; in fact, no one deficient in this
quality ever can become a statesman in the true
sense. For a man, no matter what his station
IS, or what his education may have been, without
the foresight which is the accompaniment of
intellectual grasp, may either imperil or ruin his
country in deference to the narrow views of a
party, or tlio vested interests of wealth. Mental
grasp enables a statesman to divine whither pro-
cess is inevitably tending, and, withont puttino-
tbe helm hard down, to steer wisely, and thus to
avoid mutinous revolution and wreck. It is
mental ^sp which makes the great general,
winch gives the power to discern at once the
disposition and intent of an enemy, his strono-
and weak points, and to perceive at once the
proper mode of attack, which is prompt to
organize, and confident of victory. It is grasp
of intellect in literature, painting, and sculpture
which seizes the general form of a subject and
combines all subsidiary elements into one organic
and compacted whole. It is grasp, in fact, which
makes any work a work of art. In brief, there
13 no vocation in which intellectual grasp will
not confer mastery. Grasp is power intellectually
as well as physically, and without lesser spirits
precisely knowing what subtle and compelling
influence is working upon them, they are chafed
and worried by its manifestation, and are some,
times imprudently and rashly impelled to attackmen who possess it, who, if they be vindictive
as they very seldom are, take their opponents
pve them one rude shake, and it is all over-
but more frequently gentle and merciful, they
smile at antagonistic lilliputians, and handthem over to the tender mercies of posterity.
Even in respect to the more material pur-

suit of wealth, it is grasp of true financial
and trade prmciples which alone leads to any
great

_

success. Without inteUectual grasp the
pursuit of gold sinks to mere miserly grovelling
greed. It is mental grasp in every department
of inquiry which

_

will eventually demonstrate
to nations that their best interests are identified
with those of mankind. If, therefore, the men
having the Gnp of Genius be unheeded, and a
nation js persistent in narrow views and policy
It will never occupy an important place in the
history of the world, in art, science, or litera-
ture, and its power will be transitory. The
decadence of a na tion commences when, wealth
position, and power believe they can do and
endure withont the aid of intellectual grasn ofmen ofgeniua. W C T

KEW GOTHIC OHUEOH
FOR THE HIGH PAVEMENT UNITARIAN

CONGREGATION, NOTTINGHAM.
Bighty.one sets of designs, from all partswere sent m Icompetition for this chnroh Thecommittee, assisted by Mr. T. H. Wyatt, chosethe one by Mr. Smart Colman, of Bristol, for

adoption and awarded the preminms of 751,SOI, and 2o!. to Messrs. B. T. Robins & G FRoper, of London
; Mr, G. Ogden, of Bradford

'

The
“ ‘I'O orfer named!Ine whole of the designs will remain on vinw

a
0?^N0tL"gtm^
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PROPOSED RAILWAY EXTENSION AND
NEW STREETS IN THE CITY.

_

An important railway project in tbe City
involving the construction of a new street from
tho corner of Eastcheap to Fenchurch-street
and also the widening of a portion of Fenchurch-
street, lias just been brought before the public
and it is intended to apply to Parliament next
session for powers to carry out tbe object. The
proposed railway would complete what is known
as the Inner Circle, by connecting the Metro-
politan and Metropolitan District lines in tho
City, and it further includes an extension toBow.
The

.

proposed line commences by a junc-

X
existing Metropolitan DUtrict line

at the Mansion House station, following the line
of Cannon-street to Eastcheap, and thence from
tJie comer of Eastcheap to another point in
Fenchurch-street, along which it passes to the
junction of Aldgate High-street with Leadonhall-
street, where, by a curved line, it joins the
authorised line of the Metropolitan Company
fading from Aldgate to Bishopsgate-street.

continued underneath the
Whitechappl and Mile End road, to the North
London Railway at Bow.
The proposed constraction of new streets and

the widening of others form an important
element m the undertaking. This portion of the
scheme involves, as we have already stated, anew thoroughfare from the comer of Eastcheap
and Fieh-street-hill to Fenchurch-street, and the
widening of Fenchurch-street at different pointsm continuation of the widening already effected
by the City Commissioners of Sewers and the
Metropolitan Board of Works. The estimated
expense of this portion of the undertaking is
1,010,0001. It should here be stated, by way of
explanation, that there are two distinct parties
or promoters of the uudertaking, whose objects
are almost identical with each other. One set
of promoters is represented by Messrs. Newman,
Dale, & Stretton, and Mr. C. Baylis. The pro-
posal of those parties embraces the extension to

The other promoters are represented by
bir Edward Watkm, chairman of the Metropolitan
Company, who are desirous of accomplishino-
precisely the same object as the first-named
parties, with the exception of the extension to
Bow_; Sir Edward Watkin, however, being of
opinion that when once the circle is completed
by tbe junction at 'Aldgate, tho extension toBow must naturally follow. One body of pro
motors proposes timt tbe railway company should
make the street improvements, and the Metro
pohtan Board of Works and tbe City authorities
should contribute part of the cost; whereas
tbe party represented by Sir Edwai'd Watk-in
suggests that the local authorities should carry
out the improvement, and should give the railway company the right of making the railway
underneath, the company only paying for any
land which it may require for stations. But at
a recent interview with the Parliamentary Com
mittee of the Board of Works on the subject
Sir Edward Watkm intimated that if the Boai-d
should think that the company ought to pay
Bomethinj for tho right to make tlio rail™
under the street, the directors would probably
be ready to entertain any proposition to that
effect. Sir Edward Watkin further sugo-eetq
Hiat tbe Board should make a new street from
Bishopagate-street to Aldgate on the surface
over tbe railway.
The subject was before the Metropolitan Board

of Works last week, when the undertaking
appeared to be favourably received, Uie Board
being strongly in favour of the completion of tho
rajlway circle as a great convenience to tho
mhabitota of the East-end. The matter was
referred to the Works and General Purposes
Committee, with inatmotion that tho engineer
and architect of the Board he instructed to
examine the plans and estimates of the pro
posed undertaking; but it was suggested that
as one of tbe two rival schemes only could be
sanctioned, unity of action on the part of the
respeotivo promoters was desirable. Tho scheme
also appears to be under the consideration of
the City Corporation authorities. We under-
stand that the necessary plans and documents
are boii|g prepared by both bodies of promoters
preparatory to their being deposited ta antioipa.’
.tion^ of the animation to Parliament next
session but tha,t a fusion of the two schemes is
probable, and that the sanction of Parliament
will be asked for the carrying out the scheme
in Its integrity which has been fully decided
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ST. LUKE’S CHURCH, SOUTH KENSINGTON. Plan.

ST. LUKE’S, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

St. Luke’s Church, in Kedcliffe-square, which

waa conaeorated last week by the Bishop of

London, accompanied by a large body of the

clergy of his diocese, has been bnilt to supply

the spiritual wants of the Redcliffe Estate, a

neighbourhood recently created by Messrs.

Corbett & McClymont. The land upon which

this church and surrounding buildings have

been set up was occupied scarcely ten years

ago as market-gardens. During that time 980

houses of all classes, of rentals varying from

400Z. to 50J. per annum, have been erected.

This has been done by Messrs. Corbett &

McClymont and some few under-tenants. The

freeholders of the greater portion of the estate

are Col. Gunter, and his brother, Major Gunter.

The site had unfortunately been excavated for

brick.earth some years back, and it was found

necessary to take out the loose soil in some

places to the depth of 24 ft. j
10 ft. of concrete

were thrown in, and piers bnilt connected by

brick arches. The whole of the church, with

the exception of the tower and spire, in fact,

stands upon brick piers. To bring the founda-

tions up to the ground level more than 1,700Z.

were expended. Luckily the architects knew

perfectly the nature of the ground before com-

mencing the works. The second contract was

commenced in July last year. The church is in

the Early Decorated style, treated rather freely.

The exterior is built of Kentish rag stone and

Box-ground stone.

The total length of the nave, which is in six

bays, is 102 ft. 8 in.
;
the span is 33 ft. It is

h.j ft. high to the underside of the ridge, and

31 ft. to the top of the wall-plate. The width of

the nave, from centre to centre of columns, is

35 ft. 4 in., and the width of each aisle is

14 ft. 3 in. j
making a total of 63 ft. 10 in. The

chancel is 40 ft. in length, and 26 ft. wide,

40 ft. 6 in. high to the underside of the ridge,

aud 20 ft. 6 in. to wall-plate. The chancel arch

springs at 16 ft. 9 in. from floor of nave, rises

16 ft., and is 22 ft. in span. The or^n is placed

in the lower portion of the tower
;

it is 16 ft. by

16 ft., and 20 ft. 6 in. high. The tower is

67 ft. 9 in. to the starting of the spire, which is

77 ft. 7 in.; the stone fimal is 4 ft. 8 in. high.

the iron termination is 8 ft., giving a total height

of 158 ft. The vestry is 23 ft. by 15 ft., aud a

choir-vestry is provided below.

The columns of the nave-arcade are of Hol-

lington stone, the shafts being _1 ft. 10 in. m
diameter, and 6 ft. 2 in. in height, the total

height of each column, with capital and base

complete, being 9 ft. 6 in. On each of these

columns there is about 45 tons’ weight, and inas-

much as when the stone came upon the ground

it looked less hard than was expected, experi-

ments were made to test its strength, and an

entire shaft, consisting of three pieces, was sub-

jected to pressure. 100 tons were applied to this

shaft without causing it to yield in the slightest

degree, and as this was more than double the

weight which it would have to bear, no farther

weight was put upon it, the test being con-

sidered sufficient. In this experiment thin slips

of deal were placed between the joints of the

shaft in lien of the lead which is used in situ.

Sitting accommodation is provided at present

for about 1,000 persons, but by a rearrangement

of the seats hereafter many more may be

accommodated. The total cost of the foundations

was 1,732Z., and the contract for the rest of the

work, including the tower and spire, brought

the total cost of the building up to about 15,800Z.

The spire, it may be mentioned, is solid for

some 6 ft. or 8 ft. down, and at 30 ft. from

the top there is a York landing across. The

thickness of the walls at the bottom of the

tower is 3 ft. 9 in. The main walls of the

church are about 2 ft. 3 in. in thickness. The

beating of the church is effected by hot water.

Ventilation is secured by hoppers in the windows,

aud by means of small lights above the large

west window and the chaocel-aroh, made to

open. The interior is of brick, in parts varied

as to colour, with free-stone arches and dressings.

The church was designed by and carried out

under the immediate personal superintendence

of Messrs. George & Henry Godwin. Mr. Lewis

was clerk of the works. The builders, Messrs.

Hill & Son, of Charlton Works, Islington, have

done their work well. Mr. James Steward was

their foreman. Such carving as is completed,

including reading-desk and lectern, of alabaster,

was executed by Mr. Boulton. The gashttinga

were done by Mr. Cannon. Messrs. Hart,

Peard, & Co. may be mentioned in oonne^
with the ironwork

;
and Messrs. Minton, Holli^

& Co. with the tile-pavement. The organ is tQ

work of Mr. H. Jones, of the Fulham-road.

The money has been chiefly provided by thcf

vicar designate, the Rev. W. Fraser Handcooko

aud his friends. We are glad to be able to add|

that the acoustic qualities of the church havtij

been pronounced very satisfactory.

THE BUILDING TRADE OF
WURTEMBERG.

A SHORT report which has just been publiahec

upon this subject is not without interest to thtt

readers of this journal. We learn that of latti

the building trade of Wurtemberg, generallj

speaking, has been developed with great rapidity?

and has assumed an importance which it did notj

previously possess. The demand for labour, too;l

in this direction, has been so great as to lead tdl

the importation of southern navvies, whoeeti

services have been found useful in the coH'i,

struction of earth-banks, &c. With regard tci

the relations of capital and labour, though it

stated that the labourers seem to have haai

things pretty much their own way, and alli

wages have risen proportionately, still tbesej

results have, for the most part, been arrived atf

in an amicable manner, and without recourse tot

the costly expedient of a strike. It appears^i

indeed, that the building trade of Wurtemberg^

has been as yet entirely free from these uo-i

pleasant occurrences, although other brancheel

of native industry have not been so fortunateih

The right of striking and combining in suchii

associations as trade-unions being an altogether’

novel idea in Wurtemberg, its consequences havsi

yet to be experienced ;
but we find that the le^b

status and position of these unions are alreMj:;

a matter of consideration with the authonties?

with a view to timely legislation ;
and tpe

,

Gewerbverein of Stuttgart has also given »ta

attention to the question of tribunals of arbitral

tion. In general, the social question of the aay;i

so far as it concerns the relations of employet*

and employed, is treated with much eamestoese;

in Wurtemberg, although the country, as we bavc

mentioned, has not suffered in any serious degreq

from differences between labour and capital.
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MEDICAL OFFICERS OF nSALTH.
Lt tho recent Medical Congress at King’s

lege, Dr. Syson, in the section of “ Public

iicine” (Mr. G. W. Ilistings in the chair),

d a paper on the subject of “ Public Officers

lealtli.”

le maintained that aii officer of health has no
rer, ex proprio iMtit, except under the Arti.

s and Labourers’ Dyvellings Act and the Act
the Seizure of Unwholesome Food, but sani-

7 authorities might empower an officer of

kith, by restitution, to institute and carry on
' proceedings which they themselves could
iitate and carry on. The only two cases ho
1 awaro of in which this resolution had been
Bed were Leeds and Salford. In all proba-
ty, as authorities gained confidence in their

cers of health, they also would delegate

hority to them. Oue of tho difficulties which
3ors of health would experience would bo in

ibliahing proper relations between themselves
I inspectors of nuisances. Inspectors of
sanccs should be thoroughly subordinate to

cers of health, and should not be allowed to

ngo the authorities into great expenditure for

inage and other works nntil the sewage
iculty was nearer to a solution. Their work
uld be to make the sanitary survey mon-
led in the regulations issued by the Local
vernment Board, and to keep the officer of

dth well posted up as to all cases of infectious

2ase and matters requiring his attention. The
cers of health would be called upon to advise
authorities in regard to tho framing of bye-
s and regulations for tho removal of nuisances
I the disposal of sewage. Dr. Syson recora-

uded that as far as possible in country dis-

its, for the present, officers of health should
leavour to cause individuals to prevent any
sanccs arising on their own premises, and so
id accumulations of sewage and filth. Tho
sing of Sir Charles Adderlcy’s Bill next
sion, it was to be hoped, would remove diffi-

ties. He found that relieving officers in

rsely.peopled districts made valuable in-

ctors of nuisances, althongh ho was well

iro that objections might readily bo urged
inst theii' employment universally.

!ome conversation followed, in which there
•eared to be a general, although not a unani-
us, concurrence in Dr. Syson’s views,
i. conference of medical officers of health
ling under unions of sanitary authorities, was
id in another room, where matters of special
erest to them were discussed.

lOUS OUTBREAK OF TYPHOID FEVER
IN MARYLEBONE,

Lt the last sitting of the Representative
^try of St. Marylebone previous to the recess,
' Whitmore, the medical officer of health,
lotted that at the present moment a very
LOUS outbreak of enteric or typhoid fever was
valent in the parish, more particularly in the
rendish-squaro district. Every day, and
lost every hour, for the previous three or four
'B, fresh cases of this disease bad been
nght to his knowledge, and it was most
)ortant to trace, without a moment’s delay,
disease to its sources. Suspicion already

nted to a particular cause, but in order to
vert suspicion into proof, the investigation

i

L inquiry required would necessarily be of a
,y extended character. For the satisfaction
the Board, and to allay apprehension in the
alio mind, he stated that the suspected cause
3 in no way attributable to the water supply,
' sanitary condition of the houses in which
outbreak occurred, or the condition of the

rera. All these had been carefully examiued
1 found to be in good condition. In bis
nion, tho source might probably be found
be many miles from London. At the
sent moment he could not be more ex-
;it, bat he was about to bring the matter
nediately under the notice of Mr. Simon, the
dical officer of the Government, who, no
ibt, would afford him that assistance in prose-
ing the inquiry which the importance of the
iject urgently demanded. The statement
•duoecl a deep sensation in the vestry, and it

3 unanimously resolved that their medical
cer of health be authorised to prosecute his
.niries without delay, and that the necessary
Jenses incurred be paid by the Board. The
tish Medical Journal, referring to the out-
lak, says its cause is still in doubt. Our con-
jporary publishes a letter from Dr. Whitmore

on the subject, and says its information throws
considerable doubts on tho statement in it

that the epidemic is conterminous with a par-
ticular milk-walk. The implicated company, it

adds, believes itself to be in possession of infer-

mation indicating quite another source of the
epidemic. It must at least be x'emembered that
typhoid fever was not long since distinctly traced
from a provincial town to a country farm-house
which supplied the infected town houses with
milk.

MACHINERY FOR MAKING PARQUETRY.
Messrs. Samuel Worssam & Co. exhibit at

Vienna some machines patented by them for
making parquetry flooring. At present the
series comprises three machines. The flrst is a
single grooving and edging machine, for pre-
paring the skips or angular pieces which are to
form the squares. The wood to be acted upon is

fixed to the table, which can be traversed past
the cutters, whereby tho operations of grooving
and edging are effected. The grooving is per-
formed by a cutter on a verlical block

;
and

edging, in this case, is effected by a revolving
cutter with lancet-shaped teeth, somewhat
resembling a circular saw.
The second machine is for performing the same

operations, but is on a larger scale, and so
arranged that two operatives may work at the
same time. It can also be used for edging the
squares after they are glued up. In this machine
a single vertical cutter-block is employed in
conjunction with a doable sot of tables, on to
which the stuff to be operated upon is cramped.
The third and most important machine, and

one which attracts notice at tho Vienna Exhi-
bition, is the surfacing-machine. After tho
parquetry square has been edged, grooved,
tongued, and put together, it is secured to a
revolving disc or plate, carried by a mandril in
a poppet-head, similar to a lathe head-stock. In
front of the face-plate, cutters, somewhat similar
to a plane iron, are held at suitable angles for
acting upon the face of the square. These
cutters are fixed in slides, which are traversed
across the face of the revolving disc by means
of a square thread-sci'cw and bevel gearing.

A NUT FOR CHICHESTER.
If we accept Dr. Darwin’s theory, we once

were unacquainted with cooking and ablations,
to say nothing of habiliments and habitations

j

when, however, we became better off, we, in
course of time, covered our epidermis with the
skins of “ our poor relations,” and garments of
vegetable substances, made habitations of mine-
rals, andj cooked our food and consumed it

under tho roofs thereof. We erected cities and
towns, and in them reared churches, theatres,
baths, gymnasiums, markets, halls, reservoirs,
hospitals, schools, and factories. We did not
wash our dirty linen at home, and wo sent our
offal and filth miles away from our domiciles

—

at least, some of us. We wero very young at
first, and knew no better j bat now that we
have grown up, we are conscious of being big
girls, and blush at our former indecencies—at
least, most of us. It is very deplorable that
some of us are, even now, not much better than
we were “ in the beginning,” and still retain onr
filth at our elbow, until we are almost buried in
it. To the eye of the stranger passing through
Chichester, it appears a clean city

j but his nose
knows it is not. He blows it, and he ” turns it up,”
and never dreams of going there to live; new
villas are springing up everywhere away from
this city of cesspools, and in it “there is nothing
new under the sun,” although, besides tho
cathedral and tho cross, there is nothing very
old. It stands upon a gravel flat, and the houses
are built of tho largest boulders from this gravel.
East. street is a noble one, but the architecture
is that of tile country carpenter

j in front of the
Corn-exchange stands a very pretentious Doric
portico, under which all East-street and his wife
can find shelter from tho rain, which can be the
only purpose it was built for. The Swan is
the greatest oraamentto this Oriental thorough,
fare; but, like the theatre, it has been meta-
morphosed, and “mine host” now administers
to the extemal requirements of his patrons and
matrons. The council chamber in North-street
is an insignificant building in the Queen Anne
style, surmounted by a lively lion large enough
to swallow the chamber, town.councillors, and
all. There is no free library nor free baths, and
the consequence is, that few of the working-

classes, which are the largest class, have been
washed since they were weaned. The nearest
place of natation is a creek, some distance from
the city, to which there is a pretty walk, much
frequented by sighing swains and confiding
maidens, aci’OSS some fields full of lowing kine.
This would be a pleasant walk, and calculated to
provoke tho tender passion, but for the mean-
dering brook, which is crossed and recrossod by
the billers and cooers who wander along its

sedgy banks. This stream is one of the most
polluted, disgusting, and abominable rivulets in
England. It is, in fact, a sample of the con-
tents of the Chichester cesspools.*
As may be imagined of such a lagging place,

the wages of the great unwashed are scanda-
lously low, and their propensities on a par with
their pay

;
property is valueless, and there is

a lethargic air about the inhabitants which indi-
cates that to them to-day is just like yesterday,
and to-morrow will bo like to-day. They will
take their shutters down and put them up again,
as their benighted ancestors did before them,
until the lion loses his good temper, and swallows
up their connexions in his indignation.

Gargoyle.

CURING ECHOES.
We mentioned not long ago that echoes in

rooms had been destroyed by the introduction
of a fow wires. There is a very troublesome
echo in St. John’s Church, Limehouse, and an
experimont as to tho effect of wires has been
tried there. The St. John's Chronicle says,—It
was difficult to know how and where to begin

;

for the learned, if indeed any one can be said to
be learned in this matter, are not at all agreed
as to the cause of the echo. One authority
attributes it to the wall, another to the roof,
whilst a third has no manner of doubt that the
echo proceeds from the floor. Under these cir-

cumstances we havo been obliged to string irp
the wires at a venture, and we began by stretch-
ing half a dozen, about 6 in. apart, lengthways
from the chancel to the west wall, forming a
sort of invisible fence, from pillar to pillar, just
about the middle between the nave and tho
aisle. It ssems to be admitted by those who sit
in the aisle that this arrangement, so far as they
are concerned, has had a beneficial effect. Indeed,
some who were not aware that the wires had
been put up, said that they perceived a marked
improvement as soon as the reader began to say
tho prayers. But these wires made no differ,
ence to those who sat in the nave. Accordingly
other wires have been stretched from north to
south across tho nave, but with no perceptible
result. Further experiments, however, will be
tried

;
and the results will be recorded for the

benefit of clergymen or churchwardens who may
be troubled with echoes in their own churches.

THE MURAL PAINTINGS IN KEMPLEY
CHURCH.

Last autumn an interesting discovery of
mural paintings was mado in the Church of
Kempley, a small village in the diocese of Glou.
cester and Bristol. The church itself, says the
Gloucester Chronicle, in giving an account of
these paintings, is an extremely interesting
specimen of Norman architecture. It had undei’-
gone, like most of our ancient churches, periods
of “ beautifying,” in the style common enough
in the last 200 or 300 years,—whitewashing-.
On removing the several layers of this useful,
but scarcely ornamental, material, colour was
found. This encouraged careful and persevering
efforts on the part of the Rev. Mr. Drnmmond,
which havo resulted in the uncovering of wall-
paintings, almost, if not quite, unique in this
country. The chancel is wagon-roofed. The
ceiling of this, as well as the walls, were covered
with paintings both of figures and ornamental
designs. Tho general subject is the worship of
Heaven. On the ceiling is a large figure of onr
Saviour, surrounded by the various subjects as
described in Revelations iv. 4,—Seraphim, the
four living creatures, emblems of the Evangelist,
seven candlesticks as the Spirit of God, the sun,
the moon, and stars, a figure of St. Peter, and
opposite one of the Blessed Virgin. Beneath, on
the walls, are the twelve Apostles, six on either
side, seated on thrones, gazing upwards to the
Saviour, with hands ontsfcretched in attitudes of

•The Priory inclosure is a redeeming feature; but
being supported by subscribers instead of rates, it is
tabooed to ihe horny-handed as much as if they were still

in Darwin’s original state.
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ecstacy and adoration. On the east wall is a

figure of a bishop, in eucharistic vestments, in

the act of blessing. There are also other figures

of equal size and interest, which are not easy to

explain. The nave has been equally adorned;

but more attention had been given to the white-

washing, which adhered so closely that the pro-

cess of scraping was more difiicult, and attended

with less satisfactory results. In the splay of

one window, however, which had been blocked

up, a capital subject was revealed,—on one side,

the Archangel, weighing a soul for judgment;
on the other, the figure of St. Antony. The
date of these paintings has been fixed by com-
petent authorities as not later than towards the

end of the twelfth century. They have been
photogi’aphed by ilr. Abraham Thomas, of

College-green, Gloucester.

THE EAST LONDON RAILWAY
EXTENSIONS, AND THE VALUE OF LAND

REQUIRED FOR THE WORKS.
It transpired at the half-yearly meeting of the

East London Railway Company that the price

demanded for the land required by the Company
for the execution of their new works now in

progress at the East End between Wapping,
Shadwell, and Whitechapel, is enormously high,

and in many cases unreasonable, as the arbitra-

tion awards have proved. Daring the last six

months the directors have been giving great

attention to the purchase of land. In one
instance, six persons asked 12,0001., and the

Company thinkiog the price asked exorbitant,

lodged 5,8001. in court, and on the case going to

arbitration a still smaller sum was awarded. In
another case twenty persons claimed 28,0001.,

and ultimately the whole was settled for 1-1,0001.

But the most remarkable case was one where the
owner in the first instance claimed 4,0001. for his

land, which he afterwards reduced to 2,0001., but
the Company still thinking it was far above its

value, the case was sent before a jury, when
a verdict for 251. was given as the value of the
land.

SUPPLYING BUILDERS WITH TRACINGS.
“ rBOFESSIONAL INqUIRIES.”

“B.’s” answer (p. 634) to “A.’s” question

(p. 5fl0) might be accepted as it st-ands, and
still supply no very practical guidance. “A.”
hadasked, “Profiled the builder requires a second
set of drawings and specification, is tho architect

justified in making an extra charge for the

same, and notifying the same on the bills of

quantities?” “ B.” says, if tho builder requires

these the architect had better supply them, and
of course ought to charge for them. But the

question as it stands appears rather to be : (1) Is

an architect, supplying tho bills of quantities

himself, entitled to conclude that the builder will

want a second set, and provide payment for

himself in the quantities ? I thiuk that the

general voice of the best part of the profession

would answer that he is not to do this ;—certainly

nob without special authority from his client.

In the case (2) where a builder having obtained

a contract by competition tendering on quan-
titles, applies to the architect for copies (say

for use in his shops and <iffice), circumstances

must guide as to the answer. It is clearly a
service rendered to the builder, for which he
will have to pay directly and finally,—not re-

ceiving payment again from tho employer. It

is one of his e.xpenses in carrying out the work,

—on the same footing as his time-sheets and
ether stationery, his own travelling expenses,

and BO on. If the architect has reason to

believe that the builder looks on tho work as a
sop,—a little piece of work made to do the
architect a service,—he will be entitled to feel

some resentment, and (if he does without
heroics) he can decline work that his pressing
business does not allow him to undertake. If

the application Is made in all honesty, I think
be should arrange the charge, then tell his

client, and get hia approval. The character of

tho drawings will be often tho best guide.
The architect’s judgment will tell him how far
it is difficult for a builder in active business to
get the services of a competent tracer of right-
lined plans and sections ;—anything with much
art-character about it will be on a different
footing. Host London building firms have in their
own office the means of producing all ordinary
tracings

;
or can get them done quickly and

cheaply and well. But of course there may be

times when they will be glad to have this help
from the architect. And this will apply still

more strongly in the case of some country
builders.

The client should be told everything. To be
completely caudid, I may add that it will

generally be well for the architect to charge
little if any more than the cost of his clerks’

time. He should consider that ho gets his main
profit on the transaction in the more complete
following of his instructions in the executed
work. C.

MACADAMIZED ROADS AND THE
STEAM-ROLLER.

The making and repair of these roads is a
subject of increased importance, through the
great increase of traffic about the suburbs, &c.

The use of the steam-roller does not appear to

tend to their durability, although most desirable

to produce a good surface with despatch. The
mistake seems to mo to be this,—the hoggin is

merely thrown on the top of the broken granite,

instead of being thoroughly mixed up with it

like concrete, before the roller goes over
;
the

bits of stone are jammed together for a time,

but the interstices are not filled up, and the traffic

in a few weeks loosens the body of it, causing
parts to sink down in hollows. The slushing

with water at the time to wash in the hoggin
tends, no doubt, to soften tho foundation.

As OFricuL Looker-on.

THE SURPLUS LANDS
OF THE CHATHAM AND DOVER AND

METROPOLITAN COMPANIES.

At the half-yearly meeting of the London,
Chatham, and Dover Company, held last week,
the chairman stated that sales to the extent of

450,000L had been effected since the award of

Lords Cairns and Salisbury, and that the debt
upon what remained, of the value of 11-0,000Z.,

was only 80,0001. In other words, they had
1-10,0001. to meet 80,OOOJ. ; but, owing to the
increased cost of bnilding materials and labonr,

it was not so easy to find purchasers as formerly,

aud tlie Board of Trade had extended the time
of sale for twelve months longer.

At the meeting of the Metropolitan Company,
it was stated that the letting of unoccupied, and
the sale of surplus, property had proceeded

satisfactorily during the half-year, and that the
company had let property on lease and under
agreement, including a portion of the surplus

land, to the Great Northern Company, aud also

a portion of the surphrs land near Whitecross-

street, to the Midland Company, for a total

ultimate rental and payment of toll of 16,6741.

per annum.

ST. PAUL’S AND THE LIGHTNING.
Althovgii much had been done to protect

St. Paul’s Cathedral, recent examination showed
that it was in a very dangerous condition.

Ui>on tho report of Mr. John Faulkner,
Associate of 'Telegraph Engineers, of Man-
Chester, the authorities commissioned him to

prepare a plan for the fitting of the cathedral
with an efficient system of conductors. The
plan submitted was approved, and the fitting

is now completed. In metallic connexion,

with cross and ball, and scrolls, are eight

copper conductors, each being a half-inch strand
of copper wires. The octagonal strand has been
adopted as giving most metal in the least space.

These eight conductors then pass to the metallic

railing of the Golden Gallery, with which they
are in metallic connexion. Thence they are
carried down to the dome, to the metallic snr-

face of which they are again connected at seve-

ral portions of their length. Then down the rain-

falls, over the leaden roofs of the aisles, in the
angles formed by the aisles themselves

;
again

down the rainfalls to the sewers. Further, the

choir and nave roofs are connected together by a
saddle or conductor stretching over them both,

and joined to the conductors proceeding from the
summit of the West Towers. Even this, it is

said, did not satisfy Mr. Faulkner, who tested,

sheet by sheet, the electrical condition of tho
leads, connecting the worse insulated sheets by
copper bands to the better conducting surfaces.

Thus the dome, aisle-roofs, and ball and cross,

and the two west towers, form one immense
metallic conductor, and the danger arising from
interior gas-piping is removed; for it is proved

that electricity accumulates upon the surf!

only of bodies. In the sewers, which alwjr.

afford a moist earth connexion, tho copper strarf)-

are riveted to copper plates, and these again ili/

pegged into tho earth. By this means as g jj

an earth connexion is obtained at the top of i

cross, at the very summit of the cathedral, at ,1

found in the sewers at its base. The misfortt cl

is that if another electriciau were sent : d

morrow to report on the condition of the catjt)

dral, he would, doubtless, show that it was 1 <

of weak points. However, we must trust:

Mr. Faulkner, who seems to have gone into t

subject very carefully.

A LARGE NEW COAL AND GOODS :

STATION AT WANDSWORTH.
The Midland Railway have this week opei =

a very extensive coal-station at Wandswor:
which they have constructed on a plot of U
four acres in extent, running along the east s

of the London, Chatham, and Dover Railw i

near the Wandsworth-road station. The la

on which the coal-dep5t has been formed is & .

siderably below the Chatham and Dover Ri

!

way level, and it has been connected with 1

latter by means of a single line on a dcscendi
gradient, which leaves the Chatham and Dot
line between the York-road and Wandswor'
road stations. This line reaches the low level

the ooal-dep6b about 200 yards from its leavi

tho main line, and from this point a netwc
of rails, each about 700 ft. in length, radii

right and left from the connecting.line, and i

carried in the direction of Wands worth-ror
There are altogether six of these lines for t

coal-wagons and traffic, in addition to a seven
line between them, carried tho whole length

the depot, and intended solely for the worki
of a travelling-crane to facilitate the dischai

of the coal.

Tho intended new works of the Company lit

will bo earned considerably beyond the co:

station which has just been completed. T
Company have purchased altogether ten acres;

land in the locality, and six acres of this spa
which lie immediately to the eastward of t

coal-dep6t, are intended as the site of a lai;

merchandise-station which is immediately to ;

erected. On a considerable portion of this a
large warehouses and offices, together wi
extensive sheds,,are to be erected, the romaini;

area being covered with lines of rails for t

working of goods-trains.

REOPENING OP BANGOR CATHEDRAT
Atteii undergoing a partial rebuilding (ui

restoration, a work which has occupied nesK
seven years in completion, Bangor Cathedral il|

been formally reopened for Divine service. ,j

The work of restoration has been carried i
from the designs of Sir G. Gilbert Scott, E.1
who presented a report, which was adopted, ok
public meeting convened in 1866 by the Ds|
and Chapter, for concerting measures for il

restoration and improvement of tho catheda
Sir Gilbert estimated the whole cost of the wm
at 25,0001., towards which upwards of 22,09
have been contributed. J
The original structure was, with the oxcepS

of Llandaff Cathedral, the oldest in Wales, ha'iS

been erected about the year 550. In 1071 it

destroyed by the insurgent Saxons, and tb

edifice was rebuilt in 1212. In 1402 it was agail

reduced to ruins by Owen Glyndwr, and nothin}

was done towards its restoration for nearly 1

century, when Bishop Dean undertook the re

building of thechoir. In 1532 Bishop Skeffingtoi

revived the work and rebuilt the tower anc

nave. Subsequent alterations were made u

later years, but they were so completely out 0

harmony with the rest of the building that its

character as an old church structure was almoei

effaced. By the process of investigation and tL

application of each discovered detail, whereve

possible, to its original position, Sir Gilbert Scot'

was enabled to discover nearly the entire Jesigi

of the transept as erected in the days 0

Edward I. Many green encaustic tiles wer«

found in the chancel, and these showed the ok

levels of the sanctuary at three points, anc

proved it to have risen by successive stepi

towards the east.

The first step determined upon by the restora

tion committee was the reconstrnction of th

dilapidated transepts, with so much of the towe

as reaches to the ridge of the roof (the reraaia
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portion, with the spire, having to be post-

'

id in consequence o£ tho want of funds), and
restoration of the choir, and the chapter

lings. This they have been able to accom-

1

,
with the exception of tlio chapter buildings,

total cost of these portions of the work is

ards of 20,0001. In addition to a donation

,000? . to the general fund, Lord Penrhyn
lyed the cost of the decoration of tho roof

walls of the choir, together with two stained-

I windows and the erection of the stall-work

gh as the elbows, with one canopy on each

at a total expense of 2,8651. The floors

been paved with encaustic tiles, after the

)rn of those found during the excavation

;

a new organ has been built which will cost

)l. Very much of the work of restoration

emains to be done. The chapter buildings,

nave, chapel, tower, and spire, have to be
r restored or reconstructed, and upwards of

)Z. are required for these objects.

THE MEN IN THE SEWERS.
IE inquest on the two poor fellows who were
'ned in a sewer in Beaufort-street, Chelsea,

ig the sudden storm on Tuesday, August 5,

3ed observations censuring the foreman
10 contractors. This relates to sewers in

se of construction. Something should be
ght of the miles of sewers under the care of

!h surveyors, who took no steps whatever to

\ the hundreds of sower-men groping about
v, and far from “ man-holes,” and who
t not foresee tho dangerous storm approach-
It is a “ God’s providence ” that men wei'e

irowned in every parish; scores had not

to pick np their tools; and at Dulwich one
rman had to swim for his life,

uld not some step be taken to warn men in

dangerous position of approaching storms
•6 the floods rush down upon them in the
8 ” it did on Tuesday ? Sui-veyors may not
ill jurymen so easy as the Chelsea ones.

L.

RAILWAYS IN GERMANY.
TENTiox is called by tho British consul
intzig to the large increase of late in

ay communications throughout Germany,
h has materially contributed to the de-
iment of trade. The construction of rail-

in the country has been very active
ig late years, and still continues to be so,

m immense amount of capital is employed
10 work. As an interesting fact, showing
idvance which has been made in Germany
gord to her railway system, it may be
ioned that in the year 1855 Germany had
Z,82G kilometres of railway

;
in 1865, she had

'0 kilometres; and at the end of 1871 the
int was 20,980 kilometres, thus showing a
important increase. It is also pointed out
Brunn (the largest manufacturing town in

I’ia), Prague, and Lensberg have more
bourse with the Hanse Towns than with
|te, and when the railway which is being
tooted between Oderberg in Silesia and
tau iu Central Hungary is finished, Breslau
bertainly be nearer to the wealthiest pro-

p of Hungary than Trieste, and though
’au is not a seaport, its facility of com-
batiou with England is very considerable.

.WORK AT HOME AND ABROAD.
[,—In a recent number you have an account
iw work is hastily constructed iu American
1. A workman a few days since by chance
id to me how a friend, who was considered
gland a fair plumber, having saved lOOZ. or
mt to America in the hope of bettering bis

on. He found tho methods of executing
;in his trade so different (and probably the
.itself also) to what he was accustomed to,

after spending nearly all his savings in

Bring in search of work and maintaining
ilf in idleness, he returned in despair.

bI you permit me to suggest that a com.
fein of the methods of executing details of

> ng of various countries from some of your
l^poudents would be just now of the highest
i Bt, and possibly of much value ?

n plumbing, I know the spirit blow-pipe is

tf m the Continent largely, where the English
• tien must lose time in preparing the
Vrous large fire for heating tools required,
ps, for making ono pipe joint,

! G. B. G.

VEGETATION ON STONE FLAGS.

Your note (p. xi. of the last number) as to the
water employed for boiling potatoes called to

mind another use to which that liquid has been
put. Pour some of it on stone flags every day
for about a fortnight, and they will assume
their original colour, though the vegetation may
have seemed very strong. This information I

had from a very worthy lady who had directed

the application many times with success
;
but

I think it would be as well if any of your
readers, who are tempted to direct this remedy to

be tried, would let us also know their experience.

One is inclined also to suggest that the “ Stone
Broth” of excellent fables may perhaps here

be paralleled. Does tho virtue proceed from
the earth-apples, or would simple boihng water
have tho same effect ? X.

LOCAL BOARD SURVEYORSETPS.
Sir,—A so-called election has just taken place

for the Aston (near Birmingham) snrveyorahip.

There were sixty-six candidates in answer to the

advertisement of tho Board, and after giving

these the trouble (to say nothing of the expense)
of getting up testimonials, which would probably
number say six each, making 396, half of which
would, perhaps, be written specially, the Board
have elected tho former surveyor. Is not this

sort of thing a farce ? After a certain time both
Board and surveyor must he re-elected. Tlie

clerk to the Board advertises for a suiweyor, and
consequently numbers of persons apply thinking
it a hand fide appointment, when the fact is there
is not a shadow of a chance for them. I think
if this were generally known there would not bo
so many persons sending in applications for these
situations, as it is only waste of time and can
serve no purpose. A Candidate.

MASTERS AND MEN.
Sib,—

O

ar joinerB having been on strike a week, and
some of the daily papers conveying a wrong impression,
the following explanation may be acceptable :

—

The men are striking for what no other employers in
London give, viz., 9ld, per hour. Wo are willing to pay
9d., the trade rate, and as we obtain the bulk of our
work by competition, not only with London but provincial
contractors, you will at once see the great injustice of the
claim ; but we are pleased to say that our shops are lilliug,

and wo shall suJler but little inconvenience.
Faemeb & Beixdlev.

NEW METHODS FOR THE SEARCH OF
SPRINGS OF WATER.

Sib,—

A

few months ago you were kind enough to insert
in your valuable journal a letter of mine in which I gave
some details about certain modem methods now most
successfully resorted to on the Continent, to ascertain in
arid lands the exact situation of subterranean springs and
water-bearing strata.

Since then, I have received from all parts of England a
number of letters requesting me to {pve further parti-
culars, thereby illustrating to me the interest which the
public take in tho matter. Now, sir, the question being
one in which I myself take great interest, and to which I
have paid for years considerable attention, you will find it

natural that I should be particularly anxious,—inde-
pendently of any pecuniary object,—to make it as popular
as possible, especially through its practical results.
Having now some spare time at my disposal, I beg to offer
this to the public. Should any owner of land or property
inaullioiently supplied with water choose to avail himself
of my experience lor surveying his land in searohofsources
of water supply, I offer my services request-
ing only that the results should be made as widely known
as could be.
May I add that the methods to which I refer are now

thoroughly tested. In France and Algeria,—as can bo
proved by ofEuial documents,—thousands of fountains and
wells have been successfully dug where previously most
inconvenient scarcity of water prevailed.

L. JocBn’nur.

THE LATE MR. THOS. PIPER.

Wk cannot allow the announcement of the
death of Mr. Thos. Piper to pass without an
expression of friendly remembrance and great
regret. He had been a manager of the London
Institution for many years, and in 1867, after
he had left business, as a builder, became its

hon. secretary, on the retirement of Sir W. Tite.

He held the position of surveyor to the North
British and Foreign Mercantile Insurance Com-
pany. He was also hon. secretary to the Builders’
Society, aud took an active interest in many
other iuatitutions. Mr. Piper was ono of the
earliest and most active members of theBuilders’
Benevolent Institution : ho was a good speaker
aud a clever man, and it might not be nuin-
structive, if it were practicable, to examine into
the reasons why be did not, like some of his
contemporaries, make a large fortune as a con-
tractor. We highly esteemed Mr. Thos. Pipei*.

'

SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT.
The examination of students’ works from

nighc-classes for drawing, and from schools of
art, submitted in competition for payments and
prizes, has jnst been concluded.

From 402 night-classes 76,943 works have
been received. From 124 schools of art 93,673
works have been received, making a grand total

of 170,615 drawings, models, or paintings which
have been executed iu the classes daring the
year ending in April last. This is an increase
over 1872 of 41,366 works.

‘'These works were first submitted to a preliminary
examination, those of each school being taken separately
by a Committee of Examiners, who awarded tho third
grade prizes, and at the same time selected from the mass
1,480 of the best and most advanced works for reference
to the national competition, which is open to the students
of all the Schools of Art throughout the kingdom.
On the result of this competition, ten gold, thirty-two

silver, and sixty-eight bronze medals have been awarded,
together with a number of prizes of books.
The prize-works of this competition, together with as

many of the other competing works as space could be
found for, are now exhibited in the Temporary Schools on
the ground floor of the South Kensington Mnsenm, where
they will remain open to the inspection of persons
interested in Art education, aud the public, until Sep-
tember.”

Re KENSINGTON GARDENS.
Sir,—May I be permitted, through the

medium of your influential columns, to call the
attention of the “ powers that be ” to the dilapi-

dated state of the engine-hohse at the head of
the Serpentine. This building illustrated in your
pages at tho time of its ereotiou, is, or rather
was, covered witli ornamental tiles, which, when
perfect, had a very pretty and suitable appear,
ance

; but they arc now broken and off in all

dii'cctions, and the roof is patched with tiles of

various shapes and colours, giving the building

a most poverty-stricken appearance. If the
Government cannot afford to have a supply of

these tiles manufactured (I believe they are nob
now iu the market, though there are plenty of

people who could make them), I would suggest
tbat, for decency’s sake, the roof should be
stripped, repaired, and covered with tiles of a
suitable, but less uncommon, pattern before the
timbers get too rotten, to prevent the whole
falling into untimely decay. T. C. S.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
London .—On the day upon which, in accord-

ance with the resolutions adopted at the meeting
of master builders on the 18tb of July last, the
advanced rate of wages,—from 8id. to 9cl. per
hour,—was to be paid to the building operatives,

considerable excitement prevailed amongst the
men, it having been very generally rumoured
during the week that several of tho largo firms
intended refusing tho payment of the id. per
hour advance, upon the ground that no agree-
ment had been signed to that effect, but that the
matter had only taken the form of a recom-
mendatory resolution, carried by a simple
majority. The masons’ committee sat at the
Paviors’ Arms, Westminster, for the purpose of

receiving reports from the men as to the action
of the employers, but up to a late hour ou the
same evening it was found that, with a few
exceptions, the employers had acted up to the
spirit of the resolution, and paid the 9d. per
hour. The carpenters and joiners held a dele-

gate meeting at the Brown Bear, Bloomsbury.
Upon giving in their reports, it was found that
the advance bad been very generally given by
the employers, but that some firms, including
tho large establishments of Messrs. Farmer &
Brindley, Westminster-road, aud Mr. Robinson’s,
Rockiiigliam Works, New Kent-road, had refused
to pay any advance, and that in these two firms

the carpenters, to the number of about 100, had
struck work. From many shops no report was
given in. In a discussion which ensued, it

appeared that the men in the employ of Farmer
ifc Brindley were chiefly employed on church and
ecclesiastical work, requiring great care and
skill, and tbat in couaequence their wages had
always been in advance of those generally paid
in the trade, some of the men receiving 8td. per
hour, othera 9d. and OJd. per hour. The firm
declined to give the ^d. advance upon these
prices, but stated their willingness to pay the
9d. per hour all round in accordance with tho
terms of the masters’ resolution. This offer tho
men refused, claiming the ^d. per hour advance
on their existing rate of wages, contending that
if their work was worth more than the standard
rate of wages before the advance, they had a
right to participate in the full advance which
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had taken place. This being refused, the men
to the number of about fifty, struck work. In
the case of Mr. Robinson, of Rockingham “Works,
it was found to be a simple refusal to pay the
adFance, and the action of the men in leaving
their employ was approved, and notices were
ordered to be issued to the trade cautionino-
men from applying for work at the firm.

A largely.atteuded meeting of builders’ labourers
has been held in Trafalgar-square, Mr. Halloran
occupying the chair. The chairman said the
object of the meeting was to obtain for the
labourers employed in the building trade a small
advance upon their present low rate of wages,
which were now 5d. and Sid. per hour. The
skilled men in the trade, by union, had obtained
an advance of id. per hour, and he thought the
labourers were quite justified in desiring to
participate in that advantage. The pleas put
forth by the skilled men for an advance of
wages were the dearness of provisions, fuel, and
clothing. The labourers put forth the same
plea. Mr. John Kenny, the Secretary of the
Labourers’ Union, read the correspondence
which had passed between the committee of the
union and the committee of the master builders,
in which the latter declined to entertain the
memorial of the men for an advance from oVd.
to 6d. per hour before March nest. He pro.
ceeded to complain in strong terms of the
manner in which they had been treated by the
employers, and said that if the men wanted
justice done to them, they must, like the masons
and the men in other branches, act together iu
union. Several labourers then addressed the
meeting, and a resolution was unanimously
adopted, and ordered to be sent to the employers,
to the effect that unless 6d. per hour was con-
ceded to the men on Saturday, the 16th inst.,
steps would be taken to enforce the same in all
the firms where it was refused.
The Trade Outrage at Oorton .—James Scholes,

33, Thomas Coady, 28, and Joseph Edwards, 22,
were indicted at the South Lancashire Assizes
for having, at Gorton, on the 10th of May last,
wilfully destroyed 40,000 unbaked bricks, the
property of George Forster. The damage
amounted to 201. We need not enter into the
particulars, but shall merely state that tlie jury,
after the lapse of half an hour, gave verdicts of
guilty against Coady and Edwards, and acquitted
Scholes, who was discharged. Sentence was
deferred.

FROM IRELAND.
Opening of St. Patrick's (R.C.) Cathedral,

Armagh.—The New Roman Catholic cathedral
of St. Patrick, at Armagh, which has been some
thirty years in coarse of erection, and has
already cost about 70,0001., is now so far com.
pleted that its solemn dedication and opening
have been fixed for Sunday, the 24th of the
present month.

Consecration of Ballynafeigh Church, Belfast .

—

The new church at Ballynafeigh has been
consecrated. It is one of ten churches
erected, according to the Belfast Newsletter,
within half a dozen years, by the liberality
of churchmen in Belfast and neighbourhood.
The parish of St. Jude, Ballynafeigh, is a
new one, taken out of the mother parish of
Kiiockbreda. A free site was given by a
parishioner, Mr. Fitzpatrick, and the late Eccle-
siastical Commissioners gave a grant of 600Z.

;

several friends also liberally contributed, the
result being the erection of a church at a cost of
nearly 3,000?., and capable of holding -100
persons. The architect is Mr. Thomas Drew.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

_

HiZZmorfon.—The Wesleyan Methodists in this
village, having secured a site in a conveniently,
situated field, obtained plans from Mr. Enoch
Underwood and Mr. Tom Walton, for the ercc.
tion of a plain, but commodious chapel, with
Bchool-room attached, and Mr. Rathbone, the
builder, made such progress with the foundations
and walls that the laying of several memorial
stones has taken place. The estimated cost of
the chapel and school-room is 330Z.
Brampton .—A Congregational church has just

now been erected and opened in the populous
district of Brampton, near Chesterfield, at a
cost of about l.oOOZ. The chapel is intended to
accommodate 300 persons. Mr. Kent is the
architect; Mr. Heath, the builder: and Mr
Maraueu, clerk of the works.

§a0lis ^iccirb-ftr.

Over the Dovrefjelds, By S. Shepard. With
illustrations. H. S. King & Co., Cornhill and
Patornostcr-row. 1873.

How to take a month’s run through Norway
with a 20Z. note in the pocket, the purpose of
this volume is to show; and it does so pleasantly,
smoothing the way for a trip much more easily
taken than many suppose.

While at Drontheim, or TronJhjem, the state
of the cathedral attracted the author’s attention.
“At present,” he remarks, “ better clays seem
to be dawning for it, the direction of the work
having recently been placed under a young and
rising architect,—Herr Christie, of Christiauia, a
descendant of a Scotch family, who, if we may
judge from what has already been accomplished
under his supervision, is the right man in the
right place.” They have now commenced to
restore the high choir, and scaffolding has been
for this purpose erected all round the interior in
a series of stages. The most complete wreck of
all are the nave and west front, the walls of
which alone remain, kept up by many huoe
brick buttresses.

°

A Handbook of Seivage Ufilisatio7i. By Uliok
Ralph Burke, M.A., Barrister-at-Law. Second
edition, revised and enlarged. London : Spon,
Charing-cross.

’

A CONSIDERABLE amount of new matter has been
added to the first edition of this compilation, the
utility of which seems to be appreciated. A
great portion of the information contained in it
has been collected from the Reports presented to
Parliament by various Commissions since 1858.
To a certain extent, this is an epitome of much
that has already been written on the subject of
which it treats. The author thus sums up, in
conclusion, as to the system or combination of
systems which he thinks oaght to be preferred
“ -As a general rule we would recommend the
adoption of a system of precipitation on General
Scott’s process, in combination with a system of
irrigation in places where the natural circum-
stances,—a proper fall, suitable land, &c.,—are
favourable, or in other cases with charcoal filtra-
tion. The more the subject is impartially studied
[he adds], the more apparent will it bo that the
true secret of success is to be found in Combina.
tion.”

Treatise on the Setting Out of Railivay Curves,
with full Tables ^"c. By David Livingston,
C.E. London and New York : Spon.

The most part of this volume is filled with
tables of the angles, distances, and offsets
required, specially arranged for measurementsm feet and imperial links, bub also adapted for
use in any other unit of measurement. They
were prepared for the author’s owu practical
use in setting out a section of railway over a
rugged tract of country, and he believes them
to be of more practical utility than any known
to him as having previously been published.
Prefixed is an account of those methods of
ranging railway curves for use in which the
tables were more particularly compiled.

VARIORUM.
The Gardener’s Magazine has a few observa-

tiens on " Propagating Evergreens,” which may
be useful to some of our readers :

—“Now is the
time to make stock of evergreens, and the best
way is to make up frames and boxes iu shady
ont-of-the way places, where the cuttings may
bo allowed to remain twelve months at least,
and the slowest of them, such as hollies, two
years.

^

Old frames that are past all ordinary
uses will do

; but there are no contrivances fur
this purpose so well adapted for small gardens
as Reudle’s propagators. A few inches of sandy
soil, the box fitted over it, and the glass and bar
being ready, the rest is simple work enough.
The cuttings should consist of wood of the
season 3 in. to C in. long; the lower leaves must
be removed, and they must be dibbed in close
together, rather deep, and made quite firm.
Give them a good watering, and shut them up
close, and for the rest of the season look at them
once a week to give water if needful, and shut
them up close as soon as that is done. The two
best paying things here for this practice are
variegated hollies, variegated euonymus, and the
better kinds of ligustrnm and osraanthus.
Coarser things may be multiplied iu the same
way. We trust to seeds and layering when we
want aucubas

; of common berberis self-sown
seedlings appear in plenty.”

Accidents. — The bodies of the six
buried alive by the accidental falling in of
at the works of the East Loudon Railway
pany, Wapping, had not been recovered
withstanding the utmost efforts of the eng
and others, in the removal of the hundr
tons of earth, timber, and ironwork ov(
bodies. The cause of the disaster is sup
to have been the shifting of the sand '

formed the substratum where the earth
vray. If the accident had occurred tw
four hours later, sixty or seventy lives ’

inevitably have been lost, as arrangement
been made for that number of bricklayers
to work at six the next morning at the
where the accident took place. Dr. Di
has held an inquest at Chelsea, on the bodi
two “navvies,” who were killed in a sew
Duke-street. The men were at work in
sewer daring a heavy storm of rain, and in
sequence of the great flow of water they
drowned before they h.ad time or warnir
effect their escape. The outlet into the i

it appeared from the plan, was smaller thai
sewer itself. The foreman of the jury the
there should be more “ man-holes ” in
sewer. The jury returned a verdict of
dental death.”

Proposed Covering in of tlie Edinbt
Vegetable Market.—The Lord Provost’s i

mittee have resolved to recommend to the 1

council the carrj-ing out of a scheme
covering in the Vegetable Market, in accord
with the expressed desire of the gardeners n
the market that they should be provided '

some shelter from the weather. Accordir
the plan, prepared by Mr. R. Morliam, jun.,
city superintendent, it is proposed to cove
tlie area with a flat platform, which would
the form of a promenade on the level of Prin
street. The surface of this platform is

posed to be formed of aspbalte paving, car
upon concrete arches, which again would
upon a system of iron beams and main gin
crossing the space in two spans, and suppoi
in the centre by a range of iron columns,
series of wells, six in number, with glazed s
and glass roof in the bottom of each, W'
afford light to the interior, and these aperfc
in the platform could at the same time be tui
to account for omanieufcal purposes. In oi

to raise the estimated cost (23,000Z.) it will
necessary to obtain Parliamentary sanction.

The Adulteration of Pood, &c., Act.—
Westminster Board have received a report f

their Street-cleansing and Sanitary Commi:
that proceedings had been taken against tl

persons for selling adulterated milk, and thi
heavy penalty was imposed iu each case. T
have satisfaction in stating that samples of br
and beer have been analysed during the j
month, and found unadulterated. They ti

that the steps already taken will tend to sec
the sale of pure articles of food only. Althoi
it was contemplated by the Adulteration of F
Act the penalties should be paid to the sev«
district boards, yet, under the Police Court A
the magistrate decided that the penalties m
go to the receiver of the metropolitan pol:
The question has been mooted in the House
Commons by Mr. W. H. Smith, M.P.; and y.

committee submit a letter received from h
offering to take the necessary steps to endeav<
to effect an alteration of the existing law in •

next session. The committee recommenc
that the solicitor (Mr. Warrington Roge
place himself in communication with Mr. Smi
and move in the matter accordingly,

Newcastle Society of Antiquaries.

—

the monthly meeting of the Newcastle Socu
of Antiquaries, held in the Old Castle, Mr. Jo
Clayton presiding, a present was received fr<

Sir Walter C. Trevelyan of the series of volun;
published by the Archmologioal Institute i

Rome. These volumes contain papers eluciclati

some of the inscriptions belonging to the Noi
of England. Two papers were read by 1
Ralph Carr-Ellison, elucidatory of the names'
the deities Nociticus and Antenociticus, fou
upon altars at Benwell, and of the name Be.
tucader, which occurs on altars found in Wes
moreland and elsewhere. Dr. Bruce mention'
that the Duko of Northumberland had giv*

directions to have the map of ancient Northur
berland, which was prepared under the auspic
of the fourth duke, engraved, with the view
forming a frontispiece to the Lapidarium.
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)ther Great Engineering Proposal.—
proposed to cut one of the moat famous

of land in tlie world, tho Isthmus of

,h. Its severance by a canal has been

sted from very ancient times, and was

ly attempted by the Emperor Nero. A
am from Constantinople reports that

anos Xenos has obtained “ a concession for

analisation of the Isthmus of Corinth.”

reck Government has granted to Messrs,

i and Xenos, the concessionnaires, laud for

11 and docks as well as for the canal, and

so of mines and forests, together with

privileges. The Isthmus at its narrowest

is a little more than four miles broad,

a this spot be selected for the proposed

travellers from the west to Athens,

iia, Constantinople, and the Black Sea will

through classic ground as they traverse

pace between the gulfs of Corinth and

sctro-Telegrapliic Progress.—Not long

was thought to be impossible to send two

ges along a telegraph wire, in opposite

ions, at the same time. But proof was

that it could be done
;
and now, by inge-

arrangement of coils and batteries and

connexions, circuits can be formed through

. cross-messages are sent as ordinary busi-

and ” duplex telegraphy ” has passed into

on use. But as yet it is applicable to short

ts only. Mr. Heaviside, of Newoaatle-on-

says, in tho rhilosopldcal Magazine, that

iy it is theoretically possible to send any

er of messages at once along a single wire,

n opposite directions, and without inter-

:e. ” From experiments I have made,” ho

mes, “ I find it is not at all a difficult

r to carry on four correspondences at the

time, namely, two in each direction; and

ms not improbable that multi-tcUgra^hy

ecomo an established fact.”

e Coiiutess of Huntingdon’s Chapel,

hton.—A stone reredos has recently been

id in this chapel. Tho structure, which is

:n stone, rests upon a base of four courses

liar, with carved pateras, and above this

ve panels of polished black marble, on

are to bo engraved the Creed, the Lord’s

r, and the Ten Commandments. Tho
3 are surmounted by canopies, embellished

carving, terminating in carved finials, and

irted by six columns of Aberdeen granite,

tone capitals of which are carved with

3 and flowers, emblematical of Faith, Hope,

lharity ;
Love, Joy, and Peace. Tho whole

iported by side buttresses, ornamented with

d panels. Tho reredos was designed by
7imble, of Walbrook, the architect of tho

it chapel
;
and the work has been executed

r. Pinker, of Cliftonvillc, the carving being

r. H. K. Pinker.

e Ross and Monmouth Railway.—
new railway has been opened. The line is

iiles in length, fi-om Ross Station to Wye-
e, Monmouth. There are two tunnels, tho

ipal one being at Coppet, which is 628

in length. The second runs under

luds’ Yat, and is cut through a quarter of a

of solid rock. At the Coppet cutting the

tions were commenced at each end, and
oring parties met in tho centre within an

a creditable feat of engineering skill. At
end of the tunnels there is some heavy

'cutting, but beyond this the groundwork
been of an ordinary character. Throe

es, however, will span the Wye in con-

'n with the lino. There arc four stations,

fling the Wye Bridge, viz., Symonds’ Yat,

cvern and Wye Junction, or Lydbrook, and

b Bridge. The permanent stations are

of old red sandstone, from Tudorville.

iinblane Cathedral.—While the workmen
s cathedral were engaged in the chapter-

I in prepai'ing a bed for an ancient re-

ent monument, they came upon a large

about 2 ft. below the surface of the floor,

md of it extended for some distance below

mndation of the cathedral. It was found

I a sculptured stone, about 6 ft. long and

broad. A finely-carved cross occupies

it the whole of tho one side of it, and the

is marked with a variety of sculptures,—

a

on horseback, a dog or pig, two crosses and
'sques of different patterns. This stone

have been placed where it was found

e the building of the cathedral, more than
mturies and a half ago. It is unfortunately
in across 2 ft. from the top.

Opening of Cleethorpes Pier. — This

event, which has long been looked fonvard to

with pleasurable interest by tho inhabitants of

the rising little watering-place, Cleethorpes,

named the Margate of the Lincolnshire coast,

has taken place, amidst much ceremony

and rejoicing. The new pier, which is a light

structure supported by iron pillars, was com-

menced by a limited liability company in Decem-

ber last, from designs by Messrs. J. E. &. A. Dow-
son, of London, engineers, the contractors being

Messrs. Head, Wrightson, & Co., of Stockton-

on-Tees. It is 400 yards in length by 20 ft. in

width, and at tho end is a platform, 120 ft. long

by 85 ft. broad, with steps descending to the

water for tho accommodation of passengers.

Mr. J. W. Alison, of the “Adelphi.”—
Mr. J. W. Anson has always shown himself

willing, and not merely willing, but able, to help

on any project or matter in which the theatrical

profession are concerned, and we are therefore

not at all surprised to hear that a number of the

members of the Junior Garrick Club have

recently entertained him at a banquet, and pre-

sented him with his portrait, painted by Mr. F.

Sydney Muschamp, in acknowledgment of his ser-

vices in forming the club. When his successful

labours in assisting to found the Dramatic,

Equestrian, and Musical Sick Fund, the Dramatic

Burial Necropolis Cemetery, and the Iloyal

Dramatic College are also remembered, the pro-

fession may, one of these days, even do some-

thing more than has yet been done.

Overcrowding in Westminster. — Mr.

Barnard Holt, F.R.C.S., in his report to the

Westminster District Board, says,—“ During the

month (June, 1873), I have examined the house

of tho Rev. Mr. Harford, Dean’s-yard, West-

minster, and I find it so closely abuts on tho

houses at tho back, in Great Smith-street, as to

prevent any free admission of air, and conse-

quently! consider it especially unhealthy. Cases

of illness are frequently occurring in the house.

I see no other way of rendering Mr. Harford’s

house habitable than by removing tho houses in

Smith-street, and so secure him that amount of

ventilation which is absolutely necessary for tho

due maintenance of health.” The report was

referred to the Street-cleansing and Sanitary

Committee. Rather a brave recommendation.

Antiquarian Discovery at Lyminge, in

Rent.—The recent discovery of the wall of a

Roman basilica in tbo very ancient village of

Lyminge is announced by a contemporary. The
discovery is the result of excavations undertaken

by C.anon Jenkins, a well-kuown local antiquary.

The wall is of great solidity, and, if possible,

the concrete (which is compounded of lime and

chalk) is harder and more massive than the

stone in which it is embedded,—a circumstance

due, no doubt, as much to its antiquity as to the

excellence of tho concrete. The site of the

remains is a short distance from the church in

wliich tho Northumbrian princess, St. Ethel-

burga, took the veil in the seventh century.

The church itself is built on a Roman founda-

tion.

Walsall: the Surveyor.—At tho last quar-

tevly mooting of the Town Council a recora-

meudation of the Finance Committee that the

Salary of the Borough Surveyor (Mr. Boys) be

increased from 2001. to 300?. a year, and that

an additional assistant, or office clerk, in his

office, he appointed, at 80?. a year, was con-

sidered. Complaint was made by a professional

townsman, that Mr. Boys had undertaken pri-

vate practice contrary to his agreement, ” with-

out first obtaining sanction;” and that he had

recently prepared drawings “unsolicited” by
the committee, for the intended new wing to the

Cottage Hospital. The surveyor, however, gave

a very satisfactory reply, and the recommenda-
tion was agreed to.

Appointments.—Mr. William Batten has

been ro-elccted surveyor to the Manor of Aston

Local Board, at a salary of 250?. per annum.
Sixty-six applicants solicited the appointment.

Mr. Banister Fletcher has been elected

surveyor to the Planet Building Society, iu the

room of Mr. W. W. Pocock, who lately resigned.

There were seventy-eight caudidatea.

The Joiners’ Company and Building
Construction.— The Joiners’ Company, who
are also carvers and ceilers, have intimated

their intention of giving prizes for drawings
upon building construction, wood-carving, and
designs for ceilings, to be competed for by
students at the several schools of art and
colleges.

Laying the Foundation-stone of a Family
Chapel at Tyntesfield, near Bristol.—The
foundation-stone of a chapel at Tyntesfield has

been laid by Mr. W. Gibbs. Though intended

merely for family worship, the chapel at Tyntes-

field will be a massive and costly structure. The
general style of the building will be the Deco-

rated. It is to be fitted throughout with win-

dows of stained glass, and a spire will rise from
the roof, though not to a great height. Under-

neath the chapel there will be a vault, intended

to be the place of sepulture for members of the

Gibbs family. The architect is Mr. Blomfleld,

of London; Mr. G. W. Booth, also of the

metropolis, being the builder.

The Whitworth. Scholarships.—The fol-

lowing are the names of the successful candi-

dates in the competition for the Whitworth
Scholarships for 1873, in the Science and Art
Department, South Kensington :—Samuel Dixon,

draughtsman, Manchester
;

Roger Atkinson,

analytical chemist, Crewe ;
Joseph Amscow,

chemist, Crewe; W. R. Bousfield, student, Cam-
bridge; W. H. Warren, engineer, Wolverton j

William Barber, draughtsman, Nottingham

;

William H. Fowler, engineer, Oldham
;
Thomas

Sagden, mechanic, Oldham; Cyras Bollock,

millwright, Worsley, near Manchester; John
Lockio, engineer, Glasgow.

Wood Paving.—The portion of roadway in

Piccadilly between Berkeley-street and Albe-

raarle-strect, the paving of which is to be
renewed, is to be covered with wood paving, to

bo laid by the Improved Wood Paving Company,
at an estimated expense of 1,120?. The wood
paving has been on trial for twelve months in

the city of London, having been laid down from

London Bridge to King William’s statue, and it

is said there are no signs of decay, and the

police state that they knew of no cases of

horses falling upon it since it had been laid

down.

Expenses of Fortifications.—The outlay at

Portsmouth has been 2,504,5817. Os. 5d.; at

Plymouth, 1,489,431?. IGs. lid.
;
at Pembroke,

305,098?. 9s. dd.
;
at Portland, 362,337?. 19s. 2d.

;

at Gravesend, 276,156?. Is. 4d. ; at Chatham,

275,398?. 13s. 5d. ; at Sheerneso, 338,297?. Ss. 7d.

;

at Dover, 293,525?. Us. lOd.
;

and at Cork,

150,022?. Os. The cost of providing and fixing

iron shields has been 324,874?. 2s. 5d.
;
incidental

expenses (works), 145,729?. 73. 2d. ; experi.

ments, 14,393?. 4a. 6d.; surveys, 23,524?. 4b. 9d. ;

and legal and other incidental expenses,

26,024?. 10s. lid.

Art-Union of London Exhibition.—As
wo have already given a list of the principal

pictures purchased by the prizeholders in the

Art-Union of London, we need now do nothing

more than mention that the collection is open to

tho members and their friends in the gallery of

the Institute of Painters in Water-Colours, Pall-

mall
;
and in the course of a week from this

time will be free to the public without limitation.

It includes a number of very good pictures.

Cole Testimonial.—Wo are glad to hear
that n.R.n. the Prince of Wales will subscribe

to the testimonial. The Duke of Edinburgh puts

his name down for 25?. The very day Lord
Ripen resigned, he wrote, subscribing 25?. The
Duke of Buccleuch also sent 25?. Active steps

will cease till people return to town, when an
important consideration will have to be settled

—

the shape the testimonial is to take.

The Biirgoyne Memorial. — The fund for

raising a memorial, by the corps of Royal Engi.

neers, of the late Field-Marshal Sir John Bur.

goyne, has now nearly reached 1,800?., and the

Burgoyne committee have determined that the

memorial shall consist of a bronze statue of the

Field Marshal, to be erected at tho School of

Military Engineering, Chatham, probably in front

of the new’ Halls of Study.

James A. Lee's Paper Mills Machinery
Company.—A company has been formed for

the purpose of acquiring the business of Mr.

James A. Lee, until recently carried on at the

Severn Engineering Works, Lydney, Gloucester,

shire, and now at the new works under the same
name at Derby. Mr. Lee has patents for im-

provements in machinery for reducing wood-fibre

into pulp for paper-making, and for improve-

ments in the manufacture of paper.

Another Millionaire Philanthropist.

—

Mr. James Baird, of Auchmedden, the Scotch
ironmaster, has paid over to a body of trustees,

to be called the Baird Trust, the sum of 500,000?.,

to be applied for purposes in connexion with the

church of Scotland.
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The Crystal Palace School of Practical
Engineering.—The school examinations of the
engineering branch of the Crystal Palace School
of Art, Science, and Literature, for the Easter
Term, commenced on the 2ncl, and closed on the
8th. The Autumn Term will commence on
Monday, September 8th.

The New Workhouse for Rhayader,
Radnorshire.—At a meeting of the Board of

Guardians of the Ehayader Union, held at their

board-room on the 30th ult., and which was
largely attended, Mr. Stephen W. Williams,
county Burreyor of Radnorshire, was unani.
mously elected architect for the new workhouse.

New Canal in the Baltic.— The Russian
Government proposes to construct a navigable
canal connecting St. Petersburg with Cronstadt.
The canal will measure 20 ft. in depth, and
therefore be navigable to large sea-going vessels.
The cost of construction is estimated at 7,000,000
roubles.

TENDERS
For detached residence in Harestono Talley, Caterham,

Surrey. Quantities supplied by Mr. Frederick Sparrow
Bridgman, Huthall, & West £1,838 0 0
Ward 1,095 o 0
Jarratt 1,659 0 0

For alterations to the Old Hall, Ehyd Ithon, Radnor-
shire, for Mr. W, W. Thomas Moore. Messrs. Haddon,
architects ;

—

{First Coiitract.)
Coleman. Brothers ....

Potter .

Hurst
TVelsh & Son
Berry

..£1,800 0

.. 1,680 0

.. 1,632 0

For now Board schools for Marden, Herefordshire,
Messrs. Haddon, Brothers, architects :

—

Jones* Allen £2,22-1 0 0
Bowers 2. 1-12 0 0
Welsh & Son 2,110 6 0

For new farm buildings and alterations to New
Farm, Lacock, Wilts, lor Trustees of Hoggins Ch«
Messrs. Lansdown & Sboplaud, architects

Bromley (accepted) £475 0 0

Hudson .

Lewis ....

Day
Evans ....

1,71

1.772 0 0
1.773 0 0
1,478 0 0

For a pair of mode
Boss, for Miss Stokes.

Stone, Brothers
Bennett

Giles

Grilliths

cottages at Cobrey Park, near
Messrs. Haddon, architects :•

£398 0 0
370 0
365 0
340 0 0
325 0 0

For houses 'on Fettering Building Company’s estate.
Mr. R. W. Johnson, architect:

—

Dover * Son £6,105 10 0
Hobsou & Taylor 6,067 0 0
Feale k Sou 6,797 0 0
Chapell 6,400 0 0
Shurman 6,325 0 0
J. & G. Henson 5,207 0 0
Barlow 4,750 0 0

For Methodist Free Church and school. Canning-town.
Mr. F. Boreham, architect

Horlock £2,053 0 0
Ennor 2,039 0 0
Palmer 1,090 0 0
Catley 1,686 0 0
Pavitt (accepted) 1,650 0 0

For Methodist Free Church 'and school. Grays, Essex,
Mr. F. Boreham, architect

’

Thompson (accepted) £625 0 0

For the restoration of the tower, west front, and porch
of St. Sepulchre’s Church, Snow-hUl. Mr. AV. P. Griflith,
architect. Quantities supplied

Hill * Sou £7,180 0 0
Dove, Brothers 6,075 0 0
Vi'. & J. Lister 6,027 0 0
Sewell & Son 6,-486 0 0
Perry & Co 5.220 0 0
Brass .4,964 0 0
Lidstone (accepted) 3,727 0 0

For alterations and additions to malt-houses at Market
Easen, for Messrs. Thorpe k Sous. Mr. Charles Bailv,
architect—

Clark £1,054 0 0
Close 750 0 0
Harrison (accepted) 6S0 0 0

For the erection of two cottages, nearnew malt-houses
at Louth, for Messrs. Thorpe * Sous. Mr. Chas. Baily,
architect ;— '

Hobson * Taylor £1027 0 0
Clark 933 0 0
Harrison 890 0 0
Paddison (accepted) 795 0 0

•
alterations and additions to residence and premises

in Market-place and Church-street, h'ewark-upou-Treut
for Mr. Henry Weaver. Mr. Charles Baily, architect

—

'

\Vhate, Brothers £1,457 0 0
J. & W. Hill (accepted) 806 0 0

For the erection of the Victoria Wesleyan schools,
Newport, Isle of Wight. Mr. James Newman, architect
Quantities aupphed :

—

£880 0 0
""‘O" 796 0 0

719 0 0
; 733 10 0Hams (accepted) 686 0 0

For alteration and additions to Infants’ and National
schools Chepstow. Mr. E. A. Lanadowne, architect —

0 0
869 0 0

to villa at Llantamam,

SSet Lansdowne’

— L'n-on
q q

650 0 0

Mr. Jo.,

caSr
o o

Bayse*Eamaee i;;::;::::::::;::; ? ?

Enn7r.*^‘^ 0 0
13,201 0 0

to Raleigh Hall, Brixton, for Mr. Alex.mcArtliar. Mr. J. Fogerty, architect :

—

0 0Ennor
g.y

„
~

Do„m„„ 4 Knight 0 0

743 10 0

rk"h »•

B.y.. SEnm.ge £3 5 „
Bndgn..n,lfutli.U,4We.t 3 989 0 0
Blanolord & Jones 3 281 8 2

Forcottages, Toft, near Bourne, Lincolnshire. Mr. E.
W. Johnson, architect :

—

Norman £916 0 0
Hobson * Taylor 890 0 0

Wilson
Shurman
Barlow
Briggs
J. * G. Henson...

For General JVorlcs.

..£2,053 0 0
1,990 0 0
1,965 0 0

Salmon
lUston....

Clark & Co.
Kichards......

For the erection of new premises, Bridge-street, B
friars, for Messrs. Brabam * Wells. Mr. E. Eol
architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Crabb £10,*40 0 0
King & Son 10,099 0 0
Brass 10,087 0 0
Mark

, 10,018 0 0
Browne & Robinson 0,931 0 0
Perry & Co 9,730 0 0
Newman & Mann 9,696 0 0
Morter 9,620 0 0
Colls & Sons 9,570 0 0
Hart . 9,533 0 0

,

For the erection of a new hop warehouse and oil

Weston-street, Southwark, for Messrs. Samuel Barri
Brother. Mr. 6. Elkington, areWtect. Quantitit
plied :

—

Browne & Robinson £9,-149 0 C

Higgs 9,300 0 0

Axford & AVhillier 9,292 0 C

King* Son 8,850 0 0

Downs 8,790 0 C

Little 8,679 0 0

Gammon* Son 8,676 <1 <1

Eider & Sons 8,558 0|

For the erection of new showrooms. Nos. 102 to
Long-acre, for Mr. Henry Heffer. Messrs, Mai(
Sanders, architects. Quantities supplied

Belham £1,087 0 0
King & Son 897 0 0

For farm premises, Whissendine, Rutland. Mr. E, W.
Johnson, architect:

—

Halliday & Cane £1,785 0 0
Hobson * Taylor 1,620 0 0
Barnes 1,589 0 0
Btallbrd l,56S 0 0
Hayes i,.i04 0 0

For additional story to two warehouses. City. Mr.
Herbert Ford, architect:

—

Blow £530 0 0
Crabb 503 0 0
Bostle (accepted) 428 0 0

Anlcv
Boyco
Perry & Co
Perr}’, Brothers
Browne * Robinson

.

KiUby
Downs
Crabb (accepted) ....

..£4,547
4,415
4,026

.. 3,99-1

For sundry alterations, No. 2, Lower Seymour.street,
Portman-square, for Mr. T. Tomlinson. Messrs. D. Hay-
lock & Son, architects :—

Hawke * Son £593 0 0
Knapp & Co 488 0 0
Sage & Co. (accepted) 418 15 0

Keed
Batch (accepted)..

Clifton-crescent :

—

Hare
Reed
Harris
Batch (accepted) .

Chadwick-road :—
Parsons
Harris
Hare
Reed
Batch (accepted) .

Earl-street ;

—

Harris
Reed
Batch (accepted) ..

King Arthur-street :

—

Harris....

.. £39

.. 66 0 O'

.. 47 0

For building warehouse. No. 6, Milt-street, City.
Messrs. Tress * Innes, architects:—

Perry, Brothers £5,250 0 0
Browne * Robinson 6,206 0 0
Conder 6,094 0 0
Ashley * Son .4,995 0 0
Fish .1,800 0 0

For four houses at Capel, Surrey, for Mr. Roflev Mr
F. J. Dibble, architect :

—

AVeeden £1,-133 10 0
Ansell 860 17 8
Hamblin, Brothers 780 0 0
Tayloi 773 12 10
English 759 12 0
Clear, jun 747 0 0

For dwelling-house, London-road, Dorking, Surrey, for
Mr. Appleby. Mr. F. J. Dibble, architect :

—

Gflddsroddard & Son
Heaselgrave
Hamblin, Brothers...
Clear, jun

For the erection of a house and shop, New Swindon, for
Mr. S. Smith. Messrs. Lansdown * Shopland, archi-
tects :—

Bishop £1,373 0 0
Wiltshire 1,178 0 0
Phillips 1,176 0 0
Forshaw (accepted) 950 4 0

For Wesleyan Chapel, Pewsey. Messrs. Lansdown &
Shopland, architects :—

Barrett (accepted) £624 0 0

Batch (accepted)..,

Nnnbcad.passage :

—

Parsons
Haro
Harris
Reed
Batch (accepted) .

North Cross-road ;

—

Hare
Harris
Parsons
Reed
Batch (accepted)...

Nutt-street :—

Reed
Batch (accepted) ..

Phili^-road :

—

Harris
Parsons
Reed
Batch (accepted)...,

For two sewage tanks, Southborongh
Bloomfield £780 0 0
Potter (accepted) f

Goldsmith (

I
For rebuilding No. 38, Poultry, Mr. B. Tabbera

architect. Quantities by Messrs. Franklin * AudreUr*

Jarrett
Cooke * Green
Pritchard
Brass
KUlby
Browne * Eobiuson
A. E. Robinson
Downs & Co
Perry, Brothers
Merritt & Ashby
Mark ..

£3,944
3,850 0 w

3,707 0 0

3,674 0 0

3,639 0 0

3.625 0 0

3,590 0 0

3,6-40 0 0

3,460 0 0

3,415 0 0

3,394 0 0

3,368 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

3>'lcboIl Filiua (for making out bill* of artifleers' work a

not rviuiied. For valimtlous of propertj It is).—C. i- K.—J. P- ®-'

J. H, B.—T. & I.-L. * 8.—J. A.—F, & B.—F. J. D.-B. P.-W.P.'

C, U. W.— C. D.—F. C.—A & C. H.—J. C.—A B.—V. H.—C. B.-

8. W. W.—B. B,—G. UcW,—J. F.-J. N.—L. J.-E. A L.-T. P--

L. -A— J. K.—T. T.—E. B. F.— P.

We are compelled to decline pointing out book* »nd givi

addicues.

All statements of facts, lists of teDders, 4c., must be accompsnl

by the name and address of the sender, not uecassardT

publication.

Not*.—

T

he responatbllity of signed articles, and papers reads

pnbiie meetings, restaof course with the authors.
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iTIONS WAlfTED.—Advertlaements of this class are Inse

UowliiB mte, viz.

X lines (about fllty words) or under 5s. Sd.

seb additional line (about ten words) Oa 6d.

Halfpenny stajups accepted for aioounte under 5a.

f Publisher cam.not be responsible for Testi-

.LS left at the Office in reply to Advertise.

I, and strongly recowmends that Copies

'should be sent.

)ertisements ccvnnot be receivedfor the current

I issue later tha/n THREE o’clock p.HL

{URSDAT.

^th and other Building’ Stones of Best

kty.—RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.

^ed, QuajTymen and Stone Merchants,

if Prices at the Quarries and Depdts, ^so

of Transit to any part of the United

Jom furnished on application to

ih Stone Oflace, Corsham, Wilts.—[Adtt.J

T ONDON and COUNTY BANKING
I J COMPANY.—EstablUlieU 1836.

Subscribed Capitol. 3,000,0001. in 00,000 Sliares of 601. each.

Paid up Capital, 1,106,880?. ;
Instolmenta Unpaid. 3,120?.—1.500,0006

fteson-e Fuad (Paid up), 098,410?.
i
IjjBtoliuenU Unpaid, 1,0601.—

000,00

Nathaniel Alexander, esq.

Tlios. Tyrlnghaiu Bernard, caq.

Thoinaa Stock Cuwie, esq.

Frederick Francis, eaq.

Frederick Uarriaou, esq.

Willlsiui Cliainpiou Jones, eiq.

DIRECTORS.
Edwd. Harbord Lushington, esq
James Morley, esq.

William Nicol. esq.

Abraham 11. Phillpotto, esq.

James Duncan Thomson, esq.

Frederick Yuule, esq.

Directors for the able manner in which they have conducted the

affairs ol the Company. „ ,

(Signed) FREDERICK FRANCIS, Chairman.

The Chairman having quilted the Chair, it was proposed and unani-

mously resolved— , . .

0. That the cordial thanks ot tliis Meeting be presented to

Froderlclt Franci^ esip for his able and courteous conduct in the

^"'^'(Slgned) WILLIAM CHAMPION JONES, Deputy Chairman.

Extracted from the Minutes.

(Signed) GEORQE OOUGH. Secretory.

Us of Quantities, Specifications, &c.

(KTapbed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
Chai'iDg-cross, S.W., with accuracy and

tuaUty. Plans and Drawings Copied,

jd, or Lithographed.—- [Adyt.^

STONE BROTHERS,
^

Bath Stone Merchants,
ipply direct from their own Quan'ies

Box GaouND, Corsham Down,

1
Fakleigh Dotto, Combe Do^wn,

AND Stoke Ground.

38 on application at Bath-stone Office, Bath,

iidon Depot, Q.W.E. Mileage Station, Paddington,

je DressingB prepared ready for fixing.[Adtt.J

W0 CHARLES QCOLLINCE'Se PAT ENT*"!^

f pOLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES.
j

Manufsotuiei#,

MICHELMORE & REAP,
Borough Road, London, S.B.

I lUustrated Sheet on application.

JOINT GENERAL MANAGERS.
William McKewan, esq. sjiil Wliitliread TomsoD, esq.

CHIEF INSPECTOR.—W. J. Norfolk, e»q.

CHIEF ACCOUNTANT.—James Gray, esii.

SECRETARY.—George Gough, esq.

Head Office—51, Lombard-street.

MANAGER.—Whitbread Tomson, ewi.

ASSISTANT MANAGER.—William Howard, esq.

At the HALF-YEARLY GENERAL MEETING ot the Proprietors,

held on Thursday, the 7th August. 1873, at tho City Teimlnus Hotel,

Cannon-street SUtioD, the following Report for the half-year eudiug

Uie 30Ui June, 1873. was read by the Secretory.

FREDERICK FRANCIS. Esq. In the Choir.

The Directors, in praentlng to the Proprietors the balance-sheet of

the Biiuk lor the haU-year ending the 3l)th Jone last, have the satis-

faction to report that, after laying Intereet to customers and all

chanres. aUowlne for rebate and making provision lor bad and

dovStiul debts, the net prodts amount to 109,461?. 9»- 6d. This suin

added to 14.930?. 8s. Od. brought forward froiQ the last acMunt, aud

641?, 138. 4d. reserved to meet luUrcst accrued ou new shares, pro-

duces a total of 124,939?. 10a. 9d. They have declared the_ usual

Dividend ol 0 per cent- with a bouua of

free of iuooine-tai, being at the ta

will absorb 100,000?. aud leave 4,70'

now shores Irom tho respecli .
,

e last, aud 30.189?. 10a 9it. to be carried forward to prollt and loss

^Th^areholders having, at the raeeling In August last, decided to

Issue the remainder of the shares created tu 1806, the Directors, in

view of the contiuned increase in the business of the Bank, and of

tho desirablUty of preserving a proper relation betw^ iu capital

and the amount of such busiueiis, wdl ask the shareholdors to pMS

the resolution of which notice lias been give;

creation ol 10,000 additional shares, such shares

times and ou such terms as may be dutermiued at

ot hall-yearly meeting.
, ,, . , ,

The Directors will further propose the second resolution contained

in the notice, that the Bank be registered under "The Comities
Act IHd*' " as an uullmited company ;

this registration, while il writ

not’ affect the principle of unlimited liability of sh^liolders. or

Involve any alteratlou iu the Deed ol Settlement of the Bank, will

have the effect, uuder the terms of the Act referred to, of Imiiiuig the

duration of liability of shareholders ceasing to besuch "

instead of to three years as at present, and will also give

tlie advantages ol a corporate body with a common seid.

If these resolutions be adopted, they will require to be confirmed

by an Estiaordiiinry Mcetiug, wlilch will be called for the PurpulKi

on Thursday, 21st Instant, ol which due notice will bo given, llils

Extraordinary Meeting will be only of a formal character, and uo

other business can be transacted

ONDON !ind COUNTY BANKING
J COMPANY.—Notice is hereby given, that a DIVIDEND on

me Capitol of the Company at tlie rale of Six per Cent, for the Half-

year ending HUth June, 1873, with a Bonus of Four per Cent, will te

PAID to the Proprietors, either at the Head Office, 21, Lomb^-
streel or at any of the Company’s Branch Banks, on and after

MONDAY, theiathlnsUnt-Byorderof the Board,

W. MrKEWAN, \ Joint General

WHITBREAD TOMSON, / Managers.

No. 21, Lombard-street. 8th August, 1678.

lEPECTION in BOOKKEEPING. —
Builders and Others desiring a really good system, can hMve
MODBI-a lor BUILDER'S BOOKS, by DOUBLE h^TRY, to

iras awarded the prUe offered in "The BuUder, ’ No. 1.180.^6

has been adopUd by many large firms, ^so a Mauled
aent by Single Entry, auitoble for small buUi lera—AddreM,

a JONES, 4, Bl. George's-road, Begenfi Park. London.

The cheque bank, limited, has
COMMENCED BUSINESS

At its Offices. Pall-mall E.-cat. and 124, Oaunon-sfreet, E.C.

The Guaniiitee Fund of 109,000?. Consols has been invested in the

uamet «f the foUoiviiig
TRUSTEES :

Eoliert Dalglish, esq. M-P- I
Sunuel Morley, eeq. M-P.

Culhhert E. lUlisou. esq. J.P.
|
W. U. Smith,

Tlie cheques of the Cheque Bank supply a •

'crsally applicable method <

*

if 10?. and mider. .

Each cheque will bear stomped on its face the maximum amount

for wliioh it can be filled up. but the maximum amount must he

previously deiKisited. and thus no account can be overdrawn. AU
cheques are crossed, and payabls only to order.

The cheques are supplied iu books of

Government duty, aud 2d,
"

Applications fur Chequi

authorUiug the

future annual

Ai the Bsjik

The Dividend aud Bonus, together 2?. per share, free of income,

tnx, wUl lie ixiynblc at the Head Office, or at any of the Branches,

on or after Monday, tlie 18tli lust.

Tho Directors have to remind tlie Proprietors that Uie Sonp Cci

tificates should be loft for payment ol the inlei
‘ ~

lion five clear days before the llith instant.

BALANCE SHEET
Of the London and County Bonklog Comiiany, June 30, 1873.

ir begislra-

l- M.P.
^ •, safe, and unl-

it paying and irikUsaiittlDg small amounts

each, costing Is, being lOd.

X. <
made at the Offices as above or at

auy'of' the following Bankers, where the funds ot the Cheque Bank

iil be deposited :

—

The Bank of England
Tlie Western Branch of the Bank

of England, Builiugton-gardens,

Bond-street.
Glyn, Mills, h Co.

William*. Deacon, Jt Co.

National Provincial Bank of Eng-

land.
Dinudale. Fowler, Barnard, « Co.

Consolidated Bonk, Limited.

By order,-

Alexaiiders, Cunliffes. ft Co.

National BiUik of Scotland.

Alliance Bank. Limited.

Jay Cooke, McCulloch, ft Co,

Herriei, Farqulmr, ft Ca
R. Twining ft Co.

City Bank.
Union Bank of ScotlaniL

Manchester and Salford Bank.
Manchosler aud County Bank.

S. J. NICOLLF., Secretory and Accountant

Pall-mall East, B.-W, llth August, 1873.

rMPEEIAL FIRE INSUEANOB
I COMPANY. Eitobllibed 180S. „ „ —
No 1 Old Broad^ilreet. E.C- aud 16 ami 17. Fail-mail, 8.W.

Capitol, 1,600,000?. Paid up and Invested. 700.0OT?.
^ JAMES HOLLAND. Superinteudent.

Dr.
£1,900,000 0 0

lISS BEADDON’S NEW NOVEL.

Ue New Novel, by the Author of " Lmiy Audley's Secret," ftc.

in 3 vols. at all Libraries.

T E A N G B E S and PILGRIMS,
A Novel.

|[lss Braildoirs new novel is the best piece of work that she has

!.>ue."—AfAenieum, July 20.

LOSS of LIFE or LIMB, with the conse-

quent Lose of Time and Money. oauW by Accldeuto of all Wn<^
i.rovl.led for by a Policy of the RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASbUK-

ANCE COMPANT.-An Auunal Payment of 3?. to 6?- fe. nsm^
l.OOn?, at death, or an allowance at the mte of 6?. per week (or

725 000? have been jiaid as Coiupeuealioii. one out ot every Iwelve

JX0.04,COiiAmJuu,ao
, ^yj^^^IAM J. VLAN. 3eeretorr._

ESTABLISHED li63.

To reserve fund .

TO ARCHITECTS.
Now published.

READT-CALOULATED TABLE of

RIVETED GIRDERS, with Sections drawn and figured for

1 of 5 to 200 tous, ou spiui* of 8 feet to 30 feet Adapted for 320

ranents. Price, ou sheet. 20 inches by 15 ineUee, 3s. 6d. post

mounted ou cardboard, 5b. [^er rail free- _ . _
Inply to the Author, AR^ HIBALD D, DAWNAY, A.LC.E.

No. 25, Wolbrook. London.

th Boards 3t. fid. limp cloth (Weale’s Series), Ss, (postage 3d.).

I
ANDBOOK of the TELEGRAPH, being

1 a Manual nf Telegraphy, Telegraiih Clerks’ RemembvanMr,

Buldo to Candidates for Employment In the Telegraph Service,

kb Edition, revised aud enlarged.^ By R. BOND.
lotonB Illustrations, with Questions on Electricity and Pmclioal

ITelei.'rapby. lor the Use of Students. By W. McGREGOR.
I^udou ; LOCKWOOD ft CO. 7, Stationers' UaU-court.

iob^u:under the patronage of H.R.H. the PrOice of ‘Wales, K.G.

Patton ol the Order.

Iln Irocerlal Octavo, bound in gilt cloth richly ornamented,
^ price 1?. 11s. Gd.

ISTOEY of tho LODGE of EDIN-
BURGH (MARY’S CHAPEL), No. 1. Embracing an

,mt of the Rise and Progress of Freemasonry in BcoUaod.

By DAVID MURRAY LYON.
tth twenty-six laceliulles of ancient statutes, minutes of various

lei seals, and orders, ftc. and authentic portraits and autographs

I kty emlaciit Craftsmen of the jiaat and present lime.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD ft SONS, Edinburgh and London.

iTANTED, the ADDRESS of a WIND-
V ENGINE 5IANUFACTURER, the Advertiser being in

; t of one.-Apply to E. IL G. H care of Messrs. E. Marlborough ft

To amount due by Bank tor cus-

tomeis' balauces. Sc £17.821,279 1

To llvbilitles on ivcccptancos,

covered by securities 3,114.954 I

To profit and lose balance brought

from last account 14,986 1

To reserve to meet interest ac-

To gross profit for lli«

idler milking provis:

and doubtful debts, v

Cr.
By cash on hand at Head Office

and Branches, and with Bank
of England £2,316,51

By cash placed at call and at

notice, covered by BBCuriLies .. 2.878,0(

£33,138,788 3 6

Byoi

By discounted bills and advances
cuatuiuers ia town and country £12.871,690 1

By liabilities of customers for

drafts accepted by the Bank (os

per contra) S.lll.OW 1

By freehold premises in Lemlwutl-street and Nicho-

las-lnuB
i
freehold and Icaeehoid property at the

branches, with fixtures and fittings

By interest i>iud to customers

liy salaiies and all other expenses ut Head Office

and branches, including income-tax ou profits

and salary

£23,138,783 3 5

£101,125 11 10
121,787 17 7
6U,3S1

' "

iFFICES TO BE LET, in the best part of

' the Stremd, suitable for an Architect, Laud Agent, or Solicitor,

ly to McMi-s. FAKEBKOTHER, LYE, ft CO. 8, Laucastor-rtacf.

I ad, W.C.

’"ALUABLE and important CORNER
I SITE, containing over 2,000 superficial feet, situate near the

, Meat Market TO BE LET, on Building Lease, for 80 years.—lor
lrar«a amdy toV WILLIAM HOWARD IIUBINSON. of 18.

» rterhouse-iiuare :
or 5Ir. WILLIAM FOWLER, of the Church-

' h, Bnow-UiU. where plans showing an Improvea line of frontage

le property may he seen.

iLUMSTBAD.—TO BE SOLD, a com-
mandiiig Corner Plot of FREEHOLD BUILDING L.AND, of

it halt an acre. poBsessing frontage to two roods. The houses
- ’ llwelltoiuuited, Goodsandand

s. HARDS ft VAUGHAN. 62, Mourgate-st et, E.C.

;0 VAN PEOPEIETOES, O.AEMEN,
RAILWAY CONTRACTORS, and OTHERS.-TO BE LET.
City extensive ST.(U1LINU, SHEDS. LOFTS, and COVERED
NDING-ROOM, TWO small CO'ITAGES, ftc.; also snitol'lefor

s Builder, Saw. mills, or a manufactory.—Apply, 133, Old-street,

-rood ; or at 27, Bow-lane, Cannon-street, City (second floor).

Dr. PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.
To interest paid to customers, as above
To expenses
To reliale on bills not due, carried to new account..

,

To dlvideud of 6 per cent, for half-yeai -v.w- .

To bonus of 4 per cent n
To reserve to meet iuteiest accrued on nevr shares.. .. 4,759 0

To balance carried forward 2u,18U 10

£407,934 6

GAVE YOUR MONEY by Depositing it

O in the FRIENDS of LABOUR BUILDING SOCIETY and
u-.v..--.-— T...— .* e annum. Cheque-booksOSIT BANK. luUrest, 5 pel

supplied to tradeanien and othars.

'"-vkly Subscription..
Building Society, la per share.

monthly- Completed shares, 50?. paid in one sura. Half-sh;ire*, ait.

^ Three approprialions will he made on THURSDAY Evening,

AUGUST 2Ul, at EIGHT o'clock. The repayments o

fifteen years.

uipectusM aud every information c

Society's office*.

No. 6
'

i be obtained daily at the

UTILISATION of SEWAGE and PUEI-
FICATION of STREAMS.—The GENERAL SEWAGE and

MANURE COMPANY, LIMITED, is lu'epar^ ^ NUGOTIAlE
the Authorities of Town* for the TREArJILNT and DISPOSAL #1

a, SEWAOB .1 thd,

No. 1. Crown-buUdlnge. Queen Victeria-street, Lend

f
I
'HE NEW GAS COMPANY (Limited).

I The Directors of the above Company are ready to recM^
APPLICATIONS from Owners of existing Gasworks, aj well as from

nther. eiwptinir or about to erect, new works, and to grant Licences

for ”hf^uir*of the PATENTR-Apply to the Seeratory. No. 22,

Walbrook, E.C

The PATENT HGNO-MINEEAL
PAVING COMPANY. LIMITED, is now prepared to enter

into CONTRACTS for PAVING geneinlly. This system ii parllcu

larlv suitable for stables, courtyards, ftc.—For fimther r^iculMS,

prlc». ftc. apply at the Offices of the Company, 8, Great Winchester-

street Buildings, London, E.C.

tjeespeotives
\ Rapidly and ArtUllcally PRBPAREDi

COLOURED, or ETCHED,
for Coinpetitious or Exhibition.

DESIGNS aud WORKING DRAWINGS.
TermsModerato.-Address. T. H, 14, Argyle-street, King a-eross, W.O.

iu architects, BUILDERS, ftc. _

P LANS, WORKING DRAWINGS,
SPECIFICATIONS, ftc. accurately and expeditiously prvi>are<i.

Survoyint:. measuring up work, ftc. Terms moderate.—Add^
ARCHITECT, care of Mr. Forge, StoUouer , 4u0. Euston-road, N.W.

By balance brought forward from last account £14,938 8 0

By reserved to mtet interest accrued ou new shores to

dlstUeceiuberlost d41 13 4

By gross profit for tho half-year, after making pra-
__

Vision for bid aud doubtful debts 391,^00 3 10

£407,234 5 2

Weiheunderaigneilhave examined the foregoing ba)auce-sh«t. and

have found the siv
' '

N, }|
INE, )

|,iuditors.

(Signed)

WAL JAHDINE.
WILLIAM NORMAN,
RICHARD H. BWAINE,

London and County Bonk, July 31. 1873.

The foregoing Report having been read, by the Secretory, the fcl-

lowine Resolutions were proposed aud unanimously adopted

1, 'I'hat the Report be received and adopted, and printed for the

"That the topHal of this Company be Increaeed by the creation of

16 000 Bliores of 60?. each, and tlmt such Shares be issued at such

times aud ou such terms as may be doterioined by any future Annual

General or Half-yearly Meeting of the Proprietors of Shares in the

"'*i^*Tiiat ^thls Compmiy be registered ns an unlimited Company-

under the provislous of "Tiio Couipauies Act, 1865.' and that tlie

D^Mtore b^ and they are hereby authorised and required to do all

acta necessary for effecUng such registration.

4. That the thanks of this Meeting be given to the Board

TO ARCHITECTS -AND SURVEYORS.

Designs prepared from rough
SKETCHES or otherwise, I'uT.oTTr. yppTriKNT
/MTe-T ivwQfnT.ntftiEl

tiuted, THRMSMODE-

ARTISTIC and EFFICIENT
OUTLINES COLOURED in first-rate style. PERSPECTIVES

ran'idiy and effectively drawn, sud etcheil, or tinted, TERMS
RATE.—Apply to Mr. MYERS TAYLOR , 19, Thavies Ion, Holb

TO BUILDERS. ARCHITECTS. AND OTHERS.|

Drawings made from Rough Sketclies,

Snecifleations and Eatiraates Prepared, Quantities Priced

;

Tmfitie CoDvlng. and asslstouce geuer.illy. in the beststyle, by too

Ad^erDiei^ on moderate terms.-Adarees 624. Office of "The

Builder/^

ILLIAM READ, 437, Brixton-road,
DRAINER. MARBLER, and DECORATIVE ARTIST,

price Medals awarded. 1851, 1882, 1870.

nminiug Marbling, and DecoraMve Work undertaken and promptly

lecu'ed m Town or country, on most luodarate terms. Speauuene-

the Crystol Palace, near the High-level StoUon.

w

c HARLTON & hlARTIN,
MARYLAND POINT. STRATFORD, LONDON, E.

CONTRACTORS for PAINTING, STAINING, DECORATING,
RENOVATING ftc. Churelies, Chapels. Halls, Offices,Chamr>ers, and

aU kinds of Public, and other Buildiugsjn Town and Country.

-lO AECHITECTS and SUEVBYOES.—
I WANTED, a smaU BUSINESS, or PARTNERSHIP, In Town

or country.—Lowest price for fixtures, goodwill, ftc. to J. P. 26,Blooin-

fleld.terrace, Lower Broughton, Manchester.,
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pAETNEESIIIP.—An AECHITECT, for-
J. lutrij- pupil of a letulinff mover Id tbe Gothic Revival, wishes
to meet with a Gentfe.mftn. in .snnntinn

iiuyii oL a jeofiin^ mover id the Gc
eetA'ilished in practice, with .. „VART^ER^,HIP: or would be willing to asalst in maueglng »

bosiiie-sa, to wpch lie would ultimately succeed. Loudou or country
Address,' g?2, Office of •* Tlie Bi

PARTNERSHIP. — A Monumental and
theJMidland Counties, requires adTti-pC-od""-

L

“’r’''® 0‘ tKeiaiiuiano Counties, reqirAlir* EE, with a few hundred pounds, who is well vers^ in
in all its details. To ayoiiugroan with enereyand *bl ity this is a most favourable opportunity.—Address. LAPIS

>0. U, Cook s-court, Lincolii's-i’'" «' f'

ICING’S COLLEGE, London.—The Office
-v-.VivA'

STJPERIXp.VDENT of the WORKSHOP being
‘*1' Council are ready to receive APPLICATIONS iroin

,"T
O' -5 “d ^0- All candidatesmust be ai^uamted svlth the, various branches of builders' and engi-

cue a^es OL 1.,—.,. .n.,.
•d svlth the various branches of builders

„.,v, .uu.v bequalifled to give practical Inatniction to studentsBUbje^, and must be competent to superintend the repairs
,Hiu,tions both external and internal which may from tiir^ to
'

tb/firatTJrtfH
‘‘® A BUi^rior knowledge of carpentry

liie tirst irnnortanee.—For further nerfieui.,.. ..
^IS of the first imi^rtance.-For further particulara apply Peraonally

Sec^eU^y!^®'^
^

OIIT^IOLITH LOCAL BOARD.-
INSPECTOR of

w II
of 3,3ij0. The^^ai^

will ^ The person appointed

time to his office, and to diwhai^'e'^he dut M^of ^®lns^?tor'*ifNuisances as prescribed by tho Sanitary Acts and the orT
‘

ragu ations of the Local Oovemnient B^rd. Applicationhandwriting of the Candidates, stating age. past and i.re^nt nor......tmn. ^d qualifications, together with le.sUmonials of a recen?<iate

ofSEW’EMBER nex\'*‘^^'

^“1 S"'""

[Aitg. 16, 1873.

Wr-A-NTED, now and permanently, an
T » accomplished ARCHITECTURAL ASSISTANT,-AddressA. B. Messrs. Bale & Son. John Dalton.*!’^*

WANTED, in the Office of a Builder and
Contractor, a thoroughly efficient BOOK-KEEPER.— Amilv

Uow*WaLha'oi'^eM* S
Bradfiehi

TyANTED, by a JUNIOR or GENEE
» V CLERK, a SITUATION in an Architect and Siwr

Office. Country preferred,-Address. 230, Office of "The BulWi

TTT t
SURYET'ORS. -

VV/A-NTED, by an exiierienced OLE
T T of Wor.KS. a SITUATION. One who is ihornuehls

peteiit toBunerliitemi .aiiv ' *?*«

TTT -KTiU-nu?
^'’^'^AULIC WORKMEN.

Y\/
AISTED, a Person thoroushly conversant

and MAINS, VALVES,

. TO JOINERS.
WANTED, first-class WORKMEN. Con-
.hVch-wlS”*, 'J'“V", 'or "teady men- 'inose accust

-n 7 preferred, Applicatious hy letter from the

BRIV^irv }°- per hour.-FARMER &BRINDLEV, 67, Wostniinster Bridge-road, London, 8.E.

TTT T. rrn-. .T.*?
BUILDERS' BOOKKEEPERS.

YY/A.bilED, near Lomlon, an experienced
UI-.I

“an, who has had good experience in a BUILDER'S Office

S‘ sZ; S'.Snfi;:?' t‘, ‘;r“ t"""*MU Mme o! employer. To a suitable i>er»on the apiKiiulmeiit would

o^[
'* Th/BniJder^“®“^'~'^-?‘^®“'

^ eouflUeuce, to 472, Office

' T in nui-.Ko. a blTU.-tTION One v
peteiit to superintend .any class of buildings, n.
works, keep day accounts, 4c- No objection to tlie couiitrv .

referencea-Address.' J. D. 42, Gil^^lS^

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORSWANTED, by a careful DRAUGB
» T MAN, of eeveu years' experience, an ENGAGEMENl

near London. UV vers*. <„ '..ear London. Web rcjeeu __
structioD

;
also capable of taking oTt quaiitmea.’iU For

8. address, No. 421, Office of "The Builder."

WANTED, by a first-class ARCHITI
T T TUllAL DRAUOllTSMAN. an ENOAGE.MBST TwIhree Bovs wwirlv in > T.nno.,.. iim,- .. - ' .

TyANTED, in a Builder and Contractor’s

WANTED, BUILDER'S CLERK, to

...rUajZSS^niVSi." “.'."i"
"."--An;,, sruil..

No, 113, London-wall, E.U

WANTED, by a Builder and Contractor in
the Country, a thorouvhiv c/>n.rw.t..„» r-rvi^i- .

• -j “ .^A.. 10*1.1. aiiu \.»uiiinic[or ii

.ce n?„V “a
'<>"'00*®“! CLERK, State age

ij ealary.—Address. W. MARTIN, Commereial-cliaint.JsNo. 86, High-street, Stockton-on-Tees.
'-commercial ebambers

TyANTED, in a London Builder’s Office, a
Alt lier.i are kenf“®V,hi ‘’'®, '"'‘'’aSMuent -where two
produce good references,—Address, ^'7 'IH'D'titiW. and

!ls?.Mo^^ye®bu°sfn^®-
Ing salary requind,‘"- 'f'®"® Tofcrences. and

Stationer, CaiuK-rwell-green. 's.ii

0 of Mr, Morriss, Bookseller and

ANTED, an experienced, steady Man, as
b J,,

.rLU.MRER and GASKITTER. to fillup his time at Painting

rv!7-o Constancy to a suitable uiau.—Address*Mr, E\ANS, Plumber. GasQtter, it Elthiuu. Kent

WANTED, by a first-cliiss ASSISTA
.IcIiJn*.- or otherwise. Is idesigner and drauchtstn'.Ti n„.i —„ -

» T ,111 r.-'iwAutAii:,,'*
designer and draughUumn. and caumake'aud colour'i.crsi- apecm&ktion^c.^ yg^g profession.-.
-iiic ojiecmcauons. ic. Severn
No. 571, Office of '• The Builder.'

anted, by a good GENEE;
ASSISTANT, a SITUATION in an Architect's or Survg

gl7em-4dd« .'’-R? V®'7i’
'““•‘ructioi,. quantities, ic. Kefe«gnett—Address, ,63, No, 22, Percy-citcus, Pentouvllle.

I'PIMBER trade.—WANTED, .a cora-
1. psteut BOOKKEEPER. «t oq, of the outperte. Hi.he.t tet.r-" A- K. B"t.P . ct.Y Si,

ITO CLERKS.—WANTED, a JUNIOR
oil ““.lY.'iS'ti E-S.lheetK

“'"-micturing IroiiinoDger 8 aud tint-water
correct at figures, with a knowledge of mechanical

feiS; !?„“'‘.;Y.'rE™.'iir-fE
ukoiheke.

aim ciuaiililies,
7, Office of "The Builder."“ “K. voice 01 • i iie Builder.

"

AyANTED, in a DEUDRATOE’S OFFICE
.-'I, cleS "oY.'Sih'.i;:,”'. *“? ?“'• “*» “ j'-™ !

InlhS'""'-"'"'"- ““ wVhlZ.YSromS'oi'Tt

Ayanted, in .on Engineer’s Office in the
coHEEs?oYl;fL'lStUf.’tS.;''£Yh^^^^
Ono having some acquaintance with the routine of m eng°nhr^ 7;

AV
. „ ^ SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANTS.ANTED, immediately, a r-ood

. . 1>RAUGHTSMAN. well nccustomed'to the wnri, n/
'•

ufee *
nn!ra?;n?ent'’"'’q7“« ’'t'i*'’®'-'®’-

*'tk. jlviifg.^ani

or before th^ «7h"7: .
7^ l>er week -Appllcautus on

iSSS

of AVOEKS AVANTED. Salary
i-ja. |)er week. Same boiirs ns tli* worletroT, i.i.i,....

i'n^:
'0 housekeeper, 22, Southampton builii:

,

- AV^iNTED, — One used to theJ M.-uiufacturiug Ironmongery. Range, and Hot-w,aler trade

BliomsburjoVl®’
J- I*' 38, Museum-s,

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a yoi
T r Man. a JOINER. AVages not so much an object aswork.-Address, T. B. 2Ug, Pud.liug-lane. E.U

^

WANTED, a SITUATION, by !i resni

hi:. ••t™™..
.
c.J

,

. . — young lu,.
neatly and colour, copy spt
self genendly useful lu a ouuners or arciiiW. G. 22, Luctetia-road, Lower Kenuiugtou-lii

TT7-1' MERCH.4NT3.\yANTED, a SITUATION, as AA'"
T ? CLERK, by a Man aged SO TwpIwp -7,0,,’

years in last ^
i . ...U®. '*P*'

r. ao. iweive years^t situatiou.—Add^s, J. L. 25, North-ai

WANTED, a SITUATION
P™«- i' 9«> -irau.

• • 111, ovrcniiecta
and fairly up In design and uev

Post-office. TiiUury. Sa

ut/u uiiiughtsmon,
I- aalary moderate.—Ac)
sbiiry. \Vil

^-r-r .
and BUILDERS.\yANTED, a SlfUATION, by a thorouc

_ AVANTED, m a Builders Office.
One with a practical knowledge of the trade preferreil,-

ig age, salary reciuired, aud references, to 483, Office of

T>XJILDER’S CLERK AA^ANTED.—Must
'’^,.7 '"‘"’® routine of a

GIBBS, STAINED-GLASS AtORKS, 3S, Bedford-square, AVC — WANTED aflrat-class FIGURE.PAINTER for ST.aVneD GLAs^-Appiy' at

AVA^i'-'-’™’ “ “ Contractor's Office, a
?relon of material

boolu, and to be
j

.-. spare working drawlSgs,
Lily nssful in the office. To one who lias l,aU

tile requireuie'uu'ortha 'Advertiaŝ
‘=“*'>''08 out

alary re-ndred. to F.’v. », VicWriivtiaS:

A
TO ART STUBENTaVACANCY exists in an Artistic

DERioS"'.';;'- o'otJ'Sffi'su 'o",rth71"SS”
&ind*e*r

RATtlculats, No. «9
, Office of "The

wANTED, a first-class OUT - DOOR
Albly-St™ L^lge^'l's pt^k^NAV

^ muired. -Apply,

T^ANTED,apractical AA'ORKING SHOP-IV foreman of JOINERS. Knowledge of m^hiMPr-vVi
Votkth^e”''''^'

J’OSTEr! Bolder, No?™u‘

^ b'liWdi' -mci Contractor in

<11 quantities, and measure up. None but fimt

ggzaii

-ANTED, Cl good FOEBMAirYjf
CABINETMAKERS. He „.„.r 1-. . .1, .. .

- — - — — 1, tvvu. A' '-'J.VBiDI ‘A 1\
°® " thoroughly pm...... Krjwrienced man, conversant with the mansiremei.t of . r.

AyANTED, iminediiitely, a first-cl.iss SHOP

riculars aud wages required. The''B^dm-
"‘ *'

TO GENERAL FOREMEn!
\\/ ANTED, an energetic MAN for tlm
a« car t-dilress statingg . ame of last employer, aud salary required, to 516, Office if" The

TTT- A -aTm-rLAA® FOREMEN.

AA^M.vI.™’.h''‘„
’“"•'Hi-ngei experienced

Yard irfa coittil mwn ® Shop and Timberoiin'tA'ioVu
® " “"“P ““a

^ A, Z. Post-offio;, OsL^t^
reiereuces as to character and abUity,

>>y hade-,
atancy for a suitable raan'"'^A T*'®

“'’’“try preferred. A coa-
rood, Mile-einbroiul.

J- “it H- 5. York-street. Globe-

W A -KT m T-, -r-,
PhUMBEES, 4c.

ticulara Me.
UENSMAN, BtSlderaand Contractors. Uorn^u”'

-TT-T- 1
HHn.DERS, AND OTHERSWANTED, E.MPLOYMENT, by a

>.a5
. .'sySh” ".WfhT'-

ami cstiinntiug.-Addre.»s, .V E. lit, Denin.vrk-roml 0.mb««7n
^

w-w-.- 1
™ ARCIIlTECra

wanted, an ENGAGEMENT, bv
T Y DRAUGHTSMAN, accustomeil to contract drLwine;perspeettvea—Address. H. A. 17. =.”^”5..

WANTED, a SITUATION, by an ex'

de’iiis, SugSngsS^ufqrm
H. B. -yy. care of Mr. Colemauyswtloncrlliigh’.straetl^Y^^

TO Buii-DERS, PL-UMBERS, AND DECORATORSWANTED, a SITUATION, or JOB,
hiiJiionis,,*',':;'.'

young ,..1

objection to turn his iiam. k.,

>'o. 4, Hyde villas, Biidge-ronJ. Bi
ir gaadUiug.—Address,

.

-w-r-T- 1
TO ARCHITECTS.

^ "

Y^ANTED, by tlie Advertiser, acred
T T on engagement as JUNIOR ASSl.STANT. °Fivei

t'Ob'l references.—Address. No. 625, Office of

W .
builders and DECOR.ATORS.

-ANTED, by the Advertiser, EMPL(
MENT AS PAINTER and ORAINER. Good rclcrt
Country-Address, U, W. ii, i'ulteuey-itrcet, Banisi

WANTED, by the Advertiser, a JOIN
a RE-ENGAOEMENT m shop or JOB FOREM.tN

fil-Tn”
™'®reiice from last employer, a large L

SkSvS's; " w. c.

-w-w-w . -K-rrTx-JU
GUILDERS. PLUMBERS, ic.

W^AIsTED, by a young Man, a SIT
J j’es^

“JUU.MBER or THREE-BRANCH HAND,-A
perspectivea—Address, H.'a. 17, BucklugUmTue‘et!*3trmffi^WANT ED, .en ENGAGEMENT, b7
h.tpU,Zi',';°rd''‘iYxr‘si

ar'fiY7 'r'.YiSYK-

W .
ARCHITECTS AND SURVE-i-ORS.

A^TED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT in
an ARCHITECTS OFFICE, in London, TerniKiriw t/r

WANTED, a EE - ENGAGEMENT as
i' .

f'^REMAN to a BUILDER. Can give firstclass testimonisla Town or country,—Address, Mr. F. 3. 1‘iirk-place

\yANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, asY Y GENERAL FOKEM.AN, having had thorough practi^ ex-nce in the nullillng liusmess, —Addiess, J, E. No. ? ”— •

,
-..TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.AyANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT a-<TT GENERAL OUTDOOR FOREMAN. Cariienter and f

'

inytoii, \Y.

-r-f-r 1
masons and OTHERS.

YI/AiNiED, by a young Man, a SIT'
wit-

UI^TTEE CUTTER, ”to fill up hi, time at iiiwork—Address. T. a. Stow-ou-tlie-tVold, Gluucestershiie .

ZU~~^VUiTErrYuTLDERUANUrLUMBERa
WAJNIED, liy a young Man, acred

.
'roin the country, a JOB or SITUATION as PLUMIHwell up lu all its tiniiii'lioa ai..i xK-in:..- cn

w ,
i>yiLDERS AND OTHERS.

ANTED, by a young Mun, aged ;

' .Actuation as CLERK or TIMEKEEPER. Good Iarithmetician. Excellent cliaracter froiu last situatiou*
». E, C. 45, Asyliim-ruiid, Old Keiit-ro.ail, S.E.

lyANTED, by a young Mail, aoed

SJM koo.KJj. work ,„!d Omli. "Cd ZuS-Tlkmg up work,—Addreas, 537. Office of " Tho Builder."

W ANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, asGENERAL FOREMAN, or to lake Chanie of a loh rtown p referred. Joiner by trade. Thoroughly up?n all branches of»'" ildlng trade.-Addresa, 546. Office of "The B - ‘'®*

WANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, as
/ S 1

FOREMAN of PAINTERS. Tweuty-five years’ exneriencsof first-class work. Now fliii»i.:„n . 1. -.,. i..vr_ ®*Perience

- .

TO KBVmTEC-TS AND SURYeVors
-ANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, by the

A. teTz'zL, i“vSSr “".'axz.'""'tches, 4c. -Address. S. 8. Fairbauk-atreet. East-road, City-iu^'

w
TO BUILDERS.

-NTED, a RE-ENG^YGEMENT as

"^takeoift^uaStiSw'^' It"®"
“’® '^“U®* 0'" take out quantities, and measure up work in ail bram-l.e,

.—Address, S, M. 11, Bath-grove, Hackney.

WANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT as.ULEHK of -W'OEKSor MANAGING F0REM4N Well nndrawings, constructing, and setting out brickwork and other
.
retoreucei Carpenter.—AJO^m>*. T. C. /, Dartnioor-street, Kensington.

kxuuavss,

-KTmT^T
timber MERCHANTS.

V\[ AJS TED, by a young Man, aged 3
,

* Y SITUATION in the English Timber Trade Has athoi

,,,?“^hi. -ffn^ ‘“'J
®0'‘^®rting. Good reference.

SVkS.SZ E
’ -V Y. Ilk, V,„„bd,M

.___
,

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS,
T^ANTED, by a steady young 31.1

T-l
PLACE as PLUMBER or TLKANCH H-AN D Is -wsll ii„ sii \ ... ._ , .....BRANCH H.AND. Is well up in all il

retiuired.—Address, stating “ages, D. F

ww-T- . -Ki . .L
-TyAUU^HERB AND BUILDERS

\\r-A.N TED, by a respectable young Ma
th»y

situation, as IMPROVER, in agoodflrm. Fiveys
the tradA—Addi-esa. T. U. 84, Bromells-roadfciapham. &W.

w ANTED, a J 0 B, by a first-c
^GBAINEI!.—Address, B. Y’OUNG, 136. V.auxholl llridgs-

^
TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

T^ANTED, a Permanency as GRAIN!
Y Y PAPER-HaNUER. and P-41NTER. Could m,mage a

j

-tdilress, S. L. sa. Canterbiirvruad. Biills-poad, N.

_ TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS
WANTED, a PEliilANENCY, by a
Y Y PAPERHANGEH, aud to fill up his time in lajntUi,

Addreas. G. M. IllG. Cuiimiercial-i-nA.I. T'.rt-bK.n
t T r.-irc.iviiiSNOri:.B, aud to till up bis ti

Addreas, G. M. ll)6, Couiniercial-road, I’tckluin.
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with the forms of the past; though as imitative so urgently demandea, it art amongst us, and
a. |1 ' ao frt t*1CO fXTlH TIAI I.fl

VOL. XXXL—m. 1594.

A National School

of Art.

" The pay of a common
builder was fire or six min® ;

an architect would require

more than ten thousand
drachms."—-P^uto.

EFORE now wc bavo

urged, in controverting

tho conclusions of cer.

tain recent critics, that

no fair judgment could

bo formed of the present

status of English archi-

tecture, without keeping

in view tho actual facts

of its history within the

very limited period of its

modern development.

tVhen it is remem-

bered that any native

architecture worthy of

tho name bad died out;

ion tho part of the public at large no

^edge of or taste for art, as we now

J

stand it, existed; that there was nothing

literature of art accessible, much less

Native examples
;

and that travel, as now

^aed by our architects, was a thing

It unknown
;

it is not surprising that in

iiovibable stages which had to be passed

gh, they might bo expected to prove

r fruitful in mistakes than otherwise. It

(impossible, under the circumstances, to

t)aoh questions of style and systems of art-

ire d priori, when the whole domain of art

as it were, to be reconquered. Experience

1 became the necessary teacher, and we now

0 pi-Gsent time, with the experience thus

d, and with all the materials then wanting

lantly supplied, seem to be placed in the

tposaiblo position for forming a just estimate

suits thus far obtained, and for discerning

eeds and conditions of a future and nobler

rogresa.

ly review of the development of our modern

lecture will lead to the conclusion that

whatever success we have resorted to past

ijcomplete styles,'—ready to our hands, as a

;) from which wo could draw all manner of

'tic wealth,—we have not obtained that

fery over them which can for a moment

3 our works upon a par with the achieve-

ts of the past. Taking into account that

present always stands at a disadvantage in

ird to tho past owing to that glamour which,

;omo mysterious tendency of our nature, wo

w over the past, and feel disposed to depre-

^
the present, yet it must bo confessed that

i all our facile combination and imitative

,!ess, our works very rarely answer the only

lest of real fine art, viz., that it should be

iCrhing of beauty and a joy for ever,” to be

('.rned to again and again with a sufficing

MO of unwearied delight. Their secrets of

ioortion, beauty, and variety,—which in same-

3 were never plagiarism,—seem to have eluded

I It may be that styles of art, the growth of

I: indwelling thought of a past age, once dead,

> beyond restoration to life

;

and, if so, that we
on a useless quest to see how far we can

I he our modern and altered requirements

may bo highly valuable and desirable as a means
,

to an end. But while much beautiful work has

undoubtedly been accomplished within these

limits, often with a stamp of genius and origi-

nality about it, which appeared to promise a

fresh point of departure in architectural art, we

still find ourselves on the confines of the past,

with no certain hints even of anything like a

new, robust, native style,—if such a thing is

possible. And it needs not be pointed out that

the greater part of the vast mass of building

which has sprung up under the impetus of a

demand for something more osstbetic can lay no

claim to be considered architecture at all.

How, then, admitting, as we emphatically do,

the real progress made in the direction of a

better architecture since the depressing times

of the Georges, can we account for results which

present, not a little, rather the appearance of

chaos than of cosmos, in which there seems a

sink, and to find scope for a satisfying and

nobler development. It may bo said, in passing,

that real genius ever preserves its individual

oririnality, and does not lapse into imitation,

though quickened and influenced by con-espond-

ent genius, and that in what it borrows and in

what it gives lie the life and progress of art.

Mediocrity alone is the creature of base imita«

tion, and tho problem of all art-culture is to call

out genius, or original creative capacity, and to

repress mediocrity to its subsidiary place and

level, often a helpful one. It is just this we

seek to establish.

We contend, then, that all we understand by

fine art, as distinguished from science and tech-

nical art governed by sheer utility, is the pro-

duct of genius. It has ever been a law of human
progress, in all departments, that certain master-

minds, from time to time, appear endowed with

that innate extraordinary capacity wo call

caating about for aometliiog novel and fresh, genius. Confining ourselves to formative art

® . . .* ...1. *4.1- 4. 7 .. — Tvf iiv.a n,- <1 In f oof ll rA it

almost byway of experiment, as it were, in each

now architectural work, but no fixed principle,

no consistent, definite progress, such as alone

wo should expect to comport with the dignity of

so great an art as architecture. It cannot bo a

state of things to congratulate ourselves upon,

that our architecture has become ” all things by

turns, and nothing long,” and that our archi-

tects, true or so called, ” do what seemeth right

in their own eye?,” ‘'according to thoir own

sweet will ”
!

We think that none, on reflection, will hesitate

to ascribe this state of things to the wholly

wrong system we have pursued in what we may

term our art-culture, looking at it specially in

regard to architecture. Without knowing, per.

haps, much of those conditions and modes vrliich

gave art its extraordinary excellence in some
\

past epochs, we can readily see that it cannot

have arisen from such a system as that pursued

amongst ourselves, and that we have really

taken, or allowed to be followed, tho course pre-

cisely conducive to such results as we now see.

Before, however, comparing the system which

whether painting, sculpture, or architecture, it

is evident that while the range of their expres-

sion lies within those adjusted relationships

between the senses and mind, and tho external

order of things which bring to us impressions of

beauty, sublimity, and the like, that genius comes

in as that peculiar susceptibility to these influ-

ences, accompanied by an indwelling creative

power of expressing itself in new combinations of

form, proportion, light and shade, colour, &c.,

which by human art reach the sources ofthought,

emotion, and pleasure, which nature and life

themselves yield after their own mode. Archi-

tecture,— in one sense the most utilitarian of all

the arts,—is yet also a mean between the real

and ideal, and demands, if anything, afar larger

measure of essential genius to make it a fine art

in the sense wo have pointed out, Lc., as capable

beyond its utilitarian objects of yielding impres-

sions of beauty, character, grandeur, or what-

ever expression of indwelling thought can by

such moans reach the mind through tho eye.

Tho main elements here must ever be form, pro-

portion, and light and shade, mingled in ways to

has grown up' omongst ns, and given U8 onr create impressions of admirationm the mmds of

architects and architectnre, with what may bo
|

others according to the character of tho bmidmg

considered a tree system of art-onlture, it is intended. But fixed laws in optics, &c., govern

very important, if we would discern the cause of

past failures, that we should keep well in view

the central facts which underlie and govern all

true art-production, considered as fine art.

These are now being most questioned by the

destructive criticism to which all art-niatters are

subjected ;
which, if not resisted, threatens to

launch us on a sea of conflicting opinions, which

would be ‘‘confusion worse confounded,” and

lead to results which might almost prove the

grave of English art.

Upon what, then, we ask, does all art-produc-

tion, considered as fine art in the highest sense,

depend P It is not necessary to enter upon

what is termed the “philosophy of art”; but

account for it as we may, in certain stages of

human civilisation and culture, the lamp of art

has only been lighted by what we understand as

men of genius. It might seem trite to make

such a remark, but when a leading journal

favours us with the extraordinary dictum in com-

meeting on the motto of the Royal Academy

Exhibition, “ labor et ingenium," that the “labor”

was all very well, but was much better without

the “ ingenium,” and that these so-called men

of genius had an influence upon art more for evil

than good, inasmuch as they created schools of

base imitators, who repeated their masters and

themselves ad nauseam, it becomes necessary to

cballeugo these shallow and contradictory criti-

cisms, as outraging all art history, as precisely

at issue with all the lessons to be learned from

the last half-century’s experience amongst our-

selves, and as barring progress in the very direc-

tion which so many thoughtful men now see to be

all these sources of impression, and it is genius

that, consciously or unconsciously, seizes upon

these and works out with them its own creative

results. It cannot be pretended that, while

much in all art as simple soieuco can be acquired

by the many, these subtler harmonies, these

grander powers of expression, can be discerned

and employed by any but the few.

Here, then, we have the key-note by which

to tost any true system of art culture
: (1),

the means wo employ to discover genius, and

to cultivate to the utmost extent its powers;

and (2), the ranging of all other excellence in its

proper scale, and tho keeping mediocrity, how-

ever ambitious, or under whatever factitioug

influences or pretences, from being allowed to

usurp tho place of real genius. Without these,

imitation and plagiarism, and a false pretence

at originality, can be the only result. This is

abundantly illustrated in all Fine Art, whether

poetry, painting, sculpture, oratory, or the

drama.

In turning then to the system which has pre-

vailed amongst us, what do we find ? First, that

the artistic professions have been open, in a

sense, to all comers 5
that there has been

nothing occurrent which, as in other profes-

sions, compels the passing through an extended

course of education specially designed for a

given end 5
no crucible, as it were to test the

ore, turning out the true metal, and rejecting

the dross
;
nothing charitably to check those

who had mistaken their vocation, to assess

mediocrity at its real value, or to assign to

genius alone the commanding place. Architec-
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ture, of all tue arts, lias been the groalcsb
sufferer from this state of things. It cannot,

in all charity, be supposed that the source
from which the ranks of the profession are
mainly recruited, namely, those who have passed
60 many years as pupils and assistants in archi-

tects’ offices, fulfils the above objects. It is

imposaiblo to say of those who thus enter upon
the profession,—under the prestige of a great
name, possibly, as their master,—that there is

any real guarantee of the pecular genius which
makes the architect ; that they have received
the necessary cultivation which should accom-
pany it, or that their future status will be
determined by merit alone. The reverse of all

this is as likely to be the caee as not.

We conclude, then, that tlie system hitherto
pursued of allowing things to take their own
course has exposed architecture to some of the
worst possible conditions for evoking its highest
products

;
and when we come to look at the arena

of public patronage and appreciation in which it

seeks its status and reward, we find that these
are dictated by the most chance, and even un-
worthy iufiuences; that, as a rule, the criticism
which often guides both has been too unsound,
contradictory, and unfair, to leave any other con-
victiou than that of its incompetency to deal
with what makes for the pure glory of art.

Hence, as is well known, fashions in art pre-
vail

; favoured names have their dav, not always
indicative of genius or beneficial to art progress.
This has been true in a marked sense of other
arts besides architecture; painting as well has
had its i;ise and fall of fashions aud names, and
the noble school of English sculpture lias been
allowed to languish under neglect and the parrot
cry that it was behiud-Laud, and was a sorry
affair at best

;
while nothing could be further

from the truth, as we have had but recently, and
still have amongst our soulptora men who, under
due encouragement, are equal to works all but
the highest, aud rarely lacking in some sweet
expression of thought aud beauty.

Is there, then, any remedy which can be
applied to a state of things which we cannot
suddenly revolutionise, but to which a corrective
must be applied if other and better results are
to ensue Whut can free art from the trammels
to which it has become subjected through false
criticism, ignorant patronage, aud a depraved
public taste ? Experience answers, and the
assent of all thoughtful minds unites in the con-
clusion, that if it is to a false system we have to
trace the heterogeneous and confused results
with which we are now presented, it is to a
reversal of the process we have first to look; and
that it is comparatively useless to be arguing
questions of style and other details while the one
main question of a proper system of a noble and
national art-culture remains in abeyance. We
have followed a system which has been one
chiefly of isolation and rivalry, and art has
become the creature of circumstances.
An attentive consideration of all that has

recently been advanced convinces ua that it is

more and more felt that the one thing now is

/or art to organise itself; to take the lead where
it has hitherto followed

; to have in its own
hands such a perfected system of cultivation as
shall avail to discover genius and ability in all

its varied forms, and to give it the stamp of
currency, and to have the power to confer its
Own honours and rewards upon its own estimato
of merit freed from outside iufiuences.

There seems bub one agency by which these
ends can be reached, and that is the establish-
ment of a really National School of Art, which
would occupy the samo position to all national
art that the university does to the learning of a
country. It may be said that we already have
our schools, academies, institutes, &c., but these,
however good a work they have done, aro local
and partial in their results, and have by no
means effected the objects which we now see are
so imperatively demanded to give that dignity,
status, and progress which we have found to be
so uncertainly apparent under the divided
system which now obtains. The analogy for
such a national school of art is furnished by
other learned professions. These all have a
curriculum of severe study, of examinations,
degrees, <ic., step by step, as the means adopted
to bring out and equip ability, to guarantee
fitness, and to confer honour and status in vary-
mg measure. It would be deemed well nigh
idiocy in professions which have charge of
important public interests to pursue a policy of
letting things take their course. Why it should
be thought allowable in the fine arts it is diffi.
cult to say. Certainly architecture, of all the

arts, is concerned with important public interests
in every way, and not least as the outward and
visible sign of our national taste and culture.
Yet we dare not say,—looking at our architec-
ture during its modern period,—that it has
faithfully reflected all that we were capable of
achieving; in other words, that it affords no
assurance that the best genius has been engaged
in its production, or even been recognised,

—

much less received its duo meed of reward.
The caudid suffrages of the profession itself

would point to very opposite conclusions.
But in such a national school of art as we

contemplate—having thought specially to archi-
tecture—all this might be changed. Inviting,
attracting, as it would, all the art ability of the
country for the advantages it had to confer,
opening its doors wide, with every facility to
students, they would become speedily closed
again against all who could not pass the ordeal
which would be imposed by an exhaustive
course of study and examinations. Thus the
first needed condition would be gained in sifting
the aspirants for artistic honours, and only
those could pass along to a career in art whose
genius, or positive talent of some kind, pro-
claimed them worthy. Then would follow the
second needed condition—combined study and
the mingling of genius in art, than which
nothing, it is obvious, is more requisite in

architecture, where varied gifts and the com-
bination of them under common effort to a
common end are a sine guA non, and without

,

which a national style of architecture cannot
spring up or be pursued to its noblest develop-
meats. The third condition would also follow,
in art being thus enabled to stamp its own
imprimatur upon genius and merit with no
uncertainty, as now, and the honours and
rewards of such a school would become synony-
mous with the highest distinctions art could
confer, and the status now so often denied to
real genius would become its natural possession
as a matter of course.

It is impossible to do more than hint at such
a scheme as the one thing needful for English
architecture, as in analogy with past systems of
art culture, as taught us by our own modern
experience, and as being the felt need of all

who have the real interests of art in view.
Details could bo worked out only in actual
osganisation.

The one question remains of ways aud means.
Endowment, to begin with, would be the first

step; hut with such wealthy and lavish patrons
as we now have for our present art, and such
accumulated wealth on the part of many of our
professional men in all branches of the arts, no
difficulty need be feared here, if a patriotic love
of art for its own sake can be reckoned upon.

If the review we have taken of the system
which has given us our modern architecture,
and the principles we have adverted to in this
article be correct, we do nob think there can
be two opinions as to the course it has now
become imperative to adopt. The choice simply
lies between letting things take their course,
with such results as we have seen, fruitful of
complaints from the most competent judges,
and such an organisation of art for free and
independent, but no uncertain, development to
all those ends which so much ooucernits success
and dignity and consistent future progress.

THE SHEFFIELD CONGRESS
OP THE BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL

ASSOCIATION.
The week has been well commenced, and

promises to bo full of interest. The Corpora,
tion received the Members in the Cutlers’ Hall,
and the town clerk read this address :

—

*' To the Jroat IToble Henry Duke of Norfolk, the presi-
dent, and other tho niembera, of the British Archteo-
logical Association.

We, the mayor, aldermen, and harpessesof theboronch
of Shellield, tender to the British Archaiological Associa-
tion our most hearty welcome on its assembling in our
borough for the first time to hold its annual congress, and
beg to express our satisfaction that Sheffield and its

adjacent districts have been selected for the purpose of
antiquarian research.
We assure you that we are fully alive to tho advan-

tages to be derived from arcbieological investigations,
believing that the researches mode by your Association
into the history and usages of our forefathers, the rise
and progress of arts, sciences, and manufactures, and the
advance of civilisation are of deep interest and great prac-
tical utility, and cannot fail to prove beneficial to the
present and future generations.
We have no doubt that the inspection of the antiquities

in the ancient liberty of Hallamsbire and the surrounding
districts, with the information obtained during the holding
of the Congress here, will be productive of both interest
and pleasure to the members of the Association. I

We desire to take this opportunity of assuring you
Grace of our feeling of personal respect aud regard, an
we congratulate the Association on having as their pres
dent a descendant of Ihe illustrious family of Howarc
which has for centuries been intimately connected wit
the town and neighbourhood of Sheffield, not only t
rights of property, '.but as lords of the ancient Saxe
manor of Hallam, of which this town is the centre."

The Mayor strengthened the address with
few words, and the Duke gracefully thanked tt

Corporation in the name of the Association. A
adj ournment then took place to the parish churcl
where the Rev. Dr. Sale descanted on the altai

tomb and monument to the founder of th

chapel, the fourth Earl of Shrewsbury, with tb

marble effigies of that earl and his two com
tosses on the top,—the earl with his coronet an
in tho robes of the Order of the Garter, bis fee

resting on a talbot, and his hands joined i

prayer. Against the wall is the monument c

the sixth earl, erected by himself some tim
before his decease. The effigy of the earl, i

plate armour, is somewhat defaced; above is

long Latin inscription, surrounded by all sort

of heraldic devices. The inscription gives nc
only a list of the earl’s illustrious titles an
deeds, but refers to his custody of Mary Quee:
of Scots, with allusions to certain scandalou
reports. The members did not fail to perceiv
the difference in taste between that monumen
and the fourth earl's tomb. A third monument
as to which doubt existed, Mr. Planche had ni

hesitation in saying commemorated tho carl’,

first wife and her son.

Carriages took the party to the “ Manor,'
the buildings on which were erected by th(

fourth Earl of Shrewsbury, and became thi

places of confinement both of Wolsey and o
Mary Stuart, and afterwards fell into negleo
and decay. A residential building, with mill

lioned windows and a staircase-turret leading oi

ti the I’oof, built, as some think, for tho qaeen’i

occupation, is in course of restoration, by direc

tion of the Duke of Norfolk. A room with £

panelled and ornamented plaster ceiling and i

chimneypiece, is pointed to as her particulai

apartment, but tho heraldic bearings seem £

little more recent. The building itself is o

stone, but the turret above the roof is of brick

The party then proceeded to Broom Hall, thi

residence of Mr. R. N. Philipps, F.S.A., who real

a paper on the history of the hall. The building

includes a half-timber gablo, with handsonw
carved barge-board.
At the dinner which was given by the duke ii

the evening, in the Cutlers’ Hall, nearly 30(

persons sat down.
Lord Houghton, in the course of his speech,

proposing the health of the president, said it

would be difficult for the Association to light oc

any spot in Yorkshire which would not in somt
degree accomplish their expectations. For thie

county, of which I am proud to be a citizen,

bolds within itself almost the whole of British

history
; and from the very earliest times when

it was inhabited by conflicting races and various

emigrations, it has been the scene of all those
great conflicts of body and of mind which have
resulted in the present condition of the English
nation. It is difficult to say what portion of

it has not contributed to British history. On
a previous occasion I had the pleasure ol

accompanying this Association over the histe;

rical bridge of Wakefield, which has added one
tower to the Tower of London. I took them to

my own neighbourhood, and there we found in the

bridge of Fairbridge the place of those continual
conflicts from the Aire river, which ended in the

battle of Towton. When we come into this

country we fiud ourselves, perhaps, not so immas
diately connected with particular conflicts; but,

nevertheless, this town and this neighbourhood
are full of those great associations of the different

times of English history which still remain
vivacious in tho mind of the English peoplA
Yon will recognise that on all those great-

occasions Yorkshire men aud Yorkshire noble-

men have been pre-eminent. They have contii-.

buted much to archceology,—very often their

own lives. We know the great interest that has
always hung about a slain or decapitated noble-

man,—audhow wealwaysfeel for them,—whether

it be the thorough-going Earl of Stafford or any

other nobleman of a still earlier time, who has

fallen in a great political conflict,—whose name is

associated with districts and with periods which

render the locality in which he lived a matter of

general and universal interest. We have to-day

been seeing the old Manor House, where th©

Earl of Shrewsbury was the guardian,—it may
be historically, perhaps, said almost, the jailer,

—

of the romantic Queen of Scots; and we find

that property transferred to the care of a noble-
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man whose family happened to take verymuch the
other side in those historical periods, and who
would probably, if they had had their own way,
have been anything but the jailers of that
princess. But so has turned this wonderful
English history of onrs !

The Duke of Norfolk made a spirited reply.
Sheffield, said his Grace, is a very great and in-

creasing centre of a particular branch of trade,
and a singular fact in connexion with it is that
no town in England has grown so rapidly. For
that reason it entertains, perhaps', more than
any other manufacturing town a feeling of affeo-

tion for tho old things which have not yet been
obliterated by the advance of various branches
of industry within it. At the same time, as so
much is given up to tho purposes of trade, there
is a groat danger of old things becoming more
and more ignored, and that very much so from
the character of the trade carried on in the town
and neighbourhood. Wo ought, therefore, not
only to welcome the Association for coming here,
but to sincerely thank it for coming. According
to modem ideas, towns given up to such indns-
tries as those in Sheffield are not the places
likely to attract the archasologist. Not only is

everything here given up to activity and business,
but the manufactories carried on here tend to pro-
mote change. Things are overturned, to be re-
placed by others. Buildings which do very w’ell

for one kind of trade are allowed to exist as long as
that trade is flourishing. It may be that a staple
trade is carried on with them

; that trade fails,

and then the buildings arc pulled down for others
more suitable to trades which are active. I
remember about twelve years ago Sheffield was
largely engaged in the rolling out of wire for
srinolinca. Now the great thiug to look at hero
is the rolling of armour-plates for our iron-dads,
—two very different things. You will therefore
jeo that things here change rapidly, and that in
;hi8 constant change tho long gone-by past is

ipt to be forgotten. At tho same time, there
iro objects in this town and neighbourhood
which, I trust, w'ill repay the members of the
isBociation fur having come here. Wo have
ilready seen the monuments in the parish
iburch, and the remains of the Manor Lodge,—
reminiscences of events connected with two
;reat names, Cardinal Wolsey and Mary Queen
>f Scots,—names historically famous throughout
he world. That is especially so as regards
yiary Queen of Scots, about whose life and times
BO much mystery and romance lingei-s

5
and

everything which can throw’ light upon her
liistory is always regarded with great interest
ind curiosity, and looked into with care. I hope
|vhat we have to see during tho week will not
trove unproductive of interesting results.
lu reply to “ Prosperity to the British Archroo-

ogical Society,” proposed in hearty terms by
he Mayor of Sheffield, Mr. Godwin, as a vice-
resident, said it was many years since he
ssisted at the foundation of the Association,
at during the whole of that time he had never
cen present at a finer assemblage in a finer
00m than tho present. He hoped, however,
rheu they next came to the Cutlers’ Hall, to see
a tho panels of that magnificent banqueting-
00m paintings by some of their local artists, or
hose connected with the town, of places and
vents connected with tho history of the county,
le was sure they woald not think he was tra-
elling out of his course in suggesting this. A
)wu which bad produced Geoffrey Sykes as a
ecorator, Montgomery, and others, must surely
B capable of finding men who would render that
all an instructive book for all who entered it.

7ith regard to the Association, he mnst consider
was a happy determination on the part of the

juncil to select for some of their visits those
owns which did not, in the first instance, seem
0 offer the most material for investigation,
j'hcy had been to nearly all the cathedral towns,
h all those buildings which, remaining much as
ley wore hundreds of years ago, at once pro-
iiised to be suitable places for the researches of
Je archcoologist. But it was a happy thought
|) come to Sheffield and other large towns which
ley had recently visited, occupied wholly, as

• would seem, in the business of tho day.
a such towns they desired to suggest to
10 inhabitants that they should preserve all

lementoes which connected them with the
ast. "We had been told on indisputable autho-
ty that man shall not live by bread alone, and
'10 sentence contained more, perhaps, than at
cst met the eye. The mind and the heart
squired food and support, and those who pooh-
oohed sentiment were only half taught. The
ihabitanta of a town like this should preserve

every record which tied them to the early por-
tiona of oui’ history as if it were the apple of
their eye,—theii* heart of heart. Ho trusted
the visit of the Association would lead some who
had not heretofore looked at matters in that
light to preserve everything that related to the
former history of the town. Though that and
similar Associations bad been working some
years, they were as much needed as ever—per-
haps more so. Destruction went on in the most
barbarous manner. Earthworks were turned
up, old buildings were knocked down, walls were
destroyed, and landmarks in our history were
obliterated. It was very difficult oftentimes to
persuade the owners of these remains of their

great value archmologically. In coming to
Sheffield they could hardly hope to make such a
discovery as he had been informed of that day
by a private letter from Germany. In searching
upon the plains of Troy, Dr. Schliomann had
made one of the most remarkable discoveries of

modem times. If he had not turned up the
shield of Achilles described by Homer, at any rate
he had found one something like it. Besides he
had discovered hundreds of copper, silver, and
gold implements and chains of a most remarkable
character. Although they could not expect to
turn up anything quite so remarkable, be was
sure they would see very much to interest them,
and might perhaps leave a thought behind to
benefit others.

Mr. Gordon Hills made an interesting and
suggestive speech in proposing the health of:
“ the mayor and corporation and Mr. R. N.
Philipps, the Master Cutler, Mr. G. Wright,
F.S.A., and Mr. Robert Memman, also spoke.
On Tuesday the members of the Congress went

off to Beauchieff Abbey, erroneously termed a
priory by Dugdale, and Mr. Gordon Hills gave a
history and description of the building. At the
conclusion of his account, Mr. Hills pointed out
that the supply of water to the abbey was
obtained nearly a mile away, up the hill, and
was conveyed to tho vicinity of the building
by a series of reservoirs flowing into each other,
In conclusion, he described the ruins as aflbrding
a most valuable illustration of the few churches
of the kind in the kingdom. Returning to
Sheffield, the party was largely increased in
number, and then went off by special train to.

Worksop Priory
5
and in the picturesquo gate-

house there the Rev. J. Stacye read a full

account of its history. The nave of the ancient
church, a charming specimen of the Transition
period, which is cut off at the transept and
was restored a few years ago, is used as the
parish church. One of the priory buildings
displayed a number of masons’ marks, which
elicited a discussion. The sensation of the
day was the examination of Steetley Cbapel,
a beautiful little Norman structure once a
parish church, but now unroofed, and scarcely
known. Mr. Stacye said the name did not
appear in the Domesday Survey

; but from tho
register of Welbock it appeared that shortly after
that survey was made, the place was hold by
one Gleydo Briton or Brett. Gloyhad four sons.
Only one of them had issue, namely three sons
and a daughter, the latter of whom became
heiress of the family. She was married to
Robert le Yavasour, who through her became
Lord of Strelley and Denaby. From a post-
mortem inquiry taken at Chesterfield, after tho
death of Ouker Freshvill (1391), it was gathered
that he was seized of property at Strelley,
together with tho avowson of tho Church, and
that he held them of John le Yavasour by fealty
for all services. Tho property continued long in
tho family of Freshvill, some of whom resided
at the hall near tho chapel, and now used as a
farm-house. From that family it passed into
tho hands of Sir Thomas Wentworth, in the
reign of Elizabeth, and from his representativ’es
to the Earls of Shrewsbury and their descend-
ants, the noble house of Howard. There it re-

mained till, to go with the Worksop estate, it

was sold to the Duke of Newcastle in 1S40.
The date of the building is the twelfth cen-
tury. Mr. Blashill produced drawings of five
churches, which were very similar both in date
and style. They were at Kilpeck, Herefordshire

;

Moccas, in tho same county
;
Dalmeny, Linlith-

gowshire j East Ham, near London
;

and St.
Julien, near Rouen. On the motion of Mr. God-
win, a resolution was passed unanimously ex.
pressing the desire of the Congress that the
chapel should bo roofed in and otherwise pro-
tected from the weather.
A very interesting visit was paid to Thorpe-

Salvin, where there is a fine Norman font.

At the first evening meeting the Duke of

Norfolk'presided, and there was a large attend-
ance. A remmd of the day’s proceedings was
given, and then
Mr. J. R. Plancbc, Somerset Herald, read a

paper on ‘‘The Early Lords of Holderness,” in
which he treated a somewhat dry genealogical
subject in so pleasant a way as to interest
all his listeners. After disposing of varions
mistakes made by previous writers, be said,

justly enough, that it was remarkable, con.
sidering the position and connexions of
Adeliza, sister of the Conqueror and Countess
of Ponthieu, that tho discovery of her triple

marriage should have been loft to reward
£he diligence of an English antiquary of the
nineteenth century, every previous account of
her and her issue being, tlirough ignorance of
that simple, but important fact, full of errors
and contradictions. It was perhaps still more
remarkable, this fact having been clearly set
forth by the authors of R-cserches sur le Domes-
day in 18i2, as well as by Mr. Stapleton himself,
in his notes on the “Norman Rolls of the Ex-
chequer,” that so critical an antiquary as Mr.
Edward Freeman should have overlooked the
information, and iu his second volume of the
“ History of the Norman Conquest,” published
in 1870, should have married Odo to his stop,
daughter Adelhsa on the misrepresentation of
Mr. Stapleton, in the 2ith volume of Archceo-
logia, though Mr. Stapleton had subsequently
discovered and acknowledged his error thirty,

three years ago. I conclude, said Mr. Planche,
with an anecdote. Somewhere about thirty-

three years ago, I was present inCoveut Garden
Theatre at 'the representation of “ Romeo and
Juliet,” produced for the first appearance of a
young lady in the character of the ill-fated

daughter of Capulet. I sat in the boxes (there
wore no stalls in those days) immediately
behind and unnoticed by an old friend of mine,
a devoted admirer of the national drama, who
had an unfortunate habit of talking aloud to
himself. In act 4,- Lady Capulet is informed
that “ they call for dates and quinces in the
pastry.” “ Umph,” ejaculated my friend, to tho
surprise of the people near him, “dates are
indigestible things : what can they want with
them ? ” I am afraid I have dosed you with
dates boyond.the power of your digestion. Still,

it is only by a strict examination and comparison
of them that we can distinguish fact from fiction,

and their verificatiou is one of the most important
duties of the modern archasologist.

The Rev. Dr. Gatty afterwards read an ex-
cellent paper on the Town and Parish Church of

Sheffield, a portion of which, namely that
relating to the history of the town, we print
separately. At the close of it,

—

Mr. Edward Roberta said he wished Dr. Gatty
bad gone a little further, and had asked that the
work which was done iu tho pai’isli church
about the year. 1800 might be undone as far as
possible. Ho was expressing tbo general feeling

of the Association when ho said that if tho
galleries were removed it would very much add
to the beauty of the building. The high pews
also might easily be replaced by others, which
would occupy less space, and quite as many
worshippers could be accommodated as now.
Tho observations were generally assented to, but
the Rov. Dr. Shle said there were more difiicul-

ties in the way than might be supposed.
Mr. Tucker, Rouge Croix, said all the grave-

stones were now flat on the ground, and urged
that the iuscriptions upon them, which were fast

disappearing, should be recorded.

On Wednesday the Saxon Church of Laughton-
eu-le-Morthen and the ancient earthworks at

Laughton were visited and examined, and then
the Congress went to Roche Abbey, where hm-
cheon was provided by the Mayor and the Master
Cutler of Sheffield, and the Abbey was well
described by Mr. Gordon Hills. Rotherham
was then descended on, and the Church and the
Chapel on the Bridge were commented on by
Mr. John Guest.

In tho evening, after returning to Sheffield,

there was a coiworsazione at the Cutlers’ Hall,

given by the local committee, which went off

gaily, and some papers were read, to which we
will return.

The inhabitants of Sheffield have opened their

hooscs most hospitably to the %'isitors, and in so
doing have made known some of the treasures
in the town. There are many capital pictures

spread abont, and Mr. W. Bragge, F.S.A., of
Shirle-hill, Las a remarkable and beautiful col.

lection of Mediteval MSS. The same gentle,
man’s • collection of pipes, now at the Interna-
tional Exhibition, is probably unique. The
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Sheffieldians describe themselves as a house-
proud pfople : the first ambition w'hen fortune
conies is a good house well fitted up. The
residence of Sir Jobu Brown, where all that
wealth could do has been done, may be pointed
to as the culminating exposition of this feeling.

THE TOWN OF SHEFFIELD.*

The town of Sheffield is peculiarly interesting

from the double fact that its history includes

times and personages teeming with romantic
incident; whilst there is the second ora of long
and laborious effort in the workshop, terminating
at last in a brilliant success. There can be no
doubt of a Roman occupation of the neighbour-
hood

;
their earthworks, solid as the natural

hills, still attest the former presence of that
vigorous people ; but I scarcely think that the
term Canipo-lane gives countenance to the tradi-

tion that there was a Roman camp on the site

of the old chm-chysrd. If the derivation be
Latin, the name would rather refer to the field

in which De Lovetot placed his church, and
where trees may have been felled to give room
for the structure. However, in several parts of
the town pots of Roman coins have been dug
np, which testify that they were secreted for

some purpose, and possibly by the Roman
soldier, who intended to exhume them again. It

is also said that urns with burnt ashes have
been discovered here, and if so wo have in-

dubitable traces of the Roman. One interesting
point about which some obscurity contiuues to

hang is the date when Sheffield became the
capital of Hallamsbire by having the residence
of the loi'd paramount within its precincts. On
this point the entry in Domesday Survey is

so brief and general, that it leaves only conjec-
ture as to its meaning, inasmuch as no other
historical authorities of the same date allude to
the presence of Earl Waltheof in Hallamshire.
He was Earl of Northampton and Huntingdon
at the time of the Conquest; also Earl of Nor-
tliumberlaud in the right of his mother, Elfreda,
whose ancestors had held the earldom

;
and he

was also Lord of Hallamshire, or at least he was
one of three Saxon lords who owned the four
manors which now formed the parish of Sheffield.

In Hallam, says the Survey, was the a\da or man.
sion of Waltheof. Whether this was in Sheffield as
being demesne land, inland of Hallam as it is

described, or whether tho hall of the earl stood
somewhere in Rivelin caunot be decidedly said,

but it may be questioned whether he ever per-
sonally resided here at all. Why not at North-
amptou, which I have seen spoken of as his

residence? It seems [scarcely credible that the
chief mansion in the district should have been
placed on a spot so remote as Rivelin Valley,
which is difficult of access even now

;
and when,

too, Sheffield, protected by hills, and where the
rivers are confluent, claimed at once to bo the
site of the great lord’s home whenever he became
resident. The life of Waltheof is only im.
perfectly known. Who can even tell whether he
fought against the Conqueror at Hastings ? We
know that he submitted at the Conquest, and
was taken to Normandy as a hostage by the King
in December, 1067. Did be settle down in Hal.
lamshire after his return ? Who can tell ? We
only know that be rebelled and joined Atbeling
and the fugitives from Scotland when they came
back in the summer of 1069 with Danish allies,

to expel tho Normans from the north country
;

that in the second attack upon York, which they
tock, Waltheof was the great hero in tho fight.

Then followed the dreadful vengeance of the
King, who made a waste of all Yorkshire and
Durham by fire and sword, and the land in

Hiillamshire lost five-sixths of its previous value.
But Waltheof appeared in person before the
Conqueror, and was again pardoned

; and was
raised to higher honours than he had ever before
enjoyed. Probably it was in 1070 that he was
married to Judith, the King's niece. All Hal-
lamshire was then given to him, and in 1072 the
government ofNortbumberland,amost important
trust, was placed in his charge when Yorkshire
was deprived. That the Conqueror watched him
and kept him about his person as opportunity
offered, there can, I think, be little doubt, and so
it would happen that he became intimate with
those who formed the King’s court, and had his
eoufidence. Hencehis implication in the treachery
of Earls Ralf and Roger, and his hurrying over
to Normandy to confess once more his fault to
his wife. Though seemingly pardoned again,

* From a paper by the Rev. Dr. Qatty, already
referred to,

his wife, the Countess Judith, urged her royal
undo against him, and he was beheaded at

Winchester on May 31st, 1076. I have tried to

identify this remarkable man with a residence in

Hallamsbire, but my present impression is that
his personal abode here is doubtful. He bad
other property before the Conquest better

adapted for the habitation of a great nobleman.
After his submission, he was taken to Normandy
by the King, and soon after his return he was in

rebellion. The harrying and waste which fol-

lowed tliis outbreak must have made these parts
uninhabitable; and when Waltheof rose, after

being pardoned, under the patronage of the

Conqueror, to be almost next to him in influence

and rank, he would not be likely to make his

home, with the Countess Judith as his wife, in

the depths of Hallam. Is it not probable that

the aula of Domesday may have been little more
than the auZa haronis of later times; the price

at which the representative of the owner settled

all matters connected with tho property, that
the great dignity of the last English nobleman
and his unique death (for William does not
appear to have punished any other conspirator

by judicial death) may have caused its mention
in the Survey

;
and that our great local historian,

Mr. Hunter, with involuntary partiality for his

own birthplace, may have giv’en to the term aula
rather more definite meaning than it was in-

tended to express ? From the time of the
Lovetots, Sheffield has been the acknowledged
capital

; and what they did at once for the

town and district shows what a desolate place
it was where they came to reside. Their castle

was built in the angle which is formed by
the junction of the River Don with the Sheaf

;

and their piety and beneficence were now dis-

played mth a zeal becoming the residential pro-

prietors. They founded the parish church of

Sheffield, and charged its services on their own
priory of Worksop

;
they built a bridge over the

Don, the Lady’s-bridge
;
they erected a hospital

on Spital-hill, and a mill for the tenantry out-

side the castle walls; and I am persuaded that
what is still called “ The Town Mill,” at Mill-

sands, which used to be turned by the waters of
a goit, cub from the river, stands on the very site

of the original mill of De Lovetot. In nine
generations this amiable family ended in an
heiress who married a Crusader, Gerard Fur-
nival. A different character appertains to this

succeeding race. Tho Furnivals were not quiet
and domestic, building clmrcli and hospital, mill

and bridge, for the use of tlioir dependents, as

their predecessors had done; but they were en-

gaged in war, both at home and abroad, aud one
of them at least was slain in battle. Thomas de
Furnival rebuilt the castle after it was destroyed
in tbo wars of the barons against the King, and
his successor of the same name was a great bene-
factor to the town. He granted lands to his

free tenants, released them from vassalage, and
made them owners of the property, and both the
church burgess and the town trust are tbo
offspring of his bounty at the present day. This
family also ended in an heiress, who married the
illustrious John Talbot, the founder of the
Shrewsbury peerage. Then came a line of
nobi'ity, who, for wealth, station, and honour,
were second to none in the kingdom, and the
highest trusts were confided to them by the suc-

cessive sovereigns in whose reigns they lived.

As is well known in connexion with Sheffield
Manor, which was built by George, fourth Earl
of Shrewsbuiy, in the reign of Henry VIII., this

fine mansion was made for eighteen days the
resting-place of Cardinal Wolsey when he was
summoned by his Royal master to London to
answer for his pride and contumacy. There the
Earl entertained the broken prelate until the
Governor of the Tower arrived with a guard to

conduct him on his way. There, too, about forty
years afterwards, was the unfortunate Queen
Mary of Scotland occasionally taken by George,
sixth earl, when her apartments in the castle

required cleaning, or the state of her health
needed change during the fourteen years of her
captivity at Sheffield. Nor can I, in naming this

sad episode in the history of Sheffield, withhold
the expression of my thanks to the noble duke
before us for rescuing, as I believe, the very
portion of the old Manor House from utter decay,
in which the captive Queen was detained in her
occasional visits. The original doorway has been
opened from behind a thick coating of plaster.

We have the narrow entrance exposed, through
which the prisoner had no sooner gone than the
bottom step of the spiral staircase met her foot,

and up this she had to climb to her apartment,
which was some 18 ft. by' 13 ft. in size. In the

walls of this small chamber are the very nails '

yet fixed on which the tapestry' of her own
working was probably suspended

;
and the

ceiling above richly embossed with hcraldioll

ornaments, is being carefully preserved in the

state when Maiy knew it. The preservation of'

a relic so interesting to every intelligent person"

is a good work, for which the town will feeb

deeply grateful to the Duke of Norfolk. Lordf

Arundel was the most accomplished nobleman of-

his time, and whilst he was in possession of the

estate, tbo civil war broke out, and Sheffield'

Castle was held by the Roy'alista, and underwentr
a siege. The incident of great interest in this

event was that the Governor’s wife, Lady Savile,

who for six months had been a widow, but
remained in the castle, owing to the disturbed,

state of the country, courageously exhorted the

gan-ison to bold out, although she was herself

on the point of becoming a mother. W
consideration of her conditioo, the defenders at

length yielded, but honourable terms were:
granted by tho conquerors. The castle was then-

razed to the ground, the Manor House was soon)!

afterwards dismantled, and henceforth the Lord'

of Hallamshire resided elsewhere. It is now of.

the Sheffield cutler that I would briefly speak,!

for he becomes the chief actor on the stage as am
historic nobility pass away. Through all times;

the smith has been an important member of

society. Never was King Saul in a greater;

strait than when it was said of his people,-—

-

” Now there was no smith found in all the lan^i

of Israel.” The Israelites had been subdued by
the Philistines, who had taken from them thei

men who could forge swords and spears; andi

this rendered them powerless to release them--

selves from their enemy. Sheffield throughout
the Middle Ages, and afterwards, was a settle-r

ment of smiths. They made, no doubt, thej

common arms of tho soldiery; for arrow-heada
they were famous

;
but their crowning achieve-i

ment was the whittle,—the common knife,—

,

which served for every purpose, except niakingii

pens, which few besides the clergy could use ini

those days. Chaucer could not have written)

500 years ago of the Sheffield whittle as thei

Cambridge miller’s hose, if it had not been the'

instrument everywhere carried
;
nor would Lor^'

Shrewsbury, in Queen Elizabeth’s reign, have;

presented a set of Sheffield knives to Lord-

Burgbley, and boasted that there was “famei
thereof throughout the realm,” unless the Shef-
field cutler had been a first-rate craftsman.)

Still, the extraordinary fact remains indisputable,!

that up to about the middle of the last century
the town of Sheffield continued to be a merer
settlement of forgers and grinders of steel. Thei
man with lOOZ. a year was in the first grade of;

society, and the honest cutler retired from busi-;

ness, perhaps to cultivate a bib of land, when hei

had amasaed a fortune of 500Z. The lord of thei

manor worked what coal was got, and at am
earlier period he held the forges in his own-
hands by deputy. The restrictions imposed?
by the regulations of the cutlers’ guild kept;

ail down to one mean level. But in those?

simpler days to ride in one’s own carriage was s

not in the mbicon which had to be passed)

before gentility was attained; nor was a man.
measured by what he had, but by what he was.

If respectable, he was made churchwarden or

;

collector of the town burgory rents, or elected'

to the highest dignity of Master Cutler for the

year
;
aud I have a strong persuasion that under i

tho three-cornered hat and wig, broad-tailed;

coat, breeches, and buckled shoes, which formed:
the dress of the old cutler on Sunday, when he

led his leatlier-breeched apprentices to the 1

parish church, there was often as much honour, i

intelligence, aud old-fashioned courtesy of

-

manner as will be found at the present time of '

the more remunerative trade. Prior to the 1

Reformation, these horny-handed burgesses had

maintained their own three priests, to assist the 1

vicar, aud the very fund which, from the tim^i

of Queen Mary, has supported these chaplains,;

at the parish church, is in a great measure the 1

result of the pious gifts and legacies of the

needy knife-grinders. Nor were they without >

education. There was a school at Sheffield

;

before good Thomas Smith founded the Gram -

1

mar-school in 1G09; and accounts show that)

prior to this date a poor scholar was helped to

the University of Cambridge out of the purse of

the Church Burgess Trust. Moreover, the ;

stringent rules of the Cutlers’ Company, which i

stifled competition, and inhibited the stranger ;

from importing a little capital into the trade, (

were so careful to exclude that prime article in

the podlai-’s pack, “ a razor made to sell and nob ;
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to cut.” Tho cutlers themselres were so scru-

I pulously particular about the quality of their

,

steel and the fineness of tho edge, that I almost
wonder we do not find some of their genuine

I blades in use even at the present day. The life
of the old cutler was hard and thrifty; for.

I

though an employer, be earned less money thau
we eometiines pay for labour now; but I am
convinced, after a close study of the social
history ot Sheffield, that the existing generation
may safely look back with pride on the integrity
and respectability of their rude forefathers.
What opportunity will do for a locality like

this, which abounds in coal and iron, wi'h plenty
of water, may be estimated from the fact, that
instead of tho cutler, with his journeyman and

' two apprentices, we have a limited company,

1

employing 7,000 men and boys, and paying
8,0001. a week in wages. This is the great com-
mercial change which has been wrought in

1 Sheffield by industry, perseverance, and sagacious

^
venture, operating on local capabilities, and it has
all been acuomplished within a quarter of a
century.

TYPHOID FEVER AND SANITARY
PREVENTION.

Thf. recent outbreak of typhoid fever in
Mayfair, M.arylebone, and the neighbouring
districts has been an occurrence of unusual
importance as regards the question of sanitary
protection and reform. We are far from
attributing to any of our fellow-countrymen
a cynical and callous disregard for the lives or
for the welfare of their poorer neighbours. The
noble manner in which the incidence of almost
the heaviest taxation in the world,—by far the
heaviest, in as far as tho relief and support of
the poor are concerned,—is supplemented by
private charity, is enough to forbid any such
insinuation. But even with the most open-
handed the adage must be remembered that
charity begins at home; and it would be only
the very pedantry of philanthropy that should
affect to say that the health of his own family is
ttot, and ought not to be, a more direct object of
nterest to the head of each household than that
)f tho families of his neighbours. Thus, while it
8 true that many a man may take more or less
mlace from the consideration that, in any access
)f pestilence, it is tho neglected, ill-drained,
anventilated houses that will bear the brunt, and
cot his own well-regulated and duly disinfected
ibode, wo do not admit that ho is on that account
ffiargeablo with selfishness. On the contrary,
lucb a man is, so far, a sanitary reformer. Ho
loes what in him lies,— if nob altogether, yet to
i very creditable extent,—to preserve the health
)f that part of city or country for which ho is
'esponsible. While chiefly caring for the pro-
ection of his own fireside, he is a public bene-
actor in two distinct ways. First, ho prevents
lis own domain from becoming a seed-bed of
lontagious disease. Secondly, he sets a good
(xample to his neighbours, and throws his moral
nfluenco into the scale of duty.
To this large class of conscientious and

houghtful men, the actual outbreak of fever
.ddresses a special lesson. It tells them that,
hough they may have done much, they have

^ot dune enough. It teaches them that when
jfcreat public dangers arise, the citizen cannot
|neeb them in his private capacity alone. He
lan do so efficiently ouly by joint action. For
he ordinary utta- ks of disease, the care of the
irudenb father and the service of the family
nedicat adviser may suffice. Against epidemic
ir endemic evils s-ucU precautions are of com-
karatively little avail. Tlie master can only
protect his own home by keeping the enemy at

. certain definite distance. And he can only do
:hat by combining with liis fellow citizens to
•nsisb on a competent and regular administra-
ion of the entire sanitary arrangements of the

^istriuf, in whicdi he dwells.

;

_

Nor is this all, or nearly all. We took occa-
ion, not many weeks ago, to point to the great
danger that exists that one neglected locality
oay prove tJie seed-bed of disease that may
i.ecmmfe tho bcst-regulated districts. Such
ppears to be now tho case. We desire to speak
nth all reserve, and not to state as absolutely
roven that which nevertheless has the weight
f prrihability iu its favour. We should be sorry

1.3 say a siiijrle word that might injure any
radesmon, or rnke the bread out of tho mouths
if any liurd. working men, but we have the less
esitat.ion in r.-lerring to the subject from the
let that we are entirely unacquainted with the
ames of any of the purveyors of milk who may

be interested in the matter, and thus could not,
if we would, treat the subject on any but tho
broadest medical grounds.
Our contemporary the Medical Record was

tho first to call attention to the fact, that the
peculiar circumstances of the recent outbreak had
led a physician, of great eminence and e.xtensive
consulting practice, to suspect that infection had
been communicated by the milk.aupply. One
hundred and aixty.five cases of fever were known
to have occurred in forty-seven families, and,
without citing statements which may be only
partially founded on fact, it was evident that
ordinajy drain-poisoning could hardly be sus-
pected as tho source of the evil. Nob a few of
the families attacked were those of medical
men. In many, if not in all, special care had
been directed to the hygeian state of the bouses,
and sanitary engineering had, in more than one
instance, been specially appealed to, to exert its
best skill.

It became clear, on investigation, that the
disease bad not localised itself along any par-
ticular line of sewers. It is stated that the
sewers in the neighbourhood of Cavendish-
square, Wirnpole-Btreet, and Queen Anne-stroet,
—the very Pays Lathi of the medical profes-
sion,—are in a very dangerous state, and the
use of disinfectants is strongly recommended to
the inlmbitauts. Still the distribution of the
fever cases is too wide to be in any way directly
connected with the state of the sewers of this
district; St. John’s Wood, for example, being
situated in a totally different part of the system.
The outbreak of the fever in bis own nursery
is said to have directed the attention of Dr.
Murchison to tlie question of milk. But, on the
other hand, the delicate organisation of children
is such as frequently to expose them to danger
from sources of infection which more mature
constitutions are able to resist. Moreover, on
the question being mooted, the milk-purveyors
stood on their defence, and threatened any per-
sons who attempted to depreciate the excellence
of their wares with actions at law.
A committee was, however, formed, in which

the medical officer for Marylebone intervened,
and Dr. Corfield was engaged to look after the
interest of the vendors of the milk. The com.
mittee proceeded to take the only proper course
of visiting and investigating the several farms
from which the milk consumed by the families
in question had been supplied. On the 13th
Dr. Corfield wrote to the daily papers, to say
that, in company with Mr. T. Chalmers Morton,
he had inspected all the farms which supplied
the districts visited hy fever; that no suspicion
whatever could attach to seven out of eight, but
that in the case of the eighth, such probability
of accidental contamination was found to exist

;

that the supply of milk from that farm had been
stopped.

At the same time Mr. Sedgwick called public
attention to the circumstances of an outbreak of
typhoid fever in Islington, in 1870, mentioned
by us at the time, when the milk supply was
indicated as the source of infection

;
and when

it was found on investigation that the dairy was
supplied with water from au underground tank,
lined with wood, which had been eaten by rats*
and that a communication with sewage had been
thus effected. The question yet remains undo-
cided whether, in every such case, the evil results
from the shameful bub generally condoned
iniquity of adding a definite quantity of water
to the milk from the cow, before it is sent out to
the customer; from the more venial carelessness
of washing the milk-cai s in the water in ques-
tion, a suggestion that assumes the presence of
an extraordinarily active venom; or from the
supplying the cows with unfit water to drink.
If tho latter should prove to be a possible cause
of communicating infection, it is evident that we
have before us a physiological investigation of
extreme difficulty, no less than of the highest
importance.
The direct medical and chemical details,

however, are rather subjects for the pao-es of
our contemporaries, the Lancet and the Medical
Record, than for our own. The point on which
we are most anxious to insist is, the close and
intimate connexion which is thus shown to exist
between the sanitary state of districts lying
very wide apart. Dr. Corfield does not mention
the locality of tho farm put under quarantine.
Thanks to the convenience afforded by railways,
twenty or thirty miles do not make much
difference nowadays in the locality of a milk
farm. From whatever part of the country milk
can he sent, it follows, if the present view be
ultimately proved correct, that infection may be

imparted. We may go a step further. If milk
may prove a source of infection, so may butter;
so, perhaps, cheese. This consideration makes
it highly important to ascertain whether the evil
comes direct from the admixture of water, or,
indirectly, through the animal economy. If the
latter should prove to be the case (svhioh we are
not prepared as yet to believe), there could bo
little doubt that the butter would be os liable
to carry infection as the milk. In fact, such is
the extraordinary delicacy, or receptivity, of
butter, that we think it liighly probable that
this substance may be the cause of mischief
in unsuspected instances. We can cite a case
iu our own personal experience, to which no
doubt many dairy masters or mistresses would
quote parallels, where an entire make of
pure fresh Welsh butter was rendered uneatable
from tho simple fact that the outside of the
doors of tho dairy had received a coating of
fresh tar. The butter absorbed so much of the
vaporised carbolic acid (or whatever be that prin-
ciple in tar which makes itself sensible to the
nose) as to be, though probably not unwholesome,
yet entirely inedible. If such a case could occur
without any contact, in an open dairy, from the
mere admission of the air through the window,
what subtle poison may not be absorbed by this
receptive substance without any warning bein''’

given to the consumer ?
°

We are not, indeed, helpless in this matter.
But it is incumbent on us to help ourselves.
Now that Pallida mors equo pede pulsat, tho
carefully tended mansion and the neglected
hovel, is it not time for us to insist on stamping
out the slovenly sources of prevcntiblo disease.
Disease, too, that seems scarcely to stride with
the “ equal foot ” of the Roman satirist. The
highest in nature, the noblest iu intellect, tho
most delicate in nurture audin constitution,—in
a word, those whose cerebral system is most
highly developed,—appear to be the chosen
victims of the typhoid fever. We spoke, some
little time back, of the several special dangers of
small-pox, cholera, and scarlet fever. Typhoid,
it is but too evident, can only be kept down by
precautions that are not special, but universal.
No cordon can keep it out, from drawing-room or
from nursery, so long as its pestiferous seedbeds
pe supposed to exist at whatever distance. It
is on this account that the principle, if such it
may be called, of throwing on each district what
the Local Government Board sardonically calls
responsibility, is so puerilo— so much worse than
puerile. We have insisted on this important
truth from the first moment when it became
apparent that Ministers were about to neglect tho
great opportunity which tho illuess of the Prince
of Wales placed in their hands. We have now,
if possible, a more striking lesson than any we
have yet received of the madness of allowing
the local “sanitary authorities” to take their
own course—to do anything, if they like; or to do
nothing, if they like it better, as Mr. Simon’s
report indicates, is generally the* case.
There are not a few signs in the political

horizon that an unpleasant reckoning is at hand
for this negligence. We confine our remarks to
sanitary legislation and administration, or rather
non-administration. A wise statesman, it is
true, regards not so much what it is absolutely
best to do, as what is the best thing that can be
done under actual circumstances. Ho presents
to his own mind the theory of the case. He
decides what would be the proper course if
everything had to be constructed from the foun-
dation, and he then decides how nearly, regarding
either tho disturbance of other interests, or the
power at his command to overcome opposition,
be can approach this ideal. At times it may be
only within a humble distance; at times he may
seize a lofty opportunity

; but to the true states-
man these two distinct elements of conduct are
always clear—the end at which he desires to
arrive, and the means which are, under varying
circumstances, within lus power iu order t®
attain ttat end.

Now, the substitute for the stat smansliip
which has dictated the proceedings of the last
two years (we confine our remarks to sanitary
administration) has been guided by a different
principle. It does not appear, jndgino- from re-
suits, that the measures proposed liave been re-
gulated' either by the desire fur what wag
best or by the knowledge for what was attain-
able. The ruling principle has be n defercrca
for what was likely to be popular. On no other
ground can the absolute miscarriage of legisla-
tion be explained. It is almost too late in tho
day to suppose that it is necessary to insist, to
any man of sufficient edocation and knowledge
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of tho 'world to have crossed the threshold of

Downing-sbreet, on tho propriety of compulsory

sanitary measures. It is perfectly certain that

Parliament and the country at large, in the

alarm that -was spread by the Prince's illness,

would have hailed tho proposal of such com-

pulsory measures
;
would have strengthened the

hand of the Minister who brought them forward

;

and would have enabled him to draw a lino of

defence against an enemy more to be dreaded

than any who marches in military order, for which

we, and those who may come after ns, would

have been grateful. The object of the states-

man was plain—prevention of preventible dis-

ease. The means of attaining that object was
clear — compulsory legislation. Tho practical

difficulty of obtaining the power so to legislate

was removed. The country was in alarm, and

would have endorsed any measure' that was at

once enlightened and vigorous. Why was tho

occasion wasted ? Because a certain amount of

popularity was, or was thought to be, attainable,

by the easy negligence of referring tho initiation

to tho ratepayer. That the object thus sought

was most illusory, wo think there is accn-

mulatiog evidence. Bub that is not tho point.

If popularity is to be the nlttma ratio of the

legislator, we have entered on that headlong

and rapid cour.S0 which has brought natious

older and more cultured than ourselves to do-

strnction. The moment that the idea of pleasing

the people,—that is, of pandering to the caprice

of the hour,—'is substituted for that of the steady

pursuit of wise ends, the power of legislation is

invoked only for mischief. To do nothing

when action is necessary, is only one degree less

reprehensible than to do what is known to be
mischievous. Each is only a case of that con-

duct which is described as doing evil that good
may come.
We think, then, that two very practical and

important lessons have boon enforced on us, at a

cost which, though less than might have been

inflicted, has still in many cases proved heavy
to endure. Are we to continue to sanction au
admitted adulteration of one of the main sup-

ports of infant life ? Ten per cent, of water, it

soems to be taken for granted, is regularly added

to what we buy as milk. That is to say, that

if, for what is sold as ten quarts of milk, wo pay
43. 2d., we receive nine quarts of milk and one

quart of water, for that price. And, unless the

dairy from which the supply is derived be in a

thoroughly well inspected district, in that quart

of water,—regularly added by the “ respectable "

vendor,—may exist tho elements of contagion.

Why should this be allowed ? If nine quarts of

milk are worth the selling price of 4s. 2d., why
not say so honestly ? Why not fix the fair price,

sell the gonuino article, and subject to heavy
penalty, and the vigorous action of criminal law,

the adulterator of milk ? To do otherwise would

have been callod by our plain-spoken and right-

thinking ancestors compromising felony. It is

in very truth sanctioning n swindle. It is putting

temptation in the way of the tradesman. If of

one quart of water in nine, we hear,—“ of course,

every one knows that,”—a quart and a half is only

a question of degree, and so on in tho descending

scale. This we have known long enough, and
vet have allowed such a slur on our commercial

morality to remain without reprobation. Now
that wa are told, on the highest authority, that

we not only pay 5d. out of every 43. 2d. for

water, but pay it for impure, infected water, is

it not time to insist that milk should be milk ?

It is, at least, as much the interest of society to

do this as it is to insist that a pair of scales shall

be a just balance, and that a pound shall weigh
sixteen ounces.

This brings ns to another matter. We must
help onrselvea. We must not trnat to the

patriotism of one minister or to the intelligence

of another. We must not depend on depart-

ments, or resign ourselves to the paternal care

of some Government Board or Privy Council.

Here is a question that comes home to every

man. We speak of fathers of families, because

it is among children that the victims are for the

most part found, and because many now will be
nervously alive to the danger of tlieir children,

who may neglect their own. Bat it is “ death
in the pot.” Not one of us is safe

;
and if there

be one man whose life is more valuable than that

of another,—one whom the anxiety of life, the

care of a numerous family, the scientific or
literary toil that fatigues the brain more than
ordinarily, tends to depress,—bo is the one
marked for the first victim of this subtle dangei'.

We give, then, earnest council to all those who
regard the lives of their children, their wives.

and themselves, as precious, to lay this lesson to

heart, and to extend tho limits of their care.

Let them not cease to look to their water and

their drains, to disinfect, to purify, and to keep
on their guard at home

;
but let them do some-

thing more. When they meet in public or in

private let them make the sanitary question a

theme of conversation. Above all, in those votes

which before very long they must be called on

to give, let them learn from the candidates

who ask their support how they will deal with

the sanitary question. What were once great

party questions are now no more on the tapis.

Great practical differences of opinion in home
or foreign policy are now hardly anywhere dis-

cernible. Politics are becoming more and more
personal. Sanitary policy is a question that takes

rank above all other points now under debate. It

has been shelved for more abstract matters,—for

changes of law as to which it remains to be seen

whether they are for good or for evil. Let the

true sanitary reformer be tho candidate for

whom every thoughtful citizen votes. Lot

politics bo to him, for once, not a matter of

speculation or of habit, but of the earnest, dis-

charge of a duty. Let him regard the “do-

nothing” candidate as he woiald regard one who
should prepare to dismantle a fortress or to dis-

baud a garrison when tho standards of the

enemy were to be discerned on the horizon, or

when the line of the invaders’ march might be
traced from bis watch-tower by columns of

smouldering smoke.

IMPOETANT DISCOVERIES AT TROT.

Dr. H. ScnLiEir.s.NN, who has now spent some
time and a considerable sum of his private means
in excavations on the site of ancient Troy, has at

last been rewarded for his perseverance and
liberality by discoveries the importance of which
cannot be too highly estimated. In a letter to

tho AVjemoine Zeitung, not free from bold

conjectures, and which we translate, he writes

as follows from Troy, under the date of

July 17t:h :—It seems as if Providence had
intended to recompense me for my snper-

human efforts during thi'ee years’ excava-

tions at Ilios in a bountiful manner, for at tho

beginning of this month, at a depth of nearly

28 ft. on the great Trojan enclosure-wall extend-

ing from the Scroan Gate in a north-westerly

direction, and close to the house of Priamus, I

came upon a large object of copper and of re-

markable form, which attracted my attention all

the more as I believed I noticed gold behind it.

Upon it a layer of red ash and calcined debris,

from 4 ft. to 6 ft. thick and as hard as stone,

rested, and upon this an enclosure-wall, about 6 ft.

thick, and nearly 20 ft. high, consisting of large

stones and earth, and probably dating from the

period following the destruction of Troy. To
withdraw the treasure from the avidity of my
workmen, and preserve it for science, the

greatest expedition was imperatives and although

time for breakfast had not yet arrived, I let

“ pa'idos” (a word of uncertain derivation passed

over into Turkish, which is used here instead of

di'd^raufTic, or “ resting-time ”) be called onfc,

and while my workmen took their meals and
rested, I cat out the treasure with a large knife,

an operation requiring the greatest exertion,

and performed under the most terrible danger,

for the large wall, under which I was working,

threatened every moment to come down upon

me. Blit the sight of so many objects, of which

each one had an incalculable value for archmo-

logical science, made me reckless, and I did not

think of danger. But the removal of the treasure

would have been an impossibility without the

assistance of ray devoted wife, who stood ever

ready to pack tho objects cut out by me into

her large shawl, and carry them away.
The object first seen was a large, flat utensil

of copper (JicTKOc or nairtc 6fi<pa\6-

(craay, in the form of a large waiter, in the

middle of which was a boss surrounded by a

groove (auXn?). It is about 20 in. in

diameter, quite flat, and surrounded by a rim

It in. high. The boss (d^^aXo^') is 2t in.

high, and 4|^ in. in diameter
;
the groove sur-

roonding it being 7 in. in diameter, and t in.

deep. Most likely it is a shield, reminding us

of Homer’s arnriOES ofiipaXotiTiTai.

The second object which I took out was a

round copper basin, with two horizontal handles,

which reminds ns of Homer’s 'Kijigg. It is 16 in.

in diameter, and 51- in. high ;
its bottom flat and

8 in. in diameter.

The third object was a copper plate, f in.

thick, 4 in. broad, and 17 in. long, having a rim
a little over in. high

j
on one of its ends arei

two fixed wheels, -with axle. This plate is

strongly bent in two places, but I believe thesa

bends to have been the effect of the heat to

which it was exposed during the conflagration.:

A silver vase of the height of 4f in., and of the

same breadth, is joined on to the plate
;
this I

suppose to have been likewise caused accideno

tally by fire.

The fourth object found is a copper vase oi

the height of 5^ in., and 4f in. in diameter.

Then came a globular bottle of purest gold]

6 in. high, 5^ in. in diameter, and weighing

403 grammes, with a zigzag ornament com^
monced, but not completed; a goblet, also oi

purest gold, 3^ in. high, 3 in. broad, and weigh'

ing 226 grammes ;
as well as a goblet of purest

gold ill tho shape of a ship, with two large

handles, weighing exactly 600 grammes, 3^ ini

high, 7i in. long, and 7^ in. broad
;
on one sidi'

is a mouth 2} in. in width, on the other one ini

in width. It is suggested by my friend, Proi

lessor Stephanos Kuinanudes, of Athens, thai

the person offering the filled cups drank first OU'

of the small mouth, and to do honour to thi

guest by letting him drink out of the large one

The treasure contains further, a goblet of golc

alloyed with 25 per cent, of silver, weighing:

70 grammes, 3J^ in. high and 2f in. broad, thi

foot of which is only J in. high and 1 in. broad
and is besides not straight, as if the goblet wa:

intended to rest on its mouth only. I foam
there further six pieces of a mixture of gok
and silver (icpa^a), wrought with the hammer
in the form of large blades, of which one em
was rounded off, tho other being cut out in th:

shape of a crescent. The two largest ones ar
8^ in. long and 2 in. broad, and weigh eacjj

184 grammes. The next two pieces are 7J ir

long and li in. broad, and weigh 173 gramme
each. The remaining two are 6|- in. long ani

li in. broad, and weigh each 171 grammes
Most probably they are the Homeric talanb

(rdXavra)
,
which could only be small, as Achillei

for instance (Iliad, xxiii., 269), proposes as firs

prize for the victor a woman, as the second

'

horse, as the third a basin, and as the fourth prii

two golden talents.

Partly on the top, partly by tho aide of thes<

gold and silver articles, I fonnd thirteen laneei

heads of copper of a length of 7 in., in., 8| ini

9 in., and 121^ in. long, and from 1^ in. to 2| ii

broad at their widest part. There is a hole a

the lower end, in some of which the nail or pi]

still remains, with which the lance-head wa.

fastened into the wooden shaft. The Troja;

spears were, therefore, quite diflferent from thoBi

of the Greeks and Romans, for the two latte

nations put the shaft into the spear-head, whil

the Trojans put the lance-head into the shaft. .

As I found all the objects enumerated abov:

packed together, or into one another, on the tol

of the enclosure wall, the construction of whic
is attributed by Homer to Neptune and Apolld

it seems certain that they were put into 3

wooden box (tpiopia^ibg) like those mentioned it

the Iliad (xxiv., 228), as being in tho palace O'

Priam. This seems all the more certain, as i

found, close to the articles described above, E

copper key, in. long, the bit of which, 2 in

long, and of the same breadth,—has the greates

resemblance to the large safe-keys used in modeni

banks. Curiously enough, this key must have

had a wooden bow, the end of tho shank beinj

bent at a right angle, as in dagger-knives

leaving no doubt on this point. Probably some

member of the family of Priam packed the

valuables in a great burry into the box, carriee

the latter away, without having time to take ow

the key, was overtaken on the wall by the enemy

or by fire, and had to leave the box behind, which

was buried at once to the depth of 5 ft. or 6 ft.'

with the red ashes and the stones of the roya

house close by. Perhaps the helmet found bj

me a short time ago, along with a vase and a

goblet of silver, in one of the rooms of the roya;

palace, belonged to the same nnfortunate who

tried to save the treasure. The successors oi

the Trojans built 5 ft. or 6 ft. over the treasure

the enclosure wall, 20 ft. high and 6 ft. thick, en-

large hewn and unhewn stones and eartli, reach;

ing more than 3 ft. under the surface of the hill

A proof of tho treasure having been packed uf:

under terrible danger to life, and with a tremb'

ling hand, is tho contents of the largest ailvet

vase discovered, in which I found at the bottont

two splendid gold head-bands (xpijcf/tva), s

frontlet, and four very artistically-worked ear

hangings of gold; on the top of these lay fifty-

six gold ear-rings of most carious shape, anc,
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ihousniids of very Bmall rings, cubes, buttons,

&C; of gold, which evidently formed part of

I -other jewelry; then followed six gold bracelets

;

and on the top lay the two smaller gold goblets.

One of the head-bands is 20 in. long, and con-
•sists of a gold chain, on each side of which eight

t small chains, loj in. long, and covered all over
I with small gold leaves, and intended for covering
:the temples, are hanging down; on each end of

itbese sixteen chains a gold idol (If in. long),

[with the owl-bead of the Ilian tutelar goddess, is

wnspended. The fifty-six gold ear-rings are of

different sizes, and three of them seem to have

I
been used also as finger-rings by the princesses
•of the royal house. The forms of these ear-

rings have no similarity with those of Hellenic,
poman, Egyptian, or Assyrian ear-rings.

He who tried to save this treasure fortunately
'had the presence of mind to place the large silver

vase with the valuables described upright into

the box, so that not a pearl has been lost, not a
single thing been destroyed. My esteemed
friend, M. Landerer, of Athens, well known for

his discoveries and writings on chemistry, who
has examined very carefully all the copper
objects belonging to the find, and analysed frag-

ments of them, says that all of them consisted
of pure copper, without any admixture of tin or
zinc, which, to make it more desirable, has been
wrought {iTfvpr)\aTov).

Hoping to find further treasnres, and wish-
ing to bring to light the Trojan wall of the
g<^s ns far as the Screan Gate, I have had the
upper wall resting partly on it for a distance of

about 55 ft. entirely taken down. Visitors to

the Troad, however, recognise it still, opposite
the Sccean gate, by the north-western earth
wall. I have also had the gigantic mass of
eartli separating my western and north-western
cuttings from the large tower completely re-

moved, and had for this purpose to take down
one of my houses, and also, for easier transport
of the debris, to carry a bridge across the Seman
Gato. The result of this new excavation has
been of great benefit for science, for I have
been able to lay open several walls, and also a
room, 20 ft. by 20 ft, of the royal house, on
which no buildings of a later period rest.

Amongst tho objects found there, I mention
only the following:— A square piece of red
.
slate, with two holes, not penetrating, at the
top, and a groove running round it, with an
inscription excellently engraved, of which nei-

ther my learned friend M. Emile Burnouf nor
myself is able to say to what language it

belongs
;
further, a few interesting terra cottas,

among which a vessel of the exact form of a
modern barrel, and with a pipe in the centre
for pouring in and running out the liquid.

.

There were also found on the Trojan enclosure
wall, 20 in. underneath the place where the
treasure was discovered, three silver bowls
{^(pidXai), two of which were broken in excavat-
ing, but which may be put together again, as I

have all tho pieces. These bowls seem also to

'have belonged to the treasure, and if the latter

i

has been so wonderfully preserved from our
picks, it is thanks to tho large copper utensils

mentioned, wiiich projected, so that I was able
to cut everything out of the hard debris with

i

niy knife.”

So far the indefatigable explorer must be
heartily congratulated on his success. How far

• he is right in his surmiBes further investigations
Jwill no doubt fully establish, but that his dis-

^coveries are of the greatest importance to the
tarchmologist as well as to the historian admits of
< no doubt. He intends publishing full details of

(

tho treasure in a work on his excavations at
Troy, now in the press. The atlas which is to
fform part of tins publication will be increased
by 2.1G phototrniphic plates, in consequence of
‘the additional illustrations of the many remark-
'able objects of this treasure-trove. The work
/will bo executed in the well-known establishment
of F. A. Brockhaus, at Leipzig.

r Wooden Pavemen'fes in, New York.—New
• .York has given the patent wooden pavements a
'thorough teat, says the local Tribit'ie, and found
them expensive and inadequate to our uses,

Tho official report of Commissioner Van Nort
confirmed the oonolusions already very generally
ireachod, that tlie city must return to a good
•stone pavement, and waste no more money in

testing a material which answers in Chicago or
Brooklyn, or other cities where travelling is

t comparatively light, but wliich cannot sustain
tho heavy traffic of the metropolis.

THE UNITARIAN CHURCH COMPETITION,
NOTTINGHAM.

The Unitarians of Nottingham desire to build
a new church in that town, on the High Pave-
ment, to cost about 10,000?.. and seat 1,000
persona

;
and so, to prove to the world the small

value architects set upon their own skill and
time, eighty-one of them went to work, and have
filled the large room at the School of Art with
hundreds of drawings utterly useless for any
other purpose. It is quite true that tho large
majority of the designs are obviously the works
of persona egregiously incompetent, and the
competition may be looked upon as a sort of

exercise set them in the course of their studies.

After deducting these, however, a sufficient i

number of creditable designs still remain to
make one grieve for the time and energy wasted.
Tho committee have selected for the first pre-
mium, and it may be supposed for execution, a
design sent by Mr. Stuart Colraan, Bristol, under
tho motto “Nulla Vestigia Retrorsum.”
The second premium is awarded to Mr. E. T.

Robins, of London
;
and tho third to Mr. George

Ogden, of Bradford, for a somewhat feeble and
inferior design. Mr. Robins has a boarded roof
panelled, and tie beams; and gives & fiache to
mark the commencement of the chancel, as well
as a steeple.

The selected design is Early English in style,

cruciform on plan, and has a handsome tower
and spire. The aisles are covered with span
roof, an expensive mode, adopted possibly in

order to obtain lofty clearstory windows, light
being one of the difficulties of the situation.

The designs marked “ Sans Dieu Rim,” “Faith,”
and “ 1,001,” are ably set forth. The drawings,
we may add, are all in pen and ink, or pencil.

PROPOSED NEW CEMETERY AT
HAMPSTEAD.

TriE Hampstead Burial Board are desirous of

constructing a new parochial cemetery for the
district, and propose to purchase for the purpose
a piece of land near the Fleet-road, Gospel Oak.
fields. An opposition to the project was offered

by a number of the inhabitants, at an inquiry as
to the suitableness of the proposed site held last

week by Mr. Holland, the medical inspector
appointed by Government. The inquiry stands
adjourned.

THE IMPORTANCE OF APPRENTICESHIP =

AND A PLAN.
To the importance of extending apprentice-

ship, Mr. T. H. Hartley, of “ Marble Hall,”
Westminster, has drawn attention more than
once. It is a subject that will pay for discus-

sion. When we look around and through our
towns and see so many idle young people
growing up without learning any trade or skilled

occupation, it is indeed a wonder how they live.

If such, then, instead of being left to them-
selves, should be taught some business or oceu-
pation, they -would cease to be mere human
machines, and having acquired a knowledge of a
trade or some skill in handicraft, they would
become at once elevated into a higher scale of
social position, and by their industry and skill

would increase to a great extent the national
fund of wealth. This is his argument. He
thus sets forth his proposal :

—“ It is to provide
boarding-houses or homes for lodging appren-
tioes, and my experience of such an estublish.

raeut enables me confidently to speak of its

success, for the system has been in operation at

26, Page-street, Westminster, for the last sixteen
years, and has therefore been well tested.

The following is the plan of this establish,

raent, set on foot by me, and would serve as a
model for the working of the proposed homes.
The boys are taken as apprentices, and placed
in a small house, iu which a person resides con-
nected with the works, who acts ns a master.
His wife is the superintending matron, and the
control of these lads is placed in their hands.
They are called in the morning to go to their
work; they return at stated times to their
meals, which are always ready for them : there
is thus no time lost. After the work is done,
there are books and newspapers for them to

read, or occupation is found in writing or

drawing. They are allowed full liberty of

ingress and egress, being fined, ho'.vever, if not
in by a stated time, which varies according to
the season, and they are allowed a email sum a,

week for pocket-money. They are thus placed
in a position which must have a very material
effect in qualifying them to fulfil their duties
properly when arrived at manhood. The boys
are taken at about thirteen or fourteen years
old, and retained until twenty-one, at which age
they ought to be able to take care of them-
selves, and make room for others ; and during
this period they have all tho advantages of a
home, and, at the same time, a surveillance is

exercised over them which others in the same
station of life have not at their paternal homes.”

In order, therefore, to bring this matter more
prominently before the public, and, if possible,
to restore this ancient custom to its former
position, he proposes the following regulations
for consideration :

—

1. That some competent person or persons
should bo appointed in the different towns and
provinces, whose business it should be to perform
duties similar to those of tho Chamberlain of
the City of London.

2. That homes should be provided for all

apprentices, with a master and mistress over
each to superintend tho necessary domeatio
arrangements.

3. The masters or employers of those ap-
prentices to train them up to some craft and
provide work for them, and pay for their sup-
port in their homes.

In this way, by adding to our skilled labour,
wo should ho adding to our national wealth, and
this most important result would follow as a
necessary consequence, that we should greatly
diminish the amount of our pauper population,
and by thus striking at the root of the induce-
ments to crime we should lesson the number of
our criminals.

RAILWAY SALES OF SURPLUS LANDS.
In last week’s Bnilder wo gave particulars of

tho sales of surplus lands which had been
effected by the London, Chath.am, and Dover,
and Metropolitan Companies, as disclosed by
the proceedings at the late half-yearly meetings
of the companies. We now find that the Metro-
politan District Company have sold a largo
quantity of their surplus lands within the half
year just ended. At the meeting of the Com-
pany the Chairman (Mr. J. S. Forbes) stated
that within that period they had sold surplus
lands, for which they had reali.^ed 67,000?., and.
since the half-year ended they liad sold 40,000?.
more, leaving them a balance of 187.000?. to
deal with. He also stated that they had dis-

posed of lands in the form of leases to the extent
of more than 100,000?. in value, leaving about
80,000?. now to be disposed of. He added that
in about a year he hoped they would have suffi-

cient to yield them between 6,000?. and 7,000?.
for interest on tho purchase of laud.

It also appears that the Great Eastern Com-
pany are making considerable pi'Ogrcss in tho
sales of the large surplus property connected
with their metropolitan extensions. It trans-
pired at the half-yearly meeting of the Com-
pany held last week that of 370,000?. worth of
this property they have already disposed of a
large portion, which has realised the sum of

200
,
000 ?.

THE NEW CHURCH IN NEWINGTON
CHURCHYARD.

Within the last two or three weeks the pre-
liminary steps hare been tak.'n towards the
erection of a now church which is about to be
erected on a portion of Newington churebyard.
As is generally known, the old parish church of
Newiugton, which iinrapdiately ailjoius New-
ington Butts, is about to be taken down for the
widening of that thoroughfare, and a large new
parish church is to bo erected on a site secured
iu Kenuiiigton Park Road

;
but in addition to

tho new parish church it has been decided to

erect a now mission church on that portion of the
churchyard furthest removed from the main road.
In order to effect this it is necesaavy that some
of tho bodies and remains in the churchy.ard
should be exhumed, and this is now being done,
the remains being re-interred iu a number of
vaults which remained almost empty when tho
churchyard was closed for interments. As, how-
ever, the now church is to be built on piers and
arches raised some feet above the ground, tho
I’xhuraation only extends to the spaces necessary
for the foundations of the piers.

Tho church, which will be of tolerably la- ge
dimensions, will be Gothic in chaiaoter, and
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built of red brick, witb stone dressings, and tbe

roof will be snrmounted at the chancel arch by

a gable, containing two bells. Internally the

walls of the church will be faced with red brick,

decorated with moulded strings. Four arches on

blue stone columns will support the roof of the

nave, and divide the main body of the church

from the aisles. The chancel will bo_ raised

between three and four feet above the main body

of the church, and an approach from the latter

to the altar will bo made by means of seven steps.

The roof will be an open one, and besides the

windows in the aisles, there will also be eight

clearstory windows on each side. The pu’pit

will be of wood on a stone base. The reredos,

which will be chiefly of stone, will bo elaborated,

carved, and adorned, and supported on each side

by ornamental column.^, returning several feet

into the chancel. The extreme length of the

church, without including the vestries, will he

119 ft. The nave is 76 ft. long and 25 ft.

wide, and the width of the aisles 11 ft. each.

The chancel will be 31 ft. long, and the height

of the nave 32 ft. to the spring of the arch,

and 56 feet to the apex. The edifice, which will

be dedicated to St. Gabriel, will have accommo.

dation for 800 persons.

Mr. Edward Cutts, of Waterloo Place, Ilam-

mersmilh, is the architect
5
and Messrs. Latbey

Brothers, of Battersea, are the builders. The
estimated cost is 5,0001.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
ON TOUR.

The Newark and Lichfield excursion is being

this week carried on with good success : a fair

number of students taking part in tlie expedi-

tion. We give elsewhere part of Mr. Sharpe’s

inaugural address. We shall hereafter have
something to say of the cluirches and other

buildings looked at and talked over by the

party.

MANCHESTER CATHEDRAL.

A MEMORI.iL WINDOW.

One of tho five-light clearstory windows on

the north aide has been filled with stained glass.

In the tracery are shown angels bearing appro-

priate emblems of majesty, also bearing scrolls

for suitable text. The five openings are filled

with a subject taken from the life of King
Solomon, in the temple. No. 1, left-hand light,

—

The priests bringing in the ark, also worshippers.

No. 2,—The high priest, with priests and Levite

with censer. No. 3, centre opening,—King
Solomon offering tho burnt offering. No. 4,

—

Priests, with worshippers, and Levite with a ram
for the burnt offering. isV 5,—Priests blowing

trumpets, with worshippers. In the foreground

are various offerings for the use of the Temple;
in the background of the subject is shown the

outer court of the Temple. Tlie figures are

drawn large, to suit the height of tho window-

Under the window is a brass plate, placed upon

one of the piers, with the following inscription :

“Tho above window was erected by Susannah

Woodcock, in loving memory of her husband,

William Henry Woodcock, who died November
2nd, 1870, in the 73rd year of his age.’’

The work has been executed by Sir. Charles A.

Gibbs, of Marylebone-road, London.

THE ORGAN IN THE CHOIR OF ST. PAUL’S
CATHEDRAL,

The accompanying engraving represents one

side of the organ,—we might say, the new
organ,—in tlie choir of St. Paul's as it now
stands; but before entering upon a description

of the instrument, it will be interesting to give

a short history of it from the commencement.
Originally the organ stood at the west end of

the choir, the stalls returning at that end, and
the entrance to which was by two pairs of very
beautiful iron gates. Above these stood the
organ, supported on eight Breccia marble
columns, of the Corinthian order, the whole
forming, as it did, a fine feature in the centre
of the choir, immediately beneath the wagon-
vaulting. The side facing the choir and that
also towards the dome area presented the
same appearance, except in minor details, such
as the figures, some of which have books, others
trumpets, in their hands

;
but otherwise the two

faces or fronts were identical. As viewed from

the end of the nave, or even beneath the dome,

it w’as a fine object of its sort.

This organ was the work of one Father Smith,

a man of great ability in his day. A quotation

from Ellis’s “Dagdale” (p. 183) will further

explain :
—“ Sir John Hawkins says the organ of 1

St. Paul’s, erected soon after tbe year 1700, had
established the character of Smith as an artist

;

whether Harris had been his competitor for

building an instrument for that church, as he

had been before at tho Temple, docs not now
appear

;
but in the Spectator, No. 552, for

December 3rd, 1712, is a recommendation of a

proposal of Mr. Renatus Harris, organ-builder,

in these words,—‘The ambition of this artificer

is to erect an organ in St. Paul's Cathedral

over the west door, at the entrance of the

body of the church, which in art and magnifi-

cence shall transcend any work of that kind

over before invented.’

The proposal, in perspicuous language, sets

forth the honour and advantage such a perform-

ance would be to the British name, as well that

it would apply the power of sounds in a manner
more amazingly forcible than perhaps lias yet

been known, and I am sure to an end much more
worthy. Hud the vast sums which have been

laid out on operas without skill or conduct, and

to no other purpose but to suspend or vitiate

our understandings, been disposed this way, we
should now perhaps have an engine so formed

as to strike the minds of half a people at once

in a place of worship with a forgetfulness of

present care and calamity, and a hope of endless

rapture, joy, and hallelujah hereafter.’’

—

Hist,

of ^^’usic, vol. iv., p. 356.

By this description we find that it was once

contemplated putting the organ at the west end

of the cathedral.

The Smith organ, then, as it is commonly
termed by the initiated, remained in the position

described until the year 1860, when, by the

order of the Committee for Decoration, and with

the sanction of Dean Milman, the organ was
removed to a position under one of the side

arches of the choir, under the direction of the

architect to the fabric, and also to the committee,

Mr. F. C. Penrose. At tho same time the stall-

work underwent rearrangement, so that an un-

interrupted vista was obtained from end to end

of the church, thus tlirowing open to the view

the whole of the apsidal end, with its wiiidows

Tins idea of placing the organ under one of the

arches was not a novel one
;

the notion was
entertained by Wren himself, or his advisers,

as there is a drawing in his own or pupil’s hand
still extant, designed for this very situation.

However, the instrument was found but ill-

adapted to such a situation, and it became, in

tbe view of many competent judges, a necessity

to remove it from so unsuitable a position to

one more worthy of it, both in a musical as well

as an architectural point of view.

The idea of dividing the organ longitudinally

seems to have originated in the mind of one, if

not two, of the dignitaries of the cathedral, and if

of the two, about or nearly simultaneously ;
but it

is certain that one of them did actually work the

thing out in a sufficiently practical form as to

enable the architect to adapt the organ to, and
reconstruct it in, its present position.

Mr. H. Willis was tho organ-builder, who from

the origin of the plan worked out the project of

uniting the two sections, so as make one har-

monious whole.

Mr. Penrose has designed four stalls for the

principal clergy to each half, and has likewise

designed some beautiful new carved work in

parts to agree with tbe old work of Grinling

Gibbons. He had no easy task to perform, also,

in snpporting these separate sections with other

pendent or hang-over organs. Some stout iron

columns, with cantilevers of iron encased in

carved woodwork, take the real bearing.

Mr. Willis’s work is as follows, and comprises

the organ as it now stands, and which is much
enlarged and increased in musical powers.

The organ being thus divided, means bad to

be adapted to enable the organist, who could

only be on one side, to command the part oppo-

site to him, and the means that the organ-

builder preferred was the pneumatic lever; hut

this had to be very considerably modified, and

it is in this case constructed with an inter,

mediary note of great length to each note or key

of both swell and choir organs, which are placed

on the south side, the organist being on the north

side. A valvular apparatus exists near tbe keys,

and these tubes receive the compression of the

air, and inflate a flexible diaphragm to an extent

sufficient to transmit the mechanical action of

tho valves of the swell and choir organs
; and sc

marvellously rapid is this in its operation, that

reiteration is perfect; nor is there any loss ol

time between the touching of tbe key and the

sound being heard. We have reason to believe

that this plan, so successful here, was first

developed at the Royal Albert Hall, and it hae

this singular advantage over other plans, that it

is permanent. The same principle is also car

ried out with respect to the drawing of the

stops and the pedal-organ, which is placed it

the body of the stall-screen under the fii'st arcl

on the north side, and so perfectly does this!

contrivance operate that tbe organ, thougl

scattered as it is, appears to the auditors one

harmonious whole.

The following is a synopsis of the iostra;

ment :

—

There are four clarions, from CC to A, 58 rotes
;
and

pedal of two octaves and a half, from CCC to F, 'iJ note®

THE GRE-tT ORGAN STOPS.

Ft. 1 Ft

1 Double diapason IB 8 Twelfth

2 Open diapason 8 I 9 Fifteenth.

3 Open diapason 8
;

10 Sesciuialtcra.

4 Cfnribel 8 11 Mixture.
6 Mint 6 13 Contra posaune.

6 Piute barmonique 4 13 Tromba.
7 Principal 4 ' 14 Clarion.

THE STOPS OF THE PEDALE.

Ft.
I

FI

1 Double diapason 5 Violoncello

(wood) 33 6 Furniture.

2 Open diapason IR
;

7 Contra posaune 3

3 Violone (metal) 16
|

8 Grand bombard 1

4 Octave 8 9 Clarion

THE STOPS OF THE CROIll ORGAN.

Ft.

1 Bourdon
2 Dulciana
3 Violoncello
4 Claribel

6 Lieblich gedacht.

THE STOPS OP THE SWEXL.

e Geveshorn
7 Fliite harraonique
8 Piccolo
9 Orchestral oboe.

10

Como di bassetto.

1 Contra Gamba
2 Roliconal
3 Open diapason
4 Lieblich gedacht...

5 Vox Angelica

0

Principal

Ft.

. 16 7 Fifteenth
8 Mixture.
9 Contra posaune...

10 Cornopean
11 Hautboy
12 Clarion

There are four combination pistons to each nianur

clavier, four composing pedals to the pediile, one vent

to pedale, and some other useful contrivances for manap

ing the instrument.

STOPS OP THE SOLO ORGAN.

1 Flute barmonique 8 4 Orchestral oboe

2 Concert flute 4 I 6 Luta major

3 Como di bassello 8
I
6 Clarion.

The couplers are,

—

1 Solo to great.

3 Swell to great unison.

3 Octave.
4 Sub-octave.

Choir to great.
Solo to pedals.

Great to pedals.
Swell to pedals.

Choir to pedals.

It remains only to say that the ironwork seei

in front of the stalls is the work also of th

architect to the fabric, and is intended to forr

additional desk accommodation for the choir boyt

whilst making handsome appendages to th

choir as a whole. The whole of the reconstruc

tion of this work, together with the new carve;

oak work and the iron desks named, has beei

carried out by Messrs. Cubitt & Co., the wefl

known contractors, of Gray’s-lnn-road.

The opposite page of engravings shows sonn

of the details of the organ to larger size, viz.

Nos. 1 and 2 are the upper story and whu

vent, and one of the four crowning figures 0.

angels which formerly all had instruments 0

music in their hands—either pipes or trumpets

The figure in our cut has lost his trumpet.

No. 3 represents one of the external angli

pilasters, the carvings of which are, with thi

exception of the cap, of lime-tree wooil, anc

stand out in light relief against the dark oak.

No. i is one of the inner angle pilasters, witl

an angel figure with four wings, and which sup-

ports a pediment over the centre range of pipes

No. 5 represents one of the supporters of thi

“hang-over” organ in centre, with the littk

cherubs upholding the drapery.

Nos. 6 and 7 show tbe flank, or corbelled worli

of the organ as arranged by Mr. Penrose

who specially designed these carvings for tb(

situation.

Salary of the Borough Surveyor of Wal-

sall.—At the last quarterly meeting of the towi

Council of Walsall, a communication of thi

Finance Committee, that the Falary of tbf

Borough Surveyor be increased from 200k t(

300Z. a year, and that an assistant, or office

clerk in his office be appointed at 80k a year wa:

considered. After some discuHsi-m, it was re

solved, by a majority of 15 to 5, that the recom

mendation of the Finance Committee be carnei

out.
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ON HEALTH AND COMFORT IN HOUSE
BUILDING *

As implied in the title, my Bubjecb is not
house-building itself, as such, but only certain
arrangements for health and comfort therein.

House-building has at least two aspects

—

architectural and sanitary. The former belongs
exclusively to yoirr own profession, but the latter

comes within the sphere of the medical profes-

sion also. It is the architect’s province to pro-
vide dwellings for the people, and to see that
they are made protective and safe

5
and it is

part of tho medical man’s province to help to
make them healthy and comfortable. In this

irespect the medical profession has lately been
very forcibly reminded of its duty by one of
Igronr own Fellows (Mr. George Aitchison), who,
in the Builder of December 2, 1872, made the
!following observations:—“No greater benefit
could be conferred on mankind than the teach-
ing them the necessity of ventilation, but that
lesson is more likely to bo learnt if it come from
the doctor than from the architect. . . . Until
tho faculty can convince the people that their
life is shortened and serious diseases are brought
on by want of ventilation, architects have no
chance.”

House-building being the point in which the
duties of the architect and tho physician meet,
it becomes necessary that architects and medical
men should occasionally discuss together the
requirements involved in this art. Much public
and much mutual benefit would, I am sure,
result from such a practice. Under this impres-
sion I willingly accepted your invitation, and I
am pleased that I have been able to b© present
myself, because I look forward to much interest-
ing and profitable discussion this evening. The
object I have in view is to invite your considera-
tion of a few conditions of house-buildiug that I
deem of particular importance in a sanitary and
medical point of view.

In building a dwelling-house, the conditions I
deem of essential importance are the following :

First.—That tho house shall be so placed as
to be as much as possible exposed to the fresh
lir and sunlight; herause fresh air and sunlight
are essential to the health and growth and life

af the occupants. The site, therefore, should be
rather elevated, if not absolutely, at all events
in comparison with the surrounding objects.
Second.—That it shall be absolutely free from

damp
; because a damp house is a most potent

and active and ever-present cause of disease,
especially of rheumatism, neuralgia, colds,
roughs, consumption, and such like. The site,

therefore, if not naturally dry, must be rendered
JO by means of asphalte or cement, throughout
die foundation, and tho roof and gutters
md drainage must be perfect. All the house-
Irains should terminate outside the house on
m open grid or trap

;
that is, they should be

!ut off from the street drain, and they should be
mutilated by having a pipe run up from every
loil-pipe and every bend in the house.
Third.—That it shall be so placed that the

lirect rays of the sun shall have free admission
nto the living apartments

j because the sun’s
ays impart a healthy and invigorating quality
0 the air, and stimulate the vitality of human
•eings as they do those of plants, and without
unlight human beiugs, as well as plants, would
icken and die. The aspect, therefore, should be
outh-easb.

Fourth.—That tho look-out from the living
partments shall be cheerful, lively, and inte-
esting

; because much of the time of the family
lust be spent in-doors, and a cheerful look-out
} as necessary to render indoors attractive and
jven endurable in the daytime as society is in
ihe evening. The prospect, therefore, should be
-rs extensive and varied as possible.

[

Fifth.—Tho apartments should admit into
homsolves a great quantity of light; becaiwe
light is essential to the health and vigour of the
lamates. The window openin<js should, there-
,ore, be large ; but as the greater the surface of
i'lass, the colder the rooms in winter, and the
lotter iu summer.

: Sixth.—The window' openings should be well
'played, as well outside os inside, so as to do
jdth as little glass as possible.
! Seventh.—Tho-icmdoics should bo so arranged
>3 to admit the direct rays of the sun at tho
imes when the apartments are in use ; because
. is when the apartments are occupied that they
;quire tlio cheering and invigorating influence
f the 6 3 rays. Fur instance, the breakfast.

• * Prom a
;ead at the

paper by Dr. John W. Hayward, Liverpool
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room window should admit the early morning
rays; tho dining-room windows, one should
admit the morning rays for breakfast time, and
the other the noon rays for dinner time; and
the drawing-room windows, one should admit
the morning rays for callers, and another the
evening rays for company

;
and the bed-room

windows should, if possible, admit the early
morning rays.

Eighth.— Tlie interior of the apartments
should provide wall space for the arrangement
of furniture; becaicse without wall space no
manner of furnishing a room can make it either
handsome, elegant, or comfortable. The win-
dows, therefore, should be few, and they and the
door and fireplace should be so arranged as to
provide as much wall space as possible.

Ninth.—In the bed-rooms the window, door,
and fireplace, should be so arranged that the bed
can be fixed entirely out of the draught, and
not have to bo placed between tho window and
door, the window and fireplace, or the door and
fireplace; because a cold draught playing on
persona whilst sleeping is often dangerous to

life, and always destructive of cbmfort.
Tenth.—The doors of the apartments, besides

not admitting cold air when shut, ought not to
admit cold air when open; because the draught
thus produced not only destroys the comfort of
tho apartment, but produces lumbago, rheuma-
tism, neuralgia, &o., in the occupants. The
doors should, therefore, open out of a warmed
lobby or corridor.

Eleventh.—The apartments should provide a
large cubic space for air; because plenty of air
is essential to the health and comfort of the
inmates. The apartments should therefore be
as large and lofty as possible.

Twelfth.—The apartments, besides providing
a large cubic space for air, should also provide
for the escape of the foul and admission of fresh
air

; because, however large an apartment is, the
air is sure to become deteriorated and contami-
nated when the apartment is occupied by living
beings. There should, therefore, be two special
openings to each apartment, one for the escape
of the foul air, and another for the admission of
fresh air. There must be two openings, an out-
let and an inlet. It is useless to make one with-
out the other ; it is useless to make an outlet
unless there is also an inlet, for no air can go
out if none comes in. This is a self-evident fact

;

still it is very frequently disregarded in attempt-
ing to ventilate apartments. There will, W
instance, be a perforated or louvered pane in the
window, a perforated brick or grating in the
wall, an Aroott’s ventilator in the chimney
breast, an opening above the gas, with a tube
leading to a grating in the wall or into the
chimney smoke-fiue, or some other contrivance
for the escape of the foul air, whilst there is no
opening at all for the admission of fresh air;
and the doors and windows are made to fit as
tightly aa possible, and even Hat put round them
to prevent any possibility of air getting in by
them, as though that could go out which never
got in ! In these cases, if the outlet act at all
as an outlet, it must obtain its supply down the
chimney—hence a smoking chimney

;
but gene-

rally, instead of acting as an outlet, it becomes
an inlet to supply the current up the chimney,
and always so when the fire is burniug—hence
the cold draught so generally complained of
from the ordinary ventilators, and hence the
reason that ordinary ventilators are so generally
closed up in disappointment and disgust, and
ventilation decried as a nuisance, failure, and
farce.

Thirteenth.—These openings providing for the
escape of foul air and tho admission of fresh air
should, both of them, be special and pennanent,
and altogetlier independent of every other
aiTangenicut of the honae, such as opening the
windows, doors, chimneys, &c.

; because the
escape of foul air and the admission of fresh air
are most needed when, in consequence of the
coldness of the external air, we close the doors
and shut the windows. Special ventilation is
most needed iu winter, in cold frosty weather,
with an east wind blowing, and when we are
very careful to shut the doors and windows, and
adopt every other means we can to exclude the
out-of-doors air, particularly if sitting at table
for meals, or round the fire for evening enter-
tainment.

Fourteenth.—The outlet should take the foul
air from the upper part of the room; because
the foul air being more heated is specifically
lighter than the fresh air, and so rises to the
upper part of the room. The outlet should,
therefore, be iu or near the ceiling.
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Fifteenth.—The outlet should bo effectually-

protected against any possibility of back draught
—indeed, it should have a considerable amount
of suction

;
because any liability to back draught

is quite incompatible •\vith an eflicieut outlet.
The outlet, therefore, should not communicate
directly with tho out-of-doors air, but, by means
of a tube or flue, should pass through some per-
manently heated contrivance. If tho outlet go
directly to the out-of-doors air,—as, for instance,
a tube from over the gas to a grating in the
outer wall,—there will certainly be back draught;
and so also will there be if tho tube lend to an
opening into the chimney flue

; at any rate, when
the fire is not burning, and particularly if tho
room door be also open, and most certainly if

there be also a strong draught up tho chimney
of another room opening out of the same lobby,
as, for instance, a dining-room or a kitchen. To
prevent any possibility of back draught the outlet
should be provided with some means of constant
auction, and tho more thoroughly to remove the
foul air the more suction the better, provided
there is also an ample inlet for fresh air : if not
ample, the suction would produce a smoking
chimney and draughts from around the windows
and doors, and perhaps draw in air from foimda.
tion and drains. The necessity for this suction
is generally acknowledged, and it is sometimes
attempted to be gained by carrying the tube
before mentioned up a little way in the smoke,
flue, and even by bending it down and round the
fireplace. Bata fatal objection to this plan is,

that it is quite inoperative for the greater part
of the year, and is of no use -wliatever unless tho
fire is burning; when the fire is nob burning it
may, indeed, become an inlet, and then an addi-
tional objection is, that a back draught down tho
smoke-flue carries the soot into tho room to tho
spoiling of the ceiling, paper, and furniture.
And to be really effectual the suction referred
to must be constant and perma7ts7if, and opera-
tive both winter and summer, and day and night

;

and whether the apartment is occupied or not,
and whether the fire is burning or not. Tho
outlet must, therefore, pass through some con.
trivance for keeping it constantly and perma-
nently heated.

Sixteenth.—The inlet should admit only
warmed air

; because tho admission of cold air
would produce dangerous draughts, and these
specially directed towards the part of the room
occupied by the inmates in cold weather, viz.,

the neighbourhood of the fireplace. Tho inlet
should, therefore, open out of a ^varm lobby or
corridor.

Seventeenth.—The outlet should be sufficiently
large to carry off all the foul air at the time
when the apartment is being put to its maximum
of use; because it is just at that time the outlet
is most needed, its capacity for othertirnes could
be regulated by a valve. The outlet for a
dining-room, for instance, should be calculated
for a dinner or supper party, and that of a draw,
ing-room for a ball, conversdziotir, or soirfy,
and should be sufficiently capacious to carry off,

at the very least, 15 cubic feet per minute for
each occupant. The outlet should, however, bo
considerably less than the inlet, or it will pro-
duce draughts.

Eighteenth.—The inlet, on the contrary, should
be as capacious as possible; because it has to
provide not only for the outlet in the ceiling but
also for the chimney, and that when the fire is
burning and requiring for its supply alone from
600 to 1,000 cubic feet per minute. Indeed, tlie

inlet should be able to admit more air than can
possibly find its way out by both these outlets,
otherwise it will produce draughts. When tlio

air can get out of an apartment more rapidly
than it can come in there are sure to be currents ;

but when more air can come in than can o-et our,—when the air has to go out under pressui^, so to
speak,—there will be little or no current. And
the ifilct should be through tlio wall of the opfio.
site side of the room to the fireplace; because
the fire will then draw the air into and across
the room, and thus cause it to circulate throu>j}i.

out the whole of the a])artment. If the fiiv.

place be on the same side as the inlet, it will not
only not assist to circulate the air throughoiir
the apartment, but it will prevent it from n)
circulating by drawing it directly up the smoke-
flue

;
and it should, moreover, bo split upintoa.-i

many divisions as possible so as to distribute tlie
supply along the whole side of the room, ami
thus assist to prevent any perceptible curicnr -

and this will be further helped by having th.’

openings through the cornice instead of through
t'>e skirting, because then the fresh air will b.-

the warmest that is in the corridor, and it wi.)
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also have to descend through the warmer air of

the room before it can come in contact with the

persons therein. When through the skirting it

is the coldest air of the corridor ; it comes

through the coldest air of the room, and it comes

first to the part of tlie body where it can least

be borne, viz., the feet.

In this country it is necessary to provide

Bpecially for ventilation. In consequence of the

nature of our climate, the doors or windows can

very seldom be left open, even in the day, and

never in the night, without risk. Indeed, no

direct admission of the external air into the

apartments of the honse can be endured during

at least eight or nine months of the year,—in

fact, the great prevalence of cold, searching,

and shrivelling east wind renders such anadmis-

fiion absolutely dangerous ; so that no kind of

arrangement of openings directly to the out-of-

doors air, such as drawing down the window-

eash, perforated bricks or gratings in the wall,

perforated or louvred square in the window, the

wire-gauze at the top of the window-sash,

patent ventilators, or any other contrivance

that communicates directly with the out-of-

doors air, can possibly answer for ventilation in

a country like ours. In this country, where
eight or nine out of the twelve months in the

year are cold, windy, and winterly, houses

should be bnilt with reference to winter, and not

with reference to summer ; and they should be

planned and built with the object of keeping

out the cold air and not with the object of

letting it in
;
ventilation should be provided for

specially
;
and in making this provision it should

be borne in mind that W’e are living at the

bottom of an ocean of air, and that the same
manipulation is required as though we wore
living at the bottom of an ocean of water, and
were endeavouring to make it come in at the

bottom of the house and go out at the top in a

continuous stream.

From the foregoing remarks it will be seen

that I maintain that ventilation is tlie great and
main necessity of house-building ;

and that

whatever else may be left undone this should be

attended to; and whatever else may be left

imperfect this should be made perfect and com-
plete

;
and that it should include the whole

bouse
;

and should bo self-acting and inex-

pensive. It should, I repeat, be perfect and
complete, include the whole house, and be self-

acting and inexpensive.

Ventilation is the point for discussion between
the architeotoral and medical professions, for it

is here in particular that their duties meet and
combine ;

the education, knowledge, and expe-

rience of both professions are wanted here.

However much the medical man may be im.

pressed with the absolute necessity of rooms and
houses being ventilated, he cannot himself pro-

vide it,—this must be done by the architect
j

and, on the other hand, the architect cannot be

expected to provide flues and tubes, which
involve extra expense, except under the certainty

that they are absolutely necessary, and required

arrangements involved in the plan of every

house. But there is a third party interested in

tins subject, namely, the public. The public

are, after all, the “yea” and “nay” in this

matter
;

it is, indeed, for them that these

arrangements are to be made, and they are the

paymasters. Whatever extra cost is involved,

it is the public that will have to pay it
;
and it

is of little nse for a doctor to prove the ueoes-

sify, or for an architect to design the arrange-

ments, unless the public be persuaded to adopt
them, and pay the cost involved. That the

public can bo thns persuaded I have no doubt,

but that this will take some time I am equally

reiiHy to admit. It will take some time

thoroughly to educate the public into the abso-

lute necessity for special provisions for ventila-

tion. because they have hitherto been left under
tho impression that special arrangements for

ventilation are unnecessary and superfluous, or

that, they are impracticable, or at least incom-
patible with warmth and comfort; and I am
sorry to have to add that they have been
e''e<inraged in this impression by many arobi-

tec'^s and engineers, and that medical men have
not protested with sufficient force and iutelli-

gence. Medical men have gone on from genera-
tion to generation silently mourning the resulting
eviU of the want of efficient and practicable
nin>ins of ventilation, and architects have con-
tinued to design houses with very little regard
to t hese absolutely necessary provisions

;
whilst

the public have submitted, and if they hare
not thought it was all right, have at least

thought that the evil was quite beyond their

remedying, hecanse every amateur (if not every
professional) attempt hitherto made had only

ended in failure, disappointment, and loss of

money.

“Li TANABELLi.”
In even a cursory review of the Vienna

Exhibition, something should surely be said

under the head of “ Sculpture.” So important

a branch of art must no doubt be largely repre-

sented. The Italian, which is classic and tame

;

the German, which is heroic and massive, or

domestic and tender; the French, which is

poetic and sensual
;

the English, which is

academic and academical ;—each nation has no
doubt availed itself of so favourable an oppor-
tunity of bringing its special characteristics

prominently before the world.

If it be so, I confess that I failed to observe

it. To me, the display in this department is

, remarkable neither for its quantity, nor, with
one exception, for its quality

;
and what there

is of it lies scattered up and down, here, and
there, and everywhere, apparently uncertain of

its claim to a position at all. I admit that as

an art, per se, it has very little hold upon my
affections or respect, and that, severed from its

natural connexion with architecture or decora-

tioD, I more frequently turn aside to avoid than
to view it. It may bo that circumstances and
surroundings have imbued mo with a morbid
distaste for our modern rendering of the Phidian

art, and that a judicious retirement from the

purlieus of Trafalgar-square for a season or

two would restore my mind to a more healthy

tone in matters sculptural
;

for certain it is

that the intensity of my feelings is in inverse

ratio with my proximity to that vortex of monu-
mental phenomena. Indeed, I am not sure but

that I have been occasionally surprised into

admiration of a few foreign specimens of tins

difficult art, and I am certain that I have a
well-founded and genuine admiration for very
many of those naturalistic renderings of the

human figure in red terra cottas for which the

Belgians have this year made themselves

remarkable in our own “International” at

South Kensington.
The confession of such views as these will

not, I am aware, tend to make my pretensions

as a critic on such subjects unassailable, but it

will perhaps bespeak for me in advance the
consideration which is duo to candour and
modesty (qualities not inseparable from the

order), the more so when it be known that my
comments are to be confined to a single work.

In my very brief and imperfect review of

some of the art industries,* I treated Italy to a
sweeping denunciation which, I hope, will not

bo without its effects upon any future efforts of

that nation. I was aware at the time that I

should have to recur to her exhibits in a gentler

mood, but I did not wish to weaken the force of

my criticism by any distracting exception, nor
to indicate in a parenthesis that I had a bonne
bouche in store for all true lovers of perfect art

which I deemed worthy (as our novelists put it)

of a chapter of its own.
Tet, I confess, I approach ray subject with

extreme diffidence, well knowdog that my best

efforts at word-paintiog must, in this instance,

miserably fail to convey an adequate picture of

the object described. If, however, I can so far

interest my readers on behalf of my pet, that

they will give it n moiety only of the homage to

which it is entitled, I shall have done a service

for which in due course they will no doubt be
grateful. Let me, then, beg attention to a single

piece of sculpture, situated in the Rotunda,—
.
La Vanarelln, by F. Barzachi, of Milan. There
may be, and no doubt are, other statues worthy

!
of your study and your praise

;
but this one is,

in the estimation of the writer, incomparable.
It is the figure of a young maiden, of “high
degree,” full of joyous and irrepressible life,

who has slipped impatiently but playfully (her

toilet yet unfinished) from the tedious hold of

her tire-woman. There is no doubt about this
;

for although one hand already with mimic
gesture flirts with a fan, her delicately dimpled
feet, as vet shoeless, peep oat from beneath her
robe. Her pretty head is thrown with exquisite

coquetry over her shoulder, as she turns grace-

fully back and admires, unaffected by pride in her

(»wn loveliness, the graceful sweep of her silken

trail. There is no need here to refer to your
catalogue : the marble itself is eloquent with the

poetry of motion, and playfully prattles to you

* Page 641, “Our Position in Vienna,’’

as you gaze. You already know as plainly a?'

words can tel! that she is the darling of aL
hearts, and that, arrayed for her first ball, she!

is innocently enjoying by anticipation the inevi^

tab'e triumphs of the night. It is a fascinatioTH

you will not easily shake off, nor would if yort

could, for it is full of pleasant fancies, rich witl

the sanguine hopes of young life, and fragran^

with the perfume of roses. :

I have spoken only of the work as regards it I

design and poetic rendering. I might alsi-

expatiate upon tho technical skill displayed iii

the surface treatment of the several parts. Ba-i

that is not my purpose. The hair, and the flea!)

and tho flowers, and the dress, are, each in its tnrfi

a masterpiece,—not less so because no oS
obtrudes itself at the cost of another, and thj

marvellous skill of the artist is evidenced t

this, that we are at once so charmed with tih'

result, that it never occurs to the observer t

inquire into the means of production.

I know when I assert that this little stafcfl'

moves and breathes, and that you are mad
sensible by dexterous handling of the sculptoi^

chisel, not only of the colour of my darling’,

hair and eyes, and the material of her dreSf

but that you inhale the perfume of flowers, i

will be retorted that this work has travelled oui

side of the true sphere of sculpture, and is men
tricious ; that colour is for tho painter, and the

stone “demands” repose. I know that theB

are the conventional and traditional require

ments of art, and I have in my mind man
statues worked out with scrupulous adherence i

the scholastic canons; and, considering them,

'

am tempted to ask for what purpose they wei
executed, and to what particular section ’(

humanity or particular faculty of the humtt
mind they are addressed ? It would almoa

appear that in some minds a belief prevails thi

an armed neutrality exists between the seven

arts of painting and of sculpture, that we ai

our materials on sufferance only, and within

defined limitations. I recall the fact that opaqi

pigments were once repudiated by the legitirai

in water colours, and effects produced by the a

of solid colouring were stigmatised as the d»

basement of the art, and trespasses upon tl

border land of oils
;
and I am nob sure but the®

are still those who hold that transparent colotu

ing is inconsistent with the dignity of this lattt

art, and worthy only of the aqueous brothcrhooc

We all know that amongst sculptors the queatic

of sightless eyes and incided pupils is still ml
settled, and thinking of these things, I am ini

pelled to believe that the true artist is he wh,'

refusing to be trammelled hy any dogmas of tl!

schools, seeks to compass the broadest aims d

art—the hnmanising of onr hearts—by evey

means at his command. If this be so, then
Vanarella” is worthy of onr highest admiratia

and Sig. Barzachi is entitled to onr most sinc«

thanks. C. IIenky Whitaker. 4

SCHOOL-BOARDS.

London. — The Works Committee invitn

tenders for the erection, in Northey-street, Limi

house, of a graded school (for boys and girll.

and received the following :

—

Cooper £t,120 0 0
Shepherd 4,066 0 0
Cooke & Green 3,S81 0 0 !

Thompson 3,830 0 0 i

Sargeant 3.810 0 0
Limn ,

3,800 0 0
W. H. & J. Mausbridge 3,682 0 0
High , 3,650 0 0

Rpriveaer & White 3,591 0 0
Kirk... . 3,593 0 0
Killby , 3,570 0 0
Sheffield 3,554 0 0
Ennor 3,523 0 0

Certain modifications were made reducing tti

estimated cost of the building by 3181., and tllr

committee recommended the acceptance of tl:

amended tender of Mr. T. Ennor, amounting t'

3,210h Cost of interests so f.ir as purcliasai

3,0361. 143. 6d. Cost of building per bea"

81. 15s. 5d.

St. Thomas (Devonshire).—The girls’ schor

erected on the Cowick estate, has been opens

by Dr. Temple, Bishop of Exeter. The style i

Gothic. The plinth of the building is of Wesi

leigh limestone, the upper part being of red ari

black brick, relieved by Ham Hill stone dressin-

A bell-turret, of moderate height rises from oii

of the gables. As yet only the girls’ school h!)i

been finished, but when the whole block is con'

pleted it will consist of a girls’ and infantf’

school, with residences for two mistresses a-'

tached. The latter will not probably be oompletei
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1 before Michaelraag. Tho main scbool-room is

; 70 ft. in length by 20 ft. wide, with a wing
labntting on the south side 23 ft. 6 in. by 20 ft.

itThero are two class-rooms attached, one 18 ft.

iby 27 ft., and the other 18 ft. by 2t ft. The
larohitcct was Mr. R. M. Fulford, of the Close,
liExeter ; and the builder Mr. Tozer, of St. Thomas.
'I Q^vyddolwern. — The Board school of this
dliainlet has been opened. Some difBculty was

I

sxperienccd in finding a suitable plot of land,
Irat the chairman of the Board offered a oonve-
piient site at a low pince. The school is capable
HJf accommodating 150 children, and the whole
djost will not exceed 150Z., including the money
baid for land. The architect was Mr. R. Owen,
IlLivcrpool, and the builders wore Messrs. Jones

Ellis, Towyn.
Leeds.—The first school of the Leeds School

3oard has now been opened in Bewerley-street.
The foundation stone of the school was laid on
ho Slat of July, 1872. The boys’ and girls’

lepartmcnts are identical in size, each making
ffovision for 281 children, the dimensions of the
jrincipal school-rooms being 46 ft. by 30 ft.,

rith three class-rooms attached to each depart-
nent. The infants’ room is 56 ft. long, and
16 ft. wide, and provides for 292 children, thns
naking a total provision for 854 children. The
ite of the school was purchased from Lord
loughton, at a cost of l,377i., and the builders’
ontracts amounted to 8,651L, making a total
iost of 10,028L The provisional schools, which
rill bo transferred to tho new building, are
.ttenclod by 698 children. Tho foundation or
nemoriid stones of six other proposed new
chools were laid on the day of the opening of the
lewcrley-streeb school. On the 15th May,
.871, the Leeds Board reported a deficiency of
ohool provision of 12,149, which was not met
lor intended to be met by any other schools,
nd they proposed to erect twenty-four new
chools to moot this deficiency. The Education
)epartmcnt signified their general approval of
he report of the Boai'd, and arrangements have
Iready been made for the erection of nine
chools (including the Beeston School) making
Tovision for 6,235 children. Plans for two
chools, each for 700 children, in the Leylanda
nd in Sbeepscar, are also in preparation,
[eantime the number of provisional schools has
een increased to 35 departments, with 9,353
hildren on roll, and 5,668 in average attend-
nee. In addition, 11 schools, embracing 17
epartments, have been transferred to the
loard, and have now 2,896 children on roll, and
,975 in average attendance. The total number
f children accordingly at present on the roll of
toard Schools is 12,149, and the average attend,
nee, 7,643.

Northampton .—The following tenders for the
rection of Vernon-terrace Schools wore opened :

7. Redshaw, sohoola, 3,459J.
; boundary.walla

nd asphalting yard, 2491
.

5

total, 3,708?. John
7atkin, schools, 3,361J.

;
boundary walls, 56Z.

5

Bphalto, 2331, ; total, 3,6501. Frederick Good,
lan, Kidderminster, schools, 4,567Z. 58. j

boun.
ary-walls, 751. ; asphalte, 195Z. ISs.

; total,
8381. David Ireson, schools, 3,615Z.

; boundary,
alls and asphalte, 275Z.

;
total, 3,8901. Charles

laridge, Banbury, schools, 3,5751. ; boundary-

I

alls, 581 .

3

asphalte, 2621.; total, 3,8951. Dover
Co., Cemetery-road, Peckham, schools, 3,7031.

;

Dundary-walls, 631.; asphalte, 2331.; total,

,9991. Thes. Cosford, schools, 3,5601.? boiin-
ary-walls and asphalte, 2901.

;
total, 3,5601.

I

Er. Bland, the architect, stated that he had
llowed 23. 3d. per yard for the asphalting. Mr.
.ush considered that quotation too high, and
lentioncd that he had had thoroughly good
ork of this kind done at la. 3d. a yard. Mr.
land remarked that there were different kinds
asphalting. His experience taught him the

aivisability of having the best, although it

might be dearer in the first instance than com-
moner sorts. He mentioned that no town he
•/new of had better asphalte pavements than
i|ottinghain. The man who gave him the esti-

«ato resided in that town, and had done a quan-
'|ty of work for him in Kidderminster very
diiich to his satisfaction. Of course the matter
: as open for consideration. Mr. Lees thought
le work might be thoroughly well done by a

•owDsraan for Is. 6 d. a yard. Mr. Gurney
. elieved Mr. Scudamore would do it thoroughly
ell at that price. Mr. Bland, alluding to the
'inders generally, said they included the whole
f,ttings of the schools. Mr. Gurney proposed
mt Mr. Watkin’s tender (leaving out the

ijUGunt for asphalte for future consideration) be
'oocpterl. Mr. Wright seconded, and it was
'uried.

The School Boards la England and Rales.

—

A return published in the first part of the
Appendix to the Report of the Committee of
Council on Education for 1872-3 supplies a list

of the districts in which School-boards have
been formed np to the 30th of June last. Wo
give the total number in each county Bedford,
10 ; Berks, 3 ; Bucks, 7 ; Cambridge, 7

;

Cheshire, 6 ; Cornwall, 22; Cumberland, 7;
Derby, 10; Devon, 31 ; Dorset, 5 ;

Durham, 12
;

Essex, 18; Gloucester, 5; Hants, 10; Hereford,
3 ; Herts, 2 ; Hunts, 2 ; Kent, 20 ; Lancashire,
13; Leicester, 9; Lincoln, 10; Middlesex, 2;
Monmouth, 10; Norfolk, 23 ; Northampton, 15 ;

Northumberland, 5 ; Nottingham, 13 ;
Oxford,

5 ; Shropshire, 1 ;
Somerset, 9 ; Staffordshire,

16; Suffolk, 10; Surrey, 7; Sussex, 9; War-
wick, 4; Westmoreland, 2; Wilts, 4; Worcester,
3 3 Yorkshire, 50. Of the total of 404, 92 of
the Boards are in. boroughs, and the remainder
in parishes. The general number of members
in the parochial Boards is 5 ;

in the boroughs,
the number varies from 7 to 15, except in the
case of London, which rises to 49. From another
table in the appendix, we find that 132 School-
boards have been formed in Wales up to tho
same date, of which only 12 are in boroughs,
some of the remainder being in very small
parishes. A return is also furnished of the
School-boards recommended for loans from the
Public Works Loan Commissioners, with the
amounts granted to them up to tho 31st of May
last. The number of Boards thus assisted in
England and Wales is 185, or nearly one-third of
the total number formed, and tho gross amount
of the loans is 1,311,1701. 8s. 6 ^d. London
heads the list with a loan of 250,0001., and the
only other Board borrowing more than 100,0001.
is Bradford, which takes 116,0001.

THE TYPHOID FEVER IN MARYLEBONE.
Dk. Whitmore, the medical officer of health

for the parish, has caused the whole of the
street drains to bo thoroughly cleansed and
deodorised by disinfectants onoe, and in most
instances twice, daily. Ho has also issued,
posted, and distributed throughout the parish
the following sanitary code :

—
“ 1. To examine the stato of the house-drains and

closets, and see that they are perfect in construction, and
properly trapped. 2. To pour down every morning a
smulJ quantity of carbolio acid. 3. To examine the
cisterns and other water receptacles, and if not found
perfectly clean, to have them cleansed at once. 4. To
ascertain whether any of tho overflow-pipes from the
water receptacles pass into the drains, and, if so, to have
them out off immediately. (This is most important.)
6. Strictly to forbid any vegetable or animal refuse being
thrown into the dust-bin. The former can be burned, and
the latter can be removed in the street-sweeper's cart.
Dust-bins are not objeotionable when they contain only
dust and a-hes, but decomposing vegetable and animal
matter verv frequently causes diarrhoea, and often loads to
fever. 6. To limewash or whitewash all areas and base-
ment passages, and sprinkle the carbolic acid powder
daily over the contents of the dust-bins, and in other
parts of the house or premises where offensive smells

Whatever the final decision as to tho milk
question in this case may be, great differences in

the risks run exist according to the accom-
modation in nominal “dairies,” many of which
are on a very small scale; so much so, that
dwelling and dairy both together often constitute
one small dwelling, in which both the sick and
their milk are enveloped in one common and
often ill.ventilated atmosphere. Ought there
not to be a licensing system for the regulation of
such dairies if it is now again clearly found that
in any one of several dairies where the milk in

this case has been kept, fever cases have
been in close association with that dairy, as
has been said with respect to one of the six or
seven sources whence the Dairy Company, a
highly respectable one, we understand, have
hitherto drawn large quantities of milk. In.
specters might thus restrict any one of these
several sources, while not injuring the general
interests of a useful company

; bub once have
the material admitted even to the best-conducted
establishment, and the whole may become con-
taminated

;
whereas the dairy proprietors, if

they only were made acquainted with the risks
run,—the whole affair being still obscure and un-
certain even to professional men and sanitarians
in general, far less to dairymen,—would willingly
themselves aid due inspection, if, under such
circumstances, their reward would be a legal
licence to sell milk obtained from superintended
and approved sources. Analysis, we fear, of the
milk, is of no use

; the infectious miasm is far too
subtle to be thus hunted out; the suppression of

many poor and miserable “dairies” may alone
suffice to guard the public health.

We have seen no reference as yet to the rather
ominous fact that cholera is not only related to
diarrhoja, but to fever, in its stages of prelimi.
nary fever, subsequent collapse, and final reactive
fever where the cold stage of the collapse is got
over

; and although typhoid fever is no stage of
cholera at all, it is enteric or bowel fever, just
as cholera is, and typhoid fever itself is asso-
ciated with diarrlicoa. In the present season we
have not had such valuable thunderstorms as in
previous years in London, although tho season
cannot be called a very close or at all an un-
healthy one as yet.

Typhus fever is said to exist in St. Olave’s.

HOLYHEAD BREAKWATER AND
HARBOUR OF REFUGE.

The new breakwater and harbour of refuge at
Holyhead have been formally declared by the
Prince of Wales to be open. In honour of hia
royal highness’s visit, with his brother, the Duke
of Edinburgh, tho streets were prettily decorated
with Venetian masts, bearing trophies of Qaga
and loyal inscriptions, evergreens, and wreaths
of bunting hanging from most of the houses,
whilst near either end of tho town a triumphal
arch of evergreens was erected. Most of tho
ships in harbour showed a profusion of banners,
and the day was observed in Holyhead as a
general holiday.

The new harbour and breakwater have occu.
pied about twenty-five years in construction, and
form one of the most important public works
upon our coasts. The original plan comprised a
north breakwater of 5,360 ft. in length from the
coast line, and an east breakwater 3,000 ft. in
length, the two enclosing between them an area
of 267 acres of available water space, with a
packet pier 1,500 ft. long. As the works pro-
ceeded it was found that the harbour would be
too small even for purposes of refuge, aud it waa
therefore determined to extend the northern
breakwater to 7,860 ft., and thus shelter an
additional roadstead of 400 acres of deep water.
The breakwater is terminated by a head on
which is erected a lighthouse.
The foundation of the work i3> great rubble

mound of stone, 400 ft. wide at the base, and
nowhere less than 250 ft. in width at low-water
level. It contains altogether about 7,000,000
tons of stone. Tho rnbble mound having been
consolidated by the action of the sea, a super-
structure of a solid central wall of massive
masonry, built of stone from the Holyhead
mountain quarries, was erected. Many of the
stones ai'e of great size, some weighing upwards
of fifteen tons, and the work is set in lias lime
mortar. The wall waa built as near as possible
to the inner edge of the stone deposit, the foun-
dations being laid at the level of low water. It
is carried to a height of 38 ft. 9 in., and upon it

is a promeuade, surmonntod on the sea-side by
a parapet. At a lower level, 27 ft. above low-
water, there is on the harbour side of the central
wall a terrace or quay, 40 ft. wide, formed by an
inner wall. The head at the end of the break,
water is of ashlar masonry, 150 ft. long and
50 ft. wide ; and the foundations rest upon tho
rubble mound, at a level varying from 20 ft. to
23 ft. below low-water.
The head of the Breakwater was selected for

the formal ceremony of the opening, and on the
pier was erected a crimson-draped da'is, covered
with an awning of flags.

Mr. Hawkshaw, the engineer, represented the
Board of Trade.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT IN LONDON.
A GENERAL meeting of the masons’ com-

mittee has been held in tho Falstaff Hall, for the
purpose of receiving reports as to the way in
which the building firms had carried out the
resolution to pay wages at the advanced rate of
9d. per hour. After some preliminary business
had been transacted, the secretary stated that,
from tho reports sent in, it was found that the
payment of the extra Jd. per hour to the masons
had been so general throughout the trade that
it had not been necessary to strike even one
firm. There were, however, about fifty men
employed in different firms to whom the 9d. per
hour had been refused. These men had conse-
quently left the employ, and were receiving the
usual allowance from the society until they
obtained re-employment at the advanced rate.
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In some cases where the men had been allowed

to work under the new terms without any notice

having been given to them that they would not

be paid the advance, summonses would be taken

out to enforce the advanced rates. General

satisfaction was expressed at the almost unani-

mous manner in which the employers had given

the advance to the masons. At an adjourned

meeting of the delegates of the carpenters and
joiners, held at the Brown Bear, Bloomsbury, to

receive reports from the men in any firm who
might have refused to pay the 9d. per hour, and
to decide upon the case of the men who had
struck at Messrs. Farmer & Brindley’s, West-
minster-road ;

the delegates having given in

their reports, it was found that, with the e.xcep.

tion of the firms of Messrs. Eobinson, New
Kent-road; Foxley & Co., King-street, Eegeut-
streot

;
and a few small firms, the advance bad

been generally given. A resolution was then
adopted that the men who had turned out from
the firms refusing the advance receive tho strike

allowance until they obtained employment at

9d. per hour. The case of Messrs. Farmer &
Brindley then came under consideration, and
some difierence of opinion prevailed as to

the action taken by their men. It was ulti-

mately resolved that, looking at the peculiar

features of the case, a deputation of the dele-

gates, accompanied by a deputation from the

men, shonld obtain an interview with Messrs.
Farmer & Brindley, for the purpose of effecting

an amicable settlement; but that pending such
settlement, the men who had turned out from
the firm should receive the strike allowance. It

was expected that the threatened strike of the

labourers would he averted. The carperrters

and joiners in the employ of Mr. Sweet, of Rich-
mond, have resolved to strike for an advance.

A crowded delegate meeting of house deco-

rators and painters representing the various

societies and firms, has been held, Mr. George
Shipton in the chair, for tho purpose of taking

measures to ensure an advance of one halfpenny
per hour on the present rate of wages. The
chairman said that when paid the additional

halfpenny per honr painters would be receiving

but 8id. per hour, being a halfpenny per hour
under all the other branches. After some dis-

cussion, it was resolved that a memorial be at

once sent to the employers of house decorators

and painters, requesting that on Saturday next
they would pay tho additional halfpenny per
liour, thus making t'^e minimum wages for

decorators and painters 8id. per honr. A reso-

lotion was also adopted requesting the men in

firms or on jobs not to take any further action

in the matter except through the committee.

AGAINST “ RESTORATION.”

In the course of an inaugural address delivered

in Newark Town Hal), on Monday last, August
18th, those taking part in the fourth annual

excursion of the Architectural Association, Mr.

Sbarpe gave expression to hia views on the sub-

ject of “ Restoration,”— of course mainly with

reference to churches, but applying to national

monuments generally. This portion of his ad-

dress we give at large :—He wished to make a

few general observations on the sobject of

restoration—an operation which had become so

important a one during the last twenty years,

which had been carried out in so different a

manner in different cases—and which had ex-

cited of late so much attention and discussion.

The meaning of tbe term itself had, in fact,

been stretched so as to comprehend much more
than its primitive signification would imply, for

not only had it been used in cases where work
had been repaired, and even replaced and re-

newed, but also where work had actually been

altogether removed and destroyed, and where
fresh work bad been introduced and constructed,

fur which no authority or precedent previously

existing in the buildiug itself could be alleged.

Indeed, some of these so-called restorations had
consisted simply of tho rearrangement of the

sittings of a church, and the introduction of a

completely new set of fittings and fixtures, and
of decorative features which never existed before

ail of which might or might nob be very good
things in their way, but which certainly could

not be called, in tho proper sense of the word,
restorations. What, therefore, it was very desir-

able that those who were interested in this mat.
ter should do was to arrive at an understanding,
— first, what this word “restoration” really

means, and secondly, what kind of restoration is

a legitimate one, and what is not so. In the'

first place, he asked the question, why do we re-

store at all ? Why, when a building, or a portion

of it, had become by age, or from other causes,

unsuited for its purpose, did they not pull it

down, and build another ? They would certainly

do so, in five cases out of six, in the case of a

house. Why did they nob do so in the case of a

church ? Well, the answer was, ho thought,
very simple and obvious. It was impossible to

do so. The attachment which the people of this

country fortunately had for their national monu-
ments was so strong that no one would ever
venture to propose such a thing. This universal

regard for these ancient buildings was, more-
over, not confined to members of the Church of

England alone, but was shared by all classes of

the community alike
;
and he was happy in the

,

thought that the recent use to which the naves
of our cathedrals had been applied in the adop-
tion of simple services that the working classes

could understand and take part in, was likely

greatly to increase and intensify this gener.al

feeling of attachment in a class, which occupied
as it mainly is with a bare struggle for existence,

would be little suspected of possessing a national

feeling of any kind. It was for this reason then
that, whatever the nature of the works proposed
to be carried out in one of our nati mal
monuments, “ restoration ” was the term that

was always employed to cover them when
public assistance was required. No other plea

would be accepted. Freservation, and uob
removal, or even renewal, was the professed

object of all such appeals. No other would be
successful. Let them take care then that

neither the proper meaning of the term, nor
the national feeling in this matter, be abused.

What were the sources of interest, apart from
that derived from these buildings as places of

worship, upon wuich this general attachment
was based ? He thought they might be chiefly

stated to bo of three kinds; (1) one class liked

them because they were old; (2) another because
they were picturesque; and (3) because they
contained the history of a great art. He need
not tell them to which of these three classes

they belonged. They did not search out,

measure, and sketch these buildings, either

because they were old or because they were
picturesque, but because they were excellent,

and because they taught them lessons in the

particular walk of art which they cultivated,

that they could not learn elsewhere. And ho
could not help thinking, when the matter of

the preservation, or removal ofone of their early

works of art was in question, the reasons they
had to nrge for its preservation would prevail,

where those of the antiquary and artist might
fail. For its loss was, in this sense, a national

loss; it was the annihilation of a link in the

evidence upon wliioh their knowledge of the

history of our national architecture is based, and
the circumstances must be very strong iudeed

which wou'd justify its destruction. But it

might be said that there were cases in which,

whether for the sake of preserving from destruc-

tion the rest of the fabric or for other reasons,

such as the convenient practical use of tho

building for purposes of modern worship,

the removal or destruction of this or that

fragment of early wiu-k became a necessity.

Undoubtedly this necessity might arise, and
however much they might deplore it they must,

in such a case, accept the plea. But Av^at

they had a right to insist upon and to demand
was, that the imperative nature of this necessity

should be first clearly established. Finally,

should removal and reconstruction have thus

become absolutely necessary, some mode should

be found of preserving, even amidst the new
work, some such record of the old as might give

authenticity to the new. One mode of doing this

he strongly urged upon tliose who might be
intrusted with such a re.«toration. It seldom
happened, where a building had to to be replaced,

either in consequence of a sudden calamity, or

from long decay, that the whole of its ornamental
work was so completely deteriorated, as that

parts of it could not be used again ; this was
particularly the case in regard to moulded work,

which as he had often observed, po'sessed more
historical value, as to progress in art, than any
other portion in a building. In the last chapter

of his supplemental edition to Professor Willis’s

mnno.rapli on Chichester Cathedral, which whs
published afew months after the fall of the spire,

and the demolition of portions of the four arms
of the cross, he not merely suggested, but

strongly urged, that portions of the moulded
work, of which a considerable quantity, in an

undamaged condition, existed amongst the ruins,
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should be used again along with the new in tl

restoration of the church. This advice wt
followed, he believed, in every part of tl

restoration, and the new work thus inoculate
with the old had derived from this circumstano
a value and an authenticity that it Avould ni

otherwise have possessed. But it sometimf
happened, where a building, or a portion of f

was not in such a condition as to endanger,j
safety, that work was nnneccssarily removed c

the ground of its defective appearance, arisic

from decay. Now he would confess that in a
suoh cases be was in favour of the utmost possibl
conservation. In the case of moulded or carve
work he preferred infinitely to see even a portic
only of the original capital, for example, rathi
than a new member, and for this simple rcaso?

He drew an instructive lesson from this fraf

raent of early work
;

it Avas a genuine examp'i
of the Period to Avbich it belonged, whilst tt

new one, however well copied and carefull

restored, taught liim nothing; it possesse
no authenticity

;
he could not tell Avhether i

was a correct copy of the former one or no.

The designer or carver was nob at his elbow 1

vouch for this, and he did not know if he shou)
believe him if be did. He should not forgt

soon the lesson on this head which he learns
in one of the churches that Viollet-le-duc wa
engaged iu restoriug. It Avas at Poissy, nei
Paris. A carver was Avorking at one of the ch
cular chapels of the apse; he had got the freS'

block of stone which was to serve for one of tl

capitals of a vaulting shaft in its place, and h
was hammering away at it, carving out bis nc
Romanesque foliage, Avithout once casting •

glance at the discarded fragment of the ol

capital, which lay on the ground near him, an
evidently without a thought that it Avas eitht

necessary or desirable to do so. What, there
fore, he had to urge was, that surface-deoa;
even when considerably advanced, should not t
considered a sufficient plea for the removal i

ancient Avork; and that if its condition wer
such as to cause a positive eyesore, it should 1

patched, rather than removed. The most fatt

process, however, to which the church could 11

submitted, was that of Avhich they saw son:

deplorable examples in their visits to tl

churches of Norfolk and Cambridgeshire the yef
before last, and by which, iu order to remoA
the paint or whitewash of a former day, tl

whole of the work had been tooled over in sue
a manner as not only to give an entirely ne'

and modern appearance to the surface of tl

stone-work, and to damage tho true profile c

the original mouldings, but also to destroy an
remove some of the most characteristic feature

of the carved work of the capitals. He avj

sorry bo say that these cases were nob rare
; an

though frequently done AA-ith greater care tha)

in those to which lie bnd referred, this procet

of dressing over old masonry was rather the rul

than the exception. What, therefore, they ha'

to protest against, in tlie second place, was tli

use of a tool of any description on the surface

of early Avork, and to demand that the equall

efficacious, though somewhat more tedious pre

cess of the carding-hriish and a chemical was
should alone be used for the removal of pain

and whitewash. After all, perhaps the best ajs

simplest counsel to offer to those engaged in i

rest ration Avas, as regarded the masonry of th

building, to do as little as possible.

CONCRETE AND STONE F-ACING.

Sir,—

I

am about to build a few houses, witl

dressed sandstone extoinor, and briok innei

walls and lining. As bricks are now so deat'

could I not substitute concrete for the innei

AA’alls and linings ? or are there any ineuperaint

obstacles to this mode of proceeding ?

YORKSHIBE. !

ORGANIZED DWELLINGS.
In your issue for July 19th, I Avas interesteci

in a report of the Special D -veilings Comrnitte«

of the Charity Organization Society. The re

marks made there Ly Dr. Greenhill and 5Ir

Gatliff show that thn^e gentlemen are really in.

terested in the m-itter, l.ut have evidently neve

heard of the succens of the Social Palace a’

Guise, Franee, boil' hy M. Godin, a large luanu

facturer at tlmt plo'e. As ;i demonstration of tlr!

possibility of providing for rbe poor a dvA-ellingin

which, by orgaiiiz ition, the comforts and lii.x

tiries of 1 fe can be afforded to the poor, withoii

any odour of charity, and without any sacrifica
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f capital, this building is worthy of devoted
tudy. It is really the first specimen of social

rchitectnre constructed in the world, and I am
jre the above-named gentlemen will bo pleased
) have tlieir attention called to it.

Edward IIoinxand.
P.S. M. Godin, in his "Solutions Sociales,”

as given an account, with illustrations of the
ccial Palace.
' Ihxiwmonion, Neio Jersey, U.S.A.

I

*,* A fuy account of this Institution was
iven by the conductor of this jounial at the
lefBcld Congress of the Social Science Associa-
311. Illustrations will also be found in the
lUdcr.

rDE CLOCK TOWER AT THE HOUSES
OP PARLIAMENT.

Sir,—

F

or some time I have been surprised
at the "powers that be” allow those glass
ge-like excrescences to disfigure this beautiful
•ucture, and mar its outline at a vital point.
6 they lighthouses ? or for what good purpose
they remain ? I feel sure that if ever the

ost of Barry sees them it will start in terror
the eight, and weep for pity at such want of
ite. W. H. L.

LICENSE TO VALUE.
SIR,— The answer to “Nicholi Filius” is not
ficiently precise. It is not required that a
rsoD making a valuation should hold an ap-
liser’s licence, if tho valuation is not " obli-
cry as between parties, either by agreement
by operation of law.”
This matter is very usefully cleared up in the
ildcr, p. 251, vol. xxix., year 1871.

A. H.

THE EDMUND CLAY MEMORIAL
SCHOOLS, BRIGHTON.

L MEETING of the subscribers to the above
ools took place last week. Considerable
gress has been made since last meetino-.
! site is now in possession of the trustees.
I design of Mr. G. Tuppen baa been selected,
it was decided that the tender of Mr. John

iton for the building should be accepted, and
work commenced at once. Upwards of

jQl. have been subscribed
; aud, as the dovo-

1 of tho late Rev. Edmund Clay to the welfare
tho fishermen is widely recognised, no doubt
remaining 400Z. or 500h will be raised before
building is completed.
'ho tenders for tho erection of tho schools
e as follow :

—

Anscombe £1,850
Newiih»m 1,790
Cbresmao & Co 1 7G0
J. & C. Colwell l’726
G. & F. Marshall ]’645
Patching & Webber l’c25
Nash ifc Co 1,578
Eldridge & Keynolda I’sOO
EalJ 1^6(15
Barnes 1 474
Howard l’.169
Dotting

. 1,450
Bruton (accepted) 1,390

wo others were sent in after the time limited
idvertisement.

HOW SHALL I BUILD ?

in,—I am about to build a house for my own
lence. It will contain about twenty rooms,
e of them large. Before beginning, I am
rous of having each room thoroughly venti-
I, and I want so to construct the chimney
) economise heat aud prevent smoke. From
• pages I can get no thorough plan for
Ring my purpose. Will some one be good
igh to inform mo where ventilators should
laced

; at the top or bottom of the rooms, or
I ? How far should the chimney project

J the room ? What width and how soon con-
ted to the size of the chimney ? Aud what

J tho chimney should be ? Should a flue be
iKtructed below the grates to communicate
“•i tho external air? By giving the directions
3ur columns you will much oblige

An Amateur,

irajid Stand for Oxford Races.—Arrange,
ts have been made with Mr. James Hall,
lor, to erect a large and commodious grand
id, complete in every particular, together
a smaller stand for the use of the stewards

V/heir friends.

Iron and Phosphorus.—A new light has
been thrown npon the manufacture of finished
iron by Professor Scheerer, of the Mining
Academy of Freiburg. The Professor recom-
mends for the removal of phosphorus from pig.
iron during the puddling process, that chlorides
of calcium and sodium in equal parts be fused
together and introduced into the puddling fur-
nace in the proportion of about three times as
much ns the phosphorus contained in the iron.

Tho phosphorus and the chlorides combine and
are removed in the slag. In these days of dear
coal, the discovery of Professor Scheerer assumes
considerable importance, inasmuch as one of the
principal objections urged against tho use of
peat and preparations of peat for smelting pur-
poses has been the presence of phosphorus—in

large or small quantities, in that description of
fuel. If the elimination of phosphorus is re-

duced to tho simple process described, its pre-
sence in such pig-iron as is intended to be sub-
sequently “finished,” will become of minor
importance, and the long.predicted rivalry of
peat with coal will at last assume a formidable
appearance.

—

Iron.

Accidents.— A labourer has met with a
serious accident while at work on a scaffold in
New Cavendish-street, Marylebone. He was in
the employ of Messrs. Key & Heads, builders
and contractors, Marylebone, who are doing some
repairs to a house, aud just as the men were
going to leave off work, the coping fell on to the
scaffold and broke it, the labourer being thrown
heavily to the ground and rendered insensible.
He was picked up and taken to the Middlesex
Hospital, where belies in a dangerous state.
A Chicago paj^er records the strange death of
three men by burning in a well. They were at
work boring for oil. Three men were in the
well at the time, when suddenly oil was struck,
bursting high into tho air. Scarcely had it

spouted above the service when the oil took fire,

sending up a blaze to a height of over 100 ft.

The men were burned to death, and when their
bodies were recovered they were a horrible,
shrivelled mass. The demcks and machinery
were consumed, involving a loss of several
thousand dollars.

Improved Industrial DweUing-s.—A largo
number of improved model dwellings for
mechanics has been recently erected at Hal-
stead and Becking, in Essex, from the designs
of Mr. J. Birch. The dwellings have been
built of red brick, with white brick dressings to
doors, windows, &c., the external walla being
constructed hollow to prevent damp. Each
dwelling contains a living-room, parlour, and
three bedrooms (those at Halstead having four
bedrooms to each dwelling), with wash-house and
coal and wood house. Each living-room con-
tains a cubical space of 1,4D0 ft., each parlour
1,200 ft., and each bedroom an average of nearly
1,400 ft. The Gonx earth-closet system, used by
the authorities at Halifax, has been introduced to
the dwellings at Halstead. Similar buildings,
but of a more agricultural character, are in
course of erection at Bilton Grange, Warwick-
shire

; at Thorpe and Effingham Hill, Surrey
j at

Compton, near Petersiield, Hampshire
; on the

Heathfield Park estates and Mr. Freeland’s pro-
perty, Sussex

;
on the Barr Hill estate, Madeley

j

and at Tain, Rosshiro, N.B.

Pollution of Rivers.—The fourth report of
the Commissioners appointed in 1868 to inquire
into the best means of preventing the pollution
of rivers has been issued. It has reference to
Scotland, and consists of the oral evidence
taken in 1870, when Major-General Sir William
Denison (who is since dead). Dr. Edward
Franklin, and W. C. Chalmers Morton held
courts of inquiry in Edinburgh, Glasgow, aud
all the principal towns of the country. It also
contains returns, giving the answers sent to
certain queries issued by the Commissioners to
local authorities and manufacturers.

The Narrowest Gauge, or Single Central
Rail, Railway.—We understand a project will
be brought before the British Association for the
Advancement of Science for engines and car-
riages to be constructed with a single row of
central wheels, ranged d la bicycle, to travel on
a single line of rails. The advantages claimed
for it are economy in construction, easier motion,
greater safety, and the facility which it offers for
rapidly extending railway communication at
home and abroad.

Gigantic Pungus on Pitch Pine Joists.

—

Mr. Alfred Smee has sent to the Gardener’s
Chronicle a huge fungus, foitnd growing para-
siticaily upon the pitch pine joists of the Bank
of England, in Threadneedle-street. Tho entire
growth was so large that when packed in a box
for transit, it was as muoli as two strong men
could carry. The largest piece was no less than
6 ft. 3 in. in circumference, 7 in. thick, and
weighed 32 lb., growing upon a piece of joist
weighing 6^ lb. The fungus turned out to be
Polyporus annosus, Fr., a plant peculiar to the
coniferm, aud perhaps not uncommon iu
similar situations beneath floors, &c. The
mycelium had completely destroyed the wood of
the pitch pine joists, and in tho decayed parts
was found an abundant crop of young cock-
roaclies, spiders, and mites. The fungus will be
shown at the forthcoming fungus exhibition of
the Royal Horticultural Society on October Ist.

AnticLue Vases. — A communication was
made to the Academy of Inscriptions aud Belles
Lettres, at its sitting of the 1st. inst., by M. de
Whitte, on two amphorro recently dug up at
Coraeto, in Tuscany. They pertain to the sort
which used to be given as prizes to the victors
at the Punathenaic games. One of those Pana-
thcnaic amphorm bears a painting representing
Pallas standing and turned towards the left in a
fighting attitude, with the lance in her right
hand and the shield on her left arm. The vase
is marked "Pythodelos archon.” It is known
that this magistrate governed in the 111th
Olympiad, and more exactly in the year 336
before our era,—that is, the very one when
Philip II., King of Macedonia, died. These
two vases are valuable, as they show Grecian
art just before its decline; other specimens
three years later, under the archontate of Niko-
krates, are much inferior to them.

Wolverhampton Tree Library. — The
Wolverhampton Free Library, which previously
had its Lome in the old Athonmum building iu
Queen-street, has been reopened to the public
in the more extensive premises to which it has
been removed, in Garrick-street. The building
is not a new one, having originally been erected,
and for many years nsed, as the borough police
station, public offices, &c., superseded by tho
new Town-hall iu North-street. The building,
however, has been altered and adapted for the
purposes of a Free Library and Reading-rooms,
the Athenceum building in Queen-street being
much too small for tho increasing requirements
of the town. The contract was let in the spring
of tho present year to Mr. Grove, of Wolver-
hamptoD, builder, the plans and specifications
being prepared by Mr. Johnson, also of Wolver-
hampton.

Sussex Iron.—In allusion to tho improve-
ments in progress in the precincts of St. Paul’s
and the old railings to bo substituted by new
ones, " Rambler,” in the Sout/t London Chronicle,
says :

—

“It may not bo generally known, perhaps, that these
very railings have a certain historic interest They are
made of Sussex iron, dug up iu the vicinity of Brighton,
and smelted with the wood of the forests which hundreds
of years ago covered that country. Since those forests
have gone Sussex iron has not been in the market, for the
cost of transporting coal to smelt it would be too great to
render the operation of getting it up remunerative. But
it is very possible that shortly,—sooner than many think,
perhaps,— Sussex may again become a ‘ black country,’
and, with the aid of tho veins of coal which undoubtedly
lie beneath its surface, produce all that is required for
the establishment of vast foundries and factories which
shall rival those of Sheflield and Wolverhampton. At
any rate, recent borings seem to indicate this.”

Railway Accidents.—Mr. Robert Fairlio
the well-known railway engineer, writes to the
Times on a subject of interest to all who are
concerned in railway-construction or value their
lives. Taking for his text the recent accident
at Wigan he makes the following recommenda-
tions :

—

"1. That the space or opening between facing-points
and rails should bo increased, because doing so loses
nothing and gains much. 2. That this space of clearance
should be definitely fixed and maintained. 3. That tho
flanges of all wheels should be uniform in thickness.
4. That the play or clearance allowed between wheel-
flanges and rails should be tho same on all railways
5. That these dimensions should be definitively settled by
a committee of engineers selected for this purpose acting
iu concert with the Board of Trade, and afterwards made
one of its Standing Orders.”

Memorial Window to Bishop Wilber-
force.—A stained-glass window to tho memory
of the late Bishop of Wiuchester is about to bo
placed in St. John’s Church, Angel - park,
Brixton. The estimated cost is about 150J., the
larger portion of which has already been sub-
scribed.
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Fire at tlie Leeds Town-hall.—After the

night policemen bad deposited their lamps in the

room set apart for the purpose in the haaetnent

of the Leeds Town-hall, on Thursday moming
before last, a fire broke out in that portion of

the building. With much difficulty, hose reels

were laid into the lamp and store rooms, and the

flames were then quickly extinguished, but not

before considerable mischief had been done.

The roof, forming the floor of the coimoil-

chamber, was considerably burnt, a huge beam
of wood, 22 in. thick, being burnt nearly through

at one point, and the laths and plaster more or

less consumed. The lamp-rack and the police

library were also destroyed.

Jklouumental.—An obelisk of polished Aber-

deen granite has just been erected over the

tomb of the late Mr. James Carson, in the

parish churchyard of Marlow. It is about 11 ft.

in height, and surrounded by a massive granite

kerb. On the east side of the obelisk is a figure

of an angel kneeling, sculptured in Sicilian

marble. This piece of work was executed by
Mr. Lauder, of Kensal-green. The Moim-
ment of Victory, at Berlin, numbers among the

commemorative frescoes with which it is embel-

lished, one representing the German princes

offering the Imperial Crown to the Emperor
William, at Versailles. It is now stated that, at

the Emperor’s special command, the design has

been altered.

The Wilberforce Memorial.—The secre-

taiy to the memorial committee states that two
great diocesan works are in contemplation as

memorials of the late bishop, the one by a large

and influential committee sitting at Winchester,

for the erection of a monument or effigy of the

late bishop in the cathedral ; and the other by a
large central committee in London, who propose
to raise a fund for the maintenance of missionary

clergymen to work amongst the dense masses
of the poor, amounting to about 700,000, in the

South-London portion of the diocese of Win-
Chester. Both committees will act in harmony.

A Lump of Timber.—Chicago papers re.

corded recently the arrival of a raft containing

650,000ft. of rough logs, from Ludington, on the

eastern shores of Lake Michigan, a distance of 160
miles. The raft was towed by a steamtug, making
the whole distance in sixty-three hours. The raft

was 1,100 ft. long and 75 ft. wide. The num-
ber of sections was forty-nine

;
the number of

logs in each section varied from fifteen to twenty.
The value of the timber was about 25,000 dols.

the cost of transportation from Ludington by
this raft was 500 dole.

;
the cost of the trans-

portatioQ in the old-fashioned way would bo
about 2,000 dols.

The Iron and Steel Institute.—The meet-
ing of the Iron and Steel Institute of Grea^
Britain was opened on the 18th instant at Liege,

Belgium, to be concluded on Friday, the 22nd inst.

It is the first meeting held on the Continent by
this Institute. The committee of reception

prepared grand including concerts, illumi-

nations, and other entertainments, and a ban.

quet, for 600 persons. The congress was for-

mally opened by Mr. Lowthian Bell, the pre-

sident of the Institute. The following days

Tvere occupied in lectures, discussions, &c., as

well as visits to the principal mines and iron

foundries in the neighbourhood.

The Vienna Exhibition.—The number of

prize medals which were to be distributed this

week at Vienna, by the Archduke Eainer, in the

Emperor’s name, amounts to 2,000, besides 600
diplomas of honourable mention for deserving

exhibitors. The prizes rank in sir classes, the
diplomas constituting the seventh. Class 1 is

the diploma of honour; class 2, the medal for

progress
;
class 3, the medal for merit ; class 4,

the medal for fine arts ; class 5, the medal for

good taste ;
and class 6, the medal for co-

operators. We are glad but not surprised to

hear that Mr. George Jennings has gained the
medal of progress for sanitary appliances and
disinfecting apparatus.

The Designs for Laying-out Koundhay
Park, Leeds.—About twenty plans for laying--

out Eoundhay Park have been received in Leeds
by the town council, in competition, for the
premiums offered for the best designs. The
Yorkshire Post believes that it is the intention of
the Corporate Property Committee, after exa-
mining them, to throw them open to the inspec-
tion of the ratepayers. They will be arranged
in. one of the apartments of the Town-hall, at

the conclusion of the Assizes.

The West Front of Wells Cathedral.

—

Mr. B. Ferrey, F.S.A., the architect who has the
direction of the restoration of Wells Cathedral,
in a letter to the Atheiiceiita, contradicts a state-

ment in that journal that the statues iu the west
front have been restored. Not a figure, he says,
“ has been touched, nor has any ancient sculpture

been meddled with whatever. The work there

has been confined to the reparation and renewal
of the constructive features, which are essential

to the stability of the front.”

The Duplex System of Telegraphy.

—

The new system of “ duplex ” working, by means
of a new condenser, which splits the current of

electricity and enables the operator to send
messages through the cables in contrary direc-

tions at the same moment, has now, we learn,

been successfully applied by the Eastern Tele-

graph Company.

Wycliffe and Tyndale.—It is intended to

erect, on a suitable place in the centre of London,
statues to the memory of Wycliffe and Tyndale,
in connexion with their efforts to secure “a free

and open Bible ” for the people.

TENDERS
For erection of house at Hayea Common, for Lord

SaekviUe .Cecil. Mr. Yinall, architect. Quantities
supplied :

—

Dove, Bros £3,225 0 0
Sharpington & Cole 2,923 0 0
Coppin 2,893 0 0
Downs &Co 2,890 0 0
Fain & Baldwin 2,835 0 0
Tyerman 2,831 0 0
lioberts 2,781 0 0

For rebnildine No. 38, PonUrr.
court. Mr, B. Tuberer, arciu

Jarrett
Pritchard
Brass
Kilby
Browne & Robinson.
Robinson
Downs & Co.,
Perry, Bros
Merritt & Ashby ....

Mark

and Nos. 1 and 2, Dove-
toct. Quantities sup-

£3,944 0 0
3,850 0 0
3,674 0 0
3,639 0 0
3,625 0 0
3,690 0 0
3,640 0 0
3,‘160 0 0
3,415 0 0
3,394 0 0
3,368 0 0

For erection of warehouses and offices, Weston-street,
Southwark. Mr. Elkington, architect. Quantities sup-
plied :

—

Browne & Robinson .

Higgs ...

Clarke ABrecy
King A Son
Downs A Co
Little
Rider A Son

..£9,-tt9 0

.. 9,300 0

.. 9,293 0

8,790
8,679
8,638

For pulling down and rcbuilding'No. ll-l, High-street
Southampton. Mr. H. Mitchell, architect:—

Bailey A Son £955 0 0
Martin A Son 830 0 0
Dyer .... 850 0 0
Bunuey 845 0 0
Crook (accepted) 797 0 0

For polling down and rebuUding No. 40, High-street,
Winchester. Mr, T. Stopher, architect:

—

Newman A Son £1,047 0 0
Fielder A Son 1,000 0 0
Macklin 990 0 0
Marsh 888 0 0
Crook (accepted) 870 0 0

For building house and stables at Otterbourne, Hants,
for Captain Hall. Mr. T. Stonher. arebitcot :

—

Newman A Son £4,490 0 0
Macklin

,
4,195 0 0

Fielder.... 4,165 0 0
Marsh 4,121 0 0
Crook (accepted) 3,790 0 0

For Hannah Memorial Chapel, Lincoln. Messrs.
Bellamy A Hardv. architects

Brooks £6,750 0 0
Hobson A Taylor 6,700 0 0
Kent A Otter 6,676 0 0
Martin A Sims 6,649 0 0
Lovelee 6,350 0 0
Huddleston A Son 6,322 0 0
OtterAEbey 6,307 0 0
Close 6,154 0 0
Barnes A Wright 6,150 0 0

For alterations and repairs to the British Oak Tavern,
Westbourne Park, for Messrs. .Tames A Hicks. Messrs.
Bird A Walters, architects ;

—

Enncr £1,218 0 0
Newman A Mann 1,210 0 0
McLachlan 1,195 0 0
Williams 1,176 0 0
Brown 1,152 0 0
Harris A Sons 1,135 0 0
Mark 1,067 0 0

For various worts to bo done at the parish church of
St. Lawrence Jewiy, King-street, Cheapsido, Messrs.
Young A Son, architects :

—

Shaw £650 0 0
Colls A Son 678 0 0
Clark A Mannoeh 658 10 0
Pickering 634 0 0
Galli -467 0 0
Penn 415 0 0
Pitman A Cutbbertson (accepted) 359 0 0

For building chapel-keeper’s lodge in Belmont-roac
Clapham. Messrs, (ioulty A Gibbins, architects ;

—

Elsden £420 0 0
Lacy 359 0 0
Cobden 315 0 0 i

For additions to Nos. 17 and 10, Camberwell-road, f<J

Messrs. Wheeler A Box. Messrs, Jarvis A Son, arch
tects :

—

Marsland A Son £889 0 0
;

Laev 457 0 0
;

Cuivers ... 283 0 0 I

Fora new wing to Crown East Court, Worcester,-fl,

Mr. H. Bramwell. First contract, shell only. Mosati
Haddon, Brothers, architects :

—

Porter ,£1,540 0 0

Wood A Sons 1,417 0 0
Everal 1,445 0 0
Smart 1,294 0 0 i

Kendrick 1,286 19 0
I

For new organ-chamber, Church of St. Matthi*
Malvern Link. Messrs. Haddon, architects ;

—

Smart £280 0 0
j

West 255 0 0
I

Garbutt 245 0 0 I

Everal 225 0 0 I

Porter 217 0 0
'

For stabling, Ac., to the new workhouse, Madelej
Salop, for the Board of Guardians, Messrs. Haddc<
architects:— !

Nevett (accepted) £247 0 0 I

For alterations and additions to Bucklebury School;

Berks. Mr. J. H. Money, architect
Winter £1,260 0 0 I

Fulker 1,327 7 0 I

miter 1,090 0 0 I

R. A W. Harrison (too late) ... 1,088 0 0 i

May (accepted) 923 0 0 l

For erecting a now warehouse, 204, Upper Thamfll

street. Mr. J. M. K. Hahn, architect. Quantities BHi

plied by Mr. M. Evans :

—

Hill A Sons £1,438 0 0 I

Morter 1,375 0 0 I

Brass 1,360 0 0
j

Little (too late) 1,356 0 0
Woodward 1,350 0 0

Jackson A Shaw 1,300 0 0

Scrivener A White 1,244 0 0
|

For alterations and additions to No. 317, Mare-strec,

Hackney. Quantities not supplied :— '
|

Over ......£896 0 0

Skinner 783 10 0
i

Boyce 750 0 0 (

For detached house, coach-house, aud stabling, Cntl

herlaud Estate, Kew, for Mr. F. Coleman. Quaniitieafl

Mr. G. Ward
Dove, Bros £6,495 0 0
Curtis 6,983 0 0

Hill A Son 6,900 0 0

Stimpson A Co 5,870 0 0

Adamson A Son 6,693 0 0
,

Bharpingloa A Cole 6,477 0 0

For timber-shed, Storceliff-street, Edgware-road, h
Messrs. Peters. Quantities by Mr. A. Williams :

—

Howard £547 0 0

Langmead A Way 620 0 0
Stimpson A Co 491 0 0

Scrivener A White -477 0 0

For additions to No. 30, Albemarle-street, PiccadiL
Quantities by Mr. C. Sewell

Faulkner £3,001 0 0
Rowe A Berran 2,609 0 0

Fish,.. 2,589 0 0

Scott... . 2,577 0 0
Stimpson A Co 2,534 0 0
McLachlan 2,626 0 0
Jurrell . 2,269 0 0

For the erection of stores, Ac. in Belfast, for Mr. \
Gregg. Mr. W. Batt, jun., architect. Quanlilies SU;

plied by Mr. H. McConnell:—
Smith
Collen
Corry
McCracken
J. A R. Thompson .

McMaster
McCammond
Mansell
Thompson
Courtney A Carlisle,

Colville
Carson
McKeown
Moore
Guiler
Dixon A Co
Hunter (accepted) .

For stables, Ac. :

—

Hunter .,......£310 0 0

Mausell (accepted) 312 0 0

£1,740 0 0
1,650 0 0
1,5-14 0 0
1,490 0 0
1,475 5 9
1,-175 0 0
1,470 0 0
l,-456 0 0
1,429 0 0
3,383 0 0
1,375 0 0
1,356 0 0
1,350 0 0
1,350 0 0
1,348 0 0
1,230 0 0
1,125 0 0

For erection of manse in McClure-street, Belfw

(double house). Mr. W. Batt, jun. architect. Quantitit

I. Featherston A Banks
£1,433 0 0

supplied by hit

Moore
Hunter
Corry
J. A R. Thompson
McCracken
Mansell

For the erection of sin;

J. A. R. Thompson
Moore
Hunter
Mansell (accepted)

1,050 0 0

For new residence, The Chase, Clapham, for Mr, R
Morton. Quantities by Mr. W. H. Barber :

—

Nightingale (accepted) £1,739 0 0
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For additions to premises, No. 8, Maida-vale N W

or tlie lion. Lewis ‘VViiigaeld. Mr. W. Todd’ archi-
eot :

—

Simpson & Co £2,2S4 0 0
Nightingale' 2,270 6 0
Longmiro & Burge 2.050 0 0

For Grocers' Wing, London Hospital (contract No 1).
,[r. Charles Barry, architeot. Quantities by Mr J H
Itrudwick :

—

K/asB £7,931 0 0
Myers

, 7,303 q 0
Higgs

. 6,673 0 0
l-nn'Jr 6,610 0 0
Lucas, Bros 6.479 0 0W 0 0
Moiland s Hunnen 6 399 0 0

6’,n07 0 0

For alterations to Nos. 51, 63, 55, and 59, Buckingham
lUcc-road, for Mr. F. Gorringe. Mr, J. Walford, archi-
It:— ’

at Croydon, for Mr. W. Thompson.
. VV. Baice, architect. Quantities by Messrs. Paice
others;— *

£1,920 0 0
Simpson 1,366 q 0Hrown

1 gyo q q
HniiJaU 1,730 0 0

Haywards Heath, Sussex,
^^iirow, C.L. Quantities supplied :

—

Bulmer £1,050 0 0

mo'™iid°:
» “

Cheesman it Co
Box
Marshall
Bostel

^

Browne & Robinson
.

Downs & Co
Perry (accepted) ..

6,060 0 0
5,919 0 0

J. L. BACON & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OP

IMPROVED HOT - WATER
APPARATUS,

FOR WARMING AND VENTILATING
Private Eousea, Churches, Schools, Hospitals,

Manufactories, Greenhouses, &c.

OFFICES AND SHOW-ROOMS:—
476, NEW OXFORD STREET, London, W.C.

From FARRINGDON ROAD,
Publishers of a Pamphlet on “ Hot-Water Heatang."

Nightingale
Newman & Mann
Taylor
Roberts
Alford
Wagner (accepted)

.

,,£2,084 0 0
,, 1,936 0 0
.. 1,814 0 0
,. 1,833 0 0
., 1,796 0 0
.. 1,760 0 0

^OLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES.
I Manufacturers,

[

MICIIELMORE & REAP,
I

36, Borough Road, London, S.E.
I Illustrated Sheet on application.

’

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING —

T
„ Just out, price 12s. 6itHE STRAINS UPON BRIDGE-

ROOF-TRU88E8, Including the Warren
y®nns of Girder, the Cnrre*K^, and Simple and Compound Tnisset

'

n Itn Siity-luur Dlustrations on wood, drawn and worked

London : E. & F, N. Bi'ON, 48. Charing-crosa.

"pARTNER WANTED, with a practical

«!,. SSS SS‘-
“

AdTertiser, who h
-Addxesa. 609, Offioe of "The Builder."

tunlty for s<

Rigby .

GoorfaitGoorfi ..

^monds...
King (accepted)

.

Gardner

2.-150 0 0
3,298 0 0
2,tX>9 0 0
2,000 0 0
1,990 0 0
1.916 0 0
1,803 10 0
1,760 0 0
1,650 0 0
1,217 0 0

Q OCTAL SCIENCE CONGRESS, Norwich,
kJ OCTOBER 1st to 8th.

’

Fresident—Right Hon. LORD HOUGHTON.
Presidents of DcijartmeuU

Jurisprudence.—Joseph Brown, esg. Q C.
Reprrsaion of Crime.— P, F. O'Miilley. esq. Q C
tducaliou.—Professor Hodgson, LL.l).
Health.—Captain Douglas Gallon, C.B. F.Il.3.
Economy and Trade.—^i'humas Braasey, esq. M.P,

Exhibition of Sanitary and Educational Appliaai
hclU in counexjou with the Congress.
Prospectuses and particulars may be obtained

Assocuiliou, 1, Adam-street, AJelphl, "

will be

the Office of the
W.G.
IIYALLS, General Secretary.

KING’S COLLEGE, London.—The OiBec
NT ‘*** WORKSHOl" being now

o^'diditL ^ APPLlCATIONa from

In thesT aiddii?.
‘'« 'luaUQed togire practical Instruction to studeme-

^e be required at the Collega A lup^or ^owleclee
particulars, apply

or, if by letter, put the word "Workshop" outiide the
J. W. CUNNINGHAM, Esq. Secretary.

\^A.NTED, a BILL CLERK, in a Jobbinj^
I T Builder's Office.-Address, 632, Office of Tbo Builder."

°

WANTED, a first - class BUILDER’S
TT CLERK. XT.... u

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
e Vienna Exhibition (unavoidahly postponed) L F M -

S'-J- IL S--'V- B.-a H-
I. O. C.—J. N.—C. 8.— J. W. H,— UcD. Brothere,—H.—F.-

J. T,—Dr. W.—U, II. S.—0.— C. J.—E. T.—E. J.—J g.
U.—Pro.—J. W. G.

are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

. itatements ol facts, Hats of tenders. Sc., must he accompanied
is^name and address of the Bender, not nocesaarily for

a.-The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read
meetinKs, testa of course with the authors.

QANITARY and EDUCATIONAL EXHI-
Ifpriw Science Congress, to beUELD at NORWICH, from the Ist to the 8th of OCTOBER next
Pmspcctnaea and forma of application fur space fur tho Exliibi'tion

of Appliances for Improving the Public Health and PrumoUiig Edu-
cation may be hi.1 of JAMES ROBINSON, Secretary to the MaWlnir
Coiumittee, 1. Adam-street, Adelphl, Loudon.

pRYSTAL PALACE SCHOOL of PHAC-

'CATIONS M'ANTED.—Ad\ertiiements of this cLassare inserted
> following rate, via

Six lines (about ftfty words) or under 2s. Cd.
Each additional line (about ten words) Os 6d!

Halfpenny stamijs accepted for amounU under 5a

he Publisher cannot be responsible for Testi-
lALS left at the O^ice in reply to Advertise-

ts, and strongly recommends that Copies
r should be sent.

ivertisements cannot be receivedfor the current
I’s issue later than THREE o’clock p.m
'HDRSDAY. '

_ NOTICE.—All comjnunications respect
idvertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be
essed to "The Publisher of the Builder,’'

1, York-street, Covent QoA-dm. All other
nunications should he addressed to the
itor,” and not to the "Publisher.”

x*v..,enaiiuinotiKiNW.—Principal, Mr. T. W. WILSON
“ITr practical Instruction in preparation fov

Another Term commences SEPTEM-BElt 8th next. I anlculaia on application iu Office of Crystal Palace
Literature, next the ReadingRoom, Ciystal Palace, where only • - .. .

-*
order ol the Committee of Directors,

a students be inscribed. By

_T, K. J, SHENTON.
Superintendent Literary Department.

P ERSPECTIVES
Rapidly aud Artistically PREPARED.

COLOURED, or ETCHED,
for Couipetitions or Exhibition.

T. ,
designs and WORKING DRAWINGS.

TerrasModerate.—Address, T. H. 14, Argyle-etreet, King's-cross, W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS
TtESIGNS PREPARED from ROUGH
A-A sketches or otherwise, in an ARTISTIC and EFFICIENT
manner. OUlLlNESCOLOUREDin ftrsl-ratestyle PERSPECTIVES
ffl’xi/

drawn, and etched, or tinted. TEEMS MODE-RATE,—Apply to Mr. M\ EES TAYLOR, 19. Thavies Inn, Holbom.

D
TO civil ENGINEERS. ARCHITECTS. Ac.

EAWINGS and TRACINGS of all
descriptions made or copied, with efficiency aud expedition,

rerapectives, Dom elevations, coloured or etched in a th^ouKhly
artistic manner, and on reaeonahle terms,—Address, C, L. 34. KingHenry s-road, Regent s Pftik, N.W,

ANTED, in a Builder’s 0 fflee, a JUNIOR
t'6 T"lck at figures and writiUE.—AnnIv

TVTANTED, an experienced CLERK of the
IT

,
thoroughly competent to superintend,

attrut-class building, impure artifleere' work, and keep day Kcountm
S^iKl ^oud'on?^*^^**^

WILLIAMS, 23, Northuml}erlaud-street»

WANTED, .an ASSISTANT, to undertake

surveyors and BUILDERS' ASSISTANT.
VA/ an ILD, in a London Office, a competent
T I ASSISTANT, who can take off and measure up, on Londoa

systODi.—Address, stating terms, and name of Jast eiuD over Q G
p.>.t.offlce. Store-atreet, W.C. ' v'. w.

bth and other Bnilding Stones of Best
lity.—EANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO
ted, Quarrymen and Stone Merchants
of Prices at the Quarries and Dep6t8, also

‘ of Transit to any part of the United
d-dom furnished on application to
iih Stone Offioe, Corsham, Wilts.—[Advt.]

D
TO BUILDERS. ARCHITECTS. 4c.

R AW I N G S made from ROUGH
SKETCHES, 4e,

; SPECIFICATIONS aud RSTIMATE3 PBE-
and GENERAL ASSISTANCE

P
TO ARCHITECTS. BUILDERS. 4cLANS, WORKING DRAWINGS,

SPECIFICATIONS, 4c. accurately and expeditiously prepared
>noder*te''-l:^A<ldress'ARCMllECl, core of Mr. Forge, Stationer, 4U0, Euston-road, N.VT.

W ILLIAM READ, 437, Brixton-road,
GRAINEK, MARBLER, and DECORATIVE ARTIST

’

Prira Med.als awarded, 1851. 1862, 1870.
Graining, Marbling, and DacoraUve Work undertaken and promptly

executed. In Town or country, on moat moderate terms Muecinien*
. the Crystal Palace, near Uie High-level Station,

^

Us of Quantities, Specifications, &c
liiprraphed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
B-'haring-crosB, S.W., with accuracy and
piuality. Plans and Drawings Copied

or Lithographed.— [Advt.]

STONE BROTHERS,
C Bath Stone Merchants,
pply direct from their own Quarries
Bo.\ Ground, Corsham Down,
Farleigh Down, Combe Down,

AND Stoke Ground.
• 3 on application at Bath-stone Office, Bath.

Depot, G.W.R. Mileage Station, Paddington.
’iMressmgs prepared ready for fixing.[ADVT.]

QHARLTON & MARTIN,
POINT. STRATFORD. LONDON, E
PAINTING, STAINING. DECORATING,RENOVATING 4c. Clmrohes, Chaiiels, Halls, Offices,Chambers, and

all kinds of Pubbe, aud other Buildings in Town and Ccuulxy.

ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS' RF.GISTRY OFFICE
. _ No. 8, PICCADILLY. W.

'

AECHITECTS and SUKVBYOES re-

iAaStirsVf;,SS' ti
ti. ai5uiaTM,-Ti.. im toS,, „ iXSb TOteaTO, ou Uiea »apUraUuu »t the

fro INVENTOES. — The INVENTOES’X PATENT - RIGHT ASSOCIATION (Limited) PROCURELETTERS PATENT for IN VENTIONS alflxed audmXate chara^and anurd Inventors the aid of high-claas scientific aud leeol advipA
rheu required. s-iauiiLo

Haii^ilbookfi.r the guidance of Inteuding Patentees free on applica-

nm ' ‘y- to ilr. T- MORGAN, Secretary, at Sli
Oulce, .1, Coekepur-street, CTiaiing-croes, London, S.W.

ANTED, in the office of a Civil Eacrineer,
TT a thoroughly-qnalifled ASSISTANT, Ha must be a flrs^

class BU^eyor, leyelier, and drauglitsmsji, accustomed to towvi sur-veys aud to drawings aud details of sewerage aud waterworks ie.FrefeteaTO will be given to one who knows soiuethiug of archi'tsc-

Lm oonstracUon. For a good man the appoiutiuentWUI probably be permanent—Address, stating age. salary reoulredand previous occupation, to R. VAWSER. O.E. Towm-i.aIi w-’_

Uyanted, a first-class FOREMAN of
® thorough knowledge of wood-

)ry, and be well up In the management of a uuiubec
to James DIMENT, id. at. Jamesa-squoro, BristoL.

VyANTED, a thoroughly efficient Builder’s

nI 698. ?heBi^5^''
“ ^^ country.-Addrass.

-w-w-P- 1
BBICKYARD FOREMAN.

y^^ANTED, a FOREMAN to take the
coUtie..-rd!iti“

WANTED, a FOREMAN BUILDER and
T T. C-^PENTER. 4c. of intelligence and wDUng ability to-

a**
“*? <““?*' ‘iterations and elections In London. MustMdarst^d worl^g in concrete and selenitic mortar, tho purohase ofmatenaD, and the employment of labour.—Address, quoting term*,aud experience, to M.P. Pall-maU Club, aW.

lerma

__ ,
TO BUILDERS' FOREMEN.WANTED, a good GENERAL FORE-

*11
^J^-N'^Take Charge of a Job. State terms and reference.—

.

Address, Mrs. F. HALE, Contractor, 36, Castle-slreet. Salisbury.

VyANTED, a thoroughly competent FORE-
•

IIAN, to Take Charge of a Job in Town.—Apply, in thofiretmsUnce, by letter only, to A. STEER. South Norweb p.\.v

WANTED, .1 FOREMAN, for Iron Green-
TT homeworks, Must be energetic and understand drawiazs.One used to Iron roofing pr^^^l.-Addres^ stating porUculors^d

to W. G. SMITH 4 CO. Victoria Works, Bury Bt.

One used n,
sahuy required,
Edmunda

WANTED, a, FOREMAN, to SUPER-
TT INTEND the ERECTION of BUILDINGS in tho City-Must be conversant with every tiode. A Carpenter and Joiner i

ferred.—Address, atatiiqj age and ealary, *- • '•

Stationer. Huggin-lane, Wood-street. E.C

WAN'TED, a SHOP - FOREMAN of
T T JOINERS. Must understand themanagemeiitof macliinertf

setting out, de^UOl drawings, 4c.—Apply, by letter only, statlnc use
wagM, 4c. to CONTBACTtJE, careof Wilkinson, Brothers, 180, Ihofel

TO ARCHITECTS.
A RESPECTABLE YOUTH, who has been

J®*'-
^ “ country office, desires au ENGAGE-MENT In Loudon, with a view to being articled fur a term Is a good

and expeditious plain and ornamental draughtsman. Salary a
Y. Z. Simpson's Library,

No. 228, Clapham-tood, 8.W.
'

\yANTED, an experienced GENERAL
*U

J^P^EMAN. to act os RESIDENT CLERK of the WORKSunder the Siewsrd, on a gentleman's estate. He must be a good prnc-tii^ builder aud draughtsman, capable of superintending all repairs
indoor work, and the planning of new buildings, Must underl^
the profitable eonvers on of timber, the management of timber-yards.saw-mlUs. and general steam machinery aud gasworks, be competent
to set out, meosi^e and value all descriptions of masons' and joiners’woik, make worldagdrawbigs, and keep proper aoooanta. Mustbebusin^-Uke, and with nnexceptiouable character. Large family ob-jwted to. Salary lOOL per annum, with free house and garden, aad
61. y^ly alluwance for fuel—Apply, by letter only, with references
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TUNIOE ASSISTANT WANTED, who A
P } can prepare Board of Health Plana One with some knowledge

of plain geometry preferred. Send particulars of age, qualifications, re

and salary expected (by letter only), to J. 4 L. H. ARilOUR, C, E, ot

G.itesheail-oiiTyne. ^b

THOROUGH of BOLTON. — To SUE- E.

1/) VF.YOR8.—WANTED, in the Borough Surveyor's Office, a

DR.WGHTSMAN, with a good knowledge of SURVEYING and ^
LEVELLING Salary, 90f. per auuuiu.—AppllcailonB. with testD

moniala, to be sent to thsnudersigued, on or liefore the27tb AUGUST
instant. R- G. HINNELL, Town Clerk. ne

Corporation Offices, Bolton, 14th August. 1873.

T4EICKWOEK TO LET, about 14 rods,

J J lalHjur only, for dwelling-house on Great Eastern Railway,

seventeen miles from Loudon.-Apply between Nine aud Ten a.m. at '

K. B.'s. 32, Ixandou-wal!. City.

TO ARCHITECTS. an

YVanted, an ENGAGEMENT, by a s

VV really good DRAUGHTSMAN. Is thoroughly efficient In

working dr-vwingi*. details, and perspective.—Address, DRAUGHTS-
MAN, Pust-offlee, Dartmoutb-row, S.E. 1

TO ARCHITECTS. ^
\X7ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a S/

VV firsU-LisBjAaSISTANT, temiioraTT or otherwise. Is a good te

designer and drauglitsiuan, and can make aud colour perspectives. P

write apccifloations, 4c. Several years in the profi-ssiou.—Address, —
No. 6S9. Office ot "The Builder."

YY7anted, a EE-ENGAGEMBNT, as ^
V t BUILDER'S clerk. Thoroughly well up in the whole ^

office routine. Car|>eiiter and joiner by trade. Good references.—
Address, W. 20, Glenariu-rood, Lower Clapton.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYOR-S.

'VAT'anted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by the
VV Advertiser. Is a neat and ex[)editious drauglitsuian. under- P

stands field and house suiveylng. Cun preiiare drawings from rough it

sketches, 4c.—Address, 8. 1), Fairbank-street, East-road, City-road. —

TO BUILDF-RS.

VITANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as

VV SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN, by an experienced Man.
J

aged 3.6 ; or would take the C.irijentering and Joinera' work of a job N

piecework. Reference* given.—Address, F. P. i4, Randolph-street, -

College-street, Ciiiulen-towu.

TO MASTERS OF BRICK AND TILE WORKS.

'W/'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as t
VV MAN.AGING FOREMAN, by oue who baa a thoroughly

,

practical knowledge lu making and burning Red. White, and Dark s

Brick* and Tiles, also Bed Poltery.—Addreas, H. H. Post-office, New _

Maiden. Surrey.

"WANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, as

VV CLERK of WORKS, General AssisUut, or Charge of a Job '

Twenty years’ practical experience in all branches, is a good !

draugbUmaii. quantity taker, aud aurveyor.-Addiess, SliUAKb, 4.

Auii*. place, Wrstham-laiie, Stratford. London, E.

TO ARCHITECTS.

TYTANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT. by
V V a thoroughly practical Man, os CLERK of WORKS, on a

Church or Cathedral. Eighteen years' exi«eri*uce on firat-claoe

church jol<e, well up In drawings, and construction, and setting out

all bratichea- Age39. Highest references Mason by trade. Country

prefened.—Address, 663, Office of " The Builder,”

AY7ANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, as

VV PRIME-COST CLERK or GENERAL ASSISTANT. Has

the raanageinent of a builder's 'premises and works at present

Practically acquainted with every branch of the building trade. Used
b) letting piecework. Carpenter and joiner by trmle. SaUo' mode-

rate Address, 8. O. 6, 3t. PbilUp's-terrace, Dalston. N.E.

"IVrANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V V WORKING SHOP FOREMAN, fiener.al Foreman. E.ti-

tn Ring and Prime Cost Clerk, or Clerk of Works, by a systematical

Poreiii-aii of twelve years' experience. Is a good draughiiinau and
schoUr, and has for ye.ars ha<l sixty joiners under him. Would sub-

eoalract for labour,—AdOiess, L. S. D. Post-offica, Reigate, Surrey.

wanted, a SITUATION, as
VV PLUMllER'a LABOURER C.in do painting, or make

himself generally useful.—Address, H. H, 63, Cumberland-street,

Hackney-ro.ad. E.

Vll ANTED, a SITUATION, by a yonng
V V Sian, a CARPF.NTER (23). where a knowledge of shoithaud

Would lie required.—.Address, O. CLARKE, 11, Orove-road, Clapham
Junction. S-W.

‘ AV ANTED, a SITUATION, as PLUMBER
T T or TUREE-BRANCn HAND. Uiiderst.ands jobbing tho-

roughly. Can give good references If raquired. Town or country,-
1 Address, C. D. 14. Hnsker-street, Chelsea, 8.W.

! "tYTANTED, a SITUATION, in a BuiMer
V ? or Contractor's Office, by a young Man, aged 23 Has a fair

- practical kiiuwleilge of tho trade, can prepare detail drawings, and
1 assist in lueasuring up work.—Address, 633, Office of “The Builder,''

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
° YY7ANTED, a SITUATION or JOB, by a

V V thoroughly pracllc.al PLU.MBER, EaUi and Hot-water Worker.

Can turn his hand if required.-Address. W, O, 17, Lanciog-street,

S Seymour-street, Eustou-square.

TO BUILDERS. HOUSE PAINTERS. AND DECORATORS.W anted, a SITUATION, as EOEEMAN
ri VV FAINTER, in a respecUihle EalaUlihment. Can measure,

take out quantities, 4c. Salary no object.—Address, YV. A. 8. 38,

f Gough-street.YV.C.

\17ANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK of

T V V WORKS or FOREilAN on a Gentleuiau’s Estate, or to Take
Y Charge of a Job. Well up in all branches, and understands felling

of and measuring timlier. Middle-aged, married. Good references.-

a! Address, N. 133, Abbey-street, Beniioiidsey. RE.

a- TO BUILDEES. DECORATORS. AND OTHERS.

>1 WANTED, a SITUATION, as OUT-
*. V' DOOE CLERK, in a good JOBBING BUSINESS,—Thorough
ry practical carpenter and juiner|by trade. Understands drawings and
he setting out of work. Well up in tbe other branches. Willing to

cr make himself ureful.—Address, 672, Office of " Tbe Builder."

" TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

tt "lYTANTED, a SITUATION, as "VVOEKING
hs VV or OENER.yL FOREMAN. A mnsou by trade. Thoroughly

practiraJ. and well acquainted with all descriptions of work, and the
‘® maiiageiueiit of men, for the last fourteen years. Couutry preferred.

Addrass B C 6. Pliilip's-lerrace, Edmund-slieet, Camberwell,

London.'

to TO COUNTRY BUILDF.IIS.

% "1X7ANTED to APPRENTICE (indoois), a
— VV Youth, under 16 , to a BUILDER in a Country town, where

ha would learn the business from the bench o the office.—Address,

F, L. 42, TavisUck-road, W.

‘ITT’ANTED, by a London Building .

>y TIMEKEKPEK and ASSISTAST CLERK. Oi

kliowlclge of pri

WANTED, in an Architect and Surveyor’s
Ofiloe in ILe eonntrr, a young Man, as an ASSISTANT

One that is a neat atchllectural draiigbuman and land surveycr.

Address, iu handwriting, with TefereiicM, wbeu at Ii

Loudon.

V. Batsford, 62. High Holborn,

T\7ANTED, in a Surveyor’s Office, a TEJI-
VV PORARY ASSISTANT. Must trace and write well

;
one

able to abatrset and etiuiire woulil be preferred.-Address, stating

terms aud qualifluaUoui, to A B. Y'ERNON, 40, L.-unb'8 Conduit-

street, YV.C.

WJANTED, immecliately, a skilled ARCHI-
VV TECTURAL DRAUGHTSMAN, to assist In preparing a

design for a Marine Aquarium and Public Baths. Those only

thnrouglily experienced iu tidal work, coucrete, and ironcouetroctiou

need apply. Linear perspective aud artistic colouring not neceasarlly

required. Hours, Ten to Six ;
Saturdays. Ten to Two — Addre-ss,

with terms aud references, to DELTA, Lyceum News-room, Liverpool.

TO SURVEYORS’ ASSISTANTS.

'Wf ANTED, immediately, a good
VV DRAUGHTSMAN, well accustomed to the work of survey-

ing, levelling, and preparing plans fur sewerage work, paving, and
atreet iiuprovemeiits. Salary. 2J guineas per week -Applications ou

or before tbe 20lh instant, by lel'er, sUUng age. with testlunmiaU.

endorsed " Application for DraughUman,'' to be addressed to Messrs.

RADCLIFFE 4 LAYTON, Clerks to the Loc-al Board ol M'esl Derby,

county of LuiDistcr : Public Office, Stoueycroft, Green-lane, Wv*l
Derby.

"IY7ANTED, a fiKt-class DECORATOR,
V V accustomed to church vrork, *tencilliug. 4c.—Address, 6ilS,

Office of "Tho Builder."

'\X7ANTED, an ENGINEER, competent to

VV Levids and Coustruct Tramways through a Mineral

Di‘trieL A moderate salary will be given, and also an Interest in

the minerals he may discover,—Address, stating salary reviiilred, to

the Consulate Geueia! of Lilierla, 36, King Willlam strect, Loudon.

STAINED GLA3.S WORK3-

'\17ANTED, good GLAZIER, accustomed to

V V tlie a'jove. Fermancncy for a steaviy man.—SAUNDERS 4
CO. 25, EndclLslreet, Long-acre.

TO YVORKTKG SMITHS.

\17ANTED, a good WORKING SMITH,
VV accustomed to general work, with not less than 200/. iw

MANAGER and PA RTNEllma small SMITH aud IRONMONGERY
BUSINESS in ttie S.W. Distilct.—Apply, by letter only, to J. BAIN-
BRIDGE, 40, Lombard-street, E.C.

TO WELL-SINKERS.

T17ANTED, a MAN, to B(.)RE the present
V V WELL (lalK iir only), about GO feet from its present aepth,

wbicb is now about 60 feet deep.—Apply, 66, St. Uoiiett's-roiul, New-
cross, 0.E.

'\'\7 ANTED, two first-class BKICK-
V V LAYERS, to take work by the Piece, Reference will be

required.—Apply at 132, Albany-slreel, Begcufs Park. N-W,

’VV/'ANTEI), a few good JOINERS and
V 7 CARPENTERS (for a constancy to really good men), in a
BREWERY : also a few PAINTERS.—Apply, by letber, to 6.

Gkmcesler-place, Wiudsor, Berks.

\17 ANTED, a good GLASS-CUTTER and
yV GLAEIBU, fora Constancy, by a West End firm: also a few

flrst-elsss HOUSE PAINTERS. Liberal wages will be given to good

workmen.-Apply, by letter only, to J. I‘. D6, W.ilham-grove, S.W.

V\7 ANTED, a COUNTRY TRAVELLER,
VV fur the SALE of ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA,

OrnameuGil Tiles, Moulded Bricks, Ghminey-pota, 4c, Any genlle-

nian travcUiug for orders for timber, ironinongery. 4c. would lie

Meferred, The teuiuiieration would be by commission only. -Aiiply,

stating reference, to J. M- BLA3HFIELD. Terra Cotta Works,
Staniford, Liiicolnshlre.

\T7ANTED, an experienced ESTIMATING
VV CLERK, for lion Buildings and General Iron YVork.—

Ai'i'ly, by letter, stating saiiiry required, and last eni igement, to 0.

care ol Slcfsrs. PEARSON 4 SON, Statiouers, 26, Bishopngate-atreet

Within, E-C.

rpo CLERKS.—WANTED, a JUNIOR,
1 in a Mniiufacturiiig Ironmonger's and Hot-water Eiigiiieer’e.

Good writing and correct at Hguree. with a knowledge of mechanical

drawing to scale indispensable.— Address, HAVWAJID, BROTHERS
137, Itttl. Union-street, Borough, S.E.

rpVN'O or THREE good SAND MOULDERS
1 WANTF.D. Wages Sill, per hour. Time 56i hours per week

Hone need apply uiiicas good workinea-Apply at the Cannon Iron
Fiiuudry, 156. Uoswall-road, St. Luke's.

L A S S PAINTERS. — A first-class

Vjr ORNAMENTAL PAINTER WANTED.—Apply, HEATON
BUTLER, A BAYNE, 14, Garrick-street, Coveut Garden, W.G.

rVLERK and COLLECTOR WANTED, in

V_7 a City Manufacturing Business. A Builder’s Clerk accus-

tomed to pricing would suit. Good reference* required.—Addres*
A. Z. Adams, Brothers, 14, Little Tower-street, City.

'ITTANTED, by an AKCHITECT and SUR-
V V VEYOR, aged 31 (an A.R J.B.A.). who, for wvtisfaetory

n ESOAGEIIENT. t

E liENERAL ASSISTANT, or to take
Heferences ol th^very highest order,

tr. E. BUItUAN, Post-office, Saudgate,

D ARCHITECTS AND SITRVEV0R8.

AXT'ANTED, by a careful DRAUGHTS-
V V MAN, of seven years' eiperience, an ENGAGEMENT in or

r London, Well versed In design, details, perspective

so callable of taking out qiLaiitllies, &c. For
na, address. No. 421. Office of “Tbe Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

Wanted, by an ARCHITECTURAL
V V ASSISTANT, aged 24, eight years in the profeseion, a HE

... I up in general design, *c. ; details

, good knowledge of penrective. — Address, Mr. DURNE,
,
High-street, Hanii>stead, N.

TO ARCHITEin'S AND SURVEYORS.

iperiulend any class of buildings, measure up. and act out

) dayaccoiUiM. 4c. No objection to the country. Gooo
a and lelureuces.—Address, J. D. 42, Gilliugtiau-etreet

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

!, j. T. Post-office, Claphain-riae. 3.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

/"ANTED, by tbe Advertiser, an En-
gagement. Can make working and deUil drawing*'

ectives. Ac. and assist at quanUlies and surveying.—Addreei

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTOP-S.

d reference*.—Address, P. C

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

ANTED, by tbe Advertiser, aged 2-1, ;

SITD.4TI0N with an eminent London Architect. Salaryi

iry consideration. Good colourist, competilion. working, am
tive drawings. First-class references. — Address, ARCED

TO BUILDERS.

7"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a Joiner b;

r trade, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as SHOP FOREMAN. Accu
id to all kinds of inaebinery in the building trade, thorough,

ainted in detail and working drawings, having been many yok'

le of tiio largest Loudou flms.—A. B. 30, Susser.stroet, 8. W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
-t

srpenter and Joiner by trade, a SITUATION, as OU.
IKING FOREMAN. No objection to a conntiT Jd

tiiuouials Irom bis last employer.—Address, 532, Offio*>

TO BUILDERS

^TTANTED, by a thorougbly practic;

VV (iENERAl- FOREMAN, a RF.-F.NiiAGEMENT. Fin-

is.—Address, T, Sonth-atreet, Rj

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

Ml—Address, Mr. SMITH, White Hart-street, K«

TO PLU.MBERS AND BUILDF.RS.

rANTED, by a young Man, a goo
PLUMBER, a JOB. piece-work, or day-work. Well up

and old work.-Address, C. P. 1»7, Phillipp-etreBt. KiiigsUs

RURAL BANITABY" AUTHORITY.—APPOINTMENT .

HER neat, proceed to the consideration oIAPPLICATlO
appoiiilnieut of an INSPECTOR of NUISANCES for

SaiiilaTy District of tbe said Union, comprising thirty-fiv

an are., of 46,342 aciee, and a population of about 18,614.
wiU be 761. per annum (imyable quarterly), to coninienct
date of tbe coufirmatlon, aud will include travelling
expenses, except for such books, forms, aud stationery as an
fur tU lor will be require!

required to perform all such duties of an Inspector of Nuisa
prescribed by the Order of the Local Goverumeut Board of i

Noveiuber, 1S72. and by such orders as that Board may fri

to time issue. Applicatiuns in baiidwrillng of tbe caudidates.
Age, preeut and previou* occupation, wUl
recent date, must be forwarded to me not later than Uie 1st
SEPTEMBER next, and tbe candiilates who may la
whoiu notice will be glien) will be required to attei
before the Sanitary Authority ou TUESDAY, the
SEPTEMBER next. Their stleudance

Loughborough, 20tb August, 1373,
WM. WHITE GOODE, I

Good relereiicea—Address, J, D. 173, Maryleboue-rorul. N.V

trade—Address, W. E

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

mating, and a good drnoghtsmi
B take off quantities, w

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. 4c,

a CONSTANCY or JOB. In Town or country, as Ihoroei

quick PLUMBER. GAS aud HOT-WATER flTTE:

uiiderstancU every description ol bath, closet, and puu

ivork. b'eeii useii to flrst eloss and extensive Jobs, Good rclerencesi

.(Uired.—Address, 633, Office of “The Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

rV'ages, 8d. pei

7ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, as lYorkiii

TO ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,

TirAN-i-ED,’ EMPLOYMENT, as ENG:
V V NEER'3, ARCHITECTS, or CONTR-ACTOR’S -ASSISTAft

h™, .«a •"I"* ''e.irS;
s-.as. iwo.a., —d bridges), ijetio-

Teatlmonlala nod relereuces.—Address. »

le Builder."

it. Plain gasfiltiiig and
Good references.—Address, A B. PlumlJ
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and the British Archeeological

Association.

HE greatest discovery

made by the bulk of

the inhabitants of

Sheffield, in con.

sequence of the visit

of the British Arch-

mological Associa-

tion, appears to be

that they have archi-

tectural remains in

their neighbourhood

deserving of admira-

tion and preserva-

1
,

and men amongst themselves able

discriminate their merits, and worthy
being listened to when they speak on
subject. This knowledge will have its

id effect hereafter. So much was seen and
0 during the week, that in continuing our

ice of the proceedings,* wo shall have to

fine ourselves to the more salient points and
ers, giving a little of the actual information

arted, rather than a list of all that was seen
done. One of the most interesting buildiugs

ted on the third day was the

Saxon Church of Laughton,

aco which, as the Bov. Hr. Stacye said, from
loftiness of its site, caught the first beams
the rising sun, and had long gone by the
alar and cheery description of “ Lighten in

Morning.” Its true name was Laughton-

e-Morthen, which was, as Mr. Hunter inter-

;cd it, “Law-town,” implying that in early

es it might have been the seat of a local

ediction, though perhaps it might be derived

a the Anglo-Saxon “ hlaw,” a hillj ‘'en-le-

then ” denoting its situation in the moorland
riot, as they might well suppose that loft^

osed situation to have long continued after

more sheltered and richer lands around
been brought into cultivation. It was

oubtedly a place of great antiquity, for

•e seemed reason to suppose that they
in the remarkable earthworks which
remained, the site of one of a series of

jantian strongholds, which a late local anti-

ry who had much studied tho subject (Mr.
ilitchell) well pointed out, formed as it were
outwork of the southern portion of that
•erful people, remains of other of these for-

ses being found at Tickhill, Roche Abbey,
s, Todwick, Beighton, Mosborough, Holmes-
1, Carlswark, Hathersago, and Hope, the
»al formation of the Brigautiau territories

owing the line of the valley of the River Don.
this as it might, there could be no question
t Laughton was a place of considerable im-
tanca in the Saxon times. The first mention
7 had of it was probably to be found in tho
Ament or will of "VVolfric Spott, who was
ed to have been the Minister of King
iclred the Unready, and who possessed much
iserty in this and the other neighbourhoods.
)m the Domesday Book they learnt that it

* See p. 65S, ante.

was tho property of tho great Saxon, Edwin,

Earl of Mercier, as was tiie neighbouring manor
of his brother-in-law, Earl Harold, afterwards

King of England. In that important document
they were also informed that Edwin had a hall

here, which was doubtless seated on tho remark-
able earthwork already alluded to. He referred

to tho remarkable doorway on the north side,

near the west end," which was of such rude and
peculiar character, that it might well be con.

sidered among the very earliest of our eccle-

siastical remains, and as dating to a period

before the Conquest. Mr. E. Roberts remarked
that the porch of tho north doorway was
unquestionably Saxon. It bore a strong resem-

blance to the stonework of the seventh and
eighth centuries.

Roche Ahhey

was fully described by Mr. Gordon Hills, who
said that tho foundation charter of the abbey
boro no date

;
but it could bo shown from the sig-

natures to it that the abbey was founded in 1117,

by Richard de BusH, a great nobleman in those

parts ; and in the charter it was stated that ho
“ gave his land for the abbey.” It appeared,
however, that tho abbey had two founders,

Richard de Busli and Richard Eitz Turgis, who
were tho owners of tho soil on either side of the
stream. They joined their lauds in order that

the monks might be able to choose a site on

whichever side of the stream should bo moat

convenient. They decided on this side of the

stream and, as at BeanchieffAbbey, they there-

upon turned the domestic offices of tho abbey

towards the stream, that they might get a due
supply ofwatcr,andhave their sewage carried off

in the then proper way. Tho domestic buildings

wore on the south side of the abboy, and there-

fore most open to the sun. Roche Abbey was
the thirty-seventh abbey of the Cistercian order

founded in this kingdom. Their first abbey was
founded in 1128, and the last erected in this

country by them was in 1250. He said the

buildiugs were not erected immediately after

the actual foundation of the body, as be
found that a very considerable part must
have been erected in 1181. The date of

the buildings was not therefore to be pre-

cisely fixed j bub it might be very neai-ly ascer-

tained. He directed special attention to the

great solidity and majesty of the work, and to

its simplicity. There was no fancy or showy
architecture in any way ; the builders trusted

entirely to its actual solidity and goodness. The
walls were about 5 ft. thick. The church was
amongst the first of the buildings erected by
Abbot Osmund, aud towards the conclusion of

Ms time was erected tho gatehonso at the en-

trance to the gi'ounds. It was a very admirable

specimen of architecture of nearly the middle of

the thirteenth century.

The fine church at

Rotherham

was elucidated by Mr. Alderman Guest, who has

made tho history of tho neighbourhood a long

study. He said, in conclusion,—"In giving

ample honour to the beneficence and Christian

institutions and religious services of the olden

times, I have tho high satisfaction in relation to

this self-same subject—the parish church of

Rotherham—of being able to do equal honour to

tho present time, which is now doing honour to

itself in nobly resolving that this grand monu-
ment of past munificence shall be so repaired

and so restored, inside and outside, as to make
its "bold and lofty proportions/’ its wide aud
lofty arches, its elegantly designed and finelv.

chiselled capitals, once more develop in restored

beauty the splendid and harmonious effect of

"the best stylo of the best age of perpendicular

work”—the close of tho fifteenth century-
before it merged into the more elaborate but

less beautiful Tudor. It is now in Sir Gilbert

Scott’s hands, and be reports—" The interior is

very fine, and well deserves a careful restoration.”

The work will no doubt be proceeded with
with the least possible delay. A structure like

Rotherham Church is an honour to Yorkshire,

and deserves not only county, but general support.

From the papers read at a conversazione given
in the evening, we take a portion of one by
Mr. R. N. Philipps,

On the Manufacture of Hardware hj the

Celts and Romans,

The reader proceeded to review the process of
the manufacture of implements in the earlier

ages, exMbiting from time to time specimens of
ancient stone and bronze weapons, in illus-

tration of his descriptions. The next material
that was used after stone and flint was copper,
and afterwards bronze was brought into requisi-

tion, and applied to the process of cutting tools,

il'c. The reader believed that the material for

bronze was found first in Britain, that without
our tin-mines it could not have been made, and
that the ironstone of Britain supplied the iron

worked so successfully by the Romans for the

then civilised world. These Romans were the

men to whom in after ages had succeeded our
own ironraast'^rs, who, as Englishmen, had de.

veloped this great manufacture in its various

branches for the world. Passing from the con.

sideration of the bronze to that of the iron age,

be thought it was somewhat extraordinary that

ironstone, which abounded so much in this

country, should have been so long nmiaed. In
many parts it even cropped up on the surface,

and its very weight, if nob indeed its actual

appearance, ought to have suggested a mineral.

What, then, was the reason for its non-employ-

ment ? The difficulty arose from the want of

those mechanical contrivances which were now
employed for the purpose of smelting tho ore.

Tho "black diamond,” productive of more
wealth than the clear sparkling form of

carbon, was not nnearthed, and the wood of the
forest was the only material at hand. They
could thei'efore readily comprehend the disad-

vantages arising from the want of properly
consti noted furnaces, of a proper blast, and of

the proper material for smelting purposes. But
when the Romans took possession of Britain,

they at once began to improve its condition, and
to utilise its products. They were indeed a
wonderful people. They did not conquer a
country and there leave it. They had sought
for its hidden wealth, they bad brought it to the

light of day, and whilst they had benefited

themselves, they had at tho same time intro,

duced their civilisation amongst the inhabitants.

The Roman stamp had been found on pigs

of lead in Derbyshire and elsewhere. The
Roman ironworks existed principally in the

Forest of Dean, in Gloacestersbire, and in the

extensive districts of tho Weald of Sussex and
of Kent. Mr. Philipps introduced specimens of

metal made nearly 2,000 years ago, and argued

that because of its great lasting powers, this

iron must have possessed toughness and mallea-

biiity in a remarkable degree. They might
fairly conjecture that when the power of

the air-blast itself was inconsiderable, a better

plan would be substituted by exchanging the

wood fuel for the more extensive use of charcoal

in their furnaces. Archasological investigations

had disclosed the mode adopted, which was
this :—Placed within a square formed of stones,

were a quantity of pieces of oak-wood crossing

each other, and over these was a covering of

earth or clay. This pile of material, so con.

striicted, a simple mode was adopted of pro-

ducing charcoal similar to that now pursued for

producing coke from coal.

At Kirkhurton Church, visited on the fourth

clay, there is on the north side a hagioscope, so

that any infected person could sit outside the

church and yet be able to see the elevation of

the host at the altar. This is a remarkable
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feature. The party entered the church under
the guidance of ilr. W. S. Barber, under -whom
the church had been recently restored. The
church, he said, was thoroughly Early English;

there were traces of Early English work through,

out, and the chancel was unequalled in this

neighbourhood. In carrying out the restorations

he had replaced every stone in its original posi-

tion, and BO far as he was aware none of them
had been retooled. The register books were
shown in the vestry, as was also an old religious

work, which had chains attached to it, and which
had evidently been chained to a desk or pulpit.

Before leaving the church Mr. W. de Grey Birch

took occasiou to remonstrate with the vicar with
regard to the ruinous condition of the early

register-book, which was as old as the reigu of

King Henry VIII. Without care it would hardly
last to be of interest to many more archmological
visitors. At Woodsome Hall, the members were
most cordially welcomed by the late president
of the Associatiou, the Earl of Dartmouth. At
the evening meeting, after a memoir by Mr. S.

Tucker (Rouge Croix) on the “ Descent of the
Wauor,” ilr. J. D. Leader (of the local Imlc.
iiende7it) read a paper on

The Remains of Sheffield Jianor.

Hr. Leader gave an interesting account of the
buildings and their history, not forgetting
proper comment on the wretched, squalid, and
dangerous buildings now on the spot; and then,

after referring at some length to the confinement
of Cai'diual Wolscy and Mary Queen of Scots at

the Manor-house, Mr. Leader continued,—We
have seen enough, however, to convince us that
the Queen of Scots did pass some portion of her
time at Sheffield Manor, and a curious question
has lately arisen whether we do not still possess
the identical building in which she was there
confined. The idea was first thrown out by the
Rev. J. Stacye, and further reflection and exami-
nation tend to encourage the belief that in the
little three-storied building now undergoing
restoration, we see a prison-house especially
erected by the sixth Earl of Shrewsbury for the
Queen of Scots. Mr. Hunter, in his “ History
of Hallarashire,” speaks of that building as a
porter’s lodge

;
but, judging from its decorations,

it must have been a much more important
erection. The narrow turret staircase, and the
strong crooks on which the doors formerly hung,
suggest the idea of security

; while the richly-
ornamented ceiling of the two chambers, and
particularly of the upper one, point to the con-
clusion that the building was intended for the
use of no inconsiderable person. If the mem-
bers of this Association had visited Sheffield
Manor a few months ago, and had inquired for
the Queen of Scots’s room, they would have
been shown by the farmer’s wife the two cham-
bers on the upper floor, the outer one occupied
by a few old boxes, and quite dark, the inner
one lighted by one wiudow on the east side, but
adorned with a rich heraldic ceiling, and over
the walled - up fireplace an almost illegible

plaster cast of the Talbot arms. The old plaster
floor was srill entire, if a little uneven. In some
places wet was finding its way through the roof,

and the place had a melancholy appearance of
decay, strangely contrasting with the ceiling and
with the remaius of hooks on which tapestry
had hung. A few years more and this portion
of Sheffield Manor would have been as ruinous
as the rest. Fortunately, however, as we have
already mentioned, the Duke has taken it in
hand, and it is now beiug restored.

There seems to be no actual evidence in sup-
port of the existing belief that the Queen of
Scuts was really confined in the building referred
to. It is to be hoped that further examination
of the Talbot papers and in other directions may
establish its truth. An extract from one of the
Shrewsbury letters, which referred to “all the
kitchen-stuff in the Queen’s kitehen and my
lord’s,” read by Mr. Tucker, would seem to show
at any rate the existence of two establishments.

During the excursion next day, the ruins of
CouisboroDgh Castle and Church were inspected,
under the guidance of Mr. Edward Roberts, who
gave a description of the arcliitectural and other
features of the buildings. Seated as it was on
nearly the highest ground of the neighbourhood,
Couisborough Castle occupies a site remarkably
well chosen, and one which does much credit to
the skill and military genius of the period in
which it was erected. The castle was built by
Isabel, sole daughter and heiress of IViliiam de
Warren, the third lerd of that name. The
church is of the Koroian period, and was pro-
bably built between the years 1187 and 1190.

The papers for the evening included two of
particular interest, by Mr. J. W. Grover and
Mr. Llewellyn Jewitt, F.S.A. Mr. Grover took
for subject,

—

Some Ifodem Lessons from Ancient 2Iasters.

His object beiug to show that the ancients
are really our masters in ideas and inventions,

and to recommend a more careful study of the
ancients with a view to modern improvements,
he vindicated the Romans from the assumption
that they constructed expensive aqueducts and
masonry through ignorance of the law of hydro-
statics that water in a tube will find its own
level. He appealed to the extensive system of

leaden piping found in the baths of Rome and in

Roman villas in England, to Kero’s works near
Lyons, where the valley, being too deep for an
aqueduct, was crossed by immense leaden pipes,

and to G-in. bore leadeu pipes found in the
valley below Ludgate-hill. He also cited

Vitruvius’s mention of a bent pipe, in which the
fluid reached the same level at both extremities,

and Pliny’s statement that in leaden pipes water
rises to the level of its source. He attributed

the general adoption of aqueducts to sanitary

reasons, water in an open conduit preserving its

sparkling purity for any distance, and the fric-

tion also being much less than in a closed con-

duit. The American engineer'. General Meigs,

has constructed the great Washington aqueduct
on this principle

;
aud Sir W. Armstrong has

recommended this plan for Newcastle. Men-
tioning the proposal of Mr. Bateman and others

to supply London by an aqueduct from the

north-west, Mr. Grover remarked that though
the scheme is deemed Utopian and colossal, the

twenty great aqueducts at Rome were of greater

extent. Having got a good Roman aqueduct,

Roman fountains should follow, such as Acqua
Felice aud the Trevi, not absurdities like

Trafalgar-squave, or such miserable apologies as

drinking.fountains. Public baths, too, would be
provided. Ancient Romo had 800, some ofamazing
magnificence, such as the thennee ofAgrippa, near

the Pantheon, or those of Caracalia, Antoninus,

or Diocletian. Caracalla’s was 1.000 ft. square,

surmounted by sumptuous porticos, with 1,600

seats of marble or porphyry, some e.xtant, fifty

vaulted bathing-chambers, each con.sisting of

vestibule aud bath, 3 ft. by 15 ft. It had also a
swimming bath and a rotuuda, 111 ft. in length

;

Spartian remarking that architects and mathe-
maticians considered the CeZia Soian's inimitable.

18,000 bathers could be accommodated at one
time, 1,000,000 cubic feet of warm water being
supplied. Mr. Grover then noticed the recent

revival of encaustic tiles, aud stated that our
oilcloth patterns have been copied from Roman
pavements. He recommended, however, tesse-

lated floors, combining durability aud cleanli-

ness, dispensing with dusty carpets, and being
also fireproof. The ancient floors were supported

on beds of concrete, resting on tiles, which stood

on a small forest of short pillars. The Are was
outside, the heat passing under the floor, and
the hot air escaping through the walls by small
flue-pipes. The Roman roads, with their posting

houses at regnlar distances, inns, and-mansiones,

—whence our word mansion,—places where
diploinata or passports were examined,—were
next noticed, and then the public playgrounds,

where games were carried on. The great basilica

at Netherby was sometimes used as a riding

school, and there were evidences of the existence

of public gardens. While the ancients reverenced
the human form, we cultivate the mind, but
have no thought for the body save as to food

and clothing, though we improve the breed of

dogs, horses, and poultry. At least two hours a
day should be devoted to training the muscles.

Mr. Jewitt’s paper was on the popular ancient

ballad

The Dra-<jon of TTajitZej/,

—

the scene of which is laid at Wharncliffe

(visited by the Congress), and the name Wantley
is merely a provincialism for Wharncliffe. It

appears clear that the dragon typified Sir

Thomas WorLley, who is supposed to have
allowed nothing to stand in the way between
him aud his fondness for the chase. How well

this tradition of the destruction of these towns
is carried out in the ballad !

—
" Houses and churches
Were to him Reese and turkeys,
Ate all, and left none bebiud;

But some stones, dear Jack,
"Which he could not crack,
"Which on the hills you -will find.”

The “ stones” on the hills being, without doubt,

the remains of the houses of Stan, or Stonefield.

Then, again, the violent disfranchisement |i

ancient freeholders is aptly allegorised in t'l

lines :— 1

“ Devour did he
|

Poor children three
That could not with him grapple.

And at one sup
He ate them up,

As we should do an apple.”

And then the breaking up of the pastures arou»

the homesteads, and the felling of the trees £
purposes of the chase, are clearly meant in thej

words :

—

“ All sorts of cattle this dragon did eat;
Some s.ay he did cat up trees.

And that the forest sure he would
Devour up by degrees.”

The popular expectation being that in bis gret

he would not stop at destroying the villages ai

seizing lands, but would ultimately take violent

to himself Loxley Chase aud Sherwood Forest i

Sir Thomas Wortley (son of Nicholas Wortle
by Isabel his wife, daughter and heir of Willia

Tunstall, of Thurland), was Knight of the Boifl

to four successive kings—Edward IT., Richa:

III., Henry TIL, and Henry TUI. He diedt

1511'.

Moar or Moro Hall, still standing, is situata

in the Yowden Talley, and may be distinct

seen from Wharncliffe Lodge—the apocryph
den in which the dragon, Sir Thomas Wortle
resided, and naturally within but a short distant

of the site of the destroyed towns. The Dragi
has, in all ages, been the symbol of the Devil, :

tyranny, of oppression, of cruelty, aud of wron
Hence it is that this monster has been chosen i

the embodiment of wrong in the “ Dragon i

Wantley,” in “ St. George and the Dragon,”
’

the “Horn of Lambton,” in “Conyers of Stoc
bui'n,” and a score or two other popular legeno

We can give but a few lines more. At t

concluding meeting ou the sixth day (Saturda;

23rcl),—

Mr. W. de Grey Birch delivered a short a

dress on “ Cmleography,” in which he examini

aud explained the MSS. of Mr. Bragge, me
tioned in our last, and which were exbibiced fi

inspection. Ho sliowed that shorthand was n

a modern invention, but was used by the aucieui

With regard to the beautiful MSS. before bin

be said ho had no hesitation in stating that uini

tenths of them had been prepared by monk
and some were as fresh, after a lapse of 500 1

GOO years, as if they had just emanated from t!

printing-press.

Mr. Gordon Hills then offered a general vor

of thanks to all who had aided and assisted:

the congress, specially naming the Mayor an

Master Cutler and the Local Committee, and
telling speech addressed by Mr. Roebuck to tl

members of the association aud the people c

Sheffield, agreeably ended the agreeable weekJ

THE TIENNA EXHIBITION.

It is not without feeling of shame that

write of goldsmiths’ and silversmiths’ wares e

displayed here in the Tienna Exhibition, fori

must at the very outset admit that in thl

branch of industry we are completely, if mi
shamefully, beaten by foreign rivals.

After the terrible disasters which France hs'i

of late suffered she could be pardoned were h£'

display both poor aud feeble in every departm^j
of industry; but instead of misfortune leavin’’

her a weak competitor, we find her not only hi

creditable form, but in some departments of artt

manufacture taking a leading and exalted plao*!

But in no art-manufacture does she reveal he

strength so powerfully as in that now underooir

sideration, for as represented by MM. Cbristoflw

& Co. aud M. Barbeclienne, of Paris, who are thi

leading exhibitors in this department of raanui:

facture, she is far in advance of all the othe:

competing nations.

Few of the works shown by M. Barbi'diennecai

strictly be regarded as coming from the smitli

who works in silver or in gold, for the majoritj

of his works are in enamel ;
but as ename.

wares are made almost exclusively by silver-

smiths and goldsmiths, I shall include these in

my present considerations. By classifying'

enamels with wares in silver and gold, it mask

not be thought that I do our own metal-workerd,

a wrong, for Messrs. Elkinaton, who make muchi

the best display of any British firm in silver’

smiths’ wares, exhibit enamels somewhat

largely, aud most of the Russian goldsmiths

also show enamels, hence the displays of tht

French bear direct comparison with those from

our own and other countries. MM.Christofle& COJ
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. and M. Barbeclienne each have their specialtiep,

I and each produce worka alike rare and beantifiil

I in their way ;

—

I

“Mot like in like, but like ia diiTorenee”;

—

[bat as the exhibit of the former firm is most
iyaried, I shall notice its works first.

1 There is scarcely a branch of metal-work in

Iwhich Mil. Christoflo & Co. do not show rare
examples both of arb-knowledf^e and mana.
facturing skill. Although our Elkingtons show
i large and truly admirable work in repouss(i

fphich is deserredly worthy of careful study, and
is one of the few works shown in the Exhibition
prhich do us credit as workers in the precious
metals, I yet feel that there are examples of
lammered work on Christofle’s tables which, if

lot as elaborate, are as clever as this fine work
)f Elkington’s, and some of the smaller works
n repoussd by Cbriatofle & Co. have the merit of
jeing both useful and beautiful, while the one
mportant work by Elkingtons which is now is

nercly ornamental.
I confess that I like useful objects better

iian those which ai-e merely ornameutal. Give
ne a drinkiug-cup as beautiful as you please.
)ut let it be a vessel which will contain my
vine,—a vessel which is useful as well as bcau-
;iful. I have seen champagne-cups of silver,

md in Paris wo find coffee, and English tea,
served in vessels of gold and of silver. To
leither of these do I take exception : only let

ihem servo well the purpose for which they are
Utended, and then let them bo as beautiful as
rou please. A beautiful tea-cup in a tenderly-
vrought saucer I prefer to an object which is

nerely an ornament. For this reason I give
preference to some of Christofle & Co.’s wine-
mps and tea-services, and regard them, in a
lense, as greater than Messrs. Elkington’s mag-
lificent figure-subject, which is intended merely
IB a table-ornameut.
No exhibit in the entii’e Exhibition here at

Henna shows more fully than that of Messrs,
'hristofle & Co.’s the favourable influence which
Sastcru art has exerted upon that of Western
lations. Everywhere in the Exhibition we see
he influence of Eastern art manifested, but in
lo instance is it more appai’ciit than in Christofle
k Co.’s exhibit, and in no case has Eastern art
)een allowed to influence European manufac-
iurers more desirably than in the exhibit now
ludcr consideration.

What is called “ Damascene ” work occurs
iliko frequently in Arabian, Persian, and Indian
netal-work

; and nothing is more pleasant in
netal-work than the judicious inlaying of one
netal in another. In India we generally find
liver inlaid in iron; but gold as an inlay in
lark metals is also common. In Persia we most
reqiiently have gold inlay in a dark metal, and
lot unfrequently in steel. In Arabia both gold
md silver are inserted into iron and other dark
Odtals; and in Japan, also, this practice of
nlaying metals of one colour in another is

lOmmon.
Messrs. Christofle & Co. have carefully con-

idered these works from the East, and have
lestowed upon them that consideration which
heir beauty and just treatment deserve, and
he result of this study is apparent in their
xhibit. We have now Damascene work in its
lest forms, and much of it, but there are no
6i-vile copies of Eastern works to be found, but
leautiful works, the first thought of which has
prung from a consideration of Oriental examples,
—works which are as fresh and new in appear-
incc as if they were altogether of novel manu-
acture.

While the Eastern works consist, almost ex-
slusively, of silver or gold, inlaid in a dark
etal, Christofle & Co. show many examples

fof mixed metals, inlaid in copper, bronze, and
Jlark metals

;
and golds of two colours,

ualc and deep, are employed in several of their
fcvorks ia Damascene.
'A Eastern examples .are known which afford
lOJrecedent for almost all forms of inlaying, which
i-his firm has adopted, but credit ia none the
less due to this enterprising firm for adopt-
ng desirable suggestions from any source of

vcnowledge open to them, and for utilizing these
iivaluable hints. Oriental e.xamples are alike
Dpeii to us and the French, but the latter make
nuch more use of them than we do : indeed, I

'doubt whether any nation in the world is slower
;o avail itself of the suggestions made by foreign
countries, however valuable those suggestious
may be, than we English are.
But, mark, there is a strange difference be-

tween copying works and deriving suggestions

from them. To become a copyist is to become
servile, and to acknowledge inferiority to the
creator of the work copied ; but to derive an
idea, and then give new expression to the work,
—a work the mere thought of wliich has been
suggested by previous examples,—is right and
desirable; and especially so if the new form or
character, which the original thought now
assumes, is exalted and refined.

The trays in copper-bronze, which Christofle

& Co. show, are almost, without exception, of
great merit, and are, for the moat part, founded
on Japanese examples. A tender spray of some
ornamental plant is spread over a salver, the
spray as silver, the salver as copper-bronze.
But the spray is not engraved with lines which
attempt to give fictitious relief, but ia a flat and
consistent decoration of the flat surface which it

ornaments, and is yet sufficiently suggestive to
call up the thought of flowers.

The firm have studied Japanese 'ornaments
carefully

;
the ornaments found on metal

work, on lacquer wares, on china, especially that
from the Satsuma district, and have had them
introduced into Europe,—a new and beautiful
manufacture, derived from the consideration of
Oriental examples, but a manufacture having
all that freshness and beauty which results from
the passage of the original thought throngh a
refined and educated mind, from which it

emanates in new form.
Some of the vases shown by this firm are of

great beauty, and present a variety of inlay
such as I have never before seen, for instead of
gold and silver being simply set in a dark metal,
wo have gold and silver inserted in bronze of
various colours, and the gold is in some cases of

lemon colour, and in others of orange hue.
Of Damascene work, Barbedienne shows little

that is new, and the little that he does show
is of the same character as that of Christofle,
and is, I think, but a copy of his work

;
and

Elkington also shows nothing that ia novel in
this way,—the small portions of Damascene
work upon tho beautiful Milton shield are not
new in character, and the shield has been shown
at previous exhibitions.

I have spoken of European Damascene work

;

but, as yet, have made no mention of that from
Persia, Turkey, Japan, and other Oriental
nations, although the countries named, and
notably Persia, show excellent examples worthy
of the most careful study; but I do not intend
in this paper to deal critically with the merits
of Oriental examples. Besides, it is scarcely fair

to compare Earopean works wit'h the grand
Oriental examples, from which the very arts
practised by us have been derived. All I will

now say on this subject is this : let us carefully

consider the beautiful works of the East when,
ever opportunity occurs, but not with tho view
of copying them. Let us seek to gather from
them inspiration like that which brought
about the examples before us, and having thus
become imbued with a true art-spirit, the mani-
festations must be new through bearing upon
them tho impress Of a fresh and well-informed
mind ; thus both personal and national indi-

viduality of style will be stamped on the works
produced.

We will pass now to a consideration of enamel
wares, and here, again, we have a beautiful art
derived from Oriental works. It is curious to

notice how many of our beautiful arts have been
suggested by the consideration of examples from
countries whichwe are in the habit of despising, or

regarding as of imperfect civilisation. Cloisomi^
enamels from China, have been long known to

us, and have been much admired by European
of refined taste. Chinese cloisonne ware had
its highest development about 150 years since,

under tho patronage of an emperor to whose
excellent taste wo are indebted for many fine

works both in this manufacture and in ceramic
wares also. But it is only during the last few
year's that we have become acquainted with a
similar manufacture in Japan.
A vessel of cloisonne enamel consists of a

“ core ” of brass, with enamel work upon it ;

that is, a brass vessel is formed of the
required shape, upon the exterior of which
a pattern is scratched with a point. A
narrow brass riband, or flat wire, about the
one-sixteenth of an inch iu width, is soldered to

the “ core,” or brass shape, edgewise, so that it

projects from tho surface of the brass “ core”
to the extent of one-sixteenth of an inch (its

own width). Into the spaces now formed by
this brass riband a plastic matter is worked, and
where any space, both of ground and orna-
ment, is filled with this plastic matter, it is

exposed to heat, which, owing to the nature of
tho paste, causes it to vitrify, and become an
opaque glass ; the glass being of various colours
the pattern is formed, but all is yet rongh. The
surface is now ground down till it is smooth and
level, and thus we have a vessel variously
coloured, and with the colours separated by a
fine metal line, the lino being tho edge of the
wire riband.

With Chinese enamels wo generally have a
light blue or turquoise ground; yet examples
with yellow, morone, grey-white, and dark blue
ground, are by no means uncommon : in almost
all Chinese examples known to us, there is a
delicious, clear, coolness of colouring which is

very pleasant. Japanese enamels are at once
distinguishable from Chiuese, not only by the
character of the ornament, which is very dis-

tinctive,—so distinctive, indeed, that when one
specimen has been seen, all future works of a
similar character can at once be recognised by
this one feature,—but also by tho fact that all

Japanese clcisonyid enamels are darker and
warmer in colour than the Chinese, more geo-
metrical in construction,—though the geometri-
cally-arranged parts are distributed irregularly
over tho surface of the vessel,—and especially
by the extreme fineness of the metal lines (the

edges of the metal ribands) separating tho
colours, which iu these examples are scarcely

thicker than the edge of ordinary note-paper

;

while in the Chinese enamels they are about
three times this thickuess. So earnest were
Messrs. Christoflo & Co. in their endeavour to

learn the socreta of this beautiful manufacture,
that they sent a man to China to investigate the
process, and the inquiry into the mode of manu-
facture having been successful, cloisonnd wares
were produced in Fi-ance by Christofle, and they
have also been produced in England by the
Elkingtons.

Speaking first of the works of Christofle & Co.,

we cannot help admiring the rare beauty of
some of their samples of this interesting and
artistic manufacture displayed hei'e in Vienna;
but what is most be commended is this,—that the
works although of cloismiad enamel, are not like

Chinese works, and are not like works from
Japan, but are works new in style, while rich in

art-feeling,—they are beautiful, they are new,
they are European, and yet they have about
them a quaint dash of Oriental feeling which
gives to them a character which is novel

;
yet

tliey are in no way copies of Oriental examples.
I wish, for tho honour of our country, that I

could speak as favourably of Elkington’s similar

enamels. I speak as an artist, and as an artist

only, and as an artist I am bound to say that
art feeling is scarcely to any degree present in

these works; that, as art productions they are
childish and poor, and do little or nothing towards
upholding tho national name as producers of

works in enamel. It would be very wrong of mo
to write in praise of works which are indifferent

because they are by a fellow-countryman (and I

fear that this has been done by some of the
members of the English press out here in Vienna),
for such a course of procedure can only result

in national humiliation. To be behind our Con-
tinental friends, and to delude ourselves into the
belief that we are equal with them, or in ad-
vance, is worse than folly, for then we cease to

make those efforts which are necessary to

succoBs. I would that I could say that we were
equal with the French in the beautiful manufac-
ture of enamels

;
but it is not so. We are far,

very far, inferior to them.
Tho exhibit of Barbedienne is, like Chriatofle’s,

of great merit, and is a display such as any
country might well bo proud of. But here we
have no cloisonne enamels, strictly so called, of
French manufacture. M. Barbedienne achieves
his results by casting a brazen core, upon the
surface of which are interstices which are sub-
sequently filled with enamel. There ia in this

process no soldering of a metal riband to the
body, as the body, or core, is produced in the
first instance with a pattern wrought upon it by
projecting lines. The process of Barbedienne has
this advantage over true cZoisonn^ work, that it

can leave brass ornaments upon the surface
mingled with the enamel work, and not fine lines

only ;
and by the brass forms having detail

added by engraving, and colour given by a de-

posit of gold, great beauty is achieved. M. Bar-
bedienne shows works of great loveliness, and the
style of ornament employed upon his enamels
has, from the very first, been both vigorous,

novel, and elegant, and it is now becoming cha.
racteristic of Lis beautiful works.

Huasia sends some little works in enamel,—

a

J
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few excellent spoons, wine-cups, aud salvers, But
notliiug worthy of any special note, and Vienna
is not without examples of this beautiful art.

China sends a wonderful collection of its

splendid clmsomtc enamels, and Japan furnishes
many excellent examples of its treatment of

cloisonne wares, aud other Oriental nations give
us a few examples of similar work. Let us
study those works carefully, and learn from
them, but on no account let us be mere new
imitators of even beautiful examples.
One thing I regret in all European exhibits of

silversmiths’ work is the absence of beautiful

works of ordinary cost. Many tea-services are
shown which are of great art-merit, but they are
invariably of great cost. Why cannot a tea-

seiwice which is worth but a few pounds be also
beautiful ? The few only can have the expen-
sive services, while the many have those of lesser
cost : why cannot the many have that which is

beautiful as well as the few ? Beautiful objects
of medium cost are almost unknown in the
exhibition of silversmiths’ ware here in Vienna,
but our endeavours to meet this want again fall

short of our Continental neighbours.
It is with much regret that I write as I do of

our displays of the woiks in goldsmiths’ and
silversmiths’ ware, but I must be truthful. Of
some of our exhibits I am ashamed, of none am
I proud

; while of the exhibits of the two great
French firms which I Lave so often named in

thi.s paper I can scarcely say too much, for their
woi ks are of rare merit. I feci that in looking at
them I learu

;
while I fail to perceive in any

English exhibit in this class, excepting one or
two solitary objects, anything upon which I

delight to dwell ; but in the knowledge that
English energy is sufficient to meet any difficulty

and to make any advance I have comfort, and I

look with hopefulness to an effort which shall

place us, as workers in the precious metals and
enamels, in a foremost place amidst our Conti-
nental competitors.

FODDER AND FEVER.

A VITAL qUESTION.

When the rising of Parliament relieves the
public press from that deluge of talk for which
its columns have been tasked to make room, it

often happens that some subject which, a few
weeks before, would have been squeezed into an
obscure paragraph, swells, like the frog in the
fable, till it demands the entire marsh for itself.

Sometimes a literary dispute thus seizes the
attention of the public; sometimes a luckily,

timed scandal. The present dead season has
been hitherto chiefly enlivened by a subject for

once of great interest, aud one which, beyond
a doubt, comes Lome more or less directly to

everybody.
This question concerns the mode in which

health may be affected by the application of

sewage as mamre. Ic is one that it is essential

to settle, and that not in an off-hand manner,
either one way or the other; but exhaustively,

conclusively, and judicially. We have long since

pointed out that it was difficult to understand the
principles on which any administrative inter-

ference with tlie subject of drainage and river

pollution, that left this question undetermined,
could be guided or justified.

A gentleman whose name is known as that of

a man of science and of practical experience,

was the first to open the conflict, and to drag
across the columns of the daily papers the coat
upon which advocate after advocate has rushed
eagerly to set his foot. We shall be glad if we
are finally able to place on record, once aud for

all, an admitted and proved conclusion in a
matter so closely affecting the national health,

wealth, and purity.

It is worthy’ of attentive remai-k, as teaching
caution in accepting pji parte testimony, from
however respectable a source, that a conflict has
been waged, at the same time, in the joni-nals,

as to a subject far more easy of settlement than
any quasi-cliemical inquiry. The state of the dust,
bins in Marylebone is a simple question of fact;
as to which one would think that half an hour’s
a.ttention on the part of a qualified person would
be enough to ascertain the rights. And yet we
have letter after letter bearing responsible sig-

natures, which flatly contradict each other as to
that question of fact. If an issue can be raised
whether a certain number of dustbins are or
are not duly cleansed, and if we find, as we do
find, that the people who are responsible for
cleaning them, say that they are properly cleaned
while the people who are in the habit of using

them assert that they are neglected, and not
properly cleaned, it is only too certain that we
shall have to look with a very searching
glance at the statements as to sewage manure,
whether pro or con.

The first letter which has again brought this
subject to the front was to the effect, that a
small herd of cows at Wallington were fed,

during the spring of this year, with a small pro.
portion of sewage grass

;
that their butter thus

became so offensive as to be nneatcable
;
that

the use of sewage grass was then discontinued

;

that the cream, milk, and butter then resumed
their former excellence

;
that on this the experi.

ment was repeated, and that similar results fob
lowed. It is added that the milk has a slightly-

varied odourwhen twenty.four houi-s old, that the
butter becomes bad on the second or third day,
and that no care in the preparation can avert the
rancidity. The writer adds that he has long
known that the use of putrid manures affects
the quality of vegetables, bnt that he was not
previously aware “ that the putrid matter could
bo taken by animals, and communicated, in the
dangerous putrefactive state by their milk.”
Now, we have little doubt that many a

valuable piece of information is long kept
within the knowledge of the discoverer from
the fear that if, being very likely unaccustomed
altogether to writing for the press, be should
simply state all that be knew, some annoymoua
critic would pounce upon him like a hawk,
question his facts, make fun of his language,
and leave him in a state of puzzle almost as to
Iiis own identity.

But when the person who communicates
startling information to the public claims, as in
the present instance, to belong to the literary
guild, the cross-examination should bo applied
by himself to his letter before it is committed to
the post. The prudent delay of twenty-four
hours, aud a second reading of the comraunica.
tion at the expiration of that time, would often

save much dispute. In the present case it

might have seemed admirable, before opening
BO very sensational as well as important a con-
trovci-sy', to have taken care to give a few parti-

culars as to the state and quantity of the food
supplied, whether it was hay or grass,—-if the
latter, whether eaten on the ground or how sup-
plied,—whetherfresh or otherwise

;
and also some

definition of what was meant by “ putrid
manure ” was desirable. As it is, the writer has
already had to admit that “ fresh sewage under
certain conditions may be safely applied over a
large surface of land without injury.” Dad he
recalled the system pursued in China, or even
the history of the well-known meadows at
Edinburgh, he would not have raised a doubt on
that point in his first letter. These details,

however, have been since supplied.
Ill elucidation of the question whether milk

may be rendered unfit for human food by pecu-
liarities in the pasture of the animal which
produces it, Mr. Sedgwick cites eight local out-
breaks of typhoid fever which have occurred
within the last three years, all of which have
been more or less traced to infected milk ; and
he further states that the dangerous quality
has not been communicated by mixture with
impure water, but has been inherent in the milk
itself. We may add that the experience of every
careful mother is enough to induce her to take
extreme care of her own diet while nursing, as
she is aware that an unusual proportion of
vegetables, fruit, or acid food, even if not of
sufficient amount to be sensible in her own
person, is at once perceptible in that of the child,

readily causing diarrhoea in the infant. This
bit of universal old woman’s lore ought to be
taken as one of the first points to bear in mind,
when considering the possibility of the partiai
poisoning of a liquid so exceptionally delicate as
milk. The French men of science, who are
generally in the van as regards pliysiological

investigation, havo collected much curious
information on this subject. It appears, that
most of the cases which have been investigated,
where milk has been aflected by the browsing
on plants that are more or less poisonous to man,
have been those of goats. Tins animal is natu.
rally the rock-haunting type of ruminant, and is

by preference a browser, rather than a grazer

;

it thus, in a state of nature, consumes a much
wider variety of vegetation than does the cow.
Thus the liability of the milk to be affected is

much greater in the case of the former than in
that of the latter animal. At the same time, it

is highly probable that milk may be in every
way suitable to the constitution of the kid
which is not wholesome for a human child.

If, in the case of a freely pasturing animal, wo
find that the natural instinct has not prevented
the goat from browsing on the sea spurge or the
fool’s parsley, with the result of secreting a milk
that produced choleraic symptoms in the first

case, and typhoid in the second, our care ought
to bo redoubled as to the character of the food

with which we supply our domestic animals, on
the terms of Hobson’s choice.

We could cite examples, from our own per-
sonal experience, of the effect on human infanta

of the milk of cows fed on mulbeiTy leaves, a diet

often given in Italy. These points are rather
medical, or indeed practical, than chemical. No
chemist, in the present state of his science, can
find any indication of a degi-ee of infective

impurity, the results of wliich may be detected
in half a dozen hours by an experienced aud
watchful nurse. As far, then, as this part of

the case goes, we apprehend that there can be
no room for intelligent doubt that milk is very
readily and jiositively affected by the food con-

sumed by the milch animal, and that it may
even become highly deleterious, or absolutely

poisonous, to the human infant, while the ex.

ternal appearance of the animal in question
denotes good health and condition.

The advocates of the sewage-farm system
have not been slow to accept the challenge held
out to them as above described. From Hay-
ward’s Heath comes the information of a distri*

bution of 35,000 gallons of sewage per diem on
eight acres of land. Two portions of this are
regularly under rye-grass, and one third under
root crops. The rye-grass grows luxuriantly,

often reaching 4 ft. high, and is cut four or five

times in the year. Thirty cows and horses
thi-ive on this grass, and the condition of the
dairy is said to bo excellent.

It is not stated in what manner the sewage is

applied in this farm. This is one of the most
important points in the matter. We will assume
nothing beforehand

;
but it is undeniable that it

is at all events quite possible that the result of

applying any manure to tho earth on whicli

crops are afterwards grown, and to the growing
crops themselves, may be extremely differentj

The good health of the animals themselves has
not been called in question in cases of prove^
milk-poisoning, aud is therefore foreign to the

inquiry.

The manager of another sewage farm calls

attention to tho danger of confounding the pos^

hoc with the propter hoc, and asks pertinent

questions as to the gra.S3 consumed in the case

of which the first complaint was made. He:

asks how long the grass had been cut before it

was given to the cows; how it had been con-
veyed from the sewage farm

;
how stored ; and in{

what way the sewage had been applied to the

land. Toth6lastquestionwoshallhave,no doubt,

i

repeatedly to recur. But the very inquiry

seems to admit the possibility of a species of infec-
tiou of the grass grown by sewage, that will be
imperceptible, or nearly so, when the grass is

fresh, but that will develops on the keciiing andi

stacking of the grass. It is clear that, if any
evil be communicable, it would be almost certain !

to take this course. The questions are most!

proper to put
;
but the fact of their being put by

a warm advocate of sewage farming has a very

marked Bignificance.

A third writer comes to the important qucstioii*:

of the method of applying sewage as manure,

'

He states the fact, which wc may take to be fully

in evidence, that “ when sewage passes through .

earth it becomes considerably changed as

regards its chemical and physical qualities.”

This happy law of nature is one of the primary i

elements of sanitary science. Its import-

tance it is not easy to over-estima'e. Its modus

opei'andihas not, as far as we are aware, received .

the attention it deserves. But whatever else be I

in doubt, and whatever else may be taken for i

granted, we take it as a postulate in sanitary i

engineering that sewage must go through the I

earth, and that in no other manner can water

once polluted with sewage mixture be rendered '

non.deleterious to health.

In the case, on the contrary, of the flooding of

growing grass with sewage, this writer, who is

an officer of health for the combined districts of

Leicestershire, is of opinion that if a cow eats the

grass BO treated, the butter may be injuriously •

affected. The writer gives opinions, instead of

facts, but they are opiuions in themselves

probable, and point in the direction which wo •

have before indicated.

Another witness comes forward to speak to

the diminution of typhoid fever in the Croydon I

district since the sewers have been properly :
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rontilatocl, and to the health of the animaU fed
DD sewage grass in that neighbourhood. He
ilso bears testimony to the excellence of the
iairy produce. A si.xth writer, also a C.E.,
puts the cjnestion fairly and pointedly,—“Is the
ipplication of raw sewage to grass-land pro-
iucLive under any circumstances of evil results;
lud is not some chemical treatment of the
lewago necessary previously to its utilisation on
and " As to this, it may perhaps at once be
'eplied,—that not chemical, but mechanical
iltration, is generally necessary to prevent the
ioggiiig up of the natural filter of the eartli.

Next in order comes evidence from the physi-
sian of the Devon County Asylum, and from the
louth Sletropolitaa School, with a population of
,,6G() souls, as to the excellent condition and
;ood yield ofcows fed on sewage-grown grass, and
s to the purity of that test-product, the butter.
Ve pass over the personal incivilities that come
0 the surface at this stage of the discussion.
Ihey can have no effect but to discredit the
'Crsons who adopt such a method of controversy,
fext we find the manager of a large sewa'i’c-
irni offering to place its contents and stock at
ho disposal of scientific experimenters

; and
lion a well-known medical writer comes forward
3 testify in favour of the milk from cows fed on
swage-farms.
It is proper to beav in mind that evidence in
wour of the excellence of milk, butter, &c., in
rder to be entitled to much weight, must come
roin the consumer, and not from the producer,
'hero is an old proverb about the sale of fish,

md, with the best intentions, there is such a
icility possessed by the greater number of per-
3ns for shutting their eyes to any view but that
•hich is most favourable to themselves, that we
in hardly take the evidence of any farmer as
> tlie quality of his own produce. It is clear,
1 the evidence, that the milk of cows is greatly
mreased in quantity by the feeding of the
limals on full crops of succulent grass. With
lis increase of quantity is combined, it also
ictus clear, au iucreased richness and excel,
pee. Other things being alike, the milk of a
)w well fed on luxiiriaut grass is the best. But
le question is not as to that

;
it is simply

bether, in attaining this desirable result, any
jmgor is incurred. Most of the correspondence
I the papers bears on the first point, as to which
ere is no real dispute. Very little touches on
0 second.

Wo have still, however, to refer to the com-
uiiications of two gentlemen, whoso names are
dII known, ns well as highly respected, in con-
ixioti with the sanitary aspect of the case,
r. Denton, while protesting against groundless
irm, admits that it is quite within the limits
possibility that if sewage irrigation is so con.
cted that the blades of the growing glass are
thed by the fluid, they may become the agents
infection. Mr. Rawlinson cites conclusive

idenco as to the fact that the long-continued
plication of sewage to land does not poison
B land. The two views are in perfect keep-

j with one another, and, in our opinion, point
the true issue.

It is, as we before stated, a fundamental prin-
lie in sanitary engineering, that water, once
Iluted in any way by sewage mixtures, must
through the earth before it can be regarded
safe from infection. It is not true that im-
re water at all times causes infection. We
Duld be in a fearful position if such were the
je. But it is certain that occasionally, in some
itcs of the atmosphere, or in some states of
3 public health, water cmitarainated by sewage
3*' spread infection. Further, it would seem
if the special scourge, typhoid fever, was
vays connected with sewer or drainage poison,
iiiil or gaseous. Again, we have ample
idenco that filtered sewage may bo turued for
ery long time through the same bed of gravel,
d that the gravel does not thus become foul,

lose its power of disinfecting the fluid,—or,

point of fact, of so aiding the mixture of the
lolo body of water with oxygen as to bum
B organic matter by an insensible combustion,
this way alone can the action of t6e gravel

,er be explained. If the fluid be unstrained,
Kvill, in course of time, close up the iuterstices
1 the gravel, and arrest the good effect.

iBvery argument, then, that is raised in favour
disiufecting foul water by passing it Dhrough
9 earth, is an argument of equal weiglit as to
e danger of allowing such water to touch the
ives of growing vegetables. If sewage may
sprinkled over growing crops with impunity,
a necessity of earth purification is negatived,
le advocates of such a process may urge that

the plant itself has a purifying influence, and
that it must bo as destructive to organic matter
to pass it through the cells of the vegetable
tissue as through the earth. Bub that is to give
tho go-by to the real question. Wo have no
assurance that the matter does go through the
plant

; we have no reason to suppose that the
grasses imbibe nutriment except through thoir
roots. Tho loaves of most vegetables are con.
sidered rather to be expiratory organs than
alimentary oi'gans. But even that question need
not bo raised. Knowdng as little as wo do of
the intimate nature of tho impurities found in

polluted water, it is as probable that the virus
may contimie, if a plant or other object be
bathed with tho fluid and then dried by ordi-
nary evaporation in the air, as that it may bo
‘lestroyed by the simple process of drying. It

may bo difficult to collect facts either way. It

is very little to the point to say, “ Here are so
many instances of sewage grass being used, and
of no typhoid fever, cholera, or other evil follow-
ing.” Of course this is the case. We should
uot otherwise be now in any doubt on the sub-
ject. Further, as to one source of ovil which
was anticipated, namely, the propagation of
entozoic parasites, it seems well supported that
there is no good cause for alarm. Thus the
offers that are made to submit animals fed on
sewage grass to microscopic examination are
idle. They only serve to turn the attention
from that which the microscope cannot detect,
but the physician will. But whichever way
we look at it, we come back to the same
creed,—Sewage tlirough the earth is disin-
fected

; sewage not passed through the earth
is always liable to snspicion, Sowage, however
dilute, thrown upon tho leaves of grass or grow-
ing herbs, is not disinfected in the ouly way on
which we can rely. It is only dried in. Wo are
without direct evidence, so far as we are aware,
that sewage dried into grass, hay, or any other
matter, does communicate infection. We are
without any evidence that it does not. Precau-
tion, then, suggests that it is mischievous reckle.S3-

ness to assume that it cannot. Further evidence,
no doubt, will be forthcoming ; and tho matter
will probably be fully discussed. At present we
can only come to the conclusion that sowage
sent through the earth is purified. Thac the
earth, which serves a.s filter, is capable of sus-
taiuing growing crops without danger to health.
But that sewage, flooded over grass meadows, or
applied to tho leaves of growing vegetables,
may well bo regarded with suspicion, as a pos-
sible agent of infection.

NEWARK AND LICHFIELD TOUR OF THE
ARCHlTECTURiL ASSOCIATION.

The following notes made on the spot by one
of the tourists will give a general idea of the
course of tlio fourth annual excursion under the
conduct of Mr. Edmund Sliarpo :

—
2Ionday, Aujust 18tk. — The R4veilUe,

Grantham,— old faces appear from Ireland,
Newcas le, Yorkshire, Stafford, and a good
batch from London. The Angel Hotel (fifteenth

century domestic), symmetrica], archway in
centre, bay windows, buttresses, gurgoyles,
animal grotesques, and a picturesque look. The
church,—in honour of St. Wolfran of Sens
(Abbeville also associated with him). In centre,
three bays of Transitional (L170) church,

—

piers and remains of clearstory windows, &c.,

—

maintained in thirteenth century, and surrounded
with new work east, west, north, and south.
Now, altogether, one of the most spacious best
lighted churches in the kingdom (the extensions
carried on eastward till completion, 1400).
Window, west end of north aisle, noblest of
intersecting tracery in any English parish
church (cusped,—that at Rounds not). Tower
majestic : spire graceful. Profuse ball (or bell)

flower at west end—full 1800 in all. These rare
before 1310 : this earlier,—in fact, one of the
very earliest examples. Was an entasis de-
signed to spire ? At Glioton, Caythorpe, &c.,

—

the cueuinber-top tlie result of accident,—started
the spire too steep, and pulled it in suddenly (Mr.
F. C, Penrose suggests). A crypt (late)

;
font,

late fourteenth century
; iucised stones. Two

libraries,—in that over the south porch wooden
book covers, iron chains : active worms apparently
the only constant relisbers. The school house
north side of the charch :—the value of a bold
base course and well-sunk windows :—Newton.
Rail to Newark,—called, "temp. Ed. Confessor,
New work, to distinguish it from some town of

older date,”—as Thoroton with agdity suggests.

The assembly-room :—Hung with plans and
mouldings. Mr. Sharpe on the plan of the
week,—tho six very important churches to be
visited may be ranged as (1) Lichfield Cathe-
dral, (2) Southwell Minster, (3) Granthatn
(Collegiate Church) and parish churches, (1)
Nowii'k, (5) Stafford, (fi) Ashbourne. Tliea the
work taken in chronological order,—from the
year 1100 onwards, nearly a complete series.

Illustrations given from cymagraphod mould-
ings,—tho English art : the surest bests of date
(history), and (2, art) adapted in uafcitre of
curve and intricacy or simplicity of form to the
other features,—main outlines, window traceries,
foliage, &c. “ Restoration.”*

Tucsdaij, Aujiist 19f/i.—Newark : a great,
handsome, woll-wiudowod parish church, on the
plan of the fifteenth century. Designed for large
parish,—large spans, piers flattened north to
south (longer cast to west)

;
height,—plenty of

every dimension. Transitional piers (1170) of
original centre tower remain. Were there con-
servatives then, who wished to leave records ?

or was the tower kept up while built against
from time to time on every side ? or was there
frugality West tower,—in the lower stages
a problem :—how came these side arches (north
and south) in a tower designed to stand clear of
the aisles ? They are (unweathered) piers, caps,
and arches of 1230,—the west front earlier.

Wanted, an account of a fire
;
alterations shorli

of total rebuilding would then look feasible. But
how to account for the insertion of Rectilinear
windows in aisle within fifty years of tho building
of it j—little, if at all, 1 argor than the Curvilinear
windows. A second conjectural fire ? Six-light
Curvilinear window west of south aisle very
beautiful (like Heckington, Navenby, Sleaford).
Nave piers, arches, clearstory, &c. j and a little

later those in the chancel,—all Rectilinear.
Black old oak screens of much size and character.
The famous “Flemish” brass,—tho bottom a
good 7 ft. up the south transept wall,—a hint
that walking over it should be avoided. A
crypt (1170) under tho altai’,—a bit of vigorous
design:—full of coffius and—evil smell. The
clouds suggest wet sketch-books; — but tho
move made eastwards for (1) Beokingham

; —past
Beacon Hill, the highest land of East Notts
(building-stone and gypsum quarries), down to
the Witham, and across into Lincolnshire. The
church a rare example,—nave arcades 1175,

—

just clear of Lancet : all well moulded. A pair
of piers have monolithic shafts in nooks,—all
the look of banded shafts—the uidversal fashion
a short generation after. (2) Broughton, on tho
tiny Brant, a feeder of the Witham ;—crocketed
tower and spire,—thought tho finest hereabouts

;

now wants a length at top. Backed by trees,

—

the charch to the east,—porches vaulted and
roofed in stone.—a picture. The north side,—para-
pets, pinnacles, similar porch and mossy stone,

—

another. Mostly Rectilinear. Our “ long-range ”

marksmen, with the proper tools, would at three
miles hit,—Fulbeck, such another “homo of
ancient place,”—tho second church visited in tlie

first (1870) expedition. (3) Claxjpole : fine early
Rectilinear east window : mouldings Curvilinear,
five-light, well pointed,—12 ft. 5 in. clear, jamb
to jamb. A rough flat roof cuts it at top. Late
Decorated caps in nave, — crumpled leaves
crawling round. Sedilia in chancel of very perfect
Curvilinear work,—rare beauty. Altar-slab with
sunk crosses (3 ft. 11 in. by 7 ft. 2 in. by 4^ in.)

in little chapel, now a vestry north of chancel.
Bellringing, and people in holiday mood;—rich
baby display. (4) Balderton. Two Norman door-
ways, 1120,—about as at Southwell. Late oak
benches, with rabbits standing down the upper
slopes of ends. Bib of a figure of purest art over
north porch; how here? (5) Hawton. Lancet
nave,—nail-head in hood mould (rai'e). But the
chancel ! North side,—sacristy-door, memorial
arch, Easter sepulchre. South side,—double
piscina, three sedilia. lu all crumpled leaves
of 1320;— figures with grace and dignity, and
straii-lit drapery,—angels, bishops and gro-
tesques, diapers

;
Roman soldiers, — humour

shown in shaping their dozing forms. Who was
tho (one would hope) native genius who mado
all this ? and had wit enough to leave plain wall
in plenty about for the eyes’ rest withal ? Was
he at Navenby and Heckington also ? and did
he die all too young? Back to Newark:—to
dinner, and a lighted church, and the flue organ.
The town nearly awake.

WedMsday, August 20t/i.—Newark Castle in
the grey morning. Tall walls ne.xb the loop

• Mr. Sharpe’s remarks oa this vre gave at length last
week.
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from tlie Trent. Ilall, and large-vaulted crypt,

Norman towers, and ivied ruins. Out by the

westward road, and the carriages draw up before

(L) Kelham Hall (Manners Sutton, Esq.)
;

Sir

G. G. Scott, architect. Red brick and stone,

many shafts and carved caps. The great

entrance,—the Spanish patio,—glass roofed,

and with greenery, and carriage-drives in and

out. Vaulted rooms and corridors, real woods

and large plate-glass
;
gilding and colour

j
the

music-room near grandeur. The gardens, old

trees, and older Trent, frame well the new lordly

hall. (2) Epton church, monumental arch in

the transept, outside and in, with thin partition

(similar arrangement at Hawton, south aisle).

These are generally the founders
j
frequently in

ohancel-walls
;
not always both sides. The Rec-

tilinear tower has a 2 ft. 10 in. square stone

centre pinnacle, on pyramidal stone roof, carried

on pointed ribbed barrel vault : unique ? Rare

Early chest, bound with good beaten iron. Three

earthen pots found months outwards, and face-

able with the inside of the north wall of chancel

—why ? Qy. Acoustic device pushed by an

enterprising manufacturer here and elsewhere ?

We had them at Denford, in the Non Valley

last year, in similar position. (3) Southwell

:

works in hand in choir and its aisles ;
floors to

be at proper levels, and damaged stonework

pieced. The architect, Mr. Christian, on tho

building and things in general. Restoration is

showing and keeping up any design produced in

an art-period. The 1110 Nortnan nave very

bold work
;
to have a heavy timber roof of good

pitch, if funds can be got. Choir, choir-aisles,

and oast end generally Lancet, strong and pure

and suave
;
the nave has a touch of tho morose.

The caps, bosses, &c., stiffened foli.age with

thick edges, very conventional; unlike the

chapter-honse (about 1280), with its natural

leafafye,—one of tho earliest attempts after that

misuse of stone. Nature may suggest the linos

of growth and tho leaf shapes, but raau must take

the ideas and create a new form in stone. The
copies here suggest little imagination and power,

albeit plenty of skill of hand and of taste and

fancy. Should good old Rectilinear windows in

nave and aisles be taken out, and Norman win-

dows put back ? One or two replaced thus years

back. Mr. Christian says ” No.” 1. The building

as altered in ohl time gives its own history
;

2, is more picturesque ; 3, the light is wanted

inside. The value of vaulting in case of fire

talked over
;
why not more daring ? A cluircli

near Caen mentioned, 30 ft. span
;
stone ribs,

9 in. by 8 in., moulded after sotting; filling in

of hollow brick, 2.V in. thick. Also, St. Michael's,

Munich, 00 fc. span, 5.) in. thick.

Thursday, August 21sf.—Tho early morning

finds the party on ladders, on roofs, in triforia,

and the ruins of the palace of the Archbishop of

York hard by. The hall, the chimneys, and

chimneypioces, and a tower of garderobes may
be looked at. Constant connexion between South-

well and York, the influence of dignitaries :

were the workmen passed on?

The whistle works as the pipe at Hamelin.

Disjecta, memhra arc soon in their specially ap-

pointed carriage, and hurried along the valley

of "the Crystal Trent, for fords and fish re-

nowned,” — not much nltei-ed from Drayton’s

day hereabouts. Red marl hills keep near on

west, till towering wall-like 'marked with gypsum
at Carlton and green Colwick. (1.) St. Mary’s

Nottingham, a big late church,—spacious, not

grand. Can grandeur subsist without much
massiveness ? Parts of nave piers of an earlier

church (Lancet), under the fioor; the present

piers thereon with much space to spare. Ample
restoration—begun thirty years ago. Mr. Cot-

tingham copied the large north transept window

for the west of nave (the work pulled down was

a joke ;

“ in 1726 the west end was rebuilt, the

Doric order being substituted for the Gothic”).

This is approved as the path of safety. Stalls

copies of old woodwork,—removed hence to

Sneinton Church, aud never got back. (3.)

Tutbury, by Derby and Burton,—and, from the

station across the Dove, into Stafford county.

Dove (o as in hove) uniformly in the country it

drains. A little more undercutting of mould-

ings and use of the principle of subordination

than at Southwell. Nave clearstory gone. The
west front,—very grand,—doorway, &c. An
alabaster order of beakhead still clean and

sharp : work of 1120. Ten set to work, and in a

little under two hours measure doorway down
to ioifiting. cymagraph mouldings, and sketch

carving. The modern east end (circular apse),

thin walls, weak mullioned windows,—an obvious

addition. Had the architect seen the old church ?

or did he on system design wholly out of scale ?

Is full justice really done to the Medimval

architects for their attention to geheral effect ?

However obstinately working in their own
stylo, were they not ranch influenced by older

work, and led by it to strength and boldness, or

lightness and elegance ? The castle just by, "on
the credit of an excellent witness, hath a brave

and large prospect to it, in it, and from it,”

(Prebendary Fuller’s " Worthies,”),—and ruins,

some vaults, and details. By rail up tho Dove

valley to Ashbourne. At Rocoster, an active

four are detached for Croxden (Cma dene=
Valle Crucis) Abbey,— Cistercian, reported as red

sandstone, with great lancets, and a road where

stood its crossing and choir. Grand south end

of south transept
;
part of cloister and Chapter-

honse
5
patched awfully with cement just now.

Remains of domestic buildings,—a ruin of a rniH.

One mile from Croxden the quarries at Holling-

ton,—the white and the reddish brown. No tram.

Tho hills add 3d. per cubic foot for four

miles. (Shrewsbury) Alton to the west, among
dark green woods. " Romantic Ashbourne.” Jaco

bean Grammar School—broad wall surfaces j
six'

gables and a straight front. Old almshouses-

Butcher’a-row, a rising street, with a gable or

t^o,—characteristic—not merelyrespectable and

dull. " The Green Man and Black's Head Royal

Hotel;” forester less glorious than shining,

faced Sambo,—brilliant as patent boots, right

well satisfied with the loaded tables within.

Friday, Augiist 22m?, 5 a.m.—Sections moving

for Dove Dale and Ham. One enthusiast found

breakfast at Alstonfield, right through the dale :

good Jacobean woodwork in the church there

;

and sunshine all the way back to Thorp Cloud.

General satisfaction, and remembrance of Izaak

Walton (Hotel) and the genius loci thereafter.

One needs not absolutely be a brother of the

angle to indulge in pleasant self-exaltations.

Indeed to whom, if not architects with good

memories, did Dove-loving C. Cotton address

his italicised exhortation to,

—

“ Thinic them'^clves, io such an hour,

riappipr than those, though not so high,

Who, like leviitfh'2n», devour,

Of meaner men the smaller fry ?
”

(1) Ashbourne Church : a brass, 8th May, 1241,

date of consecration; tho whole church laid out

1220-12 41; two triple lancets in east wall of

north transept chapel,—tho gems. C-implete

change of plan,—navo, 1330, an elegant arcade
;

numerous windows of this date. Arcade between

tho north transept aud its aisle
;

the original

work taken down, new Rectilinear detached pier

put, and the old Lancet arches replaced,—not

very carefully, the carves not true (dog-legged).

Carlisle Cathedral choir affords a somewhat

similar instance,—Curvilinear piers built and old

Lancet arches put in over them on the south side.

Note tho jointing of arches in all good Medimval

work : each order treated as a separate arch,

regardless of its neighbours, barring approach

to an average size for stones. Emphasis of the

constructional idea and an easy naturalness

(ndglig4) ,—sAso scale, given. In piers, vertical

joints valuable. Gothic essentially an architec-

turo of small stones. Given painted walls, the

Medimval architects scraped joint.lines occa-

sionally, or otherwise marked them. Should,

then, plain plaster be jointed? Left a plain

surface,—uninteresting, and at times repulsive

Formally jointed as ashlar a sham and not

pleasant; no varied colour or texture. Is a

surface-decoration wanted, formal enough to do

what jointing does so well (divide the surface,

give scale, keep a sobriety among architectural

lines),—perhaps dosometliing beyond? Sgraffito?

Or scraped, or stamped, right-lined (mainly)

ornaments ? R. Banks's Peuelojie Boothby. Is

it art ? Ora sorrow in marble ? (2.) Mayfield,

Transitional arcade, with the early o'umsy

foliage,—and semi-arches. In parish churches,

with small iiitercolumniations, semis thus used,

after their being given up for arches of

construction in large buildings, and used only

in arches of decoration (arcades, window

anb-arches, &c.). In glazing such a church as

this,— (L) best light from above—from clear-

story :
put glass of light tone there;. (2) a

strono-er tone in the great windotvs of the tran-

septg,—untoned they frequently confuse light

and shadow; (3) for aisle windows, also

darker glass; (-4) the west window. Select

this, first of all, for glass with any brilliancy.

Much Jacobean woodwork. Ouce more, a scramble

into, and for the lighter-limbed aloft upon,

vehicles, and a look towards the sometime

cottage homo of Tom Moore (Lallah Ruokh

time) ;
down the Dove Yalley to Ellastcn,

reputed the natural setting of the s*ory olil

"Adam Bede,” the local learned tell of thel

personages and of their doings, that needed onljh

o-enins to make the simple annals pathetic anoi

pleasurable to all the world. A mile or two tof

the north-west, at Wootton, Jean Jacqneai

during the autumn and winter of 1766, wrofcei

the first six hooks of his so uncomfortable "Cou
fessions.” (3). Norbury. Stained glass. In foraj

three-light windows each side of chancel (eigKj

in all),—qy. about 1320. The windows unusualj

of intersecting tracery uncusped, and bosses a

the crossing on the centre line. Is Checkley, ou'

Chaplain’s chancel, six miles off, the only othe

example ? The glass of light tone, now a faini

brown, slightly drawn oyer in patterns :—lozenge;

and shields in brilliant colour. The five-ligh;

east window, similar design,—-the glass late-

(fifteenth century). Such glass at Altenburg

Mr. Sharpe remarks, alluding to his say "Ol*

Colour iu Churches.” Is there such another

wealth in England as at Norbury ? Cheokle;!

has some. Why not thus temper tho light am
enrich the effect of intei’iors, and be sober th:

while ? Why is the beggar at the Beautiful Gati-

clad in robes of Tyrian purple, apostles i:

salmon-coloured silks, &c. ? Mr. Sharpe think

garish taste in colour a national defect, pealiapi

in slow process of amendment. Fine tombs i

chancel and south aisle. Picturesque gabled ston

houses hereabouts ;
mullions and strings, well

marked eaves, and broad wall-spaces. Uctoxete

and Stafford Railway, past Cbartley Park, th

home of the wild cattle, and past tho grei

castle. (4). St. Mary's, Stafford. Transitiona

(about 1170).—Naveand aislesand crossing piert

Many new caps. If old ones destroyed hop?

lessly, should there be substituted caps iu block

or new designs ? or imitations of old cap

of the same date ? Here the last. Soa®

transept : Rectilinear windows, &o., pull&:

down some years ago, and Jnew Lancet en

put
;

Lancet windows also in south aisle c

chancel. Did such portions exist iu the Lance

time ? The problem of restoration would b

solved if it was decided that a conjcctnrfi

restoration is in priuciple permissible, and onl;

amenable to criticism as to its own merits or thi

reverse. Octagon central tower not tall; thewhol

effect (forgetting the high yard-railings) sufE

ciently stately. Old timber houses, just afllicte:

with strong paint. (5.) St. Chad’s Church,-,

a Norman nave, till now bricked solidly ui

between the piers—soon to be a new-lookinji

aisled church, with west end fit to see from thil

street. Houses to bo cleared away. Tower ci

I'ed sandstone, three parts of it worn like thii

ribbed sea sand. Tixall white (quarried si|

miles off) being used in the present works.

quick run down to the Trent Yalley, 8kiramin|j

past Cannock Chase,—by Colwichand Rngeleys4

dotted with camps ;—white tents on hillsidest

half in haze of grey smoke. Lichfield,— thtf

three graceful sisters, known in the district a|

tho “Ladies of the Yalley,” dark against th(J

dying light. An organ recital, and the lighteef

cathedral,—gradually let back into gloom, .^ii

single light,—black choir, aisles in shadow, andL

upward shades. A painter might fill a canvas

with the scene, but—as to making it strike. I

Saturday, August2Z.—The water-colour dratnl

iugs, sketches, '&c., by the late Rev. J. L. Pettt‘1

shown in the hall at Bishop’s Palace. Marvellonti

in number (he sometimes made six or more tl

day). Breadth of effect well known, but all

times a tender delicacy also. Nature and archui

tocture not separated; here buildings are raan’jj

furnishing of Nature’s palaces. The cathedral!

carefully described by Mr. Sharpe. Transitional,"

three bays in choir, and crossing pier, IISO to,

1185, anterior to presbytery of Chichester (118S),<1

which is still Transitional : all fresh and vigoroMj;

Lancet transepts, 1215, &c. The chapter-house'

and passage later Lancet, 1230-1335: caps ol;

conventional foliage, modelled by master hanclsJ

Nave, Geometrical, 1260 to 1270 : fallowing that

angel choir of Lincoln (1256) in date, hardly-

following in design, proportion, details, aud exe^,

cation. In those times the work, almost always:

built from east to west,—thus the west towera,(i

1270-1280. Then tho eastward works, tho lady:

chapel, started by Langton (bishop 129^1321)^

and a gradual movement westwards, till once:

again the central tower reached,—thus sur-;.

rounded with some of best work of full fivel

generations. " St. Chad’s Gospel,” shown by the

dean,—gospels of tho seventh century, atfcri-:

buted to the great patron saint of Lichfield,

(bishop 669-672), on slender grounds of conjec-;

ture. Writing about i in. high, black and full

of character, elaborate twisted devices ;
and
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figures,—very much conventionalised. “ The
Swan and the final dinner, and a little speech-
making. Strong shouts in honour of the leader.
"A cup of kindness yet.” Finis.

SUMilAHT.

1100

—

Ills. [Norman.]

1110. Southwell.'—Nave and transepts (the com-
mencement of the later Norman work

;

the earlier Norman works very few).
1120. Tutbury.—Nave.

11-15—1190. [Transitional.]

(From 1145 to 1165, very few buildings
remaining.)

1165. Stafford.—The crossing (if copied from
destroyed work).

Mayfield.—Nave (ground story).
1170. Newark.—Crossing piers.

Grantham.—Nave, ground story, &c.
1175. BeeJeinyham.—Nave, &c. ;

on doorway the
zigzag and dog-tooth together.

1180-85. Lichfield. The crossing and three bays
of choir.

•(Compasses much used in profiling mouldings.)

1100—12-15. Early English [Lancet].

Lichfield.—South transept.
Lichfield.—North transept.

1210. Newark.—Lower part of tower.
1215. Southioell.—Choir, east transepts, and

Lady Chapel.
1220-41. Ashbourne.—Chancel, transepts.
1235. Lichfield.—Chapter-house and passage, &o.
1240. JJpton.—Nave.
(Mouldings probably drawn with free-hand.)

12’15—1315.— Eax'ly Decorated [Geometrical],

1250. Grantham.—Nave and aisles.

Stafford.— 8t. Mary’s : south of chancel.
1260-70. Lichfield.—Nave.
1270-80. Lichfield.—Vf towers.
1300. Lichfield.—Lady Cbapol and west spires.
1315. Stafford.— St. Mary’s : north of chancol,

part of north aisle of nave.

1315—1360. Late Decorated [Curvilinear].

(Curves struck with compasses again used.)
1320. Norbury.—Chaucel.

Hawton.—Chancel.
Neivarlc.— South aisle of nave

j
much of

other substructures.
1325. Newark .—Upper part of tower and spire.

Lichfield.—Choir.

1330. Gmnt/iain.— South aisle of chancel.
Ashbourne.—Nave.

1335. Claypole.—Nave.
1310. Brant Brouyhton .—The frame of the

church.

1360—1550. Perpendicular [Rectilinear].

Brant Broughton.—Tower and spire, aisles
and porches.

1400. Grantham.—Completion.
Later. Newark .—Nave and chancel.

Nottingham.— St. Mary.

Proposed restor-Ition of kirkstall
( ABBEY, YORKSHIRE.
U

^

At the closing meeting of the annual excur-
jaion of the Architectural Association in Lichfield,
Ebn Saturday, August 23, already referred to, Mr!
t^Siiarpe said,—You would hardly believe it, bnt
ithero is really a plan on foot for the conversion
«f the ruins of Kirkstall Abbey into a modern
uAnglican church

;
and no less a person than Sir

•(Gilbert Scott has undertaken to cai-ry this
‘lilmost incredible proposition into execution.

S

in the first place, as regards the employment
of the terra which constitutes the cliief plea
lander which this proposition is brought forward,
Ilian a more unreal and untruthful application of
'this word "Restoration” be imagined? For
what was the primitive condition of this build-
ing ? "WgII 5 it was the conventual church of a

Cistercian monastery
; and most of you have, I

^are say, learned, from what I have already
Bpublished on the subject, what such a church
was like, with its simple outlines

j
its massive

Koroportions
; its peculiar divisions to suit its

twofold occupation; its utterly plain appear-

ance, devoid of all colour and ornamentation;
its puritanic, even poverty-stricken simplicity,
and its unmusical ritual. We all know, on the
other band, what sort of aspect the modern
church, that we shall have at the hands of Sir
Gilbert Scott, will present,—with its alabaster
reredoB, its gilt choir-screens, its painted vault-
ings, its gaudy stained-glass windows, and its
brilliant encaustic floor, after the 40,000?. or
50,000?. are expended that he proposes to lay
out upon it.

Can a more striking contrast, or a more un-
truthful "Restoration” be conceived? Nor is
there, in this case, the pretext of necessity, or
even of a useful object; for there is no lack of
church accommodation in this district, uor is this,
indeed, the pretence for this large expenditure
of money. " Restoration ” is apparently the
sole object the proposers have in view: they
have, in fact, apparently, to cast about for the
use to which they will turn the building when
completed. It is true that Sir Gilbert Scott, in
his report, suggests the establishment of a
college for the education of clergymen, and tlic
further utilisation of the remaining conventual
ruins in this -way. But a more unsuitable, or
unhealthy site, in the smoky suburbs of a large
manufacturing town, could scarcely be found.
Nor would one of those additional buildings,
admirably planned as they were for the require,
ments, the duties, and the occupations of a body
of cloistered Cistercian monks, be at all suitable
for the modem requirements of a college of
English youths.

°

Who then are to be the gainers of this so-called
restoration, if at all truthfully carried out ? It
is difficult to say. As to who would bo the
losers, it is easy to answer. To tho archmo-
legist, tho artist, and the art-student, the loss
would be irreparable. To them the glories of
Kirkstall Abbey, as an object of picturesque
interest, and ns an authentic record of a peculiar
phase of the art liistory of the middle ages, will
bo a thing of the past

; for I need scarcely
repeat, that whatever the tool of the modern
restorer passes over, loses at once its authentic
character, and its historic value

; and that Kirk-
stall Abbey will, from the day that its " restora-
tion ” is complete, aud that it is delivered over,
spick and span, to the bishop of tho diocese, for
consecration, bo to all intents aud purposes a
modern church. That on that day there will
bo none so painfully conscious of tho grievous
transformation that their ill-advised prodigality
has produced in what is now a grand natioual
monument, than those who liave brought for-
ward this proposition, lam firmly persuaded; and
I take this opportunity,—the first public one I
have had,—of protesting, in the name of the
thousands by whom Kirkstall Abbey has already
been visited, and of the thousands to whom
hereafter its picturesque ruins would have been
a sourco of pure enjoyment aud interesting
instruction, against this preposterous conversion
of their remains into a form which they never
possessed, under the pretence of their applica-
tion to a use for which they are ill-suited, and to
satisfy which a building infinitely more con-
venient could be constructed at half the cost.
To my mind, there is only one use to which

these ruins could, with any degree of con-
sistency, be applied, aud only one in which the
term ‘ Restoration ” could be really said to be
justified.

An incident which occurred to me once in the
south of France will enable me to realise to you
the nature of this restoration, if thus carried
into effect. Most of you, I dare say, know that
I have made the buildings of the Cistercian
order of monks my particular study. I have
followed these monks aud their buildings all over
Europe

;
and there are. I believe, few, if any, of

their principal abbeys in France, Germany,
Iraly, and England, that I have not visited. Tiie
whole of them are in a more or less ruined con-
dition, and untenanted. I never travel without
a complete list at hand of the whole of the 1,500
abbeys that were founded during the first two
centuries of the existence of the order, aud a
description of the particular locality of each
abbey. Finding myself at Narbonue, three
years ago, I consulted ray list to find whether a
Cistercian abbey had ever existed in that
diocese.

_

I found one under the designation of
Fons Frigida, and, on reference to my Ordnance
Map, I found, after some search, a village named
Fonte-Froide, about six miles from Narbomie

;

and hearing, on inquiry, that there existed some
ruins there, I hired a vehicle, and went on n
voyage of discovery to Fonte-Froi le. Following
for some di:ti,T ce the high roal to Lesignan.

my driver at last turned up a small valley to the
south, in which I soou recognised all the special
features of a genuine Cistercian valley, with its
cultivated bottom, its wooded sides, and its
pretty wandering stream, just like that of
Fountains or Furness

;
and after following it a

mile or two, we arrived at a group of balf-ruined
buildings, plau’ed, as usual, in the narrowest
part of the valley. Knocking at the solid broad
door of the old gateway, it was promptly opened,
and I was struck dumb at the sight which pre-
sented itself : there before me stood the figure of
a veritable Cistercian monk, that I knew so well
by the drawing and description, but had never
seen and never expected to see in living form as
long a,s I lived. There he stood with his long,
loose white woollen robe, a cord round his waist,
his cowl, his rosary, his bare head, and his
shaven crown, looking more like an object from
tho other world, and a vision of the past, than a
living being of tbe present day. On recovering
my senses, I inquired whether I could seethe
building, the silent figure motioned me to enter,
and I soon found myself in tho midst of an
extremely interesting group of conventional
buildings, of tho twelfth century, which had
been, it appeared, disestablished, like the rest,-
abandoned, ruined, purchased, within a recent
period by a ncighbouriug landowner, and restored
to their primitive use by the rstablishment in
them of a brotherhood of thirty Cistercian
monks, who had begun to restore tho church,
and repair the monastery buildings, so far as to
make them habitable

; realizing thus, in an.
almost identical manner, the primitive process,
by which the earliest abbeys of the order had
been founded and peopled. They wore miserably
poor, and completely isolated, and their very
existence, eveu, was almost unknown to those
living in their neighbourhood

;
they subsisted on

the produce of tlieir gardens and tho few acres
of land attached to the convent, and carried out
the original regulations of the order, as regarded
diet, isolation, and silence, to the fullest extent,
the " Hotelier,” or receiver of guests, and tho
principal, being tho only persons allowed the
privilege of speech, except during tbe half-hour
permitted to all for conversation on Sundays. I
spent three days of a very singular and interest-
ing existence in this retired convent, measurino’
and drawing its building.?, listening to the chant!
ing of tho monks, watching their noiseless pro-
cessions, and the silent wanderings alon^- the
cloisters of these voiceless, ghost-like, whits
figures, aud realising completely all that I had
imagined of Cistercian life in its earliest and
truest aspect; the rigour, tho isolation, and
severity of which, especially during winter, and
for the latter part of a man’s life, must bo
appalling.

Of the usefulness or profitablones of such a
state of existence, as that of these poor monks,
this is not tho time or place to inquire

;
but of

tho reality and truthfulness of such a restora-
tion as that which I have just described, if
applied to tho conventual remains of Kirkstall
Abbey, there could be no doubt: and if theso
Yorkshire gentlemen are really animated with a
true desire to restore these buildings to what
they originally were, this is the only direction
that their efforts can take. I would, in that
case, counsel them, when they have correctly
restored the conventual church, with its attendant
buildings, to its original condition in tbe twelfth
century, omitting all those disfiguriug ins'^rtions
of the fifteenth century, of which Sir Gilbert
Scott advises the perpetuation, to send for a
co’ony of real Cistercian monks from Foute-Froido
and so to carry out in tliis nineteenth century
the intentions of Henry de Lacy and its original
founders in the twelfth century. This, at all
events, would be a genuine and honest realisa-
tion of the pretensions on which this so-called
restoration is based, and the only possible

j ustifi-
oatiou for the annihilation of all the interest and
romance which at present surround these
venerable remains, aud attract annually so
many thousand visitors and admirers to their
neighbourhood.

The Duhe of Brunswick.—The enorraotis
fortune left by the late Duke of Brunswick to the
city of Geneva (some say eight millions sterling),
wall probably give work to architects, sculptors,
aud builders. A new theatre and university are
talked of, aud his monument is to be elaborate
and costly. It seems very terrible that tho
court of Queen Victoria of England 'should bo
ordered to go into mourning for such a con.
tomptible wretch as this Duke of Brunswick was.
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AWARDS AT THE VIEN'XA EXHIBITIOH.

Wb have been favoured with a long list of

awards to exhibitors in the British section of the

Vienna Exhibition, extracted from the London
Gazetie of August 26th. As, however, it has

been already extensively reprinted, we do not

think it necessary to find space for it. Of the

six or eight architects who exhibited, two have

received medals,—JXr. Street and Hr. Water-

house. Jledals have been given to nineteen of

our painters in oil, to nine water-colour painters,

eleven enu:ra%‘crs, and fiv'e sculptors. Ur. Owen
Jones receives the diploma of honour.

We may mention that Hessrs. Doulton & Co.,

by their two firms, have obtained five medals for

general stonc-ware and architectural materials

and appliances.

Fifteen hundred pounds, in sums of from 11. to

201., have been subscribed by the British exhibitors
as a testimonial to Mr. Philip Cunliffe Owen,
secretary of the British Commission, in recogni-

tion of his exertions and attention. This woll-

deserved testimonial, consisting of candelabra

and tazzas by Elkington, and jewelry for Mrs.
Owen, the remainder in a purse, will be iJre-

seuted in London on October the 1st.

WHO IS TO BLA.ME?

It would appear that there are no justgronndsof
appeal against the judgment of a contemporary,
that for downright ruffianism nonation under the

sun can begin to compete with our own. The
late charge against one of our iinique fraternity

for wanton destruction of iron railings upon the
Victoria Embankment, is not perhaps a very bad
case in point, but it is important as indicating

the inherent spirit of Vandalism which still pre-

vails amongst a large section of our population
in spite of all our educational efforts indoors and
out to reclaim and civilise it.

Throughout France and Germany the entire

population—men, women, and children of all

classes—has the almost unrestricted run of the
public squares, and imperial and royal palace
grounds

j and though they be laid out with all

the lavish art of modern horticulture, unrestricted

by any considerations of labour or expense, there

are required no iron barriers nor wordy cautions
to preserve them. There the individual respects
that which is the right of the community

j
and

the good sense of the people is barrier enough
against encroachments which would be liable to

injnre property manifestly intended for tbeir use
and enjoyment. To the foreigner the very
presence of iron railings within our public

pleasure-grounds must be a matter of surprise

and an eyesore, as the absence of them in Con-
tinental parks is a subject of delight to us who
are apt to regard these things from an ccsthetic

point of view. It would no doubt be argued by
OUT irreclaimables that the easy preservation of

all this property is due, not to any real respect
the populace have for national institutions, nor
to any superior sense of the beautiful ia nature
and art, but to a slavish fear cf transgressing
the “ arbitrary laws of despotic governments,”
and by a parity of reasoning they would justify

their own vandalic tendencies by the assertion

that free-born “Britons never never will be
slaves.” The falseness of such an assumption
is, however, shown in the fact that the same
considerations by which our Continental neigh-
bours are actuated towards public property,
rules them in all their private and social rel'itions,

until the distinction of c'ass is almost lost in the
universal country and good feeling which pre-

vails in all large assemblies or popular places of

resort.

Nor does it appear that we suffer more from
the premeditated ruffianism of our adult popula-
tion than from the incorrigible ignorance,
insolence, and daring of our youth. Probably
ill no other city of the civilised world would it

be possible to witness a similar exhibition to that
which is on public view nightly at Trafalgar-
eqnare. Whatever may bo our opinions of the
National monuments which grace onr thorough-
fares, from an art point of view, we have a tight
to exp.ect that so long as they exist they should
be safe from the wanton assaults of the un-
reasoning rabble into whose hands the Nelson
Monument, at least, would seem to have been
ignominioQsly surrendered. Wesayignominiouslv,
because there was a time when our police made
some show of resistance to the gamin horde that
laid siege to it, and it is difficult to believe that
the immunity with which it is now held and
utilised as a compendions centre of athletic

J

sports could exist for any length of time without

the knowledge and tacit assent of the authorities

at Scotlaud-yard. One thing is certain, that it

is nightly the resort of scores of youths, who,
with all the insolence of victorious rufliaiiisni,

disport themselves over every accessible point of

the base, climb upon or cling to the bas-relievos,

and beard the British lions even under the very

nose of Nelson himself, and that all pretence at

resistance by the police has been withdrawn.

Shall we charge this to the account of our much-
enduriug late First Commissioner of Public

Works ? Is it possible that ho has beeu induced

to take a physiological and philosophical view of

the mattei', and agreed to concede this monu-
ment to the aspiring gymnasts, believing that

thereby the nation will be repaid for its outlay

in the bone and siuew of the hardy athletes

thence developed ? We are bound to say that

the suggestion, although our own, is not a bad

one, and it has the supremo merit of practical

economy. It does, however, like most expedients,

bear within itself the seed of future difficulties,

and the question may reasonably be asked how
long it will be before the Albert Memorial is

appropriated to a similar purpose ? By its

superior size alone it would seem admirably

suited to the growing requirements of the case,

and there really does not appear any sufficient

reason for drawing the line between them.

Perhaps, under the circumstances, and seeing

this danger ahead, it would be well to reagitate

the question of public gymnasiums. The present

writer has a youthful recollection of more than

once walking many miles for the purpose of

practising in the arena then open at Primrose-

hill, but failing by reason of tho numbers
always there in advance of him to get more than
his walk for his pains. It does nob appear that

healthy out-door physical exercise is less neces-

sary for our growing population now than then,

and it is very painfully apparent that it is as

eagerly sought for. The question then remains,

shall wo perpetuate tho scandal which attaches

to such scenes as those nightly witnessed at

Trafalgar-square
;

crush out with the strong

arm of the law that normal tendency of youth

to muscular sports
;
or, by affording it legitimate

outlets, give it that aid and direction which it

requires only to make it an important element
in the future prosperity of the nation ?

C. Henki' WiUT.-iiKEn.

NEW BOARD SCHOOLS IN SOUTH
LONDON.

Amongst other portions of tho metropolis in

which new schools in connexion with the School

Board are being erected, great activity at present

prevails in South Lmidon. A large school in the

New Kent-road is rapidly approaching comple-

tion, and the erection of three others is about to

be commenced. One of these is in Johanna-
street, Lambeth, and the building will accommo-
date 800 children. Tho cost of the bui'ding

is estimated at 6,7401., Messrs. Mansbridge,

Brothers, being the contractors. The same firm

have been engaged to erect another school in

Mavlborough-street, New-cut, for 1,021 children,

the estimated cost being 6,60Gi. A third school

is about to be bnilb in Laxon-street, Long-lane,

Bermondsey, to accommodate 781 children, the

estimated cost being 5,7701. The contractors

are Messrs. Cooke & Green, of Marlborough,
street, Blackfriara-road.

ART CONGRESS.
From the Ist to the 3rd of next month a novel

congress will be held in Vienna,—a Congress of

Artistic Sciences. On several occasions fine-art

writers and savants have manifested the inten-

tion of meeting together at periodical epochs,

like most other scientific corps, in order to dis-

cuss professional interests, and form professional

acquaintances. The exhibition consecrated to

Holbein, and held at Dresden in 1871, was a

partial and provisional realisation of this project.

There it was decided that the original plan

should be fully executed, and a committee of

Viennese savants,—MM. Eitelberger, Von Edel-

berg, Lippmann, Lukow, &c.,—was appointed.

This committee has issued invitations for s(^ances

to be held in the Austrian Museum of Industrial

Art. The following programme defines the

object of the deliberations :—Istly. On the

manner of classing, cataloguing, and adrainis-

trating mnsenms ; 2ndly. On the preservation of

works of art,— pictures, public monuments,
objects of religious art, miniatures, drawings,
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thirdly, on the teaching of art history ii

establishments of superior education and ii

middle-class schools
;

-ithly. On the formatioi

of a l•epo^toire of fine arts, and the necessity o

forming an inventory of their history
j

5thlj

On the reproduction of works of art, and oi

their propa,gatiou in the interest of the museum
and of general artistic education.

CHURCHES OVER RAILWAYS.
Sir,—Having observed some correspondenj

on this subject, and in which my name ha

appeared, will you permit me, as one who i

necessarily well acquainted with tho matter, au
who is also anxious not to appropriate undeserve'

laurels, to say that your correspondents, “ Z:

and “ 11. A. R.,” are perfectly right, and tha
“ K.” lias committed so far an error in describiu

St. Paul’s Church, St. Leonard’s, as being imint

diatehj over the Hastings Tunnel.

The outer wall of the south porch is as ncarl

a.3 possible over the side of the tunnel, and thi

places the church north of the tunnel, as you
correspondents state.

As regards “K.’s” appreciation of the diffi

culties overcome, and referring to your othe

correspondents’ statements, I may mention the

the underlying strata wero of an extreme!

treacherous character (except, fortunately, wher
the tower stands), a very largo sum havioj

been expended on the foundations in conae

quence.

The distance from the foundations to th

tunnel varies considerably, as does the nature c

the subsoil; and as at tho west end the flooi

level of the church is considerably above th

level of the ground, and the foundations coi

siderably below. The dutaiice from the “flooi

level,” as alluded to by your correspondeni
“ Z.,” affords no criterion as to the relativ

positions of the railway and the church. Th
south-west corner of the latler is, I should sa^

about 25 ft. from the haunch of the tunnel. '

may add that, from the nature of the strat

(clays and sands), it is quite a question if th

church is not in a more critical position, as n
gards the stability of tbe foundations and posa

bility of vibration, than if it had been immu

diately over tbe tunnel.

I have never experienced any vibration rcsul

ing from tbe traffic through the latter, nor hav

I ever heard of auy such existing
;
if it be so, ho?

ever, it is gratifying to mo to know that r

settlements have resulted. The Architect.

THE DRAINAGE AND HEALTH OF
MARGATE.

Reverting to this subject, and in contlnuati®

of the article which appeared in our columns o

the 9th instant (p. 631), it is interesting to not

tho result of some investigations made by th

members of tho sanitary committee of th

borough on the death-rate and morphology o

the district. Mr. Councillor Mottley, who ha

for many years given great attention to statistic

of the health of the borough of Margate, th

council of which caused his portrait to be paiutei

and hung in the council-chamber of tho Town
hall, in recognition of his services in getting up i

veiy useful little work on “Tho Vital Statistic

of tbe Borough,” the compilation of which ocen

pied some years, has again come to the assistanci

of the Local Government Authority by thi

publication of some further statistics ou thi

subject in qu'^stion, and in classifying the caaei

of disease which have bad a fatal termination.

Of course, Margate, visited as it is by thou,

sands and tens of thousands of our Londor

citizens in the summer of every succeeding year

has a mortality in large excess of its own

many a poor soul hastens to its waters, and t(

inhale tbe fresh sea-breezes which bring rc-newee

life and vigour to others, when, alas ! all hop«

of life is waning or gone; and in this mamiei

the mortality of Margate, more, indeed, than

thato.f many other sea-side resorts, ia augmented

to a considerable degree. The following table

will speak for itself :

—

Tear.
Deaths from all Causes.

1
Popalation.

1

Visitors. Inhobitaati.

1870 13,600 98 217

1871 i 11,000 83 230

1872 14,555 93 203

Aud this shows a total of 928 deaths from al

causes in a population of, say, 42,155, or 22 t<
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1,000; tut of the inhabitants only 655, which is
an average of 15-7 per 1,000 for the three years
of 18/0, 1871, and 1872; and as the normal
average for England daring the three years in
question was 17 deaths per 1,000 inhabitants, it
must be admitted that the resident population
ol Margate are exceptionally healthy.
These facts, which we believe are unquestion-

able, must be of considerable interest, not only
to the 14,000 residents of the district, but to the
hosts of summer visitors

; for with a resident
normal population of, say, 14,500 only, we find
the returns of the South-Eastern Railway Com-
pany show no less than 898,093 passengers to
have solved and departed by that line alone
within the year 1872, and it is to be remembered
that the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway
conveys at least an equal number to the town
while the number of visitors landing and em-
barking from the pier and jetty by the steam-
boats (of which there are sometimes five in the
course of the day), from London only, have
reached the high figure of 3,000 and upwards in
a sing e day of July this year. It has been
estimated that a census taken, say, about the
iUtli of Aupst, in any average year, would show
the population of Margate at the height of her
season to bo 44,000 or 45,000, or more than
three times the winter average. Few watering,
places on the entire English coast can at all
compare with Margate in her great popularity
as a resort both for health and amusement. To
her especially the vox populi is and has been
the roj: Dei, and she has well justified the legend

“aoe, “ Dorta Maris, portus

But there is among the members of the town
council too much disposition to bask in the sun-
shine of a good name, and make no preparation
for tho_ evil day to come. Evil days n-iJZ come
and fair reputations will be at least tarnished
It not wholly lost, so soon as the report of
Dr. Gwynno Harries, the Government Medical
Inspector, who has lately made an oflicial
inspection of the town, is published. We
understand that Dr, Harries has given the Sani.
tary Committee of the borough a semi-official
intim.ation of what tho nature and purport of Lis
report will be, and we can assure the council
that it will not bo a flattering one. The entire
medical staff of the borough have concurred in

the Chief of the

nfff wh? 1

Government Act
Oflico in Wliilelinll, pointing out that tho cesspool
system of drainage has been worked here to itsutmost verge of safety, and that the tone of
public health in the district is lowered by its con.tmnance, and yet we observe that at an election of
councillors, which has taken place since onr last
article npon this snbject, one of tho two elected
emdidates smnis intooflice astho representative
of the Pier Ward, saying,—"! shall oppose the
introduction of tubular dramage, believing that
onr existing sanitary arrangemcats ” He the
overdone cesspool system) "are capable of beingmade equal to our neceBsities.” Of the “ exist-
ing saniiavy arrangements" of the Pier Ward
^vhich has elected this gentleman as its repre-
sentative, we may have something to sav on a

SM ‘o’know
-hat Mr. Councillor Paggwill meet in the oounoil
with some other members who do not coincide
vith his opinion. The corporation, we believelumbers sixteen members, among whom’
here is an M.D,, an Architect, a PSAind a member of the Society of Engineers’md we certainly look to them to Ive aleoided, and wo trust a snooessfal. oppositionP a perpetuation of the abominable and un.Wiolesomo cesspool system that has now become^public reproach to the authorities of the

685
THE BRANCH INSANE ASYLUM, NAPA,

OALIEOENIA.
aplum for 500 insane patients being re.

quired for Napa, designs were invited in Som.
petition, and from those submitted the preiel wonow illustrate was selected, and will be carried
out. Tho architects are Messrs. Wright &
Sanders.

^

Tho arohitects say they have worked
on the principles laid down for tho constmetion
of hospitals, at the convention of medical super,
mtendeuts of American institutions for the
insane, in 1871.
Tho new asylum is intended to face the west

and consists of a centre building with win™
extending on each side, and exactly alikeA
the divisions for the sexes being equal

; twelve
wards on each side, oxolnsivo of tho infirmaries
and one ward on the fourth floor of the centre
building, and has accommodations for 500
patients. The stylo of arcMteotnre is Domestic
Gotmo. The building will aceommodate :

Females.

First floor, four wards
Second floor, four wards 74
Third floor, three wards gQ
Fourth floor, one ward 20

— 228
Males.

First floor, four wards 74
Second floor, four wards " 74
Third floor, three wards

(jq
Fourth floor, one ward 20
Fourth floor, centre building, one ward 44

- 272

We find the ftallowing
iHardian of the 23rd

'
‘ the Thanet (Mareatel

e two cesapools gaye way, when the noxious eafes from

The ontside walls of the basement story were
desipgiedtobebuilt of stone from the quarries
adjoimiig the asylum property; but it has been
determined to use pressed brick facings and
Btono dressings. The walls will be 16 in. thick
laid hollow, with an air space of 4m- the
interior walls on the corridors will be 16 in toleavo room for tho ventilating and heating fines-
t^be division walls between the single rooms will
be 9 in. thick. The roof will bo framed in woodand prepared for slate or medallion metal. The
plastering will be done directly npon the brick
walls, and the floors will bo deafened with spentashes and mortar with view of rendering thebuilding as nearly fireproof as possible, without

and brick
arches. The circular towers at the intersection
of the wards are to be built npon a system of
fireproof construction with stone staircases and
wclUioIes built up solid. The floors will be onthe Dennett arch pnnciple, and paved with arti.
Hcial stone. The doorways connecting with thewards on the diflerent stories, are aU to havestone sills with iron doors, in addition to thoordinary wooden ones. The upper stories ofthe towers arc intended for watcr-tanka.
The hasem^t about 5 ft. above the ground,

oontaina the hot.water boilers for supplying thewards, the tramway, which extends through thebasement of every ward—and also to the base-ment of tho lanndry,-dumb-waiters from the
kitchen and laundry, with the other dumb,
waiters for supplying the dining-rooms on the
different floors, the clothes and dust-shafts, alsothe hot-air chambers for heating the building,and^a number of storerooms under the kitchen

floor, the main centre building

parts; that to the left contains the apothecary’s
shop, superintendent and secretary’s oflioes,with private staircase commnnicating with the
superintendent s apartments above, and in therear the steward’s office and men’s reception-room; whfle that to the right contains the public

Fmm r 1
“idi-g-room. and

ana ladies reception-room.
Tho second floor is reached by the main centrestaircase, and is appropriated exclnsivoly to theuse of tho medical superintendent’s family Itcontains a parlour, sitting-room, library, dining

™Z' dumb hath-

f \
=*“’ dld“>eB-oIosets,and m the rear four large spare rooms, and alsoa^pnvate entrance and staircase from the ground

Each ward has connected with it a day.room,
a corridor single lodging-rooms for patients,

oommnnicating with achamber for two attendants, a clothes-room, aDAiLn . UfinTn a nrrt ^ 1 . ^

drying-oloset, a dust-flue and two fire-proof stair-

WsH tf’’’ ‘"’i
Patients will be ableto reach the enclosed yards in the rear, or the

ple^re.gronndsin front, without commnnicating
with the other wards. Every room in the build,ing hM a flue oommnnicating with the fresh-air
duct for -warm or cold air, with ventilating-flues
terminating m the various ventilators in tho

a
The water-closet, lavatory,and bath-room open from a small passage, andnot from the mam corridor; and the bath-roomand tho lavatoiy have a communicating door, inorder that the latter may servo on bathing-days

as dressmg.room to tho former.
^

nni patients are to have onone side of the corridor a oonseivatoiy for

taZirj “ ™tarfod”
tain m the centre of each.

in
odfline-house are placedm a detached stracture 100 ft. to the rear oftho bospital bmldmgs. and containing on thetat.floor the engme-room, workshop,^ bakery,

bread.room, store-room, foul linen.room, mend,
ing-room, lanndiy, with staircase to the dryingand ironing room on the socond.floor.
In detached buildings in the real- of the lastwmgs, but connected by means of covered oorri.

dors, mfirmanes are provided for each sex
It IS proposed to light the bnilding with gas

gasoline, withouUhe
use of fire, the works to be placed in a brickbudding adjommg the dead-house.
Hydrants are to be placed on the landings of

building, and
supplied direct from the maiu, with hole con.stMtly attached’ to be used in case of fire.

• *1
heating tho building are placed

hoanitn
‘he rear of tlio

hospital, and are also used for driying themachinery cooking, washing, and heating tho
hot.water boilers in the basement for supplying
the baths m the different wai-ds

^ °

It is also proposed to have in the basementstory hot-air chambers’ built in brick, to receive

from thTh'q "n? ““PPliatl with steamfrom the boilers with direct Hues leading fromthem to the wards above.
“

“‘“‘'“"Sk ventilation, it is pro.posed to place above the collar-ties a horisoital
gahanised iron tube, to receive the vitiated airthrough separate vertical flues from the different

Doiraward currents of air, for the ventilation

Zl,;
drinals, bath-tubs, andSinks, aro to he secured through an arranee-

tto Me teiminating in the fire-boxes of

nr,v
“>'>'= we three

with *11,
™ “Oimootod directlywith the adjacent wards, tor the use of the

patients, with large airing sheds, and water-fountain in the centre of each.
The stipulated cost is 600,000 dollars.

1. Vestibule.
2. OtBce.
3. "Waiting-rooin.
4. Library.
6. Apothecaries’ office.
6. Superintendent's office.
7. Dining-room.
8. Central hall.
9. Corridor.

10. Steward's room.
11. Matron’s room.

Yi'
reception-room.

13. Male recention-room.
14. Day-room.
16. Single rooms.
16. Attendants' rooms.
17. Dormitory.
18. Bath.
19. Laratory,
20. Lift.

21. Closet.
23. Dust-shaft.
23. Linen-closet.
24. Service.
26. Trunk.room.
36. Clothes-room.
27. iKitehcn corridor.
28. Kitchen.
29. Kitchen pantry.
30. Dry pantry,

chen dining-room31. Kitcnen aining
32. Kitchen stores.
33. Store-room,

EEPEEENCE8,
34. Range.
36. Serrants’ stores.
36. Steward’s office
37. Stoop.
38. Bakery.
39. Ovens.
40. Bread-room.
41. Flour-store,
42. Hall.
43. Foul-linen-room.
44. Brewery.
46. Wash-room.
46. Ironing-room.
47. Machine-room.
48. Engines.
49. VerandaJi,
50. Yard.
61. Boilers.
62. Lumber-yard.
63. Carpenter’s shop.
64. Wood-bin.
55. Coal-bin.
66. Wood-store.
57. Coal.store.
58. Dead-house,

Dissecting-room.
60. Gas.
61. Bleaching-grounds.

It ?'7iDg-grounds.
tW. Covered-way.
64. Shed.
65. Conservatorv
66. Fountain.

“"o' Zr*’“ “‘‘“'iwts, a’clolh'o^room, I
covery."

t he is progressing towards ba,th.rootn, a water-closet, a lavatory soiled.
clothes shaft, closet for brushes aud bnoketa. a

urse has bronght the expense up to 1 900t

ZbarrSh” of the road haa’Ssubscribed by gentlemen in the neighboarhood.
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VENTILiTION OF SEWERS.
Sii!,—There is a feature ia questions of

(ventilation which, I venture to suggest, is too

l^nernlly lost sight of, namoly, tlie interference
Iffith the circulation of fluids, caused by such
Ijhanges of weight as are due to chemical action,
ipart from heat and cold. The instance of the
itvo men suffocated in the rosin still, given in

{he Builder, p. G30, will do as well as many
ithers, to quote in illu.stration of this suggestion.
! mean to say that your correspoiideut, when
[giving as tho temperatures 103’ on the top of the

jitill, and 81° inside the still, and attributing the
leficioncy of circulation to tho difference, might
ustifiably have joined an additional cause,
tamely, tho excess of weight of carbonic acid
iver ordinary air, even wbeu at the same bein-

lerature. In this case, two causes contributed
owards one result

;
but it is obvious that many

ases may arise where two such causes may tend
0 conflicting results.

Thus, suppose the question arises,—“ Shall we
r shall we not use chloride of lime to purify a
ratcr.closet ? ” I answer by asking a question,
'Is the place to bo purified upstairs, or in a
lasoment floor ? ” Because, if upstairs, any
reo chlorine that escapes, being double the
reight of air, may descend and bo a nuisance
0 tho house, iudependently of any consideration
f temperature

; and so also in a less degree,
rith the muriatic acid caused by a combination
f chlorine with the hydrogen of the objection-
ble effluvia.

But in a basement story these chemical
reights must bo absolutely beneficial towards

|lie object of freeing tho house of them; for
heir tendency would be to descend into the
rains in all weathers, and remain as low down
hero as there is room for them to stay.
When official sanitary recommendations are

»5Uod, there is probably some delicacy about
iving preference to one or another disinfectant,
ecause of interference with trade; but there
eed be no such scruple in laying down a few
imple chemical and mechanical principles, with
lain illustrations, to guide us on questions of
ital interest. G-. Iff.

ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL AND
..VNITARY ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
This new Association has published a report

f the proceedings at their inaugural meeting,
lentioned by us at the time, Mr. Angell’s
tiangural Address, and a list of the members
nd officers, with the Rules. We shall look with
iteresb to its progress and doings. The
leinbers represent 137 towns. The honorary
2cretary is Mr. C. Jones, C.E., Ealing.

S.\NITARY AFFAIRS IN ABINGDON.
A injpoUT of a committee appointed at a late
juneil meeting at Abingdon, to visit Nottin<r.

am, for the purpose of inspecting tho systems
f sewage in operation in that town was read at
recent meeting of the Abingdon council. In
tho committee, after reporting that the wants

Jr the town of Nottingham were partially pro-
Ided for by the dry -earth closet system, go on
) say that the street-sweepings in summer,
hen sifted, are used advantageously [horse-
nng and other et cwteras inclusive, we presume]
3 an absolvent, and carbolate of lime as a dis-
ifectant, when necessary. On removal the
lbs, principally in the daytime, are conveyed
irough the streets, like ordinary merchandise,
) a wharf, where barges convey it to agricul-
iral districts. “Your committee,” contiunes
n© report, “from the information and expe-
) ence they have obtained, have no hesitation in
I tcommending for this town the adoption of the
Jib system, and dry earth, or oarth-closets, and
» la discontinuance of privies, cesspools, and
t ater-closcts, now in use, and that some suitable
iioality should be at once selected where the
j 'Stem may [be tried previous to its general
} Joption.”

I A lengthened discussion ensued, in the course
ilr which it was pointed out that the difficulty

I- as as to how they wci-e to get rid of the sewage
|}faer than the excreta of the town. Before
I’l’ey could adopt the tub system there must be
:>b doubt about this matter, and tlie question
tow remained, could they, by filtration or other
I rocpss, purify it so that it might be permitted
'y the Thames conservators to run into the
i ver ?

i Ultimately the Mayor proposed that the report

should be referred back to the committee for
them to continue their inquiries as to the effluent

water; that subj ct disposed of, ho thought they
could see their way clearly, bub until then they
had ouly got a part of the question before them.
The proposition was agreed to.

CONCRETE AND STONE FACING.
Sir,—

Y

our correspoudent asks whether he
could not substitute concrete for brick, for

backing up walls and for inner walls of build-

ings. If he will visit Southport, and go to see
the new Winter Gardens in course of progress
there, he will fiud this is being largely done,
between 30 and -10 Lons of cement being put in'

weekly, in the form of coocrete, and wo find it

answers tbe purpose admirably.
M.vxwell & Tvke.

THE RECENT DISCOVERIES IN ASSYRIA.
The more portable of the treasures of anti-

quity discovered for the Daily TAeyraph pro-
prietors by its Assyrian commissioner, Mr.
George Smith, have arrived in England. They
are to be deposited iu the British Museum, along
with 2501. worth of purchased relics, in which
Mr. Smith invested, bub for which the Telegraph
repays him, to swell its contribution to the
national storehouse. There are yet some heai^ier
articles to come, including an important mono-
lith, and tho editor briefly sketches some of the
additions thus made to our knowledge of the
Assyrian empire.

“ We believe that the portion of tho Deluge Tablet
which our erudite commiBsioner hit upon so fortunately
will be foaud to add tho niissing page to that very inte-
resting part of tbe legend where the building of the ark
wa.s described. The narrative, which excited so profound
an interest last Deceiaber, broke off after this point; but
the new piece goes on to recite how the god Ilea enjoined
the constructor of tho ark to put into it the various
animals in their order. In the course of his excavations,
Mr. Smith came upon a broken signet-cylinder, made of
black and white banded agate, which ho is convinced will
rovo to bo the missing portion of an important seal of
ennacherib, the other moiety of which was already in

our Museum. Among other valuable items iu these
boxes will now come to hand the tablet of Assyrian law
denouncing those who disobey the statutes and take bribes
in the scats of judgment; the syllabary,—a sort of
dictionary throwing fresh light upon all cuneiform texts,
—and a bilingual inscription in Akkad and Assyrian of
much value for archicologists,
There will arrive a very curious fragment proving that

the Sabbath was an institution of those ancient monarchies,
prescribing the food to be eaten on the seventh day, and
forbidding the king’s chariot to be brought forth, with
other remarkable enuctments.
A cylinder of Sargon is among the relics, which illus-

trates in tho most striking manner a passage in the book
of Isaiah; and there will bo a new toxt of the reign of
Assus-bani-pal, giving tbe history of the original con-
quest of Babylon, 2,280 years befora the Christian era.
A 1 rick inscription of Shalmanezer. and of his son,

Tugultiainip, tbe builder of tho great 'Temple, will bo of
interest to chronologists

; and equally attractive to
students of the religions history of mankind will be some
tablets from Babylon bearing on rites and ceremonies."

Proof that the observance of every seventh
clay as a Sabbath, or day of rest, after a
week’s work, was established before the time
of Moses, would indeed be remarkable. The
Jews themselves are of Assyrian origin : at least
Abram was a Chaldean and a Pagan; and it

would bo a most notable circumstance if the
Jewish Sabbath had its origin in a previous
Assyrian dispensation, as the Lord's Day of the
Christians had its origin in tho Jewish Sabbath.
The Lord’s Day, however, is the first day of tlie

week,—not the seventh, as was tho Jewish and
Assyrian Sabbath,—and was established by the
disciples by wa.y of contrast,—nob identity,—
with the Jewish seventh, or Sabbath, or day of
rest after six days’ labour, and which is still

held by tbe Jevvf>, as of old, on Saturday, while
‘‘ the first day of the week” established, as the
Lord’s Day, by the early Christians, is Sunday.
An interesting letter, by Mr. George Smith,

on a remarkable mythical tablet relating to the
story of the goddess Ishtar, the Assyrian Venus,
” daughter of Sin,” the moon god. has been
publislied in the Telegraph. As Diana, tho
moon goddess, we may observe, transoms
Action into a stag, who is hunted by his
own dogs, so Ishtar, tho Assyrian Venus,
and daughter of the moon-god, transforms
her lovers into animals, who are hunted by
their own dogs; and this sort of treatment
rvminds-us of the Assyrian Queen Semiramis,
who lived with her lovers by night, and killed
them in the morning. If we mistake not, this
Assyrian Venus, Ishtar, daughter of Sio, will be
found to have some kind of relationship to Eve,
who, we think, was called in Hebrew Isha, or
Isbi,—our recollection is not very clear which

of them, or whether Ishi was not Eve’s husband
There is a curious legend in Mr. Smith’s nirra-
tive as to tho stripping and re-clotlung of Ishtar,
which may have so. no relationship to tho naked-
ness and the clothing of Eve. Tho husband of
Ishtar was “the Son of Life,” whom she treated
badly, and betrayed and deserted; and we may
note that the “old Adam” is the “LiviuG*
Soul,” and that Adam was betrayed by Eve iu
the apple incident. There arc many curious
points in this mythical narrative of Ishtar, to
which we cannot here more particularly refer.

REBUILDING THE ALEX.ANDRA PALACE.
We understand that the p’ans for the ro-

construction of Alexandra Palace having been,
drawn up and agreed upou, the ruins have now
been haude-d over to tho buildei-s, and that tho
rebuilding of the palace will be commenced as
soon as the debris can be cleared away. It is

said that, with the exception of the walls of the
centre transept, the building will be entirely
reconstructed. The new palace is to be larger
than tho old building, being both longer and
broader. It is to have three transepts, one
forming a coiicert-hall, another a theatre, and
the third is, it is stated, to be devoted to bazaar
purposes. These will bo connected by coi-ridors,

iu which light goods will be exhibited for sale.
In some respects the new building will resemble
the Crystal Palace, it having been decided that
iron and glass shall be largely used in the con-
struction of the building. It is etpocted to bo
completed and ready for opening in June next.

CAUTION TO ARCHITECTS GIVING
CREDIT.

In the Bloomsbury County Court, the case of
Thomas v. Dean afforded an unfortunate instance
of architects giving credit to speculative
concerns.

The defendant, Mr. Dean, carries on business
as an architect and surveyor at 5, Maik-lane,
City, and now stated that he had no means of
paying the plaintiff and a number of other
creditors. He had acted as architect of the
Elephant and Castle Theatre, and which he de-
signed, but he had not received any money from
Mr. E. T. Smith, for whom ho did tho work, and he
had given it up as a bad debt. His earnings, witli
the e.tception of Mr. Smith's job, had not since
Christmas exceeded lOOh He paid 65La year foi-
offices in Mark-lane, and lived at Kew in furnished
apartments, at a rental of 11. a week. He had
six judgment surarannses against him in the
City Courts, to tho extent of 91. a month, and
there was a bankruptcy summons out against
him for 50Z. This unfortunate state of things
was brought about by his not being paid by Mr
Smith.

The Judge, Jlr. G. L. Russell, commiserated
tho architect, and made a fresh order of lus.
per month.

OPENING OF THE ALBERT BRIDGE.
This bridge, which crosses the river at the

Cadogan Pier, Chelsea, and connects that part of
tho metropolis with Battersea, near tho west
side of the park, was opened to the public on
Saturday last. 'The design was prepared by
Messrs. Ordish & Le Feuvre, engineers, and we
gave a view of it, with details, so long since aa
1865 (pp. 260-2G1, vol. xxiii.). Thei*e was no
formal ceremony at the opening. The first toll
was paid by the youthful daughter of Mr. Birnie
Phillip, sculptor. Tlie bridge is on the suspen-
aion principle, somewhat resembling the struc-
ture a little farther down tho river, nearly
opposite the Chelsea Hospital and Barracks

; hot
the new bridge differs with the before-named
inasoiuch as it is a more rigid example of the
suspension princijfle. The total length of the
bridge is 710 ft., with a carriage-way 25 ft. in
width, and two footways, 8 ft. in width each.
There are four ornamental towers, which carry
the main chains of the bridge. They are placed
in pairs at the east and west sides of the bridc'e
respectively, some distance from the shore.
Each pair is connected by the suspension-chains
and an iron archway, at an elevation of 60 ft.

above the roadway. A special feature in this
portion of the structure is that tbe towers are
placed outside the parapet girders, which leaves
tbe carriage-way and footpaths clear and unin-
lerrupted the entire length of the bridge. Each
tower is carried on a pier constrncted of cast-
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ron cylinders, sunk down to tlie London clay,

and filled in with concrete. The foundations of

the piers also consist of cast-iron cylinders, the
bottom or catting ring being 21 ft. in diameter.
The towers are also of cast iron, and have a
light and ornamental appearance. The car-

riage-way over the bridge is laid with wood
pavement, and the footpaths with large, varied-

coloured tiles in diamond form.

This bridge forms an important link in the
line of direct communication between the districts

of Kensington and Chelsea on the one hand, and
of Battersea and Clapham on the other, and one
advantage which it confers on the residents in

Chelsea and Kensington is that it gives them
immediate access to Battersea Park, and renders
unnecessary the river jonmey between the
Cadogan-pier at Chelsea and Battersea Park-
pier. The opening of the bridge also completes
a wide and continnous thoroughfare between
Oakley-street, King’s-road, Chelsea, and Tork-
road, Battersea, skirting the west side of Batter-
sea Park; and it is by no means improbable
that the opening will, ere long, render it neces-
sary to make a good thoroughfare from the top
of Oakley-street to the Falham-road. This
could be accomplished by widening Arthur-
street and Charles-street, bringing out the new
street close to the western side of Onslow-square,
by the Hospital for Consumption. This would
open out a very direct thoroughfare between
Clapham and the South Kensington Kuseiim,
the Albert Hall, and Kensingtou-gardens, and
it cannot now bo very long befoi-e it will be
called for.

TYPHOID FEVER AT BRTGHOUSE.
AtARii has been caused by the outbreak of

typhoid fever at Brigbouse. Dr. Britton
visited the district, and found that there were
si.vty-eight cases, sixty-five of whom had received
milk from a certain farm. The sale of this milk
has been put a stop to, and, it is said, there are
very few fresh cases : in all, only six deaths had
occurred. Dr. Britton liad visited the farm, and
found the cesspools filled up, as well as the drains
which ran into the fields. The farmer was sup-
plying his cows with good water j and the doctor
had no doubt that in a few days the milk from
the farm would be all right.

Other precautions were being used to prevent
the spread of the disease

; and it was hoped, by
a vigorous application of disinfectants, the
cleansing of drains, ashpits, Ac., that the town
would soon become free from the scourge.

THE “ TRIBUNE ” OFFICES, NEW YORK.
A LARGE building, eight stories in height, and

•with a lofty turret, marked by piers running
down to the ground in the principal fa9 ade, is

in course of erection at the corner of Spruce-
street and Nassau-street. The New York Daily
G-raphic, which gives a view of the intended
building, says,—“ When completed its height will

be greater than that of any other structure in

New York, the new Western Union Telegraph
building excepted. The upper stories will tower
high above the new Post-office, Court-house, and
the City Hall, and from the upper windows of

the clock-tower, which surmounts the whole, a
grand view of the city, New Jersey, Brooklyn,
Staten Island, and awaybut to the Narrows, will

be obtained. The new building will be supplied
with three elevators, and furnished with every-
thing calculated to make it at once the most
imposing and convenient newspaper office in the
city.”

The architect is Mr. Hunt, who deserves some
credit for tho design.

ASHBY AND NUNEATON RAILWAY.
This line of railway, the construction of which

has occupied some three years and a half, has
recently been opened for goods traffic, and
will be opened for passenger traffic on the
1st proximo. Railway No. 1 commences near
Moira Station, on the Leicester and Burton
Railway, three miles from Ashby-de-la-Zouch,
.and terminates with a junction on the South
lifiicestershire Railway, near Hinckley Station.
There are in all five railways, with ten junctions,
the total length being twenty-nine miles. There
are ten pass-mger stations. ;

The contr.ictor for the general works is Mr.
John Barnes (late Barnes & Beckett). The
station buildings on the southern half have been

erected by Messrs. Geo. Lilley & Son, of Ashby-
de-la-Zonch

; and on the northern half by Messrs.
J. & E. Wood, of Derby. Mr. John L. Crossley,
of the Midland, and Mr. William Baker, of the
London and North Western, are the joint engi-
neers, and Messrs. W. D. Robotham & E. B.
Thornhill, the resident engineers for tho railway
companies.
The general work executed includes about

ninety-seven bridges (twelve of which are of
iron and the remainder of brick), 130 culverts,
about seventy miles of fencing, 450 gates, fifty

miles of drains, 2,000,000 cubic yards of excava-
tion, 300,000 cubic yards of ballast, sixty miles
of single line permanent way, and 60,000 tons of

metalling to roads.

THRIFT AND HEALTH.
Thrift is a virtue that few possess.

In the days of their youth, I mean
;

Thrift is a blf^ssing, nevertheless,

That stands to a man in his sore distress,

And saves him from crime and wretchedness,
And from pangs of remorse more keen.

Ob, would that all mankind had this gift,

What a mine it would be of woaUh !

The lowliest worm to power ’twould lift
;

And, come indigence however swift,

'Twould nerveless drop at the feet of thrift,

And its robust companion, liealth.

Health is a prize the many may gain.
With a steady and thriftful care

;

Health is a fortune man should maintain,
And keep, like his honour, free of stain.

If the world can be made pure again,

'Tis by cleanliness, light, and air.

STEAM IN GAS MANUFACTURE.
Ah invitation to visit Chichester on an after-

noon recently, returning at night, all at the rail-

way and other cost of “tho New Gas Company,
limited,” in order to witness tho way in which
that town is lighted with their gas, seems to

have been largely distributed in the form of
circulars aud railway and dinner tickets

; for it

is said that something like a hundred pei’sons
went by special train, and 130 dined with the
company at Chichester. We have already
spoken not unfavourably of this gas, in the pro-
duction of which steam is used, with coko or
petroleum, and iron oxide, and without any coal,

or with any sort of small coal instead of other
coal, coke, or petroleum. It so cheapens the
manufacture, it is said, that the cost of 1,000
cubic feet is only Is. 8d. The gas companies
appear to be much interested in it, since they
were represented by more than twenty persons
at tho meeting. These companies, at least, may
perhaps mako a good thing of it

; if, as appears,
it merits their adoption

;
but it remains to be seen

whether tho public will benefit ultimately by it,

in any reduction of price to consumers.

THE STRENGTH OF ODOURS.
SiH.—Permit me tn bear testimony to the efHcietiey of

the odour from the deinloriaing pits that are situate about
one mile or so north of Burton-on-Trent. and on tho east
aide of the line of the Midland Railway, that goes from
Glnucestor to Derby.
Merely parsing by it in the train nearly caused the

death of a relation. It actually caused :U. to be spent in
two doctors' bills, intense suffering for four days, and
much weakness for as many days more. Pno.

THE PAINTERS’ MOVEMENT IN LONDON.
Sir,—

I

n your report of the above movement in your
last issue, the chairman of the Decorators’ and Honse-
paint“ra’ Society stited, “when the workpeople had re-
ceived the id. per hour which they now requested, they
would be id. per hour under all other trades."

I do not think that house-painters, as a body, should
receive so much as joiners, stonemasons, or plasterers.
Before a joiner can cet employment be must provide him-
self with a lot of very expensive tools; the stonemason
the same ; whereas tho painters have nothing hut a putty
and chisel knife, at the cost of 2s., to supply, and I am
sorry to say that nine out of every twelve have not even
these two articles. Thus it is that among painters there
are less skilled workmen than in any branch, from this very
fact : it is so very- easy for a man to become what he calls
a painter, because ho has nothing to provide. When a
shoemaker is tired of his last, or a tailor his needle, he
turns painter

;
and it is a well-known fact that there are

numbers of so-called painters who have never served an
apprenticeship, but are seceders from the last, the needle,
or were bricklayers’ labourera. I contend that such men are
not entitled to the wages they are receivias, and they still

want more. It is verv unjust to employers. But whv are
they employed, is asked? An employer is not aware
such men are on his jobs. They are mixed up among forty
or fifty others, and pass with the rest, and are in msav

instances protected by the foreman of a job, upon payiut
to him certain moneys. I have seen such men upon m
own jobs, aud when I have expressed myself as to the !

capabilities, aud ordered their discharge, I am sin^
told that if he is ordered off, the rest would leave
work. There are some men who are worth all the monel
they ask for, whose mind is in their business, and wh’i
thoroughly understand what they are doing and what thpp
have to do. For such men to bo brought to work, pe :

haps in the same room, with one of the beforc-mentionc
men must be simply disgusting. They must bear it h
cause the society says so. It appears that resolutions we>
passed “requesting the men in firms or on jobs not
take any action except thmugh the committee.” Ho-
long will men be governed by such arbitrary laws ? Wl
should a clever man he compelled to work for 8Jd. P‘
hour when he is worth 9'.d., or why should an employt
be forced to pay 8id. per hour to a man that is not wort
6d, ? It is the society that enforces if. I am strongly;
favour of societies and combinatioa.s for the protections
all trades, but not as they are now constituted.

I could quite understand the house-painters of Londo
or of England forming themselves into a kind of trao
uild, and one of their first rules being that no one ahs
ecome a member with them unless he has sewed a propi

time to some qualified master, and from whom be sha
produce a testimonial as to hi« fitness. Hnuse-paiafir
is now considered tho very lowest on the list of tl

building trades, whereas it should be considered the vffi

highest. There are some bright spirits, whose wor)
decorate the walls of the great mansions and puhl
liuildings of this countiy, who have received their fit.

instruction as house-painters. I think that before tl

advance of id. per hour be given to house-painters, the!
should be a general sifting of the cbafi’from the wheat.

Decoeatobw

LOCAL BOARD SURVEYORS.
Sir.—

I

can truly endorse “A Candidate's” letter.'
your recent impression. I have tried nearly all the
advertisements for the last six months, and haveinvnriah
found some local man or the old ‘purveyor has been ®
pointed. Ou one occasion I received a letter from t
chairman to one of the local boards, stating no objectii
would he taken to my practising on my own account,!!
long ns my doing so did not affect the board's work

;
^

on the strength of this I .actually went to the place, sot
two hundred miles from here

;
and, on making inquirii

to my amazement, ono of the members told me “Id
not stand any chance, as the man was in the town w
would get the appointment." I have come now to t
conclusion that it is only waste of time answering thi
advertisements, as they are mostly “a delusion and
snare.” ^ Ticrisi.

ARCHITECTS' ACTIONS.
A'T the Otley County Court, recently, before 3]

Daniels, Mr. Edward Smith, of Ilkley and Bradford, Sr
sued by Mr. James Atkinson, architect, Ilkley, for 6)1
sum ot 35i. for professional services rendered. ]U||
Siddal! appeared for the plaintifl’, and Mr, LockwoodV^!
the defendant. It appeared from the evidence that plair
tiff had been engaged to prepare plans and apecifieatie’}<
for a villa residence at Ilkley, on the understanding tl'i
he received 6 per cent, on the cost of the works.
defendant dispensed with his services as superintcudegbl
the works, and refused to pay him more than 14 per cSif
John Smith, of the Grove, made plaintiff an offer

|

behalf of the defendant of 18^. lbs., but when the Iat<i|

heardofthis he refused to accede toil. Mr. Marshall, ardj
tect, Otley, was •ailed, and be proved that it was customaq
fir an architect who prepared the plans to superintSl
the works, and have 5 per cent. The defendant’s easefr]
that the charge was excessive. Two Bradford architStS
were called, one of whom stated that he should have ba-ili

glad to have done the w-rk for lU. 11s. The .Jiidge,!i'
summing iip, said the value of an architect’s lahoiir wii
not to be judged by the lines and colouring on the pls-J
but by the labour, thought, and skill he had displayed
preparing the plan. Prom Mr. Marshall’s statemeflfti
was evidently customary to pay the 5 per cent., and fflP

the plaintiff been suing' for it he doubted not theevidaaf
was sufficient for him 'o rec iverit. Yerdict for 18/. l&if
tho amount offered by the defendant.

ALLEGED BREACH OF CONTRACT, .ll

SIOETON AHD OTHRRS T. EASTWOOD AND OTHEES. i

This was an action, at tho Liverpool Summer .-Issizs'

to recover damages for breach of contract. >rr, Litllei .

Q.C., and Mr. Butler, appeared for the plaintiffs, Messrr
Morton & Co., manufacturers of iron houses, Liverpooid
and Mr. C. Russell, Q.C., and Mr. Edwards were for thi

'

defendants, Messrs, Eastwood & Co., contractors, til

Derby. The case for the plaintill’s was that the defeadfljdiH
had engaged them to construct an iron house, which
required by one of the colonial governments, and that.iil

consequence, the defendants purchased the iron necesii

sary for carrying out the contract. Tho lii'fendauUil
however, countermanded the orler, and the plaintiffs novi!

claimed 72/., the profit that would have resulted if th'

order had been carried through. For the defence. Mi
Swingler, one of the defendants, was called, and he state

that a foreman in the employ of the firm sent the iettel

accepting the tender to the plaintiffs by mistake. H
should have forward the letter to another firm in Bit

mingham. When the mistake was discovered, a tolegTAu

was sent to the plaintiffs, cancelliug the order. The jur.’ i

gave a verdict for the plaintiffs for 20/. Leave to mOV'

was given.

A NATIONAL SCHOOL OP ART.

Sir,—

T

he whole subject treated of last weel

demauds ample treatment and illustration, v

trust your article may lead to some discussion O' i

views very vital, I am persuaded, to the interest"

of English art, particularly architecture. Th
false pretence.'^ which now too often pass for ai':

and its criticism, could not long endure undel

sutne such thorniigh change as indicated, an'

the cruel disappointments no v so often sufferel i

at seeing patn nage distribute! in such questiOJ :
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bio directions wonld oeaso in the dignity,

onour, and reward %vhicli art should have for

3 own sake. The subject is wide and im-
ortaufc. T. n.

THE SANITAUY STATE OF
NORTHAMPTON.

Tn a letter to the chairman and members of
le Northampton urban sanitary authorities,

leir officer of health, Mr. Alfred Haviland, calls

itention to some facts connected with the sani-

kry regulations adopted by the Northampton
nprovement Commissioners, viz., that of empty,
ig the excreta of more than 40,000 people
trough a 10-ft. culvert into an 18-iu. drain. Ho
lys :

—

"1. In the lower lovela of the main culvert the solid
ution of the sewage settles, swelters, putrilies, and
:halo'i pestiferous sewage gases.
3. When a storm of r»in occurs, during which a little

ore than half an inch falls, the small 18-in. drain blows
) in eight or niue different places, and, as I have said,
ispreads the Cow Meadow with the putrid accumulation
the main sewer.
3. A storm of rain iu Northampton, instead of relieving
.e drains by flashing, actually increases the evils at-
ndiint upon the sanitary regulations of the Improve-
ent Commissioners. Tho extra water drives all the
wage gases back into the town, and especially into its

gher parts.”

This evil, he adds, is an ever present one, in-

insifiGd, however, by the very rainfall, which
ouid cleanse and purify every other town but
orthampton. He exhorts tho chairman to

isert his authority for tho sake of the public
)0 1, and not allow the lives of his feliow-
iwnsraen to be jeopardised or sacrificed, as
ley have been in former years; but rather let

10 sad experience of the past teach him that in
lis matter promptitude in action will alone
,vo the people from disease and death, and the
ithorities of the town from censure.

THE STOMACH AND ITS DANGERS.
It i.s, of course, only where it is believed to
intain the subtle fever ferment that milk is now
ipposed to bo dangerous; and for all that
\y one yet knows, if this be so, other substances,
)th fluid and solid, tho number or kind of which
innob yet be limited or restricted, may be
lually capable as milk of conveying that
irment. This may apply to a penny loaf no
iss than to a pennyworth of milk

; since, in tho
fDOranco of medical men still as to it, there is
lally no end to possibilities of this kind

;
and

lerefore it would bo quite as unreasonable to
ako a run against the dairyman aud milk iu
10 abstract, as upon the butcher, the baker, the
infectioiier, &c., who may havo typhoid fever
their promises. Milk has been especially

ifortimate of late in other respects. The
analyst” appears to think it a fitting subject
i which to try his tyro hand, because it is easy
“analyse” so as to estimate the amount of

o.stly harmless though cheating water which it

ay bo “ adulterated ’’ with, or charged with con-
iniiig, while poisonous maddening b^er and gin,
d-loaded cayenne, aud a host of other danger,
s things escape detection.

Let us also gently remind West-enders that
ih and highly stimulating foods and drinks
en perfectly pure from stomaoh.fever taint, are
hioat as dangerous as typhoidal orstomach-fever
rraents, even when such rich stimulants are
led in what may be regarded as quite a mode,
to degree. They must keep the poor stomach
d bowels in a perpetual state of feverish ex.
.emenb from overwork, preparing the way but
o well for the action of the subtle stomach-
/^er enteric or typhoidal ferment, whether
at comes slyly in with a pennyworth of milk,
first-rato juicy rump.steak, or a twopenny
later. It is thus that the rich and the poor
ict upon each other for evil, and thus that
9 prevalence of typhoidal fever among the
ill-to-do can but too readily be accounted
'. The ideas that prevail among the upper
isses as to what is absolutely and essen-
lly requisite to support tho organic frame
Wugh the awfully overworked and fevered
imach, are really most surprising. A west-
gentleman lately excused a lady for having

led to come up to the expectations of her ad.
rers, on a certain occasion, by saying, apolo-
doalty, that she was somewhat exhausted (and
{Uireci a stimulant doubtless)

, having fasted for
•ee or four hours ! If stomachs could only
vr and think, one can imagine the horror with
ich such an apology would be received amongst
' whole party of them !

OLD SCOTCH HOUSES REDIVIVUS.

Sm,—Year by year we see in Edinburgh more
freedom of design and less servile imitation in

hodge-podgestyle of tho ideas of many Scottish

:

generations, where tho various builders’ hands
had managed to combine beauty with utility,

unthought of by tho costhetic architect of our
' day, whose many excrescences and stuok-to

features in co.stly stone have as yet been unable
to rival in romantic effect the quaint timber
latb-and-plaster projections of the historic old

houses of Edinburgh.
Strange to say, the old rugged side of St.

Mary-stroet is more effective to the eye than the

extravagantly Scotch baronial side, which puzzles
tho weary sight in the search for some plain

space free from imitative effort ; happily a change
has now come over the spirit of our old Scotch
dreamers, which will ere long enable them to

concentrate their architectural skill with more
telling effect on the street architecture of Edin-
burgh. In too many cases one sees with regret
much effort, both of design aud execution, lost

in reproducing some tumblo-down-looking effect

in towers and turrets and wall projections, that

only shows some skill in hanging one stone over
another, by the aid of cast and wrought iron.

We havo also some nondescript efforts made for

effect where often it is not at all required. The
adaptation of street buildings to their site in

relation to high or low localities seems little

thought of until some glaringly abortive erection

is reared up. Where some noble vista wants a
tower or spire, wo find a shoal of stunted
details, too often neither new nor very true in

style or taste.

Seeing that the old Scotch house architecture
must be imitated in our new street aud villa

erections, they might bo marshalled more effec-

tively so as

“ To catch a grace beyond the reach of art.”

oven in a city that is beautiful for situations.

Tho towers and turrets that are now being built

anyhow might havo increased the charm of
many a site and vista. K.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
London-.—A general meeting of the painters

and decorators in the employ of Mr. Grace,
Wigmore-street, and Messrs. Jackson & Graham,
Oxford. street, was held on Monday night at
the Three Doves, Berwick-street, Soho, to receive
a report of a deputation appointed to wait upon
those firms, to effect, if possible, an amicable
arrangement as to the required advance of ^d.
per hour, making the wages 8id. per hour.
Tliei'e was a crowded attendance. Mr. Moss
occupied the chair, and. briefly stated the object
of the meeting.

Mr. George Shipton then reported on behalf
of the deputation. Ho stated that Mr. Grace
not only agreed to the terms asked, but at their
request handed to the deputation a written
memorandum as follows :

—“ I propose to pay
the painters in my employ, from the 30th August
next, 8^d. per hour, and none less.—John G.
Grace.” Mr. Grace added that he did not
pledge himself to give the additional ^d. per
hour to his men who were now in receipt of Sjd.
per hour, but must hold himself at liberty to
make any aelectiou he thought proper. Afcec
this satisfactory interview, the deputation
proceeded to Messrs. Jackson & Graham, but
that firm declined to see them. Before
adopting ulterior measures the deputation at
once proceeded to visit tho men employed
on the largest job of the firm, in the Camden,
road, and having called the men together,
they

_

were informed that the head foreman
had just been to his job, and officially notified
to the men that the firm intended to pay the
B.^d. per hour to tho painters iu their employ
from the Ist of September, and that there would
be no classification of men or prices. Thedepu-
tation were informed that the same notice had
been given to the men on the other jobs. The
deputation, therefore, had not the disagreeable
duty of calling any men out, and they believed
and hoped the example of the two firms in ques-
tion would be followed by the five other large
decorating firms who had not as yet given the
advance.

Mr. Murdoch moved,—“That this meeting
considers the terms ffered by Mr. Grace and
Messrs. Jackson & Graham to be satisfactory
and acceptable, and that the best thanks of the

I
society are due to the deputation.” iHe was

pleased to thiuk that a strike of several hundred
men had been thus avoided.

Mr. M’lutosh seconded the resolution, which
was adopted.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
LiverpooL—A great scheme of school extension

is projected at Liverpool. The local School
Board held an adjourned meeting to decide upon
the manner in which they should meet a defi.

cioncy of school accommodation for 10,-196

children. The Board had to provide for the
education of 74,597 children. There is at pre-
sent, or there is being provided, accommodation
for 72,518 children, bub after deducting the
school apace which cannot be utilised on account
of the population having migrated from the
districts in which certain schools are situate, the
sub-commitbee reported a net deficiency for 876
boys, 1,020 girls, and 8,600 infants—total, 10, 496.
They therefore proposed the immediate erection
of schools for 1,4’iO boys, 1,470 girls, and 2,'160

infants—total, 5,400, and recommended that
present schools should he re-arranged so that
they would be able to accommodate a larger
number of infants. No estimate of cost was
embodied in the report, but it was stated by tho
chairman of the Board that the proposed outlay,
added to the coat of schools now being built by
the Board, would bring up the expenditure to
about 200,0001. An amendment was submitted
propo-iug to postpone tho further consideration
of the matter for six months on the ground that
there were 21,522 vacant places in existing
schools, irrespective of accommodation of 8,000
or 10,<i00 children in schools not recognised by
the Board, and tho debate was adjourned iu order
that public opinion on the matter might be
ascertained. The discussion terminated in the
adoption of the report of the sub-committee by
a majority of 10 to 5.

Tlie Island of Lewis .—The School Boards of
Stornoway, Lochs, Barvas, and Uig, have agreed
to erect twonty-four now schools, and the
same number of schoolmasters’ dwelIing.hou.ses,

throughout tho Island of Lewis, at a cost of
fully 15,0001. As all the Boards in Lewis have,
however, assessed this year at the rate of 9d.
per 11., they become entitled to the special
grant given to Boards in tho Highlands for build-
ing purposes, and as these grants will in the
aggregate amount to nearly 10,0001., the burden
upon the ratepayers will not be so great as it

would appear at first sight.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Scarborough .—Christ Church, Scarborough,

has been re-opened. The alterations comprise
the erection of a ohanccl, which has been effected
by continuing the structure eastward from the
limits of the old building. On the left of the
new chancel has been erected a vestry. Tho
entire coat of erecting this room has been
boruo by Mr. J. Eley Sykes. A new organ-
chamber has been erected on the south side
of the chancel, and will hereafter bo occupied
by a new organ. Two of the lights of the
chancel window have already been filled with
stained glass. The centre light, given by
Miss VViliiamsoii, South Cliff, in memory of
her two deceased sisters, represents the raisino-
of Lazarus, the raising of Jairus’s daughter,
the widow’s son, and Christ appearing to Mary
before the Ascension. The light on the right,
contributed by Mr. W. S. Theakston, in memory
of his late wife, embraces the four ancestries
of our Lord. The remaining light, with the
exception of the tracery, has not yet been
filled with coloured glass. This portion of the
work has been carried out by Messrs. Clayton
& Bell, of London. The sittings occopying
the body of the church have been replaced
by open sittings, by which 100 additional seats
havo been gained. The flooring of the aisles
and the nave has been laid with tesselated
tiles. The organ of St. Mary’s parish church
is about to be rebuilt and enlarged at a cost
of 5001., and when complete will be placed in
the new organ-chamber of Christ Church. The
church has also been supplied with a warming
apparatus, by Messrs. G. Haden & Son, of
Trowbridge. The total cost of the alterations,
inclusive of the stained windows, is estimated
at 1,5001.

Brislnl.—The new church of St. Silas, St.
Philip’s Marsh, has been opened for divine wor-
ship. The old strocture had to be taken down
in consequence of a disastrous subsidence
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wliioli rendered the walls and roof so cracked

that it became dangerous to enter the church.

The work of taking down the former church and
rcbnilding it has cost about 2,000Z. The foun-

dations have now been piled to a depth of 32 ft.,

at a cost of and the weight of the side

walls has been greatly reduced, so that there is

now no danger of a recurrence of the calamity.

The pai'ish schools, which will accommodate 750
children, and have cost 2,5001., are also com.
pleted.

Sotlcy.—The chief stone of the new church of

St. John, lledge End, has been laid by Mrs.

Haselfoot, of Moorhill, who has not only been a

large contributor to the funds, but has also

offered to complete the tower and spire at her

own cost. The site selected for the churcli is

the gift of Mr. William Warner, of Botley, and
stands on rising ground commanding an extensive

view for many miles around. The architect is

Mr. John Colson, of Winchester, F.R.I.B.A., and
the builder, Mr. Thomas Robert White, Southsea.

Clerk of Works, Mr. J. C. Harrison.

Gloucester .—The chapel i^cently erected to

accommodate the increasing number in the

County Lunatic Asylum has been formally

opened. Mr. Medland is the architect, and the

building in design and construction very much
resembles the new church of St. Catherine,

Gloucester, of which Messrs. Medland & Son
were also the architects.

Lyonsliall .—The parish church of Lyonsliall,

says the Hereford Journal, after undergoing
partial rebuilding and restoration, has been re-

opened for divine service. The church is dedi-

cated to St. Michael and All Angela, and occu-

pies a picturesque position on an eminence
adjoining the ruins of the ancient castle of

Lyonsliall. “When visited by the Cambrian
Archmological Society, in the autumn of 18G3, it

was pronounced an interesting church, and
worthy of attentive observation. While it has
undergone one of the most complete restorations

short of absolute rebuilding that could be effected,

the ancient characteristics of the church have
been retained. The building is chiefly of the

thirteenth century, though there are remains of

an earlier edifice on the same spot. Owing to

the utter want of foundations, it was deemed
advisable to rebuild entirely the south arcade, as

also the north and south outer walla, which,
by the ravages of time, had become entirely

perished. The work of restoration includes two
new arches, with four columns, fifteen now
windows, and new stone floors. With the cxcep.
tion, too, of that of the north transept, all the

roofing is new, as is also the seating. The wood
employed is, in both cases, oak. A warming-
apparatus has been supplied

;
the upper part of

the tower, which, with the roof of the same, w.as

iu a dilapidated condition, has been rebuilt : the

tower itself has been raised some 10 ft., and the

old roof replaced by a lead flat. The work of

renovation likewise includes a new porch on the

south side of the church, new doors, the reglazing

of the windows, the supplying of new church-

furniture, &c. The cost of the rebuilding and
the restoration is, exclusive of specific offerings,

2,700L The architect employed was Mr. Bodley.

A series of five memorial windows in stained

glass have been presented by the Rev. J. Davies,

Moor-court, the Rev. J. E. Cheese, Mrs. Robinson,

Colonel Fellowes, and “A Lady,” respectively.

There is a now organ, tho result of the personal

exertions of Mrs. Maddison Green, wife of the

vicar. Tho instrument was built by Messrs.

Walker & Sons, from plans and specifications

prepared by Mr. Cbarleswovtli, the organising

master of the Herefordshire Choral Union. The
front is of carved oak; and the organ comprises

two manuals, great pedal and swell organ, with
the necessary couplers.

Bisiiop’s Itchinrjton .—The Bishop of Worcester

has opened a new church at Bishop’s Itchington,

a small village about eight miles from Leaming-
ton. The chui-fb is in the Gothic style, and
capable of seating about 700 persona. Mr.
Ciiristian, architect to the Ecclesiastical Cora-
niissioners, is the architect; Mr. Watson, of

Niipton, the contractor
;
Mr. Dicks, of Derby,

clerk of the works
;

and Mr. G. Eyres, of

Li'uraington, has carried out the ironwork,
plumbing, Ac. The total cost is 3,0001., o‘

which the Rev. Blain Mandale, vicar, ha.s pre-
sented 1,0001. The edifice is constructed of
Warwickshire blue lias, with Bath stone
dressings for the windows, the roof being
covered in with Broseley tiles. The interior

consists of a nave, a chancel, a north aisle, and
a vestry. The old church, which was an un-
sightly structure, had been in existence for more

than 400 years. With it were associated his-

toric names, such as Dr. Abernethy a'jd Chief
Justice Willes. The new building is tho last of

three works just carried out by the parisbioner.s,

at a cost of 6,0001. ;
namely, new schools, now

vicarage, and a new church.
Jevinijton .—The parish church here has been

restored, and reopened for cliviuo service by the
Bishop of Chichester. Jevington is an agricul-

tural villago in the Eastbourne range of South-
downs. Tho church formerly consisted of nave,

north aisle, chancel, and at tho west end a
massive square tower, with the remains of serai-

circular arches. It was erected, it is believed,

in tho eleventh century, but there wore traces

and reraaius of earlier Saxon work. The plans,

furnished by Mr. E. Rumble, of Eastbourne,
preserved the best features of the old oliurch.

Some of tho windows in tho tower and the three

semicircular arches separating it from the nave,

resemble the restored Saxon church at Worth.
The chancel is lighted by an eastern and three
other windows. The nave has two windows, one
Pointed and the other Decorative, and in the

north aisle are a series of narrow lancet lights.

In the chancel is an arched recess for the organ,

and beyond that a small vestry. The material

employed is mainly flint, with dressings of the

hard green stone found in the neighbourhood of

Beachy Head. The floor has been paved with
encaustic tiles, and the old pews have been
replaced with open benches of stained wood. In
cold weather the building will be heated by the

patent stove of Steward & Smith, of Sheffield,

and lighted for evening service with pendants.

The belfry now contains but two bells, one of

which hears the inscription in old English
“ Sauncta Katurine ora pro nobis.” There was
formerly a peal of eight bells, which no doubt
furnished the sign for the village inn, but we
are told that more than a hundred years ago]the

then rector sold six of them in order to provide

funds for repairing the church. A local legend

says that all the horses which drew the bells out

of the churchyard died, and the men engaged in

the removal came to unpleasant ends. Previous

to the work being taken in hand, the church was
saturated with damp, all the windows hud
decayed, and the sittings were the usual higli

pews. The lower and west end of the nave had
large square windows, with a brio.k-and-plaster

entranco-porch. The tower is the oldest part,

having Saxon belfry windows and ‘‘long and
short” masonry up the quoins. The old

plastered roof has been opened out, the oak
ribs and beams restored and boarded over with
battens, and new cornices all in oak. The
chancel and aisle roofs and the ve.stry are all

new. The stalls in the chancel, the screens,

pulpit, and reading-desk are of carved oak. Tlie

aisles and passage-ways have been repaired

with Godwin’s tiles, all tho stonework through-

out has been restored, and the windows have
been filled in with green rolled cathedral glass.

The ground ontside has been lowered between
3 ft. and -1 ft., and drained. On the south side

there is a new open-timbered and carved porch,

the tracery being filled in with green cathedral

glass. The tower has been pierced with two
extra arches, and thrown open to the church.

There is also a new organ built expressly for and
fitted up in the organ-chamber.

Little Dunmow.—The parish church of Little

Dunmow, which for some time past has been
closed for the purpose of restoration by Mr.

James Brown, of Braintree, builder, has again

been opened for divine worship. All the win-

dows in the south side have been restored, the

east window alone being entirely new, and are

all Gothic in the style of architecture. Under
the east window a reredos has been exposed; it

had once been an elaborate piece of carved

masonry, but is now very much destroyed in

parts. The spandrels under all the windows on
the south side are filled in with various orna-

mental carvings, some very grotesque. The
pillars which formerly divided the nave from the

side aisle have been cleaned and restored, and
the wall on the north is now carried some dis-

tance further out than formerly; these pillars,

which are of the Tuscan order, stand iu the

church. The roof is of open timber, high
pitched. A vestry has been added to the church.

The benches are of varnished pine. Suitable

situations have been found fortlie monuments of

the Lady Juga, the founder of the church, Sir

Wa'ter Fitz-Walter and his lady, and also that

of Matilda, second daughter of Sir Walter Fitz-

Walter, who, according to the Monkish story,

was poisoned by contrivance of King John, for

refusing to gratify his illicit passion. She also

is legendarily famous as the wife of Robin Hoodl
the outlawed E\rl of Huntingdon.

Stntiesbij (Leicestershire).—Tho parish churcl:

is about to undergo restoration, under tho superi

intendenco of Mr. R. W. Johnson, of Mcltoii

Mowbray, architect. The works comprise new
roof to nave, restoration of stonework generally

new benches, pnlpitand reading-desk, restoratioi

of font, Ac. Tho contract has been taken b’

Mr. G. Chester, of Waltham, builder.
,

I

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS. 1

Eiirronyh-nn-the-IIill .—A new school is bei^
built here. It is of brick, with Bath stom
dressings, and has porch and bell-tnrret.

R. W. Johnson, of Melton, is the architect, am
the coutracb for tho works has been taken bj

Messrs. Hayes & Son, of Melton.

Pickiuell .—The parochial school and art build

ings have been undergoing restoration am
enlargement. An entirely new roof has beet

put in, and new three-light windows inserted ii

each end. Mr. R. W. Johnson, of Melton Mow'
bray, is the architect employed to superintem
the restoration.

Stanford-in-iha-Vale (Berks).—A new Churcl
of England school has just been completed ii

this parish, for tho accommodation of 190 chili

dren. It consists of a “mixed” school-rooir

(divisible into two), an infant school, and i

class-room. The materials used are local stona

with Bath stone dressings, Broseley tiles, witl

Cooper’s ridges and finials, and deal casement^!,

windows, all- woodwork being stained and vac
niahecl. The total cost, including fence-walli

and gates to large playground, and Nationa
desk-fittings, Ac., was 7011. This sum wa.

raised by voluntary contributions, aided by r

Government grant, the deficiency being inadi

good by a voluntary parish-rate. The site wa.

presented by Mr. Cbas. Morison, of Basildoi

Park. A master’s house has also been erected

at a cost of 3001. Mr. Edward Williams, o

Abingdon, has canned out the works, from tin

plans and under the superintendence of Mri

Wm. Penstoiie, of London, architect.
|

Bridjoort. — The foundation stone of nevi

National schools has been laid in the parish oj

Allington, borough of Bridporb, on a site uBarj

the church. Tho plans were drawn by Mb;

Comick, architect, one of the churchwardens o;

Allington. The eontracb was taken by Mr'

Gerrard. of Bridport, the amount being abotri

9601. Tho building, which is designed in tht.

Gothic style, will consist of a principal school

room, 49 ft. long and 20 ft. wide; an infants!

room, 39 ft. by 20 ft.
;
and a class-room, 20 ftj

by 12 ft.
;
with a cloak-room, lavatory, and oLhdi

offices. It is being built of local stone, --Botlienj

hampton stone outside and Loders for the insidd

face of the walls,—with Ham Hill drc.ssiug^;

The roof will bo slated, and the rooms will bj

lighted by eighteen windows, and well ventL

lated. In front of the building is aufficiem.

space for a playground, and the premises will be

,
enclosed by a wall 8 ft. high.

Derby. — The school recently erected it

Gerard-street, by the Derby School Board, have

been formally opened. This school is the first:

which has been built for the Derby Board. The

design was by Mr. T. Coulthurst, and was

selected by the Board in open competition froio

among eleven sets of plaus submitted. The

schools have been built by Mr. 11. Britlgar^'

Derby, whose tender was 2,895Z. Apcomnioda-(

tion is provided for 750 children, the whole of

the entrances being in Gerard-street. The

boys’ school, which is L shaped, is on the ground;

floor, the total length being 77 ft. by 20 ft., nudn

15 ft. high
;
there are also Wo class-rooms, each

20 ft. by 15 ft., and 15 ft. high. Thu lavatoiyi

and bat and cloak room adjoin the entrance.!

There is a spacious play.ground at the rear, the

space underneath the class-rooms being con-

verted into a covered play-ground. The girls

school is immediatL-ly over the boys’ school, the

size and arrangement being exactly similar.

Access is obtained by a stone staircase. Suitablei

cloak and lavatory accommodation is providedi

on the ground floor adjoining the entrance. The'

infants’ school is on the ground floor, and iS'

50 ft. by 30 ft., and 23 ft. high by the collar-

beam. There are also two class-rooms, each

20 ft. by 15 ft., and 15 ft. high, with the neces-i

sary clnak and lavatory accommodation. Therel

is a spacious open playground in the rear, with'

covered playground underneath the class-rooms,

both of which will be used by the girls and in-l

* fanta, each school being provided with.a distinct
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itrancc from the playgi'ound. The total cubic

aco of the entire building is 101,300 cubic
:t. The whole of the school and class-rooms

9 wainscoted to the height of 4 ft. G in., and
the inside woodwork throughout is stained

d varnished. The desks provided are Colman
Qlondenning’s patent, which are made so as

seat the children in pairs. The total cost of

t school, inclusive of laud, furniture, and
^gs, is ‘1,592J., made up as follows :

—

Srection of building, including addi-
tional and extra work £3,099 10 0
ixtures, stoves, gnsfittiugs, &c., not
included in contract 217 10 0
and, arcliitcct'e commission, and law
charges 955 10 0
'urniture ; 290 0 0

Total 4,602 10 0

e total cost per head for the number of
olars to be accommodated is 61. 2s. Sd. nearly,'

e estimated cost of the building was 4,500J.,

ich sum the Public Works Loan Commis-
lers agreed to lend to the Board at the rate

li per cent, per annum, to be re-paid within

y years. Arrangements have been made with
I Loan Commissioners by which both principal

I interest will be re-paid by fifty equal annual
talments of 1911. 16a. 3d., which is at the
e of 41. 58. 3d. per cent, on the total sum
rowed.

§0olis §i£Ci:ttrib.

! Trial of Sir Jasper ; a Temperance Tale in

'^erse. By S. C. Hall, F.S.A., Burriatcr-at-

iEW, and Editor of the Art-Journal. Virtue
; Co., Ivy-lane.

ATEVKii difl'erence of opinion there may be
;o tho point chosen for attack by the author
his tale, there can bo none as to the good-

B of tho motive, the vigour of the onslaught,

. the overwhelming importance of the object

view. Many will differ from Mr. Carter
:i n ascribing guilt of the deepest dye to the

£er and seller of drink, but none in his

uest and able effort to set forth the miserable
ilta of intemperance, with a view to cheek
terrible progress. Evidence is piled on
lence, and art of the highest kind is called

o help to show the fearful and fatal evils

ght on by intemperance. The following

8 introduce one of the most telling cuts in

book (by H. K. Robertson) :

—

hat pallid wretch comes next ? His hands are red !

38 a tala of horror best unsaid.
that (ho hand ? Is that the fatal knife ?

that the bodj of a murder’d wife H

t fall tho curtain ! Close it ! Let the shroud
do ghastly terror from a gasping crowd.
tie beat her thrice within an inch of death :

le neighbours counsell'd ‘ Punish him !
’ Bui no !

0 waited calmly for the latest blow.
It came, and with a panting, parting breath,
e told the almost pardonable lie

—

t is not by my husband's hand I die.’

id 80 these neighbours found her : and they laid

e dead wife on the floor,-— there was no bed;
t a Samaritan hud gently placed
decent covering o'er the woman dead,
rough which dim oulliues of a form were traced."

t effective, too, are the illustrations by Elmore,
1 Puton, Lore, Gilbert, Tonniel, Buughtoii,

necly, and Hardy,— iu fact, alt that are
n. Mr. Cave Thomas strikes the right key-
1 iu his drawing which lias been chosen for

frontispiece, where he makes the Angel
ipcrance stand, “ the Golden Mean,” between
oop of ascetic monks drinking only water
r the spring and a group of abandoned
mchees lost to all sense of shame and
;ucy. We quote a portion of tho author’s
festive description of a workman who has
ited temptation :

—

8 gift is but a very common gift :

rethought for self and others
; liberal thrift ]

0 charity that will not wildly roam
;

e charity that does not stay at home.
Je squanders nothing, nothing leaves to chance,
t prays, and trusts, and knows that God will bless
e Heaven-directed source of all success,

?he mainspring of his guidance— Teinperunce 1

e Member chosen by his native place
M but a workman once. You still may trace
e signs of labour on his sinewy hand.
e Peer who ranks tho loftiest iu the land
« swept bis father's shoo

;
nor thinks it shame

tell his fellow-lordships whence ho came.

e cases such os these, in England, rare,
men who rise to rank, by toil and care?
f-taught, sclf-train'd, aolf-discipliaed—self-made :

;cem'd. respected— gentlemeu in trade.
tat hinders him froju rising us they rose
share the many blessings Toil bestows ?

"

ith this we must end our notice, not for
t of will to say more on the subject, but for
t of space to say it in.

“ The Trial of Sir Jasper ” is a very remarkable
little book; the piice is only a shilling, audit
cannot be too widely circulated.

Handbook of the Teleijraph. Being a Manual of
Telegraphy. By R. Bond. Lockwood & Co.
London, 1873.

Toe telegraph offers employment to so large a
number of young persons that any good work
conveying information on the subject was sure
to have a considerable sale. We are therefore
not surprised to find a fourth edition is required
of Mr. Bond’s manual, and has been published.
A series of questions on magnetism, electricity,

and practical telegraphy, by Mr. McGregor, has
been added, and will be found valuable by
students who will work them out with the aid of

proper books. Mr. Scudamore having accepted
the dedication ofthe volume, additional assurance
is given that Mr. Bond is well fitted for the task
ho took upon himself.

The Roman Forum.
A NUMBER of the Revue Arch^ologique before
us contains a paper on Recent Discoveries in the
Roman Forum, translated from the Gazetta
ufficiale del Regno d' Italia, and annotated by
M. Chas. Lucas, one of the most active of the
literary architects of France.

Elementary Principles of Carpentmj. Also a
Treatise on Joinery. Edited by E. Wyndham
Tarn, M.A., Architect. Lockwood & Co.
1873.

This in its original form was one of Wealc’s
Rudimentary Series, and in the main an abridg-
ment of Tredgold's well-known work on Car-
pentry. Tho present edition is somewhat more
comprehensive, and its very competent editor,
Mr. Tarn, has added a useful treatise on Joinery.
Tho whole forms a cheap little introductory
volume. Reference is made in parts to an Atlas
of engravings, but this we have not seen.

A Descriptive Treatise of Mathematical Drawing
Instinnnents. By W. P. Si'anley, 5, Great
Turnstile, London. 1873. Fourth Edition.

We gave warm commendation to Mr. Stanley’s
book when it was first published. It is now a
standard work on the subject of which it treats,
and this now edition is much enlarged and
improved.

Sewage : Suggestions for its Utilisation, having
special Regard to Sa7utary Rer2uire7nents. E. &
F. Spon.

This pamphlet furnishes an account of the mode
adopted at Carlisle, the special feattaro of which
is the combination of the antiseptic treatment
with irrigation, and is intended, in fact, quite
fairly, as a recommendation of McDougall’s
Patent Sewage Cai'bolio Acid.

VARIORUM.
“ Spou’s Architect’s and Builder’s Pocket-

Book,” by W. Young, architect, will be found a
very useful companion. It contains a large
amount of information in a small compass.
” The Buyer’s Guide to the Manufacturing
Towns and Manufacturers of Great Britain,”
and ” The ‘Hotels of Europe” (both published
by H. Herbert, Cbarterhouse-buildiugs), are
Directories, and only partial ones at present,
but are printed and adorned as Directories
seldom have been. The second volume of
” Beetou’s Science, Art, and Literature ” (Ward,
Lock, & Tyler), is described, and with some
truth, as a Dictionary of Universal Infor-
mation. Tho volume contains 2,088 columns of
matter, and 1,000 engravings. Some of the
prints illustrating architectural subjects show,
as usual in such works, the want of a proper
supervise!-. Nevertheless,we recommend the book
as mostly fulfilling its professions. Messrs.
Weeks & Co. have sent out a new trade book,
which includes a number of designs, good and
bad, for liorticultural buildings. They would be
better without the colour, which vulgarises
them. Tho “Revised Illustrated and Descrip-
tive Catalogue,” issued by Whitley Partners,
gives pat ticulara of many improved European
and American mechanical inventions, manufac-
tured by special machinery. A new edition
has been published by Messrs. Longmans &. Co.,
of “'Elements of Mensuration,” by tho Rev.
Johu Hunter, which forms part of Gleig’a school
scries. A short treatise on “ Laud Surveying ”

has been added as an appendix.

gtisrtllansa.

The Old Toll Sooth and the New Tewn-
hall, Northallerton.—The old toll booth in
the centre of the Town-street, Northallerton
has at length been sold by auction for 18Z.,
to be pulled down, and tho market cross for 51.

This has been done by the Tolls Company, who
have erected a new town-hall and covered market
a little lower down the street. The new build-
ing, which approaches completion, consists of a
basement, ground, and first floors. In tlie base-
ment are a mai-ket cellar, 60 ft. by 30 ft., for
the storage and packing of butter and eggs,
lie. ; and cellarage to the shops on the ground
floor

; and a chamber for heating apparatus to
the large ball. On the ground floor are a covered
market, 60 ft. by 32 ft.

; seven shops
; and

entrance - hall and staircase to the large hall.
The floor of the market is formed with Dennett’s
patent arching, carried on iron girders and
columns, and finished with Wilkinson’s (New-
castle) grooved cement. In the floor are in-
sorted lights of thick rough plate-glass in iron
frames, to light the basement. The first floor
contains a large hall, 72 ft. by 32 ft. A gallery
is can-ied across one end, and the platform
with semircular recess behind is placed across
the other. The large hall is calculated to seat
upwards of 600 people. The building is of
bricks, with atone dressings. The architects
are Mesrs. Ross & Lamb, of Darlington.

The Purchase of Northumberland House,
The Act of Parliament to make a new street
from Chariug-cross to the Victoria Embankment,
and to purchase Northumberland House, has
just been issued. It states that a new street
from Charing.cross to the Victoria Embankment
would be a work of public utility and an ira-

portant metropolitan improvement, and the
Metropolitan Board of Works are authorised to
carry the same into effect. The agreements
made between the Duke of Northumberland and
Earl Percy with the Metropolitan Board of
Works are annexed to the statute, and it appears
that -197,9001. are to be paid by the Board for the
property in twelve mouths. The new street is
to bo formed according to tlio plans deposited
at the office of the Clerk of tho Peace for Mid-
dlesex. Tho railings are to bo removed from
Craven-street, and the property is to be pur-
chased to effect the intended improvements.
There is other property to be purchased for
2,1001. The schedules to the Act set forth the
description of tho property. In tho second
schedule the fixtures and works of art are to bo
removed, and among the former is the well-
known lion on the top of the mansion. Tho
compulsory purchase of tho property required
for the improvements is to be made within five
years, and the new street is to be cjnstructcd
in seven years.

The Improvements and Extensions in
the Southampton Docks.—Tho preliminary
works connected with the extended dock accom-
modation at Southampton have now commenced,
the first pile having been driven. Various addi-
tions, alterations, and other improvements havo
recently been effected by tho directors of the
Dock Company, or are still in progress, to pro-
vide increased facilities for the rapidly growing
trade of tho port, in addition to the extended
dock works now commenced, and which will be
pushed forward with tho utmost energy. The
contract for them has been let to Messrs. John
Ail'd & Sons, of Lambeth. This firm constructed
the Millwall Docks, Londou, and is now occupied
upon the docks at Fleetwood. The first part of
the extension will he a quay, 1,500 ft. long, ex-
tending along the right bank of the Itchen, with
a depth of 20 ft. of water at low spring tides,
and provided with all necessary appliances for
convenient and rapid work. It will form one
side of a future dock, about 30 acres in extent.
The channel of the Itchen will be much im-
proved by these works. A largo portion of the
quay will be completed next summer, and bo
put into immediate use.

Monmoutlialiire and Caerleou Anti-
quarian Association.—The annual meetiu-^ of
this association was held in Usk Castle. The
day being fine, there was a large number of
ladies and gentlemen present. The members
were congratulated on the publication of a work
on the monuments iu Abergavenny Church. The
president gave a history of Usk Castle, which
he traced from tho time of William the Con-
queror. He also sketched its chief architectural
features, aud spoke of the priory and the church.
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Archaeological Discoveries in Warwick-
shire.—During the present week a party of

arcbreologiats have been inapectiug a aeries of

camps, mounds, and earthworks, which have

been discovered during the past twelve months
by Mr. J. Tom Bargess, the author of “ Historic

Wai’wickahire,” in the woodlands of central

Warwickshire, all within an easy distance of the

Eoyal Spa of Leamington. Accoi*ding to the

Leamington Courier, these earthworks, strange

to say, have hitherto been unknown to any

local antiquary or wandering archmologisb. The
first of these (which was visited in company of

Mr. Matthew Bloxham), is a large entrenched

camp near Claverdon, situate in Barmoor Wood.
A deep fosse surrounds an elliptical area of some
four acres, which is connected with a level

plateau of falia of much greater extent on the

north, by a narrow causeway. On Yarningale-

hill, to the east, there is a twin tumulus, and
some three miles to the north is the great mound
of Donnilee, near Henley-in-Arden, on which the

De Montfords erected their Castle of Beaudesert.

In Oakley Wood, on the road between Banbury
and Warwick, the party inspected a formidable

vallum and fosse, enclosing an area of some six

acres, and it was pronounced of decidedly mili.

tary character.

Costly Plate-Glass Windo-ws.—The magis-

trate at Woolwich Police Court has expressed

himself strongly with respect to the practice

which has grown to such a large extent since

the introduction of plate-glass insurance, of

fitting up shop-windows in a costly style. In a
recent case a person was summoned for throwing
a stone in the public street, and breaking a pane
of glass worth 51. in the window of the Mitre
Tavern, High-street, Woolwich. The defendant,
in order to drive off a dog which threateued to

fly at him, threw a stone, which, instead of

striking the dog, went through the tavern win-
dow', and the landlord claimed 51., saying, how-
ever, that the insurance agent had offered to let

the defendant off if he would pay 21. The
magistrate, nevertheles, said he should uob think

of allowing any such sum. This was admittedly
an accident

;
and, although it was illegal to

throw stones in the streets, persons who put such
expensive panes of glass in their windows must
understand that they did so at their own risk.

He adjourned the case, in the hope that it might
be arranged.

Inscription on tlie Wall of a House in
Tewkesbury Higli-street.—During the pro-

gress of the alterations now being carried out at

the premises of Messrs. Hayward & Son, in

High-street, the following inscription has been
found on the wall forming a mantelpiece to a
fireplace (now bricked up), in an upstairs room.
The inscription, which is on the whitewashed
bricks, is painted in black old English characters,

with red initials. It measures 3 ft. 2 in. wide
by 1 ft. 6 in. deep, and is still in a fair state of

preservation. Ic is supposed to be nearly three

centuries old :

—

“ Three thingee pleseth booeth god and man Concorde
Be twene bretheren : Amytie betwene naygbbowers

:

And a man and his wyfe that agreeth well to gether.
Power things hurt much the site of man. Teares,

smocke, wynde, and the woorst of aH to se hie frends
imluckye and bis foso bappye. These flvfe thingcs are
rare sene ;—A fayer yonge wotnane with ought a lover, A
yonge man with ought myerth, An old ueseror without
money, Aney great layer with ought theffes, A fare harne
vrith ought music.”

Promenade Concerts, Covent Garden.

—

Middle-aged playgoers who recollect the prome-
nade concerts with which Jullien pleased the
public for many seaaous, and will compare his

programme with that provided by M. Riviere on
the present, will see how much more the public
now expect than then contented them. In
Jullien’s time one vocalist was found to afford

Bufficient variation from the instrumental staple;

now Miss Rose Hersee, Mdlle. Pitteri, Mdlle.

Kortense, Mr. H. Pearson, and three others,

besides a chorus of fifty voices, and the “ Bijou ”

choir of boys, lend their aid eveiy night; Mr.
J. Levy, the prince of comct-players, taking the
place of one equally celebrated in the earlier

days. Suffice it, M. Riviere is providing a very
attractive and varied entertainment, and the
public show their appreciation of it by filling

the house every night, though “ every one is

out of town.”

Herne Bay Pier.—On Wednesday last a
new pier here was opened by the Lord Mayor.
To what extent the agitation in our columns
some time ago (in the interest of the place)
contributed to this result we ai-e not aware.

BoarcUng-out t ersus Parming-out Pauper
Children.—The National Committee for Pro-

inoting the Boarding-out System are about to

circulate (gratuitously) a pamphlet titled

“Pauper Children, their Training in Model
Unions,” containing recent information on the

boarding-out system of placing children, one or

two—not more than two—in one cottage, by
contrast with the farming-out plan, which was
a gross abuse of the Poor Law system in former
years. The boarding-out system has been uni-

versal in Scotland for many years, and is general

in L-eland. Its success in these parts of the

kingdom is fully proved by long and wide-spread

experience. It has also been extensively tested

and adopted in Germany, Holland, the United
States, Australia, and other countries. The
committee’s secretary is Miss Mary J. Gatlin, and
the address 21, Arthur.road, Stoke Newington,
London.

Algeria.—The forests of Algeria are very
valuable, though they are occasionally injured

by periodical conflagrations, caused by the

Arabs, in order to gain better pasturage. They
produce several species of oak and cork, the
Aleppo pine, from which resin is extracted

;
the

cedar of the Atlas, a most valuable timber for

building purposes and cabinet-making
;

the

thuya, celebrated even in the time of the
Romans as an ornamental wood

;
ash, elm, &c.

These forests cover an area of about 3,500,000

acres, and of these 376,355 acres have already

been conceded to private individuals, and
200,000 have been given up for the use of the
native population ; but it has been determined
that in future no forest land is to be alienated

from the State. The mineral resources of

Algeria are very considerable, and British

capital is largely employed in this direction.

A New Town on tte Laucasliire Coast.

—

A new church has been built at Heyhouses, near
Lytbam, by Lady Eleanor Cicely Clifcon, and it

is proposed to establish a new seaside resort at

that part of the coast, to be called St. Anne’s-
on-tbe-Sea. The new town will stand just at

the bend of the coast about half-way between
Lytham and South Shore, and the lord of the

manor, Mr. J. Talbot Clifton, is now having laid

out a new road from Lytham, in continuation of

that which gives access to the mansions at the
west end of Lytham. The new road will be
continued through the sandhills, and will be two
miles and a quarter in length, making the dis-

tance fi'om Lytham market-house to St. Anne’s-
ou-the-Sea about three miles and a quarter. It

is probable that the first buildi.ng to be erected
at St. Anne’s-on-the-Sea will be a large hotel.

Sliockiiig Fatality.—A terrible disaster has
just occurred at Busto Arsizio, in the province of
Milan. In the Via Santa-Croce existed a house
belonging to the church of that name, and which
had remained empty for a long time, being in-

secure. The cure opened it as a school for young
girls. Gn the 17 th, about 100 of these, of from
fifteoQ to eighteen years of age, were assembled
on the first and second stories. All at once the
floors gave way, and the unfortunate pupils fell iu

a heap, mingled with the beams and rubbish. Six
were taken out dead, and some twenty more
seriously injured. The priest took to flight, but
a warrant fur his arrest has been issued.

IVIemorials.—The fund for a Sorby memorial
of the late Earl of Galloway has now reached
the sum of 1921. The memorial is to take the
shape of a stained.glass window, which is to be
placed in the now church about to be erected for

the parish of Sorby. This memorial is indc.

pendent of the public one to be erected at

Newton Stewart. The monument at Hawkes-
bury Upton has had a now gilded cross fixed

upon its summit. The cross itself is made of

sheet copper, ^ in. in thickness, weighs upwards
of 120 lb., and is 6 ft. 3 in. in height. The old

cross, which was a stone one, and weighing about
10 cwt., was blown down during a gale of wind
on December 9th, last year.

The Assistant Surveyorsliip of Leicester.
A new assistant surveyor to the borough of

Leicester was recently appointed, but did not
make his appearance at the time agreed upon, and
managed to keep the place open for himself by
farther postponements, till at last he declined

the appointment altogether. The consideration

of the question was referred back to the high,

ways committee. It was said the candidate had
already been paid his expenses to Leicester and
back, and ought to be made to refund the

amount,

Old London.—In the course of excavating

for the foundations and basement of theintendej
new building for the National Safe Depos!
Company, at the bottom of Queen Victoriil

street, the contractors have laid bare a porticj

of the course of the Old Wall Brook, and hav}

also come upon some specimens of anciei!

pottery, as well as a few gold trinkets, and i'

number of bones, considered to be those t;

Saxons, Romans, and Ancient Britons. 5,

deep have the excavators gone that thf

have reached the London clay, upon which ;

thick bed of concrete has been placed, atj

flagged as a sub-basement to the building.

Opening of the Exeter Licensed Vii.

tuallers’ Asylum.—These buildings, in t](

Union-road, are now completed, and the oco:

pants have been formally installed by the Mayi
of Exeter. The style is Gothic, the buildfii

being of red bricks, relieved with Bath-stoi

dressings, freely used. The architect was M
A. H. Wills, of Exeter. Mr. J. Slade was tl

builder. At present the block consists of os
four houses } but it is proposed, if requisite,

:

add another block. The cost of the buildis}

has been about 1,3001., and the amount su;

scribed up to the present time is 9501.

Bath Stone.—The great extension of fc

demand for Bath stone during the last ft

years has led to the apprehension that tl

existing quarries would soon bo exhausted. Tt
apprehension has been dispelled by the discove

of a large extent of building stone iu the ueig

bourhood of Corsham, which is now beii

opened by Messrs. Raudeil & Saunders. T,

quantity is sufiicient to supply the existi]

demand for half a century. It will be couneoix

by railway with the Great Western system,<

Bristol Duihj Post.

Royal Masonic Institution for Boys,
A considerable addition is being made to tl

school, consisting of dormitories, bath-rooo
lavatories, and a new block of water-closets, &
to meet the increased requirements of the ina

tution. According to the Freemason, the wot

which, since its commencement, has proceed.Jl

very rapidly, has been carried on under tl

immediate superintendence of the architetl

Mr. L W. Dennison, of King-street, Cheapaiei

by Mr. Thomas Boyce, builder, Hackney, andif

now fast approaching completion.

Oriental Congress and Exhibition.

—

T-
organisers of the congress which is to be held '

Paris on the 1st of September to discuss vario'i

questions connected with Japanese literatu

and the best means of bringing the Japan©
intellect into profitable conjunction with that;

Europe, have added another feature to its pi'

gramme which cannot fail to be an attractionji

namely an exhibition of the products of Chinft

and Japanese art.

Ofl5.ee of Works.—The Civil Service C(^
missioners have issued regulations for an
competition, to be held on the 7th of GetoS*
for two appointments as assistants to

assistant-surveyors in the Gffice of Works. B
salary attached to one appointment commefl®
at 2101. a year, that of the other begins at lOSC

Mr. Hawkshaw, C.E.—It is understood
her Majesty intends to confer the hououmi
knighthood upon Mr. Hawkshaw, superiutendfl^l

engineer of Holyhead Breakwater.

TENDERS
For the erection of a banking-house and premise^ i

;

the Market-place, Derby, for Messrs. S. Smith & Co. St!

Geo. R. Isborn, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Thompson,.., C17,000 0 0
Jones & Sons 16,893 0 0

Dennett & Co 16,600 0 0

Humphreys 16,300 0 0

J. & E. Wood (accepted) 10,2C0 0 0

For rebuilding rice-mills, Bromley-by-Bow, Middlese;!*

for the Bromley Rice Mills Company (Limited). Messr

Arthur & C. Harston, architects. Quantities suppliedr.

Munday Jj-,200 0 0

Elinor 6,990 0 0

Wicks, Bangs, & Co 6,950 0 0

Mann 6,930 0 0 '

Killby 0.630 0 0

Sheftield (accepted) 6,565 0 0

For repairing and painting No. 6,

bury, for Messrs. Nutter & Co.
architect ;

—

Lidstone
Devereui
Lister
Cornwall (accepted)

Iligh-sfreet, Bloom'

Mr. W. P. Griffitf

£600 0 0 1

333 0 0 '

217 12 0 I

230 0 0 !
'

For alterations and additions to Grove-villas, Ea,

India Dock-road. Mr. Owen Lewis, architect :

—

Blandibrd & Jones (accepted) ,..£176 0 0 1
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] For relmildinc Crowu and AncLor and ahop adjoining,
lew Keut-road. Mr. J. 11. Green, architect :

—

Cooper.
Wood
Heath
Wrifihfc, Bros
Matthews
Price

I

Dover, Son, & Co. ...

Pitcher
' Crockett

I

McGlachlaa
Miles

1

King...
Blackmore & Morley

i Smith
i Cosier

Bruce
Lawrence
Knight
niches
Cook
Chinnock
Tull
Michael

For erection of pianoforte factory, Arlington-street,
kindcn-town, for Mr. Henry Ward. Iron doors not
eluded :

—

Scrivener ik White 113,673 0 0
Axl'ord 3,62') 0 0
Laiigmead & Way 3,595 0 0
d^ing 3,330 11 0
Bamford 3,300 0 0

For stabling, &c., and additions at Bramlcy Park,
irrey, for Mr. Percy Kicardo. Mr. Alexander Peebles,
cbiti'ct, Quantities supplied ;

—

Hye & Moon P1.171 0 0
Clark 0 0
Mitchell 1,412 0 0
Brown (accepted) 1,35114 0

Tenders for now Baptist Chapel at Surbiton. Mr. Jas.
ibitt, architect:

—

Culluin £3,eS5 0 0
Staines A Hon . 3,276 0 0
Adamson & Sons 2,222 0 0
Todd it Saunders 1,091 0 0

For alterations and additions to Nos. 38 and 40, Queen
o^ria-Btreet, for Messrs. Standing & Marten. Messrs.^

’ & J. C. Boys, architects. Quantities by

. £5,700 0
, 5,475 0

6,-100 0
. 6,215 0
. 6,200 0
. 6,100 0
, 5,189 0
, 6,133 0 0
, 6,056 0
. 6,000 0 0
, 4,980 0
. 4,850 0
, 4,785 0
, 4,777 0 0
,

4,726 0
. 4,709 0
, 4,666 0
, 4,690 0
, 4,575 0
, 4,260 0
.

4,2-46

. 3,988
0

0 0
, 3.772 0

2,977 0 I

7, Pavement, Finsbury, for
James Quinton. Mr. Thomas Durrans, architect
lioeps t Co £572 0 0
Taylor & Baden (accepted) 622 7 0

Barlow
W. B, Backshell:—
Elsdoii

Si'welltSoi
ulc,

Colls .

Seri.euer t White
Bayes & Ramage
Newman & Mann (accepted)

,,£8,492 15 0
.. 7,670 0 0
.. 7,600 0 0
.. 7,690 0 0
,. 7,498 0 0
.. 7,000 0 0
.. 0,476 0 0

For a small detached fwelling-housc, near Woking
atioii, Surrey. Mr. Henry Peak, architect:

—

^ason £53i o 0
West (accepted) 620 0 0

for rebuilding the Miller’s Anns, Guildford, Surrey,
Mr. George Trimmer. Mr. Henry Peak, architect

Sirudwick £454 0 0
Mason 419 0 0
T, & J. Loo 432 0 0
West 420 16 0
Mitchell & Sou 419 0 0
Hughes 400 0 0
Bristow & Burdett 37a ft ft

Duke & Fowler (accepted)

TO CORKESPONDENTS.
Aiimteur ('' ITealth and Comfort iu Hoiiae-Dulldiag " next week).—

C. T, U. (next weok),—Quo Minus (wo do not publish affronts on
anonymous la/onnation).—L. \V. G. (letterhas been cancelled, having
appe.ired elsewhere, We have not space to print cireufars).— J. W, G.
(cancelled, having appeared elsewhere).—C. J. (we shall be happy to
receive copy).—C. C.—G. It, I,—A. JL—A. 11.—C.—P. J,—E. L.—
C. J.— C. G,—J, C.—E. T.—D, S.—Strive.-C. C. iCo.—W, 11,—H. P.
—W. i Sons.-II, P. P.—T. D,—A, M.—B. A. E-—P. C. 0-— P. & T,—
D. M.—8. A M.—W. P,—B. B.—D. A Co.—J. C. B.— J, H,— Mr. P.—
W, E. U.—R. R. G.-U, W.-J. B.—T. W, B.-W, H. 9, A.—B. G.
We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

All statements of facts, lists of tenders, Ac., must be acoompanieil
by tbe name and address of the sender, not necessarUy for
publication.

Nora.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers readat
publis meetings, rests of course with tbe authors.

8ITLATIONS WAXTED.—Advertisemeuts of this class are iiiHe

A.lhe lollowing rate. viz. :

Six lines (about fifty words) or under 2b, 6d,
Each additional line (about ten words) Oa 6d.

Halfpenny stomps accepted for amounts under Ss.

The Publisher ca/nnot be responsible for Testi.

MONiALS left at the Office in reply to Advertise-

ments, and strongly recommends tJuxt Copies
ONLY should be sent.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the cv/rrent

weelc’s issue later thorn THREE o’clock p

)

on TKVRSDAY.
NOTICE.—All communications respect

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to “The Publisher of the Builder,'

No. 1, Tork-street, Covent Garden. All other

Communications should be Oiddressed to the

“Editor,’' and not to the “Publisher."

PERFECTION m BOOKKEEPING. —
4r_ .BuUders and Othera dealring a resUly good system, can haaveSET of MODELS for BUILDER’S BOOKS, by DOUBLB ENTRY to
which wae awarded the prize offered In " The Builder," No. 1 180 anil
which has been adopted by many large Anna Also a Modified
A^ngeiueiit by Single Entry, euitoble (or small bnil.lern—Addr«s..
Uf. J. H. JONES, 4. St. George'a-roftd, Raeent's Park. London.

THIS DAY.—Demy 8vo. jiriee (postoco7d.),

PEOIFICATIONS for PEACXICAL
ARCBITECTUEE

: a Guide to the Architect, Engineer, Sur-
veyor. and Builder

;
with an Essay on the Structure and Science ot

Modern Buildings n[ion the basis of the Work of Bartholomew.
By FREDERICK ROGERS, Architect.

With numerous IllmUratlona
London

; LOCKWOOD A CO. 7, Stationers’ Hall-court, B.C.

THIS DAY.-Crowu^ cloth, pricefia (iiostaueid.).

ITIHE TIMBER IMPORTERS’ and SHIP-
'«ir

P^NERS’ freight BOOK: Being a Comprehensive Series
of Tatjles for the use of Timber Importers, Caplaliia of Ships, Ship-
brokers, BuUders, and all Dealers iu Wood whatsoever.

By WILLIAM RICHARDSON,
...r. . "Packing-Case Tables," Ac.

'

'"•’“irs’ Hall-court, B.C.

ipHE ART-JOURNAL for SEPTEMBER,
JL (price 2e. 6iL) contains the following

_ LINE ENGRAVINGS
I. PRINCE ARTHUR and HUBERT, after!.. J POTT

II. THE CONVALESCENT, lifter BIRKET FOSTER

111.

ilALLEE SCRUB, VICTORIA, after N. CHEVALIER.
LITERARY CONTRIBUTIONS.

he Dee; its Aspect and
Hbtory. Parts. VUI. IX. By
J. S. Howson, Dean of Chester.
Illustrated.
ticiont Embroidery, By John
Piggott, Jun,

Life on Hie Upper Tluvmes. By
H, It Kohertaon. Illuntr.ited.

lyal Academy ; The Sculpture.

Bath and other Bnilding Stones of Best
QuaUty.—RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.
Limited, Quarrymen and Stone Merchauts.
List of Prices at the Quarries and Depdts, also
Cost of Transit to any part of the United
Kingdom furnished on application to
Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.—^Ajjtt.]

Bills of Quantities, Specifications, &c.,
Lithographed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
29, Chariiig-crosB, S.W., with accuracy and
punctuality. Plans and Drawings Copied,
Traced, or Lithographed.— [Advt.J

372 0 0

drainage works for tbe Guildford Local Board. Mr.
iiry I’cttk, surveyor :

—

Ganiott £169 0 0
Bollard & Son 132 0 0
Mason 105 0 0
Burdett (accepted) 87 4 7

'or the erection of warehouse and manufactory, Joha-
;el, 1‘cutonville, for Messrs. Symnions &, Sons. Quan-

supplied :

—

Beaves (accepted) £4,950 0 0

)or block of three shops and business premises in
“sloii-slreet, Bristol, for Mr. Matthew Duulop. Mr. J.

architect •

KastabrooU & Sons..
Diment
Howell
Davis & hoE
"Wilkins & Sons
Church & Phillips ..

..£4,399 0 0

.. 4,395 0 0

.. 4,269 0 0

.. 3,985 0 0

.. 3,900 0 0

.. 3,705 0 0

ir block of two shops and dwelling-houses in Colston-
;t. Bristol, for Mr. Matthew Duulop. Mr. J. Bevan

Easlabrook & Sons ..

Davis & Son
Church & Phillips ..

Wilkius & Sous

..£2,289 0 0
,. 2,280 0 0
.. 2,180 0 0
,. 1,945 10 0
., 1,940 0 0

'or shop aud dwelling-house in Victoria-street, Bristol
Mr. T. C. Stock. Mr. J. Bevan, architect :— ‘

Davis & Sou £a65 0 0
Eustabrook & Sons 833 q 0
"Wilkins & Sons 738 0 0
Church & Phillips 725 0 0

for an addition on the west sjde of the Stock Exchange,
f. John J. Cole, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr.
uea Barnett

Dove, Bros £11,118 0 0
Hill & Sons 10,092 0 0
Ashby & Sons 10,900 0 0
Colls & Son 10,777 0 0
Browne & Robinson 10,693 o 0
KiiJby (accepted) 10,419 0 0

STONE BROTHERS,
Bath. Stone Merchants,

supply direct from their own Quarries
Box Ground, Corsham Down,
Earleiqh Down, Comue Down,

AND Stoke Ground.
Prices on application at Bath-stone Office, Bath.
London Depot, G."W",R. Mileage Station, Paddington.

Stone Dressings prepared ready for fi^ng-iAovr.]

Messrs. Mayer & Co., of 70, Grosvenor-
street, \V., invite inspection of their beautiful
Specimens of Stained Glass, in Medimval and
Pictorial styles, exhibited at tbe above address.

^OLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES.
' Unnufacturers,

MICHELMORE & REAP,
36, Borough Road, London, S.E.

Illiutrateil Sheet ou apiihcntion.

IMPERIAL FIRE USTSURANOE

itralian Scenery.
History of Ornamental Art No.
VII. By K. E. Hulme, F.L.8.
F.S.A. Illustrated.

New Arcbitectural Court, Ken-
sLogtou .Muaeiim.

Tbe Viean.v Exhibition. Illua-

Art at Home and Abroad, Bo*
The New Ltw Courts.

.

The Art-Union of London.
|

•,* The Volume (or 1874 is nowreiuly, price 3U. 6d. liound in cloth.
Loudon : VIRTUE A CO. Ivy-lane

; and all Booksollers.

nno BUILDERS and OTHERS. — UN-
J_ FINISHED HOUSE FOR SALE. No. 23. south side of
Biun.vwiuk-sqiiore. Coiuberwell. near the Green and St GUsa's
CUurcb, -Apply to Mr. A. B. STENNiNG, 157. Feuchurch-street,
City.

rpo BUILDERS and OTHERS.—TO BE
DISI’OSBD OF. the GOODWILL, Plant, Stock. Fixtures. Fur-

niture. uud Leuse of i’remiaee of a HOUSE DECORATOR. Amount
lenuirel for nil, about 60W.—Apply to Mr. PALMER, AucUuneer,.
No. 14, Lowls-ploce, High-road, Lewisham,

'0 BRICKMAKERS and CONTRAC-
TOES.-TO BE LET on LEASE, the WIDMORE BRICK and

TILE WORKS, situate between Bromley and liickley, ouly eleven
miles from London, with immediate pessessiun, and with all tbe plant
fur loakiug 4.001),000 of bricks per aimuui, Tbe present stock cou be

Bireil.—Priiiled ii.uticuUrs iind terms may be
IRTON, TRIST, WATNEY. A CO. tS, Old

. valuatiui
obtained of Messri. _

Broad-street, London, E.

ipo SURVEYORS; BUILDERS, and
JL i’LASTEitER3.-TO BE SOLD. In cooteiinence of the fsUlng

he.ilth of the propnetor, a firat-clflss PLASTER Bit's and SCAGLIOLA
BUSINESS. Nothing required for the goodwill. Stock ouly to be
taken at a valuation. The buaineas has been estaWiahod nearly half
a century, aud has hitherto produced a very cousulerahle liicomt A
fiibt-rate opiKirtuully fur annexing and increasing another busineaa,
or for embarking therein iu the firstlnsUnee.—ForuaniouUrs. apolv
to Mewra. TAYLOR. UOA1U5, TAYLOR. A COOKE, SolidWra.

'po PLUMBERS, DECORATORS,
_1. BUILDF.RS, Ac.—Forimmeiiiate DISPOSAL, theGOODWILL

.uid WORKING PLANT of a genuine old-established and highly
roepectoble BUSINESS in tbe We,icru p.irt of London, together with
the Lease of commodious and oouvenieut DweUlng-hoase, situate In
the main thorouglifare, In perfect repair, with workshops and stable
in rear, haring hack entrance. An energetic man wlU find this an
excellent investment, illness being the sole reason for retirement
Lease nearly fourteen years, at aground-rent of 4f. 8s. Let off may

ERSPEOTIVES
Rapidly and Artlstioolly PREPARED,

COLOURED, or ETCHED,
for Competitions or Exhiliition.

DESIGNS and WORKING DRAWINGS.
Moderate.—Address. T. H. 14, Argyle-street, King’s-cross, W.CV

TU ARCHITECTS. BUILDERS, Acp L A N S, WORKING DRAWINGS,
.1- SPECIFICA’TIONS, Ac. aecuiately and expeditiously prepared
Survpying, messunng up work, Ac. Terms modenits.—Address’
ARCHITECT, care of Mr. Forge, Stationer. 400, Kustou-road N VT

W ILLIAM READ, 437, Brixton-road,
GKAINER, MARBLER. and DECORATIVE ARTIST.

Ptlre Medals awarded, 1931, 1882. 1870,
Graining. Marbling, and Decorative Work midertoken and promptly

n'-.....
Specimens

at the Crystal Palace, r the High-level Station

T OSS of LIFE or LIMB, with tbe conse-iJ quent Lobs of Time and Money, cauned by Accidents of all kimit
provided for by a Policy of the RAILWAY PASSENGERS’ ASSUR-ANCE COMPANY.—An Aiinuiil Payment of 3t to 6t 5s. insures
1.0001, at deatli, or an allowance at tlie rate of til per week for injury
726.0001. have been paid as Compensalioo. one out of every Twelve
Annual Policyholders becoming a claimant each year

No. 64, CORNHILL, and 10, REGENT-STREET, LONDON.
WILLIAM J. VlAN, Sectetory.

TTTILISATION of SEWAGE and'PURL
AJ FICATION of STREAMS,—The GENERAL SEWAGE andMANURE COMPANY. LIlllTED, is prepsreil to NEGOTIATE with
the AuthoriUes of Towns for the TREATMENT aud DISPOSAL of
the SEWAGE of them DISTRICIS.-By order.

V- GIBB, SecretATy,
No. 1. Crown-hulJdlugB, Queen Vlctoria-slreel. Loudon, E.C

'I
'HE NEW GAS COMPANY ('Limited).

B The Directors of the above Company are ready to receive
APPLICATIONS from Owners of existing Gasworks, as well as Dorn
others erecting, or alaiut to erect, new works, and to grant Licences

the use of the PATENTS.—Apply to the Secretary. No. 1^.

rriHE PATENT LIGNO-MINEEAL
J_ PAVING COMPANY. LIMITED, is now prepared to enter
into CONTRACTS for PAVING generally. This system is parlicu
larly suitable for stables, courtyards, Sc.—For further particulars,
prices. Sc. apply at the Offices of the Company, 0, Great Winchester-
street Buildlnge, London, E.C.

rpo BUILDERS, ARCHITECTS, and
JL OTHERS.—DRAWINGS and PLANS made from ROUGH
SKETCHES, Sc. ; SPECIFICATIONS and ESTIMATES PREPARED
Also TRACING, COPYING, and ASSISTANCE generally, of the first

ty. by tbe Advertiser, at very moderate charges.—Address,
54, Office of The Builder."

TO CORPORATIONS, COMPANIES, Sc-

AN engineer, of experience in Parlia-
mentary work, can UNDERTAKE the PREPARATION ot

SURVEYS and PLANS of Railways, Tramways, Waterworks, So. for
tlie appriiaching Session, on moderate terma oW lolerences.
Address, M. E. Post-office, Klng’s-road, Chelsea,

^HAELTON & MAETIN.
M.4KYLAND POINT, STRATFORD, LONDON E

CONTRACTORS for PAINTING, STAINING. DECORATING
IRVllVATINO. St CburcbeB. nil.-inata Halls !

IMPORTANT to BUILDERS, Surveyors
X of Parishes, and Centractora in general.-The PITCHING
DKESHHRSof London are willing to undertake the REDRESSING
of iiu OLD (Granite) PITCHING. Kerb and Tram, equal to new on
the most reasonable tenns, iu rown or coiiutry,—Apply to J, il.VCK,

A GENCY.—LAEGE’S PATENT BRICK-
Ai. MAKING. MOULDING, aud PRESSING MACHINE.-The
SuLE AGENCY (or this invaluable Muohine (exhibited at the Inter-
national Exhibition of 1971) will be GRANTED to responsible parties
for one or more ouuiities throughout the United Kingdom aud Ireland,
as well as tor the Cciitiuent aud elsewhere. It surp-MSea every other
known msthine i/or efficiency and eheapuess

; not only are bnoks
made of the finest quality from clay, but bricks (cuacrete) cau be
made from sand, gravel, furnace slag, tc. Peat aud coal-dust can

} be compressed Into blocks (or fuel. Machine can be seen at work-
apt licahom—Address, SECRETARY. London sud SlaffurUshire
lent Bjick and Tlie Company (Limited), 14. Loudwu-street, E.C.
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"PARTNER WANTED, with a practical
_L knowleilge o( the bonding trade, able to invest Irom WO/, to
bou/. to assist lii airryiiig out some contracts, end getierally to extend
the husiiiOM of the Adt ertisar, wlio lies w\ unusually good opjtor-

tuiiity for so dutlig.—.iddress, 609, Ulfice of “The Builder."

JUNIOR CLERK. — WANTED, in a
•J Builder's Office, a JUNIOR CLERK, one accustomed to the
duties preferred.—Address, with references, aud state salary, to R. T.
No. 13. M'ilson-streot, Finsbury.

WYANTED, by a steady, practical Man, a
V V Joiner l.y trade, a SITUATION as a SHOP FOR0JIAN,

to take charge of a JOB. or to hake charge of repairs on an sMale i

Toivii or Country. Good refereneva—Address, L. ,T, F, 15, WLarf
roMl, Latlincr-ro.ul, Nutting-hill, W,

PLASS PAINTERS.—A good ORNA-
V_T MENTAL M.AN WANTED; also One or Two Improvers,—
Apply at the Staiued Glass Works. Cambridge.

TO ARCHlTBCTUJtAI. CARVERS.

W/" AN TED, a PARTNER, in an old-
tV eshabllfhed business, doing a good trade. A fine chance

for a good steady workman, with not leas than 100/.—Address, W. W.
Post-office, Nutllugbatii.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
T\7ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man
V V CARPENTER and JOINER by trade, a SITUATION a.

outdoor OE.NERAL FUREMAN, or JOB. ILis good rcfvreucw from
his kite employer.—Address, 705. Office uf “ The Builder."ORICKLAYERS. — FORTY WANTED.

,1^ Wages, 7d- piT hour. Long Job. No strike. AlsoHODSMEN.
Apply or write to W. J.\COB8, Foreman, New Works, P.-ir, Cornwall,,TO BUILDERS,

TTT'ANTED, by an energetic young Man, a
VV JUNIOR I’AKT.VERSHIF in an ettablUhed Biislncss. in

wliich he euuld place front 1,200/- to 1,400/.—Address, 739, Office of

“The Buildei."

TO ARCHITECTS, ARTISTS, AND DECOR.ATOR3.

YJT”ANTED, by a thoroughly steady anf
V V praclicnl Mau, u SITUATION, as WORKING FORF.MAi

or AS3IST.AKT. tVcll up in all kinds of church and house ikcon
tioas. Has been employed for the hist throe years iu a Ooverumeo

TO MASONS.

W^^'^TED, EMPLOY.MENT, by a young
? > Man. aged 25. Is a good LETTER-CUTTER and MASON,-

.tdJre.r*, K. G- J8U, Klng s-rond, Chelsea, S.W.

A N Architect and Surveyor, in the country,
J:\. haa a VACANCY fur an OUT-DUUR ARTICLED PUPIL.-
I'ur terms .and paiticulars, address, IH}5, Office of “ The Builder."

TO PLUMBERS. BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, where it is

T V likely to be periiianent. a.s PLUMDER, Painter. jOloxier,

Writer. Graincr, and Paperiianger. Willing to take the general
charge of work in the algjvo branches.—Address, E, S- Plumber, 2,

UighfleUl.row, NVmchmore-hilL

WT”ANTED, by a first-class M.an, STAIR?
VV and RAILS or-JOINER'S WORK of the beat deKi'lptioa,

L-ibour only.—Address, G. W, 24, Gcorgi.iua street, Caraden-towu. ,

TO ART STUDENTS.

A VACANCY exists in an Artistic
jCA- Decorator's EsiahlMimeuf, for an ARTICLED PUPIL, as
DEHUJNEH and COLOURIST. Only those gifted in drawing
treated with,—Apply, stating i<arliculurB, Nu. 480, Office of "The
Builder."

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
wanted, by a good PLUMBER and
VV Phiin Zineworker. a SITU.VTION or JOB. Is well Up in aU

branches of the pUlmblug,—Address, U. i'luiuber, 96, Baylmm-sLreet
Gamdcu-towii, N.W.

TO ARCHITKCTS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

^^I/ANTED, EMPLOY M ENT, by a
T V practical Man, as CLERK of WORKS, or M.anaging FOHE-

M.AN. Thoroughly .aciiuainted with all brauches of the building
traiie, and a good dcaughUman and ineiieurer. Well up in quaiititiea

and eetiinatiiig.—Address, A. E. (11. Denuiark-road, Camberwell.
ANTED, by an Architect, an experienced

• ASSISTANT, Good salaiy.—Stale iiunliflcatious to No. 717,
Office of “ The Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
wanted, by a good PLUMBER, GAS
V V FirfER, and PLAIN ZINC-WORKER, a Constant SI PUA

TION. First-class referauces.—Address. A. Z, Post office, Broadway
Haminersmilh.

TO ARCHITECTS.

YXT'ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an
» V efficient ASSISTANT, who is a good draughtam.an, well

versed in eanstruction and debiila Terms, to couimeuce with, mode-
roto.—.address, 723, Office of " The Builder.

"

pGROUCH of HALIFAX.—WANTED (for
J_) al>out 12 mouths), in the Borough Engineer's Office, a JUNIOR
ASSISTANT. .M.u«t he a ne.it draughtsman, and hare a kuuwledge
of surveying and Ictelllug. Salary 3Uii, per week. — Applicjiliuus,
with testlmoiii.Cs, stating age, 4:c, to be sent to me ou or before the
23th of BEl'TEJILEK,

EDWARD R 8. ESCOTT, Borough Engineer.
Town Hall, Ualifax, August 27. 1873.

TO BUILDERS, SillTUS. AND OTHERS.

'YYT'ANTED, by a first-class Workman, agec
V V 34. a SITUATION as 'WOUKlNff FOIIE.MAN, or others ise

over sinitha and fitters. Also well op iii liot w.iter, steam, and irot
toofwurli.— .A.ddres.-.G. J.84, Collrge-slreet. Fulliam-road. Bromplou.

TO ARCHITECT.S AND SURVEYORS.
WANTED, an ENGrVGEMENT, by an
V V ASSISTANT. Good dtaughfaman. neat writer. ITnexcep-

thmable rcfereiiret Salary raodoratt—Addreas, J. R. 17, 'Meyriek-
roail. Clnpham Junction, S.W. YYT'ANTED, by a practical Man, CAR-

YV PENTEB'S and JOINER'S tVDRK by the piece, o
would take a RE ENGAGEMENT lus FOREMAN. Age 36. Well lu
in all branches of the buildiug, l-'irat-chws lefereuces.-AddraM
II. M. l;i, U;Lstinge-street, JuJd-street, Eusiori-road. *

"DARROW-UPON-SOAR UNION
1 ) RURAL SANITAR'Y AUTHORITY.—APPOINTMENT of
l.NSPECTORof NUISANCES.-Notice Is hereby given thiitthe Rural
Salutary Authority of the above Union will, at a meeliog to be i eld
at the Board-room, Rothley, on TUESDAY, the 2ua day ol SEITEM-
BER next, proceed to the comideintiou of APPLICATIONS for the
nppolnlmeut ol an INSPECTOR of Nl'lSANCthJ for the Rural
Sanitary District of the said Union, coiuprieing thirty-five parishes,
an area of 4K,342 acres, and a population of about 18,014. The ailary
will be 751. per annum Ipajable qu.irterly), to commence Iroiii the
date of the confiiiuntion, aud will include ttaveUlug and other
expentes, except fur such books, forms, and stationery a.s are necessary
for the use of the Officer. The appointment in the tiist instance will
be for one year. He will be roiulred to reside in such ]<att of the
district as the Rural Sanitary Autiiority may approve uf. Ue will be
required to perfonu all such duties of au Inspector of Nuisances as
piresctibed by the Order of the Louil Goveruuieut Board of the 11th
November, 1872, and by such orders as that Board may from time
to lime issue. Applicatious in handwriting of the candidates, sUtiiig
age. present and previous occupatiiiii, with copies of testiiuoulals of
recent date, must be forwarded to lue not later than the 1st day of
SEPTEMBEP. next, aud the candulntes who may lie selected (to
whom notice will bo given) will I* required to attend persoually
More the SaniWry Authority ou TUESDAY, the Hith day ol
SEPTEMBER next. Their atlendanee will be at their owu exjicuse.—
Sff order, -tS M. IVUITK UOODE, Clerk.

Ldughliorongb, 20th August, 1873.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SUIft’EYORS.

W^^^^TED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
VV good GESERAI. ASSISTANT, with a knowledge of land

surveying, dilApidations. 4c. TweQty-flve years' expenence, and good
references. Salary moderate.—.Address, C. 34, Blrd-in-Bush-Toad,
Pci'kham. S.E. YYT’ANTED, by a thoroughly ipialified aiic

VV experienced Man. a RE KNiiAGEMEN 1' as M.vNAGMR
or ESTIMATING CLERK. —Address, 7«6, Offico of “ The Builder.

"

T\7ANTED, a permanent ENGAGEMENT,
VV by a thoroughly competent BUILDER'S CLERK, of many

years' experience. A gooil and succewful estimator, accui-ato

accountant, ready cotrespondcDt, and well versed iu office ronline.
Excellent te»timouii«ls from past, and referencs to present eiaplojer.

Aged 30.—Address, 75(1, Olfice of ' The Builder,"

TO NOBLEMEN, ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, AND BUILDERS.

YYTANTED, bya thoroughly efficient DLEKK
V V of tVORKS, who has been employed by tbs lending -ArchL

tecta of Ixiiidou, an APPOINT.ME.VT, Will be diaeng.aged in a few
(lays. Teitlmnnhils first-class, and highly recuuimeiideth—.UMres^
K. M. No. i, Albert Cottage. Church-street. KeiinlagWu, S W.TO BUILDERS

W-^^^'TED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V V GENERAL FOKE.M.tN, for any class of Buildings, iuT&wu

or country.—Address, J. H. 214, Southwark Bridge-road.

TO ARCHlTEIiTS AND SURVEYORS.

YYT’ANTED, by an ARCHITECTURAL
V V ASSISTANT, aqed 21, eight years in the iirofusilmi, a RE-
ENGAGEMENT ill Town. Well up lu ge leral de-lgii, 4c. .h tmU,
and a good knowledge of perspectlte-—Addrci.s, Mr. BYRNE, 67
Great I’orllauJ-strect. W.

'\\7ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
VV a SHOP FOREMAN of JOINERS, age 37. Well u-ed to

machinery. Twelve yeire' good testimonial from Inst situation.—

wanted, by“a1f'^effiS^t ASSISTANT
V V several years iu the profession, a RE ENG.CGEM F,NT, lem

IMinu-y or otherwise. Is a first-class dranghtsniau iu detiil and ii- rspafti

live, ami an artistic colourist. r.cforcncc< from some of the fii»

architects.—Address. 767. Office of “Tne Builder."

A\7ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT to
VV TAKE ENTIRE I'H.tRGE of a JliB or SINGLE BRANCH,

CARPEVTEU and JOINER. Town or country. Good reference.—
Address, 733, Office of “ The Builder,"

"W^-'^NTED, in a London. Builder'a OfBce,
T T -a JUNKiR CLERK.—Address, with full particulars and

refetences, to X. Y, care of Mr, Saudeman, 10, Borough. S.E.

'WlANTED, in aEuilders Office, a JUNIOR
• T CLERK. Must be quick at figures and writtng.—Apply

stating full levrticulais, to J. V. K, 7. Elder-street, Norton Polgate, E,

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by the
V V Advertiser. I* a neat and expeditious dr.-iughtsmaii. Can

prepare working dnwinga. Quod reference. Age 'JJ.—Address,
E. WATKINS, Juu. Arundel, Sussex-

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS,

YYT'ANTED, by a careful DRAUGIITS-
V V MAN, of seven years' experience, an ENGAGEMENT In o

near lasuJoii. Well versed In dceigii, dela'ls. iieraiicctive, mid con
struclioii ; also capable of hiking out qu.intitie?, 4c. For tenliiuo-

Jiials aud terms, addreas. No. 421. Office of '' Tlio Builder."

TO BUILDERS.
ANTED, by a BaildinD Finn, near the

dniing the week, to ASSIST )n Bu^K-KKEPlNG. 4c. MiistYave
lieen used to a similar employmenl.—Apply by letter, to A Z, care ol
Mr. Mill?, 3, Old Jewry, E.C.

^17ANTED, a RE-ENGAGE:^IENT, as
VV GENERAL FOREMAN or CLERK of WORKS. Joiner by

trade. Aged 40. Good references from xrcliitects and builders iu
London. -Address, T. U. 59, Wiiierford-road, Fulham, S.W. YYT'ANTED, by a young Man, a SITU^

V V TION, as PhUMUER. No objection to till up time ui othi
bninehea.—Address, H, THORP. 94, Paul-stieet, Finsbury,

"\'\''’AK’TED, by a BUILDER, in London, a
T 1 first-rate CLKIiK. Must be a good accountant and estimator,

and have a pi-actical knowledge of llie trade. State age. salary
required, office-hours, name of last employer, and copies of tesii-
luoniais. Kirst clase references indlsjwusable.—Address, 719, Office
of ' The Builder,"

\\7ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
V V FOREMAN of WORKS, by a thoroughly pr.aetlcal and

energetic Man. Cari>enter by trade. Aged 39 —-Address, C. Nu. 56,
Ptiuces-road, Keuiiington-CTOia.

YY^ANTED, by a young Jlan, constani
V V EiirLGY.UENT. as P.AINTER, GLAZIER, and PAPER.
HANGER.—Address, J. W. 36. M.iverton-ro.id, Old Ford, Bow.

TO ARCHITEfT.S AND SURVEYORS.
ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by the

V V Advertiser. Is a neat and expeditious drauehtsinan, undcr-
stauds lurieying. c.an rre|>arc drawings from rough skctelivs, and

East-road, City-road.

YY^ anted, by a young Man, a Coii.stant
V V SITUATION a8'G.\3t'l‘rTEr..BRLLUANaF.K, SMITH, So.

The suburixi preferred,—Apply, tV, S. 13, College-street, Uoinerton^
wanted, a competent FOEEMAN
T V MASON.—Apply, by letter only, with TeRtenccS and full

particulars, toA B, care of Mr, Reddm, Grove, Houlhwaik street, 8.E,

YY^anted, by a young Man, agtjcl oO,
VV an ENGAGEMENT m WORKING FOREMAN o)

PAINTERS, or to .lo Jobbing Repairs to an estate, having mlfilled*
Working foienmu's place forsome llmo —Addices to C. H, 321, (.'al*.

doulnii-road, Islington.

BRICKYARD FOEEilAN.
XWANTED, a FOREMAN to take the
» I immediate luanagenieut of a new Briikyatd in the MiilJaud

Counties —Address, stating terms, w ilh Ustiuiouials as to compe-
tency, 4a 5811, Office of "The Builder."

TO -MASTERS OF P.RICK AND TILE WORKS,
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
VV MANAGING FOREMAN, ly one who has a thoroughly

practical knowledge iu making andburubig Keil, M'hite. and Dark
lliicks and Tiles, also Red Pottery.—Address, H, 11. Post-otlice, New

TO ARCIIITECTS-

J^HE Advertiser desires a RE-ENGAGE-
i ilENT in an Architect's Offlea He is well up in desi.n ;md

coustruclioil, and csci make finished and deUil drawinys, ili .n per-

spectives. 4c. Excellent tcstiiuonhiU.—Address, F. S. 26, Henneita-
BtleCt, Coveiit-gardcu,

WANTED, ail efficient FOREIMAN of
T T CARPENTERS and JOINERS, with a knowledge of all

kinds of wood working machinery.—Apply, with reference to last
empl^oyer, sUling age, wlary exiiected, Hv. to H.V. LOVATT, Builder

AA/"ANTED, a RE-ENGAGE^IENT as
V V Chl-RK or tVORKS, 'or FOREMAN ot tVORKS- Well up

in drawing and all building branches. C'.irpenter. Age 37. Highest
relereuces.—Address,.W. C. 56. Kep|iel-street, ChelseA

‘\WANTEL'>, an experienced BUILDER’S
T V POr.EMAN, to superiuteiid the erection of ari extenfive

building in the country. Saliffnciory testimuiiuils us to competency
will be requiteil fruni the last employera.—Apply, staling wages
required, to A. Post-office, Tunbridge.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V V SHOP orGENER.VL FOREMAN, ESTIMATING or PRIME

COST CLERK. Used to letting piecework. Carpenter and joiner
by trade.—Address, W. M. G. 56, ShiubUnd-roa-l, H.xggerston, N.E.

TO ARCHITECTS.

J'^HE Advertiser .seeks a RE-ENGAGE-
J.. MENT as JUNIOR ASSISTANT, lu rowu, I-ernmneBt or
teuipirsry. Go al reference. Spedmeii shown.— .Address, W. H. C.

No. 24, Cock-lane, West Srultlifield, Z.C,
TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS-

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS-

J^HE Advertiser wishes an ENGAGEMENT
l_ as DRAUGHTSMAN, SURVEYOR, or CLERK .-f WORKS.

cilitU's aud general dt-UUs of his profession.-Adtlrcst, 763, odice ol

TY/ ANTED, before Christmas next, a
T T FOREMAN for an establlslied Brick and Draining Pine

Yard, JInst have a thorough knowledge of making, setting, and
burning. An nicreaeing demand for ornnmental bricks, a knowledge
of which is iiidispensable. The work is done by maebinery. Con-
sUnt eiuploymeni to a suitable persou.—Address, JaBEZ TUOMP-
6UN, Noithsick, Cheshire.

AA7ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V V GENERAL OUT-DOOR FOKEM.AN.— rurpenter and Joiner

by trade. Good reference fruiii last ciiiployir. No ob'eclion to the
Couiitjy or abroad.—Address, A, B. C. 36, Durham-road.SSeven Sisters-
road, Holloway.

AY7ANTED, a SITUATION as an IM-
V V PROVER in a BuDder's or Engineer's Drawing Office. tVvll

up in figures, and goni] tracer. Aged 17. Salary iiiMlerale. Town or
countiy.—Address, E. D. 4, Edwaid-strcet, Vauxliall Bridge-raid.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.

TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE reiulered
_1. (in Office or otherwise) by a first-ctoss ARUHlI'EtTUEAL
DIlAUGHTdMAN and DES GNER. Terms n.ud«r.ac.--Addt«Sfc

No. 730, Office of ' The Builder."

\VORKING FOREMAN of BRICK-
T T LAYERS tVANTEU, for Bouse and Offices uear London

One ihoroughiy understanding his trade, the m.iuiveiueut ot meu is
IBishlng, energetic, ami ot solwr habits.—Apply at once, staling age
wages, name of prevent and hist employer (uot testimonials), to
CHARLES CLASIDGE, BuUJer aud Couti.ictor, Banbury, Uxon.

A\7ANTED, a SITUATION, by a respect-
VV able first class PLUMBER, PAINTER, and GLAZIER.

Thoroughly well understanda every branch iu the hnsiness. Wages
not the object aa a coustancy. Good reference given — AiUlress, J. L.
Mr, Aijpletou, 33. South MoUon-street, Oxlurd-stieet, M'.C.

SITUATION ‘WANTED, as ENGINE-O DRIVER or lo Take Chargo of Builders' Plant or Wat. iw.-rka

Good reforencei-AdUiesa, ENUJNEER, 29, SIiiubl..nd-road, yuceu s-TO JtASO.VS.

"VV^ANTED, several good MASONS
;
also

T T a good Fl.XEll.-AppIy to SAJfUEL FOSTER, Builder,
Bcllannia rcml, Bedford.

TO BUILDERS, DECOR.ATORH. AND OTBEBS.

wanted, a SITUATION, as OUT-
V V DOOR CLERK, in a good JOBBING BU81NF.S8-—Thorough

practical carpenter and jiiiner by trade. UndertUnds drawings hiiiI

setting out of Work, Weil up in the other braoches. Salary mil a
considerati&n.-Addre8a, 770. Office of “ The Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS.SITUATION W A N T E D, by a

O DH-AUGnT-SMAN, of good experience. Well up iiiperepetllvs

and the general ruvitine of office woik. Firel-clM rcfeirncsa

.Address, 742, Office of “ The Builder."
"YY’

ANTED, a few good JOINERS. Con-
.

* J ‘l^fittemidoymeiit if suitable. Wages 8il. per hour,—Apply
to J. ClLMOlh. BuUder, Whcl.toue, Totterulge Suiion, Great
Northern Railway, N,

*

WANTED, immediately, a SITUATION
V V as CLERK of tVORKS, or oliicrMi!,e, In the building trade.

Fifteen years' experience. No objection to going abro-iJ. Satisfactory
references.—Addiess, W. A. O. I’ost-offlce, Topaham, near Exeter,
Devon.

QTAIRS aii.l HANDRAILS.—WANTED,O hytbead\ertl-er, wholiashad conshiirable cxpeiieuec in tbo

Muim. The sleeve taken iu large or small iiu.miitle*. I.abourouly.

Good references.—Addrcis, A. H. 18, ChureU atreet, M.irylebolie.

WANTED, ii fcff good PAINTERS
;
,dso

j”NAmuST,‘Safr'n,S'™ *”

WANTED, a MILL-SAWYEE for the
1} Country, to work a Circular Saw. Must be agood sbarpener.

and accustomed to round timljer. tVajes 2n3. per week —Anuly bv
letter only, slating name ol la.t employe.-.—A. B. 8, blrchui-'uue. E.C.

'\X7ANTED, by a practical blaii, a SITUA-
V V TION, ss FOK'KMAN of BH1CKLAYKR3, or would take

work by the ro<l- Has had several years' exiietieiice. Good reference
can be git cm—Address, J, D, 46, Oldfield-ruod, Stvke Newlbgtoa.

riUANTITY .SURVEYOR and MEA-
Vv, SURER, of upwarils of twenty yeirs' experience, offers

^ASSISTANCE (Ti-mporsry). — .Address, QUANTIIY 3LR-
VEYOR, 8, Moatyii-road, Br.xlou-ro.td, S.W,
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The Jiaihoay Moloch.

AINFUL and distressing

are the accounts, flashed

week after week over the

wii'es of the telegraph,

of fatal and disastrous

occurrences, called by
the name, not always

strictly correct, of rail-

way accident. Railway

calamities they certainly

are j—calamities to the

corporate body of share

holders as well as to the

individual sufferers. But
in the use of the phrase

"accident” there is, con-

sciously or unconsciously,

a begging of the question,

Accidents, properly so

called, are casualties that

arise from causes beyond
control. At least it is in

that sense that we gene-

rally use the term. In.

juries to life or to limb

at arise from carelessness, or from causes

at ought to be, but are not, within con.

are not true accidents, but offences. In
case of the gravest crime, except treason,

own to our law, a person may be brought
der the penalties of murder for a sheer act of

inton carelessness. When disaster follows

mstcr, under circumstances that have a cer-

in family likeness, the question will force

ielf on tho mind,—la this the result of

Oigence or of incapacity ? Have we, as a
•ilised people, neglected to take the proper

ecautions to protect life and limb, or are we
an educated people, in a statfe of too great

lorance to know what precautions we ought to

:e ?

We use no editorial plural. Wo speak of

rselvQS, meaning the English people. The
cation of personal safety, in the only mode
travelling by which long distances can
V be traversed, is one that comes home to

jrybody. Few arc there among us to whom
largo black letters,— now, alas! but too

jiliar to tho eye, — in which the damp
.cai ds that dangle at tho railway stations or

k up from tho mud at certaiu well-known
eot corners, tell of " Terrible Railway
cident,” or "Fatal Railway Accident,” or
nothcr Railway Accident,” do not cause a
ill of alarm, or, at all events, of pity. A
son is thus given to the dullest; and an

used in its real sense, d I'arme, to arms,
the most intelligent and to the most

rageous.

Che press is almost mute, in face of tho mag.
ude of tho evil. Mute, that is to say, as far
practical and hopeful counsel is concerned,
ough, indeed, is said, but people are hardly
Bciently aware how sure a method of con.
-ling an evil it is, to envelope it in a cloud of
rda. There arc no means of choking off an
velcomo inquirer that are at once more plau-
and more effective than to smother him in

ails. So it is in the present instance. What
he cause this time? is tho inquiry. Are the
oints” ill constructed, or out of order? Is
signal.mau to blame ? In what minute

ail has the enormous and delicate mechanism

of tho railway system failed this time ? In this

sort of inquiry time may be absorbed till the

public attention is wearied
;

and with what
result? Generally with the satisfactory one,

—

to some persons,—that the cause of mischief was
altogether exceptional. It was something that

has been hitherto overlooked, and that will be
attended to in future

;
something that has always

been weak, but will now be made strong; or

something that, as its nature eludes all attempts

at detection, is, of course, never likely to occur

again.

Let it not for a moment bo supposed that we
are about to attack or to depreciate the railway

system of this country. Nothing can bo further

from our wishes. In every way we have a right

to feel, to a great extent, proud of that system.

Every Englishman feels, or ought to feel, an
honest pride that Watt,' Stephenson, and
Brunei were bis countrymen. We say Brunei,

because England claims, and indeed num-
here among some of her greatest bene,

factors, many of these families, of French
origin and name, who were driven to her shores

by the intolerant cruelty of priest and king com-
bined, and to whose members her stormy and
uncertain climate seems to have imparted the

sturdy perseverance of her own children, with-

out depriving them of the brilliant qualities

which they brought from the land of their birth.

That English enterprise should have carried to

so admirable an excellence, in comparatively so

short a time, tho machinery used for producing

r.apid locomotion, by land and by sea, is matter

of just satisfaction for Englishmen. And to

those of us who have stood by the very cradle of

the locomotive; who have heard its first whistle

in many a fair county throughout the kingdom;
who have witnessed tho open-eyed awe with

which the rustic population camo out to

watch tho strange advent of tho iron horse;

who have, may be, accompanied the last journey

of the once cheerful and well-appointed stage;

and who have yet fresh and pleasant remi-

niscenaes of postchaises-and-four
; the locomotive

lias that sort of fascination which is exerted

over a man by the horse reared in his

own establishment. Every fresh triumph is a

cause of self-congratulation. Our speed, our

comfort, our cheapness, all are admirable. And
although we believe, and have before expressed

the opinion, that we are yet at the first, rather

than tho last, letter of the alphabet of mechanical

progress
;
that wo have, in many respects, been

really at work in the wrong direction
;
and that

the railway system of 1973 will be as unlike

that of the present year as our actual arrange-

ments are unlike those that prevailed a century

ago; this does not prevent us from admitting

that we have made a wonderful progress during

the last fifty years.

Again, it is perfectly true that the percentage

of accident, or calamity, taken as regards the

actual number of travellers, is small,—far lower

than that by any other method of conveyance.

When last we looked at the statistics of this

question they showed that the mathematical

expectation of accident was less to the traveller

who set out on a long railway journey, than to

him who set out on a stroll from Hyde Park-

corner to St. Paul’s Churchyard. It was far

more likely, as matter of figures, that a man
should bo knocked down and run over at a cross-

ing in tbe streets of London, than that he should

come to any harm on a railway,—if he followed

tbe simplest rules of care. And, whatever
may be our personal experience, and however
distressing individual calamities may prove,—we
must always bear in mind that safety, in propor-

tion to the number of passengei's conveyed, is a
marked cbaracteriatio of our railway system.

The question is,—can that safety bo made abso-

lute ? And if not,—why not ?

dent of foreign lines. Comparative, as far as
tbe returns that reach ns go. Comparative,
more certainly, with reference to the actual

number of passengers. For it is well known to

those of us who are familiar with the Continent,
that the care and respect shown to the English
railway traveller by the officials and servants of
the railway companies, as a general rule, are

unknown across the Channel. On many a line

in France or Italy, or Germany, the unfortunate
passenger is dealt with as if ho were a criminal*

He is locked up in a pen, into which he is com.
polled to enter,—at all events if he b gs any
luggage,—perhaps fifteen minutes before the time
for the starting of the train. From this pen tho
inmates are hurried, like so many convicts, by
the imperative and contemptuous command of
some semi-military official. If delicate health
or advanced age require deliberate movement,

—

if youth and inexperience are in doubt which
way to turn, the sharp, shrill, angry “ Sortez,

messieurs,vite! vite!" of tho conductors does not
mend matters. All that we are spared. All
that is, perhaps, only possible among people who
are enamoured of a kind of liberty and fraternity
that have never taken root in England. Most
haste, quoth the proverb, worst speed. There
are haste and hurry enough on the French rail-

ways. But for speed, commend us to our own,

—

for speed, and for safety too. For, in spite of
the great severity of the Code Napoleon,—and
wo have known a French engineer-in-chief of the
highest eminence condemned to fine and im-
prisonment because an accident happened on a
line of which he was engineer, although he was
in no way cognisant of tho circumstances of tho
special case,—the comparative safety of the
passenger we believe to be greater in this

country,—fewer individuals, per million, of
travellers, are killed or injured, than on the
Continental routes.

Per centage, however, may be differently

regarded; and there is a very important differ-

ence, which lies at the root of the question of

safety, between a rate per thousand and a rate
per million, if the thousand and the million are
regarded under different conditions. Thus, if

the arrangements of a steamboat were such as
to convey with perfect safety say 300 passengers
the risk of the trip would be considerably en.
hanced if GOO were crowded onboard. We could
analyse, in this instance, some of the reasons why
this should be the case. Wo should find the vessel
to be submerged below the proper lino of flota-

tion ; undue stress would be thrown on every
part of the propelling machinery

; the signals

of the steersman would be liable to interruption

;

some foreign object might be thrown down into
the engine-room. In a dozen ways we may see
that the danger per cent, to tho COO passengers
would be appreciably greater than to the danger
per cent, to the 300.

The same rule prevails in our railways.

There is a certain maximum amount of trafiio

which each line can convey without strain.

Augment the amount, and you put on strain.

Where this strain will tell is probably unknown.
It will find out the weakest place; and then
occurs what wo call accident. We ought no
longer to deal with the cause of that individual
accident, like the physician who sets himself to
deal, not with a disease, but with symptoms.
We want to go to the root of the matter.

The occurrences of railway calamities in this

country are chiefly notable at two periods of the
year. Tbemost serious are those oftheaugraented
summer traffic and of the blinding November
fogs. In the first case we see a direct addition
to tho strain to which the system is exposed.
Every portion of the great machine has to work
harder. Every porter, switchman, guard, or
other servant has, if not to work for longer
hours, at all events, to do much more while he

The rate of average and percentage ex. is actually on the service of the line than at
plains the comparative immunity from acci. 1

other times. Tho jaded aspect of the men tells
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tliis story pretty plaiuly. Every carriage has to

carry more weight ; every engine has to draw a

heavier load ; every joint and fitting of the per-

jnanent way has to undergo more service,—in a

word, the strain is increased, and often enor-

moualy increased, everywhere; and so the weak
point is found out, but found out by a fatal

calamity.

One portion of the remedy for this evil lies in

the hands of the companies themselves. Of that

we have not now to ejjeak. It would bo idle to

attempt to prescribe rules, which must either

be BO general as to be vague, or so special

as to require special knowledge of each case

to which they should apply, before attempting

to frame them. Not to overtask the men;
not to underpay them

;
— not to attempt a

false economy,—in a word, not to be greedy, is

the first of those laws of action for the managers

of all railways, which are imperatively called

for by the public safety. But, having enounced

this general law, the application of it must
be left to each individual authority. It is

only in some case of terrible break-down
from the over-driving of the personnel of the

railway (a case, indeed, which is far from rare),

that public indignation is aroused, and that

directors are taught that there is such a thing

as penny wisdom and pound folly.

But we come to a more practical matter,—to

one in which, in our deliberate opinion, legislative

intelligence is not only proper, but necessary.

We have seen that either great augmentation
of traffic, or such diminution, of the natural

powers of a system to convey traffic (as in the

case of fogs, rendering slackness of speed
necessary) as cornea to the same practical re-

sult, may be taken as a predisposing cause of

railway casualties. Next, we find that the
main effective cause is the collision of trains.

It is a natural inference, that we ought to

inquire how it is — not that collision is not

avoided, but that it is possible that it should

occur. Were we working out a railway system
on ptqjer, one of the postulates would be tliat,

under the arrangements proposed, collision

should be imposs-ible.

Wben two tracks of railway are laid side by
side, at a distance of only a couple of yards

apart, it is clear that if a train running on one
of them is thrown off the rails, the carriages

may so fall as to obstruct the other line of

way, and thus to be run into by a train on that

line. This kind of collision has occurred, bub
it is now extremely rare. It is the result, when it

does take place, of the failure of some element
either in the first train, or in the first line.

If the wheel of an engine flies, if an axle

breaks, or if the plate-layers have left a hole

in their work, this accident may occur. It is

to be guarded agaiust by a careful inspection,

both of way and of rolling stock, and in point

of fact, it is not a danger that wo believe

now to be very pressing or alarming.

The most frequent causes of collision some
years back, were single lines of railway. That
such should be the case was almost incredible.

It may be added that it was totally ine.xcusable.

This has been tacitly admitted. By the con-
stant use of the telegmph, and by the adoption
of the block system, this cause of what formerly
were frequent accidents have been brought, as a
rule, under proper control. It is a cause, more-
over, which moral considerations afi’ect. For it

is surely fit that the utmost severity of the law
should visit such departure from well-known
rules as alone renders collision on single lines pos-

sible. And in this severity there will be a great
safeguard for the public.

We come, then, to the sore place at last.

Over-traffic,—over-stress of sotno kind is the
predisposing cause. Colli.sion is the active cause.

When and how does collision occur ? Not, as a
rule, from the breakdown of trains

; not from
the nse of single lines. It occurs, in the great
majority of instances, from the passage of ttvo

lines of traffic, in different direction, over the

same spot. If we prevent this, we shall prevent
collision; or at least we shall so fai’ reduce the
possibility of its occurrence as to render it almost
a lusus naturce.

Can this be done ? the reader who is not an
engineer may ask. Certainly and absolutelv, is

tbe reply. It is a question, not of engineering
contrivance, but purely and simply of expense.
“ Do you mean,’' our querist may proceed, “ that
structural arrangements are within the skill of
the engineer to effect what shall render col-

lision,'from what we may call the usual cause, ^

impossible?” ” Certainly, is the reply. “And
that the non-adoption of such safeguards is a

mere question of saving money?” “Dn-
doubtedly.” Such is tbe real state of the case

;
let

the men who act as jurors on coroners’ inquests

once get thoroughly hold of that truth, and rail-

way collisions will cease to disgrace the civilisa-

tion of the day.

It is no mere matter of theory or ofopinion that

we now, and that not for the fii’st time, bring

forward. When tbe railway system was first in-

troduced, extreme care was taken that ordinary

highways should not be crossed by the locomo-

tive on the level. Bridges were almost every,

where built to carry the road over the railway,

or the railway over the road
;
and, speaking at

a venture, wo may say that at least a third of

the cost of the formation of what are called the

works of our railways (not including the metal

way) was caused by the rule that railway and
road traffic should only cross on different planes of

elevation. Then collision was impossible. lu

some places, where traffic was small, the right

to make a level crossing was fought out in com-
mittee ; but a lodge and a permanent porter

were, in those cases, made imperative. What
is the resulting experience ? We cannot cite a

single instance of collision between road and
railway traffic that has taken place at a bridge.

All that have occurred, and the total will be
found to be considerable, have taken place at

level crossings. And with this plain truth staring

us in the face, we allow one railway to run across

another, or to run over its own linos, in a manner
to render collision possible

;
if we ought not

rather to say, to render its prevention matter of

extreme difficulty.

We have an example of how this may be
avoided, and is avoided, in the Victoria Station.

A perfect web and tangle of railways converges

on that metropolitan centre. Looked at from a

ba'loon, it would seem as if they had been

planned for the very purpose of homicide. But
there is a method in their madness. Viewed on

the earth, they will be seen to occupy three

distinct planes of level. We believe that it is to

the ingenious suggestion of an engineer to whom
England owes many useful inventions,—Mr. J.C.

Hacldau,—that the arrangements are to bo attri-

buted. It was by the long experience, and tried

mechanical ability, of Sir Charles Pox, one of

the few surviving assistants of Mr. Robert

Stephenson, that they were^carried out. But the

fact is, that the numerous inlets and outlets of

three great main lines, and we cannot tell how
many branches and loops, that come into the

Victoria Station, are so carried above and below

one another, that the ordinary cause of collision

is removed, and that, come fine come fog, the

trains may run at full speed, confident that they

shall not cut into one another at some half-

tamed switch or ill-signalled crossing.

We do not of course say that in a terminal

station it should be impossible for a proper

exchange of carriages to bo made from line to

line. "Whore a slow speed is invariably main-

tained, we think it permissible
;
but in any case

where rapid through trains at any time pass, we
hold that it should be absolutely prohibited so to

lay the way as to make collision possible. In

one case of a well-known metropolitan line,

where another crosses on the level just without

the terminal station, we think that the autho-

I'isation should have been refused by Parliament.

It is a case where, now, most of the trains stop

or move slowly. But there is no safety in the

word “ most”
;
safety lies in all or none.

If in the costly precincts of the metropolis,

where a paving of silver, if not of gold, would
not equal the money-value of the area of the

ground it covered, it has been found practicable

to carry railways on different planes, and thus to

remove the danger of collisions ; if in the

cases we name the wise and salutary rule of

structural provision for traffic has been substi-

tuted for that reliance on human care and
industry, which generally results, sooner or later,

in disaster
;

what can be said as to great

stations and junctions in the country ? Take an
actual example. A well-known station is so

planned that the down trains from London,
running on the left-hand of the line, have their

platform on the same side of the railway as that

which it is also employed for the up-trains to

London, the two not being, as is usual, on the right

and left hand of the main line, but both of them
to the south. This is not an imaginary example.

The case is further complicated by the entrance

of branch lines close by. Now, in all stations

of this nature, if we take the number of trains

running through them each day, we shall find

tbe mathematical expectation of collision to be

very great. Constant care and skill may prevent

mischief. It may be the case that no accident haa
ever occurred on such a spot as wo have in oui

mind. But the application of a certain amount;:

of skill and of cost would provide sucl

;

courses for the several streams of traffic at;

would render collision as impossible as in thr!

case of a road bridge. Ought this precaution!

to be neglected because of its expense ? ThaV
expense, no doubt, would iu some cases bo
considerable, bub it would bo incurred onciii

for all, and in very many cases, it would bi
|

recouped within no very long time by diminua

tion of tbe costs for the damage and legaa

expenses to which the companies are so conu!

stantly liable ? i

So many lives for 1,000L sterling ? Wo havi

before suggested that sanitary authorities were

in doubt as to the solution of that equation. W*
fear it is the case with some other authoritiet

If it be true that, in a recent case of disaster

the company had one station-master, whos.

hours of duty extended from six a.m. to half-paa

nine p.m.,—that is, one man from whom, for th.

pay of one man, they demanded the work c

two,—we think that the persons who authorisec

the time-sheet and the pay-sheet deserve tha

the notice of the Coroner should be turned u

their direction. If “manslaughter” should b

a verdict in such a case, vve should be dispose*

to attribute to the Directors of the line the flrai

degree of blame, to tbe fifbeen-bours-and-a-balf

per-day official only the second.

THE BRIGHTON NEW FREE LIBRARY)
AND MUSEUM.

The sleeping population of the City of Loudo'

is constantly diminishing, as appears from eacl

successive census, but the day population keep

on the increase. In 1S61 the sleeping popula

tion of the City proper was 112,063; whereas i'

1871 it had sunk to 71,732, with a day or ocot

pation population of many times that number
Even in such districts as the Strand, St. Mai
garet’s, and St. George’s, Hanover-square, con

siderable redactions iu population were show
by last census. Other districts, however, espi

daily suburban,—and London’s suburbs ha'w

long stretching radii,—show a large increase t

tbe population. Brighton, otherwise Londol

super-Mcin-e, can scarcely be regarded as •

suburb of London, bub it is, par excellence, tbi

seaside resort of the Londoners, and the kaleidt

scope population of Brighton presents probably

more curious phenomena than those of almoBi

any other town in the United Kingdom. ]|

1801 the population of Brighton was 7,339; ^

1861, it had risen to 77,693 ;
in 1871, it reached

with the western suburb of Hove, 101,233

These figures do not, however, give an accuran

idea of the summer and “season” population

d

Brighton. The last census was taken on tlj

3rd day of Ainril, 1871, as for several paj

decades the census has been taken at tl|

beginning of that month. The contrast betweC'l

the population of Brighton at the beginning cj

April, 1871, suggestive of the bleak and dismffl

and the population of Brighton at noon of any fiuij

day in September, 1873, is very remarkable. TR
sleeping population is probably trebled, andt^i

day population quadrupled, at the one period®

compared with the other. If it be asked cod

cerniug the enormous increase “ whence, andftj

what come they ? ” it may be answered broafiil

from London, and for change of scene and cd I

curastance, and for recreation. Well, changii^i)

scene and circumstanco the visitors are sur©>®

but what of the recreation? Both piers arl

open, and promenading can be done to oner

heart’s content, excellent music being discouiOW

on the west pier
;
there are brilliant shops, eqna,!

to many in Regent and Oxford streets, LondflJjll

there is tho Aquarium, with first-rate musi''

again, and the best institution of the kind it:

the world, to which, by tho way, important addii

tions have been mado and immense improveif

ments effected in the course of the last twelv

months, as witness the additional sea auemonefci

the sturgeon, the seals, the porpoise, the alb

gator, and divers other wonders of the waters

Failing satisfaction from pursuit of these meao"

of catching pleasure on the wing, there are tb

rival “ town bands,” the Ethiopian serenaderti

and a trip to the Devil’s Dyke, and this exhau^;

“doing” Brighton. No, we had forgotten th

ever-delightful recreation of reclining upon tlfc

shingle and shying, with a number of stones, a:

one particular stone, or of throwing stones u

rapid succession without aim into the eveit

restless sea, watching the while the rising tidt
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. ut haring done all this,—the lounging on the
) arade, ou the piers, and at the shops

; having
'5ue“the Dyke,” and tho Aquarium, and the
one-throwing, what is loft for a visitor P Not
tuoh. It is well that the corporation of
jrighton should take an anxious and enlightened
ew of this inquiry, as they seem to have done,
the establishment of a Public Preo Library

Hid Museum.
h Pew public or private buildings, or properties of
|ite,huve undergone more remarkable, and witlial
tlutary, changes in their character, and the
es to which they have been applied, than the
ighton Pavilion, absurdly fantastical in design,
•d worse than foolish in tho uses to which it

18 originally applied. The Pavilion, with the
thouses and grounds, were purchased from the
own by the corporation of Brighton in 1850
r 62,000h The investment was an excellent
B for liberal municipal authorities to make,
ihongh it may not give promise of directly
irofitable occupation ”

in all tlie uses to which
5 property is applied. The Pavilion proper is

sd for corporation and other public purposes,
3 part of the premises are leased to the
ighton School Board. The grounds are thrown
Kn to the public as a people’s garden

j and
fc conversion of the stables, stable-yards,
id coach-houses, to the purposes of a Public
Bee Library and Museum, is on tho point of
mpletion. If the corporation has desired to
>mote tbe interests of the people of Brighton,
i to continue or increase the attractions of the
ra, they could not have done better than by
tituting the New Free Library and Museum
3 Picture Gallery.

To those who know nothing of the Pavilion
I the grounds, and what were formerly the
bles, coach-houses, and their adjuncts, it is
icult to convey a correct idea of the trans-
mation that has been made. The Pavilion,
royal residence, stands distinctly, although
widely apart from what were the stables,

ch-houses, riding-school, loose-boxes, and
it not, that are in a separated group of build-

I

s. Between the Pavilion and the stables
re was a subway that allowed means of com-
uication between the one place and the other,
bout the necessity of stable-men, on tho one
id, or the august occupant of the premises, or
valets, on the other, appearing in the grounds,
s subway, 8 ft. high, it may here be mentioned,
been utilised as a chamber for warming and
tilating tho Now Library and Museum, which
part of what were onoo “the first gentlo-
Q ” &c.’8 stables and coach-houses, much of
space now utilised for such a grand purpose
ing been open to the sky during the original
upation.

’he skilful adaptations of what may be called
stable buildings of the Pavilion, are highly
iitablo to Mr. P.C. Lockwood, C.E., architect
. surveyor to the corporation. The style of
Pavihon—if it has a style—may be pro-

need a sort of bastard or outraged Moorish,
ehich Mr. Lockwood was bound to conform
ar as he could do so with self-respect. His
ptation may be pronounced a species of
lified Moresque.
t is intended that the entire suite of rooms
b ai-e now converted from stables, &c., which
ude the rooms of the free library and museum,
old bo connected, and a general reference to
premises should include notice of the whole,
e or loss particularly. The dome, originally
stable, which furnished stalls for forty-eight
3es in the time of the Prince of Wales, afcer-
ds George IV., has been converted, with
ndanb decorations, into what singers and
BiciauB pronounce a capital concert-ball, the
ustical qualities of the space being very good
(irst-class singers, but very bad for third-class
.ora, who fail to keep en roppori with their
iences. Mr. Lockwood was concerned in
ling this grand rotunda to account to make
ermanently available for public uses at the
dlest cost in first outlay and for maintenance.

1 en he took it in hand, tho light received was
In dull green glass. He introduced stained
1 18 groups, arranged between the rib spaces
the dome, and above these, at a sufficient
jht not to obstruct the play of light, he fixed
rlupper and outer glass roof. The effect is
(jiroly satisfactory, in obviating either the
^ipulation of blinds, rendered unnecessary,
|he cleaning of glass. The party colours and
jling of the dome remain at the end of seven
•rs absolutely untarnished. Great changes
6 been made in this rotunda in construction,
veil as in decoration, as any one would detect

|>
visited it now, and was present in it about'

two years ago, when it was temporarily used as
a place of worship. The inner periphery was
then enclosed by felt curtains. It is now opened
out, and the grand diameter of the dome is

121 ft., with a diameter between the pillars that
support the front of the galleries of SO ft. The
hayracks of the stables remain, only appro-
priately coloured.

Another fine room, with which the dome is to
be brought into immediate connexion, is what
was known formerly as the Hiding School, but
is now used as a corn exchange. - In this hall,

172 ft. long by 72 ft. wide, the British Associa-
tion held their aggregate meetings in August
last year; some of the decorations are still

remaining. The rooms, even as they existed
then, gave most satisfactory accommodation to

tbe Association for its aggregate and sectional
meetings.

The entrance to the New Library and Museum
is from Church-street, by a pair of cast-iron
gates. The entrance-hall is about 25 ft. long by
16 ft. 9 in. wide. To tho right and left of the
entrance-ball are coramittoe-rooms, 29^ ft. long,
the one to the right 22 ft., and the other 18 ft.

5 in. wide. On tho left of the entrance-hall
there is abundant accommodation in the way of
closets and lavatories.

The central hall is 115 ft. long by 30 ft. wide,
and is a splendid apartment. It is lighted
entirely from the roof, which is doable

;
the

ribbed glass employed for the outer roof entirely
prevents glare. At each end of the central
hall, a space, under the galleries, of about 12 ft.

wide, is laid with parti-coloured tiles.

The rooms to the right of tho central hall, and
ranging with it, are three in number on each
floor, and respectively 31 ft. 5 in., 24 ft. 9 in.,

and 41 ft. 10 in., in length. These (six) rooms
are on tho ground and first floors, tho same in
length, and all about 19 ft. wide. To tbe left of
the central hall, on the ground floor, there are
two library rooms, each 50 ft. long by 20 ft.

wide. These rooms arc already filled with
excellent standard works, and many scarce,
curious, and valuable publications, all inclosed
in oak oases glazed. Tbe cases secure the
advantages, amongst others, of preventing the
abstraction of the books and of defending them
from the injurious effects of the products of
combustion. The books collected, as yet, are
almost entirely contributions. Amongst the
contributors are Dr. Ormerod, who has given a
very large and fine collection of books

; the
Rev. Henry Venn Elliott, from whose excellent
library book-cases as well as books were received

;

and Mrs. Richard Cobden, who has contributed
a unique collection of the works of others
and the writings of her late eminent husband.
The stock of the Albion reading-room and
library has also been acquired by the Corpora-
tion. The reference department will be rich in
the possession of publications that cannot be
purchased. Amongst others, we noticed a
valuable collection of London and provincial
directories; forty volumes of the Times; fine
sets of Lords’ and Commons’ journals

; vols. of
collated newspapers from the introduction of the
Reform Bill, March 2, 1831, to tho prorogation
of Parliament, April 22ad, 1831; newspapers
“Annus Terribilis,” 1848, 2 vols., that include a
great variety of papers of the period, carefully
collated, including numbers of the Times, Le
National, tho Illustrated London News, the
Historic Tirnes, Daihj News, Standard, and
numerous other papers, furnishing valuable
materials for a history of the French Revolution
of 1848.

Before disposing of this portion of the subject
we feel disposed to say that, in our opinion, in
the allocation of space, the library, as compared
with the museum, has scarcely had its fair share
allotted. For visitors, the museum will be of
courae the chief attraction, but the permanent
inhabitants of Brighton, tho ratepayers in a
word, have to be caved for primarily by their
local representatives

; and the library, in its
lending and reference departments, is tho por-
tion of the institution most likely to be useful to
thorn.

It has been already stated that to the right of
the central hall there are, on the ground and
first floors, six rooms, throe on each floor. The
library-i-ooms above referred to as on the ground-
floor have over them two rooms of the same size
devoted to mnsenm uses. They are each about
50 ft. long by 20 ft. wide. Communicating with
the museum galleries there is a fine room,
available for lectures, concerts, or other pur-
poses. It is 60 ft. long by 29 ft. wide, and has
a double roof. In fine, the central hall has one

floor, that is lighted from the roof, and gives an
excellent light for the exhibition of paintings,
sculpture, and other works of art

;
it is sur-

rounded on the gronnd-floor by library and
museum rooms, and on the first floor by rooms
of like dimensions, the two end rooms being ao
galleries of the central hall. The west side of
tho museum and library rooms adjoin the
parochial offices, and Mr. Lockwood has, on that
side, obtained bis lights from glass roofs, and
wells for the ground-floors of the thi-ee museum
rooms. It is intended to make a communication
between the museum galleries and the galleries
of the dome, which can bo easily effected. The
whole of the spacious rooms wo have named will
then be in direct communication with each
other.

The museum will open very strong in various
departments, and is especially rich in fossils
from the chalk formation, with very good collec-
tions in general natural history, including orni-
thology, ichthyology, entomology, and the other
branches.

The Brighton Free Library and Museum is

not established under tho provisions of any
existing Acts, but is provided by and is under
the control of the corporation. The contracts,
signed 18th October, 1871, are principally with
Messrs. V. P. Freeman and C. & F. Cheeseman,
for 6,300Z. Tho total cost of the works will be
something less than 10,0001. The lighting of
the building will include 983 lights in all. The
central hall will be lighted by two rows of
burners, 756 in all, from a 14-inch pipe run
along under the roof. A basement chamber in
the north-west corner accommodates the boilers
for warming the rooms. The contracts have
been executed nnder the direction and authority
of Mr. Alderman Lester, chairman of the
Pavilion Committee.
The Free Library and Museum are to be

publicly opened on the 8th of September.

STREET IRON RAILINGS AND STREET
ARCHITECTURE.

Irhas been often enough remarked that things
always in sight are not very curiously looked
at, and do not obtain that amount of attention
which they somotiraea well deserve. It is a
trite remark, and if ever it should stand in need
of proof it would be found in tho scant notice
given to the common street iron rai7inp’s, whether
ornamental or plain. It may, perhaps, be diffi-

cult to account for this, for it is impossible to
move a few yards through London streets with-
out seeing, and even tumbling up against them.
Other things, whether architectural or not, may
be avoided, and passed almost unseen, but tho
“railings” cannot be. And, moi’e than this,

there is a fashion growing up to make of these
hitherto plain and unnvuamented objects works
of art, and no small items of expense. Indeed,
if we look closely to the matter, it will be found
not a little significant of tho tondencies of the
time, and indicative of the way in which its

artistic energy exerts itself. We have been at
some pains, and spent some little time in tho
effort to grasp the railing question

;
and it may

interest a thoughtful reader hero and there to
follow us in our hiquiries. They are not a little

curious, all things considered. The ordinary
house area railing, as everybody knows, was, up
to very lately indeed, a simple square bar of
iron, let into a stone curb at its base, and kept
upright above by a cross piece or irou fillet. It
is entirely without “ ornamentation,”—to use
the favourite word,—of any kind, except at the
top, where it is hammered into a blunt point.

A useful object, no doubt, but hardly a striking
one. But if wo go back in time, we shall find

that this plain bit of irou work sprang out of a
far more elaborate object, for every here and
there in the older and “ unimproved” parts of
London are fragments of iron railings of qnaint
design, and even elaborately-designed scroll-

work. Many will, of course, have noticed this,

and will have perhajis been puzzled at the
“ extinguisher,” which forms, with the ring for an
oil lamp, so marked a feature in it. This extin-

guiaher, by the bye, was for the purpose of put-
ting out at night the torches or links which
were carried by the servants who attended the
“ sedans ” through the ill-lighted streets, and
through some doubtless not lighted at all. This
ironwork is at times—as may be yet seen in some
fine old houses in Chelsea and other places—not
a little elaborate, and cleverly designed. The
iron gates may be cited in St. Paul’s, both those
that are yet visible, and those which have been
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removed in the late alterations. It would be

difficult to find finer Bpeciraeiis of elaborate and

carefully-desi^'iied and well wrought ironwork.

But this by the way, for our present object is to

note what is now doing in the “railing” way.

The square and plain nnornamented iron bar

ailing is certainly dying out, for in most new
and improved localities there is to be seen sub-

stituted for it some ornamental patterned railing

of cast metal quite in the spirit of the time, for

it shows none of that hand-work for which the

old ironwork of whatever date was so famous.

We may almost ask, is it an improvement or a

good sign ? But the manner of the death of the

good old plain matter-of-fact railing is in some
cases not a little curious to note. Round West-

minster Abbey, for example, this iron square bar

was to be found in all its primitive simplicity,

and it seemed to do its work of separating the

little plot of green grass close to the venerable

walls of the abbey from the adjoining churchyard
full of grave-stones. But the spirit of improve-

ment is now everywhere, and this plain ironwork
has felt it with the other things round and about
and in the old abbey. Small scrolls of wrought iron

have been added to the upright square bars, and
riveted into them and the cross-piece above, so

that this railing may show how to ornament,

before it is too late, a plain piece of construction.

We allude to it because it was among the first

of the old square bars which felt the magic touch
of improvement. The iron gates in the arch-

way leading into tho cloisters, as plain as the

aforesaid bars, were at the same time made nob

a little ornamental by the same process, and by
the addition of some cast-iron details screwed on
to the wrought-iron uprights. IIow far this is

from the old way of work wo need not hint at.

It is modem imitative Gothic, but it shows what
can be done with the square bar work in poor
localities. We might go on to note some of the
elaborate ironwork which is so fast displacing

the square bar, as round the plots of grass and
flowers in Now Palace-yard, and the yet more
ornamental ironwork enclosing New Palaco-yard
itself, and decorated with gilding in a lavish

manner. Indeed, in and about the venerable

abbey and the Palace of Westminster is a perfect

paradise of ironwork, as far as we modern men
can do sticli work. Bnt it is to be feared that all

this e.vpensive work is a very long way, indeed,

from the idea of the genuine wrought metal as

it has corao down to us from the past. Ironwork,
even “ iron railings,” offer chances for the
display of real artistic skill and taste, not only
on and as matter of design, but in the
actual metal, the hard iron itself : not a mere
series of repetitions of the same forms and
details, as though cast in the same mould by a
firm, but as offering opportunities for artist work-
manship, not a little tempting and attractive

!

Are we really improving and progressing in

artistic matters ? Is it not better to leave the
old square bar to do its useful work, and to

remove it only when it can be supplanted by
real art-work in iron, in small quantities maybe,
but still real, and true, and expressive, and
direct from the hand of an executive artist^worh-

man ?

The public, it is true, have yet to be taught
w'hat is real and what is false in these things

;

but the public is right willing to learn, provided
only that the teaching be practical, and eventu-
ally visible and tangible in result. It is the
artist workman that is needed for these things.

Another remarkable difference between the
old and the new fashioned system of treating

railing.? is the practice nowadays growing up of

colouring and gilding them. Dull iron-coloured

oil paint seems to have satisfied the artistic

longings of our fathers and grandfathers, but
now simple iron colour, or dull green, for

bronze, is not enough. The fashionable colour

is a dull chocolate or reddish brown, with
plenty of gilding. Iron, could it but be kept
of its natural colour without rusting and
destruction, would be all that could be desired.

Nothing can be better in its way than the colour
of good iron. It tells its own tale of hardness,

and strength, and durability; but the rusting of

it compels some sort of protective coating of

varnish or paint, and it is an art misfortune, as
we take it, that no substance sufficiently trans-
parent has been , found or invented that shall

sufficiently protect the metal while preserving
the colour of the iron, and yet allow of its

natural surface being seen through it. Might
not the finding out of such varnish, or other
substance, be a good anbject for a Society of
Arts prize ? It might, too, be not a little useful
for other metals, as silver, liable to tarnish.

Should not all natural material, as stone, wood,
and metals, be allowed to show as such where
possible,

—

decoration not hiding wholly the

natural surface, but ornamenting it in parts ?

It is, of course, useless to try to stop the

course of bnilding improvements, but it is

unfortunate that there is no one to care a little

for tho things necessarily destroyed in the act

of pulling down so much. Surely there ought

to be some public official sufficiently qualified to

look after these things, and to save a fra2ment
here and there.

THE NEW OPERA HOUSE, PARIS.

For some time past the works of the new
Opera-house,—that dream of the Haussmann
era,—have been performed in isolated sections.

There was a lack of funds and workmen suffi-

cient to continue operations simultaneously in

all parts of the building. Thns the greater

portion of the proscenium was completed several

months ago, as were the actors’ and actresses’

dressing-rooms, the foyer des artistes (save the

medallions which are to contain the portraits of

all the artists employed in the building of the

Nouvel Opera), and the mosaics of the pillars

and pavements, for the execution of which a
troop of Italian workmen was expressly engaged.
The contractor's staff is at present employed on
the grand staircase leading to the auditorium.

As it may be seen now, this part of the building,

vividly illuminated from above, encumbered
with scaffolding here and there, and peopled by
a legion of workmen, offers one of the most
picturesque spectacles imaginable. In one
corner the sculptors are at work by the light,'

—

even at noon,—of numerous gaslamps fixed on
movrtble supports, and fed by india-rubber tubes.

On the stairs, marble-cutters are polishing the

balusters; others, by the aid of an ingenious

contrivance, hollow out the marbles which are

to be traversed by gas conduits : a tube of iron

plate, to which a rapid rotary movement is

communicated, penetrates the marble by the

force of its own weight; and when tho piercing

is complete, instead of the di^bris left by other

processes, a little column of mai’ble is with-

drawn from the block, cut and polished by the

friction of the iron plate, which, according to

the thickness of the marble, has made, in tra-

versing it, from 60,000 to 80,000 revolutions.

Above, the bronze-workers are constructing the

balconies of the upper stories
;
lower down, the

clever carpenter, Saintonge, and his gang, move
heavy madriers without an accident, amidst the
finest pieces of sculpture and delicate decorative
work. Everywhere the noise of hammer and the

screech of machinery add to the animation of

tho scene.

The works are sufficiently advanced to enable
one to foresee the effect that will be produced
by the grand staircase. The thirty columns of

Larancolin marble, with capitals and bases in

white marble of Saint-Beat, glitter already, and
harmonise marvellously with the tints of the
pilasters in violet breche. The carving of the
tympans of the arches, faces in bas-relief, exe-

cuted by M. Chabaud, is quite finished. Little

remains to be done to the details of the balus-

trades and vaults of the staircase. At the nine
balconies of the first story, balusters in soft

spar are being placed, surmounted by slabs of

onyx. This is only one of the many finished

portions which already give tho building an air

of Oriental richness. And yet much remains
to be added. The enormous marble steps

brought from the quairies of Gerravezza lie

already cut in the cases, just as they arrived.

The balustrades in antique red marble are yet
in the municipal warehouses, awaiting the

moment when they shall be placed on their

basement of green Swedish marble, and sur-

mounted with, the onyx slabs. At the bottom
of the staircase the marbles are being adjusted,

on which will stand the two large groups of

M. Carrier Belleuse, supporting candelabra. At
the entrance of the parterre the architectural

lines are interrupted at the space left for

M. Jules Thomas’s two caryatides, executed in

varionsly-toned bronze, and draped with marble
of different colours. Above every group of

columns a space is reserved for the medallions of

enamelled lava, whereon M. Sober executes, on
a blue ground, designs of musical instruments of
all times and countries.

Lastly, tho ground is not yet quite levelled,

nor sufficiently to receive its marble pavement

;

and on the ceiling four large cases alone indicate

the spaces to be occupied by M. Pile’s frescoes.

The most hopeful among the architects will m
vouch for the building being completed befo:

eighteen months. The new Opera-house w
then have been about ten years building.

NEW RAILWAY EXTENSIONS AND
BUILDINGS.

STARTLIN'G INTENTIONS.

An analysis of the proceedings at the rece

half-yearly meetings of the several railway cov

panies throughout the country, reveals the fa

that on many of the leading lines new works a:

extensions on a scale of considerable magnituc

are abrat to be entered upon, involving an^
mous outlay of capital.

Commencing with the London and Nori

Western Company, we find that the shareholdi,

in this leviathan corporation, at the meetings,

the 23rd ult., authorised tho expenditure •

244,250!. in the enlargement of stations andt
purchase of land. These extensions inolu

13.0001. for additional offices at the East

station, 8,0001. for a new station at Old Fa
9.0001. for new permanent goods offices at Bro«

street, 16,0001. for the rebuilding and onlai^i

ment ofthe Nuneaton station, 7,60ul. for additic

to the works at Crewe, together with the sum
58,364?. for additional accommodation at otil

stations along the company’s lines. The estimaii

cost of the land alone for these new work?

115,559?. At the meeting of the company, i

chairman made an interesting statement :

specting the company’s present rolling sto

He said that the number of locomotive engig,

which in 1862 was only 1,000, had increased’

1,900 at the present time. The number of 0\

riages which, in 1862, was 30,000, was n|

40,000. The number of wagons had increat

within the past ten years from 18,000 to 36,Ol,'

and the traffic receipts, which in 1862, amoum
to 2,100,000?., now amounted to 4,038,0(i

During those ten years, they had converi

wooden bridges into iron, at an outlay of 59,0Ci

It was now about five years since they 1,

introduced tho locking-np apparatus, and duri

that period they bad catried out that alterat;

at a cost of about 500,0001. In addition to tl|

they had been introducing the block systt?

and it was now in operation to tlie extent of j

miles of their line, while 381 other miles si

fitted with the permissive block, which he i

lieved to be the best system of the two. 3)

very nearly 900 miles were on the block

out of a total length of line of 1,600 miles.

The sanction of the shareholders at the nu
ing of the Great Northern Company was gi;

to the expenditure of 185,3651. in new andi

larged stations and other works. These inclu

50,000?. for new offices and platforms, and|ji.

a new engine-shed and sidings at King’s-crc

45,000?. for a new goods dep5t at Fariingi

street, on land which the company have lea.

from the Metropolitan Railway Company. I

dop6t includes the erection of largo new gO:

warehouses near the junction of Charterbott

street with Farringdon-street. The inteilk

new works also include the construction d.

duplicate tunnel at Maiden-lane, King’s-croffi

an outlay of 50,000?. ;
also the enlargernacft

Lincoln station, at a cost of 4,000?.
;
the rea

struction of Ratcliffe Viaduct in iron and bril

instead of timber, 4,000?. ; new signal-locb

apparatus, offices, and water-cranes, at Gra

ham, 3,995?. ;
proportion of cost of new sign

box, locking apparatus, and additional sidinga

Leeds
;
6,200?. for proportion of paving Yoi

road. King’s-cross ;
together with upwwBf

20,000?. for extensions at sundry stations onT;

railway. The report states that a considseds

saving in the working of the Loudon' gM

traffic will be effected by the erection of the nii

depfit at Farringdon-street, consequent on t;

great reduction in cartage; and with referee

to the extensions at King’s-cross, it states th;

the passenger-station there, erected twen''

three years ago, requires enlargement, da

experience proving that the existing accomn

dation is inadequate to the traffic, and alsott

the duplicate tunnel under the Regent’s-cas

has become indispensable. It may be add

that, beyond the extensions at King’s-cr»

above named, it is ultimately iritended to caii

out still more extensive and important enlarj

ments, by the construction of a large cent:

platform running the entire length of t

station, together with the erection of a u

frontage towards the Euston-road, in a line wi

the Midland Station and Hotel. These n^

buildings will contain an entirely new set
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cs, board-room, refreshmenfc-rooma, waiting.
IQS, and otter apartments. In addition to
lOutlay above stated for new works, 14i,lG2Z.
I&bout to be 0X])ended on new rolling-stock

:

: 21,600f. for new engines, 21,5051. for new
iiages, and 101,0571. for new goods wagons.
.t the Great Western meeting, the share-
lors sanctioned the expenditure of 199,6-15Z.
•new works and stations, and purchase of
j also 40,2251. for the purchase of the
Fjddfa canal

;
and 80,0001. for new engines

carriages. The intended outlay for new
.B includes 103,8491. for an extension line
lew station at Birkenhead

; 16,270L for a
station at Stourbridge; 9,lO0Z. for engine

I at Gloucester and Swindon
; 10,0001. for a

goods station at Bristol; and 20,0002. for
. telegraph for signalling and locking
ratus on the line g merally. The new line
eon Bewdley and Kidderminster, authorised
e Act of 1861, the estimated coat of which
0002., is also at once to bo proceeded with,
“oport also states that the permanent shaft
0 Severn Tunnel railway was commenced
rtskowett in March last, and has been sunk
lepth of about 60 ft.

s Midland Company, however, almost
les all others in its past and prospective
iditure on works in progress and intended,
'utlay which this great company is incurring
V works and buildings is something fabu-
as is proved by the remarks on this subject
by the chairman at the half-yearly meet.
Ho stated that the Midland Company had
laying out capital during the last few years
ery large extent. Indeed, he did not know
my company ever laid out capital at the
rate that the Midland had done during the
1 years. He wont on to show that within
iriod named the company’s capital outlay
)0cn between 2,000,0002. and 3,000,0002.

1867 their outlay was
1869,

in 1871,
the total

9702. ; in 1868, 2,012,0632.
3412.

;
in 1870, 2,037,0592.

9572. ; in 1872, 2,7-40,42 42.

an expenditure on works, in six years,
698,8142. The capital expenditure during
X months ending June was 1,385,8502.,
lie estimated expenditure for the current
onths was 1,358,0002., and 4,007,3852. in
\nent half-years, making 5,366,2862. more
1 to be expended. Several of the new lines
have for some time been in progress of

notion, are to be opened within the current
mths. These include the Liverpool exten-
ind new central station, which is advan*
isly situated in Rauelagh-sbreet. Also that
u of the Mansfield lines known as the
lop and Shireoaks lino

;
the Radfield and

11 ; the Duffield and Selston
;
the Breedon

shby
;
the Ashby and Nuneaton

;
and the

in and Weston. On these several lines
)002. have been expended. On the Settle
•arlisle line, now in progress, 1,620,0722.
.Iready been expended, and a still further
irgo outlay is necessary. The works
ding actively towards completion, but
difficulties have been encountered in

j labourand materials for the construction
line. The company have made an engage-
vith the Forth Bridge Railway Company,
irantueing a certain amount of revenue to
npany formed for constructing the great
over the river Forth a short distance

f Edinburgh. The amount of revenue
tee in all is 75,0002., of which the North
guarantee 60,0002. and the Midland

. per annum. The Midland directors
the construction of this bridge as a most

iant improvement of the through route to
rth and east of Scotland, in which they
Midland Company) are very largely
ted. Referring to the ultimate coat of
sat St. Paucras Hotel, the chairman stated
he contract price for the hotel was
92., but that the completion of the build-
’ cost between 30,0002. and 40,0002. more
he contract price in consequence of the
6 of materials and labour. It will be
months before the building can be finally

1.
_

It transpired at the meeting that the
lapital of the company at present is

0002 .

irding to the proceedings at the meeting
Sonth.Western Company powers have

btained for enlarging the company’s works
ations at several points on the line,
nclude the improvement of the approaches
Waterloo Station; the enlargement of the
depfit and the locomotive establishment
e Elms; additions and extended station

accommodation at Clapham Junction, at Basing,
stoke, and at Poole; and an extension of the
Southampton Station. The works on the Barn,
staple and Ilfracombe railway are approaching
completion, and the line is expected to bo ready
for opening at the end of the year. New rail-
ways in the districts of Windsor, Ascot, and
Alclershott, are also about to be commenced, as
well as the extension of the Joint Portsmouth
Railway to the water-side at Portsea, under-
taken in conjunction with the London, Brighton,
and South Coast Company.
The North-Eastern Company are about to

expend the sum of 679,6992. during the next,
half-year in the erection of new warehouses,
stations, cottages, sidings, and new lines in pro-
gress and about to be commenced. Of this sum
200,0002. are to be expended in new warehouses
and stations at Newcastle, Leeds, Hull, Gates-
head, Hartlepool, and Middlesbrough; 286,6992.
for additional sidings, cottages, station aecom.
modation, turn-tables, cranes, and other works;
and 193,0002. in the construction of entirely new
lines. In addition to these sums, the share-
holders voted 468,2632. for stock actually ordered
bat not delivered, whilst the chairman stated
that in subsequent half-years they would require
to spend an additional sum of 2,136,3022., making
altogether for new works yet to be executed,
3,284,9922. The newlines in progress of con.
struction, are the Helmsiey and Pickering, the
Knaresbro’ and Boroughbridge, the Masham and
Melmerby, the Leeds and Wetherby, and the
Castle Eden and Stockton lines

;
also the oxten-

sion works of the Hartlepool docks, and a large
new station at York. The directors have also
entered into an arrangement with the corpora-
tion of York for the construction of a new line
of railway to the east side of the city, and it is

intended to apply to Parliament in the next
session for the necessary powers.
At the meeting of the Groat Eastern Com-

pany, the chairman stated that the cost of the
metropolitan extensions would not be less than
3.600.0002. net, but that if they exceeded it by
100.0002. he should consider the expenditure
within the estimate. The cost of the Liverpool-
street new station will be 250,0002., but a tem-
porary station is to be first erected, and the con-
tractors are now under notice to proceed with
the works at this temporai’y terminal station,
which is expected to be completed and opened
for the suburban traffic in October next. The
permanent new station at Lrverpool-sbreet will
take upwards of twelve months to build.

It was stated at the meeting of the London,
Chatham, & Dover Company, that the now ware-
houses at Blackfriars are completed, and will be
opened this month, along with the necessary
connecting works and sidings for goods traies
and wagons. Six lines of metals have been laid

rates. The tramways, without any restrictions
whatever, were allowed to deprive the railway
of a large portion of its traffic. Their com.
petitors had not even to pay for the land they
used, without having further privileges. The
chairman added that the land required for the
construction of their line had cost the company
more than a third of its entire capital.
At the meeting of the London and Blackwall

Company, the chairman stated that the two Bills
in Parliament for improving the Stepney Station,
the construction of a pier in connexion with the
Milhvall extension, the making of a short branch
from Bow, and tho using of steam vessels,
having received the Royal assent, tho works
would be at once commenced.

It was stated at the meeting of the Metro-
politan District Company that during the Parlia-
mentary session they had succeeded in getting
their Bill for an extension from West Brompton
to Hammersmith, and that the construction of
the line was now proceeding. It was also stated
that the subject of oompletiug tho inner circle
by extending the line from the Mansion House
Station to Aldgate, would come before Parlia-
meut next session, and be promoted by an inde-
pendent company. The Metropolitan Board of
VYorks were anxious that something should be
done in the matter, and it was expected that the
aoherao would bo aided by a considerable
contribution from the Board and the City.
The proceedings at the half-yearly meeting of

the Furness Railway Company show that exten-
sive works are in progress in new branches, and
also at the dock works at Barrow, with which
the railway company is connected. The Stank
branch railway has been completed, and satis-
factory progress has also been made with the
foundations of the Bela Viaduct, the prin-
cipal work on tho Arnside branch. The
main line is also being widened at various
points, whicli will bo completed this year.
Very active progress has also been made with
the Devonshire and Baccleuch Docks. The
walla for the lock and ocean steamship berths in
tho Ramsden Dock and Basin Lave likewise
been commenced, and the outer sea embank,
meut for reclaiming the whole area of 250 acres
is well advanced. Upwards of 240,000 cubic
yards of material have been removed by dredg-
ing during the half-year, and additional anchor-
age for large vessels at Piel has been made.
Tho sum of 500,0002. for tho execution of these
works is required.

THE REBUILDING OF ANTIOCH.
PROVIDING FOR E.-iRTHQUAlCES.

Our readers will doubtless remember that, in
the spring of last year, disastrous earthquakesdown on tbese sidings. The works in connexion poonrred at Antioch, which doTastated almost

with tho new Holborn Viaduct Station have not
|
the whole of the town, and which oertainlj

progressed as quickly as was expected, and it is

believed that that station will not be opened
before November. The chairman stated at the
meeting that under the award of Lord Cairns and
tho Marquis of Salisbury, they had sold surplus
property to the amount of 450,0002., and that
they had still to sell property which was valued
by Messrs. Vigers at 150,0002. With reference
to the surplus land yet to bo sold, the chairman
observed that the sale of laud of this descrip-
tion in London was a very difficult thing if they
tried to get its full value. The increased price
of labour and building materials Ijad so com.
pletely revolutionised the building trade, that
they had had a very anxious time with regard to
this surplus property.
The proceedings at the meeting of the Lan-

cashire & Yorkshire Company showed that
during the past half-year a considerable quantity
of land had been purchased for new and enlarged
station purposes, the increasing traffic of the
company demanding further accommodation.
The meeting sanctioned the expenditure of
200,0002. for station extensions daring the current
half-year.

It was stated at the meeting of the North
London Company that the widening works on
the City Extension line between Haggerstone
and Broad-street are now rapidly approaching
completion, and will shortly be opened for traffic.

The chairman, referring to the competition with
tramways, against which the company had to
contend in North London, said the company had
good cause of complaint with regard to that
competition. Tramways paid no Government
duty, nor local taxes to any extent, and they even
nsed the streets and roads to which that company
contributed very largely in the shape of local

,

!

offered an opportunity, in the rebuilding of the
place, for considerable improvement. We note,
however, that the engineer-in-chief of the pro-
vince of Aleppo (Mr. Haddan, an Englishman),
has in vain displayed both science and energy in
his efforts to introduce a mode of strengthenin"
the houses and widening the streets of ill-fated
Antioch, which may at any time have to undergo-
a repetition of its dangers. History, indeed,
records several such calamities at Antioch, and
they appear to have a periodical recurrence
which ought to bring about the adoption of
proper devices for the preservation of life. It
is a significant fact, that many of the victims on
the occasion of the last earthquake might have
escaped if the walls of the houses had been built
with lime or bound with wood, and if the streets
had not been so narrow that the rows of falling
buildings met as they crumbled down, to form
one destructive heap over the crowds of people
who were thus engulfed. Mr. Haddan has
spared no exertion in pointing out these defects
to the Governor-General of the province, and
even devised a special mode of construction of
the town on a new plan, with improved lines of
internal communication. He proposed that
skeleton houses should be erected with timber-
battens, well-tied together with ii’ou bands on
which overhanging roofs would rest. Stone walls
cemented with lime were then to be run up
around the wooden frames, in order to afford pro-
tection from sun or rain. A shock of earth-
quake, how formidable soever it might be, could
thus do no more than throw tho stone-walls out-
wards, while none of the falling stones could
injure those in the houses. The new plan of the
town, by straightening and widening the laby.
rinth of tortuous laqes which previously existed.
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\70uld save the inhabitants from mach of the

danger after escaping from their bouses
;
but

we regr.'t to say that those suggested innova-

tions hav ' beea disregirded, and tho town is

beginning to ri?e again on its old foundations,

built with mud instead of limo, and likely, as

one writer states, to destroy its future popula-

tion in even greater proportions than it did last

year, for increased poverty makes the new

houses weaker than even the old ones wore.

NEW LIGHTHOUSE, BIRD ISLAND,

CAPE TOWN.

Tbe Bird Islands are a group of small islets

situated in Algoa Bay, about thirty-threo miles

E.S.E. of the town of Port Elizabeth, South

Africa. Besides the three largest, which are

called the Bird, Seal, and Stag Islands, there

are a number of half-sunken rocks around these

larger islands, extending about two miles in

different directions. The group are about seven

miles from the main land, the nearest point of

which is Woody Cape. The farthest rock to

seaward is the Dorington Rock, where the ill-

fated E>tst Indiaman was wrecked rather more

than a century ago
;

the anchor and gun of

which vessel is still to be seen lying between the

rocks on Bird Island at low water. I have seen

them many times. They must have been carried

by the current from the spot where she struck

to the place where they now lie : the distance is

about a mile.

Bird Island is still the resort of thousands of

sea-birds, principally penguins, and what they

call here the malgass, but which is very much
like the ganat, or sea-goose. These birds make
their nests in the guano, and sit together in one

large flock, covering the greater part of the

island. Any one attempting to go among them
stands a chance of having his legs torn and
scratched, for while the female bird is sitting

on her one egg, she is very vicious; she sits

all the time, which is about five weeks, and her

food is brought her by the male bird. When
the young ones are old enough to fly, they are

taken away by the old ones in largo droves, and
it is supposed that they go to sea, for they do

not return to the island for about three months.

The penguins are a curiosity to look at, with

their little flappers, with which they are very

active in the water. It is astonishing how fast

they run. When they are pursued, they always

make for the water ;
when once they are there

they are safe. One would think at night that

there were thousands of donkeys lot loose upon
the island, for the noise which these birds make
is very much like the braying of that animal.

The eggs cf both these birds are eaten by the

light keepers and those who visit the island

;

they are very wholesome, and not unpalatable.

There is a vegetable grown in the guano, and

which covers a part of the island. It is very

much like spinach, and it is eaten by those on

the island. There is a large quantity of guano,

which in some parts is as deep as 14 ft. There

is an abundance of shells, but not a particle of

sand or earth of auy kind. There are a largo

number of seals, on one of the rocks, called

the Black Rock : they are seldom disturbed,

excepting by parties who go there sometimes

for guano.
Iti 1851 the Cape Governor erected a wooden

lighthouse upon Bird Island, for the benefit of

vessels going in and out of Algoa Bay. It was
a rather curious-shaped-looking building as seen

from the sea. There wore exhibited from the

tower, in different positions, two fixed white

lights. The tower was a pyramidal-shaped

building, with a projecting landing or platform,

upon which each of the lanterns was fixed. It

liiicl been noticed for some years past that this

building was fast going to decay. It was built

of wood, the framing part of which was con-

neotod with iron bolts ; the iron seemed to

bo very much affected by the action of two
salt.s, one arising from the water, and the

other from the ammonia.
This building has been taken down, and close

to where it stood a new and more substantial

building has been erected. In 1871 the Colonial

Government granted the money for this work.

Drawings were at once prepared for the same,
iiud the conti-act was signed in November of the

Fame year, but the works upon the island did

not actually comnjence until March, 1872 ;
and

liie whole of the work would have been com-
]d<jtod by the end of last year had it not been
i'l'V the delay which took place in getting the
lighting apparatus and other ironwork done in-

England. But it was so far finished by the Ist

of May last, that the new light was exhibited

for the first time on that day. It is a fixed red

light, of the Third Dioptric order, the height of

which is about SO ft. above the level of the sea,

seen about twelve miles off.

The buildings are now entirely finisbed, and

tbe workmen have all left the island.

The whole of the work has been carried

out according to the drawings. The tower

is 60 ft. high from the level of the rock to the

focal plane, or centre of light. It is a square

building, quite perpendicular, showing on its

north and south sides four circular apertures,

which are connected with each other by a recess

formed in the work, and a large moulding form-

ing the whole into a cross, which is intended as

a day mark; on the east and west side there is

only one aperture.

The parapet is finished in the form of battle-

ments, with small coved recesses under the

cornices. Tbe outside of the tower is coloured

gray or light stone colour. The inside of the

watch-room and cleaning-room is fitted with

cupboards and other fittings to hold the different

articles required for the establishment. The

whole of the insido fittings are of teak and

mahogany, and varnished.

All the lighting apparatus, as also the iron

watchroom, lanterns, iron floors, girders, and

stairs, were supplied by Messrs. Chance Bros.,

of Birmingham. Besides tbe tower, there

are two cottages (which are connected on each

side with the lighthouse) for the use of the

light-keeper and his assistant.

The greater part of tbe buildings have been

constructed with the stone found upon the

island, and pointed outside and plastered inside.

The arches are of brick and cement, which had

to be taken to the island.

The roofs of the cottages are covered with

slate, and provision has been made for preserv-

ing the water, which is a very scarce commodity

at times. To each keeper’s quarters an under-

ground tank, holding about 2,000 gallons, has

been constructed, and a lOO-gallon iron tank has

also been supplied to e.acli bouse.

In connexion with the establishment a flag-

staff and signal-houso have been erected, so that

the light-keeper can communicate with vessels

passing.

The works have been carried out under tho

superintendence of Mr. Joseph Flack, of the

Colonial Engineer Department.
The cost of the wor^ is understood to be about

7,OOOZ. Mr. B. Godfrey, of Cape Town, was the

contractor for the whole of the work, excepting

the part supplied by Messrs. Chance Bros.

ARMAGH ROMAN CATHOLIC
CATHEDRAL.

This Gothic edifice, which crowns the crest of

Armagh, has been dedicated. Its erection has

extended over no fewer than thirty-three years,

the foundation-stone having been laid in 18-10.

This delay is accounted for by the nature of the

undertaking and local financial difficulties. Tho
building has cost upwards of 60,0001., a sum
which may be regarded as equivalent to 80,000Z.

considering the period over which it has extended,

and the enormous increase of late in the price

of labour and material. The original designs

for the church were prepared by the late Mr.

Duffy, of Newry, and were of the Perpendicular

Gothic style. The work executed during his

lifetime extended only as far as the top of the

aisle walls and the arches between the nave and

aisles. The erection of the building having been

arrested for seven years, Mr. J. J. McCarthy,

professor of architecture at the Roman Catholic

University, was entrusted in 1854 with the com-

pletion of" the cathedral. In the fourteen years

which had elapsed between 1840 and 1S54, a

revolution had taken place in ecclesiastical archi-

tecture. Mr. McCarthy, therefore, modified very

considerably tbe original design. The flat roofs,

pinnacled buttresses of tho clearstory, flat roofs

of towers with angled pinnacles, and other

,

features of the Perpendicular style, he discarded

i for the simpler and purer form of Decorated

Gothic. He omitted the pinnacles of all the

:
buttresses, substituting geometrio and flowing

for the stiff forma of Perpendicular tracery
;

introduced for the first time in modem Irish

architecture the triforium
;
raised the roof from

an almost imperceptible pitch to nearly an

equilateral triangle; and, instead of towers rising

to an altitude of 128 fc. from the gronnd-line,

substituted bowers rising to tbe height of 210 ft.
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The plan of the cathedral, which is ci-uciforr!

comprises nave and chancel or choir, with aislil-'

to both north and south transepts, and tvil

western towers. The south transept is at pr I

sent screened off as a provisional sacristy, br '

it is intended to erect suitable sacristies and u
chapter-house at a future time. The dimei

j

aions within the walls are :—Total lengt :

210 ft.
;
width across nave and aisles, 72 ft I

across transepts, 112 ft.
;
and height from floi'l

to ridge, 91 ft. The nave is separated from i'l

aisles by three bays of similar shafts and arohal

Over these arches are the triforia, consisting,
j|

marble shafts with moulded bases and carvfil

capitals, with moulded tracery filling up tl:;

arches. Above tbe triforium rises the deal.!

story, containing iu each bay three-light tn

ceried windows. The principal entrance tot:
cathedral is by a moulded doorway in tbe wcj

end of the nave, and also by similar cloorwaysni

the towers. Over the west door of the nave l

a series of moulded and canopied niches, to i|;

hereafter filled with statues of the sainlj

Rising above the niches is a seven-light tracerij

window, while the west gable terminates infj

floriated cross. The towers rise in grades unlj

they terminate in the bell stages, containingH
double-light mullioned and traceried opeuings.lj

each face. From these stages rise the spinjl

with tiers of lucarnea on alternate faces, ea-i

lucame terminating with a gilt cross, till tli

entire fa surmounted with beautifully wroi^
iron gilt crosses. Armagh was anciently tlj

ecclesiastical metropolis of the island, and {l

aim of the builders of tho cathedral has beQn.|

make it worthy of its historical position, wh;
j

is rendered increasingly interesting by ll

tradition that on this spot, fourteen centuni

since, Ireland’s Apostle stood to defend

Christian religion.

LARGE MALT-HOUSES AT SHOBNALI
ROAD, BURTON-ON-TRENT.

Messrs. T. Lowe & Sox, and Mi*. H. MaSf

contractors, of this town, have been engaged:

the past twelve months in the erection of t

block of four malt-houses and engine-house, i

Messrs. Bass, Ratclyffe, & Gretton, which

now near their completion. They were to h{f

been completed in tbe beginning of this ye;l

but owing to the excessive rains of last seassf

and the scarcity of building materials, it Tf

impossible, as the buildings took 4,000,000.

bricks, about 7,000 cubic feet of timber, a:

400 tons of ironwork.

The houses were commenced in the first wil

of June of last year, and will be quite ready
,

the malting season of this year. The buildit

are from the design of Mr. W. Canning, I,

firm’s engineer, and have been carried out urn

his superintendence. The dimensions of eH
of the buildings externally are 2-K) ft.

j

90 ft. and 35 ft. high to the wall plate. 11

elevation presents no grand feature, but tl

buildings, though plain, are substantial. 1

materials used are common stock bricks, witt'

light sprinkling of Hollington stone dressing!]

The external elevation is divided into baya

8 ft. each, with a 3.ft. pilaster, which termintfil

with a stone impost, off whicli spring semiol

cular arches, the crown of which cames a li|

about 12 in. below a substantial brick conAl

Tho roof is divided into three spans, and covsni

with Bangor slates, 16 in. by 10 in. The gab"

have stone springers, which form a return &

the brick cornice that runs up the gables. T

gables are coped with Hollington stone.

The buildings have four floors, three of whi.

are for the growing of barley. The dimeMtoi

of each are 126 ft. by 86 ft. 9 in., and 9 ft. 3 i|

from floor to floor. Each floor is lighted K

twenty-four sash windows. The cistern is
l

the west end of the ground-floor. Its diraei:

sinns are 81 ft. 6 in. by 9 ft. 5 in., and 3 ft. 4 ii

deep, and it is capable of wetting 200 quarts

of barley. It is constructed of brick in cemeii

vrith pressed brick lining; the channel is forntf

of wffite Minton tiles. Immediately over t

cistern are two gamers, provided for the soreen

barley to supply the cistern; their dimenBia

are 83 ft. 9 in. by 22 ft. 9 in.

The third floor is wholly devoted to fe

storing of barley; the dimensions of which a

119 ft. 3 in. by 86 ft. The flooi-a are supporti

by iron columns, which stand 10 ft. 6 in. apa

carrying beams of Memel timber 14 in. by 7 1
.

and joists 7 in. by 3 in. Barley-garners

store-rooms have beams]!! in. by 9 in., and joi(

11 iu. by 3 in. Tbe floors of each are laid
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Ji-in. grooved boarding, tongued with hdop-iron.
’.he working.floors have IJ-in. rough boards,

^ ver which aro laid 9-in. red quarries, 2 in. thick,

r
dded and jointed witli Portland coment.
At the Bonth-east ond of the working.floors is

Die kiln. It is provided for drying the grown
;^arIoj. The kiln is of modern arrangement,
* id stands transverse with the main block of
iijto building. The internal dimensions are 86 ft.

50 ft. The roof is divided into two spans,

Jid supported in the centre by octagon columns,
Which have intermediate flanges cast on for
^rrying the floors, which are constructed of
ist iron, having girders which run longi-
dinally with the main building, 9 ft. apart,
irrylng iron joist, upon which Fern’s kiln-
les are used. The fire-grates are Albird's
itent, of tiiia town. At the south-east end of
e kiln are store-rooms for receiving the malt
om the kilns. The internal dimensions are
I ft. by 35 ft. 10 in. There are three floors,

—

ound, first, and second. The ground-floors aro
ed for storing tools, &o., for malting purposes;
e first floor for storing malt

; and the second
r screening malt as it leaves the kiln. The
lors aro supported by iron columns, 7 in. in
ameter, standing 10 ft. 6 in. apart, carrying
lams 9 in. by 14 in.

; flitched with i-in. boiler-
ates

;
joists 11 in. by 3 in., and boards 1^ in.,

oovod and tongued with hoop iron.

The houses are divided by streets 30 ft. wide,
it a gangway Is provided from house to house
the top barloy-storcs by a bridge, formed of
>n lattice-girders, lagged by 7-in. by S-in.
inks.

The engine-house stands at the south-west
glo of the fourth house. Its internal dimen-
»ns are 37 ft. by 30 ft. The external elevation
the same as that of the malt-houses, bub has
5old cornice of Derbyshire stone

;
it is covered

' a largo cast-iron water.tank, 41 ft. by 34 ft.,

d 4 ft. deep, for the supply of water to the
ilt-houses. The water is obtained from two
'ge wells, 20 ft. in diameter, and 23 ft. deep.
.8 water stands in the wells about 18 ft. deep.
0 engine-house is fitted up with four three-
ow pumps, for pumping the water into the
ik, and two 25-horse.power engines for the
rking of the houses. The engines are being
>plied by the firm, but were built by Mr.
ell, of Derby, engineer, Ac., who has supplied
I fitted up the whole of the machinery and
ifting of the houses. There is room in each
ise for storing 3,600 quarters of barley, and
out the same quantity of malt. The estimate
the four houses and engine-honso was 4'O,000J.,

t this does nob include the ironwork for the
n floor, which is about 210 tons, nor the fitting
' the houses. The houses promise to be when
npleted four as fine maltings as any in the
igdom. The total outlay will be about
,
0001 .

[t is the intention of the firm, next spring, to
ild four more houses on the south aide of the
;iue.hoase, precisely the same as those already
scribed.

The whole of the work has been done in a
3Btautial manner. Hr. C. Garlick is clerk of
j works. Messrs. T. Lowe & Sons are the
itractors for the brickwork, earthwork, and
isoury

; Mr. H. Mason does the carpentry,
nery, and ironwork; and Mr. T. Turner is the
imber, glazier, and painter. Messrs. H.
wards and Raynor aro the foremen.
To make the work complete, Mr. G. Wooder-
,33, of Derby, builder, has entered into a con-
ict for building twelve houses aud six blocks
offices, and mess-rooms. The estimated coat
about 6,OOOZ., and will be completed about
urietmas next.

NEW COUNTY POLICE COURT AND
LOCK-UP FOR BLACKBURN.

A COMMODIOUS structure has just been erected
King-atroet, nearly opposite Montague-street,
ackburn, combining a magistrates’ court
Ices for the police, and cells for prisoners. Tho
:enial arrangements are not wholly finished
t tho magistrates’ court has been occupied,
le style of the building is Venetian Gothic,
jely treated, with red bricks and stone dress-
gs to the doors, windows, string-courses, and
rnices. Above the label-moulds to windows
id doors, which are terminated by foliated
'Ssos, are relieving blue Staffordshire arches.
)e front of the building is set back from the
:eet, and inclosed by ornamental iron railings,
.tee, and moulded stono gate-posts.
The ground-floor is divided into two blocks of,

buildings by an entrance-passage, 10 ft. wide,

—

the walls being built of red bricks, with stone
dressings to doors, having a varnished boarded
ceiling,—with doors leading on the right-hand
side to police waiting-rooms, 24 fb. by 16 ft.

;

store-room, 24 ft. by 7 ft. 6 in.
;
magistrates’

and advocates’ staircases, leading to court-room;
and weights aud measures oflnee, 19 ft. by 10 fb.

On the left hand of the entrance.passage is

placed tho charge-room, IS fb. by 21 ft., having
a bay-window to the King.street front. Adjoin,
ing this room is the office of tho superintendent
of police. Behind these last-named offices is a
passage, 7 ft. 6 in. wide, leading to the cells,

prisoners’ exercise-yard, and staircase leading
direct from tho cells to the prisoners’ waiting,
rooms, adjoining the dock in court. A atone
staircase, 7 ft. wide, leading to the court-room,
for the use of the general public, is placed at the
extreme east end of the building. Behind the
prisoners’ exercise-ground is a gig-house, loose-
box, urinals, closets, &c.; and at the extreme
end of thodrill-gi-ound, and facing Cbapel-atreet,
are two dwelling-houses for married constables.
Above the offices and cells is the court-room,
48 ft. by 40 ft.; and adjoining are the magis-
trates', advocates’, and witnesses’ retiring-rooms,
lavatory, closets, &c. Tho court-room is lighted
by ten large windows, glazed with embossed
plate-glass, having tho arms of the county
palatine in tho centre of each window. Pilas-
ters, suppoi'ted on moulded stone corbels, divide
the windows, and the ceiling is panelled and
moulded in plaster. In the centre of each panel
is a perforated medallion, for tho purpose of
ventilation. The benches and other fittings have
the panels in varnished pitch pine, contrasting
with the painted panel-work. The seats for the
use of the public aro open benches, having
Macfarlaue’s bench-standards.

Ventilation is provided by grates in each
window-bottom, and perforations in the coil-
ing. Tho court-room is, lighted by gas-brackets
fixed in each pilaster and by standards fixed
on tho dock and the attorneys’ table. The
whole of the offices and retiring-rooms are
heated by open fireplaces. Tho court-room,
cells, store-room, advocates’ room, Ac., are
heated by hot water.
The whole of the works were let to Mr.

Benjamin Abbott, builder, Blackburn, in June,
1872. The sub-contractors have been Mr. Peter
Walsh, plumber and glazier

; Mr. A. Airey,
plasterer

; Messrs. Embley A Pilkington,
painters

; and the whole of the hot-water appa-
ratus, fire-.grates, chimney-pieces, iron railings
and gates have been supplied by Messrs. Mercer
A Thompson, of Nortbgafce. The floor of the
magistrates’ entrance has been laid with the
tiles of Messrs. Malkin Edge, of Bnrslem, Staf-
fordshire. Tho carving has been executed by
Mr. Gregg, of Darwen. The whole of the work
has been designed and carried out under the
supervision of Mr. W. S. Varley, architect,
Blackburn, at a cost of about 4,0001.

HEALTII AND COMFORT IN HOUSE-
BUILDING.

Sm,—I have read in your pages Dr. Haywood’s
paper “ On Health and Comfort in House-bnild-
ing,” but I fail to observe how house-building
for the million can be obtained, insuring either
health or comfort, if such expensive plans for
ventilation as ho snggests must be adopted.
The first and most vital question which the
architect has to consider is,~“ How can I bnild
a house which shall prevent the occupier from
being slowly poisoned from breathing an impure
atmosphere.” Tour ranks ai-e now filled with
such educated scioutific men,—is there no one
of these who can lay down a cheap but really
effectual plan forinsnringthe health and comfort
of the people ?

After all these years of discussion, and the
fall recognition by the public of the immense
importance of thorough ventilation in all build-
ings, how is it that as yet there is no one who
can carry into effect the aspirations of every
thinking man ? Dr. Haywood suggests it to be
the duty of every medical man to imbne the
minds of the public with the great importance
of ventilation

; to me it seems more desirable
to imbue that of the architect. As an amateur.
I have had for years experience in building.
Fifteen years ago I built several hou.ses

; and,
after some difficulty, my architect put in three
of Sheringhara’s ventilators, which soon became
useless; aud now, being about to build a rather
large house, my architect,—a gentleman of the

very highest position in his profession,—has
handed me his plans, which contain no plan
whatever to render my house either “comfort,
able or healthy.”

Dr. Haywood tells us “that we must have an
inlet for fresh air, and an outlet to discharge the
used-up atmosphere in every room in the house.’*
Tfae_ public are sufficiently educated upon tho
subject to give their univei'sal assent to this
proposition. To effect this object it appears to
me that he, like all architects, is only catering
for the occupation of houses by noblemen and
wealthy proprietors. He says,—” Tho outlet
must pass through some contrivance for keeping
it constantly and permanently heated,” night
aud day, winter and summer; and, “the inlet
should open out of a warm lobby or corridor.’*
Every room in the hoiUse is to have a shaft
through tho ceiling, and, to promote suction,
these are to be constantly and permanently
heated. How leas pretentious houses are to bo
supplied with heat to keep the shaft in action
in every room, and how corridors and halls and
passages arc to ho built, and how the warm air
to supply all the rooms is to be procured, ho
does not tell us. Before the doctor and architect
again consult upon a plan for general and
universal ventilation, I suggest that some of the
“ plebs ” bo taken into their confidence.
No one now denies the paramount importance

of supplying every room with an abundance of
uncontaminated air, and the general public
expect that architects will settle the most
effective plan at the least possible cost. If the
large and lofty rooms of the rich require venti-
lation, how much more imperative lias it become
to aS'ord some thoughts upon tho overcrowded,
suffocating rooms of the labonring classes, where
sickly women and children aro slowly but cer-
tainly starved to death from tho want of an un-
contaminated atmosphere. Practically there ia

no plan yet suggested for rendering house
buildings “ comfortable or healthy.” If archi-
tects would pay a little more attention to the
general defects of the internal construction of
the building, and loss of advertising themselves
by an elaborate exterior, they might possibly
succeed in furnishing such a plan as would bo at
once effective and of general application.
Some time since, I saw, I think in your paper,

a simple plan for ventilating rooms. Place in
the hall or passage a ventilator, near the ceiling,
opposite to the fireplace

;
in the centre of tho

ceiling let the air pass out through a ventilator
into a shaft running through each floor j or the
foul air might find its way among the joists, and
there deposit its carbon and other imparities.
This plan ia very simple, but is it practicable ?

How am I to solve the question as to setting
the grates, so as to throw as much heat into the
room as possible, and at the same time avoid a
smoky chimney ? My architect gives the size
of the openings, but leaves tho construction
possibly to some ignorant sub-contractor.
How far, then, should tho fireplace project;

into the room ? How soon should the open fire-

space bo contracted to the size of the chimney-
flue

;
and what cubic space should be allowed to

each chimney? Should the space be the same
in all the flues, whether the opening bo 4 ft. 6 in.
or 2 ft. 3 in., or should all these details be loft to
the hazai'd of a man who takes tho job, and who
only seeks to make as much money out of it as
possible ?

If I happen to get an intelligent and careful
mechanic, I shall owe no thanks to my architect
if I get a “ healthy and comfortable homo ” as a
residence. Ax Amateur.*

now SHALL I BUILD ?

It is, perhaps, not a little remarkable that th®
question " How shall I build ? ” aud an essay on
the subject, should appear in tha saniR issue of
the Builder. Doubtless tho paper of Dr. J. W.
Hayward, of Liverpool, will bo read with inte-
rest, especially by “An Amateur,” who is about
to erect for himself a residence. Indeed, the
eighteen “points” have been often insisted upon
in the pages of the architectural journals, and
although it may not be novel reading for archi-
tects, it is at the same time highly refreshio" to
find the medical profession aiding in so desirable
an object.

interesting discussion on the ventilation of hos-

* lu reply to a letter from this correspon lent in a recent
issue, tliree patentees or munufacturera, notably Messrs.
Corayn Cmng & Co., say he can hare the iuliirmation ho
lesires if he will apply to them. This, however is not
ihe sort of reply the letter was intended to elicit.
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pitals appeared in tie Builder. Both medical

and engineering, as well as the architectnral pro-

fessions, then unanimonsly agreed that ventila-

tion by warmed air, washed, admitted along the

skirtings, and having a sufficient exit near the

ceiling, was the best possible scheme, and the

most perfect system. It might be asked, with a

fair prospect of an answer in the affirmative,— Is

not the best system for hospitals the best system

also for dwelling-houses, inasmuch as the

manner of occupation is somewhat identical, and

the convenience, comfort, and health of the

occupants to be aimed at equally in each ?

Dr. Hayward advocates a system of special

ventilation at the ceiling, and the ceiling only
;

that is, the inlet of warmed air, and the exit of

vitiated air to be in juxtaposition, or of necessity

nearly so. There is, to my mind, not only a

doubt as to its thorough efficacy, but it will for

certain involve considerable expense by a vast

and complicated system of pipes and perforated

cornices, and which may possibly require con.

siderable looking after and repair. The current

of warm air, because it is warm, would have a

tendency to escape, and to drive the vitiated air

back on the heads of the occupants, so that

there would be no direct unimpeded course for

the vitiated air to take. When, moreover, the

details of the system come to be worked out, I

think it will be found that Dr. Hayward, like

many other theorists, has described a system (far

easier to do than to adopt it), but which even on

paper appears too complicated, involved, and
uncertain, to recommend itself to ordinary bouse

proprietors for general adoption.

The arrangement I propose would be simple,

permanent, and cheap. The walls are to be

built hollow, to prevent the percolation of damp,

and along the hollow space passes a hot-air pipe.

They are thus rendered leas subject to changes :

of atmosphere by the cui-rent of warm air con-

tinually passing up the cavity from the hot-air

pipe. The warm air, therefore, not only keeps

the walls dry, it also keeps them warm, and is

admitted into the room at dado height. The
pure air is admitted through one or more gratings,

either from the exterior or from the cellar, and
passes over tho hot-air or water pipe. It may
be contrived for tho air to pass a considerable

distance along the course of the pipe before it

enters the room, which should be at no great

distance from the floor. Passing upward through

tho room, which is its natural course, it again

finds its way into the hollow of the wall, whence
it escapes to the upper regions by flues arranged

for that purpose. These flues should, like smoke-

flues, be carried high into the air, because the

air at considerable altitudes is lighter and colder

than that near the ground, so that the greater

the height the greater the suction of warm or

vitiated air, and the more thorongh the ventila-

tion, and less subject to back draughts. This

plan is eqnally applicable to all the floors of the

bouse, and that, too, without any or but trifling

additional expense. It is easily controlled by

the inlets at tho bottom of the wall, or by the

inlets into the rooms, which would bo similar to

the sliding ventilators of railway carriages. The
author does not claim originality for such a

system; it at once suggested itself when ar-

ranging for the heating apparatus and pipes for

a conservatory to be built along with the dwelling-

house, so that by an extra expense of about 351.

in pipes and sliding ventilators, a house of con-

siderable size will, I trust, bo both warmed and
veutilated, without additional continuous expense,

a system as permanent as the building, almost

self-acting, and so simple as to commend itself

to ordinary intelligences for adoption.

J. Hicks.

Tue following suggestions are for tho use of

“Amateur.” I have given each system prac-

tical test, and can in confidence place them
before his notice :

—

For ventilating near the centre of basement of

building, have a bricked walled room 10 ft. by

C ft., with a plate-iron door. In this fix a coil of

high-pressnre pipes, 8 ft. by 4 ft., heated. One
of J. L. Bacon & Co.’s would bo very suitable.

From the centre of this coil run a tunnel of 8-in.

earthenware pipes to outside of building, taking
great care to have the mouth away from all drains

or other objectionable matter. Over the external

month fit a fine-mesh perforated zinc cover, and
in any convenient part place an iron throttle-

valve—an inexpensive one, formed of plate iron.

Have all joints made good in Portland,
Over the coil fix a sheet-iron hood, with 4j-in.

flange all round, to be bedded in side and end

walls
J
three or four courses of brickwork to run

on the flange. From the centre of crown of

hood run a diagonal sheet-iron tube, 1 ft. 10^ in.

by 4.^- in., up one of the ascending walls, branch-

ing from this to each room with same shaped pipe,

6 in. by 2 in., between joist or behind skirting

to under the window
;
the end of pipes to be

X-shaped, parallel with the wall. Tho skirting

to be iron trellis, or, if required, a dado of same.

A simple valve introduced would be useful as a

check to heat. Have all joints branching from

main rising pipes made
moans you will have a pure warm air in winter,

and cold without draught in summer.

For egress have a perforated centre in ceilings,

or gratings in wall or cornice, from which carry

a tube, as for ingress, to rising tube same size.

Let the end of this egress-tube pass through

your hot-water circulating cistern, which have

fixed in roof. I take it for granted that you

will nob have a 20-roomed house without hot-

water for bath, Ac. Let tho tube he largo iu

cistern, and from the top take a pipe, with cowl

on top of all, into outer air.

For stoves, let “Amateur” have register-

stoves, with a well-fitted register on top, and on

line of fire-bars, or bottom, have a S-in. opening.

;

This opening to go direct into a 4i-in. by 4i-in.

flue running up the back of coves; on top, or

nearly so, fit a small damper to each side of

stove. In ash-pit under flues, fit a small clean-

ing door. By these means you will have no

down-draught, nor any soot blown over your

furniture, save half your coal, and gain twice

the heat as from a common register. The top

damper to be kept shut
;
only used for cleaning.

Bo.nel a. Evans.

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUCTION.

The Third Report upon Scientific Instruction

and Advancement of Science, in connexion

with the two Universities of Oxford and

Cambridge, has been issued by the Royal Com-
missioners appointed to inquire into this

subject. The report takes a hopeful view of the

future. In dealing with the relations of the

universities with science, the Commissioners say

that their use of the word was limited to the

“ Sciences of Organic and Inorganic Nature,

including under that general designation the

sciences of number and magnitude, together

with those which depend on observation and

experiment
;
but excluding the mental and moral

sciences, as well as all those parts of human
knowledge and culture which are not usually

regarded as having any scientific character.”

They state their opinion that neither the literary

nor the scientific branch of education and research

can be neglected without detriment to tho other.

The following are the subjects referred to in the

evidence :—1. The Courses of Study and the

Examinations; 2. The Professoriate; 3. The
Scientific Institutions within the Universities;

4. The Colleges; 5. The Relation of the Uni-

versities to Technical Education, and to Educa-

tion for Scientific Professions; 6. The Duty of

Universities and the Colleges with regard to the

Advancement of Science.

Proposed Examination on Leaving School .

—

Tho Commissioners are favourable to an exami-

nation, at Oxford or Cambridge, on leaving

school, as open to fewer objections than a

matriculation examination on entering the

university.

The Scientific Curriculum : Proposed Arrange-

ments.—IVhen Mr. Mark Patteson was asked if

he would allow a young man without literary

training to enter himself on the scientific side

in the University of Oxford, he replied that he

would have the University take no cognisance

of the matter if he chose to enter as a scien-

tific student. Professor J. C. Adams, of Cam-

bridge, thinks literary culture extremely im-

portant, as without it the mind is apt to become

narrowed, especially if it be devoted exclusively

to material objects, and that, in consequence,

even physical studies themselves are likely to

be pursued with less success.

University Scholarships in Natural Science.

—

It is proposed to found these scholarships at

both Universities. The Commissioners suggest

three every year,—one in physics, one in che-

mistry, and one in biology. The natural science

tripos has not proved so attractive as the mathe-

matical tripos. The establishment of University

scholarships wonld foster its growth.

Technical Education.—With regard to techni.

cal education, the difficulty of making either

Oxford or Cambridge into a great school ol

medicine is very considerable j these places

are both comparatively small, and their hos-

pitals, therefore, inadequate for large medical '<

schools. The absence of manufactories raises
i

equal obstacles to the study of civil engineer-

ing. Preliminary scientific training, however,

both iu medicine and civil engineering, may be I

given at the Universities. A professorship of

civil engineering is a desideratum, tho Commis-
sioners think.

General Advancement of Science.—On no point i

are the witnesses examined by the Commissioners <

more united than they are in the expression of “

feeling that it is a* primary duty of the Univer-

sities to assist in the advancement of learning i

and science.

GREEN LANES WESLEYAN CHAPEL, .

HIGHBURY NEW PARK.

Four architects were invited to submit deslgns^'i

in competition for this chapel. The selected one

emanates from the offices of Messrs. Satchell & I

Edwards, under whose superintendence the

chapel is in course of erection.
|

The building is planned to accommodate 1,000

^

persons, viz., 700 ou the ground floor and 300 inij

the galleries. Two vestries and a lavatory areij

provided in the rear. The interior consists of a(

nave and side aisles, divided by an arcade ofi

five arches executed in Bath stone, resting onfl

columns with richly-foliated caps, which canytl

the clearstory walls. In the rear of the pulpifal

and reading-desk is the communion-table, in aoij

apsidal recess which is railed o2 with orna-;|

mental iron standards surmounted by an oaki)

rail. The seats are 20 in. wide, with book*!

shelves and hat-rails. Umbrella-stands will be,

affixed at the ends of the pews. A most spacious.

!

vestibule is provided in connexion with tho.

principal entrance, the walls of which arei

4 ft. 6 in. deep, acting as a covered porch, into:

which a liberal amount of carving will be intro-

duced. This vestibule, while leading into th^

uavo and aisles, will also communicate with the

side entrances which serve the galleries. Tha
sub-story, standing 8 ft. out of the ground, is

14 ft. in height, and contains a schoolroom

(acting also as a lecture-hall) for 300 children^

ail infants’-room for 100, four large class-room^

distinct and commodious lavatories, and a chap^
keeper’s residence. i

The building, from the ground floor to thali

collar of its roof, at which point it is hoarded inJ

represents a height of 56 ft., tho height from th^l

basement to the ridge being 80 ft. The tower;

rises to a height of 150 ft., tho side-tower®

acting as staircases being 75 fc. high.

The internal fittings will be of deal, sfcainedi

and varnished. The windows will bo filled in

with leaded lights, having rolled cathedral glass

of varied hues. The building will be lighted byl

means of suspended star burners and brackets"

under galleries, and will be heated on tho warm.:

air system by Messrs. Haden & Sons. Ample*;

pi-ovision is made for ventilation by means ofi

chambers in the roof and tower. The whole of
the exterior will be faced with Kentish rag stone,i|

,
Box-ground stone being employed in the en.;

trances, windows, dressings, quoin-stones, Ac.^i!

and red Mansfield in the shafts of columns. The!:

boundary-walls will be similarly treated, sur-i

mounted with ornamental ironwork and gates.

The contract has been taken by Mr. Chessum^il

of Shoreditch, at 6,1001.

ASSESSMENT OP
RATES ON GOVERNMENT PROPERTY. .!

The parochial authorities of Chelsea andf!

Woolwich, being parishes burdened with bar- t

racks, are again at issue with Government :

with respect to the insufficient contribution n

paid towards the parochial rates. The local

:

Board of Health at Woolwich have been in-

formed that an appeal which they made for an

increase of the contribution paid by the Govern- 'i

ment in lieu of rates, on the ground that new ;

properties have recently been acquired by the

Crown, and that nothing is paid towards the

highways and drainage, is under consideration. ::

The half-yearly payment of the War Office i

cowards the relief of the poor of Woolwich is

2.5001., but if the Government property were

rated in the same proportion as that of trade^ <

men, the amount would reach ten thousand ,

pounds a year. In Chelsea, the rating of the

barracks and hospital is much less, and the

parish are threatened with a cavalry barracks :

as soon as Knightsbridge Barracks are evacuated t

or tumble down.



AUCn^OLOGICAL SOCIETIES,

The Bedfordshire Society .—The locality chosen
-his year lor the annual excursion was St. Alban’s
IjVe glean from the full reports in the local Times.
'he excursion party upon their arrival from
iJedford proceeded to St. Peter’s Church, whore
hey were met by the rector, the Rev. II
Inddiug, and one of the churchwardens, who
:indly pointed out the most prominent features
f the building. The company next drove out
f the town northward in order to take a cnrsory
lew of Barnard’s Heath with its earthworks,
jputed to have been the scene of the Yorkists’’
efeat under the Earl of Warwick at the hands
f Margaret of Aujou in 14G1, in what is com-
lonly called “the second battle of St. Alban’s ’’

Fpou their return they alighted at the Clock
ower, said to have been built between 1*102 and
427

: possibly it may have been erected at first
) bring the curfew bell near to the centre of the
>wu. Sir Gilbert Scott considers it to have
een tlio old tower belfry, similar to those in the
•ties of Belgium, and remarks, “ the whole is a
sry curious structure and unique in this
luntry.” TJie party enjoyed the great advau-
.go of being accompanied in their inspection
f Mr. Lloyd llidgway, local honorary secretary

;

the Hertfordshire Archceological Society, and
r. Chappie, the clerk of the works. Under
leir guidance nothing was wanting to make the
ircG hours spent within this wonderful pile
ijoyable and histruotive which could be sup.
led by an intimate acquaintance with its
story and structural features, and an euthusi-
tio admiration of its grandeur as a whole and
Its marvellous details. Wo may mention in

issing a remarkable discovery made in
laininiiig the foundations of the piers sup-
irting the enormous tower : one of them had
len hollowed out to a considerable distance
id the cavity roughly filled up with wood,
ipareuily wuh a view to the destruction of
0 tower by setting fire to the wood and so
moving one of its supports. Happily by
me means the object was defeated

j but this
jcovory leads to the suspicion that many of
ose majestic buildings of wliich we now kuow
ithmg except from history or tradition or
)m the silent witnesses afforded by their
ina were thus undermined and laid low.
iluctantly turning from this enduring memorial
the pious muniticeiice of its respective builders,
3 company, after partaking of luncheon at tlie
a-hon Hotel, made their way to St. Michael’s
lurch, on the south-west side of tlio town
thin the boundaries of the city of Yerulam’
nil which the materials of its earlier romaiuin"
rtions were derived. Those who had pre°
msly visited St. Michael’s, the object of
jatcst interest, after the Abbey Church, traced
trh satisfaction the judicious hand of Sir Gilbert
ott in its improved condition. The Rev. B
itchinson, vicar, was present, and obligingly
icribed^ the work of restoration which has
in carried out. Apart from its antiquity, this
irch is well known as the resting-place of
rd Bacon, Baron of Verulam, and Viscount of
Alban’s. His alabaster statue fills a recess
the north wall of the chancel : he is repre-
ited in his Chancellor’s robes, reclining in an
>ow-chaii-. Within sight of these ruined walls
1 party next turned their steps towards the
rd of Abbot Wulsin'a foundations, the church
St. Stephen, on the Roman road of Watliug-
eet, where tho Rev. P. U. Brown favouredm with particulars. The return-path to
Alban’s afforded a distant view of the ruins of
jwell Nunnery. Camden and Stukeley record
I tradition that Heniy VIII. was hero married
Anna Boleyn. Sir Richard Lee, who became
isessed of this house, repaired and enlarged it
h the materials of the dissolved Monastery
ell into decay in the reign of Charles II. In
ield near the town, between these ruins and
abbey, is the ancient well from which the
inory obtained its name, protected by an
h of brickwork, and indicated by a tree
Died beside it. Thus concluded an excursion
ch will long be remembered with interest
. satisfaction.

he Sussex Society.—The annual meeting was
i at Wiuohelsea, being the second visit of the
iety to that place ; the previous one having
n in the year 1851. On arriving at Win-
Isea Station, the members proceeded at once
the town. Tho first ifiaco visited was the
cry, which is in the gi-ounds of Tho Friars
Jnging to Major Stileman. The only part of
Priory which remains is tho chancel of the
pel. Major Stileman gave particulars as to

the Priory Tho party noit proceeded to tho
ohurch, whore an* iototeatiog history of the

‘‘’"“.was given by the Rev.
E. Whitehead (the vioar). They then proceeded
to inspect the church and the ohiirohyard, and
afeerwarda the old gatca of tho town Tho
dinner was aervod in tho Town-hall.-originally
the Water fiaihlf a Prison,—where the chair wantaken by Mr. G. B. Gregory, M.P.

Soiwrsetshire ArchceolojicaL and Natural Bis-
tory Society.—The tweuty-fifth annual meeting
of tho niembers of this society was held at Wells

M w After a short address,
JiH. \V. A. Sandford, the president, vacated the

of the new president, the Bishop
of Bath and Wells, who delivered an inaugural
address

; after which the company repaired to
the chapter-house, where Mr. J. T. Irvine read a
paper on tho architecture of the cathedral, and
after service he conducted the members round
the building, pointing out its peculiar features
and practically illustrating his paper by showing
the relative ages of the different portions of the
structure. In the evening there was another
meeting at the town-hall, when several papers
were read. In connexion with the meeting amuseum was formed at the town-hall. The con-
versazione on Tuesday was well attended, and
some interesting communications were made,
iho Rev. Prebendary Scarth read a paper
descriptive of an inscribed stone which was
^iind withm tho Roman station at Sea-miils.Ho combated the idea of a Fellow of the Society
ot Antiquaries, that the stouo was Mithraic, con.tondmg that it was a Christian tombstone. In
this view he was supported by Mr. Pai'ker, and
the Rev. Prebendary Earle gave it as his opinion
tliat the word “ Spes ” engraved on the stonewas a religious sentiment, and not a name, ashad been suggested. On Wednesday, the first
excursion of the meeting was made into the
country, the places visited being Compton
Martin, West and East Harptree, and Chewton
Mendip. TJie excursion party was a very nume-
rous one. The greater part of the drive was
accomplished m a pouring rain. After dinner
at Wells there was another meeting at the town-
hall, when Dr. Beddoe, of Clifton, road a paperon The Ethnology of Somersetshire.” Then
followed a brief discussion and a paper by Mr.
B. J; errey, diocesan architect, on the sculptui-es
ia_ the west front of the cathedral, and othermmor communications. On Thursday, the con-
eluding day of the meeting, the first place visited
was the old church of St. Cuthbert, upon the
history of which Mr. T. Serel read a abort
account, while Mr. Freeman described its arebi-
tectural features. A very old canon’s barn and
a Medimval house, which has been restored bvMr. larker, were next inspected, and the
majority of the party then took carriages forWoukey-^le, while others bent their steps
owards Wookey church, lately realored. On
their return to Wells they wont to tho palace
lu goiug over which Mr. Parker acted as cicerone.
Phis work accomplished, the party, numbering
upwards of a hundred ladies aud gentlemen, by
invitation of the Bishop and Lady Arthur
Hervey, had luuoheon in the crypt of the palace.

SANITARY QUERIES.

BRANSGORB OHDEOH.
Tub district church ot St. Mary, Bransvore

neai-Chrmtohurch,Hants,haalatelybeenreopeued
after nudergoing the addition ot a chancel witha semi-octagonal apse, together with reseating
the nave, the benches being open and ot stained
deal The mam material of the walls is rod
brick, with Boi.ground Bath stone dressin-s
the roof being covered with Bangor slates. It
has been found difficult to deal satisfactorily
with a ohurch, the body of which is utterly atvanauce with present notions ot architectural
propriety, but the addition of a chancel has
somewhat made an improvement. A stone arch
carried on corbels now separates the nave from
the chancel. The ohanoel has a panelled andribbed semi-oircular ceiling of stained deal The
lectern and altar.table are of pitch pine, andfrom the aroh.tecfs design. The ohancel.seats
with prayer.desk are also of the same wood
with moulded and shaped ends and an arcaded
boek.front The paving is of encaustic tiles.Iho pulpit is of Box-ground stone, with sqnaro
ornamental panels. The organ is placed on tho
south side ot tho chancel, in a recess contrived

about
1,000;. Mr. J. Lander, ot Burton, near Christ-
church, was tho builder; aud Mr. Ferrey F.S.A.
the architect. Tho warming is managed’ by one
of Porritt s stoves.

^

_

Is it not true that the old cesspool system in
cities IS being exploded, and main draina^^e and
sewerage systems are adopted, and that the
results are shown everywhere inimprovodhealth
and a decreased rate of mortality ?

Is it not true that the contents of cesspools
have been from time immemorial used on farms
market gardens, and for many agricultural and
horticultural purposes ?

Is it not true that modem sewage, which is a
more diluted article than the former, has been
used for similar purposes with a similar bene-
hcial effect to the soil and the products of the
sou ?

Is it not true that mankind in these kingdoms
subsist mostly on what comes from the soil aud
tbrongh the soil, and that what comes from the
soil once more goes to the soil ?

Is it not true that tho earth is the great
universal and purifying filter through which all
putrefaction passes, our own bodies included,
aud that it only fails to perform its offices whenman fails to do bis duty by it P

Is it not true that the earth is a perennial farmand fountaiu of all healthy life and Uving, from
the blade of gmss and the ear of corn to theseam of coal and the crystal spring ?

Is it not true that men 8tumble°at a gnat and
swallow a camel when they are actuated by
other than lofty motives for the common weal
and that interested considerations are the ruin
of society ?

Is it not true that there is a proverb which
says, “Conceit is as good for a fool as physic,’-’
and are there not cats and dogs who eat grass as
well as geese and swans, the former as a medicine
and the latter for food P

Is it nob true that the world has long sinoo
heard that “ \Yhat is one man’s meat is anotherman s poison,” and are we not aware that
where the bee extracts honey the man extracts
inebriating liquor or poison P

Is it nob true that butter that is scalded when
making gets raucid in a few days, aud that hot
water 18 often added in private and public diiix-ies
to hasten the churning p

Is it not true that the colour of butter is
guided much by public taste, and that white aud
yellow quality, when not produced in the
churning, is produced afterwards by the adding
ot other ingredients ?

Is it not true that hundreds of milch cows are
kept tied up in London daily-yards from one
year 3 end to the other, and that a mere parti-
tion often separates the cow-shed and undrained
yard from the dairy ?

Is it not true that at some metropolitan dairy,
yards pigs, poultry, and dung-heaps, consumptive
pumps and sunken vats for the drain of thesheds aud other outhouses are to bo found
withm a circuit of a few yards ?

Is it not true that there is a most unhealthy
combination of matters scarcely dreamt of by
the noisy opponents of sewage farms and sewage
grass r "

Is It not true that ventilation and temperature
are most important considerations in tleinanage
ment of dairies, and that, notwithstanding this
knowledge, the milk in our dairies is often left
to take care of itself ?

Is It not true that a large number of milch
cows have been fed on sewage grass and sewagef^m produce for the last few years in m^y
places, with the best results, and that wherever
complaints have been made they have been dis-
proved, on inquiry, as groundless ?

Is It not true that sewage is sewage and that
gr^s 18 grass, and that there is about as much
difference between the component parts of the
one and the other as between the cow and the
cauliflower, that may be found on the same pas-
ture and utilised alike for the food of man ?

Is it nob true that dirt and uncleanliness in
air and aliments are the chief causes of epidemics
aud that in the prevention of these causes will be
found the cure aud the personal and public
safety ?

^

THE ROYAL ENGINEERS’ INSTITUTE
CHATHAM.

The School of Military Engineering at Chat-
ham, was originally established to provide for
the professional and technical education of the
officers and men of the Royal Engineers. During
the last few years, however, the rapidly in.
creasing demands for the services of both officors
and non-commissioned officers of Royal Engineers
in India, as well as the necessity for meeting
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1

1. Gallery.

2. Photography.
3. Lecture Theatre.

4. Draughtsmen.
5. Messenger.

REFERENCES TO FIRST-FLOOR PLAN’.

6. Museum for Inventions.

7. Museum.
8. Testing-room.
n. Construction Instructor.

10. Construction: Officers’ Hall of Study.

11. Survey Instructor.

12. Survey: Instructor's Store.

13. Survey Messenger.
1-1. Instructor.

15. Assistant Instructor.

16. Glass-house.
17. Dark-room.
18. Survey : Officers’ Hall of

Study.
19. Lavatory, &c.

1. Vestibule.

2. Hall.

3. Lecture Theatre.

4. Retiring-room.
6. Messenger.
6. R. E. Committee.
7, Secretary.

8. Clerks.

9. Librarian.

10. Library.

11. Gurney stove.

12. Corridor.
13. Construction: Model-rooms.

14. Construction : Assistant Instructor.

15.

16.

17.

IS.

19.

Construction: Men’s Hall of Study.

South Court, Construction : Survey

and Signalling.

North Court: Telegraphy and Pho-
tography.

Survey ;
Assistant Instructor.

Signaliiiig: Assistant Instructor.

20. Survey: Men’s Hall of Study.

3i. SignalliDg.

22. Telegraphy.
23. Instructor.

21. Drawing-room,
25. Lavatory, &c.

26. Store.

THE ROYAL ENGINEER INSTITUTE, CHATHAM.

the call for higher scientific education^ for all

branches of the army, have led to considerable

extension in the area of its operation, and to a

great increase in the nnmbers of those who

yearly pass throngh its conrses. The accom-

modation of the instructional departments has

been added to from time to time to meet, as far

as possible, their increased reqnirementa, but it

has long been found both inconvenient and in-

sufficient. In order, therefore, to concentrate

in one building the various educational branches,

and to provide for their accommodation on a scale

better suited to their wants, a sum of money

w'as, in accordance with the recommendations of

the Royal Commission on military education^ of

the previous year, voted in 1871 for the erection

of a Royal Engineer Institute, and the building, of

which plans and a part elevation are given, was

designed at the War Office by Lieut. Ommanney,

R.E., under the direction of Sir Frederick Chap-

,

man, R.E., K.C.B., inspector-general of fortifica-
,

tions and director of works. It is Italian in

style, the details of the main front being some-

what freely treated in order to give scope for

the employment of terra-cotta instead of stone

in the whole of the ornamental work except the

upper members of the cornices, and the columns

over the entrance, as will be seen from the

plana. The Institute consists of a front and

rear range connected by a central block, so

that the buildings enclose between them two

courts, upon which open the various class-

rooms allotted to the instruction in telegraphy,

surveying, construction, army signalling, photo-

graphy, &c. The schools for printing and the

chemical laboratory, are in the half basement

of the front, the ground and first floors of

which are occupied by a museum, libraries,

committee-rooms, and offices. In the central

block is a theatre capable of seating 400, and

ended for the delivery of lectures on sab-

ta connected with military science,

rhe building is executed in brickwork, vri'

ra-cotta cornices, window dressings, stri

irses, &c. The front np to the first floor'

•ed with white Suffolk bricks, with a hori"

course of terra-cotta dentil bricks at e'

course : above the first floor the face woi

yellow malms, giving a good contrast

i terra-cotta. General Scott’s Selenitic

supplied by the Selenitic Mortar CompaTi,-,

s been used throughout : the proportion ofci

ir sand to one lime for face work enables!

good clean joint to be struck, while six ti>

0 for all other parts makes very strong and i

od work. ,,,. -j

The contractor for the erection of the builaing

Mr. Sollitt, of Strood ;
the terra-cotta worto,

ius supplied by Messrs. Doulton & Co., oL;

mbeth; The cost of the building is 21,000i. l
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A GLASS CAMEO VASE.

i Jin. John Nokthwood, of Wordalcy, near
itourbridge, has completed, after nearly ten
oars’ labour, a vaso which will doubtless be
^Jked about. According to the Birmingham Daily
lazette, it resembles in its general character the
ortland and Pompeiian vases. It is a two-
mdlcd or Amphora vase, decorated with Greek
•nament. Around the body is a broad baud of

imeo ornament, consisting of two well-selected

juestrian groups from the frieze of the Par-
lenon, more generally known as the Eigiu
arbles. The vase is made of pure flint glass,

id, therefore, is much more brittle and difficult

work upon than ancient glass. " The groups
relief are finely deadened, raised against a

ore densely deadened ground. Each portion
delicately and perfectly finished, the action

the horses, the accurately delineated figures

the riders, whose features must be examined
ider a magnifying glass to be fully appreciated,

e nostrils and the hoofs of the horses, and the
.rious trappings, all alike display the marvel,
us skill and patience of the artist.” The
caking off accidentally of a small piece would
ive spoiled the whole work, the loss of a horse’s
lof, a man's hand, or any similar accident,

3uld have been irreparable, and it is in the
ct that the vase is completed, and completed
rfectly that value is given to tho work.

THE PEESENT AND EUTUEE OF THE
COAL TEA.DE.

The inquiring mind might find a good deal of

od for reflection, if he chose to turn his
tention to the question of tho future of the
•al trade, a subject on which it must bo owned
good deal of speculation has already taken
acc. This subject seems just now to bo more
an ever complicated, inasmuch as the returns
the quantity forwarded to London during the
onth of July, showed that even in tho midst
summer tho demands from the metropolis

ere greater than they were in either December
January, or, in other words, tho tonnage sent
18 larger than at the period named. At the
esent time the demand on the collieries in

th Yorkshire and Derbyshire is fully as large
it was last month

;
seeing then that stocks of

als to the extent known in past years aro not
be found on the pit banks for winter supplies,

becomoa a question of more than ordinary
merest as to ho'w tho coming winter will find

3 coal consumer. It is, however, pretty
nerally admitted that the public are laying in

icks in the hopes of preventing being imposed
on as they were but a short time ago j and
3ro are those to be met with who hold that
il will be as good if not better to buy at
ristraas than they are at tho present time,
pursuing such an important .theme as the

.ure ofour coal field, it may not be uninterest.
' to glance at the progress which is being made
tho various parts of Yorkshire and Derbyshire,
im which a large proportion of railway-borne
il finds its way to the metropolis. Throughout
3 Derbyshire district several new collieries are
ing opened out, which when properly at work
II add to the output to a largo extent.

tho county of Leicester borings are, it

aaid, about to be made, with a view of proving
i measurers. Around the ancient town of
ikefield, and more particularly in the districts

Walton, Crigglestone, Harbury, and Ossett,
'ood deal of coal is being raised, for the most
i-t from thin beds near the surface, which a
v years ago were counted as worthless. It is,

wover, from the South Yorkshire district that
ief is to bo obtained in time to come, if such
liing is possible. Within an area of six or eight
les of Barnsley, four or five very large collieries

5 now either in the course of being sunk,
preparations are coming on to that end. In
3h case the seam of coal to bo worked is the
kstone bed, which is known to be one of the
best seams that can be won. The distance
iween the Barnsley seam and the Silkstone
ly be aaid to be from 370 to 390 yards. In
^eral places in the district, large coalfields

re been leased by important and well-known
ns and companies, and in several instances
kings have commenced to the Barnsley
kms. At the present time the Barrow
imatite Iron Company are sinking to the
kstone seam. At Worsbro’, Messrs. Newton,
ambers, & Co., of the Thornclilfe Iron Works,
I going down to the same bed, near Hoy.
id Common. A new company is going down

with two very large shafts at Darfield, on
the Midland Eailway. Near to Barugh, the
same well-known seam is about to bo auuk to

on the estate of Mr. J. S. Stanhope, of Cannon
Hall. Several now shafts on a very largo scale

are also being put down to the Barnsley bed,
within a few miles from tho town of Barnsley.
Doubtless one of the most interesting problems
connected with this rapid extension of coal

mining, and one which will require solution, is

that of meeting with labour in the present
state of the market. To many the only visible

relief is to be found in the development of coal-

cutting machinery, which has not made so much
progress as it ought to have done, and wliich
those who have devoted their time, talents, and
money to accomplish had a right to expect.

THE CENTEA.L EAIL RAILWAY.
We have no sooner concluded that human

invention has attained its limit in this, or that,

special direction, than all at once we aro startled

by some announcement which shows that what
we supposed to be its ultimate form was only a
stage in development. Who would have thought
till a few months since, notwithstanding the
“pannier” railway proposed last year, that
trains would ever run upon other than two rails ?

And now such a project is before tho world, which,
its promoters assert, will probably revolutionise
the present system. In this project, which we
noted in our issue of tho 23rd ult., the inventor
utilises the principle by which the bicycle rider

travels balanced and steady above two narrow
wheels. In tho proposed single line of rail

system the carriages and engine will have
single row of central and double-flanged wharfs
striding or saddling the single central rail.

The recollection of mishaps and upset»h
bicyle I'idcrs in starting will probably excitew'
reader’s smilo as soon as the project is proposi
to him. But the inventor does not intend that
his engines and carriages shall struggle into
steadiness like the bic^'cle rider ; be provides
balance.rails and wheels. The balance-rails are
provided for some distance in and out of stations.
The carriages and engines will be brought very
much nearer the ground, and many other sources
of danger in our present railway system will bo
mitigated,'—at least so says the inventor, who pro-
poses lighter trains and engines, and that trains
shall run more frequently. Existing lines would
bo able to accommodate three or four “ ways ”

of the new style within the compass of the usual
“ up ” and “ down ” lines.

Tho inventor suggests several forms in which,
under different circumstances, the system may
be worked.

OPENING OF A JEWISH SYNAGOGUE IN
MIDDLESBROUGH.

room is lighted with two double windows, with
a front aspect, and one facing the yard. It is

estimated to hold upwards of fifty scholars,
according to the regulations of the Educational
Board. The gallery of the synagogue is ap-
proachod from tlie landing on this floor. The
gallery is supported on five cast-iron columns,
and is seated for 120 female adults. The seats
will be similar to the ground floor. Tho gallery
front is panelled and finished with top.rail. The
ceiling of the synygogue will be a feature in its

construction. A plaster cornice will be run
round above the windows, springing from which
will be a coved ceiling, formed into squares,
with panelled beams, the centre having an ela-
borate centre flower. At each of tho beams a
plaster cap is inserted, and a plaster enrichment
is run round at the springing of the arches of
the windows. The panelled beams have venti-
lators inserted of perforated zinc. The front of
tho building will be set back 5 ft. from the
street line. At tho outer edge of this area there
will be a dwarf wall, with stone coping, and an
ornamental iron railing. The height of the
synagogue, from the pavement to tho eaves will
be 31 ft., and from tho eaves to the ridge will
be 11 ft. The materials used in the construction
will be brick and stone, the front facing to be
of red pressed bricks, with Forcett atone facings.
The design is Classic in character. The windows
are double, having flat heads with stone column
between them, and carved capitals. Tho syna-
gogue is ventilated with Archiraedian screw
ventilators. The contract has been let to Mr.
Joseph Lord, of Middlesbrough, who is to com-
plete ’the work by January, 1874, for 1,650Z.,

.^m'tlTQ designs prepared by Mr. B. Tidman,
»cmt6ct, Middlesbrough. Tlie amount already
ivis'ed by publiq subsjcriptioiis exceeds 1,OOOL

DOOM OP THEs^GITY CHURCHES.
A^iltaaj'f^jitabdg^ld-^irff'ches in the City of

estractionjare St. Martin
Outwic5®"^eSftne Bank, in Thread-needle-
street; St. Antholm, Watling-stroet

j
and All

Hallows, Bread-street. In the last edifice

our great John Jlilton was baptised, and the
register kept in the church there proves it :

—
“The 20th day of December, 1608, was baptised
John, the sonne of John Milton, scrivener.”
The font is still in the church. Milton was born
in the same street.

A visit round last Sunday showed most of the
City churches to be free of worshippers, except
St. Mary Woolnooth, Lombard-street, of which
the late vicar of Holy Trinity, Brompton, tho
Rev. W. J. Irons, D.D., is the rector. We aro
disposed to believe that our City churches would
not be so empty at service hours but for the
quality of the ministration.

O.v a site in Brentnall-street, the foundation,
stone of a Synagogue has been laid in Middles-
brough with fitting ceremony. The site runs
between Brentnall and Baxter streets, 100 ft. by
44 ft., and will contain in tho basement a large
kitchen for the "reader” (who it is intended
shall reside on the premises), bath-room with
“Miva” or dip, pantry, closets, and other
conveniences, and is approached by a flight of
stone steps through two arched doorways flanked
with brick piers and stone capitals, with an
entrance-hall 12 ft. square, laid with Webb’s
encaustic tiles to a pattern, out of which are the
entrances to the committee-rooms, staircase to
gallery, synagogue proper, and reader’s sitting,

room. The committee-room is 15 ft. by 12 ft.,

and will also be used as a ladies’ cloak-room.
The synagogue proper will be 32 ft. square, and
is laid out with the intention of including an
additional 32 ft. as soon as the room is required.
It will be seated for 132 male adults. On the
ground floor the seatinga throughout will be of
pine, and the seats will have solid ends, panelled
fronts, and book-boards. The whole of the
interior woodwork will be stained and varnished.
The Almemar (or reader’s desk) will be lighted

by eight small standards, and a star or sun light
will be suspended from the centre. Twelve
gas brackets will be fixed under the galleries.
The synagogue is lighted with six semicircular-
headed windows on tho ground and fourteen on
tho gallery floor. The first floor is approached
by a flight of steps, with turned banisters and
rail to architect’s design, and is lighted by oriel

windows with margin lights. This story will be
12 ft. in height, will contain a large roomy land,
ing, and a schoolroom 28 ft. by 12 ft. This 1

IRON IN SUSSEX.
Sir,—In reference to a recent notice of the

above subject in your paper, it has been generally
supposed that the railing around St. Paul’s
Cathedral was cast in two different localities
on the borders of Sussex, viz., some at or near
Lamberhurst, in East Sasser, upon the borders
of Kent, and some at Chiddingfold, near Hasle-
mere, in Surrey, but on the borders of West
Sussex.

Having resided some time in this locality, I
have reason to think there were several small
ironworks in the neighbourhood, as Burnfoldand
Chiddingfold

; whether these folds designated
ironworks or not I cannot say, but some persons
think they did, as there are Lichfold, Dunafold,
and Aldfold. Even at the present time there is
evidence of the country roads having been
repaired with furnace slag. Of course, the iron
ore of the Sussex district was smelted with oak
charcoal. There aro some ponds near Hindhead,
upon the Portsmouth and London turnpike road,
called Hammer Ponds to this day

; and it is

probable there was a tilt hammer or hammers
worked by a water-wheel at each of these ponds,
and they have retained the name ever since.

I have had the iron ores of these localities

examined ; they contain about 25 per cent, of
iron upon an average, some of the samples are a
little richer, and some a very great deal poorer.
The Cleveland iron ores contain about 28‘57 per
cent, of iron, and they are obtainable in vast
quantities, and not far from the Durham coal-
pits. Yet they bring hematite iron ore from
Bilboa, Spain, to mix with the Cleveland iron
ore, and 1 guess at ten or twelve times the cost
per ton of Cleveland ore

; and also peroxide iron
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ore from Nortliampfconsliire, and probably from
other localities. Therefore, unless the Susses
iron ore possess special qualities there is little

probability of its being used, as its carriage to

iron-making districts for admixture would be
too expensive; were it near the sea perhaps it

might answer to ship it to the north, but, I look

upon it, the carriage would be too great for the

idea to be entertained. HrixEY Tvrner.

P.S.—I think your correspondent must labour

under some misconception about iron deposits

near Brighton. I know of no iron deposits

except on the north side of the county : still

there may be some ; but all around Brighton is

of the chalk formation.

RE-OPENIXG OP ROLLE3TON HALL,
DERBYSHIRE.

Festivities have recently taken place at

Rolleston Hall, in celebration of the restoration

of the old hail, and in honour of the marriage
of Mr. Jlosley.

The dining-room and rooming-room are re-

stored, and the new works already finished con-

sist of a billiard-room, 36 ft. long by 21 ft. wide,
and communicating by glass doors with a con-
servatory, GO ft. long and 40 ft. wide. There
arc also maliogany doors, with plate-glass upper
panels in the conservatory, leading to the main
passages and an adjacent saloon, about 50 fc.

long, over 30 fc. wide, and about 25 ft. in height,

and fitted with oak floor, and gallery or orchestra.

This saloon has a roof, with a lantern light,

from the sides of which it is wholly lighted, and
can be ventilated, supported on ornamental
iron principal ribs, with scrolls at the bearings
leading down to the caps of pilaster on the
walls. The exposed woodwork of the roof is

covered with parqueterie by Messrs. Howard &
Sons, London. The decoration of the walls is

not complete, bub we hear that marble will be
introduced. Near to this saloon is tlie private

entrance to a suite of rooms on tho ground floor,

with cellars below, fitted with Farrow & Jack-
son’s iron bins. On the other side of the saloon

are gentlemen visitors’ offices, baths, &c. ; also

general offices for men-servants, and their work-
ing rooms. The kitchen, which has been entirely

remodelled, is fitted np in a complete manner
with roasting-range, oveps, hot plates, steaming
apparatus, hot table and closet, smoke-jack, &c.

(furnished by the Derwent Foundry Company,
Derby), gas stoves, ven'ilators, &c. The en.

trance, or west wing, is still in course of con.

sbrnction. The external face has a large carriage
porch, supported by Ionic columns and pilasters

in the centre, with balustrade parapet, and the

superstructure is of Italian architecture. The
plan contains large entrance-hall, or vestibule,

in character to suit the front, separated from
the inner hall by opaque glass and mahogany
screen with folding doors. The floor is to be
laid with squares of marble to pattern. The
inner hall will contain a rich oak staircase, now
being prepared by Messrs. Slater, of Dei-bJ-.

Starting from the centre, and rising to the first

landing (about 11 ft. in width), it continues on
each side to the upper landing. At the stair-

foot and landings are six large bronze figures

(supplied by Messrs. Haywood, of Derby, and
made expressly for the purpose), each support-

ing a cluster of gas-lights. The hall has a large

lantern light at the top, and a coved ceiling

beneath the whole. The walls will contain a
largo number of family portraits and pictures,

forming a gallery. On either side on the upper
floor are large chambers. On the north side of

tho principal entrance is the library, nearly

40 ft. long and 22 ft. wide. On the south side

besides a smaller room, is tho drawing-room,
about the same size. The chandeliers in the

conservatory and all the principal rooms are

Benham & Co.’s patent, which secure perfect

ventilation, and are supplied with fresh air from
the external walls. 'These have been put np
under the superintendence of Mr. Church, dis-

tricb manager. The passages, staircase, and
rooms generally are warmed by hot water, and
lighted with gas, for which purpose new works
have been erected just outside the park. The
south front is 250 ft. in length

;
the west, 115 ft.

;

while tho whole of the bnildings, »fec., occupy
just one acre of land. Along the south front of
the hall a terrace has been formed, with broad
gravel walk, having on either side vases filled

with flowers, and mounted on stone bases. The
gardens, lawns, and grounds generally, as well
as the glass houses, which are very extensive,
and the produce large, are all in order. All

the gas woi’ks and fittings, hot water supply,
and plumber’s work have been executed by
Mr. T. Crump, of Derby. Mr. Upton has done
the bricklayer’s work

; Mr. Forbes a portion of

the joiner’s work
;

while the joiners on the
estate, with their foreman (Mr. Rushton) are
completing the remainder. The painting and
decorations have also been executed by the men
on the estate, with Mr. Rushton (brother of the
foreman) as head of the staff. Messrs. Clarke,
of Burton, have executed the mason works, and
Messrs. Bird & Dyer, of Ashby. de-la Zouch, the
plastering. The whole of the works throughout
have been designed and carried out under the
direction of Messrs. Giles & Brookhouse, of
Derby, architects.

FOREIGN LOANS AND VENTURES,
The writer thinks this a fitting opportunity

to direct attention to the enormous losses that
have been sustained by this country under this

head; he moreover trusts that Government may
initiate plans for the employment of surplus
capital and savings in the reclamation of waste
lands, the embanking of rivers and coasts, and
works of public utility, in place of investments
in the sinking funds of Foreign Loans, at present
as rife as ever.

Some time back he was induced by a relative

to invest nearly 2,OOOL in American State Stock
Securities; he received two dividends, and the
principal is now hopelessly gone, although the
faith of the Sovereign State was inviolably
pledged.

Previously to another exodus of British
capital, let holders of money reflect whether an
investment in this country may not be more
secure, at all events more tangible. C.WE.

HERNE BAT.

The preservation and reclamation of the coast
lino between Heme Bay and the Reculvers is

becoming a serious question. The inroads made
by the sea, and the want of land drains, are
making ravages that can only bo met by the
erection of a proper “ sea embankment wall,”

and the trimming of the slopes of the ground :

in many cases these reach an elevation of 80 ft.

to 150 ft.
;
and a carriage-road might be formed

in connexion nuth the sea-wall, of say 50 ft. in

width.

Some remarks in yonr columns, some time
back, have apparently been, attended with good
results. May we hope that tho attention of the
proper authorities,

—

quenj, who are they ?—will

be directed to the “ preservation and reclama-
tion ” of the coast line of England.

Cave.xdo Tctus,

BOARD SCHOOLS.

Ci'oydon .—The Byues-road Schools, the first set

of schools erected by the Croydon School Board,
have been publicly opened. The total number
of children belonging to the Board’s schools
is 999. The group of buildings, which are
of yellow stock bricks, relieved by Bath-stone
dressings and red bands, hare been erected
by Mr. Hyde, under tho superintendence of Mr.
J. Berney, architect. They consist of two reai-

dences, one for the head-master
;
and the schools,

which are divided into four sections,—a senior
boys’, a senior girls’, a junior mixed, and an
infants’ school,—are designed to accommodate
514 children, of which nearly 200 are already on
the books. A spacious playground is attached
to each school, and a covered shed has been pro-
vided for wet weather. The rooms are fitted up
with the necessary school appliances, and the
arrangements for lighting, heating, ventilation,

and drainage are of approved modem character.

Liverpool .—The first of the School Board’s
temporary schools has been opened. It is situ-

ated in Love-lane. The construction of the
building, which was designed by Messrs. Reade
& Goodison, architects, is peculiar. It is almost
entirely composed of American spruce, and is

capable of being removed from one site to

another, whenever occasion may require, with-

out damage. In fact, with tho exception of the
slating, the whole may be taken down and re-

erected without driving or dratving a nail. The
whole is constructed in sections of 10 ft. long,

so that the schools can be lengthened or
shortened at will. The original structure has,

indeed, been already divided into two parts, one
of which is already finished, in Love-lane, and

is intended to accommodate 4-00 pupils. The
other is placed in Mill-street, and will hold 300.
The contract price for the work was 1,1451., and
it was undertaken by Messrs. Jones & Son, of

Liverpool.

SLIGHTLY DEFECTIVE RAILS.
Sir,—Apropos of the shocking waste of life

by railway accidents at this moment, I have just
read in one of our most largely circulated
Northern newspapers the subjoined advertise-
ment, which, under the most unfeigned hope
that it may be capable of some other and pos-
sibly more technical interpretation than that
which I am compelled to put upon it, I leave
to the meditation of your readers who are in the
slightest degree interested in the vital questions
arising from railway accidents :

—

RAILS.—For sftlo, 2,000 tons of perfect and new;
itiffhtly df/eetire, of various sections and weights, from
30 lb. to 80 lb. per yard.—Address," So.

VlGIEAXS.-.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, bnilders and con^

tractors, of Earl-street, Westminster, were
summoned to the Westminster Police Court, bj
Reuben Lee, one of their stonemasons, fdr

2s. 4id- due to him as wages. Mr. Morten,
barrister, appeared for the complainant, and
Mr. Braid, chief foreman, represented the firmj

It appeared from the opening statement d
the counsel and the evidence of Lee, that the
complainant had been in the service of the

defendants for eighteen months. When he first

went the wages were 8d. per hour, but after,
wards were raised to SJd. In July of this j'eai

a deputation of the men employed at the new
Midland Hotel waited on Messrs. Jackson & Shaw
for an increase of wages to 9d. Messrs. J.acksoi

& Shaw said they would be guided by thi

decision of the masters’ meeting, and that
decision was that from and after the first Satur-
day in August tho pay should be at the rate ol

9d. per hour. On tho 9th of August some of thi

men were paid 9d., but tho complainant, with-
out any cause being assigned, only 8id- : hence
the summons. These facts having been proved,:

Mi*. Braid admitted that the resolution passed
by the masters had been acqniescedin by Messra:
Jackson & Shaw, who were paying the beat
hands 9cl., bat the complainant was only wori^
8.)cl., and as such was paid : other men in tffi

yard were paid from Gd. upwards. Mr. Morten
said tho man had drawn first-class pay foii

eighteen months. Mr. Braid said, after the
di.sputo was settled tho complainant left tho job
at the Midland Hotel, and got under a new
foreman in the yard. Mr. Arnold said, if the
firm had not intended to pay the complainant
9d., they should have had a contract to that
effect. Mr. Braid said that was impossible*
This was a very important case, and would
govern hundreds of others, and tho case was th^
of tho Society of Masons, not of the man Lee*
Mr. Arnold agi’eed that it was a very important
case, and it was very hard that the master or

any one should pay for work nob done
;

still, the
firm had agreed to pay the advance, and had
shown no excuse for not doing so. The case waa
extremely clear, and he wished one of the flinu

had been present to expldn the circumstanoSj^
The defendants would have to pay tho 2a. -l-id.,;

and 21. 2s. costs.

WATER FOR LONDON.
The water examiner, Mr. Frank Bolton, in

his last report, says tliat the Kent Company,
are giving constant supply of water to about

:

1,000 houses in their district, situated in the

parishes of St. Mary, Rotherhithe, and St.;

Paul and St. Nicholas, Deptford.
Tho New River Company have now the power'

of affording effective constant service in their

district. 'They have also commenced a new
high-service covered reservoir to contain

1,000,000 gallons at Southgate, in anticipation

of the requirements of the water supply to

Edmonton parish.

The East London Company, in accorJance

with their notice pi'eviously given to a special,

district of 6,328 houses, turned on the constant

supply on the 25th of March. The district was

'

altogether unprepared for the constant supply,
i

and the Company has had to overcome the

tardiness of the small landlords by cutting off the

water supply of nearly 500 houses in this block,

i
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and the owners of such houses have thereby
been compelled to amend the fittings. The dis-

trict is under rapid improvement, and the
itenants are gi-adually deriving the benefit of

itbe constant supply.

I

The Southwark and Vauxball Company are
iconetructing covered service reservoirs at Nun-
!head, to contain 18,000,000 gallons, and are
[erecting additional engine power for high pres-

suro constant supply. Additional boilers and
works are also being constructed at Hampton.
The West Middieses Company are giving

constant snpply to a number of houses on the
application of the owners, who have provided
fittings according to the Board of Trade regnla-
tions of the 10th of August, 1872, and are fully

prepared to extend the constant supply when
called upon. This Company is also constructing
additional engine power at Hammersmith and
at Hampton to ensure effective constant snpply.
The Grand Junction Company have completed

a high service reservoir near Kilburn, to contain

6.000.

000 gallons for constant supply, and are
now laying a line of main pipes to connect up
this reservoir with the works at Campden-hill,
and arc likewise erecting additional boilers and
works at Hampton.
The Lambeth Company are carrying out ex.

tensions and improvements in their works. At
Molesey, tbo construction of reservoirs is being
proceeded with to contain 110,000,000 to

120.000.

000 gallons of water, with pumping
engines to fill them to a level of 12 ft. above tbo
river.

If the following clause of the Board of Trade
Regulations, 1872, relative to waste-pipes is

carried out in its integrity, it will prevent con-
tamination of the water from the gases generated
by sewage, which arc extremely liable to flow
back into the cisterns and become absorbed by
the water.

Begulation l-i. "No ovorllow or waste pipe other than
1 ' warning-pipe ’ shall be attached to any cistern enp-
piled with water by the company, and every such overflow
>r waste pipe existing at the time when these regulations
:ome into operation shall be removed, or, at the option

the couBumor, shall be converted into an efficient
warning-pipe,' within two calendar months next after
.he company shall have given to the occupier of, or left at
he premises in which such cistern is situate, a notice in
vriting requiring such alteration to be made."

The particular object of the above is to pre-
rent any waste of water, bnt it will also effect an
object of far greater importance by getting rid
of the poisonous effluvia and gases from the
drains which would otherwise ascend through
[the pipe, and not only be partly absorbed by the
iwator in the cistern, but bo partly mixed with
|the ail’ in the houses, thereby becoming a cause
[of fever and disease.

NORTH SURREY DISTRICT SCHOOLS,
ANERLEY.

These schools, which last year suffered much
irora ophthalmia amongst the children, are about
undergoing considerable alterations, with a view
;o stamping out the disease and providing
igainat its spread in future. The existing
Duildiugs are to be thoroughly cleansed and dis-

infected, and means taken to secure more perfect
ventilation.

A new swimming-bath will bo constructed, in
idditiou to ordinary baths, and the washing of
;he children will take place under jets of
water constantly running, basins being entirely
ibolished. New play-sheds for boys and girls,

jchool and class-rooms for infants, workshops,
ind extended playgrounds are also to be provided.
The works are being carried ont, at the sug-

gestion of the Local Government Board, at a
cost of over 10,000k Mr. A. G. Henuell is the
architect.

THE CHILDREN’S HOME.
The Lancashire branch of the above institu-

tion, at Edgeworth, near Bolton, was formally
inaugurated on Saturday last, the 30th of
A-Ugust, when a memorial pillar was placed in its

position in a conspicuous corner of the grounds
by the Rev. W. M. Punshon, LL.D., in the pre-
sence of a large concourse of people. On the
same occasion the corner-stone of a new house
For girls was laid by the Rev. Charles Garrett,
Wesleyan minister, of Liverpool.

The third house now being erected will be a
ietached building, and is intended to be a bouse
For a family of girls, who will be trained in
laundry work, and will have suitable outbuild-
ings erected, and drying-grounds, &c., attached,
Fer carrying on that work. This house, with

outbuildings, will cost upwards of l.OOOL,

contributed or collected by tbo children of the

Wesleyan ministers in England and Ireland, and
will be known as “ The Ministers’ Children’s
Gift-house.”

Additional farm.buildings have also been
erected, and a house for a farm bailiff is in course
of erection, in addition to those already named.
The whole of the buildings are of a plain but
substantial character, being erected principally

of stone got from a quarry on the estate. The
works have been carried out by local contractors,

under the direction, of Mr. Thomas Ormrod,
architect.

A NATIONAL SCHOOL OF ART.

Sir,—

A

national school of art, as England is

at present constituted, is a moral impossibility.

No country in Europe,—in the world,—has at

the present moment more schools and machinery
for art-instruction than England; but England
is too sectarian, too divided in its foundations of

thought, for that at-one-ment of opinion and pur-
pose essential to develop a national art, a school,

in the same sense that the Grecian and Italian

schools were national schools of art. We begin
by grafting instead of growing, and “ marry a
scion of a nobler stock to bark of baser kind,”
and the consequence is that we get neither

the native crab nor the splendid old fruit, but a
hybrid, which advanced taste pronounces un-
satisfactory.

If, however, we would only be patient, and
gi’ow art from the very seed and root, and ont of

some future unification of opinion and pui’pose

we should, in the course of time, have a national

school of art in its very truest sense. My
axiom, and I have intently studied this sub-
ject, is that in order to obtain a school of art

such as desired, we must first look to the national

school for intellect, and see that our system of

general education is right. If this is right,

depend upon it art will take care of itself.

W. Cave Thomas.

COVENT GARDEN.
Place of wondrous recollections,

Noblo deeds and imperfections,

Haunts and homes where art and fancy,

Letter’d ease and necromancy,
Lived and moved, and had its being,

When old London loved the seeing.

Hallow’d ground of facts and fables,

Antique crypts and crowfoot gables,

Churches, schools, and halls of lecture,

And dead and living architecture
;

Works begot of men’s high oultaro

Still outliving their sepulture.

Shorn of flowers our hearts would harden,

—

Bless thee for them, Covent Garden !

»A NUT FOR CHICHESTER.”
8in,—I opened my Guilder this morning in the hope of

finding some reply to your correspondent "Gargoyle”:
but none having appeared, permit me a few words. To
begin ;—Ho is not very happy in his <ion» de plume, for it

is clear that either he has never visited the city ho has
undertaken to leetnre on matters sanitary and architec-
tural, or, as his name would imply, he has viewed it from
so lofty a position that his sketch fails to be recognised
by those who really know it. Ho tells us that " it stands
on a gravelly flat, and that the houses are built of the
largest (»ic) boulders from this gravel." Now, sir,

Chichester is built almost entirely of brick, chiefly reil,

and notably has two or three houses of that material, of
fine elevation (said to have been built by Sir Christopher
Wreu), nor can I at this moment remember any built of
the "largest boulders.” East-street, as he admits, is a
noblo one. Unfortunately, as in many other towns, a
large number of our old houses have been covered with
that modern abomination cement

;
and although its archi-

tecture cannot be said to be of a very high order, yet
there are few more picturesque cities. Its four streets,
of unusual width, meet at the exceedingly beautiful
market cross, which has recently undergone considerable
improvement. The unsightly iron railing so long enclos-
ing it has been removed; the stone steps and paving are
restored, the former giving it a woU-deUned base line

;

and it is hoped that reviving taste will ere long decree the
removal of the white clock dials and other disfigurements
which now so mar its beauty. I wUl pass over hin re-
marks on the council-chiimber, with its ‘‘lively lion,"
but the rooms in it are nut without grace, or are finely
proportioned. The chiefebarge against us, however, is that
we are a dirty city. Now, sir, I am no defender of dirt,—
and here permit me to acknowledge how much we are all
indebted to the Snilder for the sanitary lessons so long
and ably taught,—lessons, I trust, not altogether lost on
us,—but this charge is contrary to fact

;
and let me say that

the "stranger passing through" will not be olTcnded
either in sight or smell. We have an unusual amount of
open space in proportion to our area; indeed wc have
been called a "city of gardens"; and in old coaching-
days I have heard it said that we were celebra'ed for
pretty faces, clean pavements, and windows. Wo have
certainly no modern system of deep drainage

;
but this

question, in connexion with other sanitary matters, has

been much debated, and it is doubtful whether, in the
present not very encouraging state of things exhibited in
other cities, our governing body would have shown much
wisdom in adopting extensive drainage works. Let it not
be supposed, however, that wo aro quite so lethargic aa
represented. Mr. T. Hawksley, one of our most eminent
engineers, has been the adviser of the council, and we have
removed from the streets our large cattle-market

;
and,

under his superintendence, constructed, at a cost of
15,000/., one of the finest and best-arranged markets in
England. He states, in his report on the sanitary con-
dition of Chichester, "his decided conviction that it has
been unjustifiably charged vrith being an unhealthy and
nneleauly city." A Bill has just been passed for the coo-
strnction of waterworks ; and the recent reports of otir
sanitary oUicer, a medical man of high standing and expe-
rience, are singularly favourable, showing an absence of
those diseases of a zymotic type which so surel)* follow a
neglect of the laws of health, and a death-rate of 1 4 in the
return of last quarter is one that few cities can boast.
The Lavaut stream, as its name implies, is intermittent,

and some time since a survey was commenced by a com-
petent engineer, with a view to its improvement; bnt
until very recently a full volume of water has been
flowing, rendering any works impossible. I feel confident,
however, that our governing body will not neglect this
important matter. As to our social shortcomings, the
artizan class, or as he pleases to call them, the “ great un-
washed," aro neither worse paid nor are they worse con-
ducted than in other towns, nor is “ property valnelcss."
We fully recognise our great want, that of new houses
and yiUa residences

;
and house-agents will tell you that

inquiries for them are frequent
;
but to build bouses we

must have land
;
and, sir, it you will walk round oiir city,

{
ou will find that nearly all the building land is in the
ands of that incubus on all improvement, the Ecclesi-

astical Commission. Let these lands be enfranchised on
fair and equitable terms, not on their own valuation, and
our critio ‘

‘ Gargoyle " will perhaps see, as in other places,
the villas he speaks of. It is well sometimes to "see our-
selves as others see us,” and lair criticism is at all times
useful; but I trust, sir, you will admit that we are not
quite " benighted " nor so black as wo have been painted,

ClCBSTEENSIS.
*,* Even if we go so far as to admit the " not quite,"

we must still earnestly advise Chichester to set itself

vigorously to the work of improvement rather than
attempt to defend its present condition.

GRINDING MORTAR.
SiH,—Most of those who, like myself, are connected

with the building trade, must have commented on the
frequent insertion in architects' and engineers’ specifica-
tions of a clause to the effect that the mortar used in the
building mus/ 4e ground in a mill. Now I should like to
know if mortar so mixed is really better than if prepared
in the ordinary way. I think it questionable. We know
that in the best of lime there are certain hard lumps,
unyielding to the water, and destitute of all thoproperiies
requisite for forming good mortar, which the men always
throw on one side as unfit for use

;
whereas when a mill is

used, these lumps are never extracted, but the lime, good
and bad, is all snot in and mixed up together. Doubtless
this method is not so wasteful and oven more economical
for the contractor, but is it calculated to produce as
strong and durable work for the owner in whose interests
I suppose the clause is inserted ? A. B.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Hutton.—The new church of Hutton hag been

consecrated by the Bishop of Rochester, The
edifice is rebuilt upon the old foundations, save
that the chancel is an extension over and beyond
the ancient site. The building is entirely new,
except that the old tower and porch have been
restored. The former is done up with new oak
shingle, and contains the old five bolls, which
have been rebung. The porch is of ancient oak
carving, elevated on a new base, and restored in

accordance with its former character. The
edifice is in the Early English style, with flint

walls and Bath stone dressings, and pointed
arched windows, several of which are filled with
stained glass by Messrs. Clayton & Bell. The
interior is divided into chancel, nave, north and
south aisles, and there is separated from tho
chancel, by a carved oak screen, a south chapel,
and on the north side are the organ-chamber and
vestry. The steps leading to the altar are in
Mansfield stone, and the chancel and aisles are
paved with Godwin’s tiles. The roof is open-
timbered, in oak, with oak boarding upon the
rafters throughout the nave and chanoel. Below
the line of the east tvindow the chancel is deco-
rated with ornamental tiles. The seating is by
means of plain oaken benches, and the evening
lighting by brass candelabra. The woodwork
was left as it came from the joiners’ tools. The
architect was Mr. Street, and the builder Mr.
Cross, of Hutton. Mr. Wray, of Springfield,

did the stonework for Mr. Cross. The cost of
the building amounted to 2,5001., of which
2,100Z. were subscribed prior to the opening.
The whole expenditure will be about 3,000Z.,
including more than a quarter of an acre of
land, which the Lady of the Manor granted to
make an addition to tho burial-ground. Tho
new portion has, with the old, been inclosed
within a ring fence of oak. The stained win-
dows referred to are six in number. The west
window, representing the Annunciation, the
Adoration of the Wise Men from the East, and
the Presentation of tho Infant Siviour in tho
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Temple, is the gift of Jlr. Offin, of Hutton Park.
That in the south aisle tells of the Convereation
of Christ with the Samaritan Woman of Sychar,
at Jacob’s Well, anci was presented by Mrs.
Baker, the Lady of the Manor of Hutton. In
the chancel aisle, in memory of two infant chi!,

dren, two windows have been placed by Mr.
Johnson, of Hutton, one representation being
that of the Virgin and Child, and the other the
Good Shepherd

;
while the south window in the

sacrarium, which represents the Visit of the
Holy Women to the Sepulchre on the Morning
of the Kesurrection, was presented by the wife
of the rector of the parish. The large east

window, consisting of three lights, contains the
representation of several of the principal inci-

dents recorded in the story of the Crucifixion of
onr Lord, and seems to bo an offering in memory
of a pilgrimage to the Holy Laud by the rector.

Frickley .—The church of the villages of
Clayton and Frickley has been reopened after
having been nearly rebuilt at the sole expense of
Mr. W. Aldam, of Frickley Hall. The walls
were cracked and rickety, the roof far from
perfect, and the whole fabric in a very dilapi-

dated and unsightly condition. Most of the
walls have been rebuilt, the interior partly
refitted, a new baptistery added, and, with the
exception of the west end of the church and the
ancient Gothic tower, most of the edifice is now
entirely new. In the interior of the church the
old Norman arch leading to the chancel is still

preserved, but thoroughly cleaned. Two other
ancient arches, said to be of the thirteenth cen.
tury, also remain as in former years, but the
south transept arch has been rebuilt. Most of
the roof, particularly the portion covering the
nave and part of the chancel, was found to be
bad, and all has been restored. lu carrying out
the whole of the repairs the ancient style of
architecture has been adhered to. A new bap-
tistery has been added for the accommodation of
the old. font; the fioor of the room being laid
with encaustic tiles. All the south transept has
been restalled, and the old pews made to look
like new. The architect selected to carry out
the work was Mr. G. Williams, of London, and
the renovation was effected by Messrs. Anelay, of
Doncaster. The cost of the whole was about
2,500i.

DISSENTING CHUECH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Dfi^eld .—The foundation - stone and some
special bricks of a new Primitive Methodist
Cliapol and Schools have been laid, on a site

recentlypurchased in George-street. The chapel
is from designs by Mr. Wright, of Hull, archi-
tect, and will cost 4,000?. The contractors
are :—Mr. M. Gage, bricklayer

;
Mr. T. T.

Dickinson, Joiner; and Mr. J. Hickson, stone-
mason.

Harle&tonc {near Nort'hamptorC).—The founda-
tion-stone of a new Baptist chapel has been laid

at Harlestone. The old chapel and site was
taken by Earl Spencer in exchange for a piece of
land midway between the two portions of the
village, and which is sufficiently large for the
erection of a chapel and for a burying-gronnd.
The plans for the chapel were prepared by Mr.
Ingman, of Northampton, and the contract for
its erection was given to Mr. G. Hall, of Har.
dingstone. It will be a plain, unpretending
structure, built of the local stone

;
and, when

completed, it is calculated, will afford sitting
accommodation for about 150. Its floor mea-
surement is 34 ft. by 24 ft. It will have an
open roof; will be lighted by side, back, and
fi ont windows, which are to be filled in with
green-tinted glass; and will have open movable
scats, the object being to readily remove them,
60 that the space may be conveniently arranged
for tea festivals. The total cost will bo about
250?.

Braf//on?.-*-The range of buildings erected in
Harris. street, for the congregation who have
hitherto worshipped in Sion Baptist Chapel,
Bridge-street, has been opened, with a public
praycr-raeeting, in the large school-room. The
old chapel and schools were inadequate to accom-
modate the people and scholars, and hence the
necessity for new buildings. The chapel and
schools have been erected from the designs of
Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson, Bradford. The
chapel, which fronts to Harris-street, is in the
Italian style, and in the rear are a large school-
room and nine class-rooms. The proportions of
the structure are large. The front is composed
of Corinthian columns and pilasters, supporting

an oraamental pediment, the tympanum con-
taining the name of the chapel and the date
when it was erected. A flight of steps leads to
a roomy vestibule, in which are the gallery-
staircases, and the entrances to the body of the
chapel. Two other doors, at the ends of the
vestibule, facilitate the moans of entrance and
exit. Two other staircases are also provided, by
which the galleries can be gained from the rear.
The chapel will seat upwards of 1,200 people.
The fittings are all of pitch-pine, varnished, and
the pews are so disposed that the whole congre-
gation can see the minister. Above the baptistery
is the pulpit, and the baptistery is so placed
that as many people as possible can see the act
of immersion. Behind the pulpit is the choir-
gallery and a large recess for an organ. The
chapel is well lighted. The front of the gallery
is divided into panels, filled with ornamental
ironwork, gilded. Light is gained at night from
sunlights in the ceiling and from pendants under
the galleries. The ceiling is panelled, containing
ornaments, and round the walls run a frieze

and cornice. The large schoolroom is lighted
from the top and sides, and by the removal of
slidtDg.doors a room at either end can be added
to it. In the basement are the chapel-keeper’s
house, heating apparatus, and other conveniences.
The entire cost will be about 18,OOOZ. The con-
tractors for masons’ work were Messrs. Bean-
land; joiners, Messrs. Illingworth & Son; plas-
terers, Messrs. Howroyd,— all of Bradford. The
chapel is surrounded by an iron palisading.

g0i3liS Jlctttljtb.

Professional Papers oji Indian Engineering. 2nd
Series. Edited by Major A. M. Lang, R.E.
Nos. 7 and 8. London : Spou & Co. 1873.

These papers, printed and published at the
“ Thomason College Press,” Roorkee, are issued
quarterly, and if more particularly useful in
India are interesting in England, as showing
the subjects which occupy our engineer officers

in India, and the progress of some of tho
public works. No. 7 has as frontispiece a
photograph of the Mysore pnblic office, Banga-
lore, designed by Lieut.-col. R. H. Sankey

;
and

No. 8, one of the Delhi clock tower, designed
and built by Mr. E. J. Martin, of the Rajpoo-
taua State Railway. Of the latter we have an
engraving in hand, and will hereafter give
some particulars of the work. The offices of
the Mysore Government, at Bangalore, form a
large building, with wings and a central
block, in the whole 636 ft. in length. The con-
tractors were Messrs. Wallace, Buraselal Abeer-
chund, and Narrainswamy Moodlear. Tho
greater part of No. 8 is occupied with a “His-
tory of the Water-Supply of Bombay.”
Wo have several works before us connected

with India, particularly Lieut.-col Medley’s use-
ful lectures on “ Indiaand Indian Eugineering,”
and Lieut.-col. Tyrrell’s “Public Works Reform
in India,” and will find another opportunity
to speak of them.
The architect and engineer must play im-

portant parts in India for a long time to come,
and much will depend on the way in which they
do so. Enormous iuterests are at stake.

On the Arrangement, Care, and Operation of
Wood-u-orki7ig Factories and Machmery, form,
ing a Complete Operator's Handbook. By J.
Richards, Mechanical Engineer. New Tork
and London : Spon. 1873.

Mr. Richards is the author of a treatise on
Wood.working Machines, noticed at some length
in our columns at the time of its publication.
That treatise is supplemented by tbe less expen-
sive work now under notice, directed to the care
and management of such maohines, including
tho plans of arranging and equipping factories
for wood-work, and particularly the details with
which the practical workman has to deal. The
work is mainly based upon American practice,
but is by no means a compilation, this and the
author’s previous work being the first of their
kind. The present treatise, moreover, is much
more than a mere operative’s handbook for the
care and management of wood - working
machines.

If wood-machine workers will only look into
this volume, they will find something decidedly
to their advantage. The information given is

based on the personal experience of the author
himself, and ia not gleaned at second-hand from
any other source.

Elertients of Hinerahgy. By James Nicol,
F.R.S.E., F.G.S., &c. Second edition, illus-

trated. Edinburgh : Adam & Charles Black
1873.

This treatise, which contains a general in.
troduction to the science of minerals, haa
been improved, in the present edition, as
the author states, by new matter and care-
ful revision and correction. The call for a
now edition shows that it has been appreciated.
In tho last few years important additions have
been made to the science of mineralogy. Its
facts and principles are her© stated in the
simplest language which the author deemed
consistent with scientific accuracy. It treats of
the chemical as well as physical properties, and
tho crystalline forms of minerals, their classifl-

,

cation, and a description of mineral species.

VARIORUM.
The new part of the “Journal of the Royal

Historical and Arohceological Association of
Ireland” contains an illustratocl account of the
ancient cemetery of Killeen Cormac, -which
until a few years ago had been unaccountably
overlooked. An existing mound appears to have
been triple-terraced and crowned by a primi-
tive ohuicb. Before the introduction of Chris-
tianity, Killeen Cormac was used as a place of
Pagan sepulture, evidences of which appear to
remain. The Conte^nporary Revieio is meant
for the thinkers and searchers, and (liscusses all

sides. Thus the September Number, while it

contains an important article on the study of
Sociology, by Mr. Herbert Spencer, includes
another, signed St. George Mivart, to prove how
very wrong Mr. Herbert Spencer’s chief views
are. Out of collision, tho truth ia to be hoped
for. The value of Hardwicke’s Science Gossip
is well kept up. The September Number con-
tains some capital matter. In tbe Aiitiquaj-y,

Mr. Walter Thornbury continues his accounts of
London Riots. Those brought about by John
Wilkes, 1763, are now engaging him. The
People's Magazine, the Leisure Hour, and the
Sujiday at Home, all contain their usual amount
of safe and pleasant reading. The principal

stoiyin Cassell’s Magazine, “Hester’s Promise,”
is gathering to an end, and with increasing
interest.

§p;isc«IIanea.

Leeds Theatre Royal.—This theatre has
been redecorated, papered, and painted. The new
ceiling is elaborate. Round the centre light is a
band of blue, from which spring twelve circles,

each circle being cusped to a centre pattern, the
points of the cusps studded with gold stars.

The circles are again inclosed with a band of
blue, bordered by red and studded by gold stars.

Tho ground of the ceiling is a warm vellum, the
whole being finished by a broad soffit ornament
in green, red, and gold, on a blue ground. The
square inclosing panels are in white and gold,
picked out with red. The cove of the ceiling is

diapered in vellum, chocolate, and red, springing
from a band of leaves in green. The walls of
the upper box-stalls are tinted a green shade,
with Pompeian red dado. Tho walls of the
private and family boxes are intended to be
draped with crimson and gold curtains. The
pit walls have been hang with a choice paper.
Tho proscenium is in white and gold, with
delicate tiuts of grey and warm red. The fronts

of the boxes are decorated with a diaper of
green quatrefoils and gold ornament. The box-
entrance and staircase-walls are painted a
delicate shade of green, and have a dado of

chocolate and gold. The decorations have been
carried out by Messrs. Wood & Sons, of Sher-
wood’s Yard, Leeds, from drawings supplied by
Mr. J. R. Watson, architect. Mr. James Wood,
of St. Columba-street, has e.xecuted the general

alterations.

Scarlet Fever from a Dead Horse.

—

Scarlet fever having attacked a whole family at

the port of Amble, one of whom has died.

Dr. Easton, the medical officer of health, has

reported to the local authority his belief that

tho fever was produced from the family residing

near a pond in an old quarry, in which was
floating a dead horse. The family lived over a

boat-house on the links, and being quite isolated,

the fever has been confined to the inmates.

Orders have been given to prevent dead animals

being thrown into tbe pond.
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:t: Dyers’ Hall Wharf.—The buildings here
I are approaching completion, and the Metropolitan

!- gives some particulars. The land has a frontage
citowarcls the river of more than 100 ft., and a
'i depth of 120 ft. Reckoning up the area of the
•.vgtovago on tho floors, which will probably be
rlused for tea-warehouses on the upper stories,

I i,and for wino-vaults below, we get a total surface
of two acres and a half. The works have been

riicarried out under the superintendence of Messrs.
A n. & J. Eastman, architects, by the contractors,

•:B. Messrs. Crockett & Dickenson. The basement
si is laid with asphalte, by Mr. J. A. Lawford, of
jtilLeadenhall-street. The public passage, with
I'u which many of oor readers are doubtless
ifatniliar, as leading away from tho landing-place

I of tho rivor boats on the right, has been lined

with white glazed tiles. As a metropolitan
improvement of detail, we may recommend this

course to many public authorities who have
“dark entries” to deal with. The tiles were
supplied by Mr. W. England, of Bury-street,
Oxford-street. The ii-on girders and joists

throughout were by Messrs, lloman & Rodgers,
of Gracechurch-street. A contrast of coloui's in

yellow and dark-red bricks marks the front
; long

piers [of yellow bricks, with the windows inter,

veiling, and the space between head and cill

fitted in with red; while round the pointed
arches that surmount the various bays there
runs a single Hue of blue Staffordshire bricks.

The facing is of Medway gault bricks from the
West Kent Company. Tho cast-iron columns
required in the erection, weighing altogether
about SCO tons, were from Mr. Thomas II. Read,
of Cannon. street. The regulations of the new
Act for constant supply by the water companies
have been complied with by the adoption of
fittings from Messrs. Tyler & Son, of Newgate-
street

;
and some terra-cotta enrichments aud

decorations have been supplied by Messrs.
Doalton & Co.

The St. Gothard Tunnel. — Tho route
through this tunnel is designed to carry the
traffic of Germany and Northern Europe to the
MediteiTanean by avoiding France, and, to further
the project, Germany has contributed twenty
millions of francs, Switzerland a like sum, and

;yltaly thirty-five millions, the rest being made
riup by the shares of private individuals. Whilst
ithe Mont Cenis tunnel is miles long, that of
M St. Gothard will bo 9i miles. The wliole way
erffrom Giischoneu to Amstiig will be one succes-
I sion of bridges and viaducts. The workmen,
4 mostly French and Italians, number at present
»f some thousands, on both sides of the mountain ;

I

but it is hoped that shortly twico that number
will be employed. Tho bcu-ing is conducted on
exactly the same principle as it was on the Mont
Cenis, and is worked, as there, by hydraulic
power, which, however, is not yet strong enough.
The lino will be in working order, it is estimated,
in seven years. The route will probably join
the Italian system of railways at Caraerlata, and
the Swiss at Zurich, with a branch line to
Lucerne, and the tunnel will pass exactly below
the parish church of Andermatt. The project
will, it is believed, completely eclipse the Mont
Cenis route, for two reasons : first, because this
will raise Brindisi to the level of Marseilles, and
will shorten the journey to India; secondly,
because whilst the Mont Cenis route has only a
single line of rail outside the tunnel (the cause
of endless blocks and unpunctuality), this will

^ have two. The enterprise has nothing to fear
tt but the opening of the Simplon route.

The Warwick Water-supply.—Theborough
surveyor-, Mr. Pritchard, having prepared plans
and a report, as engineer to tho corporation for

t the Ilaseley scheme, Messrs. Cawley & Newton
•I were appointed by the council to report ou the
scheme, and have now done so favourably, with

nj-some minor modifications. The two reservoirs
U and other works connected with Mr. Pritchard’s
scheme they state can bs carried out at an
estimated cost of 15,000Z., including land but
not water pi-ivileges. Mr. Newton, who was
present, complimented Mr. Pritchard on the
excellence of his scheme. Tho supply -will

. equal 300,000 gallons a day, or 25 gallons per
head for a population of 12,000.

' Ancient Ironworks.—An English gentle-
man has recently discovered, near the Wells of
Moses, by the Red Sea, the remains of iron-
works BO vast that they must have einploy’ed

' thousands of workmen. Near the works are to
be seen the ruins of a temple, and barracks for
tbe soldiers protecting or keeping the workmen
in order. These works are supposed to be at
least 3,000 years old.

THE BUILDER.

New Bowling-green at Heaton Chapel.
New and extensive premises have been opened
by tho Bowling-green and Billiard Club Com-
pany, at Heaton Chapel. The premises are
situated between Derby-road and the railway,
the extent of the ground being about two acres.

A bowling-green, measuring 60 by 50 yards, is

separated in the centre of the grounds from the
croquet lawn, by a border, planted with flowers,

shrubbery, and young trees. On the side next
the Derby-road, the premises are erected for

in-door amusement. In tho centre is a large

pavilion for gentlemen, with billiard-rooms and
refreshment-rooms. The left wing from the
entrance is set apart for various purposes, card-

rooms, &o., and the right wing will be occupied
as a dwelling-house by tho gardener. In the

south-west corner, adjoining tho croquet lawn,
is tho ladies’ pavilion, and at each side are
erected two strong gymnasiums, one for boys
and the uther for girls, the children of the sub-

scribers. The opposite comer is set apart for a
quoiting ground, a wooden enclosure surrounding
the whole. The builders were Messrs. Davison
& Mawdsley, Chorlton-npon-Medlock, and tbe
grounds were laid out by Messrs. J. Yates,

Dickson, & Co., of Sfcretford-road, Manchester.
Tbe whole of the work cost between 16,0001. and
17,000i.

Working Men’s Club and Institute
Union,—Mr. Buckmaster has delivered a lecture

at the School of Cookery of the International

Exhibition to tho members of this union. The
lecturer called attention to the preparation of

the j)ot-au-feu. Ho had had prepared that

evening a sufficient quantity of this dish to

give 200 persons a good supper. This was the
cheapest and most palatable way of preparing
food for the people. He then showed how
a good dinner could be made for a family of five

persons, at a cost of Is. 2id.,—about 3d. each,

tho meat coating fi^d., vegetables 3d., potatoes
2d., bread 2d., and herbs Id. The company par-

took of some of tho pot.au~fext, a dish of tripe,

onions, and potatoes, and afterwards some
potatoes fried in tho fat skimmed from tho

stew. Mr. Hodgson Pratt mentioned that, con.

sequent on a meeting held at tho house of the

Marquis of Westminster, a national school of

cookery had been formed, to which all classes

were to bo admitted.

Society of Arts Technological Ezamina^
tions.—At these examinations, which have been
held tins year for tbe first time, tho subjects

selected being the manufacture of cotton,

steel, carriages, silk, and paper, tlie examiners
have reported favourably of tho following can.
didates :—In steel manufacture, W. H. Warren,
of Dublin, who obtains a first-class certificate,

with a prize of 10?., and the offer of a student,
ship of 507., given by Her Majesty’s Commis-
sioners for the Exhibition of 1851. In carriage

building, T. F. Mullins, of Preston, who obtains
a first-class certificate, with a prize of 51., and
the ofior of a similar studentship of 507. ; and
M, Ifullins and J. J. Heywood, who each obtain
certificates and prizes. In cotton manufacture,
Thomas G. Mills, of Longsight, near Manchester,
who obtains a first-class certificate, with a prize

of 57. At tho examinations of 1874 tho same
subjects will be continued, with the addition of

glass manufacture, cloth, pottery and porcelain,

and gas-making.

The Monument of Victory at Berlin.

—

Tho colossal Monument of Victory, on the

King’s-squaro, at Berlin, is now for the most
part exposed to view. On a square aub-struoture

of dark-coloured granite, ornamented with re-

lievos, stands a round hall in the shape of a
temple, also of granite, the roof of which is sup.

ported by sixteen columns. Out of the centre

of this rises the principal column, in theintei'ior

of which an iron staircase lends to tbe gallery

around its top. Three rows of gilt pieces of
caunon, taken in 1864, 1866, and 1870-71, con-

nected by garlands of leaves, and crowned by
wreaths of laurel, form the ornament of the shaft

of the column, the capital of which is ornamented
with eagles. Upon a socle stands the statue of

Victory, a work of Professor Drake, elevating

with the right band a laurel wreath, and carry-
ing in the left the victorious banner. The column
measures 195 ft. Rhenish to the crown of the
head of tbe Victory.

Grimsby Docks.—Tbe construction of a
canal to connect the Royal and the Old Docks at
Grimsby has commenced. The work is of some I

magnitude, and will occupy two years and a
half.

1

!

Trees in Piccadilly and Metropolitan
Streets.—The vestry of St. George’s, Hanover-
square, have consented to a liberal offer of Mr.
Barlow, a vestryman, to plant trees in Piccadilly,

on the footway running from the Hyde Park
Corner up to Arlington-street. Tho trees selected

are planes, similar to those on the Victoria
Embankment, and which stand the London
smoke better than poplar or elm ; in fact, the
plane species are partial to soot, and the leaves
keep green longer than the elm, which rots at
the core, and becomes dangerous to life in high
winds. The trees standing beside the roadway
in Piccadilly were saved, as our readers may
remember, through the Builder, some years ago.
Tho example thus set in Piccadilly might very
usefully be followed in other parts of London.

Freemasonry in Palestine. — The first

Masonic Lodge has been organised in Palestine,
tbe locality chosen being the Royal Quarry,
beneath the city, from which may have been
taken the stone for Solomon’s builders. The
Neiu York Herald gives a long account of the
ceremony, and adds,—“ It has been demonstrated
by instruments that the floor of this cavern is

higher than tho surface of the temple site, a
quarter of a mile sontb, and as the great stones
which still remain in the walls around Mount
Moriah unquestionably had their origin in this

quarry, much light is thrown by this fact upon
tho manner of moving them. The operatives
bad only to construct an inclined plane, and roll

these blocks, which are 20 ft., 30 ft., and 40 ft.

in length, down to their places.”

Gift of a Park to Biriningliam.—The
Cannon-hill Park,

—

a gift by Miss Ryland to

the town of Birmingham,—has been opened to

the public. By the wish of the donor, there was
no opening ceremony. The park covers sixty

acres of ground, and has been laid out by Mr.
Gibson, landscape gardener, London. Pools for

boating and bathing have been provided. The
deed of conveyance to tbe Corporation provides

that no intoxicating liquors shall be sold within
the park

;
that the boats shall not bo used ou

Sundays
;

nor shall any bands of music bo
played, nor athletic exercises or games be per-

mitted on that day. Miss Ryland has previously

made several munificent gifts to tho town, its

churches, and charities. The value of this latest

gift is over 30,0007.

Bricks and Mortar for Clapliam Com-
mon.—The inhabitants of Clapham and suburbs
are up in arms with respect to probably a well-

grounded rumour that Clapbam Common is to

be banded over to speculative builders. Tbe
ponds on tbe common are now used as a recep-
tacle for dead cats, dogs, aud stinking fish, aud
no one appears to be responsible for the common,
which has now become a “No Man’s Land.”
Whether the “ Inclosure of Common Land Com-
mission” will stop tho contemplated villas and
streets is not yet known, aud it is difficult to

find out an owner nearer than tbe lord of the
manor. If tho common bo dedicated to tho
parish, the latter certainly ought to keep the
ponds clear of the aboinioations that poison the
neighbourhood with fever and cholera.

The late Mr. Henshaw. — The will and
codicil of Mr. William Henshaw, builder and
contractor, of Nos. 13 and 15 Wharfs, City-road-

basin, who died at his residence, Totteiiham-
lane, Hornsey, on the 13th ult., were proved on
the 1st inst. by Messrs. Harriet A. Henshaw,
tbe widow

;
Mr. G. E. East, Mr. S. Fletcher, and

Mr. J. W. Clarke, the executors, the personalty

being sworn under -10,0007. According to the
Cifij Press, the testator gives to his mother,
Mrs. E. A. Henshaw, a legacy of 2007., and an
annuity of 507. ;

be also gives an annuity to bis

wife’s mother; to his wife be leaves 5007., all

his household furniture and effects, and one-

third of the income of the residue for life
;
the

residue he gives to his children.

St. Mewan, Cornwall.—Public elementary
schools are being erected in this parish from the
designs of Mr. Silvanus Trcvnil, architect, for

the local School Board. They comprise a mixed
school, 58 ft. 6 in. by 18 ft.

;
class-room, 18 ft. by

16 ft.; infant-school, 18 fc. by 16 ft., with the
necessary cloak-rooms, offices, &c. Accommo-
dation is provided for 180 children, at a cost of
8527. 13s., including boundary walling, fittings,

&c., complete. The style adopted is a plain

Gothic. The bronze medal of the Royal Corn-
wall Polytechnic Society has been awarded to

Mr. Prevail for his designs for the St. Colomb
Central Board Schools,
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New Process of Iron-ma^ngf.—This pro-

cess, which dispenses with the blast-furnace, has
been practically tested, and specimens of its

produce shown at Wolverhampton. The bloom
is made direct from the ore, which, it appears,

is ground, mixed with lime and pitch, and baked
in a coke-oven. This is treated as pig-iron, and,-

a furnace being charged with it, it is ready for

the helve or the squeezers in half an hour. The
inventors claim that by their process they can
make a ton of finished iron from the ore at an
expenditure of only two tons of coal

;
that they

can make German steel as cheaply as cast iron,

and can, besides,'make the latter equal in parity

to charcoal iron.

Accident at Tay Bridge.—A fearful acci-

dent has occurred near Dundee. The North
British Eailway Company are engaged in the
erection of one of the largest bridges in the
world across the Tay at a point where the breadth
is nearly three miles. Ten men were engaged
at a set of columns which were being placed in

deep water at a distance of about half a mile
from the shore. The work was being done on
the compression system, the water being excluded
by the pumping of air into the cylinder. The
upper portion of the cylinder suddenly gave way,
and the water rushed into the aperture. The
result was that six men were drowned.

Pungi in a Church Roof.— At the last

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society
(Sept. 3), Sir Geo. Gilbert Scott sent a group of

leathery fungi found growing from the interior

of the roof of Croydon Church. They proved
to be specimens of Lentinus lepidens, a species

considered to bo rare in this country until quite

lately : it cannot grow without a good supply of
moisture, so there can be little doubt of a serious

leak in the roof. A year or two ago the Builder
recorded the occurrence of this agaric npon the
fir timber of railway bridges in Wales, and upon
the sleepers of the North London Railway iu
London, where it has been again seen quite
recently.—W. G. S.

Hall-marking of Jewelry.—The Council of

the Society of Arts, learning that what is

termed “ Hall-marking " of jewelry and articles

of gold and silver is inadequate to secure to the
public that protection in the quality of the
materials for which it is intended, have
accepted the offer of one of the members, Mr.
Edwin W. Streeter, to place 251. at their dis-

posal, to be awarded as a prize for an essay
treating on this subject, with suggestions for an
improved system.

The Painters.—Messrs. Pitman & Cuthbort-
son, in notifying to their workmen that on and
after Friday, August the 29th, it was their inten-

tion to increase the pay of their journeymen one
half-penny per hour, and tho labourers one
farthing per hour, said,—” We hope every one
Tvill take interest in his work, and exert himself

to do his best, that the alteration may be to our
satisfaction, and the increase of wages a mutual
advantage.” We should rejoice indeed if such
were the result.

The Science and Art Department.—The
nnmber of persons who have during the year
1872 attended the schools and classes of science

and art in connexion with tho Department is as

follows, viz. :—36,783 attending science schools

and classes in 1372, as against 38,015 in 1871

;

and 244‘,131 receiving instruction in art, showing
an increase upon the previous year of 31,633, or
nearly 15 per cent.

The Hyde Park Memorial.—Mr. Foley's
model of the Prince Consort statue, for the
National Memorial, Hyde Park, is now com-
pleted, and will be forthwith executed in bronze.

According to the Art-Journal, as a separate
statue, it is grand in line, and regal in aspect
and bearing.

Mr. Buckeridge.—The death is announced
of Mr. Charles Buckeridge, architect, of Oxford
and Loudon, at the early age of forty.

TENDERS
For BluDEam Reetorj, for Rev. T. M. Bony. Hr.

John Usher, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Twelvetrees £2,837 0 0
Convin o.Sl-l 0 0
Carter 2,470 0 0
Moore 2,421 0 0
Corby & Son 2,403 .0 0
Hull 2,380 0 0
Foster 2,341 0 0
Moore 2,421 0 0
Spencer (accepted) 2,159 o 0

For the ro-roofing and re-pewing of the parish church
of Dumsbo, county of Down, Ireland. Mr. Win. James
Watson, C.E. architect, Newry:—

McCuUough 4 Bennett £852 0 0
Lennon & Miilan 683 0 0
McKeown (accepted) 652 0 0

For alterations and additions to Gloucester-plaoe, Port-
man-square, for Mr. H. Chatteris. Mr. H. H. Collins,
architect :

—

Clarke & Mannooeh £2,573 0 0
Longmire & Burgo 2,782 0 0
Oliver 2,650 0 0
Ternall 2,-106 0 0

For erection of a warehouse, Bury-street, St. Mary
Axe. Quantities supplied. Mr. H. H. Collins, archi-
tect

Browne & Robinson £3,937 0 0
Henshaw 2,019 0 0
Merritt & Ashby 2,897 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, k Co 2,874 0 0
Bnnor 2,695 0 0
Oliver 2.C-15 0 0
Kewman&Maun 2,620 0 0
Kirk 2,668 0 0

For decorative works, Warrington-crescent. Mr. H. II.
Collins, architect

Cohen (accepted) ....£180 0 0

For decorative works to North London Synagogue,
Joha-street West, Islington. Mr. H. U. Colima, archi-
tect :

—

Oliver £596 0 0
Ebbs & Sons 635 0 0
Clarke 4 Mannooeh 627 0 0
Ball 393 0 0
Veruall 380 0 0

For Enfield Congregational Church. Messrs. Tarring,
architects

If Bath stone ashlar
instead of stucco to

inside walls
Mvers & Sons £8,176 0 0 £954 0 0
Sh'urmur* 7,313 0 0 817 0 0
Kilby 7,270 0 0 830 0 0
Brass & Co.* 7,260 0 0 830 0 0
Field k Sons 7,210 0 0 868 0 0
Patman 7,190 0 0 840 0 0
Hill & Sons 7,170 0 0 820 0 0
Luscombe 7,100 0 0 600 0 0
Dove Bros 7,095 0 0 800 0 0
Jackson & Shaw 6,600 0 0 710 0 0
Bayes & Ramage 6,450 0 0 659 0 0
Perry & Co 6,393 0 0 660 0 0
Cooke & Green 0,236 0 0 631 0 0

Too late.

For alterations to 39, High-street, Marylebone, for Mr.
Broadbent. Quantities by Mr. Charles Bradley :

—

Rudkiu £737 0 0
Loninniro 4 Bnrgo
Perkins
Botting

Higgs
Harris 4 Son (accepted) .

636 0 0
609 0 0
606 18 4
665 0 0
657 0 0
529 0 0

For Holy Trinity Schools, Hastings. Messrs. Jeffery &
Stiller, architects :

—

HowoU. £1,987 0 0
Rodda 1,977 0 0
Tidier 1,894 0 0
Hughes (accepted) 1,833 7 5

For taking down and rebuilding No. 2, Moor-lane,
Cripplegate, for Mr. Thos. Sadler. Messrs. Archer
& Green, architects. Quantities by Messrs. Argent 4
Woodward :

—

General Works. Repairing Stables.
Cooke 4 Green £1,070 0 0 £135 0 0
Lathoy Bros 1,033 0 0 114 0 0
Bostell 1,068 0 0 113 0 0
Blake 4 Eamplen 981 0 0 116 0 0
Hearle 997 0 0 69 0 0

For repairs at the Duke of Marlborough, Eichmond-
road, Dalston. Mr. H. J. Newton, architect:—

Brindle & Co £236 0 0
Taylor 329 10 0
Shurmnr 225 0 0
Hockley (accepted) 219 0 0

For repairs at tho Jolly Anders. Kentish-town. Mr.
H. J. Newton, architect :

—

Taylor.. ..£140 0 0
Hockley 140 0 0
Shurmur 139 0 0
Brindle & Co. (accepted) 132 0 0

For alterations to Little Wyld-street Chapel. Messrs.
Searle 4 Son, architects :

—

Chapel. Gallery.
Fcltham £6,295 0 0
AUan 3,199 0 0 £236 0 0
Linfield 2,980 0 0 270 0 0
Cook 2,661 0 0
Battley 2,660 0 0
Cohen 2,160 0 0 130 0 0
Allard 1,969 0 0 165 0 0
Horne 1,823 0 0
C. A. Cook 1,166 0 0 70 0 0

For rebuilding No. 32, Walbrook, City. For Mr,
James Smart. Mr. James Harrison, architect. Quan-
tities supplied

Ashby 4 Sons £4,833 0 0
Little 4,657 0 0
Merritt 4 Ashby 4,641 0 0
CoUs 4 Son 4,611 0 0
Killby 4,556 0 0
Browne 4 Robinson 4,547 0 0
Ennor 4,480 0 0
Williams 4 Son 4,396 0 0

For alterations to No. 1, Baker-street, Portraan-square,
for Messrs. Cobb 4 Son. Mr. Alfred \Wight, archi-

tect i

—

Longmire 4 Burge £490 0 0
Botting 475 0 0

For alterations at No. 48, Elizabeth-street, Eaton-;
square, for Jilr. D. A. Key, juu. Mr. James Harmony|
architect. Quantities supplied

Little £577 0 0
Aitchison 4 Walker 625 0 0
Merritt 4 Ashby 618 0 0
Watson Bros 613 0 0
Ennor 438 0 0

For the erection of new Deaf and Dumb Asylum at
Margate. Messrs. Drewe 4 Bower, architects, Quan--'
titles supplied by Mr. C. A. Gould

ted in i

IP’s

kone. IPatent Stone..
Brass £20,987 0 0 £21,360 0 0
Bushell 4 Son 20,067 0 0 21,146 0 0 HJ
Dnva Rrna. 10 07(5 n n 90 Q7^ O n •.*Dove Bros 19,976 0 0 20,975 0 0
Rider 4 Son 19,768 0 0 19,988 0 0
Downs ft Co 19,316 0 0 19,897 0 0

For rebuilding No. 23, King-street, Hammersmith, fi(

Mr. Angell. Mr. Edmund Woodthorpe, architeq
Quantities supplied by Messrs. Welch & Atkinson

Perry Bros £1,620 0 0
Hill 4 Sons 1,689 0 0
Adamson & Sons 1,666 0 0
Pritchard (too late) 1,540 0 0
Turner 4 Son 1,519 0 0
Larke 1,.U7 0 0
Chamberlea Bros 1,417 0 0

For erection of premises at Circus-road, St. JohaV-
wood, for the London and South Western Baok. Quaa«
titles supplied by Mr. Heniy Lovegrove. Mr. C. Bell,-
architect

Tavener 4 Son
Nutt
Bracher 4 Son
Barford
Scrivener 4 White

...£1,919 0 0
1,789 0 0
1,760 0 0
1,683 0 0
1,660 0 0

For additions to Aubrey Honse, Notting-hill, for Mr^
W. C. Alexander. Mr. T. E. Collcutt, architect. Quan-
tities by Mr. J. Gandy-.—

Dove Bros £2,983 0 0
HiU 4 Sons 2,884 0 0
Macey 2,870 0 0
Jackson & Shaw 2,825 0 0
Cooke 4 Green 2,816 0 0
Ennor (accepted) 2,806 0 0

For a pair of semi-detached villas on the Lynii-road,
Wisbeaeh, Cambridgeshire, for Mr. Henry Hudson. Mr,
Alfred Wright, architect :

—

Challans ....£1,400 0 0
Girling 1,200 0 0

For new road-sewers, curbs, Ac., for the Palatiuei
Estate, Stoke Newiagtou. Mr. William Reddall, archi-t
toct :— '

Crockett £3,150 0 0
Peach 4 Sons 2,105 0 0
Tay 2,099 0 0
Jackson 1,900 0 0
Keeble 1,714 0 0
Chick 4 Co 1,680 0 0
Bloomfield 1,548 0 O
Pettigrew 4 Moyes 1,454 9 O
Marshall 1,-130 0 0
Meston 1,317 8 9
Goddard 4 Nicholson 1,306 9 0
Goodair 1,253 10 0
Capper 1,2-J.8 1 5
Dover 4 Co 1,197 8 9
Potter 1,133 0 0
Riley 1,112 0 0
Gardner 1,033 0 0
Taylor 1,050 1 4

For alterations and additions to No, 13, Somerset-stree^
Portman-square. Mr. J. H. Rowley, architect. Quaim
titles not supplied :— ^

Sharpington 4 Colo £930 0 0
Wagner 795 0 0
Boyce 666 0 0
Taughan 532 0 0

For alterations and additions to farm-house at Bcdden-^
ham, Bede. Mr. John Usher, architect :

—

Carter ...£1,130 0 0
Foster 949 0 0
Cunvin 876 0 0
Moore ... 861 0 0
Hull (accepted) 840 0 0

For church to be erected at Havant, for the Rev. E,
Eeurden. Mr. John Crawley, architect :

— |Moore 4 Son...
Nightingale .

Bullivaat ....

Btallard

£1,690 0 0
1,688 0 0
1,629 0 0
1,603 0 0

^1
lio. 4For alterations and additions at the North Bnrrey Dis-

trict Schools, Anerley. Mr. A. G. HeuneU, archit<wt> «|

Quantities supplied :— 1

Peskett 4 Taylor £14,960 0 0
Smith 13,898 0 0 1

Hollidge 13,500 0 0

Crockett 12,911 0 0
Williams 4 Son 13,-578 0 0
Alford 12,360 0 0
Hill 4 Sods 11,980 0 0
Willson Bros 11,875 0 0 I

Rider 4 Son 11,928 0 0 I

Cooke 4 Green 11,811 0 0 ‘

Wright Bros. A Goodchild,,..... 11,375 0 0
Browne 4 Robinson 10,130 0 0
Downs 4 Co 9,900 0 0

Moore 9,099 0 0

For converting nremises at Woodford, Essex, into
[

teen cottages, containing four rooms each, for Mr. Arthur

McNamara. Mr. J. W. Forge, architect

Martin..... £1,300 0 0

Arber 1,295 0 0

Bangs 927 0 0

WelTs (accepted) 835 0 0
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Jj'or the erection of retail Bhope, houses, and ontbuild-
I’s, Boho-hill, liaudsworth, for Mr. G-eorge Heaton,
j; W. T. FoulLes, architect. Quantities supplied ;

—

! Garlick £3,030 18 4
"WLitlaU 2,950 0 0

ipV St 0 CHARLES ©COLLI,\JCE 'SO PATENT A N ARCHITECT, who has lately com-
menceU practice, and whose time is only partially occupied

wUl ASSIST any ABCfUrECT or SURVPiYOR lu PREPARING
DESIGNS, working drawings, details, apecifloatious. and ouautiliea
Address, 822, Office of •' The Buildar,"

^ pOLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES.
V ol Meumlactureis,

Wi MICHELMORE & REAP,^ 36, Borough Road, Loudon, S.B.
Is ri Uiustraleii Sheet on applieation.

Steel 2,867 10 0
Parton 2,866 0 0
Surman & Son 2,837 0 0
Lidzey 2,749 0 0
Hartley 2.697 0 0
Barker & Sou (accepted) 2,688 10 0

A N Architect and Surveyor, in the country,.
A\_ has a VACANCY for an OUT-DOOR ARTICLED PUPIL —
For terms and particulars, address, B65, Office of •• The Builder."

TTTILISATION of SEWAGE and PURI-
Vj PICATION of STREAMS.-The GENERAL SEWAGE anilMANURE COMPANY. LIMITED, is prepareil to NEGOTIATE with
the Authorities ol Towns lor the TREATMENT and DISPOSAL ol
the SEWAGE Ol their DISTBICXS.-By order.

C. R. GIBB, Secretary.
No. 1, Crown-buildings, Queen Victoria-stieeL Leuduu, E.C

ITUPIL.—Mr. ALFRED E. SKILL, CivilX Engineer, IaiuI Surveyor, 4o. Great Orimsby, has a VACANCY
for iin ARTICLED PUPIL. Terms on application. Mr. Skill having
a public office and a first-class private practice, luts numerous im-
proving Instructive works b: hand, such os lonitotr work, street-
fermlng, Ac. and oxtonslve surveys. Special instruction in levelling,
surveying, use of the theodolite, and preparation for the American
and otlier foreign surveys. Terms moderate.—Offices, Brewery-street,
Victoria- street.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
iiildfri in Concrete .—Corrcipondents arc inQuiriog for the ziaises

adtlrossca u( builden accustomed to erect concrete houses. Wo
t leave Ibe builders to take their own course to make themselves

hool, Porlsniouth (particulars for Illuslrations are rniated).—An
dthmaii (Outmm’B statue is but placed temporarily i it is going

ad).—W. L. L. (employ an arcbitect).—C. L. (compliments).—

. W. (in type).—J. C. (nest week.).—J. B. ineit week).—Clevo
-road : no name (thanks

; we have plenty of such matter).—R. C.

1 names of the accepted).—J. T.—C. T. W. 8. V. P. M.
F. -Messrs. C.—W. 8.—Messrs. C. & Soua—W. F.—0. C. H.
—B. 4 B.—C. J.—A. G. H.—M. 4 C.—B. 4 6on,—Q. 0. A.—I. C.

W.—J. U. Mr. T. B. N. M. Sons.

s are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

1 statcmeDls of tacts, lists ot tenders. 4c., must be accompanied
;bs name and address of the sender, not necessarily lor
Icatlon.

11*.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers road at
is meetings, rests ol course with the authors.

T^HE NEW GAS COMPANY CLimited).
J Tbs Directors of the above Company ore ready to receive
AFPLIOATIONS from Owners ol existing Gasworks, as well os from
others erecting, or alwut to erect, new works, and to grant Licences
for the use ol the PATENTS.—Apply to the Socreloryi No. 22,
Walbrook, E.C.

POROUGH ofHALIFAX.—WANTED (for
about 12 months), in the Borough Engineer's Office, a JUNIOR

ASSISTANT. Must be a neat draughtsma:!, and have a knowledge
oi *'U’''eylng and levelling. Salary 308. per week. -ApplioaUons,
with teslimoniols, stating age, 4c. to be sent to me on or before th&
lath ol SEPTEMBER.

EDWARD R. B. ESCOTT, Borough Engineer.
Town Hall, Halifax, August 27, 1873.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
JL Builders and Others desiring s really good system, enn hoave
SETol MODELS lor BUILDER'S BOOKS, by DOUBLE ENTRY, to
which was awarded the priie offered in “The Builder." No. I.ISO. and
which has been adopted by many large finua Also a Modified
Arrangement by Single Entry, suitable tor small biiildera—AddreA
Mr. J. H. JONES, 4, SL George'a-coad, Regent's Park, London.

T/^ANTED, for a short time, in a City
T I Office, an ASSISTANT, conversant with working and detail

drawings. State age, last engagement, aud terms, to ARGUS,
Messrs. Becks'. SI, Cbeapside.

WANTED, a good ASSISTANT CLERK,
T T in a Builder’s Offico.-—Address, statbig gnalifications ami

sal.iry required, to B. C. Mr. Morrisa, SUtiotier, 4c, C-imberwell-
greeu, 3,ETHIS DAY.—Demy 8vo- price ISs. cloth (postage 7d.).

SPECIFICATIONS for PRACTICAL
kj ARCHITECTURE : a Guide to the Arcliitect, Engineer, Sur-
veyor, and Builder; with so Essay on the Stnictuie and Science of
Modern BuUdings ii|>oii the basis of the Work of Bartholomew,

By FREDERICK ROGERS, Architect
With iiuinerous Illustralious.

London : LOCKWOOD & CO. 7, Stationers’ Hall-court, E.C.

A^ANTED, a steady, respectable young
T V Man, as CLERK in n Timber Merdiont'a Office in tbe City.

He must be well up iuoll timber calculations, and capable of keeping
a set of books.—Address, A B. care of Mr. 8. R. Hewllugs, Tobacco-
Diit, 4Ia, Gracechurch-streetTUATION8 WANTED.—Advertisements ol this claas are inserted

IS following rate, via

BU lines (about fifty words) or unde* 2b. 6d.

Each additional line (about ten wonbi) Os. fid.

Uolfpeuny stomps accepted tor amounts under So

THIS DAY.—Crown 8vo. cloth, price Bs. (postage 4d.).

rpiIE TIMBER IMPORTERS’ and SHIP-
_L OWNERS' FREIGUT BOOK: Being a Comprehensive Series
ol Table® lor tbo use of Ttmlier Importers. Caiitalns of Bliips, Ship-
brokers, Builders, and all Dealers lu Wood whateoever.

By WILLIAM RICHARDSON.
Timber Broker, Author of “ Facking-Cnse Tables," 4c.

London : LOCKWOOD 4 CO, 7. Stationers' Hall-court. E C.

TO SURVEYORS' AaSI3T,:VNTS.

ANTED, immediately, for a Borough
T T Engineer and Tow:: Sun'cyor’a Office, a good DRAUGIITS-

M.\N, well accustomed to tbe work of surveying, levelling, ondpre-
paringplons for sewerage and Improvement works, Ac. Salary at the
rate ol 804 per annum.—Applications, on or before tbe lUh lust, (by
letter), stating age and ex|>crience, with testimonials or rtferences, to-
No. 816. Office of " The Builder."Che Publisher cannot be responsible for Tksti.

niALS left at the Offi-ce in reply to Ad/vertise-

nts, and strongly recom/tnends that Copies

should be sent.

idvertisements cannot be receivedfor the current

lie’s issue later than THREE o’clock p.Hl

THURSDAY.

NOTICE.—All communications respect-

Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

h-essed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,”

. 1, Yorlc-street, Couejit Ga/rden. All other

mmunications should be addressed to the

Editor,” and not to the "Publisher.”

“ YILORKING PEOPLE and IMPROVED
VV HOMES."

The new and Illustrated edition of “The Dwellings of the Labouring
(Classes," by UENRY' ROBERTS, Esq. F.S.A. (author of “Home
Refonu," and “The rhysical Couditloa of the Labouring Clasees")
will be found a suiniuary of the efforts at borne and sbiuad to secure
“ Had thy Homes" for working men and women.
“A most valuablo handbook."—AuiWer.
To be bad at the Otlico of the Society lor Improving the Condition

ol the Labouring Classes, 21, Exeter H^l, Strand. Price 7s. Also
Designs for Cottoges, numbered on sheet, with Specifications, 4c.

\\r ANTED, a thoroughly efficient
TV PLUMBER and DECORATOR'S CLERK. Must under-

stand the building trade and tbe luuaagement of men. Slate salary
reiiuirod, age. and where last engaged. Unexceptionable reference lu-
disiasusable. Address, N. T. Mr. G. Cbirk, 22. CburcU-sLreet
Croydon, Sairey.

,

TO JOINERS.
WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN,
Tv to take charge of JOINER'S SHOP and YARD. Ho must

be a good tradesman, aud capable of setting out.—Apply, stating
salary, to BUILDER, Poet-office, Beckenliam, Kent,

Just out, price 128. fid.

rpiIE STRAINS UPON BRIDGE-
1 GIRDERS and ROOF-TRUSSES, Including the Warren,

Lattice, TrellU, Bowstring, and other Forms of Girder, the Curved
Roof, and Simple and Compound Trusses.
By THOMAS CARGILL, C.E. B A. T.C.D, A.T.C.E. M.8.E. 4e.

With Sixty-four Illustr.itioiia on wood, drawn and worked

London i E. 4 F. N. SPUN. 48, Charlng-crosa

TO GAS AND HOTWATER FITTEP-S.

A^ANTED, immediately, a thoroughly good
T V HANDY M.aN In the above line. Must be used to working

iron pipe, and have a general knowledge of all bniuches of Ironwork.
Apply, by letter, stating age, previous experience, and wages required,
to J. C. Oldway House, Paignton, South Devon.

AA7ANTED, a Man who can thoroughly per-
T T form the duties of HOUSE CARPENTER, atid do General

Estate Repairs. To a steady, sober, active man, tiie situatiou would
be a pormauency.—Apply, by letter, stating nge, quaiiacatiuiis, and
salary reiiuirud, to J. HALL, Clerk ef the Works, Freefolk, Mlchel-
dever Stotion, Hants,

TMPORTANT HANDBOOK of EARLY
_L ART and CLASSICAL ANTIQUITIES: comprising Architec-
ture, Sculpture, PaiiiUug, Glyptic Art ami liiscriptloos. Illustcated
by above 200 engravings of statues, busts, freecues, vases, mosaics,
engraved stones, alphabets, 4c. llandsuiuely bound in bust cloth,
gilt top, ornaments, and boedun. Published at ISs, only 7s. lid. A
limited uiunber. Rally applic-ition is advisable. A Special List of
Books sent gratis and post-free.

GECRUE HEARL, 50 and 61, BooksuUcrB'-row, Strand, W.C.

Bath and other Building Stones of Best
lality.—RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.
mited, Qaarrymen and Stone Merchants.
;3t of Prices at the Quarries and DepAts, also

at of Transit to any part of the United
ngdom furnished on application to

Jath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts,—[Adyt.]

AAT’ANTED, in an Architect’s Office, a
TV BOY, One who can trace preferre<1,—Ai:swer in own band-

writing, addressed to Mr, J. HAHN, 3, Old Flsh-slreet-bill, E.C.

TUNIOE CLERK WANTED in a Builder’s
Office, Must be quick nt flgirres, and willing to nmke himself

generally useful.—Apply in own handwriting, stating salary reiiulred,
to JORDaIN 4 PAINE, 17, Colvoeloue-crescenC, Kingaloud.

PERSPECTIVESX Rapidly and Artlaticsilly PREPARED,
COLOURED, or ETCHED,

for Competitions or Exhibition,
DESIGNS and WORKING DItAWINGS.

TermsModerate,—Address, T. H. 14, Argyle-atreet. King's-croBS, W.C,
Bills of Quantities, Specifications, &c.,
.hoffraphed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
Charing-crosB, S.W., with accuracy and

actuality. Plans and Drawings Copied,
aced, or Lithographed.— [Adtt.]

pLASS PAINTERS.—A good OENA-
VjT MENTAL MAN WANTED; also One or Two Improve
Apply at the Sudned Gloss Works, Cambridge.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, 4c.

PLANS, WORKING DRAWINGS,
r SPECIFICATIONS, 4c, accurately and expeditiously prepared.

Surveying, ineasuniig up work, 4c. Terms moderate.—Address
ARCHITECT, core of Mr. Forge, Stationer, 40t), Eustou-road, N.W.

pEIME-COST CLERK.—WANTED, aX good, practical PRIME-COST CLERK, in a Builder's Office.—
Address, 816, Office of “ The Builder."

STONE BROTHERS,
Bath Stone Merchants,

supply direct from their own Quarries
Box Gkound, Corsham Down,
Faeleigh Down, Combe Down,

AND Stoke Ground.
lices on application at Bath-stone Office, Bath.

1

lOndon Depot, G.W.R. Mileage Station, Paddington.

(
ane Dressings prepared ready for fiving.[ATiVT,]

WILLIAM READ, 437, Brixton-road,
V V DRAINER, MARBLER, and DECORATIVE ARTIST.

Prire Medals awarded, 1852, 1862. 1870.

Graining. Marbling, and Decorative Work undertaken and promptly
executed, in Town or country, on most moderate teima bpeuimons
at tbo C'O'stoi Palace, near the High-level Station.

TO GLASS PAINTERS.
A FIRST-CLASS PAINTER WANTED.
XI. Also a GOOD LINER.—Apjily to F. BARNETT, Edinburgh
and Leitb Staiued Gloss Works, Leilb, N.Jl.

TO IRON WORKERS AND BUILDERS.
wanted, an ENGAGEMENT in Lon-
TT don. as MANAGING CLERK, or DRAUGHTSMAN.—

Address, C. B, 13, Huorgate-street, E.C.rpO BUILDERS, ARCHITECTS, and
1 OTHERS.—DRAWINGS and PLANS iiiadn Iroin ROUGH

SKETCHES, 4c.
;
SPECIFICATIONS and ESTIMATES PREPARED.

Also TRACING, COPYING, and ASSISTANCE geuemlly, ol the fUet
quality, by the Advertiser, at very moderate charges.—Address,
No, 754, OtUce of “ The BuUder."

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an
TV ARCHITECT and SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT. Well up in

Gothic working drawings aud details. Out-door work.' Good t^l-
moniala-«-Addre»B, 909, Office of “The Builder."

[To Brickmakers, Cement Manufacturers,
1 .d Others.—COKE BREESE (entirely free
l im clinker) for Sale. Loaded into barges or
ats on the Regent’s Canal. — Apply to
MLLIAM WOOD & SON, Wood Green, N.

QHARLTON & MARTI N;

MARYLAND POINT, STRATFORD, LONDON. E,
CONTltACTORS for PAINTING, STAINING, DECORATING.

RENOVATING, 4c. Churches. Chapels, Halls, Offices, Chambers, and
all kinds of Public, and other Buildings in Town and Country,

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
TV SHOPFOREMAN of JOINERS, Good relereucea—Address,

E. C. S, 33, Cullege-vlAce, Comdeu-towu, N.W.

W7ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T V GENERAL FOREMAN or CLERK of WORKS. , Jdiuer by

trade. Aged 40. Good references from architects aud builder® lu
London.—Address. T. H. 61), Walerford-road. Fulliam, S.W.TMPORTANT to BUILDERS, Surveyors

J_ of Fariaiies, and Contractors in general.—The PITCHING
DRESSERS ol Loudon are williug to uudertoke the REDRESSING
of all OLD (Uruiito) PITCHING, Kerb and Tr.om, equal to new, on
tlie moat reasonable terms, lu Town or country.—Apply to J. MACK,
No. 3, Eaii-street Ea»t, Lisson-grove, N-W.

All orders ptuictualiy attended to.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS.

Y^7ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV GENERAL FOREMAN. A carpenter and joiner by trade.

Beferencev to last employer.—Address, E. J. L- care of Mr. PolJca,, L. BACON & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

MPROVED HOT - AVATER
APPARATUS,

JOE WARMINGS AND VENTILATING
-dvato Houses, Churches, Schools, Hospitals,

Mauufactox’ies, Greenhouses, &o.

OFFICES AND SHOW-ROOMS:—
6, NEW OXFORD STREET, London, W.C.

From FARRINGDON ROAD,
ifatlielierfi of a Pamphlet on “Hot-Water Heating,"

rp WINKWORTH, BUILDER andX , HOUSE DECORATOR. 140a, CAMDF.N-ROAU, N.W. and
REIGATE. begs to Infuriu Architecte and Gentry who are about to
make Alterations and Repairs, that be will be most happy to give an
ESTIMATE at the most reasonable terms, feeling sure be will meet
with theU approval

TO NOBLEMEN, BUILDERS. AND OTHERS.

TTTANThK), a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V V FOREMAN of WORKS or GENERAL MANAGER. Indis-

l)ut\tile reference as to ability aud reapecUbility (and security if
required).—Address, No. 800, Office of " The Builder,"

PARTNERSHIP. — Ail ARCHITECT is
1 willing to treat with a gentleman who is thoroughly conver-

sant with all the details of the profession.—Apply, by letter, to
ARCHITECT, core of J. Outliwaite, esq. 4, Agar-street, Strand,
Loudon, W.C.

TT7ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV CLERK of WORKS or GENERAL FOREMAN, by a tho-

rcugiily practical and ei:ergetic Man. Town or country, rint-closs
reference.- Address, ALPHA, care of Mr. Ruife, tic, St. Johu's-wood-
torroce, N, W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURt’i:\’ORS.

PARTNERSHIP.—WANTED, by the Ad-X verUser to PURCHASE a PARTNERSHIP with on ARCHI-
TECT or SURVEYOR in good practice—Address, 855, OlBce of “ The
BuRder."

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
V V CLERK of WORKS. GENERAL FOP.EMAN, or CHARGEl

of a JOB. Good draughtsman aud quantity-taker. Moderate salary
for a permanency. Good reference.—Address, with terms, 0. Z. 4,
Aun’s-place, West Ham-lane, Stratford, London, E.
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'VA/'ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by an
y V ex|<rieiiced PAPERHANGEE and DECoK.YTOR.-Address,

T. B, 21, George-street, East Greenwich, Kent.

by ^ thoroughly qualified and
y V experienced Man, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as MANAGER

or ESTIMATING CLERK.—Address. 766. Office of " The Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND OTHEEi
wanted, EMPLOYMENT, as aWorldng
T V FOREJIAN of PLASTERERS, by a thoroughly practical

and energetic Plasterer, or will take work- H.as finished some first-

class jobs iu Town and country. References to l^ondon firms.—
.Address, 825. Office of ” The Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS.

TXT"-'^ ^ ^y ^ thoroughly-practical
T V CLERK of WORKS, who has had thirty years' experience, a

SITU.ATION. First-class testimonials.—Address, W. W. Post-office,

BIackb»Mh-bUL

TO BUILDERS.

YWNTED, by a Youth, aged 16, a SITUA-
V V TION, as JUNIOR CLERK. Has had two years' eiperienoe

In an office.—Address. A. B, cure ol 5Ir. Smith, SU4, High Holboru.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

XTrANTED, EMPLOYMENT, as ARCHI-
V V TECT and SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT. Detail and general

drawings, surveys, leveU, sections, setting out and looking after

wurke. Four years, in a Loudon UiMrlct Surveyor's Office. Some
ye.'irs on buildings and field work, TestimonlaD and rBlerenoes.—
AddreM, C. in, St, John-street. W'eatuiiuater.

TXTANTED, by a thoroughly-qualified
VV ARCHITECTURAL DRAUGHTSMAN and COLOURIST, a

EE-ENOAGEMENT. Has managed an office. Salary moderate.
Specimeuioud references.—Address. W. 36, Sudelsy-street, N.

WANTED, constant EMPLOYMENT, by
T ? a goo<l Carpenter and Juluer, Well up in bench, fixing

alterations, or any kind of jobbing work. tVagee. 37a per week.

—

Address, W. T. Victoria Cottage, New-road, Lower Waudiworth-road.
Bimih Irfimbetb, 3-W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND 8URVEYORS-
WANTED, by an ARCHITECTURAL
y V ASSISTANT, aged 24. eight years in the profession, a RE-
ENGAGEMENT in Town. Well up In general design. Ac. details,

and a good knowledge of penpecllve.—Address, Mr. BYRNE, 07.

Great Portl.xiid-street. W.wanted, a SITUATION, as THREE-
T T BRANCH HAND, or IMPROVER, in the Plumbing trade.

Addreae. 11. A. Post-office, Hoddeedou, Herts.

.

YYT"anted, bv a good DRAUGHTSMAN,
V V EMPLOYMENT In the Office of an Architect and Surveyor.

Terms moderate.—Address, J. Ll. care of A. Potter, Esq. 14, East-
road, City-road, E.C.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
ANTED, a SITUATION, by a thorough

y T practical PLUMBER, GASFITTEB, and GLAZIER. Has
.no olijectlou to fill op lime in paiutiug,—Addreas, staling wages.
H. R. 42, Leader-street, Chelsea, S.W.

X^T"anted, by a steady, respectable Man>
V V constant E.MPLOYMENT, na first-class PLUMBER, PAINTER,

GLAZIER, 4c. Neighbonrhood of London prefetred- Reference
if requ'irod.—Address, J. S, 30. Heygnte-streot, Walworlh road, S.E,TO P.KICK. LIME, STONE, Ac. MERCHANTS.

WANTED, a SITUATION as WHARF
T V CLERK or TRAVELLER. Aged 30. Twelve years' eipe-

rieuce. First-clase referemea—Address, J. M. L. 101, Leiulenliall-
streel, E.C.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

Y^T'Al^TEi), by a respectable Man, a RE-
y V ENGAGEMEN'T. as PLUMBER, ic. In Town or country.

Good reference if required.—Address, S. W. 223, jCopeuhagen-street,

WANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK
« T of WORKS, or Foreman on a Gentleman's Estate, or to Take

Charge of a Jul>. tVell up in all branches. Understands felling and
measuring Umber. Good references nud tcstUuouial*.—Address, N.
No. 126, Abbey-street, Bermondsey, 3. E.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

WT A N T E D, by a respectable Man, a
V V thoroughly good PLUM BER and GASFITTER, can do plain

Zincwoik, a JuB or a SITUATION, os THREE-BRANUU HAND.
A good reference can ha given.—Address, T. T. No. 21. Abliey -street,

llermondsey-square, Southwark.TO BUILDERS, Ac.

W"ANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK
T T to above. Can copyj drawings, trace well, and knows the

geneml routine of a builder's office. Hiu been iu the habit of keeping
prime cost of stuns worked in yard. Good references.—Addreas, A. B.
No. ISl, Lower Waiidsworth-road, Battersea Park.

TO ARCHITECTS AND 8UR VEYORS.

"XIT"anted, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
T V 0.t.GEM£NT as JUNIOR ASSISTANT (Loudon preferred).

Addreas. T. J. DS, High-street, Clapham, 8, W.

"W/anted, a SITUATION (temporary or
y\ perni.ment), as ARCHITECTS ASSISTANT. Much Aperi-

enco ill Crolbic, and fair ktiowledce of Classic. Neat draughtsman.
Working and detail drawings, etching, tinting, and perspeeliva
Seven years' exiierletice, Higliest references. Salary 21, per week
Addrees, A. L. 4, Salisbury-slreet, Kdgware-road, Loudon, N-W.

TO PAINTERS AND DECORATORS.

WT’ANTED, by the Advertiser, ConstantW EMPLOYMENT, in Town or country. Is a good Johl-er.
Wages, 30s. Aged 22.—Address, G. R. "W, care of Hartrop, Stationer.
Lewisham, Kent.

X^ANTED, by a coinpetont Man, a SITUA-
T T TION. aa FOREMAN or MANAGER, ill a Brick and Tile and

Pottery Works Ten years’ good character.—Address, A. B. Itl2,

Aldersgate-street, City, London.

XXyanted, by the Advertiser, aged 32, a
VV BE-ENGAOEMENT as ASSISTANT to an Architect and

Surveyor. Hus Ijeeu engaged for the past twelve years as an Assistant
to an Architect and Surveyor who is also a District Surveyor under
the Metropolitan Building Act. Salary, two gnluoas per week.

—

-Addreas, 8tll, Office of ” The Builder,""XTrANTED, by a younev Man, a SITUA-
T T TION as IMl'ROVER to the GRAINING and DECORATING.

Addjess, U. It. 42, Little Oeorge-stroet, Hsiiipstead-roiMl.
TO IRONMONGERS AND BUILDERS.

WT’ANTEi), by a good practical GAS-
VV FITTER, EMPLOYMENT in the ixhove. No ohJecUoii to

lake a Job or piecework. Towu or country.- Address. B..J. 17. Mur-
quls-court. Drury-lsne.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
’X'XT'ANTED, b-y a young Man, a SITUA-
y\ TION, na PLUMUF.U or- 'THHEE-BKANCU HAND —

Addrera, H, K. 40, Collingwood-street, Blacklriars-ioad. YXT'ANTED, by a MASON, CONSTANT
VV EMPLOYMEN'I', iu a BiiUiler’* Yard or on a Gentlem.va's

Estate. Sul>er and sLetuly. Wages moderate. Toa*n or country.
Good references.—AddriM*, G. L, Penfold-cottagcs, Single-gate, Mer-
ton, Surrey.

'WT’^VNTED, by a young Man, a SITUA-
T T TION ail PLUMBER, PAINIER, Ac. Can do plain rinc

work.—Address, A. W. B. 10, Soutii Wharf-road, Paddin«tou, W.

WrANTED, by a young Man, a SITUA-
T > TION as PLUMBER, GASFITTER. and PAINTER. Can do

Bt^L
^inewurk.—Address, IL C. 2, Domingo-street, oid-streit.

TO 'WOOD, STONE, AND METAL MANUFACTURERS, Ac.

\\f ANTED, a POSITION, with a
V V MANUFACTURING FIRM, where a knowleilge of oma-

mental design will he availalile. The advertiser, formerly in business
on his own account, is coiitidviit of designing, practically and appro-
priately, for auy luateriAl, and would assist ocborwise iu h usiuess.

—

Address, F. H. M. I, St. Lawrence-terrace, Stockwell, 8. W.TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TXTANTED, by a young Man, a SITUA-
T I TION as CARPENTER and JOINER. U«ed to tiench and

can^ork^machluery. Wages low.—Address, J. E. W. Post-office,

q^IMEER TRADE. — YOUTH leaving
X school, wishes to LEARN this BUSINESS.-Address, B, Mr.

Walker, 47. Barusbury-slteet, Islington,

TO BUILDER.?.

"VX^ANTED, by a young Man -who has been
T * in the trade four years, a llE-ENGAGEMENTftslMPROVER

In a Diudou firm.—Address, W, J. No. 13, Abbey-square, King's-road,
Reading.

- » p »

T^IMBER TRADE.—WANTED, a RE-
X ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN, SALESMAN, TRAVE LLEK.
or STOREKEEPER, hatniig held the situatioa as foreman for iiearl}-

tliirty years with a geutleiuan who lias lately retired from the Inule,
Address to A. Z. Fust-office, 46, Brewer-atrcet, Golden-siiuare.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
^7"ANTED, by a young Man, Joiner by
T T trade, aSITUATIONto work eltlicr.v GENERAL JOINER

or a PLANING MACHINE. Three years' references if required-
Address, A- B. Souiliall-green Pust-offlee, Jliddlesex.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
^PHE Advertiser, who is a fair Draughtsman
1 and Surveyor, wishes an ENGAGEMENT, iu Town or

countT}'. .Salary, 2f. 10s, per week. Good testimonials.—Address,
No. &5H, Office of " Tlie Builder."

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
TX^ANTED. by a young Man, a first-class

* V PLUMBER, a JOB, Piecework or Daywork.—Address, C. P
No. W, Pliillipp-street, Kingsland-road, N.

rpHE Advert'aer seeks an ENGAGEMENT
1 in a Surveyor's Office, Is quick and iie.vt at making ami

tracing plaua, Ac.—Address, W. H. S. core of Frederick May A Sou,
Adverllalng Agents, 160, Piccadilly.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
ANTED, by a neat and quick Draughts-

T T man and good Colourist, an ENG.AGEilENT. Eight ye.vm'
experience. Just left a London office. Well up iu design and con-
simcliou. Can send speciiueiis «uid Ustlmoniala—Addreas, H. M. K.
No. 83, Charlotto-strcct, Fitxroy-square, W,

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
^HE Advertiser, just from a country job, is

X desirous of a RE-ENUAGEJIENT, ns CLERK of WORKS.
Furemau of Works, or Foreman of Bnujcli, on a flrst-cUss Job.
Carpenter and juUier. Tesliinoiiials from archileute and buildeis.

—

Address, 827, Office of " The Builder,

'

TO ARCHITECTS.

\Y7ANTED, by a young Gentleman, a EE-
T > ENGAGEMENT, as JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Is a fair

'b''"S'b^man. Terms moderate.—Addreas, C. D. 50, Cniwlord-

TO BUILDERS, PAINTERS, ESTATE AGENTS, Ac,

rPHREE Leading Men (from a late West-
I end Firm), are open either to TAKE PAINTERS’ WORK in

large or small quantities, with or without materials, or SITUATIONS
as LE.4DING MEN, ut B|il. per hour,—Addrtajs, A. B. 44, Paucni!-
road, N.W.

'XXT'ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
C.kiipentor, a SITUATION na FOREM.AN or CLERK of

y OKK3. on a .Toll or on a Gentleman's Estate.—Address, A. F 42.
BucklamUtrect, New North-rood, N.

TO ARCHITECTS.

SITUATION WANTED, by a
DKAUGUTSMAN, of good experience. Well up in perspective

ami the general routine of office work. First-class refercuoea.-
Address, 742, Office oi " The Builder.""WANTED, by a thoroughly experienced

TT machinist, a SITUATION, to Wurk Mool.iing Machine

AdT,^. Au' I'l"
cull*'* J ‘Jo own repairs if required.

Addrees. A. B. care of Mrs. Jennings, High-street, Sbifrual, Salop.
SITUATION WANTED, as ENGINE-

DRIVER or to Take Charge of Builders’ Pl.mt or Waterworks.
Good references.-Addrees, ENGINEER, 21), Sbmblaud-road, Queen' s-

road, Dolston.BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

\Y'Ajn 1ED, by au experienced Man, a
T I permauent SirCATfuN as FuREMaN of PAINTERS, ic.A good graiiier and marbler. and well up in accounts. Si»cimens ofgrmmug <an Iw seen, and first-class references can bVrfveu inaudinJone from last employei.—Adiltess, 846, Office of •• The Builder.''

TO PAVIOUR3 AND CONTRACTORS.
SITUATION WANTED, by an energeticO young Man, os FOREMAN and TIMEKEEPER, cSid re-

ferences. Country not objected to,—Address, H. T. 4, Grove it e

[Sept. 6, 1873. s’

T)EQUIRED, bv the Advertiser, aged 23, i,

XV; SITUATION, M oi’T-DOOS CLEUK. or any jSsltion Out #
rartly Out-doors. Has been eugnBed us clevlt for the imt four ye.a.it
iu Ibe works of a inaiiufactuilug firm. Is used to mecb&Qlcs si:S
labourers. Unexceptionable references.—Address, R. t). cure
D,aviea A Co. Advertising Agents. Finch-lane, Coriiliill.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS,
'PVENING EMPLOYMENT WANTEIi
X-J by ft young Archilect, wbo is engaged part of the day. Ane/"'
draughtsman, quick tracer, .and well up in details and cou8tructlao.-i
Address, H, C. 20, Buckinghftm-street, Strand, W.C. I

CLERK, &c. Ten years’ varied and practicd'
experience. Reference to last employer—Address, R. J, j.

'-'-CB-road, I.ambeth, S.E.

AN ARCHITECT, of many years’ expr-
branches of the profession, deeires an ESQAQi I

«, S4J, No. til. Oraham-roiui. Daliton, E.

iS
.

N AECHITECTUEAL DEAUG:an a
Jr\_ MAN reqtiiree an ENGAGEMENT. Salary n

A BUILDER’S SON desires a SITUl
Xri. TION as GENEll/ ASSISTANT, Can prepare d

It rods, itssist in estiuia-cig, and fill up time at bench,
te. South Kensington. Good references. Londonnruea

Aged 20.—Addrees, E. P, J. care of Mr. Down, Cr'

rhaui Valley.

TO BUILDERS.

A FOREMAN, -with a good practical kn
ledge of the manageuK-nt of buildings, WANTS an ENG

-MENT, for the Charge of a Job, or a Joiner's Shop and Job,—Ad
V. Z. 23C, Westuiiusler lIridge-ro,ad, B.E.

A S Good PLUMBER, PAINT!
jt\. GLAZIER, ic.—WANTED, a SITUATION, by a reipoc

Man.—Address. VLUMDEK, 101, Dniinmond-street, Euston-squ

APPLY FOR ESTIMATE.
Special Quotations given fer the Tiles laid complete. In any pa

the Kingdom, in many lushuices not exceeding the above.
These Tiles are also made in Sruwn. White, Dun, or Dull

oolour, and in Glass
;
they can be worked la bauds or patterns.

For testimonials or reference to works executed apply to the

BBOOMHALL TILE AND BRICK COMPANY (LIMITED),
COX'S WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET. DLACKFRIARS, EE
Also for Taylor's Patent Damp-proof and Ventilating Course, a»<

Patent Red or 'White Blvcki for Casing Concrete.

G ilt room bordering.-
60.000 feet always on stock, from id. per foot. Varysoperlot^

quality. Every description of Pictuie-lrames at the lowest price*

Begilding at Trade Price*.

GEO. REES, 67, DRURY LANE, W.O.

rpo UPHOLSTERERS, DECORATORS^
X CARVERS and GILDERS, BUILDERS, fic.-Tlie most ext^
sive aasortment of GILT BORDEElNGd and MOULDINGS Ui

London always In stock, or made to order from pslteni or

at the shortest notice, at the most reasonable pricea — JUSBre
EOGBES, lO.jSroad-street, Bloomsbury. W.O BstehlUhed K yean

|j' DENT & CO. Manufacturers of TURRET
I' I PT rif'KR rhifTifiie, Ringing, Fog-Bell Machinery, kc. U'17
I 'J , CLOCKS, Chiming
Her Majesty and H.R.H.
GREAT CLOCK of the HOUSES ol PARLIAMENT. ..

application,—61, Strand
;

34 and 35, Royal Exchange (adjoining .

Lloyd’e); and the Factory, Savwy-sti :t,Strand, London.
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The Ruin of the

Rivers.

HE pollution of rivers

is one of the evils

brought about by a

century of neglect of

public interests, while

individuals have been

sharp enough to see

the opportunity and to

penetrate the weak
places of public law.

So do thieves where
there are no policemen.

In this way an an-

patriotic spirit has been

begotten, and selfish,

neas has taken root in

the public mind. The
natural advantages of

the country have almost
n turned into a curse to us, for want of regu-

on and of law and order. We see this every

the subject of river.pollution is broached,

us see what we can by the light of the

ort of the Select Committee of the House of

ds on this subject, dated July 21, 1873, which
recently been issued, together with minutes
ividence. It will be remembered that the

rs Pollution Commission of 1868 proposed
Ihoir first report, in 1870, standard degrees of
ution beyond which no refuse liquids ought
'6 discharged into streams of water of general

The refuse of manufactures as well as

in sewage was embraced in these proposi-

s, and it has been pretended by the manu-
urers and others having private interests

igonistic to those of the public that the pro-

d standards would be unattainable,

ir. Lyon Playfair, a chemist, a manufacturer,
a member of Parliament, says that the

idards proposed by the Commissioners are
lis opinion not severe enough, although they
expressed in such scientific language as to
hteu the manufacturers, who think them
0 severe than they are in reality, and he has
vn up another set of standards meaning the
.6 thing, but couched in more popular
:nage. These amendments of Dr. Playfair

e approved by Mr. Stausfeld, the president
;he Local Government Board, but ho thought
Bsirable, before embodying them in any Bill

e submitted to Parliament, that they should
submitted to public criticism. We have
)retinie given the standards proposed by the
mission, but we repeat them here in

aposition with Dr. Playfair’s amendments,
lids exceeding the following degrees of

lution are to be prohibited from discharge

watercourses in the purity of which other
jions than the polluters are interested.

Dn. Feankland’s Scale. Dh. Playfaih's Scale.

A distinct colonr by day-
light when a stratum 1 in.

deep is placed in a white
porcelain or earthenware
vessel.

S
',- part by weight
ic arsenic in 100,00

of me- ^ain of metallic ar-
1,000 parts seme in a gallon, either in

Oy weight of the liquid. solution or suspension or
iu any form of combination,

2 parts by weight of any 1 grain of metallic copper
metal except calcium, mag- or lead, in any form of
nesium, potassium, and so- combination, in a gallon.
Jium, in solution in 100,000
parts by weight of the
liquid.

1 part by weight of free
chlorine in 100,000 parts by
weight of the liquid after
aoidifleation with sulphuric
acid.

1 part hy weight of sul-
phur, in the condition either
of sulphuretted hydrogen or
of a soluble sulpturet.

An acidity greater than An acidity greater than
is produced by adding 2 is produced by adding 100
parts hy weight of real grains of real muriatic acid
muriatic acid to 1,000 parts to a gallon of distilled
by weight of distilled water, water.

An alkalinity greaterthan' produced b;

1 grain of sulphur, either
as sulphuretted hydrogen
or as soluble sulphurct, in^a
gallon.

ll Fraxeland’s Scale.

jparls by weight of dry
: liral matter in suspeu-

in 100,000 parts by
tht of the liquid,

ipart by weight of dry
I'Oic matter in suspon-

in 100,000 porta by
l(ht of the liquid.

Ds. Playfaih’s Scale.

3 grainaof mineral matter
•u suspension in a gallon.

2 grains of organic matter
n suspension in a gallon.

It grain of organic carbon
in solution in a gallon.

'|)00 parts.

j

part by weight of or- grain of organic nitro-
c nitrogen in solution gen in a gallon.
•0,000 parts.

that produceJ by adding 1
part by weight of dry caustic
soda to 1 ,000 parts by weight
of distilled water.

It 13 proposed also to prohibit tho discharge
into any stream, of such manufacturing waste
products as will raise, whether in suspension or

solution, the foreign matters iu the water of the
stream to the extent of five grains in the

gallon, provided that the water so polluted is

nob taken for examination from any part of

the stream (and in the case of a tidal stream
at low tide), at a less distance below the place

of discharge than tho breadth of the stream
opposite to it, and at no greater distance than

twice tho breadth of tho stream at tho place

of discharge. This last precaution, of pro-

hibiting the discharge into a stream of such

refuse as would raise the foreign matters in

the stream itself to five grains in the gallon,

is an addition of Dr. Playfair’s to “catch the

stream itself,” for tho other standards merely
catch the drains going into the stream. “ I want
tocatchtho stream, and see that the stream itself,

as an additional precaution, is not polluted

by a number of drains going into it.” And as

to the precaution oftaking the water for exami-

nation from within and without certain pre.

scribed distances from the outfall of a drain,

as described above, tho object is to prevent

tho sample intended to be analysed being taken

too near tho dram’s mouth
;
and so not indi-

cating fairly the state of the bulk of tho stream

water for some short distance below the

point at which the impurity is discharged into

it. It appears that it is a practice at many
works to discharge during the day very fair

waste water iuto the stream, and then when
nobody is watching at night to flush down a

great quantity of impurities
5
hut by adopting

this additional precaution that practice would bo
discovered, and the manufacturer held account-

able. None of these standards represent per-

fect purity at all j they only represent a much
greater purity than is attained now.

Dr. Lyon Playfair is a director of Young’s

paraffine oil works at West Calder and at Bath-

gate, in Scotland, and he confesses to the com-

mittee that he is himself a great polluter of

sti'eams. But he wants to see the prohibition

carried out which affects the pollution from this

very manufacture, which is the most difficult of

all to grapple with. “I think that if you force

US to purify the water which we discharge

fouled in this way, before long wo shall find

efficient modes of doing it. At the present

moment we have not efficient modes of doing it,

and yet as one of the largest polluters of water

in tho kingdom from this very thing, I advocate

that you should make me purify the water
'

before I discharge it.” It is a curious proof of

the want of law and order amongst manufac-

turers that Government should be appealed to in

this manner. One would at first suppose that a
director of one of the largest manufacturing
works in the kingdom, who should acknowledge
that he is himself a great polluter of streams,

would put a stop to it at his own works, and wo
may well suppose ho would do so if his were the

only case to be de.ilt with ; but he wants a
general law to be enacted which shall compel
those who are reluctant to assist in the public

welfare.

When large quantities of water are required

in manufacturing operations, it is usually taken
from tho stream immediately above tho works,
and returned to it immediately below them.
From the bad state of tho law at present, with
regard to pollution, any man may have a pure
stream fouled by works being built above him,
and very often water is sent down fouled to the
extent of these standards, or nearly so, and tho
manufacturer has to commence by a purifying
process before he can use the water for his own
works. If the law of pollution were rendered
general, he would save the enormous amount of
reservoir room which he now requires to purify

the water which other people have fouled, and
which he must purify before he can use it.

Dr. Playfair believes that if the manufacturers
were compelled to follow these standards, they
would find, as in the Alkali Act, that they would
in a very short time exclaim against their being
too light, and not against their being too severe,

but ho thinks that at present, until the manu.
facturors see that great advantages to themselves
will accrue by purifying the rivers, it is desirable

not to be too extreme in the first instance. As
to the Alkali Act, which was at first much op-

posed by the manufacturers, he believes there is

not a manufacturer now in the kingdom who
does not remove the muriatic acid (one of the
chief sources of pollution of the atmosphere
formerly from the alkali manufacture) to a
greater extent than the Act requires, aad who
does not find it to his own profit to do so. And
he believes it will bo the same in the pollution of

rivers; it may not always be a direct economy,
but it will be an indirect one, giving the manu-
facturer security that the people below him on
the stream will not prosecute him for a nuisance,

and that the people above him will be obliged to

purify the water before it reaches him.

Dr. Frankland states to the Committee, that>

as one of tho Bivers Pollution Commission, and
having now been engaged in this inquiry for five

years, the chief causes of the pollution of rivers

in England and Scotland are, first, the casting

in of solid rubbish of all kinds. The Commis-
sioners found that the watercourses generally iu

the kingdom are made use of to carry away
worthless stuff, which would bo otherwise

expensive to get rid of, or to cart away to waste
land. This is cast into the stream, and in time

of flood is washed down into the lower and stiller

reaches, and there it silts up the river, raises

the bed, and iu many cases causes the flooding

of the adjoining lands. The second cause ia

the discharge of the sewage of towns into rivers.

That is a liquid somewhat peculiar, although

not differing very essentially from the discharge

from some manufactories. Then comes, in the

third place, tho refuse from manufactories of

various kinds, some similar to sewage, others

differing from it in their qualities. Fourthly,

and lastly, there is mining refuse, which spoils

completely for fish, and also for human use, and

for agricultural purposes, many rivers in the

mining districts. The Commissioners have in-

vestigated every river basin where pollution to

any considerable extent has already taken

place, and they have had abundant evidence

that the evil is very great at present, and that

it is rapidly increasing both in quantity and in
intensity.

In the town of Birmingham at present,

General Scott’s process (throwing down the

solid matters in suspension with quick lime, and
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converting tlio solid residue into cement) is

purtially applied to the sewage, and the effluent

•water is discharged into the River Tame ; but,

as the process does not much affect the matters

in solution in the sewage water, the river is still

highly polluted. It is necessary to take out the

matters in solution, either by irrigation, or

by intermittent filtration through the soil.

With regard to the manufacturers, Dr. Frank-

land states that the Commissioners have iu all

cases indicated how each specific form of pollu-

tion may be obviated and got rid of in a manner
which shall not be unreasonably expensive to

the manufacturers, and in moat cases not expen-

sive at alt, but profitable, be believes. This is

an entirely new subject, and it cannot be paid

attention to fur the next few years without new
discoveries in the direction of better purification

being made, which would enable a manufacturer

at less cost, and, in most cases, at greater profit

to himself, aud with a smaller amount of plant,

to do a greater amount of work in the way of

purification. One may reasonably hope for that,

says Dr. Frankland, as soon as the attention of

manufacturers is directed to purification. “At
present, they care uothing about it, but send

the 'water into the stream just to suit their own
convenience, without turning their attention at

all to this subject of purification.”

ilr. J. C. Stoveiisou, II. P,, representing the

views of the alkali manufacturers, says, in

answer to the question,

—

“ What is the colouring matter which consti-

tutes the manufacturers’ objection to the third

test [as given above, it is the fifth] ?—A. It is

of a brownish colour.

Q. Would that be a very poisonous solution ?

—A. Undiluted, it would bo a strung acid

solution.

Q. As you pour it into the river, would it be
poisonous ?—A. In point of fact, it gets so

enormously diluted in the river into which we
pour it, that no evil comes from it.

Q. It is not diluted, is it, when it passes from
the manufactory ?—A. No, it is diluted from the

volume of the stream.”

No comment is needed on such evidence as

this to show the enormity of the practice.

One of the objections of the manufacturers is

that they ought not to bo obliged to employ a
patent process iu order to comply with the

requirements of an Act of Parliament, and that

seems a very reasonable objection. There are

only a few known processes by which the refuse

of alkali works can bo pnribed, and they arc

patented; there are indeed only two in use.

Now it would seem that patents for inventions

of a character beneficial to the public health

ought not to be granted, and yet encouragement
of a money value to inventors is necessary.

Could theie then be any more legitimate object

of ailinisU’y than to encourage these inventions

by setting aside a sufficient sum out of the

national revonoe for this purpose, or to buy up
aud make free to the public any patent already

taken out by an individual at hia own expense,

the patent being one of recognised value, as

those above-mentioned are, on the authority of

Dr. Edward Frankland, one of the Rivers
Pollution Commission ?

Hr. Richard Nickuls represents the tanning

trade of Leeds, where there are, within the

borough, twenty-six large tanyards, employing
2,100 hands. By-the-bye, how suggestive of

human machinery, merely, is this word “hands,”
when used in this sense, and how strongly,

though unwittingly, it shows the actual relations

that exist between the master and the people

who work for him !

Mr. John Botter'll represents the dyeing

trade, and both these v^•itt!esse8 advise that the

refuse should be run into the sewers, and be
dealt with by the corporate body, there being no
room sufficient for the purpose on the premises
of the works

;
and this view is supported by Dr.

Frankland, who says that, in cases where the

manufacturers are so situated as to be unable to

perform the process of purification themselves,

it should be undertaken by the communities in

which they live, aud that surely some arrange-
ment could be arrived at between the munici-
pality and the individual manufacturer, by which
that could be done. The manufacturer might
contribute a little more to the rates if needed.
With the exception of galvanising works, tin-

plate works, and wiie-drawing, there are no
manufactures carried on in this country from
which such portion of the discharges as would
be polluting under the suggested standards could
not be admitted into the sewers of the town to

be treated at the outfall along with the sewage.

And this witness, having heard all the object

tions which 'were stated to the Committee, some
of which are given above, says he has heard no
objection that he Las not repeatedly heard pre-

viously from manufacturers; but he thinks there

are very few manufacturers in the country who
understand what these standards really require

them to do
;

what amount of purification is

required. They look upon them as very much
more stringent than they are. They are really

very lax, and could be complied -with in most
cases with very great facility. If the manufac-
turer bond fide desires to prevent pollution, he

has no difficulty in complying with these stand-

ards; but he has difficulty if he only wants to

make believe that he is preventing pollution.

There are sometimes, for instance, attached to

works, small catch-pits, that pretend to be puri-

fying the liquid from those works; but the

liquid flows out of such little catch-pits just in

the same condition that it enters them,—it is

only a pretence of purification.

Mr. William Crookes, F.R.S., gives his evidence

to the effect that he would make the standards
“ elastic,” varying them to suit circumstances;
and Dr. Frankland agrees with him so far as

that it is desirable that the Local Government
Board should have power to exempt, for a certain

length of time, at all events, manufacturers who
are situated, perhaps, in some very unfavourable

locality for carrying out the provisions of the

Act
;
but not that elasticity should be given in

the standards. He does not see how the

standards could be made elastic and effective

at the same time.

The minutes of evidence upon which the third

report of the Rivers Pollution Commission was
based has also recently been issued. The Com-
missioners addressed questions to the manu-
facturers and traders which were intended to

help them in framing their report, some of which
only were answered. One of them was whether
the manufacturers had any suggestions to offer

as to the best means of avoiding pollution in

future, and as to the conservancy of rivers and
streams. It is curious to observe the chorus of

their answers to these very civil questions. “No
suggestions to offer as to the best means of

avoiding pollution iu future,” and “No sug-

gestions to offer as to the conservancy of rivers

and streams.” And these are the very people

who could have offered valuable suggestions on

both these questions, and would have done so if

they had had any public spirit at all
;
but selfish-

ness possesses them.

MOTTOES ON MASONRY.
The custom of inscribing legends upon houses

appears to have been most in vogue in the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries. We are not

without many instances of earlier and later

dates, but the great bulk of examples left to us

belong to Tudor and Stuart times.

In the days of Sir Christopher Wren, v,-e may
assume, they were beginning to be removed

;

for, in his “ Parentalia,” he quotes a particular

motto as a thing of the past. This was” tl’r-

UI.MBCS SVl’EKEST C'CEL.< DUCE PH-ESCIUS,” which,

with the family crest,—a wren and coat,— stood,

he says, in the south-west window of the lodging

at the north-west corner of the inner cloister at

Windsor College, in the year 1C33, “having stood

there,” he computes, “full 116 years, viz., from

April, 1527, in which year and month Geoffrey

Wren died, after he had been canon of the said

chapel twelve years.” The fashion for Classic

art so freely followed in his day led to the

obliteration of many more important features

in old works than inscriptions, we know.
Many of the mottoes we find on ancient

masonry in this kingdom belong to the heraldic

insignia of the owners of the property
;
but not

all. Some inscriptions are simple statements of

proprietary interest, such as that which occurs

above a window on Dalston Hall, Cumberland,
which runs thus :

—“ John Dalstou Elsabet wiphe
mad ys hyldyng.” Others combine the pride of

proprietorship with a sense of the aid to remem-
bi-anco furnished by rhyme, as in the inscription

on the grey old manor-house of Hewthwaite,
near Cockermouth, in the same county, which
says:

—

“ John Swynbnm, Esquire, and Elizabeth, his wj-fe,

Did make cost of ibis work in the dales of tber Jjfe.

Ano Dom 15S1, Ano Reg 23.”

The pleasant jingle of “wife” and “life” had
charms for many builders in those times, for it

occurs on several buildings. An old Devonshire

merchant intending to build an almshouse with

,
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a portion of his gains, in 1519, possibly had th J

same rhyming sounds in hia mind when, lik:

Johu Swynburn, esquire, he “ did make cost c.j

this work ”
; but, before his scheme was accom

plished, there was cause for another couplet d-

a diffeient character, and which, we must
conclude, was composed by another hand :— • •

‘‘ John Waldron, merchant, Eichoard, hia wifo,

Builded thia house in tyme of their lyfe.

At such time aa the walls were Iburtyne foote Lye, ij

Ue deiiarded this worlde, even the eiglityatlie of Julyt-l

A.D. 1519.” f

Other inscriptions, again, aro admomtoryl
There is one on the front of an almshouse si

Leominster, beneath a figure of a man wit

an axe, of this kind :

—

“ He that gives away all before he is dead,
Let 'em take this Hatchet, aud knock him on ye head;.!

There is a curious example of a disputatioliil

legend over the door of a house iu GalligatHj

Hexham :— ^

“ Reason doth wonder, but faith he tell ca'n

That a maid was a mother, aud God was a man.
Let Reason look down, and Faith see the wonder; I

For Faith sees above, and Reason sees under.
(

Reason doth wonder what by Scripture is meant,
Which saith that Christ’s Body is our Sacrament ; )

That our bread is bis body, and our drink is his bloodii

Which cauuot by Reason be well understood;
For Faith sees above, aud Reason below, i

For Faith can see more than reason doth know.” '

Somersetshire has an example with a Shaksl.

perian curse in it. It occurs upon an almshoufl;

at Minehead, in conjunction with a represenfik'

cion of a ship, and the short and frequent motfiii

“ God’s Providence is my inheritance.” It sajji

severely and precisely :

—

“ Robert Quirk built this House, Anno 1030, .

and doth give it to the use of the poore of this parislfiiji

forever. And for better maintenance i

I do give my two inner collars at the inner end of 1

the Key, aud cursed be that man that shall
|

convert it to any other uso than to the use of I

the pooro. 1030.”
|

Like the Cumberland legends we have quotst

this inscription partakes of the character of 3

statement. It is one of the most frequeu

description, and similar testimonies are to II

found on many a sun-baked old almshouse (i

unpretending ancient school-house in out-of-thtl

way places, down to a late period. On the riv4

Coquet, at Warkworth, for instance, just aftt)

you have crossed the bridge and passed throogtil

the old gateway, defending the steep, wide street

between the water and the castle, you will see:
i

square grey old house. Over oue of the window:!

there is a high lintel, '\>’ith this sentence inoiee:'

upon it :
—“ In 1736 Mr. George Lawso”, GlostC'l

Hill, built this house and gave it to the town feh

a school house.” In eai-lier times there 'wasitl

blending of piety, and sometimes loyaity, in tlr

wording of similar notifications of charity tbti

renders them more interesting. On the front Cl

the Bridewell at Aylsham, Norfolk, the olj

founder caused to be inscribed those words :-^-l

“ God save cure suppreme kyng Henry Ihe Hyght. J:

Pray fur the good prospery te and asstate of Roberd t

Marshum and Jone his wyfe, the wicbo this lioaaei

they caweed to be made to tbo honor of tho towns’ll,

be thir gwyck lyves lines. 1543,

Here is another inscription with a supplicatiati

in it. It occurs on a strong and large squarit

tower, built by one of the ancient Percies withib

the walls of Hulne Abbey, on the wooded baub

of the Alne, in Northumberland :

—

" In the year of Crist Ihu MCCCCLSXXTIII,
Thia towr was biided by Sir Henry I’ercy,

The fourth Earl of Sorihumberlaud, of great honoil

and worth,
That espoused Maud, the good lady full of vertne «n>

beauty.
Daughter to Sir William Harbirt, noble and hardy, ,

Erie of Pembroke, whose soulis God save,
^

And with His grace consurve the builder of this tower .

:

It would not be difficult to guess who composect

this inscription. There is a document extant,;

among the accounts of the Earl’s receiver o

rente and revenues, stating the expense oi'

building this tower, in which it is set forth tbatf

the prior of the house of the Carmelite Brethrei

within the park of Hulne, received lOh 63. 4d,

for cartage and a portion of the materials for ib

Were these lines a gruteful tribute from th(

prior, or were they a specimen of the scholar'',

ship of one of the monks whose grave-slabs now

lie so peacefully among the ivy and mosses anc

ferns in the ruined priory close by ?

The later the inscription, aa a rule, the lighter

its tone. In tho heart of London, in St

Martin’s-le-Grand, is a row of large, lofty browr

brick houses, of the Harley-street and Baken

street tj-pe. Two or more of them are nov

thrown into one to form an hotel. Between tbo^

first and second floors of one of these Georg^'

town.mansions is a large panel, wreathed witl
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i^oliage and surmounted by a bull. On the panel
i are incised this astonishing narrative and amus-
; ing reflection ;

—

*' Milo, the Cretooian,
An ox slew nith his fist,

And ate it up at one meal

;

Te gods, what a glorious twist.”

:i! Lighter still is a later inscription, said to be
U3eeu on a slab built into the middle cottage in a
irow erected by the artist of the cork model of
liSalisbury Cathedral exhibited at Brompton in
ai862

1
” Perseverance, cork, and glue

,
Built these cottages you view.
See what these three things can do.

IS hundred aud 132.”

fj This is altogether removed from the dignity
ind poetry of ancient inscriptions. It reminds
18 of the comic ctterances of Dutch wits on the
:ateways into their Dutch gardens,—“Not so
lad,” “Jolly enough,” “Pleasure and ease,”
‘The flesh-pots of Egypt,” &c.
The chief centre of ancient inscriptions, now-

i-days, is Edinburgh. Many of our readers will
all to mind that William Chambers accredits
me of the oldest legends, on one of the oldest
looses, “He yt tholis overcvmmis,” with the
ncouragement that enabled him to persevere in
lis wonderful industry and self-exaction. Bobert
Chambers, too, describes several of the old
aansions bearing mottoes in his “Traditions of
lidinburgh,” for the sake of the former residents
a them

;
and in an essay on “ General luvita-

ious ” he quotes a motto upon another as a
nide to the way with which such inhospitable
omplimeuts should be viewed, “ Tecum Habita.”
Jthoiigh many examples have been removed in
aite recent times, the regal city has, perhaps,
wenty or thirty left for us to admire. When the
oases upon which they occur have been the
5wn mansions of Scottish nobles, the mottoes
re generally those belonging to the heraldic
Barings of their former owners

;
but when tbo

welliugs have been erected by prosperous mer-
bante, or other devout builders, the legends are
enerally taken from the Scriptures. “ Blessit
e ye Lord for all his gifts, 1578,” was to bo
lad on a house in High-street, not long since
i.ken down. "In the is al my traist, 1569,” is
'ill to be seen over a doorway in the Old Bank-
ose. On the famous bank that gave its name
> the dim close was the legend “ Sj^es altera
itce but this building was taken down in
83-1..^ In Lady Stair’s-close there is a goodly
lansiou with initials and date 1622 appended to
lis text :

“ Pear the Lord and depart from
dll.” In Blackfriars-wynd there are three
atin inscriptions: “Fax viirantibics,” “ Salux
‘eantibus” and “ Miserere mci Deus.” On John
nox’s house, in the Netberbow, there is a free
mdering of the golden rule, in the vernacular :

LVFE • GOD ABVI'E ‘ AL ' AND ‘ YI * NYCHTBOOE
a] • YI • SELF.” On the mansion of the Sempei
mily in Sempel-olose, over the entrance of the
aircaso turret, is inscribed a pious ejacnlation,
Praised be the Lord my God, my strength, and
y Redeemer, Anno Dom. 1638,” besides over
lotber doorway, “ Secies marret optima cccla.”
pother mansion, in an alley, is ornamented
ith a device :—A cock oil a trumpet, with the
ord “ Viyilantibus,” aud date, 1633. The
qmrer, indeed, looking for ancient inscriptions
this ancient city, must be prepared to seek
em in the narrowest closes and wynds and
her hidden nooks. The spacious modern
reets have not a single example indicative of
ly lingering of the old appreciation of them,
he latest date we have observed occurs on a

I ibled house near the old oorn-market—1675
l ith the motto, “ Fear God, Honor the King.”

'

k If London over possessed the same number of
I
scriptions, the hand of the destroyer has gone

: ore rapidly to work in the metropolis than in
) .6 Scottish capitol. But, as wo have seen, the
I istom has not been so speedily forgotten in the
ibutb as in the North. There is one motto,
t iwever, that may be almost claimed for London’
» >w that Kilburn is stretching out and up to

^
ampstead in one light and leafy suburb, that

D IS somewhat of a Scottish resonance. It occurs
I I one of the detached houses that appear to
t istlo in the tall elms and poplars by which
i ey are screened in West-end-lane, which line
1 communication connects those once distant
rllages. It is associated with a coat of arms
3 le 80 many others, and runs,—“ F«rt 7i, fortune
i id fill the fetters.” In other words, it advises
L

I that the ill use of fortune fills the prison,
r aoient examples are scattered all over England.
1 avonsbire has several

; Lancashire is not°desti-
fce. One of the half-timbered Elizabethan

mansions in the neighbourhood of Manchester is

chosen as a family record, thus :
—“ This house

was builded in the year of our lord God 1557 by
Miriam Brereton Knight whom maryed Margaret
daughter and heare of Willyam Handforth of

Handforthe Chause and bad issue 6 sonnes and
two daughters.” Yorkshire can point to Foun-
tains Hall, built out of the ruins of the abbey in

1611, which has, with the crests of Sir Stephen
Procter and his lady, the motto,—“ Rien trovarit

gaineray tout.”

We can quote a Scottish provincial example.
It is to be seen on Branxholme Hall, the scat of
Sir Walter Scot, of Branxholme, Knight, and
Margaret Douglas, and is dated 1571 :

—

“ la • varld is ’ Docht
Nature • hes • vrought.
Yat • sal • lest ' ay •

Thcrlbre serve • God •

Keip • veil • ye • rod •

TUy • lame • sal • noekt ' dekay, ”

It is difficnlt to trace the custom to its source.
The Jews, we know, were told to write their laws
upon their doorposts : consequently we are not
surprised that they still write the name of God
upon them, aud we might be content to consider
them the originators of the fashion but for the
circumstance that the Mahometans in Egypt
have the same practice. Their doorways, eu.
riched with arabesque ornament, and of the
horsesboe-arch form, are often inscribed, in

Arabic, “ God is the Creator and the Eternal,”
or with passages out of the Koran. The Assy-
rians placed inscriptions overmost of their works
of art. The Egyptians availed themselves of
them. In fine, we must go a long way up the
stream of time to como to the authors of the
first mottoes on masonrj'.

Not only did the ancient Romans use them as
a matter of course, to welcome strangers, to bid
them beware of the dog, and wish them fare-

well, but the modern Italians seized the oppor-
tunity they gave to convey advice, or make re-

flexions, permanently. There are many examples
in Italy. One occurs over the doorway of a
fine palace in Perugia :

—
" qv.E ignobas tace.”

In one of John Stirling’s letters to his great
friend, Thomas Carlyle, there is this account of
the house of the grandest of French essayists
“ Of my expedition to Montaigne’s old house I

cannot say much, for I indited notes thereof for
my own use, and also wrote something about it

to Mr. Dunn, which is as much as the old walls
would well bear. It is truly an interesting
place, for it does not seem as if a stone had been
touched since Montaigne’s timej though his
house is still inhabited, and the apartment that
he describes in the ‘ Hssai dcs Trois Commerces’
might, barring the evident antiquity, have been
built yesterday to realise his account. The
rafters of the room which was his library have
still his inscriptions on their lower faces; all

very characteristic
;
many from Ecclesiastes.”

Thus we find, at least, a phase of the custom in

the South of France. Neither M. VioUet-le-Duc,
nor any other French antiquary, so far as we are
aware, mentions inscriptions. Further inquiries

would, doubtless, lead to many interesting dis-

coveries, both in this region and elsewhere. Our
present notes are but an additional instalment
of information on the subject, given in these
columns in 1868, and at other times.

NOTES ON FOREIGN PUBLIC WORKS.
A GOOD deal of interesting information with

regard to this subject is contained in several
Foreign Office reports which have just been
issued, and from which we condense the most
salient features for the benefit of our readers.
Commencing with Germany, we note that, in
connexion with a new harbour which is being
constructed at Cuxhaveu, the works are being
vigorously pushed forward. The capital of the
company which is undertaking the work has, it

is mentioned, been chiefly subscribed in London
and Berlin; but the Municipal Council of Ham-
burg, although it granted the necessary land,
declined to vote the annual subsidy of 9,0001.
for twenty years, which originally formed an
attractive feature in the programme. The en-
gineer of the works is Mr. A. Giles, under
whose superintendence they are being carried
out. The new hai-bour will be 1,590 ft. in
diameter, and svill contain two solid jetties, each
400 ft. long and 100 ft. wide, and one pontoon
about 300 ft. long, and 80 ft. wide. The depth
will be 20 ft. under the ordinary low-water line
on the tide-gauge at Cuxhaven, and 32 ft. below
the high-water line. A proposed lai'ge inner dock,

2,000 ft. long and 670 ft. wide, will be connected
with the tidal harbour by a lock 400 ft. long and
66 ft. wide. This dock will bo kept to a depth
of 17 ft. below the low-water mark. The new
bai'bour will bo constnicted so as to be ice-free,
and accessible at all times of the tide to the
largest vessels afloat; and tho tidal dock, which
will have an area of about 45 acres, will be pro-
vided with dry docks, large warehouses, and all
needful appliances. With regard to public works
in Hamburg, we learn that one of the greatest
wants of this town for many years, was that of
quays aud docks for the loading aud discharge
of vessels. A new quay, therefore, called the
Kaiser, has been constructed, and has been found
exceedingly useful to shipping generally. A
company has also been lately formed in Ham-
burg for tho construction of extensive docks
and warehouses at Steinwarden for the use of
sailing vessels, but the project has made little
progress as yet, owing mainly to the difficulties
which have arisen from the uusatisfactorv nature
of the soil. From Bremen we also learn that
public works there of various descriptions are
being actively carried out. Important amongst
these is the erection of a large central railway-
terminus, the building operations in connexion
with which are being very vigorously pushed
forward, but it is not expected that the work will
be completed before two years have elapsed. An
English company has constructed large new
waterworks in Bremen, which are intended to
improve and facilitate the water supply of the
city. A new bridge across the Weser—the third
of its kind—which is intended to connect more
closely the commercial quarters of Bremen, is
being constructed, and will be finished, accord-
ing to anticipations, in about two years. The
construction of a wide street leading from the
new bridge to the central railway terminus, is

being at the same time carried out by a private
company. In addition to these important works
at Bremen, there is being built an extensive
structure for a higher class public school, while
the erection of several other publio buildings is
projected

;
but it is feared that the state of the

public finances will not allow of such projects
being caiTied out just yet. Railway \\’ork3 are
also extensive here, aud are being energetically
pushed forward to completion. Wiat is termed
the Paris-Hamburg Railway is finished, with
the exception of tho portion between Bremen
and Hamburg, which it is hoped will be com-
pleted by the end of the present year. This
line is a very important one, aud will shorten the
distance between Hamburg and Bremen by
about nine hours, and the distance between
these two cities and London or Paris by several
hours. Other important lines have been or are
being constructed. Tho railway from Cuxhaven
to Stade, built by the Prussian Goverument, has
been entirely laid oat, and the woi’ks have been,
commenced by the Cuxhaveu Railway, Steam,
ship, and Harbour Company.
Tho next report to which we shall briefly

give attention, refers to Genoa (Italy), whence
we learn that public works during tho. past
year have not been particularly active. The
exceptionally bad weather which prevailed there
greatly impeded all building and out-door work

;

but it is stated that too little attention is given
by the authorities to the question of public
works, and that instead of progressing they are
rather retrograding in this respect. A new line
of railway is being constructed fi-om Savona to
Turin, but it has advanced very little

; while a
new line from Sestri to Spezia, which was to
have been opened in June last, has been de-
layed in construction by the Government till

the end of the preseut year, aud it is stated that
it cannot be finished even by this time. In fact,

public works in Genoa seem to have had rather
a bad time of it during the past year. A great
quantity of money has been, and is being, ex-
pended on so-called improvements and cmbel-
liehments of doubtful taste and questionable
utility,..whereaB little or nothing of practical use
is done to meet wants which are absolutely
pressing. The three principal wants of Genoa
are described as quay-room, additional ware-
houses, and easy communication with the in-
tenor, requirements to satisfy which little or
nothing is being done, or even proposed. Turn-
ing, however, to the report which refers ta
several places in Russia, it is satisfactory to
find that a healthier state of things prevails
with regard to public works. The construction
of new railways is an important feature of such
undertakings. A new line (extending a distance
of 130 miles), from Nicolaieff to Znamenka, has
been completed, and without any difficulty as
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tunnels find bridges, as the ground was very

advantageous for the purpose. Other new lines

!Uij also projected in this part of the country.

Tlie municipality of Nicolaiefi aro interested at

piesent in the construction of new docks and
•v^lIarfs, and designs have been prepared for the

I)iirpose, but unfortunately the want of sufficient

lands will not even admit of the work being
commenced. House-building has been carried

on with much greater activity at Nicolaiefi of

late years, and the appearance of the place,

architecturally speaking, has been considerably

improved. The scarcity of hands, however, in.

creased wages, and the dearness of materials

naturally make the work costly, and assist in

keeping up high rents. From another Hussian
port (Poti), we learn that extensive harbour
works, which were commenced there some years

since under the direction of a Russian military

engineer, have proved a complete failure, after

an expenditure of more than 1,000,000 ra. A
new railway between Poti and Tiflis has been
recently opened, but no tunnel having been
made uuder|the mountain of Surbam, andtbepaas
over the mountain being considered dangerous,

the passengers are obliged to cross in diligences,

and to pay an extra charge. The distance is

about eighteen miles. It is the intention of the

company to make a tunnel. It is stated with

respect to Poti, that the climate is of the worst
kind

;
that fevers prevail all the year roxmd

;
and

that the houses, which are all mado of wood,
si and on wooden pillars over a marshy ground.
They are very low, cold, damp, and uncomfort-

able, generally speaking. With regard to Tag-
anrog (another Russian port), we find that

nothing novel in resj^ect to public works was
undertaken there during the past year. A new
mole is being constructed, but little progress

was made with it, owing, it appears, to a tem-
porary inadequacy of funds. The main railway
lines connected with this place are completed

;

while a new line, which will put Taganrog in

connexion with the Caucasian possessions and the
Caspian, is to be taking in band immediately, and
will necessitate a large importation of railway
materials. Building operations have been very
active here, and large ranges of warehouses and
commercial premises have been erected.

We have next to tnm our attention to Spain.
The report referring to Corunna states that with
regard to public works there is a sad want of

local enterprise. There is indeed very little

activity with regard to building or to improve-
ments of that character

;
while as to the roads,

it is stated that they are in a very bad coudi.

tion, and are continually getting worse, owing
to the total absence of repairs from want of

funds. Travelling thus becomes a work of con-

siclerable difficulty. From a second Spanish
port, however (Palma), we get better news.
Here public improvements are carried out with
commendable perseverance. A fine building for

tbo Balearic bank is being constructed, and
many new houses of an improved stylo have
been built, which are entirely changing the
character of the city, and for the better. Old
naiTOw streets, too, have been widened, and
given place to convenient and respectable
thoroughfares. A project was mooted some time
since for extending the port of Palma, but it has
not yet received _the necessary sanction of the

Cortes. A new railway is also projected from
Palma to Inca, and the preliminary works are

l.>eiDg proceeded with, the company having been
fully formed and the required capital subscribed.

The water-supply of Palma is snsceptible of
improvement, and it is mentioned that a good
field of enterprise is open for providing the
inhabitants with an adequate supply of water.

They are at present dependent upon wells and
tanks, which for the moat part become dry in

the summer.
As a rule we do not hear much of the public

works of Morocco, and consequently some infor-

mation upon this subject may not bo unaccept-
able. From Tangier we learn that the cuetum-
house there, which for some time past has not
been sufficiently commodious, has recently been
enlarged, an extensive and commodious ware-
liouse having been added to the buildings pre-
viously existing. The great desideratum, how-
ever, of the port of Tangier is a mule, there
being no kind of pier or landing-stage either for
goods or passengers. The remains of an old
mole, which was destroyed by the English when
evacuating Tangier in the year 1683, are still

visible at low tide, and serve partly as a break-
water. It was proposed shortly after the ter-
mination of the late war between Spain and
Morocco to construct a new mole, and the con-

sent of the Sultan was obtained for the purpose
by her Majesty’s representative

;
but the project

unfortunately fell through, owing to the oppo-

sition of foreign representatives.

HOUSE-BUILDING AND THE CENSUS.
The fact tliat the population of England and

"Wales has been constantly increasing ever since

the first census was taken, in the year 1801,

and that there appears every reason to believe

that it will continue to increase for many years

to come, is one which cannot fail to possess

a peculiar interest for the architect and the

builder. For as wo may have to house
two and a half to three millions more people

every coming ten years than in the ten years

preceding, our builders and architects must
provide us with a proportionate increase of

houses or dwelling accommodation. And this,

it must be understood, is quite independent not
only of all uninhabited edifices, including shops,

workshops, factories, and public buildings, but
also of the large number of dwellings which
must be erected in order to replace those which
have become untenantable through age and
other causes.

In the following lines wo purpose to collect

from official and other sources * some of the

principal facts and figures hearing upon this

subject, so that, by reviewing what is actually

known to have occurred in the past, we may
arrive at some general idea of what may be
expected in the future. It must not bo for-

gotten that wo are not about to deal with every
kind of building that is erected, but exclusively

with houses and buildings in which persons are

domiciled. In the eight censuses which have
been taken in this country, large classes of

edifices have been entirely ignored. No account

whatever baa been taken of churches, chapels,

schoolhouses, warehouses, factories, shops, work-
shops, or public balls or other edifices, except in

those cases where persons have been found
residing and sleeping on the premises.

At the first census, in 1801, there were
1,633,399 houses standing in England and Wales,
of which there were 1,575,923 inhabited and
57,476 uninhabited. At the last census, in 1871,

the total number of houses standing was no less

than 4,520,462 (4,259,117 inhabited and 261,315
untenanted). Hence it appears that, in the
interval of seventy years, besides replacing all

the old houses that had become uninhabitable,

our builders had erected the astonishing number
of 2,887,063 new and additional houses. The
number of dwelling-houses, in fact, has been
very nearly trebled since the commencement of

the present century. Between 1801 and 1871
tbo population of England and Wales had
increased from 8,892,536 to 22,712,266 persons,

an addition of 13,819,730 to the inhabitants in

the seventy years, so that our builders have had
not only to keep up the requisite dwellings for

the original number of 8,892, 530 inhabitants, but
have had to erect additional houses sufficient to

accommodate an extra population of 13,819,730
which has since been added to

;
and, as a matter

of fact, the census returns show us that they
had actually provided 2,887,063 new houses for

this purpose. When we ask how "many houses
altogether have been built in England and
Wales during the seventy years 1801-1871,
including both the additional houses required by
the increased population and those which have
been erected in place of dwellings which have
been demolished on account of dilapidation, age,

fire, or railway, street, and other improvements,
we have first to inquire what is the average
length of time for which a house will stand.

This, however, is a question in which we are left

principally to conjecture. In the General
Report of the last census the Commissioners
assume that, taking all causes of demolition and
all classes of houses, from the palace to the
cottage, into account, their average duration or

“life" maybe roughly estimated at 100 years.

If this estimate be adopted, it follows that in

the seventy years from 1801 to 1871, seven-
tenths of the 1,633,399 dwellings in existence at
the beginning of the century have been rebuilt

or replaced. This would make the number of

houses rebuilt in that period 1,143,379. If we
add this to the additional houses (2,887,063)
erected within the same time, we find that the
total number of houses built in England and

* “The CcDsna of 1871: Vol. I., Area, Houses, and
Inhabitants," and "A Digest of the English Census. By
James Lewis, of the Registrar-General’s Department,
Somerset House.” London; Stanford. 1373.

Wales in the seventy years since 1801 i

4,030,442, or rather more than 4,000,000. If tli

average cost of erecting these houses, includin!

everything, from the most splendid palace to th

meanest cottage, be taken at 2501. apiece, 5

follows that, in the seventy years, upwards t

1.000.

000.000k (a thousand millions) have bee'

spent in England and Wales on bricks an
mortar, &c., in the way of dwelling-bousa

alone.

To arrive, however, at any adequate notion o

what we are doing at the present day, we mui

confine our attention to the changes which hav

taken place within the last few years. Takin

the period between the last two censuses, an
looking back as far as the year 1801 we fin

that between that year and 1871, the populatio

of England and Wales had increased fro:

20,066,224 to 22,712,266, showing an addition o

2,6-46,042 persons to the population within tl

ten years, and this was the number of person

for which the building interest bad to providi

additional dwelling accommodation in thr

period. The number of additional houses whio
w'ere built between 1861 and 1871, was 596,261

as there were 3,924,199 houses standing i

1861, and 4,520,462 in 1871. In addition 1

these, 596,263 new bouses, our builders had fl

replace those which had become untenantabi

during the ten years
;
and if we assume,

before, that this was at the average rate of 10 pi

cent., they had to rebuild 392, -420 houses, h
sides the 596,263 required by the increased pop:]

lation. Altogether, therefore, in England an
Wales, there have been 988.683 houses erects

between the years 1861 and 1871. This is veil

little short of a million houses erected with;

ten years. If the cost of these has averaged, i,

we assumed before, 2501. a-piece, it is clear thr

upwards of 220,000,000k have been expended c

the erection of dwelling-houses alone in th;

country, between 1861 and 1871.

The substance of what we have said abon

may be very briefly summed up as follows

We have built in England and Wales, in the wa;

of d'.v^elling-houses alone, upwards of one thov

sand millions’ worth of property, roughly speal

ing, since the year 1801
;
and within the t(

ycai-3 only between 1861 and 1871 we hat;

built dwelling-houses to the value of more thal

220.000.

000k sterling.

What, now, have our builders to do by ISS
when the next census is taken ? How mat:

dwelling-houses will they have to build? F'

how large an additional population will tbd

have to provide ? Is thero a prospect of tl

same rate of increase continuing till the en

of the present century ? All these and oth(

cognate questions we shall recur to ou anotht

occasion.

THE LAST OF THE “GAFFS,” AND A.

PASSING THOUGHT ABOUT IT.
.j

We suppose that we shall hardly be likely^

meet many objections to the dictum that if thd:

be anything more interesting to the world 3

large than the “works” of a great man.ibli

his j^t^rsonality, i.e., what sort of a man he wat

how he looked, what be did with himself all da

long, what his express money-earning professia

was, what sort of house he lived in and wha-

kind of neighbours he bad, what be saidtothei

and what they said to him, and, lastly, wifc

whom ho was on the most friendly and farailitf

terras. And if this bo matter of interest 8i

regards most great men, then is it special?

so of Shakspeare, whose place in the roll d

the greatest it is needless to refer to, but of lu

whereabouts and surroundings, theatrical ani

“ building ” surroundings and otherwise, it moft

be not a little curious to get a glimpse,

Siiakspeare himself defines it, the exhibition o

a faint resemblance. We some short time bad

endeavoured to do a little in this way by girinr

readers a “ section,”—a correct one, os w
believe,— of the famous Globe Theatre, as ii

existed in Shakspeare’s day, and as he bimseli

performed as an actor in it. We compared it

as far as is possible, with our great theatres

these improved and advanced days. We thu

tried to realise to ourselves, if not to otherd

some idea of the Theatre of Shakspeare, anc

the look of it, at the moment he performed on th
'

boards of it, and thus further to see, in a dim sor

of way, perhaps, what the immortal play-write-

himself did as an actor in it, and what he him

self was,—how he worked ;
in short, what sor

and manner of man he was. We are now again

led to the subject from tbe fact of some discol

veries mado by Mr. Halliwellas to the connexioe
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Shakapearo with tho Globe and Blackfriare
jatrea, and to the certainty, as proved by
eiiments still extant, of the great dramatist
iug a regular hired actor, and one of a regular
ompany” of playors. It is indeed most
eresting to know this for certain, and thus to
quite sure of a. fact here and there in the life

lono whoso way of life and personality must
itivate all English-speaking people all the
rid over. It is in some sort, too, a subject of
rohitectural” looking into aud curiosity, for
I London of Shakspeare’s day was as unlike
I London of the present day as any one thing
1 bo unlike another. How different the
ises, and tho rooms in them, and the streets !

1 worn prints give a little of this, but only a
le, and that little but dimly. There is indeed
; one way in which Shakspeare’s localities,

)itation, and playhouse can iu these days be
lised, in London at least, to those who long to
even a passing glimpse at them, and from
nee at him.
PT'o did, as wo have said, try to find a way to
and an entrance into the Globe Theatre in
8 way, and then contended that to do so no
nor theatre, as theatres now are, and most cer-
ily no major theatre, as Covent Garden, or
ary Lane, would or could avail;' for Shak-
are himself could never even have imagined
;h houses, or tho lighting up of them, or their
lienees, or their stages, or their actors. Com-
ed with his little Globe, the stage of Covent
rden is a vast palace, or a wide battle-field,

Garden of Paradise, as tho play might need
0 bo. And this being so, and none will cer.
ily dispute it who will make for themselves
section and plan ” of the Globe, we .must
d, as we then did, go lower down in the scale
hiugs, and wo found in the ” Gaff,” as it is

ed when talked about at all by the enlightened
ihe earth, a very and living counterpart and
ress spiritual likeness of the famous little

be or Blackfriars, with pretty nearly all its

'oundings, its needs, its actors, and its plays
n, and more than all, perhaps, its audience, its

•e door,—a something in theatrical life, by the
•,—and the veritablo back street in which its

oandlings ” found their way into its pit, may
;o stand all the time as in the open street
w. It maybe not a little difficult for the un.
iated in matters architectural to realise to
iiselves from mere geometrical drawings, the
apective of tho interiors of the Globe or the
ickfriars, or from thence tho streets of houses
which they were situated. But in the genuine
[f, as it exists at this day, this might be done
h no small an amount of vividness and truth-
less, and power of life-like reality. And this,

ides being a something in itsolf, and for its

1 sake, puts the man Shakspeare on the
jards” again, and we can thus see him as he
Ily was, and as he walked somewhat ill at
5 through life, and on his stage of it ! So
eront from the fashionable present, and yet
ike to some of the humbler phases of it. It
great thing to have proved beyond possibility

loubt or dispute any one thing or item in the

,
obscure as it was, as the world then went,

such a notable man as Shakspeare. All of
m when gathered together, from Stephens,
;e, Knight, and not a few others, up to Mr.
liwell, make up the proved life of Shakspearo,

, we can but feel rejoiced at it; but still it is

reat thing in the life of a great man the being
3 to get at the capacity in some way or other of
cing at him, and the precise circumstances in

ch ho was
;
and at the character of those

ut him, at liis business, such as it was, and
n at himself may be. That is the qnestion !

know that Shak.spearc I’ented a house, and to
sure of the dates of entering such house and
/ing it, to know the name of the landlord of
ind all down to the minutest particulars as
jstod by actual written and signed documents
lid indeed be valuable. Bat to be able to see
n dimly down the actual street, or one just
1 it, in which Shakspeare dwelt, to catch but
limpso of the house in which he lived, and
n thence at himself, going to and fro. To
ch sight of the Globe, or its counterpart, as
certainly can do, and its little stage, and to
iple that small stage with veritable actors,

ler difficulties and disabilities, as they in

ikspeare’s day, is surely a gain. Only for a
incut let us imagine tho Globe ” to be still

actual existence, and the narrow street in

ich it stood to be intact—buried in some
cure region of Loudon, out of the way of
iiprovements ” and embankments, absolutely
hing to be known of the poet but his portrait
I his “Book of Plays,” and the knowing that

ho was an “ actor ” by profession. What a reve-
lation it would needs be of him and his work to
but see the street aud the little play-house in
which he acted his strange part in tho battle of
life. And if in addition to this looking at the
natural street of dull, quaint, out-of-date houses,
and impossible theatre, we caught sight of actors
and audience not a littlo like to those with whom
he lived and worked, how this would realise to
Q3 the veritable man himself

; and take the
world, as by touch of magician’s wand, into the
very time and place itself, and well nigh into his
very presence ! And it was this that the Gaff
really did do. If tho acute reader will only
collect the curious but scanty notices which yet
exist of the Globe Theatre, and of the neighbour,
hood in which it was situated, and of the sort of
people who lived there, and who regularly fre-

quented the Globe, he will find out, to his no
small surprise, how tho past still runs into tho
present, and how we may yet with bodily eye
see into that dead past by looking into the often
despised present, neglected by all that is reputable
may be, but still there in living reality.

We should scarcely have ventured to say much,
if indeed anything, on tho final disappearance
of the last of the veritable “ Gaffs,” even with a
Shaksperian excuse for such, had it not been for
one or two things connected specially with it

not a little noteworthy and significant. It is to
be borne in mind always that as an idea dies
out, however it may have originated, and who-
ever may Lave been the author of it, it is com-
pelled by dint of sheer necessity to come down
lower and lower in the scale of things mundane.
The Gaff all may be sure is at the lowest point
at best, and the “house” gets to be shabbier
and shabbier, and dimmer and dimmer, and to
present to tho eyes of those used to the garish
lighting up of the fashionable theatre a nearer
aud nearer resemblance to the candle-lit Black-
friars ! Its audience gets more and more into
that primitive order which nature and not art
produces. In short, it is, if truth must be told,

of tho very roughest possible even in im-
proved London City. The consequences are
inevitable and certain,—tho whole thing collapses,
and comes to an end. More is tho pity ; for
there may be a aomething in it better worth the
keeping than the thing which replaces it. The
lost of the London Gaffs proper was that
known as the Garrick Theatre, Whitechapel.
It had been in its day a somewhat grand
and respectable place enough, so it is said.
But down it went, from some cause or other,
lower and lower into that abyss of poverty
from which there is no rising, as it would
seem. Down it went into ruin and dull shab-
biness, till, suddenly taken to by a company
of players, and got at once to be a “penny”
house, with all those surroundings which that
term implies. Indeed, it would be not a little

difficult to mako intelligible all that is implied
iu that magic word, penny. It serves to charac-
terise the audience, aud the said andience,
whatever it may be, get to be reflected on to the
stage, and actors, and we may well add the
scenery, and all else. A wonderful process, if

wo will but bring onrselves a little to think about
it, and ponder over it. For it is never to be
forgotten that, as are tho play and the actors,
so are the audience

j
and as are the audience,

so must be the play and the actors. Like to

like, even in these days, and in Sbakspeare’s.
Shakspeare’s Globe and Blackfriai-s are both
gone, that is certain, and so now is onr Gaff.
“ Improvement ” and more gas-burners are now-
adays everywhere, and they have overtaken our
little playhouse, and completely turned it topsy-
turvy, and into something else,—must we say it ?

into a right respectable minor theatre of a
certain sort. It is really quite orthodox. Its
queer antecedents stick to it a littlo awkwardly
at first, in spite of gas and new “ decoration,”
for the word “ Garrick ” being got rid of at once,
with tho dust of it, the Lord Chamberlain was
petitioned, so says the poster, to allow “ The
Royal Albert” to bo loyally substituted. But
this could not be. Another name had to be sub-
stitnted. Alas ! could but some few of the old
world’s “pilgrims” come to life again just to look
at things as they 'now are,—at improvements,
railway travelling, theatres, musical instru-
ments, orchestral bands, aud even new names of
places,—what would they say ? All was vanity,

that is certaiu, in their own day; now all is

gentility. How can such things ever be got
to harmonise together, as old-world usages and
modern outward mechanical surroundings ? And
yet, for another memory, did this rough abode
of the Muses,—rough and ragged, and full of*

discords as it was,—hold within it the germ at
least of a roally fine and magnificent dramatic
idea. We have touched on it before, and it

would need considerable space to do full justice
to it. We refer to the special and peculiar work
of the orchestra as accompanying tho action of
the play,—the tragic play, be it noticed, for the
play at a Gaff must needs bo tragic. Music to
accompany and go along with the action of the
play is common enough, as all know. The
snatches of “tunes” aud popular melodies
heard during the progress of a burlesque has
not only no analogy to it, but is, in fact, almost
its opposite. So, too, is opera, properly so
called, wherein the words of it are sung, the
music being set to tho words. All beautiful
enough in its own way, but here iu this odd and
unexpected place, where no mortal could ever
have thought or dreamed of its being, there
was, as we have said, a really fine thought, one,
indeed, which Beethoven himself almost tried
after, and had indeed every now and then in Ids
mind’s ear, but never realised. It is the
dramatic expression of an idea in music, i.e.,

by an orchestm, but without special reference
to the uiords of it, and while the uttered words
and action are going on simultaneously with it.

The idea is, likely enough, as old as the hills.

There are magnificent snatches of it in the
works of the great masters of musical drama
which some may call to mind, but the completed
and finished idea, great as it is, does not exist.

It is strange, indeed, that it should have found
utterance and a cadence in such a place, and
with such an audience,—but it was never lost

!

MELBOURNE, VICTORIA.
PUBLIC OFFICES.—TECHNOLOGICAL COMMISSION.

The Colonial Government, several months
ago, obtained the concurrence of the Parlia-
ment to a scheme for the erection of public
offices on the spacious and costly foundations
laid fifteen or sixteen years ago in the Treasury
reserve, at tho rear of the Treasury building.
Tho contemplated structure is intended to
accommodate the various departments of the
public service, which are at present scattered
over the eastern and western parts of the city,

—

vi2 ., the Public Works, the Crown Lands, the
Crown Law, the Mining, the Water Supply, and
the Treasury departments. The amount needful
for its construotion being provided for by the
Public Loan Act of last session, competitive
plans were called for. Tho designs having been
examined, the choice fell upon that of Mr.
M. Egan, Collins-street; Messrs. Fox & Oakden,
of Ballarat, obtaining the second premium of
1501. Some alterations of detail may probably
be made before tenders are invited. The now
offices, as designed by Mr. Egan, are a plain
barrack.like structure, with two wings of lower
height, and will be very much larger than the
Treasury buildings. They will face Welliugton-
parade, and stand directly behind the Treasury.
The fact that the new offices will stand close to
the Treasury and the Government Printing-
office, is said to have limited the architect in his
choice of style, and obliged him to propose a
group in keeping with the edifices named.
Therefore the style is Italian, of a plain cha-
racter. The offices will consist of four stories
high in the centre, and throe stories high at the
wings. The total length along the front is

375 ft.
;
tho depth of the wings, 150 ft.

;
the

depth of the middle pari, 75 ft. The basement
story will bo divided into storerooms for the
various departments, and accommodation will,

moreover, be provided for the Stores and Trans-
port branch of the public service. The internal
arrangements upon the floors above-ground may
be said to resemble, pretty closely, the arrange-
ments at the Treasury. Three large entrances
have been provided. The principal is in the
centre

;
the other two are in the wings. The

first-floor will be reached by four staircases,

—

namely, one staircase opposite each of the wing
entrances, and two opposite the main entrance.
The staircases from floor to floor will consist of
stone. The ground-flo-r will bo divided into
offices which the public will chiefly need to
frequent. The first-floor will contain the offices

of the Ministers, the permanent heads of depart-
ments, and the ’principal officers under them.
The second-floor has been allotted to clerical
staffs and draughtsmen. The clerical and tech-
nical branches of the Crown Lands department
are to occupy the rooms at the top of the middle
block. Two years will probably elapse before
the works are completed. As the new offices
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will be reared on the highest part of the Tree-

3ury garden, and as they will have a front over

100 yards long, and bo correspondingly lofty,

they will be decidedly more conspicuous than

oraate. At the same time, the present Treasury

will hide them from the view of persons in

Collina-street. As to the approach from Collins-

street, Mr. Egan has arranged matters in such a

way that the traffic will not be through the

gardens, lest they should be injured. He pro-

poa^fi to commence an embankment at the south

end of the Treasury, and extend it in the direc-

tion of the new offices. Another embankment

will be constructed along the front of the offices,

and advanced to meet the embankment from the

Treasury. The two will then bo connected by a

bridge, 150 ft. long, 33 ft. wide, supported upon

cast-iron pillars. The embankment will be on

the same level as Collins-street.

By way of contrast, the Illustrated Australian

News gives two views, one of the accepted

deiign, and another of the design of Messrs.

Crouch & Wilson, which is more ornate in out-

ward appearance, but contains the same apart-

ments as that of Mr. Egan. Messrs. Crouch A
Wilson submitted a modified elevation, showing

how their design might be shorn of some of its

ornateness, and yet retain its leading charac-

teristics. The central tower, too, could have

been omitted, and with these alterations the

design of Messrs. Crouch & Wilson, says our

authority, would not have cost more to carry out

than that of Mr. Egan. A good deal of public

comment has been excited in one way and

another about these new public buildings. The
appearance in the Sketcher of a picture of the

proposed building drew attention to tho edifice.

It is hoped that the Government will not have

the design carried out.

" Notwithstanding the scandal which arose

concerning the designs for the now law courts,”

says the Sketcher, “ the plan which was accepted,

—that of Mr. A. L. Smith,—is to bo carried out.

Mr. A- E. Johnson, of the Public Works Office,

m.ade a confession that he had assisted Mr. Smith

in drawing his plans, and an unfair advantage was

thus taken of the other competitors, in addition

to which Mr. Johnson was the officer selected to

report upon the designs. A Board is now sitting

for the purpose ofascertaining tho precise amount
of blame which is to be attached to Mr. Johnson,

but as it appears that Mr. A. L. Smith’s design

is on its merits better than any of the others

sent in, tho Government has determined to have

it carried out.”

From circulars sent ns, we note that the third

annu.tl exhibition of the works of pupils in the

various schools of design associated with the

Technologiffal Commission was to be opened on

the Ist of July, and the e-xhibitions held at the

Public Library, on tho 8th of July. The draw,

ings in tlie several classes were to be executed

either in pencil, chalks, or colours. Prizes were

to be awarded to senior and junior students

exhibiting the best works in the following

classes:—Drawing of the human figure; orna-

mental drawing; landscape drawing, comprising

finished landscapes and details of landscape, as

etuilies of trees, rocks, fiowers, fruit, leaves, Ac.;

mechanical drawing; architectural drawing;

drawing from nature or from the round
;
per-

epective and isometrical projection
;
and a prize

of 51. was to be given for an original design for

a certificate of honourable -mention for the com-

mission. Examinations, open to all students

who had been members of a school of design for

six months previous to 30th of June, 1873, were

to be held at the Public Library, on the 8th of

July, in practical geometry, mechanical drawing,

archicectnral drawing, and free-hand drawing.

In the mechanical and architectural examina-

tions the candidates were to be examined as to

their knowledge of the use of instruments, and

drawin" of details. In the free-hand examina-

tions there was to be set, either a group of

models, plaster casts of ornament, figures from

the round, or flat examples. ” Cassell’s Linear

Drawing,” “ Gleig’a Practical Geometry,” and
‘‘ Davidson’s, Drawing for Carpenters and

Joiners,” were recommended as the basis of

examination. Special arrangements were to be

made with the railway department to enable

stndentsto attend the exhibition and examiua-
tions. Not more than two prizes were to be
awarded to the same individual. Certificates of

excellency would be given, in addition to prizes,

to those who were excluded from taking more
than two. Mr. Samuel 11. Bindon is the chair-

man of the Commission, and Mr. S. TI. Roberts,

inspector of schools, the acting secretary.

THE FINE ARTS IN LIVERPOOL.

At a recent meeting of the Liverpool town
council a long discussion took place upon a

report prepared by the library, museum, and

arts committee, recommending the erection of a

gallery of arts in the town. The committee pro-

posed the laying of a general r.ate of Id. in the

pound for the support of the gallery, by which

an annual sura of 9,0001. would be raised. Tho

cost of the proposed buildings was estimated at

18,0001., and the expenses at 3,0651. per annum.

The majority of the speakers were in favonr of

tho scheme, but thought it uuwise to press it in

the face of the present state of public feeling ;

and it was ultimately decided not to receive the

report of the committee. It was stated in the

course of the discussion that there was a collec-

tion of pictures, valued at 20,0001., waiting to

be given to the town as soon as a proper boilding

could be erected. Mr. Picton has since offered

1,0001. towards a subscription for building a

permanent fine-art gallery for Liverpool, in

snpercession of the proposal to attain the same
end by the unpopular expedient of a rate upon
the burgesses. And already his example has

been followed by similar offers from Mr. Kurtz,

Mr. James Houghton, and Mr. John Parrington.

The autumn exhibition of pictures collected

by tho arts committee of the oorporatiou, has

been opened at the library and museum build-

ings. Tho works exhibited were oil and water

colour pictures, and some sculpture by modem
artists. The collection has been formed with

much care and judgment, and the result, it is

said, bills fair to be even more financially suc-

cessful than collections on previous occasions.

A letter was read lately at a council meeting,

from Messrs. Thomas Aguew A Sons, offering to

present to the town a set of the Turner proof

engravings, recently purchased by them from

the representatives of tho Turner estate. The
offer was accepted with thanks.

THE NORTH SOMERSET RAILWAY.

The railway between Bristol and Radstock,

after long delay and many difficulties, is at last

finished and opened. Messrs. Perry A Co. were

the contractors. The failure of tho Pensford

Viaduct, the most expensive part of the line,

was a great blow, but this has been overcome,

and the viaduct is reconstructed. It is of six-

teen arches, its height to the level of the rail

being 95 ft., and its length 995 ft. Tho viaduct

is of stone, and it is surmounted by a parapet

wall 18 in. in thickness.

The length of the line is 15^ miles. The
junction with the Great Western at Bristol is

opposite the ’Avonside Tannery, in St. Philip’s

Marsh. There are stations at Brislington,

Whitchurch, Pensford (for Chew Maena and
Chew Stoke), Glutton, Welton (for Midsomer
Norton, Farrington Gurney, and Paulton), and
Radstock, which is the terminus. At present

only a single line of rails has been laid, but the

arches are wide enough for a double line if

necessary. The nan'ow-gauge system will be

adopted.

A LOW-BREAST WATER-WHEEL.
A x'E'W low-breast water-wheel has recently

been erected at the Molewood Mill, Hertford.

It has been constructed to work four pairs of

stones, 4 ft. 4 iu. diameter. The old wheel
barely did that amount of work with the supply

of water, which at its fullest flow did nob exceed

27 cubic feet per second, giving the wheel a

peripheral velocity of between 2^5 ft. and 3 5 ft.

per second. To ensure efficiency, a velocity of

about 4 ft. per second was requisite, to obtain

which the new wheel has been constructed

with curvilinear ventilated buckets, accurately

pitched to the flow of water, with a special

means of ensuring an economical delivery of

water at the varying heights of the overfall.

The body of the wheel consists of English oak

;

main arms, 5 in. by 4 in.
;
subsidiary bracing-

arms, 5 in. by 3 in. ; all halved at the crossings

and secured with iron cover - plates bolted

through
;
rings, 5 in. by 5 in., similarly secured

at the butts. The arms are attached to the

rings by straps capable of adjustment, in

case of its being requisite to tighten up the

parts. Straining pieces are inserted at right

angles to the arms, dovetailed transversely

across each pair to receive the compressive

thrust at the eye. There are three sets of arms
and rings. The shaft is wrought iron, 7-1 in. by

,

7^ in., with forged and turned bearings. The'
buckets are No. 12 B. W. G., forty-eight in

;

number, fixed directly on to the oak rings by
bolts, with washers, passing through. Pitch of

buckets, 12'697 in.
;
depth of shrouding, 16 in., I

which is riveted to the buckets by angle-irons, ^

11 by li by bent to their curve. Stays arei;

also riveted between the buckets in the centre:

to maintain them iu an equidistant position.

The total diameter of wheel is 17 ft. 6 in.i

width, 9 ft. bearings, 10ft. 4in. between ceutrea.s

There are several improvements in the methodu

of connecting the arms with the rings, and alaol

surrounding the shaft calculated to ensure great

)

stability and rigidity under the never-ceasingu

and often irregular strains to which these'

machines are exposed.

The pen-trough and sluice-gate are of iroii,iii

fitted closely to the curve of the wheel, andi I

arranged to allow the water to be drawn off with ^4

facility at any level.
|

The actual effectiveness of the wheel justifie0,:li

we believe, tho anticipations of the engineers,i;i

who were Messrs. Archibald D. Dawnay Aj

Twyman, of Walbrook and Hertford. The con- J

tractor for the works was Mr. Cook, Millwright,
j

of Hertford. Tho works have occupied nearly

six months.

OPENING OF BRADFORD TOWN HALL.

Tins costly edifice was opened by the Mayor
j

on Tuesday with public ceremonial and rejoicing;

;

We gave a view and plan of it, with sketcheai
i

of sculpture, in our last volume, pp. 906, 907J

The architects are Messrs. Lockwood A Mawson; >

The style is Medicoval.

The 'structure contains no large room, but:

comprises a multiplicity of apartments arrangedtr

for carrying on the work of the corporation. It

is situated in the centre of the town, on at

triangular piece of ground 2,000 yards in extent^;!

and has frontages to New Market-street, LcedsJr

road, and Chapel-lane. The principal front'

towards New Market-street is 275 fc. long, 70

high, and is broken by projecting gables at eaoh(>.

end, and by the centre entrance gable, iinrae. i

diately behind which is tho clock tower. Thel'

centre gable is advanced and forms a porchic

where the principal entrance is. The end gabled|

are flanked with buttresses and pinnacles. Thej

Leeds.road side is in the shape of an octagonal',

apse
I

whilst the Chapel-lane front is plainem

than the other portion. The westward end is

carried up to a bold gable and finishes withi i

a stone finial. The grand entrance, in New-,

Market-street, is through a moulded, carved, andi

shafted doorway. At either side of the entranca
|

8,re canopied niches, in which are statues d
Queen Elizabeth and Queen Victoria. Above',

the doorway is a large oriel window, 17 ft. acros^)

:

and 37 ft. in height. Round the top of the win- il

dow is a machicolated cornice and parapet. The

gable has massive crocheted coping, and is 1

flanked by octagonal buttresses, with pinnacles, 4

6 ft. square, and bearing gargoyles. Behind the II

gable rises the tower, 23 ft. square, and 200 ft. !

in height. The design of the tower is baaed<-

on that of the Palazzo Vecchio at Florence,:!

and is placed much in the same positiomp

in the valley of Bradford as its original in t

the valley of tho Arno. The hall comprises a ^

basement, ground-floor, first and second floors, il

and attic. The ground-floor windows are square- ‘P

beaded, deeply moulded and recessed; those of the i,

first-floor have pointed arches, also deeply re-

cessed and shafted, forming two-light windows, J

with cinquefoil heads. Between tho windows 'i

are clustered shafts and capitals. The next

floor is treated as an arcade along the whole v

front, with openings for the windows, niches i

between each window being occupied with

statues of the kings. A machicolated cornice

and open parapet terminates the fagade, above :

which are dormer windows, lighting the attic '

story. The high-pitched roof is covered with

green and blue slates, with ornamental iron •,

cresting along the ridge, and the chimney-stacks !|i

are a suitable appendage. On the buttresses :

are canopied uiches. In these and in the niches

between the windows of the third-floor are >

ranged the statues of the sovereigns who have i

reigned in England, and also that of Cromwell. •

The statues, thirty-five in number, beginning i

with William I. and ending with Queen Victoria,

have been executed at the works of Messrs. :

Farmer A Brindley, London. They have been .

chiselled out of the same kind of stone of

which the hall is built, from the Cliffe wood -

quarries, near Bradford. The figures begin with •!

William I. at the corner of the apse in Chapel- :
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,')ane, and stand round the hall in chronological

loordor, William IV. completing the group on the

Jiwestcrty gable. An exception to this arrange-

nment is made in the case of the statues of the

<two Queens gracing the grand entrance. The
T'carved stonework on the exterior, as well as
ijthab in the borough court, council • chamber,
fend corridors, was done by Messi-s. Farmer &
olBrindloy.

n The masonry, joiner-work, and oak fittings for

(the borough court and committee-rooms were
^executed by Messrs. Ives & Son, of Shipley, the
Mgeueral contractors for the building

;
the orna-

»mental ironwork and the gates for the front

ijentrance, by Messrs. Ilodkinsou, Lester, &
I^Poynton, of Coventry

;
the oak panelling and

^furniture of the mayor’s rooms, the decoration

iof the borough court and council-chamber, and
ijthe fittings of the latter, by Messrs. Gillow &
JCo., of Lancaster and London. The stained

glass came from the works of Messrs. Camm,
Bros., Smethwick; the careing generally was
done by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley, of London

;

the whole of the decorations of the hall, by
Mr. H. Briggs, of Bradford

;
the furniture of the

offices throughout, by Messrs. Marsh, Jones, &
Cribb, of Leeds

;
the parquet floors were

executed by Messrs. Arrowsraith, of London;
the grates and ranges, by Messrs. Longden,
of Sheffield

;
the marble chimney-pieces, by

Messrs. Stake & Co., of Bradford; the plas-

tering, by Mr. B. Dixon, of Bradford; the
clock and carillon-machine, by Messrs. Gillett

& Bland, of Croydon ; the bells, by Messrs.
Taylor, of Loughborough

;
and the linoleum,

for the floors of the offices, was from Mr. C.

Illingwortb, of Bradford. The total cost of the
hall, exclusive of site, which was estimated to

be worth 20,000?., but is really worth double
that sum now, wid bo about lOO.OOOJ. Mr. J. S.

Wilson has acted as clerk of the works, aud
Mr. W. Spence has been foreman under Messrs.

Ives. No serious accident has occurred during
the progress of the works.

THE BRADFORD TRADES PROCESSION.
The great feature of the proceedings on the

occasion of opening the new Town-hall in Brad-
ford on Tuesday last was a procession of trade
Itrophies. Wo condense a few particulars from
'a very full account in the local Observer. The
' staple trades of the town made, of course, the
' most important display

;
bnt we shall confine

! ourselves to what was done by the building

(trades. They were headed by a band of music,

and a wagon bearing a large banner of crimson
cloth, with yellow fringe, bearing on both sides

the inscription, '‘The Building Ti-adea of Brad,
ford.” In this wagon was the trade trophy of

the brickmakers, who came first of the building
trades. The trophy consisted of specimens of
bricks, pieces of terra cotta work, &o. The
master brickmakers, in a wagonette and pair,

came next
;
and operative brickmakers on foot

‘brought up the rear.

The Quarryowners and Qnarrymen vrero

headed by a number of the masters in a wagon-
nette and two horses, after which came the tro-

phies in the shape of two wagon loads of stone,

each drawn by fbur horses. In the first was a
quantity of rough stone, as taken from the
quarry, and in the second a number of flags half
worked up. The workmen, to a considerable
number, followed on foot.

The Masons and Bricklayers presented an
imposing appearance. They were headed by a
largo banner with a suitable inscription, after
which came a wagonnette, drawn by five grey
horses, and carrying a number of the employers.
The trophies of the trade then followed, and con-
sisted of the following articles:—In the first

wagon, drawn by four horses, were numerous
samples of worked stone, including two balus-

trades, fluted pilasters, two pedestals, two fluted

columns, four sawn mullions, just as they come
from the saw, a beautiful head for a circular

wind<w, &o. Two or three apprentices wore
seated upon the lorry in working attire. Thi.s

first lorry was followed by a second, on which
were exhibited three masons at work on a corre-

I

8)iouding number of fluted columns. By their

side was a kit of the tools they employ. Both of

the wagons were appropri.'rtely decorated with
small flags, &c. Not less than GOO masons, all

attired in their wash-leather aprons, marched on
foot. Mr. Wm. Pyrab and Mr. Samuel Clarke
•wero the marshals for this portion of the building
trades.

Tlie Timber Merchants also came out pi'etty

“ strong.” They had a neat banner, after which
came a wagonnette containing several of the prin-

cipal employers. Their trophy occupied two
long wagons, each of wliich was drawn by four
horses. Tlie one wagon exhibited a quantity of

what is called “ heavy ” timber, while the other
contained samples of“light.” Nearly 200 hands,
on foot, followed the trophies.

The Joiners followed, and after a wagonnette
and four horses, containing some of the em-
ployers, their trophy, consisting of some speci-

mens of joiners’ work, was placed on a lorry

drawn by two horses. The trophy consisted, in

the first place, of an oak door, which had been
executed for llolkcr Hall, one of the seats of the
Duke of Devonshire. This door was divided into

sixteen panels, which were not made in the
ordinary way, but the mouldings of each were
cut through, as in the old style, the amount of

work being far greater. Each of the panels

was carved in imitation of folded drapery, and
was a good specimen. Each of the sides of the
wagon displayed a massive oak window-sash,
also for Holker Hall. At the ends of the three
sashes were carved oak pilasters, with capitals,

and in the rear of the whole was another win-
dow-sash, which had been made for the new
District Bank, Market-street. The lorry con-

taining this trophy was appropriately decorated.
Another lorry followed, carrying a second trophy,

in the shape of a portion of a staircase, which
had been constructed for the house of Mr. Henry
Yewflall, solicitor, in Manningham-lane.
The Slaters were headed by a wagonnette with

two horses carrying a number of the employers.
Immediately following came a wagon, also

drawn by two horses, bearing the trade trophy.
This consisted of a very neatly constructed
model of a roof beautifully slated with different

coloured slates. On the roof was a gilded

weathercock, with the points of the compass
properly delineated. In addition to this there
were a number of pieces of various kinds of
Welsh and ^Vestmoreland slate tiles, stone
ridges, workmen’s tools, &c.
The Plasterers were as successful as any

other body in producing a graceful emblem of
tlieir handicraft. First came a wagon, on which
was a design in plaster. The object selected

for representation was the model of a pavilion,

such as would suit a gentleman’s pleasure-

ground. The pavilion represented four pillars,

of a composite style, supporting a roof,

the pilasters, capitals, architraves, friezes,

and cornices being all completely imitated.

Between the columns what would have
been open in the real pavilion was filled up
with an entablature, on which was executed,
with every detail, a relief of the Bradford coat

of arms and motto. At the foot of the columns
were figures of cliildren, and iu front and rear of
the pavilion were placed a number of other speoi-

raeus of plasterers’ work, in the shape of

capitals of columns, figures, &c. The lorry was
tastefully hung round with evergreens, and
otherwise decorated.
The Plumbers, Glaziers, and Gas and Steam

Fitters, who came next, had evidently given
attention to the introduction of something
wortliy of their trade. The first part of their

display was a wagon which carried a banner,

measuring 9 ft. by 7 ft. G in., and made of blue

silk with yellow fringe. This banner displays

in the centre, on both sides, the plumbers’ coat
of arms, consisting of a shield, on the inside of

which are a number of emblems illustrative of

the several branches of the trade. The inscrip-

tion, “Tiie United Plumbers of Bradford,” sur-

rounds this coat of arms. Underneath the
banner was placed the trade trophy. On the
body of the wagon was placed a kind of bank,
some 2 ft. high, covered with green baize, and
with rich gilded mouldings running along the
edges. On to this bank were attached specimens
of workmanship in all the departments of the
trade. In front of it was stationed an ale-pump
in mahogany, with ivora' haiidles. On the front

of the bank were two ornamental conductor-heads,
and standing at each side were portions of the
stand-pipes and other apparatus in connexion
with fire-extinguishing. On the sides of the
bank a large number of small articles, such as
water-taps in polislied bnass, rough brass, and
in electro-plate, ale and spirit taps, steam-cocks
of all sizes and in every style of workmanship,
gas and steam fittings, ornamental gas-brackets,

steam-gauges, and a variety of articles of a

similar kind. On the back of the frame in the
middle was a specimen of work in silvered

glass, which reflected the rays of the sun. On
each side of this was a design for gas-hrackets

in the shape of a winged figure in bronze
holding the gas-burner in his two hands. On
the top of the bank, at each corner, was a small
bronze figure; in the centre is a crate of glass,

as an emblem of the glazing portion of the
trade, and one of the Jennings’s patent tip-up
lavatories.

The Painters and Decorators made a
display, although a portion of it was got up
rather hastily. The order of procession was
as follows:—The marshal, then a wagon on
which was displayed specimens of various kinds
of painted woods, in oak, walnut, marble, &c.,

decorative screens, and paper-hangings. Over
this trophy floated the banner of the operatives’
society, which is 11 ft. by 9 ft. 6 in., and painted
on both sides. On the front was the painters’

coat of arms, with tho motto, “ Amor et Obe-
dientia,” and the inscription, “The Bradford
Operative House Painters’ Association.” On
the reverse was a representation of Art in the
form of a Cupid with palette and brush, sur-

mounted by the Bradford crest and boar’s head,
and encircled by the inscription, “The General
Alliance of Operative House Painters, Bradford
District.” Then followed the trophy furnished
by Mr. Henry Briggs, mounted on a lorry drawn
by two horses, which were decorated with
rosettes, &c. This trophy consisted of practical
specimens of workmanship as applied to house-
decoration, the front representing a library-room
door in mahogany, with ornamental door-head
aud casing in silver bronze. On one side was a
handsome drawing-room door, also with orna-
mental door-head, with cornice and pilasters

decorated with floral devices. The opposite side

of tho trophy consisted of dining-room door,

decorated with ornamental panels in bright
enamel.

The Marble Masons and Carvers were headed
by a banner containing an inscription of the
name of the trade. This was succeeded by a
wagonnette and pair, containing some of the
employers; after which came the trade trophy.

This was contained on a wagon drawn by two
horses, and consisted of several specimens of

marble-work, some of them in the rough, and
some of them polished up. Some 150 of the
workmen then followed on foot: as in each of

the previous oases.

The want of real art in all that was done was,
nevertheless, very striking.

FROM SHEFFIELD.
The sanitary condition of Sheffield is not what

it sliould be,—very far from it
;
and this is not

unknown in the town. Tlie local hi-lependent,

in one of its articles on the recent visit of the
British Archceological Association, says :

—
“It is not, perhaps, tho business of an archicological

association to meddle with sanitary reform, but there aro
amniig the visitors to Sheflii*ld some sanitary reformers
of the highest eminence. One of the vice-presidents is a
host in himself; and when we remember that one of tho
loc.vl secretaries is the inodicol officer of health for tho
borough, and as a new broom, ought to he sweeping very
clean, we feel it is not out of place to refer to the sanitary
condition as well as to the arohmologicai interest of tho
places wc have mentioned. Let us hope that the peculiar
aroma of the Manor reached the olfactories of the gentle-
men we have named, for they will the better understand
what we mean in assuring them that perfumes scarcely
leas choice may be found hard by ‘The Hawle at the
Poandes.’ Nearly opposite its door may be seen a lake,
not pellucid, alas ! but black,—a stiff compound of putri-
fving mud and water. The Sheaf, that classic stream
that gives its name to Shefllcld, flows within a stooe’a-
throw of its walla, exhaling odours disagreeable to the
nose, sickening to the stomach, richly charged with the
germs of disease, which are deposited with fatal effect in
bodies susceptible to their action. While we look at our
antiquities, let us also contemplate our ancient dirt

;
and

if from this congress we may date the more reverent
preservation of the one. let us also make it the commence-
ment of a vigorous crusade against the other.”

It would be a fortunate thing for Slieffiold if

tin’s should prove to be the case. Several parts

of the town are in as bad a condition as they
were on the occasion of the visit of the Social

Science Association in 18G5, when we felt com-
pelled to comment somewhat strongly on the
neglect that was evident. Tho river Sheaf, too,

is still in a frightful condition, and calculated to

produce much evil. We would call it a Sheaf
of deadly arrows, but the suliject is too serious

to pun upon.

Turning in another direction, we are very
sorry to hear that Mr. W. II. Sonnes, head
master of the Sheffield School of Art, died sud-
denly in the town la-st week. Mr. Souncs was
hub forty-three years old, and had done much
for the school.

The Improvement Committee of the Town
Couucil has adopted a report stating the
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negotiations that have taken place between
tbe committee and the Town Trustees, with a
view to agreeing upon a plan of street improve-
ments, and the final adoption of a number of

proposals for that purpose, prepared by the

town surveyor and the surveyor of the Town
Trust, towards the carrying oat of which the

trustees have agreed to contribute 4D,OOOZ.,

spread over a period of twelve years. The
Improvement Committee recommend the plan

agreed upon to the adoption of the Town
Council, and present a lithographed plan of the

proposed new streets and widening of streets.

The mayor has given the Council notice that ho

will move that application be made to the Local

Government Board for permission to put in

force tbe powers of the Lands Clauses Consolida-

tion Act, 18-15, to enable the Council to purchase
certain lands, buildings, and premises, for the

purpose of making new streets, and for street

improvements.

YORKSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

The archrcologists of Yorkshire visited York
this year. The visit was the first one by the

society since its constitution in 1865, and it was
arranged in a manner which did great credit to

the energy of Sir. Fairless Barber, F.S.A., of

Brighouse, tbe honorary secretary. The party,

who were from all parts of the county, though
mainly from the West Riding (where only

within the last few weeks the annual meeting of

the British Archmological Association has been

held), numbered 200; and, in accordance with

the arrangements, which were set forth in a

complete and model programme of the day’s

proceedings, with a key map of York, they
assembled (in something like equal proportions

as to se.v) in tbe Guildhall. Here they were
welcomed (iu the unavoidable absence of tbe

Lord Mayor) by a deputation of the Corporation.

Mr. Barber read a paper from Mr. Davies, on
the Guildhall and guilds.

The excursionists wore then directed towards
the conncil-charaber, with a view to an inspec-

tion of that place and of the ancient records of

the city, which had been arranged by Mr. R. H.
Skaife, and were exhibited in the charge of Mr.
Giles, the deputy town-clerk. The latter in.

eluded some interesting documents in connexion
with the rights and privileges of the citizens.

An inspection of these curiosities appeared to

afford considerable interest to the excursionists
;

who next went to the Mansion House, where in

the dining-room they were received by the

Lady Mayoress, and partook of champagne
and light refreshments. Here they inspected

the civic regalia and plate, laid out in the state-

room.
At one o’clock the blast of a trumpet told

them that tbe next item in tbe programme was
due, and a move was made to tbe cathedral.

There they were received at the west door by
tho Yen. Archdeacon Jones and tbe Rev. Canon
Hey, and proceeded to an inspection of the

edifice, the order in which it was taken being

the nave, the north transept, the chapter-house,
presbytery, choir, and crypt. As to each of

these features the programme contained interest,

ing information, and for the use of the members
of tbe Association it contained the valuable

block plana prepared in 1816 by the Rev. R.

Willis, M.A., F.R.S., &c., Jacksonian Professor

in the University of Cambridge. These were
five in number, and afforded a capital idea of

the various changes which the cathedral had
undergone from 1150 up to 1470. The pro-

gramme also contained the followiogchronological

table of the history of the cathedral;—Saxon
church, begun by King Edwin, 633 A.D.

;
Saxon

church, repaired by Wilfrid, 699 ;
Norman nave,

transepts, &c., by Archbishop Thomas, 1080;
choir and crypts, by Arclibishop Roger, 1154-

1181; south transept, 1230-1241; north tran-

sept, 1241-1260; nave (except west front),

1291-1324; chapter-house, 1320; west front of

nave, 1338
;
wood vault of nave, 1354; presby-

tery, 1361-1370; choir, 1380-1400; lanthorne
tower, 1400-1418-1423

;
south-west bell tower,

1433-1447
;
north-west bell tower, 1-470-147-4.

Principal momiments of archbishops: — Arch-
bishop Gray, died 1255

;
Archbishop Greenfield,

died 1315; Archbishop Bowett, died 1423 (tho
monument was erected before 1415) ;

and Arch-
bisliop Savage, died in the sixteenth century.
Archdeacon Jones, in receiving the party, ex-

plained that he had been requested to conduct
them over the minster, and had pleasure iu

acceding to the request. He took it for granted

that most of those present were familiar with

the history of the general church, but for those

who were not he explained that the general out-

line of the building was a cross of the simplest

form. When they had gone through it, they

would observe that it consisted of a main central

member of one design, and another member of

earlier design
;
that was to say, that the nave

and choir were of one design, and the transepts

of another. He then entered into verbal expla-

nations as to the successive restorations and ex-

tensions which different parts of the edifice had
undergone, and in tho interesting occupation of

inspecting and listening, nearly a couple of hours

passed away.
Tbe trumpet once more summoned the party

to a fresh scene of the day’s proceedings in the

De Grey Roams, where under the superintend-

ence of Mr. Ellison, the steward, an excellent

luncheon had been prepared for them. Thence
the party were summoned to the Museum
Gardens, where they had the opportunity, under

the guidance of the Rev. G. Rowe, Secretary

of the Yorkshire Architectural Association, of

inspecting the well-stocked and arranged mu-
seam of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society, as

well as the remains of the multangular tower,

part of the Roman walls, part of the more
subsequent city walls, St. Mary’s Abbey, St.

Leonard’s Hospital, the Hospitium, &o.

At half-past four the company assembled in

the Lecture Theatre of the Museum, where the

Archbishop took the chair, and tho Rev. Canon
Raine, of York, read a paper on “ The History

of St. Mary’s Abbey.”
A full and good report of tbe meeting, and of

papers, &c., appears in the York Herald.

OPENING OP THE WORCESTER SCHOOL
BOARD SCHOOLS.

The Worcester School Board Schools, situated

in Houncls’-lane, have been formally opened by
the Mayor of Worcester (Mr. E. Wall), in the

presence of the members of the School Board,

the corporation, and a large number of persons

interested in the event. The buildings are

not situated in a part of the city where they
will attract attention on account of their archi-

tecLural proportions ; but they are in the midst
of that portion of tbe population of the city

who are most likely to benefit by their erection.

The buildings are central. Under the provisions

of the New Education Act children cannot be
compelled to walk farther than a prescribed

distance to school. The building is designed
after Gothic models, having its principal fronts

in Hounds’-lane, Group-lane, and Hare’s-lane.

The Hounds’-lane front is composed of a large

one-story gable with tracery window, and bell-

turret surmounting it; girls’ entrance and a
long range of buildings, two stories in height,

one skyline being broken up by gablets and
chimney-stacks. The Group-lane portion of tbe

site is chiefly used as an entrance to the boys’

school and play-gi'ound
;
portions of each play-

ground being covered in for the convenience of

the children in wet weather. From Hare’s-lane

the approach to the infants’ school is obtained.

The entrances to the schools are protected by
covered porches, which have been utilised and
fitted up as hat and cloak rooms. The infants’

school is 73 ft. long and 30 ft. 6 in. wide, having
two large gable windows and other smaller ones.

The roof is partially open, the principals being

visible, and from thence are suspended gas-

pendants of a Medimval pattern. This room has
also two class-rooms attached to it, one 24 ft. by
18 ft., and tbe other 18 ft. by 13 ft. 6 in. Each
school is supplied with a lavatory, with hot and
cold water supplies. The boys’ and girls’ school

are both the same size, viz. ;—86 ft. 6 in. by
20 ft., with two class-rooms to each, 18 ft. by
18 ft. The boys’ school is on the ground-floor,

and the girls’ above; each room has two fire-

places, in tbe chimney-breasts of which are

inserted a series of lids or trap-doors, which
admit hot air from the fireplaces and cold from
the exterior, as the case may require. In addi-

tion to the fireplaces, the building can be heated

by a hot-water apparatus iu the basement. The
system adopted is that of Mr. Ballard, of

Colwall. Further ventilation is provided by
having hopper casements in each window, also

an arrangement for extracting tbe vitiated air

from the various rooms by means of an exhaust-

shaft.

Tbe building is of red brick, relieved by longi-

tudinal bands of various colours. The windows
and dressings are of Bath stone, and the roof is
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covered with Broseley tiles in bands of red and
blue, the whole building being fenced in with
brick walls, excepting the Hare’s-lane and
Hounds’ -lane fronts, which have dwarf walls '

surmounted with iron fencing. The old cottages
i

upon the site have been utilised, as a cottage for
]

the custodian, and as w.c.s for the infants. The f

accommodation is as follows, allowing 8 super.

ficial feet per child :—Boys, 297
;

girls, 297
infants, 362 ;

making a total of 956. The desk 1

and gallery accommodation would be about :— *

Boys, 200; girls, 200
;
infants, 300; total, 700. it

The works have been executed by Messrs. Wood
'

& Sons, of Worcester; Messrs. Goodman &
Ward, of tbe Batts, were tbe contractors for the :

hot-water apparatus; Mr. Forsyth, of tils' ;

Tything, the carving
;
Mr. George Hammer, of Ij

London, supplied the desks
;
and tbe gasworks',;

and fittings were made by Messrs. Greenway Sn :

Son, of Worcester. Mr. Adams was tbe fore-/-

man of works
;
and Mr. Ernest Augustus Day,

of Worcester, was the architect. The amount of 1

the contract for the works was 4,937h The a
works were commenced about twelve moutha^J
ago. 1

CHICHESTER CAMPANILE AS A WATER :

TOWER.

DWj
bep«

m-j
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A SUPPOSED agreement between the New
Waterworks Company and the Dean and Chaptei
of Chichester Cathedral for converting the cam.
panile into a water-tower is exciting no small
interest at Chichester. In order to get at the
facts of the case, the editor of the Sussex Express
and Surrey Standard applied to one of the
solicitors for the company, and that gentleman J
informs him that tbe Dean and Chapter have ^
for some time had under their consideration tha'*;

advisability of constructing a tank of their own f
on this tower, to be filled by hydraulic pumpa> •-

for tbe protection of the cathedral from fire.i

When the Water Bill was passed they were still

resolved on having a tank, and this coming to

the knowledge of the company, that body pro-

posed to tbe Dean and Chapter, that instead of
having a tank to hold 2,0u0 gallons, one capable
of holding 20,000 gallons should be constructed,

the company undertaking to erect it, free of cost,

in consideration of the saving they would effect’

by tbe abandonment of a tower (thougUuot of a
reservoir) at the Broyle. The company also offer to

carry hydrants round the cathedral
; and in

the event of the Chapter adopting hydraulic

machinery for blowing the organ, to supply the
necessary water free of cost. There is a strong
feeling against tbe proposal. Tbe Dean and
Chapter, however, adds our authority, have been
advised by an engineer and architect that there U
can be no possible injury to the structure, and I
that tbe tank will be concealed from view, it

*

being intended to place it in tbe story beneath
the lantern, and above tbe bells. Tbe pipes will

also be concealed from view. The Dean and
Chapter have not given their consent to the

project at present, but are waiting for counsel’s ^
opinion as to their power in the matter. The
campanile, it will be remembered, stands at

short distance from the cathedral.

I

he
^

‘

EOUNDHAY PARK COMPETITION,
LEEDS.

The designs of the various competitors are OQ *•

view in the law library, in tbe town-hall, Leeds. ^
We give a list of their names :—Messrs. Charles

Owen Adkiuson, Battersea; T. H. Clarke, Put- L

ney
;

Stuart Coleman and William Pountney, ^

Bristol
;

George Corson, Leeds
;

H. Goddard^^'i

Edgeware, and Stewart & Robertson, LondonjJ
A. G. Hcnnell, London; Lewis Hornblower
Son, Liverpool; William Milne, Belfast; Ed-

ward Milner, Norwood
;
Pearso & Rake, Liver-

pool
;
Usill & Willcocks, Westminster; William

Perkin & Sons, Leeds
;
Thomas Shelmerdiiie,

Liverpool
;

Page Spencer, Dewsbury ;
William

Wing, Henley-on-Thames
;
and George Albert

Milling, Holbeck. The estimates vary from

29,000). to 165,0001.

Chelsea Bridge.—A correspondent says the Jt

iron curb of Cbelsea Bridge, as designed by the )(,

engineer, has perforations to take away the rain- •;

water from the roadway, and that many of these,

during the repair of the roadway, have been i

industriously stopped up. He wants to know '

why this has been done; to the obvious injury

of the bridge ?
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MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FISH
MARKETS.

Tuesk markets, built by the Manchester Cor-
nation, are situated in High-street and Little
bablo-stroet, Shudehill, and were opened for
I8ine.ss on the 14th of February last. They
ere designed by Messrs. Speakman, Son, &
ioksou, architects, of Manchester, and cost
tout 20,0001. The main eieTations on High-
reet and Little Stable-street are alike formed
stock bricks and Yorkshire stone dressings,

le base, which also continues along the whole
Edge-street, is of Bolton stone and fine

ckod. The Edge-street elevation, above sill,

formed of iron and wood framing, filled in
th rough plate glass and upon the top is
nought ironwork.
The whole of the ground-floor is devoted to
e sale of fish and poultry, covering an area of
out 2,000 square yards. The main roadway
of sufficient width to admit of three lorreys
lo by side. The whole of the area beneath is
voted to storage purposes. The small cellars
e entered through wrought-iron trap-doors in
ora, and iron ladders to descend by. The
•ge cellar, next Edge-street, is approached by
teways and stone steps from High-street
d Little Stable-atreet. Ofiices are provided
[ the salesmen, as shown on the ground-plan,
d are constructed of wood and glass. Each
ntains desk and drawers, and all are buOt alike
character with the buildings. The larger
Icemen have offices provided above, next to the
ink wall, and which are approached by stone
tps. These offices have command of the whole
irket. Every manhole is provided with blocks
d pulleys, for lowering and raising the boxes,
skets, and so forth.

There we eight ice-houses, and they are con-
ucted in the following manner:—The floors,
lings, and sides are formed with l^^-in.
joved-and-tongued white deal planking, not
seeding 7 in. wide, and well nailed to joists and
mnds. There is a space of 4 in. between the
ok walls and planking, which is filled in
th the finest sifted ashes, well rammed down.
,0 lids to the manlioles are of wood, 6 in.
ck, scooped out on the top, to receive any
ter that may pass through the crevices of the
p-doors above, with iron handles inserted to
' by

,
let into 6 in. by 3 in. wood curbs. Above

jse are wrought-iron doors. Access is also
gained into the ice-houses from adjoining
lare, by two wooden doors in each, one above
} other, as seen in the section which wo shall
0 on another occasion. They are formed
n. thick, wrought and cross-jointed in two
okneases of ll-in. grooved - and - tongued
nking, hung to wrought and rebated door-
mes, with extra strong wrought-iron bands
^ gudgeons, and secured with wrought swing
•s, with pins and plates. A channel is formed
1 whole length of the houses, to drain away
lerfluoua water, which channel is connected

E
h the sewer, and is particularly well trapped,
he roofs are constructed with wooden backs,
med with wrought-iron tie-rods, and cast-iron
les, heads, and struts; the purlins are of
inght iron, and secured to wooden backs

; the
ole supported on cast-iron columns and
)u^it-iron lattice-girders; and louvres extend
whole length of the building. The roof is
ered with glass, where shown, and the re-
indcr with IJ-iu. grooved-and-tongued board-
anti slates.

’ho gates and grill-work in all cases are of
Jught-iron

; the main entrance-gates are of
lamcntai design.
The whole of the basement is of fireproof
istruction

; the arching is covered with
haito 1 m. thick, to prevent any water pass-
through. ^

?he roadway and footpaths are paved with
1 . Bugsworth sets, laid npon a proper bed
1 run with .hot asphalte; the curbs to them
of Newry granite

; the remainder of this
ir, as also the cellars, are laid with 3-in, Barns
?ging

; the joints run with hob asphalte.
fho tympanums over entrance-gates are filled
A-ith atone carving, representing “Fishermen
•ting to Sea,’’ and “Fishermen retumine'
m Sea.” ^

Che whole of the ground-floor is thoroughly
> "flions are dispersed very

ntilully, so that hose can be attached for the
pose. There are also two stone troughs
ere pure water can be obtained.

" ’

fhe carving has been executed by Mr. Bone-
, of Manchester

; and the wrought-iron work

by Messrs. Hodkinson, Poynton, & Lester, of
Coventry

; the general contractor was Mr.
Southern, of Manchester.

Seferences to Flan of Oroujid-ftoor.

AC. Communication with cellars beneath
B. Communication with ice-cellars.

D D. OfBees.

ART CONGRESSES.
In speaking of the Art Congress which is

fixed to be held in Vienna, it most not be con-
sidered the first of its kind. Our older readers
may remember that in 1861 sneh a congress
was held in the city of Antwerp, when repre-
sentatives of different artistic bodies, to the
number of 1,000, were invited from many
countries, and the Corporation, the Academy
of Arts, and other cognate societies vied in
their attentions to the strangers. The meet-
ings were held on the 18th, 19th, and 20th of
August. Various subjects were discussed and
resolutions passed, and some account of the pro-
ceedings will be fonnd in our volume for that
year.* We have before us, as we write, a bronze
medal commemorating this Antwerpen Kunst.
fecst, the like of which was presented to every
delegate on leaving. The obverse shows the
city of Antwerp, a draped female figure with
mural crown, receiving the Genius of Art, who
bears in her right hand the emblems of painting,
sculpture, and architecture, and below is in'
scribed Wclkom. Right royally had the sincerity
of this welcome been made manifest, and few
wbo were present will soon forget that pleasant
visit to the land of Rubens and Vaiidyck.

WELLS AND THE CATHEDRAL.
At the recent meeting of the Somerset Axchae.

ological Society, mentioned in our last, Mr. E.
A. Freeman said Wells was a city of purely
ecclesiastical origin, bnt they did not know its
origin and history with the same clearness as
they knew the history of Durham in the tenth
century and Salisbury in the thirteenth, though,
no doubt, it was a town of essentially the same
class. An ecclesiastical fonndation arose there
in the tenth century, and most probably in the
eighth century Ine founded something there—

a

church of secular priests, and that Edward
planted bis bishopric there when he came from
Sherborne, There could be no doubt that the
ecclesiastical element came their first, the civil
second, and the military element was nowhere
at all. In Wells the bishop did not find himself
a place within the walls of the city, because
there was no city and no walls; the bishopric
was founded at the place, and the other
ecclesiastical foundations grew up around the
bishopric, and the people came and lived under
the shadow of the Church of St. Andrew. In
process of time a town grew up and received a
franchise from the bishop, who was the lord

;

and it was from the bishop that the city received
the first beginnings of the franchises which it
still enjoyed. There was a great contrast
between a city like Wells, which had simply
grown up by the bishop granting privileges to
the people coming to live on his own lands, and
the people at Exeter and other places, where
the city had existed with rights of its
own, and where the bishop came in at a com-
paratively late period. He hoped he need not
tell any one that Wells had always been a secular
foundation; there never was a monk there by
any chance

; it had always been a foundation of
secular priests from the beginning. Wells being
in that way purely an ecclesiastical city, it so
happened that it was the very beat example to

:
be found in the whole world of a secular church,
with its subordinate buildings, and there was no
other place where they could see so many of the
ancient huildings remaining, and so many still
applied to their own use. The palace was still
the residence of the bishop

; varions houses of
the canons and other dignitaries were applied
to their ancient use

; the close of the vicars
still remained mainly the property of the
vicars, and was to some extent inhabited by
them. The only foundation quite gone was the
college of the chantry of the priests; nearly

'

everything else of the ecclesiastical foundations
of the city continued—a little lame perhaps, but
still in a wonderful degree of perfection as com-
pared with other places, so that there was no
place where they could see so well what was a

* Vol, xix. pp, 673, 689, 606, 626, 4c.

great secular foundation. The buildings be-
longing to the different ecclesiastical persons
were ail scattered about, and were built exactly
as happened to be convenient, and a great num-
ber of

,
them remained still. Approaching the

town on the east side from Shepton Mallet the
view was one which could not be surpassed;
they could see the best and most beautiful part
of the ohurcb, the ebapter-hoose, the cloisters,
the palace, the gate, the vicars’ close, and
several of the canons’ houses. But they had
other things in that city besides those which
were immediately connected with the bishopric
and clergy attached to the cathedral. In Wells
they bad a singularly fine parish church, the
parochial history of which was a thing which
ought to bo thoroughly worked out, because it
had some peculiarities different from any parish
which he had heard of, and the origin cf which
he would like to know. In the parish of St.
Cuthbert there were some most curious usages
with respect to the two churchwaixiens. There
was one warden for the in.parish and one for
the out-parish. The churchwarden for the in-
parish was not appointed by tlie vicar, nor
elected by the ratepayers, but by the town
council, and was paid for his services. He
did not know that there was no other
churchwarden on the same terms elsewhere,
but the case was exceedingly rare, and bo
never heard of anything like it. There seemed
to be a close connexion between the parish
church and the corporation of the city. That
was a point for local antiquaries to work up in
detail. In domestic antiquities there were
several houses and other buildings to be seen in
the city. There was one ancient building in
Wells, which he Lad never seen, and which he
hoped to see,—a certain barn. He must make
his salaam to Mr. Irvine, for there was no one
who had more reason to thank him than he (Mr.
Freeman), for what ho had done that mominf.
What Mr. Irvine stated had somewhat taken the
breath out of them all

; he had put forth views
as to the history of the cathedral so utterly
unlike what had been in the head of anybody
else, and anyone who had not his (the speaker’s)
advantage of knowing those views mast have
been altogether taken back. He began to feel a
little cock-a-whoop about the matter, and Mr
Parker must feel so too. Mr. Parker and he
some ten years ago looked over the cathedral,
and came to the conclusion that the west front
was older than the nave

;
it was very singular

that it should be so, because the style looked
more advanced than the nave. Then came
Professor Willis, wbo said that it was not so •

and the Professor being the greatest authority
Mr. Parker and he fell in with his views

; but it
was pleasing to bear Mr. Irvine confirm what
they had made out for themselves, although, of
course, they did not want Jocelino to be pulled
dpwn. He could not talk of the buildings of the
city without mourning the way in which they
were perishing. INo cne seemed to care about its
antiquities.

_

Where was the prebendal house in
the North Liberty, and what had become of the
organist’s house? Who pulled it down? and
would anybody stand up and tell them why he
did it ? Then there was the history of the city

;

within the last few years it had been wiped out
by pulling down the wall of pai-tition which liad
for ages previously existed between the Close
and the city. Pull down the houses by all means,
so that the wall could be seen, and no one would
have grudged them, but an absurd and foolish
hole had been made in the middle of it for the
only reason that when they went out of the
western door of the cathedral tliey might have a
view of the Swan Hotel. To go down to the
smallest things,—not far from St. Cuthbert’s
Church was a tavern called the City Arms
which a few years ago bad a good doorway and
window, but they were now gone and some
trumpery modern thing was put up in their
places. There was a good house, too, in
Chamberlane-street with a label over the win-
dow. Recently ho saw a man with a chisel
cutting the label away, and a few days later it
was all gone, and something “ spick and span ”
was put in its place. He spoke out his mind on
these things, and did nob care for anybody He
only wished to see the people who did’ such
things, but they kept themselves in the dark
and did not show themselves. Let such people
stand up and answer him, and let him know
their names._ He had told them now what there
vvas m the city, and what there was not; what
there was a little time ago, and what there ought
to be at present.
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Sm JOHN H.4.WKSHAW.

ffrc wfis born nfc LcgiIq in 1811, nnd rscci^od
early education at the Grammar-school of

5 town. On leaving school he became a
jil under Mr. Cliarles Fowler, who was
jagcd in the construction of turnpike-roads in
i.We8t Riding of Yorkshire, and afterwards
lame assistant to Mr. Alexander Nimrao, wlio
) engaged by the Government on public
rks in Ireland. At Mr. Nimrao’s death, Mr.
wkshaw proceeded to South America, where
bad charge of the Bolivar Copper-mines, and
bis return to England became engineer to
Manchester and Bolton Canal and Railway,
was afterwards engineer to the Lancashire
Yorkshire Railway (nearly the whole of

ch line was constructed under his superin.
ilenco), and to several railways in the north
other parts of England. Among other rail-
^s'and public works with which Mr. Hawk-
w’s name is connected, may be mentioned
Rig.i and Dunaburg and the Dunaburg and
epsk Railways in Russia, the Penarth Ear.
r and Docks in Cardiff Roads, the London.
7 Bridge in Ireland, the District Railway
Q Charing-croas to Cannon-street in the
ropolis, the new docks at Hull, tho great
'.canal from Amsterdam to the North Sea,
now East and West India Docks in London,
He was also connected with the Govern-

it railways in the Mauritius, and is consult-
engineer to tlie Madras Railway and the '

t«rn Bengal Railway. Besides his connexion
i the Government ns engineer to the Harbour
ofuge at Eolyliead, he has also been engi.

t to the War-Office for tho foundation of the
forts at Spithead, and has been consulted
he Government in other matters of a pro-
lonal character. On the failure of the great
so at St. Germains, in Norfolk, Mr. Hawk-
T was requested by the Commissioners of the
lie Level to take measures to stop the inun-
ms and to remedy the evils caused by the
iter, which he did successfully, and there,
he first time, ho substituted large syphons
ho fallen sluice. He was nominated one of
City Commissioners of Sewers when that
was^ formed by the Crown; and in 1860
appointed the Royal Commissioner to decide
ecu contending schemes for the water-
ly to the city of Dublin.

729
pect that the too rapid accumulation of facts
has left the astronomer, the chemist, and the
naturalist no time to arrange or systematise our
knowledge

; tho architect has found an embarras
de richesses in the number of his newly-acquired
materials and appliances, and there is no hope
for his art until he h.as thoroughly mastered
their nse. genius, and capabilities. Then, as we
call that one man “great” who in history or in
science displays the co-relation of isolated facts,
educes the truth, and brings into unison the
chaotic labours of a thousand minds

; so in art
we shall recognise the greatness of him who
shall first grapple successfully with the complex
question of modern architecture, and harmonise
into one homogeneous style all the diverse
materials at his command.
Now, with all deference to Mr. Thomas, whose

opinions would still be entitled to respectful
consideration even if he had not “ intently
studied the subject” upon which he happens
to be writing, I fail to find anything in our
national idiosyncrasy, or in our professional
temperament, to render the establishment of a
njRional school or university an impossibility.
Sectarianism ” prevails in every country, in

every branch of the arts and sciences, in
religion and philosophy; nor are we at all in
the habit of thinking that the absence of an
at-ono.ment ” of opinion is an element of weak-

ness in^ these organisations. The rivalry of
schools is, on the contrary, rather an element of
success than of failure, and is calculated to bring
out whatever of truth and strength there bo in
each. Nor can I conceive of any means so likely
to create the healthy manifestation of latent
talent on the one hand, or to suppress the no.xioua
outgrowth of empiricism, or tho servile copyism
on the other, than those suggested in your
own article of the 23rd nit.

The historian is bound to revise, modify, or
even reverse his judgment of past events in the
light of newly.acquired facts; there is no rest
tor the philosopher

;
and the architect who would

be abreast with tho times must avail himself of
all the aids of modem arts and science. When
such a one shall arrive he will not seek to
disguise in counterfeit and borrowed forms the
various materials with which he builds

; but,
being master of all his forces, he will make each
speak its own emphatic language, and by the
intelligent and exhaustive utilisation of all the
means at his disposal, he will become the founder
of a style.

And now is our time to strike ! Tho least
delay may be fatal to our hopes, and the muoh-

HOPES FOR POOR STUDENTS.
Sir Joseph Whitworth has been led by the

experience of the past competitions for his
scholarships to establish fresh rules to insure
that the holders of the scholarships shall devote
themselves to the studies and practice necessary
for mechauical engineering, during the tenure of
tho scholarships. Those will have to be looked
to by candidates.
The number of scholarships in tbo competition

of 187-i will be reduced from ten to six. Each
scholarship will be of afixed annual value of 100?.,
together with an additional annual sura deter-
mined by the results of the progress made in
the preceding year. After an examination at
the end of each year’s tenure of tho scholarship
the lollowiDg payments, in addition to the lUO?
before mentioned, will bo made among each
year 8 set or batch of scholars To the scholar
who does best in the examination, 100?.

;
to the

second, 60?.
;
to the third, 50?.

; to the fourth,
•iO?.

; to the fifth, 30?.
; and to the sixth, 20? •

provided that each scholar Las made such a pro!
gross as is satisfactory to the Department of
Science and Art, which will determine if tho
sura named, or any other sum, shall be awarded.
Then at the expiration of the three years’
tenure of the scholarships under these new
regulations a further sum of 300?. will be awarded
in sums of 200?. and 100?., to the two scholars of
each year’s set or batch who have done best durino-'
their tenure of scholarship

; so that it will be
possible for tho best of the sckolars at the end
of his period of tenure of the scholarship to
have obtained 800?., and the others in pro-
portion. *

NEXT YEAR’S INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

A NATIONAL SCHOOL OP ART.
>— assurance rriven bv Mr. W Dnr'A w„i --

as in the Builder for September 6th that pa T fatal to our hopes, and the muoh-
Wewill only be patient, and grow our art and^^pt

honour will be rifled from ua forever
the very seed and root, we shall in the momer t bo «

auspicious
B of time have a natioual school of art in unon

^ effective curb
-iry truest sense,” will, I feel anre if it Lr

progressive and inventive tendencies
lot entirely allay all apprehension for the

—j j. itjol sure, It II
not entirely allay all apprehension for the
e, still go far towards checking the de-
ling tendencies inherent in our artist-nature
lational school of art, as England is at

I

B nt constituted, is a moral impossibility”;
ben our fondest hopes may be realised in a
)d “system of national school education.”
ihat is right ” (and Providence will kindly
3ar6 of the artist), “ depend upon it,” adds
lomforter, “ art will take care of itself.”
) now ! Nothing can be simpler, clearer
>re encouraging than that. Yon have the
I problem, and its possible solution, in the
ass of a single sentence; and there are
/hree primd facie objections to its universal
tance Firstly, the difficulty of finding
articular quality of “patience" which will
ecomo exhausted in tho “course of time

;

”
dly, the fact that the national schoolm ot culture has already been on trial for

x-ti
of a century without produeine

•tillation of the brilliant results predicted
and thirdly, the impossibility of esta-

ng or maintaining the conditions indicated
ssential” to develop a “national art” in

f

iense contended for. Style ! style !
'

! ! ! When shall we fully realise that the
ctive characteristics of ancient art were

js in direct proportion to the isolation, and
Irerse proportion to the civil and religions

Y of the nations ? And that if we have no
Sial style, in the “sense that Grecian and
n were national schools of art,” it is be-
the ready intercourse of modern times has

Ijiyed national individuality; and all that is
Hn literatui-e, science, and art has become
torld’s common property,
have it on the authority of Mr. Raskin
he “painter’s curse of to-day is too many

influences, making no further exchanges of
thought or information; and that “style” willm duo course become “national,” and the
highest aspirations of our art-patriots will be in
a fair way towards realisation in the minds of a
remote posterity.

Sanit.\ry appliances are to form part of the
London International Exhibition of 1874, and
the Commissioners are seeking to form a stron"*
committee in order to obtain as complete a repret
sentation as possible. We will publish the names
when the list is complete

; meanwhile we suggest to
such of our readers as are interested to consider
how they may aid in making the Exhibition as
interesting and valuable as possible.

Civil engineering, architectural and bnildini?
contrivances, and materials will form one of the
industries which will be represented at the same
time, and the Commissioners, desirous of making
the representation of this class as complete as
possible, have sought the co-operation of theCompany of Tilers and Bricklayers, invitin"'
them to nominate three of their members to
serve on a committee of advice and selection for
the class referred to, in conjunction with the
members appointed by her Majesty’s Commis-
sioners. The court of the company have
accordingly nominated Mr. Richard Moreland
(engineer), Mr. John Young (architect), and
Mr. John Bird (builder).

. -- — JO uKj\j uitvNV I •
-

In Boience we are beginning to bus.
J

SiE.—Mr Gave Thomas has struck a chord which oueht
to vibrato through the whole kingdom. If the sentiments
expressed in his letter were responded to as they deservewe should not be long ere we made some attempt to esta-bhsh a school of art based on intellect and reason instead
ot, as nowr, on Mediteval superstition. Much of English
art and science at this moment is based on the verv sametheones as were propounded SOOyears ago. I am speaking
as a civil engineer,—a profession I loved, but gave up indisgust at finding I dared not give an opinion or state themost positive facta if such facts were contrary to the pre-
scribed formula: of the Astronomical or Geographical
Societies. Can any condition be more enslaving to themind than such thraldom ? If the very basis -the vervfundamental principIe8,-of scientific education are notestablished on truth, which both our intellect andreason and practical experience can confirm, what isnational art or science but a pretentious fraud and decep-
tion ? Mr. Thomas is perfectly right in sayin® “ art willtake care of Itself ” when based on sound principles andallowed to keep pace with tho intelligence and progres-

** present compelled tocreep along, or rather to stand stationary in the ruts cf
l>i«otry, simply because if itdared to make an independent step, this or that “ roval ”

society would consider its interests jeopardised or itspmc.plc. o.ll.d m question. I do ml .t .11 fcow t„what particular phase of science or art Mr Thomas mav
1

^“'=
.
y ^ with hini forthe employment and exercise of more intellect, and lessRavish adherence to the thoughts and systems of anony-mous pretenders who lived 200 or 300 years ago lamprepared to prove that much or most of our® general

fallacious and fake prifcTpIes

a?e^lfuahK^^?r“^
every hundred of our stuefenta

f “"T 'eason why they believe this orthat of what they have been taught
! So that their timeis really worse than lost; they are compelled to resign

"“oriln iSey .r. mSde lo improEEtheir memories instead of their understandings, and thusre prepared for evory kind of mental slavery which theIgnorance or credulity or interests of others Ln impose
N. G. S., C.E.

THE BUILDING OF COUNTY BRIDGES
AND THE MIDDLESEX MAGISTRATES.
The erection of what are called county

bridges, has generally been thought to rest upon
the county authorities, but tho Middlesex magis-
trates appear to hold different views on the sub-
ject.

_

It is proposed to replace the present
Barking-road Bridge by a new iron structure
tho existing bridge not being considered safe’
and the Poplar Board of Works havo memo!
rialised the Middlesex bench of magistrates
asking them to construct the new bridn-e It
transpired at the meeting of the Poplar°Board
held last week, that at a late meetiog of the
Middlesex magistrates, they refused to erect the
bndge, denying their liability to do so. It
appears that the magistrates, during a dis-
cussion on the subject, admitted that a new
bridge was necessary, but they contended that
the county could not be called upon to build new
bridges to meet increased traffic, and that to
erect a new bridge would be to acknowledge the
liability of the county in such matters, which
would bo highly dangerous and improper In a
discussion on the subject, at the meeting of
tho Poplar Board, the chairman stated that
the Essex magistrates were taking an oppo-
site view to the Middlesex county bench and
were disposed to admit their liability, jointly
\vith the Middlesex county authorities, to build
the new bridge, and that they are to consider
the matter at the next meeting of the Essex
bench. The chairman of the Poplar Board ob-
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«erved‘that he had a very strong opinion as to the

liability of the magistrates, not only as regarded

this particular bridge, but others in the county,

and that in the event of any accident happening,

the county would be liable. The Board resolved

to await the decision of the Essex magistrates

before tahing any further proceedings against

the Middlesex bench to compel them to build the

new bridge.

enjurt to lead by insects from
DECAYING WOOD.

In making some repairs lately, it became

necessary to remove some 5 lb. lead flat, which

had been down about thirty-five years : one of

the boards was found extenswely u'ormeaten and

decayed, also one of the next partially so. Upon
examining the lead which covered the decayed

wood it was found full of holes, similar to those

in the wood beneath, the other portion which

covered the sound boards being perfectly sound.

I have shown it to some practical builders,

and they say they never came across such a

thing. Will you please mention it in your

journal, to learn whether such a thing has

occurred elsewhere; as, if it is established, it

will readily account for the pin-holes plumbers

find in guttering, or other leadwork in com-

bination with woodwork ? Jno. Mukray.

THE VALUE OF DUST.

The value of dust has of late years been

steadily decreasing. In the year 18Gt it was of

such value as to induce the contractors to pay

to the vestry of St. Pancras the sum of 1,8101.

for the privilege of collecting it from the houses

in that parish ;
and now the vestry has to pay

6,0001. a year to the contractors to have it

-removed ;
this difi’erence in its value being equal

to a lid. rate. Mr. W. B. Scott, chief surveyor

to the vestry, accounts for the decreased value

of dust from the circumstances that the supply

is not equal in quality to what it was and has been

in years past, because of the greater proportion

of inland coal consumed. The coal brought to

London, even up to 1864, was principally coal

that produced cinder, but now the proportion

has increased, and is increasing, that produces

nothing but ashes,—gray flaky ashes (with

little or no cinders), by which the quality of the

breeze is deteriorated. The more extensive the

metropolis becomes, the greater is the cost of

collecting the dust, and the greater activity of

the sanitary authorities renders the operations

of dealing with the accumulations more ex-

pensive.

HOW SHALL I BUILD?

Sir,—

I

s it just to lay so grave a charge as

the sadly imperfect manner in which our dwel-

lings are built to architects or doctors of

medicine ? How much has been written and

said by the best intentioned and most scientific

men of the age upon the impure misconstruction

of dwellings ? How often have the pages of the

Builder rung out on this subject ? And how many
thousand pages of matter lie unprofitahly on the

publishers’ shelves finding no readers ?

If "An Amateur” looks around London and

all other of our large towns, he will find hundreds

of houses being built ;
and who is the architect ?

Why, the speculating builder,—who copies some

house somewhere, the size of which will suit his

land. Let him ask the aforesaid builder what

provisions he has made for ventilation, and he

will be shown a few perforated bricks between

floor and ceiling lines
;
but in most instances he

will be told there are the doors, windows, and

flues. And now let him ask, how, when windows

and doors are closed, and, as is the case in many
instances, a bag of shavings bungs up the flue

iu winter, are the products of animal com-

bustion to be got rid of and fresh fuel to supply

the vital spark let in ? And what will be his

answer eight times out of ten. Why,—a grin.

He may as well talk of the component parts of

Cynthia. Or he will he told flatly,
—" It will

not pay ;
for not one out of a hundred will give

me 5 per cent, more if 1 spend 15 per cent, in

properly ventilating these houses.” The fault

lies in the ignorance and carelessness of the

general public.

Therefore I say, so far as our common dwel-
lings are concerned, architects, as a rule, are not

to blame. But can they he exonerated in this

matter in our large buildings and mansions ?

From what I have seen I doubt it. What is

ventilation ? I take it to mean an admission of

sufficient pure air for the healthy breathing of the

inhabitants of a chamber, and this without

draught and at a proper temperature for the

lungs to inhale. For you would not cram twenty

persons into a dining-room constructed for twelve

to breathe comfortably in, and what with the heat

of their bodies, hot food, fire, and artificial light,

raise the temperature to 60°, and then admit

air at from 30° to 40°. If you do it must fall to

the ground direct, no matter from what part of

the room you admit it; and the result is, the air

we have exhausted of its purity goes from us,

ascends to the ceiling, becomes of the specific

gravity of the atmosphere of the room, and in

struggling to get to the flue, its only general

exit, we have it to breathe second-hand, mixed

with the products of combustion from lamps.

Did you ever hear a person, when making up

the eligible for a dinner-party, ask, “Well, now,

how many will our rooms allow to breathe com-

fortably in?” The fresh air should come into

each room gently and at a proper temperature,

governed by the heat of the external atmosphere.

It is wrong to have your house at 60° to 65°,

when out of doors it is only 32°. And so far as

science has yet made known, we must use

mechanical power to obtain this, and in twenty

years’ practice and observation over many thou-

sands of miles, I have nob seen any contrivance

so cheap, simple, and perfect, as that I suggested

of making the hot-water tank give the motive-

power for taking off the used gases ;
and I would

ask, why not adopt it in small houses ? It would

tend to cleanliness, and the cost of a small circu-

lating boiler with tank and 5-in. flow and return

pipes, with a ^-in. pipo to one or two', useful

places in the house for bathing, &c., would not

bo more than from lOJ. to 141. Even now, as to

channel for air, it may be macle in brickwork;

but, if so, it must be well parged, or it will be

useless, and if this is done piecework, it will

want well looking after. I do not think iron

tube made of 20-gaugB would cost much more,

and the joints can be made of a simple india-

rubber flat ring, in. thick and f in. wide; by
this means you would obtain a continual dis-

placement of the air, for the tank would retain

its heat sufficient for the purpose until the fire

was relighted. And if thero is not a range, a

small boiler to form back and sides of register-

stove fire-pot would be all-sufficient.

As to so-called ventilators fixed in walls con-

nected with flues, &c., examine the neighbour-

hood of one after it has been fixed a few months ;

smell the wall around it, and you will find that

the backward or closing action is a fallacy ;
for

set them as carefully as you may, they will

allow return draughts in time, and this is not

pleasant when the return current is smoke. Sit

under a window in which is fixed one of the

glass or lonvered ventilators, and if the wind is

on that side of the house leave your seat, or a

stiff-neck or something worse will follow. Thus
it appears, to have perfect ventilation, we must
have the air brought from an external part of

the house, away from all dams and close spaces,

or bring it down a descending shaft, about 20 ft.

higb, on one side of the building ;
and this must

be warmed to be tolerated in winter
;
and to be

done so purely, should pass over hot-water pipes

or tank. It is an indisputable fact that to pass

air over highly-heated dry surfaces, either metal

or clay, makes it unfit for human inhalation.

Nor need this be a weighty matter, for a small

contrivance can be made suitable to the meanest

class of houses at a very small cost (when

you have educated the people to feel its neces-

sity, and to know how much more healthy and

comfortable their homes would be with it).

I do not mean to use any more fuel, for I

affirm that one-half of the heating properties of

our coal is sent out of our houses to destroy our

buildings and poison the atmosphere.

I would suggest in those School Board days,

that they be petitioned to cause to bo hung on

the walls a printed card, stating thereon the

amount of air each adult inhales at every

respiration, the quantity in twenty-four hours,

and the poisonous nature of gases given off

;

also the approximate number of pores or cells

in the human body, and tbeir functions, so that

the young mind may be made to see the neces-

sity of bodily cleanliness. If “An Amateur”
mixed with the “ Plebs,” he would find gross

ignorance in this matter, and thousands that

never give a thought as to what we should

breathe
;

yes, and thousands that never re-

member having had a bafcb. The card would

draw attention for the next generation, and

,
could do no harm to this.

If the hot-water tank is not liked, build i

separate clean parged flue bet'ween the stov<

Sues, running it at the back of stoves mos
used, and take branches into this

;
but wouh

this answer at night when all is closed, an<

therefore most important ? I think not.

If yon perforate your ceilings, and leave thi

impure air to distil itself among the joists e
keying of ceilings, you will find, let the floo:

above be ever so well laid, that you only tab

it out of one room to distribute it over others;—

not a very fair process, if you do not oconpj

the upper ones.

If you use register grates, have the curve cn

th coves the right sweep, to reflect the heat tb

direct into the room; and by adopting the baol

flues as I suggested, and keeping your grate flus

with the breast, you would find a 9-in. flue, wel

broken or curved, answer thoroughly. Thi

would give you 14i in. breast, 9 in. flue, 4^ it

face, and 1 in. for plaster. By using side <

cove flues to the registers, yon will consume th

chief of the heavy carburets, and thus obttu

more heat, and make less smoke or soot for yot

flue. If the cone plates were groined and kej

clean, more heat would be reflected, and by th

system the contraction of the mouth of the fit

may begin directly upon the top of the stove. i

In conclusion, I would ask “ An Amateur

to have an old grate altered, and try it.

Bonel A. Evans.;

THE ROADS AT KING’S CROSS.

Sir,—You noticed in the Builder of Au.gurti

1873, the snbsidence of arch of the railw

bridge at King’s Cross. I wish to drawyij

attention to the great, and, as it appears tea

nnnecessary thickness of this bridge (about 2

7 in.). Could not a bridge half this thidcBi

be made by a girder dividing the road of t'

bridge into a double thoroughfare, one for tral

east to west, the other traffic west to east ? I

advantage of this reduced thickness, by this

any other plan, would be that York - ro

would be saved being raised by 1 ft. 3

consequently the paving ne.xt the houses on T

east side of York-road might have been

undisturbed, or nearly so, and channels for^va.

and mud or snow on the pavement prev^
which may prove annoying and dangeronfl

winter especially. The gradients over t

bridge must be very trying to cattle, and 1

slopes of the pavement very dangerous in wint

to all passengers on foot. Ought not st

bridges to bo made thinner to save the gn

gradients ? Jno. Eldridce,

A Vestryman of St. Fancr^i

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
London .—On Saturday night an aggregt

meeting of builders’ labourers was held in T;

falgar-square to consider whether they shoi

strike against a continuance of any rate of p

less than 6d. an hour. There was a stro

desire on the part of a large number to strike

once, and the proposition was supported
_

several speakers, who, on a show of bauds bei

taken on the proposal as an amendmei

declared that it was carried unanimouB

The other proposition, for the adjourumenti

the strike for a week, was pressed, and t

majority, amid some confusion, voted in

favour. The meeting ended quietly, though t.

difference of opinion among those present at t

meeting, who were chiefly Irish, seemed at o.

time likely to have a less agreeable result.

Liverpool .—The operative house carpente

and joiners have at last put an end to the

strike by adopting VH* RR hour as the rate
•

wages for the district. Iu doing this, howevi

they have not obtained the standard they song;

for, neither have they accepted the offer ma'

on behalf of the master builders. The co>

mittee decided to adopt that plan inconseqnec

of allegations which they say have been made

the effect that certain leaders among tbetawi,

endeavouring for their own benefit to coerce

men and prolong the strike. It was also s

that there are now only about 160 men on

employment, and that work can be at oi

obtained for these at the rate of wages wh-

the meeting agreed to.
. p <

Newcastle.—At a general mooting or i

operative stonemasons of Newcastle and distr.

held the other day, it was resolved to gi^e
:

masters 8i.x months' notice of the follow

alterations in the local code of rules, notice
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;pir6 on the firat Saturday of March, 1874 :

—

jle 1. That the wages be 34s. per week from
e lat day of February to the 30bh day of

jvomber, both days inclusive; and 31a. per
3ek from the Slst day of December to the
st day of January. 3. That meal hours be
e half-hour for breakfast, and one hour for

aner all the year round. 4. That sheds and
jsB-houses be erected for masons on all jobs
lero found necessary. 5. No overtime to bo
jrked, except in cases of necessity. 6. All work
bo done by day, except building boundary walls
d dressing blockers, such work to be done by
isons only. 7. That employers pay lodgings
the rate of 6d. per day or fraction of a day.
That employers commence paying wages not
er than twelve o’clock on pay-day. 10. The
;egoing rules to be enforced within three
Ibs from the districts, as stated in rule 7.

,

A NEW CHURCH IN DULWICH.
lA NEW church is about to be erected in West
dwich, near the Norwood Cemetery. The site

the intended new church, which has been
jsented by Mr. John Westwood, of the Manor
luse, extends from Hamilton.road to Croxted-
id, and the building will therefore stand in
0 parishes, one portion being in Camberwell
1 the other in Lambeth. The principal
ranee will be from the Croxted-road, and the
broach from the road to the church will be
jough an ornamental ground. We understand
Lt no fewer than ninety. five architects are
Inpeting with designs for the building, which
[bo cost 7,0001. A parsonage, corresponding
Ih the architectural character of tbo church, is
io to be erected in connexion with it. Certain
Itructions, with reference to the building,
'0 been given to the competing architects,

b style of architecture is to be Gothic, and
I edidco is to have a tower and spire. The
iigns are to be submitted to a competent
jge, whose decision is expected to be given in
vember next, and the erection of the building
tl be commenced as soon afterwards as pos-

fe, so as to bo ready for opening in the course
next summer. Emmanuel Church is the
|ne which has been given to the edifice. As
I neighbourhood in which the intended church
utuated is, to a great extent, occupied by
fdeners and out-door servants in the employ
the merchants and other wealthy families
jiding in the district, ono-third of the seats in
I church are to be free.

:E CITY CORPORATION’S EXPENDITURE
ON BUILDINGS.

STATEMENT of the receipts and expenditure
he City of London Corporation during the last

I years, which has just been published, shows
t within that period the outlay on new and im-
bed buildings amounts to 921,5061. 63 . lO^d.,
lie up as follows :—On the Metropolitan Cattle
rket, 27,4421. 63 . 6d. ; erection of a pauper
atio asylum, 59,0181. IBs. 3d.; improvements
jhe Guildhall, 50,1831. 15s. 8d.

; contributions
'id of public improvements, 42,2181. 6s. 9d.;
ition of library and museum, 44,6891. 5s. 4d.;
Proved dwellings for the labouring poor,
''*491. 3s. lO^d.

;
construction of the meat and

'Itry market, 305,4951. 63 . 6d.
;

drinking
iitain in Sinitbfteld, 1,5351. Ss. 8d.; con-
jetion of the new Foreign Cattle Market,
1,0571. 15s. 3d.

;
enlargement of Billingsgate,

,’•341. 8 s. lOd.
; and purchase of promises,

,1071. 16s. Id.

b addition to the above expenditure on build-
1, the statement gives the following items
er the head of extraordinary payments,
bnd the sum of l,653,-ll'0l. 133. 2d. on ordi-
V expenditure, and which included, amoufTst
;:r icems, 60,9731. ISs. for allowances to Lord
^ors

;
expenses of the Mansion House,

i'211. 143. 2d-; allowances to the sheriffs,

'91.; aud 67,4421. 10a. 9^6. for e.xpenses of
[Guildhall aud Law Courts. Debt discharged
iccount of the Metropolitan Cattle Market,
j.OOOl.

;
transfer to reserve fund, 263,8531

.

;

[.atmeiits (inclndinga temporary investment of

I

of the Meat Market loan), 191,8091. ISs. 3d.

;

ption of aud wedding-gift to the Princess of
08

,
3 4,35 41. 10s. 2il.

; entertainment of the
ce and Princess of Wales, 16,6901. 53 . 8d.;
rtainment of the Sultan and Belgian Volun-

13 in 1867, 30,6831. Os. lOd.
; thanksgiving-

expenses, 9,6171. 15a. 3d.
;
and disbursement

•account of supply of gas and water to the

citizens, 23,4611. ISs. 7d.
;
the total expenditure

in the ten years being 3,709,9381. lOs. 5Jd., or
an average annual expenditure of 370,9931. 17s.
The aggregate receipts during the same period
amounted to 3,721,3251. 13s. 6i^d., showing a
yearly income of 372,1321. The rents in the
ten years amounted to 987,7211,

;
the market-

tolls, 499,0251.
;

brokers’ rents and fees, and
Mayor’s Court fees, 61,1431. Among the
extraordinary receipts were 1,658,3801., being
loans raised for public improvements, or result-
ing from the sale of securities.

ZIRKALDT FINE ART ASSOCIATION.
This exhibition (the second here) has been

open for three weeks, and has been very well
attended. The exhibits consist of 357 paint-
ings and drawings, aud 9 pieces of sculpture.
The chief works on view are from the studios of
James Cassie, A.R.S.A.

; William McTaggart,
R.S.A.

;
Gourlay Steell, R.S.A. ; J. C. Wintour,

A.R.S.A.; T. Danby, R.A. ; .Arthur Pengal,
R.S.A. ; Erskiue Nicol, R.S.A. ; Waller H. Paton,
R.S.A. ; Alexander Johnstone, R.A. ; Charles
Lees, R.S.A.

; C. N. Woolnoth
;

Abraham
Stork; James Archer, R.S.A.; Wm. Fettes
Douglas, R.S.A. ; Sir J. Noel Paton ; John
MeWhirter, R.S.A. ; J. Linnell, sen.; Alex.
Fraser, R.S.A.; Sam Bough, A.R.S.A.; R. T.
Ross, R.S.A.

; John Smart, A.R.S.A.
; James

Eckford Lauder, R.S.A.; Alexander Green;
Norman Macbeth, A.R.S.A.

; Horatio McCulloch,
R.S.A.; Patrick Nagsraich; J. B. Macdonald,
A.R.S.A. ; Henrietta Ronner, R.A.R.

;
J. F.

Herring, sen.; John Burr; John Ballantyne,
R.S.A.; W. Beattie Brown, A.R.S.A., &c.

Since the opening of the exhibition, works to
the value of nearly 3001. have been sold, and it

is expected that more will be disposed of before
the close.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
Cardross .—At a meeting of the Cardross

School Board, held on Monday last, the plans
advertised for, in addition to Renton Public
School, were laid before the Board (five in
number) from local and Glasgow architects.
The design given in by Mr. John McLeod, archi-
tect, Glasgow, was approved of as the most
suitable. The plan of Mr. George Banks,
of Dumbarton, was the next most favourably
considered.

TECHNOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS.
Sib,—

P

ermit me to say, with reference to the notice
respecting the Society of Arte technological esamina-
tioQS. in the Builder of September 6ch, that Mr. Thos. F.
Mullins, who obtained the firat prize and a studentship of
60J. in the examination in carriage-building, is a native of
Cork, His brother, Mr. M. Mullins, obtained the second
prize. Both have been steady, hardworking pupils at the
evening classes of the Cork school,

Jambs BaBy.v.rr, Head-Master.

WESTMINSTER CLOCK TOWER.
Sib,—

P

arliament being prorogued, and the alleged nse
(to indicate to distant members when the house is

sitting) of the lighthouse lanterns placed near the summit
of the clock-tower of the Houses of Parliament having
ceased, I beg to inquire whether they may not now be
removed, or whether the disfigurement of that prominent
and oostly erection is to be permanent ?

I take also this opportunity of protesting against our
public buildings being disfigured for merely fanciful pur-
poses. F. J.

*,* The light seems to us by no means objeotionable,
quite the reverse. What is wanted is that it should be so
placed or formed as not to disfigure the building.

THE PAINTERS’ MOVEMENT IN LONDON.
Sir,—

I

n your issue of August 30th appears, under the
above heading, a letter by “ Decorator," who does not
think that “house-painters, as a body, should receive so
much as joiners, stonemasons, or plasterers," as joiners'
tools are expensive, “ whereas the painters have nothing
but a putty and cbisel knife, at the coat of 23., to supply
I have worked for the last twenty years for various
legitimate painter-flrms in the West-end, and I do not
remember seeing those 23. kits in those firms

;
I mean by

legitimate, the master being a practical painter, or em-
ploying a good practical painter as foreman, either of
which would soon detect shoemaker, tailor, or bricklayer's
labourer, even if they were “ mixed up among forty or
fifty others” ; and I do not think they would allow the
foreman of the job to protect them. I belong to a society,
and am well acquainted with most other painters’ societies
in London; and I can venture to say that none dispute
the right of a master or foreman to discharge any man
whom he considers not worth his wages, or skilled enough
for the work he is required for. Indeed, I know of no
better method of rewarding the best workman than by
keeping him longest in employment; and nothing better
to wake up the energy of the worst than by discharging
him firat. “Decorator" says, why should a clever man

be compelled to work for 8id. per hoar, when he is worth
9id. ?_ I say “ Society ’’ does not even advise him to do so.
“Society’ would assist him to obtain as much as S^d.
per hour; and if by his own ability he can get Is.,
“ Society" will congratulate him.
There are some curious signs in London • still, I do not

think we shall find “T-iilor and Decorator,” although we
often find the latter following something nearly as foreign
to it. Probably in such a shop “Decorator" has seen
the gentlemen of the discarded last, needle, and hod
wielding their 23. kits. Men who never learned painting
become master painters, and somehow gat joDs, and
manage to get over them without employing those men
who are worth 9id.

j
neither are those masters compelled

to pay even S^d. “Society” never interferes with them.
Such men as they get they are welcome to. Society will
not have them, nor will the leading firms : so what
" Decorator " calls “simply disgusting” seldom occurs.
The question of tools does not decide the value of a

man to his employer. A clerk, with a pen that does not
cost 6d., earns more money than a carpenter with the
most expensive chest. I do not wish to shield painters
from castigation, but that they should be touched in their
faulty locality

; and in behalf of the " Society." to which
I have the honour to belong, I must beg of “Decorator "
not to mix the “ wheat " with the “ chaff.”

A Joc£jfHYM.ur Housh Paintbb.

KIRKSTALL ABBEY.
Sir,—The remarks of so impartial an anfchority

as Mr. Sharpe, will surely for ever set at rest the
Kirkstall Abbey restoration proposal. Imagine
the process applied to all oar Mediasval ruins
(and if to one, why not to the rest ?) ,

and the re-
suits would be such that no amount of modern
design, however excellent, could compensate for.

The work of restoration is intensely interesting
to the individual restoring, but to the profession
at large, who can no longer study at the foun-
tain head, the operation is often otherwise.
How much of the interest of these ruins rests

in their intermixed architecture, and the many
problems which are thereby suggested, which
for the exercise of imagination are best left
unsolved

!

How interesting, historically, to trace the rise
and course of a building in the “ mosaic ’’ of its
varied styles—the ambition and the advancing
art of each succeeding generation imprinting
themselves in durable stone and lime! But of
this interesting study the restorer would deprive
ns. There is, however, one plea for restoration
besides that advanced by Mr. Sharpe, and that
is, the ruins have unnaturally become such, the
band of man has reduced them to wreck, and
the hand of man shonld therefore reinstate
them.
The proper answer to this is a practical qnes-

tion,—la it worth the outlay ? Restoration would
be alossfesthetically, archa3ologically,and archi-
tecturally, would it be a gain practically ?
Will it create a church, which by no other
means, and in a no less costly manner, would
answer the purpose of a modem place of wor-
ship

? G. S. A.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Hij'h Wycomhe .—The proposed restoration of

St. Mary’s Church, High Wycombe, is meeting
with every prospect of success. At a large and
influential meeting in the Town-hall, the Bishop
of Oxford, Archdeacon Bickorsteth, the Duke of
Buckingham and Chandos, Lord Carington (in
the chair), and other influential gentlemen were
present, and passed appropriate resolutions

; aud
Mr. Street, the architect, sent in an estimate of
10,0001., which was adopted. Upwards of 2,0001.
have already been either contributed or promised.
Lord Carington has headed the subscription list
with a donation of 1

,
0001 .

Weston Bampfylde.—The parish church of the
Holy Cross, Weston Bampfylde, near Ilchester,
has lately been reopened after reparation. In
plan the church consists of a nave without aisles,
chancel, with a western tower, and a south porch.
Before the rerent works no vestry existed, but
one has now been built on the north side of the
chancel. The church is small, the total accom-
modation being for about 100. Previously to the
reparation the interior was coated with white-
wash and yellow ochre, and the roofs and ceilin'vs

were in a rotten condition,—in fact, almost
dangerous. In the new ceilings the characteristic
Somersetshire type of the old work, i.e. the
barrel or cradle form, has been retained, though
the cornices aud ribs are of much bolder and
more substantial dimensions, and boarding sub-
stituted for the objectionable lath and plaster.
The material is deal, stained and varnished; but
the carved bosses to the chancel are of oak. The
floors and seating throughout the church are
entirely new, the latter having deal framing and
solid square moulded oak ends. The chancel is
paved with encaustic tiles of Mr. Godwin’s manu-
facture, the patterns arranged by the architect.
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gofflisThe chancel stalls are of oak, with moulded and

shaped ends and ornamental book-board fronts.

The whole of the interior of the chnrch has been

cleansed of whitewash, and the natural rou"h

stone shown. Several of the windows (of the

Perpendicular period) have been renewed. The
porch being dilapidated, and possessing no parti,

cular interest (it was built about 130 years since),

was taken down, and rebuilt from a new design.

The roofs are covered with local stone tiling.

The curious old floriated cross to the east gable

has been preserved and reset. The ground out-

side the church has been lowered, and a stone

channel conrse 1 ft. 6 in. wide has been made.

The niche to the west end formerly blocked up
has been opened out, and also the little lancet

window nndor it, which has been pierced and
filled with cathedral gleiss. The Jacobean pulpit

has been cleaned and refixed on a plain Ham
Hill stone base. The old font (the bowl of which
is Norman, the stem Late Decorated) has been

most carefully cleaned, and its very defective

parts renewed. The church is heated by one of

Porritt’s underground stoves, which has necessi-

tated the erection of an ornamental chimney-
shaft. The steps up to the rood-loft and the

corbels which used to support it still exist. It

should be mentioned that the tower is not of the

normal Somersetshire type, for it is octagonal

above, and square in the lower stage, a peculiarity

shared by one or two other churches in the

immediate neighbourhood. The total cost has

been about 7001. for the restorations. The con.

tractor was Mr. Alfred Caiues, of Sherborne

;

the architect, Mr. Edmund B. Ferrey.

Picrcebridge .—The new church of St. Mary’s,

in the village of Pieroebridge, has been con-

seorated by the Bishop of Durham. The church

is a small building in the Early English style,

and consists of nave and chancel, with a bell-

turret at the west end. The entire structure is

of Forcett stone, the walls being of rubble
masonry, while the mouldings of the door and
windows are of chiselled ashlar. The nave is

lighted with twe^ mall lancet windows, aud a
doable cne": »ach side; the east end of the

chancehs also provided with three windows of

the same style, the centre one of which is higher
than the others. The entrance is on the south-

west side, a space between the outer and inner

door constituting a small porch. On the south
side of the chancel is the vestry. All the doors
and windows have hooded mouldings, teiminated
with carved finials. The bell-turret, which is

arcaded, stands on two projecting buttresses, aud
is surmounted with a pyramidal top, decorated
with ornamental bands of freestone. The recess

beneath the buttresses forms a place for the bell-

ringer. The bell has been brought from the old

parish church at Gainford. The roof is covered
with slate, and has a deep pitch. The gable of

the chancel is surmounted with a stone Gothic
cross. Internally, the church is seated with
open benches of pitch pine, varnished, and will

accommodate about 120 persons. The roof, both
of nave and chancel, iswagon-headed, of Memel
pine. The nave windows are stone-arched. The
church is provided with a hot-water warming
apparatus. The building was erected from the

designs of Messrs. Cory& Fergusson, architects,

Carlisle, and the contractors for the whole of

the workwere Messrs. R. & S. Adamson, Gainford,

who executed the masonry; Messrs. Wharton,
of Darlington, being the sub-contractors for the

slating, and Mr. Gent, of Gainford, for the
plumbing. The entire coat, irrespective of the

ground, which is the gift of the Duke of Clove-

land, is estimated at alDout 1,-100!.

Ashhown.—Mr. George Frith, of Coventry,
builder, has entered into a contract with the

Vicar of Ashbourn, by which, in consideration

of the sum of 199!. lOs. which he is to receive,

he has agreed to take down and remove the spire

of the parish church to the top of the spire

lights, and to rebuild the spire to the height of,

and in the same line as, the original spire.

Repairs are to be done on the lower part of the
west and south sides of the spire, &c. ;

and a
new spindle and copper vane and a new lightning-

conductor are to be fixed. There are other
repairs which are needed. Of the 500!. which
the committee determined to raise, 320!. have
been promised.

Advance of Wages to Metal Workers
and Labourers.—Messrs. Cubitt & Co. have
advanced to all their metal workers, numbering
over 250 men, one halfpenny per hour on their
former rate of wages, which makes the wa'»e
equal to other portions of the building trades

;

and to their labourers one farthing per hour.

Dictionnnire Technologique dans les Langues
Fran'^aUe, Anglaise, et Allemande ; Rt!dig^ par

M. Alkxandre Tolhausex
;

revn par M.
Louis Touhausex. I" Partio, Fra.n(;ais—A!!e-

• mand—Anglais. Leipzig : Tauchnitz. Lon-

don : Sampson Low & Co., 1873.

We have before us the two little volumes form-

ing the first part of this work (French, German,
and English) : the second, giving English, Gor-

man, and French; and the third, German,
French, and English, are to follow with all speed.

The editors claim to have brought together

within narrow limits, about 65,000 technical

terms, by the aid of abbreviations and small

type. In these times when the commercial and
industrial connexions between England, France,

and Germany are so intimate as they are, such a

dictionary as this has become a necessity, and

we are glad to be able to say, after some exami-

nation, that the present part is very well done.

It is very portable, and not expensive.

gliscillanca:.

Extraordinary Bequest.—Recently a Mr.
Edward Stuart Wilson died, and by his will

the city of Carlisle was thought to become
possessed of a large sum of money, includiag

10,0001. for building a new town-hall, and
3,000!. for erecting a reredos in the cathedral.

Other bequests, principally to Roman Catholic
!

charities, amount to something like 150,000!.

In 1855, when 31 years of age, Wilson was
tried and convicted at Carlisle Assizes on
a charge of forgery. For this he was sentenced

to twenty years’ transportation; but after

a few years he was released upon a “ ticket,

of-loave.” During this part of his career, a
friend of his named Uperoft, a money-lender,

died, leaving property worth some 150,000!. A
will, purporting to be the last will and testament

of Uperoft, appeared, by which he left the whole
of his estate to his friend Edward Stuart Wilson,

in whose career he professed a deep interest,

from having in some respects resembled his own.
Uperoft bad not signed this will : he had merely
made his mark, because, it is alleged, his right

hand had been permanently injured; but it was
attested by a man who is now living. This will,

strange to say, was never proved, and Wilson
became a religious enthusiast, and erected a
stained-glass window in the Roman Catholic

chapel at Warwick, bearing the inscription,

“Pray for the soul of Edward Wilson.” Pre-

viously to his death he made the will in which the

bequests to the city of Carlisle appear. There
now arises the question as to the genuineness of

Uperoft’s will, and unless this can be established

Wilson’s money must revert to the Crown.
Carlisle has given up the hope of any advantage
resulting to the city.

Medical Of&cer of Health for Hereford-
shire Biural Sanitary Authorities. — The
delegates of the Rural Sanitary Authorities,

comprising the Hereford, Ledbury, Leominster,

Weobley, and Bromyard Unions (exclusive of

those portions within the Hereford and Leomin.
ster urban sanitary districts), in the counties of

Hereford and Worcester, assembled at the Board-
room of the Hereford Union-house, on Saturday
before last, to appoint a medical officer of health

for the above-named combined districts, when
after some procedure Dr. Saudford and Dr.

Symmons were selected as the most suitable

candidates, and finally Dr. Sandford was elected

by the casting-vote of the chairman. The gen-
tleman who thus becomes the medical officer of

health for a large district is M.D.
;
L.R.C.P.,

London; L.R.C.S.G.; L.M.
;
L.R.P.G.; Govern,

ment Certifying Factory Surgeon
;
and lately

Medical Sanitary Officer and Instructor of Sani-

tary Science and Hygiene. Ha is likewise the

author ofseveral works upon “ Sanitary Science ”

and kindred subjects, and five of his students in

the metropolis are this years prizemen. He
was a student of Professor Liebig, and is an
analyst of repute. The salary of the newly-
elected officer will be 500!., derived from Here-
ford, 136!. ; Ledbury, 100!. ;

Leominster, 88!.
;

Bromyard, 98!.
;
"Weobley, 78Z.

St. John’s Church, Kenningion.—It is

stated that the incumbent of St. John the
Divine, Kennington, has received a gift of

10,000!. from an anonymous donor, towards the

building of the nave of his church.

The Tomb of Joshua.—M. Guerin, who has !

been engaged for the French Government ia
;

researches in Palestine, has discovered what he t

believes to be the tomb of Joshua, the son of
-i

Nun. The tomb is situated at Tignc, which he I

considers to be the ancient Timnath Serah, the 'il

heritage of Joshua. In the hill at this place are '

I

many tombs, and this one has a vestibule, into
,

which the light of day penetrates, supported by :

two columns, while the place is furnished with ^

nearly 300 nidies for lamps, and is soiled j

evidently from their use. This vestibule gives i

entrance to two chambers, one containing fifteen-:

receptacles for coffins, and tho other but one.

In this latter one M. Guerin supposes the body h

of Joshua to have been deposited, and he thinla-H

ho has discovered strong evidence of this in the J

statement that tho sharp flint knives with which 1
Joshua used to circumcise the Children of Israel 4
at Gilgal were buried in his tomb. On removing iji

the dirt which covered the floor of the tomb, a 4

large number of flint knives were found, and onii

making some excavations at Gilgnl, the passaged
of the Jordan, a number of similar knives wor^ljj

discovered. The pillars in tho vestibule of the !

tomb are surrounded by a fillet, iu the stylo of a

Egyptian monuments.
,

DiscoveryofHumanRemains inNewarke-iu
street, Leicester.—An interesting discovatAl

has been made at 15, Newarke-street. Inexoa*58

vating for cellarage, the workmen discovered, at a 1

depth of 7 ft. a large leaden coffin enclosed in a ,i

wooden chest; the latter, however, crumbled
!|

away as soon as air was admitted. It lay cast:^

and west, and contained a skeleton, of which j

the skull is very fine and perfect, and is of the-i

dolichocephalic or long-headed type. Fragraonts
'i

of Samian ware were also found during the.^

excavating. The coffin is of cast lead, with a ;

wavy or rippled surface, the only ornamentatioirt

being a treble line drawn close to its edge8.!j

Nothing apparently was found in the coffin, but.i

since its removal to the museum, in a con-:|

cretion of lime (with which tho coffiu seems tail

have been partly filled) a large shining greyisbi

seed was found. The date of tho interment is a-I

rather difficult question, but it lies betweeni
Roman and mediieval times, for there are hardly lI

any instances on record of Anglo-Saxons usingi

lead for such a purpose. It has been conjec--t

tured that the graveyard of the Grey Friars^

may have e.xtended to this spot, bub MrJ
Harrison, the curator of the local mnseum,^
thinks it is more probably of Roman date. i

The Potter Memorial at Cramlington.—

g

The clock and peal of bells which have been^a

erected in the tower of Cramlington Church, as*

a memorial of the late Mr. Edward Potter, of i

Cramlington House, have been inaugurated. For i

a long period the late Mr. Potter was the resident*

managing owner of the Cramlington Collieries^ij

and was highly esteemed by a large body of I

pitmen employed under him. Friends of ilr.li

Potter added their contributions to those of the!|

miners, and the result was that a large amount »

was subscribed, and the memorial took the form-!

of a clock aud peal of bells iu tho tower of theij

church at Cramlington. The bells, six in [

number, are in the key of G, and have been cast:

at the works of Messrs. Taylor & Son, of
;

Loughborough, Leicester
;
aud the clock has

‘

been made by Mr. Trotter, Newcastle. The-

tenor bell weighs 21 owt. 1 qr. 16 lb. The cost
:f

of the bells is 850!., and the clock 250!. ;
and in

addition there has been work done in preparing-

the tower to the amount of about 250!., making a-’|

total cost of 1,350Z. Towards that sum the pitmen ii

have subscribed 300!., and the colliery workmen i-

have, after the conclusion of their daily labonr, i.,

made the oak frame for the bells, and done other

work, to the value of 200Z. to 300Z.

Discovery in Switzerland. — Antiquaries--;

have been of the opinion that the weapons and i

implements of bronze found in Switzerland :

have been manufactured nob in that countrj^

but beyond the Alps, and that they had c

been obtained thence by the Helvetians in the I

way of trade. Latterly, however, a few more

have been discovered in France and Germany,

and very recently Dr. Gros, of Neuville, has

made a discovery in the conrse of researches at

the lake station of Meyringen, a site remarkable r

for the quantity and excellent conriition of

bronzes -which have been found. Here the

doctor has unearthed sundry highly interesting

things, among which are crucible-beds, cliannels-'

for the overflowing metal and ocher matters, f

sjiving evidence that a foundry had existed on '

the spot; besides a large number of moulds for i

the castings.
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Underground Railways in America.

—

iio city of Baltimore is row in posscBBion
an underground railway system first amongst

tnerican cities. There are now two distinct

les of tunnels in Baltimore, which have been
mpleted at a cost of nearly fivo millions
dollars, whereby nearly all the various

ilways centreing in the city have been
ought into connexion. The underground rail-

ly conBiets of tho Baltimore and Potomac
mnel, whence it extends in a north-easterly

rection through the city, under some twenty-
ae streets and avenues, emerging at North-
enue, where it joins the track of the Northern
ntral Kailway. The Union Tunnel extends
)m tide-water at the Canton portion of Balti-

)re, under some thirteen streets and avenues,
the Northern Central Kailway. The total

igth of the Baltimore underground railways is

ree miles and a half, of which about two
les are closed tunnels, and the remainder open
ts

; over which the streets are carried on
idges. The tunnel arches are from 22 ft. to
ft. 6 in. high, and from 2G ft. to 27 ft. wide,
e rings of brick thick (from stone springers),
sked with rubble masonry.

Landslips in tlie Salt Districts. — The
bsidences and landslips in the mines and
.vns of tho salt districts of Cheshire, have
late years become so serious, that the Govern-
“ut iuBtructed Mr. Joseph Dickinson, inspector
mines, to investigate the matter and report.
. Dickinson has accordingly prepared an in-

'csting report, which has been recently pub-
lied. From this report, it appears that in
3h towns as Norfchwich there is scarcely a
.11 which is perpendicular, or a floor that is

rizontal. Sometimes, though not often, houses
ve been suddenly Bwallowed up with all their
itents. There is one house in which the first

3r has become tho ground floor, with a new
)r in tho wall, tho original door showing
y the top at the ground level. And yet
rthwich is a thriving town, and the people
:e the matter easy, and buy and sell their house
fiperty just as is done in other towns. Some-
ties the houses are built with wooden frame-
irk to keep them together, but there is fre-

bnt pulling down and rebuilding going on,

Q the place is a good one for the building
Ide.

tOpening of Rlushing Docks.—The opening
ithe new docks and harbour.works at this port
s been inaugurated by tho King of Holland with
':emonial on a scale creditable to the energy and
|blic spirit of the inhabitants. The authorities

4 much to encourage their efforts, and by
Q small act in particular effected a great
\1. They offered the sum of ten guilders as a
vard for the most prettily decorated house,
& this prize was eagerly competed for by the
jidents of the lanes and alleys as well as by
*se of the main streets. Every thoroughfare
ithe town was planted throughout its wholo
^ent with fii’-trees, which were linked together
a tasteful manner with evergreens, the

3cb being further heightened by the aid
: artificial fruit and flowers, and ribands of
riouB hues. Triumphal arches were raised at

3 more important points, and flags streamed
•ly in every direction. Tho new docks are
npletoly finished. The basins are capable of
ceiving the largest ships, and all sorts of acces-

7 accommodation and appliances suitable for
•h a place are to be found in tho neigh,
arhood.

Social Science Congress.—The seventeenth
bual Congress of the Social Science Associa*
n will be held at Norwich on October Ist, and
jcessive days, under the presidency of Lord
lUghton. A great feature of the meeting, as
have already mentioned, will be a sanitary

^1 educational exhibition, the object of which

,
to bring under notice the latest scientific

Ipliances for the improvement of the public
lUth and tho promotion of education. Intend-
exhibitors should make early application for

ice to the secretary, Mr. James Kobinson,
il Adam-street, Adelphi. The three special

ejects for discussion in the Health Section,

Icr the chairmanship of Captain Douglas
:lton, are:—1. What aro the most convenient
iininistrative areas for sanitary purposes
II what are the best means of administering
i sanitary laws? 2. Should there be a special

jloma for medical officers of health, and, if so,

(V should it be granted? 3. What provisions

j
required iu a general Building Act so as to

aro necessary sanitary arrangements ?

Coal-cutting Machines in the United
States.—Tho efficiency of Brown’s Monitor
coal-cxitter has been practically proved at the
Coal-brook mines of Messrs. Niblock, Zimmer-
man, & Alexander, near Bi-azil (ludiana), where,
for some time past, they have been carrying out
the necessary experiments. It consists of a
fi-horse-power steam-engine, worked by steam
carried into the mine by means of an iron pipe,

terminating in a few feet of rubbei' hose, which
is attached to the steam-cbests, and allows of

the free motion of the machine. It is the inten-

tion to use compressed air in place of steam as

soon as the experiments are completed. Colonel
Zimmerman estimates that one machine, by
being run on the " double shift ”—that is, night
and clay—will cut 100 tons of coal in twenty-
four hours. Wages amount to §11 per 100 tons

of coal. As it is now, mining costs §1 per ton,

and in some cases even more. The machine
does not coat more than .5700 to §800. It outs

away only in. of waste each cut, thus saving
10 tons per 100. The machine now in use is

the first one of the kind that has been built.

A Momiment to Lord Nelson. — An
interesting ceremony baa taken place at

Anglesey, namely, the unveiling of a colossal

statue of Lord Nelson, The statue forms a
leading mark for ships in the new Admii'alty
chart of the Menai Straits. It was modelled
and executed, in two years’ patient labour,

by Admiral Lord Clarence Paget, and it is

below his residence in Anglesea that it is

placed. The material is a combination of lime-
stone and Portland cement, and the figure is

strengthened by the insertion of a central iron

core. The primary object was to show that
statues can be constructed of a material little

inferior to marble ia appearance, and probably
more durable, at one-tenth the coat ; thus
carrying out a desire of Prince Albert. The
statue, including plinth, ia 19 ft. in height, and
tho pedestal and basement tower are 22 ft. high,

making a total height of 41 ft. It is intended
as a landmark to warn mariners of dangerous
rocks on the Carnarvonshire and Anglesea side

of the straits, and was dedicated by Lady
Clarence Paget “ To all Mariners.”

Concrete and Beton.—The invention of Mr.
Humphrey Chamberlain, of Bound Green,
Barnsley, consists essentially in tho application
and use to and in the manufacture of mortar,
beton, and concrete, of the waste lime from gas
purifiers, which has hitherto been treated as a
comparatively useless refuse. He has found by
experiment that this “ gas-lime ” produces an
equally good or superior mortar to fresh lime.
It is simply requisite to grind it up In the usual
mortar-mill, or to mix it, as ordinary lime, with
sand, ashes, and such like materials. The said
refuse lime is also suitable, as a subsiitute for
fresh lime, in making concrete or “beton,”
which may, or may not, as required, bo moulded
into bricks or blocks iu any well-known manner,
and in the event of a very hard substance being
required, a portion of Portland cement may be
used in combination with the said refuse lime.

—

Mining Journal.

Improved Kiln for Burning Bricks, Tiles’
Terra-Cotta, &c.— Mr. George Smith, man-
aging director of the Midland Brick and Terra-
Cotta Company (Limited), Coalville, Leicester,
has patented an improvement in kilns for burn-
ing bricks, tiles, terra-cotta, pottery, pipes,
quarries, &c. The new invention, which is now in

operation at Coalville, combines the advantages of

an ordinary kiln for burning pottery, and the com-
mon descending kiln used for burning bricks

j
and

to those practically acquainted with the business
we need not point out tho great convenience of
such an arrangement. The improvement can be
adapted to the kilns now in use at a very
reasonable cost. Independently of effecting a
very considerable saving in labour, time, and
fuel, it is assorted that tho arrangement will
consume nearly all the smoke produced.

Neglected Property. — A correspondent
wishes to draw attention to a block of property
lying between the Edgwarc-road, Chapel-street,
and Marylebone-road, which remains still in the
extraordinary state of neglect uuder which it

has suffered for many years. He says justly that
a man has not a right to do what he likes with
his own, if it is a nuisance to his neighbours,
and the condition of the houses is injurious to
those neighbours. In a populous and respectable
part of London it is a public outrage for houses
to be left for years in an unfinished, unrepaired,
and deserted state.

Nottingham Temperance Hall.—The com-
mencement of the erection of a Temperance
Hall in Nottingham has been celebrated. The
sice which has been purchased for the building
fronts the Derby-road and Circus-street opposite
St. Barnabas’s Homan Catholic Cathedral. The
designs have been prepared by Mr. Fothergill
Watson, architect

j
and the contractors are

Messrs. G. Bell & Son. Only the works connected
with the foundation aro at present contracted
for. The building (which is being erected for a
limited company) will be of a rectangular form,
141 ft. long by 66 ft. wide, and will comprise, on
tho basement floor, lodge-rooms, ante-rooms, and
a lecture-room

;
above which, that ia to say on

the next floor, will be a large hall, having two
tiers of galleries, and capable of seating at least

3,000 people. There will also be on this floor a
retiring-room. The building will have a stone
front, full of carved work, and it will have a large
central tower.

Windsor Castle.—At the west entrance of
St. George’s Chapel a pair of wrought-iron gates
has been erected at the top of the flight of stops
leading from the Horse-shoe Cloisters. As the
ancient wooden doors are occasionally left open,
a great portion of the interior of the nave is

visible from without. The library of the dean
and canons of Windsor, in the Horse-shoe
Cloisters, recently erected by Messrs. Field,

Poole, & Son, of Westminster, is being fitted

with Spanish or wainscot oak furniture, of which
material the bookshelves, panelling, and orna*
mental work are mannfactored. The roof of the
library is open, with carved oak tie-beams. The
fireplace of the library, with its wrought-iron
dog-irons, brass rosettes, and Medifoval tiles, is in

accordance with the date of the original building,

The face of the Queen’s library, on tho north
terrace of the castle, ia under repair.

Wills and Records.—The rooms and vaults
at Somerset House recently vacated by the
Admiralty are going to bo handed over by her
Majesty’s Commissioners of Works to the
authorities of Doctor’s Commons. The spacious
vaults beneath the terrace facing the river ai-e

being converted into strong rooms, for which
purpose the earth and lead,—the latter of which
has become defective,—have been removed from
the crowns of the arches to admit of a founda-
tion of concrete on which will be laid Claridge’s
patent asphalte of Seyssel to ensure the vaults
being made thoroughly waterproof. It is said
that the sale of the lead will more than repay
the cost of tho concrete and asphalte. The
works aro under the direction of Mr. J. Taylor,
architect of the Board of Works.

A Mace for Bradford. — The Mayor of

Bradford has employed Messrs. Cox & Sons, of

Soathampton-street, to produce a silver gilt and
ebony mace, which ho will present to the cor-

poration of Bradford. It is rather over 4 ft.

high, surmounted by tho orb and cross, carried
by a group of engi-aved scrolls, shields, and
heraldic devices,—the boar’s head, the crest of
Bradford, being conspicuous; the shields are
enamelled with the royal and municipal arms.
Midway there ia a knop, and on the foot a circlet

and ferule jewelled and gilt in harmony with the
upper part : the circlet bears an inscription.

The staff is of ebony, polished; the orb, knop,
and foot aro of silver gilt, enamelled and
jewelled.

Vienna Exhibition.—We are asked to men-
tion that the Messrs. Milner obtained the medal
of merit in Group 7, Vienna Exhibition, for

strong holdfast and fire resisting safes, and fixe

resisting gunpowder magazine. Also that a
medal for progress has been awarded to Messrs.
Hayward, Tyler, & Co., the hydraulic engineers,
for their patent “Universal” Steam Pump.
This is, we are informed, the only medal awarded
to direct acting steam-pumping machinery.

—

Messrs. Whitley, partners, have been awarded
the “medal of merit,” for excellence in material
and workmanship, and the employment of
improved machinery and tools.

Threatened Destruction of Lima by
Water.—Despatches received from Lima state

that a serious accident had occurred 60 miles
from that city. A body of earth, estimated at
10,000,000 cubic yards, fell from a mountain
side into a valley, damming up a river, the water
of which had risen 109 ft. above its usual height.
Engineers were of opinion that the water would
soon burst its barriers, when it would rush
towards Lima, sweeping everything before it,

and submerging tlie lower portion of the city.
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Pending' Sale of CyfartHfa Ironworks.

—

Negotiations for the sale, by Mr. llobert Craw-
shay, of the Cyfarthfa Ironworks, have been
pending for some months. It is understood that

the intending purchasers consist of a number of

capitalists, who will, in all probability, retain
the proprietorship of the works in their own
hands

j and, though forming a limited liability

company for the purpose of carrying on the
undertaking, will themselves subscribe the
whole of the necessary capital. The price

originally asked by Mr. Crawshay amounted to

1,250,0001. The gentlemen referred to offered a
million in round figures, which was refused by
the Iron King of South Wales. Ten days were
given in which to decide.

For the erection of on oil-mii3, en^ine-houae, chimney-
short, cottage, and boiindary-walla in Church-street,
Sculcoates, Hull, for Mr. J. G. W. Willowa, Mr. Robert
Clamp, architect

Bricklayer,
£l,12i 5

970 0

Marshall..
Kelsey
Stanley ..

Erington ..

For Tvareliouses and stores, Norwich, for Mr.W.Bostof
Mr. J. B. Pearce, architect :— '

Rogers £403 10 0
TVilkin 400 10 0
Taylor (accepted) 393 0 0

0 0
For Strnmpshaw Schools and teacher’s residenoi

850 10 3

Grassby
Liaon & Wilkinson ..

Hahbershon

Carpenter and Joiner.

Lacey
Youngs
Withers (accepted)..,

Nelson, Bros

£1,350 0 0
1,340 0 0
1,130 0 0
1,125 10 0

Zlaeon,
Crawford &. Scott
Grassby ..

Tronfounder,

For alterations and new class-room nt St. Sariontt
Schools, Norwich. Mr. J. B. Pearce, architect:—

Bishop £353 13 44

Destructive Fire at Quebec.—Advices from
Quebec state that on the morning of the 19th
ult. a fire broke out in a cabinet manufactory
employing 400 hands, and that owing to defective
pipes the pressure of water was so slight that
the flames could not be subdued, but spread
rapidly to some adjoining buildings and lumber-
yards. At noon an explosion occurred, and the
scattering of the burning timber threatened at
one time to canse a calamity of a very serious
nature. Two schooners at the wharves were
burned, and a district of ten acres was in flames
at onoe. Towards evening, however, the fire

was got under. The loss of property was esti-

mated at 94D0,000, of which about oue-seventh
was covered by insurance.

Young & Co
Dossor & Co
Perkins

Plumber and Olazi
Harrison
Freeman
Gouldesbro’

.. £302 12 0

.. 193 17 0

.. 183 11 8

Slater,

For Ludham Schools and teacher’s residence, LudhasJj
Norfolk. Mr. J. B. Pearce, architect:

—

Batchelor £1,315 0 0
Hubbard 1,165 0 0
Wright 1.138 0 0
Hawes 1,970 0 0 i

Withers 1,050 0 0 \

Brown & Bailey* 1,040 0 0 I

• Accepted, but carried out by Withers.
,

Painter.
Stainforth £27 0
Wardle 26 7
Wynch 19 10

For new buildings in Chancery-lane, for the LawCoup*
Chambers Company (Limited). Messrs. John Giles

.J

For the first portion of the roadmaking and fencing
the Abbey Hill Building Estate, Kenilworth. Mr. E. H.
Lingen Barker, architect

Bobbins £525 1 2
Moretou 4S4 0 0
Clifi'ord .J62 17 9
Palmer & Lea 407 0 0

Gough, architects. Quantities by Mr. C. H. Goode
Bayes iStRamage £13,394 0 0 i

Higgs 12,990 0 0 1

Thorn k Co 12,9H5 0 0 J

Sheffield 13,879 0 0 >

Perry k Co.* 11,800 0 0 J

• Understood to be withdrawn, owing to error. i

Serious Outbreak of Typkoid Fever at
Wolverhampton.—The Corporation of Wolver-
hamptou have had a long discusaion upon a
aerioua outbreak of typhoid fever there. The
medical officer reported that there had been sixty
cases and four deaths. The outbreak is said to
have originated in the milk supplied by one
dairyman. He found it consisted of three parts
milk and one part water. The water was ob-
tained from a well connected with a dwelling-
house in which typhoid fever existed. When the
use of the offensive water was prohibited, the
milk became pure ; but the fever was spreading,
till more recent advices, from which it appears
to have abated.

For rebnildiog Old Iry House, Goswell-road, for City
ofLondon Brewery Company, Limited. Mr. J. Jewhurst,
architect :

—

Langmead&Woy .,.,£3,620 0 0
Pain 3,600 0 0
Palmer & Son 2,359 0 0
Taylor 2,187 0 0
Carter 2,170 0 0
Thompson 2,125 0 0
Ellis (accepted) 2,085 0 0

For the erection of London and South-Western Broi
Bank, Circus-road, St. John’s Wood. Mr. Charles Ba.tl

architect. Quantities by Mr. H. Lovegrore :— i|

Tavenor £1,919 0 0 |

Nutt & Co 1,789 0 0 1

Bracher k Son 1,760 0 0 j

Burford 1,689 0 0
''

Scrivener & White 1,666 0 0

For rebuildingVlSf*. 188, 186, and alterations at 18
High-street, N.W. Mr. U. H. Bridgman, architect:

Darke (accepted).

For repairs at the Black Horse, Brixton, Mr, H. J.
Newton, architect

Hockley £189 0 0
Briudle k Co 183 0 0
Bhurman 175 0 0
Taylor (accepted) 169 0 0

For cottage at Wood-green, for Mr. B. G. Bartsi
Mr. H. H. Bridgman, architect;

—

Darke £130 0 0

For auction-room and alterations at 76, High-stretp
N.W., for Mr. AV. Wade. Mr. H. H. Bridgman,
tect :

—

Darke £320 0 0

Lewes School of Science and Art.—An
effort is making to raise this establishment to
its proper position, the sum now required being
only about 600Z., private contributions already
made and a grant from Government having
brought in 8501. It is seriously intended, should
the 600Z. not be forthcoming, to sell the building
as it stands, and divide the proceeds among the
contribntors. The Lewes School of Science and
Art, it is said, has displayed great promise, and
might contribute even more than at present to
the successful study of that "technical educa-
tion ” of which it affords the foundation.

For erection of chapel-keeper’s cottage in Bclmont-
)ad, Clapham, fbrtbe deacons of Graftou-square Chapel.

Messrs. Goulty k Gibbios, architects :

—

EUden £125 0 0
Lacy 359 0 0
Cobden* 315 0 0

• Accepted, subject to reduction.

For the erection of new schools at Wimbledon.
Jabez BignaU, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr,
Mundv

joice £1,830 0 0
Linzell & Son 1,793 0 0
Maocy 1,685 0 0
Harmer (accepted) 1,570 0 0

’
f

For repairs and alterations at Verulam District Church,
Lambeth. Messrs. Goulty k Gibbius, architects

Gammon Boos (accepted) £500 0 0

For alterah'ona and repairs at the Catherine Wheel,
Little St. James’s-street, W. Mr. H. AV. BuJd, archi-
tect ;

—

Brindle&Co £139 0 0
Hockly 136 0 0
Taylor 129 0 0

elusive of the foundations). Mr. Francis W. Tasl

architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. T. E. Mundy:-^';^
Church. North Chi^i

Linzell & Son (accepted) £4,090 £900,

For the erection of a house, for Mr. Thos. Galjm]
Mr. T. E. Mundy, architect :— g ,,

Perkins £1,395 0 0 . ti

Lewis 1,379 0 0 •

Linzell k Son (accepted) 1,173 0 0

Sunderland Improved Dwellings Com-
pany.—The annual meeting of this company has
been held. The directors reported that, after very
considerable delay, the first block of houses, con.
taining twenty-two tenements, was got ready for

occupation at May term last
}
that the whole of

the tenements were taken and have continued
let at good rents. The revenue, after deductions
for outgoings, would pay a dividend at the rate
of about 6 per cent, per annum on the capital
subscribed. The directors did not recommend
any present division. They proposed to proceed
forthwith with the second block. The report
was adopted.

For alterations, &c., at the Catherine AATieel, Ken-
sington. Mr. AATlUams, architect :

—

Hockly £169 0 0
Marr 167 0 0
Hanley 1.16 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

For additions to Blewbury Schools. Mr. James H.
Money, architect:

—

AVatson £270 0 0
Pether 238 0 0
May (accepted) 205 0 0

R. G. (at the Office tor S^le of ParUamenUry Pufiera fl

Queen-street, W.C,).—B, A. E. (send deeeriptlon of system allods-'^

to).—J. B. (particulars of the Alexandra Palace will be lotiad iu

enrlier voliuae of the DuUderJ.—A R.—a. W, K.—B. & M.—Bo
JusUce.—T- D.-C. H. G.—H. L.—H. H. B.—0. Jk

P. it Co.—.A 0, D,—M,—J, E.—J. W.—E. C.—S. S.-T, B.-O. 4 0.-^

Son.—F.—Mr. T —J, M. N.—J, H, M,— C- 4 Sons.—H, J.

W. J. E.-J. C. T.—U .fe Co.—W. L.—G. & C.—C. E. F,—i’.
.

For alterations and additions to North Heath Schools,
for the Chteveley School Board. Mr. Money, architect :

—

Hitchman £178 3 0
Benhnm 169 10 0
ATinter 150 0 0
E. & AV. Harrison (accepted) 141 3 6

We
oddre

Cuba Mahogany.—Messrs. Barnes & Sons
have just discharged a cargo of fresh Cuba ma-
hogany, ex Venancio, from Cien Fuegos. It is

many years since a cargo of this wood was
brought into Bristol, Mr. Williams, the last im-
porter, having retired in 1867. The wood will
be sold by auction on Thursday, the 18th inst.,

by Messrs. Barnes & Sons, in Bristol.

New Town-hall for Dunoon.—The founda-
tion-stone of a new town-ball for Dunoon has
recently been laid, with Masonic honours, by
Mr. Grieve, M.P,

Alt lUtemactB of facU, 1U<« of teDdero, Ac., mu«t be accompaalKiM

by the name and address of the sender, not neceesohly fe;|^

pubUcatioa. i!

Note.-

T

he responsibility of signed articles, sod papers read

public meetinRS, leets of course with the authors.

For alterations to house for Mrs. Hemsted, Bartholo-
mew-street, Newbury. Mr. Money, architect

Boyer & Co £376 3 0
’ (accepted) 245 14 9

For residence at Pile Hill, Newbury, for Mr. Arthur
Southby, exclusive of stables and offices. Mr. James H.
Money, architect :

—

Adey (accepted) £3,400 0 0

SITTTATIOSS WANTED.—Advertlsemeats of this clou are Inwi

the foUowinf rate, viz.

Six lines (about mty words) or under !i. 8d.

1 additioQol Use (about ten words) Oa dd.

HoUpeuny stoiaps accepted for amounts under 2a

For the new church of St. Thomas of Canterbury.
Mr. John Green Hall, architect:—

Lyon & Bourne £10,174 0 0
Gaskin k Godden 9,600 0 0
AA'right, Broi., k Goodchild ... 9,000 0 0
Cosens 8,950 0 0

For alterations at the Kenton Arms, Hackney. Messrs.
Humphreys & Son, architects :

—

Blackmore & Morley (accepted),.. £537 0 0

For stabling (with coachman’s cottage) and lodge at
Hayes, Kent. Mr. Diuwiddy, architect. Quantities
supplied :

—

Downs & Co £1,637 0 0

The Fullisher carniot he responsible for TESir-

MONULS left at the Office in reply to Advertise-'^

ments, and strongly recommends that Copies;';

ONLT should be sent.

Advertisements cannot be recei'vedfor the current i

week’s issue later than THREE o’clock p.ni

071 TIIIJRSDAT.

NOTICE.—All communications respecU'

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should ha

addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,''-

No. 1, York.street, Covent Garden. All otJiei

Communications should be addressed to the

"Editor,” and not to the " Publislier.”
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Bath and other Building Stones of Best
oaUty.—EANDELL, SAUNDEllS, & CO.
mited, Quairyinen and Stone Merchants,
st of Prices at the Quarries and Dep6t8, also

st of Transit to any part of the United
ngdom furnished on application to
lath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.—[Adtt.]

Q H A E L T 0 N A M A E T I N,

MARYLAND POINT. STRATFORD, LONDON. R,
CONTKACrORS for PAINTING, STAINING, DECORATING

RENOVA'l'lNG, Ac. Churches, Chapels. Halls. Otflces.Chaiiiberi, ant
all kinds of Pubbe, aud other Buildings in Town and Country,

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a good
T r JOBBING BRICKLAYER. PLASTERER, aud SLATER

Well acciisioined Ui fire-work; U a good painter aUo. Wages mode-
rate,—Address, BRICKLAYER, 19, Netley-atreeb, Ambcrlev-rosd
Paddiiigtou, W.

’

Wanted, constant employ-
I V MENT, in a Builder's or Decorator'i, by a good tarpenterf

aud Joiner. Well up in bench, fixing, office fitting, aud all kinds o
Jobbing work. Can let out work, or manage a smaU biislnesa
Salary 37s. per week.—Addreas, ALPHA, Victoria Cottage, New-rood,
Lower Waiidsworlh-rotnl, S.W.

ry\ WINKWORTH, BUILDER and
JL . HOUSE DECORATOR, 140x, C.AM UEN-ROAD, N.W. aud
REIGATK, begs to lufonii Ari'hltecls aud Gentry who are about to
make Altcraliuus and Repairs, tliat lie wiU be must happy to give an
ESTIMATE at the must reasonable terras, feeling sure he will meelBills of Quantities, Specifications, &c.,

rhographed by EOBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
Charing-cross, S.W., with accuracy and

nctuality. Plans and Drawings Copied,
aoed, or Lithographed.— [Advt.]

WA:NTED, TO LET PAINTING (labour
T t only).—Address, with references, to 342, Office of "The

BuUder.”

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an
T T AltCUITECT and SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT. Well up lu

Gothic working drawings and details. Good reference Irvin hut
employer.—Address, G, W. X- Post.offioe, Bloonisbury,

TUNIOR PARTNERSHIP REQUIRED,
by a OcntletDan, 28 years of fqje, who was articled to an

Architect and Surveyor at the West-end. He has a good knowledge
of his profession, and is cap.able of corresiiuudiug. His mother a
widow lady, of limited means—would be prepared pj advance a small
sum if satisfactory references are given.-Address, W, U. W. Delauy's
Library, 353, Fulliam-road, S.W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

W-^^TED, an engagement as FORE-
• » Man of shop or job.—

G

ood references- Carpenter and
Joiner by trade,—Address, M. U. J. 1, SUnley-street, Paddington, W.

STONE BEOTEERS,
Bath Stone Merchants,

supply direct from their own Quarries
Box Ground, Corsham Down,
Farleiqe Down, Combe Down,

AND Stoke Ground.
ices on application at Bath-stone Office, Bath,
ondon Depot, G.W.R. Mileage Station, Paddington,
one Dressings prepared ready for fixing,

TO BUILDERS.
Wanted, an engagement, by
T T .1 3IA80N. OS general FOREMAN, for any class of

buildings, ill Town or country. Can prixlnce good and sollsfiictory
references of long aUuding,—Address, A. B, C. 33. Tuftou-sUeet.
>VBSlmin8ter. *

PUPIL.«-An ARCHITECT and SUR-A VEYOR in Town lias a VACANCY for an lutelllgeut and
industrious PUPIL Premium required, though not so much an
object.—Address, A.R.I.B.A 71. Park-street. N.W.

A RTICLED PUPIL.—An ARCHITECT,
Ax recently removed from London to Brighton, has a VACANCY
U.r an INDOOR ARTICLED PUPIL.-For terms and iiarliculars,
address, W. care of Mr. H. B. Ruljlusou, 13, Weeteru-roail. Hove
Brighton.

vyANTED, a permanent ENGAGEMENT,
TT by on ESTIMATING CLERK of proved abUity UeUa

good gcoountiint and correspondent, and thoroughly cuuvetsant with
aU the duuea of a builder and coutraclor's office. First-clius tesU-
raouiiila from past, ami reference to present, employee. Aged 36.—
Address, A. B. Poet-offioe, Barbicau, E.C,

^ ATES and RAILING Manufactured by
r W. F. ALLEN & company. Isto TURNER A ALLEN,
201, Uiiper Thiim«*-stre«t, London. E.C.
cboice sclecdou of

,

Detlgns oiu be bud on application, or com-
« PoUerii-book of OniMiienUl Ironwork, lAiup-pllliu'e. it will
orwarded on receipt of 10a.

)eci«l attention Is directed to our raUeru-nutking and Carring
artuient, which is on tbo alwve I’remises.l

]\/rEXBOROUGH LOCAL BOARD.—
EVX SURVEYOR, INSPECTOR of NUISANCES, aud COL-
LECTOR.—Tlie Mexliorough Local Board are desirous of receiving
APPLICATIONS Iiom I'eisons willlog and comiieleut to uuJertake
the combined duties of SURVEYOR. INSPECTOR of NUXBaNCKS,
and COLLECTOR tor the District of the Boiinl. The persouapiiolnted
will be required to devote the whole of his time to his office, to pre-
pare oil plans, sectious. and siieciUcatlous of Works unUettakcu by
Uie Board ; tu discharge tlie duties of an Inspector of Nuisances, as
prescribed by the Sanitary Acts ami the Orders and BeguJnUoua of
the Local Uoveniment Board

;
and to Collect the Itiites levied by the

Local Board. The Salary wiJl he 120*. per antiura. The person
appointed will he required to give a boud, with two approved sure-
ties, in tlie sum of Wiif. for the due i>erforuuiuce of the duties of the
oIMce. and for accounting for ail moucys received. Applioitious,
sUtiug ago, peat uiid present uccniiatioiis, and liunlificatious, together
with copies of testimonialsBe to character and ability, to be seul to
me on or before the 25th day of SEPTEMBER, le73.

FRED. U ILVRROP, Clerk to tbs Board.
Swiuton. near Rollierham.

vyANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN, by an experienced Man.

Carpenter aud joiner hy trade.—Addrese, S. 31. 55, 8hrubl«nd-road. s]

W-A-NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T CLERK of WORKS or GENERAL FOREMAN, by a tho-

roughly practical and energetic Man. Town or country. First-class
refetenoe.- AdUross, ALl'HA, cure of Mr. Eolfe, 65, St. Johu's-wooil-
terraee, N.W.

^ *0 CHARLES ©COLLIIMCE'SO PATENT oi

^ ^OLLINGE'S PATENT HINGES.
T ' Ifaiinfacturers,

1 MICHELMOEE & EBAP,
f 36, Borough Eoad, Loudon, S.E.H Illustrated Sheet on application.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
a KE-ENGAGEMENT, by a

T T young Man, Is a neat and expeditious dmiigbtiman,
uuderetands surveying, can prepare drawings Iroiu rough sketches,
aud ossut ia taking out quaiitiUes,—Address, UREDEND.A, 9, Falr-
bauk-street. Eost-roail, City-road.

OSS of LIFE or LIMB, with the conse-
I
ijneiit Lobs of Time and Money, caused liy Accidents of all kinds,
Ided for by a Policy of the RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSUR-
JE COMPANY.—An Annual Parmeiit of 3f- to «f. Bs. Insures
1. at death, or an allowance iit tlie rale of 61. per week for injury.
OOf. have been paid os Cunii>eiiwitioii. one out of every Twelve
nal I’olicyhuiders becoming a cUiiuaJit each year.
No. 64, COBNHILL. and 10, KKGE.ST-STREET. LONDON.

WILLIAM J. VIAN, aecretary.

VyANTED, a competent SURVEYOR, for
T V surface and uiidergrouud work.—Apply, giving particular*,

tu Mr. BLUUMER, JUeeley, SheffieUl.

W-^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
T T first-cliiss OHAINER and MARBLER aud plain PAIN TER

Can do gliding and plain writing. WIU Oil up lime at other biaiiches
Town or country: moderaw wages.—Addresa, H. K. DUCK, 34,’

>\ lubelt-street, Durant-streot, Uackuey-road.\\T ANTED, immediately, a first-class
TT ARCillTECXUR-VL DRAUGUTSMAN.-Apply, with sped-

lueiis and reterences, to PENNINGTON a BUIDGEN. Atchjlccts,
Manchester.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, Ac.vyANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
T T thoroughly iiracUciil Man. as FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS,

or Would take Piecewuik. Understands oil kinds of stonework,
Keuliab rag, lie. Aged 45. First-closa reterences from present
ei^o^r.—Address, 15. B. 22, WeatUiurne-terraoe Nurth, Harrow-

HE NEW GAS COMPANY (Limited).
The Directors of the above Coiuiiany oie ready to receive

LIOATIUNS from Owners of existing Gasworks, as well os from

the uee of the PATENTS-—Apply to the SecreUryi No. 22,
brook, E.C.

vyANTED, in a Builder’s Office, a CLERK,
T V who has hod experieiioe in a similar capacity.—Apply to

W. It, care of Mr. Haucc, 53, Kiiig's-rood, Chelsea.

WlANTED, in a Stone Merchant’s Office, an
VV efficient LEDGER CLERK, able to take out quautlttes,—

Address, stating iiunlificatLonB, B. A W. 42, Bmik^lde.

wanted, a SITUATION, by an Archi-
T T teclural ASalSTANT. Very good references—Addresa. 895.

Office of " The Buiidet."

EKI'EOTION in BOOKKEEPING. —
Buililers and Others dealring a really good systetn, can haave

of MODELS tor BUILDER’S HOOKS, by DOUBLE ENTRY, te
hwasawaideU the prUe olfered in "The lluUder," Na 1.160. and
b has t>een adopted by many large flnua Also a MoOiaed
uigeuient by Single Entry, euiuble tor siuiUl hulJilera—Addrws,
J. H. JONES, 4. St. George’e.rood. Regent's Park. London.

Wf ANTED, in a Builder’s Office, a
TV ,Uior«uglilycoini«stcutPRl.HE.C08T clerk Ucewholias

fllleil u liimlar siUuUon before prelerrod. -tpply, statiug age aud
sal.iry retjulred, to .Mr. JAMES IHMENT, BuUder aud Deooiulor,
No. lU, St. James's sqUjire, Bristol.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
WANTED, a SITUATION, as Workino-
TT FOREMAN of PLASTBRBBS. No objection to the couutr“

Good relerence.—Address, A. R, gu, Exmuulh-slreet, CterkenweiL

WANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK, in a
TT Biilldei’s Oifiee, to TAKE TIME, SUi’ERlN’l'END the

lUUNMUNGERV, and ASSIST In OFFICE generally. Hours. Six
till Six.—Apply, by letter, stating where last engaged, and wages
required, M. L S, _caie.ui Messrs. Adams A Cocking, 4U, Upi>er
Thames -street.

TO BRICK COMPANIES AND CONTRACTORS
WANTED, a SITUATION, as MANAGER
IT in a BRICK aud TiLE WORKS. Thoroughly unUersWnds

machinery. Good reteiences.—Address. 882, Office of " The Builder."

Bound in cloth, la. 6U. or post free for 20 stamiie.

TABLES ana STjIBLE EITTINGS.
ncludes a considerable ainomit of oseful Iiifonnatlon on the
evt of wliicli It treats."-fluiWer, August 27, IftTO.

8T, PANCKAS IRONWORK COMPANY, Old St. Fancraa-
road, London, N.W,

WANTED, a SITUATION, as HANDY
T T MAN. to dw General Repairs to Houpio Proiierty.—Address,

n . L. 31. Richmoud-giuve, RIchmond-road, Borusbury.TO WOOD C.4RVEH3.

vyANTED, good CARVERS used to Gothic
Tl work.—Apply to J. OSMOND, 79, CUftou-street, Fins-

bury, E.C.
ONCRETE WALLS are stronger, more
durable, free from vermin and damp, at half tlie cost of brick,

sand eetlnmlcsaleo show an inexpensive apj«iaUia 8vo. tola
i- Also an lUustrateil ivimphlet. Is. Id, forwarded on receipt of
0. or stAJnpa—Address. P. TUOMI'bON, 2, Hope Cottage, East
et-road.

To BUILDERS AND OTHERS,
WANTED, a SITUATION as GRAINER
T T and WRIIER, Willing to ttU up time in leuncmg. 4c,

—

Address, 9J8, Offieeol "Tlie Btuldcr,"\\/ANTlD, for a permanency, n good
T T GENERAL MASON. One who could do a little bricklaying

Job occasionally preferred.—Address, suiting wages requhed, age, and
references, to 941, uiHce of " The Bulliier."

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS,
vyANTED, a SITUATION as PAPER-

1 T H.VNGER. No objection to fill up time at pan,Mug
Address, U. F. 1, Park-ruad terrace, Kilbum.ERSPECTIVES

Rapidly and Artistically i’REPARED.
COLOURED, or ETCUKD,

for C'ouipelitiuus or Exhibition,
DESIUNB and WORKING DRAWINGS.

sModerate.—Address, T. U. 14, Argyle-sti eet, KJug's-oross, W C

To PLUMBERS AND PAINTERS.
WANTED, a good THREE -BRANCH
TT U.VND. for a Jobbing Shop. M usl be a good plumber, and a

man of some address, aud married, Ue will be reiiuired tu live at

own liandwilliiig, to UlU. Otilco of " The Bujlderi

WANTED, a SITUATION, as a
T T DRAUGHTSMAN, in an Architect's or a Builder's Office

Good eiiierieuce. Salary 35s. i*r week.- Address, G. P. 78. Brook
Btrcel, Lambetlu

TO ARCHITECTS. BUILDERS, Ac.

LANS, wonKING DRAWINGS,
SPECIFICATIONS, Ac. oecuiately and expeditiously prepartal.

'eying, measuring up work. Ac. Terms moderate.-Address
liTi'Et-'T, care of Mr. Forge, Stationer, 400, Kaston-ruad, N.tV.

TO MONUMENTAL MASONS.
"VyANTED, a respectable young Man, as
TT an IMPROVER, at a hjst-class Cemetery Wojks. Musthaie

Some knowledge of leUer-cuttUig, which wilJ be the priucipal |>ail,

and to nil up lime at Uioker.—Apply by letter, stating wages, fic.

required, tu C, C IL BUKCiiELL, Cemetery Works, Huvelock-road,

WANTED, a SITUATION, as EORE-
T T MAN of I'LASTEIIERS, or Plustenug (I’icoework). Seven,

yearn' reference griea—Addiess, A. 15. J, Slollmau-slreel, Rendle-
shatu-rood. Lower Cl.iptou.

7ILLIAM READ, 437, Brixton-road,
GRAINER, MARBLER, and DECORATIVE ARTIST.

Pnxe Mvdols awarded, 1351, 2662. 1870.
alning, Marbling, and Decorative Work undenokenand promptly
ut^. ui 'Town or country, on most moderate teruia Spccuuuui
e Crystal Palace, near the Ulgli-level Station,

YyANTED, FOREMEN, to take charge of
T T Town Jobs. Good releteuoes must he given.-Apply, by

letter only, to W. 15. 47, Old-itieet, E.C.

WANTtiD, a SITUATION, as CLERK in
T T the office of a Builder, 4c. in Sussex or Hampohlre. The

advertiser bos li.vd several yean' experience in the plumbing aud
decoraluig business.—Addrese, 8, W, G. Poet office. Havant.

L UKEMAN and JOINER.—WANTED,
_I_' a liist-elass MAN, to Take entire Chaige. Must be competent
to take out quantities, give estimates, dc Liberal wages and bonus
given.—Reply, stating age and full poiticulara, tu Uir, Olllcoof " The

\17ANTED, a SITUATION (temporary or
VY periimneiit), as ARCHITECT'S ASSISTaN’T. Muohexiwri-

euce in Uetluc, aud fair knowiedie of Classic. Neal draughtsman.
Working and detail drawings, eichhig, tinting, and i>erspective..

Seven ycali' experience. Highest relerencea. Salary 2f. per week.

—

Address, .4. L. 4. Salisbury-aueet, Edgware-toad, Loudon, N,W.

DRAWINGS, TRACINGS, PARLIA-
' MENTARY or WORKING PLANS and SECTIONS for
LWAYS, TRAMWAYS, WATERWORKS, Ac. SurvevlOL- and
Jiing, by on ENGINEER, with tilteen years' experience.- Ad-

,
ENGINEER, Dodd's Lilirary, Fulliam-ruatl, Ltindon, S.W.

I UNIUR CLERK WANTED, in a Builder’s
^ Oifiee. Must wille a good band and be quick at fieuree
Hours, six a.iu. to six p.m.—Apply to KELLY, BROS- 31, M'cUington0 BUILDERS, ARCHITECTS, aud

OTUER8.—DKAAVINad and PLANS made from ROUGH
TCUES, Ac- j SPECIFICATIONS and ESTIMATES PREPARED
TRACING, COPYING, and ASSISTANCE generally, of the flret
ly, by tlie Advertiser, .at very inodatato charges. Address
84, OtBce of " The Builder,"

THOROUGHLY practical and expe-
, Tleneed DRAUGHTSMAN, uiiderlftkes AVorUlng Drawings
•erspectives at Uoioe, or ia oiwn to an ENGAGEMENT lor three
iir days a week.—Address, B, W. I'ost-ulHce, Barbican, EO.

\1TANTED, by a young Man, a SITUA-
YV TIuN os PLUMBER and GAoFin'ER.—Address, A. B.

Puat-offlee, New Southgate.
TO GLASS PAINTERS,

A FIRST-CLA«!S painter WANTED.
J:\. Also a GOOD LINER,—Apply to ¥. BARNETT, Edinburgh
and Leith Stained Glass Works, Lellli, N.B.

TO SIGN-WRITERS. 4o.

y/’ANTED, by a young Man, a SITUA-
V Y riON oa IMPRuVER in the above. No objectiou to an

agteeuieuL—Address, A. L. 54, Livlugsloue-road, Ciapliom Junction.A YOUTH WANTED, in a Builder’s
/* Office.—Write to J. 31. 31. 31r. Brown's, 195, Strand.

TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, Sc.

AAT'ANTED, EMPLOYiMENT, by a good
tV WKITEJtandGBAINEK. Would tUl up time at ponitlug,

glaaing, or imperhauging.—Address, 914, Office of "The Builder."

vyANTED, by a young Man, a SITUA-
T Y TION ill tlie PLUMBING, PAINTING, &o. Used to hot-

water and bath Work.—Address, T. W. S, 24, yueen's-cresceot,
Uaverstock-hilL

TO BUILDERS, HOUSE DECORATORS, Ac.

STEADY, energetic, practical, young
. Man (aged 35) seeks an ENGAGEMENT in a small but
ue buBlrew, with early \ lew to Parluerahip, Good book-keeper
Acountont. Higlieet references given aud required. To these
ig a thoroughly coutldeutlal unui this presents an eicelleut
tunlty, — Address, X. care of Mr. Ererley, Stationer,
slew.

AXrANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by an ex-
T T perieuced Man, to CUT OUT WORK for JOINERS, or any

jliicQ of trust in a BuOdei's yard.—Address, A. 31. IS, Belvedere-

\yANTED, by a young Man, a RE-EN-
YY OAGEMENT os IMPROVER in a JulNEH'S SHOP.—

Address. T. C. 1, King Edward-slreet, Blackfriars, E.C.

vyANTED, by a young Man, aged 32, a
T Y SITUATION OS CLERK. Is uii efficient eiiiumlot. able to

prepare jilain drawings and specffiuiHods, and measure works, aud ia
accustoiued to the snpenuteiidence of men. Would undertake the
management of a small or branch busineea—Address, W. F. Poal-
office, Bromley, Kent,

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS,
OME EMPLOYMENT (Eveniiigl

. Wanted, by the Advertiser. SpedRcatlons copied, qinui-
^urately moneyed out. drawings traced, mounted, Ac.—Address,
36, Colebrouke-row, Islington, N.

W ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a CAR-
VV PENTFIB and JoINEE. Used to office, shop, and other

llliuga Good knowledge of plans, s2i«cilli.tiliuns, and Accuunta.

—

Address, J. T. 6. care ui Mrs. Nolan, Stationer, £c. 72, WestininiteT
Bridge-road. |
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TO BUILDERS, SMITHS, AND OTHERS,

'\'Y7ANTED, by a first-class workman, aged
\ Y 34, a SITUATION as WORKING FORE.MAN, or otherwise,

over amitha and fitters. Also well up in hut-water, steam, gas. and
iron roof work.- Address, J’. S. 61. College street, Fulham-rosd.
Bronipton, Londou.

TO BUILDERS, 4c.

WANTED, PLASTERING (Piecework),
Y Y by a Man, well experienced in taking plastering to any

amount. Country preferred. Labour only.—Address, ffjr. Office of

•'Tbu Builder."

T^-HE Advertiser, thoroughly experienced, is

L open toan ENGAGE.'dENT as GENERAL MANAGER, or to

Take the Eetiinatlng Dep,mnieut.—Address, W. liAY'LIS, 302,

Strand. W.C.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
rpHE Advertiser, nged 23, seeks a RE-
J_ ENGAGEMENT. Has served four years as a Joiuer, and three

ill builders' offleas, and on works. Good references.—Address, T, L.

No. 34, Antill-rcad, London. E.

TO ARCHITECTS.
TT^HE Advertiser seeks a RE-ENGAGE-
X MENT as JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Permanent or temporary.
SpeviiiiBii shown. No objection to go abroad for a iiemiauency.-
Address, W. U. C. No. 24. Cock-lane, West BmilhCeld, E.C.

TO ARCHITEdtS,

T^HE Advertiser, aged 19, desires an EN-
X GAOEMENT as JUNIOR ASSISTANT In au Architect and

Olid Surveyor's Offlea Neat draughtsman and tracer,—Address,

G. C. S. No. 20, Cuckspur-street, S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

^HE Advertiser, just from a country job, is

X (lesirons of a RE ENGAGEMENT, as CLERK of WORKS,
Foreman of Works, or Foreman of Branch, on a first-class job.

Carpenter and Juiiier. Tcstlniouials from architects and builders.

—

Address, 945, Office of " The Builder,"

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

T^IIE Advertiser, aged 28, Carpenter and
1 Joiner by Irade. desires a SITUATION as SHOP or General

OUTDOOR FOREMAN, or could Take the Maniigeiuent of a Busine«s.
lias had experience in all branches of the trade, and used to tho
management of lueii.—Addre«s, B. S2, Wnlford-road, South Hoi-nsey.

(QUANTITY SURVEYOR and MEA-
Vi*. SURER, of upwards of twenty years' experience, offers^ ASSISTANCE (Temiiorary)- — Address, QUANTITY SUR-
VEYOR. 8. Mostyii-road, Brixton-road, S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

JUNIOR ASSISTANT seeks a RE-
fi ENGAGEMENT, in London. Superlordraughtsman. Perspec-
tive. details. Sc. Tonus very moilerate. Good reference.—Address,
No. 870, Office of ' The Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

Jj^Y^ENING EMPLOYMENT YY^ANTED,
1 J hy the Advertiser, who is engaged part of the day. A neat

draughtsman, quick tracer, and well np in detail.* and couotrucliou.

—

Address, H. C. 26, Buckingham-streot, Strand, M'.C.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, 4c.

Jj^VENING EMPLOYIMENT YVANTED,
by a young Man engaged during the day, hi a Contractor’s

office. Builders’ books keiit, tracings made, 4c. Good luind at
squaring diniciision". Higbeat references. Terms very mixlerale.-
AiUlreoa, ALPHA, S7, Loudon-street, Copenhageu-street, Caledouinn-
roail, N.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS. AND SURVEYORS.
IPNGAGEMENT REQUIRED, Country
Xli preferreil, by a practical SURVEYOR and first-class
DUAtiUIlTS.MA.V and COLOURIST, of fifteen years’ experience.
Advertiser having private means, a small salary only is required.
Congenial employment being the primary object.—Aildress, SUR-
VEYOR, care of ifr. Turner, 132, Regent's Park-rood, Loudon. N.W

TO SURVEYORS AND ARCHITECTH
A N experienced GENTLEiMAN would
AYl like to receive PLANS to TRACE or ilake Finished Drawings,
4c —Address, 893. Office of " The Builder."

A N acconiplished ARCHITECTURAL
Ax ASSISTANT seeks a RE-ENGAGE31ENT. II.is conducted
an office. Excellent testimoiilaU and specimens. Moderate salary.

Aged ‘2U.—W. 12, Vlncent-teirace, N.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N ASSISTANT, of varied experience,
Ax desires an ENGAGEMENT. In all respects competent to
luauage an office.—Address, No. 875, Office of " The Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N ASSISTANT, a good dranght.snian,
Ax accustomed to competition, perspective, and workiiigdmwiiigs,
who can design welt, and prepiu'e rough or finished sketches, desires

an ENGAGEMENT in a giKid office. Good references, and specimens
nf design and draughtsmanship shown.-Address, No. 681, Office of

'•The Builder."

A JUNIOR ASSISTANT seeks an EN-
Ax GAGEMENT in an ARCHITECT'S OFFICE Understands
Iierspective .anil the general routine of office work. Di.sengaged on
account of preseut employer giving up private practice. Moderate
salary required.—Address, F. 0. Post-office, Barrow-lu-Fumeas, Lan-

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

A PRACTICAL CLERK of YY’OEKS
Ax (just coiiipleling large works) desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT.
First-class tesliinouials and reference.—Address, CLERK of WORKS,
No. 17. Esst-street, Homcastle. Lincolnshire.

A CLERK of YY'ORKS is open to an
Ax ENOAGEilENT. Good references. No objection to a few
months' engagement if the work* are in Loudon.—Address, X Z.

No, 6, Porleus-ro.vd, Paddington, W.

A S CLERK of YYOEKS.—A tlioroii;;hly

Ax practiclal CLERK of WORKS in want of a RE-ENGAGE-
MENT. Has beeu emplO}ed on buildings of magnitude, under Lomlou
architects, for twenty years, Firt.t-cla*s reference to the .arcbilecl ho
is about to leave.—Address, CLERK of WORKS, 23, Totteiiham-raiul,
Kingslaiid-road.

TO SURVEYORS, 4c.

A DY'ERTISER, aged 28, seeks an EN-
Ax GAOEMENT, Can draw a neat plan, is an exiieditious

tracer, good colourist, and well up iu accounts. Eleven yeni-s' first-

class rcfereiicea Addieas, W. C. 3. 9. Glouceslers<iuare, South-
ampton.

a'^HE YY'ATCOMBE TERRA COTTA
X COMPANY' (LIMITED) have OPENED PREMISES at

No. 2o2, OXFORD STREET, W,

"Wanted, by a JUNIOR JiSSISTANT,
tV ail ENGACEMEMTinniiArcliIteotftnd Surveyor's Office. Is

I of "The Builder."

TO StFRVEYOKS. it

ATANTED, by a tirst-class DRAUGHTS-.
MAX nnd BUKVEYOR. a SITUATIOX. Teu ye:ira’ ex-

a a larve eatete office.—Address, M. S. caro of Wilson
Dcl.mcej-Jtreet, Cuiuicn-town.

TO ARCHITECTS AXD SURVEY'ORB.

ANTED, by a neat and quick Draugbts-

experieuce. Just Ii

Btmctton. Can seiiil sjiecltueiia auj t

Alfred-Btreet, Beilfonijqiiare. W.C.
jftle—Address, F.

TO SURVEYORS. BUILDERS, i

"XTTANTED, by an efficient BUILDER’S
V V ESTIMATINO, imd MEASURING and QUANTITY 8UR-d QUAN"

VEYOB, an ENGAGEMENT for Three or Four Days per Week or

otherwise.—Address, A. B. S3, Ereritt-strcet. Russeil-sqiiare, W."

WANTED, by a CLERK, aged 19, a RE-
ENOAGEMENT in a Builder’s or Metclianfs Office, in COB-

ae<iuence of tiie failure of his lato employer. Unexceptionable
referencea.—Address, stating salary, to G. Alma Villa, Westcm-road,
Tunbridge Wells,

WANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TION as BUILDER'S PRIME COST and BILL CLERK.

Experienced lu a City firm. First-class relereuces.—Address, F. M.
No, 26, Tabernacle-row, City-road, E.

’IIT'ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
YV TION as PLUMBER, GAS-FITTER, and ZINC-WORKER.

TO SURVEYORS.
T/^ANTED, by the Advertiser, who is

T V neat and expeditious at making and tracing plans, &c. a

TO QUANTITY SURVEY'ORS, ic.

\1 7"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a -well-

} V qualified ASSISTANT to tliea1>ove (able in all branches), teiu-

t EMPLOYMENT.—Address, i. P. Post-office,

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
WfANTED, by the Advertiser, a Constant
YV SITUATION, as good PLUMBER, GLAZIER, 4c. Town or
iiilry. State wages, and il constaut. O^ reference if rcqnirud.-

Addresa, 8. W. 22S, Copenhogeu-street, Y-ork-road, King’s-cross, N.

WANTED, by a first-class PLUMBER, a
SITUATION, or to Toke Charge of a Job. Good references

if required.-Address, J, B. Plumber, Slrettuu-on-Duaamore.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
‘Y'YT’ANTED, by a good PLUMBER and
TT PLAIN ZINC WORKER, a SITUATION, or JOB. Is well

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

WT"ANTED, by a good PLUMBER and
TT GASFITTER, a SITUATION. Understands Kath, hot-water,

W/"ANTED, by a practical Man, a SITUA-
Y V TION, as P'OREMAN. C.vrpeiiter and Joiner by trade. TownC.vrpeiiter and Joiner by trade. Town

or country. Job or otherwise. First-rate testimonials, and i

well reccinuieuded liy late employer.—Address, W. C. •IT. Si
road, Bromley, Kent.

TO PLUMBERS, GLAZIERS, PAINTERS. 4c.

T\7ANTED, by a respectable young Man,
Y V a teetotaller, a CONSTANT SITUATION In the al>ovi

tmile. in Town or country. Can work at t

qnired,—Address, B. C. ALNER, Post-office, New Brldge-st
xastle-on-Tyne.

TO MASTER PLUMBERS A

TYTANTED, by a respectable, steady youn;
Y V Man, with flrst-clasa exiierienee, a JOB or SITUATION a
PLUMBER. No objection to fill up time painting. 4c. Good refw
eiices.—Address, E. P. 11, Uavelock-roail, Masbro-road,

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
W^ANTED, by a steady young Man, a
T > good pinmher. a CONSTANT PLACE as PLUMBER orgood pinm _ _

THREE-BRaNCU Hand, is wcll up in all its branches.—Addresi
K. Pluifiber, Post-office, Bedford

TO GENTLEMEN AND BUILDEPA
"YTTANTED, by a steady, experienced Man,
T Y a SITUATION as CARPENTER and JOINER, on a Gentle-

man's Estate, or a CONSTANT SITUATION in a builder's firm.-
Address, R. L. Dorchester, near Walliugford, Berks.

WANTED, by a thoroughly practical
GENERAL FOREMAN, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, to take

the entire charge of n Job. Town or country. Carpenter and joiner
by trade. Has bad the management of exten*lve bulliliugs iu lain-
don. Good references.-Address, W. 14, Vauxball Bridge-rwtd, S.W,

TO DECOR.\TORS, BUILDERS, 4c.

WlANTED, by a thoroughly business Man, an
T V ENGAGEMENT as MANAGER or FOBEMANof PAINTEB-S
J DECORATORS, or as General Foreman in a Building Fini

Thoroughly experieneed in tuenaureiiient, eatinialing, aud bool
keeping. Good general knowledge of the building traile. Fiveycai
exiierience in London. Twenty years' bigh-cUsa references as 1

character and ability.—Address, W. R. J. Post-office, South Shields.

W". . MACHINIST, a SITUATION, to
General Joiner, ie. Can make cutlers and ,

Address, A. B. core of Mrs. Jennings, High-street. Sli

k Moiiliiing Machine,

'VU^'ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man.
' Carpenter, a S'lTUATION as FOREMAN or CLERK o

YV. . Large or Siu.all Qii.mtiti
the Piece. Ijibour only. Town oi

in the trade. Flrst-cloaa refer
square, Hsokuey-road.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, AND OTHERS,

YY a JOB. Cjui take the Dmnngeim
qnired.—Address, by letter, to J. W. cai
Bruimwlch-slreet, St. John'a-street-road, City, E-U

of painting work if r

T^LIGIBLE BUILDING-LAND TO LET, [

S'J with largo adv.auces to restiectable men.—Apply to THOMAS i <

)R. 45. Marc street, Uuckiiey.

HATil.—Eligible BUILDING LAND 5

jerior class of villas, desires to enter into a BUSINESS ARRANGE- ij

3NT with an enterprising firm of BUILDERS for DEVELOPING !.

s PROPERTY.—Address, Mesats. BELFRAQB 4 MIDDLETON, )l

0 ENGINEERS, YVAREHOUSEMEN, S
_ and OTUERS.-HULL.—TO BE SOLD, in LOTS to suit pur- Y
a.«ers. LAND, with good frontage to Wellington and Humber Hi;

the docks. iiisTket-place, and the M. 8. 4 L. Railway All

T

MANUFACTORIES.— Excellent FREE-L
HOLD W.ATEIISIDE GROUND, lithe free and land-tax

"

at Bromley, Middlesex, on Bow Creek (river Lea).
'

rharfs, gasworks,

Creek 1

admirably adapted lor goodi

targe manufacturing and other premlsst

.. ,.ippiy or wharfage accommodation, TO BB
large or small plots, or SOLD, if desired, irt

No dues are payable on craft coming and
r Tbami

sliglble BUILDING LAND, fi.. _ ... streets, TO BK i

_ r. LIVINGSTON, Estate Office,

IB Park. Romford, Essex ; or to Mr. BROOKS, 12. HarJwlck-i,

lommercial-road East. London, E. the latter of whom vrlU ji

It the ground.

\T7ANTED, to PURCHASE, the GOOD-l
Y V WILL of an old-esUblished BUILDER'S and DECORATOR'S If

.. ^ .J the West-end of LtuidttuJIi

It retiring from business might find this a good uppot-rt

resa. No. 806. Office of "ThoBuUJer." I

TO BUILDERS anti DECORATORS.—A J
firat-cloes GENERAL BUSINESS, established thirty years, TTG

"lO centre of Belgravia, TO BE DISPOSED OF.—For particulan,ir

iply to Mr! PHELPS, 6, Park-lane, W.
J,

rpO CARPENTERS and OTHERS.-TO u

1 BE DISPOSED OF, the BUSINGS of a Builder, Shop-fitter,,i0
'

Jecorutor, established over 40 years, and now doing a good tmda-|l

To ensure an early sale, a low price will

going abro-ad,—For jiarticulara, apply 20, Borough-rund. Southwar^

piARPENTER’S,CABINET MAKER’S,and
SHOP-FITTER’S BUSINESS. -Double frontedjireuiisei.

shop, house.aud back workshop; main rood to City. Bei

hands 18 years ;
lease, 12 years ;

small premium only icciuDed.

YMER, 'JUS, Gray's lun-road. opposite Cubitt's.

rro TIMBER MERCHANTS.— TO BE .

1 DI-SPOSED OF. an old esWhlislied TIMBER MERCHANTS IF

BUSINESS, which h.ia been advantageously carried on iuthe W,^ -*.

n Division of Sussex, and within easy access of the towns of Worth- IL

uig aud Brighton. The valuation of stock will not exceed l.UOIK ri*

and the purchaser will not be icquired to pay anything forthegoofc.u

will. The rent of the house, a modern one. aud the yard, U4U.;oc ,

the owners will be wUUug to sell for l.UOUf.—Address. Mr, G. F. u

MANX. SoUoilor, Storringtou, Pulborongh, Sussex
_

TO PACKING - CASE MAKERS and
,

OTHERS—TO BE SOLD by privnte contract, the BUSINESS 1

of a PACKING-CASE MAKER, at the East-end of London. TTie
j

premises are conveniently arranged, and arc fitted with five circular I'l

-benches, driven byalO-home power jite^-
fj

n by a 10-ho.... ... ...
,,

eux.ue cuini.u lAu.cf, shattiug, 4c. About 600i, n'quired.—For - >

furtber particulars apply to Messrs. FULLER, HORSEY, SON, 4 CO.

No. 11, Bllliter-square, E.C ^
3

TO CAPITALISTS.—PATENT ENCAUS-V
TIC and iGEOMETRICAL FLOOR TILE WORKS.-FORi'

DISPOSAL, a well-eftablislied BUSINESS, with Freehold Mvmifi^U|
tory replete with every couvenleDoe. Excellent inacbiiiery, nearly irtory replete with every — .

new. lucludlng all nimlern appliances. Eligibly situated in the d
centre of Staffordshire potteries. The works arc in full operate a. aud r

the business is capable of coiisiderable extension.-For particular
'

apply to Messrs. 8. HAYES 4 CO. AccouulauU, Hanley, SUiffurdshU

Boston east, lincolnshire.-To
BRICKMAKERS and OTHERS.-TO BF. SOLD, a BRICK

and TILE YARD, with one Kiln, Dryiug-sheils, and eiery con.

veiilence for carrying on the business. There are two Cottages and

three .acres of Land attached. It is near the town of Boston, iinda

good trade is being dune.—For particulars, apply to JOSEPH
THORNALLEY. Bticknvy. near Boston, the owner and occuplat.

Possession at Miohaehnas next. c

YARD, with Two ncwly erccled Kiius and Six Drying Sheds. House

and Gnnleu, and every convenience for canying on the above bull-
~

' a first-class trade attached, which has been carried on

for the last twenty-five years ;
there are five cottages on the |iremiiw

ud nine acres of laud- Such an oppoitumty is

rarely to be met with, it being in a district whore any qiiautity of

imiiiage tiles can be sold. Also, to be Sold, 8 small FARM of 32 -Acres

)f superior Amble Land, with convenient outbuildings on tUesuw,

well worthy the notice of PoUto Growers aud Other*.

Michaelmas next. For part' culars. apply to JOSEPH 'THORN-Am-BY,

Stickney, thi
" *' -••"•-•'nv •_ c.^v.c. n .

a. WILSON * SONS. Hogsthorpfci.

rriO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, PRO- a

I PRIETORS of PUBLIC GARDENS, and Others.-UeMrt

WALTER MITCHELL* VULLIAMY are instructed fiDlSeOsEOF .[

by PRIVATE TREATY a PORTABLE ROOM, of very haudsome de- I

sign. 35 feet long by 19 feet 3 Inches Wide, distinguishtd as the '

Palace, now standing m the groimds No. 8. Shacklewell-lane, Stoke ii

Newington. The interior is arranged iu piiuols, with double

aud dado composed of beautiful specimens of curled and

laple. bricbeye, rcdwooil, Madrona. laurel, and other natural woous

Ilia, the eombiuntioii of wbicU is most stoking »uu
j

It is fitted with two gUieil sashes, and a clR““«qi; « '

I a pair of swing glased doors at the other, and i* well uxH'

»

. oof. It IS so constructed as to lie easily un'crewed * d

taken to pieces, and removed at a small expense without •" '

could be made available for a dining, smoking, billiard, or ball tuoiu, i

or lecture-ball.—May be viewed, ami further p-articuUrs bad “t

Offices of Messrs. WALTER MITCHELL 4 VULLIAMi, W, Lity i

road, Flnsbury-aquare.

of Califoi

effective.

CJUITABLE for ,0 Mission Room or Iron

O Church, a nice STAINED DEAL PULPIT, with
. . I , _ -r ;* eMt firice.—

ADIlly 10 J. rtUCLlDwr,, nuiiucr. oouio
theS'erger;of Holy Trinity CburcL, Selhursl, South Norwood, Surrey ,

,

s
NO END OF WORRY SAVED BY TOE USE ^ ’•

TONE’S PATENT BOOK BOXES, for

’ “''S,i.MV'HEs“y“sros™SiS^^^
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'Milling about St. George’s, llanover-sguare.

ITHERTO the na-

tions of the world,

in their gradual

growth, have fol-

lowed the prece.

dent Bet them by
the sun. History

fe

) commenced in the

East, and will probably

end in the West, and it

may be said of cities, as

well as of countries, that

“Westward the course

of empire holds its

sway.” London ia no

exception to this rule,

and the prelates and

nobles who fled from the

smoke of the City to the

Strand and the banks of

the Thames, went forth

to meet the city of

Westminster, which at

II same time was gradually enlarging her
(idarios. By King Edgar’s charter, of the

J 951, the western boundary of Westminster
jthat little River Eye, which, after giving its

Je to Tyburn (afterwards Jlary-le-bourue, or
ylebone), passed by NewBond-street through
'Green Park, by Buckingham House to the
mes, near Vauxhall Bridge, and is now, like

b other London streams, a miserable sewer.

Jhe west of the boundary was the manor of

which, in Domesday Book, is described as
laining ten hides of land. This manor was
ided on the west by another small stream,

I

the Westbourn, on the north by the road

f O.xford. street), and on the south by the

nes. Soon after the date of the Domesday
t it was divided into the three manors of

b, Neyte, and Eybery, the names of two of

•h remain, in Hyde Park and Ebury-street,

lico. In course of time these manors

I

included in Westminster, and thereby
great metropolis was enlarged. Maitland,
jDg nearly 150 years ago, in speaking
^oudoD, says,—“ This ancient city has
llphed one city, one borough, and forty-

f
villages,—namely, the city of West,

jfcer, the borough of Southwark, and the
^es of Mora, Finsbury, Wenlaxbarn, Clerk-
'll, Islington, Hoxton, Shoreditch, Homer-
jNorton.folgate, the Spital, Whitechapel,
jend Kew-town, Mile-end Old-town, Stepney,
(ir, Limehouse, Ratcliff, Shadwoll, Wapping
bey. East Smithfield, the Hermitage, St. Ca-
ne’s, the Minories, St. Clement Dane’s, the
id, Charing, St. James’s, Knightsbrid^

i St. Giles’s-in-the-fields, Bloomsbury, Port-
. Saffron-hill, Holborn, Vausball, Lambeth,
'oeth-marsh, Kensington, Newington-butts
uondsey, the Grange, Horselydown, and Ro-
lithe.” Were Maitland living now, he would
:been able to make large additions to bis
I In the year 1222 the parish of St. Mar-
; constituted the whole of Westminster

j

ivery few years afterwards a large portion
Ibbatracted to form the parish of St. Martin,
e-fields, which, for four or five centuries
lied nearly all the west of London. The
h of St. Paul, Covent-garden, was carved
If St. Martin’s in 1645 ; that of St. Anne,
in 1678

j
and that of St. James .in 1685 j

but it was not until 1725, when the parish of

St. George, Hanover-square, was constituted,

that the extreme west was taken away from the
parish of St. Martin.

In 1710 the crying want of church accommoda-
tion in London was recognised, and an Act of

Parliament was passed, ordering that “ fifty new
churches should be erected in or near the popu-
lous cities of London and Westminster, or

suburbs thereof.” To meet the expenditure, a
duty of two shillings was laid upon every chal.

dcon or ton of coals brought into the port of

London. The Church of St. George was built

by the commissioners appointed under this Act
of Queen Anne, upon ground given by Lieut.-

general Stewart, and the ceremony of laying the

first stone was performed on Tuesday, June 20,

1712, by General Stewart, assisted by the clergy

and a large number of persons of distinction.

After the stone had been placed in the east wall,

the general struck it several times, and making
a libation of wine, pronounced the words, “ The
Lord God of Heaven preserve the Church of

St. George.” Nearly twelve years after (on the

23rd of March, 172-4), the church was conse-

crated, and in the following year the vestry, in

gratitude for General Stewart’s generosity,

desired him to choose any pew in the front of
the gallery, and two pews behind it, so that
they might give them to him for his use.

The architect was John James, and the church
is a rather handsome specimen of a style of

ecclesiastical architecture now out of favour.

The window over the altar is a fine specimen of

old sixteenth-century glass, representing the
Tree of Jesse, which was given to the church at

its first building. It has since been rearranged
and altered in form.

The present rector (Rev. Hemy Howarth) is

the fifth since the consecration, and was pre-

sented to the living in 1845. His predecessors

were the Rev. Andrew Trebeck, D.D. (1725) j

the Rev. Charles Moss, D.D. (1759), who was
consecrated Bishop of St. David’s in 1766, and
translated to the see of Bath and Wells in 1774

;

the Rev. H. Reginald Courtenay, D.D. (1774),
who was successively Bishop of Bristol and of
E.xeter; and the Rev. Robert Hodgson, D.D.
(1803). Tlie two first churchvvaidens were
Lord Carpenter and General the Right Hon,
William Stewart, and during the period from 1725
to 1870 the office of churchwarden has been
held by sixty-seven noblemen, besides baronets,

members of the Privy Council, &c. The list is

a remarkable one, and many historical names
may be found in it. Lord Carpenter was one of
the first inhabitants of Hanover-square

; and
General Stewart, besides giving the ground upon
which the church was built, bequeathed the sum
of 4,0001. towards erecting and endowing a
charity school in the parish.

It is irapoDsible to mention St. George’s,

Hanover-square, without calling up the recol.

lection of many fashionable marriages. From
the first foundation of the church to the present

time it has been recognised as the chief temple
of Hj’men in this great city; but perhaps its

palmiest days were in tho first quarter of the

present century, when between 1,100 and 1,200
couples were married in a year. Some years

ago it was difficult to get a sitting ia the church
which was filled with the crime de la creme of

society, and every official connected, even in a
humble way, with so distinguished a place was a
person to be looked up to, because he had the
keys of a "fashionable heaven.” That glory
has passed away now, for fashion has swept on
further west, and the Church of St. George has
to be contented with a more commonplace con-
gregation. In spite of all this, however, the church
still keeps up its pre-eminent character as the

place for weddings. Although habits have changed
of late, and a greater number of the nobility

and gentry are married at home, in their little

country churches, yet candidates for matrimony

come from all parts to obtain some of that odour
of aristocracy which is supposed to cling around
the church, and novelists continue to consider it

as the goal np to which all the troubles of their

heroes and heroines (through three volumes)
should ultimately lead.

The registers kept in the vestry form quite a
library of thick folios, the entries in which aro
made with great care and fulness, and are
written on vellom with admirable neatness.
Here may be found the names of a large
number of distinguished persons, and in turning
over the leaves many a romance and many a sad
page in domestic history are brought back to
remembrance. In reading down ^the entries we
feel as if wo had suddenly stepped into very
high society, for although the names of the
undistinguished are naturally the most nume.
rous, yet dukes and earls areas plenty as black,
berries ! Not only are many of the entries of
considerable interest, but among the signatures
of the witnesses are to be found the names of
some of the greatest in the land. The “ Iron
Duke” was in universal request as giver away
of tho bride at these grand weddings, and his

characteristic signature “Wellington,” with the
bold cross to the t, frequently attracts our eyo
as we rapidly glance over tho registers.

We have noted above that the Rev. Dr.
Courtenay was appointed to the rectory in 1774,
but before his appointment a better-known man
had tried to obtain it by means wliich got him
into great trouble. The notorious Dr. Dodd
addressed an anonymous letter to the wife of
Lord Chancellor Apsley, offering 3,000 guineas
if by her assistance he was appointed to the
rectory. On its being discovered that he wrote
tho letter he was dismissed with disgrace from
bis office of chaplain to George III., and Foote
and the newspapers poured out ridicule and
invective upon him, so that he was forced to
retire to the Continent for a time.

We will now pass from the church to thesquare,
which was commenced about tho year 1718.
At this time George I. had not long been upon
the throne, and tho bouse of Hanover was in an
early stage of its popularity, so that this square,
which, when it was first planned was to be
called Oxford-square, was named instead Han-
over-square, and the church was dedicated in
honour of the king to 8b. George the Martyr.
The building of the square was commenced just
at the time of the financial panic caused by the
bursting of the “ bubbles,” and in consequence
did not at first go on very rapidly, so that we
find the place mentioned in 1719 as Hanover,
square-street. Strype published his edition of
“Stow’s Survey” about tho time when these
houses were being built, and he refers to them
in the following passage: — “Among these
suburban territories on this side, in the way
towards Tyburn, there are certain new and
splendid buildings, called, in honour of his pre-
sent Majesty, Hanover-square, some finished and
some erecting, consisting of many compleat and
noble houses

;
one whereof is taking by my

Lord Cowper, late Lord High Chancellor of

England. And it is reported that the common
place of execution of malefactors at Tyburn
shall bo appointed elsewhere, as somewhere
near Kingsland

;
for the removing any inconve.

niences or annoyances that might thereby be
occasioned to that square or the houses there,

abouts.” We have before us two very fine

views of the square, one dated 1755, and the
other 1787. In the first engraving, tho centre

shown with a wooden railing round it, but
open, and with paths across from each corner,

so that any one could walk in it. In the second,

the centre is laid out as a grass-plot, and enclosed
with railings, but there are no trees or shrubs.

Squares, as we understand them, or enclosed
gardens, seem to have sprung up in London
about 150 years ago, and they are essentially

of English growth. Other cities have their
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empty open epaces, bnfc the squares of Paris are

an importation from England. The Piazza,

Covent-gardeii, •when fii-st laid out, and long

before the present market was built, •was an imi-

tation of the foreign place, or piazza, and some of

the other London squares '«'ero originally like it,

till they became the dust-heaps of their respec-

tive neighbonrboods. The wretched condition

of the centre of St. James’s-square was for years

a crying evil, until in 1727 the centre was railed

in and beautified by the inhabitants. In an

edition of Ralph’s “Critical Review of the

Pnblic Buildings, Statues, and Ornaments in

and about London and Westminster,’’ published

in 1783, it is remarked that “ All the squares in

London at present have their areas inclosed by

neat iron railing. Wo cannot, therefore, men-

tion this circumstance as a matter of merit in

Cavendish-square, though a few years ago it

might have been noticed as such.” Tlie exclu-

siveness of the dwellers in the squares is often

remarked upon, but it is not clear that it does

harm to any one, for the public gain the advan-

tage of a pleasant place to look at, and have

little cause to regret not being allowed to walk

in it. GoTernment will not beautify a public

place (witness Tnifiilgar-sqnare) and if the

inhabitants subscribe together for the purpose

of keeping their scpiares in order they would

seem to have a right, to keep them to themselves

•n-hen they have succeeded in making them what

they wish.

Soon after the square was built a proposal

was made to bring the water of the river Colne

to it and the western parts of Loudon. A state-

ment of this proposal exists in manuscript in

the library of the British Museum, from which

vi-o learn that “ the inventor, by observation and
levelling, liaving found that the river Colne, at

St. Alban’s, lay as high as the top of the cupola

of St. Paul’s Church, has formed a design to

bring a river from thence and to refurnish that

river with springs and small streams from other

rivers in Hertfordshire.” For this end lie ob-

tained subscription of partners, about 1719, and
procured a Bill to bo brought into Parliament

5

but be was opposed by the New River Company,
who stirred up the millers to make a clamour,

and in consequence the Bill was dropped. The
inventor was not to be daunted, and purchased

some springs “to avoid the millers,” which he
stated to be so strong that they would yield as

much water as the New River, and, as to height,

•would deliver water 10 ft. higher than Cavendish,
square. In the new scheme, the inventor states

that “no doubt the New River Company will

raise all the clamour they can, because that

company would have no water but their own
brought to town ”

;
but, on the other side, he

expected “the Middlesex gentlemen and free-

holders to petition, because it will improve their

land.”

The consideration of the rise and decay of the

different districts of a large city is an interesting

study. Some streets and squares sink utterly,

and the houses, once inhabited by wealth and
fashion, become the home of squalid poverty

;

others remain highly respectable, but fall from
fashion to trade. A hotel first obtrudes itself,

then a quiet shop, and then the great leave it

for ever. This bas been the case with Hanover-
sqnare. The inhabitants in 1720 were Lord
Carpenter, Sir Theodore Jansen, Lord Hills-

borough, Duke of Montrose, Lord Dunroore,

Colonel Fane, Mr. Sheldon, Earl of Coventry,

Lord Brook, General Stewart, Duke of Rox-
burgh, and General Evans. InlS73 an earl and
a dowager countess only remain, and the other
inhabitants are music - sellers, dressmakers,

tailors, and dentists. Besides the noblemen
mentioned above as the first inhabitants of the

square, we can add four more who have left

behind them distinguished name-*. One of

these was George Granville, Lord Lansdowne,
called by Pope “ Granville the Polite,” a pleasing

versifier, who Ima been enrolled by the book,

sellers among the British poets. He died here

on January 30th, 1734-5. Sir Richard Temple,
Lord Cobham, to whom Pope addressed the first

epistle of his Moral Essays, had a house here.

The poet, after referring to the last words of

several persons, ends with the following lines of
praise :

—

" And you, bravo Cobbam ! to the latest breath
Shall feel your ruling passion strong in death

;

Such Id those moments, ns in aU the past,
‘ O save my country, Heaven !

’ shall be your last.”

George, Lord Anson, the great circumnavl-
gator of the globe, had a house in the square.

He lost large sums in gaming, and it is said that

the sharpers in Bath robbed him of his prize

from the Spanish galleon?, on -which occasion it

was remarked that “ Lord Anson had beenroattwl

the world and over the world, but never iu the

world.” The brilliant George, Lord Rodney died

at bis honse in the square in 1702, ten years

after his famous victory over the French Admiral

De Grasse. Horace Walpole notes in his MS.
additions to Pennant’s “ London,” that “ Count

Kinski, the Imperial Ambassador, resided at the

north-east corner” of the square, and that
“ with him lodged, while in England, the Duke
of Lorraine, afterwards Emperor by the name
of Francis.” Ambrose Phillips, the pastoral

writer, whom Pope ironically praised for his

“eminence in the infantile style,” died here in

1749. Another inhabitant nearly died in the

square in a peculiarly unpleasant manner, for be

narrowly escaped being shot by one of his

aristocratic neighbours. The celebrated Mra.

Montagu relates the following curious anecdote

of the Duke of Hamilton’s passion for shooting.

“ He has exercised himself with shooting across

Hanovcr-sqnare out of a wind-gnn, to the utter

dismay of old Lady Westmoreland and Sir

Thomas Fredericks. A bullet whistled by the

ear of the latter as he sat in his dining-room,

and lodged in the wainscotj two more penetrated

into other parts. Surprised at so dangerous an

incident, he ran to the window, and there saw
the duke, his vjs-d-vw, at his window, with a gun
in his hand. He immediately sallied forth to

give his grace a deserved chiding, but during

the time, the duke, having had leisure to charge

again, shot dead a favourite dog which bore

Sir Thomas company.”*
The houses are mostly built 'plainly, -with red

brick
;
but there was some little attempt at an

architectural effect according to the taste of the

day. In Lambert’s “ History of London” (1806)

it is observed that “ the houses, which are built

in the modem taste, make an elegant appear-

ance, and are inhabited by persons of the first

distinction. The house in the south-west corner

is considered the best piece of brickwork in the

metropolis.” Ralph mentions the west side as

the only one deserving any attention. Hare-

wood House, on the north side, at the corner of

Harewood-place, with its stables reaching to

Oxford-street, still makes a noble appearance,

as one of the old-fashioned residences that are

fast passing away. The pquare has among its

present occupants, besides tradesmen, two of the

;

most successful London societies, two club?, a

hospital, and a well-known concert-room. The
Royal Agricultural Society -n-as instituted in

1S38 as the English Agricultural Society, and

incorporated iu 1840 by its present name.

During the thirty years and upwards that the

society has been in existence, it has done an

immense amount of work, and grown to be a

power in the country. The Zoological Society

was started in 1826, “for the advancement of

zoologV) and the introduction, exhibition, and

acclimatisation of the subjeots of the animal

kingdom.” The society opened their gardens in

the Regent’s Park two years afterwards, and in

1849 added a collection of reptiles to the exist-

ing collection of mammals and birds. More
recently fish and the lower aquatic animals have

been added. The Oriental Club, at the comer
of Tenterden. street, was founded in 1824 by Sir

John Malcolm, and is composed of noblemen and

gentlemen who have travelled or been connected

with the East and onr Indian possessions. The
rooms of the club are ornamented with portraits

of Lord Clivo, the Hon. Mountstuart Elphin.

stone, Sir Eyre Coote, the Duke of Wellington,

and other celebrities. The Queen’s Concert

Rooms, more generally known as the Hanover-

pquare Room?, were built by Sir John Gallini,

formerly one of the managers of tho Italian

Opera at the King’s Theatre in the Haymarket,

and they still keep up their ancient repute as

the chief home of chamber music in spite of

many rivals for public favonr.f The bronze

statue of Pitt, by Sir Francis Cliantrey, was set

up in its present position at the south end of

the square in the year 1831, and cost 7,0001.

St. George’s parish is bo lars-e that we could

not describe it all within any reasonable limits;

but, in conclusion, we will journey “all round

the square,” and take note of the streets lead-

ing out of it. Brook-street takes its name from

the Tyburn brook. It is now chiefly inhabited

by physicians and surgeons, and is further re-

markable as containing the aristocratic hotel

* Doran’s "Lady of the Last Century.” p. 237.

t The premises, at preesnS nn)et. at the opposite corner

of Haoover-street, afford such extensive accommodation
as would seem to fit them for a large club or other

exceptional iicqxkrtant occupation.
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formerly called Mivart’s and now Claridge’;;

where it has been said no one under a crownei

head could obtain accommodation. When tli

Khedive of Egypt visited England he was -i

have stayed here if the Earl of Dudley had ni

stepped in and offered him the use of his ma^
sion in Park-lane. Mr. Harry Emanuel, the dt

mond merchant and jeweller, built a house a fei

years ago on the north side of the street, a fe'

doors from the square, in a very ornate and ove

done style of architecture, and with a specially el

borate roof to the back part. Mr. Emanuel shorfci

afterwards left the house, audit is now inbabitc

by Messrs. Hart, the well-known Medimval irCB

workers. Handel lived for a time in a housw
the south side, a few doors from Bond-stree

Gerard Vandergucht, the engraver, had a hou:

in this street, where lie sold pictures, and whei

he died on March 18th, 1776, aged 80. Tf

great room at the back of his house was afte’

wards let to the Society of Painters in Wate
Colours, and their first exhibition of drawinp

was opened here April 22nd, 1S05. 1

Tenterden-street is short, and of little impoe

ance, but it contains the Royal Academy
,

Music, an institution founded by the Earl

Westmoreland in 1822. Boebsa, the coinpOB'

and harpist, who was musical director at tl

King’s Theatre before Costa took the blUon, to

the first organizer and director of the Academ
The present principal is Sir Sterudale Bennett

Harewood-place, which takes its name from tl

Earl of Harewood’s mansion, is remarkable f*

containing but one house, No. 1, and that is inhj

bited by the famous snrgeon and much esteem
man, Sir James Paget, bart. The two corni

houses, although their doors are in this plat

belong to Hauover-squai-e. Tho two stree

leading into Regent-street, viz., Hanover-stre

and Priuces-street, have little to distingoi

them, except that they contain tho shopa^

several well-known tradesmen. We now retul

to Gcorge-street, which has a peculiarity in j

construction that was noticed by Ralph in I

Critical Review as follows:—“There is soiii

thing particular in the manner of George-stret

which deserves our attention
;

it being laid 0

so considerably wider at the upper end towan

Hanover-square that it quite reverses the p<

spective, and shows the end of the vista broad

than the beginning, which was calculated to gi';

a noble view of the square itself at tho entrant

and a better prospect down the street from tlj

other side. Both ways the effect answers tii

intention.” In another place Ralph praises ti]

view from Oxford-street, and says, “ in tlj

prospect the sides of the square, the area in ti,

middle, tho breaks of the buildings that form tl]

entrance of the vista, the vista itself, but above ftj

the beautiful projection of the portico of ?

George’s Church, are all circumstances that nnk

in beanty and make the scene perfect. If an;

thing is wanting, it is a graced building at the«
of the vista.” 'The side view of the portico oft!

church is certainly effective, but the street ians

wide enough for the spectator to obtain a froij

view, and it must always bo a source of regnj

that the tortuosities of Maddox and GroBveBi

streets have prevented an opening being matt]

that would allow St. George’s Church to eud fcllj

vista from Grosvenor-square. We have afe|

celebrated persons to mention as inbabitautB C|

George-street. Lady Mary Wortley Montagij

died August 21st, 1762, aged 73, in a hoMi,

which she described as consisting of “tW|

very decent closets and a cupboard on eaoij

floor.” Lord Chancellor Cowper died at hr

house on the west side (No. 13), in 1723. Thi'j

house was lately occupied by the well-kuo^;

.Tames Silk Buebingham’s British and Foreigi'j

Institute. An uncle of Thomas Pennant, tbi.

historian of London, had a house here, and thi;;

nephew often lodged with him. Thomas PhilHpsl,

R.A., the portrait-painter, lived for manyyear;|

nt No. 8, and died there on April 20, 18-^-

largo number of celebrities have sat in Iw

studio, when their features were about to oi|

transmitted to oanvas,and two of these were Lor
j

Byron and Thomas Campbell. Herbert

the well-known surgeon, lived at No. 19, ri

1829, as did another eminent surgeon, Henri

Earle, at No. 28. No. 25 was for a long peno.

the residence of the painter, John Singlet^

Copley, and of his more celebrated son, Sir Jo .

Copley, solicitor and attorney general, and af^i

wards Lord Chancellor Lyndburst. Soonafter h

death of the venerable lord, the house waahant

somely rebuilt with stone. George-street has bee

a favourite resort of physicians and surgeons, M:

it still keeps up that character, for several medicii

men of the highest.eminence are' at present rea
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Riits in it. Afc the corner of George and Con-
lit streets, is Limmer's, the well-known hotel,
hose fame is vrorld-wide. We will just step
to Conduit.Btrcet, in order to mention that the
atorj connected with this street principally
litres in the chapel, and in two taverns,
•inity Chapel had its origin in a timber travel-
ig chnrch, which James II. had conveyed
lOut with him in. order that mass might be per-
rmed wherever ho was. For a time it was on
innslow Heath, but after the Ilevolation, it

IS removed to the top of Old Bond-street, In
91 it was rebuilt, at the instance of Aroh-
ihop Tenison, then vicar of St. Martin’s-in-tho-
elds. The Prince of Wales Tavern was formerly
3 resort of literary men, and in 1772 David Wil-
ms suggested hero a fund for the relief of
srary men, which afterwards grow into the
yal Literary Fund

;
and at the Coach and

iraes, John Thnrtall, the murderer of Weare,
s taken prisoner. No. 9 belongs to a limited
npany of architects, who bought it for the
rposo of providing meeting-places for various
ihitectoral and artistic bodies now located
ire.

.n this street, too (No. 59), is the residence of
. Henry Leslie, whose Choir and Concerts

^ become an established and esteemed insti-
ion, and to whom London is indebted for
ch wholesome pleasure.
iVe must here conclude our present notices of
arish which, previous to the death of Dean
dgson, in 1841-, when it was divided, was of
at extent, and most unwieldy proportions.

THE LEEDS PAEK COMPETITION.
Probably few large commercial towns, of
average type, possess greater natural advan
es for,the realisation of picturesque pleasure-
unds and residences in their immediate
irons than are to be found at Leeds. Nor
he picturesque element, or the possibility of
mtirely wanting in the town itself. On the
trary, the rise and fall of the ground, and
winding lines of the old thoroughfares

lich have been mostly followed in the more
lorn rebuilding of the streets) furnish, ready
le, a good deal of the necessary conditions
a picturesque town; and Briggato, the long
b street rising in a tolerably steep incline in
.centre of the town, still retains some of the
irmality of the earlier period, and presents
larked contrast to the frigid squareness and
hess of the neighbourhood immediately adja-
i to the railway station, the character of which
ot inaptly responded to in the town-hall, with
classical and somewhat inexpressive sym-
ry. It is in the ordinary street buildings
Leeds is deficient in iuterest; though we
glad to observe works in progress in the
;gate that seem to promise a stop in the
t direction, which, it is to be hoped, will be
^ued; for there is here the opportunity for
ling, in time, one of the most effective town
its in England.
le of the finest public parks in England,
3ver, is already almost ready made, about
;e miles to the north of the town, as far as
important elements of natural scenery and
^Uou are concerned. The R'lundhay estate,
ill be remembered, was purchased by the
lOTation of Leeds, and formally opened as a
ic park by Prince Arthur, exactly a year
b (19Lh September, 1872). On the Slst of
ch last the corporation advertised for plans,
ii
“ architects and landscape gardeners,” for

Jayingout of the estate in a more suitable
ner for the purposes for which it was pur-
ed, by

,

making new roads, enlarging or
^ng old ones, placing in the park suitable
[lings for refreshment, &c., and for rest for
lors

;
and by indicating the best way for

^3ing a large proportion of the land as sites
idlla residences. Three premiums of 200,
I, and 50 guineas offered for the best plaus
^.1
brought into the field seventeen competi-

i whoso drawings, mostly of considerable
firation, have been open to public inspection
log this week at the town. hall.
:iie materials to bo dealt with consist of 761
.3 of land, 38 acres occupied by watex’ in two
Id, along one (“Waterloo” lake), running
ill and south, near the east side of the estate,
•a smaller lake to the north-west of this, and
kected^ witli it by a stream or canal; an
lian ” mansion (which it is proposed to con-
Mnto a hotel), near the western boundary,

;

a canal garden attached to it (i.e., a garden
a long pond).; a large extent of open I

ground, mostly with a gentle slope towards
Waterloo lake, occupyiog the south-western por-
tion

;
a considerable amount of wood skirting

the lakes and open ground to east and north

;

natural ravines near the h^ad of the lake, or
between the two lakes, over which bridges
can be made; and last, but not least, a ruined
castle of modem erection, and well covered
with real ivy, which it is proposed to preserve.
The instructions to competitors include pro-
vision for two cricket-giMunds, for a floating
swimming-bath in the largo lake, a police
station, and ''suitable buildings” generally,
such as would be supposed to conduce to the
comfort of a park. The park is to bo entered
from the south-west corner (nearest to the
town), where lodges and gates were to be pro-
vided. The term “suitable buildings” has
of course been read rather largely by some
competitors

; but the nature both of tho site
and of the instructions leads to the inference
that hero is an opportunity for trying some-
thing in the way of picturesque artificial treat-
ment. Now, however, it appears from what
we could gather, that the authorities lean
towards a repudiation of all these picturesque
tendencies in tho way of accessory objects,
and are disposed to adjudicate on the con-
sideration, which plan offers the highest return
in rentals of villas. It was hardly worth
while, for this purpose only, to have invited
elaborate plans from architects, or even from
Mr. Ayrton’s friends, the “gardeners”; but
corporations have that way with them. While
looking at tho plana, therefore, not without a
view to these considerations, let us at the same
time express a hope that a beautiful estate will
not be spoiled by cupidity, I’esulting in over-
building, or in buildings of an inferior type.
The plans submitted by Mr. Adkinson, of

Bridge-road, Battersea (we take them as they
are placed, in alphabetical order, or nearly so),
have apparently been devised in a great degree
with special regard to the number of houses to
be got on tho ground. The competitors being
restricted from building on tho open space
forming the centre of the more southern por-
tion of the estate, and which, as observed, is

flanked by wood and water on tbe north and
east, the building land consists mainly of a belt
outside this, which extends on tho north and east
sides to a pretty wide area. A triangular
extent of land to the south-west of the open,
next to the main entrance, is also available for
building, and is variously utilised by different
competitors, either for villas or in laying out un
impressive and beautiful entrance to the estate;
which latter seems to us by far tbe most sensible
use to make of this portion, Tho houses in this
plan are shown extended all round the outskirts
of the estate, not in separate villas but in close
terraces or semi-detached houses, with very
small lots of land allotted to them. In short,
the building lots are a “ squeeze ”

;
and no doubt

this would bo a remunerative plan (if all the
plots were let), but certainly not one to bo
recommended, unless on the “ penny wise and
pound foolish” principle. The best class of
bouses or of tenants could scarcely be secured
in this way, and the ground would be built up
disproportionately. The architectural (?) details
accompanying this plan are beneath criticism

;

the entrance-gates are a sort of “gardener’s
Italian,” and the clock-tower (a feature proffered
by several candidates) seems a cross between an
old-fashioned kitchen clock-case and an engi-
neer’s water-tower. Estimated outlay on this
plan, 78,7811.

The plans of Mr. T. H. Clarke, architect, of
Putney (marked B, each set of plans being
distinguished by a letter), give a larger amount
of grounds per house in laying out the bui ding
land, which is almost entirely for detached
villas; this being the method proposed, in fact,
by nearly all the competitors. The estate is

nearly surrounded by two drives, one at some
distance within tho other ; the instructions
direct two such drives, one within and one with,
out tho pai-k boundary, except at one point,
where they are to converge into a wide public
road

;
but the competitors differ much in their

method of rendering tho instruction on this point,
some placing tlie drives in close contiguity’
others at some distance. We should prefer the
latter aiTangemeut. There is nothing to call
for special remark in this plan. The archilec-
tural details are indifferent. Estimated outlav
53,6701.

C.—Messrs. Coleman &, Pountney, Bristol, have
more distinct scheme for the apportioning of
le building land than most, of the competitors.

They concentrate tho lionse property on two
comparatively limited areas to south-west and
north-east of tho estate

;
tho former portion

(nearest to the principal entrance from tho
town) being laid out in terraces, with gardens
and a central crescent, for the better class of
houses

;
the latter in more closely-planted ter-

races of smaller houses. The advantages of
this scheme are that it leaves a great quantity
of open land entirely undisturbed by building or
iuclosore, and distinctly divides one class of
dwellings from another

;
which is considered nn

object by many of those who rent the best
houses in such situations, however questionable
a social trait this may be. The closer con-
tiguity of one’s neighbours may or may not be
considered a gain. The drawback to this scheme
is of course the small amount of ground attach,
ing to each house; tho private gardens are
sacrificed to the public park. It also seems
questionable whether, as a matter of remunera-
tive building, tbe smaller class of dwellings
should not have been tho nearer to thn town and
to a line of omnibuses, &c., the occupants of such
houses being dependent on public conveyances
mostly. This question of access makes an im-
mense difference in the letting of middle-class
houses. This plan, however, evinces and de-
serves consideration. There is not much attempt
at effect in the laying out of the grounds. The
architectural details, the police-station, Ac., are
well drawn and of fair average merit

; the clock-
tower proposed to be placed to tho west of the
lake would scarcely repay the outlay, as to
appearance. A clock-tower, however, might
unquestionably be a very useful as well as orna-
mental object in a public park. Estimated
outlay, 70,0001.

D.—Mr. Corson, of Leeds, the author of this
plan, lias evidently gone in to win, and is to be
complimented, at least on the fine and elaborate
set of drawings he has got up. He divides all

tho outlying land, beyond the centre belt of
wood and water, into villa residences with large
plots of ground. A very largo proportion of the
land is thus occupied, though the number of
houses put on it is not very large. The rents
would have to be high in this case to fur-
nish an equal return uith some of the other
plans. The open space west of tho lake is

divided into cricket, football, and archery
grounds. The triangular portion running dor/n
towards the main entrance is reserved for effect,
a circular arboretum being placed here, with a
fountain in tho centre. A straight boulevard
extends from this down to tho entrance and up
to the cricket-fields, &c. Perhaps the uninter-
rupted boulevard would have been better here ;

artificial effects like those are more properly
reserved for tho farther portions of tho ground
than placed in the line of the main entrance. A
number of sketches of various buildings are
given, mostly of the “picturesque” order, of
which the boat-houses are the best. The
main entr.anoe, however, is completely at
variance with these in style, in a mixture of
French and Italian Renaissance. Triple arclios
are divided by lodges, the same cornice aud
balustrading carried through, and the lodges
marked only by Mansard roofs rising above.
There ought to be a dignified entrance to such a
park, and the idea of this entrance is good, but
wo caunot admire the way it is carried out here,
Tho estimated outlay of this plan is 81,6001.
E,—by Mr. Goddard, of lldgware, and Messrs.

Stewart & Robinson, of London. In this plan
the outlying land is divided for villas, the land
being laid out in nearly symmetrical portions
divided by straight roads,— a treatment which is
advantageous in avoiding awkward aud unavail-
able angles in the various sites. The building
sites are anfficiently utilised without being
crowded. The entrance consists of simple iron
gates and piers, scarcely important enough in
appearance. The indication here is of Gothic
treatment

;
but in the numerous drawings of

villas, bridges, «to., every style seems to b©
resorted to by turns. The absence of all idea
of unity of architectural treatment in such a
case is very marked in most of the plaus

; a park
seems to be regarded as a natural museum of
architccLural styles. The architectural drawings
are all good, but as designs they have no
particular merit. Estimated outlay on the
plan, 76,5001.

F,—by Mr. A. G. Hennell, London,—is a beanti.
fully got-np set of drawings, but does not after
all contain vei’y much that is noticeable in itself.

The villa system is adhered to in laying out the
building laud, in this case with entire and almost
studied irregularity. The houses and lots are
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large, and in the arrangement of this part of

the plan rather resembles Mr. Corson’s, before

mentioned. The entrance is a simple gate and
piers

;
the lodges and other small buildings are

got up in stone and timber in a uniform and
pleasing style. The author volunteers designs

for residences, one of which is picturesque

;

but of course these are “not in the bond.” The
best point in the laying out of the park is the

arrangement of the cricket-grounds, which form
two large ovals immediately contiguous, between
which a long “ two-decked ” open pavilion is

provided, giving a view of either ground
;
the

club offices are placed in the centre. Some of

the competitors have separated the required two
cricket-grounds, but they aro much better
concentrated. The outlay on this plan is given
at 85,077i.

G,—by Messrs. Ilomblower & Son, Liverpool.

In this plan the building-land is laid out for villas,

much as in several other plans, except that less

use is made of the available land towai-ds the
southern part of the estate, which is retained
rather for effect, a straight drive running from
the entrance right up to a largo fountain which
forms the centre of the “recreation ground,”

—

the latter a circle of about 2,000 ft. diameter,
surrounded by a drive. This would be effective

without involving any great outlay. The en-

trance, a large Roman arched gateway, forcibly

reminds us of another provincial park entrance
we remember to have seen, and which was
scarcely worth imitating. The drawings of the
architectural accessories are very good, but not
remarkable as to design. The fountain proposed
to be placed in one part of the grounds is good
as to idea, but somewliat common-place in detail,

and the large stone bridge, of which a careful
drawing is given, looks lamentably like engineers’
architecture. It is singular how little the pos-
sibilities of a bridge, as an opportunity for pic-

turesque architectural treatment, seem to be
realised in these cases. There are many bridges,

some of them very carefully and elaborately
drawn, among the plans in this competition

;

butwedidnotnotice one which could be considered
to be really an ornament to the landscape, or
any addition to what may be called the aesthetics
of bridge-building. The estimated outlay on
this plan is 164,953?.

H,—by Mr. W. Milne, Belfast,—presents little

for comment. The general laying out of the
building land is much as in the last-named
plans, but. somewhat more formal. The getting
up of the plans is somewhat crude, and the
architectural designs aro ni?. Estimated outlay,
6G,889i.

The plan J,—by Mr. E. Milner, of Norwood,

—

covers nearly all the available building land with
villas, tolerably closely set, though not with the
minimum of laud to each which some of the
plans show. The main entrance opens on a
straight avenue leading up to the cricket.ground
and pavilion. In other respects effect is not
sought so much by the arrangement of the roads
or drives, as by the treatment of certain parts
of the site as gardens, &c. ;—a terraced garden
near the “castle,” a rock garden elsewhere in an
old quarry. The villa gardens are shown as
partly planted with trees

; but they are too close

to each other for that to be very advisable. The
principal entrance-gate is ornamentally treated

in a somewhat common Renaissance manner
;
the

cricket pavilion is very passable
;

the garden
pavilion an ordinary specimen of the conservatory
“classic” style 3 the other adjuncts, band pa-

vilion, &c., partake of the tea-garden manner.
The floating swimming-bath ia well treated and
arranged. There is a Gothic stone bridge carry-
ing one of the roads over a ravine

5
at least, it

has pointed arches, and is so far Gothic. But in

the main this is a gardener’s plan, and it would
probably be a success chiefly in regard to the
method of dealing with the ornamental garden-
ing. The estimate ia 143,880?.

K,—by Messrs. Pearse & Bake, Sefton Park,
Liverpool,—occupies rather less than the average
space in building land

;
there is no attempt at

any deflnite system of arranging the houses,
which are merely scattered about irregularly, the
only point being the provision of a semicircular
crescent terrace towards the north-east, facing
south-west. The architectural details, though
unpretending, have been drawn by a good hand,
and show better taste and more suitability of
treatment than in most cases

5
the entrance-

gates, though in a manner wliich we do not
altogether admire, are exceedingly well treated

j

they have, perhaps, more the appearance of a
private than a public park entrance. The en-
trance to a public park should not appear so

much confined to one gate, so easily capable of

being closed, in other words, as a private one.

In this respect the best idea for an entrance is

that of Mr. Corson’s, before refeired to, though
it is capable of being made much more of than

as shown in his drawing. The estimate for this

plan is 148,933?.

L,—by Mr. J. W. Peggs, and Messrs. TTsill &
Willcocks, of Westminster,—is a plan on which
much trouble has been expended, and is one of

the few which shows a definite motive in the
arrangement of the building land. This is nearly

the reverse of that shown in plan C. The authors

concentrate the residences on two sites, one at

the north-east of the park, for the best class of

houses, which are comparatively detached; the

other occupying the lower part of the western
portion, to the left of the main entrance drive,

where the smaller class of residences are arranged
in four rows running nearly north and south.

This, we imagine, will be found a more workable
plan than the reverse arrangement in plan C, as

it places the two classes of residences more suit-
,

ably. The close arrangement of the residences

in a kind of village may be a source of economy
in regard to sewerage, road-making, and so on.

The question between this and the extended
placing of residences is, as we before hinted, one
between pleasing the public who are to visit the

park, or those who ai’e to live in it. By the

concentrated arrangement, the residences are,

practically, thrown out of the park, and become
an institution apart. The feeling of a good
many people would be, perhaps, that it was
scarcely worth while to go so far out of town to

live in a street or a square, or to form one in a
row of bouses, instead of having your own land
all round you. For land which is to be sold for

the owner’s occupation, in fact, the concentra-

tion system would be a fatal arrangement
;
that

which is to be rented, or sold to the speculating

builder for subletting, may answer better in this

way; but it depends very much on the social

and bosiness habits of the neighbourhood. The
plan under consideration shows a number of

architectural adjuncts
;
three bridges, two of

,

stone, Gothic, solidly but not artistically treated

;

a suspension-bridge of iron, which would have a
good effect but for the bad design of the piers.

Some of the half-timbered erections are better
;

a banqueting-hall is provided, to be available

also for indoor band performances, &c. The
entrance-gates are well meant, with two large

pointed arches, and a corbeiled-ont gate-tower
between

;
but the whole ia somewhat too flighty

in style, and the arches are deficient, to the eye
at least, in abutment. The gate-tower, however,
is not a bad idea for an entrance of this type, as

marking the spot from a distance. Total esti-

mated outlay, 113,146?.

M,—by Messrs. Perkin & Son, of Leeds,—is an
admirably got-up set of drawings ; bub in an
evident desire to make the most of the land, the
authors have rather overshot the mark, and cut

up the estate too much. Besides occupying the
whole of the ground to the north-east, chiefly

destined for building, to its utmost extent, they
have cut out also from the western portion of

the estate

“A huge half-moon, a monstrous oantle out,”

to be applied for the same purpose, as well as

part of the south-eastern portion. The open
part is thus considerably reduced, and that
again is divided out symmetrically by straight

parallel boundaries, into garden, football, cricket,

and archery grounds, and a circular botanical
garden, a maze (that old-fashioned source of

garden amusement), a prospect tower, a camera
obscura, and other such toys are dotted about;
but in the meantime the park proper, the open
ground, has all been cut up, expensively, and
with questionable advantage, for the sake of

these things. The residences are laid out with
a certain order and symmetry, in blocks of

larger and smaller dwellings; but there seem
to be too many on the land, and some of the
lots and the houses are undesirably small.

There are a number of elaborate drawings of

architectural objects, well drawn, but presenting
very little merit in design. The best thing of

this class is the arrangement of the pavilions
and terrace beneath the mansion (the proposed
hotel), which stands on a bank high above them.
There is a good water-colour drawing of a very
poor elliptical stone bridge below a cascade.
The entrance - gate is poorly designed. The
estimate for many parts of the work is ridicn-

lously below what is possible
;
the total outlay

is stated at 94,239?.

N,—by Mr. T. Shelmerdine, of Liverpool,—is a
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plan in which a distinct system is followed in

the laying out of the building land, and in this

respect it appears to us to be the best, as com.

bining utility with effect. The residences are

arranged as separate villas, in a single belt

running all round the outside of the estate.)

except at the south-east portion, and 8^^•eepiDg

(also in a single row) round the cricket anc

parade ground, which occupy the south-westera

portion of the estate. The houses are, perhaps

a little too close, and the frontage of the sitei

too narrow in some parts, hut there is nt

crovvdiug, and the extended line of residences

with its broad road round the park, gives a gr^
spaciousness of effect. The drives are well laic

out, in curves occasionally uniting in corapletelj

symmetrical circles of large radius ;
the opei

grouud in the centre is left comparatively clear

only broken by a row of flower-gax’dens crossing

it from west to east below the mansion. DiffereO'

angle-spaces between the lines of drive are made

available for flower-gardens also. This strike!

us as, on the whole, an exceedingly good plan

The author has added a great number of archi

tectural designs of which the like cannot b

said ; they are carefully finished, but essentialb

common-place and even vulgar in design
; ^

entrance of bad Gothic of the pinnacle specieS'

a Gothic (?) bridge, which might be cited

Yankee as a specimen of the “ almighty ginr

crack ” style
;
a floating bath in the form of t

big canoe
;
and such gauds. The author 1#

better have stood upon bis plan. The estimatei

outlay is 110,000?.

O,—by Mr. Page Spencer, architect, of Dewf
bury,—goes on the separate villa plan, giving 1

great deal of land to each house, but spreadii^

the residences verj'much over the south-westeK'

portion, encroaching more than most competitetf

upon the park land. The plan shows a want

purpose
;

there is a wide boulevard from th

principal entrance, which, instead of culiniriatin.

in any special termination, is turned off igne

miniously to one side, and loses itself in d

ordinary drive
;

another wide road called .

“ boulevard " wriggles irregularly among til

residences in the northern portion of the estate

A boulevard, properly so called, implies i

certain stateliness of effect, only to be obtain^

by more or less symmetrical treatment
;
an3

main entrance boulevard, to be effective, shoul

always lead up to something. The architectura

designs accompanying this plan are very neatl

drawn in pen-line, but present no originality

feeling for architectural style. The cstinfljj

outlay is 97,540/.

P,—by Mr. ‘VV. Wing, Henley-on-TharaeSj^i

shows separate villas spread over the land, to tb

north and north-east, with a large proportion c

ground to each of them. A long, strai^

boulevard runs directly north from the principS

entrance, and on the west side a smaller class C

houses are arranged with roads in strictly sym

metrical lines parallel to the boulevai'd. ThiJ

seems a good arrangement, so far as the housa

are concerned. It, of course, robs the entranoi

of some part of its dignity, by making it, sofc

speak, “ lob-sided ” ;
and this boulevard, again;

leads to nothing. The cricket-ground is placed

in a kind of accidental manner on one side of iti

the other cricket-ground is placed a great way

off, behind the mansion-house, in a very out-ofi

the-way corner. There are a great number ol

small architectural drawings, well executed, anc

in good taste, but very destitute of cbaracter_oi

interest. The lake front of the refreshd^^

room is the best, and some of the resting-placesi

are nicely treated. The speciality of this plan]

lies in the arrangement of the building-land tOi

the west of the entrance, which has somethingl

to recommend it. There is little attempt at

effect beyond the rather inconsequential boale.;

vard alluded to. The estimated outlay i^

69,780?.

Q is an unfortunate termination to the series,

which we may pass with the remark, that if th^

author has any ideas as to the laying out of landl

he has not acquired the art of expressing thent

on paper; nor has he much idea of the cost oi

such work, his total estimate being 29,333?.

In regard to this question of expenditure, we

may call the attention of those most concernet

to the fact that three estimates much exceeC:

the others in amount, and that those three arci

by the competitors who have probably had mosi

opportunity of acquiring practical knowledge aij

to the expense of work of this kind on a largi

scale,—viz., Messrs. Eomblower, who first dei

signed (in conjunction with M. Andre) thi

Sefton Park, at Liverpool; Messrs. Pearse &

Rake, who state that they have since beei
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mployetl on the completion of the said park

;

nd Mf. Milner, whose experience in these mat.
jrs is well known. The corporation of Leeds
my rest assured that the larger figures are much
earer the truth than the smaller ones, some of
'hich only require to be glanced at in detail to

e convicted at once of complete misrepresenta-
on (we do not say intentional,—“ the wish is

kther to the thought,” pretty often, in these
imputations). In regard to the general scheme,
e may observe that there are three points of
iew in which it may be considered :—first, as a
5hemo for laying out building land in an
xinomical and remunerative way; secondly,
i regard to efieoting this in a picturesque and
leasing manner, so as to add to, rather
laii detract from, the natural beauty of the
'Cality; thirdly, as an occasion for the erec-
on of architectural adjuncts of more or
3S elaboration or importance. In refer,
ice to the first two aims, we have already
.nted that N appears to have hit the medium
iry successfully, and to have combined these
VO desiderata more equally as far as we could
idge than any other. The plans marked C,

,
and M, are also worth consideration, as being

mtrived upon a definite plan, and with a
jfinite object in view. Merely spotting houses
jout a plan can scarcely bo called laying out
10 land. As regards the second object only,
loturesque effect and arrangement, what is

Inerally called “ landscape gardening,” those
arked G and J may be the best

;
D and K

em also to promise well in regard to scenic
feet. As to architectural details, we strongly
iunsel the authorities to eliminate these from
eir consideration, and adjudicate upon the
ans and estimates for laying out merely. For
mo reason the faculty of laying out grounds
Id designing architecture seldom seems to be
.mbined in one person; the late Sir C. Barry
jrtainly combined both in a very high degree,
,.d some architects of the present generation
ly do so for all we know, if they have a chance
showing it; but in general the man who wilt
sign you an ornamental park will put tea-
rden architecture into it, and utterly vulgarise
and the most beautiful grounds may soon be

Igarised by bad, pretentious, or flimsy build-
;8. The best architects seldom put in for
mpetitions of this kind, and it would be much
litter to get one or two first-class architects to
lisign such buildings as are wanted afterwards

;

lid then to keep rigid restrictions over both the
adding materials and the architectural design
f the residences erected on the estate. The
;iraon who begins to spoil a park generally is

je landscape-gardener, when ho puts his arbours
^d bridges in it, and the person who completes
te work of vulgarisation is the speculating
lilder. Let both these evils be avoided in
buodhay Park, which is too fine a place to be
Imaged in this way.

,
QUERIES AS TO “RESTORATION.”

:Let us pat aside such a case as Kirkstall
bbey for the nouce, so fully argued out on his
vn side by Mr. Sharpe in the remarks printed
1 yonr number for August 30th. For the sake
conscience, one would, however, interpose a
nt that there is probably another side that
ay not stay to justify its deeds

; but do them
st, and, if need be, argue of accomplished
eta. With some disadvantage, doubtless,
eing that any realised work must have
^ubtful points, even to those who would liave
jborno the principle that presided over its
jcpption ; but with considerable, almost over,
helming, advantage as well, in the appeal to
itercst and romance,—to the feelings to be
.pressed by the untrained voices of the “many
ousand visitors and admirers hereafter to bo
inualiy attracted to the neighbourhood.” Per-
ips the real love of ruins is a thought less
idely spread than we reckon ! One cannot,
•iwever, in any case (leaving that) be unconscious
I the fact that although everybody who thinks
)ont or meddles with the work of “restora-
bn,” in old churches and other buildings, may
-em fairly agreed

;
there is apparently found

' the common creed room for wide difference,

—

r “ High ” and “ Low ” Restoratiouists,—sug-
listing to some the same sort of misgivings as
j possible schisms, as do their Church proto-
pes. What common bend is there beyond the
licent reverence for what is old and well
'aised, and the desire not to diminish our pos-
ssions in the way of buildings and other gear
lat have come down,—from before the middle

of the sixteenth century ? Beyond these
articles,—understood as to be liberally con-
strued,—where is the practical accord in any
regulating principle useful in actual day-by-day
arising needs ? Is this accord anything more
than nomiual ?—when,

—

1. The “ High Restorationisb” aims at bring,
ing back every old thing from time to time to

what it ought to have been if the original
designer bad done everything wisely; and

2. The “ Low Restorationisb ” treats the pre-
sent form of any work as by preference to be
maintained, as long as iron bands, and not too

^

unsightly props, aud all the care that loving
hands can bestow, will stave off the day of

inevitable final disintegration and hopeless
ruin : ?

When, to ascend to details, 1 will remove
later window-tracery from earlier jambs, and
(when consistent), if possible, substitute new
high-pitched roofs for the flat roofs aged three
centuries;—put heads and noses on statues that
have lost them, and let in stones and carve
afresh the wreathed foliage of a canopy in the
way, and therefore thoroughly destroyed on the
putting up of a merely useful gallery four
generations ago:
When 2 will keep to his Manchester card,

leaving the fragmentary scraps of meaningless
colour on the stonework he has cleaned, and
will piece (at times) with material of another
colour the ruiued portious of a screen so that
the work of his hoar may bo readily recognised,
by the enterprising, otherwise too-heavily-taxed
antiquary of_ 2000: — When, his conscience
wrought up to extreme scrupulosity, he will
actually leave records in iuscriptions,—dated
bits of brass, stone, or wood,—of the period
when “these five stones and a cap and base
found in a wall ” gave the details of the new
nave ground-story

; or when the purchase of
4 ft. of screen from the place to which it had
strayed made all complete except the new door
which bears on the lock the record of the whole
in small but fairly legible lettering ?

Can we draw these two extremes together by
a tertium quid, a “Broad” professor,— who
shall bo all things to all men,—so long as good
old (or new) work is recognised : who will not
destroy (unless very strongly urged to do so by
irresistible authority) anything at all tolerable

brought into existence before the mystic 1550

;

will also on occasion direct the cleansin^^bnd
maintenance of good (and rich) Jacobean wood,
work

;
will not pub up entirely new work by

choice, and will not by choice complete (restore)

what baa been aforetime lost or damaged ?

Can such a via ni-dia of architectural restoration
be trod by the well-disposed

;
or does it resolve

itself into an unmade road strewn with rocks,

full of pitfalls and thickets, aloog which the task
of progression would be all too arduous for ordi-

nary wayfarers,—tempting the traveller to devia-

tions from time to time into the roads above and
below, till the necessity ofnot seeming habitually

to use them drives him for a while back to his

own ground ;
—or may wo rather call such middle

path a smooth seeming railed-road, sure, as
other such, to bring to grief a good percentage
of those who, in tho hurry of life, allow them-
selves to be carried along it ?

Mr. Sharpe, in hia anxiety to touch a prin-

ciple, and afford wholesome guidance in real

work, in his address at Newark (given by you,
ante, p. 672), has produced an intelligible system,
BO far as it goes, and has illustrated its practice

by examples. Would it be possible for him, or
for one of hia disciples, to overlook the no doubt
deplorable appearance of unholy wavering that
the aspect of the Restorationisb world may seem
to have brought about ; and give the practical

help towards the acceptance of a system that
results from the clearing up of a difficulty, and
from tho application of a general principle to

dubious cases. As thus :

—

1. When, say a century ago, the end of a
church was pulled down, and strange subatitu-

tion made in place of the work of the old time,

—

whose character cannot be ascertained, aud at

the same time cannot bo inferior, or indeed at

all in the same rank with the work that sup-
planted it,—what is the duty of the “Re-
storer ” ? The existing work was not done with
any art, and is quite hopeless. Is he “ to intro-

duce and construct fresh woik, for which iio

authority or precedent previously existing in the
building can be al'eged ” ? These are Mr.
Sharpe’s own words of utter reprehension, and
I suppose he would therefore give an indignant
negative. la, then, something already in the
building to be copied ?— or, to give a clue to the

architectural type on which a design may be
founded as good in itself, and at the same time
as harmonious to the old work as may be ? And
if this latter, how is the authenticity of tho rest

to be secured ? It would almost scorn that the
better the new work (the more like good old

work), the worse it would be for the historical

value of tho real old work in tho building.

2. What is to be done when windows
without tracery present themselves, with
the wooden frames and large panes, to be
made comely and at all architectural?—once
obviously three - light curvilinear windows,

—

now they are mere broken arches and
mutilated jambs. Will they be properly, as
usual, fitted (not many remain to be dealt with
after tlie work of the last twenty years) with
carefully adapted copies of the windows of
Heckington or Grantham, or of others so care-
fully delineated by Mr. Sharpe years agone ?

May traceries be varied ? Where there are no
mouldings may they be invented ? Or must
authenticity exercise sovereign sway ? and the
attempt be made to produce what may, iu

twenty years with good luck, bo mistaken for a
real window of 1330 ?

3. As to carving and delicate mouldings.—An
example from Lichfield Cathedral gives us (on
the south side of choir) fully-developed Lancet
capitals to the piers of one of the Transitional
bays. The old ones were disfigured beyond tho
preserving point amid tho smoothness and lavish

finish recently obtained. Is the fact that tho
capitals thus put in are good of their kind, and
—suppose we say for the sake of argument—of

a finer art type than the old ones, a justification

of the substitution ? And is the additional

fact that no one will mistake them for the

originals in their favonr, or the I'everse ? Of a
truth no light visitation has come on the unlucky
directors of such substitution in other years.

What is correct to-day ?

It will be seen that none of these questions
touch on the point that, among the many sub-

jects that Mr. Sharpe handles, may at tho
present time be considered his favourite

—

that of the nou-alteratiou of the surfaces of

old mouldings and carvings. As a quite un-
necessary piece of dulnesB, with no solid

gains, this will probably never find an articulate

defender. The construction of a complete copy
in one jamb of the fast disappearing forms seen
in the other would, however, have its advocates
in case of contest. But all that Mr. Sharpo has
deduced from the principle of “doing as little as

possible to the masonry of a building,” may be
accepted aud acted upon; and still as 1, 2, 3
above, and a hundred other such practical pro-
blems make clear to us, we seem to want some-
thing that shall guide without question in the
cases still awaiting “ restoration,” where doing
a little seems out of the question

;
when some-

thing more than repair (and still much less than
rebuilding) is a necessity. Are we likely to be
able before long to put such a principle before
students and outsiders, with a pretty general
agreement that it has a certain definite mean-
iag ? X.

PUBLIC WORKS IN JAPAN.

As a rule we do not get much information with
regard to the public works of Japan, aud there-
fore a little information upon the subject will bo
acceptable. From several official reports wo
learn that public works of various kinds are
being actively carried out in different Japanese
ports and cities. Thus, from Hiogo we learn
that many public improvements have been and
are being effected there. Last year the autho-
rities published a new plan of roads for the
town, which it was proposed to make on the
slope of a hill behind Kobe

; the work was com.
menced without any delay, and has since been
carried on with considerable energy. In the
native town of Kobe, moreover, a large number
of old houses have been lately cleared away in

order to make room for a new wide street, which
is to extend the whole length of the town from
east to west. In consequence of these improve-
ments it is mentioned that a large increase has
taken place in the value of land and house pro-
perty. A great number of new houses have
also been built of bite in the town, and these,
being on an improved principle of construction,
are considered quite iu the light of an architec-
tural reformation. In Hiogo, too, building
operations have been steadily carried on, and
the largest warehouses and stores erected by
foreigners in Japan have been built in that port.

The streets, which arc regular, spacious, and
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exceHeatly drained, have been macadamized ;
and

large wells are being sunk in different parts of

the town in order to give a more abundant and

convenient water supply for the extinguishment

of fires which may occur. Kxtensive new
municipal buildings are also being built in a

central position. They will consist of a muni-

cipal hall, which will contain accommodation for

the municipal superinteudent and the foreign

police, a prison, and permanent sheds for the

fire-on"ine3. The streets of Hiogohavo hitherto

been lighted with kerosene, but for the future

arrangements have been made to light them with

gas. This work is in the hands of a company.

At Osaka, too, a new municipal hall is now in

coarse of construction
;

while the paving and

dj-aining of the streets have been completed,

and the pier for ferry-steamers has been con-

siderably extended. In the native town old

wooden bridges have hitherto been in existence,

but these are gradually being replaced by sub-

stantial iron structures of a much improved
character. Large additions have been made to

tho Imp.'rial ilint buildings for the minting of

copper coin, and for the manufacture of sul-

phurio acid. These additional works, however,

have nob as yet been completed. A new rail-

way is in course of construction between Hiogo

and Osaka, but its progress is very slow, and it

is not expected that it will be finished until next

year. A new lino is also projected between
Osaka and Kioto, and a large quantity of ma-
torial has been prepared, but tho order for its

constructiou has nob yet been issued. Telegraphs

in this part of the country have, it is said,

proved a very great convenience, and are much
appreciated.

From Kanagawa we learn that public works
there have been actively carried out. Railway
construction is a feature of these works, and
last year witnessed the opening of tho first rail-

way in JapaT. It is mentioned appropriately

to this, that the cost of railway constrnction in

Japan should be cheap, as money is easily pro-

curable, material is plentiful and readily obtain-

able, and labour cheap. Preliminary outlay,

such as parliamentary expenses, should bo almost

nil, and sums given as compensation are not

likely to amount to much. The introduction of

gas into Yokohama during the past year also

deserves notice. The company is a native one,

but the machinery and various materials were
purchased in England. The gasworks are capable

of producing 1,500 cubic metres of gas in twenty-
four hours, feeding 2,500 burners. The con-

enmption of coal is about 200 tons a month. The
first section of tho trunk railway intended to

connect Yodo and Yokohama with Kioto, Osaka,

and Hiogo. has been opened, and already attracts

more traffic than can conveniently be carried on

a single lino of rail. Telegraphic wires have
been stretched from Yedo to Nagasaki

;
bub the

line, which is 830 miles long, is not yet pro-

nounced in working order.

From another Japanese port (Hakodade), wo
learn that the local government has done a great

deal cf late towards improving the streets of the

town. A destructive fire lately occurred there,

and advantage was taken of this to straighten

and widen the streets in that district, which in

some quarters are now lighted with oil-lamps.

A now style of building, similar to the European,

has also been adopted in the construction of

houses for the Government officials, and for a

new cusfcora-hou.se. A new road has been con.

structed from Hakodade towards Sappara, ex-

tending over ninety miles. This road has been

rauoh wanted. A few miles from tho port the

site for the erection of an agricultural college

has been prepared.

WOLVERHAMPON GRAMMAR SCHOOL
COMPETITION.

At a meeting of the Governors of the Wolver-

hampton Grammar School, held on the 16th, the

designs submitted by four invited architects were
considered, and that of Messrs. John Giles &
Gough, of Craven-street, was accepted.

The building is to accommodate about 300
boys, chiefly day scholars, and has a head-
master’s residence attached.
The estimated cost is 10,0001., exclusive of

fittings, boundary walla, and other external
works.

India.— Speaking broadly, the total area of

British India is 1,000,000 square mites, and has a
population averaging 200 for each of those miles.

LICHFIELD CATHEDRAL.

A FRAGMENT.

One Sabbath evening in the time

Of autumn, dull and cold,

—

A stranger there,—I chanced to stray

Through Lichfield’s city old.

Before me, stretching east and west,

Its grand cathedral lay,

On whose high spire the restless vane

Waved with its gilded hands again

Adieu to dying day.

The bells to prayer from out its towers

Call’d solemnly and slow;

While round the pile a misty shroud,

That spread as doth an incense cloud,

Rose from the moat below.

With hurrying throngs of worshippers

I through the streets was led,

Aud sought the portal, bub mine eyes

Soon stay’d my forward tread

In wonder at the imagery
So quaintly carved o’erhead.

It seem’d as if some artist sage

—

Divinely taught—this stony page
Had wrought with purpose to engage

The thought on that within ;

And as one with expectant look

Doth scan the preface of a book.

So read I, with inquiring mien,

Each object of the sculptured scene

Before I enter’d in.

I enter’d in ; 'twere vain to dare

Description of the scene so fair

That burst upon my sight.

I halted as the door swung to,

Enraptured at the sudden view,

And gazed in calm delight.

But nought of words, or storied rhyme,
Or picturing tale, or song of mine,

Could tell the glories of this shrine

Or paint its charms aright.

Jly fascinated eye, spell-bound,

Travell’d the spacious circuit round,

From east to west, from west to oast,

Each part a visionary feast,

Each stone induced a thought.

The broad arcades, whose massive piers

Have borne their load six hundred years,

Firrn-planted there by hands well skill’d

Each for a purpose well fulfill’d,

A pregnant lesson taught.

Taught me that men who labour’d then
This glorious fane to raise,

Labour’d with brain, eye, heart, and hand.

In Love and Faith, a willing band,

That God mi'jht own in this fair land

A temple for His praise.

No mercenary motive theirs,

—

The honest pride of Art
Inspired each worker as ho wrought
With careful skill his part.

Proudly they watch’d from day to day,

Like a parent doth a child,

While the offspring of their hands apace
Grew upwards with a stately grace

As stone on stone was piled.

And when aloft the scaffold rose,

Round the ascending spires.

That each might live \intil the end
Was first in their desires.

» * * * #

A blessing on those men of old,

Who wrought so well and true.

And he who plann’d the mighty pile,

His name be honour'd too.*

Long may his work adorn the land,

Long may this fane all storms withstand,

And youth its age renew.

f

A sign and gnide of yore aud now,
No lovelier gem on Earth’s fair brow
Reveals itself to view.

John Cotto.y.

• BtsTaop Roger de Clinton ia reported to have entirely
• rebuilt tbe cathedral durinphis time of office (1139-1143),

but as ir DOW stands, tbe edifice doubtless owes most of

.

its grandeur to tbe skill, munificence, and enterprise of

Biibop Wa'ter de L.angton (A.D. 1298-1321), who also

expended a sum of 2.000/. upon a monument of St. Chad,
besides the structural worts which he initiated.

+ Alluding to recent restoration.

LOCOMOTIVES ON ROADS.
i

The U30 of steam traction and other eugioh
on roads is regulated by two Acts of ParliameEJ

(2L & 25 Viob., cap. VO, 1861, and 28 & 29 Viot

cap. 83, 1865), one of which regulates tolls ao
limits locomotives to V ft. in width and 12 ten

weight, and enforces a maximum speed of tf

miles an hour iu the country and five miles (

hour in towns
;

while the other reduces tl

speed to four miles and two miles respective!

and increases the maximum width of engines

9 ft. and their weight to 14 tons.

During the last ten years the use of sel

moving engines for use over ordinary roads h
greatly increased, and it is felt that the existii

Acts are insufficient for the present day. TJ

select committee appointed last session to inqui

into the subject have issued a report, in whi(

they recommend various alterations in tl

law to meet the altered state of affairs. Tf

evidence given before them by engineers, so
veyors, and others, both advocates and opp
nents of steam road-engines, leads them to i

commend that two classes of engines should
formed : the first,—tho heavy class,—to inclu'

all locomotives exceeding G tons in weight,

having separate carriages attached to then
the second,—the Ught class,—-to include sel

contained locomotive carriages or engines, n
exceeding 6 tons in weight, making no son)

from the blast, andconsumingtheir own smoki
the former should only be permitted to travel

:

a speed not exceeding three miles an hour i

town and four miles an hour in the counti

while the latter should be subject only to t

same regulations as ordinary horse-traffic.

The question of the destruction to I’oa

caused by steam-engines or their carriages,

one of great importance. Some witnesses we
in favour of tramways being laid down in li

of engines being allowed to use tho ordina
road, and were of opinion that this course wou
be both less expensive aod less obstructive i

ordinary traffic. The committee, however, i

commend that the width of the wheels of loc

motive carriages should be regulated aecordi;

to the following scale, and are of opinion tb

this regulation would obviate the danger i

breaking up roads :—When the weight on ea-

wheel does not exceed f ton, 4 in. in widt!

exceeding ton and not exceeding 1 ton on ea-

wheel, 6 in. in width; exceeding 1 ton aud n
exceeding ton on each wheel, 8 in, in widtl

exceeding 11- on each wheel, add 1 iu. for e^’e’

ton iu weight.

It is to be remarked that the use of hea'

engines with broad wheels is rather benefict

than injurious to the road, when it is well mat
and wide ; though in tbe case of narrow roac

or roads that are slightly metalled, there is •

doubt that damage is done by tbe freque:

passage of heavy locomotives. “ While,” tl

committee add, "some persons attribute t!

damage done to roads to the engine, and othe

to the wagons drawn by it, it is clear that, :

some instances, the damage has really be*

caused by the additional traffic, rather than h

the means used for its transport, and that

.

portion at least of the injury would equal
have been caused by the use of horses.”

The provisions of the existing Acts, givir

power to the surveyor or master of a bridge ;

close it against a locomotive if he sees fib, ai

found to be very vexatious, and they render tl

owners of locomotives liable for all damaf
directly or indirectly caused by such locomotiv

The tolls, too, are fi.xed on an anomalous seal

and are prohibitory, and the committse recoD*

mend :

—

1st. That no owner of a locomotive engit

shall be liable for any damage done to an:

bridge by the passage of his engine, provide

that tho weight of such engine does not excee

20 tons, aud provided that no notice be affixa

to the bridge.

2ud. That if snob notice be affixed, the ownei

of a locom jtive shall be liable for damage dorij

by his engine if tho weight of the engini

exceeds that named in the notice.
|

3rd, That if the engine exceeds 20 tons tt'

owner should be liable, whether notice sha.!

have been affixed or not.

4bh. That any person taking an engine c:

more than 20 tons in weight on a public roa'i

shall be liable for all injury to the road whio!

can be proved to have been done by the passag:

of such engine.

Tbe provision which requires that a flag shal

be carried 60 yards in front of a steam locd'

, motive ia found to be useless in practice; aU'
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lat which enables any one with a horse to stop

le engine till ha has passed by is, no doubt,
nations. The committee recommend that they
lould be repealed, and generally are of opinion
lat all such minor points should be left to the
•soretion of the driver of tho engine. The
nnmibtee say that “ the interests of the owners
'engines appear to give the strongest guarantee
^inst accidents, so long as they remain liable

r the consequences of such accidents.”

.
Commander Do Lousada gives some interesting
iddence as regards the nseof steam locomutiv'Cs

.
tho streets of Glasgow, where he has been

?rmitted by the local authority to run his
igines withonb limitation as to speed or time,

is experience shows that, with properly oon-
iructed engines, properly driven, the largest

eights are very little obstruction to the
fdinary traffic. He finds that horses soon
eoome accustomed to the engine, and take no
biico of it after meeting it two or three times,
he committee, considering the number of

;jginC8 in nse that do not consume their own
hoke, and that are not provided wi’ h a noiseless

last, do not feel justified in making any reoom-
lendation for the compulsory adoption of

leasures for obviating the noise and smoke

;

lit engines of any size that have not adopted
kch measures should be classed as “heavy,”
bd made subject to tho regulations proposed
Ir “heavy traffic.”

I An engineer stated that out of 800 road loco-

lotivea built by his firm, up to the date of tho
quiry, 500 are believed to be employed in this

luntry. Another witness informed the com-
itteo that he had supplied nearly 1,000 self-

oving engines to British owners.
No recommendations are made as regards tho
te of steam on ordinary street tramways,
lOugh evidence was taken on the point, to the
feet that the power of control and stoppage is

least equal to thatpoase^sed on ordinaiy street
amway-cars drawn by horses, while there need
I no noise greater than that prodneed by the
ovement of the cars. Thera are two or three
odela of steam tramway-cars at the Inter-
itional Exhibition, which arc ingeniously con.
ived 80 as to reduce to a minimum the effoot

noise, steam, and smoke.
There is hardly any doubt that the use of
earn on our common roads is destined to
icome very genci-al, and it is urgently neces-
;ry that new regulations should be legalised :

to recommendations of the committee appear
' afford a sound basis for future enactments.

SEWAGE FARMING.
Thk Merthyr Tydfil sewage-filtering and
wage-irrigation scheme having now been in

leration for nearly three j'oars, Hr. T. Williams,
erk to the Merthyr Tydfil Local Board of
oalth, has published, at tho desire of his Board,
i extract from tho periodical report of Mr.
yke, tho medical officer of health for the dis-

ict, in which he says :
—

" Much discussion hus recenlly arisen as to the supposed
iurioiis effects -which would fullow upon the use of
gotahle food by men and animals when that food was
own on land watered by sewage. To you and to the
iblic of this town and neighbourhood it is well known
at nn* for three summers and two winters large quanti-
8 of vegetables have been grown on land specialty pre.
red, alercd by the strained sewage from this town,
d also that very largo supplies of green food for
imols have been obtained therefrom. The use of these
getftblos and grasses f'r so long a period hymen and
itnals would certeinly liy this time have shown some
ulenops of the evil eonsequenops assumed to result from
e mode of growth. It has been my duty carefully to
itch the mode of cnlfuro and to note any uaravourable
jns

; but, so far from being able to discover any ffuch, I
n with confidence point out to you certain facts which
ow that tbo assumed perniciousness of the use of
getables so grown is without any basis oftruth.

.

ere any pernreinus effoc's in 'tho health Of children
ticedP Oettaiiily not: for, while the mortality of the
ung under five years old formerly averaged 4S, 60, and
ont of each hundred death", in the second quarter of
73 the average was but 39 per cent. Secondly, diarrheen.
)uld be a form of disease that would very quickly be
t up in human beings by the use of vegetable food
mteil by sewage.

_

The number of cabbages grown on
e filtration and irrigation areas during the last thirtv
enths would number many tens of thousands. All have
en consumed bv the inhabitants of Merthyr and the
ighbourbood. Has diarrhea been thereby incited ? On
e contrary, last year the Rogiatrar-Genornl called atten-
)ti to the fact that diarrhcea was less prevalent in
erthyrthan in auy place in England andlVales; and,
I h.ave already stated, the fatal cases from this disease
tbp second quarter of 1R73 were but two. and those

fants at the breast, Tried, th-n, by these two tests,

—

e nse of fresh fodder grown on sewage.watered lands by
ilk-giving animals, and of vegetables (similarly grown)

^

human beings,— the esperiences of tho population of
s town and neighhnnrhood demonstrate the perfect
lubrity of the regetablo food so grown.”

The eyetem oF sewage-farmiTijv has emerged
•tiflfactority from the controversy excited by

Mr. Smee’s suggeation that the introduction of
typhoid fever into certain parts of London might
be traced to the consumption of milk furnished
by cows which had been grazed on fields fertilised

with sewage. Mr. Smee has bowed, though not
with the best grace, bo the testimony borne by
Dr. llees-i’hillips, of the E.xminster Asylum, and
other experienced authorities on the other side.

He has, in fa-cb, admitted that, under certain
precautions, the system he has run foul of may
be practised with excellent results, and another
medical authority has declared that the origin

of the typhoid epidemic in London has no con-
nexion with sewage-farming, and is traceable to

tho pollution, by typhoidal excretions, of the well
attached to tlie dairy whence the milk was sup.
plied. Dr. Carpenter dealt the hardest blow
of all to Mr. Smee’s hypothesis. The Doctor,
after maintaining that tho typhoidal contamina-
tion of the water was the real existing cause of

the mischief, defends the system of sewage-
farming for the following weighty reasons :

—

“1. The disposal of town sewage by irrigation is the
safest way of aenling -with it, and the only way in water-
closet towns of preventing pollution in our water.courses.

2. It is a sanitary advantage to a dense population to
have a well-conducted sewage-farm in close proximity,

3. It is a means by which the produce oi the soil may
be quadrupled, auii thus milk and vegetables being
cheapened, may be brought within tho reach of those
classes who now scarcely ever get them.

•1. It is highly necessary for tho welfare of our teeming
population that our meat-producing power should be in-
creased

;
otherwise, in the event of our foreign supply

beiog cut off, tho chances of famine will be imminent.''

A good case, in short, has been made out so
Far on behalf of sewage-farming; on the con-
dition, of course, that the system is practised
only under competent and intelligent oversight.
A sub-committee of the Leeds Town Conncil,

appointed to investigate the utilisation of sewage
have presented a report, in which they detail
the result of six experiments in the cultivation
of grass, each experiment conducted with a
different kind of manure, but in all cases of the
8a.me value. Six plots of ground were employed
for this purpose, each measuring half an acre,
and each plot was dressed with manure to the
value of 30s. Street sweepings were valued at
Is. 8yd. per ton, stable manure at 43., Peruvian
guano at loL, native manure (a mixture of
native guano and night soil), at 41., native guano,
at3l. lOs., and sewage raud, at 11. lOs. The grass
was all cut at tho same time, and made into
hay, and the commitbeo report that “the finest
quality of all, as decided by a competent judge,”
was that grown on the plot manured with the
native gnano. Allowing for the coat of cartage
and labour, the value of the bay manured w'ith

Peruvian guano exceeded the cost by 11. 3s. 9d.,

while that manured with native guano showed a

value of 11. 4s. 9yd. above the coat. The excess
valoe of tho stable-manure crop was ISs. 2d.

;
of

the native manure crop, l-ls. 6d
;
and of the

crop from sewage mud, 93. 2d. The street-
sweepings showed a loss of 11. 9a. 8d., bub had
the best crop of after-grass. The committee
propose to let the several crops remain exactly
as they now are, without any fresh dressing, and
to observe the result next year. Peruvian guano
is exhausted in tho first year, but it is claimed
for the native guano that the effect will be seen
for one year or more afterwards.

DALTON HALL, NEAR BEVERLEY.
This mansion,—a seat of the Right Hon.

Lord Hotham,—after having been untenanted
for more than half a century, is at present
receiving very considerable alteration and exten-
sion, with a view to its becoming an attractive
palatial residence.

The old honao consisted of a principal block,
containing many largo and lofty rooms, con-
nected by corridors with wings, the whole occu-
pying three sides of a quadrangle. The
corridors are now removed, and npon their site,
and extending far back in the rear, lookinn-
westward on to the splendid lawn, the ne#
buildings are rising. These comprise on the
one side a dining-room, with all adjuncts, in
convenient proximity to the wing in which the
kitchen department is situated. The corre- '

sponding block will contain a drawing-room,
opening by French casements into a la''ge con-
servatory at the side, and at the end npon a
terrace extending the entire length of the west
front. A billiard.room and gun-room, with their
special lavatories and some other less important
rooms, complete this block as far as regards the
ground plan. Above and extending over all the
new buildings are to be numerous suites of bed

and dressing rooms, with their fall complement
of bath-rooms and closets. The present en-
trance-hall, with the staircase removed, will
remain as the grand entrance, and a new stair-
case-hall and broad staircase, in Aubigny stone,
will be constructed to the right of the entrance-
hall. This staircase will be supplemented by
secondary ones in each of the new blocks, and
others in tho wings of the building; and all the
corridors and passages will be as nearly fireproof
as possible.

Externally, a carriage portico and colonnade
of eighteen columns will o;;cupy the front of the
central block upon the east front, and serve to
connect the two now blocks

; and in the angles
formed by the projecting wings tsvo circular
porticoes will mask theapproaohes to the luggage-
entrance on the one hand, and the private entrance
to tho billiard and gun rooms and the steward's
rooms on tho other.

The elevations have been designed in a plain
Italian style, to accord precisely with the exist-
ing work, the mat<^riala being white brick and
Aucaster stone, the latter unsparingly employed,
and the materials used in the internal w’ork will
also be of a class consistent with the importance
of the mansion, solid walnut having been selected
for the doors of all tho principal rooms.
The park and gardens have received attention,

now roads having been opened np, and parterres
and terraces designed for the west and south
fronts by Mr. Thomas.
lu tho gardens an extensive range of conser-

vatories, vineries, and other horticultural houses
have been erected by Messenger, of Lough-
borough, and at a short distance from these is a
snog Italian cottage residence for the bead-
gardener. Similar in size and design to this avill

be the lodges, one of which, a single one, with
iron entrance-gates and stone piers, will be on
the Kipliugcotes-road, and the other, a double
oue, on the road from the village of Dalton
Holme. The wliole of the architectural works
have been designed by Messrs. Payne & Talbot,
architects, and are being executed under their
directions by Mr. John Briley, of Birmingham,
whose contract is to bo completed in rather more
than two years from the present time.

IMPROVED METHOD OF
CONSTRUCTION WITH METALS, GLASS,

AND OTHER MATERIALS.
Under this title the “Journal of the Franklin

Institute” describes the invention of Mr. William
Huggett, which consists in giving to the materials
used in construction a peculiar form, in virtue of
which the strength and adaptability of the same
to civil, military, and marine constructions is
claimed to be much improved.
The process, in general terras, consists in

giving to plain plates or sheets, of uniform thick-
ness, of the various kinds and qualities of metals,
glass, tiles, and other substances, compound
undulating forms, the undulations crossing each
other at right ang’es, or obliquely, or radially
and circular. These forms, it is claimed, impart
to the plates great lateral strength and rigidity

;

and as the undulations extend in opposite
directions they afford eqnal compensation for
contraction and expansion in all directions, a
desideratum of groat practical importance in
construction, since, if realised, it makes it pj-ac-

ticable to attach the borders of such plates
firmly to adjacent unyielding masses.
The process forundulating the plates is varied

to suit the character of the material operated
upon, some by direct casting in matrices of the
desired form, others by being heated and then
pressed between rollers, stamps, and dies; but
in all cases it is necessary that the alternate
convex and concave parts of the rollers, &c.,
actually fit and work with each other.

The following estimate is claimed to represent
the strength of the undulated over the plain
plates:—Iron and steel, about two-fifths

;
gal.

vanised iron, three-fifeha
;
sheet tin, three-fifths

;

bniss, three-fifths; zinc, two-fifths; copper,
fmir-lifths; lead, three-fifths- cardbo.ird, one-
fifth

;
while glas.s is nearly doubled in strength.

In construction of the ordinary kind the plates
may be attached one to another, wiih some
overlap, and then attached simply at the ends.
An interior wall of similar character is also
erected, and the space between the two filled np
with some non-conducting material, which shall
make the building independent of the external
temperature.

Bricks and tiles of this form are constructed
and employed for roofs, sewer and wharf con-
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struction, -witli aaccesa
;
while, applied to glass

for skylights, illuniinating panels in buildings

or conservatories, there are claimed for it

the several advantages of increased strength,

with no decrease of light, and nearly perfect

absence of lateral expansion.

OPENING- OP THE BIRKENHEAD AND
HOYLAKE TRAMWAY.

Bt a new company, under the name of

the Birkenhead and Hoylake Rail and Tram-

way Company (Limited), a street tramway

has been provided for Birkenhead and Hoylake,

at a cost of nearly 20,0001. The line has just

been inaugurated. The contractors were Messrs.

Henry Tabiner A Joseph Perrin, of Birkenhead,

the rails and other materials being supplied by

the company, and the work executed under the

supervision of Mr. Wade, the resident engineer.

The gauge is 4 ft. 8 in., and the width of the double

line, including 1 ft. 6 in. on either side paved

with square sets, 17 ft. The rails are of a new
pattern, with double flange, and dogged at each

side. The line is a double one throughout,

except at the descent of Hamilton-street, and at

Woodside it again forks into a double one to the

new ticket-office, just built adjoining the Ferry-

buildings, and in close proximity to the pay-

gates. After leaving the Woodside Ferry

approaches, the line mounts the brosv of the hill

towards Hamilton-square, bat turns off along

Canning-street, thence into Bridge-stroet, cross-

ing the dock line of railway, thence by Cleve-

land-street, Corporation-road, and Beaufort-road,

across Mr. Vyner’s field to the Docks Station.

The route has been selected not only for the

connexion with Hoylake but as a convenient

means of access to the graving docks and the

great engineering and other works, which are

located at the north end of Birkenhead.

HEALTH AND COMFORT IN HOUSE-
BUILDING.

Sir,—

I

have jnst read in your issue of the

6th instant the letter of “An Amateur,” and I

am sorry that the paper you did me the honour
to publish has failed to produce in his mind the

conviction I hoped for, viz., that houses may be
rendered healthy and comfortable at a compara-
tively small cost; in fact, I say in my paper that

the plan recommended is “uncostly,” and that

for the benefits received “the outlay is very
small indeed.”

Your correspondent appears to have mistaken
my recommendation. He says “ every room in

the house is to have a shaft through the ceiling,

and, to promote suction, these are to be con-

stantly and permanently heated.” My expres-

sion is “t/us should be kept permanently heated”

;

“ this,” that is the one common abstraction flue,

not all the flues separately. Moreover, the heat-

ing Dr. Drysdale and I recommended costs

nothing, because it is done by the toasfe heat of

the kitchen fire. He then says, “ How the warm
air to supply all the rooms is to be procured
Dr. Hayward does not tell us.” Snrely he can-

not have read the paper carefully, for I say die-

tinctly, “ The only complete and effectual remedy
is a direct opening from the outer air into the

lobby, only protected by shutters to regulate the

supply according to the requirements of the

house, and by hot-water pipes to regulate the

temperature according to the season of the year.”

He complains that the plan recommended is

“only applicable to noblemen and wealthy pro-

piietors.” Surely he must have read only the

“abstract,” and not the “paper” itself; and
certainly he cannot have read the book, of which
the paper was only an epitome. If be will let

me have his address I will send him the original

paper.

In the plan recommended, nearly all that is

necessary is to have a hole in the lobby wall,

behind a stove or other means of warming; a
hole through the door, or wall, into the room

;
a

hole through the ceiling
;
and flues left in the

walls and kitohen-chimney whilst building
;
and

snrely these cannot add much to the cost of build-

ing even the most humble dwelling. Of course,

they must cost something; health and comfort
cannot be procured for nothing.

In reply toMr. J. Hicks, who appears to think
the plan more easy to describe than to adopt, I

would say again, as I said in the paper, that it

has already been adopted by Dr. Drysdale and
myself; and in both houses it is found compara-
tively uncostly, and to act perfectly

; much more

so in both respects than would the plan he re-

commends, on mere theoretical grounds only.

The same remarks are applicable to the letter of

Mr. Bonel A. Evans. John W. Hayward.

INJURY TO LEA.D BY INSECTS.

Sir,—

I

n stripping old lead flats yon will often

find the whole under-surface much oxidised, and
where the boards are much decayed the oxida-

tion is always greatest. I have never found an

insect in old lead, nor have I heard or read of

one whose disgestive organs were strong enough
for so tough a morsel. I have often known mice

to gnaw a hole through lead pipe, but you may
always find the shavings under its work. Is it

not likely to be the acid formed in decomposition

of '.the insects, or their excrement, that has

destroyed the lead ? I once met with a cistern

6 lb. lead bottom that had nob been used for

several years. The water that was left in it had
evaporated long since

;
and on the bottom were

the dried remains of a number of wiroy worms,
and these lay in ‘a perfect bed of oxide of lead,

whereas all other parts of the bottom and sides

were sound.

The pin-holes mentioned in lead valleys, &c.,

are caused by oxidation, either from vegetable

or sooty deposit, and sometimes from dross flaws

in the lead, which are soonest acted upon.

Bonel A. Evans.

NORTH COURT, FINCHAMP3TEAD,
BERKS.

North Court is a house upon the estate of

John Walter, esq., M.P., not far from the lately,

constructed Bearwood, the very fine residence

of that gentleman. North Court, the building

shown by the view, is placed upon one of the

noblest eminences of his picturesque property,

commanding an extensive view of the country

around, and has recently received considerable

additions and alterations. The garden-fronts

have been altered by enlargements made to the

dining and drawing rooms, and an entirely new
offire-wing has been added

;
the former stable-

buildings which adjoined have been converted

into domestic offices, and brought into connexion

with the additions.

New stable-biiildings, suitable in size for the

enlarged house, and corresponding in style,

have been erected at a convenient distance

within the grounds
;
also an entrance-gate lodge

next the public road.

The original style of archibectnre has been
followed in the additions and in the new build-

ings, so as to obtain a general uniform appear,

auce. All the buildings are executed with red

bricks, made upon the estate, relieved with

bands and figures worked in with dark-coloured

bricks. The chimney-shafts are built with

moulded bricks, the caps and bases being formed
of the same materials. The gables have pierced

and moulded verge-boards, with pinnacles and
pendants. The roofs are covered with Bangor
green slates, and are finished with ornamental
ridge-crest of red tile. The new stable-buildings

and gate-lodge are covered with Penmoyle green

slates.

The plana for the alterations and additions

and for the new buildings were prepared by
Mr. A. Ritchie, architect, Chester, and the

works were carried out under his supervision,

with the valuable assistance of Mr. Samuel
Deacon, the resident surveyor upon the Bear-

wood estate. The builder employed was Mr.

John J. Colliogs, of Kingaton-upon-Thaines, who
performed the work chiefly under contracts.

The first house and offices. North Court, were
erected about eighteen years since from the

plans of Mr. Decimus Burton.

The grounds, though not large, are laid out

with taste, and have recently been enlarged by
Mr. Walter.

CARVED STAIRCASE, RUE DES NOBLES,
MORLAIX, BRITTANY.

Few towns in France are so rich in ancient

domestic architecture as Morlaix, and although

terrible havoc has been made amongst its iute.

resting streets and houses of late years, never-

theless so much remains that it may still claim

to be cue of the most interesting old towns in

the north of Europe. It is common enongh in

all the French cities and towns to find interest,

ing and often splendid examples of ancient

domestic architecture, but they are generally

,

isolated specimens, and give us little idea of the

exceedingly picturesque effect of a whole street t

of such buildings
;

but two or three of the
,

Breton towns have quite retained the ancient
1

character of their streets, and this remark refers ,>

especially to Dinan and Morlaix,—perhaps, of •

the two places, the streets at Dinan are the 1

1

more picturesque, and the examples they con-

tain of ancient domestic buildings are more :

numerous ; but, on the other hand, Dinan can
,

show nothing for richness to compare with the Is

Rue des Nobles or the Grand-rue at Morlaix,
(

The two last-named streets are the most perfect
j

examples of thoroughly Mediceval streets now to

be found in France, and what makes them the l|

more valuable is the fact that the houses they
)

contain are all of a soperior class,—in fact, thalj

Rue des Nobles (as its name signifies) wasii

originally occupied entirely by members of the I

Breton and French nobility, and this accountg fi

for the amount of carving and enrichment il

which decorates the exterior and even the in- I

terior of most of these bouses. We say ei'en|

the interior because it is so much more rare to
j

find the original internal fittings and decorationBiji

of a house still existing than to find the exterioril

comparatively unaltered, and this is one of ths I

reasons why these Morlaix houses are so valu-

able from an antiquarian and archmological*

point of view. Examples of ceilings, doors, fii’e-'

places, staircases, &c., are numerous, and some,

of them of the most elaborate and ornate;

description. The most interesting features,-

however, are the staircases, of which there are'

several in existence, and three of these are very I

elaborate and beautiful in design. Of thesM
the best preserved is the one in the houseT

No. 14, Rue des Nobles, of which we give an

illnstration from a drawing made upon the spotJ

This very remarkable staircase is of the besij

period of the Third Pointed style, and isadorne^

with a great deal of carved foliage, and beautij

fully-designed Flamboyant traoery. Eaoh“ptage’'7

is marked by a large niche containing a statu®,

of a saint. Araongat the saints represented are

St. Margaret, St. Catherine, and St. Dominio.i >

And in addition to the large statues, are small

statuettes sitting under canopies which mark the':

junction of the staircase with the three gallerieSr.i

The parapets both of the staircase and galleri||j

are ornamented with “ linen panels,” aud
pinnacled buttresses. These “ linen panels ” are

i

not < qual to the rest of the work either in de8ign:i|

or execution, as they are flat and tame. Thel

newel is a mass of carving from the floor to its.

summit, which is about 50 ft. The spaces noti.i

occupied by the great niches are covered with ai

'

leaf pattern. Below the staircase is a largeiii

closet containing a stone sink, with a bold ogs® |i

canopy over it. The panelling outside this:',

closet or cupboard is exceedingly rich, the paneKH
being ornamented with most intricate and elabo**

rate Flamboyant tracery. This fine staircase ift *

composed of oak, which has fortunately never i

been painted, and is consequently rich and beau-il

tiful in colour. It is said that the great newel
j

is entirely ont of one piece of timber. We are.

not able to state positively whether tins is or is

not the case. We saw, however, no appearano®
j

of its being joined. The galleries which form

the approach to the upper chambers from this .

staircase only run along one side of the hall, but I

are continued outside it on one side, and are cat

off from it by a partition running the whole

height, and supported upon a richly carved b?am i

and semi-vaulting on a level with the first-floor. :

The hall in which this staircase stands is very

nearly in its original condition; it is nearly'

square in plan, and has a good high-pitched roof :

with arched principals resting upon corbels. Tlie

sides are composed of timber framing filled in-

between with lath and plaster. A portion of

this hall is partitioned off by a low panelled 1

screen, and is used as a kitchen. This arrange. :

menb is ancient, and the whole remains pretty ;

much in its original condition. This hall receives .

light from a large “saddle-light” in thereof,

which does nob appear to be original, and it is^ i

probable that there was formerly a “Louvre i'

similar to those existing over some of our old (

English dining-halls, and this would account for i

SQch a very short roof being strengthened by

principals. We cannot commend the practic®

of placing the kitchen in the hall of the house, i;

and although it is common in Brittany, at least

in ancient houses, we think it would be difficult :

to find a worse position for it; and notbine but

the exessively primitive style of life led by ‘

the nobility in Brittany before the great revoKu )'

tioD, could have made snob a state of things i

endurable.
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EGLETON OHUROn, RUTLAND,
The parish church of Egletoa has been re-

opencfl, after having undergone some tnuoh-
neeclud repair and renovation.
The architecture of the ancient fabric is of

an interesting and valuable character. A very
narrow and depressed semicircular chancel-arch.
the jambs having shafts and capitals, covered
with elaborate archaic ornamentation, and a
south door of similar but even more elaborate
detail, are the most ancient portions of the
building. The soii'h porch and lower part of
the tower belong to the fourteenth and the rest
of the pre-Keformation edidee to the fifteenth
century. An aisle, which formerly existed on
the north side of the nave, was pulled down
apparently at a period not far back, and the
arcade walled up.

Portions of the old church are now discovered
to have been used in the construction of this
screen. wall, amongst them the bowl of the
Norman font, which has been cut out, and now
awaits restoration, also what appears to be the
base of the chnrcliyard-cross.

In t^ie recent work of renovation the old
“three-decker” pulpit, with its corresponding
pewing, stove-pipe spanning the nave, and other
usual accompaniments has been removed. The
old wrought stonework has been cleansed and
repaired

;
and funds not being available for

rebuilding the north aisle, the modern work of
the north wall has been cut away, so as to expose
ibe buried columns and arches to the extent of
1 third of their thickness, and the plain surface
of the screen-wall decorated with masonry
patterns in colour. The plastering has been
out from the window-jambs, the quoins beinn- of
ivrought stone, and the jambs have been
pointed. The doorways to the rood-loft have
oeen exposed to view.
_New joinery of oak to the chancol, and pitch-
oine and deal to the nave, have been introdneed.
Che floor has been laid with new stone pavin",
ixcept the communion-space, which is laid witli
iiles.

The builders engaged in the work were
dessrs. Halliday & Cave, of Greetham

;
and the

irchitect was Mr. Tait, of Leicester.

country. The want of means for teaching that
which, according to their own premiss, cannot be
taught ! We have not yet the courage to apply
the same rigorous method of inquiry to art as to
science, as we shall when our system of educa-
tion shall be improved and deal more with
fundamental principles. I have yet to learn
that there can be any sounder and more enduring
basis for the greatness of a nation in art or in
anything else than a true system of education.
Our present system I believe to be wrong in
many respects, but radically so in putting
quantity before quality. “ How poor are they
who have not patience ” is as applicable to
nations as to men. The great epochs of art were
not reached per saltum ,—by any art-“ forcing”
establishment that either has been or can pos-
sibly be devised. We must place our art intelli-

gence on a level with our scientific, before we
can hope to have a National School of Art.

W. Cave Thomas.

A NATIONAL SCHOOL OP AKT.
In my letter of the 6th on this subject I used

he word “ school ” in its widest art-sense, as we
ise it in speaking of the Grecian or Italian school,
nthe narrower sense wo could certainly have a
choo! or college of art : such a special college
have more than once suggested in these

ohimns. It would probably prove the most
tseful form of art-institution, as the students
rho would be thus brought together to pursue
heir special, pari.passu with their general
tudios, would soon bring a keener logical
cumen to bear upon art, and the more fre-

uent conflict of mind with mind would rapidly
3ad to common.sense conclusions upon all

natters connected with it.

If wo study tho remains of Grecian and
talian art, we shall detect a precisely analoo'ous
volution of the art-faculty from its infancy to
is maturity and mastery several centuries after-
ravds. Art grew with the intellect of Greece
nd Italy

j and as physical science has grown in
Ingland since wo oast off from the schools. But
rhilab pursuing an independent course with re-
ard to science, we have cluog to precedent, to
he old system, in respect to art.

We should recollect that the moderns only in-
erib the results, not tho art-intelligence, of the
ast

;
and from the absence of any compendium

pon, or outcry for art-eJucation, we must oon-
lude that it was then considered a very simple
nd straightforward matter. This, however, we
0 know, that they did not establish national
alleries of old masters or museums of ancient
julpture, or organise science classes, or in fact
ttempt it by any of the means we now adopt.
: is nob England alone, but all Europe, which
as been going wrong in this matter since tho
soadenco of Italian art. Most of the raeana
ist described have been tried for more than
century, with confessedly unsatisfactory re-

fits, yet we still blind ourselves to the fact that
le study of ancient art has not proved the
ladiest way to rival it.

In reference to the inconsistency of opinion
revailing on matters connected with art, what,
ir instance, can be hoped for when we find men
laintaining with one breath that art is above
de, that it has no science, and with the next
jploring the absence of art-education in this

A NUT FOR CHICHESTER.
Sir.—Will you permit me, as I am well

acquainted with Chichester, to say a few words
upon the subject introduced by “Gargoyle,”
whose letter, however, I regret to say, I did not
see ?

The ground on which the city stands may be
described as gently rising from the walls towards
the centre of the town, so that the market-cross,
which stands there, is on the summit-Ievel. The
fall from the cross is not considerable in any
direction, but is greatest towards tho wo-t and
south. The north street is practically level from
the cross to the city wall, after which the road
rises for some miles.

The town is built on a gravelly formation,
Ijing in a basin of chalk. The porous gravel
readily allows of the admixture of the contents
of the cesspools with the water in the wells.
Tho general level of the subsoil-water is pro-

bably from 3 ft. to 8 ft. below the surface.
The four principal streets, called respectively

North, South, East, and West streets, are, as
“Cicestrensis” says, unusually wide

j
and, since

the new market has been built, are clean and
pleasant

;
but the back streets and lanes are by

no means so good, being narrow and dirty.
There are three crying evils in Chichester:

—

1. There is no water-supply, and tho inha-
bitants, not to put too fine a point upon it,

drink their own sewage.
2. There is no system of sewerage, or subsoil

drainage, and tho cesspool abomination is in full
force

; and
3. The state of tho intermittent brook, the

Lavant, has been for many years, and is now,
an open shame to those who are in authority in
Chichester.

With regard to water, a supply is about to bo
provided : so nothing further need be said
about it.

As to sewerage, it seems obvious that a town
situated as Chichester is, particularly needs a
system of sewers, even if water be supplied from
other sources than the contaminated wells. The
last time I was in Chiohester, I walked through
most of the streets between ten and eleven
o’clo-k at night, and was struck with the
peculiar faint, sickly odour which pervaded
every part of the town. I could not help saying
to myself,—“The whole place is saturated with
sewage.” Nor need this be wondered at, when
wo consider the circumstances ;—an ancient
town, surrounded by wal'a, built on a porous
soil, all tho houses having cesspools (in one case,
by the way, covered with the Ten Command,
ments from some old church) close to, or nob
far from, the family well.

Tho cesspools should be filled np, and a proper
system of sewers constructed having an outlet
on some part of the land which lies conveniently
ronnd the city. The construction of the sewers
would be neither difficult nor expensive.
The last evil I have mentioned, viz., the

Lavant, is, and always was, a thorough abomina-
tion. The stream does not come within the city
walls, bub flowing at the back of the houses on
the south side of the road leading from Chichester
to Goodwood, receives the drainage of these
houses, and thus polluted passes under a suburb
of the city just beyond the site of the last gate.

sewer,—black, filthy, and stinking. Nor is this
the worst, for at times the brook is nearly or
quite dry, and then there is an accumulation of
filth, until a flood washes it away.
Another small stream flows on the north-west

side of the city, and after running under the
west street and through a tanyard, joins the
Lavant about a mile south-west of Chichester.
This little stream is, if possible, more vile than
the Lavant, and their united stinks may be smelt
along way from the junction.
The corporation has been going to deal with

the Lavant any time these fifty years, but tho
only way in which they have dealt with it is by
turning it into an open sewer.

It is a pity that want of energy and divided
councils have so long delayed sanitary reform

;

but if Mr. Hawksloy be the adviser of the cor-
poration, and they will follow his advice, we may
hope for better things. It is unfortunate for
Chichester that its supplies of gas and water
should be in tho hands of companies and
strangers, rather than under the control of tho
ratepayers. c.e.

THE FIRST SCHOOL BOARD SCHOOL IN
WAKEFIELD.

The corner-stone of the first School Board
school in Wakefield, Yorkshire, was laid on tho
8th inst. by Mr. Edward Green, chairman of the
Board. In the course of his address Mr. Green
said the buildings to be erected would com-
prise a mixed school for boys and gix'Is, 63 ft.

long by 20 ft. wide, and a class-room 20 ft. long
by 18 ft. wide, accommodating 164 children.
There would also ha an infant school-room,
61 ft. long by 26 ft. wide, and a class-room 22 ft.

long by 26 ft. wide, accommodating 273 chil-
dren. Altogether, the two schools would accom-
modate 437 children. The site, which had
concerned the Board very much in consequence
of the expense, had cost 1,538J., and the build-
ing was estimated to cost 2,3001.; altogether,
3,838J. The school would be built in the Gothic
stylo of architecture, of red brick, with stone
dressings. There would be two entrances in
Piccadilly, and lavatories and playgrounds be-
hind the school building, with out-oflices, &c.
At the east gable facing Piccadilly would be a
bell.turret.

Mr. Watson is thearohiteot of the new building,
and Mr. Fawcett the contractor for the brick-
work, Mr. W. W. Speight for the joiner’s work,
Mr. C. P. Rycrofb for the slating, Mr. C. Di-iver
for the plastering, Mr. Leake for the painting,
Mr. Cuthbert for tho plumbing, and Messrs.
Heaps & Robinson (Leeds) will supply the ironl
founder’s work.

NEW TRAINING COLLEGE, DARLINGTON.
The Committee of the British and Poreif-m

School Society, being about to erect a new coJ.
lege at Darlington for training seventy-fivo mis-
tresses, invited the local architects to send
designs in competition, Mr. Beck, of London, the
consulting architect to the Society, being ’pro-
fessional adjudicator, and an “honorarium”
being presented to each unsuccessful com-
petitor.

Mr. Beck having reported in favour of the
design submitted by Mr. J. P. Pritchett, esti-
mated to coat 12,000J., the committee have
awarded the premium to that gentleman, who is
to carry out his design, with any alterations re-
commended by Mr. Beck.

THE STATUE OP NELSON AT THH
MENAI STRAITS.

Here its pollution is increased, and is continued
until the brook passes under the South-street,
also just bejond the site of the gate, where there
is again much pollution, some of the waterclosets
being built in the arch over the stream. The
Lavant is then again an open stream, or rather

The statue of Nelson recently unveiled, as
already mentioned, was executed by Lord
Clarence Paget, and, together with the base,
is composed of a combination of limestone and
Portland cement, the latter furnished by Messrs.
Basley White, of Gracecburch-etreet, London.'
It is supported within by an iron core running,
up the centre of the legs and of the cloak,
which trails on the ground, thus formintr a’
tripod. These bars, which are 4 in. in thfek-
ness, a.re secured to a plate at the height of
the waist, and thence to the head rises a single-
bar of iron, which supports the body, and to-
which is clamped the left arm and sword,,
which are also strengthened by an iron core.
The feet of the tripod are secured to an iron
foot-plate underneath the plinth, and that ra
tied to the living rock below by four iron
bars. It was first moulded in clay, and than
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<ja9 fc. The height cf the statue, including its

plinth, is 19 ft.
;
the pedestal is 9 ft., and the

basement 13 ft.
;
the total height of the struc-

ture being 41 ft. from the summit of the rock,

which stands out in a prominent situation on

the beautiful shores of the Menai Straits. The

surface of the statue is covered with a silicate,

which it is hoped will, to a great extent, resist

the effects of the atmosphere.

Lord Clarence Paget mentioned that Messrs.

White declined to accept any paym-nt for the

large amount of Portland cement used in the

work
j
and that Messrs. Eramerson & Murga-

troyd, engineers, Stockport and Liverpool, had

been equally generous with regard to the iron-

work. Of the artistic merits of the work wo
cannot yet speak.

WATER-WHEELS.
I TENDEK you a few remarks on the Hertford

water-wheel. It resembles in design a larger

wheel my father built here (Bedford), seventeen

years ago, and which has worn well in these

heavier waters. Five years ago I designed an

iron wheel, and bought it of the Coalbrookdale

Company, which has worn as well. Both wheels

are lighter, and I suspect much cheaper, than

that you describe.

I have now cast bearings in all my water-

wheels, and take them (espeoinlly large ones) to

be invariably preferable to wrought ones, as I

have known the latter wear according to the

lamina of the metal. I would have nothing bnt

hollow cast shafts from a reliable founder, and
wrought iron for the entire wheel, excepting the

emblematical of Freedom, is an ascending angel,

rending asunder the chain and shackles of

Bondage. The window bears the following

inscription:—“To the memory of the Knight

of Ellerslie, in this parish. Erected by the

Glasgow Saint Andrew’s Society.’’

In a heathen temple, dedicated to Mars, this

would have been a very fitting ornament,

especially considering that it must have been

a work done am amore by the artist, who is a
good poet no less than a good artist, and on this

occasion breathed (poetic) fire and fury against

the “foreign rule or yoke’’ of “the vaunting

Southrons’’ : we had almost said by mistake
“ the vaunting Northrons.’’ On the unveiling of

the window, Mr. Ballantine read an original

poem composed for the occasion, and which

says :

—

“ Wh'=n Wftllaoo was hut Beventeen winters oW,
He'd grown up seemlj, strapping, stout, and bold
Wu3 with the Southrons frequently at strife,

And Bometimes twined them of their precious life.

By hewing down all grew above the neck,

—

A certain token of true Scots respeck
;

Then left them weltering in their blood and gore,

A full foot shorter than they were before.”

The poom, however, forms no part of the

inscription on the church window
;
and it is

better it does nob. Mr. Ballantine struck

wrong note.

From what I know of water-wheels, those of

the simplest construction tell the best tale.

E. R.

ENLARGEMENT AND DECORATION OF
LEICESTER THEATRE ROYAL.

About 3,0001. have been spent in. the recon-

atmetiou of tho Theatre Royal at Leicester,

adding seat-room for fully 400 more persons than

hitherto, the dress-circle being calculated to hold

300
;
pit-stalls, 60 ;

balcony-stalls, 120 ;
upper

balcony, 200 j
pit, 620

;
gallery, 700—in all

about 2,000. Everything has been so provided

for that a full view of the stage may bo had
from every part of tho house. The dress-circle

has movable seats, covered with x’ep. The
ceiling has been brought 6 ft. nearer the stage

than previously, and instead of being flat, as

hitherto, is now dome-shaped and panelled

—

showing figures of Griffins, finished in arabesque,

and in the several panels medallions of Sbaks-

peare, Byron, Dante, Goldsmith, Mozart, Men-
delssohn, Beethoven, and Rossini. The medal-

lions are the work of Mr. Earle, of London. The
drop-scene shows a view of the ruins in Bradgate

Park. The front of the boxes is of sunk fret

work, with a blending of warm grey, salmon,

white and gold colouring. The artists were
Messrs. Arthur Sullivan & Co., of London and

Manchester. The centre sunlight gives tbelighb

of 190 gas jets in nineteen clusters. The
builder employed was Mr. Bland

j
the gas-fitter,

Mr. Lyons, of the Drury-lane Theatre, London

;

tho stage machinists, Mr. Roberts, of Notting-

ham, and Mr. Goodyer, of the Surrey Theatre,

London
;
and the fitter, Mr. Lewis. A refresh-

ment-room has been oonstruoted, in anticipation

of a licence.

THE COAL QUESTION.

The first of a series of district meetings pre-

paratory to an aggregate gathering in the Agri-

cultural Hall, Islington, has been held at tho

Victoria Park Hall, Three Colts Tavern, South
Hackney,
" to take into consideration the alarming prospect of the

thousands of innocent lives that will be sacrificed this

coming winter if something is not done to break up the

iniquitous coal-riug.”

Mr. Geo. Brooke, of the Metropolitan Meat
Market, who occupied the chair, said the gentle-

men with whom the movement had originated,

were determined to spare neither trouble nor

expense in carrying out the agitation. He was
authoritatively informed the output of coal this

year would be two million tons less than it was
in 1872, which meant that instead of the price

to the household consumer being 403., it was
more likely to be 603. a ton. The cause of all

this was not the scarcity of the article, but the

determination of the miners not to allow

second shift, and of the coal-owners, who were

pocketing millions sterling by the restriction, to

connive at the ill-.adviged action of the men. He
was told there was coal enough in England to

last a thousand years and more. He had autho-

rity for stating that Earl Dudley, rather than

permit a coal famine to prevail in the metropolis

this winter, was prepared to sell 500,000 tons of

coal at IBs. a ton at the pit’s mouth
j
and if the

movement now being set on foot were vigorously

carried out, there would be no difficulty in bring,

ing both capital and labour to their senses. The
following resolution was carried unanimously,

the controlling handle and wheel are im- i

mediately under his hand, and with a sort

of double pick at the other, not unlike an >

elongated lobster-claw, excepting that the inner '

olaw turns outwards, instead of inwards. This .

claw, which can be worked either to the right
i

hand or to the left, and at any angle, drove on t

with a steady crunching beat, close to the

bottom of the seam, the first or inner half i

cutting in a distance of 18 in., under the most «i

favourable circumstances, and the second or

outer half carrying on the work of its partner in :•

the previous beat to a depth of 36 in. Thus i

with every beat there were two cuts into the solid c

coal, the one being just double the depth of the

other. That depth varied, however, from 3 ft., .

as stated above, under the most favcurable cir- j

cumstances, viz., when the machine could be '

worked close up to the face, down to 2 ft. 5 in., 1

the cut into the coal being not more than 2 in.

.

in width. The estimate of the capabilities of i

the machine was stated to be that it would do

the work of nine men in holding, and, in

addition, save a very large proportion of slack j ;

but, although arranged to be worked by one

man, in this case the want of agreement between i

the wheels and the rails named above rendei'ed i

the services of a second man necessary, and con-i

sequently, so far showed the invention to a dis-4

advantage. An average of from 18 ft. to 20 ft, i

of work from ft. to 3 ft. in depth, per hour, I

was shown, however, in this trial, after allowing!

for stoppages ;
and Mr. Ness, under whose per-ii

sonal direction the trial was conducted, expressedij

himself sanguine that an average of 15 ft. coald]|

be maintained, being 50 percent, more than the.i

average he anticipated when he first brought the;

matter uuderthe notice of the Dudley Institute.j

Mr. Ness, who speaks after experience of all.’

known machines at work, and whose opinion iBii

therefore of weight, believes that this coal-i|

cutter can be worked under any but the moafai

exceptional circumstances, and that of all exist-

j

ing machines it is the most suitable for use iii;i

the shallow coals of South Staffordshire.

In oonsoquenco of the high price of coal ifci

has been resolved to stop the Great Woik Minefl,|

near Breago, West Cornwall.

Sir,-

MOTTOES ON MASONRY.

I have been young and now am oId,'li

MEMORIAL WINDOW TO SIR WILLIAM
WALLACE.

In the Abbey Church, Paisley, a window
•which has been placed there and dedicated

to the memory of Scotland’s hero, Sir William
Wallace, who was born at Elderslie, near
Paisley, has been unveiled before a large

assemblage of people. Tho window is a gift

of the members of the Glasgow St. Andrew’s
Society. It is the work of Mr. Jas. Ballantine,

of Edinburgh. The centre figure is one of

Samson, represented as. after his conflict, utter-

ing his thanks to “the God of Battles,’’—“Thou
hast given this great deliverance into the hand
of Thy servant ’’ (Judges xv. 18),—which i-s

inscribed underneath. The base of the design
contains the shield of Wallace, wreathed with
the Scottish thiet’e, and supported by swords of
his time,—all npon a groundwork formed of the
St. Andrew’s Cross argent, upon an aznre field

In the upper arched part of the window

' Thdt the report of tho Mutidefla Coel Coramittee is

unsatisfactory, and does not meet the requirements of

the people
;
that the winter is at hand, when warmth is

almost as necessary as food for the poor
;
which justifies

the formation of ’a league for working a reform in tho

mppV of coal to tho people at large and the manafac-
turing interost.”

Nearly seventy members of the South Staf-

fordshire Institute of Mining Engineers and the

South Midland Institute of Civil and Mining
Engineershavepaida visit toPelsallfor the double

purpose of inspecting one of Messrs. Baird &
Firth’s coal-cutting machines at work in the

No. 10 pit of the Pelsall Coal and Iron Company,
and bidding farewell to Mr. W. Ness, who was
about to leave England for the purpose of under-

taking the superintendence and development of

the Windale Valley coalfield, in the Central

Provinces of India, on b half of Government ;

—

a coalfield extending over a surface area as much
as 60 miles in length, by from 15 to 20 miles in

breadth, and in which one seam of coal 52 ft. in

thickness has been proved at a depth of 149 ft.,

and .another seam, 32 ft. in thickness, at a depth

of ISO ft. The motive power to the coal

cutting machine is compressed air. The machine
was at work in a seam some 5 ft. thick, with a

solid stony mof, necessitating but little tim-

bering, and affording favourable conditions for

the trial of the invention. In shape the machine
is som ^wbat like an oblong box, a little over

5 ft. 1 mg by nearly 2 ft. wide, mounted on

wheels which raise ifs upper surface about

2 ft. from the ground
;

and ia supplied with

a sea": for the driver at the reor end, where

and since I was a youug man I have not opene9i|

a book on heraldry. Still, if my memory doesi

not deceive me, I recollect reading that thel,

motto, “ Furth fortune and fill the fetters

(mentioned iu your interesting article “ Mottoes

on Masonry”), is the ancient motto of the'

Murray family, of which, I believe, the Duke d
Athol is the head. It would be interesting to

know if tho coat of arms in connexion with

which it is cawed is the Murray coat of arms#

and also whether or not any member of that

noble Highlaud family ever occupied the housal

on which it is carved.

I have seen a suggestion as to its meaning by

no means so moral as yours, i.e.,
“ Go forth,(J

trust to fortune, and fill the fetters witlf

prisoners who will pay ransom.” I leave it tc

your readers to judge which interpretation is;

more consonant with Mediteval usages in the fai;i

North. Perhaps some of them can supply the,

information I have mentioned as interesting.
,

H. R. P.

ACCIDENTS.

Pimlico .—For some time pist the extensi'W

brewery premises of Messrs. VPatney A: Co.,.

Pimlico, have been undergoing repair, Messrs^.

Moreland & Son being the contractors for thet

works. A number of massive girder?, 50 ft.

long by 10 in. wide, are fixed, connecting thei

large receptacles for beer one with another, and'

along the edges of these girders are iron uprights,!

projecting 3 in. above tho surface of the girders,!;

which are laid in pairs, each pair being 6 iu. apart..

Two workmen were carrying a heavy plank alongi!

one of these narrow girders, when cme cf the

men either stumbled over an upright or missedi

bia footing, the re.sult being that ho fell over the'

edge of the girder and dashed headlong to the;

bottom of an empty bin, a distance of -40 ft.,i.

sustaining injuries which caused death half art

hour afterwards. A coroner’s verdict of “Accu

dental death ” was recorded.

Stonehonse.— Some persons were worbingneair

a wall in Stonehonse, near Plymouth, where six

houses were recently burnt down, when the wall

fell upon thorn, killing four men and three boys
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) The Local Board determined at the inquest to

I. stow that the owner hud notice of tho dangerons
1 ; condition of the wall, and the coroner has

I
appointed an architect and builder to examine
the scene of the architect.

The Hartlepools.—At West Hartlepool a brick-
lajer was at work on the summit of tho chimney
of one of Messrs, llichardson’s new blast furnaces,
when he missed his foothold upon the scaffolding
and fell to tho bottom, a distance of nearly 80 ft.

His thighs were both fractnred, one of them in
two places, and he was somewhat seriously
[injured on the head, but he was not killed, and
was taken to the Ilartiepool General Hospital.

York.—Whilst a stonemason was engaged in
dressing some stone on a scaffolding connected
with the new church now being erected at the
North-Riding Asylum, near this city, he was
aeized with a fit of giddiness and fell a distance
of 21 ft. to the ground. His legs were paralysed,

I

and one of his arms partially so : he had also
concussion of the spine

;
and, being sensible, he

explained that he had felt giddy that morning,
and had not been well for two or three days.
He died from the injuries he had received. At
an inquest which was held before Mr. J. P.
pWood, on Tuesday, it was shown that there was
no fault iu connexion with the scaffolding upon
which tho deceased was working, but that his
death was purely tho result of an accident, and
" verdict was therefore returned accordingly.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
South London.—In connexion with the London

School Board, a largo school in Harper-street,
New Kent-roacl, is rapidly approaching comple-
tion, according to the South London Chronicle,
and three others have been commenced. One of
these, in Johanna-street, Lambeth, will accom-
modate 800 children

;
another, in Marlborough-

street, New-cut, 1,020 j and a third, in Laston-
street, Bermondsey, 78-t.

Huddersfield.—Tenders for the erection of the
Moldgreen School have been accepted, amount-
ing to between 7,000i. and 8,0001. ; also tenders
for Stile.common School for 5,8921.

DIFFICULTIES AT THE NEW ALBERT
BRIDGE, CHELSEA.'

Th^ gradient at the foot of the now Albert Bridge,
1 giring t ;omplaint9 that inaj:he Chelsea side,

take sntne expensive measures to remedy*.
At tho Inst mooting of the Cholsea Vestry, a vestryman

laid the road was very dangerous indeed, particularly of
nighr-time. The parish road, in Oakley-street, would

lave to bo greatly raised to make a gentlo gradient on (o
ha bridge itself; but in doing this there would be a high
ise across the road from Cheyne-row, which would bo
till dangerous and heavy for horses. Wo one seemed to
uiow anything of the plans of the bridge when submitted
0 the Vestry when the company first proposed tho bridge,
ftho vestry had foreseen the danger of the approach to
he bridge, certain it is the Act for building the bridgo in
ts present state would have been opposed. There were
hree contending parties,— the Metropolitan Board of
vorks. the Bridge Company, and the Parish of Chelsea

;

>nd action should at once he taken by the Metropolitan
Joard.

Eventually it was resolved that a letter be written to
he company pointing out the dangerous state of the road,
ad requesting the engineer to meet Mr. Pattison, the
lansh surveyor.
At present a horse with a heavy load would be nnsble

Ho draw up to the foot of the bridge, and how the diiB-
Hulty oan be overcome is a query.

instance of parties learning and acquiring an accurate
theoretical knowledge of their trade, and when foremen
came to know that such was the case the men were soon
made to feel that official dignity was not to be lightly laid
on their shoulders; and I know also of parties who have
been deterred from those classes by the very same thing.
If employers and architects would take more interest iii

those classes, and visit and countenance them more, it
would no doubt very soon benefit all classes; but so long
as it is to the interest of parties to do as has been done,
and let things take tho usual coarse, and allow none of
those who etecute the work to have or give an opinion
thereon, so long must we all remain mere machines.
Dumbarton, A CaapENiia.

THE IRON BRIDGE, BOW CREEK.
Sib,--Referring to a paragraph in your last number on

this subject, I inclose for insertion (iJ you see fit) a copy
of a report I made in 1861, after a careful survey of tho
structure, and I bog at the same time to state that it was
then substantially and thoroughly repaired, aud is, wear
and tear considered, in as efficient a state for the pur-
poses for which it was designed,—viz., the ordinary traffic
of a suburban turnpike-road,—as whan first erected.
This is due to the memory of the engineer who con-

structed it more than half a century back, ray late friend
and master, James Walker, the Government engineer of
the day, and for ten years president of the Institution of
Civil Engineers, and whose partner, Alfred Barges (father
of the well-known architect), is still living, and who
worked out all its details and superintended its erection.
An exaggerated statement is now often trotted out by

one of those modern vestry or district boards to get a
local improvement carried out fortheir benefit from other
funds

: for >n this case the PopUr Board of Works have a
very shadowy claim to any special interest in the matter,
beyond any adjoining parish, their territory ceasing at
Its site, asdoes that of tho West Ham Board ofWorks on
the other side of the river.

The structure has of course now more a metropolitan
than suburban character, and it is legally a county bridge
situated in two counties (Middlesex and Essex), and, not
counting the two surveyors to the District Boards, blessed
with two surveyors of bridges for the respective counties
Messrs. Pownall and Stock, who both have had from me
copies of the inclosed report aud they have caused to be
continued notices respecting excessive weights of ma-
chinery, &c., which were first exhibited by me, and similar
notices may be seen throughout the country, on the
approaches to other county bridges, respecting steam-
engines, agricultnral machinery, &o., warnmg tho carriers
to cross at their own peril.

J. B. BEDMix, Memb. Inst. C.E,

BUILDERS AND ESTIMATES.
Sinj—Last Jaly a gentleman directed his architect toask the four builders as under to tender for a house

which he was about to build in Cambridge. A friend of
mine, being one of tho four, was written to as follows—
‘Dear Sir,—I am directed by

, architect to
write to you to know if you will compete with other
builders in your neighbourhood to erect a new bouse for

at Cambridge, from quantities prepared

VHE GAIN OP TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
|l 8ie,—I observe from time to time articles in the

L
oluinns of tho Bmlder and other newspapers recom-
lendmg technical education to artizans and meebairoa

JVell, I hope yon will excuse tho liberty I take in laying
nefore your readers the result of my experience. In 1871
Hdr Buckmaster visited this locality, and I went alone
>rith others, to bear that gentleman. The result was that
n joined a class formed for - building construction”
rbeing a carpenter and joiner by trade), and at tho close
.il tho session gained a Queen's prize; in 1872 a second^ss certificate in advanced stage; end in 1873, passed

honours, which is tho highest stage. I also, during
,872, passed in mathematics, and m 1873 passed in
oathemaiics, and gained a Qaecn’s prize in applied
laechaincs, as well as studying theoretical mechanics. I
ihention this to show that I have in some measure a right
O sp-'ak on the subject.

°

» 'Well, as to the result, during my studies I began to see
lany things that were done in the shop and by my shop,
latcs in our daily employment could bo easier and
micker done, and often spoke about it to some of them,

I nd I began to see that things passed as work that were .valiy
ot work at all. The result was, I became a marked man
9 knowing too much, and it did not pay to make things
1 this or that way, and I was soon made to feel that if Inew anything more than my superiors I had better find
ome other place. This was not so easy to do. as there
re few shops in the place. I once or twice had th-
•OMagR to apply for a pUco as clerk of works, but on
eing asked by what architects I had been employed of
oursR I had to confess to being still at the bench, upon
ai^ch my certificates wore generally retorned with aUumph ! Can t employ you.”
Now I happen to know that mine is not a solitary I

Messrs. —
, surveyors. The quan.

titles, when ready, shall be sent to you in due course ”
Signed (the surveyor s name).
My friend replied that he would tender. He dnlv

received the quantities, with letter as follows :

^
“ The tenders are to be delivered on Fridty, 32nd July

Osford-street, at two p.m.. and
’» seen thero on and^after Tuesday,

INCREASED VALUE OF LAJifD IN THE
SUBURBS.

At an inquiry field on Monday, before two
justices of tfie peace, Messrs. W. P. Bodkin and
J. H. Lermitto, at the Gatehouse Hotel, High,
gate, to determine the price to be paid by the
parochial offioera of Finchley for 530 loads of
gravel, taken compulsorily, under the provisions
of the Highway Act, from certain lands in the
occupation of Mr. Linn, situated at Whetstone,
for the purpose of repairing the highways in
the northern parts of the parish of Finchley.
It was given in evidence by Messrs. Leighton,
Linn, and others, that land in the parish had
greatly increased in value. It had been koown
to be sold within the last twenty-five years for
751. an acre, while lately 8001. an acre had been
offered for land, and refused, and some land had
been sold for I,000J. and 1,2001. an acre. The
increased value of laud in the pariah was attri-
buted to the increase of population in conse-
quence of the facilities given by the railway for
ti-avolliog between Finchley and the metropolis.
It was decided that the gravel, for which the
pariah not long ago paid 9d. per load, is now to
be paid for at the rate of Is. 4d. per load, the
question of the compensation to be paid for the
injury done to the land from which the gravel
was taken being still to be determined.

at architect's office,

the arawiogs cau I

.

10th J Illy, between hours of tea and four.'
The tenders were sent iu at tho appoiated time, audwere thus :

—

Gray & Son £6,693 0 0
6,348 0 0

Bell * Son 6,280 0 0Thoday 6,279 15 0My friend's tender being tho lowest, he naturallv ex-peeted to have the job. He had been asked to compete
with the others, nor was there anything in tho surveyor’s
letter to imply but that the lowest tender would be
accepted. On hearing that the work had been given to
Bell Si Son, my friend wrote to the owner, and received
reply as follows
[The architect says in this, that tho tenders, being prac-

tically equal, he had preferred Mr. Bell, and that this
preference was not owmg to any distrust of Mr. Thodav’s
merits.] '

Now the above contains no substantial reason for not
accepting the lowest tender; on the contrary the letter
expresses every confidence and satisfaction as to the cha.
raeter of the builder, and his work.
Now, Mr. Editor, will you kindly, in one of your next

issues, express an opinion as to whether a builder may
leplly claim a compensation for such usage and trouble
taken, and what per-ceatage on the amount of Tender.

* * nr rT«_ :i 1 A Twbxty Ybaus’ Scdscbibeb.
, Mr. Thoday having been invited to compete, and

having sent m tho lowest tender, had every right to expect
to be employed to carry out the work. We have a strong
belion moraover, noting the terms of the invitation,
that he would be able to mauitain a claim for expensesH ^not damages : this, however, would have to be looked

BATTLE BRIDGE ROAD, KING’S CROSS.
At tho meeting of the St. Paneras Vestry on Wednes

day, a report was brought up from the Highways, Sewers
and Works Committee, stating, in effect, that the works

utltw a'
.^^•‘*f“?to>*iiy aud iu the manner most

likely to be beneficial to the public.
Chairman of the committee, moved thatthe report be approved. The committee, he said, had verycarefully considered the matter, aud aU who went to viewwere very well satisfied with the state of the road, and thecommittee had passed ihe report unanimously

opiJosed the approval of the report,

The chairman, Mr. Churchwarden Nodes, said thohndge had been built under the powers of an Act of
Parliament, and the plans had been sanctioned by the

M approved by the vestry when

olij>ctto''them'^”
present, and it was too late now to

The report was then approved. ‘

CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.
Aspenden.—The ancient parish church of

Aspenden, a village abont a mile from Bunting,
ford, has, after undergoing restoration and
repair, been reopened b^ the Bishop of Rochester.
The partial restoration has consisted chiefly of a
general repair and refitting of the interior, the
funds at disposal being insufficient to defray the
cost of a thorough renovation of the exterior of
the building, which, more especially as regards
the tower, is much needed. The gallery, which
formerly obstructed the west end of the nave,
is taken down, and the whole of the tower arch
is now exposed to view. The organ has also
been removed from the tower to the south aisle.
A new window and doorway have been placed
in the west wall of the tower. The west win-
dow was formerly entirely blocked up, and was
in a very dilapidated condition. A new window-
in the Early Decorated stylo, by Messrs.
Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, of London, has been
built in the north wall of the nave. The window
is filled with stained glass to the memory of Mr
V7illiam Ov0reII,_ of Wakeley, and his wife. In
the centre light is a representation of our Lord
and on the other side Nathaniel, and Hannah*
with the child Samael. During the restoration
a eamt’s niche was discovered in the east side of
this window. A recess for a holy-water stand
was found in the south aisle. In removing the
plastering and wood panelling from the chancel
walls, a piscina, with credence-tablo, aud an
aumbry, were found on the south side, and
a lancet window in the First Pointed style,
and a smaller window of an earlier date*
were also discovered in the north wall.*
These are all preserved and restored. To in-
crease the light in the church, three clearstory
windows have been inserted each side of the
nave. All the masonry throughout the church
has been cleansed from limewash and cement,
and is reworked

j the walls are replastered*
and all the old windows repaired and reglazed!
The chancel has a new panelled roof of stained
deal with painted and gilded ribs, and is copied
from the ceiling of the choir of Jesus College
Chapel, Cambridge, of which college the rector
was formerly a scholar; and the floor is laid
with Godwin’s encaustic tiles. The panels of
the reredos, which is executed in Bath stone,
are filled in with variously ooloured tiles by the
same manufacturer. Maw’s G-inch plain black
and red tiles are laid iu the passages of the nave
and aisle. New stalls executed iu wainscot oak
are fixed in the chancel. The font is restored
and provided with a new cover. The old square
high-backed pews no longer disfigure the nave
and aisle, new wood floors are laid, and the seats
generally are all repaired and rearranged, and
now present a uniform appearance (with the
exception of the Freman Chapel, occupied by
Sir Henry Lushington and his tenants, which is
raised above aud screened off from the other
part of the church). The seats in the south
aisle are new, and accommodation is provided
for children by new seats at the west end of the
nave, and in the tower. Porritt’s warm-air
stove has bem introduced for heating the
church. The architect was Mr. Blomfield, of
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London, and the work has been carried out by

Mr. Gibbons, of Buntingford, at a cost of about

8001.

Brigliouse.—An examination of the tower of

St. Martin’s Church has been made by Mr. Mcars,

of the firm of Messrs. Mears & Stainbank, bell-

founders, as to whether it was capable of carry-

ing a peal of eight bells. After thoroughly

investigating every parf", he came to the con-

clusion that the tower was capable of carrying

such a peal with safety; to bo constructed in

two tiers. The project also includes a new

or"an, a much-needed accjuisition to the church.

Itls proposed to call a public meeting of the

parishioners, to ascertain tiieir feeling in the

matter
;
and should the project meet their ap-

proval, the funds necessary will be raised, there

being already several large subscriptions.

Aghadown, Ross .—The new parish church

commenced about a year ago, and the first

erected in the united diocese since the Act of

Disestablishment, has been consecrated by the

Bishop of Cork, Cloyne, and Boss. The church,

which occupies a commanding and centi’al posi-

tion on a site granted by Mr. John R. H. Becber,

of Loughine, and calcalated to seat 260 persons,

is in the Early French Gothic style, consisting

of nave, transepts, and chancel. It was built

by Mr. Thomas Pemberton, of Dublin, under the

superintendence of Mr. William Hill, diocesan

architect, acoordingto plans supplied by Messrs.

Henry & Arthur Hill, of Cork. A stained-glasa

memorial window adorns the east, and is the

gifc of The O’Donovan.
Baddesley (rTarieictshirc).—The church here

is to be restored, at the cost of Lady Chatterton.

The works at present intended are the follow-

ing The floor to be taken up and levelled, all

sound memorial stones to be relaid, those which

are too far gone to be replaced with sujall slabs,

marking the place of sepulture, with name and

date inscribed thereon, and recoriling also the

recent inscription ;
the walls to be stripped of

all old plaster, and the lime-white washed 00"

;

the rubble walls in the nave it will be imperative

should be replastered; the rest will be re-

pointed, all scraping or tooling the masonry

being scrupulously avoided. The pews and

gallery to be removed, and open benches sub-

stituted for the former
;
the ends to be worked

from an old example existing in the church, and

all such old ones to be reused; the opening of

some good Decorated windows, now blocked up
;

the repair of the fine Perpendicular roof of the

nave
;
reglazing in cathedral-glass all the win-

dows; and arrangements for remedying damp
and warming the church, new pulpit, desk, and

Litany-deek comprise the chief points of a^.ten-

tion. Messrs. Payno & Talbot, of Birmingham,

are the architects employed. The samo gentle-

men have recently completed, for Lady Chat-

terton, the restoration of Shakspeare Hall,

Eowington.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Hereford.—The new edifice replacing the

ancient Congregational Chapel at Eign-brook,

Hereford, has been opened for divine service.

The building, a parallelogram on plan, consists

of entrance-porch, vestibule, two gallery stair-

cases, nave and aide aisles, an apsidal organ-

chamber in the rear of a preaching-platform, and

a vestry, with heating-chamber under. The

entrance-porch is broad, with a vaulted stone

roof, ancient in character. The vestibule affords

ample ingress and egress to the aisles, as well as

a shelter from the outer porch on the right and

left of it. Communicating therewith are the

staircases leading to the gallery. These stair-

cases are fitted with broad, easy-going stone

steps, with spacious landings, so arranged that in

the event of side galleries being inserted (for

which provision has been made by the archi-

tects in designing and developing the building),

they may be readily approached. The nave, in

the centre of the building, is 70 ft. long and

2-t ft. wide, 28 ft. high to the top of the clear-

story, and 45 ft. high to the ridge. It is divided

on each side into five bays of arcading, with

clean cast-iron columns, having undercut

moulded bases, imposts, and caps, the latter

foliated. These columns support the roof prin-

cipals, which arc of king-post and tie-beam cnn-

strnction, with moulded caps. &o., filled in with

curved trefoil-shaped ribs. The spandrels form-

ing the arcading, also curved and perforated,

support the clearstory, which is wholly executed

in timber, and consists of a series of lancet-

headed lights. The roof is of equilateral pitch.

ceiled to the collar and to the onder-sido of the

rafters. The purlins, plates, and principles are

all wrought and exposed to view, with inter-

mediate ribs, which divide the whole into panels.

A portion of the clearstory lights are made to

open on centres, and these, in addition to iron

g-ating ventilators in centre panels at the ceiled

collar, provide means of ventilation. The side-

aisles are each 56 ft. long and 8 ft. wide, 17 ft.

6 in. high to wall-plates, and 23 ft, 6 in. high to

intersection with nave immediately under the

clearstory. These roofs are of lean-to construc-

tion, of third pitch. The principals have curved

ribs, and all the timber is wrought and e.xp03ed

to view, the space between the rafters being

plastered. In the centre of each bay is a tvvo-

ligbt cnsp-headed window, each fitted with a

hopper ventilating casement. The apse, half-

octagonal in form, in which the organ is placed,

and accessible by an outer door ;
is in rear and on

a level with the raised dais, or preaching plat-

form ; is 3 ft. above the level of the aisles and

nave floor, and is screened by an arcaded tracery

screen of early type. In each side of the

octagon is a two-light tracery window. The

roof is of hexagonal shape, with moulded

ribs and principals, and divided into boarded

panels. The vestry, 12 ft. G in. by 11 ft., is

approached directly by a door from the preach-

ing platform, which has a fireplace, &c., and an

outer entrance. Underneath this is a chamber

for the heating apparatus, from whence hot and

cold air flues are conveyed into chambers formed

in the floor, and covered in the passages of aisles

with iron gratings. The whole of the heating

appliances have been executed by Messrs.

Haden & Son, of Trowbridge. The seating is

arranged to radiate from the centi'e of the pulpit,

thus enabling each and every person to command
an nniuterrupted view of the preacher. They
are all open benches, with ample space from

front to back. The backs are sloping, and the

ends have cut and shaped elbows. Each seat

has, moreover, a specially-arranged hat-rail,

book-box, and umbrella-stand, a gutter being

formed in the floor of the aisle passages, whence

all drippings aro readily conveyed. The floors

under the seat are boarded. The passages, ves-

tibule, and staircases are paved with encaustic

tiles, of Godwin’s manufacture. Tlie raised

dais, or preaching platform, is a combination of

pulpit and communion arrangement. The pulpit

is half octagonal, with geometric tracery, panelled

front, carved and cut br.ackets, and is approached

right and left by two flights of steps, each pro-

vided with moulded handrail, newels, carved

shafts, and arcaded balustrading. On the lower

level, and immediately in front of the pulpit, is

a stall, with elbows for the minister. Fronting

it is a hnrse-shoe shaped communion-table, and

surrounding it is the communion-rail, semicir-

cular in form, supported with cut and carved

uprights. The arch of the apse is equilateral,

moulded, and supported by sister responds,

having carved capitals representing “Morning

and Evening,” and moulded duted bases. This

end of the building is arched with triangular

tracery window over the apse, organ-screen, and

preaching-platform combined. The choristers

occupy the seats facing each other on the right

and left of the dais. The columns supporting

the clearstory are of cast-iron work, executed

by the Cnalbrookdale Iron Company. The floor

of the nave and aisles has a slight incline from

the entrance front to the pulpit. The walls in

the interior are finished to a rough fi-h-skin

floated surface, with a cemented dado all round

at the window-sill level. The walls of the vesti-

bule and the staircases are faced with pressed

Brnseley white bricks, with parti-coloured re-

lieving arches. All the wood svork (except the

entrance-doors, which are of oak) is of pitch

pine, relieved with white wood and varnished.

The windows are glazed with cathedral-tinted

class in lead quarries, geometric patterns being

introduced in the tracery. A gallery with per-

forated open front occupies the full width over

the entrance end of the fabric, and in depth ex-

tends over the first bay of the arcading
;
this

ealle.ry has seats somewhat similar to those in

the body of the building, and affords accommo-

dation for about 150 person.s. The ground-

floor affords accommodation for 400 sittings,

making a total of 550 sittings, which, by the

introduction of the contemplated side-galleries,

inicht be increaced to at least 700. The whole

budding is lighted by gas, with a nine-light

corona in the centre of each bay of arcading,

nine-light brackets on each side of apse, six-

light brackets under and nine-light brackets

over each side of gallery. All these fittings

were specially manufactured by Messrs. Hart,

Son, Peard, & Co., London. Tho belfry is sur.

mounted with corbel-table, cornice, and loftyroof,

covered with slates, in bands of two colours. On
the crest of the roof is an ornamental wrought-

iron ridge and tinials. The total height from the

surface of the ground is about 80 ft. The whole

of the front, the vestibule, and the inside of tho

staircases are faced with pressed Broseley white i

brick, forming a slight contrast with the

dressings, which are of Bath stone. The

carving throughout was by Mr. John Welsh, of

Hereford. The work has been executed b^i

Messrs. Welsh & Son, of ' Hereford, builders,

from the designs and under tho superintendence:

of Messrs. Haddon, Brothers, of Hereford andi

Great Malvern, architects, at a total cost of.

about 3,0001.

Tavistock .—Tho new Congregational church,!

built from the designs of Messrs. Taming & Son,i

the architects of the chapel on Southernhay,

;

E.xoter, has been opened. It stands in Brook-

•

street, and has a spire rising to an altitude ofi

135 ft. The style of the church is Decorated:

Gothic, and tho building is erected with its west:

end abutting on the street, and immediately in.

front of the schools connected with the denomi-:

nation, put up in 1863. The materials used ini

tho exterior are principally local walling stonaj

but the copings, quoins, and plinth are of grey:

granite, and the other dressings of Portland andi

Bath stones. The church is entered from Brook-!

street, by three large doors, each of which is

decorated with carving. There is a tower witbi

broached spire. The windows aro glazed with

cathedral-tinted glass. The galleries are of

pitch pine, and all the seats are open, and of the

same material. The pulpit is also of pitch pine,

and bears within a centre cinquefoil panel the

sacred monogram of I.H.S. The roof timbers

are shown, and are stained and varnished. Thel

church will bo lighted at night from bra«8 and

painted metal coronm, suspended from tho roof/

The chancel arch, which, together with thel

internal stonework, is of Bath atone, is a promi-

nent feature; it is moulded, tho capitals, corbels,

bosse.s, &c., being carved, representative of

natural foliage. Tlie rose and lily are worked

out respectively in the cap’tals, and the corbels

are carved to represent the vine, passion-flower,

&c. The pelican feeding her young with her

life’s blood, symbolical of our Lord's love and

redemption of the world, is also represented/

The end of the chapel is polygonal, and on one

side of the apse is the organ-chamber. The choir-

seats are arranged looking north and south, and

are immediately behind and at right angles with

tt'o pulpit, which occupies the centre of th$

chancel-arch. The aisles are laid with encaustic

tiles. The contract has been' carried out by

Mr. Lu 9Combe,of Torquay, builder. The carving

throughont is by Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter/

The dork of the works was Mr. Bailey, ol

Plympton. Mr. Luscombo is carrying out a

much larger church for the same denominationj

and nnder the same architect, at Blackburn, ia

Lancashire.

VARIORUM.

I^^a recent notice of “Elementary Principles'

of Carpentry” (Lockwood), we mentioned an

Atlas of Engravings referred to in the work but

not forwarded. It ia now before us, and we oac

speak well of it. Besides numerous plates from

Tredgolcl, it includes various valuable details

from executed works. The “ Household

Edition” of Little Dorrit,hj Charles DickenS;

just now issued by Chapman & Hall, is certai^

a miracle of cheapness, and that too without

any sacrifice of goodness. 420 large pages oc

good type, and fifty.eight effective engravings, all

for 33. And yet we have to pay 6cl. for a playJ

bill ! This, however, is a parenthesis. The

edition before us will make Little Dorrit and her

surroundings known to thousands of new reader/

A correspondent of the Garden says, the

following curious derivation of the name horse

chestnut {AUsculus Tiippocastanum), as well as.

the fact giving rise to it, may possibly bs as

new to your readers as it was to me, particiuarij

ns neither Loudon in his Lncylopmlia, nor any

French book on the subject, that I have p.^D.

makes any mention of it. Ou e.xamining, eithei

with or without a glass, tho mark left by the

leaf-stalk after its fall, a very distinct impres

sion of a liorseshoe imbedded m the barl

may be observed, bearing in relief seven dots

simulating the heads of as many nails. Ihi

mark assumes much more accurately the snap

of the horseshoe on the twigs of last year,
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growth than on older wood. On “Electricity,

as the Expansive Force of Steam. By G. .A.

I

Rowell. Printed for private distribution by the
Author, 3, Alfred.street, St. Giles’s, Oxford.

' 1873.— This tractate is in the form of “ A Letter
to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, soliciting an experimental Invesli-

!

gation of the Theory.” Tlie author is an hono-
' rary member of the Ashmolean Society, and
an assistant in the Oiford University Mu-
seum. He is au author of essays on the cause
of rain, and other subjects. The theory under
notice is certainly a very important one. A jet

of steam issuing from a boiler is in a negative
electric condition near to the orifice, where the
eTpvnsive force is greatest. It is neutral at a
distance from it, where the expansive force has
been, so far at least, expended

;
and positive at

a greater distance, where the steam is returning
to its more condensed state. These facts accord
with an idea broached occasionally in our
columns, that negative electricity is expansive or
radiative, and positive electricity concentrative,

or contractive. In short, the analogy between
electricity and heat and cold holds good
only while we analytically regard the 71 ^170 .

tire electricity as being analogous to heat,

and the positive to cold. If this be correct,

it is not sufficient theoretically to regard “ elec-

tricity as the expansive force of steam,” but
negative electricity alone as such, the positive
electricity being the contrary. In electricity we
have two forces to deal with, just as we have in

heat and cold themselves; and however “ nega.
tive ” wo may regard “ cold,” as the mere
absence of beat, it is a powerful force, as every
one knows

; but it is curious that, in the parlance
of science, it should be the radiative or expan-
sive force, as regards heat, that is considered to
bo the positive, and the contractile the negative

;

while, as regards electricity, it is the radiative
or expansive which is called the negative, while
it is the positive that is the reverse. The re-

marks now made result from many years’
reflection on the subject of the corelations
of the physical forces

;
and they may help Mr.

Rowell in the establishment of his theory;
as also may the theory broached about a
quarter of a century since in the Builder, by
the present writer, in an article partly titled
“ What is Electricity ?" in which the molecular
and atomal or organic relationships of physical
forces to each other are treated of. “Borough
of Salford : Tramways Reports. Salford:
Roberts, printer.” This is the report of a
Parliamentary sub-committee, with the mayor,
Mr. T. Barlow, as chairman, recommending the
local council to defer the proposed application to
Parliament on the subject of tramways for
another session beyond the first, and in the mean-
time to "mature a general system of tramways
ifor the borough of Salford and city of Man-

I

rhester, and such of the outlying townships as
may be willing to concur ”

; and they accordingly
• advise the council to rescind their resolution of
the 5th of February, 1873, so far as it directs
application to be made in the ensuing session of
Parliament. The report is approved by the
council. The committee visited London, Glas-
gow, and Edinbnrgh, and give useful information
on the subject in their report.

C rixing a Weathercock on Ashbourn
r,Church Spire.—A new weathercock has been
jplaced on the spire of Ashbourn Church,
tDerbyshire, by tbe vicar, the Rev. Edward
iMarsham Moore, M.A. The spire is said to be
1152 ft. in height, measuring from tower to cap-
stone. The top, for 30 ft., had been rebuilt by
Mr. George Frith, of Coventry. Tho work was
all done on stages formed by planks screwed
together round the spire. In fixing tbe weather-
loock, the vicar ascended from the roof of the
church on a small seat suspended by a rope
ivvhich passed through a pulley fixed at the top
of tho spire, carrying the weathercock on his
'back. The sun shining on the gilded bird, pro-
duced tho effect of a gigantic insect crawling
up the steeple. On reaching the spindle, the
vicar placed the weathercock on it, amid the
cheers of tbe people, and much amusement was
caused at the moment by the whistle of a rail-

way engine at the station close by screecliing
cut a shrill “ cock-a-doodle-doo.” The restore,
bion of the spire is, we understand, but the com-
mencement of the restoration of the whole of
this church.

Wood-Pulp Mills, near Derby.—Mr. Henry
Voelter has invented an ingenious apparatus for

making wood-pulp for paper. He accomplishes
this in an easy and expeditious manner, it

appears, and at a much cheaper rate than by
the chemical process. The production of the
pulp in this system is brought about solely by
mechanical agency, and tbe pulp thus produced
from Swedish pine has been found to answer
well the purpose for which it is intended. Wood,
pulp mills constructed on Mr. Voelter’s plan are
already in existence in Germany and Sweden,
but at present they have not been adopted in

England, except in one instance, on a small scale

in Northumberland. A number of gentlemen,
however, have purchased the Brook Paper Mills

at Little Eaton, about three miles from the town
of Derby, and there they have had erected on a
complete and extensive scale machinery patented
by Mr. Voelter for the making of wood-pulp.
The company has been established with a capital

of 20
,
000 J., and three large machines have been

erected in tbe mills. The wood is cut into

blocks of the requisite length (about 1 J ft. long),

and then each block is put under an iron cleaver,

which splits it instantaneously into the number
of pieces requisite to prepare it for the grinding
mills. The blocks thus broken up are conveyed
by an elevator into the inachine-room. A
cylindrical-shaped machine or box then defibres

the wood by pressure upon a rotating stone,

under a constant afflux of water, and by self,

acting screws. A sorting apparatus excludes
the coarse wood splinters, and mixes the pulp.
The refiner cleanses the fibres, and makes them
pliable. The pulp attains a rag-like consistency,
and is then ready for storing boxes where the
water is drained from it, and the pulp is ready
for sale to the manufacturers of paper, to mix
in proper proportions with rag-pulp. "Wood-
pulp manufactured by this system may be mixed
with rag-pulp in quantities of 15 to 18 percent.,

according to tho quality of the paper, and it has
been discovered that the company will be able,

from the wood-pulp alone, to manufacture a

brown paper suitable for hosiers and other
manufacturers.

New Bank Buildings for Derby.—The
banking premises of Messrs. S. Smith & Co.,

in the Market-place, are about to be rebuilt

upon a much larger scale, extending over tbe
site of their own premises and those lately occu-
pied by Mr. Inott. The principal counting-house
will be 18 ft. high, the entrance fronting the
Market-place of panelled wainscot, with tesse-
lated tiled floor. There are to be partners’
private rooms leading out of tbe counting-house,
and also a private side entrance, with fire-proof

book-room over. An arrangement of fireproof
strong rooms and safes will be built under tho
floor of the counting-honse, of Staffordshire
bricks, with hoop iron interlaced in each joint
of the brickwork, laid in cement. The strong
rooms will be approached by a stone staircase,

and the books and money raised and lowered by
a hoist, made by Messrs. Bunnett & Co., who
are also makers of revolving iron blinds to the
new bank windows. The office front will be in

polished red and grey granite, with Grecian
Doric columns and pilasters, the superstructure
of Darley Dale stone, and surmounted by a
carved cornice. The building is to bo heated
and ventilated by Messrs. Price & Co., of London.
The whole of the works are to be carried out by
Messrs. J. cSt E. Wood, of Derby, and under the
superintendence of Mr. George Risborn, of

London and Derby, the architect to the firm,

who is also preparing plans of a similar building
for Messrs. S. Smith & Co., at Nottingham.

An International Bridge.—It is expected
that the great international railway-bridge, to
span the Niagara river between Buffalo and
Fort Erie, will be completed and opened some
time in October. It is the enterprise of an
independent company

; was commenced in May.
1870 ;

and its cost will bo something over
1,000,000 dollars. The superstructure is of iron,
supported on stono piers, with tho necessary
draws for tho passage of vessels. The length
of the main bridge across the river is 1,968 ft.

;

thence across Squaw Island to the west end of
the bridge over Black Rock Harbour is about
1,200 ft.

;
and the bridge over the harbour to

Niagara-street is 617 ft. Tho “ swing ” over the
openings will be opened by steam in 50 seconds.
The depth of the water in the river where the
bridge crosses is from 10 ft. to 40 ft. The iron-
work for the bridge is manufactured at Pbeenix-
ville, near Philadelphia, and the superstructure
is known as the Pratt Truss.

Warrington.—A new congregational church
was opened in this town on Thursday, the 4th
instant. It is situated at the corner of Bewsey
and Edgeworth-atreet, and is a commodious
building in the Byzantine style. The building
is a parallelogram 91 ft. by 61 ft., with tower
at each angle in addition

; the one at the
corner of the principal streets being 120 ft.

in height
;
the remaining three towers, 50 ft.

high, in which the staircases are built for

communication with the galleries from the
several entrances, of which there are six.

The body of the chapel is separated from
the front entrances by two vestibules. The
galleries are large. The orchestra, which is

30 ft. in width, is very lofty. The ceiling in

the centre is segment-shaped, and flat at the
sides, formed in panels with cornices throughout.
Under the orchestra, at the back of tbe chapel,

is a vestry 29 ft. by 16 ft. Gin., and four other
vestries, each 16 ft. by 13 ft. The roof is sup-
ported by coupled cast-iron columns. The
church is arranged to seat about 1,100 persons.
The works have been executed by Mr. William
Richardson, builder, of this town. The heating
was done by Messrs. Whittaker & Constantine, of

Bolton. The architect is Mr. George Woodhouso.
The total cost is about 7,OOOZ.

Brigkton School of Art and Science.

—

The annual distribution of prizes and certificates

awarded to the pupils of this Institution have
taken place in the Town-hall, the mayor pre-

siding. The report of the committee congratu-
lated the subscribers and the public on the very
marked advance which the school had made
under the mastership of Mr. Alexander Fisher.

Out of the works selected for national competi-
tion, one pupil gained a National Bronze Medal
and another a National Queen’s Prize

;
tbe former

being awarded to Miss Annie Hamblin and the
latter to Mr. William Michell Alderton, who also

gained an Art Master’s certificate. The desir-

ability of Brighton posses-sing an edifice specially

constructed for the purposes of an Art School
was particularly dwelt upon by those who spoke
after tho distribution had taken place; and the
mayor offered to give lOOL towards it, if ten
other gentlemen would do the same

;
and several

gentlemen at once responded to the offer.

Comparative Cost of Gas at Sonth
Shields.—At tho half-yearly meeting of tho
South Shields Gas Company an interesting

document was placed before the shareholders

—

“ A Comparative Statement of the Cost of work-
ing per ton of Coal employed in the Manufac-
ture.” In this paper South Shields is compared
with the average of the nine London companies.
The statement goes to clear up a popular fallacy

—that gas should be dearer in Loudon and other
places than in colliery districts. If coal is

bought cheaper, the remaining products are sold

for less. As regards total results, we find the
gross profit is in favour of the London com-
panies to the extent of nearly Is. 9d. The
papers read by the company’s engineer, Mr.
Warner, at the annual meetings of tho British
Association of Gas Managers form, it has been
said, almost a series of lectures on gas engineer-
ing economy.

A Wayside Pillar.—The Attorney-General
has just erected a wayside pillar to the memory
of his cousin and friend tho late Bishop Patteson,
in the parish of Ottery St. Mary, Devon, at the
intersection of four roads. Tbe Standard says :

The design is by Mr. Butterfield, who has erected
an unpretending structure of red brick and stone,

the idea of which was taken from something of

a similar character set up in 1743 by Mr. Denys
Rolle, and still standing in excellent condition at
the intersection of four cross-roads between
Bicton House and Otterton. On the four sides

are the names of the places to which the four
roads lead, and on each face is inscribed a text
of Scripture containing reference to jjaths or
ways. Bishop Patteson was formerly incumbent
of a district church close to the spot.

Progress in Egypt.—In Cairo, gaspipes
have been laid down in all the principal streets,

and these are better lighted than those of some
European capitals. The principal thoroughfares
are supplied with water-mains, and good water
is distributed throughout the city. According
to the American Artizan, new streets have been
opened, and narrow ones widened. An artificial

lake has been formed, and surrounded with iron
railings, in a fashionable part of the city, which
was formerly ti-aversed by an offensive ditch.

About the lake have been placed gravelled walks,
flower-beds, stands for bands of musicians, and
canopies for theatrical representations.
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Artisans at the Guildhall Library.—

A

large number of artizans visited, by invitation,

the new City Library at the Guildhall, on

Saturday afternoon. The men were received in

the Council Chamber, where also Mr. Hodgson
Pratt and other gentlemen had assembled. The
Lord Mayor was accompanied by Dr. S. Saunders,

the chairman, and some of the members of the

free library committee. Dr. Saunders made
some instructive remarks on libraries. He also

stated that in the new library there were in

March last, 9,39A readers; in April, 10,033;

May, 11,543; and July, 10,956, exclusive of

visitors. The visitors numbered about as many
as the readers. He then described the new
library and its adjuncts, the coat of which, he
stated, had been 100,0001., and the charge out

of private funds of the corporation was 2,0001.

per annum, without a rate in aid.

In Meinoriam.—A reredoa has just been
placed underneath the chancel window of St.

Stephen’s Church, at Winsham, Chard, to the
memory of the late vicar, the Rev. G. Ware,
M.A. It is composed of polished alabaster, with
Plymouth marble facings, and consists, princi-

pally, of tbreo arches. In the centre arch is a
representation of Christ bolding the nniverso in

His left hand, while two fingers of the right

hand point heavenward. Beneath the right

aroh are figures of the Apostles St. Peter and
St. John, with the prophet Elijah in the centre.

To the left are the Virgin Mary and St. Paul,

between whom is the patriarch Abraham in the

supposed attitude of sacrificing his son Isaac.

Surmounting these groups are cherubim and
seraphim, with harps, tabrets, cymbals, and
pipes. The tablet was executed by Mr. Harry
Hems, of Exeter, sculptor.

Asphalte.—The Camberwell Vestry have re-

ceived from their surveyor (Mr. Reynolds), the
following report :

—“ It is but too evident that
the asphalte used in this parish by the Tramway
Company, is of such a character as only to bo
condemned. The necessary repairs which have
been going on since it was laid, have been a
source of great annoyance to the neighbour,
hood, and impediment to the traffic. This work
not having been certified by me, no payment has
as yet been made by the Vestry, the contract
being to the effect that it was to be done to my
satisfaction. The proposed alteration of the
tramways will afford a favourable opportunity
for this portion of the work to be finally amended.
I believe it will be found necessary wholly to
relay it with a better material.”

A Ne-w Tramway in Birmingham.—The
first tramway in the borough of Birmingham was
opened last week in the presence of a large con-
course of spectators, several members of the
town council, the Handsworth Highway Board,
and surveyors and officers of the town. The
line extends from Monmonth-street to Hockley,
and the greatest traffic is on the route from
Monmouth-street to Villa-road

; the cars are
timed at these stations every ten minutes;
and from- Dudley Port and Hill Top to Bir-
mingham, and, vice versA, every Iialf-honr.

As a single lino only is laid on the Holyhead-
road, it is intended at an early date to have
sidings at New Inns and Nineveh-lane. The
cars run daiij, from eight o’clock in the mom.
ing until eleven at night.

Incrustation, of Water-pipes.—American
fire insurance companies are calling attention to
the condition of the water pipes in Boston. It

seems that the water-sapply is greatly di-

minished by the incrnstations formed on the
Inside of the iron pipes by the action of the
water, so that a 3.inch pipe that has been laid
ten years becomes reduced to 2 in., those of

4 in. to 3 in., aud the 6-inoh mains reduced to

5 in. and 4 in. The Neio Yorli Times says a pipe
was recently taken up in Howard-street through
which one could not see, though water flowed
slowly; and a pipe of 3.iDch bore was taken up
in Beacoii-street, filled up with solid rust.

FaU of a Church Clock-weight,—While
the heavy striking.weight of the illuminated
clock in the Vaughan Tower of St. David’s
Church, Neath, was being wound up, the wire-
rope suddenly broke. The mass, weighing over
3 cwL, broke its way through the double floors
of the belfry and tower, falling on the swell-box
and pedal pipes of the now organ, and partially
demolished these parts of the instrument, besides
injuring the mechanical portion of the ‘‘ track,
ing.” Prompt measures were taken by the
rector for repairing the damage.

Sewage aud the Social Science Associa-
tion.—To meet the anxious desires of many
persons, an alteration has been made in the list

of special questions for discussion, for the second
of which the following has been adopted :

—

“ W’hat are the best means, sanitary aud
economical, of disposing of the sewage of inland

towns?” It is to be hoped that some definite

opinion may be arrived at.

ITew Public Hall for Dovercourt.—Tbe
excavations for the foundation of a new public

hall for Dovercourt have been commenced. It

will not meet the requirements of Harwich, as

might have been the case had the site selected

been more central. The hall is a private

speculation.

Society for Improving the Condition of
the Labouring Classes.—This society, so long

known in connexion with its object, has been
awarded the Exhibition medal for merit at

Vienna. This .is the fourth award of the kind

the society has received since its first establish-

ment in 184-1.

A New Town-hall for Oswestry.—The
foundation-stones of a new town.ball, assize

court, and market.hall, have been laid by the

Earl of Powis and Mr. David Pryce Owen, mayor
of Welshpool, at Oswestry, The estimated cost

of the building and land is about lO,000Z.

The New Prison at Wormwood Scrubs.
Preparations are now being made for the erec-

tion of the new Government prison, on the

ground purchased by the Government, at Worm-
wood Scrnte, which, it^is stated, is to supersede

that at Millbank.

American Iron in the English Market.
Tbe Liverpool Daily Post states that 100 tons of

American bar iron, guaranteed equal to Stafford-

shire, have been sold to a Liverpool firm at

111. lOs., delivered in Liverpool, thus under-
selling tbe English iron market.

TENDERS
Eor house and offices, at Bebington, Cheshire, for Mr.

J. Rowland Hill. Mr. Cornelius Sherlock, architect.
Quantities hy Mr. W. J. Wood

.Tones & Co £3,562 0 0
Dobson 3,51-1 6 10
Jones & Sons 3,600 0 0
Nicholson & Ayre 3,469 0 0
Fisher 3,435 0 0
Tonikinson & Sons (accepted) ... 3,-WO 0 0

Frederick Gotto, architect;

—

Newman £214 17 6
Denclideld 183 11 0
Heley 184 0 0
Gibbs 180 0 0
Cook 159 10 0
Fleet (accepted) 169 0 0

For the erection of new workshops, at Tork-street,
Lambeth, for Messrs. Merry weather & Sons:

—

Belham (accepted) £563 0 0

For works, at New Gloucester-street, Haggerston, for
Mr. n. Baker. Contract No. 4. Messrs. Ebbetts & Cobb,
architects

Steel (accepted) £565 10 0

For warehouse, at 162, Sloane-street, for Messrs. Barker
iCo.

Haringay £1,414 0 0 !

Turrell 1.4i9 0 0
Waller 1,384 0 0
Groom & Co 1,375 0 0
Carter, Brothers 1,350 0 0
Mathews 1,205 0 0
Goff 1,230 0 0
Wagner 1,200 0 0
Heath 1,200 0 0
Cook 1,104 0 0
Pitcher 1,183 0 0
Henday 1,103 0 0
Barter 1,093 0 0
Hunt 1,082 0 0
SnowbaU 1,060 0 0
Sawyer 1,060 0 0
Temple A Foster 1,008 0 0
Chinnock 1,000 0 0
Rudkin 9fi2 0 0
Holdcrey 950 0 0
MiUs 895 0 0 !

For the erection of two warehouses, Qneen Tictoria-

streef, and two warehouses, Lambeth-hill, for Mr. William
Collis. Messrs. J. Young & Son, arehitocts. Quantities

by Mr. H. L. Buzaard:

—

Trollope & Sons £9,830 0 0
Lucas, Brothers 9,538 0 0
Clark & Bracey 9,298 0 0
Robbins Co 9,288 0 0
Conder 9,274 0 B
SeweU & Son 9,12.3 0 0
Ashby & Horner 9,030 0 0
Merritt & Ashby 8,787 0 0

For the erection of premises, No. 79, Comhill, for

Mr. A. Pursell. Mr. C. Humphreys, architect:—
Ashby & Horner £2,890 0 0
Newman & Mann 2,865 7 0
Moore & Nixon 2,789 0 0
Brass 2,722 0 0
Nightingale 2,647 0 0

For repairs, painting. &c., to Grosvenor Chapel, South
Audley-street. Mr. H. Burden, architect:

—

Sprake £937 0 0 !

Stoner 905 0 0
Searle 875 0 0
Foxley 744 0 0
Cairns 739 0 0
Foster 711 0 0
Carter 697 0 0
PowoU 6<0 0 0
Curtiss 693 0 0
Heath 589 0 0
Henderson 399 0 0 1

For the erection of school premises, fencing, &g., at -

Waltham-cross. Mr. A. R. Barker, architect. Quantilieh
supplied by Messrs. Goodman & Yinall :

—

Bunce £1,727 0 0
Pocock 1,687 0 0
Patman 1,485 0 0
Archer 1,393 0 0
Bentley 1,378 0 0
Sanders 1,194 0 0

For additions, &c., to the residence, “West Sea,"’]
Worraley, Herts, for Mr. George Ireland. Mr. WilLiam

|

Reddall, architect ;

—

Barber & Sons £1,711 0 0
Rayment & Son 1,583 0 0
Hunt 1,-1.93 -0 0

Patman (accepted) 1,-498 0 0

For the erection of a house, at Hampstead, for Mr.
]

F. Huntington. Mr. Theodore K. Green, architect

i

Cowland £2,200 0 0
Adamson & Son 2,100 0 0
Browne & Robinson 2,010 0 0
Dove, Brothers 2,010 0 0
Newman S Manii 1,996 0 0
Scrivener 4 White 1,995 0 0
Longmire & Burge 1,938 0 0
Simpson & Baker (accepted) ... 1,962 0 0

For additions and alterations to St. Jude’s School^ ;

Chelsea. Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker, architect:

—

Adamsou & Sons £1,035 0 0
Crockett 986 18 11

Nightingale 953 14 3

Richardson 930 16 0
Nixon & Sons 930 0 0

High (accepted) 849 7 6

For the erection of a warehouse, in Bath-bnildinga*:|

Baldwin-street, City-road, for Messrs. Tubbs & Lewis' ij

Mr. J. Collier, architect :

—

Bostel . £1.630 0 0
Carter 1,575 0 0
Perry, Brothers 1,380 0 0
Elkington 1,375 0 0
Nightingale 1,369 0 0
Crabb 1,325 0 0

For erecting Wesleyan chapel and school, at Pirton^

Herts. Mr. J. Shilcock, architect:

—

Chapel. School.

Harvey £456 £120
Eedhouse 391 91

Stapleton 364 169

Grieves 363 103
Leatbcrdaie & Son 352 93

Fop the erection of Baptist chapel, Clarendon-roa(^ .i

Lewisham. Mr. Rickwood, architect :
—

For Seats.

Lonergan £1,330 £46
Dearsley 2,177 35
Moreland & Nixon 1,142 37
Jerrard 1,093 30
Kirk 1,034 42

Powell 998 36
Lawrence 950 36

For fitting up warehouse. Victoria-street, Bristol, for'

Messrs. Cole, Brothers. Mr. J, Mechelew Rogers, archi-

tect :— Second (^outract.

Extra, if teak
frames.

Hayward £729 ,..,£36

Marshall 735 25
Brock & Bruce 725 23

Forbes & Son (accepted) 632 69

St. Helen’s Class Company * £97 10 0
Hall & Sons (accepted) • 97 0 0

Dix & Co 96 12 0
• 2\ off for cash.

For the erection of a villa residence, at Richmond, for :

Mr. Wm. Betts. Mr. Joseph Clever, architect;

—

Pearco £1,463 0 0

Jopiing & Co 1,350 0 0

Rankin 1,390 0 0

Eydmann 1,270 0 0

Nias 1.259 0 0
Coles 1,257 10 0

Scott 1,150 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Errata.—la article, " How rhall I Build " (p. 730, an«). I

'• dame." In secoud column, read draliu ; and for •'groi;ied,"in tbird i

cotumu, read <7round.

w. F. B.—a— E. J.—w, H.—a c. n —m.-o, w.— sir. p.-b. e.-

P fi B.—D. & H.—J. 0. P.-l- * Co,—W. W,—T. It-Mr. P.—J. !>•—

W E,—E. E.—H. R. P.—C. H, W.—Mr. K.—B. B.—U. O.-Jl- T.- .

a A- E.—A. a.—y. * Son.— B. E. N-—j. M- R.~J. 0. P.—G. M.—
MUterton (we cannot uoderUke to give our readers eatiuiateiof the :

' cost of buildings).

—

S. H. (we cannot look back).—Burough Engineer, >

Salford (we regret we cannot read signalnra).- Shams (in type).

We are compelled to decline pointing out booka and giving ;

addreasea, ,

All Btatementeof facte, list* of tenders, Ae., must be accompame

by the name and address of tbe sender, not ueoeesarily lor

publication.

NoTB.—The responsibility of signed artfcles, and paper* read al

pnbLie meetings, rests of course with the authors.

Relies of Lilerary Men.—The owner of chair or table-

habitually used by either Wordsworth, Lamb. Hood,

Jerrold, &c-, if disposed to sell it, may hear of

chaser by addressing Mr. Fourdrinier, 1, York-atreot, W.C»
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SITUATIONS WANTED.—AilverUaementB ofthis cl&si&re liwerted

at.th® followiiiis mle, vit

Six liDi's (about tut; words) or nader 2b. 6d.

Eacli aJditioiiaJ Hue (about ten words) Oo. 6d.

llulfpemiy BloiopB accepted (or amounts under Se.

1 The Fublisker ccmnot be responsible for lESTi-

UONiALS left at the Offi^ce in reply to Ad/vertise-

\ments, and strongly recomynends that Copies

0NL7 should be sent.

, Advertisements ccurmot he receivedfor the current

^week’s issue later than THREE o’ciock p.m.

on THURSDAY.

\ 1^^ NOTICE.—All communications respect-

i

ing Ad/uertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Puitlis/ier of the Builder,"

iNo. 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other

Communications should be addressed to the

Editor,” and not to the “Publisher,”

Bath ana other UmlcUng Stones of Best
quality.—EANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.
Limited, ytiaiTyiiien and Stone MerclmntB.
List of Prices at the Quarries and Dcp6tB, also

Cost of Transit to any part of the United
Kingdom furnished on application to

Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.—[Adtt.]

Bills of quantities, Specifications, &o.,

Lithographed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,
29, Chariug-oross, 8.W., with accuracy and
punctuality. Plans and Drawings Copied,

Traced, or Lithographed.— [Aovt,]

STONE BROTHERS,
Bath Stone Merchants,

supply direct from their own Quarries
Boi Ghound, CoasHAM Down,
Faeleigh Down, Combe Down,

AND Stoke Ground.
Prices on application at Bath-stone Office, Bath.
London Depot, O^.W.E. Mileage Station, Paddington.

Stone Dressings prepared ready for hiing. [Advt.]

jT^lT bag 0 N &^c a
MANUFACTURERS OP

/IMPROVED HOT - WATER
APPARATUS,

FOR WARMING AND YENTILATING
Private Houses, Churches, Schools, Hospitals,

Manufactories, Greenhouses, &c.

OFFICES AND SHOW-ROOMS:—
476, NEW OXFORD STREET, London, W.O.

From FARRINGDON ROAD.
Pnblishers of a Pamphlet on “ Hot-Water Heating.”

iGATES AND RAILINGS
MANUFACTURED BY

)W. T. ALLEN & COMPANY,
L.tTE

TURNER & ALLEN,

jNo, 201, UPrER THAMES STREET,

LONDON, E.C,

A choice Selection of Designs can be had on

qapplication, or complete Pattern Book of Orna-

imental Ironwork, I^ainp Pillars, &o. will be
»forwarded on receipt of lOs.

Special attention is directed to our Pattern-

(inaking and carving Department, which is on

the above Premises.

PATENT HINGES.
Manufacture re.

MICHELMORE & REAP,
36, Borough Road, London, S.E.

(beat un appUcatlon.

pOURSES of ENTERTAINING LEC-
\j TUBES on SCIENCE, with abundant inuslrations aud
SxpeHmrnis. OFFEKED GRATUITOUSLY to Inalituiiona fur
popular benetlt In or iiror tlia Hletrvpalis.

C. GOODMAN, rublUbcr, 4(17, Strand, liUTing baen appointed
Agent in counexlou wiih the Orgaiiiii.>nlou fur Free Lecture* a-

’

Prire ExamlriaUMue. ia reortv to KEUEIVE AFPLLCAnONS for 1

maulug aeoaou from Inatitutloua able to command large working-
i'Uaa andiences, aud will auppl; full putiouloie on appUeation,

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
I Builders and Others desiring s really good eyxceiu, uau baave
SET of MODELS for BUILDER'S BOOKS, by DOUBLE ENTRY, tu

which haa been adujiUid by many large tinui. Alao a Modified
Arrangement by Single Entry, suitable for email bnildera—Addreaa
Ml. J. U. JONES, 2 Vliic-villas, Seveuoaka

'PHE NEW GAS COMPANY (Limited).
A The Directors of the Above Company are ready to receive
APPLICATIONS from Owners of exiating Oaawoika, as well ns from
othera ereclLog, or about to erect, new work*, and to grant Liceuce*
for the uae of the PATENTS.—Apply to the becreUuy, No, 22,
Walbrook, E.C.

PERSPECTIVESX Rapidly and ArtitUenUy PREPARED,
COLOURED, or ETCHED,

for Cumpetltluiie or Exhibition.
DESIGNS aud WORKING DRAWINGB.

TermaModerate.—Addreae, T. U. 14. Argyle-ali eet, Kuig's-eroas, W.C

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, Ac.

PLANS, WORKIiSG DRAWINGS,
JL SPECIFICATIONS, Ac. accuialely aud expeditiously preiau-ed.
Surveying, measuniig up work, Ac. Terms luoderHle.—Address
ARCUIT KCT, core of Mr. Forge, Sbatloaer, 41H), Euatou-ruod, N.W.

W'v TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORa
TVESIGNS PREPARED from ROUGH
_L./ SKETCHES or otherwise, in au AKTIoTlC and EFFICIENT
muuuor, OUTLlNEbCOLoUREDinttrat-rateatyle. PERSTECIJVES
rapidly aud etfeciirely drawn, aud eu-bed, or tiutod. TERMS MODE-
RATE.—Apply to Mr. MYERS TaYLuR, 18, Thavie* Inn. Uolbora,

TVRAWINGS PREPARED from Archi-
1 J tecU' or BuUdera' Rough Clkelches, Ac. by a London Dr.iughta-

luaii. PerapecUvea outlined fur ooJuunug, or etched It desired. Tetina
strictly mudemle. Highest refereucea Dorn the luufesaiuuin Loiiiiuu-
Addreaa, K. li. M. 3, Foirdeld rood, Bow, E,

TYRAWINGS, TRACINGS, PARLIA-
I J MENTaRY or WORKING PLANS and SECTIONS for
ICAILWAVS. TKAMWAYS, WATERWORKS, Aa Butveyilig mid
Levelling, by an ENUI.NEEK, with tificeu jears' txpeiituce.-Ad-
vlrea*. ENGINEER, Dodd's Library, 12U, Fulhaui-i-oud, London, S. W.

YA/ILLIAM READ, 437, Brixton-road,
VV GRAINER, MARbLEU. and DECORATIVE ARTIST.

rtize Med-Oa awarded, 1861, lbl>8, 187U.

Graining, Maibllng, and Dteomiive Work undertaken and promptly
executed, in Town or country, on moat moderate Urma Speciiiicna
at the Cryatal Palace, near tlie High-level Stollou.

Q H A R L T 0 N & M A R T I N,

MARYLAND POINT, STRATFORD, I.ONDON, E.
CONTRACTORS for PAINTING, STAfNlNG, UECUKATINO,

RENOVATING, Ac. ChurcUes, Cbaiiels, Haile, Offices,Chomberk. and
ail kinds of Public, and ocher Bailding* In Town and Country.

PRICKWORK POINTED by
W. SELLS,

No. 16, HOPE SI'UEEr, GEORGE'S ROAD.
lUulluwuT, N.

By ConDact or otherwiae, iu Tuwu or country, on the Lowest Terme.

A RTICLED PUPIL.—Au ARCHITECT,
7~\ recently removed from London to Brighton, has a VACANCY

lor an INDOOR ARTICLED PUPIL.—For term* and liatticulara.

addreaa. W. core of Mr. U. B. Rubiuauu, 18, Weaterii.ruod, Hove,
Brighton.

PARTNERSHIP REQUIRED, in a Loudon
I BUILDING and JOBBING BUSINESS, by a [leraoii poaaetaed

of firactic.-vl experience. — Address, staling Inll lauticulara, to
No. !i»4. Office of ' I'he Bnilder.”

ri'^0 MASONS and REPAIRING
1 BUILDERS.-Party WANTED, with from 76t. to JOOL at

command, to join as PARTNER (or otherwiae) a aojall but well-
eatabliahed MASON'S BUSINESS in the City, capuble of considerable

Block iu hand to cover advimea.—Address, 1C Z. 82, Eurlou-roo-L

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N ARCHITECT (with own connexion)
AVdesifoti* of aetulng iu Loudon or the South, seek* an INTERESl'
In an eBtablished BUSINESS, or would I'oke tbe Manitgemcid of nu
Office, or other good eiigagrmeiit. Has had sixteen yeora' experi-nce,
aud been Buccesafui in compctillcui.—Address, Z. Y. X Poat-offioe,

IVTEXBOROUGH LOCAL BOARD.—
lAX SURVEYOR, INSPECTOR pf NUISANCES, and COL-
LECloK.—The Mexlioniugh Local Board are deairoui of receiving
APPLICATIONS Iioiu Prisons willing and coiupctout to undertake
tbe combined duties of SURVEYOR, INSPECTOR of NUISANCES,
and COLLECIOR for the District ol the Board. The|ieraoiiapp»lnteii
will be leituired to devote the whole of his tune to hi* office, to [ire-

[mre all [ilans, eectlous. and Bpecidcailuus of works uiideitakeu by
ibc Board ; tu dinuharge the duties of an luepeclor of N'uiaances, as
prescribed l>y the Sanitary Acta and the Uidera aud Regulations ol
the Lucal Guvemiueiit Boara ; aiid to Collect the Rates levied by the
Local Beard. The Salary will be 1202. per annum. The peniou
appoifited will lie requiied to give n bund, with two approved surs-
tles, m tbe sum of SUuf. for the due perloruiauce of the duties of the
office, and for accountmg for all uiuueyB received. Applicutiuus,
Btaliiig age, past and present oconpatlons, ami i(Ualilloatious, togeiner
with copies of teatliuoniala oa to character and ability, to be sent to
me on or before the 25lh day ol SEPTEMBER. 1878.

FRED. L. HAKRUP, Clerk to tbe Board.
SwifitOD, near Rotherham.

rpiJIEKEEPER WANTED, for a Building
1 in the City. Une accustomed to the duties. Must Ive able to

book niuUriala, Ac.—Aiiply, stating qualifications, age, and salary
required to No. 23, Office of “ The Builder. "

rpRAVELLEll WANTED for South M'ales
1 and Ireland. Must lie well ocquaiDled with moat branches of

the building trades. — Apply, stating age, reieiees, and salary re-

quired, to J. SBSSlONBA SONS, Buiideia, Merchants, Ac. Gloucester.

QTAINED GLASS.—WANTED, FIGURE
kj and URNAOIENTAL PAINTERS. Good wage* and constant
employment for competent men. —Address, C.YMM BROTHERS,
High-street, Smethwiclc

T EAD-WORKER WANTED, accustomed
1 i to stained glass. Also on IMI’ROVKR.—Apply to W. H.
CONSTABLE. Cmncrlilge.

r^LERK WANTED, in a DECORATOR’S
\_7 and HOUSE AGENT'S OFFICE, at the West End.—Address,
with full particulars os to quolificatioiia, where last engaged, age
(not wore tnsn thirty), and salary required, 7.0U7, Office of "The
Builder."

TO GLASS PAINTERS.

A FIRST-CLASS PAINTER W^ANTED.
Also a GOOD LINER.—Apply to F. B.ARHETT, Edinburgh

Olid Leith St&lned Qiaos Worlu, L^th, N.B

Assistant to the Assistant Surveyors in
the Olflce of Her Mejeoty'a Work*, At—An Open (Douipetitlon

will be haldm Londuu In October forTtVO SITUATIONS, the one with
a aabiry couiriieuciug at 21W, and i he olhar with a aoiory coiumenclnc
atlUOf s year. A rreliiuiiiary Exaiiiluatiou will be held in Londea
on WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER let. LiniiU of age. 28 and 30 for the
auperlor altualiun, and 18 and 3o lor the oinrr. Application should
be made at once for the rrgul.ttiona, and fur the ncceaaa^ form which
must be filled up and returned, with evidence of preliminary training
or teehoical educaliuu, ao ae to reach the Civil Service Coinmiaaion.
Caiiiiuu-row, aW. not later than the 2Sth iuatant.g

assistant wanted, iu the
/a BUILDING OFFICE of an Eatate in the Country, A young
man who haa been need to an Aicbicect'a or Builder'a Office, and
caiiabie of copying plana, meaaoring up work, aud a loir draughtaroan.
One with a knuwledga of taking levela preferred.—Addreaa, atatlng
age, 11 married, aalLy required, Ac. ARGUS, Foat^afilce, Poole,

A RCHITECTURAL.—WANTED, perma-
Ajl nently, a DRAUGHTSMAN, well up in deaigii; alao on

A CLERK WANTED, in a Builder and
Dacorator'a Office, to take chatge of booka, keep prime coat,,

ku. Good refcreucc* required, aud one uaail to a deconitor'a preferred.
Addreaa, atatlng aolary and wlieie lajit employed, to E. B. 112, Great
Punloiid-alteet, Oxfurd-etreet, W,

Architectural c l e r k.—
WANTED, in an Auctioneer and Surveyot’a Office, a Gen-

ileman thoDUghly conipeUnt to TAKE CHARGE of thia DEPART-
MENT,—Apply, by letter, Ui J. W. ELLIS, Eaq. Meaara. Gadaden,
Ellu, A Co. 18. Old Bnuui-aireut, City.

WT”ANTED, immediately, an experienced
VV ARCHITECTURAL DKAUUlir&MAN.—Addreaa, giving

iculaia, wltli reivreitcvB, 871, uffice

Y^kVNTED, in a Quantity Surveyor's Office,
T V on ASSISTANT, who van Square and Aielmct Dimenaion*.

—

r only, a mg what »»lary requireo, ui can
ra, 28, Soutliiiinptuu-atreet, Btr&nd.

Of

TO QUANTITY AND MEASURING SURVEYORS.

WANTED, ill the country, about thirty
mile* from London, a gentlemau WELL QUALIFIED, who

would reiidrr occoeioiicd oaoialauco.—Address, ntatiiig teniia, refer-
eucta, and ulhcr iiorticulara, to M. O. 4, Cliapei-atreet, Bedlurd-row,

TO ARCHITECTS' AND SURVEYORS' ASSISTANTS.

7 AISTED, an efficient ASSISTANT. He
^

' rat be a good draughtamau, well up in meaeuring, eati-

1 taking out qiiniititieii.—Apply, by letter only (prepaid),
itatiiig age, where hut employed, and aolary expected, to 887, Office of
'Ttie Builder.”

w

WANTED, by a West-end Builder and
Decorator, a competent CLERK. Miiat be well up In eetl-

luaiiiig, uiaking up oucuiuila, and the general bnalneaa of the office,—
By letter only, to BETA, Post-office, Great Purtlaud-.treet, W.

ANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK in a.

V T Builder'a Office, to take tune and aaaiat In office generally,

wagea required, to M. ll S. care of Meaara. AdoMia & Cocking, 40,

Upper Thamei-itreet.

WANTED, an experienced CLERK of
WORKS to Superintend aome AUerationa to the County

Moiiaion of a Noblemnii, which are expected to lie completed iu aix.

nioiilha.—Addreaa, with reivreucee, age, experience, iiud wagea ex
peuted, to W. J. MuSoHOP, Ulliver. Riciiiooud, Vnrkahlre.

UI ANTED, in a Builder ami Decorator’s-
Office, a thoroughly good BOOK-KEEPER.—Addrei*. in own.

handwriting, atatiog loal place of employment, aolary expected, Ac.

TO .MASONS' FOKE.MEN.
\^ANTED, a trustworthy energetic Man as
I V _

FOREMAN of a large chunh in Ihe Midlouda.—Addreaa,
e*. No. 886. Office of

"

WANTED, a WORKING SHOP FORE-
T V MAN of Joiners. Muat|be thoroughlyeCicleot, ofgood

oiUlreaa, and well able to inauiUln liia aupreuioiicy.—Addreaa, atatlng
relereucea, age, and »agea lequued, to 7,Vb8. Office of “The Builder.”

wanted, an energetic SHOP FORE-
T V Man of JOINERS. One thoroughly acquaiuled with aettlng

TO SHOP FOREMEN
ANTED, unexperienced SHOP FORE-

T V MAN. One who underatouda inaohioeiT preferred.—Apply,

BURN, Dorking.
1 giving copioa of ti

TO CARPENTERS AND JOINERS.)

YY/^ANTED, several good HANDS irr

VV dintely. Conalout employment.—Apply to Mr. SB
BURN, Dorking

TO CLERKS OF WORKa

WANTED, ONE thoroughly experienced,
more particularly iu STONEttoHK.—Address, with ;re-

ferencee, salary reijuireU, and when diaanguged, Z, coie of Meaara.
Eieretta, Royal Furebauge, E.C.

ANTED, a thorough SCAFFOLD
PLASTERER, a good shop liand.—Apply to li. R. 18, Wld-

reet. Upper UoUpway, N.

WANTED, four or five good BRICK-
LAYEKS.—Apply lo Mr. T. Scrivener, Builder, New Barnet,

Heits.

WANTED, a first-class GASFITTER and
BELLUANGER, used to the Jobbing trade. Good references

iiidtsrenaable.—Address, slating i«riiculara, tu No. 61, Office of “The
Builder."

WANTED, five or six good JOINERS, to
take the joiner's work of a large house.—Apply at 11, Not-

fiilk-terrace. Bnrguyue-road. btuckwcIl-giBen.

wANTED, first-class JOINERS, with.
ioine experience of workiag after machinery. None imt

en need apply.—QUINN A C'U. Metropolitan Works, Decklsy-
ieriuoudoey.

YY7ANTED, to APPRENTICE, a strong
V V YOUTH, iu his BeveuWfciith year, to a CARPENTER, fur

three yean. Iii the buuae. Time given the first year. SmaU aaiary
‘xpected the remauiiug two.—Adureea, XL JI. Post-office, Wickham.

3 FOREMEN AND OTHERS.

YT7ANTED, to place a Youth where an
* V opportunity la affurued as on IMPROVER in BRICKLAT-opporlunlty

INO. A aiuail premium wiU
i-Btre«t, Stepney.

u.—Addreaa, X. Y. 117, SkicL.
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TO TIMBER MERrD.\NS.

'\‘X7ANTED, by a Gentleman having a large
* » pxiierience of the London tra/le, a SITUATION as TRA-

VELLER, and where a knowledge of Umber would be of serrice.

Unexceptlonnhle references,-Address, K. A, B. at C. U. May’s, 78,

Gracecburch-strect, E.C.

'\'\7ANTED, by .an experienced Man, a RE-
VV ENGAGEMENT as GENF-R.tL FOREMAN, or otherwise.

Good references. Carpenter and Joiner by trade. Aged 48. No ob-

jeefion to country.—Address. J. P. 1, Fraucis-roaU, Drummoud-road,
Bermondsey-

TO BUILDERS. CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS.

'\T7ANTED, by an experienced Man, a
V V RE-ENGAGEMENT ns GENERAL FOREMAN. Carpenter

and Joiner hy trade. Referenres to last employer.—Address. O. F.

No. ^ Ann-atreet, Waterloo-road. S.

TO BUILDERS, GASFITTERS, 4c.

YTTANTED, by a steady young Man, a
VV CONSTANCY (been In present situation fifteen months) as

JOBBING HAND. Has no objection to fill up time with pointing

field-street. Oxford-street, W.C.

117ANTED, by a practical Man, a SITUA-
V\ TION as FOREMAN, in Town or coULtry. Carpenter and

Joiner bv trade. Good references from last employer.-Address,
A. E- 8, $12. Old Kent-road, S.E.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

"XITANTED, by a practical Man (Joiner and
» V Carpenter by trade), a SITUATION as GENERAL OUT-

DOOR FOREMAN, ^tUfivctory references from Uls late employer.

—

Address. D6S Office of ’ The Builder."

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, 4c.

"\Y7ANTED, by a practical FOREMAN
VV BRICKLAYER, ,i RE-ENGAGEJIENT, or as General Fiire-

raaii. Well lip in setting out auu measuring, can prepare plana and
estimates. Much experleuce iu fire work. Aged 35, Good references.

Address, T. P. 64, Albert-rood. D.amall, Sheffisld.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, *e.

'\‘\7ANTED, by a respectable young jVIan, a
V V RE-ENGAGEMENT m PLUMBER, GASFITTER, and ZINC

WORKER, No objection to fill up time in painting and glazing.

Good reference if required.—Address, PLUMBER, 4, Atlantic-road,

Brixton.

Yl^ANTED, by arespectable Youth, aged 18,
VV a SITUATION, as rLUMBEU'S LABOURER Can do

plain painting, and willing to make hliiisrlf useful. Good reference,
if required-—Address, Y. Z. 27. Bnghton terrace. Brixton, Surrey.

T\7ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
V V GENERAL FOREMAN, a RE ENGAOF.MENT to lake the

entire Charge of a Job. Town or country. Carpenter and Joiner by
trade. Has had the mnnagenient of extensive buildings in London.
Good references.—Addresj, R. 33. Morelon-terroce. Pimlico. S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
YTTA N T E D, by a thoroughly practical
V V perenn, a SITUATION as CLERK of WORKS on a Church

Job or Buildiug*. Thoroughly compelent lu the preparing of detail*
and plans, ic. Joiner hy traile Country preferred. Age. 30 years.
Wages. 3i. IPs. First-class references. Diseng.-iged lu a week.

—

Addrese, C. B rare of Mr. Taper. Siiitiuner, Moreton-road, Pimlico,

TO ARCHITECTS.
WANTED, by an efficient ASSISTANT,
V V several years in the profession, a RE-F.NOAG KMENT, tem-

porary or otherwiee. Is a fii>t-clua draughtsman in detail aud
jierepeclive, and an artistic colonrlit. References from some of the
first sj-chitect*.—Addrefa. 082, Office of "Tlie Builder."

WANTED, by the Advertiser, a POSITION
>V a« PRIME-COST CLERK in a Builder's Office. Extierienred

in a City firm,—Address, J. F 27, Hubcrdashcr-strect, Uoxlon.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
WT’ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
V V GAGEMENT as JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Loudon preferred,

Addreas, T. J. 28. Hlgh-streel. Cliipharn. 8 tV,

TO QUANTITY SURVEYORS. Ac,

T\7ANTED, by the Advertiser, a wcll-
V V qualified ASSISTANT to the ahove (aide iu all hrancIiM). tern-

porary or pemiaueut EMPLOYMENT.—Address. J. G. P. Pust-ofilce,
Dorking.

'WTANTED, by the Advertiser, tYho is a good
V V PLUMBER and GASFITTER, and would have nn objection

to make himself useful, a SITUATfO.V, Eight years’ reciimneiidatioii
from present employer if reiinired, Coun'ry preferreil.—Address.
0. COUSINS, at Mr, Mason's, Grocer, Cumberiaod-slreot, Hackney-
road, E.

WT'-A.NTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
V> GAGEMENT as a GENERAL ASSISTANT to an ARCfll-

TECT and SURVEYOR. Has had consiilemhle experience in designs,
constructiou.'epeciflcatlon*. iiuantilies. 4c. and superintending works,
Lanil surveying generally, and surveys, reports of dilapidatious and
repairs. Salary, two guineas per week.—Address, No. 26. Office of
"The Builder."

TO BIULDERS. SMITHS, AND OTHERS.
TX7ANTED, bya first-class Workman, aged
V V 34. a SITUATION as WORKING FORE.MAN. or otherwise,

over Smiths and Fitters. Also well up in hot-water, steam, gas. and
iron roof work.— Address, P. 8. 61, College-street, Fulham-roBil,
Bromptoo, Loiudon.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS,
wanted, first-ckss STAIRS and HAND-
V V R.AIL WORK, or would take go-'d joiner’s work by the

piece, by a thoroughly efficient hand. First-class references.—Address.
T. n. 14, Randolph-slreet, Collece-street. Camdeii-town, N.W.

T\7ANTED, by a practical BRICKLAYER,
VV BRICKWORK (Piecework. Labour only),—Addreas, J. K. 7,

New Suffolk-itreel. Commercial-road, E.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS. AND OTHER.SWAN TED,BRICKWORK orPOINTING,
V V by the PIECE, or a SITUATION as FOREMAN of BRICK-

LAYERS. by a thoroughly praetic.al Man. Well acquaint with draw-
Inge aud selling out work* Good references.—Addiess, A, B, 33,
Grove-row, Upper Holloway, N.

QUEVEYOR or LAND AGENT. — A
k 1 OENTI.EM AN. aged 20, who ho* qualified liimself in several good
Offices. deMres EM HLOVMENT.-Iu town or couatry.-Addresa.
C. W. R. care of Messra Bridges. SawlelJ. 4 Co. 23, Red Lion-square.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

T) EQUIRED by the Advertiser, aged 22, a
1. V' SITUATION AS BOOKKEEPER, 4c. Good accountant and

first-rate dmnghUinan, qimntilies, tneoauring. 4c. Highest refer-
BDces,—Address, C. A. P. 153. Great Porllaiid-street, Regent's Park. W.

WTANTED, EMPLOYMENT, ,is WORK-
y V ING FOREMAN of PAINTF.RS and OT.AZIEF.S. or a.

t jnb.-Adrlre-«, W. R, Mr. McCra .
Uaylca-sti

TO BUILDERS AVD OTHERS.W ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, as a
WORKING FOREMAN of BBICKLAVERS. Is exp<.

rifiicod In all kinds of bulldinss and hnusr repairs. Tlie l»at of

references can be given.—Adilreas, C. B. 153. Qiieeii'n-road. Peckham.

llrANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a CAE-
PENTER ami JOINER. Used to office and stop fittings,PENTER a - -

and all kinds of Minds. 4c. Good knowledge of plans, apeciflcatli

and BccomiU—Address, J, T. 8. Mrs. Kowlan, Stationer, 73, Wes
iiiiiister-bridge-Toa I,

\17'ANTED, an E N G A G E M E N T, as
T » DRAUGHTSMAN, in a Mechanical Engineer’s Office. The

n Swltaerland and Italy.

—

IITANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an
V V ARCHITEfrr and SURVEYOR'S ASSISTANT. ’Weil np In

Gothic worklnc drawilies and details. Good referenoe from last

employer—Address. O. W. X. Post office. Shrewsbury.

TO BTtlLDERS, CONTRACTORS. *p,W A N T E D, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
MANAGER or E.STIMATINO CLERK, by a tbomtieWy

rymlified and experienced Man. —Address, 54. Office of The Builder."

TO RUILDEKS AND rONTRACTORS.

'XIT'ANTED. a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
tV shop nr GENEB.AL foreman. Good references. Joiner

Mulberry Villas, Wellington-road,

t BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
> V a Ihorougbly practical, energetic GENERAL FOREMAN.

YIT'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, a?
T» FOREMAN of WORKa Weil lip In drawings and settinj

Aged 37. Highest references.

—

Kensington.

TyA^'’TED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
* * GENER Al, P'ORKM AN. Seven years with present emplover,

rmd good references from architects. Carpenter by trade. Age 35.—
Address, P. P. Post-office. Ludgatc-hiti, E.C.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
» T WORKING FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS, by a

'WT'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T V CLERK of WORKS, or GENERAL FOREMAN, by a

thomuglily practical, energetic Alan
in all kinds of piiMic works Firet class re-ferences. Towi
not objected to.—Address, B. 1511. Camble-rnad. Bow. E.

1 BUILDERS A CONTRA CTOna.
WT-^NTED, a RE-ENGAGKMENT, as
T V GENERAL FOREMAN, to Take Charge of a Job. in Town

IT country.
.ail branches i

Builder."

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T GENERAL or OUT-DOOR FOREMAN, or Charge of a JoH

' Dee, Wcit Ham-laue. Stratford, London, E.

TO CONTRACTORS.
WANTED, a REENGAGEMENT, by a
T V sysletiiatical Machinery Managing SHOP FOREMAN, of

e years’ experience Has also liren general fore
mating clerk. Aged 3S. No objection to the country.—Addresi
T, S. 1, Albeit-road, Stratford, E.

TO BUILDER.S. CONTRACTORS. Ac.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
tlioronghly practical Man. ns FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERa," Understands all kinds of stonework,

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
T f a GENERAL ’YARD FOREMAN. C.arpenteraiid Joiner hy

trade. Fi , .

firm. Late employi
cbatige, and also an
erpaellv for charge <

W. A. 103. East-ro.ul, City-road.

London buildiug
•r w ill most Mll-faclnrity explain the reason for
iswer willingly anv inquiries a« to character and
if extensive plant and machinery.—Address,

WT'ANTED, a SITUATION, by a first-
T » cla*B practical PLU.MBER, PAINTER, and GLAZIER. Is a

good general hand in other branches of the business, AVages mode-
rate^—Address^JJ^y, Harcourt-street, iI.aiylebone-ro.ad,

TO PLUMREFS AND BUILDERS.WANTED, a SITUATION, by a practical
PLUMBER In all its branches. Can turn his hand if re-

Q'lired. Gooil reference.—Address, W- O. 7, White Hart-court
Bialiopsgate Without, City.

TO BUILDERS. DECORATORS. AND OTHERS,W ANTED, a SITUATION, as
GRAISER. PLUMBER, and GLAZIER. Witling to fill ur

his time with painting. Confident of taking charge of Jobs If re-
qiiifed. good lefcreuee.-Adilreas. C. C- S3. Bainalniry-road. Islington.

^wanted, a SITUATION, temporary or
I T permanent, fas ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT. Gothic or

Classic. Seven
from rough sketch
rvferenfes. Salarv
Eilgware-road. N.W

g and detail drawingr
tchiiig. and tinting- Highest
diess, L. A. 4, Saliabury-strect,

TO ARCHITECTS, CIVIL ENGINEERS, AND SURVEYORS.
ANTED, by a good general Assistant, a

r.’x- ,
KK’^:NRAGEMENT in either of the above Office*.-Address,

D. V. lOl.Mun-ay-atreet, New North-road. Hoxtnn.

W/'^NTED, by a cood ARCHITECTURAL
r.rpxri’v-^V'’HTSMANand GENERAL ASSISTANT, a RE-EN-GACEMF.NT
permanent a i

No. 128, City-road. E C.

TO PAINTERS, *c,

W’ANTED, by a vonng Man, aued 21.

ro“t.^SLle^/
«“•

-W-WW .
®UILDEr-S. BREWERS, 4e.

W^-^NTED, by a vonnu Man, a CON?» 8TANCY. asSIGN WV'c''*’ - •
'

up lime wiin pamting. Eour years writer to a lirewery and
(QUANTITY SURVEYOR and MEA-
Vv/ SURER, of upwards of twenty years’ experience, offers

ASSISTANCE (Temi^rary). — Addrea*. QUANTITY SUR-
VEYOR. 8, ilostyn-road, Brixlon-road, S.W.

T
Spec

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS. !

HE Advertiser desires a RE-ENGAGE-
MENT, as JUNIOR ASSISTANT in Town. Good reteren"e -r

lea shown.—Address, W. H. C. 24, C'uck-lane, West Smilhfiald i

TO ARCHITECTS.

The Advertiser, aged 19, desires an EN-
GAGEMENT as JUNIOR ASSISTANT In an Architect amf iL

am! Surveyor's Office. Neat draughtsman aud tracer,—Addres. i[

G. C. 8. No. 20, Cockspiir-slieet. S.W,
[

TO CONTRACTORS, ENGINEERS, 4c.

rPHE Advertiser is desirous of obtaining
I an ENGAGEMENT in England or abroad. Is thoroughly

tionable tesUinonials and references.—Addiess, J, T, Key’s Library,'
No. 7, Blshop'a-road, Paddington, W.

TO ARCHITECTS.
^HE Advertiser, who has had sixteen years’
1 experience In the de«lgn and erectlen of all kinds of biiildiDgi, i

desires n itoslllon as MANAGING CLERK. In odditou to jenaral
practice, w-eli op In church-work, decoration, and oniamenUl deilgn,
and considerable experience in competition. Town or county.
Unexceptionable reference.—Address, Y. Z. Messrs. Jones 4 Cuta-
bert8ou,30, Friday-street, E.C.

TO ARCHITECTS.
rpEMPORARY ASSISTANCE rendered to
1 Architects (at office or otherwise) by n first class DRAUGHTS-

MAN, Designer, and Colourist. Considerable experience In comj«ti-
tion work —Address, ARCHITECT, 145. Warwiok-slroet, Warwick-
square, S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

JUNIOR ASSISTANT seeks a RE-
i^r ENGAGEMENT, In London. Superior drAughtsiuaii aud
designer. Perspective, deUils. *o. Terms very moderate. Good
reference.—Addiess, No. 870, Office of " The Builder."

fUNIOR CLERKSHIP REQUIRED by',
the Advertieer, aged 03, in the office of an Architect or Land

Agent and Surveyor. Good tracer, writer, 4c. Satisfactory reference. •

Address, C. B, 14, Kinnerton-slreet, Bclgr.ive-square, Loiidou.

T^MPLOYERS.—A PLUMBER tYho can
1 J give satisfactory reference, is in want of WORK.—Addre**,
W. M. 81, Norfolk-road, Essex-rood, Islington, N.

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.
l^MPLOYMENT WANTED, by a
| J PLUMBER. PAINTER, and GLAZIER. Comiti-v preferred.
Address. H. A. 11, Winkfleld-tcrrace, South Lambeth. S.W.

I7NGINE-DRIVER wants a SITUATION.
1 J Builder'e Plant or Clmrge of Waterworks God references.

Five years in last place.—Address. ENGINEER, 21). .Shrubland-road,
Dalston.

ENOrNF,ER<t, SURVEYORS, Ac.

J^IVIL ENGINEER (young), with much ;

V_.' experience on Works, expediti.uis and accurate in lev-eilitif,

surveying, and mea-sureinents, will shortly be DI.SENO.AOED Un--
exieptioiiihle references.—AddceM, ENGINEER, care of Messrs. .

Bubertson 4 Scott, Hanover-strect, Edinburgh.

PARE of OFFICES, WAREHOUSE, or
CjHAM^BERS. hy a luorrird .Man (employed during the d.ay),

,

Good references.-Addreas, J, G. Housekeeiier. Auotioueers, 22, King- •

street. Covonl Garden. W.C.

OUILDERS’ ACCiOUNTS PREPARED i

l> and AUDITED by RUSUWORTH, SIMS, 4 CO. Itll, Leaden- -

hall-street, EC.

TO ARCHITECT.S AND SURVEYORS.
A N AECHITECTUEAL DHAUGHTS-

ir\- MAN and GENERAL A3.5ISTANT, of some years' expe-
rieiice. seeks a SITU.ATION. teiiiporary or otherwise. XT.ed to
general work.—Addreas. AKCillTEOT, 1, Alhert-pl.aco, Kdw.ird-
street. Moseley road, Birmingham.

A PERSPECTIVE DRAUGHTSMAN [

XX. WANTED, to PREPARE PEN and INK DRAWINGS, of
t'lassio and Gothic buildings. Must underjland, and be coiupeleut to
treat deUi* artistically. Buiagement may be advantageous and
permaiieiif.—Specimens and terms to bs sent to W. H, BllAK-
SPEAB, Architect, &3. Albert-sqiiiire. Manchester.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUtLDRRS, AND OTHERS.
A N ARCHITECT S ASSISTANT, of 1

XJL twenty years' v.aried practice In a London Office, desiits a RE-ENGAOKMEM’ with a view to a porniaiieiicy.—Address, Z. A- care t

of W, Souiiners, 5, Adeloide-place, London Bridge.

A N ASSISTANT, a good draughtsman,
41 accustomed to competition, perspective, and workingdrawings*
who can design well, aud prepare rough or fiiiislied eketchi-a, de-lre^
an ENGAGEMENT in a good office. Good references, and speclmeo* i

of design and draughtsmanship shown.—Address, No. 831, Office of
•The Builder.” ^

TO ARCHITECTS.

A good general assistant, of
eighteen years’ experleuce, desire* an ENGAGEMENT. I«»

flrbt-i.-l,i»a Gothic drav.ghtsiuan and designer, and has also hem
employed as clerk of works. The iimnagement of an office preferred..
Address, S. S 7. Sydney terrace, Portlaud-pluce, South Lambeth

A CLERK of WORKS is open to an
Jrx ENGAGEMENT. Good reference* No objection to a lew
months’ engagement if the works are in London.—Address, X. Z.
No. 6, Porteus-road, Paddington, W.

A THOROUGHLY practical and expe-
Xi. rienced DRAUGHTSMAN, undertakes Working Drawings
and Perspectives. Ir open to an ENGAGEMENT.-Address. B. W.
Post-office, Barbican. E.C.

A THOROUGHLY efficient BUILDER’S
JTi- CLERK seeks a permanent ENGAGEMENT. Well up in
estimating

; book-ketping, by single or double entry, including piiiae
costs, and all the usual duties of a Builder and Contractor's Office.

First-class testiiiionials from past aud reference to present cioployera.
Age 36.—Address. A. B. Post-office, Barbican.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTOIia

A THOROUGHLY eneroietic practical
FOREMAN seeks a RE-ENGAGEMENT as WORKING or

GENERALFOREMAN. Mason by trad* Well up in church build-
ing aud restorations —Address, B. C. 5, Pbiiips-terrace, Edmund-
street, Comlicrwell, London.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, BUILDERS. AND
AUCTIONEERS.

A YOUNG MAN, aged 18, having a good
Jr\- knowledge of drawing and ineasuriag up work, and a fair

accountant, wishes to improve himself. Will give hii seri'fcea for the

first six months and for the next six months at a nominal salary, in

any respectable house or firm. Satisfoctoryreferences to lie exchanged.
Addreas or apply at No. 7, Wrolham-road, Camdeu-town, N.W.
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House. Building and the Census.

N our recent observations

on this subject, -we as-

sumed that tbo average

value of a bouse was 250J.

Some practical corre-

spondents are inclined to

,
think that we have struck

the average too low. There
will possibly be others who
will take the opposite view.

It may, therefore, not be
out of place if wo mention
here bow we arrived at the

above estimate. The ave-

rage annual rental of a

house was estimated in

1862 to be 151. lOs., and its

value was taken at a figure

equal to fifteen years’ pur-

chase; This would make
the average value of each
house 2321, 10s. This was
the estimate for the year

1862, and it was based on
the data supplied by the

House Census of 1861, and on the
Returns of Assessments to the

nhabited House Duty. There can, however,
'6 no doubt that the value of house property
AS greatly increased since 1862. It is a matter
'ithin every one’s e-tperieuce, and though it

lay be difficult, if not impossible, to determine
36 increase with exactness, yet if wo only
omparo the number of houses of the assessed
nnual value of 201. and upwards in 1862
nd 1871, we shall find the clearest possible
roof that the increase has been very consider-
5le. In 1862 there were 519,991 houses
isessed to the inhabited house duty. In the
ear 1871 the number had risen to 7-18,719,—an
lOreasQ of 41 per cent, in this class of houses,
f the inhabited houses below 201. rental there
ere in 1862 as many ns 3,219,514, and in 1871
lere were of the same class 3,510,398,—an
nreaso of only 9 per cent. Hence, in

^

nine years’ interval, while there was
i increase of 41 per cent, in the better
ass of houses, the number of the lower
ass,— those below 20i. rental,— shows an

of only 9 per cent., or little more than
le-fifth the rate of increase in the class subject
duty. These figures plainly indicate the

.pid development of the resources of this
tnntry between the last two censuses. They
low that to every 100 houses paying a rental
201. and upwards in 1862, we had 114 of the
me class in 1871. While of houses paying
ider 201. rental, to every 100 in 1862 there
rere only 109 in 1871. To show, however, with
tathematical nicety the precise increase which

1^ taken place in the value of house property
jould require a series of calculations of too tech-
leal a nature to bo discussed iu this place

; and
>r the exact facts on this point the public must
ait until the issue of the final report on the

Isnlts of the last census. But, for the purpose
I arriving at some general idea of the amount
>1 money expended in house-bnilding, it will
.(u-dly appear extravagant if we assume that
|(i6ir value bad gone up 7i per cent, between
i62 and 1871, and that if a house cost on the
jferago 232Z. 10s. in 1862, it would be worth
\0l. in 1871. Very probably this will tuni out
be an underestimate, and, since 1871, house.

property and house building have no doubt
become still more costly. We prefer, however,
to be within rather than beyond the mark iu our

estimate, and for the purpose we have in view
iu these remarks, we believe that 2501, may be
taken as a sufficiently near approximation to the

average value of houses iu this country during
the ten years 1861-1871.

We roughly estimated the number of bouses
built between those two dates at 988,683, and
their value at 240 millions sterling (by an error

in transcribing, this was wrongly given at 220
millions). The more exact value of them would
be 247,170,7501. We are now prepared to pass

to the final question wo have proposed to our-

selves, and shall endeavour to form some rough
estimate of what the building interest may have
to look forward to in the immediate future.

In any attempt to estimato the prospects of

the building trades in coming years, there is one
fact which must never be lost sight of, for on it

all calculations of this nature must necessarily

depend. We mean,—what must be obvious to

every one who has interested himself in this

subject,—that the building interest, more than
any other branch of industry of similar extent,

is directly affected by the general state of the
commerce and trade of the country. A period

of commercial depression is at once felt by the
builder through his business falling off to a
greater or smaller extent. In a time of com
mercial prosperity, on tho other hand, when new
enterprises are started every day, and the gene-
ral trade and population aro on the increase,

builders as a body caunot fail to thrive. There
are, in fact, few more unfailing signs of the

commercial prosperity or depression of the

country, than the prosperity or depression of the

building interests
5 and 'as a rule wo may say

that if builders are generally thriving, the

country on the whole is in a prosperous con-

dition.

If we want to know, then, how the building

interest may expect to fare in, say, the next ten

years, it is of the first importance to ask what
aro the prospects of the conntrj' generally during

that period. One great criterion in judging this

question is to be found in the relative extent of

our exports and imports in recent years. On
referring to the Board of Trade returns* we find

that the total value ofonrforeigntradeiucreased

from 377,117,5221. in 1861 to 547,338,0701. in

1870, being at the rate of 131. per head of the

population at tho former date, and 171. 11s. at

tho latter. Our foreign trade during those ten

years was, therefore, increasing on the average

at the rate of about Os. per head of the popnla.

tion per annum. Now, if we compare the

returns for the year 1872 with those of the year

1871, we shall find that our total imports and
exports increased at the rate of 30s. per head of

the population in the year’s interval, the aggre-

gate value being 669,282,4581. in 1872 as against

614,590,1801. in 1871. Between 1870 and 1871

tho increase was at the rate of 4-Oa. per head of

the population. The average rate of increase

during the past two years has, therefore, been

35s. per head of the population, which is equal

to nearly four times the annual rate prevailing

between 1861 and 1870, during which period, as

shown above, the average annual increase was
only 9a. per head.

The result we have so far ai'rived at, that the

commercial prosperity of the country has been
greater in the past two years than it was ever
before, is confirmed by general experience.

Never has there been so general a rise of wages
among the working classes. Never has capital

been invested more abundantly or in a greater

variety of ways. But tho momentous question

comes,— is the unprecedented prosperity of the

past two years likely to continue increasing at

the same rate in the future ? The question
must, we think, be answered in the negative-
The recent returns of the Board of Trade, more
especially those just published, show a falling

off* in some of the most important branches in
our home and foreign trade, especially iu textile

fabrics, coal, and iron manufactures. The
returns of the banking clearing-house, and of
the Bank of England also indicate a stationary
or diminishing trade. Into the details of the
question this is no place to enter

;
but it is the

opinion of the soundest commercial authorities,

that when tho returns for 1873 are made up
they will show that the trade of the country is

in a less prosperous condition than it was last

year, and that if there is any increase at all, it

will be trifling as compared with the past two
years. Respecting the causes of this check in

oiir prosperity, nothing more need be said than
that it appears to be mainly attributable to the
enhanced cost in the most important of all the

•ents of production. We refer to the rise in

the price of coal and the consequently increased
cost of iron and of all machinery; that is, just
those articles on which the commercial and
industrial pre-eminence of England principally

depends. It must not, however, be forgotten

* Statistical Abstract for tho UnitedKingdojufrom 1858
to 1872. Eyre & Spottiswoode. 1873.

that this check in oar prosperity, which is now
every week more clearly showing itself, is only a
check as compared with the two exceptional
years 1871 and 1872. As compared with the
previous ten years, 1861-1870, the general trade
of the country is even now increasing with
greater rapidity, and unless some unforeseen
calamity occurs,—unless, for instance, coal, and
therefore iron and machinery, become dearer
instead of cheaper,—or unless wo have a great
war, a famine, or a snccession of bad harvests,

there appears every reason to anticipate that
the prosperity of the |country, and tho con-
sequent increase of its population, between the
years 1871-1881, will, be at least as great as
it was between 1861-1871.

Assuming, then, that only the ’minimnm of
increase will prevail between the last and the
next census, our population, which in 1871
amounted to 22,712,266, will in 1881 number
5,698,013, and the building trades will have

had by that year to provide us with additional

dwellings for 2,985,747 persona, or very nearly
three millions of people. The number of
persons to each house standing in England and
Wales is a fraction over 5 (viz., 5'0204). It

follows, therefore, that if this rate of distribu-

tion per honse continue, the number of addi-

tional dwellings which will have to be erected

between the years 1871 and 1881 will be
594,722. In addition to these there will be,

roughly speaking, at least 10 per cent, of the
houses standing in 1871 (viz., 4,520,462) re-

quiring from various causes to be pulled down
and rebuilt. Adding the 452,046 that will have
to be rebuilt to the 594,722 required by tho
increased population, and we find that the total

number of new houses that will be erected

between 1871 and 1881 amounts to 1,046,763.

Adopting 2501. as the approximate average cost of
erecting a house, we shall find that the amount
expended in this country between 1871 and
1881 on the building of dwelling-houses will be not
less than 261,692,0001. as against 247,170,750Z.

between 1861 and 1871. During the ten years

now passing we may therefore calculate that

capital will be invested, in adding to our house
property, at the rate of not less than 26,000,0007.

a year, or half a million sterling a week.

It must be understood that the above figures

are only offered as a rough estimate, and they
are given with all reserve, and under the condi.

tions above specified. House building, after all,

includes but one portion of the work of the
building trades. We have left out of considera-

tion the larger portion of the field in which they
have to operate. We have not touched on that

large class of structures which are not dwelling.
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houses,—we mean churches, chapels, and school

houses, public halls, shops, workshops, and fac-

tories
;

nor have we glanced at the greater

enterprises, such as railwayfl> docks, harbours,

bridges, and canals, which occupy our large

contractors, and which form the most striking

feature of the present age, regarded from the

standpoint of the builder and architect. With

respect to these departments of the builder’s

sphere of action, there is only one observation

which we feel impelled to make at this moment.

If our population continue to increase in the

period %vo have been contemplating, even if it

be only at the minimum rate of progress on

which we have based our calculations, then the

number oT houses to bo built and the money
expended upon them cannot be less than what

we have estimated above. But if our prosperity

be greater, and our population increase more

rapidly, there will he a proportionately greater

amount of building to be done, and more capital

will be invested in this form. But the point wo
would finally call attention to is that what we
have just said of dwelling-houses applies with

equal force to all other species of erections, and
all other works included iu the building trades.

For with every increase of population there wnll

be an increase not only in the erection of houses,

but also of eveiy kind of nuinhabited building,

—

churches, chnpuls, workshops, <S:c., as above spe-

cified ;—and the same may be said of tho other

class of works which we have mentioned,—the

railways, docks, bridges, harbours, and canals.

THE PROPOSED TUKNEL UNDER THE
RIYER HUMBER.

EXGISEEKINO EVIDENCE ON SUB-1I.\RINE

DVILDING.

DuniNO the late Parliamentary session one of

the most protracted inquiries into private Bills

was that iu connexion with the proposal to con-

struct a tunnel under the river Humber, near

Hull, one mile and five-eighths in length, upon

the pneumatic principle. The tunnel was to

form a portion of a new projected line of rail-

way, thirty-one miles iu length, called the Hull

South and West Junction Railway, promoted
mainly by the merchants and trading interests

of Hull, supported by the corporation, the local

marine board, and other local authorities. Tho
chief oponents of the project were the North-

Eastern Railway Company, which is the only

company at present having a railway and station

at Hall. Alter a hard fight, which lasted for

upwards of a fortnight, the Bill received tho

sanction of the Committee of the House of

Commons, but was defeated after an equally

prolonged and severe straggle before the Lords’

Committee. We understand that tho promoters

of the measure intend to renew their apijlication

next session, the construction of the proposed

railway and tunnel having already been aflirmod

by the House of Commons. The important engi-

neering evidence already given as to the pro-

jected tunnel, which is of an entirely novel

character, is therefore now invested with a

special interest, so far as it has reference to sub-

marine construction and building.

The several engineers who gave evidence on
either side, as to the merits or otherwise of the

projected tunnel, included some of tho most
eminent in the profession, Mr. John Fowler, the

engineer of the proposed line, and the designer

of the tunnel
;

Mr. J. J. Bramwell, vice-presi-

dent of tho Institution of Mechanical Engineers
j

Mr. James Abernethy; Mr. Thomas Hawkeley,
president of the Association of Civil Engineers

j

Mr. James Brunlees
;
Sir John Uawkshaw

; Mr.

G. P. Bidder
J
Mr. T. B. Harrison, engineer to

the North-Eastern Railway Company; Mr. John
Dixon, mechanical engineer

;
Mr. Thomas Clark,

artesian well engineer
; &c. These gentlemen

must be allowed to tell their own story.

According to tho statement of Mr. John
Fowler, C.E., he proposes to cross under the

Humber at Hessle, near Hull, the tunnel emerg-
ing on the other side of the river, at Barton, in

Lincolushire. The total length from shore to

shore is 2,810 yards, or nearly a mile and threo-

quaiders in extent. The crown of the tunnel
will be about 10 ft. below the bed of the river,

and as it will have to pass entirely through
sand, it will nob be possible to tunnel by the
ordinary process of excavating and mining. In
Carrj’ing out the works he therefore proposes to

adopt the pneumatic process as follows :—Three
working vessels are to be provided, the dimen.
sions of each to be 160 ft. in length, by 42 ft. in

width, and 23 ft. in depth. The upper half will

consist of pontoons, and the lower half of a
working chamber, or diving-bell. This working

vea-:el will suffice for the construction of 160 ft.

in length of a double tunnel in one section. The
process will be first tomoorthe workingvessel in

the river over the site of the tunnel
;
secondly,

to sink it to the bed of the river by tho admis-

sion of water into the pontoon ;
thirdly, to expel

the water from the lower portion or diving-bell

by forcing in air, and this having been effected,

workmen will enter the chamber, and excavate

the groixnd for the 160 ft. length of tunnel.

When the workingvessel has been sunk through

the material of the bed of the river to the depth

of the inlet of the proposed tunnel, bricklayers

will enter and commence to build tho tunnel.

When this portion is complete, the working
vessel will be withdrawn and again sunk at

another spot, iu the manner already described,

when a further length of the tunnel will be pro-

ceeded with as before. The joining together of

the isolated lengths of the tunnel will be effected

as the working vessel is being gradually with,

drawn from the bed of the river. The machinery

for Buppljing the required air, and the pressure

to keep the diving-bell portion of the apparatus

free of water, will be erected on a deck or table

carried a sufficient height above the working
vessel to be above the level of high water when
the working vessel is in its lowest position.

The excavations will consist chiefly of sand,

which will bo removed by sand-pumps worked
by the compressed air in the diving-bell. The
bricks and other materials will be lowered by
machinery, from the stage or deck already re-

ferred to, into the working chamber below. The
two inner rings of the tunnel will be of blue

Staffordshire brick, set in the best cement. Mr.

Fowler adds, that knowing all the conditions of

tho pneumatic system of construction, he was
confident of being able to make the tunnel per-

fectly water-tight and safe. He also states that

he has been connected with the construction of

many works on the pneumatic principle, none of

which have failed, and that the process is a cer-

tainty. As far as the work of e.vcavating ai d

brick-building is concerned, it is very much like

an ordinarj' operation in the open air, except

that the workmen are artificially supplied with

air. The cost of making the tunnel he estimates

at 343,000?., which, at 2,810 yards, would be

120?. a yard.

Mr. Frederick Joseph Bramwell, C.E-, said he

had carefully examined Mr. Fowler’s plan, and
was confident that the tunnel could be easily

and safely made according to them, and for tho

sum named in his estimate. Ho added, “I have
considered verv' carefully the nature of the

vessels proposed by Sir. Fowler, and the mode
of using them, and I have not the slightest

doubt that by them the tunnel can be success-

fully carried out. There will be no difficulty

iu supplying the chambers with air in order to

enable the men to work. The thickness of the

brickwork is amply sufficient to resist any pres-

sure that could be possibly brought either late-

rally or on the surface. I believe it would not

really crush under 000 ft. of pressure. Tho sur-

face of tho bed of the river is so far below high

water mark that the working vessel or pontoon
would be floated over any part of it where it is

proposed to make the tunnel, except quite close

to the banks.”
Mr. James Abernethy, C.E., said that the

pneumatic plan which Mr. Fowler proposed

to adopt for the purpose of making the

tunnel was, he thought, the very best plan

be could adopt, and ho also thought it was a

plan that involved no risk. There would be
no difficulty in joining the lengths of brick in

the water. He saw no difficulty in forming the

junction. It was a mere question of setting the

bricks in about 6 iu. of quiescent water. It was
a common practice, and done every day. He
had underpinned culverts under water. He
hud also constructed a very largo culvert,

8 ft. 6 in. in diameter, where they were con-

stantly under water. They never could keep it

dry, but they bad no difficulty in making a sub-

stantial job of it. In ci'oss-examiuation by tho

counsel for the opponents of the Bill, Mr. Aber-

nethy said that as far as joining the lengths of

the proposed tunnel under water, it was new,

and had, ho believed, never been done before;

but that it could be done and done easily he
was quite confident. He thought the construc-

tion of brickwork within the air-chamber or

diving-bell was quite as easy as constructing

brickwork in the open air. He pub a little

higher price on it, but it was as easy to construct

a tunnel 60 ft. or 70 ft. under water, within an
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air chamber, as it was to construct it in the I

open air.

Mr. James Brunlees, C.E., said he had had a ;

large experience in the construction of railway- 1

viaducts and embankments, particularly in con. ,

ne.xioa w’itli tidal rivers, and he saw no difficulty !i

in carrying out the tunnel as projected by i

Mr. Fowler. He had taken into consideration
|

the depth of the water, and the passing of the i

tunnel below the bed of the river, and also the

nature of the material forming the bed of the
'

river. He had constructed several tunnels >1

through various strata, and was now engineer

«

for the Mersey tunnel. He was also in consults, s

tion with Sir John Hawkshaw, the engineer ofi'

the proposed tunnel under the Channel from:

Dover to Calais, and was also joint-engineer

;

with him to that scheme. He did not think

there would be any difficulty in bringing the

pontoons over the exact site of the tunnel pro-i

posed to be constructed. Neither did he think
i

there would bo any difficulty iu joining the

lengths of the tunnel. There would, no doubt,':

be a little water in the bottom ;
but it was nob-

at all an unusual thing to lay bricks in water tO '

a certain extent. In cross-examination, he said

no work like that had ever been done for a

tunnel, but it had been done in foimdationa.!

The nearest thing to Mr. Fowler’s proposal that;

be knew of was the foundations of a bridge in;

New York, which was a very good example.

Mr. Denison (counsel for the opponents).

—

Y’ou would baldly suggest that the foundation!

of a bridge is at all equivalent to a tunnel, whioh.1

is a pipe, and has to be made in pieces, and;

joined ?

Mr. Brunlees. — I ' do not apprehend thsi

slightest difficulty. I have not the slightest

doubt about Mr. Fowler carrying out the tunneh

Not the slightest. I have been carefully goingi

through it with him. I have not had any

tunnel-construction analogous to this. Th?

tunnel under tho Mersey is the nearest.

Mr. Thomas Hawksley, C.E., said he Lac

informed himself of the local conditions undei

which it was proposed to construct this tuuneL

and had visited Hull on tho subject. He hac'

carefully considered Mr. Fowler’s plan for con :

structing this tunnel across the Humber. Thi'

principle was a common diving-bell of cnormonrS

size. He really did nob see, after carefully conJI

sidering tho subject very attenticely, that thc||

difficulties in making the junctions would b(i

considerable. In his opinion it would beeaByktl

make the junctions by interposing clay-bags'l

between the ends of the caisson and the stoppingo^

wall which was intended to be built up. WheE|

a caisson was moved, and had to be resunk, ili

was the easiest thing in the world to cut througl i

these clay-bags by the sharp edge of the caisson,!

and so effect the sinking without allo%ving thfj

sand to come into the space between the end olt

the caisson and the end of the chamber. Com-:l

plete watertight works could be effected undeill

water. They sometimes performed that opera-t

tion by means of a pump. They get very fine-'i

sifted Portland cement, and sometimes, if they;

wanted the setting operation to be very rapid,

I

they used Roman cement instead of Portland,

I

and this fine cement was pumped through a tube^i

so as to be kept out of contact with the water in,

the neighbourhood. It then went down exactlyi

into tho place where they wanted it, and thef

brick was set by it at once.

In cross-examination by Mr. Bidder, Q.C. (son

of the engineer), Mr. Hawksley said, that thii

being a new work in some respects, experienooi

would be gained. There would be a good many:

little accidents and little difficulties which wouldij

have to be remedied and overcome.

Mr. Bidder.—You admit, then, that there:

would bo difficulties to be overcome ?

Mr. Hawksley.—That is the function of the:

engineer. We would be of very little use if
i

there were no difficulties to overcome.

Mr. Bidder.—You do not deny that the tnakingi;

of these junctions in the tunnel would be

difficult ?

Mr. Hawksley.— What I say is, that the:,

building in of tho junctions would no doubt be

tronblesome, hut not difficult.

Mr. Bidder.—You are refining, I am afraid,;

Mr. Hawksley.
Mr. Hawksley.—No; there is a great ditter-

ence between troubles and difficulties.

The foregoing was the engineering evide^i

in support of the project for constructing tbet

tunnel. In opposition :

—

Jfr. T. E. Harrison, C.E., engineer to tlie

North-Eastern Railway, was examined at con-'

siderable length by the counsel for the oppo--'
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ncnts of tho Bill, and in tlie course of bis

evidence he udmicted that the tunnel might be
made on the pneumatic principle, as proposed
by Mr. Fowler, but that in his opinion the joints

of the tunnel could not be made water-tight,

which he regarded as a serious if not fatal

objection to the scheme. He also expressed an
opinion to the effect that there would be greater
difficulty than Mr. Fowler imagined in placing
the pontoons. He thought it was a matter of

strong doubt whether Mr. Fowler would be able
to do it without making a proper staging, which
ho (Mr. Harrison) had invariably mode when-
ever he had to put down cylinders by pneu-
matic pressure.

Sir John Hawkshaw, C.E., said he was Con-
sulting Engineer to the Hull Docks, and built

their new docks. He bad bad great experienco
in building under water for many years. He
could see no difficulty in building within a
caisson or large diving-bell in constructing a
tunnel, becanso it had been done in various other
places, but he did see very great difficulties, and
ho did nob think it would bo practicable, to make
a secure connexion between the work built inside

the caisson and tho work outside. He might
state that that was nob an opinion arrived at in

reference to this case at all. He was now con-
structiug a tunnel through tho Loudon Docks,
and he thought at one time of doing it in the
way proposed by Mr. Fowler. Ho arrived at the
conclusion that thero would not be a difficulty in
constructing the tunnel in the way proposed by
Mr. Fowler, and by such an apparatus, but be
dared not venture to make the connexion between
the work constructed inside and that constructed
outside, and therefore he abandoned that method.
He did BO because it appeared to him that it

would be quite impossible to secure water-tight
joints, and if he did not secure water-tight joints

then he did not see any practical way of making
them water-tight afterwards. He was not there
to say that they could not sink a caisson in the
Humber, and that they could not within it bnild
the portion of work which the caisson was
capacious enough to hold, but he did not soe how
they could make the junction in sneh a way that
it oould shut out the water from tho Humber.
'He had not formed any opinion of what tho pro-
posed tunnel would cost, because be did not
believe Mr. Fowler’s plan was practicable. Mr.
Fowler’s estimate was 120i. per yard, whereas
his work across tho London Docks was let at
2091. per yard, and it was nob so deep as Mr.
Fowler’s tunnel. He would not advise any con-
tractor to undertake it at the sum set down by
Mr. Fowler, and be would nob undertake it him.
self.

Mr. G. P. Bidder, C.E., who was emphatically
pronounced in bis condemnation of the project,
said, in his examination, that he had the same
difficulty as Sir John Hawkshaw as to water,
tight junctions, or rather water-tight closures.

Ho knew of no instance where it had been
effected. As regarded the pontoons in Mr.
Fowler’s plan, he did not think that they could
bo kept in their place considering the current in
the Humber. He did not think that Mr. Fowler’s
mode of making the tunnel was one which he
should be inclined to adopt. Ho certainly would

;

nob be responsible for it. In cross-examination
by Mr. Venables, counsel for the promoters, Mr.
Bidder said it was totally impossible to bore
under the Humber.

Mr. Venables.—Then it seems to me, according
to your theory, that it is impossible to have a
tunel under the Humber at all.

Mr.Bidder.—“My belief is, I am bound to tell

you, that passing the preamble of this Bill will
have no more practical effect in getting a tunnel
under tho Humber than if you were to pass the
preamble of a railway to the moon. There would
be no difficulty in getting under tho Humber if

you found suitable material. If you found clay
there would be no difficulty in getting under the
Humber. I do not know how tho water-tight
joints are to be made. I have had a great deal
of experience in my railway days, having
attended personally to tho making of good sound
water-tight brickwork under water strata, but I

never succeeded to ray satisfaction in making
Bound brickwork cither in cement or anything
else. Tliis work possesses so many difficulties

and contingencies to my mind that to attempt
anything like a detailed estimate would be a
solemn farce.” Being asked if, taking the whole
scheme into consideration, be thought it was one
which ought to recommend itself for practical
adoption, he replied, “ It may recommend itself
in any shape you like, but there is nothing prac-
tical in it.”

Such was tho evidence of some of the most
distinguished engineers of tho day, for and
against a project which was twenty-eight clays

before the committees of the Lords and Com-
mons last session, and which is again intended
to be fought out when Parliament meets next
year.

PEOFESSOR WILLIA2IS0N’S SCIEN^CE,
AND A GLANCE AT ART.

It will certainly bo impossible for the
youthhood of this present age to complain
in tho future?,—that the question of its eduoa-
tion has not been well looked after and
thought about by those who went through life

before it. Not a week, hardly a day, passes
but some notable man or other is found step-

ping to the front and discoursing, not a little

ingeniously sometimes, on the all-absorbing and
comprehensive subject of "education.” How
best and most usefully to educate the rising

generation,-—that is now the cpiestion of ques-
tions, both here and pretty nearly everywhere
else all the civilised world over. Each year the
British Association for the Advancement of

Science does a little towards this end, and in

the present year of grace, Professor William-
son comes forward with a thoronghly EcieutiHc

thought about it, and with an array of proofs
in its favour which evidently cannot be gainsaid.

The learned and earnest Professor builds on a

right solid foundation. “ Our very ideas,” he
says, “ are useful only so far as they are true,

and he must, indeed, be blind to interest and to

duty who could wish to swerve from the path of

truth.” None will surely dispute this. Each
student of nature, he contends, and searcher
after truth, should be placed in such circum-
stances as shall bo most favourable to efficient

activity, and that tho desire of snob students
for the acquisition of knowledge may bo
kept alive and fostered. Theoretical and
experimental chemistry is of those sciences
which mrsb “enlarge and exercise” the mind
of man, and he urges a public school of

chemistry, and an organisation for tho finding

out who are most natnially and educationally
fit for it. It would cost “just three iron-

clads ” a year to do this work of the finding
out who, among our millions, are natural-born
cliemisls and who are not. Wo must confine

ourselves to fine-art matters and to arcbitectui-e,

and to those things edncational which appertain
to them. What would be said in fine-art circles

if such a proposition as this were to be made,

—

to find out who they are, at the cost of “three
irou-elads,” who best shall maoifest an artistic

faculty of both a contemplative and a practical
order. What, we may ask in some curiosity,

would the Royal Institute say to such an idea
as this P

But does not this proposition of the chemical
professor naturally lead one to think a little as
to what “ education,” both scientific and artistic,

really and truly is; and whence it naturally

springs, and what it naturally and most usefnlly

leads to. In the first place, is not the all pre-

vailing idea of education, whether scientific or
artistic, somewhat artificial and stilted ? Wo will

venture to aflii'm that without a finding-out

apparatus of any sort or kind, whether expensive
or not, that all those who possess any strong
native faculty for any one art or science, will

find it out for themselves. It is, indeed, wonder-
ful to witness how through hosts of difficulties

and hindrances some will be found to follow up
any certain pursuit. They seem to pick up their

knowledge, and practical skill, by a sort of divine
instinct; and the very first real difficulty they
find is,—not, how or in what way to acquire
more knowledge, but how to put into useful and
profitable practice the knowledge they have at
BO great cost and perseverance acquired.

The learned Professor’s idea, be it observed, in

this clever address, is to urge the establishment
of what may truly be called a “ national system ”

of scientific, if not pure chemical instruction, and
for the ad%’anoement of science, the scientific

education even of children, for the better supply
of teachers of it, and thus eventually to lead the
way to oriijinal research. He does not propose
to do things by halves,—nothing less than a
national system suffices him, and the direct
ac'.ion of Government itself : for he contends
that the only question to be considered is,

how tho action of Government can bo so
“systematised” as to give free play to the
natural forces which have eventually to do the
work. It is really quite curious to read all the

Professor’s enthusiastic educational talk, and
then to think for a moment how things really
are, and what a tremendous task it is in real

practice to go to work and have to do with a
school of any kind, and with pupils of any
sort. Wo have had to do with workmen in this

way, and sure we are that none but those who
have tried it can know how hard a thing it is.

As Cobden once said, nothing is so hard as to

help a man. To teach any one by any sorb of

compulsion in any way is simply to throw away
both time and capacity and money. To leave
the door open is pretty nearly all you can well
do. It is for the willing and earnest pupil to
leant from the open books before him. In our
own efforts we never found it avail to compel tho
student, and hardly,—and this is of no slight

importance,— to load him
;
the natural leanings

and inherent faculties of the student must do
the work in the main, if it is to be done with a
practical end in view. The “ conditions,” as tho
Professor puts it, must first of all he “appre-
ciated ” by the pupil. Nothing can be truer.

May wo not here, then, throw out a hint or
two educational from an architectural point of

view ? To our^minds, thero can be no greater
delusion than to suppose that any one trade, or
business, or profession, can bo thoroughly and
adequately learned in any school, or academy, or
college, however well it may bo managed. It is,

in reality, only in a shop, or warehouse, or

that a competent and practically profitable

knowledge of anything can be got at. Let any
one consider what time in years it takes of daily

routine practice to get a knowledge of architec-
tural drawing, to master details of architecture,
and to attain any competent knowledge of con-
structional art to found them on. Day after
day, and year after year, is it required of the
architectural pupil to get a practical and nse-
ful knowledge of " office ” work only, to say
nothing of much that is far higher, but which
can alone become useful by a competent know-
ledge of the dull foundational work. The founda-
tion of a house is not more necessary to the
building of the honse, and to its after security,

than is tho daily dull routine of the office to tho
future practice of the working architect. No
amateur working, or method of work, no fancy
practice, or playing at architecture, or building,

can take the place of the real, and daily, and
useful, professional work. It is the same in all

things connected, however remotely, with archi-

tecture. There is no royal road to them
;
no

easy learning tho art and the practice of archi-

teoturo in “six lessons.” It is really vconderful
to think how every man will acknowledge this

truism in his own special business, but will, in

most cases, never more than half allow its truth
in anything he knows but little or nothing of.

One of the most notable thoughts in the Pro-
fessor’s earnest address was on the subject of a
better supply of teachers of science; and may
we not add, of art too, for the remarks bo made
apply as forcibly to the one as to the other ? The
thing most needed; he contended, at the present
time for the advancement of science,—and art,we
add,—is a supply of teachers devoted to the object,
men so earnest after more and more knowledge
as to be “ model students.” These are to inspire

the younger investigators, and these again, as be
continues enthusiastically, will and must in each
succeeding age go on improving, getting more
and more learned, and with a deeper insight into

the mysteries of tho speciality each one may
take to. Their whole lives will be devoted to

the extension of the domain of truth, and their

highest reward the consciousness that their

exertions have benefited their fellows, and been
appreciated by them. What, indeed, can be
better, and it is only to be eaniestly hoped
that, in the future if not in the present, the

public mind genei’ally will come to see this both
in science and art, and that it will come to see

as well that none can live on simple enthosiasm,

however intense and however earnest. No one
can fail to admire these fine and enthnsiastic

thoughts and longings, but wo live in a world of

business, and while these simple-hearted things

are being thought out by retired students, think-

ing of nought but their noble work, it is to be
feared that the outer world, unless well looked
after, and perpetually reminded of it, may forget

that the labourer is always worthy of bis hire.

Thought as well as work is worth the paying for

sometimes.
There are, too, in this address, not a few able

remarks on the value of teaching. No known
conditions are so well calculated to give a young
investigator the closest and strongest grasp of

bis special subject as those in which he is placed
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wlien thus prgagcd in earnestly teaching in a
college. Tliere is, Professor Williamson con-

tends, nothing like it in its effect in preparing
and fitting the mind for original research. Of
this there ran be no doubt; for in the effort to

make a thing clear to others it becomes clearer

to yourself. But even here n’e must not
exaggerate or make too much out of a little. It

is quite certain, as wo take it, that as much,
if not more, depends on the student as on the
master. A capable pupil gets on almost without
a master’s assistance. He learns almost uncon.
sciously, and gets sometimes ahead of his pre-

ceptor. Ko power of teaching can create
faculty in a stupid pupil, or elicit brightness

out of dulness. It points out the road, but it is

the pupil who must himself get profit by looking
out before him, and to right and left, as he
goes along. Art and science are here on equal
terms. No master of a craft can take the
hammer out of the student-workman’s hand and
strike for him, lor that is to change the
character and authorship of the work. He can
but look on and give him friendly hints in true
tcDGS of encouragement, pointing to other noble
work, and commending, may be, when a good
and clever blow is struck. But the actual work
must be the pupil’s own, and nothing else.

By way of illustration, and to show how deep
is tlio well of modem knowledge, though we
must not here grow too scientific or speculative,

we may mention there are not a few items in

the Professor’s address which are calculated to

rouse uot a few thoughts as to the ultimate
nature of things, ^Ye can but say a word in

parenthesis. Art is sometimes, not a little

unfairly as we think, accused of indefinite,

ness, and positive doubtfulness, or even worse,
—confusion dii'e itself; but what can be more
obscure and hidden h'om mortal gaze and
measurement tfan atoms Ultimate indivisible

atoms are mysterious enough, that is certain
; so

are they if infinitely divisible. Hard for the
poor student to get a notion of, but still harder
for the master, who sees more of the difficulty

of it. What, then, can be the nature of that
mighty influence or “ force ” which keeps'tliese

together, with so tight a grip, as in the diamond,
or in hardened steel ? Hard things these to get
a clear idea of,—quite as hard and insoluble as
in any difficult problem in art, full of contradic-
tions, as it no doubt is, and of profound
difficulties. Nothing seems, at first sight and
superficial glancing at, to be more certain and
understandable than these marvels of science,
and they seem to have no small advantage over
artistic speculations; but not so, far the deeper
we look the more the difficulty. Where angels
fear to tread, there, indeed, it is that the short,

sighted go boldly iu. Toleration, indeed, that
habit of mind, as the president so well urged, is

necessary here. It is, he said, one of the most
hopeful indications of the moral improvement of
man in these latter days. Here all will allow it

to be needful, both iu science and ai't.

THE FACULTY OF SUCCESS.
WiTAT comfort to give tongue of onr secret

griefs to a sympathising or helpful confidant or
confessor,—the burden lighter now the know-
ledge of it is shared ! Not alien from the
pleasure of airing cherished crotchets, or drawing
the shade from gleams of insight, and other
disburdening of spirit,— the sharer therein being
a nearest intimate or perfect (i. e. not obviously
evil) stranger. Who shall add a fresh word on
the topic,—give a fresh turn to a conclusion so
thoroughly accepted ? True by all confession,

almost to yawning-point, when enunciated
j

fitter in condensed form for copy-headings or
other device for extracting, volatilising, the sapor
of a sentiment, than for the well-relished speech
of the world. And yet,—the new forms, the ever-
renewed youth, the sense of first freslmess,

—

the triteness all in the moral and not in the tale.

Why should tho drama not be inexhaustible,
although the passions have been named and
tabulated? Why should not “A Carpenter”
write to us from Dumbarton (on ” The Gain of
Technical Education,” p. 751, ante), and expect,
and get, ns to understand and he obliged to him,
and not unwilling to print his letter? Aud
more than that, shall he not receive from us, and
from many a reader too, respect for a hard
head and its successes, and regret for his
failures

;
and, after all, only the particle of

advice that the unangered feel a merit in shorten-
ing for their well-cholered friends ?

Should we be perilling too much credit for such

goodwill, mnning risk at the same time of being
deemed inditev of essays concerning the “praise
of incompetency,” if, drawing on no ill-stored

memory, welet our first placid comment take the
form of a hint as to the rarity of omniscience?
“ A Carpenter,” who has given good study to

(1) building construction, (2) mathematics, (3)
applied mechanics, aud not neglected to look
into theoretical mechanics, complains that he
has not been promoted to the rule of men

;
that,

striving thereafter, ho has met with rebuffs;
that, as yet, he has not won over the guarding
dragons to admitting him into the happy
gardens, where hard hancl-work as a task
is out of fashion,—where his useful training
will make smoother for him the way of life.

Who would speak lightly of the instinctive

gravitation towards command,—the cnirent of

tendency that leads the efficient mind and spirit

to desire to lend its capacities to the work of

good governance,—to guide with mind and will,

fashioned by nature and by culture, the less

gifted or less self-mastering of their fellows ?

We, least of all, who see how much there goes to

tho making of the true “king of men.” Not to

speak of the ideal creature,—the perfection of the
ruler—who sways not only minds by the force of
his own, but rules equally all the sentiments:

—

we would show reverence also to all his working
substitutes who do their endeavour,—who are
bearers ofserviceable light, although no universe-
gilding sun strikes from them his penetrating
beam. Who will not, that has a memory of such
matters, fancy (and, of course, almost every one
will be in error) that he should know X , the
worthy and responsible contractor ? and recognise
his form, now a little rotund, but yet full of
activity,—he is still a good ten years short of

bis grand climacteric ; as well ns his face, in
which may be seen the shrewdness and decision,

veiled by a wise reticence, that appear iu his
letters, his acts, his self-justifications,— his
claims for extras and his manful struggle to
maintain them his personal visits to distant
quarries or brick-yards, undertaken seemingly
on the spur of the moment, and as stimulating
as if that figure had in sharpest steel materialised
itself upon his tongue ? Cannot memory trace
him back, a good tale of years,—and identify
him with X

,
the general foreman ? No

genius in tnith,—as all who strove with his work
could testify. Science absent ; delicate inter-

pretation of drawings not present
;
setting out,

—

wanting looking after. Bat the X of to-day
was there neverthelesB ! His then litlie form
rested not, and he kuew well when men were
well placed and working to advantage. When
did the work wait for materials ?—and when did
not times fit together happily to keep the staff

all active ? Were not the men of every arm so
far his friends that they looked for “ a straight
bit of a work” as a chance to show him that
their hands (and feet too) had not lost the
powers they had of yore,—in former struggles
under his leadership with time and natiu'c ? To
arrange with him a modification of procedure, a
temporary arrangement for occupation, to explain
a drawing,— albeit, candour requires one to say
that memory was frailer than comfortable :

none of these was much of a task.

Who, looking in fancy or in fact at the X

—

of to-day, can forbear to think a smile in seeing
how faintly the acquired phlegm and sel f-reliance

suggest the agitation that in those years made
—on odd desperate occasions—the burden of life

very heavy ?—when the evidence of mistake,—or
the gloom, projected from coming difficulties,

actually almost succeeded in winning for an
instant a breaking voice or a moistening eye ?

The merit of toughness among others was yet
wanting. Yet—considering that be got aboirt him
good foremen of trades,—would one if called on
by some ruthless hypercritic to choose—to say
which side kicked the beam,—have parted with
this phase of good service, and given more
honour to Y ?

An intelligent draughtsman, a careful director
of workmen, an admirable interpreter of draw-
ings and instructions,—wby did the works under
his charge so linger, and the reproofs brought
upon him therefor seem to make a fixed scowl a
weekly tenant of his naturally good-humoured
face ? Was his nou-success—or incapacity

—

“ to push the job ” a merit over which architects
might have shouted praise,—for holding man.
fully aloft a worthy but too often despised banner
inscribed with the legend,—of “good work
slowly done ” ? Peace be with him !—nobody
would say so.

And are no over-estimates made in respect of
nerves not yet tested—or tested in other ex-

ercises,—or in respect of the capacity for prompt
seizing of the moment and method ofright action
in difficult conjunctures. What? to disclose .

in parable a secret of the prison-house What i

fortuitous compulsion by minor influences drove
Mr. Alaric,—one of the well-known leaders of i

the wolfish Gothic school—his manner as nei'vous ;

as his drawing—into the witness-box on a ques- •

tion of characteristic geniality in respect of the
dilapidations of a rectory-house ?- It will be :

seen we are speaking of years well agone,—but .

few such questions will reach the sacred fount i

of justice (and expense), it is to be feared in i

future . And what evil impulse led him i

under the gentle suasion of Mr. Coax, Q.C., to i

state publicly Lis practice to claim for internal I

decorations,—temporarily oblivious of masses of 1

judge-made law
;
and still further to flounder ,

when asked to explain the items so gracefully set ;

down by his painstaking helper and coach,—who >

dreamt not so naturally as he of short columns i

and machicolations, and laid no claim to the i

awful powers of his discomfited and afterwards i

indignant coadjutor. In this connexion,—might .

not Edinburgh.Review-Jeffrey’s innocent expla-

nation of “effectual calling”—shocking as it

was to the ears of his parish pastor, and for

the nonce catechist,—be looked on as not out i

of point ? Who of mortals is wise all day and
every day ?

But why test the thin thread—of argument
by suggestion—with illustration to the destruc-

tion of elasticity ? Still might not something be
said in somewhat similar strain” of things passed
as work that were really not work at all” ?—“ The
men have cursed the job two or three times at

least,” said the troubled foreman, in the woe of

bis heart
;
when the limits of possible outlay,

,

and the necessity of self-restraint in the impulse
towards thoroughness,—in a work not under a
lump-sum contract,—were pressed on his atten.

tion. All honour to the sentiment of the work-
man,—the longing after well-doing, even though
the language would need the introduction of

the in these columns, if reproduced in its :

genuineness, instead of in tolerated translation !

But (say) 1,000Z. were allowed by the decision i

of the powerful as an outlay;—what eager '

impulses could stretch its non-elastic pur-
chasing power ? Who is to jndge, if not the i

paid and appointed officer ?—and why need the <

workman who can do anything likely to be i

required of him grudge his service for what now
happens to be wanted ?

Not that one need be credited,—as the result

of this,—with shut eyes and a ludicrous resolu-

tion to speak only fair things of whatever exists,

or is customary. Truth to tell, any statement
that things seemingly imperfect may Lave their

soul of goodness is liable to be read with an odd
twist of meaning. We are forced to confess that
there are needy and ill-intentioned contractors,

venal and blundering foremen, ill-instrnoted and
torpid workmen, and architects and employers
worried with their own cares, or, sad to say, not
perfect in temper, or endowed with other
ailments. Yet,—the reader knows the rest.

Tho moral implied by “A Carpenter” would
—if put into form by an intelligent precis-

writer—stand seemingly thus :—If you work with
your head, and come to know your trade well, and
more things besides, you will ha^e less well,

being in your lot in life. Worst of all, when
your faculties have been sharpened, your skin

will grow thinner in the process. Of course, by
the way, such a writer of precis, being a mere
machine, would not stay to point out the com-
pensating advantages in many an instance of

some attenuation of that integument

!

It has yet to he proved that the tendency
unduly to depreciate, is much more judicious

than the habit unduly to bepraise, manual labour

as the means of getting a livelihood. It, as we
all know, has its drawbacks and its solid

advantages. No one can deny that the pursuits

that require the agile mind and powerful

will call into play finer things than the

muscles,—or even than the power of en-

durance and the moral qualities that go to

any hard labour done with a will. Still less

would perversity itself deny that the extension

of the emjiire of man over his own life, over

nature,—the compelling of fate, the strife with

elemental powers, are in themselves tho sternest

and at the same time most useful discipline ;

—

that the world, in fact, is tho arena of all others

fitted to afford play for the once-aroused ac-

tivities of its owner. Also that— in projiortion

to the conqui sts—the worlds to be conquered

extend
;
and besides, by the rules of tho warfare,

the new acquirements are divided (it may
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bo roughly, and after years of waiting it is

true), — “as his part is that goeth to the
battle, 80 shall his part be that tarrieth by
the stuff.” And all the while that the
result of culture, its bright success in what
seems its ultimate aim — the enriching of

human life,—may seem thus to leave lesser

labours in gloom, those labours have their

own vindication and satisfactions. From Virgil

to Carlyle;—of the “too fortunate husbandman,’’
—only ignorant of his happiness in the sense
of not being able to compare with full know-
ledge his lot with that of others— sings the
sago of old time j—the worker of any sort who
j)Qts his soul into the effort, realises the
monkish “ Jabomro est orarc," says the teacher
of to-day.

It bidng always understood that the worker
is fit for the work,—not the least of the diffi-

oulties in this world being to secure that ho
I
shall bo. Apart from, and, of conrse a little

' in advance of, the plea for education as in

I

aid of polico, comes the plea that it sifts a
[nation; and—affording an opportunity to the

I

capable—should, if judiciously regulated, secure
the largest possible number of valuable men,
well trained and fitted for the direction of others;

—at the same time making the directed under-
stand the words of command, and the reasons
why they should be given. Parliament, even,
has not yet succeeded in getting much further
than “ police.” It hits the tone of the assembly,
which for the most part views only the prac-
tical,

—

i.e., the nearest, most obvious,—gains.

But we need not all of us imitate thowisdom (or

shrewdness) of the Commons, and leave entirely

unsaid the part usually relegated among the
silences,—the third,—which in fact includes all

other pleas for useful and thorough training.

The voice of statistics, the questions of expe-
diency, the arguments of governors in favour of

securing the really able on the side of order and
rule,—all these subside, almost as voices swal-

lowed in the thunder, when the strong,

manly tonos of Milton sound across nearly half a
score generations,—in all their earliest power,
to those who can interpret their true meaning
into the language of to-day :

—“ The end,
then, of learning is to repair the ruins of

our first parents by regaining to know God
aright, and out of that knowledge to love him, to

imitate him, to bo like him, as we may the
nearest, by possosaing our souls of true virtue,

which being united to the heavenly grace of

faith, makes up the highest perfection.” This
appeal to each for himself, — for liis own
sake—that one does nob feel sharacfaccdness
to make in the words of a master, — is to

be taken as understood in all our appeals
for general and technical culture. Society,— to come down again to our best . loved
conversational tone,—is a joint-stock concern, a
co-operative society, which improves in propor-
tion as each partner makes himself more efficient.

Things would seem in a bad way if we con-
cluded that nobody valued capacity and worth,

I
because they are at times not recognised beneath

i disfigurements. They would bo in a very bad

I

way if the majority of people wore nob able to
I see and value them at all. But things will

I

always be hopeful while the healthful natures,
: or the contagion of example, or other sufficiently

I potent influences, constrain enough of us “to
[labour—and to wait.” Will “A Carpenter”
! forgive us for being led by him into so long and
i strange a homily ? Reciting some old sayings
j that, in moments of pique, or of overstrained
I patience, he,— like the rest of us forafew instants
at times,—is mortal enough to deny their usual

I influence.

i PICKINGS AT THE BRiDFORD MEETING
OF THE BKITISH ASSOCIATION.

In the department of Economic Science and
; Statistics, Mr. W. Morris (Halifax) read a paper
r on capital and labour. He condemned the

J
aggressiveness of trade-unions, and said that

I the reductioa of the hours of labour hud been
I carried too far. Wages had been advanced to a
point which must be attended with national loss,

: and would react upon each member of the com-
munity. If it went on much further, we should

' gradually but surely be beaten out of the foreign
: markets, and nur export trade would be gradually
J destroyed- The interference with piecework by
) trade-union combination was inflicting an in-
justioo upon the skilled workmen, whilst the

! unskilled obtained an advantage. Wages would
' no doubt fall to their natural level, but they
might not do so until we had lost our foreign

trade. The only remedy to arrest the existing
evils brought about by the combination of work-
men under the guidance of clever bub ambitious
and short-sighted men, was a counter organisa-
tion of capital, elaboratefy organised, and so ex-

tensive as to completely overlap trade-union
combination.

Mr. Leone Levi next read a paper on tho
effect of the increase of prices in certain neces-
saries of life on the cost of living, and its rela-

tion to the rates of wages and salaries. He
remarked that from whatever cause it might
have arisen,—whether from the largo addition
to the stock of gold during tho last twenty
years, or from the excess of demand over supply
of the principal articles of food and other neces-
saries,—it was a fact beyond question that the
cost of living in the United Kingdom had be-

come gi’oater than it used to be, though the
extent of the increase was by no means so great
as many wore disposed to imagine. On tho
economic importance of this fact it was almost
needless to dwell. An increased cost of living

of necessity demanded increasing wages. In-

creasing wages meant an increasing cost 'of

production, and the latter meant a corresponding
disadvantage iu international competition. To
arrive at the absolute increase in the cost 'of

living of a town artizan or an agricultural

labourer, of a middle. class or a nobleman’s
family, in consequence of the rise in prices of

certain commodities, they must regard the rela-

tive position of such commodities in the ordinary
budgets of the respective parties. It was im-
portant, however, to guard against exaggerations
respecting the increase in the cost of living.

The Professor, after sijeaking of tho increased
price of provisions during the last ten years,

proceeded to review them in relation to tho
effect on the cost of living. He said that,

having regard to the fact that the agrioultaral

classes constitute almost ono-fourth of the entire

number of tho labouring class, tho actual in-

crease of prices, and nothing else, was almost
15 por cent. The increased coat of living arose
to a large extent from the demand for more
expensive articles of clothing. The cost of

luxury had no bounds, and it was not so easy to

get out of this extravagant mode of living.

When once a permanent scale of expenditure
had been established, that article which had been
formerly regarded as a luxury became a sheer
necessity on all sides, though it was found that

if tho cost of living had increased, so had the
rate of incomes, the general result being a

decrease of pauperism and an increasing amount
in the deposits of the savings-banks.

In the course of the discussion which ensued.
Lord Houghton expressed the opinion that
perhaps the question belonged rather to the
sister association, the Social Science Congress,
than to this Association. He would say it had
already struck him that they talked a deal too
much about the contest of capital and labonr.

Ho could not help thinking that when the question
did come to be finally resolved and understood,
it would be discovered there was no contest at

all. The essential difference between employer-*

and employed regarding accumulation of wealth
was, that the capitalist, having saved money, was
enabled to distribute it to the working class. The
question was altogether one ofdistribution, and a
man could not spend a great deal of money for his

own personal real gratification without distri-

buting it to others. If they could only make
the working class clearly understand that there
was no difference worth considering between
the condition of the capitalist and their own,
they would, bo thought, be brought to a very
different construction of the question. Mr.
Powell, M.P., referred to the increased prosperity
of the country, and observed that in a commo-
dity which was brought from the ends of the

earth there was not a corresponding increase in

the price, but where they had a commodity pro-
duced in this country they had a sensible

increase. Professor Levi said the expenditure
in actual relief of the poor had increased from
6,077,0001. in 18R2 to 8,070,0001. in 1872. That
had arisen from the increase in the price of food.
The President, referring to the remarks of Lord
Houghton, said that one of the great causes of
evil on both sides of the question was that the
soientific laws which governed the relations of
capital and labour wore forgotten.

In the Mechanical Science SecHon, the open-
ing address was delivered by Mr. W. H. Barlow,
F.R.S. It was occupied with tho nature, pro-
perties, and application of modern steel, and
embraced the details of the committee appointed
some years ago by the Institution of Civil Engi-

neers, of which Mr. Barlow was a member. The
president referred to the utility of steel for

shipbuilding, boiler-making, guns, crank axles,

and bridges, in replacing cast and wrought iron.

There was a good attendance of engineers, many
of whom were distinguished men, and some of

whom spoke on tho restrictions placed on the
use of steel by the Board of Trade, which it was
hoped would soon bo relaxed. A bopo was also

expressed that the British Association would use
its influence in calling attention to the subject.

Tae papers on the “ Sand Blast Process” for

catting hard substances excited considerable
interest. Specimens were handed round for

distribution, and a discussion ensued on the
extent to which the blast could be used for

mining and other purposes.
Professor H. Smith, iu the course of his open-

ing address to the Mathematical and Physical
Sections, spoke of the value of “ original re-

search,” that is to say, search after new truths
for their own sake, without any reference to

their commercial value or immediate usefulness.
Euclid and Apollonius, he said, studied tho
nature of the curves formed wheu a cone was
cut in various directions by a plain surface

;
tho

said curves being known as “ conic sections.”

Had they been asked,—“What was the use of
these curves ? ” they could scarcely have given
an answer, as conic sections had then no ten.

dency to solve any scientific problem, and for

2,000 years were of little value
;
yet they after-

wards gave splendid results in solving scientific

problems which beset Kepler. Without conic

sections there would have been no Kepler, with,

out Kepler no Newton, and without Newton no
modern science as it is at present. He spoke in

favour of State aid to scientific education, and
of better methods of toiching physical science

in schools.

In Section D, Anthropology, a paper “ On an
Age of Colossi,” was read by Mr. John S.

Pheui!, F.S.A. The paper commenced with
a slight sketch of the theory of the ages
of stone, bronze, and iron, as generally re-

cognised by anthropologists, for the purpose
of bringing forward a feature 'which, iu the
author’s opinion, would at a future period
considerably modify present ideas on this sub-
jeot,—the geographical feature, the effect of

which, he thought, could be hardly nndorstood
till we were able to correlate more perfectly tho
antiqititios of distant countries. He argued
that, assuming a wave of emigration from a
common centre to bear forward any distinct

characteristic, whether of these recognised fea-

tures, or of colossi, or otherwise, such wave
might, in pro-historic times, while portions of it

terminated abruptly near its source upon
desirable spots being attained, travel indefinitely

by other sections over an enormous area, even
giving rise to tho secondary or sub-waves of

exodus ; the results of which might produce
the strange features discovered by subsequent
travellers of a civilised or historic age setting
in, either from a succeeding wave or some other
cause, which would x*each to tho settlemeuta
from which the sub-exodus proceeded, but not
follow the offshoots; hence that in an age highly
historic and civilised in a given geographical
area, there might bo found people with the same
features, traditions, myths, and roots of language
in a barbarous or pre-historic age or condition
outside that geographical area

;
and that, in

consequence, any particular age so identified

might be, or seora to bo, indefinitely long from
the retainers of its characteristic wandering
beyond tbe reach of communication. After
drawing attention to tbe inhabitants of what he
termed the three great centres of colossi, and
which ho designated as Egyptian, Malayan, and
pre-Mayan or Mexican, he illustrated by dia-

grams and drawings the favourite emblems of
these creators of colossi, from which it appeared
that on a broad basis there were both an archi-

tectural and emblematic similarity in their
works, the pyramid, the obelisk, the monolith, and
the elevated platforms being prominent features
in each, the^vorshipof the sun apparently common,
and colossal emblems of the human figure, rep-
tilia.andbirdsabounding. Easter Island, as repre-
senting Polynesia, was included, and the same
physical features and climatic conditions were
found approximating in these different centres.

He expressed a belief that a careful study of
the pootio language of the Singhalese would aid
and stimulate researches iu tho forest-covered
cities of Ceylon; and those of the ancient Maya
(if possible), and the Quiche peoples unravel tho
mystery of the now impenetrable cities of
Mexico and Central America. While these

1
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cities, -with their colossi, were so buried, we had
much to learn of the history of the human
family, and the age in which their colossi wei'e

executed. This part of the question was too

extensive for a single paper, and he would con-

fine himself, by way of illustrating his argument,
to what Boenicd to him the result of an offshoot

from such a preceding wave as ho had auppo.sed,

which he considered had laved its final billow

on the shores of Britain. He first pointed out

that the highly civilised nations of Greece and
Rome were not originators of colossi, but

claborators of tlie raw-material ideas of the

Egyptians, as shown by their exquisite sym-
metry, and the costliness of tho materials of

their gold and ivory colossi. He then gavo a
number of examples of similar accompanying
features in Britain, Egypt, Mexico, and Malaya.

He found parallels of design in tho plans of

some Oriental cities and the horse-shoe of Stone-

henge, in the circle of Copan and those of

Avobnry, the Giant’s Ring, and others; and
finally argued that we had not only these col-

lateral evidences, but actual colossi of the

ancients in these lands, in enormous monoliths,

in venerated idols, as, amongst others, the

celebrated rock, the traditional goddess Audras,
and tho enormous Wihniugtnn Giant, both in

Sussex, and the latter of which is now being
restored, with the consent of the Duke of

Devonshire, and ^Yhich, he quoted Ccesar and
Strabo to show, agreed identically with the

description given by those writers of the vast

Celtic deity to which were sacrificed human
victims, wild beasts, and cattle, and of which
Ccesar says they had many images.

A lecture to working men, delivered by
Professor Siemens, on the subject of “ Fuel,”

attracted a crowded audience at St. George’s

Hall. The subject was dealt with under the

following heads :
— First, “ dThat is Fuel ?

”

second, “ Whence is Fuel derived?” third,

“ How should Fuel bo used?” fourth, “The
Coal Question of To-day fifth, ” Wherein con-

sists the Fuel of tho Sun?” Each of these

points w.is elaborated in a popular manner, the

one dealing with the use of coal being of neces-

sity the most interesting. It was estimated by
the lecturer that if coal were consumed in a

careful and judicious manner the consumption
might be reduced 50 million tons a year, though,

of coarse, such an econoniy would involve a very
considerable e.xpenditux’e of capital. In 1872 no
less than 123,000,000 tons of coal were got up
from the mines of England and Wales as against

83,500,000 in 1802, a fact which led to the con-

clusion that unless economy wore practised the

consumption thirty years hence would be
250,000,000 tons per annum, and that there-

fore progress in effecting economy ought to he
accelerated as much as possible.

A paper on tho question of Railway Amalga-
mation was rend at one of iho meetings by Mr.

B. nanghton, C.E., of Loudon. He pointed out

that objections were entertained both to tho

working of the railways by the State and to tlio

present system of managoinenfc. Tho first

reason was, because the work would bo too

.great for any Government department, and
would be unremimerative

5
and tho second,

because it was regarded as unequal to the

necessities of the age and the wants and
demands of the public. As a onnipronxise

betW' ou both, ho recommended an amalgama-
tion of tho existing railway systems into four

groups, of which three would mn north and
south, from Iiivernoss to Dover by way of

London
;
and the fourth, from Land’s End to

Liverpool, Manchester, and London. He con-

tended that this would produce a smoothness of

action upon the raihrays, and would meet the

ordinary w.ants of the travelling commnnity.
A discussion fullowed, in which l\[r. Botlcy,

Major-General Synge, Mr. F. P. Fellows, Mr. F.

Wilson, Mr. Clnidwick, Professor Leone Levi

and others having addressed tlie section, the

president, in brin:<ing the discussion to a con-

clusion, pointed out that railw<ay3 were not
entirely tlie result of unassisted private enter-

prise, but that they never would have come into

existence at all but for ihe Government which
helped them by giving them great power in

forcing people to sell property, and in conferriug
upon them also a right of way all over the
country, which they could not have obtained
otherwise. As to the purcha.se of railways by
the State, his own opinion was that the Govern-
ment had quite sufficient work on their hands at

present, and that such a scheme would place at

their disposal patronage which would excite

considerable jealousy tluroughout the country.

JsEW ROLLING STOCK FOR THE SOHTH-
EASTERN RAILWAY.

A SUGGESTION'.

The South-Eastern Railway Company are now
engaged in the construction of a large and
valuable addition to their rolling stock, at their

extensive carriage and engine works at Ashford,

which occupies an area of upwards of 12 acres.

The new stock now building, consists of upwards
of 130 first, second, and third class carriages,

all of them on a novel and much improved prin-

ciple
;
and in addition to these there are also in

.

course of construction several largo family

saloon caiTiages, which are to be furnished with

lavatories and closets, and fitted with water-

tanks, and all necessary appliances, for the com-
fort of travellers. The new stock also includes

several luggage and break vans.

The new first-class carriages are forty-four in

number. Those carriages, which are very
roomy and handsome, are 27 ft. long, and 8 ft.

4 in. wide, 7 ft. high in the centre, and 6 ft. in

the doorway, and each passenger has 21 in.

lineal of seat-room. The seats have one elbow
rest in the centre. There are four compart,
meats in each caiTiage, and each compartment
is seated for eight passengers. They are lined

with fine blue cloth, and trimmed with blue and
wh'te cord and laco, into which the company’s
monogram is worked in reversed couples. In
the construction of the new smoking-carriages
in this class, Mr. Mansell’s improvements have
been adopted. In order to obviate the offensive

odour with which tho cloth linings of a first-

class smoking compartment becomes saturated,

the compartments of the new carriages set apart

for this purpose, are lined with dark blue

morocco leather, and the compartments are also

fitted with brass spittoons, which have a slope

towards the centre, and tho contents are dis-

charged through a tube at the bottom. The
floors are covered with oil-cloth. Brass plates,

with chequered surfaces, ai'O also fixed in the

smoking compartments for striking “ vesiivians,”

and the side lights have the legend in frost

work, indicating that they are for smoking.
The whole of the carriages are fitted for tho

electrical communication between passengers

and guard, a.s patented by Mr. Walker, the

electrical engineer to tho company. Over the

seats of passengers in the ordinary first-class

compartments, there is a series of three printed

notices, surrounded by an ornamental gold

border. The central notice, illustrated, ex-

plains tho action of the communication with
guards, and tho consequences of tampering
with it. This is printed in English, French,

and German. The notice on the loft announces
the prohibition of smoking in the compart-
ment, and tho penalty. The notice on the

right contains a caution against opening the

doors, or attempting to alight before tho train

is at rest. On each side of these printed

notices there are framed glass mirrors, 2 ft.

long by 5 in. wide, very decorative, but nn-

doairable in the event of a collision. In ap-

pearance the three classes of carriages are all

very much alike, as to height, colour, and
other features. They are painted crimson

lake in the lower quarters, and picked out

with deep gold, and fine lined with vermilion.

It would be a great advantage if, on all lines,

the first, second, and third class carriages were
painted different colours ;

and greater still if the

same three colours were adopted on all lines, so

that passengers would everywliere at once know
into which carriages to enter. The new brake
and luggage vans are large, strong carriages,

and well adapted for the traffic for which they

are designed. The guard’s compartmeut is in

the centre, which rises above the other carriages

in the train, aud is glazed at the top to the front

and back. The compartment also projects at

tho sides, about 10 in., and is glazed, so that the

guard can command a complete view ofthe line to

front and rear whiloin the open, and in daylight,

aud the head and tail lights and signals after

dark. The whole of the carriages and stock have

been designed by, and built under the Biiperin-

tendence of, Mr. Cudvvorth, the company’s loco-

motive engineer and superintendent, and Mr.

Mansell. It may hero be stated that the whole

of the company’s rolling stock, including loco-

motive engines, carriages, and wagons, are now
manufactured at the works at Ashford, which
may be regarded as the Crewe of the London
and North.Western Company. Upwards of

1,000 artiz'ins are permanently employed at the

works, which has given a considerable impetus

to the trade of Ashford.

BASSENTHWAITE CHURCH, CUMBER,
|

LAND; COMPETITION.
TnE design selected to be carried out is by

Mr. D. Brade, of Kendal,—motto, “ Skiddaw.” i

The second premium, 2ol., has been awarded to '1

design under motto Barf,” by Mr. .T. S. Seymour,
of Carlisle. Mr. Jas. Fergusson, F.R.S., was :i

the referee consulted by the committee.

HEALTH IN BIRMINGHAM.
Wk understand that in one of tho districts of

Birmingham, where an epidemic of typhoid fever'
j

prevailed last summer, the disease has again
j

broken out. The previous outbreak was investi-
I

gated by Dr. Ballard, who censured the local
i

authorities for inattention to drainage. Again
typhoid fever has appeared, and, according to

statements made in a memorial signed by the
residents, the local authorities have been guilty

of neglect of sanitary precautions. A piece of

vacant ground in the midst of a large population
lias been selected as a dep6t for the deposit of

night-soil, which is carted thither by the ser-

vants of the Board. Two c.aso5 of fever exist

in the street where this has been going ou for
|

some weeks.
|

We remember that when three or four years
|

ago (during the meeting of the Social Sciencs
j

Association) the conductor of this journal
|

ventured to point out the dangerous conditions
1

existing in parts of the town, his statements
I

were met with shouts of derision, and, in some
|

quat bers, of abuse, aud the town was pronounced
|

to be the healthiest in England. The anthoritios
|

have had several practical warnings since then.
|

Let them take heed.

THE SLEEPING SALOON ON
THE LONDON AND NORTH-WESTERN

i

RAILWAY.
A SLEEPlN'G-SALOoy has been built by the ;

London and North-Western Railway Company,
;

nt their Wolverton Works, and will be rnn for
i

tho first time between Euston and Perth, on the
I

Ist of October. Some account of it will

probably interest our readers.

The saloon is 30 ft. 6 in. long, 8 ft. wide, and
7 ft. 9 in. high at the centre of the roof (all

outside dimensions). The entrance is by means
of a lobby from side to side

;
tho framing of

the body is of English oak and mahogany panels,

and the under-frame is also of English oak,

the sides of wliich are plated with .j-in. angle
iron, 8 in. by in., and fitted with three pairs

of Mansell’s patent wheels and tyre-fastenings.

The lower part of the body outside is painted
a purple lake, and the upper part with pure
white, the whole being picked out, lined, and
decorated with gold-leaf. The interior of the
saloon, which consists of threo passenger com-
partments and two lavatories, one at each end
(which include water-closets), and having a
corrkloi’ through tho centre, will seat four per.

sons in each compartment by day, and sleep

the same number at night. The arrangements
for tho latter are as follows :—Tiie four seats,

which are made in the frames, in each of the

three compartments, and can easily be drawn
forward so as to meet in the centre, will acoora-

modate two persons at night, and there are

upper berths, covered with a figured cnHon/ne,

for other two persons : these during the day are

suspended against the roof, and being c.arried by
quadrants or lazy-tops, and balance-weights
(unseen), are easily drawn down to a height of

about 4 ft. from the floor at night. To enable

the passengers to reach these berths with ense,

a pair of movable fokling-steps is carried in each

of the compartments, so constructed, by means
of a movable top, as to form a reading or other

table during the day. The interior of the saloon

is handsomely fitted up. The roof is lined with

sycamore panels, and Hungarian ash mouldings.

The sides, ends, and lavatories are of walnut,

with Hungarian ash mouldings, and surmounted
with gold mouldings throughout. The triimniDgs ;

are of a dark blue silk tabaret, and the carpets i

are of crimson pile. The compartments through-

out, and the lavatories, are fitted with mirrors.

Sabborton’s patent ventilator, round the roof

lamp in each of the compat'tmenie, is used as i

part of the ventilating arrangement.

Tho saloon will be run three times a week,

namely, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, from i

London to Scotland, aud from Scotland to

London on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday,
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I Ten shillings in addition to the first class fare

will be the charge made to each passenger for

itho accommodation.

BOTA.L HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

i

SoME of the follows of the Horticultural

Society, especially debenture-holders and cora-

Spoundora, feel a little disquiet in respect of the

present position of affairs, and want to know
what is doing at South Kensington and who is

doing it. Since the old council went out, making
a very poor fight, by the way, and the new
council or quasi council went in, there has been

a dead silence beyond the doors of their meeting-

room. Whispers, or rather echoes of whispers,

have, however, reached the outer body to the

effect that the new council is no council at all,

not having been properly appointed, and that

any acts of theirs would be illegal, eo that the

-old council could not oven negotiate with them
if it were desired. If this be time, we are not

able ourselves to assert it, and that a lawsuit to

settle the legality of the governing body looms

in the distance, coupled with the assertion that

the lease is actually forfeited to the Commis-
sioners of 1851, to whom the Society owes some

30,0001., it is surely time for tho Fellows to look
* into the matter for themselves, and take such

steps as may seem necessary. We have heard it

said that the Commissioners would probably not

object to release tho Society from all their obliga-

tions, pay the debentures (lO.OOOL), and take to

the gardens for the use of the public. But, of

-course, there would be two words as to that.

Anyhow, something must bo done.

A PLAN OF PARIS IN RELIEF.

Tfie central transept of the Palais de I’ln-

•dustrie, Paris, is at present occupied by a novel

1 exhibition. It is a vast raised plan of “ Parts

I Besieged,” minutely mathematically executed by
I the well-known engineer officer, Colonel Lienard.

. It is imbedded in the ground-floor of the Palais,

- and exactly situated with respect to tho current

I
of the Seine. The scale adopted is of one

millimetre per metre. This proportion, which

I

is sufficiently largo to give an accurate idea of

tho plane dimensions of the territory, would nob

be so with regard to the heights indicated. The

(

visitor’s point of sight is inverted : he sees as

though from a balloon. The scale has therefore

been doubled for tho city monuments and the

i

natural elevations of the ground. Tiiis fiction

admitted, it is found that the position of tho

forts and batteries of the first and second zone,

I that of the villages, battlefields, and forests, is

! very accurately described. Tlie plan has been

[
constructed for a strategical purpose, for the

instruction of military stndents and officers. It

is easy to judge from this reproduction that tho
“ circle of iron ” was no vain picturesque

phrase. Every Prussian gun is modelled and
luounted. The fatal hills of Chatillon, Lhay,

and Fontenay.aux-Roses are marked with the

number of men who fell there
;

as are tho

plains of Bourget, Charapigny, and Buzenval,

where the forlorn hope of the besieged was
finally wrecked. Tho gener.al aspect of the

plan is marvellously picturesque. The green

powder representing plains and lawns
;

the

dried moss which forms the forests
;
the gla«3

river, and plaster of Paris houses and monu-
mcnts, are all executed with mnoh artistic taste,

and not a litMo precision. In a few points

Cnl. Lienard has been led into errors by fol-

lowing too literally the imperfect ordnance maps
p distributed by tho Ministry of War. Tiie entire

i mass of Paris buildings is unduly diminished in

i area. Several small villages are not indicated,

T and one hamlet appears on the plan which has

}j no existence whatever in reality ! But with tho

B imperfect materials at Ins command Colonel

ij Xionard has done all that could be expected.

Tho plan, completed aud corrected, will be
u permanently established in a week or two in the

ground of the old Ministry of Fin.ance, in the

j Rue do Rivoli. It will then be surrounded by a

>1 p.annrama extending the plan to St. Germain,
1 VeraaiDes,—in a circuit of about tbii-ty miles
‘j round P.aris. The whole will be eventually

1 transported to the Invalides, where a fine collec-

J tion of raised plans already exists.

New Docks at Wemyss .—

k

spacious new
k dock, built by Mr. Wemyss, of Wemyss Castle,

1 at a coat of about 10,0001., has boen opened at

7 West Wemyss, a port in Fifeshire.

THE CASTLE OF EWIAS HAROLD.

The “ Castellaria Aluredi E-wias,” of Domes-
day, was a tract, the particulai'S of which are

not known, but which no doubt lay among those

lines of hill and valley which converge like the

fingers of a hand upon tho Worm and the

Monnow, between tho Golden Vall-y and the

Black Mountain, and form the aoutli-western

portion of tho county of Hereford. The actual

castle, “ Castellum Iiwias,” stands about six

miles within tho b')rder, aud about throe miles

outside or west of the presumed line of Offas

Dyke at this point. The country is billy, but

fertile, well worth tho defence, for wliich it

affords many natural advantages. The imrae-

diate position is chosen with great skill, though

it required an immense application of liuman

labour to make it an almost impregnable fortress

against the fierce and active hordes of Welshmen
whose alienated patrimony it was intended to

grasp. While the Mound of Builbh remains an
evidence of English rule, that of Ewias can
scarcely bo regarded as the advanced post, tho
“ Castle Dangerous,” upon the British territory

;

but it must nevertheless at all times have boon
a post of very groat danger, and have borne,

with Kilpeck, the brunt of the ordinary and
frequent attacks of the men of South and West
Wales upon Hereford.
In selecting tho position advantage was taken

of a tongue of high land, broad towards the west
and north, but which came rapidly to a narrow
and almost abrupt termination in a point about
300 ft. above and within the junction of the two
adjacent streams. Of these the larger flows

along the northern front of tho position, and tho

smaller down a deep valley along its southern

front. The two meet a few score yards below
the high ground

;
and upon the loft or further

bank of tho larger stream, and a short distance

above the junction, is the church, and attached

to it the village, to which the castle and its

English lord have given the discinguisliing name.
It was decided to convert the point or eastern

end of the high ground into tlie proposed strong

place, and to form thus, in the northern fashion,

an isolated mound. With this intent a broad
and deep ditch was cub across tho ridge, curved
so as to embrace about one-half of the future

elevation. At its north end tho ditch was
carried straight dovvn the bill-side towards the
brook. At its south end it came to rather a
sharp conclusion, running out upon a natural

bank and slope. Here, however, it was in some
sort resumed at a lower level, aud ended in a
shallow ditch at the southern or principal

entrance to the castle. The part thus isolated

by the ditch formed the circular base of a mound
ofabont 120 yards diameter and about 30 ft. high.

Tills the addition of the soil from the ditch

raised to about 70 ft., and thus gave it, inthe
military sense, a command over the adjacent part
of tho original ridge. On its opposite, or eastern

side, the mound does not descend at once towards
the junction of the waters, but at its foot is a
broad semicircular platform, which covers its

east, north-east, aud south-east fronts, and from
tho outer or convex edge of which descends a
steep slope towards the water, which is again suc-

ceeded by slopes of a far more gentle character,

and which are not included in tho military

works.
A fair general idea of this stronghold may be

given by suppo.siug a circular platform of 20i)

yards diameter to be bordered on the east and
adjacent sides by a steep natural slope falling

from its edge, and on the west and a^djacent

sides by a steep artificial slope falling to its

edge. Then on tho western margin is placed a
conical table mound, 60 ft. or 70 ft. high, and
about 120 yards diameter at the base, which
necessarily converts the western slope into the

further side or counterscarp of a ditch, and
reduces the eastern side to an open crescent-

shaped platform. Such is tho original jilau of

the Castle of E'-vias, and such its present

appearance after tho compl-’te removal of the

masonry which for about 600 years adorned or
encumbered its eaitliworks.

The top of the mound is oval, about 3 1 yards
north and south by 40 yards east and west.

Upon it has stood a shell keep, either cirenhar or

ma'^y-sided, about 30 yards diameter. Althougli

no masonry remains, the outline of the keep is

plainly indicated by the trench -which lins

been dug while the foundations -were being
grubbed up. The keep seems from this to have
stood, not in the centre, but nearer the eastern

margin of the mound, probably to allow room
for a couple of exterior towers, or perbap’ a

gate-house, which seems to liave stood where
now are some circular pits. Towers would be
well placed on this the weakest side, so as to

give a still greater command over the approach
along the high ground. There is no trace of any
regular ascent to the keep,—no mark of an
original winding path up the mound, that now
in use being evidently very modern. The
side is so steep that no wheeled carriage could

ascend it, and scarcely any heavily-laden horse.

Probably the way up lay by a direct flight of

steps, as at Hawarden and Carisbrook.

There is no trace of a well. The material of

tho keep was evidently a hard schistone bed of

tho old red sandstone, fragments of which are
seen in the excavations.

The ontei’ ward or crescent-shaped platform,
below and west of the keep, runs out to a point
towards the southern end, but to the north or
north-west it is stopped at a breadth of about
42 yards by the prolongation of the keep ditch.

The bre idth of the ward at its greatest is about
GO yards. Along tho north-west front it is

strengthened by large earth-banks thrown up
from ihe coutiguons ditch, but elsewhere the
natural slope of from 30 ft. to -40 ft., steeply

scarped, needed neither ditch nor bank. This
ward had a curtain wall along its outer edge, of

which the foundation diggings remain open. The
north-west end was coutinued up the raouud,

and probably the circuit on tho opponite side

u'as completed in a similar way, so as to make
tho mound and keep, as at Tamworth and Dur-
ham, a part of the general enceiute. A group

of excavations shows that this ward contained a
considerable number of domestic buildings

placed in its north-eastern and eastern part,

near to the curtain wall. At the foot of tho

mound to the north is a sort of notch in the line

of bank, possibly indicating a postern. The
:

main approach evidently rose gradually from the

village bridge, and skirted the foot of tho

eastern slops of the outer ward nearly to its

south end, where it turned inwards and entered

that ward by a roadway or slight cutting.

There is no trace of masonry to be seen
within or about the castle enceinte ; the matorial

seems to have been in request as building stone,

and to have been everywhere collected aud even
grubbed up with most covetous care. There is

a limekiln on the south side, near tlie line of the

entrance, no doubt built of the materials of the
castle, and a sort of house, now a shed, between
it and the brook, but the material shows no mark
of the tool and no old mortar.

There are some mounds between the castle and
the brooks, possibly thrown up on the occasion

of some attack by the enemy. Dn the other or
high side there are no outworks nor any indica-

tions either of attack or defence.

There are no remains of the priory, which was
evidently attached to the parish church ? This
is a good-sized building, recently repaired or

restored, and in excellent order. It is coinposod

of a tower, nave, south porch, and chancel. The
nave has been so completely restored that littlo

of old work is to be seen in its walls or roof. It

is probably in substance of Decorated date,

judging from the buttresses on tho south side.

The porch is new. The chancel has in the north
wall a sepulchral recess, of Decorated pattern,

covering the original recumbent figure of a
female with her bands in prayer, holding what
looks like a covered cup. In the south wall are

two lancet windows of one light, under Pointed

recesses, and between them a late Deco’ated
window of two lights, trefoiled, with a plain

four-sided opening in the head. The whole is in

a round-headed recess. The arch into tho navo
is new.
The tower is the best part of the church. It

is of large size, square, and short for its size,

probably having had aiio’her story. It rests

upon a bold plinth, about 5 ft. 6 in. high, at tho

top of which is a bold half-j’ound cordon, with a
band. The BOuth-we=t angle is covered by tlie

pilaster buttresses, of 8 ft. 6 in. bre.adtb, and a
foot projection, which die into tlie tower, near
the present summit. In this an^lo is a well-

stair. In tho south side is an unusnally large

door, of 8 ft. opening, with high lancet arch. In
the centre of the flat jamb on each side is a half

column, 2 ft. diameter, with a watrr-bcaring
monldin", and a sort of bell-cap, with several

hands of moulding above it. The arch is plainly

chamfered, aud the cordon of the tower i.s car-

ried round it as a hood. Above this i.s a clumsy
windo'A- of two lancet lightsuiidern pointed hearl,

very plain. Above this again is n small broad
window, with a trefuilod head, and above all

an E irly English window of three lights.
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The Ancient Castle of Ewias Harold.—Ground Plan.

i

•with three-qnarter shafts before each mnllion,

with bell-caps. la the nooks of each jamb are

two similar shafts, seven in all. The head is a
drop pointed arch, plainly chamfered. There
is a window similar to this in the north wall.

The church contains nothing earlier than
this mixture of the Early English with the
Decorated style. The masonry of the castle

was, probably from its plan, of a late Norman,
or transitional date. The earthworks are of

the regular Herefordshire type; such are at-

tributable to the English of the early part

of the tenth centnry. They resemble generally,

in the possession of a mound, those of Kilpeck

andBiiilth, Caerleon and Cardiff, of Brecon, Aber-
gavenny, and mauy places in this county or dis-

trict. No doubt this and the similar works

were thrown up when the early Saxon inroads

were made into Wales, and were the strongholds

of the invading chiefs.

Ewias Harold certainly does not bear the

name of its founder, and that founder was
probably as completely forgotten in the

eleventh century as now.
There are two places called Ewias in Here-

fordshiro, distinguished by the names of their

eleventh.century owners, as Ewias Lacy and

Ewias Harold. Both are mentioned in Domes-
day, and both as the seats of a castelry, a sort

of honour or superior lordship attached to the

castle. Under the lands of the church of Here-

ford, we are told that “ in the manors of Dode-

legie and Stane are ten hydes, all waste save

one in Dodelegie. Of the nine, one part is ‘ in

castellaria Alnredi Ewias,’ and the other in the
j

King’s enclosed land.”
j

Another entry explains that Alured was Alured
:

de Merleberge or of Marleborough, a great tenant

in chief, especially in Wiltshire. We read,

“Alured de M. holds the Castle of Ewias of

William the King. For that king conceded to

him the lands which William the Earl [Fitzosbern
of Hereford] had given to him. Who refortified

[rojirmaverit] this castle.” Of it held seven
j

knights, whose Christian names are given,

besides other persons. The castle was then
valued at 101. Agnes, the daughter of Alured,
married Turatan of Wigmore.
How or when Alured gave up the castle does

not appear ;
but in 1100 it was held by a certain

Harold, also a large tenant in Domesday, though
not in Herefordshire. He is called “Heraldus

I

films comitis Iladulphi,” and as such held the castle,” of which, 4 Ed. III., he enfeoffed ii

I

Sudeley, in Gloucestershire. Earl Ralph, called John de Cleydon. He died 21 Ed. III. John,.
,

I the Timid, was the Earl of Hereford who was his eldest son, died before him, and as early a& B

! beaten by the Welsh and English forces in 1055, ' 12 Ed. III. he had enfeoffed his grandson, Roger
^

when his son was a mere child. Ralph was a la Warre, and Elizabeth his wife, with Ewias 'W

j

considerable man by descent, being great grand-
,
Castle and Manor. i|

j

son of gEthelred and great nephew to the
!

Roger la Warre died 41 Ed. III., seized of
’Jj

I

Confessor. Harold probably obtained some of Ewias Harold, and was succeeded by John, his «
' his father’s possessions when he came of age, ' son. 13 Rich. II., Sir John do Moutaente, son., g
and Ewias may have been port of them. He is seized of Ewias Harold, and three Wiltshire «
and his descendants were liberal donors to ' fees in the Honour of Eivias, and Teffout-Evvias,.

'

j

St. Peter’s, Gloucester, in its behalf founding
' the Priory near the Castle of Ewias.

Toe names and order of Harold’g sons are

preserved in the Gloucester Cartulary, and they

correct Dugdale and all other authorities. They
were Robert, Roger, John (to whom bis father

gave Sudeley, aud whose issue were barons),

Alexander, and William. Robert de Ewias, the

eldest, is described in the Gesta Stephani as
“ vir stemmatis ingenuissimi.” According to

the Liber Niger, he held m capite upwards of

forty-seven fees, the mesne tenants of which
|

were twenty knights. Dugdale mentions only

'

twenty-two fees, aud confounds him with a'

second Robert, his sou, also Lord of Ewias. The
\

elder Robert had by his wife Sybilia, Robert, i

and Richard de Ewias, wh) left a daughter and
heiress, Sybilia, who married Philip Spenser, '•

and left issue.

Robert de Ewias, the third owner of the castle,

and the second baron, married Petronilla. He
was living 1194-6. He also left a Sybilia,

daughter and heiress of Ewias. She married,

j

first, Robert de Tregoz ;
second, William de

! Newmarch, whom she married during her

father’s lifetime, in the reign of Richard I. He
was living 11 John. Third, Roger de C ifford,

probably the second bi'other of William de C.

From this match spring the Earls of Cumber-
land. Newmarch bad no children. Sybilia was
dead 20 Hen. III., and was followed by her son,

Robert de Tregoz, slain at Evesham 1265. He
I

was father of John and Henry, father of a line

of barons who ended about 1-105.

John de Tregoz died 1300, leaving two co-
j

heirs, Clarice and Sybil. Clarice, who died;

29 Ed. I., married Roger la Warre, and had
John, aged 23, in 1300; and Sybil married Sir!

William de Grandison, ancestor in the female
|

line of the St. John’s, Viscounts Grandison. In

the partition, John la Warre had the “ body of
|

in Wilts, besides other Ewias lands in Hereford-

shire. 18 Rich. II, these same lands were hold
by Margaret, wife of Sir John Montacute, hart, j

and 10 Hen. IV., by Thomas do Montacute, Earl

of Salisbury.

The nature of this alienation is obscure
;
for,

in the midst of it, 22 Rich. II., Sir John de la

Warre and Elizabeth bis wife are seized of the
;

Castle of Ewias Harold. However, there seems
to have been an actual and permanent alienation J

to the Montacutes
;

for, 7 Hen. VI., Thomas, .5

Earl of Salisbury, has Ewias Harold. Thence 1
it passed to the Beauchamps, of w'hom Joan, 1
widow of Sir William Beauchamp, of Berga-

venuy, had the castle, vill, and lordship in 14
Hen. VI.

;
and finally the Beauchamp heir,

Edward Nevile, Lord Abergavenny, died seized '

of the castle, &c., in Herefordshire, and of
Teffont-Ewias, in Wiltshire.

G. T. C.

NEW BOSTON, UNITED STATES.

The groat fire at Chicago two years ago se

astonished the world with the vastness of the

destruction occasioned by it that the catastrophe

at Boston 'which followed shortly afterwards,
”

although in itself almost as disastrous, seemed

to be comparatively unnoticed, and to excite bufc

little comment. The rebuilding of Chicago, to

which we have drawn attention, has been carried

on with such vigour and energy as to astonish

the Americans themselves, so rapid has been the

restoration of the city
;
and amid the wonder

which the energy of the inhabitants of the

“capital of the West” has drawn forth, the

restoration of its Eastern rival has been carried

on quietly but surely, almost unheeded, and

without exciting even that curiosity which its

destruction caused.
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:v,l Less than twelve months ago a large portion

of the city of Boston was reduced to ashes
;
at

< the present moment hardly a trace of the fire

remains
;

the burnt district has been almost
entirely restored. Help in money and materials

:2J poured in from all sides; Chicago herself, which
abut a short time previously had been the object
' of Boston’s charity, returned her gift with
a; interest ;

but the people of the stricken city did
dnot sit do^Mi to count their losses and ask for
help,—they at once set about repairing the

u damage their homes had suffered, and as soon
'lias the flames were extinguished braced them-

pelves to the task of restoring the ruins. Follow.

I

ing the example of her younger sister, Boston
was not long in removing the traces of the
sudden catastrophe that had overtaken her

;
and

next to the rapidity with which the fiames
wrought their work of destruction, nothing could
exceed the vigour with which the new buildings
were erected. Taking those that are already
finished as a criterion of the whole, the new
structures will be much handsomer, and of a
better class than those that they replace. The
walls are heavy and firm, the material is of good
::ii ility, and the architecture is, in American
eyes, as nearly perfect as the wants of the bus!-
ness men whonre to locate there will allow. As
a rule, the buildings are not more than four or
five stories high, and every possible protection
that can be practically applied has been adopted
against tlie recurrence of another conflagration.
" In a very short time,” says the Boston Post,
“ it will again bo a matter of history that a
person could stand at the head of Bromfield-
street and look out upon the liarbour, with its

islands and its commerce, for the view is already
nigh shut out. The whole area of the acres

gthat were so terribly swept over by the fire now

g
bristles with stagings, derricks, and hoisting

ygear, and with the network of guys and tackle
P the tangled state of affairs is almost bewilder-
* ing, even to those who once thonght they could

2
successfully shape their course across this

1 quarter of tlie city.

| The scene is one of the busiest activity.

5 Almost every lot in the district is in a state of
S improvement, and large piles of the worthless-
u looking material have disappeared. What ro-

J
mains is being rapidly sorted and saved for new

9 structures, or carted away to fill the neighbour-
B ing flats. Tliere are, indeed, large quantities of

g
brick and stone that look formidable enough at

j first sight, but in many cases the trenches for
D the walls have been opened around them, and
B the basement full of bricks is looked upon as
9 so mnch stock already paid for and ready on the

Owing to the time when the street commis-

g
sioners were able to give builders their lines
upon other streets, the greatest progress has

J naturally been made upon the old portion of

Pearl-street, High-street, and the southerly side
of Sommer, the greater part of which localities

are now covered with buildings finished or
well advanced. But the question of boundaries
is now settled, and everything moves simul-
taneously from Washington - street down to

^
Broad, and from Summer to Kilby. The army

B of workmen that throngs the streets leading
I out of tho district at noon and in the even-
ff ing is large enough to remind one of the
It crowds of labourers that fill tho streets of our
9 large manufaoturiug cities, and tlie result of

their daily labour it is hard to approximate.
The progress that is made is most encouraging,
the changes being noticeable even to the daily
passor-by.”
The greater number of the burnt buildings

have already been ro-erected, most of them ia a
more solid and imposing manner than before, and
building operations are being carried on so
quickly that where a few months ago the ground
was covered with blackened ashes to the extent
of hundreds of acres, now and more commodious
houses have sprung up.
As in Chicago, so in Boston, many of the larger

edifices are faced with stone
;
this material is

however used to a very limited extent, enough
X only being employed to give an appearance of

richness to the front of the building, and there
t is a sameness of design about the buildings
which gives a certain amount of monotony to the

21 long avenues of houses with which Boston
li abounds. The fire, however, cannot be said to

have been an unmixed evil : for, though the city

was not the mixture of hnts and palaces which
could have been seen at Chicago before tho fire

I at the latter place, yet it possessed many blocks
1 of poor houses which will hardly be rebuilt now,

'P and tho work that is going on will certainly

improve its appearance to a wonderful extent.

The “new ” part, indeed, already surpasses the
other portions of the city.

FRANCIS PRICE, HIS PATRONS AND
HIS BOOK.

There is a work well known to old building
workmen and writers on constructive carpentry
and joinei-y, called “ The British Carpenter.”
The first edition of the book dates back to the
year 1733, but the success that attended its

first publication led to repeated editions up to

1759, when the fourth edition, considerably
enlarged, was published, illustrated with sixty,

two copperplates. Connected with this book
there are one or two matters which are worth
notice. As it was customary in tho eighteenth
century to cast about for noble patrons when an
author was about printing his book, Francis
Price did not form an exception. “ The British

Carpenter ” is dedicated to the “ Right Honour,
able Algernon, Earl of Hertford, Baron Percy,”
&c. As the dedication is short, and characteristic

of the period, we quote it here:—“My lord,

your natural inclination to encourage arts makes
mo presume to lay this treatise of carpentering
at your lordship’s feet, hoping it not unworthy
your patronage, since it is part belonging to

architecture. As this branch of building has
never been usefully treated of, I have endea-
voiired to explain it so as to render it useful

;

therefore, nothing more is wanting to recom-
mend it to tho world, and secure it from malice
and envy, but the protection of so noble a patron.
I am, my lord, your lordship’s most obedient
and dutiful servant, Francis Price.” The above
patron was the Algernon who was created Earl
of Northumberland in 174'9. This Algernon
was tho sou of Lady Elizabeth Percy, the
daughter of the eleventh earl, who died at

Turin in 1670, and in whom the chief male lino

became extinct. Beforetbis Algernon succeeded
to the title through bis mother’s blood, his father
being Charles Seymour, Duke of Somerset,
there was legal warfare carried on for a long
time, several persons claiming to be of tho
blood of the Percies; among the rest, a Dublin
trunk-maker. So much en passant about the
patron of Price’s “British Carpenter.” Of more
value and interest infinitely, however, is the
fact that Price’s treatise met the approbation of
three other worthies, well known to fame. On
the emblematical frontispiece to the work, in
tablet form, the following commendation ap-
pears :

—“ June the 2Sth, 1733.—Having perused
this Treatise of Carpentery, compiled by Mr.
Francis Price, we think it a very useful and
instructive piece, and as such recommend it to

every one concerned in works of that kind.

N. Hawksmoor.
Jno. James.
Ja. Giubs.”

The first named was no other than Nicholas
Hawksmoor, the pupil of Sir Christopher Wren

;

and the last, James Gibbs, the architect of St.

Martin’s and St. Mary-le-Strand. John James
was the architect of the well-known church,
St. George’s, Hanover-square.
Among the plates of Price’s work is a section

of the timber work of the dome of St. Paul’s,

with part of its plan, showing the cone of brick,
work within the dome and a section of the sur-
mounting cupola. The drawing is marked as
“ taken in 1733.” The whole of the plates in

the book bear the names of “ F. Price, delin.,”

and “ Toms, sculp.,” and are very well executed.
In connexion with the plates and tho descriptive

letterpress, they are all marked alphabetically,

and more singular still is the fact that the
descriptive letterpress of each plate commences
with an engraved initial letter from A to Z con-
secutively. No matter what letter marked the
plate, the opening word of the descriptive letter,

press of that plate began with the same letter.

The only omission being the letter J. The letter

I being repeated. Although the author includes
X as the initial letter to the letterpress of the
plates marked X., yet he was unable to find
a word commencing with that letter that would
answer his purpose, so he was driven to reoom-
mence with another letter of smaller dimensions
inside tho enlarged initial letter. Whether
Francis Price carried out what he considered a
system in this arrangement of his subject, or
whether it may bo put down as a whim, the
reader may judge. There is a “ Supplement to
the British Carpenter” containing Palladio’s
Orders of Architecture, with ornaments of doors
and windows, &c. The work of Francis Price, as

a whole, ia still a very useful one ; but while
Pain, Nicholson, and others have found a succes-
sion of new editors, bringing down their works
and making them suitable to present wants,
Price has not been so fortunate. “ Tho British
Carpenter” has, however, been used by many as
a storehouse from 1733 to our day, and those
who have been indebted to the work have rarely
acknowledged their indebtedness.

Tho trammel used in builders’ workshops for
describing an ellipse is called in many parts of
the kingdom, “ Price’s Trammel.” Though
described in his work, it was in use before his
day, if not in form, at least in principle. On the
title-page of bis volume our author is described
as “ late surveyor of the Cathedral Church of
Salisbury, and author of a series of observations
on that admirable structure.” Though we find the
name of “ Price’s British Carpenter ” mentioned
in several directories, we have been unable to
discover any but the most scant particulars of
the life and practice of the author, who, from
his constructive designs, deserves the title of
architect as well as surveyor.

COLLEGE OF ST. PAUL, KNUTSFORD,
CHESHIRE.

This building, which we illustrate by a general
view, and plan of the ground-floor, and of which
the Lord Bishop of Chester laid the foundation-
stone on the 24bh instant, is now in course of
erection on a site well adapted to the purpose,
and 40 acres in extent, about two miles from
tho quaint old town of Knutsford, and distant
sixteen miles from Manchester. The college is

intended to afford a first-class education in

accordance with the principles of the Church of
England, and on the models of the great schools
at Winchester, Harrow, &c., and will accommo-
date 500 students and 24 resident masters.
Reference to the engravings will show the
accommodation afforded in the ground-story.
The first floor is mainly devoted to seventy
studies of various dimensions; the dormitories
for the junior students, with a window between
each pair ofbeds, and with lavatories at the ends;
and the dining-hall, a noble room, 130 ft. long
and 35 ft. wide, with an open-timbered and
boarded roof. On the second and third floors

sleeping accommodation is provided for the
remainder of tho students, each having a cubicle
with a separate window. The arrangements for
water-supply, ventilation, hot and cold baths,
are understood to have been well considered. A
cloister with traceried windows and buttresses
runs round the quadrangle, and affords easy
access to the various rooms on the ground-floor.
Tho central tower is 24 ft. square at the base,
and is upwards of 170 ft. high, and the lower
story, being open on all sides, will form a hand-
some entrance to the building.

The materials employed are deep red bricks,
tuck pointed with black mortar, for the external
walls, and for the inside cloister, tower stair-
cases, and the upper portion of internal walls of
dining-hall ; the staircases and landings being fire-

proof. The lavatories are lined with glazed tiles,

as also the kitchen, larder, and other parts. Tho
architectural features of the fronts, includinf’-

tho panelled parapets, are of red brick, together
with the labels, strings, and devices. Very little

stone is nsed, and that is of red colour
;
and the

roofs are to bo covered with dun-coloured tiles.

The whole of this part of the work is from the
designs, and is being carried out under the super-
intendence, of Messrs. Pennington & Bridgen,
of Manchester, architects.

To Messrs. Goldie & Child has been entrusted .

the erection of the chapel, which is connected
with the college by a cloister, 150 fd. long, and
is on the plan of a Latin cross, the head of
which forms the sacrarium, the transepts being
for the use of visitors and servants. The belfry,

of brick and stone, over the choir-arches, rises

to a height of 120 ft. ; the choir itself bein"
vaulted. At the west end of the chapel, and over
tho ante-chapel, is a lofty triforium, forminn- an
organ-chamber. The internal fittings are to be
of the moat ornate character, the seats being of
richly-carved oak, the pavement tesselated, and
granite shafts being freely used in the arcading
aud piers of the great arches. The materials,
externally, will be red brick, to accord with the
college buildings, with dressings of stone. We
may be able to illustrate the chapel, on a future
occasion. It is expected that the buildings will
be completed by Christmas, 1874. Mr. William
Southern, of Manchester, is contractor for all

the works : the contract for the college being
36,0001., and for the chapel, 14,0001.
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THE SWIMMING-BATH AT WARWICK.
The operations connected with the oonetruc-

,ion of the batliin<r.place in St. Nicholas-meadow
ire completed. The dimonsions of the bath are
idH ft. in length by 40 fc. in breadth

j
at the

hallow end, the depth ia 2 ft. G in,, and at the
ieep end 7 ft. The bath ia inclosed on either
ide by embankments, varying from 9 ft. to
.0 ft. in height, and planted with evergreen
hrnbs. These effectually prevent bathers from
leing overlooked. The entrance to the bath is

[iagnnal. On the river aide the bath runs
larallcl; and on the land side it is also parallel
or the greater portion of its extent, but the
stremities are narrowed to the sluice-gate and
0 the exit into the river to prevent accuinula-
ions of mud and silt. Two flights of brick
teps, built opposite to each other in the middle
f the bath, where the depth is 4 ft. G in,, serve
t once for easy ingress and egress, and indicate
0 non.swimmers the greater and dangerous
epth which lies beyond. There are also two
mailer flights of steps on the land side at the
hallow end

;
and it is proposed to place a flight

f wooden steps at the deep end. Tho floor of
ho bath is lined with a thick bed of gravel, and
Dr a considerable distance from the shallow end
oncrete grouting is added, so as to afford a non-
ielding and agreeable foothold to bathers. The
mils of the bath are concrete, and vary in
hickness from 4 ft. to 5 ft. at their base to 18 in.
t the top. Between 500 and 600 cubic yards of
Dnereto have been used in the construction of
16 walls ; and in the excavations for tho work
etween 3,000 and 4,000 cubic yards of earth
ave been displaced. The labour account
mounts to 330i., out of the original estimate of
50?. Difficulties with the soil, drains, and wet
eather occurred. For cleansing out the bath a
nice is provided at the upper end of the bath,
id a well at tho lower end, near the exit, which
8 ft. in width, to allow swimmers to go out
to tho river at specified hours of the day. The
hole of the work, from the preparation of
•awings to the personal superintendence of the
orkmeu, has been carried out by Mr. E.
fitchard, C.B., the borough surveyor. As to
st, it is expected that the original estimate
II bo exceeded by about 50Z. Towards the
'0?. required there is a legacy of 200?. left by
0 late Mr. Richard Greaves; 50?. added by his
dow ; and 100?. given by Mr. Alderman Dale.

THE SOIL OF ST. GILES’S.
Du. Ross, in his annual report of tho vestry of

Giles, Bloomslmry, says,—" The soil on
lich the district lies is a breadth of gravel,
th occasional patches .several feet deep of clay,
im resting upon it. Thegravel commences at
3 north, near Tavistock-sqnare, and on the
bt by an oblique line through Woburn.place to
unswick-square, where the London clay crops
the surface. On the south it extends, gettino-
3pcr as it fulls, to tho Strand

;
and on the

at it runs through Marylebone and Ken.
gton, where it is mixed with clay, to the
lurbs. Supposing such a site to be in its
iural state, it would be difficult to conceive
J better adapted to promote the health of
•sons living upon it. The stratum of gravel,
:ing all the surface drainage, polluted thou"-h
night be by animal excrement and decayino-
'ctation, would purify it as it percolated
ongh

;
and, by giving it rapid passage to the

•er stratum, would prevent the dampness of
1 air, which is caused by exhalations from
th soaked with moisture, and from stagnant
>!s. St. Giles’s should thus have a drv, pure, and
iperate atmosphere, as compared'with those
ts of London which rest upon a cold, wet
jntive clay soil. Unfortunately these ad’
tages have been well.nii-h destroyed. In
er to make suitable roads and sewers, the
vel has been overlaid many feet in depth,
h a ‘ made ’ soil consisting of old brick rub.
lb and black earth saturated with the leakage
n gas-pipPB, brick.sewers, and cesspoofs,
ough which the local surface drainage cannot
lily penetrate. The sewers are usually
•ied to a great depth, and inasmuch as it has
a tho practice until tho last year for the con-
itors to cart away the gravel dug out of the
iches, and to fill in witli rubbish, the filtration
I'Ugh the gravel has been arrested, and our
-itifiil squares, surrounded on all sides by
era and a made soil, arc liable to become
ip from retaining an undue quantity of water.
r board, seeing this evil, has wisely ordered

' tho contractors shall fill in the trenches in

future with gravel.” Aud it is to bo hoped that
this order will bo rigidly adhered to.

LIGHTNING AND LIGHTNING RODS.
A PAPER on this subject, read before tho

Meteorological section of the Franklin Institute
of Pennsylvania, is being printed in the Journal
of tho Institute. We extract tho following from
a part of it already published:

—

The closer rods are applied to the walls of a
building the better; indeed, it is absolutely
necessary to attach tho rod directly to the
object to be protected, to insure safety, for iu
no other way can we guard against the return
stroke, which kills more people and destroys
more property than the direct stroke.
The rod mustnot be placed at a distance from

the object to be protected, nor pass over nor
through rings of glass or other insulators. Iu.
sulators are not only useless but aro positively
dangerous before rain falls

;
after rain falls they

acquire some degree of conijucting power; at
beat, tliey are entirely useless ns a means of
safety, make an insecure fastening and allow the
rod to rattle sufficiently to disturb sick or
nervous people at all seasons of the year. Tiieir
use should be discontinued, and some method
taken to induce parties, having rods upon their
buildings which are insulated, to remove the
glass. It ia a physical impossibility for any object
to bo injured by lightning if the conditions of
safety, known to be demanded, are fully com-
plied with.

NEW REREDOS IN CARLISLE
CATHEDRAL.

There isnowboing erected inCarlisleCathedral
a now_ reredos, from the designs of Mr. Street,
R.A., in place of the blank wall and screen which
formerly stood behind the communion-table. It
is built on what appears to be tlie foundation of
the old screen or reredos. This crossed the
choir one bay west of the east wall of the choir,
leaving a passage-way connecting the north and
south aisles. The design of the reredos baa
been of necessity so made as to avoid as much
as possible any interference with the e.ast
window, on which so much of the beauty and
effect of the choir depends. It consists of an
arcade of five divisions in the centre above the
altar, and of a simpler arcade of three divisions
on each side. The centre arcade has trefoiled
arches, with gablets above, finished with figures
of angels

; the panels aro to be filled up with
mosaic. The arcades on each side of the centre
have their panels filled with inlaid marble. The
crossing of the arches ia very much after the
fashion of that in the early arcading in the choir
aisles. It is the intention of the Dean and
Chapter to erect screens of correspondin'^'
character on tho north and south sides of the
altar, and open traceried oak screens under the
other arches between these and' the choir stalls,
and to lay down new pavement in tho choir, as
well as to erect a new bishop’s throne. The
reredos has been executed by Mr. Earp.

GL.A.SS GROUND BY STORMS.
Sir, At the fishing village of Boulmer, on tho

Nortlmmbrian coast, I have just seen an instance
of the power of wind [sand] to obscure glass.
My attention was drawn by the occupier of a
house hero to the severity of the climate, when
he pointed to one of his windows, and showed
me that some of the panes of glass in it were
completely obscured or “ground” by the action
of the wind and sand blown against them. The
ob.scuration is so complete, that when a pane
was broken, and a glazier came to replace it,
ho exclaimed, “I did not know you wanted
ground glass, I have only brought it clear”
“ Never mind,” said my informant, “ tho wind
and sand will soon obscure the new pane.” The
window has a south-eastern aspect, and the
house is placed at the edge of low cliffs, the
basaltic rocky seashore being at their bases.
The panes presented various degrees of obscura
tion, according to the period since which they
had been inserted, some being new and clear,
others partially “Kroimd,” and others totally so
by the action of the wind and sand.

I should note, that what little sand there is on
this rocky shore is composed of porphyritic or
basalt rocky particles, which may account for its
power of obscuriog glass. [The “sand process ”
accounts for it.]

Have any of your readers met with any similar
instance of the power of wind to obscure glass ?•

F . R, Wilson.

THE NEW TOWNHALL FOR WELSH-
POOL.

In consequence of frequent complaints being
made by her Majesty’s judges of assize, of the
very inefficient accommodation afforded by the
courts erected at Welshpool,- in 1835-6, and
after many attempts to remedy the same, plans
were drawn up by Mr. Benjamin Lay, of Welsh-
pool, architect, and submitted to the couuty
magistrates in 18G9, asking their approval and
co-operation, which was granted, but on being
placed before tho corporation for confirmation,
they were rejected. Iu consequence of further
complaints from the borough justices in 1873,
amended plana were drawn by Mr. Lay, who
was

^

requested by the corporation to act as
architect

;
these plans were submitted, by the

mayor, to the couuty magistrates, and were
approved of

;
they agreed to assist in the

matter; the contract for the building was let
to Mr. Richard Price, of Shrewsbury, builder,
for the sum of 6,255?. ; Mr. William Johnes,
of Welshpool, was appointed clerk of the works,
and the first stone has just been laid.

The new town-hall, into which a considerable
portion of tho old building, left undemolished,
will be incorporated, ia to bo constructed iu
the Classic style of architecture. The principal
entrance, which will be from Broad-street, the
artery of the town, it is intended to surmount
with a tower 90 ft. high, having a four-faced
clock at an altitude of 70 ft., to be illuminated
at night. Fronting upon Broad-street there will
bo a corn market, 38 ft. by 37 ft.

;
and on the

Hall-street side a general market will extend
tho whole length of the building each way,
occupying the old chapol site at tho back of
the corn market. Tho total market area will
be 4,556 superficial feet, besides which are the-
County Prothonotai'y Offices, with ante-room
attached, cells for the prisoners at assizes, with
direct communication with tho dock, and ample
sanitary provision. To the second floor, which
ia given up to tho court and townhall, the ap-
proach will bo from the stone staircase erected
a few years back, the upper portion only being
altered to make a straight flight of stairs. The
assize court is to be 46 ft. by 5-f- ft., the grand
jury room, 25 ft. by 30 ft., with a chamber for
the petty jury, aud a judges’ retiring-room,
IS ft. by 17 ft., and an assembly-room, 80 ft. by
36 ft., supplemented by a refreshment-room at
one of its end.s, measuring 29 ft. by 13 ft. Iu
addition to the Broad-street entrance, admission
will be obtained by other doors iu Hall-street.
In the basement there will be an area of 4,364
superficial feet as vaults, ingress to which will
bo given from Ilall-strcet, aud on the attic floor
are to be provided a kitchen aud scullerv,
having a lift from tho ground-floor for conveni-
ence on tho occasion of entertainments. The
remainder of this floor ia set apart for the hall-
keeper’s residence. The total cost, including
everything, is estimated to be about 10,000?,

VITIATED AIR.

Tins subject is at present exciting speefaf
interest in France and Belgium. Gen. Morine
has communicated a -paper to the French
Academy of Sciences on the cubic space neces-
sary to secure the salubrity of inhabited places.
Professor de Chaumont had, in 1867, published a
pamphlet entitled “On Ventilation and Cubie
Space and, some time before, M. F. Leblane
had made a series of experiments on the com-
position ofconfined air. From these two sources
Gen. Morins endeavours to deduce some useful
rules for improving the sanitary condition of
civil and military buildings. M. de Chaumont
remarks that the impression produced by foul
air ou the organ of smell appears to bo in direct
proportion to the carbonic acid contained in the
former; aud that this gas ought not to exist in
a larger quantity than six ten-thousandth parts
of a given volume of air, to render tho latter fit
for breathing, since in that proportion there j‘?

no perceptible smell. Now, chemists admit that
in its natural state, the atmosphere does not con-
tain more of that acid than the above fraction
which may even be a third less. On the other
hand, experience shows that an ordinary man
exhales 88 gms. of carbonic acid per hour which
by converting this weight into volume, answei-s
to two hundredths of a cubic metre. But besides
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this gaa, aqueona vaponr ia Hkevriae evolved in

tlie proportion of more than a hundredth ; so that,

at the lowest, the total quantity of gaseons

matter evolved by a healthy man ia^ three

hundredths of a cubic m&tre. Calculating on

this basis, General Jlorins finds that, the larger

a room, the less will be the air to be renewed,

and conversely. A bedroom for one person

ought to be five toHres long by four in breadth,

and three in height j
but if inhabited by more

than one, the causes of infection increase, even

when the air is often renewed. Hence the

ventilation should be constant, and amount, for

the size alluded to, to 540 o. m. per hour._

Some interesting experiments were tried the

other] day in the citadel of Namur, under the

direction of a detachment of Belgian engineers,

several mining and civil engineers being also

present. The experimenters were furnished with

reservoirs of air supplied from the outside by

force pumps, and were engaged in work in

galleries filled with smoke or noxious gases, and

were enabled to work withont inconvenience,

while animals placed in the same galleries along

with them died of asphyxia.

to which a much later origin than the fourth

century had been assigned before the present

discovery was made. The best arcbmological

authorities who have seen the Cirencester ex-

ample do not doubt its genuineness, while the

circumstances of the find place its authenticity

beyond suspicion : I beg to place these on record

now. During the levelling of a garden in the

New-road, Cirencester, many coins and Roman
tiles were daily disinterred. Captain Abbott

watched the operations narrowly; and one day

had hia attention called to a fragment of wall-

plaster found in his presence by the ignorant

workman employed there, who saw letters upon

it. Captain Abbott washed it and showed it to

me, and subsequently deposited it in the museum.

It must be recollected that it was not sold by

the labourer, and that no one had any interest

in producing a forgery. The letters absolutely

agree in form with those of the graffiti, or wall-

scratchings of Rome and Pompeii, and run

thus,

—

OPERATENET
A R E P O
S A T O R

NEW YORK DOCKS r. Ln’ERPOOL
DOCKS.

The New Yorh Nautical Oasctie makes a com-

parison of British with American building-

workmanship which it is worth while to quote.

The editor says :

—

“One of the largest steamers afloat once ran

at^ainat the stonework of the Liverpool docks,

and her bow was slewed hard-a-starboard for

her pains. Another steamer tried the stone-

work of those piers, and has never recovered

the shock. The piers were nnimpaired, which

speaks volumes in favour of the character of

the mason-work performed on these structures

Here in New York we have what is termed s

Dock Commission, who have on hand the im-

portant task of repairing and rebuilding our.

piers, and improving them. They have for some

three years been engaged in building a stone

pier on the North River, near the Battery, which

was promised, when completed, to be unequalled,

and so far they have kept their word. There is

nothing like it in the world, except, it may be,

the adobe or mud houses in Mexico.

On Tuesday last a large Transatlantic steamer,

with her anchor nnder-foot, and going at the

rate of perhaps one mile an honr, took a shy at

this impregnable mess of masonry, and the

result was the ship was entirely unhurt, while

the pier was sent flying in all directions. The
large stones, having little or no cement between

them, were tumbled over, and about 75 ft. of

the face of the pier was canted in-board, necessi-

tating an expenditure for repairs of 25,000 dolls.,

at least. Excepting some sand, there was
nothing to back up the stone front, or resist a

pressure, and a view of the wreck will convince

any one at a glance of the miserable character of

the mason-work performed by this Commission,"

PROPOSED NE\Y METROPOLITAN
CEMETERY.

Plans have been prepared for laying out and

converting into a public cemetery for the south

aud south-west districts of London a piece of

laud containing about -10 acres, formerly com-

posing the Norbary-hill estate. The site is in

the parish of Croydon, but it is close to Streat-

barn, and adjoins the high road from London to

Croydon and Brighton. Tho soil is loam, and

water is found at a depth of 12 ft., bub the land

can be drained into the sewerage system of the

Croydon district. Some opposition has been

made to the proposal by residents of the district

partly on the ground that the distance from the

nearest dwelliug-house is only 30 ft. from the

boundary of the site, and a meeting is to be held

next week at the Croydon townhall to hear

objections.

ANCIENT WALL-PAINTINGS,
CIRENCESTER.

At the recent meeting of the Wiltshire

Archeoological Association, mentioned elsewhere.

Professor Chnrch gave an account of discoveries

recently made in Cirencester, and in the course

of it said,
—“ During many recent excavations

for building purposes in Cirencester, the interior

decorations of walls have been found in great

quantities,— in cartloads, I may say. The
colours are still adherent to the plaster and con-

Crete, bub the designs are not greatly varied or

of particular merit. A morone ground, with

white lines and black border, commonly occurs
;

two excellent specimens of yellow leafage orua-

ment upon a morone ground have been for-

innately secured for the musenm
;
one of these

was found in Cricklade-street, the other in the

Leauses. An imitation granite pattern is com-
mon. But the most interesting piece of coloured

plaster-work bears upon it something more than
an ordinary design, and I beg that this frag-

ment may be carefully inspected in to-morrow’s
excursion. I am more particularly anxious that
persons familiar with similar relics found in

Pompeii and Rome should examine this speci-

men, since its genuineness has been called in

question by one or two gentlemen, whose
thorough acquaintance with such subjects I have
reason to doubt. The object is an inscription in

Roman capitals, forming a set of squared words,

THE DISCOVERIES ON THE PLAINS
OF TROY.

The correctness of the statements we pub-

lished, doubted by a correspondent, is confirmed

by the fact that Dr. Schliemann is charged with

not sharing the results of hia excavations with

the Ottoman Government, as agreed on. The
Levant Herald says :

—“ It is bad enough that

the Ottoman Government should have been

defrauded of its due, but it is far worse that

that fraud should have been practised in the

name of science ;
for not only will it render

the Turkish Government excusably jealous and
suspicious of arohaeoloppsts, and thus close to

these latter the very field in which they would

most naturally desire to pursue their researches^

but it casts a slur upon science itself, by making
its name a cloak for deception, and degrading

its pursuit to the level of a predatory traffic.”

We join in no condemnation of Dr. Schliemann,

as the facts are not before us.

DEFENCE OF SHAMS.

Sir,— I am no purist, aud I have faith in

shams ! The statement is, I am aware, a little

shocking and abrupt. It would, no doubt, have

been more politic to have allowed my heterodoxy

to be gently evolved from tho context, when
perhaps the number of my dissentients might

have been diminished by the cogency of my
rea-soning. But I have advisedly chosen this

initial confidence because I desire to leave

myself the fullest freedom of speech hereafter.

‘•'I know I am a villain, and I glory in it,” is

said to be the first exclamation of the hero of

the melodramatic stage; and the fault is now
yonrs, my reader, for continuing to read, not

mine for writing, if what follows offends your

orthodoxy.

The Vienna awards have been made, and the

result shows that we have been miserably

beaten in all matters of taste by France, Ger-

many, and Austria
;

that, as a contemporary

remarks, “ in point of art manufactures, twenty,

two years of teaching since tho Exhibition of

1851 have nob placed ns in the position which

we should occupy, and we must look to other

schools for the culture we require.” The truth

is, the doctrine of the purists in decorative arts

years ago led its disciples into a region so
,

sterile, barren, and unattractive that they in
i

despair and disgust broke loose from all restraint, i;

and blindly rushed back into a quagmire which j';

has engulphed them. The whole history is a
i

see-saw played by children, and the highest >:i

purposes of art would seem to have been mi3*il

taken or overlooked by both parties. !

Art is Nature’s handmaid, and her mission {9 1

to beautify. In 1 we and war, we are told, all!

means are fair. Can it be less so in art, sinoeii

her highest object is to soften the asperities of 1

;

every-day life, and to develope thence all poa-i

Bible beauties in tho material, intellectual, social,

aud moral worlds.
,

Adam and Eve had for personal adornments

neither “ pannier,” “chignon,” nor paint; anii

their country residence, we have reason to

believe, was innocent of “ modern improve-

ments.” They were, says Carlyle, “two hairy,'

naked, or fig-leaved human figures
;
uncomfort-

able dummies, gasping and gesturing with paitt^.

ful pantomime and interjection;” and I unbluelu

ingly confess to the belief that our beaux and

belles, their descendants of the nineteenth oeii»

tury, are more attractive, despite the cuniiingij

artifices of modern tailors, dressmakers, andi;j

milliners, in the gilded saloons and art conaerv?|

tories, those shams of onr luxurious oiviliaationy

than our first parents, though innocently

unadorned in their primeval garden of unaoi

phisticated nature.
_

^

The objection to the chignon is not that it is

false ” hair, but that it is a beautiful material

wrought into forms ugly in themselves, aud al

variance with its natural growth. As au adjunol

of dross, it is as legitimate as any other orna^

menb, and certainly as appropriate for ibt

position ; nor is any greater violence done t(

nature in adding to her deficiencies than h
pruning her exuberance. The objection to lilj

powder and rouge is not when they deceive (fo:

that ia the end and aim of all personal adorn,

mont), but when they do not

;

nob when they

add an illusive beauty to the human face, but

when, in the unskilled band of the novice, thej

destroy its natural charms, or bring out witl

the emphasis of strong contrast of colour am
form the crude features they were intended tl

veil. The day may come when none of thesi

aids to nature will any longer be necessary

when universal loveliness will prevail, and ther

will be no higher excellence to counterfeit. Thl

writer does not expect to see that age, nor do©<

he hope to outlive the day when inclifTerenceit

personal defects or deformities shall be con-

sidered a virtue, or tho desire to please a vice

The objection to “false” jewelry, which i

those days ia unsurpassed in richness an:

elegance of design by anything in the prccion

metals, is nob that it is a “ base iraitatioiv

without intrinsic value, bub that, being clieap

it ia worn with so much ostentation anil

so little taste. Labour can ennoble iron ai

well as debase gold, and the sin against art anij

good baste is not the imitation of superior ii

inferior materials, bub the neglect to develop r)|

each the greatest amount of beauty and utilitl

of which it is susceptible. Those who, b I

deceiving the senses, give pleasure to the raimj

and elevate it, are true artists and benofaotorl|

to mankind. If, with a little painb-and “ Dnbcij

metal,” you can transform my humble dwellint

into the likeness of a Mayfair mansion, I am®
much your debtor. If my cement lookSiffl

well as your stone, lasts longer, and costs on];

half the money, I am that much in pocket as

can bestow something in charity. If my pappj

looks as well as your paint, and being varnishe!l

lasts as long, I shall not quarrel with the dill

ference of cost. If my chromolithographs at I

so perfect in execution that they rival yott;

paintings in beauty of colour and drawing, '

need nob envy you your possessions, andlma l

reasonably rejoice in the knowledge that
[

am encouraging a “sham,” which as a chea i

substitute for paintings wholly outside tb

;

reach of thousands, who have nevertholea'

the knowledge and taste to appreciate and tht

desire to possess them, is destined to cover th'

grim, blank walls of many a home, that mighi.

else for ever remain the pictures of sou?

depressing gloom, with the spirit-stirring sur

shine of pleasant fancies, and to carry tb;

refining influence of the highest art into tlr

humblest dwellings. Since my bouquet of line'

flowers is so masterly an imitation of natnn.

her beauties and her blemishes that the closcll

observer will fail to detect the deception, I a'l

scarcely disposed to barter their perenni?!

freshness for the fleeting charms of those
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(Or costly conservatory, and I shall continue to

ass the manufacture of these things amongst
c.e most beautiful of the fine arts.

; It may not be very gratifying to your mil.

ijmairc to find that the tables of his butcher
iid bis baker “ groan ” as heavily under electro-

ate as his ancestral “board” is wont to do
dider massive gold and silver, but the greatest
p modern shams, the art of galvanic deposition,
to the masses not the less on that account a
st amelioration of domestic life. The fact is,

e glory of modern civilisation is its counterfeit
eaentmonts. It is the more general dietribu-
in of God’s gifts through the much-reviled
ams of art and science that is the humanising
fiuencG of the nineteenth century. We have
d in the past the arts of necessity, the arts of
ligion, and the arts of commerce

j
we have

w to deal with the social and domestic ai-ts,

.ich include them all, and offer a field for the
ercisG of talents more vast and varied than
which has gone before.

C. Henry Whitaker.

COVERING STEA.iI PIPES.

A. NEW covering for steam pipes, which is

pidly coming into use in tho Saarbrucken
ning district, has been patented by HeiT
eiss, civil engineer. The following (according
the D. Ind.-Zcit., from which we translate)
tho method of applying it. A coat of
in loam wash is first given to the pipes,
rving to prepare them for a more perfect
hesion of the composition to be applied.

mass used for covering consists of eqnal
rts of loam or clay, free from sand, and
ok dust, to which calves’ hair is added. This,
er being well mixed, is applied to the pipes
a hot state. For better securing the coating,
od splints, 10 in. long, ^ in. broad, f thick,
I laid along the whole length of tho pipes,
1 secured by thin iron wire. After drying,
I loam wash is again applied till all the
.oks have disappeared. Tho mass is then
liu put on till the pipes feel quite cool, which
1 bo the case after laying it on to the thick-
18 of from 5 in. to in, A coat of linseed
and cement is finally given. The method

loribed answers at present all requirements,
covering being perfectly air-tight, free from
cks, and nob hygroscopic, tho latter quality
ing it especially for pipes in tho open air.
^ cost of the covering per foot of 8-in. pipe is

while tho expense of the old method
Dunted to nearly 8d.

of the Eight Hon. and Rev. Lord Dynevor, vicar
of Fairford. A picnic dinner took place in a
tent erected in the paddock adjoining the
churchyard. On their return, the' party jour-
neyed by way of Kempsford, Castle Eaton,
Hannington (partaking of Mr. and Urs. Hussey
Freke’s hospitality at Hannington Hall), and
Stratton St. Margaret, to Swindon. The various
objects of interest were fully described, and the
excursion was much enjoyed.

In the evening, tho Society assembled at the
Town-hall, at eight o’clock, when the Rev. E. A.
Fuller, vicar of St. Barnabas, Bristol, and late
curate of Cirencester, read a paper on “ The
First Foundation of the Parish Church of
Cirencester.”

Professor Church then read a paper “ On
recent Roman Finds at Cirencester,” of which
wc take separate notice

; and after a brief in-
terval spent in refreshment, the Rev. A. C.
Smith read his paper “ On Wiltshire Weather
Proverbs and Weather Fallacies.”
The members of the Society paid the ancient

Roman city of Corinium a visit on Thursday. The
day was fine, and a large party arrived by the
9'5 train, and Professor Church assumed the
conduotorship, after a passing glance at the
museum. Afterwards luncheon was taken in
the King’s Head hotel, where a party of up-
wards of forty sat down, under the presidency
of Mr. A. L. Goddard. On the conclusion of
the repast, the president said that this was the
last occasion on which the Society would meet
together for tho present year, and he said a few
words before they parted. An adjournment
was then made to the Corinium Museum, where,
under Professor Church, a pleasant hour was
spent, and the whole party returned to Swindon,
having spent a very agreeable and instructive
day at Cirencester.

THE WILTSHIRE ARCHEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY’S MEETING.

?nE twentieth annual meeting of the Wilts
diEDological Society was held on Tuesday, in
; week, at the Town-hall, Swindon. Earlier
the day, a visit had been arranged to the
!at Western Works at New Swindon

; and at
ren o’clock a small party were gnided over
factory by Mr. Carlton. At two o’clock in
afternoon, the Society assembled at the

?n-liall, where a museum of antiquities had
n formed.
'ho president, Mr. A. L. Goddard, on taking the
ir, called upon the secretary, the Rov. A. C.
ith, who read the report for 1873

;
after

ch the president read an inaugural address.
Richard Jeffries then read a paper on

indon
;

its History and Antiquities; and the
r. A. C. Smith one on Certain Wiltshire Tra-
ons. Charms, and Snperstitions. The meeting
a adjourned to enable members to visit the
rches and quarries, after which the Society
ad at the Goddard Arms Hotel. The meet-
then adjourned to the Town-hall, where an
ling conversazione was held at which the
.Mr. Pleririerheath read a paper on Parochial
jsters, and Mr. Cunnington one on Ancient
essments. A paper on the Geology of Swiu-
was read by Mr. Moore, of Bath, and the
A. C. Smith was called npon to read one on

-•tshire, Weather Proverbs, &c., but post-
ied it.

'n the second day, a party of the Society
Hed from the Goddard Arms Hotel about
^o’clock, and visited places mentioned in the
Mident’s insngnral address. The route was
IjJlunsdon to Cricklado, Latton, Down Ampney,
Maisey Hampton, to Fairford. Hero the
ons windows, respecting which so much has
a said, were described by the Rev. J. Gerald
ce, rector of Strathfieldsaye, and son-in-law

DRURY-LANE THEATRE.
On granting a new lease to Mr. Chatterton,

the committee undertook repairs which had been
the subject of much discussion, and the house
has been overhauled and renovated. Tlie sani-
tary appliances have received attention

; all the
lavatories, &o., have been taken up and refitted,
and tho drainage throughout has been cleared.
Old vaults full of “properties” that had not
seen daylight for many a long year have been
cleaned out, and a good supply of lime and other
disinfectants has been freely ajipliod. Theaudi-
torium has been cleaned, the gilding touched up,
the boxes have new crimson satin curtains, and
are relined with a chintz. The works have been
carried out by Messrs. Bracher & Son, builders,
and Mr. Kershaw, decorator, under the direction
of the architect to the committee, Mr. Marsh
Nelson.

For Mr. Halliday’s version of “Antony and
Cleopatra,” with which the house opened on
Saturday last, some remarkable scenery and
effects have been prepared by Mr. W. Beverly.
Cleopatra s barge, founded on the description
given by Shakspeare, is a lovely piece of colour,
and nothing better of its kind than the naval
fight has ever been done on the stage. Miss
Wallis, the representative of the witching queen,
although unable to realise the character in all
its aspects, has taken at one step a good place
in her profession.

nimouslyin favour of Mr. Everard’s scheme)
gave the following summary :

—
“ With regard to the two schemes before tho Conncil-

theone proposed by Mr. Everard, in his opinion, provided
much more satisfactorily for the stormwaters of the town
than that of Mr. Gant. It also provided for an inter*
cepting sewer, which would greatly relieve the present
overcharged outfall. And one thing he deemed essential
that Mr, Evorard provided, and Mr. Gant did not, was
tho purification of the effluent water. If they did not
accomplish that now, they would have to do it iu the
future. And seeing that Mr. Everard’s plan was for
41,tl00L, and Mr. Gant’s 61,OOOL, if they did the work
proposed by Mr. Everard, they could thou take into con-
sideration the valuable suggestion of Mr. Gant to improve
tho river below the town, because they would then hava
SO.OOOL they had not dealt with. Therefore he was a
strong a^vocato_of Mr. Everard's plan; the three im-
portant features in which were the storm-water sewer tha
intercepting sewer, and the purification of the effluent
water. These three were suffleient to give Mr. Everard’s
scheme the preference."

The Borough Surveyor, Mr. Stephens, said,
with reference to Mr. Gant’s plan, the Chairman
of the Committee had not given it sufficient
credit. The removal of the Birstall mill would
improve the outfall 3 ft. 6 in., and that was a
very important matter.
Alderman Ellis said Mr. Gant did not propose

to carry out the Borough Surveyor’s sewer. If
it were the Borough Surveyor’s scheme, he
should go in for the removal of Birstall mill.
The Council unanimously decided in favonr of

Mr. Everard’s scheme, and awarded the premium
of lOOZ. in favonr of Mr. Gant’s, agreeing to tha
recommendations of the Committee, and refer,
ling the matter back to them to carry out to a
successful issue as they may think desirable, and
report to next meeting of Council.

THE LEICESTER FLOOD AND SEWERAGE
SCHEME.

The local highway and sewerage committee
have reported that they have carefully con-
sidered the seven competitive schemes for im-
proving the drainage and dealing with the floods
and sewerage of the town, and are of opinion
that the schemes submitted by Mr. J. B.
Everard and Mr. Gant are the best considered
and tho committee submitted the two schemes
for the final decision of the council and award of
premiums. They recommended the council to
empower them to purchase (if the committee
thought proper) one or more of the unsuc-
cessful schemes.

^

Finally, the committee recommended the coun-
cil to authorise them to retain the services, if
desirable, of the successful competitor for the
first premium, for the puiqiose of assisting the
committee in perfecting a scheme and obtaining
the necessary powers in the ensuing session of
Parliament for dealing with the drainage, floods,
and sewerage questions.
One of the town councillors (who were una-

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
While the ironmasters contemplate reducing

the wages of the ironworkers, the nail-makers
have put forth a claim for a 10 per cent, advance.
In the event of the concession not being at once
made the men of East Worcestershire, to the
number of 25,000, will come out on strike. At
a meeting of operative nail-makers already held
at Bromsgrove it has been resolved to strike afc
once for an advance of 10 per cent, on present
prices, the masters not having conceded the
advance of which notice was given. A proposi-
tion to wait another week before striking was
rejected by a large majority. It is expected a
similar strike is about to take place in the
Dudley district. There is also reason to fear
that we shall witness serions disputes in the iron
trade before many weeks are over. At the last
meeting of the Wolverhampton ironmasters, a
deputation from the Staffordshire ironmasters
intimated that the conference had nnaniraously
agreed that the wages of the ironworkers should
bo reduced after the 4th of October next. The
proposed reduction was approved by the Wolver-
hampton ironmasters. A similar notification has
been made to a meeting of ironmasters at
Middlesbrough, who have also approved of it.
So far from assenting to a reduction, the iron,
workers are understood to be considering whether
they ought not to demand a rise in their wages.

A lock-out has taken place in all the ship-
building yards in Bristol and tho Bristol Channel,
consequent on the refusal of the Shipwrights’
Association to withdraw a rule which restricts
the work to be done by each member to a given
quantity.

SCHOOL BOARDS.
Newtou'n.-^M the fortnightly meeting of the

Newtown and Llanllwcbaiarn United School
Boards, the tenders for the erection of the new
Board School, on the New-road, were opened and
read. They were as follows :

—

Williama,.

Burrel
Eatou
Morgan ...

Morns
Anwyl

1,9 0 0
1,7-15 10 0
1,728 0 0
1,715 0 0
1,581 10 0
1,667 0 0

The estimated cost, according to the original
plan of Mr. Lay, the architect, was 1,2501. That
gentleman was requested by the Board to
explain the difference between his estimate and
the tenders now sent in. Mr. Lay said this
could be accounted for on the grounds first
that the designs, as originally sent in, had been
altered and improved, and consequently involved
a heavier outlay. It was, in the second place,
to be attributed to the increase in the price of
labour, and in the advance of material. His
own estimate was that the lowest tender would
be about 1,5001. With regard to the disparity
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in the amount of the tenders, this was always

the case, and arose from circumstances which

were explainable. He produced instances from

the Builder, in which the difference between the

highest and lowest tender was double. After

gome explanations, the tender of Mr, Morris,

was accepted, subject to the approval of the

Education Department. The terms were 1,5811.

lOs., if with a slate roof ; if with a tile roof, the

contract to be l,60il. 10s.

Bji.rton-upon-Trent .—It was unanimously re-

solved to accept the design of Messrs. Giles &
Brookhouse, of Derby, for the Victoria-road

schools, and to award the premium of twenty

guineas for second best design to Mr. Assender,

of Swansea. Mr. Matthews was appointed to

act with Messrs. Lowe, Warham, and Yeomans

as the Building and Sites Committee, who are to

carry out the plan of the proposed schools,

subject to such variation in details a.s may
appear necessary, and with the approval of the

Board. The estimates laid before the Finance

Committee for building and furnishing new
schools amounted to 9,160Z., viz., Victoria-road

schools, 5,6251. j
Bond -end school, 1,550Z. ;

Branstone school, 975Z .

;

and Welliagton-strcet

infants’ school, 1,010Z. The outlay for the

re.speotive schools, Mr. Allsopp said, would bo

about 5Z. 10s. per head for the accommodation
provided.

" ARCniTECTURAL COLODRING.”
Sin,—Will you kindly do me the justice to state

that the drawings of Messrs. W. Perkin & Sons, of Leeds,

and those of Mr. &. llennell, of London, mentioned in

terras of praise in your notice of the Ronudhay Park
competition, were coloured by me. I think you will

acknowledge that an artist has a perfect right to claim

whatever merit may bo due to his share of the work—the

terms, “sky washer,” aud " the fellow who colours our
drawings,” are, I hope, now passing away. I have done
my best to combat them during a practice of some twenty
years. I cannot help thinking a time will come when the

architectural artist will take legitimate rank with the

man who portrays the corner of a cornfield, or a few
cows in u ditch. IV. KicuAKcsojf.

RAILWAY CONTRACTORS COMMITTED
FOR MANSLAUGHTER.

The coroner for Bolton has held an inquest touching the

death of John SixsraitU, of that town, who was killed by
falling into a railway cutting in course of formation by
Messrs Knight & Pilling, contractors for the Loudon and
North-Western Railway Company.
James Bradley, brickraakor, said he was going home

shortly before eleven o’clock on Salurd.ay night, and when
near to the railway cutting in Rothwell-atreet, he saw the
deceased ahead of him. Perceiving that he had missed
the footbridge over the cutting, wiluess shouted to him,
“ Wrong way.” Before, however, he had got the words
out of his mouth, deceased fell down the cutting—a dis-

tance of 18 ft. or 20 ft. Ho had passed throngh an opening
in the palings which enclosed the entting, and thence over

a quantity of bricks. It was a dark night, and there was
only one lamp there. Deceased was badly hurt, and died

in a few hours.
Thomas Sliarples, of the Park Inn, said the deceased

left liis house at half-past ten, and be was then perlectly

sober.
Police-constable .Tames Parish said, the fence had been

broken for several days together, and witness had nearly

walked into the cutting himself. Ho had complained of

it three or four times to tho contractors’ servants, and
once he believed to Mr. Knight himself. It was a road
where there ought to have been a lire and a watchman.
Mr. .1, Knight, superintendent of the works, said ho had

given instructions to two men named Smith and M'Cann
to look to the fencing. No complaint was ever made to

him personally about the fence.

M'Cann said he made the fence good at half-past five on
Friday night. Shortly afterwards he found that two boys

had pulled both railings down. Ho put them up again,

and chased the lads away. On getting to work again on
Saturday morning the railings were again down, and
having to see after tho barrows, &c,, he did not attend to

the railings again that day.
The jury returned a verdict that the deceased lost his

life throngh the gross neglect of tho contractors, Messrs.

Kiiigbt & Pilling, in not providing proper fencing and
light for the safe protection of the public.

The Coroner : That is a verdict of manslaughter.
The Foreman : That is our verdict.

Mr. Pilling is an alderman of the borough of Bolton.

PROPOSED NEW LIVERPOOL
WATERWORKS AT WINDERMERE LAKE.

Am important new project bag jnst been
broached for giving an increased supply of

water to Liverpool from Windermere Lake. It

is scarcely twenty years ago that extensive new
works for the supply of water to the town were
constructed at Rivington, about twenty miles
from Liverpool, under the superintendence of
^Ir. Hawksley, C.E., who desierned the works.
The water at these works in supplied in large
quantities from the surrounding Rivington hilD,

and impounded in immense reservoirs, which,
fj'om th“ir larcro dimensiong, have been styled

the Rivington Lakes. At the time these works
were constructed it wag believed tliat, with the

existing well supply, they would be euflicient to

furnish the inhabitants with water for an almost

indefinite period
;

but it now appears that in

consequence of the great expansion of the dis-

trict, and the increase of the population, they

are inadequate to the required supply; aud at a

recent meeting of the water committee of the

corporation (to whom tho works belong) the

chairman stated that, taking into consideration

the constantly increasing population, it was
calculated that an additional -1,000,000 gallons

per day would shortly be required, which the

existing works could not possibly supply, and

that new sources must therefore be looked to.

Ho added that Windermere Lake was looked

upon as the best locality to which the corpora-

tion could go; and lie described the proposal

for constructing new works there.

Tho heaviest portion of the proposed works

would be a tunnel, commencing at the edge of

the lake on tho south side. This tunnel would

be three miles in length, and, although a heavy

piece of work, would be the only engineering

feature of any great consequence in the under,

taking. From the hike to Lancaster, a distance

of about twenty-five miles, the water would be

conveyed by natural gravitation, tho level at

Windermere being mneh higher than tho line of

country between that point and Lancaster.

Commencing at Lancaster, there would be

several pumping stations between that town and
Liverpool. The first pumping station would be

at Lancaster, where the water would be pumped
to Preston. At Preston there would be another

pumping station, the water being again pumped
from that town, and also from other pumping-
stations, in the direction of Liverpool until it

readied that locality. There would bo several

reservoirs on the route between Windermere
and Liverpool. The cost of pumping the water

from Windermere and along tho several inter-

mediate points to Liverpool is estimated at two
pence per thousand gallons. The distance

between Windermere Lake aud Liverpool is

about eighty miles.

The ultimate decision of the corporation as

to the proposed undertaking is not yet known.
What, however, seems to be admitted as a

certainty is the fact that the existing works

are unequal to tho water supply required, and
that new sources in some direction must be

secured.

Ultscjllanea.

The Sanitary Condition of Brentford.

—

At the Brentford police-court on Saturday, Miss
Sargeant, the owner of a row of cottages in

Cannon-alley, was summoned for allowing them
to remain in a dilapidated condition, with no
water supply, and insufficient drainage, the said

cottages being unfit for human dwellings. The
inspector of nuisances stated that on an inspec-

tioa of tho alley, on the 25th of August, he
found that there was no drainage but that

afforded by an open gutter; that tho houses

were in a very dirty state ; that there were
large accumulations of dust and refuse in the

yard
;
that the pump wag broken and could not

be used
;
and that tho houses tlieraselves were

in such a state as to bo wholly unfit for occupa-

tion. A cesspool was only about 6 ft. from the

water supply, and was full. In the cottages

there were seven different families, and in six of

these houses there were several children. The
defendant’s father, in answer to tho summons,
said there was an open space to each cottage,

and he considered they were very healthy. He
had done all he conld to improve them. The
inspector said they were very dilapidated, and
dangerous to both life and health. The Chair-

man :—We shall make an order for abatement of

tho nuisance in seven days, and if it is not done
we shall impose a penalty of lOs. a day for the

nuisance, and IZ. a day as long as they are occu-

pied. A summons was then heard against

G. J. Jenkins, the keeper of the Pox and Hoiinds,

for having on his premises 105 pigs, which
were a nuisance and injurious to health. The
inspector said tho pigs were only 12 ft. from the

dwelling-house and thirty yards from the public

street. The bench ordered the removal of the

pigs within three months. These cases, it appears,

are only specimens of a state of things for which
Brentford has become notorious, and it is full

time a clearance were made, both iu pigsties

and cottages.

Memorial Tablet of Dr. Arne.—Ameranrial
tablet is about to be placed in the house in

King-street, Covenb-garden in whioli Dr. Ame,
the composer of “ Rule Britannia,” was born.

Consecration of a new Synagogue al'l

Manchester.—The new synagogue in South

Manchester has been consecrated by the Chieifc

Rabbi, aud the Jeicish Chronicle reports the pro l||

oeedings. The building is situated in SUlney.ift

street, Oxford-road. In si-x weeks a buildingiil

there was adapted to the purposes of a syna-: i|

gogue. Messrs. I. Holden & Sons, of Mancheatett|[

were the architects, under whose superinten-

1

dence and from whose plans the conversion oif
the old buildings (together with new erections)!

has been carried out. It is not large, yet, owingj

to the manner in which the space at disposal!

has been economised, the synagogue will acoom;;

modate about 200 persons. The ladies’ gallerj

extends round three sides of the building. Tht

reading-desk is surmounted by ornamcnteclj

lamps. In front of the steps leading to the aria

is a pair of three-light candelabra of bronzef

The roof above the ark is formed of colourec

glass of florated design. As light could be obtainet

only on two sides of the main building (except

ing above tho ark), the windows have been

of such dimensions as to give light sufficient fo

tlic whole interior. The building is illuminated

by a sunlight in the centre panel of the ceiling

Tho cost will amount to about 3,OOOZ. ; towardi

this sum 809Z. have been subscribed. The com

tractors are Messrs. Cfay & Son, and Mr. Mart

Froggart, of Manchester.

Carlisle Public Hall.—At a meeting of tlil|,-

shareholders in the Carlisle Public Hall Coim||

pany, held in the town-ball, Mr. Tynne (thil

hon. sec.) read the report, which stated thatt

after carrying out the purchase of the site iA
Lowther-strect, the committee procured plan*

from ten different architects, from which they aft.

once selected two sets. Oue of the architeobft

supplied estimates simply as such, the architeebk

chosen (Messrs. Habershon & Brock) suppliei*

ertimates a trifle leas in amount, but with a

»

absolute guarantee that the work should be comk
pleted for a sum not exceeding the total gi^i^K

and taking upon themselves the responsibilittf

of completion. The amount of capital at presemff

subscribed for is something over 3,000Z. Thltf

committee, in conclusion, applied for sanction ti 1

fix the nominal capital at lO.OOOZ. Mr. A ,

Wheatley moved the adoption of the reporti
f

and, iu doing so, mentioned that the large ha
j,

was intended to accommodate 1,338 on tb .

ground-floor, and GC8 in the gallery. Tendeil
^

would be advertised for and thrown open to thfft

trade. The estimate was 5,400Z. The reponi

was iinarairaously adopted, and the uouiinaa

capital of the company fixed at 10,OOOZ. |
The Southampton Surveyorship.—Mud[^

difference of opinion appears to prevail amonft

the members of the town council of Sonrtii

ampton, as to whether their surveyor, Miij-

Lemon, should be allowed to have a consultiml

practice, or have his salary increased by 100l|

a-year. The matter was not finally settled a*

the last meeting of the council, but an increaB|

of 30Z. on the salary of the assistant survoyoW;

Mr. Morgan, was agreed to. Tho proposition^

of Mr. Lemon, and the recommendations of thr
' committee to whom the matter was referred

were as follows :— .

“Propositions:—!. Tlio Sur\-eyor to have coQsultittj|

practice out of tho borough, the necessary staff Af
oiBcial work only to be proviJed by the Board. 2. T.rt

go back to the same arrangement as with my
cessors, viz., 250Z. per annum salary

;
to be paid extra fag

all new works and all matters in connexion thcrewitftg

with private practice of all kinds withiut the boroughR

3. Increase fit’ salary on same conditions as to staff askU

No. 1 ;
three years’ arrangement in every case.—Ta-E.

committee resolved unanimously that upon condition Mi

Lemon would agree to continue in his office as at preseaii

for three years at least from the present time, iliey^U

commended tho Urban Sanitary Authority to increase kul

salary lOOL per annum. It was also resolved to reoomH

mend the increase of tho salary of Mr. W. B. Morwl
th-- assistant-surveyor, per annum, and that MiJ

Lemon be authorised to employ a clerk at a “Ml
exceeding 3 Z. per annum. Mr. Lemon stated that h,,

accepted tho condition relative to himself."
I

New Infirmary at Greenwich.—
infirmary of large dimensions is about to b>

erected at Greenwich. The Loc <1 Governmen
^

Board liavo just written to the Board of GuaJ;,

dians, forwarding the plans of the intends u

new building, which have been referred to a sul.

committee of the Building Committee. It 1;

stated that the cost, with furniture and fitting,

I

will not be far short of -10,0001.

A Wilberforce Memorial.—A lady rasideiitj

in Rvde has given the sum of 1,000Z. towar^

building the chancel of St. Michael’s Cburc''

Ryde, as a memorial of Bishop Wilberforce. T

foundations have been commenced, and the storr

is to be laid on Michaelraas-day, in all probi*

bility by the Bishop of Winchester.
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riFire at the Manchester Athenseum.

—

ilionchcstor has narrowly escaped the loss of two
lie public buildings, works of the late Sir
larles Barry. A fire was discovered in the
pheErcutn, Bond-street, on Wednesday last, and
was with difficulty extinguished. The Royal
stitution, with its valuable art collection and
hibition, is only separated from the Athenosum
a very narrow street, but the flames were
evented from spreading in that direction. The
struction of the library of the Athenmum
rolves a serious public loss. It is asserted
it the fire began at a ga.T sunlight illumina-
ig the newsroom, though the precise mode of
commencement is not known. An iron tube
aveyed the heated air from the sunlight to the
ter air by way of the space between the ceiling
the newsroom and the floor above, and it is

jgested that the joists or other combustible
itorial in this space may have caught fire

•ough over-heating of the iron pipe, or that an
mmulation of soot in the pipe became ignited.

Report on Asplialte Pavements. — A
)nrt, in the form of a detailed table on the
'ions kinds and quantities of asphalte laid

hin the city of London, has been prepared by
. Haywood, engineer and surveyor to the

y Sewers Commissioners, and pnnted by their
.hority. There are now altogether 25 streets,
portions of streets, in the City, of which the
'riage-ways have been paved with asphalte.
0 of the pavements has been down 3 years
1 9 months, 2 for 2 years and 2 months, 18
ler two years, 4 under 1 year, and 5 under
lonths, at the time of inspection. The most
nerous portions have been laid by the Val de
i-vers Company, but seven other kinds have
n tried, and the tabular report, with its

nerous notes and remarks, is a valuable and
)ortant one, and should be looked to by all
* ai’G interested in the subject of roads,

testoration of Lambeth Palace.—During
last three years the work of repairing and
ioring the buildiug of Lambeth Palace has
n in progress, and will shortly be completed,
has been carried out by llossrs. Jackson &
.w, at the cost of the Ecclesiastical Commis.
lers. The Lollards' Tower was found to bo
a very dilapidated condition. The old roof
been removed, the flooring renewed, the old
i-walls refaced with new stone, every stone
brick ascertained to be faulty taken out and

laced with sound materials, and the whole
icturo restored. The Gate Tower, erected
Cardinal Morton, about 400 years ago, has
n restored in accordance with the designs of
founder. The library, the work of Sir

•istopher Wren, has been attended to, the
's sounded and repaired, and the roof looked
r. A stone on the building gives the date
ts erection as 1685 ; but a leaden pipe
ched to the walls, running from the roof to
ground, to carry off rainwater, bears the

I of 1663.

Monumental.—The movement inaugurated
some time ago, at Kidderminster, for a memorial
to the eminent divine, Richard Baxter, appears
to be progressing apace. An influential meotiug,
presided over by the Rev. G. D. Boyle, M.A.,
vicar, has been held in the Guildhall to finally

decide on the sculptor for a statue to his
memory. There were two sculptors competing,
—Mr. Thomas Brock, of London, and Mr. F. J.

Williamson, of Surrey,—and each supplied two
designs for the guidance of the meeting. After
a careful examination of the models, the model
supplied by Mr. Brock was accepted. The
figure will be 10 ft. high, and, with the pedestal,
will stand 22 ft. from the ground. The pedestal
will be made of granite, and the statue jjcr se

Sicilian marble. A statue of the late Lord
Donkellin has been unveiled in Eyre-square,
Galway. An equestrian statue of "Stone-
wall ” Jackson is to be erected in front of the
Virginia Military Institute, at Lexington.

Gift of Messrs. Pease to Middlesbrougli.
At a meeting of the committee of the Mid-
dlesbrougb High School, for the purpose of con-
sideringthe desirablenessof erectingsuitable pre-
mises for the High School, Mr. J. W. Pease, M.P.,
produced plans by Mr. Waterhouse, of London,
of a complete scheme for a large school in Mid-
dlesbrough, divided into two parts, the first

consisting of buildings which would furnish the
accommodation immediately required for a
middle-class school. It was resolved that this

portion should be proceeded with at once, and on
behalf of the Middlesbrough owners Mr. Pease
undertook to be responsible for the cost (at least
7,000Z. or 8,OOOZ.) of its erection. It was further
decided that to make the institution thoroughly
complete, and to furnish it, a subscription of at
least 15,0001. should bo raised, and towards this
it was announced that Mr. Samaelson, M.P., and
Mr. I. Lowthian Bell had each promised 1,0001,

Tlie Town-hall, Brighouse.—This building
has been closed for some weeks, for the pmqjose
of being thoroughly cleaned, painted, and re-
decorated. The work baa been done by Messrs.
Hirst & Barraclough, painters and decorators.
The ceiling and walls of the largo hall are
coloured iu distemper, the i)anels in the ceiling
being in neutral green, with margin and styles
in cream, and a running border in lotus design
in dark red to cut off the style from the panel
the comice running round the room being of a
darkish stone colour, with the under edge of
dark red. The panels on the wall are iu light
red, the styles being in stone colour. A Grecian
key border iu dark red is run around each panel.
The seats have been stained and varnished, and
the whole renumbered.

treet Improvements in, Birmingham.

—

bin the last ai.x months alterations and
rovementa in some of the leading thorough.
8 of Birmingham Lave been in course of
pletion, of such a nature as almost entirely
hange the appearance of well-known loca-

The effect of the alterations wilt be greatly
ncreasc the somewhat scant architectural
ty of the town. It is in the neighbourhood
le Birmingham Town-hall where the greatest
'ovements are visible. Some two acres of
'uildinga, situated to the north of the Town-
have been levelled with the ground, and
suite of municipal buildings, which are to
nearly 100,0001., have been commenced.

»he will, with the projected new assize
|rta (to follow in a year or two), form a
•{crescent to the right of the Town-hall look-
i^froni the head of Kow-street. A new post-

l^haa been erected immediately opposite the

Working Men's College, Great Ormond-
street.—The winter session of this College
will commence on October Gth. The aim of this
college differs considerably from most other
evening educational institutions. It proposes to
educate working men who desire culture for the
sake of its influence upon their life and asso-
ciations, and does not attempt to compete with
the many valuable institutions which supply the
technical instruction indispensable to intelligent
artizans. The general meeting of council,
teachers, and students, to which intending
students and the public are invited, will bo held
on Thursday, October 2ud, at half-past eight.
Canon Kingsley has promised to be present to
address the meeting. The principal, Mr. Thomas
Hughes, M.P., will preside.

Accident at St.John's Chapel, Pimlico.

—

At the fashionable chapel of St. John, in con-
nexion with St. Barnabas’s Church, Pimlico, a
bricklayer in the employ of Mr. Eaylock, builder,
was on a forty-round ladder repairing the roof,
when the ladder broke in the middle, and the
unfortunate man was precipitated head down-
wards on to the flags in the chapel-yard. A
fellow workman who was on another ladder
beside him, close by, became so frightened that
he fell off his ladder, but at a short distance
from the ground, and was not much hurt. The
other man was carried off to the hospital, appa-
rently dead.

Proposed Priiit Market, London.—At the
Court of Common Council, a long and animated
discussion took place with reference to the site
of a new frait and vegetable market. It was
contended on the one hand that Farringdon
Market, if rebuilt, with new approaches, would
prove the best sitej and, on the other hand,
that the vacant land adjoining the new Meat
Market was preferable. It was pointed out that
the latter was close to the Metropolitan Railway,
whilst the promoters of the scheme for utilising
the present market attributed its failure to its

inconvenience. Eventually the old site was
chosen by a large majority.

Derby Memorial at Preston.—The cere-
mony of opening day and Sunday schools and
a chapel of ease in connexion with St. Mary’s,
Preston, has taken place. The buildings (toge-
ther with a contemplated church) have been
erected as a memorial of the late Lord Derby,
and the site for the whole has been given by the
present earl, the value being nearly 4,0001.
They are in the Gothic style of architecture,
and have been built from designs by Mr. Hib-
berts, of Preston. The cost of the work, as far
as at present completed, is 1,9001.

Rebuilding' of St. Oswald's Hospital,
Worcester.—The front part of this ancient
hospital is in course of demolition, it having
been decided to pull down the whole of the pre-
sent dilapidated building, and erect a new
structure, with increased convenience for tins

inmates. The work is under the supei-in-
tendence of Mr. Rowe, architect, Worcester.
The contractors are Messrs. Collins & Cullis, of
Tewkesbury. It is coutemplatod to eventually
rebuild the entire hospital.

German Sanitary Association.—A sanitary
association for all Germany has just been formed
at Frankfort.on-the-Maine, after two days’ con-
ference. Burgomaster Hobrecht, of Berlin, is
chairman. Burgomaster Erhardt, of Munich;
Dr. Lent, of Cologne

; Privy Councillor, Varren-
trapp, of Frankfort

;
Privy Councillor Wiebe, of

Berlin; and Burgomaster Winter, of Dantzie,
are members of the managing council. The
Association has for its object the promotion of a
sounder sanitary administration throughout the
Empire.

Proposed Hew Church for Blandford.—

A

sum of money having been loft in 1856 to endow
a new church if erected before April, 1878, it
has been resolved, at a recent meeting, to renew
the attempt to carry out the purpose in view.
A committee was appointed, and a site for the
proposed church, or chapel of ease, has been
suggested.

Bllegal Employment of Children in Brick-
s. — At the Manchester County Police

Kt, Mark Whitehead, Walkdcn Moor, Worsley,
wbeen fined 11. and costs for emp’oying a
itunder eleven years of age on a brickfield,
if Whitehead, also of Walkdeu Moor, was fined
ind costs for similarly employing a girl

•.Ir thirteen years of age, and a like penalty
r-imploying a boy under ten years of age.
rs. Benton & Woodiwiss, brickmakers,

were ordered to pay a similar sum for
laying a boy under thirteen years of age,
' mt having obtained a certificate of bis of a shorriimei as the rr
Jidance at school. 1 channel bavin;

The Great Landslip in Peru.—According
to the latest news from Matucama, the waters
of the Rimac were flowing over the top of the
dam, and also leaking from underneath. The
excitement in Lima had abated, and it was sup-
posed that the waters would gradually subside,
and flow iu their former channel after the lapse

_ - 1 . ... 1. J.. . .

- river had opened itself a
a fall of 1 in 8.

The Duplex Telegraph.—The American
Institute of New York has awarded "the Great
Medal of Honour ” to Josepli B. Steams for the
invention of the duplex telegraph, which has
made a revolution in telegraphy in the United
States, and has been adopted by the Postal
Telegraphs in this country.

Claridge's Asphalte.—We are bound by old
acquaintanceship to mention that Claridge’s
Patent Asphalte of Seyssel Company, established
in 1838, at Stangate, have removed from Parlia-
ment-screet to the Institute of Surveyors, 12,
Great George-street, Westminster.

Admiralty Director of Works.—Colonel
Charles Pasley, R.E., was on Saturday appointed
Director of Engineering and Architectural Works
under the Admiralty, in the vacancy caused by
the resignation of Colonel Sir Andrew Clarke
C.B.

The Projected Channel Tunnel.—The
order for the openingof the enqui^te on the pro-
posed submarine tunnel between Dover and
Calais has been sent by the French Government
to the pri^fet of the Department of the Pas de
Calais, and the inquiry, which must be continued
for forty days, will be opened almost im-
mediately.

The New Reservoir, Margate. — The
memorial stone of the new reservoir of the Mar-
gate and Broadstairs Waterworks Company has
been laid. The reservoir is to meet the require,
ments of the increasing district of Cliftonville,
and is calculated to hold some 300,000 gallons.

The Architect for the Louvre Library
Reconstruction.—The internal reconstruction
of the library at the Louvre, for which the
National Assembly voted 700,000 francs, is con-
fided to the superintendence of M. Lefuel, the
architect.
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The Houses of Parliament.—In conee.

quence o£ the decay of the stone, scaflbiding

has been erected round the lesser spires, and

repairs are being made. Where requisite new
material will bo introduced.

TENDERS
For rebuilding two warehouses, City (arrauged so

as to be divided into four if necessary). Mr. Herbert

Ford, architect
Adamson & Sons £7,839

Stimpson 7,697

Perry, Brothers
Crahb

7,687
7,695

"Webber 7.553

Perry & Co
Scrivener & White
Browne & Robinson
Killby ....

7,425
7,420

7,398
7,295

7,270

Anley
Downs & Co. (accepted) ....

7,181

7,(95

For six shops, with residences and stables, for Baron
£. de Gleichen Tettenborn, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex. Mr.
G. Gard Pye, architect ;

—

Riches £5,481 6 1

Shepherd 4,800 0 0
Clarke i Son 4,853 0 6

Hume (accepted) 4,223 11 10

For ale stores. &c.. at the Cannon Brewery, Watford,
for Messrs, L. G. Beusldn & Co. ;

—

Chalk £2,0'16 0 0
Foreman 2,550 0 0
Ford 2.339 0 0
Alien 2.023 0 0

For Newbury Cattle Market, Berks. Mr. James H.
Money, architect. Quantities supplied

Whiter £2,052 7 6

Groome 1,993 6 0
Simonds 1,973 0 0
Harrison (accepted) 1,811 12 0

For erecting a vlcaragc-house at Long Eaton, Derby.
Mr. William Smith, architect :

—

•Vt ood. Brothers ...

Law & Sons (accepted)* . 2,110 0 0
* Subject to sundry rcductious.

For sundry works in restoring north and south porches,
tower, &c., at Long Sutton Church, Lincolnshire, Mr.
William Smith, architect :

—

Warrick £995 0 0
Bennett 800 0 0
Brown (accepted) 800 0 0

For viUa residence, at Heath Park, Leighton Buzzard,
for Mr. Georgo Shrimpton. Mr. Frederick Gotto,
aichitoct

Smith & Fincher £812 0 0
Whiting 7c0 0 0
Dawson 6:0 0 0
Horwood 649 0 0
Gibbs 640 0 0
Gibbons 625 0 0
Adams & Holdstock 607 0 0
Cook (accepted) 623 10 0

For the erection of two shops and residence, Green
street, Bethnal-grcon, for Mr. T. F. Bradbrook, Mr.
William Mundy, urohitect. Quantities supplied :

—

Larke £3,414 0 0
Robson 3,308 0 0
Wicks & Bangs 2,754 0 0
Bishop 2,594 0 0
Thomersoii 2,547 19 6
Chapman 2,539 0 0
Craaker, Brothers 2,634 0 0
Blackmore & Morley 2,518 0 0
Beale .. 2,515 0 0
Sheffield 2,-ieS 0 0
Forrest 2,447 0 0
Langmead 2,390 0 0
Brown (accepted) 2,280 0 0

For schools at Funtingfon, Sussex, for the School

Board for Funtingtoa. Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, architect.

Quantities by Mr. L. C. Riddett:—
Poate

,
£1.243 0 0

Johnson 1,200 0 0

Bushby 1,185 0 0

Quick 1,147 0 0

For alterations and additions to 31, Stamford-street,

Blaekfriars, for Messrs. Evans & WormuU. Mr. Joseph
Tanner, architect :

—

Pitcher (accepted) £690 0 0

For rebuilding tbe David’s Harp Public-house, Fore-
street, Limehouse. Mr. Williams, architect :

—

Marr .£995 0 0

Anley (accepted) 988 0 0

For building workshops at 3, Gunpowder-alley, Shoe-
lane. Mr. Parkinson, architect :

—

Cook £260 0 0

Anley (accepted) 244 0 0

For ercctimi schools for 200 children, and teacher’s

residence, for the School Board of South Tawton, Devon.
Mr. Charles Pinn, architect;—

Parish £1,933 0 0
Berry 1,880 0 0
Underhill & Ellis 1,797 0 0
Ellis 1,599 0 0
Gun & Stratford (accepted) ... 1,536 0 0

For erecting schools for 130 children, for the School
Board of Drewsteignton, Devon. Mr. ChEirles Pinn,
architect :

—

Mardon&Sly £1,3.50 0 0
Parker & Ball . 1,326 0 0
LuBcombe & Ellis 1,236 0 0
Aggett & Luscomfae 1,225 0 0
Parker k Underhill 1,179 0 0
Stone 1,170 0 0
Underhill k Ellis 1,148 0 0
Berry 1,130 0 0
Parish (accepted) 9:9 0 0

For the erection of dwelling-house, stable buildings,

&c., at Batch Wood, near 8t. Alban's, for Mr. E. B,

Denison. Mr. E. H. Martineau, architect

Dove, Brotheis £21,000 0 0

Axford 20,975 0 0
Maeey 2'>,729 0 0
Eider & Son 20,280 0 0
Ashby &. Horne 2'»,170 0 0
Miskiu 19,-481 0 0
Jackson & Shaw 19,466 0 0
Hill & Sons 10,374 0 0
Longmire & Burge 19,190 0 0
Uadey 18,740 0 0

For villa residence, on the Crystal Palace Park Estate,

Sydenham, for Mr. James Hendry. Mr. John Norton,
architect. Quantities bv Mr. .1. S. Thacker;—

Bteedingson £5,498 0 0
Simpson 4,960 0 0
Harding 4,947 0 0
Jobling & Co -4,943 0 0
Boyce 4,804 0 0
Keith -4,695 0 0
Garratt 4,676 0 0
Martiu 4,208 0 0

For alterations at Bromley Palace, Kent, for tbe execu.
tors of the late Mr. Coles Child. Mr. Wm. C, Banks,
architect :

—

Arnaud £7-44 0 0
Staines & Sons 718 0 0
Cooper 657 0 0

For the erection of sundry works at Konley, for the
Kenlcy Gasworks Company :

—

Downs & Co. (accepted),

For the erection of warehouse at Norwood, for Mr. W.
’ey. M ’

\Vagni
s & Co.,

Holliage
Smith

.. £1,750 0 0

.. 1,685 0 0

.. 1,660 0 0

.. 1,499 0 0

houses adjoining, Camberwell ;

—

Green Man. ]wo Houses
adjoining.

Brindle & Co £109 0 0 21 0 0
Sawyer 119 0 0 10 10 0
Huukley 107 0 0 14 10 0
Shurmuf 105 0 0 16 0 0
Taylor (accepted) 98 0 0 15 0 0

For new savings-bank at Leicester. Mr. Edward
Burgess, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. L. C.
Riddett :

—

Lindiey £3 200 0 0
Major . 3,152 0 0
Loveday 2,989 0 0
Osborne, Brothers 2,880 0 0
Butler & Marshall 2,875 0 0
Duxbury 3,803 0 0

For the erection of a house at Palace-gate, for Mr.
H. P. Makins. Messrs. Stevenson & Robson, architects.
Quantities by Mr. G. D. Taaffe :

—

Cubitt & Co £8,615 0 0

For villa residence, Carlton-hill, for Mr. G. Speedy,
Mr. Jas. Miller, architect:

—

Garrod & Smith £3,968 0 0
Bridgman & Co 2,879 0 0
Bird 2,750 0 0
Hunt & Son 2,650 0 0
Higgs 2,606 0 0
Gregory 2,298 0 0
Hyde 2,290 0 0
Ebbs & Sons (accepted) 2,273 0 0

For restoring Evershed's Candle Factory, Station-

street, Brighton :

—

Manwaring £500 0 0

Nash 390 0 0
Colwell 330 0 0
Howick 310 0 0

TO COEEESPONDENTS.

Bath and other Building Stones of Bei

QuaHty.—RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & C i

Limited, QuaiTjouen and Stone Merohant i

List of Prices at the Qnarries and Dep6t8, al>|

Cost of Transit to any part of the Unite 1

Kingdom furnished on application to

Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.—[Advt,]’

BUls of Quantities, Specifications, &<

Lithographed by ROBT. J. COOK & KAMM01S3
29, Charing-cross, S.W., with accuracy aij'

punctuality. Plans and Drawings Coj
‘

Traced, or Lithogi'aphed.— [Anvr.]

STONE BROTHERS, i
Bath Stone Merchants, ^

supply direct from their own Quarries i-

Box Geound, Coesham Down, 'j

Farleigh Down, Combe Down, j

AND Stoke Ground. i

Prices on application at Bath-stone Office,

London Depot, G.W.R. Mileage Station, Paddingtfl^

Stone Dressings prepared ready for fixing. [AD]ft

GATES AND RAILIN(^
IIANUFACTURED BY 1

^Y, T. ALLEN & COJLPANi

TURNER & ALLEN,

ABT P0U^'DERS & CONTRACTORS, .

No. 201, UPPER THAMES STRES
LONDON, E.C.

A choice Selection of Designs can be hads

application, or complete Pattern Book of Oa
mental Cast and Wrought Ironwork, Lai

Pillars, &o. will be forwarded on receipt of 1

Special attention is directed to our Fatt#

making and Carving Department, which

carried out on the above Premises. >

pOLLINGE’S PATENT KING!
Manulashirers,

MICHELMORE & REAP,
36, Borough Road, London, S

niustrated Sheet on application.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.'
Bullden and Others desiring a really good system, can lli

SET of MODELS for BUILDER’S BOOKS, by DOUBLE
wliich was awarded the prize offered In "The Builder ’’

which has been adopted by many large firma

Arrangement by Single Entry, suitable lor bniali builUera—

^

Ur. J. H. JONES. 2,
'**

UBLE EN'rar
er,” No. 1,18B
Also a UM}

;.villsB. Sev-eooaka

TIHE ART-JOURNAL for OCT'o3

Xrrofum.—The architect tor the new bank buildings for Derby is

Mr. a. K- libarix, not " G. Risboru." Bimilai mistakes will often

uecur if care he not taken iu vtriting the name.

J. B., JJaren (will have to look to the proper books).—T, C. (we

csnnotassisl).— F. C. (we have mentioned on several occasions tbe

stateiueuts that echoes in buildings have been lessened, if not cured,

by stretching wires from side to side of the apartment. Tbe Inform-

ation oblalnahle Is not at present very precise, hot experiments are,

we believe, in progress).—H. M. C.—J. 0. T.—W. O. S.—H. I*—
J. D. C.—B. R.—J. S P.—S. D.—J. D.—H. J. N.—W. M.—D. B.—
W, B. a Son.—W. B,—J. G.—C. P.- S. * Co.—C. H. 8.—T. B.

—

F. T. C.—J. M.—H. a Sou.—F. C. (next week)-—Technical Ednoaciou

(In type).

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.

Al l statements of facts, lists of tenders, Ac., must be accompanied

by tbe name and address of tbe sender, not necessarily for

publication.

Note.—

T

be responsibility of signed articles, and papers read

publie meetings, rests of cooise with the authors.

SITUATIONS WANTED.—Advertisements of this class are Inserted

it the following rate, viz. ;—

Six lines (about fifty words) or under 2s. 6d.

Each additional line (about ten words) Os. fid.

Ealfpenny stamps accepted iat amounts under Se.

fid.) contains tbe tollowirg
LINE ENGRAVINGS.-— 3

I COMING FROM CHURCH, after J. F. PORTAEL3.
,

II ADORATION OF THE Magi, after BONIFACIO.
IlL JOCHEBED, alter F, BIMMONR

LITERARY CONTRIBUTIONS.

ILdbi and Castles of the Dee By
Dean Howaon and Alfred Rim-
mer- Illustrated.

Tlie Decorative Aits, as applied

to Public Bulldines.
The British Artisan at the Vienna

Exhibition.
Amber and the Amber Fisheries.

By P- L. aimmonds.
Trojan Art Treasures.
Exhibition at Philadelphia in

i
1Ancient Stone Crosses of _

laud. By A. Riiumer. <0
tmCed.

Venetian Painters, By W.

The Vienna Exhibition. U

1870.

Birmingham Society of

Manchester Royal lustiMt
Art at Hume and .-Vhros'

tuary, Reviews, Ac. aa

RARE and VALUABLE WORK on FREEMASONRY.
Only copyright perfected Manual acknowledged by the Cntfl

The ACCEPTED CEREMONIES
CRAFT FREEMASONRY, ns taught in all the Master Jto.

Lodges sf the Ancient. Free, and Accepted Masuos of Euglk:

embraclug the whole of the Craft Masonic Ceremomes, the

and Closing of the three Degrees ynestion* to Camltdatss »
being passed and raised, the lultiatiuD, Passing and r.-vising, i

Tracing-boards, ic. .

Sent. iiost-Dee. on receipt of 8a fid. {or before remittance isniMti

deaired), payable to aV. E. MASON (P.M. 30’), BaiikTop,

mond, Yorkshire; or from ELLIOT STOCK, 62,

London; or through any Bookseller. Prospectus Ire

•WORKS OK ART
BY MOKSIEUE VIOLLET-LE-DUO.

Now being Publisbed, in PartB,

LECTURE.^ ON ARCHITECTUKI
By E. TIOLLET.LE.DUC.

Translated from the French, by B. BUCKNALL,
Architect. ,

Complete in2Tol8. large 8vo. with auraeroas WoodC:

and Portfolio of Steel Engravings.

Price, £3. lOs.

Lecture I. now ready.

Publishers: Yve. MOREL & CIE. Paris; 9

CLARK, Stroud, Gloucestershire.

Subscribers’ Names will be received by T. CLARK, Tv

Library, Stroud, Gloucestershire.
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H. BOULTON & CO. HIGH STREET, LAMBETH,
AEE PEEPAEED TO GIVE ESTIMATES

OR EVERY DESCRIPTION OF TERRA COTTA,
And beg to call attention to the following as some of the Works executed by them

Royal Engineer Institute, Chatham (vide Builder, Sept. <3).

Colossal Statues, &c.. &c. at South Kensington Museum.
Wellington Mills, Westminster Bridge-road.

Houses corner of Dake-street, Oxford-street.

Messrs. Grimshaw’s Tea Warehouse, Sunderland.
Convalescent Homo, Cheadle, near Manchester,
Houses in New-street, Bii-mingham.
New Chapel, Balham.

WHEN REQUIRED, ESTIMATES GIVEN TO INCLUDE FIXING.

PAINTED ART-TILES OF ORIGINAL DESIGN,
For Internal and External Decoration.

AN INSPECTION OE SPECIMENS IS INVITED AT THE SHOW-PvOOMS, HIGH STREET, LAMBETH.

Messrs. DOIJLTON CO. Lave obtained

$1VE MEDALS for PROGRESS and MERIT at the VIENNA EXHIBITION
FOR THEIR VARIOUS KINDS OF MANUFACTURES.

rMPEEIALFIEE INSURANCE
' COMPANY. EeUbliUisd 1803.

Old Broad-*tre*t. E.C. nml 16 »ud 17, Pall-HiRll, a.W.
Capital, 1,600.000?. ; Paid up and IiiveeUd, 700,000?.

PolicU'B fnliiiigdne at MICUAELMAS tliould be renewed before the
b OCTOBEK, or the same will Iwconie void.

E. COZEN 8 SMITII, General Manager.

sen COMPANY.—An
NML at death, or i

S.OOO?. have been

VTORWICH UNION FIRE INSURANCE
.S SOCIETY.
BONUS YEAR 1873-

itlng Pulloy-holder* ainonnta to
The Bonus will be paid Micbacli

1874.Id 11

ill Office i» dUtluguished by 1 , . .

Ueiuriit of claims, 2,701,79‘4?. having been paid to lusuiers lo

tn proof of the public confidence In the principle! and conduct c

U escaUUhmeut, it will suffice to state that the total business noi
ceeds 100,u00,000{.

' '

fur Tjolielea

t, Norwich,

'1 UAEDIAN FIEE and LIFE OF,^ Heail Office, 31, Loiiiltf^rd-strect. London, E.C.
Went End Office. 4. WhitehalL

Established 188L Suhacrlhed Capital, Two llilUuns
DJKEUTOIIS.

CnaiajfAS—James Goodson, ciq.
DErnTY.CUAlBMAX—Archibald Hamilton, esq.

OSS of LIFE or LIMB, with the conse-

1 Coiopensatlou, one

No. 64. CORNHILL, and It

allotted this year to Partlci-

Eenry UiUse Berens, esq.

Hy. Buiilnmi-Carler, esii.

Cbarles M'ui. Uuitis, esq.

Charles F. DevKS, esq.

Frauiis.Uart Dyke, eeq.
Sir W. R. Farquliar, Url.
Alban G. li. Uibba, estp

Thoiiisuii Uankey, esq.

£ich.ard U. Ilar^’ey. e

John O. Hubbard, c

Frederick U .Tanaui
G. J. aiiaw Leievre, eaq. M.P.
Beaumont W. Lubbock, cs

John Martin, esq.

Autruslus I’revoet, esq.
Wllliaii) Steven, esq.
John O. Talbot, Mil- M.P.
Henry Vlgne, esq.

SEcnCTAnT—Thomas Tull
,

.

.

AcTUaRy—Samuel Brown, c«q.
B.—Fire rolicics winch expiro at MICHAELMAS must be renew
t he Head Office, or with the Agents, on or before Ibe 14th

TTOBEU.
Tlie Accounts publlslied under the ' Life Assurance Compiin:
.ct. 1870, '• and the Company’s rrosiv-ctus. give the fullest iiifoiu
on respecting Ibs state of the Coinpuny’s all'.iirs, and the terms
bUb Fire and Life Assurances may be etTected.

COMPANY, Loinbai’d-slrect and Chating-
ahed in 1782.

TnUSTEUa AND Dibectom,
Iward Bovill, ee<i.

e Byug.
Sir J

D. Hodgson, esq. M.P.

Charles Thoi as Lucaa, esq.
Miigeui, esq.

bn CTutUin, i

lavlua Edward Coope, esq.
in Coope Davis, esq.

Arthur Fuller, esq.
I Eiuanual Guodhart, esq.

^[Oud Maubury, Juu. eiq.
|

John Hodgson, esq- Dudley Robert Smith, esq.
Walter Bird, esq.
SncaXTAliibA.

George Wlillaui Lovell, Joliii j. Brooinfleld.
ruraiices against Loss by Fire are eCbcted by the I'honili Co
every description of Property, in every part ol the world.

y with
. by this Company are well known

;

of Its relations with the public may be estimated from the
sbico its establlsliiueiit it lias p.ald more than Ten Mill

erlliig ill discharge of Claims for Lusses by Fire.
T this Company espiiliig at MICHAELMAS n

. .. within flltceu days Uicreiltcr. or they will beoonie vei
tecelpts are now ready at tbe principal Offices. Lombaisl-strcet—1.. .— with the respective Agents throughout the XJn

POURSES of ENTERTAINING LEO-
\J TURE3 on SCIENCE, with abundant lilustratlons and
Experiment!, OFFERED GRATUITOUSLY to Institutions for
popular benefit in or near tbe Metropolis.

C. GOODMAN. Publisher. 4U7, 8trand, having been appointed
Ageut in connexion with the Organisation fur Free Lectures and
Prize Examinations, Is ready lo RECEIVE AI’PLIL’ATION8 for the
ensuing se-ason from Institutions able to command large working-
class audiences, and will supply full particulars on application.

ENGRAVER’S PUPIL.—WANTED, au
OUT-DOOR PUPIL, with decided talent for art. by a Wood

Kugraver eiigageil on |tlie highest class of Illustrated periodicals.—
Aiiply to Mr. C. ROBEETS. 47,

” ”

r[E NEW GAS COMPANY (Limited).
Tho Directors of the above Company are ready to receive

IMPLICATIONS fium Owners of existing Gasworks, as well ns from
» lers erecting, or about to erect, new works, and to grant Licence!
w the use of Uie PATENTS.—Apply to the Secretary, No. 22,
nrook, EC.

TUIE INVENTORS’ PATENTRIGHT
' L ASSOCIATION (Limited) PROCURE LETTERS PATENT lot
Uventious at fixed and moderate charges, and aft'urds Inventors tbe

. ) of high. class scientidc and legal advice when required. Baud-
ikef Ittformatluu free by letter or personally, to Mr. T. MORGAN,

..iTsfAry, at the Office, 21, Cockspur-street, Charing-cross, S.W,

^PERSPECTIVES
s i Bapidly and Artistically PREPARED,

COLOURED, or ETCHED,
e for Competitions or ExlilbitJon.

DESIGNS and WORKING DRAWINGS.
Terms Moderate.—Address, T. U. 14, Argyle-street, Ixlng's-cross, W.C

, TO ARCHITECTS. BUILDERS, Ac.

PLANS, WOIiKING DRAWINGS,
1 SPECf FICATIONS, Ac.accuratelyand expeditiously prepared.

Surveying, nieasuniig up work, Ac. Terms moderate.—Address
ARCHITECT, care of Mr. Forge. Stotioncr, 400. Eustou-road. N.AY,

TIRAWINGS, TRACINGS, PARLIA-
* SJ MENTARY or WORKING PISANS and SECTIONS for
r RAILWAYS. TRAMWAYS. WATERWORKS, Ac. Surveying and

Levelling, by nn ENGINEER, with fifteen ye.am' experience.—Ad-
f dress, ENGINEER, Dodd’s Library, 120, Fulbiim-road, London, S.W.

A N ARCHITECT who has lately com-
A\_ meneed practice, and whose time is only partially occuiiieil.

will ASSIST any ARCHITECT or SURVEYOR in PREPARING
DESIGNS, wurklng drawings, details, speciticationi, and quantities,
Address. Q E. D, Post-office, Llveipool, till called for,

117ILLIAM READ, 437, Brixton-road,
YV ORAINER, MAROLER. and DECORATIVE ARTIST.

Prize Medals awarded, 1861, 1862, 1870.
Graining, Dlortiling, luid Decomlive Work undertaken and promptly

executed, in Town or country, on most moderate terma Specimens
at tbe CiysUl Palace, near tbe Iligh-levci Stetlou.

QHARLTON & MARTIN,
MARYLAND POINT. STRATFORD. LONDON. E.

CONTRACTORS for PAINTING. STAINING, DECORATING,
RENuVATlNU. Ac. Churches, Chapels. Halls, Offices, Chambers, and
all kinds of Public, and other Buildings lu Town and Country,

\U7 ANTED, a good SURVEYOR and
iV DRAUGHTSMAN. &ilary2f. 28. per week.—Apply, with

particulars and specimen drawing, to Mr. JAMES RICHARDSON,
C.E. S, East Parade, Leeds.

WANTED, a CLERK of WORKS.—
T Y Apply, with teetimouials (copies only, wliicb will not be

returuetl), to Mr. W, M. FAWCKTr, Arcbilect, Cambridge.

ANTED, a JUNIOE CLERK, in a
T V Builder’s Office. Must write a good bond, and be tiulck at

figures. Hours, Six a.m. to Six p.m.— Address, A. B. Post-office,

High-street, Camdeu-town.

WANTED, an intelligent YOUTH, who
T V can DRAW and M.tKE PLANS, make up wages accounts,

and geucially assist a Clerk of the Works on u Building Job,

—

Address, with particulars and terms, M. P. P,di-mall Club, S. W.

\1(7ANTED, immediately, for the Country,
YV a WORKING FOREMAN of PAINTERS. Must be a good

writer and grainer, decorator, Ac. and coUi[>eteut to design and cut
stencUs.—Apply |to Me-srs. FARMILOE A SONS, 118, St. Johu’s-
street, West Smithficld, London.

'\A7ANTED, immediatelv, in London, a
T V young and active YARD FOREMAN, to teke entire charge

of CAnueii, and tlie conversion of timber, Ac. N«ic but energetic

persons, bearing, a good character, need apiily. elating wages and
references, lo U8. Office of ”Tbe Builder." (By letter only.)

TO PLUMBERS.
117ANTED, in the Country, a thorough good
YV PLUMBER. Constaut work to a sultolile hand.—Address,

stating wages and jiarticulars, to 141, Office of “ The Builder."

1^ANTED, in a Quantity Surveyor’s Office,
Y Y A good, slipxrp BOY. quick at figarca,—Address, W. B. Messrs.

Dinsdale A Co. Paucros-lane, E.C.

pENERAL JOINER. —WANTED, an
VJ" sxperieuced liaiul to work a General Joining and Pliiuhig
Machine.—Apply at 1 (j8, St. Martin's. lune, W.C. r

TO KENTISH RAG WALLERS, Ac.

pOOD WORKMEN WANTED inime-
\jr dlately.—Apply at St. John's Cliureb, Reading, Berks. o

^R. EDWARD L. PARAIRE, Architect
tA and 8ui-veyor, begs to inform his clienU, he has REMOVED
OFFH. E.8 to 4741, Oxlord-atreet, opposite Messie, Mudie's Library.

TT'ITTERS WANTED, Outdoor and Indoor.
_I_ WANTED immediately, by a provinoiid gas company, an ex-
perienced FITTER, capable of Fitliiig-up Builcis, Returt-bouse
Works. Mams, and Service Laying. Also, a youug Man as INDOOR
FITTER, used to fltting-up works and large esIablishiuenU in Iron
and conipo tubing

;
and likewise a good METER REPAIRER and

TINMAN. Good characters fur industry and sobriety indisi-ensable.

State wagea—Address, IIU, Office of “The Builder."

/^LERK WANTED, who has a knowledge
of Ironwork and Machinery, and is a quick tracer.—Address,

sutiog experience and salary required, to L. core ol Messrs. Dawsou
A Sous, 121, Cannon-street, ICC,

TO GLASS PAINTERS.

A FIRST-CLASS PAINTER WANTED.
J:\. Also a GOOD LINER.—Apply to F. BARNETT, Edinburgh
and Leitb Stoiued Glass Works, Leith, N.B

A SURVEYOR is WANTED, for Estate
7~\ Work. State experience and salary.—CORBETT A 'WOOD,
High-street, Sheffield.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a young
YY Man. aged 25. Is a good letter-cutter and mason.—Address,

F. U. 32, Tenuce-street, Qiaveseud, Kent.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by an ex-
YY perleiioed PLUMBER, PAINTER, and GASFITTEE.

Cuuiiti-y preferred.—Address, A. B. 4'J, Barley Mow-jiasiage, Smith-

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
YY first-class GRAINER and good PLAIN WRITER. Loudon,

preferred.—Address. T. .SMITH, cars of B. Young, 188, VauihoH
Bridge-road. Pimlico.

Wanted, an engagement, by an
Y Y ARCHITECTS ASSISTANT. Well up In design, working

drawings, and details. Can work out perspectives, and colour
artistically, Good reference.—Address. 70, Office of •' The Builder."

TO ARCUITEClS AND SURVEYORS.
wanted, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
Y Y good DRAUGUTSMAN and COLOURIST, -Well up in

detail Una had eight years' experleuce. Con seud lestiinoniids and
specimens.-Address. F. 29. Alfred-street. Bedford-squaie. W.C.

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, as
Y Y MANAGER, or ASSISTANT MAN.\GER, too SUEVE'YOR

or BUILDER, by a thorough practical person, of considerable expe-
rience in every branch of the building trade, drawing, eaUmatlng,
bookkeeping, management of bouse proiierty, surveying, dilapida-
tions, ami valualmua. Excellent references,—Addicss, 74, Office of
The Builder."

TO SURVEYORS, ESTATE AGENTS, *e.WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, as
YV MANAGING CLERK (or otherwise) over the Architectural

and Surveying Department, or te render Occasional Assistance. Has
bud conslderuble experience In surveying, superinteading building
works, tc. Good refereucea—Address, B. 0, L Messri Deacon’s,
Leadenhall-strect, E.C.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
V Y thoroughly practical CLERK of WORKS, Con be well

recommended,—Addrw. C. D. 6, Little St. Jamee-street, Pall-mall.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
YV CLERK of WORKS, or GENERAL FOREMAN. Good

rcfereaces.—.\ddtesB, J, W. H. la. Princes-atreet, Miiriborough-road,
Clielsoa, S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by an
Y V ASSISTANT, in Town or country. Over twelve years’ expe-

rience in London offices.—Good refei-euces. Salary, about 35s. per
week.—Address, H. J. Messrs. Deacon's, Lezdenhall-.slreet, E.C.

TO BUILDERS.

IITANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
VV a thoroughly efficient SHOP FOREMAN ol JOINERS.

Acciuaiuted with tlie otlier branches, and good at quantities, esti-

mates, and drawings.—Address, P. Q. R. Post-office, Twlckeubam.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT, by a
YY practical Man, as GENERAL OUT-DOOR WORKING
FOREMAN, or Charge of Job. Carpenter ntid Joiner by trade. Good
references train bis late employer.—Address 7,U73, Office of “The
Builder."

117ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
YV thoroughly practical GENERAL FOREMAN, to take the

entire charge of a jol>. Tuwn or couutiy. Carpenter and Joiner by
trade. Has liad the management o( extensive buildings In Loudon.
Good referruces.—Address, M. 189. Cambridge-street, PlmUeo, 3.W.

VANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
GENERAL Manager, in railway, sewer, WATER,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS WORKS, with flrst-cluss reference*.

_ suty-tbree years' experience. Country or abroad not objected to.

—Address, H. 133, Fautoot-road, Caiiible road. Bow, E.

0 BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
RE-ENGAGEMENT ia

J. by a PRACTICAL MACHINIST, to work a general
', who has worked iV'orssom'e, and Powis A James's, Ac. Good
eiice*. Joiner by trade. Age, 26.—Address, W. H. 20, Barclay-
t, Oakley-sqnure, N,W.

WANTED,
T T London, by a
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TO El'ILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
\;\7"ANTKD, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV WORKING SHOP FOREilAN of JOINERS. Reference*

Icj firm jual leikvlng.—Addresa, F. B. G, Jtoutpelicr-street. Walworth-
road. S.E

TO SURATIYOES.

WANTED, by a first-class DRAUGHTS-
VV MAN and SURVEYOR, a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Country

preferred. Thirteen yearn’ experience in a Loudon Surveyor's
office with cxtaiisive practice. — Address. A- B. care of Wlisoii,
Stationer, Oelaucey-strvet, Oamdeu-town.

TO ARCHITECTS. 4c.

A N ASSISTANT, thoroughly experienced'
AjL in design, prejiariiig working drawings, specification*, and •

estimate*, i* open to an ENGAGEMENT.—Address, No. 124, Office of-
"The Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND CONTR.ACTORS.

wanted, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, as
t V SUOP or general foreman. Good reference*. Joiner

>iy trade.—Addrea, J. B. 2, llulbeny Villa*, Weliington-road,
Fulham, S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A GOOD GENERAL ASSISTANT, of
AX., eighteen years' experience, desires an ENGAGEMENT. I» a
fir*t-class Gothic draiighlsuian and designer, and ho* also lieenq
employeil a* clerk cl works. The inanageinent of an office prtfenwd. i

Address. S. 8. 7, Sydney terraca, I’ortland-place, Bonth Lambeth.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS.

TXTANTED, by an energetic middle-aged
YV n SITUATION a.* GATE TIMEKEEPER, BlilCK

TALLYMAN, or any Place of Trust. Has been with a builder eight
years. Good reference from same. Security if required.—C. A,
No. I12,EustOQ-road, N.W.

- . .

T V tccl’* OtBue, by the Artretiser, who hashodconriderableexiicrl-
ence both in the designing an l execution o£ buildings.—Aildrqs*. J. B.
Lambert, Brothers. Advertising Agent*. Westboume-grove

TO ARCHITECTS. SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS,

A QUICK DRAUGHTSMAN and
AY. TRACER requires an ENGAGEMENT.—Address, J. T. 30, ,

Acacia-grove, Croxted-road, West Dulwich,
,

XX/ANTED, by a practical Man, a SITUA-
VV TION as FOREJIAN, ill Towui or country. Carpenter and

Joiner by trade. Good references from last employer.—Address.
A. E. 3. 613, Old Kent-ro-fl, S.E.T^ANTED, a SITUATION, by tbe Adver-

V V User, a Man of practical experience, gained oa large work*
.and in the offices of leading London fimia Good surveyor and ac-

countant. Thoroughly acquainted with the prime coat of latiour aud
material*.—For furUier iiarticulara, apply to No. 13H, OBlce of " The
Builder."

TO JOBBING MASTER.S AND OTHERS.
XXT'ANTED,by aJOBBING CARPENTER,
VV who is a good painter and paperhanger, a RE-ENGAGE-
MENT as GENERAL JOBBING HAND in all branches of House-
repairs. Bricklaying, Sl.isoiiry, Zinc-working, 4c.—Address, S. S.

No. 4, Carliale-street, Soho. W.

A THOROUGHLY practical and expe-'
AX. rienced DRAUGHTSMAN, undertake* tV'orkiiig Drawings
and Perspectives, ir open to an ENGAGEMENT.—Address, B. W.
Pust-ottlce, Batbic.tn, E.C.

A PERSPECTIVE DRAUGHTSMAN

.

AY. WANTED, to PREPARE PEN and INK DRAWINGS, of,

Cla*-ic and Gothic buildings. Must understand, and be competent to
treat details artistically. Engagement may be advantvgeou* and

,

penimneut.-Specimens and terms to be sent to W. H. BRASi^
SPEAK, Architect, 98, Albert-square, Maiichoster.

,

117-ANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK of
T V WORKS, or Foreman on a gentleman’s estate, or to take

ch.trge of a Job. Well up In all branches, and understands felling

and measuring timber. Middle aged. Married. First-class tesli-

laouiil.—Address, N. I2fi. Abbey-street, Benuondsey. S.E.

XXT'ANTED, by a good STAIRCASE-
iV HAND. WORK, where u consUiicy is likely. Would not

object to stair* and rails by the piece, labouroiily. Ocodreforenees.

—

Address, J. HALL, Elm House, Upper Mitcham, 9.

A GOOD and expeditious DRAUGHTS^
AY^ MAN. who is perfectly capable of getting up working and'
fiiiBlicil drawings, ijerspecllves, &c, : is a good colourist, and utider-l
stands the routine of on office, is desirous of meeting wltn an EN*
(iAGBMEN'r. Term* modBrale. —Address, C. K. Maritime Cottage,*^

TO BUILDERS, HOUSE DF.COR.VTORS, AND OTIIEF.3.

T\7ANTED, a SITUATION, by a good
V V Or.AINl'.R and WRITER. Willing to Bll up time piuntlug

and papeihangiiig. Undetatauds gliding, eiubussing, stencilling, Fc.
Town or country.—Address, B. care of Mr. P.hodes, 3, King-street,
’Westminster.

YVANTED, PLASTERING (Piece-work),
YV by a Man In the habit of taking plastering to auy amount.

No objection to the country. Labour only,—Address, No. 107, Office

of "The BuiMer."

XXT'ANTED, CARPENTER’S and
VV JOINER’S 'WORK of any description by tho piece. Any

quantity taken
;

labour only ; town or country.—Address, W.
No. 13, Lower OaUliorpe-itreet, Gray's Inn-road, W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A FIRST-CLASS DRAUGHTSMAN and^
AY_ experienced Arcliiteetuml Assistant is at present ili*eiigag«d,i
Well up iu design, perspective, and colouring, and considerable expe-i
riciice iu Competition work.—Addrees, ARCHITECT, 140, Warwick.i
street, Warwick-square. 3. W,

TO BUILDERS AND BRICK, LIME. AND STONE MEBCHAN’TS-

W[ A N T E D, by a competent Man, a
y T SITUATION, in Town or Country, as CLERK, or in any

position of Trust. ’Twelve ye.are’ reference in the Trade.—Addrees,
/. L. 25. Nottb-f treet. Cambridge Heath. N. E.

TO BUILDERS, CONTR.tCTORS. -A.ND OTHERS.

WANTED, BRICKWORK orPOINTING,
V V by the PIECE, or a SITUATION a* P'OREMAN of BRICK-

L.AYERS, by a thoroughly'practical Man. Well acquainU-d with Jraw.
inga and setting out works. Good references.—Address, A. B. 33,

Grove-ioad. Upper Holloway, N.

"WT”ANTED, by an energetic, steady Man,
TT an OUTDOOR FOREMANSHIP, nr to Take Lead of Car-

penters. Oood rcferencca—Address, A. B. 4, Clarciuout-place,
aiepuey-green. E.

A S FOREMAN or CLERK of WORKS.
AX- A JOINER, accustomed to drawing, desires a SITUATION M
ftbova—Address, 10. Post-office, New Waadsworth.

A YOUNG MAN is iu want of a SITUA-'
AY. TION as THREF-BRANCH HAND.—Address to W. K. 5,.

Bo.-,toii-placc. Dorset-square, Maryleboiie. W.
TO LIME AND CEMENT MERCHANTS, Ac.

'X^T’ANTED, by an energetic Gentleman, the
T V MANAGEMENT of a BRANCH WHARF, eras Traveller

.and Collector, or any position requiring tniit and confidence.

—

Address, W. P. K. Jlessra Deacon’s, Le.idenhall-strcct, E C.

TO HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS,

SITUATION WANTED, bv a young Man,O who for the last two years has been JUNIOR DR.CUGIITS.
MAN in a largo Finn of alwve. P’ull particulars on Riqilic.-ilicui.--

Addreaa, G. 6, Prospect-lecr.ice, Britauuia-ro.'ul, p'ulhara-road. S W. rpO LIME-BURNERS. — FOR SAL^
J_ 14 acres of LAND, with an inexhaustible supply of fine chal3

London.—Apply trNEWaON.^S'TANLEYvJoO. 2.°Walbr^k!Y.tt!”^’
\X7ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man
TV (Corpeiitcr), a KE-ENGAGEUEST ii* FOREMAN or Clerk

of Works. Well up in Gothic and ccclesla-atical work. AgedSU,—
Address, J. D. 7, Corhuitou-street. Great Portlaod-etreet. W.

TO LAND SURVEYORS, ESTATE AGENTS, AND OTHERS-
Tl'^IIE Advertiser, who is quick and neat at
X TllAf'ING and MAKING PL.ANn. seeks an ENGAGEMENT
in an Office of the above.—Address, No. 117, Office ef “ The Builder," rFO BRICKMAKERS.— TO EE LET,

J. KE.VT HOUrE BRICKFIELD, with Plant. — Apply to
Mr. LANULAND’8. Kent House Farm. Peiige, 9.B.'WJANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,

tV a SITUATION aa GFJfERAL FOREMAN, CLERK of
WORKS, or on a Gcnlleiuau's Estate. Great experience in Town and
Country. Good reference. No objection to go abroad for any length
of time -Address, T. C, 3, Tabcm-ocle-tcrrace, Buedett-road, Mite-
end, London.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS.

rpilE Advertiser desires a RE-ENGAGE-
X MENT as JUNIOR ASSISTANT in Town. Good reference

;

siieclmen shown.—Address, W. H. C. 24, Cock-lane, West SmilhEcld. pHILTON BRICK and LIME WORKS,:
V y SUDBURY, SUFFOLK—TO BE LET, or SOLD, these FREE-
Hold Works, well known as supplying the Louden and local
iiiarkut* with best wliite aud red Suffolk facing* and moulded brick*,!
includiBg a large quantity of eiirth prepared for next year's working.

.

For [lartlculars, apply to Mr. W. KIRBY, Christopher H.ilel,
bury. Suffolk : ilr. G. COOTE, Auctioneer, Sudbury; or MessnC
WATSON 4 SONS. Solicitors, 12. Bouverie-street, London, E.C.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. *c.

^PHE Advertiser, a really good and oxpe-
X rienced PLUMBER, wishes for a constant SITUATION a*
riuiulier. Gas and Hot Water Fitter, aud Zluc-worker

;
every d«»cri|i-

tloii of bath, closet, amt pump work
;
well u|i in first-class jobbing.

Good reference* If required.—Address, J. B. 199. Vauxli.ill Bridge-
road, Pimlico, S tv.

\T7ANTED, by a thoroughly energetic and
T V practical Man. a RE-ENGAGEMENT a* GENERAL FORE-

MAN, or to take the Manageiiient of an Estate. Just coiupleling ex-
tensive building opcr.ations in Linden. Seven years’ good reference.
—Address, A, B, Mr, Wood. 83, Newingtou-butta. nniMBER-YARD, CURTAIN-ROAD. -STO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

T^HE Advertiser, aged 23, seeks a RE-EN-
Jl. G.VOEMENT. Hm served four years at bench and three years
in builders’ offices and on works. Good refe-enue*,—Address, L.

\\7’anted, by an experienced Man, a
Y T SITUATION as SHOP FORE.’lI.VN- a Joliiei—wouhl fill

up his time at Bench ; or to Take Charge of a Job in Townor Country

;

or to Take Charge of Building and Rejiair* on an EeUvte.—Addles*,
•L. J, F, 15, Wharf-road, Latlmer-rood, Nottlng-hill, W.

1. TO BE LET, n spacious TIMBF.RYARD, having .an ares of
about 7,200 square feet, with tiiriber stage*, aiw.pit, and counting-

,

house.—Apply to Messrs. FULLEP., HORSEY, SON. 4 CO. 11, ;

BUlitBr-square, E.C.

TO ARCHITECTS.

^HE Advertiser, aged 17, a good plain
X and omameutal IiR-VUGHTSMAN, seeks an K.NGAG E.MENT

ill Town. Active employment of greater emsideration than jiecu-

niary remuneration.—Address, i. Eliii-villos, Itye laue, Peekhnm.

TTOWITT’S PATENT TUBULAR ROOF'
i.1. WORKS.—To ENGINEERS. UOKTICULTURAL aud otllWi
BUILDERS.—TO BE SOLD, or LET, with Immediate possession,-*
handsome WORKSHOP, with ra.ochlnery. tools, and gene r.al stock, and
all appliances fur the iiianufoulure of the Patent Uorticnltiiral i

'I'ubuliirRoofsaiid Buildings. " on HowitL'epriueiple," which obudnedi
the Gold Medal at Birmingham, June 25. 1872. Good and .Hti^bvetory-
reasons given for the present proprietor retiring from liie tniiiinest,,

The aliove to be disposed of on very rensonaiile and easy term*. Tills

is a first-rate oiiportunity for one requiring a good business wlth's
small capital —For further information and particulars, apply to
WILLIAM UOWiTT, Horticollural Builder. Ilford, Essex.

rpO CAPITALISTS.—PATENT ENCAUS--
jL tic and GEOMETRICAL FLOOR TILE WORKS—FOE
DISPOSAL, a well-established BUSINESS, with Freehold Mamifoe.
tory replete with every convenience. Exeellebt uiaehluery, ue.arly i

new, including all modem appliances. Eligibly situated iu the
centre of Staffordshire potteries. The works ore in full ojicmll.n. and
the husiness is capable of considerable extension.—For l articiihugL.
apply to Messrs. 8. HAVES 4 CO. Accountant.*, Hanley, Suffordshuftj

W*^^TED,bya good CARPENTER and
Y Y JOINER, a CONaTaNT .SITUATION, Oin do Jobbing work

if requDed. w ould have no objection to working on an estate.
Steady and respectable. Married. Aged ’Jr.—Address, C. B. 54, 1'ool’s

Park, Sevec Sisteri-road, Holloway. Q AW -MILLS. — EMPLOYMENTO W.VNTED, to WORK FR.tMF. or BENCH,- Address, A. B.
No. 10, Elliotfs-row, St. Oeorgo’s-road.'Soutliw.irk.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, AND OTHERS.
WANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a
Y T SITUATION or JOB.—Addrers, PLUMBER, 06, College-

street West. Cauideti Town, Loudon, N.W.
rXUANTITY SURVEYOR and MEA-
V,!* SUKER, nf upwards of twenty years’ experience, .urers

ASSIST.tNCE iTeiuporaiy). — Aildrcs*, QUANTITY SUR-
VEYOR, 8, Moslyu-road, Brixton-mad, S.W,\\[ ANTED, by a respectable Man, a

YV SITUATION a* PLUMBER. 4c. ConsUnt or Job, Age.127.
Firitclaaa references can be given If requirfd.—Address, If, W.
No, IH, Queeii’a-gardeii*. Brompton-roiul. S.W.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.
A. B. seeks a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as

XV. TRAVELLER In a Timber Merehanfs OfflcB- llioiagood
connexion among the Loudnu trade, anrt a thorough knowledge of

tun'ier. iriiexccptionable relcrL-uces.—Addres*, at C. H. -May’s, 78.
W7ANTED, by the Advertiser, a Position
YV »* JUNIOR CLERK. Experience.! in prime co*t. Twenty-

five yeara of age. Good references.—Adilress, .M.F. i". Habeidaslier-
strect, Hoxlon, T^NGINE-DRIVER wants a SITUATION.

Pj Builder’s Plant or Cliorge of Waterworks. Good referoncea
Five years in lost place.—.Address, F.NGINEEK, 29. Shrulibind-road,
Ualslon,

CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, and:
1 OTHERS requiring SP.tCE aud STEAM POWER,-TO LET, :

near Fulliaui, goo<l STABLING, SHEDS, aud large WORKSHOPS,

-

fitted up wall 7 If P- eteain-engliie, boiler, 4c. iu working order.

Also, inljuluing, an Eight-roomed conTenicut DWELLING-UOUSB.
The whole to be let together or lepamlely, with or wltlmut the ."team- '

engine, 4c.—Apply to J. EVANS. 18. Old Comptou-street, Soho, W.

r\^0 BUILDERS and DECORATORS.—

A

L GASFITTEP. and PLUMBERS BUSINESS FOR SALE. .
with Lc.aac8 of Premises, in the N.W. district —Apply to U. C. »,
Great College-street. Westminster.

TO BUILDERS AND COSTRACTOR.S.

VU"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
YY TION a* BUILDER’S CLERK. Used to taking olf quanU-

t'.e*. measuring np, and billing. Well up in coiislruclioo. Thoroughly
o-jiujietent from practical exiwriencc. Uuexcepticiia'ilerefereuce* Inith
.1* to ability and respectability.-Address. Hi ttiat iiutance, to I’JS,

Office of " The Builder."

TTOREIGN TLMBER TRADE, &c.—A Gen-
Jj lleui,*u ile.ires RE ENGAGEMENT itefcrenees and testi-

monials toiulcgrity and competency, of the highest order,-Addres.*,

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

WT’ANTED, by a young Man, aged 19, a
Y Y SITUATION in an Office. Tlioroughly understands keeping

livoks aud the general routine oi office duties, and boss knowledge of
drawing aud eatiinatiug.—Address, 91. Office of " The Builder."

^^LERK of WORKS.—A thoroughly prac-
\_7 litnl and exiierleuced Man. is open to an iuiiii.diate RE-
ENGAGEMENT, having just completed a gigaulic Concrete buildliig

lu the north. No ubjectioii loa similar engagement. References and
teatiiuoiiial* flrst-cla**.—Address, THOMAS afAFFUKD, 53, C’aro-

lino-street, Nottingham.

I!) U I L D E R’ S Old-established gemiiiic i

1 Y BUSINESS, in full trade, FOR DISPOSAL, in the l«t .

pusilion ill s large market town iu Kent. Excellent house, com- <

tnodious workshops, tuo entlie plant, stabling, and every tonrs-

nicnce for carrying on an extensive busiuesx Valuation, about ML v

iieut, only 40r,

Mr. WICKENDEN. 37. P.trado, Tunbridge Wells.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.
"XTrANTED, bv a voiing Man, a SITUA-
Y V TION. Is a thorougldy practical PLU5IBER, and is well

up in the other branches of the trade. Good references if required,

—

Address. A. B. 120. Bridge-road, Batterse.-!,

( 'tARPENTER, aged 21, WANTS a SITUA-
TION as lilPROVElf-AJdrei', A. 117, Grc.it Su/ToIk-street,

Borough.

\ PRIME-COST CLERK requires a RE-
AX. ENG.AGEMENT. Highly satisfactory references. Salary
nio<ler»te.—Address, 75, Office of " Tho Builder."

rpO BUILDERS and CONTRACTORS.— -

i An Old-establiriied BUSINESS TO BK DISPOSED OF. with

cain-ideruble advantage. All branches employed, and Proprietor will .

assist for two or three years if required. Stoeli aud goodwill alwut

2,ll0Uf. hut may he reduced, and part of payment can remain. To so

energetic, enterprising man a better opportunity cannot lie offered.— -

Api’ly, in first instance, lu A. Z. General Post-office, BiimiughaiiL
|

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.
TXT'ANTED, by a young Man, nged 34, a
Y Y SITUATION in the English Tiinlier Trade. Has a thorough

knowledge of bu)ing, selling, mid connecting. Good refcreucee. No
^ijectioii to the country. — Address. X. I;', ii*, Cambrldge-ciicus,

TO BUILDERS.

A N experienced ESTIMATING CLERK,
Ai. 4c. desires an ENG-AGEllENT. Well up In day and measureil
otcouuts. Used to the sui'emrimi of men. — Address, W. Avenue
Cottage, Manliey-rond, Htiatford. E.

TO BUILDER.S, BREWERS, 4c.

WT'ANTED, by a young Man, a CON-
YY STANCY, osSUlN WRITER and GRAINER. N.i objection

to fill up time with painting. Four years writer to a brewery and
tindsrslands every branch. Wages moderate.—Address. X H. 6, 8L
J uhn’i-ternice, Walhaui-green. Fulham. 8-M'.

^rO BUILDERS and OTHERS. — The
1 LEASE TO BE BOLD of an old-established BUILDER'S

PREMISES, consisting of yard, workshop, stable, office, and dwelling.

Same hand* thirty years.—Apply to THOS. NASH, Builder, Leather-

lane. Holbom.
\ S CLEPK of WORKS, an experienced
A\- Man in all branches of the Building traJes, having (.onipleted

a jab for an eminent London Architect, desires a RK-ENGaOEMENT.
Either Town or Country. Well np in Gothic. Teitlmouials of the
highest chiivncter.— .Address, A. B. 8, Keiinington Oval, Loudon.

rpO TIMBEEMEKCHANTSand OTHERS. !

X TO BE DISPOSED OF, a TI.MBER BUSINESS and SAW- i

MILLS, well situated for trade. Tlie business has luen t.*Ub11»hed

for many year*, and is now doing a large and profitable tnule. Ar-

rangements can be made that this business may betaken wi'b a very

small capital.— Fur particulars in first Distsjice apply, 'jy

TyANTED, by a steady yoxing Man, a
T T SITUATION nsIMPROVERtotheWRITINOandGRAIN-

I N G.—Address. J. P. 24, Bedford-atreet, Bedford-row, High Holboni.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TXT’ANTED, by a steady, experienced Man,
f T A SITUATION as FOREMAN of PAINTERS. Is a gotoi

giainer, been as above eighteen years. Unexceptionable testi-
uiomnls. Town or coimtcy.- Address, A. B 7. Deumark-rond
Kilbum,

A RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED, as
Ai. GENERAL FOREMAN in Charge of a Job, Town or country.
Cai'iieutcr. Aged 38.—-Addrea*. K. A. 1!*, Y’ork-road. Lambeth, S.E

A FIRST-CLASS GRAINER is open to
Ai. a JOB.—Address, B. YOUNG. 186, Vauxhall Bjidge-road,
Puiilieo.

lOBBING BUILDER’S BUSINESS fori

eJ DISPOSAL —Oid estaldisbed, premises rent free, contraeUand

work going 00, with plant, 4c. Batisfaetory reasons for disposal— i

Apply to Mr. DALLOR, 7, Charlotte-street. Blackfri.irs-mari-

TlUILUEE'lintrDEI 'ORATOR’S BUSI-
TY ness fob DISPOSAL. Relunis about 2,0Wf. per annum. i

Situate W.C. Small preiiiium for Lease and Goodwill. Stock and

l-lant at valuation.—Apply at Mr. JOHN M’BIGUT’S Paper Ware-
’

house, High-street, Caaideii-town, N.W.

A JOINER (27) WANTS a JOB at the
A\- bench, and to assist in the office to preiiare plans. Is a quick
tracer. Town or country.—.Address, 136. Office of " The Builder."

TO BUILDERS AN'D HOUSE DECORATORS.
TT ANTED, by a steady and tiioronghlv
Y Y practied PAPERHANOEK. WORK by the PIECE or

would not object to ii l>ermaiient situation, to fill up time in iialiiting
Flrst-claas reference.—Address, J, 8, 21, Caaterbury-road. Boil’sPcud-
rood, KingsIanJ.

A N experienced JOINER WANTS a
A\ JOB. Piecework preferred.—.Address, A. B. 18, Swinton-

slieet, OrayViun-road.
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Gains from the Forty-Third Meeting of the

British Association for Science.

BEAT BRITAIN
may well be con-

gratulated on the

Meeting of the

British Association

for the year 1873.

We may recall

former occasions

on which the brilliancy of

special addresses, or the in-

terest of particular discoveries,

has commanded the admiration

of the world of science. But it would bo diffi.

cult to name any year, since the origination of

these scientific gatherings, in which there was

manifest a more active and successful progress

in so many distinct branches of investigation j or,

in military phrase, a more marked victory along

the whole line.

Wo have already given pickings from the

addresses and from a few of the papers brought

forward at the meeting. We now liave to refer

more particularly to some of those special dis-

coveries and publications which echo, to a great

i extout, many an utterance of our own columns.

Wo wish first to call attention to the fact that

jl the studies of the anatomist, the physiologist,

' and the organic chemist, ore closely and essen-

i tially connected with those of the engineer. The
wonderful economy of nature, in such a matter

‘I

as the effective application of the heat liberated

i: by the consumption of a given weight of carbon,

1 is immensely in advance of the results of our

I
best steam-engines. Wo have thus a clear indi-

i cation of the vast improvement which is con-

ceivable in this direction. - When wc look at

tho development given to wliat is called the

Kinetic theory of heat, and when we compare
tho results of definite measurements of the

exertion and production of power in the orgauic

structure with the results of human mechanisms,

wo may well believe that wo are as yet only

learning the very rudiments of the mechanical

I
and engineering science of the future.

I

A striking exemplification as well of the wide

; range as of the minute investigation carried on

;
in each section, with reference to the subjects

4 brought before tho Association, occurred in the

“ proceedings of the Chemical section, on the

: 23rd of September. Mr. Norman Lockyer then
I read a paper on the physical elements of the

- sun, a subject of research which nob only was

^
entu’ely beyond the grasp of human inlelligence

• before tbe invention of the spectroscope, but

J
which ranks among those that one of the first

I
philosophers of tbe present age pronounced to

f be absolutely unattainable by man, and which

H therefore it was a loss of time to pursue. From
1 this lofty attempt to extend the boundaries of

1 physical astronomy, the attention of the section

|t was straightway called to tbe Report of the Corn-

el
mittee on the Treatment of Sewage, re-appointed

at Brighton.

The main outcome of this year’s report appears
to be an application for more funds, in order to

prosecute farther inquiries
; the one other point

brought forward being the ascertainment of a
considerable increase in the amount of nitroo'en

and phosphoric acid found in the soil of the
jc sewage-farm that was the snbject of experiment,

j:
A special report on Breton’s farm at Romford

? followed, and it was stated that not only was an
|l enrichment of tbe soil in those elements which

we have just mentioned ascertained to have

'

taken place, but that the purity of the effluent

water was rather increased than diminished. It

was, however, also shown, that tho statements of

the Local Board as to the population contributing

to tho sewage were very incorrect, the actual

number being only about 4,000, instead of

between 7,000 and 8,000. The inference was
stated that sewage of this town contained from
13 lb. to 14 lb. of nitrogen per head of the

population per annum.

Professor Corfield recapitulated the various

points on which the committee had from time

to time reported as settled. Of these the first

was the condemnation of any form of the per-

manent cesspool system. 2. The rvcomraonda-

tion of the water-carriage system, including the

two main conditions of tho impermeable nature

of the material to bo used for sewer building,

and of the careful veutilation of all sowers.

3. The committee report the inadequacy of all

the processes of precipitation on which they

have made e.vperimcnt, including upward filtra-

tion and Weare’s charcoal process. 4. They
point out, as we have ourselves long since done,

that the downward filtration process practised

at Merthyr Tydvil, while available as a strictly

sanitary measure, cannot be properly called a

method of utilisation. Our own argument was
economical, and drawn from a comparison of the

quantity of sewage absorbed per acre with the

amount of produce returned. The committee
havo approached the same subject analytically,

and find that tho affluent water contains all the

nitrogen which the sewage itself contained,

although it had assumed tho form of nitric acid,

instead of that of ammonia and organic nitrogen.

5. Precipitation or clarifying, by some means, is

pointed out as desirable in all cases. On this,

our readers will bear in mind, wo have our-

selves insisted. 6. Tho committee arc further

at one with us on the subject of agricultural

subsoil drainage. They say, as we have often

said, that it is essential that land should be so

under-di'aiucd that any sewage applied should

pass, not over, but through, the soil
;
and that

saturation of the soil is indefensible, on either

agricultural, chemical, or sanitary principles. It

is of the utmost importance that this law should

be kept before the eyes of all pei’sons dealing with

sanitary works, or with the disposal of sewage.

The key to the recent controversy as to typhoid

fever and sewage farms lies here, as wo pointed

out a few weeks ago. It is further urged by
the committee that a special kind of culture is

necessary for sewage farms
;
and that the feeding

of cattle, and thus tho production of food in the

shape of meat and of milk, is tho true object of

this species of farming.

Tho Town Clerk of Bradford then read a

paper, which appears to have been in every way
worthy of the occasion, and of a public officer of

the town which was tho entertainer of the

Association. The reports of tho committee
appointed by the Association dealt, as our

readers will see, with tho sanitary and the agri-

cultural parts of the question. Tho paper of

2Ir. MacGowan called attention to the no less

essential element of the political action neoes-

sary for our protection from tho pestilential

results of continued neglect. Mr. MacGowan
gave an abstract of tho course of legislative

inquiry and action on the subject, and appeared

as the advocate of those local authorities who
are, on the one hand, laden with responsibility

by the Government, and, on the other hand,
refused scientific advice from the same sources,

and occasionally refused by Parliament the

powers which they seek to make experimental

works of their own. Mr. MacGowan pointed

out that tbe Act of 1872 contained summary
provisions which were simply impossible as to

execution, and that a saving clause had conse-

quently to be introduced which tended to render

the enactments inoperative. It was stated that

J

fivo manufacturers of Bi-adford used between
them no less than three million gallons of water
daily, and that the question of pollution of rivers

was thus one intimately connected with the
commercial prosperity of towns

; so that it is

essential to the latter to give every facility in

their power to the manufacturers. Mr. Mac.
Gowan pointed out the very limited area, com-
pared with the surface of the country, to which
it could be argued that sewage irrigation was in

any way applicable; and insisted on the duty of
the Government to proorote amicable co-opera-

tion among the parties interested, in preference

to legislating recklessly or harshly, or, he might
havo added, feebly and idly, “ or thrusting

down the throats of honest men dogmas whicli,

after enormous expenditure and infinite discom.
fort, may prove to be erroneous.” Neverthe-
less, wo must not bo regarded as giving any
encouragement to the laissez alter system.

In the section on Economic Science and
Statistics, Mr. E. C. T. Bartley read a paper on
the Poor-law, and its eflfect on thrift, which was
in complete harmony with views wo have ofteu
found oceasion to express, and which was very
well received by the section. Mr. Bartley
pointed out that tbe principle that the recipient

of relief should be destitute before relief was
afforded, is one that it is impossible thoroughly
to carry out, and ihat its operation was prac-

tically to encourage the poor to keep as near tho
line of destitution as possible. lie might have
urged that if the express purpose of legislation

had been
, to break down the spirit of inde-

pendence among the poor, and to induce tho
tottering to fall, rather than to aid them to

stand, it could not have be<-n more effectually

carried out. "Tnstead,” the paper wisely urged,
“ of its being to a man’s advantage to be thrife-

less and destitute, as is tbe case at present, it

should be to his disadvantage.” It is quite true

that the last throe years have witnessed a marked
and happy decrease in the amount of pauperism.
By a return of the Local Government Board,
dated 20th of August, 1873, it appears that tho
number of paupers, at the end of the Midsummer
quarter of the present year, was 777,725, against
833,424 in 1872, and 925,677 in 1871. What-
ever be tbo cause of this decrease, which
amounts to 6‘7 per cent, compared with 1872,
and to IG per cent, compared with 1871, it

is a feature of great promise. But, under tho
most favourable aspect, the acknowledged exist-

euco as a permanent part of the institutions of
a free and prosperous country, of 800,000 ab-
solutely helpless, destitute, and unproductive
individuals, out of some twenty-three millions

(the actual census return is 22,709,295), if we
take the population of England and Wales alone,

is not a fact calcuLted to prove tbe political

wisdom of our poor-laws. Side by side with
this return wo cannot but quote the ” Return of

deaths from starvation, Ac., in the year 1872,”

in the mttropohtan district. The total is ninety-

seven. This number is that certified by tho

coroners, and is furnished by a population of

3,253,379, out of which 106,7 12 were ” in receipt

of relief,” in tlie first week of tho month of

May. The total relieved in that week, through-

out England and Wales, was 805,780. No re-

turns have been called for showing whether
the proportion of deaths from absolute starva-

tion to the number of joaupers in receipt of re-

lief, is the same in the metropolis and in the
provinces. But the figures, as they stand, have
a terrible significance. Mr. W. E. Forster, the

president of tho section, said that he believed

society was responsible for the thrifclessues of

the working classes.

On the 22nd of September the attention of the

Mechanical Section was directed to two inven-

tions which are likely to exert considerable

influence on one of tho most urgent questions of

the day, the price of coal. Om* readers will

remember that on more than one occasion on
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wliicTi we have brought this subject uuder

thoir uotioe wo have pointed out the im-

portant part which mcchauical appliances might

iicreafler be justly expected to fill in the functions

of the coal-uiiuer. We even ventured to suggest,

from our acquaintance with the peculiar fertility

of the American genius in mechanical combina-

tion, that the United States would before long,

if not send coal to Newcastle, yet teach New.
castle colliers how to mine. It is from Massa-

chusetts that the first illustration of our antici-

pation has been sent. It is the invention of

Mr. Charles Burleigh, of that State, and is called

the Burleigh rock-drill. The object of this

invention is rather stone-cutting, or mining

proper, than coal - cutting, but it is in its

adai)tability to the latter function, or in the

light that its performance may throw on the

proper construction of a machine specially

adapted for the conl-miners, that the chief public

interest attaches, at this moment, to the inven-

tion.

Appropriately associated with the exhibition

of the Burleigh rock-drill, Mr. William Firth, of

Leeds, read a paper “ On Coal-cutting Machi-

nery.” The first question with reference to the

application of mechanical power iu coal-mines is

that of the prime motor. The coal-mine itself

supplies the stored-up heat by the liberation of

which the power necessary for the drainage of

the mine and for the extraction of the mineral

is exerted. The coal-mine is at once the child

and feeder of the steam-engine. Without the

great invention of Watt it would have boeu im-

practicable to attempt the depths now pierced

by our shafts, as neither water could have been
pumped from the miue, nor coal itself drawn in

quantities, b}' any conceivable application of

human or animal power. But the steam-engine,

invaluable at tbe month of the pit, is not avail-

able to supply power at the face of the miners’

galkry. In 17G1 an attempt was made to carry

rods and chains down the pit, and by their aid

to communicate motion to a mechanical con-

trivance below. Much ingenuity was called

forth iu this hopeless attempt. With the develop-

ment that has been given to the steam-engine in

the last five-and-tweiity years, it has become easy
to construct locomotive or movable engines
applicable to the purposes of the builder

j
and it

might have beeu thought that such would be
advantageously introduced into certain mines.

But iiideiiendently of auy difficulty as to the

thickness of the seam to be wi’onght, the use of

the steam-engine at the face of the work is

incompatible either with the good ventilation of

the mine or with its safety. The escaping

steam would not only fill the mine with damp,
but softeu and bring down the roof.

It has long been evident to mechanics who
have studied the subject that the true motive
power for underground work is compressed air,

—that is to say, compressed air is the true link

by means of which the force generated in the

boiler can alone bo adequately applied to the

face of the work. We have called attention to

this subject in former articles, pointing out that

the oxi>crieuce of the tunnel through the Alps

was conclusive on tliis subject. Independently

of the great facility with which compressed air

may he conducted through a mine, in order to

woi'k a drill or other mechanical appliance at the

face of the gallery, there is the rare and im-

portant advantage, in addition, that the escaping

air at once ventilates the mine, and reduces the

temperature within it.

Accordingly it is by compressed air that both

Mr. Burleigh and Mr. Firth propose to drive their

excavating machines. The former is described

as looking like a large garden syringe supported

by a slender tripod. It is worked at a pressure

of SO lb. on the inch. The cutting implement is

a drill which is made to imitate iu its movement
the action of the drill of the miner. It gives

'

300 strokes in the minute, making a revolution

iu 18 strokes. It is readily set at any angle
;

and its action is to pierce a series of holes,

which may either be nsed for powder, or other-

wise so connected as to allow of the removal of

large blocks of stone.

Mr. Firth’s machine has the advantage of

Laving already earned the character of a cheap
and effective appliance

;
the decisive experi-

ments having been made in West Ardsley, in

1862, and the apparatus now being in full and
successful operation. The economical, as well

as the mechanical, results were communicated to

the section. Tbe pressure of air employed is

about three atmospheres. The engine for com-
pressing the air is placed near the mouth of the

pit, aud the compressor feeds a receiver of*

30 ft. long by 4 ft. in diameter. From this

receiver iron pipes are led down the shaft and
distributed through the workings, and finally an
india-rubber hose, of 50 or 60 yards iu length, is

used to feed the engines at the face. These
engines are at work at a distance of two miles

from the compressor, without any sensible loss

of power. The cutting engine in actual opera-

tion at West Ardsley weighs 15 cwt., and is 4 ft.

long and 2 ft. 2 in high, running on wheels,

which are coupled, like those of goods engines

on a railway. A double-headed cutter, or pick,

is set in motion by the compressed air, which
cuts a groove of from 36 in. to 40 in. in the

coal. The actual cutting point is keyed into the

holder, so that it can be removed for grinding,

and easily replaced. The action is reciprocating,

and the speed attained is from sixty to ninety

strokes per minute.
With regard to the economical performances

of the engine it is stated that, on the long

wall” system, it can cut 20 yards per hour to a
depth of 3 ft. Half this rate of progress, how-
ever, or GO yards per shift, is very fair average
work, and is equal to that performed by twelve
average men in the usual mode of working.
One man, one youth, and oue boy are sufficient

to tend the machine, lay tlie roads, and remove
the material excavated. The equivalent in cost

to the results of an average man’s work obtained

by this engine is stated to be 3^d. The economy
effected by the use of the machine is calculated

by Mr. Firth at 19d. per ton, but with the use of

the double shift the advantage is greatly in-

creased. Tliiu, hard seams of coal, that are too

mimanageable to pay for hand labour, are eco-

nomically workable by the machine. The safety

of the mines aud of tbe miners will be greatly

iucreased by the adoption of mechanical exca-

vators. The moral status of the men will be
raised, by relieving them of that portion of their

work which is of a painful aud distressing

character
;

the economy of the underground
labour will be greatly improved, and placed on a
firmer and leas capricious basis by the change;
aud the practical outcome, aud thus the economic
value, of every shaft where mechanical coal-

cutting is employed will be augmented, almost
at will. On these considerations Mr. Firth has
offered a reward of 5001. for the best coal-

cutting machine that can be produced.
It must not bo forgotten that all improve-

ments of this nature which tend on the one hand
to reduce the current price of coal, lead on the
other hand to the more rapid exhaustion of the
mines. On that subject we need not now enter.

On the former every one of us has felt the shoe
pinch, and pinch tightly during the past twelve
months.

While the mainspring of our manufactures,
coal, is thus regarded as the object of the
application of mechanical ingenuity, another
series of investigators have turned their atten-

tion to the more economic application of that
heat which is liberated by the combustion of

coal. The combination of heated air with steam
is one of the methods adopted for this purpose.

On this subject a description of the invention of

Mr. George Warsop was read by Mr. R. Eaton.
A stationary engine on the principle in question

was exhibited at the International Exhibition of

1871, and we are now furnished with detailed

results of the application of the same invention

to the locomotive.

The mechanism of the plan consists in the
addition to the ordinary machinery of the loco-

motive of a single acting air pump, which is

driven from one of the cross heads, and which
forces a constant stream of air, through a coil of

pipes fixed in the smoke box, into the boiler.

The air is said to enter the boiler at a tempera-
ture of about 650° Fahr.

The theoretic action of the air is that of
dividing the molecnles of water and of steam,
retarding condensation, aiding ebullition, and,

above all, preventing inernstation on the metallic

surfaces. The latter action is marked by an
unusual absence of leakage, in the engine snp-

plied with the apparatus ; the repairs of which
have been extraordinarily few, as compared with
those of others of a similar class. The tubes
now at work in the locomotive described were
inserted in January, 1868.

The economical result arrived at is a saving of

16’G per cent, in the quantity of coal consumed,
in addition to the increased densibility, and
decreased cost of repairs of the engine. We
have said enough to call attention to a very
important subject.

Space, not matter, fails for further notice. A
new and sinqile form of calculating-machine.
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called a mensurator, by Mr. W. Marsham Adams,

which obtained a medal at the Yiouna Exhibi-

tion, is an instance of a veiy different, but very

useful, application of the inventive facnlty. We
have said enough to justify our remarks as to

the bright promise of scientific progress which

this meeting of the Association affords
;
and we

congratulate the town of Bradford on the

occasion with which its name is thus happily

associated.

ST. GILES’S.

The names of two London parishes are con-

tinually used to express the two extremes of •

the social scale. As St. James’s I’epresenta’

royalty and aristocracy, so St. Giles’s repre- •

sents the lowest of the ” mohocracy ”
: yet, .

curiously enough, three centuries ago the sites i

of these two parishes were both occupied by ,<

lazar-houses, and the names of the saints had

long hefoi’e been given to these hospitals, which
;

were instituted for the same purpose of relieving, c

persons suffering from one of the most loathsome

of diseases. An old inhabitant of London, who .

wandered out of the City to the westward into i

the country beyond, might bavo seen at the i

same time, had he stood on some slightly -rising .

ground, two isolated buildings situated in the :

midst of damp, marshy land, and he would .

probably have felt great surprise had the future •.

of the two been prophesied to liim, and ho had

been told that St. James’s would soon become

the residence of a king, and gradually gather i

round it all the fashion of the town, but that

St. Giles’s would fall lower and lower in social

consideration, and become at last a crowded resort^'

of misery and crime, thus sinking from a plea-

^

sant village to one of the most wretched districts^

in London. This despised parish has, however,^

a history of the greatest interest,—in fact, it has i

a double history—first, one of respectability, and

next, one of vagabondage.
The hospital was of great antiquity, and .

was founded by Matilda, daughter of Malcolm,

king of Scotland, and queen of Henry I. of ,

England, in the year 1117, for the reception of

forty lepers, one chaplain, ono clerk, and one i

messenger or servant. It was dedicated to a i

Grecian saint, known as “ St. Giles of the

Lepers,” and was first called officially “the >

Hospital of St. Giles witliout London,”
^

but

afterwards obtained the name of “ St. Giles’s in i

the Fields.” Different kings granted vai'ious

charters to the hospital, and in Henry III.’s

reign Pope Alexander IV. confii'mcd its privi- It

leges by a Bull, in which he took it under

his holy protection. As centuries passed, the^a

hospital managed to draw to itself much landed

property, and all went prosperously (with the
|

exception of some dissension among the lepers \

themselves, caused by their too great prosperity) I

until the heavy hand of Henry VIII. fell upon it, ;i

in common with other ecclesiastical establish- i|

ments. Henry kept the hospital and its pre»7‘j

cincts six years in his own possession, and in i.

15 15 bestowed it upon Sir John Dudley, Viscount |

Lisle, K.G., together with Burton St. Lazar, in r

Leicestershire, a hospital to wliich the custody

of St. Giles’s had been granted, in the reign of

Edward III. Lord Lisle forthwith fitted np the ^(!

:

principal part of the building as a residence for J

himself, and leased out various subordinate parts \

of the structure to different tenants ;
but appa- i

rently he soon tired of his new acquisition, for •

two years afterwards he obtained the king’s |

licence to convey the whole of the premises to "

John Wymonde Carewe, esq. The hospital was
’

situated within walls, which enclosed a triangula^*]

space, bounded on the north-east by the High- i

street; on the south-east by Le Lane, afterwards t

Monraoutb-street, and now Dudley-street ;
and

,

on the west by Elde-strate, afterwards Hog-laoe, :

and now Crowu-street ; the great gate being on i

the north, opposite the chapel, which afterwards I|

became the parochial church of St. Giles. The *

“ Capital Place or Mansion House ” which Lord

Lisle fitted up was situated a little to the west

of the church. It was afterwards occupied by i

the celebrated Alice Duchess of Dudley, who i|

died in 1669, aged 90, and later still by Lord

Wharton. Strype describes it as follows

“ Lloyd’s Court is divided from Denmark-street (•

by Lord 'Wharton’s house and gardens which ..

fronts St. Giles’s Church.”
_

When this wet, marshy district was drained, n

and ditches were made about it, it became a l

more healthy place; and as early as the year .

1213 a few cottages had been built outside the !•

hospital walls. In Henry III.’s reign it had

assumed the appearauce of a scattered country
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village, with a few shops and a stone cross, but

'

it was still far from being what it afterwards

became, “ tho very pleasant village of St. Giles,”

and early in the fourteenth century the number
of inhabitants did not exceed 100. From tho

reign of Edward III. to that of Henry VIIl., the

inhabitants seem to have consisted of a few
gentry and peasants, whose houses and cottages

were scattered about, and some tradesmen, who
dwelt for the most part in the main street. The
names of some of these shopkeepers are pre-

served in the hospital grants, as “ Gervase le

Lyngedrap” (Hnendraper), and “Reginald le

Tailleur.” Among other names mentioned in

these grants we find “ Robert le Mower,”
“ Robert le Crieur,” “ Roger le Fol,” “ Robert

do Sco Egidio,” and “ Bartholomew, the crier

of the Court of King’s Bench.” For some time

previously to the dissolution of the hospital the

population seems to have remained nearly sta-

tionary, but shortly afterwards it increased, and
in Queen Elizabeth’s reign, in spite of pro-

clamations prohibiting the building of new
houses under severe penalties, a great addition

was made to its size. In 1517 the hospital was
suppressed, but much of tho wall that sur-

rounded it remained in 1595
j

still at this date

Holborn had extended so far west as almost to

join St. Giles’s-street, and shortly afterwards

several streets were planned and many houses

built. Tho rapid growth of London at this

time attracted much attention, and in Thomas
Freeman’s Epigrams, published in 1G14, and
entitled “ Rub and a Great Caste,” are the

following curious lines on “ London’s Pro-

gresse ” :

—

" Why, how now, BiiheU, wilt thou build ?

The old Uolborne, Chariiig-crosa, the Straud,
Are going to St. Giles’ s-iu-the-Fidd :

St. Katerine, she takes Wapping by Ihe hand,
And Hogsdoo will to Hy.gato ere't be long

;

London has got a great way from tho streame,
I think she means to goto Islington,

To eat a dish of strawberries and ereame.
The city's sure in progresse, I surmise.
Or going to revell it in some disorder
Without the walls, without the liberties,

Where she neede feare nor Mayor nor Recorder :

Well, say she do, 'twere’s pretty, yet 'tis pity,

A Middlesex bailiff should arrest the citty."

Tho parish of St. Giles was well supplied in

old times with places of detention and punish-

ment, for it had a pound, a cage, a round-house,

a watch-house, a pest-house, stocks and whipping-

post. and gallows. St. Giles’s Ponnd has had a

fame such as we may safely say no pound ever

had before
j

it was a landmark, and miles were
measured from it, as they were from the

Standard in Cornhill, Hickes’s Hall, and Hyde
Park-corner, and its name found its way into

songs,—nob, however, much to the credit of the

neighbourhood, as,

—

" At "Mewgate steps Jack Chance was found.

And bred up near St. Giles’s Pound.”

There is no record of tho first making of the

pound, but it was probably of considerable an-

tiquity, as the parish, while a village surrounded

by pasture-lauds, would naturally require such a

convenience. It originally stood in the middle

of High-street, but was removed in 1656 to make
way for some almshouses, and was then placed

on the broad space where St. Giles’s, High-street,

Tottenbam-conrb-road, and Oxford-street meet.

In 1765 it was finally cleared away when certain

improvements were made in the neighbourhood.

Tho Cage adjoined the Pound when it stood in

the High-street, and was used as a prison. The
poor people who were so unfortunate as to find

themselves in this place do not appear to

have been treated with much consideration, for

there are entries in tho parish books of

several deaths that took place there. In tho

churchwardens’ accounts we find that, in

1641, 2s. were given to a poor woman that

was brought to bed in the Cage, and shortly

after 23. 6d. was paid for a slu-oud for a poor

woman, probably the same. On July 9, Is. 6d.

was given to Ann Wyatt, then in the Cage, to

relieve ber and buy her a truss of straw
;
and

three days afterwards 2s. 6d. was paid for a

shroud for the same Ann Wyatt. The Round-

house was probably situated near the west end

of the chnrch against the churchyard, as appears

by the order in the year 1686 that a gate “ be

made out of the wall of the churchyard near the

Round-house,” and farther “that care be taken

to have a wall erected at the west part of the

Round-house for the security thereof, in regard

the old buildings adjoining are taken away,”

because these old buildings must have been the

remains of the hospital. In 1690 it was pro-

posed to do away with the Round-house, and

four years afterwards it was succeeded by the

Watch-house, which was built by Mr. Rathbone,
from whom Rathbone-place takes its name.
Although the place was abolished, the title of

Rouriid-house keeper was contiuued by the con
stable of the parish long into the present cen-

tury. A Pest-house was built in St. Giles’s at

the time of the Great Plague of 1665, and it

was afterwards pulled down and the materials

sold. In the previous visitations of this fearful

infection tho parish had made use of a general

hospital called the Loudon Pest-house, which
stood near Coldbath-fields. The stocks and
whipping-post were covered by a shed, and are

supposed to have stood in the broad part of the

High-street. In 1683, 11. 17s. 6d. were paid for a

new whipping-post, and in 1703 Mr. Pollett

received 21. for painting stocks, whipping-post,

and shed. The gallows stood at the north end

of tho parish outside the hospital inclosure, where
tho Pound was afterwards placed at tho junction

of the three roads. Here Sir John Oldcastle,

Lord Cobham, the Lollard, was executed in the

reign of Henry V., and Babington and his ac-

complices in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. It

is frequently stated that on the removal of the

gallows from the elms in Smithficld in 1413, it

was set up in this place, and continued here till

it was transferred to Tyburn
;
but this is not tho

case, for it is on record that Judge Tressilian

and Sir Nicholas Brember were executed at

Tyburn as early as the year 1388, and there is

DO I’eason to believe that one place of execution

was considered sufficieut for the who’e of London.

It was, moreover, a favourite practice in times

gone by to carry out the legal sentence against

the criminal in a place near which he committed
his crime. For many years it was the custom
of the hospital to provide a bowl of ale for the

criminal as he passed tho great gate on his way
to Tyburn. This last refreshment was called tho

“St. Giles’s Bowl,” and was commemorated in

the sign of tho “ Bowl ” public-house, which
formerly stood ou the site of Bowl-yard. A
similar custom was anciently practised at York,

which gave rise to the proverb that tho saddler

of Bawtry was hanged for leaving his liquor, for

bad ho stopped, as was usual, his reprieve, which

was actually on the road, would have arrived

in time to save him. The hospital chapel

became, as we have before mentioned, the

parocMal church when the parish of St. Giles

was formed, and the building remained until

1623, when it was demolished. In 1617 orders

were given for building a steeple and buying new
bells, but when the alteratious were made it was
found that some of the walls were so rotten and
decayed as to be in danger of falling down,
and extensive repairs were therefore projected.

In the end it was found necessary to pull the

whole building down, and subscriptions were
requested from the parishioners and from other

parishes for the purpose of building a new
church. The sum of 1,065?. 9s. was subscribed

by 415 householders, the first donation being

250?. from the Duchess Dudley and the last two
pence by “ Mother Parker.” Parton, in his

“Account of St. Gilea-in-the-Pields,” writes :

—

“The total number of souls in the parish at

this period did not exceed, perhaps not reach,

2,000. The subscriptions, therefoi'e, npon an
average exceeded 10s. Od. for each parishioner,

old and young, when 10s. 6d. was equal to 40s.

of our present money. An example of liberality

and munificence rarely equalled.” Upwards of

450J. were received from non-parishioners and
nearly 210?. from various parishes in the diocese

of London, in addition to that collected from
the residents. The new chm-oh was consecrated

on the 2Gth of January, 1630, by Dr. Laud,

Bishop of London, with great pomp and cere-

mony. It was a handsome building, of rubbed
brick with stone dressings, and bad a square

tower surmounted by a turret. It was richly

decorated in the intei'ior, but daring the Com-
monwealth was much defaced by the Puritans,

who gave 4s. 6d. to the painter who washed the

twelve apostles off the organ-loft, and 1?. 9s. 6d.

to the glazier who took out the stained glass and
replaced it with plain glass, and sold for 40s. the

beautifully-carved wood chancel-screen which
the Duchess Dudley gave to the church. lu

addition the organ, “ whose confused musick
hinders devotion,” was sold, and the organ-loft

lot as a seat. At the Restoration, the church
was as much as possible brought back to its

original state. It underwent extensive repairs,

but in spite of these it was found in 1715 to be

in such a total state of decay that a new church

was necessary. A proposal was now made that

this should be one of the fifty new churches

ordered to be built by Queen Anne’s Act, and

Parliament was petitioned on tho subject.

Nothing was done for some years, but in 1729
the commissioners agreed to build a now church
on condition that the churchwardens and vestry

of St. Giles settled a yearly income of 350?. on
the rector of the recently-erected parish of St.

George, Bloomsbury. The petition of the parish

was strenuously supported by the Duke of New-
castle, the Lord Chancellor, and other eminent
parishioners who bad seats in Parliament, and
to whom the thanks of tho parish wore voted for

“the extraordinary pains they had taken in

getting the above favour.” It was opposed by
the Archbishop of York and five bishops, with,

eleven temporal peers, who protested on five

grounds, the chief one being that it was a bad
precedent to rebuild old churches out of a fond
appropriated for building neiv one.«.

In June, 1731, articles of agreement wore
entered into with Henry Flitcrofc, the architect,

who contracted to take down the old church and
rebuild a new one on tho same ground before

the end of 1733. Tho building lias been gene-
rally admired, and on its first erection was
thought to be one of the handsomest chnrches
in London. The steeple is described by Ralph
as “ light, airy, and genteel.”

In 1686-7 the celebrated “ Resu-rection Gate”
was erected. This was tho principal gate into

tho churchyard, and was ornameuted with a
curious bas-relief of the Day of Judgment,
partly designed from Michelangelo’s study. In
1800 the vestry ordered this gate to be removed,
“and a new entrance and gate to be erected at

the north-west co-ner of the churchyard.” The
wood-carving, liowevor, was afterwards cleaned

and refixed, and it still remains, though its posi-

tion was again altered, to attract tho eyo of the

curious passer-by.

The list of rectors of St. Giles’s parish is a

goodly one from 1517 to the present time, but
tho only man in it of great fame was the learned

and laborious Brian Walton, who placed students

of all ages under obligations by the publication

of his magnificent Polyglot Bible. Others were
well known in their day, and obtained the
prizes of their profession, as Dr. Roger Mayn-
waring, Bishop of St. David’s, Dr. John Sharpe,

Archbishop of York, Dr. William Baker, Bishop
of Norwich, and Dr. Buckner, Bishop of Chi.

Chester. St. Giles’s was originally cut off from
the rest of the town by reason of tbo loathsome-

ness of the disease, for the amelioration of which
the hospital was founded, but it continued to be
separated cn account of its moral disease. Soon
after the dissolution of tho hospital the parish

became the rendezvous of rogues and beggars,

and it has remained for many years the city of

refage for the ragamuffins of Loudon and West-
minster.

In Queen Elizabeth’s reign the rapid growth
of London forced upon the attention of the

Government some of those social questions

which arc still agitating society, and are still

unsolved, and tho remedy it proposed was
to forbid tbo further erection of uew buildings,

and to order “ all persons within three mites

of any of the gates of the City to forbear from
letting, or setting, or suffering any more than
one family only to be placed in any one
house.” In 1585 a proclamation was issued

in which the common evils were recited—“ that

great multitudes were brought to inhabit in

small rooms, whereof a great part were seen

very poor, yea such as roust live by begging or

worse means, and they heaped together in one
house or small tenement; wherefure for offences

of this sort, namely of increase of many in-

dwellera, or, as they be commonly called,

inmates or undersitters, which had been suffered

within the last seven years, the proper officers

were to seo tho same redrest.” In another
proclamation these vagrants are more fully

described :
—" that it was found in and about

the City of Loudon, and in parts in and about

her Majesty’s court, that there (lid haunt and
repair a great multitude of wandering persons,

many of whom were men from Ireland, with
whom were also many other like vagrants and
persons of that nation.” St. Giles’s and High
Holborn were specially de.scribed as “ great

harbonrs for such misdemeaned persons.” In
the seventeenth century the Insh continued to

arrive, aud this parish is still their favoured

home, 80 that from their settlement it obtained

the cant appellation of the “ Holy Land.” It

has been asserted that the colony of Irish in

London equals in numbers tho population of

many a European capital. In 1710 the church,

wardens stated “that a great number of tlie

inhabitants of St. Giles’s are French Protes-
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tants;” and in 1720 Strype describes Slidwell-
street and its neighbourhood as chiefly inhabited
by French “and of the poorer sorb,” hot now the
foreign population is more confined to Soho, and
does not extend to the east end of Crown-street.
The Vestry found out after a tiino that they

could not leave the question of their poor to bo
settled by the rulers of the State, and in 1637
they ordered, “ to prevent the great influx of
poor people into this parish, that tho bedles do
present every fortnight, on tho Sunday, the
names of all new comers, undersitters, inmates,
divided tenements, persons that have families in

cellars, and other abases.” In 1639 six persons
were appointed to assist the churchwardens “ in

discovering and avoiding inmates, sellar-mates,

and new-comers.” These are the earliest men-
tions of cellars as places of residence, which
have since become so noted that the expression
“a collar in St. Giles’s” is used to designate
tho lowest poverty. In the next century
when Hogarth wished to paint the vices of the
poor he went for inspiration to St. Giles’s. Uis
Idle Apprentice is taken up for robbery and
murder in a night cellar in this parish

j
his Gin-

street is in St. Giles’s
; and Tom Nero, in the

“Four Stages of Cruelty,” is a St. Giles’s

charity boy. Fielding, writing in 1751, refers

to “great numbers of houses set apart for the
reception of idle persons and vagabonds, who
have their lodging there for twopence a night
and adds that “in the execution of search war-
rants Mr. IVeloh rarely finds loss than twenty
of these houses open for the receipt of all comers
at the latest hours ; and that in one of these
houses, and that not a large one, he hath num-
bered fifty-eight persona of both sexes, tho

stench of whom was so intolerable that it soon
eompelJed him to quit the place.” A Middlesex
magistrate declared in 1815 that “ in the early

part of my life (I remember almost the time
which Hogarth has pictured) every house in St.

Giles’s, whatever else they sold, sold gin
;
the

situation of the people was dreadful. I lived

w'itb a relation of mine then, whc^omployed a
vast number of people, and observed the lower
orders, then in a terrible state.” Mr. Sampson
Stevenson gave evidence before a committee of

the House of Commons, in 1815, on the state

of the beggar.s of St. Giles’s, and described
tbein as a society in which the young members
are initiated in all kinds of extortion by tho
elder ones. He stated that they could make
33. or -Is. a day each by selling in Monmouth-
streeb the shoes that they had begged on their

rounds. The evenings of these worthless crea-

turcs were spent in drunkenness and quarrel-

ling.

Mr. Sydney Smirke, in his “ Suggestions for

the Architectural Improvement of the Western
Part of London ” (published in 183 1), describes

the condition of St. Giles's in much the same
t'wms as Fielding u^ed nearly a century before.

Ho writes,—“The unutterable abominations of

it can only be conceived by those who, in tho

e.’cercise of charity or in quest of crime, have

b -en forced to become familiar with its recesses.

It is, indeed, the retreat of wretchedness, the

nest of disease, and at once the nursery and
sanctuary of vice There is scarcely a

single sewer in auy part of it
;
so that here,

where there is the greatest accumulation of

filth, there is the least provision made for its

removal.” “ The lodging-houses generally con-

sist of six or eight small rooms, each of which
often contains six beds; and it is no uncommon
circumstance for sixty persons to bo sleeping io

one of these loathsome abodes. For the uso of

these wretched beds (if such they may be
termed) fourpence or sixpence is required per

ri.'ht; and it is a fact familiar to the parish officers,

that great properties liave been, and still are, ac-

cumulated in this way.” The worst part of the

parish was tho notorious Rookery, which may be
described as the triangular space bounded by
Biinbridge-street, George-street, and High-
street, St. Giles’s. The larger portion of this

district was levelled previously to the building of

New Oxford-street, which was opened in 1847.

Unfortunately, the consequence was that the
neighbouring dens were regorged with a still

denser crowd, and in 1848 a committee of the
council of tho Statistical Society reported on the
state of the inhabitants and their dwellings in

Cimrch-lane. They visited all the houses and
found them in the most deplorable condition.

The street was strewed from end to end with
night-soil, sweepings of houses, decayed vegeta-

bles, &c., and tho inhabitants were so closely,

packed that tlie average supply of air for each

person was calculated at only 175 cubic feet,

the largest being G05, and the smallest 52.

Now 1,000 cubic feet of air are deemed neces-
sary for a single prisoner in England, and SOO
cubic feet for a soldier in a barrack in India.
The committee classified the occupation and cha-
racter of the inhabitants as follows:— 1st shop-
keepers, lodging-house keepers, publicans, and
some of the under landlords of the houses, who
make considerable profit by letting rooms fur-

nished and unfurnished. 2nd. Street-dealers in

fruit, vegetables, damaged provisions, and sun-
dries

;
sweeps, knife-grinders, and door-mat

makers. 3rd. Mendicants, crossing-sweepers,
street-singers, persons who obtain a precarioas
subsistence, and country tramps. 4th. Persons
calling themselves dealers, who are probably
thieves, and the occupants of houses of ill-fame.

5th. Young men and lads of ages varying from
eleven to thirty, known as pickpockets and
thieves of various degrees. About one-half of

tho inhabitants were Irish, chiefly natives of
Cork. Mr. Horace Mann showed that, during
tho si.x or seven years since the census of 1811,
tho population of Church.lane had increased at

tho rate of about 67 per cent., which must have
principally been owing to the so-called “ im-
provements” of the neighbourhood. Mr. Mann
also pointed out that many other parts of St.

Giles’s were in as unsatisfactory a condition as

Church-lane. Nor in this recapitulation need
we omit reference to the particulars that have
been given, from time to time, in these pages,
and afterwards reproduced in compacter form.

Hear, too, what tho medical officer of the
district, Dr. Ross, says in his last report, just

now issued :

—

“ Tramps, wife-dcscrters, heesars. piclt-poeltots, and
women of bad repute occupy the common loasing-houaea
in St, Giles’s (south). There are more than 2,000 of these
persons, tho large majority of whom are single, or at least
Jive as celebates. They are nevertheless prolific. A con-
siderable amount of the sickness and mortality of St.
Giles’s, and a largo proportion of the cost for supporting
its pauperism, are caused by the occupants of these
houses. These lodging-houses are moreover the seething
hot-beds of depravity and crime, and beingadjacent to the
habitations of the lowest class of our labouring poor, .

the indecent and immoral habits of the population infect
whole streets, and cast a gloomy shadow of squalor and
vice over the entire locality. It would be a mercy to the
labouring poor to scatter these people from their
haunts.’’

Only a limited number of bouses harbouring
them should be allowed in each district. By
massing these outcasts together, as they are in

St. Giles’s, they are effectually cut off from all

hurnaniaing influences, and their moral corruption
only becomes more aggravated.
We will now leave the consideration of the

moral condition of the parish, and return to its

topography. The names of many of the streets
continue the fame of some of the early inha-
bitants, as Whetstone-park, from Willi<ara Whet-
stone, a parishioner and vestrymen in the reign

of Charles II, :

—

Near Holboru lies a park of great renown.
The place I do suppose is not unknown.
For brevity's sake the name I shall not tell,

Because most genteel readers know it wall.”

Wild-street takes its name from Wild or Weld
House, Drury-lane, which was purchased from
the builder (Sir Edward Stradling) in 1651, by

;

Humphrey Weld, esq., a vestryman in 1669, and
ancestor of the Welds of Lulworth Castle, Dorset-
shire. Short’s-gardens were built upon the
gardens attached to the mansion of Dudley
Short, an eminent parishioner and vestryman
in the reign of Charles II., and Brownlow-street
occupies the site of Sir John Brownlow’s house
and gardens, which were in pert demolished
about the year 1682. Lewknor’s-lane (or Lute-
nor’s-lane), now called Charles-street, took its old

name fmoi Sir Lewis Lewknor, who was a
vestryman in 1618, and subscribed towards the
building of the church in 1623. If this place
ever had a respectable existence it must have
been a very shortone, for in Butler’s time it was
notorious for the profligacy of its inhabitants.

Dyot-street, celebrated in the song of Fiisbos

(“ Bombastes Furioso”),

—

" So happy to live snd to die.

In Dyot-street, Bloomsbury-sqnare,”

but now reduced to the insignificance of George-
street, obtained its old name f-om Philip Dyot,
who lived for many years at Dyot House.
Monmouth-street was long notorious as the

abode of Jew dealers in left-off wearing apparel,

and as the street in which the too well-known
“St. Giles’s Cellars” were chiefly situated.

Monmouth-street no longer exists, for in the
year 1845 its name was changed to Diidley-

street in the belief that a new name would give
it a new start. Its character, however, is but
little altered, and although the cellars may not

now be slept in, the second-hand clothes andboota i

are exposed to view.* The old name is generally
1

supposed to have been given to the street in
;

honour of the Duke of Monmouth, who lived in ;

Soho-square
;
but Peter Cunningham suggested i

with much more probability that it was called l

after Carey. Earl of Monmouth, who died in t

1661, as he and his father had both been distin- I

guisbed parishioners of St. Giles’s. Tho present i

name was given in honour of the Duchess {

Dudley, who died in the seventeenth century.
'

It would be impossible within auy reasonable {

limits to mention all the celebrated persons who
(

have been connected with tho parish, and we
can, therefore, merely give a few names,—as the

j

Earls of Southampton, the Earls of Chesterfield,
j

the Russell family, Lord Herbert of Cherbury, 1

the Marquises of Winchester and Worcester, the |

Duke of Montagu, and a large number of other i

noblemen. Dr. Andrew Borde, Sir Kenelin Digby,
j

Sir Godfrey Kneller, Dra. Mead and Radcliffe,
j

Sir Hans Sloane, and Sir Richard Steele. Among
the eminent persons buried in the church or
churchyard of St. Giles’s are the poet Chapman
(d. 1634), to whose memory Inigo Jones erected
an altar-tomb at his own expense ; Lord Herbert
of Cherbury (d. 1648) ; James Shirley, the
dramatist (cl. 1666); Richard, or “Boacobel,”
Penderell, commonly called “Trusty Richard”
(d. 1671), Andrew Marvell (d. 1678) ; the
infamous Countess of Shrewsbury (d. 1702) ;

and
Sir Roger Lestrange (d. 1704).
The parish of St. Giles has always been well

supplied with inns and places of entertainment,
and one of the earliest of these appears to have
been the Crocho Hose, or Crossed Stocking,
which was kept by the hospital cook in 1300.
The sign was a stocking crossed with red and
white. The Swan on the Hop was another
house of very old date, of the existence of which
in the thirty-fourth year of Edward III.'s reign
there is documentary evidence. The White Hart
was in existence in the reign of Henry VIII., and
is mentioned in Strype’a edition of Stow (1720).
Dick Turpin and his accomplices met at this

house. The Rose is mentioned in a lease dated I

1675, and was then more than 300 years old.
]

The Vine, which was taken down in 1817, is ^

supposed to have marked the spot where the I

vineyard in Holborn mentioned in Domesday
j

Book stood. The pariah meetings were held at I

the Maidenhead in tho reign of Ciiarles II., but
after a time it decayed into a resort of beggars
and desperate characters. The Cock and Pyo
gave its name to the Cock and Pye-flelds, upon
which Seven Dials were built. The Tangier
Tavern was a noted haunt of thieves and
gamesters, and Claude Duval lay there in state
before he was buried in Covent Garden Church
in 1669. Other inns might be mentioned, but
they do not merit much attention. '

At the end of the seventeenth century, an
attempt was made to raise a portion of St.

Giles’s into a fashionable neighbourhood, and
tho person to make this attempt was the same
man who proposed building Clargea-street,

Piccadilly. Thomas Neale, Groom Porter to the
King, obtained a grant from the Crown of the

I

Cock and Pye Fields, formerly the Marshlands,
I

and commenced building the streets known as
;

Seven Dials. On the 5th of October, 1694, '

Evelyn “went to see the building beginning '

neere St. Giles’s, where seven streets make a
star from a Doric pillar, placed in the middle of

a circular area, said to be built by Mr. Noale,
iutrodueer of tho late lotteries, in imitation of
those at Venice.” The name was given to the
place from a column in the centre, on the sum-
mit of which were seven sun-dials, with a dial

facing each of the streets. This column was
removed in July, 1773, and transferred to the
park of a country gentleman. Previously to the
erection of this column, the name was the Seven
Streets, as ic is called in Hatton’s “ Now View
of London” (17u8). Seven Dials has a literature

of its own, and for many years the largo supply
of ballads and dying speeches, hawked about
the streets, has issued from this spot. James
Catuacb, who lived in Monmouth-court, was the
great producer of this literature. He was the

first to use a better paper, and to print largo

editions of trials, and in consequence he
managed to amass a considerable sum of money,
a large portion of which was said to have been
made during the trial of Queen Caroline. He
made over 5001., by Weare’s murder and Thur-
tell’s execution, and not liking to lose so profit-

• A charming essay by "Boz” toa;hLng these boots
will be remembered.
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able a subject, be brought out a broad sheet,

headed, “ Wk are alive ogaio,” which sold

largely, but many did not like the trick put

upon them, and called it a “catchpenny,” a

term which has stuck to the issues of the Seven

Dials press. The sale of execution ballads and
last dying speeches and confessions was for-

merly very large, but the penny newspapers

have now reduced the circulation of these broad-

sides. Of the execution ballads of Hush’s mur-
der, and of that of the Mannings, 2,500,000

copies were sold respectively. Of Courvoisier

and Greonacro, 1,000,000 each, and of Muller’s

only 100,000 copies were sold, other sources of

information being open to the people in the

latter case. Catnacli had a great dislike to buy-

ing now type, and he was up to all manner of

expedients to save himself, such as turning

letters upside down, and making p, d, b, q, stand

the one for the other. He made his own wood-

cuts, or bought such old ones as ho could ob-

tain. Mo.st of Catnach’s customers who were
cadgers and hawkers, paid him pennies, and he
made the journeymen and boys in his employ
take their wages in coppers, so that on Saturday

night they had to get their wives and mothers

to help them home with their load. His neigh-

bours, however, would not give him silver for

his copper, as they feared contagion in bis

money on account of the filthy sources from
which it had come to him. In consequence,

he was obliged for a time to take his pennies

in large bags to the Bank of England
;

but subsequently he washed and boiled them
in a strong decoction of potash and vinegar,

which caused them to look as bright as

when they came from tho Mint. Catnacb
retired from business in 1839, with a fortune

of between three and four thousand pounds.

The business of the Catnaoh press has been
carried on by, first, Paul & Ryle ;

secondly,

A. Ryle & Co.
;
and, thirdly, "W. S. Fortey, who

baa on stock now half a million of ballads, or

more than 900 reams. The authors of these

•edifying productions obtain but poor pay, for

the uniform sum received is but one shilling. If

the ballad have a great sale, the “ poet ” may
bo rewarded with a trifle additional, but be has
CO claim to such liberality.

The contrast is so great between tho pleasant

village of St. Giles, and the poor parish of St.

Giles, that it of necessity points a moral which
he that runs may read. It is sad to find a dis-

trict given up for centuries to misery of the

moat debasing character. lu Queen Elizabeth’s

reign, wo find the same evils complained of that

•exist now, and the miserable condition of the

place is seen to be tho same when drawn by the

pencil of Hogarth, and by tho pen of Fielding,

in the last century, and those of the Statistical

Society and the Builder in the present century.

The history of St. Giles’s exhibits much that

•Js worthy of serious consideration
;
but it will

cot be necessary to mention here more than

two points,—first, the impossibility of arresting

by small efforts tbo natural decay of an ill-

repirted district is exhibited in the failure of

the attempted creation of a fashionable neigh-

bonrbood at Seven Dials
;
secondly, the so-called

improvement of a bad neighbourhood by driving

a now street through its worst parts, without

further arrangements, is often an evil instead of

a good. When at the building of New Oxford-

etreet a portion of the Rookery wa«i destroyed, it

was supposed that the neighbourhood had been
improved

;
but we have seen that the poor were

only driven closer upon tberaselvee. The clear-

ing.? made for “ improvements” cannot be con-

sidered satisfactory unless some place is prepared
for the inhabitants who are turned out, and we
have urged for years the necessity of doing this.

Great improvements have been made in Sb.

Giles’s of late years by tho Local Board of Works
and other institutions, and tho large death-rate

has been reduced, but much more remains to be
done. All that has been hitherto effected has
been brought about by gradual improvement;
but really to stamp out the great evils it is

cecesaary for a large and combined effort to be

made. A clean sweep is required, bub not to

make way for a better class of people. Health-

ful dwellings must be built on a large scale for

tbo present inhabitants.

Salisbury Cathedral.—In the west front of

this cathedral, two new statnes, the gift of
private munificence, have just been fixed. One
of them bears the name of St. Remigius, Bishop
of Rlieims, in the sixth century, who baptized
Clovis.

THE CLEANING AND PRESERVATION OF
PICTGRES.

The great master. Nature, creates and then

erases his beautiful works. In the full con-

sciousness of power he is nob solicitous to pre-

serve. What he has done be cau do again.

Beauty passes through its transient phases,

blooms, fades, decays, and dies. The lesser

artist, man, is more solicitous about the pre-

serration of his works,—the works which have
cost him so much study and labour,—and, fearing

lest such heights of excellence shall never more
be attained, takes every means to preserve his

“little beat,” in order that it maybe handed
down to posterity. Whether the zeal with

which he straggles against fate and oblivion bo
praiseworthy in the eyes of wisdom wo shall not

here stop to inquire. Society has decided that

tho preservation of fine pictures is a sacrod

duty. If it be, we can only say that some pictures

have been fortunate in escaping its preserving,

restoring, and tender mercies. Wo have been

behind the scenes, and know full well what
“ picture cleaning and restoring,” in its ordinary

acceptation, moans, or, rather, did mean.
A picture is a most delicate structure. No-

thing can well be more easily injured. It is to

the extreme veneration and care of an art-loving

people that the preservation of the finest works
of the old masters is duo. Something of this

freshness is perhaps attributable to the use of

simple vehicles and colours, and to the unhesi-

tating mode of execution, but far more, we
believe, to careful custodianship. Modem
pictures are knocked about from dealers to

auction marts, from auction marts to dealers,

from dealers to purchasers, and are kicked,

cuffed, doctored, aud varnished in a way not at

all calculated to improve either their constitu-

tions or their outward appearance.
Tho mere washing, with pure water, of a

recently-painted picture, will, if it is not done
with tbo greatest possible care, sensibly injure

it. Tho final thin glazes and paintings are

easily removed if sufficient time has not elapsed

for them to become thoroughly dry and hard.

Viirnisbing at this period is even more destrnc-

tivo, and we have seen the varnishing-brush

clogged with the disturbed paint of pictures

varnished at too early a stage of their existence.

Modern pictures, however, are frequently sub-

mitted to this injurious process within a short

time after their completion, to give them a

glossy appearance, and to prepare them for sale

and re-sale, as they come into and pass out of

the market again and again. We would counsel

the proprietors of modern works never to allow

their pictures to bo either cleaned or varnished,

except under the advice and snpervis'on of

the painter himself; or, failing this, of some
artist of experience and ability.

The works of Sir Joshua Reynolds would not
have been the wrecks they, for the most part,

are, had it not been for the reckless cleanings

which they have undergone. There i'i scarcely

one in ten of his pictures which has not been
flayed by unskilful and unscrupulous bands.

His pictures were the more susceptible of injury,

the more vulnerable, from the fact that he was
inconstant in his method of painting, and con-

tinually experimenting with pigments, vehicles,

and varnishes.

All the pictures of tho old masters are by no
means equally redoubtable against the attacks of
“ cleaners and restorers,” as many a cleaner has
learned to his cost. We recollect one of tbo

fraternity, and of very great repute, rest his

soul, who had a very largo share of the picture-

daying of the country committed to his hands.

This worthy man in every respect, save when
let loose upon pictures, would rejoice when he
had discovered the discarded sky of an ancient

landscape-painter, by removing the final work
and decision of the master. At last, however,
he was rash enough to apply some of his strong
solvents to the thinner painting of Velasquez,
and the consequence was, that a large and well-

known picture was half swept from the canvas.

The injury was, however, repaired, by a skilful

painter, and it is now in the list of our speci-

mens of undoubted, original, genuine old

masters. We would neither allow the picture of

an old master nor of a modem painter to be
touched, cleaned, or varnished, without grave
deliberation,—without consulting with or en-

gaging the supervision of a skilful painter.

Picture-cleaning has advanced, and is better

understood now than twenty or thirty years

since. Restorers are bettor informed and more
careful than they were

;
still, they frequently do-

too much, and are nob sufficiently painters to

dispense with artistic direction.

We doubtless set too great a store upon collect-

ing ancient works of art, and are carrying our
collecting mania to a ridioulons excess. Qiuxlity

is of far greater importance than gaanrity in our

national collections, which even now might bo
weeded with considerable advantage.

We should advise the contraction of all our

National Art Exhibitions to reasonable and
symmetrical proportions. Wo must get rid

of our absurd tendsnoy to copy foreigu

institutions, and take an indopondent coarse.

We must no longer jump to the conclusion that

it is right to have colossal exhibitions of works
of art, because Prance, Belgium, Germany,
Italy, or Spain has them. Italy may be truly

said to bo one gigantic gallery, and yet modern
Italian art is not in advance of the less

favoured nations. Canova’s reproach that “ wo
see with our ears rather than with our eyes,”

still holds. We are moved in art matters by
“loud talk,” instead of looking for ourselves and
seeking tho advice of quiet understanding. It

is unfortunate that npon these matters, as upon
most others, the ignoramuses more readily listen

to or read the outpourings of a charlatan than

the man who thoroughly understands what he is

either talking or writing about. This human
trait, this English trait, is perhaps more palpable

in questions of taste than in those appertaining

to other subjects. Painters and sculptors, more
than any other class of professional men, are

doomed to bo lectured by tho ignorant, without

any qualms upon the part of the lecturer

that ho is offending against wisdom and good

manners.

THE SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION IN
NORWICH.

The congress has been auspiciously opened,

and promises in many respects to be especially

useful. Lord Houghton, as president, gave the

inaugural address on Wednesday evening, and
travelled critically over many subjects. We
must confine ourselves to a few passages, com-
mencing with his too brief allusion to

SanitaTy Matters.

No practical progress, he said, I fear has been
made in the vexed question of sanitary reform.

Day after day it comes before us illustrated with

fresh disaster and moral difficulty. The conflict

of powers can only be averted by some abaolnfce

authority, and even when that authority is esta-

blished, it too often refuses to move. There
could be no better evidence of the exigencies

and embarrassments of tho present state of

things than the story of tlie Bill which Mr.
Powell and Sir Charles Adder’ey introduced

during the late session. It was evidently sup-

ported by the Government
;

but the new
arrangement which prevents any fresh matter
from being brought on after half-past twelve

having delayed the second reading, when it had
passed the next stage the session was too far

advanced for any further procedure. The loss

of tins measure is much to be regretted
;

it

would, among other useful enactments, have

given to rural sanitary authorities the powers of

making bye-laws and of compulsory purchase

which are now only possessed by the urban

authorities, and would have enabled the Local

Government Board, by order, to supersede tbo

sanitary authority in cases of nonperformance

or neglect. It will, perbape, be found necessary

iu future legislation on this pressing subject, to

give to a much smaller proportion of the inha-

bitants than is now required the means of setting

the Local Government Board in motion, and
owners mnst have more power to act inde-

pendently of their tenants.

Competitive Examinafiem.

The opening of the public service to general

competition has been hailed by a large portion

of the public as a wise and generous concossion

on the part of the governing classes in the sur-

render of official and private patronage. Per-

haps if it were more generally understood how
erreat an incumbrance and trouble patronage is

felt to be by public men, and how, with tho rare

exception of being able to satisfy private friend-

ship and promote obscure merit, it brings with it

neither pleasure nor gratitude, they would not

he surprised to hear that it has been given up
with so little resistance. As I see that the

subject will form part of your sectional proceed-

ings, in which I may have the opnortunity of

taking part, I will content myself with the
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ob.scrvation, tliat yye may have too much re-

garded this iunovation iu its relation to educa-

tion, without comprehending its political sig-

nificance. Before its establishment the service

in the public offices was performed by a very

diversified body of men, nominated by beads of

departments, peers, members of Parliament,

and other persons who might chance to possess

political influence. They were educated to

their work in their separate offices, and per-

formed it with creditable efficiency. One effect

of this patronage was the dispersion of these

appointments among all classes of society
j

but it was the poor and unfortunate who, by

the interest their position excited, obtained

the largest share. Another consequence was,

that the public servants formed no cohesive body,

with common interests and common claims.

The Civil Service is the creature of Competition.

How far it will add to the general content and
happiness of British Society remains to be seen.

It may possibly result in the e.xistence of a class

ill satisfied with their remuneration, chafing at

their stationary or slowly-advancing position,

conscions that they started in life with no obli-

gations except to those who supplied the money
for their tutorship (and education of this kind is,

for the most part, a matter of money), and to

their own faculties of memory and rapid

apprehension. Whether they will be especially

patriotic and public-spirited as becomes the

servants of the State, is another question which

I will not attempt to answer. Within the last

few weeks the competition is extended to all the

departments of the llome Office, to all clerkships

in the offices of the Commissioner and Receiver

of Police, the Inspector of Reformatory and
Industnal Schools, and the Directors of Convict

Prisons, as well as to the Junior Sab-Inspector-

ships of Factories,—services that hitherto have
been thought, if not to demand, at any rate to

be the better for, some special qualities which
examinations cannot test, and some moral

characteristics which are not the subjects of

marks and figures. How long the Foreign Office

will be allowed to retain its limited nomination

I cannot tell, if we are to measure the apprecia-

tion of the value of those merits for which it is

eminent by the disregard implied in the indis-

criminate opening of other departments which
might have been supposed equally to require

perfect confidence and high discretion.

Co operation.

Speaking of the development of the principle

of co operation in rural industries which seems

to have taken place in the Western States of

America, of such extensive proportions as may
affect to a great extent the social relations of

vast numbers of those rapidly-increasing popu-

lations, Lord Houghton' said :—They propose to

supply the whole agricultural community of the

far Western States with every article of food,

machinery, furniture, and dress, without the

intervention of any middle-men whatever; and,

if they cannot acquire sufficient power over the

present railway system to compel them to

submit to any terms they choose to dictate, to

establish an exclusive railway system of their

own. As long as a combination of this nature

is carried on solely by constructive and even

repressive means, there is no ground on which
they should not be allowed fair play; but if we
find the tendency of all such schemes to be
aggressive, then they require to be watched with

all the care with which aristocratic or mon-
archical tyranny has been guarded against and
put down in former times. The saying that the

“despotism of the one is p-efeiable to the

despotism of the many’' is so far true that the

one, or even the few, can only assert and main-
tain their authority through the medium and
with the assent of the many

;
whereas the

many are, in the nature of things, absolute

over the few. From the smallest strike to

the vastest democracy, this is the dangerous
principle which every lover of human liberty is

bound to coiitend against and to modify, if be is

unable to put down. It has to be adroitly

managed, and to be treated with careful restric-

tion as were the governing powers of old, and,
in the process of events, it may come to be
limited just as they have been. Only do not let

it be excused, or encouraged, or even elevated
into something sacred by a kind of surreptitious
loyalty, which is just as unreasoning and as ser.

vile as the adulation of a bad king or a dissolute

oligarchy. Do not palliate its violence, do not
excuse its frauds

;
give it all the responsibility

of power; bow to it when yon can do nothing

else, with the sense that it is the right of the

strongest, but do not idolise it into a superior

justice or transcendental benevolence. It is

thus that a true Social Science will regard the

thoughts and hopes of Socialism. If it can work
its way by legitimate influence on the minds of

men, if it can divorce them from old associa-

tions, if it can lay a new foundation of philan-

thropy, if it can open fresh channels to in-

telligence and new paths of virtue
;

it deserves

neither repression nor contempt, nor should it

be judged wholly by its excesses. The horrors

of the Paris Commune are no worse than those

of the St. Bartholomew or the Sicilian Vespers,

and there have been plenty of mad resistances

in history parallel with those now going on in

Spain. The ultimate judgment will depend not

on whether such things are done, hut whether
such things avo vindicated. And yet the ten-

dency to such outrages cannot be left wholly out

of the consideration of the merits and virtues

of the schemes themselves. A pretension to

right society by destroying society is simply

nonsense.

Land Laxos.

There is evidently something about property

in land which peculiarly affects the imagination

of mankind
;
but there has never been in this

country the hunger for the soil which has occa-

sionally niadde:ied foreign peoples; and there

has been a general devolution from the feudal

times which has made the mass of the people

the friend and protector of settled estates. It

is for better historians than I am to inform you
how it came about that the land of England

became the property of comparatively few
owners, while on the other side of the water

France has been divided into an immense num-
ber of peasant ownerships, not, as is commonly
believed, by the violent confiscation of the Great

Revolution, but for centuries before. The
Revolution relieved the small owner from the

imposts and forced labour which he was bound
to give to the “seigneur,” but otherwise made
little proprietai’y change. Nor has the occupa-

tion of small po, tious of land been with us

remarkably successful where it does exist, as,

for instance, with the statesmen of our north-

western counties, either in the improvement of

the soil, or the social elevation of its possessors.

Agricultural work for certain wages, and
tenancies-at -will,—modified by the customs

of different districts, or by contracts in the

form of leases,— have hitherto well satisfied

the wants and views of our population. But
speculations altogether of another nature have
been started by a small, though energetic, class

of politicians, and have received some considera-

tion from what may be called higher and more
competent thinkers. It is not easy to attach

any definite idea to the word “monopoly” in

connexion with the possession of land, which is

so frequently in the mouths and writings of

these reformers. There is no compulsory re-

striction or legal impediment to the possession

of land by any number of persons, provided

there is somebody to sell and somebody to bay
;

and the fewness of the owners depends entirely

on social and financial, not on political causes.

The historical and local concentration of a large

amount of land in the hands of certain members
of the governing class has come about, at least

for any period of time which can be seriously

regarded as influencing the question, without

violence to any other man’s rights, and without

injury to the feeliugs of any portion of the com-

munity. It is an investment of capital, like

another, made necessarily by wealthy men, the

returns being comparatively small and nncertain.

Whatever limitations or peculiar conditions are

attached to its possession, are purely voluntary,

and affect, no doubt considerably, certain other

persons who stand in family relations to the

possessor, but no one else. Even these may and

will be done away with, as soon as the parties

interested are sufficiently eager for the change
to form a distinctive public opinion on the matter.

Year after year Mr. Locke King has brought

forward his Bill for the assimilation of landed

and personal property in cases of intestacy, a

measure not only nnobjoctionable in itself,

but eminently useful as the abrogation of

the only statute which, though depending

itself on voluntary action, somewhat favours

the vulgar notion of a compulsory law of

primogeniture; and it has not passed into law
simply because enough persons have not died

intestate to impress the public mind with any
sense ofinjustice. The power,—-a totally different

thing from the obligation,—of settling land on a

person yet unborn, and which, even in the case

of a sou, has no earlier origin than the fovensio

subtleties of the sixteenth century,—for the law .

of England abhors perpetuities,—will probably

be soon subject to further limitations, quito as .

much in the personal interests of the private

owner as for any projected national advantage. ‘

There is, however, no greater fallacy than to

believe that improvements of the laud are

materially checked by our present system of i

settlement. The capital invested in them is,

attracted there quite as much by solicitude for >

descendants as by the hope of present gain. Tha
material advantage is, in short, very distant and i

problematical, 'and if the professor thought of >

nothing but his own profit, his interest would i

often lie rather in exhausting the soil than)
in developing, at a present sacrifice, its future'

powers of production. This view is well stated i

in Lord Salisbury’s able Report of the Committee
on the Improvement of Land in cases of settled >

estates. The recommendations of tliat committee-
will probably result in a Bill for the extension of

:

the power of trustees to spend trust-money upon,

the improvement of laud on redeemable raort-t

gage, and enable limited owners to levy a charge:

for improvements, redeemable witbm a certain

period exceeding the average expectation of Ufe,t

or, if in concert with the remainder-men, to

substitute his or their expectations for his own. .

THE DUST DIFFICULTY.

The St. Pancras Works Department hagi

established a very effective mode of obviating!

the difficulty of getting dust removed from thoj

houses in the pariah. Whenever complaints aro;

received at the office of the non-removal of dust;

from any house, the work of removing it is abi

once given to a contractor especially engaged;

for that pui'pose, and who is new to thel

work, and the cost of removing tlie dust (GsJ

each load) is deducted from the amount paid

to the parish contractor.

THE RUINS OP B.-^ALBEK AND THEIR:
PRESERVATION.

Some two or three years have elapsed since

you allowed me to call the attention of youn
readers to tho perilous condition of these grandi

remains. Almost unrivalled in the magnificence

of their original plan, and still to be classed

among the most impressive and picturesque

groups of ruins in existence, these temples are

rapidly being lost to the world. Of all that

remains of the great Temple of BaiLl (now, alas I

but six splendid columns), we may safely predict

that the next generation will see nothing but the
fallen and broken fragments. I cannot assert

that it is possible to avert this disaster for many
years to come ; but I am now able to give to:

others, more competent than myself, the oppor-

tunity of judging whether it is or is not possibl©!

so to do.

The committee of the Palestine Exploratioa'

Fund suggested to the officer commanding their

surveying party, Lieut. Conder, R.E., that he:

should employ some of the time during which;

the excessive summer-heat compels a euspeusioiE

of the out-door survey work, in preparing a

careful report of the exact state of those portions'

of the Baalbek ruins which seem most imme i

diately in danger of destruction.

That report I have the pleasure of forwarding'

to yon for publication, believing that it willi

thereby be brought to tho notice of those beati

able to judge of the peril of a monument whosw
loss they would be the first to deplore,

J. D. Grace.

Report on the Condition of the Temple of Jxipiter •

and the “ Six Columns ” at Baalbek,

Bliidan, 22nd August, 1873.

Sir,

—

Having, in accordance with the orders-

of the committee of the Palestine Exploratioa:

Fund, visited and examined the ruins of thel

Kalaah, at Baiilbec, I forward the followingi

report for their information, and for that of tliel

Institute of British Architects :

—

My attention was directed to three principal'

objects.

1. The condition of the keystone of the great:

lintel of the Temple of Jupiter.

2. The condition of the peristyle of the same.:

3. The condition of the six remaining columnsi

of the great Temple.
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1. The eastern doorway of the Temple of

Jupiter ia 21 ft. wide and 42 ft. higli in the

de.ar. The jambs are huge pOastera, in three

«ourses, containing interior staircases. The
lintel consists of three stones, the central key-

stone being slightly tapered, as in an arch, and
Apparently once held in place by metal clamps.

The scone is a hard, compact, non-fossiliferons,

white limestone. I have taken its specific

gravity roughly at 2'5, in order to approximate
cihc various weights, but send home a specimen

observe any indications of the present danger
except from the jar which the fall of the smaller
stones of the cornice might give. The other

blocks of the lintel appear to be safe. The fall

of the keystone is probably attributable to the
removal of tho metal cramps, and to subsequent
shocks of earthquake.

2. The Peristyle.—On the north side nine

columns remain with roofing
;

on the west,

three, with only the entablature; on the south,

four, and two of the fluted inner row, which ran

r COLUIViN 5 I
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Plan of ilie Lesser Temple, or Temple of Jupiter.

'to allow of their being more exactly determined.

The keystone measures 10 ft. 10 in. in length,

12 ft. in thickness, and has an average breadth

of 0 ft. 5 in. It must, therefore, contain approxi-

natcly 838 cubic feet, which will give a weight
•aC 1340G2‘5 Ib,, or about 60 tons.

SCALC 01- FEET

Section of the Great Portal, showing the

slipped Keystone,

The above sketch will show the present

•condition of this stone. It has slipped down
•rather more than half its depth from its position,

-and on the south side only about one quarter of
its aide bears against the other block, which is

-broken away below. A wall of roughly-squared
atones, about 1 ft. cube, in mortar, has been
'built under the keystone by the Turks, and
appears to be a suitable and sufficient support.
'The only objection which can be made to it is

that the soffit of the stone is thus covered, and
the eagle invisible. Should it be proposed to

raise the lintel to its former position, the super-

incumbent stones each weighing about twenty or
thirty tons, must first be removed. I did not

from the antrn, and in front of the temple on the
east.

Following the numbers on the attached plan,

I proceed to describe the north side first.

Judging from a fallen column, the heights
are as follow :

—

First stone

ft. in.

Shaft,

Second „ 14 11

f

• 48 ft.

Third „
Capital

11 3 ; 7 in.

5 11
Base 3 4

Total 57 10

The diameter of tho base is 5 ft. 7 in., and at

the capital, 5 ft.

I may note that the dimensions given in

“Murray” for both temple and pillars are too
great.

The intercoluraniation is 8 ft. 10 in., and the
width of the peristyle, in the clear, the same.
The weight supported by each pillar is that of

the portion of the entablature between two
columns, a length of 14 ft. 5 in. from centre to
centre, and half that of the roofing for the same
length. These are easily calculated. The roof-
slabs are 3 ft. thick, and allowing for the bear-
ings, 12 ft. wide. This gives approximately 522
cubic feet, or 81562-5 Ib. Thus the weight on
the pillars is nearly 18^ tons.

The section of the cornice

8 G may, for simplicity, be
taken as giving an area

86-25 square feet. For
14-5 ft. run, this gives
1,250-6 cubic feet, a weight
of 19,540-6 lb., or about

87i tons.

Thus each pillar bears a
crushing weight of 105^
tons on an original section
of 26-4 square feet, or
4 . tons per square foot.

The centre of gravity of
this weight is easily calcu-
lated, and will be found to
pass through the centre of
the pillar.

Column No. 1 (see sketch), is leaning slightly
out of the perpendiculai- towards the west. The
first stone is slightly shattered, and the material
is cut away on the north-east side to the centre
and across, in such a manner as to leave only
half the column to support the weight. The
cubic contents of the part destroyed, -which is

of irregular shape, will be equal to about 44
cubic feet.

This column is therefore in a critical condition,
liable to fall outwards, and bring down that part
of the roof and comice which it supports. The

'§W-

EMTABLATURC

excavation has been made on that side on which
the weight is greatest, and the pillar decaying
from natural causes is weakest. I observed no
injury to the higher stones of the shaft.

No. 2. At the bottom of the lowest stone a
piece has been cut out, as shown, not extending
quite to the centre, and having a cubic content

of about cubic feet. The remaining stones

are safe, and the pillar is secure from toppling,

but a portion equal to a half cylinder of radius,

2 ft. 3 in., must be subtracted from the bearing

area of the shaft which resists tho crushing

weight above.

No. 3. On the east side a portion is cut out at

the bottom of the first stone, extending inwards

3 ft., or past the centre of the column
;
mean

height, 1 ft. 3 in.; mean breadth, 1 ft. 7 in.;

cubic contents, nearly 6 cubic feet. It appears

as if the weight above were too great for the

column, which is cracked from the sides of the

excavation nearly three-fourths of its circum-

ference. This nmy be only a superficial injury
;

but does not seem due to weather action alone.

No. 4. The depth of the excavated portion at

the bottom of the first stone is very great,

3 ft. 8 in. (with a diameter of 5 ft. 7 in. for the

shaft) ; mean height, 1 ft. 1 in. ; mean breadth.

2 ft.
;
cubic contents, nearly 8 cubic feet.

No. 5. Length of excavated part 3 ft., or

greater than the radius; mean breadth, 2 ft.;

mean height, 1 ft. 6 in. The first stone is also

shattered slightly (app. 9 cubic feet).

No. 6. Length of excavation, 2 ft. 6 in., or not
equal to radius; mean breadth, 1 ft. 9 in.; mean
height, 1 ft. 8 in. (7i cubic feet). These columns.
Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, all stand perpendicular, in good
line, and their upper stones and capitals are in

good preservation. The shape of the excavation
is roughly that of a half cone in each case, being
the least that was possible for the end intended,
namely, the extraction of the central metal
dowels.

No. 7. The excavation at the base is on tbe
east side, and its cubic contents about equal to

a quarter of a sphere 4 ft. diameter. Just above
the excavation is a horizontal crack extending
about half round the circumference, and no
doubt due to unequal pressure (cubic contents
of excavation, 14 cubic foot).

Noa. 8 and 9. A portion of the
bottom of the first stone on the
north side ia excavated

;
a larg<'

block from the roof has fallen just
within ihe circumference of the
ninth column, and the excavation
thus closed appears full of rubbish.
The pillar has cracked close to
the excavation. In No. 9, on the
north side, at the top of the first

stone a large flake has been taken
out ; its area will be about a third
of a cone of 2 ft. 2 in. radius, and
of a height of 5 ft. The condition
of this pillar, weighted only on the
west side, appears to me to be
critical.

The general conclusion arrived
at is that the two outer columns,

but especially No. 1, are in a d.angerous con-
dition; the next to them are oracked and over-
loaded; and the remainder, though at present
safe, would suffer in the same manner from
unequal loading on the fall of the outer
columns.

The condition of the entablature is also unsafe

;

the architrave is cracked across between Nos. 3
and 4. The projecting cornice seems, as far as
can be judged from below, not to be bonded
into the remainder; and between Nos. 9 and 8
it has fallen and is replaced by small masonry
in mortar

;
between 1 and 2 it has also fallen.

NO 9
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and portions are slippinf? between Nos. 3 and 4,

and Nos. 5 and 6. This cornice consists of

narrow blocks, bat the frieze and architrave,

of single blocks, from pillar to pillar.

Tho roof on this side is perfect throughout,

except between Nos. 7 and 8.

On the west side of the temple three columns

remain, supporting frieze and architrave, but

roof and cornice fallen. Nos. 17 and 18 are

chipped one-fourth of their diameter in depth on

the outerside, at tho top of the lowest stone.

They may, however, be considered safe. On the

south side also, though chipped and slightly

shattered, the column appears in no immediate

danger; the weight, however, of the tower

above this portion is very considerable ;
nor do

I understand how this subsequent addition, not

entering into the original design, can be in any
way beneficial. It has been said to “ diminish

the thrust,” but tho curve of tho I’oof is so

slight that any thrust to which the columns arc

subjected must be more than counter-balanccd

by the weight of the entablature.

It would, I think, be well to remove this

turret, though a work of some difficulty.

THE SIX COLUMNS.

The diameter of these columns is 7 ft. 6 in.

!it the base; the height, according to Murray,*
who gives diameter and entablature correctly, is

75 ft., including base and capital. The entab-

liiture is exactly similar to that of the former

temple, and its centre of gravity is at a distance

of 3 ft. 3 in. from its north side ; thus bringing

the greatest weight on the south side of the

columns. We give an outline sketch of the

group.

The columns are exposed, from their position,

to the full force of northern and westerly gales,

and have suffered far more on these sides. They
are shattered from top to bottom, and flaking off

rapidly
; they appear to have been subjected to

the effects of frost as well as of rain and wind,

There appear to have been two small dowels

instead of a large central one ; and there seems

good reason to suppose, from the extreme smooth-

ness of the faces of the planes which were in

contact, on the upper and lower surfaces of the

shaft blocks, that greater security was sought

bv the adhesion which would result, and make
the toppling of any block from tho one beneath

less possible.

No. 1. Commencing from the west. — Two
pieces excavated jnst above the base, being

each equal in bulk to a quarter sphere of 1 ft.

radius (app. l-5th cubic

foot), the greatest depth to

which either penetrates is

^ 2 ft. 3 in. A flake extend-

ing upwards from the base

10 ft. and giving in about

1 ft. also appears. A large

portion of the base, extend,

ing the whole height on the north side, is also

cracked off. It contains about 70 cubic feet.

The column is apnarently in an unsafe con-

dition.

No. 2. An excavation has been made 2 ft. 6 in.

high, 2 ft. deep, and with a mean width 3 ft. 2 in.

It contains probably about 15 cubic feet. All

three of the stones ia the shaft are shattered

and flaking off on the north side.

No. 3. The north-west corner of the base block

is cracked off, apparently by weather action

;

the piece containing 56 cubic feet, 2 ft. by ft.,

and 7 ft. high.

A flake, reaching to a height of 4 ft. 2 in. from
the base, is fallen from the lowest block; apiece
varying from 2 ft. 2 in. to 1 ft. 10 in. at base has

been cut off across the pillar. On the north-east

another flake, 10 ft. high, has come off. The
second stone is much weathered on the north

side
;
and a flake about 1 ft. thick, extending

over one-third of the circumference, has been

• Jlorray’s dimensions are taken fromWoodtDawkina-

peeled off, its height being nearly three-quarters

of that of the block on north-east side.

NO 4.

No. 4. This pillar is very infirm, large flakes

have fallen off, and the cracks show that more
will follow. At the bottom only about half the

diameter is left for bearing-surface ;
and one of

the dowel-boles is visible. Excavations Lave also

been made into it on the north side, and a flake

6 in. deep by 6 ft. high has come off on the south.

The outline is much as shown in the sketch.

No. 5 has a piece chipped off the corner of the

base block, 3 ft. 10 in. high, 1 ft. 6 in. deep,

along one side of the block. The highest stone

of the shaft is cracked, and a slice of vary-

ing height, extending 3 ft. inwards, is taken out

of the lowest block.

No. 6. No pillar among the six

NO e is so shaky as is the last ; it is

evidently giving way, and its fall

is not unlikely to bring down
No. 5. This fall may very pos-

sibly occur in the next great

storm. Underneath the base a
stone is abstracted, measuring
3 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 8 in. by 4 ft.

4 in., apparcutly -lO^ cubic feet.

Two square holes, one 1 ft. 6 in.

cube, tho other 2 ft. 4 in. by 2 ft.

-i in. by 2 ft. in height, are cut

into the lowest block of tho shaft.

The highest stone is cut away
under tho capital for about one-

third of the diameter of tho shaft

on the west side, where the weight

of the entablature presses. A
chip 10 in. deep runs round the

bottom of the lowest block for

nearly two-thirds of its circumference, and a

slice 2 ft. thick, and 7 ft. 4 in. by 5 ft. C in., is

taken off the base on tbe east side.

More ominous still is an ugly ciack in the

capital, which ia subjected to the crushing

weight of the cornice without any support

beneath.

The architrave ia also in a perilous condition ;

between Nos. 1 and 2 it is cracked across, as

also between 3 and 4 it has a long crack

parallel to its length, and is only uninjured

between 5 and 6.

There is nothing special to report as to tho

condition of the wall on which tho columns

stand.

Notes on Preservation.

The detailed account of the condition of the

ruins will be by far more valuable than any
suggestions I can offer as to their conservation ;

bat a few notes may bo of interest.

Materials.—It will be important as far as pos-

sible to use the materials existing on the spot.

Sterne may be obtained, in any quantity, within

the ruins or in the quarries.

Lime.—The surrounding country consists of a

soft chalk, yielding a fair kind of lime. A large

kiln exists near the town. The native mortar

consists generally of pure lime.

Wood.—Baiilbek is suiTouuJed with gardens

of poplar, in great abundance, growing from
30 f c. to 60 ft. in height, and varying from 6 in.

to 10 in. diameter at the butt. The wood is of

good quality, used for roofing, and resists well a
crushing weight. Scaffolding of this material

would be satisfactory. The wood is grown for

sale, and gardens might be bought and felled

some months before wanted for use. Should the

local supply be insufficient, great quantities can
be found in any direction within a few hours’

march. Price from 28. to 4s. per tree.

Iron.—Metal is precious in the eyes of the
natives

;
but I see no reason why it should not

be used at tho great heights where it is required

most. The clamps for the lintel might be painted
stone-colour, and would thus be unnoticed by
wandering depredators, who would waut tbe

means of attaining to the height at which they
would be placed.*

Cranes.—Before attempting any thorough
restoration, it would be well worth while to send

I

out one of the small steam-cranes and travellers.|

used in public buildings in England. Without
such power very little would be done of perma-
nent use. To send this plant by sea to Beyront, >

and thence along the French road, and up th& '

Bukaa plain, on a strong-wheeled vehicle, to the-^

very ruins, would be easy, and appears to me
indispensable.

Labour.—The Fellahin might, under a negro-

overseer and European director, be very useful;,

their wages should be lOd. per diem. For exca-

vatiou, the native donkeys, with baskets to hold
earth, slung as jjanniers, would be the best

means of removing the rubbish. Price of a
doukey, lOd. per diem.

* # # » #

Lieut. Conder then goes into the question of
how best to proceed with preservative work, if

such should be undertaken. He then continues,

—

In concluding my report, I may say a few
words on tho points of interest noticed in our-

visit.

The two great vaults, with semicircular arches,
which support the platform (runuiug parallel)

have many Koraan inscriptions on the keystones.
One of these, Divisio • moochi, is noticed by

M. Waddington, but we were fortunate enough
to find in the other vault the same word,
“ Divisio,” with an illegible name and an ohscura
date. This indicates that they load to two
separate divisions or quarters of the inclosure.

Wo also copied three other inscriptions not found-
in Waddington, though, perhaps, of little im-
portance.

The beautiful wall on the north aide, where-
all the stones (with shallow draft and fine-

picked faces, as in the best work at Jerusalem)-

appear tji situ, shows numerous common Greek
masons’ marks.
The three great stones in the western outer-

wall rest on two courses of smaller, and on a
foundation with a sloping set-back immediately
intervening. This has (somewhat absurdly)
been called “The Pbienician bevel,” and the
blocks supposed of Phccuician origin.

The tool work, and method used in transporta-

tion, are similar to the rest of the masonry
;
and

I am unaware of any reason beyond the size for

supposing them older. Tho builders who could-

poise the great shafts and entablature of the
temple of Baal 75 ft. from the ground must
have been fully able to place stones 64 ft. long
at the lower level they occupy.

lu searching together for masons’ marks, my
attention was directed by the Eev. W. Wright
to a stone in the course below one of the huge
blocks in question, the face of which was euwed-
On digging we found that it seemed undoubtedly
a column shaft, flattened on two sides, and built

in horizontally. It rests upon another stone
beneath the surface. This discovery, whilst
militating against the notion of Phcenician

origin for the great stones, shows how highly
desirable a thorough investigation of Baiilbek is

to be considered. In the interior there must be
from 8 ft. to 10 ft. of rubbish, which caunot fail

to bide from us fine statues fallen from tho count-
less niches of temple and court, coins, aud
perhaps sacred treasures, or inscriptions serving

to unroll the cloud of mystery which hangs over
the noblest ruins in Syria, perhaps I may say
in the world.

Claude R. Condex, Lt. R.E.,

III coininand Survey of Falestine.f^

MANCHESTER WHOLESALE FISH
MARKETS.

We add to the illustrations and descriptive-

particulars of the new markets in Manchester,

already published,* a transverse section looking

towards the narrow end of the building. Be-

sides showing the construction of the roof, this

serves to make more clear the arrangement of

the cellars and ice-houses, and the position of
tho upper offices provided for the larger sales-

men.

* Lieut. Conder is too hopeful. The iron could not be

kept painted, and the Arab depredators would blow up (or

dovrnj the whole structure to gain the value of a few gold

coins,—J. D. C.

t The original report will be found at the office of the

Palestine Exploration Fund, H, Pall-mall East ;
and a

copy has been sent to the Boyal Institute of Britisli

Architects, 9, Condnit-street.

J See pp. 72o, 726, and 727, nnte.
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IN THE AECHITECTUEAL COURTS, SOUTH KENSINGTON.
The Trnja>i Column, and the, Pnrtio de. la Gloria, S’antiafjo da CompoaUlla.
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THE AKCHITBCTUEAL OOUETS, SOUTH
KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

THE TEAJAN COLUMN AND THE PORTICO DE LA
GLORIA, SANTUGO DE COMPOSTELLA.

There are some impressions that can scarcely
ever be effaced. Innumerable “ things of
beauty ” may be seen in the course of a lifetime

;

but many of these crowd upon each other, and,
competing for remembrance, obliterate recollec-

tion altogether, or only leave impressions that
are hazy and indistinct. There are some ex-
periences in life, however, in which the objects
presenting themselves for observation or con-
templation are so striking, it may be unique
also, as to defy competition in the effect they
produce upon the mind, and the impression they
make is indelible. Such experiences, for instance.

out of the marble which forms the shaft. This
staii'case conducts to the summit of the column.
The statue of Trajan, of bronze gilt, originally
surmounted the column, the statue holding a
golden sepulchral um containing the ashes of
Trajan. This statue was removed in 15S9 by
Pope Sixtus V., and a statue of St. Peter, of the
same material, pub in its place. The architec-
ture of the column ia mixed, the base and
capital being Tuscan, the shale Doric, aud the
mouldings of the pedestal Corinthian. The dis-

tinctive peculiarity of the column lies in the
sculpture aud carving of the pedestal, and espe-
cially in the bassi relievi that cover the
shaft in a spiral band. As the figures rise

aud recede from the eye the width of the baud
is increased from 2 ft. high in the lower part to
nearly 4 ft. at the summit. The pedestal is

as the first sight of the Crystal Palace of 1851 ; !
covered with bas-reliefs, representing warlike

the first entrance to Notre Dame, Paris; the
|

instruments, shields, helmets, Ac., and over the
first glimpse of llont Blanc. Notwithstanding

!
door there is the following inscription, borne by

the immense distance between the objects we
j

two winged figures:

—

“8en.vtvs. Porvlvsqve.
have named aud the new Architectural Courts in

,

Eomanvs—Imp. Cajsaiu. Divi Nerva:;. P. N£Hv,e.
the South Kensington Museum, we shall not be
far wrong if we place the remembrance of the
first visit to these now halls as amongst the im-
pressions likely to remain. The boldness of the
idea, the height of the apartments, the magnitude
of many of the objects with which they ai'e filled,

and the beauty of others, all concur to produce
a lasting effect. The two courts are each 135 ft.

long by 00 ft. wide. The height to the spring of
the ceiling is 72 ft. 6 in., and to the centre of the
oeiUng 83 ft. The width of the corridor is 17 ft.

The style of the architecture has a general
affinity with that of Eume, but is modified in

certain details of bases, capitals, aud mouldings.
The ceiling is a framework of wood, the timbers
being laminated. The galleries are supported
on iron brackets, covered by plaster decorations.
The balustrades ai’o of terra-cotta. The prin-
cipal lighting is from the roof, and very effective.
Bound the walls, under the galleries, are the
names of architects of all periods, and on a
border, near the eye, are the names of cities in
which, collectively, examples of every style of
architecture are to be seen. The architectural
sculpture of the great Renaissance masters of
Franco is illustrated by a few bas-reliefs, and
there is one example of the illustrious Italian,

Benvenuto Cellini. The courts were erected
from the designs and under the superintendence
of Major-General Scott. C.B., assisted by Mr.
James Wyld.
One of the moat remarkable and imposing of

the casts is the full-sized reproduction of the
Trajan column at Rome. The original dates
from about the years 114—116. It was erected,
and its sculptures ordered, by the Roman senate
to illustrate the two Dacian wars, and to receive
the ashes of the Emperor Trajan, to whom alone
the Romans gave the title of Ojptbaus. The
bas-reliefs have been taken from a series repro-
duced in metal by direction of the late Emperor
Napoleon III., and are built round brick cylin-
ders. At the height of their position their care-
ful study is difficult, but the galleries afford
advantages not enjoyed in Rome. These sculp-
tures not only illustrate the Dacian wars, but
also incidentally the military system, warlike
engines, ships, musical instruments, and sacri-
ficial rites of the Romans. It is such a pictorial
representation of manners and customs as may
be seen on many tombs aud temples of the
ancient Egyptians.
The bas-reliefs for the columns are being

reproduced in Paris from the casts made by
order of Napoleon 111., and only a certain number
have been as yet affixed to the shaft; the
pedestal, however, is almost complete. lu anti,
cipation of the completion of the column, and
of the publication of the special memoir and
description that is passing through the press, a
few leading particulars concerning it may be
interesting.

Trajan’s column is the work of the architect
Apollodorus, of whom, as well as of Trajan, it is

a lasting memorial. It is composed of 34 blocks
of white marble, 9 of which form the basement,
23 the shale, and 2 the torus and capital. The
column is eignt diameters in height

; from the
foundation to the plinth, 18 ft. ; the plinth, 3 ft.

;

the torus, highly oniamented, 3 ft. 3 in.; from
the plinth to the capital, both inclusive, 98 ft.

;

the pedestal supporting the statue, 16 ft. ; the
whole structure, exclusive of the statue, 132 ft.

;

diameter at the base, 12 ft. 3 in.
; and at the

neck of the column, 10 ft. 9 in. There ia a door
on one side of the pedestal that admits to a
spirul staii-case of 185 steps, that receive light
from 45 small windows. These steps are hewn

,

Trajano. Avg. Germ. Dacigo Po.vriFf—Maximo.
Tiiiu. Pot. XVII. Imp. VI. Cos. VI. P.P,—Ad
DECLAKANDVM l^UANTJi;. Altidvinis—Mons et
Loevs. Tantis opeuibvs. Sir. Euestvs.” The
sculptured histoi-y told by these wonderful
examples of ancient art relates to the two
Dacian wars of Trajan, the first in three cam-
paigns. Amongst other scenes in the series are,
the passage of the Danube by Trajan’s cohorts
by a bridge of boats; possession of Vii/iiHO.
ciitm; march of tho Roman army by land aud
water ; council of war ; the first sacrifice of the
campaign ; message des Bures

; oration by
Trajan; fortified camps of the Romans

; Dacian
spy conducted to the Emperor; pontoons con-
sti-ucted

;
advance on the enemy

; m6lce ,- sack-
ing a village; the army marching in a river bed;
distribution of rewards; Dacian ambassadors
to Trajan

;
pursuit of the Dacians

; a princess
taken captive ; Roman camp

; attack on a forti-

fication. Second campaign, A.D. 102.—Voyage
in the Adriatic ; debarkation

; march of the
Romans into the interior

; defeat of the Par-
thiaus by the Roman cavalry

;
grand battle

;

submission of the three Dacian pnnees
; Dacian

prisoners; ambulance; Roman army on the
march; battle; march through the forest;
oration by Trajau; imprisonment of the captive
Dacians; distribution of rewards to the Roman
soldiers. Tiiiid campaign.—Trajan’s embarka-
tiou

;
passage of the river

;
pursuit of the

enemy; sacrifice; oration or “allocution” by
Trajan

; the army en route ; encampment of the
legions; reception of a Dacian ambassador;
construction of a fortified Roman camp

; combat
in the forest

; assault on the camp ; submission
of Dticebale

; oration by Trajan
; Victory, with

wings, recording the triumphs of the conquerors,
and war trophies. Second Dacian wax, A.D. 1U6.—Embarkation of the troops from Aucoua

;

Trajan’s cordial reception by municipal autho-
rities

;
further mai'clies

; reaches Cisalpine
Gaul ; sacrifice

;
disembarkation of the army at

Istria ; march into the interior
;
grand sacri-

fice
; Trajan in a simple toga

;
movements in

the forest ; movements of the Dacian army

;

bridge over the Danube; town of Moesie; the
army crossing the bridge over the Danube;
Trajan on horseback

;
new sacrifice

; oration by
Trajan; Roman camp; movement of the troops;
camp scene

; the army on the advance
; camp

;

soldiers foraging
; Dacian cainp; combat on the

mountain; Roman camp ; another nieWe; strong
fortification; battle; Dacians fight with heroism;
ambassadors from Decebale

; the Dacian princes
poison themselves, and die in horrible convul-
sions

; a large number of Dacians sue for grace
and pardon; Roman camp; movement of troops;
new camp; a bridge constructed

; last entrench,
ment of the Dacians; assault on the Roman
camp

; Trajan, from a high tribune, addresses
the army; councU of native princes; Dacian
ambassadors, with presents, arrive at Trajan’s
camp

; death of Decebale
; escorts of Dacian

prisoners final subjugation aud emigration of
the Dacians.

Trajan, who was tribune for a seventeenth
time, did not survive the Parthian war, or live
to see the splendid monument erected to his
honour by the Roman Senate aud people. The
bas-reliefs on the column embrace 2,500 figures,
many of the parts being ia an excellent state of
preservation. Considering the vast extent of
the work, tjie precision in the execution of the
various parts, the successful care in grouping,
and the minuteness of detail, as in horses and
men in mail cqp-d-pte, are perfectly marvellous.
The shields of the warriors, apparently a species

' of repouss^ work, the fascines and gabions, the
armour of various kinds, even the features’ and
hair, as well as the garments of the figures, are
depicted with extreme minuteness. Many of
the groups are, in form, execution, grouping, and
the play of light and shade, very beautiful, and
the whole furnishes a valuable means for the
study of military antiquities.
Among the books on the subject that may bo

recommended to students is the excellent and
compact work of M. Froehner, illustrated by
M. Jules Duvaux.* In his introduction, M.
Froehner gives interesting chapters on the
history of the Dacians before the time of Trajan

;

a short account of Trajan before the wars with
the Dacians; account of the wars with the
Dacians ; the social state of the Dacians

; a
chapter on the life of Trajan; a description,
with plan, of Trajan’s forum, which leads up to
the body of the work

; a description of the
sculpture on the pedestal

; and a description of
the bas-reliefs on the shaft.
De Rossi’s “ La Colonna Trajana disegnata”

is also well worth attention. The inagnum opus
on the subject is probably the great work, in
course of publication, of MM. Froehner and
Aroaa.f This is certainly a superb work, and
the illustrations are of the highest character,
but they suffer from the necessarily fragmentary
manner in which they are presented. The fine
old work of Joannes Baptista Piranesius contains
numerous plans, sections, and illustrations of
the pedestal and other carvings on an enlarged
scale. It has also the merit of continuity, in as
high a degree as is possible, in the manner in
which the bas-relief band aud its subjects are
illustrated.

The reproduced Trajan colnmn at South
Kensington is necessarily divided into two
parts.

Contiguous to the Trajan column is a most
commanding object, a full-sized cast of “ El
Portico de la Gloria,” from the Cathedral of
Santiago de Compostella, Spain, shown in our
engraving. The observer of this assemblage of
scnlptui-ed figures can scarcely fail to be im-
pressed with a sense of its magnitude and mag-
nificence, the imposing character of the assem-
blage of representations of prophets, apostles,
and other saintly and sacred personages. The
alto-relievo and undercut work, apart altogether
from the design, in this fine example of twelfth-
century art, cannot fail to command admiration.
Master Mateo, it appears, was the architect
and finished the work in 1188. The complete
doorway consists of three arches, divided by
massive piers, composed of clustered columns,
half disengaged from the body of the pier.
The width of the central arch is 23 ft. One
of the side arches is 7 ft. 10 in.; the other,
/ ft. 2 in. The central arch ia semicircular,
the side arches are also semicircular, and stilted.
The central arch ia filled by a aobd tym-
panum, resting on two long blocks of stone,
which are supported by a central pier. The
column that fronts the central pier, and the
inner shafts of the three arches, are carved with
spiral bauds of sculpture, consisting of foliage,
animals, knights engaging dragons, &c.; the
last-named are of marble. The fronts of the
two main piers are faced by engaged columns,
with shafts 14 in. in diameter

;
the inner carved

shafts are 11 in., and the intermediate shafts
10 in. diameter respectively. The shafts rest on
bases 12 in. deep, and are supported by crouch-
ing monsters, as is common in the churches
of Northern Italy of the Lombard period.
The monsters under the pier and side are
open-mouthed, to give light to a crypt below.
With a like object the mouths at the central
shaft are open; chese are held under the
two arms of a man, life-size. The monsters
forming this plinth are of various character;
one has a vulture’s beak, swine’s ears, and lion’s
claws; it is bearded, and represents Pride.
Another is devouring a boar’s head, and another
has asses’ ears. These emblematic figures are
intended to represent wilful ignorance, cruelty
gluttony, and other sins. The shafts above this
base are 5 ft. 10 in. in height, and are tied to
tho piers by collars half-way up. They have
caps 2 ft. in height, carved in the Romanesque
manner, with bold stems, leaves, and animals,
the lines and masses of the sculpture being well

Trajane d^crite. Par W. Froehner.

tLa Colonna Trajane, reproduite en Typoffraphie
d apres le fiurmontage, execute a Rome, en 1^1 et 1863
220 planches en couleur. Texte orno de nombreuses
vi^ettes. Planches by Gustave Arose. Texte par \V.
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brougbt out by the hollows round these parts.

The abaci of the caps serve as pedestals for a

series of images, 5 ft. 10 in. in height. The

figures on the smaller arch to the right are sup-

posed to represent Ezekiel, Baruch, Jeremiah,

Daniel, Isaiah, and iloses. Scrolls, with legible

characters thereon, are in the hands of, or other-

wise associated with, the various prophets. On
the left pier of the central and the two sides of

the left-hand arch, are, in the place correspond-

ing to that of Moses, the Apostle Peter; St.

Paul
;

St. James the Greater, Apostle of Spain
;

St. John the Evangelist; St. Andrew; St.

Matthew; St. Philip; and St. James the Less.

The innermost marble shafts of each arch pier

are carved with representations of combats of

warriors with monsters, sins, itc. The one under

the prophet Isaiah represents the sacrifice of

Abraham. This subject, says Mr. Riano, “begins,

according to the authors who have treated it,

with the figure of Seth attacking idolatry, and

ends with the capital representiog the descend-

ants of Abraham bound down by sin.” The cap

has an altar draped in the Mediasval manner, the

kneeling figure of Isaac, his head bent back to

receive the sacrificial stroke, angels arresting

the hand of Abraham, all detailed with precision

and effect. The central pier serves as a support

to the two lintels, on which the tympanum of the

arch rests. The shaft is of coloured marble.

Eleven figures placed in this part, amongst

branch and leaf work, represent the line of

descent from David to the Blessed Virgin. These

arc David. Solomon, Josaphat, Joash, Hezekiah,

Josiah, Salut-hiel, Zerobabel, Eleazer, St. Anne,

and the Blessed Virgin, The capital is carved

with a composition representing the Holy

Trinity, with four augels offering incense. Above

is a gi'and statue of St. James, or (as has been

preferred) John the Baptist, sitting in a curule

chair that rests upon two lions. Above this

image are sculptured capitals, on the faces of

which are represented the temptations of Christ;

on the side caps of the pier are fiends looking on.

On the rifcrht face of the central capital Satan is

holding stones to be made into bread, our Lord

is by his side
;
in the centre a winged figure of

the tempter is pointing to the pinnacle of the

temple; on the loft is the temptation on the

mountain. Tho inner face represents Christ

comforted by attendant angels. The mouldings

of the arches are richly decorated by acanthus-

leaf work. Under the lintels that support the

tympanum of the central arch are angle brackets,

with crouching figures of angels on their fronts

holding scrolls. The mouldings of the great

central arch consist of three square steps or

members, one recessed inside the other, with

mouldings like those of the smaller arches.

Twenty-four tigures, small life size, representing

the four-and-twenty elders in the Apocalypse,

sit on the central member. Each, with the por-

tions of moulding seen between, forms the front

of a massive voussoir of the construction. They

radiate froni the centre of the arch, and sit on

the central member of the mouldings. They sit

round the subject represented in the tympanum
as a council of sages round the walls of a cir-

cular chapter-hall. They are crowned and hold

musical instruments, some playing, some tuning,

some waiting to take their parts in the heavenly

concert.

The great object in the centre tympanum is a

colossal image of Christ. He is crowned with a

crossed nimbus behind His head, and sits on a

carule throne. The hands and feet are seen

pierced
;
the hands spread in the attitude tra-

ditionary in such representations, indicating the

damnation of the wicked and the salvation of the

just. Seated around, also on curule chairs, are

the four Evangelists writing. Their appropriate

emblems,—the eagle, the ox, tlie angel, and the

lion, are assigned to each respectively. On
either side are four angels in the same scale.

Above the Christ are forty small figures, repre-

senting the saints
;
some who accompany the

final advent, some who are then saved. Adoring
angels are in attendance. The sculpture of the

side arches, and a series of figures on the span-

drels between, on various scales, continue the

subject. The spandrels contain figures of

guardian angels with the souls under their care.

The small arch to the right consists of two sets

of mouldings similar to those of the centre, but

smaller. In the upper set are ten small sitting

figures. They hold scrolls, and acanthus-leaves

in pairs are folded over between each, the points

meeting in an arch shape between the figures.

In the lower division are eleven figures. The
one in the centre represents our Lord descend-

ing to limbo
;
on either side are Adam and Eve.

At the springing of the arch to the right, is an

angel blowing a trumpet, and on the opposite

side archangels holding saved souls. The left-

hand arch continues the same subject. From
the springing on the right hand are souls carried

to Heaven. One holds a small female figure,

representing the soul of a daughter; both are

carried by a guardian angel. The keystone is

sculptured with a bearded head with crossed

nimbus, and below it an angel’s head. The
small figures on the left half of the moulding

represent the damned tormented by fiends,

serpents, dragons, and monsters. The subject

is continued on the shaft on the outside of the

doorway. On the left hand of the arch, where

it springs from the pier, is an angel blowing a

trumpet, corresponding with the .angel in the

right-hand arch. Tiie whole of the figures of

this doorway, as well as the other sculptured

ornamentation, were originally painted in bril-

liant colours, some traces of which are still

remaining.

Notices of other fine examples of Spanish and

Spanish moresque, and of Old English, Flemish,

French, German, Indian, and Arab work, to be

seen in the architectural courts, may be given on

another occasion.

THE RO.ADS AT KING’S-CROSS.

Sib,—

R

eferring to the letter under this

heading in your issue of the 13th of September,

I ask your permission to offer a few remarks.

Very few of your readers can have surmised

that “the roads at King’s-cross” or that “the
subsidence of arch of the railway bridge at

King’s-cross” refers to a new street in course of

formation about 1,100 ft. (nearly a quarter of a

mile) north of King’s-cross, and I will take this

opportunity of directing the attention of the

public to the fact that the Vestry of St. Paucras

has succeeded by negotiations that have extended

over a series of (seven or eight) years in ac-

quiring for the use of the public a new thoroiigh-

/are that will be of great service to the public,

and relieve to a very great extent the traffic nt

King’s-cross, now one of the most dangerous

crossings in tho metropolis.

This new thoroughfare extends from Pancras-

road, opposite the end of Phosnix-street, to

York-road, opposite the end of Wharfdale-road,

and will provide the only direct line of east and
west communication for the districts,—now
separated by the Great Northern Railway Sta-

tioDS,—lying north of the “ New-road ” between
King’s-cross and St. Paul’s-road,—St. Paul’s-

road being just one mile from King’s-cross. It

crosses over the Great Northern Railway Sta-

tion by moans of a viaduct some 210 ft. in

length and 40 ft. in width.

The works have Vieen carried out at the cost

of the Great Northern Railway Company, in

compliance with the provisions of Acts of Par-

liament, wherein clauses were introduced at the

instance of the Vestry of St. Pancras, and in

the interests of the public at large.

Considerable difficulties have been encountered

in carrying out these works to completion con-

sequent upon the relative levels of the rails of

the Great Northern Railway Station, of the

roadway and footways of York-road, and of the

fioor-levels of tho houses abutting upon York-

road.

You will understand this when I tell you that

the footway on the west side of York-road, at

a distance of 53 ft. from the nearest rail of the

station, was only 10 ft. 5 in. above tbe level of

the rail, and that the door-cills of the houses on

the east side of York-road, at a distance of

126 ft. from the ncoresf rail of the station, were

oidy 12 ft. 8 in. above the level of this rail,

which happens to be the highest rail in the

station, and one which of course could not be

lowered.

The surface of the roadway on the viadnet,

when completed, will be only 16 ft. 6 in. above

the level of this rail, so that even then the cill

of the houses on tbe east side of York-road will

be 3 ft. 10 in. below the surface of the roadway

on tbe viadnet at a distance of 126 ft. The

gradient of the roadway from the viaduct across

York-road into Wharfdale-road is about 1 in 30,

and the footways are so laid as to prevent rain

running into the houses.

Your correspondent, Mr. John Eldridge, thinks

“the gradients over this bridge must be very

trying to cattle,” but the gradient -would have

been much more trying (becanse it would have

been steeper) if the expedient of “ channels on

the pavement” had not been adopted.

To obtain the gradient of 1 in 30 from tho

viaduct into Wharfdale-road, it was, of course, 4

necessary to raise the level of York-road itself
,

(the footway of which on the east side, you will

have noticed, being only 10 ft. 4 in. above the i

station-rail, and 6 ft. 2 in. below the surface of i

the roadway on the viaduct), and the raising of

the roadway has been gradually effected from

King’s-cross so as to make the ascent as easy a<» i

possible, tho steepest gradient in the length of

1,100 ft. being 1 in 66.

The raising of the roadway has also been

effected where practicable between Wharfdale-

road and the Regent’s Canal Bridge, the gradient i

cf the bridge-approach being improved from

1 in 17 to 1 in 21. In fact, tho road has been i

improved to tbe greatest practicable extent.
^

If, as your correspondent suggests, the thick.:

ness of the bridge could have Ijeen reduced t-n •

i half the thickness by his “ or any other plan ”

(as he says) the gradient from the viaduct to

Wharfdale-road would not have been improved

unless the “ channels on the pavement ” had

been retained, and even then the gradient o^'

York-road from Wharfdale-road to the Canal i

Bridge would have been made steeper.

But I am informed that the cross-girders of

:

the bridge could not have been reduced in depth,

and therefore the bridge could not be reduced in

thickness. The engineers who designed the '

bridge have gone to the e.xtreme limit justifiable

for the very purpose of saving depth in the

cross-girders.

The suggestion of dividing the bridge into e

double thoroughfare, even if it could over have

been entertained, comes too late.

The railway company was to provide a

thoroughfare (including footways) 40 ft. in

width, and an agreement was entered into to

tha.t effect years ago.

That you may be in possession of the views of

the Vestry on the subject, I beg to append to

this an extract from the proceedings of thei

vestry of the 17th instant :— j

“ At a Testry M^etioe hpld on "Wndnesday, tfen 17th of i

September. 1873, the following report from the Highways, i

Sewers, and Public Works Committee was read. viz. :— ]

That in pursuance of reference by the "Vestry of thei,

30th of July last your Committee have taken into con-
rj

aideration the questions comprised in the "V estry’s resolu-d

tion of that date on tho subject of the levels of the bridfjeJ

in Battle Bridge-road, and of the roadway of "V ork-road,i|

your Committee inspected the bridge and York-roadi'

(Maiden-lane), from King's-cross to the Regent's Canal

i

Bridge, and it was observed that a considerable diminution

in the gradient from the canal bridge had_been effected ini

the execution of the paving works. Your Committee*

found that due provision had been made for surface draia-i'

age where the improved level of the road had rendered!

necessary certain alterations in the falls of the f >otway8,'i

and your Committee arrived at the opinion that the worksl

had been executed satisfactorily, and in tho manner most*

likely to be beneiieial to the public. Your Committeei

consulted the solicitor, as directed by the Vestry, and have'

the pleasure to submit the following report :

—

‘ Policitor’s Office, 2lBt August, 1873.

Greaf yorfhern Haihtray Sriil/je.

My dear Sir,—I have duly considered this reference, andi

have to report,

—

1 . That the mode of constructing the bridge i« subjeeb

to the approval of the Board of Trade, but that the rom^
pany must eonstruot it in the direction and of the widthJ.

&c..'laid down on the p’ans agreed to with the'V'estry ;
and

the Vestry have no control over the level, which is necesrf

sarilv governed by the bead-room required by the engin^-*

2. That the company must always maintain it attheiw

expense.
3. That the parish will not incur any costs in reference

to the repairs.

4. That Mr. Scott’s view, as expressed in the memoran-*

dum supplied to the chairman, appears to me to be quite'

correct.
(Signed) 'W'm. Durhant Coopbb.

Cbas. Worrell, Esq.’

Resolved, that the report bo approved,"

Henry North,

Chairman of the Highivays, Seivers,
,

and Public Works Committee.

Arclijeological Discoveries at St. Bar-

tholemew’s Chapel, Rochester.—In clearina

away the old houses adjoining St. Bartholomew’s

chapel in the High-street, the site of the ancient

hospital for lepers, founded by Bishop Gundulph^

has been discovered. The bnilding was close to

the southern side of the existing chapel. C1ob«

to the southern side are arched recesses, believed

to be for the beds occupied by the lepers, whilsti

above are square openings in the chapel wall.:

conjectured to have been made to allow of thei

patients hearing the service in the chapel, in

,
which they would not be permitted to take parti

The arched recesses had been converted intc

fireplaces. A portion of the original plastering

of the outer wall has been brought to light, with

colours still to be traced on the plaster, showing

the building to have been erected, as is known

was the case, soon after the Norman conquest.
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PROGRESS IN EDINBURGE.
I ‘Building operations have not been active in

this city during the past season^ still something
has been done towards adding to the architec-

ture of the city a few features which go to make
up additional picturesque effects rather than
anything remarkable for beauty of detail, far

jless grandeur of effect.

I

Tho elevations of St. Gilca-street are now
[Completed and foi-m a marked feature in the
'outline of the old town as seen from Princes-
[street. Tho Scottish domestic style has in this

jfnstancc been treated with more simplicity than
in other recent examples here. The great height
of the buildings, and the gi'Ouping of gables,

[dormers, and chimney-shafts produce an effec-

tive sky-line, and the elevations of the different

blocks are sufficiently varied to avoid monotony
i without a too obvious effort at variety.
' Tho site of tho old city poorhouse is now fully

[occupied. The same style has boon adopted as
in St. Giles-street, but with varying results.

The most conspicuous object in tho group is the
Odd Fellows’ hall, and odd it undoubtedly is. It

cannot be said to be of any particular style, but
is a mixture of several; eiubleinatical sculpture
and heraldic devices are profusely scattered
over the wall surfaces in such a manner as to

make it a work sui generis, and far from being
tamo or commonplace—in short, it is odd, and so

ap|iropriate to its purpose.

Thomason’swoikof the medical portion of tho
new infirmary is nearly completed—one of the
pavilions wholly so. When tho whole is finished,

and tho circular towers flanking the ends of the
several pavilions, are crowned by their conical
roofs, which will be seen overtopping the trees
of the Meadow Park, a noteworthy group will

be formed.

Tho City Improvement Trust proceed very
slowly, the result probably of tho oflicials being
remunerated by salaries, which cease with the
completion of tlie works. The Mechanics’ Insti-
tuto stands alone in Chambers-street

;
the road-

way is still in a state of chaos, and no other
building has been commenced. A commence-
ment has been made at the southern extremity
of Jeffrey-street; the sumo pencil is traceable
in the designs as in St. Mary-street, but the
detail is slightly varied.

In the now town we observe that the two
weatmoat houses in Princcs-street, have been
partially demolished, and are being tinkered up
in a rough manner, with tho apparent object of
cement decorations being used

;
the recou.

structod building is to be used as a hotel.

Preparations are being made in Charlotte-
square for the reception of the Albert memorial.
The sculptor, in this in.stance, appears to be of
somewhat the same character as his brother
artist, to whom has been entrusted the Welling,
ton monument in St. Paul’s.

I At the west end now streets and terraces are
in progress

;
the only attempt to vary the pre-

ailiug monotony in that quarter which has
come under our notice, is the introduction of
semicircular-headed windows on the first floor.

Workmen are busy excavating for the founda-
tions of the new cathedral. We understand that
the estimates for the erection of tho work con.
fiiderably e.xceed those of the architect, and
that it has been resolved not to proceed with the
erection of the towers in the meantime. Within a
Btone’s throw of the cathedral site preparations
are in progress for the erection of a Presbyterian
Church of considerable dimensions, which is to
be Classical in style. The new Free Church at
Morningsido is being roofed in. It is a small
Gotliio edifice, and in its present aspect appears
thin and ineffective. A spire is being added to
the Libberton Free Church, which, from its
elevated position, will be seen to a considerable
distance.

At Cross Causeway a small church is to bo
built for the Evangelical Union.
On the Libberton-road an asylum for blind

[Women is to be erected. It is not to be a mere
ibarraek, but an oruamental effect is to bo aimed
'at without incurring much expense.
: The new barracks on the Castle Hill stand
lUnaltered in all their hideous deformity

;
some-

'thing is, however, to be done to make them
'more attractive

; but really satisfactory they
never can be.

New County Court for Halifax.—The new
county court for Halifax, built at a cost of about
8,0001., from the designs of Mr. Sorby, -was
.opened last week. The style is Classical.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

liY A JOINER.

That passage of Macaulay’s which tolls us that
“the traveller from New Zealand shall one day
stand upon a broken arch of London Bridge to
sketch tho ruins of St. Paul’s ” is frequently
quoted nowadays, both by foreigners who would
like to see England humbled to tho dust, and
native alarmers of every shade of politics and
every degree of education. The former per.
ceive the beginning of her downfall in every
Continental murmur that bears the smallest
resemblance to a slight, and every Transatlantic
blustering boast, which, after all, is but tho
“ bark that’s worse than the bite.” Some of the
latter see tho approaches of her decay in the
fal-dal fineries' and startling head-dresses of her
daughters, and others in the frequency of strikes
and demonstrations of the democratic clement,
which is said to be growing so powerful. Until
tho New Zealander comes with his pencil and
sketch-book we must remain in doubt concerning
the prophecy quoted above; and, while we
leave Continental and Transatlantic matters to
diplomatic statesmen, Jet us smile in passing at
those who cannot warm to a woman in any dress,
and view as best we can tho relation which the
last remark bears to the present subject.
“A little learning is a dangerous thing,” says

Pope, and tho calm impartial student of passing
events cannot fail to see that in tho half-
digested ideas and crude arguments of many
democratic leaders lies England’s greatest
danger. What is the remedy ? Make the little

learning more, and begin at tho beginning.
Since tho application of steam as a motive
power for the production of almost every com-
raodity required by man, everything seems to
be wanted in a hurry, and for smart, intelligent
workmen of every craft a continual increasing
demand is plainly observable. But in nearly
evei'y calliog thoroughness has been hitherto
sacrificed to tho impatience of customers, and
we seem to become the more pressing the
quicker we are served. The consequence is, that
the mechanical arts are cut up into branches,
and the artizau who should know all about his
business is made a mere expert at one particular
part. Whatever a workman is quickest at, like
a machine, that he is kept to; and as long as be
earns a living by that one thing it is ten to one if

he ever seeks to know any more. Were he com-
pelled to turn his band to other parts of his
business, ho would have to occupy his mind in a
useful way, in order to qualify himself for the
performance of the task by which he earned his
daily bread. But this being secured to him
without much brain-work, ho is the more easily
led into idle pastimes, in which he often indulges
to excess. His comparative prosperity makes
him consequential. The sentiments which he
picks up at low music-halls and other kindred
places of amusemen^t, and the ideas gathered
from cheap literature and newspaper-read com-
panions, firo his imagination, feed his vanity,
and make him the easy-pei’suaded tool of
cunning knaves, who get a living by his
duplicity. His knowledge is so scant he cannot
see through the shallowness of the notions of
those with whom, principally on account of bis
superficial attainments, he is forced to asso-
ciate. Had this “ one-branch hand,”— this
mechanical expert at one particular part of his
trade,—been brought up to thoroughness, he
would have more to occupy his mind, and con-
sequently less time to squander in taps and
gaming-houses. If be were made to feel that on
the completeness of his abilities depended the
bread which he is in the habit of earning by
the repetition of a mere mechanical perform-
ance, which through constant practice becomes
of no trouble to him, his mind would receive a
new stimulant with each different job, and study
would be the result.

Being thus compelled to seek for information,
his mind would be led into the paths of true
knowledge in the search, and, once fairly started
on that road, he would not be long until he could
discern sound argument from bombast. There
is much talk at present about technical educa-
tion

;
but before the attainment of it will bear

any fruit, the system of parcelling out must be
changed. When a boy is apprenticed to the
tailoring trade, if be prove any way smart at
making a vest, he will never get the chance of
making trousers

; and if he be quick at the
latter, be will never be asked to put a stitch in
a coat. What is the use of teaching the theory
of any trade in schools with such a practice in
existence.

In the building trade, we have masons or
stone-cutters who arc not expected to set the
stone they have wrought, wallers who turn no-
arches, bricklayers who dress or set no stones,
and hundreds who could not read 'a drawing or
get out a mould by which to work. Amongst
those who are called joiners, wo have men who
make sashes they could not hang, aiid who never
saw a “mouse ” in their lives. We have “fixers’'
who, as a rule, make nothing they put up, and
“ framers ” who would not be able to perceive
the same angle in two different positions. Wo
have “staircase hands” who affect to despise
everything else connected with the construction
of a building, and who, as a rule, look upon them-
selves as gods of wood, although they never
made a circular-headed sash in tlie whole course
of their existence. Well-planned houses suffer
in their erection through this practice

; for the
“ bench hand” who has been kept for a number
of years at what he can do quickest is often
necessitated to turn in with a crowd of “ fixers ”

and scrape away as best ho can.
Considering the present system, it wonld

appear that with most builders profit alone is

the alpha and omega of every undertaking. It
looks as" if they do not care whether a house
stands or falls after it has been built, and their
gains counted into the bank. Very few have
any consideration for the welfare of those
whom they employ, and consequently there is
little or no reciprocation. The workshop, which
ought to be conducted on the principle of a
school where technical instruction is imparted,
as well as for the fabrication of an article which
brings a profit, is very often superintended by a
man chosen more for bis driving qualities than
for his information. It is seldom that a man
capable of imparting what he knows is met with
in such positions, and the generality of men in
charge are cross and intemperate in their Ian.
guage, instead of being kind and considerate.
As to receiving instruction, men are left very
much to themselves to pick up that which they
would sooner and better understand if explained
by a man competent to do so. The language
used by the generality of foremen too is very
often the most abusive and sometimes revolting,
such as no man aspiring to a respectable posi-
tion in society should be heard giving utterance
to. The susceptible dull youth of one-and-
twenty is sneered at if he chance to ask the
foreman a question concerning his work, and
mulcted out of money, or wheedled into paying
for beer, for the information which he receives
from his older fellow. Capitalists should look
after these practices, and apply a remedy, for
one or two hours’ prefatory instruction or fore-
thought often saves a great amount of labour.
Those who cannot sea before them lose much
time groping their way, and obviously the loss is
to the employer. I have often heard it said that
the workers are not expected to be thinkers. In
fact, I have many times heard the remark, “ You
are paid for working, sir, not for thinking,”
addressed as a reprimand to those who gave such
a reason for being caught, as the man in charge
might suppose, wasting his employer’s time.
This, too, without the least inquiry concerning
the truth of the assertion. The result of this
system is that meu who would otherwise seek to
become intelligent and useful in a general sense
lay down their minds to become expert at one
or two things, and in many cases sharp alone at
what is called “ shaping,” that is by their
bustling about and wielding their tools juggler
fashion, make people believe they are qualified
for anything. To be sure this kind of tact shows
a knowledge of human nature on the part of tho
person who employs it, and the present system is
the chief cause that leads many to resort to it; but
it also shows the weakness, superficialness, per-
haps vanity, of those who are tho victims. For tho
truth of this I will ask if the reader ever mot
with ono who could get on well by flattering
those in power—often better by this means thuu
real usefulness ?

If it were the practice that the foreman were
bound to call his apprcutices and men together
once or twice a week, say for an hour, or even
half an hour at a time, and give them a lecture
during working hours upon some technical sub-
ject, I am sure hundreds would be very thankful
and willing to subscribe to the expense. After
working hours very many men do not like attend-
ing lecture-halls for such a purpose, and they
would be more at home in a class got up speoiallv
for themselves, and particularly when it would
be taught where every practical appliance neces-
sary for demonstration was close at hand. I
will support this suggestion by calling attention
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to the fact that io hundreds of instances men’s

ntelleots do not begin to develop properly until

theylare well into the caros of a family, so that

such a practice would be to those of the greatest

assistance. It would stir them np and awaken

their curiosity, and besides if advancement were

to be had by attending the class all would be

ambitious to learn. It would, furthermore, have

the effect of bringing to the surface many men

of retiring manners, though still worthy and

competent to fill a leading position. The great

•fault of the present system is employers do not

trust their men enough. They do not go fre-

quently amongst them with an encouraging word,

and that friendly and paternal feeling which

suits well the bearing of an extensive contractor.

Recognition even in a small way goes far to

encourage a humble man, and an expression of

satisfaction from one’ 8 employer causes invariably

much gratification. lie who is in the habit of

expressing himself satisfied, let his profits be ever

so ‘great, is hard to be found
;
and there are

hundreds who could not speak civilly to their

employes for a wager.

There is little or no friendly feeling existing

between man and master on account of the

present system of management, and trade-

•unions flourish in consequence. I have yet to

say a few words on this subject from a national

point of view, but knowing that long-winded

compositions weary most readers I shall reserve

them for a future paper.

FROGMORE, NEAR ST. ALBAN’S.

The schools here were formally opened last

week after being added to and generally re-

modelled. The infants’ -room, 20 ft. by 19 ft.,

has a gallery for forty-four children, and benches

for a few of the older infants. The general

schoolroom is so arranged that by means of

sliding doors a portion, 1-i ft. by 19 ft., can be

ent off for a couple of classes. New cloak-rooms,

with washing spaces and porches for each sex,

and the necessary closets, &c.,—on a modification

of the earth system,—have been provided. The
buildings are of brick, with tiled roofs and wood
corbelled gables the bell gable having parish

and other monograms and date in sgraffito.

Windows are introduced for cross ventilation ;

on the west side, opposite the children’s desks,

the space above the level of 9 ft. ficm the

floor being almost all window for between 5 ft.

and 6 ft. in height.

The warming is by ventilating stoves supplied

by Messrs. Edwards & Son, of Great Marl-

borough-street. The total cost has been a little

over 51. per head for each additiouc^ scholar pro-

vided for.

Messrs. Clarkson, of London and St. Alban’s,

were the architects
;
and Mr. G. Buff, of Park-

street, was the builder employed.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND THE
ARTIZAN.

Tour correspondent of September 20th,

signing himself a “ Carpenter,” puts me in mind

of a wayward child, who, because he cannot do

as he would like, commences crying or abusing

-those that correct him. He also appears rather

conceited, and one of those troublesome in-

dividuals I have sometimes met with in the

workshop and elsewhere, who fancy there is no

cue as clever as themselves, and every one else

as wrong.
.

Ho says he is a marked man because he is

better educated than his fellow-workmen ;
but

probably he is continually running about the

shop expounding those theories upon which he

seems to lay so much stress, at his master’s

expense, and getting up discussions on. his pet

theories instead of minding his work.

I do not find fault with him for endeavouring

to improve bis fellow-workmen ;
but there is a

time for everything, and if “ Carpenter ” feels so

anxious to instruct them I should think he might

find time in the evenings to do so. And if the

offer was made to them in a proper spirit, I feel

certain they would not reject it.

He also states that he had once the courage

to apply for a situation as clerk of works, but

hia services were rejected because he worked at

the bench. Probably the architect to whom he

applied had some experience of bench hands

before; for “ Carpenter” should know that a

man competent to act as clerk of works should

have a general knowledge of the building trade,

and it is from the want of this general knowledge

that we meet with so many incompetent clerks of

works.
I may here state that I am a student under

the Science and Art Department, and have

obtained two first-class certificates and Queen’s

prizes, but I have endeavoured to apply the

knowledge which I have gained to ray own

advancement, as well as for the benefit of my
fellow-workmen. I have also found that that

knowledge has gained for me the respect of my
fellows.

I hope you will excuse the length of this

letter, but I could not refrain from answering
‘‘ Carpenter’s ” letter, as I think it might have a

tendency to deter others from joining the Science

classes, and thereby lose one thing most essential

to an artizan, “a technical education.”

I would urge upon ray fellow-workmen the

importance of a technical knowledge of their

various trades, as it will make them superior

as artizans and respected as men.
Frank Chesseel, Joiner.

THE OLD “ANGEL” INN AT ST. GILES’S,

A memorial of ancient London is about to

pass away—a memorial which is as illustrious

as tho “Tabard” Inn in Southwark, though

that was famous for the grace of its poetical

associations, and this notorious from the odium

of its infamy. We allude to the hostelry which

has long been known as the “half-way house’

on the road to Tyburn—ihe house at which

Jack Ketch and the criminal who was about to

expiate his offences on the scaffold were wont to

stop on their way to the g.allows, for a “last

glass.” Here Jack Sheppard halted, as has

been recorded by Harrison Ainsworth in his

life of the celebrated scoundrel, and taking a

sup of bis parting wine cup “ smiled,” and cried,

“ Give the remainder to Jonathan Wild.” Mr.

William Thomas Purkiss, the present proprietor

of the premises, has, at the request of several

eminent archmologists, been prevailed upon to

stay the work of demolition for a while, so that

those who desire to see the veritable remains of

the old “Angel” Inn as it stood when St. Giles

was really in the fields—when old “ Holbourne ”

was nothing but a country lane—and when the

fast coaches” of that time started from the
“ Angel” on their several days’ journey to the

north—may have an opportunity of looking

upon, ere they are consigned to the rubbish,

cart, the quaint old galleries at the back of the

premises, aud the remains of the ancient “ tap

from which the most notable criminal of yore

ordered hia “ parting cup,” and drank perdition

to all thief-catohers.

considerably nearer to the bulk of tho population

of Lightoliffe and Hipperholme than the present n

church. Mr. W. S. Barber, of Halifax, is the archi-

tect. The church willbe inthePerpendicularstyle, j

and the ground-plan will give the nave, aisles, i

chancel, with side-aialea and organ-chapel, and

sacristies on the north, baptistery opening from |a

the second bay on the south, and north-west

«

tower. The nave, in five bays, is to be 71 ft.:

I

3 in. long, and 23 ft. 9 in. wide
;
width of aisle, J

9 ft. 9 in.
5
and depth of chancel, 23 ft. 6 in. I

The tower, which is 12 ft. square, rises to a I

height of 74’ ft., and has an octagonal turret atil

its north-west corner. It is in four stages, the
j

first having a two-light window facing the west,l

aud the entrance-door (which has a riehly-carvedJ

niche over it) on the north face. The belfry:

stage will have coupled two-light windows on;

each face. It is to hold a poal of eight hoavy^

bells. The great west window is to be a four-,

light one, with tracery in harmony with the

style. The south front will have a range of

clearstory-lights (five coupled two.lighbs). The

windows to the aisles are three-light and two-

light ones. On the south side the baptistery is

to be 13 ft. by 8 ft., and lighted by two-lightl

windows. The chancel, which is three stepa

higher than the nave, has choir-stalls and

clergy-seats on either side. Three other steps

finish the east end, and form the altar footpace;

The east window is in five lights, with head

tracery. All the floors will be laid in encaustic

tile-work. The roofs are open-timbered, that to

the chancel having a carved cornice. The shafts

to the nave-arches are octagonal, with flowers

carved on the capitals.

Tho contracts for tho building were let soma

months ago, and considerable progress has:

already been made with the work. The masons

are Messrs. L. & W. Crowther, of Rasbrick^

carpenter and joiner, Mr. J. Christy, of Hud-

dersfield ;
plumber aud glazier, Mr. R. P.

Stafford, of Halifax; slaters and plasterers/

Messrs. A. Bancroft & Son, Halifax. Thel

carving will be executed by Mr. Charles Manver,

and the whole work carried out under the supers

vision of Mr. Ridgway, of London, who acted at

clerk of the works in the erection of St. Mary’*

Church, Luddenden Foot.

ST. MATTHEW’S CHURCH, LIGHTOLIFFE.

Society of Engineers.—The first meeting

of this Society for the session 1873-4 will be

held on Monday, the 6bh of October, when a
paper will be read on “ Recent Improvements in

Pumping Engines for Mines,” by Mr. Henry
Davey.

ACCIDENT AT STONE-LATINO.

TnE corner-stone of St. Matthew’s Chnrch,

Lightcliffe, near Halifax, has been laid. A sad

accident occurred at the ceremony, by which

eight people were injured. The stone itself had

been raised in order that the mortar might be

spread, when a snapping of iron was heard. At

tile same moment the crane heeled over, and fell

amongst the people. The weight of the stone

had caused the cast iron to which tho beam was

fixed to snap. The iron was about J in. thick.

The crane was calculated to raise a ton and a

half, whilst the corner-stone weighed only about

three-quarters of a ton. It had raised the stone

three or four times before. The falling of the

beam caused great consternation, and three

persona were unable to got from beneath it

until it had been raised. It was found that

eight persons had been hurt, some of them

seriously. After the lapse of half an hour the

stone was hurriedly laid by Mrs. Foster, and the

proceedings were brought to a close as quickly

as possible.

Major Foster, of Cliff-hill, generously made
an offer to build the church at hia own cost,

leaving to his fellow-churchmen tho duty and

privilege of providing the organ, bells, &c. The
site was at once chosen. It is in a corner of

Major Foster’s own park, and close to the

Halifax and Wakefield turnpike-road, about a

quarter of a mile from Lightoliffe Station, being

HEALTHY HOMES.

Sir,—

I

thank you for permitting the qaestloi

of cheap ventilation to be discussed in you3

valuable and useful paper.

Cheap and dear are relative terras, and noi

easily settled by discussion in any paper. Mi)

object has been to press upon the notice o

scientific and practical men tho grave impovb

ance of affording to poor families, huddle*

together night and day in single apartments

and continuously breathing a contaminated ant

poisoned atmosphere, some ready and cheay

expedient by which their very existence migh;

be ameliorated, and the present amount of siok

ness, e.xpecially amongst women and children

who are the greatest sufferers, diminiahed-

For myself, I thank your correspondenca whr

have been good enough to offer me suirgestions

and I beg now to inform them that, if any one

will send me an estimate for thoroughly venia

lating my two buildings at a moderate coatyl

will gladly give them a fair trial.

Any communication to my agent, Mr. Dellsit

1, Willow-terrace, White Horse-road, Croydon

will be acknowledged. Aslvtebr.^

SCHOOLS OF SCIENCE AND OF ART.

A School of Art and Science at Brighton.—

f

meeting was held at Brighton on Saturday, b

further the erection of a school of art ant

science there. The cost is to be about 5,000t

Many liberal donations have been made,

there is a fair prospect of success.
^

Maidstone Science Classes.—Tho annual dial

tributiou of prizes to members of the scienai

classes in connexion with the Maidstone Workinf

Men’s Club, who have successfully passed th

'

Government examinations in the subjects whiolj

they have been studying under Mr. ThomhiLj

took place in the Concert Hall of the Con)

Exchange, when the chair was occupied by thi

Mayor, who, in his opening address, said he wa

glad to find the classes were in such a flourishioji

condition. They had been established threl

years, and the number of students had increase;

from eleven in the first year to thirty-five i?

the second, and to sixty in this year, and out Q.
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e sixty, forty-three were examine;!, and forty
:>,33ed Biicoessfully. After referring to the
inefit the classes were to the tosrn, and to the
rportance of promoting their interests as much
ii possible, he called on Mr. Thornhill, who
isd tho report. Sir John Lubbock distributed
|9 Queen’s prizes, local prizes, and certificates
itbe successful students.

0/ Science and Art, Keujliley .—The
!!i£nbution of prizes won at the recent examina-
in by students attending the Science and Art
1i Trade Schools at Keighley, took place under
nsually auspicious circumstances. In one of
upper rooms of the building were e.xhibited
•students’ drawings done during the year. In
Ution to the prizes awarded by the South
Insington Department, there was a host of

f

a.1 prizes, amounting in tlie aggregate to
eral hundreds awarded, which made u°p a list
;h6 value of about 50h The visit of so many
itinguished visitors to Bradford in connexion
||)b tho British Association, had suggested the
laof getting one or other of these celebrities
[[present tho prizes at this school, whioh, as
iill as the Mechanics’ Institute, in connexion
j|h which tho schools are conducted, has
Iraotod considerable attention amongst those
lo take an interest in higher education. Pr.>.
Bor A. W. Williamson, the president of the
tish Association, presented the pi-izes. The
I was crowded, and many were unable to
ain admission. Mr. Isaac Holden occupied
' chair.

Liverpnol School of Science.— The twelfth
lual meeting of the Liverpool School of
enco, in connexion with the Department of
enco and Art, has been held in the small
©erb-room, St. George’s Hall, under the
sidency of Mr. J. A. Picton. Dr. Williamson,
fessor of chemistry, University College,
idon, and president of the British Associa-
1
, delivered an address and distributed the
508,^ 80 that more than usual interest was
en in tho proceedings by those present, but
attendance was not nearly as large as might

'e been expected.
ckool of Art, Durhayn.—Oa Friday, Sept,
h, the pupils of tliis school presented
C. H. Newton with a silver tea service, in
Ignition of his services as head master for
last twenty years. The testimonial was
scribed to by about 150 pupils, who at various
63 have been so ably instructed by Mr
vton.

THE DII.A.INAGE OF MARGATE.
7e observe with satisfaction that the Council
tho borongh of Margate have at length
sded upon making some serious progress in
direotion of draining their healthy and
active town. Plans and estimates for this
pose ai’e called for, and premiums araount-
Jto 3001. are to bo offered to those competi-
I whose plans are approved. It has been
Hved to invite engineers of experience in
( particular department who are willing to
ir a limited competition to send in their
.ea to the town clerk, and from the list of
les submitted, the council propose to select
competitors, to whom the above premiums
be offered. We shall have further obaerva-
3 to make on tho matter; meantime, those
y to be interested are referred to our
fftiaemonb columns.

instances taken up in course of the route, and
others joining at Clifton-road. The proceedinr^s
excited very lively interest in tho locality. The
grand gathering was in the Infant School-room
of the CJifton-road-buildings, Mr. T. W. Mar.
chant presiding. There was a large attendance
ofladies and gentlemen interested in popular
education, including the Greenwich members of
tho London School Board, the members of Divi-
sional Committee, and other well-known a!bhou<yh
unofficial persons. The children sang a number
of simple pieces with pleasing effect, and very
well together, considering that combined re-
hearsal had beenimpossible.
The Croek-road Schools, the first built from tho

designs of Mr. E. R. Robson, tho Board’s archi-
tect, come out well now that they are finished.
The principal schoolrooms are very commodious,

having each principal rooms
56 ft. by 22 ft., and two class-rooms 2 1, ft. 6 in. by

18 ft. 6 in. The infants’ school
13 dD ft. by 26 ft. Gin. ; infants’ class-room, 26 ft.
0 m. square

; the babies’ room is 30 ft. by 26 ft.
6 in. The playgrounds, covered and open, are
adinirably arranged, the infants and babies
having a spacious square with as much of the
area covered as open. The covering is by light
iron roofs and corrugated galvanised iron. The
playgi-ounds are floored with asphalto, and each
of tho divisions has abundant accommodation in
lavatories, closets, &c. The passages and stair-
cases of the principal building are coated with
silicate paint. 'The dado in the schoolrooms isof
Keene’s cement, which furnishes an excellent
smooth hard surface. The walls over the bold
bead that surmounts the dado are coloured in
distemper upon the unplastored brickwork. The
fireplaces are fitted with effective stoves, designed
by Mr. Robson, that are likely to prove very
efficient for warming and ventilation.

Tile Cliftou-road schools, although more im-
posing in external appearance, do not compare
favourably with the buildings in the Creek-road.
The principal sohool-rooms for boys and n-irls
are each 33 ft. 5 in. by 21 ft. 6 in. Each
division having also two class-rooms, 37 ft. 3 in
by 20 ft., and 27 ft. 3 in. by 20 ft. The infants have
a very line room with open-timbored roof and
boarded ceiling, stained and varnished. This
fine hall i.s GO ft. by 38 ft., and has a fixed
gallerj' across tlie end, the intended uses of
which are not quite apparent. In addition to

no r
infants have a class-room,

28 ft. by 18 ft. The babies have also a room,
28 ft. by 18 ft., and in these building’s the
anomaly comes out of floor-space of 3G5 square
yards being devoted to infants and babies, and
only 231 square yards to boys and girls respec-
tively. The new building is not equal to the
accommodation of the boys that are even now
receiving instruction in the premises temporarily
occupied by the School Board. The temporary
premises will continue to be partially occupied
by the Board until the new schools at Hatcham
are completed, which will accommodate a number
of the boys now attending the New-oross Board
School. Notwithstanding this prospective relief,
W0 think it is to be deplored that more liberal

'

rain. The infant schools are situated at the base
of the building, the boys’ school being on the
first-floor, and the girls at the top, and by an
arrangement of sliding screens the classes are
separated each from the other, so that the noise
attendant on the instruction of one does not
interfere with the conduct ,of those in its neigh,
bourhood, while glass panels enable the head-
teachers to supervise their assistants. The
schools are fitted throughout with every con-
venience, but, at the same time, no nnneoossary
expenditure has been incurred. Tho building
stands a little back from the road, the play-
groiiod.s being in front, whioh will prevent the
studies of the children from being interrupted
by the noise of the passing traffic. Tho style of
architecture is modified Gothic. The architect
was Mr. L. Ridge, and the builders were Messrs,
bcrivener & White.

THE MAUSOLEUM AT SALTAIRE.
The sculptor, Mr. John Adams Acton, who

has been working on the statue of Sir Titus
Salt which is to stand in front of the new town-
hall, Bradford, is now superintending the erec.
tion of throe mural monuments in the family
mausoleum at Saltairo. The principal monument
13 of large dimensions, and executed in the most
costly marbles. The pediment, frieze, pilasters,
and base are worked in tho best quality of
Sicilian. In the centre of the pediment is the
emblem of the Spirit, in tho form of a dove
descending with (he olive branch; this is pro-
duced in the whitest Carrara, and favourably
contrasts with the bluish tint of the Sicilian.
On the frieze are cub, in relief, from tho solid
marble, the words, Blessed are the dead which
die in the Lord.” The pilasters are worked
with the lily, the passion-flower, and the poppy
entwining together from tho bass to tho capi-
tals, which are enriched with foliage sun-oanding
the flowers. The centre of the monument con-
sists of a setni-colossal figure, in bold relief
representing the Angel of tho Resurrection
standiag with the trumpet in the left hand, as
awaiting the command to call forth the world to
judgment. This figure is merely at present a
representation in plaster of the model which is
now being executed in the artist’s studio in
Loudon, in tho finest Carrara marble. The base
for tho future inscription is worked in Sicilian
and Rosso Antico. The idea of the artist has
boon to illustrate Life, Death, and Immortality.
The side tablets are in commemoration of the
deceased members of the family. These tablets,
like the large one, are of the flneet Italian
marbles. The arms of Sir Titus Salt are
sculptured on each sarcophagus.

THB WARWICK WATER SUPPLY.

J OPENING OP LONDON SCHOOL.
BOARD SCHOOLS.

DEPTFORD.

fBSTERDAT (Friday) afternoon, two new
^Is. the first built by the Board for the
ruction of the children of Deptford, were
{loly opened by an interesting ceremonial,
le schools, concerning which some particulars
J given in the Builder a few weeks since, are
lited, one in Creek-road, and the other in
-on-road, and are each designed to accom-
ate about 800 young people, who are olas-
1 as boys, girls, infants, and babies. The
'mony yesterday consisted mainly of massinff
lohildren that are to occupy the two new
.lings, and marching them from Creek-road
101 to ChRon-road, by way of High-street,
Jord and New Cros<t-road. The children

• ered at the end of the procession about
|J, these being made up of the three divisions
•cti ot the two schools. They were not all
nowever, to take part in the procession, the
•agents of infants and babies bein^ in some >

Toe Haseley water-supply scheme has at
length passed through the stage of inquiry and
discussion. It has been subjected to a pro-
tracted and laborious scrutiny. Durino- this

i;™s™.Rum"mellALiBteuwo„fd%e/mTo o„uhSwas practically unlimited.
The dado of the Clifton-road rooms is of deal,

the upper portion of tho internal walls beino-the
brickwork in distemper. The rooms are fitted
with Mr. Robson’s heating-stoves. Tho under
portions of the windows are fitted with frames
failed with perforated zinc, and the upper por-
tion with a hinged hopper arrangement, by
which they may be opened without the possibility
of down-draught. The work in all departments
throughout is of the best character.

HOLLOWAY.

An addition has been made to tho educational
resources of the metropolis in the Fiusbury
division of the London School Board. The new
schools are situated in the Cottenbam-road
Holloway, and are adapted for the accommoda-
tion of 920 children, viz., 360 boys, 210 girls
and 320 infants. The site, which covers tlu-ee!
quarters of an acre, was purchased by the
bchool Board at the moderate figure of 5001
and the total cost of the building, site included!
has been 7,1001. There are two entrances, one
lor the boys and the other for the girls and
infants, and the extensive space between the
building and the road has been utilised as plav-
grounds for the children, being paved with
aaphalte, and that devoted to the infants beino-
partially covered in, as a protection from the

— ..ji/k,!. DDoui i,u uonnrm
the opinion arrived at, after much care and
labour, by Mr. Pritchard, C.E., the borou<»h sur-
veyor, and endorsed by Messrs. Cawley & Newton.
When the scheme was first propounded, opinions
were confidently expressed that the supply of
water obtainable from Haseley would not suffice
for the requirements of the inhabitants. To
determine this question Mr. Pritchard' was
instructed to institute a series of gaugings.
The results, as reported to the town council,'
from timo to time, during the last two years!
appear to justify the council in adopting Mr.
Pritchard’s conclusion respecting the adequacy
of the supply whioh the Haseley brook will be able
to furnish. With a catchment area of 1 500
acres a minimum flow of 150,000 gallons 'per
diem, aud storage room for 23,000,000 gallons
there is every reason, it seems, to believe that
the required 25 gallons per head for a population
of 11,000 will be secured, even in the driest
seasons.

The evidence -which has been obtained ro
spectiug the quality of the Haseley water is
equally sansfactory. Analyses have been
made by Messrs.^ Rarnmell and Lister, and by
Dr. Hill, of Birmingham, and these gentlemen
agree m pronouncing it admirably suited for
domestic purposes. Last year Dr. Hill reported
that tho unaltered Haseley water submitted to
his examination was about of tho same quality
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as the filtered water then supplied to the town

of Birmingham, and considerably better than

the filtered water of the Atoq.

As regards the question of cost, there is room

to hope that little if any additional yearly ex-

penditure will have to be defrayed. In a report

made to the council in ilarch last ^7
chard, aa engineer, the entire cost of the works,

after allowing for the value of pipes and old

materials to be dispensed with, but "ot including

the Emscote works, was estimated at lo.OOUL,

or an entire annual cost (at 3V per cent, lor

fifty years) of 7701., including repayment ot

principal and interest, payment of rates, &c.,

and also the working expenses and repairs in

connexion with the works.

JIANCHESTER AND SALFORD BUILDIi^G

TRADES’ INSTITUTE.

The annual meeting of the llanchoster and

Salford Building Trades’ Institute for Technical

Education has been held in the Free School,

Jackson’s-row, Deansgate. Mr. J. Murgatroyd,

president, occupied the chair. There was a

good attendance of members.

Mr. James Maclean read the fifth annual

report, which congratulated the members and

friends on the continued prosperity of the Insti-

tute, as evidenced not merely by the number of

students who had attended the classes, but by

the results of the examinations of the Govern-

ment Science and Art Department, and by the

competitions for the prizes presented by the

Manchester Society of Architects. The number

of students on the books for the year ending June,

1872, was ninety-eight, and the marks of distinc-

tion earned by them were twenty-three, while

in the year ending June, 1873, the number of

students was eighty-eight, and the marks earned

by them forty-seven. The balance-sheet of the

Institute showed that the income had been suffi-

cient to meet the expenses. A considerable

portion of the teacher’s income, however,

derived from the Science and Art Department.

The committee strongly represented to master

builders the ultimate advantage that roust result

to the building trade by the mental training to the

rising generation of workmen by the Institute,

and requested them to follow the example set by

some, who send their apprentices, and pay their

fees. They also threw out the suggestion that

some advantage in point of wages might bene-

ficially attend the successful passing of the

Government examinations, or securing ono of

the other prizes offered for competition. The

report and balance-sheet were adopted.

FAILURE IN PORTLAND CEMENT.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS,

IToxton .—The new church, dedicated to St.

Mary, in Britanuia-stroet, Iloxton, has been

consecrated by the Bishop of Loudon. It stands

in tlie midst of a poor and densely-populated

neighbourhood, in which there has hitherto been

a sad dearth of church accommodation. The

total cost of the building has been between

7,0001. and 8,0001. The church was built by

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, the cost being

defrayed out of the proceeds of the sale of ono

of the City churches. It is built principally of

red brick, in a modification of the Italian style,

and is capable of accommodating about 400

sitters. With the exception of the ceiling of the

apse, on which a good deal of colouring and

gilding has been lavished, the church is almost

destitute of decoration, and the red brick walls

of the interior do not present a very attractive

appearance. It is, however, well lighted by

means of large side windows, an east window,

and eight windows in the apse, and can be

heated in winter by moans of hot-air apparatus.

The architect was Mr. Ewan Christian, of

Whitehall-placo; and the builders were Messrs.

Manly A Rogers, of Regent’s Park.

Sklford.—St. Peter’s Church, Sidford. has

been completed for opening. Sidford is a

hamlet between Sidbury and Sidmouth. The

edifice stands in the centre of the village, on the

road to Lyme Regis. On the plan, the extreme

length of the church is 108 ft., the width being

56 ft. It consists of nave, 70 ft. in the clear by

22 ft. wide ;
and north and south lean-to aisles

of similar length, and 12 ft. wide respectively.

On the east end of the aisle are the vestry and

organ- chamber, 18 ft. by 10 ft.; and on the

corresponding side is a small bell-chamber, 8 ft.

by 6 ft. The chancel is -tO ft. by 21 ft. in the

clear. Tlie aisles are divided from the nave by

an arcading of five bays. The church is entered

by a nortli and sonLh porch, and there is a priest’s

door at the south-east end, by which also the

bell-charaber is entered. The height of the nave

to the ridge is exactly 50 ft., and that of the

chancel 42 ft. The bell-turret, standing imme-

diately over the chancel arch, rises to an altitude

of 72 ft. The style of the building may be

termed Florid Early English, somewhat freely

treated, perhaps. Externally, the walls are of

brick, relieved by bands of Bath stone, and the

dressings of the windows, of the doors, the

copings, Ac., are all of this latter material. Tlie

treatment of the walls, or faces, is of alternate

brick and stone
;
the arcades, the chancel arch,

Ac., are of deeply-moulded Bath stone, and the

dressings throughout are of Bath stone also. The

roof is open, and springs from bold corbels in

the nave, and from sculptured ones in the chancel.

Those roofs are of pitch pine, stained and var-

nished. The side roofs are simpler than are

those of the nave and chancel, and thereby
Sib—Can von or any of your readers inform me as to ..

. ,
-

the cause of the failure ia the Portia^_ce^ment^work that increase not a little the majesty and importancetoe cauats - ,7 o V -rii. i.. c
has been executed this year externally ? Is it the fault ot

the manufacture or in the workmanship ? If the latter,

the remedy j
if the former, who is responsible for the

re-iiistatemeut of the work ?—i'ours, obediently,
A SCFFEIfES.

* • The failure, in numerous cases, is certain
;
and we

shall be glad to have some explanation.

THE WALLACE MEMORIAL.

Sib —I cannot sufficiently express my gratitude to you

for the kindness with which, during many years, you have

Doticedmyvarious works in class painting, as also the notice

1 find in the number of ine Builder for Sept. 20 of the

memorial window to Sir William Wallace, of Elderslee.

executed by me for the Glasgow St. Andrew’s Club, and

placed io Paisley Abbey, in the immediate neighbourhood

of the hero's birthplace. I feel sorry, however, to find

that in adverting to some verses recited by me on the

occasion of the presentation of the memorial, you quoted

as mine a modernised verse from Blind Harry ye

Minstrel, who lived -WO years ago. You will see by _a

copy of the verses enclosed that the one ia given within

inverted commas, and the minstrel's name quoted at

bottom. I trust, therefore, you will put me right with

TOUT readers, either by giring the poem entire, or staline

the mistake that has unintentionally been made. My
admiration for Wallace is as a hero who fonght and died

for his country's freedom. At Blind Harry's time the

feuds and bitternesses between the North and South were

endless,— a state of matters now, thank Heaven, for ever

changed. James Ballantise.

*,* The mistake was not ours: in the report sentu-

(Gla*<]ow Herald, Sept. 12tb) there was no note, and n.

miLstrel's name given besides Mr. Ballantinc's own.

of the central avenue. Tho seating throughout

the nave and aisles is open. The windows light-

ing the body of the church have coloured glass

freely introduced into them. They are the make
of various firms, principally Messrs. Hardman,

Wailes, and O’Connor. Religions emblems are

worked into each. The east window, by Clayton

A Bell, of London, has been erected by Mr.

Bailey, of Cotford, in memory of two deceased

sons. It represents tlie Ascension. The reredos

is mainly composed of Beer stone, but Devon-

shire marble is largely introduced, all the panels,

columns, Ac., being of several varieties of that

material. Except the stained glass and the tiles,

the whole of tlie work has been carried out by

local men. Mr. Stawbridge, of Sidford, has

executed the mason-work ;
and Mr. Selway, of

Otteiy St. Mary, the soft stone-work. Mr.

Daniels, of Sidford, did the carpentering, and

the marbles are mostly from the neighbourhood

of Torquay. Tho sculpture and the stone-

carving were done by Mr. Harry Hems, of

Exeter, and his assistants. The cost of the

whole building has been about 5,000?., due to

the liberality of the Rev. G. T. Comyns.

Clapham Junction.—Mr. F. D. Banister, the

engineer to the Brightan Railway Company, ha^^

planned extensive works to be carried out almosi

immediately at Clapham Junction. Provision i-

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH BUILDING
NEWS.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne. — The church of the

order of Dorainicrins, which has been built at

the Red Baroes, Newcastle, has been opened for

divine service. The church is situated ne;.r the

made for new offices, waiting-rooms, gallery I North-Eastern Railway, and the building forms

foot-bridge, and the contracts are about to b> a conspicuous object in the view of Newcastle,

issued. ’ especially as seen from the south side of the

river. The foundation-stone was laid by Bishoi|

Chadwick on the 14th September, 1869. Thd;

cost is about 9,000?., irrespective of the site anej

adjoining grounds, which were obtained fo

about 4,000?. The edifice contains 1,000 sittings

and it is noteworthy that, before tho buildin;

was commenced more than one-half of the cos

had been subscribed in pence by the members o

the St. Andrew’s congregation, nearly all c

whom are of the labouring classes. Man:

of them also worked during^ their leisut

hours in digging the foundations, Ac. Th

design of tho church, which is by Mr. Arok

bald Dunn, of the firm of Dunn A Hanaom

of Newcastle, may be described as sem

Romanesque, and ia an attempt to reproduce:

gtyle of Gothic architecture which is peculiar t

the banks of the Rhine. There is absence •:

tracery, elaborate ornamentation, and mouldingi

but a solemn effect has been produced by ma
give construction and breadth of treatment. Tf

church consists of nave, aisles, transepts, ai.

chancel. The chapels of the Rosary and S

Joseph are in the transepts. The total iiitert

length is 170 ft., and the width 67 ft. The nai|

and chancel are of the same width, 30 ft., ai:

are separated by a lofty chancel-arch, 50 ft. ,

height. The light is obtained mainly from ti;

clearstory windows, which are placed very big:

and form a continuous range round the nave ar

chancel. The internal height ofthe nave is 70
;

The lower portion of the roof is panelled; ti

constructive timbers are allowed to show throu?

the darkened space up to the ridge. The rC'

over the chancel is divided by arched ribs iri

panels. The sacristies are arranged as a Ian

ambulatory round tho semicircular apse of t
i

church. Tho centre portion is projected beyoij

the rest, and contains the cope chest and t,

vesting-altar. At one end they are connect|

with the cloisters of the monastery, and at t,

other with tho church. Another sacristy i.

joining is set apart for tho nse of the choriste

and the whole, with the church and monastei

forms a thoroughly connected range of buildin;

In treating the interior of the church, the use

plaster has been avoided ;
the arclutectw

features are carried out in stone, and the w
spaces are lined with a fine quality of wl

bricks, pointed with red joints. The effect f

duced is that of the decorations made use o)

tho thirteenth century. Only a limited amoi

of decoration has been introduced into the sa

tuary, where the same simple treatment has b

carried out, the ornamentation being stencii

on tho bricks. The aisle and nave walls areli

with a dado of pitch-pine 5 ft. high.^ Tlie bene

are of the same material. Tho stalls in tho chat

are of oak, with a small amount of carving.

seats of the choristers are placed in front of th:

The altar is raised 10 ft. above the nave, ’

is isolated, and stands in the chord of the a

Built in at the back of the altar is a tligk

steps to reach the expositorium, which (as

unfinished) will be reared against the end oL

apse, and will be an elaborate piece of sU

carving, 25 ft. in height. From each end of>

exposUoriura the reredos will encircle the w

circumference of the apse-wall, and consifc

twenty-four niches, containing figures, nei

life-size, of the saints of the Dominican ot

The nave and aisle floors are laid with poUj

York landings, with margins of red stone, i

small squares of blue slates inserted,

north window of the west aisle is filled "i

stained glass, by Mr. Barnett, of Ncwcai

The exterior of the church is of the stone ot

district, built throughout in regular cont

with large mortar joints. The roofs are covi

with red Broseley tiles. A massive to

situated at the north-west corner, and detat

from the main building of the church, is cat

at present to a height of 50 ft. The total be

will be 175 ft., and it will be gabled on i

faces, and finished with the low pyramidall

peculiar to those towers. Tbe most nob

feature of tbe exterior is the composition of

west-end gable, which is 80 ft. in height. _P1

high is a large rose-window, filled witbi

smaller circles, each supported on a shaft, 1

carved capitals. In the centre of the wir

is carved a dove,—the symbolical represent!'

of the Holy Ghost,—descending on the hea.

the' twelve apostles, who are ranged in a b;

of niches immediately nnderneatli. Below]

fio-nre of our Lord, in the_ act of benedic

stands prominently forward in the centre
;
w

the chief apostles, St. Peter and St. Paul,

occupy n'ches upon buctressea at ^ch

The general contractors have been Mr. HudS'

for mason’s work; and Mr. Wichello, for
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mooter s ^'ork* of J^uirfitiTTi} liQS

ittccl up tho stalls and seats of the church. The
jainting has been done by Messrs. Henderson &
3od, and tho plnmbing by Messrs. Russell &
Davis. Schools, to accommodate 800 children,

ire planned on a site at tho south side of the
ijhurcb. A house, at present standing on the
liast side, is to serve at present as a monastery,
i't is intended, however, to replace it with a
liuitably-designed building, connected by the
i^oisters with the church and schools. The
|)ui]diug3 will then form an open quadrangle,
'ho church and monastery forming the two sides,

|ind tho cloisters completing the remainder. The
ilan of tho edifice (cruciform, and with tvan-

«pt8 on each side of the nave) contemplates
he addition of several chapels through arched
peniugs on each side. Over the altar in the

hapol of St. Joseph is a painting of the Imma.
mlate Conception. It is an oil painting, by
lloDzo Cano, formerly in a suppressed convent
it Madrid, and the painting itself is a copy of

he picture of Murillo which is in the Palais of

he Louvre at Paris, and is valued at 10,000h
?he picture in the new church of St. Dominic,
t Newcastle, is valued at 2,000Z. When the
onvents in Spain were closed, it became the

roperty of the chaplain of tho late King of

Ipain, Ferdinand VII.
,
and it has been in tho

ossession of his relatives until it was purchased

y Mr. Pelegrin, a Spanish gentleman, who has
31 some time past been living in Newcastle,
nd by whom it has now been presented to the
Ihurch of St. Dominic. Tho church at present
ontains one organ, the choir-organ, which is

laced in the gallery in the west transept. It

I, however, intended to have a chapel-orgaii, to

e placed in a gallery which will be erected for

ae purpose at the noi'th cud, and for which funds
re being raised. Tho clioir-organ has been
uilt by Messrs. J. Nicholson & Son, Newcastle.

§0X)hs

'CCiures on ArcJuteclure. Translated from tho
Prench of E. Viollet-le-Duc by Benj.vmin
Bl'CKN.'i.tiL, Architect. Yol I., Lecture I. J.

Clark, Stroud, Cflouceatershire. 1873.
Ve are glad to fiud ^that we shall have an
Inglish version of M. Le Due’s lectures, and we
ffer Mr. Bucknall good wishes for the success
f his undertaking. The work will consist of
venty lectures, in two volumes, largely illus-

•ated. The first ten lectures treat of the
ature and origin of art, and describe the early

rowth of architecturo
;
and the last ten show

bo application which may be made of the
Qcieiit principles to meet modern requirements,
he first lecture (printed in Paris) is very well
ot up, aud has four pngo-illustrations. When
le work is further advanced wo shall look at it

)riously.

VARIORUM.
Mit. Wild has issued a map of the British

oasessions on the Gold Coast, and the terri.

>ries of Asbantee and Fantee. There is reason

» fear that it will be useful to have it by one
rescntly. Mr. Alfred Smeo haa printed, in a
wnphlet form, his recent letters on "Milk,
‘yphoid Fever, and Sewage" (Collingridge,

Idersgato - street.) The Garden says,

—

T. Toner, of Washington, advocates the esta-
ishment of “freepakrs and camping-grounds,

sanitariums for the sick and debilitated

lildren of the poor of crowded cities during
10 summer months.” “ Such parks,” says
)r. Toner, “ should bo free to all who have
ck or debilitated children, and persons while
lore should be permitted to live in tents or
>ttages, and in such a style as their means and
rates justify, so long as they do not violate the
iws of health or incommode their neighbours,

—

le main purpose of the institution boiug to

jcuro by a healthy rural residence the restora-

on to health and tho preservation of the lives

f the children of the poor, suffering from, or
breatoned by, diseases incident to, and aggra-
jated by, the excessive heat of summer in cities.”

he plan seems worthy of serious consideration,
specially in America, where there are many
ealtliy high grounds uncultivated.

New Pier at Ostend. — The Communal
jouncil of Ostend has accepted the tender of
Ir. Hendry, of London, for the construction o/
new pier.

glisctllanta.

Opening of Wandswortli Bridge.—This
new bridge has been formally opened for public
traffic. The site on the Wandsworth side is

immediately between the Old Wandsworth Pier
and the Distillery, where there is a communiea.
tion with York-road. On the opposite or Fulham
side of the river the bridge stands between
Hurlingham House and Chelsea Meadows, not
far from the Imperial Gasworks, and leads out
towards Walham-green. The bridge is con-
structed of , iron, and consists in the first place
of one continuous girder resting on cylinders
filled with concrete, and buried deep in the
river’s bed. It is divided into five spans, one at
each end of 113 ft. 6 in., and three in the stream
of 133 ft. 4 in. each. The cylinders are of
wrought iron, each 7i ft. in diameter. Two of
them form a pier. The abutment piers on either

side of the river are of brickwork and masonry.
Tho elevation of the structure affords a clear
headway of 20 ft. above Trinity higli-water
level at the centre. Tho cylinders have been
sunk to a depth of 14 ft. into tho London clay,

aud have a thick bed of concrete laid under
them. The main girders of tho bridge are of
the lattice pattern, 12 ft. deep. The bridge
proper has been erected at the cost of between
ll'jOOOZ. and 15,000Z., but when the approaches,
&c., are mcluded the figures run up to from
35,0001. to 40,0001. The bridge has been erected
from the designs of its engineer, Mr. J. H.
Tolme, by Messrs. Do Bergue & Co., as con-
tractors, under the superintendence of their

engineer, Mr. Mallalieu
;
the contractors for the

approaches being Messrs. Bull & Sons, of

Southampton.

Carpenters and tlieir Pay.—On Thursday,
Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, the contractors and
builders of Earl-street, Westminster, were sum-
moned to Westminster Police-court by Edward
Butler, a carpenter, for not paying him at the
rate of 9d. per hour for work done, ho being a
skilled operative.—Mr. Arnold gave judgment.
He said the complainant entered the service on
the 18th of August, and worked up to the next
Saturday, claiming to be paid 9d. per hour, but
tho defeudauts paid him Gid-j and ho sued for

the difference. There was no contract, but he
says, "I, as a skilled workmen, am entitled to

9(1. per hour.” Tho defendants did not dispute
that skilled men were entitled to 9d., but alleged
that complainant was not a skilled workmen, and
only worth 6id. jDer hour. The complainant
I'elied for his case on the fact that he had duly
served his time to n master in tho country, and
had worked for two London firms and received
lull pay, and he understood that unless there
was a special contract be would be entitled to
full money, and if he were incompetent they
should at once have discharged him, and not
have kept him till tho end of the week, and put
him to skilled labour. On the other hand, the
defendant said that it was the custom in large
firms to take a man without any stipulation, aud
at tho ond of the week pay him what he was
entitled to; and in this instance, his work, on
examination, was found to be worth Gi-d. In
this case the question was tho value of the work,
and how it was ascertained. The question was
one of fact, and purely so. Had the complainant
established that his work was worth the higher
rate of wages ? Under all the circumstances,
he (Mr. Arnold), being of opinion that Le had
not done so, dismissed tho summons.
Charge against a Sheffield Master

Builder.—At the town-hall, on Wednesday, be-
fore the stipendiary magistrate, a charge of a
serious character was prefeired agaiust Mr.
John Helliwell, of Monmoutb-street, master
builder. Mr. Chambers appeared to prosecute;
Mr. Clegg was present on behalf of the de-
fendant. The information stated that the de-
fendant bad maliciously and unlawfully com-
mitted damage to certain real property, belong-
ing to Mr. Henry Eggiuton, by pulling down
several stoves and ten doors, in. some houses
erected by the defendant for him, and thereby
doing injury to the extent of 201 It appeared
that Mr. Egginton made a written contract with
the defendant to build certain houses in Mush-
room-lane, for 315Z. Of this, Mr. Egginton paid
him 283Z. on account.—Evidence was given in
support of tho charge, and eventually the stipen-
diary decided to adjourn the case for a few days,
in order that the evidence might bo completed;
and he ordered the defendant to bo bound over
in lOOZ., and two bonds of 50Z. each, to appear
agaiu to answer the charge.

How to Store Fruit.—Some of our readers
will be glad to learn the instructions given by
the Gardener’s Magazine on this point :—An
expensive structure is not required, for the fruit

may be kept exceedingly well in a dark room in
which it will not bo exposed to sudden changes
of temperature. A cellar is a capital place, pro-

vided it is perfectly dry and dark; but, as
usually constructed, cellars are too damp and
incapable of being properly ventilated. If a
place is built expressly for fruit it should, in

dry soils, be pai’tly below the general level, with
the soil banked up against the walla. On wet
soils it may be built upon the level and a bank
of soil made agaiust the walls. The roof must
be double, or covered with a good thickness of

thatch, which will materially assist in maintain-
ing an equable temperature. The fruit should
be kept in perfect darkness; but, to facilitate

tho examination of the stores, windows provided
with shutters should be fixed at intervals in the
roof or elsewhere, according to the stylo of tho
house. The fruit-room should be in a shady
position, for a very considerable number of soft

fruits ripeniug in summer are materially im-
proved by being placed in a cool room for a few
days, and in some cases the season of a par-
ticular fruit may be prolonged considerably by
a portion of the oroi3 being gathered, and then
placed in a cool dry place or a dry cellar. With
regard to the internal fittings, it will suffice to

say that shallow shelves or drawers of open
lattice-work are preferable for laying the fruit

upon.

Window in Westminster Abbey to George
Herbert and William Cowper.—The Dean of

Westminster proposes to place in the Abbey, in

the chapel where is the monument to William
Wordsworth, a memorial of the two poets,

George Herbert and William Cowper, both edu-
cated at Westminster School. It was the in-

tention of the Dean to include a third name,
that of Charles Wesley, also an old West-
minster boy, but this is now superseded by tho
erection of a statue, near that of Isaac Watts.
The Leisure Hour says, before any public an-
nouncement, a circular was issued to a few
friends likely to take interest in the proposal.

Oue of these circulars having come into the
hands of an American, Mr. G. W. Childs, the
proprietor of the Philadelphia Ledger, Mr. Childs
asked the privilege of bearing tho whole cost of

the proposed memorial. Dean Stanley re-

sponded to the generous offer in tho same spirit

in which it was made. It is a happy incident of

international courtesy, in regard to names which
are held in grateful remembrance in both coun-
tries. As an Americau, Francis Boott, of
Boston, had the honour of i3laciDg the monument
to Henry Kirke White at Cambridge, so the name
of another American, George William Childs, of

Philadelphia, will be associated with the West-
minster memorial to Herbert and Cowper.

A New Hospital.—Tho business portion of
the new premises of the Western General
Dispensary has been opened for the treatment
of patients. Tho new premises are situated at

the corner of Maiylebone-road and Stafford-

street, close to the Edgware-road Station of the
Metropolitan Railway. The building is in the
Gothic style, Mr. Saville being the architect, and
Messrs. Jackson & Shaw the contractors. There
are about thirty I’ooms, two of which aro wait-
ing-rooms, three surgeons’ rooms, and three
physicians’ rooms. The design of the charity,

which was founded at the old premises in 1830,
is to give medical and surgical aid to the sick

poor, and to visit at thvir own homes such as
are unable to attend at the dispensary, provided
that they reside within one mile of the insti-

tution.

New Hoe Perfecting Machine. — The
regular sale of Llotjd’s Hews has reached nearly

GOO,000 copies every week, and Messrs. Hoe &
Co. (who now carry on a very large engineering
establishment in London) have invented a new
machine that will print two entire copies of

Lloyd’s News on a sheet, and complete over
20,000 papers every hour. The paper is printed
from a roll, each one being about 2\ ft. in

breadth, and containing a length of over four
miles and a half, equal to 10,000 papers. The
machine occupies a space of about 20 ft. long,

G ft. wide, and 7 ft. high. The great improve-
ments that have been introduced into the process
of stereotyping during recent years, enable the
printers to cast any number of plates very
rapidly, so that many machines can be started,

and the editions printed in the shortest possible

space of time.
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Tlie Maidstone Museum. — The public

opening of the Brenchley gardens, together with

the new wing of the Charles JIaseura, Maidstono,

have taken place. The area of the garden is

somewhat over five acres, and the ground ha-s

been laid out in lawns and terrace-walks by
Mr. Mackenzie, landscape gardener to the Metro-

politan Board of Works. At the entrance of the

gardens is the head gardener’s residence, while

one end of the grounds is ornamented by the

band-stand, and in the centre is placed some
marble statuary (Acis and Galatea), the gift of

Mr. H. A. Brasscy, M.P. The new wing, which

is red brick, on a atone foundation, consists of

two balls, one considerably larger than the other.

The larger hall contains Mr. Breuchley’s collec-

tion of t'irtu, statuettes in bronze, terra-cotta

ornaments, &c., and a marble bust of the donor.

The smaller contains a valuable collection of

birds from all parts of the world. These birds

were obtained at great expense and trouble by
Mr. Brenchley, in his lengthy wanderings over

the face of the globe. This room also contains

a few specimens of the smaller foreign animals,

and a goodly number of butterflies, moths, &c.

New Church of St. Gabriel, Newington.
The foundation-stone of the new church of St.

Gabriel, Newington, has been laid by the rector,

the Bev. W. D. M'Lagan. The church is built

on a portion of the graveyard adjoining the

parish church, which is shortly to be removed in

order to widen the roadway at Newington. butts.

St. Gabriel’s is intended to be only a mission

church, as the parish church will be replaced by
a finer edifice, to be erected iii Keimington Park-

road. The mission church will bo a plain struc-

ture in the Gothic style, and will bo built almost
entirely of red brick. The length from end to

end is 119 ft., the nave being 76 ft. long and
25 ft. wide, and the width of the aisles 11 ft.

each. The church will accommodate 600 people,

and will cost 4,0001., for which the rector has
made himself responsible.

New Masonic Temple at Philadelphia.

—

A new Masonic Temple has been in course of

erection for the ])aat five years in Philadelphia.

The building extends 250 ft. east and west,

whilst its breadth is 150 ft. The cost of the

ground was 156,793 dole. The building is now
nearly completed. The total cost is l,475,C00dol3.:

including cost of ground, the money having been
raised chiefly by a Masonic loan made under
authority of an Act of the Legislature. The
building is practically two stories in lieight,

with a grand central tower 250 ft. high, and
several smaller towers and turrets at prominent

parts of the structure. The new temple was
recently thrown open to the 'ofiicers of the

Knights Templar and Grand Lodges, and bril-

liantly illuminated.

A Substitute for Coal.—Among the ano-

malies of the fuel question, the most striking

consists in the fact that the supply of petroleum

from the Pennsylvania wells is now ab a rate

which has reduced its value to Id. per gallon,

and that yet no methods have been brought

into general use to utilise this product, either

for manufacturing or domestic purposes, so as to

influence tho price of coal. The present yield

of the region is estimated at 30,000 barrels a

day, and new discoveries are constantly made,
An impression is becoming general that the

existence of this fuel is as extensive as that of

coal itself, and its utility is finding recognition

in China and Japan, whither considerable ship-

ments are now in progress.

Heme Bay aud Canterbury.—A meeting

has been held in Cautei-bury to promote a scheme
for the formation of a railway from Canterbury

to Heme Bay. It was stated that the line could

be formed for 45,0001., three-fourths of which a
contractor had offered to take in shares, leaving

only 10,C00Z. to be subscribed for by the public.

A resolution was agreed to affirming that the

railway in question would be of material benefit

to Canterbury and Herne Bay, and pledging the

meeting to use its utmost endeavours to carry

out the project. The inhabikauts and owners in

both places should do their best to promote the
undertaking.

Proposed Kails for Scliool Board Schools.
Amongst the subjects which on Wednesday came
before the London School Board was a motion
by Mr. Smithies, that in all schools to be erected
in future there should be provided a central hall,

or room sufficiently largo for the assembling of

all the scholars. On a division, however the
previous question was carried by a considerable
maiority. It is said these halls would cost a
quarter of a million sterling.

Welsh Workmen and the University
College for Wales.

—

A. Festiniog scholarship

of 201., tenable for two years by an inhabitant

of the district, and a Commercial Travellers’

scholarship of the same amount, are to be oom-
peted for at the opening of the University

College for Wales, at Aberystwyth, on October
8tb. The Festiniog scholarship has been estab-

lished by tho inhabitants of the district, chiefly

quarrynien, and is a remarkable illustration of

the wide-spread belief in education which
exists among all classes in the principality.

The other scholarship is one of several which
are being founded by tho commercial travellers

of North and South Wales .— Cajiihrian News.

Discovery at St. Margaret's Church,
Lynn.—An interesting discovery has been made
in clearing out the last few inches of earth from

the nave, to lower it about 5 ft. A mass of

stone was struck upon, and it proved to be a

lat^e part of tho Early English spire, which, in

the eighteenth century, fell from the south-west

tower, demolishing great part of the nave

;

which led to its being wholly pulled down and

rebuilt in its present debased style. The stone

is lying where it fell,—towards the north-east,

and it includes a largo quantity of carved

mouldings, gargoyles, and pinnacle work, from
which a restoration of the tower and spire

might easily be made. The “ banqueting-hall”

plaster-work ceiling of the nave has been pulled

down.

Opening of Elawick-park, Newcastlti
upon-Tyne.—^This new west-end park for Nev|

castle has been opened. It is proposed, also, ti

have a park for the east-end. Newcastle
jj

singularly deficient in open spaces and recreii

tion-grouuds. A charge of one penny for admin

tance is made at present
;
monthly tickets ft.

or family ticket for lOs.

TENDERS
For rcLuililiog premises Xo. 43, Bow-lane, E.C., f

;r. William Vivian, ilr. Chamberlain, architect, t^ua

titica by Mr. S. B. Wilson
Myers & Sons
Hawtroy&Sons

£3.307

Bras
Gammon & Sons
Fish ...

Morter
Hill & Sons
Patrick & Son (accepted)..

3,025 0 0
2,010 0 0

For building four houses, with shoos, in Sandy’s-ro

Spitallields, for the Jews’ Free Schools. Mr, Cliambt

lain, architect. Quantities by Mr. S. B. Wilson :

—

Myers & Sons £3,993 0 0
Patrick & Sons 2,636 0 0
Fish 2,657 0 0
Ashby & Sons 2,639 0 0
Morter 2.629 0 0
Brass 3,613 0 0
Kiddle & Son 2,6.U 0 0

Pritchard (accepted) 2,653 0 0

Godalmilig.—There is no doubt that the

erection of the Charterhouse schools has already

been the cause of considerable good to tho town
and trade of Godaiming, and there can also be

no doubt that in the future it will have a very

wide effect upon the vicinity. It is supposed

that in the course, say of a quarter of a century,

quite a little city of villas will have sprung up
in the neighbourhood of the schools. This view

seems to be a highly feasible oue, for at the

present moment, within 300 hundred yards of

the schools four buildings are in progress which

give employment to about 500 workmen
j
the

respective contractors being Messrs. Bull & Son,

Southampton; Sir. Harris, Woking; Sir. Putney,

Dorking
;
and Mr. King, London.

For shops and olliees in Queen-street, E.C. for Mess
M. & 8. Hyatn. Mr. Chamberlain, architect. QuimtiU
by S. B. Wilson :

—

Myers 6; Sons £10,995 0 0
Patrick & Son 10,374 0 0

Holland & Hannen 10,195 0 0

Lucas, Brothers 10,039 0 0

HiU & Sons 0,919 0 0
Fish 9,800 0 0

Trollope & Sons 9,722 0 0

Pritchard 9,479 0 0

Morter 9,123 0 0

Brass 0,086 0 0

Extension of tlie District Railway.—The
operations under tho “ Har'imersmith Extension

Railway Act, 1873,” if not actually begun, are

about to begin with as little delay as possible.

Messrs. Barlow, Wollaston, Pym, and Vignolles,

are the originators and proprietors of the new
undertaking, which is the construction of a line

of railway 1 mile 7 chains and 10 links in length,

commencing by a junction with the District

Railway at West Brompton, in the parish of St.

Mary Abbott, Kensington, and terminating at

the Broadway, Hammersmith. The capital of

the new company is fixed at 244,4441., to bo

issued as stock, and the same, when issued and
subscribed for, is to be paid up in full.

For rebuilding No. 35, Great Russell-street, for J
Cutter. Mr. Finch Hill, architect. Quantities by 1

S. B. Wilson
Myers & Pons £3,137 0 0

Newman 3t Maun 3,076 0 0

Pritchard 3,736 0 0
Howard 2,69-4 0 0

‘Williams & Son 2,632 0 0

Killby 2,656 0 0
Morter 2,636 0 0
Patrick &. Son 2,496 0 0

For rebuilding the Duko of Clarence, St. Paucra®, •

City of London Brewery Co.
Pain ^,685 ''

Outhwaite & Sou
Carter
Taylor
Fox
Lasculles
Thompson (accepted)..

2,363 0 0
2,270 0 0
2,227 0 0
1,989 0 0
1,397 0 0
1,340 0 0

For cottage, Rush-green-road, Romford, Essex, :

Mr. A. Elves. Messrs. T. & W. atone, architects t— -

Langracad £420 0 0
Orpin 390 0 0
Christopher, Brothers .

Hiuds (accepted).. 349 0 0

Opening of a Working Men’s Club at

Carlton.—A club of this description has been

opened at Oarlcon, near Nottingham, by the

Earl of Carnarvon, who, in his address, com-

mented upon the advantages which the building

afforded, stating that it contained a lectnre-hall

and rooms for reading, writing, refreshments,

and smoking. There were some people who
viewed the amusements provided with distrust,

but he did not. He heartily concurred in them.

Having descanted on the importance of sobriety,

his lordship went on to say that be valued

these clubs because they brought about a kindly

and friendly co-operation of different classes

with each other.

For Newent sewerage,
tides supplied

Welsh
Mackay
Peters
King & Godwin
Ring
Spring
Gritliibs

Meredith & Lee (o

Mr. Curley, engineer. Qo

mpted) ..

2,298 0

2,291 0
2,100 0
1,943 0
1,845 0
l,5o7 0 oi:

For schools for Wymondham School Board, NorL
Mr. John B, Pearce, architect:

—

Spooiier.rotc Schools.

Ketringham £1,349 0 0

Clarke 1,271 18 0

Withers 1,131 0 0 .

Colman A Woodbine (accepted) 1,063 10 0

Nelson 1,628 19 0

Siljield Schools,

Clarke £471 12 0 '

Withers 472 10 0 ’

Coliuau & Woodbine (accepted)... 436 6 0 >

Nelson 375 10 0 )

Association of Municipal and Sanitary
Engineers and Surveyors.—A meeting of

the district committee for the Midlands will be

held at the town-hall, Leamington, on the ISth

of October, when it is proposed to make an

inspection of the sewage works and Sewage
Irrigation at Leamington ;

after which to drive

over to Warwick and inspect the sewage works

and farm belonging to that town, returning to

the town-ball, when, if time will permit, short

papers may be read by members; selecting for

such paper any of the “ examples of subjects
”

suggested by the president in July of this year.

Death, of Mr. Robert Edgar, Architect.

On the eve of going to press, we regret to have

to announce the sudden and unexpected death

of Mr. Robert Edgar, of the London School

Board, from apoplexy.

For a pair of labourer’s cottages on the .Stoke';

Estate, Guildford. Mr. Henry Peak, architect:—

Pearce & Clark £339 0 0

Loe . 269 0 0

Maaon (accepted) 200 0 0 !

For two cottages on the Down-place estate, Guilds

Mr. Henry Peak, architect

Nye £5' 8 0 0'
Goddard & Son 4^i3 0 0

Mason 368 0 0

Strudwick (accepted) 362 15 0

For additions to the Duchess of York, Walworthi

Messrs. Truman. Hanbury, & Buxton. Mr. W.
Williams, architect :

—

Anley ^
0

Marr (accepted) 441. 0 0

For alterations at the City of London, City-road.

W E. Wiiliams, architect

Eon-r .
0 0

Beeton ® ®

Anley 470 0 0

Marr (accepted) 444 0 0
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“ A National

School of Aii.”

N article ia our

pages* under tiie

above title has

elicited some dis-

cussion which we
have been glad to

receive. The sub-

ject is a large and
important one

;

none more so, we
believe, to the best

interests of art in

England at the

present time,
which cannot be

readily exhausted

or disposed of, and

which would have

admitted of a far

ampler exposition

than we were able

to give it. Though

we may, perhaps^

claim with our cor-

respondents to

have somewhat

“intently studied

the subject,” we feel that no such vantage-

ground has yet been reached in art-matters in

England as entitles any to speak with much
sense of certainty or authority'; and we are,

j

therefore, quite conscious that all which can be

!
advanced must bo regarded as tentative and

I suggestive, and the expression of individual

I

opinion only.

Certain objections have been urged against

tho conclusions anaved at in the article referred

to, which it may be serviceable briefly to notice,

though in the course of that and preceding

articles to which it was tho sequel on the recent

controversies concerning the state of English

Arebitoftturo which have appeared in some sec-

tions of the press, they have been more or less

anticipated.

Referring our readers to these articles for

the review and examination we gave to the

whole question, it will be suflScient here to state

that, while our reference throughout was pri-

marily to architecture, yet our statement and

application of principles was purposely made
discursive enough to embrace tho issues of all

art, and it is apparently in this wider sense that'

our correspondents have accepted it. Prom
this point of view our meaning, perhaps, would
have been clearer had we adhered to the

,

formula, “ An Art University,” which would

j

have saved any misconception arising from the

,

nso of the more restricted words “ National ” and
I “ School though it must be borne in mind that

j

it was to the history and development of our

Modern Architecture, its present status, and the

conditions by which it has become suiTouuded,

that our argument had the lai'gcst application.

It would only be needlessly to repeat ourselves

to go over the ground in regard to the history

of our modem art, and the adverse it.fluences

I

against which it has had to contend, which in-

;
duced us to express tho conviction that 'what

I was now really needed was a more definite orga.

j

nisation of art for all the purposes we set forth,

i

not as anything new, bat as accordant with felt

, Heeds which were increasingly finding expres-

'

,
“'See p. 667, anfe,]

sion in all quarters of the art-world. In adopt-

ing tho University in relation to other learning, as

tho type of what we believed to be required for

art, we distinctly meant a Seat of Art-learning;

a Central Home of Art, where its study and pur-

suit could be carried on and sustained in con-

tinuous growth from age to age in a manner now
unknown to us.

lu saying that it would be an immense

gain to English Art to endeavour thus to

aggregate all tho existent art-faculty of the

country worth cultivating; that iii the coinbina-

tion of original, creative capacity with combined

exhaustive study of all the technique of art and

the subtle problems in which its successful ex-

pression was involved lay all the possibilities of

the art at our commamd

;

that to afford a tri-

bunal of judgment which would give a ready

recognition to merit alone, and before which

genius could win its true status, honour, and

reward, while mediocrity would wither,—we
scarcely expected to meet with much dispute or

argument
;
but objections have been urged which,

however, seem veiy much coufiimatory of the

positions advanced by ua.

Tho objection of “ impossibility ” to such a

scheme as that so barely outlined by us, from

“the sectarian conditions” ofEnglish education

and culture, more especially in art circles, tho

hostile camps, the divisions, jealousies, (&c., seems

a strange one, inasmuch as the hope of such a

scheme would be that by raising art to a higher

level freed from the causes in which these in-

fluences have their rise, they would become healed

and cease j
art would be followed chiefly for its

own sake and advancement, and not under the im-

mediate pressure of “ getting a living,” “securing

popularity,” &c., which _now necessarily beget

the jealousy, the isolation, rivalry, and sheer

individualism, in the sense ofpersonal distinction^

vvhioh form the atmosphere in which art, '^\’hether

architectural or otherwise, now too much exists.

And further the objection of “ impossibility ”

would lie against all attempts at organising any

system of study on a similar basis, and could

only be tested by an actual attempt at realisation.

Experience in all departments of learning and
science invariably proves that at a certain stage

of culture the means now advocated have always

been found desirable and successful.

The objection that we have abundant agencies

and existing machinery for the cultivation of art,

which neither cure the evils complained of, nor

compass the ends in view, is a pointless one, in-

asmuch as these differing very largely from the

remedy contemplated, their comparative failure

proves nothing against a scheme with, which the

analogy' is so slight.

A farther objection is that we want no

“forcing - system ” fur art. Here wo think

the mistake ia direct. Nothing [could be

further from all thought of “forcing” than

the calm, measured, perfected cultivation of art,

and the registry of its progress and best results

which would he the outcome of tho endeavou*^

we suggest, in the place of the feverish compe-

tition and restless striving after novelty which

are the inevitable characteristics of our art imder

present unhealthy influences and conditions.

The last objection wo have to note is that the

art which we have is scarcely worth cultivating

at all, inasmuch as we have been “grafting

where we should have been growing,” and that

it is in consequence “ hybrid,” and “ unsatisfac-

tory to an advanced culture.” This may be

very true, but as wo are only just beginning to

find it out, it is difficult to say what other

course could have been pursued on the sudden

awakening to the fact,—scarcely a century ago,

—

that we had no native art at all, than a reeoi't to

the first style of art which offered itself.

We have continued iy a course of “ revi-

vala” and imitations, not without much successj

and original treatment, proclaiming no lack

of native art-faculty, but the very reverse,

yet it must be confessed, without much definit.-

progress, or the discovery of such fixed principles

in art as should be the nuclei of further advance

and more original development. But when wo
are told that we are and have been all going

vsTong, that we must “ grow our art from the

right seed,” must have a tabula rasa, in fact,

and begin ab originc, we feel that we have

reached an optimist point of view, and fail to

grasp what is intended, and we anxiously ask
“ How is all this to be brought about ?

”

In the mean timewe have todealwith theacHioI

condition of things, with the art of the Eoglaiid

of to-day, which has reached an extraortlinary and
exuberant growth, and which cannot be ignored

or swept away, hut which certainly needs check-

ing, pruning, and carefully cultivating upon a

very different system than has hitherto prevailed.

This is a practical issue which will not conflict

with any endoavom’s to " sow the right seed and
grow a trne national art”; on the contrary,

looking at the fact that among the Modern
English art is not a spontaneous growth,—not a

felt need of our general national life,— that it

has been and must be cultivated amongst xrs

more or lees as an exotic—that the taste for art

must grow by that which it feeds upon ;—it

seems to us that the only “possibility” for true

art is its cultivation in a recognised centre of

influence from which a permeative effect would

go forth gradually through the land, and

that tho hope of sowing broadcast the seeds

of art, “ to grow with the growth of the

national intellect,” &c., is a dream of very

doubtful realisation, and opposed to all we
know of art-development, ancient or modern,

which wo still contend was the pi-oduct of dis-

tinct genius in harmony with the most scientific

and technical cultivation imposed by laws in

optics, &c., which must be discovered and
observed if art is to be anything hut the aimless,

imperfect thing, scattered as to its principles

and progress, which wo now see. The very

elements of artistic expression are still, as to

their soientifle definition, groped after by us

almost in vain. The laws of form and proportion

by which the eye is satisfied and rests in the

sense of a realised beauty, what do we definitely

know of them as fixed principles in architecture,

ornamentation, &c., and, though happily now
with less uncertainty, the same may be said of

the harmonic relations of colour, of the per-

spective relationship, of the varying aspects of

a building and the influences of light and shade,

as the great factors in ^effect, whether of arohi.

tecture or sculpture.

It may be also perfectly true that art was “ a

growth of centuries” in Ancient Greece and
Mediaeval Europe; but there is no analogy

between the conditions of its cultivation and

excellence in those epochs and our own. Among
tho Greeks it became an instinct of the national

life, producing fruits which have ever been the

wonder and envy of the cultured world, but by

what methods we know not. In Italy excep-

tional conditions prevailed, and so on throughout

other periods when art has culminated in sur-

passing efforts. We of to-day inherit some of

these results, which overshadow and overawe

our own weaker strivings ; and whether to

discard all the past—which it seems we can

only distantly imitate, with no hope of rivalling

—and strike out a course of our own, is just the

problem with which we have hitherto been too

timid to grapple.

But, after all the consideration we have been

able to give to the subject, we retain the belief

that living art in any nation only co-exists with

that peculiar innate faculty we call genius,

which fiuds in art its power of expression, and

that ia the combined operation of this as its

source and directing cause alone^lies the possi-

bility of a National Art.

We might find endless practical illustrations of

the advantages to be derived from making art its
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own judge, and the master of its own honours

and rewards, instead of offering itself, as now,

to all the fortuitous influences of public appre-

elation, criticism, and patronage, which caunot,

for very substantial reasons, be despised, but

which ai’e j'ct, too often, degrading influences
;

and we are still of the belief that under all the

circumstances now affecting the status of art in

England, and more especially in regard to architec-

ture, that the causes we have indicated in former

aniclea as at the bottom of past misdirected

efforts, uudeniablc failures, and abnormal results,

are piactically true within their range, and

would find eftectual removal by the scheme we
have suggested of such a National School of Art,

or University, as should, by the extent and

tborongliness of its cultivation, its examinations,

degrees, scbolarships, exhibitions, competitions,

and every order of honour and reward, perfect,

as far as possible, such art-products as the

country was capable of. An ample foundation

and generous endowment, with the determina-

tion nut to start with “ difficulties ” and “im-
possibilities,” but to sink all these in the high

aim of advancing art to an hitherto unachieved
dignity of position and success, seem to be the

grand requisites for an experiment which we
believe the history and development of modern
English ort show to be its one necessity, and

which would be crowned with more satisfying

and important results than we can now possibly

antieijmte.

A FEW WOEDS TO NOEWICH ; Ami.
CABLE TO SOME OTHEK PLACES.

At the workmen’s meeting in Norwich, orga-

nised as usual during the congress of the Social

Science Association,—a magnificent assemblage

of seme 2,0C0 persons, the sheritf presiding,

—

Mr. Godwin, whose name was the last on the list

ofappointed speakers,* said, we have heard some-
thing of various parts of the world from the dif-

ferent speakers who have elrqucntly addressed

you, but I propose to confine myself to a few sen-

tences concerning Norwich. At starting, how-
ever, I think it necessary to say, in no spirit of

egotism, but because I want your confidence,—
because I want you to believe that I am not
dealing with a subject with which I am unac-
quainted,—that I have for many years made it my
duty to examine seriously into the condition of our
towns, and to set forth their shortcoinings with
the view of assisting in obtaining remedies for

the sad state of things found to exist. I am not

speaking for the sake of speaking, but in earaest

hope that some good may come of it. An un-

practised stranger entering your quaint and
interesting city, and visiting its cathedral, the

noble result of tbe piety and skill of your ances-

tors, which shows tbe handwriting of 600 years,

and tells a story of great interest to those who
have Icamt the language in which it is written,

might be excused if, noting the open spaces

^Yitb which the place is dotted, and the ap-

pearance of the principal streets j
and bearing

of the large sums of money recently spent on
sewers and other woiks, he came to the con-

elusion that little more was required to be done
to protect the health of its inhabitants. If he
stopped there, however, he would make a great

mistake. Let him extend liis walk
;
let him go

to the courts in St. Stephen’s Back-street

(Pipe Biirner’s.yard, Unicorn -yard, and others),

f.ud he would see there ruined tenements,

broken paving, full of reeking offal, rooms
scarcely high enough to stand upright in, with-

out any openings at the back for ventilation,

and filled with people existing without any of

the conditions necessary for healthful, vigorous,

and happy life. In the last-named yard he
would find one “closet” doing duty for eight

houses full of people. As to pavements, one
word in parenthesis. Some will recollect how
Coleridge describes Cologne, that “town of

monks and bones,” as having

—

“
i PiiTetnentsyinf^efi with murderous stones.”

No milder words would properly describe the
pavement in tbe worst parts of Norwich, and it

should be remembered that this is more than a
question of comfort. It is not merely that such
pavements wear out shoes and tempers, but they
retain filth dangerous in decomposition, and
productive of most evil consequences. Then let

the visitor go to the other side of the city,—to
Cowgate-street and Pockthorpe,—let him go into

• Lord H' Upbtor, Lord Napier, Mr, Dudley Field (!Sow
Tori'), Mr. G. W. Hastings, Mr, T. Brassey, M.P.

;

Mr. D. C. Heron, M.P.
j
Professor Hodgson

; and Mr,
Godwin.

Cook’s-yord, Queeu’s-yard, Ship-yard, or Dial-

yard,—Iliad almost said Die all yard.” The
state of things there is abominable and terrible.

These courts are full of filthy smells. In one of the

yards, which it is unnecessary to specify, because

I am unwilling to annoy owners or the corporation

more than is necessary, the pump which supplies

eight or ten families stands close to a wretched

cesspool, called an “accommodation” for four-

teen families,—a cesspool with a stick across the

top of it. In another of the yards a woman
told mo that no one could drink of the water of

tbe pump without being ill, and therefore no one

did driuk of it, and they were obliged to beg,

borrow, or steal water as they could. I was not

surprised to hear that, or to hear that when
small-pox visited the city these yards were deci-

mated. So they would be again should an
epidemic at any time break out. In another

court there is an open midden within 5 ft. of the

door of a room occupied by a woman and four

children. This woman said, “ The children are

sick, sir, every day.” Little wonder; for I

myself felt sick and depressed for the remainder

of the morning, and went away with a sore

throat. Fortunately, people are nowadays
punished for adulterating food

;
they ought also

to be punished for compelling their fellow,

creatures to live in adulterated air, or to drink

adulterated water. IMrat we want are clean

air, clean food, and clean water, which at present

the inhabitants of none of these courts or yards

can get. I repeat, it is not my desire to annoy
the authorities, but they must not be allowed to

suppose that health and life are not being

sacrificed in this city. Life and health are worth
money: they are worth all tbe money. Put life

and money into opposite scales, and money
must kick tho beam. It is only because we
trust to the chance that both may be retained

that we hesitate to spend one to scenro the other.

The corporation has done a great deal, and I

trust they will bo in no way deterred by the

failure of the sewerage works, which is simply

a failure in construction, and a matter of money.
It is to be hoped they will not give up the plan
they have adopted, because I thoroughly believe

the best plan for the disposal of sewage is by
irrigation. It will all come right in tho end.

Several other important points for comment
press upon me, but the limit of time prevents

me from going on. The infant mortality of the

district, for example, is terribly great. I have
not returns from Norwich itself, but a Blue book
issued by tbe Lords of the Privy Council, and
which, like most Blue books, remains xinopened,

shows that in seven districts ronnd the Wash,
taking in part of Norfolk, about 23 infants in

every 100 die, Norfolk being the highest in the
list. I should like to say a word or two, also,

as to the cultivation of the Beautiful, in respect

of health, the value of scientific and artistic

knowledge: not merely a money value, although
that is considerable, but as opening tbe mind,
affording means of delight, and contributing to

make existence happy. Innocent recreation is

no small thing. The ciy of the Eoman people
was Bread and the Circus, and this has been the

cry of human nature ever since, and every-

where wise statesmen will aid in providing

recreation of an innocent and elevating character.

There is a higher life than the mere bread-

and-cheese life : let us all strive for it with
Excelsior for a war-cry. Only one word more.

Do not expect to have things done for you : try

to do them for yourselves : and when you are

called upon to elect municipal officers, do not

vote for those who merely promise to save your
money by opposing all improvements and
ameliorations : rather help those who have
shown by their previous acts that they will

strive, under Providence, to protect your health,

advance your happiness, and save your lives.

Permanent Art Gallery for Warrington.
A local paper states that “ a permanent art

gallery for Warrington is a matter of something
more than speculation. It has been some time
known that Colorel Wilson-Patten, with his

accustomed liberality, has offered land for an
extension of the Museum buildings, which exten-

sion would afford room for the growing wants of
that Institution, and an opportunity for the
display of pictures already given, or hereafter to

be given for tbe purpose. With tbe rapid growth
of the town it is evident that the present
Museum buildings will soon be inadequate to the
wants of the Museum itself, and certainly inade-

quate for those extensions of its scope and pur-
poses the times are calling for,”

SANITAEY AND EDUCATIONAL EXHIBI-

TION AT NORWICH.

The new feature of the Social Science Con-

gress, an exhibition of sanitary and educational

appliances, first adopted at Leeds, two years

ago, is considerably developed at Norwich, and

bids fair to become of importance. Tbe collec-

tion, in the Drill Hall, at Norwich, comprises

120 exhibits, including ventilation arrangements,

improved stoves and ranges, filters, school fit-

tings, drainage appliances, models of schools,

and prisons, and other cognate matters. It was

opened by the Sheriff, Dr. Bateman, with an

excellent address, as a free exhibition, but tho

attendance soon became so large that it was
found necessary to mako a small charge during

certain hours of tbe day, in order to lessen the

pressure for those who really desired to examine

the articles carefully, and with a purpose. A cer-

tain number of adjudicators have been appointed

by tbe council, whose duty is to report on the

various objects exhibited and advise as to tho

bestowal of certificates of approval in certain

cases. Of the wisdom of this wo are not quite

certain.

Prominent in the Exhibition are Messrs.

Doulton & Co., who have a goodly show of drain-

pipes, traps, sinks, closets, and such like, for

sanitary purposes, both in stoneware and earth-

enware. Their system of irrigation is worthy

the attention of those interested in such things.

They provide a main carrier of either the ordi-

nary drain-pipe or as an open channel, tbe

capacity ofthe latter being increased at pleasure

by the addition of copings of the same material

on each side. These communicate with the dis-

tributors by means of a sluice-valve, which may
be regulated at pleasure. Tbe Sgraffitto jugs

first introduced about three years ago deserve

especial praise for their vailety and beauty both

of shape and decoration. Tbe painted tiles show
considerable merit, and a great improvement is

effected by tbe use of a particular body of clay,

which avoids the harsh and crude appearance

often given to works of this kind, however meri-

torious, when executed on purely white glazed

tiles. This is especially noticeable in a design

for mural decoration exhibited. Nor will wa
omit to draw attention to some bosses or discs in

salt-glazed stoneware, the colours of which are

very effective. The introduction of such amaterial

and in such a form, which is absolutely imper-

vious to tbe action of any atmosphere, or even

to acids, and which admits of varied treatment,

cannot but prove an acquisit'on to architects

desirous of using colour in external decoration.

Messrs. J. L. Bacon & Co. stand well amongst

those who send heating arrangements. They

show a method, by hot-watcr apparatus at work,

of wanning schools, churches, and houses. In

their system small pipes are used so as to

require but little room, behind skirtings for

example, and means are adopted to ol^iate the

objections that have been made to tne use of

the close boiler. Tbe cost of tbe plant and

arrangements fur heatiug an average house is

put at 1201., and the annual expenditure at

about 57. 10s. for the winter.

Messrs. Rosser & Russell are large exhibitors

of warming apparatus and improved ranges aud

stoves, iucluding a rei’ersibZe fire-grate, by means
of which the fresh coal is placed at the bottom

of the incandescent mass, so that the smoke is

consumed. Their diagrams include illustrations

of the mode they adopted in warming and venti-

lating Guy’s Hospital.

Mr. Pritchett, architect, sends three lengths

of Doulton’s 21-inch tubular drain-pipes, pub

together with compressed cement so strongly as

to admit of their being connected before they

are lowered into the trenches, and to withstand

pressure so as to substitute them for iron pipes

and save money.
Various other applications of the use of

stoneware are shown : Blackmore’s glazed

earthenware cisterns
;
Kemp’s improved chim-

ney-pot, for preventing down-draught (worth

trying)
;
and others.

The indefatigable George Jennings is, of

course, represented, sending bis valve closet and

trap in one piece of earthenware, fitted with

automatic disinfector for the purification of the

air, to disinfect all fcecal matters on tbe instant,

the neutralisation of all sewer gases, and the

disinfection of house-drains and sewers by the

liberation of tbe waters used. We were glad to

be able to notice tbe right appreciation shown at

Vienna of what Mr. Jennings has done, and ia

doing.

Amongst the various traps exhibited we notice
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the “ Redcliffe Sanitary ami Yentilating Trap,”
patented by Mr. McNeil G-reig, the inventor,

which 13 of stoneware, glazed inside and out,

well arranged to chock tho entry of sewer gas to

tho building, and not expensive. There are

many other interesting and useful matters, to

which we would refer, but space fails us. Let
us hope that the various inventions which are

really good will be not merely looked at, but
made use of.

ON SOME CllITICAL VIEWS OF
ST. PAUL’S CATHEDllAL.

A FKw weeks since we noticed at some length

the historic information in regard to the present
St. Paul’s Cathedral aud its Gothic predecessors,

conveyed in a compact and readable form in

Mr. Longman’s work recently published. The
author of the “ Three Cathedrals dedicated to

St. Paul in London,” supplemented the historical

details given in his book fay somo comments on
the architectural merits of the building, as well

as by the reprint, wholly or in part, of several

critical judgments on Wren’s design, from various

quarters. These, while tliey illustrate tho
diversity of opinions and tastes which have been
exercised upon tho architectural design of St.

Paul's Cathedral, servo also to indicate how
strong an interest the building has possessed for

the different classes of critics, who havo taken so

much trouble in attacking or defending the weak
points of the design.

Popular opinion, for the most part so favourable,

even to the extent of enthusiasm, to St. Paul’s,

Las had its fluctuations on thU head, nevorthe-
leas. The earlier days of the Medimval revival,

for instance, brought obloquy to the hitherto

venerated dome, which was branded as
Pagan j” and there were nob wanting sterner

(or more crazed) fanatics who openly averred
that they would rejoice to see it burnt.

These were, however, exceptional extravagances
5

and at the present moment we find even
some of the most uncompromising adherents of
Gothic architecture speak with respect and
admiration of Wren’s work, as regards its general
design, at all events; the vials of their wrath
being reserved for the details. That Wren was
a gifted architect, working in a bad and artificial

style; that the genei’al grouping and outline are
very noble, but some of the details common-
place, aud that these faults were those of his

day rather than of tho architect himself ;

—

thig

is, just now, about the sum of tho professional

verdict even of those who are most opposed to

the Renaissance style; and this qualified judg-
ment has largely permeated the uon-professional

mind. Previously, however, to the rude disturb-

ance of their faith by Medimvalisers, the British

public regarded St. Paul’s as the central and
culminating point of our native architecture, the
perfection of which no right-minded or properly
educated man would think of questioning. Mr.
Longman, in bis own comments on the cathedral,

e.xhibits a revival of this old-fashioned worship,

in all its fervour and simplicity. Ho thus com-
mences his descriptive chapter of the cathe-
dral :— Tho knowledge of the most accomplished
architect, combined with the descriptive powers
of the most eloquent writer, would be required
to do justice to the grandeur and magnificence
of St. Paul’s. I cannot pretend to even any
approach to the first, and without it, had I the
graphic pen of a Macaulay, it would be hardly
practicable to paint in words a building the vast
extent aud noble proportions of which stand in

the way of its appreciation by uninatructed
minds” (p. 163). The author goes on to say
that he luxs availed himself of the writings of
“accomplished scholars” in his description,
while bo appends in a separate chapter all that
has been said in the way of fault-finding by
architectural critics of any standing.

Tho first page of the description touches on a
point of difference between critics, viz., as to the
introduction of the north and south chapels and
their effect on the exterior design. Mr. Longman
quotes from Mr. Wightwick’s paper on “the
genius aud architecture of Sir Christopher
Wren” (road at the Institute of Architects,

May 30, 1859) some remarks entirely in con-

demnation of these “excrescences,” as they are
there termed, especially in regard to the longi-

tudinal faces of the design. Without enteriug
into the question how far their existence is

entirely owing, ns is stated, to the interference
of the then Duke of York and his desire for a
building prepared for the re-establishment of the
Catholic ritual, it may bo questioned whether,

on the whole, this additional mass of building in

connexion with the west end of the structure is

not an advantage when seen in perspective,

though when drawn in flank elevation, it bears

out Mr. Wightwick’s remarks, in so far as “ de-

stroying the vortical emphasis of the towers.”

A Gotiiio architect could have dealt very well

with such an addition, and have made it a mani-
fest improvement. The difficulty in Wren’s case

was that his principle of design compelled him
to carry up these subordinate chapels to the full

height of the main structure and carry all the

architectural “scenery” of the upper portion

round them, so that they became unduly mag-
nified in importance. But it may be a question

whether the towers, if left free to the ground on

three sides, would not have been rather wanting
in mass, for their height; and “vertical era-

'
phaais,” after all, is not what we most look for

in a Classical design. Internally, the gain in

architectural effect from tho chapels will scarcely

be questioned by any one.

The dome, according to Mr. Longman, “ is by
far the most magoificeub and elegant feature in

the building, and rises from the body of the

church in great majesty.” Without questioning

the sentiment conveyed (though tho manner of

it bo rather like a sentence from a young lady’s

school essay), it may bo observed that one

becomes more impressed with the merits of the

existing dome on comparing it with tho design

which Wren originally made as the final one for

this central feature, and which is reproduced
at p. 113, with the -facsimile of the signature of

Charles II., authorising it as “very artificial”

(i.c., artistic), “ proper, and useful,” which at all

events is more than could be said for his most
sacred majesty himself. Nothing conldbe more
significant of the utter carelessness of the king as

to the architectural development of the building

than the fact that Wren carried out the dome as

it stands, apparently without opposition, though
he had pledged himself to a design utterly

different, and from which he had been formally
forbidden to deviate, except in matters of detail.

Architecturally considered, it is somewhat diffi-

cult to credit the two designs to the same
person, so exceedingly inferior is the signed one
to that executed. Wren seems to have been
haunted with the idea that something in the

shape of a spire would be expected, and must
be provided, to i-eplace the spire of the old

cathedral. Accordingly, he shows a segment of
a rather flat dome rising from the crossing, upon
which is placed a lofty cupola, with its own
domical covering (of rather elevated pitch),

nearly three-fourths the width of the crossing;
which, though it certainly could havo been
safely constructed by treating tho intrados of
the lower dome as a cone, or something near it,

looks painfully insecure externally, standing
upon the flat curve of the lower dome. The
upper dome terminates in a tall spire arranged
in stages, diminishing telescope fashion, and
with a railing round at each stage

;
on tho whole,

looking a good deal like a Chinese pagoda. This
drawing lends some colour, it must be admitted,
to doubts which have sometimes been raised as to

how far the design of the existing dome really is

Wren’s original idea, or what proof we have that

it is
;

the last authentic drawing being so
greatly inferior. Perhaps the resemblance in

type between the “Kensington model” dome
and the present one may be a sufficient set off

against this; at all events, it is little short of a
national boon that the design approved by the
Royal signature was so signally deviated from.
In one respect the dome of the “ Kensington
model” is superior to the present one, in that
the buttresses at the base of the dome are
openly shown and treated as buttresses, instead
of being masked, and form, with their curved
outline, a very happy instance of an essentially

.
Gothic feature being adapted to a Classic design.
As an instance of the correct architectural
expression of construction, this is superior to

anything in tho existing cathedral. And as to
the plan of the Kensington model, it must be
regarded, on the other hand, as a national loss

that this plan was not carried out. Its capa-
bilities in regard to internal effect would have
been splendid, aud it would have afforded a
unique instance of a congregational cathedral
with a congregational plan.*

• A “ Proteataot” plan, it has been sometimes called
;

but the epithet we oso is more to the purpose, and sulli-
cieotly opposed to the other ideal of a spectacular ritual

;

and to speak of one method of architectural design as
more “Protestant” than another, involves some absurdity,
or, at least, incongruity, besides opening the door to the
Oil.'MH Ihiologictim.

Ill external effect we cannot regard the Ken.
sington model, considered as a whole, as equal to

the present cathedral; but the defect lies chiefly

in the weak and somewhat pointless treatment

aud composition of tho 'pro-naos portion. The
main part of the edifice would have been sus-

ceptible of a grander effect than the present

cathedral presents, with somo modifications in

detail
;

the use of tho four great horizontal

curves on plan, forming abutments to the dome,
is a grand instance of the combination of strue-

tural and architectural design. But it would
have required a broader aud bolder treatment
in regard to the lesser architectnral features,

aud wd may concur partially iu Mr. Fergusson’s

judgment (quoted at p. 112 of Mr. Longmau’s
book) that this design is materially injured by
the “clumsy attic, and by the arbitrary and
purposeless variety in the size, position, and
number of the window's and openings.” If an
opportunity should ever occur, however, it would
be worth while to have this plan worked out by
an architect of ability aud good taste, who Could

make the most of the idea left to us by Wren.
The battles of the critics liavo boon fought

over two other points in connexion with the
dome—the plan below aud the roofing above.

The springing of the drum from an octagon

instead of a square has been variously repre-

sented as a merit and as a defect; the principal

adverse critic urging that in such a treatiuont

the arches on the cardinal faces must necessarily

appear too small in proportion to the height and
area included in the dome, especially when
viewed from the further side, across llie

intermediate centml space. We have not felt

this in the case of St. Paul’s, aud incline rather

to the opinion that in building on a large scale

the immense void left on each face by the four

groat arches when the square plan is adopted, is

rather an architectural disadvantage, destroying

scale, aud giving a sense of insecurity. Wren’s
octagon plan affords evident and ample basis

for the dome, besides getting rid of the immense
overhanging mass of the pendentive, which has

been a structural and architectural bugbear in

the buildings of all nations by whom the dome
has been largely employed. Tho octagon arrange-

ment of the piers, too, when well treated, gives

scope formore variety ofperspective effect than the
four angle piers afford. That the intermediate

faces of the octagon were not happily treated

by Wren is a point on which there is at the
present day no difference of opinion

; and,

though suggestions have been made, we doubt
whether it would bo possible now to improve the
effect without structural alterations at the angles
of the crossing, which it would not be advisable to

attempt. The covering of tho dome has elicited

even more admiration and criticism than the
planning

;
admiration, of the most unanimous

description, in regard to the constructive treat-

ment, and criticisms and replies in regard to the
alleged architectural falsity involved in the two
roofs. The quotation from the “ Parentalia,”

cited by Mr. Longman on page 196, shows how
Wren was supposed by his gi-andson to havo
regarded this, and that he considered the leaden
dome in tho same light as the leadeu roof over
the lower vaulting

;
an outer covering for pre-

servation; which is the argument used by its

modern defenders. Tho “Parentalia” hints
also, however, at the iufluence of the popular
feeling in favour of something lofty, to remind
them of the old spire

;
the same feeling which

prompted the spire in the signed design before
alluded to. If this bo the case, Mr. Longman
is right in the view ho seems to take (p. 199) iu

regarding tho inner dome as the priuiary object
in the mind of the architect, and the other as a
finish put upon it for external effect. That the
outer dome is very beautiful in regard to compo-
sition of lines is unquestionable

; but whatever
arguments may be used in defence of the treat-

ment adopted, whenever we begin to look at the
external dome as a mere covering, aud remember
that it is not the real dome, it is impossible
(begging pardon of Mr. Longman and his
authorities) not to feel a certain dissatisfaction

natural in contemplating a thing which is not
quite what it professes to bo, and is not iu
keeping with the monumental character of the
lower part of ths structure. The arrangement
may bo ingenious and elegant, but we feel that
it is not the best possible,—it is an expedient
only.

The couflicting opinions on other parts of the
structure, included in Mr. Longman’s chapter
(xiii.) of criticisms, form a somewhat edifying
ni^lanyp. Strypo thought that any one surveying
3t. Paul’s from the neighbouring hills would
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immediately discern that the design was de-

fective, in having no eastern turrets to match

the west ones, and in not having the dome

planted exactly in the centre. His remark

abnut the want of projection of the columns of

the portico is somewhat more to the purpose.

Tn the main, however, the doctors differ” less

about the west front than about any other part.

It has received general admiration; though

Mr. Tergnsson’s carefully-worded approval is

appareutly by no means exuberant enough to

satisfy the optimist critic of Paternoster-row.

The fact that the front stands obliquely to Lud-

gate-liill (though it was Wren’s wish to have had

it directly fronting the street) is in some respects

an advantage. We got a far more picturesque

grouping nf^the dome and the west turrets than

if the buildiug had faced the approach centrally

and symmetrically. The two orders, one over

the other, on the exterior, form a fine field for

the critics. One objects that the building shows

oxtcrnallv no suggestion of two stories, or two

aisles of" different heights; another complains

that two stories are suggested which do not

exist. Wren’s original intention bad been to

use one large order and an attic, as seen in the

Kensington model. This would have been more

logicallv defensible, no doubt; but, as a matter

of facb^ it would have diminished the apparent

scale, and given a less picturesque appearance to

the whole. The one-order scheme was abandoned,

from the difficulty of finding stone large enough

for the great pilasters. Perhaps the most

whimsical objection which cribi"al pedantry has

directed against the building is that which sees

an unpardonable sin in the coupled columns in

the west front, a point on which the purists agree

with almost the proverbial nnanimity of critics.

It might have been supposed that any one with

the slightest eye for architectural effect must see

how vastly superior is the result of these doubled

columns in such a situation, to the cotnpara-

tively lean and meagre appearance which single

columns would have presented; yet all this

attack is made on it, merely because the Romans

did not employ columns in this way.

In regard to’ another fault laid against Wren,

however, judgment must go forth. We do nob

see (again begging pardon of Mr. Longman and

his witnesses) that anything can possibly justify

or excuse, on grounds of architectural art or of

common sense, the fact that nearly the whole of

the upper external story of the cathedral is one

gigantic sham,—a screen-wall to hide the real

construction. Of the non-professional spectators

of St. Paul’s, probably not one in fifty reflects

what is the connexion between the external and

internal design. But if the said spectators were

once made to understand that nearly half of

what they see of the height of the exterior is

merely so much walling, standing up by itself,

quite independent of the real building, akind of

empty box of masonry, probably there is not

one in fifty who would not exclaim, "How
absurd!” The expense of this “scenery,” as

it may be termed, must have boon very great,

and it remains a standing monument and warn-

in-^ of the absurdities into which a gifted archi-

tect may be betrayed when he follows fashion

instead of truth in the form of his stmetures.

We recommend amatenr readers, while dnnking

in onr author’s eloquent exposition of this

" sublime structure,” nob to omit attention to

the small diagram given from Gwilt (on page

15G), showing the section of the cathedrjvl, and

if they do not understand its significance, to get

an architect to explain it to them. It may give

Oiem a new idea of the distinction between real

and sham architecture.

Of the interior many of the details are, judged

by modern lights, open to much criticism
;
and

tl'.e impression of the whole rather than of parts

must be looked to for satisfaction. The springing

of the transverse arches of the vaulting from an

attic is a total contradiction of the motive and

origin of the attic ;
and the carrying of the

crown of the nave-arches above the line of the

architr.ive which is superimposed on the main

pilasters, has a very weak and clnmsy effect.

There are difficulties, it may be said, forced

upon the architect by his working in the tram-

me’iS of an artificial stylo; still, if that artificial

architecture is carried out at all, it should be

done in accordance with logical rules and prin-

cijiles, or confusion worse confounded is the

result* Mr. Fergussnn’s strictures (quoted,

page 9G) against the domical vaulting, are some-

wlmt overdrawn, except as regards the heavy

and commonplace -wreath ornament which sur-

rounds the main compartments, which is a matter

of detail ;
the domical arrangement of the

ceiling generally is effective and suitable enough,

and we cannot see ground for so condemnatory

a verdict upon it.

The history of ” the adornment of St. Paul’s,”

or rather of the ideas and notions which have

been afloat as to its adornment, forms, of coarse,

a chapter in Mr. Longman’s book, and he is to

bo congratulated on having perceived that the

word “ adornment ” is the right < ne to use here,

and nob " completion,” of which we heard

at first,—an expression which at once assumed

the very point at issue. The most noteworthy

item in the history of the schemes for adorn-

ment is the proposal of Sir Joshua Reynolds,

greeted warmly by the then dean and chapter,

that certain of the Royal Academicians should

undertake the painting of pictures in the cathe-

dral; but in what medium, whether fresco or

oil, thei'e is nothing to show. If mural paintings

were intended, we may well share the "shudder”

of Dean Milman at the idea of the walls being

adorned with the works of Cipriaui, West, Dance,

and Angelica Kaufmann, who, with Reynolds

and Barry, were the artists selected. Even
Barry, with a certain power, showed an inherent

vulgarity of manner in his work. " Newton on

the Prophecies” was the dean under whom this

attack on the edifice was threatened
;
but the

Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of

London, trustees of the cathedral, put a stop to

it from motives as wise as those with which it

was to have been carried out. The history of

the recent movement in favour of a grand

scheme of decoration need not be recapitulated;

but we may call attention to the moderate and

sensible ideas on the subject put forth by Dean

Milman, who wished for "such decorations

as might give some splendour while they would

not disturb the solemnity or the harmonious

simplicity of the edifice.” More recent talk on

the subject has gone far beyond this, and has

threatened an almost theatrical splendour which

would inevitably detract from the effect of the

whole. We are glad to observe that Mr. Long,

man, as a member of the committee, is opposed

to any forther employment of Munich stained

glass, to which we were willing originally to give

a chance. The suggestion of a light and delicate

diapertreatment for the windows baa already been

made in our own columns, and elsewhere, and

in the event of figure subjects in mosaic forming

part of tbe decoration, is the only way of treat-

ing the windows, chromatically, which will not

injure the effect of the other decorations. In

the short concluding chapter on "The future of

St. Paul’s,” are some further remarks in regard

to the contemplated decoration, which may be

wise or nob according to the meaning attached

to them, for they are somewhat vague. The
general argument is in favour of coloured deco-

ration by means of material ;
but if this is to

mean a complete system of structural poly,

chroray, we can only say that this would lead

to a degree of expense and of cutting to pieces

of the interior, quite unwarrantable, and for

which the public will certainly not subscribe

money ifthey once clearly U’^derstand what such

a scheme means. Structural polychromy in a

large building must be carried out from the

first, and can only be achieved afterwards at

an expense quite disproportionate to the result,

and after a series of operations which practically

amount to making a new building of the interior.

Gilding and mosaic may be so treated as to

furnish all that is desirable, combined perhaps

with a new marble pavement. After making

his protest in favour of coloured material, Mr.

Longman adds,

—

"The terrifying apeefre of 'apra-wling saipta' and

enihlematic figures thus entirely ranishes; tor it ia obvioua

that aa a general rule, it ia only in Taosaica that figures

can be introduced. It ia true that the designs for mosaics,

whether in the dome, cupolas, or apandreh, will require

artistic skill of the highest excellence for their produo-

tion, but it ia equally clear that they will not easily gire

room for extravagances representing peculiar ideas as to

worship or doctrine.”

If Mr. Longman penned this sentence in good

faith, we fian only say that he knows leas

than we do of the nature of the propositions

that have been pub forth, or fails to appre-

ciate their significance. We have no dread of

"sprawling saints,” certainly, for we never

knew any modem Mediteval saints do anything

so life-like as "sprawling” would indicate
;
but

it is a fact that a scheme was laid before the

committee, including the execution in imperish-

able mosaic of a whole hierarchy of saints, of

many of whom the very names are scarcely

known, all with their proper symbols (raked np

by a search among monkish archives), and“witn

their names written under them.” To ask for

national aid to snch a scheme of decoration !

would be absurd, as it represents only the 1

fancies of a small school of decorators and
amateurs, which the majority of educated .

men and women would still, we hope, re-

gard as childish and utterly unsuitable. The
1

portrayal of saints in the Middle-age win-
;

dows, and other decorative designs, has ita i

interest, because it was the offspring of a

genuine feeling; but there is nothing in the :

modern arts connected with architecture more :

offensive and contemptible than the species
i

of “saint-manufacture” which has been da-
i

veloped as a part of modem ecclesiastical deco.
;

ration, and the kind of dilettante ritualism which
j

revives things, once held sacred, but now re-
\

garded merely as so much decorator’s furniture,
i

Onr great Renaissance cathedral, the architec-
!

tural type of an intellectual revival, must at any
j

rate be preserved from this taint of intruded i

sham Mediffivalism, not only as regards mere '

style of treatment, but as to the nature of the
i

subjects selected to form part of the decoration.
!

If it is to be a national work, let the pictorial
I

portions of the decoration of St. Paul’s deal with I

subjects that appeal to the higher feelings of
i

humanity at large, instead of forming a mere '

development of the shibboleth of a clique in
!

ecclesiasticisra and so-called ecclesiological art.
I

Otherwise, the work prop^ised, whatever the

money expended, will neither be a credit to

this, nor a satisfaction to future, generations.
|

ON DEFECTS IN THE METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

I?f the Health Department (Social Science
i

Association), Mr. H. H. Collins, architect, read

a paper relating to the question, entitled " A few '

suggestions relative to some of the defects in

the Metropolitan Building Act (18 & 19 Viet.,

cap. 122) as applied to dwelling-houses.” He
said (adopting our statements and calculations)

that in the ten years, from 1861 to 1871, more
than 220,000,0001. had been expended in the

erection of nearly a million dwellings. Assuming

that the population would increase in the same

proportion in the current ten years, it had been

calculated that nearly 1,600,000 houses would

have to be erected at a cost of 261,692,000?.,

requiring an expenditure of 26,000,0001. per

annum. A large portion of this stupendous

expenditure would undoubtedly fall to the lot of

tbe metropolis, and how prolific of good or fruitful

of evil it might become ! lu considering the

restrictive conditions under which tliis^ work

should be permitted to be executed in the

metropolis, he directed attention to some omis-

sions in and the defective provisions of the

Metropolitan Building Act, occasionally referring

to the 8th & 9th Viet., cap. 81, which he said

certainly possessed a far higher appreciation of

sivuitary requirements than the one by which ifc

was repealed. Sanitary legislation, from its

commencement to the present time, had been bub

a series of spasmodic measures ; consequently

its adiniuisbration was difficult, its clauses

were confused and ambiguous, and its objects

often ill.defined. Ita authorities were disjointed,

and acting without co-operation or harmony, the

decisions of judges or magistrates conflicting or

antithetical, and its legal proceedings cumber-

some and expensive. A digest only of the

statutes relating to public health occupied 260

octavo pages. There were also about twenty

fundamental Acts. Tbe remedy for this con.

fused state of things lay in the codification and

consolidation of the laws as relating to public

health. Mr. Collins divided sanitary legislation

into two beads, which he named extra mural

and intra mural. By the former, he meant

all the enactments applying exteriorly to

dwelling-bonses, and under the jurisdiction of

the local highway autboritios. By the latter,

he meant all enactments applying to a dwelling-

house per se, tbe line of demarcation being drawn

at the limits or confines of the public highway. ,

Confining his attention to intramural conditions,

which should be clearly provided for in a Metro-

politan Building Act, he dealt with those incon-

sistencies which were designated exemptions,
,

and which permitted of immunities prejudicial 1

to public welfare. After showing the necessity i

for special snpervision for exempted places,^ Mr.

Collins said intramural legislation must divide :

itself into the following considerations,—sta- •

bility of construction, hygienic oonstrnction, and I

aphlogistio conatrnction,—all happily dependent

on and incorporated with each other. As

regarded stability of construction, a dear and .
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unambiguous definition should be insisted on for

the word foundation. All damp, loose, or made
ground should be removed, and the excavation

continued until a firm, solid bottom on the

virgin ground could be obtained. On this a

layer of concrete of certain specified thicknesses

should be insisted on where essential land-drains

-should bo required to bo laid in. As to walling,

the present Act demanded footings for their

support, and few members of the profession but

'disregarded this regulation, and put them in as

they thought necessary. It should be enacted

that all walls and footings should be erected of

•certain specified dimensions, varying according

to the purposes for which the building was

intended. They should be composed of good

bricks, or stone or other material, which should

be new, and combined with a proper defined

Tnortar or cement. The use of old material was

to bo deprecated. Between footing of walls thus

built there should be imbedded an impervious

damp-course ;
and no floors, whether of wood or

stone, should bo permitted to be laid which did

not allow of at least 12 in. between them-

selves and the highest part of such footing. The

•walls should, as far as fire was concerned, be

bomogoncous in their nature—if of stone, built

•of stone; and if of brick, of brick. The walls

should be covered at their termination with a

•material impervious to wet. There was a defect

in the present Act as regarded thickness of cer-

tain walls of buildings of the dwelling-house

class, which allowed of tho upper story being

erected of brickwork of 9 in. thick. In this

variable climate it was impossible to keep out

humidity and cold with such a thickness, more

particularly with the absorbent nature of the

materials at command ;
and the upper stories,

mostly inhabited by children, were especially

most subject to driving rains. Walls should not

be of a less thickness than 14 in. Under the

second head of sanitary construction, the iutemal

sewerage of a house was the first consideration.

The closet apparatus, sinks, and water supply

should be under supervision ; and each house,

according to its purposes and number of inmates,

should be provided with a certain number of

conveniences, and with a certain cisternage, all

“to bo defined. It should be compulsory to carry

all soil pipes up to roofs, discharging away from

windows and chimney stacks
;
not to permit

rain water pipes to become waste-pipes, and

that each waste-pipe from sinks should tuim out

into open areas with open ends, so as to admit

of being easily cleaned out. No works should

be permitted to proceed unless a perfect system

•of drainage was arranged. Hr. Collins also

suggested improvements in ventilation, such as

a garden area at the backs of houses, fireplaces

in each room, and the prevention of over-crowd-

ing. Light and ventilation could not be too

well considered and provided for. The subject

of ingress to and egress from buildings also

required attention, with a view to affording

escape in the event of fire. Stone was not a

fire-proof material. There should be more

outlets from public buildings. It should be made
oompuleory to construct such exits in accordance

with well-defined principles, and of certain areas

made proportionate to tho dimensions and e.xi-

gencics of the special class of buildings to which

they might be attached. All corridors, stairs,

and approaches should have fire-mains con-

tinually on. Every individual was supposed to

know the laws of his country, and none should

be permitted to plead ignorance thereof.

A NEW CLUB HOUSE IN LIVERPOOL.

A LARGE mansion in Ulount Pleasant, Liver-

pool, belonging to Mr. William Rathbone, M.P.,

which that gentleman has placed at the dis-

posal of a committee for the purposes of a club

for clerks and others, has just been undergoing

extensive internal alterations, in order to adapt

it to its intended purpose j
and in addition to

these alterations, a large billiard-room to hold

six billiard-tables has been erected. This room

is altogether lighted from windows above. The

alterations in the interior of the building include

the re-construction of tho whole of the apart-

ments. A largo room to the left, on entering

the building, which bas been connected with the

newly erected billiard.room, will be used as a

smoking-room. A room on the same floor, and

overlooking a fine garden to the rear of the

house, has been fitted up as the dining and

luncheon room. On tlie first floor a large room,

also overlooking the garden, has been fitted up

as a reading-room, whilst an adjoining room on

the same floor will bo devoted to chess, draughts,

and other games. The committee have decided

that beer and spirits shall be provided for the

members in order to prevent them frequenting

the ordinary public-house, aud for this purpose

a bar at the left of the building has been fitted

up with beer-engines, and other necessary appa-

ratus for carrying on the work of the bar. Com-
modious kitchens with modern ranges, have also

been fitted up at the rear of tho bar. The walls

of all the rooms iu the building have been hand-
soraely decorated, and painted in pea green,

w'bilst the hall, lobbies, and staircases have been
painted a stone colour. A large garden to the

rear of the bouse is to be converted into a bowl-

ing-gi’oen, for the use of the members. There

are already upwards of -lOO 'members enrolled,

and the inauguration of the club is to take place

during tho present month, with considerable

ceremony.

ARRANGEMENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF
LABOURERS’ COTTAGES.

In the Economic Department (Social Science),

Sir W. Jones read a paper “ On the best Plan of

Constructing and Arranging an Agricultural

Labourer’s Cottage.” He said, labourers’

cottages in the rural districts ought to face the

south, and they should be built in pairs. The walls

ought to bo 14 in. thick, aud have two windows,
large to the south, and small on the north side.

The large windows, to let in the sun, need be no
additional expense, as wood and glass are as cheap
as wall. The small windows on tho north side

keep out tho cold. The walls ought to go up to

the ceiling of the upper-floor rooms; aud no
lucarne-windows, or any break in the roof,

involving gutters, and thereby expenss of con-

struction aud repairs, ought to be allowed. The
chimney-shafts should all bo in the partition-

wall, so that any fire burning will tend to warm
both houses. The cottages should have each
three bedrooms, one sitting-room, and one
kitchen and waali-honse. If tho third bedroom
is got by subdividing the space over one of the
grotind-floor rooms, the two bedrooms so obtained

are always too small for health and comfort, the
smaller of the two being generally not more
than 6 ft. in its narrowest measurement. In

looking' over sixty plans sent in for Mr. Pratt’s

prize, at the last show of the Norfolk Agrioul-

tural Society, three-quarters of those sent in had
this defective arrangement, and were at once

disqualified in consequence. The third bedroom
must therefore be external to the shell of the

house, and the question is where it can best bo
put. Two plans suggest themselves,— first, to

build an external shed or wash-house, and carry

it up to the first-floor, with a bedroom over
;

or,

secondly, to pub the bedroom on the ground-
floor. The plan selected for the prize had the bed.

room on the ground-floor. At the end of each
cottage a lean-to was constructed, divided by a
partition-wall into two portions. Of this, the half

facing south was the bedroom, tho other half the

shed for fuel, tools, and other articles, a necessary
adjunct to every cottage. The advantages of

this plan are great. The bedroom, which has a
large south window and a boarded floor, is a
comfortable little apartment, opening into the
sitting-room. It is manifestly valuable in case

of illness, or of a woman lying in, the fire in

the sitting-room warming it, aud the person
sitting up at the fireside being in immediate
communication with the bedroom, without having
to carry things up and down stairs. When not
wanted by an invalid, the ground-floor bedroom
is convenient for the boys of the family

;
and,

lastly, when not wanted by tho family, the
ground-floor bedroom enables a lodger to be taken
without injury to tho privacy of the house. This
last consideration is very important. Out of
consideration for the morality and decency of

families, lodgers are prohibited in many
cottages. This results in young men being
compelled, when they leave their family

home, either to marry at once, or else to

lodge at a public-house. The wretched discom-
fort of this last albemativo drives decent young
men ihto matrimony when hardly out of their

teens, and before they have saved any money to

begin life with. If they could as lodgers help
the family expenses of some respectable small
family, aud at the same time nob be a nuisance
and injury to their hosts, the benefit in every
way would be great; and this, the third bed-
room on the ground-floor makes practicable

The staircase in such cottages should be along-

side of the fireplace iu the front sitting-room,

hence the only access to the back bedroom,
where the danghters of the family are supposed
to sleep, would be through the bedroom of tho
master and mistress of the house. Under these
circumstances, any evil result from taking a
lodger seems to be effectually provided against.

I have long felt the great value of the ground-
floor bedrooms, and several pairs of cottages on
tho plan exhibited have been built in years past
on the Cratimcr Estate. Experience has justified

the high opinion I have formed of the plan. If
the third bedroom be obtained by building an
external shed, and carrying up the walls to the
top of the cottage, the advantages T have shown
to belong to the ground-floor bedroom are lost;

while the expenses of construction, owing to tho
extra joists for the floor and the increased cost
of a high-pitched roof, is considerably greater.
The increased expenditure of such an arrange-
ment was calculated by Mr. Boardman, the able
and experienced architect who assisted Lord
Walsingham and myself in deciding upon the
best among the many plans sent in to compete
for Mr. Pratt’s prize, as at least 201. The cost
of these prize cottages we could not exactly
state in the present unsettled cost of labour and
materials; but the plan being simple and cheap,
they ought not to exceed from 23ol. to 2501. the
pair, thoroughly well built with brick or con-
crete, or claylump faced with brick walls. The
two latter description of walls are warmer and
dryer tlian brick, owing to the porous nature of

Norfolk brick, -whicb eveu in a 14-in. wall lets

through a good deal of damp on tho east and
west gable ends. The object of this paper is to

lay before the section what seemed to me to be
a convenient, economical, and simple solution

of the problem, How to cotisiruct a labourer's

cottage with three bedrooius.

THE ASSOCIATION OF
MUNICIPAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERS

AND SURVEYORS.
On Saturday last the second meeting of the

Lancashire and Cheshire district committee
was held at the Town-hall, Manchester, under
tho presidency of Mr. Lynde, C.E., city sur-

veyor. Tho meeting was attended by the sur-
veyors of all the principal towns in the neigh-
bourhood, including Manchester, Salford, Bolton,
Blackbum, Birkenhead, Barrow - in - Forness,
Stockport, Warrington, &o.
The unanimous thanks of the meeting was

voted to the Mayor of Manchester for his kind-
ness in placing a room at the Town-hall at the
disposal of the meeting.

After a short discussion on matters of pro-
fessional interest, the members drove to the
w'orks of the Salford new intercepting sewer,
now being constructed from the designs of
Mr. Fowler, C.E

,
Salford, by whom the plana

and details -were explained. Afterwards,
under the guidance of Mr. Lynde, they visited

the Manoheater abattoir, and 'wholesale meat
markets ; tho sanitary dep6t

;
and stables,

where upwards of 250 horses employed by
the various departments of tho corporation
are kept.

The new townhall was then visited, and finally

the central fire station and police courts. It is

almost unnecessary to say that the members pre-
sent were highly pleased with their visit, no
pains had been spared by Messrs. Lynde &
Fowler, to ensure the pleasure and convenience
of their visitors

;
and in addition the visit fo the

central fire station, opportunely occuiTed at a
moment when an alarm of fire was raised, and
the visitors had the satisfaction of seeing two
engines turn out with a full complement of fire-

men, and with two horses to each, all ready for

duty, within one minute and a half after the
alarm signal ; of course Mr. Tozer, and his well-

trained assistants, were complimented on their

promptitude.
In the evening the members of the Associa-

tion dined together at tho Queen’s Hotel, when
a vote of thanks was passed to Messrs. Lynde
and Fowler, for their exertions during the day.
The Association of Muoioipal Surveyors is

comparatively a new institution, and is gaining
a good position amongst sister societies. Our
readers have often heard of it through the
medium of our columns. Attempts have pre-
viously been made to establish such a society,

but, until the present year without sucoesa,
when, thanks to the example of the town-clerks
and medical officers of hea'th, this association
has been formed.

It has been found convenient to form tlrrough.
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out the country committees of local surveyors

within a convenient distance of each other, and
•with this intention the counties of Lancaster

and Chester have been grouped together

;

upwards of thirty surveyors of the chief towns
in both counties are members of the association

of whom upwards of twenty were present at the

meeting in Manchester.
We understand from Mr. R. Vawaer, C.E.,

Warrington, who acts as hon. sec. to the com-

mittee, that the next meeting will be held early

in January, in Liverpool, when papers relating

to sanitary and engineering science will be read.

TEE LiTE MR. ROBERT EDGAR,
ARCHITECT.

Mr. Edgar, whose sudden and quite unex.

;

pected death we mentioned in our last, was,
after years of struggling toil, just upon the
moment of turning the corner on the road to

professional advancement. He was on the eve
of starting for the United States, upon an
engagement containiug every promise of pro-

fessional success.

Mr. Edgar leaves a wife and seven children,

—

the eldest, a girl, only thirteen years of age,—to

mourn their loss. This large infant family is

entirely unprovided for.

To aid him in the corapetitiou which elected

him one of the architects of the London School
Board, Sir G. Gilbert Scott thus spoke of him :

—
“ Mr. Edgar was for twelve years with me, and
had previously been thoroughly trained as an
architect, and held, when I first knew him, a
very responsible position. He is a man of very
great taste and artistic skill, with a thoroughly
practical and ai-tistic knowledge both of Classic,

Renaissance, and Medimval, with very consider-
able skill in designing in either of these styles.

He has a thoroughly practical knowledge of
building, and the various practical arts and
trades connected with it, as I have reason to

know, from his having taken a very leading
position in the direction of the works at the new
Foreign Office, and of the external portions of
the India Office, under me.”
For the Wedgwood Memorial Institute, Mr.

Edgar obtained the first premium in the com-
petition of designs, and subsequently carried
out the work.
The deceased gentleman was a native of the

Lowlands of Scotland, and it was an expression
of pride with him that his family had been
tenants on the same estate for the long period
of 600 years, and were tenants still. As far as
can bo at present ascertained, he was in the
36th year of his age.

THE PROPOSED NEW VEGETABLE
MARKET.

At the last meeting of the court of Common
Council of the City of London, the Markets Com-
mittee brought up areport recommending that the
committee should be authorised to advertise for
plans and estimates for the construction of a
new fruit and vegetable market, pursuant to
the order of the court of the 18th of September
last.

Mr. Rudkin moved the adoption of this
recommendation.

Mr. Deputy H. L. Taylor suggested that the
committee should advertise for designs, giving
premiums of 3001., 200Z., and 1001. for the first,

second, and third designs respectively, as in the
case of the construction of the New Meat
Market at Smithfield.

Mr. Rudkin adopted the suggestion, and the
report was adopted, the court not pledging itself
to entrust the work to the author of any design
sent in.

ARCHITECTURE AT LONDON
UNIVERSITY.

The first of a course of lectures on “Archi-
tecture as an Art ” was delivered by Professor
Hayfcer Lewis at the University College, Gower-
street, on Tuesday last. After giving the
students some practical suggestions as to the
best method of taking notes of his lectures, the
Professor said that architecture could be dis- .

tiuguished by its mouldings, carvings, and
masonry, by which the approximate date of its

construction, and the people by whom it was
constructed, could be ascertained, just as geolo-
gists are enabled to tell the age of the various
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strata of the earth by certain distinctive

appearances in them. Greek, Roman, Norman,
and other styles of architecture are as dis-

tinguishable as are the fossils of the earth.

There were no complete chains of progress in

architecture. Each country had a style, with a

feeling and expression peculiarly its own.

Wherever the people of a country went, they

constructed their buildings after their own
fashion; and although they might borrow some
of the ideas from another nation, they wore
always altered. Though there is no complete

gradual change, there is a succession of steps,

as it were, one form succeeding another, and to

a certain extent these steps may be ti-aced. It

will be found, as political power advanced, so

also did architecture, and in reading the changes

of architectural forms one is partially reading

the history of the world. The progress of archi-

tecture, like civilisation, has been from south

aud east to west aud north. A writer, in

describing the rise of architecture and civilisa-

tion, says that men originally met together in

huts, and by their fires, lighted by the rubbing

of dried branches, they conversed together, and
gave each other ideas ; and from the copying of

the nests of birds and the caves of beasts, they

gradually became builders, and constructed

harbours, &c. As there are differences in

opinion in the rise of civilisation, so also are

there in the rise of architecture.

Refen'ing to the pre-historic remains of archi-

tecture, the lecturer said that their traces might
be seen in all lauds, and from their variety they
were classified. One class was called menltirs ;

they were long stones, erect and isolated, like

obelisks, one of the largest of which is in Kar-

nak, Brittany, 63 ft. by 14 ft. diameter. Cleo-

patra’s Needle is also an example, 67 ft. by only

8 ft. diameter. Another class was called crom-

lechs by the English, and doZ/neus by the French.

They consist of two or more upright stones,

supporting a cross one at the top : there is a
specimen at Kits Cotty House, near Maidstone,

the largest stone of which is 12 ft. by 9 ft. 3 in.,

and 2 ft. thick; at Lockmariaker, Brittany, with
a stone 18 ft. by 12 ft. by 4 ft. ; at Baguieux,
with a stone 24 ft. by 14 in. by 2 ft. 9 in.

;
and

one at L’Angresae, Guernsey, in which was a

sepulchral urn, &c. In India and the east side

of Jordan, many were also to be found. The
third class are circles of stone, which are to be
seen in Brittany, the Orkney Islands, and
Stonehenge. The greatest of all is at Stone-

henge, which consists of four circles. Palsgrave,

who travelled into the interior of Arabia, where
but few European travellers have been, says
that ho came to a circle, formed of trilithons,

which was precisely the same as at Stonehenge.
He (Mr. Palsgrave), to give an idea of the
height of the stones, stood up in the stirrups of
the horse he was riding, and was just able to

reach the cross stone. Ho was told that there were
two other similar circles to the one he described.

Others have been recently discovered near
Mount Sinai. Pre-historic traces may be seen
in Phoenix Park, Dublin, Guernsey, Etruria, the

Holy Land, Algiers, Brittany, and other places.

What, then, was the object of their construc-

tion ? There are an enormous number of

them, and they are to be found in places

where their existence would not he thought
probable. The dolmens have been considered

the remains of altars, and their form suggests

that idea. Another view is taken by some
persons, who say that they are simply the

entrances to houses, that they form a doorway,
and that the hou^ were made by loose stones

and wood, which having been destroyed, the
skeletons, the doors, remain. It might have
been BO in some cases

;
but in other instances it

would be absurd to say it was so, for there is

no way through them. Respecting circles, one
idea is that they were made to surround the

tumuli; another is that they were built for

places of assembly
j
another for temples, which

idea is supported by Inigo Jones; a more recent

suggestion, however, is that of Mr. Fergusson,
that they were the spots marking the position of

conquering armies in the time of King Alfred.

He believes that many of these stone monu-
ments are of comparatively recent date, and in

this view is supported by Mr. Knight. In
support of this idea it is said that no mention
is made by Cmsar of the existence of these

edifices ; that support is, however, soon cut away
by the fact that they are not mentioned by Bede.
There are only a few marks upon them, and no
inscription, so it is impossible to fix the date of

cheir construction. The lecturer said he would
jum up in the elegant words of Palsgrave, who, *

speaking of tho great circles found in Arabia,

said wherever they were found they were grand
old monuments, and all record of “ theii- speech-
less past is gone for ever.”

HEALTH AND LEGISLATION.

Ix the address to the Social Science Associa-
tion, made by the president of the Health Sec-
tion, Capfc.Douglas Galtou, P.R.S., the speaker
said, a brief allusion to some of our sanitary short-
comings at home forms an almost necessary pre-
lude to the qaestion of the sauifcary provisions re-

quired in the General Building Acts. Mr. Simon,
the head of the medical department of the Local
Government Board, stated recently that the-

deaths which occur in Great Britain are fully

one-third more numerous than they would be if

oar existing knowledge of the chief causes of

disease were reasonably well applied throughout-
the country. We learn that there is a yearly
average of 120,000 deaths from causes which-
may be termed preventable; and when we con-
sider that the larger proportion of individuals-

attacked by these preventable diseases recover,

and that a small proportion only die, it is

oppressive to think of the enormous amount of

human suffering and waste of human life which-
these figures represent. The deteriorating effect

of residence in towns has been frequently brought
before the public by this Association. The
Registrar-General has shown that an urban popu-
lation of 8,250,000 'persona living on 2,150,000
acres showed an average death-rate of 25 per
1,000; whilst a rural population of 9,750,000-

living on 350,000,000 acres showed an average
death-rate of only 17 per 1,000. The number of
the population which inhabits towns is largely

increasing. At the beginning of the century
the population of the metropolis was 958,863;
no other town contained more than 100,000 in-

habitants, and only five of the principal towns
exceeded 50,000 in population; but such has
been the increase in the town populations that
in 1871 tho population of London had reached
3,266,987, and there were above 40 towns with-

a population exceeding 50,000 inhabitants, oS

which 17 exceeded 100,000 inhabitants. Dr.
Morgan, in his able paper on the deterioration,

of races in great cities, shows that of the adult
population of London 53 per cent., of that of
Birmingham 49 per cent., of that of Manchester
50 per cent., and of that of Liverpool 62 pex
cent, were immigrants from the country settled

in the town, and that the majority of the in-

comers were men and women in the prime of

life. The mortality in those four towns averaged
26 per 1,000 against 19 per 1,000 in the country
districts

;
the mortality of persons under th&

age of 15 being 40-7 per 1,000 in these towns,,

against 22 per 1,000 in the country districts.

The marriages in the city population were fous-

times as numerous as in the agricultural counties,

but the births in the town population only ex-
ceeded those in the agricultural population by
one-sixth. In an inquiry not connected with
sanitary questions, Mr. Francis Galton made a
careful statistical analysis of the details of 1,000-

town families and 1,000 country families selected
from the town of Coventry and the adjacent-

agricultural population. The result shows that a
town population supplies to tho next generation
only three-quarters of the number of adults-

supplied by an equally numerous country popu-
lation, and that in two generations the adult,

grandchildren of artizan townsfolk are little

more than half as numerous as those of labouring
people who live in, healthy country districts.

In large closely-built centres of population the
ratio would probably be considerably increased

agaiust the town population. For purposes of
comparison, the health of the country popula-

tion may be quoted as superior to that of towns,,

but the standard of health in the county dis-

tricts is far lower than it should be. Much, ne
doubt, has been done

;
for instance, ague, which

was so common near London that James I. and
Cromwell both died of that disease in London,
is now [almost unknown in that locality, and is

of much rarer occurrence throughout England
generally in consequence of improved drainage

and agriculture. Vast sums have been spent-

in the water supply of towns, and great efforts

are being made to deal with the sewage. But
the fact still remains that with a large expendi-

ture in these directions, there is scarcely a town
which does not contain numerous foci of disease.

There is scarcely a -village which is not over-

dowing with sanitary defects. The Report of

the Royal Commission on Agricultural Employ-
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TOenfc observes:—"The majority of cottages

which exist in rural paidshes are deficient in

fdmost every requisite that should constitute a

home for a Christian family in a civilised com-

raunity.” We must raise the standard of health

in our rural communities, and endeavour to

approximate the health of our towns to that

-improved standard. But were all measures of

•healthy construction and healthy conservancy

-adopted in houses and workshops in towns, there

would yet remain atmospheric impurity as an

important source of deterioration to the health

of inmates of towns ;
and from this cause a town

population must be less liealthy than a rural

population enjoying equally perfect sanitary

arrangements. Unfortunately, whilst we are

ready to admit the desirableness of sanitary

improvements, we are very averse to pay for

them. The municipalities of most towns possess

•sufficient powers for levying rates for sanitary

improvements
;
but in many towns the local

authorities neglect either to put existing powers

into operation, or to obtain necessary now powers.

Many private proprietors leave tho sanitary

defects of their houses and cottages compara-

tively uncared for. The principal requirements

are :—First, the immediate removal of organic

matter from places where, by putrefaction, it

<5an contaminate the air, tho water or the food
;

secondly, the supply of pure water; thirdly, the

sufficiency of hreathing-spaco allowed to each

individual. In places whore many dwellings

are congregated together, these requirements

may be classed under two heads,—viz., first,

those that are common to tho community, such

as the supply of good water, the removal of foul

water, and the removal of refuse-matter
;
and,

secondly those which immediately concern the

individual householder. Every step in sanitary

improvement means the expenditure of money.
Each town or village is subject to local conditions

which influence the choice of the process to be
adopted. I would only observe that where the

conditions admit of sewage irrigation, its appli-

cation forms the most effectual means of purify,

ing sewage and of obtaining from it all its

fertilising properties
;

but sewage should be
applied to land rapidly after its formation, and
never allowed to stagnate on or in the land.

Legislation cannot fix a precise mode of clarifying

sewage for universal adoption. But there is now
no want of knowledge of how to dispose of

sewage. The law lays down tho principle that

tho proceedings of one individual shall not be-

como a nuisance to his neighbour; and if in the

case of pollution of streams the courts of law

invariably inflicted severe penalties, the pollu-

tion of streams by sewage would soon cease to

exist. Pure water is an essential element in

tho prevention of disease. Each town or village

is subject to its own sjjecial conditions, and no

absolute standard of purity for water can be laid

down. Well-water, fit for drinking, contains

more or less of mineral or other matters derived

from the soil. All river-water should be filtered

before being used for domestic purposes, and it

should be kept covered after filtration. But if

pure water is not otherwise procurable by the

individual inhabitants of a town or village, it

should bo tho duty of the local authorities to

provide it. After referring at length to the

Building Acts, and the necessity of submitting

all plans of new houses to the local surveyor, the

speaker continued :—It will be seen how very

little the law can directly do to remove or pre-

vent practical sanitary defects. The most effec-

tual methods of inducing the people of this

country to appreciate the value of sanitary

knowledge would be, to select as medical officers

of union districts and boards of health men of

sound sanitary education, not given to theories,

to whom should bo intrusted the prevention as

well as the cure of disease. They should con-

eequeutly be sufficiently well paid to make the

service attractive to good men, and to bo enabled

to commit a large portion of the mere drudgery

of tho office to duly-qualified assistants. To
insure the necessary knowledge, a special educa-

tion is required. This might be afforded by the

establishment in universities or hospitals of

chairs or professorships of practical hygiene
;
and

their certificates of practical skill should entitle

the possessor, when acting as a medical officer

of a sanitary area, to receive a defined sum from

the Local Government Board out of Parliamentary

votes, of such an amount as materially to im-

prove tho emoluments of medical officers who
iiad thus qualified themselves. The conclusions

which I would desire to impress upon you are

—

1. That so long as so much preventable disease

exists in this country we must not delude our-

selves with the idea that we have done more

than touch the borders of sanitary improvement.

2. That the first step in further progress is to

imbue the owners and occupiers of houses and

cottages with a knowledge of the laws of health.

3. That to assist in disseminating this know-

ledge the position and emoluments of the medical

officers of unions shoiild be improved, so as to

enable them more usefully to watch over the

prevention of disease. 4. That in every town

and village, or congregation of houses, rates

levied on the owners or occupiers should be

employed to provide— 1. A supply of pure

drinking-water within the reach of all the

inhabitants. 2. Drainage, so as to insure that

all fouled water would be removed rapidly, and

not allowed to stagnate on the surface, or to

pass into streams until it had been clarified.

3. The immediate removal of all refuse from

the immediate vicinity of dwellings. 4. That

the plans of all new habitable houses and im-

portant alterations of existing houses over the

whole country should be snbject to a general

Building Act, containing provisions such as I

have enumerated above, enforced by the local

authorities. 5. That -whenever the local medical

officer has reason to suspect that a cause of

disease exists in any house in a town or village,

there should be a power to enter and inspect

the premises, and to require the removal, at the

expense of the owner or occupier, of any cause

of disease found to exist. Government and

Parliament cannot of themselves do what is

required. Legislative measures are no doubt

necessary to assist sanitary progress and to

enforce sanitary discipline; but for real prac-

tical progress we must look to our owii exertions.

Laws can do but little unless aided by the ear-

nest, the strenuous co-operation of every indi-

vidual member of the community.

THE WORKS AT THE HOLBORN VIADUCT
EXTENSION RAILWAY. — OPENING OF
THE NEW CITY TERMINUS STATION.

A FEW weeks will suffice to see the opening of

another large and important metropolitan rail-

-way terminus, situated in one of the busiest

City thoroughfares, and equal in extent to those

at Cliaring-cross, Cannon-street, and other por-

tions of the metropolis. Tho extensive works
between the Ilolborn Viaduct and tho Ludgate

Hill Station which have for more than two years

been in progress by the London, Chatham, and
Dover Railway Company, with tho view of

having a first-class City terminus on the Viaduct,

are now very rapidly approaching completion,

and are so far advanced that tho opening of the

extension line to Holborn has been definitely

fixed for the 1st of December at the latest,

although it is not improbable that it will be
opened about the middle of November. Every

effort is now being made to accomplish this

object, and we understand the contractors hare

confidence in being able to have the works ready

for traffic by the earlier-named period.

The extension line commences near Messrs.

Cassell & Co.’s printing works, where the June-

tion with the existing line is effected, and is

there carried forward in the direction of Holborn,

on the high level, by a aeries of brick arches and

massive iron girders. The brick arches are built

both upon tho east and west sides of the present

line, which descends by a rapid gradient from
Ludgate until it arrives at a low level under

Holborn, and the iron girders are carried over

and across the old low-level line, the girders

being arched between each other, the large new
station area being formed of the space above the

brick arches and that over the railway below

covered in by the iron girders and arches just

described. Close to the point of junction near

Ludgate six lines of rails radiate right and left

from the existing line, and are carried forward

into the new station at Holborn. There are

thus three double lines of rails within the

station, between which there are four spacious

platforms, 445 ft. in length. The central plat-

forms are 20 ft. in width each, and the east and
west platforms 14 ft. In addition to the six

lines of rails already named, there is also another

line on the extreme east side in connexion with

an engine-shed, and a large tank, which has just

been erected, and also another line on the west

aide for the shunting of trains, making eight

lines altogether. A new signal-house, consider,

ably above the level of the new line, has just

been erected near the pointof junction, midway
between Ludgate and Holborn, commanding a
view of the two stations. It is a substantial

structure, standing upon six iron columns, 15 ft.

in height, with iron cross-girders. The several

platforms within the station, which are faced

with asphalte, have been laid down, and the

ballasting of the line, and the laying down of the

metals between Ludgate and Holborn is now in

progress.

Tlie roof of the station is also nearly com-

pleted. This structure, which is 325 ft. in length,

and 1-10 ft. in width, consists of three bays. It

is supported on the east side by resting on the

eastern boundary wall of the station, and also

by twelve iron columns, running along each of

tlie central platforms, with an equal number of

iron columns on the west side of the station.

Light iron segmental arches and cross girders

rest upon the capitals of the iron columns, and

the roof is covered in partly by glass, and partly

by wood. The iron columns supporting the roof

are 22 ft. in height to the capitals, and the ex-

treme height of the roof is 35 ft. The whole of

the interior is now in process of decoration.

Tho columns are painted in cream colour, whilst

the capitals, as well as tho girders, are in pale

blue and red, the wood-work of the roof being

in white, and the rafters in a delicate yellow or

primrose colour.

Large and commodious parcel-offices have been

erected on the west side of the station, upon

arches or pillars carried up to the nxilway level.

These offices, which have a frontage of 150 ft.

in length, are three stories in height, and contain

a large number of apartments and conveniences

for carrying on this department of the com-

pany’s business. There is a spacious area in

front of the entrance to the parcel-offices, the

whole of which, together with the space running

the entire len^h of the western platform, will

be set apart as a cab-rank. There are three

large entrances into the parcel-offices inside the

station, immediately on the west side of the

cab-rank, and the approach to both the latter

and the offices will bo in Farringdon-street^

and thence through Bear-alley, along a cir-

cuitous incline forming a portion of the works

which have been erected, and by which the rail-

way level leading to the parcel-offices, and also

to the cab-rank, is arrived at. The outlet for tho

cabs, when leaving tho station either with or

without passengers, will he under an archway on

to the Viaduct. This archway will be erected at

tho west side of the station buildings and offices

having their frontage to the Viaduct.

In addition to the four platforms running

north and south, to which we have already

alluded, there will also be a main cross platform

at the north end of the station similar to that at

the Cliaring-cross station, and reached through

the booking-offices from the Holborn Viaduct

frontage, which architecturally will be the main
feature in the works. The elevation of this

frontage, which includes a fine hotel, -v\-ill be
235 ft. in length from the east to tho west, and
7U ft. in depth to the main cross platform. The
whole of the ground-floor is intended to be

exclusively set apart for the booking-offices,

waiting-rooms, and other apartments for the

purposes of the company, together with a
spacious restaurant and refreshment-rooms at

the east end of tho building, which will be con-

ducted by Messrs. Spiers & Pond. Tho booking-

offices and hotel will extend to the entire width

of the station, and the west end of the structnro

will be built on strong and massive iron girders

carried over the present old low-level line. The
restanrant and refreshment-rooms will occupy a

width of 53 ft. at the east end of the elevation,

the rest of the ground-floor of the building

forming the booking-offices, waiting-rooms, and
the rest of the company’s offices. The works at

this point are of an unusually heavy character,

deep excavations for the foundations and base-

ment having occupied a considerable amount of

time and labour. In that portion at the east end

which is intended for the restaurant and refresh-

meut-rooms there is both a basement and a sub-

basement. The basement, which is 22 ft. in

depth, is arched over, and the ground-floor of the

booking-offices immediately above is supported

by girders and columns. There is a deep base-

ment in the whole of the building to the point

on the west side where it will be carried np on
girders over the present low-level line. The
booking-offices, which will be approached by two
entrances in the centre of the elevation, will be
55 ft. in width and 35 ft. in depth, and the

ground-floor of the building will contain, in

addition, on either side, one first-class gentle-

men’s waiting-room, 25 ft. by 20 ft., and a ladies’

first-class waiting-room of the same dimensions,

besides several second-class waiting-rooms, and

a
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other apartments, including a large cloak-room,
station-master’s office, booking-clerks’ rooms,
telegraph-office, lavatories, &c. The ground,
floor portion of the elevation, forming, as we
have already stated, the company’s offices and
the restaurant, with tho exception of the western
portion, has been carried up almost to its in-

tended height. The material used in this part
of the intended building is Portland stone, rusti-

cated. Tho windows are 5 ft. in width, and 9 ft.

in height. They are circular-headed, and orna-

mented with sculptured figure-heads for key-
stones. Tho entrances are bold. On each side

there are piers of large size, and the extreme
width to the outside of the piers is 9 ft., whilst

the width of the doorways is 5 ft. There are

fluted pilasters with elaborately-carved capitals

on each side of the entrances. Immediately
above the ground.floor, running the entire length
of the elevation, is a balustrade.
The hotel, which is intended to bo erected in

continuation of the ground.floor of tho Viaduct
elevation, bus not yet been commenced, but is

shortly to bo proceeded with. In tho meantime
it may be stated that tho building is not to be
erected at the expense of the railway company,
bub is the undertaking of a distinct body of pro-
prietors. Mr. Isaacs, of Verulam - buildings,
Gray’s-inn, is the architect, and a sketch of the
intended structure may be interesting. The
building will be of large proportions. The style
of architecture partakes of the Italian. It will

e.xtend the entire length of the ground.floor
elevation,—235 ft.,—and will be 87 ft. in height
from the street level to tho apex of the dormers,
whilst at the east and west angles there will bo
towers or turrets, harmonising with the general
architectural character of the strncture, and
rising to a height of 100 ft. above the Viaduct.
The building will have four lofty floors above the
railway company’s offices, in addition to dormers,
whilst above these again in the roof of the
building is a floor consisting of servants’ dor.
mitories, with circular windows. The balustrade
above the company’s offices is immediately at
the foot of the first-floor windows of the hotel.

The windows of tho several stories at each end
of tho elevation are segment, and pediment,
headed. There are fluted pilaster and capitals
between each window. There are also similar
pilasters, with carved capitals, carried up from
the first floor to the top of the third-floor win-
dows, and there surmounted by a bold projecting
cornice. Immediately above the first-floor
windows a baud, in ornamental terra-cotta work,
is carried across the building, whilst in front of
the foot of the second-story windows there is

an iron balcony. Tho dormers above the fourth
story are uniform with tho windows in several
other portions of the elevation, being pediment-
headed, and in the centre there is a large
triplet window, surmounted by a large sculp,
tured figure. Between each of tho dormers
there is a balustrade. The entrance to the hotel
will be at tho west end of the building.

Tho works in progress, in addition to those
already described, include the erection of another
new station on the north side of tho Viaduct,
opposite to tho intended station and hotel. It
is to bo called the Snow-hill Station, and is

intended to give increased accommodation to
the inhabitants of that immediate district tra-
velling between Ludgate, Farringdon, King’s-
cross, and also for the accommodation generally
of the Metropolitan, tho Midland, and the Great
Northern Companies, whose trains run in con-
nexion with the London, Chatham, and Dover
Company. Tho station will be erected on a
level with the Viaduct, standing npon fonr
strong iron girders thrown across the low-level
Hoe between Holbom and Parringdon. There
will be four entrances to it from the Viaduct,
and also from the Snow-hill side, the now rail-

way platform below being reached by a staircase
from the offices of tho new station above. It
will also be connected «-ith the high-level
station on the opposite side of the Viaduct by a
second staircase communicating with the latter.
The line has been widened to the extent of
150 ft. in length on tho north-west side of tho
Viaduct, so as to admit of the construction of
tho new platform in connexion with the station.
The four girders upon which the new station
will stand are expected to be in their places
next week, when the erection of the superstruc-
ture will be proceeded with.
The whole of these extensive works (the hotel

excepted) have been designed by Mr. Mills, the
chief engineer to the Chatham and Dover Com-
pfjny, and are being carried out under the per-
sonal superintendence of Mr. Jones, the com-

pauy’s assistant engineer, and Mr. Kowell, tho
general manager in charge. Mr. Webster is tho
contractor for the whole of the works.

ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL WEST AREA
IMPROVEMENTS.

After a considerable number of preliminary
communications had passed between the Corpora,
tion of London and the Dean and Chapter of
St. Paul’s at various times relative to throwing
back the railings for the purpose of improving
the roadway in front of the cathedral and at the
top of Ludgate-hill, a definite proposal wasmado
by the City in 18G7, and tho surveyor to the
fabric was desired to report upon it to tho Dean
and Chapter and tho trustees of the fabric fond.
After due deliberation, and with the concurrence
of several artistic and professional friends, he
reported that simply to throw back the railings
would, in his opinion, so much confine the space
as to be inadmissible; but if the whole area to
the west of the cathedral could bo thrown open,
a great improvement would be effected.

This recommendation took the form that if tho
City would pay a suitable price for such land as
they threw into the roadway, the Dean and
Chapter should undertake the works required
upon the rest of the area, which it was obvious
would involve a very serions outlay. This report
was favourably received by Dean Milman and
the Chapter, and by the trustees of the fabric
fund; and the question then turned upon the
amount of land to bo given up to the roadway,
and tho amount also of the compensation to be
paid by the Corporation. The proposal, how-
ever, seemed to lie dormant for about two years,
when it was re-opened by a letter from Mr.
Hayward (who had never lost sight of it)

addressed to Mr. Penrose, which ultimately led
to the matter being settled, and tho works which
are shown in our engravings being carried out.

The land given up to the roadway is over 7,000
superficial feet ; tho amount to be paid by the
Corporation to the Dean and Chapter is 15,OOOJ.

;

but the latter will have to expend about 0,0001.
on the improvement, including the renewal of
the steps, which becomes necessary from their
being made the chief access to the cathedral.
The remainder of the purchase-money, more-

over, will be expended iu various wa) a on tho
cathedral, and brings no private advantage to
the Dean and Chapter. It should be stated that
the Dean and Chapter invited a committee of
the Royal Institute of British Architects to con-
sider the matter, which met and recommended
tho retention for the cathedral of a somewhat
larger area than had been intended.
The Dean and Chapter, whose only object was

to make a great public iini^rovement, and who
were quite willing to forego the larger amount
of compensation, agreed with the recoinmonda-
tioii of the architects’ committee, and for about
a year tho negotiation was delayed by an
endeavour on tho part of the Chapter to obtain
tho adhesion of the Corporation to this view.
But when it appeared plain that no progress was
to be made, and the question only being whether
the open space should bo within the Dean and
Chapter’s bonndary or outside it, it was
thought undesirable to delay a gi'eat public im-
provement on a subordinate question, and a
plan was finally prepared by the surveyor of
the fabric, and agreed to by the Dean and
Chapter and the Corporation. This plan, which
is now being carried out, is shown iu the corre-
sponding engraving.

After thus increasing the roadway by about
7,000 ft., as already stated, a space is laid out
westward of the cathedral, of the form of a
semi-ellipse, accurately worked from calculated
ordinates

; the major semi-diameter of tho curve
lies westward, and extends to 11-1 ft. in front of
the cathedral, and the smaller diameter, 168 ft.,

extends from the northern to the southern
tower. The area thus inclosed is upwards of
15,00U ft., and will remain the property of the
Dean and Chapter, but tho public, i.e., pedes-
trians, will have access to it at all times,
excepting only that on the occasions of im-
portant services in the cathedral it will be
inclosed tenrporarily by barriers fixed to the
granite posts which mark the boundary, to

diminish tho pressure of the crowd from tho
doors, and at night tho npper part of the stair-

case and the portico will bo protected by an iron
fence of a suitable pattern, which is so con-
trived that by machinery concealed in the vaults
it can be raised or lowered at pleasure, two
workmen, one above aud the other below, being
sufficient for this operation. The groove through

which tho rail passes is covered by a nan-ow'
bronze fiap.

The reserved area before mentioned extends
to about 9 ft. westward of the railing of the
Queen Anno statue, aud the Corporation have
moreover agreed to form round and outside of
the entire boundary a paved footway, 6 ft. wide,
wliich will be elevated by the usual curb above
the roadway. Tho whole area within the curb
will be flat, the sills on which the posts stand
being flush with the footway just mentioned and
this flat surface (it is not absolutely level) will
extend throughout up to the steps leading to the
cathedral.

The sill supporting the posts is of Aberdeen
granite, 2 ft. -I in. wide. The posts, which are
of the dark red granite from tho Shap Quarries
in IVestu.orelaud, are polished, and are orna-
meuted by a deeply-sunk neck moulding for tbe
pnrposo of attachment of the tempoi-ary barriers
already described. The posts are generally
I ft. 5 iu. in diameter at the base, tapering iu
the shaft (3 ft. 0 in. high exposed to view, and
about 1 ft. 0 in. sunk in the solid concrete and
granite curb), and are 7 ft. 3 in. from centre to
centre, or about four diameters apart, excepting
that two larger openings, which are defended by
larger posts, are formed to give carriage access
to the west front for the royal, civic, and other
dignitaries on the occasions of groat festivals.
These may be seen by reference to tho engrav-
iugs. The paving in front of the great steps is
formed with panels by means of granite bands,
II in. wide, the intersections being marked bv-
octagons, and tho filling-in where the carriage
access is intended is uf strong granite blocks, and
tho remainder for tho most part is formed out of
the old Purbeck pitching, a largo portion of
which was found to be sound and hard, and has
been carefully reworked and gauged for tho
purpose.

Tho statue of Queen Anne, the care of which
presumedly rests with a Government depart-
ment, will have to bo very considerably restored,
as will also the fence round it, unless, as is more
likely to be done, the fenoo is removed entirely,
and as we have shown in our engraving.
The plan shows a circular pathway round it,

to be formed with radiating slabs of granite
circumscribed by a margin of the 11 in. granite,
similar to the divisions of the panels.
The steps forming the great tlights in front of

the portico are formed of black Guernsey granite,
which the surveyor has been at much pains to
procure in the proper scantlings, having per-
sonally visited the quarries in the island for that
purjjose. These take the placo of tho old black
marble, now much disintegrated. The material
id very durable. They were worked in lengths-
at the quarries, and afterwards rubbed on risers
by the cathedral masons.
Mr. Penrose has designed the lower flights

with returned ends, as shown on a plan by Sir
C. Wren himself, in the possession of tho chapter.
The landing will be paved with marbles of diffe-
rent kinds, consisting of a margin of Sicilian,
enclosing panels of squares, arranged lozenge-
wise, of black and red, the latter being from the
revived Rosso Antico quarries.
The lamp.posta are ten in number, two for the

pedestals, for which open iron or bronze scroll-
work designs are contemplated, and eight for
the area, for which granite posts have been pro-
posed, and a study at large for one of them i.s

introduced in tho plate; but none of them havo
as yet been finally settled.

The works havo all been designed by tho
cathedral surveyor, and carried out under his
superintendence by Mr. Wilkinson, the cathedral
clerk of works, and the regular stuff of work-
men, with such temporary assistaucu as tlie
occasion has required.
Tho contractors for tho materials supplied are

as follow, viz.:—Messrs. Duguenin & Hainley,
of Guernsey, for tho granite steps; Messrs.
Manuelle, of Seething-lane, Loudon, beiug the
agents, and who also supply tho Aberdeen
granite curb

;
Messrs. Freeman, of Wostminatur,

for the slabs of carriage-way and the intersecting
bands, &c.

;
Messrs. Fenning, of Cornhill, for the

Shap granite posts; Messrs. Field, Poole, &
Sous, for tho marbles of landing; and Messrs.
Cubitt it Co., of Graj’s-inn-road, for tho move-
able iron railings.

Tho progress which has been made in the
whole makes it probable that, before tbe year
draws to a close, the outer railing will be re-

moved, and a great improvement, aud one which
Sir C. Wren would have desired (for the railing,,

as executed, was not after his ideal), will be
offered to the public eye.
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A PILGRIMAGE TO -VTOEXHAM AND ITS

VICINITY, NORTH WALES *

An architectural pilgrimage a century ago to
the grand old church in the “ trim Wricksam
towiie, a pearle in Denbighshire,” now reco"--
nised as the town of Wrexham, would hare
jftorded an intellectual treat of no small value

j

however, when the substance cannot be obtained
the shadow must suffice.

The history of a Medimval church is always
ncroor less romantic or poetical, a peculiarity
ippertaining to Roman Catholic times, when
luperstitions were preferred to the holy Scrip,
iiiresj but the architecture of the old churches,
jased upon scientidc knowledge, always affords
i truthful history, open to reason, and not
equiring the aid of fancy.
The local guide-book informs tourists that

vrexliam “has no history, relative or individual,
.ud that its origin is involved in obscurity,” and
t was anciently famous for its buckler-makers,
nd to-day it is famous for its good ale. The
ood ale appears to have been of no mental
enellt to the town in former times, as the
laltsters ejected a popular Welsh curate for
reaching against intemperance. The guide-
eok must not be unkindly criticised, as its
nter, a solicitor, modestly undertakes “ to
iincentrate only that which floats upon the
uface of the current literature.”
The three finest Perpendicular churches in
orth_ Wales are St. Giles’s, Wrexham; All
amts’, Gresford; and St. Mary’s, Mold. These
lurches contain superior work; the first is
)ry gorgeous externally, with a tower of the
imersetshire kind, and is confessed to be the
ory of North Wales. This church consists of
tower, nave and aisles, north porch, and a
ilygonal apse at tho east end, all being finely
•oportioucd. The nave is separated from tho
lies by octagonal columns, with moulded
pitals and bases

; tho arches are plain and
amfered. The nave has a clearstory, with
Jidows in two.Iights cinquefoiled. The timber

open, of low span, with rafters and
)ulded tie-beams, and knees supported by
)no corbels, with angels bearing shields; there
a lower range of corbels, which, perhaps,
'ginally carried vaulting shafts. Tho spaces
bweeu the rafters are subdivided into squares,
th smaller squares and narrow intei'secting
>3, with bosses at the intersections. The
Ipit stands on the north side of tho nave, by
3 east end

;
it is modem, and of an octa«'onal

m, having niclies filled with the figures of our
rd and the Evangelists, and enriched with
xble shafts and much carving. It cost 200h
6 pulpit foi'morly stood two compartments
Btward of its present position, against one of
• columns on the north side. The font is
iient, octagonal, with water-drain, and of good
ipoitioD; it has been rechiselled, and placed
the west end of tho nave. For many years it
3 in the garden at Acton House, misused a.s

I
ornamental basin. The arch between tho
'e and tower is lofty, and supported by
inerous attached clustered columns, with
bided capitals and bases,
fhe western window has five cinquefoil lights,
h trefoil-headed mullions in the arch. A
'e painting of King David, said to be by
pens, hangs on the south wall, near the tower,
iwas brought from Rome by Elihu Yale,
ire was formerly a painting of the royal
IS. The organ is at tho west end, under the
er. It was reconstructed in 1853. The pipes
Iplaeed on each side, so as to expose to view
Iwest window. In front of the organ-gallery
I
the arms of Queen Elizabeth, carved in wood.

^ organ, at one time, tho only one in the
f.ftse. except St. Asaph, was built by Green
poiulon, m 1779, and cost 3O0i., which was
od by subscription. At the west end of the
iB is an elaborate Gothic mural monument in
h stone, to Sir Foster Cunliffe, hart.,— date,
1. The lectern, at the east end of the nave^
I brass, in the form of an eagle, with wings
iUidccl. It has an inscription, stating that
I
ap Gryffyd, of Plas-y-Stewart, bequeathed

. the year 1524.. An old MS. soys that it
fib A carved oak reading-desk stands at

east end of the south side,
be nave and aisles are paved with encaustic
i

^

The huge galleries which were placed in
aisles in 1820 were, with all the high pews
the ground-floor, removed in 1867. The
ent oak seats were then put in their stead,

,

the church was “thoroughly cleaned, and
leevol xsii., p 719. vol. xsiv., p. C09; vol. xxvi..
•9; and Tol. iiix., p. 820,

warmed by an apparatus running along the floor
Until then, in recent times, it was heated by
lour large stoves, one at each corner of the
church. This event of 1867 is called the Re-
storation. At this time the walls were chiselled
and the process disclosed some dauby paintings.’’
If the editor of the guide-book had referred to
the Bmlder, vol. xxv., p. 824, ho would have
found that during the process of cleaning the
walls from the successive coats of whitewash
some very interesting remains of mural paintiiin-
were brought to light, the most important bein°
portions of the representation of the Las*
Judgment, over the chancel arch, the colours
remaining in good preservation.
"At the Restoration,” eaysthe "Guide-book,”

" the faces of the lowest range of the corbels on
the south of the nave were found to bo composed
of plaster of Paris, or some other cement. They
were removed, and tho present figures cut in tho
stone in their stead. It is to be regretted that these
latter, whilst they are not ‘ restorations,’ have
no local pertinency; aud though some of them
are cleverly done, they havo no other origin
than the fancy of the artist.” If this be correct,
It would have been better not to have re-
sculptured them.
The jnural monuments are placed on the walls

of the aisles, «ome having been removed from
tho chancel. On tho east wall of the north aisle
are three brass plates,— to the wife of Thomas
Davies, 1736; Vincent Bradley, 1743

; and John
VVynn, 1/96. There is a marble monument to
tho widow of John Fryn, 1817, by Richard
VVestmacott, of London. In tho centre of the
north wall of aisle is an elaborate monument to
Mrs. Mary Myddelton, daughter of Sir Richard
Myddelton, of Chirk Castle, date 1747. It is
the work of Roubiliac, executed iu white marble,
and represents the resurrection of tlie deceased,
obedient to the summons of a Cupid

!

A neat
brass plate recording tho lady’s death would
have been more appropriate and less offensive,
inere are also tablets in memory of Ursula
Lloyd, date 1730; Edward Wettnall, timber
merchant and carpenter, date 1766; Edward
Smith, collector of E.xcise, 1757 ;

Philip Paloston,
Davies, 1802; Frances Paloston,

1804; also William Johnson EJeiison, 1829.
Pour mural brass plates complete the uiemoriaUm the north aisle,—John Williams, 1716

;
Chris,

tian Jones, 1747
; Maria Ellis, 1786 ; and Eliza-

beth Moore, date 1797.
On the south wall of tlio south aisle are mural

brasses to Jonathan and Mary Price, 1729 •

John Jones, of Llwyuoun, 1740 and 1799 Erans’
^“"Wilkinson, 1756; Penelope Jones!

18-.!
; and Thomas Pany, of Llwynoun, 1845

iiitTo are also marble tablets to Edward James,
1/49; Martha Foulkes, 1806

; and John Foulkes.

r to the wife
of William Poynton, 1746. At the east end of
this aisle IS a curious monument to Sir Richard

^^sclusbam, 1676, a judge aud friend
ot '^barles 1. ; and a classic monument to Owen
Bold, 1/03. An elaborate Gothic tablet to
Alexander Mun-ay, 1835, completes the monu-
ments lu the south aisle.

The windows in both aisles, excepting at each
end Lave obtuse arches. They are in four
lights, with trefoiled beads and irefoil-headed
lights in arches. In the south-east angle of the
north aisle is a largo bracket, moulded and
carved. In the south aisle, in the south wall, at
the east end, is a smalt cinquefoiled-headed
recess. In the angle of the aisle at this end is
a rich canopied niche.

In 1820, the date being on tho outside, the
south aisle was lengthened westward, enclosing
the south window of the tower and one of the
buttresses. This has shortened the external
appearance of the tower on this side, aud forms
a clumsy addition. There is a settlement
between the old and new work and the corbels
to the external label of tte new window have
never been sculptured. It was proposed, iu
186/, to erect a ‘‘north chancel aisle,” to receive
the organ. This would havo destroyed thesymmetiy of the apse. At this end of the aisle
on a framed board, are the arms emblazoned ofJohn Trevor, 1682.
^le roofs of the aisles are lean-tos, principals

and knees monlded, the latter supported by
stone oorbels, spaces panelled. The two tattered
banners m the aisles are tho old colours of the
4-na reyment, and bear, amongst others, the
riames ot Alma and Inkermann.
The chancel floor is two steps above the nave

and the altar pavement is raised two steps.
The chancel is polygonal, and forms an on.
largemcnt of tho original church, not u modern

bnt Medimyal addition. Tho east ends of thobody and aisles were originally in a line. Thepresent chancel arch was formerly tho east windew, which has been opened to the fleS leTeTThe tracery in head is left in a broken state'On each side is a canopied niche. At the

foraer y chantry chapels, enclosed by screensthe entire wall surfaces on the north side were
originally powdered Tiith fleur-de-lis and otherdences. The former chancel was limited totwo bays or compartments of the body of the

“ooonuts for the windows atthe east ends of the aisles having more acute

at the springing, diverging, and formim- two

pointed and in five cinquefoiled lights, tran.

" f’ife’r.r'* ^
pictorial history of the

A
’ in painted and stained

f Tilisn^
'>3' Willis to boa Titian, formerly lad the east window, andas sold for 9!. The side windows are in four

li„lits, with cinquefoiled heads. The windows

Ik-hts filled”® >1
‘ceroiled-headed

bghts, filled with painted stained glass St

date 186,. On the sonth side are three sedilim,
with canopied heads, cinquefoiled. Beneath

atone effigy of
lliigh Bellot, m his canonical robes. Bishop ofBangor and Chester, date 1596. He was em-ployod by Queen Elizabeth in translating thoBible, and wmuld not have a female servlnt inhis house. On the same side of the chancel is

%'o,
““'3’® monument to lYilliam Lloyd

of Has Power, date 1793. On tho north side
IS a marble monument to Fitzhugb, date 1781
also a mural marble monument to the Rev’ThomM Myddelton, by Eonbiliac

, and a monu.'
nient to tho wife of Archibald Peel.
The reredos, or altar-sorecu is in five canopied

compartments, oinquo.foiled. There is a smalldoorway under the east window. The floors ofthe chancel and altar are paved with encaustic
tiles, and stalled with oak seating on each side.Of the exterior of the church, tho tower
clearstory aisles, and chancel are embattled

'

these, with two pinnacles of the tower, havebeen rebuilt -, tbe oomioes are ornamented withsculptured figures and pateno. The tower isa study of itself,, it is mostly panelled; tho
buttresses and tho bands or strings are also
panelled. Between the angle battresses on each
SK.e are throe proiecting square shafts, com.menoing from a string just above the westwindow, and terminating with crocketed pin.
nacles above the embattlements. On eachshaft are three tcalpturod statues ot saintsabout thirty in number, in canopied niches.Amongst them is that ot St. Giles, to whom thoohnruh .8 dedicated. Tho guide-book says that
two of tho niches are deserted of their saints

to To'”?
''™“' Podestala

to take the air, fell down, aud were broken.”
Ihe buttresses are in sis stages, with gablets
surmounted by pinnacles, Kising from each
angle of the tower is a hesagonal canopied
turret The belfry windows are canopied, in
three lights, trausomed and foiled. The windows of the two lower stages are canopied, intwo lights, trausomed and foiled. The ground,
story windows are pointed and labelled, in three
ights, cinque.foiled, with trefoil - headed
tracery. The west doorway has a pointed door
with square hood moulding, and is otherwise

a noble feature, a stodv
of Itself, and it would be well if the Institute of
^chitects were to offer its silver medal for the
best measured drawings of it,-a far superior
subject than poor "Temple Bar.” The stone
staircase is in the north-west turret of the tower
and leads to the belfry, which contains ten bells’
cast by Rudhall, in 1726. They were conveyed
up the Severn to Shrewsbury, and thence trans-
ported by hand. The total cost of foundinn-
carnage, hanging, &c., was 450L 17s. 8d. The
weight of the largest bell is 28 owt. The little
bell (the parson’s bell) is one of the old peal audwas cast m 1678. Amongst the former peal’ was
a large bell from St, Asaph Oatheflral iaseribed
Dicas Boddlewiddan.
The exterior of the chancel is more orna-

mental than the body of the church, there are
canopies to the windows, and the buttresses
have crowns in full relief on the set-offs. All
the pinnacles including nave and aisles, are
panelled crocketed, and placed diagonally onthe buttresses. There is a settlement in the
east wall of the chancel. The basement mould-
ings arouud the church are nearly obliterated.
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Iq front of tbe north porch over the doorway, is

a canopied niche containing mutilated figures of

the Virgin and Cliild.

In 1331 the. spire of the former church was

blown down, and the chnrch itself was huri^ in

about 1457. The present edifice is in the Per-

pendicular style of architecture; the nave was

built in 1472, then the north aisle, the south

aisle next, and lastly the tower, m lo06, as indi-

cated on the inside. The windows are glazed

with glass from Normandy ;
they were reglazed

in 1810 and 1811. The height of the tower is

said to he 135 feet.
,

•

In 1645, Cromwell converted the church mto

a stable for his horses. In about 181o the

churchyard was enclosed by an iron railing, at

the COSO of 3801. There was formerly a lych-

.rate on the site of the iron gates next the street

on the north side of the churchyard, incorrectly

called a porch in the guide-book. When

excavating for the standards of the iron gates, a

stone effigy of an armed knight was discovered,

with a couchant dog or lion at his teet. The

shield is charged with a lion rampant, and has

“Hie jacet ap Hoioell” inscribed on it. Hus

figure is now placed in the north porch ot the

church in an upright position. There are several

curious and interesting memorials in the church-

yard; but as they are not of an architectural

character, the guide-book is more suitable

for them. The pinnacles and cornices of the

south side of the church have been much dis-

d-mredby the smoke emitted from the numerous

nmltsters’ chimneys on this side of the town,

which lie at a lower level.
.

The town is reputed healthy, ivhich is to be

attributed to its situation. Its sanitary conchciou

is imperfect. i x i „
Wrexham contains two churches and twelv e

chapels, a town-hall of the time of nenry \ ill.,

an infirmary, savings-bank, provincial insurance

company, grammar school, and others, and as

these have been noticed, and some of them

enfo-aved in the Builder, from time to time, t.’ey

do°not require further notice. In the vicinity

of Wrexham are several interesting mansions,

Brymbo Hall, a design of Inigo Jones; Eiddig

Hall, containing heraldic bearings of the Royal

tribes of Wales, and a valuable coUcction_of

Welsh manuscripts; Trevalyn Hall, date lo/b:

Pen-v-bryu, the residence of Beech in Boswell

“ Life of Dr. Johnson” ;
an old house called

Bryn-y-ffynnon, formerly a convent, recently

altered; Plas-Grono, the birthplace of Nimrod,

of Eraser’s Magazine; and many other places

full of literary interest.
„ , v

Of churches, there is Gresford Church,

roatored” in 1867, with eight Jvmghta rem-

plais on the top, and Henry VII. m n niche on

one Bide. In Holt Clinrcb, recently

the doors of the pews were rerently Btre"™

with, not rashes, bnt straw. In the chnrohyara

is a yew-tree l.IOO years old, and 26 ft.
m

cironmferenoe. Samuel Warren, anthor of fen

Thousand a Year,” was born m the parish.

A local or district guide-book, concisely pre-

pared in cbronological order, the

rities onUed, and recent knowledge added from

personal visits, would bo very “'1

fnstmotive to tourists, V®" LdtS'
piling the manual to omit all funny epitaphs,

Lall talk, and poetical oSusions. however

creditable to their authors, and satisfy the reason

and not the feelings ;
dry matter oi fact is all

that is required , and the more urgently so as

at the present time it is the fashion to destroy

all that is old, clear away or remove monnraenta

out of sight, and to call the act a restoration.

For the future it would be all that m necessaiy

to limit the internal memorials to brass plates

let into the wall ot floor, all ohurohes, including

St. Paul’s and Westminster Abbey, having been

much mutilated and disfigured by nonsensical

marble monuments.

"W. Pettit Grifpitu, F.S.A.

Society of Engineers.—The first meeting

of the Society of Engineers for the session

1873-4 was held on Monday evening last, the

chair being occupied by the vice-president,

Mr. W. Maegeorge. On that occasion a paper was

read on recent improvements in pumping-engines

for mines by Mr. Henry Davey, of Leeds. The

author prefaced his subject with some observa-

tions upon the main objects which slionld be

kept in view in designing steam machinery.

These were economy of construction, of mainten-

ance, and of fnel, upon each of which questions

he offered some practical remarks.

INDIAN ENGINEERING.

Under the title “India and Indian Engi-

neering,” three lectures delivered at the Royal

Engineer Institute, Chatham, in July, 1872, by

Julius George Medlev, Lieut.-Colonel Royal

Eiifineera, Assoc. Inst. C.E., and Principal of the

Thomason Civil Engineering College, Roorkee,

&c., have been published by Messrs. Spon, of

Ctiaring-croas.

In these able and interesting lectures some

idea is given of the physical features of India,

its climate, its people„and of the peculiarities of

Auo'lo-Indian life. The author then proceeds to

say°soraetliing of the Government, and the great

Department of State by which public works are

e.xecuted, and of the special duties and probable

career of the Royal Engineer officers who are

there employed; and passes on to the materials

and modes of construction with which the engi-

neer is called upon to deal, and those specialities

which distinguish his work from English

practice.
^ ^ i.

•

Of the state of the arts and manufactures m
India some judgment may, as the author remarks,

be formed by an inspection of the beautitnl

specimens collected in the Indian annexe of the

International Exhibition.

Some of the once famous Indian manufac-

tures, he states, have almost disappeared in

modern times, such as the Dacca muslin, of

which it was said that a full-sized dress-piece

could be drawn through a fioger-ring. Native

architecture, too, of the present day is tawdry

and meretricious. But Cashmere is still famous

for its wonderful shawls, in which we know not

which to admire most, the beauty of the fabric

or the exquisite patterns and harmonious con.

trust of colours ;
Agra still executes that beau-

tiful inlaid stonework, which is yet only one of

the -wonders of the Taj Mehal ;
Delhi and

Benares send gorgeous embroideries, heavy with

gold and rich in colouring ;
Cuttack furnishes its

e.xquisite silver filagree-work ;
Sealkote, its steel

inlaid with gold in arabesquepatterns Bombay,

its massive and curiously -carved ebony fiiFni.

tore. But art can never attain to its highest

development in the absence of a healthy national

life and it is to former ages we must turn for

trukures like some of tlie Hindoo temples, or

the great mosque at Delhi, or “the Dream in

Marble ” at Agra (the Taj Mebal), and even the

artistic manufactures named are legacies from

the past, that are apt to degenerate at the pre-

sent day into a grotesque copying of European

designs.
. . ., i. x- i-

Yet there is an indwelling spirit of artistic

vrace in the East that will not easily die, which

Fs seen in the instinctive choice of colours in the

clothes of the very poorest on a holiday festival,

—in the shape of the '
commonest earthenware

utensils,—in the very salutation of the poorest

peasant in the fields.
. t t

The work of an engineer officer in India, as m
En'dand, is of a very miscellaneous description.

Every work is estimated for previously to sane-

tion by the executive engineer, andthe estimate,

after being checked by the superintending engi-

neer, is forwarded to his chief for sanction, who,

if he approve the design and estimate, recom-

mends it for sanction by the local government,

or in case of a large work, forwards it on to the

supreme government with his own remarks. If

not satisfied with it, he may return it for

revision or explanation.

When a work is sanctioned and ordered to be

commenced, the money being also forthcoming

for it in the Budget, the executive engineer goes

to work. In the large presidency towns, and a

few of the more important stations, he may get

the work executed by contract ;
but, as a general

rule he will have to be content with procuring

his materials by contract, and perhaps Retting

his earthwork done in this manner. For the

rest he will have to employ daily paid labourers,

and ’occasionally may have to import labourers

from other districts, to organise them into gangs,

provide them with tools, and an-ange for their

food water, and temporary shelter. For this he

has ’the assistance of his European overseers,

' native sub-overseers, and mistrees or head-

artificers.
,,

The European overseers are nearly all non-

commissioned officers or privates who have

volunteered from the various regiments in India

for the Public Works Department, and have

been trained at the Roorkee College. They are

allowed to wear plain clothes, and are of course

struck off all military duty. As a rule, they are

hard-working, intelligent men, and many ot

them are most valuable subordinates, bub they

are generally deficient in practical knowledge,

are not very couversaoit with the language, and

are but too often given to drink.

The native sub-overseers have also been

trained at Roorkee, and are generally good

draughtsmen, surveyors, and
_

estimators, but

they are drawn from the trading instead of the.

working classes, have no practical experience,’

and lack physical stamina.

The mistrees, or native head masons and car-

penters, are generally intelligent and good men,

quick to learn aud easily managed, but few have-

any theoretical knowledgeiv tneoreticai ixuuwiougc.

The native labourer is patient, docile, ami

lazy, never drinks, and is easily managed by any

one who understands him.
. j-n.

There are many varieties of stone in different

parts of India, and it is employed in the varioue

forma of ashlar, rubble, &c., very much as it is

in Europe Granites, limestones, and sandstonea

are extensively used in the localities where they

occur, but the cost of carriage over bad roads ti{

distant places necessarily restricts the eniploy-

menb of this material. In Southern India

laterite, a clay-stone, is extensively used, beinj

easily worked, and becoming hard by exposurt

to the air. In Upper India, Delhi and Agra an

famous for their red sandstone, and Jyepore tol

its white marble, of which the Taj aud othe:

famous buildings are constructed. Bombay ha

also many varieties of stone, notably the Poree:

bunder limestone. Allahabad has some nni

quarries of sandstone, of which the new Govern

ment Buildings have been constructed, am

Colonel Medley recommends to notice tht

account of the working of the Purtarpore Quai

ties in the professional papers on Indian engi

neering, as giving much practical mformatioi

Slate is generally scarce and inferior, but soro

fine quarries have lately beenopened out at Da

hoiisie, and in the Khuttuok Hills, m the Punjaj

There is a kind of soft stone called moorun

found in Central and Western^ India, -whic

though almost useless as a building materi^, I

extensively employed for road metalling. Km
kur, too, is quite an Indian speciality, though

almost entirely confined to the north-westei

provinces. It is a peculiar kind of oolitic lim

stone, found in beds just below the surface, and.

of two kinds : one adapted for buildmg purpose

in which it strongly resembles^ artiticial ca

Crete- the other answering admirably for roi

metalling, for which purpose it is broken m

lumps abont the size of an egg, drenched wr

water, and then rammed until perfectly smoo^.

after which it is allowed to dry before the trat

comes on it.
i

The manufacture of artificial stone by xta

some’s process has been tried at Bombay on

small scale, but not with success m an ecoi

mical point of view.

In the greater part of Upper India, and. o’

Tniich of the rest of India as well, hrick is t

chief building material, and there are few em

iieers in India who -^v-ill not have much toi

with brick-making. The lecturer theref.

strongly recommended his hearers to me

themselves well acquainted with the lat

improvements in the art, at the same ti

bearing in mind certain Indian spociahti

which will limit the use of many of tb

methods. These are the cost of carrmge, >

rreneral absence of coal fuel, the dearness

other fuel, the absence of skilled subordinaJ

and the disinclination of natives to be driven (

of their own customs, and to tiy expert inento

There is plenty of good brick-earth tol

found, but the cost of carriage prevents l

game care being taken as at home in the sell

tion and admixture of clays. The clay is ot

tempered by hand, and then taken straight!

the moulding.table ;
but pug-mills are t

pretty common, worked by bullock power,

bricks are usually sand-moulded, and are mi!

of the English size, and stacked in temporl

sheds to dry. Brick-making machmes hi

occasionally been tried; but their expense, .,

difficulty of repair, and the cheapness ot Di

labour, have always driven them out ot i

field Hollow bricks, too, are never seen; i

as the author thinks they would be found toi

much cooler in the walls of buildings than s

bricks, he would recommend any one to

information of their manufacture and cost. 1

Coloured bricks are nowhere used in tn,

and their absence is much to be regretted,

they would be moat useful both for architect

ornimeututiuu aud for floors and similar
^

noses. The proper clays, on which thocoi

,

depend, are found in some parts of India; i

careful search would doubtless brins to 1
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others

;
but here agaiu we are met by the fact

(that their manufacture requires skill and capital,
iffhicli are not found on the spot, and would have
Ibo be imported. The same remark applies to
jterrn-cotta and encaustic tiles, which would bo
lldmirably adapted for Indian use.

i Good ordinary bricks are generally procurable
n India, if only proper care bo exercised, and

lip fair price paid for them. The bricklayers
require close watching, and often systematic
instruction in the all-important subject of bond;
•or the common native brick is very small, and
!aid in quantities of mortar with little care about
lond j so that native walls are really masses of
Dncreto.

Tiles are extensively used in India for roofing
tnrposcs, and they are often very badly made.
The subject of limes and cements is a very

nportant one in India. Limo is obtained from
ho liraestono boulders found in hill torrents,
rom kimkuT, from beds of marl, or rather cal-
areous tufa, and from limestone in situ. It is
urnt with wood fuel, sometimes in tho open,
enerally in conical kilns, and is mixed with
and, burnt clay, or brick-dust, aud sometimes
ther ingredients, to form mortar in the usual
^ay. Tho best limo ia that procured from
oulders, which when mixed in tho proportion of
ne part lime to two parts of soorkce, or pounded
rick, forma an excellent mortar for hydraulic
orks. Knnkur lime, as a rule, is simply mixed
ith sand. When lime is burnt with oopla, care
lust bo used in sifting aud separating it from
le ashes of the burnt fuel, otherwise, of course,
8 strength will be greatly impaired. Artificial
amenta have scarcely hitherto been made or
Sed in India.

Concrete is not very much employed, though
has attracted a good deal of attention lately;
id some of the works on the new Sirhind Canal
ere designed to bo built almost entirely of it,

ich as arches of -1-0 ft. span. Indeed, with an
mndance of excellent lime, and a great
laroity of fuel, it seems curious that it has not
len more extensively used. Concrete blocks
ere recommended for tho gi-eat weir over the
anges, by the Gauges Canal Committee, to be
imposed of shingle, sand, and lime; and if
•oper apparatus be used for testing the quality
tho lime, there seems every reason to antioi-

ite economy and good work from such a mode
' construction.

Lime is also used in stuccoes and plasters
uch as in England. Madras is noted for this
ork, where the very beautiful cliunam plaster

fairly set down a^. 2 annas, or 3d. a day, and of
an ordinary mechanic at fid. to 7id., with which
he finds himself in everything. A beldar, or
navvy, will get 4id., and a skilled carpenter or
mason from 9d. to Is. These wages seem very
low compared with English prices

; but the men
all do far less work than an Englishman

; thus,
the lowest estimated rate of common earth-
work is now about 58. por 1,000 cubic feet, which
is at tho rate of 50 cubic feet only por day for
each mail of the gang employed.
Good ordinary brickwork will cost about 4Ds.

per 100 cubic feet; ashlar, about 23. per cubic
foot; timber-work, 7s. per foot, “wrought and
put up.”

Taking into consideration the price of food,
and other things, Colonel Medley reckons the
difference in the value of money employed in
constructing public works in India and in
England as 1 to 4, i.c., that a work costing
10,0001. in India would cost 40,0001. in England.
We had been led by the accounts of some

recent works to a different opinion.

THE MARGATE DRAINAGE
COMPETITION.

The town council of the borough of Margate
have had a lively time of it lately in their fre-
qiieut discussions upon the subject of the
borough drainage; meeting after meeting, now
of the corporation, again of the committees,
then of the burgesses in common hall, has been
held, and the whole subject has been debated
pro aud con., with the result that might have
been expected, viz., tho determination to do
nothing until compelled. Nearly three years
ago the resolution was put aud carried in the
council-chamber,— “ That the time has now
arrived when the borough ought to be drained,”
and immediately afterwards another resolution
to stop tho progress of tho question, even after a
leading engineer (Mr. Bazalgette) had been con-
suited thereon, was carried by a small majority,
and nothing has been done beyond mere effort,
leas talking, and a few exoui-sions at the public
expense, by a “Drainage Inspection " Committee,
until, awakened by a most damaging report for-
warded by the medical men practising in the
town to the Local Government Board, the cor-
poration were goaded into action by tho appear-
ance of Dr. Gwynne Harries, the Government
medical inspector, in their midst.

r nt''
pinsier Dr. Hai'ries met the corporotion at the town-

aiBheTL marbl ™^
smooth hard, and hall on tho Srd of April last, and quietly tolddished as maihle Coarse sugar aud pounded the council that the cesspool system in the town

Sters
^ erpensl™ was totally inadequate to absorb the deleteriousasters.

Of timbers there is an immense number in
dia occasionally used; but practically en-
[leers are restricted to a very few varieties
iich are the only ones procurable in any quan-
y. In the Punjab, for instance, the deodar
'edrus Deodum) is the principal wood em-
)yed, being nearly identical with the famous
lar of Lebanon. It is found in tho Himalayan
«8t9. In Burmah and WeaternIndia,teakiB the
incipal wood; its many excellent qualities are
ill known. Other common timbers are the
mgoe, used only for planking or furnituro, and
idily attacked by insects

; the siasoo or shee-
im, a hard, strong, but crooked wood, in
leral request for many pnrposes, especially
imiture, as it takes a beautiful polish

; the
jskur or babool, an acacia, a very hard, tongh
lod, much used for carts

;
the famous Bombay

•-ck-wood, of which aomo beautiful specimens

(

carved furniture are to be seen in the Indian
irt of the International Exhibition

; the toon,
inferior mahogany

; the sandal-wood, which
II a strong perfume

; aud many others.
(Timber in India is generally seasoned by the
or water process, aud is occasionally kyauised
iBurnettised. Well-seasoned timber stands
^ climate well if carefully protected from
ite ants, those pests of the East. For this
rpose, tho ends of beams fitting iuto walls are
hei-ally charred and tarred, or the timber is
iilsed in a solution of sulphate of copper; but
(I best preservative is carefully to prevent any
th or mud from coming in contact with it.
K)den posts buried in the earth will very soon
inseless.

fhe Indian carpenters are generally very fair
t sometimes very clever workmen, though
y do squat on the ground, and hold a piece of
id with their toes while they work the drill
:means of a bow and string with their hands.
•Vages, of course, vary more or less

; but the
of a common labourer all over India may be

emanations of the sulliage, and that some
machinery must be organised very promptly for
the purpose of effecting the drainage of the
entire town, and the prompt abolition of the
cesspools. The corporation rated roundly tho
medical men who had stirred up the subject,
grumbled at the medical inspector, aud finding
remonstrance aud even statistics of no avail to
ward off any longer the per force interference
of the Government, they reluc'antly, atid in a
very half-hearted manner, determined,—not on
draining,—but on taking professional advice.
Within a month,—so hotly made they haste,—
they had had three or four meetings upon the
subject, when it was at length discovered that
the contours of the lO-ft. Ordnance plan,
obtained several years since, did not extend into
the newly-built districts. Here was a chance to
put off the matter. If an engineer were employed
to design works of drainage he would have to
take the levels of these districts himself,
a work of some weeks,—and the expense
would be formidable

; but if competitive
plans were called for, each competitor would
have to do this for himself, and the expense
would bo enormous. In vain was it elicited
from the borough surveyor that he could
in six weeks run and check all the necessary
levels, and place 300 copies of the town map
upon the Board-room table at an expense of
under 501. ; and in vain did Mr. Councillor Sear,
himself an architect, indorse the borough sui-’
veyor’s opinion that it might be done° easily
within the specified time, for the corporation
apparently did not want to go on,—the work
was distastefnl—the cesspools were good—the
medical staff were wrong— the Government
inspector was prejudiced—the town did not re-
quire draining—the corporation did not like
Government interference,—aud, therefore, a
motion “ That nothing further be done until the

Ml. Aldermin Reeve, who had 'previously been
thwarted in his special scheme for getting a
sewage irrigation farm just near the borou^-h
boundary, found nine ready supporters in.°a
meeting of twelve, and the nine went their way
considering that they had effectually shelved the
question for an indefinite time to come. But
the Ordnance Office at once sent men and ob-
tained the necessary levels, and called in photo-
graphy to tlieir aid, and, probably two years
earlier than if they had had to wait for the work
of the hurin of the engraver, photographed plans
were produced, aud early in July last a photo-
graphed plan of the town, with every level, and
the most minute detail, was forwarded in twelve
small sheets from the Ordnance Survey Office,
accompanied by an intimation that copies might
be had at 14a. 9d. each. The corporation were
taken aback. Here was the very plan placed
before them which was not expected to appear
until some conveniently remote period, and u
motion “ That the necessary steps for forward-
ing the drainage of the borough be now proceeded
with,” met only with a feeble oiiposition. Debates
warm and prolonged have followed,—one pro-
fessional adviser—a limited competition—an
open competition—all in turns have been advo-
cated, aud the discussions have resulted in a
sort of compromise—a general invitation to
submit to a selection of ten (ride our advertise,
ment columns), and the conditions of the com-
petition are now before us. A motion to invite
SIX of our leading engineers to forward plans,
and to give each of the six the sum of 50L
for his labour, fell through, and it was even-
tually decided to offer tho sum of 3001., in
two premiums, among ten competitors, whom
the corporation propose to select from the list of
names which will be submitted by engineers,
who are willing to go into this limited competi-’
tion, and who have had more or less previous ex-
perience in sewerage and drainage works. Seeing
that the number of tenements in the borough is
stated as being under 2,500, the amount of pre-
miuins to be awarded seems to have been con-
ceived in a liberal spirit, aud we believe iu the
sincere desire of the corporation, who are greatly
agitated by two opposing parties in their midst,
viz., the sewage farm and the anti-sewage farm
advocates, to adopt that scheme which may ap-
pear most likely to lead to a satisfactory result.
Margate is as poor as she is popular, and any
error in judgment among her rulers, in hastily
venturing on the expense of a scheme that
might ill the long run prove inefficient, and
necessitate the double e.xpense of having the
work done over again, would ruin the towns-
people most effootually. They can well afford
to pay for a success in this particular, but they
cannot afford to pay for experiments, aud would
be crushed by a failure. Brighton, wo are told,
spent 85,0001. on a system supposed to be per-
fect, but which failed, and then a farther e.xpen.
diture was incurred of 80,0001. to amend tho
works. Dover aud Worthing, too, and nastim^s
are instances of the same error. Let the co°.
poration of Margate take heed lest they also
follow these unfortunate precedents. Meanwhile
Merthyr seems to have succeeded in the direc-
tion of a profitable and innocuous sewage farm
(Dr. Alfred Smeo’s letters to the Times, notwith-
standing), and the Margate Sewage Inspection
Committee, whose instructions direct them to
“ visit towns which have the reputation of being
effectually drained,” cannot consider their
labours as completed until they shall have
visited this last example, and made their report
upon the applicability of the system to the
peculiar requirements of Margate. None can
accuse tho local authorities of precipitancy in
this important matter, seeing that it has been
for at least ten or fifteen years under discussion :

act now they must.

and their plans so

DEATH OF SIR EDWIN LANDSEER, R.A.
This great artist died on Wednesday of last

week in London. Deceased was the youngest
son of the late John Landseer, A.R.A., the well,
known engraver, and was born in London in
1802. He excelled in the painting of animals
even while a boy, and became a student of the
Academy in 1816. Ho began to exhibit when
little more than fourteen years of age, and his
earliest productions attracted attention, and
gave great promise of future excellence. His
“Chevy Chase,” at the age of twenty-three
made him an Associate of the Academy. Araoneuo uuiia uuLii Liie

I

uia.uo niui an .associate ot the Acaclemv. Amono-Crdnance Survey of the borough be completed, the best known of his numerous pictures are the
lapplied, brought forward by * following :-“D;guity and Impudence” • “Jack
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Drover’s Departure”; “The Dog aud the-

Shadow”; “A Fireside Party”; “ There s no,

Place like Horae ”
;

" The T^va Dogs

“Tethered Rams”; “ Sancho Panza and Dap-

ple”; “The Angler’s Guard”; “Suspense”:

“ Comical Dogs ”
;

“ Young Roebuck and Rough

Hounds” ;
“The Eagle’s Nest”

;
“War ’ aud

“ Peace ”
;
“ Dolton Abb -y in the Olden Times ;

’

“Titania”; “Laying down the Law”; “The

late Duke of Wellington, accompanied by his

Dauc'hter.in.law, visiting the Field of Water-

loo.”” In 1858 he exhibited “ Deer-stalking,”

the first of his large drawings in chalk, jwhich

have since become so popular; in 1859^_hi8

picture of “Doubtful Crumbs,” and “A Kind

Star ”
;
in 18G0 his “ Floods in the Highlands ”

and in 1861 “The Shrew Tamed”; with three

large drawings in chalk; and more recently

“Windsor Park,” “ Squirrels Cracking Nuts,”

and “Man Proposes, bub God Disposes,”—

a

scene in the Arctic Region**. The majority of

hifi compositions have become popular as engra-

vings. His grand bronze figure of the “ Stag

at Bay” was in the Royal Academy Exhibition

of 1866 ; aud the four lions in bronze for the

base of the Nelson Column, Trafalgar-sqnare,

for which he received the commission from tho

Government in 1859, were placed on tho pedestals

and nucovereJ January 31, 1867. At the death

of Sir Charles Eastlake, 1866, Sir Edwin was

elected President of the Royal Academy. Ho

refused, however, to accept the honour, and an

adjournment for a week took place, in order to

give him time for consideration. As Sir Edwin

could not be induced to alter his determination,

the presidency -was offered to Mr. Maclise, who

also positively declined it, whereupon Sir Francis

Grant w'as elected.

Sir Edwin was knighted by her Majesty in

1850. Latterly his health, both of body and

mind, was very much impaired. He lived and

died unmarried.

Bruges ;
the marble screens of the cathedral at

Ghent ;
and yet these and many other works of

destruction are either actually accomplished or

are being carried out.

I trust that yon may consider this subject'

worthy of the attention of your valuable joumal.4

H. W. BKE^YEa.
I

EXHIBITION OF APPLIANCES
FOR THE ECONOMICAL CONSUMPTION

OF FUEL.

The Society for the Promotion of Scientific

Indastiy, Manchester, looking to the enormous

waste there is in the consumption of coal, have

resolved that an exhibition shall be held in

Manchester, of all appliances and apparatus

that tend to the economic use and saving of

fuel, for the purpose of inducing attention to,

and eliciting opinions of practical men on the

matter, and of giving all consumers of coal an

opportunity of comparing the various appliances,

with a view to their adoption of that which will

best servo their purposes. Exhibitors will be

given every opportunity of explaining the

speciality of their apparatus. Mr. W. G. Larkins,

the secretary, will give any information desii-ed.

THE WARMING OF SCHOOL-HOUSES.

Sir,—Tour excellent notice of the opening of

DISPUTED OWNERSHIP OF BUILDING
LAND.

The Mile End Old Town gnardians are at

present engaged in a question involving an un-

usually knotty point as to the ownership of

certain lands -within their district. It appears

that many years ago a certain property near the

corner of White Horse-lane was purchased with

the view to bbe establishment of a “North-East

Metropolitan Asylum for Vagrants.” The pro-

perty was purchased by a committee composed

of representatives of the various parishes and

unions in this district of the metropolisj with

money borrowed for the purpose. Mr. Kelday,

one of the present churchwardens of the parish

of Hackney, was appointed clerk to the com-

mittee of management ; but, ultimately, owing

to some unexplained cause, the scheme for the

building of the asylum collapsed. The statement

now is that Mr. Kelday claims ownership of the

land under the plea of undisputed possession for

twenty years
;
and what renders the case of

greater interest to those concerned is the fact

that Mr. Kelday has let portions of the land upon

lease to persons who have erected extensive

buildings upon it. In the meantime it appears

that for a long period the Mile End guardians

have challenged Mr. Kelday’s legal claim to the

property, and have been endeavouring to in-

fluence the higher authorities in favour of its

sale, and a division of the proceeds amongst the

parishes interested. The Local Government

Board, as the direct medium of communication

with the executive, are the parties to whom
application has beeu made in the matter, and it

is a communication in reply received by the

Mile End Board from the first mentioned body,

which is of grave and seriously important

moment to those builders and others who have

up to the present time taken leases and erected

buildings on the property. The letter from the

Local Government Board states that the solicitor

for the Treasury has the matter still in band,

and it also furtherintimates that if persons have

taken leases of portions of the land in question

from Mr. Kelday, without first taking steps to

ascertain as to -whether be has a legal title to it,

they will have to abide by the result of the

inquiry now pending. There is, therefore, the

chance of serious consequences to those who
have built upon the land should there eventually

be an adverse decision as to Mr. Kelday’s legal

WHAT SHALL WE BUILD WITH ?

glfi^—I think those architects who are anxious

for tho credit of the profession should take an

opportunity of visiting Westminster Bridge, and

look at what is going on within range of vision.

At three important national buildings,—Lambeth

Palace, the Houses of Parliament, and the

^bbey,—scaffolding is up for repairing the

stonework. At the Palace it may be ancient

work that is being restored, but at the other

buildings it is modern work of about twenty

years’ standing, or less.

Would it not be well for our architects in

future to follow the example of their brethren

at St. Petersburg, Aberdeen, and other places,

and build with everlasting granite ? Of course,

greater simplicity of treatment would be neces-

sary; but this would be an advantage rather

than otherwise, considering the smoky atmo-

sphere of London. H. T.

Creek-road School, Deptford, does me undeserved!

honour in naming me the inventor of one of the'

grates. These are all by Mr. Boyd, of Conduit..:;

street, my share in the particular kind alludedj

to being limited to an endeavour to adapt and

improve it for school pitrposes.

With the enormous price to which coal has

risen, the warming of a school-room has attained

the dimensions of a problem most difficult oj

solution. The open fireplace is the favourite

method, partly from English habit and partly

from its assistance to ventilation. It is attendee

to most irregularly. Underone kind of teaoheri

it speedily goes out; under another, it is kep’

up to roasting.point. In the class-room, it cai

have but one possible position, viz., the comei

In the school-room, it is hard to place well foJ

equal diffusion of heat without being in the way
Yet, for small school, say up to 600, it is t^

best method, provided the consumption of ooaj

be economised, and the greater part of the heai

be got into the room, instead of being, as i

commonly the case, allowed to escape up tht

chimney. Several kinds of grates are being use-

in London schools, and the coming winter wi

afford some test of their relative and actur

value.

It is doubtful at what point, as to number!

it becomes more economical in first cost an

annual maintenance to adopt what is calld

" artificial ” warming. A school of 750 childre

is, perhaps, debatable land. When the number

rise to 1,000 doubt is at an end, and the open fi

has become the most troublesome as well as til

most costly. E. R. Robson,

-

j

NATIONAL MUSEUMS.

A STANDING committee has been appointed by
the Society of Arts for the purpose of bringin;

under Parliamentary responsibility the national

museums and galleries, so as to extend their

benefits to local museums, and to make them
bear on public education. It is desired to cause

all national museums and galleries to be placed

under the authority of a Minister of the Crown,

being a member of the Cabinet, with direct

responsibi'ity to Parliament ;
thereby abolishing

all unpaid and irresponsible trustees, except

those who are trustees under bequests or deeds,

who should continue to have the full powers of

their trusts, but should not be charged with the

expenditure of Parliamentary votes. Also to

cause the Public Libraries and Musenms Act

(IS & 19 Viet., cap. Ixx.) to be enlarged, in order

to give local authorities increased powers of

acting.

THE CONTRACTS FOR GRANITE Hi

HACKKEY : SEBIOUS CHARGE.
!

A G-Bivs charge -was made against the contraotoPB't

broken granite at the meeting of the Hackney Dista

Board of Works last week. The committee reported-

tbe Board that, haTing considered the tenders recen>

at the previous meeting for the supply of 3,600 tons-

broken granite, they bad decided to recommend that uc

of the tenders be accepted, anti ihat the Ou-mmittee •

empowered to make arrangements for a ternpor*
' la the course of a discussion which folJo?

of the members of the Board, stated tl

BELGIAN RESTORATIONS.

— I have no intention of joining the

crusade against restoration which is j ust now so

fashionable, but I must call your attention to

certain wholesale works of destruction which are

being perpetrated under the plea of restoration

in the Netherlands.

The Belgians have taken the “ Gothic fever ”

from ourselves, and, although they have caught

the complaint late in the day, they seem deter-

mined to make up for lost time, as nearly every

important church iu the land is undergoing a

more or less extensive restoration. Now as

these “ restorations ” generally consist in the

destruction of everything in the church which is

not Gothic, yon may easily imagine the havoc

that is being created.

No one can have a greater admiration for

Gothic architecture than I have, but it is un-

deniable that the Belgian churches owe quite as

much of their interest and picturesqueness to

their costly and magnificent Renaissance fittings

as they do to their original structural excellence.

Surely, sir, it is barbarous to destroy or

remove such works as the rood-screen at Bois-

lo-Duc ;
the whole of the fittings of the great

church at Courtrai ; the statues of the Apostles

and magnificent candelabra of the cathedral at

M^^Evo 0

there wna a generu ^ - - -c

for granite that, no matter bow fair might be the ol

made, it would stand no chance of acceptance; and tl

there was also an idea prevalent amongst the public i

of doors that the price of granite was kept up by unt
combination amongst the contractors, and that it was t

duty of the Board to take the first opportunity to hr*

up such a clique. Mr. Green, anoth.-r member of '

Board, said he could confirm the statement that a feel^

prevailed that it was useless for persona who didi

belong to a certain coterie tendering for granite. If tl

should be found to be correct, it would form the g

for a very serious charge against the officers of the Boa!

Mr. Clark and another member added, that tbe atS'i

ments made respecting combination on the part of
l

contractors for the purpose of keeping up the price;

granite was founded on truth. The recommendationi

the committee was adopted, and it was also decidii

endeavour to defeat the so-called clique for keeping

the prices of granite.

BUILDER’S CLAIM FOR MAKING PLil

AND ESTIMATE.
I

Maiteb c. Lttsom.—In this case, at Shoreditch Con’'

Court, reported in Dai’i/ Chronicle, before J, B.

Esq., Judge, the plaintiff, Mr. Denis Maher, of W
street, Hackney, builder, represented by Mr. rent,

solicitor, of Worsbip-street, sued tho defendant, 1

Ltpsom, of the Clarendon Arms Tavern, Cburch-Strc

South Hackney, for the sura of SI. 6s. for removing-p'

titiou in tbe bar of tbe tavern, measuring up for prapft

ork at the same bouse, inside and out, giving

sional advice, getting up specifications for the w

valuing tbe same.
, _ ^

The evidence for the plaintiff was to tho effect tball

had been sent for by the defendant, to look over the ho

and bar, both-eiteriorand inside, with a view to the r«i

rating of the same, and then he was asked to prer

spt cincations, and furnish an estimate of the work, wl

he did, and employed another man to make the uramr

upon which an agreement was entered into thiU he sbc

do the work at the price he had teoflered; but tbe

fendant departed from tho agreement, and tOTpiO;

another person to do tbe work, on which plaintiu se

his bill for what he had done, and now sought to recci

the amount.
, „ _ .

Mr VVillis, solicitor, of Charles-square, Boston, i

represented tho defendant, elicited, upon crcss-eiami

tionof the plaintiff, that he was accustomed to sent

estimates for building works he took in hand, when

quested to do so, without' expense, when (he wors
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Tcnbira to do; but ho denied that the do*'endant had
lid him that he would invito tenders to bo sent in for
ling the work, though he knew that tenders bad boon
lOght for, and that aevoral builders wore making appli-
ition to bo employed in doing the work

;
and when Mr.

^illis produced a letter sent by tho plaintiff along with
le estimate and specifications, the plaintill admitted that
prepared the specification and plans in order to make

I tender, and was told that his tender had been accepted,
though he had never been askfd bv the defendant to
gn a contract, and bad never seen tne defendant since
itil last Saturday, when the defendant altogether repu-
ated the demanii.
Tho evidence of tho plaintiff being deemed defective,
e iudge directed a nonsuit, on which Mr. Willis made
plication for costs, which the court gntuted.

BUILDERS’ ACTIONS.
WILLIMORE V. LORD FAVERSHAM.

Tirrs was virtually an undefended action (Brompton
onnty Court), but is one too common with builders and
lilding tradesmen crediting persons of good position in
Pe, who allow their bills to run for years, and when
essed for payment, dispute the charge.
Mr. Newman, solicitor, stated that his client was a
ass and lead morchaut carrying on business in the
rompton-road, and the defendant, Lord Faversham,
isided in Knightsbridge, and tho sum claimed was
. 4s. lid., for goods supplied and work done. He called
shn A. Farmer, who stated that he called on Lord
avershnm, and spoke to him respecting a portion of the
bt, t.e., 51. Ss. 2d. This was for two large plates of
ass, which were ordered from witness, and supplied in
10 usual way. Lord Faversham then admitted the debt
r the glass

;
but as he (witness) did rot then know more

as owing at the time, he did not bring it under his notice.
Mr. Newman had to call several men, who had left
telr work to attend the courE to prove that they fixed a
irober of sash-lines, and did other work of a similar
ituro, which was moderate at If. Is. Od.
Lord Faversham's name was called, and ns he did not
iswcr, the Judge (Mr. Serjeant Wheel or) gave judgment
r the full claim, with costs of attorney and witnesses.

CLIFTON ROAD SCHOOLS, DEPTFORD.
Sir,—lu your notice of the opening of the Clifton-rond
hoola, on Friday [3rdin-t.], by the London School Board,
hich reached our office an hour after the event, you say
lat an anomaly comes outof the floor space for 3ti6 square
irds being devoted to infants and babies, as against
d square yards to boys and girls. Wo wish to explain
.at the original purpose was to build for 220 boys, 220
rls, and 300 infants, but before commencing work, the
Oarcl determined that it would be most advisaWo to have
central ball for the district where 400 or 500 children
uld be assembled on occasion, and the Clifton-road site
ling most central, instructions were issued to adapt the
an for that purpose. Hence' tho anomaly of tho extra
rgo infant school. The gallery across the end is for
itors. Only two rooms are to be heated by Mr.
bson's stoves. All the class-rooms have ordinary fire-
iek back stoves, with air chambers constructed in the
Itingofthem. The large hall will be warmed by Gill
>vo8. There is teaching area for 940 children in these
bools. Elliott & WAHERir,

Architects of Clifton-road Schools.

METROPOLITAN SCHOOL BOARD,
At the last meetingof the members of the School Board
f London, the following recommendations of the Works
namittce were adopted That tho tender of Mr. J.
rk. of Warren-lane Wharf, Woolwich, amounting to
579L, for the erection of a school to provide accommo-
tion for 787 children, on the Csyley-street, Limehouse,
e, be accepted. That the tender of Mr. J. Kirk, of
arreu-lano Wharf, Woolwich, amounting to 6,977^., for
t erection of a 'school to provide accommodation for
174 children, on the site in Belvedere-place, Borough-
ad, be accepted. That the tender of Mr. J. Grover, of
lokington-street, N., amounting to 4,6907., far the erec-
>n of a school to provide accommodation for 678 children,
.the Fenton-grove, Pentonville, site, be accepted.

JE LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL AND
ARCBLEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

A SOIREE, to commemorato the twenty-fifth
iniversary of the establishment of this
ciety, has been held at the Royal Institu-
n, Colquitt-street. There was a large asaem-
age of visitors of both sexes. The museum,
oras were open from half-past sis o’clock,
d numerous objects of architectural and
storical interest were exhibited. There
IS a great variety of architectural drawings
d models, autotype photographs, aud sped-
ens of mechanical printing, exhibited by
easrs. Spencer, Sawyer, and Bird, of
mdon. Japanese aud (jhineso works of
t were displayed, and a stained-glass -win-
w, having upon it figures of Commerce,
dustry, Peace, and Plenty, was exhibited by
Mars. J. A. Forrest & Co., of Lime-street. At
If-past seven o’clock the company assembled
the largo lecture-ball, when a short intro-
otory address was delivered by tho president,
*. T. D. Barry. He referred to the origin
the Society, twenty.five years ago, when a
isting of architects was held at Claiighton
ill, under the presidency of Sir William
okaon. From the date of the establishment
the society up to the present time it had con-
med to increase in numbers, usefulness, and

prosperity. The architects of the town had
been brought together in one common bond of

brotherhood, and the result had been mutual
counsel and information, which had been of
great benefit to tho members. Amongst other
advantages which had resulted from the esta-
blishment of the society were the settling of a
uniform scale of fees and great benefit to
student members.

Mr. Edmund Sharpe, F.S.A,, of Lancaster,
then delivered a lecture “ On the Cathedrals and
Monasteries of England,” illnstrating his subject
by the aid of the oxybydrogen light. The
•subjects were arranged in chronological order,
and included his six periods of English architec-
ture from tho Conquest to the Reformation,
namely, the Norman, theTransuional, the Lancet,
the Geometrical, the Curvilinear, and tho Recti-
linear.

At the close of tho lecture the company
adjourned to the exhibition and refreshment
rooms. At a subsequent period of the evening
they again assembled in the leoture-hall, when
a short musical entertainment was given by
some of the members and their friends.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S, CHATHAM.
Sir,—Permit me to remark that,—1. Lepers

invariably worshipped inside their own hospital
chapel

;
3. The lepers had their bouse, and

therefore their beds, at Chatham, at a con-
siderable distance from the chapel

; and 3. That
the “square openings” in the wall are simply
the base and jambs of the south windows of the
nave, which are not earlier than the twelfth
century, and are high up.

These facts can be substantiated by docu-
mentary evidence. In hospitals or t)iaisons dieu
for the aged or sick, as at Chichester, the
arrangement of a nave with aisles containing
beds and a chancel on one plane, screened off at
its upper or east end, was very different neces-
sarily from that of a lazar house. What use
the outer building at Chatham served is another
question. Mackenzie E. C. Walcott.

THE FAILURE OF PORTLAND CEMENT.
Sir,—

I

n answer to your correspondent, “ A
Sufferer,” allow me to say that, in an
article in the Builder, about four years ago,
in answer to a correspondent as to the
behaviour of Portland cement, I there laid
the fault to the manufaotui'ers, and not one
at that time contradicted it, stating that they
ground it and sifted it too coarse, and in a bnsy
time sent it out too fresh. Tho precaution I
take is to have the cement in three weeks before
using. Shoot it out of the sacks into a bin.
under cover, and expose it to the air, and sift
all for fining and fiuishiug coats through a sieve,
whose mesh is twenty holes to the lineal inch.
Finishing all weatherings, and, where practicable,
in OTIC coat, and if done in the hot weather, be
up in the nwniing and give the worlc a good
wetting with a watering-pot or sjringe, as
the rays of the sun extract the moisture before
it has time to harden.
The sand should be woll washed, and free

from all organic matter, and the best cement
only used

: good cement should weigh over
1 cwt. to the strike bushel.

William Pclham.
*#* Several letters on this subject were

received too late for consideration this week.

THE BLUNDELL-STREET SCHOOLS,
CALEDONIAN-ROAD.

Tite new Board schools for Finsbury, in
Blundell-atreet, Caledonian-road, have been
opened. We gave a view and plans of these
schools on the 15th of February last (pp.
126-127). It may here be mentioned that the
building is designed for upwards of 800 children,
but tho exact number which it cau accommo*
date amounts to 830—viz, 340 infants, 2-45
boys, aud 245 girls. The building contains three
stories, with a basement under part of the
ground floor; it is commodious, and thoroughly
well lighted and ventilated. The whole of^the
building is warmed by a heating apparatus
supplied by Mr. D. 0. Boyd, and every part is
lighted in the evening with gas. Mr. Roger
Smith 'was the architect, and the builders were
Messrs. Roberts Brothers, of Islington. About
,7,0001. was the cost of the building.

ACCIDENTS.
Fall of a Warehouse in Bristol .—A serious

accident has occurred at the Bull Wharf, Red-
cliff-street, Bristol, caused by the giving way of
the flooring of an upper room, in which was an
immense quantity of property, the weight of the
falling mass carrying away the second floor in
its fall. The premises in question were three
stories high. The top room contained several
hundred bags of oilcake, and the weight proved
too much for the old timbers, which gave way,
and the enormous weight broke through the
flooring of the room nnderneath, which also con-
tained large stores of oilcake and seed cotton,
all of which fell into the basement among about
100 casks of tar. The lofts were supported by
stout beams, but there had been indications that
they were yielding to the pressure bearing upon
them, and this, together with the fact that tha
building is very old, led Messrs. Danks &
Sanders to have the beams running over tha
principal part of their premises strengthened
with iron girders, and in one place, where tha
loft passes over their counting-house, they had
an iron pillar erected.

Fatal Fall from a Scaffolding at llacclesfieU.
Mr. Dunstan held an inquest at the town-hall on
the body of Edward Turner, brick-setter. Mrs.
Turner said that her husband had complained of
a pain in the heart, but he went to his work as
usual. Charles TyiTcll said that he was at work
with deceased on a chimney at the end of ashed
at Mr. Wilbrahara’s brickyard. They stood on a
scaffolding 9 ft. high. About noon deceased
stumbled; in falling he caught witness, and
they both fell to the ground. Deceased did not
appear to be much hurt, but witness was severely
hurt on the shoulder. Deceased continued at
his work, but complained of being badly shaken.
Next morning he was found dead in bed. Tho
jury returned a verdict to the effect that
deceased had died suddenly from natural caucos,
deatli being accelerated by the fall on tho
previous day.

Light in Gas Escapes .—As search was being
made with a light (!) for the whereabouts of an
escape of gas in a back room of the Great
Northern Dispensary, Marylebone-road, an ex-
plosion occurred, causing a painter named
Mason to be blown off a wall on to the metals
of the Metropolitan Railway,—a distance of
some 30 ft. Mr. Bath®, the resident dispenser
and assistant, had his head cut open aud was
severely shaken. They were taken to St. Mary’s
Hospital, at Paddington. Two women in the
room escaped almost unhurt.

SANITARY MATTERS IN ISLINGTON.
A VALUABLE report on the sanitary condition

of the parish of St. Mary, Islington, during the
year 1872, by Charles Moymobt Tidy, M.B., the
medical officer of health and food analyst for the
parish, to the vestry, has been printed. The
reporter is justly severe on the private slaughter-
house system, as a curse to the poor and a
premium to dishonourable butchers, since they
aflbrd such opportunity for the slaughtering of
diseased animals. Public abattoirs, as he
remarks, would remedy this. In food investiga-
tions, as analyst, Dr. Tidy, found only four
cases in which bread contained alum in twenty
samples. Milk, he found, was improving

; and tea
iu two cases both pore. The number of houses
building in Islington in 1871 was 492; inhabited,
27,079; uninhabited, 2,4=14, In 1861 the number
building was 551 ; inhabited. 20,074; uninhabited,
831. The population in 1871 was 97,746 males
and 116,033 females. Of tlie houses building in
1871 there were 150 in West Islington and 343
in East Islington.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Qtuildford .—The work in connexion with the

eulargementof Christ Church, Stoke, is approach-
ing completion. On the north side a tower, aisle,
and chancel, are being built, the contractors
being Messrs. Swayne & Sons; the architect,
Mr. Ewan Christian; and the cost 2,3001. The
enlargement takes the form of a lean-to, and
till the funds are raised to make the correspond-
ing enlargement on the south side, the building
will be greatly out of proportion. It is supposed,
however, that in the course of the ensuing
summer the requisite money will be forth,
coming. The old side wall will not be removed
till the outer walls and windows are finished.
When finished there will be an additional accom-
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modation for 250 persons. The tower and spire

when finished will be 120 ft. high, but at present

it is only proposed to carry it up to within 6 ft.

of the rid^e. The remainder of the tower will

probably be erected when the enlargements of

the south side are in course of completion. The

inner sides of the walls show a pointed red

brick, devoid of any plaster.

Cftestertoji.—The walls of St. Lute s Church

are already many feet above the ground, llessrs.

Thoday began work immediately the contract

was signed. The chancel, three bays of the

nave, the south transept and aisle, are to be

built for 2,800L At a meeting of the sub-

committee it was decided to accept the tender of

Messrs. Thoday to add three bays of the north

aisle, at a cost of 3i0Z. This will at once save

the expense of a temporary wall, and add con-

sidcrably to the accommodation. The north

transept and vestry are still needed to complete

this side of the church. It is hoped that friends

will allow these additions to be made before the

consecration, so that the church may be finished

as far as it goes; two bays of the nave and

aisle will still remain before the whole design is

complete. Estimating the architect’s fee and

the clerk of the works at 10 per cent., the sum

required above the first contract is abont 9001.

The estimate for the whole church is 5,5001.

Halesov:en.—Some of the features of tho old

parish church were disclosed last year by the

removal of plaster and whitewash from the

walls, which had hidden for centuries some

choice specimens of red sandstone of various

shades. A groined roof under the tower showed

in this process of cleaning, and has been brought

into sight by the removal of the organ to a more

convenient place. A further stage of the work

of restoration is about to be commenced under

tho direction of Sir Gilbert Scott, and is de-

scribed in a circular which has iust been Issued

by the committee. It is intended to remove the

north gallery and the partitions which now
divide the church into two separate parts, and

to restore the floor to its ancient level, furnished

with open seats for 800 persons, whereas at

present only twenty-four of the sittings are not

subject to appropriation. The plans for the

present year will include a new roof for the nave.

The chancel will also bo restored, and will be

adorned with the window presented by friends

as a memorial of the late Mrs. Hone. The out-

lay is expected to reach 1,5001.

HaUfeus .—During tho last few weeks con-

siderable improvement has been wrought upon

the interior of Holy Trinity Church in the^way

of mural decoration. Mr. Binns, of King-

cross, has been the decorator. Instead of

colouring the walls with whitewash, colours

(mostly neutral tints) have been employed, and

the result is that some specimens of ornamental

plaster-work that have never shown before are

now thrown prominently forward for the first

time. The flat ceiling, 81 ft. by 51 ft., the

largest in Halifax, has been traced out in panels,

upon a warm grey ground, the dividing bands

being relieved by soroll-work, and the large

central ornament relieved in gold and blue.

Fifteen large circles, with background of dark

blue, are charged with various sacred emblems,

worked in gold and colours. All the walls are

coloured a bright drab, and a naiTOw band of

dark chocolate running beneath the cornice and

impost-mould serves to throw them out more

prominently. The ceiling beneath the galleries

is also broken into panels. The wall in the

recess for the Communion has been decorated,

the prevailing colours being dark chocolate and

other lighter shades, relieved by diaper-work

Holt .—The pariah church at Holt has been

re-opened for divine service. The repairs and

restorations have been carried out at a cost of

upwards of 4,0001. Mr. John Douglas, of

Chester, was the architect for the ^restoration.

The works were commenced in 1871, the _fi'’st

portion undertaken being the roof and ceiling

of the nave. The latter is carried out with

moulded beams, each end being supported on

carved corbels. The spaces between the beams

arc divided into panels by moulded ribs,

having at the intersections spaces for patterns

to be carved hereafter. The comice is moulded,

the carving having been omitted for the present.

The ceiling of the chancel is elaborate. Some
portions of the old ceiling were found used up

in the nave roof
;
these were collected together,

and used again. The whole of the carving in

the ceiling has been completed. The aisles

have also been re-roofed, and have plain ceilings

executed in oak ;
the old corbels sendng to carry

the new brackets. The old panelled seats have

been removed, the small portion of the floor

remaining taken up, and re-laid with boards

under the seats, and 4-in. Staffordshire tiles in

the passages. The nave only is seated with

oak benches, the elbows being of quaint designs.

The aisles ai-e fur the present seated with

chairs. The colour of whitewash has been re-

moved from the walls, and the church has been

heated by the Derwent Foundry Company. The

stone groining of the tower, of which only the

springers were in e-xistence, lias been completed.

The whole of the windows have been re-paued

and re-glazed with iron stanchions and tie-rods.

The restoration of the chancel has cost about

1,000J., the expense being defrayed by the Eccle-

siastical Commissioners, and has been carried

out under the direction of their architect, Mr.

Ewau Christian, of London. The cost of the

works carried out in the nave, aisles, and tower

has been about 3,0001. The works were begun

by the late Mr, J. Harrison, of Chester, but since

his death they have been undertaken by Mr. J.

Lewis, of Farndon. Mr. Lewis also did a portion

of the work in the chancel (stalls, &o.)

Jiath.— St. Andrew’s Church, Bath, which has

been built in the wealthy and populous district

known as West Walcot, at a cost of 17,0001. (of

which about 2,0001. remain to be raised) has

been consecrated by the Bishop of Bath and

Wells. The tower and spire aro not included in

tho present contracts, but there is little doubt

that they will be commenced as soon as the

debt on the body of the building has been

removed. The architect was Sir Gilbert Scott.

The style is Early Decorated. The nave is

upwards of 90 ft. long, and nearly 30 fc. broad,

and will eventually terminate in a tower and

spire, 220 ft. high. The chancel is 40 ft. by
or: r*- .s-.fl *-1./.. wi’rli nnrrrnoa. vO ir..

walls will be of brick, with a cavity to securij

the building from damp in a situation so exposed k

The external facing is of Yorkshire Parpoint!)!

coursed
;
the dressings are of a yellow Storetoit"

lud Griushiil stone externally, the internal stone
|

work being of Bath stone. The g.angwayti

between tho seats will be floored with patteru.i

tiles, those in the chancel being of a richer oha;.

racter. The whole of the benches and fittingi]

will be of pitch pine varnished. The wiudowii:

will be glazed with toned cathedral glassi

and it is hoped that funds may be forthcoiuinp|,

to provide suitable stained glass for the chauoel:|i

windows at least. The contract has been takej

by Mr. Hugh Tates, of Liverpool, for the sum a

3,8501. exclusive of the tower, and the works an

being carried out from the designs and uudo

the superintendence of Messrs. Thomas D. Barri

& Sons, architects, Liverpool. .

Great B'.-rkhanutead .—The foundation-stone <rl

a now church, to be called St. John the Evan;

gelist, has been laid in this hamlet, which i

situated midway between Berkhamstead am
Cbesham. Miss Dorrien, of Clifton, generousl,;

builds and endows the church. The edifice, it i

estimated, will cost 2,2001., and its site is on th

green. The land is given by the lord of thi

manor, Lord Chesham. The church is intondei

for tho accommodation of 235 persons, and it

style is to be in Early English, tho architeo

being Mr. G. Street, London, and the buildel

Mr. Cooper, of Aylesbury.

Sheffield.—Tlxe chief stone of anew church hal

been laid at Abbeydale, a suburb of Sheffiek

The church, which will bo of the Early Englis

style of architecture, will accommodate abou

200 persons. Mr. Flockbon, of Sheffield, is thI

architect; and Mr. Camm, of Norton, the coi'

tractor.

25 ft., and tho nave aisles, with porches, 70 ft.

by 17 ft. ;
the latter aro separated from, the

nave by four arches alternately clustered and

octagonal, and, like the chancel aisles, are lighted

by windows with three lancet lights, moulded,

grouped, and shafted. The east window is one

of three lights, with shafted mullions, and the

exterior order is ornamented with foliage in its

mouldings. The west window is of two lights,

over which is a niche for the statue of St. An-

drew. Tho stone used is Bath, Ham-hill, blue

Corsham-dowD, and red Bishop’s Lydeard, and

the different colours give a relief to the work.

The church is seated throughout with open

seats, and is capable of accommodating upwards

of a thousand persons. The builder was Mr.

Bladwell. and the clerk of tho works Mr. Irvine,

who fills the same position at the Abbey Church

and at Wells Cathedral. The total expenditure

up to this time has been about 17,0001.

Blundellsands (Livetyool) The memorial

stone of a new church at Blundellsands has been

laid in the presence of a large number of spec-

tators. The new edifice will accommodate 600,

and, when completed, will have cost about

6,0001. ;
but at present it is not intended to

carry out the plans so far as the tower is con-

cerned. The church, which is to bo Early

Decorated in style, will consist of chancel,

35 ft. by 25 ft. ;
nave, 79 ft. by 27 ft.

;
north

and south aisles, 79 ft. by 15 fb.
;
south porch,

9 ft. by 8 ft.
;
tower at the north.west, 18 ft.

square and 65 ft, high, and spire, 67 ft. high

;

organ-chamber at tbe north-east angle, 19 ft.

by 13 fc. 6 in.; vestry at the south-east, 19 ft.

by 13 fb. 6 in., with warming-chamber under.

The nave will have an arcade of six arches on

each side, supported by polished granite shafts,

with moulded bases aud carved caps ;
the

responds at the east and west ends will be sup-

ported by carved brackets in the walls. Above

the nave arcade is a clearstoi-y, pierced with

circular windows, traceried. Tbe windows at the

no’‘th and south of tho aisles will be of two

lights, filled with tracery. The west windows of

the aisles will be of three lights, traceried. The

west window of the nave will be of large size,

containing six lights, with tracery. The chancel,

which is apsidal at the east end, has seven tra-

ceried three-light windows. The floor is raised

three steps above that of the nave. The organ-

chamber will open into the chancel and aisle by

means of stone arches. The roofs will be of

pitch pine, partly open-timbered, with a venti-

lating chamber at the apex of nave and chancel-

roofs? The heating will be effected by warm air on

Haden & Son’s principle. The roof of the chancel

is a continuation of the plane of the nave roof, tbe

principal timbers being carried by stone shafts

rising from the ground. An ornamental cusped

rib will take the place of the usual chancel-arch

to separate the chancel from the nave. The

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

milhroolc, CnruJttall.—Memorial stones of tl

Wesley-au Chapel here were laid on Sept. Srd

Internally, tho chapel will be 50 ft. long b

35 fc. wide, with tho addition of a semicircala

apse at tho communion end of the chapel, it

tended for the choir and harmonium, Thor

will be two vestries, and separate yestibula

and entrances to ground-floor, aud stairs to thi

g.allery facing the reading-desk. The accoro

modation provided is for 400, tho seating bein

2 feet 8 inches from centre to centre, wit

aisles, &c. of cousiderablo widch. Tae contrac

(exclusive of tho provision of stone) has bee.

taken by Mr. S. Clarke, of Plymouth, _at th

sum of 8S3i. Messrs. Moorshead & Chiog ai

the architects.

Swansea .—The foundation stone of

place of worship intended for tho use of tk

Calvinistic Methodist congregations of Bethatr

and Vinoent-streot, has been laid by Mrs. I

Hussey Vivian, of Parkwern. The new chapil

is to be situated at the angle formed by Argyll

street and St. Holen’s-road, almost opposite tl

lower end of Brunswick-street. Ic appears froij

the plan that it is to be in the Italian styl^

The entrance front, which will face St. Helen ]

road, is approached by a broad flight of step!

and consists of a lofty portico formed tl

columns and pilasters of the Corinthian

supporting a pediment of the full width of tU

building, the whole front being of Bath stonij

There will be easy access provided to the chap^

by three doors, and to the galleries by two. H*

chapel will have galleries on three sidea, ari

will provide accommodation for about 900 sil

ters. At the further end behind the minister;

platform a spacious organ gallery will becreotftl

with an arched ceiling. Below the chapel thMl

will be a large school-room (which can also h

utilised for meetings), three class-rooms, an

vestry, &c.
;
access will be obtained to thet)

from side entrances. The building is to me^iui

76 ft. by 50 ft., and will cost from 4,0001.

»

5.0001. complete. The architect is Mr. Alfrcl

Bucknall, of Sketty.

Leicester.—The foundation stone of a ne

Wesleyan Chapel has been laid. This chape

which is meant to seat from 300 to 350 perso^i

is intended to serve the purpose of a chapel ail:

Sunday school, to a large new Wesleyan chapeii

proposed to be built at some future periol, ol

the corner of Saxe Coburg-street and Sparker.

hoe-street. It is to consist of a large roorj

60 ft. long by 27 ft. wide, with two class-room

each 15 ft. by 13 ft., at one end, and at tw

other end of the room is to be provided a galleh

for a small organ aud choir, if thought necessar.:

Iho roof is to bo an open-timbered one.
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•ont next Saxo Coburg-street, is to be built of

annock Chase bricks, with Bath and red Mans-
eld stone dresBinga, and tho style adopted
hroiighout is that prevalent in the early part
f the fourteenth century. The building is

eing erected by Messrs. Neale & Son, from
esigns by Mr. Thomas Barnard, architect,

Bicester.

§00ll3 §l£C£ilr{lt.

'br7ifi?iop Receipts for the Use rf Manvfacturers,
Mechanics, and Scientific Amateurs. By
Ernest Spon. London: Spon, Charing-
cross. 1873.

ANY processes in the arts, trades, and manu.
ctures are here recorded for behoof { of a
iriety of persons, either engaged in trades,

anufactures, and arts, or amateurs and desiring
' carry out some practical experiment, as in

glass-working, varnishing or painting,
•graving and etching, firewoik-making, bronz-

g, &c. No doubt among the great number of

ceipts and processes given some will be obso-

be; and there will be new processes not given.

3us, for example, we can find no trace of the
>w sand process of etching on glass, &c.

;
and

nid much matter about dyeing there is very
tie said as to the splendid new aniline colours

;

it the volume contains a vast store of useful
atter, and it can never contain all that is

iwly discovered, or long known either.

VARIORUM.
“TjfE Royal Guido to the London Chanties,
r 1873-4. By Herbert Pry.” (R. Hardwicke.)
lis is tho eleventh annual edition of a list of

e titles and addresses of the London charities,

neisting of upwards of 200 pages, with from
a or twelve to twenty on each page. It

eaka volumes for tho charitable feeling of the
rers, but not so much, perhaps, for the self-

pendcnco of the receivers. A Guide to
larities not of valne might, perhap.'i, be invi.

3UB, but would be useful. “ Transactions
the Manchester Statistical Society, Session

72-73. Roberts, printer, Salford.” There are
repapers on Co-operation, by Dr..TohnWatts ; on
ixory, by ProfessorA.S. Wilkins; on our Medical
larities and theirAbuses, by Mr. William O’llan-
1

;
and on Commercial Bank Diffusion in Provin-

il England, by Mr. Ilenry Baker. The notable
itement is made in Mr. O'llanlan's paper, that
1872 one in every four persons and a half in

anobester and Salford was in receipt of cha-
.able medical relief in 1872! The number, it

added, has been almost doubled within the
it thirty-six years

;
that is, the relative number

18 only one in every eight and a half of

e population thirty-six years ago. The author
the paper gives suggestions for the reform of

is state of the Manchester medical charities.

9 proposes the formation of a Charity Organi-
(ion Society, somewhat similar to the Loudon
e, by means of which many of the free dis-

nsaries have been changed to provident ones.

^isc£lIaK£a.

The Sheffield Street Improvements.—An
journed meeting of the Sheffield town council

8 been held, for the purpose of discussing the
maining portions of the Improvement Com-
ttee’s scheme of street improvements. The
lyor moved the adoption of the minutes of

0 Improvement Committee, and then moved
e making of " a new street from the end of
irrey-street into Fargate, opposite Orchai'd.

:eet, and from Fargate across Orchard-place

1

the bottom of Bow-street, and the widening

i
Townhead-street, Tenter-street, and Wostbar.
leen to Westbar.” Mr. Sharman said they were
[oposing to spend something like two millions

I money, and the surveyor’s commission of

iper cent, upon that sum would amount to

f,0007. ;
and if the law clerk took his commis-

:>n of li-per cent.,—which would not be con.
]lered too much,—it would come to 30,0001.,

aking a total of 50,0001. The town trustees
|ly proposed to give 40,0001. The mayor pro-
•Bed the appointment of a committee to con-
ler that question, and report to the council,
le borough surveyor (Mr. Holmes) then ex-
alned the scheme in detail, and sa'd he did
it think the expense would be great in com-
irisoii to the improvement. After a discussion,
0 scheme was agreed to.

,

Liverpool Royal Infirmary School of
Medicine. — Tbe new buildings which have
recently been added to the School of Medicine,

in Dover-street, Liverpool, have been formally

opened by Mr. John Torr, M.P. The principal

additions and alterations are — a pathological

and anatomical museum
;
a chemical laboratory

with a private laboratory and class-room at-

tached
;
and a physiological laboratory. The

old building has, to a groat extent, been
rerhodellcd

;
the dissecting-room has been

considerably enlarged, and adjoining it a room
has been fitted up with osteological prepa-
rations, skeletons, plates, and preparations
illustrative of elementary anatomy. A demon-
strators’ room o^jens into the dissecting-room,

and every convenience in the way of lavatory
and dressing-rooms is provided. The old

museum has been converted into a library and
reading-room for the use of the students.

These extensions and improvements, including
tho amount of existing contracts for work not
completed, have involved an expenditure of

5,32(37., a sum which, in consequence of the
advance in the cost of labour, and of almost
everything used by buildei’s, is largely in excess
of the amount which the leccurers, at the com-
mencement of their undertaking, were led to

believe would be required. The committee have
entered into a contract for fitting up the parts
of the museum required immediately

;
but the

fitting-up of the gallery has been postponed.

Sanitary Report on K’orthamptonsliire,
&c.—A sanitary report has been read before
the central committee of the combined delegates,
the sixteen sanitary authoi-itiea of Northamp-
tonshire, Leicestershire, Rutlandshire, and Buck-
inghamshire, at a meeting held in tbe county
hall, Northampton, on Saturday, 27th Septem.
ber, 1873, Mr. J. L. Stratton, of Turweeton
Hall, Brackley, in the chair. Tbe report was
signed Alfred Haviland, Medical Officer of
Health of the combined sanitary authorities of
Northamptonshire and other counties. The
subject of tho report was “ Tbe Sanitary
Inspectors’ work diifing the last six months.”
The number of parishes, places, Ac. visited by
the sanitary inspectors, amounted to 336, out of
352, so that only sixteen parishes in this exten.
sive area remained unreported. In a great
many instances these parishes had been visited
on foot, and entailed a large amount of physical
Labour. Of nuisances detrimental to the public
health, there were hunted out 3,745, or one
nuisance to every 13'2 houses of the 49,009 in-

habited houses within the combined area of the
sanitary authorities. These nuisances consisted
of 932 foul and offensive privies overrunning
with filth, and polluting water-courses, welle,

and the atmosphere with their sewage ooze and
foul mephitic gases. Nearly all these have been
remedied. Of cesspools 291 were complained
of, but only 159 either removed or remedied.

Frizes for Cabs.—The committee of judges
appointed by tho Society of Arts came to the
unanimous conclusion that, although there were
some of the carriages which exhibited consider,
able merit, there were none of sufficient merit to
warrant the judges recommending any for re-

ward, and a notification to this effect was com-
municated to all the competitors. Tho judges
were, however, of opinion, that there were six
which were woitbyof fui-ther consideration if

certain objections could be satisfactorily obviated
and suggestions for further improvement carried
out

;
and, accordingly, to these six competitors a

statement to the foregoing effect was made, with
an intimation that if they were willing to send
in further improved carriages, the judges would
take them into consideration. With reference
to the further improved cabs sent in by tbe six

selected competitors, they have recommended
that the total amount offered,—viz., 1207.,

—

should be divided equally between these four, as
follows:—Two-wheelers— C. Thom, Norwich,
307.

;
Forder & Company, Wolverhampton, 307.

Four-wheelers—Lambert, 66, Great Queen-
street, 307. j

Quick & Norminton, 8, Nether-
wood-streetj Kilburn, 307.

The Proposed Fine Art Gallery for Liver-
pool. — The subscriptions originated by Mr.
Picton, architect, with 1,0007., having reached
more than one-fourth part of tho requisite sum,
a public meeting has been held, at which it has
been resolved to be desirable to erect a perma-
nent art-gallery, and, for that purpose, to obtain
subscriptions to the extent of 20,0007. A com-
mittee has been appointed, and further subscrip-
tions received : in all, 5,8707. have now been
subscribed.

Working Men’s College, Great Ormond-
street.—Tho twentieth annual meeting of the
members of the Working Men’s College, in

Great Ormond-street, has been held
;

Mr.
Hughes, M.P., in tho chair. The room was
crowded. Among those present were the Rev.
Canon Kingsley, Lord E. Fitzmaurice, M.P., and
Rev. Llewellyn Davies. Tho chairman, in

opening the proceedings, said that they started

that night under a new constitution. For
eighteen years they had been under tbe guidance
of a great and good man. Since that time they
had endeavoured to establish, and they had been
successful in establishing, the reconstruction of

the college. They were taking ‘‘a new depar-
ture ” that night. Tho great change made was
that they were ablo to take a great number of

students into the council, and they hoped that
that would very much strengthen their bands,
and help them to carry on the work in the spirit

in which it had been carried on from the
beginning. Tbe Rev. Canon Kingsley and other
gentlemen then addressed the meeting.

The Last of another Old City Church.

—

St. Antholin’s (or St. Anthony’s), Watling-street,

is about to be disposed of. The Ecclesiastical

Commissioners propose to partially demolish the
church, and totally abolish it as a place of wor-
ship. The benefice, says the Daily News, is to

be united with that of St. Mary, Aldermanbury-
cum-Saint Thomas Apostle, and henceforward,
the five accustomed worshippers in the church
at the comer of Sise-lano will have to cross tho
road and swell the throng of eight who, Sunday
after Sunday, meet in the church of St. Mary,
the beautiful tower whereof peeps out from amid
the cluster of modern shops and offices with
which a utilitarian Board of Works have ruth-
lessly surrounded it. With a portion of the
money accruing from the sale of the valuable
site, a church is to be built at Nunhead. The
tower and spire are to be left standing, and a
considerable sum is to bo expended in repairing

the former, and adapting it to the reception of
the human remains, which lie thickly in the
church vaults.

The Erection of Back-to-Back Houses.

—

An important question to owners of property in

Leeds is now under consideration. Tho case
has been brought before Mr. Bruce at the Leeds
Town-hall. The town clerk (Mr. C. A. Curwood)
applied to him for an order to demolish a build-

ing which had been erected, as he alleged, con-
trary to the terms of the Act of Parliament
relating to the space to be kept open in con-
nexion with back-to-back houses, for the purpose
of ventilation. In opening his case, Mr. Car-
wood said this case was intended to be a test

one, and it was deemed of so much importance
by the coi-poration that if the law was not found
to be sufficient to enforce the observance of
the requirements, farther legislation must bo
obtained. After being argued pro and con.,

Mr. Brace intimated that he should reserve hia

decision.

Memorial of the late Bishop Wilberforce.
A numerously-attended meeting was held in the
Sheldoniau Theatre, Oxford, to receive tho
report of the Diocesan Committee as to the
form the proposed memorial to the deceased
prelate should take. The report stated that
several schemes had been suggested in com-
mittee, including the erection of a new cathe-
dral, the erection of a new chapel and addi-
tions to Cuddesdon College, and other minor
suggestions. The meeting was presided over
by tho Bishop of the diocese. A long dis-

cussion took place whether there should not bo
a memorial iu Oxford in the shape of a college

for the training of students for missionary work,
but eventually it was decided that t^e form of
memorial should he in the erection of tho pro-
posed chapel, and a committee was appointed to
carry out the work.

Africa and Life Assurance.—In some re-

cent remarks upon the hardship inflicted upon
officers ordered to the West Coast of Africa, at

the risk of death, it was suggested that even
those who possessed life assurance policies were
compelled to forfeit them upon being detailed

for this dangerous service. We are informed
that this impression is erroneous with regax’d to

the policies issued by one old-established office,
“ The Mutual,” of King.afcreet, Cbeapaide. Since
1868, “ The Mutual ” has guaranteed its policy-

holders against all risks of foreign travel, and
every other contingency, without extra premium,
in every case where the policy is five years old,

and the life is thirty,
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New National Scliools, Ameraliam,
Sucks.—On the 30th ult. the above block of

buildings was formally opened by Dr. Bicker-

steth, the Archdeacon of Bucks. The rooms

comprise boys’ and girls’ schoolrooms, each

46 ft. by 18 ft., -with class-rooms, each 1-1 ft.

by 15 ft., infants’ room, 33 ft. by 18 fl., hat

and cloak lobbies, porches, &c. The site is

3 roods. The materials are of red brick and

freestone
;
the roofs are tiled, and surmounted

by a lofty bell-turret. The accommodation pro-

vided is for 281, and the total cost of the works

will be about 1,6501., including all fittings, fenc-

ing, and a small detached school for thirty

infants at Woodrow, an outlying part of the same

parish. The works have been executed by Sir.

George Eeavell, of Windsor, from the designs of

Hr. Arthur Vernon, architect, High Wycombe.

What British Ironmasters are Doing'.

—

Under this title a contemporarysays :—A number
of British ironmasters have just acqufred nearly

twenty square miles of property in the Whare-
kawa district, in the province of Auckland, Kew
Zealand. The property embraces 8,700 acres of

coal and iron-stone. The chief seam of coal is

found in some parts within a few yards of the

surface, as thick as 20 ft., and it is computed to

be capable of yielding an average thickness of

10 ft. throughout the whole 8,700 acres. This

represents no less than 126,000,000 tons of good

coal. The ironstone is of the brown hematite

class, and contains as high a per-centage as 62

of fine iron, and is believed to yield an average

of 50 per cent.

Sanitary Progress.—An anonymous donor

has placed a large sum in the hands of

the committee of the Birmingham and Jlid-

land Institute for the foundation of a Lec-

tureship on the Laws of Health, and also for

a prize fund in connexion with the class.

According to Nature, Dr. Corfield has been

oSered the post for this year, has accepted

it, and was to deliver an inaugural lecture in

the Town • hall, Birmingham, on Thursday,

October 9tb, at 8 p.ra., on “ Sanitary Progress.”

The course will begin on Tuesday, October 1-lth,

at 8 p.m., and be continued on succeeding

Tuesdays until some time in April. It is

intended more especially for the working classes,

and both men and women will be admitted.

Workmen employed in Private Houses.
At the Guildhall Police-court, London, a work-

man has been convicted of committing a robbery

at the place where he was employed by a builder

in the execution of some repairs. Sir E. Carden
asked whether a character was given by the

prisoner before he was engaged, and the reply

being in the negative, because “ it was not the

custom to require workmen to produce cha-

racters,” the Alderman spoke strongly upon
such a state of things, and said that respectable

builders ought to be more careful of the pro-

perty of gentlemen who engaged them, than to

allow men without characters to enter their

premises.

A Public Iiibraxy for Worcester. —

A

conference has been held in the Guildhall, Wor-
cester, under the presidency of Mr. A, C.

Sherrifr, M.P., for the purpose of considering

the steps to be taken in Worcester for the adop-

tion of the Public Libraries Act, when it was
resolved that an effort be made to secure the

adoption of the Act for the city of Worcester,

and that a subscription be set on foot towards

defraying the cost of buildings, fittings, and
books. A committee was appointed and em-
powered to carry these resolutions into effect.

A New Pick.—Mr. J. E^-idy, of Kennington,

has produced an improved pick-axe for exca-

vating and other purposes. By the introduction

of a socket-head on the end of the shaft of the

pick, a taper hole passes through the head and
bandle, through which a cast-steel blade or tool

can be put and taken out at pleasure, at a saving

of time and expense, as a number of cast-steel

blades can be taken with the pick. The blade

will resist the hardest substance, and the head
or body will always remain fit for use.

The Jersey Banking Company’s New
Premises.—The street architecture of St.

Helier’s will be improved by the new bank
premises in progress. The materials are grey
and pink granite, with Portland stone dressings.
All the capitals are carved. A cornice extends
the whole length of two sides of the building.

The carving has been done by ilr. Harry Hems,
of Exeter, and assistants. The builders are
Hessrs. Tostevin & Pallaize,

Sewage Farming in Germany. — An
enterprising Scotsman, named Aird, has lately

undertaken to introduce the sewage farm system

into North Germany, and has leased for thiity

years, at 1,2001. a-year, 2,000 acres of sandy

waste which lies between the Baltic and the

port of Dantsio. On this hitherto barren spot

he is now carrying on operations vigorously

:

200 acres have been levelled off, supplied with

sewage in the liquid form, and put into root and

garden crops, which are visited daily by curious

crowds.

Builders' Hand-power Machinery.—At
the recent meeting of the Manchester and

Liverpool Agricultural Society at Chester, a

silver medal was awarded to Messrs. F. VT.

Eeynolds & Co., of Southwark-street, for hand-

power machinery. Messrs. F. W. Eeynolds &
Co. have issued a catalogue containing numerous
illustrations of their various labour-saving hand-

power machines, and they show their confidence

in these numerous inventions by offering to

send the machines for a month’s trial before

purchase.

Dunfermline. — New Works. — Building-

operations aro being carried on in Dunfermline

at present on an extensive scale. Among other

buildings in course of erection there are a

damask manufactory (which is to be fitted out

with 300 power-looms) for Messrs. E. E. Walker
& Co., at Gardener’s Land; a foundiy at White-

miro, a brewery at Grantsbank, and an office for

the National Security Savings Bankiu Viewfield-

place. The erection of a large factory near

Grieve-street is also contemplated.

Gift to Warrington.—The local Guardian

states that an addition is about to be made to

the recent gifts to this town of 9,0001. by Mr.

George Crosfield, and 3,0001. by Colonel Wilson-

Patten. Mr. Hatton, of Hatton, to whom War-
rington is already indebted for the gift that

laid the foundation of a hospital for the town,

has expressed his intention of giving another

5,0001. for the support of the hospital.

Coal-cutting Machines.—By the patent of

Messrs. J. H. Stubbs and G. H. Cottam, of

Hunslet, near Leeds, the outting-tool has a

simultaneously reciprocating and rotary motion

imparted to it, and cuts preferably spirally

;

the framework mounted on a tram, and the tool

moved forward by self-acting or other means.

Motion is imparted by any suitable motive-

power.

Durham Cathedral.—In addition to the

several stained-glasawindows which have already

been inserted in the nine altars and south tran-

sept of this cathedral, it is understood the Free-

masons of the city are about to place a window
in the nine altars, in memory of Mr. John

Pawcett. Major Joicey and the dean are also

about to add stained windows to the south aisle,

whilst other probable gifts are mentioned.

“ Self-Help ” in Japanese.—A Japanese

translation of Mr. S. Smiles’s ” Self-Help” has

'

been made. The English work forms an octavo

of moderate size. In Japanese it has expanded

into a book of 1,500 or 2,000 pages. It is not

bound after the modern Eui'opean fusliion, but

divided into eleven parts, each of which is

neatly, but loosely, stitched with one silk thread,

Tlie Slums of Dmry-lane.—^We hear, with

more regret than surpiiso, that typhus fever is

prevalent in Lincolu-court, Little Wild-street,

and Great Wild-street. Keadera may recollect our

description of these and surrounding places

some years ago, and the warning given.

TENDERS
I

For the erection of infant nursery and mission-roorl

Welk'lose-square, Whitechapel. Messrs. G-realorex& Cct

architects. Quantities
Eanor
Outhwaite & Son
Clark & Boyce ...

Bolting

lupplied

1,753
1,761 0 0

For villa residence in Church-iields, Salisbury, for Ji

T. Goodwin. Mr. Fred. Bath, architect. Quantities II

the architect :

—

Plowman £703 0 0 '

Tryhorn & Harris 690 0 0 I

Aldridge 695 10 0 i

Bridle & Co. (accepted) 612 10 0 i

YouDg 600 0 0 I

For additions to residence, the Eidgeway Oaks, E 1

field, for Mr. F. 8. Foley. Mr. T. J. Hul, architect;—

i

Bentley £325 0 0
j

Patman 311 0 0
|

For new schools, Monte Video-place, Marylebone. M
E. K. Eobson, architect. Quantities by Mr. W,
Meakin :

—

Perry & Co
Kirk,
High
Merritt & Ashby
Sheffield

Scrivener & Whito .,

Staines & Son
Maun

,. £6,300 0 0
.. 6,213 0 0
.. 6,200 0 0
.. 6,160 0 0

.. 6,127
* "

.. 6,078
0 0

6,9-13 0 0

For new shops and premises. King-street, Maidstol

for Mr. J. Marehant. Mr. Q. Friend, architect. Qua
tities by Messrs. Curtis Si Son

Anscomb
Grensted
Vaughan
Avard
Elmore
Clement & Wallis
Bridge & Cox
Abnett (accepted)

..£1,507 0

.. 1,596 0

,
1,663 0

. 1,515 0

.
l.'W 0

. 1,-161 0

,. 1,-WO 0

.. 1,115 0

For schools in Borough-road, Southwark, for t

London School Board, Mr. E. E. Eobson, architect

Staines & Son £8,576 0 0

Higgs 7,987 0 0

Stevenson 7,952 0 0

Newman & Mann 7,950 0 0

Tarrant 7,727 0 0

Nightingalo 7,687 0 0

Downs it Co 7,381 0 0

Kirk, 6,977 0 0

For schools, Brunswick-road, Poplar, for the Loodi

School Board. Mr. E. E. Eobson, architect :

—

Hearle £3,350 0 0

Sanant 3,186 0 0

Thompson 3,1-iO 0 0

Downs & Co 3,035 0 0

Newman & Mann 2,998 0 0

Sheffield .'. 2,997 0 0

Nightingale 2,976 0 0

Sewell Si Sou 2,953 0 0

Ennor 2,895 0 0

Kilby 3,810 0 0

For asylum at Banstcad. Mr. F. W. Fownall, arcli

tect. Quantities by Mr. Charles Poland
j

Niblett&SoL £181,000 0 0 I

W right Brothers Sc Goodcluld 180,000 0 0 I

Crockett & Dickenson 173,000 0 0
Bull & Son,.,, 173,000 0 0
Downs* Co.. 161,190 0 0

Chappell' 153,130 0 0

Booth 151,500 0 0

For addition to Messrs. Flower & Son's Brewery, Stl‘

ford-on-Avon. Mr. Joseph Lattimer, architect :

—

IfValda I,

If blue brick Travers
floor. pax-ing,

,

£-1,197 £1,465

,
4,120 4,-155

,
3,997 —

,
3,823 3,968

,. 3,737 3,938
.. 3,413 —

3,400 3,655

King A Godwin
Green * Sou
Parker* Son
Foster
Holmes
Greenway & Price

,

Callaway
Clariuge 3,293

Davis (accepted) 3,250 3,5U0

Chinnock 3,100 “

For rebuilding workshops at the rear of No. 155, Uppfl

street, Islington, for Mr. John Nobts. Mr. H. WilsQ

architect. Quantities not supplied :

—

Bamford £600 0 0

Chinney 5-16 6 6

Lewis 516 0 0

Evans (accepted) -120 0 0

Congregational Church, Strft

B-eports on Vienna Exliibition, — The
volume of Artizana’ Eeporta upon the Vienna
Exhibition, published by the Society for the

Promotion of Scientific Industry, Manchester,

will be issued about the 20th of this month.

There are thirty-six reports.

Bridgwater.—Mr. Hipplsley, surveyor, of

Wells, has been appointed by the town council

for the purpose of surveying and preparing an

estimate of the relative cost of establishing the

proposed new cattle-market at Blacklands, and

in the corporation field in North-street.

Proposed New Gaol, Bristol.—The Bristol

town council, at their meeting last week, pur-

chased, on the recommendation of the gaol and
bridewell committee, the site of a new prison to

be erected on the Horfield-gardeua for the sum
of 3,8751.

lorn, Jb.

:

Waller £289 0 0

Gore 2-iO 0 0

Charlton * Martin 197 0 0

Wayman 181 0 0

Sarjeaut 1-13 0 0

Accepted for the erection of boys', girls’, and infsiu

schools, with out-offices, caretaker's cottage, fend

walling, &c., at Berry-brow, for tho Huddersfield Schc-

Board. Mr. Edward Low, architect. Quautitiessnpph]

by Mr. F. Johnstone :

—

^xcavalorg', Brickla!/er» ,
and Masonf' Work.

Graham * Sons £2,749 0 0

Carpenters' und Joiner)' Work.
Kirby * Scholes ^...£797 0 0

Tiling and Staling Work.
Goodwin* Sons £377 0 0

Flumbing, ire., nerk.
Carton £H3 10 8 i

Flattering Tkori.

Jeseop £110 19 -i I

Ironmongert’ Work.
James Brooke £113 0 0

Puj/iier*' Work-.
£00 0 0 I
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f no means the least

interesting portion of

the returns of the last

census is that 'which

has reference to the

places of abode of our

population. Bj help of

the facte thus ascer-

tained, we have been

enabled to arrive at a

more accurate knowledge

of the extent and value

of house property in this

country than it would

have been possible other-

wise to obtain. It is not

every one, however, who
lives in a dwelling-house.

As a matter of fact, very

little short of half a

million Engliahmea ap-

pear habitually to reside

elsewhere than in ordi-

nary dwellings. They
are mostly found in

what may be called the

public institutions of the

country. A considerable

number have their places of abode on board

ships, or in barges and boats
;
others, who may

be called the houseless class, appear to pass

their lives with no better shelter than a tent,

a caravan, a shed, or barn
j

and some have

not even this amount of protection from the

inclemencies of seasons, but sleep more or

less frequently ‘'under the open canopy of

heaven.”

As a pendant or supplement to what we said

on former occasions respecting the dwelling,

houses of England and Wales, we purpose here

to summarise the leading facts with regard to

the public institutions of the country and their

inmates, and further to add what is known of

that class of the community which may be called

the vagrant or houseless class. At first sight

the houseless class would appear to be the worst
class of customers which builders have

j but if

we consider that it is from vagrants and vaga-
bonds that the inmates of our prisons, reforma-

tories, casual wards, &c. are largely recruited,

,
it will be seen that, outcasts as they are, they
are not without a certain amount of interest for

the building trades.

Out of 22,712,266 persona enumerated in

England and Wales, on the 3rd of April, 1871,

! the number who did not pass the preceding
‘ night in ordinary dwelling-houses, was not less

I
than 491,671 ; the number returned as sleepino-

• in ordinary dwellings being 22,220,595. Of the

; 491,671 persons just mentioned, 404,125 were
i living in the various classes of the public insti-

\
tutions of the country, 243,637 of the number

I being males and 160,588 females. The remain-

'

I
ing 87,5-16 persons include all those who passed

the night iu ships, in boats, in sheds or barns,

I in carts or caravans, in booths and tents, or in

the open air.

The number of public institutions in this

country is retorned at 2,383, and the total num-
I her of their inmates, as just stated, was 401,125.

. The largest class of public institutions is that

which shelters our pauper population. The work-

houses and workhouse mdustrial schools were

found to be 740 in number, and the total number of

their inmates was 15-1,967, of whom 82,539 were

males and 72,428 females. The officers of this class

of institutions number 6,903, leaving 148,064 as

the actual number of pauper inmates. Next to

the workhouses in number come the hospitals,

or charitable medical institutions of vario'us

classes. Of these there were 407 in all, and the

aggregate number of their inmates was 26,566,

of whom 6, 708 were officers, and 19,858 patients,

11,789 being males and 8,069 females. Another

class of public establishments fewer in number

than the hospitals, but with a far larger number

of inmates, is that which includes the barracks,

forts, and military depots. The total number

of these was 25-4, and their occupants numbered

no lees than 94,401. The actual number of

soldiers, however, was not more than 68,548, the

residue (25,856) comprising the wives and

families, and civil servants of the private soldiers,

or of the commissioned and non-commissioned

officers. Less numerous than the military esta-

blishments, but with more inmates than the

hospitals, are the lunatic and idiot asylums of

the country. The total number of these 'was

found to be 166, and their inmates, including

6,514 officers, numbered 45,731. The total

number of lunatics and idiots was 39,217, of

whom 18,524 were males and 20,693 females.

The next class of institutions to which we come

consists of the prisons. Excluding mere police

stations, the prisons of England and Wales were

found to number 1-19. The aggregate number of

their inmates was 32,174. Of these, 2,988 were

prison officers, leaving 29,186 as the actual

number of prisoners, 23,519 of whom were

males and 5,667 females. The reformatory and

industrial schools* for the reception of youthful

offenders numbered 118, iu which the charitable

and •workhouse industrial schools, not being of a

penal character, are not included. The inmates

of these 118 institutions numbered iu the aggre-

gate 11,74S, of whom 1,150 were officers, and

10,598 juvenile offenders, 8,209 being boys and

2,389 girls. We have now accounted for all the

public institutions except 599, 'which form

a miscellaneous class, comprising principally

orphan asylums, and asylums or schools for the

blind and for the deaf and dumb. In this miscel-

laneous class of establishments there were

38,535 inmates in all, of whom 5,115 were

offioers, and 33,420 special inmates,—that is,

' 1-1,750 males, and 18,670 females. Besides the

2,383 public institutions thus far described, wo

find that there were ninety-six ships of the

Eoyal Navy occupied on the census night by

13,454 persons, of whom 13,404 were naval

ofiicers, seamen, or marines. It appears some-

what to strain the ordinary meaning of terms

to classify her Majesty’s ships, as the census

authorities have done, as “ public institutions

but, if we accept this mode of classification, we

get a grand total of 2,-179 public institutions,

with a grand aggregate of 417,579 initiates,

most of whom are maintained out of the local or

national taxation, the remainder being supported

by private charitable subscriptions and endow-

ments. The average number of persons in each

of the public institutions of the country is 168,

or about thirty-three times as many as live iu

an ordinary dwelling-house.

Many of these public institutions are costly

and palatial structures, and almost all of them

are more solidly and substantially built than

ordinary dwelling-houses, except those of the

very best class. We shall hardly be thought

extravagant if we estimate that it costs twice

as much per head on the average to house

the inmates of our public institutions as it

costs to house the population generally in

ordinary dwelling-houses. The average num-

ber of persons residing in each house in Eng-

land and Wales is five, and, as the avei’age cost

of a dwelling-house has been estimated at

250J., we get 501. as the average cost per head of

housing the population in dwelling- houses. Grant-

ing that it requires double as much per head to

build for the inmates of our public institutions, it

follows that the 401,125 persons of this class,

—

we exclude the Royal Navy fromthe number in this

calculation,—have cost the country, according

to the present value of money, upwards of

40,000,0001. sterling to provide them with tho

edifices they occupy. If our builders had to

erect dwoUing-houses for the same number of

our ordinary population, the work would be done

fur half the sum, or 20,000,0001.,—an inference

which we may leave to speak for itself.

We now pass on to tho figures which havo

reference to that portion of our population

which passed the night before the census neither

in ordinary dwelling-houses nor in public insti-

tutions. By far the greater proportion of these

persons were afloat. We have already spoken

of the Royal Navy, in which 13,454 persons

passed the night. Besides these there were

63,709 persons who slept on board other vessels

or boats on the night preceding the census. Of
this number 33,547 slept on board British sea-

going vessels; 12,545 on board foreign and

colonial vessels, and 6,641 on board fishing

smacks and vessels engaged chiefly in river navi,

gation. In addition to these there were 10,976

persons on board barges and boats on canals

and inland waters. Our total floating popula-

tion, including tho Royal Navy, numbered,

therefore, 77,163. So much, then, for tho

population afloat on our waters.

With regard to that portion of our population

which may be called literally houseless, it is

gratifying to observe that their numbers are not

only small in themselves, but they show a con-

stant and gradual diminution as compared with

previous censuses. In 1851 they numbered in

the aggregate 15,764; in 1861 they fell to

11,441; and in 1871 to 10,383. In 1851 the

number sleeping in barns and sheds were 8,105 ;

in 1801 they fell to 4,314; and iu 1871, to 2,358.

In 1851 those who passed the night in caravans

or tents, or in the open air, numbered 7,659 ;
in

1861, they were slightly reduced, viz., to 7,130 ;

but, in 1871, the numbers rose to 8,025. As
these latter two classes include not only the gipsies

and travelling hawkers, bub persons attending

fairs, races, &c., in addition to common tramps and

vagrants who had not time to reach a casual

-

ward or common lodging-house on the night of

the census, their number, with our population

of about 22-i millions, can hardly be thought

excessive.

Our population afloat, on the other hand,

has considerably increased of late years. In

1851 the aggregate number of persons sleep-

ing on vessels of all kinds was only 57,857 ;

in 1861 the number rose to 71,345 ;
and in 1871

to 77,163. Between 1851 and 1871 the num.

ber on board fishing-smacks and river- vessels,

so far from increasing, fell from 13,562 to

10,976. At the same time those on barges and

boats decreased from 12,562 in 1851, to 10,976

in 1871. On the other hand, the numbers on

board the merchant-vessels and ships of the

Royal Navy rose from 38,1-16 iu 1851, to 59,5-16

in 1871, the increase being almost entirely in

vessels belonging to the merchant service. This

increase in our floating population, concomitant

with a decrease in the houseless population on

land, is a fact upon which this country may con-

gratulate itself
;
and the large increase in tho

floating population on sca-going vessels is only

what might be expected from the vast development

of our foreign commerce within the last twenty

years.

The late Sir William Tite.—The Bulletin

of the Sooietc Centrale des Architectes (Nos. 5,

6, 7, and 8), for 1873, contains an appreciative

notice of our lamented countryman, from the

pen of M. Chas. Lucas, avowedly condensed
from the memoir given in our pages.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE AND ITS

DIFFICULTIES.
Si-’iiELV the Social Science Association is

doing good ? We do not believe that even the
writers who seem to feel a pleasure in throwing
a stone at it think otherwise. Its effect on
public opinion is very considerable, and always
in a good direction.

The judicial impartiality with which Lord
Iloughton spoke of so man-v of the most hotly-

debated subjects of the day, in his inaugural
address, some extracts from which appeared in

our pages, was an example of the application of
the true philosophic tone of the historian to
contemporary events such as it is rare to meet.
But the very charm of the address leads to the
reflection, how vast is the field which it is

attempted to survey. In science, although the
various provinces are as yet undefined by any
such central authority as might assign the proper
extent and relative importance to each, there is

yet that positive reality attending each distinct
pursuit that constitutes it, so to speak, as a
species. The animal and the vegetable king-
doms each presents an enormous field of research.
Classification, on some principle or other, is a
necessary step in the acquisition of knowledge
by mankind. Until facta are an-angod on some
theory, good or bad,—pigeon-holed in the mind,— they form mere loose materials for future
knowledge. The best naturalists are the most
fully aware of the immense difficulties that lie

in the way of ultimate philosophic classification.
The units which have to be shaken into form

by a purely scientific tribunal, such as that of
the British Association, are, like the species of
the organic kingdoms, tangible and definite.
But when we come to the mere vague, if more
lofty, subject of sociology, there is a far greater
uncertainly as to the elements with which we
deal. The more reason, then, for examination
and discussion.

While jorisprudence, in its elements and his-
tory.is a very well-defined and important branch
of higher education, and as such, comes naturally
withinthepnrview of the Association, the kindred
question of the amendment of our laws, is one in
itself so vast, demanding so much special know,
ledge of history, of human nature, of jurispru-
dence in general, of English law in particular,
of what is possible in the actual state of public
opinion, and finally of what is practically de-
sirable, that any sound recommendation on the
subject must be the outcome of the best thought
and widest experience of a jiicked number of
specially cultured men. To suppose, then, say
opponents of the Association, that the course of
legislative change, whether in our own country or
in the civilised world in general, can be annually
passed under review by a section of a committee
that meets for a few days in a year, and can thus
be relegated to its proper place in a general eati-
mate of social progress, is to give a generality
to the object of the Association hardly com-
patible with that vigorous grasp of detail from
which alone real progress is attainable. They
omit to remember, or possibly do not know that
the work of the Association (which holds within
it a society established purposely for the amend-
ment of laws), is not confined to the week in
the country, but goes on by means of depart-
ments and committees of men specially informed
during at least nine months of the year.
The expression “ Social Science " has in it so

much that is admirable to the friends ofhumanity,
that it is no matter of surprise that the bounds
of the survey attempted by the Congress should
be regarded as somewhat undefined. But we
think the more this tendency to generalize is
checked, the more tangible are the results that
may be expected. For the Social Science Asso-
ciation to take that position, with relation to the
British Association, at which its supportsrs may
be considered to aim, it must draw a clear line
between the subjects of its research, and those
proper to physical and chemical science.
Oue illustration of our meaning may be taken

from the quoted remarks of Lord Iloughton,
desponding^ as they were, on tho subject of
sanitary science:—“No practical progress, I
fear, has been made in the vexed question of
sanitary reform. Day after day it comes before
us illustrated with fresh disaster and moral diffi-
culty. No doubt this is, to a great extent,
true. But why is this the case ? It is mainly
because those stops which must precede any
thoroughly efficient legislative action have not
as yet been taken. It is legislative action which
is contemplated in the address, and the mode in
which the influence of the Association is most

useful will be by diffusion of such a sound
knowledge of the subject as shall put a moral
pressure on the Legislature. So far, so good j

but before this knowledge can be diffused, it has
to be attained. The chemist and the engineer
has yet very much to say before we are ready to

call upon the Legislature for final action. Of
course we are uot hinting that the lattermost
be silent nntil the former are absolutely
agreed. Things of this nature must proceed step
by step. The great thing is, to see that each step
thereto be firmly planted, so that it need never

,

be retraced. It is of far more importance that

:

this should be the case than that the step taken
year after year should be at the extreme limit

of the stride. But the broad fact remains, that
many of both the scientific and the economical
questions are still nnsolved. Our accounts of what
took place in the Chemical Section of the British

Association show that very material points are
yet in debate. As to the pollution of rivers, the
demands of the trade of Bradford show how
complicated is the question. Men of science
have not yet agreed what, regardless of expense,
are the best means of preventing any danger of

infection from sewage. They have arrived at

certain data, they are as yet undetermined as to

others. Men of agricultural experience are far

more widely divided in their opinions as to the
commercial results of the various methods of

utilising sewage. At these points we are now
at work. We believe that our progress is mate-
rially hindered by the eupineness of the legisla-

ture, and the administration, which has endea-
voured to throw on ignorant country boards a

responsibility from which the special advisers

paid by the nation to help them in tho matter
have steadily shrunk. In such a matter as that
the pressure of public opinion might be very ad-
vantageously called into play, by such a meeting
as that at Norwich. But the necessity of draw,
ing the line between the scientific and the
political questions is here very obvious. Science
says,—“ I have not got to the bottom of this

question!” Medical science says,—“It is a
question of life and death to us all.” What
can social science say ? Only this,—“ Let us

—

people and Government,—see that every aid is

given to the men of science to get to the bottom
of the question !” That aid will best be given,
not by advising every one to go to work in his

own way—ten or a hundred men pursuing an
inquiry which could satifactorily be caTied out
by one man, with a knowledge of what was done
elsewhere, while perhaps twice the number are
engaged in experiments which Tiave been made
over and over again with definite results. The
object of the committee of the British Associa-
tion is to register and to advance this positive
knowledge. The Local Government Board could
have done, and we think ought to have done, far
more than lies within the power of the com-
mittee. We think that this pursuit of positive
knowledge, and communication to tho country
of such positive knowledge as is from time to time
ascertained, became one of the first duties of the
Local Government Board from the moment that
they attempted to touch the sanitary question
at all. And we think that in this respect the
action of the Social Science Association may be
advantageously, because specially, directed.

We thiok that these views are in full accord-
ance with the opening paragraphs of the noble
chairman of the Congress at Norwich. In his
glance at the gradual transformation of modern
society, and the history of crime. Lord Houghton
spoke of the want of certainty of the philosopher,
whose “factors are living men, creatures of
appetites, passions, hopes, fears, and all other
incidents of temperament and will.” That this
is the case has been the confessed difficulty of
the philosopher, from the time of Aristotle.
But a light has been thrown on the subject
which does not fall on the pages of the ethics or
politics of that wonderful man. Human know-
ledge, in. his day, had not so far outgrown
individual grasp that that light was absolutely
necessary then. But considering the enormous
bulk to which the modern Cyclopsediahas swelled,
the only hope of positive advance, except in
detail, is derived from tho principle of the
subordination of the sciences. By a steady
progress from the universal, absolute, and posi-
tive,—as logic and mathematics,— to the mastery
of physical, and then of chemical science, we
attack the great biological problem from sore
ground, however laborious be the parallels by
which we approach the fortress. It is because
we attempt to jump at tho higher and more
complicated truth, before we have exhaustively
mastered the more simple and general, that we

dispute so much as to the main laws of the latter.

The establishment of the new Railway Board
was next mentioned as the only novelty in

public administration. The only point of view
from which this great national subject was
approached in the address was that of the pro-

posed absorption of the railway property by the
State. As to this, we exposed what appeared to

os to be the decisive elements in our number
for April 26th last. It should seem, however,
that if it be tho object of the Social Science
Association to indicate those points to which it

is most urgent that the attention of either the
scientific or tho practical intelligence of the day
should be directed, it is to the explanation and
the prevention of that terrible series of railway
calamities and offences which, since we last had
occasion to refer to the important subject

(see p. 697, has come upon us like a
swarm of hornets. The mechanical means of

preventing these accidents we do not hold to

form any portion of the subjects into which the

Association has to inquire. But the higher
question of how the responsible managers and
directors are to be bound over to avail them-
selves of the services of science, and of how far

judicial penalty or public indignation should
come into play when that over-driving of the
personnel of a line to which so large a proper-
tion of these fearful and disgraceful occurrences
is to be traced is detected might well form the
subject of inquiry.

Under the head of tho Licensing Act of last

session another of those contributions which
Science progress is ever offering to political

science was appropriately mentioned. We refer

to the remarks as to the medical character of

drunkenness. All that can be imagined as to

the moral and material part of the story has
been said, we should conceive, over and over

again, in every imaginable form. A mild
fanaticism has been called into play

;
and under

the name of temperance, and in despair of the

attainment of that mother-virtue of all virtues,

enthusiastic men, shocked at the terrible evils

that stare them in the face, have endeavoured
to enforce abstinence on moral grounds and even
by compulsory legislation. It is a philosophical

remark that “a national love for strong drinks is

a characteristic of the nobler and more ener-

getic populations of the world.” We hesitate to

quote the remainder of the sentence
;
and we

think it well to indicate the opinion that it

is not an “instinct” in these races, although it

may spring, to a great extent, from the same
source as their “ public and private enterprise,”

Observation of the habits of the English work-
men in different parts of the world, not only in

every province in England, but in Ireland,

France, and Italy, leads to the conclusion that

the habit, and thus the love, of strong liquor is

in its origin a matter of climate. Take an
English navvy to a southern climate, and lie

either becomes sober or is carried off in a very
short time by deliniim tremens or some other

form of alcoholic death. Wo are not speaking
at random, but from a personal experience which
will be confirmed by any English physician

familiar with the subject. The Italian is not,

one may well believe, a naturally more tempe-
rate man than the Englishman or the Scotch-,

man. In self-control, as far as the passion of

anger goes, he is far their inferior. But he is

habitually temperate, because if he takes what
in some parts of our island would be thought a
contemptible quantity of alcoholic drink he

entirely loses bis reason. He runs a risk of

fever,—which when treated by an Italian doctor

usually means death,—on the oue hand, and of

incarceration for some frantic folly on the other.

Result,—he does not drink. Thus the sugges-*

tion of Lord Houghton as to the possible advan-

tage of the medical study and treatment of

intoxication is one to which we are disposed

from experience to attach much weight. It is,

moreover, an admirable illustration of that

which we venture to suggest to be the most

remunerative line of inquiry that can be adopted

by the supporters of the Social Science Associa-

tion,—that of the discovery of the points to

which the attention of men of special science

can be most advantageously directed.

From this subject the transition was easy to

that of prisons and prison discipline, and to the

not remote danger that it may some day become

plain to the agricultural workman, if not to the

operatives in the great manufacturing towns,

how greatly they would improve their diet,

shelter, and physical comfort in general by the

easy process of becoming criminals; a danger

which Lord Houghton intimates has lieen very
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sensibly felt with regard to the young. But in

speaking of the legislation of 1851, and of the

Juvenile Offenders Act as the commencement
of legislative reform in this direction, Lord
Houghton has omitted an earlier and a more
important change. This century was very

young when the late venerated Dr. Lushington,

the late Josiah Conder, William Allen, and a

few of the early heads of the great anti-slavery

party formed the Prison Discipline Society.

In those days human life was weighed against

the life of a sheep, and was thought nothing of

in comparison to the safe-keeping of a horse.

It was the fact of the frequent execntion of

children of so tender an age that it was necea-

sary for them to be double-ironed in order to

allow the gallows to do its fatal work, and even
then the executioner was often called on to

come in aid, that moved the warm hearts of

these disinterested men, and thus led to tbo

first hand-to-hand fight in Parliament with the
advocates of red-handed justice (as judicial

murder was called). This victory left a com-
paratively easy task for the subsequent re-

formers of juvenile offenders and tbcir treat-

ment to accomplish.

Prom the prison, by an easy transition, the
speaker approaches the workhouse. It is a
matter of very great satisfaction to find a man
in the position of Lord Houghton,—an elevated

po.sition which enables him to see so much
further than meu who are too fully occupied
with the demands of daily business, and a man
who has strong reasons to speak well of “the
bold Act of the Whig Government some fifty

years ago,” in its effort to check the spread of

pauperism, — admitting that a “well-founded
apprehension exists in tho minds of intelligent

men ” that “ the primary virtnes of the working
classes are discouraged, and oven turned into

disqualifications by our Poor Laws. Thrift,

cleanliness, and “ honesty,” said Lord Houghton,
“ are not only no claims to poor-relief, but they
arc impediments to tho receipt of it.” A law
that has this result is one that relies for its

support, not on the best, but on the worst tenden-
cies of human nature. Tho result of relying on
such a basis is ultimate desti-uction

;
and tho

question may even arise whether it will bo the
destruction of the law itself, or of tho society

wliich enforces that law.

As to competitive examination, wo cited the
remarks of Lord Houghton, and only have to

say that, while he regarded the question of

patronage, it should not bo lost sight of that
there is an opposite, and perhaps a greater,

danger,—that of cmm. Austria is called, on the
Continent, the pays d Ve.ramen; and tho compe-
titive system there is combined with the lowest

degree of general culture found anywhere in

Europe, e.xccpfc in this country, and in tho
States of the Church. Such, at all events, is

tho testimony of onr blue books.

As to co-o])eration, and the land laws, wo
have already quoted the address. We cannot,

liowcver, lay down the pen without observing
tho evidence of a deep conviction, rather implied
than expressed, which tinged tho whole of this

portion of the remarks, and which is especially

worthy of notice, as showing the presentment of

tho speaker. It is a conviction that lias long

been forcing itself on tho minds of thoughtful
men

; though it has perhaps never been so dis-

tiortiy or so appropriately bi’ought before tho
M’ortd as on the present occasion. We refer

tu tho danger of the destruction of liberty, by
the extension of freedom. We do not wish to

be unnecessarily antithetical, but we can hardly
put tho matter in fewer words. We have been
busy for years in removing certain barriers that
wore thought to interfere with freedom of indi-

vidnal action, especially among the working
classes. We cannot avoid recognising and regret-

ting a coincident spread of the spirit of despotism,
—the kind of despotism that subordinates indi-

vidual energy and talent to rules prescribed, not
in the interest of society, or of tho best members
of society. We need not enter now on a subject
which must waken an nncomfortable sort of

echo in the bosom of many a thoughtful man,
but wo regard it as the great danger to which
the development of the social life of the re-

mainder of the present century is most obviously
exposed

;
and as thus one worthy of tho most

sertons consideration of all students of social

science.

Arcliitectural Association.—The conver.
sniioae to open the new session will bo held on
Friday evening, the 2-lth of October.

A FRENCH TREATISE ON HEATING,
VENTILATION, AND WATER-SUPPLY.*
About four years ago we noticed the publica-

tion of a French treatise on heating, ventilation,

and distribution of water in private houses.

The author of this work, II. July, has since

revised and added to his stores of information

relating to these subjects, and the result of his

iudustiy and research is now before ua in a
second edition. A hundred and fifty diagrams
served to explain the text of the first edition,

but this number is now increased to 375 illustra-

tions. The letter-press has been augmented in

the same proportion. It is not the general

I>ublic, we learn, t]\at has encouraged M. Joly

to launch out again on this enlarged scale, hut
the approbation of a few friends of progress. As
a matter of fact, French society has need of

many preachers and teachers of sanitary know-
ledge, but has few oars or eyes for them at

pi’esent. The holiness of cleanliness is not
generally understood across the Channel, nor
even familiarly acknowledged. It is quite true

that a perception of its virtue is gaining ground
among les amis du progres

;

but it is equally

certain that il. Joly has a wide uncultivated

field before him, in which his labours may be of

great value. As on this side of tbe'Straits of

Dover, there are builders at work who have but
ono object in view,—to wit, profit,—and who fail

to combiuo that very reasonable aim with a
desii'o to promote the health and general well-

being of their fellow-creatures. Tho number of

beams among ourselves prevents us from closely

observing Continental motes; but, with due
search, they are to bo seen in every possible

variety of indifference to sanitary appliances, as

M. Joly assures us. But it is not only with what
is, and what should i)e, that tho author deals.

Ho shows us what has been in different sanitary

departments, and thus gives antiquity to a
science generally considered new. There is

nothing new but that which has been forgotten,

he urges.

Heating comes under observation first. Heat
is a ditfereut thing to different people. The
physician, chemist, or physiologist and machinist
take opposite views of it. To the one, heat is

the result and not tho cause of movomeut, and
of the chemical reactions produced by respira-

tion and nutrition
;
and to the other heat is the

cause of action and not tho result, il. Joly’s

view of it differs again, if, indeed, lio does not
dispute its existence altogether. “ For us,” he
says, “ heat shall bo the state of bodies rela-

tivoly to our organs. To niako myself better

understood, let us suppose three vases, A. B, C,

placed side by side ; the first. A, containing ice ;

the second, B, water at ordinary temperature,

soit + 12^ d 15“
j
and tho third, C, of water at

-I- 40°. If any one placed his right hand in tho
vase A, and the loft hand in the vase C, he would
have a simultaneous sensation of heat and cold;

if ho afterwards placed both hands at the same
time in vase B, in the ordinary temperature, the

rules would be reversed, the riglit hand would
experience a sensation of heat, and the left a
sensation of cold. However, in the second case,

it is the same water in the same state which
produces the two different sensations, following

the preparation which we have made our hands
undergo.” From this fact, he argues, that heat
does nut exist for ns, and that all we need do is

to study its effects upon material bodies. And
then be proceeds to discuss rays, reflection, and
transmission

;
the dilatation of bodies

;
the

equilibrium of temperatures
; the conductibility

of bodies; tho necessity of artificial heat; com-
bustion; combustibles; smoke; the allumage of

fire
;
and every other department of the question.

Air and water next occupy his attention, with
all their intricacies. “ As the air, so the blood,”

however, is the pith of all that can be said of

tho first. The importance of a good supply of
water, under the various headings of baths,
reservoirs, cisterns, filters, glacieres, marmites,
norioegiennes, and other details, is not so easily

condensed into a few words. We pass by tho
sufficiently fullaccouuts of all these contrivances
to look more especially into M. Joly’s chapter
on the chaujfage des ajypartements, or, as we
might put it, on the rival modes and materials
for heating the interiors of buildings. He has
put all his strength into this section of his work.
To understand our present position the better,

the early modes of heating are reviewed, begin-

• Traits Pratique da Chauffage, do la Vantilatioti, et de
la Distribution des Eaux dans les Habitations particu-
li^res. Par V, Ch. Joly. Deuxieme Edition. Paris:
J. Baudry. 1073_

ning with the armful of faggots lighted in the
centre of the floor of the huts of our remote
predecessors, past the hypocausts of the Romans,
the open fireplaces and chimneys of the Middle
Ages, down to the stoves of tho moderns in.

their perplexing variety. These different con.
trivances are all illustrated from actual exam-
pies. The grand mantel-pieces and admirable
chimneys of some of the old chateaux and
abbeys are extremely pictorial. They all lead

up, ingeniously, to a c/ieniintfe perfectionnde,

systfime V. Ch. Joly, or to a perfected chimney
designed by the author. This is framed upon
the conditions announced by Franklin, in 1714,
as constituting a model fireplace. These, it will

be remembered, were to combine the advantages
of an open fire with those of different kinds of

stoves, to obtain the evacuation of vitiated air,

the introduction of fresh air at a moderate tern,

perature, and economy in the consumption of

the chosen combustible. M. Joly believes he has
made considerable progress towards combiuing
all these requisites with others, such as facility

in cleaning, the iitilisation of every ray of heat,

with a range of choice incumbustiblcs, wood,
coke, and coal being equally suitable for it. Ho
makes his smoke pass into pipes, which diverge
in different directions immediately above the
fire, instead of allowing it to surround and lick

the surfaces of the fireplace. Behind the back
of his fireplace, which is fluted, so as to make as
many reflecting surfaces as possible, and which
he calls a coquille, he leaves a space all round,

which ho terms a chamber o£ heat. On the
hearth he has a vent.

Tho coquille is formed so as to receive bars or
a grille conveniently, and it narrows at the top,

into a neck, in which are situated the pipes that
carry away the smoke. There are other details

given, but as these would bo scarcely understood
without the accompanying illustrations, we must
refer our readers to the work for more minute
particulars of the improvements M. Joly dic-

tates. The ins'.allation he proposes, he declares,

is not intended for persons of short-sightetl

policy, who, to avoid a preliminary expense of

30 or -10 francs, would burn, in the course of the
winter, combustibles costing a more consider-

able sum, and which are altogether wasted
under the form of smoke. Ou the principle,

we presume, that none but the brave deserve
the fair, only the friends of progress are invited
to investigate this chemiriffe perfectiomu^c. “ Let
us blame, energetically, the architects, and they
arc still of a great number who prepare their

plans without occupying themselves with heat-
ing, ventilation, or water supply,” says the
iuveutor, who then goes on to depone tliat when
such ill-considered plans are executed, and these
necessaries are all found wanting, then the
fumiste and tho plumber are called in, who
pierce tho thick walls and perch upon the chim-
neys horrible funnels of hideous design, to the
degradation of the buildings in question, as may
be seen by any one who looks upon Paris from
tho heights of tho towers of Notre Dame.

Alluding to Captain Galton’s method of heat-
ing .barracks, M. Joly says the principle was
indicated in France as early as 1832 by Captain
Belmas, and gives sketciies of tho original

drawings of it, exclaiming, “ Heaven knows how
often the same idea has been copied, modified,
and registered since,”

VYriting of the causes of smoke, the author
reminds his readers that the ancient Romans
suffered from this ancient misery :

—
“ Sunt tria damna domu^ :

Imber, mala fivminu, furaus.”

That is to say, he continues, there are three
domestic plagues : damp, a peevish woman, and
smoke. “ The second plague is incurable, but
nothing is easier than to remedy the twe
others.” When we are dwelling upon the
sufferings of otir ancestors from smoke, we forget
they used a remedy which we only know by
name,—the paravent. Not only have wo for.
gotten this contrivance, but in making oni*

windows and doors more air-tight than they
managed to do, we too often fail to provide
sufficient air to replace that which has been
carried up the fines. Then, from this starting,
point, M. Joly enters into tho questions of the
proper dimensions of tho openings into flues,
heights of chimneys, the too close neighbour-
hood of other flues, causing what we call “bor-
rowed smoke,” the action of the sun’s rays
causing a disagreeable smell of soot in apart-
meats, mitres with their various forms, traps,
air-holes, and every other detail that can be
associated with the subject. He gives a list of
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ll7 worka that he has conBulted, so that we aro

not surprised that he has looked at it from every

point of view distinguishable from another.

A new feature in this edition is the space

devoted to the beating of green-houses and
winter-gardens, or the best mode of maintaining

the equable temperature, or heat, required by

some varieties of vegetable life. During by-

gone centuries gardeners could only obtain

increased heat for their plants from mannre in

a state of fermentation, owing to the absence of

one indispensable element in the construction of

green-houses,—glass. The present eraall cost

of the production of this article has revolu-

tionised the gardener’s trade. It was not till

the end of the seventeenth century that forced

culture was possible, and then it was only con-

fined to the estates of the wealthy
;
but now,

M. Joly rejoices, the mos'/ modest bourgeois can
give himself the luxury of an artificial climate.

But there are difficulties of construction in the

way, owing to the different degrees of heat
required by different plants, which can only be
met by ‘dividing green-houses into compart-
ments. Several systems of heating are ex-

plained and illustrated, beginning with that of

Robertson, published in London in 1798, and
followed by that of the Chinese; that of Todd,
another English authority

;
the Marquis de

Chabannes; and others. Heating by gas, as

adopted in the green-housea of the city of Paris,

is also described.

M. Joly gives several designs for conserva-

tories attached to houses. In two instances he
places those glass-coverod gardens on the roofs

of the houses. To one he gives a modified Man-
sard outline

;
to the other a curved form,

surmsuuted by au ornamental ridge. Both aro

very pleasing in appearance. Ho suggests that

they could bo used where the narrowness of a
street, or its insufficient ventilation, would be a
bar to the construction of others in the more
usual positions. If wo could dismiss the ideas

of damp, and weight, and difficulties from
weather they convey, we should be disposed to

admire them as enthusiastically as ho could
wish.

A novelty in connexion with a work on heat-

ing is a chapter devoted to ambulances. After
condemning some of the modes of warming
hospital-tents, the author describes the best and
most rational way. Before laying down the
planks of the tent, a trench of a gentle declivity

should be dug along the centre of its whole
length. At tlie low end of it, outside the tent,

there should bo made a square hole. In this

hole should be placed a stove, whereof the
chimney-pipe should proceed along the trench

and pass out at a vertical chimney at the other

end, When possible, this pipe shonld be cased

in a double sheath, gatne, which, when once the

little stove was lighted, would assist iu the

ventilation of tbo tent by openings placed in

the ground. The subterranean part of the stove-

pipe should be surmounted by a grating, or by
atones or bricks with orifices at intervals for the

issue of warm air into the different compart-
ments of the tent. The stove should bo pro-

tected by a non-conducting envelop or covering,

.and sheltered from the rain. Thus all the

Rorvioe is rendered outside the tent; all the

licat from the stove and from the smoke is

utilised; the heat can be regulated; the tem-
perature of the ground is at least equal to that

of the ceiling, regular, wholesome, and exempt
from humidity; and the ventilation perfect.

The warming of schools, collcjgea, shops, and
warehouses follows that of the ambulances
volantes, and then comes the modern difficulty of

beating railway-carriages. Bat whether this is

to be surmounted by the use of the steam lost

by the locom itive, or of a thermosiphon to keep
np a circulation of hob water under the feet of the

passengers, or by a special chatididre placed in

tlie luggage-van, or by chaufferettes, as in

Germany, in which is placed a combustible
specially composed of materials to burn slowly,

or by stoves as in the United States, or by gas,

is not yet satisfactorily settled. M. Joly hopes
that as we have followed the Americans in the
employment of the telegraph, we shall haste to

imitate them in their attention to the comfort of

the passengers whom they transport to great

distances. Kitchen stoves, pots, and furnaces
next appear upon the page.

The section devoted to ventilation also con-

tains several novelties. If we were only shown
the impurities there are in the air, as we are

sometimes shown tho impurities and organisms

in the water we drink, we should realise the truth

of the Ecglish proverb,—“ Oar own breath is our •

greatest enemy,” exclaims M. Joly. What with
the burning of gas ; the emanations from des

fosses d'aisances, some 50,000 or 60,000 in

number
;

the fermentations from vegetable

matters ia markets, the gutters, the joints of

the pavements
;
the hospitals with their fevers

and other miseries ; the barracks scarcely less

pernicious
;

the two hundred thousand fires

lighted in the sixty-eight thousand houses in

Paris
;
the manufactories and depdta of all kinds,

it is clear that the Parisians should be alive to

the importance of ventilation, if they wish to

maintain the health of the vast population. The
plague, the yellow fever, the cholera, and typhus
are all enemies of man induced by bad conditious

of the atmosphere under the influence of heat

and damp
;
and the paste bovine among beasts

must he assigned to the same cause ;
and the

best treatment for them all is a proper ventila-

tion. It is calculated that a hundred million

spores or germs of different kinds are in the

air which passes in the course of a day through

our lungs. ” Qti’on juge de I’induence d’unair
impur sur la sant^!" cries M. Joly, with real

horror. The ventilation of hospitals comes first

on his list, and here he details both the Parisian

and American systems. Then we inspect in his

company des tentes-baraqiies, or stationary ambn-
lances, with their twin contrivances for summer
and winter ventilation ;

barracks
;
schools ; des

creches

;

asylums for infants
;

private houses,

chiefly English, however,"or American ; concert-

halls; saloons; des salles d’cussemblde

j

amphi-
theatres; prisons; ships

;
kitchens; stables;

theatres, in which every difficnlty associated

with the subject is associated under one roof, or

in one establishment;, workshops; chambers in

working-men’s houses; servants’ rooms; and,

finally, ponder over all the known means of

making their occupation salubrious to their

inmates. After all is’ said and seen, wo must
agree with Boileau ;

—
“La critique etl atiee, el I'arl esi difficile.”

As indicative of every phase of the subjects

treated, we commend M. Joly’s labours as

exceedingly useful.

THE BRADFORD INDUSTRIAL
PROCESSION AND THE ELGIN MARBLES.

We have often enough thought it not a little

singular in these days of universal writing and
reading that no profound and elaborated book,

—not even a German one,—on “ What is civi-

lisation to culminate in ?”ha3 been produced.
A very tremendous question, indeed, if we but
pause to think about it for a quiet moment or

two. Where the philosophic thinker is perhaps
compelled to stay his hand, there it may seem
to many but too bold to venture. But for all

this, a thought or two about it may not come
amiss. First, then, will mankind, in the future,

—the highly-civilised future,—be lighter hearted
and more joyous than those of the past or the

present; or will they be mo o serious:’ Will

business, or “ amusement,” to adopt the mildest

word, be tho main thing in life ? Will fine art

be,—to come to details,—a prime necessity of

mundane existence
;
or only, as it now is, a kind

of accident, here and there ? Will art come to

be manufactured more perfectly than it now is,

or will it of necessity come to be restricted to

individuality of artistic expression ? and, nob to

swell the list, which might be done with so much
ease, will such things as “ Processions ” of any
sort come to be regarded as beneath the dignity

and seriousness of advanced and civilised human
existence; or will they increase and multiply, and
get to be more and more expressive and artistic?

The forces of the world at the present hour are a

good deal divided as to them: by some, and nob
a few, a procession of any sort, or on any occa-

sion, is looked on as a thing of the past, as a
kind of trifling away of time, and as a mere
piece of old-fashioned foolishness; the sooner

got rid of the better,—as a dead thing, and
waiting only for burial ! While by others, and
not a few, a procession is regarded as a thing
needful. How is all this ? Somebody most be
right. There is, indeed, more in this trifling

array of energy, as it may appear to some than
would at first sight seem possible, if only
artistically.

It must be borne in mind that man is by his

very nature an executive artist, and will and
must in some way or other express himself and
his doings through material forms, more or less

artistically. In the morning of his life to

express himself he could anddid but copy in some
more or less enduring material the things and

occurrences of his daily and hourly existence,

and in this existence, such as it was, processions

and shores, it may be added, formed not a little

important items. Art was in truth realistic, not
imaginative, and this perhaps constitutes in the
main the essential diffei’ence between the old

and the new in art. Artists and artist-workmen
were content in the old days to copy the goings-

on and the doings of every-day existence, pro-

cessions included. In these times, as all know,
it is out of the imaginative faculty to look thus
at them. Art is thought to most naturally and
truly and artistically spring from the imagi-

nation.

At Bradford, on the occasion of the opening of

the new Town-hall, onr North countrymen would
seem to have gone to work in right good earnest,

and in the spirit of their bygone forefathers, and
with true Northern energy. A great place of
public meeting was built, the new Bradford
Townhall, and then, to make the very most of

the occasion of tho first opening of its doors, a
huge procession was organised,—a procession of

old-world thoughts, and of the very newest of

materials.

It is indeed cnrions and inatruotive to contrast

the part of ancient fine art with the present, and
to anticipate it maybe the future. Contrast, for

a moment, the decorative art and the illustrative

ai't of old Greece with that of the modem Brad-
ford. In tho Parthenon, the national temple of

Greece, we see the whole of it that was open to

the illustrative sculptor given over to what in

these days would bo called almost pure delu-

sions. The two pediments of the east and west
fronts, filled with “ illustrations,”—to use a
modern and, we hope, an intelligible phrase,—of

mythological dreams,—of Neptune and Minerva.
The magnificent series of metopes give represen-

tations of a quarrel at a public feast
;
and the

celebrated frieze a “ procession ” from one spot

to another, with no other excuse for it than the

making tho most of the bringing into the temple

a veil, or hanging for a statue : indeed, so

great was the importance attached to this pro-

cession that all Greece seemed to flock to it, and
it was comnaemorated in all-enduriog marble, on
the walls of the greatest and most finished

atructnre of which the Grecian people could

boast. Thanks to this, we may yet see what
the procession was like, what tbo people were
who formed it, and, indeed, tho whole of the

beautiful show may bo realised to the modern
sight-seer as plainly as the Bradford procession

of trade-guilds, and rough and manufactured
goods, and attempts at fine art. It is to be
hoped that some illustrative detailed record, if

only on paper, has been preserved of this Brad-
ford industrial modern show. What would be
thought of it if preserved like that of the Greek
display in enduring marble ? A lesson, and no
alight one, to be got out of such old-world ways
in modern times as the Bradford Industrial

Show ia in the fact,—a somewhat strange one,

perhaps,—of the persistency with which common
human nature sticks to its old ways. Proces-

sions, in spite of so muoh that can be said against

them, still march on, and nob only are those to

be found in any numbers to form them, and tako

part in them, but spectators, as in old Greece, in

any number, and of all possible grades, and
phases of education and age, are to be found.

These do nob come to see the trifling show by
any kind of compulsion, but they flock in crowds
willingly to see and to admire, and not a few of

the higher sort to pay heavily for a good and
secure place from which to gay.o. What an art-

lesson is here. Does it evidence au advanced
civilisation or not ? Is it a good sign for art in

the future or not ? Important and vital ques-

tions these, and perhaps a little hard to answer.

We cannot please alt, and cannot have every-

thing. A sacrifice always seems necessary, and

to get at one sovereign good, a something or other

must be given up, and abandoned, greater or

less. It is wonderful to think of what tho old

world did with its amusements, and “shows,”

and trifles, and theatricalities. It was not

content to see them, and then to let them pass

away. It memorialised them, and perpetuated

them in almost everlasting material forms. It

was not the Greok alone, either, in tho world’s

history, who did all this. The Assyrian and the

Persian, the Egyptian and the Hindoo, and not

a few others of tho old world’s habitants, were

alike smitten with this world mania for pomp,

and processions, and glittering show !

The main outlines and some details of this

great Bradford show of indostrial art have

been already described in our pages, so that

it will be needless to particularise, but to
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make real and good use of it. Artistically,

it should be compared with the old-world

displays of the like kind as tho Greek or

Egyptian or Assyrian. It is true that these

were not, iu tho modern sense of the word,

industrial shows or processions of men with
goods, raw and manufactured, passing along the

streets of the antique cities for the mere pur-

pose of displaying them j but in substance they
were, after all, pretty much tho same. In the

old Egyptian work, much of which may be seen

here and there in the British museum, were long

lines of men and things, trophies of war, all

-sorts of objects taken from the conquered cities,

and from the camps of tho enemy. In the glass

oases in tho musoum may be seen the very

objects themselves of fine art and painstaking

industry—a wonderful sight if duly reflected

on
;
and tho good people of the great and pro-

sperous Yorkshire town might well, some of

thorn, come to London for a day to look at what
the now so long dead men did in their day, and
then contrast their doings with their own. No
«team engines then, or telegraphs, or wonderful

systems of mechanism, which the workman has

but to set going, and which then may be left

safely to do all the rest of the work by itself.

The same materials, but how differently mani-
pulated ! No schools of design then, nor “ art

principles,” but how well the antiqoe workman
understood his work, and how skilfully ho did

it ! What a lesson to the Bradford men !

Let us think but for a moment how far from
the present all tliese old-world ways are. It has
been thought wonderful, as indeed it is, to see

into tho daily life and the “ life furniture ” of a
St. Edmondsbury monk “ seven whole centuries

ago;” but here, iu thcso strange things and
ways, even now visible to irs, we actually see

into the life and ways and real furniture of

4,000 years back, into a state of things at which
we can only look poetically, as in an antique
dream. Four thousand years of progress and
advanced knowledge, and inventive mechanical
BcioQco have passed away, and “barbarism”
Las, wo are told on all hands, given way to

“civilisation.” Then, may we not ask, how is

it that we must need go back, as it were, and
follow the procession stretching from so far to

now ? Processions have, be it remembered,
never ceased, iu some form or other, to be.

But then there is this diilerence between the

antique show and the Bradford show of the
other day : the old show was an artistic one in

every sense
;
the modem one lacked in no small

measure, if not wholly, the true artistic

element. Civilisation has a good deal to learn

yet, may be, from tho barbaric past; Bradford
ha.s a good deal to pick up

;
but, to our minds,

it was a good and healthy sign what she did the

other day, or tried to do. It is a true instinct

in human nature to thus express itself in

material forms, and even to march along by the
side of them, and to look at them, and at those

who do the work. But the modern Bradford
mon have a good way to go before they over-

take the pomp and fine art of the old Assyrian,

and Egyptian, and Greek “ processions.”

LANDSEER.
Th'k body of Edwin Landseer, the greatest

animal p.ainter tho world has yet known (not-

withstanding the power of Rubens within certain

ranges of the art,) was deposited in the south

aisle of the chancel crypt of St. Paul’s Cathedral

on Saturday last, a very large number of his

•friends and the public attending to show honour
to Ids memory. With very few exceptions, the
whole of the 1,400 or 1,500 persons present

wore black iu some shape or other. Around
where Landseer lies are buried Sir Christopher
Wren, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Sir Thomas Law-
renco, Opie, Jas. Barry, llylno, the engineer,

Fuseli, J. M. W. Turner, and some other artists.

In our volume for 1852* will be found a view,

aud particulars of this part of the crypt, which
we then termed Artist’s Comer, as contrasting

with Poet’s Corner, of Westminster Abbey, and
which term still Bcems to ns more appropriate

than Painter’s Corner, made use of in various

<luatterB on the present occasion. Landseer has

been fortunate in having always liad attached

friends. The late fifr. Jacob Bell for many
years forwarded his interests in a remarkable
manner, and since tho death of Mr. Bell another

gentleman has devoted himself to his service

in an equally constant manner. The amount of

* Vol. I., pp. 690 and 691.

money received by Landseer for his copyrights

must have been very large. We remember an
instance in proof. The picture representing the

apocryphal visit of tho Duke of Wellington and
his daiighber-io-law, the Marchioness of Douro,

to the field of Waterloo, was painted in reply to

a commission to the extent of 700J. from Mr.
Vernon, and that sum was, we believe, received

by tho artist for the painting. For the right of

engraving this same picture, Mr. Graves, as he
once told us, paid Landseer 3,0001. Tho same
sum,—3,000L,—was paid for the copyright of

“ Peace and War.” A complete collection of

the engraved works of Landseer, now made for

the first time, is set forth in Mr. Graves’s

Galleries, in Pall-mall. They are 305 in

number. We understand that the "value of the

property left by the artist is estimated to amount
to 200,0001.

NEW YORK HARBOUR.
Writing upon this subject, our consul at New

York states that the harbour there, in point of

capaciousness and shelter, as well as of the
beauty of the sun’Diinding shores, is not sur-

passed by any in the world. The main entrance

at the Narrows is not more than a quarter of a
mile in width. At the mouth of the outer bay,

near Sandy Hook, distant eighteen miles from
the city, is the bar, on which the depth at low
water is about 23 ft. Operations on an extensive

scale are being carried on at the Hell-gate

entrance to the port for deepening tho passage
into it from Long Island Sound. The rock
forming the bed of the stream is being under-
mined by a system of excavations, which will

not be completed before the lapse of eighteen

mouths, when this rock will be blasted and
removed. The bad condition of the public piers

and wharfs of New York, and the absence of

dock warehouses, are serious drawbacks to the
landing and shipping of cargoes, subjecting goods
to injury from exposure to the weather and the

chances of tlieft or fire. But a commencement
to remedy this state pf things has been made
by the construction of a system of quays, to be
extended along the whole water front of the

city, on the East as vrell ns North river. The
cost involved in this woik will necessarily be
very heavy, and several years must elapso before

the systenr is completed ; but it is anticipated

that it will provide all the accommodation for

shipping and commerce in this respect which
could be desired.

THE LATE MR. JOHN CUNNINGHAM,
ARCHITECT.

Mr. John Cunningham, whose death at his

residence in Edioburgli, on the 2nd inst., is an-

nonneed, was a man of considerable ability, and
erected several important buildings in Liverpool
at a time when architects were less plentiful

than they ar^ now. Mr. Cunningham was born
in 1799, at Leitliolm, Berwickshire, and served
his apprenticeship with his father, who was a
builder there. He afterwards removed to Edin.
burgh, where he studied and practised as an
architectural draughtsman during ten years. In
1833 he married and went to N -w York, intend-

ing to settle there
;

but the climate did not
agree with him, and he returned to Liverpool in

1 83 1, where he got into e.xtensive practice as an
architect, and remained till last summer, when
he retired and went to reside in Scotland, where
some members of his family and a number of

his friends were resident. His works in Liver-

pool and in the neighbourhood are nnmerons
and important. Among others, the Sailors’

Home, the Commercial Bank, the Uninn
Bank, and tho Orphans’ Asylum may be
mentioned as being carefully studied speci-

mens of the various styles in which they
are designed. The building which obtained for

him the most reputation is the Philharmonic
Hall in that town, the mnsic-room in which,
135 ft. by 100 ft., was for some time the largest

there, and has received high praise from musicians.
We are not prepared to record it as a perfect
concert-room. It is remarkably free from echo

;

but, on the other hand, it is not a resonant room,
owing to the extensive use of plaster, and the
great amount of upholstery, which ratlier damps
the sound than assists it. It was undoubtedly
the best room of the time it was built, but there
are new experiences since in these matters,
and Mr. Cunningham’s hall must not be
finally ranked as the ve plus ultra in music-
"ooms. In one respect, in regard to accommo-

dation for the audience in the way of cloak-
rooms and entrance and exit, it is a remarkably
%vell-planned establishment. The architect himself
had agood opinion of it. An acquaintance of the
writer was complimenting him one day about it,

and Cunningham interrupted him by saying,
“ Well, tho fact is that for a concert-hall, it is

joost perfect !”

The success of this bnildiug led to the appoint-
ment of Mr. Cunningham as conenlting architect

along with Mr. Campbell Douglas in the new
Assembly Hall now being erected there.

Mr. Cunningham was also architect of many
churches, mansion-houses, and public buildings
throughont Lancashire, including Ripley Hos-
pital, near Lancaster, and Upton Church, near
Birkenhead, and was engineer for several water-
works.

HUMILITY AND USEFULNESS.
Ar the Mansfield Town-hall, on Tuesday last,

the Duke of St. Albans, on the occasion of pre-
senting prizes to the successful students of the
night art-clasa, read a communication from Mr.
Ruskin, a portion of which we print :

—

“I fear tliat the tendency of modern thonght
is to reject the idea of that essential difference

in rank between one intellect and another, of
which increasing reverence is the wise acknow-
ledgment. You may, at least in early years,
test accurately your power of doing anything in

the least rightly, by your increasing conviction
that you never will be able to do it as well as it

has been done by others. That is a lesson, I

repeat, which differs much, I fear, from the one
you are commonly taught. The vulgar and
incomparably false saying of Macaulay’s, that
the intellectual giants of one age become the
intellectual pigmies of the next, has been tho
text of too many sermons lately preached to
you. You think you are going to do better
things,—each of you,—tlian Titau and Pliidias ;

write better than Virgil
;
tliink more wisely than

Solomon. Jly good young people, this is the
foolishest, quite pre-eminently,—perhaps almost
the harrafullest,—notion that could possibly be
put into your empty little eggshells of heads.
There is not one in a million ofyou who can ever
be great in anything. To be greater than tho
greatest that have been is permitted, perhaps, to

no man in Europe in the course of two or three
centuries. But because you cannot be Handel and
Mozart, is it any reason why you should not learn

to sing ‘God Save the Queen ’ properly, when you
have a mind to ? Because a girl cannot bo
privia donna in the Italian Opera, is it any
reason that she should not learn to play a jig

for her brothers and sisters iu good time, or a
soft little tune for her tired mother, or that she
should not sing to please herself, among the
dew, on a May morning ? Believe me, jny,

humility, and usefulness, always go togetherj
as insolence with misery, and these both with
destructiveness. You may learn with proud
teachers how to throw down the Vend6me
Column, and burn tho Louvre, but never bow to

lay so much as one touch of safe colour, or one
layer of steady stone

;
and if, indeed, there be

among you a youth of true genius, be assured
that he will di.stingnish himself first, not by
petulance or by disdain, but by discerning firmly
what to admire, and whom to obey. It will, I

hope, bo the result of the interest lately

awakened in art through onr provinces, to enable
each town of importance to obtain, in perma-
nent possession, afew,— and it is desirable there
should be no more than a few,—examples of
consummate and masterful art, on engraving or
two by Diirer, a single portrait by Reynolds, a
fifteenth-century Florentine drawing, a thir-

tcerfth-century French piece of painted glass,

and the like
;
and that, in every town occupied

in a given manufacture, examples of unques-
tionable excellence in that manufacture should
be made easily accessible in it.s civic museum.
I must ask you, however, to observe very care-

fully that I use the word manufacture in its

literal and proper sense. It means tiie making
of them by the hand. It does not mean the making
of them by machinery. And, while I plead
with you for a time humility in rivalship with
the works of others, I plead with you also for

a just pride iu what you really can honestly do
yourself. You must neither think your work
the best ever done by man, nor, on the other
hand, think that the tongs and poker can do
better, and that, although you are wiser than
Solomon, all this wisdom of yours can bo out-

shone by a shovelful of coke. Let me take, for

instance, the manufacture of lace, for 'which, I
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believe, your neiglibouring town of Nottingham
enjoys renown. There is still some distinction

between machine-made and hand-made lace. 1

will suppose that distinction so far done away
with,—that a pattern once invented, you can

spin lace as fast as you now do thread. Every-

body then might wear, not only lace collars, but

lace gowns. Do you think they would be more
comfortable in them than they are now in plain

stuff; or that, when everybody could wear them,

anybody would be proud of wearing them ? A
spider may, perhaps, be rationally proud of bis

own cobweb, even though all the fields in the

morning are covered with the like, for he made
it himself; but suppose a machine spun it for

him ? Suppose all the gossamer were Netting,

ham.made, would a sensible spider be either

prouder or happier, think yon P A sensible

spider ! You cannot, perhaps, imagine such a

creature. Yet, surely, a spider is clever enough
for his own ends ? You think him an insensible

spider, only because he cannot understand

yours, and is apt to impede yours. Well, be
assured of this, sense in human creatures is

shown also, not by cleverness in promoting their

own ends and interests, but by quickness in

unclerstandiug other people’s ends and interests,

and by patting onr own work and keeping our

own wishes in harmony with theirs.”

Mr. Henry Cole made an excellent practical

address, urging Mansfield to bestir itself.

THE TURNERS’ COMRANY’S PRIZES.

The Lord Mayor presided in the Egyptian
Hall of the Mansion House, at the fourth annual

distribution of these prizes. Their origin was
explained by Professor Tennant, the Master of

the Company, and the general results of the

present competition for excellence of turning in

ivory and stone by Mr. Thomas Forshaw and Dr.

William Pole, two of the judges in either depart-

raent. The Lord Mayor, before presenting the

chief prizes, congratulated the Company upon
the success which had attended its efforts to

promote technical education in the trade with

which it was more immediately connected, and
referred to similar ioducements held out by
other City Guilds, mentioning in particular the

Coachmakers’ and Paperstainers’ Cumpauiea.

Ho thought, however, more was to be accom-
plished in the matter of technical education by
the united action of all the guilds than by indi.

vidual efforts, and hoped at the forthcoming

aggregate meeting on the subject to be held in

that hall, the Turners’ Company would bring

their experience to bear upon the proposed com-
bination.

The prizes were then distributed, the re-

cipients being as follow. The money prizes

were given by the Baroness Burdetb Coutts.

Mr. William Davis, 22, Hughes-road, Anerley,

first prize for ivory-work. A silver medal and

the freedom of the Company and the City.

Mr. R. W. Cotton, 202, Commercial-road,

Peckliam,—Second prize, for turning two flower-

stands. A bronze medal and 51.

Mr. Greenbury, Uaggorsgate, Whitby,—First

prize for stonework. Silver medal and freedom

of the Company and City.

Mr. W. Atkins, Polteaco, Cornwall,— Second

prize. Bronze medal and 51.

Mr. Stone, for merit, 51.

Mr. Jonathan Gibbon, Whitby, for merit, 51.

An apprentice, named Stevens, not yet six-

teen years of age, took a certificate for turning

three bowls, connected, from one piece of stone.

Robert Lewis Packer, 5, Park-road, Camber-

well, received 51. for a “ photo-octant,” intended

to show a picture on each side, and arranged to

turn on a pivot.

At the conclusion of the distribution Mr. John

Jones moved a vote of thanks to the judges,

Mr. Joseph Hall, of Derby; Dr. W. Pole, F.R.S.,

of Westminster
;

Professor Tennant, Mr. John

Jaques, Mr. T. Forshaw, Mr. B. Windser, and
Mr. U. Weeks, R.A.

Mr. Mark Fothergill seconded the motion,

which was carried unanimously, and acknow-
ledged by 5Ir. Windser.
Having on more than one occasion specially

noticed in our journal the works of the Whitby
Jet Turners, we are glad to see that they have
shown their ability and taste on this occasion.

At Whitby the following gentlemen, Messrs.

Chas. Bagnall, J.P. (Sneatou Castle), John
Corner, Chas. Noel, Armfield (diocesan surveyor),

J. M. Bottomley (architect), and Messrs. Read-
man, Lockey, Horne, & Gaskin, formed them-

selves into a committee to urge the competing

for these prizes, and succeeded in inducing two
or three of the turners to send in specimens of

their artistic workmanship. Professor Tennant
informed them that Whitby had carried off the

prize against all the turners of hard material in

England, and had also obtained the first honorary

certificate. The following extract from Pro-

fessor Tennant’s letter shows the reasons which
governed the judges in making their award :

—

“
Ist. To E. H. Greenbury, the silver medal and

freedom of the company for an ornament in jet,

which combines beauty of original design with

excellence of workmanship and skill in the

manipulation of a difficult material
;

also the

honoraiy certificate to J. G. Short for an ink-

stand in jet, which is very meritorious, both in

design and workmanship.”

INAUGURATION OF THE JEWISH
CEMETERY AT WILLESDEN.

On a pleasant site at Willesden-lano, and

plentifully planted with evergreens, the United

Synagogue of Metropolitan Jews have formed a

cemetery, which they have inaugurated.

The whole of the ground has not been

enclosed, but five acres are surrounded by a wall,

in which there are suitable but _not veiy ornate

gates. Outside the wall is a cottage for the

guardian of the ground, which separates the

access to the cemetery. At some little distance

within the gates are three buildings, a central

one, intended for the reception of the coffin, with

the mournci’S, during the recital of the prelimi-

nary prayers, being, in fact, what in other com-

munions is designated a chapel, but which,

perhaps, we may call an oratory. It has broad

window’s. On the left side of this structure is a

building for the Cohauiin, who are not permitted

to enter in close proximity to a grave. This is

a sinMe room. Opposite it is a third building,

consisting internally of two portions, a “tahara ”

room, or room for the performance of the rites

of ablution of the dead, and a lavatory, with

necessary retiring-rooms.

The central building is 40 ft. high and 25 ft.

in breadth (internal measurement). There is a

porch at each end. There are dormer and other

windows. At the end fronting the ground the

finial is surmounted by the ornament known as

the shield of David (interlaced triangles). At
the opposite end is a sort of turret, which is

really a chimney-stack, thus hidden by the

architectural ornament. The liouse is well

lighted, and it has doors at both ends. The two
side buildings are roofed with green and purple

slates and red tilo crestings. The three build-

ings are in the Gothic style of the Geometric

period. The materials are Kentish rag, with

Bath stone dressings, and the shafts of the

porch columns are of Mansfield stone. The

ceiling or inner roof of the main hall is of deal,

stained the colour of oak. The windows are not

yet fitted in. They are to be composed of tinted

cathedral glass, set in narrow lead frames.

The works have all been carried out from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr.

N. S. Joseph, of London, the architect of the

building committee of the United Synagogue.

Messrs. Newman & Mann are the contractors.

PRACTICAL MATTERS DISCUSSED AT
THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGBESS.

We have already reported some of the state-

ments and addresses delivered in Norwich.

The field is so large, the number of papers read

so considerable, that no useful general report is

possible. We confine ourselves to a few of the

subjects likely to interest the largest number of

our readers.*

Hindrances to Sanitary irorli,

Mr. Lewis Angell, C.E., President of the

Association of Municipal and Sanitary Engineers

and Surveyors, read a paper, in which he

reviewed some of the chief causes which hindered

sanitary work, and offered a few suggestions

for efficient local administration. The greatest

difficulty was a want of appreciation of sanitary

principles by the public at large. He said that

the object of future legislation should be to

promote greater simplicity, completeness, and

certainty in the operation of sanitary laws, and

to secure greater efficiency in their adrainis-

tration, by affording protection to local officers.

• Dr. C. W. Ryalls may be congratulated on the

success of the first Congress under his management ;
and

Mr. James Robinson, assistant secretary, deserves thanks

lor his unflagging devotion to the business of the week.

Concurrently with the above, we required the

moral infiaence of a higher tone of intelligence ij

in the constitution of local authorities, and a i

better appreciation of sanitary principles by the i

public, without which, as the Royal Commis- :

sioners said, no legislation in this class could

be applied with success. There were indica-

tions that the elements of natural science'

would before long form part of the carriculuni

of school education, aud especially should the
;

principles of sanitary science be taught from i

the lowest grade Board school to the College,
|

because it affected alike the welfare of the :

prince and the peasant. It was not to the j

local authority or the Government that we must t|

look for reform. Reform seldom arose from
|

within ; it was by the power of public opinion,
:

guided by such information as Social Science

Associations afforded, that we hoped for sanitary i

progress. The efforts of boards of health, i,

medical officers, and sanitary engineers, however i

well directed, would fall short of their mark
unless there were also an intelligent apprecia- •

tion of sanitary principles by the public at i

large.

Dr. Carpenter read a paper which stated that t

the design of the Public Health Act of 1872,

was to stamp out preventible disease before it

could spread amongst the people. This design :

could not be carried into effect from the inability y

of the health officers to get information of the ;

appearance of certain diseases immediately they
^

presented themselves. The present machinery
y

did not work with certainty to the end. The :

design could only be accomplished with certainty \

by its being incumbent upon medical men to

give the requisite information. This entailed

the necessity of making all the district medical ..

officers under the Local Government Board to a

certain extent medical officers of health by

)

which the unit of disease, whilst remaining a ^

unit, would bo with greater certainty reached. I

It was the opinion of leading statesmen that the

health of the country was not to be secured by
;

grand drainage operations, but by a close super-

vision of every dwelling, and that the individual

house was the unit of sanitary work. Unless

the importance of this point was fully considered,

the best means of administering sanitary law :

would not be reached. Tho union medical 1

officer, said Dr. Carpenter, became of necessity ,

a health officer. Bub would the area supervised 1

by him be a convenient area ? It would be at (

once shown that it would not. To appoint the ;

union medical officer as the officer of health

would entail many evils, and not produce much
good. The rich as well as the poor would re- •

quire protection, and that could nob be afforded

by the Poor-law medical officers in popnloua -

places where ei^idemics were likely to jjrove most
fatal

;
and as union medical officers were gene- ‘

rally the youngest men in the profession, or new i

comers into a district, they were not generally «

the men who should guide their medical brethren :

ill resisting the attacks of a hidden enemy-
Every medical officer of health ought, however, '

to have practical acquaintance with the union

medical officers’ work. As the district was not t

a convenient area, the union would be more so,

but even tho union would not be so advantageous *

as tho county. The writer insisted upon the :

necessity of the health officer personally inspect-

ing every place in which disease appeared im-

mediately he had notice of the same, and of

making a general inspection of his district at i

least twice in the year, and reporting fully after i

each visitation.

Mr. G. W. Hastings (who on another occasion®

made an excellent presidential address) entirely
;

agreed with Dr. Carpenter that no area less in i

size than the county would secure the object it

was the purpose of the Public Health Act to i

serve. Mr. Angell, with whom he also concuvredji^

spoke of the necessity that those charged with 1

the administration of the Public Health Act :

should be persons of some intelligence and of <

some standing and knowledge. Mr. Angell aUt>

deprecated what may be termed the sn])remacy
;

of the vestry. It was all very well to say that i

gentlemen of intelligence and position ought to

come forward and serve upon the Sanitary

Board, bub the real answer to that suggestion

w’as that if tliey wanted them to do so they

must make tho Sanitary Board such that gentle- •

men of position and intelligence would like to :

serve upon it. With small sanitary areas, there :

would be small sanitary governing bodies, and i

we could only expect to have men of the vestry

class appointed upon the Board. Mr. Hostings

then strongly complained of the action of the

Government and Mr. Stansfeld in making tho :
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Eoard of Guardians the Sanitaiy Authority
instead of a committee of magistrates, witli the
county for the area. But after making Boards
of Guardians the Sanitary Authority, Mr. Stans-
feld appointed a number of inspectors, mostly
joang barristers, who had never studied sani-
tary science, to go to those Boards and urge
them to combine together for the purpose of

having a joint medical officer of health. If

Mr. Stansfold was an.vious that the Boards
-should join in this way, why did he not make it

incumbent upon them to do so ?

Mr. Windham Portal hoped the meeting would
rot press the question further than that areas
for counties should be optional. The work of the
fireacnt union districts had not been fonnd to be
unfruitful of results, and that at a reasonable
•cost. The object of sanitary measures was to
stamp out disease, wherever it was found, in the
shortest possible way

;
and be contended that

tins could better be dune by local officers, who
were constantly passing tlirough their district,

•than by a county officer wlio only received
(reports. He spoke, too, of the cost of appointing
proper medical officers of health.

Mr. Godwin said that the only argument
,
•that had been used against proper organisa-
tion was the question of expense. A county

I
was frightened at the idea of spending

I
«ioney on sanitary matters. That was unfor-

!
tunatuly the root of the evil. Unless the county

1
organisation was arranged, and the election of

' cifficers of health and inspectors of nuisances
taken from the vestries and guardians, nothing
could be done. Those officers were thoroughly

I
.afraid of their masters, while many of them

I
were nob properly qualified for the post. They

I
were " heaven-born sanitarians.” From the state

I
-of Norwich, he deduced the necessity there was

,

-even there for the independence of the medical
;

-officer of the local body. He had, with some
I

local assistance, taken the opportunity of walk.
I

ing through various parts of the city, and found
I
.places where health was perfectly impossible,

I while decency and morality wero entirely out of

;
"the question. Although Norwich people might

I

Jbe delighted inob.serving that the death-rate there
I
was not higher than elsewhere, yet it should be
remembered that these figures were deduced
^rom the whole of the city, while there were
parts of it where the death-rate must be much
higher than in others. Some places he had
visited would he decimated if an epidemic broke
•oat, because they were already prepared for it.

Mr. Baldwin Latham, C.E., of London, speaking
upon the question from the sanitary engineer’s
point of view, said that if sanitary science was
to receive its full development, those who carried
out the law should be protected. As to the
•ereas for sanitary districts, he thought regard
•ehould be had to the work necessary to be car-
ried out in them. They must look not only to
<,he natural drainage area with regard to the
<liapoaition of sewage, but also to the procurinfr
of that pure water supply which was absolutely
mecessary in everjy district, if life and health
were to be maintained. "What was also required
was to make the public health laws compulsory
instead of permissive. No doubt the question
<3f£. 8 . d. was also a hindrance to sanitary pro-
gress. In a municipal election there was sure
to be opposition. There was the dirty party and
the clean party. The dirty party went to the
tatepayers seeking their suli'rages with the
iivowal tliat they did not intend to tax them.

remedy this state of things, it must be
ohowii that sanitary measures were in the end
•economical. But iu many districts where sani-
tary works had been carried out, those works
'had not been judicially executed, because those
sppointed to carry them out had been incom-
petent for the work. A man wanted political
’influence rather than a chai-acter as a sanitarian,
to secure him a berth under a municipal autho-
rity. This state of things would exist so long
ns •we had the present imperfect system of ad-
ministering our sanitary laws. The only hope
of remedying this was by imparting to all, rich
«,tid poor, a knowledge of sanitary laws.

The Nonvich Setverage

Dr. Bade read a paper on the history of yie
Norwich Sewerage Works, with a brief notice of
the health of the city. He said that before
1805, from which year the history of the works
dated, attention had been called to the increasing
CoulnesB of the river, in consequence of the dis-
charge into it of the sewage of some 3,000
water - closets, besides refuse from manufac-
<eries and dye.work.s. The scour of the river
was very small, and totally inadequate to carry

the sewage far away, and the result was that the
first two or three miles became praetioally a
foul and reeking sewer. This contamination
increased, and the river became a nuisance to
the boundaries of the city and to Thorpe. An
injunction was obtained from the Court of
Chancery by the inhabitants of Thorpe, to stop
the discharge of the sewage. The Town Council
sought the advice of Mr. Bazalgette, who drew
up a scheme for the removal of the sewage,
which comprised (1) the formation of two
ranges of sewers; (2) a reservoir to receive it;

(3) a pumping-station adjoining; and (•!) the
hiring of 1,100 acres of laud two or three miles
from the city, up to which the sewage liquid was
te be forced for the purpose of irrigation. The
cost was estimated at 80,0001. Much opposition
was raised to the scheme on account of the
expense. But an Act was obtained, land hired
at 31. 5s. an acre, and the works commenced

;

but as difficulties arose with the contractor, the
Council carried on the works themselves under
the superintendence of Mr. Morant, in whose
bands, in spite of great and unforeseen difficul-

ties, the sewers progressed, and by the end of
1871 seemed to be completed. For some weeks
the sewage was pumped on to the land, but it

was soon fonnd that instead of two-and-a-lialf
million gallons a day, as estimated, double that
quantity had to be dealt with in consequence of
the leaks in the sewers. After some partial
stoppage of the leaks, Messrs. Hawksley
advised iron tubing and wooden struts to

strengthen the weak portion of the sewers.
But in spite of this, the leakage had continued,
while at one time the channel threatened to
become almost choked by silt and solid material.
In consequence of all this delay and difficulty,

the expenditure had run up to 113,000?. Al-
though three millions of gallons of sewage-
liquid had been for some weeks daily pumped oii

to the land, yet twice as much more still passed
into the rivei- at Trowse. The problem of
sewage-farming they bad no proper opportunity
of testing with the various questions of the
proper quantity of land in proportion to popula-
tion, of the best method of applying sewage, of
surface irrigation versus downward intermittent
filtration, &c. About 123 acres had been pre-
pared by channelling for surface flooding, and
by the help of these the sewage-liquid had been
satisfactorily applied with remarkable advan-
tage to the growing crops. No ill results had
been observed from the use of the sewage-growii
grass or in any way as a result of sowage-
farming. As to the health of the city, taking
the city mortality as a whole, the returns of the
Kegistrar-Generat showed that for 1872 this was
at the rate of 26'3 per thousand living, against
an average of 2-l'3 for twenty large cities and
towns of England, whilst for the past five years
the average death-rate had been 25-2. As to
zymotic diseases, for the past three years the
average percentage of deaths to total deaths had
from this cause been 24-9, while from typhoid
fever the average number of deaths for the
past three years had been 55, and for 1872
only the same number, whilst Wolverhampton,
Leicester, and Nottingham averaged 71 each.
In 1870 and 1871, Norwich suflerod much from
scarlet fever, and in 1871 and 1872 from small-
pox; but no special local or other features were
then observable, nor did tlie foul river appear to
be responsible for their outbreak or continuance.

Co7isfa?it Water Siqo}-)hj.

On this subject Jlr. Baldwin Latham, C.E.,
who contributed during the week the results of
much valuable experience, read a paper. The
author pointed out that for the distribution of
any water supply, if the sanitary well-being of
the district is to be observed, the followino-
things must be insisted upon :—Ist. Water to a
water-closet should only be supplied through
the intervention of a regulating cistern, the
outlet pipe to the closet being large enough to
give a good flush. 2nd. No overflow from any
cistern should communicate directly wth any
drain or aewei-, but such overflow should only
act as a warning-pipe. 3rd. Every bib-cock or
stop.cock should be of the screw variety, and
all cocks, whether ball-cocks, bib-cocks, or stop,
cocks, should be fitted with loose valves,
ai’ranged so that when they were relieved from
the pressure of the lever or sci’ew, the internal
pressure of water would raise the valve, and the
flow of water would take place. But should the
water from any accidental or other cause,
become intermittent, the loose valve would
prevent the entrance of a back current (often
of foul air) into the pipes. 4th. The service-

pipes for conducting the water from the mains
to the house should be of lead or block tin—the
former, if not injuriously affected by the quality
of the water supplied to the district. In some
cases thickly - enamelled wrought- iron pipes
might be used, especially if laid in terra-cotta
protecting casings. A series of such regulations

would tend to remove all the difficulties attend,

ing a constant supply, and greatly improve the
sanitary status of the population of many towns
at present but imperfectly supplied with water.
The description of pipes recommended would
not be permeable, if passing through bad soil.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Godwin
urged the necessity of keeping the waste-pipe
out of the drain, and spoke of the necessity for

simplifying the regulations, so that the constant
supply might be universally adopted. Dr. Car.
peuter said that bynopossible chance shouldthere
be the reverse action by which foul matters or
foul air could be drawn into the pipe in the upper
part of the works. Mr. Jobson, of Derby, said
that the waste of water was often the excuse
for the intermittent supply; but what had been
done in Norwich, where the supply per head
had been reduced from forty-four to twenty
gallons a day, showed that this waste could be
prevented. Mr. J. G. J. Bateman added that
Norwich had a constant water supply, free

from injurious exhalations, and as pure as that
supplied to any town in the kingdom. A
Member said that an intermittent supply must
be objectionable, as gases were thus admitted
into the pipes. Dr. Hardwicke mentioned an
instance in which gas escaping from its pipes
had entered the water-pipes laid side by side

with them. Drainage would also be a drawback
unless there was a water supply sufficient to
flush the drains. It would also be desirable to

have one quality of water brought into towns
for flushing and another quality for drinking.
Mr. Latham, in reply, thought a coutinual drip-

ping of water through house-drains with their

present construction was useless. .Some of the
best sewers in London wero badly constructed

;

they were of all sizes and all calibres, and^o
system of flushing can keep them iu order, and
free of feecal matter. Water if applied to
drains, should go •with a complete rush, that
would carry away all matter. A continual drip-
ping, while being a waste of water, would not
eSect this. Escaped gas contained in the earth
could only enter water-pipes when the water
supply was intermittent. There was no to’wn
that had such an experience in this matter as
Norwich, and he congratulated the company
and Mr. Ayris upon the efficient measures they
had adopted for preventing the waste of water.
When the water supply was forty-four gallons
a day per head it was intermittent; but by the
Norwich Company adopting such fittings as he
proposed, the waste was prevented, and the
people had a constant supply.

The Labour Movement.

Mr.T. Brassey, M.P., in the course of iiis address,
as president of the “ Economy and Trade” de-
partment, said, amid the many difficulties of the
present time, the English employers may per-
haps take comfort by looking abroad, where they
will generally find that the same problems with
which they have to deal are presenting them-
selves, and often in a still more aggravated form.
Passing from shipbuilding to engineering, I have
ascertained that in an establishment on the
largest scale, the moat liberal application of
capital, the most ingenious machinery, and
skilful administration had failed to compensate
for the great advance in the rate of wages. In
modern marine engines the cost of materials and
labour is about equal. An engine -which might
have been built in 1871 at 40Z. per horse-power
would have cost in 1872 46J. In the present
year the price has advanced from 55Z. to 60?.

per horse-power. It is sometimes difficult to
overcome a feeling of depression as to the future
of our mechanical industry. But, when we look
at the progress made in tho past, there is no
ground for discouragement. The value of our
exports of steam-engines in 1866 was 1,760,0007.

;

in 1872, 2,995,0007. The value of our exports of
machinery of other sorts was, in 18C6, 2,998,0007.;
in 1872, 5,606,0007. The past has been pro-
sperous ; the future mainly depends upon the
conduct of our artizans. In England we are
happily doing away with the great evil of
employing young children in our factories. All
the chambers of commerce in Belgium unite in
deploring the increasing moral and physical
degeneracy of the working classes, which they
attribute to the premature employment of chil-

n
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dren. In the English factories a larger number
of women are employed than in factories abroad,

and the association of employers, though differ-

ing on almost every other subject from Messrs.

Bridges and Holmes, suggest that women should

be excluded from factories for three months

after their confinement. Great evils have been

found, by experience, to ensue from the too early

return of the mothers to factory labour. Let us

venture to hope that another session of Parlia-

ment will not be allowed to pass by without

placing on the Statute-book a legal prohibition

against a practice which is universally con-

demned by those most competent to form an

opinion. Mr. Lothian Bell, one of our highest

authorities, has recently pointed out that in ores

of the finer dcsci'iptions the resources of the

United states are unlimited, while in coal

our own wealth is, in comparison, poverty.

There is but one bar to the boundless pro-

dnetion of minerals in the New World,

—

viz,, the want of hands to manufacture them.

Moreover, the United States, not content with

their natural advantages, impose an almost pro-

hibitory tariff on our exportations. There is a

party in America opposed to protection, but

hitherto the superior organisation and greater

determination of the manufacturers interested

in the maintenance of tariffs has overpowered all

opposition. Our artizans may believe that the

profits of former days were so large that em-

ployers can afford to pay the present rate of

wages withont raising their charges to the con-

Burners. There is but one means by which this

fallacy can be exposed. The workmen must
become to a certain extent their own employers.

In a co-operative establishment, created in part

by his own hardly-earned savings, the handi-

craftsman will find himself called upon to appor-

tion equitably the earnings of his business be-

tween labour and capital. In this double rela-

tion he will learn how great are the difficulties

which beset the employment of capital in pro-

ductive industry in a country in which compe-
tition is so keen as it is in England. English

workmen are less easily deluded by tall talk aud
sophistry than the more excitable populations of

the Latin race, and I would earnestly invite

them to apply their practical sagacity to the

difficult yet hopeful experiment of co-operative

industry. The first thing to be done is, to save

something from their present high wages. Fore-

thought is an especial duty in a period of pros-

perity. At no distant time the progress of our

commerce may sustain at least a temporary
check. It will bo sad indeed if the receding

tide leaves behind it multitudes of our highly,

paid workmen without any provision to meet a
time of adversity. It is unnecessary to dwell

on the evils which must ensue from a dispropor-

tionate increase in the non-productive classes of

the community. Lord Bacon has truly said

that a population is not to be reckoned only by
numbers, for a smaller number that spend more
and earn less do wear out a greater number that

live lower and get more. My father’s advice

was often sought by parents anxious for the

future of their sons. His counsel always was,

that a young man whose destiny it must be to

make bis way unaided through the world should

begin by learning a trade. It is a laudable

ambition in a parent to endeavour to raise his

family to a better station in life. He cannot

bestow on his children too good an education.

But the wise man will be on his guard, lest the

enjoyment of such advantages should render

occupations distasteful which afford the moat
secure and ample livelihood to those whose lot

it is to labour.

Utilisp.tion of TFoste Land.'.

Mr. Francis Fuller read a paper, entitled
“ The Problem of High Prices and Wages Solved,

aud the Impediments Kemoved, by the further

Development of the Resources of the Soil.” In
it he spoke of the amount of waste land that
existed in the country, the deficient crops that
were reaped upon the land which was cultivated,

and argued that the whole should be cultivated

to the highest pitch of perfection and skill, but
that in order to effect this, Government aid

should be forthcoming. The principal portion
of the paper was occupied with the question of

the manufacture of peat coal. There was, he
said, an inexhaustible supply of peat in the
country. The peat beds of Norfolk, Suffolk,

and Cambridgeshire were continuous, and he
expected that Norfolk would he the first county
to send peat coal to London. Peat coal could

be so prepared as to be both economical and

highly useful for manufacturing as well as

domestic purposes, and could be used as a sub-

stitute for coal. This peat could be manufactured

at 4s. 6d. per ton on the spot, and Sir E. Watkin
had offered to convey it over the railways of

which he was chairman at ^d. per ton per mile.

If other railway directors would but follow the

example, a largo trade would soon spring up in

the manufacture of peat coal. At Lakenheath,

a company bad selected 1,000 acres of peat land,

and the manufacture would soon be commenced
there. The peat in Norfolk was eminently pure,

and the quantity was sufficient to supply the

whole of London for 100 years. Unskilled

labour was all that was required
;
and by this

aid a value of 800,000,000!. could be poduced
from this source alone. Added to this immense
value, must be taken into account the employ-

ment given to a vast number of workmen in a

new industry. In addition to all this, it must
be borne in mind that the land when divested of

peat would be rendered suitable for pasture or

arable land. For all these reasons, he urged

that the attention of the public generally should

be directed to the question.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.

During a discussion at the Norwich Congress

recently, Mr. Thos. Brassoy said it would, no

doubt, be better that capital should be accumu-
lated in many bands rather than in those of a few,

but it was only by the gradual accumulation of

capital in this country that our British industry,

notwithstanding the comparative exhaustion of

our national resources, and notwithstanding the

high rate of wages which prevailed, had hitherto

been able to compete snccessfully with cheaper,

paid labour of foreign countries. In that sense

the accumulation of capital had been a great

boon and blessing to working men. It was
almost unnecessary to urge that the accumulation

of capital in this country was certainly not

owing to the excessive rates of profit which were
realised in England. In no other country did

capital command so low a rate of interest
;
and

only yesterday ho had before him an illustration

of the tendency whichprevailed to dimmish gradu-
ally the already low rate of interest. In Captain

Tyler’s analysis of the working of the railway

system, he pointed out that the average rate of

interest on debentures had been year by year

diminishing, and that at the present time it

amounted to 4 and a fraction per cent. Now he
(Mr. Brassey) knew, as an investor, that he
should obtain an equally good security in

America at 6 per cent.; therefore it would be
an error to assume that the large accumula-
tions of capital which have taken place in this

country were due to the excessive rates of

profit which prevailed. He would rather say it

was due to the fact that, as a body, the em-
ployers of labour in this country were superior

to those in other countries by their frugality,

their commercial sagacity, and their continued

devotion to business. What he wished to esta-

blish was an appreciation of these views in the

minds of the great masses of the employed. No
one could watch a strike without the very deepest

pain and regret, and if they could discover any
means by which workmen could be deterred

from going out on strike, with a view of enforcing

their own claim on the employer, it would
be a most invaluable discovery. The only

remedy he could sec would be to impart to the

working men interested in the cessation of

these disputes a perfect knowledge of the com-
mercial position of the business in which they

were engaged. If they could prove to the

working man that the concession of his demand
must make the business of his employer un-

profitable to that employer, the working man, as

a man of sense, would not go out on strike. But
how was that knowledge to be imparted to the

working men ? That was the great question.

Of course, the opening of the employees profit

and loss account, a thorough knowledge of the

net cost of production in the trade, would be

conclusive ; but there were great difficulties in

submitting such accounts to the inspection of

the public. If the position of the employer was
at all insecure, it would have a serious effect

upon his credit to expose the nature of his

business, and show how unable he was to submit

to further demands on the pare of his work-

people. Ho held that, if they could make
co-operative productive industry successful, it

would be a great relief to the employer, who
would refer to the rate of wages paid in the

co-operative establishment as the standard or

gauge by which the wages of the employed
should be tested. Therefore, from an abstract

point of view, it was desirable, if it were pos-

sible, to establish co-operative industries. They
had to consider what were the practical difficulties

in the way, and he was sorry to acknowledge
they were very serious. * * *

lu considering questions affecting capital and
labour, it was impossible to ignore trade-unions.

It was only fair to say that many persona, fully

competent to judge, said that trade-unions were
rendering service, not only to the working men,
but to the masters. Trade-unions had, no doubt,

done harm, by encouraging demands that were
unreasonable. The leaders of trade-unions very

often possessed immense influence over the men,
and unfortunately did not possess any propor-

tionate degree of knowledge of the business in

which they were concerned
;
they had sufficient

infiuence to urge the men to make a demand,
but not sufficient knowledge of the business to

know if the masters were in a position to con-

cede it. Then some of the trade-unions had
done great harm in endeavouring to equalise the

rate of wages as between individual and indi-

vidual. Nothing could be more pernicious than

that. It was the foundation of bis father’s

successful system of carrying out large con-

tracts for public works in all parts of the world,

that the principle of payment by piece should

be adopted, and it was a most desirable thing

in every point of view that men should bo
encouraged to work diligently and well by the

system of payment by the piece. In an engi-

neering concern in which he was a principal pro.

prietor, on the banks of the Mersey, the work-
men were not only paid by the piece, but they
also received a per-centage on the profits. He
recommended this plan for general adoption.

On the other hand, he admitted that trade-unions

had done good in one way. The governing

authorities of trade-unions were wiser men than

their clients, and in many cases workmen had
been persuaded to accept machinery, and to

adopt a system of working more readily through,

the infiuence of the heads of trade-unions.

SAINT PANCRAS MISSION HOUSE,
SANDWICH STREET, BURTON CRESCENT.

This mission building is erected on the western

end of an oblong site of which the eastern end
is occupied by the new national schools for

nearly 600 children, illustrated in the Builder of

last year, page 267. The entire site runs through

from Thanet.street to Sandwich-street.

The building consists of two stories with a
basement. The upperstory, built as a memorial
by a private individual, consists of a small vestry-

room, and a mission-cbapel capable of containing

200 persons, and is already ornamented with a
stained-glass window executed by Messrs. Ward
& Hughes. The ground-fioor building connected

with the chapel by a flight of stone steps, con-

sists of two rooms of unequal size, ordinarily

separated by a sliding wooden partition, but

capable of being throwm into one large room for

a meeting or tea-party. These rooms are fitted-

up with commodious wardrobes, and will be the

centre of the very considerable parochial orga-

nization of the mother parish of St. Pancras.

Behind is a small play-ground, part of which

is under cover; and through this play-ground,

by the entrance into the mission building, the

girls and infants have access to their own schools,,

entirely independent of the boys’ entrance from

Thanet-streeL Underneath, in the basementstory,

is one long and commodious room capable of

being hereafter fitted up as a working men’s

club, or youths’ institute
;
also two smaller ones.

The total cost of the mission buildings amount

to about 2,6501., which, when added to the coat

of the schools previously erected, and the prioa-

of the site, represents a total outlay of 9,3001.,

almost the whole of which, with the exception of

a grant of 6001. from the Bishop of London's

Fund, has been raised by private contributions,

and in a space of time very slightly exceeding

two years.

The Rev. Prebendary Thorold, M.A., Vicar of

St. Pancras, is chairman of the committee, under

whose direction the building has been raised.

Messrs. W. Milford Teiilon & Cronk are the

architects; Messrs. Sewell & Son, the builders.

The materials are washed stock bricks, with

bands, arches, moulded labels, cornices, &c.,

of red bricks, and windows of Box-ground Bath

stone, with oak doors and slated roof. The

window glazing is in ornamental lead quarries.
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TEE PRINCE CONSORT MEMORIAL ON
THE HOLBORN VIADUCT.

Some time ago the Corporatiou of London
ocepted from a gentleman who deeirea to

emain unknown an equestrian statue of the
unented Prince Consort, executed by Mr. Bacon,
k pedestal, the joint design of Mr. William Hay-
rood and the sculptor, was erected in the Hol-
om-circuB, at the western end of the Viaduct,
nd several weeks ago the statue was placed in

losition, and carefully wrapped up, to hide it

rom sight, preparatory to a formal uncovering,
hfficultiea in the arrangements for this have
revented the Corporation from taking o2 its

rraps, and as some of the public are now asking
0 know what the statue is like, and the Cor-
oration cannot yet show them, we will. The
'rince, it will be seen, is represented as respond-

3g to a salute. Tho pedestal, which includes
wo sitting figmea, emblematical of History and
’eace, and bas-reliefs illustrating important
vents of his life, is composed of stones
reighing from 2 to 10 tons each, and pre-
ared by Messrs. G. & F. Fenning, at their

ranito works, Westmoreland, and fired by
lessrs. R. Field, Poole, & Son, of Westminster,
'he statue, sitting figures, bas-reliefs, and the
and of oak-leaves around the pedestal, are all

f bronze, and were executed by Messrs. Young
' Co., of Pimlico.

In consequence of the largeness of the area in

'hicli the memorial stands it is to be feared
iiat it will look small, and less important than
light be desired.

HE NEW WORKS AND EXPENDITURE
ON THE SCOTTISH RAILWAYS.

A FEW weeks ago we gave, in the columns of

36 Builder, some detailed particulars of the

ixge intended expenditure in new works on
omo of the leading English railways, as dis-

losed at the half-yearly meetings of the several

Dmpanies. Tho statutory half-yearly meetings
f the Scottish railways, which are somewhat
iter than those of the English companies, have
ist been held, and from the proceedings of the
aledonian, the North British, and the Glasgow
nd South-Western Companies, which may be
jgarded as the three great Scottish railway
jrporacions, wo find that, like many of the

Inglish companies, they also are about to expend
ery large sums in new and extended works, and
aat the Caledoniau Company intend to incur an
speuditure, during tho current half-year, of

pwards of 300,000i. in new rolling-stock alone.

At the recent meeting of the Caledoniau
ompany, held at Glasgow, the chairman made
jveral interesting statements as to the opera-

ons of the company during the past year, and
Iso in reference to prospective outlay, the im-
ortaut subject of the great increase in wages,
nd tho rise in the price of fuel, being promi-
ently brought forward. Amongst other state-

lents, ho observed, that the bills which they
btained last session would involve a considerable

ependituro of capital in extension lines and
bations ; and also, that in order to complete
leir arrangement with the North British, by
Jimecting with their line at Dairy, near Edin.
urgh, it would be uecessary for them to apply
ext session for Parliamentary sanction to tlie

anotion at that point. Adverting to the intended
eavy outlay for new rolling-stock, he remarked
bat traffic was being passed upon them to such
Q extent that, to enable them to meet its

jquiremeuts, very large additions to rolling-

jock were absolutely necessary. He added, that
22,OOOL, the estimated half-year’s expenditure
)r additional plant, was a large sum; but, in

laco of grudging it, they should only be too
lad in having it to pay, affording, as it

'ould do, the means of immediately greatly
ugmenting the revenue. Referring to steel

ails as against iron, he said that for some years
hey had been making trial of the former, in

slaying the line at junctions and at other places

lost fitted to test their quality, and so com.
letely had their superiority over iron been
Bcertained, that the directors proposed to relay

'ith steel in future to a mucli greater extent,

luring the last four years about 4,300 tons of

*el had been laid down, and of these 945 tons
'ere put in last year. His following observa-
;ons on the enormous increase of wages, and
be cost of coal, with its effect on the cost of
lant, have a significant importance. He said

iMt, compared with 1868, engines, carriages,
ad wagons were respectively 15, 47, and 55 per

cent, dearer than they were then, and the wages
in the workshops averaged fully 13 per cent,
higher. Taking in all tho branches of the
service, wages formed a very large item of
increase,'the excess for the six months to July
being nearly 41,000i. He next adverted to
the price of coal, stating that the expenditure
for coal had boon fully 40,0001. in excess of the
corresponding six months, and they had paid for

the half-year’s consumption 48. 2d. per ton above
tho average of the corresponding period. On
those facts he remarked, “ But discussion here
will not settle the wages question any more than
it can the coal question. Each will find its true
level by and by.”
At the meeting of the North British Company,

held in Edinburgh, the expenditure of 150,000i.
in respect of a new large station in College-
street, Glasgow, was sanctioned ; also SO.OOOh
on account of the works at the Burntisland
harbour and docks, now in progress. The sum
of 50,0001. was also voted for new rolling-

stock. Tho chairman stated that they were
expending a considerable sum in the enlarge-
ment of the station at Linlithgow

; and that a
largo outlay was also being incurred in carrying
out the block telegraph system along the line.

Referring to the stupendous Tay Bridge now in

course of construction, and also to the Forth
Bridge, of still greater magnitude, he observed
that he had no hesitation in saying that until
tbey got the Tay Bridge and the Forth Bridge
finished they worked at great disadvantage and
great additional cost. During the last six

months they had paid additional toll to the
Caledonian of about 1,0001. for sending traffic

round by Perth, which they could not take across
at Tayport. With the hope of bridging over the
Toy and the Forth, and thus having a further
line of through communication from north to

south, the North British would be in a splendid
position. Referring to the guarantee which the
company have given to the promoters of the
great Tay Bridge, he observed that until that
bridge was finished, and passed by the Board of

Trade as ready for working, they did not incur
any liability. After the bridge was completed,
and suffered the tests common to all works ol

this character, they should be prepared to step
in and work it. On tho question of wages aud
tho price of coal he re-echoed the remarks of

the chairman at the Caledonian meeting,
observing that during the year the rise in

materials, coals, and wages has been such that
it had upset all their calculations, and thrown

1

them back some eighteen months. During the
last six months there was an increase of 26,0001.

in coal for the locomotive department alone, aud
their expenses had run up from 49 to 55 per
cent.

At the meeting of the Glasgow and South-
Western Company it transpired that the sum of
369,6501. was lequired for new and extension
works uow in course of construction.

PROPOSED PUBLIC BATHS
AND WASH-HOUSES IN CLERKENWELL.
A PROJECT has been started for the erection of

public baths and wash-houses in Clerkenwell, and
the proposal was so favourably received at a
special meeting of the Clerkenwell vestry on the
subject, held last week, that there is every
promise of the object being carried out. Mr.
Brigbty, one of the members of the vestry, in

moviug that public baths aud wash-houses be
established in the district, referred to their

great success in St. Pancras, where they yielded
i

a clear profit. Their baths, he stated, cost

23,0001., but they would not require to expend
so much in Clerkenwell in erecting the buildings,

as the pariah was not nearly so large as St. Pan.
eras. Mr. Thompson, another member of the

vestry expressed an opinion to the effect that if

proper baths were provided for the parish, which
was in the centre of the metropolis, they would, if

properly managed, give a large profit; and he
added that if there were one duty more than
another, it was tho facing of this question, and
securing for the poor women a proper place
where they could wash their clothiug. Another
member warmly supported the proposal, believ-
ing that the baths and wash-houses would prove
a great boon to the poorer classes. Such an
establishment, he said, should have been erected
in the parish long since. Several other members
of the Board endorsed the opinions which had
been already expressed in favour of the erection
of the baths; and the desirability of establishing
them having been affirmed, a committee, con-

sisting of two members of the vestry from each
ward in the parish was appointed to consider
the question of coat, aud report to a future
meeting.

THE PROPERTY OF THE CITY OFFICES
COMPANY.

At a meeting of the shareholders in the City
Offices Company, held last week, a favoorablo
report was submitted as to the annual value of
the several properties in the City which the
Company have purchased and built, the rentals
being stated to be highly satisfactory, and
showing a net balance for the half-year of
5,144i., applicable to dividend. The receipts
from the Lombard rooms alone were very large,
giving 4,200Z. for the half-year. As showing
the rapidly increasing annual rentals of the
Company, it may be stated that whereas in
1870 they amounted to 35,300Z., they were
now 39,000Z., notwithstanding that, owing to the
falling in of a lease in Cornhill, the Company
lost 6,500Z. rental. The annual value of the
present uulet property hold by the Company is
estimated at between 3,000Z. and 4,000Z. a year.
With the view of securing tenants for the upper
floors of the property, the Company have just
erected lifts, which have been found to be a
great advantage in doing away with the neces-
sity of constantly going up and down long flights
of staircases.

CONTAMINATION OF THE WATER AT THE
NEW CAMBERWELL INFIRMARY.

The new infirmary at Camberwell, a large and
costly building, which has been erected at an
outlay of 25,000Z., has only just been completed,
and was opened not longer than a few weeks
since. The construction of a well to supply the
establishment was a portion of the work in con-
nexion with the building, and it has already
been unfortunately discovered that, owing to
some unknown cause, the water is unfit for con-
sumption and contaminated by sewage. In
compliance with instructions from the guardians,
Dr. Bernays has analysed the water, aud as the
result of his analysis he condemns the quality
of the water in the following strong terms:

—

“The water is about as bad as water can be. Ib
gives every sign of sewage contamination, as
well by the test of slow evaporation as by the
quantity of free ammonia and of albumenoid
ammonia. One gallon of water contains 0 00827
grains of ammonia and 0 00785 of albumenoid
ammonia. It is a very hard water; but that,
apart from the waste of soap in the washing, I
should not object to. The total residue of solids

per gallon amounts to 21-81 grains, after removal
of organic matter and by calcination. Perma-
nent hardness only 4®, total hardness, 20-6°.

Nitrates very distinctly present. Tho micros-
cope fully confirms the badness of the water.
Ib is only fit for cleansing purposes, and is even
then only fairly applicable for swilling.” At
the meeting of tlie guardians last week the
report of the analyst was discussed, when Mr.
Thornhill suggested that the sewage might find
its way from a disused cesspool, and ho proposed
that a trench be dug so as to discover the source
of contamination. He expressed his belief that
it found its way down at the back of the brick-
work ; but Mr. Lyon (a builder) said that could
not be so, as iron cylinders were used, and not
brickwork, and it is therefore reasonable to
suppose that the water is contaminated before it

reaches the well. It is feared that there will be
considerable difficulty in remedying the evil, as
the source of the contamination is at present a
mystery. It was ultimately decided that pump-
ing should be continued for a week, and at the
expiration of that period another analysis made.

ROMAN ANTIQUITIES.

On opening the new wing of tho Maidstone
Museum, Mr. C. Roach Smith delivered a lecture
on Roman antiquities. The lecturer thought
the study of archajology would before long
become general in schools, and that it would
be necessary to found a chair of arche-
ology in the Universities. Coming to the sub-
jeeb itself, he would take the Roman antiquities
in England. Romish inscriptions were only to
be found in the north of this country. When
the Romans were in possession of the country it

is supposed that the southern tribes were more
peaceable than those in the north, and in conse-
quence the remains of a number of great garri-
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sonB may- still be seen in tlie latter part. There

were, bowever, the rnins of three or four mili-

tary stations in the south, such as Richborough,

Reculver, &.G. These, however, are of late date,

they having been built in the time of the Saxons.

Some time after the Romans conquered the

country, the northern tribes began to be very

troublesome, and the conquerors, in order to

keep them back, built a wall across the north of

Britain. It was 70 miles in length, 30 ft. high,

and 13 ft. wide, and it was garrisoned by some

15,000 men. In the southern part of England

are found residences of great extent, which were

occupied by people of importance, or persons

who were stationed to collect tributes, or super-

intend the working of manufactories; none of

these, however, are to be found in Kent. The

Eewerage of tho Romans was superior to that of

modern times, and a specimen of their work may
still be seen in Lincoln. They were also in

advance of us in economising heat. The walls

of their houses were lined with red tiles, by

means of which heat was carried all over the

house. In the Roman period it is believed that

Kent was very densely populated. At Hartlip,

in that county, there is a building, supposed to

have been built by the Romans, which, it is

thought, was a depository for provisions, Ac.,

for exportation. At Lockham Wood are the

ruins of a sepulchre of a distinguished family.

KENSINGTON GARDENS.
The sad condition of the trees in this invalu-

able extra-urban forest has been alluded to in

the Builder more than once, bat is becoming

worse every recurring season
;
so that we are

induced to ask, is there no arborist or wood-

reeve to stop the waste and decay which are now
a disgrace to the authorities in control of this

royal domain? Originally planted too close, the

noble foresters now interlace their branches,

and, having expended their force in shooting

upwards, have become stalky and dead at the

top. In some of the outer botindaries there are

certainly many beautiful trees standing in the

open sward, fully grown and expanded
;
and

aloD" the admirable and much - frequented

flower-walk many stately foresters have attained

a graceful expansion, with free branchage; but

the great central masses of wood exhibit only

bare poles, with a few straggling branches and

withering top-alioots,— several being broken

down and decaying from too close propinquity.

Surely many of these deformed poles ouglit to

be cleared away, to leave room for the more

healthy standards to vegetate freely, and feather

out in more graceful foliage. Forest trees can-

not assume graceful proportions when their

branches are intermixed, — standing at, say,

10 ft. apart,—some of them being only 6 ft.,

5 ft., and even -I ft.

!

The clearance of some hundreds of these stems

would yield a considerable profit, whilst it would

open a way to the healthy growth and expansion

of the survivors.

In this vastly extended and still growing

metropolis the value of such public parks,

wardens, and liberties cannot be over-estimated
;

and if a small share of the outlay upon rangers,

keepers, and servitors were dedicated to the

improvement and embellishment of these long-

neglected woodlands, as also to the tasteful

laying out of a skew pathway, to extend a mile

from Notting-hill entrance-gate, neai'ly to the

Ride of Hyde Park, and to the Exhibition-road

gate, it would confer a great boon upon the

public, and conduce to the healthy enjoyment of

extensive woodlands, which cannot be traversed

in winter, and, in their present state, are neither

healthy nor attractive. Q.

COTTAGE HOSPITALS.

WatlUigton .—A proposal to establish a cottage

hospital for the district has been fully discussed

at a public meeting, and a resolution was unani-

mously passed, “That it is desirable to establish

a cottage hospital in Watlington for the benefit

of the sick poor in the town and neighbourhood
;

that the bouse known as ‘Lady Macclesfield’s

Training School’ be rented for the purpose;
and that a committee be appointed managing
committee for the hospital.’’ The Earl of Mac-
clesfield and most of the gentlemen present

promised liberal subscriptions. It is intended
that the hospital shall be used principally for

accidents, and that no patient suffering from
contagious disease shall be admitted.

Wisbeadi .—The North Cambs cottage hos-

pital at Wisbeach has been opened by Miss Mar-
garet Elizabeth Trafford Southwell, of Honing-

ton Hall, Grantham, and Hyde-park, London.

The hospital surgeon’s residence and mortuary

porter’s lodge, and other bnildings, with the

grounds in which they are situated, are the gift

of Miss Southwell to the town, for the benefit of

the sick and poor. The value of this gift is

nearly 10,0007., and, in addition, the foundress

has given 8,0007. to the permanent endowment
fund, besides an annual subscription of 217. Mr.

W. Peckover, of Wisbeach, has given 2,0007.. I^Ir.

A. Peckover, 1,0007., and the Duke of Bedford,

1007. The hospital has nineteen beds, and over-

looks the public park.

Boss .—A statement prepared by the assistant

secretary, Mr. F. Coojier, shows the amount re-

ceived during the past nine months from
patients, and in casual sums, and the amounts
which had been promised and would be likely to

be received if the institution were free. It was
proposed at a recent meeting by Colonel Jack-

son, “That the cottage hospital be made free on

and after the 1st October.” Mr. Blake moved,

as an amendment, “That rule 26 of the institu-

tion be altered by leaving out the words, ‘But

such weekly contribution shall in no case be less

than Ss. 6d.’ ” The amendment was carried by
a majority of five votes. The cottage hospital

I

will consequently be free to those who cannot

afford to pay.

FROM MELBOURNE.
The Custom-house additions and alterations

have been commenced. The new foundations

are composed of huge blocks of blue stone,

resting upon 2 ft. G in. of concrete, and em-
bedded in cement, tho whole being 11 ft. in

depth and about 5 ft. in width. The alterations
'

are not confined to any particular portions of

the building, bub will be of so general a eba-

racter as to completely change its e.vternal

appearance and internal arrangements. The
centre of the building will be brought forward

to within about 10 ft. of the footijatli, from

which a flight of seven granite steps, 56 ft. in

length, terminating in a landing 8 ft. in depth,

will lead to the level of the basement floor.

From this landing three doors will communicate

with the south entrance-hall, whence wide stair-

cases will lead to tho long room on tlie first floor

and other parts of tho building. From the level

of the first floor four plain Ionic columns, with

corresponding pilasters, will spring, reaching the

base of an entablature, 6 ft. high, running along

the entire front, and surmounted in the centre

by panels 3 ft. in height. 1-1 ft. back from the

main building, which will be 71 ft. in length, the

two wings will run each 51 ft. to William and
Market streets respectively, giving a total

frontage of 176 ft. The basement will be con-

structed of sawn blue stone, rusticated, and the

superstructure of brick, the whole being

cemented. Each of the wings will have a

depth of 100 fc., that facing William. street being

entirely new, but a portion of that now abutting

on Market-street will be worked into the general

design. The total extension of the present

building will be in length 50 ft., and in depth

30 ft., adding eighteen rooms, and increasing the

dimensions for the long-room nearly one-half.

In length, 88 ft., it will not be extended, bat its

depth will be increased to 54- ft., and the ceiling

will be can-ied up fully 8 fc. higher, enabling the

contractor to avail himself of the skylights at

present in existence, but concealed by the false

ceiling. The estimated cost of the alterations is

close upen 27,0007.

Fitzroy, once a district of Melbourne, but

erected into a distinct town in 1870, is to have a

new town-hall, the memorial stones of which
have been laid. Mr. W. J. Ellis, of Elizabeth,

street, is the architect. The buildings will stand

at the corner of Napier and Moor streets, and
will be adjacent to and in conjunction with the

present Fitzroy court-house. The main feature

of the design is the connexion of all the build-

ings in one block. The new buildings will con-

sist of a large public hall, 102 fc. long, 47 fc.

wide, and 33 ft. in height, which will be erected

on the side abutting on Moor-street
;
and the

intervening space between the hall and the

court-house will be occupied by the present

offices of the council, together with a new
council-chamber, a library, and several other

apartments now in course of construction. The
principal fatjade will face Napier-street, and will

comprise a very lengthy verandah or loggia, and
a high tower with clock. The portico termi-

nating the east end of the hall will have six-,

columns, each 28 ft. in height, with capitals,!

cornice, and entablature of the Corinthian ovder.il

The total length of the Napier-street fac^ade will [

be 175 ft., and that to Moor-street 136 ft. The'

elevation of the latter will be in tho same style,

as that of the former, with the exception tliatii

pilasters will be used in place of columns. The
tower, which will be quadranglar (17 ft. 6 in. to;

Napier-street and 13 ft. 6 in. to Moor-street),^

will consist of four stories, terminated by a

mansard roof, with inclosed ornamented iron.<

work and a gilt grating. The total heightof thei

tower will be 104 fc., and the greater portion ofi

it will be distinctly seen from almost every por-.'

tion of the niunicipality. The principal floor oti

all the new buildings will be 7 ft. above the!

level of Napier-street, and will be reached bylt

two broad flights of cut and polished Malmsburyl
blue stone, with winged walls of the same inate...|

rial. The new council-chamber will be 40 ftJ|

long, 24 ft. wide, and 16 ft. in height, with covedfi

ceiiing and dado framing, as in the public hall,!

but not quite so high. Tho library, which will

be close to the council-chamber, will be 4-0 ft. by]

20 ft., and of the same height as the last-nameckl

apartment. The erection of the works ha.s beeal

placed in the hands of the well-known builders/

Messrs. James Nation & Co., who have con-

tracted to complete them by next November for'

8,2u57. 7s. lOd., exclusive of the cementing and

some other external items.

Sandlnirst .—The foundation atone of the new
Masonic hall, View-place, Sandhurst, was laidoa

the 24th of June, in the presence of a concourse

of about 4,000 people. The new hall will noi

only be the largest out of Melbourne, but in:

architectural pretensions it will have no sa{>e4

rior, it is said, in the Australian colonies. The)

site has a frontage of 100 ft. to View. street:

The dimensions of the structure are 130 ft. ini

depth by 97 I't. in breadth, and 60 fc. in height!]

and it will be carried out in the Corinthian ordeii

of architecture. Tho foundations are of blue<i

stone, and the bnilding will be of brick, with

face of cement. Thu front has a portico, %vith a;

flight of blue-stone steps, 55 ft. in length bjfc

20 ft. in depth, on the table of which rest six.

Corinthian columns, supporting an entablaturel

the centre of which forms a triangular pedi.'

ment, tho base line resting on the columns
while on each side is a parapet of balustersi

Four vases are placed at intervals on the top

of the parapet, and on the apex of the pedir

ment is an acroteria representing a human fac6

encircled in a shell border. There are two doorc

as entrances by the front. One leads into {•

hall, on one side of which are the readiog-roonj i

the secretary’s room, the library, members'^

room, refreshment-room; and, at the end of tht

hall, the lodge-room. This is an apartment:

50 ft. square, and without windows at the sidesi

but light is admitted by skylight windows. Th^
other entrance also leads into the hall, and oi

one side are the sicting-room, two parlours, three

bedrooms, and a billiard-room. On each side o)

the portico is a door leading by stone staircases

to a large hall. The main entrance to this hal;

is by a grand staircase at the inner end of the

lobby hall. At the top of the staircase are doort

opsning into ladies’ and gentlemen’s cloak-i

rooms. The large hall will be 92 ft. long by 45 ft

wide, and 30 fc. high, the length being parallel

with View-street. At one end will be a gallery/

and at the other a stage. This hall will be used

on grand occasions by the brotherhood, and

when not used by them will be open for use tc

the public for concerts, balls, &c. The interior

decorations will be of a rich character ;
there:

will be two rows of windows, and between the

windows Corinthian pilasters, crowned by oma-i

mental arches. The lodge-room, having walls:

18 ft. high, will also bo decorated in a similar

style of ornamentation. The roof will be of

slate. The cost of the building will be 9,0007.,

1

and it is to be finished in twelve months.

Statue of the late Eiiig' of Denmark.—

:

After the opening of the Danish Eigsdag, at

Copenhagen, on the 6th instant, the city was*

the scene of a thoroughly national fvte, held for

the purpose of inaugurating the statue of the

late King Frederick VII., erected in the great

square in front of the Castle of Christiansborg:

It is an equestrian statue, in bronze, executed

by the late sculptor, Bissen, the most noted of

the pupils of Thorwaldsen. The statue was

unveiled at a signal from the King, amid the

cheers of the assembled thousand.®.
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OPENING OF OWEN'S NEW COLLEGE,
MANCUBSTEK.

TliK ceremony of opening the Owen’s New
College, O.'cford-road, Manchester, has been per-

[formed by the president of the college, the Duke
of Devonahire, in presence of a full gathering of

ithe students, and a large assemblage of people.
The design, which we illustrated with a view and
plau, on pp. 8f5 and 87 of our volume for 1871,
was prepared by Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, archi-

tect, and the building has been carried out sub-
jtantially in accordance with the design. It

stands about 100 yards from the line of Oxford-
road, and is bounded on the north by Copeland-
Btreet, on the south by Burlington-street, and at
tts east, or O.'cfurd-road end, it is about 150 yards
in width. The Oxford-road front is divided into

bhreo blocks, joined by two receding Hoes of
blevation, and forms three sides of a square.

stylo of the buildings is Gothic, of a colle-

giate and early type. The walls are faced
throughout with York stone, and the roofs

covered with flat tiling. The old houses are now
undergoing demolition on the site which will

partly be devoted to the quadrangle. In the
Biain block are the various lecture-rooms, class-

rooms, &o. Wherever possible the class-rooms are
urranged with their backs upon O.vford-road, so
18 to avoid the noise arising from the traffic

without; and a wide corridor of communication
runs along tho building on that side, with win-
dows, some of which are of stained glass, looking
Into Oxford-road. On the basement-floor this
)orridor is unbroken. On tho upper floor it is

5at in two, in tho middle, by tho library, on the
irst-floor, and by a largo arts class-room on the
ftound-fl'jor. Tho division of the corridors has
jeen devised, amongst other reasons, to prevent
Heir being used too freely for general traffic.

Du special occasions, however, or when required,
.ho whole of each floor can bo thrown eii suite.

Trom tho corridor on tho ground-floor open
aost of the rooms, which vary in size. On the
vestern side tho floor is above the level of tho
fTOund, and on tho eastern side the rooms look
nto areas 2G ft. wide, so that the story is prac-
.ically above ground. On this floor are placed
,he engineering workshops and museums, the
itudents’ temporary diuing.room and common-
room, the natural philosophy workshops, rooms
’or students’ boxes, lavatoi'ies, cloak-rooms, ic.
Tho southern e.xtremity of the building is

Jevoted, on the basement and ground floors to
die chemical theatre, a room about 60 ft. by
W ft., which will be used both as a lecture.
Heatre and as the public hall of the college.
The profosaor’s table is at the western end, on the
evcl of the basement-floor. The floor of the
Heatro rises eastward, until it reaches tho level
)f Oxford-road. Tiers of seats are arranged for
.he use of the students, and there is a small
'alleiy for the use of ladies and visitors on
)ublio occasions. The room is lighted by wiu-
lows on the south and west sides, all of which
.re fitted with iron shutters, so as to admit of
ho room being darkened at pleasure. The
coin can be lighted with a sun-burner. The
vails are ornamented with medallion portraits of
iminent chemists in terra-cotta, and at the back
)f the lecturei-’s table is a small laboratory, in
vhioh experiments illustrative of lectures to the
tudeuts can be made. Upwards of GOO persons
lan bo seated in this room. On the ground-
loor is the geometrical drawing-room, which
vill accommodate about fifty students. This
'oom adjoins the engineering lecture-room.
The natural philosophy lecture-room, with

slass-rooma, occupies tho whole of tho ground-
loor of tho central projection of the buildino-,
?liero is accommodation for about 200 students
n this room, which is fitted up so as to be able to
)e used both by day aud evening students. A
urge arts class-room, with rising floors, is also
pn this level. Seats have been provided for
‘ibout 200 students. Several rooms for the pro-
I’easors, for the secretary of the institution and
lis clerks, and the board-room complete this part
l>f the building. Passing to the first floor there
'lie three largo arts class-rooms, professors’
rooms, and various small arts class-rooms,
[pearly all those rooms have roofs formed of
mhed beams. Principal Greenwood’s Greek
plass-room will accommodate about 150 students,
ind a similar room adjoins for Professor Wilkins
ind his students. The library occupies nearly
he whole of the first floor-space of tho central
liavt of tho building. There is considerable
accommodation in the roof, which will be I

'levcitedto the natural history and geological
uuseums, but this arrangement will only be ^

temporary. At the rear of the main block
on the Burlington-street side are the obemical
laboratories, which are erected of brick.

This department is joined to the main building

by a passage. There aro two laboratories
within this department, one of which is suffi-

ciently large to admit of 60 students carrying
on their experiments in it, and the other will

afford opportunity to forty other students. The
former will be devoted to qualitative and the
other to quantitative analysis. Several small
laboratories adjoin the two large ones, where
students may carry on private experiments. The
laboratories are 70 ft. by 30 ft. in extent, and
22 ft. in height. Professor Roscoe’s private

loboratory is so placed as to command both the

laboratories. There are in the building about
90 rooms in all, of which the chemical depart-
ment takes 28

;
the natural philosophy depart-

ment, 9 ;
arts’ class-rooms, 9 ; and engineering,

8. Caro has been bestowed on the arrange-
ments for warming aud ventilating the buildings.

In the snb-basement there aro hot-water boilers

and a steam-engine, the latter to drive a fan for

forcing fresh air (warmed in winter) into the
corridors and lecturo-theatro. The whole of the
rooms aro to be warmed by hot-water pipes.

The vitiated air in tho rooms is to be carried off

by means of large shafts in the roofs leading to

ventilating turrets, in which steam cones accele-

rate the draught.
The opening ceremony took place in the prin-

cipal theatre of the college, which was filled

from floor to roof.

SCHOOLS OF SCIENCE AND ART.

Islington Schools of Science and Art.—The
Queen’s prizes gained by students at these
schools, at the late May examination of tho Science
and Art Department, South Kensington, have
been distributed by Dr. C. Meymott Tidy, in the
lecturo.room of the schools, Windsor-street,
Essox-road, in the presence of a large number of
the students and their friends. A report, read
by Mr. H. J. Wheatley, secretary to the schools,

showed that the institution, which now enters
on its thirteenth session, has,— thanks greatly to

the energy of its head-master, Mr. J. Howard,

—

been making steady progress in its work since
the last annual meeting, and has fully kept up
its already recognised position as one of the first

institutions of its kind in the metropolis. Tlie

premises have recently been much improved,
and now include a laboratory for practical in-

btructiou in chemistry. Among the most recent
.successes achieved by students of the classes are
the Guld iledal, for chemistry, to Mr. Isaac
Scarf; and a Royal Exhibition of 50^ per
annum, tenable for three years, at the College
of Chemistry, South Kensington, gained by Mr.
Henry Lewis, who also takes off many minor
distinctions. Dr. Tidy delivered an interesting
address on education generally, but particularly
as bearing on the objects the Science aud Art
Department has in view.

The Worcester School of Art.—A public meet-
ing of the subscribers to this institui ion has been
held in the Guildhall, Worcester. The Rev.
Canon Bany, D.D., presided. The committee’s
report stated that,

—

“ The iiLstitution is doing valuable and important work
in the city, and the attendance of the pupils and the ad-
vancement in their studies are satisfactory.

1 17 students have been under art instruction during the
past year— 3D in the day classes, and lOS in tho evening
classes— averaging in the winter months about 90, and in
tho summer months 70 : the present number being 91. Tlie
work on which these students have been employed em-
braces the usual course of freehand, geometrical, per-
spective, model, mechanical, and architectural drawing,
painting in oil and water colours, and modelling.
The resignation of Mr. Yeats having eonipoiled your

committee to seek for a new master, they have been
enabled to secure the services of Mr. Dewer Campbell,
late master of the Dorchester School of Art, whose tes-
timonials were found to bo most satisfactory, and whose
proved ability will, they trust, bo of much advantage to
the institution.

The prizes distributed on the present occasion are those
of the Science and Art Department only, the committee
not having the menus at their disposal to award any
special prizes. At the last examination at South Kensing-
ton 15 pupils passed, 3 were awarded prizes, and 5 works
were selected for the national competition.
The committee regret that the financial position of the

school is very uusatislaetory."

Tlie accouutg for the past year sboweel that
the receipts from subscriptions were IIU. 18s.

;

students’ fees, 461. ISs. 5d.
; Government grant,

601.; dividend on Consols, IZ. Os. 9d.; total,

220Z. 3b. 2d. Consols sold, 921. 178.; due to
treasurer, 56Z. 19s. 4d.— 3691. 19s. 6d. The ex-
penditure was as follows :—Balance due to I

treasurer on the 29th of September, 1872,
211. 28. 2d.; Masters' salaries, 201 Z. 18s. 8d.

;
1

rates and taxes, lOZ. 8s. lid.
;
rent, 50Z. ; coals

and gas, 36Z. la. 2d.; incidental expenses,
58Z. 8a. 7d.; total, 369Z. 193. 6d.

Proposed School of Art and Sciencefor Brighton.
A meeting (convened by circular) has been held
at the Royal Pavilion, for the purpose of con.
sidering the proposal to raise a fund for building
a School of Art and Science for the town and
neighbourhood. It was presided over by the
Mayor (Aid. James Ireland), and was attended
by several gentlemen who take a deep interest
in the matter. At the request of his worship,
Mr. Frederick Merrifield (chairman of the com-
mittee who conduct the present school of art)

addressed the meeting upon the importance of
the school having a building erected spe-
cially for its own purposes, and attached to a
school of science. After pointing out that the
present school could not accommodate all who
applied to be admitted as pupils, aud that towns
of far less importance chan Brighton bad their
own buildings, he said about 1,900Z. had been
promised, but it was reqni-site to raise something
like 4,000Z. The estimated cost of the building
was 5,000Z., but Government would grant 1,000Z.—that was 500Z. for the school of art, and 500Z.
for tlie school of Science—if the building was
erected free from loan. He further stated that,
when erected, the school would be self-support,
ing. The Mayor explained that the Corporation
had no funds from which they could give, but
they had power to grant land, and an application
for a site opposite tho New Free Library and
Museum, in Church-street, had been most
favourably entertained by the committees before
whom it had been brought. It was unani-
mously resolved “ That it is expedient to pro.
vide a suitable School of Art and Science in
connexion with the Science and Art Department,
South Kensington, for Brighton, Hove, and tho
vicinity.” A large committee was appointed to
raise tho requisite funds.

Guildford Science and Ad Classes. — The
annual distribution of prizes to the successful
competitors in these classes, awarded by the
Government Department of Science and Art,
took place at the Townhall, Guildford. In addi-
tion to tho Guildford prizes, those won by the
students of St. John’s, Woking, were also distri-
buted, as well as the night art-class of the
Guildford Working Men’s Institute. In addition
to the South Kensington prizes several local
awards were given. The distribution was made
by Mr. R. A. G. Godwin-Austen, F.G.S., who pro-
sided. There was a large attendance of visitors.
Captain Campbell, honorary secretary, ro.ad the
reports of the operations of the classes, from
which we make a short abstract :—“ The number
of students has continued steadily to increase
upon former yeai'S, 62 having attended the
classes during the last winter session. Of these,
35 came up for examination in May, and 23
passed. The total number of successful candi-
dates in the seven subjects taught amounts this
year to 49, an increase of 13 from last year.
Mr. Ethelberb Dowden has been awarded the
Queen’s silver medal in botany (being the first

medal awarded to tho Guildford science classes),
and besides numerous other prizes and certid-
cates, he won the Queen’s gold medal for geology
at St. John’s College, Woking, and would have
received these medals to-night, but for the pro-
spect he has of obtaining a third medal, in
chemistry, which is still under consideration.
Mr. James J. Phillips has obtained the gold
medal for chemistry at Charing-cross Hospital,
where he has been appointed to a post of high
honour. The committee desire to express their
sense of the valuable services of the teachers,
Mr. R. G. H. Goffin and Mr. G. Longbottom.
The lady students give additional interest to
this meeting by taking two Queen’s prizes and
fifteen certificates of their sncccss.”

HOBBIES AND THE ORGANISATION OF
AMATEURS.

Sir,—Every learned professor unfortunately
insists that every one shall be crammed, nolens
volens, with his own particular subject. If such
notions were rigorously carried out, education
would be an infliction on tho rising generation,
and lead to nothing less than a demented
posterity. But if the learned enthusiasts would
take the more moderate and wiser course, and
simply ask that the instruction of those who
make these special studies hobbies should bo
provided for, we believe every science would be
properly studied, aud its wants supplied.

None but essential studies should be forced

i
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Bpoii tho entire population. Tho central and

most rigorous science is that of the mathematics,

Tvhich deals with the principles underlying all,

and should, therefore, be one of the important

ossentials of general education. Astronomy

mechanics, chemistry, &c., are only specialties

requiring the self-same mental qualifications for

their snccessful prosecution,—viz., correct ob-

servation, retentive memory, and rigorous

reason. It is snfficient if a man adopt one of

these specialties as his life-work.

In the dispensation of work, however, a man

is not always put to what he would have chosen,

and sometimes he finds, too late, that he is

chained to work for which he was not the best

fitted. This leads to the pursuit of some more

congenial occupation,—he seeks solace in a

hobby.

The effective organisation of amateurs, in all

branches of study, is something yet to be con-

sidered and worked out. If rightly effected, it

•would secure an extended co-operation, the per-

fecting of any special study, and tho material

welfare of the institutions and professors do-

voted to it. W. Cave Thomas.

THE SALINE BATHS, DHOITWICH.

The now saline baths at Droitwich will shortly

be opened for the use of the public. The cura-

tive properties of the saline springs have long

been celebrated, and, especially daring the last

thirty years, the bathing establishment has been

largely patronised by residents in the midland

counties. For many years the bathing establish-

ment has been in private hands, and although

the accommodation has been of an extremely

limited andiuferiordescription, consisting simply

of three hot baths, a considerable annual revenue

has been derived from them. A company has

recently been formed for the purpose of pur-

chasing and improving the property—chairman,

the Eight Hon. Sir John Pakington, hart., M.P.

The plans of the directors have been matured,

and the most important part of the work,

—

namely, the erection of the baths,—^nll be com-

pleted in the course of tho present mouth.

Arrangements will be made for providing the

inmates with amusements and suitable exercise,

ihe grounds occupying a space of several acres.

At present there are hot baths, fitted np for

first, second, and third class bathers
;

also

douches, plunge-bath, hot and cold brine sprays,

and the Turkish bath, with spacious compart-

ments, embracing modern improvements. Ad.

joining this will bo a swimming-bath, 70 ft. by

30 ft.

LLANUWCHLLYN, NEAR BALA.

The parish church of Llanuwchllyn has

recently been reopened, after rebuilding, with

additional accommodation, the south aisle b-ing

lengthened out westward. The old church was

in a thoroughly dilapidated condition, and pos-

eessed no architectural or archmologieal interest

whatever, except the effigy of a fine old warrior,

which has been carefully preserved and rein-

stated. It has been the endeavour of tho

architect, however, to keep up the characte-

ristics of the Welsh village church, as far as

was consistent. A western gabled bell-turret

has accordingly been designed, of massive con-

struction, and tho nave and chancel are of tho

same width and height, the ridges of the roofs

carried straight through. Internally, a chancel-

arch, corbelled out, marks the division of the

chancel ;
while outside the window-cills are

higher and the general treatment more deco-

rative. It had been the architect’s intention to

put omfimental ridge crestings to the chancel

roof, and a red-pottery cross over the chancel-

arch
;
but it has been found necessary to abandon

this treatment. Formerly there was no vestry,

but one has now been built at the west end of

the Booth aisle. In the materials mainly used

the local rough limestone is predominant.

Wrexham freestone has been adopted for the

dressings, (fee. The roofs are covered with Port-

madoc slates, the ridges formed of tiles. Inter-

nally, tho roofs to tho nave and aisle, also the
chancel-aisle, have open fir timbers, but the

chancel a panelled arched ceiling. The nave
is seated with open deal benches, with shaped
ends. Those to the chancel are of a more
decorative character. Encaustic, tiles have
been used for the paving, in patterns arranged

by the architect. Tho pulpit is of Wrexham
stone, with square ornamental cusped panels.

The glazing is of cathedral glass, of different

tints, arranged in various patterns. The altar-

rail and locks were made, in wrought iron, by

Hr. Leaven, of ilaidenhead, and the weather-

oocka by Messrs. Hart, of London. The church

is heated by one of Po-ritt’s underground stoves.

The contract was taken by Mr. J. Morris Jones,

of Carnarvon, for 1,4001.
;
but the total cost will

probably amount to 1,5001. Sir Watkiu Wynn
and Lady Williams Wynn have contributed a

very considerable portion towards the expendi-

ture, bub a large amount was raised also in

the parish itself. The architect was Mr.

Edmund B. Ferrey.

SCHOOL BOARDS.

Northampton .—The School Sites and Building

Committee made no written report. The con-

tracts for both schools have been executed.

Mr. Bland, one of the architects, appointed

Tuesday next for setting out the Vernon-terrace

ground, and Mr. Walker, the other architect,

has seen Mr. Redshaw, who is now excavating

for the foundations of the Spring-lane school.

Mr. Wright proposed “ That the architects be

requested to make immediate arrangements for

laying the foundation stones of their respective

schools
;
that the chairman of the Board per-

form the ceremony; and that the attendance of

the Corporation and other pnblic bodies in

the borongh bo invited for the occasion.” He
said they had now arrived at a stage when a

great deal of work had been done, although it

mio'ht not bo soon. The contracts had been

entered into for the erection of the two schools,

and, as the time of the Board would expire in

three months, he thought opportunity should be

taken of investing the laying of the foundation

stone with some ceremony to show the public

that they had not been working in vain. The
resolution was ultimately passed in this shape
—” That the chairman should lay one of the

stones, tho vice-chairman the other, and that

the Board should dine together afterwards.”

NEW SCHOOL-BOARD SCHOOLS IN
SHEFFIELD.

Two new schools in Sheffield were opened on

the 13tb. The one at Netherthorpe is planned

BO as to arrange the scholars in three depart-

ments, boys, girls, and infants
;
and so that each

department is complete in itself for school work.

The boys’ department comprises a sohool-room

L shape, and 20 ft. wide, accommodating 136

scholars at desks, three class-rooms respectively

for eighty, forty-five, and thirty-four echolars
;

cloak-room, manager’s - room, and teachers’

retiring-room ;
spacious covered p'ay - shed,

play-ground, and conveniences. The girls’ depart-

ment is the same as for boys, but is entered by

au entirely separate entrance. The infanta'

department, all on the ground floor, contains

school-room for 256 scholars, two class-rooms

each for fifty-six scholars. The entrance to in-

fants’ department is the same as that for girls,

because they use the same play-ground, and

because they often come with the girls; but

there is also a lobby by which they can be dis-

missed through the boys’ doorway, if needful.

The accommodarion in the whole building is for

956 scholars. The school-rooms are warmed by

water on the high-pressure system, known as

Perkin’s patent, applied by Mr. R. R. Gibbs, of

Liverpool
;
and tho class-rooms have open fire-

places. Provision’is made in every room for the

admission of fresh air, and the extraction of

vitiated air, and both can be easily regulated at

the pleasure of the teacher, the ventilation being

carefully arranged by the architects upon their

own plan, which is pronounced to be perfect in

the schools already occupied. The windows give

both front light and side light to all desks and

side light to galleries. The scholars sit in pairs

to the desks, patented by Mr. Moss, the clerk to

the Board, with standards designed by Messrs.

Innocent & Brown. The cost of the building,

including boundary walling, water supply asphalt-

ing yards, &c., is 5,6651., being a little under Gl.

per head. Messrs. Thomas Sharp & Son, Mul-

berry-street, are the contractors. Mr. W.
Dickenson is the clerk of works, and Messrs.

Innocent & Brown, St. James’s-row, are the

architects. The contract for the school was

signed October 10th, 1872, so that the erection

of the premises occupied just twelve months.

The school at Philadelphia differs from Nether-

thorpe in the design and arrangement being

suitable to a different kind of site and degree of .

accommodation. The total number of scholars
,

in the three departments is 750; the cost of the 1

building, 4,5301., being a little over 61. per head, j

including water-supply, boundary walling and

palisading, asphalting of yards, &o. The archi- j

tects are Messrs. Innocent & Brown. The
builder is Mr. Rawson.

THE EXETER SCHOOL-BOARD SCHOOLS,
'

The chief stones of four new schools have
i

been laid at Exeter. The E.xe Island school, the r

stone of which was the first one laid, will pro-
]

vide accommodation for 200 infants, and 150 (

boys and girls between the ages of seven and (

ten. The cost of the site, which is rather a .

cramped one for tho purpose to which it is put, t

is 9601., and the buildings will cost about 2,0001. c

The style of the structure will be Domestic-
:j

Gothic, and it will be built of red brick, with
|

Bath stone window-heads, and string courses. !|

Tho architect is Mr. J. Johnson, of London, and
j

the builders are Messrs. Stephens & Sons, of
,

Exeter. The St. Mary Arches-street school will 1|

accommodate 200 infants and 200 girls. Theil

building is from the design of Mr. J. Toner, of ;

London. The walls will be of brick, with Port- Ij

land stone sparingly introduced. The cost of >

the site is 8001., and the buildings will cost
||

2,7001. Mr. J. Kenshole, jun., of Heavitree, is i!

the builder. The St. James’s-road school, whichd

is intended for infants alone, is also from the
i

design of Mr. J. Toner. It will be almost a ;

counterpart in character of the St. Mary Arches-g

street school. The sice cost 3551-, and the con. I

tract for the building amounts to 1,320J. Mr.
j

W. R. Commings, Exeter, is tho builder. Thei

school in Newtown, just at the efitrance to the]

Clifton-road, will accommodate 200 girls and.|

200 infants. The site cost 4t5I., and the build-]

ing will cost clo=e upon 2,600?. The style of thol

building will be Domestic-Gothic. The walls, i!

' from the plinth to the floor, will bo of Ueavitree;

stone, with a battered face, and the rest of thei!

structure will be of red brick, the window-hcadw

being of Ham-hill stone, and bands of blaold

brick will give relief to the appearance. The!

gable will be surmounted by a bell-turret. This

school is from a design furnished by Mr. Pearsou'

B. Hayward, the architect to the School Board.'

The builders are Messrs. Stephens & Son. Ven-

tilation and warming have been especially

attended to. The buildings will be warmed in

winter by the Manchester grate, and Mr. Wip-

pell will fit the interiors with the Exon desksi

The total expenditure on the four schools, ex-,

elusive of fittings, will be 11,180?.

SCALES.

Messrs. Bemrose & Sons, of Derby, have

issued, in a neat and compact case, a dozen

scales, meeting the wants equally of arohitecigi

eufiueors, and land surveyors. The space below

the scale and at tho back is utilised by a number

of well-selected calculations for ready reference/

As the material is cardboard, an application ol

copal varnish, to render the scales to soma

extent washable, would be useful.

TERRA COTTA.

When there is so much controversy respect!

ing the revival of art in our day, and the

artistic decoration of our public buildings and

dwelling-houses, it appears strange that mort'

attention is not paid to a material adapted td

such a wide expression of the architect’s powen

of design. I refer to the material known af

“ Terra Cotta.” If we look to its durability, it

is equal to any stone which has been discovered'

and its adaptability to architectural purposes ifl:

BO superior as to be beyond all comparison with

any known material, from the fact that the

moat elaborate designs can be executed at a

much less expense, and also that a senes

of beautiful colours can be produced so as to

blend harmoniously together, thereby produc:

ing an effect pleasing to the eye, and engen;

dering a spirit of artistic desire even in thi

most uncultivated. I have been stiid^’ing thii

subject for many years, and am couviuced i'

this material were developed iu all its resonrea

it would prove a mine of inexhaustible wealti

to the architect and builder. My object ir

penning these few lines is nob merely to urgt

the adoption of ten-a cotta in its plain form
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ut I Bhould like to see it used (and I have no
lesitation in saying it is quite practicable) with
n enamelled surface in various colours, which
onld bo obtained at one burning, thereby
iducing the expense which would otherwise be
lOnrred. Much more could be said on this
ibject, in the way of economy, cleanliness, and
icreasod facility of design, both in internal and
rternal decoration. Alpha.

COMPETITION.
At a recent competition for the Odd-Pellows
all, Devizes, the drawings of Messrs. Willson,
illcox, & Wilson, London and Bath, were the
st selected

;
and tliose of Mr. E. Bays,

illiers-street. Strand, and Cambridge, were the
cond selected. There were nineteen com-
ititors.

COMPLETION OF QUEEN VICTORIA
STREET, CITY.

At the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board,
e Works Committee presented a report, stating
at the committee had directed that applica-
in be made to the First Commissioner of her
ijesty’s Works, &c., for his certificate of the
mpletion of Queen Victoria-streeb, and recom-
jnditig that upon the receipt of such certificate
0 street bo handed over to the charge of the
mmiasioners of Sewers of the city of London,
required by the 11th section of the Act.
Newton said this street was one of the most

portant works carried out by the Board,
ben he stated that the estimated amount of
J recoupment to the Board of the cost was
iOO,OOOJ,, they would see that it was a work
some magnitude. The street was so far com-
ited that it was in a position to bo handed
sr to tho City authorities. He might state
it nearly the whole of the surplus land had
sn let, and from the Mansion House to Ben.
;t’s-hill the most valuable portion had all

m let. Altogether there was only one-twelfth
t of the whole unlet, and that was in the
at valuable portion, between Bonnett’s-hill
1 Blackfriars Bridge. The motion was carried.

ACCIDENTS.
^uljsid^ncc of a Qmr/ at Newcastle.-^-The New-
3t1e Quay from a length of from fifty to sixty
rds, and a width of 12 ft., has suddenly given
y, and subsided to a depth of about 12 ft.

e River Commissioners have baen dredging
I Tyne for several years past iu order to deepen
and the result, it is believed, is that the
ndations of the quay are weakened, and it is

red that the subsidence will be extended by
I action of the tides. The loss will not be
ious, as the Newcastle Corporation intended
ling the quay down and rebuilding it at a cost
from 300,000?.. to -lOO.OOOJ.

^all of a Wall at Douglas.—A mason was
jaged, along mth several others, in taking
vn the bonndary-wall between Marathon, the
idenco of Mr. Samoel Harris, chief magistrate
Douglas, I'lo of Man, and Castle Mona
unds, when the wall fell, burying him in the
ns ; and the others had a very narrow escape.
9 injuries were so severe that the man died
lut two hours afterwards. Mr. Harris, prior
caving home, enjoined the men to take down
wall from tho top

;
instead of which they

nmenced undermining the foundation, and, the
<1 being insecure, it fell almost immediately.

PLYMOUTH.
;'he Lord Bishop of Exeter, on the 8th inst.,

^ the foundation stone of All Saints’, the first

lOur churches about to be erected under tho
jpicea of the Three Towns Church Extension
jieby. The design, by Mr. Hine, architect,
I’lymouth, is Early Geometrical in style, and
building will include a nave, 80 ft. by 28 ft

,

1th and south aisles, tower, with baptistery,
the south-west angle

j
chancel at tho east

•, with organ.chamber on the north side and
:ry on tho south. Between the nave and
ib aisle will be an arcade of five arches spring-
ifroni circular stone pillars, and above will
a lofty clearstory. The first contract is

I' taken for the chancel, organ.cliambei'j and
,-ry.

he sacrarium will be apsidal in form, and
have five pillaipd aud traceried windows,
roofs are to bo open, and of pitch pine : the

walls of wrought dark and light limestone, with
dressings of Box-gronnd and Portland stone.
Ml'. Pethick, of Plymouth, is the contractor.

BAD AIR IN NORWICH.
Sir,—Your very excellent remarks at the

Working Men’s Meeting in Norwich I fully
endorse, as regards that persons should be
punished for adulterating the air. It so happens
I live, or my house is immediately opposite, the
junction of the high and low level sewers of this
city,—in fact, the whole sewage is brought to
this point. The stench is often very offensive.
May I ask you if you do not consider the air
equally adulterated as in the yards mentioned
in your address ? W. M,

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION : ALL
THINGS TO ALL MEN.

Sir,

—

la the south-east arcade, used for the
display of carriages, may be found set out in best
official handwriting,—the following

“ KoTicn.
Carrage attendance, &c.

Cabwasliera are to be careful! not to throw no more
water on the grownd that what is wanted.

by Order.''

S. F.

SUSSEX ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
A PLEASANT autumn gathering of tho

members and friends of the Sussex Archmo.
logical Society was held at Isfield and Little
Horsted, where the ancient churches wore
inspected, their architectural features ex.
plained by gentlemen more or less conversant
therewith, and visits were paid to tho hos-
pitable mansions of Major King and Mr.
Fi-ancis Barcliard. The weather was as fine as
could have been expected. Isfield Station was
the rendezvous, and tho majority of the company
arrived by the midday tmin from Lewes and
Brighton, though many of tho residents of the
district came by road. At Isfield Place,
the property of Major King, commanding the
East Sussex Battalion of Rifle Volunteers, the
Major extended a cordial welcome to all. Re.
freshmonts were served in the oak-panelled
dining-room

;
and a brief description of the

place was given by tho Major himself. Isfield
was once the property of Godwin, the famous
Earl of Kent, and after the Conquest it appears
to have been given to the De La Warr family.
In the fifteenth or beginning of the sixteenth
century it was in possession of John Shnriey,
cler^ of tho kitchen to Henry VIl., and after-
wards cofferer to Bluff King Hal. The property
remained with the Shurleya for four or five
generations. One of the family, who was born
at Isfield in 1569, was Lord Chief Justice of the
pleas in Ireland, and died in 16 17. He left two
daughters as co-heire.ssea, and he (Major King)
held tho share which fell to the eldest daughter.
At Isfield the features of the church of St.
Margaret were explained by Major King and
the incumbent, the Rev. Mr. Russell. Little
Horsted Church was described by Mr. Francis
Barchard, who provided luncheon at hia resi-

dence, where a pleasant half-hour was spent in
inspecting the pictures.

THE LEAD TRADES.
The disputes in the lead-mines, and at the various

lead works in the North of England, is spreading south-
ward, and is likely to become a serious question to
London plumbers and builders this busy sonsou,
The whole of the hands in the Woardale lead-mines

belonging to Mr. Beaumont, M.P., employed as sopa-
rators, and at Allen Smelt Mill and Rookhope Mill, have
come out on strike, in consequence of a refusal to increase
their wages. Hitherto the men have received 49. 3d. for
seven hours' shiit, They now demand 6s. for the same
hours and the same work.
The extensive lead works of Messrs. Walker, Parker,

Walker, & Co., of Elswick, and several other parts of
England, are also stopped by strikes, and in connexion
with this large lirra, tho dispute has assumed the likeli-
hood of a l,»ng struggle,
A short time ago the men asked for an increase of

wages to the average amonnt of la. 9d. per week per man.
IfiB men met in the large Elswick workshop to hoar Mr.
Walker s decision, and that gentleman spoke his mind to
them. In the course of his observations he said,—Just
let us consider how you have sent in your demand, and
tho steps you have taken to enfore'e it. You waited
patiently for months until you saw that I had not a single
pig of lead in the place

;
you knew I was expecting a very

valuable cargo, worth many tens of thousands of pounds,
and you know that a very severe pecuniary loss would be
entailed upon me if you were idle

; and, more than that,
you know that if your department remained idle the
whole of the works would be at a standstill. I do not
think that is fair British fighting^ to use an expression

which you will understand, "It was a blow below the
belt.” This is not the second time that you have made
a claim iu a similar sort of way. Tho last time you made
the demand on the very eve oi my departure for a four
months’ journey, and you thought I could not help
myself, and that I could be compelled to accede
lo your demand upon that occasion. Tfiere is a point
on which I do not like to speak, but your conduct calls
tor it; you do not seem to appreciate your advan-
taps, and I must lay a few of them before you. I
tell you—and I will appeal to your foreman to boar me
out— that I have many times bought lead to keep you at
work, when it would nave been greatly to my advantage
not to have done so. I have done this on many occasions,
when I have had large stocks of market lead on my hands,
and I have done it because I did not like to see your pots
empty and cold, though it brought loss to myself. I did
not want to mention this, and I regret having to lay it
before you. I do not suppose you knew sucE was tho
case, and now you know it 1 do not suppose you will take
much interest in my loss for your good. It has been a
rule of our firm that when a man has worked with us for
many years, and has broken down and become infirm,
never to turn him adrift even if incapable of continuing
his work, We always endeavour to find a job to suit him,
and I hope tho practice will never be given up. You are,
I may say, unskilled men

;
that is, you have not served a

five or seven years' apprenticeship, like mechanics in
general. It is true you must all be able-bodied men, but
you all know perfectly weD what wages you could earn as
mechanics, and what wages you can make hero. In work-
ing at an average of nine hours a day, you earn IL 13s. 9d.
a week, and half of Saturday to yourselves. The great
battle between capii al aud labour is going to be fought
out. If I may use a military expression, the battle has
commenced, and has to bo fought out at long range.s

;
it

is now getting to close quarters, and before this time
next year I fuiicy the battle will bo over. Either labour
will have conquered over capital, or capital wiU have con-
quered over labour

; but whichever side wins, it will take
generations to repair tho damage that will have been dona
to this country in the struggle.
The men answered their employer by an immediate

cessation of work.

HOUSES IN DEAN’S YARD.
The Westminster District Board of Works Lave

adopted thoir surveyor's (Mr. Arnlz's) report with refe-
rence to the Rev. Mr. Harford's house in Dean's-yard,
stating that he has examined the premises which are no
doubt unsatisfactory in regard to ventilation and sanitary
arrangements generally

;
but as this is by far the more

recently erected house, if removal bo in question it will be
Mr. Harford's house that must be pulled down rather
than the houses in Great Smith-street, as suggested by
tho medical oflicer (Mr. Holt), unless he certifies that the
premises are unfit for human habitation

; but that ha
( Mr. Arntz) does not think the Dean and Chapter will
allow one of its official residences to continue subject to
grave imoutations from the Board's medical officer
Copies of tho reports of the medical officer and surveyor
will be sont to tho Dean and Chapter of Westminster.

IRON ROOFS.
Stn.—In the last number of the BuiJiiar, I notioe an

article on ” The Works at the Holboru Viaduct Extension
Railway,” wherein you aay, “Mr. Webster is contractor
lor the whole of the works.” Permit me to add that the
whole of the iron roofs are being executed by Messrs.
F. Braby & Co., oBginoers, under Mr. Webster’s con-
tract. c. P. F

HOUSE LETTING AND PER-CENTAGES.
Ix the Shoreditch County Court, a case—Mitchell 4

Vulliamy v. Gabriel,—as to house letting, has been
decided.
The plaintiffs, Messrs, Mitchell & "Vulliamy, are auc-

tioneers and valuers in the City.road, and tho defend-
ant, Mr. Gabriel, is a member of the firm of Messrs.
Gabriel & Troko, wholesale chemists, in City-road, The
action was to recover 18L lOs. for services alleged to
have been rendered in tho lotting of premises belonging
to the defendant in the City-road. One of the witnesses
for the plaintiff afllrraed that it was part of hia duty to
go about town looking at notice-boards placed against
premises to bo let, and then call upon the owner or
person to whom reference was directed to be made, and
solicit an order to advertise the same in the periodic
catalogue which the plaintitf's published, and that orders
to view were given to such parlies as might call at the
estahlishment of the auctioneers to make inquiries, by
which means it wa? contended that substantial service bad
been rendered, and that the commission of 5 per cent,
on the rental of the first year, and 2^ per cent, on tho
second year, was the usual charge made as fair and
reasouable remuneration.
Mr. Gabriel, in defence, stated positively that he never

gave any instructions to the plaintiffs as to the letting of
his premises, giving orders to view, or taking any other
action in the matter; for that he had caused two large
painted boards to be placed ou conspicuous parts of tho
building, referring applicants to himself; and that a
person, who said bis name was Sibloy, called upon him,
aud asked for permission to look over the premises, which
was readily granted, and that person took down various
dimensions, the interview being throughout treated by
him as a matter of business, and when they had gone ov ^
the building aud were standing in the yard, ttiis person
asked him to publish an advertisement in the catalogue
circulated by the plaintiffs, but he positively refused to do
so. Mr. Devas came aud inspected the premises, end
knowing that gentleman to be a member of a respectable
firm iu a large way of business, negotiations were entered
into, and ultimately a part of the premises was let to that
firm, and when Mr. Sibley called afterwards he refused to

E
ve him any information as to the premises having been
t or the rental agreed to be paid. Tho evidence of

Mr. Gabriel was not in the least shaken on cross-examina-
tion

;
and the Judge expressed himself in very strong

terms condemnatory of the conduct stated to bo pursued
by the plaintiffs or any other respectable firm of
auctioneers and house agents in sending clerks about the
City and different parts of town seeking out notices of
premises to be lot, and then soliciting the parties to
advertise in a catalogue to be given away at sales,* r
circulated in another manner in the way of business to
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iDcluce persons to make applic-,.-.. -— jj-
oninion that no substantial service had been rendered i

.K ... j a verdict for the defendant.

opposed, but the court without hesitation granted costs.

^^VEWICK WATEfl-SUPPLT.

Ox Tuesday last, at a meeting of tlie Wanvick

town council, the foUowing recommendation in

reference to the above scheme, was nnanunously

adopted, having especial reference to the posi-

tion of Mr. E. Pritchard, C.E., the borough sur-

veyor of Warwick, and engineer to the water

scheme.

Your commilleo rfceired the followinB proposHioos

nn thf aubicct. IroTO Mr. Pritchard, viz, .

l 9t To be employed as engineer for the works, and to

retire from the office of borough surveyor, and to receive

the usual commission of 6L per cent, on the outlay, esti-

iVaddition to acting as enmneer with the above

commission, to continue to bold

and to find and pay a thoroughly qualdied assistant to the

T,r™S"r;.' d”; lh.t th. rrort.

e likely to be carried out properly under the super-
« rf'.- T. -. ..1 _.v« i-«a nlmn.liir h^.flfnwefl rauen

these had decayed, and were propped here and

there by stones. The chancel arch had been

completely destroyed,—not a vestige remained.

A large and inconvenient pulpit and desk

blocked up the space where anciently the north

pillar of the chancel arch stood ;
the chancel

was ceiled and whitewashed ;
the east window-

head entirely destroyed and walled up
;

the

chancel aisle had been pulled down, and the

arches belonging to it walled up, so that it was

not even known that they existed ; the font wa?

a small stone basin ; a huge gallery blocked up

the tower arch
;
and a brick porch effectually

concealed the fine south door. Matters looked

rather hopeless as far as restoration was oon-

cerned, but the parish and rector felt it was a

disgrace, and Mr. Parr, of Muskham, architect,

was called in. Mr. Clipsham, of Norwell, con-

tracted to do the work. The gallery, the boxes,

the ceiling, the whitewash disappeared; chancel

aisle arches were found; the aisle rebuilt; a

new east window was put in ; a new font, “In

Memoriam,” replaced the old basin
;
the church

was seated with varnished pitch pine
;
and a new

more
p^^j;j,ara who baa already bestowed much organ, by Ciithberb, of Hull, erected,

the scheme, and who istUoroughly 1 h. ’rr,,
South Shields.—

T

!\\q foundation-stone of a

SMlnlloa'le I chr.reh'to7‘the"pariBh oE St. Mark's, at South
spot, aud be prepared to give —

tn
tL works, than if the management was

Stranger
;
and they therefore recommend that he be ap.

pointed engineer for the works, and that ho be paidtho

sum of 610?. for bis services, in lieu of tbo comuiiision, lio

paying an assistant to perform the duties of
"

.otaiofant to ho appointed subject to the
l^rveyor’fsuch assistant to ho appointed subieot

approval of the council). Mr. Eritchard to be paid by

iS.lmml., from time to time, ‘I’ S'
above remuneration not to include the expenses ot the

consulting engineers.
”

THE r.ilLUIlE OF PORTLAND CEMENT.

o.j, _tVith some surprise end with much concern, I

. ^i.,„iaio an inquiry as to the cause

I had been for some time
of failure in Portland cement.

hoping that we had gone past the period of such

auS believed that the knowledge of the

cause of failure were too weU understood to

cement being used without its being known beforehand

whether or not it would fail.
_ ti,„t

From wbv.t I read in your jonroal it seems clear that

such is not the case, and beyond doubt it is a matter that

should at once be examined by the Builder, in order th^

its readers, who look to it as their text-book, may know

whether it is or is not such a material as can be used from

time to time, without the suspicion and anxiety consyuent

upon the apparent uncertainty as tc “*

will not ultimately fail, aud thereby

ment and loss. . v v j
I presume tbo failures alluded to are to be found

amoifgst what may for this purpose bo termed every-dav

matters, and not in special or extraordmary cases ;
and

that the cement was used by persons fairly entitled to bo

considered competent, and that the article was made by
any way

i to whether it will or

y occasion disappoint-

considered competent,
respectable cement-makers, and does not

belong to the cheap and nasty order of things.

I tueiition these points because I do not know of any

works of considerable importance, eonducted under the

SuperiDteuJence of first-class engineers, and by qualifaed

clerks of works, that have exhibited for a considerable

time any cases of failure, if my impression on this matter

is correct. I am of opinion that it goes to show that these

persons do know how, and do take care to protect them-

selves, and refuse to make use of any cement that

Unless V notion of the matter is entirely v _

IS an answer to the question as to Ihc cause of failure, ana

shows that the cause must be looked for in the material,

and cannot under ordinary circumstances be traced to the

Twenty years’ practical acquaintance has brought

the conclusion that if good cement be supplied to the

workman lie will not spoil it
;
and that if faulty cement be

supplied to the workman, his desire to prevent its failing

” Good *eement requires more care and more money to

make than faulty cement ;
and my advice to all concerned

would he,—pay a fair price, and see that you get good

So far as such a fact can be known to one individual, all

cenient-makers make three kinds or qualifies, viz., good,

bad, aud indifferent,—not willingly, or by any means inten-

tionally, but because in some measure it is beyond their

And in most cases the good is sold to those who will

have no other ;
the remainder to — . I cannot hit

ind must leave it blauk. Coal is very de^ar^andup that,

may have something to do with it. Zeia.

OHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

F'lUcstone.—The new church of Sfc. Michael

has been opened, although it is yet far from com-

pleted. The style of buildiri" is Flamboyant,

being after the pattern of the fourteenth century

Lowland Dutch churches. The contractor is

Mr. Bowley, builder, Folkestone. The interior

of the church is at present simply a plain room,

the sittings not having been put up. The floor

is paved with tiles, made by Mr. Bowley, and

the altar (a temporary woodeu structure) is

approached by three tiers of steps, and is sur-

mounted by a panoply.
CroJUfcelZ.—The parish church recently re-

opened bad been allowed to fall into great decay,

and it was much disfigured. The place had the

usual amount of boxes called pews, though

the north side a few old oak seats existed, yet

Shields, has been laid by Sir Hedworth William,

son, Bart., M.P., Deputy Provincial Grand

Master of Masons, with full Masonic ceremony.

The total cost of the new church is estimated at

4, 5001., of which 3,0001. have already been

promised. The site, worth 5001., together with

a subscription of 1001., was given by the Rev.

R. Green, vicar of Longhorsley ;
and the Eccle-

siastical Commissioners voted an acre of ground

and 1,5001. towards a vicarage for the new

parish. The contract for the building has been

undertaken by Mr. Edmund Suddards, builder.

Monmoiifh.—The foundation-stone of a new

church has been laid by the Duchess of Beau-

fort. The church will be built iu the Early

English style, and will accommodate a large

number of persons. The architect is Mr. Lucldon,

of Westminster, and the contractor Mr. David

Roberts, of Monmouth.
Much Cowarne. — The church here, after

restoration, has been reopened for Divine 8_er-

vico. In the restoration (at a cost of 1,0251.)

Mr. T. Nicholson, of Hereford, has been the

architect employed, and the contractor was Mr.

Henry Welsh. The church has undergone a

restoration so far as regards the nave, aisle,

and chancel. The whole of the low plastered

ceiling has been removed, and replaced by

a pitch pine roof, with V pointed, tongued,

pitch-pine boarding, covered on top with felt

aud greeu Whitland Abbey slates, the whole

having moulded and battlemented cornices of

the same material running all round the walls at

the springing of the roof inside. Tlie whole of the

walls and gables have been raised, to match the

new roof, and new gablet windows inserted, the

gables being covered with stone coping, and

having foliated crosses at the summit. The

windows have all been restored inside and out,

and re-glazed with coloured Cathedral glass,

having now stanchion bars, with ornamental

head. The arcade and tower arches and clus-

tered columns have been cleansed of whitewash

and restored and pointed. The walls have been

replaatered on the inside with a sanded surface,

and on the outside they have been cleaned and

re-pointed. The dilapidated old entrance porch

has been replaced by a timber porch, of the

same material as the roof, resting upon a plinth

of stone. The floors are all new, the space for

seating being boarded, and the alleys laid with

tooled paving. The whole of the sittings (which

are free) are made of pitch-pine timber. A
carved circular stone pulpit has also been fixed,

and wo understand that a carved font is in pro-

gress in the hands of the contractor. It is

intended to restore the tower at no distant date,

and to erect a new spire upon it, the old spire

having been completely destroyed by lightning

some thirty-four years ago, when two of the old

peal of bells were melted.

Farmcorth-ioith-Kearsl' y .—The parish church

of Farnworth-witb-Kearsley, to which extensive

additions and alterations have been made, hns

been re-opened. The additions to the church

consist of two new porches which have been

erected on either side of the western entrance,

the steps occupied by the old gallery porches

being added to the ground-floor in order to give

moresittingaccommodatlon. Thepewing has been

remodelled, and constructed of pitch pine, and

the gallery-front has been altered and decorated

,
with stencil-work devices. The walls have been

dressed down, with oil paints. A new and com-

modious chancel has been added. The altar has

not yet been placed in position. By the present-

alterations about 350 sittings have been added
The cost of the work amounts to -4,0001., oil

which 3,0001. have already been raised. The

architect was Mr. R. K. Freeman, of Bolton

Fat'ersham .—At the recent meeting of the)

committee appointed iu November last forre-'

seating and re-arranging the parish churcb

under the direction of Sir Gilbert Scott, tenders!

for carrying out the work were receiv.'d, and.

that of Mr. Wilson, Canterbury, at 2,13S1., was

conditionally accepted. This amount includes

the re-seating of the church with English oat

seats, floors, &c. The warming apparatus will

of necessity have to be altered, the estimated

cost of which is 2081. ; it is also proposed ^
remove the org.an from its present position ii

the west end gallery' to one of the chancel aisles

which will cost another 501. ;
and in additioi

there will be the architect’s and sundry chargee

estimated at 2001., making the total cost of thi

work, 2,59G1.

Bristol.—A new church, to be called St

Aiidrew’s-the-Less, situated at the Uotwells, ha

been consecrated by the Bishop of Gloucestei

and Bristol. The edifice occupies the site o

what was known as Dowry Chapel, which hai

to be pulled down because the dry rot had go.

into the structure. The new building is froa

designs by Mr. J. Neale, of Bristol, architect

and will accommodate about 450 people. Thi

church is iu the style generally known as Earl,

Thirteenth-ceutu'y Decorated. It consists c

nave, three bays, with side aisles, and chancf

with bays opening into a quasi-transept on thi

north, and organ and choir chapel with vestr

on the south. The east wall has, in the way c

enrichment, a screen the whole width of thi

chancel, consisting of an arcade of motilde

arches, resting on columns with carved caps, &(.
|.

The w’est wall has been reserved for the ol
|

monuments. All the columns throughout th

church are of polished Pennant or red Mansfiel

stone. The reading-desk is of pitch pine. Thi

seats throQghout the church are of pitch pini

The roof is open-timbered ;
and the chancel;

coved, with moulded ribs. The building is wei

provided with windows in the aisles, and aloD

the clearstory of the nave, the latter beip

three- lighted, with detached columns, wit

foliated caps and jack arches. The entrance t

the building is a porch below a campanile, witi

bell.chamber; aud at the east end there is

gable enclosing the vestry. The material U8e|

is local stone, with freestone dressings ;
and clj

cost of the work has been about 2,5001. Tt

builder was Mr. R. J. Crocker, of Bedminsteit

the stone carving was done by Mr. Margetsoij

and the wood carving by Mr. Houghton.
^ |jBrandon. — The parish church has

restored, and re-opened for divine service. N
only had the timbers of the roof become rottej

with a"0 ,
but the foundations themselves wesf'

far decayed as to render ihe building potj

tively unsafe. But now all lias been put iu

,

safe and decent state. The west gallery, upflj

which stood a long disused baiTcl-organ, hi

been taken down, which has opened out at

e.vposed fully to view the tower arch. Tl)

rotted and unsafe belfry floor, which was onil

level with this gallery, has been removed, and;,

new one erected upon carved stone rests, at n

more elevated position, and above the top of tf

tower arch. The galleries over the south ah;

and Lady Chapol have also been swept awa*

and the walls of the church throughout had;

been relieved of their coatiug of whitewa&M

The windows have been filled with light aiii

dark grey cathedral glass. A staiued-gla:

.

memorial window iu the tower, immediate i

over the west entrance, has been insei'te^.Fj

Messrs. John and William Wood. It consistB =i

two li'^hts, and the subjects illustrated are ot

Lord Wasliing the Feet of His Disciples, ar, .

St. Peter baptising tin Household of CorneliiJi

The east window over the altar consists of "1

lights, and the subjects illustrated are.—T-L-

Crucifi.xion, the Baptism of our Lord, the Adori.

tiou of the Shepherds, the Resurrection, at

;

the Appearance at the Sea of Galilee. o'

these windows are by Ward & Hughes, • •

London. The chancel is fitted with open bcnct i

for the choir; and the chancel floor, the iusliv

and passages are all laid with coloured tiles. . i

old chancel arch, which was not in the centre, i

the roof, has been pulled down and rebuilt m i;

proper position, made larger, and about -i 1|

hio-her than before. This opens out a view ol tv

whole chancel from every part of the nave, a‘j

the east window is seen to better effect, ine •
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leats throughout the church, moat of which had
Decome decayed with age, have been replaced
vith new ones of deal, with variously carved
joppy-heada, and stained a dark oak colour,
rhe work of the restoration has been carried out
Dy and under the personal superintendenco of
;he contractor, Mr. Edwards, of Millenhall.
Che architect was Mr. J. Drayton.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Bramford.—The memorial stone of a new
chapel for the Wesleyan body has been laid at
Jraraford, a manufacturing village, with a grow-
Dg population. Tlie new chapel is being erected
>n a plot of ground at the north end of the
ullage, opposite the gates of Bramford Hall
’ark. It will bo in the Italian stylo of archi-
ecturc, and will be built of red brick, with
ffhite stone dressings and projecting gables,
.’he front will consist of a gable with a three-
ight window, and in the side elevation will bo
hree single - light windows. The chapel is

7 ft. by 27 ft., and will seat about 230. Access
rill be obtained by two porches, one on each
ide the building, and inside it will bo benched
ut with varnished benches

;
provision will also

e made for warming the chapel with hot air.

the back will be a school-room and vestry,
ivided by folding doors, and capable of being
hrown into oue if necessary. The school will
ccommodate about 100 scholars. The building
5 being erected- from plans by, and under the
uperintendenoe of, Messrs. Cattermole & Bade,
rebitects, Ipswich, by Mr. J. Fosdike, builder,
foodbridge. The contract price was G37Z., and
he total cost, including the purchase of the
Jte, will probably be about 900Z., towards which
bout COOL has been already received and
remised.

Soworhy.—The chief stones of a building, to
mlude a chapel and school, for the Baptists,

^ been laid in Steep-lane. The first part
uilt will be the school, which will be used also
ir divine service. The school will consist of a
rge schoolroom on the ground floor, 50 ft. by
3 ft., with seven class-rooms and a secretary’s
)om above, and kitchen, scullery, and room for
sating apparatus underneath. Arrangements
:e to be made in order that there may bo direct
)mraunication between the schools and the
lapel. The situation of the school is in the
jar of the intended chapel, which has to have
frontage to Steep-lane, instead of, as at pre-
ut, eastward. The contractors are, for
asons’ work, Mr. J. Wild, Sowerby; joiners’
ork, Mr. J. Greenwood, Soyland

; plasterers’
id slater’s work, Mr. J. Robinson, Sowerby
ridge

;
and plumbing and glaziers’ work, Mr.

Stafford, of the same locality.

^avertree (^Liver^ooX).—The foundation stone
a new Wesleyan Methodist chapel (in con-

Jxion with Pitt. street Circuit) has been laid in
Ictoria Park, Wavertree. The style of the
!w building, which will accommodate 600, will
I Decorated Gothic. There will be a tower
id spire, rising to a height of about 130 ft., at
e north-east corner, and one transept at the
>rth-east angle. A minister’s vestry and two
rge vestries, each 20 ft. by 14 ft., are intended
bo used for class purposes. There will be

reo main entrances to the chapel, and separate
itranccs to the vestries. The organ will be
jacccl over the main entrance, in a small gal.
,ry, entrance to which will bo obtained through
[e tower, by a flight of stone steps. The body
I the chapel will be 61 ft. long, and 44 ft. wide,
|id the chancel end will be 15 ft. 6 in. wide’
|id 13 ft. 6 in. in depth. The height to the
iTing of the roof will be 22 fc., and to the ceil-

^ level 40 fD. The material for the main wall
dl be Yorkshire shoddies, with red stone for
lessing. The beams of the roof and chancel
oh will be supported by Limerick green
iarblo columns, with carved caps and bases,
no chapel will be heated by means of hot-
liter pipes. The architect is Mr. John E.
^evo

;
and the builder, Mr. David Readdie,

th of Liverpool.
Bury {Lancashire).—Radcliffe Cbapel, near
Itfy, has been opened for divine service. The
^pel is built upon a plot of land in Blackburn-
I'eet, adjoining the schools in which the ser-
jies of the congregation have hitherto been
irriod on. Its extreme inside dimensions are
' ft. 6 in. by 40 ft. 6 in., and 28 ft. 6 in. high.
|i8 galleried round three sides for the congre-
tion, with an organ and singing gallery formed

;
a deep recess behind the pulpit. The total

number of seats provided is close upon 800.
The cost of the building complete, including
the architect’s commission and laying out the
grounds, bub exclusive of furnishing and nphol-
stering, is a little over 3,000J. The architects
were Messrs. Maxwell & Tuke, of Bury. The
walls are of brick, faced with stocks all round,
those to the front being from Wolstenholrae
Hall, from whence also come the moulded and
enriched bricks in the strings, arches, corbels,

and panels. The dressings are of polished York-
shire stone, and carving has been sparingly
introduced in the caps of the columns. The
boundary.walls are of Holcombe parpoiuts, coped
with Yorkshire stone, and snrmounted with a
plain rail. The ground floor is seated with open
seats. In the arrangement of the pulpit and
Communion, a strong moulded rail across the
front only of a raised dais is surmounted by the
table, which is supported by ornamental iron
brackets from the rail. Behind this are chairs
for the minister and deacons, and the pulpit,

which stands upon a strong square base, with
dwarf columns at each angle. At the back of
the pulpit is a screen, dividing the vestries from
the chapel, and above this is the gallery for the
singers and organ, the top panels of the front of
which is filled with inlaid parqneterie panels by
Mr. Oppenheim, of Manchester. The front of
the principal gallery has been treated in a some-
what different manner from that usually adopted.
From the moulded ends of the tie-beams of the
gallery,—which, in common with the rest of the
gallery timbers, are visible,—there arise quaintly
designed iron brackets, by M'Farlane, of Glasgow.
These support a low gallery front, and above
this a moulded pitchpine rod, between which
and the moulded top of the front is strained
cane-netting, to act as a bookboar'd. The panels
are picked out with coloured lines on the natural
wood. The decoration at present undertaken is

only of a temporary character. The internal

woodwork is of pitch pine, simply varnished.
The contractors for the building were Messrs.
Openshaw &, Buckley, stonework; Mr. Charles
Smith, brickwork; Mrs. Colley, plumbing

; Mr.
John Allen, woodwork

;
Mr. John Smith, slating

;

and Mr. Joseph Brooks, plastering and painting.
The carving has been done by Mr. Gregg, of
Darvven

;
and the heating apparatus, rails, and

grates by Mr. Downbam, of Bury.

SCHOOL.BUILDING NEWS.
TFi’oa'ali.—The Board schools at Wroxall liave

been opened. The buildings are situated on a
liealthy site, at the comer of the roads leading
to Nevvpnrt (Isle of Wight) and through Appul-
durcurabe Park. Stone has been the chief
material used in the construction of the fabric,
dressings of white and rod bricks being intro-

duced. There is a boys’ and girls’ school-room,
attached to which are class-rooms, offices, &c.,
all the rooms being lofty, well lighted, and
ventilated. Between the boys’ and girls’ schools
is the master’s house, and to which is attached
a large yard. There are separate playgrounds
for the boys and girls, and there is a large
garden for the use of the master. The site was
presented by Mr. George Young. Mr. L. B.
Trimen was the architect. The builders were
Messrs. Moses & Walner, the former of ^vhom
resides at Wroxall.

Pendleton {Manchester).—New British schools
have been opened at Charlestown, Pendleton.
Tho buildings cover the entire plot of land
x-eserved at the back of the Charlestown Chapel,
with frontages to Halton-street, Sligo-street, and
Trentbam.street. The ground-floor consists of
a school-room, 71 ft. 6 in. by 37 ft. G in., with
two class-rooms and a raised platform at the
end; also an infants’ room, 25 ft. by 20 ft. Tho
upper floor contains a school-room, 49 ft. by
37 ft. Gin., with fourteen class-rooms, averaging
15 ft. by 10 ft. The basement-story, the ceiling
of which is about 4 ft. above the level of the
ground, is arranged fur a covered playground,
except the small portion reserved for kitchen
and lavatories, &c., and is laid with Val de
Travers asphalte. The large school-rooms have
each two fireplaces, and tho infants’ room one,
in addition to which a hot-water heating ap-
paratus, provided by Messrs. Haden & Son, is
fitted up, capable of warming the whole of tho
schools and class-rooms. All the rooms are
lofty, well lighted and ventilated, the principal
school-rooms having spacious windows on three
sides. Allowing an area of 9 superficial feet,
the infants’ room will accommodate 70 children,
the ground.floor room upwards of 200, and the

,

first floor about 250, in addition to which an
area of 1,658 superficial feet is provided in the
classrooms to accommodate nearly 200 children.
The buildings are of brick, with stone dressings,
in the Gothic style, and have been erected by
Mr. Mark Foggett, builder, Cheetham, from the
designs, and under the superintendence, of
Messrs. Clegg & Knowles, architects, Manchester.

Fairford.—A new infant schoolroom, at Fair,

ford, which has been erected from designs by
Mr. Maberly, of Gloucester, architect, has been
opened. It is a small structure, standing in a
spacious playground. The site was given by the
vicar, the Rev. Lord Dynevor.

TT'oj-fcsop.—Tho foundation-stone of a school
for boys has been laid at Worksop, on ground to
the right of Dock-road. Mr. Foljambe is build-
ing the present school for 200 boys, mainly at
his own expense. The ground-plan of the school
is in the form of a letter

"J"> room measuring,
inside, 52 ft. 6 in. by 18 ft.

;
another, 34 ft. 6 in.

by 18 ft.; with a classroom, 18 ft. by 12 ft. 6 in.,

and a second-classroom, 17 ft. by 12 ft. 6 in.

The whole is built of Steetley stone, lined inside
with dressed bricks.

Crewe.—New Primitive Methodist Sunday
schools are to be built at the rear of the chapel,
taking in a large room at pi’esent used as a class-

room. The uow building will contain about 410
square yards of room, with accommodation for

about 300 children. The old class-i'oom will be
divided into two compartments, to be used either
for tho purposes of the schools or as vestries.

Mr. Ford, of Burelem, is the architect of the
building

; Mr. A. P. Cotterill, of Crewe, has
taken the contract for the general work

;
and Mr.

W. Mossford has contracted for the stonework.

goolis

Ill ustrated Catalogue of Chmney.pieces, Pedestals,

and TUalJ Decorations. Issued by the Marezzo
Marble Compauy, 61, Regent-street.

Tue manufacture of what is known as Marezzo
marble has passed into the hands of a limited
company, who have appointed Mr. Walter Emden
their architect, and issued a book of designs,
showing its use in tho shape of chimney-pieces
and for wall decorations. As no prices accom-
pany the designs, wo are not able to compare its

cost with that of Scagliola. In other respects it

seems to compare favourably with that material.

VARIORUM.
Mr. R. Grantham’s Report to the Govern-

ment on tho Floods in Somersetshire, 1872 and
1873, has been published (Stanford), and includes
observations on the Report by the Inclosure
Commissioners. Mr. Grantham advises that the
laws of sewers, having become for agricultural
purposes inefficient for the ends now required,
should be consolidated and replaced by an Act
framed upon the basis of Part II. of the Land
Drainage Act, 1861. “ A Monograph of Cor-
mac’s Chapel, Cashel. By Mr. Arthur Hill,

B.E., containing twelve geometrical drawings
and three photographs,” is nearly ready for

publication. This work is a reproduction by
the photo-lithographic process, of a carefully-

measured set of drawings, to which were awarded
a silver medal by the Royal Institute of British

Architects.

P:isc«lIanEa.

Opening of St. James's Hall, Lichfield.

—

St. James’s Hall, which now stands on the site

of the old theatre in Bore-street, Lichfield, has
been opened. It was built by a limited liability

oempany, having a nominal capital of 2,0001.
Mr. Griffiths, county surveyor, prepared the
plans. Mr. Thorneloe, of Lichfield, was selected

as the builder. The assembly-room is 80 ft. in
length by 30 ft. wide. It is lighted by sun-lights
for night. A balcony runs round the sides and
the north end of the hall, the other end being
occupied by the proscenium, behind which is a
stage and the requisite scenery for adapting the
room to theatrical purposes. To the front of tho
hall is a lai'ge room suitable for a refreshment
or small meeting room, and beneath these are
two cloak-rooms, witli necessary requisites.
Under the stage are four dressing-rooms, and
beneath the floor of the hall is a range of storing-
rooms. There are three front entrances to tho
hall. The actual cost will be upwards of 2,2001.
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Archceological Discovery. — The Levant

Herald states that the Imperial Sloseum at St.

Irene has just been enriched by the discovery at

Salonica of three finely-sculptured bas-reliefs in

a very fair state of preservation. Originally

forming part of Constantine’s Portico, which

faces the eatt entrance of the modern Bazar at

Salonica, and stands close to the ancient Via

Ignatia, these sculptures were, it appears, de-

tached from the monument which they adorned

by order of the Porte, and simply as a measure

of precaution, to prevent them from being

smuggled out of the country, as has been the

case with so many other relics of Greek and

Roman art. Recently several pieces of sculp-

tore of considerable archceological value were

tom down by night from the same portico, and

conveyed, in spite of the opposition of the local

police, on board of a foreign vessel, which sailed

immediately she had shipped her precious cargo.

This unqualified act of vandalism, combined

with the spoliation by foreigners of such ancient

sites as Ephesus, Cyprus, and the Troad, have,

we are told, made the Government extremely

reluctant to grant firmans to Eui'opean ex-

plorers, and have induced it to collect, as

speedily as possible, in its own museum at

Stamboul, all such relics of early art as are

more or leas exposed to be similarly wrested out

of its possession. The sculptures which have
just been added to the Turkish collection are of

80 large dimensions, and the interior of the

Ottoman Museum is already crowded to such an
extent, that the bas-reliefs have been tempo-

rarily set up in the courtyard of St. Irene. The
sculptured figures upon them are taken to repre-

sent the characters in the celebrated fable of

the Calydonian Hunt, As an ensemble the bas-

reliefs form an interesting specimen of the

“composite” style of sculpture, peculiar to the

age of the first Constantine.

Removal of Niglit-soil at Leek.—The
Impruveinenb Commissioners of Leek have an
active sanitary inspector, whose report has set

them a-thinking bow best to put their houses in

order. Their medical officer had recommended
to the “ careful consideration of the Board the

excellent report of the sanitary inspector on

the question of the removal of ashes, gar-

bage, night-soil, etc.” The inspector (Mr.

Earrow), in his report, says:—“Water-closets

and well-constructed sewers and drains, with
the freest possible ventilation at the head
of every sewer, drain, and soil-pipe, com-
bined with properly- conducted irrigation, is

a solution of the question of sewage utilisation
j

and for the removal of solid and other refuse

where water carriage cannot be adopted, I

recommend the ‘Rochdale system.’ In Leek
325 water-closets are provided for the use of

4-,500 of the population, and 650 privies for the

use of a population of 7,000. It has sometimes

been urged that water-closets do not answer in

connexion with cottage-houses. The experience

of Leek is that they answer admirably where a

separate closet is provided for each house.

Whatever the description of the closet may be,

there ought, for many reasons, to be at least

one to every two cottages.” The Commissioners
are discussing Mr. Farrow’s recommendations,
and it is to be hoped this discussion will lead

to some improvement of the present state of

things.

Balconies of Loudon Houses.—Er. Lan.
kester has held an inquest at Paddington, on the

body of a plasterer, in the employ of Mr. Foxley,

a builder, of Leinster-terrace, Lancaster-gate.

Deceased was at work at 17, Cleveland-square,

Tyburnia, being engaged in filling up cracks in

the compo of the balcony of one of the second-

floor back rooms, when it gave way, and he was
precipitated into the area, a depth of 33 ft. He
was picked up insensible, and conveyed to St.

Mary’s Hospital, where he died of the frightful

injuries he had received. It having been re-

presented that the balconies of the mansions in

Cleveland-square were merely constructed of

tiles aud compo, an investigation into that part
of the subject took place. A verdict of acciden-
tal death was given, with a strong expression of

opinion that the attention of the district sur-

veyor ought to be called to the character of the
balconies in Cleveland-square, and stops bo
taken to make them seenre.

The late Mr. Herbert Williams, Archi-
tect.—We are sorry to hear of the death, on the
5th instant, at his residence, Heath Bank, Black-

High Wycombe.—The foundation-stone of

new schools for the borough school board was
laid on Monday last, the 13th inst., by the Right

Hon. Lord Cariiigton. The corporation in their

robes of office assembled at the Municipal Build-

ings at two o’clock, and proceeded in order with

Lord Carington, the vicar, parish school board,

and other invited guests, to the site, where the

stone (a large block of Portland some 2^ tons

weight) was formally lowered into place. The
new schools will eventually accommodate 1,000

children, with large covered playgrounds, offices,

and teacher’s residence. They are of redbrick,

with stone dressings, with a lofty bell-tower, in

the Early Gothic style. The first part of the

contract, for GOO children, with residence, &c., is

for ‘1,2601. The site is three roods, and is on a

steep hill. The builder is Mr. W. 11. Loosley, and

the architect Mr. Arthur Yemon, both of High
Wycombe.

A Novelty in Naval Architecture. —
Messrs. Richardson, Duck, & Co., of South

Stockton, are now building to the order of the

Tees Conservancy Commissioners a barge which

is, in some respects, unlike anything of the kind

hitherto constructed. Designed by Mr. Fowler,

engineer to the C mmission, and Major Beau-

mont, M.P. for South Durham, the new barge is

intended to enable the Diamond Rock Boring

Company to blast the Eighth Buoy Scarp, a

huge projecting boulder which has greatly

obstructed the navigation of the Tees, and which
is situated a little way below Middlesbrough.

The barge has the appearance of a huge floating

platform, supported on iron pillars. It is now
almost completed, and a few weeks more will

probably see it at work. The company have
undertaken to remove the scarp within two
years, at a cost of 17,0001.

Ecclesiastical Art Exhibition at Bath.

—

Many objects of interest to the antiquary, the

churchman, and the artist, have been exhibited

at the Riding School, Julian-road, in connexion

with the Church Congress. There are numerous
collections of church valuables, in gold and

silver, brass, silk embroidery, &c. The centre

of the room contaiiis a laige collection of

architectural drawings, several photographs of

ancient buildings by Wornold, of Leeds, lent by
Mr. W. White ;

finely-executed photographs of

sculpture by Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter
;
and a

set of sculptures by Porter, of Newark-street,

illustrating the stations of the Cross. There is

also a collection of rubbings from monumental
bra-sses, lent by Mr. Parnell.

The Late Mr. Henry Murray.—All who
have been intimately connected with the fine

arts during the last thirty years, will regret to

learn that the widow of the late Mr. Henry
Murray is in destitute circumstances. Mr.

Murray was a well known art critic, and for

several years the esteemed hon. sec. of the

Graphic Society. Mr. Murray’s long declining

health required the unremitting and devoted

attention of his wife. This was nobly given, and
everything gradually sacrificed to pressing need.

An attempt is now being made to raise a fund

for Mrs. Murray
;
and Mr John Foley, R.A., 10,

Osnaburgh-street, Regent’s Park, has consented

to receive subscriptions.

The Criterion Hotel, Piccadilly .-

Spiers Pond applied for a licence for music

and dancing for the Criterion, to the Middlesex

magistrates. Mr. Poland stated, that up to the

present time 80,000h had been expended upcfE|

the building, and only a few decorations, to bci

completed in a month or six weeks, were;

required. The licence was refused, on the

ground that the building was not fiuished, ant

an application of Mr. Poland for a licence fa

music alone the magistrates refused to entertain

as the application had been made for music ani

dancing.

The Seats on the Thames Embanknientr
The new seats on the Victoria Embankmexi:

have been painted in their places, and, as

matter of course, have been exposed to showert

during the operation, and to the prematuw
occupation by passengers who left a memorandun
of their presence in the shape of “ Witness m;

mark.” If they had been painted under cove:

at the maker’s, and brought to the Embautmen:
when dry, a better job might have been made

of them.

Free Public Library at Coventry.—Th
late mayor of Coventry, Mr. John Gulson, ha

presented to the City Council of Coventry a nei

free public library. The building is on the sit

of the old county gaol, and its cost, borne b;

Aldermen Gulson, and Samuel Carter, former!

member of Parliament for the city, has beffi

upwards of 4,0001., excluding internal fitting?

which have been paid for from a fund raise:

among the inhabitants generally.

Inauguration of tbe Northern Congreg^
tional College.—The Congregational College a

Silcoates, near Wakefield, has been formalL

opened. The building, with the estate, will coS'

20,0001., of which 6,0001. are required. Th
structure, from designs by Mr. J. Shaw, c

Leeds, is Continental in style, quadrangular i

form, and of red brick. It will aecommodat:

200 pupils. It is intended for ministers’ son

and the general public.

Memorial Church in Sheffield.—It ha!

been determined to honour the memory of thi

late vicar of Sheffield by building a church,—t-

bo called the Sale Memorial Church,— in th'

district of Dyer’s-hill. The work was one wbic

Dr. Sale had deeply at heart and which he wa
endeavouring to promote just before his ven

sudden death. A considerable sum has alrea®

been subscribed.

St. Thomas’s Church, Blackburn. — .-

reredos, with altar-table, is being erected i

St. Thomas’s Church, Blackburn, from ti

design of Mr. H. H. Bridgman, London. ]

occupies three sides of the apse, a length c

27 ft. The reredos consists of nine panels, i

Caen stone, of fourteenth-century Gothic. M
James L. Luscombe is the builder.

Oil Paints.—Mr. J. Argali, mining engineer,

of Adderbury, proposes to give body or opacity

to the paint by using as a basis the natural

mineral carbonate of baryta and zinc, or native

zinc ore, to which carbonate of baryta is after-

wards added. The zinc ore or the baryta and
zinc mineral is subjected to a roasting process.

The required colour or shade of colour is given

to the paint by the addition of calcined ores of

lead, tin, zinc, copper, iron, or manganese to the

compound or mixture. By the use of baryta a

peculiar glossy surface is given to tbe paint, and

the said baryta also effects such rapid drying of

the paint that the use of ordinary dryers is

rendered unnecessary.

Mirfield Local Board.—At a meeting i

the Mirfield Local Board, held on Thursda*

evening, the 0th inst., it was unanimously n
solved that as the Board was about to carry oc

works for the water supply and drainage,

survey of the township should be made, and tkft]

Mr. M. Paterson, C.E., of Dewsbury, be appointel

to do the work.

Mr. Spurgeon's New College. — Mr.

Spurgeon has laid the foundation-stone of a

new college, at the rear of the Tabernacle,

St. Mary’s, Newington. The new building is to

supplement the existing inefficient accommoda-
tion for students at the Tabernacle. The
college will be of considerable dimensions, con-

taining six class-rooms, tbe largest of which

will be 20 ft. by 30 ft., while the “ common,
room” will be of the dimensions of 44 ft. by

heath, of Mr. Herbert Williams, of 52, Old 29 ft. A library and lecture-room will also bo
Broad-street, surveyor to tbe Drapers’ Company, included in the building, which it is intended, if

He was 60 years of age.
J possible, to open in the early part of the year.

New Market Hall and Police Station a
Morriston.—The Swansea town council,

their meeting last week, decided to erect a nw,

market hall and police station at Morriston, at a

cost of 7391. for the former, and 2,7501. for th

latter. Mr. T. White is the contractor.

Dungarvon New Fever Hospital.—At !

meeting of the Board of Guardians in this towi:

on the 9th inst. it w'as unanimously resolved h

erect a fever hospital within the workhottW

inolosure, at the cost of 1,0001.

New Bank, Sevenoaks.—The plans for ''

new London and County Bank in this townha^^

been prepared by Mr. Chancellor. The designs

show that the new building will be in the Earl^

English style.

Asphalte. — The London Commissionew Q'

Sewers have decided to pave the remainde

of King William-street with Yal de Traver

asphalte.

The Accident at Northfleet.—We ha?

I’eceived several communications on this snbjecj

but defer consideration until after the close »-

the inquest, adjourned to Monday next.

The Free Library at South Shields hji

been publicly opened.
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The Use of Ornamental Tiles.

S wo have once or twice

pointed out already, when
toucliing upon the sub-

ject, the use of tiles as

a source of ornamental

polycliromatic decoration

is being carried to an
indiscriminate and dis-

proportionate extent, so

r '.j~< much so as to be rapidly

degenerating into a mere
jieco of commonplace. The employment of
lies as a mural decoration having come into

ashion in architecture, has been introduced also

nto furniture; and in recent exhibitions of

inmiture-design tho difficulty'^is, often, to find

mything that has not a tile in it. This extrava-

j^cc in the employment ofany newly-suggested
ir revived form of embellishment is ono of the
endencies of the present day, or, at least, is more
leveloped at present than it has ever been before,

•wing to the restless craving for novelty on the
)art of both artists and the public,—that portion
f the public, at least, which employs archi-

ectural art. But nearly alt sources of decora.

ive treatment have their proper limitations, and
levitably lose in effect by being overworked or
lisapplied.

The most general and practical use of encaustic
ilea is for flooring. Besides forming one of the
lost indestructible of floors, in resistance to

rear (when the material is really good), tiles

orm almost the only means of introducing or-

lamcnt of at all an elaborate nature and of
permanent character into floor surfaces. The
impler Geometric designs to bo obtained by
ariously-coloured slabs of material have been
ealised in marble as often as in tiling, and with
inch better effect. But the elaboration result-

ag from the employment of slabs with each its

wn ornamental design could only be obtained in

larblc by the costly process of inlay. Tile

are, in fact, an inlay worked with the
laterials in a soft state, and capable of easy
lanipulation and mechanical repetition. Such
resource for producing an effect of richness
?as sure to be largely made use of, wben
he mechanical means for its manufacture were
lerfected, and almost as certain to be to a
onsiderable extent abused.

We have got rid now, certainly, of the notable
cropensity to blue and buff developments which
istiuguished the tile designs of the earlier

»eriod of the “ revival.” Combinations in which
Aeso two particular tints were supposed to

fmush all that the eye could desire would be
,routed in most quarters at present as crude
nd commonplace,— at least, when nsc-d in any
iirge quantities. Combinations in which a
i.irong chocolate red is the prevailing element
re more popular now, and the value of quiet

tones has been, to a certain extent, recog-
ieed. But we have still foundation for com.

plaint in regard to the raw, crude, and more or

less garish effect of a large proportion of our

tiled floors. We see this most forcibly illustrated

when a church has been restored, and a large

portion of the floor has been laid by our Mintons

or Maws. The repose which previously charac-

terised the old edifice is gone,—broken into by

nothing more than by the new-tiled floor, with

its “spick-and-span” look, and its trade-deve.

lo'ped patterns. It is to the existence of the

“pattern-book” that this de-sanctifying effect

is partly to be traced. Designs which have to

be mechanically multiplied are made the most

of, tabulated and advertised, and pass into

decorators’ commonplaces. We soon learn to

know the most popular ones, and recognise

them, not agreeably, in places where we would

gladly meet with an individual and special

design, suitable to the building,—perhajis de-

signed in relation to the ornamental details of

other parts. Admitting the pattem-book, how.

ever, as a trade necessity, it is quite possible to

get better results than are ordinarily obtained.

The average of tile designs run too much in

groove; they are arranged upon certain main

types, which seem to recur again and again; and

they fail as often from attempting too much in

colour as from attempting too little in regard to

originality of form. In the matter of colour,

some of the German tile-manufacturers show

better taste and a better perception of what is

suitable for tile-flooring than those of our

country. They have largely adopted, for

some time past, very quiet neutral tints in

working out the majority of their floor-

patterns, and thus escape much of the gew-

gaw effect which wo have to complain of in

modern English tiled floors. We do not, as a

rule, want strong or bright colour for that which

is under our feet ; only a certain well-considered

design, and a suiBcient variety of tone; and the

bright and strong chromatic treatment, tends to

injure the effect of objects of more importance

to us than ^the floor pattern. Above all the

“shiny” tiles (glazed), in old restored build-

ings especially, often destroy all tone and re-

pose, and vulgarise an interior in almost all

cases. Such [tiles should only be employed
in very small quantities, where some pecu-

liar richness and glitter may seem to be

called for, practically, as where light is defi-

cient, or architecturally, as perhaps in a vesti-

bule to a lady’s boudoir. The most important

distinction in the method of working out tile-

designs is that between designs in which the

division of the tiling into rectangular slabs is

emphasized, and that in which it is ignored, and

a continuous design formed independently of the

jointing. In regard to the latter principle, a

large design, ocenpying a whole floor, has seldom

80 good an effect as a smaller diaper pattern,

and it tends to dwarf the extent of tho area in

most cases. In general, designs in which the

square form of the separate tiles is brought out,

are the most suitable to the material, and the

manner of putting it together, aud have the

most truly architectural effect. An arrange-

ment in which two tiles of distinct tone and

pattern, or one plain and the other ornamented,

are regularly alternated, almost always has a

good effect when the combination is suitable in

point of colour. An arrangement based on the

employment of largo square tiles, with smaller

ones lozengo-wise at the intersecting angles, is

strictly in accordance with practical demands,
getting rid as it does of the weak point in tile

flooring, tho joinings of the sharp angles, which
are always the first places to show defects in the

laying
;

it therefore recommends itself to the

judgment as well os to the eye. In the design-

ing of more flowing and elaborated patterns,

a much larger use might be made than has yet
been done of the conventionalised forms of

natural leafage, which would be a relief from

the constant changes rung upon quatrefoils,

circles, and intersectiug geometric figures, which
have been used, perhaps, in almost every pos-

sible combination, so far as form is concerned.
But all combinations conveying to the eye the
idea of inequality or relief of surface should be
studiously avoided; and even the effect of an
interlacing design, as of two superimposed
patterns, is open to objection, or is very liable

to become so in some forms.

One of tho causes of the hard, “bran new”
appearance imparted to an interior by tiling

arises from the absolute smoothness and hard
finish of the tile surface, and the consequent
want of any of that tone which a rougher
texture would impart. In respect to this nothing
makes so satisfactory and rich an effect in the

way of tile-flooring as the Homan teaselated

style, formed by the junction of numerous small

self-coloured tesserm. In this method the

innumerable jointings over a largo surface give

a roughness of textni’o very satisfactory to the

eye, and harmonising much better with archi-

tecture (aud with furniture or paintings) than
the smooth encaustic tile patterns. Even in the

actual tilc.patterns of the Middle Ages, so far as
they exist, we mostly find the component pieces

much smaller than the average tiles in use at the

present day. Tho final eSect, in the modern
system, is sacrificed to ease and economy in

laying the tiles. The merits of Bust’s “ artificial

mosaic,” in supplying a material with more
texture and tone in its surface, have been before

touched upon in our columns. In diaper pat-

terns, arranged in real or apparent tesser®, it is

desirable so to arrange the pattern as to mask
the fact of its repetition,—in other words, not to

show where it begins and ends
;
this has perhaps

never been so well and ingeniously done as in

that well-known Roman pattern composed of

segments of circles, which has been reproduced

in tho floor of the Bcthnal-green Museum.
The use of wall tiles is, or might bo often, as

much a matter of sanitary advantage as of ar-

chitectural embellishment. The ease with which
such a work can be kept clean renders it most
suitable for tho lower portions of walls in stair-

cases and halls, and places where people con-

tinually pass and repass. The only distinction

between the principles of design for wall-tiles

and flooring-tiles is that the former admit, and
even seem to demand, a one-sided treatment (go

as to form an upright pattern), a treatment

which can never satisfactorily be applied to floor-

tiles, which ought to show alike in every direc-

tion. It is matter for surprise, however, that

this principle is so little heeded in the manufac-

turer’s pattern-book designs ; where in most
instances the patterns specified as wall-tiles

might just as well be floor-tiles.

The praotice of employing tiles for the attain,

ment of external pulychromy has been carried to

a certain extent among us, but not always with

very happy effect. Tho same cause—meagre-

ness of texture—comes into operation here, and

gives a building much decorated in this manner
somewhat of a painted tea-caddy effect. Tiles

so introduced should, at all events, be kept in

subordinate and not in main surfaces of masonry

;

in panels under windows, occasionally perhaps in

the apex of a gable. But a veiy little of this

class of decoration goes a long way ; carrying it

at all too far at once weakens the expression of

a building. Tiles, however, might be used ex.

ternally, more often than they are, in combina-

tion with cement, with which they would fall in,

both practically and architecturally, much better

than with brick or stone. Tiles and cement
work to much the same thickness, and the two
surfaces, both smooth in texture, and both par.

taking (in such positions) of the nature of a

veneer, harmonise well together.

In regard to the application of tiles in furni.

tore, the most proper place for this is in a

chimney-piece and grate, in which position tiles

are, on every consideration, quite in their right
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place. The free introduction of tiles in wooden
furniture (sideboards, sic.) must be deprecated;
the materials do not harmonise at all

;
the hard

shining brittle tile, and the softer fibrous wood,
are materials of so opposite a nature that blend-

iug them together satisfactorily is almost out

of the question. An exception may be made,
perliaps, in regard to ebony, which in its hard-

ness, and the brilliant polish it takes, approaches

more to the character of the tile texture; but

oak furniture, for instance, is almost invariably

spoilt by tile decorations. The class of produc-

tions which have been rather absurdly called

art tiles,” ought in many of its developments
to bo rigorously repressed. It has been the

excuse for all kinds of vulgarities, absurdities,

and primitive and untutored delineations of

figures, scenes, and animals of moat uncouth
sliapes, and most unmeaning motifs. The very
stiff treatment necessary, however, in the use of

figure subjects on tiles is nob an objection when
these are placed at some distance from the eye,

and the right use of such tiles would seem to be
in panels in external decoration, where they
could not be inspected too much in detail, and
where their weather-resisting qualities furnish a
valid reason for their employment. It is possible,

by the use of simple lines and of one or two
broad tints only, to produce figure subjects for

friezes, &o., of a considerable size, in tiles :

this has been done, for instance, in a build-

iug in Piccadilly, formerly noticed by us, but
the effect in this case (which is not very
satisfactory) would have been better if two
colours only had been employed for tho ground
and figures; if the latter, in other words, had
been in monochrome. Tile decoration, in what-
ever way introduced, especially needs to be used
with moderation, and so as not to become glaring
and over-conspicuous, to tbe detriment of repose
and artistic decorum.

APCniTECTURAL DISCOVERIES IN
PALESTINE.

The most extensive contribution which has
been made, at one time, to our knowledge of the
archoiology and ancient architecture of Pales-

tine, since the iJublication of the Comte de
Vogiie’B work on the churches of the Holy Land,
is published in the recent quarterly report of
the Palestine Exploration Fund. Wo speak of
ai'chmology and of ancient architecture. For
wo think, as we have before now had occasion
to remark, that the former word has of late

received so steady an extension of application as

to encroach on other more distinct provinces of

ancient art. Archmology, aceordiog to tho plain

sense of the word, is the knowledge or doctrine
of the Archaic, or of the beginnings of things.

It deals properly with the pre-liistoric; and
under tliat term we include not the liistory that

is written in books alone. Nor do wo even limit

the term to written monuments; to the deeply
incised hieroglyphics of Egypt, or to tho equally
durable, though bumbler, legends of the Assyrian
terra-cottas. We refer to the visible history of

architectural sequence and development. Wo
decline to term such a work as Stuart’s Athena
an archmological bonk. When we can trace the
development of an order or of a style from its

first rude origin to the period of its transition,

or of its final disappearance, we have a chapter
in the history of architecture. The whole theory
of that art, whenever the time arrives for its fib

presentation to the world, will consist of, or
rather will be a deduction from, a series of such
chapters. Whenever, therefore, an architectural

detail, befoi'e unknown, is measured, drawn,
published, and added to our general stock of

professional information, we have a contribution

to the general history of architeoturo
; tbe value

of which, it may be, far exceeds the estimate of
the discoverer, And when by any such discovery,
or group or series of such discoveries, we can
remove an individual building from the position
of an arcbmological to that of an architectural
relic, wc throw a new light on either the chrono-
logical, or the local, development of architectural
principles.

The publication to which, in the first instance,
we have referred, is that of a small but
accurate plan of the rock contours of the
site of Jerusalem. These havo been ascer.
taiued from more than 200 distinct excava-
tions made for the foundations of buildings,
combined with observations of rock where it

exists in bold scarps, or where it otherwise comes
to the surface, and with other information not pre-
viously given to the public. Before giving our

readers some brief account of a plan which
must do much to remove many questions from
the shadowy region of opinion and controversy
to tho surer ground of illustrated history, we
have, however, to speak of those discoveries

made within the last few months by Lieutenant
Conder, R.E., and his little command, which are

also discussed in the report, and which are of a
directly architectural character.

The first of these is to be found in the remains
of a large town, situated on a bill about ten or

twelve miles west of Nablus, which, though in a
fine and commanding position, has hitherto been
entirely unkuown. It is not, of course, laid

down on any map. The name, as translated

from the Arabic of the inhabitants, is Dayr
Asruhr. The ruins cover a square mile of area,

and appear to have been surrounded by a wall.

The remains of a largo building, facing the

cardinal points, are found at the north-west
corner of the town. In the north wall is yet
in situ a fine solid semicircular arch, consisting

of thirteen voussoirs, with a span of 14 ft.

Tho height of the courses of masonry is ir-

regular, and many stones are of great length in

proportion to their height ; the former dimen-
sion varying from 18 in. to 63 in., and the latter

from 23 in. to 41 in. All have been worked
with a well-finished marginal draft, of from 2 in.

to 3$ in. broad, tbe face of the stone being left

perfectly plain, and the draftso shallow as inmany
places to have become indistinguishable from the

crumbling of the stone with age. Together with
the semicircular arch, and the fine finish of the
work, the flat lintels and Classic mouldings of

the doors, and the unusual proportions of the

building, have led Lieutenant Conder to attri-

bute to it a Herodian date. The work differs

materially from the coarser rustic work of the
Crusaders, as it is to be identified at Athlit and
Cmsarea. We shall look with interest for the
publication of the plans and drawings of Dayr
Asruhr, and entertain the hope that positive

information as to tho structural and decorative
art of a specified period iu Palestine may thus
bo added to our knowledge.
We refer our readers to the repoi't of Lieut.

Conder, in the publication we have cited, for

further details of this town, and of tho eleven

other sites, only two of which were previously

known, of Crusading, Greek, and Jewishchurches,
tombs, temples, and other buildings, which he
has surveyed in detail. But keeping to the
question of distinct architectural style, illus-

trated by evidence of date, and thus regarding
the light that it sheds on tho architectural

history of Palestine, we must say a few words
as to the monastery of Dayr Kahiah, another
of the points recently survej'cd.

This important ruin is shown on Vandevelde’s
map, although no descriptive notice of it is to

be found. It stands on the summit of a pre-

cipitous hill, being protected on three sides by
deep and mgged ravines; while on the east,

quarries are excavated so as to form a kind of
moat behind the building. A narrow path leads

up to it from a little plain on tho west, where
the lands cultivated by the monks were probably
situated. This path is commanded by a turret

built on projecting brackets, so as to form a kind
of machicouli. A square projection, with its

floor some 12 ft. above the level of the main part
of the monastery, forms an outwork on the less

protected side.

We pass over the details of theplan,—the central

hall of 80 ft. in length, tho chapel on the north,

the dormitories on the other side, tbe cloisters,

the refectory, the general resemblance to the

arrangement of conventual building so well

known in Europe,—to mention tho architectural

feature which is of such novel and important
interest with regard to date. This is the cornice of

tbe inside of the east chapel wall, which remains
almost intact, although much worn by weather.
The special peculiarity is the deflection of this

. comice to follow the semicircular arch of a
window or a door, a feature which is shown in

the illustrations of Sir Gardner Wilkinson’s
“ Dalmatia,” to exist in the peristyle of the
atrium of Diocletian’s palace at Spalatro, and in

the ” Golden Gateway” at the same spot. The
same feature occurs in the ‘‘ Golden Gate-
way ” in the great fortress-wall of the "Noble
Sanctuary” at Jerusalem; and, in a slightly

modified form (combined with a spandrel deco-

ration) in the double ‘‘ Huldah ” gate of the same
inclosure. From this circumstance an argument
has been drawn as to the early date of the Jeru-
salem Golden Gateway. The details of work-
manship and ornamentation in this structure are
similar to those of the Dayr Kaliiah in aU

respects but one, namely, the Cross appears as

an ornament in every possible place in the latter.

The semicircular arches are built with keystones,

as are some of thoso at Spalatro
;
but the doors

are all surmounted by flat lintels, on which the

Cross is cut in low relief. Generally this symbol
is placed on a tablet, but in one case it stands on
three hemispheres—tho old conventional mode
of representing “ Mount Calvary.” The ashlar

work of the whole building is finely proportioned,

and the joints are beautifully laid. Tbe stones

are drafted, on the exterior walls, birt flush, on

the interior. The character of tbe drafted work

differs from any hitherto described in Palestine;

tho sunk part being from 2 in. to 3 in. in depth

by 10 in. in breadth. Tbe draft, however, is not

always regular, and the boss, or central raised

surface, is often very roughly finished. A
number of masoub’ marks ,said to be of unusual

type^ exist on the stones in the interior.

The architectural world will look with no small

interest for the detailed drawings of a work

hitherto unknown, although existing within a

day’s journey of Jerusalem, and bearing so close

a resemblance to the much-disputed features

and ornamentation of the famous Golden Gate,

Lieut. Conder compares the details to those of

tho Church of Kalb Louseh, described by M.

de Vogue as belonging to the sixth century,

The conventual character of theplan and arrange,

ments of the monastery points to a not earlier

date. As to this, however, we do not profess tc

speak ex cathedn-d. The discovery and delinea-

tion of the monastery form an entirely new
contribution to our knowledge of a very interest,

ing period ;
one of which the remains are rare

and difficult of access, and as to which the pro-

fessional interest is very great. Whatever bf

the theory advocated by any writer on the sub.

ject hitherto, the one great object is truth. Wf
have now before us, iu tho ruined monastciy, a

witness who comes before the tribunal of Ark

unexpectedly. lie has to be examined auc

cross-examined. Though dumb, he is yet elol

quent. One thing is certain as to his testimony

However long a time it may take us fully tc

understand it, it is at all events absolutely true

It is given with no bias, with no amere pensJei

Whether it supports tho theory of those whe
attribute the Golden Gateway to the time oi

Constantine, to that of Julian, or to that ol

Justinian, is a conclusion that remains to bc

distinctly ascertained. But of the architectural

and historic value of the discovery there can bc

but one opinion.

The same quarterly periodical that contains

tbe reports on the rock contours of Jerusalem;

aud on the previously unexplored country

between that city aud the northem frontier

of Palestine, includes also some particulars

of interest as to the Dome of the Rock
;
the

beautiful building in the midst of the Noble

Sanctuary, which has ^ct escaped the fate ol

being the subject of contention almost as fierce;

with regard to its character and history, as that

which has ragedas to the Holy Sepulchre. Tbe

roof of the Dome of the Rock has been imdefi

repair, and Cufio writing has been found upon'

the rakers. Tho writing refers to the repairs ol

the dome. The date is illegible ; but a general

restoration of the mosques and masjids of the'

Caliphate is known to have taken place in the

year 301 of the Hejira, A.D. 913, and it is very

probable that this was the occasion, as the con-:

temporary name of the Caliph El Muktaderi

Billah occurs on tbe rafters. The date, boingil

only that of a restoration, is not of any.

conclusive value. But the discovery of a

very old carved wooden cornice still ruimiDgii

round the building, in tho space between tbef:

ceiling and roof of the outer corridor, on tbel

inner wall of the latter, just above the ceiling,'

is significant. This discovery has been com-'

municated by Dr. Chaplin, of Jerusalem; a:

gentleman to whoso professional skill and'

unwearied kindness all tbe officers who havei

been engaged on the Ordnance Survey of

Palestine bear the highest testimony. Df-

Chaplin is also a Hebrew scholar, aud well''

versed in the local arcbmology of Jerusalem : so -

that his opinions are, a piriori, deserving of

respect. His inference from the discovery ol the

cornice confirms the opinion which he has formed

from the perusal ofthe Arabian historians, to the

effect that the outer corridor which now 3ur~

rounds the Dome of the Rock is a compara-

tively late addition, and forms no part of the

original building.

A further contribution to our definite know-i

ledge of this most interesting structure is con-[

' taiued in Lieutenant Conder’s report. In " The
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loly Sepnlchre and the Temple at Jerusalem,”

I. 21, occurs the paragraph, in speaking of the

rchitectural details of the Dome of the Rock,

—

The first thing to bo observed is, that the
lillars are mounted on stools or sub-bases, as in

bo octagon building at Spalatro, and as wo find

hem in the buildings of the next century at

lalonioa and Constantinople, but as they ceased

0 bo in Justinian’s time, and afterwards. The
apitals are of a simple Corinthian order of

Hocletian’s day, which bad disappeared long
leforo Justinian’s reign.”

In the repairs now going on in the Dome,
lOwever, it has become evident that the details

n question at the base of the columns are not
tools or sub-bases, but merely slabs of marble
uilt round each column, so as to conceal its real

rase. These have now been removed from two
f the pillars in the octagon, and prove to have
ODcealed a base, apparently not originally

elongiog to the shafts, as a couple of bands of

‘ad, giving a thickness of in., are introduced
etween, no doubt with a view of equalising the

,eights of columns of different sizes. To this

lay bo added the remark that the twelve
durans in tlie inner circle of the Kubbet es

akhi-ah (Dome of the Rock) are crowned by
ipital^ of no less than eleven distinct patterns,

irying not only in design and elevation, in

sight, and in diameter, but, what is more ira-

srtant than all, in proportion. Thus in one
istance we have a squab capital, with volutes,
” which the height from the top of the shaft to

lat of the capital is little more than half the
ameter of the latter, measured on tho square.
1 another instance, where an ornament some-
ling like the fruit of a passion-flower is intro-

iced, tho height of the capital is very nearly
[ual to its diameter. In a third instance, the
ck of tho capital is only equal toseven-eighths

e diameter of the column on which it stands,

1(1 from which it is separated by a projecting
oulding. Thus it is more than likely that
le materials of this building have been taken
3m the remains of preceding structures,

obably of varying dates.

Thus much as to architecture proper. Wo
e pronouncing no judgment. We are argning
> case. But we think it proper to call the
tention of the architectural world to tho fact

at entirely new information is now being col-

oted on a subject which has been debated with
e keenest interest

;
and that any future theory

I to tho nature and origin of the beautiful

hiding, which tho Moslems treat with so much
verence, must comprehend and explain these
cts. It is possible,—it id even probable,—that

oy are far from being the last that will come to

'hb. The Ordnance survey of Palestine now
tends over 1,800 square miles, or three-

avenths of the whole area of the country,
ny or every portion of the unexplored ground
ay be as full of interest as that which has now
en added to our knowledge.
The question of the rock contours is one that

lates rather to engineering than to arcbitec-

re. Still it is one of primary and controlling

iportance as to the possible topography of

icient Jerusalem. When we say the possible

pogvaphy, we do not mean what any one may
lagino to bo possible, but what is or is not
jidly excluded from being intelligently sup-

(sed ever to havo existed. It requires the

ind to he fully impressed with two facts in

ider to see tho full difficulty of tho question. Tho
i,'ck on which Jerusalem was built is now covered
1th from 25 ft. to 120 ft. of Thus the
dmtours of the present surface, which are shown

1 the Ordnance map of tho city on the scale of

which was completed by Major Wilson in

1G5, give no definite information as to tho
Hginal conformation of the ground. And it is

(Corded in history that Jerusalem was so utterly

ffiterated by the Roman governor Tumus Rufus,
• ho actually drove tho plough over its site, that
ID one could have imagined that it had ever been
Overed by a city. Tho first point, ascertained

K the first instance by Captain Warren, enables
f.j fully to believe the second assertion.

Tho editors of the Quarterly Statement pay a
igh compliment to the “ onergetio enthusiasm”

f.’ Lieutenant Conder in sending home, as a
iflvacatioa task,” tho report on the great temple
rf; Baalbec, which we published iu a recent
umber. Wo by no means quarrel with them

3
1 that score. But we think it is much more
oteworthy that this officer, while executing
ith bis too limited party liis official duty of

le survey of the country at tho rate and with
.iie accuracy that are stated iu the report, has
f )und means to present the Committee and

tho public, without the cost of a single

shilling, with a map of the site of the city, of

such considerable value. Nearly the whole
efforts of the committee, from the commence-
ment of 1867 to the close of 1870, were devoted

to the mining and subterranean investigation of

Jerusalem. A certain number of rock levels

were thus obtained. But very little tangible

information on this important point has hitherto

been available to the public. Lieutenant Conder
has availed himself of the results of tho expe-

rience of Mr. Schick, the imperial German archi-

tect at Jerusalem, a gentleman who has always
shown a disinterested willingness to give to the

public the valuable information that he has col-

lected in the pursuit of his profession. Mr.
Schick has furnished some 200 observations of

the depth at which rock was arrived at in

digging for foundations beneath tho present

surface of the city. From these, combined
with the previous observations of Captain
Warren, Lieutenant Conder has constructed a

coutour plan of the rock surface of the entire

area of tho city, a reduced copy of which, on the

scale of 10,000 to one, accompanies his report

on the subject. The comparison of this plan,

with the contoured plan of the surface of the

earth and rubbish visible to the eye, which
forms the apparent site of tho city, is instruc-

tive in no ordinary degree.

If this little plan be looked at as a key to the

account of the city given by Josephus, it will

become at once apparent how much of theory

and of contest will be now remitted to the limbo

of Dante. We should warn our readers, how-
ever, against the misleading character of

Whistou’s translation. Only the Greek Josephus
is trustworthy. A little explanatory word is

often glided in by the translator which
entirely reverses the meaning of the historian.

Clearly defined by tho rock contours, we see

the two hills on which tho city stood,—the

area of the southern and larger ono being

divided by the present city wall, but the

former extent of the fortifications being indi-

cated by a rocky scarp. There is tho deep
ravine between the two hills, known by the

puzzling name of the Tyropeon valley. There is

the broader and shallower depression, running

in a north-westerly direction, between the

Temple Hill and tho northern “gibbous” Hill

called AKRA, the summit of which was lowered
by the Asamonean princes after tho capture of

tho Greek fortification on the top, and the

expulsion of the foreign garrison. We cannot

now find space to tell the history of this hill,

which we possess in veiy coBsiderablo detail,

from the time when Solomon built on its summit
tho stronghold called Mello (which a comparison

of the Septuagint with tho original of the Books

of Samuel and of Kings, identifies with the Akra
of the Seleucidfo and the Maccabees), to that

when Constantine mistook an ancient sepulchre,

possibly that of the great high priest Hyreanus,

but more probably of earlier date than tbe capture

of the city by David, for that of a more illus-

trious Entombment. Later we may hope to find

occasion to read the lesson that is writ in such

plain text on these unveiled rocks. All we can

now say is that a cloud of mystery is lifted and
lifting from the site, and express our regret that

any other interest should be allowed to interfere

with that modest 'addition to the number of tbe

little party of Royal Engineers that w'ould enable

tbo officer in command to double the actual

rate of pi'Ogresa, and to complete the survey of

Palestine in the course of the year 1875.

THE PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION
OF PAINTINGS IN OIL.

A RECENT number of tbe “ Proceedings of the

Industrial Society of Mulhonse,” contains an in-

teresting report by Professor Dr. Gbppelsrceder,

on tbo method of restoring paintings in oil dis-

covered by Professor Von Pettenkofer, of Munich,

and described in a work entitled, “ XIcber Oelfarhe

und Conservirung dor Qemwldegalerien durch

das Regenerationsverfahren, a second

edition of which appeared in the course of last

year. The microscopic researches of Herr Radl-

kofer have shown that the deterioration of the

paintings in the new Pinakothek (Picture

Gallery), at Munich, and in the galleries at the

chateau of Schliessheim were not, as very gene-

rally supposed, tho direct or indirect effects of

organic agency. It remained for Professor Von
Pettenkofer to detect the true causes of the evil,

and to devise suitable remedies. This he has

accomplished by the adoption of certain simple

but efficacious methods of restoring, from time
to time, the normal optical condition of the var-

nishes and oils used in the pictures. His views,
which have been carried out with marked success
in the art.galleriea, at Munich, are stated to have
been confirmed by the experience of all those

who, like Dr. Goppelsrceder, have devoted tho
requisite time and study to the art of picture-

restoration. They are summarised as follows :

—

It is obvious that oil-colonrs, permanent as they
may be, chemically speaking, can only preserve
their exact original tints, and their pristine

brilliancy, so long as the drying oil, with which
they are intermixed, and iu which their par-
ticles are, so to speak, suspended, retains its

ojytical properties unchanged. This will always
depend, more or less, upon the chemical con-
stitution of the oil.

Tho mo.st important constituent in the oils

used by artists is Ihwlein. Unfortunately, this

substance cannot be obtained pure. Painters
are obliged to have recourse toJinseed-oil, which
contains about 80 per cent, of linolein, or to

poppy-oil, which contains 75 percent, only. Tbe
linolein, when the oil is sufficiently pure, soli-

difies under the oxidising influence of the
atmosphere, without loss of bulk, but with an
increment of about 10 per cent, in weight. The
hard transparent substance thus formed, having
a texture something like that of caoutchouc,
encloses the particles of pigment, and the other
substances contained in the oil. And it is be-
cause linolein acquires a certain uniform con-
sistency under all ordinary variations of atmo-
spheric temperature that the patches of colour,

after drying, are not displaced either by mode,
rate pressure or by tbe application of fat or
ethereal oils or varnishes.

But, as molecular and atomic movements are
unceasingly occuiring in the world of matter,
it follows that paintings ai*e constantly subject
to certain chemical and physical changes. These
changes are of more frequent occurrence in the
oil than in the colouring matters incorporated
therewith, so that the proportion of oil to bo
used in the preparation of a good colour from
any given pigment, is a consideration of no small
importance. The experiments made by Herr
Wiii’m, at Munich, have shown that the specific

gravity of a pigment affords no clue to its

powers of absorbing oil. As a rule, it may ho
laid down that pigments that take up least

oil are those that change and crack most.
The oxidised linolein, or linoxyn, as it is called,

becomes harder and more brittle iu proportion
as the fatty and non-drying constituents of tho
oil are removed by the application of ether or
ethereal oils. Paintings absorb moistm-o from
tbe atmosphere, and part with it again by evapo-
ration. In course of time, after these alternate

processes of absorption or evaporation have been
repeated sufficiently often, a coat of any colour

laid on by tbe artist loses its original appearance,
and no longer produces tho same optical effects.

Respecting the methods in use up to the time
of Herr Von Pettonkofer’s discovery, it should
be remembered that it has been customary for

the artist himself to varnish the picture when
finished, so that the minute pores in its surface,

which were filled with oil whilst the paint was
wet, and afterwards contained air only, might be
stopped with varnish. For this purpose, resinous

varnishes, t.e., solutions of resins or turpentine

in fat or drying oils, were employed. The last,

more especially, are very hazardous to use.

After a time, the varnish perishes, gets mouldy,
and no longer admits of the free passage of the
rays of light. It has been customary then to

add fresh varnish
;
and to repeat tho process

from time to time until the distinctness of tho
picture is more or less completely destroyed.

To repair the latter evil, the only method has
been to remove the old varnish

;
to retouch more

or less freely with colour
;
and then to varnish

afresh. There is no thoroughly effectual mode
of removing the old coats of varnish

j
and the

fresh application of oil impairs the brilliancy of

the picture, imparting to it a deeper and yellower

tone. But, it may be asked, what are we to do ?

If we wet the resinous varnish and permit the

water to evaporate, the varnish cracks and dulls.

We may restore tbe transparency temporarily by
soaking the picture, so that the pores of the

canvas become filled with water. The water,

which thus penetrates into the pores, refracts

and reflects the light more powerfully than the

air, and withal has a certain action on the
varnish. But the restorative effects only last

until tho moisture has evaporated. Moreover,
by evaporating even distilled water on varnish

wo produce a stain
j
and, if the experiment bo
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repeated Bufficiently often, tbeeo stains assume a

white appearance resembling cbalk.

At the chateau of Schleissheitn, Professor ron

Pettenkofer made a series of very interesting

observations on the condition of the paintings

according as they were hung on walls cased

with wood or not so cased, or in the vicinity or

otherwise of a window. The pictures resting on

wood were in a good state of preservation, and

the same was observable of the wood on which

their canvas was stretched, and of the paper

labels affixed to them. The Professor observed

that the repeated deposition and evaporation of

atmospheric moisture on the surfaces of the

pictures destroyed the cohesiveness of the

varnish. He succeeded in restoring molecular

cohesion in the latter by exposing it to the fumes

of proof-Bpii'it intermingled with the atmospheric

air, at first in small, and afterwards in larger

quantities. In the course of forty-eight hours,

the varnish thus treated absorbs about SO per

cent, of its weight of alcohol, which is speedily

evaporated again. The resinous matter in the

varnish is moistened thereby, and becomes
absorbed into the canvas, re-establishing the

cohesion between the colouring matters and
itself. This softening of the varnish is much
less injurious to the pictures than fresh varuish

laid on with a brash, by which particles of colour

may sometimes bo displaced.

Professor von Petteukofer’s mode of operation

is extremely simple. He makes a preliminary

essay on the picture, with the aid of a small

cylindrical paper box. This is well glued at the

joints, BO as to be air.tight. The bottom of the

box inside is covered with a piece of flannel

steeped in proof-spirit. The box is turned upside

down with its mouth resting on the face of the

picture, which is previously wetted. The portion

thus restored becomes a standard for the rest of

the picture. For the restoration of tlie whole
surface a wooden chest is used, the bottom of

which is covered inside wi'h alcoholized flannel.

The picture is fastened to the inside of the lid,

BO as to rest horizontally, face downwards, when
the box is shat.

The Professor records some extraordinary

instances of colonr-renovation
;
notably in the

case of a green, which, by the action of the

atmosphere and time, had become a greyish

blue, as if it had been compounded of blue and
yellow and the latter had disappeared.

Ho has not, however, stopped short at this

point. He has shown ns also how to treat pictures

in which the resinous matter is insufficient in

quantity to fill the cracks when moistened
;
how

to treat pictures when the resin is present in

excess; how to deal with pictures covered with
alternate coats of resinous varnish and oil var-

nish, which are differently affected by exposure
to an admixture of atmospheric air and alcoholic

vapour; lastly, how we may retard the re-

appearance of molecular disintegration in

pictures thus renovated.

He also describes another method of restora-

tion, to be used alone or in conjunction with the
above, viz., the treatment of the picture with
the drug known as balsam of copaiba, which dries

very slowly, and in composition resembles certain

resinous varnishes, such as the solutions of gum-
masticb. or dammara resin, in spirits of

turpentine.

Halsam of copaiba fulfils very well the optical

conditions of ordinary varnishes, and it may be
applied to particular portions, only, of a picture
without rendering them unduly conspicuous. It

fills the pores in the coloured surface, and the
desired effect may frequently be obtained by
merely rubbing it on at the back. In the case
of either mode of treatment, it is often neces-
sary to repeat the operation more than once,
and the process will sometimes render apparent
cracks heretofore nnpcrceived. In these cases
it will generally be sufficient to lay on a small
quantity of copaiba, and to expose to the
vapour of alcohol.

If the resinous matter be present in excess,
and particularly if the picture bo very yellow in
tone, there is unfortunately no way of removing
the Bur{)!u8 varnish entirely, as it is not only
superposed but incorporated with the colour.
The picture should first be restored as above
described, so as to bring out the colour, and give
a more homogeneous consistency to the var-
nish. Some of the excess may then be removed
by rubbing with the finger dipped in powdered
colophane, or dissolved away with spirits of
turpentine. To fill the resinous matter well
into the pores, wash first with water, then
with spirits of turpentine, and lastly expose the
parts to the vapour of alcohol.

If the picture is covered with oil as well as

resinous varnish, the latter only will absorb the

alcohol, and so become moistened, and soak in
;

the oil remains on the surface, rendering the

latter harsh and furrowed. In such cases, the

picture should be treated with balsam of copaiba,

and subjected to a heavy pressure to facilitate

absorption.

A picture renovated with balsam of copaiba

will much longer withstand the effects of atmo-
spheric humidity, than otherwise it would. Our
space will not permit us to follow out the very

interesting observations made by Professor Von
Pettinkofer in the new Pinabothek at Munich,
where molecular disintegration was fonnd to

have made its appearance in 52 per cent, of the

pictures hung in rooms with a north aspect, and
in 10 per cent, only of those in rooms facing

south.

We may, however, observe, in conclusion, that

in every art-gallery it is indispensable to avoid

the deposition of moisture on the surface of the

pictures, and that those most valued on account
|

of age should bo further protected by glazing.

With all pictures on canvas it would be desirable

to coat the backs with balsam of copaiba. With
this precaution the cracks which form in course

of time would close themselves. With the assist-

ance of M. Stuckleberg, a distinguished artist at

Bale, and M. Falksen, curator of the museum
in the same city. Dr. Goppelsrceder tried these

methods, it is stated, with perfect success.

The mode of operation adopted by these

gentlemen was as follows:—A china bowl, con.

raining proof spirit, was placed in an iron or

copper brazici'. The latter was heated, so that

the fumes of tho alcohol passed off mpidly. The
pictures, having been previonsly treated with
copaiba, where it was deemed necessary, were
suspended horizontally over tho month of the

bowl, and as close to it as possible; every
portion of their surfaces, in turn, being brought
into contact with the rising fumes. The results

are described as eminently satisfactory. The
way in which the original colours were brought
out on oil sketches that had never been var-

nished and were much faded with age, is stated

to have been most remarkable.

MUSEUMS OF AliT.

At the Hanley School of Art, on Monday even-

ing last, Mr. Henry Cole, C.B.,who presided, made
an address, in which he traced tho origin and
progress of tho Science and Art Department, tho
work of tho late Prince Consort. In the course

of it, Mr. Cole said people were still apt to look

at museums as mere collections of ‘'things rare

and curious—things for learned people only, for

rich people only, for dilettanti only. The Prince

Consort and his followers looked at them from a

different point of view—the point of view of

science and art applied to productive industry.

What did the architect do who wanted to learn

his profession ? He looked at buildings. What
did Flaxman do when he applied himself to

pottery ? He studied Greek pottery. What
did Herbert Minton do to enable his manufactory
to compete successfully with Sevres? He col-

lected and studied the masterpieces of Sevres.

Why was Mr. Phillips, the jeweller, trusted to

set jewels with good taste ? Because he studied

the ancient and Mediseval models. What gave
Pugin his repntation for Gothic metal work but

his study of Medireval models ? What had
created a trade in majolica in this country but
the Soulages collection ? What had given the

Graces, and Jackson & Grahams, and Gillows, and
Hollands theirrepiitation for furniture, but their

knowledge of ancient examples ? It was simple,

savage ignorance and priggish pedantry not to

recognise the absolute necessity for examples of

art easily consultable by tho public, who were
consumers, by the manufacturers, who were
producers, and by artists and artizans, who were
students. Where were they to consult them if

not in public museums ? Why was theFrenchman
more apt at industrial art than the Englishman?
Because for a century ho had had his free

museums in Paris and every other large town.
And public museums were necessary for science

as well as art. Collections of diagrams, of
educational apparatus, and of specimens of

natural history were indispensable to tlie

managers of schools aud teachers. Where was
there any collection except in the South Ken-
sington Museum ? Why did the Admiralty
have a museum of the models of ships ? Would
mechanical science be in its present state if onr
engineers could not consult the example of their

predecessors. The fact was, that if miiseuma:.

were not educational they were of very limited;

value.

Mr. Cole afterwards uttered an indignant pro-'

test against the threatened abandonment of theJ

South Kensington Museum to the irrespousiblsi

trustees of the British Museum, and discussed—

i

as we have already done—the different spirftj

which at present actuates the management oi

the two institutions.
|

Tho Hanley school, under Mr. A. A. Bradbury^j

is said to be in a flourishing condition.
|

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE ASSIZE COURTS'

The new assize courts in Winchester, erectea

from the designs of Mr. T. H. Wyatt, have be«
opened. The old hall is preserved. The coiv

ridor of the new building is 36 ft. long, 20 ft

wide, and 20 ft. high. On either side, at ite

western end, are stone staircases leading to tin

basement. Both these apartments will be pavet

with Forest of Dean stone, interspersed witi

Portland stone and Dumfries stone, giving i

pattern with three tints. Entering the court oi'

the right, we find the Nisi Prins chamber to bf

55 ft. long, 30 ft. wide, and 31 ft. high, whilst

the Crown Court (on the left of the corridor) il

of a similar measurement, with the exception o

a greater length by 2 ft. Both chambers wil

be illuminated with sunlight burners durinj

evening sittings, and during the day four three

light windows in their outer walls, and a foun

light one in their eastern walls, provide all thar

will be required in the matter of light. Thi'

judicial bench, at tho east end, is in the form o

a canopied dais, with the Royal arms carved il

woodwork overhead. The Crown Court, on it

northern side, is provided with a gallery for the

accommodation of the grand jury, and this i

approached by a staircase leading from their owi

room in the basement. The judges’ consulting

room is a suitable apartment occupying tht

centre of tho building. The Grand Jury Cliainbe

has a measurement of 31 ft. 3 in., by a widt;

of 18 ft., and is, with most of the other room
in this story, 1 !• ft. high. The hot-water heatini

apparatus was supplied by Mr. Haden, of Tro#
bridge.

Outwardly, the building, which is composed d

flints, with Bath stone dressings, presents thret

stories to view, relieved by Tudor windows. Th'

meanurement of the whole is 112 ft. from north t

south, 60 ft. from cast to west, and about 60 fl

high. On the north side of the building the**

is a small turret annexe, measuring 13 ft. bj

35 ft. 6 in. The clerk of the peace and his sto

are located, as before, in the basement
;
and tin

county surveyor is relegated to the garret.

Mr. Tookey is the clerk of works, and Mi
Houghton the chief foreman.

The cost is estimated at about 30,0001. Thu
carving work, both in wood and stone, has beer]

executed by Messrs. Broad, of Kennington. Tllw

gasfittings are by Mr. Strode, of London. iTiJ

plastering has been done by Mr. Sealey, o;

Fulflood. The whole works were undertaken by

Messrs. Hill & Sons, of Loudon, contractors.
j

ARCHITECTURE, CONSTRUCTION, AND
SANITARY ARRANGEMENTS AT TAB;

COMING INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION-'i

We have already mentioned that one of thSI

classes in the next Exhibition will be civil engi-

neering and architecture. Bat the matter sC'

immediately interests a large number of our!

readers that we return to it, and hope thai

information will not be disregarded. The class;

will be divided into the following sections :— -

a. Civil engineering, architectui'al aud hoild-.i

ing contrivances.

h. Sanitary apparatus and constructions.

c. Cement and plaster work.

Exhibitors who may wish to show new ruefchodsn

of construction in actual operation during the

Exhibition, will (with the committee’s

be allotted space in the Western Annexe,-,

whereon to build or arrange, in view of visitors^

In the same annexe will be shown specimens o£;

dwellings for the industrial claesps, which heri

Majesty’s Commissioners are desirous of obtain-,

ing, if possible, from all parts of the world. Itj

is also in contemplation to obtain a collection oti

diagrams of ancient and modem buildings of all|

countries, and the co-operation and assistance ofe!

all interested is invited. Another class of the;

187-1- Exhibition will be,— “ Heating by all,

methods and all kinds of fuel”; and in con-:
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exion with this class the Society of Arts ha7e
ilready announced offers of prizes. Intending
xhibitors should apply for special particnlars at

nee. This class ought to be the great feature

f the year.

TESTIMONIAL TO MU. P. CUNLIFFE
OWEN.

We have already mentioned and applauded
he preparation of a testimonial by English
xhibitors at Vienna intended for Mr. P. C.

Iwen, the secretary of her Majesty's Commis-
loners. Tho presentation took place at a
[inner given on Tuesday evening last, whereat
Ir. Colin Minton Campbell presided. Mr. John
lead, of tho Orwell Works, Ipswich, has acted
s secretary of the fund. The testimonial con-
ists of a silver dessert service by Elkington
md a purse of 1,300 guineas. Tho dessert
ervice bore the following inscription :

—" To
’hilip Cunliffe Owen, Esq., this silver dessert
ervice and a purse of 1,300 guineas are pre-
ented by 275 British Exhibitors at tho Vienna
Jnivorsal Exhibition, as a small token of their

isteem and regard, and in remembrance of his

luwoaried exertions in their behalf while Secre-
ary of Her Majesty’s Uoyal Commission.
Ictobcr, 1873.” At tho same time, a set of
’ery artistic Danish jewelry, in pearls and
vrought gold work after Eunic models, was
)reaeuted to Mrs. Owen, “ by a large number of
ixhibitora and friends at the Vienna Universal
[Exhibition of 1873, as a small token of tlieir

isteem and regard, and in remembrance of her
aany acts of disinterested kindness.”

THE MAEGATE DKAINAGE
COMPETITION.

Tue applications from gentlemen who are
iDxious to have their names placed on tlie select
iat of ten competitors for the above-mentioned
vorks were opened at the meeting of the Cor.
loration on Tuesday last. Altogether there
vero fifty-threo applications, of which a large
ffoportion of course came from the metropolis;
)ub the provinces were also well represented:
iDgiuecrs residing at Liverpool, Hereford, Brad-
ord, Warwick, Doncaster, Gateshead, Wigan,
Eifton, Eastbourne, Dorking, Sheffield, and
nany other towns were among the applicants,
ind one hailed from Cork.
The list comprised many men of mark in the

)rofession, and its perusal elicited the observation
ihatalthough engineers of repute hesitate to trust
hemselves to the broken waters of an unlimited
lompetition, yet the system of limited and
lelect competition seems not in disfavour among
he profession generally. The reading of the
'arious applications occupied the town clerk two
lours, and upon his resuming his seat tho council
idjourned without debate until this Friday
[October 24tb), when the applications will be
urther considered, and the work of selection
vill commence.

WISBBACH COTTAGE HOSPITAL.
The North Cambridgeshire cottage hospital,

.he opening of which by its benevolent foundress,
Vlias M. E. TrafTord- Southwell, of Honington
Ball, Grantham, was announced by us last week,
las its main entrance through an archway, 27 ft.

ligh, with atone dressings and carved capitals,
rhe gates are of pitch-pine, with gilt iron
worked. Tho porter’s lodge is on the west
side of Ibis gateway. The main building is about
3G ft. high, and there is a tower and spirelet
an the north-east side, 60 ft. in height. This
serves as an entrance-ball. The buildings
lavo somewhat of a Gothic character; they
are of white brick and stone, relieved by orna-
mental red brick bindings and fret-work. Within
;he hospital accommodation is provided for six-

teen beds. The entrance-hall and passages are
laid with Maw’s encaustic tiles. The committee
room stands on tho left side of the hall, and is

16 ft. by 15 ft. The matron’s room is 15 ft. by
14 ft. Adjoining it is a store-room 10 11. by
S ft. 6 in. The operating-room is 16 ft. by
14 ft. 9 in. There is a sick ward upon the
ground floor; it measures 37 ft. by 18 ft. and
contains six beds. Between each bed a move-
iblo folding-screen is placed, decorated with a
variety of pictures. Moule’s portable earth-
olosets are provided. The ward is lighted with
&ve windows, which have glass louvre venti-
latcirs, and contain two large stores. Adjoining

is a bath-room, 10 ft. 3 in. by 7 ft., which is

provided with hot and cold water. There is a
special ward 13 ft. 3 in. by 13 ft., which it is

intended to reserve for special cases. There is

a kitchen 20 ft. square, and a scullery, 14 ft. by
11 ft., well provided with water. A dispensary,

at the rear of the special ward, is fitted up with
pitch-pine fittings. On the upper floor stand
the nurses’ rooms and a sick-ward, correspond,
ing to the one on the ground-fioor, two occa-
sional wards (for isolated cases), two special

wards (for persons able to pay for their main,
tenance), a bath-room, and a day-roora. The
whole of the rooms throughout the buildings are

of the uniform height of 13 ft., and the stair-

cases are of stone. Tho snrgeon’s residence is

situated on the south side of the ground. Around
the buildings the grounds are laid out with
grass-plots and flower-beds. The whole of the

buildings of the hospital are lighted by gas. A
good supply of rain and Marham water is carried

CO all parts of the building. Everything has

;

been done to render tho sanitary state of the

.

hospital complete, though the sewerage aixange-
ments are as yet of a temporary nature (pending
the contemplated sewage works). The ventila-

tion is on the same system as is adopted in St.

Thomas’s Hospital, London, Messrs. Adams &
Son, of Wisbeach and Lynn, were the architects;
and Messrs. J. & M. Challan, of Grajitham, the
builders. The contract price for the building

was 3,264J.

THE BEIGHTON SCHOOL BOAED
SCHOOLS.

These schools stand on a plot of ground -192 ft.

long by 51 ft. broad
;

one end of which faces

Sussex-street, where the boys’ school stands;
the other faces Eichmond-street, which is de-

voted to the girls’ and infants’ schools. In the
centre are the playgrounds. The fall in the
ground in each street is so great (being some
9 ft. or 10 ft.) that a play-shed 73 ft. by 20 ft.

has been provided under each school, Laving
open ai’chways along the whole length of one
side of the building. These, besides being an
important addition to tho play-grounds, have
the advantage of being especially suitable for

web weather. Tho boys’ school is L shaped,
and is 93 ft. long by 20 ft. wide by 19 ft. G in.

high to the ceiling, and gives about 13 ft. super-

fleial area and 156 ft. cube of air to each child.

Three class-rooms, each 20 ft. by 17 ft., and
17 ft. 6 in. high, open into the school-room.

There are five classes in the school-room,—two
for forty children each, two for twenty-four
children each, and one for thirty-two children.

Each class-room has accommodation for thirty-

two children, giving a total of 250 in each school.

Great attention has been paid to the choice and
arrangements of tho desks, both in the school-

rooms and class-rooms. The desks are those
known as “ Moss’s Patent.” They are arranged
in pair?, with a gangway between each pair, so
that the master can have direct communication
with any child, and any child can leave his place

without disturbing the others. The girls’ school

is the same in all particulars as the boys. Tho
infants’ school is 40 ft. by 40 ft. 9 in., and 26 ft.

high, and has a class-room and nursery opening
into it, each 20 fc. square. The galleries in the

school-room and nursery are adapted for infants

of different ages, and tho class-room will bo
fitted up with low desks. A room is provided in

each department for tho masters and mistresses.

The schools were designed for 250 boys,

250 girls, and 250 infants
;

but the accom-
modation is slightly in excess of these numbers.
The school-rooms and class-rooms aro heated by
open fireplaces, with air-chambers at the bottom
and back of each grate, supplied with air from
the outside, through air-tight ducts, of sizes

calculated to the cubical contents of the difi’erent

rooms. The warmed fresh air is admitted into

the different rooms through covered venti.

labors. For tho escape of foul-air ample open-
ings are provided in the ceilings communicating
by iron ventilating pipes with foul-air shafts in

chimney stacks. The windows have been
arranged with regard to ventilation. They all

open, and the upper sashes inwardly like hos-
pital windows. Bound shonlders, defective sight,

and other evils, are attributed to tho bad
arrangement and improper construction of desks
and seats in schools. There is no doubt that
ono of the most important elements is that

a school should be properly arranged, lighted,

warmed, and ventilated : in fact, no teachers

can perform their work thoroughly unless this

be the case.

The buildings are Gothic, and are necessarily
simple and plain

j
an endeavour has been made,

however, to give them a character suitable to
their object and requirements, bearing in mind
the neighbourhood, site, and tho strictest

economy, and relying on the simplest and
cheapest means to obtain common-sense build-
ings. The outside is of stock brickwork, with,

a few red bands and patterns constructively
used. The stonework used is Horsham stone.
The roofs are slated. Inside the school-rooms
have a cement dado 5 ft. from the floor, and the
walls above the roof are painted, the only effect

aimed at being in the colouring.

The work has been carried out by Messrs.
Bridgman, Nuthall, & Co., of London, the con-
tract being 6,5221. Mr. Hampton, of Brighton,
has been clerk of tho works. The design was
chosen in competition, Mr. B. Fletcher and Mr.
John S. Nightingale, of Londun, being the joint

architects.

SCHOOL-BOAED SCHOOLS.
Eigham Ferrers.—Mr. E. Sharman, of Wel-

lingborough, has been employed as architect to

prepare plans, the one selected being Gothic in.

style, of a new school on an elevated site near
the market-place. The building contract was lot

to Mr. John Piggott, of Eushden
;
the carpen-

tering to Mr. George Smith, of Higbam Ferrers j

and the slating to Mr. Albert Laughton; who
have worked out the plans, and the schools are
now complete and opened. Tho exterior is red
brick, with white stone dressings, and tho
schools aro in the shape of the letter H, with
the house for tho master attached, almost like a
T, 80 making the black plan something resem-
bling HT, with large playgrounds in front, sur-

rounded by a brick wall, with iron palisades on
the top. The girls’ playground is divided from
the boys’ by a brick wall. The interior consists

of infant school-room of a rectangular shape,

with class-room annexed; while the mixed
school-room is in shape like an L, being originally

like a T, but having a class-room taken off one
end of the top of the T, it leaves it more in the
shape of an L. The schools are large enough to
accommodate 350 children. They are lighted with
gas, tho contract for the fitting of which was
executed by Mr. J. Lewis. There are lavatories

both for boys and girls, and the other usual
offices.

TAandwrog .—The Llandwrog School Board
was formed in February, 1871, and has worked
indefatigably in supplying the deficiency of
school accommodation that existed in the parish.

Two schools have been built, one at Nantlle
(which will be opened a few weeks hence), to
accommodate 150 children

;
and the other at

Penffordd Elen, situated between two villages.

This school, which has been formally opened,
has a mixed and an infant department—the one
to accommodate 190 and the other 110. Tho
plans (drawn by Mr. W. C. Williams, Plas Isaf,

chairman of tho Board) are in the newest style ;

there are sufficient means of light and ventila-

tion, and the whole building is warmed by hot-

water apparatus.

THE TWELVE.HUNDEEDTH
ANNIVEESAEY OF THE FOUNDATION OF

ELY CATHEDEAL.
The bisexcentenary festival in memory of the

foundation, by Queen Etheldreda, of Ely Cathe-
dral has been held with great ^clat by a numerous
assemblage of visitors. The proceedings began
on Friday in last week with a series of services

which continued till, and included, Tuesday.
On Monday, the proceedings became secular

rather than religious; comprising chiefly a
lecture iu the Cathedral, a tour of the building,

a luncheon in tho Corn Exchange, and a recep-
tion at the Bishop’s Palace. The lecture was to

have been delivered by Sir Gilbert Scott, under
whose supervision the alterations which have
been taking place in the Cathedral during the
last quarter of a century have been carried out.

Sir Gilbert, however, was not well enough to

fulfil his appointment, and delegated to bis son
the reading of the lecture he had prepared.
This 'proved to be an elaborate risv/mi of the
history of tho Cathedral, and a description of
the various improvemeuts which have been
effected since the modern restoration was com-
menced. The lecture finished, Mr. Edmund
Sharpe, who acted as cicerone to the members
of the Archreological Institute of Great Britain

and Ireland when they visited the Cathedral, led
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the way in a turn round the building, explaining

a3 lie went the various peculiarities and the

varied history of the principal sections of the

building. The journey proved a rather exciting

one, owing to the frequency and suddenness of

the strategic movements made by the ladies and

gentlemen on the outskii-ts of the crowd. As
there were eleven stations, the amount of chasing

round pillars, scudding down aisles, and clam-

bering over forms and chairs was considerable j

but the result was, that the sections of the con-

gregation had by turns a good place of hearing.

The principal portions of the cathedral have

been classed undersixheads,—theNorman period,

A.D. 1066-A.D. 11-15, illustrated principally by
portions of the eastern transept and the nave;

the Transitional period, A.D. 1145-A.D. 1190,

shown in the western transept of the refectory;

the Lancet period, A.D. 1190-A.D. 1245, to be

traced in the presbytery and galilee porch
;
the

Geometrical period, A.D. 1245-A.D. 1315, which
has left its mark in the eastern transept, the

cloisters, and the lady chapel; and the Recti-

linear period, A.D. 1360-A.D. 1550, illustrated

in the upper part of the western tower and
elsewhere. The distinctive peculiarities of these

styles, and how Ely Cathedral completely illus-

trates the history of church architecture in

England, from the Conquest to the Reformation,
Hr. Sharpe made clear in an interesting conver-

sation, which lasted over an hour, and was
followed throughout by the visitors, from point

to point, in the earnest manner indicated.

THE LATE MR. STEPHEN SALTER.

We are sorry to hear of the death of Mr.
Stephen Salter, who was for many years an
architectural and engineering modeller, well

known in both professions. He received medals
at the 1851 Exhibition for his model of the
cathedral at Hamburg, as designed by Sir G.
Scott

;
and at the Exhibition of 1862 for his

model (a remarkable work) of the passage of the

Tudela and Bilboa Railway, across the Canta-
brian Pyrenees, of which Mr. Vignollea was
engineer; and in 1855 a medal at the French
Exhibition for models of Lighthouses erected by
tlio Trinity Corporation, most of which were
designed by the late engineer, Mr. James
Walker.

THE SHEFFIELD TRAMWAYS.
The tramways which have recently been

opened in Sheffield are laid down upon a novel

principle. It appears that after the Act was
passed, the corporation, under the provisions of

a clause in the Act, gave notice that they
themselves would construct the tramways, and
a contract was entered into for the construction

of lines exceeding about ten miles, the cost

being nearly 4D,OOOl. The gauge of the tram-
ways is the ordinary railway gauge of 4 ft. 8 in.,

and after the first six months the company have
to maintain the surface of the road between the
Tails and 18 in. on each side, making a width of

8 ft. for each single line. The system of con-

struction adopted is somewhat peculiar. The
ordinary method involves the laying down of

iron rails upon longitudinal sleepers. In the
Sheffield tramways, however, there is no wood,
but the rails are laid upon a system of cast-iron

supports. These supports are embedded in

concrete, and the rails spiked into a wooden
plug previously inserted in the support. The
company already have in Sheffield twelve
tramway cars, all of which are elegantly

fitted up.

THE MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OP THE
MIDDLE AGES IN FRANCE.

It is only at intervals that the lover of books
is gratified with such a handsome and altogether
goodly addition to the objects of his admiration
as is presented in the new work by M. Lacroix,
entitled “ Manners, Customs, and Dress during
the Middle Ages and during the Renaissance
Period.”* It is in many respects a companion
to the same author’s volume on ‘‘ The Arts of the
Middle Ages aud during the Renaissance Period,”
which we noticed at the date of its appearance
iu its English form. But, if we may say so, it

is addressed to a still larger circle of thinkers
and workers. The history of the arts was.

• Manners, Customs, and Dress during the Middle Ages,
and daring the Renaissance Period. Bj- Paul Lacroix!
London : Chapman & Hall, 1874.

indeed, calculated to interest all artificers who
worked with artistic taste and skill in any mate-
rial, as well as all archmologists aud antiquaries

;

but the history of manners, customs, and dress

must have its charm for everybody. All trades

come within its scope, all conditions of people
;

as do all fairs and markets, all food, all fashions,

guilds, games, pastimes, punishments, tribunals,

and ceremouials. This mass of information

is illustrated with fifteen cbroraolithographic

prints by Kellerhoven, and about 400 wood
engravings. Most of the coloured illustrations

are fac-similes of miniatures from fourteenth

and fifteenth century manuscripts
;
and many of

the engravings are reproductions from rare and
early works. M. Lacroix, we should explain, is

the curator of the Imperial Library of the

Arsenal, Paris, and has thus unusual facilities of

reference within his reach, as well as a profes-

sional acquaintance with the contents of all tho

chief libraries of Europe. Hence the quality of

his work. He has a third volume in contempla-
tion, he informs us prefatorially,- which is to

relate to the various aspects of religious and
military life in the same periods of time. Mean-
while we will examine that which is before us.

To begin with, M. Lacroix gives a sketch of

the general condition of persons and lauds at the

beginning of the Middle Ages. Ho reminds his

readers that the dissolution of the empire of the

Caesars left the populations of Europe not free,

bub in various stages of servitude. There were
the Goths, Burgundians, Vandals, Germans,
Franks, Saxons, and Lombards, all accustomed
to rough warfare on one side, and the Ilomaua,

with those nations whom they had conquered, on
tho other

;
and a long time elapsed before the

general confusion and tyranny settled down into

anything like order or security. ” There were
on both sides,” he remarks, “freemen, freed-

men, colons, and slaves
;

different ranks and
degrees being, however, observable both in free-

dom and servitude. This hierarchical principle

applied itself even to the land, which was
divided into freeholds, tributary lands, lands of

the nobility, and servile lands, thus constituting

the freeholds, the benefices, the fiefs, and the
tenures.” A spirit of servitude pervaded all

ranks. A varlet wai'ed at table on a vassal, a
vassal on a noble, nobles on the sovereign, and
all looked upon this service not as a compulsory
indignity, but as a privilege atid honour.

M. Lacroix thinks tho first political principle

that was evolved from the general abasement
was to bow to a superior. The greater the rank
of an individual the more be was favoured by
the law. Everybody belonged to somebody else.

From this basis arose feudalism. Some his-

torians represent the Germans as the regenera-
tors of society in these old times, but onr author
accredits Pagan antiquity and Christianity with
the gradual improvement. Many manners and
customs pertaining to the one survived

;
aud the

other modified them and engrafted upon them
the spirit of human equality, which slowly
though certainly loosened the bonds of slaves,

and made all men subject to the same laws.

M. Lacroix, however, allows that it was Charle-
magne who first modelled a powei’ful and peace-
ful empire out of the general anarchy. He
established public administrations, founded
towns, united small and scattered peoples,

assigned a place for all, and, after his reign of

forty-five years, left his dominions in fall working
order. Unfortunately his successors were not
equal to their inheritance, and personal war,

sometimes between individual nobles and some-
times between the nobles and sovereign, soon
reduced affairs to their former level. Under
the Carlovingian dynasty a change was made
which rendered territorial what was up till

then only personal. The Merovingian kings

styled themselves kings of the Franks, not
kings of France, because incessant altera-

tions were made to the boundai-ies of their

dominions by the incessant changes and chances
of war. Bnt now the possession of land formed
the basis of social position, and everybody tried

to become the holder of land. Out of the desire

to hold grew the determination to keep. Castles

were built. The laws relating to wandering
tribes fell into disuse, and many distinctions of

race and caste disappeared. The nobles, how-
ever, ensconced in their fortresses, were always
indifferent subjects, preying on their neighbours

and travellers, and defying the sovereign
;
and

when the descendants of Hugh Capet wished to

consolidate their power, they were obliged to

attack all their strongholds before they could
induce them to acknowledge their sovereignty.

Arrayed thus against the nobles, the £ngs
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found the corporations and citizens of great

service to them. These bodies bad their towns
protected by ramparts, aud possessed a town,
hall, a seal, treasury, aud a watch tower, and:

they could arm a certain number of men to pro-

tect themselves or assist the neighbouring lord

upon whose estate in the first instance, perhaps,

their predecessors were bom, and who had made-

conditions with them to that effect. The more
the kings enlarged the privileges of the citizen^

the more independent they became of their

natural lords, whose power, consequently,

dwindled before that of the sovereign. Hence,'

it was expedient on the part of the kings to

treat them with generosity. It was under
Louis le Gros that the title of bourgeois was;

first applied to them. This designation, con.

tinnes M. Lacroi.v, was not applied exclusively

to inhabitants of cities. “ It often happened
' that the nobles, with the intention of improving
and enriching their domains, opened a kind of

asylum under the attractive title of Free Toium.

or New Towns, where they offered to all wishing

to establish themselves, lands, houses, and a
more or less extended share of privileges, rights,

and liberties. These congregations, though
agriculturists, took the name of bourgeois.” In

the general amelioration in the conditions ol

men, slaves became serfs at a very early stage,’

thanks to Christianity
;

aud serfs eventually

developed into farmers paying, first tithes and

fees, and finally regular taxes. These were thel

ancestors of “ the people.” Those who con.)

tinned to till the soil were the ancestors of the

peasantry; those who chose to devote them,

selves to trade and commerce in the towns wer«

the ancestry ofthe middle classes. Many curious

details are given in connexion with these changes

in society, which onr readers should see foi

themselves.

Bourgeois and peasants were at first blended

together, as having one origin, but the former

soon acquired a degree of prosperity and affluence'

that enabled them to adopt habits that left th<

agriculturists a long way behind them. J
troubadour, writing of tho bourgeois of tin

thirteenth century, declared they bad diver!

sorts of merits. “ Some distinguish themselver

by deeds of honour,” continues this Arnaud de

Marvell, “others are by nature noble, and
behave accordingly. There are others tho*

roughly brave, courteons, frank, and jovial, wlioy

although poor, find means to please by graceful

speech, frequenting courts, and making them,

selves agreeable there
;

these, well versed iu

courtesy and politeness, appear in noble attire,-

and figure conspicuously at the tournaments

and military games, proving themselves good
judges and good company.” Their taste for

“noble attire,” indeed, was freqiiently repressedi

by edicts. Their wives anddaughtere, especially^

were fined if they presumed to use the orna-

ments and stuffs reserved for the nobility
;
but.

in proportion as their husbands and fathers were
honoured by their monarchs and enlarged their'

immense fortunes, they disregarded tines and;

penalties, and wore the costliest furs and richest

stuQs they could procure. Another early writer,?

Christine de Pisan, in the second half of thei

fourteenth century, relates that he went to visit-

tho wife of a merchant, and found the walls of

her house hung with precious tapestry, from)

Cyprus, on which were embroidered her initials;

and motto, the floor spread with a carpet like!

gold, her bed furnished with sheets that cost;

more than 3001., a quilt made of a new iuven.'

tion of silk and silver tisane, and pillows oma-i

mented with buttons of Oriental pearls. A third

writer, in the fifteenth century, a bourgeois-

compiling directions for the guidance of a bonafr-

hold, for the use of his young wife, gives ns

ns many more particulars of the manner of life

of the middle classe.s. Among his advice, he

tells his wife to consider the rank of her parents

and his in the choice of her apparel. “BQ
respectably dressed, without devoting too ranch

study to it, without too much plunging into new (

fashions. Before leaving your room, see that

the collar of yonr gown be well adjusted, andis .

not put on crooked.” He relates an anecdote :

illustrative of the proverbial wilfulness of

woman, which read.s like a companion piece of

experience to that which befell Gunhild and

Gnnhelda in the Norwegian story, or the owner

of the gray mare and basket of eggs in this ]

country at a later date :
—

“ I have heard the bailifF ofTouraay relate, that he had I

found himself several times at table with men long married, i

and that be had wagered with them the price of a dinner

under the following eouditions The company was to

visit the abode of each of the husbands successively, and
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*ny one who had a wife obedient enough immediately,
without contradicting or making any remark, to consent
to count up to four, would win the bet ;

but, on the other
hand, those whose wives showed temper, laughed, or
refused to obey, would lose. Under these conditions the
company gaily adjourned to the abode of Robin, whose
wife, culled Marie, had a high opinion of herself. The
husband taid, before all, ‘Marie, repeat after mo wbat I

sbail say.' 'Willingly, sire.’ ‘Marie, say one, two,

three!’ Bui by this time Marie was out of patience, and
said, ‘And seven, and twelve, and fourteen ! Why, you
are making a fool of me !

’ So that husband lost bis

wager. The company next went to the house of Maitrc
Jean, whose wife, Agneseut, [well knew how to play the
lady. Joan said, ‘ Repeat after me, one !

’
* And two !

’

an.swered Agnesoat disdainfully; so he lost his wager.
Taasin then tried, and said to Dame Tassin, ‘ Count one !

’

‘Go upstairs!* she answered, ‘if you want to teach
counting, I am not a child.' Another said, * Go away wiih
you; you must have lost your senses,' or similar words,
which made the husbands lose their wagers. Those, on
the contrary, who had well-behaved wives gained their

wager and went away joyful.”

This same fifteenth.cenfcnry writer tells us
there was in Paris a kind of registry office for

servants, by means of which servant-maids from
the country could find situations. He cau-

tions his wife, on account of her extreme youth
(girls were married at fifteen in those days), to

take the opinion of Dame Agnes concerning

them. This was a nun whom he had placed with

her as a companion, or governess. “ Before

engaging them,” ho continues, ” know whence
th^y come, in what bouses they have been, if

they have acquaintances in town, and if they are

steady If they come from another
country, try to find out why they left it, for

.generally it is not without some serious reason
that a woman decides ujjon change of abode.

. . . . Superintend the work to be done,

and choose among your servants those qualified

for each department.” "With the exxeption of

this recommendation of personal superintend-

ence of each task, wo might he culling from the

pages of any modern model housewife’s mannal,
BO far advanced towards our own stage of pro-

gross were the bourgeois matrons of four cen-

turies ago. Not so, however, with the descend-
ants of the serfs who remained on the soil, with
only the choice of bad roads, by which they could
ever leave it for relaxation of any sort. In the

thirteenth century a poem was written, entitled
“ De I’Oustilloment au Vilain,” furnishing us
with a picture of a peasant’s home and occupa-
tion, which though very removed from the pomp
and comfort enjoyed by merchants or other

citizens, does not contrast unfavourably with the

condition of those who labour on farms at the

present day. In France, M. Lacroix affirms, the

exact type described in this poem was main-
tained in country district?, far away from the

capital and large towns, at the date of the revo-

lution of 1789. The thirteenth-centnry dwelling
for tho vilain, consisted of three buildings

;
one

for his corn, another for his hay, and the third

for himself and family :

—

“ In this rustic abode a fire ofvine branches and faggots
sparkled in a large chimney furnished with an iron pot-
banger, a tripod, a shovel, large fireirons, a cauldron, and
meat-hook. Next to the fireplace was an oven, and in

close proximity to this an enormous bedstead, on which
the vilain, his wife, his children, and even the stranger
who asked for hospitality, could all be easily accommo-
dated ; a kneading-trough, a table, a bench, a cheese cup.
feoard, a jug, and a few baskets made up the rest of the
furniture. The vilain also possessed other utensils, such
as a ladder, a mortar, a handmill,—for every one then was
obliged to grind bis own corn

;
a mullet, some nails, some

pimfets, fisLiing lines, books and baskets, &c. Bis work-
ing implementB were a plough, a scythe, a spade, shoe,
largo shears, a knife, and a sharpening stone; he bad also
a wagon, with harness for several horses, so as to be able
to accomplish the different tasks required of him under
feudal rights, either by his proper lord, or by the
sovereign

;
for the vilain was liable to be called upon to

undertake every kind of work of this sort.”

His dress was a cloth or skin blouse, fastened
round the waist by a belt, to which he could add
an overcoat or mantle of thick woollen stuff.

.He also wore boots or shoes, and short trousers

;

and in some weathers a hat made of the same
etuft' as his blouse, or of felt. He worked bare-
headed ordinarily. From his belt depended a
wallet and sheaf for his knife. He owned a
watch-dog, who guarded his small kitchen gar-
den, and a few cowp, which were kept in a shed
close by. Rats and wild cats formed further

items in his surroundings. He had his holidays

dn connexion with church festivals, and frequent
“ wakes,” or evening parties, where he drank,

talked, laughed, and sang to bis heart’s content.

It was at tho wakes that fairy tales were told

and where matrons, presuming on their expe-

.rience, pretended they knew wonderfnl secrets,

such as could cause happiness, care sickness,

and help to ascertain the course of future
events. It is not, when we think of these fes-

tivo occasions, so much a matter of wonder,
ithat as years passed by, and the state of things
improved in various particulars, the old looked

back to their young days as better than their

last, just as our seniors of to-day would have
the present generation believe that we are
deteriorating from their superiority.

The nobility, during the reigns of Charles VIII.,
Louis XII., and Francis I., continued to send
their sons and daughters to court to attend on
the king or queen. They called this service

their “ apprenticeship of honour or virtue ”
;
and

there is no doubt it must have had its refining

ihfluences. The queen of these first two
monarchs, Anne of Brittany, created a great
court of ladies. She used to inquire of the
gentlemen of the court if they had any daughters,
and was always ready to receive them. She
also formed a company of 100 Breton gentlemen,
who escorted her wherever she went to mass or
took a walk. She maintained the strictest in-

tegrity and discipline in her court, which was
renowned for its purity, refinement, and polite-

ness. Every noble, no matter how powerful,
availed himself of this opportunity of securing
the cbivalric education and elegant intercourse
for his sous and daughters that this custom
afforded. Like the bmirgeois and peas.ant3, the
nobles had a representative writer, in the four-

teenth century, who has depicted many of their

habits. This was Geoffrey de Latour-Landry,
who composed for the use of his three daughters
a code of admonitions in which are set forth

various current social ensfcoms. “ My pretty
daughters,” this wise parent advised, “ be cour-
teous and meek, for nothing is more beautiful,

nothing so secures the favour of God and the
love of others. Be then courteous to great and
small

;
speak gently with them I have

seen a great lady take off her cap and bow to a
simple ironmonger. One of her followers seemed
astonished. ‘ I prefer,’ she said, ‘to have been
too courteous towards that man, than to have
been guilty of the least incivility to a knight.’

”

M. Lacroix devotes, as we have indicated, a
chapter to food and cookery. This is exceedingly
interesting. He gives the history of bread, and
then runs through the Medicoval materials for

meals, including vegetables and plants used in

cooking, fruits, meat, poultry, game, milk, butter,

cheese, eggs, fish, and shell-fish, beer, cider,

wine, and comes to the modes of cookery em-
ployed for soups, pies, stews, roasts, grills, the
manner of seasoning, and rules of serving at

table. We are thus brought in contact with the
baker, the batcher, cho poulterer, the fisher-

man, the brewer, the coppersmith, pastry-
cooks, grocers and druggists, and cooks. Minia-
tures from fifteenth-century manuscripts, or

facsimiles from early woodcuts, or representa-
tions of trade banners, afford illustrations of
nearly all of them. Concerning bread, the staff

of life in all countries, it would seem, M. Lacroix
thinks it likely that the veneration in which the
Gauls held the oak liad for its origin the fact

that acorns were largely used as food by them.
“ This primitive food,” he says, “continued in

use, at least in times of famine, up to the eighth
centnry, and we find in the regulations of St.

Chrodegand that if, in consequence of a bad
year, the acorn or beechnut became scarce, it

was the bishop’s duty to provide something to

make up for it. Eight centuries later, when
Rene du Bellay, Bishop of Mans, came to report
to Francis I. the fearful poverty of his diocese,

he infoi’med the king that the inhabitants in

many places were reduced to subsisting on acorn
bread.” At first, bread was baked under the
embers. It is true that the Romans introduced
the use of ovens in Europe, from Egypt, but as
late as the tenth century the old plan was pur-
sued in some places, or upon some occasions, for

at that date the abbot of the monastery of St.

Thierry, near Rheims, ordered in his will that
bread should be cooked for bis monks under the
embers,

—

poAies subcinericios. A flat thin cake
was, perhaps, more serviceable as a plate than
any other form of bread

;
and as we know that

they were used as such, we may thus account for

the permanence of their manufacture. Froissart
speaks of tailloirs. These were small crusty
loaves, also called tranchoirs. In 1336, the
Dauphin of Vienna, Humbert 11.

,
had four small

loaves, to serve as tranchoirs at table besides
white bread. Charlemagne fixed the number of
bakers in each city according to the population.
At first the baker was also the miller, but later
public bakers established themselves, who baked
bread brought to them ready kneaded, as well as
made bread for sale. St. Louis allowed bakers
and millers to be exempt from the duty of watch-
ing their towns, so that they need not neglect
their work, which he considered of paramount
utility. And here, again, we would refer onr

readers to M. Lacroix’s pages for much curious

information. Concerning butcher’s meat, too,

and the French preference for pork, leading up
to bam fairs, and butchers’ privileges, yielding

only to the King of France on his accession to

the throne, the right to create a master butcher,
there is much interesting reading.

After describing the luxurious banquets of
the French Court, and a wedding dinner of a
bourgeois, and showing M. Yiollet le Due’s draw,
ing of a ceremonial entertaiument, with its

peacocks, whole deer, enormous pies, silvered

and gilt on the top, kids, pigs, herons, sturgeons,
wild boars, goslings, chickeus covered with yolks
of eggs and sprinkled with spice, jellies, creams
covered with fennel-seeds preserved in sugar,

plums stewed in rose-water, and many other
items, not including a final course entirely com-
posed of prepared wines, fruits, and various
pastries, some of which represented stags and
swans, M. Lacroix consoles us by reminding us
that from the establishment of the Franks in

Gaul down to tho fifteenth century, inclusive,

the French partook but of two meals a day,

—

dinner at ten in the morning, and supper at

four in the afternoon. When, in the sixteenth
century, dinner was postponed till eleven, and
supper till seven, the old hours were backed in

a proverb :

—

“ To rise at six, dine at ten.
Sup at six, to bed at ten.
Makes mao live ten times teu.”

The chapter on guilds and trade corporations
is illustrated by facsimiles of a set of twenty
drawings, showing various craftsmen at work,
designed and engraved by J. Amman, in tbo
si.xteenth century. A fragment of a wood,
cut after a drawing by Wohlgemuth for the
“ Chronique de Nuremberg ” shows us a com-
panion carpenter. A facsimile of a miniature
in the “ Chroniques de Hainaut,” a fifteenth,

century MS. in the Burgundy Library, Brussels,

illustrates a group of carpenters putting together
the timber framework of a small house. When
apprentices or companions wished to become
masters, they were subjected to successive
examinations and trials. The cut, which we repro-

duce from the stalls in Rouen Cathedral, shows a
carpenter’s apprentice at work on a trial-piece.*

The view of the staircase of the Office of the
Rouen Goldsmiths (which we give*) is inscribed
in the book “ loth century,” but looks not so
ancient. The shield, at any rate, is more
modem : in fact, below it, on the top of the
newel, good eyes may seethe date 1653.
The Basle Library has been also looked through

to furnish other examples. But we will pass on
to the chapter on taxes, money, and finance, to

allude to a view of the house of the celebrated
merchant and financier, Jacques Occur, at
Bourges, which is now converted into the H6tel
de Ville, and which we are enabled to repro-
duce.* This merchant shares with Joan of Arc
the honour of saving the freedom of the French
kingdom

; for he restored the finances of
Charles VII., and managed to keep liim supplied
with the sinews of war,—money,—till he was
able to prevail against our predecessors; but,
nevertheless, Jacques fell out of the good graces
of the king, and was compelled to make au
amende honorable to his majesty, which cere-
mony is shown in tho facsimile of a miniature of
the Chroniques of Monstrelet, a manuscript of
the fifteenth century, in the National Library of
Paris. His house is a charming memorial of his

taste, as all the architectural world knows, ai5d

the view given of it is equally pleasing. We
must pass over the chapters on law and the
administration of justice, and on secret tribunals,
with the condemnations, tortures, and execu-
tions, though full of particulars, some of which
are new ;

as well as those devoted to the fearful
punishments in vogue in the Middle Ages, and
the tramps, gipsies, beggars, and impostors of
the streets; to one in which our readers are
likely, perhaps, to be more interested,—tho
grand ceremonials of the days of yore. There
is, however, an intervening chapter on the Jews
of which we must give some outline.

After alluding to the day when the Romans
seized upon Jerusalem, and the descendants of
the old patriarchs had to wander forth over the
face of the earth in search of new homes,
M. Depping is quoted to show their condition
after they were scattered over Europe. He says,
feelingly:—“A Jewish community in a Euro-
pean town during the Middle Ages resembled u
colony on an island or on a distant coast.
Isolated from the rest of the population, it

generally occupied a district or street which was

• See p. 84G,
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Separated from tie town or borough. The Jews,
like a troop of lepers, were thrust away and
huddled together into the most uncomfortable
and most unhealthy quarter of the city, as
miserable as it was disgusting. There, in ill-

constructed houses, this poor and numerous
population was amassed ; in some cases high
walls enclosed the small and dark narrow streets

of the quarter occupied by this branded race,
which prevented its extension, though, at the
same time, it often protected the inhabitants
from the fury of the populace.” The Ghetto in

Rome approaches very neai-ly to a realisatiou of

this account ; but the Jews’ quarter in Prague
retains a more exact resemblance to it. There
is the large inclosure, divided into small irregular

streets. Down the principal tlioroughfare are
stalls covered with clothes, furniture, and
utensils for sale, some old and some new. The
synagogue is a square building, dark and strong
like a prison, covered with dirt and moss. The
windows are naiTow loopholes, and the door su
low that those who pass through it into the dark
passage within must stoop. The interior is

lighted by a few lamps, and fires arc used to
moderate the icy temperature. The roof is sup-
ported on pillars, and along the side-walls are
dark recesses in which women assist at the cele-

bration of worship. Nothing has been repaii’ed

or changed for many centuries, and the book of
the law is as venerably old. Paris Las never
had its Jewry proper. The Israelites who esta-
blished themselves there settled down in the
neighbourhood of the markets, hut were not
otherwise kept isolated from the general popnla-
tion except in the matter of a burying-place.
But most of the French provincial towns had
their Jidverie. In the southern towns, as in

Spain, Portugal, and Venice, they enjoyed the
protection of the nobles, traded with foreign
ports, and bought and sold with the same faci-

Hbies as were permitted to Chinsfcians; but in the
northern districts they were not so favoured.
The Christian populations in the north of

Europe knew no sympathy with the ancient
people. They not only forgot Joseph, like the
chief butler of old, but they forgot Jacob, Isaac,

Abraham, and their grand old story. They
heard and saw, on all hands, details of the
Passion, and felt that resentment to the de-
scendants of the Jews who brought it about was
a meritorious state of mind. In Holy Week
especially, when their horror was intensified by
all the eloquence of the pulpit, they were easily

moved to deeds of extreme violence towards the
Jewish communities. This was so well under-
stood that, even where the anthorities made no
regulation compelling them to do so, the Jews
shut themselves up in their own quarter till the

,

exciting week was over. All sorts of accusations
were fabricated against them time out of mind,
some of which, perhaps, served as a pretext for

fresh extortions from them. The case of the
supposed murder of the child in Lincolnshire, in

1255, resulting in the death of nineteen Jews
and imprisonment of seventy-one more, is de-

tailed as a case in point. There was a similar

accusation brought against tho Orleans Jews in

1171, and another against the the Jews at Trent
in 1475. Facsimiles of the early woodcuts by
Wohlgemuth, showing some of the murders, are

given. An account, too, is printed of the public
humiliations, such as having to run races for the
amusement of the public, having the ears of a
representative boxed in Toulouse cathedral on
every Good Friday, wear badges, pay extra toDs,

&C.J and a statement is made of their gift for com-
mercial enterprises, their taste for all matters of
finance, their skill, in fine, of creating capital that
solaced them for all the indignities they endnred,
and made them brave all their social inequalities.

Occasionally, a few individuals or families were
induced to detach themselves from their fathers

;

but this was rarely of benefit to them, for they
were eyed with suspicion and closely watched.
So late as^lfill an appeal was made against them,
entitled a “Remonstrance to the King and the
Parliament of Provence on Account of the great
Family Alliances of the new Converts.” Alto-
gether this is a curious chapter in the history of
the Middle Ages.
Of a very different aspect were the grand

ceremonials of the clergy, nobility, and tie)'s-

ctat. For some centuries nothing in this

department of things rested on any settled
basis. As M. Lacroix observes, “ The trifling

rules which made etiquette a science and a law
were introduced by degrees, and have only vory
recently been fii-mly established. When Charles
VI. was about to marry Isabel of Bavaria, then
fourteen years of age, he wished to arrange a

magnificent entry into Paris for her, and begged
Queen Blanche, the widow of Philip de Valois,

to preside over the ceremony, and see that it

was conducted according to the custom of olden
times, who, in the absence of any fixed rules,

was obliged to consult the Chronique de Saint-
Denis. In tho fifteenth century the first em-
bodiment of rules relating to such matters
appeared under the title of “ Honneurs de la

Cour.” This was the work of the celebrated
Alienor de Poitiers, but it was not generally

,

accepted by the nobility, for in 154rS King
Henry HI. commissioned Jean du Tillet, the
civil registrar of the Parliament of Paris, to
search among the royal archives for documents
to throw light on disputed points and serve as
precedents. It was this monarch who created
the ofllce of grand master of the ceremonies of
France. Pope Julian II., in 1504, instructed
his master of the ceremonies to publish a decree
determining the rank of the various sovereigns
of Europe, or their representatives, but it was
not accepted or sanctioned by those concerned.
During the whole of the Middle Ages, in fine, the
question of precedence was a source of constant
litigation and bloodshed. The chief ceremonial
has always been the consecration and coronation
of kings. This always took placo on a Sunday.
Pepin le Bref was the first king who was
anointed, and he approved of the ceremony so

much as to go through it again in the following
year, with his two sons, Charlemagne and
Carloman, in the Abbey of St. Denis, at the
bands of Pope Stephen III. Charlemagne was
also twice anointed, first as King of Lombardy,
and then as Emperor. His successor, Louis le

Debonnaire was anointed at Rheims, which
cathedral enjoyed the privilege of the ceremony
so frequently that its clergy looked upon a con-
secration as their right, and finally were justified

in doing so by a decree made by King Louis le

Jeune. Down to the end of the reign of the
Bourbons of the elder line, this ancient church
saw every consecration with the exception of
that of Henri IV., who was crowned at Chartres,

because the gates of Rheims were closed against
him. The ceremony began over-night, for at

the conclusion of tho evening prayers the
monarch went to the church, and passed part of

tho night in prayer there. A large platform was
erected between the chancel and nave, and npon
it, at the appointed hoar, the king, his officers

of State, twelve ecclesiastical peers, six lay
peers, and any others whom the king might
invite, assembled upon it. A deputation of
barons was sent to the Abbey of St. Remi for
the holy vial, containing the ampulla, that a
dove brought from heaven on the occasion of the
coronation of Clovis, four of whom remained as
hostages, whilst the abbot and his monks went
in procession, and placed it on the altar. The
Abbot of Sb. Denis, with similar solemnity
brought the crown, the sword, the golden spurs,
the gilt sceptre, tho rod, the sandals, the
chasuble and mantle, that were kept in the
treasury of his monastery since the reign of

Charlemagne, and placed them by tho side of
the vial. In the course of the ceremony the
king walked to the foot of tho altar, bared his

head, and took off part of his dress, and his

tunic was furnished with openings on the chest,

shoulders, elbows, and in the middle of the back,

which were kept temporarily closed with silver

aiguelets. After the Archbishop of Rheims
drew the sword from its scabbard, and handed
it to the king, who passed it on to an officer, ho
took a single drop of the miraculous oil out of

the holy vial with a gold needle, and having
mixed it with some oil from his own church,
proceeded to anoint the king on the forehead,
breast, back, shoulders, and elbow joints. The
monarch then rose, and with the assistance of

his officers, put on his robes, and received from
the archbishop the ring, the sceptre, the rod of

justice, and, lastly, the crown.
Juvenal des Ursins has left an account of the

entry of the Isabel of Bavaria into Paris, to

which we have alluded. Great crowds went out
to meet her, and at the cross-roads there were
groups representing historical scenes, or tableaux
vivaafs, and fountains of water, milk, and wine.
The bridge by which she crossed the Seine was
covered with blue taffeta, embroidered with gold
flenrs-de-lys, and at the moment of her passing

a man was let down from one of the towers of

Notre Dame, through an opening in the taffeta

sky, who placed a crown upon her head, and
was then drawn up again by the same means
arranged for his descent. Another surprise

awaited her at the Grand Cbastelet, where there
was a court hung with azure tapestry, in-

tended to represent a liUde.justice. In tlie

centre of it was a large white stag, artificially

constructed to conceal a man within, who caused
it to move its eyes, horns, mouth, and limbs.
Near it was a large bright sword, unsheathed,
which it lifted with its right fore-foot as the
Queen passed, and brandished it. Juvenal des
Ursins adds that the king was so very anxious
to see how this entry passed off, that he per-
Buaded Savoisy to accompany him into the crowds
of spectators. The two, mounted on a strong
horse, and disguised, went through the town,
and came up to the stag just as the queen was
passing. The crowd was very dense at this

point, and the sergeants entrusted with keeping
the road clear for the queen’s litter and attend-
ants, had to apply their birchwands prettysharply
to people’s shoulders, to keep them from block,
ing the way. Savoisy struggled to got near
enough to the stag to see what was passing, and
both he and the king, who was behind him, were
well beaten on the shoulders. In the evening,
when the matter was disenssed before the ladies,

great fun was made of it, and the king laughed
heartily at the price he paid for Jiis curiosity.

Dame Alienor do Poitiers, who had the subject
of etiquette deeply at heart, went so far as to
say that she feared the possessions of the great
houses of the nobility were getting so large as
to encourage chicanery or concealment of birth,
“ so as to make away with too many children.”
When there was any very special ceremonial to
record she was in her element. Thus she details

every act of respect paid by the Duchess of
Burgundy to Mary of Anjou at Chalons, in 1445.
When the duchess arrived, with her retinue on
horses and in carriages, in the courtyard of the
mansion, where the king and qneen were, she
alighted, and her first maid of honour carried
her train. M. de Boui’bon. gave her his right
hand, and the gentlemen went on in front. In
this manner she was conducted to the hall, which
served as the ante-chamber to the queen's apart-
ment. There she stopped, and sent in M. de
Crequi to ask the queen if it was her pleasure
that she should enter When the
duchess came to the door she took the train of
her dress from the lady who bore it, and let it

trail on the ground
;
and as she entered she

knelt, and then advanced to the middle of the
room. There she made the same obeisance, and
moved straight towards the queen, who was
standing close to the foot of her throne. When
the duchess had performed a further act of
homage, the queen advanced two or three steps,

and the duchess fell op her knees
;
the queen

then put her hand on her shoulder, embraced
her, kissed her, and commanded her to rise.”

Can we not picture the whole scene, the painted
ceiling of the chamber, the hangings of the
wall, the vases, and other ornaments, and the
group of court ladies ? When a duke and
duchess wore in their own court, everything
upon their table was covered. The modem
phrase, mettre le convert (lay the cloth), is a
resonance from this custom of covering every-
thing in cadenas, or cases, including the basins
in which the fingers were dipped. Bat when
their sovereign was present, all these marks of

respect were removed, and placed before him.
One more sample, and we will conclude our

notice. For mourning, the kings of France wore
scarlet or violet, never black. The queens wore
white, and kept their apartments for a whole
year. Hence the frequent c?tdfeai(, hotel, or tow
de la reine Blanche to be found in the buildings
of the Middle Ages, the same containing the
apartments in which a year of queenly widow-
hood has been passed in some old time. A
duchess, and the wife of a banneret, on going
into mourning remained in their apartments,
which were hung with black, for six weeks. The
duchess remained lying down all day on a bed
covered with a white sheet for the whole of the

six weeks
j
but the wife of the knight banneret

could get up at the end of nine days, and remain
sitting at the foot of the bed on a black sheet.

For the ceremonials of the tiers-4tat, or middle

classes, and lower orders, their fStes and feasts,

we mast refer inquirers to the volume we have

attempted to describe. Looking to the last

chapter, which is on costumes, and noting how
exactly it covers the same ground gone over by
M. Viollet-le-Duc in his “ Dictionuaire raisonnd,”

we think of Cowper’s line, “ Who loves a gai'den

loves a greenhouse too,” and feel that we shall

not be misleading our readers if we assure them
that those who enjoy M. Le Due’s work will also

appreciate that of M. Lacroix ; especially as the

latter presents the great advan^ge over the

former of being in the English language.
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The Phcenix Fire'Insurance Covipany^s 0£ices, Manchester.—Plan.

lEW BUILDINGS FOR THE PHCENIX FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY, MANCHESTER.
The building shown in the accompanying

ilate is now in course of erection. It stands on
he site of the old premises of the company at
he corner of Cooper and Lloyd streets, im-
nediately opposite to' the south side of the
lew town-hall. In consequence, however, of
he corporation deciding to widen Cooper-street
* this point, in order to show off that part of
he town-hall to better advantage, the Phcenix
inilding has had to be set back about 15 ft., and
he comer rounded, as shown on the plan. The
rents are of Darley Dale stone, with bands of
ed Mansfield, -while the side elevation next
/hapel-streot is faced with red stocks. The
est of the walls are of common bricks. The
lain entrance is for the use of the company’s
ffices, which are in that part of the ground,
•oor facing Lloyd-street. They consist of a
arge public office and two private ones, with
coomraodation for safe and lavatories. The
emaining portion of the building, both on the
Tonnd floor and on the other floors, is intended
0 be let off for offices, and for these an entrance
} provided in Cooper-street. The staircase is

f wood, and well lighted. Conveniences for the
ffices are placed so as to be entered from off
he staircase about midway in each flight. The
obbies are to be laid with ornamental tiles, and
he aroading in the staircase-hall has red Mans-
.eld shafts, with Bath-stone caps and tympanum,
nd Darley Dale bases

; the parapet there being
Iso of Darley Dale. The whole of the work is

ontracted for by Messrs. T. Clay & Sons, of
lanchester, with Messrs. Ellis & Hinchlifle as
ub-contractors for the mason’s work. The
Contract amounts to about 7,0001. Mr. John
ijowe, Manchester, is the architect.

BAS-RELIEF AT DEPTFORD.
When reading a paragraph refen-ing to tho

ilesurrection Gate in your article on “ St.

iiilea’s,” it occurred to me that it might interest
^.nany of your readers to know that a very
• nrious bas-relief of the Judgment Day exists
.1q the churchyard of St. Nicholas, Deptford. It

B beautifxilly executed in lead, and is in excellent
jireservation

} it is in a very appropriate posi-
don, being over the door of the dead-house.

DEPTI'ORDODIAN.

A HEALTH POET OF THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY ; HENRY BAKER.

There are no names more worthy of remem-
brance, or works more fit to be rescued from
obscurity, than those associated with social
reform. The modern history of human and
public health is, in fact, the history of our civili-

sation. The giow'th of unchecked disease,—of
disease that is both preventible as well as cura-
ble,—is nothing short of the growth of barbarism
and criminal ignorance. Health and disease have
formed the themes for both the prophet’s and
poet’s pen in the early ages of the world, but in
a limited way. Man’s worst passions and frail-

ties have met with rebuke and exposure in
inspired writings ; but man’s home and sur-
roundings, which have bad even more to do with
tho influencing of his character than aught else,

have been scarcely deemed worthy of serious
attention from a moral or social point of view.
Homes, to be sure, from the earliest period,
according to the position of the owners, have
been rendered luxurious more or less

; but their
degree of comfort or healthiness, despite their
barbaric grandeur, must have been small
indeed. The mind of their age probably thought
them perfect as well as the mind of a generation
in our memory thought theirs so ; but the well-
authenticated plagues that have devastated this
planet of ours have afforded us unerring proofs
of what unhealthy life and living brought upon
the world and perpetuated. To apostrophise
health and paint dire disease is a commendable
work, whether performed by a poet, painter, or
philosopher. Sculptors may embody, and some of
them have embodied, unutterable pain, sorrow,
and madness in the attitude and features of
their subjects, and in every way that the lesson
of health and its opposite, disease, can be por-
trayed to man for observance and avoidance, a
benefit is conferred upon the living and the
unborn humau race by following it.

One Henry Baker, in the yeai* 1725 or
1726, published a volume of poems, and among
his verses there is one, at least, that deserves to
be rescued back to a wider popularity, not only
for the sake of the author, but of the subject.
The poem is entitled “ An Invocation to
Health.” At the date of the publication of the
volume the author could not have been more than
twenty-three years of age, and his subsequent
success or celebrity could not be anticipated.

Henry Baker, however, before the close of the
eighteenth century, was well known as a
naturalist and a member of the Royal Society and
the Society of Antiquaries. Beginning life as a
bookseller, he relinquished trade to comraenoe
the tuition of the deaf and dumb, and in the pur-
suit of that noble vocation he acquired a large
fortune. In devoting his energies to instruct the
deaf and dumb, he became naturally one of our
social reformers, as in depicting health and disease
by the aid of poetry he acted as an auxiliary
in a sanitary direction. la addition to what we
have mentioned, the life of Heniy Baker may be
summed up thus :—He married a daughter of
Daniel Defoe, by whom he had two sons. In
1740 he obtained from the Royal Society a gold
medal for his microscopical experiments on saline
particles. In 1742 he published his " Micro-
scope Made Easy,” and in 1764 his “Employ-
meut for the Microscope.” He died in 1774,
leaving 1001. to the Royal Society for an
anatomical or chemical lecture, called the
Bakeriau lecture. Hie eldest son, who had been
adopted by an uncle, a silk-throwster in Spital-
flelds, to whom he succeeded in the business, was
devoted to theatrical entertaiments

; but David
Erskine Baker became improvident, and squan-
dered his property, finally joining some strolling
players. Very few particulars are known of the
closing years of his life, but he is supposed to
have died three or four years previously to the
death of his father. Connected with his life

there is, however, one matter worthy of notice.
As the author of “ A Companion to the Play-
house,” published iu 1764, he laid the basis of a
work now known by the title of the “ Biographia
Dramatica.”

WARMING AND VENTILATING A HOUSE
IN CANADA.

Sni,—I have been not a little surprised at the
asserted ignorance of even your architects on
the subject of house ventilation, and as I see a
good deal of interest has been awakened in the
subject recently, I venture to address you.
Without stopping for demonstration, I will lay
down two axioms which may be safely accepted
as true.

1st. If the fresh air be introduced cold it

should come in near tho ceiling and through
numerous very smalt openings to avoid draught,
and the effete air should be taken off at tho
top also.

2nd. If, on the other hand, warm fresh air is
to be introduced, it should be brought iu along
the skirting, and the effete air be taken off also
near the floor, as otherwise tho freshest air
would be first drawn off.

The latter is the proper plan, and no better
exhaust is needed than a common open fire.

To convince you that my theory is cori-ect, I
will relate my own experience.
For nearly twenty years I have warmed my

house by my cooking-range, and, as I burn coal
in winter and wood in summer (because the fires
can be let down and started as required with
wood), my fuel costs less in midwinter than in
midsummer, notwithstanding the mercury often
falls 20^' to 30° below zero.

My house is a detached one, two stories, with
basements and attics, all in use, and a wing,
13 ft. square, the main building being 30 ft. by
40 ft. The range is in a basement kitchen, and
has a fire-box 2 ft. square, and 18 in. from grate-
bars to top of range, which fire-box is completely
lined by a coil of 1 in. pipe, and the coal is

poured in from the top. At the back of the
range, and under the central hall, is a brick
vault, 6 ft. or 7 ft. square, in which are some
500 ft. of inch pipe in coils, all connected with
the fire coil. I have also a smaller circulation,
having one turn at the bottom, inside the larger
coil, and forming with the grate, which it sur-
mounts, the bottom of the fire-chamber, and
passing up, makes another twist around the top
of the fire-chamber, then leads off throuo-h a
knife and boot room in the wing basement, up
through a wall coil in the pantry, to the bath-
room, along one side to the expansion pipe,
back again, and down, and along the ceiling of
a small store-room, then into the back hall,
along the stairway down to a large coil under
an open iron tube opposite the dining-room
door, and back to the range, all the apartments
being warmed by the radiated heat from the
pipes placed in them. The outside hall doors
being constantly in use, afford ample ventilation
for these rooms, and the enemy is met at the
door. The living-rooms, say drawing-room,
dining.room, and library, on the ground floor,
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and a small boudoir on the first fioor, have flacs

and registers, bringing a constant stream of

fresh warm air from the vault, into -which a

stream of cold air is admitted day and night,

even with the thermometer, 30° below zero.

Every bedroom, as well as other rooms, has an

exhaust 6oe near the floor, always open, and the

staircase being an open one, in the centre of the

house, the only trouble is to keep the heat down.

By this means I have a temperature of G5° to

70° in the living-rooms, and 60° to 65° in the

bedrooms without ever having to speak or even to

think of the state of the fire, for the reason that

the water so completely absorbs the heat that the

cook must supply the house before any heat can

be got in the ovens, of which, by the way, there

are two ;
and a third coil, which supplies a

copper boiler of hot water for the bath and other

purposes, while the smoke-pipe runs the whole

length of the basement hall, keeping that entire

flat warm. Both coils are hermetically sealed,

and the same body of water has circulated in

the main coil for eleven years without diminu-

tion. I may mention that some 4 ft. of the

large radiating pipe lies in a shallow pan of

water, provided with a ball cock, and runs from
that directly into the fire-coil. This pan is on

the bottom of my air-vault, and the amount of

steam given off is exactly proportioned to the

rate at which •the fire is forced, the water in

very cold weather being hot when returning to

the fire-chamber.

Half of my smaller circulation being at the

bottom of the larger one, I have a square frame

of 6 in. by i in. iron, which rests on the inner

coil at the bottom, and carries a smaller grate,

12 in. by 12 in., the space between the frame
and coil being filled with cinders and ashes.

By this means the fire-chamber is reduced by
6 in. in depth, and even then the combustion is

chiefly in the centre, so that only about one-half

the fire-coils are exposed to the fire. This false

grate is put in about the middle of March, and
left till near Christmas, after which time the

full force is required, and the fire does not go

out all winter.

I burn about ten tons of Welsh anthracite

coal, during, say six months and a half to seven

months.
I have extra ventilators near the ceilings in

my living-rooms, which are only used when the

rooms are filled, and more gas than usual is

burning. I may mention that I have openings

for hot air at the ceilings, but have long since

given up using them, being satisfied that the

other plan is best.

In addition to this, I have a small conserva-

tory, 10 ft. by 20 ft., which I warns from an open

fire in the dining-room, which I always keep
going for its cheerfulness, and also for ventila-

tion. This conservatory is heated by hot-water

pipes, the boiler having twenty-four tubes, 2 ft.

long, and 1 in. diameter, placed four deep and

six high, in the chimney immediately above and
behind the fire in an ordinary low English grate,

and during four years* use I have never lost a
plant from frost.

From my experience, I am certain that there

is enough coal burnt in the kitchen of English

houses to thoroughly warm and ventilate the

whole house, and that without the slightest extra

trouble, when once the apparatus is put in.

Being only an amedeur, I subscribe a nom de

plume, over which I sometimes write in the local

press, but I enclose my card.

Montreal. J.kcob K\li,epee.

IMPROVEMENTS IN OXFORD.
Numerous alterations and improvements have

been going on in O.Kford during the last twelve

months, and the local Journal and Htyrald

give their usual lengthened reports on the
various works in the city and the university.

The Journal states, however, that the only

important works which have been commenced
this year are the Cowley St. John National
Hospital for Incurables (the foundation-stone
of which was laid by Prince Leopold in May
last), the new chapel at Keble College, a new
Roman Catholic Church in St. Giles’s, and
an observatory for Professor Pritchard in the
Parks. The city improvements, according to

the Herald, have been more than usually
numerous, the most important being the new
street leading out of High-street and the widen,
ing of the approach from Queen-street to New-
road, and the numerous schools which have been
erected in several parts of the city. Many of

the colleges having had improvements carried

out very recently, nothing has been required

to be done.

The work of alteration and restoration in the

cathedral is still proceeding. Since our last

report, says the Journal,

—

“ A new entrance to the cathedral has been effected by
cutting through the residence formerly occupied by the
Regius Professor of Divinity on the east side of the prin-
cipal quadrangle, thus, in our opinion, completely destroy-
ing its beautiful facade. Looked at fmm the opposite
side of the quadrangle, it appears like the entrance to a
railway tunnel, and we cannot help expressing our deep
regret that it was ever made. The work in tlie porch is

certainly beautifully executed, but that does not com-
ensate for spoiling the appearance of the quadrangle,
he roof of the porch is of carved oak, and on the sides

of the walls there are stone recesses, which serve as scats.

The steps leading to the cathedral are of Mansfield stone,
but the floor is composed of Haaeley and Leicestershire
slabs. Underneath the floor of the porch there is a vault,

in which will be placed the new heating apparatus. The
doors inside the porch are made of carved oak. Two new
stained-glass winnows have been placed in the cathedra],

—

one in the south transept, to the memory ofthe late Mr. F.
Grantham Vyner, who was killed by Greek brigandsin 1870;
and another in the sou'h aisle to the memory of Mr. Geo.
‘W. >1. Dasent, who wan drowned at Sandford Lasher in

1872. The statue ofDean Jackson has been removed from
the north transept to the library. In the gallery in the
south transept, Mr. T. Leigh, clerk of the works, has
laced a collection of architectural fragments which
ave been found during the restoration. They com-

prise portions of work of the periods from Saxon
to Late Perpendicular. Some pieces are of special
interest, and are believed to be portions of the shrine
of St. Frideswide, to whom the cathedral was origi-
nally dedicated. These interesting fragments have
been oarefully catalogued, and have attracted the atten-
tion of several antiquarians. We had hoped that by this
time the new bell-tower would have been finished, but
notbing further has been done since our last notice, and
there the temporary erection stands in all its ugliness.
This temporary erection, the cutting away of a portion
of the parapet beneath it, and the construction of the
western entrance to the cathedral, have given rise to their
being calleil ‘The Tea Chest,’ ‘The Trench,’ and ‘The
Tunnel,’ and a clever little brochure on the subject was
published by Messrs. Parker some months ago. Its title

is ‘ The Vision of the Three T's,’ and towards the close of
it, in describing the vision, the author .says Stand
here with me and gaze. From this thrice-favoured spot,
in one rapturous glance gather in and brand for ever on
the tablets of the memory, the Vision of the Three T’s !

To your left frowns the abysmal blackness of tbe tene-
brouB Tunnel. To your right yawns the terrible Trench.
While far above, away from the sordid aims of Earth,
and the petty criticisms of Art, soars, tetragonal and
tremendous, the tintinabulatory Tea-chest ! Scholar, the
Vision is complete !

’ ”

St. Edward’s School is now completed, and
will be shortly formally opened by the lord

, bishop of the diocese. Mr. Wilkinson, of O.xfoi'd,

was the architect, and Messrs. Orchard, of Ban-
bury, were the builders. The buildinfr, which
is of brick and stone, and covered with Broseley
tiles, consists, on the ground-floor, of a master’s
residence, forming the south-west wing of the
building, containing vestibule entrance, hall and
staircase, drawing-room, study, and breakfast,
room, with private cellars beneath the hall.

The main portion of the building, being the
school proper, is approached by a boys’ entrance
hall upon the west side, opening into a long
corridor extending the entire length, from which
are approached a refectory 60 ft. by 24 ft.

;

library, 17 ft. by 24 ft.
;
two master’s sitting-

rooms, 10 ft. by 13 ft. 6 in.; school-room, 60 ft.

by 24 ft. ; two class-rooms, about 17 ft. by 15 ft.j

lavatory, 17 ft. by 15 ft. ; coat and boot room,
16 ft. by 17 ft. 6 in.

5
a boot-cleaning room,

13 ft. by 17 ft. 6 in., in which also is the heating
vault. Access to this portion of the building is

also obtained by a master’s entrance under an
arcade upon the south side, and by a boys’

entrance, also under an arcade, upon the east side.

Separate studies for six prefects are also provided
in a semi-circular annexe adjoining the master’s
entrance. A spacious lobby, 24 ft. by 12 ft.

adjoins the schoolroom, and the upper stories

are approached by a stone staircase, 5 ft. wide.
In the western wing, which is devoted to the
culinary and service department, is a butler’s

room, 13 ft. by 14 ft.
;
a servants’ hall of similar

dimensions
;

kitchen, 25 ft. 6 in, by 20 ft. j

scullery, 16 ft. by 20 ft. 5 larder, 14 ft. by
14 ft.

;
cellar, 20 ft. by 9 ft., with coal store,

servants’ closet, &c., upon the north side of the
courtyard. The playground, about 112 ft. by
90 ft., is enclosed with brick and stone walls,

and a range of earth closets and urinals is

situated on the east side. Gas has been laid to

all parts of tbe building. The principal rooms
on the ground-floor will be heated by coils of

hot-water pipes, and a hot and cold water ser-

vice is provided to baths, lavatories, &c. The
area of the site is about five acres. It has been
enclosed with post and rail fence upon the east,

south, and west sides, and by stone wall upon
the north. The ground has been levelled, and
a margin of young trees planted on the east,

south, and west sides of a gravel path, which
forms the boundary of the intended cricket-

field.

THE CONSTANT WATER SUPPLY.

Toe Water Examiner, in his latest remarks,

says ;

—

The Kent Company have completed tliC

arrangements for, ami are now giving, constant

supply to about 1,500 houses iu their district.

The New River Company have now the power
of affording effective constant service in their

district. They have also commenced a new high

service covered reservoir to contain 1,000,000

gallons at Southgate, in anticip.ation of the

requirements of tlie water supply to Edmonton
parish.

The East London Company are extending the

constant system of supply in their district.

The Southwark and Vanxhall Company arc

constructing covered service reservoirs at Nun
head, to contain 18,000,000 gallons.

The West l^Iiddlesex Company are giving con-

stant supply to a number of houses on tlicl

application of the owners, who have provided
fittings according to the Board of Trade regula-

tions of the 10th of Angust, 1872, and are fully

prepared to extend tbe constant supply when
called upon. This company is also constructing

extensive works and additional engine powei
at Hammersmith and at Hampton to insure

efiective constant supply.

The Grand Junction Company liave comi
pleted a high service reservoir near Kilbura-

to contain 6,000,000 gallons for constant supplyj

Tbe Lambeth Company are carrying ou)

esteosions and improvements in their works;
At Molesoy, tbe construction of reservoirs ii

being proceeded with to contain 110,000,000 t(

120,00o,000 gallons of water, with pumping
engines to fill them to a level of 12 fc. abovt
the river. The company are also giving con)

stant supply by means of stand-pipes in 1

number of courts and alleys, and arrangement.!
have been made to supply upwards of 5,00t

houses of this class. The alterations in fitting!

under the new Board of Trade rules and regulal

tions are being gradually effected as occasioi

offers, and are carried out iu all new buildings, e

MORETON HALL.
Sir,—

I

have visited recently this interestin}

old edifice, four miles south of Congleton, ii

Cheshire. The house is now used as a farmi

house, and accessible. There are two engravingi

of it in Lysona’s “ Magna Britannia,”—A.D
1810,—vol. ii., pt. 2, p. -157, namely, a south-esai

view, which includes the bridge over the moat
with the gateway,—and a view of tbe south sidi

of the court as seen from the south. The eas;

side also is seen partially in this latter view,

with the entrance to tbe hall and the window
of the hall,—a very fine view, altogether. Ove>
the bow window of tbe hall are these inscripi

tions, carved in woodwork, together with tht

arms and crest of Moreton,—“ God is al in a
thing.” “This windows whire, made by Willian

Moreton in the year of our Lord, M.DLIS
Rychard Dale, Carpeder, made this window b
the grace of God.” The timber work of th'i

honse, painted in black and white colours

alternately, and the glazing of the window
merit special notice. The house is surroundec
by a moat, and occupies three sides of a court

On the north side is the hall, with its large bow.

window
;
OQ the east side was the old chapel, 01

tbe wall of which inscriptions were painted, ii

text-hand, and ornaments. The west side f

open. The entrance is on the south side, over f

stone bridge across the moat. The upper pari

of this side of the building, 68 ft. long, wak

occupied by a gallery, wiih a continual ranged
windows on each side of it, seen in the engravinf

No. 1. On the road to this house from Gongle-s

ton, Aatbury Church is seen, on the left, and il

should be inspected. In the churchyard are

several ancient tombs, with figures recumbei^ 1

Cbr. Coosa e

Roofing.—Mr. J. L. Naucarrow, of Gram-i

pound, Cornwall, has patented some impwira-fl

ments in roofing, and in tiles for the same. This]

invention consists in the construction and in the

employment of roofing tiles with ridges anil

grooves, in combination with locking-pieces oi

tiles made to fit over the parts where two tiles

meet, whereby roofs that are constructed wichi

tiles and looking-pieces are rendered very

durable and perfectly waterproof, while at thi,

same time the cross-laths now used may bk

dispensed with
;
a nail, with cup-shaped head

ami leather-washer, is described.
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SCHOOL BOARDS,

London .—Tbo tender of Mr. R. Mann (5,943Z.)

being the lowest on the list already given by us,

for the erection of a school for 807 children in

Monte Video-place, Marylebono, has been ac-

cepted by the Board
j
and a further expenditure

of 61-U. 93. Id. has been sanctioned for extra

foundations to the Orange-street School, South-

wark.
Croydon. — The finance committee’s report

recommended a list of instructions to be given

to the architects who were invited to send in

their plans for a group of schools to be erected

at South Norwood, and to accommodate 585
children. The report having been read, Dr.

Lanchester expressed bis opinion on the esti-

mated number of children that those schools

were about to provide for, by saying that he
thought the Board were proviebng for a con-

siderable number more than was really required
;

and the chairman explained that the committee
had gone carefully into the matter, and had come
to the conclusion that that would be about the

number that would require accommodation. It

also recommended that the Board should erect a
residence for the head teacher, at a cost not

.
exceeding 400i. The report was ultimately

adopted.

THE OPEN SPACES IN HACKNEY.
There is a possibility of the several open

spaces in Hackney being shortly laid out for

recreation purposes. Mr. Runtz stated at the
meeting of the Hackney Board of Worka last week,
that there were still considerable difficulties to

contend with in the matter, as the lord of the
manor claimed 40,0001. in consideration of his

rights over Hackney Downs. He then added that

it was provided by a clause in the East London
Railway Bill that the Company should give up
a foot of ground contiguous to the common for

every foot of ground they took from the common
in constructing their lino, and the conveyances
for the carrying out of this arrangement were all

ready for signature. It was therefore to bo
expected that something would shortly be done
for the improvement of -the several open spaces
in the district, dealt with in the Act of last

session, although it was probable that before
proceeding to lay them out as recreation grounds
for the public it might bo deemed necessary to

apply to Parliament for greater powers than
the Board at present possessed.

SHAMS.
Sir,
—

"Will you kindly allow me space to make
a few observations on the “ Defence of Sliains”

in your issue of the 27tb ult. I fail to see the
application of the paragraph about tbo Vienna
awards, and the inferiority of our art manufac-
tures to those of the Continent (except wo are
meaut to infer that theirs are all shams), and
with the vague statement about “ years ago,” I

leave it for your readers to analyze for them-
selves.

Tour coiTcspondont then states a truism, and
proceeds to try and pervert it by by-play about
Atlam and Eve and chignons. ” Art,” he says,

“is nature’s handmaid, and her mission is to

H beautify,” which I thiuk few would care to

^ dispute 5
but beautify what ? surely not Nature,—

•

paint the rose or the lily !

No, the mission of art is to beautify those things
il which man has found necessary to his altered

i wants since the time when ” innocently un-
adorned,” and which are not provided by nature,

,i viz., houses, clothing, &c.
1’ To do this with any degree of success, art

: must sit humbly at the feet of her great mistress,

]
and study her handiworks.

i. But I should inflict a long letter upon you if

I treated your correspondent’s arguments in
•ieojfenso (especially those about the adornments
of the fair sex)

;
and ns in my opinion they are

}i not worthy of it,—I do not mean the fair sex,

Jibut the arguments,— I will confine myself to

h general remarks. He speaks in the course of

his letter about high art
;
but I venture to opine

Ji that under the system he proposes there would
• be but little left. High art is worthy to be,

((though it is not necessarily, executed in the
i| noblest and most permanent materials

j
its glory

•5 is to bo not for a day, but for all time; it can
never become popular.

Cheap jewelry, stamped all from one die, may
be very pretty, but is not to be named in the same
day as the works at which the old masters so

. lovingly aud patiently wrought. Noj let your
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correspondent cover himself and all his belong-

ings, if he chooses, with cheap jewelry, paint,

Dutch metal, and shams, as he calls them, gene-

rally, but let him not take credit to himself that

by so doing he is forwarding the best interests of

art.

In conclusion, let ns, by all means, as your
correapoodenb desires, have “ a more general

distribution of God’s gifts,” and develop the

social and domestic arts to the uttermost.

God intended His gifts for allj we shall be
doing His will by placing them, or in default the

best representations of them that we can pro-

duce, within the reach of all, that all may praise

Him, and glory in His works.

But let us in so doing provide things honest in

the sight of all men, and avoid shams, nor call

them God’s gifts
;
for they are of the devil, who

was a liar from the beginning, and the father of

all lies—no “humanizing influence” can come
from him. T. Fred. Proud.

ARCHITECTURAL STUDENTSHIPS AT
L’:gCOLE DES BEAUX ARTS, PARIS.

Pupils who have worked through a prepara-

tory course under professors in the ateliers of

recognised architects are, after a stringent com-
petitive examination, in which drawing and
design, mathematics, and history are the chief

subjects, admitted to a further two years’ coarse

of instruction carried on at L’Ecole by a staff of

professors under the direction of the Minister of

Fine Arts. Last autumn, the number of pupils

who presented themselves for the preliminary
examination was 106. Of these, tlurty-three

were declared admissible for the further exami-
nation, and ultimately twenty-two were received.

This autumn, ninety-five presented tbemselv'es,

forty-niue were declared admissible, and thirty,

five passed the final ordeals, the eleventh in

order of merit being Mr. Alfred Frampton, of

Winchester, a pupil of M. Laisnu.

ST. GEORGE’S BURIAL GROUND.
In the moat valuable position of the West End,

this shut-up cemetery covers over five acres of
ground, hoimded by St. George’s-terraoe on the

south. Upper Berkeley-street on the north,

Cunuaught-square on the east, and Albion-street

on the west.

An old brick mortnary-house, with sepulchral
vaults beneath, and two or three Jiving’Chambers

for the custodian on the ground-floor, covers a
width of over 100 ft., with frontage to Hyde
Park. The building is closed and its offices are
defunct; and save that there are a few trees

vegetating at intervals, nothing can bo more
lugubrious than the aspect of this large space,

which is thickly planted with tombstones,
bristling in varied forms and slantendiculars

throughout the whole enceinte.

A double range of wall, with a footway
interval of 4 ft.,' surrounds the whole, in the

form of a parallelogram. The path is reserved

as a policeman’s beat, giving employment to

tsvo of the force, as a dead march, for the pro-

tection of this Campo Santo.

Nothing can be more revolting to good resi-

dential houses than the sombre view of a shut-

up cemetery; and there are between eighty and
ninety valuable residences built close to and
overlooking this otherwise concealed aceldama.

Is there any reason wherefore this valuable

space should not be utilised, the tombs laid flat,

the grounds beautified (say after the fashion of

Hyde Park borders), and the costly frontages for

four large houses, facing Hyde Park, turned to

profitable account ? The old mortuary-house,
too, should be cleared away, and the coffins in

its vaults transferred to a simple mausoleum in

the centre of the grounds.

A front entrance should he reserved on the
Hyde Park side, there being already an opening
next Albion-street, on the west; and there might
bo one for traverse-way, out of Lower Berkeley,
street. This would conduce much to public
conveuienco, and reanimate the present slum-
hering waste.

Many ancient churches in the City have lately

been secularised, and burial-grounds thrown
open, giving space for the erection of utiiitavian

structures. In fact, as the civic population only
occupy houses as offices, residing without the
walls, congregations became so scant on the
Sabbath, that the vicars might have commenced
service after Swift’s fashion, addressing “ Dearly
beloved Roger.”

The disposal or adoption of this “ terra clausa ”

is altogether at the discretion of the Vestry
Board of St. George’s, Hanover-square

;
and if

they see that a profit can be made, more than
adequate to repay outlay and management,
whilst it would confer upon vicinal property and
the public of that locality an inestimable boon,

surely they will not hesitate to carry ont so

palpable an improvement.
It is right to observe that, so far as relates to

the condition of the ground, under the manage-
ment of one sole custodian, as much has been
done as one individual could effect unaided : ho
has planted several trees, and formed some
small flower-beds near bis desolate abode.

Quondam.

GAS AS FUEL.

Twenty years since, when a cheaper fuel than
coal was really not much needed, attempts wer&
nevertheless made to obtain something more
cleanly, if not more economical, than the old and
wasteful domestic arrangements

;
and we remem-

her, about that time, or at least many years ago, of

going to see an ingenious gas-fire (described iuthe-

Builder), aud invented by Mr. Baohhotfiier, then
of the Polytechnic, if we rightly recollect, or of
the Coliseum in the Regent’s Park, after he left

the Polytechnic. This fire was exhibited by
Mr. Defries, in Regent-street. It was a brilliant

imitation of a lighted domestic fire, made with
gas, and studded with some incombustible mineral
substance,—talc or mica, if wo mistake not.

Nothing much better than this is done now.
Surely the time has now come for repeating some
such experiments, and of really obtaining, in one
way or another, an economical application of gas,
on an extensive scale, to domestic uses. The
public will now be forced to give more heed to

such improvements in house firing than hereto-

fore
;
and if such fires can now bo used with more

economy than coal, there will be the additional

advantages of cleanliness and readiness in their

use. Indeed, the readiness and convenience of

lighting up, raisiug, lowering, and extinguish-

ing such fires, must be taken into consideration

in an economical view no less than as a con-
venience aud an improvement. As a hint, wo
may remind inventors that clay lumps acted on
by gas may store the heat and give a useful glow,

and that some use might be made of lime in this

way for heat as it has been for light.

FAILURE IN PORTLAND CEMENT.

Sir,—In answer to your correspondent of last

week, “ W. P.,” I beg to difl’er in many points.

His theory is right, but the practice is not, for

the want of time being allowed, as we sometimes
receive an order one day, and have to execute it

tbo next. How is it possible to have cement three

weeks in a bin under those circurastancos ? I
quite agree with “ W. P.” respecting finishing in

one coat; also the sifting of the cement, which
ought to be done by the manufacturer; ditto

the sand ;
and as regards the best cemeut only

being used, no bad should be made.
This is my remedy,—That the manufacturer

should provide places large enough to expose the

cement for a fortnight before being sent out,

similar to brewers keeping their beer a certain

time before sending it for use. I contend the

manufacturer is responsible to the merchant, and
the merchant to the purchaser in the event of a

failure. A Previous Sufeeueu.

ACCIDENTS.

Destruction of Anlvererikie Castle hy Fire .

—

News from Fort "VVilliam states that the Castle

of Ardvererikie, formerly the residence of the
Marquis of Abcrcorn, and in which the Queen
and the Prince Consort passed the autumn of

1847, has been almost wholly destroyed by fire.

The castle is now the property of Sir John
Ramsden, JI.P. Sir John and Lady Ramsden,
Mr. Fraser M'Intosh, and Mr. Rhind, architect,

Edinburgh, were staying at the castle. The
only portion saved is that part containing the
rooms which were occupied by her Majesty, but
all the furniture and valuable paintings, includ-

ing some of Landseer’s, were totally destroyed.

For three years past extensive additions have
been made to the building, and those have been
but recently finished. The paintings by Laud-
seer which are destroyed included a number of
life-size wall etchings which were painted by
the deceased artist when a guest at the castle.
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They were all aubj eots connected with the chase,

and were regarded as of inestimable value.

Serious Scaffold Accident in Glasgow.—For the

pnrpose of repairing the roof of a house in West
George-street, Glasgow, a large wooden scaffold

was erected, supported by beams projecting

from the roof, and five masons were working on
it when the supports at one of the ends gave
way, precipitating the men to the ground, 20 ft.

below. Two of them were severely injured,

but it is not expected any of the cases will prove

fatal.

Txvo Men Buried Alive near TTesi Hartlepool.

At ilr. J. Lisle’s brickyard, Cowpen Bewley,
near West Hartlepool, two young men were
engaged in digging out clay for the manufacture
of bricks, when, after they had attained a depth
of more than 12 ft., the earth above them sud-

denly gave way, and before any effectual warn-
ing could be conveyed to them the two poor
fellows were completely buried beneath the
falling mass, which weighed some tons. An
alarm was raised, and a number of their fellow-

workmen set to work vigorously to dig them
out, but before they were extricated life was
extinct.

THE NEW PATENT AUTOMATIC TILE
MAKER.

Mrssrs. Maw, of Broseley, have just perfected

and patented an automatic apparatus for work-
ing screw-presses by steam or other mechanical

power. The invention is for the purpose of

making tiles from powdered clay, by the method
known as the “ dry process,” and the con.

trivance seems to combine the force, elasticity,

and other advantages which manual labour alone

has hitherto been supposed to give. The pecu-

liar nature of the process for which the machine
has been invented requires the delivery of blows
of unequal length

j
and for striking the hardest

blow the press runs down from its highest eleva-

tion, rebounds a short distance, as though to

survey the effect, and then, as if finding that a
more gentle blow is required to complete the
work, it again descends and gives the final pres-

sure to the clay. It is stated by practical

authorities that the machine is applicable to

other purposes in which screw-presses are em-
ployed.

TEE IMPROVEMENTS AT THE LAMBETH
VESTRY-HALL.

The alterations and improvements at the

Lambeth Vestry-hall, which have been for some
months in progress, are now completed. They
comprise the ro-arrangement of several of the

offices and apartments, together with the con-

struction of rooms for the keeper. The Board-

room has also been ventilated on a new principle,

which is regarded as a very material improve-

ment. It is, however, confidently believed that

in consequence of the j-apidly-increasing popu-
lation of the parish, which covers an unusually

large area, an entirely new building will shortly

have to be erected in a more central position

than the present hall in Kennington-road. The
parish extends to Norwood, and several members
have to come from that district.

THE FALL OF CHIMNEY-SHAFT NEAR
GRAVESEND.

On Monday last the coroner for the district

resumed the inquiry relative to the death of the

men who died from injuries received by the par-

tial fall of a shaft at the unfinished cement works
of Messrs. J. C. Gostling & Co., Northfloet, near
Gravesend.

Mr. John Cubitt Goatling, one of the firm, said, Mr.
Blagburn, the contractor, was a professed shaft-builder,

and was recommended to them by a iirmin London, for

whom he had built abafts. Their first notion was to

build a abaft of abont 120 ft., but in consequence of
opposition by persons in the neighbonrbood, they were
compelled either to build the shaft much higher, or to
submit to claims for compensation. They then entered
into an arrangement with Mr. Blagburn for labour only,
at 5'IOL, they tinding the materials. The shaft was to be
220 ft. high; diameter at the base, 22 ft., from a base of
30 ft. square

; the outside measurement at the top being
11 ft. The thickness of wall at the base was 3 ft. 9 in.

:

at 26 ft. 3 in. the thickness was 3 ft. 4fi in.
j
at 53 ft. 6 in.

itwasSffc.; at 78 ft. 9 in., 2 ft, in,
;
at 105 ft. 2 ft. Sin. ;

at 131 ft. 3 in., 1 ft. lOiin.; at 157ft.6in., 1ft. 6in.; at

183 ft. 9 in., 14 in., and it was carried on to the top at 11 in,

Mr. Gostling gave statistics of several high chimneys,
showing that the thickness of the walls of their shaft was
upon an average not less than one-third greater than the
chimneys named. The principal part of the bricks con-
sisted of Rutter's paviors, or the best picked stocks. The
best Dorking greystone lime was used with the best
Thames sand; every few courses being grouted in with

new Portland cement. Mr. Blagburn exercised his dis-

cretion as to the rate at which the work should proceed.
It was commenced in the early part of June, and finished

in fair weather in about sixteen weeks. Witness examined
the work daily, and never discovered any defect. The
contract was not put up to competition.
Mr. James Cubitt, architect, said he made the drawings

and superintended the building. He did not think the

rate of progress excessive considering the fine weather.
He saw it plumbed the night before the accident, but dis-

covered no defect. The materials employed were excel-

lent. He could give no opinion as to the cause of the

accident. Hehad formed a slight conjecture, which was
that the working of the derrick at the top might have
interfered with the setting of the cement in the cap. The
weight of the shaft was 1,674 tons, and the cap weighed
19 tons 3 cwt.
Mr. William F. Meakin, architect, said he had ex-

amined the remains of the shaft. The proportions of the

shaft were correct, and there was an excess of thickness

in the walls, and consequent strength over other shafts of

the same nature. The materials were perfect, and the

workmanship of the very best. There had been no filling

in with bats or rubble.
Jonathan Ward, foreman to Messrs. Gostling, gave eri-

dence as to the excellence of the material and the work.
Mr. Blagburn, the contractor, was present, but being

still weak, and suffering from the injuries he received, he
was not formally examined. He, however, answered a

few questions as to the shafts he had built in and near
London. Hecould not accountfor the accident.

His son was next called, and said he had worked on the
shaft from its commencement, and plumbed it about half

an hour before the accident. He was about to ascend

when the accident occurred, and he was knocked down
insensible. They had first-rate materials to work with.

Two bricklayers, brothers of the deceased man Bruce,
were examined at their own request, and stated that they
considered the head or cap was too heavy, and that

this “ awagged ” the shaft over.

Mr. Meakin, recalled, said he considered this quite

erroneous. If it swayed it most swing round. The effect

of the cap being too heavy would be, if possible, to crush

the brickwork beneath.
Mr. Cubitt said the cap having remained all the pre-

vious night, its weakest time, would not he likely to

collapse when the parapet was put on, for this would uave
the effect of strengthening it.

The Coroner having summed up, the juir retired to con-

sider their verdict, and after consulting for about twenty
minutes, they found that the men were accidentally

killed, the Coroner remarking that ho agreed with the

verdict. The jury also expressed their sympathy with
Messrs. Gostling and with the relatives of tlie deceased.”

A correspondent inquires if the cement used

had anything to do with the failure.

PLUMBERS’ JOINTS.

In view of the damage done by plumbers and
their fires, Messrs. Merryweather & Sons have
perfected a lead-burning machine, an apparatus

that joins lead edge to edge by means of a gas

jet, produced from sulphuric acid and zinc.

There is no fire-pot used, neither is there any
solder. In addition to the security against fire,

they claim that a grrac saving is effected, for

while solder is at least 112s. per cwt., lead is

only 25s. per cwt.
;
and of the latter there is

not one-third used to make a joint as of solder.

The comparative cost, according to Messrs.
Merryweather, stands thus :

—

i?y lead-burning proeest.

B. d.

One man and one boy will joint 90 ft. of
lead on a roof in one day, say, wages 9 0

Strip lead, including waste, 301b 7 0
Use of Machine 1 0

By toldering procett.
£. s. d.

Two men will joint 90 ft. of lead on a
roof in three days, say wages 1 16 0

Solder, 67 lb. at Is 3 7 0
Firing (on tbe roof) three days, for

healing irons, melting solder, lamp
black, ic., Is. 6d 0 4 6

5 7 6

The cost of the machine is 26Z.

LIGHTNING AND LIGHTNING-RODS.

Toe report of the paper by Mr. John M. Mott
on this subject, read before the Meteorological

Section of the Franklin Institute, has been con-

cluded in the Journal of tbe Institute. The
summary is as follows ;

—

“ 1st. Lightning-rods, as usually erected, do not afford
much protection.

2nd. Insulators, glasses, at the points of support, are of
no use in any case

;
they destroy tbe most valuable influ-

ence of the rod, and may, uuder certain circumstances,
be the cause of most terrific and destructive return
strokes.

3rd, The conducting power of lightning-rods is propor-
tional to their solid contents, or sectional area, with
similar metals of equal lengths, and not to their surfaces.

4th. A lightning-rod should have the conducting power
of a copper rod, one-half inch square, and perfect metallic
union of all its parts. A rod made exclusively from cop-
per wires, if 01 sufficient size, constitutes one which is

perfect in theory.

5th. Sharp points for the upper termination of rods are
necessary. Rods are of bat little value without them.
Points should be plated to prevent oxidation. They are
also of value when used at the lower terminus of the

6th. It is necessary to place a point at each gable,

chimney and ventilator
J
to connect all together; to con-

nect the rod with metallic roofs, gutters, valleys, steam- t

pipes, gas-pipes, water-pipes, speaking-tubes, and other j

permanent metallic bodies about buildings, and the more i

numerous the connexions with the earth the bettor.

7th. The rod must be attached directly to the building,
;

the closer tbe better. It must not be insulated by being j

passed through or over rings of glass, horn, or other non- ^

conducting substances, nor be placed at a distance from the
f

object to be protected.
8th. Ground rods must have two or more branches

|

penetrating the earth to permanent moisture; must ex- t

tend below the foundation walls, or the bottom of the |

collar. In some instances, where it is difficult to reach
(

moist earth, they must bo imbedded in charcoal. i

9th. Lightning-rods, constructedand erected in accord- j

ance with the foregoing principles, will afl'ord full protec-
|

tion in the hour ol danger, and their use is strongly urged |

as a necessary means of safety, I

THE BEHAVIOUR OF CONCRETE IN
WALLS.

Sir,—

T

our issue of December 28th, 1872, contained an
advertisement of ” information wanted of concrete
houses built prior to or say in 1805.” If correspondents
would furnish information as to how such houses have
stood the test of eight or ten years, it would be well. I
am a believer iu concrete, but so much carelessness is at

times permitted, that it would be interesting to hear
some experiences iu the matter. A, B,

TERRA COTTA.
Sib,—

W

e were glad to see the letter of ‘your corre-
spondent, ‘‘Alpha," on this subject, in your last week's
issue. The praise that he accords is well merited, and, as

manufacturers of terra cotta, we may observe that his

statements are perfectly correct as to the varied forms
and combinations into which this material may be worked :

the limits to its use are, in fact, boundless, and its small
cost, as compared with stone, overcomes many of the
difficulties that arise where atone is to be employed.
"We hope that “Alpha’s” letter will call forth other

expressions of opinion on the subject. It is for archi-

tects, by new designs, to assist in introducing so valuable,

because economical, a material, “ both for internal anil

external decoration” as “terracotta."
Hexbt Shasp & JonEB.

A BUILDER’S DISPUTE.
Ijf the "Wandsworth County Court, an action. Hall

Effer, was brought to recover 15L Ss. 0d. for work done
and use of scafl'oJding. A set-off' was pleaded.

Tho Judge ruled that in this case the set-off could not
be heard, and suggested that it should be withdrawn.
Mr. Jones, for defendant," said the settlement between

the parties had better be referred to two surveyors to bo
agreed upon.

Plaintiu would not agree to the adoption of such a

course, staling that he could prove his claim. He stated

that he was engaged by defendant to construct certain

brickwork at St, Joseph’s College, Clapham. Hereceived
851. for the work he did, leaving 91. 2s. lOd. unpaid

;
lie

had a verbal contract with defendant to do certain work
in Southcott-road, Clapham, for 351.

;
there was a balance

of 31. lOs. unpaid upon that. He left some scaffolding

upon the work, which the defendant refused to give up;
he had taken proceedings in the police-court to recover

it, but was not successful; he now charged 21. 10s. 7d. for

the use of it, making tho whole of the amount claimed. ,

He had had the work measured by an eiperieuced man in

order to arrive at the conclusions he had come to
;
he '

admitted that his part of the work ought to have been
completed at tho expiration of six or seven weeks' time.

,

It was not his fault that the work was delved, but the

defendant's, who had not got the ground out for him. '

Mr. Effer stated that bo was a builder; ho employed '

Hall to do certain brickwork for him; the time allowed

was six or seven weeks, but it was not done in nine weeks- I

It was necessary that it should be done in a shurter time,

as ho was allowed only thirteen weeks to do the whole of

the work in. He complained to the plaintiff of the delay

he was causing several times
;
each time he promised to

put on more men, bat he did not do so; there were only '

plaintiff and another at the job. At last be had to employ
men to do the pointing. Plaintiff sent some men to take

the scaffolding down ;
they did it in such a clumsy way as •

to do injury to the work, and threatened if ho interfered .

both jobs would be left unlinished.

Mr. Hansom, the architect of the building, was called,

and stated that he had repeatedly to complain of the •

manner in which tho plaintiff was doing his work, both

to Hall and the defendant
;
at last be threatened to have i

it done himself. There was always a want of sufficient •

men to do it quickly.

After hearing evidence upon the measurement of the >

work done, a verdict was givenfor tho plaimilT for ol. 5s.,

—about half the amount claimed for work done.

ANCIENT CITIES IN INDIA.

Coins and other aotiquitieB have been foand !

in the ruins of Vinjrote. Government has l

ordered that they be sabmitted for examination l

to the Royal Asiatic Society,—the Bombay '

branch it is presumed. A note on the ruins at :

Vinjrote has been made by Mr. F. Robertson,

officiating executive engineer, Rehti division,

Indus Valley State Railway, in which he says:

“ The mins of Vinjrote arc marked on the Revenue '

Survey Map of Scinde. They are about half a mile from i

the Reui Nullah, and two from the boundary of Biiawul-

poor
;
the sand-hilis commence immediately beyond them. '

There is a little cultivation near there after a good flood;

hut the soil reeks with saltpetre in most places, parti- i

cularly among the ruins. The general aspect of the p1»ce '

is a number of hillocks of various sizes strewn over with

pieces of brick, for the most part vitrified. The boun- i

daries are not well enough defined to give any particular i
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Biae, bat mounds containing bricka are found over a width
orquite one mile and a halt'.

Up to the present lime the excavations have been of a
flesult'irr character, the work being paid for by the quaa*
tily of bricks collected. The men eoulined themselveB to

collecting the bricks from the surface of the ground, and
digging up outlying walla, so that thereal interiors of the
mounds remain to be explored. It is to be hoped that

these will contain the bulk of the remains, and that what
has already turned up is accidental. There are only two
mounds in which any signs of a building of importance
have been laid bare. One is the largest mound in the
place. The other le of much greater iuterest, and I think
was a temple of some importauco."

Among the objects of interest found at

I Vinjrote is “ a brick on which the following

i inscription was scratched rndely. .
.
[Omitted.]

!
The purport of which appears to be that ‘ Sultan

i
Alt'xamler and Shah Alum were great men, and

! that Senesi was also. Kaligur Aboura Mistry

j made this.’ Date unintelligible.”
’ There are other ruins of interest on the Indus
^ Talley line.

VALUE OF LAND IN MANCHESTER.
An inquiry has taken place before the

aheriff’s assessor (Mr. J. J. Aston) and a
special jury, at the Sheriff’s Court, in the

Assizo Conrts, Strangeways, as to the value

of a plot of land in Great Mount - street,

required for the purposes of the now railway

station fronting to Windmill-street, being con-

structed by the Cheshire Lines Committee.
Mr. John EJvvards (instructed by Messrs.

Lingards & Newby) appeared on behalf of the

committee, and Mr. Higgin, Q.C., instructed by
Messrs. Makinson & Son, on behalf of the owners.

The property in question is situated between
Great Mouut.strcet and Raiuforth.street, and

j contains about 320 yards of not laud. Four
! witnesses, including Mr. Thomas Acton, the

auctioneer, were called on behalf of the owners,
and stated that in tlieir opinion the property
was worth over 5,000J., Mr. Acton putting down
its value at 5,611Z., and expressing an opinion

that land in the neighbourhood of Great Moiint-

atreet was worth, for warehouse sites, 12i. a
yard to day. On behalf of the committee three

witnesses were called, who stated that in their

opinion that part of the land fronting to Rain,
forth-streob was worth 61. a yard, while that

1 fronting to Great Mount-street was worth 81.

a yard. The valuations of these three gentle-

I men averaged 2,7501. After the counsel on

j

each aide had addressed the assessor, and that

gentleman hud summed up the case to the jury,

- they, alter some little consideration, returned a
I verdict for 2,8571., which, after deducting 20 per

!
cent, on account of the property being taken

i compulsorily, shows that, in the opinion of the

[

jury, the land was worth rather more than 71. a

j
square yard throughout.

i

I

= —
j

THE SHAFTESBUET PARK ESTATE.
' This estate, which is the property of the
I
Artizans’jLabonrere’, and General Dwellings Com-

I
pany, comprises about -10 acres, and is now laid

out in a scries of oblong blocks or terraces, for the
erection of 1,200 houses, of which about 350 have
been built since the first stone was laid, last

year. The roads or streets diverge at right

angles, and are 40 ft. wide, with pavements of

asphalte, both roads and pavements being
finished as the building goes on. The design of
the houses partakes somewhat of the domestic
Gothic or Tudor, though no particular style has
been strictly followed by the architect. The
houses are built in four grades, containing five,

six, seven, and eight rooms respectively. The
• rents range from 5s. 6d. to 9s. Gd. per week,
including rates and taxes; or, if the houses are
purchased by the occupiers, the prices are from
1501. to 3001. each bouse. When the houses

, arc purchased, the purchasers usually pay down
a certain sum, the remainder of the purchase
money being paid weekly or quarterly in ad-

vance. The streets throughout the estate are

to be planted with trees (one street is already

I so planted), forming miniature boulevards.
' About three acres have been reserved in the

I centre of the estate for recreative purposes, and
a gymnasium. The estate will have its own

) schools, library, and batbs. A site has also

been reserved for a co-operative store. When
I completed there will be entrance gates at the

;

approaches from Battersea Bridge-road at one
; end, and Elcho-road at the other, and also at the
I centre of the estate, Greyshall-road. A dis-

I tinctive feature is that there are to be no public
‘

I

houses on the estate, and this feature, it is said,

is highly approved by the working men them-

selves.

OHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Hye .—The re-opening of Eye Church, after

complete restoration, has taken place. Mr.
Cliick, of Hereford, surveyed the fabric, and
stated the tower to be in a most dangerous con.

dition, and advised that immediate steps should

be taken with a view to rebuilding it. Mr.

Rodney then instructed Mr. Chick to make plans

and specifications for rebuilding the tower and
restoring the church. When operations were
commenced the church was in a wretched con-

dition. The walls and foundations were in a
literally crumbling state, cracked in all direc-

tioDs. The floor liad been raised 2 ft. 6 in. above
the original level to hide the defective foonda-
tions. The tie-beams of the roofs had been cut

away, and the lateral thrust was pushing the

arcades and walla apart. The clearstory win-

dows bad been destroyed, and the building was
a sad sight. All this dilapidation has been
amended. The execution of the work was
carried out by Mr. John' Thompson, contractor,

Peterborough. The large box-pews with which
the church was filled were removed, and the

floors reduced to their original levels. The bases

of the arcade columns had been crushed by the

great weight placed upon them. These have all

been underpinned, renewed, or repaired. The
south arcado has been rebuilt, and the old oak
roofs restored. A new tower has been built, as

nearly as possible after the original design. This

made necessary the removal of the temporary
western end of the church and gallery, and thus

the area of the tower is added to tho nave,

giving much extra room for seats. A new
arcade has been erected between the chancel
and mortuary chapel, and oak parclose screens

fixed therein. Tho church has been re-seated

with oak seats. Tho old altar-tombs in the

mortuary chapel are being restored at the sole

expense of Sir George Cornewall, bart., of

Moccas. The total cost of the work, exclusive

of a new cast window, is about 2,750J.

Kirkby lUisite.—The parish church has been
reopened, after a restoration under the super-

intendence of Mr. G. B. Street, R.A. Before

the restoration the roof was low and under-

drawn
;
the east window had been despoiled of

its tracery
;
the arch of tho tower was filled with

a lath-and-plaster screen and the floor covered

with high pews of various shapes. Fortunately

one of the seat-ends of former days was dis-

covered amongst the framework of the pews,

and this has been reproduced in the new seats.

The work of restoration has lasted for sixteen

months. The north and south aisle walls and
the north-east buttresses of the chancel have
been rebuilt, the pillars of the nave underpinned,

and the roof raised to its original pitch. The
chancel-arch lias been raised some 6 ft. The
seats of the chancel, the communion-table,

pulpit, and side screen are of oak, the nave-seats

being of pitch pine, and the roof of red deal.

The floor is laid with Godwin’s tiles. The work
has been done by Messrs. J. & H. Thorp & Sons,

of Leeds. Besides the general subscriptions,

which amount to upwards of 2,5001., there have

been many special gifts.

Bingham .—The church of St. Mary and All

Saints has been reopened after restoration. The
present restoration follows one that took place

twenty-five years ago under the superintendence

of Sir Gilbert Scott ;
but it still had an old low

roof, to remove which, and to give a lofty ap-

pearance to the exterior, has been the chief

feature of the present restoration. Several of

the windows have been painted by Mrs. Miles,

whilst the carving of the stone corbels lining the

nave and transepts is the work of Miss Miles.

The architect of the present restoration is Mr.

F. Miles, son of the rector. Tho roof of the

nave and transepts has been raised 15 ft.,

making the present height 40 ft.

TVeyrnouih .—The chief stone of Christ Church
has been laid. Nearly 5,0001. have been col-

lected, but there are still 1,8001. required. The
purchase of freehold, and the expense of laying

a foundation, have cost 1,7001., whilst the tender

for the construction of the building was for

4,1001. At present it is proposed only to erect

a section of the church,—about two-thirds,

—

carrying out the remainder at some future time.

The structure will, however, look complete, for

when an addition is made to it a wall only will

have to be pulled down. The new church faces

the railway station, and abuts on two streets,

King-street and Park-street, the centre of a large
and industrial class of the population. It will

be a Gothic structure from the designs of Mr. E.
Christian, of London

; Mr. Thomas Dodson, of
Weymouth, being tbe builder. The church will

be built of Portland stone in random courses,
with dressings of Doulting stone from the
quarries of Mr. C. Trask, The interior will bo
lined with red bricks, having courses of grey
bands running round the walls and arches, which
will be further relieved by projecting bands of
grey bricka, the whole of which were made in tho
contractor’s own yards. This church will be mate-
rially different in one respect from the others in

the tovm
;
for it is intended to have a tower, which

will be prepared for a peal of bells,—an adorn-
ment in which the existing churches of Wey-
mouth are deficient,—each possessing bnt a
solitary bell. It has been alleged as the reason
for this that the sanitary nature of the soil would
not allow of a peal being hung in a tower

;
but

in the new church this has been provided for, as
a foundation of concrete over the whole area of
tbe church has been laid 6 ft. deep, and the
tower will be strengthened by 3,600 poles, 8 ft.

in length, driven under the concrete. The main
arches will be supported by Portland stone
pillars, the shafts being of Pennant stone, in one
piece, 7 ft. in length a’ld 2 ft. in diameter, from
the quarries of Mr. F. Greenway, Down-end,
Bristol. The Devon marble columns for the
chancel-arch are from the qaarrics of Messrs.
Goad, Stonehouse, Plymouth. The erection of
the church was commenced in May last, so that
now a great portion of the walls is nearly
completed.

Earleston.—Pulhara Church is undergoing
restoration. It was commenced last April, and,
it is expected, will be completed, so far as it is

proposed at present to go, by the beginning of
November. At the cost of 370Z., the rector is

himself restoring the chancel, the east window
of which has been promised to bo supplied by
one of the landowners, Mr. Cole. The bay above-
the chancel is also being redecorated. Besides
repainting the walls, an addition is being made
by the building of an organ-chamber and vestry
with flint facings and stone dressings. A vault
beneath the chamber is being fitted with a hot-
air heating apparatus. The roofs of the nave
and south aislo are undergoing repair, and
new doors and windows will be pnt in. The
cost of this work will bo 1,2601. Of this

amount the sum of 1,0501. have already been
contributed. When all this work is done, there
will still remain the reseating, at a cost of about
6001. Messrs. Vino & Grimwood have the
contract; the architect is Mr. R. M. Phipson.

Kirk Ireton,—The church of the Holy Trinity,

at Kirk Ireton, has, during the last six months,
been re-opeued, after undergoing a restoration,

internally and externally. The fabric is sup-
posed to be upwards of 700 years old, the nave
and side aisles being of Norman architecture.
The chancel is of more recent date, having been
erected not more than 300 years, and is of
Gothic style. Tbe architect engaged for the
restoration was Mr. Wm. Jolley, of the firm of
Evans & Jolley, architects, Derby, and the
building-work was undertaken by two masons
in the village, Messrs.Wm. and Benjamin Doxey;.
tbe contract for the floors and sittings being let

to Mr. Edwin Thompson, of Derby.
Woolstone, near Cheltenham. — The parish

church of this village has been re-opened for

divine service. Amongst the most prominent of
the restorations are the new roofing of the nave,

—the restoration of the rude, yet highly-inte-

resting niches in the wall,—the entire repewing
of the church,—the new reading-desk, pulpit,

and seats for the choir,—all of which were done
under the direction of Mr. Middleton, of Chel-

tenham, the architect. The woodwork and
carving were executed by Mr. R. L. Boulton, of

Cheltenham. In respect to the niches referred

to, the Rev. Canon Lysons says :
—

“ The most singular circumstance connected with this

discovery is the fact that tbe larger of the two niches—
that on the right-hand side, for they are of very nnequal
size—stands upon the capital of an inverted Roman pillar

of the Corinthian or Composite order
;
evidently a por-

tion of a Romaa temple, and veiy similar to those in the
rural temple of Clitumuus in Italy. The sequestered
position of Woolstone, placed just under the range of the
Cotswolda, and in the immediate vicinity of the Camps on
Dixon-hill and Jfottingham-hill, would render it quite tho
locality for a rural temple to Pan, which may have stood
on this spot. Venerable Bede tells ua that ‘ it was a prin-

ciple with Gregory the Great that the idol temples were
not to be destroyed, but converted into churches.’ In his

epistle to Melitus on his mission to Britain he says, ‘Idol
temples are not to be destroyed, bat only the idols which
ore in them. If these edifices be well built, it is desirable

that they should be converted from the worship of demons
to the use of the true God

;
for the people, seeing that
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their temples are not destroyed, will more easily overcome
their prejudices, and nehnowledge and adore the Almighty
in the places where they have been wont to worship.’
St. Paul's Cathedral, in London, says Bishop Andrews,
was built on the site of the temple of'Diana, to which the
British name Liao Dian (London) refers. Westminster
Abbey was built on the site of the temple of Apollo

;
St.

Alban's on that of Apollo and Mercury; St. Mary-at-
Bow, Bishopsgate Church, St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields, St.

Mary 4\'oluoth, were all built on sites of Roman temples.
The Abbey Church at Bath was built on the site of the
temple of Minerva. York and Lincoln Cathedrals were
built on the sites of Roman temples, and a Roman pave-
ment was discovered in the area of Gloucester Cathedral
in 1867.’*

Nun Monliton {near York).—The church of

Nun Monkton, after having been neglected for

three centuries, has at length been restored and
re-opened. The church has been restored by
ilessrs. Weatberley & Eymer, masons and
builders, of York, the sole contractors, under the
direction of Mr. J. W. Walton, architect, London.
The old flooring was taken up, and then laid

down in concrete. The passage or aisle up the

central part of the nave is of coloured tiles,

—

black, blue, red, and buff. The seats on each
side are open, of oak, with square-headed ends,
pierced below with trefoils within a circle. The
east window is of three lancet lights, that in the
centre being much loftier than those at the
sides. They are filled in with stained glass, by
Messrs. Morris it Son, of London. The subjects

treated of are illustrative of the life of the Virgin
Mary. On the south side of the chancel is a
memorial window to Captain W. Crawhall. The
subject is Christ walking on the Sea, with the

Scriptural passage, “ It is I, be not afraid.”

On the north side is another window of a similar

character. It illustrates the Raising of Jairus’a

Daughter, This window is by Wailes, of New-
castle. The entire amount expended in connexion
with the restoration has been upwards of 4,0001.

SoxUh Mailing {Lewes).—The parish church of

South Mailing has been restored and reopened.
Tlie plans were furnished by Mr. Philip Currey,
and Messrs. Thorpe & Son, builders, carried
them out. The old tall-backed pews have been
removed throughout the church, and in their

stead appear open benches of stained deal. The
gallery between the nave and the tower has been
abolished, hringing to light the arch, and
throwing the lower part of the tower into the
church. The ceiling has been repaired, and
ribbed with stained timber, and the nave is

lighted with new windows, with green cathedral
glass. On the north side of the church has been
erected a now organ-chamber and vestry, and
also a vault for heating apparatus.

ROMA.N CATEOLIC CnURCH BUILDING
NEWS.

Birkexihead .—The present church dedicated to
St. Laurence, and situated in Park-street, Bir-
kenhead, is about to be devoted to the purpose
of a school, there being a great want of school
accommodation in the district, and an effort has
been made to raise funds for the erection of a
new church to take its place in the parish. A
considerable sum has already been subscribed,
and a commencement made to the work,
the foundation-stone being laid by Bishop
O’Reilly, of Liverpool, in the presence of 5,000
or 6,000 spectators. The site of the new church
is on a piece of land purchased for the purpose
some years ago, adjoining the iuclosure in which
the present edifice stands. The building will be
in the Early English style. At present only the
nave is intended to be erected, and its dimensions
will be 101 ft. 6 in. long, by GO ft. broad. The
archways, to lead into the future chancel and
chapels, will be built now and filled up with
walls, to be pulled down hereafter. The chancel
is intended to be 45 ft. long by SO ft. wide. On
the Gospel side will stand aroomyorgan-chamber,
30 ft. by 22 ft. The cburch is to be built of
Flaybrick-hil] stone, with Runcorn red sandstone
quoins and dressings. On each side of the nave
will bo windows, each containing a triplet. At
the western entrance will be three large porches
and baptistery. Ov'er the roof of tlie porches,
Ac., will rise nine long lancet windows, following
the angle of the roof, the highest one in the
centre being 39 ft. long. There are to be no
arches in the interior, but the whole space will
be spanned by one single roof of wood and iron.
A tower will be added hereafter. The object in
view has been to provide as mneb space as pos-
sible at the lowest cost. Hence there is no
carved work on the plans, but everything is de-
signed for massive effect. It is expected the
building will not cost more than 2,000h The
architect is Mr. James O’Bryne, of Liverpool.

Oldham .—The Church of Our Lady and
St. Patrick, Oldham, has been re-opened for
divine service by Archbishop Manning. In
addition to a cleaning which it has undergone,
there has been erected a high altar and reredos,
which occupy all the fine bays of the sanctuary.
The centre bay contains the altar-table, of
Sicilian marble, supported by four octagonal
colnmns of dark Devonshire marble, between
which, and standing a little backward, are three
panels, sculptured to represent the Annuncia-
tion, the Coronation of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
and the Adoration of the Wise Men. Above the
altar-table rises the tabernacle, with a gilded
door, and surmounted by a canopy, having, as
the terminal of the apex of its front, a carved
cross, bearing the sacred monogram. From the
centre of the canopy rises a carved pinnacle to

the height of 25 ft. Each of the four angles
between the bays of the sanctuary contains a
clustered shaft with a carved capital, on which
stands a life-sized statue of an evangelist. The
canopies above the figui'es terminate in clusters

of pinnacles, also 25 ft. high. The five bays of

the reredos are divided into fourteen blank
tracery panels, each containing the figures of

angels bearing symbols, the spandrels being
filled with carved foliage. The bays are sur-

mounted by a comice, with carved and per-
forated cresting. In the two outer bays are
placed oak sedilia benches, also decorated with
carving. The whole of the work has been
can-ied out by Messrs. Evan Williams & Millson,

sculptors, Manchester, from the designs of

Messrs. Goldie & Child, architects, London.
Pendleton. — The foundation stone of St.

,

James’s Church, Church-street, Pendleton, has :

been laid by Dr. Vaughan. The church will be
built in the Early English style, and will cost

from 5,OOOZ. to 6,0001. It is estimated to seat

about 700 people, and will bo 114 ft. long by
52 ft. wide, and its height 60 ft. from the floor

to the ridge of the roof. The buildings will in-

clude a residence for the clergy, sacristy,

choristers’ vestry, Ac. The architect is Mr. H.
E. Tijou, of Manchester, and the church is to be
finished by the 1st of October next.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Millwall.—Lord Enfield, M.P., recently pre-

sided at the opening of new denominational
schools in connexion with St. Luke’s, Mill wall,

—

a spot better known as the Isle of Dogs. The
schools are unpretending, and they cannot com-
pare with the Board schools of London in com-
pleteness of fitting; but they are a great advance
upon the buildings wliioh, up to very lately, were
thought sufficient for school purposes. They
stand a little way from the bank of the river,

and possess good separate rooms for boys, girls,

and infants, there being space for 192 boys, 192
girls, and 184 infants. Adjoining are good play-
grounds and a gymnasium. The schools are
from the design of Messrs. Hooper A Lewis.
The cost is about 3,0001., of which the Bishop of
London’s Fund gave 900L

;
the Committee of

Council on Education, 6931. 10s. ; the National
Society, 2501. ;

and the Christian Knowledge
Society, 1521. lOs. ;

on the condition that the
deficit was raised. The Earl of Strafford gave
the site and 501. About 5001. have still to be
raised. It is proposed to open rooms for a
reading-room for the sailors and working men in

the neighbourhood and for social gatherings.

Sutton St. Nicixolas {Hereford).—A new school

and master’s residence have been publicly opened
at Sutton. The buildings have been erected by
Mr. Charles Evans, builder, Talgarth, for the
Siam of 4151., including the cost of school-desks,

and exclusive of the contract for building garden-
wall, from the designs and under the supervision

of Mr. J. n. Evins, architect, Hereford. The
site, though a pleasant rural spot, is not a com-
manding one, consequently the buildings are

seen but on a near approach. The buildings com-
prise a school-room, 35 ft. by 18 ft. ; with lavatory,

porch, and necessary offices, and a master’s resi-

dence. The style is Gothic, adapted to the
present period. The walls are built with brick,

with dressings of Box-ground Bath stone. The
school-room, which is fitted with Colman A
Glendenning’s desks, is 15 ft. high, ceiled to the
collar-joists and rafters, leaving the framing of
the principal rafters visible ; being stop-cham-
fered and varnished.

Siourpaine .—New schoolrooms, costing about
6001. have been built here without any Govern-
ment grant. By Lord Rivers a site was granted
for the new school, in the centre of the village;
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his lordship also contributing to the building

fund. Tho school-honse and outbuildings are

of concrete, finished externally with Portland
cement and shingle. The chimney-shafts are of

stone, circular, and springing from a square base.

The roofs are covered with dark-coloured tiles

with ornamental cresting. The entrance-porch,

which faces the street, has a half-timbered gable,

and the other gables, excepting the class-room,

are fitted above the windows with ornamental
tiles. The rooms are well lighted and ventilated,

the principal apartment being 44 ft. 6 in. long
by 18 ft., and the other 20 ft. by 16 ft.

j
boys

and girls having separate lobbies and out.build-

ings. The windows are of wood, square-headed,
except that in the class-room, winch is pointed.

Several of them have cusped-headed lights.

The Bpirelet over the centre of the main roof

serves the purpose of a ventilating shaft. A
bell-cote springs from a fiyieg buttress at the
angle of the class-room. The design is of the
Early Perpendicular type. The interior of the
rooms is fitted up with atained-wood desks and
forms, and a master’s desk in the centre. The
cost of the buildings is about GOOi. The school-

rooms and playground are iuclosed by a con-
Crete wall, with pillai's at intervals of Portland
cement. The architect was Mr. James Baker
Green, and the builder, Mr. Augustine Green, of

Blandford.

Queen Caxnel.—New schools in this parish

have been opened. They are provided for ISO
children, and contain three rooms, each 34 ft.

by 20 ft. The boys’ and girls’ schools are sepa-

rated only by an arch. The rooms have all open
timber roofs, with arched principals springing

from carved stone corbels, each school being
designated by a characteristic head. The exterior

is in the Early English style, the windows and
tho other decorative features being of a simple
character. In the centre of the front there is

a gable, with a bell-turret on the top, below
which is a large three-Iigbb window. There is

a similar window in the back gable, these two
windows lighting tho girls’ school. The boys’

school has a triple lancet window in the west
gable, and the infant school has two double-light

windows, with circle in tho bead, and a rose-

window in tho gable end. The schools are built

with white lias stone, with blue lias band courses

and Doulting stone dressings, from Messrs.

Whitcombe’s quarries. The roof is covered
with dark-coloured tiles. The schools are set

back from tho road, from which they are sepa-

rated by a low wall and an ornamental iron

fence on the top, the space between the wall and
the building being laid out with shrubs. The
playgrounds are in the rear of tho schools. The
scliools are entered from the front by two
porches,-—one for tho girls and infants, and the
other for the boys. The walls of each room are
lined about 4 ft. high with deal. The desks
and benches were supplied by Messrs. Whippell,

of Exeter. The rooms are warmed by Gill

stoves. The work has been carried out by local

tradesmen : the mason’s work by Mr. Thomas,
the carpenters’ and joiners’ work by Messrs.

Raymond A Son, the ironwork by Mr. PeiTott,

and the glazing by Mr. Pitman, all of Queen
Camel. The schools were designed by Mr.
Henry Hall, of London, architect. The total

cost (about l.OOOi.) has been defrayed by Capt.

Hervey St. John Mildmay.
Sharlstoji {near ]7akefield).—The foundation-

stone of a Congregational school-chapel was laid on
Tuesday, the l lthinst. The buildings consist of

schoolroom, vestry, and out-offices. The school

will be in tbo Gothic style, of red bricks, with
Ackworth stone dressings to the buttresses and
gables. There will be accommodation for about

300 persons, the room being 57 ft. by 28 ft.,

and 23 fc. high to the ceiling, which will be

over the collar-beams. The roof-timbers am
exposed, and the stop chamfering and quatre-

foils on collar-beams will be painted, the rest of

the woodwork, including boarding round the

school, to be varnished. No staining will be

used. By fixing a movable partition the room

can be divided into boys’ and girls’ schools, the

principal doors being in the centre, so that

either department can bo entered through the

lobby separately. It was originally planned to

have a porch, with two, distinct inner doors, but

as this arrangement proved too costly it was
abandoned. The room will be warmed by two

open fireplaces, and ventilated by iron pipes

walled in the flues, on a new principle, to draw
out the foul air. Mr. A. Hamerton, of Wake-
field, is the architect

;
and Mr. Allan Mason, of

Purston, near Pontefract, is the contractor for

the whole of the works, which will be under
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600?. Messrs. Ellison & Broadbent, colliery

proprietors, generously gave 100?., in addition

bo the land, which cost 50?.
;
and the director of

Messrs. Briggs, Son, & Co.’s celebrated Whitwood
Collieries gave 100?., on condition that the build-

ing was used as a day-school, and that it was
adequate to the wants of the district.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh ,—The question of carrying out the

proposed improvemeut of the North Bridge has

been before the Lord Provost’s committee and a

committee of the road trust, in connexion with

the estimates which have been received from
various contractors for the execution of the

work. Of these estimates the lowest was that

of Mr. Waddell, of Bathgate.
Bathgate —For a process of converting peat

into fuel, extensive works are being commenced
on the grounds of Seafield, near Bathgate. The
works are as yet scarcely in full operation, but
some excellent fuel, says our authority, the

Weekly Scotsman, has already been manu-
factured. The doors of the building are all of

iron, in order to insure safety from 6ro. The
machinery has been manufactured by Messrs.

Alexander & Turner, Ediuburgh. When iu full

opor.ation, it is expected that at least 200 tons of

fuel will be manufactured every working day.

TJie fuel is composed of peat and coal chieily,

with tar, and made into bricks.

Biygar .—The new bridge at the west end of

Biggar, over Biggar bum, is now completed, and
has been opened for traffic. The roadway,
which is 42 It., exactly double the width of the

old bj'idge, is laid on ten cast-iron girders, bolted

together by iron stanchions. The sides are pro-

tected by a strong iron railing running into

stone pillars at each end. The bridge is on a
level with the pavemeut in front of the adjoin.

Lng shops, and the approach fi’om the railway

station is nnioh easier, the road having been
lowered aboat 4 ft., and the hollow between the
3ld bridge and the towu has been so raised as to

make a gentle ascent, whore a quick rise for-

merly e.xisted. The work has improved the

ipproach to the town.
Stow.— Messrs. Ilcrbertson, of Galashiels,

bavo commenced operations for the erection of

a now church for the parish of Stow, which,
when finished, it is said, will be one of the finest

in the south of Scotland. The site selected by
Mrs. Mitchell, and the late Mr. Mitchell, of

Stow, is on a sloping bank above the public road
leading to Galashiels, a little south of the
village. The building is oruato in character,

aud the style of the architecture Early Decorated
Gothic. Eight hundred and fifty commodious
sittings have been provided in the building,

which measures internally above 20 ft. in width
by about 12G ft. in length, with apsidal end
towards the south-east. On the north side of

the main body of the church are a transept and
small gallery, also a side aisle divided from the
;iave by stone columns aud arched openings.

A tower and spire upwards of 140 ft. in height,

under which is the principal entrance, rises from
the north-west end, and forms the principal

Feature iu the design. The windows will bo
filled with stained glass. The time for executing
the contracts extends over 1874, aud the coat of

the building will be about 8,000?.

Greenock .—The town council have discussed

;he propriety of erecting a monument to the
wneinory of James Watt. The special committee
reported against the monumental pile of stones

from all parts of the world in the cemetery,
which would cost from 12,000?. to 15,000?., being
3ontinued, but recommended that a bronze
statue be erected iu Cathcart-square, with these
stones as a pedestal, at a cost of from 3,000?. to

(4,000?. Bailie Campbell thought an engineering
)Bcbool should bo erected as a memorial, but
iiuUimately the matter was deferred for a month,
Jthat the general public may express their opinion

as to the best plan.
'' Bunfermline.—Mr. Andrew Carnegie, of New
York, has intimated his willingness to give the

I sum of 5,000?. for the erection of public baths
in Dunfermline, of which city he is a native.

lauemess.—A great improvement in this

Uprosperous town is the erection of a nbmber of

bouses by Mr. Matheaon, M.P. (Mr. Ross, arebi-

"ect), extending along Ness-walk from a little

/above the Suspension Bridge to the Cathedral.

iThese are bolder, but similar iu style to those

ilready erected from Mr. Ross’s designs oppo-
iite the Cathedral, and will prove an addition to

1 ;ho river side. The largest new works at the '

preseTit time are the station offices. These
will occupy the opposite side of the square from

the Station Hotel, and will extend from tho site

occupied by Mr. Pattillo’s shop to the Academy
gate, aud from the front of the station to the

lino of Academy-street. They will consist of

board-room, committee.I'ooms, ofiSces, &c., on

the principal floor, offices and office-stores in the

upper floors, and first-class shops on the ground-

floor. Tho buildings will be iu the Italian style.

The contractors are Mr. Hendry, mason ;
Messrs.

Robertson & Golan, carpenters j Mr. M'Kenzie,

plumber; Mr. Falconer, plasterer; Mr. Russel,

slater; Mr. Goodwillie, Elgin, sculptor; Messrs.

Falconer, iron workers. The cost will be about

10,000?. The excavations are already nearly

completed. There are also various smaller jobs

going on, alterations and improvements. In the

country a good deal of work is progressing. Mr.

Andrew Fraser, Inverness, has contracted to

build a bank at Lochoarron, with banker’s house,

&c. A sign of the prosperity brought to the

town by tourists is the fact that the Station

Hotel has already been enlarged three several

times, and although now one of the largest, if

not the largest hotel north of Aberdeen, the

proprietor would willingly add other fifty bed-

rooms were it not that tho railway company
require all their ground for their own increasing

accommodation. The proprietor of the Gale

Hotel has just added several bedrooms to his

already large establishment; while the Royal
Hotel has been embellished with a new front

facing tho station, improving that portion of

Acadomy-street between Union-street and the

new market. Amongst other new buildings

recently erected in the town may bo mentioned
the new house built by Chief Constable Murray
further down Academy-street, and that built by
Dr. Fraser in the High-street, opposite the

entrance to Lombard-street. Both of these

were erected from designs of Messrs. Matthews
& Lawrie.
Aberdeen .—A special meeting of the heritors

of Old Machar has been held to consider their

former decision as to borrowing money to defray

the expenses of “stamping out’’ the dry-rot in

tho woodwork of the cathedral. After a long

aud acrimonious discussion, the former resolution

to borrow the money was confirmed by 26 to 20
votes. The minority dissented and protested

against the decision as being illegal, and those

who were members of committee, with one
exception, resigned. The meeting broke up in

confusion, without coming to any decision as to

when the work was to be commenced. Mean-
while, the dry-rot is making rapid progress.

goohs

Notes on National Ed^ication in Continental

Europe. By John F. Moss, Clerk to the
Sheffield School Board. London: Simpkin,
Marshall, & Co. 1873.

In accordance with instructions from tho Shef-

field School Board, Mr. Moss visited a large

number of public schools in various states on
the Continent, and ho here gives some account
of the information gathered relating to the work
iu which the School Boards are so deeply
interested.

Although his principal object was to ascertain

as far as practicable, what points of excellence

in the Continental school system could be with
advantage introduced in the elementary schools

established and controlled under the English
Elementary Education Act of 1870, he found it

not only useful, but absolutely essential, to see

schools of all grades.

In Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria, Austria, and
Switzerland, excellent opportunities were afforded

of visiting what may be termed typical schools

of every class. In Holland and Belgium the
author has also seen schools of various grades.

His time iu France was too limited to admit of

the visitation of schools.

He says it would be impossible to visit, how-
ever hurriedly, the schools of central Europe,
without being impressed with the manifest
thoroughness of the work done and with the
evident aptitude of the teachers engaged.
Amongst the best elementary school buildings

visited was that of the Geraeinde schools in

Friedgens Strasse, Berlin. Au examination of
the building itself amply repaid the visit. The
imposing appearance of the exterior, he remarks,
sca7-cely prepared one for the announcement
that this was a free school, and he knew of

expensive middle-class schools in England not

nearly so well fitted up. Accommodation is pro-

vided for 2,000 scholars, boys and girls, of equal

numbers, iu separate departments. There are

two spacious entrance-balls, and the corridors

dividing the ranges of class-rooms run down the

centre of the building. The turnhalle stands

apart from the school-building, on one side of

the playground, and is exceedingly well supplied

with all the mostapproved gymnastic appliauces,

in the use of which tho scholars displayed an

aptitude which amply evidenced the smart

training they had undergone. The director’s

house and teachers’ residences are placed at the

further end of the playground, and lodging-

rooms for the care-taker are provided in the

main building. Tho sanitary arrangements

seemed in advance of those in many of the

schools he saw, for in this respect he says, “ I

certainly cannot commend the German schools

as models.”
The Gewerbesohule of Cologne is of itself a

good example of the manner in which education

is made to bear directly on tho material progress

and prosperity of a community. The building,

designed by Herr Raschdorff, when Stadt bau-

meister, is well calculated to convey an impres-

sion of the liberality with which the institution

is supported. On the facade, a very successful

effort in German Renaissance, are tasteful

emblematic decorations ;
whilst the interior is

adorned in a stylo which well becomes a place in

which the development of ai’tistic taste and

skill is sought to bo induced. It would not be

difficult to point to an English town of much
greater size than Cologne without a single public

building of any kind (excepting churches) equal,

from an architectural point of view, to this school

building. All the rooms are carefully arranged,

with the distinct object of making them
thoroughly useful for tboir respective purposes.

The drawing galleries are well lighted and pro-

fuscly supplied with all tho necessary appliances,

and in the rooms for modelling in clay there is a

capital collection of suitable casts. At tho

further side of the playground is a spacious

turnhalle, admirably fitted up, and replete with

all the most modern gymnastic appliances.

There are about 300 scholars in attendance,

though the building would apparently accom.

modato many more.
The Real Sohule in Cologne has a fine pile of

buildings and an ample staff of teachers.

The secondary school buildings, like the

primary school buildings, are divided into class-

rooms, but they have each, in addition, a large

assembly-room, which is used on special occa-

sions, as when the periodical examinations are

held and certificates distributed, or on the Em-
peror's birthday. Moat of these are beautifully

decorated, some of them with fresco paintings.

The aula, or assembly-room, of the Real Schule

in Cologne is embellished with a tablet recording

the names of “ boys ” from the school who have

fallen while fighting in the battles of their

countiy. Thei'O are attending this school GOO

pupils.

In Saxony, on several occasions, Mr. Moss
asked to be shown inferior school-buildings

;
but

in every such case he found something being

done towards the provision of new premises.

Some of these buildings were, indeed, such as

would be made to do duty for years to come in

England, though the spirit of rivalry would

scarcely admit of their continued existence in

the face of such imposing piles as have of late

years been erected for school purposes in Saxony
and Prussia.

Of the manifold methods of warming and
ventilation adopted in the various schools visited

few appeared to work thoroughly well. If tho

warming apparatus appeared tolerably satis-

factory, the means of ventilation were usually

either imperfect or ill-managed. In the Victoria

School, for girls, in Berlin, the sanitary arrange-

ments seemed remarkably good, and the ven-

tilation was veiy well attended to; but there

are apparently few of tho Prussian schools of

which it could be said, as in this case, that the
temperature is so carefully regulated that the
thermometers placed in each class-room scarcely

vary more than tw'O degrees during the whole day.

The school system of Austria is, in many
respects, analogous to the methods of Prussia

and Saxony. It may safely be affirmed that

some of its special schools are excelled by none
in the world. In Vienna, the primary and
secondary schools appeared to be e.xceedingly

well conducted, and some of tho buildings are

superior to many of those of the same class

visited ia Germany. Tho Commune has, during
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the present year, voted 7,000,000 florina for

Bchool-building purposes alone.

A Protestant Communal school in Vienna, for

•which the Emperor of Austria gave the land, and
the Commune bore the expense of the erection of

the building, deserved special mention, not only

as presenting a fine example of the elementary
schools of the city, but also on account of the
peculiarity of arrangement. The building is

placed in the form of a hollow square, with a
covered area in the centre. There is accommo-
dation provided for 1,100 children, and both boys
and girls use the same playground. Each story

has a balcony or gallery extending on all sides of

and overlooking the covered area, the basement of

which is used as a playground. The class-rooms

are lighted from the outer side, and the entrances
to them are from the galleries, which are pro-

tected by a stone balustrade. All the rooms
are well fitted up, and the school furniture is

very tastefully designed. Drinking-fountains are
placed on every floor, and the ventilation seems
very effective.

The Imperial Gymnasium is remarkable for
the beauty of its external architecture, as well
as for the profusion of the decorations intro-

duced in the interior. The design is Gothic,
very carefully treated throughout, and the
corridors and staircases have groined ceilings.

A gorgeously-decorated au?o is used for a
chapel, as well as for the ordinary purposes of
an assembly-room. There are between 600 and
700 students, but the building seems large
enough for a much greater number. The class-

rooms are of various sizes. Some of them will

accommodate 100 students, whilst others serve
only for forty. A well-arranged room, with
circular gallery, is set apart for chemistry and
for other scientific lectures. There is an open
playground in the centre of the boilldings, and
a well-appointed tumhalle in the basement. The
total cost of providing this school was 500,000
florins

; of this sum 25,000 florins were expended
in furnishing. Mr. Moss evidently employed his
time well.

Mesults of an Experimental Inquiry inio the
Meclumical Froperties of Steel. By David
Kirkaldy. London : Testing and Experi-
menting Works, Southwark-street. 1873.

The mechanical properties of steel of different
degrees of hardness, and under various con-
ditions,-manufactured by Mr. Christian Aspelin,
of the Westanfers and Fagersta Works, Sweden,
were tested by Mr. Kirkaldy, under his -own
suggestions and conditions, for the purpose of
exhibition at Vienna, where an extensive
series of them was sent; and the results are
hero tabulated with illustrative diagrams. These
results were obtained as the most likely to
interest and to be of most general use to civil,

mechanical, mining, and military engineers, and
to be of importance to manufacturers of steel
and iron. One series were prepared for, and sent
fii-st to, the Paris Exhibition of 1857. Another
series are entirely new, and exhibited for the
first time. Kone of those tested Lave been
•mthlield.

VAEIORUM.
The current number of the Quarierly includes

a very interesting article on “ Ilolland House,
Kensington,” founded on u work with that title,

by Princess Marie Liechtenstein, recently issued
for private circulation only. A second edition
of the “‘Romance of Peasant Life,” by F. G.
Heath (Cassell & Co.), just now published, in-
dudes a fresh chapter on the Elevation of the
Peasant. Chapter III., under an unwise, be-
cause exaggerated heading, tells the instructive
story of the life of George Mitchell, the marble
mason. The book can scarcely fail to excite
sympathy for the down-trodden class in whose
interest it is written.

Proposed New Public Offices at Green-
wich.—The Greenwich Board of Works con.
template the erection of new public offices, and
at their meeting last week, it was moved that
the Board take into consideration the pro-
priety of forming a building committee, to
consist of four members for the pariah of
Greenwich, two members for the paiish of St.
Paul, Deptford, and two members for the parish of
gt. Nicholas, Deptford, to search for, and recom-
mend, a site for the purpose of building such
offices for the Board’s use. The resoluliou was
agreed to, and a committee appointed accord-
ingly.

Maddening Drink.—The Superintendent of
Colney Hatch Lunatic Asylum confirms the
truth of an assertion made in the Builder- some
years since, that the alcoholic and intoxicating
principle in modern drinks is not what produces
the worst effects on those who use them, but
that the toxicants, or poisons, with which they
are adulterated for the purpose of producing an
effect on the brain like intoxication, but far more
dangerous, are the real sources of those madden-
ing effects which fill the lunatic asylums and
the prisoDS. The superintendent. Dr. Shep-
pard, is surprised that at a time when milk-
men are pulled up for adulterating milk with
water, the preparers of gin and beer, &c., are
allowed to poison the public drinks with fusel

oil, and such like abominations, without stint

or hindrance. Has not the comparative diffi.

culty in analysing organic substances something
to do with this ? We do not agree, however,
with Dr. Sheppard when he maintains that the
diseased craving of many for strong drinks is

incnrable. We have known of the cure of such
craving by the simple use daily of certain
bitters, such as camomile flowers and quinine,

or Peruvian bark, continued for a time as a
tonic for the stomach. But if amylic or fusel
oil, as he states, produces such a craving or
habitual 9ottishnese,leteven“moderat6’' tipplers

beware.

Keport of Medical Officer to Holborn
District Board of Works.—Tbe sauitary

report of Dr. Gibbon for 1872-73 has been
issued in a printed form. He states that the
district has been more healthy than it has been
since bis appointment, although it never has
been so densely populated as now. The Holborn
death-rate, however, was 0'55 above the general
death-rate of the metropolis, but l'-15 below that
of all the central districts. The Holborn death-
rate for 1872 was 21-95 per 1,000, and for 1871
it was 2-1-25, the general death-rate for the
whole of London in 1872 having been 21-4 per
1,000, against 24-7 in 1871. In respect to con-
stant water supply, the report says :

—

" These regulations will involve a considerable expense,
and appear to me to be unnecessarily stringent, seeing
that tbe constant supply is not what is generally meant
by that term, vi*., a constant supply laid on at all times
from the main to the tap, but merely a branch pipe to
convey water from the pipes of the Companj^ (t.e., with-
out the intervention of a cistern), for the special purposes
of drinking and cooking, from a ‘screw down’ stop-
valve inserted into the supply-pipe at its entrance into
the premises. As the constant supply is to be controlled by
a stop-valve at the entrance to each and every house, I
think the existing fittings might be used in the first
instance. In a sanitary point of view, many of the pro-
posed regulations are excelleut. All butts, except such
as have metallic linings, are to be abolished; cisterns are
to be provided to all closets, &c. It is to be hoped that a
water waste-preventer •will satisfy this requirement."

St. Os-wald’s Almshouses, Worcester.

—

The chief stoue of a series of uew almshouses
in connexion with St. Oswald’s Charity, to take
the place of the old buildings, has been formally
laid in tho presence of the mayor, the sheriff,

the recorder, the under-sheriff, and a considerable
attendance of the general public. The buildings

are but the beginning of a scheme for the
entire re-erection of the hospital, chapel, and
almshouses, which is estimated to cost from
20,0001. to 30,0001. This portion of the scheme
involves the erection of 37alm6houses,—19 upon
one side of the entrance and 18 upon the other,

—and the foundations have been dug out for 18
of these buildings. With tbe portion in course
of erection will be erected a new entrance-porch
of suitable design. The almshouses will consist

of a living-room, a sleeping-room, a coal-place,

pantry, and the necessary sanitary accommoda-
tion. The buildings will be in the Gothic style

of architecture, and will be two stories in height

;

the material, bricks with Bath-stone dressings.

The buildings now in tbe course of being erected
.

will cost about 7,0001. Mr. Rowe, of Worcester,
is the architect, and Messrs. Collins & Cullis, of

Te-wkesbury, the builders.

Strange Accident at an Ancient " Bar-
rcw.”—An appalling catastrophe has happened
near Helston, West Cornwall. Three men went
to a barrotv or ancient heap of stones, to gather
building materials, when suddenly the ground
opened beneath them, and two of the men fell

down 240 ft., into forty fathoms of water, along
with many tons of surface earth. The covering
of an old mine-shaft had given way -with their

weight. Attempts were made to reach the
bodies, but nothing could be done.

The Alarming Outbreak of Fever neai
Preston.—The Preston rural sauitary authority

has met to consider the outbreak of fever ai

Middleforth Green, near Preston. Tbe resulj

of the investigations made has been a discovery

that in the house where the fever first broke oul

an old man died, a short time ago, of diarrheea,

and several on the premises were soon after,

wards attacked by typhoid fever. Pour persons

are uow suffering from the disease in this house,

A quantity of offensive matter was fouud lying

in front of the house, within a few yards of the

door, and an open drain ran through the garden,
The water which the residents used for domestic
purposes was obtained from an open ditch, the

overflow from an adjacent pond. The pool that

formed the water-supply for these premises
was situated close to a pig-stye. Dr. Spencer,
the medical officer for that district, reported five

fresh outbreaks. One of the cases was directly

attributable to a person drinking of the stream
adjoining Kay’s premises. It was resolved that

the nuisance inspector immediately order the

removal of all nuisances observed in the dis-

trict.

Completion of the Restorations of Wor-
cester Cathedral.—At a recent meeting of the
Restoration Committee, great satisfaction was
expressed at the progress made by Messrs.
Wood & Son with the woi-ks, and it has now
been decided that the opening services on the
completion of tho restoration shall take place on
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday in Easter
week, should circumstances prove favourable.
It was announced that Earl Dudley would pre-

sent the Dean and Chapter with a costly
pulpit, designed by Sir Gilbert Scott, in

conformity with the architecture of the cathe-
dral

; the carving to be executed by Forsyth, of

London. The material will be marble and
alabaster. Lord Dudley will also give a number
of carved oak benches, to be placed in the eastern
half of the nave. These benches have also been
designed by Sir Gilbert Scott, to be erected by
Messrs. Wood & Sons, and carved by Messrs,
Farmer & Brindley.

Sanitary Report on St. Mary Abbott’s,
Kensington.—The annual report on this parish
during 1872, by T. Orme Dndfield, M.D., medical
officer of health, has been issued in a printed
form. In speaking of licensed slaughter-houses,

Dr. Dudfield rightly regards public abattoirs as
the most satisfactory

j
but should the select com-

mittee of the House of Commons, under whoso
consideration the subject is, decide on retaining

the present system, he will consider it his duty
to recommend the vestry to oppose the relicens-

ing of some of the private slaughter-houses at

present in existence. He questions whether it

would not be economical and advisable to appoint
a special inspector to superintend the execution
of the dust contracts, which are a perpetu^
cause of complaiut and trouble. Among the
principal sanitary wants of the parish, he still

has to inclndo a disinfecting chamber and a
mortuary.

Building and Bye-la-ws in Brighton.—
Tho subject of the Rev. Arthur Wagner’s new
church in Ann-street, which is said to contravene
the.bye-!aws as to open space, has been reported on
by a committee, who were of opinion that, had
the original plans sent in by Mr. Scott shown a

building of the great height which it had reached,
the council would probably have insisted on
more open space in rear or at the side for venti-

lation, but the council having in effect decided
that the height of the building should not be
reduced, and it being now impossible to increaa^
the amount of open space, it did not appear to

tbe committee that there was any other grou:;^
of objection to the plans, which the committee
now submitted for the order of the counciL
After some discussion, the report -was adopted
and entered on the minutes of the council’s prOi*

ceedings. Some dissatisfaction is manifested by

inhabitants.

The Late Mr. Evan Thomas.—We hear

with much regret of the death of Mr. John Evan

Thomas, late high sheriff of Breconshire. Mr-

Thomas was a sculptor by profession, and was a

pupil of Sir Francis Chantrey. Among his

works are a colossal bronze statue of the late

Marquis of Bute at Cardiff
;
a statue of the Duke

of Wellington, on the Bulwark, Brecen ;
the

statue of the second Lord Londonderry
;
and tbe

statue of the Prince Consort, erected on the

Castle-bill, Tenby. In the earlier part of his

career bo resided near London, and we can speak,

from personal knowledge, of his goed qualities as

a man.
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The Sqmrcs of Bloonshurij.

IIE name of Blooms-

bury is of consi-

durable antiquity,

altbougb tho dis-

trict itself was not

built upon to any

extent before tho

middle of tho seven-

teenth century. It

is a corruption of

Blcmuudsbury, tho manor of the

Do Blemontes, Blemunds, or

Blemmots, in tho reigns of

Henry III. and Edward I., but an absurd state-

ment has found its way into books that tho name

was originally Lomsberry. This mistake must

have originated from the letter B having been

dropped by the printer in tho first book in

which Lomsberry is mentioned, for such a name

never really existed. Blemund’s Dycbe, which

was afterwards called Bloomsbury Great Ditch,

and Southampton Sower, divided the two manors

of St. Giles and Bloomsbury, and the whole

northern division of St. Giles’s parish is called

in tho old parish books “ Bloomsbury side.” The

manor-house of tho Blemunds stood on tho site

of the present Bedford-place, and is described in

the St. Giles’s Hospital Grant as “ the capital

messange of William Blemund.” The manor

passed through several hands before it came

into the possession of Thomas Wriothesley, Lord

Chancellor to Henry VIII., who was created

Earl of Southampton three days before the

coronation of Edward VI. Henry, the third

earl, who was the patron of Shakspeare, pur.

chased the manor of St. Giles, which ho united

to that of Bloomsbury, and the two manors Lave

remained together to the present day. Thomas,

the fourth and last earl, who was Lord Treasurer

to Charles II. and father of Lady Rachel Russell,

rebuilt the manor-house and made it form the

north sido of a new square, which undertaking

is noticed in Evelyn’s Diary under date 9th of

February, 1665:—“Dined at my Lord Trea-

sorer’s, tho Earlo of Southampton, in Blomes-

bury, where he was building a noble square or

piazza, a little towno
j

his owne house stands

too low, some noblo roomes, a pi'etty cedar

chapell, a naked garden to the north, but good

aire.” Pepys also noticed what was going on,

and wrote in his diary, “ To my Lord Sandwich’s

through my Lord Southampton’s now buildings

in the fields behind Gray’s Inn, and indeed they

arc a very great and a noblo work.” South-

ampton House is generally stated to have been

the work of Inigo Jones, but that great architect

died eight years before the Restoration, and

Mr. Peter Cunningham therefore suggested that

it might have been by his pupil, Webb. Tho

Earl of Southampton died iu 1667 at this house,

which is described by a contemporary writer as

“ near Hoiburne, in tho suburbs of London.”

In tbe same year his daughter, Lady Rachel

Wriothesley, married William Lord Russell, and

the pair lived in Southampton House. It was

said that when tho patriot Lord passed here on

his way to execution in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, he

threw a sorrowful look at tho place where he had

spent many happy years. His widow lived here till

her death at eigbty-seven, in 1723. The Countess

of Souchampton, second wife of Lord Treasurer

Southampton, and step-mother of Lady Rachel

Russell, was also living here in 1699. In 1701

the Duke of Bedford moved to Southampton

House from Bedford House, Covent-garden,

which was pulled down in the same year.

Hatton, in 1708, describes the Duke as living

“ on the north side of Bloraesbury-square, at the

Lady Russel’s, alias Southampton House.” In

the plan of St. Giles’s parish given in Strype’s

edition of Stuw (1720), the gardens of Montague

House (now tho British Museum), and those of

Southampton House, are shown to adjoin, and

beyond them were the Southampton-fields and

the country. Strype, when writing of Groat

llussell-street, with its gardens on the north side

towards Highgate and Hampstead, says “ That

it is considered by physicians as the most

healthful [street] of any in London.” Francis,

fifth Duke of Bedford, sold tho house in 1800,

in which year it was pulled down, and new

buildings planned out. It was thought strange

at the time that the Duke should sell not only

his house, but all the furniture and pictures in

it. A week after the sale of the contents of

tho house, tho double rows of lime-trees in the

garden, and the ancient stem of the light and

graceful acacia, which stood in the court before

the heuse, and was commended by Walpole in

his “ Essay on Landscape Gardening,” were also

sold.

Bloomsbury-square was built, as we have

already mentioned, in 1665, by the Earl of

Southampton, whose house formed the whole

north side until 1890, when new houses and

Bedford-place were erected on its site. It was

originally called Southampton-squaro, and is so

named in Strypo’s “Stow” (1720), although

long before that date it was known as Blooms-

bury-sqnaro. “ My Lady Baltingglasse’s house

in the great square of Bloomsbury,” is men-

tioned in tho Londoa Gazette for 1674. Like

Lincolu’s-itin-fields, each side of tho square

had formerly a different name : thus the South

side was Vernon row or street ;
the east^

Seymour-row ;
and tbe west, Allington or Ar-

lington row. Lord Castleton lived on the south

side, in 1708, as did also Sir Hans Sloane. Ray

directed to the latter, iu 1096, “At the corner of

Southampton-street, next Blooinabury-squaro” .

and another correspondent, in 1704, varied the

address as follows

“

At his house at tbe

corner of Southampton.square, Bloomsbury.”

Tho Earl of Chesterfield, mentioned in Gram-

mont’s Memoirs, livod on the east sido in 1081,

at the family mansion, which was inhabited by

several of his descendants. Lord Pngefc was on

the east side in 1708, and the great Lord Mans-

field’s house was at the north end of the same

side, on tho site of three houses since erected.

During the Gordon Riots, of 1780, the mansion

was plundered and burnt to ashes, aud Lord and

Lady Mansfield only made their escape by a

back-door a fow minutes before the rioters

broke in and took pesaession of the premises.

In 1708 Lord Northampton and Lord Chief

Justice Trevor lived on the west side. Tbe

latter was Sir Thomas Trevor, successively

solicitor and attorney general and Lord Chief

Justice of tho Common Pleas. In 1711 he was

created Lord Trevor of Bromham, in Beds
j
in

1726, appointed Lord Privy Seal ;
and in 1730, one

month before his death, president of the Council.

He was the second eon of Sii- John Trevor, Secre-

tary of State in Charles II.’s reign, and is not to be

confounded with tho corrupt Sir John Trevor,

Speaker of the House of Commons and Master

of the Rolls. Other distiuguisbed inhabitants

that must be mentioned are the great Noncou-

formist, Richard Baxter, whose wife died in

1681 in what he calls “ this most pleasant and

convenient house •” Dr. Radcliffe, the physician
j

Akenside, the poet, who was settled by bis

munificent patron, Jeremiah Dyson, “ in a small

but handsome house j” the great Lord Ellen-

borough before he removed to St. James’s-

square j
and Isaac Disraeli, in a house (No. 6)

built by Isaac Ware. Bloomsbury-square was

once a favourite place of residence for tho

great lawyers, but after the building of Bed-

ford and Russell squares they migrated to

these more agreeable spots. In 1822, how-

ever, Lord Chief Justice Dallas lived at No. 39.

Now the houses are given over to solicitors and

architects for their offices, and to lodging-house

keepers. There is still, however, one eminent

inhabitant, viz., Sir Antonio Panizzi, the late

principal librarian of the British Museum, and

the large building at the north-west corner is

occupied by the Pharmaceutical Society. Tho

bronze statue of Charles James Fox, by West,

macott, which is placed in the enclosure opposite

Bedford-place, is 9 ft. high, and stands on a

pedestal of gs'anite. It was set up in the year

1816.

Maitland states that in 1739 the number of

houses in Bloomsbury was only 95 1 j
but we find

that from 1792, when tho entcrpi-ising architect,

James Burton, began to build upon the Foundling

Hospital estate, until 1829, 1,198 houses were

built within the parish of St. George, Blooms-

bur}', and no fewer than 663 ofthese were built by

or for Mr. Burton within a period of only eleven

years, viz., from 1792 to 1803. Southampton-

fields, afterwards called Long-fields, were noto-

rious for centuries as tho resort of tho depraved,

and robberies aud murders were frequently com-

mitted in them. The fields at the back of

Montague House were famous for many years as

the favourite resort of duellists
;
hut an extract

from Aubrey’s Miscellanies shows theminamore

agreeable light. “ The lost summer on the day

of St. John Baptist (1694), I accidentally was

walking in the pasture behind Montague House;

it was twelve o’clock. I saw there about two or

three and twenty young women, most of them

well habited, on their knees very busie, as if they

had been weeding. I could not presently learn

what the matter was ; at last a young man told

mo they were looking for a coal under tho root

of a plantain to put under their heads that

night, and they should dream who would he their

husbands. It was to he found that day and

hour.” Tho ground at the back of the west end

of Great Russell-street was formerly occupied

by Capper’s Farm, which belonged to two maiden

sisters of that name. J. T. Smith describes them

in his “ Book for a Rainy Day ” as wearing riding,

habits and men’s hats. “ One rode an old grey

mare, and it was her spiteful delight to ride with

a large pair of shears after boys who were flying

their kites, purposely to cut their strings
; the

other sister’s business was to seize the clothes of

the lads who trespassed upon their premises to

bathe.” The north-east end of Upper Montague,

street is the site of the celebrated “ Brothers’

Steps,” or “ Field of Forty Footsteps,” which

took this name from a legendary story that two

brothers were in love with one lady, who would

not declare a preference for either, but coolly sat

upon a bank to witness tho termination of a duel

that proved fatal to both. It is said that the

bank upon which the lady eat, and the footmarks

of the brothers when pacing the ground, never

produced grass again. For the energy and skill

which changed these dangerous places into hand-

some squares and spacious streets, London was

indebted to Mr. Burton. Russell-square was

built about the year 1804, and the bronze status

of Francis, Duke of Bedford, by Sir Richard

Westmacott, which looks down Bedford-place

towards that of Fox in Bloomsbury-square, was

erected in 1809. When the buildings were in

progress, a great quantity of brick-clay was taken

from the centre, and the gap occasioned thereby

was not filled up, so that the garden was formed

in too great a hollow. Many years before

RasBell-square was built, Baltimore House stood

alone upon a portion of its site. In 1767, a

milliner was decoyed here by the abandoned

accomplices of the last Lord Baltimore, and in

the following year that nobleman and his two
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creatures were tried at Kingston for the abduc-
tion of this young woman, whose name was
Woodcock. When the square was planned,
Baltimore House was made to form a part of

the east side, and in 1803, and for many years
afterwards Wedderburne, Lord Chancellor
Loughborough, and subsequently Earl ofRosslyn,
was its occupant. It was afterwards the resi-

dence of the Dube of Bolton, when it was called

Bolton House, and it is now divided into two
Jiouses (Nos. 66-G7). Three houses were also

built upon the courtyard, and are now numbered
GS, 69, and 70, and a house at the back, which
is really in Guildford-street, but is treated as in

Russell-square, and was for some time the resi-

dence of Professor Donaldson, is called Bolton
Gardens House. The few houses on the east
side of the square, between Guildford and Bor-
nard streets, were originally known under the
distinctive name of Sonthampton . terrace.
Thomas Tooke lived at No. 12 in 1822, and
William Tooke at the same house in 1829, and
for some years after. Sir Samuel Romilly was
living at No. 21 in 1818, when he took his own
life in a fib of insanity. Lord Tenterden, Lord
Chief Justice of the King’s Bench, inhabited
No. 28, for some years; and Mr. Justice Hol-
royd was at No. 46 during a few of the same
years. Thomas Denman, afterwards Lord
Denman, lived at No. 50 ; and Sir Thomas
Lawrence in a portion of Bolton House, from
1805 to 1830, the last twenty-five years of his
life. The Rev. John Mitford, writing in the Gen-
tleman's Magazine for January, 1818, says ;

“ We
shall never forget the Cossacks, mounted on
their small white horses, with their long spears
grounded, standing ceutinels at the door of this
great painter, whilst he was taking the portrait
of their general, Platoff.” The lawyers have
always been fond of Russell-square. It was
once tlie favoured residence of the judges and
distinguished counsel, but now it is given over
to the solicitors. In this present year, among
the inhabitants are a baron, a baronet, an alder-
man, and a member of Parliaraont, some phy-
siciaus, and other professional men. We cannot
dismiss this square without noting the prominent
position it occupies in Thackeray’s “ Vanity
Pair,” as the residence of the Solbys and the
O-jbornes, for the imaginary characters of fiction
often throw a greater interest over a place than
do beings of real flesh and blood.

The district usually understood _'aa Blooms-
bury, extends beyond the mere parish boun-
daries

;
therefore we need no excuse for in-

eluding Bedford and Qneen squares among the
squares of Bloomsbury. Bedford-square was
planned out in the very latest years of the
eighteenth century. It was formerly even more
than Russell-square the favoured place of re-

sidence for the judges. Mr. Justice Littledale
lived at No. 5 in 1829, and Lord Chancellor
Eldon next door, at No. 6, from 1801 to 1815, in

which latter year he moved to Hamilton-place,
Piccadilly. It was in his Bedford-square house
that the memorable interview between Lord
Eldon and the Prince Regent took place. The
prince came alone to seo the Lord Chancellor,
when he was laid up with the gout, in order
to obtain for Jekyll, the great wit, the vacant
office of Master in Chancery. On the Chan-
ccllor’s refusing, the prince threw himself back
in his chair, and exclaimed, *' How I pity Lady
Eldon!” ‘‘Good God,” said Lord Eldon,
‘‘ what is the matter ?" “ Oh, nothing,” answered
the prince, ‘‘ except that she will never see
you again, for here I remain until you promise
to make Jekyll a Master in Chancery.” The
result of such pertinacity was as might be
expected, that the new Master was appointed
then and there. Mr. Justice Burrough lived
at No. IG, in 1829, and Basil Montagu, Q.C.,
the son of the Earl of Sandwich and Miss
Reay, and editor of Bacon’s works, at No. 25,
in the same year. Lord Chief Justice Best
occupied No. 29, and Mr. Justice Park No. 32,
for several years at the beginning of the present
century. Sir N. C. Tindal, Solicitor- General,
was at No. 43, in 1829. This is a good list of
legal luminaries, but now no judges are to be
found in the neighbourhood. In 1873 the square
can boast of possessing, amongst its inhabitants,
a member of Parliament, and a consnl-general,
but most of the houses are occupied by medical
men, professors of singing, &c., and artists. There
is an Insurance Company and a Ladies’ College,
but no shops have yet intruded upon the
privacy of the place. A part of the east
side of Bedford-square, and twelve houses
in Bi'unswick-square are in the pariah of
St. George’s, Bloomsbury

;
but Queen . square I

is entirely without the parish boundaries. The
latter place is an outgrowth from the parish of

St. Andrew, Holborn. In 1705 Sir Streynsham
Master and fourteen others, who had been
appointed trustees to conduct the business,
agreed with a Mr. Tooley to give him 3,500h for

erecting a chapel and two houses on the site of
tho south-west side of Qneen-square. In the
following year the buildings were finished, but
the commissioners for erecting the fifty new
churches resolving to make this chapel one of
the number, purchased it of the proprietors. A
certain district was appointed for its pariah, and
the church was consecrated in 1723, when it

was dedicated to St. George the Martyr, in

compliment to Sir Streynsham Master, who had
been governor of Fort St. George, in the East
Indies.

Queen-square was named in houour of Queen
Anne; and Dobie, in his history of St. Giles’s,

says tliat in 1713 it was called St. George’s-
square

; but this must be a mistake, for in

Hatton's New View of London (1708) it is

described, under the name of Queen-square, as
being then designed. This square has only
three sides built upon, as the north side was left

open, so that the inhabitants might enjoy the
view. Now there are miles of bricks and mortar
between the square and the fields. In Dodsley’s
‘‘London and its Environs” (1761), we read,

—

‘‘ This is an area of a peculiar kind, it being left

open on one side for the sake of the beautiful
landscape formed by the hills of Highgate and
Hampstead, together with the adjacent fields.

A delicacy worthy, as it is an advantage to the
inhabitants, and a beauty even with regard to
the square itself.” Alderman Barber, the printer,
who erected the monument to Butler in Poets’
Corner, died here in 1711, and in 1745 Jonathan
Richardson the critic also died here, as did hia
eon, Jonathan Richardson, in 1770. William
Stukeloy, F.R.S., called by his friends the ‘‘Arch-
Druid of his age,” who held the living of St.
George the Martyr from the year 1717, died at
his house in the square on March 3, 1765, in hia
78th year. Dr. John Campbell, author of the
‘‘ Lives of the Admirals,” lived for some years
at tho north-west comer house, where most men
of eminence in science and literature of his day
used to resort on Sunday evenings. Dr. John-
son once said, ‘‘ I used to go pretty often to
Campbell’s on a Sunday evening till I began to
consider that the shoals of Scotchmen who flocked
about him might probably say, when anything
of mine was well done, ‘ Ay, ay, he has learnt
this of Cawmell.’ ” Dr. Anthony Askew, who
died in 1781, formed his celebrated library,
which sold for 5,000J., at his house in this sqnare.
Now most of the bouses are occupied by societies,

schools, colleges, homes, and hospitals. Dr,
Williams’s library, which was formerly in Red-
cross-street, Cripplegate, is now located at No. 8.

This library was formed by the Rev. Daniel
Williams, D.D., who, at his death, in January,
1715-16, left it to the public, but more especially
for tho benefit of Dissenting ministers. Tor-
rington and Wobnra squares have but little

history. The former was completed about 1829,
and according to Dobie, ‘‘ it has proved a very
successful speculation to its very industrious
and worthy builder, Mr. Sims.” No. 55 was the
last London residence of the learned antiquary.
Sir Nicholas Harris Nicolas, and the Right Hon.
Sir John T. Coleridge lived in the square in
1829. Woburn-square was planned a few years
after Torrington-sqnare

;
but was in progress in

1829. Dobie states that it was to be called
Rothesay,square.
When London, some years ago, was divided

into districts, for the purpose of facilitating the
work of the post-office, Bloomsbury was included
in the west central district. We thns see that,
in the short space of little more than half a
century, London has so greatly increased in
size that the streets and squares of Bloomsbury,
which, at tho end of the eighteenth century,
were situated at the extreme north, have now
become the very centre of the town.

"Want of Houses at Ashby-de-la-Zoucli.

—

The population of the town itself does not exceed
4,000, and is not likely to increase under present
circumstances, for want of more house accom.
modation. Persons retiring from active life in
the larger towns are frequently inquiring in
Ashby for houses from 201. to 50h rental. Those
who own the land around about, it is said, could
not do the town a greater service than by selling

leasing land for building purposes.

ILL-PATD LABOUR; ASOCIAL DANGER.
We have taken occasion before now to call

the attention of our readers to the effect of a
great law of mechanics,—or wo may say a great
law of nature,—that known as the law of the
line of least resistance. Its effect is, that when
strain is put upon any body, organisation, or

system, the weakest point is the first that yields.

Thus, in point of fact, no mechanism, whatever
be its nature, is stronger than its own most inef.

ficient part. It is not the best, but the worst,

of a thing by which its mechanical value is to be
tested. Let us go to any cost, let us apply any
amount of skill, genius, and labour to our work,
the important fact can never be altered, and
ought never to bo neglected, that the strength

and durability of the whole are accurately deter-

mined by those of the weakest part. One faulty

rivet might sink an ironclad.

We wish our readers to accompany us in a
little farther consideration of this subject of the
weakest point, and to reflect on the great truth
that the stability and grandeur of the whole
stately fabric of the British Empire depends,

intimately and irrevocably, on the resisting

power, not of the strongest, bat of tho feeblest

part of our complex social organisation.

It was remarked by the writer of a pamphlet
which we noticed on its first appearance, two
years ago, that ‘‘ when distress and misery
accumulate to a certain pitch, outburst is certain

to occur.” If that great flood of trouble, of

which ouly the very crests of the waves
come to the notice of the general public, should
burst its barriers in our time, it will not be the

powerful, the noble, and the wealthy, who will

be the first sufferers. Our danger lies, not so
much in an assault on established institutions,

as in the crumbling away of the lower strata of
the social pyramid. We do not fear the angry
surge of crime so much as the insidious canker
of poverty. The evil that most threatens us is

the gradual expansion of the quagmire of abso-
lute pauperism,—the involving in its mischief of

individuals, and families, and trades, that now
maintain a brave hand-to-hand struggle with
hunger, want, and disease. A Spanish proverb
says,— ” If you fee your enemy in the water up
to his knees, give him a hand and help him out.

If you see that he is up to his waist, give him
your hand and help him out. If you see him up to

his shoulders, jump on him, and keep his head
onder.” We fear those among us may be num-
bered by more than hundreds of thousands who
are in the water much higher than the waist.

The enemy who waits yet a little before jumping
on and holding their heads under, is pauperism.
People who live in perfect ease are often little

aware of the brave struggle which the respectable
poor man makes to keep above the level of the
pauper. In Saxony, for example, the people
are far poorer than they are in England. But
the case of a person dying from starvation was
never known to occur in Saxony. Hardly a
week passes, in the severer season of tho year,

without instances of death from actual want and
starvation finding their way into tho London
papers. And for one that thus filters to the sur-

face,—how many are there unreported ? Again,
how small a proportion do the deaths that posi-

tively occur from the want of the daily bread on
the day of decease bear to those which are

matured by the slow process of destruction of

the vital power by a course of insufficient food,

warmth, and comfort ?

The part of our social system, then, which, as

being the weakest, chiefly demands the anxious
care of the tme statesman, is that of the classes

who are only jnst above the level of the poor-

house
; those who can just feed, or half feed,

—

clothe, or half clothe, themselves,—house them-
selves, or do without housing. It is highly im-

portant that the state and condition of these classes

of the community should be fully and distinctly

brought before the public. There is an enormous
amount of charity bestowed in England. Some
of it is given from the purest motives. We think

that it is a melancholy reflection that so much
money, given from a sense of religious duty, should

be spent with the object of indoctrinating negroes

or other people with special theological views.

Upwards of 50,00OZ. per annum are raised and

spent in order to prove to the ancient people of

Israel how much superior is the wisdom of our

modern institutions, based on what we call an
enlightened religious knowledge,—to that ancient

law which so tenderly provided for the poor, and

which bade those who were themselves in comfort

relinquish up to one-fifth of their income when
there was need among their poorer brethren.
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It is not, however, in this way alone, but in

many, that we have to inquire as to the distri-

bution of our charity. There are, Arab, the true

almsgivers,—the good parson, the good squire, the

good lady of squire or parson, where these are

nob improved away by modern progress,—those

who know the poor and sick of their parish,—who
' make the relief that they personally bestow
of twofold value by kind words, good advice,

and cheering sympathy. The most perfect

system of alms-giving ever organised in the

world is that of the Jews. Alms, according to

the precepts of their law, are at once a debt due
to man, and a plea for the favour of Heaven.
The virtue and merit of alms-giving has eight

distinct grades, the principles being that neither
he who gives because he cannot help doing so,

nor he who gives openly and ostentatiously, has
any but the very smallest share of merit.

Highest iu the scale stands he who so gives

that the left hand shall not know what the right

hand doeth. But yet, higher is the praise of

that man who prevents alms, by so aiding the
tottering as to enable him to avoid a fall. He
who, not by ostentatious gift, hut by timely
loan (so that it be a loan of free heart and free

hand, not to bo exacted till a fitting time) does

this, has more than all burnt offering and sacri-

fice set down to his account in that great

symbolical book in which, in some form or other,

all men tacitly believe.

There are, then, the wisest and most useful

givers of alms. There are the honest, religious,

but prejudiced or misguided givers, who waste
their alms. There are the ostentatious givers,

who have their reward by the publication of

their name in the newspapers
;
and to whose

money, somehow or other, the want of a fructi-

fying benediction often seems to cling. And so

we come to the lowest, and smallest, and most
insignificant,—but at the same time the most
munificent givers,—to the poor who give alms to

the poor
j
and wo have no hesitation in saying

that the actual total of these widows’ mites is

such as to exceed that of the silver crowns and
golden sovereigns of all the other classes put
together. In true merit,—that is to say, in

ready self-sacrifice,—it is only the alms of the

first class of givers, the personal visitors of the
poor, that can compare with those of the poor
man himself. The farthing of the latter is

worth the crown of the theological subscriber,

and outweighs the guinea of the Pharisee. But
leaving any question of moral weight aside, the
actual amount of money help which the poor
give to the poor is greater than that which the

rich give to the poor. It is larger, and it is far

better administered.

It might ensue, from this consideration alone,

—and there is ample proof to be collected from
fact — that the timely help is of far more service

than the larger but deferred donation. It may
be a very great qiiestion whether our eleemo-
synary organisation, as a nation, is not based on
a false principle. The matter has to be
regarded from two entirely distinct points of

view,—namely, the eoonomical and the moral.

The new principle has been ad 'pfced of late

years that supplementary aid to the poor should

bo discouraged. The poor-house was intended

to he the last resource. It was to stand between

I the poor man and starvation, when he touches

II starvation point
;
iu he may go if he likes. But

I the help which should prevent him from going
in is not contemplated by the wisdom of Parlia-

3 ment. On the contrary, it is discouraged as
;i much as possible. It may even yet be matter
' of question whether this wisdom is absolute or

^ the reverse
;
and that not only the reverse of

1 being absolutely certain, but the reverse of

wisdom. In a moral point of view there is very
much to be said in support of the opinion that
the whole influence of society should bo directed

. rather to keeping people from being paupers
than to supporting them when they have become

I paupers. In a financial point of view wo think

i this latter opinion is capable of proof, which, of

H course, cau hardly be admitted to be the case as

to morality.

Here comes to hand a little book, lately pub-
I lished, without name of author, which fell under
I our eyes by Avhat is called chance,—but by
I directing attention to which, all godfatherless as

it is, we do a service to the cause of the poor
j man. It is called “ Contrasts,”—a title which

is ill chosen, as in no way indicating the con-
I tents. It is, in fact, a temperate, instructed,

I cautious appeal to the rate-payers throughout
the country to consider whether the enormous

I Bums which are now paid in rates are not, to a
i great extent, squandered. The writer is admir-

ably free from any exaggeration, bombast, or

sentimental appeal. He gives chapter and
verse for his opinions. He compares the effect

of definite sums of money applied to the support
and healing of the poor under the Poor Law, and
iu the great hospitals and institutions which are

munificently supported by the endowments left

by the piety of our ancestors, or of the sub-

scribers, whether pious or ostentatious, of our
day, on the one hand, with less pretentious

charity on the other
;
and he certainly shows

how much farther the widow’s mite goes than
the shekel of the Pharisee. Thus he draws
attention to this most important question,—is

not injustice done to the poorer rate-payer by
the extravagant distribution of the money raised

for the support of the poor ? The question is

one that cannot be blinked. The sooner it is

fully grasped by the public intelligence the

better for the future hopes of England.
Let us look, for a moment, at that stratum of

society where, as we before said, our weak
point as a people is to be found, in a little

detail. The traveller who is hurrying from the

unattractive streets of London (perhaps intend,

ing to study in his journey the new “ Digest of

the Statutes of the Eural Sanitary Authorities,”

in the table of contents and index of which he
will look in vain for the word “ Engineer ”), and
is beset, at the door of the station, by two shrill

voices,—one of them asking him to buy a half-

penny newspaper, the other a halfpenny box of

matches,—little thinks what has to be paid for

out of those halfpence. We will say nothing of

the first. It is a commercial speculation in the

hands of the larger kind of capitalist. The
second halfpenny represents the outcome of the

combined labour of those who are not even small

capitalists. They are,— to apply an old word in

a new sense,—perfectly acephalous. What goes

to make up the halfpenny of the acephalous
manufacturer and salesman ?

Children generally are employed in making
the lucifer-match boxes. They are paid at the

rate of 4d. a gross. Do our readers happen to

remember how many go to a gross ? Unless the

famous purchase by Moses, in the immortal
“ Vicar of Wakefield,” of the " gross of green
spectacles,” shall have led them to inquire, we
venture to doubt their accuracy of knowledge.
A gross is a dozen dozen, or 14 1. That is, the

little manufacturer’s labour is paid for at the

rate of a penny for three dozen boxes
j
that is

to say, at the rate of the nint?i2)art of a farthing

per box. It is not an extravagant rate ;
that is

to say, if viewed from the side of the consumer,

—

our side. Nor is it too encouraging if regarded
from that of the producer, the small acephalous
manufacturer. Yet by hard work a clever child

can earn at this work from Is. to Is. fid. a week.
Next has to be considered the more important
capitalist who supplies the materials for the box.

Then the matches which fill it have to be made.
Here, again, come in labour and material

;
and

here also comes in skill of a higher order,

—

that of the chemist. Some of the la' eat dis-

covei’ies of science deal with tho hoteromorphio
forms of the phosphorus that caps the matches.
Last comes the distribution to the public. We
cannot give all the details. It would be instruc-

tive to tabulate them. We know that out of the

price of a book that costs Is., fid. goes to the

distributors. The halfpenny match-box can
hardly allow the net profit of five-sevenths of a
halfpenny for the little retailer

;
and for the

capitalist, of whom, as purchaser from the
manufacturer, he is the agent. So it has hap-
pened that on the threat of a strike among these

makers of boxes, which has resulted in an
increase of their pay up to almost a quarter of a
farthing per box, the increased expenditure,

which would not in any way be thrown on the

purchaser, by reason of the failure of our
monetary system to take any cognisance of

dealings so small, is thrown on tho vendor. A
child who could sell boxes enough to give him a
profit of Is. a week, must now sell an extra
number. We give our readers the data on
which to calculate how many more, in order to

keep up that stable and satisfactory rate of

income.
Another minor industry is told of by the same

ignominious chronicler. It is that of the maker
of skewers for dogs’ meat. Who that pays dog-
tax,—stamp and sign of eminent respectability

as that expenditure is,—or who, not being a
lover of dogs, has privately rejoiced at the dimi-

uution in the number of that species tliat may
be traced to a fiscal cause, thought of the skewer-

matter ? The price of dogs’ meat itself is not

high,—we cannot speak from pei'sonal experi-

ence of the present ruling market rate,—bub
out of every pennyworth of the aliment, the

aliquot part that represents the cost of the

skewer must require for its denomination a
knowledge of decimal arithmetic hardly to be
expected among the small merchants of whom
we speak. We are wrong : we can give the

data. The manufacturer of dogs’-meat skewers
must be also a capitalist. He, or she, has to
" find the wood.” Finding wood, and finding

labour, the gr-oss return obtained by the small

manufacturer is tho 125th part of a penny. We
have contrived to write it without the use of

decimals. Taken in another way,—in the whole-
sale terms,—it is at the rate of eightpence per
thousand, wood and all. At this rate, what is

called life has been sustained by the dog’s-meat

skewer, maker, so that the disorganisation of the

business by the falling off in the number of cus-

tomers raised the question of tho uuion or the

grave, or at least the hope of a possible grave,

from a charity not met with by the poor frail

body, so long as, by the lingering within it of

the chained immortal 'spirit, it was denied the
advantage of becoming a palpably dangerous
source of mischief.

Another female handicraft of similar magni-
tude has been improved away by the modern
practice of selling hooks and eyes by the weight.

Tho women who used to earn what is ironically

called a livelihood by sewing hooka and eyes on
cards for sale, are thus dihn6rUdes. Then there

are the women who do the needlework for

umbrella-makers,—they receive tenpenco for a
dozen umbrella-covers. But this is superb

;
for

it is only the labour that they find, not the alpaca

or gingham,—so they obtain the whole five-

sixths of a penny, without deduction, for making
one umbrella. Let any lady who thiuks this

a remuneration in any way inadequate set to

work to mend a seam of an inch or two long in

an umbrella, and minut® on her gold watch how
much time it takes! Then there are liundrecls

of women who aro employed by the penny
toy-makers. Tho division of labour here has
been carried to a detail which wo dare not
attempt to follow. The women w ho work in tho

cinder-yards can actually earu as muih as ten-

ponce per day in flue -weather. But as they
can earn nothing when it rains, Sundays and
wet days must reduce their income to something
like 2s. fid. per week,—with the additional feature

of total uncertainty when they will have a day’s

work and when a day’s loss of income, entailing

may be absence of aliment.

In those and similar small industries are occu-
pied that numerous class of the honest poor who
prefer semi-starvation to pauperism. The sub-

ject is not one thus briefly to be dismissed. But
what a picture do not these few dry details give
of the unobserved exercise of one of the noblest

virtues of the citizen, if not of the man ? There
is something that the ancient philosophers call

by very lofty names in the patient resolution that

will rather earn a crust than accept a loaf.

We do not now speak of what are ordinarily

called " the dangerous classes,” of the Bedouins
of our city life

;
those whose hand is lifted

against any man who has au unguai'ded pocket.

We have recently seen, in the walks sacred to

the capitalist, how much skill, invention, obser-

vation, knowledge of the world, and cool courage,

has been steadily employed to commit rubbery
on a large scale. No less is the ” making ” of

many a good workman thrown away on the

making of an adroit thief. Do nob let us be
too hard, even on him. If it be a virtue to die

—

slowly, or at once, rather than to beg—there is

at least a word to be said on behalf of the child

who finds it easier to steal than to beg. We are
not condoning his fault, but yet, “ who is hia

keeper?”
To this vast class which, by honest or dis-

honest means, strive to keep out of the poor-

house, the ancient law would have held out just
that degree of aid that would have enabled them
to right themselves, and to become useful,

instead of harmful, members of society. And
it is not the fact that the public burden would
be increased by preventive aid

;
on the contrary,

it would be very largely diminished. The maiu-
tenance of two adult paupers iu Kensington
workhouse amounts to 12s. 2id. per week. Tlie

cost of four pauper children, in the Hanwell
Asylum Schools, for maintenance and establisli-

ment charges, is IJ. Ss. fid. per week. The dock-
yard labourer, whose loss of work has thrown
his family ob the parish, earned 18s. per week,
on which ho kept them. Bub the cost to tho

nation, which forces them into the poor-house by
refusing any preventive aid, is 2i. Os. 8id. per
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•week
;
and the 18i. -was a fructifying outlay :

some one or other was at least SGs. the better

for it; the national wealth was increased to

that extent. The outlay of the 40d. is not only

an unproductive, but a demoralising outlay. The

family is swamped in the morass of pauperism.

Are not these questions worthy of very serious,

patient, able investigation, even on the principle

that the highest morality means the largest

profit ?

WINTER EXHIBITION AT THE
DUDLEY GALLERY.

No scarcity seems to threaten that the supply

of pictures will fall short of satisfying any

reasonable call for them at this season, judging

by what may ba seen at present at the French

Gallery and the Dudley Gallery. The nearly

400 “cabinet piotnres in oil’’ that are to form

part of the Egyptian Hall’s attraotionsfor a time

are of similar character to former collections

exhibited there, with the difference that the

absence of some of its best supporters would be

sure to occasion, added to no very great help

from others who have formerly a.saisted so very

much to establish the institution. There can

be little fear of dearth, however general it might

become otherwise, lessening so apparently illimi-

table a provision as that of sneh pioturos as are

wont to cover exhibition walls at all times of the

year, since it has become the rarest of rare

things to have to chronicle any great effort, leave

alone commensurate success, on the part of

British painters outside the Royal Acadomy (and

not very often inside either!).

On the other hand, the opportunity of ob-

serving how clover and industrious they are, as

a rule, obtains from Spring to Christinas. Such

evidence as supply can put forth of demand
would seem to justify a belief that pictures are

included amongst our daily wants, and come
under the category of common necessaries. It

is quite to be wished that this should be the

case, even by those who know it never can

be ;
for taste is more often dominated by appe-

tito than Dtce ners'l, after all
;
and on dark days

the beanty of the cream-jugis less an object of

interest than the shave of lacteal treasure it

contains ; and pretty things are not the first

thought of when all things are dear alike.

There is nothing more remarkable to record

of this score of scores of performances to which

public attention is invited at the Dudley Gallery

just now than the fact of there being so little

that is remarkable. Although Mr. J. A. McNeill

Whistler’s admirers will bo charmed again by
his “Variations in Pink and Grey’’ (193), to the

same degree, no doubt, as they have been by
“Nocturns in Blue and Silver,” and other varia-

tions, opinions of their real value will remain

as wide apart as Cheyne-walk from Japan, with

as little doubt.

Mr. A. Legros must bo said to fallow nature

very conscientiously and earnestly. Ilis study

or sketch on “The Grand Canal, Venice” (135),

is just the antithesis of what is but vague and
vaporous indication of anything that anybody

may choose it shall mean. The level of water

and its colour, with the mist veiling the damp
basement of buildings, that seem to shoot up
like herbage from a marsh, to bloom into colour

so soon as they may meet sunbeams, are more
than suggested here.

It is a pity the law of evidence does not more
frequently apply, oris not oftener made to apply,

to nature’s witnes-ses. If there wore need it

would be nest to impossible to swear that a

same number of girls, so plain, so homely, so

i]rT— . Ugh ! Well ;
thanks to Dorsetsliire

butter, or any other of the good and kind pro-

visions, if Mr. Legros had depicted a formful

of British girls, they would not,—could not,

—

have aQbrded such a show of ungainliness as his

“ficole des Filles” (379); and yet, bow tho-

ronghly well each girl keeps her place with no
scumble to show distance ! This and Mr. Hay-
wood Hardy’s “Stricken Lioness” are the
loudest pictures in the room,—if one is to listen.

“Tlie Stricken Lioness” (66) is too obviously

dead to leave room for question. Her head and
paws are admirably painted

;
and Mr. Hardy

will fight his way up to very high position.

Mr. G. F. Watts, It. A., has been usually better

represented than by his study of “Eve” (75),

one of a series of designs for large pictures, as,

apart from the exquisite modelling 5f the torso,

it can scarcely he accepted for a good ppecimen.

Mr. G. D. Leslie, A.R.A., has reproduced the

principal figure of bis pleasant classic coraposi.
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tion that gained him more laurels than he

showed, in the background of “ The Fountain”

(156). The figure is still verypretty, but seems

to miss her surroundings, and, like Mr. D. W.
Wynfield’s damsel culling dahlias, “ The Morn-

ing Task” (178), to want freshness and vivacity.

Mr. H. Stacy Marks, A.R.A., besides sending

some admirable wayside studies of landscape,

contributes one of the best figure-pictures—

a

monk, “The Convent Drudge” (221), polishing

the chapel plate, with a patient submission

equalling the care he is taking over the job. Mr.

J. E. Hodgson, A.R.A., never excelled tho com-

pleteness of execution and apposite character

that distinguish his Algerian group of “ A Coral

Merchant” (248) noisily expatiating on the

superlative quality of his string of beads to a

would-be purchaser, who does not mean to be

sold if he can help it, and contrasts by his

imperturbable decision, the demonstrative eager-

ness of the vendor. A young girl leaning

within the doorway makes up the number of

actors in this ordinary scene, which is extraor-

dinarily well painted. We shall try to visit the

Dudley Gallery again.

A SACRIFICE AND A WARNING.
Cii.vcE Calvert, the well-known chemist, is

dead, and was buried on the 29rh ult. He died

of typhus fever, caught in Vienna, making
another victim to the insanitary state of the

capital city of Austria.

Mr. Crace Calvert of late improved the manu-
facture of carbolic acid in all its forms, to be
used for purposes of disinfecting and preventing

disease which might bo caused or aggravated
by dirt

;
and yet he dies by what has aptly been

termed “ tho dirt fever.”

Mr. Calvert had gone over to Vienna to in-

troduce and spread tho sale of his cai’bolic acid

in its various forms—as a soap, as a fluid, as a
crystal, and also as a powder. He believed

firmly in its power to prevent di.seasej as, also,

that, to a great extent, the fluid preparation
might bo taken as a cure for disease. Alas

!

it did not prevent nor cure in his case. The
lesson to be learned from this gi-eat loss and sad
case is. Do not pat too much trust in disinfect-

ants, as putrid cesspools, and stagnant, corrupted

atmospheres, will kill in spite of disinfectants.

A city svith corrupting refuse about and beneath
the bouses is a city of death.

In 1863 we made some comments, from per-

sonal observations in Vienna, on the want of

fresh air in the houses and other unhealtliful

conditions, and wrote thus :

—

“ There must bo other deadly agencies in

operation in Vienna if the annual death-rate

officially reported bo correct. In London, on
an average of ten years, twenty-four persons

out of every thousand die each year, and this is

greatly in excess of some of the healthiest

parts of England, where, as at Eistbourne
formerly, for example, only fifteen persons out
of every thonsand, die each year. Even in dis-

tricts of London, sixteen nr eighteen in the
thousand is the usual death-rate. Now, in

Vienna an average of fo'-ty-nine persons out of

every thousand die each year; so that if the

population be taken at 580,000,—which is pr.o-

bably correct, 11,500 persons die every year
merely becau'e they reside in Vienna instead of

London. Much of this frightful waste of life,

and its accompanying misery to survivors might
surely be prevented. Here is a noble work that

wants doing. We recommend it to tho atten.

tion of the Emperor. A commission of inquiry

should at once bo issued (not to-morrow, but
to-day) to a certain number of enlightened, dis-

interested, and instructed men, including, if it

could be arranged, two or three Englishmen
who have given special attention to the subject.

Causes being made evident, remedies could be
pointed out, and weakness, misery, pauperism,
crime, and death would be lessened, just as cer-

tainly Hs that good food, if taken, will nourish,

and prussic acid, if taken, will kill. Would it

not be well, 0 Emperor, that history should

say :
‘ In the reign of Francis Joseph Charles,

life w.as lengthened, and sorrow abridged in the

city of Vienna ?’ ”

If these words had reached the ears, and
convinced the understanding, of those who had
power, and so led to works of amelioration,

thousands of lives and millions of money might
have been saved. The amount lost during this

Exhibition year alone, through the unhealthy

:
state of the city, which has kept away visitors,

'

and made the Exliibition a failure financially, is

far greater than would have been expended in

rendering the city fit for healthful existence.

EXTENSION OF THE METROPOLITAN
AND ST. JOHN’S WOOD RAILWAY.

ALLEGED INJURY TO BUILDINGS FROil VIBRATION.

The Jletropolitan and St. John’s Wood Rail-

way Company are immediately about to com-
mence new works in connexion with laying

down a double line of rails, and also to extend

their line by constructing new branches from
the Ssviss Cottage to the Finchley-road Station

of the Midland Company ;
also to the Hampstead

Junction of the London and North-Western line,

near tho Edgeware-road
;
and likewise a new

branch line to Kingsbury, where extensive

workshops and engine-sheds arc about to be
erected by the Metropolitan Company. The
powers to construct these new works were ob-

tained in the last session of Parliament, the

Parliamentary committees also giving the Metro-

politan and St. John’s Wood Company power to

run goods trains on their line, which, under the

86th section of a former Act, they were pre-

vented from doing. The company’s proposals

were strongly opposed, more especially that to

run goods trains on the lino, on the ground that

valuable property in the neighbourhood, con-

sisting of high-class houses, would be seriously

injured by shaking and vibration. On this point

there was a remarkable conflict of evidence

before the Parliamentary committees, and the

question whether on the one hand builders are

not eagerly anxious to build over and imme-
diately on the margin of railways, or, on the

other hand, are absolutely deterred from doing

so through fear of vibration, was brought pro-

minently forward. The following extracts from

the evidence given by the several witnesses

examined for and against the proposal will be

interesting to all persons connected with build-

ing operations, as well as r.ailway construction

gene’-ally. Vibration and injury to buildings in

the immediate neighbourhood of railways was
the main point under consideration during the

whole of the inquiry.

Amongst the witnesses examined on behalf of

the promoters of tho Bill was Mr. J. S. Forbes,

the managing director of the London, Chatham,

and Dover Company, and also chairman of the

Metropolitan District Railway. In answer to

the question whether any injury arises to pro-

perty or any serious inconvenience to the

inhabitants by the vibr.ation caused by raihvays,

he replied in the negative, and then remai’ked,

—

“Vibration is pretty well understood. It is a

very convenient thing to raise before committees,

and a very convenient lever for compensation j

but the practical view of it is this, that where

you have railways in tunnel or in cutting, you
always find people willing to build honses over

the tunnel or by the side of the cutting. Within

a very few yar-ls of this building [House of

Commons], the St. Stephen’s Club is being

actually built over the District Railway. We
have disposed of a great deal of property in

different parts of the suburbs of London, which

has actually been built upon over the railway;

and a great deal more where they build close up

to the railway. Those who are familiar with

Camden-town know that people have built there

up to the very banks. There is nothing in it

except in these rooms. The surveyors, when the

Bill is passed, very soon settle the vibration,

value. Judging by experience, I have not found

that there is any deterioration in the value of

property by the proximity of the railway, bat

quite the contrary. The rents of the houses on

the railway with which I am connected have

been enormously increased since I have been

connected with them. As I have stated, the

St. Stephen’s Club are building over the railway.

We sold them the land. They were nob satisfied

with buying the land up to the edge of the

tunnel, b it they would insist upon having the

land over the tunnel.” * In answer to the

question as to whether any special mode was

adopted for counteracting vibrations, he said

there was not, but added,—“We had some

questions as to the foundations of Westminster

Abbey, iu tho Metropolitan District Railway,

and there were additional precautions taken

with reference to that building. I think there

• They are "building over the railway, and have actually

covered over what was an open part of the railway with

iron girders, which are to carry the superstructure of their

club.
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were more solid retaining-walla arid inverts.

When yoa are dealing with a building like

Westminster Abbey, you cannot allow a shade
of a shadow of a doubt, and you take preoau-
tions which in an oi'diuary building would be
uncalled for." In continuation of his evidence,

he said ho had found in his own experience of

the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway the
increase of the value of property that took place

by the vicinity of a railway. " We know that,”

he observed, “perfectly well by the rating
returns, and by the enormous increase of new
houses. All the way from the south bank of

tho Thames, whether you go from the Elephant
and Castle side or from Victoria, you will find

houses growing up in enormous qnautitioe, as

far as Sovenoaks.” On being asked if he had
found any deterioration in the value of property
along the Metropolitan Railway and the Metro-
politan District Railway in consequence of the
railway, he replied,—“ I give my own experience.

I have lived in Philimore-gardens, Kensington,
for ten years, and I wanted to get out of Loudon,
and I sold my house. I gave 3,000?. for it ten
years ago, and when the Metropolitan District

Railway opened, three years ago, I sold it for

6,000?., and I think some neighbours of mine
have done hotter still. I have had as much
experience as most men in these matters,

because I have been connected with most of the
railways about London. These outcries as to

vibration are stock complaints,—they are good
levers for compensation. On the very edge of

the cuttings at Paddington and Euaton-squarc
whole streets of bouses havo been built since

the railway was made.
Mr. Myles Fenton, general manager of tho

Metropolitan Railway, said it was tho fact that
houses Avere constantly being bnilt over their
railway. The company had considerable plots
of land adjoining tho railway, and parties

eagerly sought them, and actually bnilt, not
only over tho railway itself, but also on the walls
of the railway. Ho would not say that there
might not be some vibration

; but, as he told the
committee, they had persons living over tho
railway, and persons building liouses on the
walls of the railway. He did not think they
would be likely to build if they feared vibration.

They had large houses in Carabiidge-square,
where people were living on the top of the rail-

way,—houses worth from 400?. to 450?. a year.
One of these houses was built absolutely over
tho railway.

Sir Edward Watkin, chairman of the Metro-
politan Railway, gave similar evidence, stating
that he did not lind the vibration on the Metro-
politan Railway was at all a source of annoyance
to people. He had fonud tliat, notwithstanding
all the ubjuotions raised upon the question of
vibration, people were not unwilling to come and
take houses along the line of tho Metropolitan
Railway

; and be added, that it had opened up
a now demand for property at higher prices.
The Metropolitan Company proposed to take
about 40 acres of land at Kingsbury, on which
to build engine and carriage shops, and also
residences for tiie workmen. He did not say it

would improve the neighbourhood for nice
houses, but ho should still be delighted to buy
the whole of tho land within a mile of the place
for 50 per cent, more than it was now worth.
He would give 1501. an acre for it.

Mr. Edward Wilson, C.E., who bad had the
superintendence of the E;u5t London, Great
Eastern, and Metropolitan Railways, said that in
bis experience of building, people did not so
strongly object to living upona railway. “ They
come to you as a rule,” lio said, “and when you
get a railway opened, tho builders come to it.

The District Railway runs right in front of
Somerset House, and I have never yet heard a
complaint about it. Again, it passes close to tho
clock-tower of this House, and we have never
heard of the clock losing a second of time or
showing any effects from tho vibration."

Ill opposition to tho proposed works sovoral
architects, surveyor.s, and builders, as well as
owners of property along the line were called.
Their evidence was to the effect that the houses
in the neighbourhood of the railway had already
severely suffered from the vibration caused by
the railway, and that in the event of goods
trains being allowed to run, the property would
bo still further injured.
Mr. Phillips, builder, iu his evidence stated

that the walls of a house which he had erected
in Alsop-place had cracked in consequence of
the vibration caused by tho railway, and that he
liacl liad to move his workmen in consequence of
the shaking caused by the trains.

Mr. N. P. Dawe, architect, said that there
were cracks iu several of his houses, caused by
the vibration of the railway, and several of his
tenants had left. They complained that the
vibration shook down the ornaments. He had
intended laying out 30,000?. in building high-
class houses on laud which he had purchased
from Lord Portman, but if goods trains were
to be allowed to run on the line he should not
do so.

Mr. James Blythe, builder, gave similar evi-

dence. As a resident in the neighbourhood for

seventeen years, he spoke to the injuries which
the houses near the line had received from the
vibration caused by the railway, which would be
worse if goods trains were allowed to ron. Ho
wished to erect several houses in the neighbour-
hood, but should not do so until the decision on
the Bill Avas given.

Mr. Alexander Peebles, district surveyor, also
deposed to tho injuries which tho houses in the
neighbourhood of the railway had sustained by
vibration, illustrating the case of his own house,
Avhere, on the occasion of a friend dining with
him one evening, the vibration caused by a
train almost shook tho fork out of his friend’s
hand.

Mr. Henry Legg, architect, who bad erected
Trinity Church, in the Finchley-road, which was
situated over the railway, said in his evidence
tliat the tow’er had not yet been built, and that
the increased vibration caused by heavy goods
trains passing along tho line would render it

unsafe to build the tower.
Mr. William Todd, architect and snvveyor,

stated that he had been professionally engaged
upon scA'eral houses and a church Avhich had
been injured by the vibration on the railway.
The church had sustained considerable structui'al

damage by two of the columns of the nave
arc.ade having split.

After a prolonged inquiry, extending over
upwards of a fortnight, the Bill authorising the
construction of the proposed works and the
running of goods trains was sanctioned, Aviththe
proviso that no such trains shall be run between
Baker-street and the Swiss Cottage between
eleven o’clock at night and si.x o’clock in the
morning.
We understand that the ubav works are in.

tended to be carried forward with all possible

I

speed, with tho view of tho junction with tho
London and North-Western and tho Midland
lines being opened at an early day. It is also
stated that the Metropolitan Company Avill take
over the line, and undertake the construction of
the new works.

ANTIQUARIAN RESEARCHES.
Thk greatest possible service is being ren-

dered to our national archicology by the publi-
cation of the Roman inscriptions and sculptures
discovered along the lino of the great Roman
Wall, to Avhich repeated attention has been
drawn by the Bicildcr. The public as yet is so
little aware of this event (for such it may be
correctly termed), that any notice of the under-
taking will, it is hoped, be welcome to all who
are anxious to know something more of Roman
Britain than can be learned from the common
sources of information current under tho name
of general history. Tho work is being produced
under the auspices of the Society of Antiquaries
of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, by tho man best
qualified for the important task, the Rev. Dr.
Bruce. Dr. Bruce’s “ Roman Wall ’’ soon grew
from octavo into quarto volume, and a third
edition has been published

;
but tho materials

specially applicable to historical purposes were
so extensive and so conHnually increasing that
something was yet wanted

;
and thus the “ Lapi-

davium Septeutrionale" * is being printed to com-
plete and make accessible these records soneces-
sary for fully investigating the Roman period of
the history of our country. An undertaking such
as this, demanding not only mental and physical
qualifications, bat also sorions pecuniary means,
could not be entered upon without care and
prudence

j bat Avhora earnestness is combined
with ability and conscieo’iousness, it is seldom
that sympathy and aid arc withheld

;
and the

late Duke of Northumberland, Mr. John Clayton,
and tho Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle
cordially and effectively supported Dr. Bruce,
who, under their assistance, is now bringing the
noble volume towards a close.

“Lapidarium Septpntrionalp
; or, a Description oi

the MoDumants of Rom m Rule in the North of Eaeiand."
Folio

;
1S70-3. Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Horsley and Hodgson had done much to pre-
pare the Avay

;
bat the “ Britannia Romana "

and the “ History of Northumberland " are
scarce and very costly works

;
and while the

latter is without engravings of the inscriptions,
the formor entirely fails to represent their true
character

j
and tho sketches of the sculptures

are almost burlesquoly unlike the originals.
Such monuments demand the most careful and
accurate treatment. Scrupnloas fidelity is im-
perative; for very often the correct reading of
an inscription may depend upon a letter or a
ligature

j and the artist, if not trained for the
purpose, should always be assisted by a prac-
tised eye, that he may never sacrifice truth to
artistic effect; or, in the case of mutilated or
imperfect inscriptions, add a stroke from con-
jecture. It is for the antiquary to restore,
according to the best of his judgment, which is

to be tested by tho faithful engraving. To the
inscriptions from the long line of the Wall itself,

and of the stations to tho north and south of it.

Dr. Bi'uca has added the military diplomas of
Trajan and Hadrian, the earliest doonraents yet
discovered in respect to the Roman forces in
Britain iu the time of those emperors : these
have been prepared in /acsiriii?e under the superin.
tendcnce of Mr. Franks. The enamelled bronze
cup, with names of some of the stations on the
line of the Wall, discovered at Rudge, in Wilt-
shire, is introduced in a well-engraved plate,
and the superb silver lanx, richly adorned with
mythological subjects, which was discovered at
Corbridge, has never before been so well repre-
sented and discussed.

The general arrangement of the "Lapi-
dariuin ” is as follows :—Altars and slabs dedi-
cated to deities

;
tablets erected to emperors

;

stones inscribed with the names of legions,
aim, cohorts, and centuries. Then follow sculp-
tured stones without inscriptions, with other
objects, of whatever material they may be
made

; all arranged under the localities Avhere
they were discovered. It would be utterly
beyond tho bounds of a notice such as this is to
describe any of those valuable monuments so as
to render adequate justice to their merits; but
to convey some notion of the scheme of tho work
a very abridged description of rrocoliiiti, the
seventh station according to the Nolitia, may be
extracted,—not that it is particularly important

;

but because Mr. Clayton, to whom the district
fortunately belongs, is at the present moment
making excavations there which have yielded
several neAV inscriptions, to which reference will
probably be soon made in the Builder.
Tho site of this station, now called Carraw-

burgh, is open and exposed to the weather and
winds from every quarter. Ir. is a little to the
south of tho great Wall, and contains an area of
about three acres and a half. Hero the Notitia
places the first cohort of the Batavi :

—

Tribunus
C'}hDrtis Prima Batavonan Procolitia. Two in-
scriptions discovered upon the spot confirm the
Notitia. One is upon an altar to Fortune, by
M. Flaccinius Marcellus, Prefect of tho First
Cohort of tho Batavi

; the other records tho
erection of some building by the same cohort in
tho time of the Emperor Maximinus, when
Perpetuus and Cornelianus were consuls. TJie
Batavi are mentioned by Tacitus as being in
Britain under the command of their own chiefs

;

and the same historian desoribos them, together
with the Tringri, as m.aterially contributing to
secure to Agricola the victory at the Grampian
Hills. They are also recorded upon Hadrian’s
diploma as being then in Britain. Here we find
them in the time of Maximinua

; and the Notitia,
as before observed, abows where tho first cohort
Avas quartered Avhen it Avas compiled at a later
period. Another inscription proves that thefirsfc

cohort of the Aquitaui was, at some period,
stationed here, probably in the time of Hadrian,
when, from one of his diplomas, we know it

was in Britain, and under Aulus Piatoriua Nepos,
whose name is associated with that at Carraw-
burgh. This station, like others, is fertile in
what are called centurial stones, recordino*
work done in companies under centurions,
as the century of Caecilius Prooulus, of the fifth

cohort; the century of Gellius Philippus, &c.
Sometimes the measurement of the work is given,
as “ the century of Florinns, twenty-two paces.”
Oil some occasion, a further inscription informs
us, the sixth legion, or a portion of it, was
present, having been moved from its permanent
quarters at York. An altar, erected by Ti-an-
quilla Severa for herself and family, has the
dedication headed by the letters D. M. D. Dr-
McCaul proposes to expand them to Deabus
Matribus Domesticis

;

Dr. Bruce reads them as

i
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Deer Matri Down, observieg that it is not usual to

iudicate tho names of obscure local deities by

single letters. On another iuscrlption (of a class

ootnmon to tho region of the wall), which has

been lost, Dr. Bruce remarks that “ the dedica-

tion may be deo veteri, “to the ancient god,”

a dedication not less common than deo vitiri.

The sculptures from this station represent

Minerva and a portion of another figure with

her
;
and Xeptune, or a river god ;

on which

Dr. Bruce’s remarks will be read with interest.

A work BO important as the “ Lapidarium

Septentrionale” should be in every public

library; its historical value cannot be estimated

too highly
;

and, no doubt, from the limited

number printed, ic will soon become unattain-

able at its present price. C. Ro.icfi Smith.

STATISTICS OF CAMBERWELL.
The opening of the new vestry-hall at Cam-

berwell, last week, was the means of bringing

before the public a number of highly interesting

statistics respecting the enormous expansion of

that parish, and which show the immense
amount of building which must have been con-

tinuously going forward in the district for more
than half a century past. The area of the parish

of Camberwell is unusually large, occupying

4,3i2 acres, and extending from the Crystal

Palace to the Walworth-gate, and to the Green

Man.gate, in the Old Kent-road, and thence to

New-cross. Its great increase within the last

century is proved by the fact that whilst in the

year 1773 the population was under 3,000, it is

now, in 1873, upwards of 120,000. The number
of assessments in 1773 was 517, and the rateable

value of the parish, 13,2331.
;
whilst, in 1873, the

number of assessments was 21,110,— an increase

of 20,593,—and the rateable value, 575,599J., or

an increase of 503,366L During the half-century

between 1821 and 1871, when the last census

was taken, the increase was marked and con-

tinuously rapid, the population in 1821 being

17,867, whilst in 1871 it was 111,306, or an
increase of 522'96 per cent. The statistics also

show that the relative increase of population in

the neighbouring parishes has not been half so

great within the same period as that of Camber-
well, for we find that the increase in Lambeth is

from 57,638 to 208,342 (no doubt a very large

expansion), or an increase of 2G1'46 per cent.;

Newington, from 33,017 to 88,722, or 168‘47 per

cent.
; St. George the Martyr, from 36,368 to

56,077, or 54'19 per cent. ;
and Bermondsey,

from 25,235 to 80,429, or 218-72 per cent.
;
thus

showing an enormous per cent, in favour of

Camberwell. The increase also in the popula-

tion during the last two years between 1871 and

1873, being now 120,000 as against 111,000 in

the former year, showing an increase in the

population at the rate of 4,500 (or nearly 5 per

cent.) in each year. The statistics again show
that in the two last decades, between 1851 and
1871, the population more than doubled itself,

the number of inhabitants in the first-named

year being 51,667, whilst in 1871, as we have
already stated, they numbered 111,000. Within

the same period the number of houses built was
8,313, the number in 1851 being 9,412, as against

17,755 in 1871, or an increase of 88^ per cent.

At the present time there are 4 miles of main
drainage within the parish, 50 miles of sewers,

and 45 miles of public roadway, in addition to a

large number of streets made by private owners,

which have been taken over by the parish. In
the several streets and thoroughfares there are

2,300 lamps, which are constantly being added

to. Building is still going forward at a rapid

rate in the parish, several large estates having
been laid out in streets and now being built

upon. These include the Denmark-hill estate,

formerly the well-known Denmark-hill grammar-
school

; also a large area of land in Peckham,
containing several acres, and well known for

several years past as a cricket-field. These two
estates alone are laid out for the erection of

from 800 to 1,000 houses, and a considerable
nnmber has already been built, whilst others are

at present in progress. Notwithstanding this

remarkable expansion of the population it was
stated incidentally last week, during the pro-

ceedings in connexion with the opening of the
hall,* that Camberwell was not nearly built

over, and that there were yet hundreds of acres

of land to be had at reasonable prices, and plenty

of room for houses to be built.

• A view and plan of the Hall will be fonnd in onr
volume for 1872, pp. 288, 287, Mr. Power is the architect

;

Mr. King, the builder.

THE CITY ARCHITECT AND EXTRA
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.

At the meeting of the corporation last week>

the Officers’ and Clerks’ Committee brought up a

report recommending that Mr. Horace Jones,

the architect and surveyor, be paid the sum of

5,0001. for extra services in connexion with

certain completed works, which were not con-

templated by the terms of his appointment.

The report stated that had the outside profession

been employed, the professional fees would have
.—Foi- the Meat Market, 14,0001. ;

restora-

tion of Guildhall, 2,3001. ;
Foreign Cattle

Market, 5,6001. ;
new library and museum,

2,5001.,—showing that a saving of 21,0001. had

been effected after deducting the expense of the

necessary addirional draughtsmen. The report

further stated that in the judgment of the com-

mittee it was bo:h just and right to recognise

the special services of the architect, as they

believed the works he had carried out did honour

to the corporation, and were highly creditable to

his professional talent. After some discussion,

it was resolved that the report of the committee

be pi’inted and circulated, and its consideration

deferred.

SIR EDWIN LANDSEER AND ANIMAL
LIFE.

Amidst tho perplexities and disappointments

of life, it is sometimes not a little consoling to

discover, by accident or otherwise, that you have

been, after all, to some extent right. A crude

theory, not a little doubtful perhaps to not a

few, turns out true, and its truth comes to be

verified by something which no one can dispute.

We have, time after time, urged that the h/ind

of the artist is a prime necessity to enable him

to interpret the inner thought that is in him.

This, when plainly stated, seems almost a truism,

needing no sort of proof, yet, as we know, the

practice of the time in which we live is not a

little adverse to it in very many sorts of ways.

Art manufacture, or the production of art by a

number of more or less able hands, working on

the art object in succession, and taking it up one

after another, is the method of art production

now almost everywhere in vogue. It is in

painting that the principal exception lies. A
painting in the rooms of the Royal Academy
may fairly be instanced as an example of a work
of fine art,—by the hand as well as the mind,

—

of the artist exhibiting it. We could say not a

little on this generalising theme. Our thoughts

have again been drawn powerfully to it by a

long examination of the series of etchings and
engravings and lithographs of the admirable

works of the late great animal-painter, Sir

Edwin Landseer. Some 300 of these are

now in the rooms of the Messrs. Graves, the

printsellers, of Pall-mall, and in these works

may be seen the sort of mastery which the

executive artist and artist workman in Sir E.

Landseer had over the forms of animal life

which he drew, and indeed made his own.

Animal life was the phase of nature which
Landseer delighted in. Dogs and horses he

never seemed to be tired of looking at and
making notes of, and drawing and painting. It

is on some few of these, and on the method of

their rendering, and on the special work of their

copyists and engravers, that we would venture

a word or two.

In the first place, we would almost recommend
the student who would really wish to profit by

the study of these works of Landseer’s to pay a

visit, or many visits, to the animal collection at

the Zoological Gardens, and to look well at the

animal forms and movements therein to be seen.

There are not a few drawbacks, it is true, but it

will be found to be far better than not seeing at

all. It was the actualities of animal existence,

and the living ways of animals, that the painter

loved to note and portray ; so that the more the

student looks at and knows the forms and ways
of animals the better he will appreciate the

imitative work, wonderful as it is sometimes, of

the painter and draughtsman. Of course to

those who can see into the life, if but a little, of

the creatures themselves in their state of nature,

it will be needless to say to him that to find the

real nature and wonder of the animal existence

and ways of life we must needs go to the animals

and to their haunts. They will not come to us,

except on compulsion, and by dint of more or

less of taming and consequent loss of natural

expression. To those who cannot do this, then,

a zoological collection or an animal show ” is

an enormous help, and can hardly be too much
prized, or too often visited. It is well to paose

and dwell for a moment on the importance of

the distinction between the toild and the tame or

domesticated animal. Landseer, be it observed,

and tho thought is somewhat new, studied

animal life under both aspects; but, perhaps,

unfortunately the most popular by far of his

works, both paintings and their engraved copies,

were those subjects in which the animal forma

and groupings were of domestic and petted

animals, and the groupings and composition

invented and ai'tificial. This is well worth note,

and we should be disposed broadly to divide hia

works into two main divisions or classes;—those

in which the animals represented are in their

wild and native state, and those in which they

are domesticated, and, so to phrase it, postured

and groomed. This broad distinction, which to

many may seem a slight one, but in reality is

not, is well and significantly represented and

typified in many of these engravings and

etchings. One, and probably to many familiar,

illustration of this distinction between animals,

and their ways in a wild, as contrasted with a

tame state, will be found in the “ Otter and

Salmon,” engraved by J. R. Jackson. It must

have been a very clever and slippery salmon

which could have escaped from the savage jaws

of this supple brute. No tamed and obedient

otter could look like this one, and the painter

must have studied well, and looked often and

long at “ otters,” to have caught the wild expres-

sion as here to be seen even through an engraving

on steel, not the best of mediums, by the way,

through which to see into otter existence. Quite

a study for a stone carver. No conventionality

needed, and cei-tainly no effort of invention could

see anything more than Landseer could but see

in the animal itself in its fish-capturing ways !

Other and remarkable examples of wild animal

existence will be found in a series of small round

etchings of deer and dogs in the Highlands,

These little sketches seem to us to be thoroughly

characteristic, and to have come from the heart

of the painter. One of them, called “ The
Watch-tower on the Hill-side,” takes fairly to

the place itself. The deer on the look out for

danger from the side of a desolate hill. Another

subject, “ Doomed, but who will find him ?
”

Another named, “Off. They could na but catch

the wind.” Such things must needs be scej»j

under difficulties, too, as Turner looked at snow-

storms at sea : they cannot, with all man's

powers, be invented. The “ Dead Deer,” the

“ Eagle,” and “ Missed ” are other subjects worth

all the study that can be bestowed on them ; for

if there are those who cannot go and see the

realities themselves, then they may, through,

the keen eye and ready hand of this great

animal-painter, see them almost as well, and

certainly more safely and comfortably, in thes»

masterly drawings. The three dogs in full

chase, in the lower left-hand corner of the frame,

could nob be surpassed. And while in these

small drawings, so much fuller of life,—animal

—to our minds than the larger engravings,

and the more showy and popular subjects,—you

see less of the means and more of the subject,

—

we would point also to a series of small photo-

graphs taken from the walls of some Highland

castle, whereon Sir E. Landseer drew roughly

some deer and other subjects with singular force

and life-like truth. The watchful animal in the

centre panel is wonderful, in truth of form, as

are the indications of the surrounding country.

We name these small subjects because they are

a little likely to be missed, being eclipsed by the

more showy and larger engraved works around

them
;
but they were evidently executed for the

mere love of the work, and at moments wliea

the painter was in the true humour for it. All

thanks to him for thus leaving his hand-writi'i'f

for us to read, each as we may and can. It is

truly unfortunate that, as Mr. Graves informed

us, these small photographs are now the soU

record of the work done by Landseer in this

northern castle, for it has suffered since by firer

and these clever paintings were destroyed. A

something truly unhappy; for these light

sketchy works of love, and power of rapid hand,

are always better in many ways, and more

powerful, thautbe more painstaking and finished

works of the studio. There are no “ models of

any kind to go by,—the subjects exist m the

mind, and find outward expression at the fingers

points. Another little work may here be

specially named,—a small pot spaniel,

cleverly etched by the painter himself at

Buckingham Palace. It must have been gi'eatly

admired, for it is certainly a true and

portrait. It is most wonderfully executed witn

but a few strokes of the needle.
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Wo could thus go on, and particularise not a
3w more of these productions of Landseer’s,
nd to do full justice to them would require a
olume ; but wo can but indicate the way to

Dok at them, and offer a hint here and there,

fith a tribute of admiration. It seems a pity
hat they are not arranged in the order of their

late, or subject, or in some way which would
ndicate the special faculty of the artist at the
ime he did the work.
Wo have spoken of the Zoological Gardens,

lUd would fain believe that Landseer must have
tudied well the familiarly-known white bears
here, and their singularways. They never seem
0 have forgotten theirlife, short as it was in the
rozen North, and the painter must have marked
hem right well. At all events, he has, as may
le seen in the engraving “ Man proposes and
iod disposes,” taken full advantage of the
;nowledge thus got at. It may not be quite so

trange as the life of the Polar bear on his own
se-flow, but it is very striking and admirably
uggestive in its way. The engraving is by
Thomas Landseer. May we not here ask, is not
he life of the painter generally ratlier too much
f a home-spun existence ? Polar beai’s can
carcely be made to go through the antics which
jandsecr’s “dogs” so good-naturedly did,—to

moko pipes, and take tea, and preside at social

neetings,—and yet, too, all the time retain their

avage and solitary isolation, and indifference to

he genteel conventionalities of modem human
xisteuce. We really know of nothing more
triking than to gaze at the new animals when
hey first make their appearance at the Zoological
lociety’s Gardens, and to note, which we have
ften and often done, the ways and strange look
f the creatures in their new and unaccustomed
larrow cages, so totally different from the place
hoy came from. After a while this disappears;
heyget used to the place, and to the good-natured
mportunities of visitors

; they get tame, and, to
certain extent, bub not altogether, the savage
nd isolated nature is subdued. Is this a gain
r a loss ? Wliat did Landseer think ?

VVe cannot wind up these few thoughts with-
ut noticing, as showing how flexible was the
and of Landseer, the two “ Black Doga.” These
apitally-drawn animals were produced by the
ainter witli the point of a charred stick, in a
'e\v seconds. It would be difficult to find any-
vhoro, or by any master, a finer drawing. It

ihows what can be done when you know well
jow to do it,—with a clear head, a good eye,

ind an obedient and flexible band. It is not in

he catalogue of his engraved works. It leads
jack to our first thoughts on the power of iiand
if the artist-workman, and to the way in which
his great painter of animals rendered them,
ind to the loss of artistic power, and force, and
ixpreasion, if but for a moment he abandons to

Jthers this gigantic executive instrument. By
10 sort of possibility could any one, however
ible, have helped the painter with this drawing,
t is all his own work, and nothing else. It

ihows how he saw the dog-nature, and how he
50uld communicate to others what he himself
law so vividly, and loved so well. It is satisfac-

:ory to know that; the Royal Academy, of which
bandseer was so distinguished a member, is to
lavo an exhibition of his paintings. We trust
ihey will be classified, and, more than all, that
he exhibition will include, if possible some of
lis oil sketches, and “ first thoughts ” forpictures.
•t is in the lighter and more rapid work of such
1 master as Landseer that the true power lies.

L’he working artist then is visible, and the rapid
uid fleeting moments of the wild life of these
vonderful creatures are best caught and per-
petuated.

ARCHITECTS’ DIFFICULTIES.
MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

Ar the last general meeting of this Society,
he president, Mr. J. Murgatrojd, delivered the
["ollowing address :

—

The peculiar position in which an architect is

placed, by his relations to bis client and the
builder,—the desire to achieve or maintain a
reputation,—and the fact that his works are not
'or the cabinets of the few, but are exposed to
ho view and the criticism of the public,—pre-
sent many difficulties, the surmounting or
obviating of which forms often no mean task.
Among those which at tho present time force
themselves most prominently on our notice are,
firstly, the difficulty of getting our works exe-
3uted in a reasonable amount of time

; and
secondly, that of securing what wo consider the-
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proper quality of materials and workmanship.
The former is doubtless, to a very considerable
extent, caused by the fact that the high wages
earned, and the consequently short time worked
by the operatives, have told upon production
more rapidly than the laws of supply and demand
have had time to balance by bringing a sufficient

extra number of hands into the market. There
are but few branches of the building trade into

which any appreciable number of new hands can
be imported from other and Jess highly remune-
rated callings, and I am of opinion that it is

mainly to the rising generation that we must
look for any alleviation of our wants in this

respect. Tho increasing use of stone, as a
material for facing our buildings, has thus
received a severe check, much to be regretted no
doubt

;
for magnificence in building and the use

of costly material go hand in hand.
Apart from the great cost of working stone by

hand labour (and no other .method can produce
other than mechanical-looking results), we must
all have frequently regretted the delay caused
by the non-appearance of frequently-promised
and long-expected blocks of stone, the scouring
of quarries for them, and the admission ulti-

mately of a material of a different texture or of
a colour varying from its neighbour,—no small
drawback in this smoky atmosphere of ours,

—

the canse here being, I presume, that quairymcn
find they can obtain better remuneration by
working at piecework in blasting limestone for
use at iron-sraeltiijg works, or in mining, or
other occupations of a kindred nature to quar-
rying, but where the rough-and-ready process
fills their pockets better than the care and judg-
ment required for our purposes.

Our only or almost only other substitute for
stone, superior brick, finds us in almost the same
difficulty. Instead of brick-makers,—or, in their
place, companies possessed of capital,—taking
up the processes of brickmaking, and by ma-
chinery and the use of Hoffmann’s or other
improved kilns, securing the effectual prosecu-
tion of brick making and burning all the yeai'
round, independently of the weather and of

brickraakers’ onions, while obtaining at the same
time a fair return on their capital, the raanufac-
ture is still mainly carried on in a primitive
manner. Thus we have to use a material which
one year may be bad and another good, according
as the weather has been unfavourable or the
reverse, and at all times one in which the endea-
vour to use too small a quantity of that now
expensive fuel, coal, results in the production of
bricks of so soft a nature and so irregular a
shape that wo are compelled to use more pon-
derous masses to carry a certain weight than
ought to be tho case.

As regards iron, the reports wo hear from the
iron and coal districts show that so long as the
means of living can be procured by a small
amount of labour, so long shall we suffer from a
dearth of that metal and delay in procuring it,

and that we may have again to revert to the use
of those materials of which it was so satis-

factorily and increasingly taking the place.
In devising new modes of construction, we

architects are at a disadvantage under which, I

think, no other profession suffers, in introducing
a novelty into its practice. We have not only to
deal with security to life and limb, but with that
very sensible barometer—the pockets of our
clients,—and while every advantage is theirs, the
reverse falls on us most unmercifully. I do not,
therefore, see any immediate channel of escape
from the class of difficulty to which I have
alluded, so far as first-class buildings and those
to sustain heavy weights are concerned

;
but for

others, such as cottages, villas, and other light
buildings, where a return on the outlay is of
primary considei-ation, there isone wliich hitherto
has met with but little favour in this locality. I
allude to the use of cement, more particularly to
cenient-concrete. We have all the materials
cheap and at hand. Broken stone, rubbisli from
stone quarries, &c., could be procured in any
quantity, and, with lime, clay, and coal within
easy reach, there is no reason why in this district
the manufacture of cement on a large scale
should not be pursued. For suitable kinds of
buildings, I say cement-concrete might success-
fully be used for walls, floors, and roofs, with the
advantage of securing greater rapidity of birild-

ing, sufficient durability, tho use of less expe-
rienced labour, greater certainty of quality, and
good resistance to the weather.

There is, no doubt, a great prejudice in the
profession against the use of cement, except in

place of mortar, bnt this, I think, is because it

has generally been used as a sham
;
but the

sooner we recognise its value as a building ma-
terial, and learu how to treat it as such, the
better. It is not by ignoring the use of a new
material, or the novel application of an old one,
that engineering has separated herself from ar-
chitecture by such giant strides. Where common
sense, guided by the results of scientific investi-

gations, points to the proper use of that which
we have hitherto disregarded, we ought not to
be slow to follow her indications, bearing in
mind that what we do be done well and suffi-

ciently.

Turning now to the other branch of this sub-
ject—that of the quality of materials and work-
manship—we all know and regret the difficulty

of procuring these of the proper standard, and
it may be interesting to discover the reason why.
I am nob sure that the builders are altogether in
fault. The modern system of contracting and
keen competition have, no doubt, much to do
with it. The builder, in the proper interpreta-
tion of the terra, hardly exists : he has become
a contractor, not one who understands construe-
tion, and whose opinion may be sought on points
of actual experience and the knowledge of ma-
terial, such as were the builders of a quarter of
a century ago, but one who undertakes the exe-
cution of work by others, not chosen for their
ability to do it, but by reason of the price they
will do it for.

But are architects themselves free from blame ?

Do not many occupy their time of study by at-
tention to drawing, to the exclusion of acquiring
a sound knowledge of construction and mate-
rials P I am also obliged to come to the con-
clusion that the habit of designing too ambi-
tiously for the funds at their disposal has done
much to foster the difficulty I have alluded to.

It is, no doubt, by no means easy for an archi-
tect to resist the moral pressure often put on
him by his client or committees, who urge the
small cost of other buildings, or the ability ot

other architects, under circumstances wliich may
not bo fairly analogous to the case in hand; and
in competitions we well know how apt a com-
mittee is to be misled by the specious promises
of competitors. How often the fear of losing a
commission, or the hope of gaining one, leads an
architect to a too favourable view of bis posi-
tion,—all ending in his showing on paper that
wliich he may find it impossible to carry out well
and thoroughly. Then comes the reduction of
every element of strength and solidity to a point
verging on instability, and the searching out of
those who will undertake the work at the least
possible cost—men, it may be, inexperienced, or
of little capital, who catch at straws like the
drowning man—those who undertake work at
ruinous prices in the hope of clearing themselves
by a good bill of extras. Thus are the men of
some reputation in their calling, who have an
honest intention of doing properly what they
undertake to do, but who cannot do so without
that which ought not to be begrudged them—

a

fair profit—elbowed out of the way.
Thanks to the existence of this society, many

of the fears that I have attempted to depict uo
longer exist for the architect, or at least tfipy
are, to a very considerable extent, reduced by
tho better feeling that has sprung up amongst
us since the society came into existence

; and I

tliink it will be very much to oar benefic, and to
the real benefit of those who honour us with
their confidence, if we set our faces resolutely
against this letting of oar work at any price.
But to do this, some time must be devoted to
acquiring that which is too often ignored—

a

knowledge of the value of materials and labour.
Nor must we be anmindfal that it will be also
to our advantage that the builders of the future
do not degenerate into mere e^itrepr&neurs,

without a knowledge of building at all as a
science. I cannot, therefore, look upon the
efforts which some of your body have been for
some time making towards the technical educa-
tion of the workmen, by means of the Building
Trades’ Institute, otherwise than with strong
hopes of success.

But why should we atop here ? Can we not
look a little nearer home, and do something for
those who are to succeed us as architects ? I
have often desired to place within the reach of
architects’ pupils and assistants some of those
advantages which lie within the reach of their
brethren in London; some means of gaining a
knowledge of those matters appertaining to our
profession which are not to be learned in the
busy time of office hours, and that in a more
systematic manner than mere individual, undi.
rected, and often misguided research can afford.

It is well known to all of us, that the office

a
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**ather the place for the student to obtain a
knowledge of the method of carrying on the
ftiisines*’ of an architect than for stadying archi-

tectv/re ; indeed, the former alone would occupy
all, and more than all, of the time usually devoted
to an apprenticeship. Arc wo not constantly

grieved at seeing the productions, and the illus-

trations of productions, of some who imagine
that, by “ serving their time " in an architect’s

ofBce, they have earned the right to assume the
title of architect ? How their efforts show a
total ignorance of architecture as evidenced by
its history and the knowledge of styles ? A.

total inappreciation of proper harmony of pro-

portion and balance of parts ? An incapacity to

perceive that features adopted ad ca/ptandv,m
from one and another period of architecture are
totally unfit and incongruous when brought
together ? Most disastrous, in my opinion, is

the striving after prettiness, and the constant

:

and laboured variety and exuberance of mean-
ingless excrescences, to the total destruction of
that repose which should characterise that which,
by its very material, shows that it is intended
to remain where it is placed for at least a
generation.

Can we not, I ask, do something more than
we have done to counteract this tendency ? We
have, it is true, published a list of books which
it is closirable the student should make himself
acquainted with, and pointed out whei-e many
are to be found for bis free use. We have also
established a prize to be competed for by pupils
in Manchester offices

;
but knowing that study,

to be of value, must bo pursued systematically
and out of office hours, would it be impracticable
to establish for our pupils some institute, snob
as the workmen have done for themselves,

—

some evening classes where, for instance, figure
drawing, the designing of ornament, some know-
ledge of bnilding construction and building
mathematics, some hints of an msthetio ten-
dency, could be imparled ? Our School of Art
does not offer the special education I would wish
to have taught, and the difficulty of procuring
capable instructors is, I am aware, very great,
but I think not insuperable. I have often heard
a valued friend of mine relate his experience, in
time gone by, in such a school in London where
sound maxims were gradually inculcated

j and I,

for one, shonld not only rejoice in seeing some-
thing of the same kind established here, but
would willingly devote some time to that end if

adequately assisted by those among us who
liave the same object at heart.
A few more words and I think I shall havo

trespassed sofficiently,—perhaps more than
enough,—npon your indulgence.

It must be admitted that the street improve-
ments that are, and have been, for some time in
progress in Manchester, will not only be bene-
ficial in affording more scope for traffic, and in
introducing light and ah’ into many hitherto
insalubrious neighbourhoods, but will also afford
the means of adding much to the magnificence
of the city. It is much to be regretted, how.
over, that in some instance, such as in what is

practically a new street—Deansgate,—the corpo-
ration have not insisted on enforcing some of the
powers which even their, at present, curious
medley of building regulations confer upon them.
An essential feature in street architecture is

the proper accentuation of the angles of the
thoroughfares, avoiding, however, the monotony
likely to arise from an everlasting roundintj of
the corners

; yet here we see fine angles spoiled
by the erection of low, or comparatively low,
buildings faced with stone, above which, no
doubt, will tower the return brick walls of other
buildings. It would be difficult to imagine any-
thing more destructive to architectural effect, or
less likely to redound to the credit or ultimate
pecuniary advantage of the proprietor, than
such a treatment. I do hope that if the re-
building of any of these angle blocks fall into
the hands of any member of oar body, he will
do his best to impress on his client the desirable-
ness of accentuating the angle.
The competition question has in Manchester

had another phase recently added to its already
unsatisfactory character. The resale of the Vic-
toria Market competition, so far as known, is not
likely to give confidence to architects in any
future municipal competition. It is not, how-
ever, to the crnel disappointment caused by the
reversal of the award of the premiums that I
would draw your attention, but rather to the
conditions of the competition itself. I am well
aware that snggestious on the management of a
competition emanating from architects them-
selves, though they might naturally be expected

to have a little knowledge of the subject, gene-
rally share the fate said to attach to advice
given unsought; and yet I think I may challenge
any one to produce a scheme fairer for all parties
than the “Suggestions on the Management of

Competitions,” pnblishcd some time ago by this

society. While, however, I liad the pleasure of

acting as your honomy secretary, I generally
found myself too late to introduce it to the
notice of a committee seeking designs, in com-
petition, since the first intimation of their inten-

tion was usually conveyed to me by their ad-
vertisement. In the townhall competition our
views were set before the city council, and some
of our suggestions were adopted

;
but it was no

suggestion of oars that the council should be at

liberty to adopt any features they chose from
any of the designs. This clause has, as you are
aware, been used as a precedent for the same
condition in the markets competition ; but I

believe tho cases are not analogous, for in the
latter a general competition was invited, while
in the former the clauae was introduced, if I

remember correctly, into the second competi-
tion, when eight architects competed, each re-

ceiving three hundred gnineas for hia drawings.
Then to require each competitor to design ex-

tensive frontages to tho remainder of the plot

not occupied by tbe market itself seems to me
useless, unless it be intended to compel each
person building thereon to adhere to such design.

Should the successful competitor, then, whose
premium is swamped in his commission on the
outlay on tho market only, bo unremunerated
for designing those other frontages, and submit
to his ideas boiug appropriated by others ?

The making a charge of one guinea to archi-

tects for the information that should decide
them whether the competition be within their

scope, was in this instaneo made, I am given to

understand, under some misapprehension. As
to the adjudication, not only in this but in any
competition, when we take into consideration
the number of years of study—and close study,

too,—that must bo devoted to the art and science
of architecture before any one can properly
“ read ” a set of designs, wo must come to the
conclusion that no ordinary observers can pro-
perly cope with the task, and that a report by a
competent member of tho profession shonld in

all cases be laid before tho ultimate judges.

And here, again, a difficulty stares us in the
face. What if a design equal to one of the
most charming of Sir C. Barry’s Italian eleva-

tions, and distinguished by bis most painstaking
care in symmetry and elegance of plan, were
laid before an adviser of “ acrobatic Gothic ” ten-

dencies What chance would there be for the
designer? There can bo only two modes of

avoiding this position. Either the committee
must undertake at first that which they have to

do at some period—-decide on the style to be
adopted,—or decide on the professional adviser

whom they will consult, and this before an-
nouncing the particulars of tho competition.

Those who will bestow labour and skill on their

drawings, without some such guarantees as I

have indicated that they will at least receive

some consideration, shonld surely not cavil at
the resolts.

ST. STEPHEN’S, VIENNA.
The Cathedral Church of St. Stephen, Vienna,

is one of those buildings which have been looked
upon as representatives of the arohibeotnre of

the varions countries in which they are found :

it is pre-eminently the church of the Austrian
dominions, just as Cologne is pre-eminently the

church of Ehenish Germany, and althongh
St. Stephen’s cannot be compared in point of
design or dimensions with its Khenish rival, yet
St. Stephen’s, Vienna, has one point about it

which makes it more interesting in an archseo-

logical view than the cathedral at Cologne, and
that point is the fact that Sc. Stephen’s is a
complete embodiment of German architecture,

—a building so intensely national, so excessively

German, that it could never have been built in

any other country in Europe
;
and even more

than this, its minutest details partake so strongly

of all the beauties, and we may add all the

defects of German Gothic, that not the slightest

foreign influence is perceptible in any single

feature of the building. In fact, St. Stephen’s,

Vienna, is to German arohiteoture what Salis-

bnry Cathedral is to English architecture. Do
not let it be siipposed that we wish it to be
understood that St. Stephen’s, Vienna, is the

finest example of German architecture, or that

Salisbury Cathedral is the finest example of

English Gothic : far from it, as both th <

churches in a most remarkable way illnstrs

the defects of the styles of which they a
examples

; bat as examples of their styles, th
cannot be surpassed, and are therefore ii

mensely valuable to those students who wish
tho study of Gothic architecture to arrive at t

principles which actuated the ancient builders
The Cathedral of St. Stephen at Vienna is t

largest example of what is called by the Germa
a “ hall church,” and the great aim of its arcl
tect appears to have been the erection of a chur
which shonld be composed of as few parts
possible. Tho very opposite in this respect
Salisbury Cathedral, where the aim of the arcl

tect appears to have been to give a great efle

of size by sub-division of the parts of the bail
ing, and it is most interesting to compare t
two buildings as examples of two diametrical
opposite schemes for arriving at the same resn
Now, it need not be supposed that this is tl

result of the architects of these two church
I having been brought up in two different schoo'

for in all probability if a German had been calk
on to design a church for such a site as th
occupied by Salisbury Cathedral ho would ha-

erected a building sub-divided into numero
parts; and if, on the other hand, an English a

chitect had had to erect a church in Vienna ]

would have designed a plan nearly as simple ;

that of St. Stephen’s. Tho fact is, tbe archite
of St. Stephen’s, Vienna, knew that his ohnn
would be surrounded by lofty houses, sind so 1

planned a church which shonld look like oi

hngo monster of a building, one simple whol
which by tho very fact of its oneness and i

compactness shonld preserve its scale, althoug
surrounded by buildings which would simp
swamp an ordinary church

; and to proi

tho success of the architect’s design wo ms
mention a fact to which all who know th
church can testify, and that is, that althoug
St. Stephen’s Cathedral is surrounded by honsi

seven and even eight stories high, and propo
tionately immense, yet the church not only pr
serv’es its scale, but looks much larger than
really is

!

Although the general plan and arrangemei
of St. Stephen’s is, as wo pointed out, vei

simple, yet in the detail the principle of sn'

division has been carried to an extent rarely i

be seen in Mediaeval work ; thus every pinnae
is composed of a most intricate group of smalli

pinnacles, and every gable is divided by mu
lions, then subdivided by other mullions, then r
subdivided, and then the spaces are filled in wit

most delicate tracery work, which is of two, an
even in some cases of three, orders, cusped ai

recusped. This t .bdivision of the parts is ca
ried to its extreme in the buttresses and pii

nacles of the tower and spire, bat kept so sul

servient to the general mass, and treated t

skilfully, that it helps the scale of the buildir

vrithout giving that appearance of littlenei

which is the great danger to be avoided in th
excessive subdivision of the subordinate featnri

of a design.

Perhaps no Medimval church in existent

offers a more valuable field of study to a Londo
architect than St. Stephen’s, Vienna, for i

studying this church he cannot fail to notit

that every feature of the design bad referenc
not only to the building itself bat to its sm
roundings ; that the great object which tb
architects of this building always placed befoi

themselves was to make the church keep r

place, and in this they have been emiaentl
successful

;
and it appears to us that this is

point on which modern architects very general!
fail. Some of our architects who profess 1

study “ English Gothic ” e-xclusively, and t

avoid all foreign elements, and influences, migl,

usefully notice how poor is the effect of a lo'

village church placed in jnxtaposition to a roi

of West-end mansions or East-end warehouses
and we submit that a study of the large (by th

word we do not mean large as to positive dimer
eions, bnt largely treated) churches of German;
and the Netherlands, would be of more practiesa

use to a London architect than devoting hi

time to the pretty little village churches c

Northamptonshire, though undoubtedly the latte

present a very fascinating study.*

* In our volume for 1863, under tho heading “ Goin)

Along” (notes of a tour by the conductor of this joumal)j
some particulars of St. Stephen’s will be found, including

an engraving of the remarkable stone gablets on tbe sonti

side of tbe roof (vol. zzi., p. 772) ; also illustrations a
tho modern architecture of Vienna, the Votive Churci

(p. 741), private residenees (pp. 724-25), &c. A viewo-
tbe carved stone pulpit in St. Stephen's will be found ill

the £uUder, vol. xvi., p. 727.
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HOMES IN HOMEKTON.
Within the last few days we have looked at

some scores of streets, lanes, courts, homes and
their back yards, in the district known as Homer-
ton, which forms a portion of the extreme east
of the parish of Hackney. The Homerton of
to-day is very unlike the hamlet it was fifty
years since, or even twenty-five years ago. The
whilom hamlet contained a number of well-buOt
red brick mansions, with large gardens, and these
were occupied by wealthy merchants of the
City. Several of these old residences still

remain, but aro sadly altered, and others have
completely disappeared, aud their site and that
of their gardens aro built upon. Numerous
streets of houses havo cropped up, and many
more at this moment are growing, centrally and
at either end of the ancient hamlet which has
now swelled into a very populous neighbourhood.
Tho great majority of dwellings now in course
of erection, aro of the cheap and speculative
kind. They are built by a class of small em-
ployers, to suit the wants of mechanics, clerks,
or those with small annuities, and their owners
do not care to let them on any other condition t.Lnn

that of receiving the rent in weekly or monthly
payments. These new dwellings are nearly all
two stories in height, and contain on an average
sir rooms, front parlour, kitchen, and wash-
house, and three rooms upstairs, one of these
being a small bed-room above the projecting
wash-house at the rear. The construction of
these houses shows that they cannot afford more
than proper room for one family, yet two
families are to be found in some of them. Tho
inconvenience that must exist in case of two
occupiers will be illnstrated when we state that
tho stairs of a number of these houses start from
tho back room, so that the members ofone family
would be obliged to pass and repass through
the apartment of the other. The intention of tho
builders of these houses, as they aver themselves,
is to let them to only one tenant

j bat it must be
remembered the builders are for the time being
only the temporary owners, and their object is to
sell them as fast as they are finished. It is im-
material to them what condition these houses may
be reduced to in a short time. Externally these
cheap-clasB honsea are, to a certain extent, what
may bo called “neat,”—that is, to the inex-
perienced eye,—and even their interiors present
a certain amount of agreeable accommodation.
Cupboards, or lockers, are provided in the
recesses, and, os an inducement to a new
tenant, Venetian blinds will be put up. In
regard, however, to the workmanship and ma-
terials, tho less, perhaps, that is said the better.
Yet we cannot resist mentioning the fact that
the doors and sashes aro made out of in. stuff,
and, as a consequence, when ready for theii-
first coat of paint, the smoothening process
has reduced them to 1-J in., and even less. Doors

• and sashes framed of such scantlings are bound
to warp. The stairs are little better than steep
Btep-tadders, boxed between a thin wooden par-
tition and the wall, the partition being continued
from the lower floor to the ceiling of the upper
room, and of course forming one of tho sides of
the back top room. Tho speculators can afford
to sell these houses singly, from prices ranging
from 1501. to 1701. and make a profit. The
weekly rent of a great number of these houses
is fixed at 78. or 8s. each, and for those which are
a little better finished, or perhaps a little more
roomy, 9s. are asked. The character of these
new dwellings may be summed up—they aro
built to sell, and being built in rows, they are
designed to mutually assist each other in stand-
ing or falling. Seven years’ wear- aud tear of
occupation, assisted by tho elements, will render
the majority of them a sorrow and a nuisance to
the pocket and the health of their then owners
or occupiers.

Having said thus much about some of the new
and cheap speculative dwellings in and around
Homerton, we will turn our attention to a few of
tho more aged, many of which in construction and
accommodation could not be much worse. These
dwellings are situated in the narrow streets,
courts, and lanes on either side of High-street.
Amongst the places we visited are John-street,
Hayward’s-bnildings, Plough-lane, Cross-atreet,
Ohui-ch-terrace, Albert - terrace, College - lane,
Harm - lane, Pickles - buildings, Crozier - street,
Brooke-sbreet, and its continuation Victoria-
street, Bergier-street, and its vicinity, the ofl’-

shoots of Sheppard’s - lane, James-place, aud
some other sm^er courts and passages that
bore no name, or, at least, exhibited none.
Many of the houses and the back premises

in the above - named places aro in a very
bad and dirty state, and the drainage must
be imperfect, or the smell and dirt we
found would have disappeared. In several
narrow and back streets and lanes there was
little evidence of the scavenge-cart or the dust-
man. Prom Brooksby's-walk, extending through
Brooke-street to College.lane, a large number of
the houses on either side aro in a very dilapi-
dated condition in their interiors, and the back
premises of some were in a really frightful state,
when we made our visit. The places of accom-
modation were brimful of filth, and the seats,
flooring, and fittings seetliing with rottenness
and corruption. About here will be found
women and children in rags and in wretched,
ness, foul walls, foul floors, foul bedding, foulness
withont, within, and around. We were happy
in meeting some instances of cleanly persons
and cleanly homes, hemmed in by others whose
frightful example was sufficient to demoraliso
the whole neighbourhood. “ My poverty,” said
one poor, thinly-clad woman to us, “ never pre-
vented mo from keeping my children, or myself,
or home clean.” About Brooke-street, between
Homerton Church and Homerton Hospital, the
dwellings of tho working classes are in had con-
dition, but they must be examined within and at
their backs, or else no conception can be formed
of their unhealthy state. Many of these houses
we are now describing are not very old, neither
are they of recent erection

;
but they are

thoroughly ill-oonstructed, and are out of repair.
Apparently, many of them were, when first
erected, constructed of the materials of older
houses. Were their occupants provided with a
better class of dwellings, it would be a benefit
to the health of the neighbourhood if they were
demolished. About this quarter of Homerton
no small number of tho vendor and coster class
seem to have settled down, interspersed with
the labouring class from factories and builders'
yards, and other classes of working men.

In a lane off the upper end of High-street,
called James-place, the houses have no rear,
and contain but two rooms, one below aud one
above, ascended to by a steep stair. There is a
courtway in front, and at the further end there
are two places of accommodation for the six
houses. One of these closets is out of repair;
indeed, the condition of both in the matter of
drainage calls for instant attention, as does the
whole court. Wo found some during our visit
who complained bitterly against the action of
tho School Board. Mothers and fathers con-
fessed to ns that their children were put to
work far too soon, but that they were obliged to
do so, as tho earnings of their children, small as
they might he, were a help. Unfortunately, in
Homerton, as in other places, there are numbers
of parents _whp use every stratagem they can
to keep their girls and boys from school. Where
we found dirt, and filth, and rags, we mostly
found the demoralisation of drunkenness. The
beer-shops and gin-shops aro plentiful every,
where, and a visit on a Saturday night and
Sunday convinced us that our deductions from
a day visit were well founded.
The homes ofthe poor must be improved before

the work of the School Boards will produce
good results; and pari passu with elementary
education must proceed the inculcation of the
laws of health.

Of very old houses of tho half-timbered kind
there are a few in this district. Opposite Bridge-
street, in the High-street, there are three or four
with projecting windows, plastered fronts, and
their roof lino broken by gables. One used as a
butcher’s shop is tho most picturesque of the
lot, as an aged elm-tree springs up from the
footway at one end of the projecting shop-front.
It is an old landmark, and on tho occasion of our
visit the aged tree was being cleared of some of
its extending branches, aud the house was under-
going some repairs.

A few words more by way of finis for the pre-
sent about Homerton. All the available waste
ground is being fastly covered over. Four years
ago there was a large space of unenticing ground
situated between Church-road and Sidney-road.
This space is nearly all built upon with a num-
ber of the cheap class of dwellings, some of
which we have described in the opening of this
paper.

Sidney House, a building which once belonged
to a wealthy merchant, and which for a number
of years has remained untenanted, its owner
having fled the district, is now enclosed around,
and its garden built upon. A Sisterhood of
nuns of the Romish Church occupy this house ;

and a chapel. • ’ ' ” •
’

bnck, haajnat been opened a few yards distant
There is plenty of work in this rough district for
Christian ministers of all kinds

; for sanitary
officers, relieving officers, school boards and for
volnntary and philanthropic efforts. We fear that
the deame88ofcoal,if it shouldcontinue, will work
mischief in this aud similar districts daring the
ensuing winter, should it prove to be severe.
The poorly clad and the ill-housed and ill-fed
particularly the children, are certain to suffer
from a number of complaints, which are
aggravated throngh cold or a want of proper
warrnth. Typhns and bronchitis make havoc
in winter as well as in other seasons, and
cold and unhealthy homes, acting on ill . fed
and uncleanly persons, are the best auxiliaries
of disease and death.

THE BALDACCHINO A ROMISH
ADJUNCT.

THEapplication for leave to erect a baldaochino
in the Church of St. Barnabas, Pimlico, has been
argued m the Consistory Court. Dr. A. Stephens
Q.C., speaking on the part of the opposition, saidm the course of his address,—It would bo his
duty to contend that the real object of that
application was to introduce, under the authority
of the Chancellor’s Court, a structure which was
an adjunct to a Roman Catholic altar, in order
to give a superstitious reverence to the conse
crated elements, under the supposition of a
corporal presence of Christ enthroned in the so-
called altar,—in fact, to erect a monument of
Popish superstition which was legally con-
demned and destroyed as such in the reigns of
Edvyard VI. and Elizabeth. It had been Itated
in the course of the present application that the
erection of the proposed baldacchino was unani-
mously agreed to at a vestry meeting on the
15th of April, but he contended that as no men-
tion of the special purpose of the meeting
was made in the notice convening it, it was
illegal. In support of this view he cited a
pi^sago from tho second volume of Sir Robert
rhillimore’s “ Ecclesiastical Law,” but he de
clined, he said, to take any technical objectionm such a case, preferring to treat the matter
upon Its merits. Tho term " baldaochino” was
80

_

little known to English churchmen that it
might be desirable to give a short definition of

oL- ,

.meant, as stated by Mr. Orby
Shipley, m his “ Glossary of Ecclesiastic^
Terms, cloth of gold made at Baldec or
Babylon, In old Euglisli inventories the word
bandekyn appeared as a material used for

church vestments, aud the late Canon Rock inhm well-known work, “ The Church of Our
bathers,’ gave a copy of an entry of things
bonght for a Roman Catholic church in 1486
containing, among other items, “A canopy for
the Pyx of white bandekyn.” In time the term
baldacchiuo” came to be transferred to the

canopies made of that material. In the“ Rituale Romanum ” it was ordered that a
baldachinum was to be carried over the Host
when conveyed by the priest to a sick person

Corpus Christi, instituted inUbi by Pope Urban IV., for the special adora-
tion of the consecrated wafer, a baldacchino was
ordered to bo prepared to be carried over the
Sacrament. Its use was also enjoined in the
Rubric of the Roman Missal for the Mass on
Good Friday. In Italian churches the canopy
of state over the altar was not unfrequently an
architectural structure of marble or stone in the
form ofa dome, supported by four pillars; and
tho term “baldacchino” was applied to such
structures. The first definition of it by Mr.
Shipley was “ a strnctional coverino- on four
columns of marble or stone, ora canopy hangm-r
from the roof over the altar in churches,”°and
in Bingham’s “ Christian Antiquities ” aud
Webster’s Dictionary were similar explanations
To all these erections the words “ ciborium ” and
“canopy ’’were also applied indifferently and
It was thus that the baldacchino in Italian
churches answered the same purpose as the
simpler structure of the canopy in the En-^Hah
church s. Mr. Street, R.A., the aixhitect of the
propr- J baldacchino at St. Barnabas, in a letter
to tho editor of the Guardian in August last
spoke throughout of the baldacchino as a canopy
over the altar, and used the words “ canopy ”
and “ baldacchino ” as synonymous terms In
tracing the history of the use of the canopy in tho
Ohurch ofEnglanditwaa tohimasource ofsincere
gmification that his learned friend Mr. Phillimore
had conceded the i,.- >

u J
w.wD .t-ciucu iiiuliu iur. ruiiiimore

had conceded the point that baldacchinos audrun up huinedlj, built of 1 canopies were substantially identical both in
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principio and object. He now proposed to show
that such ornaments were adjuncts to a Roman
Catholic altar, and totally incompatible with the

rites and ceremonies of the Church of England.
In 1215 the doctrine of Transubstantiation was
first decreed by the Council of Lateran, under
Pope Innocent III., in these terms :

—

"

The body
and blood of Jesus Christ are truly contained

under the form of bread and wine, the bread

being transubstantiated into His body, and the

wine into His blood by the power of God.”
Before that decree no baldacchino or canopy
was used or enjoined in the Church of England,
and no mention of them was made in ecclesi-

astical documents ;
but in 1279 Archbishop

Peckham of Canterbury issued the following'

order to the Church in this country :
—

” We
charge you for the future that the most worthy
Sacrament of the Eucharist be so kept that a
tabernacle be made in every church with a decent
enclosure, according to the greatness of the cure
and the value of the church on wliich the Lord’s
Body may be laid.” Canon Rock explained the
necessity for that ritual observance by stating

that “ Christ is always coming down from above
to dwell upon our altars,” and added that the first

wooden or stone tabernacle resting on the altar

seen in this land was put up in QueenJIary’s reign.

The object of Archbishop Beckham’s constitu-

tion was obvious. The doctrine of Transub-
atantiation having been decreed, it was requisite

that it should be impressed by every possible

means on the minds of the people. That end
was best attained by placing a canopy over the
Host, making that the most prominent object in

every church, and thus promoting increased
veneration for the consecrated wafer. This was
in full accordance with the ordinary practice of

the Roman Cliurch, which invariably inculcated

new doctrines through the means of the bodily
senses. Canon Rock bore out hia assertion in

these words :
—“It was profound devotion to the

victim offered there that stimulated the piety of

the faithful to spread the richest carpets round
the altar, to hang gorgeous veils on either side,

to canopy it with domes of porphyry or silver,

to pile chalices of gold or precious stones upon
it

;
to render it, in fine, as glorious as possible.”

He added, that the bishop’s chair was not to

be honoured with a baldacchino, unless a similar

or more sumptuous canopy was suspended above
the altar, for the honour of the consecrated
wafer. The result was that, at the period pre-
ceding the Reformation, every church in England
had a canopy more or less elaborate over the
Host, indicating thereby the (supposed) presence
of Christ in the consecrated wafer. The canopy
was thus one of the adjuncts of the Romish
altar, and being the most prominent object

before the eyes of the congregation, it was most
immediately connected in the minds of the
people with the superstitious doctrines of the

Mass. It was, in fact, the point to which the

gaze of the multitude was directed in the adora-

tiou of the wafer. In the reign of Edward VI.
the canopies which were found in all the English

churches were removed and sold as monuments
of superstition. The era on which the reformed
Church of England was substantially based was
the reign of Elizabeth. Her Act of Uniformity,
with the statute enacting the Thirty-nine

Articles, constituted the JIagna Charta of the

Protestant Reformed Church. ThatActabolished
the Mass, with all its adjuncts, and consequently
the canopies over the sacrament were removed,
like the rest, as monuments of superstition. In
1559, and again in 1505, the queen sent out com-
missioners to seize and destroy all the adjuncts
of the Mass and other monuments of superstition

then so plentiful iu the churches, and among
these, in the ancient chronicles, the canopy was
constantly named. That universal condemna-
tion and destruction of canopies clearly esta-

blished the fact that such erections were incom-
])atibl6 with the reformed doctrine of the Church
of England in regard to the sacrament of the
Lord’s Supper, being designed to instil into the
minds of people the doctrine of the actual pre-

sence of the very body and blood of Christ in

the consecrated elements. The doctrine of the
Church of England was that the very body and
blood of Christ were in Heaven, and not here,
and that Christ was to be adored and knowm
sitting on the right hand of God in Heaven. He
submitted that it had been clearly established
that, when the Roman Catholic religion prevailed

in this country, canopies over the altar were in

use; but when the Acts of Uniformity of

Edward and Elizabeth came into force these
canopies were condemned and destroyed as

monuments of superstition.

SCIENCE AND ART CULTURE.
On Thursday evening, the 23rd ult., Mr.

J. C. Buckmaster delivered an address before a

large and appreciative audience, attheMorniugton
Institute, Harapstead-road, on “ Science and
Art for the People.” Mr. Buckmaster said that

his business that evening was to bring under
the meeting’s consideration some of the arrange-

ments which had been made by the Government
for the purpose of promoting and encouraging
throughout the country a more general know-
ledge of science and art. This department of

Government came into existence in this wise.

It was thought by some, who bad not paid much
attention to the subject, that the Science and
Art Department and the South Kensington
Museum were entirely new organisations of the

State, and that they had been called into exist-

ence without any definite purpose. But the
intentions for which they were designed were
by no means new to the Government; and long
before the building of schools for the promotion of

education, very large grants of public money were
annually made for the purpose of the cultivation

of science and art. So early as 1815 the atten-

tion of the Government was directed to this

subject by a pamphlet, which recommended
that the Government should vote a sum of

money for the purpose of appointing competent
lecturers upon the various branches of science

and art which were thought likely to be useful.

A few years after a general movement took

place for the purpose of establishing institutions

the chief feature of which was the delivery of

a systematic course of lectures upon the various

branches of science, art, and literature. It was
the object of these institutions to teach, chiefly

by means of lectures, something of these laws.

An apprenticeship to a trade, he thought, dis-

ciplined men’s natures to the performance of

the kind ofwork with which they were engaged,
and the doing of this day by day required skill;

but scientific education addressed itself to the

man’s mind, enabling him to reason and think on
what he was to do; and it was this idea that,

some forty or fifty years ago, called into exist-

ence mechanics’ institutes and such-like institu-

tions.

Speaking of the amusements of the people,

the lecturer went on to say that the character of

such amusements provided was to be always
considered a safe index of the refinement and
culture of the i)eople ;

the more educated a man
was, the greater became his enjoyment of life,

and the higher he rose above his fellow-creatures.

In 1840, attention was again directed to the
movement, and Mr. Foley Thompson, then Pre-
sident of the Poor Law Board, established at

that time schools of design. These schools were
almost entirely subsidised by the State

;
but they

failed to exercise any important influence on the
arts and manufactures of this country

;
they, in

fact, never originated an oi-iginal design. "What
was wanted was a general elevation and improve-
ment in the art and tastes of the whole people.

You wanted to cultivate a love of the beautiful

in nature and art. If any improvement was to

take place in the art industry of the country, it

must come from the people being better educated
in art, and this must have the commencement in

teaching people to draw freehand drawing. But
he doubted whether it was possible for people to

arrive at a true appreciation of art unless they
had been led to love and admire everything that

was beautiful in nature. We had done all tliat

we could on this earth to make this world as

ugly as possible. The majority of men passed
through this world perfectly insensible to the

refining influences of nature. Cultivate, he said,

then, a love of nature—if it were only a little

plant, if it were only a tiny flower
; love

that and it could not but have a vast influence

in refining a man’s taste. The teaching

of art was not easy. If you could only manage
to obtain one good work of art, however simple
it might be, if you studied that little work it

would do you more good than a mere superficial

careless gazing. The influence of a work of art

must not be measured by the surface which it

covered. A man who produced one lasting work
of art exercised a far more powerful influence

on humanity than a man who had painted thou-

sands of pictures. A picture, to be of any use to

you, must be studied ; it must be looked at for

some considerable time, and not in the mere
casual way that we sometimes observed it.

What was wanting was to cultivate carefully

and accurately the powers of seeing things in

their right light. This art-knowledge had
always exercised a very important influence in

the civilisation of the people. Without progress

in art there was no progress in civilisation. The
teaching of science, however, was a more difii-

cnlt thing. Most of us could understand a work
of art; but the results of science could not be
made so evident to the senses. The gradual
progress of development was far more important,
probably, as a means for increasing wealth, than
the mere conventional application of art. About
fifteen years ago the Government passed a
very comprehensive scheme for encouraging
and promoting a more general knowledge of

i

science, which name was merely another word
i

for knowledge. All of these sciences were to
!

be divided into a number of parts. Amongst i

these was geometry, tbe science of form teach-
I

ing men something of form and shape, .a ;

knowledge of which was very desirable, so
|

that the material should be turned to the best
I

possible advantage. Then we had mechanics.
i

machine drawing, free construction, elementary
i

mathematics, theoretical mechanics, animal
i

physiology, navigation, botany, &c., &c. But he
i

would despair if any young man tried to master
most of these. He believed in one or two
subjects well done

;
and one subject thoroughly

mastered was better than a superficial acquaint-

ance with many. These sciences were valuable

as part of your education
;
they were valuable

also in their relation to work. The language of

science was to most working men the languagf-

of a foreigner, and you could make no progress

in any of these sciences unless you had mastered
the definitions and axioms upon which these

sciences are based, and with more exact lan-

guage among working men there would grow up
better language among the men themselves.

Was there, he asked, anything in a life of labour

which necessitated that hoarse, rough way in

speaking to each other unfortunately toocommon
among working men ? It had been said that to

give workingmen a knowledge of the sciences it

would make them discontented, but reason and
humanity rebelled against this. In conclusion,

he said, educate men and they would feel more
interested in their work

;
and new methods ami

new plans would suggest themselves to the man
who had first been educated in those principles

in which the success of his work depended.

PROPOSED BATHS AND WASHHOUSES
IN SOUTHWARK.

The erection of baths and washhouses in the
different crowded parishes of the metropolis

appears at present to be occupying the attention

of the several local authorities concerned, and
we now find that the vestry of St. George the -

Martyr contemplate the establishment of an
institution of this nature. At a meeting of the
vestry held last week, it was decided to apply to

the Local Government Board for the sum of

12,OOOZ., belonging to the vestry, held by that
Board, and invested in Consols, for the purchase
of a site and the erection of baths and wash-
houses thereon. The Local Government Board
hold the amount named under the following

|

circumstances. Four years ago the Board |

ordered the parish of St. George the Martyr
j

into union with St. Saviour’s Union and Newing-
ton, the result being that land and workhouse I

schools at Mitcham belonging to St. George the I

Martyr were sold, and after paying their share l

of the cost of St. Saviour’s Workhouse there was l

a balance of 12,000Z., invested as already named I

by the Government Board, the parish taking tiie I

interest in mitigation of rates. At the meeting 1

of the vestry last week it was stated that the I

president of the Local Government Board was ii

willing to hand over the money to the vestry if .

they brought forward a proposition to use it for

any permanent benefit to tlie parish, and it was f‘

urged that the erection of baths and washhouse^ if

would not only be a permanent benefit, but were if

highly necessary in that crowded district. It f

was agreed that, in the event of the Local 1

Government Board complying with the request ti

of the vestry, steps should immediately he taken i(

for the erection of the building.

Proposed New Dispensary at Wands- 1

worth,.—The Wandsworth and Clapham Guar- '!

diana contemplate the erection of a new dispen- >

sary in the neighbourhood of the Wandsworth- '

road, and at their meeting last week a committee •!

was appointed to look out for a suitable piece of i:

ground, and also to ascertain the cost, in view of '

the erection of the building.
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MAEGATB DRAINAGE COMPETITION,

The corporation held three meetings to con-

sidcr the applications for admission to this com-
petition, and on Tuesday last the selection was
completed, and with the following result, viz.,

—

Messrs. Lewis Angell, J. Bailey Denton, J. E.

Eachus, Gotto & Beesley, Russ & Minns, and
Whittaker & Perrot, of London; Mr. Edward
Appleton, of Torquay; Messrs. Bnerley and
Holt, of Blackhurn

;
Mr. Goodison, of Liverpool

;

and Mr. Wilson (Native Sewage Guano Com-
pany’s engineer), were selected. To these ten

gentlemen will bo offered the two premiums of

200 guineas and 100 guineas respectively for the

best and second beat plans, to be sent in to the

council before the 30th of January next, the

corporation stipulating that the selected plans

must be approved by the Local Government
Board before being prcmiated. There were in

all fifty.four candidates.

An episode occurred in the course of the pro-

ceedings, Mi% Coghlan, the borough surveyor,

having been put up as a candidate, and elected

as one of the competing ten; but on a very
strong remonstrance, led by Mr. Councillor Sear,

himself a member of the profession, pointing out

the manifest unfairness of the corporationputtiug

np their own employ^ to compete; that his

success would be open to a strong imputation of

collusion; and that bis local knowledge, which
ought to be available to all the competitors who
chose to apply to him for information, would
give him a most unfair advantage over others,

—

Mr. Coghlan honourably withdrew, and Mr. Lewis
Angell (who tied with Mr. Jacobs, of Barrow-in-

Furness) eventnally was selected in his stead.

THE FALL OF A CHIMNEY AT
NORTHFLEET.

SiTt,
—“The jury found that the men were

accidentally killed, and expressed their sym-
pathy with Messrs. Gostling and with the rela.

tives of the deceased; the coroner remarking
that he agreed with the verdict.” Surely this

is not the kind of conclusion proper to so sad an
accident as that by which six persons lost their

lives, and others were severely injured, by the
recent fall of a chimney at Northfleet. If one
of these lives had been lost by a collision on the
neighbouring railway or river, there would have
been an exhaustive inquiry, not merely with a
view of placing the responsibility for the dis-

aster upon tlie right shoulders, but for the pre-

vention of future accidents of tlie like kind. In
the interest of all those who may be concerned
in the building of chimney-shafts, the matter
calls for some investigation beyond that which
the coroner and jury have been able to give
to it.

Nothing could be more satisfactory than the
account of the work given in evidence at the
inquest, if we did nob know that the chimney
foil. This was no hap-hazard job of the scamp,
ing contract kind. The design was made under
professional advice, -and carefully studied, with
a view to the provision of unusual strength. All

the materials were of the best, and were pro-

vided by the proprietors. The builder was ox-

perienced in this special class of work, and his

workmanship was perfectly satisfactory to the
proprietors, the architect, and to the experienced
surveyor who was called in after the accident.

Nevertheless the chimney fell, and the one thing
which we have learnt from the catastrophe is,

that if rebuilt in all respects as before it must
certainly fall again. Let us see if, by examining
the evidence anew, something cannot be learned
from it of more practical utility than this.

Now, the building of a chimney 220 ft. in
height, though no great undertaking in the
manufacturing districts, is not so common in
the neighbourhood of London as to be quite free
from everything of an experimental character.
Both bricks and mortar differ very materially
from those in use in the north; and this should
infiuence the designs of the structure, the
execution of the brickwork, and the rate of

progress. It is, therefore, not with a view of

suggesting blame in any quarter where all

seem to have taken great care and pains

;

but rather as suggesting modification in future
practice that the following remarks are made :

—

1. It is shown by the evidence that the thick,

ness of the brickwork of the shaft was, on the
average, not less than one-third more than in

certain chimneys named, and, in particular,
that in the lower part it was nearly double
the str'Bogbh of that in the famous chimney at

St. Rollox. But as the accident seems to have

originated at the top, there is no need either

to question or to prove the sufficiency of the
lower part, and it seems clear that there was
no excess of strength beyond what is usual in

the upper part of the shaft. The practice,

indeed, is to make the wall at the top of n

shaft, li brick in thickness, where the inter-

nal diameter exceeds about 4 ft. 6 in., and to

continue this thickness downwards for about
25 ft. Here the internal diameter was 8 ft.

9 in., or nearly double the above dimension,
and the work in brick extended downwards
for as much as 36 ft. 3 in., a consideration
which, if it does not suggest the necessity for

greater thickness of work, clearly suggests
great care in the construction of that actually
used.

2. What was the nature of the bond ? The
scientific evidence shows simply that there was
•' no filling in with bats or rubble,” but it would
be easy to make very unsound work out of

whole bricks, and especially in the case of

1^-bi-ick circular work of this radius. Indeed,
it is easy to see that without extreme care there
might be no effectual bond for the resistance of
vertical fracture across the wall.

3. ‘‘The principal part of the bricks were of
Rutter’s paviours and the best picked stocks.”
Of what sort wore the remainder, and how were
the whole combined in the upper part of the
shaft ? If there was a facing of one kind and a
backing of another there would almost certainly
be some difference in thickuess of the bricks,
and consequently in the mortar-joints there
would probably also be a difference in the
degree, or at least in the rate, of absorption of
the two bricks, and from one or both of these
causes it is possible that the weight of the cap
would, while the work was green, be carried by a
very thin facing of wall.

4. Was anything done to aid in the bonding of
the upper part of the shaft beyond grouting in
“ every few courses ” with neat Portland
cement ? Wherever additional bond is supplied
beyond that produced by the overlapping of the
bricks it should be so strong as to absolutely
resist every force that can be brought against it.

A weak bond may resist the process of settle-

ment to a certain extent, and then by snapping
suddenly may be worse than no bond at all.

Does the term “ gi-outing ” indicate, as it usually
would, that the internal joints were left with
little or no mortar, and were then filled up with
liquid cement, in which case the desirable
homogeneity of the work would be destroyed;
or was it simply poured over the course after
fiushing up ? Ill the latter case, though much
advantage could hardly be expected, the possible
mischief would be less.

5. The shaft, which was 220 ft. high, occupied
sixteen weeks in building; not too short a time,
perhaps, under certain conditions, but it is about
the time ordinarily occupied in carrying up
brickwork to one-fourth or one-fifth of this
height. We are not told how much of this time
was occupied in building the lower portion, and
cannot therefore judge of the rate at which the
upper part, where the accident originated, was
carried up. Clearly, however, the work must
have been quite green and in that condition of
gradual settlement and consolidation which is

most dangerous under heavy or irregular
loading.

6. What were the design and construction of
the cap ? Its weight of 19 tons 3 cwt. would
be of no material cousequence,—assuming the
brickwork under it to be perfectly sound,—but,
as before said, it was green, and if its bearing
on the shaft was nob perfectly regular, the
disasters may not be difficult to account for.
No doubt the suggestion of the two bricklayers,
that the cap had “swagged” the shaft over, was
rude and inexact; but it seems only in accord,
ance with common sense that this weight placed
on the shaft only on the day preceding the
accident must have had some infiuence in
causing it. It may be that, as the architect
said, the weakest time in respect of the cap only
was on the previous night, when it was just
completed, but the “ weakest time” for the part
where the fracture took place was unquestion-
ably the time at which it fell.

. V ^^0 precise outline of the fracture
visible immediately after the accident ? A
drawing of a building which baa fallen down is

often maoh more instructive than one of a
building which stands.
Any one of the causes here indicated, or two

of them in combination, would have gone far
to prodnee sneb an accident as this. Possibly
none of them may have existed; bat if so, the '

difficulty of accounting for the accident is but
increased; for, whatever it may have been, it

cannot have been trivial in its action, for no
trivial cause would bring down a structure such
as this. It is to bo hoped that all parties
concerned will be ready to afford such informa-
tion as may clear up the mystery which now
exists, and render such works,— which are now
increasingly necessary,—less hazardous in time
to come. B.

SHAFT BUILDING.
Sir,—In the Builder of last week an accident

in building a chimney-shaft at Northfleet is
mentioned, which I think would not have hap.
pened if the following precaution had been
taken :

—

The employment of hard-burnt bricks, or
paviours, of a uni/orm thickiiess ; before being
used, all wetted with water, and the brickwork
grouted every course, and levelled and plumbed
every 3 ft. Portland cemeiff, instead of Dorking
lime, tested as to its hardening quality in the
proportion of one cement to two of clean sharp
grit, well washed.

I think the top part of the shaft (being only
14 in. in mortar) was not sufficiently dry when
the heavy cap was placed on it, which caused is

to collapse or bulge. W. Whitehead.

PORTLAND CEMENT AND
THE NORTHFLEET CHIMNEY SHAFT.
Sir,—Portland cement having been the sub.

ject of some remarks in your journal lately, and
having had much experience of its use, I beg to
trouble yon with a few notes.

Some years since I was building a large
factory; the walls were of stock bricks, the
arches of the windows were described to be
gauged and set in Portland cement. Of course
a ganged arch must be cut in soft bricks

; mine
were so, and in order that the joint might be
fine, my foreman set the arches in Portland
cement made up very soft, the bricks well
soaked, and the result was, that the cement
expanded, and broke every brick in every arch.
As they were semi or cambered arches, with a
considerable rise, no harm resulted.
The above facts were brought to my memory

on reading an account of the evidence given
before the coroner as to the chimney at North-
fleet, by gentlemen whom I know to be compe-
tent to express an opinion. I am inclined to
think that the design was good, the materials
were described as of the veiy best, but the work
is described as flushed in with Portland cement,
and if it was done with cement without a large
admixture of sand, it is possible that the expan-
sion of the cement rent the chimney from top
to bottom. Brickbat.

PASSENGER REGISTER FOR
OMNIBUSES AND TRAMWAY CARS.
Almost innumerable nnsuccessful attempts

have been made, in the interests of the pro.
prietors of omnibuses and tramway-cars, to
check the receipts of conductors. Probably a
considerable proportion of the men who enter
upon the occupation of conductor have been
failures in other pursuits

; and although there are
doubtless many honest men on the footboard ic

may be feared that some of them have a secret
sympathy with the frank avowal of a certain
shop assistant who, in asking for an engagement,
was required to state what wage he expected.
His reply was “ I do not reckon so much on the
wage as on what may be my chance of thieve,
dom.” It is perfectly notorious that the omui.
bus and tramway companies suffer greatly from
the dishonesty of servants, some of whom put
more in their pockets, probably, by peculation,
than they receive in wages.

’

One of the most recent devices employed for
keeping conductors honest, is by a system of
tickets, delivered to passengers when they enter
the vehicle, which they are expected to destroy
when they leave it. These tickets they are re-
quested to see torn out of a book, which contains
a counterfoil, showing a fare corresponding to
what they have paid. If every pa.nsenger were
to require a ticket, were to see it actually taken
from the book, and were to make certain that
it could not be used again by a second passenger,
the cheek wonld be tolerably effective

; but this
is not done. Some passengers, from sentimental,
ill-foanded, or improper considerations, object,
by using these tickets, to acting as a species of
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detectives
;
others carelessly, or in ignorance of

the intention of the tickets, do not ask to be
furnished with them

;
while others, again, leave

them on the seats or floor of the carriage, and
give the conductor an opportunity, if he be so

minded, of issuing them again without an addi-

tional counterfoil debit against himself for the

additional fare, thus defeating the essential

object of the tickets. In any case, a self-acting

register of passengers and their fares seems a

thing much to be desired, alike in the interests

•of proprietors, passengers, and conductors.

A very effective apparatus of this character

has been perfected by Jlr. Marshall Arthur

Wier, of Great Winchester-strecb, in his Pneu-

matio Passenger Pegister, which was exhibited

in operation in one of the London Tramway
Company’s cars between Blaokfriars Bridge
and Brixton and back on Friday in last week.

This register, it my be stated, has been
brought to its present efficient state, after a
long series of trials and experiments upon the

London Tramway Company’s line, snob trials

having resulted from time to time in the modi-
fications and charges that seemed desirable. The
difficulties that beset the inventor have a curious

illustration in one of the “ steps ” of his pro-

gress. Among other plans he contrived a “ Step

Register,” in which he was fairly successful in

recording the number of persons who trod npon
the step, if not the entrance and exit of the

actual passengers
;
but this system had radical

defects, that he has now corrected effectually.

Among the defects referred to were the readi-

ness of persons to jump on to the step of the

platform to make inquiries of the conductor;
others get on and find they are on tho wrong
car

;
boys jump up for a short ride, when the

conductor is beyond arm’s length; the driver

has to get off to attend to harness and other

matters
;
the conductor has to get off to bear

a hand in assisting old women of both sexes,

who, in their trepidation, may make a species

of treadmill of the step, and press it several

times before they can get fairly either in or

out. All these steppings would bo recorded

against the conductor, which is, ofcourse, entirely

incorrect.

The apparatus is now in operation on the

London Tramway Company’s line, and, as shown
on Friday, consists of a neat brass gate across
the door that moves in or out with ease by
the person entering or leaving. This gate is

connected, under the platform of the car, with
the lower end of another,—a slide gate,—which
passes behind, and follows the passenger in or

out, as the case may be, and thus prevents two
persons entering or leaving and registering at

the same time. The gates are evenly balanced,

and move easily and rapidly, so that no impedi-

ment is offered to the passenger, and entering

and leaving tho vehicle are quickly done. A
brass box, locked, contains the register, and is

attached to the apparatus. Strips of paper
inside the box, of tho kind used in electric tele-

graphy pass round two brass reels, and are

moved by the apparatus. The passengers are

noted by prickers passing through the paper at

regular distances as the passengers enter and
leave, the upper line indicating those who enter,

and the lower line those who leave ; the division

of fares at each station is noted by blank spaces

on the paper between the boles made by the

prickers. This may be effected by either of

four methods, two of which were shown on tho
car in operation separately. The first is by
crowning” the road at the stations from

which the fares are charged. The road is

gradually raised about an inch above the ordi-

nary level, the rise being almost imperceptible.
A wheel, of about 6 in. diameter, is placed under
the car. That is attached to levers connecting
with a box containing an air-tight chamber,
with a tube leading to another ohamber in tbe
registering box. The movement of the wheel
over the crowning portion of the road, presses
the air-chamber, and causes the air to pass into
the chamber in the registering box. The space
on the paper, showing the station, is thus made
apparent. The other mode is effected in a
similar manner, by the conductor pressing a
knob

;
the movement by the force of tbe air is

produced in the same way. Ifhe omits to press
the knob at the proper station, the larger fare
would be recorded against him. By the latter

method the crowning of the road is not neces-
sary. A very ingenious invention for noting
the number of times the conductor enters the
car is contained in a small box inside the ear.

This, also, is worked by means of the atmo-
sphere.

Mr. Wier, the younger, inventor of this

ingenious apparatus, which is worked partly by
mechanical means and partly by compressed
atraospherio air, is the originator of other
pneumatic patents, and has, we understand,
received a high testimonial from Capt. Halpen,
Commander of the Great Eastern steamship, for

the efficient system of pneumatic signals, in-

vented by Mr. Wier, and used in the Great
Eastern and other ships in laying submarine
cables. For his Passenger Register the inventor
may, we think, fairly claim that it will record
every fare that should be paid to the conduqtora
of the omnibuses or tramway-cars that are fitted

with it ; that it will note not only tho number of
fares, but their respective amounts ; that it

renders the use of tickets and tho employment
of detectives unnecessary

;
that it records the

entrance of the conductor into the car, for the
collection of fares, or other purpose, and dis-

tiuguishea passengers who have mistaken their

car, provided they leave it within a reasonable
distance after entering

;
that the apparatus does

not leave control of the register in the power of

the conductor, or admit of its alteration by col-

lusion between tbe conductor and the inspector
or clerk in charge of the registering box

;
that

the parts of the apparatus are strong and simple,

and not likely to be easily damaged by rough
usage ;

that the apparatus may be readily

adapted and fitted to the present class of street

vehicles for the conveyance of passengers; and,
in fine, that its adoption would largely increase
the receipts of tramway and omnibus com-
panies, improve the moral, and it may be reason-
ably expected, by the increased wages that

would be afforded, the material and social con-
dition of conductors, and tend directly to the
benefit of all parties concerned.

Tho enormous number of passengers carried

by tramway-cars and omnibuses alone through-
out tbe world, may be illustrated by giving the
number of passengers carried in London and the
suburbs. There are three tramway companies
carrying about -iO,000,000 passengers annually;
the General Omnibus Company carry upw.ards
of 40,000,000, and it is estimated that other
omnibus companies in London carry about
20

,
000,000 ; thus giving 100

,
000,000 passengers

carried annually, whose fares at only 2 d. each
amount to 16,666,6661. Every penny for this

vast traffic throughout the world passes through
the hands of an army of men who have only the
semblance of a check upon them as to the
amount received.

ABCniTECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF
IRELAND.

The opening meeting and conversazione was
held at the Rooms of the Association, 212,

Great Brunswick-street, on ThurBd.ay evening,
October 23, the president, Mr. J. J. O'Callaglian,

in the chair.

Amongst those present were’:—Jonathan Pim,
M.P.

;
P. J. Smyth, M.P.

;
Very Rev. Canon

Pope, Maurice Brooka, Marcus Keane, J.P.

;

J. R. Carroll, W. Fennell, H. Oldham, H. Brett,

jun.; T. Goodwillie, A. W. Robinson, R. 0.
Longfield, T. Holbrook, J. Kirk, James Farrall,

D. J. Freeman (treasurer), S. Catterson Smith,
John Holmes, Dr. Barker, T. H. Longfield (hon.

sec.), C. J. Allen, W. Neill, J. C. Morrell, Joseph

,

Robinson, P. S. Swan, Dr. T. Purcell, C.

Geog'^egan, Peter Roe, A. E. Murray, J. Mulligan,
E. L. Clarke, J. L. Robinson (hou. sec.), — Mon-
sell, Dr. Frazer, Dr. Grirashaw, T. Dockrell,

T.C.; W. M. Mitchell, V.P.; Rev. J. F. Shear-
man, — Mitchell, R. S. Swan, Saudham Symes,
H. M'Manus, R.H.A. ; Rev. J. Carolan, —
Maguire, J. P. Griffith, C.E.; E. T. Owen,
James H. Owen, P.R.I.A.

; J. W. Haughton,
H. Keogh, H. Wilmot, Charles H. Brien, H.
Douglas, J. Cahill, E. Oldham, «!£C.

Mr. Longfield (hon. sec.) read the anmial
report.

The President then delivered the annual
address.

Mr. Jonathan Pim, M.P., proposed the thanks
of the meeting to the president for his address,

and said that a great improvement bad taken
place in city buildings in the last twenty years.

Twenty years ago there was not a building in

Dublin of any architectural pretensions, except
those erected in tbe last centm'y, whilst now we
could boast of as many and as fine public build-

ings, banks, insurance and mercantile offices, as

any other city in Europe. Such an improve-
ment had been brought abont by societies like

the Association, which he hoped would go on and
prosper.

Tbs Very Rev. Canon Popo seconded the
j

resolution in an eloquent speech. God had not i

given power to man either to create or destroy
|

anything on this earth, but the nearest approach
to creative power is when the architect is enabled
to raise a beautiful building that has originated
from his brain and inventive genius. He said
that he also had to bear testimony to the
great improvement in architecture of late years,

,

especially of buildings that were dearest to

him,—the ecclesiastical edifices of Ireland, which
were set as gems in the beautiful scenery for i

which the island is famed.
Mr. Rawson Carroll, in moving that the '

Association is deserving of the support of the :

profession,” said that as a Fellow of the Royal 1

Institute of the Architects of Ireland, he
promised the hearty co-operation of the elder .

body with the Association in all its under. -

takings.

On the motion of Mr. Maurice Brooks (Lord i

Mayor elect), it was resolved “that it is most
desirable to enlist the sympathies of the kindred !

professions of painting, sculpture, and engineer. -

ing.” This motion was seconded by Mr. H.
M'Manus, R.H.A., on the part of painting; Mr.
M. A. Hayes on the part of sculpture; and Mr.
Griffith, C.E., on the part of engineering.

A CRT FROM LEOMINSTER.
You have recently protested against tha

destruction of ancient buildings abroad; allow
me to call the attention of your readers to the
condition of the magnificent cathedral - like

church of Leominster. It presents examples of

some of the finest and most perfect Norman,
Early English, and Decorated work in the king,
dom, and on a short visit to the place last week
my attention was first attracted to the smashed
windows, one opening being at least a foot square;

in and out of these openings tbe birds were
gaily flying. On going inside, the roof of the
south aisle was found soddened with rain, and the
walls were saturated; from one part of the roof

a number of fungi wero growing, and upon the
ground beneath /ems had been recently gathered,

tbe place was full of birds, and an old altar

painting at tho east end was ripped into holes.

During wet weather the rain comes in in streams,

and what might be set right now for tens of

pounds will soon require hundreds for its renova-

tion. The south side is in course of rapid and
irremediable destruction. W. G. S.

THE IRON RIBAND PILLAR.

This patent (of Messrs. Lee & Rogers’s inven-

:

tion) has now been iutroduced for a sufficiently

long period of time to test its value thoroughly;
|

indeed, iu the bands of the Riband Telegraph
!j

Post Company, which was formed at Manchester
j

: to develop and work it, it may be said to have
|

passed beyond the iutroductory and expert, ij

mental stage, and to have established itself as
f

an essenria! adjunct and appliance in construe-
!|

tion. The title of the company is, we are dis- 'j

posed to think, calculated to mislead, inasmuch
If

as it would be an error to conclude that the
application and use of the riband principle was r

limited solely to telegraph-posts
; for there is

j

really no case in which a vertical standard or

support is needed, wherein its employment 1

would not be advantageous, in substitution for i

tho ordinary cast-iron columns, which have (T

hitherto stood as the representatives of mere
(f

material strength. In point of distribution and if

economy of material, the Riband Pillar or post, if

possesses peculiar merits. Thus applied in a :

post, 10 ft. or 12 ft. in height, and 8 in. in i

diameter, the iron measuring only 1 in. in width ll

by 5 in. in thickness, a weisrht of 3 to 4 tons can n

be supported by as little as 2 owt. of iron, which li

is the weight of the riband post, inclusive of cap
]

and base ; and, moreover, at a cost as low as

from 5s. to 63 . per lineal foot. At the Com-
pany’s Works, at New Islington, Manchester, ii

many special forms and applioationa of this

pillar, as also of a complete line of tele- ;

graph posts, of considerable length, doing 1

duty with the telegraph wires in the imme- J

diate vicinity of the latter, may be seen. J

One of the Government telegraph engineers, if

Mr. Gulley, in the discussion at the Society of

Telegraph Engineers, on a paper upon the snb- :?

ject of the Riband Telegraph Post, remarked i|

that if every one knew them, all the old wood '

poles would require to be removed from half .

the towns and districts in England.
In connexion with railways alone, there are 1

’
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otlior purposes for which these pillars are coming
into general demand and use,—such, for in-

Btanco, as for signal-posts, pillars for supporting
the roofs of railway-stations, gate-posts, &o.,
and, wo learn in particular, that the company
are executing large orders for India.

Among the general applications may be
enumerated lamp-pillars, sign-posts, gate-posts,
pillars of verandahs, conservatories, and green-
houses.

The company have just supplied two coal-
sheds, fitted with the riband po^t, to the
Pamjong Paggar Dock Company at Singapore.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OP BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The library is open during the session, every
Monday, Thursday, and Friday evening, from six

to nine, as well as daily. The Council consider
that this new arrangement is more likely than
the former hours of seven to ten, to meet the
requirements of students and others, who will be
able, without loss of time, to use the library
on leaving their offices. Several donations in
books and drawings will be announced on the
opening meeting of the session,—November 3rd.
The president, Sir Gilbert Scott, R.A., is not

expected to attend the opening meeting, having
been recommended to remain in Italy until tlie

Oloso of the year, in order to recruit hia health.
He has, however, forwarded to the Institute an
inaugural address, which will be read. It is

proposed that the Ashpitel Prize, founded by
the hite Mr. Arthur Ashpitel, and awarded for
the first time this year, shall be presented on
the same evening to the candidate who gained
the highest number of marks in the architectural
examination of 1873.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS’
SOCIETY.

_

0>t Saturday last the members of this Society
risited, by permission of the Lords of the
i-diniralty, the e.-ctension works at Chatham
Dockyard. They were met there by Mr. Ber-
naya, the civil engineer in charge, and were by
him shown over the whole of the woi-ks. Mr.
Bernays gave a lucid description as well of the
drawings and mod-ds as of the method of con.
atruction, and materials used in the wO'ks,
describing the numerous difficulties encountered,
and the moans used for overcoming them.
Two clocks aro completed, and ready to take

in the largest ironclad in the world, and the
others aro in rapid progress.
Mr. Bornays pointed out the great extent to

which he had made use of concrete in the con-
Jtruction of the docks, and stated that the pro-
portion of cement over the great bulk of the
work was but one in twelve, but that the
greatest care was exercised to ensure getting a
Brst-class cement.

LABOURERS’ COTTAGES WITH THREE
BEDROOMS.

Sir,—Inyour issue for thellth of October, you
rave an abstract of a paper by Sir W. Jones, on
'Labourers’ Cottages,'’ in which the writer
ays down that three bedrooms are required,
ind two living-rooms

5 and that the best mode
if giviug this accommodation is to place the
bird bedroom on the ground floor. May I
five the result of some e.tperience, tending to
how that this method of arranging the rooms
vill not always lead to success P

Some years ago Sir Joseph Whitworth desired
0 build some good model cottages, and em-
iloyed me to see what had been done else-
vhere, and to design his cottages for him. I
rrived at the result which is embodied in Sir
y. Jones’s recommendations, namely, that the
ottages should have their third bedroom on the
ground floor, and they were so built. They
vero compact, and considered satisfactory, and
always fondly imagined that I had contributed
omething towards the solution of an important
problem, till, having to go through the cottages
ftor they had been occupied some time, I was
hagrined to find that in no single instance had
ly gi'uimd-floor bedroom a bed in it! Those
ottagors who were able to muster up a little

pai’e furniture, a bit of carpet, and something
3 hang on the walls, had made a best parlour
f it

j
few who were not so well oft’ had not

sed it at all, except to store fruit or lumber,
have no doubt that in many other parts of

England the result will be the same. The re-
pugnance to occupying a ground-floor bedroom,
which is, as we all know, common among
English people of higher station, will effectually
prevent the intention of cottage builders from
being carried out if they adopt the plan recom-
mended by Sir W. Jones

j
and if this be so an

injustice may have been, I am sure, uninten-
tiunally done to the competitors referred to in
the paper whose designs for cottages did not
adopt this arrangement of rooms.
The true solution is the one which is con-

demned as inferior by the writer of the paper,

—

“ building an external shed, and carrying up the
walls to the top of the cottage;” and in one
series of artizans’ cottages, in Essex, which I

have had an opportunity of examining, I found
the well-known difficulty of keeping a lodger
distinct from the household, provided for by
giving this back bedroom an independent ap-
proach up a step-ladder, and through a trap,
door out of the shed, as well as its door off the
staircase. It strikes ouo, however, that a re-
spectable cottager would often prefer to exercise
that control over his lodger which is implied in
letting him in by the regular door of the house,
and that this, like many other ingenious devices,

'

might bo often foiled by the persistence of the
inmates in adhering to their old arrangements.

T. Roger Sjutii.

INAUGURATION OF THE VIENNA
WATERWORKS.

The Vienna Waterwo'ks having been com-
pleted, after a labour of about three years and
a half, a large fonntain was erected on the
Sohwarzenberg Platz, in the grounds opposite to
the palace of Prince Sohworzenberg, close to the
famous “Ring-Strasso.” Here the festive cere-
mony of inaugurating the supply of pure Alpine
water to the city of Vienna and all its depend-
encies has taken place. An aqueduct conducts
the_ water for many miles from the far mountain
springs of the Kaisersbrunnen and the Stixen-
stein. These waterworks have been executed
by the well-known hydraulic contractor, Mr.
Gabrielli. The mayor, Dr. Felder, received a
new token of distinction on the occasion from
the Emperor Francis Joseph, who conferred upon
him tho order of the Iron Crown of the second
class, which entitles the recipient to be raised
to the rank of a Baron of the Empire.
At the great city fete inaugurating the com-

pletion of the works, the Emperor, Archdukes,
and all the official personages of Vienna were
present. The Burgomaster delivered an address,
which was replied to by the Emperor, and both
orations were greeted with great applause. The
city in the evening was brilliantly illuminated.
Count Hoyus Sprinzenstein, the donor of the
Alpine sonree of the supply, has been raised to
the dignity of privy councillor, and also deco-
rated with the Order of tho Iron Crown of the
second class. Professor Suoss has long striven
to demonstrate the advantages of this under-
taking, and was congratulated by the Emperor.
The centre column of water at the opening,

it is said, rose to a height of above 180 ft.

JERSEY NEW HARBOUR.
CONCRETE BUILDING.

The necessity for^increased harbonr room and
shelter led the States of Jersey to invite designs
from four of our leading harbour engineers, tho
sum of 150 guineas being voted to each gentleman
towards the expenses attending the preparation
of the designs. The competition, however, was
not restricted to those who wero thus specially .

invited to take part in it, but was made general,
the result being that forty-three designs were
submitted, besides the four special plans. The
Harbour Committee collected evidence, investi-
gated the designs, and, after mature deliberation,
selected three from among them, to which they
awarded premiums. The selected designs were
respectively by Mr. Cuow Sir) John Coode, Mr.
Giffard, and Mr. Kimiiplo, whose names are
placed in their order of merit, Sir John Coode,
one of the invited competitors, taking the first
premium. Shortly after the awards had been
made, Mr. Giffard, a young engineer of ability
and promise, was unfortunately drowned off the
island. Ultimately Sir John Coode’s design was
selected for adoption, the necessary surveys
were made, the preliminary arrangements com-
pleted, and the foundation-stone was publicly
laid in August, last year, by the Bailift' of Jersey,
supported by the authorities of the island.

The works on the western side of the existing
harbonr consist, in the first place, of a protecting
breakwater, which commences at Port Elizabeth
and is carried over the Crow Rock, which has to
be partly removed for that purpose. From the
Hermitage the breakwater will be continued in
south-easterly direction to a rock known as the
Platte, where it will terminate with an elbow,
170 ft. long, at tho head of which a lighthouse
will bo placed. This breakwater, which will
have a total length of 2,700 ft., and will be 60 ft.

high, and 38 ft. wide at the top, is to be con-
structed iu depths of water ranging from 12 ft.

to 20 ft. at low-water of ordinary spring tides.
About 1,-tOO ft. of this structure will have its
foundation below low-water, the depths in some
places being 20 ft. The eastward arm of the
breakwater commences by a roadway, which
loaves the inner end of the present Victoria
Pier, and skirts the foot of South-hill, as
far as the Point do Pas, just below the Engineer
Barracks.

A special feature of this work is the method
of its construction, which is of concrete masonry,
with stops, landings, and copings of granite.
Sir John Coode has had considerable experience
in concrete construction in other similar works.
Tho landing.pier will have a roadway 48 ft. wide,
flanked by a range of buildings, consisting of
open shelters and waiting-rooms for passengers
by tho steam packets, refreshment-rooms, lava-
tories, lock-up sheds, and other convenient offices.
The top of this range of buildings will form a
promenade 18 ft. wide, having a parapet wall on
the seaward side, and a light ii-on railing on that
next the roadway. Tho main walls of the stme-
ture are being formed of compound blocks of
concrete, connected by cross-walls of the same
material, the spaces thus formed being filled
in with rubble stone.

The estimated cost of tho breakwater and
landing.pier is 253,0001., and it is anticipated
that they will be oompleted in about nine years
from the present time.

The Times of October 23th gives a fuller
account of the works.

Tlio authorities of Jersey aro also erecting a
Ughthonso of considerable proportions, under
the same engineer. This also is of concrete,
formed on the spot, and so as to make the
structure a monolith as nearly as may be. Very
rapid progress is one of the results of the use
of this material. It is expected that the light
will be exhibited early next January.

ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL AND
SANITARY ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
A MEETING of the Midland Counties’ Branch

of the above Association was held at the Royal
Pump-rooms, Leamington, on Saturday, Oc-
tober 18th. Mr. Lewis Angell, president; Mr.
Lemon, of Southampton, vice-president- Mr.
Jones, of Ealing, general secretary; Mr. Prit.
chard, of Warwick, local secretary, and about
thirty members of the Ass iciation, were present
also Dr. Baly, medical officer of Leamington •

and Dr. Wilson, medical officer of the Warwick
Sanitary Union, as visitors.

The President, in opening the proceedings,
said it afforded him very great pleasure to ha've
the privilege of presiding at a meeting of such
an important section of tho Association as that
of the Midland Counties. He regarded the
Midland section as a most important one, because
very many of the members represented large
populations, large industries, and places with
large sanitary requirements. They were so
scattered that they necessarily could not meet
very often, but when they did so each member
represented a community. He was sure that
meetings like the one recently held in Man-
Chester must not only be of advantage to them
individually as members of the Association, but
to the communities also which they repre-
sented.

The members visited the Leamington Sewage
Pumping-station and the Warwick Pumping,
station

;
also Lord Warwick’s sewage-farm at

Heathcote, and the Warwick Corporation sewa^-e-
farm

;
after which they returned to Leamington,

when papers were read by Messrs. Betbridge,
Monson, and Allen upon sanitary matters.
The President, iu closing the proceedings, said

where a town, in adopting irrigation, had to con-
tend with great difficulties,—was hampered in
obtaining land, had to construct extensive pump-
ing works, and to convey the sewage to a great
distance, it was impossible to realise any profit
if the original outlay on the necessary works were
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taken into consideration. On tlie other hand,

some towns might convey their sewage to the

land by gravitation, and land might be obtained

cheap, and, of course, such places would be able

to adopt irrigation at a comparatively small cost.

The questions of outlay and profit and loss must,

therefore, be regarded as local questions. There

were many places where it was utterly im-

possible to apply irrigation. Ho had recently

had an opportunity of hearing and reading all

that could be said for and against irrigation, and

he was bound to confess that, using his know-

ledge and experience as an engineer and Hs

common sense as a citizen, there was nothing

which had hitherto proved so efficient and per-

feet a disinfectant as the earth. If circumstauces

were favourable, he was also of opinion that there

were no better means of utilising sewage than

irrigation. The question of profit and loss, as

he had already said, must be entirely sub-

ordinate to local circumstances. There was one

thing which they, as sanitary engineers, ought

to guard against, and that was being possessed

by one idea on the sewage question. It did not

follow that because irrigation might be right and

proper under certain circumstances, it was the

only system. He agreed that raw sewage shoald

nob be put upon land. There should always be

something to take out the solid matters, which

caked the land.

The members afterwards dined together at the

Crown Hotel, Leamington.

ACCIDENTS.

Fatal Fall of a " Steeple Jack.”—An inquest

on the body of John Prince, of Manchester,

aged 25, has been held. Deceased was a fixer

of lightning conductors and repairer of chimneys,

and was also employed at the Broughton Copper

Works as a labourer. He and several other

men accepted an engagement to point a boiler

chimney at the works of Messrs. Mather & Platt,

Brown-street, Salford. Deceased was standing

on a ladder, the foot of which was resting on the

slated roof of the pattern-room, when the ladder

slipped and threw him to the ground. It was
not known what caused the ladder to slip, but

there was a very strong wind blowing. Deceased

sustained a severe injury to bis head, of which

ho died. Verdict, “Accidental death.”

Singular Accident and “ Cure.”—At the Iron,

works, Seend, near Melksham, according to the

Bristol Times, a large iron tube, about 30 ft. in

circumference, through which hot air is blown

from the engine, sometimes gets obstructed by

ashes, and then a man has to creep into it for

the purpose of removing them. A mau named
Drewe got into the tube for this purpose, and

not making his reappearance a man was sent

into the tube, and found him jammed in a narrow

part and insensible. Ho was pulled out, still

insensible, with severe scars and bums on bis

body. “The Staffordshire mode of bringing

him to life” was then adopted. “A hole was

dug in the ground large enough to receive

Drewe’s head, and into this hole his head was

put, face downwards, and carefully covered up

in the ‘ mother earth,’ with the exception of a

small hole left when breathing time came.

Wonderful to relate, there were soon signs of

returning life, and Dre%v6 so far recovered as to

‘unearth’ himself. Brandy was administered

to him, and he was soon himself again,” which

no doubt he would have been,—all the same,

—

minus the earth process altogether.

HOSPITAL ARCHITECTURE.

Dr. J. H. Worthington, of the Asylum for the

Relief of Persons deprived of the Use of their

Reason, situated near Philadelphia, describes

the improvements in the asylum i

—

“ The improved window introduced in the front of the
winfjs consists of an upper sash of irons, naovable to the

extent of 6 in. from the top, and a lower one of wood, which
rises its whole height, and is protected on the outside hy

a light iron guard; the whole window being 7 ft. high,

2 ft. 10 in. wide in the clear, and reaching to within

2 ft. 10 in. of the floor. All the halls and corridors
occupied by patients are now provided with windows of
this description, and are thus rendered much lighter

and more cheerful than they were formerly. The advan-
tages of windows opening from the corridors directly

into the external air, which induced the founders of the
asylum to incur considerable e'.;pen8e in order to secure

them, are now realised to a greater extent than ever

before. To sit hy the open windows, and to breathe the

pare air fresh from the surrounding country, is a privilege

which cannot be fully enjoyed in hospitals constructed

in the usual way, with rooms on both sides of the

corridors, but is now freely partaken of by all classes of

patients in the asylum, and is peculiarly grateful to those

whose physical suffering or weakness prevents them from

taking exercise in the open air.”

[Nov. 1, 1873.

CLAIM FOR WAGES UNDER RECENT
ARRANGEMENTS.

The first legal case arising out of the agree-

ment entered into between the Master Builders’

Association and the Metropolitan Society of

Operative Plasterers, with respect to the in-

creased rate of wage up to 9d. per hour, came
before Mr. Serjeant Wheeler, the judge of the

Brompton County Court, at its last sitting, and

caused a largo attendance.

The plaintiff, a plasterer, named Slade, claimed

the small amount of 23. 7id. of Mr. Smith, a

builder
;
and Mr. Newman, who appeared for the

plaintiff nominally, but virtually for the Trade

Societies, in opening the case, said, the sum sued

for was of no importance as against the ques-

tion involved in the dispute, as the decision

would probably settle a difference between a

number of workmen and their masters. In this

case the claim was for an extra id. per hour

between the 2nd and 9th of August last.

Mr. Slade stated that in July he entered Mr. Smith's

employ as a skilled plasterer, and he then received the

customary wage of SJd. per hour. After he had beeu at

work three weeks, iho Master Builders' Association

authorised by a general meeting of builders, agreed that

plasterers should be paid 9a. per hour, the same as

masons, bricklayers, and carpenters, after Saturday,

August 2nd.
Mr. Barnard, counsel for the defendant, contended that

evidence of this nature was not admissible, as there was
nothing to show that the defendant had coma to any such

agreement between himself and his workmen, and he

objected to its reception.

in answer to the judge, the plaintiff said the majority

of employers paid, and still did so, the extra ^d. per

hour to tteir workmen. If he were paid at the increased

rate for the week ending August 9th, the sum now sued

for would be due to him. He had seen other plasterers

paid in the defendant's employ the 9d. per hour on the

‘Jth of August.
, , , . -j

In cross-examination by Mr. Barnard, the plaintiff said

he was a member ef the Society of Operative Plasterers,

and the Society had taken the case up for him, and would

pay all the expenses of the trial. He was aware that the

rise in wages was originally intended for masons and

joiners only.

The Judge here interposed by observing that in his

opiniou if tlie defendant's men nad gone to him on the

2nd of August, and acquainted Mr. Smith that they would
not continue to work for him unless the agreement said

to be entered into by the Builders’ Association as to the

rise of one halfpenny, was paid by him, then they would

be entitled to recover ;
but as far os the plaintifT s evidence

had gone he did not see any case against the defendant.

Mr. Newman urged that if some of the men were paid

9d. per hour, and his client only 8d. per hour, the plaintiff

was entitled to recover his claim.

The Judge said he certainly did not hold that view of

the case. A mau had a right to do what he liked with his

money. The plaintiff was bound to either prove au

agreement to which the defendant was a party, or show
that his master, Mr. Smith, promised to give the increased

halfpenny per hour. This the plaintiff had failed as yet

to do.
Mr. Newman here inquired of the plaintiff if he were

aware whether Mr. Smith was a member of the Master
Builders' Association.

The plaintiff replied that he was. He and others

deputed some of their fellow-workmen to wait on the

defendant’s foreman on Wednesday, the 6th of August, to

make full inquiries respecting the rise of wages, and the

foreman then said he would see Mr. Smith about it. As
nothing further was said about it, the men concluded that

the firm would pay the 9d. per hour, and which they did

to a number of their hands.

The learned Judge said even now there was really no
case for the defendant to answer.

Mr. Newman then called Mr. Thomas Langdon, secre-

tary to the Metropolitan Society of Operative Plasterers,

and this witness deposed to his knowledge of an agree-

ment being made, to which Mr. Smith was a party, and

that the agreement was reduced to writing.

The plaintiff's solicitor said the witness was alluding

I a letter, signed by Mr. Bird, the Secretary of the

Master Builders’ Association. If admissible, he would

put the letter in evidence.

The Judge said the plaintiff and his society must first

prove that the defendant, Mr. Smith, was a member of

the Master Builders’ Association referred to, and they

must also tubp(E>ta the persou from whom the letter was

sent to the Metropolitan Society of Operative Plasterers

to give evidence as to the proceedings of the society by

which the plaintiff contended Mr. Smith was bound.

The plaintiff's solicitor admitted he was not in a posi-

tion to prove all this, and accepted a non-suit.

The counsel for defendant said his client would not ask

for costs.

Mr. Serjeant Wheeler observed that it was very hand-

some treatment of Mr. Smith, or he certainly should

have given them, because the action was not brought by
a single man, but by a body of men.
Nonsuit, without coats, accordingly.

KENSINGTON GARDENS.
Sir,—

I

am glad to see that you have brought the

subject of the trees in Kensington Gardens to the notice

i)f the public. It is indeed full time that something was

done, as the gardens at the present time are in a most

disgraceful state, and sadly require the supprinteudence

of some intelligent person. The decay of so many fine trees

may, I think, be put down to three causes,—a bad soil

overdrained, too thick planting, and the habit of raising

the ground round the roots of the trees, causing the

rotting of the bark at the crown of the roots. The first

cause can in part be removed, where the trees stand by

themselves, by removing the soil around the roots, and

replacing it with better; or if the trees were watered

occasionally in the summer-time with liquid manure
(sewage), the same end might be perhaps gained. In the

second case the trees, as you suggest, should be thinned

;

and, lastly, if the ground were kept away from the bases

of the trees, the third cause of mischief would be avoided
In these last cases the cause of mischief seems so obvious
that it is extraordinary that tbe persons who have the
management of the gardens should not see it, At the
present time two fine trees at the entrance of the gardens,
near Rotten-row, may be seen, both of which have been
killed by raising the ground around their roots.

Ax IsUABITAXT OF KeXSINGTOX.

“ASSOCIATED HOMES.”
Sib,—

I

have long urged the social necessity of these

adopted Homes to a vast number of persons it*

the middle and lower classes, combining (as they
might be made to do) all the privacy and independ-
ence of the individual home; the stringency and
selectness of, say, a West-end club

;
the order, domestic

arrangements, and committee of management of our
great London and Continental hotels, and, like them,
erected by companies

;
lastly, economy, enormously less,

affording that social and intellectual intercourse of
society not otherwise attainable ;

diminishing (that

refuge for so many) evening amusements, drinking, abuse-

of tobacco, the social evil, idleness, and dissipation
;
and

avoiding that source of all ruin to young people the life

and solitude of lodgings, chambers, and isolation of
living. AuGOSTcrs Jonx Haevet, E.S.A.

RUST’S MOSAICS.
Sir,—

R

eferring to your remarks on " The Use of Orna-
mental Tiles," in your last issue, as I notice you term fho
mosaics manufactured by me “artificial," lam anxious
to correct the impression which this description would bo
likely to convey, and to call attention to the fact that this

material, as laid in the north court of the South Ken-
sington Museum, &o., and the glass mosaics used by the
ancients, at St. Mark's, Venice, &c., are identical, and in

no particular more artijiciiil than that or the other kinds

of ancient mosaics, viz., marble and clay.

The general prejudice, especially among the architec-

tural profession, to any material coming under this head,

is mv reason for troubling you in the matter.
J. Rest.

LEGACY TO WIGAN.

We understand that the late Mr. Joseph Taylor i

Winnard, surgeon, of Wigan, who was interred

in tbe cemetery there last week, has left a hand- I

some legacy to the town, in which he has long

resided. The executors (one of whom is a local

architect) under the will of the deceased have

informed the mayor, through their solicitors,,-

Messrs. Leigh & Ellis, that the residue of Mr.i

Winnard’s property is bequeathed to the mayor,

of Wigan for the time being, for the purpose of -

purchasing books for the proposed free library. •

The amount has not yet been stated, and many
;

figures between 10,0001. and 30,0001. have beeaj

mentioned as the sura which is bequeathed to J

the town. Mr. Thomas Taylor, who has offered*

to give a building for a library, may now begin
:

its erection at once, knovving that as soon asi

erected its contents will be ready, and further,

;

that it may be stocked in a manner which should!

make the institution one of the first of its kinfii

in the county or the kingdom.

THE ECONOMIC CONSUMPTION OF
SMOKE.

The operation, at Glasgow, of Messrs. T. & T. 1

Vicars’s patent self-stoking smokeless furnace,-

which is perhaps a little better known in England-

than in Scotland, is thus spoken of in the.

I

Glasgow Herald. It meets the case more j

thoroughly than any invention of a similar kind
;

that has hitherto come under notice, and is.i|

simple in construction as it is efficient in opera-'

tion. The coal is placed in a hopper, over thei

front part of the furnace, into which it fails ia.l

small quantities through a couple of apertures-^

It is not necessary to open the front door of thei

furnace, except to see how the fire Is getting on,ii

for by a simple mechanical readjustment thei

man in charge of the furnace may regulate the'

quantity almost to an ounce. As it is arlded toil

from above, the coal sinks down, and slidesii

slowly inward until it reaches the bars formingi;

the bottom of the furnace. These bars arei

acted upon by plungers, which carry them for-'j

ward together, with their layer of coal ontheli

top, and then, an eccentric being applied, everyi-

third bar in the series is brought back to receiv&'i

a fresh supply. In this systematic and con-

tinuous way the furnace is fed with coal, which (

passes right through in slow and easy stages, the i

same quantity of fuel being at all times iu',

exactly the same state. Combustion is thereforenl

perfect, the smoke is burnt up, and the waste -'I

fuel is discharged, in the form of clinker or slag,?'!

into the ash-pit. The works of which we have.'!

been speaking are those of Messrs. Crum, at

Thovnliebank, where upwards of thirty of these-

furnaces are in operation, and others are being •

erected with all diligence. A small donkey-

J

engine, with four-horse power, is sufficient to ;
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1
work sixteen furaaces, the manual labour in con

t
nexion with them being reduced to a minimum,

j

It has been found that when “ triping ” or

i
round coal is used, the saving is from 20 to 25

I per cent., while in the case of dross it is about
i 15 per cent. So far as the working of the
furnaces is concerned, it seems to be all that
could be desired. We may add that one of the
furnaces at the Thornliebank Works was taken
<3own after being in operation for nearly twelve
months, and the furnaco-bars were found to be
quite perfect. The amouut of wear and tear on
these is reduced to a minimum by an airarge-
meut of water-troughs, whereiu the edges of
the bars are constantly immersed, which effec-
tually keeps them coo! and insures their pre-
flervation. The cost of a furnace on this prin-
ciple is 1501.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN READING
SINCE 18-18.

A CORRESPOSDENT has Sent US the following list
of new public buildings, restorations, and exten-
siona in Reading during the last twenty-five
years :

—
New Churches.—Christ Church, Grey Friars,

I

St. Stephen’s, St. John’s, All Saints’.
Churches Restored and Enlarged.~Qi. Mary’s,

St. Giles’s, and St. Lawrence’s.
New

_

Chapels. — Trinity, Wesleyan, Carey,
Augustine, Brethren, Providence, Zoar, Cumber-
land-road, Spring-gardens.

Chapels £')ila?-!7ea.— King’a-road, Friends’,Wes-
leyan Reformers’, Primitive Methodists’.
New Church Schools.— St. Mary’s, St. Giles’s,

St. Lawrence’s, Trinity, St. John’s, Grey Friars’,
St. Stephen’s, Christ Church, St. Mary’s Chapel
(enlarged).

New Chapel Schools.— Castle-street, King’s-
road, Trinity, Friends', Cumberland-road, Wes-
leyan.

Halls.—Town Hall (enlarged and decorated),
Albert Hall, West-street Hall, Abbey Hall.
Public Institutions.—BcTk& Hospital (several

jnlargements), dispensary, County Courts with
!Ouuty police stations, borough police station,
Forbiiry-gardens, restoration Abbey - gateway,
narkets, abattoirs, savings-bank, bathing esta-
blishment, twenty-eight almshouses, water com-
bany (extension), gasworks (extension), new
laversham Bridge, two reformatories, cattle
narket. Church of England Young Men’s Insti-
ute. Servants’ Training Institution, sew'erage

i

lumping works, Freemasons’ Hall, and union
j

lOuses.
I

Geiicral Schools. — New Grammar school

;

loys’, girls’, and infant schools upon British
ystem

;
Blue - coat school, Coley and Silver-

treet Board schools, Mr. Sutton’s school (New
’own).

Railivays.—New stations of Great Western
nd South-Eastern railways.
Buildings in Progress.—The sewerage works

ew master’s house of Grammar school, new
hapel of Grammar school, Newtown and
Irleigh and Katesgrove Board schools, new
ublic offices.

Of the above buildings, the majority of which
•ere erected for the direct spiritual, intellectual,
ud physical benefits of the inhabitants, foi-ty.’
X were raised by voluntary contributions,
lowing the public spirit of the town.
The following is a carefully - calculated
immary of the cost of the churches, chapels,
ihools, and charitable institutions erected in
ending by voluntary contributions (from which
1 debts have been deducted) during the same
iriod :

—
Churches and Church Schools £74,325
Chapels and Chapel Schools 32*350
General Institutions 28*200

within the tower must Lave been destroyed,
together with the works of the clock. In the
same district a mill has been struck by light-
ning. It entered at the end of the blowing-
room, igniting some cotton on its way out.

Glasgoxo .—A disastrous fire has occurred in

an industrial school at Mosbank, near Glasgow.
During a short lightning storm the roof of the
building was struck, and the woodwork having
ignited, the flames spread with alarming rapidity.
Before the City fire brigade could reach the
spot, the centre portion of the institution was
enveloped in flames, and, in consequence of
the scarcity of the supply of water, the firemen
were unable to check the progress of the con-
liagration, which soon extended to the eastern
and western wings of the establishment. The
fire has almost completely destroyed the large
building, the chapel and the engine-house alone
being saved. The damage is roughly estimated
at 12,0001., but this sum is covered by insurance.
The boys connected with the institution, num-
bering over 400, were at play in the grounds.
They were taken to the Barnhill poorhouse
until other accommodation is provided. The
buildings, which were of brick, were opened
only about three years ago.

Halifax .—Two churches in the parish of
Halifax have had a narrow escape from destruc-
tion by fire. The little church at Lydgate, Tod-
morden, was in great danger in this respect, and
but for the timely arrival of a fire-engine would
have been totally destroyed.

J . R. Planche, which serves to afford assurance
ot correctness even beyond what might be
looked for in such a work; and the publishers,
Messrs. Griffith & Farran, have given it an
attractive appearance outside and in. Mr.
Murray has published the eloquent and sugges-
tive sermon, delivered in St. Paul’s Cathedral,
by Dr. Hessey, on the occasion of Sir Edwin
Landseer’s funeral, the idea inculcated being,

—

“ The Artist a Great Moral Teacher.” With bis
outburst on “the duty of delight,” we fully
sympathise, and agree with him that God bids
us rejoice, and that He thus bids those of us
who have the power to enable our brethren to
rejoice, innocently.

ilisttllanta.

£134,875

DESTRUCTION BY LIGHTNING AND
BY FIRE.

Ripponden.—The church spire has been struck
• lightning. There was a lightning con-
ictor, however. lu its descent some portion of
e electricity entered the clock chamber, doing
nsiderable damage to the gearing connected
th the chiming apparatus. Thence it descended
the wire-rope by which the weights are sus-
nded, severing it and breaking in two one of
3 heavy weights. It then appears to have been
TOcted by the gas-piping, the lead portion of
nch it melted, igniting the gas at the meter,
woman gave the alarm, or the woodwork,

THE RICHMOND DRAINAGE AND
SEWAGE WORKS.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Richmond Select
Vestiy (as the urban sanitary authority)
has been held, for the consideration of the
several schemes for disposing of the sewage of
the parish, so as to comply with the require-
ments of the Thames Navigation Act, 1866, aud
the Thames Conservancy Act, 1867. Admiral
Stopford, J.P., occupied the chair, and twenty,
five members were present. Thirteen schemes
were submitted from the several engineers, and
were described as follows:—No. 1, “Immer-
sabilis” (in-igation)

; No. 2, "Mr. G. Erder
Eacbus ” (irrigation)

; No. 3, “ Messrs. Mill &
Wilcocks ” (irrigation with filtration)

; No. 4,
“Experience” (irrigation combined with inter-
mittent downward filtration)

j
No. 5, “ Practice ”

I

(intermittent downward filtration with iniga-
tion, or for irrigation only)

; No. 6, “ The Solu-
tion (intermittent downward filtration)

; No. 7,
“Drainage and Sewage Engineer” (downward
intermittent filtration)

; No. 8, “ Experientia
docet” (iutermittentfiltration)

; No.9,“X.Y.Z.”
(chemical and intermittent filtration)

; No. 10,
“^Mr. George Smith ” (filtration by charcoal)

j

No. 11, “Ex Luco Lucellum” (irrigation byABC process)
;
No. 12, “ P. F.” (filtration)

;

and No. 13, "Spes” (filtration). The several
schemes were considered sen'afini, and on a
show of hands two only—viz., No. 4, “Expe-
lienee, and No. 5, “ Practice ’’—were reserved
for further consideration, the others being out-
voted. Subsequently these two were examined
and contrasted, when “Practice” came to gi-ief
on the motion of Mr. Steel, seconded by Mr.
Jones. It was nltimately resolved—“That the
scheme of ‘Experience’ be further considered
at a special meeting on Tuesday next, with a
view of adopting the same if approved.” Several
of the members were anxious to adopt it at this
meeting, but it was ruled by the chairman, on
the wording of the Vestry notice, “That no
scheme could be adopted that day under any
circumstances.”

The Sanitary Survey of the Alnwick
Union.—The valuable reports of the sanitary
inspector of the Alnwick district continue to
be made to the rural sanitary authority.
Not only hamlets, but single premises are
carefully examined and reported on. Among
others, the more extensive and important
premises of Howick Hall are overhauled.
The inspector states that within the last few
years Mr. Rawlinson converted all the privies
in and about tbo bouse into water-closets.
“ There are now,” says the reporter, “ eight
water-closets in the house, and four others
in adjoining buildings. These twelve water-
closets are drained into the burn at a point
properly remote from the premises. Formerly
the outlet of the main drain was immediately in
front of the hall, bub it was unbearable and
dangerous there, and a lower point has been sub-
stituted. Until the great question of the day,
as the Earl admitted to me that he considered the
proper disposal of sewage to be, has been satis,
factorily determined, this disposal must be
accepted as sufficient. The water supply is not
quite so contenting The best mode of
improving the water supply to this great house
would be to prevent the discharge of any drains
into Howick burn by the utilisation of all the
sewage along its course, as elsewhere

; but as
this cosmopolitan question is not yet sifted to its

bearingSjpurewatermightmeanwhilebe obtained
from the hill ranges bordering his lordship’s
estates.”

VARIORUM.
‘ Children of the Olden Time,” by the author

of “ A Trap to Catch a Sunbeam,” is a re-
m^kably pretty book for the young people of
this time, who, reading it merely for amuse-
ment, and very amusing it is, will find in it
information they will be glad to recall when
they have ceased to be children. It was a capital
idea, going back to the Saxons, the Normans, the
Plantagenets, and so forth, and would justify
even a bigger book on another occasion

j but
as it is we can strongly recommend it, and
shall be surprised if it does not come to be
regarded as classic in juvenile literature. The
book is copiously illustrated from old sources,
including an engraving of the children of
Charles I., after Vandyck. Mrs. Mackamess’s
little book has a preface by her father, Mr.

The Sewage Question at Maidstone.—The
report of Mr. George Livingstone, C.E., Borough
Surveyor, on the collection, removal, and utilisa-
tion of the sewage of Maidstone, has been re.
ceived. He is of opinion that there are many
reasons why irrigation should not be adopted in
Maidstone, and the Maidstone Journal thinks theABC system should be also discarded, as it has
had a very fair trial, and has been found want-
ing. The Borough Surveyor proposes to collect
and remove the whole of the fcecal matter and
other refuse of the town, and to dispose of it as
a dry manure

;
and in the second place, to con-

vey the whole of the remaining sewage by a
low-level intercepting outfall.sewer, to a point
below Allington Lock, on the line of which should
bo constructed a suitable tank through which the
sewage should be filtered, the effluent water being
allowed to flow into the river in a comparatively
pure and harmless condition. The removal of
the contents of dust-bins, night-soil, and other
refuse, Mr. Livingstone recommends, should be
carried out by the local authorities, on a plan
which is an adaptation of the Pail or Tub system
in use at Nottingham and other towns, and
profit is calculated upon from the undertaking.

Cheltenham and Crloucestershire Vic-
tuaUers’ Asylum. —The foundation-stone of
this asylum has been laid by the Duke of Beau-
fort.

_

The building will be in the Domestic
Gothic stylo of architecture, according to plans
by Mr. Darby, of Cheltenham, architect, and
will coat about 1,2001. The accommodation to
be provided for the inmates will be complete,
but at present only the central portion of the
building will be proceeded with ; two wings, for
which provision has been made, will be added
in due course. In all, twelve families will be
accommodated.

Parliament-street.—Many will be glad to
hear that Messrs. Glasier & Sons have received
instructions to proceed with the sale of the
materials of the houses in Parliament-street, in
front of the new Home and Colonial Offices.

"WToolstone.—The works at the church here,
mentioned in our last, were executed by Mr. A.
Hawkins, of Cheltenham.

I
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Eucalyptus t. Fever.—The French Academy
of Sciences has received an interesting com-

munication from M. Giinbert, -who has been long

engaged in collecting evidence concerning the

Australian tree, Eucalyptus ylobulus, the growth

of which is surprisingly rapid, attaining besides

gigantic dimensions. This tree, it now appears,

possesses an extraordinary power of destroying

miasmatic influence in fever-stricken districts.

It has the singular property of absorbing ten

times its weight of water from the soil, and of

emitting antiseptic camphorous effluvia. When
sown in marshy ground, it will dry it up in a

very short time. The English were the first to

try it at the Cape, and within two orthreeyeara

they completely changed the climatic condition

of the unhealthy parts of the colony. A few

years later its plantation was undertaken on a

large scale in various parts of Algeria, and com-

plete immunity from local fever has been main-

tained by it. In the island of Cuba, paludoan

diseases are fast disappearing from all the

unhealthy districts where this tree has been

introduced.

Frizes for Designs of Philadelphia Exhi-
bition Building, 1876.—The United States

Centennial Commission, at a meeting held in

Philadelphia, on August 8th, according to the

Polytechnic Bxilletin, awarded the premiums of

1,000 dollars to each of the authors of the best

ten of the competing designs for the Exhibition

building 1876, viz.—To Samuel Sloane, of Phila-

delphia, for No. 9; to John McArthur, jun., &
Jos. M. Wilson, of Philadelphia, for No. 11 ;

to

Calvert Vaaex, of NeW York, for No. 21 ;
to

Collins & Autenrick, of Philadelphia, for No. 23 j

to C. C. Clarklife II. A. and J. F. Sims, of Phila-

delphia, for No. 32 j
T. C. Sidney, of Phila-

delphia, for No. 15 ;
J. S. Fairfax, of Wheeling,

W. Va., for No. 20 j
Thomas M. Plowman & Co.,

Washington, D. C., for No. 22 ;
Francis R.

Gatchel & Stephen Rush, of Philadelphia, for

No. 24 5
and J. II. Veydage, of Terre Haute,

Ind., for No. 25. From these ten the design for

the building will be selected, it being understood

that their authors have the privilege of amending
their designs before competing for the main
prize.

Finsbury Faj.*k,—A right of way over Fins-
bury Park is preserved by law to Messrs.
Wing ife Ducane, who, as the owners of the
pasture land adjacent, are empowered to drive
cattle across the park at all hours of the day
and night. In consequence of this, the park
cannot be properly fenced in and preserved.
An offer was made by the Park Committee of

the Metropolitan Board of Works to make a
special road through the park, but it was not
accepted, and the question is now under arbi-

tration. Pending the report of the arbitrator,

Mr. Baron Pollock, it has been thought de-

sirable to postpone all action with regard to the
promotion of a Bill in Parliament to remedy the
nuisance.

Soluble Glass in the Arts.—The employ-
ment of this substance in the arts is rapidly
extending, and it has become indispensable in

many industrial branches. It] seems to be
specially well adapted to the production of

cements : when intimately mixed with fine chalk
it is found that a hard cement will be formed in

from six to eight hours. With powdered aulpliide

of antimony a black mass is produced, which is

susceptible of taking a high polish, and possesses
then a superb metallic lustre. Fine iron-dust
gives a gray-black mass of great hardness.
Zinc-dust gives a gray mass of much hardness,
and having a metallic lustre. Zinc castings can
be readily repaired by its aid.

—

Jownal of the
Franklin iTistitute.

The New Townhall at Wavertree.—The
townhall which has been erected by the Local
Board of Wavertree has been formally opened.
The foundation stone was laid in August of last
year by Mr. J. A. Picton, chairman of the Board.
The architect is Mr. John E. Reeve, of Waver-
tree and Liverpool, and the builders are Messrs.
O’Kills & Morrison, of Wavertree. The opening
was celebrated by a dinner in the new building,
Mr. Picton presided

; and the guests included
the mayor of Liverpool, aud other officials.

Scindhia’s New Falace at Gwalior.—We
learn from the Bombay Gazette of September
20tb, that the new palace which Maharajah
Scindhia is erecting at Gwalior, is an exact copy
of the Government House in Calcutta. There
are at present 9,000 men at work on it.

Antiquities in the Caucasus .—La Caucase

states that the arcbmological excavations made
during the past summer in the districts of

Alexandropol and Etchmiasdin, in the province

of Efivan, have produced important results.

Utensils of iron, silver, gold, and bronze have

been found, which belong to an age anterior to

the introduction of Christianity into the country.

The excavations in the neighbourhood of Alex-

andropol have brought to light a Pagan temple

of gigantic dimensions, and not far from it a

cuneiform inscription, of which a photograph

has beeu taken.

Hospital Barracks.—One of the twenty

gold medals given by the Empress Augusta for

the purpose of rewarding those persons who
hare this year exhibited the best articles for the

care of the sick aud wounded in w'ar, has been

awarded to the Crown Princess of the German
Empire, for the model of an improved hospital

barrack, executed by Mr. Jacobi, an architect at

Homburg, from drawings and descriptions of her

Royal Highness. On being informed by the

committee of the award, the Crown Princess at

once decided that the medal should be sent to

Mr. Jacobi, who has shown great skill in the

construction of the model.

Improvements at the midland Station,

Derby.—Extensive alterations have been going

on. Additional offices have been erected for the

clerks and station-master; and these and other

alterations aud extensions have cost several

thousand pounds. Important improvements
have also been made in the refreshment depart-

ment of the station, with new buffet, refreshment-

rooms, and dining-room. The new dining-room

is 30 ft. by 36 ft., and occupies the site of the

station-master's offices and the second-class

refreshment-room.

The Assyrian Expedition.—The proprietors

of the Daily Telegraph have received a compli-

mentary letter from Mr. Winter Jones, on the

part of the trustees of the British Museum,
thanking them warmly for the valuable col-

lection of antiquities which were brought
together by Mr. Smith in his recent expedition

to Assyria. The antiquities,—upwards of 500
in number,—are now all in the British Museum,
except the stone monument of the reign of

Merodach-Baladon I., king of Babylon, which is

on its way to England.

Remains from Mileto,—The Messrs, de
Rotbsohild have just made to the (Paris) Ad-
ministration of Fine Arts a valuable present,

consisting of columns, statues, and bas-reliefs

coming from the ruins of a temple dedicated to

Apollo-Didymus, discovered in the neighbour-

hood of Mileto (Anatolia), in the course of

excavations made for some years past at tbe cost

of these gentlemen. According to Galigyiami,

these relics of antiquity will be placed in the

Musce des Antiques at the Louvre.

AH Souls, Oxford.—A reredos, discovered

some time ago in the chapel of All Souls,

Oxford, is being restored to its original beauty

by Mr. Geflowaki, of London. All the niches

and canopies are completed, and a number of

statuettes and other figures have been fixed.

Earl Bathurst, a Fellow of the College, has

undertaken this work, at a cost of between
3,0001. and 4,000h

A Wilberforce Memorial.—The memorial
stone of a chancel to the Church of St. Michael
and All Angels, at Silvanmore, Isle of Wight,
which is being erected to the memory of the late

Bishop Wilberforce, has been laid on the feast of

Saints Simon and Jude, by Miss Raine. The
chancel alone will cost 1,700Z., and towards this

sum Miss Raine has given 1,000Z.

The Old Opera House, Faris.—At half-past

eleven on Tuesday night a fire broke out in tbe

old Opera House, in tbe Rue Lepelletier, Paris.

The flames soon spread, and in three hours the

destructionof the building was complete, although

a large number of engines were at work en-

deavouring to save it.

TENDERS
For bnilding at Saffroo-liil], for the Ragged School

Shoe-black Society. Mr. M. C. W. Horne, architect :

—

Pritchard £3,679 0 0
Scrivener & tVhite 3,655 0 0
\Vag8taff&Son 3,476 0 0
Staines & Son 3,.^13 0 0
Niblett & Son 3,145 0 0
Wagner 3,058 0 0

FOR SCHOOLS AT HULL.
For School Board schools now erecting at Hul!.

Augustus \V. Tanner, architect. Ko quautitiea,

Daltry-street School, for 750childreu;

—

Habbershaw £5,521 10 o
Brown 6,444 0 i>

Hclas 6,335 0 0

Stanley 6,369 0 0

Barritt (accepted) 4,456 18 0

Courtney-street School, for 816 children ;

—

W. & J. Hall £6,466 0 0

Musgrave & Son 6,300 0 0
Marshall 5,618 0 0

Hockney & Liggina 6,449 10 0

Hutchinson & Son 5,383 0 0

Brown 6,376 0 0

Habbershaw 6,315 7 &
Jackson (acoepted) 5,324 0 0

Bulnier... 4,323 10 0

Lincoln-street School, for 816 ohildren

Drury & Harper £5,138 15 0

Eviugton 5,075 10 0
Sergeant 4,874 0 0

Lisoa & Wilkinson 4,820 0 0

Barritt 4,739 13 0

Uelas & Son 4,003 10 0
Brown 4,455 0 0

Jackson (accepted) 4,438 0 0

Wawno-street Schools, for 750 children ;

—

Habbershaw £5,140 10 0
Helas 5,016 0 0

Brown 4,960 0 0

Barritt 4,857 17 0

Hutchinson & Son 4,799 0 0

Jackson (accepted) 4,783 0 0

For vicarage-house, Finchley,
Quantities by Mr. Thacker ;

—

Beresl'ord

Boden
Stephenson
Tibbitts
Rankin
^Niblett A Sons
Simpson & Baker
Carter
Plowman
Boyce
Smith
Gilmour

Mr. Norton, architect'

£3,180 0 0
2,950 0 0
2,751 0 0
2,745 0 0
2,71.0 0 0

2,700 0 0
3,674 0 0
2,670 0 0
2,600 0 0
2,578 0 0
2,677 0 0
2,520 0 0
2,499 0 0
2,493 0 0
3,406 0 0

For additions to Rosemount, Eastbourne, for Mn
Matthey. Mr. H. E. Rumble, architect. Quantities b’

Messrs, iloTenden Heath A Berridge
Add if oik

General IfConcrete Ship Oak
Works. Walls. Joinery.,

Cheesman..,..! .,,£7,087 .. £6,977 ,., £598
CoUa A Sons 6,987 ... 0,647 ... 900

Holland A Ilaunen 6,770 ... 6,730 ... 1,513 i

Peerless 6,636 ,,, 6,438 ... 450
j

For an addition to 2, West Kensington-gardens, Ibli

Mr. R. Lloyd. Mr. W. P. Grilliib, architect:—

Lawrence A Sons £348 0 0

Morant 315 0 0

Wilson 195 10 0

For constructing new roads and drains on the Eversfielt

Estate, St. Leonard' s-ou-Sea, Fowler A Hill, arehitecta

London and St. Leonards
Cole
Thompson A Son
Wainwright
Potter
Symonds
Williams
Hughes
Goodair
Wood A Geary
K-ing
Hughes

.. £3,293 0 0

.. 2,950 0 0
2,850 0 0

.. 2,631 12 7

.. 2,505 0 0

.. 2,413 0 0

.. 2,4<J7 3 0
2,219 10 0
2,167 0 0

.. 2,000 0 0

Fornew vagrant wards, Ac,, at Uxbridge. Mr. Georg*

Eves, architect. Quantities by Mr. Sidney Young
Taylor £1,293 0 0

Garratt A Co 1,180 0 0
Ifias 1,129 0 0 i

Kearlcy (accepted) 1,038 0 0

For alterations, painting, Ac., to St. Matthias Chi

Bethnal-green. Messrs. T. A W. Stone, architects
General
repairs.

Add if painted
grained to sittil

Brown £600 0 0 £50 0 0

Thometson 676 0 0 75 0 0.

\Yire 575 6 0 88 0 0

Kiddle A Son 563 0 0 24 0 0

High 496 10 0 25 10 0

Hiegs 479 1 0 46 7 0

Howard* 434 0 0 61 0 0

Christopher Bros.t 377 0 0 30 0 0

• Accepted. t Withdrawn.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. M. T.-D.-H. 0.-JI.-0. S,-L. A.-C. E. S.-W. W.-J. F-

'

J. u,—Misa W.—H. H. i B.—G. i Sunt—A. W. T.—C. J.—J. W. i

(next week).—M, M. (next week).—E. B. ithanke).—W. K- (tlionJul

We cannot find epace for the lines).—H. B. (near the 9oor).-i|

F. K. & B. (we ehall be glad to see them). -C. B. (under our mark).-.'.

W. D. (shall be forwardeii).—B. S. (we should be iJls]iosed to ea*

removal of obstruction could not be Uisiated on. Inquiry, boweve-

might show otherwise).

We are compelled to decUne pointing out books and givi'

All Btatements of facts. lists of tenders, he., must be nccompaai

by tbe name and address of the sender, not neceesanly fJ

pubUcatiOD.

Not*.—

T

he responsibility of signed articles, and papers read i|

public meetings, rests at course with tbe autho
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On the Valve of Symmetry and Desiyn.

Greek verb

has
its literal

meaning " to

measure one
thingby another,”

more literally.“to

measure toge-

ther”
j and the

corresponding
adjective,

fiirpDCy signifies

“ of like measure
or size with.” It

is only when we
come to the sub-

stautivo derived

from this, avp.-

pirpUt, that we
find the word in the more general significa-

tion which we attach to it in common parlance,
as signifying generally pleasing proportion of

parts and outline of form. But the more literal

and restricted sense, as indicating that in which
one part is measured from, and is a repetition of
another, is undoubtedly the original sense of the
compound wordj and as wo haro no single word
in English to express this likeness between parts,
it is convenient to nse the word “symmetry”
sometimes in its narrower meaning, as indi-
eating repetition of parts on each side of the
centre line, in any artistic composition or orna-
ment.

In speaking of the “value” of symmetry,
considered in this sense, wo are not assuming
that a symmetrical treatment is in all cases
desirable, but proposing to consider how far it is

an essential element in architectural and orna.
mental design, and whether or not it is a
characteristic of the highest class of design .

both sides of the proposition having been re-

spectively asserted in a pretty positive manner
by critics of different schools. By one writer
absolute symmetry is regarded as the necessary
concomitant of any complete and artistic orna-
ment

3 by another it is decried as a mere
mechanical and soulless method of treatment,
substituting “vain repetitions” for thoughtful
elaboration of work.

This latter view is generally backed by an
appeal to Nature,—to the endless variety i;

natural vegetation, &c. 3 and if we compare the
productions of architecture and its tributary arts
with the works of inanimate nature, the con-
trast in regard to this matter of symmetry is

certainly remarkable. The objects we are
accustomed to regard as beautiful in the latter
ai’o in almost every case characterised by utter
absence of symmetry; the constituent elements
in a landscape are utterly irregular, whether in

detail or in combination
3
no plant, and scarcely

even a leaf or a flower, is absolutely symmetri-
cal, though they both approach, in some cases,

very closely to this condition. But, on the other
hand, the almost universal consent of mankind
BO far (with one or two exceptions to be noted
hereafter) has been for more or less symmotrical
treatment in ornament] in most cases absolute
symmetry, in nearly all cases a sypimetry more
formal and precise than anything found in

natural growths. There appears to ho little

connexion, either, between these symmotrical

tendencies and a high state of civilisation or

intellectual culture. If we compare the carving
on the canoe or paddle of a New Zealander with
the design on a Greek vase, we fiud, though the
former is far less refined in line and execution,

almost the same importance is attached in both
to the symmetrical treatment of each half of an
object, and of the ornament worked on it

;
and

throughout the intermediate links between bar-

barism and civilisation there is apparent, in the
characteristic ornament of each ration, the

same principle (or habit) of reduplication and
balance.

It is the consideration of this constant recur-

rence of the symmetrical principle in almost all

schools of design which has doubtless led, in

great measure, to the exaggerated estimate of

the value of this element in ornament taken by
some critical writers. It has been asserted that
reduplication is the very essence and fonndation
of ornament

3 and a favourite example is the
result produced by marking any form on a piece
of paper and folding it over while the ink is wet,
so as to produce a corresponding opposite im-
pression. Here, it has been asserted, is the
rough genesis of ornament] a form which was
without meaning or beauty when first sketched,
becomes “ ornamental,” and acquires a sense
and purpose the moment it is shown as a sym-
metrical repetition. This is an extreme state-

ment of the case, which, however, we met with
not long since in a book put forth by an official

instructor iu art. It would not require much
research, certainly, to find examples to set against
so general a statement] specimens of beautiful

but unsymmetric ernament of the Mediceval
school could be at once adduced] and it is quite
possible to produce exceedingly ugly would-be
ornament in the strictest duplicate symmetry.
The part which symmetry really plays in orna-
ment consists in supplying the evidence of law
and of design. The evidence of law, the rela-

tion of ports to a fixed purpose, in nature, de*

pends upon minutico far more numerous, various,

and delicate than anything which man’s handi-
work can attain to or imitate

5
nor would such

imitation, if attained, be sufficiently subordinate

or quiescent iu expression to serve as appropriate

ornament to anything so artificial as a building.

Bub the principle of symmetrical opposition,

suggested by nature in the growth of vegetation
from a central stem, and oarried.out further and
more completely in the higher forms of life, fur-

nishcB the readiest and most recognisable means
of imprinting on man’s artificial woik the ex-

pression of law, and of a fixed intent governing
his productions. Mere imitation of nature in

her thousand irregularities, wants this expression

of law, because we can after all only produce an
imperfect imitation of certain details, which fail

to exhibit any but a very small suggestion of the
great physical laws of the world

3 we have there-

fore to make to ourselves a smaller and more
easily defined law, which we can illustrate in the

compass of a panel, or a ceiling, or a frieze
3 and

it is only the ornament composed according to

such an obvious readily comprehended law which
has been regarded by mankind as of permanent
value in its own class, and as matter for study

and admiration. Mere knots, festoons, Grinling

Gibbons carvings, and such matters, are of inte-

rest historically, but not artistically, except as

to mere power of handiwork.

This expression of law and design throiii^h

symmetry may be obtained, however, either by
the employment of forms and details absolutely

symmetrical in themselves, as in the Greek
honeysuckle ornament, of which each section

consists of two similar halves
; or by the use of

a form not symmetrical in itself, but giving the
effect of symmetry by repetition. Thisia exem-
plified in much of the best Gothic ornament,
especially in illuminated border designs. And
we may take, again, a well-known example from
the Greek, the “key” pattern, no portion of

which is strictly symmetrical, but which runs in
a symmetrical sequence. The radical distinction

between these two forms of symmetry and them
expression, is, that the last-named (the repetition
form) always indicates movement,—a tendency
in one direction, while the other indicates repose
Each portion here is complete in itself, and conld
in a suitable position be used alone. No section
of the other form can be used alone, for it abso-
lutely depends for its motive on the parts pre-
ceding and following it. The greatest stateliness
and sumptuousness of ornament belongs to the
repetition of forms complete in themselves

5 the
greatest life and piquancy to forms which are
interpendent and only symmetrical in their juxta-
position. This is an important and wide prin.
ciple, which in the main decides which type of
ornament is suited to any given building, room
or situation. Where the mass of the building is

severely symmetrical, the ornament must
be in keeping with it, and must not assume,
by the introduction of too many unsym-
metrical forms, a liveliness and piquancy out
of keeping with the structure which it

adorns. Where the main building is unsymme-
trioal, romantic, “'picturesque,” in type, the
ornament may display the tendency to move-
ment and life which the use of nnsymmetrical
forms in connexion furnishes. Palatial state
and luxury is best adorned and embroidered by
symmetrical ornament] the drawing-room and
boudoir, on the other hand, are better illustrated

by the less rigid types of running ornament,
approaching more to the life and vivacity of
nature

3
and this is the more true, inasmuch as the

strictly symmetrical type of ornan eat, in order
to tell and produce its full effect, requires both
careful and exact execution and considerable
richness and elaborations the repeating style of
ornament, less stately and more piquant, is

satisfactory in simpler forms, and with less per-
feet execution

3 any imperfections in the latter

point being far less marked than in the case of
decorative features which profess to be precisely
and mathematically similar on each side of
theii’ centre. Wo have here been supposing the
case of buildings in the same style, but intended
for different uses. It might bo said that the
buildings for the most solemn uses in the Gothic
stylo contain a good deal of totally unsymme-
trical ornament

3 but if we compare styles with
one another, we shall find that in most of the suc-
cessful styles of the world, the relation between
the symmetry of the building and of its deco-
ration is kept up. In tho pure and rigidly

defined Greek building we have the greatest
proportion of stricily symmetrical ornament

3 in

the Gothic, which is much less restricted in

general composition, there is a similar departure
from uniformity in ornament] but in the earlier

stages of the Gothic, when the logical develop,
ment of tho plan and construction of the build-

ing was more strictly observed, the ornament
also (in French Gothic especially) is largely

governed by symmetrical disposition
5

it is only
in the florid dtcadence of the style that the free-

dom and iiTegularity of nature are affected iu

the ornamental details.

In addition to tho two types just mentioned,

and which are illustrated chiefly in ornament
arranged in longitudinal or vertical lines, there

is a more subtle and ingenious combination of

symmetrical effect with variety, which is possible

in ornament designed to fill spaces and angles.

In such positions the remark as to the superior
stateliness and sumptuousness of perfectly

symmetrical ornament still holds good in the
main, and the practice of mankind in general
has ratified it. But a more interesting and more
piquant treatment is that iu which a symmetrical
arrangement of the leading points and outline is

adhered to, but the connexion between them,

—

the manner of passing from one point to

another,—is varied. This is what gives much
of its charm to the beautiful school of Moorish
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and Arabic ornament;, where we see a centre or I

a spandrel filled with what at a first glance

appears to be an elaborate symmetrical design,

but which on closer inspection is discovered to

bo studiously varied in the details of its con-

struction, while jwescrving a perfect balance of

the main portions and forms. A remarkable

though very simplo instance of this school of

design, this symmetry produced nnsymnietrically,

is shown in the small centre-piece of mosaic

inlay given by Sir Digby Wyatt among his

sketches in Spain : it is typical of the whole

principle and genesis of this stylo of ornament.

The intellectual interest of this style of treat-

ment, when well carried out, is considerable, and
its accomplishment, on at all an elaborate scale,

demands more trouble and thought than most
other methods of decorative design

;
its di-aw-

back is that it is apt to degenerate, and with its

inventors did at times degenerate, into mere
artifice and ingenuity

;
the thoughts of the

designer becoming fixed rather on the clever-

ness than on the beauty, meaning, or suitability

of his work.

Iq considering the decorative treatment of a
whole building cn 77iai’se, we can perceive that

here, again, there are degrees in symmetrical
treatment. In decorating large features, divi-

sions, or bays of a building, which in their main
parts are symmetrically repeated, we may either

treat these with absolutely similar decoration,

and depend for effect on the breadth and large-

ness of expression thus gained, or wo may, while

preserving a general correspondence of appear-
ance, of size, and of motive in the decoration,

when viewed as a whole, give a more immediate
interest to each portion by a separate and
varj'iug design in the details. The former prin.

ciple, we need not remark, is that of the classic

school, and, much as it has been decried and con-

demned in some quarters, there is almost every-

thing in its favour, where great dignity and
a monumental character are sought for. How
far variation of features, similar in the main,
can safely bo carried, will depend, again, on the
degree of logical rigidity of style in the whole.
Any variation of the capitals in the Doric temple
(except, of course, between columns and antir,

which are really different features) would have
been an undoubted error, the capital being so
severely and rigidly designed to give exactly the
expression that was wanted, and nothing more.
In the more florid and less rigidly constructive
Corinthian capital, on the other hand, a varia-

tion of the design, so as yet to preserve the
main outline, and keep the general proportions
of all the capitals symmetrical, might hardly
have been out of place even in Greek architec-

ture, though the distinction would have to be very
delicately aud slightly accentuated in such a
style. In a less rigid style, but with a form of

capital as symmetrical as the Corinthian, the
early French Gothic architects in many cases
effected this variety in unity very happily 5 and
it may be seen iu a somewhat ruder manner,
but very delicately carried out in principle, in

the early Transitional capitals of our own archi-

tecturc, when the Norman scolloped cai>ital was
played withand varied by the architects previously
to its filial dismissal in favour of the foliated

capital. The variation in the mouldings of the
main arcades in some of our cathedrals might
be cited as another instance of this principle of

treatment, so far as effect goes
;
but this was

in many cases the result of work being carried
ou at slightly different periods, by different hands,
rather than of a deliberate intention. In Norman
work, as at Peterborough, it appears, however,
to have been done with design. But in general
it may be observed that this method of varying
the treatment of symmetrical parts may be
more fully and safely applied to portions which
are not a part of the constructive design,—more
to spandrels and panels than to piers and arches

;

and this is the more so, of course, the more rigid
and symmetrical the general style of the
building. Any important variation in the archi-
volt mouldings of an " Italian ” arcade would be
likely to be felt as an impertinence. On the
other hand, the unsymmetrical treatment of
symmetrical parts is a principle especially appli-
cable to small works of the nature of furniture,
vases, and other such classes of articles. Of
this we see admirable examples in the design of
the ornament on a good many of the enamelled
Japanese jars which have come so largely into

the market of “taste” lately,—those in which
the body of the vase is divided into circles

or segments of circles, symmetrically arranged,
but filled in with ornament differing both in

colour and design in each compartment.

Proceeding from parts to the whole, and con-

sidering the application of symmetry to entire

bnildings, or to architecture in the largest sense,

we find the observations which we made in

regard to its value in ornament holding true to

very much the same extent and in the same
manner in regard to complete structures. What-
over may have been urged to the contrary, man-
kind have considered, and will continue to

consider, symmetry of general design as an im-

portant element, ono of the most important

elements, in the expression of architectural

grandeur and dignity. This may be carried into

pedantry, no doubt, as in tbo case of a critic of

St. Paul’s referred to in a recent article, who
thought it must be evident to every right-

tbinkiug person that the building was defective

in not having the dome in the centre and the two

ends identical in design. This good man’s

mistake arose from his not considering that

St. Paul’s was not intended to front each way,

but to bo entered {on great occasions) at one

end, and that the progressive development of

the design was from the westward towards the

dome as the main internal feature. But if we
take the west front of the same building, every

one can readily imagine how much the dignity

and stateliness of this, the main front externally,

would be impaired by a variation in the western

towers, BO as to destroy the symmetry of the

design. If the cathedral had been intended to

be approached by a main avenue from the side

also, and the flank had thus become as important

as the front, there can be little doubt that Wren
would have constructed it symmetrically, and

have placed the dome centrally with the said

avenue, if not with the building. It is not to

the purpose to quote such an instance as the

spires of Chartres in opposition
j
because, iu the

first place. Gothic is a less quiescent style and

aims less at repose than Greek or Roman, and

therefore what would assist the expression of

the one might militate against the expression of

the other
;
and, secondly, because the variation

of the Chartres spires is a matter of accident

rather than design, and its interest is at least as

much historic as artistic
5
and there can be no

doubt that any one who made a design now with

that degree of variation in towers so placed

(syraraetrical on plan) would bo held to have

blundered. As a general rule, indeed, the great

buildings of the lledimval period are not nearly

so much examples of a contempt for symmetry
as has been pretended; the noblest of our cathe-

drals were designed as symmetrical buildings in

their main mass, with a precise repetition of

features on each side ;
the adjuncts of chapter-

houses, cloisters, &c., which go to make a one-

sided plan, and give the idea of irregularity,

ought strictly speaking to be regarded as sepa-

rate structures from the main design. The
extent to which the cathedrals have been pulled

about and added to at different periods has
created in tbo mind of the public and of arebi-

tectural amateurs an idea about their want of

symmetry and regularity which is contrary

to fact and to the intentions of their builders.

On the other hand, it may be said with

truth that iu the largest proportion of

buildings which have to bo erected in the

present day, absolute symmetry is unne-
cessary and nnsuitable, in many cases highly

untruthful
;

for it is contrary entirely to the

genius of architecture to mask an irregular and
unsymmetrical plan behind a symmetrical
exterior. What has been observed in regard to

ornament—that symmetry means repose and
stateliness, aud that irregularity or partial sym-
metry means movement and vivacity,—holds

true to the same extent in regard to buildings.

Where we require the highest form of sbateliness

and dignity, either in the palace, the town-hall,

or the mansion, wo require symmetry of design,

the more so because in almost every such ca?e

symmetry of plan is a necessary element also.

Where we wish for the expression of comfort,

convenience, elegance, and what is called the

picturesque element, we may discard symmetry;
and the extent to which we do so will almost be
the measure of our progress from the palatial to

the domestic, and from the architectural to the
picturesque.

These considerations are not without signi-

ficance in relation to the great attention which
has lately been bestowed upon almost the only
national school of ornament of real originality

and value which has iu a considerable proportion
of its productions ignored symmetry altogether
—the Japanese. These remarkable decorators
have understood, as we observed, bow to employ
symmetrical arrangement in their designs with-'
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out symmetrical details. But in a large class of

their works symmetry is entirely ignored, aud :

the only object seems to bo to put on as much
|

as possible of beautiful workmanship, without any
[

reference of one part to another, or of the whole
|

design to the object to wbicb it is applied, and 1

which it decorates. We are exhorted sometimes
\

to admire this “ artistic freedom,” and to imitate I

this haphazard overlaying of articles with mis-

cellaneous ornamental detail. Now, unless the

tastes and perceptions of all the rest of mankind,

including the most highly-cultivated races that

have over existed, were totally wrong and mis-

taken, it is evident that a distinct law in the
|

arrangement of ornament, and a distinct refer-
j

ence to tbo space and shape it is to occupy, '

form a great part of the art of design. To
j

throw upon an article, be it what it may,—a

vase, a flower-jar, a cabinet,—to throw upon it
1

irregularly ornamental detail, of however ela-

borate and beautiful design and workmanship in

itself, without order or symmetry, is simply for

the designer to ignore one half of his work.

The admirers of the Japanese cabinets for

which such prices are given speak of what they

are pleased to term the uninteresting and unin-

tellectual repetition of parts in ornament of the

Renaissance school. The fact is that the careful

execution of a symmetrical ornament is one

more evidence of the skill and care of the work-

man. The perception of this is really at the

bottom of the rather affected objection to

stencilling coloured ornament held by soma
modern Gothic architects,—it is a mechanical

performance of what should be done by the care

and skill of the art.workman. The sense of a

difficulty carefully overcome always adds to our

pleasure iu the contemplation of a design ;
aud

thus, if we do not advocate the execution by
hand of all painted ornament of the symmetrical

type (the gain scarcely compensating for the

loss of time in such a case), we contemplate

with loving admiration the exact execution in

marble of the Greek symmetrical ornaments,

the two sides identical to a hair’s breadth, as a

beautiful example of delicate, and careful, aud

conscientious workmanship, compared with

which the Japanese and Chinese irregular and

unsymmetrical elaborations of ornament appear
j

comparatively coarse and unintelligent efforts,

in which that combination of intellectual interest

and mechanical perfection which is necessary to >!

produce tho highest forms of artistic ornament

is absent.

BLACKFRIARS GOODS WAREnOUSE.
lEON FOR STRUCTURAL L'SES.

The new goods warehouse that is being built i

by the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway •

Company, and which has been in progress for '

more tlian two years, and is now very near com- •

plotion, is an extraordinary structure in various ;

respects, but most notably perhaps for the enor-

mous quantity of wrought and cast iron that has 1

been used, and with much skill and success in

the erection.

The building is remarkable also for the quan-

tity of property that had to be demolished in

clearing the site. Upwards of thirty houses had
to be taken down, and although the property was ;

of an inferior character, the company had of

course to pay full value for it, or rather more. ,

In the case of a dilapidated tavern iu Holland- }
street, with ten years of the lease to run, for '

which the occupier, it was stated, considered- .

5,000L an insufficient solatium, we are not .

prepared to say this was wrong. Holland-streeti

was for the greater part absorbed by tho goodsJ
warehouse, and closed as a carriage-way, but a ,

subway in its stead was provided for foot-

passengers. One side of the warehouse faces 1

Blaokfriars-road, from which, however, it is but :

little seen, because of the numerous lines of

railway that intervene. The other side eleva- •

tion fronts Green-walk, now a spacious thorough. .

fare of about 22 yards wide, which now ta&8 i

the traffic into Southwark-street and Blackfriars- •

road. One end of the warehouse faces what :

remains of Holland-street, from which are the ;

principal entrances : the other end is towards •

Southwark-street, at which also there are j

entrances.

The site covered is an irregular parallelogram,
,

being about 276 ft. long by 12G fo. at its greatest,

and 120 ft. at its narrowest, widths. Having
]

five floors, inqlnding a basement, it would appear i

that the building has an aggregate of about I

18,090 square yards, or nearly 4 acres of floor-

space. It is divided on the sides into eleven

bays, with two windows in each, or nearly 300 I
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windows in all, inolnding the end elevations.
Tho windows are all of iron. The only com-
munication for goods between the basement and
the floors above it is by hatchways and hoists.
The basement, which will be appropriated to the
storage of ale chiefly, is 9 ft. 8 in. high, and is

paved with Staffordshire bricks. The roof of
the basement is supported upon 101 longitudinal
wronght-iron girders, having a total length of
10,-100 ft., and 550 cross girders. Between the
cross girders jack-archos, with two rings of
brick, are thrown, which are covered with con-
crete, levelled up, and 4 in. thick at the crown.

I

Tho principal floor, immediately over tho base-
ment, is supported by the girders already
referred to, that are borne by 164 cast-iron

i columns, including 27 principals, 9 ft. -1 in. high
and 2 ft. diameter, each weighing 2 i tons. These
are tho main supports for tho whole of the inte-

I

rior. They have under each column an iron

j

bod-plate, 4 ft. square, and weighing 1^ ton, the

[

bed-plates being laid upon granito bases, and
I

these again upon beds of concrete, 8 ft. 9 in.

:
square. The remaining 137 intermediate columns

!
in the basement are from 9 in. to 7 in. diameter.
Tho total weight of cast and wrought iron at

I

and under tho ground-floor is 471i tons.

I

On the ground-floor, to which carts and wagons
have access, the forest of colnmns in the base-
ment, and in the upper floors, would bo quite
inadmissible, and only tho twenty.seven principal
columns appear, which are carried right up
through the other floors to the sxipport of the

I

roof. These columns are 22 ft. high, 2 ft. dia-

,
meter at tho base, and 1 ft. 9 in. at the capital

;

they weigh five tons each. Intermediate oolumus

J

are introduced in the upper floors, which neces-
sitates the provision of enormous strength in the
girders that have to carry them and tho super-
structure. The main girders, 106 in number,
that support the first-floor, are probably the most
remarkable collection of wrought-irou riveted
girders to bo met with in the world. Sixty-ono
of these girders weigh an average of 11 tons

!
each, and forty-fivo others an average of 4 tons
each; in all about 800 tons. Upon tbese main
girders 300 cross girders rest, that are the same
in construction as those on the ground-floor level,

I

that is, 12 in. by G in. by 6 in., and 58 lb. per foot.
These are placed at distances of 6 ft. 6 in. between
centres. Tho total weight of iron work in this
floor is about 910 tons of wrought-irou girders,
and 135 tons of cast-iron columns. The largest
of these girders, which are fish-bellied, have tho
large dimensions of 3 ft. 11# in. deep in tho
centre, and 3 ft. 3 in. deep at the ends. Tho
ground-floor is paved with granito cubes for the
wagon ways, and with wood paving in other parts.
This floor has two strong planked loading stages
each 235 ft. long, 10 ft. wide, and 3 ft. high.
The first and second floors are almost entirely

alike in construction, as regards the iron work.
They have 361 wrought-iron girders, and 34'0

columns, including the continuations from the
basement of the 27 principals. Tho first floor
is 10 ft. G in. from floor to ceiling, and is laid
with in. tongued planks; the second and
third floors are 10 ft. and 9 ft. 6 in. high, respec-
tively, and are laid with 2 in. tongued planks.
The joists are 12 in. by 3 in., and 11 in. by 2i in.

Tho upper floor has 32 cast-iron columns, that
bear the lattice girders upon which the principals
of the transverse roofs rest. Tho roof principals
are placed 27 ft. apart. Tho tie-beams are 11 in.

by 4 in.
;
the king-posta, struts, and other bind-

ing parts 8 in. by 4 in., purlins 8 in. by 3 in., and
the rafters 6 in. by 2-i in. Strong wrought-iron
forged straps aro employed at all the junctions
of the principals. Diagonal boarding, 1 in. thick,
and Countess slates cover in tho whole. There
are six roof gutters across the building, each
2 ft. wide, and laid with 6 ib. lead. The gutters
are 58 ft. above the ground line. Fourteen of
the main columns are made available for convey,
ing part of the roof water to drains at tho base
of tho building, from which it is conveyed to a
street sewer. There are also cast-iron rones in
each bay on the Green Walk side for the same
puqioso.

The ground-floor is laid with a line of rails

along each side of the two stages, and a single
line across each end of the warehouse, and is

also furnished with eight turn-tables,—two at
the ends of each of the stages. The rails on the
ground-floor are 28 ft. 9 in. below the level of
the rails by which the Midland and Great
Northern Companies will communicate with the
warehouse. The loaded tracks will bo lowered
and raised by powerful hydraulic lifts. There
will be twelve cranes on the ground-floor,

capable of lifting from 25 owt. to 2 tons each.

Tho communication between tho ground and
upper floors will be by nine cranes, inside and
outside. There is communication between the
floors by hatchways,—four to the basement,
12 ft. by 6 ft.

5 six from the ground to the first

floors
; and two each in the second and third

floors. The walls, of Staffordshire blue and
white Barham bricks, aro 3 ft. thick, with a
foundation footing 7 ft. 6 in. broad. They are
built in cement to the rail level

j there are also
six bands in cement, a foot deep, all round the
building, at graduated heights.

The quautity of iron used in the building
exceeds considerably 2,000 tons, including more
than 78 tons of best wrought-iron rivets. The
quantity of timber used iu it amounts to about
31,000 cubic feet.

The whole work has been designed by, and
executed under the direction of, Mr. Wm. Mills,

C.E., engineer-in-ohief to the London, Chatham,
and Dover Railway Company; resident engineers,
Messrs. J. A. C. Hewitt and R. Barker j contrac-
tors, Messrs. Ilill^ Koddell, & Waldron

;
contrac-

tors for the ironwork, Messrs. Mat. T. Shaw &
Co., of London and Stockton-on-Tees, whose
engineer, Mr. C. M. Chittick, arranged the
working drawings, and supervised the manufac-
ture of the ironwork. It is worthy of note that,

notwithstanding the irregular shape of the
building, one side of it being a curve, and its

width at any one point being different from
what it is at every other, tho girders are so
nnmerous, so varied in form and dimensions,
and many of them so enormons in size, it was
thought practicable to put them together at a
distance, which was done with complete success;
the whole of the girders having been made at
the works of Messrs. Shaw & Co., and brought
upon the ground ready for their places, into
which they fitted readily, not only without
alteration, but with absolute precision, a result
of which tho firm may reasonably be proud.

OVERCROWDING IN SOUTH WALES.
It appears from the proceedings of the local

authorities, that tho expansion of the mineral
trade of South Wales, and tho consequent in-

crease of the population in the various centres
of industry, are attended with a scai’city of liouses
for the constantly-increasing number of inhabi-
tants. At tho meeting of the Cwmdn Board of
Health last week, a case %vas named of a house
where eleven persons, inolnding three married
couples, were occupying one small sleeping,
apartment ! and ioetances were given where six,

eight, and even ten persons, consisting of differ-

ent families, were living, cooking, and sleeping
in the same room. In the oourso of a discussion
which took place on the subject, it was proposed
that immediate steps be taken to put a stop to
sneh overcrowding as highly injurious to health,
and that tho officers of tho Board be instructed
to take measures to prevent it, when several of
the members present opposed tho proposal on
tho ground that “ tho inspector had no legal
right to interfere with private houses,” and the
matter was allowed to drop without any action
whatever being taken. We should be disposed
to say it is will rather than power that is wanting.

THE NEW BLOCKS AT PEABODY
SQUARE, BLACKFRIARS.

The two new blocks of buildings which have
for some time been in coarse of erection iu addi-
tion to those already ocenpied, and known as
Peabody-square, in tbe Blackfriars-road, are now
nearly completed, and will be ready for ocenpa-
tiou in a few weeks. Ttiese additional blocks,
which have been erected by the Peabody trustees
in consequence of the numerous applications for
dwellings in Peabody-square, aro situated on the
north side of the present building, on the site

formerly occupied by the Magdalen Hospital, and
extend to Webber-streeb, Blackfriars, which forms
their northern boundary. They have each a
frontage of about GO ft., but the principal eleva-
tion of only one block faces Blackfriars-road,
the block immediately adjoining the present
buildings running east and west, with a north
frontage, the side elevation of this block, and the
main frontage of the extreme north new block
being a continuation of the Blackfriars frontage
of the original buildings. Although the archi-

tectirral elevation of the new buildings is mainly
uniform with those already ocenpied, it is not
quite of the same character, the new blocks
being five stories in height, whilst the others are

only four stories. On tho ground floor of each
block there are two dwellings containing three
rooms, and two containing two rooms

;
whilst on

the first, second, and third floors respectively,
there aro five dwellings, of which two have
three rooms, two two rooms, and the other a
single room. The fourth story contains threo
dwellings with three rooms each. The blocks
thus contain twenty-two dwellings each, or
forty-four dwellings iu all. Tho wash-honso and
laundry aro situated at tho top of the buildings
on tbe fourth floor, and provided with wash-
tubs, wringing-machines, and other requisites,
in addition to two largo drying-ronms. There
is also a dust-shaft on the same floor, carried
down to tho bottom of the building, to which
there is access at the several stories. An im-
provement has been made in some portions of
the fittings, the cupboards, amongst other things,
being larger and more convenient than those in
tho adjoining blocks. At the rear of the blocks
there is a recreation-ground, although rather
limited in space. We understand that the
number of applicants for the new dwellings
exceeds their number, and that they are
already let.

Tho architect is Mr. H. A. Darbishirc, who
designed the original block, and IMessrs. W.
Cubitt & Sons are the builders.*

IMPROVED STREET CONYEYANCES.
With tho introduction of ‘'Hansom’s Patent

Safety ” cabs, or as they aro called for the sake
of brevity, “Hansoms,” a marked impi'ovement
took place in tho means of conveyance in the
streets. Every other cab plying in the streets
of London is now a Hansom, and the large pro-
vincial towns have adopted the improvement.
When tho underground railway was opened,
people prophesied that a marked decrease
would be apparent in tho number of public
vehicles in tho streets ; but experience has
shown that the number of cabs and omnibuses
has increased instead of diminished. When, two
or three years ago, tramways, on improved
principles, were revived among us, it was said
that tho use of omnibuses, at any rate, would
become less common

;
ljut still they seem to

increase iu number, and, instead of decreasing,
cabs and omnibuses are becoming more and
more uuraerona. With all this demand, hardly
any improvement has taken place in tho com-
fort of the public vehicles :

“ four-wheelers,”
or as they aro irreverently called, “growlers,”
are not a whit better looking or better fitted

than the first “ hackney carriage ” of an
gone by.

The Society of Arts has at last come to tbe
resene of tho grumbling, but patiently suffering,
British public, by offering prizes for tho best
cabs that have actually plied for liiro in. the
streets of London for six months before tho
date of the corapotition. About eight or ten
different vehicles, — four-wheelers and two-
wheelers,—accepted the challenge; and after
complying with the necessary conditions, were
subjected to examination and comparison,
and exhibited among the other carriages iu tlio

International Exhibition, which closed on tbe
31st ulb. These cabs have thus nndergonenot only
examination by the Society of Arts Committee,
but by the public in general; and the verdict
is in most cases the same. Tliose who have
nob been enabled to see the “pattern” re-
formed cabs at South Kensington will liave
an opportunity of doing so at the Crystal
Palace, whither they are, we believe, to be trans-
ferred.

The prize cab, that which by public consent
is declared the besR and which has received the
medal of the Society of Arts, is an improved
Hansom,—a two-wheeler. Its chief feature is

its roominess : carried on wheels of the same
width as the ordinary Hansom, its inside mca-
snremont is 4 ft.,—7 in. or 9 in. wider than tbe
average cab. Two doors in front, opening simul-
taneously from the centre, and reaching to
the roof, take the place of the awkward fold-
ing windows and doors of the ordinary Han.
som. The upper part of the doors is fitted
with windows, which can be opened or shut at
pleasure

;
these doors can also be shut or opened

by the driver on the seat behind, by connecting-
rods at the top of the cab

;
at each side of tho

cab are sliding windows. Tho shafts are hung on
aspring, giving greater easiness in riding; and
the cab is decidedly most comfortable in every

• A view and plana of Iho original building? will bo
found in our volume for 1972, pp. 26, 28, 29.
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respect. It weiglis 8 cwfc., costs 75?. to 90?., and
is built by C. Thorn, of Norwich.
Nest to this comes a four-wheeler, by Lam-

bert, of Great Qiieen-street, which has received
a prize of 30?. Id is a most roomy cab, more like a
private Bi-ougham than a cab in appearance. The
back part of the roof can be folded back by any
one inside,—a lady might close or open it,—thus

affording an open carriage for the suramcr.
Beneath the lining at the back of the front seat

is a roomy “boot,” and at the back of the cab
a convenient bos for “ nose-bag,” &c. The
price is 85?.

A four-wheeled cab to carry four inside (by
Quick & Norminton, of Kilburn) presents some
novel features

;
but it appears too compli-

cated, and lacks solidity enough for street

traffic. The front part of tho cab is fitted

with windows, and, by raising the bos-seat, can
be doubled back so as to form a carriage open in

front, with a hood behind, for summer use.

Beneath the box-seat is an opeu space available
for parcels, itc. Behind is a ventilator, audit
is proposed to add a clock to prevent disputes
as to biro by time. Tne windows are provided
with small discs of india-rubber,—a very slight,

but very noticeable, feature in the comfort of the
vehicle. A company has been formed for the
purpose of supplying these cabs to drivers at the
rate of Ifis. per week. The price is 90?., and the
carriage weighs about 9 cwt.

A novel feature in several cabs, both four-
wheelers and two-wheelers, is the position of

!

the doors, which are placed neither at tho side, I

as in a Brougham, nor exactly iu front, as in a
'

Hansom, but at the fore coruer, diagonally. A
|

Hansom (two-wheeler), by ilursfcon, of Birming-
I

ham, has a semicircular front, with a door on
'

each side, hung on a door-post iu the centre of the
'

foot-board, and opening towards the horse.
Another, by the same firm, has the doors open-
itig outwards

;
and a four-wheeler to carry three

iuside has a similar arrangement. Messrs.
Mansfield & Crosse, of K.xoter, exhibit a four-
wheeler, to carry two, with doors similarly hung.
The advantages of these doors are apparent at
once. There is no awkward entrance through
which one has to take one’s seat in the cab back-
wards, and no folding window against which to
crush one’s hat, as the doors reach from the
floor to the roof, and are fitted with drop-win-
dows. Messrs. Marstou also contribute a
Hansom which dispenses with doors, but has
instead a largo stiff apron, which lifts upwards
against the splash-board, and when closed forms
a complete covering to the legs : it has the
disadvantage, however, of tho old fashioned
dropping window. A very awkward innovation
divides a similar apron into two parts, necessi-
tating two movements to open it

;
provides a

small door reaching half-way up to the roof,

which opens outwards, diagonally, falling open
of its own accord if not actually fastened

;
and

retains tho old windows doubling back against
tlio roof. Such a complication of movements
would deter any one from entering the vehicle.

Messrs. Tiirston, of Leeds, exliibit a curious
adaptation of tho Hansom, with two doors reach,
ing to the roof, one on each side, opening
diagonally on a common centre

; the seats are
four in number, two in the ordinary position,
and one on each side of the cab, the body of
which is necessarily much longer than that of
tliQ existing cabs in general use.

Such are some of the more noticeable features
iu cab building which the prize of the Society of
Arts has brought forth. It is to bo hoped that
two or three of the types will be brought into
actual use in our streets. A man with a cab
like that of Messrs. Thorn, of Norwich, Messrs.
Marston, Messrs. Quick & Norminton, or Messrs.
Lambert, would hardly ever be without a “ fare.”
Iu fact, when these cabs were serving their term
of probation, it is said that they were continually
CDgagod.

Tlie Proposed Building Act. — At the
meeting of the Metropolitan B^ard of Works
to bo held this, Friday, November 7th, a
report of the Parliamentary Committee will bo
considered :

—

“ Submittinp, for tho approval of the Board, the draft of
the Metropolitan Buikiinss and Management Bill

; and
recomnienaing that the Biiard do consider the same, and
decide as to its introduction into I'arliament in the nest
Session.”

And the following notice of motion bv Mr.
Eoche :

—

“That the Board approve of the principles of the Bill,

and that the sam» he referred to the Works anil General
Purposes L'ommiltee to report whether anj- of the clausee
require alteration or amendment.” J

KECENT EXCAVATIONS IN HOME.
Ox this subject Mr. J. H. Parker delivered a

lecture last week in the Ashraolean Museum,
Oxford. Mr. Parker said much credit is due to

the Italian Government for the vigorous manner
in which they are carrying on excavations
in the Forum Romauom, and on the Palatine
Hill, and in the Thermre of Caracalla, as well as
at Ostia and at Tivoli ; in fact, all those anti-

qnities which are acknowledged to belong to the
Government. The Italian Parliament votes
1,200?. a year for this purpose, which is under-
stood to be chiefly for the excavations of the
Palatine Hill, with the slopes round it, including
the Forum Romanum. They have now connected
the excavations made in the time of Napoleon
III., and each fresh excavation proves more
clearly the substantial troth of the ancient
legendary history of Rome. Those it is intended
ultimately to make into a second Pompeii in

the middle of Rome, including the most in-

teresting archceological ground in the world,

but many years must olapso before this ad-
mirable project can be fully carried out. In
the meantime, since Rome has been made the
capital of Italy, a new city is being bailt

within the old walls, but practically on what
is now a new site, in the city of the empire,
upon the hills on the eastern side of Romo,
which had been deserted for centuries

;
the

modern Rome of the popes of the sixteenth
century having been built on the level ground
between the hills and the Tiber; but the great
flood decided the builders not to build on that
site, and to begin the new city on the high
ground. This new city is making extraordinary
and rapid progress; upwards of 2,000 houses
are building in Rome at this moment. New
streets, new quarters of the city are being built,

new drains being made on the most magnificent
scale, and at an enormous depth, vieing with
those of the old Romans. But in doing all this

the reraaiua of the ancient city of the time of
the empire are being brought to light week after

week, and often buried again the next. The
municipality of Rome does its utmost, by ap-
pointing an Archcoological Commission, with a
very active secretary (Signor Lanciani), to pre-
serve the records of all that is found in tho
shape of notes, plans, drawings, and photo-
graphs, and they publish a

,
monthly archteo-

logical journal to record what is found, and what-
ever works of art are found, if portable, rescued
and carried to their museum on the Capitol.
Further than this they cannot go. If anything
is to be preserved in its place it must bo pur-
chased by some one, and presented to them, when
it would not be refused ; they would gladly take
charge of it, and guarantee its preservation by
the proper officials. This has frequently been
done in France by the FreucH Archmological
Society, who purchased antiquities, and had
them officially registered as public property. In
Rome it has happened unfortunately that from
the ignorance of the architects and engineers
employed by the Government a number of very
interesting historical monuments must now be
destroyed, which might just as well have been
preserved without loss to any one if only the
Government had possessed proper iuformation.
Tho fir.st mistake was in giving a part of the
thermae of Diocletian, and the great reservoir of

water that supplied those thermae, as a site for

the rjvilway station, and therefore cutting through
tho great agger of Servius Tullius obliquely in

order to arrive at it. The station might just as

well have been jdaced outside of the agger iu

the space, half a mile wide, between that and
tho outer wall. The consequence of this has
been that the railway station being naturally

made the centre of the new city, all the rest of

the agger is rapidly being destroyed. The
Government engineer fixed upon the northern
end of it as the site for the new Government
offices (the Somerset House of modem Italy)

;

consequently he was obliged to make a temporary
railroad for the purpose of carrying away the
thousands of loads of earth which had been piled

up more than 2,000 years ago, and which might
just as well have been let alone. It was an
enormous waste of public money, which would
have been disgraceful to all concerned had it

been wilful; but it arose from mere ignorance,
and nothing else. The most recent discovery is

the foundation of the round temple of Yesta, at

the corner of the Palatine Hill, and just to the
south of the Forum Romanum, in front of the
Church of St. Maria Liberatrice, in the garden
of which inscriptions have been found of vestal

virgins buried there. It had previously been

ascertained that the celebrated three columns
near this point belonged to the temple of Castor
and Pollux, which also served as a vestibule to
the palace of Caligula, which was therefore on
the low ground at the foot of the hill, close to it.

The remains of the temple of Julius Ctesar have
also been found between this and the temple of
Antoninus and Faustina, with a fountain at the
south eud of the Forum, the whole length of which
hasnow been excavated on the western side, with
the platform of the great Basilica Julia, called also
Curia Julia, on which Signor Rosa has built a
number of brick bases.

CHEAP SUBSTITUTE FOR DOUBLE
WINDOWS.

Dr. Oidtmaxx, of Linnich, in a pamphlet on
Sanitary Measures, suggests that “ double-
grooved window.glaziog ” should bo used, in-

stead of double windows, by which, as he says,
great expense may bo saved. This is done in the
following manner:—Two grooves are channelled
in the frame for receiving the panes, an outer
and an inner one, and in both of them panes are
then put in and puttied. A space of about
3-16fchs to 3-8tlis inch is thus formed, contain-
ing a dry atmosphere, cut off from the air both
in the room and in the open air. As it cannot
perceptibly contract or expand, the outer panes
repel the cold of the outer air, the inner tho
warmth of the room. For such a double.grooved
window-glazing good hard glass (poor in potash)
must be selected, so that, especially in southern
aspects, the rays of the sun do not decompose
and render dull the facing sides of the panes,
which naturally cannot be cleaned. Inputting
the panes in, therefore, care must bo taken, not
only that the facing sides are scrupulously
cleaned of all dust and dirt, hut also that the air

between the panes bo dry. The glazing of the
window should therefore take place only iu dry
weather. It is self-evident that ico-flowers

never appear on sneh windows. Their increased
cost will bo covered the first year by saving in

fuel. The new method acts also as a protector
in summer against the troublesome heat of the
direct rays of the sun. A room provided with
double-glazed windows, at a temperature of

about 20® R., will bo 4® R. cooler than one with
ordinary windows. The method may also be
applied to hotbeds, for which it has proved
efficient, and for large areas of glass and gi'een-

houses double glazing might be likewise very
advantageously used.

THE ARCHBISHOP OF YORK ON ART.
The annual meeting in connexion with the

Selby School of Art was held on Wednesday in
last week, when the Government and local prizes
were presented to the successful students by the
Archbishop of York. On the walls hung the
drawings and paintings of the pupils daring the
year, as well as upwards of 100 works of art,

lent by the director of the South Kensington
Museum. Amongst those snpporting bis grace
on the platform were Colonel Graham (one of
her Majesty’s inspectors of science and art
schools). Rev. Canon Hardier, Rev. G. Wyndham
Kennion (diocesan inspector of schools). Rev.
J. B. Mitchell, Mr. J. T. Atkinson (sec.), and
others.

The secretary road the report, and the Arch-
bishop in the course of his address said :—Art is

of all things the most democratic. It cannot be
produced without a certain gift, which seems
to bo imparted equally both to the highest, to
tho middle, and to the lowest class

;
and hero

every one may meet upon a common gronnd,
and he who has to deplore,—if it he a thing to

be deplored—thathe is one of the humblest class,

may yet see his name stand high with those of
the foremost artists in the world, for they, too,

have spmng from but bumble origin, and, using
well the talents God has given them, rose to be
the admired of mankind, and the benefactors of
their race. That applies to every art—to archi-

tecture, to music, to painting, to sculpture,—to

everything that is called art. It is a fair field,

and the course is open to all, and tho.se who
start under some disadvantage of education find

in this more than any other career how easy it

is for pains and trouble to compensate those dif-

ferences, and place them in the front rank,
although they started in the last. Let os ask
ourselves what art is. And that is rather a diffi-

cult question. A Frenchman said that art was
that which taught you to do easily something
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well whicli by natur&yon conld do naturally but
very ill. I think you will find that remark,
although it ie not a definition, goes a long way
towards the truth. Art is the production of
things in beautiful form of every kind. There
is an. art in writing tho article that you rend
every day in the newspaper,—that easy style of

writing which is now attained by so many, and
which once was tho privilege of only a few,—is,

in fact, attained by great practice and great
painstaking, and that nice taste and feeling
which prevents error in all development of
thought. Art, then, is the power of doing
something which naturally wo could do, but
which we cannot do properly or easily without
the help of rule and of praotioe, and of a certain
innate gift which it would bo extremely difficult

to define.

TEE PEOTOGRAPEIC EXHIBITIOJT.

Thu present exhibition, made by tho Photo-
^aphio Society, in the Rooms of the Water-
Colour Society, Pall-mall Bust, has a special

feature of its own, and should bo visited by ail

who are interested in the art. Mr. Crawshay,
himself a distinguished photographer, offered

prizes for life-size portraits, open to the whole
world. Tho following gentlemen wore the ad-

judicators:—Mr. J. Glnisher, F.R.S. ; Mr. G. D.
Leslie, A.R.A.; Dr. Diamond, F.S.A..

;
Mr. W.

Maylnnd; Mr. II. Baden Pritchard, F.C.S.
;
and

Mr. G. Wharton Siinpsou, M.A.
j
and the result

is as follows :

—

First prize for large heads (50J.), Messrs.
Robinson & Clierrill.

Second prize for largo heads (25Z.), Colonel
Stuart Wortlay.

First prize for small heads (25? ), Mr. Yalen-
tine Blanchard.

Second prize for small heads (12?.), Messrs.
Robinson & Cheriill.

Pi-izo for Enlargements (25?.), Mr. B. J.

Edwards.
The exhibition includes tho portraits snbraitted

in competition, some of which are remai-kablo
works, and must bo regarded as exhibiting the
greatest advance in the art of photography
made for somo timo past. Several foreign prac-
titioners of high reputation are amongst the
exhibitors.

TEE FALL OF CEIMXEY AT
NORTEFLEET.

Sir,—

T

ho important questions asked by your
correspondents of lost week deserve the com.
pletest answers that can be given to them, and
these, with your kind permission, I will try to

put in as concise a form as possible. I will take
the various points in the order in which they
stand, beginning with those in the letter

signed “ B.”
1. Tho first question raised is, whether, con-

sidering the diameter of the chimney at top

(8 ft. 9 in. inside), the l-I-in. work (36 ft. 3 in.

deep) did not extend too far down. I do not
understand your correspondent to suggest that
thei’e was the least approach to anything Lko
a crushing weight on the lower part of this

work, and a simple calculation (taking the
common e.stimate of 15 tons to the rod) will

show that while the pressure on the base of the
3 ft. 9 in. work (which has never shown the
slightest crack or flaw) was 6x tons to the foot

super., the pressure on the base of the 1-l.in.

work was barely 2j- tons to the foot super. In
other words, the thin part of tho shaft was three
times as strong as the thick part, in proportion
to the weight it had to oatry. The inquiry
seems, however, to be directed to the jjower
which this l-l-iu. work might have of resisting

an oblique pressure (such as might for instance,

bo caused by slightly uneven biding) tendin'^
to make it bulge or crumple outwards

;
and the

suggestion is whether 36 ft. is not a rather
extreme height for a 14.in. circular wall of as
much as 9 ft. interna! diameter. I have now
before mo tho working drawings of a chimney
at Wokington, belonging to the West Cumber,
land Iron and Steel Company. This chimney is

200ft. high above the ground, 12 ft. 10 in. internal

diameter at the top, and is only li in. thick for

67 ft. down. I am informed by a builder at
Manchester, who has erected a great number of

lofty shafts, that they are generally finished

with O-iu. work, and that this thickness is con-
tinued for 30 ft., 40 ft., and even 50 ft. down.
More remarkable than these, however, because
wider than most of them, is the shaft at Messrs.
Pontifex’s chemical works, in the Isle of Dogs.

It is 223 ft. high above ground, 8 ft. in internal
diameter at top, and only 7 in. thick in the
brickwork for a depth of more than -10 ft. Other
examples could be given, bat these will perhaps
be enough to show that we must look beyond this

item for the causes of the failure.

2. The bond was that known as “half.brick
bond,” whioh is specially intended to prevent
vertical fracture across the wall. Chimney
Iniilders say that this sort of fracture is the one
that almost always happens in the failure of a
shaft, and that a split of the opposite kind, down
the middle of tho wall in the direction of its

length, is hardly ever heard of. To prevent
transverse fracture, the more stretchers can be
used the better

; and in a straight wall, the
“half-brick bond” contains at least twice as
many as would occur in old English bond. In
circular work, no stretchers appear ou the out-
side, but tho principle is carried out in the re.

maiuder of the thickness. Toe brickwork at
Northfleet was bonded throughout on this system,
with the greatest care, and probably this part of

the work could not have been much improved
unless by iising facing-bricks made purposely to
the curve of the chimney.

3. The whole of the upper part of the chimney
was built of tbe best paviors, and even these
were picked, every imperfect brick being ro.

jected. The lower part of the walls was partly
composed of tho hardest stocks that could bo
got, and partly of paviors ; but within 50 ft.

of tho ground there was a small proportion

—

perhaps 5 per cent.—of rather over-burnt and
somewhat vitrified bricks, approaching in clia-

racter to “rough stocks.” There was no differ,

once between the facing and backing; tho same
quality of bricks was carried right through the
wall.

4. There was no artificial bond besides that
described at the inquests. At intervals of about
3 ft., two courses of brickvvork successively
were built with tho vertical joints dry, and then
grouted with neat Portland cement. The cement
which was thus poured in as grout set admirably

;

after f,ailing 200 ft. these bricks were still found
joined in double courses, aud they bad as often
broken through their own substance as through
the cement. There was not the least sign of
expansion; bat tho best proof that there was
none, is tbe fact that a large mill floor on the
works was laid at the same time with the same
lot of cement, and that to tins day there is not
a flaw or a blister in it. Your correspondent
speaks of the “desirable homogeneity of the
work being destroyed ” by bond courses grouted
with cement; but, provided that tbe cement sets
perfectly, and without expansion, as it certainly
did in this case, it is difficult to conceive how
they can be anytliing but a source of strength to

the walling.

5. Tho thick and thin parts of tho shaft both
went up at about the same number of feet per
week, excepting, perhaps, the lowest section of
the walling, which was done a little more slowly.
Of course, more bricklayers could work where
the diameter of the shaft was wider, and more
materials could be dnawn up by the \vindlass in

a day when there was not so far to draw them.
6. The cap was formed entirely of brick in

cement, and tho cement here, as elsewhere, was
tho very best of the BurUara Cement Com-
pany’s make. The original intention was to mix
it with an equal measure of sand; but, by the
advice of persons experienced in this class of
bnilding, it was actually used with a small
quantity of mortar instead. The idea was, that
though the ultimate strength of the cement
and sand might bo as great, yet the cement and
mortar would adhere to tho bricks better at the
begiiiniug. Whatever may have been the cause,
it appeared after the accident that a considerable
part of this ceraent-raortar bad not set with any-
thing like the firmness of the neat cement
grouting; and though it is hard to see how, on
a quite calm day, this imperfect setting could
have caused the fall, it is evident that it may
have helped to make it possible. A tentative
opinion was expressed at the inquest that the
vibration from the derrick might have had some-
thing to do with this imperfect setting

;
but this

theory did not seem to be confirmed in the course
of the inquiry. It is only certain that while the
cement which was used as grouting set like
iron, the same cement used as mortar set in many
places but very indifferently. There are two
considerarious whioh naturally suggest them-
selves here : one is, that if bricks are not suf-
ficiently wetted (and most bricklayers show an
invincible repugnance to wetting them suf.

ficiently) the more liquid the cement the better;

the other is, that ceme-it gronf, once set, cannot
bo worked up again and used, whereas cement-
mortar can bo, and I fear too often is. I make
these remarks without iutonding the smallest
personal blame to the contractor, Mr. Blagbum,
who showed himself an excellent and very
careful workman

;
but a groat part of his time

w IS necessarily passed at the foot of the shaft,
in superintending tbe mixing of the mortar and
the selection of materials.

Proceeding to the shape of the cap, I may say
that it was formed of equal overaailtng courses
of brick, each course projecting about three-
eighths of an inch beyond that below. The
extreme projection attained by the body of the
cap was 15V in. beyond the point from which
it started; but as it took nearly 10 ft. of height
to do this, and as the shaft diminished upwards
at tho rate of 6 in. in 10 ft., tbe projection of
the top of the cap from the receding line of the
shaft was 18^ in. Upon tho body of the cap
there wore eight fiat projections or piers, each
1 ft. 11 in. wide, carried up in oversailing
courses, ranging precisely with those of the
body. The projection of these piers, from top
to bottom, was 4^ in. beyond the main part of
the cap; and the bottoms of thorn were sap.
ported on a series of courses oversailiug still

more gradually than tbe upper ones. Above tho
cap, tho shaft wall was continued up above for
a height of 4 ft. 6 in.

;
and the result of the

whole was, that at the time of the accident the
sectional area of the projecting cap was 7 ft.

•IV iu. super., while the sectional area of that
part of the shaft which coiinterbalanced it was
20 ft. 10 iu. When it is remembered that this

section had the immense additional security of
being worked on a circular plan, it seems very
evident that the cap had no tendency to fall

outwards by its own weight; and, on the other
hand, its pressure on the 14-in. wall below it

Wi\8 considerably less than half a ton to the foot
super. It ought to be known that tbe two
bricklayers who cam© forward at the inquest to
express an opinion that the cap had “ swagged”
tho shafe over, had never seen either the cap
or the drawings of it. Your correspondent will

observe, from the above description, that the cap
w.as not “ placed on the shaft only tho day before
tho accident,” but was merely finished on that
day, having been built up like the rest of the
brickwork.

7. As to theontline of the fracture, the highest
part was ou the south-west side, and it sloped
down irregularly for perhaps 30 ft. in the opposite
direction. For about 100 ft. at the bottom the
shaft was upright and sound, except where small
cracks occarred, in tho upper part of this length,
from a cause to bo presently described. The
top of the ruin overhung considerably towards
the north-east, and there were vertical fissnros

extonding for a short distance down. The
smaller fissures, aud very likely some of the
larger ones, were produced as follows :—The
cross timbers on which, one after another, the
internal scaffolds had rested, were left in till the
completion : at tho moment of the accident,
grea^ masses of brickwork fell on these timbers,
and thus violently jarred the walls at the points
where they were inserted, and tho result was
that many of these points were snbsequently
traceable on the outside by bulges and radiating
cracks.

We do nob know, and probably never shall
know, what caused tho instantaneous collapse.
It may have been started by somo slipping of
the derrick on which tbe men at the windlass
below were hauling; it may have been begun
by the falling inwards of a part of the chimney
wall above tho cap. Tlie first warning of the
accident was the descent of bricks d-iwn the
interior of the shaft, and this preceded the
general fall. The only witness who has deposed
that be saw the actual collapse from the outside
states that it began, so far as he saw, by tho
bulging of a point on the north-east side of the
shaft, some 10 ft. below the cap. If we suppose
a mass of brickwork from the top chimney wall,
built that Very morning, to have been pushed
over by any cause, aud to have struck the cross
battens at this level, we have a not impossible
way of accounting for the disaster.

James Cuhttt,

Architect to Messrs. J. C. Gistliog & Co.

The Institution of Surveyors.—Tlie Pie-
sident and Council have i.ssued invitations for a
conversazione on Wednesday evening, the 12th
instant.
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A MEMORIAL REREDOS OF THE LATE
BISHOP OF WINCHESTER.

The late Bishop of Winchester laid the

foundation.stone of the Church of St. John the

Divine, in Vassall - road, Kennington, which

is intended to be one of tbe largest churches in

the metropolis. The chancel, externally, was

completed about two months ago, and it was

originally intended nob to open this portion

of the edifice, along with a temporary nave,

until the estimated coat for the permanent

church was subscribed; but in consequence of an

anonymous donation of 10,0001. towards the

building fund having been received, the erection

of tho nave and the other portions of the perma-

nent building has just been commenced, and the

foundations are now being got in. It has, how-

ever, been determined not to wait for the com-
pletion of the whole huilding before the opening

takes place. A portion of the nave will, in tbe

first instance, be completed, and, as at present

arranged, the opening ceremony has been fixed

for the month of May next. In the meantime,
tbe completion of the interior of the chancel,

the lady chapel, the sacristy, organ-chamber,

and other portions of the edifice already bnilt,

will bo proceeded with simultaneously with tho

erection of the nave, and the internal decora-

tions include a reredos, which has been designed

by Mr. Street, the architect of the church, as a

memorial of the late Bishop of Winchester. The
central panel will contain a large crucifix, whilst

beneath will be a figure representing Dr. Wilber-

force kneeling in prayer ! The estimated cost

of the reredos is 5001.

DIAGRAMS OF BUILDINGS
FOR INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

The following rules have been issued by her

Majesty’s Commissioners for the preparation of

diagrams of ancient and modern buildings of all

countries in Division II., Class 9 (civil engineer-

ing), architectural and building contrivances, of

the Exhibition of 187-1 :—1. The diagrams should

be of a bold scenic character. 2. They should be
executed on canvas, and may be in oil colour or

distemper. 3. They may ho executed in colours

or in monochrome. 4. They should he per-

spective views. 5. Each diagram should be at

least 5 ft. by 10 ft., but single diagrams ought
not to occupy more than 10 ft. in height and
20 ft. in length. 6. Each diagram should bo
attached to a roller, and sent rolled. i7. Tho
scale should be clearly marked upon each
diagram. 8. Her Majesty’s Commissioners would
be glad to have the right of porchasing tho

diagrams, if for sale, at the prices attached to

them. Wo are not quite sure that competent
persons will find sufficient inducement for tho
preparation of such diagrams as are desired.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The first ordinary general meeting of the
session of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects was held last Monday evening, at tho House
in Conduit-street; Mr. Horace Jones in the

chair. The following gentlemen were duly
elected as Fellows :—^Slr. Henry P. Legg, 32,

Bedford-row, and Mr. John Lowe, of Manchester.
Several donations of books, pamphlets, draw-

ings, paintings, &c., were announced to have
been presented to tho Institute, as well as a host
of Inigo Jones, modelled in Italy, tho gift of
Mr. James Noble. Among tho many donors to
the library fund arc, Mr. John Gibson, vice-

president, 251., and Mr. G. T, Redmayne, asso-
ciate, 3 guineas. Thanks having been voted to
the donors.

The chairman proceeded to award tbe Ashpitel
Prize of 1873, won by Mr. H. Stannus, for having
distinguished himself the most in the architec-
tural examination

; and, in presenting it, stated
that this was the first time such a prize had
been awarded,—the gift of their lamented
friend, Mr. Ashpitel.

In the absence of Sir Gilbert Scott, in Italy,
owing to ill-health, the secretary, Mr. Eastlake,
then read the presidential address, which we
print in extenso.

The chairman said that they probably felt

that, in the absence of the worthy president
there were fewer opportunities for discussion
than if he had been present

; still, they would be
glad to bear friendly criticism.

Tbe Marquis of Westminster, who was warmly
received, said that it would be highly presump-
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tuous of him, an amateur, to take objection to

anything the President had said bearing upon

architecture, upon which he (the Marquis) had no

claim whatever; but there were one or two

points in Sir Gilbert Scott’s address which par-

ticularly struck him. One of these was tbe

excellent, powerful, and very round abuse which

he had given to the dreadful specimens of archi-

tecture which covered our coimtry and the

towns of England. It seemed to him that until

the public had some knowledge of architecture,

and their tastes were somewhat cultivated, such

discreditable specimens of architecture would

very long disgrace the country ;
and especially

so in the case of those who in after-life would

probably have the means of erecting buildings.

It was very unfortunate, he thought, that in

high-class society very little knowledge of archi-

tecture existed. He did not know whether the

Institute would have any power, but they would

certainly have influence, in recommonding some

course of study, to suggest whether some small

or better knowledge of the principles of archi-

tecture could not form a part of education in

public schools. With regard to these public

schools, he did not know whether it was a prac-

tical suggestion ;
but it seemed to him that it

might be of some use to this powerful associa-

tion if it used its influence in tbac direction. He
was talking, he went on to say, a short time

back to a friend of his, who Lad now arrived at

the age of seventy-four, regarding an abbey at

St. Alban’s, and in reply to a question of his

connected with its architecture, his friend told

him that the greater part of the architecture

was Roman, and that some of it mast have been

Norman, for it had a good deal of “dog-tooth”

ornament about it. If such ignorance prevailed

in old ago, the time had come for giving oppor-

tunities in early life in public schools to attain

to some knowledge of tho art of architecture.

He had but one other point to mention, and

that was to take tho opportunity, which he said

he ought to have done long ago, of thanking the

Institute for having done him the honour of

electing him an honorary Follow.

Mr. B. Ferrey, in proposing a vote of thanks

to the president for his address (which was
seconded by the Marquis, and carried unani.

mously), said ho felt that the matter Sir

Gilbert Scott had brought before the meeting

was of so largo and vast a character that it

would ill become him to enter into any detail

regarding it. We all deeply regret his ah-

Bence, and are greatly indebted to him for his

address, considering the state of his health, and
the great calls upon him in his professional

capacity. We must give him credit for devoting

so much timo to the many points embodied in

his address, and we must also thank the noble

Marquis for the ablo way in which ho has

expressed himself on the points he brought

forward.

Mr. Ewan Christian said that with regard to

the subject of the Benevolent Fund, mentioned

at the annual dinner, and in which the Presi-

dent, he was glad to say, took such an interest,

ho would mention a case in illustration that

had lately come under his notice. An architect

of real capacity,—a man who would no doubt,

had he but lived, have achieved a reputation in

his profession, died, leaviog a wife and family

without any means of support ; he had not lived

long enough to make his practice profitable, or

to reap the fruits of ,his early labours, and con-

sequently his family was left to the charity of

strangers. It was a reproach, he thought, to

architects that their Benevolent Society could

only in this case allow out of its funds the small

sum of 601. The Artists’ Benevolent Society

were taking care of three of the children
;
and

for the Architects’ society to allow this was
a great reproach upon ns as architects. Our
society ought to bo better supported, and more
generous subscriptions should be given than

those miserable subscriptions and few donations

which it now received.

Mr, Jennings was of opinion that the Artists’

Benevolent Society and Architects’ Benevolent
Society ought to be one body, as many people

thought they were, and said that it was a great

disadvantage that the two Associations were not

more thoroughly connected.

The meeting then adjourned. Among the

papers to be read during the session are the

following :

—

'* On the Central Iron Dome of the Vienna Exhibition
Building,” Mr. J. Scott Russell; “On the Sanitary
Aspects of Uonso Construction,” Captain Douclas
Galton; “On the Old Hall and Assize Court at Win-
chester,” Mr. Thomas Henry Wyatt; and “ On Chinese
and Japanese Architecture,” Mr. W. Simpson,

[Noy. 8, 1873.

ARCHITECTS AND ARCHITECTURE.

THE ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT AT THE
INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

It is with unfeigned regret that I have to ask
your kind forbearance with me, in my failure to

appear in my place, as your president, at the

opening of the first session after you have done
me the great honour of electing me to that

office. I had previously to that eveut had some
idea of spending a part of this autumn and
winter at Rome ; and had mentioned it to my
predecessor when he announced to me tho kind,

wishes of the council. I had, however, wholly

relinquished this idea, and was preparing to

return from a Continental tour, when I was so

urgently pressed by frieuds, whoso opinion I had
every reason to respect, to prolong my absence

with a view to confirming the good effects upon
my health, of the rest and relaxation in which I

was indulging, that I felt I should he doing

wrong to resist their remonstrances ;
and I have

now to throw myself upon your kind indulgence,

and to beg you to allow my inaugural address to

be read for me, instead of being delivered, as it

ought to be, by myself.

My regret at this is increased, and my apologies

rendered the more needful, by the fact of my
absence rendering it impossible for me to deal

with some subjects I am bound to allude to with

that care and fulness of information which I

should have aimed at had I been present. These

subjects, unfortunately, are amongst the most
important topics for the year

;
as, for instance,

the transactions of the Institute daring the

past session
;
the papers read at its meetings j

the public occurrences relating to our profession

;

tho more important works undertaken or com-
ploted; tho Great International Exhibition at

Vienna, as viewed in its bearings upon our art j

and the melancholy duty of chronicling tho

annual obituary of members of our Institute, and
of giving a sketch of the career of the deceased.

On all these points my notices must be more or

less defective.

On the last-named point I will venture on

asking the aid of members of the Institute best

acquainted with those whom we have lost, as

there would be an appearance of partiality and,

inequality were I to attempt to record the merits

of those I happen to have best known, to the

neglect of those I chanced to bo less acquainted

with. Nor would it bo proper to attempt a
notice of the professional lives of those whose
position was so prominent as clearly to demand
a special memoir, as is clearly the case with our

lamented Past President Sir William Tite, whose
merits have already been frequently brought

before the notice of onr meetings, with that

respectful warmth of feeling which delights to

celebrate even facts tho best known and acknow-
ledged; and they will, I feel convinced, be
shortly laid before ua in a more formal manner,
and one more proportioned to their public im-

portance. I leave, then, this melancholy though
grateful task, to such hands as may be selected

as best fitted to its importance.

Our obituary for the year is, unhappily, a very

long one. It is as follows :—Sir William Tite,

M.P., Past President, Mr. R. R. Banks, Mr. R. P.

Browne, Mr. W. Slater, Mr. A. S. Newman, Mr.
J. II. Stevens, Mr. S. S. Teulon, Mr. C. Buckeridge,

Mr. H. Williams, Mr. G. T. Randall, Mr. E. A.
Spurr, Mr. W. Corbett, Mr. J. D. Simon. To
these I raustadd our respected honorary member,
Mr. G. L. Taylor

;
and our honorary correspond-

ing members, M. De Caumart, Professor Hes-
semer, and II. Cav. Nicolo Matas.

Those best known to me in the sad catalogue

were Mr. Teulon, Mr. Slater, and Mr. Buckeridge j

the first so well known as a zealous and success-

ful follower of the Gothic revival, and the builder

of numerous churches, &c.
;
the second as the

successor of the lamented Mr. Carpenter. He
having been cut off in the midst of his days,

left his extensive practice, and the professional

training of his young son to the care of his

faithful pupil and assistant, Mr. Slater, who
right loyally performed the task thus bequeathed

him
;

keeping up tho practice, largely as I

believe, for the benefit of his friend’s family,

and carrying on tho professional education of

the SOD, till he was of an age to unite with him
in partnership

;
and only living long enough to

see him fairly and successfully launched as the

successor—through this faithful and efficient

medium—of his talented and lamented father. -

Mr. Buckeridge was a pupil of my own, and was
carrying on his practice with great devotion,

talent, and success, when cut off at an early age

by a sudden illness.
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I hope that further notices of these and other

members of our Institute will be laid before yon
hy those who have facts better within reach than
18 at this moment (unfortunately) the case with
myself.

The International Exhibition at Vienna, in its
bearings upon architectural art, is another sub-
ject on which I must beg the kind aid of such
as have given the most attention to it; circum-
stances having wholly deprived me of the oppor-
tunity of making myself acquainted with it, as I
feel I ought to have done.
Of public transactions bearing upon our pro-

fession I may say much the same.
I much more regret that I am not able, as I

had hoped, on the present occasion to notice the
works of architecture now about to be com-
menced, or those recently finished. I had
promised myself much pleasure in the per-
formance of this part of my duties; but this
necessitated absence during the summer has
rendered it impossible, and I must beg to reserve
It to a future occasion, should such offer It
would to me be a moat grateful task, both to
visit the many admirable buildings which have
recently been completed, or are in the course of
erection, m a more careful and systematic
marnner than one would perhaps venture upon
under other circumstances, and to record the
just praises of their architects

;
and it would on

the present occasion have been the more grati-
fyiug, because, in the remarks I shall have to
offer, I shall feel it my duty to call attention,
not indeed to the demerits of any specific works,
:or that would be an offensive and a presump-
ituous act (indeed, I rarely inquire the name of
the architect of any work I should be disposed
to censure), but to the’general fact of the im-
mense ^If which intervenes in our day between
different works one passes, and to ask your
special attention to this as one of the most
serious questions of the day. Having then a
painful duty to perform of this nature, it would
have been a relief to have enumerated, and
lovingly dwelt upon, some of the most admirable
works of our period,—works which would have
done credit to any age in either of the great
blanches of our art, and works which tend to
38tabli8h one most encouraging fact beyond the
•each of question, that if we live at a clay when
nuch 18 done which tends to discourage, we
ilso have the happiness to live at a day when
vorks of the most contrary class aro produced,
works of noblest aim, of the deepest and most

oving study and care, and of the highest
irtistic character.
I must, however, of necessity relinquish or

tostponc this delightful task.
Of public buildings about to be undertaken Iml mention one only. I will content myself

I'lth congratulating the Institute that the great
rork of their taleuted member Mr. Street is
fter so long delay, about to be commenced. I
egret to observe the statement in the public
tapers to the effect that a considerable amount
3 to be struck off from its embellishments. I
ave not seen the dmwings beyond such as have
een laid before the public; but from them I
houlcl have judged that the architect had
Iready exorcised great reserve in this respect

;

nd I fear that a further pruning down, such
s 18 suggested by the sum named, will of
eoesBity have a very serious eflect upon the
SBign

; and I earnestly, though respectfully,
rge upon the attention of the Government the
oportance of reconsidering this instruction-
lasmuch as an amount which sounds like a small
sreentage upon the entire cost of a building
lUst bear a very serious proportion to the cost
: Its mere embellishments, and may go so far
i to reduce them to the very verge of poverty.
This is a building of which too much has been
.id, which has been far too prominently before
le public, not only of this country but of the
hole civilised world, to permit of its perfection
nng tampered with to save some paltry per-
ntago. Such a result would be a disgrace to
ir age and country, which have a right to
imand from those in power that the architect
trusted with such an edifice shall not have his
mds thus cruelly bound, but shall be allowed
embark upon this gi-eat national,—this great
iropean, work with a fair and reasonable
aount of liberty, to render ic worthy of its
igin and destination

; while the fierce attacks
which it has been subjected would call forth,
•en from their originators, if actuated by a
ae English love of fair play, the demand that
0 architect should not be unduly restrained,

reasonable opportunity
d facility allowed him for the production of a
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truly noble work, worthy at once of his own fame
and of the age and country which the buildino-
will represent. °

I will now proceed to the affairs of our
Institute.

The annual report, which has been for some
months m your hands, together with the brief
conspectus of the proceedings at the ordinary
and at other general meetings, will give a correct
idea^ of what has been done during the last
session, as well as of the general prosperity of
the Institute.

r c j

From the former document it will be seen
that our pecumary status is well kept up • that
our list of members shows a constant increase;
that the Institute has been actively engaged on
a number of important questions, bearing both
upon our professional dignity and upon the
interests of our art

; that in the consideration
ot these questions we have been well met and
aided by the Conference of Architects from all
parts of the kingdom, from which conference
very useful results are likely to arise; that the
architectural examination of students seeking
our diplomas have met with revived and in-
creasing encouragement; that our offers of
prizes, medals, students’ prizes, &c., have been
responded to not only by satisfactory numbers
of candidates, but by a degree of excellency in
the competing works of a most encourafring
character, while the sketch-books of the medal,
l^ta have shown a most cheering result. Also
that the standing committee for the conservation
ot ancient monuments has been working with
activity. In short, that the Institute has been
actively and successfully performing its arduous
auties. In the latter document will be seen a
list of the excellent Sessional Papers read at our
meetings, as weU as further particulars as tomany subjects which have come under the
consideration of the Institute.
The medals, prizes, .tc., awarded have been

as follows:-The Soane Medallion (with thesum of 50i., under the usual conditions of Con.
tmental study) to Mr. William Frame, for a
design for a public hall; and a medal of merit
mr a design for the same subject, to Mr. J. H.
Eastwood

; and the Institute SilverMedal
, with five

guineas, to Mr. Alexander E. Kersey, for draw-mgs illustrating St. Mary’s Abbey, Old Malton
;

® “erit in the same competition to
Mr. Thomas Garratt for drawngs illustrating
St. Mary s Abbey at Lilleshall; aud to M^
Arthur Hill, Associate, for drawings illustrating
bt. Cormac’s Chapel, Cashel. Of the high
standard of merit evinced by these several sets
of drawings I am able myself to speak in the
strongest terms. A medal of merit has also
been awarded to Mr. Alfred lowers, Associate,
tor an essay on “Modern Architectural Criti.
ciam.

It was also unanimously resolved humbly to
recommend to her Majesty that the Royal Gold
Medal should be awarded to our late excelleut
president, Mr. Thomas Henry Wyatt, which
recommendation was, as you so well know
gi-aciously accepted.

’

Though the pecuniary condition of the Insti-
tute cannot be viewed as other than prosperous,
1 think that an examination, of oar annual ac-
counts will be sufficient to afford conviction
that our income is not more than sufficient to
meet the actual demands of the Institute itself.
I cannot, therefore, wholly sympathise with the
yearning so often expressed, for a union under
our single banner of all the societies bearing
upon our art or profession. Had our income
sufficed, or could it be made to suffice for all
objects, I should rejoice to see all united, and
that our Institute should have the credit of all;
but, when I see a gift for a most important
object m promoting the study of our art only
agreed to on an express understanding that the
application should not be repeated, and am
obliged to acknowledge the conditions, however
ungracious it may appear, to have been neces-
sary, I cannot but rejoice that the efforts for
our common object take numerous channels and
that no attempt is made at their undue central-
isation. Let them be bound together by a bond
of common sympathy, but let their finances and
their manapment be several; for, depend upon

subscriptions will ever be
sufficient to cover the multifarious objects
which bear upon an art of such universal appU-
cation. ^ ^

Art-education, however, is an object of such
paramount importance that, in spite of all dis-
coarageraent, I recommend it to the special
attention of the Institute. As to its finances, it
ought, I feel convinced, to be in great degree

'

self-supportinj, but it ought to be nevertheless,m a greater or less degree, under the direction
I^natitute and of the sister Association.

I he Royal Academy has of late given greater
attention to the subject than formerly, and ib
has occurred to me that a useful result might
anse from a conference between our Institute
and that body, though I have not sufficiently
matured my thoughts on this subject to enableme to offer any specific suggestions. I will say,
however, that I feel very averse to so rigid and
straight-laced a system of training as that
adopted m France, which seems to me calculated
to repel by [its slavery rather than to win thewarm affections of its students.

It occuj^ to me, however, that much may be
done, both by increasing our library and liy
adding m every way possible to the facilities formaking use of it

; and if we have any surplus
from our annual income, I would strongly (Sm-mend that direction as the most profitable for its
expenditure.

I will take the liberty of mentioning that two
points struck me rather painfully at our pro-
fessional dinner last June. The first was this,—^at the ohairman to the Metropolitan Board of
Works, when alluding to the proposed demoli-
tion of Lorthumberland House, seemed to state
that the Board had been encouraged in pressinrr
that project by the opinion of our Institute”
iNow, I am not well versed in the subject itself,
or m our own course with reference to it but
strongly holding, that in all pubUo improve-
ments, it should be made a principle to preserve
both existmg public monuments and private
buildings which from their importance assume
a pubhe character, I trust that I misapprehended
what I heard

; for though it viay occasionally
become unavoidable to deviate from this prin-
ciple, I should be distressed to think that such
deviations should ever be able to claim the
authority, or even the connivance, of an Insti.
tute which should be, and is, the protectress of
all public monuments.
The other point I allude to is this :—In the

annual report of the Institute, I find that in
announcing the intention of having a professional
dinner, it is stated, that “ it will afford an occa-
sion for enlisting subscribers to the charity (the
Architects’ Benevolent Society), by the same
means which are adopted in the case of other
benevolent institutions.” How, at that dinner
no such means whatever were adopted, and had
It not been for excellentand almost remonstrant
addresses from Mr. I’Anson and Mr. Christian
the subject announced as the special object of
the meeting might have been almost forgotten.

I cake the liberty of alluding to this, for the
sake of recalling attention to the subject, aud
especially to the remarks of Mr. I’Anson and of
li. Christian : as, with all our professional pro-

aperity, it would ill become us as a representa-
tive institution to forget the claims of our less
tortuuate brethren.

In reviewing the whole subject of the position
ot our Institute, I cannot but sincerely and
heartily congratulate you on its constantly in.
creasing usefulness, influence, and prosperity
iew instances probably can be found even
parallel to this, and I earnestly trust that our
success may not only be permanent, but may
grow at an ever-increasing ratio.

While congratulating ouraelves, which we have
every ground for doing, on the material pro-
sperity of our Institute, on its happy effect as acommon ground of reunion, in which the mem-
bers of our profession meet on equal and friendly
terms;—as a means of producing genial feelings
amongst them one towai’ds another, of soften-
ing asperities, of rubbing off prejudices and
cementing friendships ;—as a standard and re-
feree on all questions of professional practice
and etiquette, and as the protector of profes-
sional honour ;—and further, as a society which
by its prizes and medals, encourages and inceuts
to exertion, and at whose meetings instructive
and interesting papers are read and discussed
calculated to disseminate the knowledge of
matters beai-ing upon our common art, and the
important practical matters which relate to it
while congratulating ourselves, I repeat, with
just pnde on our success in all these, and many
other ways, which it would be too lengthy to
enumerate ;—let us never, for one moment, for.
get that such societies as ours, and others to
which allusion^ has been made, ai-e but instru-
ments to aid m the promotion of the common
end and object for which we should all be
earnestly labouring ;—the raising of the great
art of architecture, and the arts subsidiary to it,
to that high level which the civilisation and

: .

.
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prosperity of our age, and its advancement in

science, in literatiu’e, and in meclianical art,

imperatively demand.
This, Gentlemen, I need not say is the real,

the ultimate objects of such institutions as ours
;

and towards this should all our efforts tend as

the one great central object of our earnest aim,

and our heartfelt aspirations.

At all great periods of art, so far as we can

gather from historical records, or from the

internal evidences so abundantly supplied us

by the actual works which have been spared to

us, there can bo no room for doubt that the

efforts, the enthusiastic strivings, and the whole

heart and soul of each artist, from the humblest

to the most exalted, were ever directed, as their

single object, to the advancement and perfection

of the ai^ on which they were engaged.

However different, and even contrary, may be

the artistic sentiments expressed by the remains

of the great Pharaonic period, of the age of

Pericles and Phidias, of the Augustan age at

Pome, of the age of Justinian at Constantinople,

of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in North.

Western Europe, of Arnolfo and Giotto with

their host of iledimval fellow-workers, and

finally of that army of painters, sculptors, and

architects who accompanied what is known as

the period of the Renaissance, works which have

defied all their followers to rival;—w'hatever, I

say, may be the difference, and even the con-

trariety, of the artistic sentiments which inspired

these almost superhuman productions of art, one

fact is common to them all, one golden thread

unites them as it were into one;—the fact, I

mean, that they are all the works of men who
were devoted heart and soul, absolutely and unre-

servedly, to their art; ami with whom personal

advancement, social position, or any other con-

sideration was as dust in the balance when
weighed against the perfection of the arts to

which they had sworn allegiance.

Until we can resuscitate among ourselves a

like glorious enthusiasm, it is vain to hope for

another great period in architecture.

True it is, that knowledge and skill are ele-

ments necessary to perfection, but neither one

nor the other can be acquired without that

burning zeal which pervaded the old schools of

art, while its presence impels its possessor to

their acquirement, and even goes far at times

towards compensating for their imperfection.

Now, though 1 do not believe that such chronic

enthusiasm can be brought about directly by
intention, or by any external means, but rather

that it arises from a spontaneous excitement of

the human mind, apart from deliberate inten.

tion, I do nevertheless think that, if once ex-

cited, it may be promoted and cherished, or

that it may be damped or even extinguished, by

generous encouraging sympathy upon the one

hand, or by cold-hearted absence of sympathy
on the other.

Let us for a moment inquire whether, in our

own day, wo have had any promise of such a

spontaneous rise of earnest enthusiasm as would

suggest the possibility of the advent of a great

period in onr art.

Of iudividnal and enthusiastic zeal we have

bad much, of which the contemplation is en-

trancing. Our founder and former president,

Professor Donaldson, gave ua in his inaugural

address a charming sketch of the career of his

lamented predecessor, Professor Cockerell, from

which, — and we have ample evidence be-

sides,—we can see that that admirable man
possessed all the burning zeal and generous

enthusiasm, united with that high artistic senti-

ment and power, which have characterised the

artists of the greatest periods. Our friend's

own participation in those noble feelings, were
not other proofs so abundant, is sufficiently

evinced by the earnestness with which he re-

cords them ; and that they were shared by many
others we have only to look to the artistic lives

of Barry, and many others of our architects,

who have rendered their memory imperishably

great, and having arisen during a period of com-
parative deaduesB in the art, have laboured

earnestly and successfully iu instilling into it a

new life.

Besides these great men, however, we have in

our day been witnesses to a movement in our

art, which, however different may be our esti-

mates of its value, can at least lay claim to the

merits of having been at once spontaneous and
enthusiastic, of having united in a single aim a

greater number of persons, whether professional

or otherwise, than any other movement of modern
times, and of having, to a greater extent than

any other been collective ratW than individual

in its character, sinking, in a great degree, per-

sonal and individual feeling in one great flood

of collective ardour.

I need hardly say that I refer to the revived

feeling for the study andresuscitation oflledimval

ai'chitecture.

ilany of those among us who, not having

personally participated iu this movement, view

it naturally from the outside, fail to see in it

anything but a deliberate effort to overthrow the

previously existing state of things, and to erect

in its place the creation of a new fashion. For

myself, without laying claim to any primary

share in this great movement, hut being never-

theless a contemporary of its earliest activity,

and having devoted to it an early allegiance, I

am able to speak of it, not from the oitfside, but

from the inside, not as a Laputian critic who,

soaring a little above the level of human occur-

rences, could record them as they passed under

his notice without the least ])ersonal sympathy

iu the feelings which gave them birth, but as

one within the pale, who has from the first been

cognisant of most that has passed, and can

speak of it from his own personal conscious-

ness
;

and iu such capacity 1 am able to

assert that the movement has been absolutely

spontaneous, and the result of mere love for the

study on which it was founded, apart from any

hostile feeling towards the status quo, and almost

free at first from even the thought; of disturbing

it. If I may speak of my own experience with-

out incurring the charge of egotism, I would say

that my own devotion to Gothic architecture

began before the thought of my future calling

occurred to me; that the choice of my pro-

fession arose wholly from that devotion, and that

when I subsequently found that my tastes had
nothing whatever to do with my practical em-

ployments, I still followed them as my almost

solitary amusement, with scarcely a thought

of theii’ ever becoming the subject of my pro-

fessional work, which I was for the time passively

content should be of necessity iu another, and

tbo dominant style.

How this great charge came about seems to

mo as a dream ; nor can I clearly recall the

manner in which it took place. It seemed to

arise spontaneously and unconsciously, the effect

of a burning love for the architecture of our

forefathers ; which, without external cause,

without premeditation or concert, had taken

possession of the minds of a large number of

persons unknown to each other, and only waited

its time for practical development.
Nothing paiullel to either the cause or the

effect has occurred since the great Italian

Renaissance ! It has not been our doing ; we
have been the mere humble instruments of a

great and unthought-of mental movement
;
and

truly its effects are marvellous iu our eyes ! I

have, thus, alluded to two great exhibitions of

earnest architectural zeal, which have been

manifested in our day :—the one tending to the

reviving of Classic art from a state of compara-

tive torpor
;
the other having brought about the

actual resuscitation of the architecture which

was indigenous among our own family of nations,

and which it has re-established, side by side, and

on equal terras, with the long-established result

of the Classic Renaissance.

I am not going over this already well-trod

ground, with any object of partisanship, but

simply in. search of an answer to my previous

inquiry :

—

whether in our own day we have had

any promise of such a spontaneous rise of earnest

enth-usiasm, as would suggest the possibility of

the advent of a great period in our art

;

for, as X

said before, until we can resuscitate among our-

selves a like glorious enthusiasm, with that

which lias in former times given rise to the great

movements in our art, it is vain to hope for

another great period in architecture.

Gentlemen and brother architects,—I put the

question to you, to which ever of the two great

phases in our art you may have vowed your

allegiance :

—

Has our age been unmarked by
such noble enthusiasm ? Have we lived in days

when everything has gone on in its wonted

course, unruffled by any special movement,
uudistinguishable from any other period of equal

length in tbo smooth current of undisturbed art

history ? The very reverse, I boldly assert, has

been the case, and the proofs of it are no matters

of past and recorded history, but are within the

range of our memories, are coincident with the

existence of this Institute, and arc the motive

causes of our own daily acts.

Yea :—it has been our own privilege to live

during the days of great mental strivings,—of

deep and earnest enthusiasm in our art : and

though, unlike the great periods of old, onr art

camp has been divided, and we must be content

to work iu two parallel courses and in two diverse

styles, we have a right,—nay, we are in duty

hound, to ask ourselves, whether we are doing

each our duty by the great period of mental
up-stin-ing, in which it has been our lot to be
placed; for, I repeat, that such mental move-
ment may be promoted and cherished, or that it

may be damped, and even extinguished, by our

own conduct towards it.

The first question which suggests itself is, do oil,

—does each iu his chosen camp, and each accord-

ing to bis abilities and opportunities,—strive to

the utmost to do his woik well, and to fit him-
self for doing it in a manner characteristic of a

period of earnest onward striving?

Now, one of the most marked characteristics

of the productions of the great periods of archi-

tecture is this, that, though the works of any
one of them differ in artistic merit,—some dis-

playing the highest genius, other-s only com-

paratively unassuming correctness and pro-

priety,—yet no really bad architecture is ever to

bo found among them. From the most majestic

and glorious buildingdownward, to the least pre-

tending, the same matured knowledge, and the

same careful, thoughtful woiking, is fouud ever

to prevail. Who ever heard of a work of the

Greeks at the great period of their art which
they would presume to call bad architecture ?

Even in Byzantine art, though it laboured under

great disadvantages, we have proofs in the

ruined cities discovered in Syria, that these

buildings of the more vernacular classes were as

carefully studied as the mighty works by which
their architecture is better known

;
while in

works of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in

own and neighbouring lands, as well as in

Italy, the same masterly skill, aud the same

studious handling, are fouud in the simple

village church as in the noblest cathedral,—nay.

one is often disposed to uncover oneself in

humbled reverence before the work of some

unheard-of mason or carpenter in an obscure

village, of which we had never before so mud
as hoard the name

;
nor did these old workmen,—

so unambitious of fame,—ever produce work tc

the like of which the best or the most self

satisfied among ourselves need be ashamed tr

attach his name.
Xow,—is such the case among ourselves ? I

is worse than idle to attempt to blind our eyet

by bland felicitations or to seek the bliss of i

fool’s paradise ;—let us rather look facts boldk

in the face; and if they prove unpalatable, le

us make it our business to correct them.

The true answer to the question is, that m
contrast could bo more marked than the differ

ence iu this respect, between the present stab

of things amongst ourselves and that whicl

prevailed at the great eras alluded to.

Instead of all works (each in its own style

displaying the same instinctive sentiment, thi

same understanding of its stylo of art,—the

same careful, wise, and thoughtful handling,--.

the very reverse of all this is actually the case

From each of our art-camps, productions ar

put forth of the highest, and of the most con

temptible, character, as well as of every inter

vening stage of merit and of demerit. Our ag

and country will hand down some works of whio

no age or country need be ashamed, and other

at which any age or country, however degradet

its art, ought to blush ;
while I fear a largt

number of the buildings which will I'epresea*

our period will be of that negative kind wliich'

being neither hot nor cold, but only lukewarm

will not tend to excite any but a sickly emotion

Among the works of the classic school, anc

more especially among those of a civic and men

cautile class, one is, iu passing along our streets

often quite startled and taken aback at th

excellence of individual works, while, perhaps

next door to them, one sees others displaying al;

degrees of want of skill and knowledge, or c

ill-instructed and worse-effected attempts a

originality; while in our provincial towns on

often sees, perhops, a building rivalling in men
those of the best ages, and others, the mecha

nics’ institutes, corn exchanges, and such lik

buildings, the execrable results of those coni'

petitions which seem to be inaugurated rathe;

for the amusement of ignorant committees an*

town councils, than in any wish or aim at addin;

honour to their towns by a work of good archi;

tecture, however unpretending.

In the Medimval school the same unpleasin;

fact stares us in the face. On the one hand w.

may felicitate ourselves that there exists a bani

>of true architects, who produce works of a high
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•and some of them of the hi^heBt, degree of
excellence, such as one would fain believe would
be acknowledged by the architects of the best
age

; while, on the other hand, we are disgusted
by the works of a host of mere pretenders, who
wholly unconscious of their ignorance and want
of skill, disfigure our towns and our country
with buildings either so utterly contemptible as
to be beneath the lowest grade of criticism, or
so sickening in their mediocrity that ono wishes
they wore either cold or hot, as some more pro-
nounced degree of demerit would be almost a
relief from their mawkish inanity.

I exclude from my censure upon our two great
schools those works, most of which wo know,
and all of which we may hope are not the works
of architects at all.

We have recently seen marvellous statements
as to the number of dwelling.houses which have,
within the present century, been erected on our
land.

Though, porsoually, we are, for the most part,
innocent of these, I would put it to our two
great schools of architecture to say what propor-
tion of these are nob a disgrace to our age aud a
blot upon our towns and our country ! The
exceptions are, happily, numerous, and in many
cases actually brilliant

j but they bear no pro-
portion to the immense comprehensiveness of the
rule. If the erection of this multitude of houses,
instead of being crowded into three-quarters of a
century, had been extended over five centuries,
counting back from the middle of the last, few
indeed would have been the number of those
with which any serious fault could be found

;

and, if we were to concentrate our period a little

more, one may almost say that on nearly all one
might have looked with some degree of satisfac-
tion. It has been reserved to our own age,—the
age of mechanical and scientific progress,—to
deluge our land with an inundation of brick and
mortar and compo, more degrading in its forms
than any previous period has produced. This
plague of nearly unmitigated barbarism is so
inveterate that one sees no means by which
it can be remedied, except by so absolutely
elevating the art produced by members of our
own profession, however unpretending their
position, ns to reflect of necessity its merit upon
those of the non-professional .builders beneath
and around them, and to produce such an atmo-
pphere of tolerable art that it may become im-
possible for such atrocities to continue to bo
perpetrated.

There is, however, a yet sadder form of
inequality to be recorded,—sadder because irre-
parable in the injury it has inflicted. The
million of ugly houses, or the evil majority of
them, may go to decay or bo rebult; but a
single aucient edifice destroyed or ruined by
ignorant “restoration” can never be recovered.

It is unquestionable that the ancient struc-
tures, from the study of which a knowledge of
our llediaival styles has been resuscitated, had
suffered for the most part so severely from
neglect, ill-usage, and decay, as to demand the
aid of a loving and careful restoration; and this
they have, happily, in very many instances,
received. The knowledge and skill of our non.
Medieval architects has often been devoted with
admirable success to this grateful work, and
from among the restorations of ancient buildings
ma.y be instanced many of the most happy
results of the Gothic revival. But hero, again,
the unhappy diversity I have alluded to, as
existing in our new works is found to exist in its

moat aggravated ,form. Our old buildings, too
often,—nay, in a majority, I fear, of cases,—fall
into the hands of men who have neither know-
ledge nor respect for them

; while, even amongst
those who possess the requisite knowledge, there
has too often existed a lack of veneration,—

a

disposition to sit in judgment on the works of
their teachers,—a rage for alteration to suit some
system to which they had pledged themselves
in their own works

;
and even the preposterous

idea that the ancient examples they were called
upon to repair were a fitting field for the display
of their own originality !

Nor have the official guardians of our ancient
buildings exercised much restraint upon these
vagaries

; on the contrary they have too often
been most culpably careless as to the hands to
which they have committed their trust, aud are
usually the inciters to ignorant tampering, the
needless removal of valuable features, and even
to the condemnation and destiniction of the
buildings under their charge. The result has
been truly disastrous— so much so that our
oountiy has actually been robbed of a large
proportion of its antiquities under the name of

“ restoration;” and the work of destruction and
spoliation still goes on merrily, while at the
public festivities by whicli each auto-da./^ is cele-
biuted, wo find ecclesiastical dignitaries, clergy,
squires, and architects congratulating one
another on the success of the latest effort of
Vandalism. Our Institute has done itself in-
finite honour by appointing a Standing Com-
mitteo to investigate and protest, and by pub-
lishing a code of excellent suggestions as to the
mode of dealing with ancient remains

; but still

the work goes on, and the equivocal motto of the
Ecclesiologist—“Donee Templarefeceris” seems
likely to prove well-nigh the death-knell of our
ecclesiastical antiquities.

I fear I shall bo thought to have painted the
darker side of our architectnral status with
greater perspicuity than its brighter side. I do
not intend this, as I have a very hopeful appre-
ciation of the happier circumstances of our posi-
tion

;
but it is of little use to congratulate each

other on our successes if we fail in courage to
confess aud denounce our radical failures. I
trust, therefore, you will have patience with me
if I spend a few moments in suggesting some of
the possible causes of the inconsistencies we
deplore, leaving to your own consideration the
means of removing or abating them.
One Would have imagined that there would be

no such thing as a really ignorant and tho-
roughly unskilful or cold-hearted architect; that
the spirit-stiiTing nature of our art would have
rendered the existence of such a person impos-
sible ; and I am convinced that at the great
periods I have so much dwelt upon none such
did exist; but during a dull period, such as Las
preceded our own, architecture came to be
viewed by the public as a j)ro/essjoH rather than
as an art—as one of the quarters in which a youth
could bo provided for, rather than as a glorious
field for the exercise of mind, imagination, and
zeal. Just as the Church was viewed by a
former generation as an institution providing
for sons rather than for saving souls, so has
architecture been dealt with as a means of living
rather than as one of the noblest employments
of life

; aud in choosing it as a profession the
question has too often been decided by the
prospect of a good connexion rather than by
evidences of any zeal for the art.

It has happily been the case that at all times,
however dead, a goodly number of ingenuous
youths have allied themselves to our art from
the highest motives, and this has of late years so
rapidly increased that I am convinced that it is

becoming rather the rule than the exception;
yet I cannot but fear that the old leaven of pro-
fessionalism versus art has been one cause of the
extram-dinary contradiction I have been at-
tempting to chronicle. This evil does nob
necessitate ignorance, it is true, but it induces
it ; for thougli a man, in spite of a non.inclina-
tion for art, may study it from a sense of duty
and interest, tliis is hardly expected to go far

;

and a youth so circumstanced, however con-
scientious, is far more likely to devote his atten-
tion to the far more business-like and practical
parts of his profession, from whicli he can most
clearly perceive the advantages to be derived,
than to those more refined studies of which he
feels, perhaps, too little appreciation to be con.
scions of his defects, not to mention|that many

'

young men are naturally so little given to appli.
cation of any kind that, if they lack the internal
fii-e, they will never bring themselves to that
zealous study which is essential to excel-
lence.

A second cause,—and perhaps the most
damaging of all,—is, that the public, as a body,
really scarcely perceive the difference between
good architecture and bad; so that one of tbe
young gentlemen I have alluded to, if he has toler.
able introductions and good address, and fairbusi-
ness habits, is really as likely to get on as if he
possessed the higher qualifications : nay, I could
name many young men of the highest promise
who are at this moment actually languishing for
employment, while others almost innocent of art
are making their way prosperously.

This bears directly upon the third cause I
would mention—competitions as now conducted

;

for what can we hope from them if the judges
are known to have no kind of perception as to
whether a design is good or bad ? Competitions
have thus become a mere lottery, into which the
most ignorant and unskilful may throw his
design; and, provided he’ gives a low estimate
and makes his drawings look smart, he knows
that “ the race will not be to the swift nor the
battle to the strong,” but time aud chance may
happen to any; and even if professional or

amateur judges be appointed, it may at the best
be decided by the fancies of an individual or a
clique.

Another—I will not say cause, hui—promoter
of this state of things, is the prevailing style of
architectural criticism

;
for, much as our pro-

fession is held up to public scorn, one rarely sees
a word said against the mere offal of our art,
which is the great disgrace of our age ; nearly
all which appears is against those who have
really their hearts engaged in their work, and are
enthusiastically aiming at a high standard of
art. These are singled out for depreciation, I
know not by whom nor with what motives

; nor
would I care to inquire. Of such critics I would
rather say, “ 0 my soul, come not thou into their
secrets.” Yet, however this may be, it obviously
has the effect of encouraging those who employ
inefficient architects, and of making the public
the more satisfied with their own want of
perception.

The next cause, or promoter, of the evil in
question to which I wilt allude, is the want of
concert, of mutual sympathy, and of a common
aim among the most earnest-minded architects
themselves.

I am not alluding to tbe diversity between the
standards of the two great camps into which we
have become divided

;
I doubt whether much

harm would come of this, were those who occupy
each camp of one heart among themselves.
Neither in one, however, nor tho other, can this
be said to be the case. In neither is one style
so prevalent or so paramount as to be clearly tlie
style of the day; in both eclecticism prevails
almost to the extent of dissipation. One man
has a “fad ” for one shade of style, another for
another; and, if common opinion seems for a
moment to be settling down into a single channel,
this is but a signal for revolt, and in a few years
that promised bond of union becomes a mere
term of reproach,—the one thing of all others to
be scoffed at and rejected. Meanwhile our
camps are visited by that great enemy of union
and sympathy—self-conceit. I do not refer to
that noble self-reliance which gives a man
courage fur his work, however difficult

;
but that

lower sentiment, which too often makes him
scornful of his fellow-labourer, however true-
hearted

; and by means of mutual scorn and
depreciation, tends to encourage those whoso
innocence of art keeps them beyond its range,
aud warns the careless public against the em-
ployment of those who thus bear witness one
against another.

I will close my list, by suggesting one of the
difficnlties of our day to be the absence of any
recognised means ofinstruction in, or facilities for,

the study of the liigher branches of architectural
art. This difficultymay, it is true.bemet and over-
come by the zealous

; but it affords a practical
excuse for tlie neglect of the study of our pro-
fession os an art by those who lack enthusiasm.
It is “ the lion in tbe way,” which is sufficient
to deter the apathetic from exertion.

I am conscious that I utterly lack the sagacity
to suggest a remedy for all these inherent evils,
which seem to drag us back from the goal at
which BO many are; sincerely aiming. I would,
however, commend tbe question to the united
wisdom of tlie Institute, as one of the most im-
portent considerations on which it can engage
itself.

With every apology for the length to which
my address has extended, and for its plaiimess
of speech, which has been so far from being per-
sonal, that in my allusions to the defects in some
of the architecture of our day, I have iu no one
instance had a specific architect in view, and feel
that I may have myself challenged a tu quoque,
I now bring my remarks to a conclusion with
repeated congratulations, good wishes, personal
thanks, and appeals to your kind forbearance.

Geo. GiLiiERT Scott.

ENLARGEMENT OF THE EOTHERHITHE
INFIRMARY.

_

The infirmary at Rotherhithe has for some
time been found inadequate in size, the number
of wards being unequal to the number of patients
seeking admission. Under these circumstances
the St. Olave’s Board of Guardians, on the re-
commendation of tho Local Government Board,
have decided to make extensive additions to tho
building, which will shortly be commenced.
The estimated cost of the additions is 12,000?.,
and at their meeting last week the guardians re-
solved to borrow this sum, the amount to be
repaid in thirty annual instalments.
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SCALE OF FFET

HOPE END, NEAR MALVERN.

HOPE END, NEAE MALVERN.

The new mansion at Hope End is being

erected for Mr. C. A. Hewitt in a commanding
position between Malvern and Ledbury, in place

of tbe old house now being pulled down, which

•was built about seventy years ago at the bottom

of tbe valley. The new house is being built of

local red sandstone, with dressings of Bath stone,

and is to be roofed with dark red tiles.

The reception-rooms are all placed on the

south fi’ont, which commands the most extensive

view.
The kitchen and offices have a north-east

aspect.

In the basement are placed wine and beer

cellars, larder, &c., also the apparatus for heating

and ventilation.

The chapel, and the smoking-room in the upper

part of the tower, are approached direct from the

entrance-hall by the turret staircase, as well as

from the upper floors of the house.

The' men-servants’ rooms on the second floor

are approached by a separate staircase from the

ground floor.

Tbe corridors and staircases are all to be fire-

proof.

The building is being erected by Mr. Tongue,,

of Plumstead, from the designs of Messrs-

Habershon, Pite, & Fawckner, of London.
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PUBLIC WORKS EEFOKII IN INDIA.*

It has been too common an idea in England,
notwithstanding our knowledge of the ancient
temple and palace architecture of India, that
the Hindus are without an engineering history,

that there aro no works extant of their engi-
neoriug skill, and that they owe to us all that
they possess in that department. Col. Tyrrell
shows that such is not the case. India has an
engineering history, marked by works whose
usefulness may vie with works of any other
nation,—works on which her life depends.
Some parts of India, p.artioularly tho south,

are covered by a network of tanks j they aro
found, however, all over India, and the ruins of

some bear witness to their immense size. Their
number and extent, and presence all over India,
prove tho general idea that was felt of their
necessity. In order that we may have some
notion of their size, he gives the dimensions of

four large tanks now in existence, and there are
even larger ones :

—

of the tools are still visible. The work was
doubtless laborious, but required but little skill

and no science.

The ancient Mahommedan rulers left us noble
examples of architecture,—elegance of design,

massiveness, and ocienco in construction. The
Taj at Agra, and its very inferior copy at

Aurungabad, -aro good examples of masonry.
There are also some fine examples of stonework
and scientific construction in the llohammedau
remains built by Yoosuf Khan in 1849, around
the very ancient Hindoo city of Vijzspura.

They were also aware of tho importance of

canals, and commenced our present system in

the north. Thus the history of native engineer-
ing in India as regards the Hindoo is not bril-

liant, but it was useful. Yet we, with all our
boasted science, have failed to do what the
Hindoo did in a most efficient manner in many
parts of the country (see a map of the Tonde-
man’s country south of Tanjore

;
it is a network

of tanks) j that is, store water all over it. We
have taken water by annicut in the large deltas,

District. Name of Tank.
Height

of
Band.

Length
of

Band.

No. of
Villages

Watered.

Annual average
Revenue

to Government.

Mellore Connigherry Tank
Feet.

20
MUcs.

23
Es.

78,000
North Arcot Cauvenpaukum Tank 45 4 23 43,000
Cliungleput Chumbrumpauknm Tank 25 3i- 58 49,000
South Arcot Veeraunum Tank 21 9 149 114,500

To tho east of Hyderabad in the Deccan, and
of Nagpoor, and even as far east as tho Bead
Country in Orissa, the remains of tanks are
numerous,—showing that at one time, even in

those wild tracts (where at present there is

little besides jungle) there was a thriving
people.

The ancient engineering works of India in tho
south are, with tho exception of tanks, neither
very numerous uor well executed. The ancient
Hindoo buildings are, in fact, more of the nature
of curious works than works of engineering
skill; they are, in many instances, extremely
solid and strong, but the arch is seldom met
with. Huge stones cover their temples, as in

Hnmpee or Bejannggur, founded by Virjza
Ragu, A.D. 1119, on the banks of the Toonga-
budra ; some of these measure 24 ft. long by 4 ft.

wide, by IJ- ft. thick. The chief attraction of

the ancient Hindoo temple is, however, generally
the elaborate carvings of figures, &c. The old
bridges met with in India are not built on very
scientific principles. These generally rise very
high in the centre, with a gradient often of 1 in

6 to 1 in 10; there is generally a great want of

waterway, and tho approaches are often covered
with water during floods. Tho old annicuts on
the Coleroon and Toongabudra and other rivers
are not neat constructions; they, however, gave
us the idea, and ore the foundation of our most
successful irrigation works. The chief works
executed by the old Hindoo rulers were tanks,
of which there were thousands ; many silted up,
many in ruins, many dry by destruction of the
supply channels.

In Central India, and towards Bombay, we
have many carious works, but not very instruc-

tive in axi engineering point of view
;
such are

the tombs of tho Ghond Kings at Chanda, the
forts of Gawilghnr and Naruulla on the Satpoora
range of hills, about 3,000 ft. above the sea,

built extremely massively of black basalt, quar-
ried on the spot; the lime mast have been all

brought up from the plains witli great labour on
the backs of bullocks. These forts were taken
by Lord Wellesley in 1803. We have then the
caves of Adjunta and Ellora, near Roza, and
the caves of Elephanta in the harbour of Bom-
bay ; the former were doubtless used by the
Brahmins for religious purposes, and at an
earlier period by the Buddhists. Col. Tyrrell is

of opinion, however, that they were originally

Egyptian in idea. The capitals of the most
ancient columns have a strong resemblance to

tho Egyptian form, and tho paintings which
fonnerly covered the caves of Adjunta were
painted on a material and with pigments exactly
corresponding with those found in Egypt; and,
comparing the figures themselves, there is often

a striking resemblance; in some instances, one
could well imagine the Egyptian idea depicted
by an Indian hand. These temples were cutout
of the amygdaloidal trap by a pick ; the marks

• Public Worka Reform in India. By Lieut.-Col.
Tyrrell, Madras Army ; formerlv Executive Encineer
Public Works Department. London: Bumpus, Holborn-
bnrs. 1873,

following the example set us by the natives;
but in storing water against an insufficient men-
soon, we have done scarcely anything

;
yet this

is the great want of India to protect her from
those dire famines, when the dead may be
reckoned by tens of thousands. The matter is,

however, it is acknowledged, one of difficulty.

Tho ancient Hindoo was fully alive to the neces-
sity of storing water, more so than wo are,

—

being only birds of passage; and the necessity
has nob as yet penetrated the Government : tlie

Hindoo had a power we do not possess
;
ho

turned out the whole of the inhabitants of a
district, and made them make their own tanks
by compulsory labour. We do not behave in

this way
;
but the raising funds by local taxation

and municipal officers would appear to bo our
remedy.

Since Captain—now Sir A.—Cotton wrote in

1837, we have done much for India. Wo have
struggled on

; we have changed much
;
we have

made many miles of railway, and have consider-
ably increased the engineering establishment

;

but we have not, by any means, grasped the
magnitude of the work to be done, nor the vast-

ness of the interests at stake; nor have we yet
become alive to the radical errors of our system.
Considering the vastness of the country, the
immense sums required, and the large num-
her of qualified men that the works would
demand, it may have been, perhaps, impossible
to have moved faster than we have done. But
surely the following conditions of tho Public
Works Department in India, pointed out by
Col. Tyrrell, must bo now patent to all, viz. :

—

“ That, notwithstanding the checks andconuter-checks,
work is unsatisfactory in the highest degree; that true
responsibility is 7ii! ; that the resources of the country
are by no means adequately used or developed; that
native talent is altogether ignored

;
and, finally, that the

time has arrived for uthorough reformation of the depart-
ment commensurate with the just demands of the country
and our duty towards it.”

After briefly describing the present system,
Col. Tyrrell thus proceeds :

—
“ To commence a review of the system that I propose,

I will state, first, the training that the yonng engineer
should undergo, and then follow him up, until I build up
the whole system as I would suggest it. Before doing so,
I would preface it by repeating and laying down certain
broad principles that I consider onr rulers aro bound to
observe in dealing with India. First, I would observe
that the establishment of any engineering department
should have for its object not merely the development of
the resources of India, but it should also equally and
primarily aim at the development and advancement of the
intellectual and practical knowledge of tho natives, and
teach them not only to work, but to design. Secondly,

:
that any engineering establishment must be the most
economical and simple that can be devised, and not made
with a view of finding high pay for a number of European
ofijcers, but made solely with a view to bring out the
resources of India, intellectually and materially, in the
quickest, least expensive, and most ellicient manner. To
obtain this object the following arrangements would be
necessary. There should be Government colleges or
schools at several large towns,—say Poouah, Calcutta,
Roorkee, Madras, and Hyderabad, or a less number
should these be found too numerous. Here the native
and European would have to pass a certain standard in
maihematics, natural philosophy, &c.

;
and Europeans

would have to pass in one of the native languages. The
instruction would bo in English. In several of the towns
mentioned above, there is an embryo of such institutions.
Men, however, who had gone through the same course in

J

England, could pass the required examination in England,
and then go through the second practical course (njw to
be mentioned) also in England, but would have to pass
the prescribed examination at the Indian practical school
alter a sojourn of six months or a year, and passing in
one of the native languages. Tho.se men, having already
acquired practical knowledge In England, would receive
snmesmall pay, as probation era, during this time ofservice.
This second prsetical stage has to be created; and this it

is that I would Iny the greatest stress on. Practical
schools of instruction most be established. After a lad
has passed ont of the initiatory theoretical school, he
should be sent to an iron manufactory and engine shop,
or should be sent to some large works in progress, where
he would find Goveriiiuent instructors to teach him the
higher branches of his profession, and where he should
pass through a practical training in masonry, bricklaying,
carpentry, &c., or acquire a certain knowledge of iron-
work ami machinery.
The practical schools would be established for the time

being at any extensive work or works where there were
workshops. The student would there. find a Government
instructor in each branch. For Utters and moulders, and
for the study of the different branches of working iron,
there wouhi be provided permanent instruction in the
iron raanufactories, ic., that I propose to establish. It
might also be found convenient to establish a manufactory
or manufactories for doors and windows and woodwork
generally, whore wood could be easily procured, and thus
save much expense in haulage of raw material. But for
foundations, lor bridges, for masonry generally, railwa.v
work, plate-laying, Ac., the student would be placeil
under some Government official on some work in progress,
whose duty it would be to see that the pnpils under his
charge worked practically, and also acquired the know-
ledge demanded of them.
And here I would point out that India is the proper

field for the student oi the Indian Public Works. There
are peculiarities in many things that do not strike the
theoretical man.”

After pointing out some of these peculiarities,

he continues :

—

” Let us go back to the engineering course. We have now
the pupil in the initiatory school, the student and appren-
tice at his practical work, learning the routine of au engi-
neer’s olIice,Bndthe general supervision nndmeasurements
ofwork, management ofworkpeople, and the chiefpractical
parts and details of his profession, before he bscomesable
to fly alone. After passing his term in the practical
school—say two years, it could not well be less, for build-
ing, and five years for a fitter—he oould pass into some
executive engineer’s oflico, as an assistant, after passing
his examination, either as a mechanical engineer or archi-
tect. or hydraulic engineer. He would now be brought,
on the strength of the Department, as a paid member.
Until the native pupils could vie with their European
brethren in practical knowledge and eilicieDcy, they would
find posts in sub>'rdinnte ranks as assistant executive en-
gineers, as assistant-accountants on works, or assistant-
overseers over repairs, or be placed in charge of stores.
The assistant engineer woula he promoted entirely by
merit, and would be placed at such work as he showed
the greatest aptitude for. These men would eventually
form the body of Executive Engineers. From these
would be chosen the Superintending Euginoers and Chief
Eugineer. These are tho olucera of the Department,
Public Works, aud their training.
The Department over which these olficers should have

control would require to bo entirely remodelled. At
present a man is too often called on to perform that
which is physically impossible, and to apply himself to
too many bronches of his profession. This is neither fair
nor advantageous to the Departmental olDcers nor to the
taxpayer.
The Department would therefore be divided into four

grand division?, to each of which there would be a Chief
Engineer and Council, composed of the Chief Engineer

;

two Superintending Engineers of same grand division;
and two civil officers, or commissiemers of the district.
The grand divisions would be t— 1. Military buildings,
&e. ; 2. Communications, roads, aud civil buildings

;

3. Railways ; 1. Irrigation.
List of otiicers of the Public Works Department for

each grand division One Chief Engineer and Secretary
'

to Government Military Grand Division; one Chief
Engineer and Secretary to Government roads and civil
buildings

; one Chief Engineer aud Secretary to Govern-
ment railway; one Chief Engineer and Secretary to
Government Irrigation

;
Superintending Engineers for

each grand division, as may be required
;

Executive
Engineers, four classes, as now, for each grand division,
as may be required

;
Assistant Engineers, two classes -

overseers, two classes; store-keepers, two classes.”

Col. Tyrrell then proceeds to describe the duties
of the different grand divisions, then of tho
several officers, &o.

;
aud afterwards gives a

general sketch of the accounts that would be
required from each.

Such is the course he recommends and slightly
sketches. He dues not put it forward as an
organised scheme ; but what ho wishes to im-
pi-ess on Indian officials aud tho Indian public is,

that there must be, in any remodelled scheme of
public works, a clearly defined responsibility aud
a simple system of accounts; that men shall be
chosen for their practical knowledge of work,
aud shall fall or rise by meric alone; and let ail

acknowledge and act up to their duty of develop-
ing native intellect and native resources as much
as protect the pockets of the taxpayer. We aro
not justified in making the inhabitants of India
pay exorbitant prices for iron, for example, when
it lies in inexhaustible quantities at their very
doors

;
nor are we

j
ustified in dragging her sons to

England to learn a pi'ofession that must of all

others affect most seriously and beneficially tho
physical and moral condition of India, when that
profession can be better learnt in India.

In the year 1871-72, 168,019 tons of material,

costing 707,7651., besides 223,6171. for freight,

were sent to India. In 1S72-73 the price would
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be doubled, and the price will increase year by
year. This is doubtless good for English iron

trade, good for English shipowners. But is it

right ? Are we never to rise above our old

appellation, a nation of shopkeepers ? The
price of iron is now so high, and the price of

coal likely to remain a difiiculty, that we must
perforce commence earnestly to develop the

immense resources of India in this respect.

Then let us manfully do our duty, however
tardily commenced. Our difSculties are removed

;

with a little patience and perseverance India

may not only supply her own material, but work
with her own brains.

Finally, concludes Col. Tyrrell, there is nothing

that promises so well for the rapid advancement
of India as the thorough development of her
iron and coal trade, and the education of her
sons to work out that development. No reform
of her public works will succeed without the
honest cultivation of native talent and the pro.

motion of her material resources. Saliis popuU
suprema lex est.

PORTLAND CEMENT.
Sir,—

R

egarding the strictures in your paper
upon the alleged “ Failure of Portland Cement ”

as most important to architects, builders, and
others, I have often desired to communicate
my thoughts, but for several reasons I have
previously refrained.

If the concrete roof of an underground build-

ing can be so finished as to allow loaded lurries

to pass over, thus exposing it to weight, wear,
and weather, it goes to prove that Portland
cement will not fail if properly treated. If

factories can be fire-proofed in 10 ft. and 12 ft.

spans of arches,—the bays being from 30 ft. to
40 ft. long,—and the top of the arch doing
service as a floor, carrying all machinery, &c.,

without any other support than the ordinary
iron beams, I think any other kind of work may
be done with the same material, and I can point
to several works such as indicated.

I venture to give the following as truisms :

—

1. With bad cement good work cannot be
done, care and good workmanship notwith-
standing.

2. With good cement bad work may be done,
by (a) improper ballast, (fc) improper mixing,
(c) injudicious working.

3. With good cement, clean sharp rubble of
proper size, properly mixed in right proportions,

and handled by a good workman accustomed to

cement work, failure is impossible.

4. It would be just as wise to allow the use of

soft, insufficiently burnt bricks, set with inferior

mortar by unskilled workmen, and then cry oat
against brickwork, as to say that because some
concrete is not good “Portland cement fails.”

I hazard nothing in saying that best Portland
cement, if properly treated, cannot fail. I have
blocks of cement concrete, now (and have been
for years) lying about my yard, and are hard
just in proportion to their age. Good concrete

hardens by time and exposure,—bad concrete
perishes rapidly.

I have been engaged extensively in the cement
concrete business for some years past,—often
using many tons per day,—and I can assert

confidently that every “ failure” can be traced
to ascertainable and perfectly natural causes,

—

such as I have indicated. The fact is, that
whilst almost any person may determine good
bricks from bad ones, good stone, Ac., from bad,
not one in five hundred can detect bad from
good cement,—till all the damage is done. Not
all the materials about a building require half
of the constant attention that cement-work
does.

In the majority of cases, as cement-makers
can testify, inferior cement is preferred by
ordinary users. But how few can,—miiler-like,

—

judge good cement by the mere handling of it ?

Yet this may be done after years of study and
close attention

;
and if cement-work is to occupy

its proper position in the building trade, it can
only be made to do so by persons who will make
a speciality of it.

I have not by any means found that the high-
priced cements are the best, but often to the
contrary.

All cement-makers turn out some cement
worse than their best

5 but some makers cannot
make good cement, often for want of the proper
materials. Much of the cost of cement depends
upon the quantity of coal used. Good Portland
must have considerable burning. The high price

of coal reduces the chances of obtaining good
cement. Manufacturers may learn some day

that the best way to destroy thefr trade is to

teach the public that the quality of cement can-
not be depended upon.

Malcolm Macleod.

Some Portland cementmanufacturers.in reply
to the assertion of one of our correspondents,
that cement-makers produce three kinds “ or

qualities, viz., good, bad, and indifferent,” assert
that they make but one article, and are careful

that all buyers shall be well served. “ There are
many other respectable houses in the trade who,
we believe, act upon the same rule. Therefore,
‘ Zeta’s ’ statement, applied in a general way,
would manifestly convey a false impression,
which we shall feel obliged if you will correct.”

We insert the statement, but that a great deal
of cement lately used has failed is undeniable,
and, indeed has not been denied. It is in the
interest of all that we seek to learn the cause,
and prevent a recurrence of the evil.

DEFENCE OF SHAMS.
Sir,—My letter in defence of shams was not

written in the “ interest of art,” for which, from
Mr. Proud’s point of view, I care nothing, but
in the service of humanity, for which I care a
great deal. That art which has no reference to

the civilisation of the nineteenth century has, I

am bold enough to say, no hold upon my sym-
pathies, and posterity will, to my way of

thinking, be best served by those who strive to

do well the much-needed work of their own time
and generation. That “art which sits humbly
at the feet of her great mistress” is not the art

we most need ; and Nature herself, outside of
Mayfair, is not always the mistress at whose
soil-stained and travel-torn feet an average lover
would care long to sit. The office of handmaid
to Dame Nature is not a sinecuro, and the “ rose
and lily ” of poetry owe much to the “ paint ” of
modern floriculture.

What more can I, the practical worker, say to

Mr. Proud, the dreamer ? Does he need to be
told that the “works at which the old masters so

lovingly and patiently wrought ” can never be
known to the thousands condemned to toil

through life in something more than brntal
ignorance of nature and of art ?—that thou-
sands dwell where the first is only the sky above
and the tradition, perhaps, of fields that once
were thereabouts, but are no more

; where art
is that of the labouring bricklayer and the
sanitary commissioner ? The walls of the tene-
ments protect the inmates from the worst of the
weather, and the common privy, which is the
central structure of the courtyard, has at last a
decent roof. There is water, too, for the
pumping, though the fastidious may still object
to its proximity to the cesspool. But there are
no “shams” here. Those mcked and “devil”,
born abominations have not yet displaced or

covered up “ things honest in the sight of all

men.” So “honest,” indeed, are all the snr.

roundings, internal and external, that no devil

of any pretensions to taste of any kind has ever
been suspected of even visiting them. And as

*

the dwellings, so are the dwellers; for humanity,
chameleon-like, takes colour from its sur-

roundings.

Will Mr. Proud think of these things, and let

us know how the art of his imaginings will here
carry out its lofty mission ? And will he permit
me to suggest that his reasoning may be quite
as forcible if the language used be not made
studiously discourteous ?

C. Henry Whitaker.

IMPROVEMENTS AND BUILDINGS IN
ILKLEY.

The rapid transformation which has taken
place of late years in this charmingly situated

little town furnishes a striking illustration

of Yorkshire enterprise. The thatched vil-

lage has been supplanted by the well-built,

thriving town. The change, however, extends
only to the style of architecture, the opening
out of new roads and drives, and the greatly
increased number of houses and semi-public
buildings. The natural features of the landscape
are, if anything, improved by the new phase
entered upon, the slopes of the hill on which the
town is built every year receiving fresh orna-
mentation by the erection of pretty villas, with
appropriate plantings of trees and shrnbs.
Amongst the most recent schemes is the erection
of a large family hotel, which is to be commenced
forthwith. The opening of the short line of

railway from Bradford and district, and the
probable creation of a military camp in the
neighbourhood, have influenced a few gentlemen
to take this step, in the belief that such an
establishment is much needed, and that it will
contribute to the pro-sperity of Ilkley. The new
erection is to be called the Victoria Hotel, and
is being promoted by the Ilkley Hotel Company,
Limited. The external dimensions of the build-
ing will bo 1G7 ft. by 62 ft. wide and 62 ft. in
height. It will be carried out in the Italian

style of architecture, the more prominent
features being equally distributed on two front-

ages. The intervening land between the hotel
and the river is intended to be laid out in

terraces, with gardens and croquet-gronnds, &c.
The architect is Mr. George Smith, of Bradford,
from whose designs many of the private resi-

dences at Ilkley have been erected.

Active steps are being taken towards com-
mencing the erection of the Home for Con-
valesccnts which Sir. Charles Semon, of
Broughton Hall, is about to build at Ilkley.

Plans have been prepared by Mr. George
Smith, and tenders are now sought for the
necessary works, which will be commenced
forthwith. The building will occupy an elevated
site, overlooking the valley of the Wharfe. The
Home will have a good approach by Qiieen’s-

road and West Wood Drive, and will stand in its

own grounds of six acres. The building is

intended to be substantial rather than orna-
mental : its style of architecture, however, a
domestic Gothic, will be in harmony with the
site and with the style generally adopted in the
vicinity. The building will be T-ahaped, the
cross representing the principal front

; but this

will only have an extra width of 13 ft. beyond
the main body. The length from front to back
will be 141 ft., the frontage width being 51 ft,,

and the remainder 38 ft. The principal entrance
will be in the front of the building, on one side

of which will be the matron’s rooms, with bay-
window (which is carried to the floor above),
and on the other the men’s sitting-room, 28 ft.

by 17 ft. The bed-rooms for male patients will

also be on the ground-floor, approached from a
corridor. On the first floor are placed the bed-
rooms for females, with a corridor as on the
ground-floor. Their sitting-room will also be on
this floor, and will occupy the front wing over
the matron’s rooms. On the opposite wing will

' be the general dining-room, 30 ft. square. In
the attic-story rooms are obtained, which are
lighted by dormer-windows, with a corridor
giving access to them. All the bed-rooms are
walled to the ceiling, each patient having a
separate room, except in a few cases, where
double-bedded rooms have been provided. All
the rooms are fitted with fixed wash-basins, with
water-pipes, <kc. Accommodation will be afforded
for sixty patients, besides the servants. Special
attention has been paid to the heating and
ventilation. The latter will be on the system
adopted by Drs. Hayward and Drysdale, of
Liverpool. It is self-acting. The vitiated air is

carried from the ceiling of each room or cor-
ridor into a central fine, whence it is drawn off

by the heat of the kitchen fires, and it then
passes up the chimney-shaft. When in working
order, the institution will not be a “charity,” in
the usual sense of the term. A fixed charge
will be made for each patient, which, however,
will be more than returned in attention and
generous diet, and, it is hoped, in that restoration
of health which is the chief desire of the generous
donor.

A NEW THERMOMETER.
M. Palmieei, the director of the observatory

on Vesuvius, has at present exhibiting at the
Royal Academy of Sciences at Naples a new
metal thermometer provided with alarm bells.

The latter are sounded as soon as sudden changes
of temperature take place. The apparatus is so
sensitive that its hand is constantly in a state of
oscillation. When the change of temperature
has attained a certain height, the alarm signal

sounds, thereby enabling the observer to notice

the rise and fall of temperature. By means of

a peculiar arrangement the highest and lowest
grades of temperature prevailing at a certain
time will be registered

;
and this is independent

of the proper purpose of the instrument, viz.,

to indicate when certain limits are exceeded.
The Professor had been commissioned by the
Empress of Russia to construct such a thermo
meter

;
it will be hung up in the Imperia.

travelling carriage, and by its help the tempera,
tore may be regulated by boating or ventilation
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THE ARCniTEOTORAL ASSOOIATION.
The new ae8f9ion has commenced under the

presidency of Mr. E. J. Tarver, and the opening
conversazione has passed otf successfully. Paint-
ings, drawings, metal work, embroidery, carved
woodwork, painted tiles, terra-cottas, and other
objects of interest were lent for the occasion
by various manufacturers, members, and their
friends.

As usual, some of the prizes offered by and
through the Association were formally presented
by the president, the auccesafnl students re.
ooiving hearty applause as they came up to the
chair. The following is a list of the awards :

—

For the tsro best series of designs in the Class of
Design 1st, H. W, Pratt

;
2nd, U, Avern. Honourably

mentioned, T. Garratt,
For the best sot of drawings in the Elementary Class of

Design, to L. A. Shutfrey. Honourably mentioned,
A. Tngleton,
For a design fora cnnntry mansion,—offered by the late

Sir WiUiam Tito, C.13., M.P,,—to H. Avern. Honour-
ably mentioned, H. G. McEacblan, II. Whipple.
For measured drawings from existing buildings in

England previous to the eighteenth century, offered by
the Architectural Union Company,—to \V. Talbot Brown
and to T. Garratt. Further prize offered by the Associa-
tion, to E. Sugdon.
For a descriptive account of the churches visited daring

the Newark and LichReld excursion, offered by Jlr
Edmund Sharpe,—to F. P. Johnson; &c.

A short address from, the president formed
part of the work of the ovoniug. la this he
alluded to the many opportunities for" mutual
study afforded by the Association, and to the
friendsliips which should naturally be formed by
young men constantly meeting and taking active
interest in special pursuits. lie thought ia the
main the beat service afforded to members was
in this mutual help and emulation

;
and that

less stress should be laid on the professional
interest of the members who will probably deal
with such matters with more weight in after
years. Still the presence of older men is wel-
come and called for,—who can and will give
assistance in studies and otherwise. As a past
president who has maintained for many years
such a position, Mr. T. Eoger Smith was called
on, and rnado a few remarks on the architectural
activity in the large commercial towns of the
North of England,— for instance, Liverpool,
Manchester, Preston, Halifax, Leeds, and others.
There is to be found in the public and private
buildings of these_places,—which ho had recently
examined personally with much care, — a
thoroughness in design, aud execution too,
rarely mot with in London. Is the activity of
thought and deed leas in what was once the
intellectual as well as political capital of
England ? Or aro greater strides being taken
elsewhere than hero? As to architecture, the
future answer to that question will no doubt bo
materially affected by the character of the
etudiea and of the students in the olassos of the
Architectural Association.

The first ordinary meeting of the session was
held on the Slst ult., the president in the chair.
The following gentlemen were elected mom-

bers Messrs. C. J. Bentley, W. J. Wood, S. J.
Lethbridge, J. G. Stevenson, R. W. Collier, J.
Rowkwood, jun., W. J. Kemp, J. E. Sears, J.
Gandy, R. R. St. Lodger Morrison, G. H. Jeffrey,
tv. P. Unsworth, C. J. Graham, W. S. Guildford!
E. B. Lamb, &o.

The Secretary, Mr. Paioo, read the report,
vhich mentioned the increasing number of
itudents joining, in order to take advantage of
ho many and still fresh opportunities for, and
lelp towards, self-education. Careful arrange,
nenta have been made with respect to the work
)f the several branches of the Association. It
B to be hoped that, with the fewest possible
jxoeptions, each member will be able to interest
limself thoroughly in the success of one, if not
nore, of these branches, giving in this and
itber ways, as may be in his power, hearty
bssistance towards the realisation of the objects
or which the Association was originally formed
12 ., the promotion of friendly intercourse among
he younger members of the architectural pro.
ession, and of efficient study in fellowship of
atfcers affecting their common pursuits. Con.
ributions having been from time to time offered

>y members and others, a prize fund was
Btablished at the commencement of the session,
0 which the following gentlemen subscribed :

’rofesBor T. Hayter Lewis, Mr. J. Douglass
lathews (ex-president), and Messrs. E. J.
'arver, T. H. Watson, R. Plumbe, J. S. Quilter,
*• A. Paice, and S. E. Barnes. It was decided
bat three prizes, value five guineas each, should
e awarded towards the expenses of members in
beir sketching tours. After a competition, in

wliich work done previously was submitted, the
prizes were given to E. J. May, R. C. Pago, and
T. C. Yates.
The Treasurer (Mr. J. Douglass Mathews)

then read the balance-sheet for the past session
which showed that the total income was
I39Z. lOs. 3d., and the total expenditure was
435h la. 8d., thus leaving a balance of 41. 8a. 7d.
in hand.
The secretariesof thevariousolasses afterwards

presented their reports. It was shown that in
the Class of Design, although the attendance
was not so numerous as could have been wished,
some good designs were produced. The Class
of Construction and Practice, iu its reconstituted
form, under experienced visitors, was very suc-
cessful, both as to the numbers attending its

meetings, and as to the work done. Tho archi-
tectural examination was held iu May, when
three candidates, all members of the Associa-
tion, passed in tho Class of Proficiency; two
others, in one section only

; and twelve (iucliid.
ing several members) in the preliminary exami.
nation. The fact that those who passed were
more numerous than in any previous year should
afford encouragement to intending candidates.
A contribution was made for the first time
towards tho funds of tho Architects’ Benevolent
Society, consisting of small subscriptions of
members, and a sum voted from the funds of
tho Association.

Mr. Walter Spiers, in afiswer to inqniry, said
the value of tho library was about 350Z.
The Chairman, in tho course of his remarks,

said that if they confined themselves within the
range of standard works in tho profession, and
did not attempt to act within these walls as
practitioners, they would devote their powers to
the proper object. Among tho members were
included many of the most successful architects
of the day. The Association thou numbered
about GOO. Of these eighty.eight joined last
session; but he regretted to state that si.xty.
five of these now members had not contributed
in any way to tho common stock of knowledge,
thus showing a want of appreciation of tho
objects of the Association. Tho Sketch Book
numbered no fewer than 158 subscribers

;
out of

these only thirty-three contributed sketches,
thus leaving a tremendous amount of work to
these oontributors : and ho urged upon the new
members to work hard with them. Many lead-
ing men naturally expressed surprise at tlie
leading copies of their work. It was tho bane
of tho profession that there wore so many iuii-
tators, so let them think for themselves.
On tho motion of Mr. Ridge, seconded by

Mr. Quilter, thanks wero voted to the President,
and the meeting then termiuated.

and wo need not rush to the conclusion that
there is indecent crowding in the other two
rooms. If one of tho gronnd-floor rooms is made
into a parlour, is it not the special ambition of
every housewife to have one room untrodden by
working-day feet ? A proprietor who, out of
pure good nature, has made his cottages theo-
retically perfect, and finds that his labourers,
after living in two rooms for many generations,’^
do not all at once occupy five rooms just as ho
would wish, should have patience: in two or
three generations more the parlour will become a
dining-room, and a lean-to will be needed for
tho drawing-room or boudoir.

Tuos. Blashill.

LABOURERS’ COTTAGES WITH THREE
BEDROOMS.

Sir,—The difficulty of providing three bed-
roorns is mot, on the plan of Sir W. Jones, by
placing the third bedroom in a lean-to on the
ground floor

;
and, on that of my friend Mr. T.

Roger Smith, by "building an external shed,
and carrying up the walls to the top of the
cottage." Both e.xpedienta seem to me, not only
objectionable, but quite unnecessary; indeed, I
have not found it needful to depart from the
traditional arrangement of an ordinary English
house, in which the liviug-rooms aud offices
occupy the whole of the ground floor, and the
bedrooms occupy the whc-.lo of the floor above
them.

Thus, according to the received authorities, the
minimum sizes for the three bedrooms are
100 -h 80 -i- 70=250 ft., which, with a few feet for
passage-way, will make say 265 ft. in all. The
minimum sizes for the ground floor rooms are
150

-t- 70= 220 ft,, which leaves 45 ft. only as the
excess in area of the bedroom floor over the
ground floor. This is Httlo enough for the
pantry, which is a necessary adjunct, and the
entrance lobby, which is most desirable. Every
architect will work out the details in his own
way : in practice the bedrooms are generally
made somewhat larger than these minimum
dimensions. I am now designing some cottao-esm which about 'W ft. are added to tho bedrooms,
and this is easily divided amongst the living
rooms, pantry, aud lobby.
A cottage^ built in perfect accordance with

English traditions is usually occupied after the
English fashion. When we find the third bed-
room used as an apple store, we should consider
how few pantrios are large enough, or dry

DEAR COALS AND DOMESTIC SAVINGS-
I HAVE waited a long time to see in the Builder

some practical suggestions for a general improve-
ment in house (or room) warming /ort^emtRion-
tho various plans put forth (as far as I recollect)
being only adapted to houses of the higher class,
and expensive; and I must express my ignor-
ance at present as to what is being done at the
Society of Arts in_ regard to the prizes offered.
Lighting tho fire in tho common stove at the
top, and putting a plate at the bottom, has not
become popular, and never will. Gentlemen,
who pay 101 for a now stove, Ac., on that plan
do not get a “ cheerful fire,” aud grow tired of
looking at it. A new grate at a cost of 15s. to
203., to give more heat, is the desideratum, aud
could be managed by the manufacturers in the
North, if they would give their attention to it.
The long-standing wasteful defect is ledding the
ordinary stoves in hrickxuork, and consequent loss
of heat in the wall. The fireplace should be
plastered clean all round, arched over, aud tho
stove stand clear; the feet being set on brick
and cement, about 6 in. deep, but a short con-
nexion of iron or brick into tho nrcli above

; the
front of the stove being perforated or trellis,
pattern, to let out the heat : and for the modern
" breakfast-parlonr," or other rooms below, a
great improvement would be the insertion of
pipes from underneath tho floor to the side of
the fireplace, bringing a stream of fresh air to
impinge against the cheeks, and these should ba
of fire-brick, fitted on an improved plan. This
ventilation would, of course, save much rotting
of floor, and increase the draught when doors
&c., are closed up.

’

For small rooms, lodgers, &c., especially where
the chimneys smoke the wrong way, a little
grate might be made (as some are now) only
the width of the fire, but with a hot hob or shelf
at each side cast in apiece xvith the Jire-grating.
These should stand flush with tho chimney,
piece, and having a neck slightly sloping back
into the flue, when they would no doubt draw

Corrigenda.

THREATENED COLLAPSE OF THE
NEWINGTON-BDTTS IMPROVEMENTS.
An Act of Parliament was obtained last year

by the Metropolitan Board of Works for making
a very important improvement at Newington-
butts by materially widening the thoroughfare.
The project involves the taking down of the
present parish chnrch (which projects in an
unsightly manner into the highway), and
building a new pariah church on another site
which has already been secured

; but although
the plans of the new church have for some time
been iu readiness, tho_ building of the structure
has been delayed, owing to a certain amount of
money not being forthcoming; and, from the
proceedings which took place at a protracted
meeting of the Newington Vestry, last week it
now appears that the entire scheme is not
unlikely to end in failure, and the abandonment
of the improvement, which ia one of groat
importance, and much to be desired.*
The question of this improvement has already

been referred to iu the Builder, in connexion
with the proposed new parish church, and also
a second new mission church, now in course of
erection in Newington Churchyard. The discus-
sion of tho subject at the meeting of the
Newington Vestry last week was the result of a
resolution of the Church Building Society for-
warded to the vestry, stating that the committee
saw little probability of the requisite sum being
raised within the time specified by the Act of

•

* ft's. fte threatened failure of the scheme
r ouuuKu, ut ui v 1® ,9* ernvity to ovners of property

enough for the trinter Btook of garden prodnoe, I
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Parliament, and the discussion of the meeting

tamed upon whether the vestry ought not to

find the money, seeing that the removal of the

church was to benefit the parish by vddening

the thoroughfare. The rector of the parish, who
presided, appeared to be of opinion that the

money ought to be found by the ratepayers

;

whilst, on the other hand, it was contended that

this would be an injastice, if not illegal, one of

the speakers observing that the ratepayers,

through the Metropolitan Board, had already

agreed to contribute 4,5007. for the old church

and the site. Tlitimately it was resolved,

—

*' That the vestry memorialise the Board of

Works to petition Parliament to repeal so

much of the Metropolitan Streets Improve-

ment Bill as related to the deposit of the

sum of 5,0007. in the hands of the Ecclesi-

astical Commissioners, and for power to consti-

tnte the new church now in course of erection

the parish chnrch for the time being.” The
rector observed that he could only say that if

they went to Parliament, he should oppose them
there; and as to the mission-church, he hoped

to show them it was needed.

It is thus not improbable, from the resolution

adopted by the vestry, that there will be another

Parliamentary fight in connexion with this long-

talked«of improvement, and that, in the mean-
time, the improvement itself is jeopardised.

stormy discussion the resolution was carried by
foarteen against twelve. It was subsequently

resolved, by thirteen against eleven, " That the

scheme of ‘Experience’ be now considered,”

and ultimately, by a majority of eleven to six,

“That after the long and careful consideration

of that scheme, and after the final satisfactory

answers that have been made by the engineers, the

vestry do fully approve the said tunnel soheme.”

This was the signal for some tumult, during

which Mr. Sims gave notice to convene a meeting

to rescind the resolution then carried. This meet-

ing has since been held, and has affirmed, by 13

to 13, the resolution previously passed to adopt

the tunnel scheme
;
and roeolved that the scheme

be referred to Mr. Abemethy, C.E., with a re-

quest that he will advise the vestry as to its

suitability and effectiveness, and the estimates

and engineering details, and generally on the

subject of the disposal of the sewage of the

parish. We omitted to mention in our

account of the different schemes that the

author of the scheme “ Practice,” left in

finally to compete with “Experience,” is Mr.

H. Malcolm Ramsay, surveyor to the Twick-

enham Local Board.

A LABOUR QUESTION.

Is it true that there was a strike in the stone-

quarries at any time daring 1S73 ? A contractor

has stated that between the months of January
and July, 1873, there was a strike among stone-

quarrymen, which has had the effect of raising

the price of stone. Is this statement correct ?

A.B.

UTILISATION OP SLAG.

Kensington. The committee has thus been
enabled to arrange for instruction in many sub-
jects without incurring great expense in teachers’

salaries. The teachers were Messrs. Coker,
A. Goyer, G. Green, and T. Moore (art teacher).

After giving the number of students who had
passed in the diffei-ent subjects, the secretary
stated that the following honours had also been
gained by Wolverton students :

—
“ In 1872 E. G. Field obtained a TtTiitvortli scholarship

of 10:t7. per annatu for three years, and W, H. Warren
gained one of the bronze medals given by the Department
for excellence in mathematics, and also a Royal Exhibi-
tion of 501., with free education forone year at the Royal
College of Science, Dublin; and in 1873 W. H. Warren
obtained a Whitworth Scholarship, and also a cortiflcate

with prize of 107. given to the best student in honours at
the Society of Arts Technological examination in the
manufacture of steel, coupled with an offer of a student-
ship of 507. by Her Majesty’s Commissioners of the
Exhibition of 1851. Both young men are now studying
at Owen’s College, Manchester.”

ludgate-hill.

Chaos just now reigns supreme in Lufigate-

hill. This thoroughfare, at the best of times, is

not very easy to pass through, being so crowded

;

but now that the pavement is taken up, and
other works are being carried on which tend to

block up the space intended for foot-passengers,

the state of affairs is really becoming serious.

The street is being paved with the wood pave-

ment under the auspices of the Improved Wood
Paving Co., and the smell of tar is just now
very powerful in Ludgate-hill. Passers-by

appeal* to be much interested in the process of

laying the wood pavement, and as this leads

them to congregate, the attendant policemen

have no little difficulty in keeping the road

clear. A.t the lower end of Ludgate-hill, towards

the station, building operations are going on,

and have been going on,—well, if not quite

since the memory of man, certainly for a con-

siderable period. When these buildings will be
completed, and the thoroughfare in its ordinary

state again, of course we cannot say, but the

improved wood pavement, as well as the other

improvements, ought certainly to prove very

beneficial in order to recompense the public for

present discomfort in Ludgate-hill.

SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.

At a meeting of this Society, held on Monday
last, a paper was read “ On the Economic Uses

of Blast-furnace Slag,” by Mr. Perry F. Nursey.

The machinery of Mr. C. Wood, of Middles-

brough, and of Messrs. Bodmer, of Hammer-
smith, was described by the author, with the aid

of diagrams. Mr. Wood’s machines, he said, were
of two kinds, one a horizontal revolving table,

and the other a vertical revolving drum. By the

first machine the slag was cooled as it left; the

furnace under a stream of water, and becoming
disintegrated, was broken up and pushed off the

table at a certain point, by scrapers, into trucks

placed beneath. In this state the material is in

a fit condition for making concrete for buildings.

The second machine is for reducing the slag to

a finer condition. It is run from the furnace

into the drum, through which a stream of water

flows. The drum has screens placed within it,

and as it revolves the slag becomes reduced to a

fine sand, and it is delivered in that condition

into trucks. This sand is utilised in making
bricks, cement, mortar, and for other similar

purposes. Messrs. Bodmer’s plan consists in

the use of a pair of rolls, through which the slag

is run from the furnace into a travelling band,

which delivers it where required. The sheet of

slag thus produced is readily broken up for use

in making concrete, or ground into powder for

bricks, cement, or mortar. For some purposes

Messrs. Bodmer run the slag into water; but

for bricks and cement they produce it dry.

They have also a special system of machinery

for the manufacture of slag bricks, which is

worked by hydraulic power.

DRAINAGE AND SEWAGE WORKS.
Tu'ickenTiam.—The plans for the drainage of

this parish, prepared by Mr. H. Malcolm Ram.
Bay, the town surveyor, having been finally

approved and adopted, have been submitted to

the Local Government Board for their sanction

to borrow the necessary funds (20,0007.) to carry
out the works. The system advised by Mr.
Ramsay for disposal of the sewage, is that of
intermittent downward filtration, as also advised

by him in his scheme submitted to the Richmond
vestry. Mr. Ramsay is of opinion, as ex-

plained in his report, that ultimately a market
will be found for the sale of the sewage in the
surrounding agricultural districts, and that,

therefore, it would be unwise for the local

authority to adopt irrigation, and thereby incur
the costly alternative involved in the purchase
of a large tract of land.

liichjyumd .—A special general meeting of the
Richmond Select Vestry rescinded a resolntion

passed at a former meeting, for the adjonm-
ment of the drainage question for three
months, and to consider farther the scheme
sent in by “ Experience ” (Messrs. Russ &
Minus’s), and if approved, to adopt it. The meet-
ing was a very fall one, there being twenty-six
members present. The chair was occupied by
Admiral Stopford, J.P, After a somewhat

RE-OPENING OF TEE BURY ATHENiEUM.
Toe large hall of the Bury Athenreum, after

being closed for many months, has again been
opened to the public. The building was erected
in 1851, under the superintendence of the late

Sir Robert Smirke, R.A. During the past few
years the directors have had on several occasions
to repair the timbers of the roof. In the autumn
of last year appearances were so threatening
that they gave instructions to Messrs. Maxwell
& Take to make a thorough investigation of the
state of the roof, and to report upon it. These
gentlemen, in their report, stated that the
timbers were far too slight for their work, and
were in many places absolutely crushed by the
load they had to caiTy, and insisted upon the

necessity of new and much more substantial

framing. This report being adopted, the archi-

tects were authorised to prepare plans and get
the works executed. These have now been
completed, with the exception of a little painting

and decoration still remaining unfinished. The
replacement of a new and substantial roof

for the old shaky construction necessitated an
entirely new ceiling for the large room, and a
curved and panelled ornamental ceiling now
replaces the old and comparatively plain one. r

Three large sunlights have been placed in the i

ceiling. The platform has been raised 1 ft., andii

a performers’ room conveniently placed under- •,

neath, with stairs both on to the platform and'-

into the room. Various other improvements
have been made. The plastering and painting :

have been executed by Messrs. Jacob Lomax &

:

Sons; the joiners’ work is by Mr. Waddington
; |

the stonework, by Mr. James Hill
;
and the i

plunabing and gasfitting are by Mr. R. Catou.

OPENING OF A NEW RESERVOIR AT
OSWESTRY.

SCHOOLS OF SCIENCE AND ART.

TFoh’erton Science and Art Institute .—The
anniversary of the opening of the science and
art classes in connexion with this Institute has

been celebrated by a soiree. The proceedings

commenced with tea, of which upwards of 600
persons partook. The room was decorated for

the occasion. After tea the large company
adjourned to the Institnte, where the prizes were
announced to be distributed to the successful

students during the past year. Mr. Thomas
Brassey, M.P. for Hastings, and a director of

the London and North-Western Railway, pre-

sided and presented the prizes. The room,
although large, was densely packed with people.

Mr. R. King (secretary to the Institnte) gave
some information respecting the present position

of the Institute. There had been an encouraging
increase in the number and success of those who
had availed themselves of the advantages of the

institution. At its opening in 1864 the number
of members was 244, and of science subjects

only three or four were taught, and only about

20 students attended. Since then the number
of members bad been raised to 450, and the

number of students in science and art subjects

had increased to 152. For the most part the
science teachers conducting the classes had been
men employed in the works, who, having worked
themselves np in certain subjects, had bycompeti-
tive examinations obtained teachers’ certificates

from the S 'ience and Art Department, South

The ceremony of turning on the water into

the new reservoir has been performed by the i

Mayor of Oswestry. There was a large number
of ratepayers and others present on the occasion. ^

The new reservoir has been executed by Mr. t

John Whittington, under the gratuitons inspeo- •-

tion of Mr. George Owen, C.E., and Mr. W. H. [

Spaull, and has cost the ratepayers nearly;

4,0007., including the cost of the land. There i

has been a shortness of water snpply in the

'

three dry summers since the two first reservoirs'

were completed.
The present reservoir was “ trigged ” out by;

the surveyor, Mr. E. B. Smith, and his assistants, >

on the 5th of January, 1870. The work was
completed in about fifteen months, and the

'

formal opening took place on the lltb of Jlay,

1871. The cost of the reservoir to that time (

was about 2,0007. The site of the reservoirs;

had been for a century past used as brickyards, =

and to convey tho water where it was required f

for brickmaking had caused the surrounding

land to be “honeycombed ” with drains. These

were not discovered at first to the extent they

existed, and consequently in a short time after.y

wards the south-western and north-western-

banks gave way, and gradually fell down into

the middle of the reservoir. It was allowed to

remain in that state until the spring of 1873, 1

when Mr. Ward undertook to trace the drains to

their source, put down a deep puddle wall, re-

;

make the banks, and line the sides of it with a

large wall of stone, filled in with hydraulic lime, i

and concrete the bottom, for 1,3507. A con-

siderable sum of money additional has been

expended to make walks aronnd it, trim the
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\ opea occasioned by the deposit of the excava-
ons, and other matters, all of which has been
loomplished.

The depth of the reservoir from the water*
le downwards is 21 ft., and 3 ft. from the
ater-line .to the surface, making a total depth
2i ft. The quantity of clay excavated, at

’at, was 43,000 cube yards. Such was the den*
ky of the clay, that it weighed 140 lb. to the
ibe foot, and great quantities of it had to be
blasted ” with gunpowder.
Tho present consumption of water by the
wn is about 150,000 gallons per day; and the
reo reservoirs will contain over 9,000,000
.lions

j so that, when once filled, they will
ntain sixty days’ supply. The main pipes,
>wever, are in a corroded state, and the council
VO it under consideration to got them
raped.

BEREDOS, PLYMOUTn.
The chancel of tho Catholic Apostolic Church
a recently been enriched by tho erection of a
redos, or altar-screen, executed in carved oak,
• Mr. J. T._ Lfigassick, from a design by Mr. H.
liott, architect, of Plymouth. It extends across
0 whole of the chancel end, and consists of
nopied arches and niches of light open work,
namcjited with tracery, pinnacles, crockets,
_d other enrichments, the wall at tho back
ing lined with oak panelling, except certain
aces which will ultimately be filled in with
joration in colour. It is intended to refit the
es of the chancel with carved oak stalls and
nelling to harmonise in general character with
) work above named.
The roof and uppef portions of the walls of
3 chancel have already been finished in colour
d gilding.

CAUTION TO BUILDERS.
The committee of works of the vestry of St.
?orge, Hanover.squai-e, have instructed Mr.
rnkins, surveyor to the boai’d, to summon all
ilders who stack bricks aud other materials
tsido hoardings where new worker repairs are
ing done.

Mr. A. Scott, builder, of 48, South Molton-
eet, Grosvenor*8quare, is the first to feel the
ect of this order by being fined, by the magis*
ito at Marlborough police-court, the sum of
s. and costs, for piling up a stack of brioks
tsido tho hoarding of a job Mr. Scott has on
nd in Albemarle-street.
A.g no notice is given either by the police or
5

_

vestry preparatory to a summons, builders
ring work in St. George’s had better take a
te of this paragraph.

to Colonel William Heniy Greatlied, C.B., E.E., for hia“ Account of the Practice and llcaulta of Irrigation in
hortliern India.”

7. A Telford Premium, in books, to John Milrov, for
bia paper on “ Cjlindrical or Columnar Foundations in
Concrete, Brickwork, and Stonework.”

•8. A Telford Premium, in books, to William Pole
LL.D., for hia " Notes on the Rigi Ruilway.”

*9. The Manby Premium, in books, to Thomas Sop-
with, jun., for hia paper on ‘‘The Mont Cenis Tunnel.”
The Council have issued a list of subjects on

which they invite communications of a complete
and comprehensive kind in competition for pre*
miums. A copy of it can doubtless be obtained
at the Institution by persons who are interested.
The opening meeting will be held on the

11th inst.

SCHOOL BOARD SCHOOLS.
Fulham .—The schools built at the instance of

the London School Board, called the Harwood*
road schools, situated at the corner of Parsons-
green, Fulham, have been formally opened.

Leicester.—The Leicester Schools Committee,
at their meeting on the 23rd ult., decided to
erect a new Board school in Belgrave-road, at a
cost of 6,0001., the plans for which have been
prepared by Messrs. Millican & Smith, architects.

)WELLINGS OP THE METROPOLITAN
POOR.

Che report of the Special Committee of the
arity Organisation Society on the Dwellings
the Poor was presented at the weekly meet-
of tho council, on Monday. It was sifnied
Lord Napier and Ettrick, aud is a careful
tomont, with notes aud appendices. The
eluding and principal recommendation is

tensiro and cfFecIual powers of purchase, demo-
n, and direct or delegated recoustruction, should be
ed in the chief existing municipal authoricies ofdon—the Corporation and tho Metropolitan Board ofks.—iu order that they may follow tho example set
he municipalities of Glasgow, Edinburgh, and other
incial cities which hare been armed by Local Acts
such prerogatires; and that the Corporation and

ropojitan Board should be urged to use those powers
ti obtained, in a bold and comprehensive manner but
. apeoial regard to tho interests of the poorer members
le community.”

lEMIUMS AWARDED TO ENGINEERS.
HE Council of the Institution of Civil Eugi-
rs have awarded the following premiums
A Watt Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books

r Charles A Hartley, for his paper on " The Delta of
Janubo. and the Provisional Works executed at the
la Mouth.
A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books
imes Deas, for his memoir on ‘‘ The River Clyde ”
A Watt Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books, to
Ilead, for his paper on ” Tho Rise and Progress of
n Locomotion on Common Roads."A Watt Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books toam Anderson, for his description of “ The Aba-el-
f Sugar factory. Upper Egypt.”

T^rltord Premium, iu boobs,
illiam Thomas Thornton. C.B.,for his essay on “The
uve Advantages of the 6 ft. ti in. Gauge, and of the
e Gauge for the State Railways of India "
A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books

THE INTERNATIONAL METRE.
Ac'COrdin'g to Les Mondes, the first Interna*

tional metre measure was cast, in the presence of
the commission now sitting at Paris, in tho
laboratory of M. Sainte.Claire Deville, who has
been able, with the assistance of M. Debray, to
alloy platinom and iridium in thoir pure chemical
state. The modus operandi is to serve as a
guidance in the production of all future original
metres. The operation was considered ofluch
importance that the President of the French
Republic and several high dignitaries of State
were present during the proceedings. Nine
kilogrammes of platinum and one kilogramme
of iridium were melted by means of the oxv.
hydrogen gas blow-pipe. This process took
three-quarters of an hour

j
the molten mass was

then let off into a mould made, like tho crucible,
from a block of limestone, whose inner surface
was burnt to lime in consequence of the enor-
mous heat. In applying this substance, there is
consequently no danger of a fracture in the
mould. Tho metal did not lose its lustre in
cooling. The casting, which was considered a
perfect snccoss by all present, will have to bo
submitted to all the processes necessary for
converting it to its eventual use.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Bathwick .—The foundation-stone of tho lono-.

talked of chancel of St. Mary’s, Bathwick, has
been laid by the Rev. Prebendary Scarth, rector
of Wnngton, who originated the idea of raakin°-
this desirable addition to the church, including,
as it does, a vestry and organ-chamber, during
his incumbency of the parish. The cost of the

bo Dofc less, probably more, than
3,000f.

J of which, we believe, about two-thirds
has been paid or promised.
Bradford.—The new church which has been

erected iu Little Horton-lane, Bradford, and

which IS dedicated to St. John, has been conse.
crated for divine service by the Bishop of Ripon
Consisting of nave, with north and south aisles
and chancel, the edifice will afford acoommoda-
tion for 700 persons. The style of architecture
IS Early Decorated Gothic of Euglish character.
A tower 23 ft. square at its base rises from the
western half of the chancel, and is carried on
arches on the four sides. It is surmounted by
a belfry constructed for a peal of eight bells.
The total height of the top of the vane is 115 ft.
The architects are Messrs. T. H. & F. Healey
and the contractors for mason and joiner work
Messrs. J. & W. Beanland. The cost of the
building, including the site and extras, has been

a-tid of this amount between
9,0001. and 10,0001. have been raised, leaving a
balance of about 1.5001. still to be made good°
Mannijiyham (Bradford).—The chief stone of

bt. Mark’s Church, Manningham, has been laid
by Mr. F. S. Powell, M.P., in the presence of a
large assemblage. The building, which is well
advanced, is situate in Grosvenor-road, Manning-

'f
Early Decorated Gothic style,

loO ft. long by 72 ft. wide
j and consists of nave,

side aisles, baptistery,’and narthex, and will have
a tower and spireleb, rising to a height of 150 ft.
The internal height is 65 ft. Aocommodation
will be found for 1,000 persons. The nave and
aisles only are to be erected at present. Inclusive
of land, the portion proposed to be erected will
cost 8,0001., but it will take upwards of 10,0001.
to complete the building. The amount received
and promised is 5,3001.

Tosela?id.—The church has been re-opened and
consecrated. The architect, Mr. T. Streatfield,
has endeavoured to restore the church as nearly
as possible to its original state

;
and his plans

have been worked out by Mr. Osborn, St. Neot’s
and Mr. Wade, Eaton Ford.

Franklet/.—The little church of this parish
has been re-opened, after a restoration, which
hag been carried out from the designs of Mr.
F. Preedy, of London, by Messrs. Collins &
Cullis, of Tewkesbury, at a cost of 1,1001. Of
this amount 9501. have already been raised, to
which Lord Lyttelton, who is the principal
owner of the soil, contributed 5001. The re-
storation comprises the putting in of new
foundations to all tho walls, the rebuilding of
the south ohancel-wall, the erection of a new

1. XI. . . ,
. fitting of the

_
,
— -jsernon or several new wiudows

in the church. Inside the walls have beeu re-
lieved of the plaster, and a new chancel-arch
erected. The roof timbers have been thrown
open, aud the church seated with new open
benches. A new arch has been opened at the
west end, and the font has beeu placed under
the tower.

Barkmff.—At a recent meeting of the parish
church building committee, it was resolved to
proceed -with the erection of the Wilberforce
Memorial Tower a further height of about 20 ft,
making nearly GO ft. in all, and carrying it to
the apex of the nave roof. It was also resolved
to instruct the architect (Mr. Woodyear) to
make provision for the church-clock in the por-
tiou of the tower now about to be undertaken.
The late fine weather has enabled tho contractors
to make considerable progress with the works
generally. It is hoped that in about a month or
five weeks the nave roof may be on and partly
completed.

Shipston-on-Stour.—A new church has been
consecrated at Darlingacott, in the parish of
Treddington. The edifice, which is but a small
one. is erected on a site presented by Sir G. R.

ACCIDENTS.
Fatal Fall from a Scaffold at Reading .—An

inquest has been held on the body of Henry
John Baylis, a lad seventeen years of age, who
died from injuries received in falling from a
scaffold. George Russell, a labourer in the
employ of Mr. Kuowlos, builder, said that he
was at work with deceased at a building at
Binsey. Deceased was going up a ladder with a
hod of bricks ou his left shoulder, and while
stepping on tbe landing about 16 ft. high, the
handle of the hod caught the scaffold and he fell
to the ground, the bricks in the hod falling on
his shoulder and collar-bone. Mr. Palmer, house
surgeon of tbe Radoliffe Infirmary, said deceased
was badly injured in the spine, and paralysed in
both legs. A verdict of “ Accidental death ” was
returned.

Carelessness with Blasting Powder at Trimdon
Orange.—Two children were allowed to play
with a pit flask near a tiuartei- barrel of blasting i the south ohanoel-wall tl

• Hare vrevioasly received Telford Mtd ils.
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Phillips, hart., who was also a subscriber to the
building fund to the extent of 200i. The style
of the church is English Gothic, built of white
Armscot lias, with Bath stone facings. The
interior has no pretence to decoration. It is
capable of accommodating about 200 persons
The south transept is so constructed as to be
appropriated on week-days to the purposes of a
national school, being partitioned off from the
nave of the church by a movable screen. The
want of a church and school has long been
experienced in the village, as the mother church
and national schools are situated in the parish
of Treddington, some two miles distant.
Parwich.—The new parish church of St. Peter,

Parwich, built at tho sole cost of Mr. T. W.
Evans, of Allestree Hall, patron of the living’
has been opened by the Bishop of Lichfield.
The new edifice has been built from designs
by Mr. F. J. Robinson, of Derby, architect.
The style adopted is late Norman, the chancel
being rather later, and bordering npon Early
Euglish. In plan the chui’ch consists of a
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ciancol 16 fb. bj 22 ft. 6 in. in the clear ;
the

nave and north and south aisles are -47 ft. by

41 ft. in the clear. Tliero is a western tower and

spire, which rises to the altitude of about 100 ft.;

and there is anorgan-chamber and vestry, 18 ft.

by 12 ft. at the east end. Tho pulpit, which is

of worked stone, occupies the east end of the

northern arcade, and tho old Norman font has

been replaced at the south-west end of the nave

near to the tower. Tiiero is a now reredos, of

Ancaster stone; this is caiwed, and has upon it,

itninediately over the altar-table, two seraphim

with veiled faces. These stand upon pedestals.

Tho panels on either side of the central cross

are carved with foliage suggestive of tho Sacra-

ment. Tho extreme length of the building,

from out to out, is 96 ft., and the extreme

width, 51 fb. The nave is separated from each

aisle by arcading of four bays, each column
being surmounted by carved capitals. Two of

the responds are old examples, and the types of

these, as well as of other local Norman work,

have been retained by the carvers. The aisles

are lighted on either side by circular-headed

single-light windows, and by double-lighted ones

on their western ends. Tho clearstory is lighted

on each side by nine cinquefoil circular windows,

recessed in a running arcade. The walla all

through the interior of the church are of ashlar

stone, and tho roofs of the nave and chancel

and the lean-to roofs of the aisles are of timber.

The seating is open, and of pine
;
the stalls in

the chancel are of pitch pine. Tho ancient

chancel arch in tho old church has been pre-

served, and made to form the tower arch. The
church is entered by a western tower door, and
a priest’s door. Over the former is tho Early
Norman arch that originally belonged to the

south door, and within it is a tympanum, sculp-

tured in Norman type. The roofs are slated,

but the spire, which is low and sqnab, like

nearly all the local spires, is entirely of stone.

The carving throughout the building has been
executed by Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter,

sculptor. The builders are Messrs. H. & J.

Slater, of Derby; and the Coxbench stone, pro-

duced from a quarry belonging to those con-

tractors, has been used for all the woi'k.

Portmailoc .—The foundation-stone of a church,

dedicated to St. John the Evangelist, has been
laid here. The church will consist of a nave
6 i- fb. by 25 ft. 6 in., north and south aisles each
65 fb. 6 in. by 10 fb.

;
chancel, 31 ft. by 21 ft.

;

with organ-chambor and vestry on the south

side, heating-room below, and an entrance porch
at the north-west corner. Owing to the want of

funds, the chancel and chancel aisle will for the

present be omitted, as woll as a tower contem-
plated for a subsequent date to complete the

design. The church is arranged to aocommo-
dnto 400 persons, and the present contract

amounts to about 2,7001., towards which about

2,0501. have been already subscribed.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Manchester.—The corner stone of a new Pres-

byterian church, situate in Singleton - road,

Higher Broughton, has been laid by the Hon.
Georgo H. Stuart, of Philadelphia. Tho site of

the church is on the south side of Singleton-

road, about half-way between Broughton Bar
and Park-lane. Mr. John Stuart, brother of the
Hon. George H. Stnart, has expressed his

willingness to defray the entire cost of the
erection. The church and schools, the founda-

tion for which is already completed, will consist

of nave, 7-4 ft. 4 in. long by 29 ft. 4 in. wide,
with aisles on either side, 8 ft. wide, and tran-

septs 20 ft. 4 in. wide (the latter containing
galleries for school children), at the south end
of tho church, right and left of the pulpit plat,

form. The style of the architecture is Early
French Gothic. The exterior of the edifice will

be executed in Pierrepont stone, with cut stone
dressings. A lofty tower and spire (the latter

ornamented by angle pinnacles and lucarnes),
will rise from the west or right-hand side of the
front elevation

;
and on the opposite side of the

same front there will be a lower tower, sur-
mounted by a pyramid of slate roof terminating
in a metal finial. Each of these side towers
will serve as an entrance porch, and will be
gained by arched and moulded doorways. An
arcaded corridor stretching across tho whole
front of the nave will join the two entrance
porches, and from this corridor access will be
obtained into the two main aisles or passage-
ways between the seats of the church. The aide

walls of the church will be divided into fonr

bays, in addition to the transept gables. Those

to the aisles will contain a two-light window,

with large traceried cirolo in the head of each,

tho whole being contained within a pointed arch.

Tho clearstory will have coupled circles, with

sexfoil tracery. The front gable over the arcaded

corridor between the main entrances, will be

enriched by a largo wheel - window under a

spacious pointed arch. The transept gables will

have circular rose windows, with four small

lancet lights below. The seats and timbers

throughout are to be of pitch pine. On each

side of the steps leading to the pulpit will be an

arched and traoeried door opening from the

church into the long corridor of the school build-

ings. On tho ground-floor of these back build-

ings will be placed the sessions-room, the minis-

ter’s and the deacons’ vestries, and the care-

taker’s residence. From this back corridor will

rise two staircases, of ornamental design, in

pitch pine, to the largo lecture-hall, 56 ft. 3 in. by
25 ft., which will extend the whole length of the

rear building, and which will have an open

timbered roof. An opening will be loft in the wall

between the organ reoess in tho church and the

loctnre-hall, and will be provided with movable

shutters, in order that the organ may be avail-

able for the looture-hall as woll as the church.

Messrs. Price & Linklater, of Manchester and
London, are the architects

;
and Messrs. Noill &

Bon, the contractors. The total cost of the

building will be about 7,000i. The church is to

accommodate over 700 adults, and the lecture-

hall about 300.

Chester .—Tho nowWesleyan Methodist Chapel,

on the City-road, which is to supersede the Homo
Mission Chapel in Black Diamond-street, has

been opened for divine worship. The style [is

Gothic, and the materials used in the erection

are Runcorn and Handbridge red sandstone.

The front elevation is to the City-road, and pre-

Bonts a gable, with two entrances,—a smaller

gable on the one side, and a tower, with broach

spiro, on the other, being used for access to the

body of the chapel and galleries, as well as for

descending to the school-room bolow. According

to tho designs of the architect (Mr. Botterill, of

Hull), the spire was to be 118 ft. high from tho

City-road level, but the cost was considerable,

and it was at one time decided not to erect a

spire, and to finish it off just abovo where the

buttresses now terminate. But the building

fund was augmented beyond expectation, and
the result was that the spiro has been added,

thongli somewhat reduced in height. In tho

centre of the prinoipal gable is a group of three

two-light windows, which, with respect to tho

interior is in tho west gallery
;
and to avoid

hiding this, the organ was divided,—one portion

being plaoed on the one side of a recessed arch,

the pedals communicating with the other portion

on tho opposite side. Below this largo window
is a tbree-light window, or group of three lights,

and on each side of the building are rows of

two-light windows, with alternate quatrefoil and
sexafoil traceried heads. All tho windows are

glazed with an obscured glass, with ruby-tinted

border. The chape), which will accommodate
nearly 800 persons, is 63 fc. long by 47 ft. wide,

and the height from the floor to the coiling, at

tho collar-beam, is 46 ft. There are galleries

on three sides, with a communication by means
of a narrow balcony across tho chapel, at the

east end. The whole of the interior fittings, ,

with open roof-timbers, are of red fir, stained

and varnished. Below the chapel there are a

school and class-rooms, which are entered from
Leadworks-lane. The prinoipal school-room is

50 ft. by 46 ft., and 13^ ft. iu height, and there

are two class-rooms 16 ft. by 13 ft. each, and one

17 ft. by 12 ft., with room for heating-apparatus

and other convenient and requisite appurtenances.

Mr. Stringer, of Sandbach, contracted to build

the chapel for 4,4451, but that did not include

the spire, which together with the site, gives a

total cost of 6,500i.

The Ne-w County Police Station, Ship-
ston-ou-Stour.—The station now in coarse of

erection will be built with brick and Bath-stone

facings, and will consist of entrance-hall, court-

room (34 ft. 6 in. by 16 ft. 6 in.), superintendent's

parlour, and magistrates’ retiring-room ; there

will also be a kitchen, scullery, pantry, laundry,

and offices, and four beirooms; prisoners’ yard,

fonr cells, stabling, and coach-house. The archi.

tects are Messrs. Medilam & Son, Gloucester,

and the contractor Mr. John King, builder, of

Sbipston. The amount of the contract is 1,6101.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH BUILDING
NEWS.

Chester .—The first atone of a new Romai
Catholic Church in the city of Chester has beei

laid. The site of the new building is very close

to the park. Tho now church is to be dedicatfli.

to St. Werburgh. The designs of tho architect/

Mr. Edmund Kirby, of Liverpool, show a baildin|

of an Early English character. All superfluous

ornamentation will bo dispensed with, as thi

intention of the founders is to make the building

as spacious as possible, regard being bad at the

same time to dignity of style. It will be com
posed of a chancel, where the high altar wil

stand, and will teruainate with an apse of sevei

sides, to which will be attached side chapels

sacristies, and cloisters ; a nave of six bays o
sets of arches, with north and south aisles, am
a tower, which, when completed, will reach i

height of 200 ft., and will thus rival the highea

towers and spires in the city. The oxigencie’

of the site have altered the customary positioni

of the chancel and tower. The former will b

at the west end instead of the east, and th.

latter will be iu the place that should be approi

priated to the former. Tho roof, the height c

which will bo 72 ft., will extend from tho aps'

throughout the nave. The width of tho bnildin;

will be about 30 ft., and tho entire length 140 ft

divided thus Chancel, 30 ft.
;

nave, 80 ft.

and base of the tower, 30 ft. Stourton stone i>

the material to be used in tho construction c

the church by the contractor, Mr. Thos. Hughes
of Aldford. At present only tho chancel, sidi

chapels, and cloisters, with four b.ays of th

nave, will bo built, the cost being estimated a

upwards of 6,0001. The remaining portion c

the design, which includes a presbytery c

priests’ house, will bo built afterwards.

Worliington.—The new Church of Our Ladi

and St. Michael, at Workington, is to bo

crnciform structure, from a design by Mf
Edward Welby Pugin, architect, and iu thl

Early English style. The entrance will bo sun

mounted by a bell turret 90 ft. high from th;

ground. Beneath tho turret there is to be

carving in stone representing tho cruciflxioii

and underneath this two pointed windows. Th
building, which will consist of two aisles,

,

nave, a [chancel, north and south transepts,

corridor, a sacristy, two confessionals, tw

chapels, and an altar, is to be 159 ft. in lengtl

by 63 fb. iu breadth ;
tho breadth across th

transepts being 63 ft. There will be an oi'ga.

gallery arched over, and the pillars which sup

port the nave roof are to be of polisho

granite with marble bases, the lower and upp€|

portions being of red sandstone. Tho chance'

which is to be arched, will contain niches fc

figures. There is to bo a Urge pointed wiudol

at the east end with five lights. The seats ai:

to be made of pitch pine, and open. Thl

church is bo built of Lazonby atone, and fc

ashlar or tracery work stone from the St. Bee

and Aspatria quarries is to be used. Th
structure, when completed, will accommodal

800 persons, and its coat will bs 8,400i. Mi

Hugh Yates, of Liverpool, is tho contraefcc

for the whole of the work, and under tl

superintendence of his manager, Mr. Seagal

considerable progress has already been mad;

with it.

SCnOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Hill Top .—The fourmemorial-stones of a nei

schoolroom in connexion with the Weslcya

Schools, HU! Top, have boon laid. The builc

ing, whicli will accommodate about 200 persjn

is estimated to cost about 1,000J. Purses wet

laid upon the stones, which, together wih

various donations, realised a considerable sun

Pickering .—Tho foundation-stone of a nei

school has been laid at Cropton. The school i

to be ready for use by Christmas.

Worthhxg .—The new schools at Broadwak

have been opened. The “mixed school”^'

nearly 50 ft. by 18 ft., and a teacher’s residenc

will, it is hoped, soon be added. Tho architect

were Mr. E. E. Sc itt, and Mr. Hyde, of Broaci

water ;
and the builder, Mr. W. Softly, of Wortl

ing.

Burrovgh-on-the-Hill. — The new parochic

school, which has been recently erected on a sit

given by the rector at the east end of tb

village, was opened a few days ago, on tl

occasion of the harvest thanksgiving. _T1

building is of brick, with white stone dressing

and has a bell-turret in stone in the east gabl

The walls, internally, are lined with presse
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jricks, and the roof is open-timbered, stained

ind varnished. A porch at the west end answers
ho purpose of a cloak-room. Tho works have
3een executed by Mr. Hayes, of Melton Mowbray,
milder, from tlio designs of Mr. R. W. Johnson,
)f Melton Mowbray, architect.

Ockley .—Mr. W. J. Evelyn, of Wotton, granted
I, site for the new schools at Wallis Wood, near
Dakwood, and contributed 5001. towards the
milding expenses. Messrs. Colls & Sons,
milders and decorators, of Dorking and London,
hrnished plans and specifications for tho school
buildings, to accommodate 120 children, and for
in adjacent residence for the master. The work
vaa undertaken by Messrs. Colls, and the total

50st has been about 1,4001. The formal opening
)f the schools has taken place.

Tlilbcr/oss.—The new village school has been
)pened. The Rev. Nicholas Walton, with tho
jrincipal landowner (Lord Leconfield), and the
tenant farmers and tradesmen, formed a com-
nittee, and all subscribed liberally towards so
iesirablo an object. The school has a master’s
•esidence 'attached to it. It has been erected
'rom designs prepared by Mr. Whitaker, of

ilanchcster (formerly of Wilberfoss)
;
and the

500 tractor for the works was Mr. Richard Horner,
3uildor, Bishopthorpe. It is proposed to erect
’ence walla round the school grounds, which
[with other minor matters required) will bring
he cost up to neai'ly 1,0001,

STAINED GLASS.
India.—Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne have

>roduced some rich heraldic windows for the
Indian Government. They are intended for

ho New University Senate Hall, Bombay.
Choleshury Church, Bucks.—The east window

f this church has recently been filled with
tained glass from the works of Mr. Pepper, in

he Euston-road. It is of throe lights, and illus-

rates the Nativity, Crucifixion, and Ascension
f our Lord.

Beckenham Church, Kent.—Ono of tho windows
n the south side of the old parish church has
ieen filled with stained glass by Alderman
Vilson. It is designed in the Late Decorated
tyle, and consists of two openings, containing
espectively subjects representing the Resur-
ection and Ascension of our Lord, placed upon
)luG diapered backgrounds, having draped
igures in the foreground. These are aur-
nountod by architectural canopies, based upon
unamental pedestals, and surrounded by suit-

bio borders in the stylo of tho period. Tho
[lass is in memory of " Jeremiah Wilson.” Tlie
I'holo is designed and executed by Mr. Charles A.
libbs, of Marylebone. In the same church is

ilaced a two-light window on the north side of
ho clearstory, tho subject being tho Return of
ho Prodigal Son. The figures are placed under
anopies, with borders and pedestals of the
’erpendicnlar style. The treatment of the
ubjects is in keeping with tho style. This
rindow was presented by Mr. Charles Lee-
Vilson, of Beckenham, son of Alderman Wilson,
nd was designed and executed also by Mr.
lharles A. Gibbs.

Todmorden Church.—Three clearstory stained
dndows have been recently placed by Messrs,
lox & Sons, of Southampton-street, Strand,
1 this chui'ch, the windows consisting of two
ighta and a sexfoil, opening in tracery respec-
wely. Six of the eight beatitudes enunciated
1 the sermon on tho Mount (Matt, v.) have been
sleeted to bo represented therein :

—“Blessed
re the poor in spirit,” &c., by the Angel of the
«ord appearing to the shepherds at Bethlehem;
Blessed are tho meek,” &c., by Joseph mani-
)sting himself to his brethren; “Blessed are
30 merciful,” &c., by the parable of the good
amaritan ; “Blessed are the pure in heart,”
0 ,, by Simeon in tho presentation of our Lord
1 the Temple ;

“ Blessed are tho peacemakers,”
e., by Lot’s separation from Abram

;
“ Blessed

re they which are persecuted for righteousness,”
c., by Joseph in prison. Tho figures fill up
10 entire space without any accessary aid of
mament.
St. Clement's Church, Sheepscar.—The west
id of this church has, by the kindness of Mr.
. W. Taylor, of Newton Grove, been decorated
ith a stained window and encaustic tiling. The
indow is by Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle, who
as been employed largely on the windows of

ly Cathedral. It consists of five lights, and is

Bvoted to Old Testament subjects, as the east
to fourteen of the last scenes in the life of our ,

ord. The subjects are “Tho Sacrifice of I

Noah,” "Abram and the three Angels,” " The
offering up of Isaac,” “ The giving of tho Law,”
and “ The Ascension of Elijah.” The tracery is

filled with the emblems of the twelve tribes and
the ark in tho centre, while in the two large

quatrefoils are Moses and Aaron. Beneath the

window was a largo mass of walling, but this

has now been covered with some encaustic

tiling. The whole is a memorial to a daughter
of Mr. Taylor. A design has been prepared for

the east end to give an opportunity for the

exercise of liberality.

Doncaster Parish Church.—In St. George’s
Church, Doncaster, a new stained-glass window
has been erected by Sir Isaac Morley, of Beech-
field, to the memory of liis wife. The artists were
Messrs. Ward & Hughes, of London. Tho win-
dow is the great one situated at the west end of

tho church. It consists of seven lights, each
light containing four distinct representations.

The design comprises an illuminated chart of
the genealogy of Christ. In the main stem are

figures of the fourteen generations of kings and
patriarchs, from Jesse to the time of our Lord.
The window is designed on tho principle of the
window in Merevale Abbey. The first of the
chief lights contains representations of Jesse,

David, Solomon, and Rehoboam. In the second
are figures of Abia, Asa, Jehosopbat, and Joram.
The four subjects in the third are Ozias, Joatham,
Achaz, and Ezekias. The representations in the
fourth are Manasses, Amon, Josias, and Jecho-
nias. In the fifth are figures of Salatbiel,

Zorobabel, Abiud, and Eliakim. In the sixth

are personified Azor, Sadoc, Achim, and Eluid
;

and in the seventh Eleazar, Matthan, Jacob, and
Joseph. Springing from the upper part of these

lights, and forming tho top row across the win-
dow, is a foliage, embracing the subjects of the
Annunciation, the Nativity, the Transfiguration,

tho Resurrection, and the Ascension, the repre-
sentation of the latter being supported on either

aide by an angel.

Kippen Church (Scotland).—The decoration
of the side windows of this church with stained
glass, in harmony with the two pulpit windows
recently presented by Mr. James Scott, has
been commenced. The centre window in the
north side has been filled in. Tho window is in

two lights, and, in conformity with a complete
plan proposed for tho illustrations throughout
all tho windows of tho church, represents two
of our Lord's miracles. In one light is "Tho
giving sight to the blind man,” and the other,
“ Tho raising of Jairus’s daughter.” The window
was designed and executed by the firm of James
Ballantine & Son, Edinburgh.

Church of Fomham St. Martin.—Tho latest

additions to the numerous painted windows with
which this renovated church is now adorned, con-
sists of the insertion of stained glass in one of the
windows on the north side of the nave, next the
chancel arch, in memory of the first wife of

Mr. John T. Ord, of Eomham House. The
window consists of two lights, each of which
contains a group representing one of our Lord’s
miracles,—in the one case, the healing of tho
woman who expressed her faith in the words,
“ If I may but touch His garment I shall be
whole”

;
in the other, the restoration of sight to

the blind beggar Bartimmus. The tracery in

the heading of the window is filled with angels
bearing scrolls, on which are inscribed the words,
“Jesus said, come unto mo, all ye that labour
and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.”

Messrs. Wailes & Son, of Newcastle, executed
the windows.

^isctllanta.

The Silber Light.—In reply to the question
what is the Silber light, we may state that it

consists in the inventions of a Mr. Silber, in the
hands of a company called the Silber Light
Co., for the improvement of lamps and burners,
argand, batswing, &c., so as to secure, as far as
possible, the perfect combustion of tho material,
in mineral and vegetable oil lamps, as well as in
gas-jets. Air currents are admitted both into
the centre and round the circumference of the
flame, in various forms of lamp and burner
manufactured by tho company

; and it is said
that thus an argand burner, for example, is got
which will burn only 5 ft. of gasper hour, or the
usual consumption of a common fishtail burner,
while yielding a light equal to twenty-one
candles. These improvements aro secured, not
by complicated arrangements, but simply by
constructing the burners so that the material is

as completely burned as possible.

The Australian Jarrah Wood. — Tho
“ Swan River mahogany ” is a species of
Eucalyptus (E. marginata of Smith) which is

restricted to Western Australia. It is thus de-

scribed in the Journal of the Society[ofArts for the
24th nit., which, however, does not state whether
this species of Australian Eucalyptus is known
to possess the singular sanitary properties of the
Eucalyptus globulus, of which some account was
given in tho Builder of the Ist inst., or whether
it bo the same species. Djaryl or Jarrah is the
aboriginal name. It is applicable for furniture
and every purpose for which ornamental wood
can be required, some of it being of the very
finest grain, and showing much figure, mottled
curls, feathers, and excrescences, a feature
peculiar to colonial wood, and highly effective
in point of ornament. The tree grows to an
immense size, attains a great height, and is very
plentiful. None of the neighbouring colonies

possess timber of similar character, or endowed
with equally valuable properties. Tho advan-
tages of this timber are its great strength,
hardness, and closeness of grain, combined with
durability under exposure to either salt or fresh
water. It is never attacked by white ants or
by the teredo nanjalis. It somewhat resembles
the red gum in appearance. It is invaluable to
the Western Australians, who use it for ship-

building, pier, and railway construction, as well
as for the interior of buildings and for furniture.

It defies decay; time, weather, water, the white
ant, and the sea-worm have no effect upon it.

The chief objection raised against it is that it is

liable to " shakes,” the trees being very com-
monly ensonnd at the heart. It will doubtless
shortly come into more general use, as two com-
panies have been formed for supplying tho
market on a large scale, one Indian and tho
other colonial.

The Periodical Floods in Towcester.—An
attempt to get rid of the floods which tho river
Tove produces in the town of Towcester after

heavy rains is about to be made by the parochial
sanitary committee, who have adopted a plan
suggested by a Mr. Savage and recommended by
their medical ofiicer of health, Mr. Haviland.
This plan essentially consists in converting tho
winding course of the stream which causes the
floods into a straighter channel. At present tho
water-way meanders in four S-like loops through
tho town, and tho result in heavy rains is that
floods and unwholesome damps pervade tho
town and diminish its healthfalness. Our
readers may recollect of Mr. Haviland in con-
nexion with the important subject of the geo-
graphical distribution of disease. “Floods,” he
remarks in bis report on the Towcester question,
“ are the cause of many diseases,—rheumatism,
phthisis, and many pulmonary complaints from
dampness,—and I was the first to point out that
that dreadful disease, cancer, especially in women
kills more persons in the districts subject to

floods than in any of the other parts of
England.”

Amalgamation of the Leeds Schools of
Art.—Arrangements have been completed for
the amalgamation of the Leeds School of Art
and Science, South Parade, with the Leeds
School of Art in connexion with the Mechanics’
Institute. The desirability of this step has for
some time been patent to those cognisant with
the matter. Messrs. Nussey, representing tho
South Pai'ade School, have agreed with the
committee of the Leeds Mechanics’ Institute
School of Art, represented by Mr. John Holmes
(chairman), Messrs. Hick, Kempe, Sales, Ward-
man, and Woodcock, to transfer the pupils in
the former school, and the latter agreed to
recommend their general committee to appoint
Mr. A. Stevenson to be head master of tho
amalgamated schools.—At a special meeting of
the general committee of the Leeds Mechanics’
Institute, the report of the School of Art Com-
mitteo was presented, and agreed upon without
a dissentient vote. By this union it is antici.

pated that there will be a great advance mado
in the position of the School of Art.

Explosion of Gas.—An explosion has taken
place at the Kew Gardens Station of the London
and South-Western Railway, doing damage to
tho extent of about 2003. It appears that the
head porter had, about ten minutes previously,
lighted the gas in tho waiting-rooms on tho up
side, and while another porter was standing on
a truck lighting the gas outside an explosion
followed, blowing out the windows and doors of
both waiting-rooms, and destroying tho ceilings.

The cause of the explosion was an accumula-
tion of gas in the ceilings.
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Education of Cliildren in tlie City.—

A

public meeting, called by the Lord Mayor, has
been held in the Egyptian Hall, at the ilansioD

House, for the purpose of considering a scheme
for the education of children in the City
of London, prepared by a committee, con-

aisting of Sir Sydney Waterloo, Sir J.

Bennett, Kev. H. I. Cummins, Kev. W. H.
llilman, Mr, S. Morley, il.P., and the Rev.
William Rogers, and wliich involved the amalga-
mation of the ward, endowed, and national

schools, with exceptions, and the erection of

three large schools, capable of accommodating
1,000 children in each, iu the neighbourhood of

Farringdon, Fenchurch, and Moorgate, and under
one general Board, with the Lord Mayor at its

head. Into the minutim of the scheme, however,
we need not enter, as an amendment, “ That,
while thanking the committee for their services,

this meeting declines to adopt the scheme sug-
gested,” was cariied iu the face of the scheme
by a majority of at least 20 to 1.

The Proposed Byker Bridge, Newcastle-

:

upon-Tyne.—Some months ago, designs of a
scheme to bridge the valley of the Ouseburn
wore prepared by Mr. Thomas Parker, architect,

showing on the ground-plan three different lines.

A roadway of 30 ft, width is shown in con-
nexion with each, or equal to that, at the High
Level Bridge

;
the shorter line shows a bridge of

sixteen arches, making a total length, with ap-
proaches, of about 1,500 ft.

5
whilst the other

line requires eighteen, arches, of 60 ft. span
each, and is, with the necessary approaches,
about 2,000 ft. iu length. The cost of the
scheme, calculated on the basis of the shorter
line, and for a brick structure, is estimated at
about 40,0001. The cost of the longer line, it is

considered, would bo higher in about the pro-
portion of its greater length of approaches.
The provisional committee have referred the
matter to Mr. Robert Hodgson, C.E. It is hoped
that arrangements may be made to enable the
promoters to obtain the necessary powers during
next session of Parliament.

Opening the Cottage Hospital at Seven-
oaks.—The new hospital which has been erected
near the Bat and Ball Station has been formally
handed over to the general body of subscribers.
Tho total amount promised or paid has been
1,16GZ., and the expenditure up to the present
time, 1,046Z., which includes furnishing, gas-
fittings, (tc. They had, however, to lay out the
grounds, and pay for fencing, which would re-

quire about SOZ. more, but they opened free of
debt. At present the annual subscriptions pro-
mised amount to G9Z. lOs.Sd., but the promoters
estimate that they will require about 200Z. a year.
A vote of thanks has been given to Mr. Hooker
for his gratuitous services as architect. The
hospital has been fitted with eight beds, and a
small weekly payment, according to the means
of the patients will be charged.

The Hyde Water Supply.—A report upon
the water supply of Ryde, by Mr. George H.
Staton, C.E., the borough surveyor, has been
printed by the borough authorities. Tho report
relates to the present and future supply, the
constant system supply, extension and renew'al
of mains, fire arrangements, street-watering
appliances, and the costs thereof. The sur-
veyor is of opinion that there will not be any
difficulty in obtaining any quantity of water for
an increased supply, the only question being tho
one of expense. The cost of the works he pro-
poses, including a new rising main and additional-
service reservoir, will, he estimates, be about
G,800Z., involving, if borrowed at 3^ per cent,
interest, repayable in fifty years, an annual pay-
ment of 289Z. odd, or a rate of about Ijd. iu the
pound per annum.

Fall of Railway Works at Halifax.—

A

portion, 30 to 40 yards long, of an immense
retaining-wall on the Halifax and Ovenden
Branch Railway, now in course of construction,
has fallen down at the bottom of Lower Wade-
street, Halifax. The wall was built in the bed
of the Hebhle Brook, and behind it was an im-
mense quantity of earth and other debris. The
wall had been noticed to have given way, but
still the permanent way had been laid behind it.

By its fall many hundreds of tons of debris were
let down into tho brook, tho waters of which
were dammed up behind tho mill of Messrs.
Cockcroft, silk-spinners, which it was feared
they would flood. However, the waters were
diverted

;
but it will be weeks before the damage

to the wall and earthworks can be made good,
and more may give way.
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Casket for Sir A. D. Sassoon.—The gold
casket presented by the Corporation, with the
freedom of the City of London, to Sir Albert
David Sassoon, C.S.I., has been designed and
executed by Messrs. Howell, James, & Co., tf
Regent-street. It is designed in the Renaissance
style of Art, and executed in 18-carat gold. The
body of the casket is supported by four orna-
mental columos, relieved by panels in repoussd
and carved gold, each end inclosing a medallion
painted in enamel with crest and monogram. The
lid is dome-shaped, and surmounted by the arms
of the City in gold and enamel.

Charge agrainst Surveyors of Wands-
worth District Board of Works.— Charges
against these surveyors of having received cer-

tain sums of money from contractors to the
Board are being inquired into. A committee of
tho whole Board to go into the matter has been
formed. TheClaphara local committee reported
the resignation of Mr. Trusslor, road foreman of

the parish. The Board refused to accept the
resignation, as he was one of the persons impli-

cated in the pending inquiry.

Earthquake in Sicily.—An earthquake has
taken place in Sicily, after tweuty-oue days’
coutinuous rain. Tho sulphur mine of Fra
Paolo has been completely destroyed. Its value
was 300,OOOZ. Tho shafts, galleries, and aque-
ducts, in operation for fifteen years, all collapsed.

The mines of the Giona Sulphur Company have
also suffered greatly. Mount Etna is in erup-
tion, tho Tiber has overflowed its banks, and the
Pautheon is under water. Vesuvius is showing
signs of eruption.

Enlargement of the Camberwell Ceme-
tery.—Inconsequence of the inerGasingnumber
of interments in the Camberwell Cemetery, near
Lordship . lane, Dulwich, it is about to be
enlarged, and for this purpose the vestry have
agreed to purchase a plot of laud adjoining tho
upper part of the cemetery. Tliis is in addition

to another portion of land which has already
been purchased on the other side of tho ceme-
tery, with a view of carrying out tho enlarge-
ment,

A Case against Workmen dismissed.—
A complaint made by Messrs. Chubb & Son, the
lock manufacturers, against two of their men,
for absenting themselves from work, was decided
at Lambeth in favour of the defendants. It

appeared that these men had been in the habit
of keeping “ Saint Monday,” but as it was ad-

mitted that they afterwai’Js returned to their
duty, and also that deductions from their wages
were made for all absences, tho magistrate said
that the summons must be dismissed.

Outbreak of Typhoid in Wellington.

—

Tjphoid fever is reported to have broken out in

the neighbourhood of Wellington, Herefordshire.
No fewer than thirty cases have been traced to

impregnation of well-water, and it is said the
district is not only almost without natural, but
devoid of artificial, meaus of drainage. Dr.
Sandford, who has reported on the outbreak,
describes tho contamination by sewage as

'‘something fearful to contemplate.”

The National Safe Company's Premises.
The first stone of this building, of which wo have
already given some particulars, has been laid.

In the course of the excavations for these offices,

at tho north-western comer of Walbrook, a con-
siderable number of antiquities were discovered
and preserved, and are described in a quarto
book issued by the Company, some account of

which we will give on another occasion.

Patents for Inventions for the Year
1872 .—The number of applications for letters

patent recorded within the year 1872 was 3,9705
the number of patents passed thereon was 2,771

5

the number of specifications filed in pursuance
thereof was 2,731. The aggregate surplus in-

come from patent fees on balance of accounts
from the Ist of October, 1852, to the end of the

year 1872, amounts to tte sum of 1,012.928Z.

The Artizans’, Labourers’, and General
Dwellings Company.—This Company’s new
houses. Lecture-hall, and Working Men’s Insti-

tute, on the Shaftesbuiy Park Estate, Lavender
Hill, Wandsworth-road, were opened on Monday
last, November 3rd. Lord Shaftesbury delivered

an opening address, and some other gentlemen
took part in the proceedings. We will make an
opportunity to lo'jk over the place quietly.

St. Pancras.—Mr. E. W. Hudson has re-

signed the office of assistant surveyor to the

St. Pancras Board of Works.

[Noy. 8, 1873,

New Park for Sheffield. — The Towi
Trustees of Sheffield decided to purchase twentj
acres of land in the outskirts of the town for th(

purpose of a park aud recreation-ground. Th(
cost is 14,OOOZ. A few mouths since the corpora
tion of Sheffield purchased a pai'k at a cost ol

ISjOOOZ., and the land to be purchased by th<

town trustees is in close proximity to it.

London Tramways.— Speaking in our last

of the number of persons using public convey;
ances in London, the writer, by an inadvertence,

made the transport of 100,000,000 persons al

2d. each amount to 16,666,666Z. instead oi

833,333Z. In working out the sum, ehillingf,

were called pounds.

Want of a Mortuary for Battersea.—Al
the last meeting of the Wandsworth Board ol

Works, attention was called by Dr. Kempster tc

the waub of a mortuary for Battersea. Thd
need of such a building is admitted, and it has
been decided to refer the subject to the Batter*
sea Local Committee for inquiry and report.

Close of the International Exhibition.

—

The third of the series of annual luternational

Exhibitions, held at South Kensington, has come
to a close, without form or ceremony of any
kind. The Exhibi ion has not been without
some useful results.

Close of the Vienna Exhibition.—This
E.’chibition was closed by two of the archdukes,
without ceremony. On the southern terrace,

three large military bands played the National
Anthem. This was followed by cheers from thei

thousands of persons present.

Railway Station, Bristol.—The tender oi

Mr. Jonathan Marshall, contractor, of Plymouth,
has been accepted by the Joint Railway directors

for tho second and main portion of the new
general station at Bristol, the first of which ho
baa now in course of completion.

Transit of Animals.—The Royal Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals offer

premiums amounting to 400Z. for improved'
cattle-trucks. The conditious will be found in
our advertising columns, and ought to produce
competitors.

TENDERS
Eor repairs to twelve houses. Union-road, Southwark.!

Messrs. Jarvis& Son, nrchitccts:

—

Shepherd £500 0 0 1

Lacy -lit) 0 0
Kent 250 0 0 !

For erecting and completing new premises, Nos. 12 and
13, King-street, Coveut-garden, lor Messrs. Barr &l
Sugden, Messrs. Spalding & Knight, architects. Quan*
titles by Mr. G. Fleetwood :

—

Downs & Co £0,210 0 0
Batman & Fotheringham 6,8St-i 0 0
Scrivener ic White 6,3y0 0 0
Boyce 5,370 0 0
Macey 5.314 0 0
Browne & Robinson 5,131 0 0
Sheppard -1,071 0 0

For repairs to Clifton House, Dalston, and erectingtwv
shops in front of the same, aud building two Louses anik
shops adjoining, for Messrs. Puckcridge 5c Nephew. MrJ
Joseph Tanner, architect;

—

Turner & Son '£3,590 0 0
Devereaux 3,33i 0 0
Mann 5: Son 3,290 0 0
Larke 3,170 0 0
Mustoe i Sou 3,048 15 0

For erecting new carpet showrooms, for Messrs. Maph
& Co., in Grafeon-street East, W, Mr. U, Woudai”
architect ;

—
Carter & Son £5,700 0 0
Holland & Hanncn 6,637 0 0
Newman X Mann 6,682 0 0
Colls 5c Sons 6,540 0 0
Browne 5; Robinson 6,516 0 0
Fish 5,496 0 0
Cooke 5: Green 5,494 0 0
Longmire k Barge 5,49e 0 0
Manley & Rogers 5,478 0 0
Scrivener & White 6,316 0 0

For new church in Mare-street, Hackney, Mr. J.

Drake, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Good--
man 5c Vinail ;

—
Stephenson £4,-122 0 0
Dove, Bros 4,175 0 0
H. J. Turner 3,950 0 0
C. R. Turner 3,850 0 0
Carter 3,810 0 0
L. H. 5: R. Roberta 3,798 0 0
Groome 3,783 0 0
Cooke & Co 3,771 0 0
Greaves (too late) 3,4)30 0 0
Blackmore 5c Morley '.. 3,613 0 0
NiblettASon 3,190 0 0
Norris, jun 3,175 0 0
Chinnock 3,368 0 0
Robbms&Co 3,220 0 0
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The explanation of this seeming contradiction
[

Mr. Thomas Cubitfc and Mr. Seth Sadth took
usually given is that Ben Pimlico kept a house leases from the Earl of Grosvenor, and built
of entertainment at Hoxton, which was a popular Belgravia.

place of resort for pleasure-seekers in the days
of Good Queen Bess, and that the liquor he sold

and the place where he sold it gradually came
to be known by his name. Pimlico thus being

understood to mean a place of public entertain,

ment, the name would be likely to be given to a
house of the same character in another quarter

;

and a passage in Ben Jonson’s “Alchemist”
seoma to corroborate this view :

—

LTHOUGH the fashion-

able neighbourhood of

Belgravia is a growth
of yesterday, and arose

suddenly out of a damp,
waste, and uninteresting

district] yet to-day many
of its streets have been
rebuilt by their proprietor.

As the boundaries of

London are enlarged, the

I
surrounding pasturc-land is gradually swallowed

I

up
5

but m this case only fields “where the
Brobbei-s he m wait ” were destroyed] for there
S were no fields of wholesome grass ;

'

"iv
wbore not one patch of green,No Btuated shrub, nor sickly flower was seen I

”

jThus writes Mrs. Gascoigne, who has simg the

j

glories of London’s most quarter, and
n describes its former stato as follows

.... Belgravia’s waste.
^reary indeed it seem’d, and full of awe !

i saw not much,—but quaked at what I saw Ibpirits of evil seem'd to mo to brood0 er that forlorn, mysterious neighbourhood,
Bfowling with stealthy, treacherous step around

^ crouohiDg on the damp, unwholesome ground.
Whilst sounds uneartWy,—voices strange and deep,1 eU on my ear, and often scared my sleep.” •

\ The name Belgravia was at first merely a
1 convenient term to express the fashionable
.squares and streets around Belgrave-square.
iWe remember a letter so addressed by John
J Britton, writing to tho creator of the district,
; Mr. Thomas Cubifct, which had been forwarded
» by the post-office to Hungary, and came back
to Britton after many days. But the title

i gradually became recognised, and has now
! almost pressed out of existence the proper name
of the district. Pimlico is one of those place-

I names for which no thoroughly satisfactory
etymology has ever been proposed. The word
freqnently occurs in the writings of the old
dramatists of the si.xteenth and seventeenth
centuries, where it seems sometimes intended to
designate a man, sometimes a drink, and at
other times a place. In “ Hews from Hogsdon ”

(1598), we find,—“Have at thee then, mymerrie
boys, and bie for old Ben PimUco’s nut-brown.”
Here is the man. In Robert Greene’s comedy,
“Tu Quoque,” tbo place is referred to. Sir
Lionel Rich says,—“I sent my daughter as far
as Pimlico for a draught of Derby ale, that it
may bring colour into her cheeks.” Nearly
eighty years after this last passage was written,
the liquor “Pimlico” is mentioned in the
“ Counter Rat ” (1670)

“
J®*

Hoesdon’a scrapers on tbeir base.
Hound fum—fum-fum—from tattered case,

or Alean nor Treble now take place,

» r. . rr,
Tenor.A Counter-Tenor is that note

Tho’ easy, ’tis ne’er sung by rote.
But got with wetting woU your throat

X 1 xr , .
With claret.Or stout March beer, or Windsor ale.

Or Labour-in-rain (so seldom stale),
Ur rtmlico, whose too great sale

Didmarit.’'

Belgravia
: a Poem. Second edition. London, 1851.

“ Gallants, men and women.
And of all sorts, tag-rag, been seen to flock here
la threaves, these ten weeks, as to a second Hogsden
In days ofPinilico and Eyobright.”

The first mention of the Pimlico near Chelsea
is in the parish books of St. Martin’s-in-the-

Fields for 1626, and one little point that makes
it probable that this Pimlico took its name from
the one at Hoxfcou, is that at both places there was
a Willow-walk. It is curious, however, that as

there are places in Wales, Lancashire, and the

Chilterri Hills, named Piccadilly, so there are

Pimlicos in Yorkshire, at Cudham in Kent, and
near Clithcroe in Lancashire, and also one at
Bankside.

To return to our Pimlico. It lies between St.

James’s Park, the River Thames, the village of

Chelsea, Hyde Park-corner, and the hamlet of

Knightsbridge, and appears to have been first

inhabited about the year 1680. In 1687 four

persons are described in tho rato-booka of St,

Martin’s as living in it, viz., the Duke of Grafton,
Lady Stafford, Thomas Wilkins, and Dr. Crispin.

The Duke of Grafton lived at Arlington Honse,
afterwards Buckingham House, and now Buck-
ingham Palace

] and Lady Stafford at Tart Hall,

in James-street, Westminster. Pimlico, or Bel-

gravia, is in the manor of Ebury, which belonged
to John de Benstede, in the reign of Edward I.,

and that king granted to the said John, in 1307,
a licence to fortify his manor-house. By skip-

ping over a little more than two centuries, we
arrive at the time when the manors of Eybury,
Neyto, and Hyde were exchanged by the Abbey
of Westminster with Henry VIII. for the dis-

solved Priory of Harley, in Berkshire. In the
Act of Parliament (28 Henry VIII., c. 49) by
which tho exchange was confirmed, the manor
of Ebury is stated as lately in the occupation
of Richard Whashe, and a person of that name
rented the more considerable part of it

known as Ebui'y Farm (which contained 430
acres) in 1592, direct from Queen Elizabeth.

The manor afterwards became the property of

the Davis family, who owned it for a long period
of time, until 1665, on tho 2nd of July, in which
year Alexander Davis, the last male of the
family, died. His only daughter and heiress,

Mary, married Sir Thomas Grosvenor on October
10, 1676, and on her death, in January, 1730-31,
the manor devolved upon her husband, in whose
family it. has remained to the present time,

the Marquis of Westminster being the Lord of
the Manor of Ebury. The increase of Pimlico
owes its origin to the existence within its limits

of the residence of the king and queen.
George III. foresaw that many persons would be
drawn towards the place where be himself lived,

and therefore when he was adding a portion of
the Green Park to the gardens of Buckingham
House, he desired that some fields, which were
to be sold for 20,000(., should be bought for him

j

but George Grenville, the Prime Minister,
refused to sanction any such expenditure. In
consequence, the building of Grosvenor-place
was commenced in 1767, and the king’s grounds
were overlooked by the dwellers in the new
houses, much to his annoyance. Streets running
out of the main line were also built, bat all

these were terminated by high mud-banks, which
formed a boundary that few felt any wish to

cross. Beyond were the Five Fields, which
remained a desolate waste until 1825, when

“ "What name
Shall fair Belgravia’s sons transmit to fame ?
Who raised a town where once a marsh hud been.
And fenced with palaces our noble Queen ?
Thine be the praise, 0 Cuhitt ! thine the hand
That being gave, to what thj mind had plann'd

!

That caused Belgravia from the dust to rise
Thy might to prove,—thy name t'immortalise !

A fairer wreath than Wren's should crown thy brow

;

Ho raised a dome,—a town uurivali’d thou !

”

Of course we are not bound to endorse this

last assertion, notwithstanding tho regard in

which we hold the memory of Thomas Cubitt..

Tho Five Fields obtained that name from
being divided into five parts by the paths that
intersected them. The only road across was a
trackway for tho uso of the farmers and
gardeners, and this was formed into a public
road in the reign of Charles II., when it was
found to be a near way from Whitehall to

Hampton Court. This road was very insecure,

and for many years soldiers patrolled the ground,
fifty.two privates and six non-commissioned
officers being told off for the service. Half of
this number were on duty every alternate night,

but {when there were gala nights at Ranelagb
still more were required. It was always thought
advisable for those who wished to cross the fields

to wait until a sufficient number (to insure
proper protection against the gangs of robbers
who frequented the place) were collected

together, and .then all sallied forth under tho
guidance of two men who carried lanterns on
long poles. This was the King’s-road, which
is now built upon, and runs from Buckingham
Palace wall, through Eaton-square, to Sloane-

square. As a strong instance of the dangers of

the King’s-road, it is sufficient to mention that
Grosvenor Bridge was formerly named BlooJy
Bridge,* and before it was built in a regular
manner in the reign of Charles II. was only a
foot-bridge, consisting merely of a plank or
board. In the Chelsea registers for 1590 there
is tho following entry, “John Dukes was this

year enjoined to make a causie at Bloody Gate,”
and in Jlead’s Journal for May 21, 1753, we find

that “on Saturday evening last, February 24tb,
a servant belonging to Mrs. Temple was robbed
and barbarously wounded near Bloody Bridge,
in the King's-road, loading from Chelsea. Her
Royal Highness tho Princess Amelia coming
from Hampton Court, hearing a man groaning,

ordered her servant to stop
j
and it proving to be

the man above-mentioned, he was taken behind
the coach and brought to town

j and her High-
ness ordered all possible care to be taken of
him.” StiE later, in the last century, the stage-
coach that ran from town to Cholsea was fre-

quently stopped by highwaymen. The Five
Fields are mentioned both in the TutUi' and the

Spectator, In tho former we read (No. 34), “ I

fancied I could give you an immediate descrip-

tion of this village [Chelsea] from the Five
Fields, where the robbers lie in wait, to the coffee-

house where the literati sit in council.” The
notorious Jerry Aberahaw lived at a houae near
the Willow.walk, which was afterwards the head-
quarters of those who delighted in duck-hanting
and bull and bear baiting. The Five Fields were
much frequented by the men and women who
took their pleasure in brutal sports, and every
Good Friday large numbers resorted to the place
to witness the cock-fighting that was always
practised on that day. Most of these persons
belonged to the lower classes, but a higher
order of persons were often to be found here,

and these were the duellists. lu the reign
of Charles I. a duel took place between Lord
Mohun and a foreign nobleman. The English
lord was killed, and there was some suspicimi
of foul play. The darkest picture has usually a
bright spot of some kind in it, and there is some-
thing cheerful to be said even of tho Five Fields.

* Faulkner, in bis “ History of Chelsea,” says that this
1 called Blandel Bridge in oil records.
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Tlie old herbalists frequented thorn, and gathered
the “wild clary” and the bitter cresses that

grew along the river’s bank. Swift, when
writing in 1711 of his walk into Loudon from

Chelsea, says, “ the bay smells so sweet as we
walk through the flowery meads j” bat, he adds,

“ the haymaking nymphs are perfect drabs.”

There is still an historical incident to mention

which illustrates the retired character of these

fields in the reign of Charles I. Hampden,
“ King ” Pym, and other of the Parliamentary

leaders of those disturbed times, found it a con-

venient place for private consultations, and seem
frequently to have used it for that purpose.

Lord Clarendon relates that he was once dining

at Pym’s lodgings in company with Hampden,
llarten, and Fiennes, when the latter proposed

a ride in the fields. Here the conversation

turned upon the Episcopacy Bill, which was
then agitating the public mind, and Fiennes
asked Hyde why he adhered so strongly to the
church, and expressed the opinion that blood
would bo shed before certain proposed changes
were submitted to. This, Clarendon adds, was
the first positive declaration he had heard from
any particular man of the party.

We must now pass on from the past history

of Pimlico to the present state of Belgravia. It

happened at the time when it was decided to

raise a new town upon the site of the miserable
“Five Fields” that the formation of the St.

Katharine’s Docks was projected, and the Earl
of Grosvenor, taking advantage of this oppor-

tunity, obtained for the improvement of bis

property the soil which was excavated there.

Belgrave-square (called by Faulkner in his

“History of Chelsea,” “Lord Grosvenor’s new
magnificent square”) is 684 ft. long, and 637 ft.

broad, and is one of the finest open spaces in

London. It was designed by George Baaevi,
and commenced in the year 1825. The detached
villas, however, were designed by Mr. H. E.
Kendall and other architects. The square takes
its name from the village of Belgrave, in Leices-
tershire, where the Marquis of Westminster has
considerable property. The ai'chitect’s name is

prominently recorded on one of the porches on
the south side of the square. Although its his-

tory is very recent, it can boast of several dis.

tinguished inhabitants, and Mrs. Gascoigne
writes of it, rightly or wrongly,

—

“ Nought that ia rudo nor moan, may venturo there.”

The detached mansion in the south-west corner
was built for Mr. Kemp, of Kemp-town, Brighton,
and in 1837 became the residence of the cele-

brated Lord Hill, who was commander-iu-chief
for many years. General Sir George Murray
died at No. 5, in 1846, and Napoleon III.’s well-

known ambassador to the Court of St. James’s,
M. Drouyn de ITIuys, lived for a time at No. 10.

The late Duchess of Kent lived at No. 36
(sometimes called Ingestre House) in 1840;
and at No. 16 most of the celebrities of the
day have met beneath the hospitable roof of

the late Sir Roderick Murchison. Other former
inhabitants of this square to be mentioned are
Mr. James Coding, the picture-collector; Field-

Marshal Lord Combermere; Lord Herbert of
Lea; tlielast of the Dukes of Gordon; and the
last male representative of the Scrope family,

who published “ Days of Deer-stalking,” in

1839; “Days and Nights of Salmon Fishing,” in

1843
;
and died at his house hero on July 20tb,

1852, in the 81st year of his age.
Eaton-square was set out by Messrs. Cubitt,

and commenced in 1827, but was not wholly
completed until 1853. Its name ia taken from
Eaton Hall, Cheshire, the chief conntry-seat of
the Grosvenor family. We are accustomed to

squares that are not squares, but Eaton-square
is one of the most extreme instances of an
oblong square in London. It is 1,637 fc.

long and 371 ft. broad : thus its length is

more than four times its breadth. The public
road runs through it from end to end

;
a road

which long remained in a highly unsatisfactory
state, but the return of which to cleanliness is

celebrated by the poet we have quoted :

—

“ The square of Eaton—theme of discord dire !

Has cleansed, at last, its fearful road from mire.”

At the east end of the square is St. Peter’s
Church, designed by Henry Hakewill, and built
in 1826, but burnt in 1835, and lately added to
under the (^rection of Mr. Arthur Blomfield.

This square is a favourite one, and has its full

share of members of past and present ministries
among its inhabitants. The late Ralph Bernal
formed his magnificent collection of artistic

treasures at No. 75, and died in that house in

1853. In the same year Lord ChanceUor Truro

died at No. 83. No. 71 was for some years the

official residence of the Speaker of the House of

Commons before the Palace at Westminster was
completed, and here Viscount Eversley (then

Mr. Shaw Lefevre), held his levees. Other

noted inhabitants to be mentioned, are Lord
Alvanley, whose jokes figure so largely in

“ Raikes’s Diary ”; Admiral Sir Edward Cod-

rington, the hero of the battle of Navarino

;

General Codrington, one of the commanders-in-

chief in the Crimean war, and the well-known
Jacob Omnium (M. J. Higgins), whose tall

figure was at one time frequently depicted in

“Punch’s ” cartoons, and was often to be seen

in Hyde Park.

There is little to bo said of the other Belgra-

vian squares. Chester-squarc was built about

the year 1840, and takes its name from the city

where much of the Marquis of Westminster’s
property is situated. Its appearance is greatly

improved by the handsome church of St. Michael,

designed by Mr. Candy.
Yictoria-sqnare, a poor little out-of-the-way

place, without any enclosure, was built about

the year 1836. There is an interest attached to

No. 8, as it was the last London residence of

the poet Campbell. A statue of the Queen, on
a globe, which once stood in the centre of the

square, was taken away a few years ago.

Ebury-sqware is on the site of the old Ebury
Farm, and Eccleston-square takes its name from
Eccleston in Cheshire, where the Marquis of

Westminster has a large property.

We shall close our present account of the

Belgravian squares with a notice of Lowndes-
square, which more properly belongs to Kuights-

bridge. In Thomas Faulkner’s “ Chelsea,”

published in 1829, the site is described as a

meadow, which was let to Mr. Cubitt, by Mr. J.

Lowndes, of Chesbam. Close by this meadow
formerly stood a famous old place of entertain-

ment, known as “ The World’s End,” which was
visited by that indefatigable sight-seer Pepys,

and is mentioned in Congreve’s “Love for

Love." The first houses in the square were
built about 1836, but the whole place was not

completed until 1819. Mrs. Gascoigne, while

painting iu brilliant colours the whole of Bel-

gi-avia, reserves her greatest enthusiasm for the

square where her own home is :
—

“ Nor whilst my muse still haunts these favourite
bounds.

Shall she forget to sing thy square, 0 Lowndes !

Harbour of peace, near which the troubled sea
Of human traflic roars unceasingly,
Yet enters not, though day by day it swells
Fiercer and fiercer.”

Sir William Moleswortb, Sir William Tito, Mr.
Brassey, the contractor, and Mr. Leader, once
M.P. for Westminster, were inhabitants of the
square. M. J. Higgins (Jacob Omnium),
already mentioned,

—

“ A man whom rage and clamour ne’er withstood,
The weU-knowu champion of the neighbourhood !

lived at No. 1 before be removed to Eaton-
square. The value of the houses here has
greatly increased. For one of them, on the

west side of the square, when first built, the

sura of 4,0001. with 1,0001. afterwards for the
improved ground-rent was paid. About a year
ago the lease of a similar honse on the same
side, at the original ground rent, 10?., and with
about forty-five years to run, was sold at auction
for 9,500i.

Colonel Gurwood, the editor of the Duke of

Wellington’s Despatches, lived at No. 33; and
Mrs. Gore, the novelist, at No. 42, Lowndes-
street. In 1837, Mrs. Gore was living in Paris,

in the Place Vend6me
;
and Mr. Planche, in his

“Recollections” gives a curious account of her
mode of literary work. He asked her one day
how she managed to write the multifarious

works that issued from her pen, and she replied,

“I receive, as you know, a few friends at five

o’clock nearly every evening. They leave me
at ten or eleven, when I retire to my own room,
and write till seven or eight in the morning.
I then go to bed till noon, when I breakfast

;

after which I drive out, shop, pay visits, and
return at four to dress for dinner, and as soon
as my friends have departed, go to work again
as before.”

At No. 11, William-street, Lowndes-square,
lived for many years Lady Morgan, of whom
Mrs. Gascoigne writes :

—

“ Endow’d with manly powers, a woman’s quill
Can treat and master every theme at will.

Anecdotes of this lady were at one time very
numerous, but the following, related by Mr.
Planche, is characteristic. She had invited a
large party to dinner, and on the day specified

[Noy. 15, 1873.

was dressing to receive her guests, when a note

was brought to her, a reminder from a lady of

rank that she was expected to dine with her

that sams evening, nu engagement she had

utterly forgotten. The hour she bad named
for her own dinner was six, that of the one she

was invited to, seven. Her mind was made up
in an instant. She finished her toilet, received

her company, sat down with them to dinner,

and a few minutes before seven informed them

of her dilemma, begged them to excuse her for

an hour or two, and finish their dinner quietly,

she would rejoin them as speedily as possible.

Off she drove to her friend’s, dined there, and

I’eturned before nine, bi’inging with her the

poet Moore, and several other desirable additions

to her own party.

The squares have lately been quite eclipsed iu

splendour by the new houses that have been

erected in other parts of Belgravia. A few

years ago the late Marquis of Westminster

planned the rebuilding of a large portion of bis

property, and the result has been the erection of

the Belgravia Mansions and the immense houses

in Grosvenor-gardens, forming a very remark-

able neighbourhood.

OLD FASHIONS.

There are people who can give a grace to any

caprice, and make slaves of the judgments of

the rest of the world. Happily or unhappily,

however, they are few in number, and generally

so well conscious of their own eccentricities, that

they are able on the least provocation to become !

more piquant than ever by their grave, serious !

soberness. We have little to do here with the ;

head practitioners of these delightful arts,—to )

whom setting the fashion must be an enjoyable

mixture of self-confidence and masterly skill,

—

and more or less malicious pleasure in the dis- •

comfiture of others. But something of the same

sort finds its way into most of the occupations ;

that depend on ready wit and good training. Did 1

not Scott, after reading an historical romance in i

his own manner, say of his imitators, with a proud 1

humility, in the language of Sir Andrew Ague- •

cheek, “ Ay
;
they do well enough, if they be >

disposed, and so do I, too
;
they fool it with a .

better grace, but I do it more natural”? And I

might not moro than one modern architect pro- •

vide himself with this useful phrase for his occa- •

sional consolation, when he thinks he sees but ;

little honour coming to some special manner of :

his choice ?

Perhaps, wRen people measure acts by a good 1

high standaro, there is not much to be said for '

anything but the following of the dictates of the :

beat and most cultivated judgment, looking at ;

things in bright white light,—without condescen- •

sion to what ia felt to be second-rate, or even i

lower, albeit pleasant enough and enjoyable in t

its way. When the formation and exhibition of

human character ia in question this is always i

tacitly acknowledged. The high types of heroism

and self-devotion in manifestation of more than

average virtue actually effect something like i

what is known in other ways as supererogation. .

They render it possible for the rest of us,—not .

formed with souls of so fine temper,—to draw
breath in a purer moral air as the result of their

victories or struggles.

In spoken truth too, in the forms of high,

endeavour, this is at once accepted. A great
.]

epic or any work conceived on a grand plan, ,,

and carried throngh with all the force of a rare
j

nature, and its resulting rank among the i|

precious things of the earth ;—the mastery of the

sculptor rendering instinct with spirit the dull .

matter, the vehicle of his craft, and that for no '

trivial purpose, but as the result of a thought

strong enough to touch all his fellows :—those

are but the commonplace examples adduced by ’

all our teachers to illustrate the different scales i

of human work. There is no condemnation of

lesser things, or want of perfect appreciation of .

them shown or implied in such teaching : the i

decisions may fairly be come to without that ;

being even suggested. Addressing children the '

case ia stated very simply :
—“ The horse is nobler :

than the fly
;
there is involved in his powers, his i

aptitudes, his whole nature, his graceful strength i

or magnificent energy,—something that appeals !

to a different class of feeling from that excited I

by the observation of the transparent winged I

insect, notwithstanding that this last may be :

found to contain delicate beauties peculiarly its i

own.” The questions as to such natural and com- •

prehensiblo preferences justified by right reason,

and as to the distinction between these and the ;
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hobbies, crotchets, whims, oddities, and all that

,

kind of thing which crop up in buildings from
time to time,—causing controversy, and at

times it is to be feared making those who aro

anxious to bo deemed judicious demonstrate
their grief,-—would be settled without diffi-

culty
5
—if only well-constructed architecture was

a little less enduring j—if freak in solid stone or

granite did not seem to acquire a seriousness

from such embodiment that it could hardly claim
before. Only fanatic earnestness condemns the

exclusion of trifles from our lives and works,

—

those graceful trifles, those bits of by-play that

are the “ business ” of art. But there is a show
of sound judgment in the wish to confine the
eccentricities to comparative trifles, and not
thrust them forward as the staple work of the

best powers of our time. A leaning towards
this kind of serious estimate of any strenuous
work may account for some of the strong

feeling expressed at times, by those who
deserve to be listened to, as to “ the degrada-
tion of architecture,” ” the acceptance of motifs

of well-aoknowledged inferiority,” “ the use
of great skill only to revivify for a time or

in a case or two the debased Jacobean,—or

the inane architecture of the later Stuarts.”

No one is surprised at the pleasure felt by
artists in some characteristics of this kind of

work. If one promiment quality more than
another marks a good deal of the recent building

of mediocre quality of both the modified Gothic
and Classic Kenaissances,—it is want of breadth.

Fritter,—frequently absolutely false in scale,—

a

love for surface decoration carried beyond mere
difference of colour into a desire to teaze the
wall areas into broken effects; these and even
stronger specimens of tho art of making a build-

ing busy were practised till it became pretty

certain that the time for change would soon be
at band. When it came, as usual the leaders of

tho revolt were ready and stood out sufficiently

in front of everybody elso, prepared to carry the
old qualities temporarily undervalued into the
supreme place,—to make the contrast as forcible

as possible. Like all revolutionists, they found
that the surest way to make their new position

clear was to go to the other extreme,—or at any
rate as far as they could with show of reason.

It must be confessed that a salutary influence

of this sort was needed, and that features and
qualities may thus be brought into vogue too

long forgotten by those architects who are con-

tent always to be followers of others,—possibly

with benefit to the future of the art at large.

There may be imbibed, and permanent change
effected by means of, the love of the quality of

repose :—the attainment at any price of that
perfect balance and proportion of parts having
which a building can dispense with decoration,

and still retain distinction of character. Further
benefit will probably result from the suggestion
of an increased range for wood construction aud
plaster decoration,—more, one would hope, in the

way of assimilation of the spirit than mere
copyiam of tho general forms and details.

Before attempting, however, a little longer to

peer into the future, a word may be said as to the
interest in things “ old fashioned,”—that has
also a good deal to do with this curious leaning

towards what aforetime waa regarded with a lift-

ing of tho eyebrows. It is necessary to leap back
to the Stuarts before we reach an architecture

with anything of a rust about it, and at the same
time suffloiently notable, for its inherent qualities,

—for fineness and vividness ofsentiment, to make
it interesting. The work that is in this way
nearest to our own time,—most like what our
habits require, which also pliable bat habit-

loving human nature bos accustomed itself to

regard without a sense of dreary strangeness,—
must of necessity possess attractions that,

—

except under strong excitement of personal or
other similar influence, as of eloquent imagina-
tion, or under a stirring of tho sense of nov
experience in one or two highly sensitive minds-
conki not be found in anything belonging to

a more remote antiquity. It is not for Roman
art it would seem in this year of grace
1873 that is conceived the feeling of personal

nearness, of homeliness and thorough compre-
hension which is called up by the Stuart work

;

perhaps far inferior in quality, bub when once
looked to with an open mind very charming
through this sense of ancestral connexion. The
over-looking, the fixing tho eyes on other times

and aims,—which has been hinted at above as

no nnworthy pursuit of pure and perfected

models in the arts,—will account for the fact

that for many a year these unaltered and well-

looked-at productions have never been seen

with the sort of preparation that would allow— or

rather without the sort of antidote that would
deny, this peculiar power of association its full

legitimate iniluenoe. Tho observant Hans
Breitmann, writing of Leyden and its air of sixty

years ago, searched in his noble heart and found

the sentiment :

—

" They may dalk of anciendt hiahdory
Und for romantiach seek,

De ding that mofes moat teeply iah
Old-vashioaed,—not antique.”

All tho above has been said on the assumption
that for no long time,—for no longer, in fact,

than till now,—will the merely imitative phase
last, and impress its peculiarities on modern
work. The stage at which the ready-witted are

learning as quickly as they can to practise a

newly-sanctioned game is never a very interest-

ing one. Apparently all that has been said on
Imitation of the Past, as well as all tho concord

of sentiment about it, proves really of little

avail against the constant action of the forces

that are so certainly making mere eclecticism in

the future a course easy to the consciences

of the easy - going. Perhaps, in truth, this

process, by exhausting the various opportunities

for imitation, is thus clearing the ground for

a more uniform and consistent effort to drop
tho arcbmological manner, and to design simply

at first hand,—disregarding no form that was
used in other days for special purposes, but

using it for any purpose that may seem fit ;

—

disregarding no teaching as to the right end and
means that may be learnt in careful training by
precept and example.
Tho present tendencies of the Gothic Renais-

sance,—seemingly fast winning its way, even if it

bad not already won it in the view of many an
observer even a few years agone,—might well

cause to any one who had nob seen the course of

events in the interval a slight shock of sui’prise.

The pure medievalism of the best dates was
then, by an agreeable fiction, stated to be the

only manner at all suitable for English domestic
and civil buildings. Not by the contests of

sworn foes of the movement,—not as the result

of persuasion from without,—but apparently

as the result of steadily advancing progress

within, has noteworthy change shown itself

in a section of one body of the fighters of the

Battle of the Styles,—and made itself patent to

all. There are Abdiela, it is true, and perhaps
more than just now one is inclined to give credit

for, who do not feel disposed to leave their flag

and amalgamate with their opponents,—who
cling to the cause that has won them personal

hononr, and that, at one time at least, made them
earnest in proportion to the excitement of all

their combative feelings. The manifestation of

a most accommodating willingness to bo on
both sides shown and persisted in by a strong

partisan in the case of the Home and Colonial

OGBcea and tho other buildings of that bulky

pile must have had no small moral effect,

—

towards weakening the spirit of antagonism
and of self-assertion that got from most of

us some reverence,—men are wont to believe in

the believers in themselves,— even if our eyes

were not wilfully kept half closed, so that the
other side might be kept out of view.

Perhaps, after all, however, tho future had
best be loft to work itself fully into form,

before prophets can perform their proper
function, and explain its meaning by the lights

of insight and the past. In such,—iu archi-

tecture as other things, — changing times,

and with such easily changeable materials,

there would be more honest confidence required

than prudent men would like to confess to,

for venturing to outline even the immediate
future of architectural development. It will

bo found, however, a great addition to the com-
fort with which changes are on their appear-

ance viewed to have below the surface of the

thoughts confidence in the now possibilities

lodged iu tho womb of change. The transi-

tional character impressed on our architecture

considered as a whole,—the want of definite

aim (or, at any rate, of the same aims at the
same time),—among the practitioners, might
lead to dissatisfaction, did we not feel that there

is a counteracting influence in the possession of

an honest pride in the subtle minds and trained
' powers of the considerable number of workers
to whom excellence of high kind, even if not the

highest, is possible under such strange calls for

tbeir versatility.

A real belief that good work is a thing con-

fined to no special period of art-historj",—but

found equally in its kind through all the ages, will

prevent any one from indulging a non-catholic

spirit. The recognition of the special charms, and
even the special possible benefits to the art, of

certain new-revived-old features and manners,
will prevent a taint of bitterness mingling with
the cheerful recognition of the inevitable, as
far as to-day is concerned when in this con-

nexion we use the words ,

—

“

The thing that

hath been, it is that which shall be
;
and that

which is done is that which shall be done

:

and there is no new thing under the sun.”

Practical optimism is, after all, the possession of

the impression that things are not violently

different from what personally one would expect

them to be, and that all future movement will

bring things nearer to our wishes. The perfect

art of the future must apparently gain its cha-

racter through the decay of the influence of the
whole past, aud the union from many sources of

forms that have been triumphantly perfected in

different ages and climes, handled with a new
spirit.

Not, however, that one would, even when in

so contented a spirit, pass without notice every-

thing that is inharmonious with such prevalent

couleur de rose. Some constraint must, if neces-

sary, be put on amiability, if only to indicate

one of the little blemishes in this apparently

best possible state. Reverting to tho beginning

of these notes, it will be found that the imitator

is introduced, as the somewhat ridiculous pupil,

aping with imperfect capacities the manners and
performances of a thoroughly capable leader or

master. There is another way of locking at

tho matter, which does not present the injured

follower in quite so innocent an aspect. Instead

of being penetrated with the fine qualities of

his pattern, he, sad to say, actuated by a less

worthy motive than the sense of reverence,

sometimes aims only at a clumsy mechanical

copy of what he found brought into visible form

through the real talents, the learning, and hard

work,—the genius, it may be,—of another. It

should be considered out of the way, instead of

being quoted as an average proceeding, fur an
architect to convey his design into his capable

assistant’s pencil by the use of the magical

formula, “ Make some sketches in the X Y
style.” X Y is not an algebraical quantity,

though, of course, an unknown one as far as

information is derivable through these lines.

He is, however, really a well-known and popular
architect, with some "debased” sympathies;
and a large part of his success with apparently

untractable materials is due to his personal

power, which is so marked that no one would
rank him as a mero imitator even when the

sources could be traced from which he had
drawn suggestions. Less skilful and less trained

hands, coolly copying at once these special de-

signs, with no thought of the preliminary

acquisition of a right to " convey,” will vulgarise

the peculiar forms, and drive away the spirit of

delight in them. Cannot each man’s special

hunting - gronnd be left mainly to himself,

especially when he has won his way to it by some-
thing far more his own than even Ancient Pisrol’a

useful moral axiom,— Steal! fob ! a fico for the

phrase” ? Cannot it be hinted also to tho less

accomplished, as we are talking of corantoa

danced on horseback, that they should make
themselves aware of tho small amount of dignity,

and the many chances of tumbling that may fall

to the lot of those not truly to the manner
born ?

THE "PRINCIPLES” OF ARCHITECTURE.
I.v the course of a discussion which followed

the reading of the Presidential address at the

opening meeting of the Institute of Architects

last week, the Marquis of Westminster took
occasion to lament the obstacles to tho proirrcss

and advancement of architecture ocoa.sioned by
the ignorance and indifference of tho general
public on the subject, and urged among possible

remedies for this state of things that "some
knowledge of the principles of architecMiro

should form part of the education of our public

schools.” We have too often called for some
more definite and distinct recognition of archi-

tecture among the subjects comprised in higlicr

education than is at present obtained, to be sup-
posed to be at all lukewarm in regard to such a
subject. But the suggestion of instruction in

"the principles of architecture” induces tho
reflection, what are those principles, and in wh.it

tangible form and under the sanction of what
authorities could they be crystallised “ for tlie

use of schools,” as the title-pages of the Latin

and Greek exercise-books have it.

The question really is not quite so easily answcretl
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as miglit at first bo supposed. Toteacb abstract

principles of a practical art to those who are

not intending to practise it is a somewhat vague
and indeterminato undertaking in most cases,

and would certainly not prove least so in regard

to architecture. One might, no doubt, teach

some very definite principles, if wo could make
up our minds which to select. We might give

test-books of the venerable and revered “ five

orders,” with tbeir p'oportions in modules and
intercolumniations

;
aud i« did happen to us

to discover not long since, on the counter of a

"repository of arts,” a small new book of odu-

cational diagrams and de-scriptions with this

very object, and which affected us much as

the aspect of a rc-animated mummy might be
supposed to do. Or we might back the " Seven
Periods of Gothic Architecture,” stifling a kind
of discomforting conviction that these respect-

able divisions of the study were destined to
follow their five brethren of the elder branch of

the architectural pedigree. Or should wo rather
strive to inculcate, in comprehensible words,
that habitude of design which is now vaguely
called " Gothic feeling,” and which appears, with
those who most delight in the term, to signify

in the main the rednctiou of everything, from
the town-hall to the lodge, to as nearly as pos-
sible the likeness of a bai*n ? Or, if none of

these are catholic enough, by what end are wo
to get secure hold of our principles, so as to

apply them successfully to the enlightenment of

the British schoolboy ?

The fact is that " principles ” is a vague
expression, and if we attempt to define what is

really meant by it in this case, or to find a
definite meauiug for “principles of architoctnre,”

it will appear that for educational purposes this

can scarcely bo done in any concrete form.

What we really think of as principles of archi-

tecture are those general views of the relation

between design and utility, and between design
and material, which arise irpon an intelligent

study of tho best styles of architecture, com-
bined with the practical working out of now
structures. It is really impossible to tabulate

these for a scholar, and to put a theoretical

student of architecture on the same footing, in

regard to the comprehension of the art, with a
practical one. Nor is tho fact that this is so any
di8paragi='raent to architecture, as inferring it to

he a study with no real definitions or boundaries.
We do not start with the idea of principles

in other branches of education. We do not
teach a boy tho principles of Latin poetry,

but we teach him to read Horace. We do nob
introduce tho study of drawing or music into our
schools by teaching their *' principles.” We
teach a boy to draw by placing examples before

him, and enoouraging him to study and copy,

either from nature or from other drawings. And
most painters would be very much at a loss if

they were asked to define tho principles of their

art. Such principles as these are, applicable to

painting in general, are apprehended through
tlie study of various schools of painting com-
bined with the practical study of the method of

delineation. In short, what is wanted in a

general educational system is a study not of such

vague generalities as principles must result in,

but of the liKiforij of tho art, combined with

some knowledge of its practical problems
j
and

it is quite possible this is what tho marquis

intended to ask for. Tho theory of architecture

unfolds itself on a study of the history of its

principal phase's, and the manner in which one

was devoioped out of another (a study which
may he very much facilitated, no doubt, by an
able concurrent criticism), and on a knowledge,

combined with tho historic study, of the prin-

C’pal mechanical problems involved in construc-

tion with various materials. The relation of

design to material becomes almost self-evident

when tho iiistory and the mechanics of archi-

tecture are studied in referenae to one another.

dio " history of architecture,” then, it is,

rather than tho “ principles of architecture,”

wbicb ahould form a part in the curriculum of
schools and colleges : and thereby will the prin-

ciples become evident for those who have the
faculty of comprehending such things

;
and for

those who have not, teaching of any kind is use-

less in matters of this nature. Bat the faculty

of c.omprehension in regard to the forms of art

exprn.ssion may to a great extent be developed

by tho study of their productions historically :

and u better security for a wide eclecticism (the

true de-iderutum for the amateur) is secured by
this moans than by any formal attempt at

inculcating " principles.” Thore is but too

much danger of teachers mistaking their own

predilections, or those of a sect to which they
have given their adherence, for immutable and
incontrovertible principles. Historidal study
precludes, or at least offers the best antidote to,

this kind of bias ; for if the historical facts given
aro mainly true, and their bearing be rightly
apprehended, the "principles” may bo trusted
to take care of themselves. Nevertheless, we are
equally obliged to the Marquis of Westminster
for the tendency of his remarks.

THE "CRITERION,” PICCADILLY.
Ix our volume for 1871 we published the

selected design for this building, and plans of
the principal stories.* Previously in the same
volume (p. 220) we had given some particulai’S

of tho competition in which the design (by Mr.
Thomas Verity) had been chosen. In July of

that year the tender of Messrs. Hill, Keddell, &
Waldram, for the basement and works to party,
walls (7,995L), was accepted, and on Saturday
last, the building, to all intents and purposes
finished, was inspected by a large number of

liersons invited by the proprietors. No one who
has seen it and knows anything of such matters
will be disposed to deny that a very large
amount of work has been done in the time,
especially when tho underground difficulties and
the legal obstructions, touching light, air, and
party-walls, are remembered. Messrs. George
Smith & Co. aro the contractors, Mr. Chaney
being their foreman of works. Mr. Bare was
the arobitoct’s clerk of works. The sum origi-

nally named for the cost, exclusive of decora-
tions and fittings, was 20,0001., afterwards raised
to 25,0001. Tho sum spent, it has been stated
by tlie proprietors, is over 80,0001.

We repeat some of the descriptive particulars.

The Ticcadilly fa(jad6 is of Portland atone, in

the style of the French Renaissance, and is

divided into centre and wings
;

tho principal

feature, and a fine one, being the deeply-recessed
arched doorway, which rises through two floors,

and is 16 ft. wide. This archway is filled in with
glazed framing supported by two pairs of bronze
columns (modelled by Mr. Kremer, and cast by
Messrs. Masefield & Co.). The^side entrances
lead respectively to the luncheon buffet on the
left, and the theatre on the right, and are deco-
rated on front and reveals, with figure-aubjects
of an appropriate character in high relief. Placed
in niches on the next story are four figures, 6 ft.

in height, representing the seasons. The range
of windows on tho upper floor, which light the
grand hall, ai'O also decorated with sculpture in
the spandrels. Tho whole of this acnlpturo has
been exceedingly well executed by Mr. Ed. W.
Wyon.
Above the main cornice is an attic, which

marks the position of tho dome in the great hall,

and surmounting tho whole is a Mansard roof.

The Jermyn-street front is executed in brick,

with Portland stone dressings, with the excep-
tion of the ground floor, where the external wall
for part of its length is supported by detached
granite piers, while another wall, faced with
terra-cotta, is built about 5 ft. back, to form an
area for the purpose of lighting the basements.
The entrance to the building on this side is by
an arched doorway, flanked by granite piers,

leading to a small vestibule which communicates
with a staircase, and gives access to all parts of
the building.

The kitchens and serving-rooms are over each
other, and situated in the centre of the building,

immediatelyundertho dining-rooms, for economy
of service. The retiring-rooms, again, form a
distinct block, with the exception of the ladies’

room, where their convenience and privacy have
been tho first consideration, and where every
requisite has been provided for their comfort.

The decoration shows a very large use of hand-
painted glazed tiles, effectively arranged. These
aud other painted decorations have been exeouted
by Messrs. Simpson. The figure-subjects were
painted by Mr. A. S. Coke.
From the central vestibule access is obtained

to the dining-saloon on tho right hand, 80 ft. by
an average width of 27 ft. ; and on the left to the
refreshment buffet, at tho south end of which is

the smoking divan.

The grand staircase gives access to the ball-

room, through a vestibule. The ball-room, 80 ft.

long by 50 ft. wide, and 35 ft. high, occupies tho
whole width of the building fronting Piccadilly,

and is lighted by a range of windows on the
north side, and a dome, 25 ft. in diameter, in the

• Vol. xzix., pp. 626, 537,

centre of the ceiling. The decoration of this
great room seems to us less successful than that
of some other parts. Near this is tho ball
supper-room.
Tho floor above is devoted entirely to culinary

purposes, and here Messrs. Benham & Sons,
Wigmove . street, have well fitted up three
distinct kitchens, each with its serving-room,
larder, vegetable kitchen, and scullery.

Descending again to Piccadilly, on the right
hand is tho entrance to the balcony and orchestra
stalls of the theatre, by a staircase decorated
with painted tiles and mirrors. The theatre,
which is all below ground, will aocommodate
about 800 persons. The decorations are white,
blue, and gold, and the general effect elegant.
The entrance to the amphitheatre stalls and

parterre is from Jornryn-street
;
and here, too, is

the entrance to what is called the Grill-room for
chops and joints for hasty visitor.s

Warming and ventilation are to be effected by
forcing air through channels in which are placed
hot-water coils

;
these channels communicate

with flues in the walls, and by means of these
flues the air is to be distributed to all the rooms,
thereby ensuring an equal temperature all over
the building. Mr. W. W. Phipson, C.E., has
superintended this part of the work, and by-
and-by we may be able to teat the efficiency of
the arrangements.
The engine and boiler room is on the lower

basement.
Let us add that the fireproof construction

throughout is by Dennett & Co.; the water
supply, hydraulic lifts, pumps, &c., are by Turner
& Co. ; aud the marble mosaic floors by Burke &
Co. ; the parquetry floors are by Arrowsmith,
Steinitz, Opponheimer, and Davenport; the gas-
fittings by Verity & Sons

;
the lavatories and

sanitary fittings, by Geo. Jennings & Co. ; the
ornamental ironwork is by Durenno, of Paris,
Maofarlane & Co., and Hodkinson & Co. ; and
the furnitnre by Sexton. The stage was fitted

up by Grieve & Son.
The original design, as shown by our engra-

ving, has been for tho most part adhered to

:

where change has boon made in some of the
details, it is not an improvement; ns, for ex-
ample, the substitution of upright panelling for
reclining figures in tho spandrels of the great
central archway.

THE NATIONAL ARMOURY.
Rorert, Baron Zouche, who died at Parham

Park, Pulborough, Sussex, on the 2nd of August,
gives permission to his son in his will, just now
proved, to sell liis collection of ancient arms and
armour, the first offer to be made to the Tower
of London. The collection includes, if we
remember rightly, some interesting specimens.
Who is there at the Tower wich knowledge and
authority to act rightly and wisely in snob a
case ? We have strong reason for believing the
answer must be,—No one

;
and that the national

collection, which ought to be carefully tended and
perfected on all available occasions, is still

discreditably neglected. If this occurs under a
Prime Minister like Mr. Gladstone, who is known
to have a feeling for history, antiquarian associa-
tions, aud art progress, in what quarter can wo
look with a hope for better things ? The price-
less memorials in the Tower are still treated
simply as " stores,” and are exposed to such
dangers from fire, water, and ignorance as the
most ordinary stores would scarcely be sub-
jected to by wise managers; and all this, too,

while it brings money enough of itself to set

everything right.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
lx the report which has just been published,

the council say the subscribers to the institution

may rest assured that their support is accorded
in aid of a great and thoroughly useful work,
which has culminated in the successful establish-

ment of classes for modelling and drawing. To
start these, Messrs. Brindley and Rodfern volun-

teered tbeir aid, and Mr. Francis Child has kindly
given his services as honorary secretary of the

classes.

From a report presented by him to the council

in May last, it appeared that as many as sixty

art-workmen had paid the entrance-fea of 23. 6d.,

and had attended the classes as frequently as

the constant removals incident to a change in

their working localities would permit.
“ It may safely be asserted that never until now
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has 80 largo a number of honi-fide art-workmen
been brought together under the beneficial in-
fluence of so fine a collection of objects of study
for the purpose of receiving instruction of the
highest order in the very detail of their orafb,
and for so insignificant a payment as 6d. per
week.
These remarks bring the council to another

important and equally practical subject,

—

i.e.,

the provision of an annual income sufficient for
the engagement of a paid instructor, now that
the classes, by the self-sacrifice for a period of
six months on the part of the gentlemen above-
named, have been successfully inaugurated.”
A fair number of students have, wo believe,

presented themselves for the present session.

"HOMES IN nOMERTON.”
Oua remarks under this heading have been

received by the local press in a proper spirit.
The Hackney Express, on reprinting the ai-ticle,

writes,

—

"An article in another column presents in forcible
terms some phases of the sanitary and social condition of
Homerton. In reproducing it in our eolumus, we wish
particularly to impress the matter upon the attention of
the Hackney authoritie.s, especially so in reference to the
medical oUicor and the sanitary stall'. Homerton is
indeed a neglected part of the parish, and one which has
not yet received a fair share of attention. It requires a
good deal of ‘opening up,' and ofl'ers a wide fieldfor such
as give their attention to street improreraents. As to its
social condition, an old inhabitant declares to us that it
is one of the most barbarons districts on the face of the
earth. ‘ Talk of wild Caflirs and Red Indians,’ says he

;why, the purlieus of Homerton will produce far worse
specimens of humanity. These are the heathens who
want Christianising,' Possibly our friend’s estimate is
•rather extreme

;
but there can be no doubt that the

district would boar a good deal of attention. We shall
probably have more to say upon the matter."

Ifc is to bo hoped the matter will not end with
talking :. endeavours should at once be made to
remove some of the evils complained of, and
alleviate the present condition of things.

SANITARY ADMINISTRATTON.
At the South-Western Poor-law Conference,

held at E.xeter, on the 21st ulb., Dr. Ackland, of
Oxford, read a paper on this subject, in course
of which he said,—If wo wore to listen to the
criticisms which are made in various quarters,
wo might imagine that the arrangements for
public health in England are the worst, the laws
the most mischievous, and the administration
the most benighted. Probably the fact is that
public health administration is more advanced
in England than in any other country, and that
the sanitary laws are more intelligently progres-
sive now than at any previous period of history.
Nevertheless, it must be owned that under the
most favourable aspect there remains much to
bo done

; there are blots to be removed, anoma-
lies to be rectified, irregularities to be cor-
rectod, additional powers to be obtained
The Sanitary Acts of 1871 and 1872 appear
to me to have taken the course best calculated
for a speedy solution of most of the questions.
1. They have adopted the principle of having
one central sanitary authority, under one C.abinet
Minister, thereby terminating the conflict of
independent departments in London. 2. They
have placed every spot in the country under one
authority, and only one. 3. They have required
the appointment of an inspector of nuisances
and a medical officer of health for every district
in the country. 4. They have given power to
the central authority to appoint, as they are
required, with the sanction of the Treasury,
whatever number of experts in any subject^
matter the Board may find to be necessary.
But the Acts have not done certain things.
They have not required that old administrative
areas shall be compulsorily broken np, without
experience as to what areas are the best for
a permanence. Nor that existing counties or
unions should bo Forced to appoint sanitary
officers with special qualifications to discharge
duties whose very nature is uucertain. Nor
that the offices created as being the beat under
existing and transitional circumstances should
•be permanently maintained after experience shall
'have shown that some other are better suited
for the permanent Public Health organisation
-of the kingdom. The efforts which the guardians
throughout the country have been makini^ in
the last year will throw light on the real wants
of the country, will have educated themselves to
an understanding of those wants, and will, I
make no doubt, result in a most intelligent
public opinion, as to what, apart from all theory

and fancy, will conduce to the physical well-
being of the people. I am not prepared to say
as yet the task is accomplished.

The Sanitary Commission having made care-
ful inquiries into the arrangements of the various
public departments, and having taken into
consideration the great number of inspectors
already employed by the Central Government,
determined to nse, as far as was consistent with
efficiency, the extensive medical organisation of
the Poor Law Board. The President of the
Local Government Board starts, therefore, with
the whole Medical Staff of the Privy Council,
the Inspectorate of the Poor Law, the legal
advisers of more than 600 unions, and about
4,000 medical practitioners. This was fairly
described as “ a big Health Army.” The fitness
of the agents hero enumerated, and the com-
pleteness or incompleteness of their organisation
will be more fully appreciated if it is borne in
mind what departments are compr^ed neces-
sarily in the office of the Health Minister.
There are at least si.x—Legal, Medical, Statis-
tical, Engineering, Believing Destitution, Parlia-
mentary. Under each of these six distinct
departments there are subjects to be considered
too numerous for even recital on this occasion.

SANITARY REPORT ON SOUTHWARK.
The annual report of Dr, H. Bateson, the

medical officer of health for the parish of St.
George the Martyr, Southwark, for 1873, has
been issued in a printed form.

^

The officer of health congratulates the autho-
rities that they have got rid of one pest, the
small-pox, which has been epidemic for two or
three years, and have not, as yet at least, had
any other inflated on them. The Public Health
Bill, he considers, bears traces of the results of
much labour and thought, and shows that the
Government is no longer heedless of the health
and comfort of the people. Still there is much
in the passing of it, he thinks, to abate one’s
ardour in its favour. The Adulteration Act is
next alluded to, as a groat desideratum, adiil-
teration having reached a most shameful extent,
injuring alike the health of the purchaser and
the morals of the seller.

On the subject of fever in the abstract as a
possible epidemic. Dr. Bateson says :

—
“In like manner as I brought before you the

destructive powers of small-pox when uninter-
fered with by vaccination, so I will place before
you fever as it rages in localities where sanitary
measures are neglected. In the beginning Jof
the year 1871 fever was epidemic at Buenos
Ayres, the effecis of which were similar to those
of the plague in London, only that the mortality
was actually higher. It commenced in the low
and thickly peopled districts. It spread rapidly
and with ever increasing virulence. Through
the hot months of February and March the
death list grew longer and more sad, till

early in April the climax was reached, for
in one day there were 700 deaths out of
a population (reduced by flight and death
from 200.000) of 70,000. By the middle
of April, not more than 30,000 were left in the
city : of this number it was calculated that 7,000
were ill of the fever, and there were still 300
deaths occurring daily This city of
200,000 souls was without a drain. Cesspools
were dug in the courtyard of every house,
through the soil until water appeared, the depth
of which averaged about 26 ft. This filled,
another was dug close by, and so the process
went on. The water was drawn from wells into
which the cesspools drained (A. D. Carlisle, BA.).
Means more fitted to bring about these terrible
results could not have been adopted. The mere
money loss from this epidemic would have
built a city of marble, and with such sanitary
appliances as the world must wait long centui'ies
to see.”

New Masonic Hall, Derby.—This buildiiu^
IS being rapidly erected in Gower-street. On
Saturday last the trustees placed a memorial
tablet m the banqueting-room. This ceremony
was performed by Bro. J. Smith, P.P.G.J.W,
the Mayor of Derby, Chairman of the Trustees.
The stone was engraved and tbe initials painted
in, and It is a permanent record of the originators
and trustees of the enterprise. The mayor
hospitably entertained the trustees, arc'itect,
and builder, at dinner. The mayor has been a
large donor to this new institution in Derby and
contributed 400J. towards the building fund.

SANITARY IMPROVEMENTS AT
STRATFORD-ON-AVON.

At the Leamington meeting of the Municipal
Surveyors’ Association, already mentioned,
Mr. T. T. Allen, borough surveyor, Stratford-on-
Avon, read a paper on sanitary improvements
in that town. Premising that the town was
well known throughout the civilised world as
the birthplace, the grave, and the home of
Shakspeare, he remarked that it was a very-
ancient town, and had been traced to a period
of 300 years before the Norman conquest

; and
it derived its name from being on tbe great
north road from London to Birmingham, which
passed straight through a wide part of the river
Avon close to the town. Soon after the passim^
of the Public Health Act of 18iS, and mainly
through the exertions (and in the face of much
opposition) of the late Dr. Thomson, a name
well known in Leamington, who was then a re-
sident at Stratford-on-Avon, after stating the
various improvements which had been effected,
he mentioned that Mr. Knott, the district audi-
tor, at the last audit of the Local Board accounts,
said that ho did not know any town where so
many improvements (considering the size of the
town) had been carried out, at so moderate an
outlay as at Stratford-on-Avon. A system of
sewerage and main draimage had been earned
out, and the whole of the private property
throughout the town connected with the sewers.
The outfall sewer at present conveys the sewage
into the river Avon, at a considerable distance
below the town, and, as the population was
small, this did not cause much pollution of the
stream. This, however, would not long be con-
tinued, as the Local Board were anxious to
obtain the best information as to the disposal of
the sewage of towns, and the most economical
and least offensive method of dealing with tbe
matter, on which there are so many conflicting
and opposite opinions at the present time. The
attention of tiie Board had recently been directed
to the surface repairs of streets, which he con-
sidered might well be classed as sanitary im-
provements. Within the past five years the
Board had newly paveiJ nearly every street in
the town, and had expended about 5,5001. on the
work. The main streets had the footpaths laid
with York stone, and the others with the best of
tbe old paving stone and blue bricks. The re-
sult had been that the appearance of the town
had been greatly improved, and from being one
of the untidiest it was now one of the cleanest
in the kingdom.

ST. MARY’S CHURCH, NUN-MONKTON,
YORKSHIRE.

This Interesting church, after being closed for
two years, was re-opeued on the 16th October,
with great ceremony, by the Bishop of Ripon,
accompanied by the Dean of York, and about
thirty of the clergy of the diocese.

It was built in the twelfth century as a church
for a Priory of Benedictine nuns, and was
endowed by William de Arches in tbe reign of
Stephen, a descendant of Osbern, to whom the
Conqueror granted the estate. The names of
some of the prioresses are recorded down to
Johanna, the last, who surrendered the priory to
Henry VIII. ; from which time to the present
this ancient and venerable ohurch has suffered
varioustlegrees of neg'eot and injury.

In 1869 Mr. Cranball, the patron of the living
and occupant of the adjoining mansion, pulled
down and rebuilt the offices which occupied the
site of the chancel, at a cost of 1,300L, and soon
after the new ohancel was commenced. Most
fortunately, the wall that ffn-med the eastern
end of the reformed chnrch had buried, and
thus preserved the rich fragment of what was
evidently the beginning of f-e choir, showino-
great variation in detail from the rest of the
gallery. This has been carefully followed. Two
windows were continued on the north side, anti
one on the south, and the gallery carried all
round the building. Below, on the north side,
an organ.chamber is obtained, opening into tl e
church by an arcade of three arches, with clns-
tered shafts of polished granite. With the
organ.chamber is connected the vestrv, under
which is tbe warming-chamber. The'se addi.
tions are contrived so as not to block up any
window, or otherwise impair the continuity o’f
the triforium gallery. On the north sid* also is
the credence-table

j on the south, the fi-agraeut
of the deeply-reoessed Norman door baa been
carefully followed, and the door now giv-s access
to the chancel. Within the sacrarium are placed
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the sedilia, ia three conipartraents, and the

piscina.

The east wall, and part of the others, have,

owing to the existence of cellars, been carried

down to a depth of 11 ft. belo%v the nave floor.

The east wall is 1 ft. G in. thick, the others 4 ft.

above the plinth. The three-light window

corresponds,—with somewhat richer details,

with the exquisite window of the west front,

externallj.

Internally the east wall exhibits an open

arcade of five open lancet arches, rising with the

gable, the three centre ones being opposite the

east window. The openings of the arcade have

massive and deeply-recessed jambs, with shafts

in two orders, of polished Frosterly marble, with

the dog-tooth enrichment that characterises the

west windows very freely introduced.

The reredos, which is lofty and prominent, is

of Caen stone, in five compartments. The

centre one, of greater width and height, has a

cinquefoil-headed arch. The side compartments

have a trefoil-headed arch. They are divided by

clustered shafts of polislied serpentine marble.

The chancel, which is 33 ft. deep and 27 ft.

wide, has two rows of seats on each side, and

reading-desks for the clergy and choir.

The nave, which is 50 ft. 7 in long, is separated

from the choir by alow stone screen or septum,

pierced with cinquefoil openings, with gates of

ornamental ironwork. There are two rows of

seats, of oak, which are all free and open. The
centre passage, 7 ft. wide, is laid with Godwin’s

tiles, of a plainer pattern, with square panels of

stone let in at intervals, to indicate the position

of former monuments. The brasses and other

monuments of no great interest have been pre-

served and refixed, and two monumental slabs

fonnd below the floor, with foliated crosses

incised, have been placed on end at the west of

the chnrch.

The whole of the inside of the church has a

layer of concrete, 1 ft. thick, spread over it.

While sinking for this another base moulding

was discovered to the piers, showing the floor to

he about 5 in. below the existing one. This

ancient level has been preserved, though it

entailed a step down at the west door. This

doorway has been inclosed with oak framing and
inner folding doors provided, and over it is an

open oak singing-gallery corbelled out to obtain

space, which is somewhat contracted for the

singers.

The restoration generally has been carried out

by Messrs. Weatherley & Eymer, builders, of

York, and their foreman Mr. Plows, under the

superintendence of Mr. John W. Walton, of

London, architect. The reredos'and pulpit were

executed by Mr. Beall, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

who also completed the whole of the carving to

the church.

The enlarged building is intended to provide

accommodation for 217 persons, being an in-

crease of ninety over the former building. The
cost, including the painted windows, has been

about 5,000Z.

MEMORIAL SCHOOLS FOR BRIGHTON.

The foundation-stone of Schools to be erected,

by the congregation of St. Margaret’s Church,

to the memory of the late Rev. Edmund Clay

Las been laid. The design for the schools (which

arc situated in Queensberry-street, facing west,

towards Regency-square), was chosen from

twenty in a competition confined to Brighton

and Hove architects; the selection being made
by the Memorial Fund Committee, assisted by
Mr. G. G. Scott. It is by Mr. George Tuppen,
of Brighton, and consists of two schools,—one

above the other,—-with a covered playground in

the basement, 31 ft. by 28 ft. The front eleva-

tion ia in the Gothic style of architecture, and
each floor is lighted by three bay mullion and
transom windows, with moulded arches ;

the

centre one having three lights, and the window
on each side two lights. The windows on each
floor are immediately over one another, and cor-

respond in every particular, with the exception

of the centre window on the upper floor being
higher, and having tracery iu the head. The
division between the two floors is marked by a

moulded brick cornice and stone fascia (3 ft. 6 in.

deep), in which is cut the inscription, “Edmund
Clay Memorial Schools”; the cornice and fascia

being continued over the entrance portion of the

building, which is lower than the schools proper,

and covered with a flat, finished by a parapet.

Ttie entrance, which is on the south of tlie

schools (but also facing west), has two doors
1

divided by a lancet-shaped window; and it is

beneath this window that the memorial-stone is

placed.

In the gable is a three-centre ventilator, sur-

mounted by a bell-tower. The front of the

building will be red kiln bricks, with Portland

stone mullion and dressings, and a continuous

label moulding running over the arches of the

windows on the second floor. The first floor is

intended for the infants’ school, 37 ft. 6 in. by

34 ft., to accommodate 150 children
;

and a

class-room in connexion with it, 34 ft. by 12 ft.,

will be for fifty little boys
;

the second floor

being set apart for the girls’ school, 51 ft. by

34 ft., capable of accommodating 200.

The contractor is Mr. Bruton, of Brighton.

The Industrial Girls’ School (adjoiuiug tho Me-

morial Schools on the north) will be used as a

school for boys, thus concentrating the whole of

the educational institutions in connexion with

St. Margaret’s Church.

SCHOOL-BOARD SCHOOLS FOR LONDON.

The new schools in Essex-streot, Globe-roacl,

Mile-end, were opened on Monday in last week.

They provide accommodation for 1,137 children.

The infants’ school and class-rooms are detached,

and an old building has been partially utilised

for them. The junior and senior boys and girls’

schools, with the accompanying class-rooms, are

on the first and second floors of the new block,

the ground-floor portion forming a covered play-

ground. Rooms are provided for the masters

and mistresses, and one for the managers. There

is also a room specially designed to bo used for

drawing-classes.

The whole of the building is heated by hot

water.

Messrs. Cooke & Green, of Napier Works,

Blackfriars, are the builders, and the bot-waber

apparatus has been fitted up by Mr. H. Watts,

of St. John-street, Smithfield.

Mr. A. G. Hennell is the architect.

A Board school has been formally opened in

Hamond-square, Hoxton. The school stands in

the centre of a very populous and poor neigh,

bourhood, and is constructed to accommodate
375 boys, 388 girls, and 376 infants, making a

total of 1,139 children. The rooms are spacious

and well ventilated, and one novel feature is a

covered playground for the girls, on the roof,

and of a height of 41 ft. from the ground. This

arrangement enables the children to breathe

comparatively fresh air. The building was
designed and carried out under the snperin-

tendence of Mr. E. R. Robson, the architect to

the Board. The total cost of the building was
about 6,144Z.

At tho last meeting of the Board, Mr. C.

Reed, M.P., called attention to the satis,

factory paragraph in the finance committee’s

report relative to the statement of the architect

of the Government that the Board’s estimates

were very moderate, being at the rate of lOZ.

per head, or considerably less than in most other

towns. The Rev. J. Rodgers asked whether

;

that snm included the site. The Chairman said

not the site, but the fittings. Mr. Freeman said,

leaving out the fittings, the building and site

would be about ten guineas. Jlr. Reed said the

aim of the works committee had been to produce

the simple building at a cost of 71. 10s.

SCHOOL BOARD SCHOOLS.

Diss .—The chairman, at a recent meeting of

the Local Board, stated that Mr. Henry Angold
was requested to produce some pencil sketches

of new buildings required, and four plans were
placed before the Board. These plans were
looked into, and after necessary consultation,

No. 4 was decided on. It was also considered

that tho present stoves were very expensive,

and that it was desirable before erecting tho

new buildings to kuow the most economical and
yet most efiective way of warming the schools,

and it was suggested the Rev. Mr. Moule’s

system be ascertained, and probable cost of

same. It was agreed that ilr. Angold should

proceed with No. 4 plan, according to the re-

quirements, and to get some information as to

the mode of warming the buildings.

Middlesbrough.—Mr. Isaac Wilson, J.P., of Nun-
thorpe Hall, baa opened tho first schools (in Fleet-

man street), erected by the Middlesbrough School

Board. Mr. Wilson said he considered this

event a new and important era in the applica-

tion of the Education Act in Middlesbrough.

These schools were capable of accommodating
800 children, and altogether the Board was at

present providing for 2,800 scholars. Although

this was the first school they had erected, they

had not been idle, for they had now 900 or

1,000 children attending their schools. The
Government ordered them to provide accommo-
dation for 3,000 children, but they must nob

forget that tho town was increasing, and by
the time their schools were ready they would

have an extra 3,000 to provide for. lie then

declared tho schools open.

Devonport .—The Devonport School Board, on

6th inst., formally opened the first of four new
schools being built by them iu the borough in

compliance with the erders of the Education

Department, viz., the Ford Schools. The schools

are in the Gothic style, and consist of three

departments—boys, girls, and infants. The
boys’ and girls’ departments face Cambridge,

road, the former on the ground floor, the girls

^uth a similar arrangement above them. Each
consists of a large room, 45 ft. by 20 ft., and four

class-rooms, each 18 ft. by 15 ft. Surmounting
the boys’ porch is a bell-turret with spire 10 ft.

high, and giving also accommodation for a clock.

The infanta’ department, facing Melville-road,

comprises a large room, 75 ft. by 20 ft., and two
class-rooms. The rooms are heated by open

fire-places, and are well lighted and ventilated.

Ample lavatories and offices are attached to each

department. The schools are erected from

designs of Mr. John Chudleigh, jun., of Newton
Abbot, by Mr. N. R. Yerren, of Plymouth. The
Education Department on the 30th of January,

1872, communicated their opinion to this Board

that accommodation was required for 2,750

children. The Board have accordingly taken

steps to meet the requirement of the Depart-

ment in the erection of the following schools,

which will provide accommodation for 2,529

children, viz. :

—

Boys. Girls. Infuuta. Tl.

Ford.
Architect, Mr. Ctiudlei{;li ;

con.
tractor, Mr. Verren 193

Moriee Town.
Architects, Messrs. Dwelley &
Sons

;
contractors, Messrs,

HodjieA Martin 2t0
Cherry Qardcn-etreet.

Architect, Mr. C. Clitton
;

con-
tractor, Mr. Trevena 210

Stoke.
Architects, Messrs. Moorshead &
Ching; contractor, Mr. Finch... 190

193 225 609

210 210 729

180 210 669

180 180 510

TheBoard invited public competition for the plans

of the different schools, and those selected have

been approved of by the Edneation Department.
The lowest tenders for the erection of the build-

ings have in all cases been accepted ;
and the

ascertained outlay under this head, including-

cost of sites, school fittings, &c., will be aa

follows :

—

£ £. 3. d.

Ford Schools 2,904 or -1 15 4 per head,
Morica Town Schools 3,793 or 6 5 -1 ,,

CherryQarden-streetSchools 3,190 or 4 16 8 „
Stoke Schools 3,483 or 6 9 0 ,,

Total £13,374

giving a general average of cost per head of
5Z. 63 . 7d. The Morice-town and Cherry-garden-
street Schools will bo completed in February
next, and Stoke Schools on or about August Ist

next. The Public Works Loan Commissioners
have agreed to advance in loan 13,374Z., repay-

able with interest at 3^ per cent, at the end of
fifty years. The annual charge on tho school

fund in the repayment of the principal and
interest of this advance when completed will be
568Z. 7s. 7d. per annum, or Ijj-d. in the pound on
the rateable value of the pariah.

Liverpool.—The School Board of Liverpool

is working actively in the erection of new
schools for that town. At the meeting of

the local body on Monday last, the proceed-

ings of tho Sites and Buildiug Committee in-

eluded a recommendation (which was adopted),

that the tender of Messrs. Holme & Nicol,

amounting to 8,700Z., for the erection of schools

in Beaufort-etreet, should be accepted. Upon
this Mr. Pooley asked how many schools re-

mained to be erected to meet the requirements

of the Education Department. In reply, Mr.

Roberts stated that they would have yet to buy
land and build schools to accommodate as many
as 16,000 children.

An Architect-Mayor.—Mr. Alfred Norman,
architect, has been elected Mayor of Devonport.

Mr. Norman is joint architect with Mr. Hine for

the new Guildhall, Plymouth,
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THE CONSTRUCTION OP
PUBLIC ABATTOIRS IN LONDON.

A GOOD deal of evidence was given with refer-

ence to this subject before a select committee of

the House of Commons, which recently held an
inquiry as to certain provisions of the Metro-
politan Building Act of 1844. The evidence of

Ifr. Thomas K-udkin is of interest. With regard

to the construction of abattoirs within the limits

of the metropolitan district, he suggested that

there should be about ten in number. There
would be one at the Copenhagen Cattle Market

;

one at Deptford, which would have to be enlarged

.and improved ; the third one would be near the

Great Eastern Goods Station, this neighbour-
hood being a very poor one, and the houses
small; the fourth would be near the Hackney
Station; the fifth, near Bow Common; while

others would be at the Bricklayers’ Arms Station,

on the Surrey side of the river
;
at the Battersea-

road, near the London Gas Works ; on some open
land near the Westminster Workhouse

;
in the

roar of the Great Western Station at Paddington

;

and the tenth, near the Camden-town Goods
Station. He had visited the whole of these

sites, and found amply sufficient open space
near to each of them for the construction of

slaughter-houses, without, in his judgment, any
detriment to the surrounding neighbourhood.
His idea was that these sites should be pur-
chased by rates collected from the metropolitan
inhabitants, and that public abattoirs should be
constructed thereon. They should be under the
control of the Metropolitan Board of Works, if

they would undertake it
;

if not, the Corporation
of London might possibly be asked to do so.

Witli regard to the expense of the construction

of these abattoirs, he had no hesitation in saying
that they would very well pay for the outlay.

He estimated the cost of construction for the
ten at 200,0001. His notion of an abattoir was
that it should be constructed by public authority,

and be their property
;
that the tenants should

pay rent to the public authority, and that it

should include an ample water-supply, both hot
and cold, and every expense, except gas. As
to the area the abattoirs would cover, ho calcu-

lated it an acre or an acre and a half. There
was no necessity for there being a very great
distance between them and the neighbouring
houses, as there need not be much nuisance. Ho
thought that the sites he had mentioned could

be easily purchased for the purpose of building
the abattoirs.

Dr. Letheby was examined upon the same
subject, and expressed the opinion that it was
desirable to establish fixed and properly-regnlatod

abattoirs round London in proper localities, and
that these should be well looked after in a
sanitary point of view. The present system
of slaughter-houses he described as a great
nuisance,—such a nuisance as ought not to be
tolerated in this metropolis, and, he believed,

would not be tolerated in any other large city in

Europe.
Lieut. -Col. Hogg, chairman of the Board of

Works, said that if Parliament should decide

that public abattoirs were best for the public,

the Board would be very happy to undertake
any duties imposed upon them.

Abattoirs in Paris .—In the course of the evi-

dence taken, some interesting information is

given as to the public abattoirs of Paris, and a
brief of this information will not be un-
interesting to the readers of this journal. The
first witness examined was Mr. J. W. Crouch,
eolicitor to the Butchers’ Trade, who said that in

Paris there was nothing similar to our private
elaugliter-honses. In that city there is at the
present time one large market, with abattoirs
adjoining, called La Villette ” : it occupies an
area of about 100 acres. About one-half of this

space is occupied by the market, and the other
half by the abattoirs. In addition there are two
other abattoirs in Paris,—the Ville Juif and La
Grenelle,—but these are in a dilapidated con-
dition, and look as though they were about to

be abandoned. With regard to rats being a
great pest there, they were kept out by there
being no entrances from the sewers into the
slaughter-houses, and the doors were shod with
iron. These abattoirs are described as working
very well, and are not shut on Sunday. Meat
is sold in Paris habitually on the Sunday

;

in fact, there is a fresh supply every day
in the year. There is no comparison (Mr.
Crouch said) between Paris and London as

to the means which exist for having a private

alaughter-house. The water is not laid on
in Paris in the same way as in London,

although the supply is better now than it ever
has been. In a large number of houses in Paris
the water is not laid on, but more houses are
being continually supplied with water. When
the abattoirs were instituted Paris was prac-
tically without water-supply, so far as slaughter-
ing was concerned. The construction of Paris
is such that there is no space for private
slaughter-houses. The next witness examined
upon this subject was Mr. J. W. Keates, chemist
to the Metropolitan Board of Works, who said

that he believed the abattoir of La Villette was
intended to absorb the two other Parisian
abattoirs. He had visited La Villettej but it

did not strike him as being particularly offen-

sive. He considered that there would be a very
great increase of expenditure in having a large
central abattoir built, either in London or the
neighbourhood. Mr. T. Rudkiu, in his evidence,

gave some information as to Parisian abattoirs.

In the year 1866, he mentioned that there were
seven abattoirs in Paris, including the Ville

Juif, Grenelle, ' Montmartre, Poppincourt, Lea
Batignolles, and Bellard; but, with the excep-
tion of three, he believed these had been closed.

With regard to the large abattoir at La Villette,

he said,—“The most curious thing I have ever
seen in my life connected with the meat trade
is this abattoir, for cleanliness, order, and per-
fection.”

ANTIQUAKIAX RESEARCHES.
A RECENT visit to Leicester and Sheffield has

enabled me to acquire information, which I

submit to the Builder and its extensive influ-

ences. Above all, as the most important and
pressing, I draw attention to the imminent
danger of destruction to which the old town-hall
at Leicester seems doomed, unless some extra-

ordinary and prompt exertion be made by the
people of the town to save it. Modern Leicester
has BO increased in extent, and is growing at the
present moment so widely on all sides

;
old

streets have been so renovated and altered, and
the ancient boundaries so effaced, that it is only
by the aid of plans and maps and the main
roads, that the limits of Roman Ratcc can be at
all understood

;
and it is almost the same

with medimval Leicester. But one interesting

monument of the latter yet remains, environed
by recent buildings which convey a conviction
that the town-hall will shortly bo doomed to

complete uniformity, and make more room for

the demands of trade. Of course such a result

may be avoided. It is not necessary : Leicester
is ricli ; there is room for trade and commerce

;

but public apathy will certainly lead to the
destruction of the hall, if it be not met by active
remonstrance and persuasion.

The architectural features of the edifice are
nothing remarkable, except that they afford a
good example of what such buildings were, four
centuries and more ago, in all of our towns

;
and

the place is in a good state of preservation. But
it derives interest in the highest degree from its

associations with Shakspeare and his colleagues,
who, as “the Queen’s Players,” were accus-
tomed to perform, through a series of years, in

this very building, converted for the purpose
into a playhouse. Of Hall-place, at Stratford-
upon-Avon, where Shakspeare lived towards the
close of his life, and where he died, scarcely one
stone remains upon another; the theatres in

London in which he acted are no more; but
here we have the ball and its fittings, much, if

not wholly, in the very state and condition in

which, in the prime of life, though not yet in

the fulness of honour, he took parts [in his own
plays, which have contributed more humanising
and moral influence than all the dramatic
writings of ancient and modem times. “ It is

surely something,” says Mr. Kelly, “ even yet,

to be able to gaze on the very pulley which has
revolved to draw aside the curtain and disclose
Shakspeare on the stage !—the living, breathing
form of him, the greatest of dramatic poets, who
* was not for an age, but for all time.’ ” * So
writes Mr. Kelly in bis excellent volume on
popular amusements in Leicester in the six-

teeth and seventeenth centuries; and in the
same spirit let us hope his fellow townsmen at

the present moment will think and act.

lu the western side of what was Roman
Leicester, to the west of the Church of St.

Nicholas, and close to the churchyard, stands a
pile of Roman masonry, in height about 20 ft.,

and in length about 70 ft. ; in width it varies
from 6 ft. to 14 ft. This mass is pierced, but

* Notices Illustrative of the Drama, &c. By William
Kelly. London.

not through, with four arches or recesses, and
in the centre is a small arch of about half the
height of the others. In a valuable paper com-

.

municated to the Britisli Archmological Associa-
tioD,* by Mr. James Thompson, the historian,
of Leicester, it is suggested that this Jewry
Wall, as it is called, formed part of a temple,
dedicated to Janus, and that it stood near to or
adjoining the western entrance to the town.
Excavations have since been made which confirm
Mr. Thompson’s opinion, so far, at least, as to
prove that what we now see is only part of an
extensive and grand building, and certainly not
a gateway, as has been conjectured. The church-
yard, unfortunately, covers what may yet be
preserved of the foundations of this building;
and the Church of St. Nicholas itself probably
stands upon part of the site. Reparations of
the church now being made, show that it was
constnicted chiefly with materials from Roman
buildings, many of the lower squared stones
being of large dimensions. Inscriptions throw
no light on this and the other important edifice.s

of the Roman town. I cannot find that even a
solitary sepulchral epitaph has ever been dis-

covered
; yet the portions of columns and

capitals and other architectural remains, exclu-
aive of the Jewry Wall, prove the presence of
public buildings

;
while tesaelated pavements

of which a few fine examples are preserved,
attest the importance of the 'place. One of

these pavements, now in the Town Museum, has
a group of three figures, consisting of a nude
female, a stag, and Cnpid bending his bow
towards the female. The subject has been
supposed to be intended to represent the myth
of Actmon and Diana. This it cannot be ; but
it is not so easy to say satisfactorily what the
artist meant to depict. The museum contains
some valuable Roman and Saxon remains from
the town and vicinity, and they are being
augmented by the zeal and intelligence of the
curator, Mr. Harrison, who showed me among
other objects just discovered, a small carved
tessera of blue lias, inscribed, in two lines,

C PAL ' GRACILIS; and a fragment of
lustrous yellow marbled pottery, stamped OF •

MAPOMI,—the only instance I know of this

peculiar and rare Roman ware bearing a potter’s

name. Mr. Harrison has also lately acquired
the iron framework and chain of a bucket from
a Roman well, 25 ft. deep, situated just outside
the south gate of Leicester; and three leaden
coffins, from Newarke-street. One of these
I had an opportunity of examining. I cannot
ascribe to it a Roman paternity; for, although
it may not bo many centuries posterior to the
Roman period, it does’not conform in character
to any one of the many leaden coffins of un-
doubted Roman manufacture with which I am
familiar. I will not say these coffins may noi.

be as late or later than the eleventh or twelftli

century.

Although the museum contains no lapidary
inscriptions'relating to Roman Leicester, it hai-f

the good fortune to possess a fine columnar
milestone upon which appears the name of the
town, Ratoj, It was discovered some years
since, on the military road, at the distance of
two miles from the town, which is marked upon
the stone at the end of the name and titles of
the emperor Hadrian,—A RATIS II. It is

possible that the root of this name may bo
identical with that of Ratsby, where, by tlio

kindness of my host, Mr. Alfred Paget, I was
shown a British earthwork.
Of Sheffield I have but little to say that can

belong to the domain of archmology. From timo
immemorial the place has been celebrated for
its hardware; and now for its cutlery, its irojt

and steel manufactories, it holds the foremost
position in the world. When we look at Shef-
field in connexion with our railways, and regard
its contributions to our domestic necessities and
comforts, wo can but feel admiration and grati-

tude for the minds which have conceived and
the hands which have wrought so much in
improving the commercial and social conditiou
of society. These feelings will be intensified by
mixing with the population of the town, and
seeing at what a sacrifice to liberty and
health the blessings we enjoy are purchased.
As yet Sheffield has no museum

;
but there is ^

Literary and Philosophical Society and an
Architectural and Arcbmological Society, which
include men of intellect, zeal, and benevolence,
who are resolved on showing that eminence iu

mechanical and industrial arts is not incom-
patible with science and literature.

• Journal of the Association, vol. vi., p. 393.
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Mr. William Bragge is preparing a collection
of ancient and mediaeval works in iron and
steel whicli he intends to present to the town.
It is a happy and appropriate idea

;
and,

emanating from such a man, it will surely never
die in conception. In this department there is

scope for the introduction of much that has
hitherto been overlooked in our museums, as,
for example, agricultural and horticultural
implements, domestic utensils, &c.
To Mr.Braggelam indebted foran inspection,

under favourable circumstances, of the earthwork
at Bradfield, about seven miles from Sheffield.
It is called Bailey Hill, and is situated on the
north-west of Bradfield Church, at a short
distance. It is a very lofty hillock, which at a
remote period has been converted into an ex-
ploratory citadel, for it commands a view of a
wide extent of coimti’y

; and is by nature and
art almost impregnable. The Rev. Joseph
Hunter considered it a Saxon fortress on the
frontier of Northumbria; and the late Mr. S.
Mitchell was of the same opinion. The Rev. J.
Stacye, in the second edition of Hunter’s
“ Hallamshire,” by the Rev. A. Gatty, while he
does not dispute the possibility or probability of
its serving as a Saxon castle, gives it a far
earlier origin

;
and with good reason considers it

to
^

havo been one of the strongholds of the
Brigantes. I cannot do better than direct atten-
tion, for the sake of comparison, to Conig’s
Castle, and Cranbome Castle, in Dorsetshire, so
well described and illustrated in Mr. C. Warne’s
“ Ancient Dorset.” Some of his remarks on
these hill fortresses will well apply to the Bailey
Hill, at Bradfield. C. Roach SiHTH.

scarcely completed before it was declared to be
too small. How mneh yet remained to be done to

SANITARY SCIENCE.
At a meeting of the members of the National

Health Society, held on Thursday evening, the
6th instaut, at the Rooms of the Social Science
Association, Adam-street, Adelphi, Dr. Geom-e
Ross, Medical Officer of Health, Bloorasbu^',
read a paper on “Helps to Householders in
Sanitary Matters.”
The chair .was taken by Canon Kingsley, whom introducing Dr. Ross, said that he bad always

t^en a deep interest in anything that concerned
the health of the community, which interest be
trusted would be of a more practical character
since certain changes had brought him here to
London, in the centre of civilisation, and, alas !

in some repects, of modem barbarism. The
movement on the part of the National Health
Society, to teach practically tho science of
health, was growing and growing

; and in this
direction a considerable progress bad been
made in Birmingham, owing to the munificent
sum of 2,500Z., which the authorities had re-
ceived for the purpose of spreading in Birming-
ham and its neighbourhood the practical laws of
physiology and health. Dr. Corfield’s lectures
there had been so well attended, that we might
presume that Birmingham would become the
great health centre, and this movement was
progressing slowly and steadily. One of the
most important publishers was telling him only
two or three days ago that this health move-
ment was stirring men’s minds wherever he
turned

; and that there was an increasing de-
mand for lectures and pamphlets connected with
the simple science of health, and those rules by
which mothers and fathers of families could
ensure the health of their children; and that
there would be for any works on health, which
would be of that cheapness and compactness to
make them attainable by, and interesting to,
the middle classes, quite an unlimited sale,
which would increase, not in arithmetical but in
geometrical progression, spreading out right and
left mto an exceeding wide curve as the move-
ment gathered strength and popularity, proving
Its own efficiency and life-giving power, which
ue (tbe chairman) had no doubt but that the
movement would do.

In the course of Dr. Ross’s paper, he said that
wffilst everybody admitted theoretically the
value of health, most people practically disre-
garcled It. Hence sanitary science could scarcely
be called popular. Yet sanitary science, when
Its principles should be well established and full v
carried out, would supersede, to a very large
degree, all that was now known as the practice
of medicine

;
for even now, in its state of in-

fancy and imperfeotioD, it had revolutionised the
healing art. Much had been done, too in re
gulating and improving the physical conditions
of our social life. Om- mighty city had carried
out a colossal system of drainage, which was

— J icmajiiiju. tu UB UUUB W
promote sanitary principles

! Look at the enor-
mous masses of human beings who are herded
together in our larger cities iu miserable houses,
so dirty, so dark, so ill-ventilated and compre-
hensively loathsome, that no gentleman would
keep his cattle in them with the least regard to
his own interest. Yet the owners were not
always to bo blamed ; it was often their mis-
fortune rather than their fault that their pro-
perty bad fallen into the ruinous and disgraceful
condition in which we often found it. House-
holders generally found a difficulty in keeping
their bouses in a good sanitary conffition. Un-
fortunately, the sanitary arrangements of oar
houses were so universally bad, ah initio, that all
that could be done in most instances was merely
palliative of incurable evils. For example, our
sewers ran underneath the streets in front of
our houses, as also did gas and water pipes
necessitating frequent disturbance of the road-
way for repairs, and setting free offensive gases
either from the sewers or tho gas-pipes. To
abate this, it had been proposed to make a
tunnel or subway in which all pipes should be
placed. The plan, which was a good one, had
been adopted in the construction of the Holbom
Viaduct. But it would bo a long time, he thought,
before Mr. Hayward, the City Engineer, would
be able to carry it out in the narrow streets of
the city. Our water-closets, too, were almost
universally inside our houses; and no trapping
of them, however ingenious, would, at all times,
avert nuisance snd danger. The drains also ran
through the houses underneath the passage in
the basement, and the risk of leakage was con-
stant, even though there should be pipe drain-
age. Now the reverse of this was necessary to
a good sanitary system. There should be a road
at the back of every row of houses for tho
especial purpose of providing for domestic ac-
commodations. The main sewer and the water
and gas-pipes should run down underneath tho
road. Water-closets should bo built outside houses
ill the rear, and cut off by proper arrangements,
so as to prevent contamination of the air of the
house. Many people thought that if they
trapped a drain they wore then afterwards safe

;

but this was a mistake. A bad stench would
ascend through a draiu with the best mechanical
trap. Tho efficiency of a trap depended upon
the water it contained ; and unless a trap bo fre-
quently flushed, either the water would evapo-
rate iu hob weather, or the water would be
contaminated with the offensive gases, and be
itself a source of noxious exhalations. There
were numberless forms of traps recommended

;

but whatever trap might be employed, wo
should always remember that as a trap would
nob work of itself, so as to be clean under all
circumstances, it should be well flushed after
each usage. The commonest sources of annoy,
ance with which he had to contend were old
brick drams, soaked soil, rotten foundations, and
damp, foetid walls ; should this be the case iu
any of the houses with which the meeting had
to contend, he would recommend them to call in
a surveyor, or au experienced builder, to report
upon and have the matter seen to. There was a
sanitary maxim that a water-pipe should never
enter a drain

; bub a few years ago it was
equally a maxim that all water-pipes should be
curried into drains

; and they were so carried to
this hour by order of some public Boards. Both
maxims would be found wrong in practice, if
indiscriminately applied. AU water-pipes and
smk-pipes should be trapped, both at the top
and bottom. With regard to cisterns, it should
be an inviolable principle that the supply of
water for driuking and cooking should be distinct
from the supply to the drains. Every possible
risk of the contamiuation of drinking-water by
sewage impurities should be strictly avoided.
The cistern for drinking • water should be
double, or one cistern within another

; and
the water should enter by a ball-cock, the
vacant space between the two cisterns ; and
as it flowed should ascend through one or
more charcoal filters placed at the bottom
of the inner tank. Thus all dirt suspended in
tho water would be deposited at the bottom of
the water cistern, and the charcoal filters would
effectually purify the water of all pollutions.
The overflow-pipe should bo always trapped and
empty itself into space. The tank arrangements
for drinking-water were radically bad. There
was an absolute necessity for obtaining an
abundant supifly of water. This was not the
case at present, for the supply was likely to
diminish year by year if the demands of the

companies were admitted. Our population was
increasing rapidly, and we did not see any way
of providing for its sanitary needs except by
the system of water-carriage already in use.
Ihe companies were even uow complaining of
their inability to meet the demand, and of the
expense they incurred to carry out the require,
meuts imposed upon them by the Legislature.
A constant supiily was the thing wanted, and tho
companies would not afford it except upon such
restrictions as would make it practically inopera-
tive as a sanitary agent,—the very end in view.
But local authorities should have a greater
power of commanding an ampler supply for
flushing and cleansing purposes than they now
possessed. More water must be had even if it
came from the Welsh or Westmoreland lakes.
It was quite likely that, if the demands of
tho companies continued to rise, it would be
cheaper to bring water from mountain districts
(as the people of Vienna bad recently done from
the Alps), from Wales to London, than leave it
ourselves to the present sources of supply. This
was a large qaestion, and had many aspects;
but the time was not far distant when the
urgent wants of this vast and rapidly multiplying
city would enforce that the matter should receive
due consideration.

An interesting discussion followed the reading-
of the paper.

THE LATE DR. GRACE CALVERT.
We have received letters from friends of Dr-

Calvert asserting that, although he took typhoid
in Vienna, the disease from which he really died
was pulmonary consumption. Mr. Richards, the
writer of one of them, says,—" You are per-
fectly correct in assuming that the late Dr. Cal-
vert had implicit faith in the power of carbolic
acid as a preventive of typhoid fever; but un-
fortunately could not carry it about with him to
disinfect every place be stayed at in his travels.
I may, however, mention that it was successfully
used in the treatment of his case, and that
although his wife and nurses were in constant
attendance on him, and many of his friends
visited whilst he was suffering from the fever,
not one of them took tho disease, thus showing
that, by proper care, infection may be pre-
vented.” We had no desire to depreciate car-
bolic acid iu its proper place. What we meant
to show was, that it must not bo supposed to
render unnecessary, or to compensate for the
want of, proper sanitary arrangements.

WHAT TO BUILD WITH.

SiE,—If your correspondent, “ H. T.,” will
turn to the Builder for 1872, ho will find some
articles germane to his reflections occasioned by
the view from Westminster Bridge of three
public buildings under repair from decay. Tho
titles of two of these articles are, I think, “ The
Architecture of Great Cities : a New Style,”
and “ Concrete Building and Encaustic Tiling,”
and there are probably others. They deal with
the question of the employment of polished
granite, in all its varieties of tint, as admirable
for largo public buildings, as capable of a most
sumptuous effect, as necessitating a broader and
simpler treatment than is now too little resorted
to, and as meeting the question of so much
concern in city architecture, the preservation of
the material employed from the dirt-producing
and corrosive properties of the atmosphere o1‘

cities and largo towns, which more than anything
else is destructive of effect, if not by actuiH
decay at au early date, yet by blurring and
defiling tho building to such an extent by dirt
and weather stains, as to make it very quickly
an eyesore. It is surprising that so little is
attempted with different tinted and polished
granite.

The suggestion as to concrete was that it could
be employed in the fabric of the building, and
that then, whether for exterior or interior deco-
ration, we had in encaustic tiling a material
capable of endless variety of colour and design,
according to the character of the building and
the genius of the designer, and thns would be
combined all the advantages of durability, light,

cleanliness, and a novelty and freshness of style
which would be a great relief upon existing
modes.

For a clear country atmosphere the materials
most ready to hand in the district should always
be used, there being no need for such resorts as
the above. a.
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NEW EEREDOS, HERNE CHURCH, KENT. Messrs. Goldie & Child, Architects.

NEW REREDOS, ST. MARTIN’S CHURCH,

HERNE, KENT.

This, in addition to a restored cliancel and

other screens in caired oak, has been erected by

Mr. Earp, sculptor, from the designs of Messrs.

Goldie & Child.

The reredoB now represented is composed of

alabasters, marbles, and Caen stone, of delicate

detail, and is richly carved.

The centre subject is the Crucifixion, and

those on either side the Sacrifice of the Lamb,

and Abram receiving from Melchizedek the Bread

and Wine; the arcade flanking these containing

half-figures in relief, the Evangelists, &c.

The rich gables forming the upper part of the

reredos are pierced to admit of an effect of colour

given by the new stained-glass window.

On the apex of each of the projecting

canopies, which are brought forward over the

panels, and carried by carved corbels, is an

adoring angel. Flanking the canopies, partly

receiving the mouldings of the arches, are

grouped niches, filled with the twelve apostles,

all being crowned with rich pinnacles.

THE BANK OF BRITISH NORTH
AMERICA, LONDON.

OUB engraving represents the front elevation

of the new premises of the Bank of British

North America, in Clement’s-lane, City, now

approaching completion. The premises contain

on the ground.floor public banking-room, with

manager’s and messengers’ offices, and a doable

staircase, one giving access to the board and

.
committee rooms on the first floor and the other

to suites of offices on the second and third floors,

and the housekeeper’s apartments on the fourth

floor. The strong rooms, lavatories, and closets

are in the basement.

Buildings in the narrow streets of the City

seem to require a different treatment from those

in more open spaces, for it must be remembered

that heavy projections not only cut o3 the view

of the architectural features above them, but J

diminish to a considerable extent the light in’^

the street itself. Accordingly an effort has been •

made here to produce a satisfactory architectural

work, and at the same time to limit the projec-'

'

tions of cornices and other features to a very ^

few inches. j

The ground-flour is constructed in red and
_

grey polished granite, and the upper floors are in ^
red and yellow Mansfield, Forest of Dean, and k

Ancaster stones. The four panels over the I

gronnd.floor windows are filled with subjects ini

terra-cotta, emblematical of the transition of the!

Red Indian, from his state of wildness to hisj

introduction to commerce.

The interior fittings of the bank and offices

will be constructed in mahogany, oak, and walnut

wood. The builders, Messrs. Perry & Co., of

Tredegar Works, Bow, are executing the works

from the designs of Mr. Chancellor. The

carving is by Mr. Ckremer.
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THE BANK OF BRITISH NORTH AMERICA : CLEMENT’S LANE. LONDON.- —Mr. Cuaxcellor, Architec
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SHAMS
SiK,—Jsow that this over-iatoresting subject

has cropped up in the Builder, it would be a
thousand pities that we should in the result find
it more confused than over, instead of the re-
verse. Will you, therefore, allow mo to ask a
question or two, and thus indicate the sort of
difficulties that controvoraialiats would with
advantage set themselves to solve ?

1. Strange as it might appear, Mr. Whitaker
would seem to have (p. 890, &c.), used a word
wliich ordinarily conveys condemnation, although
ho was speaking in reference to something which
he wished to favour. Was this done in order to
pique curiosity, or in an honest endeavour to
change this bad meaning of the word “sham,”
into a moaning conveying no sentiment either
of praise or blame ?

'

Ho is speaking of the non.
costly luxuries that may, now or in the future,
bo made to render somewhat less bare and poor
the lives of the least fortunate of the strugglingm modern western civilisation. Such produc-
tions may have their own good qualities in c-ood
hn.Kls thonT ^ former i-Mdution be reseinded

; but the motionnnmls, though their material may be neither was lost, and Mi-. Elkington remains the arrhitertneb_nor rare
; and thoagh the oualities that for the hnildiom Tl,iS ,1 fat o' .'5

_
v-waa. iA.MvvLka.1. uiay ut) liUlLUOr

nch nor rare
; and though the qualities that

would be possible with rich and rare materials
had better not be aimed at. For instance, wood,
cuts may well be hung on a cottage wall, and
they need not profess to bo steel engravings;
phuster casts may as well remain plaster, except
perhaps where they represent an original in
bronze

; steel ornaments need not ape the
duhcacy and softness possible in silver, but will
best retain the geometrical character of design
to which they readily lend themselves

;
and so

on. The progress of the arts, the facilities for
mcreased production, would thus result, as he
puts it, in a service to humanity

; but as yet we
see no necessity for what we commonly know
as a sham,—f.e., a counterfeit or cheat.

2. Wo seem, however, to have a diEFerent
question to deal with when we get on tho subject
of more or less luxury in dress and personal
idorument. When we talk only of Greek coins
reproduced by electrotype, or other such multi-
plication of objects of rai-e beauty, in order that
they may be the daily delight of tho many
instead of the few,—we show all round the most
idmirable concord. But rings, and brooches,
ind watch-chains of mosaic gold and imitation

approach tho tug of war. Is I

;he desire for personal decoration so amiable and
ipint-stirring a quality as to render worthy any
lort of gratification that may be afibrded it?
[8 it hkothe care for children and other such
lelplesB ones that with most moralists would
gender lOiUclable the, if need be, forcible demand
or food for them ?—or is it even more strongly,
f possible, a leaning wholly to virtue’s side ?—
>r is there really nothing more than conven-
lonal half.opinion to tell against these pre-
ensions to a wealth desired bat not possessed ?

—

ir^tho snobbishness of tho well-to-do, de-
pising and endeavouring to render contemp-
i^ble the little strivings of those poorer than
hemselves ? If wo could settle this point
f morals we should be able to apply it very
isefully to debated points,—farther extensions
f tho question as to personal trappings, such as
heap substitutes in building, temporary and
lakeshifc contrivances,—many of which are
ow perhaps a little unduly passed by. But we
eed not hint thus at what is behind in order to
istify the discussion. There would be some-
tiing useful done if wo could all agree as to
'hat a sham is, and who may counterfeit. We
light then approach Mr. Proud’s questions,
. 051, such as,—Are any deviations from the
tanclards by ^vhich we aro accustomed to
ppraiso productions in tho fine arts to be brought
bout ? Are intrinsic qualities to become of less,
nd the uses to which things may be put (their
ervice to the many, for instance), of paramount,
nportance F Or are we still to see great diiier-
oces between tho perfect work of a ^reat
rtist executed in perfect materials, anef the
ambler though not utterly commonplace work
lat must for ages yet, it is to bo feared, content
le most of us—as far as ownership is con-
erned Spect.\toe.

THE hlEW PUBLIC OFFICES AT
LEWISHAM AND THE ARCHITECTS.
SoAiE little excitement is being caused amongst

the inhabitants of Lewisham and the district by
tho course which the Lewisham Board of Works
have just taken in conuoxion with the new
public offices which are about to be erected in
that township. It appears that a few months
ago advertisements were issued inviting archi.
tects to compete for tho new building, and fifty,
seven gentlemen sent in their names and testi-
monials, when tho subject was referred to a
committee, who brought up a report recom-
mending nob that a certain number of the
gentlemen who had forwarded their names
should bo invited to send in designs, but that a
former member of the Board (Mr. Elkington),
who had sent in his resignation some months
previously, should be selected. This recom-
mendation was adopted, but subsequently one of
the members of the Board moved that six
architects be selected to compete, and that the
former resolution be rescinded

; but the motion
..— ....pv, i:iiR.ujytuuit:uimns tnearotntect
for the building. This decision of the Board
appears to have excited a certain amount of
dissatisfaction amongst the inhabitants, who, not
doubting Mr. Elkington’s abilities, urge that the
fifty-seven architects who sent in their names
have nob been treated fairly, and a public
meeting is talked of.

At their meeting last week a somewhat odd
and amusing discussion took place on architec-
tnral style generally. Tho now offices committee
recommended that the style should be Gothic,
and that tho architect’s commission should be at
the usual rate, Mr. Elkington signifying his
willingness to accept tho compensation laid down
by the rules of the Institute of Architects, in
case the building should fail to be erected. Upon
this recommendation being submitted to the
Board, Mr. Lemon, one of the members, moved
as an amendment that the building be erected in
the Italian style, and not in the Gothic. In the
discussion which followed the relative merits of
the two styles were freely canvassed by the
members present. Eventually it was decided
that the building should be Gothic in character,
and Mr. Elkington was instructed to prepare
designs accordingly.

The prospect being that a delay of several
days would occur before the exact temperature
required would be obtained, it was determined
to try a little strategy in the case by reducing
the temperature artificiallj'. Accordingly, about
forty-five tons of ice were applied to the tubes
and bound on by many yards of gunny bagging
forming perhaps the most extensive ice poultice
overused.

_

On tho afternoon of the same day
tho expansion had been reduced about 2 in., and
our informant concludes it was expected that in
a few hours more the contraction would be
sufficient to admit of the tubes being put in
place. We hope to hear of the successful execu-
tion of this experiment, so that we may chronicle
it in a future number of the Builder.

EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION IN
BRIDGE BUILDING.

THE ST. LOUIS BRIDGE, MISSOURI, V. S. A.

American paper laSorda the material for
tho followmg concerning the progress of this
undertaking :

—

The difficulties to be ehcountered in putting-
I the connecting tubes to complete the

span of the first arch of the bridge are not
generally understood, hence there is a little sur-
prise amongst a large portion of the public on
account of the delays which have occurred. At
present the weight of the superstructure is
supported by the cables, and whilst that is the
case, the expansion and contraction of the tubes
by heat and cold are of no consequence • but
when it comes to putting in the last tubes,
expansion and contraction play an important
part. When the connexion is once made, and
the supports removed so that the arch is self,
sustaining, a new element is introduced —the
contraction due to pressure.

’

When the cables are slackened, the arch at
the centre will, from this cause, settle about 3 in
Provision has been made for this by increased
length in the tubes, all the calculations being
based on a temperature of sixty degrees. At
that temperature it is known to tho “sixtieth of
inch what would be the interveniug apace
between the approaching tubes, and the last
points have been diminished accordingly.

Only once since the workmen have b^'nready
to put in these last tubes has the temperature
beeii favourable. On one morning recently the
conditions were favourable, but owing to some
inexplicable tardiness on the part of the work-
men, the opportunity was lost. One tube was
put m and fitted to a nicety. In the meantime
the sun shone on the bridge, and when it was
attempted to place the other tube, it would not
go entirely to its place, being about a thirtieth
of au inch too long, on account of the expansion
of the tubes m place. An attempt was made todnve It into place with sledges, but without
ettect. In consequence of not being able to put
the second tube in place, the first one had to be
r.n.krpn nnf. or».»?v. — j - n

PUBLIC WORKS IN BRITISH INDIA.
An- official statement has just been published

showing the amount of imperial funds expended
on public works iu British India during recent
years. A short rdsumd of this statement will
not be uninteresting. Each presidency or pro-
vince is classified separately, and wo find that
the sum expended on ordinary public works inBombay (including Scind) was, in 1872,-1.93,8691. •

while the amount expended similarly in JIadraa
was 252,2501., and in the Punjab, 316,0701. The
total expenditure in British India in 1872 was
2,489,7221., the amount being in 1863, 4,400,6321.
The statement also shows the amount expended
by Government for irrigation and other extra,
ordinary public works in British India. From
this we find that the largest expenditure under
this head, in 1872, was in the Punjab the
amount being 621.7651. In Bengal there was
expended 331,2811.; while the grand total of
expenditure for these works, in 1872, was
1,628,4741. This shows a slight increase on
former years, with the exception of 1870, when
the amount was considerably over two millions
sterling. Of the sum thus expended in British
India during tho past year, it appears that
irrigation works have absorbed the largest
amount. The cost of irrigation is divided into
the following heads:—Construction, 708 6111 •

establishment, 216,4951.; tools and ’plontl
24,7231.; and increase to stock, 33,2011, Iu
former years, it appears that the cost of irrifa-
tion works in India has not been so great“aa
during the pastyear; and it is noticeable, indeed,

oi^nnn^
expended was only

-iiy.UUOt. During recent years we find, too, that
there have been “Bombay Special Fund works ”
the amount expended being thus classified
Construction, 325,8711.; establishment, 21 0311 •

guaranteed railways, 54,4811. For State raiL
ways the amount put down, in 1872, is 497 7671.
With regard to the railways of India, we find,
from a statement upon the subject, that the
length of line open for traffic was, in 1872,
5,087 miles, as against 2,234 miles in 1863

; that
the total number of passengers conveyed was. in

I'sceipts from this traffic
{m addition to that from tho goods traffic) beinff
2,<M2,9251.

; and that the working expenses in
18/2 were 3,-106,6171. The greatest length of
railway now open is in Bengal, the distance
being 2,520 miles. Madras and Bombay are
next in proportion. The number of miles of tele-
graph in British India was, in 1869, 14,01 -i, subse-
quently to this date no statistics are given unoa
tho subject.

^

King s CoUege Cliapel.—The chapel of
ang’s College, London, after an interval of
bout three months, during which it has been
losed for the completion of tho decorations
nder the superintendence of Sir G. G. Scott

|ie whole work is about 2,500i. I tuQity waited^'
^ more favourable oppor-

THE PROPOSED NEW BUILDINGS ACT.
METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

At the meetieg last week, the ParliamentaiT
Oommittee submitteil for the approval of the
Board tho dranght of the Metropolitan Bmldirigs
and Management Bill, the object of it beinv io
consolidate tho Building Acts, to rcgulato'tbe
formation of streets, and to amend and extend
the provisions of tho Metropolis Management
Acta respecting tho lino of buildings and manaeo-
ment of streets ; to make special provisions
against fire, and to provide better protection for
the Boards sewers. The Bill consists of 111
clauses, and is supposed to meet all the diffi

Act^^
ezistiug

Mr. Eoche, in moving the adoption of the
draught Bill, said that at that late hour of the
day he should say as little as possible in refer-
ence to the motion he had to proooae, which
was that the Bill should be submitted to a
committee of the whole Board, when the whole
ot the clauses could be considered. The first
part of the Bill embraced a consolidation of all
the existing Building Acts, which oighteoa

.

! jl .

iilir

\w-

IW
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Years’ experience of their working had shown to

be necessary
;
the next was to regulate the form

of streets and lines of bnildings, and to make

special provisions against fire. Those were the

main principles of the Bill, and they had for five

or six years been brought by the Parliamentary

Committee under the notice of the Board. They

had also communicated with the building trade,

saw.mill owners, and pianoforte manufacturers,

who had attended their meetings from time to

time, and all their objections had been fully

considered. The first principle of the Bill to

which he wished to draw attention was as to the

cubical contents of buildings, as by the existing

law no building could be erected where the

cubical contents were more than 216,000 ft., but

by the new Bill the cubical contents were enlarged

to 220,000 ft. The second object referred to

the line of buildings, and under the new Bill

power was given to the Board to define the line

uf buildings instead of the architect, who was

responsible to no one. There were also separate

provisions against fire, which were of great im-

portance to the metropolis. By the present law

there was no power to prevent a large accumu-

lation of timber in timber-yards, and if any

attempt were made to interfere with it that

would be attended with a great cost in the form

of compensation for the removal of timber-

yards. A provision contained in the present

Bill would pre%'enb any such erectious in future,

and there would be no accumulation of timber

in yards beyond those in existence at the present

time. Another matter was in reference to steam-

engines in timber-yards, and as regarded them

the committee had adopted the same principle,

and no new places of this description would be

allowed to exist. The great provision of the

Act was to prevent the extension of fires, so far

as the structural arrangements were concerned.

At present the district surveyors had a power

quite independent of the Board. Many persons

did not object to the power being exercised by

the Board, but they did strongly object to such

large powers being conferred upon district sur-

veyors. Under the new Bill all orders would

come from the Board, and the district surveyors

would only be their servants, instead of, as at

present, being vested with a quasi judicial

authority. He moved that the Bill be referred

to a committee of the whole Board, to consider

the clauses in detail.

Mr. Fowler seconded the motion, which was

put and agreed to.

THE NEW MASONIC TEMPLE,
PHILADELPHIA.

The new Masonic Temple recently erected at

the corner of Broad-street and Filbert-street,

Philadelphia, and already briefly referred to in

our pages, was opened on the 26th ult. by the

officers of the Pennsylvanian Grand Lodge, and

a grand procession of all the lodges in the city

took place on the occasion. The building, which

is just finished, contains one of the largest

assembly-rooms in the world, and is a curious

specimen of aichiteotural art. The structure

has been nearly five years in building, and cost

upwards of 1,300,000 dollars. The outside is

built entirely of granite, with brick backing,

walls, and arches, which are very thick and

substantial. The chief frontage is of finely-

dressed Quincy granite; the Filbert-street front,

running to Juniper-street, is of Richmond dressed

granite, and the Juniper and Cuthbert street

fronts are of granite also. The building has a

basement and three lofty stories. The main

entrance in Broad-street is modelled from the

doorway of St. Mark’s Church, Venice, with the

exception of the figures, these being symbols of

the order. The style of architecture on the

first and second floors is Norman and Gothic,

and thi’oughout the rest of the edifice Corin-

thian. The meeting-room of the Grand Lodge

is the largest apartment in the temple. From an
octagonal vestibule at the western end the visitor

enters through massive walnut doors, with cedar

sinkings and raised panels of mottled French

walnut. The work is highly polished. The
furniture of the hall is of walnut and cedar,

covered with blue plush. On every side Masonic

emblems meet the eye, carved in wood or stone,

or shining from stained-glass windows and cut

globes. The Grand Chapter Hall is the ne.xt

laro-est room; then come the Egyptian hall, the

Ionic, the Normal, the Oriental, and numerous

other balls.

The library is situated on tbe second floor, and

if the plans of the Grand Lodge can be carried

out successfully it will be the repository of a

complete Masonic library. It is intended that

every publication relating to Freemasoniy shall

be taken, and more especially the publications of

all Masonic bodies in the United States. During

1872 about 365 dollars were expended for

Masonic works of rarity.

EXTENSIVE BUILDING OPERATIONS AT
BARROW-IN-FURNESS.

We have on more than one occasion, in these

columns, noticed the extraordinary expansion of

Barrow-in-Farness, which, from a hamlet con.

taining less than 100 inhabitants not twenty

years ago, has now become a town of great com-

mercial and maritime importance, with a popu-

lation of upwards of 50,000. In addition to the

numerous establishments for manufacturing pur-

poses, including flax and jute, steel wire, and

timber and saw-mills, which have been erected

within tbe last two or three years, additional

works of this character, on a scale of great mag-

nitude are now in course of erection at one end

of tbo town alone, and the inadequacy of house

accommodation in this particular district for

workmen constantly coming to reside in the

town, has led Messrs. Yendall & Hitcheu, exten-

sive contractors, to make arrangements for the

building of between 700 and 800 cottages on

100,000 yards of land, which has just been pur-

chased from the Duke of Devonshire for the

purpose. The work of building these cottages

has already been let, and their erection is to be

proceeded with immediately. It is computed

that, within the last two years from 1,200 to

1,500 houses have been erected, and that inde-

pendently of the 800 cottages above refen-ed to,

500 new houses at least are at present in course

of erection. New iron works for the smelting of

the large deposits of valuable iron ore in the

district, are constantly springing up, as well as

additional steel manufactories, which is now one

of tbe great staple industries of the town. The

gigantic wet dock of 200 acres, for the accotn-

modation of a fleet of large ocean steamers, is

also now giving employment to more than 1,000

artizans, whilst the steam-ships themselves, six

in number, and between 3,000 and 4,000 tons

burthen each, are also being built in the port.

VENTILATION OF THE BRIGHTON
SEWERS.

SoiiE doubt having arisen as to Sir John

Hawkshaw’s views on the question of ventila-

tion, the engineer writes :
—“ There is no choice

between providing efficient ventilation and

running tbe risk of sewer gas in its worst and

most concentrated form finding its way into

dwellings. Ventilation, however, to be of use,

must bo thorough. A few long and circuitous

connexions between sewers and rainwater pipes,

for instance, and conti-ivances of that nature,

are of little use. Ventilators also in which

charcoal is introduced, are unsuitable, as the

charcoal hinders the pure outside air from enter-

ing the sewers and the diluted gases from

escaping through the ventilators. If the venti-

lators are properly made and sufficiently

numerous, you will find them unobjectionable.

The least distance apart at which ventilators

should be placed will vary according to circum-

stances. In tbe intercepting sewer I have

placed them 200 yards apart, between Hove

and Kemp Town : east of Brighton they are

rather more than 300 yards apart. These

distances are sufficient for the intercepting

sewer with its large sectional area and flat

curves, but in the case of tributory sewers of

small sectional area and having sharp curves, the

ventilators may have to be more frequent.

Indeed, the more numerous they are withm

reasonable limits, the better. A.S regards the

other part of your resolution, viz., as to whether

districts entirely without ventilation will, if none

be provided, be in greater danger of sewer gas

entering the houses than at present, the change

of circumstances that will occur when the inter-

cepting sewer is in operation will be that all the

sewers and drains discharging into the inter-

cepting sewer will, through that sewer, be made

to communicate with each other. But the

intercepting sewer will, as I have already

intimated, be provided with effective ventila-

tion, and I do not consider that after it is in

operation, there will be more danger of sewer

gas entering the bouses than ab_ present.

Hitherto you must have been running great

risk ill this respect.”

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE AND ITS

SURROUNDINGS.

Sir,—

I

n reply to a question in the House of

Commons last session, Mr. Ayrton stated that i

he would take care the building for St. Stephen’s

Club should not exceed in altitude the Palace of i

Westminster. Of course he did not mean tbe

clock tower; but I observe that advantage has

been taken of the recess to carry up the new
building considerably higher than the ridge line

of the palace. What is Mr. Ayrton’s successor .

about, to allow this ?

Having my pen in hand, I beg to express roy

surprise that from neglect, or some other cause,

Westminster Bridge is not yet finished : in the i

piers immediately under the lamps at the north-

west and south-east ends, and on the four cen.

tral piers, handsome cast-iron plates were in-

serted. There are ten other piers, and in each

spaces were evidently left for the insertion of

similar plates :
probably those ten plates are in

store somewhere ; if not, and the pattern is

destroyed, one of the plates could be readily

taken out and ten more cast from it. It shouM :

be somebody’s duty to see the bridge finished.

Again, at the top of the landing-steps, from :

the Speaker’s lawn, there are placed two hand-

some stone piers for lamps. Years since an old

lamp, of the usual hideous street pattern, was

placed, evidently temporarily, on one of these

piers, and there it remains :
gross neglect this on

the part of some official in care of the Govern-

ment buildings. At the east end of tbe bridge

on tbe Southern Embankment, a gateway was

constructed, and filled up with deal boards. It .

was doubtless intended by the architect that a .

gate should take the place of the hoards. Is i

there a question as to whether tbe gate be ;

supplied by the Metropolitan Board of Works,

or by the authorities of St. Thomas’s Hospital ? i

These are matters of small moment
;
but it ;

appears the more strange they should be so long ;

neglected. Curio.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH.

The last quarterly return made by authority ’

of the Registrar-General is satisfactory. Ib t

shows that in the third or summer quarter of

this year 114,343 deaths were registered. The i

annual death-rate was so low as 19'4 per 1,000, ,

and 2 per 1,000 lower than the average rate in )

the corresponding quarters of the ten years ;

1863-72. The death-rate last quarter was lower j

than in the corresponding period of any year i

since the remarkably cold and wet summer of

1862, when the deaths wei-e equal to but 18 per

1,000 annually of the population. Had the i

death-rate last quarter been equal to the average <

rate in the ten last summers, nearly 12,000 more '

persons would have died than those whose i

deaths were actually recorded. A very large i

proportion of this decrease in tbe number of

deaths was due to the continuance of a marked i

decline in the fatality of the principal zymotic

'

diseases.

In the eleven registration divisions of England (

and Wales, the annual death-rate last quarter :

ranged from IS’O and 15-3 per 1,000 in the agri- i

cultural counties of the south-western and i

south-eastern divisions, to 23T and 23‘5 in the

principal manufacturing and mining counties i

of the north-western and northern divisions. •

Durham and Northumberland were the only

counties in which the deaths registered last!

quarter exceeded the average numbers returned:

in the three preceding corresponding quarters.

The population of the registration districtsi

and sub-districts containing all the chief towns:

of England and Wales is now estimated at about:

thirteen millions and a half of persona; thei

annual death-rate among this large urban popu-i

lation was equal to 22 per 1,000 daring last:

quarter, aud was 2T below the average rate ini

the ten previous corresponding quarters.

Exploration of the Libyan Desert.—The.

German expedition for the exploration of the

Libyan Desert is expected to start from Europe

about tbe end of November, and from Egypt

early in December. The leader of the expedi-i

tion is Dr. Gerhard Rohlfs. The funds for the

expedition are furnished by the Khedive. They

are prepared for the long journey over land

destitute of water, for they take with them 500

iron cases, capable of holding 1 cwt. of water

each.
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THE 5IiXCnESTEE SOCIETY OP
AKCHITECTS.

Sir,—In the President’s address, printed in

your paper of the 1st inst., amongst other

remarks he says he is very desirous to see a

more available system of instruction for students

established, “ and some of those advantages

which He within the reach of their brethren in

London,” &c. Does it not seem rather incon-

aistent that from this same Society, promoted
mainly (if I mistake not) by the president, who
was previously the honorary secretary, all

students are excluded!’ And it is limited to

architects who have been some years in practice.

One would have thought such burning zeal

as is here expressed might have, at least, giveu

the youngsters a chance of benefiting by the

wisdom and experience of their elders, as in

other architectural societies. It is a fact that a

man may be an Associate of the R.I.B.A., or a

member of tho Architectural Association, and
yet excluded from the local Society ; and I

respectfully venture to express the opinion that

it is unwise to set up a close corporation of this

kind, and patronise pupils and assistants, having
reason to know that some of its members are

also of the same way of thinking. At all

events, it would be better, whilst this system is

maintained, to say little or nothing about afford,

ing facilities for improvement to the younger

members of the profession. E.

STATISTICS OF CHIMNEY SHAFTS.

Sir,— The importance of thoroughly sifting

the cause of the Northfleet catastrophe is so fully

recognised, that every ray of light which can bo
thrown upon the subject I believe will be received

with interest
;
and as I have details which I pre-

pared seventeen or eighteen years back of some of

the tallest chimney-shafts in this neighbourhood
(Woolwich), I forward the following statistics

for the information of your numerons readers,

if you think them worth insertion.

The highest chimney is that of the shell

foundry in Woolwich Arsenal, and was built in

the year 1856. It stands 223 ft. 9 in. above the

ground-line, and the brickwork is continued

down to a depth of IG ft., making the total

height 239 ft. 9 in. above the concrete. It was
built from the inside. It has a base above the

ground-line 20 ft. square, and with plinth and
cornice 27 ft. high, above which the octagonal

shaft commences, being externally 16 ft. 9 in.

in diameter at the bottom, and 6 ft. 6 in. at the

top. The walla are 2 ft. 7^ in. thick at starting,

and reduced -1^ in. at every 31 ft. 6 in.; tho

upper 26 fc. being only 9 in. thick, all built in

mortar, excepting the top 9 ft., which is bell-

shapud, and built in cement, and is surmounted
by a Portland stone cap and blocking, weighing
by measurement about 17 tons.

From the day of laying tho first brick to the
time when eight or nine of us connected with
tho work mounted to the top and sat on the

parapet at the ceremony of laying the last stone

was only nineteen weeks (see the Builder for

1856, p. 638). An attempt was made to take a
photograph of the buildings below, but with a
slight wind the oscillation was too much to admit
of such being done,, and was quite perceptible,

notwithstanding which it has stood many a gale,

and is likely to bear many more.
There is another chimney in the gun-factory

department, with a base 18 ft. 9 in. square, and
30 ft. high, above which rises an octagon shaft,

110 ft. high, having an external diametei’ of
13 ft. 1 in. at the springing, and 5 ft. G in. at the
top, the greatest thickness of brickwork being
1 ft. lOi in. for the first 50 ft., and above that

reduced in. in thickness at every 30 ft.
;
the

top 9 in. thick, and finished with a bold stone

cap and blocking. There are several others
varying from 120 ft. to 150 ft. high, and in no
case were they built more than 9 in. thick at

the top, and gradually increased downwards:
some are octagonal and some square, and no
failure has occurred in any of them.

Comparing these facts with the chimney at

Nurthtiect, it will be found the latter has an
enormous advantage in point of strength, being
of larger dimensions and thicker walls, the

weight of tho cap is only equal to half a ton per
foot on the brickwork, while that of the chimney
before referred to is one ton and a quarter per
foot

;
and if allowance bo made for laying

129 rods of brickwork in the foundations of the
shell-foundry chimney the rate of progress in

the erection of both is about the same. It

,

appears to me, therefore, it would be erroneous

to attribute the failure either to want of skill in

the design, the too great weight of cap, or the

rate of progress
;
but I should look with great

suspicion on the few words given by the builder

in his evidence as tho sole cause of the evil,

—

“ every few courses being grouted in with new
Portland cement.” Three years ago I bad
e.xperionc6 of several failures from the use of

cement, which was supposed to be too neiv, but
which fact was not discovered nntil the work was
done : in. one case, a recently-built parapet was
cemented inside and out, and had every brick

severed the one from the other, both horizontally

and vertically, in consequence of the expansion
of the cement, and had to be rebuilt; and in

other cases the work was entirely destroyed.

If the same thing took place in the unfortunate
chimney it had better have been built of brick
laid dry, and I doubt then if it would not have
been the stronger of the two. W. R.

CHIMNEY SHAFT NEAR GRAVESEND:
COMBINATION OF MATERIALS.

Sir,—The evidence of Mr. Goatling on inquest,

p. 852, may be read thus,—” Tho best Dorking
lime was used with the best Thames sand, forming
compressible mortar, which shrinks in setting,

the interior being grouted in new Portland
cement, which swells in setting.”

Thus tho shaft might bo safe while tho lining

carried the facing work, which facing work
rather reduced than increased the strength, but
failed when the proportions varied, as at the
height of IGO ft. there was an equal thickness of
each.

Thus it might be compared to a tube of iron

inserted in one of lead to support a largo weight.
Joseph Chretien.

A ROMAN CEMETERY AT YORK.
Outside the south-western walls of York, on

the right bank of the Ouse, and just opposite
the gardens of the Philosophical Society and the
ruins of St. Mary’s Abbey, the ground ban for

some time been clearing for tho new station of

the North-Eastern Railway, which, with its

attendant buildings, will cover a very large area.

It is found that the whole had been a Romau
cemetery, and so used for a great length of
time. It was apparently the burial-place of a
poorer class than that which raised its monu.
ments by the side of tho great road

; but it is

also clear that it was divided into separate
“regions,” and that certain classes had their,

own portions and arrangements in it. The
Romau interments are found in the uppermost
bed of soil

;
aud in some parts of the ground it

would seem that Roman carters had been in the
habit of “shooting” rubbish from the neigh,
bouriug city. There are thick strata of Roman
bricks, mortar, and pottery, mingled with frag-
raents of wall-plaster, on which coloured patterns
are still distinct. Adjoining this rougher portion
of the cemetery two or three deep pits, or
“putei,” have been found, into which, as was
usual, the bodies of slaves had been thrown
carelessly and pell-mell. No such “putei,” it is

said, have been found elsewhere in Britain.
There are blocks of Knaresborough stone, about
20 in. by 10 in., roughly tooled and without in-

scription, which can have served no other pur-
pose than that of a modern headstone. There
is a small hollow on the top of some of the blocks
now found, possibly for a wooden ornament, or
for some sacrificial vessel.

The cemetery coffins had clearly been bought
cheaply from some stonecutter’s shop

; and one
at least was imperfect when so bought,—1,600
years ago. A single coffin bearing an inscrip-

tion is very noticeable, since it records a
“Decurio” of tho “ Colonia” of Eboracum, and
is the first proof that the Roman city had a
municipality.

Pottery, includ-ng some fine Samian frag-
ments, bronze ornaments, coins in great num-
bers, shattered statuettes, and, in one case, a
child’s ball, with a clay centre, have been found.
Two remarkable relics are specially mentioned.
One is the skull of a young woman, containing a
false palate of very thin gold; the other is a
small tablet of bone on which are the words,
“ Domine victor vincas feli.x,” — a mysterious
lino which is much exercising the antiquaries of
York. It may bo Christian; but is thought
more probably to havo a reference to the
‘“Victor” sun of the Mithratic worship, which,

as is known from its relics, was established iu
Eboracum,
The gravel below the cemetery bed has been

excavated in some places to a considerable
depth. It is fall of glacial blocks, some of them
boulders from Shapfell, and others masses of
greenstone from some unkmim source. The
arrangement of these should be carefully ex-
amined, as they may have formed a sacred in-

closure of an ancient British or Druidical order.
One of the stone circles of Stonehenge, if wa
are not mistaken, is of greenstone from a
distance.

HOW SCOTTISH LAW KEEPS HOUSES
TENANTABLE.

A CASE has just been decided in the Edin-
burgh Law Courts that would bo of service if

applied to England.
James Thompson, a shopkeeper, sued his land,

lord, Daniel Gunn, for 81., iu name of damages
sustained in consequence of the defendant nob
keeping his tenant’s shop, house, room, and
cellar in such a state of repair as to render them
fit for occupation, tho same being utterly unin-
habitable. The amount claimed was made up of
various items, such as rent of another house,
lodgings for children boarded out, and a doctor’s
bill for attendance and medicine.

Mr. Daniel Gunn would not admit that the
state of the house was so bad as set forth by
Mr. Thompson, and utterly repudiated the
notion of a landlord’s liability for a tenant’s
sickness and lodgings. The tenant, however,
produced evidence to show that about a week
after taking possession of the house it was dis-

covered the family could not take up their per-
manent abode therein, as it was not only ruinous
and dark, but was filled with very bad smells.
Tho family slept on the premises occasionally.
Two police officers called in to inspect the

place gave it a very bad character, and con-
sidered it a habitation totally unfit for human
beings.

The landlord’s advocate excused the charge
made by tho police, on the ground that the
house was one of the oldest in the city of
Edinburgh, and the landlord was desirous of
preserving its antiquity, although ho had done
everything in his power to put it in a proper
condition.

The Sheriff, in giving judgment, 'said there
was no doubt of the house being in need of a
great number of repairs. It was well known
that tenants in the social position of Jaraea
Thompson were not able on all occasions to
avail themselves of the remedies presented to
them by the law, and they were at the mercy of
bad landlords who oared for nothing but rent,
and, moreover, poor tenants did not care to
institute proceedings of this nature on a chance
of success. llis judgment would bo for the
tenant, to whom he should award 51. damages,
with full Court costs, and 10s. for tho poHco
witnesses.

NEW TOWN-HALL FOR ST. HELEN’S.
The memorial-stone of the new Town-hall for

St. Helen’s has been laid.

In 1871 the old town-hall, in the Market-place,
was partly burnt down, and was subsequently
temporarily repaired

;
but some months ago it

was again burnt. It was then determined to
erect a building suitable to the increasing re-
quirements of the borough, aud plans, by Mr.
Sumners, of Liverpool, architect, were adopted.
The site of the new building is on the north

side of Cotham-street, aud is bounded on the
north by Parade-atreet, on the east by Hard-
shaw-street, and on the west by Birchley-strect,

and covers an area of 6,000 superficial square
yards. The principal front will be in Cotham-
street, and will have a frontage of 200 ft. The
style of architecture adopted is a simple adapta-
tion of Gothic, suitable to tho materials to bo
used in the constructiem, viz., picked grey bricks
and Stourton stone, for porch, bay windows, and
other finishings. The main entrance-porch will
form a prominent feature in the design. It is
approached by a spacious flight of steps and
wide landings, enclosed by stone balustrades and
piers for lamps, aud lias a buttressed base, upon
which rest clustered red granite shafts, with
carved caps and moulded bases, from which
springs .a deeply-recessed and moulded archway,
with gable over. On tho left of this, attached
to the centre high portion of the building, and
separating the same from the police buildings, is

the clock-tower. It is square on plan to a height
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of 85 ft;., and to the top of the vane, on the

upper slated roof, 130 ft. On the right of the

porch is a wing, of two stories in height, termi.

Dated at the janctiou of Cotbam-street and
Hardshaw.street by a gabled projection, having

a large overhanging bay-window, belonging to

the mayor’s parlour. On the left of the clock-

tower will be the police-offices and court-room

entrances, and at the base of the tower the

entrance to the lihraryand reading-room. In the

plan the bailding is designed to afford accommo-
dation for numerous municipal offices, including

council-ohamber, 42 ft. long by 32 ft. wide

;

assembly-room, 96 ft. long by 45 ft. wide, and
40 ft. high to the ceiling, and capable of accom-
modating about 1,000 persons ; also police

buildings, forming part of the general design and
frontage to Cotham-street, and entered there-

from, with court-room, 50 ft. by 29 ft.

The total cost of the new stractnre is esti-

mated at 28,000L Mr. George Rome, of Liver-

pool, is the contractor, aud the sab-contractors

are,—for brickwork and excavating, Messrs.

Makinson & Glover, Liverpool
;

masonry, Mr.
James Leslie, Bootle

;
plumbing, Mr. Merrick,

Liverpool
; and plastering and slating, Messrs.

Tanner & Son, Liverpool.

LEWES XEW TOWN-HALL.
A ITEW Town-hall for Lewes, built by public

gnbscrip'ion, on some land belonging to the

Lewes Provision Market, having just been com-
pleted, the following vote ofthanks, emblazoned,
framed, and glazed, and surmounted wdth the

Lewes Arms, was on Saturday last presented to

the clerk. It bears the following :

—

"Lewes Town and Record-room.—At a meeting of the
Commissioners of the Lewes Provision Market, held at

the above room, on Tueadav, the 7th October, 1S73, it was
moved by Mr. Frederick Flint, seconded by Mr. Thomas
Banoe, sen., and carried unanimously, ‘That the best
thanks of the Commissioners of the Lowes Provision
Market be given to WjTine E. Baxter, esq,, their clerk,

for the able and efficient manner in which he has dis-

charged the duties appertaining to that office, and also

for the services rendered by him daring the construction
and completion of the now Town and Record Room ; and
that tho High Constables of the borough of Lewes be
rc<meeted to have a copy of this resolution illuminated
and presented to him.'— (Signed) Robert Crosakny, Chair-
man, Senior High Constable of the Borough of Lewes.”

THE ROMAN^ISING OF OUR CHURCHES.
Sir,—Tou have inserted some very useful

and timely particulars as to the “ Ealdacchinn,”
but the placing of a table Altainvise ” and use
of the term “Altar'' are equally Romish and
mischievous. Would it not be worth while to

follow it up with the following letter of Arch-
bishop Williams, of York, 1G36, as nobody seems
to know how entirely wide of the real Anglican
Church “by law established” our buildings
have now strayed ? E. L. Gaebett.

A
COPIE OF THE

LETTER WEITTEy
to the Vicar of Gk : against the
placing of the Commcsios Table

at the East bsd of the
CnAVCELL.

^By Archbishop Williams, when Bishop of Lincoln,
in 1636. To the Vicar of Grantham.]

Sir,—

W

ith my very hearty Commendations. When I

spake with you last, I told you that the standing of the
Communion Table was unto me a thing so indifferent (hat
nnlesse Offence and Vmbrages were taken by the Townc
against it, I should never move it, or remove it. That
which I did not then suspect, is come to passo. Tho
Alderman whom I have kaowne this 17 or 18 years, to
bee a discreet and modest man, and farre from any
humour of Innovation, together with the better snrte of
the Towne, have complained against it. And I have
(without taking Notice of your Act, or touching in one
aillable upon your Reputation) appointed the Ch’ireJt
JT'ardem (whome it principally doth concerne under the
Dioeesati) to settle it for this time, as you may see by this
Cony inclosed.
Now for your owne satisfaction, and my poore Advise

for the future, 1 have written unto you somewhat more
at large than I vse to expresse myselfe in this kinde.

I doe therefore (to (leale plainely) like many things
well, and disallow of some things in your caTriage of the
Businesse. It is well done that you affect Decency and
Comlinesse, in the officiating of God’s Divine Seruice

;

That you president yourselfe with the Formes in his
Majesties Chappels, and the Quires of Cathedrall Churches
(jf your Quire, as those others, could containe your whole
Congregation); That you doe the Reuerence appointed
by the Canon to the blessed Name of Jesus, so it be done
humbly, and not affectedly, to procure Deuotioa, not
Derision of your Parishioners, and that you do not
maintaino it JZoriaKifiu* ^iom eoijeniib>i8, and so spoile a
good cause with bad Arguments. These things I doe
allow and practise. But that you should be so violent
and earnest for an Altar at the vpper end of the Quire
That the Table ought to stand AUartoiee; That the fixing
thereof in the Quire is Canonicall, and that it ought
not to bee removed to the Body of the Church

; I conceive
to he in yon so many mistakings.
For the first, if you should erect any such Aliar (which

I know you will not), your Discretion will proove the
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onely Ilolocauai to bo sacrificed thereon. For you have
subscribed when you came to your Place, that That other
Oblation u-hich the PapUts were wont to offer vpon their
Allan, is a blasphemous Figment, and pernicious Im-
posture, in the tkirty.one Article

;

And also, that we in
the Church of EnyJand ought to take heed lest our Com-
munion, of a Memory, be made a Sacrifice : in the fir>i
IFomilie of the Saorament. And it is not the Vicar, but
the Ckurck-icardena, that are to provide for the Com-
munion, and that not an Altar, bat a faire joyned Table :

Canons of the Convocation, 1571, pag. 18. And that the
.I/Cnre wore removed by Law, and Tables placed in their
stead, in all, or tho most Churches in England, appeares
by the Queenes Injunctions, 1559, related vnto and so
confirmed in that point by our Canons still in Force.
And therefore (I know) you will not change a Table into
an Altar, which Vicars were never inabled to set up, but
allowed once with others to pull downe .—Injunction of
1® Elizab.ybr the Tidilei in the Church.
For the second point. That your Communion Table is

to stand Allar-wisc, if you meane in that place of the
Chmcell where the Altar stood, I thinke somewhat may
be said for that

;
because tho 2;i/itne<«0((», 1559, did so place

it; and I conceive it to be the most decent situation,
when it is not vsed, and for vse too, where the Quire is

mounted up by steps, and open, so that hee that officiates
may bee scene and heard of all the congregation. Such
an one I heare your Chmcell is not. But if you meane
by Altar-wise, that the Table should stand along close by
the Wall, so as you be forced to officiate at one end
thereof (ns you may have observed in great men's chap-
pels) : I do not believe that ever the Communion Tables
were (otherwise than by casualtie) so placed in countrey
churches. For, besides that, the countrey-peoplo woulii
suppose them Dressers rather than Tables

;
and that Qu.

Elizabeth’s Commissioners for Causes Ecclesiasticall
directed that the Table should stand, not where the
Altar, but where the Steps of the Altar formerly stood
{Orders, 1561), the Minister appointed to reade the Com-
munion (which out of the Bookeof Fast in 1° of the King,
are pleased to call Second Service) is directed to reade the
Commandments, not at the end, but at the North Side of
the Table, which implies the End to bee placed towards
the East great Window.—Rubriclc before the Communion.
Nor was this a new Direction in the Queenes Time onely,
but pnictised in King Edward's Eaigne, for in the Plot of
our Liturgie sent by Mast. Enox, and IVhittingham to
Master Culrirt in the Raigne of Queene Mary, it is said,
that the Minister must stand at the North Side of the
Table.— yroiti/cj of FrankforJ, pag. 36. And so in King
Edward's Liturgies, the Ministers standing iuthe Middest
of tho Altar, 1519, is turned to his standing at the North
Side of the Table, 1553. And this last Litnrgie was re-
vived by Parliament, 1° Eliz. cap. 2. And I believe it is

so used at this Day in the most Places of England. What
you saw in Chappels or Cathedrall Churches is not the Point
in Question, but how the Tables are appointed to be
placed in Parish Churches. In some of the Chappels and
Cathedrnlls, the Altars may be still standing, for ought I
know; or to make use of their Covers and Ornaments,
Tables may be placed in their roorae, of the same Length
and Fashion the Altars werd of. Wee know the Altars
stand still in Lu'heran Churches; and the Apologie for
the Aupuslan Confession, Art. 12, doth allow it. The
Altars stood a yeare or two in King Edward's Times, as
appeares by the Liturgie printed 1549, and it seemes the
Queenes Commissioners were content they should stand,
as wee may guesse by the Injunctions, 1559. But how is

this to be Tuderstood? The Sacrifice of the .lUar abo-
lished, these (call them what you will) are no more Altars,
but tables of Stone or Tym'ber

; and so was it alloaged
2t Nocemb. •t'Edw. 6, 1549 .—Sublafo enim relativoformali,
manef absolufum et materiole fantum. Aud so may be
well used in Kings aud Bishops Houses, where there are
nojPeople so void of understanding, as to bee scandalised.
For upon the Orders of breaking downe Altars, all
Diocesscs did agree upon receiving Tables, but not upon
the Fashion and Forme of the Tables ,—Acts and Monum.,
pag. 1212. Besides that, in the Old Testament, one and
the same Thing is termed an Altar aud a Table ; au Altar,
in respect of what is there offered unto God, and a Table
in respect of what is there participated by Men, as for
Example, by 'he Priests. So have you Ood's Altar, the
verie same with Ood's Table in hlalichie i. 7. The Place
is worth tho marking. For it answers that veryObjeetion
nut of Heb. xiii. 10, which you made to some of your
fellow Ministers

;
and one Ma-ster Mo'yan before you to

Peter Martyr, in a Disputation at Oxford. Wee have
no AUar in regard of an Oblation, tut wee have an
.4?tur in regard Farticipalion, and ComisHnioa granted
unto us. The Use of an Altar is to Sacrifice upon, and
the Use of a Table is to eate upon; and because Com-
munion is an Action most proper for a Table, as an Obla-
tion is for an Altar, therefore the Church in her Liturgie,
and Canons, calling the eame a Table onely, doe not you
call it an A/tur. In King Fwiiconi'* Liturgie of 1519 it is

everewhere, but in that of 1552, it is nowhere called an
-•l/ftjr, but the Lord’s Boorrf. Why? Because the People
being scandalized herewith in Countrey Churches, first

beat them downe de facto, then the supreme Magistrates
ho n Kind of Laa puts them downe de jure, aud setting
Tables in their roomes, tooke from us the Children of the
Church and Commonwealth, both the Name aud the Nature
of former Altars', as you may see, Injunction 1.559, referring
to that Order of King Edward in his Connoell mentioned,
.•let* and Moniitn. pag, 1311. And I hope you have more
fjearning than to conceive the Lord's Table to be a new
Name, and so to bee ashamed of the Name. For besides
that Christ himselfe instituted this Sacrament upon a
Table, and not upon an Altar, as Archbishop Cranmer
observes, and others, Acts and Monum. pag. 1211, it is in the
Christian Church 200 yeares more ancient than the Name
of an Altar, as you may see most learnedly prooved out of
Saint Paul, Origen and Arnohius, if you doe hut reade a
Bnoke that is in your Church, Jewel ngahist Harding of
Private Masse, Art 3, p. 1 43. And whether this name of
Httar crept into the Church in a kinde of complying in
Phrase with tho People of the Jewes, as I have read in
Chemnilius. Oerardas, and other sound Pro/ertaji/s (yet
such as suffer Altars to stand)

;
or that it proceed from

these Oblations made upon the Communion Table for the
Vse of the Priest, and the poore, whereof wee reade in
Justin Marli/r, Irenaus, Tertullian, and other ancient
writers j or because of the Sacrifice of Praise and Thanks-
giving. as Archbishop Cranmer, and others thought {Acts
and Monuments, 1211), the Name being now so many
yeares abolished, it is fitter in ray Judgement, that the
Aliar (if you will needes so call it) should, according to
the Canon, stand Tablew'tse, than your Table to trouble
the poore Towne of Gr

;

because erected Altarwise.
Lastly, that your Table should stand in the higher part

of (he Church, you have my Assent already in Opinion :

but that it should be there fixed, is so farre from being
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canonicall, that it is directly ngainst the Canon. For
what is the Rubrick of the Church but a Canon I And the
Rubriclc saith. it shall stand in the Body of the Church, or
of the Chancell, where Morning-praier and Ecening-praitr
be appointed to be read. If therefore Morning and
Evening Prayer bee appointed to be read in the Body of
the Church (as in most Countrey Churches it is), where
shall the Table stand most Canonically ? And so is the
Table made removeablo, when the Communion is to be
celebrated, to such place, as the Minister may he most con-
veniently heevrd by ihe Communicants, by Qu.'Eliz. Xnjunei.
1519. And so saith the Canon in Force, that in the Tima
of the Communion, the Table shall bee placed in so good sort
within the Church and Chancel, as thereby the Minister nay
be more conveniently heard.—Can. 82. Now iudge you
whether this Table (which, like ihrdalus his Engines,
mooyes and remooves from Place to Place, and that by
the inward Wheeles of the Church Cmon*) bee fitly
resembled by yea to an At/ar, that stirres not an inch,
and supposed to be resembled canonically. And if you
desire to know out of Eusebius, and Augustine, Durandus,
and the fifth Councef^ of Conslantinopie, how long Com-
munion Tables have stood in the Midst of the Church,
reade a Booke, which you are bound to reade, and you
shall bee satisfied. Jewel against Harding of private
Masse. Art. 3, p. 115. The sum of all is this:

—

1. Yon may not erect an Altar, where the Canons onely
admit a Communion Table.

2. This Table must not stand Altarwise, and you at the
North End thereof, but Tablewise, as you must officiate at
the Horfh side of the same.

3. This Table ought to bee laid up (decently covered)
in the Chancell onely, as I suppose, but ought not to be
officiated upon, either in the_^r»< or second Service (as you
distinguish), but in that place of the Church or Chancell,
where you may bo seene and heard of all. Though perad-
venture you be with him in Tacitus, Master of your owne,
yet are you not of other Men’s Eares ; and therefore your
Parishioners mast be fudges of your Audiblenessc in this
Ca«o.
Whether aide soever (you or your Parish) shall yeeld

to the other, in this needlesse Coutroversie, shall remaine,
in my poore Judgement, the more discreet, grave, and
learned of the two. And by that time you have gained
some more experience in the Cure of Soules, you shall fiude
no such Cercmoiiie a.s Christian Charitie;

Which I recommend unto you.
And am ever, &c.*

LIABILITY OF YESTRIES UNDER
LOCAL MANAGEMENT ACT.

n.\D DRAINS.

Tni! Solicitor-General, at the instance of the St. Pancraa
Vestry, has revived tho vexed question, in regard to the
liability of parishes to make good damages arising from
bad drainage.
The case is one of some interest to the building world,

as well as to owners of houses in London, and may be
briefly disposed of by stating that at the last term a jury,
bi“fore the late Lord Chief Justice Bovill, gave a verdict,
with 50/. damages, to a Mr. Hammond, of’the Elephant
and Castle Hotel, St. Paneras, against the Vostrv of St.
Paneras, through an old brick drain bursting and flooding
his cellar of wines.
The vestry still disputing tbeir liability, the Solicitor-

General moved for a rule to enter a nonsuit. At first it

was doubted whether the drain was dedicated to the
parish, but the vestry now admitted that the Local
Management Act had made them its sponsors, as it

drained more than one house. The 73nd section of that
Act imposed upon parishes the duty of seeing “ that the
sewers were properly constructed, cleared, cleansed, aud
emptied.”
At the trial the jnry fonnd that the Vestry did not and

could not have known of the drain, though they
might have known, by the exercisa of care and inquiry.
They also found that the defendants did not know, and
could not have known, of the obstructiou before tho
mischief occurred.

It was submitted to the Court, sitting in Banco, that
there was no dutv upon the Vestry to cleanse diains of
which they did not know the existence : and it would be
a very serious thing if they were saddled with ruinous
drains constructed before the Vestry'sequired any juris-
diction in the matter, and unknown .to them. A rule was
also asked to suspend jndgmenf^upon a leobnical ground^
that the declaration did not allege negbgence, hut simply
an omisson to perform a dutv qu the part of the Vestry,
and therefore showed no good cange of action.
The Judges, Brett, Grove, and Keating, gi>atrted tho rule

to show cause; and where ahd wben.tlie lijiigyion will end
is a query.

BRADWELL, ONON.
The Church of SS. Peter and Paul, Bradtrell,

having been closed for some months while
undergoing a thorough restoration, was opened
on the 30th ult. by the Bishop of O.tford. The
church consists of nave, chancel, western tower,

with spire, north and south transepts, and a

north chantry chapel. The walla of the chancjel

are early twelfth-eentury work, though they have
been pierced, and windows of the early part of

the fourteenth century inserted. The channel

arch and the arch to the chantry chapel are

thirteenth-century work, aud the walls of the

chapel were probably built at the end of the

eame century, and the east window, which
remains, is of that period.

The south transept ia early fonrteenthJ

century work, with arch and window of the same;

character, and contains a very good piscina,,

with a pointed outer arch and trefoiled inner

one; the surface of the wall round the outer

• From “ A Coale from the Altar, or an Answ.-r to a

Letter, not long since written to the Vicar of Gr. against

the placing of the Communion Table, Ac., Ac, Lend.
1637." Brit. Mus. Lib. 700, g. 13.
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wch. enriched with foliage, and a corbel for an
imago close to it.

Tlio north transept is fifteenth-century work,
with a stair turret at the north-east angle. The
iroh opening into it from the nave is thirteenth.
Jentury work, with good foliated capitals

;
one

)f which was mutilated, but has been well
restored.

The font is very good twelfth-centuiy work
;

t has a large basin of the quatrefoil form, with
leads in the hollows, and is supported on four
large shafts, with scalloped capitals, and small
iihafts introduced between the large ones.

I
Amongst other works, tho old ringing-floor

las been replaced with a new one at a higher
evel, thus throwing into view three thirteenth-
jentury single-light windows in the base of tho
.owcrj and the font has been restored and
ilaced hero, and a very convenient baptistery is

he result.

The architect is Mr. E. G. Bruton, of Oxford
;

nd the builder is Mr. Alfred Groves, of Milton.

JUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
The twonty-sixtb anniversary festival in aid

if the funds of this Institution was held at
Villis’s Rooms, King-sfcroet, St. James’s, on
’hursday evening, the 6th inst., the President
f tho Institution (Mr. Thomas Robinson, of the

of Cubitt & Co.) in the chair.
The usual loyal and patriotic toasts having

leen duly honoured (Captain Stanley Bird
Bsponding for the Volunteers),
The Chairman said: Gentlemen, I have now

0 claim your serious and earnest attention to
he toast of the evening, “Prosperity to the
tuilder.-j’ Benevolent Institution.” I need not
ccupy your time with any detailed account of
ho origin or the history of the Builders’ Bene-
olent Institution, for they are known to many
fyou better than they are to myself. I may,
owever, briefly remind you that during the time
lat tho Institution lias boon established there
08 been invested in tho Government funds the
im of 16,620t., out of which sum 3,3601. are set
side for a special building fund should you
etermine to build, but which remains for futnre
otion, leaving upwards of 13,200L invested, and
vailablo for the objects of tho Institution, and
10 interest of which is constantly added for
10 maintenance of the expenses of the
nstitntion. During the time, in addition
1 tho amount invested, there lias been dis-
•ibuted in pensions the,—I think I may say
.rge,—sum of 17,150Z. This large amount has
sen distributed with great care amongst the
iserving objects of the charity, and it is im-
Dssible to calculate or to over-estimate the
)od that the distribution of such a compara-
vely large sum must have effected amongst
ijects BO deserving. There have been alto-
ither 12 1 individuals who have been recipients
the Institution’s pensions, SO of whom are

>w deceased, leaving 41 still dependent upon
le funds of tho Institution, and receiving its

inefits; and there is to be an election of two
ore pensioners during the present month,
hich will make up the number to 46 pensioners
)w receiving the benefits of tho Institution,
ich, then, gentlemen, is the state of our funds
id progress. But while we cannot but admit
at it is to a certain extent satisfactory
at so much good has been done, I think that
oat of us will admit that there is still more to
I done 5 and I ask you to bear in mind that,
'en to continue the good which has been done
tho past, it is necessary to continually agitate
r subscriptions. The committee would be glad,
we will give them the funds, to place a few more
nsionors on the list, so that as few as possible
ight be sent away unsuccessful and discouraged,
le committee would also be glad, if theyTiad
0 means, to give something more to pensioners
an the 2 IJ. or 20J. which they now receive,
lioh, althongh ofgreatuseto its poor recipients]
es not seem to me quite what it should be, con-
lering the interests connected with this charity,
king the building trade generally, I think
is pretty well known that it is one of a

)re than usually hazardous nature. Tho great
;ks they have to contend with, the fierce oom-

iltition they have to fight against, tho many
Ijpleasant oircumstancca and complicating
liases over which they have no control,—all

86 things, I say, tend to make the trade of
builder a peculiarly hazardous one

;
and

itariug that in mind, it is not to be wondered
ithat some few may succumb to these adverse
rcunistances, and sink, even from aflauence

into comparative poverty, and even, in many
oases, to positive distress. In conclusion, the
chairman strongly urged the necessity of the
amounts of the annual subscriptions being in-

creased.

Mr. Macey, in appropriate terms, proposed the
next toast, “The Chairman and President,”
which was duly responded to.

At this stage of the proceedings, lists of sub-
scriptions in aid of the charity were announced.
The total amount promised was 324L, and this

announcement was received with groat choerinn’,

althongh tho chairman stated that the amount
was nob so satisfactory as on some former
oocasions.

The Chairman next proposed “The Patrons,
Vice-presidents, and Trustees,” coupled with the
name of Mr. Rogers, who briefly responded.

Mr. George Dines proposed tho next toast,
“The Treasurer” (Mr. George Pluckoett), who,
in responding, earnestly advocated the necessity
for increasing the funds at tho disposal of the
Institution.

“The Architects and Surveyors” was pro-
posed by the chairman in graceful terms, and
responded to by Mr. Sandell.
The next toast was, “ The Directors and

Stewards,” coupled with the name of Mr. Simp,
son, who responded.
The last toast, “The Secretary, Mr. A. G.

Harris,” was proposed by the chairman in appre-
ciative terms

; and Mr. Harris, in responding,
said he had now been twenty-five years in the
service of the Institution, and had ever made it

his business to promote, to the utmost of his
ability, the prosperity of tho Institution.

THE ARTIZA.N REPORTERS AT THE
VIENNA EXHIBITION.

Among the pleasing incidents which marked
the visit of the English arfcizan reporters sent
by the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce
and the Society for the Promotion of Scientific
Industry, Manchester

;
at the banquet given

to them by his Excellency Baron Schwarz
Senborn, the Baron requested each artizan
reporter present to forward to him on their
return to England a photographic portrait, with
his name, address, and the manufacture upon
which he reported. The “cartes” have been
sent inclosed in an album said to be of
considerable beauty. The address which pre-
cedes the portraits was drawn up by Mr.
Charles Hibbs (the reporter on guns), and
the title of the address and various words and
initial letters are illuminated by the pen of
Mr. Frank G. Jackson. The portraits were
arranged in sets of four to each page, and the
whole was bound together in dark brown russet,
tinted morocco, ornamented in gold, with white
satin linings io the interior of the boards. On
the cover there was introduced the monogram of
Baron Senborn, surmounted with a baron’s
coronet, in saw-pierced metal, enamelled and
gilded. Well done, men of Birmingham.

TECHNOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS.
Tue Programme of Society of Arts’ Examina-

tions in the Technology of the Arts and Manu-
factures of the Country for 1874, is now ready
for issue. These examinations are hold annually,
in conjunctiou with the examinations of the
Science and Art Department.
The subjects for the year 1874 will be Cotton,

Paper, Silk, Steel, Carriage-building, Pottery and
Porcelain, Gas-manufacture, Glass-making, and
Cloth-manufaoture. Candidates, in order to
obtain certificates in any of these subjects, must
pass the examinations of the Science and Art
Department in certain sciences, whioh are speci-
fied in tho programme as bearing upon the
particular art or manufacture. In addition to
these, special papers will be set in the technology
of each manufacture, by examiners appointed
by the Society of Arts.
The prizes offered by the Society in each of

tho nine subjects are given in the programme.
In order that these examinations may really

be successful iu promoting technical education
in this country, it is desirable that encourage-
ment should be given to candidates by the offer
of prizes and scholarships. With this object
the council appeal to the trade guilds of the
city of London, to merchants and manufac-
turers, and to the members of the Society
generally, to aid them by contributing to the
prize fund.

§ffoI\s iScarfcrib.

A Record of my Artistic Life. By J. B. Wiring
Trubner & Co. 1873.

Such a title as “ A Record of My Artistic Life ”
requires a strong name after it to obtain the
attention of the public, and we are disposed to
think Mr. Waring would have had a bettor
chance of a good sale if he had called his book
“ Art Jottings and Home Struggles ”

j
“ An

Architect’s Note-book”; “ Rambles Abroad and
Hard Work in England,” or any other general
title less personal than the one he has adopted.
We hope for his sake that our impression may
prove incorrect. Mr. Waring has travelled, and
is, amongst other things, a very clever draughts-
man

; and the book before us mainly consists of
the notes and jottings made abroad, with here
and there an illustration by his facile pencil, and
an occasional complaint that his endeavours have
not obtained for him the return ho deserved.

,

Some of his earlier lucubrations are reprinted
from our own pages, where they first appeared.
We quote a few paragraphs from his later
observations, headed “ On Lineal Expression
and Architectural Design,” as a sample of the
style of the book.

“ Architectnre, I think, shows the stubborn-
ness and incongruity of strongly-marked quali-
ties more clearly than tho other arts, there being
less to confuse the ideas than in sculpture or
painting, and it exhibits better the gradual,
almost imperceptible differences by which alone
they are made to harmonise and their antagonism
rendered less palpable. It must bo premised
that as art, like civilisation, admits of no
chronologically continuous development, but
shows various phases in various and unconnected
periods, in filling up and explaining the neoes-
sary gradations of a particular class or style of
building, we must be prepared to put chrono-
logical order out of our minds. As one, for
instance, would bo forced to commence the
history of architecture with the comparatively
modern remains of Druidical times.

Let us commence, then, with retaining what
is beautiful of the Italian, what is grand of the
Egyptian, what is picturesque of the Gothic, and
how does the idea of tho most skilful fusion of
them affect the mind ? Even unite the graceful
picturesqueness of Moorish leaf ornament and
the rough picturosqueness of a Gothic menu-
meut, and could any imaginatiou conceive an
agreeable combination ? In either of the cases
would a superior or equal style be educed ? or
rather would there not be a hybrid conglomera-
tion, destroying the charm of each ? Sicilian
and Spanish Saracenic have both been skilfully
blended with Norman and Gothic respectively.
Tet tho architecture thus produced, however its
novel effect may charm us, ranks in each case
lower than its primary and pure constituents,
and is universally allowed to be theatrical, ia a
lowering sense of the wordj it is here the same
as before, the different qualities of each are
deteriorated iu combination. Let us now take
an Elizabethan building : here we have much
that is allowedly coarse and grotesque

; here,
might the breeder of styles say, ‘is a fine oppor-
tiinity for a cross 'with the graceful or the beau-
tiful ’} let him then put np a Canova in the
niche, or replace that grotesque column with its
Grecian type, and is he nob on the right track to
ruin the whole building ? It is not prejudice
which would affright the admirer of this style
were you to bring the orders of ancient Greece
for his use.

The building baa one distinct quality or
character, and his sense of propriety or taste at
once tells him that these, though good in them-
selves, are not good for his purpose, but if
carried out through the whole building, even
retaining the outline would ruin its charm. Wo
may assert the same as regards two phases of
character in the same style. There is a corre-
sponding phase of Italian architecture in
Venice, as seen in many parts of the Doo-e's
Palace. I mention Venice more especially,
because the Cinque Cento of that city bears
more striking features of resemblance to our
Elizabethan than the Cinque Cento of Italy
generally, having amongst them those many
curved gables so common with us. Now, were
you to apply any ordinary string-course, niche
moulding or foliated ornament of the one to tho
other, they would be mutually out of place

j
for

the character of stronger grotesque pioturesque-
ness in the one will not amalgamate satisfactorily
with the grace, the delicacy, often the weakness,
of the other.

There is no more difference as regards the
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espresaion of form between Grecian, Roman,

and Italian architectare, or between Dono,

Ionic, and Corinthian, than there is between the

expression of form in the Hercules, the Gladia.

tor, and the Apollo. Yet who would expect to

form a more perfect fourth from the most

skilful and artistic combination of the three.

Blend them as you will, and the many attempts

of this nature by various celebrated modern

architects, however satisfactory in themselves,

all point out the futility of hoping to excel or

equal the excellence of each as they are known

to ns in their separate characters. It would

seem, then, essentially wrong to graft the_ excel,

lencies of one stylo to the excellencies ot

another, in form or ornament; and yet we have

many buildings whose size alone would render

them grand, and arranged in the grand simplicity

of Grecian art, detailed out with the spirit of

Ancient Rome, of Palladio, and Vignola, nay,

often with the weak delicacy of Cinque Cento

and the richness of Gothic. It is but too usual

to see the celebrated works of the past the

models for our modern buildings, and while the

essential original forms are retained, the whole

character is deteriorated, if not destroyed, by

that studied refinement and variation of detail

which our books, our travels, our studies^ render

Ro pasv of obtaining, and which are so ruinous in

art, literature, and antiquities, from 1760 to

1780, with illustrations, by Sir W. R. Wilde,

il.D.,—continued from Vol. I., Fourth Series,

page 2G0. There are also papers on inscribed

pillar-stones,—Gowran,—by Mr. R. Rolt Brash,

M.R.I.A., and on a pagan cemetery at Drum-

nakilly, near Omagh, by Mr. N. F. Wake-

man
;

besides others, and the usual report of

proceedings.

so easy of obtaining, and which

their effect.”

Touching the author’s complaints, he is much

too sensible nob to see that the course he took,

consequent on his expressed dislike of office

work,” the confinement of which “ suited neither

his health nor his temper,”—was not calculated

to insure success as an architect ;
so that it must

have been in another direction that he looked

for the reward which he considers he has failed

to obtain.

The book contains many useful observations

and suggestions ;
and we cordially wish the

author a good future out of consideration for the

industrious past.

zeal and piety of builders had added now chapels I;

to the original ones.” -According to Nature,

“Professor Sylvester has recently made a dis-j

covery which is likely to create some interest, nob

,

only amongst mathematicians, bub also amougst^.

mechanicians and instrument-makers. By means’

of a sort of lazy tongs, he has succeeded in con-'

verting spherical motion into plane motion, a,,

result,” we believe, hitherto looked upon as

unattainable.”

Ecno to Male Money by Fatenfs. By Ch.irles

B.\rlow. Third edition. London : Marl-

borough & Co., Warwick-lane.

In the preface to this edition of a volume

already noticed in our columns, the author

says :

—

“ Never Tibs there hecn so prosperous a time for the

owTjera of patent prvvLleccea na during the Inst few years.

The riaing prices of fuel and of raw materials have both

stimulated and rewarded patentees. If it were inquired

what is the best mode in these days of acquiring wealth

rapidly, the ready answer mitiht be,— to procure a patent

and then form a limited liability o.'mpany to nurohase it.

The number of such companies fortned within the lust

three years for purchasing and working patents almost

exceeds the bounds of credibility, and the amount of

much is certain, that whenever a patentee can show suc-

cessful, or at any rate dazsling, experiments, or primd

facie demonstrate the feasibility of his invention, he may
readily procure capital for working it through the instru-

mentality of a company.”

Mr. Barlow writes in the interest of inventors

and patentees ;
and we must refer those of them

who wish to know “ how to make money by

patents ” to his successful publication.

By the way, we may here note that the report

of the Commissioners of Patents for inventions

for last year has been issued. The number

of applications for letters recorded within the

year 1872 was 3,970; the number of patents

passed thereon was 2,771; the number of

specifications filed in pursuance thereof was

2,734; the number of applications lapsed or

forfeited, the applicants having neglected to

proceed for their patents within the six

months of protection, was 1,199; the num-
ber of patents void, the patentees having

neglected to file specifications in pursuance

thereof, was 37. It appears that 27,683 patents

bear date between the Ist of October, 1852, and

the 31at of December, 1865. The additional

progressive duty of 501. was paid at the end of

the third year on 7,798, and 19,885 became void.

The additional duty of 1001. was paid at the end

of the seventh year on 2,664 of the 7,798 re-

maining in force at the end of the third year,

and 5,231 became void; so that about 72 per

cent, of the 27,683 patents became void at the

end of the third year, and 91 per cent, at the

end of the seventh year.

The Journal of the Fnyal Historical and
Archivoloyical Associatioyi of Ireland ; ori-

ginally founded as the Kilhenny Archixological

Society. Vol. II. Fourth Series. July.

1873. No. 15.

Tins issue of the Irish Archaeological Journal

contains an interesting memoir of Gabriel

Beranger and his labours in the cause of Irish

VARIORUM.

Mr. Thornbury, in the current number of

Old and New London” (Cassell), has the fol-

lowing paragraph on the clock of the Royal

Exchange -.
—“ The clock constructed by Dent,

with the assistance of the Astronomer Royal, is

true to a second of time, and has a compensation

pendulum. The chimes consist of a set of

fifteen bells, by Mears, and cost 5001., the largest

being also the hour-bell of the clock. In the

chinte-work, by Dent, there are two hammers to

several of the bells, so as to play rapid passages ;

and three and five hammers strike different bells

simultaneously. All irregularity of force is

avoided by driving the chime-barrel through

wheels and pinions. There are no wheels be-

tween the weight that pulls and the hammer to

be raised. The lifts on the clume-harrel are all

epicycloidal curves ;
and there are 6,000 holes

pierced upon the barrel for the lifts, so as to

allow the tunes to be varied. The present airs

are “ God save the Queen,” “ The Roast Beef of

Old England,” “ R’ule Britannia,” and the 101th

Psalm. The bells, in substance, form, dimon-

sions, &c., ore from the Bow bells’ patterns

;

still they are thought to be too large for the

tower. The chime-work is stated to be the first

instance in England of producing harmony in

bell3.” 'Accorditig to the Ari-JottniaZ, “ It is

rumoured that a well-known firm of picture-

dealers has offered 50,000J. for the artistic con-

tents of the late Sir Edwin Landseer’s studio.”

The Gardener's Magazine thus treats of the

winter decoration of flower-beds:—“The best

mode of employing bulbs is iu association with

early-flowering herbaceous plants, such as wall-

flowers, candy -tufts, arabis, primroses, and other

such things that are adapted for pl.anting in

masses and belts. A display of bulbs may be

heightened in effect by means of a sufficient sur-

facing of the ground with close growing herba-

ceous plants that flower early, and an additional

advantage of employing them is that they serve

to mark out the lines of the beds, and give them

a furnished, and therefore useful, appearance

throughout the early portion of the winter,

when, as yet, not a crocus or hyacinth or tulip

has speared through. Generally speaking, very

little difficulty would be experienced in effecting

a comely combination ;
bub to carry out any

good scheme of the kind requires a large stock

of plants, and to provide them is one feature of

the method the garden artist must follow.”

A writer in the Leisure Hour says of “The
Seven Churches of Ireland”:—“It has been

affirmed that the early Christianity of Ireland

came not from the Continent nor from Britain,

bub direct from the East; and there is even a

legend that St. James visited Ireland after

having been iu Spain. "Were this so, there

might be ground for supposing the early Irish

Christians to have taken ‘The Seven Churches’

of Asia as the model for imitation. Bub waiving

such speculation, it is a curious fact that groups

of seven churches were in former times common
throughout Ireland. There are only two such

sites now celebrated and visited by tourists,

Glendalough and Clonraacnoise, bub in many
parts I found traces or traditions of the same

number of churches, even when the actual

buildings or ruins gave no sign of tbeir existence.

Clonmacnoise, fonr or five miles from the Shan-

non Bridge at Athlone, is the rival of Glenda-

lough, as the site of ‘ The Seven Churches,’ but

at Clonmacnoise there are ruins of many more

chapels than seven, and two round towers. At

Scattery, in County Clare, and at Rattoe, County

Kerry, are also seven churches. At Kilbarry

there are remains of three chapels only, and the

stump of a round tower
;
yet the neighbours

speak of ‘ the seven churches of Kilbarry.’

Tuam, we know from old records, liad once

seven churches, but only one of them survives,

which is now the Cathedrril of St. iMary. Innis-

ccaltra, the holy island of Lough Derg, in Clare,

is one of the few places where the ruins of

exactly seven chapels, and the usually attendant

round tower, can be seen. But in remote times

the sacred and symbolic number was common in

Ireland, even when (as at Clonmacnoise) the

listillatvcE

The Albert Memorial Chapel, Windsor:

Castle.—The marble rerodos and bas-reliefs_

intended for tho decoration of the east end of<

the Albert Memorial Chapel have just arrived ah

Windsor Castle, having been forwarded from

Baron Triqueti 'at Paris. The design of thd

reredos consists of a base and tliree panels,

canopied, and surmounted by a Greek cross.;

From the top of the base to the upper part oi

the cross the height is about 13 ft.
;
the width

being about 10 ft. Tho base and ornamental

work is executed iu coloured marbles and

alabaster. The three panels are sculptured ir

white Sicilian marble, and represent the llcsnr4

rectioD. In the central panel is tho figure of the

Saviour, rising from the tomb or sepulchre. Ii

the right panel a kneeling angel clasps portionf

of the cross; the left panel being occupied by

bas-relief of an angel holding in the right hand l

crown of thorns, and, uplifted in the left, th(

sacramental cup. Tho inlaid marble panel oi

tho left represents the dead Christ being bomr

by Joseph to the burial-place which he had prci

pared. The inlaid marble panel to the i-igh'

shows tho Saviour lying in a sarcophagus open

and partly covered with the grave-clothea

while above is the figure of a female kneelinr

SrCopening' of tlie Cliapel Royal, Savoy

Tho Chapel Royal, Savoy, which has beei

closed during tho last two months for the pur

pose of being decorated, and also to admit of tW'

memorial windows being erected, has been re

opened. The Rev. Heury White, the chaplain

preached in the forenoon, when there was i

crowded congregation, and some hundreds wen

unable to obtain admission. One of the memoria

windows—that on tho east side of the nave i-

commemoration of the recovery of tho PrinO-

of Wales. The window on the west side is i

memory of the former chaplain, the Rev. Job.

Foster, who died recently. The restoration o

an interesting memorial has also been effects

since the closing of the chapel. Bishop Dunkelt

who resided within the limits of the Savoy i

the sixteenth century, was buried within th

chancel of the chapel at that period, and an ii

scription in Latin, engraved on brass, was place'

over his tomb. This brass was missing aftrf

the fire which took place in the chapel som

years ago, and has only recently been discovoret

It bas again been set in a full-length tombstoi'

of black marble, and placed in the chancel ovo

Dunkeld’s grave.

Causes of Railway Accidents.—At a meec

ing of the King’s-cross branch of the Amalgl

mated Society of Railway Servants, Mr.

Bowles, secretary to tho North London distrio

said if -the society could carry out one of i

great objects, viz., the shortening of the hours '

labour, there would be fewer railway aceiJent

Nine out of ten railway accidents were preven

able. The companies had been frequenb

recommended by the Board of Trade and «

coroners’ juries to adopt th© absolute bloi

system and interlocking signals, but all the.

would be of little use if the hours of labour

railway servants were not reduced, or if eugin;

drivers had to work from fourteen to twem

hours at a stretch without getting sleep. V

hope juries will persist in keeping such d

graceful facts as Mr. Bowles brought forwa’

Tn view iu amercing railway companies •

damages for accidents until their directors ai

compelled to wake up themselves and emplu

waking officials, instead of waking up thn;

own and other sleepers with the intolerab)

nuisance of railway whistles; the unmerciful ui

of which implies that the normal state of the)

signal-men is the sleeping state.

Marylebone Clmrch.—This church has be.

opened after being closed for a period of t-i

months. The internal portion h.as undergo:

renovation, painting, and artistic dt!Cornti|

which were executed by Messrs. PhillipSi
,

Baker-street, under the direction of the borouf

'surveyor and a committee of inspeclion. '
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Lead Water-Pipes.— The outcry against

lead-pipes has been as loud and as indiscriminate

in Paris as in London. The action of pure or

iistilled water on lead was shown many years

igo by Professor Christison at Edinburgh, and

fvas first brought under public notice by tho

Builder. Since that time a variety of asser-

tious have been made aud opinions expressed on

tho subject of tho action of lead on water, or of

water on lead, and “ counsel has been darkened

by words without understanding ”
;
but it seems

to be an ascertained fact, long since noticed in

our columns, that water containing carbonate of

lime, which very generally prevails in potable

water, so acts on lead as in most cases to pro-

duce a coating which protects the water from
tho lead and the lead from the water. This

seems to be the case in Paris ; but an inventor

of tin-lined pipes appears to have created a stir

against the use of lead water-pipes at all,

although such pipes are known to have withstood

the action of Paris water for many years, and
the council run the risk of being called upon to

replace something like 1,000 miles of lead. pipes.

Tho subject, we hear, is to be referred to the

Academy of Sciences, which, it is to be hoped,

will settle tho question once for all.

The Assyrian Discoveries,—We are glad

to learn that the trustees of the British Museum
have directed Mr. Geo. Smith to proceed to the

scene of his recent labours in Mesopotamia, for

tho purpose of pursuing his researches there.

However reluctant the trustees might have been
to undertake tho expense of the new researches,

it was hardly possible for them to shrink from
it after the liberality evinced by the proprietors

of the Daily Telegraph. Mr. Smith has read

two interesting papers before tho members of the
Biblical Archaeological Society. Tho first re-

lated to fragments of an inscription giving part
of tho chronology from which Mr. Smith believes

tho Canon of Berosus was copied
j
while the

second referred to a now fragment of the Assy,
rian Canon belonging to tho reigns of Tiglath-

Pileaer and Shalmaneser, and Mr. Smith states

that these fragments materially confirm the
chronology of the Bible. Sir Henry Rawlinson
expressed his opinion that the inference drawn
by Mr. Smith was too wide for his premises, but
he acknowledged that tho subject was full of

interest for the Biblical and archmological
student.

luaugTU'ation of Working Men’s Exten-
sion of Queen’s Hospital, Birmingham.

—

Tho new out-patient department, or working
men’s (xtensioD of tho Queen's Hospital, Bir-

mingham, hns been opened by the Mayor in the

presence of a large company of spectators. In
the new bnildiog now erected thei'e is a large

room, together with sleeping and sitting rooms,
fertile olBoers of the institution

j and, besides

that accommodation, there is now at the back a
mortuary and a laundry, where all the washing
can bo done without being sent off the premises.
To provide all this, the committee had to expend
a large sum of money

j
but the additional

accommodation will relievo the old hospital to

Buch an extent as will allow them to provide from
eighteen to twenty new beds, so that the whole
of the cost is not to be charged to the out-patient

department. The committee has spent upwards
of 20

,
0001 ., which will include alterations in the

old building, and of that amouulrthey still want
the sum of 7,000L

The Dock at Eleetwood.—A dock is now in

course of construction here. Two ivells, each
about 40 ft. deep, have been sunk at the north,
east and south-west corners of the site of the
intended dock, aud in the latter a steam-pumping
apparatus has been put down. These wells will

drain the water from the surrounding land, and
will be kept clear by pumping. There is now
on the ground a large quantity of stone, in im-
mense blocks, from the quarries at Longridge,

near Preston, and several limekilns are being
built. The trench for the dock wall will be 17 ft.

wide, and this part of the undertaking is now in

progress. The foundation will bo upon concrete

l-l ft. wide, and will rest upon a bed of fine stiff

clay
J
and tbo stonewall will be 31 ft. high. The

dimensions of the dock will be 1,000 ft. long by
400 ft. wide. The entrance-gates will be 50 ft.

across 5
and the depth of water at spring tides

will be 21 ft.

A New Town-hall for Hastings.—The
town council of Eastings have decided to erect

a new town-hall, at a cost of 10
,
0001 ., and sums

of 100?., 50?., and 25?. are to be offered for the
best designs. A proper town-hall has been loag
needed for Hastings.

The Cottage Home System for Panper
Children.—The benefit derived from this system
is being widely recognised. Not only are the chil-

dren kept in better condition, but the cost, instead

of being nearly lOs. a week for each child, is

generally not more than 5s., or even leas. There

is a movement, however, for tho establishment

of lady visitors and ladies’ committees of in-

spection. In those places where the greatest

success has attended the boarding out, it is

almost invariably found in connexion with tho

watchful supervision of benevolent ladies, as at

Birmingham,'VVindermcre, Swindon, Dorking, &c.

At Swindon Union the guardians have appointed

a ladies’ committee to co-operate with them in

the oversight of boarded-out girls. The Govern-

ment, have collaterally set a good example, by
the appointment of a lady, Mrs. Nassau W.
Senior (sister of Mr. Thomas Hughes, M.P.), as

one of the Local Government Board inspectors

of union schools, &c.

A Pever-stricken City.—The yellow fever

has been raging in Memphis for six weeks, and
the mortality has been dreadful. The deaths have
already been 1,000, out of a population of 40,000,

but large numbers of tho people fled from the

city. There were five Roman Catholic priests in

Memphis, and all remained faithful to the sick

and dying, and all fell victims to the disease.

Their places were filled, as fast as they died, by
Catholic priests from other cities. A largo num-
her of sisters of charity were indefatigable, and
some have died at their posts. The fever was
brought to the city by a sailor. A kind-hearted

Irishman received him into his honse, aud cared

for him, but he died the next day. Good nature

does a deal of harm in the world. The Irish-

man and all his family died, and the pesti«

lence spread in all directions. This year Memphis
has had small-por severely, then cholera, and
now this last and dreadful disease. The city

resembles London during the great Plague.

Interesting Archseological Discoveries.—
Mr. J. R. Mortimer, of Driffield, an archmolo-
gist, Las examined three tumuli in the “ Garton
Slack,” Wetwang, near Driffield. In these

tumuli were tAvelvo interments hy inhumation,
and four after cremation. The relics which
accompanied these interments consist of a
beautiful jet button of largo size, a bone pin,

and two other bone articles of unknown use, a
dagger-shaped instrument or weapon, 10 ^ in.

long, made from the left-side human femur.

There were also found a finely-polished flint

axe, three flint knives, and many flakes. The
articles of earthenware brought to light com-
prise a fine food vase, and a small cup-
shaped vessel

;
also four elegantly-formed and

ornamented ^drinking-cups, cue of which was
uninjured.

The Metropolitan Tramways.—The Lon-
don Tramways Company, which, amongst its

other routes on tho south side of the Thames,
has a line between Vauxhall and Camberwell-
green, in connexion with tho line between Cam-
berwell, Peckham, and Greenwich, has just

opened an extension route over Vauxhall Bridge
to the ATotoria Railway Station, so that the line

originally contemplated between Pimlico, Peck-
ham, and Greenwich, is now practically effected.

There are now three companies in active opera-

tion,—the London Tramways Company, the

North Metropolitan Tramway Company, and the
London Street Tramways Company

;
and there

are thus at the present time nearly sixty miles
of tramway open for traffic in the metropolis,

with additional lines in course of construction.

Eire in a Clmrcli during Divine Service.
Trinity Church, Nottingham, has just undergone
alterations, and while the Bishop Suffragan of

Nottingham was preaching the opening sermon a
person entered the edifice, and said the upper
part was on fire. The vicar hastened to inform
the preacher, who, without emotion, closed the
service. The congregation, though not knowing
tho cause of the sudden dismissal, quietly walked
away. After an investigation it was found that
the roof had caught fire, owing to the heat of

the new pipes. The superintendent of the fire-

brigade was fortunately amongst the congrega-
tion, and the fire was extinguished before any
g^eat damage had been done.

The Institution of Civil Engineers.—At
tho first meeting of this Society for the Session
1873-4, which was held on Tuesday, the 11th
inst., Mr. Hawksley, the President, being in the
chair, the paper was read on “ The Design
and Construction of Modern Locomotive En-
gines,” by Mr. John Robinson, C.E., of Man-
chester.

Wykham Park, near Banbury, Oxford-
shire.—Extensive alterations have been com-

pleted here, the seat of Mr. Wrn. Mewbura, in

removal of tho old staircase, and reconstruction

of a new one, with oak stairs. The entire man-
sion has undergone renovation and decoration.

Tbo large dining-hall, drawing-room, music-

room, library, ordinary dining-room, staircase,

and bedrooms, having all been treated in various

styles of art, including a Pompeiian boudoh.

The builder’s work was executed by Mr. Albert

Kimberly, of Banbury
5
the heating by Messrs.

Boulting, tho gas arrangements by Mr. Roth-

well, and the decorations by Messrs. Phillips,

all of London. Messrs. John Tarring & Son,

were the architects.

Vandalism at St. Sophia.—A paragraph

in the Levant Herald mentions the wanton
destruction of an inscription found near tho

south-west corner of St. Sophia, where a new
enclosure is being built. It occupied the left

comer of the entrance to the courtyard, and luas

valuable—icas, for the only part which can

make the rest intelligible has been knocked of.

The authorities would perhaps look on the matter

in a serious light, if they knew the fact that

what has been destroyed is a name that they

reverence. Antiquaries complain that improve-

ments are going on so far and wide over the city

that within a short time there will be nothing

left to intsrest.

Eltham, Kent,—The foundation-stone of a

new church at Eltham was laid on Friday last,

by Sir C. H. Mills, hart., M.P. for West Kent, in

tho presence of the Lord Bishop of Rochester

and a large assembly. The church is to be

dedicated to St. John the Baptist, after the old

church, which, upon the completion of tho new
one, is to be taken down. The execution of the

works has been entnisted to Mr. James G.

Naylar, of Rochester, from the designs of Mr.

A. W. Blotufield, M.A. The quantities were

prepared by Messrs. Gardiner, Son, & Theobald.

'This is tbo third church, besides church schools,

which Mr. Naylar has erected at Eltham within

tho last six years.

Thornhill Obelisk, Stalbridge. — Mr.

Boucher, of Thornhill House, has restored to

tho sight of the inhabitants of the neighbour-

hood the form of an object well known to their

fathers,—the obelisk which they called “Thorn-
hill Spire,”—a memorial of a Dorset worthy,

Sir James Thornhill, who built it to the

memory of George II. aud Queen Caroline.

Nearly the whole of it some years ago fell down,
as we believe, from the force of a storm. Mr.

Boucher has now entirely rebuilt it of Box
stone, the whole being solid throughout, instead

of, as formerly, filled up with rubbish.

Opening of a Jewish. School at Bucharest.
On the 26th ult. a Jewish school was opened in

Bucharest, according to the Jeicish Chronicle.

The school was founded by private initiative,

chiefly of the late M. aud Madame Jacob Lebal,

who bequeathed 22.700 francs for its foundation.

About 44,000 francs were received from other

sources. The school contains six classes, in

which nearly 900 pupils bave to be taught. This

will bo giving no less than about 100 pupils to

each class. The inauguration was presided over

by General Tell, minister of public instruction

and worship.

Paper as a Building Material.—The use

of paper as a substitute for wood in the con.

struotion of railway carriages has long been
known, but the use to which this material can

be put seems now to be without limit. The
Journal of the Society of Arts says there is a

paper church actually existing near Bergen,

which is capable of containing about 1,000

people. It is circular within, and octagonal

without. The relievos outside, and the statues

inside, the roof, the ceiling, are all of papier

in&chd, rendered waterproof by saturation in

vitriol, lime-water, whey, and white of egg.

Buried Alive in a, Sewer.—AVhile a number
of men were engaged cutting a sewer at Barrow,

on Saturday, a fall of earth took place, and two
of the excavators were buried beneath some
8 ft. of sand and clay. Tho sewer had been ent

to a depth of 10 ft., and considerable time
elapsed before the labourers who witnessed the
accident could get at their unfortunate comrades.

Life was then extinct.

The B/oyal Literaxy Pund.—The King of

the Belgians has again sent a donation of 100?.

to this admirable institution. This munificent

and thoughtful act on the part of Hie Majesty

will be widely appreciated.
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Proposed Pier for Saadown.—Some public-

spirited gentlemen have started the idea of ob-
taining a pier for this rising watering-place, and,

with this idea, intend applying for a Provisional

Order during the ensuing month to confer on
the promoters the necessary powers. It is pro-

posed that the pier shall start from the Battery-

road slipway, and will extend across the foreshore

into the sea a distance of 700 ft., which will give

a fine promenade for visitors, and make a secure

landing-place for steamers and boats.

A Caution to Builders.—The Leeds sti-

pendiary magistrate has given judgment in the

case in which the Leeds corporation proceeded
against an owner of house property in the

borough for building a larger number of back- to-

back houses in one block, and thereby leaving

less space vacant, than the Local Improvement
Act of 1872 allowed. Mr. Bruce decided that
the buildings were contrary to the law, and
ordered them to be demolished, but granted a
case for appeal. Costs were allowed in the case.

Statue of Sir John Burgoyne.—It has
now been fully decided that the memorial by
the corps of Eoyal Engineers of their late dis-

tinguished officer, Field-Marohal Sir John Bur-
goyne, shall take the form of a statue, which
will be placed near Whitehall. Mr. Foley, the
sculptor, has been entrasted with the work.
About l.OOOh have been contributed towards
the fund by the officers and men of the late

Field-Marshal’s corps.

A Lutheran Church in Jerusalem.—The
excavations having been completed on the plot
of land in Jerusalem assigned by the Sultan as a
present to the German Crown Prince on the
occasion of the opening of the Suez Canal, the
buildings in connexion with the proposed
Lutheran Church, for which the laud is intended
as a site, will shortly be begun. The block of
buildings is to include a Lutheran Church, a
school, and a parsonage. The designs have been
prepared by Professor Adler.

Roots in Drain-pipes.—^Mr. Meohi says,

—

“ An agricultural friend assured me (when dis-

cuasing the filling up of drain-pipes by the roots
of trees or plants) that where the drain-pipes
have been well coated with gas-tar, there is no
risk of choking with roots ; for the roots turn
away from the tar, evidently sensible of their
danger. I hope this hint may prove useful

; for
I know that no spring drain is safe near trees,
fences, or even sti'ong-rooted weeds.”

Sewer Accident in Hereford.—In the ex-

cavation for the new flood culvert in Friars-
street, Hereford, which is being made by Mr.
James Bowers, the contractor, a labourer has
been killed by a fall of earth, which buried and
crushed him to death. There had been a good
deal of rain, which was believed to have loosened
the sides of the excavation. The city surveyor
and the coroner’s jury exonerated the contractor,
and the jury gave a verdict of accidental death.

The Statue of Prince Albert on the
Holbom Viaduct.-—In answer to a question in

the Court of Common Council, it was stated that
it is intended to unveil the statue of Prince
Albert on the Holborn Viaduct on Monday, the
24th inst.

TENDEES
For rebnildine the Chequer Ball Ido, Wolverhampton,

for Mr. Joseph Lawrence. Mr. John Cotton, architect ;

—

Carter £1,522 0 0*
Nelson 1,420 0 0
Collins 1,342 0 0
Gough (accepted) 1,300 0 0

* Bxclusive or plnnibing and painting.

for erecting grocer s warehouse at Longford, Corent
exclusive of cast-iron girders, for Mr. Masser. Mr, Jc
Colton, architect :

—

Ensor.., ,.£510 0 0
Banks & Jepheott 470 0 0
Nelson 311 0 0
Hancoi 307 0 0

2S0 0 0
Ward (accepted) 250 0 0

For repairs and alterations to Nos. 1, 2. and 3, Princess-
street, for Messrs. Allen & Co. Mr. 11. Cotton,
architect

Cross £269 0 0
Thoms 280 0 0
Temple & Foster.. 248 0 0
Harris, Bros 219 0 0

For houses and shops, Dalston, for Messrs. Puckeridge
& Nephew. Mr. Joseph Tanner, architect :

—

Turner & Son £3,690 0 0
Devereux 3,334 0 0
Marr 3,290 0 0
Larke 3,170 0 0
Mustoe & Son ,048 13 0

For rebuilding two dwelling-houses and shops. Silver-
street, Bedford, for Mr. J. 8. Peacock. Mr. John Usher,
architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Spencer £1,329 0 0
Corby 1,233 11 0
Moore 1,195 0 0
Richards 1,195 0 0
Cunvin 1,169 0 0
Hull 1,125 0 0
Carter (accepted) 1,069 0 0

For erecting and completing new scboola in Church-
street, LandMrt, for the Portsmouth School Board.
Mr. George Rake, architect. Quantities by Mr. C. M.
Houghton :

—

Burbidge £6,320 0 0
Light 6,300 0 0
Quick 6,810 0 0
Smith 6,680 0 0
Evans 6,670 0 0
Ward 6,625 0 0
White 6,600 0 0
Barnes (too late) 6,600 0 0
Morey, jun. (accepted) 6,518 0 0

For the erection of cow-sheds, root and com stores, at
the Industrial Schools, Leaveaden, Woodside, Herts, for
the guardians of the poor of the parish of St. Panoraa :

—

Thoms £919 0 0
Blotl 793 0 0
Waterman 720 0 0
Chalk 717 0 0

For additions to present schools at Tettenhall. Mr. J. E.
Veall, architect :

—

Lovatt £335 0 O'
Higham 326 15 0
Allen 298 16 0
Collins 276 10 0
Groves 260 0 0
Gough (too late) 2-17 0 0
Horsman (accepted) 235 0 0

For new schools at Tettenhall Wood, for ninety-four
boys and seventy girls. Mr. J. R, Veall, architect:

—

Lovatt £1,008 0 0
Collins 923 9 6
Higham 922 14 3
Cockerill 8r6 16 0
Allen 849 1 5 0
Groves 0 0
Horsman (accepted) 820 0 0
Gough {too late) 760 0 0

For Church school at Finchfiold. for sixty children.
Mr. Veall, architect

Higham £600 0 0
Lovatt 679 0 0
Cockerill 616 10 0
Groves 493 0 0
Gough (too late) 4>83 10 0
Horsman (accepted) 480 0 0

For new school and residence atEingswood. Mr.Veall,
architect

Lovatt £760 0 0
Horsman 650 0 0
Higham 625 0 0
Groves 603 0 0
Gough (too late) 404 0 0

For tower and spire to St. John’s Church, Reading
(second contract). Mr, W. A. Dixon, architect

Niblett & Sons £2,600 0 0

For alterations, Garm House. Mr. W. A. Dixon,
architect

Niblett&Sons £210 0 0

For warehouses, Gresham-street, for Messrs. Bartrun
& Harvey. Mr. W. A. Dixon, architect :

—
Wicks & Bangs £2,700 0 0

For pulling down and rebnilding No. 24, Bond-street,
Brighton, for Mr. H. Cozens. Mr. B. U. Nunn, archi-
tect :

—

Lynn & Son £1,095 0 0
Patching & Webber 1,029 0 0
Parsons 950 0 0
Newnham 028 0 0
Lockyer 800 0 0

For the erection of a villa residence and stable at Elstree,
for Mr. F. Jones. Mr. Gundry, architect:

—

Manley & Rogers £2,195 0 0
Kelley & Bros 2,175 0 0
Sharp 1,865 0 0
Walton 1,829 0 0
Dumfers 1,0-15 0 0
Hill 1,589 0 0

For ornamental farm buildings, Heading, for Mr. Robert
Toomer. Mr. W. A. Dixon, architect :

—

Wheeler & Sons £700 0 0

For the erection of public-house and stables in Rice-
lane, Liverpool, for Mr. Eaves. Messrs. T. E. Murray &
G. H. Thomas, architects :—

Excavator, EricMayer, and Mavov.
Sellars £510 0 0
Shaw 623 0 0

Carpenter and Joiner.

Thompson & Cook £528 1 0 0
Roberts 510 0 0
Winterburn & Mason 350 0 0

Slating ayid Plastering.

Lloyd £200 0 0
Pritchard 186 10 0
Griilitbs... 185 0 0

Plumhing, Painting, and Qlaxing,
Punnington £235 0 0

For the erection of six villa residences and hotel at

Colwjn. Messrs. T. £. Murray & G. H. Thomas,
architects:

—

Roberts f3,300 0 0

For villa residence at Hampstead Hill Gardens, for
Dr. Gwynn, Mr. John Norton, architect. Quantities by-

Mr. Thacker:

—

TTotki^ Stables. Conservatory..
Bayc-e £3,900 0 ...,£325 0 ...£230 0
Sabey & Son 3,857 0 ... 351 0 ... 209 0
Toms 3,733 0 ... 319 0 ... 193 0
Raukin 3,460 0 ... 312 ... 210 0

3,433 0 ... 300 0 ... 217 0
Bullivant 3,395 a ... 281 13 ... 189 7
Gould & Brand ... 3,320 0 ... 300 0 ... 190 0
Smith 3,300 0 ... 275 0 ... 211 0
Keast & Co 3,295 0 ... 310 0 ... 210 0
Simpson 4 Baker 3,165 0 ... 283 0 ... 167 0
Tibbitts 3,14-1 0 ... 275 0 ... 195 0-

Jobling 4 Co 3,100 0 ... 260 0 ... 181 0-

3,039 0 ... 215 0 ... 164 0
Niblett 4 Son 3,000 0 ... 300 0 ... 200 0
Robbins & Co 2,899 0 ... 280 0 ... 170 0

For Roman Catholic schools, Wallingtou Grove, Lowsr
Sydenham. Mr. C. 6. Wray, architect. Quantities by

;

Messrs. Linsdell & Gillard :

—

Perry & Co £695 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, & Co 676 0 0
Merritt & Ashby 669 0 0
Bullivant 650 0 0
Richards 639 0 0
Robbins & Co, (accepted) 615 0 0

For Roman Catholic schools and teacher’s residence,.
Burton Park, Petworth, Sussex. Mr. C. G. Wray, arclfi-'

tect. Quantities by Messrs. Linsdell & Gitfard;

—

Extra for FareLan* ;

Brick Facings^
Morey £960 0 0 £70 0 0
Whitcomb 4 Son 905 0 0 17 0 0
Peskett & Taylor 855 0 0 40 0 0
Pulling 868 9 li 10 0 0
Ellis 779 0 0 26 0 0
Wright Brothers, &
Goodcluld 7-15 0 0 16 0 0

Heath 723 0 0 12 0 0
Goddard & Sons* 694 0 0 23 0 0

• Accepted.

For the earthwork in the formation of new roads a1t

Beanport Park, Hastings. Messrs. Cross & Wells^
surveyors :

—

Goddard
Neave & Son
Woodhom, Bros........

Hswkes
Bull
Gardner
Goodair
Potter
Symonds
Longhurst (accepted).

£1,900 10 0
1,895 0 0
1,770 0 0
1,728 12 0
1,682 15 0
1,550 0 0
1,-146 0 0
1,-141 0 0
1,360 0 0
1,150 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Tilt A'ertJiJtctt Chimney Several further cummunJeation* i

ou this Bul>Ject will have conatdeiatian In our next.

G. T. C. {^hall be put In hand).—G. W. (we are unable to advUaf

'

correipondeuts ns to their privste requiretnenlsl.—T. D. (thanks tor

good intentions).—P. B. (opening should be deducted),—R. M-—B.— •

F. a. H.—C. C. H.—J. M. B.—J G. K.—W, H, P.—T. F. P.—H. H.—4-
F.aCo.—J. E. G.—Ainicua—S.—'W. A. D.—Mr. W.— B. F.—Mrs. S,— •

9. & Son.—W, G. S.—T. P.—M. ± T,—Mr. D.—T. B.—J. P.

-We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving) i

addresses.

All sUtoraents of facts, lists of tenders. *c., must be secompauleA

'

bj the name and address of the sender, not necessarilv lor

publication.

NoTK.—The responsibllltv of signed articlea, and papers read at :

public meetings, rests of course with the authors.

Sath. and other Building Stonea
Of best quality.

EANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO. (Liraitod),

Quanymen and Stone Merchants.

List of Prices at the Quarries and Depdtsj
also cost of transit to any part of the Kingdom, on i

application to Bath Stone Office, Corsham, WilbR ;

STONE BROTHERS,
Bath. Stone Merchants,

supply direct from their own Quarries

Box Ground, Coesham Down,
Farleios Down, Combe Down,

AND Stoke Ground.
Prices on application at Bath-stone Office, Bath.

;

Loudon Depot, G.W.R. Mileage Station, Paddington.

Stone Dressings prepared ready for fixing. [Adyt,^'

The Late Fire at 70, Grosvenor-street.— -

In consequence of the above unfortunate occuiH-

rence, Messrs. MAYER & CO. have REMOVEI>l
to 37, CONDUIT-STREET during rebuilding of

-

their premises. As all their objects are manufac- :

tured in Munich, and a large part of their stoolt

having been saved, they are able to continue bust* i

ness as usual, and invite inspection of their i

stained glass, statuary, church furniture, &c.

Bills of Quantities, Specifications, See.,

Lithographed by ROBT. J. COOK & HAMMOND,

;

29, Charing-crosB, S.W., •with accuracy and

;

punctuality. Plans and Drawings Copied ;

Traced, or Lithographed.— [Advt.]

CHARLES eCQ LLINCE'SQ PAT ENT
j

pOLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES.)
V./ Mannlaituren,

MICHELMORE & REAP,
36, Borough Road, London, S.B. )

Illustrated Sheet on application. DUcount to BuUdsrw ^
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‘ The National Memorial to his Royal

Highness the Prince Consort." *

ITH this title we have

a large, costly, and

beautiful booli, which

gives a history of the

National Memorial
erected in Hyde Park,

describes the con-

struction, and illus-

trates every portion

of it, both as to colour

and form, in a com-

plete and very ad-

mirable manner. It

is not too much to say that every Englishman is

interested in the circulation of this volume,

which will serve to convince all who study it,

and who may not be able to visit the monument

itself, that the finest modern work of its kind

has been produced in this country, and that wo
have amongst us artists (as well as constructors)

of high ability.

It is a distinguishing feature of the book before

us that the name of every artist is given in cou.

nexion with his work, which should, and we hope

will, have the effect of bringing to some of them

increased fame and fortune. Wo would point

for example to the remarkable histories written

with the chisel on tho marble podium, half by

Mr. J. Birnie Philip and half by Mr. H. H.

Armstead,—tho first setting forth the architects

and sculptors ; the second the painters, poets, and

musicians
;
producing a whole honourable alike

to the country aud the artists, both as regards

conception and execution.

We agree with Mr. Scott that this, taken as a

whole, is perhaps one of the moat laborious

works of sculpture ever undertaken, consisting

as it does, of a continuous range of figure-sculp.

ture of the most elaborate description in the

highest alto • relievo of life - size, more than

200 ft. in length, containing about 170 figures,

and executed in the hardest marble which could be

procured; each figure, not cut, as is usual, out of

a detached block, so that every portion can bo
easily reached, and the waste stone readily

struck off, but, on the contrary, hewn out of the

solid mass of tho monument, just as if the forms

were cut out of a solid rock of marble; so that

every opening between figures, or between parts

of them, became a work of unusual cost and
labour. We can bear testimony to tho zeal with

which both tho sculptors, Mr. Armstead and

Mr. Philip, persistently carried on their several

proportions of the work, though they found a

difficulty in respect of the great hardness of the

marble, not calculated on when they made their

original estimates as to cost. Tho producers

of this successful work deserve some public

recognition, and should have it. The name of

every figure is appended, aud we would note

that tho lettering should be filled in with some

* London; John Hurray, Albeinarle-street. 18*3.

permanent dark material, some of the names

being already illegible.

Tho history of the Memorial will bo found

scattered through the last dozen volumes of our

journal, and we need but slightly refer to it.

Mr. Scott, now very properly Sir Gilbert, sub-

mitted a precise estimate for the work in April,

186-1, and tho executive committee accepted iu

that year the offer of Mr. John Kelk, the terms

of which, embodied in an agreement, we print,

as honourable to that gentleman ;

—

“London, April ISth, 1984.

I bercLy ogres to erect and complete tbe proposed

National Memorial to tbo late Prince Consort {exclusive

of llieeiuht groups offigures and the statue of the Prince),

in accordance with tbo desigua and to tho satisfaction of

George Gilbert Scott, esq., for a sum not exceeding

85,50bL At the completion of the work the accounts are

to be examined by auditors appointed by her Majesty;
end if it should appear that the prime cost of the work to

me is less than 85,50SL, then the sum to he paid to me is

to be reduced to the amount of sack coat, but in no case

is the amount to be paid to me to exceed tho sum of

85,608L The committee are to pay for tho work as it pro-

ceeds, by instalments of 5,0ULii. each, on the certificate of

Mr. Scott.

I also agreo to bind myself, and in cose of my death my
representatives, in a bond of 10

,
000/. for the due per-

formance of this agreement. I am also willing that the

terms above stated shall, if you think necessary, be em-
bodied in a formal Icgsl document.

"

Sir Gilbert Scott testifies to tbe value of the

assistance rendered to tho work by Mr. Kelk.

Honourable mention also is rightly made of

Mr. W. Cross, who acted as director of the works

for Mr. Kelk.

Tho last timber of the scaffolding was taken

down on tho 31st of March, 1871.

When this was done, tho irou tio-rods between

each arch became visible, and an impression

prevailed that these rods had only just been

introduced as a precaution against thrust.*

They had, however, been fixed in 1806, whilst

the arches were being turned, and it was thought

to bo more satisfactory to allow them to remain

for a time after tho centreing had been romovod,

in cose any tendency to subsidence or thrust

might appear, though from the peculiar arrange,

ment by which tho spire is caiTied, such a

contingency was not considered to be at all

probable. Each of these I'ods consisted of two

pieces of iron joined together in the centre by

a largo screw’-nut
5
they were tested from time

to time, but no tension was ever observed. They

appeared to be affected only by change in the

atmospherio temperature. After remaining in

position for nearly five years, they were removed

iu April, 1871.

The central portion of the monument is based

upon a mass of concrete, 60 ft. square and 17 ft.

in thickness; indeed, in some parts it is of

much greater thickness, owing to the inequali-

ties in tbo solidity of the ground. Upon th'S

arc kid two continuous courses of thick stoue

landings, bedded in Portland cement, and on

this platform is erected the superstructure of

massive brickwork, upon which the monument

is based. The substructure which supports

the steps and landings surrounding tho monu

ment, though planned simply with a view

to their practical uses, form a curioirsly intricate

and picturesque series of catacombs, which may

bo entered by a trap-door provided beneath the

surrounding platform.

Tho materials of which these steps are formed

is mainly the grey granite from Castlewellan,

in tho county of Down, the same granite being

used for the large pedestals at the angles of

the stops ;
a portion, however, of the steps cn'me

from Dalbeattie quarries, iu tho county of

Kirkcudbright.

Owing to the slope of tho ground towards the

south, an additional range of steps was required

on that side leading down to tho drive in front.

These steps,—no less than 200 ft. in length,

—

are of the granite from Penryn, in Cornwall,

while the blocks which terminate them are of

• This idea was very prevalent at tho time; allasioa

was frequently made to it in difl'erent newspapers, and a

question referring to it was even esked in the House
of Commons. The reply of tho Chief Commissiouer of

Works at once disposed of the notion.

the same granite capped with the pink granite

from the Isle of Mull. The landings of the

steps are paved with stone of varied colours,

consisting of tho white mountain limestone of

Ilopton Wood, iu Derbyshire
;
the red magne-

sian sandstone from Mansfield, in Nottingham-

shire; and the dark slate stone from Charnwood

Forest, in Leicestershire.

The granite up to tbe levels as yet alluded to

is unpolished, but wrought by the axo with

extreme delicacy and precision. Above this

level, however, all the granite which is exposed

to view is finely polished, and has been studiously

selected in point of colour and texture, with a

view to tho harmony of its artistic effect.

The podium, or stylobate, which forms the

base of the great canopy, and to the carving on

which wo have already alluded, is of two kinds

of granite, and of marble. Its base. moulds,

3 ft. in height, are of a single course of the

richest red granite from the Ross of Mull, and

tho cornice, 2 ft. in height, is of a Hghter-colonrcd

variety from the same locality
;
both wrought

and polished with the greatest care and pre-

cision. The intermediate portion, which is of

marble, and is occupied entirely by sculpture, is

6^ ft in height in a single course.

The construction of the four main clusters of

shafts which caiTy tho canopy was of course

all-important. These do not trust alone for

their bond of union to the metallio band which

binds each cluster. Each of the four greater

shafts (which are about 2 ft. in diameter) is

attached by a dovetailed groove to tbe central

core, and the groove is run in solidly with Port-

land cement. Besides this, there is another

very important method of attachment; for,

while the shafts are jointed behind the metal

band at about one-third of thoir height from the

base, tho core is jointed at about the same

distance from the capital, thus, as the workmen

say, “ ireakmg joint ;
” the longer length of one

crossing and strengthening the joint of tho

other, while the joint in each is attached to the

side of the other by strong copper cramps, and

each block is also plugged with four copper

dowels to that below aud above it
;
so that tho

entire group is, as it were, in one piece.*

The spire, which surmounts the stonework, is

wholly of metal, and is supported by two enor-

mous “box” girders of wrought-iron. Each

girder lies diag'mally from corner to corner of

tho structure. They may, perhaps, bo more

truly described as one girder iu tho form of a

cross, for at their point of iutersectiou they are

so united by the interlacing of their component

parts as to become in reality a single girder.

Tho girders are in section, 3 ft. 4.^- in. in depth,

by 3 ft. 6 in. in width
;
their length each way is

31 ft. 6 in., and their clear bearing 23 ft. 6 in.

Their weight is 23 tons, aud it is calculated that

they are capable of sustaining a load equal to

360 tons. The ends of the girders rest upon vast

blocks of granite, which being laid across the

angles of the structure, tend to bind its walls

together, and to carry down its weight directly

and vertically upon the columns. IIow the

amount of iron used iu the construction may
behave in tho course of time is a problem not

yet to be solved.

Tho architectural carving was carried out by

Mr. Brindley. Sir Gilbert says,—“ The capitals

of tho great piers [of which we are enabled to

reproduce the illustration givonf] are, as I think,

very effective work. They are founded on such as

we find in ancient buildings in Franco aud Ger-

many, and such as we see in this country,

in the eastern parts of Canterbury Cathedral,

—

a form of capital originating in tho Corinthian,

but entirely rethought out by the great iledimval

artists. The arches are, in some of their divi-

sions or orders, beautifully carved with pierced

* The weight borne by each group of columns is

21 tons per loot super,

+ See p. 926.
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foliage in high relief’, thus obtaining efitcb by
contrast.”

The architect was personally represented on
the works by his assistant and former pnpil,

Mr. Coad, who had been engaged in the prepa-

ration of the working drawings in conjunction
with the architect’s second son, Mr. J. 0. Scott

;

the drawings wliich were submitted in the first

instance to the committee having boon made
under the architect’s own inspection by his

eldest son, Mr. G. G. Scott, who devoted to

them much laborious attention.

Avery important part of the monument is the

artistic metal-work, the whole of which was
earned out by Mr. Skidmore. “ It is hero [says

the architect] that my thought of realising on a
large scale the ideal of tho old shrines comes
literally into practical operation

; for hero the

classes of art and ornamentation displayed in

those exquisite works on a minute scale, suggest-
ing only the models of some large structure, are
directly reproduced in cognate materials, and to

a scale of reality instead of mere miniature
models. The materials in which the works of

the Medimval gold and silver smiths are thus
translated, as it were, into life-size, are copper
and lead, and in these humbler metals are re-

produced in noble workmanship, and to a noble
scale, the re^ouss^ work, the chased and beaten
foliage, the filagree, the gem-settings, and the
matrices for enamels, such as are found in the
shrines of tho Three Kings, or of St. Elizabeth.

No nobler work in metal for architectural pur-

poses has, so fai' as I know, been produced in

our own, or, probably—considering its scale and
extent— in any other age.” And the architect

then pays a high compliment to Mr. Skidmore.
We have only to add in this direction that the
mosaics in the tympana and spandrels, also the
vault of the canopy, were executed by Signor
Salviati, after cartoons by Messrs. Clayton &
Bell.

Now, as to the sculptural works not already
alluded to, the general scheme may bo thus
stated :—The great statue of the Prince Consort
himself, by Mr. J. H. Foley, forming the central
featui’e, round which all other works of art

group themselves, we have at the angles four
ranges, each containing four illustrations of
subjects to which the Prince had devoted his
study and patronage.

1st. On the pedestals at the outer angles of
the steps we have groups of figures in marble,
representing allegorically the quarters of the
globe, with reference to the Great International
Exhibitions which have done so much for prac-
tical art and manufactures and tho productions
of varied industry, and which claim the Prince
Consort as their originator. These were executed
by Mr. J. H. Foley, Mr. Macdowell, Mr. W. Theed,
and Mr. John Bell

j
and are noble works.

2nd. Wo have on the upper pedestals, which
form the angles of tho podium, groups, also in

marble, illustrating Commerce, Agriculture,
Manufactures, and Engineering, all furthered
and promoted by International Exhibitions

:

these are by Mr. Thornycroft, Mr. Calder Mar-
shall, Mr. Henry Weekes, and Mr. John Lawlor.

3rd. Tho great pillars of the Memorial bear
on their outer faces—on pedestals of polished
granite and bronze—statues in bronzo, repre-

senting Astronomy, Geology, Chemistry, and
Geometry

j
while

4th. On the niches immediately over the
capitals of these pillars is a second range of
bronze statues, representing B-hetorio, Philo-

sophy, Medicine, and Physiology. The whole of

these were executed by Mr. J. B. Philip and
Mr. Armstead.

These groups and statues, which occupy the
four angles at successive heights, thus illustrate

the whole i*arge of science, and of practical art
and industry.

Some of the bronze gilt statues in the spire,
designed by Mr. James Eedfcrn, are very
beautiful.

Wo are glad to find that Mr. Murray has
supplied au omission in bis first published
smaller account of the Memorial by printing
the names of tho Mansion House Committee,
by whom important work was done.* It was the
privilege of the conductor of this journal to
co-opei'ate with some half-dozen other gentle-
men deputed to act for the general committee
(as it also had been his privilege in raising the

• The closing report of this committee, forwarded to
her Majesty in October, 1372, will be found in onr volume
forth8tyear(xii.,p.9M):iti£i9igned.-“GeorgcGodwin.
chairman

;
Charles Hill and P. Le Neve Foster, members

of the executive committee; Michael Gibbs and S E
Goodman, honorary secretaries.”

Memorial of the Great Exhibition of 1851, at

South Kensington), so that we speak from
personal knowledge when wo record the zeal

and l03*alty with which the original committee
long and sedulously worked.
The Memorial bears the following dedicatory

inscription, executed in mosaic work, and which
may fitly end our notice. It runs round the
structure, and is so divided that each side shows
a complete sentiment :

—

QUEEN VICTORIA AND HER PEOPLE
TOTHE MEMORY OF ALBERT PRINCE CONSORT

AS A TRIBUTE OF THEIR GRATITUDE
FOR A LIFE DEVOTED TO THE PUBLIC GOOD.

THE HASTINGS AQUARIUM AND BATHS
COMPETITION.

During the past few days there have been on
view in the Mai#et-hall, Hastings, sixteen sets

of designs, sent in competition for a premium of

100 guineas, for the best scheme to enable the
town council to inclose a recessed portion of the
shore so as to widen the parade and roadway,
and to apply the under space to the purposes of
aquarium, baths, or " such other purpose as may
suggest itself to the designer.” The spot in

question is at White Rock, about 150 yards east

of tho new pier, where the Everafield Parade
terminates in a bastion, 40 ft. farther seaward
than the beach to be inclosed. In reality, taking
a base lino from the pier to the Queen’s Hotel,

the shore nearly forms a triangle, 1,300 ft. long,

and 120 ft. from base to ape.x. The portion to

be dealt with is the western half of the
triangle, into which the sea sweeps in rough
weather with terrible force. The eastern part,

forming Carlisle-pai-adc, belongs to the Crown.
A prime condition of any plan adopted must be
that it does not throw the sea into the adjoining
shore, BO as to cause damage to the Crown
estate. Originally the council contemplated the
erection of a sea-wall only. Tho estimate for

tho work, prepared by Mr. Andrews, borough
surveyor, showed the cost to bo 4,0001. A delay
having arisen, Mr. Alderman Howell, one of the
principal builders, suggested the utilisation of

the site by forming an aquarium, baths, &,o.,

within the wall. Hence tho resolve to offer the
premium. No conditions were laid down, each
competitor being left to inclose what space he
would, and deal with it how he would. Probably
this was a mistake. It was understood in the
council that a company was to be formed to
carry out the work, with the probable eflbct of
releasing the town from the cost of the wall. In
that case, local experience has shown that
•K),000 l. would be the utmost amount of capital
which could be raised 5 consequently no more
expensive scheme has the slightest chance of
being adopted.

No doubt, the best plan would be to enclose
the whole triangular area. This would offer

several advantages, but would also involve the
purchase of private rights, and bargaining with
the Commissioners of Woods and Forests.

In sketching the features of each set of plans,
we mainly confine ourselves to name the spe-
cialty of the design in each case. Three or four
sets are evidently the work of tyros, or of those
conceited persons who think no training neces-
sary in order to produce an architectural
design. On the other band, there is shown, in

several instances, more than ordinary ability in
planning and arranging the space at disposal.
As a rule, the competitors go seaward, fully to,

or beyond, the line of Everafield Parade
j
and

they end with more projection at the east end
than exists at the present bastion; an objec-
tionable feature, as the probable result would
be injurious to Carlisle Parade. A shaft would
have to bo provided, for the steam-engine and
boilers; and all the designers propose a tunnel
under the roadway and houses, to the cliff in
the rear, after the plan adopted at Brighton.
Three of the competitors propose to enclose the
whole triangular space

;
and the most elaborate

and most expensive design of all is arranged in
that view. The others only suggest the advi-
sability of doing so. The majority have selected
the east end as the better place for the baths,
and have placed entrances in the centre of the
parade. This seems to bo the better plan, as
there would be less diversion of the line of traffic

than there would be by any o‘her arrangement.
There is reason to believe that nearly half the
plana sent in are from local men. Indeed, the
names of authors in two instances are so well
^known, that an impartial judgment can hardly

be pronounced. As roattex'S stood, the award
of the premium rests with the council, amongst
whom aro two of the principal resident building

contractors, an architect and surveyor con-

nected with an important estate, and others

experienced in building matters.

Tho various plana are now presented in a

classified form. Amongst the schemes which
adopt openings for light in the sea-wall,

“ Alpha ” goes to the farthest extent. In the

face of a granite wall, reminding one of the

Thames Embankment, be has upwards of a

dozen windows. These are to be glazed hoxa-

gonally; but it may be doubted whether any
glass could possibly be “ so strong as to resist the

most violent seas” which the wall will have to

withstand. The ladies’ baths will be at the

extreme east, with separate entrance. Hot
baths, Turkish baths for sixty or seventy per-

sons, and a gentlemen’s plunge-bath, follow in

succession,—the latter 100 ft. by 35 ft. The
aquarium is in a crypt, 40 ft. wide, divided into

two by granite columns. The tanks are on each

side,—those on the south, under the windows in

the sea-wall. The north would be lighted from

the parade-surface, the skylights being hidden

by covered seat-houses, for public use. The
author is enabled to give larger dimensions than

other competitors, by using the space under the

present parade. His sea-wall would continue in

a straight line for 850 ft., and would take in a

wide strip of the shore. The entrance to the

aquarium would be separate from the baths. It

would Uad to a vestibule, a library and reading-

room, 96 ft. by 17 ft.
; a museum, same dimen-

sions; and a lectnre-room, 40 ft. by 27 ft. No
estimate is given; but, compared with other

plans, it could not cost less than 50,000i.

” Persia ” derives light principally from twenty

circular openings near the top of the sea wall.

He proposes to inclose only a narrow strip of the

shore
;
but by going 200 ft. farther westward

than either of the other plans he gets 825 ft.

total length by a width of 40 ft., ample space for

aquarium at the west end, 320 ft. by 30 ft., with,

tanks on the north side only. Between each

window opening in the sea wall is a massive

buttress. The recess is filled with ferns, &o.

The hall is sub-divided into a series of courts.

The roofs to form promenade will be of iron

plates, supported by cross girders, and covei’ed

with concrete and asphalte. There is but one

entrance, in the centre, with toll-houses on the

landing of a double flight of stairs. A liall,

30 ft. square, leads to the aquarium on one aide

and baths on the other. The author indulges

largely in fanciful arrangements of rock-work,

ferneries, and caverns, with out-look to the sea,

through the windows. His interior decorations

are as gorgeons as ” a stylo combining the

brilliant jewel-colouring of India with massive

Babylonian solidity” can make them. In the

baths ” Persia ” introdnees a feature in which he
stands alone. Two baths, 20 ft. wide, and each

50 ft. long, are separated by folding doors. A
gallery is fitted over tho bath-rooms, and thus,

on gala occasions, swimming matches, &o
,
a

large number of persons could be accommodated
as spectators. In two other details, the author

of the Persian plan is original : he takes hia

starting-point for the sea-wall farther west, and
keeps inside the present wall at the corner, and
he provides chambers 90 ft. long, at either end,

which he would let out as vaults, but which
could be used for an extension of the aquarium
and baths when required. Estimated cost of

building, I7,500i. ; and 3,965L additional for

engine, furniture, &c.
“ Au ton Droit” produces a "cheap” plan,

though not altogether defective. He puts the

baths at the west end, and shows one spacious

entrance for the whole. The stairs lead to an

open court, with arched corridor. The refresh-

ment-room and reading-hall are at the east side

of the corridor. There are twenty-eight tanks

in the aquarinm, which is lighted both from
openings in the sea-wall, and from flush lights in

the parade. A marine pond with rock fernery

is placed at the end of the stnicture. The baths

are lighted by windows on the parade. The
larger plunge-bath, 107 ft. by 45 ft., is for gen-

tlemen
;
and the second class bath, “to be used

occasionally by ladies,” is 77 ft. by 45 ft. The
hot baths are well arranged. A Byzantine style

of architecture is adopted. Like “ Persia,” the

author prefers to narrow the eastern end, so that

it does not project far beyond the present wall.

He is more in favour of baths than an aquarium

as one of the needs of Hastings. His estimate

“that lOjOOOZ. would suffice to build the place,”

makes it tho cheapest scheme in the room.
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" Nunc aut Nunquam” illustrates his plan by
the best drawings in the hall

;
and (though

I locally unknown^ apparently belonging to Lon-

I

don), has evoked favourable professional opinion
I locally. Both exteriorily and internally he pro.

duces good effects. A Classic style is adopted.
Seven turrot-like projections in the sea-wall
break the monotony, and afford room for seats,

i
The wall would be of concrete, faced with
granite. The projection into the sea, at the
east end, would be very great—110 ft. This
•would help to carry a future extension onto the
Queen’s Hotel, in a direct lino. It is the only
plan which discards stairs, and uses a sloped way
for entrance. The author says he proposes to

make the building cellular in construction as far
as may be. The roof would be for the most part

I vaulted, the brickwork built upon walls and
girders. Light “is introduced in a way to make
the corridors cheerful and agreeable.” The
aquarium is at the west end, baths at the east.

A large entranco-hail divides the two portions.
The aquarium is in two corridors, with inter-
veiling conservatory, 58 ft. by 52 ft., to serve for

C'liicerts. There are eight tanks (some very
large), in the east corridor, and fourteen tanks
in west corridor. The author has availed him-
self of the advice and experience of the natu-
ralist and the engineers of the Crystal Palace
Aquarium. Ho strives for a good effect by
placing all the principal apartments in one direct
axial line, aud in discarding any impediment to

a clear view from end to end. The estimate is

50,0001. to 60,000L
Nearly the most ambitious design of tho

whole is marked “ Utile Dulci." This plan must
be distinguished from a second author of the
same name, by its proposed dome and spire. Its
features are novel, though there is a question as
to its practicability, both as to cost and danger
from tho extent of projection seaward. Besides
carrying his sea-wall considerably beyond the
lino of the pier entrance, three bastions are
shown with still greater projections. These are
protected by a lower 'parade, which would form
a private promenade. The force of the sea at
the east end is proposed to be modified by
adopting a double curve. The sea-wall would
be 10 ft. thick, formed of concrete, faced with
stone. “Utile Dulci” thinks a paving below
high-tide level would be opposed to a resistless

force of water from below. To obtain sufficient

height, be would raise tho parade surface by a
gradual slope towards the entrance,—in the
centre,—as much as 4 ft. to 6 ft., and thus
secure 18 ft. height above the highest spring
tide. This plan shows the aquarium at the east
end. The buildings connected with it are in

tho Early Pointed style. The eutranoe-hall and
reading-room, 70 ft. by 60 ft., gives access to
the refreshraent-room, 40 ft. by 35 ft. j the
enrator’s room, &c. There are forby-seven tanka,
some very large, arranged at the sides of cor-

ridors, 200 ft. long, intersected by an open room.
Beyond the corridors is the circular concert-
room, over which the dome aud spire are raised.
Cloisters around tho room are used to form the
floor of a gallery, which is to be reached by
winding stairs in a grotto on the south. A
winter garden is also planned. The corridors of

the baths are roofed with a barrel vault. There
are shown 25 hot baths

; swimming-baths, 60 ft.

by 25 ft., and 70 ft. by 50 ft., with semicircular
head, for gentlemen. The ladies’ baths are
approached by a diSerent passage to those of

the gentlemen, from an entranco-ball, 42 ft. by
35 ft. Besides a swimming-bath, 48 ft. by 30 ft.,

there are 18 hot-baths and Turkish baths. No
reservoirs are provided, on the ground that they
would be an unnecessary expense. The space
inside the bastions is used as part of the design.
The ladies’ bath, and some other portions, would
be lighted by patent prismatic pavement lights ;

the remainder by skylights. Tlie objectionable
features are too numerous to give this design
the premium. Estimate, 87,0001.

“Neptune” produces tho most costly design
of all. Even though it should be thought the

best, the estimate would prevent any attempt to

carry it out. The plan shows the batlis on the
forbidden ground, within tho eastera part of the
triangle. The author can consequently afford

more convenience than those who take up less

land
; and his arrangements would be likely to

give general satisfaction. The ladies’ baths
show a pluuge-bath, 68 ft. by 50 ft.

j
and the

gentlemen’s ditto is 104 ft. by 75 ft. There are

sixteen private baths, and a Turkish bath of

large size. The ladies have a separate entrance,

but the gentlemen find admission at tho en-

trance-hall, 92 ft. by 66 ft. The aquarium is

divided by a large central hall, 66 ft. by 46 ft.,

containing two very large tanks. Altogether
there are three corridors,—one 200 ft. long,

—

with tanks; also a concerUroom, and tanks for

seals and reptiles. There can bo no doubt that
Brighton has provided a model in this instance.

An alternative plan, confined to the smaller
space, gives the same arrangement of baths, &c.,

except that the Turkish bath is rejected. The
larger plan would cost 150,0001.

;
the other,

90.0001.
“ Mums Ma7-iiimus.” The design under this

name, illustrated by eight or nine plans and
drawings, has, from local causes, with another
set adjacent, shared the bulk of popular favour.

Unnecessary ornamentation is avoided; but a
good scheme has been arranged. The drawings
show a lighter kind of structure than tho others,

in consequence of the free nso of iron girders
and lofty ceilings. The principal tank-room has
a large central passage, and two aisles close to

the tanks—au arrangement which would be
useful whenever a large number was present.
The two entrances and three sets of skylights
are placed in the centre of tho parade, the latter

being hidden by the backs of public seats built

around the openings. A good space for pro-

menade is loft on either side. Too entrance to

the aquarium at the west is through an open
courtyard. Besides the large room for tanks,
already mentioned, there is an octagon room
and two corridors for small tanks, which are
placed on tho sides of a room for a museum of

considerable dimensions. From the eastern
entrance, which also serves as an exit from the
aquarium, males and females have separate cor.

ridors to the baths. The boiler and engiue-
room are under tho stairs. The ladies’ plunge,
bath is 56 ft. by 21 ft., and the men’s, 100 ft.

by -ID ft. The authors of the design explain
that they have arranged the sea-wall (of con-
crete) in such a manner that it may stand alone,

and that they have kept in view the possibility

of any change which might take place in the
opinion of visitors to require other attractions.

Tho plan shows a projection beyond the lino of
the existing wider parade ; and the propriety of
inclosing all tho triangular area, is warmly
advocated. Estimated cost, 32,0001.

“ Cancer” is also favourable to a straight line

of protection, from the pier to the Queen’s
Hotel, and he carries his sea-wall out to enclose
a depth of 120 ft. at the east end. He omits
baths, in order to have a large aquarium. Be-
tween tho two rows of skylights which light the
tanks he proposes a terrace, 5 ft. high and 30 ft-,

wide. The lanthorn of an octagonal pavilion, at
the east end, is made less objectionable by
surrounding it with covered seats

; and some
other useful arrangement is contemplated in

connexion with the raised entrance at tho west
end. An Italian style of architecture is adopted
in the open courtyard, with fonntain in the
centre, and arcade around. The tanka,— alto-

gether, twenty-four large and sixteen small,

—

arc well arranged : many of them are recessed,
so that a crowd of persons could watch the fishes

•without the pressure of a moving crowd, on
holiday occasions. The author farther provides
a submarine gallery, with tank, 68 ft. by 28 ft.

;

a room for large tanks, cutting off the oontinua-
tion of tho corridors

; a court, 54 ft. square, with
pond for diving-bell

;
a restaurant, &c. A sub-

way under the aquarium, to be used as a
reservoir, would fill at sea-level. The coat is

put at 21,0001.

“Victor” maybe coupled with “Cancer” in

designing an aquarium only. His sea-wall
would inclose about 70 ft. width of beach, ex-
cept at the east end, where a semicircular bastion
would project an additional 10 ft., tho purpose
being to make an incline for Bath-chairs. The
entrance would be at the east ond, with a court-
yard, entrance-corridor, and entrance-hall and
reading-room, 62 ft. by 53 ft. A large refresh-
ment-room and a dining-room are shown near
the steps. The tanks are placed down the
centre of the corridor, which is broken by a
vestibule 50 ft. by 39 ft. Beyond is the grand
corridor, 170 ft. by 31 ft. 6 in,, with large tanks
at each side. At the end is the conservatory, or
concert-hall, to seat 1,000 persons, 82 ft. 6 in. by
62 ft., with fernery, waterfall, and ponds beyond.
Tho boiler, &c., is at the extreme west; whilst
the offices are at the entrance end. A kitchen
would be formed over the dining-room. The
material would be largely brickwork, stone,

and terra cotta. The author avoids all signs of

building out promenade space. He places the
toll.houses on a landing, 9 ft. below the surface;
and proposes to get light from numerous glazed

iron frames, fixed, as an ordinary vault grating
would be, in the surface of the parade. Venti-
lation and fresh air are obtained by means of

openings near the top of the sea-wall, and in

the courtyard. The estimate is 40,000?. to

50,000?.; but “Victor” says “the question of
cost is most elastic.”

“ Stability ” is the design which competes
with “ M. M.” in local favour. Besides plans
and fair perspective views, a large model makes
clear tho intentions of the designers as to the
exterior. This plan would occupy a considerable
portion of the promenade space for lights, &c.
The entrance-stairs are put close to the roadway,
so that persons could alight from carriages at

the door. In tho underground arrangement one
is struck with the number of circular and oval-

shaped divisions introduced. From the eastern
entrance-hall access is gained to the aquarium
corridors, in connexion with which are a seal-

pond, caverns, and rockeries. The men’s bath is

oval in shape. The Turkish bath and the private
baths are satisfactorily placed. Three tower-
like projections from the surface of the wall,

whilst they add considerably to the interior

space, are likely to offer a great obstacle to the
heavy waves in a storm. The estinrated cost is

30,000?.

“Utile Dulci” (No. 2) is, on the whole,
entitled to praise. He follows tho majority in

putting the aquarium at the west end; but his

covered-portico entrances, with waiting-rooms,
offices, &c., above the parade, will be au objec-

tion to the design. He also curtails tho pro-

menade-space too much, by surrounding “ tho
remaining portion of the building site ” with an
ornamental balustrade, within which is a tcrrace-

walk, from tho waiting-rooms. At the baths-
entrance, the ways to the ladies’ and gentlemen’s
departments are separated, on the landing.

Each department has a hot as well as a cold

sea-water bath, rooms for eight bathers, and ten
private rooms for either hob or cold baths. The
engine and boiler are put between the two sets

of baths. The staircase to the aquarium is only*
10 ft. wide, which is not sufficiently ample. The
aquarium (having thirty.two tanks of uiiiforni

width) is 160 ft. long, 26 ft. wide, and 13 ft. G in.

in average height. Light is admitted through
the ai'ched ceiling through circular openings. A
saloon, 50 ft. square, is at the west end. The
sea-wall is shown strongly arched at the back,
to resist pressure from the waves. Ferns are
shown in the recesses. The sea-wall, of brick,

is to bo faced with glazed bi’icks “for the better
exclusion of damp.” Cost, 40,000?., supposing-
ballast and sand for concrete are to be had on
the spot, and that no extraordinary difficulties

would arise in carrying out the work.
“Aquarius” offers another “cheap” plan

(18,111?.), though he starts 20 ft. outside of tlie

line of Eversfield Parade, and finishes 80 ft. from
the existing sea-wall, at the east end. He plans
two buildings above the parade-surfaoe,—one
for the restaurant, the other as a reading-room,
with residence for the person having charge of
tho building. This author stands alone in placing
the aquarium in the centre, and assigning the
extreme ends for tho baths. By putting a plat-

form over the courts of the baths, he would
form corridors 20 ft. wide. One of these would
be part of the entrance

;
the otlier would give

space for a museum, fine-art gallery, aviary, Ac.
The tanks are on either side. A large hall is

provided across tho centre of the corridor. Baths
are sh iwn of large size, and private batlis around
them. The hydraulic arrangements are made so

as to avoid the expense of pumping. A consider-
able portion of the centre of the parade is taken
up by the bnildings and skylights

; but a broad
space is allowed on either side, connected by
cross-passages. The sea-wall (concrete) is pub
at 3,950?. ;

central hall and aquarium, 4,675?.;
baths, 7,486?.; surface buildings, 2,000?.

The conception of “Finis coronat Opus”
is commonplace. By going back farther west-
ward, and using a part of tho present broad
parade, he gets a length of 698 ft. A circular
staircase, on the east, divides the ladies’ and
gentlemen’s baths. These are p'unge only,—the
larger, 80 ft, by -ID ft.; the smaller, 50 ft. by
40 h. Next to the ladies’ bath is the engine-
room, wliioh separates the east portion from the
aquarium. The stairs to aquarium are close to
au oval central wall, 68 ft. by 52 ft., opening
from which are two corridors, 130 ft. long, with
eight tanka to hold 17,000 gallons each, and thirty-

one to contain 9,000 gallons each. A semi,
circular seal-pond is also arranged for. Close
by is an exit. Estimated cost, 46,000?.

Designs are also sent in by “ C. E ,” 41',752?.

;
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“ Dreadnouglifc,” 32,000?.; “ Student," 25,000?.;
and ” Non quo, sed quomodo ”

(no estimate).

These are so indifferent in design or execution,

or so meagre in particulars, that they need
occupy no space here.

A large number of townspeople have looked

at the designs, as displayed in the Market
Hall ; and considerable commendation has been
bestowed upon the autho s of those best coloured

and most ably drawn.
It is to be hoped that the Council will call

in the aid of some disinterested professional

adviser.

TEE FIREPLACE, ARCHITECTURALLY
CONSIDERED.

From tho “noble savage” cowering over a
heap of burning sticks or dried leaves, to the

owner of a mudei'n mansion sitting before the
sculptured or tile-bedeckcd erection which forms
the setting to bi'j patent grate, is perhaps a

transition as strongly marked as any which can

be shown, from tlic conditions of barbarism to

those of civilisation. That which in tho former
case is tho mere means of obtaining the warmth
necessary for life and for the preparation of food,

in tho latter case has become the central point

of the decorative treatment of the chamber, tho
gatheriug.placo of family and friends

;
and the

very word “ fireside ” has become in northern
countries, suggestive of, almost synonymous with,

the most heartfelt associations of domestic hap-

piness and regard. It is no wonder, then, if, as

soon as domestic architecture became developed

in countries whore climate necessitated frequent

fires, tho fireplace should have received special

attention not only in regard to its utilitarian

imrposes and adaptation, but as an opportunity

for combining comfort or luxury with architec-

tural, or at least ornamental, effect.

Viewed in this light, the fireplace may be
regarded us an emanation of Mediceval life

especially; the centre of ita domestic life, as

tho fountain is tho centre of homo life of

classicalisin. It had its rise, and came into

form, at the commencement of the great period

of Mediaeval architecture
;
and its earlier speci-

mens arc impressed with that massiveness and
largeness of treatment, and that rougb, but on
the whole strictly logical, relation of form and
treatment to (jractical utility which characterises

nearly everything belungiug to that great iige of

artistic construction. It must be observed, how-
ever, that in these earlier specimens of tho

fireplace the arr’/itVer? am? idea is completely in

the ascendant. Of the three objects of deco-

rative treatment in tho modern fireplace,—the

mantel or surrounding masonry, the hearth, and
the grate itself,—the first only could bo said to

occupy tlie attention of tho liledimval workman,
and that in a way which differs most essentially

from the treatment of the modern “chimney-
piece

;

” for while tho latter is in most cases a

sepamte erection capable of being purveyed for

in a showroom and fixed up after the house is

finished, tho Mediaeval fireplace, according to

tho stern and uncompromising architectural

spirit of its constructors, is an integral part of

the edifice, built up and bonded with tho other

masonry, and forming an opportunity for the

display of iiigoiiious masonic construction and
architectural character and dignity of expres-

sion. The hearth in these old examples was
not, so far as decoration is concerned

; the
grate, where existing at all, was a plain recep-

taclo of iron bars, innocent of tho glitter of

polished steel
;
but on tho other hand, the chim-

ney, now a disguised necessity, so far as the

interior of an apartment is concerned, was
boldly shown, the lo ver part often corbelled out
far from the wall, and showing like a vast

tunnel opening upward from the room. The
absence in the first instance of a grate to hold
and concentrate the fire, was probably the
original cause for bringing out the chimney in

these large prnportinns
;

for the erratic smoke
from a fire of wood loosely piled on a he.arth could

only be fully caught and collected by such ample
provision. M. VioUet-le-Duc, who gives in his
" Bidionualre," illustrations of somb fine ox-

amples of these older fireplaces (under tho

head of “ Chei.iia-Se”), observes that,

—

“ Le cheiii' n'-e primitive se compose d'une niche

prise aux depens de l^paisseur dii >nv.r, arrCtthe de
chaque c'ltJ par dcuv pieds-droiis, et surmonteo

d'un manfeau et d’une hotte, sous iaquelle

s'engovffrela Les plus <mcieiuies ehemi-

ntfes sont souvent tracifes sur plan circulaire, Ic

foyer forwiut u,i Sfjrnent d-: cercle et le manteau
Vantre segment."

This plan of the fireplace, with tho circle

thus worked into the back of the fireplace pro-
per, and carriedbut as a convex semicircle in the
projection of the chimney, is highly charac-
teristic, iu its unity and simplicity, of tho spiidt

of Early Gothic architecture, or perhaps we
may rather say, of the spirit of true architectural
design everywhere. In these old fireplaces,

however, tho chimney-shafl, or tunnel, as it may
rather be called, formed a portentous erection
to see cutting up one side of your apartment,
and breaking the ceiling line so awkwardly, as it

frequently did, at the top; and it could only be
in days when luxury and finish in tho famishing
of apartments were unknown that such a huge
excrescence could be tolerated. Its deliberate
imitation in some modern Gothic mansions or
“ castles ” is scarcely to bo justified, now that we
have every means for manipulating the lire so as
to get it in a small compass, and place it where it

will most readily bo drawn np the chimney without
building out tho latter to catch the smoke.
What about tho draught of these old smoke-
tunnels, though ? Wo do not remember whether
theco is any old monastic or baronial chronicle
which would give information on this head

;
any

chapter de chimnibus smokentibus, which would
record how far our ancestors suffered from down-
draughts, before “tall boys,” and “cowls,” and
all the other contrivanccs'.which make our street-

roofs hideous, were thought of.

Bub, however the mind of the architect may
approve, in the abstract, of such a purely archi-

tectural treatment oE the chimney as the
Mediffiral examples show, this treatment, in its

integrity, is scarcely to be rendered suitable to

a modern habitation. In the transition period
between the old and tho modern fireplace, when
tho bulky smoke-tunnel bad been found incon-

vonient, and probably draughty, but before the
taste for largeness and depth in fireplaces was
extinguished, the compromise was effected by
having a great fireplace opening, with a deep
recess, at the back of which was the actual

grate and fircjdaco, opening into a chimney of

convenient and practically offojtivo| size. Thus
the dignity of the fireplace was preserved, in

regard to tho size of the opetiing, and the sides

of tho recess formed places for a fireside seat.

The modern system has gone fuiTher, aud
reduced the fireplace, even iu tho liighesb class

of residences, to a more hole-in-thn-wall affair,

and effect and richness are sought for in applied

decoration and accessories. But, even granting
the good taste of all the applied decoration, it

may bo questioned whether we should not do
bettor to follow tho older plans somewhat more
than wo do, or at least to apply them in a
modified manner. Wo cannot in these days
carry the actual masouiyof our hon50 into the

drawing-room fireplace. Modern manners and
tastes will not admit of this

;
but we may, in

arranging and designing fireplaces on any large

scale, endeavour to connect aud bond the work
of tho chiinneypiece design, be it marble, or

Caen stono, or whatever else, into the mural
construction, so far as to make it a permanent
portion of the architecture, and not a mere
applied “fixture”; and we may design it iu

reference to the room and to its immediate
adjuncts, which is not very often done. The
value of tho large recess for the fireplacedependa

a good deal on wh it is wanted from the fire, and
whether tho main part of the room is other-

wise warmed or nob. There can be no doubt
that tho aspect of the large recess is far the best

and most dignified, and that there is a comfort-

able and home-like appearance in the “ ingle-

nook,” with its seats, which no other arrange-

raent gives to the same extent; hut it is equally

certain that a fireplace so placed does not avail

much to warm the centre and further corners of

the main apartment
;
and the only way to

satisfy both demands would be to have the fire

fur effect, and hot air or water circulation for

actual heating. The fireside recess, however, is

an idea which is recommending itself to some
architects and their clients at present, and has

been e.xhibiced in recent designs of this kind,

anine happily combining the old “ homely ” look

(in the best sense of the word) with modern
good taste and refinement in style of decora-

tion, some showing the mere naked reproduc-

tion of Medimval bare- ess and clumsy propor-

tion, without Mediaev.al picturesqueness.

In regard to the modern chimtieypioce, in its

ordinary forms, we must confess here, indeed, to

finding a sad downfall from the older style of

fireplace design. There is something in the
usual style of slab cbimneypiece, in “ bardiglo ”

or “ black aud gold,” which is indescribably

offensive and flimsy in manner and effect. The
svhole thing is such a mere piece of veneer,
planted out to look solid; the thin slab at the
top is so mean a termination, without weight or
massiveness, that the article appears to be
specially calculated to repel and auuoy all our
architectural susceptibilities. Of the current
forms of design, if it can be called so, for these
things, and the kind of look that they have all

in a row, in their repetitions of nothingness, in
tho dealer’s show-room, we are not worthy to

speak adequately. Only, it seems very absurd,
seeing what the fireplace is, and that it is the place
to which every one naturally turns in a sitting-

room, and opposite to which the master or
mistress of the house naturally sits to read or to

rest, that it should bo so almost universal, in

the average type of “well-to-do” dwellings, to

take for this part of the furnishing of the room
some hackneyed dealer’s model, instead of

having the thing done according to some definite

motive, and in harmony with the owner’s taste.

If we must have marble, and cannot afford it in

solid blocks, it is much better to use it as a
single broad band or architrave round the
opening, which may be treated with inlaid panels,

aud to avoid altogether the pretence of pilaster

and architrave which forms the u-ual receipt.

In regard to the usual termination to the
chiinneypiece, the shelf, this is objectionable

only because it is usually so badly treated : it is

too thin, and it is constantly fixed so as to appear,

and to be in reality, very insecure. Tho shelf

should bo much thicker than it is usually made,
aud moulded on the edge, and should always be
supported either by largo and ample brackets,

giv’ing an obvious support, or by shafts rising

from the base of the design
;
a feature which

might bo much oftener used than it is, and would
afford scope for cousiderablo novelty in design,

especially in tho combination of the shaft aud
bracket. Where economy is an object, and some
comparatively inexpensive stone is used for the

cbimneypiece, turned slate shafts may be used
with very good effect, and at very little expense.

The tendency among those who profoss to have
specially architectural tastes at present is to

ignore altogether the mantelshelf, and to finish

tho chiinneypiece by a raking set-off dying into

tho wall-surface. But the shelf, if properly de-

signed and constructed, is really a suitable and
well-placed feature, for the position is a very
good ono for arranging small ornamental objects,

of artistic interest, where they can be well seen

and contribute to the general appearance of tho

room
;
and if it is roi)lied that the set-off is the

architecturally correct treatment, representing

externally tho “gathering iu” of the flue, it

may be found that it is quite possible to combine
both, and to bracket out the shelf from the face

of the set-off. But tho absence of the shelf will

bo generally felt to be a loss, except among
those who go merely by fashion.

Where either economy or taste is against largo

and massive architectural erections as chiranoy.

pieces, tho employment of oak or other hard
wood would often be much more suitable than
marble. The panel treatment, which is suitable

in flat designs of this kind, is the natural treat-

ment of wood, while it is not really suitable to

marble ; and wood used in fiat slabs can be
fixed and tenoned in a more permanent way than
is possible with the marble veneers which form
so many of our cbimneypiece designs, and which
are constantly getting loose, and showing gaping
joints. Inlay of darker woods would be most
suitable as ornament in such a case; or even
silhouette designs in a dark tint, where inlay is

too expensive. We very much want attempts

to make the cbimneypiece more artistic and
attractive, in its comparatively inexpensive

forms, than it is to be fonnd at present. The
cheaper forms of marblo chimney-piece, as

usually designed, are enough in themselves to

impart meanness and vulgarity to tho aspect of

an otherwise tastefully furnished apartment.

The very lowest form of all, the “ mantle sham,”

as it is called in furnishing ironmongers’

language, which is considered good enough for

cottages, lodges, and upper bedrooms, is cer-

tainly one of tho very meanest-looking articles

ever invented. A border of plain stone slab is

far superior to the paltry mock marble chimney-

piece of cast-iron.

In cases where a design of size and importance

is to be carried out in connexion with the fire-

place, this should, if possible, embrace the whole

height of the room, and not appear merely as an
insertion in the lower part of the wall. The
fireplace opening, with its centre of bright flame,

should thus appear as the basis and central point
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a large composition, which above may tahe

the form of a niche, or series of niches, for

statuary
j
of a stand for the display of articles

of pottery, ornamental tiles, or other objects of

beauty and interest. The chimney-breast-glass,

so long considered the ne plus ultra of decorative

treatment for this position, is in doubtfal taste,

more particularly as it is in a position where
any one standing by the fire must be troubled

with his or her own reflection, which is not
always desired even by the vainest or the most
beautifnl, still loss by those who want one or
•both of these characteristics. Designs of con-

siderable originality and interest have occa-

sionally appeared recently for this extended
treatment of the fireplace design; one or two
have been engraved in our pages. lu general

the complaint to be made against modern designs

of this class is, that in seeking refinement and
elegance they rather fall short of dignity and
architectural character : an infusion of the largo

manner of the Middle Age fireplaces, without
imitation in ev'cry respect, seems desirable, to

raise the fireplace to something like its ancient

dignity. Among old methods of treatment in

large halls may be mentioned the combination
of two fireplace openings, side by side, in one
design,—a method greatly extending the accom-
modation for the fireside circle, and which cer-

tainly would be susceptible of very brilliant and
effective treatment in point of design; but, con-

sidering the present price of coals, wo cannot, in

justice to our readers’ feelings, enlarge upon
such a topic.

Of the grate as usually designed there is little

indeed to be said on architectural grounds
;
the

majority of grates, large and small, costly and
(plain, are for the most part marked by entire

absence of true taste in their design, and in the

treatment of the material. Mouldings, which
are eschewed very often in the marble pilasters

and shelf forming the chimney-pieoe, where they
would be quite in keeping with the material, and
improve the effect, are, on the contrary, sedu-

Jously introduced in the iron grate, to which a
different stylo of treatment would bo far more
suitable; and cast-iron wreaths and foliage are

liberally bestowed, in vulgar profusion. These,

in fact, often serve to hide more serious faults of

structure and manufacture ; and those who pur-

chase grates are often surprised to find that the

perfectly plain ono is more expensive than the

one with the pretty festoons, &c., which latter

are, in fact, screens for bad workmanship. There
is one point in regard to which the grate manu-
facturers hit upon tho right thing, in the intro-

duction of polished steel into the grate. No
source of effect in itself can be better or more
suitable for the situation, as it not only reflects

and magnifies the glow and glitter of the fire,

but reflects heat aUo. Still, this source of effect

may bo overdone, and some of tho forms of

“pat(2nt” grate, nearly all an expanse of

polished stool, are gewgaw-looking when empty,
and almost oppressively-heated looking when the
fire is burning, at least for a room of moderate
size; and the difficulty of keeping them bright

is greater than the effect is wortli. What we
require generally in the treatment of grates is a

less pretentious, less pronouncedly drawing-

room appe.arance, and more attention to the

nature of the material, which requires treatment

in straight lines and in flat surfaces and sunk or

slightly relieved oruament, rather than in those

super-elegant flowing carves and cast-iron vege-

tation which form the staple of the ironmonger's
“ illustrated catalogue.”

We havo referred to the hearth as a space for

ornamental treatment, but, in fact, coloured tiles

are almost the solo form of decoration suitable to

such a position
;
and the chief desideratum here

is that the colouring should not be too bright

or the design obtrusive
;
anything of such a

character looks out of place in a surface, which
if exposed to view, and not covered by some of

the patent grate arrangements, is in i*eality a
receptacle for dropped cinders. Tiles of brighter

and more pronounced design may very fitly be
introduced in the jambs or sp'ay of the grate,

where they enhance the cheerful effect of the

fire, and furnish opportunity for a design with

some motive appropriate to the situation.

Architectural unity and consistency of treat-

ment in all its parts, and in relation to the

various materials employed, is above all things

what is needed, if we would remove the sur-

roundings of the fireplace from the category of

mere tradesman’s wares, and revive, with what-

ever modifications, Bometl>ing of the architectural

style and character which it has at former epochs
presented.

SYMMETEICAL EDUCATION.*

The I'eaders of the Builder already know a
little about ” the Golden Mean,” to which Mr.

Cave Thomas has devoted much attention ; and

we need scarcely say that the present volume is

based upon this principle. We cannot venture,

except iu his own words, to give them any idea

of the way in which he here reduces that prin-

ciple to practical rules, results, and opinions,

either in favour of a new system of education,

or against more ordinary principles and ideas :

we shall therefore transfer one or two leading

passages to our pages, in order that the author

may speak for himself.

The whole tendency of tho technical system,

according to Mr. Thomas, is to specialise and
reduce men to mere machines

;
and to specialise

is to narrow the sphere of vital action
;

for there are but two possible tendencies

in nature, viz., either to excentration or to

symmetry, either to tho unbalanoed or the

balanced : the eccentric, tho unbalanced, tho

disproportionate, are but different expressions

for- special development. The two opposite

tendencies may be thus formulated :
—

1, Beings in which the greatest number of faculties are
coucentrateil in their mean or moderate degree of
development, manifest the largest ijeneral powers.

3. Beings in -which any special facultj, or group of
facuUies, arc inordinately developed, exhibit some epeevil

aptitude, but are deficient in vnried mobility, in general

capacity. Their tpecialUation increasing as the eicentra-
tion or disproportion constituting their individuality or
characteristic increases.

Now, if the full import of these two positions

be thoroughly grasped, tho title “ Proportionate

or Symmetrical System” will at once bo nndei--

stood, indicating, as it does, a system essentially

opposed to that which has so long been iu vogue,

viz., that based upon tho misconceptions that

bia-i in the human character should bo culti-

vated, and that quantity and variety of know-
ledge are preferable to quality in education, to

the regulated, symmetrical cultivation of tho

whole manhood.
If the popular notions on the subject of educa-

tion be examined, coutiiiues our author, it will bo
found that they are, in the main, founded on
phrenology; and under the supposition that this

is a sound theory of the constitution of the

mind, when it is nothing bub a mere shaky
hypothesis : henco tendencies in character result-

ing from accident and habit .are attributed to the

promptings of certain cerebral organs. These
organs, confidently mapped out, are so numerous
that it can scarcely be wondered if teachers and
parents, whose notions are derived from
phrenology, should be anxious to “cram” youth
with all kinds of information, lest it should

appear naturally deficient, minus any cerebral

protuberances. Hence ono of tho principal

motives of “crammiug,” and the origin of the

absurd notion of the great variety of study
necessary to develope the intellect. Ttiis is,

indeed, one of the most absurd and fatal

mistakes of modern times, and is as injurious

to mental development as “cramming" the

stomach is to digestion; the heal by action of

tho mind, as of the body, is impossiblo under
such treatment

The proportionate or symmetrical system of

education we arc now advocating, tho author
elesewhere remarks, is based on that great and
immutable science of definite proportional rela-

tion which obtains thr 'Ughont tlio Cosmos. Tho
leading positions of this doctrine, applicable to

the subject in hand, are thus stated :
—

1. That all wrong, imperfection, disproportion, are
alierrations from mean, or averiii/e comlitions. The mean,
therefore, is the common measure of rectitude in all

things, of the proportioned, the syminctricul, of the good,
the perfect, the beautiful.

3. Tnat any excess in any system of being,
necessarily involves a apreial defect: this results from ft

transfer or eicenti ation of power.
3. That as the vitality of power in any system of being

is ayJjei/ qtiivo'ity, auy excessive expenditure of vitality,

liy one function or group of functions, must be compen-
sftfed by inaction in others

;
or hy the system generally,

by a period of absolute rest; otherwise orga’.isation will

be impaired, the common store of vitality unduly drawn
upon, and existence shortened. This expounds the great
law of compensation, by which irregulnr activity in body
or mind may he corrected and health restored.

That any specj'aZ excess or any system of beiug
necessarily involves a special defect, at once
indicates tho weakness of the educational system
winch would promote or devolopo hias. For it

will at once bo seen by (2) that any special

aptitude of mind or body can only be developed
at the expense of its proportion, its symmetry.
The general efficiency of the humanity is im-

• Symmetrical Education
;
or, the Importance of just

Proportion in Miud uud Body. By W. Cave ThotuBB.
London; Smith, Elder, & Co. 1573.

paired by such a course. The truth of this

position is, in fact, frequently attested by the
exclamation, “ Oh, yea ! he is very clever in that
w.ay, but a fool in respect to everything else.”

That we have a public superficially informed,
crotchety, eccentric, incapable of observing or
reasoning correctly, thinking deeply or seeing
far ahead, is due to the absurd system of
developing bias.

Tho cultivation of hias, of special intellectnal

or physical idiosyncrasies, inevitably tends to

foster and increase what is evidently by (2) a
predominance or disproportion in the man, and,
therefore, to destroy that proportion or symmetry
in which well-being consists, or that regal man-
hood which is neither in excess nor defect of

anything essentially human.
An ill-natured critic, we may here remark,

might curtly de.scribe Mr. Thomas’s system as
an endeavour to introduce and establish a mean
level of mediocrity suppressive of all talent, all

genius, all superiority, either mental or cor-

poral, and devoid of those stimulants to emula-
tion and excellence in all and every direction

which would bring mankind, in tho aggregate,
to a high level, instead of to a low ono such as
Mr. Thomas’s system would. Nevertheless, wo
think there is much truth in his principles

; but
why he should scout phrenology as bo does, one
cannot well see. Even though nob ourself satis-

fied, by any means, with phrenology as an
analysis of mind, we think it is quite as much
in accordance with Mr. Thomas’s principles as

the contrary
;
for where smallness of cerebral

development and weakness of capacity are coin-

cident, it does not follow that this leads to, or

specially countenances, the further development
of the more pi-ominent faculties, and the neglect

of tho weaker. Quite the contrary
;
and we

should think ns many phrenologists keep the
one way in view as the other. But we must
leave such questions to he discussed by the

phrenologists themselves with Mr. Thomas, and
would only wish to say one word as to “ the

ideal man,” or “ the regal manhood,” to which
the author alludes

; for tliis is his grand “ pat-

tern” of perfected manhood, right or wrong,
which rules and regulates all his conclusions as
to what is right or wrong, and true or false, in

education, and everything else within the sphere
of humanity.

Let US suppose that in adjusting the balance
of political power on the globe, wo were to ex-

clude the Americas. However equitable and
symmetrical such a balance might be made in

itself, would it be a false b.alauce or a true one ?

Everything depends on the expansion and com-
pleteness of the view we take. If we regard as a
Sphere what is only a hemisphere, we calculate

without our host, and our idea is worthless. If

we regard as “the whole man” wliat is only
half tho man as a true and integral whole, our
conclusions are certain to bo wrong. And from
what Mr. Thomas hero and elsewhere says, we
rather fear he does so.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

MEDI.EV,\L HRICKWOSK OF

The second ordinary general meeting of the

session was lield last llouilay evening, at the
Rooms, Conduit-street, when a paper was read
by Mr. J. Tavenor Perry, Associate, “ On the
Medieval Brickwork of Pomerania;” Mr. John
Gibson, vice-president, in the chair.

Mr. W. S. Barber, of Halifax, and Mr. James
Lemon, of Southampton, were elected as
Fellows.

Tho Secretary (ilr. Eastloke) announced
amongst other donations, the presentation, from
Lady Tite, of a large water-colour drawing,
which was on view, representing tlie varions

buildings eroded by Inigo Jones, for which a
special vote of thanks was passed.

After the roadingof the paper, the Chairman,
in inviting discussion, called upon

Mr. Street, R.A., who, in the course of his

remarks, said that this Medimval brickwork, of

which Mr. Perry had ably treated, extended all

over Germany, from the B iltic to -the North
Sea, and if ho were to say aiiything at all, it

would not bo upon the buildiugs exactly in
Pomerania, but out of it, although they were ofthe
same description. Every one visiting Germany
was immediately struck with the beauty of
this brickwork; but wherever it was used, it

seemed the fashion to make the most of it. He
trusted that next year we should know more
about the subject, though the younger members
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of the profession, ho thought, did not seem in-

dined to visit Germany, there seeming to be a
vrant of interest in foreign art and architecture.
He would like himself to know more about the
internal furniture of some of these churches in

Pomerania, this furniture being, as far as he
knew to the contrary, the most interesting

feature, consisting of old altars, vestments, &c.,

everything, in fact, being left in the most per-

fect state to show what a lledimval church was
like before it had been ruined. The gateways,
too, were among the most important things
which immediately struck visitors. These brick

buildings were really of a most picturesque
character j and one could not help admiring
their extreme beauty, the gable at Prenzlau
being of great excellence, and tbe tracery of so
simple a character. In conclusion, he moved a
vote of thanks to ilr. Perry for his paper, re-

gretting, at the same time, the paucity of.

attendance.
Mr. Charles Fowler, in seconding the motion,

said that he was not very familiar with the exact
places in Pomerania to which Mr. Perry had
referred, but there were other towns, he thought,
to which his remarks would apply. Stargard,
however, he, with Mr. Perry, had seen

j
and

when he visited it twenty-five years ago, it was
a quaint old town, the picturesque buildings of

which seemed to him to be of the fourteenth cen-
tury. The old brick walls were remaining almost
intact

;
and his theory was that the style of archi-

tecture was imported from adjacent countries,
there being but few earlier buildings than those
of the fourteenth century in Pomerania

j but
possibly this might be explained by the inference
that during this century, when the country was
in a high state of prosperity, the early buildings
were pulled down in order to make room for the
magnificent churches which were then erected.
Mr. Perry had not directed the attention of the
members to domestic buildings, of which there
were some fine specimens, though not of a large
variety, being of a gabled character, the gables
being the feature of the building

;
but where

there were a great number of them they were
extremely picturesque. The quality and cha-
racter of the bricks employed, Mr. Perry had
called attention to, but it would have added
greatly to the effect of the buildings, he thought,
if they had been made of a finer colour, and if

they had been smaller in size, large-sized bricks
being difficult to handle.

Mr. Phene Spiers was of opinion that there
were other towns in the same country, such as
Lubeck and Danzig, the style and character of
which were precisely the same as those which
had been mentioned. He confessed that, from
a personal examination of the buildings, he had
come to the conclusion that they were imported
into the country, and also imported into a place
where previously stone was the chief material
emidoyed. With regard to the town of Neu-
brandenburg, he thought it was of the fourteenth
century. If the style was imported, it soon
became a natural one in the country. With
regard to the peculiarity of carving bricks, in
England we very seldom thought of carving
bricks

;
but it was very certain that in several

parts of Pomerania brick was carved. In
the churches at Danzig the mullions rose to
a height of 70 ft. beyond that of the iron doors,
which was certainly surprising. The tracery,
too, was of an elaborate character; and, in con-
clusion, ho revetted that so very little was
known of this interesting brickwork.

_

Mr. Fowler said, with regard to carved bricks,
his experience was, that upon a careful examina-
tion he bad come to the conclusion that no bricks
were carved which had been burnt.

Mr. W. H. Brewer stated that the paper had
been of great interest to him, for it had pointed
out one of the difficulties under which architects
laboured during the Middle Ages with regard to
the material employed; they not only had to
use a certain material, but had to find out how
to use it. They knew, however, that if they
had to build a church, living in the thirteenth
century, they wore to build it only in that par-
ticnlar style, thus overcoming the greatest diffi.
culty an architect had to contend with at the
present day. The use of brick to these Gothic
architects in the Early Ages was really one of
great difficulty

; but when they came to employ
Btone, it was interesting to note what use they
made of it, and how the style developed itself
He ventured to assert that the style developed
by the nse of brick was not of so fine a cha-
racter, being an inefficient style altogether to
that which developed itself in the employment of
etone. Gothic architecture was really more

applicable to stone than brick, and it might be
looked upon more as a stone style than a brick
one. The finest specimens of brickwork of the
Middle Ages were to be seen in the old Tudor
houses in England.
Mr. Street said, that with regard to the

tracery, these brick works were only imitations
of tracery, and in the gables all over the build-

ings there were to be seen nothing but traceries,

the architects having the material at hand which
BO easily lent itself to the making of tracery.
Brick traceries were also to be found in the
north of Spain, and again in the south of

France.

Mr. Thomas Morris thought that history was
really the basis of any kind of architectural
study

;
and it was very essential that the sub-

ject of which the lecturer had been treating
should be so defined that, when we spoke of

brickwork we should not speak of terra cotta, in

which the Italians excelled. It appeared to him
that when things were moulded, and carried by
the score or the thousand from one part of the
Continent to another, it was quite possible that
some of the decorative portions might have been
carried to Lubeck, and there been disseminated
into the northern parts of Europe. He thought
that this was a point concerning which history
might be able to show in what direction such a
style travelled.*

THE PROFESSION IN IRELAND.
ARCHITECTUR.A.L ASSOCIATION OF IREL.\ND.

The president of this Association, in bis
opening address, said,—What are the prospects
of the profession ? You have certainly com-
plainings, and justly. You have also strong
proofs of prosperity on every side. The num-
ber of architects is increasing every day. You
should take courage from the fact, as it is

pretty certain that architectural practice is be-
coming more and more general,—in fact, becom-
ing a necessity of the age. I need scarcely
dwell on the fact patent to you all, that the
influence of the profession is being felt day by
day

;
and though you occasionally hear state-

ments made relative to the profession, you find
on examination that these observations are made
oftentimes without sufficient ground on the part
of the individual

;
oftenor still, without any

knowledge of tbe subject. I think it only
reasonable to expect that before men criticise,

they should learn even a small portion of the
knowledge which an architect should possess.
Men of real influence seldom or never indulge in
such criticism, but place themselves unreser-
vedly in the hands of their professional advisers.

I would also mention that the influence of the
press, as a rule, has been everything that could be
desired in supporting the dignity of the profes-
sion. I hope it will continue in the same course,
never sparing us when our buildings depart from
their proper uses and truthful principles. You
may then be satisfied that the increased influ-
ence of the architect, founded on his improved
attainments, proves that the profession of archi-
tecture is fairly prosperous, and that no one of
ability need fear to succeed in it. I shall not
dwell on the fact of how we are to get practice,
or how act in our intercourse with our clients
and those who may assist us to carry out our
designs. Then, having formed some idea of how
to represent the work to your client, you
should perhaps consider our relations with
them and all others in our paths (professionally).
The latter, Professor Cockerell, gave it as a rule,
than which I think none could be better,

—

” To be an artist amongst gentlemen, and a
gentleman amongst artist-s.”

As to getting practice, almost every man’s
experience in this way is different from his neigh-
bour’s. Competition afforded to many riain"
young architects a means of distinguishing them-
selves in early life, although there is a great
risk; yet I think tbe principle is a noble one, if
only pi-operly carried out.

When you have got clients, you must do all in
your power to realise their wants, fall in with
their views, hold out against them when yon
feel that the result will not be satisfactory

;
and

in the case of prominent buildings, it probably
will be better to retire from the %vork altogether
than that your name should be associated with
that which is opposed to the true spirit of art.
It was very delightful to meet with intelligent
clients who clearly stated their wants, and ren-

• It wag announced that at the next meetinc Mr
'impson would read u paper “ On Chinese and Japanese
Vrchitecture,” owing to Mr. J. Scott Russell, who «as to
have read a paper “ On the Central Dome of the Vienna
Exhibition Building," being called away to Vienna.

dered all the assistance in their power
;
and it

was still more delightful to fulfil successively the
conditions required by such clients. Tbe work.
of the architect should not be confined merely to
the designing and superintending the building
itself, but the whole work of decoration and fur-
nishing should be left in his hands, for it is very
sad and very discouraging to the architect to
find that when he has tended and cared a build-
ing to completion, he found that the fittings and
decoration were utterly out of keeping with the
rest,—often in a different style altogether. This
should not be so. To remedy this state of
things, fine art must bo studied by the general
public. This study can give the greatest
delight. By it you learn to see beauty where
before all was blank. This study produces a
spirit of gcotleness and refinement, and without
it you can hardly realise to the full the beauties
of creation. The earlier in life you get this

power the more readily you learn to understand
those beauties. You then can sympathise with
the efforts of the artist, and a more charitable
feeling will arise when you witness defects, as
you will be better prepared to understand the
difficulties of his position. You should also

study art, and support professors in every pos-
sible way; for this reason,—that they live for

their country’s good, and it is the only thing
that shall remain to give a just idea of our state

when all else shall have passed away. Lose,
then, no opportunity for the cultivation of this
art, and a training to appreciate works of art.

Architecture is the history of civilisation
;

it was
the first necessity,—it is the real and only foun-
dation of fine arts, and should be the guiding
spirit to the others, which were created for her
decoration.

The late Cardinal Wiseman, speaking of
architecture, says:—“It may seem super-
fluous to observe in writing of architecture,
that it obviously divides itself into two branches,
—the purely artistic, and the constructive
or scientific. If, on the one side, it seems
to descend towards the class of mechanical
pursuits

;
on the other, it rises so high as to

command its other two sisters, and to be almost
necessary for their perfect existence. I have
sufficiently intimated that one great difference

between aucieut and modern art, including
Mediaaval art, under the first division, consists

in this,—that ancient art was public, and modem
is private. Galleries of sculpture were anciently
unknown. Its most matchless pieces were in
temples or in public halls, such as those baths,
or in open gardens, perhaps, adorning fountains,,

but generally accessible to the most plebeian,

eye; but this very circumstance shows how
architecture is in the highest sense a fine art,
and must always necessarily grow as such com-
mensurately with the advancement of the other
two branches of art of design.”

It is sad to think that in oui’ universities the
fine arts receive none of that consideration which
is their due, and which they should receive, if

the education afforded is to supply the intel-
lectual wants of the age. In Eugland, France,
and most other countries of Europe, those arts
have always received due attention

;
but in

Ireland we are very far behind. I am happy to
see that in one of the universities attention is

being paid to fine art and antiquities, and I hope
the day is not far distant when our “silent
sister” will remove the reproach that practi-
cally the fine arts are expunged from her
programme.
The Government of the country do very littlo

for art education. It is absolutely necessary
that museums should be established, and public
lectures instituted, if we would hope for a real
knowledge of art in our midst.
However, notwithstanding all the drawbacks,

I am happy to congratulate you on the exertions
you have made in the past, and tbe success
attending those efforts. It must have been a
source of great pleasure to you to find your
effort; so well assisted by many of tho senior
members of the profession

;
and the friendly aid

given in several ways by the Royal Institute of
the Architects of Ireland must also be en-
couraging; and, though last, not least, the
friendly interest displayed by your friends who
have honoured you here this evening, must be to

you a proof that if you work earnestly for the
.advancement of the fine arts, you need not fear
that your efforts will go unrewarded.

The John Stuart Mill Memorial.—The
execution of the statue of Mr. Mill has been
entrusted to Mr. J, H. Foley, R.A.



THE_LA.WIIENCB ASYLUM,
OOTAXAMUND.*

This building has been recently erected by
Government in commemoration of the late Sir

Jlenry Lawrence, at a cost of 50,0001. It is

' See p. 937.

intended to provide a home and education for

the children of the European soldiery, and

affords ample accommodation for 400 boys. The
scale of room is as follows ;

—

School-room space, 9'7 superficial feet per boy.

Dining.rojm ditto, 11 ,, ,,

Dormitor/ ditto, 5 7 „ „

Dimensions of dining-room, 107 ft. by 40 ft.

„ School-room, 96 ft. by 36 ft.

The erection of this building required much
labour and skill, being built at a height of

8,000 ft. above the sea level.

The architect was Mr. 11. F. Chisholm, of

Madras.

A. Dininp-hall. C. Class-roonu. E. Sergeants' Quarters. O. Entrance-hall. J. Library.

B. Sohuol-roouj. D. Dormitories. F. Porch. U. Prin<»pal Staircase. K. Principal's Residence.

THE LAWKENCE ASYLUM, OOTAKAMUND. Plan of Ground Floor.
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AET OEITIOISM,
In a recent work on the science of language,

Professor Mas Muller, in illustration of the
manner in which a primitive root may be traced
in its wanderings through the various later

tongues, takes as an example the root AH (to

plough). After finding it represented in the
Sanscrit by a word meaning labour in general,

and under various modifications of sound in all

the Indo-European languages, bearing the same
or cognate meanings, it is discovered in the
Anglo-Saxon word Ar (hence oar), to propel a
ship through the waves, to plough the deep

j in
the old English word ear, in the words ea/ni.

ings, earth, &c., and from the same root, come
our modern words Ai-t, Architecture.

Art cannot exist without labour
j
labour, how.

ever, which in itself ministers to no bodily want,
serves no physical necessity, but labour which is

performed because man has more than a mere
animal life, something distinct and superior
which craves food and exercise, and affords him
the highest enjoyment, because he has a spiri-
tual being which can partake of and assimilate
the good, the true, and the beautiful.

^

Ethics, science, and art are the three pro-
vinces of mental culture, which, each having a
distinct aud separate centre, yet overlap, inter-
mingle, and partake of each other, and there
exists between them a strong analogy and
natural harmony. The first care of man has
ever been and must ever be to satisfy his animal
wants, the necessary support of his bodily
existence, but the mere eking out of material
existence has satisfied only the very lowest types
of the species. Wherever the true dignity of
our birthright can be traced men have craved
for some sort of intellectual pleasure, and all
intellectual pleasure is more or less identified
with the perception of the beautiful. As man
has advanced on the path of civilisation he has
endeavoured the more earnestly to give grace and
comeliness to the works of his hands, to surround
himself with things of beauty, to polish the
miiTor of his soul so that it may receive and
reflect impressions of the beautiful in its highest
development, and in thus cultivating the
msthetical faculty within him he is the more
able to comprehend the great source of truth
from which his inspirations spring.

It is the perception of the beautiful, either
through the senses or memory, that gives charm
to art ; and it is the moulding and fashioning of
his material through its inspiration that exer.
cisos the genius of the artist, whether it bo in
filling the eye with graceful form, skilful com-
position, or hai-monious colour, or filling the ear
with “ the inarticulate mystic speech of music,”
or stirring the soul through the measured rythm
of poetry. Na;^, something of a kindred pleasure
and emotion to that which the perception of the
beautiful excites may be traced in the delight
some minds take in the exact sciences, the
apprehension of the beautiful in the abstract;
the idea of unity, design, variety, and harmony
in those sciences which treat of order in the
universe of created things.
When under the influence of that which is

exquisitely beautiful we are drawn out of our-
selves towards it, it takes possession of our
souls; and this emotion excited within us by
the Ipower of the beautiful in insensate nature,
or in skilful art, is of the same nature (differing

.
only in quality aud degree) as that which is
kindled within us by the power of the good, the
noble, and the fine in living action. The god-
like in the soul is the beautiful in morals

; and
its contemplation evokes a higher emotion than
the sensuous beautiful, inasmuch as spirit is
nobler than matter. And yet there exists a
certain relationship between our perceptions
of the external and sensuous beautiful and the
inner and^ moi’al beautiful, betwixt material
beauty and:grandeur, and spiritual loveliness and
greatness : they are emanations and manifesta-
tions of God, the source of all that is good and

setting forth with power and
skill this moral beautiful that has exorcised the
genius of the great workers among men. "Was
It not to preach this higher that sages, and
martyrs, and poets, in all times have spoken
and suffered, bearing testimony through life and
through death to the godlike that is in man?
and m the godlike only has he strength and
freedom.” Outer nature is only the clothing
and manifestation of spirit, of an inner life; and
ttie inner life, with its hopes and fears, its moral
powers and spiritual aspirations is the true field
of action of the poet, but only in a relative
degree of the painter and sculptor. Representa-

tive art in its first degree is content with the
mere evolving of outward beauty, and the charm
which such is calculated to produce on the per-
ception of the beholder is its chief motive ; but
in its higher aspects it aims at a moral beauty,
the expression of emotion and passion, the touch
of nature which makes all men kin.

Tet while this element of sentiment forms a
component part in the highest efforts of repre-

sentative art, it receives its full and proper
development in poetry. In this matter art and
poetry to a certain degree overlap each other,

for while the raising of emotion by sentiment is

sometimes a purpose of the artist, and the
realisation of a scene or action the effort of the
poet, yet in the main the creation of a beautiful
work of art is the true vocation of the one

;
the

evoking of sentiment and emotion is the true
vocation of the other. Both, indeed, deal with
the outer and inner life of man, but it is the
assurance of the “relativity of our perceptions,”

in regard to the material and sensuous beautiful
which give confidence in his work to the artist,

whilst poetry appeals more to our inner life, the
life we live alone and apart, yet which finds

communion from soul to soul by means of sym-
pathy, and it is the assurance of the relativity

of our moral perceptions that gives to the poet
hie existence. A true sense of the material
beautiful is essential to constitute an artist,

—

a certain sympathetic and emotional tem-
perament is essential to constitute the poet

;

the one deals with succession of thoughts and
harmonies, the other with thought crystallized

in material form.

The sympathy and aptitude to emotion must
exist in the sonl ere art steps in to intensify or
exalt it ; but where the responsive cord is

wanting, the appeal is in vain. The poet may
not be a good art critic, nor the artist a judge of

poetry.

“Everyman is the measure of all things to
himself.” No criticism on a work of art can be
true and just unless the critic can place himself
at the point of view of the artist, unless he can
sympathise with the feelings, emotions, and
objects of the worker. Education will not pro.
duce this sympathy; the germ must exist in the
soul before it can spring up and be cultivated.

THE GOLD AND SILVER MINES OP
SCOTLAND.

Within the shadow of “dark Lochnagar” the
Marquis of Ilnntly has commenced prospecting
for silver. Ho has employed labourers, under
the guidance of an expert, to reopen a silver,
mine which was worked with partial success
about the middle of last century. The under,
taking of the noble proprietor is anxiously
watched by the inhabitants of Dee-side, who,
should it prove successful, look forward to a
new field for labour being opened in their midst.
The most successful prospector for silver in
Scotland, in later times, was Sir John Erskine,
ofAlva, who discovered a valuable mine of silver

in a ravine of the Ochil Hills, which formed part
of his estate. The silver in this mine made its

first appearance in small strings of ore, which,
being followed, led to a mass of that metal. A
part of this had the appearance of malleable
silver, and was found, on trial, to be so rich as
to produce 12 oz. of silver from 14 oz. of ore.
Not more than 50Z. had been expended when
this valuable discovery was made. For the
space of four months, it is credibly affirmed that
tho proprietor obtained ore from this mine to
the value of 4,000L per week. When this mass
as exhausted, the silver ore began to appear in

smaller quantities, symptoms of lead and other
metals presented themselves, and tho search
was for a while abandoned. Sir John, however,

;

drove another shaft in the vicinity of the first

;

and the result of the undertaking is made plain
by the following anecdote. Walking over bis
estate with a Inend, Sir John pointed out
great hole, and remarked, “ Out of that hole I

took 50,0001.” Then walking on, he came to
another excavation, and conclnded the sentence,
“ I put it all into that hole.” In 1767, Sir John’s
nephew presented a pair of silver communion-
cups to the church of Alva, with an inscription,
which may yet be read, stating that they were
fashioned from silver found in the pariah.
The earliest mention of gold and silver mines

in Scotland occurs in the reign of King
James IV. In the royal accounts for the years
1511, 1512, 1513, in connexion with the gold and
silver mines in Lanarkshire, there are payments
mentioned to the “ master-finer,” “the finer,”
aud “the melter of the mine.” In 1561, when

a lease of the lead-mines of Glengoner and Wan-
lockhead (Lead Hills), was granted by Queen
Mary to John Acheson,“ master cunyer,” and John
Aslowan, burgess of Edinburgh, they were bound
by agreement to deliver forty-five ounces of
fine silver for every thousand stone weight of
lead ore. In six months the leaseholders
delivered at the Mint “ nine hundred ounces of
utter fine silver.” In 1563, the queen granted
to John Stewart, of Tarlair, Banffshire, and
William his son, licence to “win” all kinds of
metallic ore between the river Tay and the
Orkney Islands, and in the event of their find-
ing any gold and silver where none were ever
found before, the product was to be brought to
her majesty’s Mint; “ the mice of gold for ten
pund, and the unee of utter fine silver for
twenty.four shillings” (Scotch). Of this grant
nothing further is recorded, but it may be taken
for granted that the Tarlairs failed in their
undertaking, as also did Eustache Roche, a
Fleming, who entered into a contract with King
James VI., whereby he was empowered to break
ground anywhere in search of the precious
metals. It was not till 1593, when Thomas
Foulis, goldsmith, in Edinburgh, who was in
those days to King James what the Bank of
England has often been in modern times to the
British Governments—a ready resource when
money was urgently required for State purposes,
that the search in Scotland for silver and gold
was industriously conducted. The king, in con-
sideration of loans—and very heavy ones they
were,—granted to Thomas Foulis, a lease of the
gold, silver, aud lead mines of Crawford Muir
and Glengower, for twenty-one years. During
his lease, he worked them well, and in time they
passed through his granddaughter into the pos-
session of her husband, James Hope, of Hope-
toun, the founder of the noble house of Hope-
toun. The estate has long been one of the best
in Scotland.

While Foulis was mining and prospecting, an
Englishman named Bulmer, with the licence and
favour of Queen Elizabeth, and a patent from
the King of Scots, set seriously to search for
silver and gold throughout tho border country of
Scotland. The enterprise was ruined by his
personal extravagance, according to a record of
the period. “ Upon Glengoner Water he builded
a very fair country-house to dwell in, and he
brought home a watercourse for the cleansing of
gold and silver ; by the help thereof ho got much
straggling gold and silver on the skirts of the
hills and in the valleys, but none in solid places,
which maintained himself then in gi-eat pomp,
and thereby he kept open house for all comers
and goers : as is reported, he feasted all sorts of
people that thither came.” Here ends a brief
notice of silver-mim'ng in Scotland in the days
gone by. Tho mines were in many instances
worked with a profit; but one thing must not be
forgotten, the men who worked upon these
mines were, to every intent aud purpose, slaves.
Reference has been made to the silver-mine at
Alva, the property of Sir John Erskine : one
Alexander Steuart was bestowed as a gift on
Sir John with a view to his being employed on
the silver-mine, and his proprietor was enjoined
to fit a metal collar upon the man, bearing the
following inscription ;

— “ Alexander Steuart
found guilty of death for theft at Perth, the 5th
of December, 1701, and gifted by the justiciars
as a perpetual servant to John Erskine of Alva.”
This collar was dredged up in the Firth of
Forth many years ago, and is now in the
museum of the Scottish Antiquarian Society.
Even until the year 1775 the restraints upon the
personal freedom of miners and saltera—the
villainage of the Middle Ages—were in full force
until extinguished by a statute of George III.

Three hundred years ago gold and silver were
found, but not in abundance, on the mountain
sides where the Marquis of Huntly is at present
prospecting. There is no doubt of the existence
of veins and nuggets of these precious metals in
the mountainous and moorland districts of
Scotland, but will the value of the “finds” be
able to overbalance the amount expended on the
labour employed ? That is the question.

SCHOOLS IN THE COUNTRY.
Worthing.—The new schools in connexion with

St. George's, Worthing, have just been opened.
The accommodation is for 208 children, without
residences. The total coat, including fittings,

architect’s fees, &c., bat exclusive of ground, has
been about 1,069Z., or 51. per head. Mr. George
Truefitt was the architect

; Mr. Smith, of
Worthing, the builder.
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POSITION OF THE NATIONAL ARMOURY.
Sir,—

A

llow me m the name of all lovers of
art and advocates of education, to thank you for
your observations respecting the collection of the
late Lord Zouch, and the present state of the
National Armoury in the Tower. I can testify
to the truth of every word you have said in con.
demnation of the red tape system which compels
the authorities to regard our priceless antiquities
as “stores” in a “fortress,” instead of instruc-
tive treasures in a museum, and in exposure of
the constant peril they are in of destruction
either by fire or water.

I am weary of representations to the War-
office, Laving found them ineffectual from the
days of Lord Panmure to those of Mr. Cardwell,
although lean produce official acknowledgments
from nearly every administration of the justice
of my remonstrances, and the desire of the
authorities to remedy the evils complained of.

It is unnecessary for me to occupy your space
by repetitions of the facts and arguments which
Lave already appeared in your columns, and
been rc-published in my “Recollections.”
For your constant and strenuous support I am

deeply grateful, and if the public press generally
would take up the subject, some hope, I have
private reasons for believing, might be enter-
tamed of tho reformation of the present “penny
wise and pound foolish ” system

; but nothing, Iam assured, will be done except through “ pres-
sure from without.”
The Goveimment has suffered the matchless

Meyrick Collection to be dispersed without pur-
chasing a single article. That it will avail itself
under the present circumstances of the patriotic
oiler of Lord Zouch is exceedingly problematical.
An average income of nearly 3,0001. per

annum is derived from the exhibition of the
ai-mour in the Tower alone, and of this sum not
one shilling is set apart for the increase and
improvement of tho collection. Contrast this
with tho inclosed extract from the return to
Parliament, ordered some year or two ago by
tho House of Commons, of the expenses of tho
South Kensington Museum. “ The amount ex-
pended in purchases of works of art and science

tl^erein stated to have been—4,B731.! mdependently of the cost of ar-
rangement.
Tho only self-supporting e.xhibitiou in the

metropolis is not allowed to be benefited by its
own incomo. j. li. Planchr.

CoUeije of Anns.

“ South Kensington Museum.—From a Parlia-
mentary return ordered by tlio House of Com-
mons on the 14th ult., the entire cost of
buildings, inoluding repairs of buildings for
schools, appears to amount to 306,3721.

; tho
cost of arrangement, which includes manage,
meat and expenses for the circulation of objects
ot art amongst 107 local sohOols, 630,5551.; and
tho amount expended in purchases of works of
art and science, books, &c., 224,8731. Gifts to
the museum are estimated at 160,0001., in addi-
tiou to the 100,0001. given by Sir Joseph Whit-
worth for scholarships. Objects on loan are
estimated to bo of the annual value of 300,0001.,
and since the foundation of the museum it has
been visited by 9,056,818 persons.”

SOMETHING ABOUT IRON.
Me. Moreis, manager of Dallam Forge, has

read a paper before the Warrington Literary
and Philosophical Society, entitled “Notes on
Iron : its Sources, Processes of Manufacture
and a Few of its Characteristics.” We print the
earlier portion of it. He said

: What is this
matenal called iron

; this most useful of all
metals,—the intrinsic value of which exceeds all
others, and which, in proportion to its use,
should be the cause of progress of civilisationm the world wherever it is manufactured

; and
that the amount of its consumption by any
nation, both in times gone by and at the present
day, indicates very truly the degree of its attain-
meut in the arts and sciences? Jf we ask the
geologist, he tells us that it impregnated the
waters of the old red sandstone period, and
tinged with rusty red the whole of that system

;

that it now appears in the segregated form of
thin layers and hands of ironstone

; that its ores
are found more or leas in all parts of the world,
either as beds in tho sedimentary rocks, or in
the massive deposits in the olden rocks, that
tbe United Kingdom derives its principal supply
roni the earthy carbonates of the coal measures,
from the carboniferous formations where some

particular coal-fields possess large deposits of
rich hematite ore. The meteorologist tells us
the sun and tho atmosphere played a most im-
portant part during tho carboniferous era, and
that now we are consuming the millions of years
past bottled-up sunlight in the making of iron
Again, iron in the shape of falling meteors has
been fonnd, and from one of these bodies a
Persian emperor had made two sabres, one
knife, and one dagger. This iron of lightning or
thunderbolt could not be worked up by itself,
but must have been mixed with one-fourth of
common iron before the Tubal Cain of that day
did his master’s bidding. It would be a wrinkle
worth knowing how he obtained the mixture.
Coming to our nearer friend, the metallurgist,

he lets us know the numerous combinations'ancl
analyses of tho particular metal you wish to
study

; what meclianical and chemical sciences
are involved to complete the separation and
evolve the metal to that condition of purity
desired by the manufacturer; what flux will best
suit to form a glass with the multifarious ores
during their fusion in that huge laboratory, the
smeltiug-furnace

; and that without flux to
separate tbe earthy matter from the ores, glasses
would ho formed, instead of the carburet of iron
and slags; and that the best-knowu flux for
nine-tenths of the ores is limestone, which is
incapable of holding iron in solution at hio-h
temperatures

; that there must be blown, unefer
pressure, from six to ten tons of atmospheric
air in the furnace to produce the required
oxygen for the reduction of one ton of pig iron
from tho ore. The pig iron tho finished iron
manufactnrors take in hand, and by two distinct
processes convert it into bars, plates, wire, &cWe have arrived now at the puddling process'
which IS replete with interest, consisting, as it
does, of converting cast metal into malleable
iron. The present system of puddling, as
carried on almost universally, with few modi-
fications (which shall be named), was in.
vented by an ironmaster of the name of Cort
about the year 1780, the bed of whose fumaoe
was made of sand, consequently the car.
buret_ was refined, many of its impurities
especially the carbon which is the metalloid
causing fluidity, was driven from it; hence,
when the pig kon was melted it assumed tbe
form of grain. If the carbon had been left in
the pig metal tho bed of tho furnace could not
have stood

; besides, silica is fatal to iron, causing
what is technicallyknown as shortness or extreme
brittleness. The deteriorating influence which
sand and silica had on the iron when worked in
contact with it was seen some years afterwards
by Mr. Samuel Baldwin Rogers, who introduced
the present system of iron bottoms to furnaces
which eventually did away with the finery pro-
cess. Both of these gentlemen died in poverty,
yet their inventions in their day were as much
a desideratum, aud were tho cause of greater
revolutions in the iron trade of that time than
the Bessemer process or Dank’s rotary puddler
in our time. Many imagine that the gentleman
with the cloven foot invented puddling, and I
confess that for four or five months in the year
It is one of tho most distressing processes to the
physical system of all manual labour, yet pud-
dlers do not all stagger from the furnace fainting
at the age of forty, as a certain special news
paper commissioner would have us believe.
These joint inventions were tho means of this
kingdom taking the lead of all other nations in
the iron trade, for up to this time we were de-
pendent for our supplies upon Norway, Russia,
and Sweden. From the latter place oven now a
large amount of their produce finds its way into
England. In describing this puddling process it
should be explained that the furnace is divided
into two compartments, separated by a bridge
about 12 in. thick, and 14 in. high. Over this the
flume passes it from the grate, and comes in con.
tact with the iron, and after it has done duty
there passes round tho boilers, generating the
steam necessary for driving the machinery re-
quired for forging and rolling the iron. The
chamber or compartment the pig metal is charged
with, consists ofiron plates forming the bottom and
sides, which are lined with refi-actory slags rich in
oxidesofirou.Inchangingtheheat.slagsandscalea
Irom the hammers and rollers are thrown on the
hearth or bottom, and on this the charge of pi'^-
metal consisting of 5101b. to 5401b: Fuelts
then thrown into the grate, and in about twenty-
five or forty minutes this carburet of iron be-
comes liquid, and assumes the form of a molten
plateof iron some IHn- to 2 in. thick. Being
heavier than the slags, tho latter pass through
it, and rise to the top. In passing, the oxygen

contained m the silicates oombines with the
carbon of the iron, and decarbonises it: bat
unless the iron is agitated it will not become
malleable. Hence the puddler, with a bar called
a rabble, agitates the metal, aud briu-s in con
tact the o.tygen of the silioato with the carbon
and other impurities of the iron. As tho carbon
IS leaving the metal, its atoms expand and
become ofloss speciac gravity, and it throws ofi
carbomc oxide gas, the bluo flame of which isplamly seen by any one who watches the pro-
cess.

^

The puddler at this stage must be inoes-
sant m his operation, for the transformation
scene is coming, and the crude iron is becoming
malleable. The boiling of the mass is kept up
by tho fresh energy of tho puddler until, as the
carbon dimmishes, the atoms of the iron begin
to knit or agglutinate together in a soft spongy
consistency, the cinder taking the place of the
once molten iron. The iron is now as sensitive
to oxygen as a tropical plant would bo it placed
in a temperature at zero, and as the human
lungs would bo if inhaling pure o.xygen : it
fives, as It were, too fast. It is at this point
tfiac smoke-preventers are puzzled; but a
deoxydising flame is kept on the iron while it
18 being kneaded and divided into balls, pro-
paratory to being brought out of the furnace

;and, when done, tho lump is taken to thehammer and beaten into tho required shape for
rolling It mto the puddled bar of commerce.
This operation is called shingling. From what
has been said yon will readily understand that
the puddling operation consists of chemical com.
bmations and mechanical application

; and tho
inventions brought forward to assist the puddlerm his part of the business are legion. The
schemes tried to prevent smoke, save fuel, &o.may be counted by scores. Quacks by the dozen
have sprung up with physic to throw in the
molten iron during the process, to drive off the
deleterious substances, the one idea being that
the iron would have a greater affinity for their
dose than it had for the metalloids, carbon
phosphorus, and silicon, and so leave the iron
pure. None of these recipes, however, have
been so effectual as to warrant their continual
and general use. Mr. Bessemer some twenty-
five or thirty years ago accomplished the graudid^ o£ forcing air through a molten mass,
anticipating that the oxygeu of tbe air would
decarbonise the carburet and give him malleable
irou

; but he failed, for when the iron had given
up Its last equivalent of carbon to the oxygen it
commeuced to burn it up. Besides, it lacked the
Reading, or mechanical part of the operation.
I fie chemical part he got over so far as to pro-
dues a metal thoroughly tenacious

; and its
resistance to wear proves it to be the most
durable and economical material for railway aud
other purposes. This inveution of Bessemer’s
awakened metallurgists, and gave rise to several
inventions for steel-making, but up to tho present
time there is only one invention of anv practical
importance, and that is tho Siemens-Martin pro-
cess. About the same time as Bessemer was
completing his inventions, two gentlemen—
Mr. Tooth, of London, and Mr. Walker ’of
Wolverhampton,—brought out patents for o’scil-
latmg and rotating puddling furnaces, which
proved a step in the right direction. Somehow
they got across, and their scheme was dying
when Mr. Menelaus, of Dowlais, bought up their
''fhts, built a forge, and made some good iron.

HEATING HOTHOUSES WITHOUT COST.
We have long looked towards the utilisation of

the enormous amount of heat (as also power) uow
wasted, and have pointed out directions in which
such a result seemed possible. A writer in the
Garden has described a notable instance in
which this is being effected. We will condense
his account. He says from Dromore, in Ireland
the new system of lime-kiln heating hothouses is
spreading throughout England and Scotland and
kilns are being built daily. 1,000 ft. of piping
were recently heated under difficulties at Man-
chester. Smee that great show other kilns have
been set to work in various parts of England
and Scotland. I have just heard of one°near
Edinburgh that heats a series of houses at diffe-
rent levels with the utmost ease, and to the
entire satisfaction and great surprise of all con-
cerned. Many distinguished horticulturists have
met at HatfieldHouse to seea kiln heat 7,000ft.
of 4.1Q. pipes, extending through a series of
vineries aud other houses, and running in various
directions out^of doors. The kiln was 8 ft. deep
and 6 ft. in diameter, and it is proposed to give
it 3,000 more feet of 4-in. pipes to warm. There
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could be no question as to the power and suf-

ficiency of the heat provided by the kiln. Mr. '

Cowan also purposes adding still more^ to the

potency of his boiler by sinking it lower into the

glowing heat of the lime-kiln. The sides of the

kiln are so intensely hot that if a series of boiler-

rings can be introduced into the kiln itself,

without interfering with the burning of the lime,

there can be no question as to the heat pene-

trating through the iron, nor of its power to

warm the water. And all this will be additional,

for it may be assumed that the boiler in the kiln

will in no degree check the energy of the heat

sent up vertically to heat that portion that will

in any case be placed right over it. If it be

found practicable to sink any or a large portion

of this boiler into the kiln, then less vertical

depth will be required for the effective working

of this new and cheap method of heating. I

found a general impression among those assem-

bled at Hatfield, that the plan was only appli-

cable to large establishments. Nor was this to

he wondered at
;
the example before them was

large and powerful
;
7,000 ft. of pipe, actually

heated, with reserve force capable, possibly, of

heating 3,000 more
;
and a cart-way down to

the month of the kiln, an arrangement made to

facilitate the making or removal of lime on a

large scale. The kiln itself had probably an

excess of power. This was also the first experi-

ment with chalk, and it was important in such a

large undertaking that the kiln, at least, should

not fail for lack of area; and, after all, I have

seen stoke-holes as large and far more costly,

doing a mere tithe of the work. But it would

be illogical to reason that because of the magni-

tude of the works at Hatfield the system is not

adapted for small places. Why should not the

small place have its heat free as well as the large

one ? The expense of the kiln need not be much

more than the expense of a well-built furnace,

and all beyond the kiln costs neither less nor

more, on Mr. Cowan’s system than any other.

Less coal was used at Hatfield than at Man-

chester. At the latter the rate was two of

limestone to one of coal
;
at Hatfield it was seven

of chalk to three of coal. The experiment may
be pronounced a splendid success. The system

seems equally well adapted for the heating of

manufactories aud public buildings, as for horti-

cultural purposes, aud is likely to be extensively

adopted wherever sufficient, depth is available,

and limestone or chalk within easy distance.^ I

do not anticipate much difficulty in commanding

a market for the lime made. The next experi-

ment needed is to test the cost of conveying

limestone or chalk to the kiln, and this is about

being worked out in Glasgow, where a kiln is

being erected to bo fed with limestone from

Ireland.

THE FALL OF A CHIMNEY AT
NORTHFLEET.

Sir,—

T

he particulars obligingly furnished in

yonr last number materially add to, and in some

respects correct, those previously reported. If

we cannot now fix upon the immediate cause of

the disaster, we may draw from it some practical

hints, and I think they should be these :
—

1.

The building of a chimney-shaft of great

height, of circular plan, and battering profile, is

a work so special in all its conditions that it

cannot for a moment be compared with ordinary

walling. We know that shafts much more

slight than this one was have stood securely

;

we do not know bow narrow may have been

their escape in their early and unconsolidated

state. No doubt the rule which would^fix the

upper stage of l-i iu. work at about 25 ft. in

height is rough and unscientific, but as it happens,

curiously, that the first bulge seen in the shaft

was at about 10 ft. below the cap,—the point to

which the above rule would have led one to carry

up the 18 in. work,—it seems advisable to follow

ii, at any rate, until science shall have provided

a better.

2. The bond seems to have been as good as

was possible under the conditions, although, as

compared with that we can obtain in ordinary

walling, it was very indifferent. On this account

alone it would probably be better to build such

shafts on an octagonal plan, which would admit

of nearly perfect bonding, and in that case the

base would be made a little broader than in the

case of the circular form.

3. The excellence of the bricks, like that of

the materials generally, seems to be boi-ne out.

4. Many persons being of opinion that cement

used as in this case is of advantage, which

opinion I hold to be erroneous, we may put the

matter to a simple test. At intervals of about

3 ft. in height, two courses of brickwork suc-

cessively were built with the vertical joints,

dry, and then grouted with neat Portland

cement. It is not necessary to dispute with

;

vour various oorrespoodents as to whether this

cement work would expand or not
;

if it did, it

would fracture the rest of the work; whether it

did or did not the rest of the work would frac-

ture it. For this cement work would constitute

a sixth or a seventh of the whole shaft, and any

appreciable expansion would have force enough

to pull out the green brickwork to the extent of

its own expansion. If it did not expand, but set,

as we say, “ like a rock,” the best way to judge of

it will be to consider how apiece of rock similar

in hardne.ss would behave under the like con-

ditions. Let us suppose a flat ring of stone,

abont 13 ft. or 14 ft. in external diameter, and

only 55 in. thick; the ring moreover being almost,

but not quite, divided into two laminm, by a

horizontal bed of fresh mortar. Admit that this

can be bedded perfectly upon a mass of green

brickwork, and then carry up more brickwork

at the rate of 6 ft. in height, per day. Tour

ring would break like glass wherever the least

inequality of pressure took place (which would

be inevitable), and what would happen to one

such ring would happen to any number of others

in detail, and just as the separate pieces of

broken glass might be perfectly sound and very

strong, so might be the stone or the brick in

cement. This would be quite consistent with

its inutility as a bond or tie, which inutility may

be inferred from the result in the present case.

It seems a wise caution never to use cemoiib

brickwork in intimate combination with mortar

brickwork, and also to use, by preference, a

mixture of perfectly clean sharp sand equal to, or

in excess of, the cement. When we use good

brick and mortar on a good foundation, we
know pretty well what we may rely upon. If

other bond is required the introduction, at in-

tervals of a few feet, of three courses of iron

hoop bond, while it can do no harm, will effect-

ually resist any ordinary disturbance during

settlement, and when the work is thoroughly

set, it will need no assistance. The octagonal

form of shaft would much facilitate the use of

such bond.

5. Sneh a rate of progress as 6 ft. per working

day, or 35 ft. per week, seems to require very

favourable conditions, to be free from all chance

of failure.

6. Why must every chimney have a pon-

derous cap, and thus add to other sources of

danger this final one ? Brickwork corbelled

out to the extent of 15^ in. beyond the face of

the wall, with an additional 4| in. in the piers,

would, to a great extent, be dependent upon the

cementing material, and without it might fall

away bodily. The introduction of mortar into

the cement, in such a position, can never be

entirely trusted, and certainly not nuless actually

made and used under perfect supervision.

The most difficult question in the whole case

arises out of the fall of “ great masses of brick-

work” do\\'n the chimney lefore the general

catastrophe; but it seems a question of scaffold,

ing rather than of construction. There does not

appear to have been a rigid framework of timber

which would interfere with the settlement of the

brickwork, nor anything beyond the needful

scaffold constructed upon the last stage of cross-

timbers, which were carried by the brickwork.

Some fracture in the scaffolding or hoisting

machinery may have acted upon the cross-

timbers, and so tilted the parapet over. This,

therefore, must bo reckoned amongst the dangers

which render the bonding and tying in of struc-

tures of this kind a matter of special im-

portance.

architect’s plans. The projection is obtained, as stated

above, by a series of courses overlapping each other .j m.

each. Well, sir, the first course would be fixed so as to

leave a cavity of ^ in,
;
the second, 1 iu.

;
the third, la in.,

and so on, the interstices being filled in by bats or rub-

bish, depending for bond upon the cohesion of the mortar,

which, in this instance, bad not had time to set. From
personal observations I can assure yon that the vibrations

of shafts, which have had more time than this in building,

are of a character difficult, if not impossible, to conceive

by persons unaccustomed to reniainingattho top. I have

on many occasions felt frightful oscillations, by wind, but

more frequently by workmen discharging the loads from

the derricks upon the scafi'old, &e., some of which would

describe an arc of 13 in. to 14 in. decreasing in intensity,

but increasing in speed, until it regained its equilibrium by

what the men describe as a trembling motion.
Jno. Paexbe.

ANTIQUITIES IN BEADING.

At the opening meeting of the Reading

Architecbui-al aud Archceologioal Society, held

on the 5th inst., the Rev. L. G. Maine, Vicar of

St. Lawrence, said the need of a society to dis-

cuss archfcological subjects in Reading had

lately received remarkable illustration by the

appearance of a letter in the Bitilder, in which

assertion was made that the old building in St.

Lawrence’s Churchyard was the original Gram-

mar School founded by Henry VIL, in which

Archbishop Laud was educated. In the object

of that letter we must all sympathise. It was,

in fact, an appeal to those educated at the school,

nob to suffer an old historical building to fall to

decay without an effort to restore it. In fact,

however, this is not the old school. I propose to

discuss the site of the old school, and then to

say a few words about the character of the old

building, now existing on the north side of St.

Lawrence’s Churchyard. If we would seek for

the original school of Henry VIL, to which he

gave lOJ., we must seek it in the basement of the

present town-hall. And now if we may not

identify the old building in St. Lawrence’s

Churchyard with the old schoolroom used_ in

Henry VIL’s time, what may we think about it ?

Has it no history of its own ? I think we are much

indebted to the writer in the Builder for drawing

our attention to such an interesting relic of olden

times. I think we may identify it with the old

barn or granary of the monastery. The present

building has two stories plainly corresponding

to the two floors to be found in many old

barns. The granary has plainly undergone

many alterations which may be accounted for. .

Considering its history, I would express my
reoreb that the old granary is to be destroyed.

Itls a veritable relic of the old monastery. It

is interesting, too, as having been the residence

of Sir William Armorer, a man of rough aspect, ,

who escaped after the battle of Worcester, and i

became equerry to King Charles II. Ho was

probably the king’s keeper of the stables. A '

mitred abbot like that of Reading when he went ;

forth in state was accompanied by his retinue of

a hundred horse. He rode with a hawk on hia :

fist on a mule with a gilt bridle, with saddle

and cloth of blood colour. But an orditiary ;

monk was enjoined by statute never to appear r

without the cowl and regular habit of the order.

The vicar of St. Lawrence, who commends this :

paper to yonr notice, may lay some claim to .

discuss the subject of the stables, because in

former days in these stables a horse was kept i

for the use of his predecessors whenever they

;

were called upon to attend the invitation of the (

bishop.

At the conclusion of the paper, a discussion i

ensued, in which the president, Mr. Morris, =

Capt. Kennedy, Mr. Rolfe, and other gentlemen i

took part; and it was unanimously held that,

the destruction of such an interesting relic as

the old Abbey Granary would be a great mis-i

fortune to the archmology of Reading
;
and that,i

so far as possible, it would be most desirable to

retain an erection of such antiquarian value.

Two bricklayers {brolhers of one of tbc deceased) tea-

dered evidence which, if utilised, contained the real

cause and with their statements I curdially concur

;

from that of the architect, and also of the architect ol

forty years’ practice, I dissent point-blank. The latter

gentleman (evidently oblivious of the fact that the chimney

was already down) said, if the cap swayed at all it must have

swayed all round, ilr. Cubitt, however, puts in the coup

de grace, by stating that if there was any tendency to

swaggine it would have taken place before then, when the

work was fresh; as if the whole shaft was not fresh,

even to its foundation.

I have seen something of shaft-buiJding in Manchester

and other Lancashire towns, and am not aware of a sin;de

chimney this height erected in less than twelve months ;
the

usual mode of procedure being to erect it to halfits height,

and then allow it to stand for six months, thus becoming

consolidated, when the rest of the work may be afterwards

completed. Had this course been adopted in the instance

before us, the shaft would at this moment have been up

right.ignt.

For the information of yonr readers I will describe how

the work in the cap would be carried out from the

Supposed Discovery of a British Strong-]

hold at Grassington.—A gentleman, who is

well acquainted with the beautiful country

around Grasaington, near Skipton (where it is

proposed to establish a hydropathic establish.!

ment), in the course of his explorations in the

neighbonrhood has recently discovered Roma

ruins of a British fortress. The main building,,

he states, has possessed three compartments ot

a large size, and has been defended by an outer

wall, which runs from it for a considerable dis-i

tance, and then returns to its lower extremity.;

Within the circle of the wall there has been

another building, and hundreds of tons of rubbisln

lie upon the gi-oond. The remains are upon the

highest hill in the picturesque wood, and cover

about half an acre of its surface.
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CONGKEGATIONAL OnUEOH BUILDING.
THE AKCHITECTUKAL ASSOCIATION.

At the ordioary general meeting of the
session, held last Friday evening, the 1-lth inst.

(Mr. J. S. Quilter, vice-president, in the chair),
the following gentlemen were elected members :

Mr. E. E. Deane and Mr. A. G. Northover.
The chairman announced that Sir William

Tite’s prizes had been awarded to ;—1. Mr. H.
Cheston

; 2. Mr. H. G. McLachlan ; Messrs,
Langford, Hemming, Wood, and Taylor being
honourably mentioned.

Mr. E. C. Robins then read a paper on " Con-
gregational Church Building,” and in the course
of it said that by the term “Congregational
Church Building ” he did not mean only to refer
to a denominational system, but rather to the
desirability of building churches for the special
convenience of the congregations who should use
them. It may not generally be considered that
seeing and hearing were so important where
ritual observances were paramount, or where
pulpit miuistratioDs were the predominating
element in the services

;
but where large num-

bers congregated to bear an able preacher, it

became of considerable importance that the
pleasure of seeing and hearing distinctly should
be assisted by the building within which they
were for that purpose assembled. There would
ever be those who

“ Loto the high embowed roof,
And antic pillar’s massy proof,
And storied windows richly diglit,

Cusling a dim religious light."

If churches were to correspond with the wants
of congregations, then it would not bo wise to
ignore this powerful sentimental craving, or to
measuro every want by geometrical progression.
The old basilican form of church, which im-

pressed itself BO deeply upon the Medimval
luiud, and left us the rich inheritance of
numberloss parish churches and all our glorious

!

cathedrals, bad still a deep-rooted hold of the
sympathies of a vast company of religionists
whose feelings had a right to be considered, aud
for whose worship it was the fittest form of
expression, the most eloquent shrine of their
deepest sentiment. Emulating, then, the liber-
ality of our National Church, he did not share in
the general condemnation of the usual form of
Gothic churches, which was so suitable to the
requirements of a very large section of the
church

; aud that it should become a conventional
form was not only to be regretted, but overcome.
But some of the leading men had, nevertheless,
set good examples of sturdy independence. Mr.
Spurgeon had his own ideal, and executed it;
Samuel Martin had a higher, and better realised
it ; Newman Hall had the best conception and

^intention, but it yet remained to be seen how it

would bo developed. These and other men had,
at all events, in our own day given examples,
the great co^t of which proved that large means
wore yet forthcoming at the bidding of earnest
men, aud e.vpense of realisation need not deter
rising architects from attempting noble designs,
eveu iu this so-called utilitarian age. What we
had chiefly to avoid was wasting the money at
our disposal in little prettiness, at the expense
of the main outlines and general plan of the
structure,—elaborate tracery, hooded buttresses,
foliated pinnacles, and a forest of carving.
The ecclesiastical buildings, in the Classic

style prevalent iu the earlier part of this cen-
knry, must not be altogether passed over in
silence, although they were not in fashion now.
There was a large number of parish churches in

I

id around Loudon, erected during the revival
Grecian architecture, which were eminently

lited for Protestant congregational uses, and
r which they were specially designed. Of
ide span and without internal columns, except
me small ones for the support of the galiery-
Dnts, which in these buildings were so far
ade an incegral part of the design that it was
rare thing to find them absent, they indicated
hut was felt to be all-sufficieut for the simple
rvices of that day. Bub they were usually
»ld in tlie extreme, cold, and cavernous

;
they

bred good opportunities for coloured decora-
HI, but were not of tliat character that com-
ended themselves to the lover of our national
yle of architecture. The grandest specimen
IS that of St. Pancras Church, which had been
corated with colour to overcome its internal
euriness. Pratt-street Church, Camden-town,
IS another which had also been treated with

lecorative colouring, ns well as the church in
rVaterloo-road, opposite theraihvay-statioii

;
and

It. Matthew’s, Brixton. Hanover Chapel,

Regent-street, was a widely different adapta-
tion of Grecian art, and was an attempt to bend
its forms to the wants of a large congregation
on so restricted a site that a double tier of
galleries was required, and this building was
now undergoing restoration under hia superin-
tendence. In the execution of this work he
had introduced (the first time, he thought, in
London) the use of the steam-jet for cleaning
down the stonework, which obviated the neoes-
sity of any tooling of the surface of the stone.
The time had come, he thought, for upsetting
the old English practice concerning the orienta-
tion of churches, in defence of which he bad
heard no sufficient reason given, which had long
since exploded abroad, and in consequence of
which this particular church had been spoilt.

Prior to Inwood’s revival of the Grecian style, '

Roman was prevalent,—the style of all Wren’s
churches, and those of his contemporaries and
immediate followers, great nobility of conception
being observable in them all. He thought that
it was quite time that tho rules and regulations
of the Incorporated Society for Building Churches
wore revised and corrected. It might have
been, and indeed was, very useful in the earlier
stages of the Gothic revival to insist on a
careful adhesion to precedents

;
but surely some

latitude might now be given, and some expori-
ence must have been acquired by the examiners
of plans, sufficient at least to enable them to
issue a less pedantic and restrictive set of rules.

In the discussion that followed, Mr. Sulman
said that with regard to acoustic properties of
church buildings, he thought it absolutely neces-
aaiy that every one present should hear

j
hut

the subject was beset with many difficulties.

He advocated the adoption of the parallelogram
to meet this question, which would convoy tho
voice to any part of the building. He would
like to be better informed with regard to the
use of the steam jet for cleaning down stone-
work

;
and, in conclusion, proposed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Robins for his paper, which was
carried.

Mr. Paine was of opinion that with regard to
building a church where people were to worship,
it should bo done with as little money as pos-
sible

;
and with the planning of the building the

architect should suit the requirements of those
who employed him. Ho thought that the Mor-
mon Tabernacle at Utah was a capital building
for hearing and seeing, being a convenient shape.
With regard to tho development of church
architecture in other countries, it was interest-
ing to know ill what position England stood.
He was of opinion that we stood alone in this
respect as compared to other countries. Ho
would ask whether it was a good plan to adopt
“Middle Aged” architecture? In almost all

modern churches in France the aisles were
never used for seats, and he thought that this
was an advantage, the aisle being only a place to
walk in. In Germany the churches that were
built were carried out with a rigid symmetry,
unknown in England

;
in this country churches

being built with a great paucity and bareness
about them.

Mr. Reddett advocated, with Mr. Robins, the
adoption of cast-iron pillars for church build-
ings, which should be erected on the circular
plan. No one could go into the Tabernacle of
Mr. Spurgeon without being struck with its
likeness to a theatre in point of shape.

Mr. Flint Clarkson said that it was very neces-
sary in churches that the congregation should
hear and see well. He believed that the reason
why there was comparatively an anxiety not to
go in for prodigious outlay in church buildings
mainly proceeded from the idea that the problem
was an unsolved one. One could feel that natu-
rally the thing was more of an experiment, aud
that any one who boldly tried such experiment
should learn by their failures. It was a new
kind of problem to join monumental architecture
with a congregational church. With regard to
the adoption of the elliptic or modification of the
circle plan, the question arose as to whether such
a metbod would give the building sufficient dig.
nity. But the gallery was really the great diffi.

cutty, and he believed that the plan of suspend-
ing galleries from a very powerful roof had been
successful, but still this was involved in some
difficulty.

Mr. Ridge regarded a church as purely a place
of worship, and fur this purpose it was un-
doubtedly desirable that a church should be
so arranged that the persons therein should hear
well. He took exception to the adoption of long
transepts, aud advocated the adoption of the
horseshoe system of building churches. He

trusted that tho liberality allowed in future
church buildings would give a larger spaca upon,
which they were to be built. emoon

Mr. Hugh Stannus thought that the idea of a
church was more for teaching than worship, and
therefore it was necessary that people should
both see and hear well. For this purpose a
building should be comparatively small, and the
roof must be kept down as much as possible.
A theatre-shaped building was, after all, really
the beat. He would ask whether it would nob
be advisable to build churches iu the form of tho
Greek amphitheatre.

_

Mr. Robertson was of opinion that the func-
tion of the architect was not to prescribe in
what manner congregations ahonld worship, but
to satisfy the requirements of those who em.
ployed him.
The chairman said tliafthe great object which

appeared to him_ to cause the church of the
present day to differ from other churches was
the entire absence of symbolism; and this
essential element of the early church was
gradually losing its force in this utilitarian age.
In this respect we were to a certain extent
following the Americans. With regard to the
pulpit, why should it not be abolished altogether ?
Many attempts had been made to do this, but
without success.

Mr. Robins, in reply, said that tlio discussion
had been of a very interesting character. He
had great respect for tho form of worship, as
represented by the High Church party, there
being an immense amount of beauty and poetry
in it. With regard to foreign churches, they
were almost invariably large ones, and were
vaulted, and were not designed or intended to
be used only for teaching purposes. The theatre
plan, or the adoption of the Greek amphitheatre
with regard to the building of congregational
buildings, was a subject beset with many disad-
vantages, one of the difficulties being to make it
church-like.

ST. MICHAEL’S HALL AND SCHOOLS,
HACKNEY.

A NEW building, combining the double pur-
pose of schools by day and a public hall at
night, has been opened in Lamb-lane, South
Hackney. The establishment has been promoted
by the Rev. J. B. Podmoro, rector of St.
Michael’s, and is intended to be conducted on
voluntary principles. Means for erecting the
hall have been provided by private subscription
among residents in the district, aided by other
contributions. This is one of the largest inati-
tutious of the kind that has been opened since
the passing of the new Act, and is regarded as
being, to some extent, in opposition to the Board
school, which is situated on the opposite side of
tho lane. St. llichael’s Hall is built on a site
adjacent to the church of that name in London-
fields, the ground having been purchased from
the Great Eastern Railway Company, whoso new
branch line to Enfield runs close by. The
interior is spacious and lofty. The area is
capable of containing an assemblage of 1,000
persons

; but for tho purposes of the schools it
has been deemed advisable to divide the room
by means of huge folding-doors, surmounted by
independent par.itions reaching to the roof, and
effecting a complete separation of what’ are
intended to be the girls’ and boys’ departments.
One room is intended to accommodate 250 girls,
the other 500 boys. Mechanical arrangements
have been introduced for the purpose of changing
the schools into the hall. Ttie cost of the
building, including 9001. for tho site, is 3,5001.
Of this sum 2,23S1. have been received, and a
grant of 6301. from the Privy Council ,will be
made when the remainder of the money has
been raised.

A TELEGRAPHIC CABLE AT THE TAT
BRIDGE WORKS.

The works at the gi'eat bridge now in course
of construction over the Tay are being vigorously
pushed forward, aud, wich the view "of still
further accelerating the progress of the under-
taking, a telegraphic cable was laid last week
between the contractor’s offices at the north and
south ends of the bridge. The cable was paid
out from the steamer Excelsior. The whole
operation was accomplished in about forty
minutes, and immediately afterwaids the instru-
ments were connected and signals exchanged.
Another connexion is at once to be made with
the station on board the store-ship in the middle
of the river, and it is expected that this means
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of commumcation will give great facilities in the

work, as much time is often lost for want of

means to command a tag at the right moment,

and transmitting other orders. The contractors

have also made arrangements to increase the

plant considerably, especially the part which is

used to pump the sand out of the piers, as this

has proved to be a point which could not go on

with sufficient speed, compared with the other

operations. It is fully expected that the works

will be completed in less than two years.

THE WORKS ON THE SEVERN BRIDGE

RAILWAY, AND THE SEVERN TUNNEL
PROJECT.

The works in connexion with the Severn

Bridge Railway, powers for which were obtained

during last session of Parliament, are about to

bo commenced, it having been decided within

the last two or three weeks to proceed at once,

bnt some time is expected to be taken up in the

purchase of land over which the railway on the

forest side of the Severn will pass. The line

commences in a township named Sydney.near

the parish church there, and the river will be

Spanned at the point known as the Wheel Rock.

The Glasgow and Berkeley Canal Company have

decided to contribute 50,0001. of the capital

necessary for the construction of the bridge and

railway, the company being under the impres-

sion that the new line will increase their revenue

by producing an export trade at the new docks,

and affording access to new markets.

The borings for the Severn Tunnel are also in

progress, and the process is watched with great

interest by geologists and persona in search of

coal.

includo the construction of a new bridge at the

outskirts of the town, leading to one of the

main thoronghfares, which will materially re-

duce the present gradient of the road, viz., from

1 in 19 to 1 in 35. As a guarantee that the com.

pany will carry outthe works, they are prepared

to deposit 5 per cent, upon the estimated cost of

100
,
0001 . for the improvements.

The proposal was discussed at a special

meeting of the town conncil, which baa just

been held on the subject, when the feeling in its

favour was warm and unanimous. It was stated

by the Mayor that during the whole annals of

the corporation, a more important matter had

not been brought before it. He added that the

proposed improvements would be the making of

Swansea, and that the suggested street altera-

tions would be moat advantageous to the

town. The figures to be submitted to the

council would show that the alterations, which

had become necessary through the great traffic

in the streets, would be executed without the

corporation ultimately incurring any expense.

The resolution was unanimously adopted, the

Mayor remarking that it had been arranged that

only when the improvements were carried out

was the corporation to pay the sum agreed to.

The surveyor had divided the 2o,000i. between

the different alterations, and only as they were

carried out would the instalments be paid.

The works contemplated are to bo completed

within three years from the time of the passing

of the Bill.

THE ALBERT HALL.

The Royal Albert Hall Choral Society sang

Bach’s sublime Passion music (Sf. Mattheiv) on

Thursday, 1-ith inst., being the second concert

of the season. The choir, under Mr. Barnby’s

direction, gave the choruses in such a manner as

to maintain fully the reputation it so desenmdly

gained last season. The points were all taken

up with most praiseworthy precision, and the

only fault we could find, were we inclined to be

hypercritical, would be a alight tendency on the

part of the sopi-ani to flabton on the sustained

note at the end of one or two of the chorales,

which otherwise were beautifully sung, the

pianissimo passages being especially good.

Foremost among the soloists was Madame

Patey, whose rendering of the contralto music

was simply perfect, more particularly in the air,

with violin obbligato, “Have mercy npon me.”

Mr. Cummings is now so familiar with the tenor

music (the part of the Evangelist), that his

rendering of it leaves nothing to be desired.

Mr. Thnrley Beale, who has recently made rapid

strides in his profession, sang the principal bass

part like a thorough artist
;
while Miss Emily

Spiller (soprano), who possesses a sweet voice,

would be heard to greater advantage in a smaller

hall.

Handel’s “Israel in Egypt” is to bo given

at the next concert, with Miss Edith Wynne,

Madame Patcy, and Mr. Sims Reeves.

STREET IMPROVEMENTS
AND TRAMWAYS IN SWANSEA.

The Corporation of Swansea have just entered

into an arrangement with a public company for

carrying out important street improvements in

that town, under circumstances of an entirely

novel character. A company of Loudon capi.

talists, calling themselves “The Swansea Tram-

ways and Improvement Company (Limited),”

have made a proposal to the corporation of

Swansea to constrnct a number of tramways in

Swansea, and also to undertake the making of

several new streets in the town, and the widen-

ing and improvement of others. The proposal

includes the purchase in fee, by the company, of

all the sites necessary for the undertaking, and

also the payment of compensation to parties

injuriously affected. The estimated cost of tbe

works,—including the tramways, 36,0001.,—is

136,0001., towards which the company propose

that tbe corporation should contribute 25,000Z.,

the company undertaking to keep the streets and

roads permanently in repair, to the extent of

B ft., which it is calculated will effect a saving

to the corporation to the extent of from 7501. to

1,0001. per annum. The improvements also

THE NEW YORK BUILDING TRADE.

The building trade of New York has of late

been very dull
;
in fact, the present season is

exceptional in this respect. According to the

statements of the largest builders in New York,

this state of inactivity has been brought about

by a variety of causes, not tbe least of which

were the threatened strikes last spring, and tbe

actual eight-hour contests previously. The

vastly increased value of real estate, the great

expense of labour, and the scai'city of money

have rendered men unwilling to speculate in

what has always been regarded as one of the

safest possible investments of capital. Theun-

certainty that the men would stick to their work

after it was commenced, and not strike for

higher wages or fewer hours’ work, was a great

objection to the builder to continuing upon the

construction of bouses, the site and materials

for which cost such high prices. The occur-

rcnce of the late financial panic was only

required to bring about the utter stagnation of

this branch of trade. In the suburbs, however,

whore the influences so potent amongst the

operatives of New York are not felt, and where

living as well as real estate is cheaper, capitalists

have been spending their money more liberally,

and associations for building up and improving

localities have been actively employed, though

to nothing like the extent of 1872. With regard

to the general situation of the building trade of

New York, one of tbe prominent builders of that

city states,—“The fact of the matter is, the

building trade is wholly dependent upon the

general trade of the country. When the latter

is bad building will be bad, and vice versL The

present stringency of money affects us as much,

if not more, than others, and coming at this

time of the year, when men rarely enter npon

new building speculations, because of the winter

being so near, the prospects of builders and

their employes during the remainder of 1873 are

very dark indeed.”

present year, had so far advanced in its work

as to have decided on Philadelphia as the place

most suited for its object and America’s glory.

Ou this decision, it would seem, the commission

and committees were reorganised, and out of

seven as the number of the committee for the

selection of designs, four were Philadelphians,

or at least Pennsylvanians. Prizes of 1,000

dollars each were offered for the best ten

designs for the necessary buildings, and all

architects were invited to compete for them.

Forty-four accepted the invitation, and spent

some weeks of hard labour in preparing their

drawings. In course of time the best ten were

selected, and requested to revise their plans for

a second competition, from which the best four

were to bo selected, and to receive respectively

4,000, 3,000, 2,000, and 1,000 dollars each. The

decision on this last competition has just been

made known, with this result :

—

It seems that out of the forty-four seta sent

in on the first competition, six were from Phila-

delphia architects. These six were among the

first ten selected, and now four ofthem are selected

to receive the second premiums offered, and all

outsidi^i’s have worked to no purpose. It would

also appear that it is not the intention of this

committee to follow any of the plans to which

these premiums have been awarded, as the ex-

pense of carrying them into execution would

be too great, and would also require a much
longer period of time to get completed thau

they have at their disposal.

I do not remember of any case in which such

conspicuous partiality was shown. Instead of

its being a national affair, it would seem it is

to be solely for Philadelphia, unless capital be

required, when they will look to outsiders to

supply them. H. G. B.

Washington,.

*^* The account certainly reads oddly, but

we have yet to learn whether or not the designs

from Philadelphia deserved the position given

to them.

THE AMERICAN CENTENARY BUILDING
COMPETITION.

Sir,—Being a subscriber to your journal,

and now on a tour through America, I have

thought that it may bo interesting to your

readers to have an examjde of the way in which

competitions seem to bo managed in this

country; and if the instance I shall mention be

the rule, I think we may cease complaining of

our system.
America intends, or intended, having a grand

Centenary of its Independence in 1876, in the

shape of an International Exhibition. Two
winters ago a commission was appointed from

all the States to make preparations, when great

pains were taken to assure Americana that they

would all be interested in the event, and help

would be expected to come from all parts of the

country.

This commission, by the beginning of the'

PARLIAMENTARY NOTICES

AS TO RAILWAY AND OTHER WORKS.

Among the notices already given by advertise-

ment of intention to apply to Parliament in the

coming Session for Bills, &c., are the following :

Westminster Boulerartl.—Construction of new

street from the New Palace-yard, near the Clock

Tower of the Houses of Parliament, to Eaton-

square, near St. Peter’s Church, and streets

therefrom to or near to Victoria street, widening

of other streets, junctions with and stopping up

and appropriationof various streets and thorough-

fares, works inconne.xion therewith, construction

of market-place, market powers, compulsory pur-

chase and appropriation of lauds, <Scc., model

lodging-houses, provisions in relation to parochial

an(f local rates, incorporation of company, powers

of construction, &c., to such company or com-

pany incorporated under Companies Acts 1862

and 1867.

Midland, Ilighoafe, and Ale.vaiidra Parh Rail,

way.—Construction of a railway from the Tot-

tenham and H'linipstead Junction Railway to the

Ed-rware and Higligate Branch of the Great

Northern Railway Company. Incorporation of

Company. Powers to the Company and the

Midland and London and North-Western, Great

Northern, Great Eastern, Tottenham and Hamp-
stead Junction, and Hampstead Junction Rail-

way Companies, and the Alexandra Palace

Company (Limi-ed), or some or one of them, to

carry the said Act into effect. Running powers

over the Midland and London and North-

Western, Great Northern, Great Eastern, Tot-

tenham and Hampstead Junction, and Hamp-

stead Junction Railways, and the Alexandra

Park Branch of the Great Northern Railway,

and the Railway and Station of the Alexandra

Palace Company (Limited) Conversion.

of Highgate Archway-road into a public high-

way, &c.
. .

AZerandra Park Railway.—Extension of time

for Purchase of Lands and Completion of Work®.

Provisions as to Abandonment of Undertaking

and Dissolution of Company.—Amendment or

Repeal of Act.

Aldgate and Cannon-strcel Railway.—(Com-

pletion of inner circle).—Construction of a rail-

way from tbe Metropolitan Railway at Aldgate

to tbe Metropolitan District Railway at Cannon-

street; abandonment of part of Tower-hill Ex-

tension Railway
;
new streets and wideiiings

and adaptation of existing streets
;
powers to

company to be incorporated, and to Metropolitan

and Metropolitan District Railway Companies,



r

ihe Corporation of London, and theilotropolitan

Board of Works, or any of them, to execute the

vorks, <S:o.

WaiidsworHh, Fulham, and Metropolitan Rail-

oay .—Incorporation of company; construction

)f railways from Wandsworth Bridge to the
luthorised Metropolitan and South-Western
Function Railway at Fulham

;
traffic and work-

arrangements with Metropolitan District

md Metropolitan and South-Western Junction
Railway Companies; compulsory purchase of

ands; stopping up streets; tolls, &c.
;
amend-

nent of Acts, &o.

Notices relating to new northern railways
lave also appeared. The Midland and North-
Eastern railways apply for a new line from.

Swindon to Knottingley, making the Midland as

ihort as the Great Northern, for traffic arrange,
nents, and other powers. A company is to be
ncorporated for uniting the Midland and North-
Sastern railways from Skipton to the Otley and
[Ikley line, with powers to both companies : and
hero is notice of a Leeds suburban railway to

ioundhny Park, with running powers to Mid-
and and North-Eastern. The North-E istorn

ilso applies to construct a railway from Hull to

lirk Ella, new Hues at York, a railway from
i*iokering to Seamer, at Middlesbrough and
lartlopool, near Durham, at South Shields and
Dweedmouth, with various other alterations,

fhe Kirk Ella line is designed to relieve the
requent block on tho Hull and Selby, and the
dickering and Seamer lino fills up the vacant
jap to Scarborough.
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THE CITY FRUIT AND VEGETABLE
MARKET.

3in,—The Corporation is advertising mostperseTeringly
o get as many designs from architects as it can for the
hove

;
but why should we exert ourselves, since we believe

hat the City Architect will be employed to carry out the
or a selection of suggestions from the premiated

„na, as was tho case with the Dead-meat Market, tho
doneers being forgotten, and the man who carries out the
rork being the only architect remembered f

William Gilbekt.

‘'A LABOUR QUESTION.”
Sir,—"A. B.” asks a question imder tho above heading,

a your issue of November 8th.
My quarrymen “struck” for an advance of wages in
’obruary last, which was partially conceded. They again
emanded a further advance in June, which was conceded

j

nd in July their working-hours were reduced to 19^ per
cck. I am not aware that there has been a simultaneous
strike,” but many of the quarry-masters in this district
onld tell their woes, if it is too much trouble to write
hem. One of my quarries was nearly drained of men
,
tiring the summer by the re-opening of an old quarry,
nd the offeriug oflargo wagas, which said old quarry is

iw closed. I fancy quarry-plant will be cheap by and
r. SrEPiiES Seal.
Darfield Quarries, near Barnsley.

SANITARY STATE OF THE NORTH OF
ENGLAND.

Dll. Gwynne Harries, a medical inspector of
he Local Government Board, was sent down
rom London some time since to take measures
0 alleviate the shocking state of tho whole
onnty of Durham, and on Wednesday week ho
eft South Shields for the London Fever Hos-
'ital, having contracted scarlet fever in the per-
ormauce of his duties. The disease followed an
uuaually rapid course, and he died on the
,exb Saturday.
When the following reports made to the

larochial authorities are taken into considera-
ion, tho only .surprise is that the whole of the
^habitants of the county are not candidates for
he Fever Hospital :

—

Six Bedi in One Boom.— At the ordinary meeting of the
iCodgiVtc Local Board, Mr. Uawdon, the inspector, re-
lort-d several eases of overcrowding. One house of two
loms was occupied by the tenant, four children, a female
irvant, and no fewer than eighteen lodgers. The room
Ipstairs contained six “shakedowns,” there not being
hom for a particle o*' furniture in the anartment.
At the Spennymoor Local Board of Health, one of the
lembers inquired of the surveyor if any steps had been
tken about some cellars.

The Surveyor.—Notices have been served, but nothiug
[irthcr has been done.
The Member.—I say that it is abominable that no
irther steps have been taken to put down this over-
•owJing.
The Chairman.—There are scores of homes almost as
id as these cellars.

A Member.—The state of this place is something hor-
j. In one of the cellars there are seventeen people
g and sleeping. I went to the place, and the smell
something fearful. I should like to know what is

ling to be done in tho matter.
The Surveyor (coolly).—I can take the occupants before

lae magistrates if I get orders.
Ii Tho Chairman.—But you do not require orders. Ton
Iho tho inspector of the place, and can take them before
Ve magistrates without our orders.

The Clerk.—You had better give the surveyor authority
to take legal proceedings.
A Member.—Let that be done at once. There are only

three beds to seventeen “people in one cellar. They are
worse than a lot of pigs and savages. If we do not mind
we shall have oUicers from London here to do our work.

Fever is raging round about for miles.

REPAIRS OF FOOTWAY.
HAMILTON V. VESTRY OF ST. GEORGe’S, HANOVER-

SQUARE.

This case (in Court of Qaeen’s Bench) raised

a somewhat enrious point as to the appellant’s

liability to repair the footway in front of his

house.

The appellant is owner of a house on the north side of
Eftton-souarc. The cellars in front of the houses on that
side of the square are formed of brick walls, covered on
the top by the pavement-stones without any brick arches
supporting the pavement, the upper surface of which
forms tho footway, while the under surface forms tho roof
of the cellar. At the time when the bouses were built it

was necessary to obtain the sanction of tho then local
goveruing body before the stones wore put down. The
builder of the houses, with such sanction, put down the
flagstones 5 in. thick, and without any substructure

j
but

the constant tralTio of foot-passengers has worn down tho
flagstones to only 2} in. thick, and they cracked so as to
become dangerous. The vestry put down new flagstones
in front of the appellant's house, and demanded the cost
of so doing from the appellant. This bo declined to pay,
contending that, as the public had worn away, tho public
were bound to repair it. The magistrate to whom the
question w.as submitted, by a sort of Solomon’s judgment,
ordered that the appellant and the respondents should
each pay onc-balf, it being tho statutory duty of the owner
to keep his ceUur in repair, and of the public to keep the
way in repair; and against this decision the present appeal
was brought.
Mr, Justice Quain said the magistrate’s order must he

set aside
;
that as tho injury had been done exclusively by

the public walking over the cellar it was just that they
should pay the expense of repairing it, and that equitably
as well as at law Mr, Hamiltou was uo. liable.

Mr. Justice Archibald concurred.

EDINBURGH.
The foundation-stone of a new United Pres-

byterian Church, at Palmerston-place, was laid

on the 4th inst. Tlie building is to be orectod
at a cost of 13,000i., from the designs of Messrs.
Peddio & Kinnear, architects. Tho stylo is

Italian in character. The elevation towards the
street shows a pediment flanked by towers 18 ft.

square, and 100 ft. high, surmounted by domes
and lanterns. An arcaded porch, supported by
six pillars having foliated caps, is reached by a
flight of eight steps ; tho porch or portico is

14 ft. high, and tho front wall is continued over
it to the height of 23 ft., and is terminated by a
cross at the apex of the pediment. This eleva-
tioii is pierced by five double-light windows,
arched, and divided by pillars. Within the
porch are three doors leading to a vestibule,
40 ft. by 12 fc,, and on either hand are stairs
leading to a gallery, and in the towers are
retiring-rooms. The interior is square at the
pulpit end, but is semicircular towards the front,
and a corridor, H ft. wfde, runs round both area
and gallery

;
above the portico there is a hall,

and iu the upper portion of tho towers aro a
vestry and waiting-room. The whole of the
windows are semicircular-headed, and the fur.
Dishing is unpretending and suitable.

The movement towards introducing instrn-
montal musio into the Kirk is gaining ground.
A new oi^an was opened in Newington Parish
Church on Sunday last. The instrument was
built by Messrs. Forster & Andrews, of Hall,
aud is said to be a very fine one. Preparations
are also in progress for the introduction of an
organ into the College-street United Presbyterian
Church.

The Church of the Sacred Heart in Lauriston-
street, a building in the “Jesuit style,” lighted
from the roof by glass domes, has been deco-
rated in a graudiose manner by a German
artist.

Operations aro to be commouced immediately
for the widening of the North Bridge. The
contract amounts to the sura of 12,G70i.

It is proposed to erect new medical schools iu
connexion with the University at Park-place,
adjoining the new infinnarj-. Every department
of the medical faculty is to be provided for, and
the buildiugs are to contain theatres, labora-
tories, and class-rooms adapted to the scientific
and teaching requirements of the separate
departments, along with a suitable hall for
academical meetings, and examination or gradu-
tion ceremonies. The late Sir David Baxter
left a sum of 20,000i. towards this object, and
rlie total subscriptions amount to 3G,000Z.,

—

about half the sum requisite to carry out the
scheme in its entirety. It is thought that a

grant in aid may reasonably be expected from
Government.
The governors of Heriot’s Hospital have

resolved to erect two new schools at Abbey Hill,
at a cost of 2,000?. and 1,0001. respectively.
An exhibition of water-colour drawings is now

open at Hill’s Galleries, St. Andrew’s-square.
Ib contains examples of well-known artists, both.
English and Scottish, but none of them are
worthy of special notice.

SHAMS.
Sir,—

I

f there was any personal discourtesy
to your con-espoudent in my letter I am truly
sorry for it. I am not aware of any, nor was
any intended. For the improvement of the
dwellings, about which he wants my opinion, I
can only suggest a little limewash and more
“ accommodations ” in preference to decorations,
whether shams or otherwise. When he has
made the tenants and their houses clean, and
taught them to keep them so, “ chromolitho-
graphs that rival paintings ” may bo added os
their purses permit

;

but it would do them more
good to get a stout pair of boots, and take an
occasional walk in one of the many parks. They
may by that means learn to love Nature, and not
trouble themselves about " Mayfair.”
But your correspondent has caused me to

wander from the point at issue, viz., the in-
fluence of shams on mankind. What is a sham?
A deception, an imposture,— in other words, a
substantive lie. Wo all hate a verbal or an
.acted lie. Whei’O has tho substantive lie or
sham the aivautage ?—that it should be en.
coura^jed and set up as “tho humanising in-
fluence of the nineteenth century.”
Has a thought been bestowed by this defender

of shams on the producers of these same lies ?

See how they toil all day in close atmosphere at
the most monotonous work for the lowest pos-
sible wages (or how elso can the shams be
cheap?). What satisfaction can they have in
their work, tho object of which at best is to
emulate “ Mayfair” and foster that pride which
is as surely the forerunner of degradation as
that humility which your correspondent depre-
ciates is tho only road to social advancement and
true happiness. I do not think it will bo neces-
sary to trouble you with further letters on this
subject, as I have coufidenoe that Truth wUl
prevail when Falsehood is ouce unmasked.

In conclusion, I would earnestly exhort your
readers, if they will forgive my presumption in
doing so, to strive after Truth in all things, and
to avoid anything that savours of deception.

T. F. P.

INSTITUTION OF SURVEYORS.
A CONVERSAZIONE to Celebrate the opening of

tho new rooms of this society, was held at
No. 12, Great George-streeb, Westminster, on
Wednesday, November the 12th. At the invi-
tation of the president and council, a large
number of members and associates assembled
in the commodious suite of rooms which have
just been completed at a large outlay. The
society had so fai* outgrown the premises
which it previously occupied, that further accom-
modation for its present needs had become
absolutely necessary, as well as provision for its
future expansion. Iu addition to this, it was
considered by the council to he necessary to
erect a room suitable not only for the fortnightly
meetings of tho society, but which should also
be especially fitted for the numerous arbitrations
held at the Institution by its members, and for
which the old rooms were found to be to some
extent ill adapted. As many of those members
of tho Institution who reside in the country have
no Town offices, special rooms have been pro-
vided in the new building, in which they can
meet their professioual friends, hold consnlta-
tious, write letters, aud so on.

On the occasion in question, the rooms of
the society were well decorated. The libraries
were filled with Mr. J. A. Rose’s magnificent col,
lection of historical portraits lent by that gentle-
man for the occasion, as well as with”many
valuable and beautiful water-colour drawings by
Mr. R. H. Mason. The walls of the council-room
were covered with oil-paintings lent by members
and friends. In the large lecture-hall (a hand-
some and lofty room) was exhibited a portion of
the remarkable collection of prints illuatrativo
of the topography of ancient London and West-
minster, lent, with his usual liberality, by Mr.
J.E. Gardner. Other contributors of objects of
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Talae and interest were tlie Watcombe Terra

Cotta Company, who sent a collection of pottery

executed in that material
j

ilr. J. E. Price, who

exhibited some Roman pottery, and his well-

known collection of Pilgrim signs ;
and Mr.

Lambert, of Coventry. street, who decorated the

refreshment-tables and some of the recesses

with rare examples of the ancient Gold-

smith’s art. Mr. J. P. Heseltine, Mr. n. Vig-

nolles, and others, were also contributors. A
special feature of the occasion was the excellent

musical performance under the conductorship of

Mr. J. B. Zerbini. The conversazione was per-

fectly successful, and gave happy augury of the

future prosperity of the society.

IMPROVEMENTS IN PARLIAMENT
STREET.

THE PUBLIC OFFICES.

Several of the houses on the west side of

Parliament-street, near the Whitehall or north

end of the street, have been sold, and are in

course of removal, and the improvement whicli

has been so long projected in the widening of

Parliament-street to the same width as Whitehall

is at last in a fair way towards actual achieve-

ment. The doomed buildings comprise rather

more than half the block which at present

obstructs the view of the new Government

Offices in Downing-street, and their removal

will bring into the light of day the west end of

the pile. It will also make more obvious certain

departures from “ the square,” which will doubt-

less excite comment. We hope the other portion

of the block will speedily follow, and in a few

years we may look for the completion of the

work in the demolition of the houses between

Upper Charles-street and Great George-street.

The approach to the Houses of Parliament from

Cbaring-cross would then be one of the widest

avenues in Europe,—too wide, indeed, for the

convenience of pedestrians.

Mr. F. Sang has re-arranged his designs,

suggestive of improvements in Westminster, and

the concentration of Government Offices, of

which we gave an account in a previous volume.

His drawings are at this moment with the

Metropolitan Board of Works.
The proposal is to enlarge Trafalgar-squaro on

the north, in a rectangular shape, and on the

south in a semicircle or crescent, and to an
avenue in a straight line from the centre of the

Nelson Pillar to the centre of the Clock Tower
of the Parliament Houses. Beyond the crescent

of the square an opening of 150 ft. lea^ls into a

second square, surrounded by public offices of

large dimensions, an arcaded thoroughfare of

seven spacious arches on each side, one leading

to the new Thames Embankment, the other into

St. James’s Park. A largo circus at the West-
minster Bridge end completes this Grand
Avenue. He further proposes to prolong the

Mall in St. James’s Park, and form a commo-
dious drive and thoroughfare into the southern

part of the enlarged square leading to the new
Thames Embankment.

SCHOOL BOARD SCHOOLS.

London.—On the recommendation of the

works committee, it was resolved “That the

tender of Mr. George Wall, of 2a, Dale-road,

Hentish-town, N.W., amounting to 9,269Z., for

the erection of a school to accommodafe 1,070
children on the Haverstook-hill, Marylebone,

site, be accepted. That the tender of Messrs.

T. Niblett & Son, of 37, Birkbeck-road, Hornsey-
rise, N., amounting to 7,180Z., for the erection of

a school to accommodate 755 children, on the

site in Hawley-crescent, Camden-town, be
accepted.”

Scarhorongh .—The opening of the principal

board-school at Scarborough was celebrated by
an appropriate demonstration on the 25rh ult.

The schools are meant to serve the central por.

tion of the town, and form the chief work which
the first school board elected by the borough
have executed. The central schools are situated
in Trafalgar-street West. The building has two
frontages,—the infants’ department facing Tra-
falgar-street, the girls’ and boys’ department
facing the new road now in course of construe-
tion by town council, b*’e boai-d-roora and care-
taker’s residence being placed at the extreme
corner. The architectnre of the schools par-
takes of the Gothic, and the building is of red
brick, with stone dressing. The ro ms are
capable of accommodating 800 children,—viz.,

•100 infants, 200 boys, and 200 girls. The

infants’ department consists of one large room,

65 ft. by 31 ft., for the assemblage of all the

infants at one time; one class-room, 32 ft. by

18 ft.; two class-rooms, 20 ft. by IS ft. each;

teachers’ room, cloak-room, lavatories, (fee. The
gitls’ department consists of on© large room,

80 ft. by 20 ft., for the assemblage of all the girls

at one time
;
two class-rooms, 20 ft. by 1-1 ft.

;

teachers’ room, cloak-room, lavatories, <fec. There

is a large playground about 1,300 square yards,

common to the girls and infants, with shelter-

sheds for the accommodation of the children in

w'et weather. The boys’ department is similar

to that of the girls, having one large room, two

class-rooms, Sec., with large playground, effec-

tually cut off from the girls and infants’ depart-

ment. The Board department consists of the

Board-room, 20 ft. by 18 ft. ;
clerk’s office, 16 ft.

by 12 ft. ;
and lavatoiy; attached to this is a

livincr-room, and over the whole are three bed-

rooms. The architects were Messrs. Stewart

(t Bury.
Drighlingion.—After a long discussion the

local Board has resolved :
—“That the principle

of ‘ wide schools ’ had been adopted in the plans

after due consideration of the relative a(ivan-

tages of wide and narrow schools, and also has

been, in some measure, determined upon on the

nature of the site. At the same time the Board

would adopt the suggestion of the Department so

far as to make the width of the schools 32 ft.

within, and that the architets be requested per-

sonally to attend before the Department and

urge upon them the advisability of their approval

being given to the plans already prepared and

submitted to the Department, subject to the

above-named modifications.”

Hull .—The competition for plans of proposed

schools and teacher’s residence at Keyingham
has been decided in favour of those submitted

by Mr. Robert Clamp, of Hull.

"HOMES IN HOMERTON” AND THE
HACKNEY BOARD OF WORKS.

Since our last issue, at a meeting of the

Hackney Board of Works, a member called the

attention of Dr. Tripe, the medical officer of

health, to the article in the Builder, and asked

him what he had to say in the matter. Dr.

Tripe is reported to have said that “ he had seen

the article in question, which was very much
exaggerated, although some of the statements

as to nuisances, and the state of certain buildings

iu Horaertou, were substantially correct. Im-
mediately on reading this article, he instructed

inspectors to visit the district at once, and he

was happy to state that many of those nuisauces

had been removed, whilst the other matters

complained of were receiving constant and
proper attention.”

It would have been more candid, we think, if

the medical officer had boldly acknowledged that

not some, but aZl our statements were substan-

tially correct. Instead of exaggerating we under-

stated the extent of the evils we found in Homer-
ton and an adjoining district, which will probably

come in for a separate notice. We have again

visited Homerton
j
and albhongh we found, in

regard to one or two spots, a something had

been done by the owners since our former visit,

the radical evils yet remain. The back premises

of a few houses in Brooke-street and Victoria-

street have been cleansed, and the places of

accommodation have undergone some patching

in their fittings ;
but houses in Homerton, in

number and variety, are bad, and removal in

several instances, we fear, will be the only

certain remedy. As to the inspectors, do they

possess such practical knowledge in respect to

the construction and drainage of dwellings as

to properly qualify them for the task they are

expected to perform ? Moreover, unfortunately,

the hands of inspectors are tied in the majority

of instances, and they shirk their duty, because

the performance of it might entail upon them
the disagreeable necessity of reporting on the

acts of some who are to be found sitting as their

masters. Homerton, we repeat, is quite as bad

as we have described it, and there is no lack of

independent corroborative evidence, not only to

bear us out in our statements, but to supplement
them, if necessary.

Dingwall.—The hospital recently built at

Dingwall, in memory of the late Dr. William
Ross, has been formally opened.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

New Chesterton {Camhs).— St. Lake’s Church
is in progress, as recently noticed. Early in

June a contract was made with Mr. Thoday, of

Cambridge, to build the chancel, three bays of

the nave and south aisle, and the south transept,

for 2,8S8Z. The designs were furnished by Mr.

Smith, of London. In August, three bays of the

north aisle were added at a cost of 340Z. T&
complete this portion eastwards, there remain

the north transept, which will cost 3001. ; and

the vestry and warming-chamber, about 801. A
gentleman has off’ered 30Z. towards the north

transept, if nine others will give the same : six

have already promised. The committee wish to

increase the number of sittings to 500, and save

the expense and ugliness of temporary walls.

The church, when completed, will consist of a

spacious nave (30 ft. wide) of five bays in length,

north and south aisles, a chancel with apsidal

east end, and north and south transepts. At the

west corner of the south aisle a tower and spire

will be placed, rising to a height of 150 ft., and

a vestry will be provided on the north side of

the chancel. The style adopted is Early Four-

teeuth Century. The materials used are Cam-
bridge bricks, with Bath stoue for the dressings,

and the open timber roofs will be covered with

Staffordshire tiles. The total accommodation

provided when the church is completed will bo

for 700. The pressing need of a church in this

district has compelled the committee to com-

mence building, though they are not in a position,

to undertake the whole of the work.

Thruscross .—In the valley of the Washburn, a

little distance from the Fewstou Reservoir of the

Leeds Waterworks Scheme, the Bishop of Ripon

has consecrated the Church of Holy Trinity at

Thruscross, or West End, a rural district in thff

parish of Fewstou, sufficiently numerous and'

sufficiently distant from any other church to

render their spiritual wants an object of solici-

tude
;
and it is indeed gratifying to know that

the Rev. J. E. Brigg, formerly of Leeds, actuated-

by true missionary spirit, has taken the work in

hand, and has not only been instrumental in

finding fuuds for the erection of the church, but

has undertaken its ministry, and the ministry of

the district, without fee or reward, without

a stipend. The church can hardly be termed

new, seeing it occupies the site of one and

includes a portion of the walls of a chapel which

e.xidted in 1660; and on the porch of the new
church is a slab bearing the following inscrip-

tion Clmrcb of Holy Trinity, Thruscross.

A chapel existed here A.D. 1660. Enlarged

181-1. Nave rebuilt with chancel, and conse-

crated A.D. 1873.” The church is a plain Gothic-

building, with porch, nave, chancel, and vestry.

The seats are all open, of pitch-pine varnished.

The chancel has a circular end, with four lights.

The centre window is presented by Mr. J. D-
Hannam, of Knaresborough, and others by the

Rev. G. Hales, E. M. and A. Kirtley, and other

friends, and Mrs. M. S. Dury, Birstwith. The
floor of the communion and chancel is laid with

encaustic tiles, and the building is warmed by
,

heated air. The architect is Mr. H. Cockbain,

of Middleton, Manchester. Assistance has been

rendered by the neighbouring farmers in leading

stone, (fee., free of charge. Attached to the-

1

church is a burial-ground, given by Mr. W.
Roundell, of Gledsfcoue.

Upton Snodsbury .—The ceremony of re-open-

ing the church here has taken place. It had

become so unfit for use that it was found to re-

quire large and expensive repair and restoration. i

At last, owing to the decay of the timbers of the

roof, it became unsafe to use it any longer for

public worship, and the rector determined to

commence its restoration, with the inadequate-

sum he had iu hand, trusting to the liberality of'i

churchmen to complete the restoration as fuuds

would permit. A great portion of the walls have

been rebuilt; new roofs have been erected to the i

nave, chancel, and aisle ; new encaustic lile

floors have been laid ;
and the whole church re-

seated. The mischief done from time to time,

by churchwardens has been repaired
;
the gallery

removed, the lofty tower arch thrown open, and.

the western window of the tower exposed to

view. All the old features of the church have

been retained, except a rood-screen, the remains

of which are placed under the tower, only wait-,

ing for the necessary funds, to be restored. The-

chancel contains windows of unusual character.

Mr. '\Vm, Jeffrey Hopkins was the architect, and

Mr. George Warner, of Malvern, the builder.

The portions of the work that remain unfinished >

for lack of funds are the restoration of the ancient
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rood-Bcrcen, the proposed new porch, the resto-
ration of the tower, and other details.

Tunbridge Wells.'—A new cemetery has been
M consecrated by the Bishop of Chichester, for the
3 Chnrch of England portion of the community,
il The cemetery is situated on a slope commanding
•jj woodland scenery, and consists of about twenty
>4 acres, the land having been purchased by the
I town, of the Earl of Abergavenny. There are
I two entrance-lodges, and of course the usual
n cemetery buildings for the members of the
d Church of England and the Nonconformists.
1 These were erected from designs by Mr.
i Stephens, of Maidstone, by Mr. Constable, of
9 Penshurst.

j
Thirsh.—Tho chnrch of St. Mary Magdalen

I
has for many years gradually become more dila-

^ pidated. The tower, together with the tracery

S

B of the whole of the windows, is shortly to un-
dergo restoration. A Bestoration Committee
has been appointed. Mr. Street is the architect,
and ho estimates the probable coat of the re-

B storntion at 4,G001., that sum being made up
fi as follows : — New floors aud seats of oak,

1,0001. ; repair of internal and external stone-
work, 1,3001.; repairs of roof, 700L; chancel,
5501.

J
warming, 2501., &o. By a re-arrange-

ment Jit is expected fifty additional sittings
will be obtained. Subscriptions amounting to
nearly 1,3001. have been promised.

Boston Spa.—The parish church, partially ro-
i built and generally renovated, has been reopened.
P The designs selected were those of Mr. Walter
t H. Parkinson, of Leeds, and in accordance with
l{ them the partial reconstruction has been carried

ont, as will doubtless be the rebuilding hereafter
:i of that part which stands. The work was
f begun in July, 1872, by pulling down the east
;j

end, consisting of a low chancel-arch and very
i abort chancel. A new chancel-arch, chancel,
J with orgau-chapel at the north side and two
ij vestries at the south side, have been added east-
* ward of the existing nave, and a transept and
j

part of aisle southward, open to the nave by an

j

arcade of four arches. The style of architecture
\ is Early English, the stone used being the local

I
limestone from Clifford, Wetherby, and Bramham

,
Moor quarries. The chancel wal's are faced with

. dressed wall-stones both externally and inter-

I
nally. The chapels, transept, and aisle are

I
plastered internally up to the ashlar-work of the

j

windows aud arches. The chancel is 26 ft. 6 in.

! long (greater length could not be obtained, as it
is now built up to the eastward boundary of the

I churchyard), 22 ft. wide, and 45 ft. in height
I from floor to ridge. The roof is an open-timber

Cne, of red pine, varnished. The east window is
a triplet with cusped lancet-heads, moulded
internally, the arch-moulds being carried on
foliated shafts. The centre light is 18 ft. high
in the clear. North and south of the sacrarium
are double-light lancet windows with cusped
heads. The organ, inclosed in a pitch-pine case,
with coloured pipes, has been built by Messrs.
Forster & Andrews, Hull. The chancel-arch,
which is doublo-rimmed, is 18 ft. 4 in. wide and
•30 ft. 6 in. in height from the floor of the nave
to the apex. The south transept ;is 18 ft. long
by 19 ft. 6 in. wide, and is 40 ft. high from floor
to ridge. That part of the south aisle now
completed is 42 ft. long and 11 ft. wide, and is

divided into three bays, with two small single
lancet windows in each bay. Nave, transept,
*pd. aisle are now fitted with open pitch-pine
sittings. The work which still remains to be
dono is the taking down of the nave, north aisle,
and tower; completing the nave, arcade, and
south aisle with another bay

; building a similar
arcade, transept, and aisle on the north side

;

erecting the clearstory above the arcades, aud a
new nave and tower at the west end. The roof
also will require to be renewed. The recon-
struction so far carried out, exclusive of farm-
ture, has cost about 2,300J. Tie church will
accommodate about 500 persons.

Dudley.— St. John’s Church, Kate’a-lull, has
heon re-opened, after undergoing extensive alte-
rations, including the erection of a new chancel
with organ chapel and a vestry. The central
portion of the roof has been raised, and addi-
tional light given by the introduction of quatre-
foil windows immediately beneath the raised
portion. A new portion of the roof is supported
by an arcade of seven bays, having columns of
red stone (from Lord Dudley’s “ Straits” quar-
ries), with bands and carved capitals in Bath
stone. Old obstructions in the shape of inside
porches to the galleries have been swept away,
and outside porches erected. This arrangement
gives considerably more room in the church.
The floors have been laid with encaustic tiles.

The pulpit, of Caen stone, carved and inlaid
with marble, is the gift of Mr. E. Terry, one of
the wardens, and his family. One of the stained
windows has been subscribed for by the teachers
and scholars. The reredos, of Caen stone,
alabaster panels, is the gift of the family of the
late Mr. John Jones, of Cawney-bank. The
total cost of the alteration of the church is

2,600L
Tedstone Wafer and Edvm Loach (Hereford-

shire).—The parishes of Tedstone Wafer and
Edvin Loach are consolidated, and the consecra-
tion of the churches, although erected some
years ago,—the formcrafter designs by Sir Gilbert
Scott, and the latter from plans furnished by Mr.
Haycock, of Shrewsbury, — has been delayed.
The necessities of the parish have, however, in
the case of the new edifice at Edvin Loach,
been met by licensing it for public worship.
Additional space has also been thrown into the
churchyard, rendered necessary by the circum-
stance that it is the only ground available for
interment for both parishes. The churches
were erected by the late Mr. Edmund Higgin-
son, of Saltmarsh Castle. The building at Edvin
Loach is situated on high ground. The tower,
which contains three bells, is surmounted by a
spire, and stands upon pillars. Upon entering,
the space underneath the spire has the appear-
ance of an ante-chapel, which is divided from
the nave by an arch, at the opposite end of
which there is a short chancel and apse, con-
taining three coloured windows. The roof is of
polished timber, plastered within the interstices.
The choir stalls are of pine, and the body
of the church is furnished with open stalls.

The whole of the sittings, of which there
are about seventy, are free. The accom-
modation, however, can be increased when
necessary by the introduction of chairs. The
church at Tedstone Wafer was built by
Bowers & Co., of Hereford, and is provided with
accommodation for about seventy persons, the
seats, of polished oak, being open and free. The
principal feature of this church, which consists
of nave and chancel, is a Bath atone screen in
front of the harmonium. The east window con.
sista of three pointed lights, the western end
admitting of a larger one with four. There are
several other small windows in character. The
roof is of polished timber and plaster. Both
churches are built of grey stone, roofed in with :

coloured tiles. The consecration of both has
now taken place.

Hartford.—The ceremony of laying the foun-
dation-stone of St. John's Church, Hartford,
which is being rebuilt, has been performed by
Lieutenant-Colonel Marshall, the patron of the
living. The new church will be built partly on
the old site, and partly on land recently pur-
chased, adjoining the Chester and Northwioh.
road. From the designs, which have been pre-
pared by Mr. J. Douglas, of Chester, architect,
wo learn that the edifice, ai’chitecturally, will be
Gothic, of an early type, and will consist of
nave, north and south aisles, with tower, 22 ft.

square at the west end, terminating with a
broached spire; chancel, with transept for
children on north side, the organ-chamber and
vestry being on the south side of it. The nave
is separated from the north and south aisles by
an arcade of piers and arches. The church
will be entered through porches on the north
and south sides. The walling of the ex-
terior aud interior will bo Macclesfield stone,
the dressings being of Buncom and Eddisbury
stone. The roofs are to be open-timbered, and
all covered with Broseley tiles. The ceiling of
the chancel is proposed to be arched in stone,
with moulded ribs and cornice. The church will
be fitted with open pews, capable of accommo-
dating 520 persons. The pre.sent contract,
3, 7001., is let to Mr. E. Beckett, of Hartford, but
this does nob include the tower and spire. The
masonry contract has been sublet to Mr. John
Holland, of Northwioh. Mr. Walter Edwards is
appointed clerk of the works.

Testimonial to Mr. H. Brady, C.E.—

A

dinner was given at the Pier Hotel, Eyde, on
Wednesday evening in last week, on the occasion
of the presentation of a testimonial to Mr. Henry
Brady, C.E., late district engineer of the London
and South-Western Bailway Company, when a
number of gentlemen connected with the railway
and steam-packet companies running to the Isle
of Wight sat down. The testimonial consists of
handsome luncheon tray aud salver, of con-

siderable value, made by Mr. Thurlow, gold,
smith, of Byde.

STAINED GLASS.
All Saints, Broadchalke.—The completion of

the memorial west window, to the late vicar of
Broadchalke, has been celebrated. The design
was drawn up and executed by Messrs. Balian-
tine, of Edinburgh. The window is a five-light
traceried window, of Perpendicular style. In
the centre light is our Lord, holding the orb in
one band, and the other hand uplifted

; while
underneath is inscribed the text, “ I come to
bear witness nnto the truth.” In the two lights
on the right side are figures of Elijah, the
preaching prophet, and Isaiah, the writing
prophet; while on the lights upon the left side
of the window are figures of St. Paul and
St. John. Canopy work rises into the cusped
arches of each light, and divides this under-tier
of figures from those inserted above in the
tracery windows. Four of these tracery com-
partments are illustrations of the life of Dr.
Eowland Williams, who is represented therein
respectively as student, teacher, preacher, and
writer. The main compartment above is occn-
pied with the allegory of Truth overcoming the
world.

Church of St. Lawrence Jewry, Qresham-street,
London.—A second stained.glass window, from
the establishment of Messrs. Cox & Sons, has
lately been erected in this church to the memory
of Mr. John Kynaston. It is one of tho circular-
headed windows piercing the screen which
divides St. Lawrence Church from that of St.
Catherine, and consequently it receives a
borrowed light : hence great judgment and dis-
crimination required to bo used in the general
arrangement aud colcuring. The main feature
of the design is an architectural composition,
Benaissanco in style, enriched by festoons of
flowers, leaves, and fruit, relieved by soroll-work
dividing the whole space at the springing of arch
into two grand portions

; in the lower and larger
of which, within a niche, stands a full-length and
full-size figure of St. John the Evangelist in the
act of writing, with tho head slightly upturned,
accompanied by the eagle

;
in the other, at the

head of the window, is depicted a representation
of Christ rising from tho Tomb, in a large circular
medallion, the latter supported by a broad rich
border running round the arch, broken up by
smaller medallions with cherubs’ heads.

Standish Church.—The Misses Sheringham,
daughters of the late vicar, the Eev. Canon
Sheringham, for some three years or more
have laboured quietly to fill the east window
of this church with stained glass. This
has just been done by Messrs. Clayton & Bell.
The five lights are occupied by five scenes from
the history of onr Saviour,—the Annunciation,
the Nativity, the Crucifixion, the Eesurrection,
and the Ascension,—and are respectively me-
morials,

Berkeley Church.—There has just been put np
in tho chancel of this church a memorial window
to Dr. Jenner, tho discoverer of the vaccination
system. Tho movement which has now been
brought to a successful result was started some
years since, when the Bev. J. C. Noi-man was in
charge of the parish, but for a long time little

progress was made. A fresh start was, however,
given to the proposal through the instrumentality
of Mr. Kiugseote, who got a committee formed in
London

;
and the necessary funds (500?.) having

been procured, the provision of the window was
undertaken by Messrs. Hardman, of Birming-
ham, and the work has been completed. The
window is of large size. The compartments
depict various miracles of healing recorded in
the Gospel of St. Luke; the centre one repre-
sents the Saviour as the Heavenly Physician,
underneath is Luke the physician; and on either
side are representations of our Lord as the Good
Shepherd and the Good Samaritan. Another
item of restoration which is much needed, is a
new rerodos. A portion of tho old one remains ;
but it is in such a decayed state that at present
it is covered with a curtain. The cost of a new
reredos is estimated at 1,0003.

St. Mark’s Church, Tollington ParX:.—Three
painted windows have lately been placed in this
church in memory of the late Eev. John Lees.
The entire work is from the studios of Messrs.
Gibbs & Moore, Southampton-row, London,
Barnard Castle Church,—A memorial window

has just been placed in this church, by Messrs.
Brownleas and the Misses Brownless, of New
Broomielaw, to the memory of their parents.
The window,—a three-light one,—is by Mr,
Baguley, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. The first com-
partment is filled by a representation of Mary
anointing onr Lord’s head. Our Lord is seated
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at meat, and in the act of rehuking Judas for

his faalt-finding of llarj’s loving act. Behind

are seen trees, flowers, &c., and buildings show-

ing the Oriental fashion. The central compart-

ment is the woman touching the hem of Christ s

garment. The third compartment is Mary

sitting at the feet of Christ, in the house of

Lazarus. The groups surmount tabernacle work,

and below are bases of the same.

Stow-on-the-Wold Church.—A stained • glass

window, executed by Messrs. Wailes & Son,

of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, has been erected in

this church, by Mr. Hayward, surgeon, to the

memory of bis mother. The window consists of

two lights, ia which four subjects are intro-

duced, illustrative of the story of the Good

Samaritan.

YAHIORUM.

For thirty years the Agricultural Gazette has

formed a constituent part of the well-established

and well-esteemed Gardeners’ Chronicle. So

widely, however, has the interest in horticultural

and agricultural matters extended, that it is now
found desirable to make them separate weekly

publications, and as such they will appear in the

coming year.——A new candidate for public

favour in the colonies and at home is being esta-

blished at Melbourne, Victoria, under the title of

the Australian Sketcher in Pen and Pencil. It

issues from the respectable office of the well-

known Melbourne Argus and the Australasian.

The new journal is a monthly, and is intended,

as its title indicates, to deal with the picturesque

phases of public and social life in the colonies.

The best talent is to be employed in preparing

the views, and arrangements have been made to

obtain sketches of noticeable objects or events

in the other colonies of Australia and New
Zealand, and also for obtaining views of subjects

of special Australian or ppreat intrinsic interest

from England and the Continent of Europe.

The literary portion of the paper will pay atten-

tion to original productions of local art and
literature, and will seek to present a bright and
interesting reflex of the more lively aspects of

Australian life in town and country. “ Gas
Consumers’ Manual

;
or, How to Obtain

Cheap Gas and Good Light. By E. S.

Cathels, C.E. London : King, Bolt-court.” This

is a veiy useful manual for all who wish to

know how to obtain cheap gas and good light,

and to enjoy the advantages and comforts of

gas for lighting, cooking, and heating. It also

gives directions how to read the index of the

meter. The Manual was issued at Montreal, of

the gasworks of which the author is the

manager j but the treatise is based on his know-
ledge as an experienced gas engineer in this coun-

try, Mr. Cathels having been connected with the

Crystal Palace District Gasworks before ho

went to Montreal. We do not see in the

Manual, however, anything as to the more recent

forms of burners which have been exciting

interest in this country, and talk at least of

which has been superseding that of older forms.

“The Setting and Working of Eetorts.

By E. S. Cathels, C.E. London : King, Bolt,

court.” An account of Cathel’s retort settings

is given in this pamphlet, which consists of a
paper read by the author at .the Society of Arts,

Adelphi, in 1870.

^iscjllanta.

KEaseums and Galleries of Science and
Art.—A deputation from the Council of the
Society of Arts had an interview yesterday with
the Royal Commissioners of Scientific Instruc-

tion. The deputation consisted of Major-general
E. Eardley-Wilmot, R.A., F.R.S. (chairman of

the Council) ; Mr. E. Chadwick, C.B.
j
Colonel

Croll, Mr. Hyde Clarke, the Rev. Septimus
Hansard, Admiral Ommanney, F.R.S.

j
Colonel

Strange, F.R.S.
j
Mr. Seymour Teulon, with

Mr. Lo Neve Foster, secretary. The chairman
of the Council stated that the object the Council
had in view was to bring before, and ask the
support of the Commissioners the action the
society was now taking in reference to musenms,
and pointed out that this especial regard to the
State giving increasing aid to existing museums,
to aiding in the multiplication of such museums,
and rendering them available for educational
purposes. He further pointed out the necessity
for all museums being placed under the control

of a Cabinet Minister, responsible to Parliament.

Improvements in Athens.—The Levant

Herald says,—” It must he confessed that the

Government and the municipality of Athens are

doing their best both to render our city agreeable

to the eye and to add to tho salubrity of its

climate by improvements of every kind. Lately

Mr. Deligeorges, accompanied by tho mayor,
minutely inspected the squares, public gardens,

and buildings in course of erection. Tlie result

of this inspection has been the appointment of a

commission on the improvements to be intro,

duced, yvbich has already begun by planting

trees and laying out flower-beds in thelarge square

named after tho great Philhellene, King Louis

of Bavaria, which is situated at the entrance of

the town. It has also been decided to convert

into a public garden the large space lying

between the Palace gardens and the columns of

Jupiter Olympus, where the ruins of ancient

Roman baths have lately been discovered, and
where it was proposed to build tho exhibition

building. By this decision several advantages,

both moral and material, are secured ;
an

agreeable promenade will be created in one of

the 'moat picturesqato positions in Athens; the

view of the noble old columns will remain un.

marred by the proximity of any modern edifice
;

the exhibition buildings will be placed on a

more appropriate site, near the ancient Stadium
;

and the ruins of the Roman baths will be pre-

served.”

The Pneumatic Despatch.—This system

is now undergoing a practical trial, the experi-

mental working of which may, it is hoped, lead

to satisfactory results. Its usefulness in the

metropolis might be very materially increased.

The Pneumatic Company have already a terminus

at the Euston Station, and the proximity of the

Midland and ^he Great Northern Stations at

once, as tho Times remarks, suggests short ex-

tensions to both of those points, and the relative

position of the Ilolbom Station with that of tho

South-Eastern Railway at Charing-cross, and of

tho Post-office Station with that of tho same
railway at Cannon-street, would render an exten-

sion in either of these directions no vciy difficult

matter. Then there are the district offices of

the postal system, most of which might bo

placed in direct communication with the chief

office by means of tho pneumatic tube, in the

same way that, to some extent, and by means of

small tubes, tho postal telegraph offices are con-

nected at the present time. There appears to

bo no reason, in short, why it should nob be
generally extended to all parts of tho metropolis,

and to the suburban districts.

Banquet to Mr. Josepli Mayer.—A ban.

quet has been given by the tradesmen of Liver-

pool to Mr. Jos. Mayor, on tho occasion of bis

retirement from business as a goldsmith and
jeweller in the town. Mr. Mayer’s chief fame,

as many of our readers know, was as an antiquary,

and his collection of rare specimens of ancient

art and manufacture, to wliich wo have had

occasionally to refer, is one of tho moat com.

plete in the country. He is also highly esteemed

for his philanthropic schemes and gifts, having

presented to the town of Liverpool a museum of

80 valuable a character as to be designated

the “ Mayer Museum,” and having established

a public libraiy and a largo park for the village

of Bebington, in Cheshire, near to which he

resides. The proceedings at the banquet were
of a most enthnsiasbio description. A hand-

somely illuminated address was presented to the

guest of the evening. The mayor and the

leading public meu of tho town were present.

Macclesfield School of Aid;.—The annual

meeting of the Macclesfield Useful Knowledge
Society and School of Art, has been held at the

town-hall. There was a good attendance. The
president (Mr. W. C. Brocklehurst, M.P.) occu-

pied the chair. In the course of the meeting

Mr. Nicholson announced the following subscrip,

tions towards the erection of a new school of

art :—Jlessrs. Brocklehurst & Sons, 5001. ;
Alder-

man Birchenough, 50?. ;
Alderman D. Clarke,

25?.; Alderman ‘Wright, 25?.; Mr. William

Smale, 25?. ;
himself, 25?. ;

the Mayor, 20Z.

;

Mr. John Jackson, Modem School, 5?. ;
Mr.

John Walker, 5?. ;
Alderman Bullock, 25?.

;

Critchley, Brinsley, & Co., promised by Mr.
Brodrick, 10?. ; Mr. J. J. Brunt, 10?.

;
and Mr. J.

Dawson, 20?. They would be pleased, he added,

to hear that Mr. Chadwick had kindly promised

200?., and if 5,000?. were raised he would sup-

plement it by 300?. more, making 500?. alto-

gether. Other subscriptions have been since

received,

Oxford Architectural and Historical

Society.—The Saturday walks and excursions

have commenced. The following have been

arranged for this term :—Saturday, November;
15ch, Brasenose College and All Souls Chapel:

were visited
;
tho latter with especial reference:

to the progt’css which has been made in the:

restoration of the Chichele I'eredos. It is some-:

wliat similar in arrangement to that inWinchester:

Cathedral, including two stories of canopied'

niches, one over the other, and a large cros3'

over what was the altar. All the corbels andi

canopies have been chopped down to a uniformi

face. On Saturday, November 22Dd, it is pro-:

posed to meet in the hall of Pembroke College,i

when the Rev. tho Master will receive tho mem.-
bers, and the Bursar will conduct them over thei

various parts of the college. They will after-i

wards visit Bishop King’s House, an interesting

example of domestic architecture of the sixteenth'

century.

White Lead.—Mr. William Thompson, of:

Wandsworth-road, has patented some improve-:

ments in the manufacture of white lead. The:

invention relates to improvements in the process-

of and apparatus used in manufacturing whit&

lead. The melting-pan is made in compart-i

ments for regulating the temperaturo and

securing the purity of the blue lead. This;

lead is made into thin sheets of open texture by*

pouring it into a revolving cylinder kept cool,.i

and it is granulated by running it in a tbinJ

stream between a roller and an inclined knife,'

and x'eceiving it in water. The sheets andi

granules are charged on trucks, which arc rum
upou rails into the chambers where the chemical;

reagents act on the lead, so as to convert it into;

white lead, the trucks charged with tho con-

verted lead being run out at opposite doors. The:

converting-charabers aro supplied with acidi

gases and vapours heated before their intro-'

duction in stcam-jackcted pipes or vessels.

Handy Cliemistry of rarm Crops.—

A

simple table indicating the amonnts of chief'

manurial constituents contained in average crops]

calculated per imperial acre, has been published

by tho Agricultural and Horticultural (Co-opera<

tive) Association, 47, Millbank, Westminster,;

being the third of a series so published, Thd

principal manurial constituents appear in red,-

blue, and yellow lines, longer or shorter accord-'

ing to tho quantities of the nitrogen potash, and-

phosphate
;
with a key to the table, to enable

the farmer to regulate his dressings of manure;

by simple reference to tho table. Of course#

everything depends on the accnracy of the

tabic, which is easily understood. There are

columns showing the names of the crops, aud

the quantities per acre, with the average;

weight iu pounds, and tho constituents by!

name. The mangolds hold a diatinguishedf

place in the table, especially as regards the!

nitrogenous constituent.

The London Lunatic Asylum.—At the last

Court of Common Council, Alderman Lesley

brought up a report from the visiting justices of

the lunatic asylum, recommending that an addiJ

tional sum of 5,000?. should be appropriated to

tho snm of 4,000?. already agreed upon to pro-

vide suitable accommodation for seventy addi-l

tional pauper lunatics. He said that alterations

which could have been effected for the original

sum of 4,000?. had been submitted to the Com.-

missioners of Lunacy, who disapproved of them,-

and recommended certain alterations to bel

carried out, which would entail an additional

expense of 5,000?. He observed that “lunacy-

appeared, unhappily, to bo very much on the

increase among the poorer classes in tho city of'

London,” and it was absolutely necessary that

the visiting justices of the lunatic asylum

should provide the necessary accommodation to

receive them. The report was agreed to, and

the recommendation ordered to be carried out.

A Canine Memorial.—A fountain of Peter.;

head granite, of which we have before spoken,

-

has now been erected at George the Fourth’s

Bridge, Edinburgh, in memory of a terrier known
as Greyfriars Bobby. The memorial is erected

by the Baroness Burdett - Coutts, who was

attracted by a narrative of tho dog’s attachment-

to its master. The pedestal bears the following)

inscription :
— “A tribute to the affoctionata

fidelity of Greyfriars Bobby. In 1858 this

faithful dog followed tho remains of his mastorl

to Greyfiiara-churchyard, and lingered near the

spot until his death in 1872. With permissiODJ

erected by the Baroness Bardett.Coutts.”
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Lincoln's Inn.

!N the legal profesaion jokes

are numerous, and gene-

rally appreciated, but in

spite of these jokes, every

Englishman must bo proud

of the Bar and Bench as

one of the noblest of the

institutions of his country,

and he cannot, therefore,

fail to feci interest in the

history of the nurseries in

which the lawyers and

judges have been reared.

.

The Inna of Court are pre-

eminent among the antiqui-

ties of London, and within

their gates we breathe an
atmosphere of the past.

The term Inn formerly

denoted the residence of a

nobleman, and these legal

colleges were mostly founded

where such residences had
been. They were called Inns

of Cottrt, because they were

jjjfX Peaces of study preparatory to

practice in tho courts of law,

which were anciently held in the Aiilo/ Regis, or
court of the king’s palaoe. The first students
were sons of the aristocracy, and in the reign
of James I. an order was made, which was
signed .by Coke, Bacon, and others, that “ none
bo thenceforth admitted into the Society of any
House of Court that is not a gentleman by
descent

;
” but in spite of this exclusiveness, it

has always been a rule that no dignity or title

confers any rank at the Bar, so that the highest
nobleman takes his place in accordance with
legal precedence alone. Considerable changes,
however, have taken place at different times in

this precedence. The degree of Sorjeaut-at-law
is the most ancient, and formerly was the
highest in the law, but now Queen’s Counsel
rank before Serjeants both in court and else-

where. Lincoln’s-inn is the most ancient of
Inns of Court, and takes its name from tho inn
or town house of Henry do Lacy, Earl of Lincoln
(who died in 1312), which occupied a consider-
able portion of the site of the present Inn. The
earl built his mansion upon ground granted to
him which had previously belonged to the
ancient monastery of Black Friars, by Holborn.
The other portion of tho present Liucoln’s-inn
was occupied by the palace of the Bishops of
Chichester, which was built by the great prelate
Ralph de Neville, Lord Chancellor of England
and Ireland in the reign of Henry III.

The buildings of Lincoln’s-iun consist of an
odd mixture of styles, from the ugliest speci-
mens ofhouse-archifcecture to the handsome new
Hall. Of the new Chambers now in course of
completion, contigiious to tho Hall, and similar
to it in style, we give a view and plan in our
present number. Tho old buildings were erected
at various periods between tho reigns of
Henry VII. and James I., and have their chief
frontage to Chancery-lane, formerly called New-
street, and afterwards Chancellor’s-lane. The
gate-house is an object of considerable interest

j

but it is expected that it will have to be taken
down to make way for some new suites of
chambers. Sir Thomas Lovell, K.G., treasurer
of the household to King Henry VII., contributed
liberally towards the erection of this gate, as he

,

did to the funds of the Nunnery of Holywell, in

the parish of St. Leonard, Shoreditch, where
the windows are inscribed with these lines :

—

'* All tile nunnes of Holywel
Pray for the Boul of Sir Thomas Level. ’*

The oak doors of the gate are the original ones
which were put up in the sixth year of Eliza-

beth’s reign (1564). Chancery-lane existed in

the reign of Henry III., but continued for many
years in a very miserable condition, and was not
paved till 15i2. New-square, or Serle-court, as

it was formerly called after Henry Serle,

member of the inn, was erected about 1683. In
1800 Sir Samuel Romilly lived at No. 2 and Sir

William Grant at No. 3. A Corinthian column
used to stand iu the centre of the square, on
which was raised a vertical sundial, and at the
base of the shaft, four jets-d’eau arose from
infant tritons holding shells. In 1815 the open
space was inclosed by railings, and planted in

compartments with trees and shrubs. Stone-

Buildings were built iu 1780 from tho designs of

Sir Robert Taylor, and were only part of a
scheme for rebuilding the whole inn. The
architecture is very plain, but the effect of the
Portland stone is pleasing. It is said that the

drawings were executed by a pupil of Taylor’s,

named Leach, who afterwards became Master of
the Rolls as Sir John Leach. In 1815 tho
buildings, which bad been left in an unfinished

state for sixty years, were completed by Mr.
Hardwick.

Tho chapel was built by Inigo Jonos, “after
tho Gothick manner, in imitation of that of

St. Stephen’s, Westminster,” in the reign
of James I. when the ruinous condition of the

old chapel had rendered a new one necessary.

The crypt beneath the chapel, with its open
arches, was used as an ambulatory or place for

lawyers and students “to walk in, to talk and
confer their learning ”

j and Pepys describes

himself as having gone “to walk under the
chapel by agreement.” It is now railed in, and
used as a place of interment for the benchers.
The first stone of tho chapel was laid by Dr.

John Donne, and tho completed bnilding was
consecrated on Ascension Day, 1623, by Dr.
George Mountaine, Bishop of London, the
sermon on the occasion being preached by
Dr. Donne. The building is moro curious than
admirable

;
but the stained-glass windows, by

the Flemish artists, Abraham and Bernard Van
Linge, are worthy of some attention. Mr

,

Winston says of them, “in point of colour they
are as rich as the richest decorated glass I have
ever seen.” Alexander Brome, tho Cavalier
song-wTiter

j John Thurloe, Secretary of State to

Oliver Cromwell; the indefatigable William
Prynne; Sir John Anstruther, one of the
managers in the impeachment of Warren
Hastings

; and Francis Hargrave, the author of

“Notes on Coke upon Littleton,” were all

buried under the chapel. Some of the most
distinguished and eloquent divines of the
Church of England have filled the office of

preacher to the Society, aud amongst these tho
names of Dr. Donne, Archbishops Usher and
Tillotson, Bishops Warburton, Hurd, and Heber
are perhaps tho most conspicuous. Dr. Lang-
borne, the translator of Plutarch, wais assistant-

preacher for several years. The Warburtonian
Lectures, founded by Bishop Warburton, in

1768, are delivered in this chapel. The old hall

was erected in 1506, in place of a still older
hall, which had become so ruinous that it had to

be pulled down. Alterations were made in this

goodly ball in 1625, 1652, and 1706, and in 1800
the exterior was repaired and stuccoed by Ber-
nasconi. In 1819 the room was lengthened by
about 10 ft.

;
but some few years ago it was divided

near the centre by a temporary partition, in

order to form two courts, for the sittings of the
Lord Chancellor and the Lords Justices. In
1750 Hogarth was engaged, on the i-ecommen-

dation of Lord Mansfield, to paint a picture for

the chapel, and he painted his well-known
“Paul before Felix," which was so unecclesias-
tical iu its treatment that the benchers thought
it wiser to place the picture iu the hall than in

the chapel.

The Inns of Court were of old great places
for masques and revels, and Lincoln’s-inn was
not behind its sister societies in these amuse-
ments. The seniors loved to see the juniors
enjoy themselves, and in tho seventh year of

James I. an order was made “that the under-
barristers be by decimation put out of commons
for example's sake because the whole bar were
offended by their not dancing on the Candlemas-
day preceding, according to the ancient order of
the fciociety, vehen the judges were present,” and
a threat was added that if the like fault were
repeated, they would be fined or disbarred.

Charles II. attended the Christmas revels in

1661, aud ten years afterwards he made a second
visit, in company with the Duke of York, Prince
Rupert, the Duke of Monmouth, aud others of
the nobility, The king and his suite enrolled

themselves as members of the Society, and after

pledging the welfare of Lincoln’s-inn the king
conferred the honour of knighthood on two of

tho benchers, one of the barristers and one of

the students.

Iu the beginning of the year 1843 the benchers
of Lincolii’s-inn determined upon the erection of
a hall and library that should bo worthy of their

Society, and they adopted the designs of Mr.
Philip Hardwick, R.A., which were carried out
in a manner that satisfied all concerned. The
foundation atone of the new building was laid

on the 20th of April, 1813, by Vice-Chancellor

Knight Bruce, who was then treasurer of the
Society. Two years and a half afterwards a
building had arisen which added one to the
small number of elegant edifices that adorn
London. It is constructed of brick, with stone

dressings, and all the stone used in tho exterior

decoration was quarried at Anston, in Yorkshire.

Part of this afterwards failed very considerably.

The hall is much larger in its dimensions than
any of tho halls of the other Inna of Court.

It has a timber.framed roof, and on the northern
wall a fine fresco was executed by Mr. G. F. Watts
in 1859, which represents an imaginary assem-
blage of the early law-givers of various nations,

from Moses down to Edward I., and has been
entitled “ The School of Legislation.” When
the new buildings were completed the Queen
honoured the Society with her presence, and
on the 30th of October, 1845, the ceremony of

inauguration took place. The Prince Consort was
admitted to membership, and the ceremonial was
concluded by a banquet in the hall, of which the

Queen pai’fcook. The library is in the same
building as the hall, and forma a suitable repo-

sitory for the valuable collection of books which
is placed therein. It is probably the hand-
somest library in London, and now that it

been enlarged in this pi’esent year, it is 130 ft,

in length from east to west, exclusive of the

two oriels, which are each about 6 ft. The
original foundation of the librai-y is of con-

siderable antiquity. In the thirteenth year of

the reign of Henry VII., A.D. 1497, “ John
Nethersale, late one of this Society, bequeathed
forty marks, partly towards tho building of a
library here fur the benefit of the students of
the laws of England, aud partly that every
priest of this house, in the celebration of divine

service every Friday, should sing a mass of

requiem for the soul of tho said John.” Little

progress, however, was made in the accumu-
lation of books; and in 1608, “because the
library was not well furnished with books, it

was ordered that for the more speedy doing
thereof, every one that should thenceforth bo
called to the bench in this Society, should give

twenty shillings towards the buying of books

for the same library, and every one thence-

forth called to the bar, thirteen shillings and

:l“;

ti--

-gsaa.;
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fourpence.” The collection of books is now a

peculiarly rich one, for not only are here to

be found all the treasures of English law from

Glanville, Bracton, Britton, and Fleta, to the

latest digests, but foreign law, theology, English

and foreign history, classics, dictionaries, and

topography, are all adequately represented.

The Society have been fortunate in the dona-

tions that they have i*eceived from various

benefactors. Serjeant Ranulph Cholmeley, thi*ee

times reader at Lincoln’s-inn, in the reigns of

Edward TI., Philip and Mary, and Elizabeth,

gave many valuable books to the library. Sir

Matthew Hale bequeathed a large collection of

manuscripts, and the celebrated William Prynne

presented three volumes of his invaluable “Re-

cords,” which are now of the greatest rarity, on

account of a large portion of the original stock

havingbeen burnt during the Great Eire of Lon-

don. In 1819 the Society, acquired at the sale of

the Stowe library for335L, the volume containing

the author’sintroduction to those “Records.” The

library was formerly in Old-aquare, whence it

was moved to a suite of rooms in Stone-build-

ings, in 1787. Here it remained till the new
library was ready for its reception. There can

be no doubt about the improvement that the

new buildings have made in the character of

Lincoln’s-inn, but there was one evil connected

with their erection, which was that the cele.

brated gardens were destroyed, and the elms

under which Ben Jonson loved to walk^ were

felled. In the first and second years of Philip

and Mary’s reign, the walk under the trees in

the Coneygarth or Cottrell Garden was made,

and in 1663 the garden was enlarged, a terrace

walk made on the west side, and the wall

raised higher towards Lincoln’s-inn-fields. It

was this wall that gave point to the distich

on the characteristics of the four Inns of

Court :

—

“ Gray’e-inn for-walks, Lincolii's-inn for wall,
The Inner Temple far a garden, and the Middle for a

haU.”

The enlargement of the gardens of Lincoln’s,

inn grew out of an arrangement with James
Cowper, Robert Henley, and Francis Finch,

esqrs., and other owners of Lincoln’s-inn-fields,

who were exempted from forfeits or penalties in

regard to any new building they might erect on
three sides of these fields previously to the 1st

of October, 1659, on condition that they paid
certain sums for the public service, and con-

veyed the residue of tho fields to the Society of

Lincoln’s-imi, for laying them into walks for

common use and business. Pepys mentions the

alterations in his “Diary,” — “To Liocoln’s-

inn, to see the new garden which they are
making, which will be very pretty;” and be-

tween forty and fifey years afterwards Isaac
Bickerstaff expressed in the Tatler his liking for

these walks,—“Having taken a round or two I

sate down, according to the allowed familiarity

of these places, ou a bench.” Coneygarth, to

which we have referred above, obtained its name
rom the number of rabbits that were found in

the place
;
and by various ordinances of the

Society in the reign of Edward IV., Henry YIL,
and Henry VIIL, jienalties were imposed on the
students hunting them with bows and arrows, or
darts.

The eminent men who have been connected
with colleges and societies are always a source
of pride to the members of such institutions,

and Lincoln’s-inn can boast of a long list of dis-

tinguished students, out of which we may
select the names of Sir John Fortescuo, Lord
Chief Justice of the King’s Bench, and Lord
Chancellor under Henry VI., who was one of the
most learned men of his age, and author of the
celebrated work, “ De Laudibus Legura Anglim”

;

Sir Thomas More, Lord Keeper Egerton, Dr.
Donne, Attomey-General Noy, Sir Henry Spel-
man, William Prynne, Sir Matthew Hale, Sir
John Denham, George Wither, John Rnshworth
the historian. Lord Shaftesbury, Lord Mansfield,
Lord Erskine, Spencer Percival, George Canning,
Lords Lyndhurst, Brougham, Cottenhara, and
Campbell.

Mr. Spilsbury, the librarian of Lincoln’s-inn,

has published in this present year a second
edition of his interesting little book on the

Society, which first appeared nearly five-and-

twenty years- ago.* And in his preface be
remarks that two-thirds of the benchers of 1850

have now, in 1873, passed away from this life.

Amongst those who have gone are the Prince

Consort, Lord Brougham, Vice-Chancellor Sir

Lancelot Shadwell, Lord Cottenham, Lord
Leigh, Sir James Knight Brnce, Matthew Daven-
port Hill, Sir James Wigram, Charles Purton
Cooper, and Lord Macaulay. Among those that

remain,—the third,—there are the venerable

Lord St. Leonards, Sir Richard Kindersley,

Sir William Hayter, Bart. ; Sir John Stuart,

Lord Eversley, Sir Edward Ryan, Lord
Hatherley, Sir James Bacon, Mr. Spencer
Walpole, and the Lord Chancellor. Although

the list is so changed, the dead are replaced by
such worthy successors as Lord Justice Sir

William James, Lord Cairns, the Master of the

Rolls, and many other distinguished men.
Mr. Spilsbury’s book, with the handiness of a

guidebook, combines the learning of an elaborate

treatise. It is written by one who knows and
loves his subject, and is able to make his readers

know and love it too. We have been much
indebted to this book for the information con-

tained in our present article.

Hero we might close, but wo tannot leave

Lincoln’s-inn-fields and all its historical asso-

ciations unnoticed although it does uot belong

to the Honourable Society of Lincoln’s-inn.

In 1683 the patriot William Lord Russell was
executed in this place, and nearly a century

before (1586), Ballard, Babington, and their

accomplices, lost their heads “ even in the

place where they used to meet, and conferre

of their traitorous practices.” This square was
anciently called Fikattesfeld or Picket’s Field,

and as early as the year 1376 “ was a com-
mon walking and sporting place for the clerks

of the Chancery, apprentices, students of the

law, and citizens of London.” It appears that

one Roger Leget set some traps in a certain

trench, “ where the said clerks, apprentices,

and other men of the said city had wont to

have their common passage, in which place he
knew that they daily exercised their common
walks and disports, with a malicious and
malevolent intent, that all who came upon the

said trench should bo maimed, or else most
grievously hurt.” The clerks, apprentices, and
others brought Mr. Leget before the king’s

council, and complained of bis conduct. lu
consequence he was sent to the Fleet prison,

“there to expect the king’s grace.” Picket’s

Field remained as a j^romenade, or place of
recreation, for the students of Lincoln’s-inn

and the public, until the latter end of the reign

of Elizabeth, when it first began to be built

upon, in an irregular manner. It then fell

into a very neglected condition, so that in

1618 James I. appointed a commission, con-

sisting of Lord Chancellor Bacon, the Earls of

Pembroke, Worcester, Arundell, and othei-s,

assisted by the king’s architect, Inigo Jones,

to plan it out as a handsome square. The in-

structions given to tho commissioners were to
“ reduce those fields, called Cup Field and Purse
Field, both for sweetness, uniformitie, aud
comeliness, into such walkos, partitions, or other
plottes, and in such sorte, manner, and forme,

both for publique health and pleasure, as by the

said Inigo Jones is, or accordingly shall be, done
by way of map.” The great architect planned
out the square, as is generally stated, so that its

dimensions should be exactly the same as those

of the Great Pyramid, but this, it has been showu
iu our pages, is incorrect. Although he proposed

a magnificent scheme, the west side only was
completed by him, and although some years

afterwards a few buildings were erected, which
were “ inhabited for the most part by Popish
recusants,” the north and south sides of the

square were not completed until after 1657. The
condition of the enclosure in the centre was for

a long time wretched in the extreme, and in the
petition of the inhabitants of tho parishes near
Lincoln’s-inn-fields (1656), its neglected state

was complained of. Many thousand loads of

dung and dirt had been laid in the fields,

“ whereby the petitioners were much hindered,
and almost quite deprived of their common
liberty of walking, training, drying of clothes,

and recreating themselves.” At this time Lin-
coln’s-inn-fieids were divided into three fields,

called “Purse Field, Ficket’s Field, and Cup
Field.” Many years after, even when the centre

* Lincoln’s Inn : its Ancient and Modern BuildiDgs.
IVith an Account of the Library. By 'William Holden
Spilsbury. Loudon: Reeves A Turner. 1373.

was railed in. Gray, in his “ Trivia,” gives but a

poor account of its condition (1716) :
—

“ 'Where Lincoln’s-inn, wide space, is rail’d around,
Cross not with venturous step ; there oft is found
The lurking thief, who while the daylight shone
Made the walls echo with his begging tone ;

That crutch, which late compassion moved, shall

wound
Thy bleeding head, and foil thee to the ground.”

In 1698, Ml’. Cavendish Weedon (the first in-

habitant of New-square or Serle’s - court) pro-

posed the laying out of the fields in a magnificent

style, to be adorned “with figures of the twelve

apostles, and waterworks at each corner, to be
supplied from Hampstead water, and a model of

St. Mary’s Chapel, to be erected in the centre,

from a design of Sir Christopher Wren’s.” * This

proposal was never carried out, but in 1735 an
Act was passed for inclosing and new ordering

the area of tho square
;
and in the Daily Joumal

for July 9th of that year we read that “ the

plan for beautifying Lincoln’s-inn-fields is now
before his grace the Duke of Newcastle. There
are to bo four iron gates, one at each corner,

and dwarf wall, with iron palisades : this plan

has been agreed to by the inhabitants.” At the

beginning of the present century the square was
again laid out aud arranged, as it remains at

present. Formerly each side of Lincoln’ s-inn-

fields had a separate name; and in Hatton’s

New View of Loudon (1708), the north is called

Holborn-row, the south Portugal-row, the east

Lincoln’s-inn-walks, “ i.e., the strong wall that

supports a fine terrace-walk,” and the west the

Arch-row. In Strype’s Stow (1720), the same
names are given, with the exception that the

north side is called Newmau’s-row. The west

side was the first built upon, and the houses

erected there are still the finest in the square.

The handsome building at the north-west corner,

now in the possession of the Society for the

Promotion of Christian Knowledge, was origi-

nally called Powis House, and was built iu 1636,

by Captain William Winde, for William Herbert,

Viscount Montgomery and Marquis of Powis,

who forfeited it to the Crown, by his steady

adherence to James II. after his abdication. It

was inhabited by the great Lord Somers ;
and

iu February, 1696-7, it was ordered that it

should remain in the possession of the Lord

Chancellor. Sir Nathan Wright, Lord Keeper,

next lived in it, and the Government contem-

plated the settlement of it officially upon the

Great Seal, but this was not done, aud the house

was sold to John Holies, Duke of Newcastle,

who died iu 1711. In 1708, Lord Cowper, the

Lord Chancellor who succeeded Sir Nathan
Wright, was living in a house at the south end

of the Arch-row. At the death of the Duke of

Newcastle, Newcastle House, as it was then

called, came into the possession of its late owner’s

nephew, Thomas Pelham Holies, Duke of New-
castle, tho leader of the Pelham Administration.

A few doors to the south of tliis house was
Lindsey House, which was built by Inigo Jones,

for Robert Bertie Earl of Lindsey, who fell at

the battle of Edge-hill. The fourth Earl of

Lindsey was created Duke of Ancaster, and
Lindsey House then took the name of Ancaster

House. Tho duke sold it to the proud Duke of

Somerset, who left it at his death to his eldest

daughter.
Portugal-row, or the south side of the square,

was built in 1657. Here Wilmot, Earl of

Rochester, lived, next to the Duke’s Playhouse,

the situation of which is described iu Sir Wil-

liam Davenant’s epilogue to “The Playhouse to

Let” :

—

“ Therefore bo pleased to think that you are all

Behind the Row which men call Portugal.”

The site of the Lincoln’s-inn Theatre is now
occupied by a part of the museum of the Royal

College of Surgeons. Hatton describes Lord
Cardigan’s house in 1703 as a “ beautiful new
one, about the middle of Portugal-row.” Sir

Richard and Lady Fanshawe lived on the north

side of the square, in a house previously belong,

ing to the Countess of Middlesex. The dis-

tinguished inhabitants gradually migrated, bub

iu 1805 Lords Kenyon and Erskine aud Spencer

Perceval were living here, and in 1812 Sir John

Soane built the house on the north side of the

square, where he stowed away his valuable col-

lections in the most ingenious manner. The
house is still kept up as the celebrated architect

left it, and it continues to be an exhibition

perhaps the most unique in character of any

of the sights of London.

• or this proposed chapel there is a model it) wood,

“'finely carved,” ia the possession of the Society of

Lincohi's-inD.
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With the exception of the Soane Mnseum and
the Royal College of Surgeons, Liucoln’a-iun-
fields is now almost entirely given up to busi.
ness offices, and its history is concluded. Our
notice, therefore, comes naturally to an end, and
we will close this article with the pleasing lines
that Mr. Spilsbury has given us :

—

“ My task is done,—a task that may recall
And touch with lile the shadows of the past :

The courts, the chambers, and that ancient hall,
Where names revered around their lustre cast

jThe sacred fano, where preachers, holding fast
The pure, calm faith, its champions aye have been,

All rise to view; then shining forth the last,
Far o’er the rest, in tow’ring grandeur seen,
Rises the late-rear’d pile, majestic and serene.

Nor has it been less pleasing, sooth to say,
Within their oaken shrines, in goodly rows.

Those varied stores of learning to survey,
Whence voices seem to burst from their repose,

To tell how laws, how creeds, how faith arose :

^While vision'd forms of sages meet our eyes,
W'lio to the toiling student's ear disclose
Such words of wisdom as his heart may prize,
To chasten, train, and guide the hopes that in him

BUILDING AFLOAT.
Auchitectuee and building, as the words are

applied in their ordinary sense to those stable
edifices, public and private, in which most of
us spend the greater portion of our lives, afford
such full material for the notice of the journalist,
that we can but rarely afford a glance at that
special department of architecture for which the
solid earth does not afford the basis. In a
word, the building of ships, or naval architec-
tiiro, is so much of a specialty as rarely to come
under the notice of the civil architect. From
time to time, however, occasions arise on which
it is advantageous to turn our attention to those
which were once the wooden, but must now be
called the iron, walls of Old England.
now intimate is the connexion that exists

between the occupation of the builder and
the crafts of the sailor and of the ship-
builder becomes evident when we consider how
much of the material necessary for structural
purposes is imported into our island. Canada
and Norway supply our various descriptions
of pines and deals

j and it is with especial
reference to timber ships that very much of the
excitement which has called for the recent Par-
liamentary inquiry has arisen. The relation
between the nominal and the real capacity of
vessels,—the important question of how they
carry their load, whether closed under hatches
or on deck,—and, above all, the doubt whether
the lives of passengers or of navigators are wan-
tonly imperilled for the sake of gain, are matters
that have been debated with a vivacity, if not
with a judicial impartiality, fitted to their im-
portance. Aud there has already resulted, from
the labours of the Commission appointed to inquire
into the question of unseaworthy ships, the de-
tection of certain customs, and certain faulty
methods of procedure, the removal of which will,
no doubt, do much to diminish the total of our
annual losses at sea.

When we remember that the annual average
of wrecks and casualties at sea, reported In
Llojds’ List, is such as to give nearly ten daily
throughout the year, we shall see that, as a
social question, affecting the safety of a large
and important class of property, and the protec-
tion of human life under circumstances of peril
and adventure, wo can ill afford to neglect the
character and quality of our ship-building. In
no other department of human industry is man
so much at the mercy of the gi-eat powers of
nature—the winds and the waves. We have a
means of distinguishing between avoidable and
unavoidable calamity at sea (that is indeed
rough, but that may be taken as approximate),
afforded by noting the difference in the average
number of wrecks that occur in the calm and in
the stormy months of the year. The casualties
in November are threefold the casualties in
June; the number of wrecks in the former
mouth, on an average of ten years, being 412

;

those in the latter, 152. If we assume,—not as a
positive fact, but for the sake of comparison,
that nothing but neglect can cause disaster.in
fine weather

5 and if we further assume that as
much diligence is displayed by our sailors in
fair time as in *ul, we shall still have to attri-
bute what the old charter-parties call “the act
of God,” twice the number of disasters that
spring from the neglect of man.
Power has been given to the Board of Trade,

by an Act of Parliament passed in the present
year, to survey and to condemn unseaworthy
ships. The chief point now unsettled on the

subject is, the method by which the functions
of the Board are to be put iu operation in any
particular case. All parties, with a few inte-
rested exceptions, seem to agree in the desirable
nature of a strict and authoritative survey in
any doubtful case ; and of powers being given to
the inspecting authority to detain uneeawortliy
vessels in port j to order definite repairs

j or to
condemn the craft to bo broken up. But a wide
difference of opinion exists as to the mode in
W'hich that inspection should be carried out.
Some persons propose universal Government
survey; others are of opinion that this is im-
practicable. As a general result of experience,
anything of so wide and comprehensive a nature
as universal inspection, which, to be worth any.
thing, must be repeated as required, would hardly
have the practical results intended. To make
such an inspection absolutely reliable, would
involve a very large outlay,—one that no
Ministry would feel justified in proposing to
Parliament, without the most stringent proofs of
its necessity. To have any inspection that pro-
fessed to bo general, and that was in fact only
partial, would bo to do much more harm than
good. The whole burden of responsibility would
be thrown upon the Government. Private vigi-
lance would be lulled to sleep, and the wreck
register would show the result.

The chief causes of considerable danger that
may be attributable to the shipowner or ship,
builder, may be reduced to two groups. First,
bad construction, under which head come those
questions of converting an open, or partly open,
deck into a portion of the body of the ship, of
which we have heard so much

;
and, secondly,

overvaluing the life of a vessel, or continuing
to keep it afloat when it is too old, or too much
worn, to be seaworthy.

This simple division of the subject, however,
has the effect of very much diminishing the appa-
rently vague aud enormous area of inspection, as
applied to the mercantile navy. It would be very
little to demand that every ship launched fi'om
our shores should be registered; that the regis.
ter should be accessible in London (with copies, if

requisite, in Liverpool, Glasgow, or any other
place of primary commercial importance)

; and
that any vessel which has been afloat a certain
number of years [sliould, ipso facto, call for an
official inspection. The proper period of life it

would be for those most conversant with ship,
ping to indicate

;
but that a ship which had

reached that marine old age should be forbidden
to sail without inspection, which the owner
should be both empowered and obliged to de-
mand, seems no very outrageous guarantee to
require, when the object sought is the preserva-
tion of human life.

A provision of this nature would simplify the
general question, by the mere lapse of time. All
ships that are now ill built, whether by means
of original bad workmanship, or inferior mate-
rials, or from changes in the construction of the
upper deck, such as those to which we have re-
ferred, would, in the course of a few years, come
in for inspection

; and, if proper, for condemna-
tion. The knowledge of such an ordeal, and of
the statistics which a very few yeai'S would
place at the service of the public from the re-
^stor of inspection, would have a wholesome
influence on our ship-building firms, from the
very date of the passing of an Act of Parliament
enforcing such an inspection. The register of
the condition of aged ships would, in a very few
years, become an apercu of the relative excel-
lence of their builders. Purchasers, freighters,
insurers, and all those interested in shipping,
would thus soon be put in possession of the
surest of all testimonials to the character of the
different shipbuilders. In any case of this kind
two things occur : first, the inferior producer
(who will bo the one most vigorously to resist
the innovation) will bo known, and may be
avoided. Secondly, the attainment of certitude
as to the character of vessels will diminish the
rate of insurance

; and all those charges in
which a margin has to be allowed in consequence
of a want of exact and reliable information.
We do not assume to speak ex cathedrd on a

subject that has many sides; but wo suggest,
as matter for serious consideration, the advan-
tages that would result from the establishment
of a fixed period at which a ship, like a horse,
should become “aged”; and after which it

should be unlawful to peril human life on its

keel without some assurance that the vessel
was seaworthy. The matter would be simifie,
if the onus of demanding a pass certificate was
thi-own on the owner. The inspection might
with propriety fix a date for a renewal of the

character given to the ship. A brief form, such
as the_ following, would suffice. “Certificate,
the ship John Bull; owners, Messrs. Sailwell*
built at Birkenhead, by Messrs. Trenail, in the
year 1863, is certified as being seaworthy, and
not requiring general inspection until January,
1876.” Brief notices of this nature would afford
satisfaction to the public, justice to the owners,
and would, in course of time, prove the most
certain vouchers of the excellence of a builder’s
work.
Under the head of inspection rank all those

questions as to soundness of material, and
excellence of workmanship, as to which the
report of the Commission is enough to show
that some searching investigation is requisite.
In nothing is this more the case than in iron.
The introdaotion of iron into shipbuilding has
made the fact of the production of cheap, bad
iron, a serious evil. There is as much difference
in the iron manufactured in different places as
there is in the coal of different mines. As every-
thing that is black is set down as coal, in the
reports of the Commission as to the durability
of our supplies, so do we find material not very
much superior to good millboard, offered, occa-
sionally, for the sheathing of ships, under the
name of iron. The clover arrangement of a
punch, so ordered as to cut a clean sharp hole
through a sheet of iron, which will tear if
attacked by an ordinary workman, is mentioned
in the evidence, and is only one sample of the
manner in which any but the most thorough and
experienced inspector may be hoodwinked by
the unscrupulous manufacturer. Wo could cite
many instances of similar feats. It is not to
the credit of this country that such should bo
the case. But we do not think that in a highly,
complicated state of civilisation, such as that in
which we live, when consequences so fatal and
serious may and do so often arise from the un-
conscientious scamping of work, which is left
to be regulated by the principle of competition
alone, society is justified in relying on what
used to bo a sufficient guarantee,—mercantile
honour. We have lately seen one of those
much-needed safeguards of human life for which
we have long and repeatedly asked,—the in-
spection of milk offered for sale,—introduced
with the best results. We feel convinced that
it is in the essential interest of society to detect
the rogue

;
and, having detected him, to make

an example of him. The “rat” which is to
founder an over-insured ship may exist only
In the imagination of the novelist. But justice
aud prudence alike demand that, iu a nation so
dependent as ourselves on maritime activity,
our vessels should be as free from any possible
suspicion as the very wife of Cmsar.
With regard to those causes of danger which

do not result from original bad construction, but
from attempts to make vessels carry more than
can be done with safety, having regard to their
shape aud displacement, considerable difficulty
exists. It seems that the port and harbour
regulations of the whole maritime world are
based on a principle that is discordant with the
present state of maritime knowledge and habit.
We refer to the question of registered tonnage.
It appears to be the case, that dock and port
dues are charged, not according to the length of
time for which a definite area of dock accommo-
dation is occupied by a vessel, but according to
the tonnage of the vessel alone. In old times,
a great degree of rough justice underlay thia
rule. A maritime city,—take Havre de Grace,
for example,—might thus fairly regard the
matter. “In the interest of commerce we in.
tend to provide dock accommodation for a
certain amount of tonnage. Wo must remune-
rate ourselves, iu the only way open

;
that is, by

tonnage-dues ou the vessels which make use of
our port. We can only do this by a charge upon
them of so much per ton. But, if they seek our
hospitality, it is open to them. If they have
suffered damage at sea, and have to wait for
repairs; if from a failure of advices they have
to wait for orders

;
if for any reason they incur

demurrage
; we shall not aggravate their loss by

charging the vessel more for the longer time
which it is thus compelled to remain in our
harbour. Charge we must, in self-protection,
but our object is not profit, but self-supporting
hospitality. No vessel will linger an hour that
can be helped; and wo shall not cumulate mis-
fortune upon misfortune by charging duties on
delay.”

Such we conceive to have been the broad,
sound, thoroughly mercantile view, which was
taken by those large-hearted merchants to whom
we owe the origin of commercial ports, harbours,
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and. regulations. But the state of affairs has

now changed j
not only so, it is still in course of

a very rapid transition. Time has an entirely

different value now, in maritime affairs, from

that which it bad when the good old maxim,

—

“ Time and tide wait for no man,”—was adopted.

The converse of that saw was then true. Every

man was bound to wait for time and tide. That

waiting might be for six hours, or it might be

for three months. The traveller went down,

—

say from London to Dover,—in a period of time

that might be reasonably fixed beforehand to an

hour or two, but his stay at Dover was a matter

entirely at the disposal of Providence. When
the weather would allow the sailing of the

packet, and how soon the packet, if she sailed,

would be able to laud her passengers in France,

were matters regulated by the winds and the

waves. Under these circumstances the amount of

demand for accommodation that would be made
on any particular harbour could bo very closely

foreseen. A month or two sooner or later would

make little difference in the work done by a

certain number of vessels. They would be ex-

tremely unlikely to exceed, in any year, the

average number of trips between port and port;

and even if they did so exceed them, no trouble

would occur. If the ship came twice to a port,

she took up no more water accommodation than

if she stopped there for six months. Business

was limited; shipping was limited; and there

was no reason for that scramble for time, space,

and accommodation that now exists.

The change wrought in this respect by the

introduction of steam, and by the command of

immediate communication which is given to the

merchant by the electric telegraph, has entirely

altered this comfortable and easy-going state of

things. The area of a dock is now a space of

rentable land (covered with water), which has

its time value as well as its acreage value. It

is in the interest of all parties that the pkyment
for accommodation should be made according to

those two elements. The change is one that

seems very difficult to make, and the more so

because it cannot be effected by any legislative

power, but only by the common consent cf the

maritime interest at large throughout the world.

Nevertheless is it one that is so consistent with
common sense and common advantage that we
cannot doubt that its adoption is a mere question

of time.

Connected with this change in the relation

between the harbour dues and the maritime
requirements of the busy commerce of the day,

is the question of register tonnage. It mu^t bo
borne in mind that the tonnage of a vessel does

not mean either its capacity or its displacement.

It means the product in cubic feet, divided by

40, of certain prescribed measurements taken

from its hull. From this artificial tonnage are

deducted certain allowances of space allotted to

the crew
;
and, in steamers, of space allowed for

the steam machinery and requisites. The re-

mainder is the registered tonnage. On this it is

that harbour dues are generally charged, irre-

spective, as we have said, of time; and also to a
great extent irrespective of the actual area of

dock accommodation required by the vessel.

For it is the case that, with the view of en-

conraging steam navigation, the deductions that

are possible for a steamer to claim from the
legal, or gross, tonnage, before arriving at the
register tonnage, are so considerable, that it may
occur that a very large and capacious steam-
vessel has less dues to pay than a very small
craft that has nothing but its sails to propel it

over the sea. This is an instance of the hard-
ship and injustice which may arise from the
imposition of differential duties ; even where, as
in the present case, they take the form of a
bonus. "VVe are not about to make the now
fashionable deduction that all such regulations
are in themselves bad. Quite the reverse. But
we think it does follow that all fiscal regulations
which arc made for other than fiscal purposes,
may become injurious, and that they require
careful observation from time to time to pre-
vent such an evil.

In the present case the tables have been com-
pletely turned. If we had to give a premium
at the present moment, to encourage naviga-
tion, it would not be to the steamer, but to the
sailing vessel that it ought to be offered.
Economy and quick returns arc so decidedly in

favour of the steam- vessel, whether for long or
for short voyages, that tbe only dano-er is

whether the sailing vessel may not be about to

become, like the magnificent three-deckers of
our navy during the wars of Napoleon, a thino'

of the past.

The London coal trade, carried on by coasting

colliers, was regarded at the commencement of

the present century with especial favour; not

only as needful for the supply of tbe metropolis

and southern districts, with an article of which we
theu consumed pounds where we now consume
hiiudredweights, but as the special nursery and
school of the first favourite of England, the Jack
Tar. Internal water • carriage by navigation

schemes and canals was regarded with jealousy,

as likely to interfere with the coastwise colliery

business; which, however, continued to flourish

in spite of Telford and liis comrades. We have

now, in addition, the internal competition of the

railways, although the opening of new internal

fields of coal is enough to prevent them from
absorbing the seaborne traffic.

Afloat, however, we have the steam collier, as

well as the steam packet, and the steam war-

ship. Nor is it here that the new competitor

stops. We have the steam barge to ascend our

rivers, as well as the steam-crane to unload

her freight. Under these circumstances it is

not to be wondered at that the sailor himself is

undergoing change. More and more the irre-

sistible power of steam is displacing the typical

British sailor by the mechanic who can keep his

legs on board a vessel. It is not, in its present

phase, a change that we think a good one. But
its gradual spread is undeniable ; and, wo fear,

irresistible. That in which it is matter for regret

is the effect that it may have on the character

of our naval officers, as well as on that of their

cx’ews. The numerous accidents to our men-of-

war, which made the Admiralty look very blue

a few months since, appear to have been due, in

nine cases out of ten, to the absence of the old

seamanship of tho'captains and sailing officers.

So handy and mauageablo have our great war
ships become—the Agamemnon in the Crimea
was called, if we remember aright. Lord Lyon’s

brougham,—that the anxious providence of the

old salt-water captain has been less and less

imperatively demanded. From the acquisition of

the power of neat handling, and making an exact

choice of time, the bolder and nobler charac-

teristics of the sailor are less called into ploy.

The unfortunate result is, that they avo less

readily forthcoming on demand.
The investigation of the Commission on un-

seaworthy Bhij>s is a matter of vital interest to

all the industrial members of the community.
We hope good will come out of it. It cannot
fail to do so, if the public at large take that iu-

telligent interest in the matter for which we
have endeavoured to show our readers that

there is ample justification.

“BOW STREET.”

OuE readers have heard that Parliamentary

notice has been given, on behalf of the Gorern-

ment Commissioners of Works and Public Build-

ings, to remove the Bow-street Police Court.

What will Seven Dials say ? what the human
warrens of Bedfordbury ? what, above and
beyond all, the dcarly-cherished slums of “ Old

Drury ” ? Whole generations from these well-

known regions have passed and repassed, from

sire to son, and from grandam downwards,

through the portals of “ Bow-street,” under

varying conditions.

The proposed site is on the east side of

Castle-street, Leicester-sqnare, opposite the

end of Green-street, facing a well-known
curiosity-shop. It includes part of White
Hart-court, in Castle-street, and St. Peter’s-

court, St. ilartiu’s-lane, in addition to a
stable-yard, and some premises in Hem-
ming’s-row. The Society of Friends have a

meeting-house in St. Peter’s-court, but it is

not at present intended to meddle with this. It

may be mentioned here that the whole of that

neighbourhood will shortly change its appear-

ance, under various Acts of Pailiaraent. The
large block comprising the former Archbishop
Tennyson’s School, and St. llai-tin’s Workhouse,

at the back of the National Gallery, will shortly

be cleared away for the Gallery, The St.

George’s Barracks ai'e included in the scheme;

and then there are the new street and under-

ground line of the Central London Railway, from

Camden-town, along the west back of Totten-

liam-court-road, by Leicester-square, to Charing-

cross. When these works are all completed.

Castle-street and Ileraming’s-row will not be the

“tatterdemalions” of streets that they are now

;

in fact, there will be no Heroming’s-row, it will

have disappeared in the house-breaker’s cart,

having made room for a large open thoroughfare.

Green-street, with its picture - restorers, its

majolica and china shops, and its cobwebbed,
bric-a-brac sanctum at the Castle-street corner,

into which Cabinet and ex-Cabinet Ministers

may be seen furtively sliding during the “off’'

afternoons of the session, are all to be swept
away. The Central London Railway Act of

1871, in conjunction with the Metropolitan

Board of Works, and a_ roadway 80 ft. wide,

have fixed their doom.
The name of “ Bow-street ” is known wher-

ever there is a law to be broken. It is unlike

any other police-court. All Government prose-

cutions that are to go before magistrates are

sent to Bow-street as the first stage. Its seat

is the highest place in metropolitan magisterial

promotion, honour, and emolument. Any “bar-

rister of seven years’ standing” may well begin

bis ’prentice-hand down among the unsophis-

ticated aborigines of Whitechapel orWapping;.
‘but, for “Bow-street,” nothing but full-fledged,

hard-beaktd ornithologicals will answer. Bow-
street Police-court is to the magisterial neophyte

what Drury-lane Theatre was formerly to the

dramatic one. After the actor had, in bygone
days, drudged for several years on the several

“ circuits,” and won Bath, the doors of Drury
were open to him. After the metropolitan police

magistrate has gone his “ circuit,” he may look

towards Bow-street; but, not till then. Bow-
street rejoices in the dignity of three magi-

strates, all to itself, whilst other courts have

only two
;
the principal of the three is expressly

named in more than one Act of Parliament as

being invested with special privileges. The 3rd

of Wm. IV. c. 19 (1833), being especially devoted

to the metropolitan police-courts, says, in sec. 7,

that officers and patrols of Bow-street Office

are empowered to act as constables in the

counties of Middlesex, Surrey, Essex, and Kent;

and, also, within the Royal palaces, and ten

miles thereof. Of course, should the court be

removed, the Act authorising the removal will

have to provide for the retention of the powers
mentioned above, as a change of the locality

might void and determine them.

Bow-street has been the principal police-

court of the metropolis for more than a century.

Henry Fielding, the novelist, was a “ Bow-street

justice ”
;
whilst his brother. Sir John, sat on its

bench for many years. Later down, there has

been Sir Richard Birnic, who, wo believe, was
the last untrained lawyer who presided. In

early times, the magistrates were paid by fees,

and it is recorded that, during a day of “ bad

business,” both justice and clerk would adjourn

to a neighbouring “public,” and smoke their

pipes and drink their ale together, toasting for

“ better luck next time.” When fair fish were
very scarce, the grand haul of the justice was to

send the day and night constables out to scour

the adjoining streets, and bring in all the loose

people they could find. Then “his worship’s”

tactics unfolded themselves. Each person in

custody had to take out a bail-bond, price 2s. -Id.,

with sometliing to the Dogberry, when they

were let go. If they did not happen to have the

money about them, they had cither to send to

their friends or enter into a second bond to go

and fetch it themselves! But this came to an

end on account of Bow-street being severely

handled once or twice, both in the law-courts

and in Parliament, for having been too indis-

criminate in its angling,—catching the wrong
fish. Things liad been going on in the same
way at Bow-street for many years, when the

first Metropolitan Police Act was passed, in

1792. In addition to the old office, the following

new ones were established :—Queen’s-sqiiare,

Westminster; Great Marlborough-street, Hatton-

garden. Worship-street, Lambeth, Shadwell ; and
Union-street, in the Borough.

The magistrates of the olden time at Bow-
street, went by the names of “Basket Justices,”

and “ Trading Justices.” The first-named had

“ presents ” brought to them in baskets by tho

various suitors
;
and had, furthermore, their own

baskets to receive whatever was quietly slipped

into them, fruit, poultry, and game being the

most acceptable. The “ Trading Justices ” were

mostly well-to-do shopkeepers, and were settled

with at their places of business before going

down to the court at all.

Most people have heard of the once famous
“ Bow-street Runners,” the “ Robin Redbreasts,”

and many middle-aged gentlemen have seen

them. They wore double-breasted red waist-

coats, and carried a small painted truncheon,

with a gilt crown at the head of it. They were

considered to be all eyes and ears, all scent, and

all feet
;
and it was thought to be difficult to
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sneeze in any part of London, or the soburbs,
without the time and place coming to tho ears
of a redbreast. The most celebrated of these
was their chief, Townsend, a man of strong
common sense, and very humane; a man with
whom a lord chancellor and judges frequently
conversed upon criminal policy. Townsend -was
examined before the Select Committee upon the
metropolitan police which sat in 1816. He was
then passing into years, bub had a memory well
stored with his peculiar information. He was
most strongly opposed to the old system of
“ blood money,” and told the committee that the
police officers were ” dangerous creatures;” that
human nature was frail, and money a strong

temptation.” He stated that at trials for life

and death, where the balance of evidence hung
evenly, the officer had turned tho scale against
the trembling wretch in the dock, for the sake
of the conviction reward, and that the victim
had been hanged through that extra testimony

!

In 1781, when he was in his zenith at Bow-
street, he told the samo committee that he had
rarely seen executions without the gibbet re-
ceiving as many as ten, twelve, thirteen, sixteen.
Or twenty; “and forty I onco saw at twice, the
names of every one of them I have got at home.”
He said that tho horse and foot patrol esta-
blished by Sir llichard Ford completely annihi-
lated footpads and highway robbery.

Such were the “good old times” at Bow-street
at a period within the memory of many men now
living, as well as during the last years of the
last century.

In 1867 the removal of Bow-street Police-
court was determined upon, but it was not to
leave its famous locality,—it was to be rebuilt
alongside the police-station. To those who know
tho place, we may mention there is a block of
houses bounded by tho station-house in front,
Martlett’a-court adjoining, aud Crown-court,
Eussell-street, where Dr. Cumming’s Scotch
Church and Schools are. Between tho schools
and the old Harp Tavern is the Harp.gateway,
leading up to a livery-yard and stables. It was
originally intended to clear away theso stables,
pull down a few houses in Bow-street, on tho
station-house line, and there to build the court.
The police entrance would have been in llussoll-
atreot, up the gateway named. It was also pi-o-
posed to ;cut away the half of tho first floor of
tho Harp, so as to allow the police van to drive
undomeatb, to take the builder’s premises
adjoining, and place the public entrance between
the Albion Hotel and the Harp Tavern. That
arrangement, however, was abandoned.

For upwards of a hundred years, as we have
said, Bow-atrect has been tho criminal centre of
Great Britain. Its fame, pai’adoxicaliy speaking,
is infamous. It is encompassed with an ugly
halo of crime.

But its character is to be redeemed by the
inemories of those who resided there before
either police-court or station was established.
In the days of Drjden, Bow-street was a
fashionable lounge. In one of his epilogues,
spoken by Mrs. Ann Bracegirdle, he writes :

—

*' I'vo had to-day a dozen billet-doux,
From fops, and wits, and cits, and Botr-street beaus.”

In commenting upon these lines, Sir Walter
Scott remarks that a billet-doux from Bow-
street in modern days would be rather more
alarming than flattering. In the bygone times,
however, Bow-street was tho abiding-place and
the favourite haunt of famous men. Here was
the shop of Jacob Tonson, the bookseller, in the
doorway of which he received a certain epistle
•from Dryden. Tonson owed money to the poet,
and was dilatory in his payment, so Dryden,
failing by fair means to obtain the cash he so
much needed, sent him a pen-and-ink sketch of
a mean, shabby, bookseller :

—

“ leering looks, bull-faced and freckled fair,
VVitn two left legs and Judas-colour'd hair,
And frowsy pores that taint tho ambient air.”

“Toll the dog when yon deliver it,” said the
poet to the messenger, “the man who wrote
those lines can write more.” The unwritten
reply satisfied Dryden

;
he received his money

in fall.

Hero abode Wycherley, tho handsome fop and
tho witty dramatist. To his lodging in this
street came Charles II. with 5001. in gold, which
he presented to the playwright, then in ill-

health, and requested him to depart for awhile
to the south of Europe. Wycherley went, and,
on his return, passing through Tunbridge Wells,
entered a bookseller’s shop at the moment that
a lady, young and beautiful, was inquiring for a
copy of the " Plain Dealer,” of which Wycherley*

was the author. “ Madame,” said a gentleman
who stood by, pointing to Wycherley, “there he
is for you.” This introduction was the beginning
of a courtship that ended in marriage. The lady
was the Countess of Drogheda. She was loving
but jealous, aud when Wycherley went across
the street to the Cock Tavern ho was obliged to
request the waiter to open tho windows, while
tho Countess did the same at home, that she
might convince herself there was no woman in
the company.
Here abode Sir Godfrey Knoller. The rencontre

between him and Dr. Radcliffo has often been
told, but is worth retelling. Kneller was fond
of flowers, and had a fine collection. As there
was great intimacy between him and the
physician, he permitted the latter to have a
door into his garden; but Eadcliffe’s servants
gathering and destroying the flowers, Kneller
sent him word he must shut up tho door, to
\Vhich the physician replied, “ Tell him he may
do anything with it bub paint it.” Kneller
rejoined, “ I can take anything from him but his
physic.” To Knoller’s studio came Pope and

.

Gay ; and in it, at Kneller's request, Pope
"flattered him a little.” The flattery verged on
profanity, but it was toothsome to Sir Godfrey.
Here for forty-three years abode Grinling

Gibbons, the famous carver, whose house, on a
stormy Thursday of January, 1701, came rattling
down about his ears

;
but, providentially, none

of the occupants were injured. And here, after
the police-court was established in 1749, abode
Henry Fielding and his half-brother. Sir John
Fielding, of whom we have already spoken.
Dr. Johnson, too, lived in this street for a brief
period.

The houses of entertainment in this street
were the Cock Tavern (already mentioned) and
Will’s Coffee-house. The memories attached
to the tavern are not pleasant. It was the
haunt of the bloods and the Mohocks, who in
their drunken revels set morality and religion at
defiance.

The Coffee-house was frequented by wits and
critics. In its chief parlour sat Dryden tapping
his snuff-box and discussing poetry and politics.

Hither came Pope, when twelve years of age, to
look upon the poet that ho venerated so much,
and whom he afterwards described as a “plump
man, with a down look, and not very con-
vcrsible.” Tho house was best known as “The
Wits’ Coffee-house,” a name which it retained
for ten years a'^ter Dryden’s death, in 1701.
The site is now occupied by a ham-and-beef
shop.

Drury -lane Theatre was opened on the 8th of
April, 1663. It was, with the exception of
Davenant’a Theatre, in Lincoln’s Inn-fieids,

without a rival until December 7th, 1732, when
Covent Garden Theatre was opened by Rich, tho
famous hai'lequin, under the patent of Davenaut.
After various alterations, in the course of years,
Coveut Garden Theatre was almost entirely
rebuilt in 1787, to be totally destroyed by fire

on the 20th of September, 180S, since which it

has been twice rebuilt; and ultimately with the
adJition of the Floral Hall.

What Bow-street was in the early days can bo
gleaned from Whycherley’s comedy of “ Tho
Plain Dealer,” Though the police-court may be
removed, Bow-street will long remain the sug-
gester of sensation.

CONCRETE BREAKWATER, WORKINGTON
HARBOUR.

UTILISATION OF UNSKILLED LABOUR.

An interesting building operation has just
been completed in the harbour of Workington,
a small seaport town a few miles north of
Whitehaven, in Cumberland. Some few years
ago the control of the west harbour was trans-
ferred, under the provisions of a local Act, from
the Workington Harbour Trustees, to the late

Earl of Lonsdale. His lordship, however, pre-
viously to this, had undertaken certain pre-
liminary works for the improvement of the
entrance of the harbour.

In 1871 a new and comprehensive soherao
was brought forward by Lord Lonsdale. It was
intended to effect a radical and final improve-
ment on the entrance of the harbour. This
scheme consisted of a plan to divert the Der-
went entirely from its south-westerly outfall,

into a new channel running due west, as well as
to bnild a breakwater extending in a north-
westerly direction from the end of the John
Pier, to protect tho channel. Mr. A. M. Rendel,
C.E., was commissioned to draw up the plans.

This erection has now been completed, and the
result is a perfect transformation of the aspect
of the harbour.
The structure, which presents an imposing

appearance, is 400 ft. in length, 24 ft. in height
above the foundation level, or 6 ft. above ordi-
nary highwater

j
28 ft. broad at the base, and

21 ft. broad at the top. As will be seen, its
composition, aud the mode of erecting it, are
peculiar. It is composed entirely of Portland
cement concrete, partly laid in situ, and partly
constructed in blocks on the shore, and hardened
some time before being laid down. These blocks
weigh some 4 or 5 tons each; at the foundation
they are 7 ft. long, 3 ft. thick, and 3 ft. wide.
The outer casing is built up of these blocks, set
iu cement mortar, and the interior is filled up
with cement concrete, made between the tides,
and deposited when opportunity served. The
breakwater head is circular, 35 ft. in diameter.
For many years there has been a harbour light
on the head of the John Pier

j
this has been re-

moved to the breakwater.
While the breakwater is extremely solid, it

has been constructed with singular economy.
There is not a block of stone in it; the only
stone rather being the sliiiigle cobbles of which
tho concrete was made. No mason has been
employed, or any skilled workman beyond a
“waller” or two to set the blocks. All has
been done by unskilled labour. The materials
were found in abundance on the beach.
Labourers mixed it up with cement, and built
the breakwater, in fact.

The harbour works have now cost upwards of
20,000?. ; and they were all, including this,
defrayed by the late Lord Lonsdale.

THE NEW SURREY SESSIONS HOUSE.
During the last six months new seesions-house

buildings have been in course of erection in
Newington- causeway, which include the con-
struction of an entirely new court, much larger
aud more convenient than one of those which
have hitherto been used for the business of the
county

j also considerable alterations and re-
arrangements of the present courts. The new
buildings will also contain offices for the clerk of
the peace, and also a record-room, erected on a
portion of the site of the old courts. In addi-
tion to these they include a new magistrates’
room, barristers’ rooms, retiring-rooms for the
judges, grand jury-room and grand jury waiting-
room, treasurer’s office, refreshment. bar, and
several other apartments. The basement of the
building also oontaius prisoners’ cells, connected
with tt e courts above by staircases and jiassages.
And this portion of the building contains the
ventilating apparatus, which consists of boilers
and engine for working a ventilating fan, together
with a chamber for regulating the hot and cold
air to any

^

degree of temperature, upon Mr.
Haydn’s principle, and the machinery for the
purpose is now being fitted op under tho superin-
tendenco of a representative of the patentee.
Besides the ventilating apparatus just named,
the courts^ will be ventilated by two shafts.
The building is now approaching completion

externally, and in the course of the ensuing
week ibj will be covered in. It stands imme-
diately in front of Horsemonger-lane, with
which it is directly connected. The principal
frontage, which faces the area on the east side
of Newington-causeway, is 150 ft. iu length and
45 ft. in height, to the top of the balustrade
which surmounts the central portion of the
elevation. This part of the building is the most
prominent feature in the structure, aud is
brought forward considerably beyond the two
wings on each side of it. The building is erected
of white Suffolk brick, with Portland stone
dreasiiige. The principal entrance is in the
central portion of the elevation, and consists of
ahandsome portico, 15 ft. in width, with pilasters
and columns of Portland atone, and surmounted
by a balustrade. Under the portico the entrance
leads into a vestibule, aud thence into an
entrance-hall, 50 ft. by 30 ft., through which the
courts and other portions of the interior of the
building are approached. The building has a
Mansard roof, and effect is imparted to tho
elevation by two pavilion-towers at either angle
oi the central portion of the building. In addi-
tion to the main entrance there is also another
entrance at the south end of the building, for
the magistrates, barristers, clerk of the peace,
and other officials.

The interior of the building contains, on the
ground floor, the treasurer’s office and the
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refreshment-bar, the one on the north and the I

other on the south side of the vestibnlo. The
courts themselves, as well as the witnesses’

rooms and the several other apartments in the

bnilding, are approached from the central hall.

The housekeeper’s and servants’ rooms are at

the south-west corner of the ground-floor. The
magistrates’ private room is a convenient apart-

ment, 29 ft. by 22 ft. The new court is 45 ft.

by 40 ft.j and the enlarged old court is 40 ft.

squai'e. They will both be fitted up in carved

oak. They will be lighted by windows on three

pides of the building, and at night by sunlights

in the ceiling. The clerk of the peace’s office

and the record-room are erected on the site of

one of the old courts, the other court, as has

already been stated, having been reconstructed

and considerably enlarged. The record-room

is fireproof, arched over with brick. The
central hall will have a panelled ceiling. A
stone staircase, from the fioor of the centra!

hall, leads to a circular iron staircase and
balcony, a portion of which, in addition to the

record. room, will be set apart for the deposit of

documents. There are also two other stone

staircases from the central hall, leading to the

grand room and the grand jury waiting-room on

the first fioor. The staircases also lead to a

gallery for the use of the public in each court.

The architect for the building is Hr. Howell,

of Lancaster-place, and the contractors are

Messrs. Perry Brothers, the estimated cost,

exclusive of fittings, being I7,500h It is

expected that the courts will be completed and
ready for opening in the early part of the

ensuing year.

IRISH WHISKY DISTILLERY PREMISES,
GREENMOUNT, DUBLIN.

.We were happy to perceive, on a visit recently

paid to the capital of Ireland, that commercial
enterprise,—especially that fostered by joint-

stock companies,— is decidedly on the advance.

We were strengthened in this opinion by an
inspection of the distillery recently acquired by
this company. Originally designed and erected

for the purposes of a brewery, it has, by the

agency of a limited liability company, been con-

verted into a most promising distillery.

Some twelve months ago a few influential

gentlemen in Dublin, assisted by some friends in

England, conceived the idea of purchasing from
Messrs. Perry & Co. their fine buildings known
as the Greenmount Brewery, situated at Clrn-

brassie-street Bridge, Harold’s Cross, and for

that purpose formed a company under the
Limited Liability Act. The buildings comprised
in the brewery had all been erected within the

last five or six years, in a substantial manner,
and under the advice and supervision of a com-
petent architect. They comprise an entrance-

gateway, with suitable offices adjoining for

clerks, manager, and general staff, fitted up
and completed with every requisite for carry-

ing on a large business. The main building,

which is five stories high, and 100 ft. long,

by an average depth of 243 ft., was principally

used for brewing, and built of limestone,

with chiselled granite dressings, the floors

being supported by wrought-iron box girders.

Adjoining the main building two stores were
erected of similar materials, each over 100 ft.

long by an average width of 35 ft.
j the boilers,

engine-house, tanks, &o., were placed at the rear
of those buildings. One of these two stores

has been fitted up with the wash-backs, mash-
tubs, &c., reqiiired for the purposes of distilla-

tion
;
the other has been set apart for the bonded

store, for which purpose it is admirably adapted.
The main building Las been altered to answer
the requirements of the distillery by putting in
new floors for the grain lofts, erecting a kiln on
the third story, and fitting up the second story
with the requisite number of mill-stones, which
are worked, as well as the pumps, by an engine
on the floor beneath. The copper stills have
been erected at the rear of the main building,
and a chimney-shaft specially built for them.
Immediately adjoining the still-house will be
found the worm, top-wash chargers, receivers,

&c., raised onapowerfully-constructed platform,
whereby they are enabled to command the stills.

The boiler-house, which formed a part of the
original brewery, immediately adjoius the still-

house, and the products of combustion are
carried off by a chimney rising about 1-iO ft.

high. The situation of this distillery is excellent,

being close to the quay on the banks of the
grand canal, by means of which the whisky can
be sent down by water to the quay and shipped

for any part of the world, or sent by railway to

the interior of Ireland. The canal also affords

facilities for getting malt and fuel from the

different districts through which it runs, thereby

saving ontlay in cartage, as well as obtaining the

malt and fuel at low rates. It is contemplated
that in a few weeks’ time the distillery will be
in full working order, and the directors .expect

to manufacture at least 270,000 gallons per

annum.
Another feature should not bo overlooked,

namely, that the same water is used for the

purposes of distillation, as that employed by the

old-established distillers,—a point which may be
considered of little moment by those who are

unacquainted with this particular business, hut

to the enlightened few who are admitted behind
the scenes, is known to be of the utmost conse-

quonce.
The works have been executed from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr. E.

H. Carson, architect, of Dublin; the machinery
being supplied by Mr. Edward Toomey, of the

Phoenix Ironworks, in that city
;
the building

operations being entrusted to Mr. S. H. Bolton,

also of Dublin. The wash-backs and chargers
were supplied by Messrs. Oxley & Co., of Frome,
Somersetshire.

PROPOSED NEW VESTRY-HALL AT
KENSINGTON.

The subject of the erection of a new vestry-

hall at Kensington has for some time been before

the local authorities, but hitherto nothing definite

has been decided upon. The preliminary steps

towards the erection of the building were, how-
ever, taken by the vestry at their meeting last

week, when a resolution was unanimously carried

to the effect that it be referred to the special

purposes committee and the law and Parlia-

mentary committee jointly to consider and report

as to the most desirable stops to be taken for

erecting a new vestry-hall, or otherwise pro-

vidingthe accommodation necessary for carrying

ou the business of the vestry.

THE CITY ARCHITECT’S
EXTRA PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AND

THE CORPORATION.

At the meeting of the City council last week,
the recommendation of the Officers’ and Clerks’

Committee, that the City architect, Mr. Horace
Jones, be paid 5,000Z. for his extra services in

connexion with the recently completed works
which have been executed by the corporation,

gave rise to an animated discussion, in the

course of which a diversity of opinion was
elicited, some members warmly supporting the

recommendation, whilst others opposed it on
different grounds. Mr. Ridley was opposed
to it as a right, but thought some amount might
be given to the architect as a gratuity, and he
moved as an amendment that 2,5001. be so

granted. Mr. Knight did not think the archi-

tect was entitled to any extra remuneration. He
admitted that the work was done in a masterly

manner, but denied that the architect had any
claim to extra pay for the works. Mr. Bontems
was of the same opinion as the previous speaker,

stating that he could not see that there was the

least shadow of a pretence for saying that the

architect had a claim on the corporation for

e.xtra services, and bo added that if the 5,0001.

were voted him it would be a great mistake,

and very discreditable to the court. Mr. Collis,

on the other hand, was at a loss to see how it

could he considered extravagant to give 5,000Z.

for 20,0001. worth of work. The recommenda-
tion of the committee seemed to be an exceed,

ingly moderate and just one, and ho hoped the

court would adopt it. Mr. Wordley observed
that the architect was a gentleman for whom he
had the greatest esteem, but he could not see

that the claim of Mr. Jones was a substantial

one. Mr. Deputy H. Lowman Taylor warmly
supported the recommendation of the committee,

stating it to be their unanimous opinion that the

architect should be paid 5,0001. for his extra

services, and in his honest opinion 5,0001. were not
sufficient. He observed that the real cause of

the opposition to the recommendation was the
non-success of the Foreign Cattle Market, at

Deptford, and ho had no doubt that, had that

market been a success, those now opposing the
recommendation of the committee would have
met the architect with open arms, and have
offered double the amount. Mr. Rudkin was
opposed to the recommendation, but in favour of

a good increase of salary, dating back from
1871, which he thought would be the best mode
of dealing with the case. Mr. Bedford was of

opinion that the architect had a moral claim on
the corporation, and would support the recom-
mendation. Ultimately the 5,0001. were granted
to the architect as a gratuity, in recognition of

the manner in which he had carried out the
work during the last ten years.

A STEAM FERRY AT MIDDLESBROUGH
AND PROPOSED TUNNEL UNDER THE
TEES.

The Corporation of Middlesbrough some
time ago obtained Parliamentary powers to

establish a steam ferry across the Tees to

connect the town with the opposite side of the

river, and within the last week or two they have
commenced ' the work of constructing the

approaches on the bank of the Tees. It is said

that the approaches to the ferry will cost about

10,0001., and that the outlay on the steaniboats

will be about the same amount. The North-

Eastern Railway Company have in contemplation

the construction of a tunnel under the Tees at

Middlesbrougli, and should this scheme be
carried out, a greatly required improved com-

.
munication between South Durham and North
I’crksbire, at the rapidly-growing centre of the

iron trade, will be fully met. This tunnel is

intended to commence on the south side of the

Tees, immediately below Middlesbrough, the

existing railway at Middlesbrough being con-

nected with it by a junction at that point. The
tunnel will run in an oblique direction under the

river, terminating on the north side in Stockton,

where it will be connected with the railway

thereby a junction. The tunnel and junctions

with the railways on the two respective shores

of the Tees will have the effect of connecting

the coalfields of Durham with the iron districts

of Cleveland in addition to uniting the two
towns of Stockton and Middlesbrough more
closely together. A former project of the

North-Eastern Company for effecting this object

by a bridge over the Tees was opposed by the

corporations of both Stockton and Darlington,

but the two municipal bodies have decided to

give the tunnel project their warm support.

The Stockton corporation are also taking steps

for making new dock accommodation there and
improving the river, and with this object they

intend to apply for Parliamentary powers, the

Bill including authority to construct a large new
dock, by utilising the channel of the river oppo-

site Stockton for that purpose, and to cut a new
channel in the river. It is stated that the

North-Eastern Company will assist the corpora-

tion in carrying out the works.

DECORATIONS OF ALL SAINTS’ CHURCH,
MARGARET-STREET, CAVENDISH

SQUARE.

A COMMITTEE, Comprising the most influential

members of the congregation of All Saints’

Church, Margaret-street, Cavendish-square, has

been formed for the purpose of raising a

memorial of their late vicar, the Rev. William

Upton Richards, who died early in the present

year. The list of the committee includes the

names of the Earl of Limerick, Earl Beauchamp,

I

Lord Eliot, Lord Clinton, Sir Edward Hulse,

hart., Sir Henry W. Baker, hart.. Archdeacon
Denison, &c . ;

and, we understand, it is pro-

posed in the first instance to complete the

decorations of the wall of the northern aisle

of the church, six compartments of which are at

present left vacant and unfinished. This work,

which the late vicar had much at heart, will be

carried out under the direction of Mr. William

Butterfield, the architect of the church itself.

The probable cost of completing the decoration,

of tliese compartments in fresco is estimated at

l,000h If Mr. Butterfield’s ideas are carried out,

a group of saints, apostles, martyrs, prophets,

patriarchs, &c., will bo placed in each of the

vacant panels. Some members of the congrega-

tion, however, having expressed a wish to appro-

priate their gifts to the completion of the All

Saints’ Convalescent Hospital at Eastbourne,

Sussex, the secretaries to the “ Richards

Memorial Fund,” who are the churchwardens

of the parish, have opened an account at the

bank of Sir Samuel Scott & Co., Cavendish-

square, and they invite the donors to state to

which of the two objects they desire their contri-

butions to be devoted.
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!
TEE MEDIAEVAL BRICKWORK Oi’

I

POMERANIA.*
I When I wag asked some time since to pre-
M pare a paper on the Mediaaval Brickwork of

H Pomerania and its vicinity, I did not know that
fi the subject was one which had received so little

attention from English architects. Still less

n was I prepared to find, as I did when I began to

look out for the necessary authorities and mate-
rial, that even in the country of which Pomerania
has BO long formed a province, scarcely any work
of importance had been published to illustrate

the wonderful examples of art and architecture
with which it teems.
German works on this topic are naturally

more numerous, and Adler’s fine treatise on the
Medimval brickwork of the Prussian States is a
valuable assistance to any one reading up the

subject. But only small portions of the country
are therein dwelt on, the great examples of
Pomerania and Mecklenburg being, I believe,

unnoticed, so that, even in its own country,
German brickwork has yet to bo properly
described.

The meagreness of the information one is able
to get relative to the foimdation and early
history of the Pomeranian towns is to a great
extent to be accounted for by the peculiar
character of Pomeranian history. The province
was for long periods after the extinction of its

native dynasty the object of contention among
noighbonring and moro powerful States, and by
its frequent change of masters it gradually lost

all patriotic pride and distinctive character,
wthout the compensation of becoming at the
same time a part of any one powerful country.
Russians, Poles, Swedes, and Danes have at one
time or another held parts of it in possession,
and it is scarcely more than half a century since
4t came absolutely into the hands of the kingdom
of which it now forms so important a province.

Originally it was peopled by a Wendish tribe,

and its natives to this day have a marked differ.

• ence of appearance to the Germans of the sur-
rounding provinces

;
whilst in the names borne

by many of the towns, and the peculiarities of
the low German spoken by the people, there are
pf.ill many marks which distinctly point to the
VVendish origin. At the end of the twelfth
century the Dukes of Pomerania were first

recognised as princes of the German empire;
and with the exception of that eastern portion
which was wrested from them by the Teutonic
knights, and eventually added to the Polish
crown, the province was governed by its native
dynasty down to the commencement of the
fifteenth century.

Tlirough nearly the whole of this period it

appears to have enjoyed considerable prosperity;
but with the troubles caused by the Protestant
changes in Germany, and the extinction of the
native line, this prosperity came to an end.
One after another the brothers of the Ducal
house died childless

; and the last of the race
only lived long enough to see the troubles the
thirty years’ war brought on his unhappy
country. The tragic circumstances which led
to these misfortunes are admirably detailed by
Wilhelm von Meinhold in the account he pub-
lished of Sidonia von Bork, a lady of high rank
and for some time the intended wife of one of
the dukes, who, in revenge for being disap-
pointed in this, was supposed to have caused
the extinction of the whole ducal line by abomin-
able witchcraft.

The physical features of the country, which
perhaps more than anything else have modified
and influenced the character of its architecture,
are peculiar. Through its whole extent it is
flat and uninteresting, broken only here and
there with low rounded sand-hills, interspersed
with large lakes. The coasts are deeply in-
dented with large gulfs of havens, which form
nabur.al harbours; and the country is intersected
by broad sluggish rivers, on which in the Middle
Ages floated great stores of wealth and mer-
chandise. The land consists of largo sandy
tracks, with clay below, and through its whole

• extent no building-stone of any sort is to be
found. Bat granite boulders, sometimes of
great size, are to be found everywhere deposited
by the glaciers and floods, which at one time
swept southwards over Europe; and in the
country around Stargard they lie to this day
thickly spread over the surface, in spite of the
enormous quantity which has at one time or
another been used for building purposes. The

From a paper by Mr. J. Tavenor Perry, read at the
Institute ot Architects, as noticed in our last.

greater part of the ground was originally
covered with great pine-forests, and although
these have now, to a considerable extent, been
cleared, and grain grown in their place, large
tracts of country are still kept for their cultiva-
tion. ‘Such being its physical peculiarities, it is

evident that circumstances were generally nn-
favourable for building operations. In spite of
them, however, towns of gi-eat importance, filled

with churches and buildings of a size and cha-
meter to challenge comparison with the finest
works ofEarope, were raised through Pomerania;
and although the materials used were of the
simplest, and not unfrequently of the coarsest,
description, you will see that the results were
frequently most pleasing and stable.

The granite was employed for the bases of the
buildings, for the town walls, and in some rare
instances for the superstructures

; bat the ma-
teria! almost invariably used for general building
purposes was brick. Often of the simplest descrip,
tion and rudest work, sometimes modelled with a
delicacy that might rival the fiuest terra-cottas
of Italy, or carved with the sharpness and bold-
ness of freestone, this brickwork had always an
effectiveness and straightforwardness of pur.
pose that leaves little room to regret the absence
of the nobler material. When stone was used,
which was but rarely the case, it had to be
shipped from Sweden, an operation early found
too expensive to be often resorted to. The skill
with which ornamental features were moulded in
clay caused less desire for carved stone than
might otherwise have been felt

; and in later
e.xamples snob features as capitals and bases,
which in the earlier buildings were worked in
stone, were, with the rest of tlie structure, made
in brick. The wood with which the country
abounded was but little used in the construction
of the buildings, and instead of the fine open-
timber roofs of our o^vn. country, we find the
churches are almost invariably vaulted in brick

;

while the love for blank traoory and gables, with
the proficiency gradually acquired by their archi.
tects in the use of their peculiar material, caused
them to prefer the lofty stepped brick fronts to the
half-timber over-banging stories that were so
common in other well-timbored parts of Europe.
The roofs of the churches are generally covered
with copper, which, turned to a soft green with age,
forms an agreeable relief to the red and purple
tints of the walls.

I shall confine myself to the buildings I have
myself visited in the towns of Stralsund, Stettin,
Stargard, Bergen and Sagard in Riigen, Anclam,
Pasewalk, Neubrandenburg, and Prenzlau, all of
which, with the exception of the last two, are
contained in Pomerania itself. Of these, Stral-
sund is archifcectnrally the most important. It
contains six churches of considerable size, a
town-hall of a remarkable character, some
remains of its ancient gates and fortifications,
and several houses of a rich and extensive
description

In attempting to give any account of the
style in which the buildings are erected, there
are some facts which liave to be borne in mind.
To a certain extent the style was not indigenous
to the country, bat wa.s imported complete when
the necessity for buildings was suddenly felt.

At a time when important works were going on
in other parts of Germany, the Wends of
Pomerania were scarcely converted to Christi-
anity, and sunk in barbarism. But the civilised
States of Brandenburg and Mecklenburg leaning
on their borders, and the influence and warning
conveyed by the progress of theTentonic kuiglita,
caused a great change in the country; and
although we are not able to trace it step by step,
we find suddenly in the middle of the thirteenth
century evidences of prosperity and taste in the
numerous buildings which began to spring up
in all the towns. Whether artists were im-
ported from the sun-ounding States, or whether
native workmen gained their knowledge by
travelling, they seem all at once to commence
the erection of edifices, perfect in style, and
complete in all the appliances of ornament and
construction. The buildings, prior to this time,
were so poor and unimportant, that they them-
selves could not have afforded the experience
required for the erection of such woi’ks, as, for
example, the Nicholai Kirche at Stralsund.
Another noticeable point is that, as a rule,
starting from the date I have named, the earlier
buildings appear to be the most enriched, and
after this was maintained for a century or so,
they fell off from the florid character they first
assumed to a baldness that even their enormous
size and proportions can scarcely atone for.

With the material the builders had in use, two

modes of decoration were' open to them, of which
they availed themselves, sometimes apai't, and
sometimes in combination. Moulded or carved
bricks, and enamelled bricks for coloured deco-
rations. The latter method was one much
adopted in the Old and New Mark, and about
Liibeck, but it was so rarely adopted in
Pomerania as scarcely to modify in any degree
the style of the buildings. The cast or moulded
work was, however, the characteristic charm,
and to a great extent the ultimate cause of tlie

destruction of the style.

The workmen were not long in discovering the
ease with which a great variety of design could
be produced by different combinations of a few
simple patterns, and we accordingly find the
earliest and most general decorations employed
to Iiave been small cusped bars and circles,

which singly or together were built on the face
of the walls in the panels. In high-class
work, such as some we have noticed at St.
Mary’s, Stargai'd, the workmanship was of a
much better and more artistic class, and the
variations in the different portions show that
each was separately and carefully modelled and
built in as an ingredient part of the structure.
Generally, however, the work was of the more
easily made sort, andjin consequence, the moulded,
shapes, although they often produce exceedingly
satisfactory and ornamental finishing, were of
such an unsubstantial and structurally useless
character that they soon decayed and fell out,
leaving only ugly sockets and gaps to the detri-
ment of the building they were intended to
adorn. The facility with which it was found
they could be added to the work after its com-
pletion, seems frequently to have suggested the
leaving of them out until some later period,
which, in too many cases, never arrived

; while,
in the later work, it seemed to be rather the rule
to omit the more ornamental work of the earlier
time, and the unshapely panels and blank arches
which former builders had prepared only for a
means for holding decoration, were imitated for
their own sake, and bare walls and untraceried
window-heads are unfortunately too often the
characteristic marks of the later phases of the
style. The most common form in use was a bar
forming one side of a trefoil or quarterfoil, three
or four of which formed a complete pattern, and
these were produced indefinitely in long panels,
as round the towers and under the arcades, and
sometimes over large wail spaces, gables, &c.
Sometimes these bars were of great size and
elaborate character, and must have been made
with great care to fit together, as in the south
door of St. Mary’s, Neubrandenburg, where three
cusped bricks or pieces of terra cotta, each
3 ft. 6 in. long, form a handsome rose-window
within a plain brick circle. The ordinary plain
mouldings employed in these buildings have a
distinctive character of their own. They are.
with few exceptions, worked in the same sized
bricks as the rest of the building, and necessarily
show a smallness of detail as compared with
stone resulting from tho size of the material
employed. It is in its plain mouldings that this
class of work shows to gi-eat advantage, for the
nature of the manufacture requiring the repeti-
tion of the same design, a rich and pleasing
effect is gained by the use of one or two good
sections. These mouldings appear almost in-
variably to have been moulded bricks, but some
at St. Nicholas’s, Stralsund, which church has a
very fine series, appear to have been cut after
they were in position. Nob a little of the orna-
mental work in some of the earlier buildings
appears to have been carved, like stone, after it

was in position, as, for example, the heads in the
buttress decoration of St. Peter’s, Stettin, and the
corbels at St. Mary’s, Stargard. Another very
effective but simple mode of decoration found in
thirteenth-century works was the breaking of
the long rolls at the angles of the buttresses, &c.,
with a boldly projecting brick corbel, often em’
phasized by a hollow on either side, and carved
into a grotesque head. This will be seen in the
details of Sb. James’s, Stettin, and St. Mary’s,
Stargard.

The traceries of the windows were in thirteenth
and fourteenth century work of a most elaborate
description

;
they appear to have been built up

entirely of moulded bricks without any support
of iron bars, other than those used in the
glazing, although at times the mullions are of
an enormous height. The windows of the later
phases of the style display, however, all the
baldness and want of design which characterise
the rest of the work

; for anything more ugly
than the monstrous windows of St. Mary’s,
Stralsund, divided into six or eight lights by
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mullions passing straight up into the heads,

could not easily be imagined.

Some of the beat examples of decoration by

enamelling the bricks are to be found in Star-

gard, a great part of the decorative terra-cotta

being black-glazed clay. Where, as in this case,

if they are used •with I’ed or dark bricks, the

effect, no doubt, was always satisfactory ;
but

when a number of bright colours, washed clean

and brilliant by every shower of rain, are built

together in a mass, it required the lapse of cen-

turies, and the decay inherent thereto, to mellow

and harmonise the whole. The great west door

of St. James’s, Stralsund, has the jamb-mould-

ings built up in large blocks of glazed terra-

cotta
;
hut in this case the colours were all deep

browns and blacks, and could never have had

the staring look of the little red and blue turret

I described at Prenzlau.

The bricks of which all these buildings are

formed aro chiefly remarkable for their size.

At Passewalk I measured some 11 in. by 5 in.

by 31 in., with a full |-in. mortar-joint ;
at St.

James’s, Stettin, they were the same size j
whilst

at Liibeck some which were being removed

from an old wall during the restoration of the

cathedral, I found measured as much as Hi in.

by in. by 4 in. The colour is a brownish red,

and the mortar joints white, so that although

we say that all the buildings are red brick, they

never have the staring red colour we have too

often to associate with the new red-brick house

iu England.
Before concluding, there are one or two points

which have been incidentally mentioned in the

planning and arrangement of the churches to

which I would particularly recur. One of the

first things to strike one is the common aiTauge-

ment of a large open porch or narthes across

the west front of the churches. Whether there

aro one or two towers in the front, the internal

arrangement is generally the same, and where

there is a single tower, as at St. Mar3
’’
8 ,

Stralsund,

transepts aro thrown out beyond the tower to

form this large hall. There are two types of

towers common in the district,—one the gabled

square tower with the spire over, so common iu

Germany, of which wo see, perhaps, the best

example at Limburg-on-the-Lahn
;

and the

octagonal lantern with angle pinuacles, examples

of which, indeed, are scattered throughout

E'drope, but which seems bore to have been a

typo carried to considerable perfection. Where,

as is often the case, the aisles were built of equal

height, the roof over the whole church was in a
single span, and the architects gained a space in

the eastern gable for lavishing all their favourite

display of panels and euspings. Thus these

gables como to form a most prominent feature

iu the principal buildings.

JOHK STUART MILL AND THE POWER
OP FINE ART.

It is impossible to note the course of the cur-

rent of the even popular literature of the day
without lighting every now and then, as if by
accident, on some thought or other in the way
of fine art, which shows how impossible it is for

tha human mind to rest content without it in

some one or more of its forms. No merely
practical education, whether of a business kind

or otherwise, can altogether annihilate the feel-

ing for it. Sometimes it is found to influence,

and powerfully influence, those who have been
brought up, and even educated, with a dead wall

in front of them—the dead wall of pure and
simple utilitarianism. In the earliest ages of

the world's history, and among peoples of the
most diverse mental type and physical organisa-

tion, it will bo found that art of some kind or

other, however rude it may have been, was
practised, and indeed went hand in hand with
whatever objects of pure necessity and utility

the most savage and rudest nations were pos-
sessed of. It seems, iudeed,—this desire for

“ornament,”—an ineradicateable instinct of the
human mind, not to be got rid of even by igno-

ranee itself, or by an advanced education of the
most learned utilitarian rigiditj*. It comes
simply to this, that the human mind is complex,
and has in it not only the faculty of the useful,

bat the faculty of the ornamental, or the
beauty aZ, or the “pretty,” too; and education,

to be of any real service, must recognise both of

them. To neglect either, or to try in any way
to stamp one of them out, must needs end in

failure, however perfect and complete the cul-

ture of the one left may have been.

That this is true, and the fact is not a little

interesting and instructive to the artistic com-
munity, is amply proved by tho example, the

wonderful example, of the late Mr. Juhn Stuart

Mill. His education,—and that was education,

if ever there was such a thing,—began as soon as

he could speak, and was all devised for him after

the model of the strictest and most severe “ utili-

tariaoism,”—the “utility” of Jeremy Bentham.
' In all things Mill, the philosopher, would have
nothing to say to any doctrine whatever, except

to the principle of utility. It was a weakness in

him, as his stern preceptors thought, which com-
pelled him to look in any other direction, and
away from this mere utility. Poetry was the
beguiling and weakening influence which served

to rend asunder, and almost at times to threaten

to overthrow', this structure of pure utilism,

which he had, at so much labour and cost, built

up in his mind. It is to this one special artistic

or poetic iuHiience that wo would call atten-

tion. It is one which must make the “ auto-

biography ”
of Mr. Mill not a little interesting,

and even consoling, to architects. The youthful

philosopher, looking up from bis many, many
books, could not but bo struck •with, and was
struck with, a “ view,” with a liking fur natural

scenery, and a love for pure nature. After his

laborious book-reading, what a revelation ! But
this was not all. So intent had he been on his

books, that ho noticed not the very apartment
in which he sat, and in which he daily lived and
moved, aud had his being. Fortunately for him,

Bentham, his great teacher, lived during the

half of each year at Ford Abbey, Somersetshire,

and in the spacious and lofty rooms of that

Abbey it was that the principle of utility, which
had so ruled his miud hitherto, was made to

give way—to the impression of sombre beauty
and quiet dignity. In the magnificent apart-

ments of this Abbey, so full of architecture aud
quiet' beauty, he fouud, he tells us, a new sense

and idea. These architectural rooms were to

me, he says, “the sentiment of a freer and
larger existence, and became to me a sort of

poetic cultivation.” A wonderful confession,

truly, from one who -was brought up iu the prin-

ciples of the most rigid utility, and was taught

to consider all things from the standpoint of a
solitary utilism. Looking at the room in which
ho worked and studied so hard, aud away for a
moment from his pile of tomes, lie saw from his

window tho “grounds” in which the Abbey,

—

to which both he and we now owe so much,

—

stood. They were, he tells us, “ at once riant and
secluded, umbrageous, and full of the sound of

falling waters.” It was, then, such as these
that turned the head of tho youthful philosopher
and untiring student of hooks. The sound of falling

waters and tho rustling of leaves, the sight of
great trees from the open window of a lofty and
noble room. Utility, bare aud bald utility, was
shattered and fairly riven asunder in his mind by
theimprcBSionof serene beauty which firstglanced

before him in this Somersetshire Abbey. Noter
before, probably, did architecture make so great

a conquest, or achieve so transcendent a victory.

It must have been, surely, says an acute writer,

some ancestral type in Mill’s concrete being,

when he could thus find his mind, all full of

sheer utility, thus affected. We do not so much
wonder at it, for it seems to uaalmostimpossible
for any sane human miud to be insensible to the

impression made on it by a noble room. Indeed,

the very contrast between the poverty, thinness,

and smallness of the ordinary middle-class

habitations,, and the rooms iu them, and
those more enlarged and right noble man-
sions, cannot but strike every man. They
point to a great and glorious future in human
existence, when we may suppose it will be con-

Bcious of this, and will find a way to provide
for the nobler want. The great singularity

here is, that one so brought up and isolated, and
educated in tho principles of sheer utility

should have been thus so powerfully affected by
it. It says whole volumes for architecture, and
for what it can do and has done, and will yet in

the future do—a distant future, it may be.

And thus may we see how poetry, in its

largest sense, aud architecture with it, may
come to influence a man almost in spite of him-
self, aud in spite of the most powerful of in-

fluences in the shape of a defined and rigidly

strict educational course—all tending the other

way. The all-powerful influences of such men
as Bentham, Ricardo, James Mill, and others,
with the grimmest of tho hard facts of the
“ dismal science,” constantly at him, could not
destroy or eveu nullify the faculty for the
beautiful in the mind of this gentle-hearted
man, for the ennobling and purifying influences

of it, from the first and always, though perhaps
unconsciously, influenced his mind. It is a
right noble aud impre.ssive lesson, and should go
far to encourage those who are perhaps too

prone to despond at the present look of things
in the world of art. Human nature is too
powerfully and strongly constituted to give way
even to the mighty iufluence of a steru ueces-
sity, in the form of the absolutely useful. It

will have “something ?)iorethan use.” It needs,
and will have, the pretty aud the pleasing

; a
something to find a joy, and a simple delight in.

It is for these that the artistic faculties, doubt-
less, have been conferred, and made to form a
component part of the very being of man.
And, again, may we usefully note what would

by many be thought a strange attraction for so

utilitarian a man, and tutored as he was ;
and it

is interesting as still further showing how
easily his miud was receptive of art influences
and picturesque ideas, though constantly warring
with his bald utilitarianism. We refer to his

delight in the romances of Sir Walter Scott.

He tells us that until he was grown to manhood,
he had read nothing of the poetic drearaings of
tho present century, aud could see, it would
seem, but little merit iu it

;
but that with the

metrical romances of Sir W. Scott, he was “ in-

tensely delighted,” as he always was with
animated narrative. This fact is not a little

remarkable and significant of the power of art

and architecture, even as word-painting, over a
practically educated mind. All know how
fiill these romances of Scott’s are of descrip-
tive power

;
of art, and architecture, aud pic-

turesque scenery, and a simple love of nature.
These works of the great novelist have capti-

vated all hearts, and they took even John
Stuart Mill’s heart fairly by storm, or rather,

after his dry and hard utilitarian training, they
opened upon him like visions of fairy land.

We cite these facts in the life of Mill because
they go to show how much more there is iu

matters architectural than the mere facts, im-

portant as they are, of its birth, and bringing

into existence. The “motive” of a building,

audits final destination, and the history of it,

and tho romance that gradually, as time goes

on, clusters round and about it, make of its

solid stones and huge timbers, material poetry.

Scott’s feudal castles seem hardly realities,

yet they were so

!

We think wo may thus learn from the example
of this i)hilosopber an artistic lesson of the

highest kind. In a twofold way -we see the

power of art and beauty over the humau mind.

First, in its power of teaching all men, whether
philosophers or not, aud then in its power of

triumphing over adverse influences and circum-
stances, and making havoc where tho defences

against it would seem to have been invulnerable.

We may see also in this remarkable instance of

the power of art that it takes no previous art-

education for a man to become subjective to its

power. Not only was John Stuart Mill “ ignorant

of art,” as the phrase is, but he -was expressly

educated to resist its blandishments. A wall

was built up before him, to keep out the sight

of art, and almost nature, -too; but his warm
and gentle nature, and intuitive love of the

beautiful iu nature and art, aud even architec-

ture, mastered it, and he became an artist in a
day. Ho found in fine art that which his mind
needed, and which he could not but miss in the

merely useful. Feelinrj, or sentiment, he was
taught to regard as a deadiy sin. To give way
to these was to fall into error, or, at all events,

to lose time
;
but his very nature rebelled against

this cold teaching,—his clear eyesight could not
be blinded. When nature, out in the open air

and in the green fields, caught his eye, his

inherent love of the country quite mastered
him, and he could not but feel as a painter and
an artist,—his rigid rules of life gave way, and,

like a child, he found simple pleasure in the ar.

rangement and collecting of humble wild flowers.

There are few events in this generation, looked

at from an artistic point of view, which have
told so strange and instructive a tale as this fact

of the mind -of a strictly brought up and edu-

cated “ utilitarian ” being so powerfully swayed
by art and simple nature. What a lesson it is,

and ought to be, to onr hosts of educationalists

and pedagogues, and to those ^vbo nowadays in

such numbers are seeking in such sometimes
artificial ways to elevate the masses of humanity.
In higher quarters, even, efforts are to be made
to move the Royal Academy to rouse itself, and
to further highly educate the architects of the

future generation. But few, very few, cauho[)i

to follow the wonderful example of Mr. Mill, or
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-can over attain to bis vast accumulations of

knowledge, botb old and new, from tho dead
past and from the living present. Still less can
they hope to use it all Tvithout confusion, as he
did, and to apply it to a good and useful pur-

pose. But one thing that he did all can do,

instinctively and through clear and untutored
eyesight. They can look at the things about
thorn and, it may be, see in not a few of thorn,

however common they may seem, that beauty
and harmony which esist in the whole of

Nature's works,—in natural scenery, in “ views,”

even in “ grounds ” sometimes, and in things

cast away and despised,—in weeds and in the
simplest wild flowers. In the very humblest of
Nature’s works J. S. Mill took simple delight,

seeing in them all the evidences of that trans-

cendent contrivance which is more strikingly

obvious in her mightier efforts.

THE WATER-SUPPLY OF THE
METROPOLIS.

lx pursuance of tho powers given in the

Metropolis Water Act of 1871, the water com-
panies of the metropolis are taking steps to

provide a constant supply of water to con-

sumers; and with that object they have issued

notices calling upon owners and occupiers to

provide the necessary appliances to secure
against waste. As a consequence considerable

opposition has been aroused in various quarters
of Loudon, and it is alleged that in enforcing the
regulations as authorised by tho Board of Trade
great severity has been exercised, so that in

many localities whole streets have been deprived
of water. Dr. Meynott Tidy, the medical officer

of health for tho district of Islington, has just

presented to the local authorities an elaborate
report on the present position of affairs as
between the public and the water companies, in

the course of which he observes that tho water
companies having at length yielded to the
popular clamour and granted the constant
service, it is unnecessary to urgeits desirability;

and there can bo no question that it will bo an
enormous gaiu in the case of tlie courts and
crowded homes of the poor. But to the well-

to-do classes, with the present daily supply
(Sundays not excepted) a supply little short of
constant, it is far from certain that the constant
service is so great a boon or so desirable as some
seem to regard it. Ilowover, this is not a
matter for discussion now, because the popular
cry has been yielded to. But now a complaint
of a different character is made,—that the con-
ditions required by the companies in granting
the constant supply are unfair. Dr. Tidy, how-
ever, afBrms that their most manifest fault is

their indefinite character. It certainly could
have been wished that tho companies—who
wero better judges than anybody else,—would
have decided on some special form of apparatus
to recommend for the adoption of the public,
rather than leave them to choose and shift for
themselves, floundering about amongst the nume-
rous patents of almost daily creation, which are
in many cases absolutely worthless. Thus a
new expense is incurred for further changes of

fittings that might just as well have been advised
in the first instance.

But the complaint now advanced is of a deeper
character than this. The public no doubt
imagined when, in the first instance, they loudly
asked for a constant supply,—that “ constant
supply” meant unlimited waste. To one with
even a mere chance knowledge of the important
question of the water supply to London, a work,
be it remembered, of gigantic magnitude, and
what is more, a work of daily-increasing magni-
tude, it will be seen that this never could be
permitted. And hone© the water companies
have drawn up a scries of regulations in accord,
anco with the provisions of the Metropolis Water
Acts of 1852 and 1871, which regulations have,
after due and very full inquiry, received the
sanction of the Board of Trade. These regu-
latioDS provide for the prevention of im-
proper waste and contamination of the water,
and also, as far as possible, an equal delivery to
houses on different levels

;
having been in force

now since the 10th of August last year, and a
sum of 5Z. being the penalty for their violation,

it is advisable that the public should clearly on-
derstand their nature. The regulations provide
that the water companies must be consulted pre-
viously to the water supply to new dwelling,
bouses being fixed; that no house may have
more than one pipe of communication, but that
every house must have its <HVn pipe, except in
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the case of blocks of houses, the water-rate of
which is paid by one owner; that screw-taps
only shall be employed ; that no water-pipe shall,

if it can possibly be prevented, bo laid through a
drain, but, if impossible to avoid, that certain

precautions shall be adopted to prevent con-
tamination

; that to prevent the action of frost

the pipe shall be of a certain depth; that no
pipe in connexion with the company shall be
connected with a lain-water receptacle

;
that no

waste-pipe shall hereafter be allowed, and that
all xcaste pipes,—that is, pipes the ends of which
are not visible, and the outlet of which may be
into drains,— shall bo converted into icartiing

pipes, the ends of which are visible, and so
easily examined

;
that, except under certain con.

ditions, no underground cistern or wooden butt
without a proper metallic lining shall be allowed

;

that where a stand-pipe is erected for the supply
of a group of houses, or for other purposes, “ a
water waste-preventer ” must bo employed

;

that in the case of water-closets a service-box,
so constructed as not to deliver more than two
gallons at each flush to the pan, shall be erected,
— this service-box being refilled from a store
cistern

;
that under no circumstances shall any

pipe communicating with the water-closet be in

direct communication with the companies’ pipes;
that bath apparatus shall be constructed so as to
prevent undue waste. It is provided, however,
“that all existing fittings, if sound and efficient,

which are not required to be removed or altered
under these regulations, shall be deemed to be
prescribed fittings under the Metropolis Water
Act of 1871."

But the public must be prepared for further
changes in rendering the constant supply more
universal. Fittings for the present supply will

not answer for the constant service. The com-
panics may give notice to the public requiring
an alteration of these fittings within two months

;

and if tho order is not carried out, the com-
panies can do the work themselves at the
expense of the owner or consumer.

Sneh is a summary of tho new regulations
;
and

no words are nowadays spared in their condemDa-
tion. On this matter, further, the public have a
right to be heard. Tho water-supply is a great
public question, and directors of water com-
panics should remember that they are tho cus-
todians of what is intended for the use of all, and
which the public have entrusted to their care to
deal with in the best possible way, and'with
the greatest possible consideration for the whole
community. Immediately directors cease to
remember they are accountable to a higher
tribunal than a company of shareholders, they
then mistake their position, and fall short in
what society naturally demands of them. Tho
water companies are the creation of the people,
permitted by the people, and, in all they do,
accountable to the people. For the benefit of
the one and all

;
for the greatest possible good

to the greatest possible number : these are the
terms of the companies’ trust-deed,—contract
betw’een company and people. And of course,
if the company are unmindful of tho trust, the
public have a perfect right to complain. But
not only must the company remember the terms
of the contract, the people must remember them
too. And if the water companies allowed a
whole district to run short because they were
not sufficiently careful to prevent waste by a
few, or the supply of a whole parish to be con-
taminated by the carelessness of an individual,
then the public would be justified in complaining
that the provisions of the trust had been violated.
It could not be expected that a constant service,
which tho public and press have demanded so
vigorously, could be granted except under certain
conditions. These conditions should be so drawn,
as not to be unnecessarily burdensopie or trouble-
some to the public, while siifficient to guard the
water both as to quality and quantity. That to
the uninitiated and uneducated there are difficul-

ties in the regulations there cannot be a doubt

;

but then Londoners required education in the
use of the constant supply, and that this educa-
tion is no hopeless or difficult task the success
which has attended the constant service in other
places abundantly testifies. All, at any rate,
will agree to this, that some measure must be
adopted to prevent the waste which would other-
wise be inevitable, and from which, sooner or
later, the public would be sad sufferers, and also
tho possibility of the contamination of the water,
with all the horrors of disease in its train. The
question in dispute is, aro'the'reguiationa pro-
posed unnecessarily stringent for the purpose of
avoiding the dangers that may arise from these
causes ? In answering this question, both com-

panies and people must remember that a very
false view will be obtained if they regard it

merely from a single standpoint,—that stand-
point being their own likes and dislikes.

NEW ARMY PREPARED-FOOD FACTORY,
MAYENCE.

Ax undertaking, novel in its features, says the
Cologne Gazette, is being rapidly pushed towards
completion at Mayence, and which is destined to
effect a great change in the existing mode of

furnishing subsistence to large armies in the
field, facilitating at the same time rapid move-
meats, and producing an entire change in the
present manner of warfare. Our readers are
aware that, during the Franco-German war, a
portion of the German army was supplied with
rations of what was called Erbsivurst (“pease,
sausage ”)—a very carefully prepared aud nutri-
tive article of food, ou which a greater part of
the troops almost wholly subsisted. The prin-
ciple of supplying an army in this manner is to
be largely extended, and every arlicle of food
for man and beast is, in futiire, to be served
ready for immediate use or cooking. A factory
for preparing this food, capable of supplying
rations to an army of 50,000 men is in course of
erection at the above fortress. The initiative to
the undertaking was taken by General (now
Field Marshal) von Manteuffel, and a lively

interest is manifested in German military circles

with regard to its practicability. If the results
are satisfactory, an establishment of this kind is

to be erected for every coiys cVarin4e.

Tbe works are so far advanced that tho
erection of the iron roof, with its covering of
corrugated iron, as well as that of two stories,

which are entirely of iron, of half of the prin-
cipal building, has been nearly completed. The
facade (over 1,000 ft. long) of the main building
is broken by three pavilion-like jetties, which,
jutting out at the back as centre and side-wings,
are to serve as loadiug-lialls for tho sets of rails

to be laid along the length of the building, as
well as through the halls, by which means the
manufactory will be brought into direct commu-
nication with the Ludwig Railway. In front of
the facade of tho main building the so-called

water-tower is in course of erection, a high-
pressure reservoir for supplyingwater to tbe whole
of the factory, to contain about 90,000 gallons.
For obtaining this supply, as well as the water
for three steam-engines, of 200, 150, and 100
horse-power respectively, two wells have been
sunk to the level of the bottom of the Rhine
bed. The boiler-house and chimney are detached
from the main building. The engines have been
ordered from England. The works will contain
steam flour-raiils, bakehouses, slaughter-houses,
and washing and pumping plant. The steam
flour-mills will turn out 7,000 cwt. of flour daily,

and there is sufficient accommodation in the
bakehouse, with its kneading-machines and con-
tinuous ovens, for manufacturing this quantity
of flour into bread. The slaughter-house is

large enough to slaughter and deliver ready for
manufactm-e into food 170 oxen daily, or at least

1,000 per week, to the prepared food depart-
ment, which, independently of this, will manu-
facture also prepared vegetables. In addition to
providing daily rations for an army of 50,000
men, the works will supply prepared forage
rations for tbe horses of such an army.

Sixteen houses for the officials and about GOO
workmen have been begun. The opening of
the works is fixed for about the beginning of
1875.

NEW CHAMBERS, LINCOLN’S INN.
We have already referred to the new chambers

now in course of erection near tho Hall (p. 937,
ante). Tbe accompanying view and plan illns-

trate these, which are being built by Messrs.
Jackson & Shaw, from the designs of Sir G. G.
Scott, R.A. They are of red brick from East
Mailing, with Ancaster stone dressings, and will
cost about 8,OOOZ. Mr. Kabelly is the clerk of
works.

The Government and Railvray Acci-
dents.—An important circular has been sent by
the Railway Department of the Board of Trade
to the chairmen of the various railway com-
panies, warning tbem of the necessity of making
better arrangementa Tor The diminution of rail-

way accidents, and threatening procedure iiri

Parliament for legislative powers should this be
found requisite.
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"LiNGUISniNG FOB EMPLOYMENT.’
SiK,—When the “ rising junior,”—slightly, or

perhaps more than slightly, bald, and -with a
powdering of grey among his whiskers,—is in-

troduced in a legal or social sketch, everybody
confesses that the character has been outlined
often enough to render him a recognised type
in the world of fiction. There is, in the
method of bringing him on tho scene, the kind
of mixture of a joke and a sentiment,— of
something a little pathetic with something a
little funny, — that is sure to hit the mark,
and in good time to find sufficient applause
from that handsome majority of us who like

our pet sentences all the better when they
have wellnigh qualified themselves for being
classed among the materials for arcbmology.
Middle-aged curates, when they appear in con.
Tontional story, are, it must be confessed, largely
dependent upon their domestic circumstances.
These dictate whether they are to belong to the
worthy, wise, and somewhat pitiful and prosaic
section,—or to the more interesting division,
shajjed by blighted hopes and the general
waywardness of tho world,—into characters
that (kept in the background) give necessary
contrasts in pictures dealing in the main with
settlements, orange ilowers, and all other re-

quisites of a thoroughly satisfactory completion.
It is strange that physicians and surgeons,

—

the members of tlie other universally recognised
“profession,”—do not seem to have struck
the popular imagination in anything like
the same way. How far our old friends,
Mr. Robert Sawyer and Mr. B. Allen, may have
kindled a sympathy of soul with their hearty
ways,—stimulated by memories of the potent
punch that formed so material a portion of their
intellectual sustenance

;
how fur the will para-

graphs of the lllustTalcd London Neivs and
expectations of 140,0001. personalty left by well-
respected testators,—may have seemed to refiect
a general well-to-do-ness, it is impossible to say.
It may suffice that the Lydgate of “Middle-
march,” on bis first appearance,—young, intel-
lectual, ardent, not ungraceful, with any possible
fortunate future sosmingly before him,— seems
accepted now-a-da5’s as a good typical example of
a practitioner with his success yet unassured, in
the profession that looks after us in all our most
critical moments. No one would expect that
architects,—young, middling, or old,—should
have famished as yet another stock character to
the puppet-shows of comedy or domestic fiction.

They are as members of a distinct profession
the creations of modern wants

j
and have not

been long joined together into any recognised
body corporate. “Incorp.VII., Gul.IV.”

(
= 1837)

appears beneath the lions,—whose meagreness
one would hope was not meant to convey a hint,
a warning, or a prophecy,—that gambol and loll

out their tongues after the manner of better.fed
animals on the seal of the Royal Institute of
British Architects. Has too short a time elapsed ?

Or perhaps no types of character notable enough
have beeu matured ? The annals of any chro-
nicler would, it may be, have presented only the
general current of things,—to all appearance a
littlo too prosperous—and dull—to be very in-

teresting ? Or the search among individuals
may not have rewarded, and so kept up the
courage of the student of human nature, in
anxious quest of “humours”?—“humours”
being defined for the nonce (with some geniality
of feeling) to express the peculiarities that in
highly artificial societies are grafted on natures
of the proper kind, and grow with considerable
luxuriance wlien nurtured by habit and circum-
stance,—by all the positive and negative in-
fluences met with in following the very clearly-
defined lines of life that we lay down nowadays.

Perhaps we have no reason to envy the old-
settled professions in respect of the over-succoss-
fiil modelling of features and manners and tone
of mind of practitioners—by their special occu-
pation. Especially is this so when we notice, as
I have suggested, that at times this modelling
takes as well subordinate specialities from still

other class subdivisions,—from,above all, the acci-
dents of hope long deferred, or uniform and early
snccesses. From these result the loss of confi-
dence in himself on tlio part of the nonemployed
Mr. Phunky

; and, in contrast, the—surely a
little over-strained—expression of force (the
result of being well courted and well praised
and employed from an early age) shown in the
nephew of the powerful bishop. From this

accident of hope deferred come as well those
saddest of failures in the higher spheres of
effort, where a life’s struggle is given to gaining

a stand in the tribune, .only to find— now the
opportunity has come— ashes in the mouth and
commonplaces in tho soul, and that almost in-

articulate mumbling most be substituted for tho
voice ringing with delight and with power that
might once have given fitting ntteranco to tho
mingled thought and feeling that then was ready
to well forth in unstinted floods. However, as
we commonly say, all things liave their advan-
tages and disadvantages, and to see which way
the balance turns in each case makes the true
wisdom of active and observant minds. Viewin
life from standpoints showing enough of the
panorama, such wise persons have commonly
put foith as their conclusion.—that if a too-

evenly spread prosperity, and the rather unsatis-
factory and peculiar kind of torpidity of spirit
that frequently accompanies it, liavo their draw-
backs,—hunger, and the rather iingenial qualities
that often go with it, excite in one still less
enthusiasm. It is with the faint hope of averting
from the arobitectnral profession for the future
this Bortof reputation,— thereputation ofbreeding
up those who will too long bo deprived of their
legitimate levies, and may perhaps consequently
be regarded as endowed with too excellent
teeth, and less and less power of doing any-
thing in return for the tribute they get it i.s

with the desire of protesting at once that I
address you, and expect from your readers some
agreement in condemnation of a passage in the
opening address of the President of tho Royal
Institute of British Architects,—in which he
speaks of “young men of the highest promise
who are at this moment actually languishing
for employment.” (The italics are not mine, but
the President’s.) Some fellow-feeling and wish
for their welfare may properly be feltj but I
cannot help regarding tho expression of such
feelings as leading to so considerable a deroo-a-
tion from the dignity of the profession, and to so
little else, as not to justify the innovation. Was
It well advised to call such pointed attention to
what 13 of course only one picturesque accident
among many, in a world that every one knows is
full of competitors ? A great portion of the
pathos of a battle-scene consists in our reco"
nising the presence of a kind of fate, that give.s
all victory to the very strongest, or ablest, or to

mi?
wielder of some special weapon,

ihe dead and the conquered are the raw mate-
i-ial out of which the glory of the victor is made
up. Bat we need not make aU the world our
confidant,-tell it abroad that our professional
brotherhood is the scene of similar war to the
knife-point. It might fairly bo left to the more
or less acute observation of spectators to notice
these things for themselves, if at all Good
lieavena! cun Sir Gilbert be aware that those
who-(io translate bis words) are " beoomioK
doll m spirit, and [perhaps he meant] in mind,
as the result of forced inaction,” will, on careful
retrospection in years to come, have little real
cause to thauk one or two leading practitioners
for what they have done for them ?— in spread-mg far and near the custom of withholding work
Irom younger but worthy architects ?

I am sure you will, with your usual courtesy,
allow your columns to be used for the statement
ot tho views on a professional matter of

A Constant Subscihuec,

DEFENCE OP SHAMS.
Sir,—Under this head, in the BitUder for

September Pith, I intended to show that the
prodiictioii of shams might not only be oon.
Biderod a legitimate work o£ tho artist, but that
their general reoognitiou would bo highly con-
dncive to tho advancement of the cause which
real art, as understood by the elect, is said to
promote. I did not expect that tho views there
rougnly sketched, although making no claim to
originality, w'ould pass unchallenged

; but I amsnrpnsed to find that on several points I have&dod of that explicitness which 1 supposed tobe tho oliiof merit of my letter. Thus it has
happened that Mr. Proud could make no
application ol the paragraph about the Vienna

awards, or ol tho reference to the teaching in
our nrt schools, in “ tho vague statement a^nt
years ago

; and ho has supposed me to be
deprecating the value of high art-culture when Iwas, m fact, advocatiug the means by which Ibehoved the sphere of its usefulness might be

or made universal.
To “A Spectator” I would explain that I did

not use the word “sham” in order to “pique
curiosity, but from a sincere wish to remove the
reproach, censure, and ridicule which at present

'

attach to the wearer, user, or possessor of all
articles,—whether they bo of personal attire,
building materials, or domestic furnitare and
decorations,—which can bo brought under the
bane of that designation. The truth is, that
shams are but the product resulting from the
friendly alliance of tho arts and sciences, and
when the invidious distinction between “ real ”

and “ imitation ” shall have become a matter of
curious history, then the highest art of which we
are capable will bo equally at the command of
all

; for then manufacturers will not find it necos-
sarx’, in deference to high-class patronage, to
mark by a debased art the costly from the
cheap : nor will the patron of the “ sham ” have
to secure himself from ridicule by mean subter-
fuge. Treu, indeed, tho “imitation” will have
become “real,” and the real will in due course
take its place with liand-nmdo bricks, black letter
printings, needle-work tapestry, and kindred
subjects, within the glass cases of our museums.
And this brings me to the consideration of

what should be the highest aims of the decora-
tive artist, and will enable me to show the
bearings of this subject of shams upon the
teachings of our art institutions. The question
is, whether should the designer be the slave of
that awful potentate “ high art,” or prime
minister to that halting and many-minded
monster “public taste" ? Whether should he
speak a language intelligible to the million sub-
jects of the latter, or chant pretentious plati-
tudes acceptable only to the scattered units of
the former ? At one and the same time both
he cannot do; and it is to the persistent repudia-
tion of this simple, self-evident fact, by those
who have from time to time been entrusted with
the conduct of our national art schools, that I
have repeatedly attributed much of the failure
to advance the character of the art industries of
the country. To enter upon a surgical opera-
tion without previous inquiry as to the subjeot’s
constitution

;
to treat the same disease alike in

all patients without reference to individual
physique, is the work of the reckless charlatan

;

and the first duty of an art instructor, whoso
Bjfiiere of operation xvas to embrace the majority
of the nation, should have been to inform him-
self of the mental, moral, and social condition of
those committed to hia charge.

Colour is not for the blind, nor is music for the
deaf; yet it were not less wise to paint for the
one and sing for the other, than to e.xpecb just
appreciation of conventional ornament when
there is no knowledge of the nature whence it

is derived, or acquaintance with the - artist’s
sources of inspiration. To what end do they
discourse wlio speak an unknown tongne ? Be
they ever so learned and eloquent, to the vulrrar
listener it is only jncomprehonsible jargon, and
a little plain-speaking in the mother-tongue
would be of more avail. If, then, yon would
read a lesson in nrt to tho cottager from the
walls of his dwelling, from tho covering of his
floor, or from his domestic furniture, you must
decorate them with objects likely to arrest his
attention, stimulate his fancy, or excite in his
mind some emotion of pleasure. This has not
been done, and should never have been at-
tempted, by diapering them with severely con-
ventional forms treated in shadowless mono,
chrome. However admirable, artistic, and
suggestive these highly decorative symbols may
be to the student of art or to the initiated, they
utterly fail to impress the ignorant with a sense
of anything in the heavens above, or the earth
beneath, or in the waters under the earth, and
are for any purpose of use or ornament abso-
lately worthless. It was perhaps natural that
men living in opulence should mistake the wants
of the indigent masses. Seated in a sump,
tuously.furnished drawing-room, which oj)ens
upon a conservatory ablaze in the brilliant bloom
of cfiioicest plants, it is easy to discover that
floral decoration is an excess in the carpet; and
gazing in pride upon the costly examples of the
painter’s art which hang upon the walls, it is
not less easy to discover that the work of tho
paperbanger is siiporerogant. Here, indeed, tho
floor and tho walls are, as has so often been
urged, only a background to superimposed and
surrounding objects, which will gain in effect by
ics neutral subordination. Bub in the poor man’s
home, if the needed colour and ornament are
not in the wall-papor and upon the carpet, they
will nowhere be found

; for gilt mirrors, bright
hangings, and rich upholstery do not usually
there abound to give interest or relief to a
whitewashed wall. Tho flowers which yon
have denied him in his floor-covering and in his
wall-paper have not sprang spontaneously in tho
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backyard. The deal table, which yon hare
stripped of its bri^htly-painted oilcloth, be it

ever bo well scrubbed, is but a poor substitute

for the rich inlay of your own
;
and the air of

comfort and cheerfulness which these things

gave to his room have since been wanting.

Ruined castles and birds of Paradise ; cathedral

spires, moonstruck and benighted lovers ; steeple,

chases and impossible landscapes, may all be

highly reprehensible as mural decorations from
your standpoint, bnt they were all in all of art

and of nature to the tens of thousands amongst
whom they obtained

;
and I, who have seen

something of these things and noted their effect

upon the uninformed mind, do not hesitate to

say that the demand which brought them into

existence was infinitely more human than the

intelligence which swept them away.

It was not less of life and nature and colour

that were needed, but representations of a higher

type, expanding the horizon of too contracted

views, and indicating the existence of a higher

.social, moral, and intellectual society within.

The flowers which could nowhere else be known
were well and wisely scattered upon the floor-

covering, although their presence there did de-

stroy the proper sense of evenness, and their

mimic beauties were crashed under the rnthless

foot
;
for it is upon the ground, and along our

path, and under our feet, that Nature has most
profusely strewn them

;
and the plants which

living trail and climb in tangled profusion in

obedience to the law of their growth, or the

guiding hand of man, were 7lof inaptly pictured

upon our wall-papers. Even the mantel orna-

ments, crude representations as they mostly
were, of quadrupedal nature, had a use in the

cultivation of the infant mind and budding
affections, which I dare to say may be wanting
in the abortive samples of Classic art which
have displaced them. I am no longer a child to

be pleased with toys, but I remember enoiigh of

my childhood to understand their necessity, and
I know that the wall-papers and the carpets and
the mantel ornaments were of old the picture-

books and the playground and the pets, where
now are only blank walls and filthy gutters to

amuse and to instruct. I do not know that the

rising generations have shown a more precocious

reverence for Nature’s works since the promulga-
tion of the edict against pictorial wall-papers and
floral carpets

; a more gentle and considerate

treatment of the brute creation, since their

earthen efilgies have been banished from the
domestic hearth. I do not know that in more
advanced years they have shown a higher appre-

ciation of the beauties of art, or a greater pride

in their homes ; and I have yet to discover that

the higher attributes of social and moral life

have been generally quickened into more healthy

action by the purifying ordeal through which
the domestic art has been put.

My own observations, I regret to say, incline

me to believe otherwise. Nor am I surprised;

for there is even in the minds of the most igno-

rant a sense of the “ everlasting fitness of

things," and it is not unreasonable to believe

that carelessness as to personal attire,—leading

to indifference of personal conduct and domestic

duties,—may have been induced by the di-

minished attractiveness of “ Home.” Thus, then,
“ A Spectator’s " second " difficulty ’’ is in the

way of being solved, and the relation of dress

to art demonstrated.

That " dress does not make the man ” is only

partly true, because the wearer of good clothes

does receive, and is mostly entitled to receive,

marks of consideration, which encourage self-

respect, and stimulate love of approbation,

—

qualities of mind which can only be fed by
active well-doing. The sloven, on the other

band, be he worthy or disreputable in himself,

is in his contact with the better clothed subject

to suspicion not always unjust, and liable to

insult which he dare not resent
;
and in his

desire to escape humiliation, the chances are

that he will descend to debasing associates, and
in the end avenge himself upon society for

imaginary wrongs by swelling that stream of

ruffianism which is a curse in our country. This

is, however, rather the moral than the cestbetic

aspect of the question
; and my letter has

already so far exceeded reasonable limits, that

I must defer for the present the further dis-

cussion of the subject. C. Heney Whitaker.

Architectural Union Company.—The six-

teenth annual general meeting of this company
will be held on December 3rd, at the House in

Conduit-street.

MOTTOES ON MASONRY.
Sir,

—

I have made inquiries concermog the

house in West Eiid-lane, Hampstead, bearing

the inscription, " Earth fortune and fill the
fetters,” and learn that it is in the occupation of

Sir Charles Murray. Your correspondent is

therefore correct in his conjecture.

In turning over the pages of Crabb Robinson’s
Diary I perceive incidental mentiou of three

Continental inscriptions. In vol. i., p. lOt, he
writes:

—

“Oa mv wny back to Pirns (from Prague). I was
amused by the slyaess of au inscription on a newly-built
wall. It was in verse, and its import as follows ; This

house is in the hand of God. In the year 1793 was the

wall raised
;
and if God will turn mv heart to it, and nay

father-in-law will advance the needful, I will cover it with
tiles.”

And again, at p. 118, he writes of the Fichtelge-

birge, or Fir Mountains, the birthplace of Jean

Paul Richter :—Here are some very curious rocks,

well known and celebrated by travellers in

search of the picturesque. Houses of entertain-

ment have been erected, and are adorned with

arbours, which are furnished with iuscriptions.

On a lofty rock, under which there is a rich

spring, there are two hexameters, which I thus

translated :

—

“ Here, from the rock's deep recesses, the nymph of the
fount pours her treasures

;

Learn, O man, so to give, and so to conceal, too, the
giver.”

The third is shorter. It relates to the great

author of "The Sorrows of Werther” :
—

“ Gliethe lived in a large atid handsoma house—that is’

for Weimar. Before the door of his study was marked in

mosaic, 8.A.LyE.”

The Rev. Robert Collyer, writing from

America, of Yorkshire, mentions a motto which
occurs on a beam in an old house by Bolton

Bridge, close to Rupert Field, wnich was once a

bridge chapel :

—

“ Thou that wendest on this way,
One Ave Maria thou shall say.”

I trust these additional examples will interest

your readers. W.

BREAD BAKING AND HOUSE HEATING.
The following novel idea has just been pro-

posed in Edinburgh, viz. :
— An arrangement of

jacketed ovens, constructed of boiler plate-iron,

BO that the surrounding water would retain and
distribute the surplus heat from the bread ovens
by such heated water, circulating in pipes laid

on as required to warm public or private build-

ings from the jacketed iron ovens. Be ye
warmed and filled,” is indeed a comforting
Scripture text, that may yet be practically

brought home to Edinburgh, when the great

amount of waste heat surrounding the ovens
of the bakers is utilised, instead of being dis-

sipated in drying the street pavements ; no

.

doubt a very good thing in wet weather as far

as it goes ;
but why should not this waste heat

be turned to better account when fuel is so

dear? A plan of utilising such heat in the

basement of larger buildings may be seen in our
‘ old castles, such as Craig Millar, near Edinburgh ;

but indeed it is difficult to satisfy two dogs with

one bone.

SIMPLE AND ECONOMICAL MODE OF
PROJECTING FIRE-GRATES INTO ROOMS.

Seeing that the cost and trouble attending

the removal and replacing a chamber-grate is

considerable, I have this winter adopted a very

simple mode of projecting a grate fire-basket

into the room, so as to obtain the desired warmth
from one-third the quantity of fuel formerly

consumed in the ordinary Kennard grate. With a

good draught into the vent, I find that by thus

projecting the open basket-grate so as to require

a smaller fire, the cold chink-draughts into the

room are lessened.

Nine-tenths of these Kennard grates having a

good draught, carry away with the smoke much
beat that must be replaced in the room by cold

air rushing in.

My simple modification of the existing grate

in many apartments might be adopted at little

cost, even less than 5s. With a good going vent an

ordinary fire-basket, with hooks riveted behind,

so that it will hang like a trivet ou the front bars

of a grate, gives a rude idea of what may be

done. With an ash-pan below the fire-basket,

it forms at once a very cheap and suitable pro-

jecting grate for parlour or bedrooms, safe and

cleanly. I do not see why we should continue

with good-going vents, wasting the warmth and
glowing charms of dear coal by burying it while
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burning in our chamber walls, seeing that a
bright blazing fire, even in a fire-basket, is the
grandest decoration that a room can have at

this season. My economical project may bo
made the most of by placing a sheet of bright

tin near the front of the grate-bars, behind the
fire-basket, so as to reflect the cheerful glow of

the projecting fire, still more into the room,
while the gaping cavity in the disused grate is

decently filled up by such a sheet of tin as can
be burnished up every morning.

James Kerr,

"MADDENING DRINK.”
Our last paragraph on this snbject (on 25th

ult.) has called forth the strong remonstrance
of a correspondent, under the pseudonym of
" Beer.” He states that he has " had much ex-

perience as a brewer, being one of the largest in

the north,” and he "never knew an instance of

adulteration;” declares that “there is nothing to

justify the gross accusations made against the

trade;” and thinks "it is a scandalous thing
for any one to make them without having first

taken sufficient measures to ascertain their

truth or otherwise.”

One would think “ a brewer ” ought to be
glad to know that drink, in which he deals, and
which is declared, by many judges—if not in-

deed by magistrates in general,—to be "the
cause of nine-tenths of all the crimes that fill

their prisons and is declared by the expe-

rienced superintendent of Colney Hatch,—the

distinguished chief asylum of the demented and
the mad,—to be the main cause which fills

such houses as his
;

is not so on account of the

legitimate alcoholic and intoxicant principle

which it contains, bub of toxicant or poisonous
principles, which simulate the intoxicating

effects of pure or unadulterated drink upon
the brain, and produce those deleterious

effects upon it which overturn and destroy its

legitimate functions altogether, and convert men
into devils, aud drinking - houses into hells.

Whether the brewer (or distiller) be to blame,

or the publichouse keeper, is a secondary ques-

tion altogether by comparison with the tremen-

dous fact that nine-tenths of all the crime which
fills the prisons and madhouses are due to drink.

Let the brewer console himself with the idea

that it is not the drink as it passes through Jiis

hands that is blameable (if such be the case) ;

—

and we blamed "preparers” of the drink; dis-

: tinctly and purposely avoiding the attribution

i of any special blame to brewers, or distillers

either, although there are different opinions on
these points too.

We have nob space to enter farther into a sub-

ject such as this in the Builder, but we cannot
close these few remarks without calling “Beer’s”
attention to the following condensed extract from
a recent issue of the Free}ri'aii’s Journal, in order

to show, nob so much the probability that drink

is adulterated as that at last the adulterants are
beginning to be used " neat,” without even the
drink to moderate their toxicant effect!—
" For some time past the Dublin police have been maeh

puzzled to account for the number of persons affected

with temporary lunacy whom they have had of late to

arrest in the streets, or for the numerous acts of absolute
madness committed by persons who were said to be only

under the iiifiitenee of drink. Almost every night in the
police-stations raging maniacs were to be found. Many
became so dangerously atfected that they had to be taken
to hospitals in the most deplorable state. It was also

observed that suicides were becoming more frequent, and
that persons who had no means to procure drink were
seldom sober. Active inquiries have been sot on foot, and
it has been ascertained that in several places in the city a
terrible chemical combination is sold at a low price. This
liquid compound has the effect of producing the most
fearful and rapid brain esoitement, sad we understand
that it has been introduced here from America. It has
the effect of not only making those who drink it demented,
but also of producing temporary paralysis of the limbs
and frequently utter unconsciousness. It is high time for

the authorities to look after this new and terrible traffic,

already so disastrously attended with the most lamentable
consequences.

"

We may add tbafc lunacy is on the increase in

London no less than in Dublin
;
and that notwith-

standing what "Beer” says about the Excise

rendering adulteration impossible, a retired

brewer and Poor-law guardian at Liverpool,

while speaking of the filling of the Poor-law

lunatic asylnms of Lancashire with mad
drunkards, expressed his decided conviction

that drink was adulterated in certain cases

hy 'brewers; and Messrs. Brett & Co., dis-

tillers, admit the existence of those besot-

ting essential oils of which the superin-

tendent of Colney Hatch speaks, in much drink

as it is distilled, and before it reaches the

notorious pnblic-honae adulterators or "drink
doctors ” at all.
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SANITAEY MATTERS.

The Seioa/je Queiition at Leeds.—For the past

; two years the corporation of Leeds has been

;
experimenting on the sewage of the town on a
rather large scale. Worlcs have beeir erected at

Knostrop, on the left bank of the River Aire,

. about a mile and a half below Leeds Bridge, at

which the “ A B C” Company have been carry-

ing on operations. The corporation are erecting
much larger works on the same principle a little

nearer the town. In the meantime, the existing
experimental works, calculated to deal on the
ABC system with about one-sixth of the entire

sewage of the town, have been placed at the
disposal ofother experimenters on the treatment
of sewage. During the last month General
Scott has been conducting a series of experi-

ments, and the Sanitary Committee of the Town
Council hav'e been visiting the works for the
purpose of witnessing some experiments made
by Mr. Fulda, under a new process which he has
patented. The sewage is mixed with lime, sul-

phate of soda, and several other ingredients not
specified, and thoroughly churned up by an
“ agitator.” The action of the chemicals on the
sewage is said to be to produce rapid and complete
precipitation of all solid, colouring, and noxious
matters, so that by the time the water flows out
none but a practised eye could detect any dis-

colouration. Nor is there any perceptible smell

.

or taste left beyond a faint suspicion of brack-
ishness. These results, considering the fact that
Mr. Fulda only commenced operations on the
previous day, produced a favourable impression
on those who witnessed tho experiments. The
great advantages of this process are stated to bo
its cheapness and tho facilities which it affords

for adoption on a small scale as well as the
largest, the appliances required being of the
simplest description. The inventor aiBrms that
he can undertake to treat the town sewage of
Leeds at 17s., and tho sewage as treated con-

I taining dye-waters for 243. per million gallons
respectively. This is very much cheaper than
either the ABC process, which is said to cost
about 4l.’per million gallonsj or the system of

General Scott, which costs even more. We
understand that the patent is in work at Yeadon,
Guiseley, and Idle, and at Bramley Union
Workhouse.
Evesham : Disgraceful Sanitary Conditions.—At

a recent meeting of the Rural Sanitary Authority
of tho Union, the medical officer of health, Mr.
G. H. Fosbroke, handed in reports relative to

tho sanitary condition of two of the villages in

the rural sanitary district. The reports revealed
a deplorable state of things at Broadway and
Childswickham. At the latter place there was
no regular system of drainage, and what few
drains there were, including one from the
churchyard, emptied themselves into a brook
running through the village. The privies were,
with one or two exceptions, in a disgraceful
state. The water-supply was shown to bo very
bad. In some cases it was derived from wells,

but frequently from the stream running through
tho village, and often taken from it only a few
yards below the point where various kinds of

sewage enter, in! addition to that brought
down from the villages above. Typhoid fever

and diarrhoea were very frequently in the
village, and at tho date of the medical officer’s

visit (November 12th, 1873), the report stated
that one patient was just convalescent, and one
just dead, from tho former disease. Both cases
occurred in tho same house. The water was
highly contaminated with sewage, and near the
door of the cottage was a filthy midden, which
was being cleansed. Most of the habitations
were labourers’ cottages, and were in a most
draughty, dilapidated condition, several beino'

propped up by poles, and altogether unfit for

human habitation. It was ordered that steps
should bo at onco taken, with a view to the im-
mediate adoption of remedial measures. The
salaries of the temporary inspectors of nuisances
(Messrs. Wadams and Smith), were raised, the
former to 151. and the latter to 201. per annnra.
The salary of the clerk (Mr. J. Wadams), for

extra work in relation to the sanitary business
of the Union, was raised 351. per annum.

Outbreak of Fever at Thombury.—The inha-

bitants of the little village of Thoi-nbury, about
five miles north of Bromyard, with a population

of only about 245, have been thrown into painful
excitement in consequence of the outbreak of an
epidemic of scarlet fever. Already seven lives

have been sacrificed, and many persons are at

present lying ill with it. The Sanitary Authority
for Bromyard (the district to which the village
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is attached) is endeavouring to stay tho progress
of the fever. Dr. Sandford, the medical officer

of health, was summoned to the village to make
a sanitary report, and, if possible, to ascertain
the cause of the outbreak. From a rigid inquiry
he had ascertained that tho infection had been
imported into a public school by one of the
children coming from a distance, whoso relations

had been suffering from the fever. Dr. Sandford
minutely inspected the premises and water of

the school, together with the drainage. The
well is only 12 ft. from the sewage tank, which
was found to bo full, and the well being situated

below the level of the tank, if leakage took
place gravitation would inevitably contaminate
the water. Dr. Sandford examined the water,
and found that it had recently become slightly

tainted with sewage. He did not, however, in

any way attribute the outbreak of fever to this

cause. The school has been ordered to be closed
until further orders. Wherever there has been
a large accumulation of dirty linen, orders have
been given for it to be burnt, the Sanitary
Authority freely acquiescing in this precaution,
and compensating the poor for any loss thereby
sustained.

SCHOOL BOARD SCHOOLS.
London.—Mr. C. Reed, M.P., brought up the

following report from tho Works Committee,
which was received, viz. :

—

“ loth November, 1873.

(a) Opexixg of Pebmanenx School.

I and 2. The committee have to report that the boys’
and girls' departments of tbe Monuow.road, Bermondsey,
School will be ready for opening on the 21tli metaut.

(6) Tenders.
3, The committee have invited tenders for the erection

of a school to accommodate 571 children on the site in
Vauihall-street, Lambeth, tho amounts of which are as
follow :~

W. Higgs
Hill & Sous
T.Ennor
J.High ,

J. Sewell Sl Son
Merritt & Ashby
J. Kirk
W. Cullum
L, H, & R. Roberts...
B, E. Nightingale ...

J. Tyerraan

,.£5,673 0 0
. 6,633 0 0

6,360 0 0
6,350 0 0
6,350 0 0

. 6.320 0 0
6,283 0 0
6,255 0 0

. 6,218 0 0
6,187 0 0
6,185 0 0

The committee recommend the acceptance of the lowest
tender, that of Mr. J. I’ycrman, of 27, Cranmtr-road,
Brix'on, B-W., amounting to 5,185L

'1. On the 29th October last, the Board agreed to the
purchase of the site in Gipsy-hill-road, Lower Norwood,
suitable for a school for 720 children, to which the chil-
dren from the present school in Chapel-road, Lower N
wood, tho lease of which will expire at Christmas n
could be transferred. As itwill be impossible to complete
tbe erection of the now school before next Midsummer,
tbe committee are of ouinion that in order to prevent tho
children being dispersea, some temporary provision should
bo made for their accommodatiou in the meantime. They
therefore recommend that a wood and iron building to
^^ccomraodatc 320 children be erected on a portion of the
site; the school to be in three departments, which can be
detached if necessary, or erected side by side in order to
form a single block. Tenders have been obtained from
Mr. .T. Kirk, of Warren-lano Wharf, Woolwich, for tho
erection of such a school, tho cost of which will be as
follows :

—

Boys’ School and Class-room to accommodate 120
children

Girls’ School and Class-room to accommodate 120
children 393

Infants' School to accommodate 80 children, inclu-
ding Gallery 205

The committee recommend that these tenders bo ac-
cepted.’’

At the final meeting of tke Board, on the
recommendation of the works committee, it was
resolved that the tender of Mr. J. D. Hobson, of

7, Duke-street, Adelphi, W.C., amounting to

7,9S0L, for the erection of a school to provide
accommodation for 1,075 children, on the site in

Sharp-street, Kingsland-road, be accepted; that
the tender of Mr. G. Stephenson, of Beaufort-
street, Chelsea, S.W., amounting to 6,391-1., for
the erection of a school to provide accommoda-
tion for 775 children, on the site in Albany-row,
Lambeth, bo accepted

;
that the tender of Mr.

S. J. Jerrard, of Houiesdale, Lewisham, S.E.,
amounting to 6,3171., for the erection of a school
to provide accommodation for 811 children, on
the site in Burrage-road, Plumstead, be accepted

;

that the tender of Mr. J. D. Hobson, of 7, Duke-
street, Adelphi, W.C., amounting to 5,5891., for
the erection of a school to provide accommoda-
tion for 798 children, on the site iu Duke-street,
Deptford, be accepted

;
that the amended tender

of Mr. J. High, amounting to 8,7751., for the
erection of a school to provide accommodation
for 776 children on tho site in Tower-street,
St. Giles’s, be accepted.

Northampton.—The foundation-stones of the
Vernon-terrace and Spring-lane Schools have
been laid. It was found that the central parts

of the town were amply provided for, and that
the schools to be built by the Boai'd were re-

quired in tho extremities of the town, par-
ticularly in the east and west. To meet tha
deficiency, four schools will have to be built, but
the Board determined to erect two first, the
Educational Department approving that course
of action, and also the two sites for their erec-

tion,—Vernon-terrace and Spring-lane. The
plans selected for the schools were those of

Messrs. Bland & Cossins, Birmingham, for tlie

Vernon-terrace Schools, and those of Mr. Walker,
London, for the Spring-lane Schools

;
the con-

tractors being Mr. John Watkin, 3,4171., for the
former, and Mr. Redgravej'4,23SJ., for the latter.

The style of both schools is Gothic in treatment.
Tho Vernon-street Schools, according to the
design, aro built in red brick, with Bath stone
dressings. Tho elevation towards Vernon-street
is a gable, filled in with a five-light transomed
window. Tho infant-school is 52 ft. by 2-4 ft.,

with class-room, 24 ft. by 19 ft.
;
and lavatory,

24 ft. by 14 ft. The girls’ school is 48 fcT by
20 ft., with two class-rooms, one 20 ft. by 17 ft.,

and the other 20 ft. by 14 ft., and lavatory 20 ft.

by 12 ft.
;
tho boys’ school is 48 ft. by 20 ft^

also with two class-rooms, 20 ft. by 15 ft., and a
lavatory 20 ft. by 12 ft. Tho girls’ entrance is

on tho right, and the infants’ entrance on the
left, of the front in Vernon-street, and tho boys’
entrance at the side in Elizabeth-street. Each
school has a separate playground. In the in-

terior th#y are partially open to tho roof, which
is covered with match-boarding, stained and
varnished. The whole of the walls are boarded
•4 ft. high, the boarding being fiuished with an
ornamental railing. There is a double-light

transomed window on each side of the rooms.
Tho exterior roofs are of red Broseley tiles, and
are surmounted by a bell-turret and ventilating

turrets. The site for tho Spring-lane Schools is

considerably larger than that for tho Vernon-
street Schools, the schools being also somewhat
larger. They are built with red pressed bricks,

with black brick strings, and Bath atone dress-

ings. The infant-school is 60 ft. by 30 ft., with
largo class-room, cloak-room, lavatories, &c.

;

the boys’ school is 60 ft. by 29 ft., with two large

class-rooms
;
and the girls’ school is of the same

size, and also has a couple of large class-rooms.

The infant-school forms the centre of the block,

and the boys’ and girls’ schools the side wings.
The building is so arranged that the whole of the
Bchool-i are entered under covered porches. In tho
rear of the infants’ school is a playground 100 ft.

square. The hoys’ and girls’ playground is to
the front of the building, and is about 130 ft. by
60 ft. The front boundary wall comes up to

Spring-lane, and is a dwai-f enclosure wall, sair-

mounted with ornamental iron railings. The
whole of the site is enclosed by boundary walls,

the total area being about 250 ft. by 150 ft.

Tho playgrounds are asphalted. The schools in

the interior aro open to the roof, which is

boarded, stained, and varnished, and tho side

next the slates covered with felting. Ample
provision is made for ventilation. Should it be
required there is space for tho erection of a
master’s house.

The Board Schools, Powell's-place, Newport,
Monmouthshire.—These buildiugs are planned in

L form. The large school-room is 50 ft. 6 in.

by 24 ft., and 20 ft. high, with a largo and small

gallery. A smaller school-room is 26 ft. by
16 ft., and 18 ft. high, for the smaller children

:

this room has one large gallery. An inclined

way leads to playgrounds at a lower level, of

which there are two, the one an open gravelled

playground, having an area of about -450 square

yards, the other a covered and paved play,

ground of about 146 square yards, beneath the

large school-room. Architecturally the build-

ings aro of Domestic Gothic character, in red

brickwork, with Bath stone dressings, blue

brick plinths, and with slated roof. The in-

terior walls of the schools are lined with
Bodmer’s patent bricks, and the ceilings are

open timbered, stained and varnished, framed
with light iron tie-rods and shoes, and tho

floors are of ploughed and tongued red deal

boarding of very substantial construction. The
warming and ventilation have been specially

considered, tho former being effected with
radiating open fireplaces, lined with tiles, and
further provided with hollow chambers, and
ventilators through which a continuous supply
of warm fresh air passes into the school-room.
Provision is made for ventilation by means of

air-flues carried up alongside each smoke-flue,

and by a line of perforated zinc ventilators

through the whole length of the ceilings into
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the roof space, and thence into the open air
by louvre openings at the roof apex. Care
has been taken that as far as possible the
whole of the galleries should be side lighted.
The accommodation is for 216 children, thus
distributed :—in the principal school-room, large
gallery, 84 children

j small ditto, 48; desks, &c.,

24; small school-room, 60. The cost of the
buildings has been about l,oOOJ. The architects

are Messrs. Lawrence & Goodman. The builder,

Mr, David Miles.

AUT CRITICISM.

Sir,—Supplementing your able article of last

week, will you allow me to say a word or two ?

There can be no doubt that tlie tone of a per-
son’s criticism is much affected by outward cir-

cumstances, such as state of health and nerves,
manner and time of inspection, motive for ob-
truding it, &c. Merely to take delight in saying
sharp and smart things at the earliest oppor-
tunity, is a sure evidence of weakness

; to pro-
nounce judgment, or to rush into print for the
sake of it, or with unripe and biased views is to
inflict injury, and we have far too many volun-
teers for this responsible office to pass them over
quietly. We cannot ignore the fact that there is

a certain power in illnatured ignorance, the only
antidotes to which are vigorous denunciation,
and an appeal to more mature minds who have
the power to render it harmless. It does not do
at all times to treat it with silent Contempt,
and to refrain from a just indignation from
the fear of being thought over - sensitive. I
would remind some recent critics in other
pages that the first and beat sign of true
power is a large and lion . hearted magna-
nimity, and a thoughtful, tender regard for
things beyond them. That the duties of a
critic are not to be entered upon lightly at
the hasty summons of any one, and that criti-
cism is worse than useless when it is rashly
written and flippantly worded. It is just
that one product of tho man that cannot be
bought at so much a line or column

; and yet
the public are almost forced to swallow these
doses,—accompanied as they are by better
things. No soured or disappointed man seems
too far gone to make a critic. Though all the
good, genial sap should be out of him, he will
yet do to bear the strain of this high duty.
Surely there is something wrong here that
demands our attention. The public,—good,
easy folks,—are not always able to detect the
counterfeit and recognise the true coin : hence
arises the mischief done by “cheap and nasty ’’

criticism,—and the reason for my troubling
you with these remarks, the summary of which
is to beware of false and foolish critics who enter
upon the almost sacred duty with a jaunty
superficiality that has some show and glitter of
olevernesa, but is really worthless, and beneath
the notice of all sensible men. Such productions
are in reality noisome weeds that threaten to
choke the true grain, and should be rooted up
periodically

; for, if unchecked, they will surely
do immeasurable injury. Veritas Vincit.

CHURCH BUILDING IN ENGLAND.
At the laying of the memorial slono of a

tower for the church of St. Botolpb, Knot-
tiugley, by Lord Houghton, Mr. Childers, M.P

,

spoke of the difficulty of ascertaining statistically
the number of churches built and restored every
year in England

; but said that he had succeeded
so far, and that he thought he had found in tho
rough how much had been done by the Church
of England in church-buildiDg and in church-
iroproviog during tho last few years, and be
would give a rough estimate of tho amount
spent in these great works. During the present
century he found that no less than 4,100 new
churches had been built, and it was with pleasure
he obsen-ed how very steady, and sometimes
how wonderfully rapid, church building bad
been increasing. They would perhaps be sur-
prised to hear that, at the beginning of tho
century, although the population was rapidly
increasing, and the wealth of the conntry in-
creasing in a similar ratio, the number of
churches annually built and rebuilt in this
Coimtry—not only new churches, but churches
built in lieu of old ones which had fallen down
or were no longer useful,—was only about three
a year. Thirty years afterwards it was forty a
year. Now it was about 120 a year. It struck
him that that was a very significant and remark-
able rate of progress. When he came to inquire

what had been spent upon those churches, he
could not get any information as to years long
gone by

j
but he found that, at the present

time, on an average a new church cost, all over
the country, in all dioceses and in all parts,

something under 5,0001 So that the people of
England, he did not say Church people only, for
that meeting was a good illustration of the fact

that those who did not profess to be Church
people joined heartily in such work—the people
of England had subscribed something like

600,0001. a year for the building of newchurcbes;
and as fur as he could estimate it from tho in-

formation of societies, and from comparing their

accounts, they spent 700,0001. or 800,0001. a year
more on enlarging existing churches. If they
added to those amounts the large sums spent in

the restoration of cathedrals and the adornment
of existing churches, they might take it in round
numbers that there was something like two mil-
lions of money expended. That was a very
satisfactory result. If it could be said that
during the last ten years between 15 and 20
millions sterling had been spent on churoh
fabrics, he thought the Church of England had
a good right to say that she had, with great
success, pat forth exertions in that direction.

We think the Builder records of church,
building and restoration throughout England,
which are the most complete to be yet got, will

show that more than 120 new churches a year
are now built.

THE WEST HAM AND STRATEORD PARK.
The inhabitants of West Ham, Stratford, and

the neighbourhood, having procured subscrip-
tions for more than half the amount necessary
for the purchase of Ham Park, have succeeded
in inducing the corporation to subscribe a sub-
stantial sum in aid of the purchese, which is to

bo contributed out of the Metage on Grain Fund,
the corporation to have a share in the manage-
ment of the park when fully completed for

recreation purposes. The desirability of securing
this park for the free use of the public is proved
by the fact that it was shown before a committee
of the House of Commons last year, that the
East-end of London was peculiarly destitute of

open spaces when compared with other parts of
the metropolis, and it is felt that as buildings
increase it will become more difficult to obtain
these open spaces for the new population. It

appears that the district in which this park is

situated contains a larger population than some
of tho English counties, and that there are over
17,000 children in the neighbourhood.

THE GOVERNMENT AND ART.

At the opening of the City and SpitalGelds
School of Art, in tho new schoolroom, Princess-
street, Bishopsgate,

Mr. Henry Cole was led, by his strong con-
victiona as to the fate of the Kensington
Museum, if handed over to the management of
tho trustees of the British Museum, iuto a little

warm abuse of the late Chancellor of the Exche-
quer, Mr. Lowe.

Mr. Goschen, after defending his colleague,
said,—He himself did not belong to the elect in
matters of art

;
ho was not an art critic, but he

had, in common with all in that room, the con-
sciousness that art and science have ennobling
influences, which even those who do not profess
to understand art are able to recognise and ex-
perience in themselves. The cause of art could
not be confined to the few

;
it was the cause of

tho public at large. All must remember tho
time when we as a nation were accused of being
lamentably deficient in that taste, in that art,

which was the characteristic of some of our
foreign neighbours. We were famous for our
manufactures and for the solidity and finish of
our works, and ho trusted it was not true that
we were falling off in these respects. No doubt
there was much to be learned by this country as
regarded beauty of design, as regarded taste,
and it was infinitely to the credit of those who,

'

like Mr. Cole, had been working for twenty
years in this direction that such marked pro-
gresB had been made in the arts which came
moat nearly home to the country at large.
There were people who asked what was the use
of this; as if they wished for nothing more than
pounds, shillings, and. pence. There were results
in pounds, shillings, and pence, no doubt; but
there were higher results than these,—results
which were fitting the people for a higher social

' life. Man had to live socially as well as mate.
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rially, and it was important that the inner life
should be beautified, ennobled, and improved, as
well as that food simply should be supplied;
and it was to those ennobling influences on the
inner life that they must look for the success of
that art education which those who were most
anxious on behalf of education generally rejoiced
to see in operation at the present day.

PROPOSED NEW APPROACH TO THE
AHCTORIA EMBANKMENT.

The works committee of the Metropolitan
Board of Works at their last meeting reported
that they were proceeding on the resolution of
the Board on the 11th of July last, referring it

to them to consider as to the steps to be taken
for carrying out the Charing-cross and Victoria
Embankment Approach Act. In connexion with
this reference the committee had had imder
consideration the question of the formation of
the approach from Craven-street to the Embank,
ment. The commitcee received from the engi.
neer and superintending aichitect a report upon
this subject, which they submitted for the infer,
mation of the Board, together with a plan. The
report contained three proposals for tho forma,
tion of the proposed approach, viz. :—1. To
lower the street so as to form one gradient from
Craven-oourt to the junction of th© proposed
road through Northumberland House, at a cost
of 4,800Z. in addition to tho coat of the exten-
sion to the Embankment roadway, 7501. 2. To
lower the surface to maintain a level for nearly
the entire length of the street as far as No. 26,
at a cost of 250i. in addition to the 750t. above
mentioned

; and 3. To preserve the present level
of the street up to No. 26, the estimated cost of
this proposal being 70i. in addition to the 7501.
already alluded to. The committee found that
if the schemo No, 3 be adopted, a gradient of 1
in 25 cau be obtained to the junction with the
new street, and that no vaults would be de-
stroyed. The total cost of the work, including
the extension to the Embankment roadway, is

estimated at 8201., and the amount of compen-
sation included in tho Parliamentary estimate.
The committee, after duly considering the three
schemes, recommended No. 3 for ^adoption, aud
the report was agreed to.

CONSTANTINOPLE.
The handsome kiosk which is being con-

structed near Maslak as a suburban villa for
tho Sultan’s nephew, Prince Abdul Hamid i

Effendi, younger brother of Prince Murad, is

now nearly completed. The designs are by the
;

Spanish architect Celestino de Ortega, and the
total cost will bo about £T. 45,000. The Levant

jHerald says a large brewery recently built on
the Chichli road, at the further end of the suburb

!

of Pancaldi, has been totally destroyed by fire, a
portion of the outer walls only now remaining. '

The brewery, we are informed, though con-
i

ducted by Germans, belonged to an Armenian,
|

and had not been insured.

It is a matter of notoriety that a number of
English skilled artificers and engineers have
recently been dismissed with very scant cere-
mony from the Imperial Arsenal, where they
have contributed largely for many years past
to the improvement of Turkish armaments.
English Buperintendeuts also, picked men from
Woolwich of the highest training whose services
were indispensable, have, on the expiration of

their contracts, been treated in a similarly incon-
siderate and unceremonious manner, and, so to

speak, dismissed at a moment’s notice.

THE FALL OF A CHIMNEY AT
NORTHFLEET.

Sir,—

I

write to correct two mistakes of fact
in the letter on this subject in last week’s
Builder. Tour correspondent “ B.’’ speaks of

’

the rate of progress of the chimney as being :i

6 ft. per working day, or 35 ft. per week. It -

was, in reality, under 15 ft, per week, or about
2 ft. 6 in. per working day. Mr. Parker mis- ••

quotes ray evidence as to the supposed “ swag- .t

ging’’ of the cap. It contained no reference to i

the freshness of the work, but related purely to i

a question of weight and connter-weight. Your
report of the inquest, published October 25th,

states both these matters correctly.

I can hardly agree with the opinion that (

brickwork, corbelled out with an oversail of less i

than J in. to a course, so as at last to overhang,
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n the average, about 18 iu.,
“

is, to a great

xtent, dei)endent on the cementing material,

,nd, without it, might fall away bodily.” Such

orbelling, we all know, is constantly used to

any very great weights,— for example, the

iblique faces of octagonal lanterns, brought

iver from a square base,—and if the ovevsailing

B Bufliciently gradual, it is a rare thing to hear

f any failure in it.

The advantage or disadvantage of cement
>ond-couraes iu brickwork is a subject which
nusb interest every one connected with building,

'ts application extends fur beyond the region of

ihimncy construction, and I hope it may be
.aken up and thoroughly discussed.

James Ccbitt,

PROPOSED NEW INFIRMARY IN
LA3tBETU.

A PROPOSAL is before the Lambeth guardians

;o erect a new iuhrmary. Some of the

nembers are in favour of converting the old

vorkhouse iu Prince’s-road into an infirmary,

low that the inmates have been transferred to

Jio lai'ge new workhouse in Kenniugton-lane,

vhicb has cost upwards of 80,0001.
j

but Mr.

Taylor, amongst others, is of opinion that it is

nore desirable to sell the old workhouse, the

ralue of which is estimated at 25,0001,, and

juild an entirely new infirmary with the pro-

seeds. With a view of carrying out this object,

Vlr. Taylor has had plans prepared of the

jroposed new building; and at the meeting of

lie guardians last week he brought forward his

iroposal, stating that if the old workhouse were

iltered for an infirmary, the coat would be

letweeu 6,0001. and 7,0001. Ilia idea was to do

iway altogether with the old workhouse, and to

let the site at an annual grouud-rental of about

7001. or SOOi. a year, which it was worth, or to

sell it absolutely. In either case, ample funds

ffill bo provided to build a new inflrmaiy, suit.

Iiblo to the requirements of the parish. Ho
'sstimated the coat of the proposed new building,

iccording to his plans, at 18,0001., and the

fixtures at 2,0OUZ. lie explained the general

architectural features and shape of the building,

which, he proposed, should be in blocks, so that

each separate block might be appropriated to

special diseases. His proposal was that the

building should bo erected on the freehold site

next to the present workhouse. His calculation

was that the average cost for the new infirmary

would be about 301. a bed, whereas the cost of

the present workhouse was about 901. a bed.

Mr. Taylor, having given an outline of his

proposal, suggested that the discussion of it

should be adjourned, in order to enable members
to consider the subject; and it was accordingly

decided to take it into further consideration at

the next meeting.

THE LOST TOWER OP SIXHILLS.

The controversy about the Sixhills bells and
tower, which has long disturbed the diocese of

Lincoln, is, happily, on the point of being termi-

nated. So says the English Churchman. Mr.
Wilkinson achieved bis purpose iu demanding
the reparation of the tower and the replacing of

the bells. The terms of the ai’rangcment effected

are simply these :—A friend of Mr. Heneage, stat

nominis umbra, is to guarantee the reconstruc-

tion of the tower, and the replacement of the
three bells in the restored belfry. Mr. Wilkin-

son ceases to be vicar of Sixhills, and returns

to the subscribers to tho Restoration Fund the
amount of their individual donation.

THE ARCHITECT IN FUTURE.
On tho occasion of opening Ditchingham

pai'ish church, after various additions and
works, a luncheon was provided by the rector.

The arcbiLect, Mr. A. Frere, on being called

upon, made some remarks upon Church Restora-
tiou, and reviewed the advances which have
been progressing in this direction during the
last thirty years, pointing out that, however
conscientious those efforts have beeu, they will

be far outstripped in future generations. Giving
all credit for the energetic work of those who
have done so much to revive public taste in this

matter, he urged that the work done has been
archmological, rather than architectural

;
that

something more was demanded of the architect

)f to-day than merely modelling and copying
ihe architecture of past times

; that be must

now seek to produce living architecture, har-

monising with all adjacent works, but iu reality

growing out of the special requirements of each

case presented to his notice
;
not striving after

novelty for mere novelty’s sake, but siiecially

bearing in mind utility and fitness, he must
evolve charms out of now combinations of well-

known beautiful forms. He maintained that

whilst those to whom is due the credit of having
revived the art, were quite right in trying to

make careful copies of old work
;
yet that, owing

to the difference in the spirit of the workmen,
the changes in the tools used, the introduction

of machinery and new materials, it was and is

really impossible to produce a true facsimile of

such work
;
that at the best we can only execute

models of architecture, and can never, as we
ought, in accordance with the spirit of the art

iu its best times, produce living arobitecturo by
these moans. Pointing out that progress iu any
art to be good must be slow, and acknowledging
tbe immense value of all the archasological re-

search made during the last thirty years, he

said it became evident that, unless tho archi-

tects of some future generation wore to rush
rapidly forward, discarding all previous efforts

in tbe art, or unless we progressed in our
own time, they must be content again to make
new models of the models we have lately pre-

pared for them
;
but that as this deduction was

unlikely to be true, wo may believe that an im-
portant step bus been already taken, and that

the time has arrived when architects may hope
to make the next step in advance.

A NEW GYMNASIUM AT DULWICH
COLLEGE.

Tue Governors of Dulwich College have re-

cently decided to erect a new gymnasium and
fives-court in connexion with tho college, at an
outlay of 3,5001., and wo understand that tho
plans have been prepared in anticipation of the
immediate commencement of tho building. This
determination on the part of the goveimors has
given rise to an opposition to the proposal on the

part of the St. Luke’s Vestry, who held a special

meeting on tbe subject last week, when tbe pro-

posal was condemned as illegal and unjust, on
the ground that as the governors of the college

offered the parishes on the north side of the

Thames 10,0001. only, for their interest in the
charity, they ought not to spend 3,5001. in the
erection of a gymnasium for the benefit of South
London. A resolution was passed protesting
against the proposed expenditure for the erection

of a gymnasium at the college out of the joint

funds of the four parishes until the parishes

north of tbe Thames had been provided with
equal educational advantages to those possessed

by tbe southern parishes. The clerk advised the

vestry that if the resolution was disregarded,

and the building be proceeded with, they should
communicate with tho Charity Commissioners
and the Endowed School Commissioners.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Sheffield.—A strike has occurred on the part

of the masons employed by Messrs. Chambers &
Son, tho contractors for the Gas Company’s new
offices at Sheffield. The dispute arose in conse-

quence of the employers desiring the men to

work a longer time each day than the rules of

the society permit. The whole of Messrs.
Chambers’s masoua struck work, and the masons
employed by two other firms came out. A
meeting of the Master Builders’ Association,

however, was held, at which it was resolved
that the masons should work from a quarter.past

seven to five o’clock during the winter months;
and the men consented to return to their places.

Birkenhead.—While the masons of Sheffield

have been striking because they were required
to work longer than a winter-clay, a joiner at

Birkenhead has been taking his employer to the
Police-court because he insisted on restricting

him to a winter-day’s work. The magistrate
said he had not made out his claim, and dis-

missed the case. He wanted to be paid for
loitering about while it was too dark to work.

Barrow. — Upwards of 100 carpenters em-
ployed at the Barrow shipboilding works have
struck work. The alleged cause of their

grievance is that a number of non-society men
employed at the same works have accepted
piecework at a less price than has hitherto been
paid.

Orangemouth.—The carpenters and joiners in

Messrs. Adamson & Co.’s shipbuilding yard,

Grangemouth, have struck for au advance of
wages from 6id. to 7d. per hour, and a reduction
of hours from 5-1 to 51 per week, with an in-

crease in the rate of overtime.

London.—At the Marylebono County Court,
a house-painter named Watts, summoned his
employer, Mr. Weir, for lls., being money
alleged to be due as travelling expenses, &c.
He had been sent to do a job at Abergavenny, in

South Wales. The defendant having declined
to bring his foreman to give evidence as to tbe
agreement with plaintiff, because he only re-

sisted tho demand “ upon principle,” the judge
gave a verdict for the plaintiff.

ACCIDENTS.
Fire at the Liverpool Exchange Buildings.—

Much alarm has been created in Liverpool for

the safety of the pile of buildings which form
the Liverpool Exchange. A fire was discovered
in the sample store-room of Messrs. Newgass,
Rosenheim, & Co., cotton brokers, which is on
the top floor of the central tower of tho quad-
rangle, and faces towards Oldhall-street. The
fire was very soon subdued, but it was not totally

extinguished until tbe cotton had been brought
on the flags and thoroughly drenched with water.
The fire was confined to the room in which it

originated, but being the top room of the build-

ing, the roof was to some extent buimt through,
aud the flames were spreading along one of the
beams into the adjoining room, when their pro-
gress was arrested by the exertions of the fire-

men.
Fall of a Scaffold at Consett.—At Consett Iron

Works tbe damper of a chimney connected with
one of the puddling furnaces having become
damaged, a scaffold was erected, and two men,
a blacksmith and a bricklayer, proceeded up the
chimney. They had not been long at the top,

however, before one of the iron bars on which
the scaffolding rested gave way, and both men
were precipitated to the ground, a distance of
30 ft. Two labourers were working at the base
of the chimney at tho time, and one of them
was struck on tho head by one of the falling

men. Tho blacksmith was taken to his own
home, and the other three men were conveyed
to Consett Infirmary, where their injuries were
attended to.

MEMORIAL OP BISHOP WILBERFORCE.
A COMMIITEE meeting has been held in the

rooms of the Society for the Proijagatioh of the
Gospel, in London, at which it has been finally

decided that tbe memorial of the late prelate
should consist of the maintenance of a body of
clergy and the provision of a building for home
missionary work in South London, diocese of

Winchester. Among the many influential persons
present were Mr. Gladstone, the Bishops of
Winchester and Chichester, the Archdeacons of
Buckingham and Surrey, Canons Gregoiy and
Winter, and Lord Henry Scott. The duty of
tho clergymen and laymen connected with the
institution would be to carry on home missionary
work in South London, which the Bishop of
Winchester, with the consent of the incumbents-

of the districts, might appoint.

THE DEFECTIVE SEWERS AT PENGE.
Considerable damage was done to property

in Penge in the course of last summer by floodB

caused by the defective construction of the

sewers, and it appears that the injuries to their

houses which several of the inhabitants allege

they Lave sustained by tbe floods are likely to

involve the ratepayers in considerable expense

by way of compeusation.

At the meeting of the Penge Local Board last

week, two claims were made by Mr. Webb and
Mr. Clifford for compensation in respect of tho
damage which they had received from the floods,

and some discussion took place upon the subject,

in tbe course of which it was moved that the

claim made by Mr. Webb be paid; whereupon
this was objected to on tbe ground that other

claims would doubtless be received, and that if

the claim in question was paid it would establish

an inconvenient precedent. Both claims were
ultimately referred to the finance committee.
An account, amounting to 3001., was also

received from Mr. Williams, surveyor, who had
been employed to rectify the faults in tbe sewers,

and in the course of a conversation which ensued

on the subject the clerk stated it was the opinion

of Mr. Williams that tbe sewer was quite inade-

quate to carry off the atorm-water of Penge.
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WINDOW IN SAXMUNDHAJI OHDROH.
A PAINTED windoni has been put np in Sax-

mundham Church by Mrs. Long, of Hurts Hall,

Saxmundham, in memory of her two sons, the

design for which was given by the Marchioness
of Waterford, and is highly studied. The sub-

ject is " The Ascension,” and it extends through
the three lights. The window is Perpendicular
in style, and the traceries are filled with angels,

and the emblems of the Passion. The work is

executed by Messrs. O’Connor i Taylor, of

Berners-street, and is a very creditable specimen
of their work.

' by removing the worst nuisances, as it seemed best for the
houses to fall into the ground-landlord's hands, and be
pulled down or thoroughly repaired, than to remain the
properly of the present owners. Of course, if the works
are not begun at Christmas, we shall take stringent action
against the parties who shall then collect the rents. lam
aware that the course I have taken is open to discussion

;

but the present condition of the property must not be laid
on the inspectors or on the Board.

I will conclude by stating that no difference whatever is

made between members of the Board and others as to the
action taken; that there have been above 7,000 premises
inspected during the present year ; that the inspections of
Homorton and adjacent places Lave notlon^been linisbed

;

and that they were made later than usual in consequence
of the death of the chief injector and the dismissal of
two inspectors for neglect oi duty in the middle of this
year, by which the sanitary work has been much delnved,

John W. Tripe, M.D., Medical Officer of Health.

CON7ENT OF SISTERS OF PROVIDENCE.
JURTRAMS, SOUTH HAMPSTEAD.

The first portion of tho proposed new build-

ings, viz., an orphanage to accommodate 200
children, with chapel, has been erected. The
elevations are of handsome design, and are faced
with Malm bricks and Ancaater stone bands;
the traceritd windows, copings, and other dress-

ings are also of Ancaater stone.

The building, internally, is fire-proof, the floors

being formed of Dennett’s arches on wrought-
iron girders, and it has been warmed by Messrs.
J. L. Bacon & Co., of Oxford-street. The chapel
has an open-timber roof. The architect is

Mr. C. G. Wray. Messrs. Robbins & Co., of
Clapton, have been the general contractors. The
carving of the panels under tho east window,
the gife of the architect, has been executed by
Messrs. Allen & Burge, of Holloway.

ARCHITECTS v. BUILDERS.
Sir,—

M

ay we ask an opinion in the following ease :

—

We tendered for some work, and were lowest. Almost
as aoon as our tender was accepted a strike occurred in
the locality in which the work was to be done, and also a
sudden rise in the price of bricks took place. Under these
circumstances we declined the contract, and the architect
refused to return the 51. which we had paid for the quan-
tities, because he said ours was not a bond tender.

It seems to us an important point in the usages of the
trade, and think it should be decided. X, Y. Z.

*** We are not disposed to make any objection to the
course pursued by the architect. We have no sympathy
with builders who make tenders and then withdraw them.

NEW OR OLD BUILDINGS
APPEAL TO THE JUDGES IN BANCO.

Tiie Lord Chief Justice Coleridge, and Justices
Denman and Keating, sitting in Banco, at the Court of
Common Pleas, have bad before them an appeal, “ Hobbs
t’. Dance," from a decision of the Tunbridge Wells
Justices, and which is a somewbat novel one, even to
surveyors’ lawyers.
Mr. Dance, the respondent, is a tradesman of High-

street, Tunbridge, and at the rear of his house he had a
small stable, which was a wooden structure carried up
from the garden-wall. He pulled down the wood, and
with some old materials and new he rebuilt the stable,
which was different in size, and mainly upon a new site.

The appellant, Mr. Hobbs, is surveyor to the Tunbridge
Local Board, and he summoned the respondent for having
violated the ‘‘Local Government Act, and a bye-law
made under it," for having erected a new building
without having given notice to the Local Board.
Mr. Dance contended that it was not a now building,

but a mere continuation and enlargement of the old one,
and the Justices coinciding, dismissed the complaint.
The knotty question submitted to the Judges was

whether tho magistrates’ view of old and new buildings
was a correct one.
Tho Lord Chief Justice said it would be playing with

one’s understanding to say that they could doubt that
this was a new building

;
and the Court reversed the

decision of the magistrates, with costs against the
respondent. Dance, and who will again have to appear
before the justices on the old summons.

LEADEN CISTERNS.
Will any of your readers kindly inform me whether it

is more wholesome for a leaden cistern (supplying a
house with water) to bo painted inside or left umouciied ?

E.

DRYING-CHAMBERS : A QUERY.
Sib.—

T

wo cylinders are made of boiler-plate, each 15 ft.
long and 4 ft. 10 in. diameter inside, aud containing 4S8
small tubes equally distant from each other. These tubes
are in. diameter; thickness of iron, in. The use of
these tubes is to admit of a current of air, which is
pressed through by means of a fan for each cylinder of
4 ft. 11 in. diameter, 18 in. broad, having eight blades to
each fan, and making 8 >0 revolutions per miuute. During
the time the air is passing through these tubes, there is a
continual pressure of steam surrounding these tubes for
the purpose of heating the air while passing along the
tubes, aud it is then distributed over an area of 2,928
square feet of perforated tiles, for the purpose of drying a
covering of wool, and again passing through another per-
forated flooring covered over with another coating of
wool. The air by this time becomes very much moistened.
What height and proportions of a chimney will be
required to carry off the moist air, and have a sufficient
power of draught ,to draw in a corresponding quantity of
air equal to what the fans produce, it being understood
that the fans are to be done away with, and the whole
building is to be made air-tight,—the mouth or one of
the ends of tho cylinders to be exposed to the external
air? Some of your correspondents may bo able to
answer the above, or say if such an arrangement is in
use, and where it may be visited. J. L.

RE " HOMERTON HOMES.”

f
Sir,—

I

f a full report of my reply to tho Board of Worts
tor this district had been given, I think you would not
have had any reason for asserting that I have not been
candid in this matter. I said that 145 houses in Brook-
s^treet, 1 ictoria-atreet, and Albert-street, are under notice
by the ground-landlord, and must either be substantially
ropaired by Christmas, or faU into his hands; that 75
other houses are under notice

;
that eight owners of pro-

perty had been summoned to Worship-street for not rmoving the nuisances thereon; that summonses will bo
token out against others; and that all these proceedings

»i .f®''
taken before the appearance of your article.

Also that many of the houses have lately changed hands,
80 that tresh notices had to he served.
The only paragraph to which I took exception was the

The places of accommodation were brimful
of Mth, and the seats, flooring, and fittings seething with
rottenness and corruption." I said that so far from fbe
places d_escribed being brimful of lUth, that only 5 out of
about loO examined were in that state, and that iu one
only was the stoppage caused by structural defect, but
arose from the filthy habits of the people. The words
the places are certainly equivalent to “ all the places,"

BD that If the words ' several of" had been introduced, I
should not have chaUenged the facts, ahhough I must say

fig^rativ^'^^'^^
m corruption” are somewhat

As regards Brook-street, Tictoria-street, and Albert-
street, I inspected many of the houses, and came to the
conclusion that it would be better to allow the notices of
the ground landlord to run out, than to interfere, except

CAUTION TO NEGLIGENT WORKMEN.
Ix the Brompton County Court, on Monday, before

Mr. E. J. Meynell, the judge, a working man, named
George Pickering, in the employ of Messrs. Hooper, of
the Britannia Iron Works, was actioned for the sum of
5L compensation for negligence in the performance of his
work. It being a new mode to make workmen answer-
able for carelessness and bad workmanship, great interest
was excited.

Mr. George Williams, foreman engineer, in the service
of the Britannia Iron Works, said the defendant com-
menced to work as boilerman, in August last, and it was
his duty to look after the cleaning of the boilers, and to
make all joints secure, end see that the manhole plate
was properly fastened. On the 8th of October last, about
six o’clock in the evening, tho packing blew out of one
of the plates, the steam and water burst out, and the
fires hail to be drawn, in order to prevent the boilers
from bursting. The cause of this mischief was fastening
the plate on the wrong side. He saw the defendant
on the following morning, and asked him how be managed
to blow the plates off, and he said he did not consider it

was.hia duty to fix the pistes. The duties of a boilerman
were explained to the defendant when he entered the
employ of the Britannia Works, but not by witness, or in
his presence.
In answer to the Judge, the foreman said the defendant

had an assistant, and need not have put tho doors on him-
self; but he ought to hare seen they were properly
fastened.

Mr. Folkard, counsel for the plaintiffs, contended that
employers were not expected to acquaint working men
with their duties ; it was their duty to understand their
several trades, but here the defendant was told wbat he
would have to do. llis clients desired to make an example
of a man through whoso negligence a great loss of life

might have occurred, as well as ruin to the works. It was
not the loss incurred by stopping tho steam his clients so
much cared for, as the wish to show their workmen that
they could be made to pay in purse through a county
court, and were liable for all damage incurred by negli-
gence or bad workmanship.
The defendant, in answer to the case, candidly admitted

having fixed the plate in question the wrong side, but
explained that it was entirely owing to a mistake on his
part that the work was not properly done. The otherfive
doors were marked with crosses, but there were no marks
on the door in question to guide any one in putting it

together. Previously to tho night in question, the hammer-
man whose duty it was to assist him had always fixed the
plate of the boiler that blew off, and ho (the defendant)
put the door on to the best of his knowledge.
He called John Shaw, another boilerman at the Britannia

Ironworks, who confirmed the defendant’s version of the
matter.
The Judge saidhedidnotthink there had been any groat

amount of, if any, negligence displayed by the defendant
in fixing the plates, and he should give judgment in his
favour. He trusted, however, this case would be a caulion
to the defendant and other workmen to be very cOTeful
with such dangerous engines as boilers, and it was a mercy
a loss of life had not occurred. If at any future time
negligence on the part of workmen came before him
most assuredly they would have to pay the damages, as
well as for compensation,

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS. 1

Loiigney.—The ancient church of Longney,
according to tho Gloucester Chronicle, has been'
re-opened, after restoration. Owing to years of

,

neglect, the fabric had become so dilapidated aa I

to be dangerous, while many of its moat in-
'

teresting features had been buried under stucco^
and whitewash, arches had been walled up, i

a gallery had been erected against the west
window of the nave, and the seats were of
common deal. Mr. F. S. Waller, the cathedral
architect, surveyed the building, and advised as
to the best method ofrepairingit and preventing
its further decay. The estimated outlay was
about 1,100L

;
the contract was taken for about

that sum by Messrs. Wingate, of Gloucester.

The chancels have been rebuilt, the heavy Forest
stone which covered the roofs has been removed,

J

and tiles substituted ; whitewash has disappeared
.

from the interior, stucco and plaster from the i

exterior; open benches of pine have been sub-
stituted for deal boxes

;
the oak timbers of the i

roof have been re-opeued, and in the chancel
cleaned and varnished, and the interstices plas-^

tered
;
the chancel-arch has been rebnilt, the i

timbers of the nave have been relieved of lath

and plaster, and in a week or two the woodwork
will be varnished and the spaces between
cleansed. The churchyard, we may say, con-

tains a few quaint epitaphs. Among the latter i

is the epitaph of the village blacksmith, in-‘,

scribed less than forty years ago, and which is :

thus rendered,

—

“ My Sledge and Hammer lies declined, '

My Bellows, too, lias lost its wind
;

My Forge’s extinct; My Fire’s decayed.
And in tho Dust my Vice is laid.

My Coals are spent, my Irou is gone,
My Nails arc drove, my work is done."

Lines to this effect, but with variations, are to i

be found in many of our churchyards. On a ;

tombstone in Chipping Sodbury is this ad- .

dition,

—

‘‘ His body’s here, clutched in the dust.
’Tis hoped his soul is with the just."

And at Houghton churchyard the last two lines i

of the inscription read,

—

" My fire-dried corpse here lies at rest;

My soul, smoke-like, soars to be blest." 4'

In the course of the restoration two curious dia-j!

coveries were made. Embedded in tho walls was :

a sculptured stone, with two hands clasping an
open book; and under the chancel-floor, at the*
south-east angle, was fonnd a small leaden box, i

with an ivory top of interesting workmanship, >

and containing about ISO^coins, with one excep-

tion (a golden noble) all of silver, and of the i

reigns of the first, second, and third Edward, 1

and of Richard II.

Mcorlrooli.— St. Matthew’s Church, Mcerbrook, :

near Leek, the nave of which has recently been i

rebuilt, has been opened. The chancel was
erected about five years ago at the sole expense '

of Miss Condliffe. The church will accommo- '

date about 250 . The new nave is in harmony
)

with the Condliffe memorial chancel and tower. •

The style of the church altogether is of Early
,

Fourteenth Century period, with tracery win-
dowB. The walls are thick, and have been built (

with local materials. The roof of the new nave t

shows all the timbers, and is covered with Staf-

fordshire red tiles. There is a south porch, with t

double doors, and a heating apparatus. Much :

remains to be done. Mr. Paul Bailey, Wetley
5

Rocks, has executed the masonry, Messrs. Nixon i

doing the carpentering, and Mr. Phillips the (

glazing. Mr. Edward Ash, of Meerbrook, baa ,!

supplied a pulpit aud a font. Mr. R. Norman.^
Shaw, of London, designed tho edifice. The t

cost of the nave has been about 1,100Z.
j

lYhikleigh (Devon).—The church of All Saints, !

Wiukleigh, has been reopened for divine service^
The works of restoration have been very consider- •

able, and embraced the rebuilding of the south 1

wall, porch, and vestry, the whole of the upper •

part and battlements of the Loosedon aisle, a 1

considerable portion of tho tower, thorough 1

repairs of all stone-masonry, now tracery-work 1

to several windows, new copings and gable 1

crosses. All portions of ancient work have been 1

preserved where possible, and it has not been 1

attempted to make them assume the appearance ;

of a new work, but what was mutilated or de- ;

cayed has been repaired with new stone corre- i

sponding to that of the original work. Instead i

of slates, the roofs have been covered with :

warm-coloured tiles from Staffordshire, and 1

crestings of Hamhill stone surmount the ridges r

of the nave and porch. The whole of the lead n

gutters, water-pipes, spouts, &c., are new. An i
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organ.cliamber has been erected on the north

Bide of the Lady Chapel, and provision made to

keep out damp. The works to the tower have
been extensive, embracing the rebuilding of the

upper part, new buttreasea, parapets, pinnacles,

parapet copings, extensive repairs to the old

windows and quoins, a new western doorway,
entire, new floors, beams, and lead covering.

The pinnacles are of Hamhill stone, crocketed

and surmounted by gilded vanes of copper, made
by Mr. Moses Luxton, of Winkleigh. A light,

ning conductor, by Mr. Letheren, of Cheltenham,
has also been fixed. The new western doorway
has moulded jambs and arch, with carved
patera) in the mouldings, and label of Middlecot
stone. There are two new decorated windows
on the south side, one of which has been filled

with stained glass by Mr. W. II. Dixon, of

London, depicting the Raising of Lazarus. The
other windows are filled with loaded glazing,

supplied by Mr. Pepper, of London. A new
stained-glass window has been erected to the

memory of the late vicar, the Rev. .T. Fisher

Turner, by members of his family. The glass

is by Clayton & Bell, and depicts the Crucifixion,

with SS. Mary and John on either hand. The
lower part of the window has angels in square
panels. A son of the late vicar has promised a
liberal donation towards the rcredos of marble and
alabaster, it being understood that the granite

reredos, erected some years since, should then
be placed in some other part of the church. A
new altar, of oak and inlaid ebony, has been
given by the Rev. W. T. A. Radford, of Down
St. Mary. Mr. Pinckhard, who is paymaster of

tho coats, has been represented on the works by
his friend, the Rev. W. T. A. Radford, with
whom the architect, Mr. John F. Gould, of

Barnstaple, has been associated in the carrying
out of the work. Tho whole of the carpenters’

and joiners’ work, including the organ-case,

wero contracted for by Mr. John Dandle,
of Barnstaple. All masons’ and general works
have been carried out by men employed by Mr.
George Vickery, the clerk of the works. The
contractors for other works were :—Mr. W.
Letheren (Cheltenham), Mr. Young, and Mr.
Harper (both of Barnstaple), iron and metal
work 5 Mr. J. Thorne (Crediton), the painting
and decorations; Mr. John Davey (Barnstaple),
plastering; Mr. John Bryant, the marble and
alabaster work. The whole of tho carving and
sculpture, both in stone and wood, has been
carried out by Mr. Hems, of Exeter, who, at the
architect’s request, visited all the churches in

tho northern part of the county, where ancient
remains were to be found, and took impressions
of them, in order that the new work might
display as much as possible the peculiar feeling

and efiect which pervaded the old local ex.
amplea. Irrespective of special gifts, viz.,

clock, pulpit, and organ, the cost of the works,

I
amounting to between 6,OOOL and 7,000L, has,
iwith the exception of about 1501. raised in the
parish, been defrayed by Mr. George Henry
Pinckard, of Combe Court, Godaiming, Surrey.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Readhig.—Tho new Wesleyan chapel just

erected in the Queen’s-road has been opened for

divine worship. The chapel has been built at a
cost of 7,5001. The body of the building is 80 ft.

in length by 50 ft. in width, and is divided into

nave, 2G ft. wide, and lean-to aisles, with arcades
and clearstory. There is a chancel, 31 ft. long
and 26 ft. wide, with organ-chamber adjoining;
the seats for tho choir are arranged upon either

side of the chancel. At the back of the com-
munion-table is a reredos composed of stone and
terra-cotta, inlaid with Maw’s majolica tiles, and
tho panels are filled with illuminations, con.
sisting of the Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, and the
Ten Commandments. The centre panel over the
table is ornamented, and shows an emblematical
device, consisting of tho intersecting triangles

inclosed in a circle. Beneath this is inscribed

the appropriate text ” For as often as ye eat this

bread and drink this cup ye do show the Lord's
death till He come.” Galleries extend along
each side and at the end of the chapel, and these,

with the benches, have been executed in pitch
pine. Tho chancel and entrances have tesselated

pavements manufactured by Mr. Godwin, of
Lugwardine. Adjoining the chapel is a school-

room, 57 ft. long by 33 ft. wide, with five class-

rooms attached. The minister’s vestry adjoins
tho chancel. The chapel and schoolroom are
heated by Haden’s bot-air apparatus, and pro-
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vision is made for ventilation. At tho corner of

the chapel is a tower, from which rises a spire,

tho height from the gi'ound to the top of the

weather-cock being 130 ft. The style is Deco-

rated. The buildings wero designed by an
amateur, tho Rev. J. P. Johuaon, of Wood-green,

London, and have been carried out under the

direction of Mr. Joseph Morris, architect,

Reading. The contract for the whole of the

work was undertaken* by Mr. W. H. Woodroffe,

of Reading. Mr. Barnicoat undertook the

mason’s work, and the font, which is wrought in

Caen stone, is his gift to the building. The
illuminations upon the reredos have been painted

by the Rev. J. P. Johnson as his gift, and the

rest of the painting and decoration has been

done by Messrs. Freeman & Sou. Tho gas

fittings are by Messrs. Hart. The chapel will

comfortably seat 900 persona.

Brearley.—The foundation-stone of a new
Baptist chapel has been laid by Mr. Jolm
Hodgson, of Sunderland House. The new
building has been designed by Messrs. Horsfall,

Wardle, & Patchett, of Halifax. It [is to be in

the Romanesque style of architecture, freely

treated. The floor of the chapel will provide

sitting accommodation for 300 persons
;
in addi-

tion to which sittings will be made for 200
more in a vestibule gallery over the entrance.

There are to bo three schools, one for boys and
one for girls, besides a large schoolroom. There
will also be a chapel-kceper’s dwelling in the

same block. The estimated cost is 3,0001.,

towards which about a little over the half of

that sura has been subscribed.

Tunstall.—The foundation stones of a new
Wesleyan chapel and school have been laid here.

The site of the new building is King-street, at

the upper part of the town, where there is a
large extent of new buildings. The edifice com-
prises a chapel to seat about 750 persons, a
schoolroom for about 400 children, and five class-

rooms. Tho site upon which it is being erected

has a frontage on its north side to King-street,

and extends southwards to Cooper-street. Tho
schoolroom will bo under the chapel, and will be
approached on the level from Cooper-street,

whilst the chapel entrance will be from King-
street, slightly elevated above it—an arrange-

ment necessitated by the nature of the site. 'The

design is of Italian character, and the materials

to be used are red brick, with moulded bricks

and bricks of other colours for relief, aud stone
dressings. The King-street front presents a
gable as a central feature, projecting somewhat
before the rest of the front, and contains the two
doorways in the lower part, with small windows
on either side of the same to light the vestibules

;

abovejthe doorways, aud occupying almost the

whole pf tho upper part of the gable, is a recess

spanned by a semicircular arch with carved key-
stone, and this recess is filled in with two two-
light windows up to its springing line and tho

tympanum, with a circular window and spandrels

of ornamental brickwork. Tho central gable is

flanked by the two gallery staircases, which are

circular on plan, and which terminate at a less

height than the gable by circular roofs. The
side elevations aud elevation to Cooper-street
are plain, but are relieved by bands and arches

of blue briolc. The internal arrangements of tho

chapel on the ground.floor consist of the front

vestibule, 6 ft. 6 in. wide, approached through
two doorways fitted with sliding doors, and from
which, right and left,'through glazed swing-doors,

the gallery staircases (which also form inner
vestibules leading to the ground-floor) are
entered, and through other doors to the body of

the chapel, which is to be entirely pewed,
arranged with two aisles, and a portion of the
side pews set apart as free. Tho rostrum is to

bo placed at tho opposite end to tho entrance,

and will be inclosed by a communion-railing to

correspond. The arrangement of the upper plan
is for galleries to extend four sides of the build-

ing
;
tho front gallery will be eight pews deep,

and the side galleries three. The organ will be
placed in the end gallery behind the rostrum,
and on either side of it will be the children’s

seats, which will be approached from the school-

room by means of a back staircase, and this

staircase will provide additional means of ingress
and egress for the congregation on special occa-
sions. The form of ceiling will be one with
coves finished by mouldings, and the cove will

spring from foliated corbels and panelled pilasters.

The interior woodwork will be slightly stained
and varnished; that of the most prominent
parts, such as gallery front, rostrum, &c., will be
of pitch pine, and the remainder red deal. The
front of the site to King-street will be inclosed
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by palisades and gates, and the approach from

the same to the chapel will have flag pavement
and retaining walls complete. The architect ia

Mr. George B. Ford, of Burslem, whoso designs

were selected from public competition
;
and the

builder is Mr. Win. Cooke, of Burslem. The
contract for the building and fencing is 3,1971.

CHRISTMAS LEAVES.

The publishing tree shakes down coloured
leaves at Christmas : they are beginning to fall.

We nave a special pile from Marcus Ward & Co.

(Chandoa-street), and a very pretty pile it makes.
" Katty Lester,” a book for girls, by Mrs.
George Cupples, is enriched with chromographs
of animal life by Mr. Harrison Weir, any two of

which are worth the price of the book. Abetter
present for little girls we could scarcely name.

“ Picture Stories from the Japanese ” (Sin-

bad, Aladdin, and so on, treated in Japanese
fashion), and Marcus Ward’s “ Fable Picture

Book,” containing pictures in colour of animals

and their masters, with fables in verse from
Hilsop, are singularly good,— full of fun and
cleverness. If all these illustrations are by
Marcus Ward, all we have to say is that he should

bo president of the Children’s Royal Academy,
when they have one. He ia, in reality, it appears,

“Illuminator to the Queen,” and, of course,

therefore publishes a “Practical Treatise on tho

Art of Illuminating,” including, with sonae good
examples chromographed from old books,

—

“What treasures of art these pages hold,

AU ablaze with crimson and gold,”

—

a number in outline which may be copied,

and then painted in imitation of the models
given. The instructions which accompany them
seem sensible and clear. Miss Braddon'a

Belgravia Annual includes stories by Walter
Thornbury, C. J. Dunphie, W. Sawyer, G. A.

Sala, Albany de Fonblanquo, and many others,

with a number of effective illustrations, and all

for a shilling. One of the stories made us
look behind all the way upstairs to bed.

Moral : read the book in the morning.

Tom Hood’s Comte Annual, now in its sixth

year, holds its own. Real fun is a difficult thing

to get, as the genial editor has doubtless found
out. There are not many fountains of it just

now in London ; nevertheless, there is a fair

spriukle of it in Mr. Hood’s last issue, besides

some interesting stories. Cassell’s Illustrated

Almanac for 1874 contains plenty of pictures,

especially at the end, where specimens of other

works are given. The November number of

Food, Water, and Air is devoted to tea and its

adulterations. Every attempt to gibbet an
adulterator has our best wishes. “ Tell

Mamma” ia the title of a new story, in one
volume, by the author of “A Trap to Catch
a Sunbeam,” just now published by Messrs.

Routledge; and a very good and interesting

story it is,—one of the best yet told by its hard-

working and conscientious author. Though
specially addressed to young people, it will

please many who may not lay claim to that

agreeable title. The leading idea in the book is

shown by the closing speech of the good mother
of the story to her daughter:—“Teach your

children what you have so well learnt yourself.

Bid them, in whatever grieves or whatever glad,

decs them, to make their mother their confidant

;

make them believe that on earth po sympathy
will be BO great,—no love so enduring; and that

advice, encouragement, and consolation can
always be found if they will only ‘ Tell Mamma.' ”

Treatise on Practical Solid or Descriptive Geo-
metry. By W. Timbrell Pierce, Architect.

With Eighty-five Plates of original Drawings.
London : Longmans, Green, & Co. 1873.

The author of this treatise ia of opinion that a
good text-book on the subject of Practical Solid

Geometry is much wanted for English students;

but, remembering the many works on Geometry
published during the last few years, we should
scarcely have thought so. Tho present trea-

tise embraces orthographic projection and
perspective, or radial projection

;
and Mr.

Pierce proposes, in a future woi-k, to show
the application of the subject to the several

arts of construction. Having been lecturer on
geometrical drawing at King’s College, London,
and at Harrow School, the competency of tha

author to deal with his subject is certain.
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A Mechanical Text-Book ; or. Introduction to the

Study of Mechanics and Engmeering. By
WiLLiAir John Macquorn Eankine, C.E,,

LL.D., &c., and Edward Fisher Bambeu,
C.E. With numerous Engravings. London

:

Gri£Bn & Co., Stationers’ Hail-court.
This volume was in progress when Professor
Rankine died. Mr. Bamber was assisting him
with it, and it was at Mr. Raukiue’s own request
that his assistant’s name was given on the title-

page. Kevertheless, the book is to be regarded
as essentially one of Mr. Rankino’s numerous
and valuable productions. It is designed as an
introduction to more abstruse works on engineer-
ing and mechanics, and in particular to those of

the late Professor Rankine. Its study demands
only a previous acquaintance with the ordinary
rules of arithmetic, and with the elementary
algebraical notation.

VARIORUM.
“The Buried Talley of the Mersey. By T.

Mellard Reade, C.E., F.G.S., &c.” This is a
paper extracted from the proceedings of the
Liverpool Geological Society. It is based on

Reade’s ideas as to the geological con.
struction of the Mersey Valley, of which we
have before had occasion to speak. Tlie pro-
moters of the railway tunnel which is in-
tended to cross the Mersey, and the shafts
for which have already been sunk, have always
believed that they would have only a con-
tinuons mass of solid sandstone rock to penetrate.
Mr. Reade, in this paper, contends that in all
probability a deep gorge, filled up with clay or
sand, will be met with, being the site of an
ancient river or ton-ent formed in or before the
times when England was covered with ice, and
when its valleys were filled with enormous
glaciers. The railway works in progress will,
doubtless soon put this interesting question to
the test. A large sheet of letter-press and
illustrated engravings showing certain inventions
and improvements in steam-boilers, Ac., patented
by Mr. George Rydill, of London, mostly for the
saving of fuel, baa been published by Palmer
335, Strand.

’

glisctllanta.

Memorial HaU to tie late George
Stephenson.—The hall proposed to be erected
to the memory of the late eminent engineer,
George Stephenson, at Chesterfield, will now, it
is believed, be carried out. The hall, to be
erected within view of the churchyard where
the remains of George Stephenson rest, will bo
opposite to his residence, Tapton House, and
close to the Midland Railway, which he perfee ed
and

_

completed, as well as to the Locksford
Colliery, which was sunk and worked by him.
A joint committee, consisting of members of the
Corporation of Chesterfield, of the Chesterfield
and Derbyshire Mining and Mechanical Engi-
neers’ Associations, of the Mechanics’ Institute,
and of the Technical Education Society, has
been formed for arranging the preliminaries.
The Corporation have offered as a site abont
2,600 square yai-da of land in the town, now used
as a bowling-green, provided that the legal
estate in the land and buildings to be erected by
the various societies bo vested in the Corporation
upon trust for a Board of management, con-
sisting of representatives of the Corporation and
the societies. The coat of the building, which
IS to consist of a large hall, library, and reading

rooms, has been estimated at from
I2,000h to 14,000h

late Mr. John Gough Nichols,
r.S.A.—We hear with much regret of the death
of an old friend and well-esteemed antiquary
and pnealogist, Mr. John Gough Nichols, the
grandson of the author of “ Literary Anecdotes.”He died at Holmwood, near Dorkinw, in his
sixty-seventh year. Besides editing the Gentle,wan s Magazine for many years, he edited the
Collectanea Topographica, and the Topographer
a^d Genealogist, and in 1862 commenced the
Herald and Genealogist, which is still in course
of pubhcation. In addition to numerous papersm the various antiquarian journals, he was the
author of many separate works. He was one
ot the founders of the Camden Society • and
several of the volumes illustrative of our national
history issued by that society were edited by
him. Mr. Nichols was the eldest member of
the Literary Fund Committee, with one excep.
tion, having been elected to it in 1836.

Manchester Cathedral Biestoration.—The
new churchwardens, co-operating with the dean
and chapter, have recommenced the restorations
of Manchester Cathedral. The portion known
as Brown’s Chapel (to the right of the south
entrance), which has been long in a dilapi-

dated condition, is being taken down to the
thickness of the facework, and will be rebuilt
to harmonise with the new work adjoining.
These works are being carried out by Messrs.
Grabam & Son, under the superintendence of
the architect, Mr. William Dawes. There is

very much to be done to the cathedral in the
way of cleaning and restoring. The costly
organ, presented by Mr. Houldsworth, looks out
of place in its dirty surroundings. In the north
wall of the Derby Chapel a new stained-glass
window is about to be inserted, by Mrs. Bowers,
to the memory of the late dean

j
and near the

west end of the nave another new stained-glass
window is to be placed.

Painting on Pottery.—We hope the offer
of two premiums by tho council of tho Art-
Union of London, one of 35h, and one of loh, to

be competed for by past or present students in

Schools of Art in which painting on pottery is

taught, will not be disregarded. The subject
proposed is a design for the decoration of a
circular tazza, of specified form and dimensions.
Tho designs are to be on paper, in water colours
or tempera, and are to bo sent to the Society’s
house, on any day from tho 1st to the 7th May
next. Care must bo taken that the designs are
in such colours only ns can be secured by the
use of pigments, which are able to nndergo the
process of firing. The council have recently
determined that tho competing designs for the
above, may be for execution either lender the
glaze or oi-er it

;
but it should bo stated in each

case for which mode the design is intended.

Manchester Free Library. — The report
for the twenty.first year shows, that during the
year just closed, 609,462 volumes were issued
for home reading, 149,692 volumes were used
by 137,728 readers in the Branch Reading,
rooms, 92,852 volumes, and 91,702 specifications
of patents wore issued in the Principal or
Reference Library, to 54.172 and 984 readers
respectively, being in the aggregate 943,708
issues to 703,300 readers, as compared to
906,311 issues to 611,327 readers reported last

year. No record is attempted of tlio use of
periodicals in tho reading-rooms, but during the
year probably 1,741,960 persons have so used
them. This added to the number of borrowers
and readers makes an aggregate of 2,501,564
persons who have availed themselves of the free
libraries during tho year just closed, being an
increase of 236,896 on the preceding year.

House Decoration.—No. 5, Lower Berkeley-
street, has been decorated by Messrs. Phillips.

Tho drawing-room ceilings are diapered upon a
pale azure blue, with ernamentation in the fiat

in gold
; tho margins are in pale canary and

lilac
; tho walls are panelled in a silver grey,

with cinnamon margins
j
and two pilasters on

each side of the room in opaque white ground, are
being painted by hand; the woodwork is amber-
vellum, inlaid with black and gold. The dining-
room coiling is in pale vellum, with geometric
treatment in gold

;
the cornice in strong pri.

meras and gold ; the walls, with a deep frieze

tinder cornice in Indian red, inlaid with a floral

ornamentation in gold, outlined on bock
;
wall-

space beneath in a pale apple green, and wood-
work in Indian red, the moulding treated in
silver grey.

Crystal Palace.—A conversazione will be
held in the tropical department of the Crystal
Palace; the now buildiugs of tho School of Art,
Science, and Literature

;
and in the Crystal

Palace Aquarium, on Friday evening, December
5fch. At half-past eight Mr. Thomas Hughes,
M.P., will explain the principles and objects of
the School of Art, Science, and Literature, in

the library reading-room, supported by the Right
Hon. Dr. Lyon Playfair, Mr. Norman Lockyer,
and others. There will be music, under the
direction of Sir Julius Benedict, in the private
lecture-room, and in the studio of the School of
Art, Science, and Literature.

New Mint Building Site.—A Bill under
this title will be among those to be brought for-

ward in Parliament, session 1874, for the “ Ac-
quisition of property [in Whitefriars] for the
erection of a new Royal Mint, and to sell, lease,

or otherwise dispose of the buildings now used
‘as the Royal Mint.”

f
Decoration of Belgrave Chapel, Leeds.—

This chapel, which has been closed for several
months, was reopened on Sunday last, after
undergoing considerable improvement. The
roof and walls of the interior have been deco-
rated in colours in the Renaissance style, aud
the whole of the old sash-windows removed and
replaced with stained-glass windows; the design-
being principally worked on various tints of

white. The colouring of the roof and walls is

of a neutral and subdued character. The deco-
rations, together with tho stained.glass window
have been designed and executed by Powell,
Brothers, of Leeds.

United Methodist Free Churches.—Anew
place of worship was opened last month in the
Vauxball Bridge-road, Westminster, for the use
of the church and congregation formerly wor-
shipping in Lewisbam-street. The building,
which is a plain structure, will accommodate
•450 persons. There is also a large schoolroom,
vestry, and other conveniences, with approacheij
from Vauxball Bridge-road and from Willow-
street. The cost of the building will be abont

'

1,8001. Mr. Ranger is the architect, and Messrs.
Richardson are the contractors.

The Chester Workhouse Plans.—These
plans, prepared by Messrs. Perkins, of Leeds,i;

have been altered by the Local Government
j

Board architects in London, mostly in eonse-1

qnence ofnew regulations, some of them reducing!
previous dimensions. The alterations are said

|

to be, on the whole, improvements, and are still

within the amount advertised for,—namely,
30,0001. The building committee recommended
their adoption, and the board of guardians have
unanimously agreed to the committee’s recom-
mendation.

Tenders to Mr. Disraeli.—Tenders have
been received for a monument in St. Michael’s
Churchyard, Hughenden, for the Eight Hon. B.
Disraeli, M.P. (including railings, value 801.),

Mr. Arthur Vernon, architect. They ran as
follows :

—

Broughton ....£110 0 0
RcRvell 30G 0 0
Sansom 21D 0 0

A largo difference in a small matter.

Leicester.—The memorial-stone of a new
Nonconformist Jcburch, now being erected in the
suburb of Belgravo, has been laid. The churchl
will seat 500 adults, and connected with it therJ
are a school-room for 300 children, vestries, and
class-rooms. The style is Early Gothic, and the
cost will be about 3,5001. The architect is

Mr. Tait, of Leicester
; and the builder, Mr,

Billington, of Belgrave.

A Removal.—Some of onr readers may bo
interested in knowing that Messrs. Mayer & Co.
have removed their Religious Art Collection te
37, Conduit-street, inconsequence of their Gros-
venor-street premises having been destroyed by '

fire.

The Hastings Aquarium Competition.—
A certain number of the designs have been],
selected and referred to the county surveyor at :

Lewes, an independent authority, for his reporfc-j

,

Society of Engineers.—At the next meeting,
,

Monday, the 1st of December, a paper will be read I

“ On a New Method of Setting out Slopes of ]

Earthwork,” by Mr. Charles J. Light.

TENDERS
For the erection of a pair of liousea at Wood-street. .

Wahhamstow, for the Cooks' Company. Messrs. GadsvJ
den, EUis, Si Co., aruliiteets. Quantities by Messrs-^,
Curtis & Son :

—

Keed £2,099 0 0
Morter ],9S3 0 0
Sharpington & Cole ],953 0 0
Johnson & Co 1,932 0 0
Taylor & Son 1,918 0 0
Up--on 1,811 10 0
Warr 1,773 0 0
Hunt 1,766 0 0
Waterson & Co 1,710 0 0
Sabey &; Son 1,690 0 0
Robbins & Co. (accepted) 1,670 0 0
Turner (withdrawn)* ’. 1,485 0 0

For alterations to No. 74, Regent-street, and 7 and 9,
Air-street, adjoining, for Mr. A. Ahlborn. Mr. E, Gregg,
architect:—

Ashby Si Sons £5,313 0 0

For a warehouse, in Rose-street, Newgate-streef, for
Mr. Casswell. Mr. A. Bridgman, architect. Quantities
supplied by Messrs. Curtis A Son :

—

Sharpington A Cole (accepted) £3,053 0 0
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EYING archajologistSj

amateur or professed, con.

sidering the mansiona and
the castles which are the

remains of bygone days,

generally find no little

interest, whether in regard to appearance or

association, in the flights of stairs which have
served for generations for transit from one level

to another of the edifice. It may be a wom-oot
stone tnrret-staircase, each “tread” scooped
hollow by countless footsteps, and which, in the
case of a ruined building, emphasizes the con-
trast between past and present, reminding us of
the occupants who have so often ascended and
descended it in sterner and more turbulent days;
or one of the wide, spacious oak staircases of a
later date,— such as that down which the Roger
Wildrakes of the Stuart period swaggered,

' whistling cavalier ditties, to which the long
rapier scabbard hitting against every step in the
descent extemporised an appropriate accompani-
ment.* Whether from association or architec-

itural effect, however, there is a general interest
in an old staircase, as we might conclude from
the frequency with which we see such subjects
selected for artists’ drawings or for illustrated

publications, as “Staircase in Hall,” and
the manner in which the garden-steps at Haddon
are continually reproduced by photography or in

water-colour.

The interest of the staircase, however, is not
merely archmological or picturesque (in the
ordinary sense of the term), for it is, if rightly

used, the opportunity for varied treatment and
effect, internally and externally, in domestic as
well as in public architecture

; it is the archi.

tect’s opportunity for escape from the straight

line and horizontal floor, and for introducing an
element of variety and interest in the diapo.

sition of his building
j and in llediroval times

this was fully perceived and acted upon in many
examples which still exist, and probably in very
many more of which no trace remains. What
elements of the romantic and picturesque in

building could be thus extracted from, or rather
realised in, a staircase, is indicated in such
works as the splendid German example, of
which, by the aid of Ur. Brewer’s admirable
pencil, wo were enabled to give a view in a
recent number.f Here the crossing and re-

crossing of the several flights and landings, the
slaborate and rich decoration of the oak newels
and balustrades, and the deep shadows between
jive almost the interest which belongs to some
romantic nook of natural scenery. This is an
3xceptional instance

j
but in buildings of this

late wo frequently come across bits of staircase

squally happy and suggestive in feeling and
treatment, though on a smaller or less compli.

Nor is the picturesque in suchjated scale.

* See “Woodstock.” t See p. 7-17, ante.

structures confined to the interior of the build-

ing. The staircase among the Mediceval archi-

tecta was fully as often an external as an

internal feature j
if not an actual external

flight of steps, open to the air (as not infre-

quently), it would be brought out in a turret or

an oriel, and made to contribute, in a legitimate

and purposolike manner, to the external outline

and composition of the building. The stair

turret, of course, is a feature in our towers and
ecclesiastical buildings familiar to every one j

but the same kind of treatment is found carried

out much more boldly (in Continental examples
particularly) in the case of domestic buildings,

whore it is just as applicable, where space has

to be economised in the dwelling-rooms, as it is

in the church or cathedral tower; though the

domestic stair, being necessarily wider and more
commodious, requires a different treatment from
the tower stair,—rather that of an oriel or bay
than a turret. This kind of piquancy of treat-

ment goes naturally with the typical Medireval

house plan, in which the stair is nearly always
kept somewhat apart, placed unsymmetrically
on tho plan, and occupying a nook or angle

where it will be out of the way, and not

encroach too much on the rooms. This retired

position for the staircase renders it, one may
observe, more easy to i^roduce effect with it by
any characteristic and unlooked-for treatment or

design, which thus comes on the eye unexpect-

edly. The Italian theory in treating the stair-

case is, as even amateur readers need hardly be

reminded, widely different from the Gothic

method. Hero the staircase is, in bouses of any
pretension to architectural effect or state, a

central object,—one of the principal things one

aces on entering, and is generally approached
by, or surrounds, a centre court or cortile as

spacious and imposing as circumstances will

admit of. That this is the most stately arrange-

ment of the staircase scarcely admits of a

doubt : it demands, however, much greater

sacrifice of space than the Gothic method, and
in most cases is entirely without effect on, or

relation to, the external design.

It is unfortunately, however, to the Italian

method of stair-planning that the English build-

ing mind has mostly adhered and applied itself

during the period since the decadence of Medi.
asval art : unfortunately, because the Italian

plan is only suitable to tho comparatively small

number of large and spacious houses, and where
a somewhat rich and costly material cau be em-
ployed,—where there is scope for marble, or the
finer kinds of building stone, in stairs, and
columns, and balustrades. Its adaptation to ordi-

nary dwelling-houses has led to frequent waste
of room, in search of an effect of spaciousness

which cannot be realised, and to a common-
place monotonous square arrangement of the
domestic staircase, in cases where it would
have been possible with the same or less expen.
diture, on the Gothic plan, to have produced a
staircase picturesque and jjleasing in airange-

ment and mode of access, without taking up
nearly so much room. It is to this cheap
imitation of the palatial Italian plan that we
must set doTTn much of that air of utter common,
place and vulgarity which characterises the
stair arrangement of so many modem dwellino-s

where no attempt is made at any picturesque
effect, and the stair is merely a thing to take
one np to bed. For all dwelling-houses on a
comparatively small scale (the average scale of

respectable middle-class life), the Gothic plan,

with the staircase secluded in a comer or a recess
is the one to follow

; the stairs can then be
brought to the outer wall

; can be made a source
of external expression by fenestration or in other
ways

;
and internally can be treated with effect

:

in their approach, in their lighting, and in their

construction and decoration.

The qualities which gave to the staircase

formerly so much of the interest which its

' older examples stilt have for us, are not to bo
found very largely exemplified in modern work,

—

a common and very serious defect is want of

width; most modern staircases, in large and
small houses alike, having the appearance of

being made just wide enough and no more, even
if they do not fall short of the “just enough.”
A comparatively spacious stair (and, of course,

this must always be regarded in proportion to

the size and scale of the house) gives at once an
impression of dignity and spaciousness to the

internal plan. The question of rake, the pro-

portion of tread to rise, has an important eflect

in the same kind of manner
; a steep stair

always looks mean, besides being uncomfortable

and in this respect the advantage on the whole
is rather on the side of the modern staircase,

which in houses of a fair class is seldom found
over steep. One of rise to two of tread is the
best working proportion for a good stair; a less

inclination rather increases than diminishes

fatigue in ascending by multiplying the steps;

the well-known circular staircase in St. Paul’s is

a notable instance. The comparative flimsiness

and slightness of the balustrade is another
common deficiency in the modern staircase-

The ordinary moulded handrail, with thin sticks

to support it, is mean of course to a degree in

appearance
; but even where something decisively

decorative is attempted, there is almost always
error on the side of want of massiveness, and it

is rarely indeed that we meet with anything like

those thick turned balusters and broad heavy
toprail which are to be found in old staircases of

the Jacobean and Queen Anne period, and which
are so eminenlly satisfactory and permanent.

Of the various substitutes for wood balusters

which occasionally appear, wrought iron only

claims partial commendation. If plain balusters,

they might as well be wood or cast iron; if

worked into flowing scrolls, in the fashion to

which wrought iron is so well adapted, they are

apt to catch dresses in going up and down stairs.

A good effect may bo obtained by the employ-
ment of perforated wood, in panels, in place of

balusters
;
but (so long as the stair is a wooden

one) no effect will be so good, and no kind of

work so enduring in the situation, as massive and
well-designed turned balusters, with plenty of

thickness in the centre of their length. As to tho
method of footing the balusters, there can be no
doubt that a thick and massive moulded “string-

board,” with the balusters set on and tenoned
into it, is the strongest and most workmanlike
method. When the line of the steps is brought
through to the outside, and tho balusters foot

directly on the steps, they have not nearly so

strong and solid an attachment as in the other

c.ase, though, as a matter of appearance, showing
the outline of the steps may have a less heavy
effect. Tho temptation in the case of tho raking

string-board is to make it too thin, from motives
of economy, to afford a seat for anything but a
very thin and starved-looking baluster

;
whereas,

balusters, when footed on the step, may bo
almost any thickness. The question as to the
termination of the handrail and balusters at

landings and angles can scarcely be a doubtful

one. Unless in circumstances where the plan of

the stair must needs bo winding or circular, the
newel is the only serviceable and rational way of
forming a termination. The old superstition of

“wreaths,” “scrolls,” and “ ramps,” gave rise to

some wonderfully clever handiwork, and formed
at one time almost a monopoly for a few able
workmen who had specially mastered “ the trick

of it ”
; but all the trouble and science were be-

stowed in treating wood in an unsuitable and
weak manner, and elaborately toi’turing it into

shapes which were, when finished, unsatisfactory
in appearance, constructively weak, and offering

no compensating practical advantage. The newel

system preserves the straight line of the wood,

and gives a point d’appiii at each turn of the

stair, strengthening and steaflymg it. The
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finish of the newel above and below should

always bo worked out of the solid piece ; the

almost ineradicable tendency of the modern
British joiner is to put on beads (“ caps,” he

calls them) with nails and glue
;

a diversion

which, unless watched, he will persist in, even

when the object has been carefully sketched for

him after such a pattern as to render this

"joinery” proceeding totally unnecessary. An
important addition to the" fixings” of a stair-

case is a wainscot on the wall side (when against

a wall), and this should be capped with a

finish which will serve as a handrail, or some-

thing equivalent to it, which will afford a grasp

to the hand. Falls on a staircase sometimes

occur, from accident, through there being

nothing on the wall-side for the hand to catch

hold of.

Stone stairs are less suitable to private dwell-

ings than to public buildings; in the former they

have rather a cold comfortless aspect, though

uudoubtedly conveying an effect of dignity, as

well as durability, beyond a wooden staircase.

When fixed in the ordinary notched fashion,

with eloping soffit, they cannot be suitably pro-

tected by anything but a light ornamental iron

railing
;
anything heavier looking would be un-

suitable for a structure so entirely self-support-

ing. Stairs constructed in this fashion, however,

seldom look very well
;
nor are they safe in the

event of an unusual crowd, or of a fire. Enough
is not made, in private residences of the better

class, of the opportunity for architecturally

designing and constructing a stone staircase,

with arches or arcades to carry the soffit on a

solid basis. Stone stairs, however, lend them-
selves very well to a curved or circular plan,

and may have a good effect on such a plan

when constructed in the ordinary manner
;
and

in this case the serpentine windings of the

ramped and wreathed handrail, carried out in

braes, or in gilded bronze or iron, may be more
in keeping, and have a better effect, with their

light flowing lines, than any other form of stair

railing. Such a stair, spacious, and of well-kept

bright white stone (or marble), lends itself veiy

well as the ground-work, or passage-way, for

elegantly costumed figures, as was exemplified, if

we remember rightly, in Hr. Yal Prinsep’s very

agreeable picture, under the title, " Devonshire

House,” in the last Academy Exhibition, repre-

senting two ladies ascending a staircase of this

description.

In staircases in public buildings, the re-

mark as to the great importance of spacious-

ness, within certain limits, for the sake of

safety in the event of crowding, applies

even more strongly than in the case of private

houses : a public building with an insufficient,

mean, or narrow staircase, is a discredit to its

architect. A good instance of ample proportion

in a staircase is Drury-lane Theatre
;
the prin-

cipal staircase here, if properly treated and
decorated, instead of presenting the cold bare

appearance which it has at present, would be

a remarkably good specimen of an entrance-

stair to a place of public amusement. Build,

inga of this class, theatres and concert-rooms

especially, are unfortunately constantly deficient

in stair-room, a deficiency giving rise to occa-

sional danger as well as continual poverty of

effect. A considerable number of landings, pro-

vided these are of ample size, and not corners

for squeezes in coming out of a building, is an
element in the effect of a staircase, assisting the

idea of spaciousness and liberality ofaccommoda-
tion. An external flight of steps is a great source

of architectural effect, and has always been felt

to be so ;
but it is often ill managed, and is so

treated, by being returned and again returned

on itself, as to appear like a mountainous mass
of stone placed with little purpose against a
building. An attempt at a grand effect by a
large flight of steps up to a main entrance will

defeat itself sometimes, if not treated with
judgment. It is not well to leave it unbroken
for any great length, as the eye in such a ease

has a tendency to overlook the step form and to

resolve the whole, when on a large scale, into

an inclined plane. It should have its larger

breaks to give scale and outline to the whole
flight. The treatment of the outer edge of the

steps, in the case of stone stairs, is a matter for

consideration ; the old-fashioned " nosing” looks

well, and defines the edge of the step, besides
extending, practically, the width of the tread,

but it cuts a great deal of stone “to spoil.” On
the other hand, the mere sharp edge, besides

being less commodious, gives a bard, thin line,

or, rather, scarcely marks the line of step at all.

Where there is no lack of space for a wide tread,
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a slight chamfer taken off the edge of each step to say, is in a condition of ruin already. In this

will be an effective finish, and comes well enough wilderness of decay, anything that could be

under the foot in descending.

The stone stair winding round a centre newel
is coming much into the predilections of some
architects now, and it gives scope for good effects

and for clever toti/'S deforce of stonework; but

a better form of cii’cular stair, perhaps, is that

which is carried round the work of a circular

compartment, leaving a space in the centre

;

there is more scope at least for architectural

effect in this. But in the main the circular

stair, symmetrical as it seems, is a somewhat
diappointiug plan in its effect, and always
involves danger in the event of crowds hastily

descending. The staircase on a rectangular

plan, with frequent and ample landings, is the

form for realising architectural effect. The
staircase thus laid out offers great opportunities

to the architect in a large biiilding; each

landing having its own “point” either in a

statne niche, or a stained window effectively

placed, or in a sudden vista opportunely gained,

on the way up, into some other portion of the

building. Whether on a large or small scale,

however, the staircase is a legitimate field for

the introduction of architectural effect, and is

capable of far more in this way, even in its

more restricted forms, than is commonly obtained

or aimed at.

THE AECHITECTURE OF CHINA.*

In that strange college in the island of Laputa,

which Gulliver visited in his travels, he relates,

among the seemingly impossible problems which

its inmates wei’e spending their lives trying to

solve, that one was an effort to build a house by
beginning at the roof. This, curiously enough,

is the Chinese mode of construction. The
framework of the roof is first made on the ground

on the exact spot where the bouse is to be, and
then it is raised up, and the pillars are placed

below to support it
;
and the walls are afterwards

formed. Putting up a roof in this manner on

wooden pillars reminds one of pitching a tent

:

and it is said that the peculiar curves of a

Chinese roof are an imitation of a tent form, and
that this is the real origin of Chinese architec-

ture. Such may have been the case, bat now
the architecture of that country is essentially

wooden, and these wooden forms may be found,

as in other countries, repeated in stone and
marble. Many important buildings are yet

wholly of wood,—such as the structure on the

north altar of the Temple of Heaven, and the

great hall of the Ming Tombs,—and this last I

believe to be one of the finest buildings in China.

Stone is largely used for bridges, gateways, and
for public works; while ornamental structures

in gardens, for balustrades surrounding tombs
and important buildings, are generally of marble.

Brick might be said to be the principal building

material of China. When a roof has been

made and put in its place, the space be-

tween the pillars is usually filled up with

a brick wall. The walls of cities are built

of this material, the brick being about 12 in.

long. For some temples and fine building work
a very small grey brick is used. These are

ground perfectly square, and all to one size. So

exactly is this done that when built one conld

not insert the point of a knife between them,

and the work produced will rival the finest

specimens of work in any other part of the

world. Tile is almost universally used for roofs.

In palaces and temples they are often coloured

and glazed. All palaces, temples, tombs, and

buildings erected for the use of the emperor, or

by his order, have yellow tiles, that being the

imperial colour
;
and it is a capital offence for

any one else to adopt it. There are a number
of very handsome pailows about Peking, in which

glazed tiles or bricks are used, producing a very

fine effect, yellow and green being the favourite

colours. Byron’s line, where he speaks of

“small-eyed China’s crockei’y-ware metropolis,”

does not, I think, convey an accurate idea of the

appearance of Peking. Here and there a pailow

may be found with these Majolica incrustations,

one or two temples have coloured tiles, all the

buildings of the palace have rich yellow-coloured

roofs ;
but in such a vast place as Peking these

instances are so few and far between that they

do not become a prominent feature of the city.

Peking is only an extended village of dirty

streets and crumbling walla, where everything

seems going to ruin, or it would be more correct

* From a paper by Mr, William Simpson, F.B.G.S., read

at the InstilQte of Architects, as elsewhere referred to.

called “crockery-ware” in the architecture is

an exception. Were such buildings common in

Peking as the temple on the Wan-sbeu-Sban,

near the Summer Palace, Byron’s lines would

have been applicable. With the exception of a

marble base, it is wholly constrncted of beauti-

fully-coloured Majolica, rich and bright in effect,

all covered with ornament and Buddhist figures.

I should suppose that it is one of the finest

specimens of this kind of work in existence, and
it is highly satisfactory to know that when the

destruction of the Sommer Palace was ordered,

the great beauty of the building saved it from

the fate of everything ai'ound. Lord Elgin

made a request that this work of art should not

be touched. Close beside it is a very fine temple,

all formed of bronze : as it would not burn, and

could not be knocked to pieces, it has also

escaped. It is very small, but it was curious to

see in it almost every form of Chinese architec-

ture repeated so perfectly in metal.

The place occupied by onr Legation belongs

to the Duke Leeang, one- of the offshoots of the

Imperial family, from whom it is rented by our

Government. It was called the Foo or Palace

of the Duke Leeang, so it is a fair specimen of

Chinese architecture.

All buildings of this kind are placed upon a

raised stone platform, with steps for ascent.

Some of the stones forming tho floor of this are

out with circular discs as bases for the wooden

pillars. The pillars are not inserted, they only

rest like the pole of a tent. I exhibit a small

sketch of one of the large teak pillars of the

Ming Tombs, with its stone base. At Nanking

I noticed one of these base-stones with a socket

of about an inch in depth ;
but that, so far as

my observation went, was an exception to the

rule. In more common houses, where no plat-

form has been made, circnlar stones are placed

below the columns, so as to preserve the wood

from the damp of the ground.

I may here remark that all houses are made to

face the south. I think there is no exception to

this in palaces and better-class houses ;
although

in tho dwellings of the poorer classes it is not

always attended to. The usual reason assigned

for this is owing to a peculiar deification of wind

and water known as the Fimg-Shuie, these words

simply meaning wind and water; but they have

much to do with everything in China. They

control the architect as well as the sexton, for it

takes a long propitiation, and expenditure of

means as well, to discover the proper site for a

grave
;
and it will no doubt interest gentlemen

who are connected, or at least interested, in

public works, to know that this Fung-Shuie may
be called the unresponsible heart of that depart,

ment in China. No one in that country would

dream of constructing a bridge, a canal, an

embankment, or quay, without first propitiating

this great power with sacrifice _^and incense, so

that its supreme will might be known. The

public works of China made in former times are

really splendid monuments of the industry and

power of the country ;
but that is of a past date.

They are all now in ruins, and works of a more

modern European kind are wanted. Railways,

telegraphs, and every improvement of tho pre-

sent day are ready to enter China
;
but then the

Mandarin class are most bigotedly opposed to

them. Supposing a railway or a telegraph was '

to be made in spite of the Mandarins, its

probable fate might be this. If any accident

were to take place,—it might be some hundred

miles away from the railway or telegraph,—-the

Mandarins would only have to say that the iron

rails, or the telegraph poles, had interfered with

the Fung-Shuie, and that while they existed*

similar events would occur. The result would

be certain : the belief in this strange deification

of wind and water is so deeply rooted that the

population would rise in mass, and the disturbing

influence would be swept out of existence. I do

not see that there is much chance for modem i

improvements being introduced into the celestial i

kingdom while the Fung-Shuie has the chief

control in such matters. Of course I have no

doubt but steam, which may be looked upon as a

newer Avatar of wind and water, will be the

strongest in the end, and it is only a question of

time when it will conquer.

To return to my subject. The relations of

this Fimg-Shuie with architecture are numerous.

In the construction of a house it may have been

a sanitary object which first gave rise to the

connexion. In a cold climate a soutliem aspect^

is looked for by those who wish for a comfortable,"

which, in a sense, means a healthy house. If
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the architecture of China came from the north,

—

and in that part of the country there is a cold
winter, with biting winds blowing from the
frozen regions of Mongolia,—hence a solid wall,

or any other protection on that side, would bo
dictated by common sense. This simple object,

no doubt, got worked into the religious ideas of
the people, and is now only part of a ridiculous
•superstition.

A palace like the Duke Leeang’s comprises a
aeries of buildings, each behind the other to-

wards the north. As you pass through, they
each get richer in material and ornament; but
there is no essential difference of construcLive
character. The more private rooms of a palace
are those towards the north, and in the flowery
land rery flowery names are given to oveiytbing,
and the halls of a palace are no exception to the
rule. You pass through the halls of "Heavenly
Bliss,” “Steadfast Purity,” and “Serene Feli-
city ” is at last gained in the extreme recesses
of the place. Tliere is only one floor in Chinese
houses, and their distinctive feature is, that
extent of accommodation is derived from the
repetition of these halls, and not from stories

above or extensions on the side. Ilouses in

India, such as I have seen in Delhi or Benares,
are quadrangles with rooms all round looking
into a garden in the middle. A Pompeian house
is only a variety of this. The Chinese plan is

I most marked in its difference. The sketch repre-
sents the first of these halls on the south, and
only a comparatively small space at each end is

walled in, indicating that it has only got accom-
modation for some outer attendants. Passing
this, each hall has more enclosed space, and the
most northern are walled entirely round. The
ground between each is more or less in the form
of a garden, with shrubs, flowers, and plants.
Two lion-liko griffins, in stone or marble, or in
palaces they are of bronze, watch the southern
approach. There is still an outer wall, and you
may bo passing to a very fine palace in Peking,
and seo nothing but dirt and decay on the
outside.

One very distinctive feature of this architec-
ture is what I may call the “ frieze,” but I
confess that the term is doubtful when applied
to this part of Chinese construction. It reminds
ono of tho bracket capital of Hindoo architec-
turo, and no doubt it had a similar origin. It is

now a complicated triple succession of small
brackets, which project forward, giving in-
oroasod breadth on the top for the support of
tho roof. Although evidently constructive in
its origin and purpose, it is the moat ornamental
portion, and its complexity makes it perhaps the
most striking feature of Chinese architecture.
All buildings with anything like architectural
pretensions will be found to have this peculiar
frieze j and if you note it in my detailed sketches,
yon will then recognise it in all the sketches and
photographs which I exhibit. Its origin is evi-
dently wooden

;
but I have seen it repeated in

stone, marble, majolica, brick, bronze, and iron.
Many of these forms are exhibited in the
sketches. There are some varieties in the tiles

of China ; but those of Peking, particularly when
tliey were of tho Imperial yellow tint, suggested
that bamboos had first been used for roofs, and
had given origin to the round form of the
upper tiles. In these cases the termiuals are
round, with an ornament within. One from
Peking from one of the imperial palaces there

;

will give an idea of the colour of the roofs. It
has the fine-clawed dragon as an ornament, an-
other of the Imperial emblems which it is treason
to copy. At each end of the ridge-beam is a
dragon, represented as being pinned down with
a sword. It is called Show-toiv, and is done to
secure that fabulous animal as the protecting
head of tbo house. In some of the grander
temples and palaces, this top ornament is a very
largo and beautiful piece of majolica work. On
the ridges leading to each corner of the roof are
a number of smaller animals, which are also
supposed to be guardians of the house.

While in Peking I managed to visit tho Great
Wall of China, and we planned our route so as
to see the Ming tombs. I believe that they have
never been properly described before, and I am
sorry that time only permitted of a visit to one
of them

; but as that was the oldest and most
important, a description of it must do duty for
the others. We have all heard of tho ancestral
worship of the Chinese, but it would bo difficult

to realise it without a visit to the country. It

leads to such a profound veneration for graves,
that a Chinaman never disturbs one. He will

ploiigh round it from generation to generation,

but ho would never be guilty of the sacrilege of
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destroying it. Tho result is, that the whole of

China is one vast cemetery. The usual form of

the grave is a mound; and there are places
whore, as far as tho eye can reach, nothing but
mounds can be seen, almost justifying the truth

of Shelley’s lines :

—

“ There’s not one atom of yon earth
But once was living man.”

The Chinese have, no doubt, buried in this way
from the moat remote antiquity, and a minute
account of it would be of great value, as bearing
on the barrows and ancient grave-mounds which
are being explored in this country. I have to

deal with them architecturally, and yet I feel

that the little I have gob to say is not without its

importance as bearing on many points of archeeo-

logical interest.

The chief desire of a Chinaman is, that a
descendant shall always “ stand at his grave,”

meaning by that phrase the performance of

religions rites. The present Emperor performs
these ceremonies to all the deceased monarcha
of his own dynasty. As the Ming dynasty
ended in 1628, their tombs have had no one
since that period to perform the necessary ser-

vices. Tho locality is about forty miles north
of Peking, and a fine road, with splendid

bridges,—now all gone to rains,—communicated
with the capital, and by which tho emperors of

that time went in state to perform the due
rites of ancestral worship. A^ we neared the

tombs, on our visit, the first feature wo came to

was a pailow, of five gateways, in fine white
marble. No one who is familiar with the gate-

ways of the Sanchi Tope, in central India, could

have failed to notice the marked resemblance.
Tho wooden origin of its construction was pal-

pable at the first glance. About half a mile
further we passed a second gateway; but this

was not a pailow; it was built in the form of a

house. We passed another of the same kind,

and then began one of the noted features of the

Ming tombs, that is, a long dromos, with colossal

stone figures on each side. This strange ap-

preach is nearly a mile in length. There are

thirty.two figures in all, twenty of them being

auiraais, and twelve are human. They are in

pairs, opposite each other, and facing the road-

way. First are two griffins couchaut, then two
standing

;
two camels recumbent, and two

standing
;
then elephants, asses, and horses, in

the same way. The human figures seem to

be those of warriors and priests. These
are all of stone, and although nob executed in

what we understand by rude art, yet they are

not of a high class of work. I felt in looking at

them how superior the conventional forms of

Egyptian art were for such purposes. I after-

wards found that a row of animals were not

uncommon at important tombs.

On reaching the end of this sculptured

avenue the Ming tombs become visible. They
are called the Shi-san-Hng, or the Thirteen

Tombs, for that is the number of emperors
buried at this place. They are about two or

three miles away from the end of tho avenue
;

for it is the approach to the whole group, and
the tombs extend for some miles along the base

of tho hill, which forms an amphitheatre all

round. My first impression on seeing the

tombs,—from roofs and walls being visible

through the trees which surround them,—was
that they were country villas. I was admiring

the beauty of the site, and thinking what a
pleasant place it would be to live in, when I

learned from my friends that they were the

bouses of tho dead, and not of the living. They
have all a southern exposure, and are protected

by the hills on the north. This arrangement is

due to the Fiing-Shuie’s controlling powers.

Our party made for the tomb of Yung-lo, who
was the first of the Mings buried here. He
changed the seat of government from Nanking

to Peking. His death took place in 1425, which
will indicate the date of his tomb. Like other

tombs in this part of China it is an earth mound,
but of imperial proportions, I bad no means of

measuring it; but it is said to be about half a
mile in circumference, and my own impression

is that this estimate cannot be far from the

truth. There is a retaining wall, crenellated,

and about 20 ft. high all round; judging from
the surrounding ground I should say that this

mound is wholly artificial. There is nothing to

indicate where the interment has been. I have
little doubt but there is a very large coffin, and
that it is placed somewhere under the centre of

tbo mound. There is no entrance. I should

suppose that it would not be difficult for any one

in Peking to get all the information as to bow
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the interments are made, as to the coffin, and
whether there is a vault, as well as regards the
funereal ceremonies

; it would be all very
valuable as giving light on this most primitive
mode of sepulchre. To the student of Indian
architecture this grave heap will bo of great
interest as giving ua almost the exact model of
such monuments as the Sanchi and Manikiola
Topes

;
which we know were developments from

the tumulus and the cairn.

As all graves in China are places where offer-

ings are made, they become, as it were, altars
or temples. At an emperor’s tomb a temple ia

constructed for these ceremonies, and in the case
of Yung-lo it becomes an important addition to
tho original tumulus. A rectangular space south
of the tomb is enclosed by a wall ; it is about
1,000 ft. long, by 500 ft. wide,—I am sorry that
I cannot give you accurate measurements, but
our visit was so short,—within this are a num-
ber of buildings, one being the finest specimen
of Chineso architecture which came under my
observation. The plan is exactly that of a
Yamun or a palace

; in this I believe we have a
very ancient idea which may be traced yet, that
the tomb, the temple, and the dwelling were
symbolically repetitions of each other. The
House of God, the House of the Living, and the
House of the Dead, are words which illustrate

the old idea, and many evidences might be given,
and the reasons which underlie it might also be
explained, if that were the subject of the even,
ing. China in her religions, philosophical, and
political systems, brings down to ua much that
is primitive, and these large grave mounds are
an evidence of this. In China tho differences be-
tween domestic and ecclesiastical architecture
does not exist. The temple there is still only a
better house. If it is a grand temple then it re-

sembles a palace, and this is the case at the tomb
of Yung-lo. I may remark while on this point of

the subject, that the connexion between a temple
and a bouse ia still more intimate in China. Every
house in that country has its altars, thus making
it a temple. The poorest house I have been into

had something in which to bum incense before
the ancestral tablet. Even those who pass all

their lives in boats, who are born and die on the
waters,—where the boat is the house,—they have
a small portion of it set apart for the worship
which it has been tbeir custom to practise.*

SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER
COLOURS.

The twelfth winter exhibition of sketches and
studies by the members of tho Society of

Painters in Water-Colours might give some
opportunity for something new to bo said of it,

if it were any less interesting than the gene-
rality of those preceding it. What recommenda-
tion to public notice and admiration can it need
beyond that to be found in the catalogue ?

It is below platitude a degree or two, now, to
affirm merits that have long ago been univer-

sally recognised and acknowledged,—to insist on
pronouncing things excellent that no one said,

says, or means to say, if it can bo avoided,

are not. Once, and since, twice a year, a visit

to the Society that has helped so much to dis-

seminate love of art and improve secular worship
of Nature, to whom the members stand as high
priests, was and is exception to dispute tbo

theorem of “ no pleasure realising its anticipa-

tion”
;
for, who was or is ever disappointed with

winter or summer show of what the cleverest

landscape-painters represent so well in this

gallery ?

No sooner has the swing-door closed out the

noisy streets, than the smell of fresh grass and
of wood-fires ;

the rustle of leaves and of waving
com ; or such as the sea will cause on the

shingle when it plays at touch with and within

its boundary of earth, on sunny mornings (plea-

santer to hear than the roar of it when the

mighty monster grows angry, and writhes and
wrestles, assaults and batters far more room and
a wider share of the world; or its moan in retreat,

after the battle
;
for there is a King who says,

—

“ So far shalt thou come and go, 0 Sea, but
no farther!”); and the songs of birds; the
distant tinkle of sheep-bells : the murmur of

brooks; and the drowsy hum of gnats (that

would be sure to be present in such a scene, for

instance, as Mr. J. W. North’s “ Trout-stream
and Flowers” (237), thatvieswith his delightful

drawings of oak-trees and hedge weeds and rustic

figures, " Acorn Gatherers ” (198), in exquisite

* To bo continued,
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qualities of colour)
;
and the thousand and one

other delights of out-of-town and town-house
existence that association conjures up, s.-em to

greet one.

We do not mean to say another word about
the landscapes on this occasion. Wo looked for

the Right Hon, Mr. Crladstone’s drawing (hon.

member), but could not find it; his designs will

be exhibited and reported in another gallery, no
doubt. Mr. Ruskin contributes two exquisite

studies of the colours of marble (97 and 105) that
would help to indicate that the “Stones of

Venice” must be gems of fairy story. As ex-

amples of what influence a poetic apprehension
of fact has on fact, these drawings are choice and
beautiful indeed} but it must need a more than
common eyesight to perceive floral loveliness of

hue in stones even of Venice,—and how very
scarce this more than, common eyesight is !

A thousand English libraries,—millions of

books,—offer all the knowledge they hold
;
give

solace, direction or advice, pleasure and delight
j

describe every phase and picture,—in words, every
human feeling; teach all who can read, and will

read, everything that can be taught—save expe-
rience (wrinkles and gray hair accompany small
growth of this, often). The world as it was, is,

and will be, is taught us by means of two dozen
letters. Tes! just those thatlittlecurly-pated Polly
scrapes for her first writing-lesson so soon as she
can bold pencil in one chubby fist and a slate in
the other. There is not one more in the Bible
than the twenty-four beginning with a, b, c,

ending with zed : the bones of the body of all

book-learning. A painter’s means are double
these, at least, and with these besides.
The keyboard of the grandest piano gives

shorter opportunity for tho musician than the
gamut offered for painter’s play, and yet tunes
vary,—must vary,—to be thought worth any-
thing; whilst pictures, like fireworks, do nob
vary much. And so we do not mean to say any",

thing more about the figure compositions on Hi'ia

occasion, either.

THE LONDONAND VIENNA EXHIBITIONS,
RETROSPECTIVE.

Almost at the same moment there have closed
the London Exhibition of ’73 and tho Great
Exhibition of Vienna, inaugurated as it was so
auspiciously, and carried on under so much of
Imperial help and patronage. All seems to have
gone off comfortably, and without much ofmishap
of any kind, excepting great money loss in
Vienna; and now wo may look back on them
without disturbing influence, and ask ourselves.
What is the result of it all P And what do such
displays point to and indicate in the future of
art and art production ?

'

All important questions
these, and well worth a little cogitation.

In the first place, it may be useful to boar in
mind that the Great Exhibition of 1851, the
parent of so many, included four main divisions
or sections :~Raw materials, as they are to be
got from the earth itself, or which grow upon its
surface

;
machinery, more or less complicated,

for the purpose of moulding these raw unformed
materials into shape and practical usefulness;
the useful results of this machine work in tho
form of manufactured goods of all kinds, from a
sheet of note-paper to a complicated coloured
lithograph

; and then, lastly, the fourth division,
the Fine Art, as it is termed, which is applied
more or leas to these manufactures, and which
makes them ornamental. Pictures, it may be re-
membered, did not form a part of the first Exhi-
bition of ’51. In the later Exhibitions pictures
were included, so tbat these last great shows com-
prehended everything. Sculptm-e, a word grown
not a little indefinite in meaning, was to be seenm both Exhibitions, as wasarchitecture. more or
les8._ A few words on each one of these several
sections, and on what they indicated, and on
their special worth may bo useful, and may
perhaps, foreshadow a something in the future
of art.

Eaw materials, then, are the foundation of these
displays of the world’s productions. Things as
they aae brought up from the depths of the
earth, and as they are found to grow so wonder,
fully and mysteriously on its surface; things
rough and ni^ormed, though at tho same time
it may be noticed full of tcawti/, and sometimes
of a beauty not to bo surpassed, or even in any
way imitated, by art, after all the labour and
skill bestowed on them. It is, doubtless, a very-
good and interesting proceeding to collect as
large a quantity of such rough and natural ma-
terials together, from different quarters of the

earth, into one building, and to place them side
by side, and then to compare them one with the
other, and to note -n-hab they are best fit for. It
is interesting and profitable to find out what
other countries and climates yield, and what
more can be done when quite a aett’ and unknown
material turns up. Trade, too, here brightens
up at the sight of it. Science pries curiously
into it, and analyses it, and puts it to its best
purpose. But still with all those advantages
and prospects, there is one consideration worth
looking into, and it is,—looking at such matters
artistically,—that the special materials to be
found in each country, and peculiar to it, would
seem almost, in some mysterious way or other,
to be best fitted for it, aud for its special needs
and requirements, both usefully and artistically.

It is, when wo come to look closely into it for
the first time, a little doubtful bow far any one
country is able to work well with the materials
peculiar to another and a distant one; or, if it

can do this, whether the energy and skill ex-
pended on them would not be better applied in
working on the materials proper to itself. It is

impossible to be otherwise than struck with this
thought, when we see what,— to cite but one
instance,—tho native Hindoo can accomplish
with some special product of his own country.
And then to go a few paces and see what another
nationality, 10,000 miles off, is found to do with
the self-same material. This has been, in almost
every Exhibition which we have seen, exempli-
fied not a littlo remarkably in wood-caiinng,
wherein not only the character of the orna-
mentation, and the art-style, have been peculiar
to the country of its birth

;
but the very material

itself is found to be specially adapted to it, and
to be suitable for the special work. The colour,
and texture, and grain of tho wood, are in all, or
nearly all, cases, found to be, and fib for, the
special character of the carving. It is a ques-
tion for the future, may be when art takes a new
turn, how best to make use, without loss of
power, of a noiv material. The true secret of
a real success, and a real “progress” in art
would seem to lie, not so much in now, and still

less in foreign materials, as in tho finding out
how best to utilise our own materials, and work
in them. It may be, we think, safely affirmed,
that if the British wood-carver, for example,
cannot do good work -with his own British oak
wood, he will hardly be likely to do better with
Indian teak, or iron wood, or Australian wood,
so strange to the touch and eye. These con-
siderations are worth a little looking into, as we
think, so much having been made of the “ open-
ing up ” of new materials, almost as though we
had none of our o^n, or they had been found
out to be worthless. A thoroughly good, and
exhaustive display of pure native British woods
is yet a desideratum

;
not, be it observed, put

away in glass cases, bub open to the touch and
eyesight; and not in little bits, and in cubic
inches, and dainty walking-sticks, but in pieces
of practically useful size. We have cited but
one material out of a long Hat. Much more
might bo said here, but we must forbear. There
is, however, one thing that strikes us, and will
exemplify our meaning well. A timber, carved at
the end, from almost any old Gothic roof, will
show to any one the nature of the timber, the
useful scantling of it, the best method of work-
ing it, and the way to “ ornament ” it. Would
not such roof timber be a good thing to go by ?
It is indicative of a useful “ wood ” show.
Machinery, wonderful machinery ! which bids

fair before long to take the world’s work out of
man’s hands altogether, would need a volume to
do any justice to it. To the artistic eye the
triumphs of machinery in these exhibitions were
almost appalling. The mechanism all but lived,
there was nothing it did not seem to be capable
of doing almost at any speed, and to produce
almost any quantity of new stuff. It would be
vain to attempt to do any kind of even poetical
justice to the magic power of the complicated
systems of mechanism which wero shown at
work, and which brought forth their produce
before the very eyes of the wondering spec-
tators. The raw materials pass by some
mysterious agency into useful things, all ready
for use and wear

;
while the visitors glanced at

the iron wheels, and pinions, and feeding,
troughs, and delivery-troughs. A true magic
show, all driven primarily by the burning fire in
the dim distance.

But the thoughtful spectator all this while
could not but look, not only at what this
mechanism did, but must have thought,—at least,

I often did,—at what it could not, and did
t, do ! Here it stopped. Hei-e it could go no

further; a limit was set to its action and power
of production. In this is tho key to the future
of art and artistic action. Tho magic engine
could roll and press aud cut and stamp the raw
metal, and even count the coins as they fell, but
it could not design the device on the coin, nor enfc

without the hand and brain of man the steel die
which impressed the penny-piece

! It could do
everything in the production of a common
envelope, but it could not design and engrave the
littlo flower on it which forms the seal. It could
make the paper, and print it, and cut it up
and count the sheets afterwards, but it could
nott/iwjfcout the printed matter. A most wonder,
ful distinction not so much thought of as it will
one day be.

We would pass now from the raw materials
and producing machinery as seen in these im-
portant Exhibitions to what was produced, to
the useful products, out of the raw materials,
through the costly machinery, and as, in so
many cases, “ornamented” by art. Art waa
the last element which entered into the idea of
these Exhibitions of the world’s industry. Bub
few of the objects exhibited, and which could
ia any wise be “ ornamented,” were to be met
with which had not had some artistic thought
bestowed on them. All the “textile” fabrics
had in them either in pattern or in colouring
some art element. It was a curious and not a
little instructive sight. Some analytical power
was needed sometimes to decide on the relative
merits of the almost rival arts at work on the
fabrics. Sometimes it was the pattern or
design that carried all before it. The mind had
to travel all tho way to old Assyr'a sometimes
to find the original of the strange device, after-

wards to figure, might be, on a table-cloth or a
muslin window curtain ! Sometimes China drew
the pattern on a hearth-rug, while the carpet on
which it rested so comfortably got its novel and
attractive pattern from a quaint Gothic source,,

invented perhaps by an old monk of the twelfth
century. It was, indeed, wenderful to note
where the patterns came from, aud the mind
had to travel fairly round tho world, and
throngh centuries of times, while contemplating
the limited amount of textile fabrics necessary
in the fui-nisbiug of an ordinary bedroom or
comfortable little boudou*.

All the world literally came together to con-
tribute to the novel display, and something
surely ought to come out of it all penaanently,
and beyond the mere idea of a passing show.

It bas sometimes occurred to us, when looking
at what was douo at so much cost in these
Exhibitions, to ask, how is it that they have not
in some way or other done a something towards
the creation of a new and untried style in art ?
All and everything seen in them was more or
less copied, or, if nob copied, the idea artisti-

cally of the object was foreign and distant,

—

foreign to the country altogether sometimes,
and distant,—sometimes centuries distant from
tho age in which we live. How is this ? It is,

says a great authority in such matters, “mere
affectation and priggishness ” to reject help
from the past of art. In simple despair we
must needs go back in time and borrow from
what bas been done. Bub why is this ? Looking
at things philosophically, and looking at the
great part of art, we cannot but be struck with
the contrast it presents to the present in prin-
ciple of production. It is truly marvellous to
contemplate. The closer we look, the greater
the mystery aud wonder of it. The old artists

had, as it would seem, nothing to go by but tbat
which had immediately preceded them. Not a
thought else. The old Goth built his tower, not
of Babel, and as he bailfc it it changed in expres-
sional power, as the style ho worked in pro-
gressed, as the old passed into disuse, and the
new grew into life and freshness. The old
poetic thought not only alone grew as stone was
piled on stone, but it changed also. A won-
derful progression from foundation to spire-top.

We can now in nowise equal this feat of art;

but could not the future of these Exhibitions do
a somewhat to enlighten us as to the future of
art and architecture, and to point the new way
that once upon a time was old ?

Crystal Palace Secretaryship.—We under-
stand that 230 applications have been sent in.

A particularly modest man, hearing us mention
this, jerked out, “Then I should say there are
230 persons who have a very good opinion of
themselves.” The position certainly demands

r qualifications.
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; PEOJEOTED RAILWAY, DOCK. HAEBODR.
AND PUBLIC W'OEKS.

The notices and plans which have been given

I
and deposited with respect to applications to

1 Parliament as to powers for new railway and
other public works show that the Private Bill

legislation during the next session is likely

to bo somewhat heavy. The total number
of Bills for which notices had been given *

is upwards of 300, of which 150 are in

respect of railways, and sixty of these are for

projected new lines by companies to be incorpo-

rated for tho purpose, wlulst upwards of fifty

are applications by existing companies for exten-

sion lines and other works in connexion with
their several systems. The tramway notices are
comparatively few, their number being not more
than eighteen, and several of these are for pro-

visional Board of Trade orders. There are sixty

applications in respect of now gas and water
projects, and several of these are for works of a
largo and comprehensive character. The Bills

for projects of a miscellaneous character are
upwards of eighty in number, and amongst these
there are several for proposed harbour, dock, and
pier works of considerable magnitude, whilst
there are also several Bills promoted by tho
local authorities in many large towns, for the
erection of public buildings, the construction of

parks, and general town improvements, ou a
largo scale.

Of the aggregate number, no less than forty
of the Bills dii'ectly affect the metropolis. Of
this number, twenty-two aro railway projects,
five tramway works, two subway works under
the Thames, whilst the Bills for undertakings of

a miscellaneous character aro eleven in number.
The railway Bills include the Midland, High-

gate, and Alexandra Parkj the Wandsworth,
Fulham, and Metropolitan

j
the Alexandra Park

(extension of time), and|the Aldgate and Cannon,
street (inner circle) lines, notices of which
appeared in tho Tsuilder of the 22nd ult.

;
hut it

may be added, with respect to tho last-named
project, that it embraces an extensive line of
railway from tho inner circle, under the White-
chapel, Mile-end, and Bow roads, to a junction
with tho North-London Eailway at Bow, and also
forma a junction with the East-London line, now
in course of construction. One great merit thus
claimed for it is, that it will open out a new
means of communication to tho large East-end
population. With respect to the new streets to
be made and affected by the proposed line, it is

-stated that the experience of the last few years
in the construction of railways under public
thoroughfares will enable the engineers to con-
•struct tho proposed works without unduly inter-

fering with the traffic in the several streets
affected. There are three projects for connecting
the Alexandra Palace with different portions of
the metropolis. Tho Great Eastern Company
aro seeking for powers to construct a Hue com-
mencing by a junction with their line in Tot-
tenham, near the point whore the line crosses
tho Seven Sistors’-road, and terminating by a
junction with the Enfield branch of tho Great
Northern line; another project is for the incor.
poration of a now company to constracb a rail-

way, commencing in Tottenham by a junction
with the Enfield branch of the Great Eastern
line near Lordship-lano, and terminating in the
grounds of tho Palace, on tho north side of the
refreshment pavilion; whilst the third project
is that designated the Midland, Highgate, and
Alexandra Park line, from tho Tottenham and
Hampstead line of the Midland Company to the
Kdgeware and Highgate branch of tho Great
Northern Company. Tho Great Eastern and
South Eastern Junction is a proposed new line,

commencing by ajunction with the Great Eastern
line near the Fenchurch-street station and
forming a junction with the South Eastern
line near the Cannon-street station. The Great
Northern Company seek powers to construct
branch lines from St. Pancras to connect their
line at Islington with the North London. There
arc four projects for additional lines to the
Crystal Palace. One of these is a proposed
new line called the Crystal Palace and
South London,—a new line to form a junc-
tion with the Brighton line from London Bridge,
to commence on the Crystal Palace and South
London junction, and tei’minato on the south
side of the Queen’s-road station

;
also a line from

the London, Chatham, and Dover, and London
and Brighton (West-end) lines at Dulwich

; a

I
third line, commencing near the Honour Oak

* Up to Saturday last, the last day allowed under the
standing orders of Parliament.

station of the Crystal Palace line, and termi-
nating near Brockley-lauo on the South-Eastern
Eailway. Also, auother line called the Crystal
Palace High Level lino, commencing at tho
present high-level station at the Palace,
and terminating at Selhurst and Croydon, on
the Croydon and Balham line. The Ealing,
Acton, and City Eailway is a proposed new
lino between Hammersmith and City, and the
Great Western and Brentford lines; the Acton
and Hammersmith Eailway is a proposal to

unite the North and South-west Junction with
the Hammersmith Extension line, with a now
station at Acton

;
whilst the Kingsbury and

Harrow project is for the construction of a
new lino between Kingsbury and Harrow, com-
mencing in the parish of Willesdeu by a junc-
tion with the Metropolitan and St. John’s-
wood Eailway, passing through Willesden, Neas-
don, Kingsbury, Wembley, and Preston, and
terminating iu the parish of Harrow-on-the-
Hill, on tho road leading from London to

Pinner. The North London Company seek
powers for making an embankment with a
sea wharf in Poplar, commencing on the north
side of the Blackwall entrance to the West
India Docks, and terminating close to Messrs.
Money, Wigram, & Co.’s ship-building yard.

The company further seek power to remove
Blackwall stairs, and provide other accommo-
dation ; and also to stoi^ up so much of Sun-
street as is situate between the western boun-
dary wall of the Great Eastern Eailway cross-
ing that street; and the western boundary of
the railway viaduct over such street. The
London and Blackwall Company seek powers
for the enlargement and alterations of the
Fenchurch-street, Lemon - street, Shad well,

Stepney, Limehouse, West India Dock, and
Millwall stations, by extending the platforms
on both sides; and also for building an entirely
new station at Bow. The London and South-
Western Company have a bill seeking powers
for the widening and otherwise enlarging
their Waterloo station on both the north-west
and south-east sides

j aud also for widening
their main line at Battersea. The Metropolitan
Company have a Bill to enable them to con.
tribute funds, or hold shares in any company
or association, for the building of any hotel
or chambers over or adjacent to any of their

stations. They also seek powers to acquire
the block of buildings in Kensington, known
as Methwold’s Alms Houses. The London Cen-
tral Company have a Bill for empowering the
London and North-Western, Great Western,
Midland, South-Eastern, Great^Northern

;
Groat

Eastern, London and South-Western, London,
Brighton, and South Coast; London, Chatham,
and Dover; and Metropohtan, and Metropolitan
District Companies, to subscribe and apply
funds towards tho construction of tho line, for

which Parliamentary powers have already been
obtained. The East Loudon Company have a
bill for an extension of time for tho comple-
tion of works, and also for powers to purchase
certain lands and buildings in St. George’s-in-
tbe-Eaat.

The Metropolitan Tramway Bills include one
promoted by tho North Metropolitan Company
for powers to use noiseless steam-power; a Bill

of the London Street Tramways Company for

new lines in St. Pancras, Kontish-town, and
Brccknock-road

;
also for new lines in Edgware-

road aud Maida-vale
; also a Bill by tho West

London and Kew aud Eiohmond Company for

now lines and powers to nsa steam-power
; also a

Bill for powers to construct tramways from the
West India Dock Station to the Poplar Station
of the Blackwall Eailway.
Amongst the Bills of a miscellaneous character

connected with the metropolis is one by the
East and West India Dock Company for the con-

struction of slips, diy docks, and graving docks

;

also Bills for the construction of subways under
the Thames, between North and South Wool-
wich, and between the Isle of Dogs and Green-
wich

; a Bill for tho removal of Bow-street
PoHoe-atation aud offices to Castle-street; a Bill

for a boulevard iu Westminster and other works
(already noticed in tho Builder)

;
powers to

pui'chase land in Waterman’s Alley, and Gas and
Coke Company’s buildings on Victoria Embank-
raent, for site for new Mint buildings

;
a Bill

seeking powers to purchase land and buildings in

Seymour-strect and Bedford-street, Euston, for

enlargement of the Eailway Cleaiing-honso; a

Bill for powers to purchase land and buildings

in King William-street for enlarging the Lorn-

bard-street Post-office; a Bill by the Metro-
politan Board of Works for the construction of

now roads near Einsbury Park; a Bill for the
construction of new roads aud improvements ia
Eaton-terraco and Eatou-placo to Oviugton-
square, Brompton, aud the widening of Cadogan-
placc, near Sloano-street, Chelsea; powers for
alteration of tolls at Covent-garden Market;
powers to Corporation as to City of London
Police superannuation; and also a Bill giving
powers to City Corporation and Metropolitan
Board of Works for the compulsory purchase
aud management of the Metropolitan gaa
companies.
Amongst tho projects connected with the

prorinces there are several of an important
character. Indopeudontly of a largo number of
entirely new railway undertakings and extension
lines promoted by many of the great companies,
there aro several Bills, as we have already
stated, in connexion with town improvements,
gas and water works, aud harbour, dock, and
pier works. Amongst the first named is a Bill

promoted by the Nottingham Corporation, of a
wide and comprehensive character. In i.Lia Bill
the corporation seek powers for the construction
of two large new covered markets, together with
a cattle-market, and public slaughter-honses.
The Bill also enables the corporation to purchase
land for the erection of a new town-hall, muni-
cipal-offices, court-house, gaols, station-houses,
aud other offices and buildings for public pur-
poses

; also to provide public parks and places
of recreation, and to erect buildings within them
for the enjoyment of tho public; to alter aud
extend, for municipal purposes, the limits of the
borough, BO as to include therein tho site of
Nottingham Castle, and to enable the Duke of

Newcastle’s trustees to grant a lease of the
castle to tho corporation for any term, in order
that tho corporation may convert it into public
libraries, museums, and art-exliibitiona. The
Bill farther seeks for powers to enable the
corporation to purchase land ou the banks of
the Trent for the purpose of constructing public
baths

;
to enable them to build and maintain

artizans’ dwellings; authorises the corporation
to enclose and lay out ornamentally any disused
burial-grounds within the borough; and, finally,

enables tho municipal body to erect buildings
for inland bonding-warehousea, and to let and
regulate the use of them, The Bill also contains
several stringent clauses for promoting and
improving tho sanitary condition of the borongh,
including the removal of ruinous and dangerous
buildings, and obstructions, projections, and
encroachments in the streets

;
provides for the

more effectual drainage of houses, buildings, and
other property in the borough; the laying out
and completion of now streets, and the erection
and alteration of houses and buildings; and it

also contains clauses preventing or regulating the
letting of cellars or underground rooms as resi-

dences, and for preventing the disfigurement of

the front of buildings by sign-boards and adver-
tisements. The Corporation of Edinburgh have
also a Bill for the construction of fish, vegetable,
aud com markets. A Wigan Improvement Bill

also seeks for powers to build a new market and
widen the streets in that toT^^l. A Leicester
Irapi'ovement Bill provides for extensive drain-

age powers, and also for the construction of

works to prevent floods in the river Soar. There
are also Improvement Bills promoted by the
local authorities respectively of Leeds, Cam-
bridge, Gloucester, Hythe, Shipley, Middles-
brougb, Dover, Swansea, and other places.

The Bills in connexion with gas and wa*er
nndertakings includoone promoted by the Wake,
field and District Waterworks Company (to be
incorporated) for the construction of new works
to supply Wakefield and the neighbourhood,
including, amongst other works, three large

reservoirs. The existing Wakefield Water Com-
pany are also applying for powers to construct
new works, including large reservoirs. The
Edinburgh and District Water Company have a
Bill for new works on a scale of great magnitude,
including the construction of five large reservoirs,

to contain water supplied from the Eiver Esk.
The proposed works include several miles of
conduit-pipes. The Hartlepool and Wrexham
Water Companies have also Bills for new reser-

voirs, whilst the water companies of Nottingham,
Padiham, Chester, Leeds, Maidstone, Broad-
stairs, Maidenhead, Belfast, and Mid-Lothian
are also applying for powers to construct ex-

tended works. There are sevei’al new gas com-
panies applying for powers of incorporation for

new works, and other existing companies for

extension of limits of supply.
The dock, harbour, aud pier projects include a

Bill promoted by the Dover Harbour Board for
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powers to make three new piers or breakwaters,
550 ft., 1,900 ft., and 1,200 ft. in length
respectively, together with a pier and jetty

1,200 ft. long. The trustess of the Marquis of

Bate apply for powers to extend tbo dock
accommodation at Cardiff by the construction of

two new docks and a tidal harbour. The largest

dock will be a continuation of the south basin

now approaching completion. Its water area

will be greater than that of the existing Bute
East Dock, and it will have a quay space of

upwards of 8,700 ft. in length. The other dock,

and the tidal harbour on the west sido of the

town will involve the diversion of a portion of the

river Taff. The water area of the dock will be

seventeen acres and a half, with a quay space of

4,350 ft. in length. The Swansea Harbour Board
apply for powers to improve the harbour, make
new docks, extend the piers, and construct a
new embankment and pier. The Sutton (Devon)
Harbour trustees seek powers for the conversion
into a dock of part of Sutton Pool, and also to

construct dock walls and embankments. A Bill

for the improvement of Neath river harbour
includes powers for making a new navigable cut
and embankments. Another Bill provides for

the incorporation of a company to construct a
new dock at Whitby

; and there is also a Bill

seeking powers for the incorporation of a com-
pany to construct a wet dock and two graving
docks at Milford. Whilst the Brading Harbour
trustees are applying for powers to construct
embankments, quays, landing stages, and other
works. The Londonderry Port and Harbour
Board apply for new works on the shore, and in

the bed of the river Toyle. There is also a Bill

for powers to construct a pier 1,200 ft. long at
Melcombe Regis, Weymouth, together with a
heading and landing places at all times of tide,

and also to erect on the pier-head music, bath,
and refreshment rooms. The Tees Conservancy
Board have a Bill for the construction of a
graving dock, and there are also Bills for the
construction of piers at Sandown, Isle of Wight j

Cattle Water, Sidmouth, and Yarmouth.
No small amount of both “ capital

” and
“labour” would bo needed in carrying out this
programme. All are interested in forwarding
such works when wisely conceived and honestly
intended.

HYBERNATION IN PUBLIC PLACES.
Everybody is no doubt aware that our

public fountains—though they are not without
some varieties,—have been stated to belong for
the most part to the same class of art as the
conventional lamp-post. It was supposed, time
agone, by some observers, and the supposition
articulated distinctly with the aid of their all-

too-flippant tongues,—that the area-railings, the
posts at the street comers, and the lamp-posts
of ordinary life, were in some mysterious way
members of a common family. They were all,

it is true, so unpretentious,—not' to say dowdy
j

and had so little marked feature of any kind
about them, favouring ono another mainly as
being all made up of dull negations, that to
attribate near relationship in the absence of
special knowledge seemed to require a stretch of
temerity beyond the safe proceedings of prudent
gossips. When people have no characters at all,

you cannot say with justice and confidence that
they have a lot of characteristics in common.
It is just possible, however, that some of the
more painstaking inquirers may have got their
confidence from an examination of signatures.
Such works bear at times inscnptions that give
information as the artist’s studio from which
they emerge. .... When the street fountains
appeared also in handsome cast-iron, — in
imitation of Roman altars and tea - urns,
of Norman windows, with observant oysters
in the midst, and in the other forms dictated by
a severe but enlightened fancy, it was, we have
said, concluded at once that the long-established
lamp.posb family, being possessed of elevation
and position, was courted by a new set ofGerman
cousins. Like many poor relations, the new
comers felt, to all seeming, their inferiority,
their want of fresh graces and charms, that
could enable them to stand by themselves, and
do without the countenance of their congeners,
equally unlovely, it is tme, but possessed of that
best of attractions the “established thirty years,”
which, in well-regulated communities, very pro-
perly supplies the place, does away with the
necessity of other claims to consideration.
Under these circumstances, the modest new race
of dowdies shrank into the shade. Perhaps no

one has much regretted this consequence of their

estimate of themselves, and it would be an
invidious and painful task to call public attention

to the difference between their winter and
summer aspect. Harsh people have said, indeed,
that if a little more retirement would be con-
sistent with the performance of their useful

functions, theirs (the harsh people’s) would not be
the voices to bid such fountains to retain even
their present prominence. Reduced to etherial

condition from their too solid form, their change
would be viewed without emotion, without
bitter regrets or sad memories. They might
hide themselves in boarded pump-cases; and
no eye would suffer for their shyness
But there are in London a few,—it is to

be feared a very few,—examples of fountains
that are works of art and not unpleasant
objects for the sight to dwell upon, oven
when compared with the grey smoked brick
dwellings that in all their rich luxuriance
of fancy line our better-class thoroughfares.
We will not venture to point them out after the
remarks above ; it might be supposed that we
wished to set the guardian Nymphs by the ears,

which would be all too cruel sport. It may be
assumed, we suppose, that mere size does not
seriously affect the appointment of these guar-
dians. While it no donbt happens that those in

quest of employment regard the care of the
gentle stream from a quarter-inch pipe as not
quite so dignified a post as that involving a resi-

dence in the neighbourhood of thundering
torrents. It is to be hoped for the sake of
nymph-nature that this is forgotten when the
formal installation has taken place, and that
every one feels a becoming willingness to do
anything dreadful that may be necessary in

honour of her office, i.e., her own social rank.
But this by the way. There is one such foun.
tain in particular that is at this moment called

to memory by the mention of these attendant
goddesses. It is pleasant to see, when it is allowed
to be visible. No sooner, however, do fogs and
Lord Mayor’s Day gladden the world, than a sort

of exaggerated hip-bath is inverted over the
kneeling figure and her vasej and this truncated
extinguisher is submitted for public admiration,
till soft spring renders it possible for thirsty

people to bo satisfied to quench their thirst with
water. Why is this ? It is difficult to suppose
that the figure runs more risk of damage in winter
than at other times. Snow-balling is apparently
not the dreaded danger, or it would not be
covered just now, but might (though we doubt
the necessity) be suddenly boxed in when the
white world showed itself on the morning after
the snow-fall. The basin might be closed up if

fear is felt as to the suction of stale rainwater by
enthusiasts heedless of the absence of the legi-

timate mugs. One has a suspicion that this
canopy was pressed by an ingenions tradesman
on the donor of the fountain as an appropriate
pieceof completeness, required by etiquette, with-
out which his gift would be deemed by every ono
a specimen of stingy liberality that pulled up
stupidly over the ha’porth o’ tar. Can it be that
such a tradesman lies in wait ? Will this

account for this somewhat inexplicable custom ?

Does he also keep on the watch, lest it should
fall into desuetude,— lest we should not be
called on to gladden ourselves with gazing, at
appropriate seasons, on this magnified thimble ?

DEATHS FROM ESCAPE OF GAS.

A SINGULAR series of fatalities, arising, in
some of the cases, from gas, has just occurred
in different parts of England and Scotland, as
recorded in last week’s newspapers. The coinci-
deuces are curious.

At Bilston, in Staffordshire, a man and his
wife were found lying dead in bed, and the
corpse of the woman in particular was dread-
fully discoloured. It is supposed that they
perished through an escape of carbonic acid gas
from the earth.

At Edinburgh, in No. 56, Blackfriars-street,

a tailor and his wife were found lying in bed,
the man quite dead, and his wife appa-
rently at the last gasp. The room was full of
gas, and on examination it turned out that the
gas-pipe by some means must have burst.

At Leven, also in Scotland, a joung man and
his wife, recently married, were found lying on
the floor of the bedroom of a friend’s house
where they were visiting, the man quite dead,
and his wife only semi-conscious. The house
was a new one ouly recently occupied, and,

amongst other conjectures, emanations from the
new building have been suspected.
At Dundee, a country girl was found suffocated

in her bedroom, having neglected to turn off the
gas : she had perhaps blown out the light, as a
country girl might readily do.

In a nunnery at Bristol a young woman was
found in a cell nearly dead, and shortly after

she did die, from gas, which filled the room from
a burner left half on.

These are all taken from one week’s papers.
In three of the cases Thursday night is named
as the time of the occurrence, but whether ia
one and the same week is not clear. In three

of the instances, too, the door or window of the
room had to be burst open.

THE MESSAGE OF ART.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

At the ordinary fortnightly meeting of the
session, held Friday evening, the 28th iust., Mr.
E. J. Tarver, president, in the chair (when the
following gentlemen were elected members :

—

Messrs. H. W. Lockwood, J. Edsall, J. Payne, A.
N. Bromley, M. Halbert, R. J. Dickens, jun.,

J. Gibbons, F. H. Farrow, Alfred H. Tilbman,

F. T. Baggallay, 0. W. Davies, and W. Wilson),

Mr. Wyke Bayliss, F.S.A., read a paper entitled
“ The Message of Art, or the Legend of Beauty.’^

In the course of his remarks he said that art was
a great living influence. Everywhere there waa
abroad that which was ugly and ill-conceived.

It was the province of art to discover tbo realism

of the beautiful, and this was their true aim-
Beauty came to them in many different forms ;

there was poetry in every phase of life. There
were many to whom art was a living language,
which language waa really a beautiful one. Art
was one of the highest means of culture they
possessed, refining and ennobling them, and
filling their hearts with gladness. Beauty waa
that which pleased the eye, and, synthetically,

that which gave pleasure to the mind. Art told

them of everything that could bo told of

strength, life, and beauty. As Beauty, in the

legend of “ Beauty and the Beast,” came to the

king’s son, awakening him from bis debased con-

dition of the rich inheritance of his birthright,

so the sacred influences of poetry and art came
to them, ennobling them, refining them, lifting

them from baser pleasures, teaching them that

they were indeed the king’s children, and that

Beauty was his messenger. For not the divine

alone nor the philosopher was charged with a
message

; but the poet and the painter also,

—

their message was about the beautiful. There
were lilies by every river side

;
there was poetry

everywhere
j
and what the lilies and the other

flowers were to the margin of the stream, such,

should poetry and art be to their lives.

“ 0 flower do laea ! bloom on and let tho river

Linger to kiss thy feetj

0 flower of song ! bloom on and make for ever
The world more fair and sweet.”

The message of art was always and every-

where for their good. He that was not better

for looking upon the splendour of the creation,

would not be better for looking upon the

face of the Creator; he would only shrink

blasted from His presence by the excess of

light. Then the message of art was always

and everywhere a protest against evil. Against

the raging fire of sensualism and the dead

ashes of materialism alike, Greek art gave its

protest in the passionless splendour of ideal

beauty. Against the brutish law of force, every

gentle legend of the north was like the soft

hand uplifted, weak, it might be, physically as

the gentle hand of a woman, but with another

kind of strength, mightier than the hammer of

Thor. Was there an evil in tho cruel and stern

dogmatism of the Mediasval Church ? Then
every sweet picture of the Holy Child or the

Virgin Mother was a message to stay the fire and
sword and rack of the Inquisition. Yet, once

more : was there an evil still existing in the world,

in the hard, grinding, pitiless, competition of

their own times ? Then poetry and ai-t gave their

perpetual protest against it in every delicate

rendering of nature by the painter, in every

refined thought or noble aspiration of the poet.

But the message of art must always be about tho

beautiful. The only hope of the modern school

was that it had found a new life, not in the

traditions, but in the study of nature out of

doors,—in the fields and under the blue sky.

The message of art, the pursuit of the beautiful,

as in poetry and paiutiog, was still the “ holy
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grail,”—the one quest; and by seeking it, it

meant tbe fruition of thoir manhood, the blossom
•and the fruit of which we were the gei-m; it was
part of our faith, and this message was every-
where and always good. He know that in taking
man for a theme he must take him with all his
passions of life, both good and evil ; but the
good and evil must not stand as co-ordinates if

•art was to bo the king’s messenger; it must
show the mastery of evil, the ultimate triumph
of right

; it must rise,

—

“ In ever higharing eagle circle tip
To the great suo of glory, and thence swoop
Powti Kpon all things base, and dash them dead.”

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Kiddett,
in proposing a vote of thanks, said he remem.
bered, some six years ago, Professor Kerr stating
in those rooms that there was growing up a very
rapid worship of the ugly; but had the Professor
•been present that night, ho would have found an
ardent admirer of a contrary quality.

Mr. J. Douglass Mathews briefly seconded
the vote of thanks.

Mr. S. Flint Clarkson said that as architects
were generally looked upon as prosaic people,
iio would say a few words in their justification.
It was a national characteristic to suppress our
sentiments and conceal our emotions. There was
everywliere a depreciation of art-criticism. This,
no doubt, had an evil effect on the national
•character. There had been, too, for some time
past, in the public press and in private circles,
a. great depreciation of our public statues, which
wore alluded to in terms far from complimentary,
.giving occasion for smart sayings

; but stopping
there, it seemed to him, was a deplorably bad
habit, and was bad art-criticism, which seemed
likely to bring out an ovil feeling which they
ought all to deprecate.

Mr. Boyes thought that the pursuit of the
•beaatiful and the love of the beautiful were the
true aim of all art, and being artists they should
keep that before them

;
this was a sort of

religion in them, which they believed in pro-
foundly, though there were many obstacles in
the pursuit of this belief. The prevailing wor-
ship of stylo and precedent was a great obstacle
an the pursuit of the beautiful

; but it was time
that they got rid of following certain styles, and
•endeavoured to walk alone.

After some further remarks from Mr. Elkington
and the chairman, Mr. Bayliss replied, and the
j>roceedings then terminated.

WOODWORK AND JOINERY IN THE
VIENNA EXHIBITION.*

Im presenting my report upon Woodwork and
Joinery, I feel desirous of making a few pro-
Hniinary remarks.

First, with regard to the Exhibition itself.
•Since ray return I have often been asked what I
thought of the great show at Vienna, and have

compelled to say that I scarcely saw it.

•ixwkvng at the arrangement of the exhibits from
a. reiwrtor’s and workman’s point of -view, it has
seeoiocl to me that too ranch importance has been
attached to the geographical position of the
•country supplying the article exhibited, and too
little to the fact that, if a proper comparison is
to be made, the productions compared should
•be,~as far as possible,—in

j uxtaposition. If tbe
whole of the articles had been arranged accord-
ing to material or class, the work of three days
could easily have been accomplished in one, and
comparisons could have been made with much
greater ease and certmnty. I am quite aware
t;hat, as a mere show, this arrangement 'wonld
not have had the best effect; but it is a matter
^or serious consideration whether it is not ofi
luflnitely more importance to institute perfect
•cotnparisons than merely to please the eye of the
ordinary spectator. After working bard for
neatly a week, I came away fearing that roy
work was imperfectly done, and that I had

.

missed many things which I ouglit to have seen,
and feeling that the time had been too short for
justice to be done to the various subjects.

Next, with reference to the classification of
my notes. For reasons which I shall state
hereafter, I have placed first, and dwelt some-
what at length upon, wood-converting machinery.
I have placed second, the ordinary tools of the
carpenter and joiner

; third, buildings and house
joinery

; fourth, cabinet-work and furniture
generally; fifth, machines made to any con-

•sidorable extent of timber
; and sixth, timber

Frederick Smith, Manager, Union Land and
•iiaudiag Society, Manchester.

itself. In the latter portion of my report I
make some remarks upon the work I noticed in
various cities and towns through which we passed,
believing that it is in the streets and workshops
that the truest exhibition of the average work-
man’s skill is to be found, at any rate so far as
my special branch is concerned. It is not my
intention to make any special reference to desio-n,
except where I feel compelled to do so in order to
illustrate my opinions, as I have no desire to be
caught poacliing on the domains of my fellow-
reporters.

With respect to the workmanship displayed
in the construction of the various machines I
desire to express no opinion, leaving that to the
reporters on machinery. I shall chiefly con-
fine myself to the discussion of their adaptability
to tbe various purposes for which they were
made.

Holding strongly to the belief that in this age
the nation whose machinery is most varied and
perfect runs the least risk of being left behind
in the raco for commercial pre-eminence, and
believing, also, that the measure of a nation’s
machinery is, or ought to be, the measure of both
the wealth and ease of its operative classes,
I naturally turned with some anxiety to the
English section in the Machinery Hall, and was
agreeably surprised to find that, in spite of above
a thousand miles of land carriage, our manu-
facturers stood foremost in tbe quantity of their
exhibits.

When, after looking round, I discovered that,
large as was the assortment of machines, they
represented only a portion of those actually in
use in this country, and supplied by the various
firms who are exhibitors at Vienna, I felt that,
so far at least as variety was concerned, wo had
nothing to fear from Continental nations, and
that^ our only rivals were our Transatlantic
cousins.

^

And here I desire to express the
gratification I felt at the kindness and candour
of the English-speaking portion of the exhibitors.
Every machine was put in motion, and every
speciality was pointed out to me, without the
least hesitation; an example ivhich was not
followed by some of the Continental exhibitors,
one of whom even objected to my measuring the
bed of a planing machine.

°

But some of the difficulties which I and others
of my fellow-reporters met with were, I believe,
simply owing to our inability to make ourselves
understood. At the same time, I would suggest
that, in future, it be made a condition that exhi-
bitors allow measuring or sketching within
reasonable limits

;
for it appears to me that, if

exhibitions mean anything, they mean an inter-
change of ideas.

Wood-convertinj llachinenj.

Worssam & Co., London, exhibit, among
other things, an arrangement for giving the
drunken ” motion required in a circular saw

when used for grooving purposes, by means of
one washer and a set screw, thus dispensing with
the sets of bevelled washers commonly used.
They also show a set of machinery for preparince
parquetry flooring, including a disc for turning
up the squares when glued together, and a table
with vertical spindle, enabling two men to work
at one pair of cutters

;
the timber is held firm

on the table by an eccentric roller.
Messrs. Allen, Eausome, & Co., London, among

their machines exhibit a hand mortising-machine;
and endless as is the variety of these machines,
there have been improvements made in them of
late. For instance, this firm lowers the table
instead of the chisel, and if the screw and sup.
ports are only made strong enough, the advan-
tage IS great, inasmuch as it not only maintains
the stroke at one uniform height, but the spindle
carrying the chisel sliding in perfectly rigid
bearings is an additional advantage. Besides
this, they seem, with other makers, to have dis-
carded the spring stop of the reversing appara-
tus, and now this step is taken, the wonder seems
to be that a spring should ever have been fixed
for that purpose. Personally, I should have pro-
ferred a longer stroke, and I find that the india-
rubber washers are still in use, although I have
seen that in a short time the oil reduces them to
a pulp.^ There are also some important improve-
ments in planing machines, exhibited by this
firm with some other makers. They have dis-
pensed with the flange from tbe pulleys of the
band-saw, thereby greatly reducing the risk of
breakage, and have applied to their pulleys a
hinge bearing.

Charles Powis & Co. show a cheap and simple
general joiner, one of the principal advantages
of which is that all the operations are performed

from one shaft. They also show a planing-
machine, the spindle of which carries a flange
for supporting the edge of the cutter, therebv
imparting greater steadiness.
The pneumatic apparatus of Messrs. Allen,

Ransome, & Co. ought not to be forgotten. By
means of this ari'angement all dust and shavings
are carried away, thereby promoting health and
economy, and lessening the risk of fire.

Messrs. Robinson & Co., of Rochdale, have a
nnmber of machines, amongst them a dove-
tailing-machine of a first-class character, a log-
frame calculated to run 300 revolutions per
minute, and a cross-cutting machine, having a
chisel-sharpened tooth. When we consider that
this firm stands in the front rank in England as
makers of wood-working machinery, and that,
the machines they exhibit in no sense represent
the extent of their manufacture, but may be said
to be only a small selection from their stock, and
that the same remark will apply to moat of tbe
other e^ibitors, it will be understood that this
Exliibition must not be taken as a test of
England’s strength in this direction.
The English makers seem generally to strive

to obtain such a form of machine as will enable
them to cast the frame in a single piece, and to
secure solidity, accurate fitting, and—ugliness.
The utilitarian character of the people is shown
in their machines. The exhibits are precisely
the same articles which will be sent from their
workshops in the ordinary way of trade. The
same everlasting lead colour, the same stiffness
of outline, and also the same accuracy and
strength.

American Section.

lathis section, considering the great distance
the exhibitors have had to travel, the show is
tolerably large, and the variety is considerable.
There are some very compact moulding-

machines by Rogers & Co., Norwich, Connec-
ticut, some of the small ones at a very reasonable
price.

A new machine to snperaede dovetailing, by
Knapp, of Northampton, Massachusetts, exe-
cutes some very good though novel work, and
its small size and neat appearance will commend
it to the public.

J . A. Fay & Co., Cincinnati, show a tenoning,
machine with narrow frame, enabling the
attendant to feed quite through the cutters
without leaning over the table. Those who have
worked a tenoning-machine will appreciate this
arrangement. There is also a beautiful machine
for making buckets.
The general design and decoration of the

American machines is superior to the English,
though, for practical utility they are no better,
and in point of strength and solidity are scarcely
so good.

French Section.

In the French section, F. Arbey, of Paris
exhibits a considerable number of machines,
including a_ trying-machine with spiral cutters,
tbe shai’pening of the cutters being accomplished
by means of an emery disc travelling over them
when in motion. I have been unable to see any
advantage in this arrangement; for when we
consider that the primary object of such a
machine should be accurate work, and not
simply clean work, and when we also bear in
mind that a cutter for a 2-l.inch machine must
be 28 in. to 30 in. long, the difficulty of securing
an even temper over such a length of steel, and
the impossibility of applying a straight-edge to a
spiral surface, makes me think that spiral cutters
will never be very extensively used for trying-up
machines. Several other machines are shown
by this maker, including several saw-benches
for manual power, very cheap, and some of them
apparently well adapted for light work.
There are machines of various kinds from

various countries, scattered up and down, but
none of them, so far as I saw, calling for special
remark.

Joiners' Tools.

Heissinger, of Nurnberg, shows a case of
joiners’ tools in boxwood, and a cabinetmaker’s
bench. The case is a credit to him, both in
design and exeention. The tools, also, are well
finished, but pecuhar in shape

; the handle at
the front end of the planes would be puzzlino- to
an English joiner. There are no hand.saws,
and the square blades are very narrow, which
must make it easy to force them out of square.
Next is a case of tools from Leipsic. Here

wo see the marked difference between tbe
English and the German tools. The bench
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planes are very narrow, the moulding planes
are all worked upright instead of being sprung
as ours arc. The clumsy looking frame-saw, and
the variety of tools for doing the work which the

English joiner would do with his plough alone,

did not tend to impress mo with a belief in the

superiority of the German tools. The exhibi-

tors of this case have had a medal from some e.xhi.

bition
; but most of the tools I saw—an English

workman would consider rude and obsolete.

There aro other cases of tools from Rhenish
Prussia, many of them well finished, but the

band-saws are conspicuous by their absence.

Of the English makers, Spear & Jackson,
Ward & Payne, Kenyon & Co., and others, show
joiners’ tools, principally steel tools. The grind-

ing of these tools is superior to anything of Con-
tinental manufacture. I could have wished that
the show of planes and other wood tools had been
larger.

Buildings.

The buildings of tho Exhibition itself and the
annexes, are, generally speaking, of good design,

and the work is sufficiently well executed. The
main buildings differ from those of previous
Exhibitions, in that they are lighted from the
aide, and have a boarded roof

;
the iuside was

therefore cooler than it would have been had the
roof been of glass. An additional advantage is,

that there are no galleries, thus much labour is

saved to the visitor. TJio roofs of the French
annexe are formed of ribs of oak, bolted together
in segments, and strengthened by laminated
ribs above and below, the whole retained in

shape by forked tie rods and king bolts. The
span is about 60 ft.

Some of the other annexes have what may be
called hammev-beam roofs

;
but in consequence

of the struts passing across the middle of the
hammer-beam, and straight up to the purlin, one
fails to see what purpose tho hammer-beam
serves, except to produce an optical illusion—an
illusion the worst which could be produced in a
roof, namely, an appearance of deflection.

In the .grounds is a Russian house and out-
buildings, by G. Winterhalter, St. Petersburg,
constructed of logs, about 9 in. diameter, very
neatly put together. Every possible portion is

of timber, even to the cornices of the living,

rooms. The work is well done, but the orna-
ments are remarkable for being all angular.
There is a village composed of houses built in

the styles adopted by the people of the various
portions of the Austrian empire, and a church
with a groined roof supporting a bell turret, all

of timber. The work is most of it ill executed,
and contrasts unfavourably with the Russian
specimen before mentioned, and with a Swedish
dairy, the work of which, as well as the selec-

tion of the timber, is exceedingly good.

House Joinery.

In this class of work, England and America
show nothing, for the joinery of the workmen’s
cottages and the offices of the Commission can
scarcely be called exhibits. In these, corrugated
iron was the speciality, though, to my think-
ing, the visitors might inspect the sanitary
arrangements, and be benefited thereby, for
they are the only decent closets and lavatories

I saw on the Continent.

Stroman and Larsomm, of Gothenburg, show
some very good mouldings, and various kinds of
joinery, well executed

j
but the panels are all

jointed, and the wood badly matched in grain
and colour. Other Gothenburg makers show a
quantity of joiners’ work, including splayed
circular soffits for windows, not sufficiently well
executed for England. There is also a spiral stair-
case from Stuttgart, with oak treads and risers

;

the design aud proportion are very good, but
the rail, instead of being moulded from the solid,
is in two thicknesses, screwed together from the
under side

; the joints are very bad, and the
lower length is in three thicknesses, the top
piece being about 3 in. long, and J in. thick, and
of a different colour to the rest of the rail. I
wonderhow a workman, able to make the rail at
all, failed to see the defects I have mentioned.
The pulpit by Goyers Brothers, of Louvain,

is too well known to need either description or
praise, and, after the specimens of bad work
which I saw in Antwerp, I was ready to fancy
that so much skill had been lavished on that
pulpit that there was none to spare for the rest
of Belgium.

I also found a spiral staircase, with risers,
balusters, and x-ail in bent oak,—an excellent
illustration of the elasticity of tho material, and I

of the skill of the workmen in bending timber
;

I
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also a model of a spiral staircase from Brazil,

with scarf-jointed rail, and I wondered why no
English workman or firm had sent, at least, a
model, to show how a butt-jointed rail could be
made.

In Venetian blinds, circular-headed windows
have generally been a difficulty. In one case
this is obviated by an arrangement like two fans,

which close up the arch, and have a very neat
appearance. In England, when tho blind is

drawn up, part of the light is blocked out, and
the window practically shortened. In Vienna,
they often obviate this by forming a box above
the sash head, and drawing the blind into it,—

a

great improvement upon our plan.'

In parquetry flooring, England is a long way
behind. Perhaps it is that our damp, cold
climate causes us to prefer carpets

;
but, be the

cause what it may, although there are many
specimens of this class of work, I saw none but
what were from Continental countries, some of
them very elaborate and beautiful in design,
and superior iu execution

;
in fact, there was no

class of exhibits which struck me as being so

uniformly good. I am informed that most of
the machinery which is made in England for

this work is sent to the Continent. Some of

the principal exhibitors are,—Carl Sterkel, of
Ravensburg; Baner and Rehorsh, of Breslau
and Berlin; Blumer, Strasburg; and Tasson, of

Brussels. The Bnissels flooring was specially

excellent, and in these exhibits Belgium partly
retrieves her character.

As in most Continental exhibits, the judicious
choice of colour strikes the eyo of the English
visitor

.
as somttbing to which he is not

accustomed.

Cahinei Wurl-.

Nothing struck me more, in examining the
German specimens of cabinet work, than the
wide difference in the quality of the workman,
ship. The designs were generally excellent

;

but, taking two pianos placed almost side by
side, in one the joints were painfully apparent,
while iu the other, by F. Neumann, of Hamburg,
the framing and cross-banding were perfect
specimens of clean workmanship.

Another, in ebony, by a Berlin firm, was
exceedingly chaste ; the ornament was finished
clean from the tool, and the rest of the work
was all that could bo desired. The same remark
applies to the specimens of many other German
exhibitors; but I noticed two wardrobes that
were very inferior, and ought never to have
found their way to the Exhibition.
An ebony cabinet, by a Daiitzic firm, is very

beautiful in design, the colour dead black, and the
curved mouldings and general finish reflecting
great credit upon the workman.
.Among English exhibitors, Messrs. Jackson &

Graham, Holland & Sons, Walker & Sons, and
others, show specimens of the skill of tho English
workman. The two cabinets by the first named
firm, executed from designs by Owen Jones, are
perfect marvels of workmanship, both inside
aud out. Tho one in ebony and ivory is a
masterpiece of cabinet work

;
the most rigid

scrutiny on my part failed to expose a single
flaw. The second firm show a splendid mar-
quetry table, and the others have articles which
fully maintain the honour of England.
Tho Italians show, from Milan and Florence,

a quantity of furniture. From the former city

comes a suite in mahogany and oak, beautiful in

design, but wretched iu execution ; also an ebony
and ivory cabinet, with, lapis lazuli aud jasper
ornaments, very badly made; and if it could be
placed beside that of Jackson & Graham, the
contrast would be plain to tho most superficial

observer. There is also a marquetry cabinet
from Carlsbad, full of work, but of a very inferior
quality.

There seems to be very little ecclesiastical
work in tho Exhibition; tho Belgian pulpit is

the principal article in that branch of joinery.
Austria, and particularly Vienna, has a fine

show in clock-cases
; oak and walnut are the

principal materials; walnut seems to be an
especial favourite with tho Viennese workmen.
The design and workmanship are generally
excellent ; in fact, the workman of the Austrian
capital appears to be in advance of his Con-
tinental brethren.

Machine Joiiie7-y.

In these days of iron there is little scope for
the joiner in the frames of machines, except in
those for agricultural purposes, such as combined
thrashing-machines

;
and here Robey &, Co. aud

Marshall & Co. vie with each other; the one

exhibiting a frame in oak and pitch pine, and
the other a similar frame in pitch pine and iron,
both well made and deserving praise. Some
American machines with wood frames also took
my attention

; they were exceedingly well put
together, as American machines almost always
are.

And this leads me to ask how it is that the
workmen of the United States are so far in
advance of those of Sweden, Norway, Germany,
and other countries ? It cannot all be owing to
tho fact of their having abundance of timber, for
in the countries I have named timber is plentiful.
Is it not pai’tly owing to the fact that very many
of the best of the Continental workmen find a
home in the States, coupled with the fact that
when they reach America they are fettered by
no such absurd restrictions as prevail in their
native land, and are freed from the curse of
enforced military service, and so hand down to
their children the glorious heritage of unfettered
intellect aud unrestricted energies.

Timber.

There are some very fine specimens of timber
shown in the E.xhibition grounds, among which
is a piece of straight ash, 93 ft. long, 2 ft. 8 in.

at bottom, 1 ft. 4 in. at top
; a beech, 80 ft. long,

3 ft. at bottom, 2 ft. 4 in. at top; and a splendid
pine about 150 ft. long, 3 ft. at bottom, 11 iu. at
top. The timber most used in Vienna is oak
and a species of spruce-fir of two kinds—one
resembling American spruce, and the other not
unlike Norwegian red deal—neither of them very
easy to work

,
and that makes mo wonder that

machinery is not more generally used. Much of
the timber used iu Vienna is rafted up the
Danube, and the price of oak at the quay, when
purchased in considerable quantities, was given
me by Herr Paulick at about one gulden sixty
kreutzers per cubic foot, or something like three
shillings sterling. The timber used in Dresden
is rafted down tho Elbe in the same manner.

I visited the workshops of Herr Friedrich
Paulick, and was received by that gentleman
with the greatest kindness and cordiality. I
spent some time with him in his office and work-
shops, and was struck with the good feeling
which seemed to exist between himself and his
workmen. He had some English machinery at
work, but complained of tho difficulty of getting
his men to attend properly to it. He mentioned
that it was his custom to give to bis oldest
workmen—I mean by that those who had been
longest iu his employ—a periodical bonus over
and above their wages, according to the amount
of his profits. I saw there,—what I am sorry to
say I never saw in England,—trees and flowers
growing among the piles of timber, and looking
in at the office and workshop windows, so that
the workman could look out, not at a brick wall,
but on a flower-bed.

In the construction of casements the Germans
are in advance of us

;
but the great obstacle in

the way of adopting their windows arises from
our web climate and the difficulty of keeping
casements weather-tight. Double easements are
almost universal, and in Vienna the outer pair
are brought flush with the face of the wall

; the
result is that there is scarcely any shadow on
the front of the building, and the architectural
effect is seriously marred. At Aix-la-Chapelle
I noticed many revolving shutters made to pull
up with a strap

;
very well made, aud apparently

capable of pretty general application. At Ant-
werp the shop fronts strike one as very peculiar.
Here, also, I noticed the custom, which I have
alluded to as prevalent in Vienna and elsewhere,
of bringing the doors and windows out to the
front lino ofbuilding, and consequently giving a
flimsy and gingerbread appearance to the fronts
of the houses and shops by destroying the
shadows. This is the more remarkable in people
who understand so well the shading of flat orna-
ments, and is almost unpardonable in the citizens
of Antwerp, who have their beautiful cathedral
constantly before their eyes

;
but when we see

that they, along with the inhabitants of Aix-Ia-
Cbapelle aud Prague, have striven to hide or
disfigure the edifices which which it should be
their delight and pride to show to strangers, by
surrounding them with cobblers’ shops audea/Js,
one ceases to wonder at huge sheets of glass
being brought out to the face of a wall, and I

felt inclined to say, “ We manage these things
better in England.”
The joinery of Antwerp is very indifferent.

Nothing but the stump, tenon, and pin seems to
find favour with the joiners of that city,—a mode
of construction which would not be allowed in

this country. I saw some oak doors which were
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being fixed in a large ebop in one of the raain
otreets

;
the design was elaborate, but Iho work.

TOanship wa.s simply abominable, find no respect-

able English builder would have allowed himself
to bo disgraced by sending it out of his workshop.
The conclusions I have come to, as the result

of my visit, are, that while our workmen,—and,
indeed, many of our architects,—are very far

behind in art-knowledge, and liave very much to
learn in design, especially where colour is made a
jiredominating feature, wc are as a-nation greatly
iu advance in the quality of our workmanship.
For, taking the exhibits in deal shown in the
Exhibition, I do not hesitate to say that superior
work can be found any day in the workshops of
almost any building firm in England professing
to do good work.

Again, the great difference in the quality of

the exhibits, to wbioh I have already refeired,
seems to indicate that the best specimens are
the work of isolated individuals, and are not to

be taken ns cricerions of the average skill of the
districts from which they come. They are
more careful of human life in the erection of
new buildings

j
at least, such was my impression

on comparing their scaffolding with the flimsy
erections we see in this country. It seems
almost impossible to fall off a Continental scaf-

fold, unless it is done on purpose
;
the scaffolds

being formed of square tinibers bolted together,
with wide floors, strong and close balustrade,
and are reached, not by ladders, but by flights

of steps or inclined planes.

I could not help remarking on the journey,
that the amount of wmsto laud to be seen is

infinitesimally small as compared with England.
Through Belgium, Prussia, and Austria they
seem to know how to make the most of the land.
Where they cannot grow corn they grow trees,

and we find few immense commons in the very
richest of their land, as with us. Near the
stations and crossings, rows of fruit-trees are
planted along the sides of the railway, and in
many places iho turnpike-roads are marked out
for miles by lines of fruit-trees,—an e.vample
which might be followed with advantage in this
country.

One great drawback to the development and
progress of the Continental nations seems to bo
the military spirit which is fostered by the
Governments, and the waste and demoralisation
consequent thereon. Vienna swarms with idle

soldiers, while the women Lave to do the
drudgery of the city. The waste of wealth
caused by the withdrawal of millions of the
poople from productive industry must be felt
severely by the rest of the population, aud the
burden must be especially heavy on the poorest
classes. Feeling this, I was not in a frame of
mind to appreciate the exhibition of Krupp’s
guns, nor the armour-plates of John Brown & Co.,
and felt saddened to think that, after the doctrine
of peace on earth and goodwill to men had been
preached for nearly nineteen centuries, the
workmen of the moat Christiau countries in the
world shonld excel in the production of machines
ioc murdering each other.

We are often startled by the alarmist erv of
foreign competition. If our workmen would
only consider that every extra ear of corn grown,
either in ear own country or elsewhere, increases
the general stock of food, that every extra article
which is useful to man increases the stock avail-
able for human comfort, and that the mission of
every now machine (if in proper hands) is to
lessen the toil of the masses of humanity,

—

instead of fearing the growing skill of their Con-
tiuental brethren, they would leave off their
drunkenness, become possessors of their own
machines, train their minds and the minds of
their children to a love of the beautiful and true
in art and in nature, and bid God-speed to all
International Exhibitions, and to every means
w luch good and thoughtful men adopt in order
to bring men face to face in friendship. We
shall then not only cease to see women in
Belgium harnessed with dogs, and drawing
carts

;
women in Prussia carrying hay out of

the fields on their hacks
j women in Austria

climbing scaCblds aud working as plate-layers,
barefooted

; but we shall cease to see in our own
country little boys and girls, who should be at
school or at play, -R’earing out their young lives
in our factories and workshops, nearly every
corner in our cities occupied by a flaring bquor-
shop, our prisons and workhouses crowded,
immense wealth and abject poverty elbowing
ach other, and every largo town garrisoned by
hundreds of men living in enforced idleness on
the labour of their fellow-citizens.

After visiting the hospital-trains exhibited by
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Baron Munday, a man who deserves far more
honour than a successful general, I came away
deeply impressed with those lines of Long-
fellow,

—

“ Were lialf the power that fills the world with terror,
_Were half the wealth bestow'd on camps :tnd courts,

Given to redeem the human mind from error,
There were no need of arsenals nor forts.”

In concluding my report, I desire to say that
if any special machine or work has been omitted,
it has been, not from any desire to leave it out,
but from sheer inability to examine the whole of
the articles in that immense Exhibition in the
time at my disposal.
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PROPOSED CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION
BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

To obtain the best building, or set of build-
ings, for the Exposition proposed to be held in
Philadelphia in 187f>, a competition was invited,
and forty-threo designs were sent in. From
these ten were selected, the designers of each
being permitted to revise and alter the details,

and having for this purpose access to all the
others. There was then a second competition
of the revised designs, from which the successful
plan was chosen. This design is by our country-
man, Mr. Calvert Vanx, and Mr. G. K. Radford,
somewhat modified, wo believe, by details taken
from a design furnished by Messrs. Sims &
Brother, of Philadelphia.

We have engraved a view of the interior of
tiie building and the plan, as originally sent,
and which it will be seen is novel in constrnc-
tion. We will let the designers speak for them-
selves.

Although several large structures are to bo
erected in connexion with the proposed scliemo
for the International Exhibition in 1876, it was
evident that the problem to be first solved was
the plan for the main temporary building, and
to that they mainly confined themselves.
The schedule of instructions clearly recognised

the advantages to be gained by providing for
the various groups of exhibits in concentric
zones, ns in the last Paris building.

Tlie present study in its floor plan is based
on a zone niTangemeut, with square instead of
roupded ends, it being contended that this cor-
responds with the facts better than the circular
plan, as the angles give to the nations that
require it a greater proportional increase of
exhibition space in the departments, illustrating
the results of high civilisation. It has, on the
other hand, the main element of the Vienna
plan in its twelve interior open courts, which
have been designed with the idea of making
them as small as practicable, but are 60 fo. in
diameter; and essential features in reference to
the light and air of the building, and the dis-

charge of water from its roof.

The delivery and distribution of goods was
difficult and tedious in the Paris building, as its

mode of construction did not allow of access by
railroad cars to all parts of the interior. This
is proposed to be remedied in the present in-
stance,—direct oommunicatiens being provided
for throughout the building, on three lines of
double-track railroad.

In the Paris building no general interior effect
was attempted, and no special emphasis was
possible anywhere, so that the impressions of the
visitor in regard to position were easily con-
fused, and the interminable circular line pre-
vented vista effects of any greater length than
about one-third of the short diameter.

In the Vienna building the nave aud transept
arrangement, which includes all the proposed
exhibition-room, was not depended on to produce
any sufficiently satisfactory general effect, and a
central dome, 333 ft. in diameter, was erected
of permanent materials, to [give an adequately
grand impression. In the present study the aim
has been to make the temporary building itself
furnish the elements of a spacious and impres-
sive design, that shall he equal in desirability
for exhibition purposes in every part.

Instead of one detached dome with a span of
333 fc., the present design is made up of twenty-
one domed or vaulted pavilions, each 240 ft. in
diameter, clustered together, and connected by
arches of 150 ft. opening, and fountain-courts
60 ft. in diameter. The various parts of the
building are thus included in one grand whole,
and the result becomes a spacious hall, adequate
to the emergencies of the occasion, with long
vistas, central and intermediate points of em-
phasis, direct lines of transit throughout its

length and breadth, diagonal lines of eommnni.

cation where really needed, and an entire relief

from any appearance of contraction anywhere,
for the visitor is always in an apartment over
200 ft. -wide, that opens without any interme-
diate corridor into other apartments, also over
200 ft. wide. This result is obtained by employ,
ing semicircular roof-trusses, springiog from the
ground-level.

The difficulty ordinarily experienced in this
method of construction, is that a long stretch of
roof is liable to be blown over while in progress
of erection, even where moderate spans are used,
because the design does not include provision
for lateral support or stay. In the present plan
this difficulty is avoided; for the principal
trusses used in the construction of each pavilion
are so arranged that each pair intersects another
pair at right angles, the two groups being put in
place at the same time, from the same centre
frame or scaffold, so that when the centre frame,
after serving its immediate purpose, is moved on
to the site of the next pavilion, the structure
from which it is removed is left standing
squarely on four broad feet, and is entirely
secure from any incidental disaster arising from
a sudden wind-storm.
The trusses and framing of the roof and

flooring are to be of timber, with iron shoes and
connexions as required, the roof-covering to be
shingles, and the gables and skylight to be glazed
with rough or fluted glass, and the interior to
be lined with painted canvas or other suitable
material. The work would probably be started
with a oentre frame at the end of each main
longitudinal passage-way, the building advancing
by three pavilions at a time, from one end to
the other.

The circular of instructions issued by the
Commissioners calls for a floor-space of 25 acres,
of which not more than 5 acres are to be in-

cluded in a permanent memorial building.

In the design illustrated the main temporary
building provides 22 acres of floor - space,
exclusive of galleries.

Tho principle of classification that has been
adopted by the Commissioners requires that five

departments and a portion of the sixth should
unquestionably be exhibited in the main bnildiog.
The motive machinery and fine arts are intended
by the scheme to bo provided for in separate
buildings, and it is suggested that other depart-
ments may with propriety also be accommodated
iu a separate structure, containing about 3 acres,
and which may be located in a part of the park,
which will bo more suitable for the permanent
art building than any portion of the site to be
occupied by the temporary building.

Offices for the various exhibiting nations,
buffets, retiring-rooms for ladies and gentlemen,
nod other necessary conveniences, are provided
in the gables, as shown on plan, and sites for
exterior restaurants are indicated. Galleries are
formed over the offices, in which light refresh-
ments may be served, and visitors enabled to
rest and quietly survey the scene below.
A covered piazza suiTOunds the building,

giving access to and communicating with all the
entrances and restaurants. Tho question of
approaches to the building is a matter of detail
requiring close examination and full discussion
hereafter.

In tho design as submitted it was proposed
that a branch from tho existing railroad, arranged
for passenger traffic, should pass at a level of
about 20 ft. above the side-walk, inside the
houndary-line of the Exhibition-ground, and
parallel to Elm-avenue, with high and low level
entrances to the building. This would bring all

visitors who may arrive by railroad, to the main
entrance, without interfering with pedestrians
or those who come in carriages or street-cars.

The cost of the design, as modified and ranch
enlarged, has been stated at about 4,000,000
dollars.* The committee of the Exhibition have
now recommended the erection of the following
buildings, viz. 1. The art-gallery, covering
one acre and a half. 2. The grand pavilion, or
main industrial hall, covering thirty-six acres,
3. The macbinery-hall, covering ten acres.
4. The agricultural hall, covering five acres.
5 . The conservatory. 6. Also, from time to
time, smaller buildings for specific purposes, as
annexes to the above,

For the art-gallery, to remain as a permanent
Memorial Hall, the design of Messrs. Collins &
Autenreith, architects, of Philadelphia, has, we
believe, been selected.

* We inay mention that Mr. Vaux waa aasiated in hia
10 old country, Mr. Alfred
IT paying a temporary visit

f
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HOMES IN' HACKNEY WICK.

Situated somothing over a mile beyond South
Hackney Churcb, and adjoining to the east of
Homei'ton by a narrow street of built-upon land,
lies the derelict comer of the parish of Hackney,
called the Wick. It bears about the same pro-
portion in size to Hackney proper as the head
and neck of a portly female do to the rest of her
body, her extravagent chignon perhaps included.
Our comparison relates only to the built-upon,
or the being-built-upon, soil. The Wick is a
salvage of the original marsh land, which has
been lifted from the marsh within the last few
years, the process being accomplished by using
the Wick as a monster “ shoot.” Its first settlers
were owing to the fact of one or two manufac-
turing speculators sottlingdown here outofharm’s
way, having as little desire of consuming their
own smoke as they had of bottling the smells
which their noisome products produced. A
great portion of this marsh tract was exca-
vated for the purposes of brickmaking, and the
walls of the first factories and houses erected
wore built of the brick burned here. In the
meantime Hackney and adjoining parishes, sent
out their rubbish to be shot here.

Factories having sprung up with their tall
shafts

;
the management of machinery and plant

necessitated the concentration of workmen in the
vicinity

j the “Jerry builders” of the metro,
polia became alive to the want of the neighbour,
hood

;
and, after a short interval, the first squat-

ters in the marshes were housed in bran new
brick dwellings as guiltless of drainage as they
were and are of comfort or proper accommoda-
tion. Thus emerged the Wick from the low or
swampy marshes stretching towards the Lea.
Want having created want, more settlers came,
and more houses were pitchforked together, at
different angles of the Wick. The builders %Yho
built on portions of the alluvial soil were far too
shrewd to excavate the ground for underkitchens

;

for, much as they might desire to obtain] the
sand below, it was scarcely worth their risk, as
a donkey-engine would have become necessary
to keep out the water while the foundations were
being put in. As the Wick still awaits the
paternal consideration of ihe District Board of
Works, it will be seen that it would have been
akin to madness on tho part of the building
speculators to devote a moment’s thought to
anything beyond mere surface drainage. The
houses, therefore, of tho marsh district have
their footings a few inches below tho surface in
some places, and in others, and the greater
portion, they are laid upon a stratum varying
from 6 ft. to 9 ft. of an artificial compost, which
we shall scrupulously describe,— viz., a combina-
tionofj dustbin, ashpit, road-gutter, broken delft
or crockery, tin pots, cans, and other cooking
utensils, with a large addition of cabbage-stalks,
rotten matting, and the] disjecta membra of
countless boots and shoes, and other decayed
vegetable, animal, and mineral rubbish. Here
may be found at times the City casual and the
London tramp, with their divining sticks, poking
the odorous rubbish for shoes that do not pinoh,
and the rag-pickers and marine stores’ agent
striking bargains with the custodians or lessees
of the “shoots.” If old tin were as precious as
old iron, and old leather could be worked into a
pulp for india-rubber, a thriving branch of indus-
trid employment might spring up. Over such
deposits as we have described the habitations of
the poor are fastly running up. Many houses have
no proper system of drainage, because their base-
ments are below the bed of the foul open sewer
that runs through the district. Some are barely
level with the marsh ditch, and only very few are
a few inches above it. The houses are in fact
positively water-logged, and the new houses that
are now being erected as we write are of the
most flimsy character. Wo examined tho mate-
rials and workmanship of many. The timber is
green, and far under the proper scantling

; the
front walls are one brick thick

; the doors and
sashes are 1 J-

in. thick
; the stairs are boxed step,

ladders, steep and narrow, with treads about
9 in. wide

;
tho door-frames are merely casings

of -J in. thick, with grounds or blocking behind
to stiffen them, and on their edges are planted a
strip of ogee moulding, which answers for the
ornamental architrave

j the window-sills are
brick coated with rubbishy cement

; and the only
inducement to a tenant is that some of them
include tolerable patches of backyards, which
may be converted into gardens. This, however,
is not being done except in very few instances, as
the occupiers belong to a class who keep pigs or
fowls, and other fancy animals. The mortar

j

use# in the bi-ickwork and on tho walls for
plaster is mere rubbish, the latter having a thin
skimming of lime putty. In several of the
inhabited houses built upon the “ Shoots ” we
found the backyards full to repletion with ashes
and other ash-pit rubbish, and pools of muddy
water, in which ducks as well as children were
gobbling and dabbling together. Wo would not
like to see the poor debarred from keeping
poultry, nor would we have an objection to make
against the poor pig or the hard-working though
despised donkey, if they were boused at a dis-
tance fi'om the dwelling. Our chief complaints
are in respect to the situation and composition
of the dwellings dwelt in, and being now erected
for the poor. They are emphatically fever-nests
built upon hotbeds of disease, and they are too
dear at any price, no matter how low their rent
or how many their rooms. Will any medical
officer of health challenge our statements ? Will
any sanitary inspector, with a practical know-
ledge of his duty, report tho fact to his masters ?
Will any independent witness, with compassion
for the poor, go and see for himself, and if ho is

convinced spoak the truth, and assist in pro-
mulgaking it, that the health and lives of the
living and tho unborn may be saved ? Laws
were once represented to be sown in a certain
island like dragon’s teeth, where they subse-
quently sprang up as armed men. In the low
and putrid soul of Hackney Wick the seeds of
fell disease are sown broadcast and deep, and it

is im
2
)Ossible to doubt that some day they will

spring to life, not as armed men, but as pestilent
fiends.

Had Taylor, tho water poet, been alive, ho
would probably have celebrated the fame of
water-Iogged Hackney Wick in rhyme, after the
following fashion :

—

Of tiiaber gteeo, road mud, and rotten brick
Thej houses build that kill iu Hackney Wick.
Rubbish shot there for good, one fathom thick,
Do rare foundations make, iu Hackney Wick.
Doctors prosper well, and undertakers quick
Do follow in their wake, in Hackney Wick.

Sam pavement, flags, or drains, lo ! span and spick
Tho Hackney Board rules over Hackney Wick.

The streets of the Wick, with the exception
of about half a dozen, are, when rain falls for a
few hours, in a state of sludge. As many streets
are yet but half-formed, or built only upon one
side, they have not as yet passed into the care of
the District Board of Works. And know, all ye,
by these presents, that though the Board have
put up another board to caution outsiders from
shooting rubbish on the open spaces being built
upon, their own carts and the contractor’s are
carting daily continuous loads of poisonous rub-
bish. Speaking in the most mild term, the
stuff that is shot there is quite unfit to raise
houses upon, and if built on at all some years
should be allowed to elapse previously.
There is a group of factories or works of

various kinds, some in the Wick, and others on
the boundary line of an adjoining parish, with
wharfs on “Hackney Cut” Canal, which afford
considerable employment to the inhabitants.
Tar, ink, colour, chomical, iron, starch, jam, and
other works, in all probably numbering nearly
a dozen. Some are small, others extensive.
The jam factory gives employment to a num-

ber of girls, and all the factories combined
absorb some hundreds of hands of both sexes,
the majority of whom are housed in the houses
of the sun-oundiug district. A rubber factory
is_ being commenced, and the foundations are
laid in water. Tho drainage beneath will be
very superficial indeed if it has only to depend
upon the extent of the works we witnessed. The
lower-level sewer can be here availed of, which
was constructed a few years since by the Metro-
politan Board. After passing through the marsh
lauds, and receiviug a portion of tho drainage of
the “ shoots,” the foul open sewer passes alonw
the entire length of Windsor-road, suppl^
menting its nuisance on the way by the dregs of
a colour factory, and finally disappearing into
an arched sewer, where after some distance it
drops to the low level. The Board, or the
District Board, should see at once to the covering
over of this open sewer, and prevent any
drainage from the houses emptying into it in its
present state. We would particularly direct

'

attention to the system of drainage carried on in
connexion with some of the buildings now being
erected in the neighbourhood.

°

The cheap speculative buildings that are beintv
hurriedly run up on all sides will hem in the
new factory. The site of this factory a few
years ago was a grassy and swampy marsh, as
was also the site of the surrounding dwellings,

and it was knomi by tho amphibious name of
Frog-town, from the prodigious number of the
different genus of the creature that were
to bo found there. A little farther east-
ward another portion of Marshy Wick was
dubbed Tarrytown, from the fact of tar-works
being established there. Frogtown, Tarrytown,
and other less euphonious names that find a
local habitat here are being absorbed by the
growth of the Wick, and in a few years will only
be remembered by a few of the oldest inhabi-
tants. The Wick affords no food for the archaeo-
logist or antiquary. There are no “finds” to
be had except what the depths of the “ shoots ”
can give forth. Stretching towards the river
Lea the botanist and the geologist would doubt-
less turn up some trifles, but in the heart of the
Wick there is nothing to be seen or found but
brick above and refuse .and water below. The
rapid growth of the place as a living locality
requires that it should be properly mapped at
once, so that the old fading names, even though
local, be caught up, and its earlier landmarks
fixed. If a good map were prepared now, and
another when the Wick is all built over, their
study some years hence would be both interest-
ing and important in a parish history and pro-
gress point of view. London east is stretching
rapidly, and though pieces of commons may be
preserved for open spaces, it is not improbable
that the great marsh tract extending from the
Wick to Temple Mills, and thence to the Lea
Bridge-road, will be encroached upon by degrees
until eaten up by the Moloch brick, and his
usual precursor in low lands, “the shoot.”
We were much amused in our not very plea-

sant walks through the Wick, in reading the fine
names the builders have found for their two-
story buildings of streets and terraces. Eight
royal English and Scottish names are pressed
into service. Such as Windsor, Wallace, Percy,
Montague, Prince Edward, Elgin, and Victoria
streets. Some of these regal streets are full of
hills and hollows, and have 6 in. deep of sludge.
Tho first day of our visit we with great difficulty
picked our steps over odd bricks and stones era-
bedded in 6 in. or 8 in. of sludge. In these and
some move streets, except for portions of tho
way, there were no footpaths, and pools of water
were lying against the thresholds of tho hall-
doors. Illness, not very long since, was rife in
the district, and at present the health of the
inhabitants is anything but robust. The
smells arising at times from the “shoots,” and
from out the foul marsh sewer, reeking with
slime and nuisance, are staggering. The°occQr.
rence of a warm summer could transfer the
made-up ground of Hacknoy-wick into one
monster forcing-bed for propagating an epidemic
that might touch the very heart of London.
Those who never spent an hour in tracing such
ills as we describe maypoo-pooh this statement

;

but w'0 challenge denial and await the proof!
To be forewarned is to bo forearmed. We have
but one end in view,—the general good. Let
those who have power look to it.

THE SISTER ARTS,
EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

_

At the first ordinary meeting of this Associa-
tion for the present session, Mr. John Bryce,
president, in the chair, Mr. R. Thornton Shiells
read a paper, iu the course of which he said :

Architecture, though ib was in the ordinary
parlance of the fine arts,—viz., painting, sculp-
ture, and architecture,—placed last, is by no
means the least : it is the highest, the grandest
the noblest, and, I may add, the most subtle of
the fine ai-ts. Painting is the most popular, as
it represents nature in her varying forms, and
thus appeals to the feelings. We have, however,
no remains from the great nations of former
times,—such as the Greeks, and only the decora-
tive part of tho art by tho Egyptians. In tho
present day it is more used as au internal adorn-
ment. Tlius all classes of society cannot gain
pleasure from it. In this respect architecture
has the advantage. Sculpture being an idealisa-
tion of life, appeals forcibly to the mind. It has
been attempted iu all ages, and never more
successfully than in the time of Phidias, when it
formed either a decorative part of arobitecture
or had architectural surroundings. However
beautiful statuary may bo when isolated, its
beauty is mneh enhanced when accompanied
with architecture,—the impression on the mind
being in some circumstances grandeur, iu others
repose. Architecture requires the assistance,
and combination of the sister arts merely as a
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subsidiary or belp. Ifc can stand alone without

them, but is adorned and beautified with them.

It may seem strange that, though architecture

is ever before the eye of the public, there

is no art it has less knowledge of, owing to

architecture being . not only idealistic and

scientific, but the practical embodiment of

both into utility and beautj'. Tliis combina-

tion is seldom met with successfully applied,

owing to the mind being naturally drawn
or swayed by natural impulse or education to-

ward either the one or the other. The neces-

sities of the present dayare the first desideratum.

Tliey have their infinence over form and con-

trivance, as structures without such would not

coincide with the spirit of the age. It is within

the province of architecture to he subservient to

the requirements of religion, of commerce, and
the habitations of men in all climes; and more
80 in the present day than in any former period,

as comfort, health, convenience, and sanitary

appliances are all crowding forward into a pro-

minent position by the impulse of the press and
the education of the public. Science in arebi-

lecture embraces the knowledge of materials, as

regards their strength, properties, and durability,

so that they may bo adapted with becoming fit-

ness to the several parts they may have to occupy
in the embodiment of design. Architecture is

not easily satisfied in its requirements. Its

range is boundless, from the finest marble to the

meanest clay. TJie triumph of mind over matter
lias advanced with great rapidity. Scarcely any
material is so mean but what may be made more
nr less artistic. It is only by science that archi-

tecture can endure to after ages, for should there

be any defect in construction, or the insufficient

knowledge of materials from the foundation to

the highest point, ruin is sure to follow. The
study of ancient buildings forcibly brings before

ns this truth; the massive columns of the Classic

and the graceful pillars of the Gothic proving it.

In conclusion,'cacli part should have its true ratio

and proportion according to the position it has to

occupy in relation to the whole structure, and
its form and shape according to the nature

and strength of the material employed, so

that stability may be obtained without undue
effort or waste of labour and material. In

all true architecture .this principle has been
carried out, combined with utility, in accordance
with the purpose for which the buildings were
intended to be used, and the countries in which
they were situated. Tliis has been successfully

exemplified in the religions structures of former

times, where the materials have been judiciously

used, and the construction embodied into forms

of beauty. Their utility is evident, as they are

.still used for large assemblages at the present

time, and though worshippers may be in hourly

attendance, their proportions are such that light

and ventilation are ample. In our modern
structures, ecclesiastical and civil, those points

have been much neglected, both as regards

maturial and form, and more especially in regard

io air and ventilation, as often a stifling, un-

wholesome atmosphere pervades in a large

degree, owing to the want of sufficient space

within the building in proportion to the number
of people assembled. In regard to the present

([uestion of styles, true art is independent of it,

though it is absolutely necessary to have a

knowledge of its history and literature. Any
attempt to commingle styles diametrically oppo-

site to each other in thought, such as Doric with

thirteentb-century Gothic, will always be repul-

sive to the eye, as the beauty of the one is in its

horizontal lines, and of the other in its vertical.

Architecture as a fine art has always had a

latent spark or glow, in all ages, aud in all

countries. At times it has risen to the brightest

effulgence, or been subdued to a very low flame.

The expression of beauty is not felt by all alike,

or otherwise there would be a uniformity of

design aud thought, and no battle of the styles,

no Ruskin enthusiasm, no Stavarb and Revit
adorers. The art of the day demands a

utopian embrace, though each country should

acquire an expression of its own, owing to the

natural products, materials, and scenery. All

e.xotica in architecture are misplaced when
transplanted from their natural zone, bat may
advantageously be engrafted into a milder or

severer clime. The street architecture of Paris

would look flat under our cold sky and hilly

position, aud much more so would castellated

Scotch look heavy and crude in their clear

atmosphere. But to come nearer home, when
attempts have been made to introduce into stone

districts in the stormy north the brick or timber

architecture of the sunny south it has always

been a failure in comfort and effect, and ^iiite

incongruous with the surroandings ;
and much

more so when attempts have been made to

castellate in brick in the Scotch style. All

material, however mean, may be formed into

beauty, aud made a handmaid of the fine art, if

it be used according to its true province, and nob
falsified to represent what it is not. The various

materials now within command can leave the

architect no excuse for falsity. Whatever
material is essentially necessary, either for com-
fort, health, or utility, should be scientifically

applied. In the latter part of the paper, Hr.
Shiella gave a detailed account of various

materials in nse at the present time, showing
the necessity of each being carefully designed

so as to produce true architecture, which would
endure to after ages, shedding an influence on

the minds of all who behold it, honouring the

age ill which it was erected, and handing to

posterity thought in tangible form, while the

architects who produced it have passed away
from the busy scene.*

NEW YORKSHIRE WATERWORKS.
For several years one of the most important

questions which can affect any community, viz., an

abundant supply of pure water, has been practi-

cally worked out by many populous towns in York,

shire. As a rule, the most desirable and advan-

tageous service has been decided upon
,
namely, the

supply of liquid wealth which is to be found on
the vast uncultivated tracks of moorland which

are still to be met with, llany valuable works

have within the past three or four years been

constructed, and several are now in the course

of completion, whilst others will doubtless ere

long be undertaken.

The Barnsley corporation, at a large outlay,

have constructed works at Ingbirchworth, about

seven miles from that town, from the reserv’oir

at which place they are entitled to take 1,200,000

gallons per clay. The Leeds corporation has

expended a good deal of money in its water

supply. Halifax, since 1871, has been engaged
in improving a powerful source of supply, by
constructing additional reservoirs, so as to pro-

vide against any contingency which may arise.

The total gathering grounds for the Halifax

supply is 18,300 acres, or rather larger than that

of the Jfanchestpr corporation. The Dewsbury
and Heckmondwike Water Boards have also laid,

out a considerable sum of money near to Dun-
ford Bridge, on the Yorkshire moors

;
whilst the

Batley corporation liave taken their stand for a

Ranisden Valley in the Holmtirth district.

In addition to the works already completed

or in progress, several notices have been issued,

informing those whom it may concern that

applications are about to be made to Parliament

during the coming session for powers to take

certain lands as water-sheds, and construct re-

servoirs at various places, so as to keep up a

constant supply of good and pure water. Two
notices have been given by Wakefield companies,

which are giving rise to a good deal of interest.

. The present water company, which takes its

supply from the river Calder, has given notice

of its intention to apply to Parliament for

powers to construct a reservoir at or near

Langsett, on the borders of the Yorkshire

moors, above Penistoue, for supplying water to

Wakefield and neighbouring districts. The
notice states that the company seeks to take

the whole of the water of the Little Don river,

and the streams which now flow into the said

river, at or above the site of the embankment
of the Langsett reservoir. The notice given

empowers the company to construct a tank

or reservoir at Thurgoland, a tank or service-

reservoir at Beacon-hill, a tank or reservoir in

the townsliip of Sfanley-cum.Wrenthorpe, in

the parish of Wakefield, and other places.

The powers asked for would enable the com.

pany to supply over forty hamlets and parishes

in the line of their pipes, and in and around

Wakefield. In the latter district, amongst the

places named, are East and West Ardsley,

Methley.Whitwood, Altofts.Normanton, Feather-

stone, Sharlstone, Walton, aud other miniug dis-

tricts, where
,

the water for the most part will

* The President called the attention of the members to

the publication of the drawings of Fortrose Cathedral

which had gained the first prize last year in the competi-

tion for apprentices, and which were being published by

the Association. He also intimated that Mr. Darid Bryce,

R.S.A,, aud Mr. J. T. Eochead bad agreed to repeat their

prize next year; also that Mr. John Hutchison, E.S..\.,

had agreed to give a premium for the best drawings of au

existing Mediaeval Scottish altar tomb, to be competed for

among the meml'era.

doubtless have been taken by the working of

the coal measures.

A new conipany, to be known as the Wake-
field and District New Waterworks Company, has
also issued the requisite notice of ics intention

to apply for powers to take a supply from the

Yorkshire moors, from a district a few miles
nearer Manchester than the old company pro-

poses to take. They propose to construct a
reservoir, to be called the “ Hordron Reservoir,”

in the township of Langsett, together with a
catch.water drain or conduit near Muckleden,
and similar works necessary for the proper

storage and supply of water to the inhabitants,

not only of Wakefield, but also of Penistone,

Thurlston, Normanton, and many other places.

The Horbury Local Board of Health, who
rule over a thickly - populated district near
Wakefield, have also given notice with respect

to their water supply, to enable them to obtain

and supply water to their district.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS ON A NEW MODE
OF HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION.*

Mr. Henry Greenway, M.R.C.S., Plymouth,
further remarks on his proposed mode of con-

struction. The cases specially requiring this

plan of hospital are,—wounds, whether caused
by operation, acciaent, or disease; infectious

diseases, and obstetric cases. Thus cared for,

it is believed that hospital erysipelas, pycemia,

and gangrene (the pests in the surgical wards of

our existing hospitals) would seldom or never
occur, and would not spread through the build-

ing, as the wound of one patient would not be
exposed to air tainted by the wound of a neigh,

bouring patient, and the compartments them-
selves would nob be a source of evil. It is

believed that all wounds (some more than
others) injuriously affect the air of a room
either immediately or ultimately, if tlie walls

be porous, and that they (the wounds) are very

prone to absorb the organic particles thus

suspended.
In a general medical ward some patients

suffer, and even die, by being exposed to the

same ventilation and temperature which may be
considered necessary for other patients. This

would not occur in my plan of building, where
the ventilation and temperature of the different

compartments may bo varied as circumstances

may require.

My plan of hospital construction has, by some
surgeons, been considered unsuitable for con-

nexion with a medical school, on account of the

inconvenience which students would suffer when
following the surgeon from one compartment to

another. My reply is, that the primary object

of a hospital should bo the patimts' welfare, and
whatever interferes with the attainment of that

must yield. Once let the public imagine that

any hospital, or portion of one, deemed perfect

for cases (especially wounds) requiring isolation,

and therefore tending to save life, is objected to

by a surgical staff on the score of its. being

inconvenient for students, we may be quite

certain a cry will be raised demanding the

utmost that art or ingenuity can provide for

saving life, and we might bear of the establish,

ment of hospitals apart from medical scliools.

Construction .—At present, the inlet ventl-

lating tubes of opposite aides are not designed

to meet in the centre of the building. Probably

it would be an improvement if they were made
to pass transversely through the building, and
perhaps project a foot or two on one side, the

projecting portion to be perforated. In the

event of high side winds, their force wnuld then

pass completely through the tubes, from one side

of the building to the other, without unpleasantly

affecting the compartments;, and the projecting

ends would act like “wind-sails” by catching a

fore-and-aft breeze, thus increasing the circula-

tion of air in the tube. I would also suggest a

second inlet ventilating tube for each compart-

ment, to pass across the ceiling of the corridor

and open into the compartment, over the door-

way. I think a downward current of cool air

would mix with the upward current from the

floor. Either of them could be shut off if neces-

sary. The compartment would be warmed with

hotwater or steam pipes, placed in the air-tubes

underneath the floor.grating, or longitudinally,

just above the floor. Iron guards would be

placed around the interior of the compartments

up to a certain height to protect the glass. As

• Illustrated in the Sailder from drawings by Mr. Hine,

architect. The estimate, per bed, in 1871, was 150L It

would now, most probably, be somewhat higher.
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a substitute for glass, certain portions of tbe
compartment walls might be made of sheet-iron,

coated with white enamel. A receptacle would
be placed in each compartment, as no infected

patient should bo allowed to visit the water-

closet. Cotton-wool screens, and vessels con-
taining a solution of permanganate of potash, or

such like material, may be placed in the inlet

ventilating flues. The air would thus be filtered

and ozonised. Charcoal filters may also be placed
in the lower end of the outlet flues to disinfect

the outgoing air, the charcoal to be occasionally

reburnt.

HAEBOUR AT ALDERNEY.
THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEEKS.

On November 25tb, tho paper read was an
“Account of the Construction and Maintenance
of the Harbour at Braye Bay, Alderney,” by
Mr. Leveson Francis Vernon Harcourt, C.E.

The harbour at Alderney, designed by the late

Mr. James Walker, Past-President Inst. C.B.,

was commenced in 1847. The Admiralty in-

tended, in the first instance, to make only a
small harbour, but subsequently gave directions

for the enlargement of the scheme. In 1858
the design, then in course of construction, con-

sisted of a harbour of 150 acres, with a depth of

water of 3 fathoms and upwards, sheltered to

the west and east by two breakwaters. The
western breakwater, about 4,700 ft. in length,

had been constructed, but the eastern break-

water was abandoned, and the harbour was con-

sequently exposed to winds blowing from any
quarter between N.N.E. and E.S.E. Westerly
winds, however, from which the harbour was
well sheltered, were the most frequent and
severe in that locality. The western breakwater
was exposed to the whole force of tho Atlantic,

and the effect of the fury of the storms was
increased at Alderney by the rapidity of the
tides near the island, occasioned by a peculiar
confluence of currents in the bay of St. Malo.
The breakwater was constructed on the pierres

perdiics system,—a mound of rubble-stono being
deposited in the line of the proposed work from
hopper-barges, towed out by steam-tugs. As
soon as the mound was sufficiently consolidated

it was surmounted by the superstructure. The
stone was obtained from quarries at Mannez, on
the north-east side of the island, distant about
two miles, and was conveyed to the works by a

railway. The superstructure consisted of a sea-

wall and of a harbour-wall, 14 ft. and 12 ft. thick
respectively, founded at first at the level of low
water, and built, without mortar, entirely with
this stone, the intermediate space being filled

with rubble; the batter of the sea-wall being
9 in., and of the havbour.wall 4 in. to 1 ft. To
protect the lower or quay level, which was 6 ft.

above high water, a promenade wall was built
on tho sea side, about 14 ft. high, consisting of

two masonry walls set in mortar, and filling

between. The outer wall rested on the sea-wall,
and the inner wall on the rubble filling between
the sea and harbonr walls, the whole foiming
the base of the upper or promenade level. As
this structure proved liable to damage by storms
the design was modified, in 1849, at 410 ft. from
the shore. The foundations of the sea-wall were
then commenced at 12 ft. below low water, with
a width of 23 ft. at the base ; the first five

courses, each 3 ft. thick, being composed of
Portland cement concrete blocks, faced with
granite headers, each course having a set-off of
1 ft. on the face. The upper portion of the sea-
wall was built of Mauez stone set in Medina
cement, with a batter of 6 in. to 1 ft., and the
width of tho wall was increased 9 ft. at low.
water level. The harbour-wall was founded
9 ft. below low water, and was 14 ft. wide at the
bottom. The first four courses were composed
of Portland cement concrete blocks

;
tho rest of

the wall was built of Mannez stone set in
cement, the batter of the face throughout being
4 in. in 1 ft. At the back tho walls were cai’ried

up vertically, the space of 21 ft. between them
being filled with concreted hearting. The pro-
menade wall was built of solid masonry in
mortar, and both the upper and the lower road-
ways were paved with granite pitching and
copings, and a line of rails was laid down on
each level. The quay level was 6 ft. above high
water, and 25 ft. wide, and tho upper level 14 ft.

higher and 14 ft. wide.

In 1860, wheu the superstructure had been
carried out 2,700 ft. from the shore, the design
was somewhat modified. The breakwater was
narrowed by reducing tho width of the quay to

20 ft., the batter on the seu-faco was altered to

4 in. in 1 ft., solid masonry was substituted for

the concreted hearting, and the foundations of

the harbour-wall were commenced at the same
level as the sea-wall. The head was built in

1864. The foundations were laid 24 ft. below
low-water level, across the whole width of the

breakwater. The first nine courses, each 3 ft.

thick, consisted of concrete blocks faced with
granite headers

j
the upper portion was built of

masonry in cement. The most exposed face-

,

stones were joggled and dowelled together, and
several of the corner quoins were further secarod

by iron bars and diagonal straps. Two red

leading lights on the shore marked the entrance

to the harbour at night.

The cost of the works of construction and
of maintenance, to 1873, had amounted to

1,274,200!., of which 57,200!. had been expended
in repairs. The harbour was transferred from
the Admiralty to the Board of Trade in 1866.

The engineers who successively had charge of

tho works were,—as engineers-in.chief, Messrs.

Walker, Burges, & Cooper, Messrs. McClean &
Stileman, and Sir John Hawksbaw

;
and as

resident engineers, Mr. Parkes, Mr. Rhodes, Mr.
May, and the author. The contractors for the

whole of the works T?ere Messrs. Jackson &
Bean.

PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL.
A NEW pulpit has just been erected in Peter-

borough Cathedral, and was first used on Sunday
last, when the bishop of the diocese preached to

a largo congregation. The pulpit is from the
designs of Mr. E. M. Barry, R.A., and has been
presented to tho Dean and Chapter by the sons
of the late Dr. James, as a memorial of their

father, who was a canon of the cathedral for

forty years. Dr. James died in 11868, and 'is

known as the author of treatises on the Collects,

and other devotional works.
The materials used are a rich rod stone from

Dumfries, red Mansfield stone, and Devonshire
and Irish marbles. The lower part of the
design consists of a large central shaft and four

angle detached columns, all of marble. Tho
upper portion is square on plan, with the corners
cut off, and at the four corners are attached
marble columns, flanking figures of the four
Evangelists, carved in red Mansfield stone. The
pulpit is placed close to tho choir-screen, on the
north side, and facing westward, so as to com-
mand both nave and transepts. It is approached
by a side staircase of stone steps, forming a
straight flight, with small marble colnraus, sup-
porting a handrail of similar material. The
arms of the see of Peterborough and of tho
Dean and Chapter are carved on two shields, in

the lower part of the staircase, and in the string,

half-way up the pulpit, is a short Latin insorip.

tion, describing the purpose of the monument.
There is a brass desk and light-standard, made
by Messrs. Hardman

;
and the rest of the work

has been well executed by Messrs. Field, Poole,

& Co., of Westminster. The pulpit is intended
for the nave services, which, at Peterborough, as
at so many other places, have now secured a
regular place in our cathedral system.

INSTITUTION OF SURVEYORS.
AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY.

The first ordinary general meeting of the
Institution of Surveyors was held on Monday,
24th November, at the new Rooms, Great
George-street, the president (Mr. E. Norton
Clifton), in the chair, when a paper was read by
Mr. E. P. Squaroy, on “Agricultural Geology.”

It was announced that the president had given
two debenture bonds of 25!. each towards the
building debt, for which a special vote of thanks
was passed.

After the paper had been read,

Mr. H. Lloyd, Q.C., said that the paper was
of an extremely suggestive and practical cha-
racter, and its advantageous results would be of
great interest to any one concerned in agricul-

ture.

Mr. Woolley said, that with regard to magne-
sium limestone, after putting on an average
rental with the oolitic series, it was very simi-

lar to agricultural value as well as character.

With respect to land, where coprolites were
found, contractors were willing to give from
100!. to 150Z. per acre, such land considerably

aiding its surface value.

Mr. H. N. Jenkins, formerly secretary of tho
Geological Society of London, was of opinion

that the subject of agricultural geology was one'

of immense importance, and should be more
particularly studied. After some experience in

the matter, he had determined to use the term
surface geology, restricting himself to what he
found on the surface

;
and was therefore able to

reject anything beneath the surface which was
not applicable to agriculture; He would not

attempt to deal with the vast mass of facts

which Mr. Squarey had established in his paper,

the publication of which he would look forward
to with some degree of interest, but he would
confine bis remarks to one or two things bearing

upon general principles. On the south-eastern

part of England, where we had alluvial rocks,

there were to be found to a very great extent
alluvial deposits. On that part of England
which was the corn-growing portion these rocks

had an immense importance wherever the chalk

was cultivated, simply because the chalk was
covered by these alluvial deposits. In the north

of England it was a well-known fact that the
chalk was almost entirely deposited. The Geo-
logical Survey had been turning their attention

to agricultural geology, to show the extent of

the surface deposits, and we should, he hoped,

shortly know something more of tho important
subject of agricultural geology.

Mr. John Glutton regretted that Mr. Squarey
did not touch upon the effect of climate and the"

difference of elevation, for the value of the soil

depended to some extent upon its elevation.

With ordinary fair management, the Wealdeu
clay would let at from 2!. 10s. to 3Z. per acre..

Where a mixture of soils could bo obtained, that

land was the most fertile.

The discussion was adjourned till Monday, the

8th of December.

ST. SEPULCHRE’S CHURCH, LONDON.*

A DISCOVERY has been made during the pro-

gress of the restoration of the tower and porch

of this church which will interest you and some
of your readers. Upon taking down the octagonal

turrets and pinnacles erected in 1630 and 1632,

it was found that the above were cased with

Portland stone, averaging 8 in. in thickness, and'

cramped with wrought-iron cramps 10 in. long,

2 in. wide, by J in. thick, set in about 4 in. from

the external air. The core of the turrets and
the pirmacles was filled wiih rubble, and some
of the crockets, embattlements, aud gargoyles,

with lions’ and other heads, belonging to the

Perpendicular church of 1450, all being of Ketton
stone. This discovery is so far satisfactory, as

it confirms the employment of crockets in the

pinnacles, and embattled parapets on the turrets,

of the present restoration. These remains will

of course be preserved. W. P. GuiFFiTti.

A CALL FOR EYENHANDEDNESS.
Sir,—I happen to have two business offices,

—

one in London and another in a country town.

This fact has for some years been the subject of

careful record on the part of indefatigable com-
pilers of directories. It is, as you must know,
one among the manifold duties of members of

our profession to receive,—in somewhat irregular

but still tolerably constant streams,—what are

known as Trade and General Circulars. These
range, of course, over wide fields

;
and most of

them are useful in one way or another. It is

cheering to reflect that tho Directors of the

Spitzhergen Coal Company contemplate large

dividends from the working of the well-known

and most productive regions acquired on such

favourable terms from Mr. Jones, who will

remain the managing director of the company,

—

or to be made aware of the mixture of philan-

thropic impulse aud pleasant expectations of

gain that should urge to tho exportation of some
thousands of tons in unfavourable seasons to

that inhospitable region. (A tendency noted of

late to print on two sides, and on poor flimsy

paper, cannot be too severely reprobated. The
old liberal, large, and heavy foolscap, with tho

perforated demand slip, that it was a pleasure to

write upon (at the back), will soon, it is to be
feared, be au extinct institution in these par-

simonious days.)

It is not uncomplimentary to be asked to

subscribe to every charitable institution in the

kingdom
;
and there is a little salve to one’s

self-love, even in the gentle demand for a
shilling towards the church that is to exhibit the

name of a professional brother on the founda-

tion-plate, and to show throughout his power of

* See p. 232, ante.
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producing sittings for next to nothing, and the
agony of hia soul at his success. There is some-
thing touching in such confidence in one’s

possessing character and circumstances so much
in nnison ;—liberality of spirit in all its happiest

senses, and that still more valuable quality,—

a

purse that fortune has filled till it finds itself

forced to overflow. In the secret recesses of

one’s soul,—not to be revealed to the vulgar

gaze,—there may, it is true, be the remembrance
of stirring appeals which some one must have
made to have rendered possible in time the

harvest and gleanings that gladdened the heart

hungering for appreciation and the completion

right away of a spire in honest ashlar,—as an
agreeable substitute for the dismal sense of the

world’s neglect that co-existed with docking and
that melancholy temporary slated roof. . . .

But I must not go through the list and point out

all the benefits to the moral sentiments of this

profuse bestowal of paper and typography,

—

especially when I want to convey the idea that I

consider some of these gifts not in every respect

up to my standard of perfection.

In point of fact, Mr. Editor, my sole purpose
in writing to you is to complain;—and it there-

fore will appear not a little generous for me to

act the Balaam at the beginning. I should hope
my candour will not tell to my prejudice. I

want to know why my sense of delicacy,—in

ono or both the capacities of which I have
informed you above,—is at intervals most
grievously offended. A recent flagrant instance

has wrung this remonstrance from me. In this

instance, as you will at once see, I am placed in a
dilemma:—whichever way I take it is the worse
for me. At my office in the country were re-

ceived by bookpost descriptive accounts of the

Patent Monstrosity for rendering Chimneys
hideous ” (this may not be its full title, as I

quote only from the memory). In the middle
of testimonials from eminent noblemen, their

agents, admirals, chimneysweeps, Ac.,—among all

these recommendations from persons of taste,

—

was laid a slip of paper, in. by Is in. (to be
perfectly exact), adorned in good large legible
printing, with the legend, “Architects’ Dis-

count, 10 per cent.” This was not affixed in

any way to the other papers. Careful fore-

thought,—anxiously prevising the needs of prac-
titioners,—had provided thus for its being
removed, carefully endorsed, and pasted in a
systematic manner in the volume appropriated
to such records. But I havo a farther tale to
tell, and please to mark the difference.
Similar papers came to me in London, and
with ^vhat,—to the casual observer,—might
aeem a similar interesting enclosure

;
but

this was lightly gummed on, and bore “Dis-
count 15 per cent.,” in bold Egyptian
lettering, of vermilion hue. Can I, who am
subjected to such treatment, be expected to
indulge in heartfelt panegyric ? I fear,—tiny
as may seem the disturbing cause,—I am little

disposed to do so. I must confess that, being
unfortunately possessed of these contrasting
views, derived from different mounts of vision,

I am imperfectly gratified by either. Is this

another instance of the folly of seeing too much
behind the scenes ? Does it merit a quotation
from Mr. Gray’s “Eton College” ? Or ought it

rather to stir up a desire for reform and such-
like better things ? When the (exact) value of

my recommendation is so highly esteemed in each
case (and so carefully appraised), I think I am
justified in feeling offended with this difference
of 5 per cent, between London and elsewhere.
Why, on the other hand, is the additional
expenditure on gum made for the distributions
in the metropolis ? Can it be suspected that
business is carried on in a loss thorough way
there than in other places ? Is it supposed that
the bribe^.paper might be severed from its

company in the chronic hurry supposed to be
characteristic of a London office ? I am puzzled,
and ask the assistance and sympathy of yonr
readers. Perhaps some explanation might set
these matters straight. In the meantime, the
air of mystery is not satisfactory to, yours
obediently,

An Architect and Scr'veyoe.

Tlie Cattle Show.—The private view of
the Smithfield Club’s Show of fab cattle, sheep,
pigs, and appliances, at the Agricultural Hall, will

take place on Monday, December 8th. The
exhibition will remain open to the public until

Friday, the 12th, inclusive.

BOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

CHINESE ABCHITECTCRE.

An ordinary general meeting of the session

was held last Monday evening at the House in

Conduit-streeb (Mr. Vulliamy, vice-president, in

the chair, when the following gentlemen were
elected:—Messrs. F. Beeston, D. Gostling,

J. Lanyon (Fellows)
;
Messrs. C. Baker, E. F.

Roberts, and Hugh H. Stannus (Associates).

It was stated that Mr. II. H. Shout had kindly

presented to the Institute a bust of Palladio,

oast in pewter (exhibited), for which a special

vote of thanks \tas passed. The chairman

notified that Mr. John Wolfe had signified his

intention of presenting a replica of the bust of

the late Sir Chai’les Barry, which would pro-

bably be done at the next meeting.

Mr. Simpson then read a paper on the

Architecture of China, part of which we
have printed. In the discussion which fol-

lowed, Major Crossman, R.E., said that Mr.

Simpson, in his interesting paper, had given a

good description of the general features of the

architecture of China. Ho bad not, however,

spoken of the tombs of Tang Chow, which were
situated on the side of the hills, from which
they were dug out, being in the shape" of horse-

shoes. There were, too, numerous projectious

on the other side of the hills of an interesting

character. In the great city of Nanking, the

walla of, which were thirty-eight miles round,

the inhabitants could shoot pheasants and
deer within the walls ; but nearly the whole
place was destroyed, with the exception of a

few temples. There were to be noticed in this

city the marble foundations of old inclosures

around fish-ponds, and gaiRens, and such

like
;
and also a large brick tower, the struc-

ture of which was marked \vibh great gran-

deur. There was really nothing in Chinese

architecture except the old wall, the temples,

the pagodas, and the tombs. As regarded the

origin of tho style of architecture, he agreed

with Mr. Fergusaon that it was not exactly of a

tent character, but there was to bo found the

high-pitched roof, with the tiles so constructed

as to allow for the heavy rains which visited the

country at certain periods of the year
;

the

carved work of the houses, too, was really very

beautiful. Tho whole of the Chinese archi-

tecture was similar in character to that of the

Japanese, being very simple and clearly defined.

The mechanics were nice people to deal with,

the greatest difficulty, however, with them being
that of their trade-unions

;
and if a man was

dismissed they all struck work. With regard to

Chinese engineering work, some of tho bridges

were very fine, the arches being well made. The
canal, too, must havo been a very great under-
taking

;
bub nothing had been done to it for

many years. The roads were also treated in a
similar manner, being allowed to fall into

neglect, although their Commissioner of Public

Works had received for years various sums of

money for the purpose of repairing the high-

ways. A road he was familiar with had not
been gravelled over for more than twenty-seven
years, nor any attention paid to it whatever :

consequently it was full of unpleasant ruts. The
gates of Pekin were of a remarkable character,

and full of interest to the architect. The archi-

tecture of China had been at a standstill for

many years past; and he trusted that in this

respect, as well as in everything else, it

would gradually advance ; hut this advance-
ment required time, tho Chinese being a people

who cannot be forced.

Sir Digby Wyatt, in proposing a vote of thanks
to the reader of the paper, said that Mr. Simpson
was an illustration of the entire fallacy of a
rolling stone gathering no moss, he having
“rolled” almost over the whole world: they
had heard of him from India, from the Crimea,
and from China and Japan, and week after week
ho had delighted them by sending sketches of

his travels to the Illustrated London News, so

that they wore particeps criminis in all his work.
It was very delightful to find that a pure artist

like Mr. Simpson could travel so far about the
world and interest himself, as he did, in archi-

tectural work
;
for he had interested himself not

only in picturesque, bub in constructive and
archcDological matters ; and they owed. Sir Digby
thought, a deep debt of gratitude to Mr. Simpson
for the interest be had taken in Chinese archi-

tecture. He would have liked Mr. Simpson, in

his paper, to have touched upon the ordinary
dwelling-houses of the Chinese. To his taste,

they were far more beautiful and far more illus-

trative than the subjects which had been treated,

which subjects were rather of an archmological
character than illustrations of beauty. The
Chinese excelled very much in garden-archi.
tecture, which so delighted Sir Wm. Chambers,
who had interested himself very considerably in
the architecture of that country ; their fret-

work, too, was of a gay, cheerful, and useful
character. In conclusion, he trusted that at
some future day a paper would be read con-
cerning the domestic architecture of the Chinese.
Mr. I’Anson, in seconding the vote of thanks,

hoped that the paper just read would be the
precursor of others. He wished very much
that in future observations they might learn of

the permanence,—or the want of permanence

—

of the prevailing stylo of Chinese architecture.

From what he could gather, the same style was
carried through in all public buildings, even up
to the Temple. This style, he understood, had
been at a standstill for several hundred years.

Previously to that time, was it, he asked, the
same stylo precedent to that, or were there

variations in the style ? The Chinese buildings,

they were told, were decorated with elaborate

fretwork, and wherever there was detail there

was difficulty of ornamentation
;
but the Chinese

decorations were unquestionably connected, he
thought, with Greek ornament. Did the Chinese,

then, become acquainted with Greek art, or

were they practisers of the same type of archi-

tecture, or were they influenced by the incur-

sions of tho Tartars and others, or by the

different periods of prosperity or commercial
import which would put them in communication
with other countries ?

Mr. Jennings stated that there was a groat

difference in the kinds of materials employed by
the Chinese people.

Mr. Audaley, in answer to a call from the

chair, expressed the gratification the reading

of the 'paper had afforded him, and said that

he could not offer any remarks upon it, as

his experience of such architecture was confined

to the Japanese.
The discussion then closed.

Before the meeting separated, the secretary

called the attention of the meeting to some
specimens of iron cub with a saw by steam
machinery, which were exhibited, being the

production of Messrs. Delong, of Paris.

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

The fortieth election of pensioners on the

funds of this Institution, was held last week, at

Willis’s Rooms, St. James’s, the president, Mr.
Thos. Robinson (Cubitt & Co.), in tho chair.

Including those then elected, there are now
forby-six persons receiving tho benefits of the

Institution, twenty males and twenty.six females,

tho former receiving 24:1., and the latter 20h
per annum. There were seven candidates for

election on this occasion, two men and five

women, bub tho funds of the Institution only
allowed of the election of two—one man and one
woman. The successful candidates were—John
Thomas, 1,587 votes

j
and Elizabeth Trevethan,

3,320 votes. Messrs. T. Stirling and Matthew
Hall acted as scrutineers, votes of thanks to

whom and to the chairman closed the pro-

ceedings.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL AND
HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

The members of this Society had their second
walk this term to Pembroke College and Bishop
King’s House. They assembled at half-past two
o’clock, in the library at Pembroke College,

where the master (Rev. E. Evans) gave them a
cordial reception, and briefly explained the his-

tory of the building. He said that there was
scarcely a trace of tho old building left. The
college was founded in the year 162-i, and stood

upon the site once occupied by numerous aca-

demical buildings. He exhibited to the company
various views of the college, and several memo-
rials of Dr. Johnson, including the desk on which
he wrote his famous dictionary.

A vote of thanks was finally given to the

Master of Pembroke, for the courtesy ho had
sliown the visitors in conducting them over the

college.

Bishop King’s House, in St. Aldate-sfcreet, was
next visited. Mr. James Parker gave an inte-

resting account of the building, which, he said,

was certainly nob the building inhabited by
Bishop King, who was appointed as first Bishop

of Oxford so far back as 1512, in the reign of
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Henry VIII. It was very probable that he lived

in a honse on the site of the present building,

which thus got the name of “ Bishop King’s
House.” The present house was built in 1628, in

the reign of Charles I., and is a good example of
the Domestic architecture of that period.

A vote of thanks was given to Mr. Parker, and
tho company separated.

The annual meeting of the Society took place
at the Taylor Building, Professor Stubbs occupy-
ing the chair. The officers for the ensuing year
were elected :—President—The Rev. the Presi-

dent of Trinity College. Hon. Secretaries—The
Rev. J. S. Treacher, Merton College; and Mr.
J. P. Earwaker, Morton College.

Mr. W. H. Turner, of the Bodleian Library,
read a paper, entitled “ Curious Extracts from
the Ecclesiastical Court Books of the Diocese of

Oxford.”

A short discussion followed.

In the last walk this term Queen’s College
and the Church of St. Petor-in-the-East were
visited.

COMPETITION.
At a meeting of the mombera of the Throston

School Board on Wednesday, the 26th ult., the
three premiums for the designs of the proposed
new schools were awarded as follows :—1st, to

Mr. R. Watt, Hartlepool
;

2ud, to Messrs. Par-
sons & Ellwood, Nowcastle-on-Tyne

j and the
3rd, to Messrs, Moses & Weatherill, Stockton-on-
Tees.

WEST DERBY LOCAL BOARD.
A SPECIAL meeting of this Board was held at

the public offices, Green-lane, for tho purpose of

appointing a surveyor to the Board, and also an
inspector of roads, buildings, and sewers.
Dr. Fitzpatrick presided. On the motion of

Mr. Cook, seconded by Mr. Johnson, and sup-
ported by Dr. Glazebrook and other members of
the Board, Mr. William Kelly, C.E., who has
acted as surveyor since the death of Mr. Orridge,
and who, for upwards of eight years, acted as
assistant surveyor, was appointed surveyor, at a
salary of 2501. per annum.
Mr. John Holme, an old servant of tho Board,

was unanimously appointed inspector of roads,
buildings, and sewers, at a salary of 1501. per
annum.

of the attention of architects, as peculiarly

suited to all the conditions of our climate o.nd

the atmosphere of large towns. Not only would
perpetual cleanliness and freshness bo attain,

able, and colour, now so much wanted in our
streets, but painting, ro-painting, and all the
other modes now resorted to to revive appear-
ancea, would be got rid of. X.

LONDON SCHOOL BOARD.
At the final meeting of this Board, to which

we have already alluded, Mr. Reed, M.P., brought
up a report of the Works Committee, which
waa received, and in which were the following

ENCAUSTIC TILES IN ARCHITECTURE.
SiK,—You recently gave a detailed exposition

of your views as to tho use and abuse of en-
caustic and other ornamental tiles in archi-

tectural decoration, aud no exception can ^be
taken to the judicious manner in which you
deprecated their employment in their present
form beyond the limits prescribed by you.
But there is another side to the question,
which, with your usual candour, you will, I am
sure, allow to bo stated in your columns

;
and

it is whether,—admitting all you say as to their
partial enjjfioyment as adjuncts for effect,—the
capabilities aud advantages of the material
being BO great as to durability, cleanliness, &c.,

and hence its suitability to the dirty and de-

structive atmosphere of large towns, it could not
be employed upon a thorough system for the
external facing of buildings ? There is abundant
precedent for something like tliis in the East,
and it is Mr. Forgusson, I think, who says that
few buildings ever impressed him more, or pro-
duced upon him such a refreshing sense of beauty
as those similarly decorated. Of course, the
mere clapping on of variegated tiles such as we
now see would produce all the “tea-caddy”
effect you refer toj but this is not what is

meant, but the designing of a structure, built say
in concrete, entirely for sneh a mode of decora-
tion, and the careful study aud planning of the
encaustic work as a whole, with special reference
to harmony of tint and fitting architectural

character in the pattern. Repose need not be
sacrificed, as one tint,—say a rich cream,—might
brm the ground of the larger surfaces of tho
building, be relieved where decoration was
xppropriato, by well-designed patterns in dif.

erent and well-harmonised tints. The endless
ind effective variety which could be time
ffitained, combined with its superior advantages
IS a material over others affected by dirt and
lecay, point it out as worthy a thoroughgoing
jxperinient. Its piecemeal employment as at

xresent is open to all the objections you poiut
lut, but its capability in the way now indicated

s another and interesting question, well worthy

1—3. The committee have invited tenders for the erec-
tion of the undermentioned schools, tho following being
the respective amounts.

Sbap-atreet, Kingsland-road—Accommodation for 1,07S
children :

—

W. Cullum £9,396 0 0
J. Sewell & Son 8.971 0 0
G. Wall 8.900 0 0
Uiegs, Hill, A Co 8,765 0 0
J. High .. . 8,658 0 0
T. Kiblett & Son 8,650 0 0
A.Killby 8,340 0 0
J.D. Hobson 7,980 0 0

Cost of site so far as purchased, 2,125/. -Is. Coat of
building per bead, 7/. 8s. 5d.

Albany.row, Lambeth—Accommodation for 775 chil*
dren

J. High .£9,800 0 0
E. B. Gammon & Sons 6,883 0 0
Scrivener & White 6,793 0 0
W. Brass ... 6,778 0 0
Higgs, Hill, & Co 0,643 0 0
G. S. PrUchard 6,493 0 0
J. Thompson 6,427 0 0
G. Stephenson 6,394 0 0

Cost of building per head, 8/. 6s.

2. Burrage-road, Plumstead—Accommodation for 814
children :

—

Waterson & Co 8,350 0 0
G. S. 8. Williams & Son 7,164 0 0
Scrivener & W'hite 6.795 0 0
Clarke &, Bracey 6,784 0 0
J. Kirk 6,164 0 0
S. J. Jerrard 6,347 0 0

Cost of site so far as purchased, l,859i. 17s. Cost of
building per head, 71. ISs. lOd.
The committee recommend the acceptance of the lowest

tender in each case.

4. Tenders have also been invited for tbe erection of a
school to provide accommodation for 798 children on the
site in Duke-street, Deptford.
The amounts are as follows :

—

J. High .... £8,100 0 0
A, Sheffield 0,149 0 0
W. Higgs & Co 5,984 0 0
J. Kirk 6,980 0 0
G. S. Pritchard 6,870 0 0
J.D. Hobson 6,589 0 0
Waterson & Co 6,300 0 0

As Messrs. Waterson & Co. have since declined to enter
into a contract for the erection of the school, the com-
mittee recommend that tbe second lowest tender, that of
Mr. J. D. Hobson, of 7, Duke-street, Adelphi, W.C.,
amounting to 5,599/., be accepted.
Cost of site, 800/. Cost of building per bead, 71.

6. Tenders have also been invited for tho erection of a
school in Tower-street, St. Giles's, to provide accommoda-
tion for 776 ehildron.

The respective amounts have already been
given in our list of tenders.

The committee recommend the acceptance of
the lowest tender, that of Mr. J. High, of
Clarence-road, Lower Clapton, E., amounting to

8,7751.

THE LATE MR. E. T. PARRIS.
The obituary of the Times will have prepared

our readers for some notice of a veteran in art,
who passed away suddenly on Thursday, the 27th
ult. Mr. E. T. Parris was in his eighty-second
year, and died, as the saying is, “ in harness,”
for ho bad just done breakfast, and was about
to begin his day’s work, when he fell from his
chair and expired. Many of bis survivors who
remember him in days gone by will call to
mind the novel works which his mechanical in-
genoity and versatile talents prompted him, not
only to undertake, but to carry through with
extraordinary zeal and success. Gifted with
unusual energy, a true feeling for the fine arts,
and a happy temperament, which helped him
through many difficulties, he has left behind him
a well-earned reputation, besides many personal
friends who deeply lament his loss. He has,
fortunately too, left a very copious journal,
from which we may be able to procure some
extracts for publication. At any rate, hia life

merits a more lengthened notice than we can
give at the present moment, and we hope to
supply some details of his career hereafter.

SANITARY APPLIANCES FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

The sub-committee for obtaining a proper
representation of sanitary appliances and con-
struction at the approaching International
Exhibition, 1874, held their first meeting on
Tuesday last. Present ;—Dr. Hardvvicke, in the
chair

; Mr. Gatliff, Capt. Clode, Dr. Ross, and
Mr. Godwin

j
Capt. Clayton acting as secretary.

Arrangements were settled for making known
the wants of the commissioners. Applications
by intending exhibitors must be made by
January Ist, and the articles themselves must be
sent in by the 1st of March. We hope such of
our readers as are interested will take note of
this.

SCHOOLS OP ART.

COST OF NEW CHAMBERS,
LINCOLN’S INN.

Sir,—The sum of 8,0001., which was given
you as the cost, was for the portion now standing,
but not the estimate for the total, which is

23,0151.

Apologising for tho mistake, I am, &c.,

F. J.

PRESERVATION OF YORK GATE.
At the last week’s meeting of the Metro-

politim Board of Works, a report was brought
up by the Works and General Purposes Com-
mittee, which stated that they had considered
the letter from Mr. Samuel John Bennett,
expressing his willingness to negociate with tho
Board for the sale to them of tho structure
known as York Gate, on tho Victoria Embank,
ment, but tho committee did not think that it

would be advisable that the Board should pur-
chase this structure, and they recommended that
Mr. Bennett should be so informed.

After some discussion, in the course of which
Mr. Lammin moved an amendment in favour of
the purchase, and Mr. Bidgood and Mr. Runtz,
spoke in favour of the architectural merits of the
structure, the amendment was negatived by a
majority of twelve to six, and the report of the
committee was adopted by a majority of twelve
to two.

Swindon .—The annual distribution of prizes
and certificates to students in the classes at the
Mechanics’ Institute, Swindon, took place in tbe
hall of the Institute, which was crowded with-
spectators. Sir Daniel Gooch, M.P., took the
chair, supported by Sir James Anderson, and
other men of influence. The successful candi-
dates were called to the platform, and the
chairman handed certificates and prizes to
some of them. Lady Gooch presented prizes to
females. One of these prizes was a sewing,
machine. Sir James Anderson (chairman of
the Great Eastern Steamship Company) ad-
dressed the meeting at some length, in the
course of which he alluded to the works he had
seen that day at New Swindon. They struck
him as marvellous, and worthy not only of a
district, but of a nation.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
The Bishop of Manchester addressed a

gathering of workpeople at the Atlas Works,
in Manchester, on Saturday night, and his

remarks were of a practical character. Hi'a

lordship contended that prices had risen to
such a pitch that it was impossible for society to
stand the strain much longer, and he asked the
working classes to prove themselves worthy of

the position to which they had succeeded in
raising themselves, not to be extravagant in
their demands, and not to push their employers
into a corner. They might, he said, for a time
command their own terms in tho market; bat
the laws of political economy always revenged
themselves, aud no body of men, either em-
ployers or employed, could alter those inexorable
laws.

At a meeting of tho master masons of South
Sliields it has been decided to agree to the terms
of tho men, namely, that their wages be not
reduced during the winter quarter, but remain
at 33s. per week. The masons have resumed
work, and operations in connexion with the
erection of the new Union Bank, in King-street^
are being proceeded with.

Cape Town Competition. — Some of our
readers may be glad to have their attention
directed to an advertisement in our present
issue, inviting designs for Houses of Parliament
in Cape Town.
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OHUEOH.BUILUING NEWS.
Lan^port (Somerset).—The parish church of

Huish Episcopi, near Langporfc, has latelj

undergone extensive reparation under the

superintendence of Hr. Perrey, F.S.A., archi-

tect; the contractor being Mr. Maurice Davis,

of Langport, who has ably carried out the

works to the entire church, — the chancel

being rebuilt by the Ecclesiastical Commis-

sioners. An entirely new roof and panelled

ceiling (of the ancient wagon-headed type)

have been put to the nave; but many of the old

ribs have been reused, and the original colouring

reproduced. The old roofs were in a thoroughly

decayed condition, past preservation. The north

transept and south transept roofs have been ex-

tensively repaired and restored to their ancient

design. The whole of the incongruous high

pewing has been removed, and the body of the

church seated with handsome open oak benches
having solid shaped ends. The depressed chancel

arch, of debased form, has been altered and
brought into a more pleasing curve, the old

voussoirs being reused. A vestry has been

added on the north side of the nave, it being

impossible to contrive one on the north or south

side of the chancel, on account of vaults being in

the way. The interesting south porch has been
repaired and its roof opened out and restored.

Though clearly not the original design, it is yet

of some antiquity. The elaborate and beautiful

Norman doorway has been made good where
necessary. The stone of which this doorway
was constructed has evidently suffered from fire,

as may be seen by its colour. The church has
been heated by Mr. Kelway’s apparatus. The
total cost of the works to the body of the church
will probably amount to 1,5001.

Clapliam.— St. Saviour’s Church, Cedar-road,

Clapbam Common, has been consecrated by the

new Bishop of Winchester, Dr. Harold Browne.
The church was completed, and has been open
for service, so far back as three or four years,

but it remained unconaecrated. The explana-

tion of this is, that the late vicar caused a
monument to his wife to bo erected in the
central portion of the front of the chancel. The
monument in question consisted of a sculptured
figure of the lady in a recumbent position,

resting on a pedestal, with the feet towards the
altar. The late bisbop objected to the situation

in which this monument was placed, and refused
to consecrate the church until it was removed to

some other position. This has only just been
effected, the monument in question being now
placed under the west window of the north
transept. A lectern has been placed on the

former site of the monument, and the pulpit,

which formerly stood under the tower, and
which is open to a considerable height, has also

been brought forward to the angle of the nave
and chancel.

St. Leonard’s-on^Sea.—The foundation-stone

of a new church at St. Leonard’s has been laid

by Mr. Beresford-Hope, M.P., in the presence of

a large congregation. The ceremony was pre-

ceded by services in the present church. It is

intended to erect a costly and handsome building.

The offertories amounted to over 8001.
• Deepcar.—A meeting has been held in the
National School-room, Deepcar, to consider the
importance of building a church in the parish.

Lord Wliarncliffe occupied the chair. It was
resolved that a church should be built at Deep-
car, and a committee was formed to carry out the
object of the meeting. A subscription-list was
passed round at the meeting, and it transpired
that Lord Wbarncliffe bad given 5001., and that
Mr. W. Taylor had given a site for the new
church.

Eaton.—Christ Church, Eaton, which has been
erected upon a site given by Mr. H. Bolingbroke,
and situate between Newmarket-road and Un-
thanks-road, has been opened for divine service.
The church is of the Early Gothic style of archi-
tecture, and has been built from the joint plans
of Messrs. J. n. Brown and J. B. Pearce, archi-
tects, by Messrs. W. Wright and J. W. Lacey.
It is of a cruciform plan, and at present con-
sists of chancel, nave, and transepts, with organ,
chamber and vestry on the south side, provision
being made for the addition of aisles when re-

quired. The nave is 75 ft. long, and 25 ft. wide
;

the transepts are 18 ft. by 16 ft., and the chancel
20 ft. by 18 ft. The building is of flint, with
Bath stone dressings, relieved with bands and
arches of coloured bricks, supported by but-
tresses; and the chancel is the gift of the vicar
(the Rev. F. Weston). The roof is of open
timber, light in design; the internal walls are of

stucco
;
the windows arc glazed with cathedral

glass of various tints. The east window of the

chancel, which is at present only temporarily

glazed with ordinary gla^, is to be filled with
stained glass, to the memory of the late Mrs.

Hewitt. In the nave and transepts the floor is

of black and red Staffordshire tiles, that in the

chancel being of encaustic tiles. A light stone

spire, or bell turret, is in course of erection.

Altogether the church will cost between 2,0001.

and 3,0001.

Haywood.—The foundation-stone of a new
church has been laid at Haywood, about a mile

south of the Moss Railway Station, and where
the parishes of Moss, Fenwick, Burghwallis, and
Owston unite. The site on which the church
will be built is in a field, having the North-

Eastern Railway line on the east, and the road
leading from Mr. Stonea’s farm to the west.

Owston.—The chancel of the parish church of

Owston has been restored and reopened. Coat
upon coat of whitewash, plaster, and lime had
disfigured the inside walls, and that on the

northern side had so much receded from the

perpendicular as to necessitate being driven

upright before the outside portions were fixed in

and rebuilt. The roof was that of a bam, and
the flooring was a mixture of rough and plainly

chiselled flags, with a mixture of memorial-
stones to the departed. The walls have been
cleansed of their coverings, a door and archway
of the time of Edward III. have been brought
to view; the building covered with a light roof,

and the flooring laid in encaustic pavement. Sir

Gilbert Scott superintended the work, and
Messrs. Simpson & Malone, of Hull, carried out

his designs. The large east window has been
considerably enriched. Besides the five separate

figures of our Lord and the four evangelists,

each occupying a light to itself, the upper por-

tion is now filled with coloured glass, har-

monising with the old and lower portion of the

decorations. The roof of the chancel has

been made higher, and is carried up to the

ancient height; it is formed of oak. The
exterior of the chancel has been mostly rebuilt,

with plain worked stone. On each of the bosses

forming the supports of the window-arches are

figure-heads. At the end of the roof over the

eastern and chief window is a carved cross.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Hammerwood (East Grinsfead). — The new

school chapel, which has been lately erected by
Mr. Oswald Smith, for the education of the
children of his tenants and workmen, and also

for the performance of divine service, has been
opened. It is a red brick erection, with Bath
stone dressings, and has a spire attached, with

bell, the schoolmaster’s honse being immediately
adjoining. The interior is fitted with seats,

serving the double purpose of form and desk for

scholastic purposes, aud also seats with backs,

for the congregation on Sundays.

Newton (Devon).—The foundation-stone of All

Saints’ Schools, Newton, has been laid. The
new schools, which are called All Saints’, are in

course of erection on a site on the Marsh, pre-

sented by the Earl of Devon, and are intended

to accommodate about 260 pupils, the cost of

completion being estimated at about 520L, of

which 320Z. have already been promised. They
will also contain a chancel, as it is intended to

nse the building for religious service on Sundays.

The plans, which were prepared by Mr. Rowell,

the architect, are being carried out by Mr. Mills,

tbe contractor.

London.— A new wing to accommodate 90

children, and offices, have been added to St.

Agnes’s Poor-law School, Leyton House, which
is a mansion of the Queen Anne period. Mr.

Blease, of Stratford, was the contractor; and
the architect was Mr. C. G. Wray, of Regent’s

Park, who is also the architect for the new
Roman Catholic Reformatory at East Ham, and
of the St. Elizabeth’s Schools at Richmond

;

Messrs. Perry & Co., of Tredegar Works, Bow,
being the contractors for both works-

Dovor.—A new school (St. Paul’s) for ninety

children has been erected adjoining tbe church,

the front of which is of Kentish rag stone, with

Bath stone dressings, and has been designed to

accord with the church. The school has an

open-timber roof, and is well lighted and venti-

lated. Mr. C. G. Wray was the architect, and
Messrs. Tunbridge & Denne, of Dover, were the

contractors for the works.

]i[iscellaneous.—A new school-room has been

erected in connexion with the North Hydo (R.C.)

Industrial Schools
;
and a new refectory, play,

room, and enlargement of the chapel in connexion
with the Blythe House (Hammersmith) Indus-

trial Schools. Mr. C. G. Wray was the architect

employed
;

and Messrs. Robbins & Co., of

Clapton, and Mr. Blease, of Stratford, were the
contractors respectively.

FROM SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—Mr. Waddel, contractor, Bath-

gate, who has undertaken the work of widening
the North Bridge, has just made a commence-
ment with the preliminary scaffolding operations.

It is proposed to erect a strong scaffolding of

Baltic pine on both sides of the bridge, part of

which will be raised from the base of each of the

piers : for dealing with the spaces between the

piers a staging will be swung with chains from
the parapets of the bridge. The uprights for

the scaffolding at each of the piers will consist

of four logs placed on end, and these will be
connected diagonally with battens in the usual
manner. In these preliminary operations a

travelling bogey.crane will be used; and as this

will be run along the footpaths, the passengers

on this already over-crowded thoroughfare will

have to submit to considerable inconvenience

for some time to come. The east side of the

bridge is to be first dealt with. It is thought

that the whole work will be completed by the

end of June. The new building of the School

of Arts in Chambers-street 'is now rapidly

approaching completion. There are, in addition

to the large hall, which in accommodation and
convenience for scientific lectures, according to

the Weekly Scotsman, equals anything of the

kind in Edinburgh, two smaller lecture-rooms,

fitted up on a less elaborate scale, besides

museums or laboratories for the lectures on
chemistry, natural philosophy, geology, and
botany. There are also rooms for the directors

and secretary, and a house for tbe janitor.

At an aggregate meeting of the joiners of

Edinburgh, the following resolution has been

carried :

—

" That tills meeting of the joiners of Edinburgh agree

to go in for an advance of wages to the extent of ^d. per
hour, to come in force on the Ist of March, 1874 ;

and, to

increase our confidence in one another, we immediately
sign the paper circulated among the trade for that

purpose.

”

It may be stated that the present rate of wages
is 7d. per hour, and that three months’ notice

will be given to the masters of the intended rise.

The paper referred to in the resolution is talked

of by the trade as “ the plebiscite,” its object

being to elicit the opinions of both unionists and
non-unionists as to the desirability of the step

that is proposed to be taken. This has been in

circulation for some time past in the various

shops, and, it is said, has been largely signed.

Leith,—The Tolbooth Wynd of Leith was in

former times one of the most picturesque

thoroughfares in the ancient burgh, but since

the destruction of the quaint Tolbooth and inte-

resting old watch-tower, it has sunk into a com-
parative architectural destitution. At the

corner of Tolbooth Wynd and Water-lane, and
facing towards Charlotte-street and Kirkgate, a
tenement has just been put up from designs

furnished by Mr. Robert Paterson, architect,

Edinburgh. The frontage, which is upwards of

200 ft. in length, consists of three stories, the

street-floor being fitted up as shops, while tbe

upper fiat is arranged for warerooms, saloons,

&c. In point of architecture the building illus-

trates the application of the Italian style to the

requirements of shop construction. The divi-

sions or piers between the doors and windows ’of

the shops are of cast iron, ornamented with

small columns running up the face of each, and
surmounted by carved capitals, above which are

lintels with carved ends, the spandrels being

filled in with carved ornament. An ornamented

cornice runs along the whole frontage over the

shop lintels. The upper story is wholly of

freestone. The building is surmounted by a

moulded comice, having a parapet and moulded
cope.

Greenock.—Tihe Greenock authorities have

made an official inspection of the new Greenock

Gasworks, erected on Inchgreen Island, between

that town and Port-Glasgow. The old gasworks

in Glebe having latterly become deBcient for the

supply, and an eyesore to town residents, it was

resolved by the Police Board in 1871 to construct

the large and improved works just completed

about two miles east of Greenock. The esti-

mate then amounted to about 50,000Z., but ox-
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tras and the price of the land have increased

the total coat to 70,0001. The whole work waa
carried out under the guidance of Mr. S. Stewart,

the engineer. They are constructed to supply

two million feet of gaa per twenty-fonr hours,

or three times the present demand.
Bv-ndee.—The Albert Inatitute, erected in the

centre of Dundee to perpetuate the memory of

the Prince Consort, has been formally opened
by the Earl of Dalhouaie, lord-lieutenant of For-

farshire. The building is in the Gothic style of

architecture, and has been erected from designs

by Sir Gilbert Scott, at a coat of 33,0001. It is

intended for a free library and museum, and the

opening was celebrated by an exhibition of pro-

ducts of art and industry. Mauy noblemen and
gentlemen in the neighbourhood have lent pic-

tnrea, and a loan of art treasures of the value of

lOOjdOOZ. has been obtained from South Ken-
sington. The exhibition is to remain open two
months. The ceremony of laying the founda-

tion-stone of a new church for the Rev. Mr.

Knight, has been performed by Provost Cox.

Tbo building, which is far advanced towards
completion, has cost between 8,0001. and 10,0001.

Tho new church is to be opened on the first

Sunday of next year.

'Peat Fuel,—The South of Scotland Peat Fuel

Company (Limited) has held its first general

meeting, Mr. Maxwell, M.P., presiding. It was
reported that arrangements had been entered

into with Mrs. Withom, of Kirkconnol, for a

lease of tho peat upon her moors for thirty-one

years, and also a .provisional arrangement with
Sir A. Grierson for the peat on Rockhall.

§oohs
Artizams' Reports wpon the Vienna Exhibition.

Manchester : The Society for the Promotion of

Scientific Industry, 11, Manchester-chambers j

London : Simpkin & Marshall.

The Society for the Promotion of Scientific In-

dustry, Manchester, acted wisely when they
determined that a number of selected artizana

engaged in the principal industries of the

country should be sent out to visit and report

upon tho International Exhibition in Vienna;
every reporter being lond^/ide a workman, earn-

ing bis living at his trade.

In selecting the artizans to represent the

various industries associated with Birmingham,
Mr. W.C. Aitken,as usual on all such occasions,

rendered most efficient service. He entered con

amove into the matter
;
and has, further, super-

intended the editing of the reports of the Bir-

mingham men, giving, himself, an introductoiy

chapter.

Among other instructions issued by the

Council to the leportora, were the following :

—

“ Tho object in sending ont selected and shilled work-
men to report upon the Exhibition at Vienna is, that the
artizans themselves may be beuclited by the lessons such
international displays are calculated to teach, and that

through them their respective trades may be stimulated
to improvement.

It is not intended in any way to fetter the reporters
with any instructions as to their method of reporting, but
each one will confine himself to his particular industry.

Their best discretion must be used, and attention may fie

profitably directed to tho following points :

—

I. A comparison of tho quality and character of the
work exhibited by tbo different countries.

II. The new features in old manufactures, machines,
and processes, and the principal points in new ones.

III. Relative cost of materials, wages, conditions of
labour, &o.
IV. Special features of uatioual exhibits.”

Mr. W. G. Lai'kina, the secretary of the
society, in his introduction, speaksstrougly of the

intelligence displayed by the reporters, and by
the earnest desire they showed when in Vienna
to do their work as well and as thoroughly as

possible, at a time, too, when from twenty to

thirty deaths were occurring daily from cholera.

With the exception of the slight illness of one
or two of the party, all were enabled to return
to England in health.

Tbo volume now published contains nineteen
reports from the Manchester men, and fifteen

from Birmingham
;

and when it is remem-
bered that these were written by hard-working
artizans, their own teachers, they must be
regarded as most creditable and encouraging. We
would point to the paper (amongst others) “ On
Design as applied to Jewellery,” by J. W. Tonks
(Birmingham); and to the report “ On Ceramic
Ware,” by Edward Locke (Manchester), an
elaborate and discriminating paper.

As a specimen of the work done, and because
of the information it contains, we have printed

in another part of this number the report “ Ou
Woodwork and Joinery.”

H:ist«llan{a.

New Summer-house in Eaton Kail
Gardens, Cheshire. — Some curiosity has

been excited in connexion with tho extensive

works now proceeding at Eaton Ilall, by the

erection of an elaborate summer-house or tea-

room for the Ladies Grosvenor, in a secluded

part of the shrubbery near the mansion. Ex-

ternally, up to the plinth, the building, as

described by the Chester Chronicle, is con-

structed of chiselled stonework, and above this

of English oak framing, the panels between
being plastered. The upright framing, instead

of being a flat surface, is formed into elaborately-

carved and moulded columns, which support

carved brackets carrying the eaves. To the

front of the building, which is an open covered

space, between each column is a balustrade,

formed of richly turned and twisted smaller

columns. The roof is covered with tiles of a

red colour, finished with an elaborate crest-

ing. A portion of the area to the front and
one side of the building is left open, and forma

the summer-house. The principal feature of

this portion of the work is the carved oak wood-
work of the columns by which it is surrounded,

and the roof. The tea-room is a handsome
apartment. Tho sides are panelled with fine

picked English oak, the panels being filled in with

ornamental tiles. These tiles were designed

by Mr. Marks, A.R.A., and executed by Messrs.

Minton & Co., and duplicates of them were exhi-

bited at the Vienna Exhibition. The subjects are

principally flowers and birds, the former being
painted on a white, and the latter on a light

chocolate-coloured ground. The panels around
the centre of the x*oom are filled in with figure-

subjects representing the Seven Ages of Man.
Over the fireplace, in larger panels, are repre-

sented the signs of the Zodiac, comically treated.

The whole of the work has been carried out by
Mr. Hughes, of Aldford, from the designs of Mr.
John Douglas, of Chester, who also designed the

new park-keeper’s house and kennels in Eaton
Park.

Big Things.—This is an age of '‘big things.”

There is, in Western language, nothing “one-
horse ” about tho age in which we are permitted
to live. Chang, the Chinese giant, the biggest

man in the world, is thriving at Calcutta. Paper
has developed into churches, and, reduced to

papier mJchc, is found strong enough to resist

both wind and weather. Florida is to bo made
into an island by the construction of a canal.

A similar fate awaits the Morca, which is to bo

severed from the mainland by a canal 27 ft.

deep and 39 ft. wide, converting the Peloponesus
into one of the “ isles of Greece.” The ocean
tides are to be utilised in France. At St. Malo,

where the tide rises 80 ft., the motive power
derived from the moon is to be bent, if possible,

to the purposes of man. But America is not to

be beaten. Gigantic waterways and colossal

irrigation schemes are to the fore. More than
tbia, it is proposed to keep canals fluid in winter
by the use of artificial heat. Congelation can
it seems, be arrested by a neat arrangement of

hot-water pipes slightly below the surface of the

body of water it is desired to propitiate. Tunnels
are being drilled through the Alps. Marshes are
“ used up” by centrifugal pumps and the Euca-
lyptus globulus. Blast-furnace slag is to bo
adapted to all the purposes of construction ; and
teak is talked about as a new material for rails.

St. Petersburg aud Samarcand are to be united

by a line of railway. The vicious bogs of

Ireland, which burst with mud when their sides

are tickled by tbe spade, are to be converted

into practical peat and peat charcoal; and the

pneumatic tube has taken a fresh lease of life.

Meanwhile we hear nothing of the Isthmus of

Darien canal, and much time and printers’ ink

are wasted on[unprofitable discussions concerning
the North-west passage.

—

Iron.

The Alexandra Balace.—Messrs. Kelk &
Lucas have alarge force of men at work removing
the debris of the old building, levelling the
gi'Ound and preparing the foundations fer the
new palace. It has been found necessary to pull

down the greater portion of the walls that were
left standing. At either end of the main build-

ing a large conservatory is to be erected, and
midway between them is the transept or central

hall, 386 ft. by 184 ft. The wrought-iron roofs

for these, as well as the girders in other parts of

the building (between 500 and 600 tons in all)

are being made by Messrs. Handyside & Co.,

London.

Railroad Bridge at Buffalo.—This great

work, of which wo have before spoken, is

finished, and connecting trains are now running

to and fro between the United States and
Canada without break of bulk or change of

cars. The inconvenient and almost dangerous

steamboat which formerly transported goods and
passengers from shore to shore, has lost its

vocation. The project of building a bridge

across the Niagara river, to connect the two
countries, is a very old one, but it was not until

1870 that the requisite capital and charter for

this work were obtained. The bridge extends

over the Niagara river from Buffalo, United
States, to Fort Erie, in Canada. The bridge is

in three divisions,—first, from Canada shore

to Square Island, 1,967 ft. ;
second, across

Square Island, 1,167 ft.
;

third, thence to

American shore, 517 ft., making a total length

of 3,651 ft. The contract was let to Messrs. C.

S. Gzoweki & D. L. Maopherson for 1,000,000

dollars. The two central piers are respectively

47 ft. and 48 ft. deep. Near the eastern shore of

the Niagara, 'a swing-bridge, the largest of the

kind in the world, turns upon a pivot pier, leaving

two open spaces, each 180 ft. wide, for the

passage of masted vessels. This swing-bridge is

worked by steam-engines, and can bo opened or

closed in one minute. The river at this point

has an average current of six miles per hour.

Whitley Partners.—A company is being

formed for tbe purpose of acquiring and deve-

loping the well-kuown business of Messrs.

Whitley Partners, mechanical engineers and ex.

port merchants, of Hunslet-road, Leeds, which

has been carried on for upwards of twenty-nine

years. The conversion of this firm into a public

company has arisen, as we learn, chiefly from
tbe desire of the senior partner (who founded

the business in 1844) to retire from active en-

gagements requiring his personal care
;
as also

from tho fact that the leading branches of the

trade have become so developed as to need a

larger capital than that hitherto employed. Tbe
business, which is very large, consists of three

distinct branches, each materially aiding the

other, viz., the brass foundry and finishing

department; the mechanical engineering branch

of tho business, which enjoys the exclusive

monopoly of several patented inventions of great

utility, including the Allen Governor, for

stationary, marine, and portable engines, and

Feet’s Valve, for steam, water, and gas pipes,

and large mains
;
and, thirdly, as exporters of

machinery and general hardware merchants.

A Community of Women.—The Chicago

Tribune says:—“ The establishment of a women’s
community within the limits of tho town of

Woburn, about twelve miles from Boston, was
begun a few days ago, by the formal raising of

tbe frame of tbe first building. In this com-
munity all the land is to be owned by women.
The occupation of the residents in Aurora village

will be varied, and industrial schools [for chil-

dren ?] are provided to fit persons for the differ-

eut kinds of work to be done, including a

domestic school for instruction in home duties.

Each homestead is to be accompanied with a

garden, and gardening and fruit raising will be a
favourite occupation. Co-operative schemes are

also planned. About 1,000 persons are com.

mitted to tbe enterprise, though they are not all

women, and not to be residents. The site of the

village is a wilderness. The community is

called ‘ The Women’s Economical Garden Home-
stead League,’ and is established by Act of the

State Legislature.” It is to be hoped the state-

ment is untrue.

The Chislehurst Sarcophagus. — The
granite sarcophagus presented by the Queen to

the Empress of the French, for the remains of

the late Emperor, has arrived from Aberdeen,

and been placed in tbe mortuary chapel. The
building has been erected from designs by
Mr. H. Glutton

;
and the builders are Messrs.

Brass & Co. It is entirely of masonry—exter-

nally of Bath stone, lined with stone brought

from France. The carving is elaborate, espe-

cially the capitals of the pillars
;
and the roof is

groined, the design of the whole edifice being
Gothic. Tbe little chapel has a carved altar and
canopy, and at the opposite end is a private

doorway for tbe Empress. Above the door is a

rose-window, and there are three other lights

on the south side. The sarcophagus will stand

on a tesselated pavement in the centre of the

new building, and will be approached from the

interior of the church by two steps, through a

double bay divided by columns of jasper.
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“ Invention ” of “ Grold,” and Discovery
of Perpetual Movement.— One of the moat
eminent scientists, saj s the London correspond-
ent of the Suffolk Chronicle, has lately been in-

formed by a lady that she has discovered a
method of inventing gold out of a mixture of

other metals. She has asked the gentleman in

question to assist her in bringing out her dis-

covery. Yonr readers may think him very un-
gallant for refusing, but after all science is

science, and one can hardly expect an eminent
metallargist to go back 500 years and turn
alchemist. I fancy another invention which I

have heard of during the last few days must be
placed in the same category of pseudo dis-

coveries. A gentleman professes to have found
out that by a certain arrangement of metal
rods placed nnderground ho can produce so

much galvanic force as to drive machinery. In
other words, he alleges that he has discovered a
motive power which is practically permanent
and comparatively costless.

The Criterion.—At the last meeting of the

,

Metropolitan Board of Works, Mr. Wakefield,
clerk, read a letter from Messrs. Pain & Clark,
on behalf of Messrs. Spiers & Pond, stating that
application having been made for a licence for
their theatre, at the Criterion in Piccadilly, the
Lord Chamberlain has stated that he will be
prepared to grant the licence, provided he is

satisfied, by a certificate of the district surveyor
or the Metropolitan Board of Works, that the
building can be regarded as a public building
separate from the tavern adjoining, aud asking
that the necessary steps may be taken by the
Board, in order that they may receive the cer.
tificate. It was referred to the Building Act
Committee to visit and inspect the proposed
theatre.

Proposed New Pier for Yarmouth, Isle
of Wight.—The Corporation of Yarmouth have
decided to apply to Parliament for the necessary
permission and power to erect a pier, aud to
levy tolls, &c. The subject of a new pier has at
various times during the last ten or twelve years
been brought before this corporation in con-
nexion with various railway schemes, bub they
have now given notice of theii’ intention to erect
the pier themselves. The original intention was
to erect it from the Quay, but as it would be very
difficult to do so and at the same time keep intact
the slipway for cattle and the present goods’
accommodation, it has been decided to erect it

from the Bank. The engineer whom the corpora-
tion have employed is Mr. Giles, jun., of
Southampton.

Utilisation of the Tides. — Mr. C. R.
Huxley, writing to the Globe with reference to
utilisation of the tides as a motive power for
machinery,— which we have often urged,-
says a plan is about to be submitted to
the Government which illustrates the avail
ability of water as a motive power for all
standing machinery, whether for dockyards,
arsenals, rivers,—in fact, wherever water is
within reach. It is calculated that this inven-
tion will save the Government 200,000Z. in fuel
tilone, and throw into the market, for domestic
use, coal in such quantity as to reduce the price
of this costly luxury to one half its present
figure, and cheapen considerably most articles of
manufacture.

The Birmingham Midland Institute.—
The first meeting of the members of the archaao-
logical section for the present season was held
in the Lecture Theatre, on the evening of Thurs-
day, the 20th ulto., when Mr. John Cotton,
architect, read a paper on " The Rise and Deve-
lopment of the Military Architecture of the
Middle Ages,” with special allusion to “ some
castles in the counties of Northumberland and
Durham,” and exhibited, in illustration of his
paper, a large number of his sketches and draw-
ings of examples of ancient military architecture.

^
Etching.—Mr. Hayllar has discovered that

it is possible to substitute glass for copper, and
thus obtain an etching at much less cost than
has been possible hitherto. Copper, too, being
opaque, the engraver could not ascertain how

Memorial of Charles Knight.—A lych
[

For Northwold Schools, Norfolk. Mr. E. M. Phipson,
gate, in memory of the late Charles Knight, is

being erected at the Bachelors’ Acre entrance

his work was progressing, except by taking
proofs. But now he is able to see at once what
progress he makes, and to repair any defects as
he goes on. Mr. Hayllar has recently left Sax-
mundham to reside permanently in London.

Royal Archaeological Institute of Great
Britain and Ireland.—We understand that
Mr. B. Montgomerie Ranking has been appointed
secretary of this Society.

to the old burial-gronnd at Windsor. The archi-
tect is Mr. Tarver, of London. The piers are of
red brick, with carved stone capitals, with oak
woodwork, the roof being of red tiles, and sur-
mounted with a cross. The gates are of iron,

and will bear the Windsor arms. The lych gate
is being erected by the family of the deceased.
What has become of the memorial committee
that was formed in London ?

Liverpool Architectural Society. — The
third meeting of the session of this society was
held on We^esday evening, last week, at the
Royal Institution, Colquitt-sbreet, Dr. Hayward
presiding. The paper for the evening was by
Mr. H. H. Tale, the subject being “Art Notes
Abroad.” In this Mr. Vale gave an account of
a recent tour made by him through Belgium,
HoUand, and the Rhine, aud sketched and criti-

cised the architectural features of the buildings
bo had visited in those places,

New Use for the Sand-Blast.—The most
recent application of the sand-blast is to clean
the fronts of buildings. Soot, dust, and other
substances are removed therefrom by such
means. The impact of the sand on the surface
dislodges the soot or dust from all the crevices
and indentations, without perceptibly interfering
with the sharpness of the architectural orna-
mentation.

Institution for the Blind and Deaf and
Dumb in Leeds.—A meeting has been held in
the Philosophical Hall, Leeds, for the purpose of

considering a proposal to provide larger and
more convenient premises as workshops for the
blind. The meeting, acting upon a suggestion
made by the Rev. E. Jackson, determined to
include in the enlarged premises provision for
the accommodation of the deaf and dumb also.

Upwards of 2,000Z. were subscribed before the
meeting separated.

Bursting of a Canal Embankment.

—

A serious landslip has occurred in connexion
with the Somerset Coal Canal at Monkton
Combe, near Bath. The canal was drained for
a distance of three miles, and a gap was made in
the embankment nearly 30 ft. deep and 50 ft.

wide. The field below the canal is extensively
covered with d6bris, and a great many fish

which had been landed high and dry by the flood
have been captured by the inhabitants.

Derby Town Council.—At a recent meeting
of tbo Derby Town Council, Mr. John Hume,
C.E., of Derby, was appointed surveyor to the
sanitary anthority.

Police Stations.—On the 29th ult. a station,
erected for the Metropolitan Police,

opened at North Woolwich. It is built by Mr.
J. Terrell, of Victoria Docks,

Beunett £1,125
Hubbard 1,080
Farrow (accepted) 933 0 0

For cottage residence on Lansdown, Bath, for Mr. John
Evill. Messrs. Wilson, Willoox, & WOson, architects.
Quantities by Mr. A. Deane :

—

Lord £576 H 6
Jelleries & Morris (accepted) 567 0 0

For the erection of two warehouses in Lambeth-hlll
and Fish-street-bilJ, City, for Mr. H. D. Clarke. Mr. J.
Wimble, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. William
Wimble ;

—

Faulkner £1,620 0 0
Kiliby 4,592 0 0
Scrivener & White... 4,412 0 0
Bland 4.416 0 0
Croacker 4,355 0 0
Newman & Mann ... 4,285 0 0
Hoare & Son 4,236 0 0
Morter 4,1S9 0 0

Cr. by
Old Materials,

... £-40 0 0

250 0 0 1

For the erection of a warehouse in Old Fish-streefc
City, for Mr. Edward Wimble. Mr. J. W'imble, archi-
tect. Quautities supplied by Mr. Wm. Wimble :

—

Cr. by

Killby
Bland
Scrivener & White
Faulkner
Newman & .Mann ..

Croacker
Hoare
Morter

£2,063 0
2,067 0
2,040 0
1,968 0
1,936 0
1,938 0
1,893 0
1,889 0

er, and

TENDEES
For alterations and additions to Worsham, Bexhill,

Sussex. Messrs. Cross & Wells, architects ;

—

Ockenden £935
Parker 910
Kenwood & Co 875
Vidler

. 863
Geary ... -

. 845
Champion 789

Slating.

Weatherley

^
& Rymer

Sanderson
Uodson
Dickenson
Robinson...
Baynes*
Collier*
Anderson*

Smith,
Spouting, i

' Ironwork.
'

£. s.

1,579 0
1,657 0

For new warehonse, Devonsfaire-street, Liason-grove,
for Messrs. Spencer, Turner, &. Boldero. Mr. T. E.
Parker, architect

Hyde

Simpson k Son
Cross Son
Morsman
Temple & Forster

..£3,320
,, 2,290
.. 2,3SS
.. 2,268

for Messrs. Stern, Brothers. Jsilr. N. 8. Joseph, archil
toct:

—

Newman & Mann (accepted) £785 0 0

Accepted for new stables and coachman’s bouse at
WostonPurk, for Mr. Handel Cossham. Messrs. Wilson,
Willcor, & Wilson, architects. Quantities by Mr. A.
Deane :

—

Excavator and Mason.
Bladwell £361 15 0

Carjitnlsr and Joiner, Slater, Flasterer, Glaxie
Fainter.

Eidout 345 15 0

Fliimber,
Vincent 33 10 0

Stable-JUtings and Gas-fitter.
Vincent 69 17 0

For orchard-houses, vineries, &c., also at Weston
Park :

—

Morgan & Lovell £1,448 0 0
Hayward 1,379 10 0
Bladwell 1,335 0 0
Eidout 1,355 0 0
Francis(accepted) 1,160 0 0

For Oxford main drainage. Contract No. 3. Mr.
W. H. White, engineer. Quantities supplied ;

—

Chappell £4,803 0 0
Jones 2,990 0 0
Moore 2,960 0 0
Dover 2,930 0 0
Hall 2,850 0 0
Marshall 2,5''0 0 0
Acock (accepted) 2,197 0 0
King 2,150 0 0

For alterations to King’s Arms Hotel, Liverpool, for
Mr. James Seddon (Contract No. 1). Messrs. J. E.
Murray and G. H. Thomas, architects :

—

Thompson Sc. Cook £988 19 0
Cheethaia 857 0 0
Wilkinson & Adams 690 0 0

For alterations to premises in Cases-street, Liverpool
(Contract No. 1), for Mr. Cuthbert. Messrs. J. E.
Murray and G. H. Thomas, architects:

—

Wilkinson & Adams £460 0 0
Shaw 426 0 0

For alterations and additions to the William IV., Mar
garet-atreet, Clerkenwell, for Messrs, Watuey jc Co
Mr. H. J. Newton, architect ;

—

Taylor £397 0 0-

Hockley 385 0 0
Fenner 380 0 0
Briudle 356 10 0
Shurmur 352 0 0

For additional works to Fulham Cemetery. Mr. J. G.
Hall, surveyor

Cole £181 0 0
Wright 180 0 0
Wigmore (accepted)
Gay 0 0

For alterations to premises, No. 40, Wigmore-street,
and Little Welbeck-street, Cavendish-square, for Messrs.
H. J. Cave & Sons. R. H. Burden, architect :

—

Keyes Head (accepted) £2,525 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
New View ol the Temple of Solomon (unavoidablr postponed)—

R. T, P.—Ceptaixi T.—Thomaton College.—R.—L. and A. C. H. W.
—W. C. T.—W. P. O.—H. H.—TV. G- U—A. H. T.—R. T. 8.—N. & M.
-8. i B.—9.—J. B.—J. T.—W. K.—3. T. R.—H. & R. P.—M. i T.—
W. H. Vi'.—W. S —J. K.—A Builder (the letter woold Inundate ns
with mere adverlisemeate).—J. C. (shall be remembered ueit time).—
G. W. W. (thouksj we have notroom).

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giriug
addresses.

All sUtements of facts, lists of tenders, lie., mnst be accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily fo*
publication.

NOTB.—Tlie responsihtlity ol signed articles, and papers read st
public meetings, rests of course with the authors.
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^‘FnncipUs of Decants

live Design,

H E work published

under the abovo title *

ia a reprint of tlie sub-

BtauoQ of a series of

essays written by Dr.

Dresser for the Tech-

nical Educator, and

specially intended for

tho eiiconragement and

assistance of working

men in acqnii'ing a

knowlege of the best

principles of decorative

design, with hints and

suggestions for their

practical application.

The plan of the book

in its present form is to

give an introductory

general definition of the

requisites and characteristics of decorative

design, tho remaining portion showing, in

chapters dedicated to different branches of

material and manufacture, the manner in which

these may be illustrated in practice. In the

opening page of the introduction, the author

observes that a man born and brought up as a
“ son of toil,” but feeling the ability and ambi-

tion to rise above liis fellows by fairly becoming

their superior, can find no means of accomplishing

this so readily as “by acquainting himself "with

the laws of beauty, and studying till he learns to

perceive the difference between the beautiful

and the ugly, tho refined aud the coarse.” That

this kind of perception is with nearly all

Englishman an acquired one, is, as here hinted,

an unfortunate fact, which it is as well to state

plainly. Not less dpropos ia the warning to the

student, not to take for granted tho judgment of

those persons, women especially (ungallant

decorator !), "who suppose themselves to be pos-

sessed of good taste. It is common to assume
that women have better taste than men, and

some women seem to consider themselves tho

possessors of even authoritative taste, from

which there is no appeal.” This amiable illusion,

however, is certainly not so generally prevalent

now as it once was.

Dr. Dresser’s introduction inculcates that view

of the degree of meaning and expression possible

in pure ornament which he has enunciated at

greater length, and illustrated by some able and
rather imaginative designs, in his former larger

work on “The Ai-t of Decorative Design ”5 a

view in which there is a great deal that is true

and suggestive, though it is to be regretted

that the author allows himself to be betrayed

occasionally into exaggerated and rather foolish

rhapsody about hisownpai-ticular branch of art.

The general principles laid down, under the

heads truth, heamty, and utility, are what are

not unfamiliar to most of our readers, and are

here well and concisely expressed and exemplified.

Neither of what may be termed the two

opposing prejudices in regard to ornament ia

adhered to. Disliking tho Renaissance orna-

ment (so much and so inconsiderately put

forward as the only model by our Government

ai-t-instructors). Dr. Dresser has on the other

hand no sympathy with the love of irregularity

for its own sake which has arisen (logically or

• By Caasell, Better, & Galpin.

not) out of the Japanese mania. Among his

axioms is tho one that " a principle of order

must prevail in every ornamental composition,”

and that “ the orderly repetition of parts fre-

quently aids in the production of ornamental

effects.” The capability of the expression of

“humour” in ornament is enlarged upon, and

exemplified by some illustrations which border a

little too much on that taste for what may be

called “Medimval cbildisbness,” of which in

some quarters there has been a great develop-

ment lately.

Some of the points adverted to in the chapters

on special subjects we may touch upon. The

chapter on colour gives the usual facts as to the

relations of colour in harmonic combinations,

together with hints on the canying out of experi-

ments in chromatic effects; the effect produced

by combinations of intense colour in small quan-

tities is recommended, rather than that ofmasses

of more subdued tones, as furnishing greater

purity of effect: “if pigments are mixed they are

reduced in intensity
;

but if placed side by

side, when viewed from a distance the eye will

mix them, but they will suffer no diminution of

brilliancy ;” a point which can hardly bo too

strougly urged among people so addicted to

either muddy tints, or raw masses of colour, as

are the average English decorators.

In the chapter on “ Furniture ” we see with

pleasure an attack upon curves—the absurd and

still largely prevalent fashion of working tho

backs and legs of chairs, &c., into the very

weakest forms, both in appearance and reality,

which can ho devised
5
an error which reaches

its climax in some of the furniture sent from

Germany to our Exhibitions. The difficulty in

regard to chairs, as we have before pointed out,

is to combine solidity and durability with con.

venient lightness. Two or three designs for

chairs given here, of rather a sumptuous charac-

ter, are excellent in regard to outline and what

may be called “ expression” (for there certainly

is expression in furniture), but which certainly

would not be very bandy for much lifting about.

One or two others that are given show more of

a combination of strength and lightness. Certain

remarks (p. 62), as to the carving of structural

portions of furniture (illustrated by a cabinet

from a design of Pugin’s ”) we must dissent from

;

the ornament is certainly wrongly placed here.

The author takes opportunity further on of show-

ing up as it deserves the absurd fashion of making

cabinets in mimicry of Gothic structure, with

buttresses, sloping roof, and ciomers; the example

given being by an architect of note, who really

ought to know better ;
aud records also his

righteous indignation at a classic cabinet seen

in an exhibition which appeared to be unim-

peachable in solidity and truthfulness of struc-

tural design, until, the doors being opened, away

swung with them the pilasters which had ap-

peared to support tho top. The popular looking,

glass is branded as it deserves ; but the picture-

frame given as an example ofgood work (p. 71),

we certainly cannot praise
;

it is commonplace

and coarse, and shows the cross-cornered frame

which is so inconvenient, from the amount of

spaco it demands beyond the lino of the frame.

The remarks on tho decoration of ceilings

may bo read with profit, both in regard to

their positive and their negative axioms. The

principles laid down for the decorative treat-

ment of walls are better than the examples

given. In regard to wall-papers (p. 87), Dr.

Dresser wishes the straight-joint system of

hanging to ho abandoned, and the paper cut as

much as possible to follow tho pittern. “ If you

use paper for the walls, use it artistically, and

not as BO much paper. Let a dado be formed of

one paper, the upper part of tho wall being

covered with paper of a simple and just design”

(what is a just design ?),
“ and of such colour as

shall harmonise with the dado.” But if papers

are used, such as we (as well as Dr. Dresser)

should recommend, of small geometrical or pow-

dered patterns, it would be almost absurd to

think of cutting them to follow the pattern.

The joining-lines do not show in well.hung

paper, unless one looks for them. This is refining

too much about trifles.

In tho chapter on carpets, the principle (self-

evident, yet constantly overlooked) should bo

noted, that while wall-papers or decorations

may have designs with an upward tendency and

a “ bilateral symmetry,” carpets should always

consist of designs with a “ radiating symmetry,”

so as to appear the same in every direction.

Among tho remarks in regard to designs for

stuffs generally, table-oloths, &c., we may call

attention to that in regard to articles that have

to hang in folds, like the edges of table,

cloths, viz., that compound curves, on at all a

large scale, are bad in such a position, as they

are broken up by the folds into mere wavering

lines
;
whereas straight lines and segments of

circles in such a situation naturally meet the

eye as correct compound curves ; and, as a

general rule, that which looks well on a flat

surface will look bad on a curved one, and vice

vorsd. Carpets are recommended to be kept
“ neutral in general tone,” either by the employ,

ment of tertiary hues, or by small quantities of

primary colour in juxtaposition.

In regard to pottery, and the working of

hollow vessels ‘generally, we very mnch concur

with Dr. Dresser’s observations. He is abun-

dantly right in his remark as to the amount of

finish which is often put into articles of this

kind, without any art at all. Clay is susceptible

of "a bold sketchy treatment,” as well as of high

fiuish. “As a rule, however, wo over-estimate

tho value of finish, and undervalue bold art

effects I have before me some specimens

of Japanese earthenware, which are formed of

a coarse dark-brown clay, and are to a great

extent without that finish which most Europeans

appear so much to value; yet these are artistic

and beautiful. In the case of cheap goods, we
spend time in getting smoothness of surface,

while tho Japanese devote it to tho production

of an art effect. We get finish without art
;
they

prefer art without finish.” Which deficiency is

the most serious there can be little doubt. Oar

author thinks we should get much more artistic

and beautiful shapes if wo adhered more to tho

old “potter’s wheel” method of working clay,

by which beautiful curves almost design them-

BclvoB; and a somewhat similar remark will

apply to the practice of glass-blowing, and the

natural shapes resulting from the process, as

compared with many of the more artificial out-

glass shapes and outlines. The accessories of

the table are gone into at some length, aud some

of the shapes given for decanters, jugs, and

other adjnncts, ax’e suggestive and suitable. In

touching on the ornamental use of silver, we
notice tho remark, unfortunately too true, that

modem European silversmiths have fallen into

the error, now almost universally prevalent, of

making their works of a pictorial, rather than

of an ornamental character. The extraordinary

creations which wo see put forth almost daily

as centre-pieces, prize cups, and so on, would

warrant much stronger criticism than that

indulged in by Dr. Dresser. We have before

now condemned them.

It is refreshing to find the prevalent absurdi-

ties of stained-glass design (architectural cano-

pies, &c.) so strongly denounced as at p. 156.

Of two specimens given by way of example, of a

purely ornamental treatment of stained-glass

design, both are suggestive, and one has con-

siderable bounty, the other not.

In the main, we can recommend this book to

art-workmen, as well and clearly written,

suggestive, and based almost entirely on

sound and true principles, in regard to the

treatment and application of ornament. It is

nob free from the usual pessimist tendency of
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worka of this kiod
; eveiy one who writes on

ornament at present deeming it incumbent on
him to show how fcai-fully wrong, bad, and
degraded in taste is every article we are in the
habit of using. Perhaps this is the best policy,
bnt it is apt to be overdone. All ornamental
critics, however, do not offer their thoughts in so
liberal and generous a spirit as Dr. Dresser,
who concludes his book by assuring the reader
that, “If I personally can aid him in any way, I
shall be glad to do so. If any who really seek
knowledge of decorative design, and are hard
workers, choose to send me designs for criticism
or comment, or desire any other aid that I can
give them, I shall be happy to do what little I
can for them, ily address will be found at the
end of the Preface.” After this, we can only
adopt the language of Sir Hugh Evans,—“ So
Got judge me, that is a virtuous mind.”

THE OLDEST BUILDERS' SPECIFICATIOX,
AND SOME NEW LIGHT AS TO ITS MEANING.

The undying intereat which, from the date of
the earliest edition of the English translation of
the Bible, has been kept up, generation after
generation, as to the architecture of that ancient
bouse of prayer, the Tabernacle erected in the
wilderness, may be thought to have fornished
such a stimulus to inquiry as to have led to the
exhaustion of the subject. The name of Dom
Calraet will not readily be forgotten. The same
patient and accurate care which this great
student bestowed on the genealogies of the Im-
perial Family, and of certain other ancient
houses of his day, when directed to the investi-
gation of the architectural details of the Penta-
teuch, produced graphic illustrations of well-
considered detail. Dom Calmet, indeed, drew
upon his imagination to supply what he thought
must have been indispensable. Thus, in his
plans and sections of Noah’s Ark, he not only
divided the allegorical dimensions given in the
Book of Genesis into decks and cabins, but went
so far as to show the trunks down which the
fodder (from his point of view) was daily thrown
by the patriarchs for their charge. The Taber-
nacle, as well os the Temple, were represented
by the learned Benedictine with equal precision.
Nor can these early plans be regarded as more
purely imaginary than some of the latest which
have been offered to the world, with equal 'or
indeed greater confidence

j althoughastbe result
ofmuch less patient examination of the case.

It may be safely admitted that, unless either
newly-discovered facts can be brought to illus-
trate the subject, or a new method of inquiry
can be shown to be possible, the matter had
better now be left to the dusty leisure of the
cyclopmdia atd tliearchitectural dictionary; and
that the columns of a practical journal have
more important claims on their space, than to
allow the discussion of such ancient and shadowy
structures.

It is the case, however, that the last few years
have witnessed the discovery of facts that have
a very close relation to this ancient structural
problem. Aud when we observe that some of
these facts have been for several years published
in different works, but that no one has taken
the pains so to collate the information as to
derive from it any positive teaching, it will
appear that we are not about to tell over again
an often-told talc. Further, the information
collected, and in course of collection, may be
rendered of increased value by the adoption of
a method of inquiry somewhat more critical
and severe than that which any writer, who has
a theory of his own on the subject, appears to
oe able to prevail on himself to adopt.

In a recent namber of the Builder (Muy 10
lS73j, we investigated, with some detail ccr.
tain architectural terms which were in use in
Palestine 2,400 years ago. We then deduced
from what we were justified in terminn- a very
ancient specification, illastrated by certain
actual measurements taken by the Royal Enci
seers a good deal of positive information as to
the plan of the superb Temple erected by Kin^
Solomon. In that paper we confined our re'’
marks almost exclusively to plan, without re
ference to elevation; excepting in so far as the
height of the great Penbolus of the Temple was
determined by positive survey. Even that sub-
ject wedidnotexhanst, feeling that it was wiser
to keep somewhat within the limits of our actual
knowledge, than to hazard anytliiug in the shape
of a guess. In what we have now to briuo- for
ward,-although the primary question is the

true rendering of the account which, in minute
detail, is thrice repeated in the book of Exodus,— of the structure of the Tabernacle, it will be
seen, by those who are at all familiar with the
subject, that we shall obtain very mucb that is

suggestive as to the elevation of the Holy House,
or cello of the Temple, which was built on the
normal plan of the Tabernacle.
One point ought to be premised as to any

attempt to read, with the eye of an architect,
an account that was written in Hebrew 3,400
years ago. It is this. It is hopeless for any
one, whose scholarship is confined to modern
tongues, to attempt to explain that account. Of
the technical passages of the Old Testament, we
cannot be said to have even a direct translation
in our lan^age. A careful comparison of the
original with the Greek, Latin, and English
versions, shows that the third of these is taken
almost absolutely from the Latin, and not from
the Hebrew. The same mistakes aro almost
invariably made; and the additional obscurity,
which is the natural result of a double transla-
tion, settles down upon the authorised version.
We confine our remarks to these technical pas-
sages, because it is only with them we have now
to deal.

Two further difficulties attend on such a
collation as can alone deserve the name of
critical research. One of these is, that the
Greek translators, writing, to some extent, under
the influence of the Alexandrine Court, and
biased by the tone of thought of the learned
men whom the Ptolemies collected in Egypt,
have frequently left strong impressions of indi-
vidual opinion on their work. Remarkable
differences between a close translation of the
Hebrew (as it now exists) and the Greek of the
LXX, are familiar to the student. And that
these differences result from the individual
opinion of the translator, appears from the fact,
that the same Hebrew words are translated by
different Greek words, in different books of the
Bible. Still, no one is justified in concluding
that ho is in possession of the sense of a difficult
passage of the Old Testament, without collating
it with the two codices of the LXX, which some-
times differ materially both from each other and
from the Hebrew, and nowhere more so than in
the present instance.

The other difficulty arises from the fact, that
in consulting a Hebrew lexicon, the student is,

nine times out of ten, only sent back, hood-
winked, to St. Jerome. We are speakin" ex-
pressly from experience of one of the oldest and ... ......
most scholarly of the Hebrew lexicons, that of (whether by a bird’s-mouth groove, a tongue, or
uxtortf. As far as translation of Hebrew words tenons and mortises, cannot be distinctly ascer-

13 concerned, this valued book is little more than tained), but so as to fit together in two unbroken
a dissection of the Vulgate. Thus when Jerome, walls of gold. Each board rested on two feet,
who, whatever he was, was not an architect, has or bases, of silver, which must have been not
given a vague or incorrect translation of a
Hebrew architectural word, the student is in

for presenting the results, and not asking them
to accompany our investigation, step by step.
The first thing that will verify the true con-

struing of the accounts of the Tabernacle of
Moses (if the passages in which they occur he
uncorrupted) will be this. We must find a
natural explanation for every term, in its proper
place

; and we must have neither omissions nor
repetitions. When people wrote painfully, letter
by letter, not even breaking the line into words,
they wrote carefully. Each word was wanted;
aud each word had its proper meauino-. We
must therefore think it probable that the
specification given in the Book of Exodus is

adequate
; and that it omits no essential part of

the structure. If a workman now took that
ancient description, and worked it oat, he ought
to be able to set up just such a tabernacle

;

without introducing a single structural featui'e
for which he could not show the authorising
danse in the specification.

It is clear that this critical canon will at once
exclude a great many suggestive explanations
of the form of the structure in question.
For the sake of brevity, we will adopt the

unit of the cubit in onr reading of the specifica-
tion. There is no authority for supposing that
the cubit here used was any other than the
ordinary Jewish cubit, of 16 in., or 48 English
barleycorns; as the larger cubit is not in any
way hero alluded to. As to the dimensions of
the ordinary cubit, we have positive information
in the Talmud.
The woodwork of the Tabernacle was as

follows : — There were forty similar plates or
boards, each 10 cubits long, IJ cubit wide, and
4 digits, or nearly 3 in., thick, which were
covered with thin plates of gold. A comparison
of the weight of gold employed for all the work,
with the superficial area of the woodwork of the
Tabernacle, shows that this plating could not
have been thicker than the tenth part of the
thickness of an English sovereign, or, in round
numbers 6 oz. Troy per square foot, if the weights
of gold given are stated in terms of the ordinary
silver shekel. There is a strong presumption,
however, in favour of the opinion that the gold
shekel of account, which is only of the weight of
one-third of the silver shekel, is employed; aud
in that case, a corresponding deduction must be
made in the estimate of the gold used. The
weight of the silver shekel, during the existence
of the first temple, was 320 grains. This we
know definitely from Maimonicles.
These boards, all exactly alike, were jointed

this dilemma. He will find the word used in
the Vulgate translated in .the authorised version.
When he turns to the Greek, he is very likely to
find a mere transliteration, or spelling in Greek
letters of the Hebrew word. And when he goes
back to the original, unless he can bring Arabic
or other Oriental tongues to his aid, he will be
likely to find his Hebrew lexicon reiieat the
original blunder of St. Jerome.

In the account of the Tabernacle occurs a
remarkable instance of this want of original
research. The word which St. Jerome has
translated tabulce, and the English writer
“ boards,” occurs in the Book of Ezechiel
(xxvii. 6), where Jerome has translated it
Dansfra, “thwarts,” and the English version,
“benches.” Accordingly the Hebrew lexicon
gives tabidce and transtra as the meanings. Any
acquaintance with either natural history or ship-
building would show the absurdity of describing
the benches athwart a ship as made of ivor^
The word in the Greek is “temples.” The
etymology of the original rather indicates plates
used in the sense of a shiny surface, like that of
ice. But nine studencs out of ten would be
perfectly contented with “ transtra."
The only safe method, then, we take to be that

winch we previously indicated
; namely, to treat

the doubtful words like algebraical expressions

;

to find what ideas are included, and what are
excluded, in each instance of their occurrence

;

and thus, finally, to attach the true value. This
will almost always admit of an etymological
verification.

We find it necessary to make these remarks
with some degree of distinctness, in order to
^oid encumbering our page with Greek and
Hebrew type. Onr readers, now made aware of the
method adopted, will for the most part thank us

very dissimilar to onr present railway-chairs, of
which they were about the weight, and which
were buried in the earth to give fixity to the
structure. These two long side’, 30 cubits in
length, ran east and west, when the Tabernacle
was fixed.

For the west end of the Tabernacle, which
was 10 cubits long, six similar boards were
made; which, according to our view, were in
three pairs, with an angular slope at top, so as
to form a sloped or pedimented end to the build-
ing. Two corner-pieces, of only half a cubit in
width, were specially formed to connect the
ends with the sides of the building. All these
pieces of wood were jointed in a similar manner,
and stood on similar bases. The only point
which is to be considered as newly indicated
here, is the shape of the end of the structure.

This is arrived at as follows. At each end of
the building were five upright pieces, pillars or
pilasters, those at the west end standing against
the Golden Wall (whether within or without is
not clear), aud those at the east eud sustaining
a veil, in lieu of doors. The odd number shows
that one pillar was in the midst; and this is an
almost certain mark of a double pitched roof.

Eight upright pieces, or pilasters, are then
named, the explanation of which, as direct
stiTictural elements, is now, we believe, for the
first time suggested. Five bars are mentioned
as fixed on either side of the building, aud one
long bar, 30 cubits in one piece, “ in the midst
between.” In this enumeration we read five pairs
of rafters aud a continuous ridge piece. We thus
have an explanation of the eight uprights. Three -v

pairs of them corresponded with the three pairs
of intermediate rafters, and were for taking the
weight of the roof off the thinner boards of the
sides. One pair was at the west end, forming,
with the outer of the five end columns, some-
thing like a pair of coupled pillars, at each angle.
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For the west end a pair of additional nprlghta
was not necessary, because there were already
two pillars at each western angle

; one being
the half-cubit piece, framed in the wall, and the
other being the outer of the five bars attributed

to the west end of the building.*

On this view the structure is perfectly simple
and intelligible. Every word is explained

j
and

the great point is attained, that nothing further
is required

;
no tent-poles, or ridge-lines, or

separate fittings for supporting the embroidered
linen veil, its outer cover of black woven goat’s
hair, and the row of red and blue rams’ skins on
the top

j
for this we take to be the meaning of

the introduction of the word translated “badger-
skins,” to the confusion of the naturalist, who
has been unable to suggest what animal was
intended. We read it that these were rams’
skins, dyed of different colours, which would
give a special peculiarity to the aspect of the
sacred tent.

It is quite certain that any ordinary carpenter
could construct a perfect model of this build-
ing, in wood, linen, and canvas, and could erect
it without any hesitation or trouble. It could
be easily fixed and removed; and it would
always bo erected in exactly the same form.
The only question thus left open, as to form, is

that of the angle of the roof. Here it is that
a comparison of certain distinct data becomes
nscfnl.

Do Sanlcy published, in 1851, in his “Ee-
cherches sur la Numiamatique Jndaique,”
drawings of three Jewish coins, which have
been reproduced in Sir F. Madden’s “ History of
Jewish Coinage.” Each of these coins shows on
the obverse a tetrastyle temple, with a lofty,

arched, central door. We do not adopt the views
of either of the learned editors in question, as
to the exact date and legend of these coins

;
and

that for reasons, taken from Jewish literature
which they have not consulted, to which we
have no doubt that they would have been the
first to adhere. There is no reference, for
instance, in Sm F. Madden’s learned work, to the
positive determination of the silver shekel by
Mairaonides,—a knowledge of which would have
saved a vast amount of confessedly unsatisfac-
tory discussion, and moreover would have given
accurate results, instead of erroneous approxi-
mation. But that they are Jewish coins, issued
during the independence of the nation; bearing,
in each instance, on the reverse, representations
of objects employed in the services of the
Temple

;
and the name, either of Jerusalem or of

Israel, in the peculiar letters found on the coins
before the adoption of the Greek letters by the
Idumean, and even by some of the Asamonean,
kings

; there is no manner of doubt whatever.
We do not, therefore, see how there can be much
reasonable doubt that we have here representa-
tions, as faithful as the art of the coiner allowed
him to give, of the elevation of the second
Temple

;
and thus an illustration of the perma-

nence of tho type “ showed in the Mount ” to
Moses, down to the days of Herod, and probably
down to the destruction of the Temple by Titus.
It is impossible to believe that any other build-
ing could be represented on a coin bearing these
sacred emblems and legends.
A less positive, but still veryluminous, illustra-

tion is found in tho proportions of the two small
totrastyle temples of EIBBARIYEH and
THELTHATHA, which are figured in “The
Recovery of Jerusalem” (a work published in

1871), and which are types of numerons relics
and ruins yet existing throughout Tyria. These
little fane.s all agree very closely in form with
that which we have suggested as normal in
the Tabernacle. They differ in the one par-
ticular of forming double, instead of triple,
cubes, but in that almost alone. They open
towards tho East, with two columns interspaced
between two square angle pilasters; which we
take to bo the form introduced by Solomon,
when the central supports for the ridge beam
were rendered unnecessary, by the substitution
of solid masonry for framed woodwork. Even

• It would exceed our limits to enter into detailed com-
parison of each of the authorities, viz., Exodus xxvi.,
xxxvi., and xl., in the oriffinal, LXX, and Vulgate, and
tho 6th chapter of the third book of “ Antiquities,’' in the
Greek. St. Jerome says that tho vectei, which we call
rafters, witientar per medias tabiilaa, o aummo tiaque ad
aimmtm. Josephus says that there was one phalanx,
or beam, into which the oblique ends of the tkiUalidea,
orvectea, from each side entered. The ordinary notion
that these gilded bars were merely bolts to keep the fitted
side-pieces of tho building together, is inconsistent with
these expressions. In each description the phalanx is
spoken of as one, and in the middle. To convert this into
two long bolts, one on e.ach side, is contrary to the
language used, as well as to any intelligent ideas of
structure.

in tlie Taberaacle, the same form was adopted in

the internal division, where four pillars supported
the veil of the adytum. Tho pitch of the roof
of these Syrian temples seems to have been the
ordinary one, of a rise of one-fifth of the width,
giving a slope of 2^ to 1 for the roof. The
internal division is into porch and cella

;

the
porch being in one instance one-third, and in

the other one-fourth, of the entire length of the
building. In tho Tabernacle the external curtain
was BO folded and hung as to form a porch. In
tho Temple of Solomon the porch was a distinct

feature. At the western end of the small
temples are the remains of vaults, showing that
the altar stood, in each case, on a raised plat-

form, forming what we should term a choir or

sanctuary. The different arrangement here holds
closely to the 'special difference between the
Jewish worship and that of the contemporary
people. Where no image was allowed, the con-
cealment, by a veil, of the mystic Ark, from
above which the oracle was uttered, was a
necessity. But for the careful provisions of the
law in that respect, the Ark, with its forms of

life beaten in gold, would, in course of time, have
become the visible symbol or idolon of the
Jewish temple.
The care that was taken to prevent the

slightest approach to any idolatrous declension

of this nature was extreme. The oral law pre-

scribed every action of the High Priest on the
only occasion on which he was allowed to enter

the Sanctum Sanctorim. Two veils hung, a
cubit apart, between this portion of the temple
and the outer part of the body of the building

;

at least, in the second temple. (In tho first,

there was only one veil.) Tho outer, or western
veil, was so hung as to have its opening on the

south ; the inner veil, on the north. The High
Priest took a handful of incense, and threw it on
a piece of live charcoal, taken from the hearth
of the altar and placed in a golden censer.

With this burning, be entered the Temple, passed
within the outer veil, passed between the two
veils to tho second opening, turned his face

again to the south, and, with his eyes cast down-
wards, waved tho censer till tho cella was filled

with the smoke. He then retired backwards
from the Temple. The contrast between this

reverent mode of symbolic worship, and the
magnificent display of such an object of adora-

tion as the great chryselephantine statues of

the Greek temples, is absolute. It had, as we
see, a structural expression.

Thus not only the rare, but undoubtedly
authentic, Jewish coins to which we have
referred, but tho actual forms of temples yet

extant in Syria, tend to confirm the simple and
intelligible reading which wo have ventured to

offer of the long.disputed account of the early

tabernacle. Mr. Fergusson has been strongly

impressed with the unreasonable character of

tho ordinary opinion, which makes that vene-

rable structure resemble a flat-topped box. His
argument is derived from tho unfitness of that

shape for the discharge of rain or snow. It

should be remembered, however, that not only

most of the roofs to be seen in Syria are flat,

occasionally varied, as in other Mediterranean
countries, by the introduction of little domes, bnt

that the actual black goatskin tents of the Arabs
of tho day are generally flat-topped

;
being for the

most part formed of only a single sheet, bent to

form a flat roof and one side. Still, the question

of rainfall is one of much importance. So long

as the idea of a ridged roof required the intro-

duotion of any structural elements which are

not mentioned in the account, we felt bound to

oppose it as unauthorised. In the drawing of

tho Tabernacle which is given in’thework called

“The Holy Sepulchre and the Temple at

Jerusalem,” reproduced from the Bible Dic-

tionary, occur elements which are not only not

mentioned in the Book of Exodus, but which
are incompatible with that account

;
such as the

central standard between the nave and the

sanctnary. The entire form of the building is

altered. Side-posts, lines, and verandahs are

added, and tho imagination of the artist has been
allowed such play as to render the original

account, from the new point of view, of no value

whatever; as, unless it is complete,it is unreliable.

But our present scheme, which is founded simply
on the principle of investigating each detail, not

according to the name given to it by St. Jerome,
but from a workmau’s point of view, removes
this objection

;
and we thus have at once a literal

translation of the venerable passage, and not
only an architectural possibility, bnt a carefully-

adjnsted and beautiful structure.

Tho measure of half the slope of the roof, on

the proportion which we have indicated, is a
little less than 6^ cubits. The embroidered veil

would therefore have hung down on the outer
gilded walls to within 2i cubits, or 40 in., of the
ground. The outer curtain of black goat’s hair
would fall IG in. lower, or to within 2 ft. of the
ground. We thus attain a correct structural

equilibrium between the thrust of the roof and
the additional weight imposed on tho wall. If
the cui-taina were so arranged that the joinings

coincided, the central suture lying on the cen-
tral rafters of the building, they would have
hung down only to within 7 cubits of tbe ground
on the western, or enclosed, side, and to within.
3 cubits at the open end

;
this portion, more-

over, being folded back when not required for
protection from rain.

Whether the scarlet and pnrplo sheep-skins
covered the whole of the sloping roof, or the
ridge alone, is not clear. In the latter case, a
subdued light would have been transmitted
through the embroidered veil. In the former
case, the roof within would have been only
lighted by the rays that entered from the east,

and by the lustre of the golden candelabrum,
two of the lamps of which were kept continually
alight. The awe and silence of the place

;
the

unwonted appearance of the three objects which
it contained,—the lamp, the table, and the altar,

—all of pure gold
;
the shimmer of the walls

;
and

the rich hues of the embroidered roof, stretched
ont over the shining golden rafters

; must have
impressed the ministering priests with a deep
sense of the mysterions solemnity of their

worship. Thus regarded, the Tabernacle was
not a makeshift, but a well-planned ecclesiastical

structure,—portable, indeed, but complete and
entire,—the outline of which is preserved to tho
present day by its repetition on Hebrew coins,

and in Syrian temples.

THE LATE MR. E. T. PARRIS.

Descended from a family in Norfolk, the sub-
ject of this notice, Edmund Thomas Parris, was
born in London, in the pariah of Marylebone, on
the 3rd of June, 1793. He early gave evidence
of a taste for drawing and for mechanical pur-
suits, which he continued to cultivate through
his long and energetic life. In his journal,

minutely kept, he has recorded of himself that
at the tender age of seven years old he made
many copies from engravings from the Passions
of Le Brun, from Macklin’s Bible, West, and
others which fell in his way. The early bias of
tho mind of the child, encouraged or disregarded,

may often account for the success or failure in

the life of the man. The father of young Parris,

probably without any exact or lofty notions of
art, had, however, carefully noted the predilec-

tion of his son, and sensibly determined to place
the boy to some kind of business in which his

pencil could beusefnlly applied
;
and, accordingly,

at the usual age, he was apprenticed to Messrs.
Ray & Montague to learn engine-tuming,
enamel-painting, and gold figure-chasing. Here
he wrought through the day, and in bis leisure

hours at night cultivated that mingled love of
science and art which never left him, and
which, a few years later, developed itself in the
invention of his scaffold for getting at the dome
of St. Paul’s, and in his great picture of tho
Panorama of London at the Coliseum in tbe
Regent’s Park.

In 1816 Parris bid farewell to the goldsmith’s
shop, but occasionally made designs for his late

masters, one of his latest being the sword pre-

sented to Lord E.xmonth, the gold ornaments of

which he not only chased, but he painted all the
enamelled subjects with which it was enriched,

commemorative of the naval battle at the taking
of Algiers. With growing experience and higher
aims, be now sought to qualify himself for the
life of a painter, and entered himself a student
of the Royal Academy, and at the same period
studied anatomy for three years under Dr.
Carpue, meanwhile making designs for anything
that came in bis way. In a competition for a
set of drawings for the painted glass windows at

Braucepeth Castle, he carried off the prize, not-
withstanding the accomplished Stotbard had
entered the lists. Ambitious of still greater
things, in 1824 Mr. Parris exhibited his first

large picture, “ Christ Blessing little Children,”
displaying his ripening powers and academic
culture. This work now adorns the east end of

the church of St. George at Sheffield. He also

invented about this period his remarkable appa-

ratus for getting up into the dome of St. Paul’s,

with the view of being employed to restore the

r * ^ 5:> tCi-E. "11 -W
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paintiDgs of Sir James Thornhill, which had
fallen into decay, and submitted his model to the
Dean and Chapter, Professor Cockerell, Brunei,
and many other architects and scientific persons,
who highly approved his plans ; but, for the

want of funds, the restoration was delayed.

Amongst others, Mr. Thos. Horner, the pro-

jector of the great woi-ks at the Coliseum,

was so struck with the simplicity of his invention,

that he immediately entered into an engagement
with Mr. Parris to assist him generally in his

huge undertaking. Accordingly, on the 12th of

December, 1825, Pzirris commenced that stupend-
ous work, the Groat Panorama of Loudon, cover,
ing over 40,000 square feet of canvas, or nearly
an acre in extent, and which, for the following

four years, taxed all his mental and physical
powers to their greatest stretch. The original
sketches for this work were begun by Horner in

1821, during the time a new ball and cross were
being set up over the dome of St. Paul’s. They
were drawn in outline by means of an optical
apparatus on numerous pieces of paper, and a
number of young men had been employed to
sketch the details of the principal buildings
about London without plan or system. These,
when brought together, presented the utmost
confusion and endless mistakes, and were like

an ill-devised pmszle, the parts of which no dex-
terity could fit. “ The difficulties [wrote Mr.
Parris in his Journal] of an undertaking of such
vast dimensions, and so full of linear and aiirial

perspective, combined with architecture, will be
understood when it is stated that every line
below the horizon had to be dipped downwards,
in order to appear straight on account of the
curvature of the canvas

;
the great size of some

of the objects, and the most careful finishing of
details (as powerful telescopes were to be fixed
in the visitors’ gallery),— also to make the fore-
ground objects appear nearer the eye, though, in
reality, more remote from the spectator, the dis-
tortions of drawing on a coi'ved surface requiring
every management of the artist to humour in
order to apjjcar true. The canvas, too, was
always iu motion, which the wind or leaning
against any part would occasion all over. These
with the danger and awkwardness of painting
every day suspended iu a box 50 ft. or 60 ft.

from the ground, and a multitude of others
unforeseen by the projector, and beyond hia
control, were every day retarding the progress
of the painting, and I began to despair of ever
seeing it brought to completion.” “ Mr. Horner
at length became desperate, and, convinced of
bis own inability to conduct the work, implored
me to take the whole management into iny own
hands, as the only way of saving him and the
picture from ruin.” An ar:ist with less energy,
skill, and constructive ability would have sunk
under the ceaseless labour and perplexity he
went through, in setting everything in order
where nothing but disorder prevailed. His
power of work was amazing, as the following
from his Journal well illustrates When Mr.
Horner made hia sketches from the top of
St. Paul’s, the ground on which the Post-office
now stands was a blank space, enclosed with
wooden palings. Consulting together, we
thought it would be more interesting when the
building should be partly fiuishod, with some of
the scafi'olding standing, than if represented as
finally complete. I therefore went to St. Paul’s,
and made the requisite eketchesfrom the Golden
Gallery, and finished it on the canvas, without
assistance, in seventeen days. It is full of very
intricate lines and effects, and occupies about
423 ft. superficial.”

By unfiiDching determination and industry,
Mr. Parris had oomifieted about two-thirds of his
work, when, in 1828, a fresh cause of embarrass-
ment arose. Howland Stephenson, the banker,
through whom Horner obtained means to carry
on hia undertaking, fled the country, to be fol-
lowed shortly by Horner himself, who abscor^ded

creditors to the amount of
bO.OOOi. The Panorama, however, being so far
^vanced, the trustees for the creditors ordered
its completion

; and on November 29th 1829
Mr. Parris put the last touch to his gi-rantic
picture of London.
At the termination of his labours, Mr. Parris

by command of Queen Adelaide, .attended at the
Coliseum to receive Her Majesty, and at the
same time was honoured by a commission for a
cabinet picture. At this period of his life it
appeared as tliough no amount of toil could
subdue his active temperament; for scarcely
had he concluded his arduous task at the Coli.
seum, and the town was still ringing with admira-
tion at his great and well-merited success, when

ho joined in another large undertaking with Mr.
Daniels, R.A., to paint a panorama of Madras,
the building for the exhibition of which Mr. Parris
wholly designed and constructed.

He had now established an uncommon repu-
tation as an accomplished artist, and man of
ready mechanical expedients, with quickness
and acuteness in combining ideas, on an enor-
mous scale : it was now (1882) that he displayed
an equal capacity for small and highly finished
work iu The Bridemaid,” exhibited at the
British Institution, perliaps tho most felicitous

of a number of pictures of this class which he
produced iu a succession of years, as it was un-
doubtedly the most popular. Purchased by the
great minister. Sir Robert Peel, praised by the
critics, complimented by verses from the pen of
Miss Agnes Strickland, and of Haynes Bailey,
mezzotinted by Bromley, it long retained the
admiration of the public, and established the
artist’s reputation as a painter of female beauty.
The demand on his time was now excessive, for
numerous portraits of noble and distinguished
persons

;
ceiling work for the Duke of Suther-

land
;
designs for church windows

;
for orna-

mental silver, for carpets, for paperings, for
illustrated books, screens, and all kinds of
decorative work. It is perhaps to be regretted
that he engaged in so great a diversity of
things, as many of them could only servo the
fashion of the hour, and draw him from more
elevated occupations. For the coronation of
William IV., Mr. Parris painted the architec-
tuial screen set up before the organ-loft, and
other ornamental works, in the Abbey, for Mr.
S. Smirke

; and soon afterwards finished the
picture commissioned by Queon Adelaide, eu-
titled tho ” Warrioi’s Wife,” with which her
Majesty was so well pleased, that unsolicited
Mr. Parris received the appointment of
“Historical Painter to the Queen.” He now
entered largely into decorative painting for
which his ready pencil and previous practice
eminently fitted 1 im. lie executed the ara-
besques at Northnmb.;rland House; the Wattoau
panels for the saloon of the Great IVedeni
steam-ship, tho first that steamed across the
Atlantic

; and subsequently the palatial resi-

dences of the Duke of St. Alban’s, Lord Prud-
hoe. Lord Downshire, Earl de Grey, Marquis
of Lansdowne, Sir Roger Palmer’s, in Poi’tlaud-
plaoe, and many others ; at this last the Prince
Consort honoured tho painter by calling to see
his work.
In 1838, Mr. Parris undertook to paint for Mr.

Moon, the print publisher, a large picture for
engraring of the Coronation of Queen Victoria,
and remained all one night in the Abbey making
preparatory sketches. Seventy members of the
nobility sat to him, and Her Majesty honoured
the painter with a sitting for her portrait to
complete the work.

In 1843, he carried off one of the first prizes
in the Cartoon Competition for the Houses of'

Parliament, and also exhibited a large Fresco of
“King John in Westminster Hall”

;
and on the

recommendation of Lord Prudhoe was invited to
paint tho Palace of Mehemet Ali at Alexandria,
in fresoo. He was also invited by Prince
Kochebee to paint his Palace at St. Petersburg;
but both these offers were declined. Tho quer.
tion of the restoration of Thornhill’s pictures in

the interior of the Dome of St. Paul’s was again
revived in 1852-3, on this occasion to be brought
to a conclusion. In March, 1853, Mr. Parris
commenced his platform—“ the first pole of
which was raised to the great cornice and fixed
in its place,” and in about throe weeks the
whole of his ingenious plan of getting at the
interior of the dome was constructed, and
the restoration of tho pictures commenced
in July. “The whole surfiice painted con-
tained about 1,800 square feet. The figures
are nearly 16 ft. high, the vases 10 ft.

The cornice where the painting begins is 160 fc.

from the pavement
;
the eye of gallery at top

of dome, 220 ft. Suspended at this terrific

height through winter and summer he continued
his arduous employment fora little over three
years and a half, and finished it in July, 1856,
without a single accident having occurred during
the whole period, though no less than five

hundred visitors had at different times ascended
to the artist’s platform, in addition to the
necessary labourers employed,—a practical proof
of the singular skill and admirable manner in
which all his plans were e.xecuted. Of this struc-
ture some accounts appeared in the Builder for
June, 1853. In 1864, he constructed a fall-

sized model of Shakspeare’s House for the
Crystal Palace Company at Sydenham; and

in 1866 his facile pencil was engaged to
prepare a) model for a piece of tapestry,

;

40 ft. long, fur the Paris Exhibition : tho '

subject, Christ and the Apostles, after the
statues of Thorwaldsen

;
and so he continued to

the end, ever working : nothing came amiss to

him, great or small,—he pursued it with untiring
zeal. It was, indeed, impossible, with a mind so

active and a hand so ready, ever to be idle.

Self-reliant, he carried his inventions into prac-
tice without fear

;
and in painting essayed i

almost every form and branch of the art. With i

a versatility so pronounced, he could hardly be .

expected to achieve success in aU, yet he was
successful in many, and will be remembered by '

those who knew him, not only as a man of gregi .

general ability, but ffiao for bus kindly and happy •

bearing.

It is customaiy to express regret at the loss i

of those who have distinguished themselves in
this world. Relatives and friends naturally
mourn the departure of those to whom they
have been long attached, but it may aflbrd hope
and consolation to many to know that the late

Mr. Parris passed his long life in the happy
enjoyment of intellectual labour, honoured by
the world, and respected by troops of friends f

and who, having done his work well, paid the

common lot of humanity, without suffering, at •

tho advanced ago of eighty-two years.

J. J. J.

ON ARTS AND ARTISTS.

At tho annual meeting of tho Gloucester

School ofArt, fully notioed in the local Chronicle,

Mr. Gambler Parry made, as on some previous

occasions, a long and interesting address. On
this occasion, ho said, he thought it most appro.

,

priate to take a general view of theii- standing ,

in fine arts, both nationally and as regarded
their own school. If he went back to the Middle

i

Ages, it would be only for a few minutes, be- .

cause he wished them to know or to learn what
I

arts prevailed in the Middle Ages iu England,
!

and particularly at Gloucester. In a country so

small as our own island, and when it was smaller

still for all available purposes by being, even as

late as the reign of Edward II., about two-thii-ds

covered with wild forest or desolate moor, and
when Scotland and Ireland were hut half,

civilised neighbours,—a hindrance by their

bai'bariam and a trouble by their wars,—they
must not expect to find works of art of the size-

and imposing grandeur of those to be found
in great Continental nations, or of a small on©
like Italy, with the gigantic wealth of Rome,
and a climate and a soil exceptional in this

world ; but it was notorious that some forms of

art in this country excelled thoseof other nations

in their quality. Such, for instance, was the

development of the purest forms of Gothic archi.

tocture at tho eud of the thirteenth and begin-

ning of tho fourteenth centuries, and the singnlar

excellence of its details. English architecture

of that time was surpassed nowhere, and, not to

mention more than two instances, he would refer

them to the little chapter-room in York Minster,,

on the walls of which there was this beautiful

motto :

—

“ T7t rotajloiJlonm, »xe domut i$ta doiAorvm.“

“ Aa 18 the rose the flower of flowers, so of houses this is

of ours."

This was the brightest idea over wrought round

a building. The other was the Lady Chapel at

Ely, which, although it had been knocked to

pieces by the Puritans, its sculpture was stOi

unsurpassed. The mechanical genius of English-

men had usually been more apparent than any
lofty artistic inspiration. Hence this result in

our architectural work, but for that we had
exhibited to the world men of highest genius,

.

from tho days of Alan de Walsingham and Wil-

liam do Wyckham to those of Sir Christopher

Wren. Some of the most striking anecdotes

had been told of the men of those times, such as
that relating to old Prior Goldstone, of Canter-

bury, in the fourteenth century, who had every

scrap of carved stone brought into his study,,

where ho kept a little anvil and hammer, and
broke up every piece that was not up to his

standard of excellence. Then, again, at Glou-

cester, there was the excellent old Abbot Wig-
more, who did much the same, and had every

piece of stone and carving used for building

Gloucester Cathedral brought to him, and con-

demned to bo broken up every bit that, as he
said, was not good enough for Wigmore. This
Abbot Wigmore was a very remarkable man.
He establisbed the first School of Art in Glou-
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i]

ceater, and worked in ifc himself in every grade.
I lie was a groat artist, a designer, a skilful

j

architect, and moreover he was even an em.
j
broidorcr

;
and in an old MS. of the biography

I of the abbots of Gloucester, preserved in one of

I

the colleges at Oxford, it was recorded that

J

Wigmoro designed and embroidered with his

I

own hands silver doves on a green satin cope for
the office of the Pentecost. Wigmore was not

. only a man for small things, but ho was a great
collector of works of art, and the first account
wo had of any portrait-gallery of Englishmen

I

was that possessed at Gloucester by Abbot Wig.
I

more, who had in bis rooms portraits of all the

j

kings of England before bis own time, and bis
!
time was that of Edward II. The embroidery
in which Wigmore was so great a proficient was
a most famous art in Eugland, so much so that
tho work was valued at an immense price all

ever Europe. There was no doubt that painting
and illumination were arts in which Englishmen
used to excel exceedingly. If they went to the
cloisters at Gloucester, and turned sharp to the
left, when they wont down the steps they would
see a number of litt'e recesses wherein were

I

seats on which a monk could sit, with tho light
I on his left hand, and with his desk before him

;

and his notion was that those were the i)laces
in which the monks used to write their
books and illuminated manuscripts, and wdiere
perhaps old Wigmore embroidered his doves.
He now came a little nearer to our own
times,—tho days of Ilenry VII., which formed
the era of the greatest amount of build-
ing in this country since tho thirteenth
century, and which were only equalled by the
building activity of our own times. But the
best of English art seemed to have died out as
architecturo degenerated, and we beard only of
foreigners. They all knew the everlasting pic-
tures of Henry VIII.

; hut no Englishman ever
painted him. Indeed, if it were not too much
of a joke, they might suppose that Henry VIII.’s
tremendous fatness was caused by his always
sitting for his portrait

; ho must have taken a
groat deal of what an Irishman called sedentary
exercise. From his time things went on just as
bad as_ ever, for in another MS., quoted by an
authority on art, there was a curious statement
made by the writer as to the condition of English
art in tho time of Henry VIII. In his time
there were two men of very remarkable talent
indeed,—Bossom and Hilliard,—illuminators aud
miniature portrait-painters. The document to
which he had roferrod said “ Alas ! if a man be
BO induced by nature, and live in time of trouble,
and under a Goveriimeut wherein arts be not
•esteemed, and bimself but of small means, woe
be to him ! as unto an untimely birth, for of my
own knowledge art hath made poor men poorer ;

”

and such were John Bossom and Michael Hilliard,
who were only unfortunate in art because they
were English born. They heard of Holbein and
many Flemish and Itaiau artists, but at that
date few names of Englishmen were known,
except ^inferior workers of decoration in
Henry \II.’s Chapel, and there were some sad
records ^in anonymous MS. at tho end of
Henry VIII.’s reign in reference to tho treat-
mentof poor English artists. They must wander
cu over many years before finding any English
names of eminence

; Flemish and Italians were
still the only men in repute, and from Sir
Antonio More, through the days of Ilubens,
HUliard, and Vandyck, to those of Knoller and
Lely, they heard of no one but such as Betts,
and Shoote, painter and illuminator, of the time
cf Elizabeth, and a distinguished amateur,
Edward Courtnay, Earl of Devon, of the same
period, and Dr. Garroid, whose name sounded
like English, but who became naturalised here,
and designed for engraving, glass-painting, and
other arcs. He was born in Bi-uges, but died in
England in 1635. Michael Hilliard, who died
in 1619, was one of the earliest-known English
artists who really acquired fame for his great
merits. He painted a great many portraits of
•Queen Elizabeth, which werenowmuch valued. He
was a genius, and, at the age of thirteen, painted
his own portrait; besides which he designed and
worked in gold, jewelry, sculpture, and illumi-
nation. Indeed, the poor fellow’s powers were
eo great that it would be hardly an exaggeration
to call him our Early English edition of
Leonardo da Vinci, for he seemed to have known
and done everything

; but James I., who would
have been very glad to be considered our
Lorenzo de Medici, allowed poor Hilliard to live
in poverty and to die in trouble. Next after
him came Isaac Oliver, whose works were in-
valuable, because from his miniatures could be

seen tho faces of Mary Queen of Scots, Queen
Elizabeth, Ben Jonson, Sir Philip Sydney, aud
James I. His works were described as being of
wonderful execution, minute and powerful in
expression, and perfect in nature. Sacred sub-
jects he failed in

;
but the “ Entombment,” and

copies in miniature of great pictures in the col-
lection of Charles I., and also a few portraits,
originals and copies in oil, were known to have
been by him. There were others whoso names
at this lime were hardly worth mentioning, but
there were engravers such as Cute, and painters
such as Pyne and Cole, whose works might now
be drawing the weary folds of their canvas in
rotting frames in far-off farmhouses or remote
parsonages, where their traditions were in.

valuable, and where the ignorance of the public
was to blame in neglecting the remnants of
English art. One of the most remarkable names
in English history was that of Bacon. Not only
was there tho great Sir Francis Bacon, Lord
Chancellor and Keeper of the Seals to Queen
Elizabeth, but there was n Sir Roger Bacon in
the thirteenth century, who was so great a man
as to have invented or nearly completed the
telescope and the camera obscura, so that if he
had lived now he would most decidedly have
been an artist. Bat ho invented another thing,
and that was gunpowder, which he (Mr. Parry)
was afraid was very little in keeping with the
arts. Ho was a most wonderful man, and was
the suggester of the first great Church Refer-
mation which took place in the thirteenth cen-
tury. Next, they came to Sir Francis Bacon
(Lord Verulam), the great philosopher, and then
to Sir Nathaniel Bacon, half-brothef of the
philosopher. He was one of the greatest artists
of his day; but he was an amateur. Within
100 years of the present time there was another
Bacon, who was agreab designer of china, at Wor-
ccsterancl Burslem. In thetime of Elizabeth there
were some very distinguished architects. The
principal ones were John Thorpe and Skillington,
and amongst the houses built by Thorpe were
Burleigh, Holland House, Castle Ashby, and
Charlton, in Wiltshire. From that time English
art began in earnest, and the leading names of
the period were those of Peter Oliver, the groat
historical portrait-painter

;
Oliver Isaac, tho

older, a glass-painter
;
and John, the younger, a

master mason and a great carver. It was
remarkable bow genius and art ran in families.
Next they came to William Dobson, whom King
Charles used to call tho English Tintoretto. He
was a fine painter of portraits in oils, and suc-
ceeded Vandyck as painter to the king. Among
his pictures which were valuable, as giving a
good idea of those ho painted, were a portrait of
Prince Rupert and Sir Thomas Browne, author
of “ Religio Medici.” Still, in spite of tho fact
that there were such men in this country, the
persons supported and patronised were none
others but Dutch, French, Flemish, and Italian
artists. Amongst them was Coker, who painted
Colonel Massey, a name known to every Glou-
cester man, and whose picture was now in
Cheshire. Another man of whom they all knew
was Samuel Butler, the author of “Hudibras.”
He was one of the greatest amateurs of tho
period in painting and music

; but his works
appeared to have shared a sad fate

;
for it was

said of some of them that on a tax being levied
on windows, several of Sir Samuel Butler’s pic-
tures were used to stop up the windows and
save the tax. That was recorded in Nash’s
“History of Worcestershire.” Among tho first

painters of their day were Anthony, Harrison, A'c.,

until we came to Inigo Jones, and then it was
we saw how English art was patronised. Even
foreigners spoke of English artists, and were
surprised that they should have been so much
neglected. Inigo Jones, who was born in 1572,
and died in 1652, rose to tho highest estimation
in England and on the Continent. He mentioned
that as an encouragement to the young men in
the wagon works aud tho carpenters’ shops of
Gloucester. His father was engaged in a busi-
ness in which Gloucestershire especially excels.
Ho was a cloth-weaver, and Inigo himself was
apprenticed to a carpenter

;
but the young fellow,

in his quiet moments, amused himself in art-

study, little knowing how much he was going to
do. His heart, instead of being in the carpen-
ter’s shop, was out of doors, and he would
wander in tho fields, his delight being in land-
scape-painting. He went to Italy to study
painting, but came back an architect, and was
the designer of Whitehall Chapel, the Banqueting-
bouse, and Palace. Jones got into the high esti-

mation of King James, who set him to find out
a query, viz., what Stonehenge was,—a wonderful

mystery in those days ; and Inigo, after consider-
ing tho matter a long time, came to the conclu-
sion that Stonehenge must be the remains of a
Roman temple! His attempts at St. Paul’s
were not very grand, though he did a great many
good works

;
but, alas I for poor Inigo, he was

ruined by the fall of Charles I., his goods were
sequestrated, and, more sad still, his monirment
was destroyed in the Fire of London. Dryden
wrote three lines worthy of being his epitaph :

—

” Krm Doric pillars found your solid base
;

The fair Corinthian crowns the higher space.
Thus all below is strength and all above is grace.”

A moat perfect epitaph for poor Inigo’s tomb

!

Still, foreign painters were the favourites in
England, tho Mytens’ and other Flemish pictures
being all the rage. In CromwoH’s time, a man
named Robert Walker was a famous portrait-
painter, and was largely patronised by Cromwell,
whose portrait he frequently painted, and if ever
they saw a fine portrait of Cromwell they might
bo sure it was either painted by or copied from
Walker. Two other famous painters at about
this time were Francis Carter, chief clerk to
Inigo Jones, and one Ileywood, who painted
portraits of Fairfax. Coming on to the period
of the Restoration, they found a celebrated
miniature - painter, Samuel Cooper, who was
bora in 1609 and died in May, 1672. He was
the first to give the force of oil to water-painting,
and he also executed portraits of Cromwell. He
must also meution a famous lady named Mary
Beal, a pupil of Lely, who died in 1697

;
and

then they came to a man whom they all knew
something about, the famous Grinling Gibbons,
a sculptor and carver iu wood, bom 1618, died
August 3rd, 1721. His work was unsurpassable,
and was greatly admired. And now they came
face to face with Sir Christopher Wren,—a great
man indeed, and the first artist who seemed to
have engaged the concentrated attention of
Englishmen. They did value him, but even he
died in sadness, and almost of a broken heart.
He was a mathematician, an astronomer, and an
architect. Of his works ho need say nothing,
but do not let them suppose that all the finest

churches in London said to be Wren’s were built
by him. He built a great many churches, hut
there were other great men at about his timo
who built churches, and amongst them he men.
tioned Gibbs, who built St. Martin’s with its fine
colonnade, and no one could go past Charing
Cross and down towards the Strand without
being struck by the exceeding beauty of
St. Martin’s colonnade. He also built St.
Jlary’s in the Strand. They next came to a
number of architects, and amongst them was
Sir J. Vanbrugh, who designed Castle Howard
and Bleuheim Palace, but did not succeed. Ho
died in 1726. At about this time another art
struck root in this country, and it was a very
remarkable one, Eiigliuh landscape gardening;
though our scenery was sweet and pretty in its

way, there was wanting feature in it. William
Kent, born 1681, aud died 17-iO, was a painter,
sculptor, and architect, and was also the father
of landscape gardening in England. The great
Prince Rupert, son of the Princess Elizabeth of
England and Queen of Bohemia, after all his
troubles and all his wars, settled in Paris, and
occupied himself with the floe arts, and invented
mezzotinto engraving. Coming still nearer to
our own times, they met with Sir William
Chambers, architect of Somerset House

; and
then came the Adames, John aud Robert, archi-
tects, who built that part of London known as
the Adelpbi, which, in Greek, meant brothers,
and for which reason it was called the Adelphi.
And now they came to a time when English art
broke forth in real earnest, and began to be
appreciated. He could not say that the man he
was about to speak of was a great artist, but he
was a great man in his way, because at that time
so little encouragement was offered to architects.
He referred to Sir James Thornhill, who was
brought up in a quiet parsonage, and taught
himself. He went to Italy, and came back full

ef the Italian school of the time—not a very
good one—aud was employed in painting the
interior of the cupola of St. Paul’s, and the
Great Hall at Greenwich

;
but while the Italian

painters were receiving their thousands of
pounds, and Frenchmen their 5001. and GOOZ. for
painting one room, Thornhill, who was really a
great painter, was depreciated and treated in a
most shabby manner. When he sent in his
moderate bill for the great work to which be
(Mr. Parry) had alluded, it was returned, and
when the question of payment was submitted to

Parliament, they said ” Oh, you had better pay
him by the yard !

” and he actually received
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for liis gigantic work the snm of -iOs. per yard.
|

Thornhill was bom in 167G, and died on the
|

4th May, 1734. The poor English artist never
could come to the front simply because he was
English. However, at this period things began
to look brighter, and Sir Joshua Reynolds, pupil

of another great man, Thomas Hudson, the

portrait-painter, came upon the scene. He was
born in 1723, and, after working a great deal by
himself, he went to the Vatican to copy and
study the greatest masters there, particularly

Raffaelle and Michelangelo. With him arose

Gainsborough, who was born in 172^, and was
entirely untaught. It was said of him that

Nature was his teacher, and that the woods of

Suffolk were his academy,— a pretty little

description of liim which was perfectly true.

These two men were the great men of their day,

and then it was that art and the merits of

English artists began to be rightly appreciated.

But he mustnow leave the portrait and landscape
painters, and refer to another most remarkable
and beautiful art,—the art of porcelain. He
did not know if they were aware of how many
establishments there were in England for the
artistic manufacture of porcelain : they were too
numerous to mention, and were scattered all

over the country. The principal manufactories
were at Worcester, Liverpool, Chelsea, and
Battersea, besides which there was the great
Wedgwood at Burslem. Those establishments
showed how much at that time art was being
appreciated

j but if Reynolds, Gainsborough,
and Hudson had not commanded the English
taste, he doubted if the porcelain works would
have succeeded as they bad done. As long ago
as 1751 the remarkable invention of printing in

copper-plate on china was discovered,—a most
simple and ingenious discovery, but one which
revolutionised the art of ornamental pottery,
bringing the brightest things into the humblest
cottage, and enabling the poorest man to

have ornaments which should be to him a
joy for ever. Having described the mode
in which this ornamental work was done,
Mr. Parry thus concluded his address:—“If
any one would ask what are these fine arts,

whence did they come, and why do they exist, I

can only reply, firmly, that their motive power
is in that spark of life divine which is our soul,

and which, conscious of its own power, conscious
of its own eternity, and conscious, too, of its

temporary imprisonment within the narrow
limits of the human breast, is ever seeking the
means of its own expression to communicate
and to attract the sympathy of others. And
what is the purpose that it has to tell bub its

hatred for all that is earthly, its love for all that
is lovely, good, beautiful, and true, and to tell

that tale to others ? If the words of common
language will not suffice, it creates for its own
purpose that finer and more subtle language
which we call art. For this it takes the forms,
the featnres, the sounds, and the characters of
the material world, in which to embody and to
express its idea. These, indeed, may be poor
materials for so high a purpose ; but it is all

that is at hand. The spirit is within us all
;

it

is the source and centre of our individual life

and character. Some men are conscious of it
j

sorno men are not; and hence the varying
tastes and habits of those around us. Some
men have choked that spark of life, and closed
up its avenues to the light by heaping around
themselves the things of earthly and sensuous
vanity. Others, more free and open to the
light, are sensible of an energy within them
which impels them to action and expression.
They seek to clothe their thoughts in the beauty
of words, or sounds, or of material things. The
whole world is open to them, and whether it be
in the beauty of literature or art, in the beauty of
reason or science, in the beauty of moral life
or material expression, they attain what they
most long for, viz., the expression of their own
fulness and the sympathy of others. Such
purpose, such impulse, has been the motive of
the poets, the sculptors, the artists of the
world,—men whose names outlive their works,
because their works have been the joy of the
world, and joy will always outlive sorrow, and
truth will always outlive falsity. The arts have
had a long history. They live among us now;
not, mdeed, m their old vigour, but at least
with an evidence of reviving force. If ever the
old vigour is to be revived, if ever the great
and good of fine art is to be reproduced in its
future, it can only be by the same means, learnt
by equal devotion, and perfected by an equal
freedom from self-consciousness and conceit

;

and if it is ever again (as it was in former

'

^ days) to be the glory of those who produce and

I

the joy of those who receive it, it can only be
by its purity audits beauty and its truthfulness,

’ the secret of that ‘ touch of nature which
makes the whole world kin.’

”

HASTINGS AQUARIUM COMPETITION.
The first premium has been awarded to

Mr. E. A. Heffer, for the design marked Nunc
aut Nunquam,” favourably noticed in our review
of the competition. Mr. Heffer is best known
by the Church of St. Bridget, Wavertree, Liver-
pool, fully illustrated some time ago in the
Builder.

Mr. Card, to whom six of the designs sent in

were referred, said in his report,

—

“The authors of the designs bearing the mottoes
‘Victor,’ ‘ Neptune B,' and ‘ Alpha,’ not haring complied
with the requirements proposed, or haring failed to
carry out the purposes suggested, or whose designs are
not desirable to be considered. Those authors whose
designs bear the mottoes of ‘Stability,’ ‘Mums Mari-
timus,’ and ‘Nuiic aut Nunquam,' appear such as merit
the greatest commendation, and, in forming my opinion
on these three designs, I hare carefully weighed the
rarious objections to each, and taking into consideration
the main features of your requirements, together with
the greatest benefits ami advantages which would be
secured by the adoptiou ofany design, I consider that the
author of ‘ Nunc aut Nunquam ' has most fairly complied
with the purpose intended, although, at the same time, it

would be unwise (hat this or either design submitted
should be carried out in its entirety without certain
modifications affecting tho parade, and also the widening
of roadway.
In conclusion, it appears to me not only to he a matter

of regret that the council did not offer a second, or even
a third, premium

; but that they did not also lay down a
more distinct and definite plan for tho competitors to
proceed upon, and that too much has been therefore loft
to their ideas : thus rendering it a matter of considerable
difficulty to arrive at the conclusion I have done.”

After some discussion, tho Town Council voted
the sum of 501. each to tho authors of the designs
marked " Murus Maritimus,’’ and “ Stability”

j

the authors of which are, respectively, Messrs.
Wm. T. & Alfred Cross & Arthur Wells, of

53, Charing-cross, London, and Boheraia-road,
Hastings

; and Messrs. Jeffery & Skiller, of
Havelock.road, Hastings. The awarded designs
are to become the property of tho council.

THE PROPOSED BATHS AND WASH-
HOUSES IN SOUTHWARK AND THE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD.
A FEW weeks ago we drew attention to an

effort which was being made on the part of the
parish of St. George the Martyr for the erection
of baths and washhouses in Southwark, and that
with the view of carrying out this object they
bad applied to the Local Government Board for
the sum of 12,7001. belonging to the parish, and
invested in Consols, being the proceeds of
certain parochial property at Mitcham, which
was sold as being no longer necessary when
St. George’s parish was united with St. Saviour’s
Union. The Local Government Board had pro-
mised that they would consent to the application
of the above-named amount for the establishment
of any institution or works of a permanent
character for tho benefit of the inhabitants.
And the St. George’s authorities, thinking that
the erection of public baths and washhouses
would confer a benefit on the inhabitants, ap-
plied for tho amount accordingly. The reply of
tho Local Government Board, however, which
has just been received, is unfavourable; and it

would appear from it that the large amount
now invested in Consols is likely to be invested
in the building of extended workhouse accom-
modation in the St. Saviour’s Union. The
Board in their reply state that the St. Saviour’s
guardians have just agreed to purchase the free-
hold of tho site of St. Saviour’s Workhouse

; and
that they propose to erect new buildings upon a
portion of it, in addition to which the contem.
plated alterations involve also an enlargement
of the Newington Workhouse. The Board
therefore state that, in expectation of the
probable demands upon the parish of St.
George the Martyr in reference to the new
works, it is not advisable that the investment
should be disturbed in respect of any other
contemplated building. This communication
has given rise to much dissatisfaction in St.
George’s parish, the inhabitants of which are
warmly in favour of the erection of baths and
washhouses, in order to promote the health and
sanitary condition of the district. They urge
that the Union has already three large work-
houses, in addition to which a spacious infirmary
has just been built at a large cost, and that the
workhouses are ample and large enough for the
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requirements of the Union. The inhabitants of
'

St. George’s appear desirous that the large som-
beloug^ng to them shall be expended in the
erection of baths and washhouses rather than in
building unnecessary new workhouses, and we
understand that a public meeting is about to be
held on tho subject.

BUILDING CONTRIVANCES AND
MATERIALS AT NEXT INTERNATIONAL

EXHIBITION.
We wish specially to direct our readers’ atten-

tion to an advertisement from her Majesty’s
Commissioners as to the department of archi-
tecture, building contrivances, and materials,
including cements, concretes, and plaster, in

order ’that they may be induced to assist in.

forming an adequate representation of the
section. A meeting of the sub-coramittee to
whom it is intrusted, was held on Wednesday,
the 10th inat., at Gore Lodge, Col. Gallwey,
R.E., in the chair, when Colonel Wray, Major
Du Cane, Mr. Griasell, Mr. George Dines, Mr.
T. Roger Smith, Mr. Grant, Mr. Kirkaldy, Mr.
Godwin, and others, also attended. It was de-
cermined, amongst other things, that facilities

should be afforded exhibitors for testing new
materials and processes. It was much desired
that foreign materials and modes of construction
should bo well represented, aud it w-as hoped
that the foreign commissioners, through whom. i

everything from abroad must necessarily come,
would take steps to make this desire known.

i

From France much that is valuable might be
sent. If M. Cesar Daly, M. Adolphe Lance, or
M. Charles Lucas, for example, would move in
it, most interesting means of comparing the
building appliances and modes used in the two-
countries would doubtless be obtained.

Intending exhibitors at home should send
notice at once.

NEW PUBLIC HALLS FOR GLASGOW,
The inadequate accommodation, inconvenient

situation, and defective acoustical properties of
the Glasgow City Hall have been rendered
painfully apparent of late owing to the occur-
rence of the musical festival and the visit of
Mr. Disraeli. There have long been loud com-
plaints as to the want of new and commodious
public halls to meet the wants of a large city
like this, and it is satisfactory to learu that
those wants are likely to be soon supplied. It

is proposed to erect new public balls on a plot
of ground having a frontage of about 200 ft. to
Granville-street and ICO ft. to Berkeley-street
and Kent-road, thus occupying over 3,500 square
yards of building-ground. The main entrance
from Gvanville-street will be upon the principal
floor. The great hall, which will be 75 ft. wide
and 110 ft. long, will be reached through a
vestibule, and then through an octagonal hall,

36 ft. in diameter. To be added to the above
dimensions of tho great hall is the recess for the
organ aud the north gallery, which will make a
total length of 186 ft. The galleries will accom-
modate about 650 persons. A provision will be
made in front of the organ for a large orchestra
and chorus, which is of great importance in a
place intemied for large meetings. There will be
six exits from the great hall. All those minor
adjuncts which render the accommodation of
such a place complete will be considered.
The great hall of the new building will contain

15,565 ft. of floorage, and will seat 2,920 persons,
and, when packed, will hold many more. The
actual capital required to complete the new
undertaking will be 80,0003., nearly 60,0003. of
which have been already subscribed. Sii- Michael
Costa, who has examined the plans, has expressed
his satisfaction with them from a musician’s
point of view. The late Mr. Cunningham, of
Liverpool, architect, in coujunction with Mr.
Campbell Douglas, of Glasgow-, planned the new.'

buildings.

THE LAW COURTS.
Messes. Bull & Soxs will commence the

erection of the new Law Courts on the 5th of
January next, being the first Monday in the
new year.

Society of Arts.—On Wednesday evening
last a paper on Mechanical Processes for pro-
ducing Decorative Designs on Wood, by Mr.
Thomas Whitburn, was read. We will return
to it in our next.
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TUE PLUJIBEKS' FIKE-SAFEGUAED.
TfiK calamitoua fires by which a considerable

pare of Canterbury Cathedral and, still later, the
Alexandra Palace, with all, or nearly all, its
valuable contents, were destroyed, having
been traced out to the fire-basket of the
plumbers engaged in repairing the roof, from
which, it is supposed, some live coals or
molten metal had escaped and ignited the
nearest inflammable materials, attention has
been drawn to the means of preventing such
disasters in future.

_

ilr. F. C. Penrose, the architect to St. Paul’s
Cathedral, having given the matter his con-
s^ideration, with some valuable aid from Mr.
Shand, of the fii'm of Shand Sc Slason, of South-
wark, engineers, has just perfected a useful
aind simple invention for tho protection of the
plumbers’ cresset or fire-basket, and which is
now in actnal use by the plumbers engaged in
Che repairs of the roof of the cathedral, and is
found to answer very satisfactorily. We have
given in tho present page a wood-cut of it,

made from sketches on the spot, and which,
with the following description, will be readily
understood.

It consists of a cylinder of galvanised
wrought iron, made of boiler plate -j% in.
thick and 3 ft. high by 2 ft. 84 in. diameter;
-ibove is a cowl or hood, the one-half of which,
being fixed to the centre, is movable,— i.e., may

THE PLUMBERS’ FIRE-SAFEGUARD.

be raised or lowered at pleasure, for the purpose

j

of getting at the melting-pot. The head is

!
square or oblong on plan, and semicircular in

! elevation, the two halves being concentric with
!
each other ; they are each strengthened with a
framework of ii-on bars, of thin gauge,—in other
words, formed of strap-iron, 1 ^ in. by s in. thick,
secured to the sides of the cylinder with nuts
and screws. The cowl is thus made removable
for the purpose of inserting and withdrawing
the cresset inside the cylinder.

°

When the fire-basket is lixed, water having
been previously poured into the latter to the
depth of about one-third of its height, the fire is
lighted, the metal-pot put on, the bulbs or irons
inserted between the bars, a small door being
provided for getting access more readily to the
fii’e, and which is afterwards carefully shut.
When the cowl is closed, a long aperture is lefc
of about in. in width for the escape of
the smoke.
The plan shows the sides of a segmental fonn,

open to tho atmosphere, which are purposely
left for the supply of air to the fire.

The whole thing is made portable for two
men, for whose use handles are provided at tho
sides. The enclosure, apart from tho fire-basket,
weighs about l-i- cwt. to 2 cwt., but may be made
considerably lighter, if requisite, by reducing
the size in height and diameter about 3 in. each
dimension,—but no more.

Messrs. Shand Sc Mason, of Upper Ground.

street, Blackfriars-road, engineers, made it, and
are prepared to supply them to the trade for
lOf. each.

It answers to the full satisfaction of the
plumbers now engaged with it, and, moreover,
it effects a saving of at least one-third of tho
fuel as used under the old unprotected plan.

PROFESSOR MAX MULLER
-A.XD “RELIGION” IN ARCHITECTURE.
It is most curious to note how the 'past, every

now and then, starts up and makes itself Visible
to the present. If the world of to-day had nouo-ht
but itself and its own thoughts to go by, it would
make, it is to be feai-ed, but a sorry fio-ure. It is
by recollections and by borrowings from tho past
of human experiences that the poetry of the
present is made up, and perhaps its mental hap
pmess assured. This is an old thought but it
may strike some, it may be, for the first time • form the daily familiarity of things their heginninqs
do not press themselves on common notice. To
oito an examplo,—arohileotnre. what would it be
without “ precedent " to go by ? If the past of
architecture were utterly blotted out, what
would the present of it be like? A curious
question enough. Church architecture, again, as
nowadays practised, whether in or out of tho
“ Establishment,” is but little more at any time
than a careful copying, or a following of the

.
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past of churcli and chapel building, both iu

arrangement and in details. So much are we
at the mercy of those who have preceded us.

If these or some such thoughts have not struck

many before now, they can hardly fail to do so

after the remarkable, and certainly exceptional,

“ evening lecture ” of Professor Max Muller, in

the nave of Westminster Abbey. It was about

the past and the origin of the primitive religions

of the world,—of those religions, and feelings,

and intellectual systems which gave birth to the

great architectures of the past, to which wo
moderns nowadays refer so industriously, and

make such efforts to imitate and rival.

In this right glorious and tight little island we

are so accustomed to a steady and even routine,

that it becomes not a little difficult to realise to

ourselves anything very different from it. It is

to us the whole world in miniature. But if we
go back in time, and cease to think of the present,

and look at things as they once existed, and had

form and movement and meaning, we must soon

see how very wide a world it is we live in, and

how veiy many are the thoughts and ways of it

;

and how diverse the thoughts of this world have

been, for the very poles of the world are not

wider apart than have been the religious

e-xpressions of it, and the architectural thoughts

which have grown out of, and enshnued them.

Take old Egypt, for instance,—of which, by the

bye, the learned Professor said nothing,—what a
strange faith and architecture. In the ” science,”

of which the Professor speaks, it is a little diffi-

cult to say whereabouts the faith of Egypt would

range itself. To the common people it must
have presented a gorgeous show, as the magni-

ficent sculptures prove ;
and to the ” learned

of the Egyptians” it must have embodied some
truly grand ideas, else could the architecture

never have risen to the height it did. Building

was a reality, and the builder meant all he did.

If the building was large and colossal then we
may be sure that the feelings and motives of

those who built it up, stone by stone, were large

and colossal also. To this hour there does not

exist on the earth’s surface so grand a structure

as Karnac, with its multitude of courts and its

columned hall,—written on within and without.

It is not a little scrange, too, that the earthly

habitations of these people should all of them
have utterly perished, and passed away, while

their “ Temples,” devoted to “ dreamings,” and
their “ sepulchres ” to hold their dead bodies,

should have lasted to this hour. Nowhere do wo
possess so complete a record of an antique faith,

and of that which enshrined it, as we do in the

ruined temples of Egypt ;
and from the sculp- i

tures, accurately realistic as they are, to say

nothing of the hieroglyphic writing ; it may be

in the future that a complete idea of the

religion of this ancient people may be got at,

and the foundational ideas on which it was
based, and out of which the architecture grew.

Architecture and sculpture, fine art that is, were

prime necessities, the outward forms could not

but exist. A noteworthy fact for the thoughtful

in these matters. Another phase of faith, the

very opposite of this, and specially referred to

by Professor Max Muller in his interesting

lecture, the Jewish, vrs.8 remarkable in the world’s

history, as altogether rejecting a multiplicity of

temples, but demanding, as a prime necessity,

one temple, and one only
;
roond which the whole

nation was to cluster, and which, indeed, was to

hold the whole people together. We are speak-

ing, of course, of a time before the idea of

“synagogue” became a necessity. There has

been, perhaps strangely, no Jewish architecture,

no style of art, which can be said to have been
peculiarly the invention of the Jew, and useful

to him, and to him only. It would have been

nob a little curious to have seen this “ order”
of architecture. The word poetry of the Jew
being what it is, the poetry in stone must surely

in some strange way or othei*, have corresponded

to it, and been worthy to enshrine it. A wonder-
ful idea if only in thought. The magnificent

“prophecies” of Israel were nob uttered within

bouses made with hands.

We cannot, oE course, follow Professor Muller
into all the eight “historical languages” or

utterances of the faith of mankind, from the
beginning of the world to the present day, and
under which headings he has catalogued the
world’s religious, and under which be might
have almost added the world’s correspondiog
architecture ; but we may yet say a word more
on one or two of them. We have named two
opposite ideas,—the one needing temples every-

where, the other needing but one. The Egyp-
tian, there can be but small doubt, invented

everything for himself, or, rather, what bo

needed grew out of himself, unborrowed. The
Bible shows how the Jewish faith came into

being j but the architecture was always, as it

now is, borrowed from the country wherein the

“ chosen people ” happened to abide at the time.

It may be interesting here to note that,

before,—long before,—the birth of the Jewish

faith, and before the Egyptian could have sym-

bolised bis strange ideas, there existed a form of

worship which necessitated no temple or building.

The faith of the Parsee or the ancient fire wor.

shipper. So far does this primeval idea go back

in time, that history has failed to date its origin,

or to say when it began. It may be that it is

the very earliest form of religious faith on the

face of the globe, the result of a natural and

spontaneous feeling and perception in the human
mind. The sun worshipper saw the sun, and

could not but feel and perceive that to it he owed
everything,—bgbt and heat, and the very fruits

of the earth. What more natural than to adore

it ? No temple or architecture was needed ; nor,

indeed, while the primitive idea held, was a

building possible. It is not a little strange to

contemplate such a necessity before Abraham
was, and to find, as may be seen in Mr. Pal-

grave’s book on Central Arabia, that this primi-

tive form of worship yet lives as it ever did in

the earliest ages of the world. In travelling

across the Desert, his attendants, more than half

savage and primitive in look and manner, hailed

the rising sun on the instant of his new day

appearance. No more could have been done by

the primitive Arab. Wo cite this curious cir-

cumstance here as showing a phase of the

“science of religion,” as the Professor tenned

it, which called for no architecture, and required

no building
;
thus differing essentially from those

others where a building or temple of some kind

or other was iu all cases absolutely necessary.

The primitive movable tent, or “tabernacle” ot

the wandering Israelite, and tbo fixed atone

temple of Egypt, were absolute necessities, and

•could not be done without, and architecture

could not but spring out of them in some form,

greater or leas.

But passing from this, which needs to be

noted, and much more, wo may come to Christi-

anity itself, which, growing out of older thoughts,

made a new “ utterance ” in the world. Much
might, indeed, hero be said,—and it is somewhat
strange that so little has been said about it,—that

this lecture in the nave of Westminster sounded

not a little startling ; and the architecture of the

place, and its somewhat awkward new arrange-

ments in front of the dim shadows in the dis-

tance, woke up strange echoes. The very

vastness of the subject, and its wide signifi-

cance, the “Semitic” races and tho“Arian”
races, and the “ faiths” that have grown up, no

man knowing Low or when, seemed in the mere
talk about them to well-nigh affright the old

Abbey out of its propriety and watchful conserva-

tism. But if in this very vastness and breadth of

viewwe confine ourattentionatpresent to the wide-

spread Christian faith, and to the material forms,

and the architecture which it has fostered, if not

given birth to, we shall find matter enough for

thought and wonder. It is not one style of art

that it has called into its service, but many. Wo
do not here speak of tbe almost infinite diversity

of Christian Chnrch and Chapel architectnre at

the present hour, drawn as it is from all places

and all times, but of that which was done in the

old days, before “books” made all architectnre

alike familiar to the student and the practitioner.

We all know how the Gothic, or Pointed, has

been claimed exclusively as a Christian style of

art, and how it has been said that it could not

have grown up under any other religious system.

Those who say this forget tbe great doings of the

Mahometan architects of India, the Holy Land,

Egypt, and even Spain. But, passing by all this,

nothing most surely can be more wonderful than

the way in which the “ missionary ” spirit, as

Professor Max Muller terms it, of the faith of

Christ, has adapted itself to all forms and modes

of expression, artistic and otherwise. Gothic

and Ilenaissance, both, have been its willing

'

servants, and it would perhaps bo hard to say

in which style of art it has accomplished its

most striking and impressive work. St. Peter’s

and St. Paul’s, Cologne, and Westminster would

seem equally iu their several ways to attest its

power. It is at home in them all
;
and we might

dwell for a long time on these results of the

building powers of the faith of Christendom, as

it is to be seen in the length and breadth of

Europe 3 but there are, or have been, two special

phases of Christian building, or Christian ex-

pression, in material forms, that have always
seemed to us specially interesting. First, when
in its infancy, having no buildings of its own,
Christianity dwelt in caves and “catacombs,”
and upper chambers

;
and then, gathering

strength, in “basilicas,”—tbe times of its

“prophets, champions, and martjTS.” And then,

secondly, when it commenced to build for itself,

in the days of the great and solemn Romanesque.
In no succeeding architecture did the Christian

expression of religion assume a more impressive

artistic aspect. It had then taken firm hold
of the Western world, aud all Europe went to

woi'k and built, every nationality in its own
way,—alt differing, yet all alike,—its great

Romanesque churches and_ cathedrals, and reli-

gious houses ;—from north to south, and from
east to west. The Southern Romanesque, as that

. of Venice, was especially characteristic : nothing

was spared to make it great. It would be a
curious thing to realise, even in a picture or iu

fancy, the Christian Venice of the Romanesque
days. There needs must have been a harmony
amidst the several arts which all went to make
up the art life of the city. We may yet see a

something of this in the “ivories” to be found

in antiquarian stores, and iu them, though per-

haps but faintly, we see how architecture, and
sculpture, and costume, and the common things

of daily life all went together to make up a con-

sistent and harmonious whole.

Architectnre and fine art will be found to

throw no small light on the great subjects on
which Professor Max Muller discoursed so

learnedly, and so well, and so boldly.

NEW POLICE BUILDINGS IN
KENNINGTON.ROAD.

Dt’iiiXG the last few months, new and con-

venient police-station buildings have been in

course of erection on a plot of ground in Ken-
uington-Iane, immediately adjoining the exten-

sive new premises called the Wellington Mills,

recently built for Messrs. Oakey & Co,, and

which were described in the Builder some time

ago. The land on which the buildings have

been erected, including the parade-ground, is

126 ft. in length and 72 ft. in depth, covering an

area of upwards of 1,000 square yards. The
buildings consist of two distinct blocks, with a

frontage to Kenniogton-road of 42 ft. in length

each, with entrance, carriage, and foot gates iu

the centre, of similar dimensions. The build-

ings are 40 ft. in height from the street level, in

addition to a basement. They consist of a
ground-floor, and two floors above. The mate-

rials used iu the elevation up to the first-door

windows are of Doulcing stone, rusticated, and
the upper portion of red Fareham brick, with

stone dressings, the plinths, window-cills, and
stringcourses which ornament the elevation being

iu Portland stone. The first-Qoor windows have

bold arched atone headings, and the elevation is

surmounted by a projecting stone cornice. On
each side of tbe carriage- entrance gates in the

centre there are stone piers surmounted by lamps.

One of the blocks, which is called the “ station,”

contains, on the ground-floor, the charge-room,

with cells in the rear. The first-floor of this

block contains tho inspector’s apartments, in-

cluding sitting-room, two bedrooms, and other

domestic offices 3
the second-floor containing a

similar set of apartments for the sergeant. The
basement contains washhouse and stores, for the

use of the inspector aud sergeant. The other

block, which is called tbe section-house, is for

the use of private members of the force who are

single men. The basement of this block con-

tains a drying-room, messroom, cooking-kitchen,

bath-room, and washing-room. On the ground-

floor is the officers’ day-room, Library, locker-

room, clotbes-rootn, and brusb-room. The first

and second floors, which contain three rooms

each, are furnished with twenty-five beds on

each floor, there being thus sleeping accommo-
dation for fifty men. The pax’ade-ground at the

rear of tbe buildings is 80 it. in length by 34 ft.

in depth.

The buildings have been designed by Mr.

F. H. Caiger, the police architect and surveyor 5

Messrs. Merritt & Ashby, of London-wall, being

the contractors
;
and Mr. J. H. Taverner, clerk

of works.

The Temple at Jerusalem.—Mr. James
Fergusson, F.R.S., read a paper, on Tuesday

evening, the 2nd inst., at Sion College, London-

wall, “ On the Temple of Jerasalem.” The
chair was taken by Mr. Driffield, the president.
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CHUKCHYARD GATE, ST. JEAN-DU-DOIGT, BRITTANY.

CUUllCHYARD GATE, ST. JEAN-DU-DOIGT,
BRITTANY.

Not the least interesting of the many
picturesque and beautiful features of ecclesi-

astical architecture in Brittany are the church,

yard gates, or, as they are called, “triumphal
arches.” These singular structures are, as a
rule, late in date, and in some instances are

excessirely rich in ornament. The example we
give from the churchyard of St. Jean-du-Doigt
is one of the earliest we have seen, and dates

from the end of the fifteenth century : it is not
so rich or extensive as many others in the same
neighbourhood, but its design is very pleasing

and more appropriate than the more pretentious

and wild buildings erected for the same purpose
a century later. It is constructed entirely of
granite, and is in a good state of preservation.

When the name of “ triumphal arches ” first

became applied to these structures in Brittany
it is not easy to ascertain, but there is a kind of
grim poetical notion about the idea mixed with
a deep religions sentiment, which accords well
with the general character of the Bretons.
The Church of St. Jean-du-Doigt is an

interesting building of the fifteenth century,
with a nave and aisles under one roof, a good
tower crowned by a lead spire, a large porch, and
many other objects of interest. The east window
is a rich rose, with the star rather skilfully intro-

duced into the tracery internally. The donlle
font and one or two original altars are worthy of
notice. The cemetery surrounding this church,
in addition to the “ triumphal ” arch, contains a
fine Renaissance fountain in cast lead, a simple
Calvary churchyard chapel, and a small ossuary
or bone-house erected against the base of the
tower.

In the village are many interesting old Gothic
houses, two of which are seen in our view.

BURLINGTON HOUSE, PICCADILLY.

The Royal Society has taken possession of its

new quarters in Burlington House (the eastern

side of the quadrangle), the interesting collection

of portraits have been hung, and its 30,000
volumes expeditiously transferred by Jlr. Wm.
White, the Assistant Secretary, to the handsome
and commodious library prepared for them.

This is on the one-pair, and has a lofty gallery

around it, with columns in front up to the roof.

The fittings of the apartments are of oak, as are

those in the rest of the block of buildings, the

ornamental work in plaster is sufficient for the

purpose, and slight decorative colourings are

here and there introduced. Hot-water apparatus
by Mr. Haden is, when quite in order, to warm
the various apartments, and will doubtless do so.

The meeting-room, which is on the ground floor,

separated from the entrance-hall by an ante-

room, might have been made a little higher with
advantage, but this was doubtless regulated by
other requirements.

On a previous occasion we gave a view of the

Piccadilly front of the new Burlington House, a
plan showing the accommodation provided for

all the societies housed in it, and some descrip,

tive particulars of the whole.* To theso we
refer our readers, to avoid recapitulation. At
that time (1871) the works, under the direction

of Messrs. Banks & Barry, were in abeyance, in

consequence of the failnro of the original con-

tractors. They were soon afterwards placed in

the hands of Messrs. Pen.y A Co., of the

Tredegar Works, Bow, by whom they are being
carried out to completion, the lamented death of

Mr. Banks, in the meanwhile, leaving the sole

direction to Mr. Charles Barry, as architect.

Mr. Daniel Raddle, who bad his training under

Sir Charles Barry, at the Houses of Parliament,
has acted as clerk of the works from the com-
mencement.
Our present view shows the sonth-west angle

of the building from within the quadrangle, and
includes parts of the portions occupied respec-
tively by the Linnean Society (next the great
archway) and the Astronomical Society. The
apartments next those of the latter, northwards,
are for the Society of Antiquai'ies

;
these are

fast approaching completion, and will doubtless
be occupied by that distinguished body by April
next. The iron gates to the archwayin Piccadilly,

now in course of erection, are the work of tbo-

Midland Iron Company.

THE CORPORATION WORKMEN’S
DWELLING-HOUSES.

,, pp, 217, 226, 227

The new workmen’s dwellings in the neigh
bourhood of the Holbom Viaduct, the erection 1

of which has for some time been under the con-
sideration of the Corporation, have now been
finally decided upon, and will shortly be com-
menced. At the meeting of the Holbom Board
of Works, held last week, Mr. Isaacs, the sar-

veyor to the Board, stated that ho nad seen the
plans of the intended new buildings about to be
erected by tho Corporation for the artizan

classes, on the site of Union-conrt, one entrance
being from Bleeding Hart-yard, and another in

Field-lane, at the foot of the steps recently

erected by the Corporation as an approach from
Field-lane to Charterhonse-street. The plans
embrace four blocks, each to contain accommo-
dation for ten families, thus making forty in all."

Mr. Isaacs observed that the quantities were
being taken off to enable tho Corporation to

receive tenders. The Board expressed their

satisfaction at the prospect of the long-promised
buildings being at len^h erected.
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AllT FOR THE MILLIOX.
SHAMS.

Sat,—Mr. C. H. Whitaker, in his last comtiia-
iiicutiou (p. 919), has illustrated at more length,
iiod thus made additionally clear, bia views on
the production of shams. I feel personally
obliged to him,—as, no doubt, do others of your
regular readers. I may say also that there
<jught perhaps to have been no misunderstanding
about the drift of his former letters (pp. 770
and 890) : this is quite evident when they are
re-read,—after hia last. It does away, to a
great extent, with one of the radical failings of
written opinion, when it can bo supplemented as
the exigencies of readers seem to require. “ I
cannot hclj) feeling, Pheodrus, that writing is

unfortunately like painting
;
for the creations of

the painter have the attitude of life, and yet if

you ask them a question, they preserve a solemn
silence.” But, then, the Platonic Socrates

—

speaking over 2,000 years ago,—and providing
thus what might be used as an implied apology,
in somo cases, for us poor moderns,—had not
our advantages in the way of weekly and well-
disposed journals The Vienna awards

—

in so far as they may indicate inferior taste and
skill in our manufacturers,—ought decidedly to
bo brought into the fullest possible prominence,
with a view to future improvement. The fact
(if it is a fact) that much of this failure has
resulted from the errors of purists in the dcco-
rativo arts,—their defective theory, and conse-
quently erroneous teaching,—would deserve to
be enunciated and reiterated till it was univer.
sally acknowledged, and a new course entered
upon. After just an intimation that fow of us
feel so sublimely virtuous as to reject good think-
ing, even if it should happen to be prefaced by a
simple Apropos de holies, and after these other
explanations, I will consider myself at liberty
to take up the questioning where it was left.

The matter seems, then, to divide itself now
into (1), culture (by means of the arts) of un-
educated persons and children, and the best
method of effecting it

j and (2), the use of
imitations by the rest of the world.

1. Here we have a very wide and long.debated
question. It would seem quiio possible to
regard the many sides that present themselves
for notice in any consideration of the aims and
methods of education as far from a drawback.
Perhaps each may do good serWee in its turn.
So long as the practical work of teaching is

steadily pursued,—according to the best system
yet got into working order,—wo need not com-
plain. It is the proper work of theorists to
force into notice any special defect or excess,—and thus to render systems more symmetrical
to compel the nicer adaptation of means to the
attainment of ends

;
and bring about larger

modifications still when it has been agreed that
there has been some mistake as to the ends
themselves. Are we to conclude that there has
been a misapprehension of the things to bo
aimed at ?—or only of the means ? In this case
of the little luxuries, the possible decorations of
the cottages of the poor. If the former, we
seem to let ourselves in for still expanding
issues. If the latter, the question is still very
wide,—quite wide enough for me to touch on it

only just now May something which
has been put forward as to pure savages be
considered to have a bearing on—culture by
means of things thoronghly within the reach of
the taught ?

I have formed no opinion, I should say, on the
correctness, or humanity, or any other quality of
the theory, but simply state it as it has reached ,

me. Observers have, it seems, noted painful
failures in tho work of quickly-clvilising savage
races. By means of exertions, that could not be
too highly lauded, made by devoted men, savage
races have been persuaded to live in com-
munities, to affect tho manners of the nations of
Europe, to aim after the realisation of the
highest personal and social virtues of civilised
man. Great success would seem to have
attended these efforts, made with energy and
steadily persevered in. Schools and churches
have beeu built; religious services attended
as a custom

;
habits of patient labour sometimes

acquired,—all the most obvious details of life at
tho old home of the teachers copied with an
earnestness, a thoroughness, that is not without
its pathetic interest. Tho best models known to
these teachers have been followed, and the
unbounded submission of the weaker-willed and
less self-mastering people under their sway has
been secured. But the imperfectly-conquered
savageness will, it is said, on occasion,—and tho

occasions' are much too frequent,—show itself
quite untamed. The old wild love of unrestraint
breaks the linen bands that have held it in ; and
the moral that is pointed to as a consequence is,

that no power, except the continual action of
formed habits persisted in for generations, can
forge the iron fetters which are worn without
pain, and still effectually restrain from excesses of
any kind,—the majority of a well-trained people.
It is of course added that this slowly-acquired
self-command is the security for the permanence
of the achievements of the past,—menaced in
tho worst of cases only by a small section made
temporarily delirions by special causes, and not
restrained and cured, as they should be, by the
exercise of genuine wisdom and merciful
strength. In view, then, of this tendency to
relapse, in the case of savages, it has been
argued that the teaching which has most per-
manent influence on them,—which moulds their
natures and forms their habits,—is that derived
from the actual example of those who are
nearest in culture to themselves ;—such as the
sweepings of our cities,—the driftwood, so to
speak, of civilised humanity,—and the somewhat
better class of imperfectly-educated Burojwans
who man the ships that trade between old coun-
tries and those now first beginning to have a
historj'. From such persons the natives are
said to imbibe in an effective and permanent way
the germs that hereafter develop into the seuti-
meut which makes the binding obligation of
duty the commencemeot of habits that go
towards some self-respect and self-restraint, &c.
I probably need not pursue this further. The
argument seems, as far as I can judge, not far
from analogous to Mr. Whitaker's, that decora-
tive art should speak the language most readily
intelligible to those possessing the least general
culture. That there are numbers of people in
our owu country, whose mental, moral, and
social condition is not removed so far from tiiat
of savages as might have been hoped from the
length of time during which the work of civilisa-
tion has been going on, and the high culture else-
where evident;—that in fact we must begin
thoroughly at the beginning, and treat hosts of
grown-up men and women of our own country,—as a matter of policy,—to the sort of teaching
which, in the case of children, has excited times
and again indignant protest (viz., teaching that
must bo wholly unlearnt when,—if ever,—tho
intelligence is sufficiently developed). I should
look for answers to tho kind of difficulties here
hinted at in the further communication Mr.
Whitaker has promised. He will (to mention
one or two details as well), I hope, show the
region for which ‘‘ the sterile, barren, and unat-
tractive one occupied by the disciples of the
doctrine of the purists in decorative arts ” ought
to be abandoned. Also whether he intends abso-
lutely, or only as an exception, to recommend a
recurrence to,—what we have for the most part
agreed to consider,—errors in decoration

; such,
for instance, as fully.shadowed subjects for the
flat surfaces of floors, walls, &c. The use of
more or less colour touches no question of prin-
ciple. Tho presi nt interest in Chinese and
Japanese art owes its strength very largely to a
reaction that has been gaining force for some
time,—tending towards the more general appli-
cation of varied and delicate colour and unex-
pected harmonies.
The conclusions that may be come to as to

these matters should affect so materially what
one might have to say on what I have called the
second division of this subject, viz., the use of
imitations by others than tho very poor and
ignorant. Therefore, and because I am afraid
this would in itself bo likely to occupy more
apace than you would be willing to accord me in
continuation of the foregoing, T had better hold
back tho further perplexities of

A Sfectatou.

BONDING COURSES.
Si a,—Want of information with reference to

the results of experiments ought perhaps to
deter me from addressing you on this subject,

—

or perhaps it may be accepted as a sufficient
motive for my doing so. Some of yom* readers
are, I doubt not, aware of facts that they have
come across, in the course of practice that would
solve other people’s difficulties as well as mine.
I must confess to a fairly diligent look-out for
such facts,—in actual work, and among fore-
men, clerks of works, and others connected with
bnilding;—but I have found very little in tho*
way of exact observation on some of the points,
and absolutely nothing in the way of special

experiment. From this it results that 1 am
only able to put the case as I have learnt it,

—

the advantages of bonding courses being sup-
posed to be :

—

1. That they spread K'eiyht,—doing service
in their way similar to that performed by
wall-plntes, templates, landings in founda-
tions and piers, &c. This is done by a com-
paratively thin beam of stone when that
material is used. In a specially unfortunate
and unusual case, the greater portion of tho
bed under such a stone might happen to
be hollow, and then—with a thickness of say
G in. and a length of 4 ft.,—it would bridge a
distance short only by a very few inches of its
own length. Fracture might reasonably be
expected with any considerable weight above;
but in practice this would probably happen not
once in a hundred instances. The whole bearing
of tho stone being covered with soft cement or
mortar, this yielding material will be forced by
the stone’s weight,—certainly with the addition
of a very little saperincumbent matter,—into all

the irregularities of surface. On the occurrence
within the area of the flag of an unequal sub-
sidence, the stone acts as a beam, with a bearing
measurable in inches, and tinds—it may be
before long— u uniform bed once again.
The temporary conditions have been changed
in the imperfectly solidified work, which
is, in fact, not only hardening within itself,

but also setting up, as best it can, per-
manently satisfactory relations between its

several parts. If through failure of foundations
it should come about that the line of separation,
between two sections of any wall, cut through
such a bonding-landing, it would also fracture
it,—break it in two probably like a biscuit,

—

when the separation had become so considerable
that the buds of the work could not tilt them-
selves any longer. But this is a case in which
ruin would be inevitable,—no matter what pre-
cautions were taken to make tho superstructure
act together. If this view of the case is correct,
bonding-courses of brick in cement may not
have been treated by“B.”in thoBuilder (p. 930)
to all tho consideration they deserve. Such a
bonding-course,—composed, say of two ooursos,
the brickwork in thickness, all thoroughly bound
into one mass by quick-setting cement,—might
fairly bo compared with a “flat ring of atoue,
12 ft. or 1-i ft. in external diameter, and only
6 in. thick,”— if only this point of difl'erence was
first noted,—that the brick and cement ring has
the great advantage, as far as its resistance to
fracture is concerned, of being, within some
slight limits, able to re-adjust its form. However
quick the cement maybe insetting, tho ring can-
not bo “ a rock ” for days or even weeks. If the
stone ring is not supposed to be continuous— (in
one piece for its whole size)—the liability “to
brqak like glass wherever the least inequalitj' of
pressure took ])lace ” would appear less certain

;

and this suggests to one what is likely to be the
case with the brick and cement. It is sufficiently
pliant to act as a succession of short stones
would,—i.e., each part of the length takes up its
own position without being affected by what the
others are doing. The inequalities are very
minute : this is supposed from the very first.

But while the bonding-course is showing this
want of complete rigidity, it is well enough
compacted to act together over sufficient areas;
and thus serve the purpose for which it was
introduced, and effectually prevent severance of
walls or piers as the result of the slight differ-

ences that probably exist in every square foot
of brickwork actually executed,—such differences
being caused by difference of size of bricks, and
the fact that some are well wetted and others
bub little, helped, of course, by fitted or unfitted
cross-joints, uneven layers of cementing mate-
rial, &c.

Bonding-courses,—in which hoop-iron is also
used,—maybe regarded as still more effective.
Not only is there added the weight-bearing
strength of tbe laths themselves, bat the iron
strips supply, as only iron can, the tensile
strength of which the material stood in need,
making a powerful Brunei beam of the whole
construction when nsed thick enough. The
resistance to compression may in most cases be
supposed to ba ample

; but the brick in cement
and concrete lintels which bridge such con-
siderable spaces at times cannot do without the
insertion of the irons, which supplement their
powers where weakest, and thus increase their
forces many times.

2. As to this, much less need be said. Still
it^ is not necessary to pass over the fact that
with the hoop-iron they act also as ‘jirdles. In
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structures coveriug small areas, and tall in pro-

portion to their height, such as towers, chimneys,

&o., it is absolutely necessary for safety to

compel the whole to stand together, and main-

tain its original form unaltered. When the area

of the building is considerable, and the con-

tinnity of thebouding-courses is broken by open,

ings, and there are few cross walls to brace the

hoop-irons back, it would seem likely that their

action will be simply local. They will pull

together certain sections of wall
;
also prevent,

—

to the extent of their own resistance to lateral

flexure,—any tendency to bulge. The intimate

contact set up with every portion of the material

round it by the iron is equal to a pinning-down

at numbers of points. Hoop-iron, tarred and
sanded with coarse sand, must be perfectly in.

capable of sliding on the brickwork under it,

when only a few courses have been built above.

In ordinary buildings they may even do more
than in larger ones.

3. This 18 especially seen to be so when we
consider the main use of alinosc all artificial

bond to bo teni'poranj. It supplies something to

counteract against the heavy demands made in

the usual course on work, when it is least able

to stand them. There are all the temporary
inequalities before alluded to

;
and in addition,

—

almost always,— scaffolds, with workmen, hoisting

apparatus, heaps of materials, «tc., derive all

their steadiness, and some of them support, from
what a very little while ago formed part of

similar heaps.

Of the many queries as to details that might
be put, beyond those suggested above, I will

limit myself to :

—

A. Is it not desirable to build iron into all

brickwork— in ceinenc only ? not in mortar ?

r have heard it commonly asserted that lime

mortar perishes by the action of iron. Is,

liowever, the tarring a sufficient preparation

for its insertion of the iron, without risk, in a
mortar bed ?

B. Will any such result happen from the use

of a mixture of lime mortar and cement ?

Bricklayers have told me that the mixture made
of cement and sand is so “short,” that the addi-

tion of mortar makes a compound more readily

used, and more evenly distributed by moat
workmen. It is, if I remember rightly, some-
times used, one third of mortar to the requisite

bulk of cement and sand, mixed in the propor-

tion found to suit the cement
;
and as pne by

workmen, the result is simply a substitution of

one cementing material for another throughout
the bulk of the compound,—not a further

weakening of the cement. I have bad a sue-

picion that the ingenuity of foremen leads them
to attribute defects to others and to materials a
little wildly at times

;
and that by some strange

coincidence their masters, and therefore their

own interests, are almost always served by the

remedies they devise. But there is perhaps
something in it.

C. What is the use of carrying the hoop-iron

bond through openings ? Instances must occur

when the bonding-courses can only bo put where
they will be interrupted. It is difficult to

imagine when they are seen in wide openings,

sagging so much with their own weight, that

they can act as effective girdles within the

narrow limits of possible lateral movements in

buildings that are going to stand any fair chance
of stability. Should the bond be tightened arti-

HcialJy ? Or is it worth while to let the iron be
vvasted and to involve the trouble of cutting

later on,—in order that it may be clear on in-

spection that forgetfulness has not resulted in a
saving of expense td the contractor ? X.

SCHOOL-BOAllU SCHOOLS TOR
LIVERPOOL.

The foundation-stone of new schools to be
erected in Butler-street was laid by ili-. Bushel),

ihe chairman of the late local School Board, in

presence of Mr. Foster, M.P., Vice-President of
tbe Council on Education, who was mainly re-

sponsible for the passing of the Elementary
Education Act. Afterwards Mr. Foster went to

Queen's-road, where new schools, built by the
School Board, are approaching completion. Hero
he placed in the front of the building a stone
to commemorate the erection of the schools.

In an address Mr. Foster reviewed the history

of the Education Act, criticised its opponents,
and defended the Act in a speech of an hour and
a half’s length.

The schools of which the memorial stone was
raised are erected on a piece of irregularly

shaped land, having a long frontage on the west

§ide of Queen’s-road, and are the first of the

series now being erected by the Board, both as

regards the date of their commencement and
superiority of position. The general outline

of the buildingisthatofaninvertedT, presenting

a faijado of 185 ft. in length to Queen’s-roacl,

and running backwards to a total depth of 103 ft.

On the ground floor are placed two infants’

schools, one 55 ft. by 22 ft., the other 39 ft. by
22 ft.,— each provided with junior and senior

infants’ class-rooms
;
and the senior boys’ school,

39 ft. by 22 ft., with two class-rooms, each 18 ft.

by 14 ft. On the upper floor are schoolrooms
for junior boys and girls, each 55 ft. by 22 ft,,

with double class-rooms, IS ft. by 1 1 ft.
;
also a

;

senior girls’ school, 39 ft. by 22 ft., and two class-

rooms attached, each 18 ft. by 13 ft. 6 in. The
various class-rooms areplanned to permit of two
being thrown into one by means of Stone’s sliding

London School Board sound-proof partitions, and
the larger schools have similar provision for sub-

division when required. Each room is provided

with through light and ventilation, and will be
warmed by hot-water pipes in addition to tbe

open fireplaces. The ground floor is 14 ft. high,

and the upper one is 16 ft. A drawing-room,
mistresses’ room, board and head master’s room,
and caretaker’s rooms are provided. A large

portion of the girls’ and infants’ playground will

be roofed over, and access to the various

departments and to the latrines is obtained
under cover. The total accommodation pro-

vided is for 1,000 children, viz., 400 infants,

300 boys, and 300 girls. Each school de-

partment is supplied with separate entrances,

hat and cloak-rooms, lavatories, &,o. The
whole have been carried out from the
designs and under the supervision of Messrs.

T. Cooke and John E. Reeve, of Liverpool, ar-

chitects, whose plans were selected in competi-
tion, and have received the sanction of Mr.
E. R. Robson, architect to the London School
Board (and consulting architect to the Liverpool

School Board). Mr. J. Heushaw, of Liverpool,

is the sole contractor, and the masonry has been
executed by Mr. W. Thornton, joiners’ work by
Mr. Samuel Webster, ironwork by Messrs. Te.ssi-

mond & Kissack, slating and plastering by Mr.
T. Jones, plumbing, ic., by Jlr. W. Merrick, all

of Liverpool. Mr. William Laidlaw has been
clerk of the works. The amount of contract is

7,430Z. The front to Queen’s-road is built of

Yorkshire par-points, with red Runcorn stone

dressings, and the style selected by the archi-

tects is domestic Gothic.

At the laying of the foundation-stone of the
Butler-street schools, fronting Penton-streot, Mr.
Bushell addressed the assemblage. After a few
preliminary remarks, he said the school which
was now about to be commenced was one of six

schools which formed the first part of the

Board’s work. These six schools would provide
for 6,200 children at a cost, including their sites,

and all needful fittings, of something like 68,0001.

In addition to these six sclioola the Board
posed, and the Education Department had sanc-

tioned, a further provision for something like

5,00J children, making provision for some 11,000
altogether, at an entire cost of 123,0001. That
money had in part been borrowed, and tbe re-

mainder might be borrowed from the Public
Works Commissioners at an interest of 3^ per
cent., which, with an additional J per cent, for a
redemption fund for fifty years, would involve a
sum upon the rateable value of the borough of

something more than id. and less than ;’d. in

the pound.

THE VACANT BUILDING-LAND IN
CANNON-ROW.

The Jletropolitan Board of Works have de-

cided to let the vacant land at Cannon-row, ad-

joining the Thames Embankment, near the new
St. Stephen’s Club, for building purposes. At
the meeting of the Board last week the Works
Committee reported that they had had under
consideration the utilisation of the land in ques-

tion, and that the Board having finally decided
not to form an approach to the Thames Embank,
ment by a continuation of Derby-street, the
committee had instructed the ai'chitectto prepare
a plan of the ground, and advise as to the course
to be taken. It appeared from this plan that
the land belonging to the Board, following tbe
old line of frontage, has a frontage to the Vic-
toria Embankment of 210 ft. by a depth of

189 ft., with a frontage to a portion of it in

Cannon-row of 102 ft. The committee thought

,
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that the time had arrived for letting the land for

building purposes, and they recommended that
advertisements be at once issued inviting tender^".

The recommendation of the committee for bnild-

ing on the land was agreed to.

MANNINGHAM MILLS, BRADFORD,
YORKSHIRE.

The erection of premises in place of tbo.«'*

destroyed by fire, abont two years and a half
ago, together with additions and extensions that
will entitle Messrs. Lister & Co.’s works to bo
regarded as equal to any in the country, aj-o

drawing towards completion. The great chimney
has been recently finished. Tbe new works aro
of more than usual interest, as velvet-weaving
by power-loom machinexy is introduced, a pro-

cess which, it is anticipated, will work a deciderl

revolution in tbe velvet trade. The use of
power-loom machinery in velvet-weaving has
hitherto been vainly sought after; but Mr.
Lister, after spending many thousands of
pounds in experiments, has, after many years.’

study, been fortunate enough to solve the
problem. The extension of the works is eff'ecteil

by the erection of shed continuations of the
premises built some time ago, and also by the
building of a large mill and warehouse. The
centre of the buildings, fronting to Heaton-road,
is occupied as oflSces

;
and this centre block

rises slightly above the shed-walls on either side,

and is a little more ornamented than the rest,

with high-pitebed roofs at the ends.

The works have a frontage to Heaton-road of

350 yards, and they extend westward 150 yards,
where they are bounded by Patent-atreet.

They thns cover an area of about 52,500 square
square yards, being nearly eleven acres, and,
reckoning the several stories of the mill ard
warehouse, give a total extent of fioorage of

abont sixteen acres. The new mill, to the west.,

at the rear of the combiug-shed, is six stories

high, not including the cellar, of good external

appearance—in dressed stone, having a bold
cornice, with blocks, and above this an orna-
mental and panelled parapet. The staircase i.s

in the centre of the front, and stands clear out
from the main walls. It is more ornamented
than the rest of the building, and, with its

turret-formed roof, surmounted with a large flag-

staff, makes a feature in the great length of
frontage. The four corners of the mill are also

marked by raised parapets. Each room contains

an area of 2,000 square yards, the tier of win-
dows on each side numbering forty-one, so that,

at a rough calculation, the whole mill will give
an area of about 12,000 yards. The new ware-
house, further to the re'ar, parallel with the mill,

but separated from it by the reservoir, is six

storeys high, and will furnish, reckoning each
floor, room to the extent of about 14,000 square
yards. The top rooms of both warehouse and
mill have shed-roofs, and may be used for loom-
weaving.
Each room in the mill, warehouse, and sheds

is lofty and well ventilated, and provided with
water-closets, lavatories, drinking-taps, and other
arrangements conducive to the comfort of the
workpeople. All the buildings are fireproof,

even to the window-frames, which are made of

iron. Each floor is of Dennett’s concrete arching,

resting on iron beams, supported by pillars of

the same material. The supporting-pillars arc

fluted and ornamented. The inner walls, instead

of being covered with a uniform whitewash, are

painted ; and the staircases, to the height of 5 ft.

or BO, are lined with polished brick.

There is an immense chimney at the rear of

the central shed, and at the end of the new wai’e-

house. It is 83 yards high, square in form, and
outwardly of a uniform width from bottom to

top. Nearly 7,000 tons weight of material have
been used in its construction. The inside width
is 10 ft., gradually increasing towards the top to

11 ft. The object of this arrangement is to px‘o-

vide a better vent for the smoke as it ascends
and expands, being the reverse of the old prac-
tice of building shafts, which “throttled” the
smoke at the place where moat space was re-

quired. The chimney is of an ornamental de.

sign, having panelled sides with circular heads.

At tbe height of 200 fc. is a bold cox-nice, sur-

mounted by a circular panelled and ornamented
parapet 50 ft. in height; this is again covei'ed

with a comice. It is intended that this chimney
shall serve for the whole of the works.
A large village has been built on the sontli-

west side of the works. It is intersected by six

new broad streets. Beamsley road bounds it on
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the north and Lilycroft-lane on the south. One
of the new Board schools is erected in the latter
There will be room in it for 600 boys and girls.

A co-operative store on the most approved
model has been built in connexion with the
village, and is occupied as a branch of the Brad-
ford Industrial Society.

Messrs. Lister & Co. manufacture silk yarn,
sliver, sewing silk, silk cords, Japanese silks,
silk ribbons, velvet ribbons, silk and cotton
velvet, plnsh, &c. They also dye their own yarn
and velvets.

The land opposite the front of the works in
Heaton road has been laid out as building sites.
Rows of villas and cottages are fast rising there

;

and in a short time there will be but little, if

green fields separating Heaton from Man.
ningham.
The architects for the works are Messrs.

Andrews & Pepper, Bradford
;
and Mr. A. Rhodes,

is clerk of works. The contracts and plans were
carried out under the supervision of Captain
Lepper, agent to Lister & Co.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF CHINA.
“the tp;mple op heaven.” *

I coNsiDKU that it was fortunate for me that
I chanced to visit Nanking while in China j for
there I saw another Ming tomb. When this
dynasty began, Nanking was the capital, and
Hung-wu was the first Emperor of the line.
His tomb is still an object of attraction amongst
the ruins of that vast city. The residence of
the court having been removed, the tomb at
Nanking has not been so well looked after as
those at Peking

j aud it must have suffered
during the Tapping war. I found the trenches
by which Nanking was taken by the Imperialist
troops all about the tomb. It seemed to me as
if the buildings had been burned, for the stone
bases Lad all tho appearance of having been
chipped and cracked by the action of fire.
Altiiough in ruins, the plan of tho tomb could be
easily made out. With some slight differences
of detail, the arrangement is the same as that of
the tomb of Yung.lo. I should say that if any-
tiling,^ the sepulchral mound is larger. This
tomb is also at the very base of a ridge of hills,
which cover it from tho uoiih wind, indicating
again the influence of the Fu.nQ.Bhuie. This
tomb has also an approach, bordered with sculp-
tured stone figures, like those near Peking. I
had a Chinaman with me at this visit as guide,
but unfortunately he could not speak a word of
English; liowever, when he saw me sketching,
he [used the word “ loong,” and pointed to the
road with its men and animals. This word, I
knew, means dragon, and as it is supposed to be
only one of_ the various forms of tho serpent, I
became anxious to know what my guide meant,
and I questioned him repeatedly to see if I was
right in understanding that he applied this word
to the long approach; I even sketched a serpen,
tine dragon to test him, and he signified his
approval of it. From this man’s manner I am
certain that the twisted form of the way receives
from the Chinese the name of the Dragon; but
whether they have the idea in this case, which
has been suggested as tho theory upon which the
stones of Carnac in Brittany, and the avenues
at Abury, are supposed to be laid down, I could
not say. I made inquiries on this subject whilem China, but could find no one who had studied
Chinese architecture from this point of view.My stay m the country was short, or I would
have had this matter cleared; and I mention it
here so that those who take an interest in
dracontine temples and serpent worship, may
take the subject up and make further inquiries.
I should be rather inclined to believe that the
loong, or dragon, has something to do with it.

_

I was able one morning while in Peking to
visit tho Temple of Heaven; and, so far as I
know, this curious shrine has not yet been fully
described in our language. I have seen Du

Halde’s account, but not the faintest notion
of the place could be formed from it; and his
plan of it is fanciful and inaccurate. Photo-
graphers who hove penetrated to the place have
always given the north altar as the Temple of
Heaven, whereas it is only a portion of it, and
not the most important. The few travellers who
have described the place have been attracted by
the building on the north altar, and have not
even mentioned the south one, which I now
believe to be tho most important part of the
whole. The Chinese themselves have written
descriptions of the building which were made
out at its construction, and which explain the
purpose and meaning of it all. The Rev. Mr.
Edkins, who is a Chinese scholar, has drawn
from this source, and written a chapter upon the
subject, which will be found in the appendix of
a book of travels by Mr. Williamson, a mis-
sionary. I mention this as the sonree of much
valuable information, but I could wish that
everythiug connected with this very important
temple were translated from the Chinese autho-
rities, and accessible to us Westerns.
There are in Peking a number of Imperial

temples, such as this Temple of Heaven
;
the

Temple of the Earth; the Temple of Agricul-
ture

;
the Altars of the Sun and Moon ; and

others. The ceremonies at all these temples
have no relation with any of the three religions
followed by tho people of China; these being
the Tauist, the Confucian, and the Buddhist.
The Emperor only is the worshipper in these
Imperial Temples at Peking. He is not only the
Worshipper, ho is at the same time the Priest. It
is another example of that old idea of priest and
king—of the spiritual and temporal power com-
bined in the head of the State. As the present
Emperor has been a minor for the last ten years,
the services at these imperial temples have not
been performed, or they have only been done by
deputy. On the 2lBt of December last—that
being the winter solstice according to Cliinese
reckoning—tho young Emperor officiated for the
first time at the Temple of Heaven. At the
vernal equinox tho Emperor repair.s to the Tomplo
of Agriculture, and plonghs a portion of land,
upon which be sows five varieties of grain. This
is done as a model of industry to his people.
Tho ceremonies at the Temple of Earth take
place at the summer solstice, when a bullock is
sacrificed and buried.

The Temple of Heaven occupies about a square
mile of ground ; that is, the outer wall is about
four miles round, inclosing a large space, which
has a park-like appearance, with avenues of trees.
Hero the animals kept for the sacrifice find
grazing. I was struck by noticing that this
temple has three iuclosures : whether this is
accident or nob I could not say. I know that
the three-fold division is common to temples all
over the East. We have the Tabernacle of
Moses and the Temple of Solomon

;
and tho

Eastern churches to this day follow this three-
fold division. The Umbrella is an old symbol
of dominion aud power, and the Cbatta of
Buddha is triple, implying, no doubt, sovereignty
over “ the three worlds,” which are so often re-

* From ^ ^ ^
la previous portion, " fine-clawei dragon," 8hour<i

Fre-dawed dragon, that being the distinctive character
ot the Imperial insignia. “ Mauikiola Tope," should beMamk.aUi, well known to students of Bnddhist archi-
tecture^m India; also known as tho “Tomb of Buce-
phalus." It is in the Punjaub, not very distant from
where Alexander fought with Porus : hence tho reason of
this traditmn getting attached to a veritable Buddhist
Dagopa. The only other matter worth noticing is the
length of^the enclosure at Yung-lo's tomb. I wrote
“1,000 ft.," but on referring to my notes afterwards I find
It ought to be 1,200 ft. It was a rough measurement
made by stepping, and it is quite possible that the 1,000 ft.
may be as near as our conclusion that it was 1,200 feet.

William Simpson,

ferred to iu the ancient classics of India. They
are as old as the Ramayana. One of tho most
important of tho insignia of the Emperor of
China is a triple umbrella

; and it will be seen
that the circular building on the north altar of
tho Temple of Heaven has a triple roof. The
north and south altars have a triple terrace.
From this we may almost presume that the three-
fold inclosure of this great temple ig not acci-
dental. Tho plan of Peking itself has this same
arrangement: there is the Tartar city; within
that is the Imperial city

; and within that again,
like a sanctum sanctorum, is the palace of the
Son of Heaven.” That the Chinese do these

things in virtue of symbolic ideas, I will giye a
quotation from Gubzlaff. He says thatChina “ is a
heaven upon earth—t/io Celestial Empire. They
havo endeavoured to model their government
after Nature, and the laws of the visible heavens.
Even their military standards and royal palaces
are supposed to have resemblance to celestial
objects.” It would have been valuable if we
had had this author’s explanation as to how his
oountrymen carried out this symbolism. We are
left in the dark, bat we will see as we proceed
that the Temple of Heaven has a signification in
almost every stone of which it is composed. Tho
central portion of the Temple of Heaven con-
tains two altars, which are distinguished as the
north aud south. I will first describe the south
altar, as I believe it is tho most important part
of the temple, and also because I think it will
convey more clearly the original idea upon which

the whole was constructed. At the first glance-
it would strike the observer that it was
merely a platform for a band to play upon.
There are three circular terraces built on
each other, each about 6 ft. high, which are
ascended by four flights of steps, one towards
each of the cardinal points. On the top of this
there is no house, only the five vessels, in marble
which are to be found on all Chinese altars : a
canopy is erected upon occasions of celebration.
Although we apply the term “temple” to this,
the Chinese, as will be seen, only call it an altar.
Still we might apply the old Greek term, and
give it the name of a hypsothral temple, for it
is truly that, having no roof but the dome of
heaven above. Tho visible objects, to which
worship is directed at this shrine, is the tablet
of Shang-ti, the God of Hoaveu, and to the
tablets of the deceased Emperors of the present
dynasty. Few temples iu the world are so free
from idolatrous forms as this. The Emperor
prays, and offers iucouae, as au oblation of fire.

He drinks, and eats the “Flesh of Happiness,”

—

almost repeating the sacramental ceremony of
the Christian Church. Mr. Edkins says, "to
Heaven alone is offered a piece of bluo jade,
cylindrical in shape and a foot long, formerly
used as a symbol of authority.” There is a
furnace of green porcelain below, and eight
smaller fnruaces of iron

;
and while the cere-

mony is going on above, a bullock—it must be
two years old and without blemish—is being
burned with sheep, pigs, rabbits, and deer

;

pieces of silk are also burnt as offerings.
Dancing and music are also part of the perform-
ances. The Emperor comes to the temple the
night before, and fasts. The hall whore be is
lodged is called tho Chai-Kung, or the “ Hall of
Penitential Fasting,” and tho ceremony takes
place at the dawn of ne.xt day. This is only a-

very rough outline of the ceremony ; and I will
now give some details of the symbolism of the
construction of this altar or temple.
The four ascents, with approaches and gates to

the four cardinal points, have no doubt au astro-
geographical signification. The Imperial temples
of Peking have been constructed with reference
to the relations of numbers, and this is more
particularly the case in the Temple of Heaven :

the upper circular top is 90 ft. in diameter; the
middle terrace is 150 ft., and the lower 210.
These are mu!tii>les of 3x3 = 9, 3x5= 15, and
3x7=21. The number nine figures largely in
it. The ascent to each terrace has nino steps,
the whole ascent being 3 x 9= 27; the pavement
on the top is formed of nine circles of marble
slabs

; the first circle has nine slabs, tho second
is formed of 18, tho third of 27, and so on, each
circle being a multiple of 9, till at the outer
circle 9 x 9 = 81 is reached,—a favourite number
in Chinese philosophy. There is a central stone,
and there, — surrounded by these symbolical
circles, with terraces and enclosing walls, and
the circle of the horizon as the extreme of the
visible world,—a deified Emperor seems to Lim-
self, and to his court around, to be the veritable
centre of tho universe. With his face to the
north, and assuming tho attitude of a subject,
he acknowledges in prayer, and by his position,
that ho is inferior to Heaven, and to Heaven
alone. One of tho statements I heard while
in Peking was regarding the number of
second, third, and fourth class wives which
would form tho complete hareem of the Em-
peror, and, strange to say, they were multiples
of 9, being 9, 27, aud 81. It is rather startling to
our Western ideas that a hareem and a temple-
should bo arranged on the same symbolism.
“The balustrades have 9x8 = 72 pillars, aud
rails on the upper terrace; on the middle
terrace there are 108, and on the lower 180

:

these amount in all to 360,—the number of
degrees in a circle. The pavement of the
middle terrace has in its innermost circle
90 stones, and in its outermost 162 stones, thus
reaching the double of 81, the outermost circle
of the upper terrace. So, again, in the lower
terrace, the circles increase from 151 stones,
the innermost, to 243, or three times the square
of 9, for the outermost.” These numbers are given
on the authority of Mr. Edkins, and I will still

further quote from him in relation to this temple.
Ho says :

—“ It has been an aim to use odd num-
bers only : heaven is odd, earth is even

; heaven
is round, earth is square; or, to uso the ulti-

mate expression of Chinese metaphysical thought,
Heaven is Yang, Earth is Yin. The numbers
1» 3j 5, 7, 9, belong to Yang, Heaven

;

the numbers 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, belong to Yin, Earth.
In tho official published accounts of the Temple
of Heaven, this is set down as the fundamental
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principle.” I quote still furtlier from the same
authority respecting the Temple of Earth, as it

by comparison assists us in understanding the
enbject :

—‘‘On the north side is a double terrace,

the upper 60 ft. square, and the lower 106 ft.

square, and both 6 ft. in height. The paring,

bricks are in multiples of 6 and 8 j 36 and 61
axe the favourite numbers, for we have now
come into contact with Yin, the principle of dark-

ness, which affects a square form and even
numbers, just as in the Temple of Heaven the

Tang principle was represented by roundness of

form and odd numbers. The principal sacrifice

is offered at this altar on the day of the summer
solstice. There is, near the altar, a pit for bury-

ing a bullock. At the altar of heaven, when the
bullock is burnt, the Yang principle in the sacri-

fice is supposed to go upward in smoke and
fiame. At that of earth, on the contrary, when
the victim is buried, the Yin principle descends
in connexion with death and corrnption.” I

may hero explain that the Yin-Yamj aro the
Chinese symbolic forms of the dual powers of

nature which underlie nearly all primitive
worship. And it is important to find it here as

the declared fundamental principle on which
these temples are constructed. There is a cir-

cular dwarf wall round the altar, with three
doors at each of the cardinal ]ioints, and leading
to the steps of ascent. Another low wall is

beyond this again, with the same number of

doors corresponding to the others. It is between
these two walls that the altars for burniag the
sacrifices are placed, in the south-east comer.
At the south-west corner aro three very long
poles, which I was told were for lanterns, as the
ceremony begins early in the moraiug, before it

is fall day. On the north of the altar is a
circular building, where the tablets are pre-
served. From this a great built-up way leads
to the north altar. On each side of this way,
and all round both altars, is a thick grove of
cypress trees.

The north altar is a triple tei'race, nor differs

much from the south altar. The one most striking
feature is, that a large circular house is erected
upon the top of it. It is this which gives it

such apparent importance, and has caused it to
be taken by travellers as the real Temple of
Heaven. Undoubtedly it is a part of the temple

;

but as the great ceremony of the winter solstice
is performed at the other, I give it the prece.
dence. It is called C/u'-Ate/i-Ticn,, or ” Temple
of Prayer for the Year.” It generally goes by
the name of Tien-Kung, or “ Heaven’s Palace.”
The Emperor prays here once a year, offering

sacrifices similar to those at the south altar.

On oooasions of famine, or national calamity,

it is at this altar that he prays to heaven.
The south altar has four ascents, with gates

and ways leading off to the cardinal points, as if

it were approached from the four quarters of the
globe. The north altar, on the contrary, has
only one approach—from the south

;
but it has

eight flights of steps. This is founded on the
1‘ah-Kivah, or the “ eight diagrams,” a symbol
equally profound with that of the Yitv-YoAig, and
which figures largely in the ancient Chinese
classical books as the basis of their religions as
well as their philosophical system.

This circnlar temple, or palace, is a very
beautiful specimen of the wooden architecture of
China. It is 99 ft. high

;
four round pillars

support the central and highest roof, which is

neai’ly all gilt on the inside
; twelve smaller

columns sustain the second roof, which reaches
only from the four inside pillars, thus leaving
visible from within the whole height of the
highest roof. Twelve still smaller wooden
columns form the outer circle and support the
lowest roof, which, like the second, only roofs
the space between the pillars, which sustain it

and the circle of pillars next to them. All
this woodwork is elaborately painted and
gilt. The tiles on the roofs are now all

of a deep nltramarino blue; at first only
the upper roof was of this colour, the middle
was yellow, and the lower green; but the
Emperor Kien-loong, who ascended the throne
in 1736, changed them all to one tint. In the
inside, the altar to Shangti, or the Supremo
Lord of Heaven, is on the north

; and the altars
to the deceased emperors of the present dynasty
are on the east and west. On the occasion of my
visit it was all very dirty, and the pavements of
the outside were covered with grass aud weeds.
This was owing to the fact that the place had
been unused on account of the Emperor beino- a
minor for so many years

; but workmen were
busy putting it all in order for the ceremony to

take place at the last winter solstice. '

In my travels, temples have always been a

study to me
;
and I feel a certain degree of

satisfaction in having seen, and in being able to

describe this unique place of worship at Peking.

It is so new to us, and so exceptional in its form,

that one feels doubtful about venturing iipon

any explanation of its origin. In sailing up the

Pei-ho, I was struck with the seemingly endless

nnmber of grave mounds. This is peculiar to

all the northern part of China. These mounds
vary from a yard in diameter to that of the

great tomb of Yung-lo, which is about half a

mile in circumference. The simple grave-mound
was the most primitive form of sepulchre. We
know it in the present day as the “tamulus”
and the “barrow.” It became the “cairn,” or

heap of stones, and this ultimately developed
itself into the “pyramid,” or tomb, among the

Egyptians. The “ dagopa ” is only another form
of this development, and is only a round pyra-

mid, for it is also a tomb, or a relic-holder; for

burning the body and preserving the ashes is

the characteristic of the Buddhist system, I

have no hesitation in saying that all temples are

founded on tomb worship. I am aware that this

is a question upon which many varieties of

opinion have been expressed ; but after much
travelling and study of temples, I have no doubt
in my own mind on the matter. Daring the

Crimean war I went with the expedition to

Kertch; and as we sailed up the straits of that

name, I remember being struck with what seemed
gigantic molehills all round. They were sepul-

chral tumuli; and Dr. Clarke, whose works are

now old, although nob yet forgotten, describes

them, and thus speculates;—In view of labour

so prodigious, as well as of expenditure so onor-

mous, for the purpose of inhuming a single body,

customs and superstitions are manifested which
serve to illustrate the origin of the pyramids of

Egypt, of the caverns of Elophauta, and of

the first temples of the ancient world. In
memory of the ‘ mighty dead,’ long before there

were such edifices as temples, the simple sepul-

chral heap was raised, and this became the altar

upon which sacrifices were offered.” The writer

is here mistaken in his reference to Elophanta

;

it is a Brahminical temple, and the temples of

that religion are in a sense an exception to the
rule here laid down, and yet, I think, not alto-

gether so when properly understood. In India

we have to do with the Aryan
;
in China it is the

Turanian race, and among them the tomb-temple
theory seems to have no exceptions. Readers of

Mr. Fergusson’s writings will be familiar with
their tomb-bnilding propensities.

The theory I would suggest is, that the Temple
of Heaven in Pekin is made in imitation of a
sepulchral mound. It would be important to

know if any one was buried there, or if there is

any tradition as to relics of a human body having
been deposited,—a point on which I have no
information. Still, withont this, if its origin has
been as here suggested, it may be considered as

a symbolical tomb; the architectural features

upon it being a growth, and repeating in another

way the development already described in the

pyramid and the dagopa. The south altar is

named in a manner to confirm this. None of

the Chinese words which signify temple are

applied to it. It is called Tien-Tan, or “ Heaven’s
Altar”; but in the oldest times it was called

Nan-Tan, or “South Mound”; and Yiien-Kieu,

or “Round Hillock.” These names in them-
selves seem to indicate the original character of

this temple, and as it were exactly repeat Dr.

Clarke’s words, that “ the simple sepulchral

heap was raised, and thus became the altar upon
which sacrifices were offered.” Shih-Lutze, or
“ Altar of Sacrifices,” is another of its names.

I think that a confirmation of this theory may
be derived from the plan of the south altar.

The ordinary grave mounds in the north of

China, where they are in their complete
form, have a square platform of earth on
which the niound is heaped. Now almost
every Chinaman has read the classic books
of his country, and he is aware that the
square form symbolises the Earth or the Yin,

and that the mound also symbolises Seaven
or the Yang. We have the statement from the
Chinese anthorities who constructed the Temple
of Heaven, that it represents the Yang, and we

' can see from the plan that it stands in a square
enclosure, giving us the Ym form

;
and thus

realising the whole principle upon which a
Chinese grave is arranged. Toe essential parts
of the temples of China is the tablet with the
name of the god to whom the temple is dedi-
cated, and before this is a table with five vessels.

The centre one is for incense, what we call

“joss-sticks,” are burned, but the Chinaman in

his floweiy style, calls them the “ Fragrance of
an hour.” The vessels on each side of this are
for candles, and the other two are for flowers.

A clerical friend has informed me that this is

exactly what the Church of England permits
upon an altar. lucense may be used, but it

must be in a stationary vessel
;
two candles may

be upon the altar, and flowers are not objected
to. It is curiouB that East and West should be
so close in their ritnalistio rules ; for it can only
be by an accident that it is so. I may also

mention that the theatre is still a part of the
temple all over China. Every temple has not
got a theatre, but the conjnncbiou of the two is

very common
;
and giving us an illustration of

the retention of ancient forms, a tendency which
is perhaps more marked in China than in any
other country in the East.

The official residence of a mandarin, or a court
of justice, is called a Ya..?nun. Now man., the
second syllable of this word, means “gate.” I

tried when in China to discover why this was so,

aud what were the ideas of the Chinese them-
selves

;
bnt could get no information. I naturally

thought that it might be some remnant of the
old idea of the king or judge sitting in the gate,

and judging the people. I have described to you
sepulchral monuments such as they are when
ordered by the Emporor. I have now to describe
another kind of monument, which are so com-
mon in China, that yon can scarce move without
seeing one, or the fragments of them which
time has loft. They are called “ Fallows,

”

and are in the form of a triple gate. They are
generally put up as a reward of virtue, or good
deeds ; most usually they are erected in honour
of virgins, or of virtuous widows, who have not
married a second time. The word “ pailow ” has
two syllables ; the first means board or stone

slab, and the second means upper story; so that

the word is derived from the inscription being
upon a slab between the upper lintels of the
gateway. Although now generally constructed
with large slabs of granite, the original wooden
model is so exactly repeated, that we need have
no doubt as to what it was; and the perfect

identity of construction between these pailows

and the gateways of the Sanchi Tope, which is

one of the oldest architectural erections in

India, would seem to indicate a closer intimacy
of connexion among the races in that part of the

world than we have yet realised. I exhibit a
picturesque old 'pailow from Nanking, which will

explain this wooden constrnction. You will see

that the stones have been mortised into each
other as if they had been logs of wood. In the
photograph of the south altar of the Temple of

Heaven three of tho gateways can be seen, and
the wooden constrnction will bo evident. I ex-

bibit a small sketch from the native town of

Shanghai : it is the base of one of the supports
of an old pailow, it is all that remains of it, bnt
it shows one of the features of the wooden origin

of Chinese architecture. Its right name would
be a truss, but I thiuk “base-bracket” would
bettor express its real character. It is one of
the marked members of nearly all Chinese archi-

teebure.
* « # * #

It may interest architects in this country to
know how money is raised in China for building

pnrposes. In the streets of Peking I one day
found a man in a sort of wooden sentry-box

;

large nails had been driven into it, so that their

points projected through : this prevented the
man from leaning against the sides, and the only
rest he had was from sitting on a board within.

He was a monk, and never seemed to sleep, for

ho had a string with which ho night and day
BOnnded a large sonorous bell every few minutes,

as a sort of advertisement of his purpose. This
was, that the benvoleut should come forward
with money : each nail represented a sum

;

when any one paid that sum his name was stnek

up on a bit of paper, and the nail was pulled

out, making it more comfortable for the hermit
within. All the nails represented the necessary

amount for the repair of a temple which was
close behind. This is a common proceeding for

raising the wind for such purposes. I was told

that this monk had been two years shut up, aud
that he would likely bo another year before he
gob out of his cocoon of nails.

Hospital for Consumption, Ventnor.

—

The Bishop of Winchester has appointed this

Saturday, the 13th inst., for the opening of the

chapel of tho hospital at Ventnor; 1,0CX)L are

still required towards the cost of it.
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT AT HYDE
PARK CORNER.

The Woiks Committee of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, at thoir last meeting, reported
that they had proceeded upon the resolution of
the Board of the 20th of June last referring it to
them to consider and report upon the subject of
the formation of a new thoroughfare from
Hamilton-place to Conatitution-hill. It would
bo remembered that the question of this im-
provement had been much discussed, and sug-
gestions for reheving the block of traffic at
Hyde Park-oornor had been submitted to the
Board by the Earl of Longford and the Marquis
of Westminster. The committee at once ad-
mitted the principle of the desirability of the
improvement, and it appeared to them that it

would be best effected iu a way suggested by
the chairman of the Board, after conference
with the en^neer. By this plan it was pro-
posed that Piccadilly should be widened

j
that a

road should be formed directly opposite to
Hamilton-place, running into Constitution-hill
nearly at right angles

j
that the portion of

Constitution-hill to the west of this new road
should be extended into Grosvenor-place, and
that a new road in continuation of the present
north end of Constitution-hill should be carried
over the above-mentioned extension direct into
the gardens of Buckingham Palace, for the
private use of her Majesty alone. As, however,
th© execution of this, or, indeed, any design,
must affect the Green Park, it was necessary
that the question should be submitted to her
Majesty’s Government, in order that the Board
might ascertain whether to expect any and
what co-operation in the formation of the
proposed now road. The committee, therefore,
as authorised by the reference to them, had an
interview with Mr. Ayrton, the First Commis-
sioner of her Maiesty’a Works, &c., on the •28th
of July last, when they submitted a plan to him.
Owing to the late period of the season the subject
was not_ brought before the Cabinet until the
resumption of their sittings in the present month,
and the committee had now had before them a
letter from the Office of Works, stating that the
Government are not prepared to bring in a Bill
to give effect to the Board’s proposal, and that
lb is therefore not in the power of the Coramis-
sioner to proceed further in the matter. Under
those circumstances, it did not appear to the
committee that the Board could, with any advan-
tage, take further action in the matter, and they
recommended that the reference be discharged.
In connexion with this subject, the committee
had also a letter from Messrs. Boodle & Parting-
ton, on behalf of the Marquis of Westminster,
Bubmitting that the widening of tho upper part
of Grosvenor-placo, at its junction with Picca-
dilly, would form a complete scheme iu cou.
nexion with that under the consideration of the
Board, transmitting a plan showing tho proposed
widening, and stating that the Marquis would be
prepared to undertake, at his own cost, to the
extent of 2,000L, that part of the scheme repre-
senting the widening of Groavenor-placc, pro-
vided a place for the deposit of the excavations
were given free of cost in the Green Park, within
a reasonable distance. The Marquis, accom-
panied by his surveyor, attended the committee
on the 21st of July last, and explained the details
of hia proposal. His lordship was of opinion
that tho widening of tho upper part of Grosvenor.
place would very greatly relievo the pressure at
Hyde Park-corner and the neighbourhood, and
that the architectural effect of a broad descent
from the level of Piccadilly to the Grosvenor.
place houses would bo very striking. Lord
Westminster, therefore, understanding that the
Board had it in contemplation to form a cm.
tinuation of Hamilton-place to Constitntion-hill,
instructed bis estate surveyor to prepare a plan'
combining, to a certain extent, the widening of
Grosvenor-place with the extension of Hamilton-
place, the two projects together forming, in his
lordship’s opinion, a complete scheme for the
benefit of the public. By Lord Westminster’s
plan, the upper part of Constitution-hill would
bo cut away altogether, and a new roadway
formed into Grosveuor-place on the east side
of the Wellington statue, which would then
occupy a central position at the head of Gros-
venor-place. A road would also be cut diagonally
through the north-west corner of the Green
Park to Constitution-hill, meeting it at the point
of junction with the new road proposed by the
Board. It would bo observed that this plan,
equally with that of tho Board, would interfere

I

with the park, and would, therefore, presumably ^

be open to the same objections on the part of
her Majesty’s Government; moreover, it did not
appear to the committee that in itself the plan
would meet the exigencies of the case, so far as
concerned the traffic at Hyde Park Corner

; nor,
indeed, did his lordship seem to have contem-
plated it otherwise than in connexion with the
Board’s scheme. It was only necessary, there-
fore, the committee thought, that Lord West-
minster should be informed of the decision of
the Government, and they recommended this
course for adoption, and that a similar commu-
nication be addressed to tho Earl of Longford, in
reply to his letter presented to the Board on the
13th of June last, and referred to the committee

;

and further, that the governors of St. George’s
Hospital, who had drawn attention to the great
number of accidents which had occurred in
Grosvenor-place, be also informed of the position
of the matter.

General Sir William Codrington said he under-
stood that the scheme of the Marquis of West-
minster was different from the plan of the Earl
of Longford. Lord Westminster’s proposal
stood on its own merits.

Mr. Newton said this question had been before
the Board for some time. Tho committee had
considered the plana of the Mai'qnis of West-
minster and the Earl of Longford. They waited
on Mr. Ayrton, the then Commissioner of Works,
who promised to support a plan for a road
through the Green Park at Grosvenor-place.
Before anything was done Mr. Ayrton went out
of office. Tho Government intimated that they
oould not approve of any scheme which would
interfere with the Green Park, and under the
circumstances, tho committee recommended that
no further action be taken in the matter.
The motion was carried.

ENORMOUS PUMPING MACHINERY,
Messes. Joh.v & Henry Gwynne, of the

Hammersmith Ironworks, Hammersmith, are
constructing a remarkable set of centi-ifngal
pumping maebinery, intended for employ,
meut on the reclamation of the Ferrara
Marshes, in Northern Italy. The tract to be
reclaimed extends over an area of nearly 200
square miles, and the work to be done by the
pumps consists in raising a little over 2,000 tons
of water per niinnte. The first pair of these
pumps, with their engines, have just been com-
pleted. It is difficult to realise what is meant
in sajing that certain pumps have to raise 2,000
tons of water per minute. 2,000 tons, or 456,000
gallons, per minute, equal 656,640,000 gallons
per day of twenty- four hours. According
to the latest return, the total quantity of water
supplied by thewhole of the London waterworks
is a little under 110,000,000 gallons per diem,
so that it will bo seen that the quantity of water
to be dealt with by the Ferrara pumping ma.
chinery amounts to six times the whole metro-
politan water supply. Again, 456,000 gallons,
or 72,960 cubic feet per minute, would supply a
stream over 103 ft. wide and 4 fc. deep ruuuing
at a speed of two miles per hour, or 176 ft. per
minute; while the delivery for a single day
would suffice to fill a reservoir a mile square to
a depth of about 3 ft. 9 in.

THE LONDON CENTRAL TELEGRARH
OFFICE.

The “ New Post-Office,” of which we gave a
view and plan on tho Ist of February last,
is to be used as the Central Telegraph Office
connected u-ith the Post-office, St. Martin’s-le-
Grand. The workmen are still busy with
its interior fittings, but the great telegraph-
room is being rapidly sot in order; a por-
tion of the departmental staff (which is to
occupy the new building, and thus leave the
General Post - office entirely free for letters
and newspapers) has already moved across the
road

; and in a few weeks the clerks and instru-
meuts from Telegraph-street will take possession
of the upper floor. As tho great central tele-
graph-office of the kingdom, it will afford not
only ample accommodation for actual needs, but
sufficient room should the telegraph service
develope even to twice its present dimensions.

All along one side of the great telegraph-room
are^ ranged the curved leaden tubes and brass
fittings of the pneumatic delivery apparatus,
looking somewhat like a row of gigantic
beer-engines. Eighteen miles’ length of this
pneumatic tubing is laid to twenty-five tele-

gTa,ph.8tation3 in the City and Westminster,
whioh can thus deliver their telegrams at the
central office in parcel form faster than the
messages could bo sent by wire. The messages
are enclosed, twelve or sixteen at a time, iu
despatch-tubes, which are shot along the ex-
hauBted pipe to the counter of the central office.
From the counter they are carried to the check-
table, whence they are distributed, partly by
messengers and partly by travelling-tapes, to
the clerks at the instruments. The post-office
being the only collectors and distributors of
messages, telegrams for tho cables and lines of
private companies come to this central office,
and_ are sent thence to the offices of the com’
panics by pneumatic despatch. The 440 wires
working directly from the telegraph-room are in
communication with upwards of 1,000 stations.
The battery-room on the basement will have
25,000 battery. cells, and here, again, the wires
are collected together at a test.box studded with,
innumerable brass finials. These test-boxes,
which look something like railway tioket-offioes,
enable a defect in a wire to be at once traced
out and set right. The gutta-percha-covered
copper wire, of which there are 300 miles’ length
within the building, is manufactured with beau-
tiful accnracy.

Leaving the spacious instrument-room (tho
telegraphic workshop and executive are lodged
on the same floor), we notice through the windows
the great chimney rising from the boiler-house
built in the floor of the south court. Descending
a staircase under a handsome tkylight, we pass
the departmental offices of the lower floors, and,
turning along corridors, always well lighted,
descend to the engine-house, on tho floor of the
north court. Here aro being built tho three
engines of SO-horse power each for the pumping
work of the pneumatic- tubes, and two of lO-horse
power to draw water from the well of 400 ft.

deep which is being sunk on the premises.
The new offices will have cost altogether, when

complete, about 450,000?., of which 300,0001.
have been swallowed up by the site.

The mails and telegraphs of tho kingdom will
now have only a street between them, the chief
Mouey-order Office will remain in its building in
Aldersgate-street, and the Savings-bank will be
moved from St. Paul’s Churchyard to th©
vacated premises in Telegraph-street.

THE PROPOSED INCREASE IN THE
PRICE OP GAS.

At the last meeting of tho Metropolitan
Board of Works, the Works Committee brought
up a report recommending that the Gaslight and
Coke Company be informed, in reply to their
letter, inquiring whether the Board is disposed
to agree with tho company for an increase iu the
price of gas in order to meet the extraordinary
expenses of the year 1874, that the Board cannot
agree to their suggestion, but will be compelled
to oppose any application which the company
may make for an increase in the price of gas.

Mr. Newton, in moving the adoption of the
report, said that the recommendation of the
committee in this matter had arisen in conse-
quence of an application which had been made
by the Gaslight and Coke Company, Under
the circumstances, he said, the committee felt
that the Board ought not to allow a further
increase in the price of gas without setting up
a most determined opposition to the claims of
that company. He believed also that the Board
ought not to agree to a continuation of the
present price of gas, but thought there ought to
be a considerable reduction in it. He did not
believe in the reasons put forward by the com-
pauies for the increase of the price. True, coal
had risen

; but, on the other hand, the price of
the gas products and of coke had gone up in a
corresponding manner. Therefore, he was sure
the Board would be justified in offering the
strongest opposition to the proposal of the
company to increase the price.

Mr. Watkins, in seconding the motion, said a
few years ago he bought ooko from the Imperial
Gas Company at 83. per chaldron, but the price
was now SOs. and 32a.

!

Mr. Leslie hoped the Board would go before
the judges of the land and protest against the
imposition of the gas company. The average
price of the coal used by the company for the
present year was 1?. 3a. 6d. per ton, and that of
the gas products 10s. 9d., thus redneiog the price
to 12a. 9d.

Mr. Freeman hoped the time would come
when the gas and water companies would be
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managed by some central board, for the benefit

of the consumers. He 'would like to see some
strong corporation which could take up the

matter, with this end in view.

The motion was then put and carried nem. clis.

Mr. Leslie afterwards moved a long motion,

the efiect of which was :
—

“ That this Board resolve to prepare for immediate

action, either offensively or defensively, against the Gas
Light and Coke Company, either in equity or law, to com-

pel the company to carry out the Metropolis Gas Act,

1860, outside of the City of London, in the way the judg-

ment of the Metropolitan Board may determine as most
effectually to insure a better and cheaper supply of gas to

their constituent ratepayers, and a riddance of the grasp-

ing effects of amalgamation and mismanagement.”

Mr. E. D. Rogers seconded the motion, which

was negatived, on a division, by six to four

votes.

NORTHFLEET.

Sir,—

T

he village of Northfleet, near Graves-

end, is in great need of houses suitable for

working men, more especially now the large

ship-boilding yard there is satisfactorily let, and
two new cement works will be in full work very

shortly. Many of the men at present employed
in the various cement works are compelled to

live in Gravesend and in different villages, on

account of the overcrowding. A builder would
do well to take a trip down there, and judge for

himself. An Inhabitant.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL AND
HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

The members of this Society bad their last

walk for this term on Saturday before last. There
was a large gathering.

The party first visited Queen’s College, where
they were received in the hall by the Provost
and several of the Fellows, and the Rev. A. H.
Sayce gave a history of the college, remarking
that it stood upon the site of Temple Hall,

Gutter Hall, and other similar institutions, the
names of which bad long been lost. The rev.

gentleman then gave an interesting account of

the large collection of valuable deeds and docu-
ments in the possession of the college, which
numbered about 30,000.
The Rev. J. R. Mograth next explained the

numerons pieces of plate which had been spread
out on the hall tables, and the various pictures
which adorn tho walls.

The party next visited tho libraries, chapel,

and other portions of the college, where they
found much to interest them.

After votes of thanks, on leaving Q.ueen’s

College, the party visited and inspected the
Church of St. Peter-in-the-East, where they
were received by the Rev. J. R. King, the vicar.

The general design of the crypt, with its four
entrances, two originally communicating with
the nave, and two with the chancel of the church,
having been explained by the vicar, the party
proceeded to the church, where the alterations

and improvements, which we have recently de-
scribed, were also pointed out by Mr. King.

Mr. Jas. Parker then communicated some par-
ticulars respecting the crypt and its history.

Dismissing the mythical account of the building
of the church by Grimbald, in the ninth century,
and showing the inconsistency of the details in
the chronicle which records it, he said that he
was disposed to assign to the crypt an earlier

date than he had on a former occasion considered
to be probable

; and that, judging partly from
the notices of the church in tho Domesday
Survey, partly from the strong resemblance of
tho architecture to that of St. George’s Chapel,
formerly in the Castle of 0.xford, he was now
inclined to think that tho crypt and the lower
part of the wall of tho church were of earlier
date than the superstructure, and might with
great probability be referred to the work of
Robert D'Oiley, the builder of the castle, who is

recorded to have been a ” builder of churches.”
This would place the building at about 1070 to
1080, or nearly a century earlier than the main
building of the chancel, which might with great
certainty, from the many points of similarity,
be pronounced as of contemporary workmanship
with Iffley Church. However this might be, the
plan of the crypt he declared to be a relic of a
still earlier age, the only instance in England of
any similar arrangement being at Ripon and
Hexham, and only a very few examples of its

later continuance being found in France. It

was, however, tho common type of the crjpb of

the fourth century downwards, and in Italy

the examples were still very numerous. He
thought that tho original church probably con-

sisted of a low chancel, with a very short nave.

In confirmation of Mr. Parker’s view, as to the

date of the chancel,

The Rev. J. R. King pointed out that the south

wall of tho nave, to a point west of the porch,

was obviously built at the same time as the

ohanccl, and that the Norman doorway under

the porch bore a striking resemblance to one of

those at Iffley.

Votes of thanks having been given to the

Rev. J. R. King and Mr. Parker, the company
dispersed.

THE SETTING OUT OF SLOPES.

SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.

At a meeting of the Society of Engineers!

held on Monday, 1st inst., Mr. Jabez Chnrch,
president, in the chair, a paper was read by
Mr. Charles Julian Light ” On a New Method of

Setting out the Slopes of Earthwork.” The
author divided the conditions under which this

operation has to be performed into three classes.

1. When the cross section is practically level.

2. When the inclination of surface in cross

section is fairly uniform and exceeds 1 in 100.

3. When the cross section is irregular and rough.

The proposed new method dealt with the second

and largest class. The author then briefly de-

scribed the ordinary process by successive ap-

proximations, and said that for this he proposed

to substitute direct and exact measurement on
the surface of the ground, based upon data easily

obtained, and deduced from tables of a simple

form. He then showed that the general formula

for ihe side-width, measured from the centre peg
along the surface of tho ground is,

—

F+SH
^M + SD

Where F is the half formation width, H the

sectional height on centre line, S the slope,

D the difference of level on cross section at a

distance A from the centre peg, preferably

100 ft., and M= D-‘.

Of the two signs in the denominator the +
sign applies to tho lower side in cuttings and the

upper in embankments, and the — sign to the

upper aide in cuttings and the lower in embank-
ments.

ARCHITECTS’ CHARGES.
In' a case fried at the Bloomsbury County Court,

belbro Mr. G. Lake RuaseU, Judge, the plaiatiff, Mr.
Treherne, an architect, sued Mr. Hart, proprietor of the

Alexandra Music-hall, Union-street, Borouch, for III. Ss.,

being 8i. balance of account due to him fur furnishing

plans for tho re-erection of the Alexandra Music-hall,

which had been burnt down, and 3f. 3s. for waiting upon
the district surveyor on several occasions. The case was
previously tried in this court on the 10th of July last,

when the plaintiff was non-suited.

The defendant’s case was chiefly that the plaintiff did

not supply Wm with tho proper plans for thereof, and
that he had to employ another Architect, whose charge

was 19L 193., but whose bill, he admitted, was net jet

paid.
In cross-examination, defendant also admitted that his

house was going to be pulled down by the Metropolitan

Board of Works for a new street, and he had promised
the job of valuing the premises to Mr. Walters, Messrs.

Fox Je Bousfleld, and half a dozen others who bothered
him, to get rid of them.
The District Surveyor’s clerk proved that the plans for

the building of the new music-hall were not deposited at

the proper time, and before the roof was pul on they

required to see the plans. Plaintifi' showed him some
drawings at the office one day, but they were not com-
plete. He afterwards showed witness a complete draw-

mg, containing a plan of tho roof, but it was objected to.

He never saw any other di'awing of the plaintifi‘'8. There
was a difficulty in getting a drawing of the roof, lut ho

afterwards saw one, said to bo Mr. Dunning’s, and it

was approved, and from that the roof was built.

The Judge said he was of opinion that the plaintiff had
not performed his contract. It was true that a design for

an iron roof bad been furnished by the plaintiff, but it had
been objected to, and the plan for a wooden one was sup-

plied by another architect, called in by defendant’s fore-

man, in order to get Che building erected in time. This

was a second trial, and, the plaintiff having failed to make
out his case, he should give judgment fur defendant, with
costs.

IMPORTANT TO ARTIZANS JOINING
CO-OPERATIVE WORKS.

An action brought last week in the Newcastle County
Court deserves the especial attention of meebanies be-

longing to, or starting, co-operative works. The plaintiff,

Mr. James Waters, is a mechanical engineer, and the
defendants are the Directors of the Ouseburn Co-opera-
tive Engine Works, of xthich concern the plaintiff' was
formerly a member and workman. The sum sued for was
81. 6s., the amount of wages deposited by Mr. Waters in

the concern. As the case occupied part of two days, a

resinne must suffice to explain the particulars.

Upon a workman joining tho Ouseburn Engine Works,
the system adopted is, in order to become a member, for

him to agree that certain suras of money shall be deducted
from Ilia wages week by week, which amount is entered in

abook, and as soon as 6Lare collected, the man is entitled

to a share in the venture. The plaintiff was in that posi-

tion, and on the 30th of June n certificate was given him
for two shares, being tho value of lOZ., and to that limited

liability he was a shareholder in the business so far. The
plaintilr a deposits afterwards were increased to 8Z. 63. ;

but
for this addition ho did not apply, nor receive a further

certificate of a share, and subsequently he gave the neces-
sary notice to leave the establishment, and he afterwards
demanded the return of his deposit-money, which the

directors refused to accede to.

Mr. Joel, the plaintiffs solicitor, then wrote to Mr.
Rutherford, the managing director of the Co-operative
Engine Works, demanding the return of the deposit, or
in failure an appeal to a law court.

Tho managing director, in reply to this, wrote that the

directors were exceedingly anxious that the question iu

dispute should be fairly, liberally, and amicably settled,

and that a provision was made for such a settlement in the

articles of partnership througbU court of arbitration, and
not through a court of law -, and Mr. Rutherford begged of
Mr. Waters to refer the dispute to the court of arbitra-

tion, but if iu ease of refusal, the directors would be
compelled to foil back on the rule which recited,—“ Any
member of the company who refused to submit any ques-
tion in dispute between him and another member, or

other members of the company, or between him and the

company, to the court of arbitration, or if he does not

submit to the decision of the court, shall forfeit all money
in hie deposit account.”
The Judge, with respect to the above rule and the

plaintiff's refusal to proceed to arbitration, ruled, not-

withstanding this clause enjoining arbitration upon pain

of forfeiture of all moneys deposited by recusant mem-
bers, that a man had a right and a perfect option, if ho
thought fit, to have recurrence to the laws of his country,

in order that the matter might bo settled in a court of

law.
This decision being tantamount to a verdict for the

plaintifi’ inasmuch as the directors did not for a moment
dispute having the deposit, Mr. Blackwell, for the Co-
operative Company, urged that if this ruling wore " law,”

it would strike at the root of most workmen’s societies

where a rule for arbitration of disputes existed, and such

ruling was verr important for the prosperity of the Co-
operative Engine Works, and be hoped the Judge would
grant a case for appeal to tho superior courts at West-
minster Hall.
Mr. Joel, for the plaintiff, quite agreed with the other

side as to the importance of the case to working men
belonging to co-operative works, as this was a represen-

tative case.

To draw up the case for the Court of Common
Pleas, the evidence of the plaintifi' was taken, and
the part not here above noticed stated that before the

plaintiff was employed by the company ho applied f.r

two shares. That was in the year 1871, and he re-

ceived a note stating that two shares were allotted

him. That was his first connexion with the Ouseburn
Co-operative Engine Works Company. Ho paid the sum
of 3L into the bank and received a receipt. A general call

was made upon those two shares, and he paid a further

sum of 2Z. upon them. There had not beeu any further

calls made upon these shares. Ho did not join the com-
any as a workman until January, 1873, and at that time

e received a deposit-book. Before ho received this book
he was required to sign as a member for a 6i. share. He
got the book at his first ” pay.” After that from time to

time he handed in this book from week by week, and the

sums entered in the book were deducted from tiis wages

weekly. He signed for two 52. shares under pressure, and

for the second 62. share as a workman. He gave notice in

writing to leave on. tho 17th of September, 1873. Upon
applying for the money deducted from his wages as

deposit-money, Mr. Eutlierford, the manager, would not
it.

he learned Judge 'wished to see the rules constituting

the court of arbitration, and promised to grant a case, i.e.,

to draw up the facts as above noticed for the opinion of

one of the superior courts, which will, upon a motion
made by counsel to the judges sitting in banco, give their

decision as to the legality of the County Court judge's

ruling. If the judges are of opinion that the oourt below
has decided legally, then courts of arbitration for work-
men’s societies are a mere figment. On the contrary, the

laintiff will be ousted in his County Court action, and
ave to refer his application for a return of the deposit to

the arbitrators of the Ouseburn Co-operative Engine
Works Compsny.

THE FUEL QUESTION.

The Midland Institute of Mining Engineers

hare held a meeting in Barnsley, at -n-hich tlie

question of coal-cutting machinery was dis-

cussed. It was resolved that the council of the

Institute and a committee of twelve members
should be appointed to inquire into and report

npontbe merits of various coal-cntting machines.

The sum of SOL was voted from tho funds for

expenses, and it was intimated that in the event

of any deficiency of funds the district coal-

owners would doubtless make it good.

Tho Belgian Echo du Parlement has the follow-

ing interesting letter from Hasselb, bearing on

the question of a substitute for coal :

—

” Ten days ago a poor peasaut of our neighbourhood
went the round of all the coffee-houses with a sack con-
taining earth. He said he had found the means of heat-

ing rooms with thatsubstauce impregnated with a solution

of soda [and added to small coal] . He made the experi-

ment before a crowd of people, and succeeded, Next day

the whole town was in great excitement. Everybody had
tried the new discovery, and I did the same. Following
the man's instructions, I filled a scuttle three-quirters

with small coal, and the remaining fourth with vegetable

mould
;

I then sent for a halfpenny worth of common car-

bonate of soda, which I dissolved in half a litre of water,

and then mixed up the solution with the rest. This quan-

tity has been suflicient to warm my room from two o’clock

in the afternoon to seven in the evening, at which time 1

am penning this.”

Neiv Fuelaicaiting Use .—Among the anomalies

of tho fuel question, the moat striking con-
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sista in tho fact that the snpply of petroleum
from the Pennsylvania wells is now at a rate
which has reduced its value to Id. per gallon,
and that yet no methods have been brought into
general u8e_ to utilise this product, either for
manufacturing or domestic purposes, so as to
influence the price of coal. The present yield
of tho region is estimated at 30,000 barrels a
day. Some wells give as much as 1,300 daily,
and new discoveries are constantly being made.

SUNDERLAND TOWN HALL,
COMPETITION.

hardihood of the Sunderland Corporation in
refluestiDg architects to furnish designs for a town-hall in
three weeks is something I'urpriring, even to those
well acquainted with tho nerve of public bodies.
Let me warn the profosaion against placing too mnch

laith in the instruction issued. I happen to know that at
tne couneii meeting to-morrow a motion wiU be made toupset tho whole scheme. It appears that the corporation
have no power to build in th e park, it being public pro-
perty and architects wiU do well to reflect before theyspend their energies on what may come to nothing.

Outsiders are^of opinion that it would have been wiser if
the council had ascertained whether they really conld
build in (ho park before they spent tho ratepayers' money10 advertisements and instructions.

^

A Eusident Ilf THB LoCiLirr,

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Barnsley ,—The old Oaks Colliery, near Bams-

ley, has been idle, owing to the lads who drive
the horses refusing to work. Nearly 500
persons have been idle for two days in con-
sequence.

Rrisfoh—The shipbuilders of Bristol and the
Bristol Channel ports have returned to work
having accepted tho masters’ terms, viz., that
the rules of the society which restrict tho amount
of work to be done by the members shall be
suspended until a general meeting of the trade
can be called, when they shall either be rescinded
or modified.

Limehouse. On Saturday afternoon a numo-
ronsly.attonded meeting of engineers, princi-
pally employed in the steamship building.yards
was held at the Eastern Hall, Limehouse, for
the purpose of taking the opinion of the men as
to whether they would stand firm for a rise of
wages on the Ist of January next. It was
resolved That this meeting is of opinion
that the time has arrived for us to ask our
employers for a rise of wages, owing to the un-
precedented rise in the price of provisions

j
andwe would suggest that that rise should be one

ot s. upon the present wages”} and that
unless our employers concede to us the amount

asked for, namely, 2s. per week upon our present
rate, we are determined to cease work on the
1st day of January, 1871 ”

pieces. The structure had ju^t been completed.
The damage is estimated at lOOh

Sheffield .—A tailor’s shop in Fargate, one of
tho busiest thoroughfares in the town, baa fallen
in, burying the contents of the shop and the
furniture beneath many tons of rubbish. Though
a number of persons were passing at the time,
all escaped uninjured. The shop-people, too,
had warning that the building was coming down,
and rushed out in time to preserve themselves
from injury. An adjoining building is in a
critical condition, and has been propped to pre-
vent its falling. The shop on the other side is
also much injured, a portion of the falling build-
ing having come with terrific force against the
side, smashing in all the windows, and forcing
in a part of the wall. The cause of the accident
is supposed to be the weakening of the founda-
tions by some extensive excavations at the rear.
In order to carry these out blasting has been
resorted to.

Hartlepool.—A fatal earthslip has occurred at
the new dock, now in course of construction by
the North-Eastern Railway Company at Middle-
ton, between the Hartlepools. It appears that a
number of navvies in the employ of the con
tractor, Mr. W. Scott, were excavating earth,
when, to facilitate operations, they determined
to undermine a portion, beside a perpendicular
cutting about 8 ft. or 9 ft. deep, and whilst they
were thus engaged, the soil above gave way,
completely burying beneath it one man, and par-
tially burying a second, A number of follow
workmen ran to the resene, and quickly extri-
cated them, but both were seriously injured, and
one died before reaching the hospital.
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All this, however, does not much alter the
nature of wood paving. As for asphalte, it is
to bo hoped the asphalte companies will speedily
find out some method of obviating tho tendency
to greasiness at certain times. Some simple
mixture or mode of working the composition in
laying it down may do so. It is notable how-
little may be required to effect this. By way of
illustration, we may instance the common little
experiment called the “ Magician’s sand,” which
may^ be put into water without becoming wet,
by simply sprinkling it while hot with oil, which
appears to evaporate entirely from it. We
do^ nob speak of this as a suggestion of use in
this case, but even this we may at least say,
that if such sand were well mixed with asphalte,
it is hard to say but what the cure of the defect
of greasiness uujht be thus completed,

ACCIDENTS.
London.—There has been a fatal accident at

the National Galleiy. A house-painter fell from
a scaffold, while at work, and was killed. At the
inquest, the father of the deceased said he was at
work with his son. Deceased went to the far end
of the scaffolding for something, when witness
heard a shout » A man is over !” He i-ushed and
saw it was his son. The deceased was perfectly
sober at the time. A smith said he was at work
with the deceased

; the plank he was on was not
more than 10 in. in width, he was trying wi'^h
his foot to bring another plank forward, when
his foot slipped, and he fell heavily on the next
scaffolding, and then on to the ground, fracturing
the skull, and smashing the body. Verdict
accidental death.

’

Halifax. Last week a serious fire broke out
at the silk-mill situate in Wade-street, Halifax
The cause was an explosion of gas in the ground
floor of what is termed the ” Little Mill” So
instantaneous was the fire that in the course of a
few minutes three floors wero in flames. On the
arnval of the fire brigade, with engines, hose
and reel, they could only protect the adioinin?
property, as the “Little Mill,” was soon one
mass of flames. About the fate of some of the
poor girls who were at work there seems to have
seen some uncertainty at the time the news was
lespatched, but five bodies Lave been got.
Stockport.—

A

large circus has been blown
lown.^ It had been before roughly treated by
-be wind at Macclesfield, tho crown of the tent
laving to be lowered during the performance
• he establishment was at Hazel Grove, near
itookport, aud during the gale which prevailed
a the evening the large tent was carried bodily
ram one field to another, and literally tom to

ASPHALTE PAVING.
At the Freemasons’ Tavern there has been a

crowded meeting, chiefly of omnibus and cab
propnetors, to protest against the use of asphalte
paving for horse-roads. Sir James Lawrence,
M.P., was in the chair, aud the meeting was
addressed by Colonel Beresford, M.P,, and many
large horse-owners. The secretary to the
London General Omnibus Company said they
owned 8,000 horses. Their annual loss on the
old roads was 114

j but since the introduction
of asphalte it had risen to 202. How this can
bo from deaths by failing on asphalte, consider,
ing the comparatively very small proportion of
asphalte road throughout London, he did not
explain

} nor did he speak of the relative number
of horses, although the Omnibus Company now
supply tramways with horses, in addition to
their own omnibuses. That the aspbalte, how-
ever, when greasy, or between wet and dry,
plays serions havoc with horses wo know well
from personal experience. At tho meeting
resolutions were unanimously adopted, con-
demning asphalte, praying Parliament to order
its removal, aud urging the Board of Trade not
to lay any more.

Something must bo done to get rid of the
serions defect in asphalte if the use of it is to be
continued. In other respects,—that is, at other
times than between dry and wet, or in fo^-, its
advantages arc admitted.

°

Wood-paving is turning up again, notwith-
stand its repeated failures both here and in New I

York
J
but it is to be hoped some very difierent

kinds than those heretofore tried will first be
tested. Slipping of horses, we well remember,
was just one of tho chief objections urged to
tliem; aud also their want of lasting nature.

_

Acorrespondentof tho Momiar/ Postspeaks of an
invention of Mr. Norton (of Tube- well notoriety)
which is applicable both to wood and granite’
and renders pavement so constructed perfectly
water-tight and impervious to wet. Mr. Norton’s
process he understands to be as follows:—Blocks
of wood or granite are placed in a mould of any
required dimensions upon a backing of planking
crossed at right angles, and are then em-’
bedded_ m asphalte, the contraction of which
in cooling leaves a vacuum at the top of the
interstices of the blocks, afterwards to bo filled
up with coarse gravel. The wood backing is
also entirely coated with a bituminous cement,
and thus the whole slab is taken from the mould
a homogeneous mass ready for being carted
away to its required destiuation. The fact of
these slabs being manufactured under cover, the
rapidity with which they can be laid, and the
facility of raising them for repairs of gas and
water pipes, are, in his opinion, important
features in Mr. Norton’s system. No delay is
occasioned by wet weather, and he says skilled
labour is uunecessary.

WATER SUPPLY FOR VILLAGES.
Mr. Rose, of Rayners, through the Times,

gives practical advice for securing a supply of
water in villages where there is difficulty in
obtaining it. On the high ground of the Chilterns,
he says, where spring-water is not to be found
at a less depth than 300 ft., a comparatively
inexpensive mode of constructing cottage tanks
has long been successfully practised. The plan
we find to answer is to dispense with all brick-
work for steyning the sides, and merely to
plaster the cement on the earth itself. A cir.
cular pit of the required dimensions is dug out

}

and as soon as solid ground is obtained, a dome
is built over it with bricks or even with old bats,
a manhole being left in the centre, and a pipe
inserted at the side for the inlet of the rain-
water. The pit is then dng to the proper depth,
the earth being drawn up through the manhole,
and the sides are then plastered with three
coats of Portland cement and sand mixed dry,

I

the first coat in the proportion of one part of
cement to three or four of clean rough sand or
shingle

} the second coat, of two parts cement
to three of clean sharp sand; the last coat or
facing, half cement and half sand. The bottom
is first laid with broken tiles, and then cemented
in the same way. The thickness of the three
coats of cement is not together more than one
inch. Built in this way the tanks very seldom
fail, and are less liable to leak than if built in
brickwork and then cemented—which is the
usual and more expensive plan, as the brick-
work, in the process of settling, often cracks the
cement lining, and thus causes leakage. Success
can be secured in any description of soil, whether
clay, chalk, or gravel, and, if done in dry weather,
even in sand or loam, if the bricklayer is care*
ful and the materials are good. A tank 10 ft.
deep and 6 ft. over is the size usually constructed
for two cottages. Experience has proved that a
tank of this size, if properly connected, is very
rarely empty. Am outside estimate of the cost
of such a tank is as follows :—Digging and
leading, ISs.

; ten bushels Portland cement, at
23. 7d., 11. 5b. lOd.

} sand, 48. 6d.
}
250 bricks for

dome and manhole, at 40s., lOs.
;
labour of brick-

layer and labourer, day, 10s. ; total, 31. Ss. 4d.;
but say, with sundries, 41., or at the rate of
21. per cottage, this boon of almost priceless
value can be supplied. It is little more than the

I

cost of a water-butt and its fittings. The dome
is sometimes built after the tank has been dag
to its full depth. Tanks of much larger dimen-
sions can be constructed, aud are equally suc-
cessful. I have one that holds 12,000 gallons.
It was made twenty-five years ago, in soil
partly clay and partly chalk, with a narrow vein
of sand on one side. It holds like a china basin,
and the lining is as sound and impervious as
when first built.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Readinj.—The new Church of St. John the

Evangelist, Reading, has been oonseorated. It
stands on the old site, and is built in the French
Gothic style of architecture of the thirteenth
century. It consists of nave, 85 ft. long by
30 ft. wide, and 54 ft. high to ridge, flanked on
either side by clearstory traceried windows, with
internal arches, supported on Mansfield stone
shafts and carved caps and bases. The roof is
open-timbered, boarded, and felted, and covered
externally with Staffordshire tiles. The chancel
has close-boarded roof, with moulded ribs}
height to centre, 36 ft.

; width, 26 ft. 6 in. ;
length, 30 ft. The transepts are double-gabled
and intersected with aisle-roofs. The tota'

P;
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width from aisle to aisle is 61 ft., and length

from east to west 111 ft. The organ-chamber is

on tho north side of the chancel, and is shut off

from the transept by a carved and traceried

screen. The vestry is 17 ft. by 14 ft. The

entrances are by the tower and a north porch,

and there is a thin outlet by the south transept.

The accommodation in seats on ground-floor is

836, capable of being made 900 by aisle-seats ;

and the gallery, which is over the west end, is

capable of seating 60 children. This gallery is

approached by external winding stone stairs, and

forms a feature of some importance in the west

front. The tower and spire are in course of

erection (a portion of which is included in the

present contract), but only as far as will cover

in the west entrance. The building is of

Kentish rag, with Bath stone dressings. The

window and door heads have ilansfield and Bath

stone arch-stones, set alternately; the whole of

the columns are worked in red Mansfield stones.

It is intended that the tower and spire, when
complete, shall be 150 ft. from base to summit,

the spire being of Bath stone exclusively. The
woodwork is stained and varnished, and the

aisles and chancel are tiled with encaustic tiles.

The lighting is by a series of small jets sur-

rounding each capital in tho nave and transepts,

issuing from a specially designed triplet burner,

giving the building when lighted a pleasing

appearance. The pnlpit is of Caen stone. The
reading-desk is of oak. The cost of the building

will be about 6,0001., exclusive of tower and

spire, which -will cost nearly 2,5001. more. The
boundaries are of the same stone as the main
building

;
and the infant schools, which are in

the same inclosure, in every way correspond

with the genei'al character of the church. Tho
architect is Mr. W. A. Dixon, of London, and the

builders for the whole of the works are Messrs.

Niblett & Son, of Hornsey-riee. The carving

has been executed for Messrs. Niblett & Son by
Sansom, of Kennington, and the gasfitting by
Dyer, of London. The church is heated by
Woodcock’s system of hot air. The duties of

clerk of the works have been performed by Mr.

E. Green.
Margate.—The new Church of St. Paul, Clif-

tonville, on the east side of Margate, has been

consecrated by tho Archbishop of Canterbury.

It accommodates 800.

Fenzance {Cormeall).—The re-opening, after

restoration, of the Church of Paul, near Pen.

zance, has taken place. Paul Church is spacious,

with a high granite tower. The tower is Per-

pendicular
;
bub to a good deal of the fabric it

would not be very easy to assign a date. It con-

sists of a continuous nave and chancel, with north

and south aisles to both, also continuous. The
nave and chancel are separated from the aisles

by arcades of nine bays, which may be described

as of an Early type. The shafts of the columns

are of granite, and mostly monoliths. One
curious feature is presented by the north arcade :

the third bay from the chancel end is very much
smaller than either of the others, the arch being

of more elegant outline, and its shafts—clearly

not the original,—instead of granite, are of a

dark stone, and of Perpendicular character.

The arch is partially blocked by a low wall.

About fifty years ago the church was restored in

the worst fashion of the period. Some few years

ago trne restoration was commenced by the

throwing open of the tower arch and allied woi'k.

What has been done now is the entire re-flooring

and re-seating of the edifice, which has been
executed by Messrs. Olver, of Falmouth, at a
cost of about 5001. When the old floor was
removed, the ground beneath was found to have
been honeycombed with vaults and graves.

These were filled up and secured, and then the

new seating was erected, and the aisles laid

with tiles. A new pnlpit has also been pro-

vided, the chancel improved, and the organ
renovated,—this last by Mr. White, of Penzance.

Nottingtiam .—Holy Trinity Church, Netting-

ham, has been reopened after undergoing resto-

ration. The chief features in the. restoration

are an enlargement of the chancel, the docking
of the high box-shaped pews, and the removal
of the organ and choir from tho west-end gallery

to the chancel. Trinity Church, we understand,
was built in the year 1841, from the designs of
the late Mr. Stevens, of Derby, architect. The
chancel has been lengthened 16 ft. to leave room
for the choir, the east window has been opened,
and, by the kindness of a friend, filled with
stained-glass, by Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, of

London. The window is geometrical in pattern,

with the symbols of the four Evangelists,

flowers, and conventional ornaments in panels.

The chancel is filled with pitch-pine stalls. The
floor of the saoi’arium is laid with Minton’s en-

caustic tiles. In the nave the seats, which were

high boxes, have been cut down, the aisles have

been made straight, the paint has been taken off

the pews and they have been stained and var-

nished. The ceiling of the nave has been deco-

rated principally in the centre part by bands of

colours, with panels between the ventilators.

The work has been carried out at a cost of 1,6501.,

under the personal direction and superintendence

of Mr. W. Arthur Heazell, architect. Messrs.

Hudson & Paeon were contractors for the

builders’ work, assisted by Messrs. Bradley &
Barker in the carpenter and joiner work of the

chancel. The decoration work has been done by
Messrs. Best & Lea, of Manchester. The
painters’ work by Mr. A. Gascoyne. The wood-

work in. the nave by Mr. H. Daubney. The de-

coration of the chancel is to be completed in a

few months’ time, when the new work is dry.

Kirkhy Kncnvle.—The church here has been

reopened after undergoing a restoration. The
church, previous to the restoration, would seat

only 150. Besides the dilapidated state of the

edifice before the commencement of the present

restoration, the place was exceedingly damp and

consequently unhealthy. The nave and chancel

were of the same width, being extremely limited,

and extending only 13 ft. 5 in. across
;
the entire

length of the fabido being 71 ft. 3 in. The roof

was flat and low, and being ceiled \vith plaster,

presented an unsightly appeai'ance ;
whilst the

sittings were inconveniently fitted up and

arranged, and the flooring moist and uneven.

All this is now improved. The plan of the pre-

sent church, built as it is upon the site of the

old, is entirely new. It is much wider, but not

quite BO long as the former structure. The nave

is 35 ft. in length by 21 ft. in breadth; and the

church is 32 ft. long by 18 ft. •wide. The height

of the nave from the floor to the apex of the

roof is 28 ft., and the height of the cliancel is

somewhat less, being 26 ft. The material of

which the church is built is mountain freestone,

obtained in the immediate neighbourhood. The
walling of the edifice is hammer-dressed, and

tho windows and buttresses are of ashlar work.

The tower is at the south-west comer of the

nave. It is square, and the bell-chamber has on

each of its four sides two windows. The parapet

round the summit of the tower is battlcmented,

and it is about 60 ft. in height. The porch is at

tho south-west corner of the nave, and the

church is entered underneath the tower. The
vestry is situated on the north side of the

chancel, with which it communicates ;
and

immediately adjoining it is an organ-chamber or

recess, there being introduced into it the old

chancel arch of limited dimensions, which has been

retained in this position. The flooring of the

old church was taken up, and the present floor

of the nave is of stone paving laid down in con-

crete. The chancel-floor is laid with coloured

tiles from the establishment of Messi’s. Maw &
Co., of the Benthall Tile Works, Shropshire; and

the floor of the sacrarium is paved with encaustic

tiles of rich pattern furnished by the same firm.

The church is Early English. The roofs of the

nave and chancel are similar in character,—high-

pitched, open-timbered, and boarded. Welsh

slates have been used in covering in the roofs,

and the gables terminate with stone crosses.

The nave windows are triplets, the stonework

above the side lights being pierced with quatre-

foils, which, as well as the three lights, are filled

in with plain glass, with the exception of the

margins, which are coloured. Tho chancel

windows are lancet lights of plain glass. The
east window is of three lights, and the west

window of two lights, both being filled in with

plain glass with coloured margins. The seats

are open and of deal, tvith profile ends of pitch

pine, and provided with bookboards. The chancel

is fitted up with stalls. The internal fittings

throughout, as well as the boarding and timbers

of the roofs, have been stained. The church is

dry, and is warmed by means of a hot.air appa-

ratus. Tbe restoration of the church was placed

in the hands of Mr. George Fowler Jones, of York,

and by him it has been carried out. The outlay

has been from 1,2001. to 1,300?. The tradesmen

who have executed the various works are as fol-

lo%v :—Masonry, Mr. Palliser, Northallerton
;
car-

penter and joiners’ work, Messrs. T. Bellerby &
Son, York

;
plastering, Mr. Councillor Bawling,

York
;
plumber, glazier, and stainer, Mr. Coun-

cillor Varvill, Y’otk
;

slaters, Messrs. T. Wood &
Co., York ;

aud warming apparatus, the Sheriff of

York (Mr. Alderman Dove). Mr. Harrison was

tbe clerk of the works.

Leicester.—Christ Chnrch, which has under-

gone considerable repairs and alterations, was
reopened on Thursday, Nov. 19th. The restora-

tion of the exterior was entrusted to Messrs.

Thrall & Vann, masons. The interior has been
reseated with open stalls by Mr. J. Plant, a new
gallery by Mr. J. Norman, and a vestiy by Mr.
T. Duxbury. The heating apparatus has been
carried out by Mr. W. Richards, ironfounder. A
carved oak pnlpit and reading-desk have been
executed by Mr. W. H. Noble, medigeval cabinet-

maker. The old organ has been replaced by a

new one, built by Mr. S. Taylor. The above are

all local tradesmen.

§oijhs

Messrs. Partridge’s Good Little Books.

The Children’s Friend; the Family Friend;

the Band of Hope Review

;

tho Infant’s Maga-
zine

;

and the Friendly Visitor, all well deserve

this title. They are aU of the same class (a

little orer-good, some people may think), and are

noticeable for the excellence of the illustrations.

The infant eye cannot be too early educated in

the right direction.

The yearly part of the Bntish "Workman,

which also comes to us from Messrs. Partridge,

can take only half the title we have given at the

head of this notice : it is a good book, but

not a little one. Of the illlustrations in this

valuable serial we have often spoken. They
are capital specimens of the bolder kind of

wood-engraving,—drawing and engraving alike

good, and moreover they are well printed. The
best block in the world may be nullified in the

printing. The British Workman cannot be too

widely circulated.

An Introduction to the Study of Gothic Architec-

ture. By John Henry Parker, C.B. New
Edition. Oxford and London : Jas. Parker &
Co. 1874.

The fourth edition of the “Introduction to the

Studyof GothicArchitecture,’’just nowpublished,

includes considerable additions, especially in the

foreign part. The Pisan style, for example, is

elucidated
;
and in the English part special

attention is called to tbe construction of walla,

as affording a test for age. It is almost too late

to say that it is a most valuable little work, and

may be studied with pleasure and advantage by

general readers as well as by those who are

studying architecture as a profession. It foims

a companion volume to Sir. Parker’s “Concise

Glossary of Terms used in Architecture,’’ and

the two together may be fairly considered the

Grammar and Dictionary of Gothic Archi-

tecture.

VARIORUM.

The Telegraphic Journal and Electrical Review

(Gillman, Boy-court), bound as a volume, forira

an interesting record of the progress of the

science of telegraphy during the year. Tho
editor of Hardwicke’s Science-Gossip (Mr. J.

E. Taylor), in the last number for 1873, con-

gratulates himself and his readers on the success

of the work, which “ never had a larger

clientele.” We have so strongly urged_ the

necessity for making a place for Natural Science

teaching in any scheme of education worthy the

name that we need scarcely say we hear with

pleasure of tbe success of this serial. An
interest in the study has greatly spread since

Science - Gossip was established. The

People’s Magazine, of which twelve volumes

have now been published by the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge, comes to an

end with this December number. This is to be

regretted. It needed a more special character

than was given to it. “ Old and New
London,” by Walter Thornbury, goes pleasantly

on
;
twelve parts having now been issued.-—

—

“British Battles by Land and Sea” (part xi.),

and the " Illustrated History of England ” (part

xcviii.), come to us from the same publishers as

the last (Messrs. CaB8Qll& Co.). TheDecember

number of the Contemporary Review includes

some interesting letters from tbe late Mrs.

Bro^wning to the author of “Orion ” on literary

and general topics, hitherto unpublished. Others

are promised. Messrs. Henry King & Co.

announce tho publication of a manual of the law

of contracts as aflecting architects, under tbe

title of “ A Legal Handbook for Architects,” by

Edward Jenkins and John Raymond, barristers-

at-law. Tbe current number of the ArU
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Noriliuruhtrland Hou^e,

NE of the last romainingof
the old-fashioned London
mansions of the nobility,

—a house, with its court-

yard and gardens, which
combined within itself the

quietness of a country,

house with the central-

ness and couTenience of a
London one,—is about to

bo destroyed. Here in

the very heart of Western
London gates shut out the
turmoil and bustle around,

and all is quietness within.

Suoh houses as these are

relics .oP former times,

when' great nobles were
princes with hosts of re-

tainers.

If well carried out, a
noble street leading to

tlo Thames Emhankment should be a great
improvement to .Charing-cross,—a place with
perhaps greater capabilities than any other in
London

j but our love of the past makes ns feel
some regret that so well-known an object as the
front of Northumberland Honse should pass
away to make room for it. It is not fine archi-
tectnre, aud it has been so much altered and
rebuilt at various times, that it baa not very
high claims to our notice on account of its
antiquity; yet few places are more familiar to
the Londoner and his country cousins; few fronts
give more character to their neighbourhood. It
is a landmark that we shall miss, and it is not a
mere pun to say that the animal whose striking
figure breaks the skyline, and who may be sup-
posed to guard the portal beneath, is one of the
'' lions of London.” He has been a little thrown
in the shade since Landseer’s lions have sup.
ported Nelson’s Colnmn

; but who does not know
and cherish the story of the man who gathered
a crowd around him in order to see this lion wa<^
his leaden tail ?

°

^The site of Northumberland House was occu-
pied by a building of some pretension as early
as the thirteenth century. This building was
cleared away in the sixteenth century, and after
a short space of time, during which the ground
was unoccupied, the original of the present
house was creoted

; but it was not until some
years after its first building that it received the
name of Northumberland House, and previously
^ero had been two or more Northumberland
Houses in the City. The first of these was
situated m a street since called Bull and Mouth-
street, in Aklersgate Ward, where lived the first
Earl of Northumberland of the Percy line, and
his son, the celebrated Harry Hotspur. When
the Percys were defeated in their struggle
against Henry IV., that king gave their town
house to his wife, when it was called the
Queen s Wardrobe. It was subsequently con.
verted into a printing-office, then into a tavern,
and at last disappeared altogether. The next
Northumberland Honse was in Feuchurch-street,
and was inhabited by the Earls of Northumber-
l^d from the reign of Henry VI. ; but in Stow’s
time the gardens were turned into bowling-alleys,

'

and the mansion into a gaming-house, much
frequented by the rojsterers of that day.
Henry Percy, 9fcli Earl of Northumberland, the
father of the first Earl to live at Charing-cross,
occupied a house in the Blaokfriars. The
plurality of mansions with the same name is a
constant source of confusion, and it is easy to
mistake one for another by supposing a descrip-
tion to refer to Northumberland House in the
Strand, when it was really intended for one now
buried among the warehouses of the City.

In the reign of Henry III., William Marshal,
Earl of Pembroke, founded and endowed a hos-
pital and convent called St. Mary Ronncivall, on
the strand of the Thames, at the village of
Charing, near the place where the cross was
afterwards erected. This hospital was a cell

or appanage to the Priory of Roncesvalles in
Navarre

; and when certain alien priories were
suppressed by Henry V., St. Mary Rouncivall
was among the number. In 1476, however, it

was refounded by Edward IV. for a fraternity or
brotherhood, and continued to be so appropriated
until the suppression of the religions houses by
Henry VIII. The chapel and its appurtenances
were granted in the year 1549 to Sir Thomas
Cawarclen, by Edward VI., to be held in soccage
of the Honour of Westminster; but soon after
coming into the possession of Henry Howard,
Earl of Northampton, younger son of the poet
Earl of Surrey, ho razed the whole building to
the gi’ound. In Ant. van den Wyngrerde’s plan
of Loudon in the Sutherland collection (Bodleian
Library, Oxford, 1543), St. Mary’s Hospital is

shown as a fine building at the water’s edge, a
little to the south-east of Charing-cross

; but in
Aggas 8 view, published about twenty years later,
the site is marked as unoccupied. On the vacant
ground Northampton built himself a brick man.
Sion, Peter Cunningham says about 1605, but it

was probably earlier. It is a matter of dispute
as to what architects are to bo looked upon as
the original designers of the house. Some say
that Northampton himself made his own design,
and left it to be carried out by Bernard Jansen,
and there appears to be no doubt that Jansen
was engaged in the building of the house. The
front, however, does not seem to have been by
him, and has been attributed by some to Miles
Glover, and by others to Gerard Chrismaa.
Horace Walpole makes the following remarks as
to the claims of the latter architect,—“ Before
the portal of that palace was altered by the late
Duke of Northumberland, there were in a frieze
near the top, in largo capitali*, C. JE., an enigma
long inexplicable to antiquaries. Vertue found
that at the period when the house was built lived
Chrismas, an architect and carver of reputation,
who gave the design of Aldersgato, and cut the
ias-relief on it of James I. on horseback, and
thence concluded that those letters signified

Chrismas mdificavit,” Surmounting the facade,
there was a border of capital letters in place of
a railing or parapet, and wo learn from Camden’s
“Annals of the Reign of James I.,” that at the
funeral of Queen Anne of Denmark, a youn"
man among the spectators was killed by the fall

of the letter S from the top of Northampton
House. Cunningham found a corroboration of
this statement in the burial register of the
Churoh of St. Martiu-in-the-Fields, where,
under date 14 May, 1619, the burial is recorded
of “ William Appleyard, slayne by a stone falling

from My Lord Treasurer’s house.” According
to a MS. note by Inigo Jones, in his copy of
Palladio in Worcester College, O.xford, the front
was 162 ft. in length, and the court 81 ft. square.
The Mansion was first known as Northampton

House
;
but the Earl of Northampton left it by

will to his nephew, Thomas Howard, Earl of
Suffolk, who took possession of it ac his uncle’s
death in 1614, from which date it received the
name of Suffolk House,—a name by which it

continued to be known for many years after,
wards. Neither of these two men has added much .

lustre to the history of the house, for Lord
Northampton was implicated in the crimes of
his great-niece, the notorious Countess of Essex,
and baa been described as foolish when young
and infamous when old; and Lord Suffolk, who
was Lord Treasurer, was fined heavily for his
frauds upon the king.

In 1642 Suffolk House came into the posses-
sion of the Percys, by the marriage of Elizabeth
daughter of Theophilus, second Earl of Suffolk,
with Algernon Percy, tenth Earl of Northnmber-
land, and Lord High Admiral of England. Wo
do not know when the house first took the name
of Northumberland, but it was probably not
until some years after this marriage, because
Evelyn still writes of it as Suffolk House in
16o8. The son of this Earl aud Countess (Josce-
line, Earl of Northumberland) dying in 1670
without male issue, Northumberland House
became the property of his only daughter, Eliza-
both Percy, the heiress of the Percy estates, and
for eighty years there was no Earl of Northum-
berlaud. This young lady was looked upon as
a great matrimonial prize, and was twice a
virgin widow and three times a wife before she
was seventeen. Her first husband was Henry
Cavendish, Earl of Ogle

; her second, Thomas
Thynne, of Longleat, known as “Tom of Ten
Thousand,” who was murdered in the Hay.
market by the accomplices of Count Konigsmark,
who wished to obtain possession of the widow,
himself; and her third was Charles Seymour,
the proud Duke of Somerset, who survived her.
The Duke and Duchess lived in groat state and
magnificence at Northumberland House, which
continued to be so called on account of the exist-
ence already of a Somerset House in the Strand.
Anthony Henley, wishing to annoy the Duke,
addressed a letter to him “ over against the
trunk-shop at Charing-cross.” The next ocou-
pant of the house was Algernon, seventh Duke
of Somerset, who was created Earl of Northum-
bei'land in 1719, with remainder, failing iasuo
male, to Sir Hugh Smithson, barb., the husband
of his only daughter, Elizabeth. He died
February 7, 1749-50, and in 1766 Smithson, who
had taken the surname of Percy, was created
Duke of Northumberland, but the title was not
to descend to any child by another wife than
Elizabeth, the true representative of the Percy
line, and from these two the present Duke is

descended.

We have as yet only mentioned the first
building

; but since 1605 great alterations have
been made in it, so that, in fact, with the excep-
tion of the front, little of the old bouse now
remains. Lord Northampton’s mansion consisted
of a front with two wings to the south, and the
principal apartments were situated in the Strand
front, but his successor preferred to bo more
secluded, and built a fourth side, which he
made the chief portion of the house, It is

frequently stated that this alteration was
made by the Earl of Northumberland, but
there is reason to believe that it was before
his time, aud it is not improbable that Inigo
Jones was the architect engaged for the pur-
pose. In the discussion of such a question
as the present old views are of the greatest
value, and we shall therefore make a few
remarks upon somo of those of Northumberland
House. There is an undated view of Suffolk
House in Wilkinson’s Londina Illustrata, copied
from a drawing by Hollar, in the Pepysian
Collection at Cambridge, which is supposed
to have been executed iu the early part of
the reign of Charles I. It represents a large
masstvo square building with towers at the
four corners, not unlike in general appearance
to part of the Tower of London. The domestic
offices were detached from the main building and
reached to the waterside, forming a wall, with
steps leading down to the river. In Wilkinson’s
book there is also a view of old Somerset House,
taken from a painting in Dulwich College, which
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represents that place as it appeared previously

to the alterations made by Inigo Jones to

fit it for tte iise of Henrietta Maria, and in

t'le distance Suffolk House with its four towers

is shown as it appears in the view just referred

to. Peter Cunningham doubts whether Inigo

Jones had anything to do with the south side,

because Evelyn speaks of it as new in 1G58, but

most probably Evelyn refers to some altera-

tions made at that date. He writes, “ The

new front towards the garden is tolerable,

were it not drowned by a too massy

and clumsy pair of stairs, without any

neat invention.” At all events, we know that a

r-arden.front was in existence some time before

1658. The engraving, taken from Canaletti’s

painting of the street-front, was published in

1753, and represents it as it appeared after

having been completely renovated. Four obelisks,

surmounted with lamps, are marked as placed

hy the curbstones along the front. There is a

view of the garden-front, by G. Wale, in Dods-

ley’s “ London and its Environs” (1761). Great

alterations were made at Nortbuniberland House

in the years 1748-1752, which were begun by

Algernon Duke of Somerset, and completed by

his son-in-law and daughter, the Earl and

Countess of Northumberland.

We printed, on the 15th of April, 1871, an

article by Mr. Wyatt Papwortb, in which

he communicated two interesting letters from

the Duchess of Somerset to Lady Lux-

borough, describing the works in progress,

and expressing herself as frightened at the

sum her husband was spending upon them.

The duke put aside 10,000i., but in June, 1749,

he bad already spent 14,0001 ,
and his wife

thought that, with the purchase of certain

houses, &c., he would spend as much more. The

completed improvements are described as follows

in Dodeley’a ” London” “The street was im-

mediately made wider, and the front next to it

compleated. . - - The four sides of the court

were new faced with Portland stone, and finished

in the Roman style of architecture, so as to

form, as it were, four stately fronts. Two new
wings were also added, being above 100 ft. in

length, and extending from the garden-front

towards the Thames. By means of these addi-

tions Northumberland House is more than twice

as large as it was when first built by Lord

Northampton. The entrance into it is on

the side of the court opposite to the great

gateway
;

the vestibule is about 82 ft. long,

and more than 12 ft. broad, being properly

ornamented with columns of the Doric order.

Each end of it communicates with a stair-

case, leading to the principal apartments,

which face the garden and the Thames. They

consist of several spacious rooms, fitted up in

the most elegant manner. The ceilings are

embellished with copies of antique paintings or

fine ornaments of stucco, richly gilt.” Mr.

Papwortb supposes that the street front was

rebuilt at this time, but this was not so, for

there con be no doubt that the stone portion ol

the facade above the gateway with the bow-

window are the remains of the original building.

The parapet was new in place of the old letters,

and if the towers were rebuilt they were copies

of the old ones. The Duchess of Somerset

writes, “My lord will do a good deal to the front

in order to make it appear leas like a prison

and an Architect, writing in the Gentleman’s

ifagazine (vol. l.xxxii., part i.), describes the

“general repair of the front” as consisting “in
new pointing and facing the brickwork, re-

cutting the stone ornaments, &c.,” and adds

that the Adams were believed to be the archi-

tects employed, but according to an engraving of

the front published in 1752 it would appear
that Daniel Garrett was the architect. The
same writer affirms that his friend J. Carter

informed him “that in 1752 his father made the

model from which the Lion in the centre of the

elevation was cast in lead.” It shows how
opinions change to find that Ralph, who was one

of the chief arbiters of architectural taste in the

last century, specially condemns the portal. He
writes, “Northumberland House is very much in

the Gothic taste, and of course cannot be sup-

posed very elegant and beautiful, and yet there

is a grandeur and majesty in it that strikes

every spectator with a veneration for it : this

owing entirely to the simplicity of its parts, the

greatness of its extent, and the romantic air of

the towers at the angles. The middle of the

front next the Strand is certainly much more
antient than any other part of the building, and,

though finished in a very expensive manner, is a

verv mean and trifling piece of work. It may,

indeed, preserve the idea of the original pile,

and acquaint the moderns with the antiquity of

their forefathers; but then it breaks the uni-

formity of the whole, and might bo spared with

more propriety than continued.”*

Northumberland House has more than once

suffered severely from fire. The following is an

account of one that occorred on Saturday,

March 18, 1780 :
—“ It broke out about five in

the morning, and raged till eight, in which time

it burnt from the east end, where it began, to

the west. Among the apartments consumed, are

those of Dr. Percy, Dean of Carlisle. We are

happy to inform our readers that the greatest

part of the doctor’s invaluable library is for-

tunately preserved.” — Gentleman’ s Magazine,

vol. 50.

Although we know that the old hospital of

St. Mary extended to the water’s edge, as did

also old Suffolk House, we cannot fi.od when the

piece of ground between the garden-wall and

the Thames was cut off, and the present road

made. In 1750, the Duchess of Somerset re-

fers to the duke’s hope of obtaining “the re-

mainder of the Duke of Chandos’s grant for

Scotland-yard, which be is in treaty for, in

order to carry down his garden, and open a view

from bis house to the Thames.” In Pennant’s

“London” (1791), this is referred to as

follows :
—“ThelateDuke received a lease from,

the Crown of all the intervening ground as far

as the river
;
and within these very few years

an absolute exchange for certain lands in Nor-

thumberland, to erect batteries on against

foreign invasion, at the period when the project

of universal fortification prevailed. A little

time may see every nuisance removed, and a

terrace arise in their stead, emulating that of

Somerset House.” Again, in 1817, we find (in

the Gentleman’s Magazine) this matter men-
tioned, but still nothing apparently was done,

and all remained as before. “ The Duke of Nor-

thumberland, it is said, has concluded a treaty

with the Commissioners of the Crown Lands, for

exchanging the site of the Tynemouth Barracks,

which are built on his grace’s property, for the

ground adjoining the garden of Northumberland

House, which extends to the bank of the Thames,

where a noble terrace is to be formed. The
present carriage-way leading into Northumber-

land-street from Scotland-yard is to bo arched

over.” The garden is described in Dodsley’s

“ London,” ns forming “ a pleasing piece of

scenery before the principal apartments, for it

consists of a fine lawn, surrounded with a neat

gravel walk, and bounded next the walls by a

border of curious flowers, shrubs, and ever-

greens.”

Intimately mixed up with our interest in

an old building is the life lived by those who
have inhabited it, but a history of the Howards
and Pcrcys, who have been the owners of Nor-

thumberland House would be out of place here.

Nevertheless, we may mention a few of the

associations that occur upon the surface. It

was in one of the apartments of this house that

the Earl of Northumberland held a conference

with General Monk and several leading men,

when the restoration of Charles II. was for the

first time proposed in direct terms “ as a mea-

sure absolutely necessary to the peace of the

kingdom.”
As we have mentioned before, Bishop Percy

fonnd a home in Northumberland House. He
dedicated his “ Reliques” to Elizabeth, Countess

ofNorthumberland, and she and her husband were

always kind friends to him. Percy was the son

and gi-andson of a grocer, but he drew up for

himself a pedigree in which his aim was to

identify his family with that of the descendants

of Ralph, younger brother to the third Earl of

Northumberland. Had this descent been capable

of proof, the bishop would have been himself

Earl of Northumberland, bub it is doubtful

whether he believed in the claim, and it is certain

that his patrons did not recognise in him a pre-

tender to their honours. Goldsmith has left us

an amusing account of his first introduction to

the Duke of Northumberland, who, after reading

“ The Traveller,” bad expressed a wish to see

the poet. “ I dressed myself in the best manner
I could, and after studying some compliments I

thought necessary on such an occasion, proceeded

to Northumberland House, and acquainted the

servants that I bad particular business with the

Duke. They showed me into an antechamber

where, after waiting some time, a gentleman^

very elegantly dressed, made his appearance^

* We remember noticing at an old building in Reading
some years ago, a pair of gates nearly identical witb those

in the fagade ofwhich we are speaking.

Taking him for the Duke, I delivered all the fins

things that I had composed in order to compli-

ment him on the honour he had done me ;
when,

to my great astonishment, he told me I had mis-

taken him for his master, who would see mo
immediately. At that instant the Duke came

into the apartment, and I was so confounded on

the occasion, that I wanted words barely suffi-

cient to express the sense I entertained of the

Duke’s politeness, and went away exceedingly

chagrined at the blunder I had committed.”

The stories in which Hugh, Duke of Northum-

berland, and his Duchess figure are numerous in

the pages of Walpole, and that ill-natured letter-

writer was never happier than when he was able

to set them in a ridiculous light. Sion House

was too near to Strawberry -hill to please him,

and the doings of the “Duke and Duchess of

Charing. cross,” or “ their majesties of Middlesex,

as he called them, always seem to have excited

his bile. The Duke, when Sir Hugh Smithson,

bart., of Stanwick St. John, near Richmond, in

Yorkshire, was considered to be the handsomest

man of bis time, and a story was current that the

great heiress, bearing that he had been crossed

in love, expressed to a friend her astonishment

that any one could refuse such a man as Sir

Hugh. On this encouragement he spoke and

was accepted. The noble family of Northum-

berland have always been famed for their hos-

pitality and humanity. The name of Smilhsou

has obtained fame and an adjectival form in the

United States, where the munificence of an

Englishman (who claimed some kind of con-

nexion with the noble family of Northnmber-

land) has given that country the opportunity of

raising a noble institution for the advancemeob

and popularisation of science. Previously to 1851

those few who obtained admission to the fine

apartments of this grand old mansion, did so

with considerable difficulty, and few, therefore,

had any idea of what was behind the familiar

front; but in that year, when multitudes visited

London and the Great Exhibition, the house was

thrown open to the public, and thousands

availed themselves of the privilege to walk

across the oonrtyard and up the handsome

marble staircase, of which we give a view,*

into the noble ballroom and picture gallery,

where they saw, among other fine things, the

Cornaro family by Titian, for which Algernon,

Earl of Northumberland, gave Vaudyck 1,000

guineas, and a wonderful vase, which now has a

story of its own. We may add that the stair,

case we have illustrated was designed by the

elder Mr. Candy. The railing is of brass, gilt
;

the steps aud columns are of marble j
the capitals

of bronze.

Soon the rooms will bo empty, and a site

which has been occupied by buildings for more

than six centuries will be cleared to make way

for a street which is intended to open up from

Charing-cross a view of our fine embankment.

FROM LEICESTER-SQUARE—TO ROSS.

Few of us would in all likelihood wish to

show ourselves purblind enough— to indulge in

virtuous indignation at, or even friendly remon.

strance with, Mr. Talk and his coproprietors of

the right recently awarded to them judicially,—

of not advertising on hoardings in Leicester-

square. According to their various characters,

however, we might hear, if we listened, from

various people various expressions of opinion as

to the proceedings of these historic persons

not (to put the case mildly) reaching the acme

of praise. We have happily,—the most of us

middle-classes,—been born and bred to so hand-

some a respect for legal decisions,— and to, if

possible, a still more decided reverence for the

possessors of tangible property, that we hold

customarilyourindividual judgments in suspense,

and bate our breaths before the winners of the

substitutes of civilisation for Choctaw scalps,—

in a way that should entitle us to the admiring

reverence of less happy nations. But at times

we come on exceptional cases,—instances of the

variety that is plausibly said to be, at least,

better than monotony,—and then in place of the

normal silence or awe, we are stirred by a sense

of novelty to articulate expression,—to_ con-

fessions of our inmost thoughts as startling it

may be in themselves as the shouts of

pman with which S. T. C.’s laconic, very

mono-syllabic friend, — welcomed the adveufc

of a batch of apple-dumplings after his own

Peart Not tbat the confessions

for the most part indicate in the least,—that

• See p. 1007-
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Tulkiam is other tljan a virtuous, ancl, on the
whole, veiy natural development of well-regu-
lated minds. Let no timid reader fear that any
speculative crotchets—outside things regularly
accepted—shall be allowed to give themselves
air in this connexion. As wo have put the
matter pretty clearly above, the acme of praise
may not have been reached, bnt that pleasant
ingredient has not been forgotten. “Perse-
verance in pursuit of property - rights against
powerful persons,”—a phrase that in the due
arrangement of capital letters might appro-
priately figure in play-bills next week,—shows
that one feature of the case at least has struck
the imagination pretty forcibly of some lineal

descendant,—or, let us say, some kinsman in
spirit,—of John Hampden, or perhaps of the
Claimant. And so we have to progress through
the mystic mazes of suddenly-formed opinion,
or deep conviction now first expressed, or doubt,
or controversy, clouding or illumining to all

seeming the ordinarily-placed seats of intellect

now temporarily stirred up to so unusual an
interest in the affairs of other people. But
who shall, without some sense of being per.
sonally wearied, repeat all the wise sayings of
others, in addition to his own ? These last may
bo looked on without discomplaoency

j
bantlings

are sometimes loved the better for their crooked-
ness, and sometimes for their want of any
eccentricities, but who of the most well-iuten-
tioned of human kind can regard with other
than an eye of pity and condescension the
crippled, rickety, fetishes that fill other souls
with satisfaction,—deep in proportion to the
blindness of their vision. This,—at any rate, in
default of better excuse,—might be accepted as a
fair apology for not attempting to echo public
opinion in London and elsewhere, as recently
expressed,—on the subject of private interests
and their relations to the interests of the com.
munity. When should the management of land
be taken out of the hands of individuals, to
be devoted to public uses, and managed by
public bodies ? When does such an appropria-
tion become a matter of imperative necessity, or
of policy approaching it ? Should the will of
the present holder have much weight, or a little,

or none at all ? Ought the laws to insist on con-
sent, as in cases of individual obligation (mar-
riage, for instance),—to look on the connexion
of a man and his lands and houses as too sacred
to be touched by any divorcing hand P On all

such details wo should,—in such an attempt to
bring into evidence the popular judgment,

—

no doubt, find ourselves face to face with
the very painful difficulty that puzzles a Par-
liamentary loader at times,—when his oppo-
oenta and his supporters, with charming
unanimity, take to cross-voting and a general
disposition to follow,—each for himself,—his
own lead. It is just possible, in fact, that
such a state of affairs might by candid critics

be oddly enough described as indescribable
confusion,—the “chaos” of Carlylese. What a
happy solution of all our difficulties,'—what
drawing of easy breath after imminent but
avoided perils,—when we seem to be perma-
nently out of the quandary, and once again
availiugourselves of our usual common sense!—
the solid and sober Macadam, instead of the
broken paths of more elevated regions ! This,
with a happy instinct, is soon reverted to as the
right path for practical people. Why arrive at
principles at all, when we can get on very well,
for the most part, without them ? Why make
ourselves logic mills, and grind on system?
Why determine what wo ought to do in general
when each case can be taken on its merits—
merits being credited to cases all round by an
agreeable fiction ? Why decide whether public
authorities or public companies should acquire
the property of different people when, as a
matter of fact, most owners,—almost all reason,
able men, in fact,—show no disposition to com-
plain if they can get more than value for what
they sell ? By the time that the answering of a
captious hunter for ideas had reached this stage,
ho might deem it hopeless to drive the matter
further, his opponents being so comfortablv en-
trenched and defended as well by nature 'with
such effective armour against taunts that to
tempt them into the open would be a task that
would bother a charmer with the powers of the
pied piper of Hamelyn,

Left then to his own conclusions, and bereft
of all chance of such counsel, might not our
inquiring friend without wickedness allow hia
mind to range seemingly, even if it may be a little

aimlessly, beyond the region of compensations
assessed by twelve men in a box with their

attendant incidents ? Might he—not forget, bnt
for a few moments suspend—his admiring gaze
at some of the ways of virtue and common
sense, that do not hide their course behind
screens in these days of unlimited publicity.

The claims of 2'i,OOOZ. compensation, the sup.
porting evidence given on oath by skilled, emi-
nent, and honourable advocate-experts, — the
couuter.evidence by equally reverenced wit-

nesses as to a 12,000L only properly due— (all

admirable at standing fire), the summing-up of

the judge directing the puzzled jury how to do
what he happily need not attempt,—the verdict

for ISjOOOJ.,—showing so manifestly the progress
of education and the skill of one at least of the

jury in performing the operations of addition
and division—these ever now comedies—interest-

ing as so many good plays properly furnished
with racy dialogue are,—in spite of old plots,

—

when well acted and mounted :—these must be
lefD until the soul in hunger reverts, as it may
be trusted to do in time, to them among the
other evidences of progress, and “the widening
of the thoughts of men.”
Troth to tell, so erratic and inexplicable may

at times be those same thoughts, that ours bad
wandered—where does the reader say ?—to

Ilerodes Attiens, citizen of Athens in the time
of Hadrian, and to the curious custom tbeu
prevalent of erecting great public works at

private expense. What odd developments of

character can be effected by training and ex-

ample, and other similarly powerful influences !

To-day in Peking, as Mr. Simpson testffies (see

p. 992, ante), men will be found in their wooden
sentry-boxes begging that benevolent people will

purchase from these habitants the right to make
the boxes a little less spiky than (without the
money payment) conscience requires; and abso-
lately finding in time sufficient numbers to pay
over their money, and confide in the hononr of

the other parties to the bargains. Here is an
odd enough instance of the force of custom, and
the rest ! Sufficiently odd, one might think, for

the most eager searcher after instances but
a good few centuries ago “the opulent senators
of Rome and the provinces esteemed it an
hononr, and almost an obligation, to adorn the

splendour of their age and country.” What an
atmosphere—fit to breed disordered fancy

—

seems to hang about one sometimes—in con-
temifiating the aberrations of others! “Mad
doctors,” it is said—probably with some truth,

—

need to cultivate the intimate friendship of

people possessing the sanest and most evenly,

balanced and trained minds, in order to

keep firm within themselves their confidence
in their own sanity ; to correct by these
healthy influences the strange mental and
moral suiToundings in which they are placed
by their every-day business. Some such corrective

would be necessary to most of us sober-minded
moderns, if we bad piled upon us, too often, or

too much in a heap, the records of the strange
private benefactions of heathens in the early

centuries, before Christianity had leavened the

world. Herod is but one instance among many.
He, by the bye, well merits the naturalisation of

his name among us, by the docking of its ter-

mination—a process which one De Quincey has
made out clearly to be a sign of appreciation on
this side of awe, instancing the Tacitus, whose
character would forbid such trifling, and the
Horace (Horatius) who would seem to invite it.

Not to talk of Herod’s youthful frolic, when
prefect of the free cities of Asia, himself fur-

nishing 100,0001., the additional expense beyond
the public grant, for supplying Troas with water.
Omitting this, his small beginning, his works at

Athens, the Stadium and Odeum in memory of

his wife Regilla, give one the impression of good,
will. “Nor,” adds Gibbon, “was the liberality

of that illustrious citizen conSned to the walls

of Athens. The most splendid ornaments be-

stowed on the Temple of Neptuno in the Isth-

mus, a theatre at Corinth, a stadium at Delphi,

a bath at Thermopylm, and an aqueduct at

Canusium in Italy, were insufficient to exhaust
his treasures. The people of Epirus, Thes-
saly, Eubcea, Bceotia, and Peloponnesus, ex-

perienced his favours
;
and many inscriptions

of the cities of Greece and Asia gratefully

stylo Herodes Atticus their patron and bene-

factor.” Here is the translation

of one now remaining,—“To the High Priest of

t^e Ceesars,—Tiberius Claudius Herodes,—on
account of bis goodwill and beneficence towards
his country.” Heir to immense treasures,

married well, held public offices,— could he
avoid spending the wealth that came to him P

—

somehow ?—sometimes well, sometimes badly ?

and if a little greedy of the nnsolid pudding
called praise, could he satisfy his appetite more
fully than by public works ? These are the
suggestive comments of all who pride themselves
on their knowledge of mankind,—a phrase which
of course usually means a ready discernment of
all the real and imaginary resemblances between
their endowments and those of pigs
Quickly, therefore, forsaking for the nonce the
typical example of the ancient world,—in order
to seek a true kinsman, heir to hia best ways,

—

who shall at the same time not be obnoxious on
account of similar evil qualities,—what wonder
if memory lights on the Man of Ross ?

“ Of debts, and taxes, wife and children clear,
This man posaoss'd—five hundred pounds a-year.”

No large fortune and no Regilla here, it will be
observed

!

But planting, water supplies, public seats, build-
ings, almshouse, marriage-portions, ’prentice fees,
personal service to the sick, and reconcilement
of friends,—in such works, though on so different
a scale and scene, does the same spirit show
itself? Have we here the 1 in. to a foot Herod
drawn to i-in. scale, but with spirit quite equal
to the larger and older production ? .... This
architectural simile wakens one from dreaming.
What can be the necessity for pointing out again
the old acknowledged facts of life in the world ?

Who doubts that w'e are all in one boat, and will
do well to help our shipmates P—and that many
of us have it in our power at times to do many
services, whether we be rich or poor ?—that gifts
to the public, adding to the common possessions
of localities of the nation, are particularly
graceful things, pleasant to all time ?—that gifts
may range from the ready surrender at a mode-
rate rate of legal rights “of no use to any one
but the owner,” up to the munificence of a Mr.
Peabody ? Who is not pleased to acknowledge
that such gifts and the disposition that prompts
them are not absent nowadays, and that they
would, strange it might appear, be all the
pleasanter if they came still more frequently
into eight ? And, if it is to be considered one
of the proper features of a sentimental ramble
of this kind, to speak all the truth all round,

—

who doubts that architects, surveyors, engineers,
and builders have the best of reasons for looking
with satisfaction on all new manifestations and
growths of this kind of virtue ?

MESSRS. COCKS & BIDDULPH’S NEW
BANK BUILDINGS.

The new banking premises in Cbaring-cross
which have for some time been in course of
erection for Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph, & Co., have
just been completed and opened for business.

The building, which has been erected from
designs furnished by Mr. Coad, of Duke-street,
Adelphi, is lofty as compared with the rest of
the build'Ugs in the neighbourhood. In addition
to a deep and substantially - built basement,
specially designed for bank purposes, the build-
ing contains a lofty ground-floor, with two upper
stories, above which are dormers, with a high-
pitched roof. Tte height of the building
from the street level to the top of a pro-
jecting cornice is 50 ft., the wall facing of the
structure being carried 10 ft. higher by three
large dormers. The ground-floor portion of the
building is of red Mansfield stone, with pilasters

between each of the semicircular-headed win-
dows, and quoins at each angle. There are
two entrances to the premises, uniform in

design with the windows, the principal entrance
to the banking-room being at the east angle.
The upper portion of the elevation is executed
in red Suffolk bricks, with ganged brick dress-
ings and rusticated pilasters, the window-heads
and sills, as well as the cornice and the seg-
mental pediments surmounting the dormers,
together with the chimney caps, being in

Blashfield terra-cotta, from the manufactory at
Stamford. The roof is covered with Broseley
tiles.

The basement is provided with four isolated
strong-rooms, covered over with Dennett’s fire-

proof arches, which are also introduced into
other portions of the building. The banking-
room occupies the whole of the front portion
of the ground-floor. Its dimensions are 40 ft. by
30 ft., and it is 18 ft. in height, the walls from
the floor to the ceiling being entirely faced with
encanstic tiles. A dado, in chocolate-coloured
tiles, is carried round the apartment; whilst
the upper portions of the walls are in panels
formed of light-coloured tiles, with slate-

coloured borders. The ceiling is also divided
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into concave panelling, formed of fireproof

arches, carried on girders extending across the

entire width of the apartment. The floor of the

banking.room, as also the floors in tho other

portions of the bailding, are all of oak, as well

as the window-frames. The bank-counters and
the whole of the fittings are in ebonised polished

mahogany. The bank-parlours are immediately

to the rear of the banking-room, and are

uniform in their mural finish with the banking-

room the walls being in panelled tiles, with a

aurronndiog dado. It may here be stated, as an

interesting fact in connexion with the old

banking establishment, that when the building

was demolished, to make way for the new struc-

ture, it was determined to retain the old bank-

parlour, out of respect to the elder Mr. Cockerell

(father of the late Professor Cockerell), from
whose designs it was erected. This detormina-
tion has been rigidly cai-ried out in the construc-

tion of the new building, the fabric of the old

bank-parlour having been preserved, and tho

walls refaced with tiles, and otherwise decorated,

so as to harmonise with the adjoining banking-
room and new bank parlour. We have omitted
to say, that in addition to the strong-rooms in the

basement of the building, there is another strong,

room, on the ground-floor, at the rear of the bank-
ing-room. The walls ofthe staircases and passages
leading to the upper floors of the building are

nuiform with the ground-floor portion already
described, being faced with varied-coloured orua-

mental tiles, with a chocolate dado. Dennett’s
arched flreproof floors are carried up to the
second-floor of the bailding, and the first story

has an oak floor, and is fitted in mahogany and
teak. The upper portion of the building will be
occupied as residences by the officials connected
with the bank.
The contractors are Messrs. George Trollope &

Sons, who have substantially executed the whole
of the works.

WINTER EXHIBITION : INSTITUTE OF
PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS.

Thebe is more difference, this year, than
custom, and fog, and the davkuesa that more
than fitfully veils the checrfullest winter-time
for this metropolis, can wholly account for, in

this present show of drawings and sketches that
the members of the Institute of Painters in
Water Colours ofier for their winter exhibition :

more than the odds betwixt sunlight and sun-
bumer this time : and those who would like to
know what an exhibition at this gallery would bo
like without the marvels of Mr. E. H. Corbould’s
stippling and the deep gummy richness of his
purples, and strong browns

5 of Mr. Edward
Warren’s blue skies, golden cora-fields, and
beechen glades

;
or the pink and lemon atmo-

spheres that prevail when Mr. C. Vacher paints
the East; and Mr. J. D. Linton’s exquisite finish

that makes pictures out of nearly nothing, have
a chance now : for absence of these well-known
attributes is amongst the strongest reason for

any perceptible distinctiveness tliat marks this

December from April at 53, Pall-mall.

The charm of charms is modesty, aud the
ntter want of anything that shows pretentious-
ness leaves quite a quiet glow of glory to shed
meek effulgence on small and pretty things
which abound. But Mr. Louis Haghe’s draw-
inga, however small, are more than pretty
things,—always. He is one of the first half,
dozen who proved that water-colour could
fulfil almost any requirement as a painter’s
manual. Of his contributions,—some eight
or nine, — none have greater interest than
the sketch of “ Vargas taking tho Oath before
the Duke of Alva, previous to his becoming Pre-
sident of the ‘Conseil dea Troubles’” (175);
for, apart from its being a brilliant and ad-
mirable little drawing, it recalls the picture
made years ago, when leading painters of to-day
were little boys at school. “The Sortie” of
burgher soldiery, in buff jerkin, morion, and
breastplate (205), and “The Return” (255),
with early morning light on the night’s disaster,
are quite in the vein of Mr. Hughe’s style, thoogh
these conspicuous woiks have evidently been
made with the intention of distinguishing the
class of performance that the minor considera-
tion for winter-show should set forth as promise
of something better for summer. Goodness
knows how good these clever works might have
been if black had not been so positively painted
black ! It takes honest men all their life-

time,—not an hour longer,— to leai-n that it is

not always necessary or wise to speak ugly

truths, unless asked for them. Mr. John Absolon

is running a neck-and-neck race with colour-

printing : who can but hope that be will be the

winner, even whilst block paint is taking the

long strides that a halt at some shop-wiudows
will any day recount ? What dash and force

there are in the score of instances that clever

Mr. Absolon gives of whut a “diggings” an
eighteen-cake colour-box is to him. “ Peeling
Potatoes” (16); “Charity” (34); “Going to

Market” (86); or any one of such subjects as

ho may meet with at a “ Sketching Club ” (15.3),

are sure to be turned to good account by this

indefatigable sketcher, who sketches everj’thing

;

a remark that could in no way be applied to

Mr. C. Green, for he sketches nothing, and, what-
ever the nature of the work may be, the work-
manship never differs. Extreme finish aud gen-
tility of taste are the all-in-all of such represen-
tation of modern young-lady-likeness, with choice

old furniture for its background, as he introduces

here (330), and have done nearly all that has
been done to make up a pretty little old-fashioned

interior, with a father and daughter receiving
“ The Post-bag ” from the messenger, who has
just arrived with it (351), for incident. Two
studies of Irish character (337), very common
type of the conventional kind, are less grateful

for the pains that have been taken to niake the

most of ihom.
Mr. G. C. Kilburt.e’s idea of completeness

exceeds Mr. Green’s even. “Blue Bells” (332),

giving a title to a family agroupmont in a wood
of higher social grade than the busier peasant
people who are “Coming Home” (340) to a
cottage that is a long walk from the village, is

a specimen of “ the sweetly pretty,” but .the

method of its presentation is far nearer in

affinity to what photography makes cheaper, and
the practised hand of the artist dearer.

Mr.A.C. Gow’smolodmmatio villain, “Securing
the Title Deeds” (66), aud making a bad
“exit C”; Mr. E. J. Gregory’s “Pet of the
Crew” (80), and Mr. V. W. Bromley’s weak
warrior, or respectable armourer (teetotal),

apostrophising a cracked helmet (284), are

noticeable as much for finish as for the small

end gained by it.

Most of Mr. F. J. Skill’s drawings aro agree-

ably free from affectation, and that of a “Misty
Morning on the Dart ” (3) leaves the impres-
sion of its being really a study of nature.

“ The Young Shrimpers,” by Mr. Hugh Carter

(50), and an admirably luminous portrait of an
old “ Dutch Fishwife— Scheveningen ” (262), by
the same, as well as Mr. Jozef Israel’s “ Evening
Sorrow,” of one younger, but a widow (2-46),

might be oft'ered for a comparison, and as to what
should bo the worth of half that is called

example of water-colour art, judgment should
be arrived at by weight of evidence of effect

rather than tliat of colour and labour it takes to

get an effect.

Though Mr. Guido Bach has acquired extra-

ordinary freedom and power in his use of the
medium (life-sized heads such as that of the

“Peasant from the Abruzzi” (269), studied

from the real, no doubt, or the smaller but still

large figures of the “ Pifferari ” (232), are

striking proof of this), ho no more shows its

strength than its weakness.
We must leave some room to speak of the

landscapes. How often has “Arundel Castle”
been the subject of the sketcher’s exercise ?

Mr. J. C. Reed, with a full brush, and on a
favourable day, has sketched it once again very
capitally.

The visitor as he strolls round the room will

stop at “A Tranquil Day—Coast of Cornwall”

(28), by Mr. J. G. Philp
;
“ Study on Hayward’s

Heath, Sussex ” (51) ;
“ Durlstone Head, Dorset ”

(70), and “The Agglestone, Dorset” (215), by
Mr. JI. G. nine; “Barmouth Sands” (85), by
Ml-. J. Mogford ; “Tho Warlock Knowe,— Scene
on the River Ayr” (93), by Mr. W. L. Leitcb,

as masterly in style as it is convincing of fact;

at Mr. Carl Werner’s drawing, “Interior of the
Vestry, Cathedral of Toledo, in Spain ” (47) ;

a head by Mr. Jopling, and at Mr. Hargitt’s

drawings, especially “The Drover” (90).

Undertake to understand “glamour,” and
fairies should be cither treated comically or
classically. Mr. “Dicky” Doyle or Sir John
Noel Paton must always now head the list of

those who would tread enchanted ground. If

Titania and Queen Mab had not long ago retired

from all mnndane interference, they would have
pinched Mr. H. Herknmer to death for painting
their lieges bilious, yellow things. What does he
show himself to know of such perfume, poetry,
and music as tho gross world held,—even for
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Martin Luther ? A man who can paint “ Faerie ”

is worth gold in lumps.
“ Durham Cathedral” (104), by Mr. J. Orrock;

Sketch from Nature at Lewes” (111), by Mr.
E. H. Fahey; “Old Mill, Sussex” (116), by
Mr. J. Fahey; “ Hazy Morning—Mouth of the
Stour” (150), by Mr. Harry Johnson; “Study
of a Thames Bargo” (171), by Mr. T. L. Row-
botham

;
“ Eskdale, Cumberland ” (191), aud

the genuine sketches made with so much force

and ease, of old bedrooms at Kuole, Hardwicke,
and Cotehele, by the late Mr. D. H. McKewau;
“A Mountain Stream” (243), by Mr. E. M.
Wimperis

;
“The Highland Home” (295), by

Mr. W. Small
;

Mr. W. L. Thomas’s Swiss
Memoranda

;
Mr. L. J. Wood’s neatly-given re-

collections of Continental buildings
;
the “ Brig

drifting,” by Mr. E. Hayes; the smiling Devon
scenery, as painted by Mr. J. H. Mole; and Miss
Emily Farmer’s pretty little village children,

vide “ The Daisy Chain ” (36) ;
and “ In Class,”

(334), all these are points dotted in our cata-

logue, in order that we might write or not a
longer article,—and we did not, so here is an
end of it.

THE LATE SIR CHARLES BARRY.
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

An ordinary general meeting was held last

Monday evening, Mr. Horace Jones, vice-presi-

dent, in the chair.

The secretary (Mr. Charles L. Eastlake),

having announced the donations of various books
to the library, the following gentlemen were
elected associates ;—Messrs. T. H. Myros, R. B.
Ogle, and W. H. Powell.

A letter was then read from Mr. J. L. Wolfe,

in which ho stated that he had much pleasure in

presenting to the Institute a marble bust of the

late Sir Charles Barry, executed by Mr. J. H.
Foley, R.A., of which we have already made
mention. Tho bust having been uncOTered,

—

Professor Kerr said that, owing to the absence

of Professor Donaldson, through illness, he had
been called upon to make a few remarks
regarding the presentation. It was just thirty

years ago, bo went on to say, 6in"e he first came
to London from a remote part of the country, to

push his fortune, when he was particularly

struck with a group of four distinguished men,
who had been leaders of their profession, the

idols, so to speak of his life,—Cockerell, Donald-

son, Tite, and Barry. In Cockerell, they had a
man of infinite delicacy and refinement, and an
artist who did honour to every touch of his

pencil, deriving honour aud glory from his works.

In Tite, they had, strangely contrasted with
him, and singularly sometimes, a grand massive,

masculine intellect, nob devoid of artistic aspira-

tions or learning. Of Donaldson they had not

to speak. He was fortunately still amongst
them, a man possessed of that strong personal

character which enabled him to consolidate the

profession in tho manner in which it now
existed. Lastly, in Barry, they had a successful

worker, a man of few words, but a constant

worker, who was manifestly designed to be the

leading practitioner of the day. He was the

most dis'inguished and illustrious of all

Euglish architects. As to his merits he would
confess that he was quite unable to speak

upon them, words failing to express what
he then felt ; and this he would say when
their profession had become vastly extended,

and when art criticism might be said, in a great

measure, to be laid on the shelf, aud when the

doctriues and principles of art had been to a
great extent flimsy fallacies. There was no text

with which he would rather deal in preaching a

sermon than the life and career of Sir Charles

Barry. He was a man, as he (tho speaker) had
said, of few words in respect to the operation of

the profession at largo ;
in fact, he might say

that ho was a man of no words at all. He had
no time for the discussion which unfortunately

in the present day occupied so much of their

attention. Sir Charles Barry had his pencil

always in hand, the gracefulness of which was
particularly characteristic, floating in a perpetual

stream. He was always a hard worker, and so

much did he find to do, that he supplemented
the short hours of tho day with tbe long hours

of the night, as if he had not done enough within

the reasonable limits of daylight, sitting down
in silence and solitude, and working laboriously

during the long hours of darkness, so as to rest

in the broad daylight of morning. They all

remembered the day when the flag of England
first floated over the glorious sammit of the
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Victoria tower
j

it was then half-mast high, for
its architect had died in the night. If it was
half-mast high, it was wholly significant of his
triumph, for he had completed his work, and had
conquered to the uttermost within the province
of his glory. lie thought that there was some-
thing particularly appropriate in what was called
sudden death as the ond of a man like Sir
Charles Barry. It was far more appropriate, he
thought, than to linger through old age. When
that groat architect died so suddenly, they
could scarcely help reflecting on the words of
the poet, that

“ Those whom the gods Ioto die yoaug; ”

hut they could add,

—

“ Those whom the gods admired died in their harness

for Sir Charles died, as he lived, in bis harness.
After some further remarks, the speaker con-
cluded by quoting those words :

—

".Life! we’ve been long together,
Through pleasant and through cloudy weathorj
'Tie hard to part when friends are dear;
Perhaps ’t will cost a sigh—a tear;
Then steel away—give little warning,
Choose thine own time :

S^ay not ‘ Good night,’ but in some brighter clime,
Bid me ‘ Good momiug.’ ”

The Chairman intimated that aletter of thanks,
properly signed, and couched in such language
as_ would best convey the obligations the In-
stitute was under for the bust, would be pre-
sented to Mr. Wolfe.
Mr. Thomas Morris said, when the late Sir

Charles Barry was at the zenith of his fame,
Mr. Wolfe was his steadfast, silent, unpretending
friend, and he thought that this fact should not
be lost upon the framers of the address.
Canon Barry, in response to the express invi.

tation of the chairman, said he was there on
that night merely as a spectator; but he oould
not let the occasion go by without referring to
the remarks of the previous speaker. What he
had said of the friendship existing between his
(Canon Barry’s) father and Mr. Wolfe was per-
fectly true. Their lives were one of unbroken
friendship, and his father received from him
great assistance throughout his career. He (the
speaker) had the task of preparing for the press
his father’s biography, and there was no page of
it that gave him so much pleasure in dealing
with it as that which commemorated the kind
appreciation and generous feeling which bis
father had happily received from the Institute of
British Architects.

Mr. Phene Spiers then read a paper on the
Chiteau of Pierrefonds, and its restoration by
M. Viollet-le-Duc.

Mr. Bucknell, in opening the discussion, said
that with regard to the restoration of the
•Chateau of Pierrefonds, it was really of great
interest to the profession; they noticed the skill
and ingenuity of the arrangement of its restora-
tion, the science of construction, and tlie gran-
deur of its architecture. This restoration by
M. VioUet-de-Duo was deeply interesting. But
M. Viollet-le-Duc, though accomplished as a
draughtsman, was not distinguished as au archi-
tect, though this restoration showed that his
outlines were vigorous, there being harmony
and unity in the designs

; still they looked in
vain for those things which constituted an archi-
tect in this great work.

_Mr. Barges confessed that the works of M.
VioIlet-le-Duc had bitterly disappointed him

;
he

agreed with others that, as an artist, he excelled,
but he (Mr. Burges) parted company with him
at architecture. They all owed him, he was of
opinion, a great deal for his numerous works,
bis letters and writings being well received

;
but

he could not allow him to be considered a great
architect.

Professor Kerr, in moving a vote of thanks to
the reader of the paper, could not quite agree
with the remarks of Mr. Burges, and he was
sure that Mr. Burges would not wish it to go
forth that the Institute of British Architects
tacitly agreed that M. Viollet-le-Duo was no
architect; and he objected to the system of
what the president iu his address had called
“ mutual scorn.” They did not, he was assured,
wish to speak flippantly of the -work of Frouch
architects.

Mr. Burges explained that ho intended to
point out that a knowledge of antiqnarianiam
and archaeology did not make an architect. He
admired M. Viollet-le.Dao’s profound knowledge
of these, but his executed works did not come
up to what was previously anticipated of him.

Mr. White, in seconding tlie vote of. thanks,
said that whether or not M. Viollet-le-Duc was a
good architect, they still owed to him a great

deal for his numerous works. He had not seen
the Chateau of Pierrefonds, but as far as the
work had been brought before them that night, he
considered that it was a very successful restora-
tion, for it was very difficult to find where the
old work in it left off and the new work began.
The now work, he understood, was dictated chiefly
by the old work, exceptiog, perhaps, the struc-
tiire of the fabric of the roofs. He had certainly
diverged from all that had been accepted in the
restoration of the old work.

Mr. Bucknell drew attention to the hooka used
for slating, which he considered of an excellent
character, he having tried them.

Mr. Hayward thought that the word “restora-
tion ” was one of those things desirable of ex-
planation in connexion with the building. Ee-
storation he defined as the carrying out of the old
work as far as it could be carried out, not adding
a large quantity to the original design. Speak-
ing of the question of restoration in England,
he hoped that the Government would see their
way clear to prevent the going into decay of a
variety of ancient buildings in this country

; but
he would deprecate strongly the restoring of old
castles and buildings iu the manner iu which the
Chdteau of Pierrefonds had been restored, and
if they were to follow out the same principle
as the Government ofFrance as regarded restora-
tion, they would, he thought, bo doing more
harm than good.
The chairman said they were all agreed as to

the difficulties as between restoration and re-
building, but they were somehow permitted to
take licence of their own views. With regard
to the position of M. Viollet-de-Duc, he thought
that they could only admire him aa an archcco-
legist, not aa an architect.

CHUBB & SON’S FIRE-RESISTING
STRONG-ROOM.

The completion of afire-resisting strong-room,
made this year, for the “ Credito Publico
Nacional ” of Buenos Ayres, has led a number
of gentlemen interested in such matters to
inspect Messrs. Chubb’s works, in Glengall-road,
Old Kent-road. The strong-room referred to is

one of the Iar.>e6t constructions of the kind
ever made, we believe, being 14 ft. 3 in. wide,
11 ft. 5 in. high, and 4 ft. 6 iu. deep from front
to back. It is made of the best boiler-plates,

I in. thick, rebated together, and fastened by
very strong angle-iron screws and rivets. The
floor, sides, front, and ceiling are alike in con-
struction, and, with the small air-chamber, and
cases charged with fire-rcsieting material, make
up a total thickness of 5 in. The doors are
uecessarily different in construction, and have each
li in. thick of combined steel andiron. In the
doors there are two chambers,—one contains the
works of the locks, and the other is a fire-resisting
chamber, charged with the vaporising material
employed by Messrs. Chubb. The nature of the
substances thus used is a secret of the firm. Its
action, in the event of fire, is to produce vapour
that is a safety to the valuables enclosed. Each
of the two doors is fitted with two of Chubb's
patent gunpowder-proof locks, throwing fourteen
bolts all round, each lock differing from the
others, and requiring its own key. The room
contains a series of compartments, twelve in the
length, and four tiers high. It weighs about
15 tons, and is made portable, the separate
pieces being about 400 in number. It has taken
ten men about three months to make, and has
required the drilling of about 7,000 holes in the
iron plates, and the use of 1,000 rivets and 1,400
screws. It is intended for the security of the
Government bonds, and will bo fixed in Buenos
Ayres by one of Messrs. Chubb's workmen.
Another smaller room has been completed for

the safe custody of cash. It is 5 ft- wide, 5 ft.

(5 in. high, and 6 fc. from front to back. It has
folding-doors that throw twenty-eight bolts,
instead of two separate doors

;
it weighs about

six tons, and is for the use of the Buenos Ayres
Government National Bank. It is fitted up with
extra strong safes for bullion.

The works of this firm, which cover a space
of about acre, were built in the year 18G6,
from the designs of Mr. Hoole, of Russell-square.
About 130 men arc constantly employed in
them, and their production is about 1,000 safes,
strong-rooms, and iron doors, on an average, each
year; these varying in price from lOi. to 1,1001.
each. The steam power is at present furnished
by a horizontal engine of 25-hor36 power, but
this is inadequate for the wants of the factorv,
and a Corliss engine, of 50.horae power, is under

order. There are tweuty.six machine tools of
the best description in the factory, including
planing, punching, slotting, shaping, and drilling
machines. The smiths' shop contains ten fires,
and has a very active 500 cwt. steam-hammer
in constant use. It is used for punchinf^ as well
as forging, and delivers with great precision
about 200 strokes per minate. A Walton's
pneumatic steam-hammer has been ordered that
will be equal to about 400 strokes per minute.
The blast of the smiths’ fires is supplied
by a fan, from which iron pipes are carried all
round the shop. Water tuyeres are about to be
supplied in the smiths’ shop.

It was curious to notice a mortising-machine
and a band-saw employed upon iron, the one
taking out mortises iu. long by 1 in. wide,
and the other cutting five-aixteenth bars, but
equal to performance upon iron double the thick,
ness. The merits of a mode of protection of
their locks, employed successfully by Messrs.
Chubb since 1858, was ocularly exhibited. This
consists of the introduction of steel pins in the
region of the keyholes, which renders the lock
invulnerable to burglars, the drill being utterly
destroyed when it comes into contact with the
steel pins. This was shown by a test supplied
by a Hulso machine, of which, of course,
burglars cannot have the advantage in operating
upon a bank strong-room. Amongst other work
in progress in the factory at the time of the
visit were safes for Scott’s Bank, Cavendish-
square; for the National and Provincial, the
London and County, the London and West-
minster, and other banka. It should be
mentioned that the works we have been
describing are only part of those occupied by
the firm, their locks being chiefly produced at
works in Wolverhampton.

TEE STOWMARKET INSTITUTE
COMPETITION.

At a meeting of the general committee con-
vened on the 9th inst. for the purpose of
receiving the report of the committee appointed
to award the premiums in the competition for
the plans for the new building, it was announced
that the first had been given to “ Utilitas ” (Mr.
H. Lovogrove, architect, 20, York-buildings,
Adelphi, London), and the second to “ Utility ”

(Mr. n. Goodhew, Kentish Town, London).

NOTES ON PUBLIC WORKS ABROAD.
It is interesting to learn how public works pro-

gress abroad,—how necessary improvements are
efl'ected in various foreign cities; and some in.
formation upon this subject which we have
collected will not be unacceptable to our
readers. Let us begin with Russia. From
Berdiansk we learn that many improvements
are being carried out in that port. In the first
place, two good schools have been erected,—one
for boys, and one for girls. The construction of
a higher school for boys has also been com-
menced, the funds for which have been pro-
vided by the landed proprietors of the district.
The local municipal authorities are anxious to
carry out the necessary improvement of paving
the streets of the town, but, as funds are want-
ing, they propose to raise the means essential to
the object by special taxation. This, however,
is resisted in some quarters. With regard to
another Russian town (Kertoh), we note that
public works are being carried on with great
activity throughout the town and its vicinity.

A new church has been erected on the Quaran.
tine-Toad; a convenient bridge has been con-
struoted over a marsh to facilitate the approach
to tho town from an adjoining village; a well-
macadamized road has been made for a dis-
tanc© of three miles, leading to the Crown and
other gardens ; while the erection of a new
synogogue is in progress. A project is also
under consideration for the ereotiou of a new
theatre of an improved character, in Kertch

;

and recently two large hotels have been opened
there, in addition to those previously carried on.
Of late, indeed, the local authorities have been
very active, and many improvements have been
effected, while still others are in contempla-
tion. Throughout the town building operations
are actively going on

; many fine now houses
have been completed, or are iu course of erec-
tion, not only in the leading thoroughfares, but
in the most retired quarters, the architectural
appearauce of the place being thus much im-
proved. Kertch nossesses a town boulevard.
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described as of a handsome character. It has

been raised some 6 ft. above the level of the

quay, and planted with rows of trees in

straight lines, with seats placed at intervals, a

Kiosk in the centre, and a commodious build-

ing in one comer. It has also been discovered

that the town prison is inadequate and unsuit-

able for its purpose, and a new one, more com.
modious and better arranged, has consequently

been erected. Although not large, it is pro-

portionate to the size of the town. The prison

is dry, warm, and well ventilated ;
and every

prisoner has a plank and straw pillow for his

bed : this, though scanty, is sufficient in a
country where men of nearly all classes sleep in

their clothes, where sheets are almost unknown,
and where the temperature of the prison, even
in winter, is by no means severe. From Odessa
we learn that the works recently undertaken, by
the assistance of English capital, to provide the

town with water from the Dniester, have neces-
sitated the importation of several cargoes of

iron pipes from England. By the terms of

the contract these works were to bo completed
by the end of the present year, end they
have been so completed. Improvements are also

being effected in the paving and drainage of the
town, and the works at the pier and port are
slowly advancing, though it is said that they
will still e^itend over several years. The intro-

duction of tramways is contemplated in Odessa,
but they appear to be intended rather for the
carriage of merchandise than passengers.

Public works in Portugal appear to be pro-
gressing. With regard to the Azores, we find

that a lighthouse at the north end of the island
has been in course of construction for some time.
The work, however, has been very perfunctorily
carried on, but its speedy completion is con.
sidered imperative. Another work calling

urgently for completion is the district gaol,
which has, it is significant to notice, been
actually twenty years (!) in course of erection,
and is by no means finished yet. This system
would hardly suit English builders in these
go-ahead days. Other works, commenced about
twenty years ago, are new baths in the valley of

the Furnas, and these are very backward. The
mineral waters of the Furnas being always in a
boiliug state, in. order to treat them in an
improved manner the following plan has been
recommended:—first, to close hermetically the
reservoirs of cold water by arching them over;
secondly, to aid the cooling of the waters by
means of spiral tubes introduced into the said
reservoirs, through which a stream of cold water
or of cold iiir should be driven by suitable appli-
ances

;
and thirdly, to substitute the taps at

present in use by openings made in the bottom
of the baths, which is a more perfect system of
introducing the water into them, as contact is

thus avoided with the air. Another work of
importance in the Azores is the erection of a
new Custom-house, the existing one being far
from equal to the transaction of public business.
A company has also been formed to construct a
floating dock, and the shares subscribed have
enabled the projectors to proceed to Lisbon for
the purchase of material for its construction. Of
late years great progress has been made in
Portugal generally. In 1851 there was not a
single kilometre of carriageable road in the
country, with the exception of that from Lisbon
to Cintra

; not a single railway
; the porta were

silted up
;

the rivers were -without bridges,
except a few built years ago. At the present
time, as a contrast to this state of things,
Portugal possesses 3,500 kilos, of good roads,
while new roads are still in course of construc-
tion throughout the country

;
715 kilos, of rail-

way in operation, 131 kilos, more almost com-
plete

; more than 200 good bridges over the
rivers and smaller streams

;
more than 3,000

kilos, of telegraphic lines; improved harbours;
and many recently erected and beautiful edifices
for the service of the State. The economical
progress of the country has not been less notice,
able. From Portugal to Spain is not a very wide
step

; bat with regard to the latter country there
is not much to notice of special interest relative
to public works. From the Canary Islands wc
learn that works of improvement are being
effected at several ports, and although the con-
struction of new roads is a much-needed woi'k,
it cannot be tboronghly carried out in conse.
quence of an inadequacy of funds. A con-
siderable portion of tho mole at the port of
Santa Cruz, Tenerifle, has been carried away
recently by a strong wind with heavy sea from
the eastward. From Porto Pico we 'learn that
railways^ irrigation, drainage works, &c., are

mucli wanted there, but still remain in embryo.
With regard to the port of Slayagnez, it is stated

that some street-rails which were laid down
there have proved a failure, the system being one
which has never been adopted anywhere. Under
these depressing circumstances, the rails have
been taken up, and shipped to the United
States.

Brief consideration may next be given to the
public works of Turkey. With regard to

Adrianople, it may be mentioned that that city

contains about 160,000 bouses, 50 mosques, 15
churches, 10 synagogues, a military college, 2 hos-

pitals, &c. The houses are built of wood and sun-
dried bricks; the streets are narrow, tortuous,

dark, and very badly paved, being lighted at

night by a few petroleum lamps, placed at long
distances from each other. Altogether, the
town is described as being of a most dilapidated

and neglected appearance, and all the streets

are extremely filthy. The roads in the province
are neglected as long as possible, and only re-

paired when ordered by the Central Govern-
ment, on the representations of some foreign

authority. It is alleged that the local autho-
rities are entirely dependent for the construction

of roads, &o., upon compulsory labour. Although
yet in their infancy, railways have been intro-

dneed, there being at present only three lines,

—

one from Adrianople to tho .^Egian Sea, another
to Philipopoli, and a third to Constantinople.
The public works carried on in the island of

Crete of late have not been extensive. The
moat useful has been the dredging of the harbour
of Retirao, the smallest of the three commercial
ports of Crete. It had become so silted up with
sand that vessels were forced to anchor outside,

while, since the dredging, ships of 400 tons can
moor inside. Road-making, it is said, in this

island appears to be undertaken as a sort of
concession to modern sentiment on tho subject.

It may, therefore, be inferred that the roads are
not very good. From Cyprus we also learn that
nothing has been done there of late in the way
of road and bridge making; and equal neglect
is manifested with regard to tho reparation of

dilapidated water.courses, and the organisation

of some judicious system by which irrigation

might be promoted and extended. The railway
from Galatz to Bucharest on the one side, and
from Galatz to Roman on the other, has been
opened, but the traffic either way has not been
very great. The increasing number of steamers
at Galatz having caused the want of quay
accommodation to bo more and more felt, the
municipality has undertaken the construction of
solid stone wharfs of some extent, and the work
has been commenced. The town is also being
lighted with gas, and supplied with purified and
filtered water by a regular system of water-
works. This is considered a groat improvement
upon the old sys‘em. In the town of Erzeroom
(Koordiatan) many improvements have been
recently effected, the greatest part having been
promoted by the late Vali, Samih Pasha. By
his untiring zeal filthy open sowers, formerly
called streets, have been converted into broad,
fine roads, facilitating communication, and re-

moving all occasion for tho usual summer
miasma which preyed upon the inhabitants of

the overcrowded dwellings lining both aides of

the now reclaimed ground. Still much is left to

be done ere the town is purged of its accumu-
tion of dirt and filth that poison the otherwise
pure air. To a stranger the place has been
hitherto intolerable. The Erzeroom-Trebizond.
road is said to be in a wretchedly ruinous con-
dition, and much needs reparation. A new road
to Batoom has been pushed on actively, and
when finished will be of great commercial and
strategical use. From Scutari we learn that as

to the public works there are none to be re-

ported ; the roads are what they were a hundred
years ago, and the greatest astonishment is

expressed as to bow even the natives, in winter,

can manage to get over them. We suppose,
however, that use is everything.

Oar readers must next turn their attention to
Hungary. Much has been done of late in this

country in the way of railway and canal con-
struction, and much remains to be done. The
Ministry of Public Works is occupied with
schemes for perfecting and rendering more ser-

viceable the railway system of the nation. The
railways there have not been so useful as they
should have been. They have been constructed
with too exclusive attention to the local wants,
and without sufficient regard to through traffic

and connexion with the railway system of other
countries. It now becomes necessary to supple-
ment the existing lines by connecting links in

order to make a real railway network through-
out the country. The Government have, in

addition, a project under consideration for the
construction of a direct line from Pesth to

Semlin and Belgrade, which, when the Servian
railways are completed, will, it is hoped, become
a portion of the direct international line to Con-
stantinople. As to canals, one of the roost

important, viz., the Franz Canal, originally con-
structed by the Government to connect the
rivers Danube and Thaiss by Zombor and New-
satz, is being improved, chiefly by English
capital and enterprise. The present condition
of Pesth is described as admirable, the capital

possessing numerous lofty and handsome build-

ings, and new wide streets, paved in mauy cases
with asphalte. As regards rate of increase and
development, it is stated that the Hungarian
capital has surpassed that of any other European
country

;
and large sums of money are being

expended, not only on the embellishments of the
town, but on the construction of public works
necessitated by the increasing requirements of
trade. The shores of the Danube are being
lined with a handsome embankment; extensive

docks, entrepots, and a railway bridge across
the river on the south of the town have been
planned by the Department of Public Works,
and will soon become faits accomplis. And a-

bridge above the town is in process of construe-

tion, and will connect the manufacturing quarter
with the shipbuilding district, &c. Much of the
poorest and most squalid portion of the capital

is being opened out by new streets and boule-
vards, of an improved character, handsomely
paved with granite and asphalte, and intersected

by tramways. In the neighbourhood of the-

Museum and Houses of Parliament an aristo-

cratic quartier is springing up, in which are
hotels and other buildings of considerable

architectural magnificence.

An important work is being carried out at
Carthageua (Colombia). Mr. Terry, an English
civil engineer, arrived there at the end of the-

last year to make various surveys for the Colnm-
bian Government of the local harbour and of the
canal which leads from the Bay of Carthagena to

Calamar, 116 miles on the Magdalena river,

Mr. Terry was engaged seven months making
these surveys

;
but, unfortunately, nothing is

likely to result from his labours. The opening
of the Digue, or canal, so as to enable steamers
of moderate tonnage to strike the river Mag-
dalena at Calamar, is known to be the only

means by which Carthagena can be rescued from
its present isolated position. The local harbour,

covering an area of 40,000 acres, is second to
none in South America in point of convenience
for loading and unloading, and complete security

in all weathers. Mr. Terry, in the survey he-

gave to the Government for opening the Digue,

proposed, by cutting through one or two angles,

and reducing the bends of the old route, to

shorten the present distance of 116 miles from
Carthagena to Calamar to eighty-one miles, in

order to allow of steamers to do the distance in

twenty hours. He estimates the cost of the

work at 18,0001. The local merchants, however,
show great apathy in the matter, and are con-
tent to sit still and see their fine harbour void of

shipping, and their once fine city fall every year
into greater decay. With regard to other public

works in Colombia, there is nothing of any
interest to mention, with the exception of the

repair of the cathedral at Panama, which will

cost the Government about 40,000 dollars. From
Guayaquil (Ecuador) we glean that a proposed
carriage-road from Quito to that port has been-

abandoned, the Government having come to the

conclusion that it will be easier and cheaper
to construct a narrow-gauge railroad. It will

have to traverse a hilly country, the steepest

gradient being estimated at 4 per cent., and the

radius of the sharpest curve at thirty-one yards.

The Government sent, some time since, an en-

gineer to America and England in order to

decide upon the most suitable kind of railroad,

and have, at the same time, instructed their

representative at Washington to make a contract

for its construction. A new penitentiary in

Quito has just been constructed, and is a fine

building, although it is significant to note that

it is always subject to be destroyed by a severe

shock of earthquake—a pleasant prospect for

the enterprising builder.

Public works in France deserve passing no-

tice. The excavation of the new docks at

Dunkirk proceeds slowly; but much has been
done towards demolishing the old ramparts and
the erection of strong forts nearer the sea.

When finished a large amount of land will
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‘become available for building purposes. By the
extension of the fortifications the terminus of
the Furness Railway has been enclosed within
the ramparts. It is intended to unite this line
with the Compagnie du Nord. A new railway
is proposed between Nice and Comi in North
Italy, and is considered a very desirable line, as
it would connect Nice by rail with Turin and
Central Europe. Another line is projected to
Lyons, which would materially abridge the
jonrney to and from England. The line to Corni
would necessitate a long tunnel through the pass

• of the Tenda—a work which would last some
time.

In Greece, several projects are in view which
may be briotly alluded to. The whole of Western
'Greece is lamentably in need of good roads,
“bridges, Ac., but the attempts to supply these
•deficiencies are not made too vigorously. The
<;ondition of the port of Missolonghi, for instance,
could not be worse. From the Piiteus we learn
the long.pending question of a railway vid
Thebes, Livadia, &c., to the northern frontiers
of Greece, with a view to its ultimate connexion
with either the Turkish or Austrian lines to
Vienna, has at length received a satisfactory
solution, and that a convention has been signed
between the Government and a combination of
capitalists for this undertaking, which is of
material importance to the country. In order
'to carry out the work efficiently, the new com-
pany have retained the services of 11. Piat, a
French engineer, who is one of the original pro-
jeotors of the line. The concession is for ninety-
nine years, after which the railway reverts to
the State. It is to be finished within a period
of three years, and the Government engage to
pay the company a subsidy of 15,000,000 fr.,

in three instalments of 5,000,000 fr. each} the
first to bo paid as soon as the line is open to
Thebes

;
the second, when it reaches Livadia

;

and the third, when the railway is finished to
the Turkish frontiers. An Exchange building
has beeu constructed at the Pirmus, at the
expense of the municipality, and a magnificent
structure of white Pentelic marble erected for
the Academy in Athena by the opulent Greek
banker, Baron Sina, of Vienna,—a building in
the style of a Grecian temple, worthy, it is said,
of any capital, and “ for beauty of materials,
probably hardly equalled in Europe." The
municipality of Athens has also rendered an
omportant service to the local public by substi-
tuting iron pipes for the supply of water to the
town, in lieu of the old earthenware tubes pre-
'viously used for that purpose, which were per.
petually breaking. The parity of the water has
•been improved by this scheme.
From the classic regions of Greece we must

transport our readers to the more commercial
•land of the Netherlands, whence we get some
•interesting information. The consul at Rotter-
dam states that the Moerdyk Railway Bridge is

completed, aud is the longest bridge in Europe,
•forming a link in the Southern Railway con-
necting Holland with Belgium. The increasing
commerce of Rotterdam has rendered necessary
greater storage facilities, and more especially
river frontage; and in order to meet these
requirements, the town authorities have enter-
tained proposals from a private company, en.
titled the Rotterdam Trading Company, who,
under certain conditions as regards quays,
canals, and roads, to be constructed on account
of the town, propose building docks and ware-
houses on the opposite shore, thus making
Fyenoord—the name of the district referred
to— the Birkenhead of Rotterdam. Other
local public works are the new water-works.
Owing to the system of sewerage, which pre-
•eents engineering difficulties in a city which, for
the great part, lies below the level of high-water
mark, the water-supply of Rotterdam has not
liithcrto been the most pure ; and to improve it,

reservoirs are being built in the town, which
are to be supplied with purified or filtered river,
water. The iron tubing, which has been imported
(from England, has been laid down.

It is officially stated that the town of Suez is

in a most neglected and filthy state, no means
whatever being provided ' for cleansing the
streets, and the sanitary arrangements being
most imperfect. The open spaces are selected
as the camping.grounds of numerous hordes of
pilgrims, who are not particularly clean; and
the Health Department (so called) take no steps
to remove the refuse and filth. The local authori-
ties, in fact, do not appear to consider them-
selves responsible for the cleanliness of the
town. Tbo head man asks, with Cain, Am I
my brother’s keeper ?

ON MECHANICAL PROCESSES FOR
PRODUCING DECORATIVE DESIGNS ON

WOOD SURFACES.*
To define the distinction between decorative

and imitative art, it may be said that the former
is art which is essentially subservient to archi-
tecture, but subservient not in the sense of tame
insipidity, but of sympathetic helpfulness. In
all cases decoration should heighten the effect
of structure, not apparently, weaken or conceal
it; should add to it variety, and consequently
increase its beauty, bub not attract attention to
itself, to the detriment of more important or
nobler qualities of strength, symmetry, or
grandeur. For the office of decoration, at least
in our day, is pre-eminently to amuse. The
cultivated eye delights in a composed intricacy
of line, in a symmetrical variety of figure, in a
subtle balance of apparently conflicting forms.
The artistically-wrought principle of repetition
is as pleasant to tho sense of sight as that of re-
currrng poetical rhythm is to the ear. In a
word, a decorative design, if not possessing the
power of a full orchestral harmony, should at
least resemble a simple, delightful, and refresh-
ing melody. Decorative arb and imitative or
pictorial art, then, have two disbinot functions;
that of the former is to heighten the effect of
structural features, and should, therefore, be
adapted to the locality to which it is applied;
whilst that of the latter is to attract and con-
centrate the spectator’s attention on itself, and
to make_ him entirely oblivious of everything
surrounding it. lu decorative art, form, light
and shade, and colour ore used merely to make
fanciful or symbolical ideas intelligible, amusing,
or beautiful

; in pictorial art they demand the
utmost subtlety of e.xecution that the hand of
the artist can express.

Nevertheless it is extremely difficult to con-
struct a definition that will include all the
aspects of which such a subject is susceptible.
For instance, might it not be asked,—Are not
some pictures termed decorative pictures ? and
if BO, why are they decorative, and not others ?
To this it may be answered, that decoration is
intrinsically an adjunct to architecture aud
structure. Decorative design may consist of
mere outline, whether of pattern or figures, or
of masses of light form relieved on dark, or -vice
versd; or it may consist of masses of harmo-
niously contrasted colours. Bearing this in
mind, we must recollect, also, that pictures are
not all equally imitativ'e. Some express in per.
fcction one quality, such as form; some another,
such as light and shade; others, again, are dis-
tinct from these, and illustrate colour. Now, let
us consider what tho qualities are which true
ornamental art must possess. Accurately de-
fined form is one; accurately defined masses of
light and dark is another. Harmoniously con-
trasted masses of colour is a third. But delicate
or almost imperceptible gradations of light and
sDade which confuse form, and deti'oct from the
purity or richness of colour, are, in decorative
art, fatal. Works, whether engravings or pic-
tures, in which this quality is expressed, may be
so far true to nature, and* exquisitely beautiful,
but they are not decorative. Pictures, then, of
a decorative kind, are such as have figures
strongly contrasting with the background, or in
wliich the effect depends on broad, powerful
masses of colour. For instance, pictures by
Paul Veronese are certainly more decorative
than tlioae by Correggio. Compare the " Family
of Darius,” in the National Gallery, with the
“ Venus, Mercury, and Cupid," and the distinc-
tion will be at once apparent. So, again,
Titian s

‘ Bacchus and Ariadne,” with its masses
of powerful but harmonious orange, blue, green,
purple, and white, is more decorative than
Rembrandt’s homely, but poetically conceived,
“ Adoration of the Shepherds," in which the
colours are fused, as it were, into very low-toned
light, and richest depths of “grateful gloom."
The quality that is essentially non.decorative is

imitative gradation of shade. All Oriental
nations, supreme in certain phases of ornamental
effect, without exception ignore it. And it is
scarcely too much to say that, for a time at
least, the introduction of this pictorial quality
into decoration, confused form, vitiated colour,
and did decorative art in Europe an injury from
^^ich it is only just beginning to recover.
Again, in what catagory, it may be asked, should
such a work as Michelangelo’s Sistine ceiling
be placed ? I reply, in a very small class,—by
itself. Its merit is so exceptional as to be far

* From a paper by Mr. Thomas Whitburn, read at the
Soeiptv of Apto '

beyond classification, cavil, or criticism. W.e
can but wonder and admire. But when we
come to work of another kind, beautiful rather
than sublime,—Correggio’s Cupola at Parma,

—

we may feel justified in doubting whether a
dome should be built in order that a painter, by
a prodigious tour de/orce, should make it seem
of no effect. There is this to be said, however,
that Correggios are not so common as domes

;

and that even if one of the latter be architec-
turally spoiled by the transformation of it into
the semblance of saints and angels, the world is
decidedly a gainer thereby. To come nearer
home, Sir James Thomhill's treatment of St.
Paul 3 dome is not decorative, and, unfortu-
nately, he was not by any means a Correggio.
Now in the Greek vases, as in all other true

artistic work, we find that decoration is in-
variably governed by fitness. It meets with
an essentially architectural treatment. It never
disturbs or destroys the effect of constructive
lines. It is always appropriate to the position
it fills. Thus, on tho border of the vase is depicted
some incident of heroic times, or story of the
gods, whilst the border is composed of fret or
foliage, of design which modem artistic io-
genuity has not been able to surpass. This
decoration, be it observed, is always, in vases of
tho best period, perfectly flat. There is no
attempt to deceive the eye by semblance of
relief. The natural baked clay colour of the
vase, a pale brown, stands for the figures,
whilst distinctness is given them by means of a
transparent black ground, on which they tell as
masses of light. Upon the importance of this
quality of distinctness in decoration, of which
form^ is the characteristic, too much stress cannot
possibly be laid

; and some remarks by Mr.
Ruskin on one of the Mediasval uses of this
quality are so pertinent, that perhaps you will
bear with me if I quote his words concerning

•
—“And this love of symmetry," he says,

“was still further enhanced by the peculiar
duties required of art at the time; for, in order
to fit a flower or leaf for inlaying in armour, or
showing clearly in glass, it was absolutely
necessary to take away its complexity, and
reduce it to the condition of a disciplined
and orderly pattern; and this the more, be-
cause, for all military purposes, the device,
whatever it was, had to bo distinctly intelligible
at extreme distance. That it should be a good
imitation of nature when seen near was of no
moment, but it was of the highest moment that
when first the knight’s banner flashed in the
sun at the turn of the mountain road, or rose,
torn and bloody, through the drift of the battle
dust, it should still be discernible what the
bearing was. . . . Hence, to the one im-
perative end of iutelligibility, every minor
resemblance to nature was sacrificed, and,
above all, the curved, which are chiefly the
confusing, lines; so that the straight, elongated
back, doubly elongated tail, projected and
separate claws, aud other rectilinear unnatural-
nesses of form became the means whereby the
leopard was, in the midst of the mist aud storm
battle, distinguished from the dog, or the lion
from the wolf; the most admirable fierceness
and vitality being, in spite of these necessary
changes, obtained by the old designer.”
The process for the mechanical production of

designs on wood, for which I have obtained a
patent, has not a pictorial, but a distinctly
decorative intention. It is fitted to express
on flat surfaces of wood either flat effects of
light figures on a dark ground, or dark figures
ou a light ground, or figures light and dark
in parts on a ground intermediate in shade

;

and these effects are produced on the wood by
an adaptation of the processes of engraving and
printing. Into the details of the varions en-
graving processes for producing designs on
paper, after the profound and exhaustive articles
on these subjects, by a most competent authority,
Jlr. Davenport, the wortliy Financial Officer of
this Society, it is unnecessary for me to enter,
especially as those who wish to study examples
of all the stages and varieties of progress in
this important branch of art may obtain access
toone of the richest collections in the world
the print-room of the British Museum, now under
the able keepership of Mr. George W. Reid,
F.S.A., whose courtesy ou very many occasions
I am happy to take this opportunity of acknow-
lodging. I will confine myself, therefore, to the
experiments which I have made for producing
certain specimens which are submitted to
your judgment. These specimens are printed
on wood, from engravings from my designs,
executed on wood-blocks by Mr. Edmund Evans
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and Jlr. Horace Harrall, and also from electro,

types from such wood-blocks. The kinds of

wood which are best adapted for receiving such

impressions are those which are light in colonr

and soft in grain, such as pine and lime trees,

which I have here employed. The conditions

under which the impressions are taken are pre-

cisely those essential to the production of prints

on paper, namely, that the surfaces of the en-

graved block and of the substance taking the

impression mnst be throughout in perfect con-

tact. The specimens shown were produced

in an “Albion” hand-printing press, with ordi-

nary printer’s ink, and were taken by Mr.

Atfield, in the employ of Mr. Hooke, printer,

Guildford. Such impressions, being polished or

varnished, are necessarily as dprablo as the

wood itself. As regards the colouring material

for producing the impression, I may remark
that tho process is by no means limited to

printers’ ink. The object, then, of this process

is to multiply designs of a decorative kind, at a

cheap rate j and such designs may, I conceive,

be applied to all purposes and situations in

which flat sm-faoes of wood are or may be used ;

and especially for friezes, dados, panels, and
borders, either for walls, architectural adjuncts,

or fumitnre. To show the application of this

process to the decoration of furniture, a cabinet

has been designed by Mr. Cozens, and manufac-

tured by Mr. P. Coote, of Tottenham-court-road,

well known for the excellence and beanty of his

deal suites.

By some connoisseurs mechanical processes

for multiplying copies of works of art have been
gravely objected to. But I think it must be
conceded that even mechanical processes are

not without a certain utility. Making plaster

casts is, for example, a mechanically reproduc-

tive process, and some years back the Arundel
Society published exquisite reductions, likewise

by a mechanical process, of those two famous
statnes which a clever American sculptor and
writer now proves, to his own satisfaction, in

the cniTent number of Blachcood, arc not by
Phidias.—the Theaens and Ilyssus. Would any
lover of art object to possess those casts because
they are the resnlt of mechanical process ?

Again, we may not all be fortunate enough to

possess a picture by Landseer j but there are

few, I fancy, who are unable to obtain, or object

to possess, a mochauical reproduction, in light

and shade, of the delineations of those animal
instincts, passions, and emotions, which he has
so marvellously interpreted for us, and which
may bo said to have enlarged our sympathies
with one class of created beings. The question

really is not whether a process is mechanical,

but whether the result is mechanical. Does the

material or the method over-ride artistic quali-

ties of imagination or execution ? Do we get

mere neatness in place of intelligent, if seemingly
careless, finish ? or, on the other hand, have we
coarse or clumsy, in place of delicate and refined

work ? If the result be good, what matter

though mechanism be employed
;

if bad, what
advantage though it be shunned ? Now engrav-

ing is a recognised mode of multiplying copies

of works of design. Hitherto its function has

been chiefly an imitative one. It has been used

with this intention by great masters of thought,

such as Albert Durer
;
or of outline and action,

such as Mark Antonio ; or of brilliant light and
mysterious shade, as Bembrandt

;
but the use

to which my adaptation purposes to put it is,

that of multiplying for decorative purposes deco-

rative ideas. The comparative cheapness of the
process to some may be objectionable

;
but do

we disapprove of those marvels of pictorial

journalism the Graphic and the Illustrated

London Nexus, because they are cheap ? Do we
turn up our noses at Piaich because his price is

only threepence ? Surely the love of decoration

is a good thing. Would nature teem with deco-

rative effects merely that we might shut our eyes
to their influence ? This society was founded to

encourage not onlymanofactures and commerce,
but art. Its efforts, from its origin until now,
have been persistently directed to sap the fonn.

dations of the false and absurd Puritanical

theory that beauty is a snare in the path of the
righteous, and decoration a device of the devil.

That these wise efforts have been crowned with
success is, fortunately beyond a doubt. The
establishment of schools of design in the manu-
factoring districts largely contributed to spread
a taste for drawing among operatives; and now
the museum and schools at South Kensington,
for the prosperity of which the country is so

largely indebted to Messrs. Henry Cole and Red-
grave, has dealt, let us hope, a deathblow to

insipid formality for evermore. This decorative

experiment of mine, then, is not intended to com-

pete with, or expected to supersede, the beautiful

and delicate, but comparatively costly, processes

of hand-painting and inlaying, the skill displayed

in which has made the cabinet work of our great

firms renowned throughout Europe
;

but, as

printing on paper has brought imitative art

within reach of even tho poorest, so I conceive

that printing on wood may eventually enable all

who possess decorative taste to iiidulge it, and

to adorn, their houses with articles in which

ornament will be a more important and at the

same time common feature than it has hitherto

been possible, for ordinarj" purposes to employ.

In the coarse of the discussion which followed,

Mr. Pitman thought, if the two surfaces were not

exactly even, it would be impossible for very

fine features in. a design to be reproduced so

exactly as when transferred to a yielding ma-
terial, such as paper. The only speciality ap-

peared to be printing on wood instead of paper,

and it occurred to him that if printing-ink were

itsed with an unyielding surface, such as a piece

of wood, it would either cause it to come up in

lumps, which would have to be finished after,

wards, or else it would squeeze out, and destroy

all delicacy of outline.

Mr. Trollope also thought it would be necessary,

in order to ensure perfect printing, to make the

two surfaces which had to come in contact so

perfectly true, that it would be almost impos-

sible to use it for ordinary purposes.

Dr. Dresser said, it struck him there was a

great fear, when a mechanical process so simple

as tho present was introduced, of attempting to

do too much in decorating wooden structures.

A fault which he constantly found when an

attempt was made to decorate furniture was,

that too great elaboration was given to it, and

the general effect suffered. Those who had visited

the late Exhibition at Vienna could not fail to

have noticed that some of the most costly pieces

of fumitnre, upon which labour mnst have

been lavishly bestowed, and which mani-

fested a great amount of art-workmanship,

were altogether ineffective ;
and were they

placed in a room, he did not hesitate to

say that one hundred people might enter the

room and yet not be struck with the beauty of

the furniture. If furniture were decorated, it

behoved them to have atrue, just, and legitimate

strnctnre. He liked to see a perfect revelation

of truth in all things. After having chosen a

fit stractnre, it was necessary to determine on
a just mode of working tho material, and to

choose such decoration as was necessary ;
but

although an ornamentist himself, he was strongly

opposed to too much ornamentation of furni-

ture. It must be borne in mind that the gene-

ral effect of a room had to be considered, and
that they should have subjects that they could

understand. When a man went anywhere to

dine, it was not to be supposed that he would
get up and minutely examine the chairs and
every other piece of furniture in the room

;

and the same thing would apply to a drawing,

room—the furniture mnst be useful. Any
mechanical process which would enable them
to beautify cheap furniture, at a low cost, was
a thing to bo desired, but they must not do

too much in that way, and should bo very

careful in tho application of ornament. At the

present time their houses were for the moat

part built as much in one style as another.

Many houses were called Gothic, with scarcely

a Gothic feature in them, and the same might

be said of the other styles. If the room was
only a square bo.x with a few holes, it was
just as legitimate to decorate it in one style

as another. If they considered what was wanted
when prodnoing any articles, and tried to use

the material of which it was going to be formed
in the most fitting manner, and then sought to

add to it such forms as would give beauty, not

altogether considering that they were pure re-

naissance, or Greek, or Gothic, it would be

better if they were beautiful, better if they

were original and vigorous expressions of that

which was new and peculiarly adapted to their

present wants.

The chairman (Mr.E. Rawlinson) said he, like

Dr. Dresser, thought art should decorate and
not smother the object, and he also thought that

a considerable amount of decoration was prac-

tised now, of which he would say, as Dr. John-

son said of a piece of music which he was told

was very difficult,
—“ Difficult ! I wish it was

impossible.” With regard to Greek art, he
thought, in trying to imitate this an enormous
amount of injury had been dane. Architects

had attempted, in this country, to reproduce
that which was done in Greece, with the mate-
rials they had in hand

;
had tried to copy

their forms and mouldings, and to repro-

duce them in coarse sandstone
;
and the result

had been ntter failure. He had been told by
a Germam professor that tho Greeks used
marble solely or principally because it was
good to paint upon

; but there were others

who denied that entirely, and who maintained
that the Greeks never painted the lovely temples
the remains of which could now bo seen. He
thought the time was gone by when they would
do much in attempting to copy the temples of

Greece. The Gothic style, he thought, was ex-

ceedingly beautiful when kept to its own pur-

pose, but its time had gone by. In modern art,

if they bad decoration, they certainly wished to

have comfort, and if the architect failed in giving

comfort and the means of health, he failed in his

building. With regard to the special art they

were then considering, a means of decorating

wood by block painting, it appeared that tho

wood must be carefully prepared, and the design

such that the block should not be fractured by
the pressure put upon it to give the impression

on the wood to which it was to impart its

pattern. In calico printing that was not neces-

saiy, the lines being of the most delicate eba-

racter. In printing our pottery, the pattern

was put on to a piece of fine paper, thinner than
bank-note paper, of a very strong kind, and it

was simply laid on the article to be printed, the

colour being left on the article, and the paper
removed by moisture. This art, no doubt, might
be employed for cheap forms of decoration, and
might supersede in some degree the old style of

graining and varnishing, but he could not see

any evidence in the patterns exhibited of tho

same durability as wood, because bo thought
the ornamentation would rub off.

HATFIELD HOUSE, WANDSWORTH.
“ Hatfield Hofse,” Portinsoale-road, Wands-

worth, the residence of Mr. W. H. Withall, of

which we give illustrations, has been designed

so as to combine modem improvements in con-

struction, to a somewhat greater extent than is

usual in buildings of this class.

The house externally is faced with Beart’s

patent white bricks, with red brick bands, and

Bath stone copings, window-dressings, and
cornices. The roofs are covered with Taylor’s

patent tiles. The columns of the windows are

of cast-iron, and those of tho porch are of red

Peterhead granite.

All the floors are constroctod with Dennett’s

patent concrete arching and rolled-iron joists,

and the floors consequently are entirely free

from vibration. The house is also warmer than

if ordinary wooden joist-floors had been used

;

and it is stated that no sound can be heard from
one room to another through the floors. The
building is also rendered practically fire-proof,

and the architects have been enabled to provide

ventilation over the gas, without endangering

the building by fire. It is a matter of interest,

with regard to the applicability of this method
of construction, that although the supporting-

walla are only 18 in. and 14 in. thick, there is no
sign of their having been forced out of the per-

pfendicular by the thrast of the arches. The
staircase is constructed of pitch pine, varnished,

with carved mahogany balusters, the ceilings of

the morning and drawing rooms are panelled.

The joiners’ work of the principal floor also has

been executed in pitch pine.

The vestibule is laid with tiles. The stoves

used in the principal rooms are of Edwards’s

patent, and the fireplaces are I’ecessed, with

windows over them ; the windows can be con-

cealed at night by shutters of looking-glass

which slide out from recesses in the walls.

The interior of the house has been decorated

under the superintendence of the architects by
Mr. Earle, of Howland-street. Sax’s electric

bells and thief-alarms have been used.

There are a stable and conservatory in com-
munication with the house.

The coping and vases of the terrace to the

garden front of tho house are of terra cotta,

by Mr. Blashfield.

Messrs. Lee Bros. & Pain, of Whitehall-place,

were the architects ; Mr. Joseph Thompson, of

Camberwell-green, was the general contractor.

The cost of the house, including the terrace-

walls and steps, amounted to 3,634Z. ; the deco-

rations, 614Z.; the stable-building, 800Z.; and the

conservatory, 270Z.
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HATFIELD HOUSE, POETINSOALE EOAD, WANDSWORTH, SURREY.

Messrs. Lee, Brothers, & Pain, Architects.

as :3V

Ground Plan.
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NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE, STRAND : THE STAIRCASE. [See p. 993, ante.
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OLD ST. PAUL’S OATHEDEAL.
THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

At the ordinary fortnightly meeting of the ses-

sion, held Friday evening, the 12th inst.jMr. E. J.

Tarver, president, in the chair, the follow-
ing gentlemen were elected members :—Messrs.
W. P. Milligan, R, P. Day, S. Vigers, R. Lock,
II. W. Stock, E. P. Bisshopp, J. E. Ilosford, H.
Athill, W. Stokes, F. W. Hamilton, E. E. Dyer,
and C. H. Liihr

;
and a paper was read by

Mr. Edmund B. Ferrey, on “ Old St. Paul’s
Cathedral.”

The Secretary announced that the visits to
the vanoua places of interest in and around
the metropolis would begin about the middle of
next January

; and he would be glad, he said, to
hear from any of the members, as to places
of interest which they thought worth visiting.

In the course of Mr. Ferrey’s paper, ho said
that Dugdale’s “Monograph” was undoubtedly
the best authority for the history of St. Paul’s
Cathedral, and to Dugdale’s pages he was in-
debted for much historical information. Except
in Stow, he was not aware of any other source
where further information respecting the church
could be found. With regard to Hollar’s plates,
no wilful carelessness could bo attributed to him
merely because his plates were often crude and
obviously inaccurate. The discrepancies in
Hollar’s i:)lates were numerous and puzzling,
though not more so than in the other contem-
porai-y representations. The late Dean Milrnan
stated that some of the earlier authorities gave
the appellation of monastery to St. Paul’s, but
he also added that this was erroneous, though
“ St. Paul’s was surrounded indeed with great
monastic establishments,—the Black Friars,
White Friars, or Carmelites, Templars, Grey
Friars, or Franciscans, and other orders but
the dean went on to say, “ St. Paul’s had no re-
lation with any of their institutions.”
The first church dedicated to St. Paul in

London was built in the time of Bishop Mellitus,
A.D. 603, by Ethelbert, king of Kent, ou the
former site probably of a heathen temple,
dedicated to Diana. During tho reign of
William the Conqueror, this building was entirely
destroyed by fire, though it had been doubted
that this church thus annihilated was the original
baxou strncturo. Measures, however, were taken
to erect a new cathedral on tho ashes of the
ancient one, and Bishop Maurice, in 1083, began,
Dugdale told them, the foundations of a most
magnificent pile, namely, all the body of the
church with the north and south cross aisles. So
stately and beautiful was it that it was worthily
uumbered among the most famous buildings, the
vaults or undercrofts being of such extent, and
the upper structure so large that it was sufficient
to contain a vast number of people. The
succeeding prelate to Bishop Maurice, Richard
de Belmeis, zealously continued the work to
suoh an extent that he bestowed the whole
revenue of the bishopric upon it, supporting
himself and family by other means, though he
eflected little towards the building excepting
finishing the walls. After this they got no
information as to the history of this “eminent
structure ” except that it had got hurt by a
dreadful fire in 1135. Richard, who was made
Bishop of London in 1189, however, did a good
deal to the cathedral. There was little further
known about the progress of the works till 1221

,

when a steeple was added to the building, the
choir being completed in 1240. The stalls were
probably commenced soon after 1236. About
1255 the roof of the old structure was made new
or substantially repaired, it being then in a
ruinous condition. In 1256 the cathedral was
enlarged by being lengthened

j and in 1283 the
main brunt of the work was over, which year
the worshipper beheld the sacred pictures in
their tabernacles, the images, and the exquisite
shrines, adorned with gold, silver, and precious
stones.

Es-ery nook and corner of the cathedral pos-
scssed its interest, and the feeling of desolation
experienced in wide unfnrnished naves was con-
spicuously absent. lu 1332 the chapter-house
was built, the old chapter-house then being
“ rained and deformed.” Tho first mention of
the bell-tower, which stood at the east-end of
the churchyard, was in Henry I.’a reign

; but it

appeared to have existed long before that,
though no date was given. It was crowned by a
large spire of timber, covered with lead, and
possessed four immense bells. These detached
towers must have contributed much to the pic-

tui’esque effect of the churchyard, independent
of the great advantage that if the bells were

badly hung or ill-used, the fabric of the cathe-
dral adjoining remained quite uninjured. The
celebrated Paul’a-cross stood on tho north side
of the choir, towards the east end, and it was
there that sermons were delivered. Old St.
Paul’s was anciently surrounded by a wall which
had six gatehouses. In 1444 the spire, of timber
covered with lead, was struck by lightning, and
much injured by the consequent fire. In the
reign of Edward YI. the images were pulled
down, according to an edict of tho council, and
in the spoliation of tho immense treasures
of St. Paul’s they found that some of the
altar-cloths found tlieir way to Siiain, whore
the cathedrals still decked themselves in

the spoils of the ancient cathedral. In 1561,
through the negligence of a plumber, the spire
was totally destroyed by fire, as well as the
timber-roofs of the cathedral

5 but in 1566 the
latter were perfectly restored and covered with
lead. In 1633, Inigo Jones built his celebrated
Italian portico, this being intended as the first

instalment of an entirely new church. In 1642
St. Paul’s-cross was ruthlessly pulled down, and
the cathedral was allowed to fall into neglect
and sacrilege, and gross irreverence took place,
and it remained in this ruinous condition until
tlio restoration. In 1663 tho repairs were com-
menced in good earnest, and appeared to have
continued till the Great Fire, which most effec-

tually put a stop to any further progress in the
undertaking.

With regard to the characteristic features of
the cathedral—it was of immense length, had a
nave of twelve bays, a choir of twelve bays
(unique as regarded English cathedrals), also a
singularly stately transept of great projection,
aud flanked by eastern and western aisles. The
plan, too, was peculiarly symmetrical and un-
broken. The cloisters were of moderate dimen-
sions. Another great characteristic was that of
the light, bold, flying buttresses at the base of
the tower, contributing much to the effect,

though clearly put there for constrnctional
purposes. Althongh the last end was square,
the immense rose- windows, with tho seven
lights immediately under, were rather a French
than an English feature, and there was some-
what the same feeling in the long narrowed
tower windows. The windows of tho nave
aisles, for Norman examples, appeared unusually
large. The sacristy did not appear to have
formed an external structural feature in the
building, and in vain they looked for a trace
of it. With regard to the undercroft, there
appeared to be no absolute evidence as to its

use ; it might have' served as a safe place of
deposit for documents, registries, Ac. ; bat, ac-
cording to Mr. Walcott, it probably served as a
vestibule. The remains of the Norman transept
seemed to have lasted till Hollar’s time, and to
have been re-used in the work of the early
English period

;
and again in the westernmost

bays of the choir behind the stalls, there were
ancient remains of the old Norman architecture,
with its massive piers. The vaulting in Hollar’s
plates was obviously of wood, and it was the
opinion of some, he believed, that this was the
original Medimval intention; but if so, why, he
would ask, were the flying buttresses built ?

The original design of tho north transept was so
completely transformed and masked by Italian
casing that nothing of the ancient design ap-
peared when Hollar lived. There was 110 evi-

dence that the original altar-screen was parti-

cularly lofty or elaborate, except that it was
mentioned in 1309. How Dean Milrnan could
have been so utterly prejudiced against Old St.

Paul’s, as to speak of it as “a gloomy ponderous
pile,” and that, “except its vast size, it had
nothing to distinguish it,” he could not com-
prebend. By a glance at Hollar’s plates they
could see how fine the cathedral must have
been, notwithstanding its mutilated condition.

Ho thought that the reason it looked so grand
and majestic was on account of the somewhat
unusual prominence and projection of the tran-

septs. There was every preparation for some-
thing large, the interest concentrated at the
crossing

;
the transepts, instead of having only

eastern aisles, as were common, had western
ones also.

In conolnsion, he said, let them bid a sorrowful
farewell to the image of that glorious edifice,

Old St. Paul's, and look cheerfully forward to a
coming time when the genius of the architects of
Old England might reproduce churches tho-
roughly adapted to their present requirements,
while still preserving hallowed traditions of the
Middle Ages.

Mr. Birch, in proposing a vote of thanki, said,

with regard to the rose-windows, they were one
of the marvels of the age, and Chaucer, in “The
Miller’s Tale,” refers to them. He (Mr. Birch)
differed from Hollar with regard to the dimen-
sions, Hollar being, he thought, decidedly in-
correct. Speaking of the existence of the
western towers, he was of opinion that they
must have existed, one of the towers being used
as a prison, the Lollards having been known to be
confined in one of them.
Mr. S. Flint Clarkson, in seconding the vote of

thanks, did not agree with Mr. Ferrey as to the
length of the cathedral, and thought the subject
a debateable one. With regard to the flying
buttresses, Mr. Longman, in his book, assumed
that they must have existed

;
and in the engraving

of the Cathedral belonging to tho Society o°f

Antiquaries, flying buttresses were there shown.

EASTLAKE’S LOST PICTURE.
Last^ week Monsignor Capel lectured in St.

George’s Hall, Liverpool, taking for subject “Tho
Painter’s Mind on Canvas.” Before a paiuter
could be w-orthy of the name, he said, he must
have a power of conceiving. Conception sprang
from two elements—man’s mind and his anterior
knowledge. The whole power of the mind and
the comparison of mind with mind depended on
the intensity of the power of such mind, and
secondly, upon tho extent of the knowledge
itself. From that he advanced to the further
point—that any painter rendering the thought
he had conceived must necessarily put upon the
canvas part of liis own mind. He placed there
that which witnessed to the sense that he had,
to his delicacy of perception, to his power of
arranging. Ic was he that had the most mind,
and the greatest delicacy in that mind, and the
greatest knowledge of detail with regard to
things past, and of science, that must necessarily
be the greater painter. This might seem very
elementary, and yet ou it turned the whole theory
of art. lu illustration of this idea he adduced
some works of Murillo (who, being bred amid
scenes of poverty, could never paint a picture
without introducing patched clothes and do"B,
and so on) and others, and in referring to the
“ Last Supper,” by Leonardo da Vinci, he attri-
buted the contradictions and errors there ex-
hibited, in respect of tho customs and habits of
the Easterns, to thepainter’signorance. Leonardo
da Vinci’s experience at that time was limited
to his own surroundings, and when ho had Jo
render that thought, “ There is one among you
who will betray me,” he simifly portrayed his
own thought. Tho conception onco formed in
the mind of the painter, the second thing was,
“what was to bo the motive to guide and direct
him in giving light to his conception,” for
clearly this might alter in every way the aspect
of the whole painting. One might paiut for
money, another from a pure love of the art,
another to reiiresent some particular leading
thought. In judging of a picture they might
be certain that, until they had realised the
painter’s thought or motive, it was impossible
for them to enjoy the real pleasure of such
jneture. Having conceived, and having a
motive for his painting, the painter next came
to the power of invention—the invention of
that which was to express his conception and
realise his motive. Invention necessitated not
only a knowledge of the fact to be embodied
and the details of that fact, but it displayed a
special power to induce something which would
at once give expression to the painter’s mind.
The fourth necessary element was unity.
While iu nature there was marvellous variety,
yet who could fail to be struck with the
harmony that united all together ? Turning
for a moment to modern productions the lec-
turer said there were two great pictures now
before the public mind. One of them was in
Liverpool, and he might ask them did they
know of any great work of any great master
hidden away in any hole or corner of their
town ? They might not be able to answer, but
it was so. Lady Eastlake, in the memoirs of
Sir Charles, stated that one of his greatest
productions, “ Brutus haranguing the People on
the Death of Lucretia,” was either lost or
destroyed. Now it so happened that Liverpool
was the possessor of it, and that its destruction
did not take place. It was in the possession of
Mr. Eberle, Royal Hotel, and after the last

lecture he (Monsignor Capel) gave in that hall

he was invited to go and examine that splendid
work. In that painting one great thing that
struck him was that, though being an early
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prodnction, and while it manifested a little

want of Tigonr in some of its features, yet,

throughout, it breathed that power of concep-
tion, that unity and harmony in its various

parts, which spoke of it at once as one of the

greatest productions that England had yet seen
from one of its own sons. He expressed a
strong hope that this picture would not be
allowed to leave Liverpool.

ENGLISH ACADEMICIANS AND SCOTCH
ART.

In the address of Sir George Harvey, pre-

sident of the Royal Scottish Academy, to the

pupils, associates, and members, last week, the

speaker said, it had been remarked that nothing

was denied to well-directed industry
;
yet, in

addition to the indispensable requirement of

personal exertion, it was of first importance to

the student to discover in what direction the

bent of hie mind was likely to find surest exer-

cise, so that his inclination might go hand in

hand with his work. It was sometimes painful

to contemplate the result of incompetent and
uncongenial effort upon subjects chosen from
ideal poetry, or the romance of history, and to

contrast with this the same amount of skill

bestowed on an operation of common nature or
still life. In the former case might not un-
frequently be seen the result of a too ambitions
choice, inducing only a smile on the countenance
of the intelligent spectator, while in the less

ambitions but more suitably chosen subject,

there might be a display of very great art, yield-

ing simple but real pleasure. It was surely a
truer expression of what was sought to be
accomplished, thus to give grace, and dignity,

and beauty, to what might be considered in

itself comparatively humble, than by incompe-
tent treatment to bring to a low level that which
was poetically high or historically grand. In
saying this he would seek to keep in mind the

distinction due to works of the higher class of

mental conception. Such works could not be
too highly valued

;
but seeing that it was given

to few to excel in this department, surely if on
trial it were found that the wings furnished by
nature were not fitted to bear the student
upward to those higher regions, prudence sug-

gested the wisdom of contenting himself with
a flight more suited to the powers of his

pinions.

When in London, at the opening of the
Royal Academy last May, more than one of the

leading Academicians expressed to him (the pre-

sident of the R.S.A.) the great pleasure they had
in viewing the pictures produced by Scotch

painters, from the general excellence of the

work which they showed. One of these gentle-

men asked him how they managed to produce
pictures with this peculiar qualification, and
his reply was,—by simply teaching students

in the first place to draw well, then to

colour from' the life, and after that allowing

every one to follow his own course in the develop-

ment and clothing of his ideas. And thus he
felt sure that some experience was the best, if

not the only, way by which a youth might show
of what he was capable by the direction of the

embodiment of original tliought,—a suggestion

at times from those who, by their acknowledged
pre-eminence, were entitled to speak with
authority .being all the assistance the student
could desire while proceeding with his work.
By this means a great variety of results might
be expected from the action of individnal minds,
which would not be the case were students,
instead of looking at nature each from his own
point of view, to set about copying pictures in

search of a style. Any success obtained by such
means must prove to be only secondary in its

value, and tended to delude with the belief that
progress was being made in the power of pro-
ducing, whilst all the time the student was only
a copyist, and entitled to no more credit than a
person of literary pursuits would be in getting

Shakspeare or Milton by heart, and imagining he
was acquiring the art of a poet. However much
delight one might have in contemplating the
outcome of great minds, still, as a rule, a man’s
chance of occupying a place among the efficient

would be found not in being elevated on the
shoulders of other men, however tall, but in

pressing to the front by every legitimate means,
80 as to contemplate nature each for himself, and
so fill the mind with the ever-varying aspects of

beauty and grandeur, which she bountifully

spread out for the enjoyment of all who took
pleasure therein. In support of these remarks,

it was only necessary that he should point to the

men who had won for themselves a name, and
it would be found that they were one and all

characterised by the distinction that in the

treatment of all they produced they had sought

to make whatever they touched altogether their

own.

DRYING CHAMBERS : A QUESTION
ANSWERED.

Sir,—A correspondent in your impression of

the 29th of November inquires what size and
height of chimney will prodnce a draught of air

equal to two fans which he describes. His

question has not been answered, probably for

two reasons ; first, the intrinsic difficulty of the

question
j
and, secondly, because the writer has

omitted some most important points necessary

to be known before a correct answer can be
given. I will, however, endeavour to reply

to the question so far as the data given will

permit.

The inquirer has omitted to state,—first, the

area of the discharge-pipe of the fans
;
secondly,

the temperature of the air after passing through

the heated cylinders ; and, thirdly, the thickness

and density of the two layers of wool thi-ough

which the air is driven by the fans ;—all which
are most important to the solution of the

question.

I understand that there are two cylinders,

each with a separate fan. If the fans are of

a good construction,—which, however, appears
to be very doubtful from what is afterwards

stated about them,—the vanes being 4 ft. 11 in.

in diameter, and making 800 revolutions per

minute, the air ought to be projected or driven

at the rate of 150 ft. per second. This calcula-

tion is baaed on the assumption that the velocity

of the discharge is equal to three-fourths of the

actual velocity of the tips of the vanes. If,

then, the areo of the discharge-pipe is 23 square

feet, or 18 in. by 18 in. (your correspondent only

says it is 18 in. wide), the actual quantity of

air discharged by each fan will be 337 cubic

feet per second, or 674 cubic feet for the two
fans. This quantity is irrespective of tempera-
ture, which for this calculation is of but little

consequence j but in what follows the temporu-
ture is an all-important point.

Mathematicians have differed most materially

in their calculations of the velocity of chimney
draughts. The method of Montgolfier, however,
is at once the most simple and most accurate.

The best information on this subject and on the

use of fans, may be found in Dr. Ure’s paper.

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society

for 1836 5
Peclet, “Traitedela Chaleur,” third

edition; and Hood’s “Practical Treatise on
Warming Buildings and on Ventilation,” fourth

edition, London, 1869.

Tour correspondent omits to say whether he
proposes his chimney to be merely a flue heated
by the hot air, after passing through the drying-

chamber ; or whether he proposes it to be a real

chimney with a large furnace-fire at the bottom,

in the same way as was used some years ago for

ventilating the Houses of Parliament. I will

endeavour to show him that neither plan will

answer his purpose.

If the temperature of the air, after passing

through the heated cylinders be 100° or 50°

above the average external temperature, then as

air expands '00208 of its bulk for each degree of

Fahrenheit, in a chimney 100 ft. high, we shall

have this calculation,

—

•00208 X 50 X 100 ft. = 10-4 ft.

as the expansion of air at 100° Fahrenheit
j

or,

in other words, 110'4 ft. of heated air will

balance 100 ft. of the colder external air. The
velocity of discharge will then be equal to that

which a falling body acquires by falling through

a height of 10'4 ft. This will be equal to “ eight

times the square root of the difference in height

of the two columns of air ” ;
and in this case, as

here assumed, for a flue or chimney 100 ft. high,

and a temperature of 100° Fahrenheit, the

velocity of discharge will be 26 ft. per second,

and it will require a chimney or flue 100 ft. high,

and rather more than 5 ft. square at the top, to

discharge the same quantity of air as the fans.

If the height of the chimney be equal to the

great chimney of St. Rollox near Glasgow, which
is 422 ft. high, the velocity of discharge will be
53 ft. per second, and the opening at the top of

the chimney would require to be rather more
than 3i ft. square at the top to discharge the

same quantity of air as the fans.

But suppose the chimney is heated by a large

furnace-&e at the bottom. The temperature
will be about 600° Fahrenheit at bottom, and

about 300° at the top, or an average of 450°
throughout. In this case the velocity of dis-

charge will be 77 ft. per second, and it will re-
quire a chimney 100 ft. high, with an aperture at
the top of 3 ft. nearly to discharge the 674 cubic
feet of air at present discharged through the
fans.

It is not the least likely these methods can be
used. The discharge of large quantities of air

by chimney-draught is all but impracticable.
Dr. Ure has estimated the relative cost of dis-

charging air by fan and by chiraney-draught as

1 to 38. But it is very questionable whether the

weak draught from a chimney could be made to

draw the air through two thicknesses of wool, in

the way your correspondent requires. Nothing
but experiment can determine this

;
and if the

layers of wool are at all considerable, it is pro-
bable no effect whatever would be produced by
the chimney-draught.
The pressure by means of the fan can be

carried to almost any extent, if the fan be pro-
perly constructed. The eight blades, or vanes,
described by your correspondent are greatly

too many, in a fan of 5 ft. diameter. The vanes,
also, ought to be eccentric, and not concentric,

with the case. When fans with concentric vanes,
and too many in number, are used at high
velocities, the result is that the air is simply
carried round and round in the case, and little of
it is discharged through the aperture, and the

cost of revolving the fan is aiso very greatly

increased. A fan with three, or at most five,

vanes and an eccentric case will discharge

double or treble the volume of air than one with
eight vanes and a concentric case can possibly

do. Nothing whatever can be gained by a large

number of vanes to a fan at high velocities. The
air cannot escape fast enough, and the vanes
merely revolve in a condensed atmosphere,
causing great loss of power and greatly-dimi-

nished results. F. R. S.

CHESHIRE HOUSES.
Sir,—In Britton’s “ Beauties of England ami

Wales,” vol. ii., p. 256, it is stated that “ Brere-

ton Hall was the seat of the respectable family
of Brereton, one of whom, Sir William Brereton,

Kt., built a magnificent brick edifice here abouc
the middle of the sixteenth century.” It is en.

graved in this volume, p. 256, and in Ormerod's
“ History of Cheshire,” vol. iii. (1819) . The views
are taken from the south, and include the tower
of the adjacent church. The building has been
in some measure modernised, but the doorway
on the sonth side, flanked by a high tower on
each side,—four-sided and ancient,—and several

of the rooms, are of the olden time. Two miles

south of Stockport is Bramhall, the ancient seao

of the Bramhales, and subsequently of the
Davenports. Geoffry de Bramhale, the last

member of that ancient family, lived in the
reign of Edward III. In Nash’s "Manbioiis
of the Olden Time,” are two engravings of this

old mansion, one of which shows it as seen from
the north. The other view shows one of the
large windows seen from the south. In
vol. iii. of Ormerod’s work are two views of this

mansion, one of which shows it as it was seen

before the removal of the north side of the
quadrangle. The other view is taken from the
courtyard, looking southward, and includes the
west wing. The view of this old edifice, as I saw
it from the south, is picturesque and pleasing.

It is built on a bill, and is painted in black and
white colours. The road here, and at Brereton,

permits a closer inspection of the exterior of

these houses. At Brereton, I saw an ancient

roadside inn
5

and in Congleton town, some
ancient houses, including the Swan Inn, which
should be inspected by architects. Ormerod’s

work, vol. hi., contains engravings, also, of old

Moreton Hall, and of Astbury Church (see the

Builder, No. 1603), taken respectively from the

south and west. The former view shows the

moat, the bridge, and long gallery, at the top of

the south wing of the bouse. CnE. Cooke.

OLD WORK AT WHITEHALL.
Sir,—

I

n this "age of progreBS,’’ which I presume is

a term intended to include what, to my mind, is one of
its most important features, namely, the destruction of
our old buildings in London, it is well to note, as far as

we can, what becomes of the artistic remains of old
Loudon. In the recent sale of buildings at Whitehall
much that is valuable will no doubt be destroyed. I am
led to understand that the carved ceiling work of Inigo
Jones has found a purchaser (who will, I should think,

appreciate its value) in Mr. Lord, the decorator. It is to

be hoped a marked catalogue will be sent to the British

Museum, so that lovers of Old London may in future

' years know where to look for these remains.—CHArvABD.
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DUBLIN WATER SUPPLY.
The state of things as described below is not

8ucb as should exist in any iirst-claas waterworks
like those of Dublin.
Average volume of water sent into the city

daily, 13, 714,198 gallons
; legitimately used,

about 6,958,256 gallons
j
volume wasted, about

6,755,942 gallons.

This waste of nearly cent, per cent, is, of
course, caused by leaking main.pipes and sluice'
valves, defective service-pipes and service-taps,
and house-taps; or stand-pipes left open, broken,
or wilfully or carelessly tampered with.

Waterworks engineers do not always pay
sufficient attention to inspection and super-
vision,—in these, however, consist the true
economy of water supply. Inspection and
repairs should be ample and unceasing. Some
persons foolishly think that a leaking tap Hashes
the drains, and many persons prop open water-
closet valves for a similar purpose; these are
mischievous ideas,—the dribble of a leaking tap
only wets the drain, but does not in any degree
flush it.

Dublin is not alone in wasting water. London,
Glasgow, and Liverpool waste nearly in a similar
proportion, and many smaller towns follow suit.
We have no hesitation in saying that the fault is
not so much in tho consumers of water as it is in
the management of the local authorities, and the
power for supervision of the local engineers.
The mains, sluice- valves, and hydrants should
be in perfect order

; and not, ns on many parts
of the London West End supply, be permitted
to leak for months continuously. In Dublin it is
merely wasting water as the supply flows in

;

but in London it is wasting steam-engine power,
and this means wasting coals.
As in London, so in Dublin,—water is wasted

whilst the poor suffer a water-famine. Should
this be ?

^ THE NEW MUSIC-HALL FOR SHEFFIELD.
The opening of this new Music-hall is to

' take place ou tho 15th instant. The architec-
ture of the building is Italian in character,

: treated very simply. There is consequently an
I

almost entire absence of external decoration

;

but the otherwise dreary monotony of the brick!
work is broken up by a number of grey granite
pillars and by carved stone headings to the win.
dows. The principal entrances are in Barker-pool.
It is intended to cover the whole of the pavementm front and on either side of these entrances
with a roof of glass. There is a waiting-room
on each side of the hall, and there are two
saloons which may be used for refreshments.
From tho entrance-hall, broad flights of steps
lead up to the principal part of the building —
the great hall. At the top of the staircase
leading to the floor of the hall there are two
spacious corridors, one extending along the
whole front of the building and the other
running down the western side. In these there
are four or five doors, so that there are plenty of
means of ingress and egress. The baleony-stalla
arc approached by a separate staircase, and
corridor, and the balcony or gallery at the back
has also ameans of entrance of its own.

Like the exterior of the building, the interior
of the large hall is Italian in character. In con-
sequence of tho immense size of the organ, and
the depth of the gallery at the other end, the
length of the hall is deceptive. The length is
125 ft., the width 60 ft., and tho height from
floor to ceiling 50 ft. The hall will very com.
fortably accommodate 2,200 persons, and this
number could bo increased to 2,500 at a raeetinrr,
if the seats iu the body of the hall wore removed!
The ceiling was originally intended to be of
“coved” wood in the form of a segment, but
this intention was abandoned unon the sugges-
tion of M. Cavaille-Cul], the 'builder of the
organ, probably because he thought such a roof
would somewhat militate against the effects
of his instrument. The main portion of the
roof from end to end is now flat, with a division
into_ four panels. The sides of the roof are
sloping. The walls are broken up by a number
of pilasters, and by recesses at tho back of the
balcouy-stalls. The pilasters have an enriched
string at the base, and capitols at the top. These
support an entablature, which runs round the
entire hall. The panels in the ceiliug are deco-
rated. There are seven windows on either aide,
each being 13^ ft. high, by G ft. wide. At night,
the ball is lighted by four sunlights in the ceil-
ing, one in each of the four panels. They are
not sunlights of the character common in some

churches, chapels, and public buildings, but are
covered with a kind of double net.work of glass.
The hall is heated by hot water, the principle
adopted being what is known as Perkins’ high-
pressure system. The architects have placed a
number of wood pipes above the ceiliug, into
which the vitiated air is conveyed by means of
ornamental gratings. It then passes on to a
ventilating shaft in a tower, to which it is drawn
by a coil of heated pipes, and will thus pass,
it is hoped, into the open air.

The site and the building have entailed a cost
of 20,0001.—perhaps a little more than that sum
—and tho organ 5,0001. more. But by the time
everything is completed, it will very likely be
found that tho total expenditure is not far short
of 26,0001. or 27,0001. The architects are
Messrs. Flockton & Abbott

;
and the contractors

Messrs. Longdon & Son, masons and brick-
layers

; Messrs. Badger & Holmes, carpenters and
joiners

; Messrs. Harrison & Chadwick, and
Mr. Staniforth, plasterers; and Mr. Bassett,
plumber and painter.

THE PROPOSED NEW STREET FROM
KING WILLIAM STREET TO FEN-
CHURCH STREET: EASTERN EXTEN-
SION RAILWAY.
Fhom the proceedings of the Metropolitan

Board of Works at their meeting last week, it

may bo taken for granted that they will support
tho proposal f^r constructing a new street from
King William. street to Fenchuroh. street, in con-
nexion with the Inner Circle Railway from the
Mansion House Station to Aldgate and Moorgate-
street, and also the proposed branch line from
Whitechapel to Bow, and that they are also pre-
pared to contribute towards the cost of the uew
street. The Works Committee brought up
report to the effect that having considered the
two railway schemes—the one for completing
tho inner circle, and the other for also extending
the line to Bow, they had come to the conclusion
that the Inner Circle Completion and Eastern
Extension scheme was the best, because, in addi-
tion to completing the inner circle, it also con.
nected the extreme East of London with the
West, and formed junctions with the East Lon.
don, Great Eastern, and North-London Railways,
which the alternative plan did not. Tho com-
mittee recommended that it be referred back to
them to consider what amount of contribution
should be made by the Board towards the con.
struction of the proposed new street in con-
nexion with the railway. The recommendation
was unanimously adopted, and it may therefore be
assumed thattheMetropolitan Board will support
the Inner Circle Completion and Eastern Exten-
sion scheme when it comes before Parliament
next session, and that the scheme for the com-
pletion of tho inner circle only will be abandoned.
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building purposes, and when developed, not only
enhances the value of the uncovered ground, but
will certainly shut out the possibility of obtaining
any addition to the cemetery, unless the present
offer is accepted, by which provision will be
made for the burial of the dead for at least the
next twenty years. After the purchase, the
expenditure in the preparation of the ground
for interments by the erection of walls, fences,
draining, and road-making, is estimated at
3,272b, making the total cost of the enlarged
cemetery, 9,OOOi. Mr. Taylor, senior, in advising
the vestry to confirm the recommendation of the
burial board, said that since the subject had been
mooted, there bad been several parties bidding
for the land which they (the vestry) then had
the opportunity of acquiring, and he was afraid
that if any delay took place they would lose the
chance of getting the ground, and that tho parish
would have to find accommodation elsewhere at
a fabulous price. He added that, whilst they
could obtain the land for 500b per acre, the
parish of Camberwell bad just given 700b per
acre for a similar purpose. The purchase of the
land for the enlargement of the cemetery, sub-
ject to the approval of the Lords of the Treasury,
was uuanimously agreed upon after considerable
discussion.

THE CLEVELAND SLAG-WORKING
COMPANY.

As mentioned by us some time ago, a “ limited,”
company has been formed at Middlesbrough-on-
Tees, for the purpose of utilising blast-furnace
slag, by processes which have lately been sub-
mitted to the test of practical experiment. The
chief objects of the company are, the manufac-
ture of bricks, mortar, sand, cement, and con-
crete, to which purposes slag, reduced to sand as-

it runs from tho furnace, and afterwards specially
prepared, has been successfully applied at Mid-
dlesbrough and elsewhere. Nuolerous samples
of the various products,—bricks, mortar, sand,
concrete,—have been submitted for approval to

practical men ; and from the abundance of
material and the small amount of labour re-

quired, it is calculated that the company will

be able to supply building materials at a cheap
rate, and yet realise a substantial profit. Land
has been purchased for the erection of an
extensive factory, near the new dock-entrauce,.
convenient alike for shipping, railway, and
carting, and the patents of Mr. Charles Wood,
of Middlesbrough, and Captain Bodmer, of
London, have been secured.

ENLARGEMENT OF THE LAMBETH
CEMETERY.

The Lambeth burial board and the vestry
have jointly agreed to purchase a considerable
area of ground adjoining the cemetery at
Tooting, for the purpose of enlarging the ceme.
tory there belonging to Lambeth. A discussion

which took place upon the subject last week, when
the question of purchasing the land was under
consideration, revealed the fact that, in conse-
quence of the constant expansion of building land
iu the neighbourhood it is rapidly increaaiog in

value, the purchase which hasjust been determined
upon showing that, within the last fifteen years,
it has arisen from 3001. to 500Z. per acre, or
increase within that period of upwards of 65 per
cent. The land which it has been agreed to

purchase for the purpose of extending the ceme-
tery is 11 acres, 1 rood, and 33 perches, imme-
diaiely adjoining the cemetery in Garratt-lane,
Tooting, which Mr. Joseph Martin, the owner,
has offered to sell for 5,728Z., being at the rate
of 500J. per acre; whereas the 30 acres of land
covered by the present cemetery was purchased
fifteen years since for 9,000?-., or 30U?. per acre.

The burial board, in recommending the purchase,
observe that the population of LKmbeth exceeds
210,000 persons, and that the ground now occu-
pied for burials iu the consecrated portion of
the cemetery will only provide for interments
for two years longer, and iu the unconsecrated
portion for ten years. They add that the metro-
polis is extending so rapidly that the land iu the
suburbs is annually becoming available for

PURCHASE OP FURTHER NEW BOARD
SCHOOL SITES.

Some short time before the late London School
Board retired from office, they decided, under
the powers of the Education Act, to purchase
sites for the erection of fifty-four new schools in
different parts of the metropdiis, in addition to
the schools, about ninety in number, which have
already been completed and now in course of
erection. The necessary notices for the com-
pulsory acquirement of the land necessary for
the purpose have been given, and a few particu-

lars as to its extent will at the present moment
be interesting. The aggregate quantity of land
included in the proposed purchase is 669,919-

square feet, being no less in the whole than

15i acres. The intended additional new schools
are spread over the several metropolitau divisions

as follow :—In the Chelsea division, four new
schools are to be built, two being in Kensington,
and one each in Fulbam and Hammersmith, the
land required for which is 75,786 square feet.

In the Finsbury division, it is proposed to build
no less than ten new schools, in addition to those
now in course of erection. Of this number, one
is in St. Giles-in-the- Fields

;
two in St. Audrew’s,

Holborn
;
three in Clerkeowell

; three in Isling-
ton

;
and one in St. Luke’s, the land for ^yhich

covers an area of 112,980 square feet. In the
Hackney division, the additional number to bo
built is eight, for which 97,175 square feet of
laud will be required, and of these three are in
Hackney parish, two iu Bethnal-green, and three
in Shoreditch. The number to be erected in the
Maryleboue division is fire, viz., three in St.
Pancras, and two in St. Marylebone, the sites

covering 38,502 square feet. The Tower Hamlets
division is to have four additional schools, two
of which will be in Mile-eud Oid-town, and two
in Bromley, requiring 57,497 square feet. West-
minster is to have two new schools, one in St.
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Anne’s, Soho, and one in St. John's, Westmin-
ster, the land necessary beiog 10,742 square feet.

Thns the number of additional new schools

which it is proposed to erect within the Middle-
sex portion of the London School Board area is

thirty-three, for which 393,682 square feet, or

upwards of 9 acres, of land will be required.

On the Surrey side, eighteen new schools are to

be erected, of which eleven are in the Lambeth
division, five being in Lambeth parish, three in

Camberwell, and one each in Newington, Batter,

sea, and Wandsworth, and the requisite land for

these schools is 170,199 square feet. The South-

wark division is to have seven new schools, three

of which are in Bermondsey, two in St. Saviour’s,

and one each in St. John’s, Horselydown, and
KrOtherhithe, and the land required is 74,440

square feet, The land to be purchased for the

schools on the Surrey side of the river is

244,639 square feet, or nearly 6 acres. The
Greenwich division, in Kent, is to have three
new schools, two in Deptford, and one in

Greenwich, for which 30,598 square feet, or
upwards of three-quarters of an acre of laud,

will have to be purchased.

HIGH DEATH-EATE IN NEWCASTLE.
NORTUEEN AUCniTECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting in connexion with the
Northern Architectural Association was held in

•the Old Castle, Newcastle, on the 9th inst. Mr.
Matthew Thompson, President of the Associa-

tion, occupied the chair. The election of officers

for the ensuing year was as follows :—Mr.
Thompson was re-elected president; Mr. F.

Gharlton, vice-president j
Mr. W. H. Dunn,

treasurer; Mr. Oliver, secretary; and Mr.

Hodge, honorary solicitor. A paper on “ The
Excessive Death-Rate in Newcastle,” was read

by Mr. Oliver. In the course of it he said:—
One of the most remarkable statements, indeed,

is—and it is, perhaps, by such a statement that

the true clue may be formed—that what ought
to be hardy, healthy, recnperative-like working
men, when admitted into the infirmary owing to

accidents, are incapable of bearing the shock
and consequent reaction of an operation, not-

withstanding the alleviativo and scientific modes
resorted to. There is something almost appal-

ling in such a statement. It seems to strike at

the root and foundation of healthy manhood.
Have we begun to decay ? Arc we retrogressing ?

Is it possible that the tide of England’s great-

ness in her sons has begun to ebb before her own
most ample resouices are half expended? I

think it is a fair and logical inference to draw
from what has been stated that at least one

cause lies within ourselves. I do not say to

what extent, nor do I say to what, specifically,

this may be attributable ; whether to causes

over which we have control, or whether to causes

over which we have no control. But we have

traced out one fact, and that is, that the general

standard of health has been reduced, and as

night follows day, so it follows that in the reduc-

tion of our normal life-force we lose at the same
time the power to resist the influences and en-

croachments of disease. Doubtless, onr ignorance

of some of the higher, and our negligence in

regard to some of what wo may think the lower

laws of nature, as demonstrated by science, may
have something to do with the matter. We must
not forget that nature is inexorable, and that she

invariably avenges herself. She supposes us
to know a great deal more than we at present

do know, and ever and anon she reads us a
lesson such as the present, for the world's future

benefit. The reader said he did not care to enter

into minute details, or at present to ascertain

merely local causes. His object was rather to

showthat their chimney-shafts ought to be carried

so high as to be beyond the reach of harm ; that
their smoke ought to be much more effectually

consumed
;

that their foul gases ought to be
burned or utilised, which, it is known, can be
done ; that their lanes and narrow chares ought
to be deeply drained, filled up with dry materials,

and solidly laid withVal de Travers, or a similar
non-absorbent asphalte; and, above and beyond
all that, they should at once have a great com-
prehensive system of sewerage, such as other
towns possess, with an intercepting trunk sewer,
irrespective of mere first cost. These, together
with a better water supply, and the carrying out
of a proper sanitary system in the older portions
of the town, would, he firmly believed, if imme-
diately and systematically and continuously car-

ried out, despite the natural disadvantages, make
Newcastle a comparatively healthy town.

WATER IN LEADEN PIPES.

In a paper addressed to the Academy of

Sciences, Dr. Fordos showed that bottles rinsed

with shot retained leaden particles in their inner

surface. In a second paper just sent in, according

to Qalignani, the same gentleman described some
further experiments of his. Distilled water
never failed being more active than other waters
taken from the Seine and Ourcq. The solutions

obtained by mechanical means were analysed,

and those derived from the river waters were
found to contain two carbonates, one of lead and
the other of lime. As for any lead in a metallic

state, none whatever was discovered in the water
after this analysis. The question now became
restricted to the effect produced on water in

leaden pipes. Dr. Fordos found some old ones

in the lumber-rooms of the Hospital de la Charite,

and, upon examination, discovered them to be
inwardly coated with a deposit of carbonate of

lime, strongly impregnated with sulphate of lead.

Hence there remains no doubt as to the fact

that river water attacks leaden pipes, but it also

deposits what it takes, so that the coating above
alluded to plays the part of a preservative

varnish. When all the leaden surface is covered
with it, the water will not only be unable to take

up any more metal, but will deposit all its

calcerous particles, so that it must arrive at its

destination in a perfectly pure state. It would
therefore appear that old pipes are safer than
new. In the Comptes Rendxcs for November 17,

is a note by M. Cbevreul on the " Action of Pare
Water upon Various Metals,” which indicates

several points demanding careful consideration

in sanitary arrangements.

A TRADE UNION OF CAPITALISTS.

A POKMtUABLE national federation of associa-

tions of employers of labour has been established

at a meeting held in Loudon, and its influence is

very likely to be felt, sooner or later, in a very
marked manner^ upon the disputes between
capital and labour. In general terms, this

society may be described as a combination of

employers, established to counteract the influence

of trade-unions. It is^ in fact, an amalgamation
of employers’ associations, united for the com-
raon object of defending capital against the
unjust demands of labour, whether they are

made through the channel of legislation in Par-

liament, or whether they are made through the

medium of strikes. The promoters profess that
their organisation shall bo purely defensive,

and hence they decline to " emulate the
trade-unions in expenditure.” They propose to

collect and disseminate throughout the country
information bearing upon industrial questions,

for which purpose it is in contemplation to

establish a weekly or fortnightly newspaper.
The federation will also watch over every legia-

lativo proposal affecting employers and employed,
with a view to influenoing the same

;
it will en-

courage the independence of non-unionists, and
endeavour “ to give to education, intelligence,

and capital their fair share of influence in the
constituencies.” It would, therefore, seem from
the rules and printed documents of the federa-

tion that the employers have determined to

accept the gauntlet of the working-men unionists,

and to fight them—if that unhappy necessity

should arise—with their own weapons. It would
have been almost impossible to have secured
better names than appear upon the list of the
council. The majority belong to Lancashire and
Yorkshire; but it must not be forgotten that it

is in those two counties that we find the largest

employers in the kingdom. The president of

the association is Mr. J. Robinson, of the firm of

Messrs. Sharp, Stewart, & Co., Manchester.
Among the other members of the council we
observe such names as Mr. B. Hannen, of the firm

of Holland & Hannen, London; Mr. J. Crosaley,

of Halifax; Mr. J. Laird, of Birkenhead; Sir

Titus Salt, of Saltaire
;
Mr. E. Akroyd, M.P.

;

Mr. Field, of the firm of Maudsl ay. Son, & Field
London; Mr. Trollope, Westminster

; Mr. Stanley
G. Bird, of London. Among the associations

which have become affiliated to the federation

are the Master Cotton Spinners’ and Manufac-
turers’ Association of Preston, of Blackburn, and
of Burnley; the Engineers’ Association of Bel-
fast; the Master Cotton Spinners’ Associations
of Manchester and Salford, and of Bolton; the
Master Builders’ Associations of London, of
Birmingham, of Manchester, and of West York-
shire

;
the Iron Trades Employers’ Associations

of Barrow-in-Furoess, Barnsley, Bradford,
•Bristol, Halifax, Hncldorsfield, Keighley, Leeds,

Leicester, Lincoln, Liverpool and Birkenhead,
London, Manchester, Nottingham, and Wake-
field. These names will indicate to our readers,

in some degree, the success which has attended
the earlier stages of this movement, and the
enormous influence that sun-onnds its dSiiit.

The workmen employed by the masters belong,
ing to the association are estimated to number
nearly 2,000,000.

The Federation have inaugurated their advent
by sending to the Home Secretary, Mr. Lowe,
M.P., a deputation, who placed before him and
the Government their views upon the statements
made, on November 5th, by a deputation of

trade-unionists, and also upon the questions

involved in the proposed repeal of the Criminal
Law Amendment Aot, the amendment of the

Law of Master and Servant, and the amendment
I of the Law of Conspiracy.

Mr. Lowe, in reply, said that the subject had
engaged his attention for a long time. He would
only then remark that he wished whatever was
done should be in strict justice to all parties.

He had offered no opinion as to the justice of

the claims made by the working men’s deputa-
tions, when he received them on November 5th,

nor would he offer any opinion on the case now
submitted to him. He thanked them for the

information given, and for the clearness with
which it had been imparted; and be promised to

give to the statements and the memorial his best

attention.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY OF THE
ARCHDEACONRY OF NORTHAMPTON.
The annual meeting of this Society was held

at the Society’s room, Gold-street, Northampton,
on the 8ch inst.; Mr. E. Thornton in the chaii". The
report was read by the hon. sec., and uuani-

mously adopted. The opening of the report was
as follows :

—

The Committee of the Architectural Society

of this Archdeaconry have had fewer plana for

church building and church restoration brought
before them during the past year than daring
any similar period within the last decade. This

arises in part from the circumstance noted last

year, that every fresh restoration leaves less to

restore; and now, that happily a neglected church
is the rare exception, instead of, as in the re-

membrance of most men, a nearly universal rule,

the reports which your committee have to give

of this portion of their labours mast be often

meagre. When, however, it is stated that, in

the Nene Valley alone, three such churches as

Earl’s Barton, Raunds, and Rushden, second to

none from their many points of archeological

interest, or of arohitectnral beauty, churches in
one or more of which for many a year decay has

been permitted to creep on unchecked, are all

now in the course of extension and well-advised

restoration, on which the advice of your com-
mittee has been asked, they think that they
have nob been idle. But in many other places,

similar works have been in progress, and others

of the same kind are still projected. In some
of these your committee have been called on to

lend a helping hand ;
in others, when their advice

has not been asked, the true principles of resto-

ration have not been ignored, and the influence

of architectural associations has been indirectly

felt ; in others they are sorry to report that so-

called restoration is effected by setting aside an
ancient example of undoubted beauty, and sub-
stituting an inferior design in a worse material,

SANITARY MATTERS.

The Outbreah of Enteric Fever at Wlutton.

—

An outbreak of enteric fever in the village of

Whitton, which occupied the attention of the

Board of Guardians has also been the subject of

a coroner’s inquiry. The disease is confined to

a court, consisting of ten cottages on the town
side of the Maypole Inn, the property of Mr.
Wm. Lovely. In one family ]of the name of

Lambert, consisting of nine, and living in a

cottage consisting of three rooms, the disease

has been most rife. The head of the family, and
two boys, one aged seventeen and the other

seven, have fallen victims to the disease, whilst

others are either ill or convalescent. The cases

have been in all thirty-seven in number, and
besides the three of the Lamberts there have
been two other deaths. The well from which
these people obtain their drinking-water is

within about ten yards of a cesspool; its top is

now boarded up, and water is brought from
Ipswich in a cart daily.
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The coroner’s jury-j at the inquest on one of
the bodies, was

—

“ That the deceased, George Lambert, died from enteric
fever, brought on by a combination of causes,—viz., the
over.crowded slate of the houses, the poisonous water,
and the want of proper drainage, and we deeply regret
that the state of the law is such that our sanitary autho>
rities are not able to move with more despatch in such
matters."

They also appended a presentment calling the
attention of the sanitary authority to the dis-
graceful state of the sanitary arrangements, and
enumerating the facta of the case.

Typhoid Fever in Cambridge.—Cambridge is

suffering from an alarming outbreak of typhoid
fever. This fever has been prevalent to some
extent for the last six months, but within quite
recently several cases have occurred, In one
college a case has terminated fatally, and two
other persons are seriously ill. Isolated cases Lave
occurred at other colleges, whilst amongst the

j

townpeople it is very prevalent. Two causes

I

have been assigned,—viz., a bad system of
drainage and a supply of impure water. When
the threatening character of the disease in one
of tho colleges was ascertained, the authorities
hastily gave “e-xeats” to students in residence,
and as quickly as possible cleared the college,
and removed the students from proximity to the
scene, but not before the seeds of disease were
sown in some instances; so that to the cases
which have occurred in Cambridge must be
added, it is feared, more than one case which
has appeared among the students after reaching
their homes.

T7oli;er/iai)ipfon.—Wo learn that Dr. Ballard,
the sanitary inspector of the Local Government
Board, recently arrived in Wolverhampton. After
making an inspection of the town, he will make
a tour through the surrounding district, in-
eluding Wednesllold, Willenhall, Sehden, and
other places, and afterwards report on the result
of Ids visits to the Local Government Board.

THE MAUSOLEUM AT FROGMORE.
In the current part of the Sunday at Rome a

view is given of tho interior of the Royal
Mausoleum, Frogmore, which is copied without
acknowledgment from the engraving we pub-
lished in July, 1870.* A well-known print-
publisher in Bond-street made a similar use of
it some time ago. As the view we were enabled
to issue, by the gracious command of her Majesty
the Queen, is the only one that has been made,
we feel bound to comment on tbe improper
course pursued. An external view of the Mau-
soleum, also made by Command, will bo found
in our volume for 1803.

PARLIAMENT CHAMBERS.
The architectural features of King-stroet,

Westminster, have just been improved by the
erection of a handsome block of buildings, near
the now Colonial Offices, called Parliament
Chambers. The new structure, which has an
elevation of 63 ft. in height, and 42 ft. in
width, is Gothic in its architectural character,
and consists of ground-floor and three upper
stories surmounted by dormers. The materials
in which the building is executed give it a
striking appearance. The main body of the
elevation is in red Suffolk brick, freely inter-
spersed with black brick bands, string courses,
and arches, with a mixture of Portland and Bath
stone for dressings. The ground-floor contains
two large Gothic windows in three divisions,
with a semi-octagoiial Giithio window at the
western angle; and the entrance to tho building
is in the centre between the two windows just
named, through a Medimval gateway. Imme-
diately above the ground-floor windows there is
a projecting balcony at tbe foot of the first floor,
with columns and mouldings, surmounted by
Roman arches having a double spring, in Port-
land stone, resting upon a flooring of Bath stone.
The first floor windows are all richly traceried
with Portland stone columns between each
division or bay. The second and third story
windows are uniform in Gothic with those of the
first-floor, but not traceried. Above the third
story there is a projecting cornice, in Bath
stone, which is surmounted by pediment donners
in continuation of the face of the elevation, the
dormer gables having black brick lacings and
stone copings. The west angle of the elevation
is carried up to the height of the cornice by
two sides of an octagon, and from the level of

• ToL siTiii., p. 600,

the attic floor an octagon turret rises 10 ft. above
tbe main body of the elevation. Each angle of
the turret has stone columns and capitals, from
which spring Gothic arches. Outside the arches
there is a border of red and black brick. The
chimney shafts are in red and black brick with
ornamental terminations. The ground-floor por-
tion of tbe building is intended for business
purposes, and the entrance to this part of the
premises, as well as to the upper portions, which
are intended for offices and chambers, will be
through tho central gateway. The interior of
the building is finished in a strong and substan-
tial manner. The staircases are all of stone,
with oak hand-rails resting on ornamental iron
supports. Spacious corridors, 6 ft. in width, lead
to the different suites of chambers on the several
floors. The architect is Mr. John Norton, and
the contractor, Mr. John Gamid, of Spital-
fields.

THE WANDSWORTH SURVEYORS AND
THE ROAD CONTRACTORS.

An inquiry, of a very grave and serious nature,
has occupied the attention of the Wandsworth
Board of Works during the past month, which
terminated last week in tbe dismissal of the
Battersea surveyor and all his asaiatauts, toge-
ther with the road-foreman

;
and the Board also

decided that in future no tenders should be
accepted from certain road contractors whose
names were mixed up in a collusion proved to
have existed between them and tho surveyor
and his staff, A committee of tho Board also

recommended that the surveyors for Wands-
worth, Clapham, and Putney should be called
upon to resign; and, after a long discussion, the
number in favour of the recommendation was
24, and against it, 17. This being on a show of
hands, a division was called for, when the result
was 23 for the recommendation, and 22 against
it, the chairman ruling that as the majority was
not tbe majority of the members present the
motion was lost. The three surveyors in ques-
tion, therefore, retain their respective offices for
the present, although the actual majority of
votes was adverse to them. The charge made
against the several surveyors was no leas than
one of having accepted bribes from certain con.
tractors, the result of which was that the work
on the roads had been improperly performed,
and that the ratepayers had consequently been
defrauded. On thia charge being made, tho
Board appointed an independent surveyor (Mr.
W. H. Pocock) to examine the roads alluded to,

and report to them. The substance of this gen-
tleman’s report was that, on an examination of
the roads in question, he found that the con-
tracts had been improperly earned out, both as
regarded the roadway and the kerbing, and a
committee of the whole Board, having gone
through the report step by step, arrived at the
conclusion that the surveyors had been guilty of
neglect of duty, and their dismissal, as above
recorded, was therefore recommended.

THE BOARD OF WORKS
AND NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE.

The Works and General Purposes Committee
of the Metropolitan Board of Works presented
a report at the last meeting on the proposed ar-
rangement for the transfer of Northumberland
House at Lady-day next, instead of Midsummer,
as provided in the Charing-cross and Victoria
Embankment Approach Act.
Mr. Newton moved the adoption of the report.

Ho said that this question bad arisen in conse-
quence of some difficulty which had occurred in
carrying out tho Act of Parliament until the
Board had got possession of property belonging
to Northumberland House.

Mr. H. L. Taylor seconded the motion, and
said tho sooner they got possession of Northum-
berland House the better, and he wished at the
same time to throw out a suggestion in reference
to it. There was, no doubt, a desire on the part
of the members of the Board to view Northumber-
land House before it was dismantled, and thero
was also a desire on tho part of the public to
have an opportunity of inspecting it before it

was pulled down. He hoped that the Duke of
Northumberland would not object to giving tbe
members of the Board an opportunity of viewing
it, of course under proper regulations, before tho
house was dismantled.

Mr. Fowler said it was most desirable that thia
improvement should be carried out as speedily
as possible. The question which had beenraised

by Mr. Taylor was a very important one, and he
thought that thero were many persons who had
not seen the interior of Northumberland House,
and the more that was seen of it the better, as it
contained many works of art which were of im-
mense importance, and ought to be seen before
they were removed. Some of the paintings were
on the ceilings, and, as thero was a possibility
of their being injured in the removal, he thought
they should be viewed as they were now, and he
did not anticipate that there would bo any
difficulty in obtaining the opportunity for
doing 80 .

Major-General Sir William Codrington said he
understood that the cost of 3,5001. for the altera,
tion of the time from the 25th of June to the
25th of March would be fully recouped to the
Board by the early possession which would be
obtained.

Mr. Roche remarked that the possession of
Northumberland House itself would not advance
the Board a single step, unless they acquired
other properties facing Charing-cross, and satis-
fied the interests of existing tenants, as some of
these tenancies would not expire for six, nine, or
twelve months. He therefore said that they
should give notice to those tenants at once of
their intention to take possession of their pre-
mises, and settle their claims under the Com.
pensation Clause.

Mr. Lammin moved, as an amendment :

—

“ That the Board do proceed as provided by the
Clwring Cross aud Victoria Embanltnient Act, and that
It be referred back to the committee, with authority to
take steps for the service of such notices upon the tenants
as may bo necessary before tho 25th of December instant,
aud also to serve the necessary notices upon all owners
and occupiers of property required for the improvements,
so that possession may be obtained by the 21th of Juno
next.”

He considered the expenditure of 5,0001. for an
earlier possession of the land unneoessary.

Mr. Furness seconded the amendment.
After a protracted discussion, the amendment

was put and carried by a majority of 19 to 15.

PUBLIC LAVATORIES AND RETREATS.
SiK,— It is now quite twenty. live years ago since I

brought under your notice the question of the great
need of public '• retreats," a question you were good
enough to advocate, and from which has sprung their
establishment to a partial, extent all over the metro-
polis, and which has proved so far a blessing. But still
many more are needed for the wants of a city with nearly
four millions of people. Nr.w. might not these retreats
be supplemented by the establishment, either by parishes
or by a company, of lavatories, when a small charge might
be made!? I believe, Sir, sucha scheme in our crowded
city would not only be a great boon, but would prove a.
commercial success. j, K.

ARCHITECTS v. PAINTERS.
SiB,— I shall ever be very thankful to you for yonr kind-

ness in answering me one or two questions more than,
eighteen months since about sizing and varnishing.

I have been plaiulill' in a case in the Alfreton County
Court for two years

;
we have been before the judge six

times, and only last court day received judgment for the
total amount charged for work doue at BiddingsWesleyan
Chapel, Kith cot(».

Among many items in dispute with the architect was
one about the staining and varnishing, which the archi-
tect said, because we had not used size before varnishing,
was worth nothing, and he should not allow us anything,
for it; and when before the judge he said it was always a
uanal practice in the trade to use size before varnishing,
although not always expressed in the specifications. And
he gave as an illusiratiou that an architect never said that
the boards used for floors shall be nailed down, but it was
always understood. Just tho same with size.

This did not take with the judge after we produced
your answers to our questions.

William Shaw.

CAUTION TO ARCHITECTS RETAINED
FOR CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS.

At the recent Durham Assizes, Mr. Justice Honyman,
whilst trying a case of murder, had before him sprincipal
witness, Mr. Henry Stout, an architect, who made a plan
of the scene of the murder; and a photograph of tho
place was also put in as evidence.
The witness said the plau of '* Jacob’s Ladder ’’ put in

he had made, aud was correct, and the photograph put in.

showed the place accurately. The height of the railing
was 2 ft. 6 in. He hud not measured the place between
the top rail and the one between it and the floor of the
landing; nor had he measured tho thickness of the
rail. The distance from the floor of the landing to the
yard beneath was exactly 17 ft. The witness was pro-
ceeding to give the dimensions, not from memoranda,%ut
by means of a compass which he applied to a given spaoe,
and to a foot scale at the bottom of tbe plan.
Mr. Edge, counsel for tho prisoner, pointed out that

the scale on tho plan only enabled the witness to speak
with accuracy as to tho plan itself, and asked if mere
were no other dimensions r
The witness replied that only one plan had been made.
The learned Judge oommeuted iu strong terms upon

the manner in which the plan and measurement had been
made. The chief point both for prosecution aud dofenco
lay in the urchitect’s drawing up the plan. He farther
said the stupidity of people about these matters seemed
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to pass all human comprehension, and plans for judicial

cases seemed to be prepared in such a way as to gire a

minimum of information. The prosecution ought really

to take care that proper plans, with measurement, were

always supplied to courts of law, particularly in cases of

the present kind, where prisoners’ lives were at stake. The
counsel for tho Crown said an architect had been instructed

to make a plan.
The Judge asked Mr. Stout, tho witness, if he was in

business on his own account ?

Witness : No, my lord, I am with Mr. J . H. Morton.

The Judge : What is your age ?

Witness : Eighteen years, my lord.

The Judge : Here is a case where it is of great import-

onco to know the precise dimensions of the place, and

the chief witness cannot very clearly inform us. The
thing is sent to an architect, aud he, instead of doing it

himself, sends ahoy of eighteen. He makes a scale, but

does not bring the measurements he has taken. (To the

witness) I may have said something that would cause you
to think that I blamed you. But I really do not blame

you at all. What I complain of is that you. being ratner

young, were sent there on a matter of life or death, and

without precise instructions.

In this case three prisoners were acquitted of a strong

charge of wilful murder, and the thread that might have

brought the charge home was wanting in the plans of the

scene of the homicide. The omission was probably the

fault of the new scale of payment of witnesses, for had
the architect in this case followed up his instructions

pertonully, he would at least have had to lose six days

of valuable, time before the coroner, the magistrates,

and at the assizes, besides having long aud expensive

journeys, and the expense allowed would barely have paid

for a dinner at a Durham hotel.

Professor Mareeco, in this very case, was subpeenaed

to analyse blood, and he flatly refused to attend to it on
aecount of the small Home Office fees allowed, and the

learned Judge observed,—“I do not think you can compel
a man to go through a series of experiments in order to

qualify himself to give evidence.’’ This dictum would
bold equally good where an architect is subpeenaed to take

plans to get up evidence, as against his interest, and
without remuneration.

COMPENSATION CASE.

LONG V. METEOrOLIT.\N BOARD OP WORKS.

This was an arbitration case, before Mr. F. J.

Clark, as umpire, in re.^pect of a claim made by
the trustees of Mrs. Charlotte Jane Long, amount*
ing to 5,390L, for four freehold houses in St.

John’s-square, Clerkenwvll, required for the

formation of a new street from Bloomsbury-
square to Shoreditch.

Mr. Horace Lloyd, Q.C., and Mr. Oppenheim,
appeared for the claimant ; and Mr. Philbrick

and Mr. Humphries for the Board of Works.

Mr. George Fuller, of the firm of Fuller & Fuller, sur-
veyors, gave evidence as the arbitrator in support of the
claim made, and be stated Chat tho four houses in question
were let to yearly tenants, producing in tho aggregate
1581. per annum, which he considered was no criteriou of
the value, ns the time had now arrived when this class of
property should be cleared, and buildings erected more
udupteJ to the requirements of the present day, and
therefore he valued the land upon which the bouses stood
at li. per foot, aud 10 per cent, for compulsory sale.

Mr. Prickett, Mr. Murrell, and Mr. Fletcher, gave
similar evidence in support of the claim.

Mr. Stevenson, of Hunt, Stevenson, & Jones; Mr. R.

Vigers
;
and Mr. Robert Reid, of Great Marlborough-

atreet, were called as witnesses for the Board. The lirst-

nameci gentleman considered 10s. per foot a magnificent
sum, and his valuation of tho property amounted to2,78UL,
taking the present rentals at IB years' purchase, and 10
per cent, for compulsory sale. Mr. Vigers was of opinion
that the existing rents were :ho highest that could be ob-
tained, and he did not believe it would pay to p'_ll down
the houses, his valuation amounting to 2,831L, be iig 18
years’ purchase, aud 10 per cent, for forced sale.

Mr. Reid's figures came out to 2,501/., being 16 years'

purchase, and the usual 10 per cent.

Mr. Lloyd characterized the evidence of the Board's
witnesses as given for the purpose of depreciating the
real value of the property, and with a view now of ac-
quiring freeholds at from IB to 18 years' purchase.
Mr. Clark has awarded the sum of 4,2U2/.

ARCHITECTS’ ACTIONS.

COLLINS V. L'LLMANN.

This was an action in the Court of Exchequer,
Westminster, before Baron Cleasby and common
jury, to recover 89i. 43. fur architect’s charges.
The defendant paid 401. into court in satisfaction

of plaintiff’s claim, and pleaded set-offamounting
to 101.

Mr. H.T. Cole, Q-C., and Mr. Arthur Cohen,
appeared for tho plaintiff

;
Mr. Huddlestone,

Q.

C., and Mr. E. Clarke, for the defendant.

The plaintiff was an architect and surveyor carrying on
bu-iness at No. 5, Queen-street, E.i.'., a member of the
R. I.B.A., &c., who had been in practice over twenty
years. At tho latter end of the year 1871 the defendant
mstrncted the plaintiff to prepare designs for additions to
his premises, 94, Regent-slreet. Owing to difficulties the
works were not commenced until August, 1872. From
December, 1871, to August, 1872, various extraneous
services were performed by plaintit!',—the original designs
had to be abandoned and fresh ones prepared. The
plaintiff divided his claim into two heads. Ist. For pro-
fessional remuneration for work and labour done in pre-
liminary works as set forth, a nominal sum of 25/. 2nd.
For professional remuneration for work and labour done
in preparing sketches, plans, and specifications, super-
vising works during progress, and passing accounts, con-
tract, cab hire, ic. (amount expended, 800/.), 64/. 4s. The
plaintiff based his claim upon the schedule of professional
practice and charges of architects published under the

sanction of the Institute. He relied on clause 2 as to

fittings
;
on clauses 5, 7, 8, and particularly on clause Ifl,

as to the legality of a special charge being made for pro-

fessional services rendered in the alterations of premises

as involving special difficulties and troubles, and to cover

this he stated that he invariably charged 74 per cent, on

all works under 1,000/. expenditure.

Tbe plaintiff's case was supported by Mr. Chas. Cooke,

F.K.I.B.A.; Mr. Tabberer, A.R.I.B.A. and district sur-

veyor; aud Mr. E. Power, A.E I.B.A. and district Bur-

^r. Cooke stated that he always charged upon the

schedule prices, and that had he done so with regard to

plaintiff's account it would have exceeded tho amount
claimed.

Messrs. Tabberer and Power both stated 74 per cent, to

be their usual scale of charges for “ alteration” works.

The defendant contended that 5 per cent, was the

usual charge for all architect’s work, and included all

extraneous services, and that without a special agreement

to the contrary, an architect could not legally charge or

recover more.
Mr, Henry Jarvis, district surveyor; Mr. Caesar Long,

Mr. Wm. Berrimaa, and two or three surveyors supported

the defendant’s case. Mr. Jarvis repudiated altogether

the Institute and the Institute's scale of charges. All

tbe defendant's witnesses stated that they never charged

more than 5 per cent, whether the works were difficult

or not, or whether they involved additional trouble and

skill or not
;

and, in answer to plaintiff's counsel,

asserted that they and other architects would undertake

the works of “a stable or elaborate boudoir,” or the

designing stained-glass windows, for 5 per cent, com-
mission on the outlay.

The Judge, in summing up, directed the jnry that the

rules of the Institute were a safe guide bo^h for himself

and them, more particularly when they were corroborated

by a member of the council of that body. Ho con-

sidered that an additional charge for works connected

with alterations was contemplated by the “ schedule,”

but he left it to them to say whether 7J per cent, was a

fair charge on the amount expended. He did not con-

sider that any special agreement was necessary between
arctiitect and client, although, no doubt, it could bo made,

and he left the question of payment for extraneous

services to the jury to decide— lat. If the plaintiff was
entitled to them at all. 2ad. If he were, was 25/. a fair

and reasonable charge.
The jury, after five minutes' deliberation, returned a

verdict fur the 25/., and 74 per cent, on the outlay,

being the amount claimed by the plaintiff.

PIPES AND PRESSURE.
Sib,

—
"IV ill any ofyour readers kindly say what should

be the weight per foot run of l4-in. lead pipe to withstand

the pressure of 150 ft. head of water, or how it may be

ascertained? J.D. F.

BIG TIMBER AND SHIPOWNERS.

I.v the Court of Queen’s Bench, last week, tho

case of Gabriel & Co. r. Neane & Co. testified to

one cause of the short supply of big timber for

building purposes that has existed in the me-
tropolis.

From thestatement of Mr.Watkin Williams, Q.C.,

who appeared for Alderman Sir T. Gabriel, and
which was borne out by tbe evidence adduced,
it appeared that a contract was entered into

with the defendants, who are Baltic shipowners,

to ship from Norway to the Port of London 400
loads of balk timber. Tho defendants, in pur-

suance of that contract, despatched a vessel to

Norway that had not sufBcient capacity to ship

the 400 loads in one cargo, and only brought 233

loads of tho timber to its destination.

The timber merchants alleged that they had
sustained a pecuniary loss, as big timber was in

great demand by London builders and contrac-

tors, by the non-fulfilmenfe of the contract, and

they now sought compensation in damages.

Mr. Justice Blackburn having summed up in

favour of the plaintiffs, the special jury found

for them. The judge allowed costs.

OLD BURLINGTON HOUSE.

Sir,—

T

he Bxiilder of last week contains "a
view within the quadrangle” of Burlington

House, and in 1871 you published, in vol. xxix.,

descriptions and plans of the whole building,

together with the elevation towards Piccadilly,

which is now completed. Would it be asking

too much to beg you to give in an early number
a view of the front of old Burlington House as

altered and improved ? When this change on an
old friend’s face was projected, there were some
who feared that the addition of an attic to Lord
Burlington’s design might injure the proportions

of the front by dwarfing and reducing the im-

portance of the principal order.

Onr architects thought otherwise, and, conse-

quently, not an attic, but a whole order was
superposed, which has certainly had, to some
eyes, the effect apprehended. But, as if it was
thought that this formerly beautiful front could

bear further alteration with advantage, within

the last few months a rusticated arcade has been
prefixed to tho building, which not only masks,

at least, the base of the three-quarter columns
of the principal order, but in the centre, whei'e

the entablature further projects over the

entrance, cuts off from view a considerable

portion of their shafts.

To an admirer of Palladian symmetry, the

effect is positively absurd

;

bub perhaps you,

sir, as the best authority of the day, may be
able to explain the “ rationale ” of this re-

markable performance, which jars so disagreeably

on the sense of architectural beauty of a

Travellers' Club. Traveller.

CLEAN AIR.

Sir,

—

As a rule, most of us prefer clean air; but

how are we to get it at this time of the year ?

We close up direct openings in walls or windows :

the draught from them to the fire is unbearable.

Supply, therefore, clean air warmed by the side

or back of the fire, either above or at the side of

the fireplace : the room is then provided with a
constant unfelt, because warm, supply of clean

air. No draught is felt, because the clean air

is warmed, and tbe flue removes the dirty air.

It seems to me that we want simple and cheap

means of ventilation, and the above I know by
experience affords this.

For summer ventilation I know nothing better

than a 2-m. tube of perforated zinc, close to the

ceiling, open at both ends to the outer air.

J. A. L. C.

ACCIDENTS.

London .—On Tuesday afternoon a man was at

work upon the leads of a City warehouse when,

owing to the fog, he walked off tbe building, and

fell headlong to the ground and fractured his

skull. Ho was taken at once to Guy’s hospital,

but died shortly alter admission.

Liverpool.—A disastrous fire has occurred at

the premises of Messrs. Milner, safe manu-
facturers. The fire originated in the southern

wing of the building, which has some time since

been added to the manufactory, and contained

' oils and paints in the second story, and it raged

for several hours, during which the gable end of

tbe works fell upon some houses, forming a cul

de sac, demolishing two and reuderiug a third

uninhabitable. By this accident a man and a

boy were killed, while tbe mother of the boy

was seriously injured. Damage was done to a

valuable and extensive collection of safes, form-

ing part of a large contract which tho firm are

getting out of hand, and it is estimated that the

entire damage done will nob be short of IG.OOOJ.

The cause of the fire is shrouded in mystery.

Northampton. — At the Petty Sessions, Mr.

Pidcock, surveyor to tbe Improvement Commis-
sioners, made an application for the appointment

of two surveyors to inspect the state of houses

in Court-yard, tbe scene of an accident. He
produced a complaint made by four householders

to the effect that the houses were in a dilapi-

dated and dangerous condition. Tbe surveyor

said that the Commissioners had barricaded the

whole yard to the height of 7 ft., but it was soon

pulled down. Two or three houses were still

standing. The place was strewn with bricks, &c.

The Commissioners had already exceeded their

duty by pulling down tho houses, but they were

obliged to do it. The owner was somewhere in

South America, but he had an agent in the town.

The magistrates granted the application.

Chester.—Whi’e several men, in the employ of

Messrs. Hughes, builders, of Aldford, were en-

gaged in undermining the walls of a cellar

beneath the old club-room, Queen’s Head, Seller-

street, symptoms of tbe building giving way
were perceived. The men at once rushed from

the spot, and immediately afterwards the build-

ing (two stories high) fell to the ground, fortu-

nately without injuring any one. The amount

of damage done is not extensive. Messrs.

Seller, brewers, Foregate-atreet, are converting

the hostelry, which fronts Foregate-strett, and

extends some distance up Seller-street, into

vaults of an extensive character, and no blame

can be attributed to Messrs. Hughes, who are

the contractors for the work. Two or three

hours afterwards, a labourer fell off a ladder at

the same place, and injured both his legs.

Oldham.—A fire broke out in the Scotsfield

Mill, Scot-street, off Ashton-road, Oldham, which

resulted in tbe almost total destruction of the

largest of the two wings which composed tbe

principal portion of the premises. The whole

was owned by Mr. Emanuel Whittaker, mayor

of Oldham, but attempts to transfer it to a

joint-stock company were being made. The
total value of machinery and premises was held

' to be not much less than 30,000?. The fire
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broke out in tio first instance in a mule roller

in the top room, and in a very few minutes the

whole top of the building was in flames.

CHURCH-BUILUING NEWS.
Dawlish .—At an adjourned meeting of the

committee it has been resolved unanimously
that the eastern end of the restoration of the

church should be proceeded with at once. It is

calculated that this portion of the work will

cost 3,COOL, and the committee have already

works in band tendered for at 2,350i., making
altogether about 5,500Z.

llenstndge .—The Church of St. Nicholas, at

Henstridge, a parish in tlte south-east corner of

Somerset, about two miles from Templecombe
Junction, has been reopened, after having been
entirely rebuilt, with the exception of the tower
and north wall. A few months ago, school

buildings, which had been erected at very con-

siderabio expense, were opened. The church
restoration involved an outlay of over 3,000Z. In
rebuilding, the edifice has been enlarged by the
addition of a side-aisle and organ-chapel. The
old ai’oade of the north aisle, as well as the
arcade of the north chancel, or Tooiner chapel,

has been replaced. No attempt has been made
to restore the monument of the Carent family,
erected about -iOO years ago, but care has been
taken to put it in its former position, without
detriment to its antique colouring. The im-
provements have been carried out, under Mr.
J. M. Allen, architect Crewkerne, by Mr. C.

Trask, builder, Norton-sub-Hambdou. They
are in the Early and Decorated style, though in

the old building the nave and north aisle were
iu the Perpendicular, and the chancel in the

Decorated. The church is built of native forest

marble, dressed with Doulting stone
;
the roof

is covered with old stone tiles, and the win-
dows, both in pattern and quality of glass, are
copied from those in Bristol Cathedral. In the
tower is a small painted window by Ashwins,
of London

;
and in the south aisle a three-light

one has been placed by Mr. Jonathan Gray, of
Backwell-hill, near Bristol, in memory of some
members of his family who are buried in the
church. The latter window was executed by
Cannon Brothers, of Smethwick, Birmingham,
to represent the miracles of raising the dead.
Tho chancel windows at present are of plain

glass, but they are soon to be replaced by stained
ones, a good portion of the sum necessary for

the purpose being already promised. The choir
stalls are of carved oak, bub the open benches
are of pitch pine. The chancel is laid with
'Maw & Co.’s encaustic tiles

j
those wicliin tho

communion-rails presented by private friends

of the vicar. A baptistery is formed under the
tower, and it has been paved with tiles, and
lighted by the above-mentioned window, and in

it is placed the old font. The church has no
organ, but a fund is being raised to purchase
one, at a cost of 200Z.

Uzmaston, (Pembrokeshire).— The Bishop of

St. David’s, attended with a large number of

clergymen, has celebrated the reopening of

Uzmaston Church, after having been closed for

nearly two years, during which period it has
been almost rebuilt. The only portions of the
•original building remaining are the tower, a
small portion of the east walls of aisle and
hagioscope between tower and chancel, three
fifteenth-century windows, two corbels, and a
Norman font and stoup. There were hagioscopes
on both sides of the chancel-arch, which have
been reproduced in the new walls. The internal

dimensions of the present structure, which con-
siderably exceed those of the old one, are as

follow:—Nave, 45 ft. 8 in. by 10 ft. 9 in.;

north aisle, 31 fc. 8 iu. by 10 ft. 5 in.
;
chancel,

19 ft. 1 iu. by 10 ft. 2 in.
;
vestry, 9 ft. 0 in. by

5 ft. 6 in.; organ or harmonium chamber, 6 ft.

6 in. by 4 ft. 10 in.; and porch, 8 ft. by 8 ft.

The width across the nave and aisle is 35 ft. 2 in.,

and the length from east to west, 67 ft. 3 in.

Local stone, with dressings of Forest of Dean out-

side and Bath stone inside, has been used for the
walls, which are plastered internally. The roofs

generally are open-timbered, covered withBangor
slates and plastered between the rafters, the
height of that in the nave being 27 ft. from
floor to underside of ridge. The glazing gene-
rally is cathedra! glass, in lead diamond quarries,

but the west nave window has been filled with
stained glass by Messrs. Wailes, of Newoastle-
on-Tyne, in memory of a former rector of the

parish, the Rev. S. O. Meares. Pitch pine and
red deal mixed have been used for all tho wood

fittings. Some of tho internal woodwork has

been stained, and the whole of it varnished.

The stone carving has been executed by a young
country mason. The contractors, Messrs. P.

James, of Milford, and Mr. W. Morgan, of

Haverfordwest, have carried out the works
generally, under the superintendence of Mr. E. H.

Lingen Barker, of London, Hereford, and Haver-
fordwest, who was selected by the committee in

the place of Mr. F. Welmert, of Milford, who
died shortly before the commencement of the

works.

Battersea Rise.—The chief stone of St. Mark’s
Church, Battersea Rise, has been laid by the

Bishop of Winchester. This new church is

being erected to afford additional accommodation
which the iron church it supersedes was unable

to supply. Mr. W. White, of London, is the

architect, the contractor being Mr. Toomas
Gregory, of Clapham. The foundations are
already in, and when the church is completed it

will consist of chancel, with trauseptal aisles,

nave with aisles, south porch, and western vesti-

bule. The nature of the site, falling rapidly

towards the east, aff’ords opportunity for a
picturesque and commanding elevation. Tho
chancel is arcaded all around. It terminates in

a polygonal apse
;

and passages outside the

arcades lead, by staircases, into the crypt below,

which serves for vestries, choral practice, and
other useful purposes. This ambulatory is in

the form of a lean-to aisle surrounding the

chancol, with a clearstory above. The transept
roofs are very simple, hipped roofs. The nave
consists of four bays, with brick arches, and a
rather lofty clearstory. The vestibule at the
west end is specially intended to serve for

funerals. It is made irregular in form, follow,

ing the line of the site. The church is to be
built almost wholly of stock bricks, with red
bricks for jambs and arch mouldings, with a few
patterns interaperaod in the plain walling. The
only stone employed will be for tho caps of the
pillars, and a portion of the beads of some of

the windows. There is to be a wood block solid

pavement under the seats, with tiles for passages.
There will be abundant room for offerings of

stained glass and moral painting from any who
may be disposed to give them. The crypt is to

be vaulted in brick, with moulded brick ribs and
pillars. The accommodation is for 600 persons,

iucludingSS children. The contract is for 5,0451.,

including lighting and warming. At the west
end of the south aisle is a woodeu bell-tun-et,

capable of taking a small peal of six bells. It is

covered with wooden shingles. The seats will

be open benches. In the evening about sixty of

the builder’s workmen dined at the Freemasons’
Hotel, and after spending a pleasant eveniug,

the party broke up at an early hour.

goolis gtttibttt.

TUaijcs fa 1873 : Address read before the Social

Science Association, at Norwich. By Thomas
Buassky, M.P. Loudon : Longmans & Co.
1873.

We gave some account of Mr. Brassey’s interest-

ing and valuable address at the time it was read
at the Norwich Congress. We confine ourselves
now to mentioning the fact of its publication,

'

iu pamphlet form, and quoting the concluding
paragraphs :

—

“ I must once more repeat the familiar axiom, that the
price of labour, like that of every other eommudity, must
jnainly depeud upon the relation between supply aud
demand. The wages of skilled workmen have risen, be-
cause skilled workmen are scarce. How shall we increase
their number, aud improve their skill? My answer is,

by bringing recruits into our industrial army from a class
of society which has hitherto exhibited too strong a pre-
judice against manual labour. Tho same aversion to
handicralt of every kind exists in the United States and
Canada. In America, a skilled workman earns 30 dollars,
a clerk only 15 dollars a week ; and, while it is almost as
diflirult for a clerk to obtain a situation in Jlew York as
in London, a skilled workman can always command em-
ployment. It is unnecessary to dwell on the evils that
must ensue from a disproportionate increase in the
non-productive classes of the community. Lord Bacon
has truly said, that a population is not to be reckoned
only by numbers, for a smaller number that spend more
and earn less do wear out a greater number that live

lower and get more. My father's advice was often sought
by parents anxious for the future oftbeir sons. His coun-
sel always was that a young man, whose destiny it must
be to make his way, unaided, through the world, should
begin by learning a trade. It is a laudable ambition in a
parent to endeavour to raise his family to a better station
in life. He cannot bestow on his otildren too high an
education. But a wise mao will be on his guard lest the
enjoyment of such advantages should render those occu-
pations distasteful which atford the most secure and
ample livelihood to those whose lot it is to labour. When
justly appreciated, the condition of the skilled artisan
should be as much esieemed as that of any other class of
the community. He whose life is passed in performing

such needed services for his fellow-men, whatever his

special calling, holds an honourable station, and social

dignity will ever be most effectually maintained by those

who are the least dependent upon the favours of others.

In conclusion, I would tender a few words of advice to

my fellow-countrymen of tho so-called working classes,

for whoso welfare I am bound to feel the deepest solici-

tude. Their just claim to share in the benelits arising

from a thriving industry has of late been liberally recog-
nised. The earnings in many trades have been unprece-
dented. It should not bo forgotten that forethought is an
especial duty in a lime of prosperity. At no distant

period, the progress of our commerce may sustain at

least a temporary check. It will be sad indeed if the re-

ceding tide leaves behind it multitudes of our highly-paid

workmen without the slightest provision to meet a period
of adversity."

Etchings on the Mosel. 'With Deecripfcivo Letter-

press. By Ernest George, Architect. Lon-
don : John Murray. 1873.

Mr. Ernest George is a facile skotcher, as we
have seen before now, and has a good eye

for a point of view. Some of his former

sketches were reproduced for publication by
the anastatic process, but not to his satisfaction;

and Mr. Ruskin advising him to etch, he sob

himself to work, and now shows, in the hand-
some volume before ns, that he has mastered

the difficulties of the art. We have here twenty
sketches from Metz, Thionville, Trier, Coohem,
Coblenz, and other places, on the picturesque

Moselle, or Mosel, to use its German name with

Mr. George, brightly aud charmingly rendered,

with a variety of colour, and precision of touch,

to which older hands at the needle work do not

always attain. The views of Metz ;
the market-

place in Trier ; the old houses at Cochem
;
tho

views of Sobloss Elz, and the remains of the

Elector’s Palace at Coblenz, are capital plates.

It is specially a book for the drawing-room
table.

Art Workmanship : a Monthly Magazine of

Design, to illustrate the Master-works of all

Periods. London : Asher & Co, 1871.

Eight plates are to be given monthly, with short

descriptions, and it is intended to illustrate

ancient and modern art, including architecture,

goldsmith’s work, iron-work, furniture, book,

binding, and so on. The first number is devoted

to works wholly of the sixteenth century. The
value of the publication, which apparently has a
foreign source, will, of coui-se, depend on the

skill and tivato shown iu the selection of

subjects.

Where there’s a IFiZZ there’s a TFaj/ ! or, Science

in the Cottage : an Account of Naturalists in

Humble Life. By James Cash. London

:

Hardwicke. 1873.

The object of this work is briefly to record the
labours and bear some testimony to the character
of a class of men, for tho most part in the
humblest walks of life, who have rendered no
mean service to science. The stories of
such men cannot be too often repeated. There
is an interest in them for all, whether of

their own station or of a higlitr rank in lifej

and there can be no fitter present at Christmas
for young people of various social stations than
one which will show what patience and per.

severance will do, even with moderate abilities;

and however hard and laborious a life may be in

other respects, that, in the scientific pursuits of
leisure moments, “where there’s a will there’s

a way.’’

ALMANACS AND DIARIES.

The British Almanac and Companion keeps its

top place for 1874, and will be found of never-
ending nee on the library table. Comets and
meteors; utilisation of waste ; the International
Exhibition; work and wages abroad

; the coinage
of the world, with many illustrations; coal; and
the Census, are the subjects of papers in the
“ Companion,’’ of more than average value.
The department of Architecture and Public
Improvements is still in the hands of Mr.
James Thorne, who gives an interesting con.
densed acconnt of what has been done under
those heads during the past year. The Art
Union of London Almanac has been issued as
usual, and contains artistic information peculiarly
it own. This little book is looked for by
thousands wherever the English language is

spoken. It has space for daily engagements,
is not too large for the waistcoat pocket, and,
better still, costs nothing. Elegance is the
prevailing characteristic of the pocket-books of

all sizes issued by Dela Rue & Co. They aro all

edited by Mr. W. Godward, aud address the

scientific. De la Rue’s Desk Diary has a number
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Son, &, Co., come all HortB and sizes of diaries

and pocket-books. They who cannot suit them-

selves here must be hard to please. No. 31, The
Eough Diary, or Sa-ibhling Journal, foolscap

size, gives a page to three days. The quarto

diary, No. 6, is also a capital volume, and
includes much business information. Letts’s

Office Calendar and Reminder Tablet (day of

the month, &c.), for suspensiou, may be recom-

mended. The Ciiy Diary (Collingridge) in-

cludes special information as to London, proper.

Blackwood’s Shilling Scribbling Diary is

foolscap size, and has blotting-paper interleaved.
“ The Labour News Almanac for 1871-. Price

Id. Labour News Office, 1, Long-acre, London.”
This is a sort of memorial of a pleasant outing of

the metropolitan clubs connected with the Work-
ing Men’s Club and Institute Union, at Brockett

H^I, the seat of Lord Lawrence, formerly

Governor General of India, and late chairman
of the London School Board. The almanac is

illustrated with views of Brockett Hall and
other engravings

j
and contains a list of clubs

and institutes throughout the country.

glistjllanta.

Lectures at the Hoyal Polytechnic
Institution,—The lectures arranged, and now
in course of delivery, in the scientific depart-

ment, at the Royal Polytechnic, by Professor
Gardner, are the seventh and eighth of the
series descriptive of " Inventions and Appli-
ances Useful or Necessary to Every-day Life”

;

the subjects being, "Sugar; from the Cane to

the Teacup and " The Silber Light and Light-
ing,”—both more or less important to all. Mr.
Silber proposes to make use of petroleum lamps
as sources of heat, for cooking and other pur-
poses. He has at present completed two cook-
ing contrivances. One of them is a substantial
table lamp, fitted for ordinary chamber use. Its
glass chimney can be removed, and replaced by
a coffee-pot, wliich is, in fact, a metal chimney
surrounded by an outer cylinder, the coflee
being made in the space between the two. On
the top of the coffee-pot is a small moveable
saucepan, in which water can be boiled in a few
minutes, and which is intended to cook eggs,
potatoes, &c. The saucepan can be replaced by
a pan, in which a chop or rasher can be fried.

The cost of the whole is 21s., and a breakfast of
coffe'e, hot milk, eggs, and a chop, can be cooked
more than thirty times at a cost for petroleum
of only one penny. The other contrivance is a
field-oven and boiler, with a hot-plate for two
saucepans. The boiler holds about 21 gallons
of water, the oven contains about 18 cubic feet

of space, and will bake bread or joints, by the
heat wliich is furnished by four lamps.

Hydraulic Automotor ; Pumps Super-
seded.—The wonders of the hydraulic press
have prepared one for other extraordinary
manifestations of working power in this direc-

tion, and we now observe, from an elaborate
article in the Mining Journal, with drawings
of mechanism in illustration, that a "hydraulic
automotor” has been invented (though not
yet in practical use) which, it is expected,
will altogether supersede the use of pumps for
raising water, whether from mines or for any
other purpose. This important idea in connexion
with practical hydraulics is claimed by Dr.
Bonron des Clayes, of Paris. It is evident that,
if whilst retaining, or nearly so, the propor-
tional relations between the power and the
resistance of the hydraulic press, we could
succeed in augmenting in a notable proportion
its conditions of speed, we should have' a motor
at once the most powerful, the most economic,
and the least dangerous in use which could be
placed at the disposal of mankind. It is pre-
cisely of this problem that the hydraulic anto-
motor is claimed to be the solution, and of which
a theoretical and practical demonstration is
offered.

Tunnel from Denmark to Sweden.—The
Correspondance Scandinave says that two Danes,
MM. S. Edwards and C. F. V. Petersen, have
applied to the King of Sweden for a concession
of the right to make a tunnel under the Sound.
In support of their request they have forwarded
a letter from the Danish Minister of the Interior
agreeing to give them a similar concession as
regards Denmark if they can show by the Ist of
September, 1874, that they can command the
needful capital.

Liverpool Arcliitectural and Archseolo-
gical Society.—A meeting of this Society was
held on the 10th inst., at the Royal Institution,

Colquitt-street. Mr. T. D. Barry presided, and
in some remarks mentioned the fact that one of

their members (Mr. Heffer) had obtained the
prize essay in the competition for the best
design for the Hastings aquarium. Mr. W.
Parslow, the eecretaiy, observed that it had
been suggested to him that a public aquarium
would be a great acquisition to Liverpool. No
doubt many material contributions would be
made by captains visiting the port if one were
established. He thought the contributions pro-
mised by several gentlemen for the erection of

an art gallery, before the mayor undertook that
woik, might very well be appropriated to the
erection of an aquarium. Dr. Haywood con-
curred with the suggestion. He thought, how-
ever, there was sufficient money and public spirit
in the town to accomplish the object without
robbing the art-gallery. Mr. J. Smith after-

wards described what is called as his invention,
of an inverted ventilating syphon. It would
seem to be similar to the late Dr. Cbowne’s
arrangement.

The New Cattle Market, Newbury.

—

This market, built from the designs, and carried
out under the personal superintendence of Mr.
J. H. Money, architect, Speenhamland, was to

be opened to the public on Thursday. It has a
frontage to the new street of about -450 ft., and
has, besides a recessed main entrance, two side
entrances, one at either end. The site in length
is 470 ft., with an average width of 68 ft. The
interior space of about 3,600 square yards, is

divided into three sections, that nearest Cheap-
street being set apart for pigs, the central portion
for sheep, and westward for cattle. The settling,

room occupies a central position. Adjoining,
there is a good store-room, with other necessary
conveniences. The enclosed space on the right
of the western entrance to the market is in.

tended for the sale of horses or young stock,
having a covered shod 56 ft. long by 12 ft. deep.
There is a supply of pure water for the use of
the market. The market is approached by a
roadway, 30 ft. wide, from two of the principal
thoroughfares, and having the railway station
and corn market within five minutes’ walk.

The New City Hall, Carlisle.—The Publio
Hall for the City of Carlisle is rapidly progress-
ing, and the chief stone was to be formally laid

on Thursday, December 18th, by the Mayor of
Carlisle, assisted by the Corporation. The
building, soys the local Journal, will be one
adapted in every way to the purposes for which
it is required. The site is a good one, being
within two or three minutes’ walk of the main
street and the station, with a grand space in
front for any number of carriages to turn, and
come and go, without danger or confusion, while
the accommodation inside will bo all that is

desirable. There is the large hall itself, seating
2,000 people in comfort. Then the smaller hall
for 500, which will be in frequent demand for
sales and small meetings; then four shops, with
good cellarage, &c., in addition to the halls, will

form a useful basis of permanent income. There
will be ample space for ingress and egress, and
plenty of escape room in case of fire. The re-
freshment and withdrawing rooms are ample,
while ventilation and warmth, as well as freedom
from draught, have all been thoughtfully con-
sidered.

The State of Leicester Square.—At the
last week’s meeting of the Metropolitan Board
of Works, Mr. Bidgood, who had a notice on the
paper that he would call the attention of the
Board to the decision of the Master of the Rolls
in the case of " Webb v. Tiilk,” as to the garden
in Leicester-square, said that since his notice
the attention of the solicitor of the Board bad
been directed to the subject. The judgment of
the Master of the Rolls should be printed and
referred to the Works and General Purposes
Committee for consideration and report, and he
moved accordingly. Mr. Smith, the solicitor to
the Board, said that he had consulted the Par-
liamentary agent, and he bad informed him that
if the Board were desirous of carrying out any
plan for the improvement of Leicester-square,
the standing orders might be suspended, to enable
them to do so in the coming Session of Parlia-
ment ; but he must, at the same time, ask the
Board to authorise him to take the necessary
steps for the purpose. It was agreed that the
solicitor should be empowered to take all neces-
sary steps, and report them to the Works and
General Purposes Committee.

Slechauics Institute for Oalverley.—The
foundation-stone of a new Mechanics’ Institute
has been laid at Calverley by Mr. Joshua
Fielden, M.P. The site of the building, which
is in the centre of the village, covers an area
altogether of 580 square yards. The building
itself, which will be in the Gothic style of archi-
tecture, will be 60 ft. by 36 ft. It will consis-
of two stories, the lower floor comprising a read,
ing-room 22 ft. by 15 ft., library, smoking-room
class-rooms, lavatories, &c. On the upper story
will be a large lecture-hall, capable of accommo-
dating 500 persons, and ante-rooma. The prin-
cipal entrance to the Institute will be by a porch,
access to which will bo by a flight of steps. The
building will be buttressed all round, and will be
surrounded by ornamental palisading. Including
the site, the estimated cost is 2,OOOJ. The build-
ing will be erected from the designs of Mr. John
P. Kay, architect, Idle and Leeds

;
Messrs. W. &

C. Murgatroyd, Idle, are the contractors for the
mason work ; and Messrs. J. & E. Barker, Cal-
verley, the contractors for the joiners’ work.

" Catnach ” of St. Giles's.—The editor of
Press Neu's favours us with the following :

—
"We find that the S^oU'oner has been iaadvertently led

into doing us an injustice by printing an anecdote from
the Builder concerning Old Jemmy Catnach, -which is
word for word the same as that given in Preat Newt a
short time back, being aDusions to that eccentric old
character in his habit of washing his dirty halfpence
in a sotntion of hot vinegar, and also speaking of his
making a deal of money by publishing a catchpenny sheet
shortly after Wearo's murder, entitled ‘ We are alive
again !

' These items we had from an old friend of Cat-
nach's, and we consider it very mean and paltry of the
Builder to use them without giving their authority.”

We go a little out of our way to assure our
critic that he is not quite correct, We never
saw these anecdotes in his paper. We have
heard them mentioned as known facts in more
than one quarter, and they are printed in a book
published by Reeves & Turner,—"The Catnach
Press : a Collection of the Books and Woodcuts
of James Catnach, late of Seven Dials, Printer,’'

prefixed to which is "The Full, True, and
Particular Account of the Life .... of Old
Jemmy Catnach.”

Homerton and Hackney.—The local press

are doing their duty : one and all receiving with
good feeling the observations wo have been led

to make, and urging the necessity of attention.

The Hackney E.cpress says:—"We have again
much pleasure in calling attention to an articlo

in the Builder on matters vitally affecting this

district. We have ever given prominence to the
discussion of sanitary and social subjects, and
have constantly advocated reforms in many
directions. We therefore welcome the present
admimble efforts of our contemporary, and in
order that its unimpassioned but trenchant
articles may have the fullest possible effect, wo
have reproduced them in these columns, and
intend, in our next issue, still further to follow
up the subject treated. We trust, however, that
the Builder will not leave the work incomplete.
Having done with Hackney, the sister parishes
of Bethnal-green and Shoreditch offer a pro-
mising field for similar investigations, which
will abundantly repay the attention of our
excellent contemporary.”

Proposed New Conncil Chamber at the
London Guildhall.—Mr. McGeorge, chairman
of the City Lands Committee of the Court of
Common Conncil, at the last meeting, moved the
adoption of a report from that committee, so far

as it related to the building of a new council-

chamber, at an expense not exceeding 50,000J.,

and that the committee prepare and bring up
plans and estimates, together with a model of

the proposed new chamber, also plans for the
reconstruction of the offices of the Guildhall,

showing how f-r the new chamber will be in

harmony and form part of the whole plan in

the reconstruction. The motion having been
seconded, Mr. Rudkin proposed, as an amend-
ment,

—

" That the report be refeired back for further con-
Bideration, and that the committee do prepare and bring
up plans and estimates, together with a model of the pro-
posed new chamber, and, if necessary, the reconstruction
of the offices and committee rooms of the Guildhall.”

Mr. Knight seconded the amendment, which was
carried.

Stove Competition.—The testing of the
stoves sent in for competition for the Society of
Arts’ prizes will shortly commence, half of the
testing-rooms being nearly completed. These
rooms are being built by Mr. Nicoll, on his

patent method of concrete-building. A large

number of stoves have been received, the
number of competitors being 107.
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The Masters' Federation and the General

Welfare,

dipped

to write a word or two

of Christmas counsel and

greeting, when the ex-

pression ” the national

federation of employers ”

fell upon our ear.

We cannot conceal the

fact that this phrase has

cost ns no small amount
of inquietude. We are

not for a moment about

to assume that the

respectable and eminent

men, whose names are

cited as forming the

council and supporters

of the federation, are

Vv ^ actuated by any motives but that

II

^ " s^ipporting that which is for

the common good, and steadily

V opposing that which is adverse to

jU industrious interests.” Such names
those of Salt and of Crossley, of

Akroyd, Ashworth, and Jlarshall, of

^ Hannen and Trollope, are sufficient to prove

^ that such is the real object of the organisa-

tion. Nor are we about to be guilty of the

impertinence of advising the council how to do
their own work, or suggesting that they may at

all be likely to drift from their proposed course.

Nor, lastly, can we at all say that there has not
been, even within the twelvemonth now near
its conclusion, ample warning to the employers
of labour that they should look anxiously and
keenly to their position.

But thinking and writing, as we trust we
always do, not for a class, but for a brotherhood
of classes, wo cannot but point out to our
respected friends who now take the title of a
"federation,” what appears to us to be an
element of no small danger in the scheme. It

is a question of Flag. Wo have lately seen how
such a question may be, in point of fact, decisive

of the destiny of a nation. Not that a Flag is,

in itself, more than what Bonaparte said “the
throne” was, “three bits of wood and a bit of

velvet.” But it is the expression of a policy,

and of more than a policy,—the expression of a
conviction. And when a Flag is once raised, it

soon becomes more than a symbol. It becomes
a power. It rallies round it all classes of sup-
porters. Anon it becomes necessary to lay down
certain lines, to abandon certain positions, to
enforce others,—in a word, to define such a line

of policy as shall enlist the greatest number of
supporters

; and to carry out the common object
of the mass of those supporters by imposing a
stem discipline on the whole party. The com-
pensations and graceful concessions to opposite
opinions, that form the very oil of the social
machine, are excluded by this process. Thns a
committee, a council, or a federation, becomes a
machine which may, no doubt, be very powerful,
but which works with a high degree of friction.

The danger in the present case we take to be
rather in reaction than in action. It is not so
much to the programme of the Federation that
we refer, as to the effect that the programme
may have on the other members of the great
industrial partnership,—the owners or makers
of labour. Our main object, since first the press

gave wings to oar words, has been to promote

the union of masters and men, to show the

solidarity of living and of stored-np work, to in-

crease the harmony of the capitalist and the

labourer. With this view we have ever pro-

tested against association on the part of the

workmen being cast into such a form as should

be likely to lead to war ; still more against any

association expressly organised for the purpose

of war. With the same object in view, we have

to nrge on the employers of labour the propriety,

and the tmo wisdom, of carefully avoiding any-

thing that may look like an organisation of class

against class, or the repulse of a danger by a

menace.

We have, it is very likely, in these columns

referred more than once to certain facts con-

nected with the industrial history of Europe

that have profoundly strnck us, in the course of

professional visits to various parts of Europe.

They are facts that cannot be too widely

known, or too attentively contemplated. We
refer to the certa'n evidence, which is.afforded

by the cities of different parts of the Continent,

of the former existence of a great industrial

prosperity, followed by a great ruin and collapse.

This evidence is afforded by long stx*eet8, or wide
quarters, of closed, tenantlees, decaying houses.

In some of the great cities of Belgium, the spec-

tacle first hung upon us like a nightmare. It is

now some years ago, and matters may have
altered for the better. But Bruges, if memory
does not fail, offered one of the most conspicuous

examples of monuments of a past and half-

forgotten energy. In Bordeaux, once one of the

main seats of commerce, we have counted whole
streets of tenantless houses. In Brindisi, once
the Liverpool of the Roman Empire, the de-

crepit, desolate, unoccupied houses appeared to

form the majority of the buildings. And what,
in these cases, is matter of local decay, in Por-

tugal may be observed as evidence of national

decay. Nowhere, not even in Italy itself, can
be seen such marks of stately power, and of un-

bounded wealth, as in Portugal. That ancient

kingdom was our precursor and pattern in open-

ing the world to the merchant. Her ships first

doubled the Cape. Her sons wore the first, or

among the first, to circumnavigate the world
j

and in due reward for the untiring energy of

her sailor prince, and her enlightened monarebs,

“the exhaustless East”
“ Poat’d in her lap all wealtli in teaming showers.”

The monasteries, chnrches, and palaces of

Portugal show a lavish and well-directed outlay

of wealth, to which it is hard elsewhere to find

a parallel.

What is Portugal now ? We need only ask
the inquirer to walk through Lisbon in order to

reply. There the ruins caused by the earthquake
of 1755 yet stare us in the face. Since the time

of the great Minister Parabal, the desolation of a
proud, helpless, utterly ignorant idleness seems
to have enwrapped his country like a mist.

Have these things no lesson for ns ? Is onr
prosperity necessarily more eternal than that

of the great centres of ancient industries in the

Low Countries ? Is otir commerce more inde-

stmctible than that cradled and nursed by the
care of the gi'oat Prince Henry of Portugal ?

The effect on the mind of such scenes as we
have mentioned we take to be this. They show
ns, more plainly than mere language can do, the
fleeting, transitory, perishable nature of mann-
facturing and commercial prosperity. They
point, by recent and familiar examples, the
same moral that is taught by the nameless
desolations of the mighty cities of the East, by
the shapeless heaps that mark the sites of

queenly Babylon,—that great centre of com-
merce, of which the power and influence were
so widely spread, that we yet weigh our gold and
silver in Babylonian grains, and measure, there

is some reason to believe, our Ordnance trian-

gulation, not only by Babylonian angles, but in

Babylonian feet.

It is only a feeble and unpi-actical mind that

can experience such n shock as a visit to one of

the scenes wo have cited is calculated to give,

without seeking for some cause, at once explana-

tory of what has passed, and fraught with

counsel for the future
j
aud wherever we can

trace it, the cause of tho loss of power and wealth

can generally be traced to the relaxation of the

ties that should bind society together, as in one

golden hoop. Even where foreign conquest has
applied tho torch which has wrapped city and
shrines in common destrnction, that conquest

has for the most part been invited by civil dis-

cord. Tho history of Europe is full of the

lessons how, by that very municipal spirit which,

to a certain extent, was the very spring of

modern civilisation, were developed party inte-

rests, class interests, personal interests, which
tore to pieces the garments, nay the very limbs,

of the mother country. And it is an action of

this nature which we so much dread for Great

Britain,

We hold that to be a very false view, either

of religion or of history, which regards labour

as a curse. On the contrary, it is not only the

common lot of man, but also the school of all

that is great in man
;
and the splendid triumphs

of physical and mechanical science which dis-

tinguish the present age have for ua this noble

function, that they tend to remove from labour

all that lowers or brutalises the labourer, at the

same time that they increase the labouring

power to an untold degree.

With this new instrument given to mankind,—
with the evor-new and ever-surpassing services

of that “drudging goblin,” the steam-engine,

—

new views as to the status of the labourer are

becoming more and more clearly understood.

It has been very fully pointed out by a writer in

the Bdiiiburgh Review, in a notice of Mr. Thomas
Brasscy’s valuable book, “ Work and Wages,”
that we have to reconsider many of our old-

fashioned assumptions as to work and the work-

man. Looking at the thing from the lowest

stand-point, it does not pay to over-drive the

labourer. Good food, good clothing, good
lodging, or, in another word, good wages, are

found to be indispensable to produce good work.

Of course, the thing may be overdone
; but

the main idea is, that there is a certain rate of

pay, and a certain amount of time which the

labourer employs in work in the course of the

year, which will produce the largest economic

result. As an abstract statement, this cannot

for a moment be denied. Then comes the prac-

tical question, where does this limit lie ? aud
experience goes to prove that it lies considerably

higher than we have been in the habit of taking

for granted. It is more remunerative to tho

employer (provided the labourer conscientiously

does his best) to pay somewhat higher, and to

demand a somewhat shorter time of work in

return, than we have, until very recently, con.

sidered to be tho case.

The reign of mere capital, if we are not much
mistaken, has reached, if not passed, its apogee.

The school of Adam Smith has done good

service, in its time, in calling attention to the

power of capital, and to the advantage which

the labour of to-day may derive from the wise

application of the fruits of the labour of the

past. But there are signs abroad that the most
thoughtful men of the day are taking a great

stride in advance of this time-honoured position.

The power, rather than the rights of labour, is

that to which the attention of the producers of

labour is now directed by thoir wisest friends,

and with the best promise of good results. Not
the power of idleness, or the power of obstruc-

tion, but the fruitful, creative power of the
human arm, band, and brain. Further, it is be-

coming daily more and more evident that the

principle of association, if fully acted on by the

working classes, is one that must greatly modify

the power, and probably the existence, of oapi-
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talists as a distinct class. If this new set of the

tide is taken intcllipently and honestly into

account, it will be well for the honest and indus-

trious man, whatever be bis industry. Further,

if this be really the set of the tide, it will be
as id’e to attempt to withstand it, as for Mrs.
Partington to try to mop uji the Channel.
No individual in history, ancient or modern,

has done so much to imperil the reign of

great capitalists as the late Emperor of the
French. His Government has done this in

two ways,— direct and indirect. Directly,

he set the example of appealing, in the

first pince, to the mass of the people, for

the loans called funded debt. Louis Napoleon
had the opportunity (it is not every ruler who
has, or who could profit by it if he had it),

of knowing liow vei-y little great capitalists

actually do for any sound financial operation,

with the exception of drawing a large profit

from it. Having the credit of France to draw
upon, be thought it hardly necessary to give

Kotbschild or Poriere 10 per cent, for merely
endorsing his bills. The enormous success of tho
popular appeal for Rente, inaugurated in the
later years of the Empire, is well known. The
importance, and also the facility, of the associa-

tion of small savings, for a public object, was
thus proved. We are not asserting that it is a
good thing for a Government to have great facility

for raising money. Our opinion is to the con-

trary. But, when a public loan is required, we
have been thus shown that the direct appeal to

those from whose pockets it must ultimately

come, is both the surest and the cheapest
method.
The indirect blows given by tho latter year of

tho empire to the power of capital have been no
less severe than this pointed attack. The great
scandals connected with great financial names

;

the collapse of great credit establishments
;
the

fatal Mexican war, originating in a “financing”
speculation, and culminating in the fall of the
empire, and iu the court-martial of the Trianon

j

these have been amongst the blows to which we
refer.

Now, although it is an old bit of wisdom which
remarks that by-standers see more of the game
than do the players, we are not to suppose that
great signs of tho times such as those to which
we have called attention are unobserved by
piTident and foreseeing men, both among the
capitalists and among tbe working classes. And
those thoughtful persons will be disposed to

agree with us in the opinion that we are now at,

or fast approaching to, a point at which tbe
onward path divides into two

;
and we must

take it either to the right hand or to the left.

Either we shall go on, under the influence of the

spirit which closed tbe Welsh coal-mines at tho
beginning of the present year, to a gradually
increasing difference and antagonism between
employers and employed

;
or we shall take a turn

in the other direction towards a true harmony
and more intimate solidarity between tbe two.

The former course, ifunhappily persevered in, will

tend to much ill blood, much suffering, and much
advantage to the foreigner at the expense of the
English workman. It will check our industrious

development, paralyse our commerce, and finally

sweep away the capitalists, as a class, from this

country, without any resulting advantage to the
labourer.

On the contrary, if we take warning by what
others have eulfered, and by what we have
hardly ourselves escaped, we shall draw together
the bonds of the social order; and we shall find

master nnd man begin to look at their mutual
relations in the light of a wise partnersLip,
rather than in that of a sharp bargain.
We think that, by due consideration, tbe fede.

ration of employers of labour may play a not in-

considerable ]iart in tho good work. We have
little doubt that, unless it do so, it will, in spite
of itself, become an influence in the opposite
direction : a cause of strife, rather than a source
of harmony.
Not to be vague, and thus of little practical

aid, in the advice we venture to offer, we will
indicate plainly what we mean. We think it

essential to produce the results at which all good
men sliould aim, that the Federation should f^ive

pledges of the truly catholic and national object
of the association in two ways,—one by their
progi-amme, and the other by their composition.
As to tbe programme, there is a principle

which they may inscribe on their banner without
fear of raising any opposition, save from the
designing and the bad. Let that principle be,
the independence of labour and the sanctity of
contract and of law. Let the compact between

master and man be freely entered on,—freely by
both parties

;
and when once entered on, pro-

tected by all the vigour of tho law. Those who
terrify or seduce the workman, who dispose of

bis energies at their command, and prevent him
from selling them to the beat market, are tho

real enemies of society. We do not care
whether they wear fustian jackets, but hold out

hands unhardened by tbe honest stamp of

labour, or whether they dwell in mansions and
recline in luxury. We do not care whether they
are stump-orators or “books in breeches,”—mere
thinking-machines. Those who step between
master and man, save to draw them together in

strong Christian brotherhood, are the enemies
of both, the enemies of labour, the enemies of

wealth, tbe enemies of England.
Then, in carrying out this national and Indus-

trial programme, the Federation would at once
take a great stride in public acceptance by
associating with them some genuine representa-
tives of labour. Not any of those who have
come before the world, soft-handed, as we before
hinted, as the “ labourers’ friends,” but, as repre-

sentinc tbe class from which they spring,—men
who, from humble origin, have attained great
wealth. It is not onr province to point out
individuals

; but we will indicate the direction

in which we are looking. In November last we
cut out from a paper, sent with the report of a
certain railway meeting, an account of the
operation of a co-operative industrial coal and
iron company, in tbe North of England. It was
the third annual report

;
and afeer paying 5 per

cent, on all the capital employed, tbe directors

divided, for the half-year, a bonus of 2^ per
cent,, and included the further entry “to the
payment of the qualified workmen and employes
of the company of a bonus in proportion to the
return of the capital embarked in the several

departments.” Of this thoroughly respectable
enterprise we know no memberorassociate. We
observe that a City.financial paper calls attention

to the fair earning of 10 per cent., not on paper,

and not oat of promoters’ pockets. It is from
the leaders and organisers of sound-working
schemes like these,—enterprises for which the
capital is found in the pockets of the workmen
themselves, redeemed from tbe tithe of the pub-
lican and from tho “salary” of the paid agitator,

—

that we think the members of the Federation
will do well to look for that popular element
which shall prevent them from coming before
tho world in the guise of an exclusive class

organisation.

Since our remarks were on paper, we have
observed, in tho columns of the most widely
circulated of tho daily papers, observations
which, though not anticipating our own, coincide

very fully with them. The Times appears to be
as fully aware, as we ourselves have been, of

the danger of a “ Federation” proving a source
rather of discord than of unity. It has directed

its remarks chiefly to the subject of some of

those legal measures (such as the penalties

against conspiracy, picketing, and tbe like) in

which opposite views are advocated by some of

tho employers of labour, and by tbe great

masses of the labourers themselves. In all such
questions, however, it must be obvious that any
steps which tend to clothe the Federation with
something of the nature of a court of arbitra-

tion,—which enable them to speak, not in

tho interests of capital alone, but in those of

industry, fed and supported by capital,—would
convert its character from that of a possible

engine of party warfare into that of a pro-

mising organisation for general accord, and for

the promotion of the national welfare.

BRICK ARCHITECTURE.
The order given by tbe Egyptian taskmasters

to the Israelites, is in substance echoed just now
by some active professional practitioners,—“ they
say unto us, ‘make brick’”: in other words,
there seems to be a decided leaning in certain

quarters towards the employment of brick, not
as an economical substitute for, but in preference
to, stone. "Whether this is the consequence or

the cause of some of tbe studies that have been
directed to the architecture of countries where
brick is necessarily tbe staple building material,

it is not very easy to say
;
we should be inclined

to think it is rather the former. We have
studied and more or leas imitated, or adapted,
most varieties of European work of the great
architectural epoch, so far as style is concerned;
and a material hitherto comparatively little used,
iu high class architecture among ourselves, but

which in some countries has been so almost ex-

clusively employed as to give its own decided
stamp and character to the architecture embodied
in it, seems to promise a further change, and
suggests new combinations of old things. The
discussion which has taken place thereupon is

indicative, along with other things, of the wish
to find some degree of novelty of architectural

expression in the revival or transplantation of

some of the feeling of an essentially brick archi-

tecture.

From one point of view, certainly, it might be
urged that we can have no need to go to other
countries to study this class of architecture, wheu
we have a brick architecture, pure and simple,

so pecnlinrly our own, omitting notice of earlier

work iu this material, filling so many leagues of

our streets with its unadorned neatness, and
rising to something of monumental grandeur and
dignity in the masses of warehouse and factory,

to be found in different parts of the kingdom
;

heaps of bricks, as Fielding somewhere observes,

piled up as a kind of token or monument, that

heaps of money had been piled first. It is all

very well to sneer at the “ hole-in-the-wall

stylo,” bub it has at least been a great fact; it

is tbe expression of tbe sole and comprehensive
idea of thousands, we might say millions of

people, as to the possibility of architectural ex-

pression in the exterior of city, and even of

many country, homes : it represents, in one point

of view, the readiest, simplest, and moat econo-

mical way of using a material which can bo
formed into unlimited numbers of cubes of

exactly the same size and proportion
;
and its

merits in its palmy days have attracted the com-
mendation, the" sympathetic admiration of a very

eminent modem philosopher.* It has tho quality,

specially oharaofceristic of the grandest produc-

tion of the art, unity and breadth of style ; like

the Doric temple, it achieves effect by a repe-

tition of similar features; and any section of it,

taken separately, is, as a composition, complete
in itself. The researches ofmodem architectural

critics, however, are tending to throw contempt
on this chaste and severe style of brick architec-

ture, and drawing our attention more and more
to the effects produced in other countries by
monlded bricks, and tracery, and other tours de

force of this kind, in burnt clay, from which we
may draw wholesome lessons and precedents for

transplantation to our own streets and squares.
' If we go beyond the pure English style of

brick design alluded to, we may distingnish

these stages or manners in the employment of

tho material, two of which have already received

considerable illustration in this country. There
is the brick and stone style, the coloured brick

style, and the moulded brick style. The first,

vulgarly known as brick with stone dressings,

is indigenous, and in many cases is, in fact,

merely the substitution of brick for stone in the

unornamented parts of tbe structurre, for the

sake chiefly of economy ; though it may
be accompanied by a certain amount of

“treatment” of the brick, by the introduction

of lines or crosses of darker brick'on the orthodox
red brick ground. Though this is an imitation

in brick and stone of a masonic style, rather

than a distinct style, it has, nevertheless, a
character of its own, and in old houses espe-

cially, where the conflicting brick and stone

elements have been toned down by time, it is

capable of very pleasing effect. But in more
recent times this method of combining the two
materials has been the medium for all kinds of

architectural commonplaces and vulgarities. It

affords a means of getting what is supposed to

be an architectural effect at a reduced cost from
that of stone, and is eminently useful in tbe

production of the kind of dwellings or shops

called “handsome” or “respectable,” as the

degree of stone embroidery is more or less pro-

fuse. It is especially disagreeable when carried

out with those staring, cold-looking yellowish

bricks, which are the bane of so much modern
town architecture ;

and at the best, the system

of combining brick and stone in this way pro-

duces patchwork, takes away entirely the homo-
geneous character of a building, and gives it a

kind of put-together cabinet appearance, with

what w0 have heard called the “architectural

features” added and framed into the rest. It

would be possible to use brick and stone together

in a much more architectural way than this,

making a basement of the one and superstruc-

ture of the other
;
for instance, instead of putting

tbe stone in after a carpenter and joiner’s

* See Carlyle’s appreciatwe remarks as to the quality

and appearance of the bricks in the older Chelsea houses,

and elsewhere, in “ Shooting Niagara,"
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fashion, to make jambs and architraves to windows
and doors. The coloured brick architecture is,

as far as this country is concerned, of modern
origin, or rather importation. As carried out
here, it is distinguished by great flatness of

treatment, and a frequently violent opposition

of strongly-coloured patent brick
j
though lately

there have been attempts to realise more delicate

harmonies by tho combination of stone of suit-

able tints. The style is, in fact, the importation
here of a manner of architectural treatment
arising not unnaturally in a southern climate,

where there is plenty of light to bring out
distinctions of tint, and where material of rich

and delicate tints (marble) could be procured,
either to bo used alone, or to combine with and
harmonise the more raw hues of brick and tile

work. We have not the same facilities here.

We have been smitten with '* tho brick and
marble architecture" of Italy, and have trans-

planted it, minus the marble, into an atmosphere
where wo have only two things to choose be-

tween in the treatment of external colour;
either to make it very unpleasantly stray at first,

or to see tho effect obliterated by weather in a
very short period. The coloured brick style,

when the buildings are new, gives certainly a
variety to our town architecture, and does not
there clash with the sense of association

;
but it

quickly loses its effect. In the country, on the
other hand, tho style is an anomaly, not har-
ruonising with tho colour or with the sentiment

j

of the landscape. The value to us of the
introduction of this style is for interiors, where
it can be treated more delicately without danger
of losing its effect so soon; though even here it

needs to be handled with a delicacy and refine-

ment, in regard to choice and arrangement of
tone, too often absent.
The genuine brick style, what we before called

the moulded brick style, is that which has
naturally and of necessity been developed in

countries whore the builders were obliged to
trust to this as the only material available in

any large quantities for realising their designs.
Like the timber stylo of Norway, the brick style
ofPomerania and some other regions of northern
Europe is tho genuine outgrowth of the neces.
Bities of the case. It is the attempt to do in

brickwork what in other countries other Medifeval
workmen accomplished in the grander and
more plastic material, stone. And few things
in the history of architecture aro more interest-

ing and more characteristic than the monuments
left by builders contending with restricted

materials, but determined to 2'>roduco with these
what effect they can. Like all styles formed in
this natural and unaffected manner, the brick
architecture of northern Europe is marked by a
character at tho same time distinct and homo-
geneous, and directly the result of the pecn.
liaricies of the material. Imitated in stone, the
features of such a building as the Marien Kirche
at Stralsund would appear for the most part
anything but attractive its unadorned spaces of
wall would be bare and cold, its ornamental
features thin, wiry, and staiwed looking. Recog-
nise, however, the character and limitations of
the material, and all this is changed, and the
design comes out as a suitable effect and
picturesque achievement.* Nothing could more
forcibly illustrate the relative nature of archi-
tectural design, and the extent to which the
mtellcccual capacity, the reason, is appealed to
by it, as well as tho eye. It is noticeable, too,

that the satisfactory effect fails where the
material is strained to do what it cannot satis-

factorily accomplish, as in the effort to build up
long lines of mallion in such a materia! as
moulded brick. Conversely, the long pilasters,

the square turrets and pinnacles in the
Pomeranian brick style, which in that style
appear as a satisfactory and characteristic treat-

ment, would, if carried out in stone, ajjpoar
simply bald, the material being capable of so
much more rich and free treatment.

Regarding this last as the true brick archi-
tectural style, in which the material is made use
of to produce purely architectural effects of
composition, surface ornament, and light and
shade, through the means of moulding and
arcading, but with its own peculiar manner
suited to the exigencies of the material

;
the ques-

tion then becomes, how far is it desirable, in a

• While reR-rriDg to the Stralsund Church, notice the
treatment of the apse, with the half windows next tho
angles, the crowu of the arch adjoining the pier, instead
of the springing. This looks at first sight contrarr to all

our habitual ideas on architectural design, yet it is, in
fact, a simple and effectual way of doing away with out-
ward thrust at the external angles of the apse, in a style
where buttresses would be out of keeping.

country where there is no lack of good average
buildingstone,to carry out and enlarge upon a stylo

which in i*eality expresses the absence of stone,

and only came into existence on account of that

absence ? If anything like an imitation of the

North German style were attempted, it would
almost certainly be a failure; for ib would be
a deliberate putting of himself into fetters by
the architect, who should be content to use an
inferior and cumbrous material when he had
better ready to his hand. Among our stone-

yielding districts a building dependent entirely

on brick is an anomaly. On the other hand,
what we do learn from this brick architecture,

among other things, is the value of homogeneous
material and treatment, rather than patchwork
of a better and a worse material. Brick archi-

teoture should bo purely brick, architecturally

speaking, and aim at brick effects and treat-

ment, and not be dependent on extraneous stone

features to make it pass for architecture. And
where circumstances are such that it really will

enable us to realise an architectural effect and
feeling more economically than stone, as in neigh-

bourhoods where the stone of the district is poor
or in small quantities, there will really be a
valid reason for employing the artificial mate-
rial

;
for there can be no doubt then as a mere

material, in regard to tone and colour, and even
finish and durability in mouldings and orna-

ments, good brick is better than a soft and
inferior stono. Such cases, however, are excep.

tional in this country
;

otherwise, a develop,

ment of pure brick architecture here must be
the result of a wish to obtain a new source of

effect, something which our more usual orna-

mental building materials cannot realise. That
this is possible with brick there is no doubt

;

but not economically; any brick building, to

realise architectural effect of a high order, is

likely to cost as much, or more, in time and
workmanship, if not in material, as stone.

Whether it is worth while to try experiments of

this kind will depend entirely upon the way
in which architecture is regarded. If wo pre-

serve the utilitarian theory, and regard a build-

ing as a necessary erection, to be set up of the

most suitable and procurable materials, and
with them made to look as picturesque as

possible, brickwork can only retain its place in

the very plain class of buildings it has hitherto

chiefly been used for; anything beyond that
will bo best built of stone. If we regard archi.

teoture more as an ornamental art, in which we
can take any material we like, and fashion it to

suit our tastes, that is another thing, and it may
bo an interesting experiment

;
bub the cases in

which this view can be acted upon are not many

;

public architecture is for tho most parb indis-

solubly bound up with public ecouomy, and
experiments therein cannot be honestly or
successfully made, to any but a very limited

extent.

Where brickwork is to be used in architec-

tural design, however, it must be observed that

at present wo are, in a second sense, in the

position of “ Israel in Egypt"
;
for “ there is no

straw given unto ue,”—the material for the

highest class of brickwork is not fortbeomiug

;

and even tho need of a larger or a smaller brick

than ordinary, for special purposes, requires

something little short of an act of Rarliament to

produce tho article. Perhaps a little experimen-
talising in brick design might at all events have
the good effect of forcing our brick manufac-
turers a little out of their usual groove, and
helping to demonstrate that there are more
ways than one of using a material of this kind.

SHALL ALL THE NATIONS BE ALIKE?
It must often have been a subject of wonder

as to how it has come to pass that no scien-

tifically disposed person has as yet got to work
and written a book on the what may be termed
aspirations or dominant ideas of the leading

nations of the world at each particular epoch.

For instance, what was it that filled the thoughts

of men as a predominating idea in the old

patriarchal days ? What was ib in the times of

barbarism, and barbaric pomp and glitter ? What
in the Dark Ages ? Might not a philosophic

history of the world’s mind be got out of such a

method of search and treatment and inquiry as

this ? There might he a good deal of difficulty

in it, and a good many doubtful things, and it

might puzzle sometimes the very keenest of

historians to find out what it was that most
filled men’s minds at any certain and defined

era. But nowadays in these centres of civilisa.

tion there could be but little trouble in tho
finding out of the master-thoughb of the time,

or that which the most intelligent and influential

majority are best agreed about and most eagerly
desire to do. We are concerned here with the
broadest possible and most general thoughts,
and are led to a thought about them by the
present goings on in modern civilised Europe.
It is not only within the special province of

fine art and architecture, bub is really and in-

deed at tho very foundation of them. It is a
wide subject, and asks for a little gathering
together of all one’s knowledge, acquired some-
times with no small difficulty, but is well worth
a little trouble to come at even dimly as events
go on in the wide world.

If it be difficult, and we will allow this, to

get at the main motive of the older dominant
ideas in each age, it certainly is not so to seo
what in tho main constitutes tho one of to-day.

If we might venture to give it a name which
should generally characterise it, it might be
“amalgamation” or the unification of coxtntries,

and of men, and of arts. If there be any one
aspiration more certain than others of com-
manding universal assent from “ societies," the
press, the pulpit, and the general instinct of the
public mind of civilised Europe, it is that of a
hope and a firm belief that in time, and in no
long time, all the nations of Europe, and indeed
of the world, will come together and be as one,

and follow tho lead of the most powerful and
dominant nation. All things about us help this

idea. Railways practically bring distant places
together. Telegraphs enable people to talk to
each other across whole continents and wide
seas. A sort of universal and general know-
ledge is gradually spreading everywhere, and a
kind of“raodel education ’’ is in coarse of being
perfected which must in time include everybody,
from the Bacons and Newtons of the world to
the street arabs and gamins of its capital cities.

All tliia is in progress, be it observed, and is not
the mere hope and fancy of a future. There is

also, and it is, as all know, one of the great
hopes of the future, a general dissemination of

what are called general or “universal prin-

ciples " of fine art tending to bring all art-styles

together, and to elicit out of them, if possible, a
sort of universal art-language. Free trade and
unrestricted commerce help this not a little, for

tho shop is a universal necessity of civilised life,

and what is good for one place must needs do
for another, if but tho people in it and about it

oan be induced to adopt it and make proper use
of it. Nothing, indeed, can well be more delight-

ful and cheering than this thought of a universal
coming together of countries, arts, and peoples

;

the savage “civilised,” tho barbarian civilised,

or, what is a better word, “ Westernised,"
and the oivilised man more and ever more
educated.

But—we say hut, for it is quite a necessary
word in all this bright prospect,—it is to be
noted in the first place that this thought, though
so essentially modern, and so full of the railway
and the telegraph and hook education, is not so
new a one as many might think

;
for, strange to

say, it was one, if not the chief, of tlie wonderful
activities of Alexander the Great to not only
suhduo the whole earth by force of arms and
force of will, but to “ Orecianise” it as well.

He, like the modem man, wanted to bring the
whole earth together and to make all one, and
to dominate all with a Greek sceptre. If there
ever were in the world, and he might bo well
excused for thinking it, a people perfect enough
to form a model for the whole of the rest of
humanity, it certainly was the all but perfect
Greek. Form, presence, face, manners, grace,
fine arts, architecture, language, all went toge-
ther to make up as perfect a whole as can well
bo conceived; and Alexander, with the magnifi-
cent Persian at his feet, might well be excused
for hoping to accomplish tho task of making all

the rest of the world like it,—to make the whole
world “ Greek." But ho did not and could not
do it. Let us grant that the ancient Greek, as
we may yet see him, was a well-nigh perfect
man, and that his surroundings, as his archi-
tecture and bis other fine arts, were quite worthy
of himself

;
who is there, we may ask, that would

wish to see all the world Greek, or even all

Europe at the present day Greek ? Nothing but
Greek architecture, Greek sculpture, Greek
impress everywhere, and nothing spoken hut the
Greek tongue ? A glorious unity it must be
confessed, but who would ask for such perfec-

tion of sameness ? And if tliis be so, what aro
we to think of a dominant ascendancy of any
one of the present leading nations—a domination,
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be it observed, going to the root of everything,
and compelling all things to be alike ?

Be it observed that we are not supposing
merely things as they might be, but are speak-
ing of things as they are now going on, and
“ progressing,” and perfecting themselves. To
cite but one proof of it, not only is the fine-art

and architecture of all civilised Europe growing
alike by slow degrees, but the several individual

details of it are actually manufactured in the
same places, and even cast from the same
moulds. It is really not a little difficult to con-

ceive how any one can,—in an artistic sense,

—

come to think there can be "art progress” in

such as this. Commercial progress there may
be, but not art progress

;
for this system can but

serve to make all buildings precisely alike.

Invention, style, individuality of treatment,
nationality, and all else that can constitute

diversity and artistic interest, must needs dis-

appear under such a system of production.
There aro doubtless advantages in it, but are
the advantages at all commensurate with the
disadvantages, and the hindrances to a real and
a true art advancement and to artistic interest ?

It cannot surely bo so. All this may be, as we
may doubtless be told, inevitable, and in the
nature of things

;
but can it be said that it is

favourable to the individuality and nationality
of fine art and architecture ? And art and archi-

tecture, and all that hangs on it, are, after all,

the great material proofs of what is called
progress, and advanced civilisation, and high
culture

!

We are led to these thoughts by more than
one or two things that are at the present
moment going on in the world, and under the
highest auspices and inspirations.

The great and dominant nations of the world
are driving all before them, whether they
are driven well or not. The old world con-
quests, such as those of Alexander, were as
nothing in point of influence and lasting energy
as compared with modern “ occupations.”
Alexander advanced into the very heart of the
great continent of Asia, and then turned back,
declaring that there were no more worlds to
subdue

;
but when turned back he left all as

he found it
j he bore away the spoils, may be,

of the groat and wonderful cities he overcame,
but ho left them as he found them. The con-
quored inhabitants must have remembered him,
as men remember vaguely a distempered dream

j

but they could have borrowed nothing from him,
and he could have taught them nought. Their
special individualities remained. Art, language,
manners, modes of life remained as they were
before the visitation, neither better nor worse.
But how different a modern conquest, or " ocou-
pation,” to use a favourite and conscience-
quieting phrase, such as that, for example, of
the Russian advance into Central Asia, or the
British occupation of India. The more satis,
factory and the more complete it is, the
more perfectly and entirely is the nationality
of the place occupied put aside, and a some-
thing else put in its place, better in some
ways, it may be, but still individuality is

displaced, and so far destroyed. There was
surely nothing so strange and almost myste-
riously attactive in the old world as the isolation
of its great nations, and their separation and dis-
tinctness. Arts, manners, customs, languages,
their races of men, buildings, all and everything,
was difi'erent; almost as in different worlds!
Natnre would seem, as it were, to be tryir^ her
hand at inventing and working out different and
distinctive individualities. The Greek and the
Jew, the Egyptian and the Assyrian, the Gaul
and the savage Briton were all unlike each other
as their several architectures as we now see and
wonder at them in museums and in ruins. The
men of each country differed, as did their several
quaint, or beautiful, and graceful costumes, and
in passing from one to another, aa, doubtless,
many an old pilgrim and trader did, it must
have seemed to such like the passage from one
into a new sphere of existence. Borrow from
each other they sometimes, doubtless, did, hut
there really was no need of it. Every nation
seemed to be c^qnal to its own special work. But
now-a-daya all is changing; the whole drift and
spirit of the time is well epitomised by the rail-
way

;
the more even and level it is the better,

and the great effort is to reduce all to a level.
The Russian in Northern Asia, and the Briton
in Southern Asia, imply not simply conquest
bub occupation,—the negation of things Asian.
The great “Asian mystery,” which attracts ilr.
Disraeli so much, and so often, and baa con.
founded others, is after all but a simple affair in

the future; for the Asian must disappear, if not
in actual person, at least in speciality and iudi-

viduality in exact proportion to the “progress”
he is compelled to make.

In thus hinting at these thoughts on the fate

of primitive art and individuality, and at their

certain amalgamation, or destruction, as we
might rather term it, we cannot but bo struck

with one special though slight indication of

national feeling on the part of some few of those,

to us, strange men who now represent the great
individualities of the past. We hear now and
then, in faint enough tones, may he the very
voice of Asia, not only present in this age, but
really as coming from the ages that are gone. A
dim consciousness of their own value, and the
power there must be in their own individuality,

seems to come over them, even after “educa-
tion” has done its work, and almost transformed
them into new beings. Is it, indeed, the great
Asian mystery that Alls the minds of such men
almost unconsciously, or is it only after all the
natural affection which all distinct and indivi-

dualised races of men must sometimes feel for

their own past history ? Arts and architecture,

aud language, and, may we add, costume and
manners, are surely worth the preserving aud
developing

;
for other things may be developed

surely besides Westernism. There are, at least

we hope so, even in Central Asia, other shops,
aud shop-fronts, different from those you may
buy ready made in London, waiting only the
fixing, compounded of all styles, and belonging
to none. Surely there must be more in the in-

dividuality of nations and distinct races of men
than such implies, and certain it must be, that
to elicit the strength and “ art power” of a dis-

tinct race of men, it is, and must be, necessary,
that they work out their own ideas with their
own hands, and out of their own minds, aided
by their own past history, and “art precedent.”

THE CRYSTAL PALACE SCHOOL OF
PRACTICAL ENGINEERING.

The first year, and the third term, were
brought to a close on Saturday, by the presenta-
tion in the lectnrc.room of the school, of the
certificates awarded to students; Mr. J. W.
Bazalgette, C.B., C.E., presided, and presented
the certificates. Before this was done the
numerous visitors had an opportunity of inspect-

ing the work of the students in the drawing-
office, in the pattern-shop, in tho foundry, and in

the fitting-shop. Tho course of instruction
embraces one term in tho drawing-office, one in

the pattern-shop and foandry, and one in the
smiths' fitting aud erecting shop. The students
that have attended each of tho three terms have
now accordingly taken the complete course. It

is much to their credit that, as a substantive
result of the year's instruction and training, they
should among other things bo able to show at

j

work, and working smoothly and well, a S-horse
power steam engine that has been produced
entirely in the school workshops, excepting only
the castings that were too large for the
capabilities of their little foundry. These,
however, were received in the rough condition,

and were finished and fitted by tho students,

who produced also all the drawings, and made
the whole of the patterns. A number of draw-
ings, the work of the students, each accom-
panied by specification, statement of quantities,

and estimate, were shown in tho drawing-office.

The subjects included elevation, details, and
estimates for a wrought-iron roof of 40 ft. span.

Mr. Bazalgette, before presenting tho certi-

ficates, spoke in terms of praise of the school as
well entitled to tho name it took of being
practical, and estimated highly the value of the
theoretical instruction combined with practical

training of which the students had the advan-
tage.

Mr. Shenton read the report of the examiners,
Messrs. W. Pole, F.R.S., C.E., and J. Imray,
M.A., C.E.

Certificates were awarded for merit in the
students’ papers, “ On materials and their manu-
facture,” and for merit in the drawing-office, the
pattern-shop, or the fitting and erecting shop.
For merit in their papers, the students were
allowed marks, the highest number they could
reach being 232. Of twenty-nine students in the
school, eighteen presented themselves for exa-
mination on their papers, and twelve of these
received double certificates,—one for the merit
of their papers, and another for the excellence of
their work in the drawing-office, the pattern-
shop, or the fitting shop.
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Mr. P. W. Britton, with 225 marks for big

papers, was second in the pattern-shop
;
Mr. J.

n. Frogley, 223 marks, first in fitting-shop
; Mr.

R. J. Symonds, 202 marks, first in drawing-
office

; Mr. J. K. Lorimer, 174 marks, first in

pattern-shop. Tho other students that received
doublo certificates were Messrs. H. C. Dent,
W. Michels, S. H. Hampton, E. Smith, G.
Harris, W. H. B. Green, A. Wortham, and E.
Green. Single certificates were awarded for

drawing, to J. T. Brickford, C. S. Smith, and R.
de Jaurcqni. For work in the pattern-shop,
H. F. E. Tompson, and E. W. W. Waite. And,
for work in the fitting-shop to A. Saubergue,
F. J. Jones, E. W. Rees, F. Maurice, J. Day,
and H. S. Fitzgerald. The examiners concludo
their report by expressing their great satisfac-

tion with the progress of the students, and witli

the sound practical system of instniction and
trainiug adopted by tho Principal, Mr. J. W,
Wilson, C.E.

In acknowleding the vote of thanks accorded
to him, Mr. Wilson stated that the students had
answered four questions upon each of eighty-

three lectures that had been delivered to thera>

or 332 questions in all.

Professor Pole, one of the examiners, on being
called upon by the chairman, bore high testimony
to the value of the school, and the efficiency.with,

which it was conducted by Mr. Wilson. Ho
considered it an admirable preparation for

entrance to aa engineer’s office.

Votes of thanks to the chairman, the exa-

miners, Mr. Wilson, and Mr. Shenton, closed

the proceedings.

A NEW DANGER TO ARCHITECTS.
Sir,—The position of the architect in the

present day is nob an enviable one. Although
as regards material prosperity it cannot be
denied that, individually, architects have par-
ticipated to a great extent in the prosperity thafe.

has attended the trade of the country during the
century, it is at the same time indisputable that

their influence as a body has decreased, and
that their itatas with tho public has declined

rather than advanced of late years. For this

anomalous position of the profession, and tha
want of recognition of architecture as a liberal

art, it would be perhaps unfair to blame tha
public, the fault lying rather with the architects

themselves, who aro for the most part disinclined

bo enforce a compulsory system of education, aa

has been adopted by other professions, or to set

up a standard by which the qualified practitioner

might bo distinguished from the charlatan. This
is a question of too wide a range to bo discussed

in a few words, and I have no intention at pre-
sent to reopen a controversy which has been
virtually decided by the representative body of

British Architects, in a sense intended to promota
the interest of its members. I merely allude

to this point from a desire to avoid including

in my ouumeration of the disabilities under
which architects labour any burdens they have
imposed upon themselves, or which they have
not endeavoured to remove from their shoulders.

It is to bo borne in mind that the profession of
an architect never was at any time a recognised

profession, in a legal sense, in this country. Ne
certificate or diploma was ever issued to tho

architect to enable him to practise, and yet hi*

position (in England, at least) was, until the com-
mencement of this century, aa clearly established,

and his position as recognised, as that of a,

member of any other of the liberal professions.

I do not forget that, occasionally, the archi-

tect suffered rebuffs, as when Wren was displaced

by Denham, or when Kent, originally a painter,

monopolised the patronage of the nobility in all

matters connected with art. These, however,

were accidents, due in the one case to intrigna

and political jealousy, and in the other to tho

protection of a nobleman who had acquired a.

reputation which enabled him to dictate to tho

fashionable world upon questions of taste. Tho
so-called Gothic revival, although it certainly did

much to advance the study of architecture, as

certainly contributed to degrade the architect in

the public estimation. The writings of thoso

eminent men by whom this important revolution

was mainly effected invited us to regard tho

architect as merely a master mason, or clerk of

the works ; while the emphasis that was laid

npon the necessity (or it might almost be said

the sufficiency) of the study and admeasurement
of Medimval buildings, led people to believe that

the comprehensive view of the education neces-

sary to the architect which had been insisted
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on from Vitruvius downwards was a mere super-

erogation, and that it was in the power of any
one of moderate abilities who had mastered the

simple elements of True or Christian archiceo-

turo, and had some taste for drawing, to become
an architect. The tiresome study of the pro-

portions of classical art, tho necessity for the

acquisition of foreign languages, the pursuit of

what was called Belles Lcttres, and of under-

taking foreign travels, were all done away with:

a new royal road was opened up, and Free
Trade in Art was proclaimed. There can be no
doubt that many men who were before deterred

from entering upon the study of architecture

from tho difficulties which it seemed to present,

gladly availed themselves of the relaxation

which followed in the course of education upon
tho publication of Pugin’s “Contrasts” and his
*' Principles of Christian Ai’cbitecture,” and em-
braced a system whidh seemed to afford greater

Bcope to the imagination, and at the same time

dispensed with much that is distasteful to the

young mind. It would be idle to deny the many
valuable results that have flowed from tho study
•of English antiquities, or to shut one’s eyes to

tho noble works which have been executed
by disciples of this school

j
but it is certain

that tho commencement of the public distrust

of the architect was coincident with the revival

of a taste for Gothic architecture, and it is not
difficult to understand how this change was
brought about. The public had before been
accustomed to regard au architect as a superior
being, by reason of hia education and position

;

but finding that architects themselves ridiculed

•classical attainments as pedantic, and that the

ranks of the profession were being recruited by
men who were ignorant of evei’ything bub their

business, they took their authors at their word,
and came to regard an architect as merely a
euporior artizan, who might be entrusted with

the carrying out of work, but who w'as of such a
nature that he required to bo held with bit and
bridle lest ho should turn and rend you.

It is this feeling that has led bo the ignominous
conditions that have been imposed upon con-

•current architects in competitions for designs

and public appointments. What, for example,
can be more degrading to a man of any delicacy

of feeling than to have the duties of his office

rigorously defined by a code of regulations, as

is now done with most new appointments ? Kob
only, however, are the architect’s duties pre-

scribed, but hia emoluments are also usually

restricted, with a view to prevent his claiming

any additional oompensation in case he is called

•upon to perform any additional woik incidental

to his office. Everything is, in fact, done in

order to prevent tho possibility of tho architect

taking advantage of his client, and tho honour
of the architect himself is not considered as of

any value.

A large proportion of profitable business

which formerly fell to the share of the architect

ias of late years been monopolised by engineers

and surveyors. Foi'ty years ago tho business of

the surveyor was scarcely recogtiised apart from
that of the architect. Now, the surveyor has
established for himself an entirely distinct

branch, and has succeeded in alienating from
the architect some of the best paid portions of

his business, leaving him with some of the

most embarrassing aud least remunerative parts.

Again, by the action of the Government, a con-

cidemblo number of large public buildings, such
as churches, baiTacks, hospitals, sanitariums,

^c., both at home and abroad, have been taken
out of tho hands of architects and given to royal

engineer officers; or if an architect has been
employed, the whole credit of the design is

usually given to the ofticer in charge. The Post-

Office has thus dispensed with architects, and wo
have lately seen that a large building has been
erected in London by this department, at a cost

exceeding 200,0001., by a subordinate officer

in the employ of tho Government.
These are some few of tho grievances of which

architects complain, aud I might readily en-

large the list, but I do not desire to do so

further, but prefer to call attention to a
new danger with which architects are threatened

rather than dwell upon evils which are known
and admitted.
The dEinger to which I advert is the insidious

encroachments of the landscape-gardener upon
the domain of the architect. It is true this is no
new thing, but the encroachments have of late

become more daring than before, and it behoves
architects to putthemselves upon theirguard. The
profession of the engineer has grown up chiefly

through the extraordinaiy development attained

by the railway system in this country, and

however much architects may lament the fact,

there can be no dispute that the engineer has

fairlywon the position he has acquired, and thathe

supplies a want which the architect was not fitted,

either by taste or education, to supply. But this

is not the case with the landscape gardener : his

functions are essentially different from those

of tho architect, to which they are usually and
properly subordinated, and there need not be
any Jealousy or any question as to jurisdiction

between the two. Some landscape-gardeners

have, however, assumed the title of landscape

architects, a palpable misnomer, which oan only

have been assumed to mislead, and have taken

upon themselves to design and carry out build-

ings in addition to their other duties. The
public, little accustomed to discriminate, arc

deceived by the assumption of the name of

“architect,” and the landscape-gardener ia not

unfrequently entrusted with commisaioos for

works of importance, to the manifest injury of

the arcliitect proper. It may, perhaps, seem
idle to complain of the preference of the public

for these irregular practitionoi'S, seeing that,

as already observed, there is no recognised

standard of architectural education, and tliat

anybody is entitled to call himself an architect,

and to carry out any work that ho may be able

to obtain
;
but that is not the point to which I

desire to direct attention. It is, of coarse,

impossible to coerce the public taste, aud to lay it

down as a mle that none but properly qualified

men should be employed upon architectural

works
;
that is clearly impracticable in tho face

of the attitude of tho present Government, whose
action with regard to architects is not

only countenanced, but applauded, by the ma-
jority of people in this country. We must bo

content to take things as they are, and for tho

most part we have become accustomed to the

present position of affairs
;
but the now danger

consists in this, that while hitherto architects

and landscape-gardeners have been in tho habit

of woi'king side by side upon the same work
without any risk of iutcrferiug with each other,

it is now impossible for the architect to call

upon the landscape-gardener for his assistance,

or to acquiesce in his appointment, without iutro-

ducingatthc sametime a rival who may take away
tho most profitable portions of his work, inter-

fere with his most cherished designs, or perhaps

supplant him altogether. This could not have

occurred under the old r&jime, but it does

happen now, and the sooner architects become
alive to the danger they incur in thus acting the

bettor it will be for all parties.

It comes about in this wise. An architect has

preijared designs for a mansion, let us say ;
tho

site is bare and unadorned, aud tho client

determines to employ a landscape-gardener

to lay out the grounds. The landscape-gardener

prepares a plan, showing not only tho arrange-

meat of the grounds, but terraces, couservatory,

garden-walls, lodge, entrance-gates, stables,—in

fact, everything necessary for the completion of

the mansion and its surroundings. This is sub-

mitted to the client, who is in all probability

ignorant of the distinction between the duties of

the architect and landscape-architect, the design

is approved by him, and the landscape-architect is

entrusted with the execution of the work. Tho
architect is not perhaps consulted at all, or if he is

consulted and objects, tho landscape-architect

makes the plausible suggestion that as ho will

have the control ofthe roads and paths, walls, &o.,

it will bo desirable that the buildings which adjoin

should also bo placed in his hands : perhaps he

suggests that the main building itself has not

been properly treated, or that the expenditure

has been excessive, or that he has carried out

similar works for the Marquis of Blank, or Sir

Humphrey Chose, and the client, as we have

before said, ignorant for the most part of the

practice in these matters, and dazzled by the

achievements of the landscape - architect, ac-

quiesces, although perhaps i-eluctantly. It is

not the mere loss of business to the architect

which is to be looked to in this proceeding,

although that is not to be disregarded ; but

it ia to be borne in mind that it is in the

power of the landscape-gardener to interfere

greatly with, or, perhaps, entirely destroy, tho

effect of tho architect’s design. The mansion

may bo Gothic, and the lodge Classic, or, vice.

rCT'sd, the stables may dwaif the bouse; and

it is also always in the power of an unscrupulous

mau to put his idval’s work in the shade, or by

means of colour, outline, or juxta-position, to

enhance the effect of his own compositions at

the expense of his coadjutor’s.

This is nob an illusory picture, and the dan-
ger is real aud threatening. The remedy is in the
hands of architects themselves : let them take
care not to associate themselves with landscape-

architects, but choose a landscape-gardener of

the old type
;
let their respective duties be

clearly explained to the client, aud if necessary
defined in writing

;
and, above all, let the archi-

tect assert his authority, and insist that all

drawings, for whatever works, shall be sub-
mitted for bis approval before being put in

hand. This is the architect’s proper position,

and if be abdicates his right to being consulted
upon everything relating to the house and its

surroundings, he will inevitably lose the confi-

dence of his client, and will find himself im-
mersed ia numerous unnecessary difficulties.

Civis.

LONDON AND ITS FOGS.

Londox and fog are as closely allied as Scotland
and mist

;
but between the Scutch mist that is re-

puted to be able to “wet an Englishman to the
skin,” and the black diy fog of the metropolis,

there is a wide difference. The reports which
with difficulty can be gleaned from old news-
papers and journals concerning previous London
fogs are very meagre, which may be wondered
at considering that each fog was, like that of the

week before last, the cause ofmany fatal accidents.

On January 1, 1720, London was so darkened by
fog that several chairmen, with their burdens,

Fell into the canal in St. James’a-park ; many
persona fell into the Flect-ditch, and many into

the Thames. On December 2, 1761, “ the fog

was so very thick in aud about London that even
chairmen lost their way in the streets, and
carriages ran against carriages, by which much
mischief was done, and many lives lost.” On the

19th of November, 1767, many deaths were
caused by a dense fog. Fleet-ditch and tho

Thames being, as usual, the recipients of many
of tho wanderers. Before referring to the great

fug in Loudon of 1813-14, it may be interesting

to notice some fogs which have appeared in

other places. A gentleman writing from Ken-
sington, Connecticut, U.S., under tho date of the

19th of April, 1758, says:—“On the 3rd inst.,

about suuriso at this place, was a fog of so

strange and extraordinary appearance that it

filled us all with gi'eat amazement. It came in

great bodies, like thick clouds, down to tho

earth, and in its way striking against the houses,

would break aud fall down the sides in great

bodies, rolling over and over. One of our neigh-

bours was then at Sutton, 100 miles distant, and
reports it was much the same there.” On
December 15, 1774, Amsterdam was wrapped up
in a fog of so dense a character that people ran
against each other, oven though provided with

torches ; 230 persons were drowned by falling into

the canals ;
their cries were heard, but no one could

venture to their relief :

“ tho case was the same
all overHolland.” The cityofDublinwascovered
with such an intense fog, on tho 8th of Feb-

ruary, 1798, “ as the oldest men do not re-

member to have seen.” Although tho country

round was in a great measure free from its in-

fluence, yet in the streets it was at onetime so

thick, that persona in conversation could hardly

distinguish one another’s faces. The carriage

of Mr. Taylor Rowley was driven into the Liffey,

near Carlisle bridge. Mr. Rowley and his coach-

man had the good fortune to escape, but two
fine horses which drew the carriage were
drowned. At night it was scarcely possible,

even with the aid of lighted flambeaux, for

passengers to explore their way along the

streets without danger or accident.” The
chi'onicle omits to state that many persons

met with a fate similar to that of Mr. Rowley’s

horses. The great fog in London, which hap-

pened in 1813, ia briefly recorded in a news-
paper of December Slst, in that year. “ The
density of tho atmosphere daring the day, and
the heavy fog at night, which prevailed for

the whole of the last week in London, and
many miles round, has been very remarkable,

aud has occasioned several accidents. On
Monday night the mails and other coaches

were delayed uuustkally long. Tho Glasgow
coach, which should reach Stamford by eight,

did not arrive on Tuesday till two in the after-

noon, and the York aud Edinburgh not until

four.” Many of the coaches were overturned ;

the York mail twice, near Ware, notwithstand.

ing tho guai*d and passengers walked to keep

it in the road. Tho Maidenhead coach, on its

return to town the same evening, missed the

road, aud was overturned. Tho Birmingham
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mail was nearly seven hoars in going from the
Post-office to Uxbridge, a distance of less than
twenty miles

;
and the short stages in the

neighbourhood of London, had two lirk.bearers
running by the horses’ heads. As during the
fog of last week, many persons were drowned
in the Thames and the canals. The following
paragraph from the fashionable intelligence of
the Afonjin^ Post, December 29, 1813, reads
somewhat strangely in 1873 : — We stated
yesterday the Prince Regent’s departure, a few
minutes after seven o’ciock, for Belvoir Castle,
the seat of the Duke of Rutland. His royal
highness had not got further than about a
mile from Tottenham-court-road, when one of

the out.riders was thro^sm off into a ditch.

To see the road was found impracticable. The
lamps in the carriage were of no use, and
even flambeaux were insufficient.” Returning
were as tedious as to go on. “However, his
Royal Highness resolved to give up the idea
of proceeding to Hatfield, and getting out of

his carriage whilst it was turned, remained
knee-deep in mud for some minutes. By taking
off the leaders, the carriage was at length
turned, and proceeding slowly with flambeanx
before the horses, almost to Carlton House,
his Royal Highness got safe there at about
half-past nine, having been two hours and
a half in proceeding about one mile beyond
Tottenham-court-road.” Certainly travelling in
those days through Kentish Town in foggy wea-
ther, on a road untouched by Macadam, must
have been far from agi’eeable.

What is the cause of these dense fogs ? Those
who have studied the question, reply,—A fog is

formed by the mingling together of masses of
air of different temperatures, and may properly
be termed an earth-cloud, because it is formed at
the surface of the earth, and seldom rises many
feet above it. A London fog does not in general
extend much beyond the height of the houses.
During its prevalence one may, by ascending
St. Paul’s Cathedral, obtain a clear atmosphere,
while underneath the dark vaponr is rolling like
a sea, through which the spires and steeples rise
like the masts of stranded wrecks. London fog
is not equal in density in all places

;
a long de-

pressed line marks the course of the Thames,
and the deepest darkness hangs over the moat
crowded neighbourhoods. Before the Act of
Parliament was passed requiring the London
factories to consume their smoke, the fog was
particularly dense in the localities of the great
breweries. The height of the fog is greatly de-
termined by the nature of the subsoil. If it is

clayey, it stands high, and low if it be of sand
or gravel. Defrance states in bis treatise on
Vapour, that fog is occasioned by a descending
carrent of air, which beats down the smoke and
rolls it over the surface of the earth. At this
time a current of air may be observed to descend
through the chimneys which have no fire, pro-
ducing a strong odour of soot, thus proving the
existence of descending currents in the atmo-
sphere. Therefore, if the smoke of tens of
thooeands of chimneys bo discharged into the
air, and there mingled with watery vapour, and
then again forced to descend, a dense fog must
necessarily ensue. It is generally considered
that those fogs which have a peculiar taste, and
cause the eyes to smart', owe their disagreeable
properties to gases and vapours produced by the
combustion of fuel, and from this source the
atmosphere is charged with carbon, sulphnrons,
nitrous, and pyroligneous acids. A moderate
wind will usually break up a fog, but an increase
of temperatnre without wind tends to increase
its density. It has often been observed that
daring the middle of the night until early in the
morning, London is free from fog, which, how.
ever, sets in as soon as the fires are lighted;
sometimes it clears away for a short time at
noon, and increases in density as evening ap-
proaches and the gas is lighted. London fog has
also a peculiar tidal motion, which tends down
the_ river towards the marshes, and an extra,
ordinary amount of electricity frequently accom-
panies thick driving fogs. Fogs and epidemics
often accompany each other; they have, it may
be, a common origin, or, perhaps the one is the
cauBo of the other. Dr. Prout, in his Bridgwater
Treatise, specially refers to a certain poisonous
gas, seleniuretted hydrogen, which exists in the
atmosphere during a fog, the smallest atom or
bubble of which when inhaled by the nostrils
excites pain : this is followed by catarrh and
pains in the chest. During the recent fog, as
is well known, both human beings and anirnals
perished, probably through the inhalation of this
poison.

Strange it is that though London has so long
and frequently suffered from the visitations of
fog, scarcely any man of science has ever come
forward to propose a plan by which it might be
entirely abolished and stamped out.

THE RESTORATION OF THE CHATEAU
OF PIERREFONDS.*

The restoration of the exterior walls and
towers of the chiiteau, comparatively easy as far
as the repetition^of existing forma was concerned,
must have called for very great practical know-
ledge in the design and erection of scaffolds, and
I regret very much that I was unable to visit

the chateau in the earlier years of its restora-
tion, especially as on these points M. Viollet-le-

Duc is facile princeps in France, having almost,
I may say, created a revolution in the principles
of their construction.

In consequence of their immense thickness,
and of the excellent quality of their masonry, the
walls had all retained their vertical positions,
and, excepting the interior vaulting and small
internal walls of slight importance, no under-
pinning was required in the restoration. The
breaches and gaps were filled in, and the
masonry in the upper part of the walls was
executed in the ordinary way,—that is to say,
for the exterior walls, rails were laid round the
whole of the chateau, on which the materials
were drawn to their respective position, and
raised by means of an immense steam crane

;

the thickness of the walls otherwise allowing
the materials for cross walls to be rolled along
on their summits. For the interior walls the
scaffolding was continuous, the stones being
placed in position by travellers.

The stone details for the windows, cornices,
and other decorative features, were built in block,
and carved or moulded in their respective posi-
tions ; this applies only to those parts which
were built with the soft limestone of France

;

whenever a harder stone was employed, it was
carved or moulded first.

About 18,000 cubic metres of stone were cm-
ployed in the restoration, all obtained from the
neighbourhood of Pierrefonds's the chief varieties
being (hard stone) Lavasiflo, Croni, Villiers
liais de senlis (soft stone), from Pierrefonds
itself (blue royal) a hard compact stone, haute-
feuille, and senlis, these several varieties coming
from the same quarries as those in the old
building.

The floors of all the large rooms are carried
on oak girders, the material being obtained from
Yiller’s Cotteret, and the forests of Laor and
Coucy, the oak of the forest of Pierrefonds being
valueless for trusses or girders. These oak
girders are halved and trussed, the ends rest on
stone corbels, the design of which varies in the
several rooms. On these girders are laid joists
6 in. by 8 in. deep, with a space of from 7 in. to
Sin. between; on the top of these the battens
are laid with a bed of plaster of Paris, from 3 in.
to 3 in. thick, the ceiling beneath being formed
between the joists. The flooring-joists are laid
on the plaster of Paris, being kept in position by
the same material

; the flooring is J-iu. oak
boarding. The trusses of the roof are all in
iron, as well as the purlins, rafters, and laths or
battens to hold the slates,—the latter are sus-
pended in an ingenious manner on the iron laths
(which serve as slate battens) by small clips of
copper, so that any slate can be taken out and
replaced, if necessary, without disturbing the
others. The slates, which are of a deep violet

' colour, come from Fumay in the Ardennes.
These constitute the chief constructive points;
I have yet to direct your attention to those
portions of the interior, viz., the courtyard, stair-
cases, and rooms, the designs of which may be
said to be more or less original, though based by
M. Viollet-le.Duc on the architectural fragments
found in those excavations.
Commencing as we enter the courtyard on the

left is the exterior of the great assembly-room,
and below it the arcade or gallery, forming cor-
ridors outside the guard.rooms. This corridor
externally is divided into bays, 13 ft. wide; on
the ground-floor is athree-centred arcade, carried
on stunted columns; and above a segmental
arch, inclosing three trefoil-headed windows, a
balustrade crowning the whole. The interior of
this corridor is vaulted with segmental barrel
vaults in stone panelled, each vault abutting on
its neighbour. The ti-ansverse wall between

• From the paper by Mr. R. P. Spiers referred to in

each bay has on the ground- floor a segmental
arch, with huge keystone

; and on the first, or
mezzanine floor, a trefoil-headed arch, carried
on corbels. The great windows of the assembly-
room have solid mullions and light transoms
above the balustrade to every alternate bay
below, and dormer windows similarly treated.
Continuing round on the north aide is the belfry,
an extremely picturesque feature; below it is

the great window lighting the vestibule to the
apartments of the garrison officers. The jamba
of this window descend to the ground floor in the
form of buttresses, which are corbelled out and
carried on massive columns, with carved capitals,
a lofty arch being thrown across between. This
marks the chief entrance to the guard-rooms of
the back entrance to the chiiteau. Beyond this
feature is the great flight of steps leading to the
entrance of the officers’ rooms

;
the stairs rising

to the first floor being strongly accentuated in
the external architecture.

On the west side of the courtyard is the chapel,
which is perhaps one of the happiest featuree.
The lower portion is an origina Itreatment of the
Flamboyant porch. The rose-window above is

perhaps somewhat decadent in style, but was, I

believe, based on the original feature. The gable
and comer buttresses are well proportioned and
fine features. The staircase leading to the prin.
cipal apartments in the keep forms one of the
more remarkable features in the court. It is

preceded by a grand porch with three archways,
and external flight of steps beyond them

; in.

ternally the staircase is circular, externally octa-
gonal, the windows lighting it rising with the
steps.

The decoration of the interior is not yet com-
pleted in all the rooms : with the exception of the
great assembly-room, and a vaulted chamber in
the Cmsar tower, its principle is the same in all

the rooms
; a dado in oak, carved and panelled

5 ft. high, runs round the principal apartments ;

above this the wall is stencilled with various
devices, and a deep frieze is carried round the
upper part of the walls, with figure or orna-
mental decorations. The chimney-pieces are all

in stone, carved and richly painted and gilt.

The oak girders are carried on stone corbels,

carved and painted. The woodwork on the ceil-

ing is painted of a dark ground colour, relieved
by light colour ornament

;
the ceiling between

the joists has dark ornaments on light ground.
The decoration varies in every room, and has all

been designed expressly by M. ViolIet-le-Duc

;

the colouring is quiet and, extremely harmonious
in tone, and is, perhaps, the best evidence of
the wide range of his talents. The room in the
Arthur tower has an octagonal vaulting, the
chimney-piece being decorated with a represen-
tation of King Arthur and the Knights of the
Round Table. The great assembly-room has
been turned to account as a museum of arms j

these were, I am sorry to say, removed to Paris
during the late war, and have not yet been re-

stored to thoir places
;

the hall is surrounded
with cases to hold the collection, which is, I
believe, of great value. The roof consists of a
pointed band vault in wood, painted with various
devices, the boarding being fixed to the iron
trusses of the roof. The chimney-piece in this
hall is the finest in the chateau

;
it is double, as

it baa two grates in it, with tiles at the back;
and above are placed in niches and on pedestals
the nine heroines of antiquity, with their coats
of arms above, and a crenelated cornice, with
miniature turrets and battlements. In conclu-
sion, I have only to add that, although the re-
storation was necessarily stopped during the late

war, I have every reason to believe that it will

be continued and completed now; at present
there are but a few artists at work, which may
be accounted for from the cessation of the
Emperor’s donations. The whole work reflects

the greatest credit on M. Viollet-le-Duc, who has
consecrated to it an immense portion of his time ;

and it places on record for future generations
one of the most interesting features of the feudal
period of the Middle Ages.

The Inns of Court Hotel.—We are glad to
hear that the pile of buildings in Lincoln’s-Inn.
Fields, long left unfinished, is now in course of
completion. The Inna of Court Hotel Company
has purchased the entire property, and having
restored the Holborn block, are now finishing
the remaining portion, which will form part of
the hotel according to the original intention.
Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson, the original arebi-

tects, have the matter in hand.
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THE KEEP OP OLITHEEOE.
The castle of Clitheroe, the chief seat of an

•ancient and extensive hononr, thongh one of the
smallest, is perhaps the strongest, the oldest,

and from its position one of the moat remarkable-
of the fortresses of Lancashire. It is placed
upon the left or eastern bank of the Eibble,
here the boundary between Yorkshire and Lan.
oashire, three quarters of a mile from the stream,
and about 130 ft. above it. It occupies the
summit and upper part of a limestone cr-iig,

which, precipitous in parts, and very steep on
its northern flank, falls, according to the dip of

the rock, less steeply towards the south or south-
west. Hence the northern point was selected
for the keep and upper ward, and for the lower
ward and approaches, the shoulder and slopes

upon the south. The Roman way from Jlati-

Chester, by Skipton to York, ascends the dale

-about half a mile east of the rock, which could
scarcely have been neglected as a military post
by any people who held the district in other
than very peaceful times. The town of Clitheroe

has sprung up at the foot of the rock upon the
north-east.

The keep stands within, but close to, the east
aide of a small rounded area of about 80 ft. by
90 ft., contained within a curtain wall, which
skirts the edge of the rock. This curtain is

6 ft. thick, 12 ft. high inside, and from
14 ft. to 20 ft. outside. The circuit, which
has no doubt been complete, is broken for

about 70 ft. on the southern side. This is the
breadth of the neck by which the upper ward
was united to the lower, and the curtain at each
end of the gap is extended southwards and
south-eastwards down the steep to include the
latter. Thus, what is wanting is none of the
exterior curtain, only the interior and cross wall
between the two wards. The open apace is a
steep of rugged broken rock. Probably there was
a cross wall and doorway above, and a narrow
flight of steps leading to it from below.
The keep is of rough rubble masonry, with

ashlar qnoins and dressings. It has neither
plinth, set-ofi', nor string, and preserves its

exterior dimensions to the summit. Each angle
is capped by two pilasters of 9 ft. breadth by
11 in. projection. They unite at the angles,
which aro solid. The two southern angles are
supported by extravagantly large low buttresses,
of modern addition, bat it is said they were
preceded by buttresses somewhat similar, though
of much slighter character.

The keep is 33 ft. square, and about 43 ft.

high. The walls are 8 ft. thick at the base, and
consequently enclose a chamber 17 ft. square.
This is the basement floor, and at the ground
level. It is 9 ft. high, and the floor, which
covered it above, and is now gone, rested upon
nine beams, and was therefore immensely strong.
The north, south, and west wall are each pierced
by a loop, set in a round-headed recess, 5 ft.

broad, and 5 ft. high to the springing. Two of
these loops have been converted into open
breaches, and the third, to the north, has been
walled up, and the recess covered with a flat

lintel. This floor must have been entered from
the room above by a trap and ladder. It was,
as usual, a store, the value of these strong small
towers depending upon their being well pro-
visioned.

The first floor rested upon a set-off of a foot,

and is therefore 19 ft. square, with walls 7 ft.

thick. It is 23 ft. high. It has in the north and
south walls small square-headed loops, placed
in round-headed recesses of 4 ft. 6 in. opening.
In its west side, close to the north end, is a door-
way 2 ft. 10 in. broad, and 8 ft. high, round-
beaded. In the north wall, on each side the
loop, is a door. One of these, flat-topped, of

2 ft. 6 in. opening, and 6 ft. high, leads tlirough

•a small mural lobby, 4 ft. 8 in. by 3 ft. 2 iu.,

into a well-stair, 7 ft. diameter, which occupies
the north-east angle, and commencing at this

level, ascends to the battlements by fifty.four

steps. The other door, of 2 ft. 11 in. opening,
8 ft. high, and round-headed, leads by a passat^e
bent at a right angle with a barrel vault, into
a plain mural chamber, 7 ft. by 5 ft., also barrel-
vaulted, and which, no doubt, had a loop in its

west wall. This wall, however, is now broken
away, so that the chamber has much the aspect
of an entrance-door, which it certainly was not.

The second, or uppermost, floor rests upon a
-set-off of 2 ft., and is therefore 23 ft. square, with
walls 5 ft. thick, and at present 11 ft. high.

Singularly enough, it shows no trace of any wall-

-opening whatever, as though it had been added

in modern times for effect only, which, however,
does not appear to be the case. The staircase,

however, has certainly been repaired, and no
doubt originally opened into this floor. The
wall at the interior angle is thickened somewhat

i to give space for the stair. The walls may have
been a foot or so high, but scarcely more. The
parapet is gone, and was jirobably another 5 ft.

The north-east angle seems to have ended in a
small square turret.
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The principal entrance was evidently on the

first floor, in the east wall, reached by an external

stair built against the wall, and ascending from

the south end. This is clear from the position

and dimensions of the doorway, and from the

absence of a loop on this aide of the basement,

where it would have been covei’ed by the stair-

case.

The small door of the west wall of the same
floor seems to have led upon the rampart of the

adjacent curtain, here only 11 ft. from the keep.

There is sneh a door at Arques and Rochester,

and also at Helmsley and Adare. This keep

contains no fireplace nor gardrobe, nor ornament

of any kind.

The lower ward has been so altered for

domestic piu-poses, and is so built over, as to be

veiy obscure. It was at least eight or ten times

the area of the upper ward, and descended 280 ft.

down the slope, with an extreme breadth of

150 ft. The modern dwelling-house is built upon
the south-east curtain, and no doubt represents,

and probably contains, part of the old domestic

buildings. Buck gives a view of the southern

front of this ward, and shows a large round tower

upon one of the angles not now seen.

A convenient ascent skirts the foot of the

west curtain, or rather of the cliff upon which
it stands, and enters at the upper end of the

lower ward, just below the keep. This, how-
ever, is probably modern. The old way seems
to be represented by the road from the town,

which rises on the other or eastern side.

About a furlong to the south of and much
below the castle is a steep straight bank of earth

with an exterior ditch, probably an outwork
covering the foot of the hill.

The castle is the property of the Duke of

Buccleuch, whose steward for the honour of

Clitheroe resides here, and allows visitors to

enter the keep unchallenged. The chief rents

and royalties of the honour are vested in the

Duke, and are said to be valuable. All is neatly

kept, and is in as substantial repair as becomes
a ruin

;
but his Grace’s most commendable zeal

does certainly a little obscure the fabric it was
intended to preserve, and it is to be regretted

that the new work was not made more clearly

distinguishable from the old.

The name of Clitheroe, though evidently old,

and said in part to be British, does not occur in

Domesday. Whittaker is of opinion that the place

is included in Bemulfeswic, now Burnoldswick, a
parish about six miles north-east of the castle, and
that it is referred to as the Castelry of Roger of

Piotavensis or of Poictou. It is stated that “ in

Bemulfeswic Gai’nel held 12 carncates, paying
geld to Berenger ds Todeui. The manor is in

the Castelry of Roger the Poitevin.” Usually

Roger is identified with the Castle of Lancaster,

bnt at that time Lancaster Castle was not bnilt,

and that lordship did not belong to Roger.

Roger was a large tenant in chief in the shires

of Chester, Derby, Notts, and Lincoln. In
Yorkshire and Lancashire he then held but
little. The mesne lord, de Todeni, was one of

the family who had Bolvoirj Dugdale says, the

son of Robert de Todeui, who built it. He does

not again appear in connexion with this part of

England.
Roger is thought to have granted the fee to

Roger de Buisli, from whom, or from Albert
Greslet, it came to the Do Lacys of Pontefract,

lords of Blackbnmshire, of whom Robert de
Lacy is said to have held it under Do Buisli.

This De Lacy, whose history belongs to Ponte-
fract, is the reputed founder of Clitheroe keep in

the reign of Henry I., and certainly the building
is not of later date. Prom that time Clitheroe
shared with Pontefract the honour of being the
seat of the De Lacy power, and so remained
until their estates merged in the earldom and
duchy of Lancaster, and this again in the
Crown. The founder probably also endowed
the Chapel of St. Michael within the castle,

probably in the lower ward, and which is men-
tioned in the reign of Henry I. A claim, how-
ever, to represent this chapel is set up for the
parish church, though this building could never
have been within the castle.

Clitheroe, like other strong places in Lanca-
shire, was held for the king iuthe Parliamentary
struggles, and in 16-19 the castle was ordered to
be dismantled.

Charles II. granted the castle and honour to
General Monk, whose son, Christopher Duke of
Albemarle, left it to his wife, La.dy Elizabeth
Cavendish, who again left it to her second bus-
band, Ralph Duke of Montagu, from whom it has
descended to the present owner. G. T. C.

1873.

ART CRITICISM.^-

li’ “every man is the measure of all things to

himself,” the corollary to that saying is the other

that “ the true measure of all things is God,”

and so the depth and measure of a man’s moral

nature are the measure of his partaking of God,
“ in whom we live and move and have our being,”

and thus there is no exaggeration in speaking of

the inspiration of the poet or the artist.

It is in this spiritual world where is to be found

that mystic force called sympathy,—the action

of moral intelligence on moral intelligence,—an
electric cord which girdles the world of mind
and carries messages from soul to soul, resulting

in effects which influence more than any other

thing the whole aspect of social life.

There is a power pervading the living influence

of the truly noble that draw's congenial elements

from the crowd, inspiring its votaries with a

courage to carry victory to a higher issue than
mere mortal combat, to carry by assault the

citadel of the passions and cast out the demon
within, inspiring men with that truest of heroism

to look beyond self and mere material good,

inspiring them with enthusiasm and devotion to

the good, the true, the beautiful
j
aud of this

moral ideal, material beauty is but the sign and
symbol.

It is the sentiment which underlies the work
of the artist w’hich renders it noble or iguoble,

the subtle element which stirs the heart, which
appeals to the mind, which carries the beholder

out of himself, and places him cn rapport with
the soul of the designer.

“ The statue is born in tho clay, it dies in the

plaster, and lives again in the marble.” The
clay model is not a mere piece of handiwork;
it is, above all, the w'ork of the artist’s brain

;

the cast is produced by a merely mechanical
operation

;
the marble is sensitive to every touch

of the worker. Labour there must be, and the

hand must bo trained to answer every wave of

thought
;
if not, to the extent it fails so to do will

the realised work fall short of the ideal. "VYhat

that ideal was no one but the artist himself can
fully know

;
but, having sounded the key-note

of his thoughts, a responsive echo may be
awakened in the mind of another, which, with

remarkable distinctness, repeats that note, and
the mind of the recipient may oven tack on
harmonies to it never dreamt of by the originator.

Mechanical excellence is doubtless au admirable
thing, but it must not bo confounded with
artistic excellence, it is bub the servant of art,

without whoso service she is helpless. Theory
and practice must go hand in hand

;
science and

sentiment lend their aid to tho artistic con-

structor.

A language without grammatical construction

is deficient in vitality : it may exist—like some
of those in Central Africa—for a generation

only; bub when the disjointed fragments are

constructed into a system, the language grows
and expands so widely that it is with difficulty

the original roots can be traced. Cultivated

with care, the weed becomes tho flower; the

acrid, unpalatable berry the rich and luscious

fruit. The language, or certain words in the

language, may have had their origin on the banks
of the Indus or of the Euphrates, or in tho Isles

of Greece, or in the City of the Seven Hills
;

it

matters not whence derived, they are but the

means of giving expression to thought. lYorthy

thoughts, although rudely expressed, deserve

admiration ; but if, in ad^tion, they are beau-

tided and arranged into harmony, or brightened

by the light of eloquence, they receive the devo-

tion due to genius. Style is but the language in

which the artist expresses himself, and it is

according to the amount of thought embodied
in the work, and the beauty and eloquence with
which it is expressed, that he should bo judged.

Thousands of eager listeners crowd to hear
the words of wisdom uttered by a speaker, and
tens of thousands con these words next day at

ease by the fireside. When read over with
deliberation, their truth and value can be better

estimated than when heard from the living

voice. Why, then, not print them off at once ?

Why, but that the living influence of the man
cannot be so intensely felt. Another may read
the printed page with more point and emphasis
than the author, but the efi'eeb is not the same.
A work of art may be copied so skilfully as to

be mistaken for tho original, but the copy will

never be valued as such. Harmony cannot be
elicited from the cord of sympathy unless it is

touched by a master-hand. Man, created in the

* See p. 924, ante.

image of God, has the gift of originality,

bestowed upon him
;
he is touched by a ray

from the holy of holies
;
he is inspired to pro-

duce what has nob before existed ; he becomes a
creator. The creations of genius are the most
precious of gifts,—too precious to be lavishly

dealt out : let those prize them who possess
them

;
but, above all, let us pay due respect to

the great ones who created them.
Bab tho soul of man is chained while on earth

to a mortal frame,—material wants must be sup-
plied; be ransacks the store of Nature aud
subjects to his uses what he finds there. Not
content with merely subjecting the material so
found to useful purposes, he adorns his handi-
work with suitable detail

;
he strives after har-

raouy of proportion; he studies effects of light

and shade
;
he constructs with skill ; he com-

bines technical excellence with aesthetic beauty.
Special requirements call for special treatment
different materials must be differently used

;
the

laws of nature must be studied. Here the ideal

and the real meet, and they cannot be severed
;

a drag is put upon the imagination; tho poetic
is burdened with the prosaic. This restraining
influence must be overcome if tho work is to be
a work of art

;
the skeleton requires to be care-

ful ly constructed, but upon it must be super-
added the grace of form and the charm of

colour. Tho true artist must be possessed of
the faculty of design, of the faculty of invention,
of the power to express au original thought iu

the material he has at command. Hia aim
should he to elevate and refine the taste of his

age, to give new sensations to those around
him, to add to the amenities of life, to enhance
the pleasures of daily existence. He may not
be appreciated. “ We have no absolute criterion

of greatness amongst us
;
we can but be

measured by our relation to each other.” He
may fall short of his aim, but he will have his

reward if he has raised his own taste, and so
increased his capacity for enjoyment.
To discover the sentiment underlying the

work of the artist, to understand the technical

excellence thereof, and—where such is a neces-

sity—the suitability of the design to the purpose
for which it is made, are absolute requisites to

the formation of an art-critic.

SOUTHSEA LAUNDRY COMPANY.
Ox Tuesday, the 16th inst., tho Mayoress of

Portsmouth laid the foundation stone of tho

steam laundry buildings, which are to be erected

in the Highland-road, Southsea. The buildings

are for a company which has been formed for

the purpose of providing an establishment where
the washing, wringing, drying, mangling, and
ironing of articles of all kinds, can be per-
formed by machinery.
The building will be a plain but substantial

structure, the walls of Portland cement con-
crete, built with Drake’s patent apparatus. The
gravel and sand will be obtained by digging on
the site. Attention has been paid by the archi-

tect to the internal arrangement, so that the
business may be carried on with ease and
economy. On the ground-floor will be a receiving

and sorting room, large washhouse, drying-

room, private washhouse, disinfecting - room,
engine-room, store, and office. The drying-

room is to be heated by a steam-coil, assisted by
the waste heat (rom the boiler, which is placed
for this purpose below the floor; the washing,
blueing, wringing, and drying, being completed
on the ground-floor. The articles will then be
raised by a lift to the floor above, consisting of
starching, folding, mangling, and ironing rooms.

Here the process will be completed, and the
things will descend by another lift into the
packing-room, where they will be sorted, and
placed in racks set apart for the various cus-

tomers, ready to be returned.

Stabling, coal-stores, (Sc., detached from the
main building, are also provided for.

Mr. Archibald H. Ford, of Portsea, is tho

architect
;
Mr. J. C. Cooper, of that town, is the

contractor. All the machinery is to be supplied

by Mr. Thomas Bradford, of London. The build-

ings and machinery together, will cost about

3,5001., and the company will be able to wash
from thirty to forty thousand pieces weekly.

New Landing-Stage at Birkenkead.—

A

contract for the construction of a landing-stage

at Birkenhead, which is expected to cost 50,000L,

has been accepted by the Mersey Docks aud
Harbour Board.
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CAEYED STALLS IN THE CATHEDEAL OE ST. POL DE LEON, BEITTANY.

STALLS AT ST. POL DE LEON,
BEITT.IAT.

The interesting old episcopal city of Pol-de-

Leon, in Brittany contains two very remarkable

cliurches,—the Cathedral and the Church of

Xotre-Dame-de-Kreisker. The latter of these
i

has a very lofty spire, entirely constructed of

granite, which dates from the fourteenth cen-

tury, and is a great pet with all guides and

guide-book writers. Architects, however, will

not be quite so contented with it, as it is far

from being a satisfactory example of Gothic

architecture, and will tnm away from this rather

meretricious and exaggerated building to examine

the ancient cathedral with satisfaction.

The Cathedral of St, Pol-de Leon is really a

singularly beautiful church
j and though its

dimensions are small for a cathedral, yet it ia

remarkably dignified and well proportioned.

The nave hears a strong resemblance to our

Early English work, and the choir and transepts

are rich Decorated work.

The church contains a great deal of ancient

furniture. Nearly Uventy original stone altars

in situ. Some of these are quite plain, with

simply.moulded mensa? and plinths ; but others

are ornamented with rich panelling and carving.

In several of these altars the piscina) are cut

into the side of the altar.

The stalls, of which we give an illustration,

are situated in the choir, and are fine examples

of late fourteenth-century, or perhaps early

fifteenth-century, work. They are amongst the

most elaborate existing in France, and are iu

an excellent state of preservation. They are

constructed entirely of oak. Their design is

very remarkable, as, although they bear a

strong resemblance to German and Flemish

work, they are quite unlike anything that we
know of in France. A comparison of the

“shades” of these stalls with those which we
illustrated some time back from the Cathedrals

of Hildesheim and Bois-le-Duc, and from the

Church of Moosburg, near Munich, will satisfy

our readers of the truth of this remark. We
were unable to obtain any reliable informatiou

concerning the history of these remarkable

stalls.

Palestine Exploration Fund.—M. Gan.

neau, who has charge of the Jerusalem researches,

while at Jaffa discovered the ancient cemetery

of the town.* On the way to Jerusalem here-

visited the site which he had previously iden-

tified with the Biblical city of Gezer. Here he

was able to trace in part the plan of the old city

and the position of its houses and suburbs.
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CITY HALL ASD COUNTY BUILDINGS
FOB CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Ulsigns having been invited for the City
Hall and County Buildings for Chicago, forty-

niuo sets of drawings were submitted, and from
these eighteen were selected as the best. Of
the latter, the design by Messrs. J. C. Eaukin &
G. 0. Gamsey, architects, received the majonty
of votes. The authors in their descriptive par-
ticulars say,

—

“ In selecting a style of architecture, it was determined
to adopt a modern treatment of the classic, as sneh a style
combines in its efl'eots greater elegance and dignity, and
is much leas coally, than the styles which, originating in
semi-barbarous ages, depend more upon the ^aboration
of their ornamentiou for effect, than upon goodly pro-
portions or elegance of outline. Thorough symmetry
of all the parts, which is an essential element in the
grandeur of architectural etfeclB, is also gained by the
adoption of this style, as well as the practical use of all

ornamentation.”

The plan submitted, is that of a building
having an open court in the centre, the inner
rooms being lighted from the courtyard, and the
outer ones from the several streets. The en.
trances are situated on all four streets, in the
centre of each front—access being immediately
to the basement floor. In addition to these,

flights of steps on Washington and llandolph
streets will afford immediate access to the
principal floor from the streets.

The several floors will be connected by four
double flights of stairs, constructed of iron

;

commencing immediately iu front of the en-
trances, and leading to each of the four wings
of the structure. These stairways will be very
handsomely lighted and ventilated from the
roof, as well as by windows at each landing.
Elevators are also provided for, one being on the
city, and one on the county, side of the building.

Access to the various rooms, on each floor,

will be had from the corridors, which lead
entirely round the building, and also connect
the La Salle and Clark-street fronts, through
the rotunda in the centre. These corridors will

be well lighted from the stairways, and will be
paved with marble.

It is intended to overlay tlio entire foundation
of the building with a layer of concrete, -1 ft.

thick. This method of construction was found
to be absolutely necessary, after thorough and
exhaustive investigation on the new Government
building now being erected iu this city.

The footings of the main walls will be of
Illinois limestone, as that material has been
found to sustain a pressure of 17,000 lb. to the
inch, which is superior to most granites. The
foundation walls arc intended to be of the same
material.

The construction of the cut-stono masonry is

such that all the modern appliances of machinery
can bo made available in getting it out, and no
gigantic dimensions of scantlings are needed to
furnish the building, and to produce all the
effects shown by the general view’.

At the risk of reputation (observe the
architects), it may again be said that elaborate
ornamentation has been avoided, with the
belief that the stability, endurance, beauty,
and economy of the building have been
consulted thereby.

The interior walls of the building are all pro-

posed to be of brick, or, iu the case of the lighter
partitions, hollow tile or iron lath and standard
partitions.

All the floors are fireproof, the arching be-
tween the beams being intended for hollow tile

or corrugated iron, as may be selected.

The mansard roof has not been adopted, as

there is no need for the space which it would
supply as an upper story, and avaried sky-line has
been secured by means of the corner and flank-

ing portico towers. The roofs are entirely of
iron construction, to be covered with slate laid

on fireproof arching.

The matter of ventilation has been carefully
considered, and it is proposed to lead the foul

air downwards, aud thence to the veutilatiu"-
sbafts, through which are carried the furnace-
flues, and to those in the great tower.

It was determined to place the tower in the
centre of the building and of the interior court-
yard, and treat it as a tower rather than as a
dome (which in its construction would be much
more expensive, aud would be out of harmony
with the design submitted). It was also con-
sidered that the dome treatment had become so
common to all public buildings, that something
different was demanded.
The adoption pf such a tow’er was considered

absolutely necessary in the construction of the
entire building, containing, as it is intended, the

principal foul-air shafts, the tank for the reception
of the water of the artesian well, from which tank
it is proposed to furnish fountains (to bo located
in positions afterward to be considered), and to
work the elevators. It will also contain a clock,

a bell, and a fire lookout.

The county portion of the basement contains
accommodation for the recorder, the sheriff,

heating apparatus, and the receiving vaults

;

and also the vaults of the circuit and probate
clerks, which could not bo provided, for want
of space, on the first-floor.

On the city side, arrangements liave been
made, as called for, for the police aud fire de-
partments, the meter department, pay-room,
harbour-master, gas inspector, and heating appa-
ratus and necessary storage.

On the first-floor, on the county side, are
located the treasury and collecting departments,
county clerk, county commissioners, superin-
tendent of public charities, and clerks of superior,
circuit, and probate courts.

On the city side are the mayor’s suite of

apartments, the comptroller, treasurer, collector,

board of public works department, water de-
partment, and city clerk. Accommodations are
also provided on this floor for the tax commis-
sioner.

Oil the second-floor are the county and probate
courts, with the necessary adjuncts of jury and
judges’ rooms, the superintendent of schools, the
law library, county surveyor, and coroner.
On the city side are accommodated the law

department, superintendents of streets, public
buildings and sidewalks, draughting, and special
assessment department, the engineers’, sew-
erage, and board of education. Several unap-
propriated rooms will also be found on this floor.

County side. On the third story, ample ac-
commodation has been provided for the superior,
circuit, county, and chancery courts, in all

twelve rooms, of the area required
; each of

the courts being provided with jury, judges’,
and witnesses’ rooms adjoining. A mezzanine
story is constructed above the smaller apart-
ments.
On the city side is the council chamber, which

is placed in the ceetre of the building on La
Salle-strect. A gallery is provided for spec-
tators, of the length of the room, and handsome
accommodations adjoin the chamber, consisting
of retiring, committee, cloak, and wash rooms,
i’c. These are approached through a private
entrance, and the committee aud reception
rooms can be thrown together when needed, by
the aid of sliding-doors.

Adjoining the council chamber, rooms have
been provided for the superior House, if such
should be created. The corridor adjoining the
council chamber is enlarged to a lobby for the
accommodation of the public. The supreme
court is also arranged for, and has the necessary
adjuncts of judges’ and clerks’ rooms, library,
ifec. The fire-alarm telegraph and Board of
Health offices are also arranged for on this
floor.

The total cost is estimated at 2,307,274 dolls.

85 cents.

Bub in case doors and windows, including
frames and casings, are made of iron, the cost
will bo increased 461,970 dolls.

DKESS IN EELATION TO
THE DECOEATIYE ARTS AND PAINTING.

Ix recent numbers of the Builder I have
attempted the “Defence of Shams”; nay,
more, I have presumed to claim for them an
important place in any system of art-education
intended for the benefit of the middle and lower
classes of society

; and I have expressed my
belief that their honourable recognition in con-
nexion with dress and personal ornaments would
at once make them powerful auxiliaries of
“ legitimate ” art in the elevation of the national
taste.

My remarks brought upon me, in the columns
of your journal and elsewhere, some censure and
some ridicule, and raised the question,—“Is the
desire for personal decoration so amiable and
spirit-stirring a quality as to render worthy any
sort of gratification that may be afforded it ” ?

In reply, I promised to point out more definitely

the closeness of the relationship I had assumed
to exist between the esteemed professions of the
painter and decorator, and the tailor’s and dress-
maker’s unhonoured trades. But the subject of
dress, in all its bearings upon individual and
public morals, as soggestedfor ray consideration

by “A Spectator,” is too complex and too im-
portant for anything like adequate discussion
within the conventional limits of a letter

;
and I

must beg my readers to believe that I do not in
this commmiicatiQii pretend to do anything more
than skim over the surface of the subject in the
most superficial manner.
The first obvious fact which suggests itself is,

that the earliest arts of which we have anv
I’ecord were developed in connexion with per-
sonal attire

;
the second is, that these clothing

arts were in ancient times held in high respect,
and that the good housewife is commended in
the Scriptures for the labour and time she
bestows upon the manufacture aud ornamenla-
tion of her domestic draperies.

Foremost amongst ancient nations stands
Egypt, and chief amongst her decorative arts
were those pertaining to textile fabrics, em-
broideries, and personal ornaments. Solomon
praises the beauty of her carpets aud the fineness
of her linens; and centuries later, Tyre still

imported the rich embroideries of Egypt, and
counted them amongst her most valuable pos-
sessions. The remains of Asiatic art are miiinly
sculptural, yet the parallelism of the ai'ts of
clothing and the decorative arts can there also
bo traced. The Chinese and Japanese, alike
remarkable for the richness of their costumes,
had already made considerable advances in the
art of painting

;
whilst the Indians and the

Persians, amongst whom it might almost bo said
dross was non-existent, were still ignorant of
any higher art than the rudely-sculptured hiero-
glyphics of their rock-cut temples.
The study of dress and embroidery gave the

impulse to art in Greece; aud the shawl of
Alcisthenes, made 400 years B.C., upon which
were worked a galaxy of gods and goddesses,
and a portrait of the illustrious owner himself,
was a chef.d'ceuvre of decorative art. The finest

samples of Greek pottery and sculpture which
have been preserved to us, or of which wo have
any record in history, were indeed produced
during the prevalence of a dominant passion for
personal adornment. The evidence of this is

found, not only in the elegance of the prevailing
fashions of dress, and the variety and beauty of
its associated embroideries, but equally so iu the
tastefully varied aud elaborate decorations of the
hair and head, and the magnificence of the
jewelry universally worn; whilst the greatest
painter of the age was praised by Lucian over
all others for the surprising truth, elegance, and
flowing lightness of his draperies.

Amongst the Romans, the arts rapidly de-
generated

; bub whether that degeneration pre-
ceded or followed that which certainly took place
in all matters of personal adornment, both civil

and military, I will not here attempt to discuss.
The fact sufBoieut for my purpose is, however,
beyond dispute; that the marvellous combina-
tions of richness and simplicity, of variety and
unity, of ornament and utility, which prevailed
in Greece, were very early and utterly lost iu

Rome. The Greeks clothed the body without
concealing it

; and each addition to, aud enrich-
ment of, the dress, was so skilfully arranged that
it seemed but the more to reveal the beauty of
the form beneath. This surprising faculty of
adjusting and elaborating the manifold draperies
with which they robed themselves, adapting each
dress to the condition and wants of the wearer,
and infusing the spirit of art into all, did not
descend to the Romans; and all beauty and
variety of costume were ultimately sacrificed bv
that nation iu favour of the universal toga,—

a

garment which has proved, in the hands of later

ai'tists, as fatal in its effects upon modern, as it

ever was upon ancient, art.

Thenceforward, to the end of the twelfth
century, we are as little concerned with art as art
was with dress. Humanity of these dark ages had
indeed, lapsing into barbarism', cared little for one,
and nothing for the other, and had well-nigh
forgotten the use of both. It was not until the
beginning of the thirteenth century that art
again showed any conspicuous signs of vitality.

Then, again, marching slowly forward hand in
band with the clothing arts, aud culminating iu
the sixteenth century with the works of Leonardo
da Vinci, Michelangelo, Raffaelle, Titian, and
Correggio, we find that in no other period of
European history had all classes of society
affected greater magnificence in personal attire,

or exhibited more taste, skill, art, and ingenuity
in the manifestations of their exuberant love of

display.

But the lamps which burnt thus brightly

daring three centuries over Italy, Germany,
and France, flickered but faintly and fitfully in
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the uncongenial atmosphere of England. The
earliest signs of art revival were here met in

136-i by the sumptuary laws and penal ordinances

of Edward III.; and in successive reigns, to the

middle of the fifteenth century, every fresh

manifestation of vitality was the signal for

further legislation and more stringent statutes.

Yet the strong arm of the law would probably

have been still too weak to arrest or hold in sub.

jection a sentiment so universal and dominant of

the human faculties, had it not enlisted into its

cause an army of volunteers, whose fanatical

ravings made the centuries dolorous. But civil,

religious, a.nd social persecutions pibved too

much for human endurance, and under their

combined influences England remained without

national art and withont native artists until the

seventeenth century.

The fitful and feverish history of the arts and
costumes from this period is closely inter-

woven with the political records of the country,

and infinitely too involved for treatment in this

sketch ; but if any one still believes that I have
undnly estimated the influence of dress upon
art and national taste,—if he still doubts that
“ love of finery ” is the potential germ wliieh,

under intelligent culture, grows aud fructifies

into the mature fruit of highest art,—let him
pursue the subject for himself from the date at

which I have left it, and I do not fear but his

ifltimate judgment will wholly vindicate my own,
for he will find that corelation of growth is as

certainly a mental as a physical law in biology,

that the human faculties have a bilateral ten-

dency, and that if their growth is persistently

checked in one direction, they will surely cease

to develop in the other; and finding that the
penalties of the law, the anathemas of the

clergy, the satire of the “reformer,” and the

still worse cruelties of domestic tyranny have
united to stamp out every effort of the human
mind to worthily clothe the human body, as

though the contemplation of filthy rags were an
ennobling study, and the physical degradation
of man, created in the image of lua Maker, an
acceptable sight in the eyes of the omnipotent
God, he will no longer think it remarkable that

we have grown up as a nation in besotted igno-

ranee of art and in callous indifference to its

beneficent influences.

Yet love of dress is not, in my estimation, a
universal good; neither do I believe that all the
virtues follow in the train of art. The moun-
tain stream will bring down some refuse, and
man’s noblest aspirations, still testifying to

original sin, will ever be degraded by contact

with the sordid facts of material life, through
which alone they can find expression. But with

this aspect of the question, as I have akeady
said, I am not at present much concerued. My
theme has been “ Dress in relation to the Deco-
rative Arts and Painting,” and if I have proved
their corelation of growth in the past, I do not

less confidently affirm it of the present. We are

confessedly the most inai-tistically dressed nation

of the earth, aud I have yet to discover in which
department of the fine arts we can claim pre-

eminence. C. Hexky WniiAKEit.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS AND
POPULATION STATISTICS.

In the course of a lengthened and e.xhaustive

financial statement which was made recently
by Mr. Dresser Rogers, chairman of the Finance
Committee of the Metropolitan Board of Works,
some highly interesting facts were disclosed as
to the improvements which have been made in

the metropolis during the last ten or fifteen

years, and also some equally interesting statistics

regarding the population and sanitary condition
of the metropolis generally.

Referring to improvements, Mr. Rogers stated
that the great improvements now being carried
out in the metropolis were gigantic in their cha.
racter, which was almost revolutionising the
appearance of London, and they could not fail

to be of the highest importance as far as sani-

tary measures were concerned. Adverting to
the question of dangerous structures in the
metropolis, he said that during the past year the
Finance Committee had had them very fre-

quently under their consideration, and scarcely
a meeting passed without having reports from
the accountant with regard to the dangerous-
structure fee account. Objections had been
taken to the working of the Act of Parliament
throughout the metropolis, hut this he attributed

to the fact that from year to year the Legisla-
ture of the country was casting duties on the,

Board entailing considerable responsibilities

with regard to public matters of great import-

ance to the inhabitants of the metropolis, and
these duties were thrust upon the Board by the

House of Commons without giving the Board a
fair opportunity of recouping the ratepayers for

the expenditure incurred.

Referring to the population and the subject of

sewers and drainage, ho said that the population

of the area over which the Board had charge re-

mained much the same as last year, namely, about
3,266,987, and the number of houses -119,612

;

whilst the acreage was 75,190 acres, aud the area
of taxation 117 square miles. The total length

of main drainage sewers was now eighty.two
miles, exclusive of old sewers, which amounted
to 165 miles in length. The total length of

local sewers constructed by vestries and district

boards since the year 1856 was, at the present
moment, 722 miles in length. The rateable

annual value of the metropolis last year was
20,307,2981., but during this year it had in-

creased to 20,61-1,000?. The finances of the

Board comprised an income and an expenditure

of more than 750,000?. per annum. The state-

ment went into lengthened details upon a variety

of other financial topics, including loans to

various public bodies and vestries. The sale of
ground-rents during the past year also formed a
prominent feature in the statement, from which
it appeared that they included Southwark and
Westminster communication, 29,138?. Ss. (equal

to twenty-six years’ purchase); Victoria Park
approach, 6,278?., or twenty-one years’ purchase

;

Southwark Park, 500?. ; Whitechapel improve-
ment, 658?. 19s. lOd.

;
Kensington improvement,

56,992?., or twenty-five years’ purchase ; Mansion
House-street, 11,24-9 ;

Stingo-lane improvement,
3,575?. ; Park-lane improvement, 29,389?.

;
and

Wapping and other improvements, 201?. 178.;
making a total recoupment of 138,000?. It

further appeared from the statement tliat during
the year 3,500?. had been received from an
abortive scheme knoum as tlie Waterloo and
Whitehall Railway Company in satisfaction of
the Board’s claim on them for money expended
in carrying out works, which they were em-
powered to have done under their Act of Parlia-

ment, by the Board on the Thames Embankment.
The value of surplus land was 1,232,812?. this

year, as against 1,795,291?. in the estimates for

last year, and Mr. Rogers explained that the

reason for the reduction was, in addition to the
sales, that the architect had been enabled,
during the past year, from circumstances that
had occurred, to give a truer estimate of the
value of the surplus land.? than formerly.

This statement gave rise to a remark from
Mr. Newton that he thought it unfortunate the
statement should go forth that their surplus

lands were worth less than last year
;
and he

added, speaking from his experience in the works
committee, that he did not think the vacant land
had let below the architect’s estimate, in proof
of which he said that a few days ago a plot had
been sold for twenty-six years’ purchase, and
in many cases even a higher price might be
obtained.

THE INSTITUTION OP CIVIL
ENGINEERS.

On the 9th inst., the paper read was “ On the
Geological Conditions affecting the Constrnotion
of a Tunnel between England and France,” by
Mr. Joseph Prestwich, F.R.S.

The author, in this paper, reviewed the
geological conditions of all the strata between
Harwich and Hastings on one side of the
Channel, and between Ostend and St. Valery on
the other side, with a view to serve as data for

any future projects of tunnelling, aud to show in

what directions inquiries should be made. The
London clay, at the mouth of the Thames,
was from 200 ft. to 400 ft. thick, while under
Calais it was only 10 ft., at Dunkirk it exceeded
264 ft., and at Ostend it was 448 ft. thick. He
considered that a trough of London clay from
300 ft. to -100 ft., or more, in thickness extended
from the coast of Essex to the coast of France,
and, judging from the experience gained in the
Tower Subway, and the known impermeability
and homogeneity of this formation, he saw no
difficulty, from a merely geological point of view,

in the construction of a tunnel, but for the

extreme distance,—the nearest suitable points

being eighty miles apart. The author, when
considering the Palmozoic series, to which his

attention was more particularly directed while
making investigations, as a member of the
Royal Coal Commission, on the probable range

of the coal measures under the south-east of
England, showed that these rocks, which con-
sisted of hard Silurian slates, Devonian and
carboniferous limestone, and coal measures,
together 12,000 ft. to 15,000 ft. thick, passed
under the chalk in the north of Prance, out-
cropped in the Boulonnais, were again lost

nnder newer formations near to the coast, and
did not reappear until the neighbourhood of

Frome and Wells was reached. Supposing
the strike of the coal measures and the other
palmozoic rocks to be prolonged from their

exposed area in the Boulonnais across the
Channel, they would pass under the cretaceous
strata somewhere in the neighbourhood of Folke-
stone, at a depth estimated by the author at
about 300 ft., and near Dover at about 600 ft.

The author considered that it would be perfectly

practicable, so far as safety from the influx of
the sea water was concerned, to drive a tunnel
through the palmozoic rocks under the Channel
between Blanc Nez and Dover, and he stated

that galleries had actually been carried in coal,

under less favourable circumstances, for two
miles under the sea, near Whitehaven. But
while in the case of the London clay the
distance seemed almost an insurmountable bar,

here again the depth offered a formidable diffi-

culty. He was satisfied that on geological

grounds alone, it was in one case perfectly

practicable, and in one or two others it was
possibly SO; but there were other considerations
besides those of a geological nature, and whether
or not they admitted of so favourable a solution

was questionable.

SCHOOL BOARD SCHOOLS FOR
BATTERSEA.

Tee London School Board Schools in Boling-
broke-road, Battersea, were opened on the let

instant, without any ceremony. They occupy
an open position, rather more than three-

quarters of an acre in extent. The buildings
are set back about 50 ft., and are surrounded
by separate playgrounds for girls, boys, and
infants, the area of which, allowing 25 square
feet for each child, would be sufficient for

nearly 1,300 children.

The schools consist of a central mass, two
stories in height for the boys and girls, with
other buildings, one story high for class-rooms

and infants’ scLool. The general plan is the H
form, the centre room for boys being 42 ft.

9 in. by 21 ft., with two class-rooms on each
side, each 24 ft. by 16 ft. 6 in. These are con-
nected with each other by double sliding doors,

and with the general room by glass doors.

The boys’ entrance - lobby, lavatories, and
cap.roum, are in the centre of the group

;
the

girls’ entrance and staircase, also with lavatories

and bonnet-room over that of the boys, with
W.Cs. ; and over these is the mistress’s room
overlooking the girls’ playground. The girls

are provided with a general room, 42 ft.

9 in. by 21 ft., and one class-room. Another
room, 24 ft. by 16 ft. 6 in., with a north light, is

intended to be used by both as a drawing-class
room, with separate access.

The infants’ school contains a general room,
38 ft. by 21 ft., with a gallery calculated to
accommodate 73 children ; a babies’ room, 20 ft.

by 18 ft., with gallery for 56 children
;
and class-

room, 16 ft. 6 iu. by 13 ft., with desks for 30
infants.

The managers’ rooms, 18 ft. by 14 ft., with
lavatory and W.C., adjoins the infants’ school
entrance, with the infants’ lavatory, cap.room,
and W.Cs. behind, connected with the covered
playground.

At the back of the main building a wing con-
tains the master’s room, commanding the boys’

playground, over which, in two stories, are the
caretakers’ dwellings.

All the school and class rooms are warmed by
grates intended to consume the smoke, anti

supply warm fresh air to the rooms from a
chamber at the back, fed from the outside ;

and
connected with flues to carry the warm air to the
rooms on the first floor. All the rooms are

ventilated by gratings connected with a cavity

adjoining the flues, In addition to these, fresh

air is conveyed by a shaft to the upper pirb of

each room, with extracting flues for the vitiated

air.

The boys* and girls’ schools are provided with
sitting accommodation, in pairs, for 2-10 boys,

and 120 girls, with drawing-class room for 40
more. Allowing 9 square feet for each child,

the rooms would admit of 276 boys, and lit
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girls. The infanta’ school provides sitting,

room for 153 children
j
at 8 square feet for each

they would accommodate 172.

The buildings arc in the Gothic style, of
simple character, and are built with yellow
stock bricks, with sills and lintels, and occa-
sional bands of Bath stone, with red brick arches
to the windows and doors.

The amount of the contract was 5,370Z., and
the schools have been built by Mr. John Spink,
of Battersea, under the superintendence of the
architect, Mr. John W. Walton, of 12, Bucking,
ham.street, W.C.

THE REPLY OF TEE RAILWAYS.
The circular recently addressed by the Presi-

dent of the Board of Trade to the several
railway companies, in which the companies are,
by implication at least, charged with neglecting
the means for securing the safety of the travel,
ling public, by not having provided works and
station accommodation commensurate with their
constantly increasing traffic, has been followed
by replies from the chairmen of nearly all the
great companies, in which the latter warmly
defend themselves against the charges made by
the Board of Trade authorities. A notable
feature in these several replies is that which
discloses the enormous outlay which has recently
been incurred in extension lines, and new and
enlarged station buildings by many of the
companies concerned.
The statement of the chairman of the London

and North-Western Company reveals the fact
that during the last five years this company
has expended more than 4,000,000i. in doubling
lines and enlarging stations, in addition to a
further expenditure of 2

,
000

,
0001. on new lines,

of which the greater part was laid out to relievo
the traffic of existing lines, amounting altogether
to about onB-ninth of the whole capital of the
company. Beyond that sum they have expended
during the last two years out of the annual
revenue 100

,
000 J. per annum almost entirely on

refuge sidings and interlocking points. The
chairman shows that many of the large stations
have been rebuilt and materially enlarged to
meet the increased traffic, amongst them being
the Euston Station, the area of which has been
doubled. Limo.street Station at Liverpool, the
chairman states, has been built three times, and
the company are now doubling its area at a cost
of upwards of 500,0001. Stafford and Crewe
stations have also both been constructed three
times, and greatly enlarged on each occasion,
and plans have just been settled for a further
enlargement of Crewe station, at a coat of about
lOOjOOOi. Manchester, Birmingham, Warrington,
and many other stations have also been recon-
structed and enlarged at enormous cost

;
whilst

Carlisle, Preston, and Bolton stations are now in
courso of being rebuilt and enlarged. Similar
works have for some years been going on, and
are now being carried out, on almost all parts of
the line, as rapidly as the state of the labour
market and other circumstances will permit, and
others are in contemplation. The chairman,
adds, “ On this, as on all railways in the kingdom
the stations were laid out originally on what was
then considered an extravagant scale, but in the
great majority of eases they have now proved
insufficient, and as works of different kinds
naturally gathered round the stations the task
of enlarging them has become not only exces-
sively expensive, but very difficult, owing to the
vested interest concerned, which frequently
cannot be dealt with without Parliamentary
powers, obtained after great delay.” Respect-
ing new lines and branches, and additional
double lines, the chairman states that a third
lino was several years ago completed from
Loudon to Bletchley, and that a fourth line will
shortly be opened, and also, in order to continue
these lines into Euston-square, powers were
obtained in last session to construct a duplicate
tunnel for two lines of rails under Primrose-hill.
Plans are also now preparing for further extend-
ing these two additional lines to near Northamp-
ton. A third line has recently been opened
between Rugby and Nuneaton on the up side,

for the goods trains, in order to facilitate the
passage of the night mails. Two additional
lines are already in course of construction be-
tween Stafford and Crewe, and the Board are
proceeding with arrangements for filling up the
intermediate portions so as to complete four
lines of rails over the whole distance between
London and Crewe. Alternative railways have
likewise been constructed in several cases, such

.

as the Whitchurch and Tattenhall, for the pur.
pose of conveying the traffic of South Wales
with Birkenhead and Chester, without passing
through the busy station at Crewe, the Runcorn
Bridge and its necessary approaches having coat

more than 500,000J. The Lancashire Union lines,

the doubling of the Hue between Liverpool and
Huyton, and the new lines from near Manchester
to Wigan, make duplicate communications be-

tween Manchester, Liverpool, and Wigan and
the north. Several branches and tunnels,

especially a tunnel three miles and a quarter
long in Yorkshire, originally made for single

lines of rails, have also been doubled to meet
the public requirements. The expenditure on
the block and interlocking system is also noticed,

the chairman stating that in this department the
outlay for some years past has amounted, on an
average, to 80,0001. per annum, and that sum
will be exceeded during the present year. To
show the magnitude of these works the chair-

man states that they have involved the erection
of 13,000 new signals, with the corresponding
apparatus.

The chairman of the Midland Company has
also replied to the President of the Board of

Trade’s circular, and hia statement likewise

shows the heavy expenditure which that com-
pany has incurred, and is now incurring in new
works and station accommodation for their in-

creasing traffic. He states that the amount
expended during the last six years upon the
enlargement of stations, sidings, buildings, and
establishing the block and interlocking system,
is 1,766,0591. The amount expended during the
same period on widening existing lines is

1,233,6351. ; whilst in duplicating the line

between two common points, the sum of

2,390,8661. has been expended within the same
period. The amount expended in increasing the

number of engines, carriages, and wagons, was
2,558,2651., making a gross outlay for the above-
named purposes, during the sixyeara, of 7,948,8251.

The chairman adds, that this expenditure is

altogether irrespective of the construction of

new lines in progress, and is still going on. He
also makes the important statement that the
sidings upon the Midland system at the present
time exceed 700 miles in length. Respecting
the block system, he remarks, that at present it

is in operation over nearly 500 miles of the most
important portions of the railway, and the
further extension of it is being proceeded with
as fast as materials can be obtained and the work
executed. Similarly, stops Lave been taken
with respect to the interlocking and safety

points. As regards the sufficiency of the Istaff

for the proper conduct of the traffic, he states

that while the gross receipts from all sources of

traffic duiing the period named have increased

from 2,804,4361. to 5,026,1021. per annum, being

at the rate of 79 per cent., the number of

servants has increased from 15,882 to 30,006, or

90 per cent., and the salaries and wages paid
from 871,7281. to 1,852,1361., or 112 per cent.

Sir Daniel Gooch, the chairman of the Great
Western Company, in hia reply to the Govern-
ment circular, states that during the last year
the company substituted the narrow for the

broad gauge throughout the whole distance

from Swindon to Milford Haven, representing

about 500 miles of single Hue, and that they con-
template a similar operation in the ensuing
year on other important and extensive parts of

their system. In effecting these changes, as well

as on other parts of their line, the enlargement
and rearrangement of stations and sidings, and
the laying down where needed of additional

lines, have been and will be proceeded with. But
the chairman adds, that the question of “station

and siding accommodation,” referred to in the

Government circular, is a complex and difficult

one. The fluctuating nature and extent of the
requirements of the traffic involved considera-

tions perpetually varying with the variations of
traffic in different localities. What amounts to

sufficient provision for the safe working of in-

creased traffic by the enlargement and rearrange-

ment of stations and sidings, is a question

dependent upon the special circumstances of

each locality, and must be dealt with in reference

thereto. On this particular point the chairman
observes that the directors never hesitate to

inenr any expenditure which is called for by
the demands of an expanding traffic, the reason,

sonable accommodation of the public, whether
as passengers or as traders, being inseparably

bound up with the permanent interests of the

company. The chairman “ regrets that it should

have been deemed necessary by her Majesty’s

Government to address to this company a letter

which contains—by unavoidable infei’enco and
implication—charges as to the conduct and
management of the company’s affairs of so
grave and serious a character,” and he denies,

so far as the Great Western Company is con-
cerned, the charge made by the Government
“ that there is a want of due care that the per-
manent way, the rolling-stock, and the station
and siding accommodation, are kept up to the
requirements of the traffic.”

Mr. Castleman, the chairman of the South-
western, replies on behalf of the directors of that
company, and in doing so, states that the board
have adopted every known means for strength-
ening and improving the permanent \rayj that a
very large expenditure has been incurred in
enlarging the station and siding accommotlation

;

and that the work is still proceeding without
cessation. Within the past seven years, in ad-
dition to the cost of the ordinary maintenance of
the permanent way, 250,000i. have been expended
upon its strengthening and renewal, and the
directors have thus been enabled to keep the
permanent way and the siding and station ac-

commodation fully up to the requirements of the
increasing traffic 5 and that as regards the
rolling-stock the same course has steadily and
successfully been pursued. The chairman further
states that, some time ago, a very considerable
expenditure was incurred at the Waterloo station

in erecting a large over-bridge signal-box, with
all modern appliances for interlocking signals

and points, and an extensive traffic bad, fo?

many years, been worked in the Waterloo station.

A further large expenditure has been, and is

still being, incurred in erecting additional signals

and making other improvements on that station.

Referring to the absolute block system, he
states that out of 664 miles of railway, 419 miles
ai'e already worked upon that system

;
eighty,

eight miles additional will soon be brought
under its operation, and next year the absolute
block system will be further extended. He adds
that the interlocking of points with signals has
also been carried out by the company to a very
largo extent, and is in course of further ex-

tension.

RAVAGES AMONG BUILDINGS BY A
STORM OF WIND.

On Monday night and Tuesday morning of

last week, England and Scotland were visited by
an extraordinary storm of wind, resulting in

great damage to property, and serious loss of

life.

The gale over Sheffield and district, for in-

tensity and disastrous results, has never been
equalled in the history of the town. Numerous
tall chimneys have been cast down, and other
premises demolished. High chimneys, too,

which still stand, were seen to rock to and fro

in an ominous manner. A catastrophe occurred
which has long been referred to as being pro.
bable in the event of an unusually rough wind

—

this was the fall of a square-built chimney, over
150 ft. in height, situated in Trippet-lane. The
front part of the premises were used as a sewing-
machine manufactory

; the next set of work-
shops, twelve in number, by cutlers. This part
of the building was utterly and completely
demolished by the massive chimney, and the
occupants, numbering between twenty and
thirty, of both sexes, were buried in the heap of
ruins. After some hours’ labour, the police

recovered five bodies, mangled and crushed
beyond recognition, and it was believed that

many more were buried. A fettling shop at the

newly-erected foundry of Mr. Hadfield, in New-
hall-road, Attercliffe, was blown down, burying
two men in the ruiua. A square chimney,

40 yards in height, fell at the Norfolk Works,
destroying pai't of the forgo and hammer mill.

A brick chimney fell at Messrs. Matthewman’a
works, Milton-street, smashing some steam-pipes
in its fall. Part of Messrs. Hornby’s vitriol

works, Attercliffe, were blown down. The work-
men, being at breakfast, escaped. At Guest &
Son’s, Watery-lane, the high chimney fell, cut.

ting the three-story factory in two. At Messrs,
Chi-istopher Johnson & Co.’s, Portobello-street,

the chimney fell, breaking through workshops
and warehouse. The infirmary and hospitals

are full of injured people, and tbe list of casual-

ties cannot possibly be exhausted herein. The
following enumerates some few more of them :

—

SLx sbcips partly destroyed in Highfields; the
police-station, Highfields, considerably damaged ;

sixteen houses unroofed ;
Thompson & Co.’s fit-

ting-shops blown downj in Washford-road the

churches are more or less damaged} and the
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Pavilion and Botanical Gardens partly destroyed.

In every street some houses aro unroofed and
chimneys blown down. The telegraph wires

between Shefheld and Barnsley were completely

wrecked.
The new Board schools at Walkley stand in a

position where they encountered the full force

of the gale, and they have sustained very serious

damage. The schools ai’e erected in the shape

of the letter H, and they were so far completed

as that the main principals of the centre roof

had been got up. A tremendous gust of wind
swept across the hill, and literally lifted the

massive framework of the centre roof from off the

walls, and dropped it over the front of the build,

iug, a great de^ of it being smashed to pieces

in the fall. The centre walls being thus left

without support, were blown down to the floor

line. The roofs of the outer portions are not

much injured. One of the gable chimneys was
blown down, and did some damage. One of the

buildings to suffer was the Methodist New Con-
nexion Chapel, which stands at the junction of

Walkley-road and Walkley Bank-road.
Instances are not wanting where every

chimney in a whole row of houses has been
blown down. Such is the case at what is known
as the Brick-row, at ntllabro’.

In Leeds, churches and chapels were terribly

knocked about. 20,0001. will not cover the

damage done. One large building, situate in

Lady.lane, injured three men in its fall. Many
buildiogs in the course of erection have been
injured to a greater or less extent. At Gilder,

some, near Leeds, a blacksmith’s shop was blown
down. At Churchwell, a new co-operative store

was much damaged, and great injury to resi-'

deuces was also done. At Halton and Whitkirk,
a chimney, fifty yards high, in Meadow-lane,
was forced down to the ground, and in its fall

cut through the mill and a portion of a dwelling-
house.

The Weeton Railway Station, near Harrogate,
was blown down, as well as several houses. The
same thing occurred at Knaresborough. The
North-Eastern Railway engine-shed at West
Hartlepool is almost a wreck, and various stacks
of chimneys have been unable to stand the
violence of the hurricane.
At Halifax, a new brick chimney, just com-

pleted for the saw-mill in course of erection in

Horton-street, for Messrs. Bedforth & Son,
builders, was blown down, and fell on a shed
immediately under it, killing a youth, and seri-

ously injuring three sawyers. The chimney was
40 yards high, of which 13 yards fell. The lime
had not dried. Three of the pinnacles at the

foot of the spire of Sqnai-e Congregational
dhurch were blown down from the tower. The
pinnacles are in double sets at each corner of

the tower, the set at the south-west comer fall-

ing into the yard, and smashing gravestones.

At the north-west ooraer, one of the pinnacles
•fell through the roof, its companion having a
great rift in it, and it was momentarily expected

to come down.
At Dewsbury Moor, a nowly-erected building

(not occupied) was demolished, and a bouse at

Earlsheaton was rendered rrninhabitable, the
roof being completely lifted off the walls. Con-
fiiderable damage was done to St. John’s Church,
Dewsbury Moor. The large new chimney of the
Dewsbury and Batley Brewery Company was
blown down, and other damage was done to the
works. The new Board Schools, in course of

erection by the Sootbill School Board, were
totally unroofed, and the buildings were other-

wise seriously damaged. Many buildings, in-

eluding the Dexoshiu'y Chronicle office, were par-
tiaUy unroofed. A foundry was partly de-
znolished at Heckmondwike, where a great deal
of damage was done. At Batley, one of the
four pinnacles of the tower of the parish church
was blown through the roof, 6 square yards of
which it carried away into the church, causing
damage to pews.
At Aberdeen, and elsewhere in Scotland, much

damage to buildings also occurred.

The Projected Railway to Roundhay
Park, Iteeds.—Atameetingof the subscribers to

the proposed Leeds, Roundhay Park, andOsmond-
thorpe Junction Railway, it has been unani-
mously resolved :

—

"That having regard to tho very limited amount of
Bupport given to the project, and to the formal expression
of dissent received from the Corporation of the borough,
this meeting is of opinion that the promoters veil! not be
justified in prosecuting the Bill in the ensuing session of
Parliament, and that unless tho measure receive a more
general support, the Bill be withdrawn."’

CONSTANTINOPLE.

A SPECIAL section has been established in the

Council of State for the consideration of all

matters connected with public works. Of this

section his Excellency Edhem Pasha, ex-minister

of public works, has been named president, with

Kiani Pasha, Mustapha Assym Pasha, and
Pavlaki Mussurus Bey as colleagues. According
to the Levant Herald, M. Guerard, engineer, as

the representative of M. Pascal, has recently sub-

mitted to the Porte that gentleman’s plans for

the harbour and other works at Dede-Agatch,

Varna, Salonioa, and the Stamboul terminus at

Sirkedji-Iskelessi.

The Turkish papers publish an official commu-
nication announcing the arrangements made by
the Government for carryingput the new cadastral

survey and valuation of real estate in Constanti-

nople and its suburbs as the basis of the assess-

ments contemplated by the recent reforms. The
existing plans and registers are no longer

correct, and are often a cause of contention and
confusion.

Tho capital and its suburbs will be divided for

the purpose into a certain number of cadastral

districts, and the Government surveyors, in

conjunction with professional valuators and the

imanis (priests) and mouhtars (head-men) of the

quai'ter, will for each district prepare an accurate

list of the real estate contained within its

boundaries, the houses and shops unoccupied
and occupied, whether by tenants or owners.

When the survey is commenced all owners must
exhibit their title-deeds ; bub if the owners be in

the provinces, or the title-deeds themselves be
elsewhere than in Constantinople, a delay of

five months from the beginning of the survey

will be allowed for the presentation of these

documents
; but should that lapse of time be

exceeded, the defaulters will be liable to a fine

of 10 piastres per 1,000 upon the estimated

value of their pi'operties.

THE PROPOSED MEMORIAL OP THE
LATE SIR WILLIAM TITE.

It may bo remembered that, after the decease
of Sir William Tite, M.P., who represented the

parish of Chelsea at the Metropolitan Board
of Works, the vestry of that parish made a
stir with regard to erecting a monument to Sir

William on the Chelsea Embankment, and Sir

Charles Dilke, M.P. for the borough, forwarded
a cheque for 1001. Several of the vestry pro-

posed, also, that the parish, which owed so much
to their late member of the Board of Works,
should bear part of the expense, and some of the
vestrymen talked of their own desire to sub-

scribe.

To carry out the design a "Memorial” Com-
mittee was formed, and, at the last meeting of

the vestry, tho committee submitted a report
recommeuding that the project be abandoned,
and this course the vestry agreed upon.
The friends of the late Sir William Tite will no

doubt be much surprised, if not something else,

at this issue ; for the stop taken by the vestry
unquestionably hindered others ready to erect a
substantial record to the memory of Sir William
Titej and it may be now a difficult task to get
friends together for the desired object.

THE ENGRAVING FOR THE ART-UNION
OP LONDON.

DUTCH TEAWLERS LANDING FISH AT EGMONT.

It appears from the last report of the Council
of the Art-Uuion, that the plate of " Tilbury
Fort,” after Stanfield, is still so much in request,
and the eight plates of ” Coast Scenery,” given
two years ago, were so popular, that it was
thought another mariue subject might please;
and accordingly Mr. E. W. Cooke, R.A., was
commissioned to paint, for the Society, one of

his charming pictures representing seafaring
life on tho coast of Holland. We have here
a couple of the full-bowed Dutch boats, much
such as those in Mr. Cooke’s picture in the
Academy this year—lying on the shore near
Schevening—the tide being so low that the men
and women can wade through the shallow water
to carry the baskets of fish to land. We soem to

catch the smell of the sea, and to hear the waves
breaking against the hulls of the vessels, and
driving the shells and pebbles before them as
they subside into ripples on the beach.
The boats are painted with the artist's firm

solid touch, and the sails—one in shade, the

other lighted by a watery gleam of sunshine,

which is relieved against a black threatening
cloud behind it—form a striking, but not 'violent

contrast. The subject has been capitally en-

graved in pure line by Mr. Arthur Willmore,
almost tho only landscape-engraver in this style

now left ; unfortunately, the more rapid and
economical methods of mezzotint, or chalk en-

graving, being alone patronised by the print-

publishers, though nothing can attain the bright-

ness and power of the pure line manner.
We learn that the prizes at the ensuing

distribution will comprise, amongst other works,
and the right to select pictures from the public

galleries, a number of statuettes in bronze of

the painter Cimabue, from a model by Mrs. Pen-
nessy, for which, as a pupil in the Bloomsbury
School of Art, she received the Queen’s Gold
Medal last year, and the warm commendation of

mauy critics.

WHITBY JET AND ITS MANUFACTURE.*
Wn.AT is jet? This is a question often put,

but never satisfactorily answered. Nearly all

the jet workers have an opinion on its origin,

and most of them, in common with the greater

part of the inhabitants of Whitby and its neigh-

bourhood, believe it to be of ligneous origin.

Some, however, believe it to be of mioeral
origin, and others think it combines the two.

Taking the opinion of Mr. Martin Simpson, tho

curator of the Whitby Museum, who has studied

the geology of this district exceedingly well, and
with whom I have talked on this subject, he put
his theory as follows :

—” Jet is generally con-

sidered to have been wood, and in many cases it

has undoubtedly been so; for the woody structure

often remains, and it is not unlikely that com-
minuted vegetable matter may have been
changed into jet. Bub it is evident that

vegetable matter is not an essential part of jet,

for we frequently find that bone and tho scales

of fishes have also been changedinto jet. In the
Whitby Museum there is a large mass of bone,

which has tho exterior converted into jet for

about i in. in thickness. The jetty matter

appears to have entered first into the pores of

tbe bone, and then to have hardened, and during

the mineralising process, the whole bony matter

has been gradually displaced and its place

occupied by jet, so as to preserve its original

form.”
To this latter opinion I am inclined to agree,

for it has the appearance of a substance that has

distilled from tbe rock, and in some cases has

impregnated vegetable, and in some other cases

animal substances, while in others it has simply

filled up a fissure in the rock, and solidified. In
some specimens I have seen the grain, appai’ently

of wood, distinctly
;
in others, scales and bones of

fishes
;
and in one of the best specimens that^have

been found here, the mass in form and structure

was that of a tree, with bark, knots, and roots,

and in the curled portions of the roots, stones

and soil conglomerated were imbedded.

Whatever may be the actual formation of jet,

that known as the hai’d jet is most worked, it not

being thought worth while working the soft

species, since tho importation of the Spanish

article. The hard jet has a specific gravity of

about 1‘238, has a conchoidal fracture, a resinous

lustre, it gives off a bituminous odour when
burnt, is an electric, and a bad conductor of

heat. It was formerly obtained in the largest

quantity by working in the cliffs, by a process

called "dressing” (very dangerous work),—that

is, by clearing away and hewing down tho cliff,

sides till jet ends protruded; the seams were
then followed till exhausted. Some seams have
realised as much as 1,0001., and have been
discovered in a short time. At other times,

however, men have been employed for weeks,

occasionally months, and have found nothing ; in

fact, have been on tbe point of giving up, when
they have unexpectedly come upon a seam that

has fully repaid all their labour.

There are somewhat more than twenty mines

at work at present; about 200 miners, whose

weekly wages vary from 24s. to 26s. Owing to

these low wages, many men, who might other-

wise he at jet-mining, go to the ironworks in the

district where they get paid much better. A
short time since there were more than 400

miners, but they have gradually lesseued to the

number before mentioned. Again, jet-miuing

seems to be a sort of hazardous undertaking, as

far as profits are concerned, for often large areas

have been tunnelled, and nothing found; and

* Prom a paper by Mr. John A. Bower read at the last

meeting of the Society of Arts.
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J. others have sometimes taken up mines that

. former workers have given up in disgust, and
;|i reaped a fine harvest. Both the jet clifFs and

: mines are rented bv the workers. By far the

]
largest jet-miners are W. Thompson and J.

! Turaer, both of Whitby. The former lias carried

I bis business on most successfully since the year
;i 1860. Rough hard jet varies in value from -ds.

*1
to 21s. por pound, according to its closeness of

te.xturo, direction of grain, freedom from flaws,

and breadth for working. The soft jet varies

h from 5s. Gd. to 30s. por stone; the price of the
M Spanish is nbont the same as that of the English
H soft jet. The Whitby hard jet is the best in the

:j
world, not only for working, but it will take a

r-l fino polish, which it retains for years, and it can

?
bo worked np into finer designs on account of a

i; greater tenacity and elasticity that it has over
other qualities.

Ij
The skin has first to b6''removed, which is

ij done by the workmen chipping the surface with

j|
a large iron ,cbisol

;
the stripped portions are

i then taken to the sawing bench, where the jet is

'! sawn op, with the keenest eye to economy, into

1 the various shapes and thicknesses, according to

i the articles for which they are required. The
||
pieces are then given out to the carvers or

turners, ns the case may bo. In the case of the
;ji former, if he requires to make it into a brooch,

locket, or cha'n-lirik, he takes it to a grindstone,
which he works by a treadle, and brings the

j

edge, which be keeps turning round, on to the
? face of the stone; it soon then becomes oval,

round, square, or any geometrical shape required.
The surfaces are nest both ground smooth ; it is

, then fit for carving. Very often—I might say
I rarely is it otherwise—the artist in jet who
undertakes this is no draughtsman whatever,
yet he can ent the most beautiful and truthful
faces in high relief, the most delightful floral

designs,—the latter often without any pattern at
all

;
the most tasteful monograms, and other

designs equally good, without being able to

j
sketch the simplest object on paper, and often

: not being able to write bis own name. It was
k' only last week a striking instance of this kind

I
came under my own notice. I saw a workman,

I one of the best hands in a lai’ge shop in Whitby,
able to cut the most elaborate monograms, the

; moat accurate portraits, the most elaborate

\
foliage, but quite unable to sign hia name. Is

: it not important, then, when wo have many such
I instances, that we in Whitby should havo not

j
only elementary classes, but also a School of

I
Art ? I remarked on tho economy with which

[
the jet was cut up. I am informed that some
masters, by care, get one-fifth more work out of

’ the samo amount of material by strictly

. obsorviog this.

The moat complete workshops we have in the
town are those of Mr. Bryan, who has lately

gone to considerable expense in rearing not only
a large structure, but has added every possible
convenience conducive to tho health and oomfort
of the men.

I have heard Hr. C. Bryan, whom I named
just now, say that he was willing to take fifty

little Loudon street Arabs as apprentices, and
able, too, to guarantee that more than half

should turn out first-rate jet workers; and from
frequently visiting these workshops I have every
reason to believe this is no exaggeration.
According to the classes of work so do the

wages of tho workmen vary
;
some idle and care-

less hands getting from IGs. to 11. Is. per week ;

others earning from SOs. to 50s. weekly
;
and

the average wages for boys, from twelve to four-

teen years, being Ss. to 10a.

In conversations with tho masters on an im-
provement in the patterns, or the introduction of
something new, I am told that if customers im-
proved in taste, and there were any demand for

articles of a better design, they would be ready
to do them ; but when they made a fresh effort

by bringing out a good and new design, it fre-

quently was on their hands for a long time, or,

to use their own expression, “ it would not sell ”
;

BO that much improvement in this class of goods
depends on the public taste.

Tho designs would be greatly improved if we
had a good art school in Whitby; this is very
much required, and many of tho artisans have
expressed a strong desire that efforts should be
made to got them one. The only school we
have in connexion with drawing is one under the
auspices of the Mechanics’ Institute, but although
it is doing much good to the few who attend,
many more would avail themselves of it did it

afford more advantages
;
the want of a larger

selection of good copies, designs, and models is

greatly felt.

A good museum of works of art, occasionally

localised in the town, would do very much to

help the men and improve the art, and repetition

of such inducements as have lately been given
by the Turners’ Company would most assuredly
bring out the taste and skill of tho workman.

ARCHITECTS* CHARGES.
SfB,— It is more interesting than instructive

to observe the exceptional difference of opinion
among architects and surveyors touching their

professional charges, os evidenced in the case of
Collins V. Ullman, reported in your last issue. On
the one hand, we have a grave and weighty Insti-

tute,—chartered by King William IV., royalised
by Queen Victoria, and supported (with idiosyn-

cratic exceptions, such as the elder Pugin, prov-
ing the rule) by the genuinely eminent members
of the profession, snoh as Cockerell, Barry,
Smirke, Donaldson, Tite, Scott, &c.,—setting

forth a system of remuneration
; and, on the

other hand, we have “Mr. Henry Jarvis, district

surveyor,” who “ repudiates altogether the
Institute and the Institute’s scale of charges,”
and is thus supported by lesser lights, taking
official scale. The reason of this somewhat rude
rebellion seems to be that it is the custom of the
dissentients to charge the same, or “never more
than 5 per cent., whether the works were difficult

or not, or whether they involved additional trouble

and skill or not.” But, of course, no sensible
men could accept such a system as generally
binding or otherwise than as generally wrong

;

and so the jury said by their verdict. For, in

those days of free trade, cheapness is matter of
comporieon rather than of oompnlsion

; and we
have, many of ns, considered our “ bargains” at

our leisure, and counted the cost of one man
underselling his neighbour. The direction of
Baron Cleaaby, that “ the rules of the Institute

wore a safe guide both for himself and tho jury”
is of immense importance, while any advocates
of cheap architecture have still no cause of
complaint. E. L. Tarhuck.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NATIONAL
ALBERT MEMORIAL.

Sin,—My mind has been much exercised of

late on the constructional aspect of the National
Albert Memorial; but as I am not in possession

of full information, the question I propose
asking must bo taken with a qualification. It

is this :
—“ Is the monument an illustration of

sound constructional principle ?” Ido not rofer

to the strict principles of " Puginism,” but to

those which could suggest themselves to any
non-professional individual. Were such a one
expressing himself, he would probably take this

position. Here is a shrine, with a roof of im-
mense weight, sustained by pillars, which, by
some occult reason, appear efficiently to discharge

a duty I should not have supposed them com-
petent for. The architect must have made some
compact with statical law, and so insured tho
safety of his design.

Well, the reply will be, you may rest satisfied
;

the secret lies in certain iron cross-girders, of

immense strength, which relieve the substructure
of outward thrust ; and hence security. The
non-professional might accept such an explana-
tion

;
but this, if I am not mistaken, will not

satisfy the thoughtful professional
;
and I open

up this question, not out of any disposition to

cavil, but with a desire to elicit a right theory
of construction. Let usi’eason out the matter.
When an architect brings unrestiug forces

into play by arch . construction, he provides
moans of resistance which bring these forces

into a state of equipoise. When he constructs,

for instance, a tower or spire at a church
crossing arch—pierced,—he has abutmeuts in

the nave, and chancel, and transepts. Take away
these abutments, and the points of support must
be altered accordingly. But I presume it will

not be considered a piece of hyper-Puginism to

say that this alteration cannot recognise beams
or ties of any kind, as legitimate, or, at least,

satisfactory construction.

This case is, I take it, precisely analogous to
the Albert Memorial, in which there is a heavy
superstructure depending for its support on
means which do not make themselves apparent;

and although I do not assert that means of con-

struction should be evident in all their unadorned
savagenees, they should be visible enough to

satisfy the spectator that his object of admiration
is stable; and this, I venture to say, is what |

cannot be said of the Albert Memorial. It ia

stable
; bub its stability requires explanation,

and whenever that explanation is nob forth-

coming there must be a feeling of dissatisfaction;
for it is evident that the four points of support
do not unaided fulfil tho purpose of support.
An inclividnal may feel himself secure under a

church-roofwith visible tie or resisting buttresses,
or under an arch with proper abutments

;
but,

for aught he can learn from observation, hia
position under the Albert Memorial might not
be so. G. S. A.

“ HOMES IN HACKNEY WICK.”
Repoets of the proceedings of the Hackney

Wick District Board of Works, in the local papers,
show that attention has nob been directed a
moment too soon to the sanitary condition of
the homes and streets in Homerton and Hackney-
Wick. We are glad to observe, that a motion
was carried to institute an inquiry, and that a
sanitary committee are to specially bring up a
report upon the matter. We will not anticipata
the report, bat we shall bo prepared to supple-
ment it should it fall short of what we expect it

to be. We know the exact state that tho dis-

trict was in when we first visited it, as also its

condition within the last week. The state of
the streets and roads, and of the fonl march
sewers, alluded to by ns, is to receive immediata
attention, and it is to be hoped that the drainago
and foundations of tho dwellings of Homerton
and Hackney Wick will also receive special

attention in tho report promised. Tho local

Express follows up its observations, in last issue,

with the following words ;

—

“ Tho necessity of seeing ourselves* as others see ns*
is being forced upon us in a remarkable manner. Our
contemporary, tho Builder, has sought out in our midst,
and held up to our gaze a grim array of terrible facts.
As a district, wo fear wo must stand convicted of tho
olTences which are charged against us. It would be an
exhibition of the most contemptible species of false prido
were we to attempt to put a gloss on the hideous truths
that have been laid bare within the last fewweeks by our
enterprising and painstaking contemporary. Tho de-
servedly high reputation of the Builder would be a
sullicicnt guarantee for the reality and truthfulness of
the picture which it has given us of some of the ‘ homes *

which exist in tho borough of Hackney, were it not that
the calm and uuimpassioned tone of its remarks indi-
cates that the circumstances which are described are
teal.

We havo already commented upon tho evidence'
adduced by the Builder in reference to the ‘ Homes’ in

JJoroerton
;
and our readers are already familiar with tho

reallv startling revelations which have been made con-
cerning that district. How we have to face a new array
of facts, and to consider the fresh results which have been
arrived at through the elTorts of our contemporary, and
wo accordingly nnd that Hackney Wick is another dis-
trict which ‘awaits the paternal consideration of tho
District Board of Works.’ ....
Those of our readers who have perused the extract

from the article given by us in our last week's impression
will have learned some interesting, but withal some re-
markable, facts concerning the nature of the soil upon
which Hackney Wick is built. Many persons will, no-
doubt, learn these facts for the first time. To those who-
have not read the article we commend its careful study,—
it is eminently instructive.

We feel that we cannot dismiss this vitally important
subject with tho present article. A deep sense of publio
duty will compel us to return to it again. Meanwhile,
the thanks of tho whole district are duo to the editor of
the Builder."

WATER IN THE NORTH.
At a recent meeting of the new Local Boari

of Health at Bishop Auckland (a town under
the wings of the Bishop of Durham, and of
considerable population and trade), the clerk

read the following offer to supply the town with
water, from a member of the Board :

—

Gentlemen,—In accordance with your request, I hereby
give you a written offer of the terms and conditions on
which I am willing to undertake the pumping and supply-
ing the water to tho town. 1. I propose to supply water
Jree qfclutrge for twenty-five years to all ratepayers within
the Board of Health district who require it for domestio
purposes only, and also the water required for watering
the streets. 2. All persons using the water for commer-
cial or manufacturing purposes, to pay on the same scale
of charges on the rateable value of their premises as at
present, or by meter, in cases where I consider it neces-
sary, at the rate of 9d. per 100 gallons. 3. I will keep in
repair all existing works and mains, but if the Board
should at any time from the extension of tho town, or
other causes require additional storage, reservoirs, or
new meins, such new works to be paid for by the Board,
1. The Board to delegate to me, for and during a term of
years to be agreed upon, the existing plant, and full

powers for obtaining and filtering the water, and for
making the necessary erections, excavations, and other
works, for the erection of a turbine wheel, and supplying
the water power, and for excavating in the streets or
other public places when necessary for repairs or making:
connexions. 5. Tho inspector of nuisances appointed by
the Board to continuo as part of his duties to inspect all

water-taps, aud report any waste of water to mo. I am
prepared to give ample security for carrying out of th&
contract.—Joseph Dcff."

Several members considered ib a very fair offer

bub said, if accepted, Mr. Duff would havei
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vacate his seat at the Board. Mr. Duff said it

would be quite a relief for him to resigu. His

only motive was to benefit the town through his

offer. A member said it was simply a.present

of 10,000?., according to the present water-rate

for domestic purposes, but wished to know if the

Board could give the donor a lease for twenty-

five years or more. The clerk replied that the

Board could not grant the lease. A member,
patting on his hat whilst leaving the room, said

warmly, “ Well, there it is again : cross ray name
out of the Board of Health. I am disgusted.” ,

It appears that this liberal offer will not be

carried out
;
and unless the London Board spurs

the Bishop Auckland Board to instant action,

years will elapse before a good water supply will

flow into the town.

ABCniTECTS BEFORE THE JUDGE.
A HrsfoVR, beliered to be well founded, that a represen-

tation is to be made to the Home Ofllce by the learned
judges of the superior courts, as to the necessity of ap-
pointing olTicial architects and surveyors for criminal

S
roceedings, renders the following account ofMr. Justice
lonyman's raid upon the county of Durham’s profes-

sional men, of more than ordinary interest.

In last week's Builder, a report appeared of the judge's
censure on a youthful architect, and his Lordship having
ordered a fresh indictment, Mr. Joseph Hall Morton,
of South Shields, architect, was suCpcenaed to give
evidence in place of his pupil. Mr. Morton, in answer
to’ counsel, said,—I produce a plan of the place called
‘‘Jacob’s Ladder.” I made it. It is an accurate one, and
is on an eighth scale.
The Judge.—Is this the plan we had the other day ? I

thiuk I recognise an old friend with a new face.
Counsel.—It is the same as wo had the other day, with

some measures put on, and amendments: it is embel-
lished.

The Judge.—Did you, Mr. Morton, make that attic
plan ?

Mr. Morton.—Tea. I assisted my clerk to make it. It
is made to scale.

The Judge.—You say you assisted your clerk to make
it. He said last time that you left it to him.
Mr. Morton.— I overlooked it.

The Judge.—In one sense you did orerZooife it, for your
clerk told me thatit was not made to scale.
Mr. Morton.—That plan is altered. It is made to

Bcale. It has been corrected.
The Judge.—In what wuy ?

Mr. Morton.—In the blue wall.
The Judge.—I am almost certain it is no such thing.

TVhen I had occasion to measure this before, your clerk
told me it was no good measuring it because this part was
not made according to scale. Did you go with your clerk
when the plan was made ?

Mr. Morton.—Yes, my lord. When I went to make
the plan I could not get up into the attic. The doors
were locked.
The Judge.—Upon my word, this is really preposterous.

You go to make a plan, and when you found the doors
locked you oould have got the keys or applied for them.
Mr. Morton.—I went yesterday, but could not get them.
The Judge.—Be careful; Do you mean to say there

has been any alteration made in liAing this wall at all ?
Mr. Morton.—The wall has been washed out and

altered.
The Judge.—Then I am to take it that both the ground

floor and the attic are still together. I really hope the
next time you make a plan you will not make it like this.
This_ looks as if it were all one level. You must be
cautioned against this sort of thing. All these arc drawn
on the floor, and this is 17 ft. high. You ought to know
ifyou call yourself an architect that nobody ever makes a
ground floor and upstairs and blends them together to
make them look like one. It is most disgraceful care-
lessness.

Having disposed of the above ease, bis Lordship tried
another case of murder, and this time Mr. Thomas
Edmunds Oliver produced a plan he had made.
The Judge.—Which is Bam bridge’s house on the plan ?
Mr. Oliver.—1 believe Bainbridge’s house is No. 15.
The Judge, throwing down his pen.—You lelicte.

Really there seems to be a fatality about plans in the
place. I asked the witness which is Bainbridge’s bouse
and he says ho “thinks it is No. 15."

'

Before answering other questions, the witness measured
the distance on the plans, and his lordship, after strongly
complaining that the witness had not marked the whole
of the different distances on the plans, asked Mr. Oliver
several questions respecting the position of various places

on the plans, and alter sometime so spent,
the Judge said, “Are you capable of answering the
question?”
Mr. Oliver.—I am, my lord.

,
Judge.—I do not thiuk, sir, yon have the capa-

bility to answer the questions, or you wiD not annlv vour
mind to them. ^ j

having ’given some further measurements,
tde Judge said there seems to be nothing but back streets,
lliero are no front streets, and there arc no architects iu
the conntv.
An Arcliitect.—And no judges of architects.
Ihe Judge.—If people will not prepare their plans with

ordinary care, I will not allow their expenses. Where is
Hiat highly intelligent architect? I advise him to learn
to make a plan before he attempts to execute unothar.

of murder before his lordship Mr
^ Ilham Ground produced a plan of a public-house behad made, and in answer to the Judge ho said he did not
see blood on the plan marked, but the spot was pointed
out by a policeman some months afterwards.
His Lordship said this illustrated what he had said onthe previous day. He wished the dill’erent places and the

b>arked; but, as a general rule
for architects and surveyors, itwas better not to indicate
anything without certainty.
Mr. Edge, counsel for the prosecution.—There have

been such severe coniments made by judges here that all
the solicitors are frightened.

“

T V '1'“* necessary to repeat what
I thought I had already expressed. It is not in every
case that you want a plan. In the case where a plan is

requisite it seems that you do not malte any, or make one
that you cannot understand. Something has been said

about the Treasury not allowing expenses for plans. So
far as I understand, there is no foundation for that. [The
learned judge has been misinformed on this point. Suffi-

cient expenses are not allowed.3 The rule is this : When
a matter is difficult and intricate, such as the South Shields

murder, a plan is necessary, and must be made ; but in a
trial here the other day—the Darlington murder case—

a

aeries of plans were produced for which there was not the
slightest necessity. It was the moat absurd thing I ever
heard of, that because the murder happened in Cleveland-
street, some architect (Mr. William Hodgson, of Dar-
lington) had been employed to make an elaborate plan of
the elevations of all the houses in Cleveland-street. You
might just as well have given us a plan of Tyne Dock, or
something of that kind. It would bo better for an archi-

tect, in making a plan, to confine himself to the plan, and
not indicate the place where the murder was committed,
as the knowledge of that can only be gained second-hand.
If you put a trace of blood upon-the plan an objection
would be properly raised to the plan going before the
jury, because it would be laying before the jury something
that was told by the policeman. If the architect is pre-
pared to say the distance from so and so, he may, but he
cannot be allowed to say “ that is where the blood was,”
and so give evidence iuaircctly of his plans. His Lord-
ship, looking at the plan, “ It is the old storr, the kitchen
is not marked here, nor anything else. Which is the
kitchen ? I really wish that when plans are made they
were made in such a way that they would be of some
slight use.”
Mr. Ground {the architect).—Inever heard ofakitchen

being mentioned, or anything else.

The Judge.—Did you ever make a plan in your life

before ?

Mr. Ground.—Many a time.
The Judge.— I should think from the specimen before

me that you never did. But this room ? There is Living-
stone's public-house, but which room is which ?

Mr. Ground pointed ouLa certain place.
The Judge.— I wish you had put it on, then. Which is

the room they must go through in order to go out ?

Mr. Ground.—No room at all, you must go throogb
the passage.
The Judge.—Then your plan is still more incompre-

hensible than ever, according to this, my good man.
Which is the room you go into before you turn to the
right and go into the open air ?

Mr. Ground.—I do notknow what it is used for. It is a
storeroom, or a back kitchen, or a wash-house.
The Judge.—I knew as much as that—that it is a kitchen,

or a wash-house, or something of that sort.

The above description of the judge's attack upon archi-
tects and surveyors conveys but a minute idea of the
feeling expressed by the profession throughout the North
of England on the subject, and it may perhaps be neces-
sary to add that the evidence given hy architects in eight
charges of murder at the Into Durham Assizes, added to
other testimony, has left throe men sentenced to death,
and three others to fifteen years' penal servitude. The
police will, for the future, experience great dillieulty in
procuring Durham architects to assist them with plaus.

THE WANDSWORTH SURVEYORS AND
THE ROAD CONTRACTORS.

Sir,—in ynur report, in last week's impression of the
Builder, under the above heading, you state that Mr.
Pocock, the surveyor eng.aged to examine the roads iu
Battersea and Wandsworth, reported that “on examina-
tion of the roads in question, he found that the contracts
had been improperly carried out, both as regards the
roadway and the kerning.” Now, sir, as regards the one
road in Wandsworth upon which Mr. Pocock was in-
structed to report, that gentleman came to (be conclusion
that the “contract had been honestly and faithfully
carried out” ; therefore, you will perceive, that should
this version of the matter go uneorrected, my character
and reputation might be seriously injured thereby.

M’hilst writing to you, I deem it my duty to inform you
that at a meeting of the Board this day {22nd), upon a
full review of the circumstances, it was decided to retain
the services of the Clapham, Putnev, and Wandsworth
Surveyors. I trust that you will, witli your usual impar-
tiality, give this letter insertion in your next impression.

The Waxdswohtu Surveyor.

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR
ilUSIC.

The first stone of the proposed new building,

in connexion with this undertaking, was laid by
his Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh, ou
Thursday, the 18th inst.

The site of the school ia on the west side of
the Royal Albert Hall, and about 50 ft. distant

from the western portico. Her Majesty’s Com-
missioners for the Exhibition of 1851 have
granted a lease of the ground necessary for the
school for a period of ninety-nine years. The
Royal Albert Hall supplies unrivalled accommo-
dation for any largo audiences in connexion with
the training school. It will also provide a small
theatre and some large rooms for library. It is

therefore contemplated to connect the new build-

ing with the Albert Hall, by means of a bridge,
aud to have an arcade from the Kensington-road,
giving a passage under cover to the school. The
new building, devoted to twenty class-rooms,
professors’ rooms, and offices, has been designed
by Lieut. H. H. Cole, R.E. The style is described
as an English style of the seventeenth century, as
may be seen at Longleat and Wollerton, with
panels decorated with sgrafito work, designed by
Mr. F. W. Moody. Mr. C. J. Freake will liberally

cause the building to be erected at his own risk,

by Mr. J. Waller, and be has offered the free
use of tie building to the school for five years.

When the school is built it will be under a
committee of management, consisting of two
members appointed by the Royal Commissioners
for the Exhibition of 1851, two members ap.
pointed by the Council of the Royal Albert Hall,
and three members appointed by the Council of
the Society of Arts.

The Council propose to establish the school
for a period of five years, and to obtain the
public supi)ort for that period. At its expiration
the Society of Arts hopes that the British
empire will so recognise the utility of the insti-

tution that it may be engrafted upon the system
of national education, and be made part and
parcel of science and art instruction, directed

by a minister of public educatJon.

HEAVY GOVERNMENT FEES FROM
CANDIDATES FOR THE INDIA PUBLIC

WORKS.
Much dissatisfaction was expressed on Friday amonftst

the hands of the large mechanical engineers’ firms in the
metropolis, at the Government notification that candi-
dates tor direct appointments as assistant engineers for
the Public Works Department in India would be required
topay the enormous fee of 40?. for admission to the com-
petition—half to he returned to the successful candidates,
and all forfeited to the unfortunate losers of appoint-
ments. At this competitive examination any man under
twenty-four years of age, and who has been employed for
not less than eight months as pupO or assistant to a civil

or mechanical engineer, will be eligible to compete. The
subjects of examination will consist of mathematics,
natural and experimental sciences, engineering, Ac. They
will also be required to undergo an examination likely to
occupy several weeks in practical work in the laboratory
and practical surveying, drawing, designing, and esti-

mating.
The examination will not be hold until after next

Eastertide, and in the meanwhile poor and working-iuoa
candidates will have time to urge upon Government how
serious is the “forty-pound gate to enter” where the
number of prizes are not likely to exceed twenty, and the
blanks, perhaps, be hundreds. It will be seen, too, that
the fortunate candidates will bo further rewarded by
having half their fee returned.

THE NEW GOODS WAREHOUSES AND
STATION FOR THS MIDLAND COM.
PANY AT WHITECROSS STREET.

For some time past the Midland Railway
Company have been actively carrying out a
policy iu different parts of the Metropolis,

having for its object the establishment of largo

goods and coal dep6tB in connexion with their

system. The largest and most costly of these
is the very extensive goods station and ware-
houses which are now in the course of construc-

tion ou the site of Whitecross-street prison,

which the Company purchased from the City
authorities for upwards of 50,000L about four
years ago. This land, which is about three
acres in extent, has been in course of excava-
tion since the early part of the year, down to
the level of the Metropolitan Railway, with the
view of converting it into a spacious goods
station to be approached from the Metropolitan
line, over which the Midland Company have
full running powers.
The area covered by the site extends from

Whitecross-street, with a frontage of about 2G0 ft.

in length, to a depth of 300 ft., where it is

bounded by Redcross-street, the junction of the
intended depCt with tlie Metropolitan line being
on the south side between the Moorgate-street
and Aldersgate-street stations. The heavy cha-
racter of the preliminary work of excavation
may be imagined when it is stated that the
depth from the street-level to the bottom, upon
which a bed of concreto is intended to rest, is

30 ft.
;
and the estimated quantity of earth-

work to be removed is upwards of 80,000
cubic feet. The warehouses are to be erected
on the east side of the site, with a frontage to

Whitecross-street extending the entire length of

the land, and they will be carried in the direc-

tion of Redcross-street to a depth of about 75 ft.,

thus covering a ground area of upwards of
2,000 square yards, or about one-fifth of the
entire area of the depot. The rest of the site,

between the rear of the warehouses and the
Redcross-street boundary, will be covered with
metals for the goods-wagons, communicating by
sidings with the Metropolitan line. The rails,

however, will extend over the whole of the
ground area, under the warehouses to the White-
cross-street frontage, tlie several floors of the
warehouses being can-ied up on strong iron

columns and wrought-iron girders, with hydrau-
lie lifts from the ground-floor under the ware-
houses to tho several floors above. With tlie

view of preparing the foundations for the
warehouses, the work of excavation, since the
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comraenceinent of tlie undertakiag, has been

directed ia the first instance to the Whitecross-

street side, and this portion has now been
almost completed. The whole of the site, after

being excavated to a depth of 4 ft. below the

level of the Metropolitan Railway, ia to have a

foundation of concrete of that depth, so as to

bring it up to the level of the Metropolitan lino,

and a considerable portion of the basement over

which the warehouses will be erected has already

so been laid with concrete, and is ready to

receive the superstructure, which will be pro-

ceeded with in a few weeks.

As regards the warehouses themselves, it may
be stated that they will be an unusually lofty

block, being 80 ft. in height, and consisting of

six stories above the railway level of the station.

They will be built of red brick, with dressings

in Portland stone, and will in every respect be
of the most substantia! character. Iron columns,
resting upon the basement columns already

named (3 ft. in diameter), will carry each floor

to the top of the building, and all the floors will

be strictly fireproof. There will be entrances to

the warehouses in Whitecross-street, as well as

from the rear of the building on the railway

low-lovel. Messrs. Mansbridge, of Camden-
town, are the contractors for these extensive

works, which, it is said, will take about two
years from the present time to complete, and
we understand that the contract amounts to

upwards of 130,0001.

The above are not the only works of a like

character in which this enterprising company
are engaged in the metropolis. About two years

ago they expended upwards of 40,0001. in the

construction of an extensive coal dep6t at Wal-
worth, adjoining the London, Chatham, and
Dover Railway, upwards of four acres in extent,

and they are now about to extend it to the
boundary of Ilanover.Btreet, neat the Elephant
and Castle, to the extent of an additional two
acres. The preliminary steps for this extension

were taken last week by an application to the
Newington vestry ; and the laud being already

in their possession, the works are immediately
to be commenced. In addition to this, the com-
pany have recently opened a coal depot, four

acres in extent, at Wandsworth
;
and are about

to erect goods warehouses and other buildings

adjoining, upon a portion of an additional six

acres of land which they have already secured.

GLAZES.
Bib,

—
"W ill one of your correapondents inform me what

kind of ingredieuta I should use to glaze yellow tiles

with? Tho nearest I can find are equal quantities of
red lead, antimony, and borax. J. F.

COMPENSATION CASE: THAMES
EMBANKMENT.

Ix the Sherilla' Court, Red Lion-square, before Mr.
Under-Bherift' Burchell and a special juiy, the case of
Sir II. F. Gordon, bart., v. The Metropolitan Board of
Works, has been tried.

This was a claim by Sir Henry Percy Gordon for injury
done to his residential estate at Chelsea, near the hos-
ital, l>y -which his water frontage had been cut up, and
is privacy intruded upon by the works of the Thames

Rmbuukment. The claim as made was 3,000f.

Evidence was given on both sides, and the surveyors
disagreed. The rental was put at 600L a year on one side

and at 270L on the other. The embankment would in-

jure the residence, it was said by one party; and the
theory on the other side was that it would improve the
property.
Tho jury, after a long investigation, gave a verdict for

450L A much larger sum had been oll'ered before tho
trial.

MOULDED AND MORTISED BRICKS.

Messrs. L. de Fontainemorkau & Co., Patent
Agents, have forwarded ns drawings of some
improved bricks and tiles, patented by M.
Gaillon, of Paris. The patent consists in form-

ing the bricks or blocks with mortises and
tenons or dovetails, and of the required shape,

BO that they shall fit into and be joined to one
another, and so dispense with mortar or cement
to produce the required design of a house or
other building to be constructed. The bricks

are further connected together by iron work of

suitable construction, by which but little wood
is required in such structures, and a great
economy, it is claimed, is effected iu labour and
materials.

The patentee proposes to form cornices and
entablatures of bricks or blocks with mortises
and tenons, and with the required moulding on
the outer face, and with channels on their upper
faces, so that when put together and imited by
iron ties (passed through suitable openings left

in the blocks for that purpose), a gutter will be
|

formed with a proper fall, thus dispensing with

wood and lead as usually employed.

Window and door frames, with the required

boxes for weights, rabbits, and grooves, with

mouldings and architraves round, may also be

made. Mantelpieces can also be built up by
employing these improved materials, and can bo

afterwards enamelled or painted.

SCHOOL BOARDS.

Qoolo New Board Schools.—The design by
Mr. William Watson, architect, of Doncaster, and
of Wakefield, has been chosen by the Board oat

of ten designs submitted in competition by nine

competitors. The buildings will be Gothic in

style, and consist of schools for 600 children,

and teachers’ residence, and the cost is estimated

at about 3,5001.

—Tho subject of the proceedings of

tho contractors of the new schools was again

brought before the Board. Mr. Paul, the arclii-

tect, had been over, and had given notice to the

contractors that unless they proceeded with their

work more satisfactorily, he should advise tho

Board to tako the works into their own hands,

for there was no prospect of thoir being com-

pleted by the time required by the Board. In-

stead of being ready by Christmas, it was more
likely to be next Lady Day before the works
were finished. A long discussion ensued re-

specting the contractors having used Scotch fir

blocks iu laying the floors, instead of larch blocks,

as required by the specification. The Board ex-

pressed a determination that there should bo no
departure in this respect from the requirements

of the contract, which, as representing the rate-

payers, they were bound to see carried out. A
letter was read from the architect to the clerk of

tho works in reference to the failure of the con-

tractors in carrying out the contract,—that the

clerk of the works was to exercise his own judg-

ment, and act accordingly. This tho Board

thought was a very extraordinary letter to have

been sent by an architect to a clerk of works on
his representing a departure by the contractors

from the specification. The meeting was ad-

journed to allow time for a report from the

architect on the necessity of taking measures for

the completion of the works, and deciding what
course should bo adopted in dealing with the

contractors.

SCHOOL BOARD SCHOOLS, HUDDERS-
FIELD.

The foundation stone of Stile Common Board
School, Hudderfield, has been laid. This build-

ing, when completed, will be a plain Gothic one,

built of pitched-faced wall-stones, 20 in., and
lined inside with brickwork 5 in. thick. The
windows and doors will be of sandstone dress-

ings, and the school will be roofed with plain

red Staffordshire tiles.

It will have a frontage of 213 ft. 4 in.; a depth

from back to front of 116 ft. 8 in., and will

stand in an enclosed area of 7,261 square yards.

The boys’ school will be 70 ft. long by 22 ft.

wide, and will have three class-rooms, 22 ft. by
18 ft. 9 in.

;
a lavatory of 21 ft. by 13 ft.

;
and a

teachers’ room, 13 ft. 9 in. by 9 ft. The girls’

school will bo precisely similar to the boys’. The
infants’ school will he 50 ft. by 25 ft

,
and will

contain one class-room, 22 ft. by 20 ft.
;
two

class-rooms, 20 ft. by 19 ft. ;.a kind of lavatory,

20 ft. by 12 ft. 7 in. ;
and a teachers’ room, 11 ft.

7 in. by 9 ft. One of these three distinct depart-

ments will accommodate 250 boys, another 250
girls, and one for 300 infants, -making a total

accommodation for 800 children. Each of these

departments will have a separate playground.

The estimated coat of the building when com-
pleted, will be 7,2601., distributed as follows :

—

Tenders, 6,2001. ;
fittings, 4001. ;

architect’s

commission, and other expenses, 3601.
;
contin-

genoies, 3001. The school and the playground
will cover an acre and a half.

The Huddersfield School Board have either

built, or have in contemplation, thirteen now
schools,'—one in Almoudbury, which will accom-
modate 412 children

;
the second in Beaumont,

street, or Fizwilliam-street, which will accom.
modate 845 children; the third at Berry Brow,
for 350; the fourth at Birchiocliffe, for 150;
the fifth at Crosland Moor, for 120 ;

the sixth at

Deighton, for 150; the seventh at Moldgreen,
for 1,080; the eighth at Mount Pleasant, for

1,062; the ninth at Oakes, for 800; the tenth

at Outcote Bank, for 230 ; the eleventh at,

I

Salendine Nook, for 100; the twelfth at Spring,

street, for 67 ;
and the thirteenth, the founda.

tion stone of which was now laid, for 800.

These collectively give a total accommodation
for 6,166 children. Tho estimated cost of these

schools will be 69,578Z., involving an annual

repayment of 3,0271. 3s. 9d., or 41. 78. per cent.,

for a period of fifty years. Besides these schools,

they have one in Spring-streot, at present ac.

commodating 150 children, and a second at Out.

coto-bank, for 460 children, which has been
handed over to the School Board. They have
a third school at Crosland Moor for 314 children,

and a fourth at Hillhouse for 297 children,

the two latter of which they regard as more
of a permanent character than those at Lock-

wood. These four schools give accommodation
for 1,221 children, and when these others are

completed there will bo accommodation for

7,387 children.

THE LEICESTER SQUARE IMPROVEMENT.
From the decision just given by the Master of

the Rolls, it results that the vacant space in

Leicester-square is not to be built over, but will

be retained as open ground for the purposes of

ornament and recreation. His Lordship stated

that there had been more litigation over this

square than any other square in Europe. A plan

of the proposed improvements which the Metro,

politan Board of Works hopes to effect by the

powers of the Act of Parliament to be asked for

in tho ensuing session has been deposited in the

usual manner with the Clerk of the Peace for

tho county of Middlesex, together with a book
of reference to the plan, &c. Tho notice accom.
panying the plan states that the Board asks for

powers to provide for tho transferring and vesting

in it of the garden of the square, to extinguish

all existing rights, and, if necessary, to acquire

all estates, rights, and interests in it compul.
Borily; to enable the Board to regulate and use

the garden, and to lay it out, drain, plant, and
ornament it; to make bye-laws and regulations

for its government, management, and improve-

ment, for preserving good conduct and good
order, and preventing nuisances and annoyances

in it ; and to vary and extinguish all rights and
privileges which would interfere with any of

these objects. At the last meeting of the Board
the Parliamentary Committee reported that they

had prepared the Bill for tho acquisition o

Leicester-square, and proposed to apply to Par.

liamont to set aside the standing orders in order

that it might be introduced during next session.

The Board, after purchasing the square, will be

able to deal with the railway company which
has power to pass under it in tho same way as

the present owner.

SCHOOLS OF ART AND OF SCIENCE.

Si. Martin’s School of Art, London.'—The
annual distribution of the prizes gained by the

students of this school took place in the school-

building, Castle-street, Long-acre, iu the pre-

sence of a large assemblage of visitors. Mr.

R. Redgi’ave, R.A., presided, and gave an intro-

duotory address, expressing his satisfaction with

the efforts of the students, at the favourable

position of the school as compared with others

connected with the Science and Art Department.
Tho prizes, which included several presented by
the Plasterers’ Company, were then distributed

by the chairman, the most distinguished of the
prize-winners being Miss Cornelisen, Mr. Sey-

mour Lucas, and Mr. George Jupp, to each of

whom was awarded the bronze medal. Mr. H. S.

Marks, A.R.A., then addressed tho students on
the subject of art, giving them many valuable

hints and a good deal of sound practical advice.

Lord Francis Hervey subsequently made a few
observations upon tho same topic

;
and during

the remainder of the evening a selection of

music was performed by the students and
friends.

Bristol School of Science and Art.—The prizes

and certificates awarded by the Scieace and Art
Department, at the last examination, to tho

students of this school were distributed, at the

Fine Arts Academy, Queen’s-road. Tho Mayor
(Mr. T. Barnes) presided over a large attendance.

From the annual report it appeared that the

debt of 655J. on the institution had been reduced
to 251. Tho committee, however, lamented the

smallness of the subscription-list,which amounted
to only about 351. a year. The report went on,

—

'* The results of 1873, as compared with tboso for 1863,

the first year of Mr. j. Nicol Smith’s head-mastership of
this school, are highly satisfactory. Results for 1863 :

—
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2nd grade, HI exercises passed hy 83 students, 16 prises,
and 7 full certilicates

;
3rd grade—13 prizes, 6 honour-

able mentions, lOworks selected for national competition.
1873 :—2nd grade—143 exercises by 102 students, 28 prizes,

and 16 full certilicates; 3rd grade—21 prizes, 15 works
selected for national competition, 5 free studentships,
1 JTational^Queen’s prize. This increase has necessitated
an extension of the school accommodation, and it is pro-
posed, as speedily as possible, to undertake the erection
of enlarged and additional class-rooms, towards which
your committee hope to receive such a substantial grant
from the Science and Art Department as will, they trust,

enable them to complete their alterations without any
application to the publicforcontributious to the building.
At the same time they venture to express their earnest
hope that their present appeal for 'new subscriptions will

not be made in vain.” It was resolved,

—

“That this meeting recognises the great work being
done by the Bristol Senool of Science and Art, commends
it very strongly to the citizens and manufacturers of
Bristol, and invites their support towards raising the
amount ofits subscriptions to at least lOOL per annum.”

Leicester School of Art .—The annual meeting
of this school and distribution of prizes took
place in the lecture-room of the museum. The
chair was occupied by Mr. A. Pell, M.P., who
delivered the prizes, and the room was crowded
to excess, many people being unable to obtain
admission. Alargo number of the works of the
students were exhibited on the walls of the room,
and were inspected by the audience. In course
of the proceedings Mr. Pilsbury, the bend master,
read his report, which stated that the school has
been quite as successful as ever. He says ;

—

“I 2nd that out of the total of 260 students, upwards o*
150 belonged to the artizan class.
The total number of works executed during the year

and sent for examination to the Science and Art Depart-
ment, was 1,094. Last year the total was 1,443. This
decrease is attributable to the advance of the students to
the higher stages, in which more time is required to
execute the works.

_

Although the works were less numerous this year than
in either of the previous years, we have gained more
prizes for them.

I am glad that the oomplaint which the examiners made
last year respecting the want of a more concentrated
force of light on the objects of study, ’as shown by the
students works, has not been repented this year, and that
we are informed that 'the drawings show a marked im-
provement.’ But theunsuitablenesaofthe present build-
ing continues to be very detrimental to our progress and
It 13 exceedingly difficult to place the casts and other
objects in a proper light. This difficulty increases as the
students advance to the higher stages, and require more
casts and objects arranged to study from.
The antique-room and space aUotted to the advanced

work in the evening class, will also soon be too small for
tne increasing number who are passing from drawing from
Hat examples to working from the round

I need scarcely say that the position of the school in re-
Jation to the other art schools in the kingdom depends
^eatly upon the clmracter of the works in the higher
stages, and that this advanced work will exercise the
CTeatest inhuence upon the industrial art of this town.“.1®- ‘“"efor*-. important that every obstacle he removed
which discourages the students and retards the progress
Of those who, having passed through the elementary
stages, have arrived at the more advanced branches of

The reqaisite spaoo and proper lighting cannot be
obtained m the present building, and I trust that one
specially designed for the purposes of a School of .ikrt will
speedily be provided.”

Mr. Pell attributed the deficiency in the taste
for art in such towns as Leicester to the unequal
increase in the population, and to the fact that
there was leas art in making a stocking than in
designing of patterns for Nottingham lace, Bir-
mingham toys or jewelry, or Coventry ribbons.
He advised all students of art to avoid novelty,
or what was termed “ ori^nality,’' especially
those of a mechanical turn of mind. When
travelling in Staffordshire recently, he endea-
voured to ascertain why we had in England such
a number of ugly jogs ^that it required some-
thing good inside them to make them tolerably
pleasant. The explanation he received was that
the new patterns were brought out by the
smallest masters, and that they brought out a
new design every year. This was dangerous,
and must end in unsatipfactory results.

York School of Art .— Tlio annual meeting of
the subscribers and friends of this school was
held at the Institution, Minster-yard. There
was a numerous attendance. Major York occu.
pied the chair, and distributed the prizes.
Amongst others, Mr. Dominy, the master of the
school, addressed the subscribers and the stn-
dents present. Having thanked the former for
their generous support of the school, and con-
gratolated them on its improved financial con.
dition, he spoke of the work done in the various
classes during' the past year. On the whole, this
was highly encoura^ng. Many students had

I

passed their examination very creditably, and
had done well. Speaking of the various ways 'in
which a thorough and practical knowledge of
art was of great service to its posfessors, refer-
ence was made to ornament in manufactures,
which as a branch of study he should like to see
carried out more in that institution. He was
perfectly aware that there were, comparatively
speaking, very few manufactories in this city,

and hence not that encouragement and incentive

to this special brancli as in larger towns
;
but

lie was glad to say that a start was made during
the past year, and he hoped this course of study
would be continued, and produce better results

next year. At some length Mr. Dominy alluded
to the preference on the part of many of the
students for what ho might term showy work,
rather than the more artistic kinds, and those
which were of more intrinsic and permanent
benefit. He spoke of the growing interest in

art, its elevating influence, the necessity of
patient and thorough application, and the im-
portanco of scientific and correct art instruction.

To the students ho gave much valuable advice.
Walsall School of Science and Art .—The

annual meeting of the Walsall Science and Art
Institute took place at the Tantarra-street Board
School, the president, Mr. C. Forster, M.P. for
the borough, and who distributed the prizes, in the
chair. There was a good attendance of students
and friends. The report, after acknowledging
the efforts of Mr. Forster to bring about an
amalgamation of the different institutions of the
town,— efforts which ultimately proved success-
fnl,— went on to state that the committee com-
menced its labours in the rooms above the
railway station, in October, 1872, with five

classes in art studies, for the absolutely elemen-
tary and the more advanced

;
and six classes in

science, viz., physical geography, animal phy-
siology, electricity and magnetism, acoustics,
light and heat, geology, and chemistry. Owing
to the amalgamation having taken place late in
the session, many students were prevented join-
ing

;
hut, nevertheless, there were passed by the

Government examiners forty-six students in art,

and fifty-one in science, winning twenty-six
Queen’s prizes, and two honourable certificates,

—a success of which all concerned might be
justly proud, excelling, as it did, most other
institutes of like proportions. At the present
time there were sixty-three students in the art
classes, being an increase of seventeen, who
were taught by an experienced teacher, Mr. A.
Mulligan, and his assistant, Mr. A. Mills. In
the science classes, there were ninoty-four stn-
dents, being an increase of fifty.nine, who were
taught by Mr. Turner and his assistants. It was
intended to take for use the rooms above the
station, at present occupied by the Working
Men’s Club, and use them in addition to those
now occupied by the institute; and it was also
proposed to fit up a laboratory, and provide
apparatus for the study of electricity and mag-
netism. The financial condition of the institute
was not unsatisfactory, but its extended opera-
tions would render increased funds necessary,
and those funds, the committee felt sure, the
town would be willing to supply.

Derby Ccnh-al School of Art . — The annual
distribution of prizes and certificates to the
successful students of this school, took place in
the Lecture Hall, Wardwick, the presentation
being made by the Right Hon. Loi'd Vernon, the
president of the school, who occupied the chair.

The attendance of the general public was very
good, both the body of the hall and the gallery
being well filled. The head master (Mr.
Simmonds) read a statement, in which he
said : It is very satisfactory to be able to
state that there has been a continual increase
in the number of students from the time
the school was first opened until March last,

when, I regret to state, it was necessary to close
the registers and refuse admission to all other
applicants, in consequence of tlie space in the
rooms being totally inadequate to the demand.
This course was not adopted till the rooms were
so crowded that the studies were much inter-
rupted, and, in many cases, in the advanced
work all chance of success entirely prevented.
After the registers were closed a large number
of applicants were received. If it be reported
that the premises are unsuitable the Government
aid will be liable to be partially or entirely with-
drawn. Therefore it is evident, that nnless speedy
measures be taken to provide something like the
accommodation afforded in neighbouring towns,
the school will be unable to maintain its position,
even should it not cease to exist. Finally, I

would urge the gentlemen of this committee to
make an effort to uphold a school that has ac-
complished in the time more than any school of
art in the kingdom.

Kisto^ of Jewish Coinage.—The book on
this subject recently quoted by us is by Mr.
Frederick Madden, not his father, the late “ Sir
Frederick,” as stated.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Torquay {Devon).—The formal celebration of

the completion of the rebuilding of the parish
church and tower of St. Marychurch, Torquay,
has taken place. The undertaking has cost
14,250{.

Nihley .—The parish church of St. Martin,
North Nibley, has been re-opened. Three win.
dows have been restored in the south aisle, and
filled with cathedral glass ; and one in the east
end is a completely now one, the upper tracery
is filled in with stained glass, with the words,
“ Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of Hosts.” These
were executed by Mr. Blandford, builder, and
Mr. Garn, glazier, both of Dursley. Tho east
chancel window has also been filled with
stained glass, wrought by Messrs. Bell & Son.
Tho window, of Gothic design and in three
divisions, contains nine subjects in our Saviour’s
life, viz. :

—“I am sent to my Father,” “And to
your Father,” “And to My God and your God,”

I

“ Feed My Sheep,” “ And He took Bread ” (this

forming the centre subject), “Abide with Me,”
“Touch Me not,” “Be not Faithless,” “They
ran both of them together.”

Fulham .—The Chnrch of Pulham St. Mary
Magdalene, Norfolk, consists of a nave and
aisles, tower, and north porch, of the time of
Henry YU., whilst the chancel is of the earlier

or Decorated period, or about the time of
Edward II. The roofs, all of which are figured

in Brandon’s “ Open Timber Roofs,” have now
been restored, every portion of the old timbers,

as far as they were sound, having been left as
they were, and all necessary new pieces have
been reinstated in oak, moulded like the old, bub
left in their new wood, without stain or varnish,

so as to show exactly what is original and what
is not. The nave and chancel roofs have been
covered with green slates, and the aisles with
lead, as before. The eastern bay of tho nave-
roof had been highly decorated in distemper, but
time had to a great extent obliterated it. It

formerly consisted of angels and cherubs and mo-
nograms of tie name of our Saviour and St.Mary,

and ornaments in red, green, gold, white, and other

tints. There was sufficient left to enable th&
artist to exactly recopy tho old, which has been
done by Mr. King, of Norwich. The east window
was a very debased post-Reformation work. A
new three-light Early Geometrical window has

been put in its place, and filled with stained

glass, by Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, representing,

in the centre light, the Crucifixion, with Mary
kneeling at the foot of the cross ; on the left-

hand, Mary Magdalene washing the Saviour’s

feet 5 and on the right, Mary telling the Apostles

she had seen the Lord after His de-ath. The side

windows in the chancel are also filled with
stained glass by the same firm, and consist of '

emblems of our Saviour, St. Mary Magdalene,
St. Mary the Virgin, and other devices. The
chancel is benched with oak carved benches, of

the Early Decorated character, the floor being laid

with Minton’s encaustic tiles, that within the
altar-mils containing emblems of our Saviour,

the four Evangelists, the cup, &c.
j
and outside,

the letter M, for St. Mary Magdalene, and other

devices. A new vestry and organ-chamber have
been built on the north side, opening into the

chancel and north aisle, with stone arches, filled

in with oak screens. The clearstory and south-

aislo windows are glazed with cathedral glass,

the walls having been re-stuccoed, and tho

floor laid (where the seating should be) with

wood, and the passages of the nave and aisles

with the old monuments and paving. The whole
of the doors, both north, south, and west end, and
vestry, are of moulded oak, the hinges and
fastenings being of wrought iron, made from
special designs by the architect, Mr. R. M.
Phipson. The church is warmed by apparatus
supplied byHaden & Sons, of Trowbridge. The
general contractors for the works are Mr. Vine,

of Eye, and Mr. Grimwood, of Weybread. The
organ has been repaired by Mr. Rayson, of

Ipswicb. It now occupies a chamber at the east

end of the north aisle, and its outward appear-

ance has been, brought into harmony with the

restored interior of tho church.

Cheltenham.—The committee appointed some
time ago to consider the best moans of increasing

the church accommodation of the parish have
issued an appeal from the pen of the rector.

Canon Bell. It is of a twofold character. First,

the committee ask the inhabitants to complete

the restoration of old St. Mary’s Church. To
properly restore the building 4,0001. will be
required. Secondly, funds are asked to erect a

new chnrcb, capable of holding the presen
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largo congregation of the temporary cbnrch.
To do this 14,0001. or 15,0001. are needed.

Liverpool.—St. Margaret’s Church, Anficld,

has been consecrated. It occupies, says the
local Journal, a prominent site at the corner
of Belmont-road and West Derby.road, within
the township of Anfield. It has been erected
from designs by Messrs. W. A G. Audsley, of

Liverpool, and is of the early Frencli style of
architecture, freely rendered, so as to harmonise
with the treatment demanded by the materials
employed in the structure. It is constructed of

local grey bricks, relieved with the sparing in-

troduction of red and black bricks in the arches,
bands, and cornices, the finishings being of

Storeton atone, Yorkshire stone, and polished
red granite. Externally the design is of great
simplicity, little ornament being applied except
in the west fa<;ade and south porch. The general
features of the design are a long nave with
narthex and lateral aisles, an apaidal chancel,
north and south transepts, and a centre tower,
gabled east and west, and roofed in the saddle-
back form. The west porta! is large and deejjly

recessed, with jambs set witli nook shafts, and
alternating arches of red brick and carved
stonework

;
within these are set double door-

ways, divided by grouped shafts of polished red
granite, and sunnounted with a moulded and
carved tpnpanum, enriched with sculptures of
our Lord in glory, and adoring angels. The
south quasi-transept, or limb of the narthex, is

used as the principal entranoe-iiorch, having a
double doorway, with scenes from the life and
martyrdom of St. Margaret sculptured in the
tympanum, and a full-length figure of the saint,

as depicted in Christian art, in a centre niche
above. The treatment of the remainder of the
exterior is simple. The interior of the church
consists of a western narthex, a nave with
lateral aisles, a choir space at the crossing,
north and south transepts, aud a spacious
chancel. The nave is 100 ft. long, with its

aisles 61 ft. wide, and 60 ft. high to the ridge-
rib of the wagon ceiling. The western end is

crossed with the narthex, composed of quasi-
transepts, which open into the nave by arches
36 ft. high, aud into the aisles by lesser arches.
The southern limb of the narthex is used as the
entrance vestibule, and the northern as the
baptistery. The ceiling of the former is doco-
ra'.ed with devices containing the monogram of
the patron saint, and the latter is illuminated in
gold aud colours, the designs having allusion to
baptism. The font, which is placed in the centre
of the baptistery, is of large size and elaborate
workmanship

j
it is of square shape, and consists

of a carved Caen stone basin, with capping and
inlays of coloured marbles, supported on four
square and sixteen circular oolumus of red and
green marble, with carved capitals and bases.
The whole stands on a base of three steps. The
ceiling of the nave is of a wagon form, and
painted throughout iu gold and colours. The
ceilings of the side aisles are also decorated iu
gold aud colours. Over the western doors is

a painting of the Adoration of the Magi,
extending the whole width of the nave

;
it is the

work of Messrs. Heaton, Butler, A Bayne. The
nave is seated with low open benches of pitch
pine, and warmed, along with the rest of the
church, with hot-water pipes. The choir is

placed under the tower at the crossing of
the transepts, and opens into the nave, chancel,
and transepts by four arches 50 ft. high. The
pulpit, which is of Caen stone and marble, is

placed on the left of the screen and against the
north-west pier of the tower. In the north
transept is erected the organ, a work of Messrs.
W. Hill A Son, with its principal front across
the tower arch and its secondary front in the
transept arch towards the nave. The ceilings of
both transepts aro decorated in colours. The
width of the church across the transepts is 70 ft.

The chancel is of an apsidal form, 25 ft. wide
and 30 ft. long. The rcredos is of marble and
Caen stone, and contains three sculptured groups
of the Agony, the Crucifixion, and the Ascension
divided by columns aud surmounted by pedi-
mented arches. At each end, and between the
arches, are four angels bearing inscribed scrolls.

The whole terminates at the height of about
16 ft. -with a cross and dove. The altar is of
black oak relieved with gold and colours.

H'alsaiJ.—The foundation-stone of the new
district Church of St. George, Walsall, has
been laid by Lady Hatlierton. The design is
in the Early Decorated stj’le, the outer walling
being of limestone, with Penkridge stone dress-
ings, and consists of nave, 90 ft. 9 in. by 29 ft.

6 in.
j chancel, 40 ft. 6 in. by 20 ft.

j vestry and

ohoir-vestiy, and organ-chamber. There will

be a porch on tlio north and south sides of the
church, and above the former will rise the
steeple, which will be 168 ft. high, or 3 ft.

higher than that of the parish church. Tho roof

will bo an open-timbered one, aud the fittings of

pitch pine. Owing to the formation of the
ground, the fioor will incline from west to east
to the height of 3 ft. The floor will be laid with
encaustic tiles, and the church will be heated
with hot water. The cost of the whole building,
it is estimated, will be about 10,000Z. ; but at

present the nave and aisles only will bo erected,
at a cost of between 5,000h and 6,000i., but this

will include the foundations for the whole stme-
ture. Tho erection of the steeple will not be
entered upon until the other portions of the
building are finished. The architect is Mr. E.
Griffiths, county surveyor, Stafford, builder, Mr.
James Adkins, Walsall

j
and clerk of the works,

Mr. J. Adkins, juu.

DISSENTING CHUECH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Bridlington.—The fonudation-stone of a Bap-
tist chapel, to be erected on the west side of the
Quay-road, has been laid. The style is Gothic,
aud tho building will be of white brick, with
ornamental stone, with a tower on the south
side aud at the east end of the chapel. It is

intended to accommodate 500 poojfie, having a
gallery over tho entrance at the oast end, and
an orchestra behind the pulpit at the west end j

also a schoolroom and vestry on tho west of tho
chapel. The building will cost over 3,000J.,

towards which tho building committee have
received, in donations and promises, l,000h
Mr. Musgrave, jun., of Hull, is the architect;

aud Mr. John Eennard, of Bridlington Quay, the
contractor.

Frodsham.—A new Wesleyan chapel has been
opened for divine worship at Frodsham. The
chapel is the gift of Mr. Thomas Hazlohurst, of

Prospect-villa, Euncorr, and has been presented
to the Wesleyan Conference, complete with the
internal fixtures, and free from debt, at a cost of

7,000h The land, which cost 6001., was the gift

of Mr. Charles Hazelhurst. The minister’s house,
which is close to tho chapel, has been erected by
the congregation and other friends of the cause.
The stylo of architecture is Gothic, freely treated,
local stone being used throughout, from tho quar-
ries of the Marquis of Cholmondeloy, by whom it

was supplied at a nominal cost. The spire is

130 ft. in height, and of the broach description,
with canopied windows on the four sides, and sur.

mounted by the usual vane. The upper part of
the tower, immediately below the spire, is finished
with a recessed window aud an arcade below,
with polished granite shafts. A smaller arcade,
but richer in detail, has been added to each side
of the main entrance; this is ornamented with
polished granite shafts. The chapel faces Main-
street, and thus occupies a prominent position.
Tho grounds within the gateway are laid out
aud cultivated. The architect is Mr. C. 0. Elli-

eon, of Liverpool. The building is constructed
to accommodate 600 persons. The seats are
open, and of pitch-pine, tho entrance tothe body
of tho chapel being by two doors from tho main
entrance, and two on either side of the com-
munion rails, at the other end. There is a
spacious gallery on throe sides. The effect of
the communion enclosure is maintained by an
arch, moulded, and with polished granite clus-
tered columns, the lower portion being filled in
with a pitch-pine screen, with polished brass
shafts and carved capitals and ornamental glass
panels. The pulpit is of pitch. pine, with ebony
shafts, traceried panels and side panels, inlaid
with black. The font is the gift of the archi-
tect, and is in hammered brass and copper
jewelled; it stands immediately over the centre
of tho handrail, aud bears this inscription :

—

“ Presented to Trinity Chapel, Frodsham, by its

architect, C. 0. Ellison, Liverpool, Nov. 6th,
1873.” The gallery -front, tho wall-hoarding,
and the framing of the aisles, are finished with
long narrow panels along the tops, filled in with
ornamental perforations, with crimson cloth at
the back. The pillars which support the gallery
are moulded, and from them lighter columns
ascend to support the roof-timbers, which ride
from tho caps of the upper columns iu every
direction. The ceiling is filled iu with diagonal
pitch-pino boarding, witli ornamental perfora-
tions iu tho centre, commimicating with venti-
lating ebambere between the ceiling and the
roof. The windows of the chapel aro the work

,

of Messrs. Holloway, glass contractors, Liver
pool. They are traceried in stonework, the
heads being filled in with painted glass of varied
design and colour. Tho ornamental effect is

carried down the windows by borders and panes.
The pillars are decorated in gold colour, to match
the organ front. The decorative work has been
carried out by Messrs. Chandley, of Warrington.
The gas-fittings are by Messrs. Brawn A Down-
ing, of Birmingham, and aro constructed of
hammered brass aud iron, in colours. A ten-

light corona is suspended between each column,
and five-light brackets from the walls under the
gallery. The heating properties of the chapel
are afforded by apparatus supplied by Messrs.
Trusswell A Co., of Sheffield. The organ was
built by Mr. Wadsworth, of Manchester, at a
cost of 400J. The front of the instrument is

divided into three bays, the pipes being ofmotal,
wood, aud reed, aud is enclosed in a pitch-pine
case, with ebony shafts and ebony mouldings in
gold and black. The centre pipes aro gilded on
colour, aud the side pipes coloured on gold. The
organ is placed in front of tho congregation,
behind the pnlpit, iu a gallery erected for the
purpose. A Sunday-school has been erected at
the back of the chapel, and is completely fitted

for week-night services. A fault, however, in

the construction of this building appears to be
its deficiency of light, which is afforded by low
windows of stained and glazed glass. There are
three vestries connected with the chapel. The
house of the minister is of plain construction,
without any features of attraction, and built of
red stone. The builders were Messrs. White A
Son, of Runcorn; the mason, Mr. Charles Hol-
land, of Chester.

Biggleswade.—The chief stone of a new Primi-
tive Methodist chapel has been laid. The plans
and specifications were prepared by Mr. Thos.
Handley, of this town, architect, according to

the Bedfordshire Times, which states that the
new chapel will he in the Gothic style, will

accommodate about 300 persons, and be so con-
structed that a gallery (if needed) may bo
added. The estimated cost is about 560i.

Belgrave (Leicester).—The memorial-stone of
a new Nonconformist Church has been laid at
Belgrave. The building is intended to seat 500
persons, 400 on the ground-floor and 100 in an
ond gallery. It is roofed in one span, and has a
light projection on each sido, and also a recess
behind the Communion platform, which is occu-
pied by the baptistery. Behind the chapel, and
on the same level with it, are two vestries and
a ladies’ retiring-room. A staii’case adjoining
theso rooms leads to the lower stoiy, which is

arranged to contain a schoolroom for 300 chil-

dren, two senior class-rooms, an infant-sohool-
room, a kitchen for tea-meetings, heating.cham-
bers, and other conveniences. The levels of the
ground are such as to admit of the basement
being well lighted, aud also of tho school
being approached from Vann-street, with only a
small number of steps, while the chapel-floor

above it is not an inconvenient height above the
Leicester-road, towards which the main entranco
fronts. The stylo of architecture ia Early
English Gothic, tho material for the •walling

being red pressed-brick ai5d Bath stone. Tho
architect is Mr. Tait, of Leicester, whose design
was chosen in competition

;
and the contract for

the building has been taken by Mr. Billiugton, of

Belgrave.

STAINED GLASS.

2[iscellaneous.—Two double-light memorial
windows have been lately placed in the chancel
of the (R. C.) Church of Our Lady and St.

Patrick, Oldliam
;

the following subjects from
the Now Testament are arranged therein in

medallions, three in each respective light, viz.,

Annunciation, Visitation, Flight into Egypt,
Holy Family at Nazareth, Marriage Feast at

Cana, Good Shepherd, Charge to St. Peter,

Crucifixion, Eesurrectiou, Ascension, and De-
scent of the Holy Ghost. The spaces between
each medallion aro filled up with patterns in
grisaille inclosed by Eaidy English borders.

Those windows are the gift of Mrs. Sophia
Ainsworth, relict of Mr. John Lees Ainsworth,
lato of Baukside, Oldham. The execution on
glass was by Mr. William Gardner, of tho

St. Helen’s Stained Glass Works, after the car-

toons of Mr. Casolani, of the samo town. The
same artists have likewise recently completed
the following :—A double-light bajjtistery win-
dow for the samo church, with the Baptism of

Our Lord, and Christ Blessing Little Children,

in large figures, the gift of Mr. G. Kighley
j one
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of the openings of a four-light window of Lady
Chapel in the (E. C.) Conventual Church of

St. Francis, West Gorton, with a representation
in full-length figures of " the Immaculate Con-
ception,” and in a panel underneath Pius IX.
defining that dogma

;
the romaining three lights

to bo subsequently filled in with other suitable

subjects. A small lancet window in St. Wilfred's

Church, Bedford-street, Holme, with a figure of
St. Margaret of Scotland under a canopy, erected

by Mr. G. Kighley in memory of bis deceased
wife. Three aisle-windows, representing the
Annunciation, Visitation, and Nativity, in large

medallions on grisaille grounds and borders.

Four lancets in St. Joseph’s Chapel, and four in

the Lady Chapel of St. Ann’s Church, Ashton-
nnder-Lyne, with full-length figures of saiuts.

goohs
Science Simplified. By Professor Peppeh, late

of the Polytechnic. Frederick Warne & Co.,

Bedford-street, Covent-garden.
Under this general heading, we have sis in-

teresting and useful little books by the popular
lecturer on Science, Professor Pepper, respec-
tively devoted to Heat, Light, Electricity, Pneu-
matics and Acoustics, Chemistry, and Magnet-
ism. They all have numerous illustrations, are
full of useful information pleasantly conveyed,
and each can be separately obtained.

g(ist£llait£a;.

The Ventilation of Law Courts and other
Piiblic Buildings.—Mr. Justice Denman has
refused to sit in the room provided by the Cor-
poration of the City of London for the sittings
of the Second Court at Guildhall. He found
that the chamber was small, low in ceiling, hot
with large fires, and poisoned with gas-smoke.
In Leeds, says the Yorlshire Post, judges and
jurors for a long time experienced all the ill

effects of a similar state of things in the Assize
Courts, and various plans have been tried, at
much cost, with the object of bringing about an
improvement. This has, with the approval of
the corporation, been introduced by Mr. Martin
Tobin
“ To thoroughly ventilate the court without introducing

currents of cold air that would bo prejudicial to the
health of those attending it, was the task Mr. Tobin set
himself. hat he did was to fix in the court a few tubes
connected with the exterior of the building, and then,
like a wise j-hysieian, leave Nature to work her own cure!
The fresh air surrounding the hall dashes into the open
mains, and, after coursing through the crypt, it pours
into the court out of the tops of the tubes. By this
means eight or ten streams of Iresh air find their way info
the apartment, and the various currents being higher than
the heads of the great bulk of those attending the court, no
inconvenience is felt. Each column of air rises to a con-
siderable height, and then diffuses itself in the upper
rerion of the court. The ventilation in the ceiling carries
off the impurities, and the fresh air being Constantin
supply, the improved condition of tho atmosphere is
maintained.”

Gas Explosion
:
prepare for Frost.—The

milliacry establishmeub of Mr. Garland, West-
well-atreet, Plymouth, was being opened by a
porter, but on going into a room beliind the
shop, he perceived a strong smell of gas, and,
calling for a pair of steps and a light, he mounted
the steps, striking a match close to the gas
pendant in the room. Immediately there was a
terrific explosion, the window of the room being
blown out, and the plate-glass front of the shop
and the shutters blown across the street. All
the articles in the room were burnt. The porter
and three women were severely scorched, as
also was another person. The cause of the gas
escaping was, that on the previous evening the
pendant was pulled down too far, and a large
amount of gas was collected in the room during
the night. This is the time again to speak of
the advisability of substituting Colza oil ' for
water in hydraulic pendants to prevent accidents
in frost. The pendant to which we have for
several winters referred passed another winter
in safety, and without any attention or addition
whatever, since last winter, although it is very
easy to replenish it with tho oil, which gives no
bad smell, and does not burst the pipe soldering,
and so cause accidents in any degree of frost, as
water is apt to do.

Housebreakers’ Differences.—The follow-
ing tenders have been delivered for the demoli-
tion of two cottages, Albion-hill, Ramsgate, for
the Local Board :

—

Buckley £63 5 0
Smith & Son 49 7 6
Home 34 19 6
Green (accepted) 14 15 6

The Metropolitan Gas Question. — A
numerous deputation from the vestry and inha-

bitants of Paddington attended at the last

meeting of tho Metropolitan Board of Works
and presented a memorial upon the subject of

the proposal made by the Imperial Gas
Company to raise the price of gas supplied

by them. The memorialists stated that the

Gas Company possessed a monopoly for the
supply of gas, and notwithstanding that they
charged the maximum price allowed by Parlia-

ment for 14.candle gas, at Ss. 9d. per 1,000 ft.,

the memorialists had heard, with astonishment,
that the company bad given notice of its inten-

tion to apply to the Board of Trade to raise the
price after the 1st of January next. The reason
assigned—the high price of coal— was fallacious,

inasmuch as the price of the residual products
had very much increased. The deputation hoped
the Board would use all the means at its command
to oppose the application of the company. Mr.
Roche said this was only the first of many
memorials which would come in to the Board
from all parts of the metropolis protesting

against tho proposed increase of price. The
memorial was referred to the Works Committee
for report and considwation.

The Clapham and Brixton Baths.

—

It is satisfactory to bear that the scheme for

supplying with water, from an artesian well, the
swimming-bath now nearly erected by this com-
pany in the Femdale-road, Shepherd’s-lane,
BrLxton, under the superintendence of Messrs.
Fowler & Hill, architects, is in a fair way of

being carried out. The managing director, Mr.
A. T. Timewell writes to us as follows : —On the
2Gth of July last, the then Lord Mayor, Sir Sidney
H. Waterlow, bart., laid the foundation-stone of
the above-named building, and at the ceremony
expressed his opinion that the company itself

was formed for a praiseworthy object, and that
ho considered the financial success turned upon
the manner in which we obtained our water
supply. I have now great satisfaction in an.

nouncing that a well has been dug, and bored to

a depth of 418 ft. 6 in.,, and that we have entered
a substratum of water, which rises to within
83 ft. of the surface of the ground ; and by all

our trials, both by hand and steam-driving the
last three weeks, wo have been unable to lower
the water in the least, although the pump has
thrown at times upwards of 200,000 gallons

without stopping.

Northallerton New Town-hall and
Market Buildings.—This hall was to bo
opened on Monday with a grand concert. Tho
new market-house is a building of brick and
stone, erected from tho designs of Messrs. Ross
& Lamb, architects, Darlington. The basement
is entirely occupied with cellarage. On the

ground-floor are a covered market, with accom-
modation for the market-people, and seven
shops. The first-floor contains tho public hall,

capable of seating about 600 people, and with
dressing and cloak rooms attached. This hall

will occasionally bo used as a concert and ball

room, and for theatrical performances. The
ceiling, which is wagon-headed in form, is deco-

rated in colours. At the back of tho stage or

platform is a semicircular recess, which, together
with the form of the roof, aids the acoustic

qualities of the room. The lighting and venti-

lation have also received attention. ’

Improvements in Brussels. — The new
boulevard now in progress will, when completed,
bear comparison with any of the Paris boule-

vards. The houses already erected are built in

an expensive style, far surpassing any of the
existing buildings in Brussels. The site of the
new boulevard was formerly occupied by tho
River Senne, which has been covered in at a
great expense, and after several years’ labour,

by Messrs. Waring Brothers, of London. A com-
mittee has been formed in Brussels for the pur-
pose of giving a banquet, on the 10th of January,
to M. Anspach, the 'burgomaster, in recognition
of his services in connexion with the various
recent improvements.

A New Church, for Cardiff.—A meeting has
been held in tho Tredegarville Schoolroom,
Cardiff, for the purpose of considering what
steps should be taken for the erection of a new
church in the district of St. John’s. Tredegar-
ville is a populous part of the town, adjoining
Eoath. The necessity of a new church.tbere is

very strongly felt in the neighbourhood. It was
ultimately resolved to form a committee for the
purpose of taking the necessary steps for the

* erection of a church.

The Mill Memorial.—At the last meeting
of the Metropolitan Board of Works, a report
was presented from the Works and General Pur.
poses Committee, stating that the committee
have considered the letter from Mr. W. T. Thorn-
ton and Mr. Arthur Arnold, Honorary Secretaries
of the Executive Committee of the John Stuart
Mill Memorial Fund, requesting permission to
erect a statue of tho late Mr. Mill at the western
end of the gardens of the Victoria Embankment,
near the Houses of Parliament, and requesting
the assignment of a site for that purpose, and
recommending that a site, to be hereafter de-
termined upon, be granted, the design of the
statue and pedestal to be subject to the approval
of the Board. Mr. Newton moved the adoption
of the report. He considered the Victoria Em-
bankment a most appropriate place for the re-

ception of statues of distinguished men. The
motion was carried.

The New Pier at Blackfxiars Bridge.

—

The stage which is to form the future place
for embarkation and landing on and from the
river steamboats at Blackfriars Bridge, has been
placed in position, as well as the bridge which
connects it with the platform leading to Bridge-
street, Blackfriars. The landing-stage is of the
improved pattern, such as those at Westminster
and the Temple, consisting of a number of air-

tight iron drums. Wooden houses for the accom-
modation of passengers and the officials of the
Iron, Citizen, and Woolwich Steamboat Com-
panies respectively are erected upon the stage.

A light iron bridge, rising and falling with the
tide, connects a stage with a fixed iron bridge,

which leads up to the entrance of the pier,

within a couple of yards of Blackfriars District

(Underground) Railway Station. The pier has
been opened for steamboat traffic.

Fresentatiou to Mr. E. Dresser-Hogers.
The vestry of the parish of Camberwell have
presented an engrossed memorial to Mr. E.
Dresser-Rogers, in recognition of his inde-

fatigable services in opposing tho South London
Gas Bill, which, if it bad passed, would have
cost the ratepayers several thousands of pounds
annually, and allowed the price of gas to be
raised. Mr. Dresser-Rogers, in thanking the

vestry for the compliment paid him, said he
could safely state, as a member of the Metro-
politan Board of Works, that the parish of

Camberwell, at the present time, was parti-

cularly privileged with regard to the gas
question, and that it might consider itself quite

safe against any increase at present. He hoped,

therefore that the vestry would give their moral
support to the other parts of the metropolis in

their endeavours to oppose any encroachment by
the gas companies in raising the price of gas.

A Well-earned Gratuity.—The governor
of Devonport borough gaol having, in addition
to bis ordinary duties during the past two years,

designed and caused the prisoners to build a
new wing for the prison without employing any
free labour or extraneous assistance, the Devon-
port council have awarded him lOOL, with
smaller amounts to other officers. Tho prison,

crediting it to the ordinary value of the labour
bestowed on the new wing, has not cost the
borough one penny during three years, and so

thoroughly are the prisouers kept to industrial

pursuits, that for several years they have earned
their own maintenance, and partly paid the
salaries of the staff. The per-centage of recom-
mittals to Devonport Gaol is unusually low.

A Diamond Saw.—The American Manu-
facturer and Builder speaks of a diamond saw in

operation at the Exffibition of the American
lustituto. It is an ordinary reciprocating saw-
maebiuo

j
but diamonds form the cutting tools,

in combination with the steel blade as a guide.

The diamonds are set in “ cotter blocks ” at

intervals upon the blade, and work horizontally

as a true saw in the stone set beneath. But
while an ordinary saw cuts on an average 1 ft.

3 in. of brown stone in a day, the diamoud-saw
will do as much in half an hour.

The New Street through the Charter-
house.—Dr. Middleton has applied to the Chan-
cellor of the Diocese of London (Dr. Tristram),

at the Consistorial Court, for a faculty or licence

to take a portion of the churchyard of the

Charterhouse, and to remove the bodies to another

part. In order to make the new street from

Bloomsbury to Shoreditch, it would bo necessary

to take part of the churchyard of the Charter-

house, and a faculty was required to appropriate

a consecrated spot. The court granted the

prayer of the applicants.










